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PREFACE
Give heed to

'

.

.

.

the Church of Christ

Perhaps

teaching.'

haa nerer

In our own day

heed to teaching since the earliest and happiest days.

sufficient

the importance of teaching, or, as

been pressed

home through

we sometimes

call

given

expository preaching, has

it,

causes that are various yet never accidental

and

;

it is

probable that in the near future more heed will be given by the Church to teaching

than has ever been given before.

As a contribution towards the furnishing
Dictionary of the Bible

this

is

published.

of the

Church

for that great

It is a Dictionary of

work,

New

the Old and

Testaments, togetlier with the Old Testament Apocrypha, according to the Authorized

and Revised English Versions, and with constant reference

Every

been used to make the information

has

effort

to the original

tongues.

contains reasonably

it

full,

trustworthy, and accessibla

As

fulness.

to

occurring

in

tlie

In a Dictionary of the Bible one expects that the words

which do not explain themselves,

Bible,

will

receive

some ex-

more nearly meets that expectation than any
Articles have been written on the
Dictionary that has hitherto been pubhshed.
pl;inatioii.

Tlio

Dirtioiuiry

])rof;ciit

and Places, on the Antiquities and Archaeology of the

names

of all Persons

on

Ethnology, Geology, and Natural History, on Biblical Theology and Ethic, and

its

even

on the obsolete or archaic words occurring in the Enghsh Versions.

number

greater

articles

which deal with important and

difficult

subjects,

volume on the Chronology

As

of the

to trustworthinesa

except where the article

is

the best guarantee that the

the

work

to considerable

the article in the

of the authors are

appended

very brief and of minor importance

work may be

and might be able
of the

is

many
first

New Testament

The names

relied on.

those authors were chosen for the various subjects
that subject,

but there are

;

and extend

Such, for example, and to mention only one,

length.

The

of the articles are of small compass, for care has been exercised to

exclude vague generalities as well as unaccepted idiosyncrasies

to

Bible,

to their articles,

and these names are

;

So far as coidd be ascertained,

who had made

to speak with authority

upon

a special study of

Then, in addition

it

Editor and his Assistant, every sheet has passed through the

hands of the three distinguished scholars whose natnes are found on the
These scholars are not responsible for errors of any kind,

if

title-page.

such should be

dis-

;

PKKFACjc

viii

covered in the Dictionary, but the time and care they have spent upon

taken as a good assurance that the work as a whole

As
turn

While

to accessibility.

this work, so

it

But even then, the

together.

may

the articles have been written

expressly for

has been found necessary to group allied subjects

careful system of black-lettering

and cross-reference

And

adopted, should enable the reader to find the subject wanted without delay.

important has

own

natural

be

they have been arranged under the headings one would most naturally

In a very few cases

to.

all

it

and authoritative.

reliable

is

it

seemed

to

the Editor that each subject should be found under

sc
its

that he has allowed a Uttle repetition here and there (though not

title,

in identical terms) rather than

by sending him from one

distress the reader

to another in search of the information

he

desires.

The Proper Names

article

will be found

under the spelling adopted in the Eevised Version, and in a few very familiar
instances the spelling of the Authorized Version

On

to the other.

the Proper

and unsettled questions

Names
it

Names

generally,

also given, with a cross-reference

and particularly on the very

may

of their derivation, reference

made

difficult

to the article

consequence for the identification of the name) the Greek of the

to be of

Septuagint, have been given for all proper and

impracticable to record
of the Septuagint

be

The Hebrew, and (where

(Pboper), which will be found in the third volume.

seemed

now

is

;

all

and

it

many common names.

the variety of spelling discovered in different manuscripts

was considered unnecessary,

Cambridge, and the Concordance

in preparation in

was found

It

in

view

Proper

of

the great Edition

Names about

The Abbreviations, considering the

published at the Clarendon Press.

A

few and easily mastered.

of the work, will be seen to be

of

to be

and scope

size

Hst of them, together

with a simple and uniform scheme of transUterating Hebrew and Arabic words, will
be foimd on the following pages.

work by Mr.

The Maps have been

G. Bartholomew, F.E.G.S.

J.

The

specially prepared for this

Illustrations (the drawings for

which

have been chiefly made in Syria by the Rev. G. M. Mackie, M.A.) are confined to
subjects which cannot be easily understood without their aid.

The Editor has pleasure

in recording his thanks to

fellow-workers, including the authors of the various articles.

whose names are given on the

title-page,

he

desii-es

many

friends

and willing

In especial, after those

thank the Eev. W. Sanday,

to

Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity in the University of Oxford, who has
many of the articles and given valuable assistance in other ways, and whose
name might have appeared on the title-page, had not illness prevented him for some
D.D., LL.D.,

read

time from carrying out his intention of reading the proof-sheets as they were ready

own

next, his

early teacher. Dr.

Donald Shearer, who

voluntarily undertook, and

has most conscientiously carried out, the verification of the passages of Scripture

Mahaffy

;

who kindly read some articles in proof Professor
Ryle of Cambridge
Professor Salmond of Aberdeen
Principal Stewart of St.
Andrews and Principal Faibbairn and Mr. J. Vebnon Bartlet, M.A. of Mansfield

also Professor

;

of Dublin,

;

;

;

College, Oxford.

*,• Messrs. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, have the sole right
in the United States and Canada.

Dictionary of the Bible
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publication
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thii

SCHEME OF TRANSLITERATION
IIEUUEW.

.

LIST OF ABBEEYIATIOI^S
L General
LXX = Septnagint.

= Alexandrian.
Apoc. = Apocalj-pse.
Alex.

MSS = Manuscripts.

MT = Massoretic Text

Apocr. = Apocryphsu
Aq. = Aquila.
Arab. = Arabic

n.

Aram. = Aramaio.

Onk.

Assyr. = Assyrian.
Bab. = Babylonian,
c. = circa, about.

0T = Old

= Canaanite.
= Compare.

Pent.

E = Elohist.
edd. = Editions or Editor*

= Egyptian.

= English.
Eth. = Ethiopic.
=and following
['^ng.

f.

ff.

verse or page

;

M Ac lO*"-

=anil following verses or pages

Gr.

;

aa

Mt

ll^'-

of Holiness.

= Syriac.

T'alm.= Talmud.

= Hellenistic.
= He.\ateucb.
= Israelite.

= Targum.

Hel.

Targ.

Hex.

Theod. =Theodotion.
TR = 'rextus Receptna.

Isr.

J = Jah\vist.
J" = Jehovah.
Jems. = Jerusalem.
Jos.

tr.

IL Books of the Bible
Ad. Est = Additions

Gn = Genesis.
Ca = Canticles.
Ex = ExodnB.
Is = Isaiah.
Lv = Leviticog.
Jer = Jeremiah.
Nu = Numbers.
La = Lamentations.
Dt = Deuteronomy.
Ezk = Ezukiel.
Jos = Joshaa.
Dn = DanieL
Jg = Judges.
Hos = HosetL
Ru = Rutb.
Jl = Joel.
1 S, 2S = 1 and 2 Samuel.
Am = AmoB.
1 K, 2K=1 and 2 Kings.
Ob = Obadiah..
Ch, 2 Ch = 1 and 2 Jon = Jonah.
Chronicles.
Mic = Micah.
Ezr = Ezra.
Nail = Nahnm.
Neh = Neheniiah.
Hab = Habakkuk.
E3t= Esther.
Zepli = Zephaniah.
Job.
Hag = Haggai.
Ps = Psalms.
Zec = Zechariah.
Pr = Proverbs.
Mai = Malachl.
E^ = Ecolesiaatea.
1

ApoaypKa.

Essl

and 2

or translation.

WH

= JosephuB.

Es, 2
Ewlras.

= translate

VS.S = Versions.
Vulg.= Vulgate.
= Westcott and Hort's text.

Old Tutament.

I

Sin. =Sinaitic.

SjT.

= Hebrew.

Heb.

= Pentateuch.

= Persian.
= Philistine.
Phoen. = Phoenician.
Pr. Bk. = Prayer Book.
R = Redactor.
Rom. = Roman.
Sam. = Samaritan.
Sem. = Semitic.
Sept. = Septnagint.
Symin. =Syminaohna.

=C*eek.

H = Law

Testament.

Pers.
Phil.

ct.= Contrast.
D = Deuteronomiat.

Egyp.

= Onkelos.

P = Priestly Narrative.
Pal. = Palestine, Palestij

Can.
ef.

=note.

NT = New Testament

To = Tobit.
Jth= Judith.

to

Sns= Susanna.
Bel

Esther.

Wis = Wisdom.
Sir = Sirach or Ecdesiasticus.

Bar = Banich.
Three = Song of
Three Children.

Bel

and

the

Man = Prayer of
Manassea.
Mac, 2 Mao=l and 2
Maccabees.

Pr.
I

the

New
Mt = Matthew.

Testament
1 Th, 2

Mk = Mark.

Th =

1

Thessalonians.
1 Ti, 2 Ti = 1

Lk = Luke.
Jn = John.

Ac = Acts.
Ro = Romans.
1 Co, 2 Co =

=

Dragon.

1

Corinthians.
Gal = Galatians.
Eph = Ephesians.
Pn = Phiiippians.

Col s Colossians.

and 2

and 2

and 2
Timothy.
Tit=Titu8.
Philem = Philemon.
He = Hebrews.
Ja = James.
1 P, 2P = 1 and 2 Peter.
1 Jn, 2 Jn, 3 Ju'l, 2
and 3 John.
Jnde.

Rev s Revelation.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

in, Enolibh Versions
Bible iNT e. 1380, OT e. 1382,
Pnrrey's Revision c. 1388).
=
Tind. Tindale'8 NT 1526 and 1534, Pent. 1530.
Cov. = Coverdale's Bible 1535.
Matt, or Rog. = Matthew's [i.e. prob. Rogers')
Bible 1537.
>an. or Great = Cranmer'8 'Great' Bible 1539.
Tar. = Tavemer'8 Bible 1539.
G«n.=Geneva NT 1557, Bible 1560.

Wyo.=WyclifB

Bish.

= Bishops'

Bible 1568.

Tom.=Tom3on's NT 1576.
Rhem. =Rhemish NT 158a
Dou. = Douay OT 1600.

AV = Authorized

Version 1611.

AVra = Authorized Version margin.

Version NT 1881, OT 188&
Version margin.
EV = Auth. and Rev. Version*.

RV = Revi3ed

RVm = Revised

IV. Fob the Litbrattjre

AIIT = Ancient Hebrew

PEF= Palestine

Tradition.

B/..

= Banipton

Lecture.

5:1/= British Museum.
SiJP= Biblical Researches in Paleocine.
C/G = Corpus Inscriptionnm Gr.necarum.
C/Z = Corpu3 Inscriptionum Latinarum.
C/5= Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum.
COT= Cuneiform Inscriptions and the OT.
/)B= Dictionary of the Bible.
G(7.<4 = G6ttuiKi8che Gelehrte Anzeigen.
OF/=Geschichte des Volkes Israel.

§PB = Queen's Printers' Bible.
.K£J'= Revue des Etudes Juives.
72/" = Records of the Past.

RS= Religion

of the Semites.
of Old Test.

SBOr=Sacred Books

nPM=

5iir=Studien und Kritiken.
iSWP= Memoirs of the Survey

of Western
Palestine.
or ThLZ=Theo\. Literaturzeitung.
r/i,r=Theol. Tijdschrift.
TSBA = Transactions of Soc. of Bibl. Archaeology.
WAI=WesteTn Asiatic Inscriptions.
ZA^V or
=ZeitschTiit fur die Alttest

ThL

ZATW

Wissenschaft.

ZDMG = Zeitschrift

der

Deutschen

liindischen Geaellschaft.
.^DP F'= Zeitschrift des Deutschen

Norvicense.

MorgenPalastina-

Vereins.

ZK yV^Zeitschriit fiir kirchliohe Wissenschaft.

Old Test, in the Jewish Church.

number designates the

particular edition of the

MAPS IN VOLUME

work

referred to, as

.........

Palkstikb
Babylonia, Asstsia, etc.
SiVAi Peninsula

of Biblical

/'/?£ = Real-Encyclopadie fur protest. Theologie
und Kirche.

ff(7Jl/=Hi{^her Criticism and the Monuments.
Ecclesiastica.
HJP=}liatory of the Jewish People.
fl'G5X = IIistorical Geog. of Holy Land.
ffl= History of Israel.
History, Prophecy, and the Monuments.
yZ)rA = Jahrbiicher fur deutsche Theologie.
</i?/45= Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.
JQR=3e:-vf\s\x Quarterly Review.
KAT=X)ie Keilinschriften und das Alte Test.
iOr=Introd. to the Literature of the Old Test.

A small superior

same.

Archaiolojfy.

£r£=Hi9toria

OW=Otium
0TJC=1he

Exploration Fund.

PEFSt = Quarterly Statement of the
P<SB /I = Proceedings of the Society

^7'=Altes Testament.

and Canaan

.

.
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AUTHORS OF ARTICLES IN VOL.
Walter F. Adenet,
New Testament Kxegcsis

I

M.A., Professor of Rev. WiNPRiD O. BtJRROws, M.A., Principal of
New College,
Leeds Clergy School.
London.
The late Rev. James S. Candlish, M.A., D.D.,
Professor of Systematic Theology in the Free
Ven. A. S. Aglex, M.X., D.D., Arclidciicon of St.
Church College, Glasgow.
Andrews.
Rev. WiLLOUGnuy C. Ai.lex, JI.a., Chaplain, Fel- Rev. WiLi.i.^M Caksi.aw, M.A., 3I.D., of the Lebanon Schools, Beyrout, Syria.
low, and Lecturer in Tlieology and Hebrew,
Rev. Artiiuu Thomas Ciiapmax, M.A., Fellow,
Exeter College, Oxford.
Tutor, and Hebrew Lecturer, Emmanuel ColRev. JoiiN' S. Basks. Professor of Systematic Thelege, Cambridge.
ology in the Hcadingley College, Leeds.
Rev. W. E. Rakxes, M.A.,D.D., Fellow of Peter- Rev. Robert IIexky Charles, JI.A., of Trinity
College, Dublin, and Exeter College, Oxford.
house, Cambridge.
James Vkiinox Bahti.et, M.A., Tutor in Mans- Rev. Frederic Hexrv Chase, M.A., D.D., Principal of the Clergy Training School, Cambridge,
field College, Oxford.
and Examining Chaplain to the Archbishop of
Rev. L. W. Uattf.x, M.A., Ph.D., Professor of
Y'ork.
Hebrew, Protestant Episcopal Divinity School,
-Col. Ci..\UDE Regnier Condeb, R.E., LL.D.,
Lieut.
Philadelphia.
M.R.A.S.
Rev. Wilms .Iudson BEEniEii, D.D., Professor of
Hebrew Language and Literature in Auburn Fred. C. Conybeare.I^I.A., late Fellow of University College, Oxford.
Theological Seminary, X. Y.
Rev. JosEPii AoAU Bket, D. D., Professor of Sys- Rev. G. A. Cooke, JLA., Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, and Rector of Beaconsfield, Bucks.
tematic Theology in the Richmond Theological
Rev. Hexry Cowan, M.A., D.D., Professor of
College.
Church History in the University of Aberdeen.
P. V. M. Beneckk, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of
Magdalen College, Oxlord.
W. E. Chum, M.A., of the Egypt Exploration
Fund.
Rev W. H. Bkxnett, M. A., Professor of Old Testament Exegesis in Hackney and New Colleges, Rev. Edward L. Curtis, D.D., Professor of
Hebrew in Yale University, New Haven.
London; sometime Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.
Rev. Axdrew Bruce Davidson, D.D., LL.D.,
Rev. Ei)WAUi> Rf.ssELi, Behnaud, JI.A., ChanProfessor of Hebrew
in
the New College,
cellor and Canon of Salisbury formerly Fellow
Edinburgh.
of Magdalen College, Oxford.
Rev. T. WiTTON Davies, B.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S.,
Professor of Biblical Literature in the Midland
Rev. Joiix Hkxuy Bkunaud, D.D., Fellow of
Baptist College, Nottingham.
Trinity College, and .\rilibisliop King's Lecturer in Divinity in the University of Dublin.
Rev. W. T. Davison, M.A., D.D., Profes.sor of
Rev. RoiiKRT Masson Boyd, M.A., Glenbervie,
Systematic Theologj- in the Handsworth TheoKincardine.
logical College, Birmingham.
Rev. FuAXCis Buowx, M.A., D.D., Professor of Rev. James Df.xxev, M.A., D.D., Professor of
Hebrew and Cognate Languages in Union TheoSystematic Tlieology in the Free Church Collogical Seminary, New York.
lege, Gla.sgow.
Rev. W. Adams Buow.n, M.A., D.U., Professor of Rev. Wii.i.iAM P. Dickson, D.D., LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Divinity in the University of
Systematic Theology in Unioa Theological
Gla.sgow.
Seminary. New York.
F. C;kawi.'oui) Bchkitt. M..\., Trinity College, Rev. Sa.mdel Roli.es Driver, D.D., Canon of
Christ Church, and Regius Professor of Hebrew
Cambridge.
in the University of Oxford.
Rev. Ciiaui.es Fox Buhxkv, M.A., Lecturer in
Hebrew, and Fellow of St. John Baptist's Col- Rev. William Ewino, ALA., Birminghani fo»»
lege, Oxford.
merly of Tiberias, Palestine.
Rev.

in the

;

AUTHORS OF AKTICLES
Alfred Eunest Garvie, M.A.,

Rev.

B.D.,

Mon- D.

trose; Examine]- in Bihlical Languages in
Congregational Hall, KiliMlmrgli.

the

S.

IN VOL.

I

Margoliouth, M.A., Fellow of New Col

and Laudian Professor of Arabic in the
University of Oxford.

lege,

Rev. Sydney C. Gaykoud, .M.A., Exeter College, Rev. John Turner Marshall, M.A., Professor of
Classics in the Baptist College, Manchester.
Oxford.
Rev. John Gibb, M.A., D. D., Professor of New John Massie, M.A., Yates Professor of New Testament Exegesis in Mansfield College, Oxford;
Testament Exegesis in the Presbyterian Colformerly Scholar of St. John's College, Camlege, London.
bridge.
G. Buchanan Gray*, M.A., Lecturer in Mansfield
Rev. Joseph Bickersteth Mayor, M..V., Litt.D.,
College, Oxford.
Emeritus Professor of King's College, London,
Rev. Alex.\nder Grieve, M.A., Ph.D., Forfar.
and Hon. Fellow of St. John's College, CamFrancis Llewellyn Griffith, ^LA., F.S.A., of
.Superintendent
the British Museum
Archaeological Survey of Egypt.
;

of the

bridge.

Rev. Selah Merrill, D.D., LL.D., U. S. Consul
at Jerusalem.
Gw.wkin,
M.A.,
Fel.Mklvill
D.D.,
Henry
Re".
low of Emmanuel College, and Dixie Professor Rev. James Millar, M. A., B.D., New Cumnock.
B.D., Caputh,
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Cambridge.
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F.S.A., Fellow of
fessor of
bridge.
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Anatomy
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A. This letter is used in critical notes on
the text of OT and
to denote the Codex
Alexarulrinus, a MS of the Greek Bible written
apparently in Ej.'ypt c. A.D. 450, placed in the
lilirary of the Patriarch of Alexandria in 1098,
presented by Cyril Liicar, I'atriarch of Constantinople (formerly of Alexandria), to Charles I.
in lti28, and now in the British Museum.
It contains the whole Bible except Gn 14"" IS'-"-'"'"
le"-", 1 K [1 S] 12'8-14», Ps 4n(5o)'*-79(80)", Mt
l'-25«, Jn 6"-8", 2 Co 4'»-12'.
The Psalter is introtinccd by a letter of Athanasius to Marcellinus,
the Ilyjiotheses of Eusebius, and various tables;
and is concluded by a collection of Canticles from
OT and NT, and a Christian Momin}; Hymn.
Kev is followed by two Epi.stles of Clement (wantin|» l""'" S'^"""), both apparently still in ecclesiastical
use at the time when this MS. was written.
Last
of all, marked as extra-canonical, came eighteen
Psalms of Solomon but this part has disappeared.
Its rcJidings in OT can be most readily ascertained from Professor Swete's edition of the LXX.
Its NT text was published by Woide in 1780, by
B. H. Cowper in 180O, and by E. H. Hansell in a
parallel text, 18(54.
The whole MS was published
in a photot,Tajiliic facsimile by the Curators of the
British Museum in 1879.
J. O. F. Mukkay.

NT

;

X
This

(Alejdi), the 6rBt letter in the Heb. alphabet.
symbol in crit. app. denotes the Codex

MS of the Greek Bible discovered in
the monastery of St. Catherine on Mount Sinai by
C. Tischeudorf, 1844 and 1859.
It was written
towards the midille or end of the 4th cent.
Four scribes at least were employed on it. The
scrilie who copied Tobit and Juditli wrote also six
cancel leaves in the NT containing Mt IG'-IS"
24-'«-2G", Mk 14"-I,k 1», 1 Th 2"-528, He 4"-8',
besides various headlines, titles, subscriptions,
Sinaiticus, a

and

section numbers.
This scribe Tischendorf
further identified with the scribe who wrote the
NT in Codex li, Vatieaiius (which see). The
shows marks of revision due to various hands from
the 4th cent, to the 12th cent.
One of these, n°*,
7th cent., declares in a note at the end of 2 Ks [EzrNeh] and at the end of Est, thai he had compared
the MS in these liooks with a very ambient copy
transcribed by Antoninus the Confessor, and collated with Orinen's lli.'xapla by tlie holy martyr
Pamphilus when in prison at Ca?sarea. The corrections introduced by him in these books, tliou^h

MS

VOL. I.—

an Origenic character, certainly do not embody
the complete Hexaplaric text.
There seems to be no clear evidence to show
either where the MS was written, or how it passed
into the possession of the monks of St. Catherine.
While in their possession it fell into decay, and
long ago the outside sheets were cut up for bookbinding purposes ; and Tischendorf was convinced
that the sheets he rescued in 1844 were only waiting their turn for use in the oven. It is not surprising, therefore, that the MS is now far from
complete. It contains portions of Gn 23. 24 and ol
Nu 5. 6. 7 ; 1 Ch 9'"-19", 2 Es 9»-'~' [Ezr 9»-Neh],
Est, To, Jth, 1 Mac, 4 RIac (3 Mac perhaps lost),
Is, Jer, La 1-2* Jl, Ob, Jon, Nali, Hab, Zeph.
Hag, Zee, Mai, Ps, Pr, Ec, Ca, Wis, Sir, Job
The NT is conii>lete, and is followed by the Epistle
of Barnabas and i)art of the Shepherd of Hennas.
The text has been published in facsimile type(l)in 1846, 'Cod. Frid.- Aug.,' containing the sheets
of OT secured in 1844; (2) in 1802, 'Cod. Sin.,'
containing, besides NT, the rest of OT, with the
exception of a few verses (published in an appendix
Tischendorf also published the NT text
in 1807).
The OT readings are
in a handy volume in 18(i3.
most ea.sily accessible in Swete's edition of the
(Cambridge, 1887-95, ed. 2, 1895 8).
J. O. F. MCBRAY.
symbol used in OT criticism by Dillmann
A.
to sipnih' the Priestly elements of the Hex., more
OBuaTly known as P. See Hkxateuch.
of

LXX

—A

F.

A

II.

Woods.

frequently used in AV, and sometimes
retained in KV, in constructions that are now
obsolete.
It is found both as an adj. (or indef,
1. .i4, as an adj., is a womart.) and as a prep.
down form of the Old English adj. an, 'one.'
In modem Eng. a is used before a con(1)
sonantal sound, an before a vowel sound.
In
the Eng. VSS of the Bible this usage is not
is

invariable.

See An.

(2)

A

is

found qualifj-iug

abstract nouns without allccting their mcanmg
Wis 12" thou art of a full power' (KV perfect in
iiower ') ; 12" to l)e of a good hope (BV of good
tiope'); 2 Co IC
haWng in a reailiness' (KV
'being in readiness'); 2 Mac 13" 'commanded
they should be in a readiness.'
Cf. Guylforde,
' alwaye in
I'l/lr/rymage 7
a redynesse to set forth
wlien they woll.' On tiie other hand it is sometimes
omitted where it is required for individualising:
Sir 39" 'at time convenient.' (3) In Lk 9" 'about
'

'

'

'

'

:

'

•

AARON

AAKOIS
an eight days (RV about eight days) after these
sayings the art. is used as in a good many ; so
there were slain of them upon a three
1 Mac 4"
thousand men (RV about three thousand ').
2. In other expressions ^ is a prep., being
a wom-dowTi form of an or on, and stands for
'

'

'

'

'

'

2 Ch 2" 'three
the modern 'at,' 'in,' or 'on.'
thousand and six hundred overseers to set the
awork ') ; 1 Co 9' ' who
people a work (RV
goeth a warfare (RV 'serveth') any time at his
and other
own charges?' Jth 7' 'horsemen
men that were afoot.' Most frequently with a
verbal noun in 'ing' 2 Ch 16' 'wherewith Baasha
was a building' (AV of 1611, later edd. 'was
Being
1 Es 6-»
had builded ')
building,' RV
Lk 8*^
still a building, it is not yet fully ended
She lay a dying.' The full form an or on re'

'

.

.

.

:

'

'

;

'

;

'

mained

side

uy side with this worn-down form

:

13"
Mt
He
David
fell on sleep
was afterward an hungered (RV He afterward

Ac

'

.

.

.

'

;

4»

'

'

'

'An hungered' occurs also Mt 12''
himcered.'
25».>7. ti. 44^ Mk 2=», Lk 6», and in all these places
RV leaves it unchanged).
Literature.— Beside* the neceBsary edd. of the Eng. Bible,
Etymoi. Diet, of Ihe Eng. Lana.i ; Murray and Bradley,
Eng. Diet, on Hist. PrincipUt (called the Oxford Eng. Dict^;
Wright, Bible Word Booi» Michie,
Whitney, Century Diet.
Bible Words and Phrturt; Mayhew, Select Oloieary of Bible
Words ; Trench, Select Glomary together with the Concordances to Shakespeare, Milton, etc ; and the Clarendon Preas
and Pitt Press edd. of the Eng. works ol the period.

Slieat,

;

;

;

J.

AARON

LXX

— In

Hastings.

the narratives
of the Exodus, Aaron is, after Moses, the most
prominent figure. Often appearing as the colleague
or representative of the great leader and lawgiver,
he is in particular the priest, and the head of the
must, however, distinIsraelitish priesthood.
guish between our difTerent authorities in the
Pent., for in the priestly narrative Aaron not
tinnaturally occupies a far more important place
than in the earlier account of JE.
In JE, Aaron is first introduced as Moses'
brother, and with the title of the Levite, in Ex
4" J, where J', sending Moses on his mission to
the Israelites, appoints him, on account of his
fluency in speech, to be the spokesman of Moses to
Aaron meets his brother in
tne peoplis (vv. '*"").
the mount of God together they return to Egypt
and assemble the elders of the Israelites, before
whom Aaron, instructed by Moses, delivers God's
message and performs the appointed sims. The
people believe ; but when Moses and Aaron request Pharaoh to grant the people temporary
leave of absence, the king refuses to listen to them
(Ex 4-6'). In the account of the plagues Aaron
occupies quite a subordinate place, being the
BUent companion of his brother. It is Moses who
is sent to Pharaoh and announces the coming
plagues (Ex 7'"- S'"- *"• 9'"- "«' [J mainly]— with
10* contrast 10*
he turned ').
Aaron is merely
called in four times along with Moses to entreat
for their removal (8*-^ 9" 10").
Indeed it seems
probable that the mention of Aaron in these
passages is due, not to the original narrative of J,
out to the editor who combined J and E for in
each case Moses alone answers, and in his own
name in 8*" 9" 10'" his departure alone is mentioned, while in 8" it is Moses alone who prays for
the removal of the frogs. In the history of the
wanderings the passages relating to Aaron are for
the most part derived from E, where indeed Miriam
is described as the sister of Aaron (IS**).
With
Hur he assists Moses in holding up the rod of God
to ensure the defeat of Amalek (n'"-" E), and
together with the elders he is called to Jethro's
aacrifice (18" E). At Sinai,while priests and people
remain below, Aaron accompanies Moses up the
mountain (19** J), together with Nadab, Abihu,
(['lit;!*,

'kapiiiv).

We

;

'

;

;

and seventy elders of Israel (24"' '"") and when
Moses with Joshua alone is about to approach
still nearer to God, Aaron and Hur are temporarily
appointed supreme judges of the people (24"' '*
;

Moses' absence being prolonged, Aaron, at
E).
the people's request, makes a golden calf as a
visible symbol cf J", for which he afterwards
weakly excuses himself to Moses, throwing the
At a later
blame upon the people (32'-»- "•^).
period Aaron with Miriam opposes Moses, on the
ground that they also are recipients of divine
revelations, Miriam being apparently regarded as
the leader on this occasion, since the punishment
Some further parfalls upon her (Nu 12 E).
ticulars relating to Aaron are to be learnt from
Dt, in passages apparently based on the narrative of JE
namely the intercession oiTered by
Moses on his account after the making of the
the choice of Levi as the
golden calf (Dt 9*)
priestly tribe, probably in consequence of the zeal
shown by them against the idolaters (10"-) ; the
death of Aaron at Moserah (site unknown), and
the succession of his son Eleazar to the priestly
office (lO"-', the itinerary probably from E, cf. Nu
2iia. 16. i8ff.)
The last passage is important as
showing that the tradition of a hereditary priesthood in the family of Aaron was found even
Comp. Jos 24^ E,
outside the priestly history.
where mention is made of Phinehas, the son of
Eleazar the son of Aaron.
It is, however, in the priestly tradition, where
the institution of the ordinances of divine worship
is described at length, that Aaron figures most
prominently as the founder of the Israelitish
priesthood, and becomes, indeed, with Moses the
joint leader of the people.
P records several
details respecting Aaron's family
he is the son of
Amram and Jochebed (Ex 6*'), and three years
His wife was
older than Moses {ib. V, Nu 33").
;

;

:

Elisheba, his sons Nadab,

Eleazar

6^

(cf.

A

Abihu

(cf.

Ex

24'- »

Jos 24^ E), and Ithamar.

See

E ?),
Ex

slightly different representation of
Aaron's first commission is given in Ex 6''-7'' P,
from that in the parallel narrative Ex 4-6' JE.
etc.

Here Aaron is appointed the spokesman of Moses,
not to the people, but to Pharaoh (see 7'), and it is
before the king that Aaron works a wonder,
turning his rod into a serpent. P'rom this point
onwards the importance assigned to Aaron in
He regularly coP becomes very marked.
of
the
operates with Moses at the time
Egyp. plagues, usually bringing these to pass by
means of his rod in accordance with Moses'
instructions (Ex 7""- 8°'- '"•).
Many commands of
God are addressed to both leaders alike (Ex g'"'"
12'- ", Lv U' 13'
14» 15', Nu 2', cf. 1>- "• ") ;
they are consulted by the people (Nu 9' 15", cf.
13*'), and against both of them the murmurings of
the people are directed (Ex 16^ Nu 14', cf."
163. «r c/i8 20^).
All this, however, does not
prevent distinct and characteristic parts being
assigned to each of them. Thus the first place is
He receives the
given to Moses throughout.
divine revelation on Mount Sinai respecting the
appointment of Aaron and his sons to the priest'28'-' 29"), and upon the completion of
tabernacle solemnly consecrates tiiem, and
otiers tha appointed sacrifices (Ex 29, Lv 8. 9).
Aaron, on the other hand, is specially 'the priest'
(Ex Sl'^SS'i'SS", Lv 13^ Nu 18**), who stays a plague
by an offering of incense (Nu 16""**); to his charge
the tabernacle is committed {ib. 4'- "• "'• "), and
to him the Levites are given in exchange for the
Aaron is distinguished from
firstborn {ib. S"'-).
his sons, the inferior priests, by the anointing
which he receives (Ex 29', Lv 8", cf. Ex 29»,
passages
Lv 4S. ». Id QM.xi 1632 ai'"'", Nu 35*")
which speak of his sons as being also anointed

hood (Ex
the

:

—

—

AAEONITES

ABADIAS

later additions to the
3»).
Lv 7",
Between the family of Aaron and the rest of the
Levites a sharp distinction is drawn (see esp.
3. 4).
In tnis connection it is to be noticed
that in the main portion of Nu 16 Korah's companions in his rebellion are called ' princes of the

probably belone

Priestly

the

to

Code (Ex 28"

30*> 40",

Nn

Nu

congregation' (10-), i.e. not all Levites (cf. Nu
27')
their complaints are directed against the
exclusive claims of the tribe of Levi, and all murmurings are finally silenced by the miraculous
budding of the rod of Aaron, the representative of
the house of Levi (Nu 17''"). But certain additions seem to have been made to the chapter to
emphasize a difl'erent point, and in these passages
Korah's companions are regarded as wholly Levites,
who protest against the superior claims of the house
of Aaron N u 1 6«-"- '8-i»- *>-'''). See further, Priests ;
;

(

Aakonites, Aaron's Rod, Korah.
For failing to show due honour to J' at
Meribah Kadesh, in the fortieth year of the
wanderings, Aaron was forbidden to enter the
Shortly afterwards,
promised land (Nu 20*''*).
accompanied by Moses and his own son Eleazar,
Aaron ascended Mount Hor, on the Iwrder of the
land of Edom, and after being solemnly stripped of
his priestly garments, which were put on Eleazar,
died there at the age of 123 (Nu 20»-" 33*«- P).

also

site of Mount Hor is uncertain, the traditional
identification with Jebel Nebi Harun, S.W. of

The

Petra, being very doubtful (see Dillm. on Nu 2(P)
the itinerary of P (Nu 33*""'') names six stages be-

;

tween Moseroth (Dt

10*

Moserah) and Mt. Hor.

In the older literature outside the Pent., the
mission of Moses and Aaron in Egypt is alluded to
in Jos 24' E, and 1 S 12*' ' (a passage which has
affinities with E).
Micah (6*) names as the leaders
of the people at the time of the Exodus, Moses,
Aaron, and Miriam, but Aaron is not mentioned
elsewhere in the prophets.
H. A. Whitb.

AAROMITES

'sons of Aaron').— This
phrase might, according to Sem. idiom, denote
either the members of a class or (.niild (comp. sons
of Korah, sons of Asaph, sons of the prophets), or
members of a family connected by blood kinship.
As used in OT it was understood in the latter
sense, all the priests, at anyrate from the time of
the second temple, tracing their descent from
Aaron, as the head and founder of the Israelitish
priesthood.
The term does not occur earlier than
the priestly portions of the Pent., where in certain
groups of laws the epithet Aaronites is often given
to the priests (see esp. Lv 1-3, and comp. 6'
'Aaron and his sons'), and a sharp distinction is
drawn between the Aaronite priests and the
(pTqti

'J?

LeWtes who wait upon them (see esp. Nu 3'°
16*° 18''').
It is doubtful whether any mention
of the Aaronites or seed of Aaron was to be
found in the original II (Law of Holiness),
the present text of Lv 17' 21'- "•"•»« 22».«.i»
being probably due to the R. The Chronicler
divides the priests into the houses of Eleazar and
Ithamar, assigning sixteen courses to the former
and eight to the latter and, probably without
good authority, he connects the former with the
Zadokite priests of Jerus., and the latter with
the family of Eli (1 Ch 24), though the name of
one of Ell's sons (cf. also 1 S 2"'-) would suggest a
connexion between this family and Phinehas the
Throughout his work
eon of Eleazar (Jos 24").
the priests are frequently termed the Aaronitt-s
(sons of Aaron)— viz. 1 Ch 6"-" 15' 23«<-«' 24>- ",
In
2 Ch 13»- '0 26" 2<)2' 31" 35", Neh 10" 12".
1
Ch 12" 27" the house or family of Aaron is
placed on a level with the other tribes
and
;

;

similarly in some late Hsiilms, by the side of the
House of Israel and the House of l>evi, the priestly

class is described as the
118' 135").

House

1

of

')'""
Aaron (Ps
H. A. White.
1

AARON'S ROD.—Aaron's

rod la the centre of
important incident of the desert
time and place are both uncertain

interest in an

—

wanderings

as recorded by the priestly narrator (P), Nu 17''"
(Heb. text n'"""'). The passage sliould be studied
in connexion with the more complex narrative in
ch. 16, to the events of which the incident in
?uestion forms the sequel (see Driver, LOT 59{.).
n obedience to a divine command, 12 rods, representing the 12 princes of the tribes, each with the
name of a prince engraved upon it, together witli a
13th rod (cf. Vulg. fueruntque virga; duodecira
absque virga Aaron) to represent the tribe of Levi,
but bearing the name of Aaron, were deposited by
Moses before the testimony,' i.e. before the ark.
The following morning it was found that the rod
of Aaron for the house of Levi was budded, and
put forth buds, and bloomed blossoms, ant* bare
'

'

ripe

almonds'

(17*

RV), by which

it

was miracu-

lously proved that J" had Himself selected the
tribe of Levi to be the exclusive possessors of the
priestly prerogatives.
The standpoint of the
narrator is thus different from that of a later
section,
which represents
stratum in the foregoing
a party of Levites in revolt against the exclusive
priesthood of the sons of Aaron. ' Aaron's rod that
Dudded ' was ordered to be put back to its former
place ' before the [ark of the] testimony ' (17'") as a
token to future generations of the divine choice.
later Jewish tradition, at variance with this
command, and with the express statement of 1 8",
is found in He 9*, and in later Jewisli writers, that
the rod, like the pot of manna, had a place with
the tables of stone within the ark.
A. R. S. Kennedy.

A

K

AB.—See Names

(Proper), and Time.

ABACDC. —The form in which the name
Habakkuk appears in 2 Es 1*°.

of the

prophet

ABADDON.—This word is found in the OT
only in the Wisdom Literature. When it first
appears, the old view of Sheol as a place where
the family, national, and social distinctions of the
world above are reproduced, had been partially
displaced and in some measure the higher conception had gained acceptance, which held that in Sheol
at all events moral distinctions were paramount,
and that men were treated there according to tlieir
deserts.
In Job 31" Abaddon (I";k) bears the
general meaning of ruin,' destruction.' (But see
Dillm. and Dav. in loc. ) In the other instances of its
occurrence, however, it is specialised, and designates
the place of the lost in Sheol. Thus in Job 26', Pr
15" 27** (n^K, in Ker6 fi^iV,) it occurs in conjunction
with 'Sheol' (^iwe*), and in Pa 88" with 'grave'
(>3p).
Again, in Job 28" a further development is
In this passage it is linked witli
to be observed.
death (nm), and personified in the same way as we
;

'

'

Dn 4" and Hades in Kev 6', and
K.'P^* in
and Dipo in the Talmud. The word is found
once more in the Bible in Rev 9". In this passage
find

D'OP

as the proper name of a prince of tlie
infernal regions, and explained by the word 'AiroXXi;ui'= ' Destroyer.'
In the
in3K is alM;^'^
it is u.sed

LXX

rendered by diriJX«o, except in Joh 31" where

L.X^.X

implies a ditrerent text. The first two meiiiiiii;.'a
above given are found in the Aram, and later Ihl).
Finally, in the latter in the 'Emek Hamraelech, f. 15.
3, Ahaddon becomes the lowest place of (Jehenna.
K. H. ClIAHI.E.S.
ABADIAS CApaSlat), 1 Es 8"».— Son of .lezelus, of
the sons of Joah, returned with Ezra from captivity
Called Obadiah. son of Jehiel, Ezr 8".
H. St. J. Thackerat.

'

ABDA

ABAUTHA
ABAGTHA

Est l'"), one of the seven
eunuchs sent by Ahasuerua

(kd^Jk,

cluiinburlaina or
(Xerxes) to fetch

queen,

the

Vashti,

his

to

The name, whica is apparently Persian,
probably akin to the names Bigtha (1'°) and

banquet.
is

Bigthan (2^). For the derivation, bagddna = God's
has been suggested, but cannot be regarded
as certain. In the LXX the names of the chamberlains are quite different from the Hebrew.
H. A. White.
'

be made) from thy estimation (Lv 27")
'The waters were abated
Estimation.)
(RV 'decreased') (Gn 8^). RV tr. still anothei
Heb. word abated in Nu 11' (AV 'was quenched').
The word is also found with the same sense in
Wis 16*', Sir 25-^, 1 Mac 5^ W"^. Cf. Shakespeare—
shall

'

(See

'

gift,'

ABANAH

Ker6

(njjg,

.ijck,

AV

Abana

;

AVm

Aniana, UVm Ama'nah ; 2 K 5"). This river of
Damascus.'the Chrysorrhoas of theGreeks,is identified with the Barada, to whose waters Damascus
owes her life. Kising in the uplands near Baalbec,
it drains tlie hollow in the bosom of Anti-Lebanon.
'Ain el Barada, in the plain of ZebedAny, swells
the stream, wliich then plunges down the deep
About
picturesque gorge of Wady Barada.
14 miles N. W. of Damascus, in a beautiful
hills,
romantic spot in the heart of the
rises the
mighty fountain el Fijeh (Or. inrff), a spring) a
river bom in a moment, which, after a orief,
foaming course, joins the Barada, more than
doubling its volume.
It then flows along the
bottom of a deep winding valley, shaded by
beautiful and fruitful trees
bare, yellow rocks
towering high on either hand above the green.
About half the water is led captive along the
eastern bank towards the city, the Beyrout road
passing between the streams.
Just where the
precipitous clill's advance as if to close the gorge,
it escapes from the mountains, and, throwing itself
out fanlike in many branches, waters the i)lain,
supplies tlie city, and drains off into the northern
two of the marshy lakes eastward. One branch is
called Nahr Banuis, a reminiscence of tlie ancient
;

;

;

W. Ewing.

name.

ABARIM

—A

plural form of the word
part beyond
and with respect to the
Jordan, on tlie E. side of it. It is used as a proper
name preceded by it mount (Nu 27'-, Dt .S'i''),

signifying

(Di?yn).

'

'

;

'

'

mountains (Nu 33"). It is also found
with "V [see Iye-abarim] (Nu 21" 33"). In all
these places tlie def. art. is used with Abarim, but
in Jer 22-" (RV Abarim, AV
the passages ') the
def. art. is not used.
For the geogr. position see
Nebo. The LXX translate A. by t4 T(pav, except in
Nu 33«', Dt 32^ where they have rd (rb) 'A0ope/>(^).
For Ezk 39", and a very doubtful use of this word,
see Smend, in luc.
A. T. CHAPMAN.

and by

'in

'

'

'

ABASE, ABASEMENT. — Abase is three times
in AV, and retained in RV to translate

used

^tv shAphH, otherwise rendered ' bring low or
'make low,' 'bring down' or 'bow down,'
' humble
and once to tr. riy^. Is 31* ' he will not
;
be afraid of their voice, nor abase himself ( = be
cast down) for the noise of them.'
In
it is five
times used to render Taireivbu, changed in
into
' humble,'
except in Ph 4'' ' I know how to be
abased,' and 2 Co 11' 'Commit a sin in abasing
myself.' Abasement, meaning humiliation, occurs
in Sir 20" ' There is as a. because of glory ; and
there is that lifteth up his head from a low estate.'
'
Cf. Sir 25"
wicked woman is a. of heart
(AV ' abateth the courage '). Notice that ' abase'
ment and basement (a mod. word) are distinct,
both in derivation and meaning.
'

'

NT

RV

RV A

'

'

J.

ABATE.— This

'

Abate thy mge, abate thy manly

'

—Henry

And Walton,

'

my

Lord, abate

ra^e.'

V. IIL iL 24.

great afHiction, at

my

patience,' Lives, iv. 288.
J. Hastings.
ABBA. The transliteration (ip^a.) of the Aram,
word for 'father' ; see, for example, the Targ. of
Onk. (perhaps of the 1st cent.) at Gn 19** (cr. G.
Dalman, Gram. d. jiid.-paldst. Aramdisch, § 40, c.
It occurs three times in the NT, and always
3).
in direct address, viz. in our Lord's prayer in

increase

—

Gethsemane as given by
the

cry

'

St.

Mark

(14*"),

of the Spirit as referred to

'

(Ro 8", Gal

by

and

in

Paul

St.

4«).

The phenomena connected with the form and
use of the word have occasioned divers opinions,
the merits of which our present knowledge does
not always enable us to pronounce upon with
It has been held, for instance (see
Sositiveness.
ohn Li"htfoot, HorcB Hebr. ad Mc. I.e.), that
when spelt with the double 6 and final a, the word
accordin<;ly, our
refers to physical fatherhood
Lord's choice of that form is thought to indicate
But the frequent
special closeness of relationship.
use of Abba simply as a title of honour in the
Mishna and Tosefta seems to disprove this opinion
(Schiirer, HJF § 25, n. 30 ; cf. Jg IV, 2 K 2\ Alt
23°). On the other hand, it has been asserted that in
Syr. the word with the double b denotes a spiritual
But this disfather, with a single b the natural.
tinction also seems not to be sustained by usage (see
Again,
is
noteworthy
it
Payne Smith's Lcj-iCOH, s.v.).
;

that the Gr. equivalent, i waTrjp, is appended to the
term in all three instances of its occurrence. The
second f^vangelist, indeed, in other cases sometimes
introduces the Aram, terms used by our Lord (see
541 711. 34)
ijut in those cases the added Gr. translation is preceded by an explanatory phrase distinctly marking it as such. Moreover, the Apostle
Paul makes the same addition of 6 Trarrip in both
Had the term Abba,' then, become a
instances.
quasi proper name? Indications are not wanting
that it had already taken on a degree of conservants were forbidden
ventional sacredness
to use it in addressing the head of the house
(Beraclioth 166, cited by Delitzsch on Rom. I.e.).
It seems to have been the favourite appellation of
.

'

;

God employed by Jesus in prayer (cf. Mt 11^-*
Lk 10-' 22^5 2:5", Jn 11" 12"-2« 17'- "•"*>).

2G'»-",

This would greatly promote its use in Christian
and though the second word was probably
added primarily by Gr.-speaking Jews in exidanation of the first, usage doubtless soon gave the
phrase the force of an intensilied repetition and
Merely
the currency of a devotional formula.
impassioned repetition, indeed, ordinarily adheres
pic, Mt 7"
vXl,
to the same term (as Kvpie,
27''°)
such expressions, therefore, as val,
ri\l,
Rev 1' (cf. 2 Co P"); 'Amen, So be it';
ifi-fiv.

circles

;

/ti

;

;

'
Hallelujah, Praise the Lord,' are closer anaRabbinical examjiles are not wanting
logues.
of similar combinations; see Schoett^en, Hoioe

Uebr. on Mark,

J.

I.e.

H. Thaver.

Hastings.

verb occurs only six times in
AV (all in OT), and yet it translates five
different Heb. words.
The meaning of the Eng.
word is, however, the same throughout, to lessen.
' His
eye was not dim, nor his natural force
abated [Driver
neither had his freshness fled ']
' It shall
(Dt 34').
be abated (RV an abatement
:

'

ABDA (N^3y), 'servant, K. of the Lord'; cf. names
Obadiah, Abdeel, Ebed.— 1. 'E0pi B, 'A^oii A,
Father of Adoniram, master of
"E5pa.li
Luc
'A^5ds K,
2.
Solomon's forced levy (1 K 4").
'ABSiis Luc.
A Levite descended from JeduthuD
(Neh

11").

Called Obadiah

(1

Ch

9").

C

F.

BURNEY.

—

)

ABDEEL

ABIASAPH

ABDEEL C'K^?!'), father of Shelemiah (Jer 36«),
one of those ori(ered by King Jelioiakim to arrest
Jeremiah auU Uaruch. ^ept. omits.

of Tell el-Kai.li (Dan). It was taken by the Syrians
in the 10th cent. n.c. (I
15-^, 2 Ch 10'), and by
the Assyrians about B.C. 732 (2
15-») {SIVI', vol. J.

K

sheet

ABDI

(i:y, perhaps for nnny

servant of Yah,' cf.
the musician
Ethan, 1 Ch
2. Fatlier of Kish, 2 Ch 2!)'^.
8. A Jew who had married a forei;,'n wife, Ezr 10"
=Aedias, 1 Es 9-''.
H. A- White.
Palmj-r.

•1211).

—

'

Grandfather of

1.

ABDIAS

(2

Abel-cheramim

2.

yards' (Jg

6".

11'°),

Abel-raeholah

4.

Ch

(1

ABDON
Jg

God ').—Son

of

Guni

See GENEALOGY.

5").

Pirathon

servant of

(iNnnff

in

12'5-'».

A

2.

—

Son of Hillel, of
minor judfies,
family of the tribe of Benjamin

'servile').

Ephraim, the

!.

last of the

dwelling in Jerus., 1 Ch 8'^.
3. A Gibeonite
family dwelling in Jerus., 1 Ch S** 9**.
4. A
courtier of Josiah, 2 Ch 34*; in 2 K 22" his name
is Achbor.
G. A. CoOKE.

ABDON
21"",

1

on the

(;v-i:y).—

A

Levitical city of Asher (Jos
Vehle)' Abfleh E. of Achzib

ti"'), now (V. d.
lulls (.SU'/", vol.

Ch

i.

sheet

iii.).

C. U.

CONDER.

ABEDNEGO {^« ijJi, ^« = perh. 'tzi 'servant of
Nebo'; so Hitzig.Gratz, Sehrader).— See Shadrach.
;

ABEL (S;.7, 'A;3«\).—The second son (twin ?) of
Adam and Eve, by occupation a herdsman (Gn 4"),
offered to God a more excellent sacrifice than Cain
(He U'), and out of jealousy was slain by his elder
4'.
See Cain). The current etymolo'iy
breath, vanity) has been disputed by tVie
Assyriologists, who connect the name with ablu,
abal, 'son' (cf. Asurbanipal) ; but while this may
well be the root, it does not follow that it gives the
etymology in the mind of the writer. There would
have been no jjoint in naming the younger brother
'son' (Kranz Delitzsch), and it is better to suppose
that the proper name was here designed to suggest
the idea of tlie short-lived or possibly the shepherd
(cf. Sj;).
The representation of A. as a slieplierd
coincides with the OT tradition of the superiority
of the pastoral life.
The ground of the aeceptiince
of A. 's offering (Gn 4*) is not its conformity to a
revealed command, nor its character of blood, but
the spirit of true piety which was expressed in his
iving to God his beat, viz. the tirsll ngs of the
Iock, and of these the fattest portions. Cain's
knowledge of God's acceptance of A.'s oU'ering
implies a visible sign, probably the kindling of the
sat-rilice by fire from heaven (cf. 1 K 18^*).
In NT
Abel a|)pear8 as the first martyr (Mt 23"), and as

brother (Gn

(Sjn

hero of faith (He II'*), while his death is
contrasted with that of Christ as calling, not for
forgiveness, but for vengeance (cf. Westcott on He
12*').
The character and the fate of A. rellect
the Jewish consciousness of the enduring division of
mankind into the two cla.s.ses of the )ieo|<le and
the enemies of God, and of the persecutions
endured by His chosen people at the hands of their

a

enemies

(cf. 1

Jn

3'^).

LmRATl'ttB.—Schrndcr, COT; Dillnunn, (7«n<nf ; Delitacb,
; and Lit«rature of Sacrifice.

0*ne*it

ABEL

—

W.

P.

'

The mountains

1.

in this
for corn,

'

(nSino

circle

isn),

'meadow

of the

'

'

'

'

Canaan. The site is unknown (see Atau).
Delitzsch and Dillm. in loc; Driver, Deut. p.
and Taylor in Expos. Times (1896), vii. 407.]

[See
xliif.,

Abel-shittim (D'wn S3K), 'meadow of acacias'
in other passages Shittim only (which
see).
The place is described as in the plains of
Moab. The Jordan plain E. of the river, opposite
Jericho, is the site now called GMr el SeisebAn, or
valley of acacias.' The plain is well watered, and
still dotted with acacias.
(See SEP, vol. i.
C. K. CONDER.
ABHORRING In Is 66" abhorring means a
' They
thing that is abhorred, an abhorrence
shall be an a. unto all tlesh.' The same Heb
6.

(Nu

33*^),

'

'

'

:

word (\is-n) is tr. contempt in Dn 12^ Some to
shame and everlasting contempt' (KVm abboi
'

'

'

'

rence').

J.

HASTINGS.

ABI (•;«, probably = '(my) father' • LX.X 'A(9oi;) is
name of a queen-mollier of the 8th cent.
;

the

K

(2

18')

pa.s8age 2

who is
Ch 29'.

called Abijah in the parallel
The reading in Kings is the
Abi was daughter of Zecha'-ixh
wife of Aliaz, and mother of Hezekiah.

most probable.
(? cf.

Is

8'^),

G. B. Gray.

ABIA, ABIAH.—See Abijah.

ABI-ALBON

(lb^l-3{;,

A

'keu\pap).—A.

member

the Thirty,' or third division of David s heroes
In the parallel passage (1 Ch 11^-) we
(2 S 23^')find 'Abiel' (Sx'it;)
this is undoubtedly ri'dit,
and is supported by B ([rao]o;ii>;/\) and Luc.
([raXcr]o(3i7jt).
Klostermann has further conjectured
that the final sj liable bon' ([13) of Abi-allion is a
corrujilion of
Beth (n'3), ar.d belongs to the
following word ("naiiTi).
Wellliausen and Budde
restore Abi-baal (Sv3-'3li). See ARBATiiirE.
of

'

;

'

'

'

Stknxino.

J. V.

ABIASAPH

(icx>3(<
0-'

'Ahhi'nsnph =

has

'hxxU'.'r

= EBlASAPH C-iV.'^x 'Ehli-i/iin<ii,h
= 'fallier hius increa.sed'), 1 Ch O'^-*' 9'''; cf. fiirlher
1 Ch 26', where Asaph occurs by error for one of

gatliered'),

Kx

the two preceding forms

;

see Bertheau,

»./.

Patkiwon.

'meadow.' The name of various
Pal. and Syria, situated by cultivalile
ands.
In cmo passage (1 S 0'") Abel slaiuls
ap^Mircnfly for Eben (ItX), 'stone' (.see liV, AVm,
La.X, and Tar.), applying to a 'great stone' at
Bethsheiiiesh of Juilah.
(Sjk),

of vine-

'

(Jg 1^, 1 K 4" 19"), in
the Jordan Valley near Bethshean.
In the
Uno-innsticon (s.v. Abel Maula) it is placed 10 Horn,
miles from Scythopolis (Bethshean), which poiuls to
the present 'Ain Helweh, or 'sweet spring,' near
which is a ruined liioimd. See SWP, vol. ii. sh. ix.
5. Abel-mizraim (onsP ''3k), meadow of Egyptians'
(Gn 50"), or (with different points hzn for Sjn)
moumin" of Egyptians.' There is a play on the
word in this passage. It was between Egypt and
Hebron, yet is described as beyond Jordan. It is
difficult to suppose that such a route would be taken
to Hebron, nor was the region bej'ond .lordan in
dance,' or of the

'

'meadow

Moab plateau near Minnith.
'7;x),
meadow of waters (2 Ch

region are well watered, and the site noted
as its modern name shows.

Es 1»).— Obadiah the prophet.

ABDIEL (Wva

(ov7-ij Sjn),

on the

Abel-maim (ovp
the same as No.

3.

16*),

K

ii.).

f)Iace8 in

Abcl-beth-maacah (AV maachah) (ii'S S:!<
'Abel of the House of Maachah' in Upjicr
Galilee (2 S 2il'*- '»• '»), now 'Abil lyaiih, 'Abel of
wheat.' on the plateau of the mountains a little \V.

The evidence
niftriscd

for the alternative fonns luny be thus sum*

:

Kor Al)iQaaph— Heb. text and Targ. at Ex
Vulif. {Abuuaph) in all placott, oiid
'AJi<Kff«p) In all pliw-f8 excejit cod.
Vulj;. and I..\.\ are rt-ally ainbi>:uou8.

For Kbyoiaph
Chroiiick>9.

1.

tore

n^yC),

*

On

111

(V-i

;

I..\.\

B

in \

and potwibly
("Ariatra,-

Ch

U'-"

;

—Sam.

at Kx tV^t ; IlL'b. text In all passapcs In
At^oinst the middle n of AbiaN:i))h, and Ihurtt-

favour of Ebyaaaph, are the Syr.

>-

<?*

m

1

'•^

]

the meanlngB of this name and the following nainca
with Abi. see furtlit'r art. Namks, I'iiopkb

(rInniiiL:

or

but

Ei
\-^

ABIATHAR

ABIATHAK
e", 1

Ch

ffO;

0\

-

('A^w««/--U1-3k)

mn

.

in 1

Cb

1

j.

Ob

8>7

»U) »nd LXX,

B

6^.

The evidence thna preponderates in favour of
Ebiasaph.
Ebiasaph is the name of a division of the
Korahite Levites, and is mentioned only in the
genealogies of P and the Chronicler. According
to 1 Ch 9" 26' (in the latter passage read
Ebiasaph for Asaph see above), a section of the
On the difficulties
division acted as doorkeepers.
which arise when Ebiasaph in the genealogies is
(eironeously) regarded as an individual, see the
article in Smith's DB.
G. B. Gray.
;

ABIATHAR
or

(ir;?)!

'The Great one

K

'father of plenty,' for loi^f!,
landis father' [Biihr]).

—A

of Anathoth in Benjamin, a
priestly city (Jos 21"), whence also sprung the
priest-prophet Jeremiah.
He was son of the high
priest Ahijah or Ahiraelech, and is first mentioned
in 1 S 22*, where it is implied that he alone
escaped from the massacre of the priests at Nob.
According to the Heb. text of 1 S 23', he joined
David at Keilah, in which case 22*" would be pro-

holder

(1

2'*)

and 23'- * might be explained by supposing
that David could inquire of the Lord by a prophet
(1 S 28«), e.g. Gad (22'); but according to the
'he went down with David into Keilah,'
apparently from the forest of Hareth ; and this
seems to harmonise better with the story. David
felt a special appeal to his affections in the young
'
priest's position
I have occasioned the death of
all the persons of thy father's house.
Abide thou
with me, fear not for he that seeketh my life
seeketh thy life.' The friendship thus cemented
by a common danger was remembered long afterleptic,

LXX

:

;

wards by Solomon when commuting A.'s death
sentence into degradation ' thou hast oeen afflicted
in all wherein my father was afflicted.'
The adhesion of A. was of signal serWce to
David, inasmuch as he brought with him an
ephod, which, whether it were the high priestly
ephod containing the Urim and Thummim (so
Jerome, Qu. Heb. in loc, and Jos. Ant. vi. xiv. 6)
or a sacred image, was at all events a recoCTiised
method of 'inquiring of the Lord' (1 S 14", LXX,
llVm). In this way A. was able to continue to
David (1 S 23* 30') the services rendered before
by his father (1 S 22"). Dean Stanley mentions
(Jewish Ch. Lect. 36) a Jewish tradition that the
power of thus inquiring of the Lord expired with
A. ; and possibly in virtue of this power ho is mentioned as one of David's counsellors (1 Ch 27**).
In David's flight from Absalom we find A.
loyal, and only prevented by David's request from
sharing his master's exile and his son Jonathan,
with Ahimaaz, used to convey from the priests to
the king secret intelligence of Absalom's plans.
It is very doubtful if the words of Solomon,
'Thou barest the ark of the Lord God before
David my father' (I
2^), refer to the attempt
made by Zadok and A. to carry the ark with
David on his flight (Stanley), or to the commission given by David to Zadok and A. (1 Ch 15"-'°)
to superintend the carrying of the ark by the
l.evites from the house of Obededom to Mt. Zion
il-ord A. Hervey).
On both these occasions A. is
not so prominent as Zadok (see esp. 2 S 15^-',
where Griitz reads, 'A. went up' for 'stood
still,' cf. Jos 3'").
The reference is much more
general, and alludes to the custom of the ark
as the symbol of J"'8 presence accompanjring tlie
host to battle (see, e.g., Nu 31», Jos %*, 1 S 4',
The attempt made by Zadok and A.
2 S 11");
was an instance of this custom, and not a new
departure; and David refuses to permit it, not
because it was a violation of the sanctity of the
:

;

K

ark, but as being himself unworthy to claim
It may here be
the special protection of J".
noted that a conjecture has been made, that aa
the
tabernacle
at Gibeon
Zadok ministered at
(1 Ch 16^'), so A. may have been the custodian of
the ark on Mt. Zion. On the defeat of Absalom,
Zadok and A. smoothed the way for the king's
restoration (2 S 19"). A.'s loyalty did not, however, remain proof to the end he united with Joab
in lending his influence to the abortive in.surrection
Both priest and chief captain were
of Adonijah.
possibly actuated by jealousy, the one of Zadok,
and the other of Benaiah. But while Joab was
executed in accordance with David's dying instructions, A.'s life was spared in consideration of
his old loyalty: 'So Solomon thrust out A. from
being priest unto the Lord that he might fulfil the
word of the Lord which He spake concerning the
house of Eli in Shiloh '(IK 2^).
With the deposition of A. the direct high priestly
It is important
line of Eleazar came to an end.
to emphasize this, since it has been commonly
held, on the authority of Chron. and Josephus, thai
the high priests, from Eli to A. inclusive, were
of the line of Ithamar, and that the line of
Eleazar was restored in the person of Zadok.
Let us examine the evidence on which this state;

;

ment rests.
The Chronicler mentions as priests in David's
time, Zadok of the sons of Eleazar, and Aliimelech of the sons of Ithamar' (1 Ch 24»-^'), this
'

Ahimelech being son of A., according to v.'. Now
Ahimelech, son of A.,' is guite unhistorical. In
2 S 15-', 1 K 1", Jonathan is son and representa'

tive of A. ; and, moreover, A. did not lose the
oflice of high priest until the reign of Solomon.
The mistake originated in 2 S 8", where, by a
very ancient error, ' Ahimelech, son of A.,' is joint
The emendation, 'A., son of
priest with Zadok.
Ahimelech,' found in the Sjt. version, is adojited

by Gesenius, Wellhausen, and Driver, and may be
The Chronicler not only
regarded as certain.
copies the mistake (1 Ch 18"), with the obvious
blunder Ahimelech,' but treats this Ahimelech aa
a real personage. It is noteworthy that Josephus in
his paraphrase of I Ch 24 (Ant. vii. 14. 7) nientions
A., not Ahimelech, and yet he accepts (viii. 1. 3,
V. 10. 4) the descent of A. from Ithamar, and further
distinctly asserts that during the high priestliood
of Eli and his successors the descendants of Eleazar
were merely private individuals. The Chronicler,
on the other hand, ignores Eli and his descendants,
and in 1 Ch 6"''^- ""'^ gives what seems intended
to be a list of high priests from Aaron to the
Captivity in the line of Eleazar. Those who are
familiar with the peculiar tendencies of the Chronicler will not think the suggestion unreasonable,
that here we have an attempt both to vindicate
the unbroken succession of the high priests of
his own time, and to evade what he would have
considered a stumbling-block in the earlier history.
Thus, if A. were the lineal successor of
Eleazar, would not his deposition be a breaking on
God's part of the promise to Phinehas of an ever'

Yet the unbiiussed
lasting priesthood? (Nu 25").
reader of I S 2^ can scarcely fail to see a plain
allusion to the promise to Phinehas, and a no less
plain assertion that the promise was conditional :
I said, indeed, that thy house, and the house of
thy father, should walk before Me for ever ; hut
now the Lord saith. Be it far from Me,' etc.
These words cannot refer to the general promise
to Aaron's family in Ex 29», for God's puroose in
that respect was not altered ; the Aaronic descent
It is interesting to
of Zadok being undisputed.
observe that the Chronicler does not say that Eli's
family had usurped the high priesthood, as Josephus
insinuates; and, indeed, such a usurpation couhl not
'

—

A

ABIHAIL

ABU;
have been passed over in silence in the earlier hisThe Chronicler, on the
tory liad it ever occurred.
other hand, provides an explanation of another
block
the
dual
hiL;h priesthood of
stumbling
Zadok and A. in David's reign \iy the statement
with which 1 Ch 24 opens, that 'Eleazar and
Ithamar executed the priests' otlice.' This seems
an excellent precedent for a dual priesthood, but
first, that it is
labours under two difficulties
quite unsupported by the Pent, and Josh., in
which Eleazar alone is high priest after Aaron's
death and, secondly, that although Zadok's name
alwaj-8 comes first when the two are mentioned
togetlier, yet A. was the chief until the reign
of Solomon, when Zadok was promoted to his
place (1 K 2**). It is remarkable, too, that the
priests who serve in Ezekiel's ideal temple are
always styled 'the sons of Zadok' (40*" 43" 44"
48"), as if they could claim no higher antiquity.
A. is mentioned in 1 K 4'' as still joint priest
with Zadok ; but this is probably a mistake, or
may refer to the beginning of Solomon's reign, just
as, in 2 S 23, Asaliel and Uriah are enumerated
among David's mighty men. There is a difficulty
connected with the mention of A. in Mk 2^ R v,
where Christ is made to say that David ate the
shewbread when A. was high priest,' ^Tri 'A^iidap
dpxKp^'ot, B, H, Vulg. {' sub A. principe sacerdotum '). The words are omitted by D and some
Old Latin MSS, while A, C, 1, 33 insert toD before
in the days of A. the high priest,' i.e.
dpxiipe'^f,
in his lifetime, but not necessarily during bis high
priesthood.
N. J. D. WHITE.

—

:

;

'

'

ABIB

(3'3^n,

always with

mV

art.,

mensis novorum or novarum frugum,
34'«, Dt 16').
See Time.

ytwv,

tui'

Ex

23"

13^

ABIDA (yTjN 'my father had knowledge').
Abidah, 1 Ch l*").
son of iMidia'n (Gn 25*

AV

—

ABIDAN (n'5!< ' father is judge ') is a name that
occurs only in P. According to this document,
Abidan, son of Gideoni, of the tribe of Benjamin,
was one of the twelve princes who represented
their respective tribes at the census and on certain
other occaaions, Nu 1" a** T**-" lO".
G. B. Gray.
wid
'abide' U used
ABIDE.
In
'

—

both transitively and intransitively.
1. As a
(a) to await, be in
trans, verb in two senses
store for, as Ac 2u^ Bonds and afilictions abide
me'; cf. Ps 37» (Pr. Bk.) 'They that patiently
abide the Lord.' (b) To withstand, endure, as
Jer 10"" The nations shall not be able to abide
Mai 3^ But who may abide
His indignation
Cf. They cannot abide
the day of His coming !
' Nature
to hear of altering,' Pref. to AV 1611
cannot abide that any place should be empty,'
H. Smith (1593), Serm. 97.
2. As an intrans.
verb in three senses (a) to continue in the place
or in the state in which one now is, as Ac 27"
Jn 12^ ExExcept these abide in the ship
cept a corn of wheat fall into the ground, and die,
it abideth alone ; 1 Co 7" She is happier if she
so abide
2 Mac 7" abide a while, and behold his
:

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

:

'

'

'

j

'

'

;

'

'

great power.' (6) To dwell, reside, as Lk 8" And
wore no clothes, neither abode in any house,
but in the tombs'; Ps 61* 'I will abide (KV
'dwell') in Thy tabernacle for ever'; Jn 8"
'

And

the bond-servant abideth not in the house
Ho
the son abideth for ever' Jn 15"
that abideth in Me, and I in him.' (c) To last,
endure (esp. in the face of trial, cf. 1 (6), above), as
1
Co 3'* 'If any man's work abide'; Ps 119"
Thou hast established the earth, and it abideth.'
Abiding, as an adj., is used by KV, He lU** 'a
better possession and an a. one,' and 13" an a.
'

for ever

:

'

1

Es 8" they have
J. Hastings.
'

—

ABIEL (Sn'jk 'father is God'). 1. Son of
Zeror, of the tribe of Benj., was father of Kish and
Ner, and consequently grandfather of Saul and
Abner, 1 S 9' 14". According to 1 Ch 8" = 9^ Ner
was father of Kish ; in this case Abiel would Lave
been great-grandfather of Saul. But the statement
in Ch is an error, very possibly due to transcriptional causes ; vid. Bertheau on 1 Ch %^.
2. The
name of one of David's 'thirty men' (2 S23") =
1 Ch 11^'.
The form (Abi-albon) under which this
man's name now appears in the Heb. text of Samuel
is due to textual corruption ; Wellhausen (on 2 S
23") supposes the original form to have been
Abibaal but there seems no sufficient reason to
doubt the form (Abiel) preserved in Chron. ; cf.
Driver on 2 S 23".
G. B. Gray.
;

ABIEZER
name

(i;i;'3H

'father

is

—

help').

1.

The

a clan (nnjij'O Jos 17" (P or R) i^y Jg
6") belonging to the tribe of Manasseh (Jg 6"*).
Consequently, in genealogical descriptions of the
tribal relations, Abiezer appears as a son or
descendant of Manasseh, Jos 17', 1 Ch 7", Nu
26**

of

(P

lezer,

;

name is written
The most distinguished

in this last passage the

;

ijj;'!?,

LXX 'Ax'^fep).

of the clan was Gideon, who describes it
however, Moore [Intern. Critical Commentary] on Jg 6") as ' the poorest in Manasseh,'
Jg 6", cf. 8'. In the time of Gideon the clan
was settled at Ophrah of the Abiezrites (Jg 6",
In any
cf. v."), which perhaps lay near Shechem.
case it would be unsafe, from P's statement that
26™
was
of
Gilead
(Nu
1
Ch 7'*,
Abiezer
a son
; cf.
but cf. Jos 17*), to infer that the clan was ever
settled on the E. of Jordan cf. Dillmann on Nu
26™.
2. Abiezer the Anathothite, i.e. man of
Anathoth in Benjamin (1 Ch 27"; cf. Jer 1').
was one of David's heroes, 2 S 235' = 1 Ch 11=«.
According to 1 Ch 27" he was the acting military
Abiezrite
officer of David's army in the 9th month.
G. B. Gray.
is the gentilic form.

member
(cf.,

;

'

RV

AV

is found
; as a noun it
given us a sure a. in Jewry.'

city

'

;

'

'

ABIGAIL and

(2

S 17» RV) Ablgal (Heb. gener-

ally VvJV, 3 times Si'jx, once each ^'.yix, S:3;n
'father is joy,' or, perhaps, if the ' be not original,
discreet and beautiful
'has rejoiced.'
1. The
Hearing of her
wife of Nabal the Carmelite.
husband's dismissal of David's messengers, and
unknown
to her husband
refusal of their request,
she went to meet David with provisions for him
and his men, and in this way so gained David's
favour that he abandoned his intended raid on
Some ten days after, Nabal died, and
Nabal.
subsequently Abigail became David's wife: this
was after David's former wife, Michal, had been
given to Palti, but apparently at about the same
time that he also married Ahinoam the Jezreelitess.

—

Together with Ahinoam, Abigail shared David's
life at Gath, sufl'ered captivity (from Ziklag) by the
Amalekites, and wa-s speedily rescued later she
lived with David at Hebron, and there bore a son,
Chileab (2 S 3') or Daniel (1 Ch 3') by name,—
;

—
1

S 25
2.

;

also 27'

3(J»-

"2S

2* 3». 1

A sister of Zeruiah —and

also of

David

— who

Ch

3'.

according to I Ch 2"
through her union with Ithra

the Ishmaelite (see art. Itiira) became mother of
The words in 2 S 17* (vni na), which
Ama.sa.
assert that she was a daughter of Nahash, are
probably an intrusion from v." (rm 13 = the son of
Nahash) cf. Wellhausen, t.;.
Q. B. GRAY.
;

ABIHAIL (Heb. S:o'5lj 'father U might').—
According to the Massora the name is re^ V.T3ii
(with n, not n) in 1 Ch 2» 2 Ch 11"; but this u
probably the result of a pre-Mossoretio tran-

A

;;

:

ABIHU
Bcriptional error.

ABILENE

Mentioned only

1.

Nu 3" (P) in

in

son of Abihail (see ZUEIEL).
2.
Wife of Abishur, 1 Ch 25». 3. Daughter of
Eliab, eon of Jesse, and consequently a niece of
David's. The onlv passage (2 Cn 11'*) where she is
mentioned is slightly corrupt ; but, according to
the most probable emendation, Abihail was the
mother of Kuhoboam's wife Mahalath. According
to another interpretation, Abihail was wife of
Rehoboam but this is not the natural sense of the
Ueb. text, and is out of harmony with the context
vv."- ^" imply that only one wife has been mentioned.
i. In this case the name occurs only in 1 Ch 5'*
this Abihail was apparently
in a Gadite genealogy
a clan resident in Gilead. S. Father of Esther, and
uncle of Mordecai (Est 2" 9^). For the curious
variant of LXX, which gives the regular LXX
equivalent of Abinadab, it is difficult to account.
G. B. Gray.
ABIHO (Ki.r;!< 'he is father'), second son of
Aaron by Elisheba (Ex 6^3, Nu 3' 2U», 1 Ch 6»
24')
accompanied Moses to the to|j of Sinai (Ex
24'-»): admitted to the priest's office (Ex 28'):
slain for ollering strange lire (Lv )0'- *, Nu 3* 26^^
the phrase
'

Ziiriel,

'

'

'

;

;

:

1

Ch

W.

24^).

ABIHDD

0.

Allen.

—

—

'Jah is my father'). 1. King of
He is called Abijam
2 Ch IS-"-"').
151.7.8. Nestle explains
(Vulg. Abiam), 1
this as equivalent to cviit
father of the people
but since Abijah is read by thirteen of Kennicott's
and de Rossi's MSS, supported by the
'A/3(oi), Abijam is probably a mistake.
As being
the eldest son of Maacah, the favourite wife of
Rehoboam, his father appointed him ' to be chief,
even the prince among his brethren ; for he was
minded to make him king (2 Ch 1 1^). His mother's
name is variously given as Maacali the daughter
of Abishalom (1
15=) (Absalom, 2 Ch 11^-*'), or
Micaiah the daughter of Uriel of Gibeah (2 Ch 13').
See Maacah. He reigned about two years, from
the eighteenth to the twentieth year of Jeroboam.
There is probably no reign the accounts of which
in Kings and Chronicles are so discrepant as that
of Abijah.
In Kings there is nothing related of
him except that he walked in all the sins of his
father,' and that there was war between Abijam
and Jeroboam
and, in the history of Asa, an
incidental allusion to
things that Abijah had
dedicated' for the temple.
In fact, as in the case
8'*), he was spared
of Jehoram (2
by God
merely on account of the divine promise to David.
But in Chronicles not only is there much additional
historical matter, but Abijah seems to be a great
and good man, and he is made the utterer of a sort
of manifesto of the theocratic princijiles of Judah.
The desultory warfare implied in Kings becomes
in Chronicles one decisive pitched battle fought in
the territory of Ephraira, in which Abijah's army
of 400,000 slay 500,000 out of the 800,000 marshalled by Jeroboam.
The battle is preceded by
an oration spoken on Mt. Zemaraim by Abijah.
After strongly aflirming the divine ri^ht of the
Davidic line, lie dwells on the preWous impiety of
Jeroboam's rebellion against Rehoboam when the
latter
was voung and tender-hearted, and could
not withstand them and now ye think to %vithstand
the kingdom of the Lord in the hands of the sons of
David. The gods and priests of J udah and Israel are
sharply contra-sted 'Whosoever cometh to consecrate himself with a young bullock and seven rams,
the same may be apnest of them that are no gods.'
The ceremonial of the daily worship at Jeru.salem is
minutely described, and the loyalty of Judah to
The battle which follows
J' is twice altirmed.

ABIJAM

Jndah

(.T3K

(m'Sk,

K W^

'

'

LXX

'

K

'

'

'

;

'

K

'

;

'

:

'

.

.

.

Jeroboam and all Israel.' Ijiree cities of Israel
were taken Bethel, Jeshanah, and Ephron. The
last two are otherwise imknown, unless Ephron
or Ephrain (RVm) be the same as Eiihraim (2 S
13^, Jn 11").
Bethel must soon have been recovered by Baasha (2 Ch 16'). After this we are
told that Abijah 'waxed mighty, and took unto
himself fourteen wives.' Presumably most of his
thirty-eight childi en were bom before he came to
:

the throne. The Chronicler mentions as his authority for this reign the commentary (Midrash)
of the prophet Iddo, who was also one of the
biographers of Rehoboam.
2. Samuel's second son, who with his brother
Joel judged at Beersheba (1 S 8-). Their corrupt
administration of justice was one of the rea-sons
alleged by the elders of Israel in justification of
their demand for a king.
The
retains the

RV

spelling

'ray father is majesty').
Benjamite, son of Bela (1 Ch 8'). See Genealogy.
(i).t;«

reads like an echo of the heroic age of Israel
Jeroboam caused an ambushment to come about
behind them.
the priests sounded with the
trumpets (cf. Nu 10^ 31«, Jos 6"), then the men
of Judah gave a shout (cf. Jos 6*") ; and as the men
of Judah shouted, it came to pass that God smote

Abiah

in

1

Ch

6**.

3. A son of Jeroboam L who died in childhood.
His mother having "one disguised to the prophet
Ahijah to inquire if ne should recover, received the
heavy tidings of the future annihilation of the
house of Jeroboam, and of the immediate death of
her child, taken away from the evil to come
And all Israel shall mourn for him, and bury him j
for he only of Jeroboam shall come to the grave,
because in him there is found some good thin^
toward the Lord the God of Israel in the house of
Jeroboam' (1 K 14").
i. 1 Ch 24'".
One of the 'heads of fathers'
houses' of the sons of Eleazar, who gave his name
'

'

'

to the 8th of the 24 courses of priests, the arrange-

ment of whom is ascribed to David (1 Ch 24',
2 Ch 8").
To this course Zacharias, the father
of John the Baptist, belonged (Lk P).
It is
probable that tins clan, and not an individual, is
indicated in the lists of priests who went up with
Zerubbabel (Neh 12").
omits this and other
names in Neh 12 (they are supplied by i* "•*•), and in
the list of priests who sealed unto the covenant in
the time of Nehemiah (10') ('A^fid, B, k). Of the
21 names in Neh 10, 13 occur in nearly the same
order in a list of 22 in ch. 12, while three others are
very similar ; and of the names in these two lists
On
9 are found in the names of David's courses.
the other hand, ' the book of the genealo^ of
them that came up at the first' (Neh 7, tzr 2)
mentions only four families of priests, nor do there
seem to have been more in the time of Ezr (lO""*").
5.
son of Becher, son of Benjamin, 1 Ch "'.
Wife of
6.
retains 'Abiah,' 1 Ch 2".
Hezron, eldest son of Perez, son of Judah. She
'

LXX

'

'

'

A
RV

was probably daughter
7.

(2

wife of Aliaz,

Ch

29'),

Zechariah

is

of Machir (2=').
and mother of

named Abi, 2

K

18».

possibly mentioned in Is

N.

Hezekiah
Iler

father

8'.

J. D.

White.

ABIJAM.—See Abijah.

ABILENE

('A^Ariv^),

Lk 3'.—A

tetrarchy about

A.D. 20 in Syria (Jos. Ant. XVIU. vi. 10, XIX. v. 1,
XX. vii. 1 ; IVars, II. xi. 5), the cap. being at Ablla
on the N. slope of Hermon. The ruins of Abila
surround a small village on the right bank of the
river at Si'ik WAdy liarada, ' the market of the
valley of the Abana River.' The name has given
rise to a local tradition (ba.sed on the Koran) that
Cain here buried Abel, whose tomb is shown at a
large tank cut in the rock on the top of a clitf to
the south.
It is also preserved in the Latin text
of Lucids Verus, on the N. side of the rock-cut

.

ABLMELECH

ABILITY
pii».>iase

of the Koni. road W. of tlie town.
of Abilene is also noticed in a Gr.

The

text
found in 187;} at Hiirkush on Hernion, showin^r
that the district included the Antilebanon and
rcj.'ion

Hermou, N.W.

of

Damascus.

There

a ceme-

is

tery at Abila of Kom. rock-cut tombs on the left
of the stream, which here forms a cascade.
They
are adorned with bas-relief busts, and there are
several tombstones with Gr. texts, giving the names
of Lucius, Archelaus, Phedistus, Antonia, and
Philander. N. of the river and E. of the town are
foimdations of a small Kom. temple.
LiTEiLATCRK.— Keland, Paldgtina,

p. 627

tt. ;

Robinson, Later

BR. pp. 479 484; Porter, Oiant (htitt of Bashan. p. 352 (.;
Schiircr, IIJP I. ii. S35-339 ; Conder, Tent-Work in Pat. p. 127 ;
Furrer, Zritschri.ft deg deutsclien Palaxtina-VerHiui, viii. 40;

SWP Special

Paperti Waddington, Inscrip. Gru.

Sl/rif. t.o. 'Abila.'

C. R.

et

Lat. de la

CONDER.

in OT and NT ability occurs
which must be distinguished. 1. It

ABILITY.— Both
in

two

senses,

signihes mnlerial capacity, resources, wealth, as
Ezr 2** 'They gave after their a. (Heb. 'ace. as
his hand may reach') into the treasury'; Lv 27*
According to the a. of him that vowed shall the
priest value him.'
Cf.
of Lv 25^- " with Ac
'

LXX

ll'"

below

and

;
*

Out
I'W

of

my

lean and low ability

lend you somelhin^.*

—Shakespeare, T. N. UL

4.

the meaning also of An 11^ 'Then the
disciples, every man according to his a., determined to send relief unto the brethren,' though
the original is a verb, naBui evTopurb ns, raeanin"
'ace. as each prospered.'
2. It signilies personal
capacity, strength of body or of mind.
Thus
Dn I'' Such as had a. (ps) in them to stand in
the king's palace' Mt 25" He gave talents
to every man according to his several a. {dum/us).'
Ho Wis 13'", Sir 3'^ AVm. In modern Eng. a. is
almost confined to mental capacity, though one
hears it locally used of physical strength.
In
the sense of wealth the latest example found is
in Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield.

This

is

'

'

;

.

J.

ABIMAEL

(Sx^'jtj,

perhaps

)

10^

(J),

I

Ch

l^".

.

Hastings.

father is God,'
uncertain) was one of the

but the forte of the is
Joktaniils or (S.
Arabians

Gn

=

.

•

(see

art.

Nothing further

Joktan),
is

known

of this tribe, but it is markworthy that another
name of the same j)eculiar formation, viz. TnyoDK,
has been found on the S. Arabian inscriptions ; see
D. H. .Midler in
1883, p. 18.
G. B. Gray.

ZVMG

ABIMELECH
is father').

(l^r;t<

'Melech [Malki or Molech]

— A king of Gerar mentioned
1,

nexion with the history of Abraham,

in con-

Gn

20'""

21»-'«(both E), and of Isaac, Gn 26'-"-«-*' (both J).
With all their i)oints of dilference, it appears impossible to resist the conclusion that we have in J
and E two variants of the same story. In both the
patriarch re.sorts to the same method of defence to
rotect himself from the same danger (20'' '20') ; in

A.

righteously indignant at the deceit
practised upon him (2U"''- 26'") in both a treaty is
entered into with A. (21^'- 2(i-="); in both Phicol
(012-^ .2(jai) „nd IJeersheba(21''2 2G'»)are mentioned.
In all i)robability J has preserved the earlier form
of the tradition, ace. to which Isaac, and not
Abraham, was the patriarch concerned.
The
parallel story in Gn 12"'''^ (where Pharaoh of
Egypt takes the place of A. of Gerar) is also from
a Jalnvistic source, but scarcely from the saina
pen as 2t)'"". If the title .J' be adopted for the
latter, we may designate the other J^, whether we
accept or not of Kuenen's theory that he edited a
Judiean recension of J
IK) th

is

;

—

LiTRRATCRK. Comm. of Dillm. and Del. on Oen. U. eit.;
Comill, EinlfU.' 64f. ; Wildeboer, Lit. d. A.T. 78, 138;

Kautzsch u. Socin, Genegis
Uexateuch, 234, 252.

;

W.

R. Smith,

OTJC 410

Kuenen,

2. A king of Gath ace. to title of Ps 34'.
Here
A. is possibly a mistake for Achish (cf. 1 S 21""'),
a better known Phil, name being substituted for a

nmy

less familiar one, or it
less a personal name than

be that Aliimelech

is

a title of Phil, kings like
Egyp. Pharaoh (see Ujf. Heb. Lex. s.v.).
3. This A. IS generally reckoned one of the
judges (so in J" W, but probably not by editor of
9 nor in 1 S 12").
Ace. to Jg 8^' (K) he was a son
of Gideon by a Shechemite concubine.
Upon his
father's death he gained over 'his
mother's
brethren in Shechem, and with the aid of a hired
troop of 'vain and light fellows' murdered all his
70 brothers exce])t the youngest, Jotham, who contrived to e.scape.
A. then ascended the throne
and assumed the kingly title (9''''). Jotham, leaving his place of concealiuent, spoke at Mt. Gerizim
his well-known parable (vv.'"-'), which was calculated to sow di.ssension amongst the bhechemites,
who were partly of Can. and partly of Isr. blood.
After three years both sections were weary of
the rule of A., who seems to have taken up his
'

residence elsewhere

(vv.^^"^).

Gaal,

the leader

of the Israelite faction (see, however, Moore on
Jg 9^), made such headway in Shechem that
Zebul, the governor, an adherent of A., was
obliged to feign compliauce with his designs. All
the while, however, he was keeping A. secretly
informed of the revolutionary movement, and suggesting methods of checking it (vv. *'"'"). At length
A. advanced to attack the city, and Gaal was
completely routed, and after his defeat expelled
In a second day's fight A.
by /cbul (vv.*'"'").
captured Shechem and put to the sword all the
inhabitants that fell into his hand.s.
number
having taken refuge in the temple of El-berith,
he burned the building over their heads {vv."-"'}.
Sometime afterwards A. met his deatli while

A

besieging Thebez.
Being struck down by a
millstone which a woman iTun" from the wall, he
ordered his armour-bearer to Kill him in order to
escape the disgrace of perishing by the hand of a

woman

(vv.*'""').

The above

is a reasonable and in general selfconsistent narrative, but there are not a few points
where
of detail
the course of events is involved in
considerable obscurity. Zebul upon any theory
plays a double part, but it is not quite certain
whether there wa-s tio the last a complete understanding between him and A. Kittel thinks there
was, and supposes that Z. was put to death by the
Shechemites after they discovered his treachery.
Wellhausen, on the contrary, believes that he perished along with the Shechemites, A. having come
to regard him as the real instigator of the revolt,
and refusing to be propitiated by the oU'ering of
It is further doubtful
Gaal as a scape-goat.
whether A. himself acted in the interests of the
Can. or of the Isr., but at all events Wellhausen
rightly remarks that the one permanent fruit of
his activity was that Shechem v.as destroyed as a
Can. city and rebuilt for Israel' (cf. 1 K I'i'-").
The story of A. in Jg 9 is the natural sciiuel of
the version of Gideon's hist, contained in S-"'^ (note
also how the sentiments of Jotham's parable agree
with 8^'- '•", unless, indeed, these latter two verses
are an 8th cent, interpolation).
The narrative is
one of the oldest in U'l belonging to the same type
as the narratives concerning the minor judges.
It
is free from Dcuter. touches and turnaof expression,
and may in its jiresent form date from the earliest
years of the monarchy.
Its pur|>o.se is to show
now the murder of Gideon's sons was avenged on
A. and the Sht^chemites, who were practically Ida
accomplices (9", cf. vv. ' "'•*'). Budde attributes
the preservation of the story to E, who, however,
'

,

ABNER

ABINADAB

10

Moore
himself composed the Jotham parable.
considers that it is possible to disentangle two
narratives, (A) w.""'°- ""**• *", cognate with which
are w.>-»>, (B) w.""". The first of these he would
assign to E, the second to J. This scheme has the
advantage of removing a good many difficulties
presented by the chapter in its present form.
LmmATURK.—Comill, Eirdeit.t 56; WUdeboer, LU. d. A.T.
Comp. d. Hex. 227 9.,
; Driver, LOT lb7 ; Wellhausen,
353 ff.; Budde, Bicht. u. Sam. 117 ff.; Kittel, Uitt. qf Heb. ii.
13 D., 18 n., 82 n., 86S.; Moore, Judget, 2372.

33. 82, 232

i.

A

the son of Abiathar, ace. to

priest,

1

Ch

18", where, however, the reading of MT. ' Aftimelech the son of Abiathar,' is obviously a mistake
for ' Abiatliar the son of AMmelech ' (cf 2 S 8" and
notes on it by Budde in HoMpt's Sacred Bks. of OT,
and by Kittel in Kautzsch's A. T.). See ABIATHAR.
J. A. Selbie.
ABINADAB (^U'Jk 'father is generous';
always 'AMfK-aJi^ (A 'kiuvaSi^), except at 1 S 31^
where
(but not A) reads 'IwvoSdjS). 1. Owner of
.

LXX

—

B

the house whither the ark was brought by the
men of Kirjath-jearim after the catastrophe at
Beth-Shemesh (1 S 7'), whence it was subsequently

During
removed by David, 2 S 6"-, 1 Ch 13'.
its stay here it was kept by Eleazar, son of
Abinadab. 2. The second eon of Jesse, specially
mentioned in the narrative of 1 S 16 as not being
He accomthe elect of J" for the kingdom.
panied his brothers Eliab and Shammah to join
Saul's army against the Philistines 1 S 16* 11^,

—

A

Ch

2".
son of Saul slain in the battle of
3.
Mt. Gilboa, 1 S 31»=1 Ch 10». Otherwise mentioned only in the genealogies of Chronicles, 1 Ch
8=» 9^.
But cf. art. Ishvi. i. On Abinadab in
4" (AV, not RV), see Ben-Abinadab.
1
G. B. Gray.
1

K

ABINOAM (DVl'jK ' father is pleasantness '), the
father of Barak, is mentioned both in the song
(Jg 5'-) and the prose narrative (Jg 4'- '-) of the
canipaij^n of Barak and Deborah against the
Canaamtes.
G. B. Gray.

3S0.S9).

Edom
2

The
(cf.

S 8"

2

victory in the Valley of Salt ovei

K

which \a a.scribed to David in
and to Joab in I's 60 title

14'),

(Syrians),

K

ll"-'«), is attributed to Abishai in 1 Ch 18>-.
In the war that was caused by Hanun's insult to
David's envoys, Joab ^ave Abishai command of
the second division against the Ammonites, while
he himself opposed the Syrians (2 S lO'"- '*).
Abishai's character is well brought out in the story
of David's flight, when he retorts the abuse of
Shimei in true Oriental style, and is impatient
Nor could
to slay the offender at once (2 S le*^")Sliimei's subsequent abject submission induce
Abishai to forgive the man that had cursed the
Lord's anointed' (19-').
In the battle with
Absalom, Abishai shared the command of David's
army with Joab and Ittei (18--»-"). In 2 S 20'
the name Joab should probably be substituted
for that of Abishai (so Jos. Ant. VII. xi. 6, the
Syr. vers., Wellhausen, Thenius, and Driver), and
V.' read as in the LXX: 'And there went out
It ia
after him Abishai and Joab's men,' etc
natural to suppose that Abishai connived at the
20'°
(so Josephus).
murder of Amasa by Joab, 2 S
His special exploits were, rescuing David from
21",
and
slaying
Ishbi-benob, 2 S
three hundred
men, 23". These feats earned for him the first
place 'of the three in the second rank' (1 Ch IP',
RVm), the other two being probably Joab and
Benaiah ; the first three being Jashobeam, Eleazar,
(1

'

and Shammah.
Abishai probably died before the rebellion of
Adonijah. If he had been alive, he must have been
mentioned among the leaders of either side.
N. J. D. White.
ABISHALOM.— See art. Absalom.

ABISHUA
'father

is

(Ve''5k,

wealth.'

meaning uncertain

—

1.

perhaps
;
According to the genealo-

of Chron., where alone the name occurs,
son of Phinehas and father of Bukki, 1 Ch 6"-*>,
BenEzr 7'; cf. 1 Es 8" and art. Abisue. 2.
jamite presumably the name was that of a clan,
names
in
the
context
certainly
clan
since other
are
names, 1 Ch 8* ; cf. Nu 26=«»-.
G. B. Gray.

gies

A

;

—

ABIRAM

(DT3t<

'

my

father

is

the Exalted One').

The son of Eliab, a Reubenite, who Avith
Dathan (which see) conspired against Moses
(Nu le""-, Dt 11«, Ps 106"). 2. The firstborn
1.

son of Hiel the Bethelite, on whom the curse
fell for rebuilding Jericho (1
le**).
G. Harford-Battersby.
ABISHAQ (IB*'?!;, meaning uncertain possibly
father has wandered ').
very beautiful younir

K

—A

'

K

After DaAdd's death,
Abishag, as his father's widow, was asked in
marriage by Adonijah; the request was refused
by Solomon, who appears to have seen in it a
renewal of Adonijah's claim to the throne, I
K 2'2« ; cf. W. R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage,
G. B. Gray.
p. 89 f.

ABISHAI

1

'

C^^-iK,

(1

Ch

;

'

2^-).

ABISSEI (AV Abisei).— One
Ezra
1

Es

Ch

(2 Es 1'-'), called in 1
8^ Abisub.

of the ancestors ol
Abishua, and in

6'

l^*-".

2 S 10", 1 Ch 2" 11»
').
A. appears from
Ch 2" to have been the eldest son of Zeruiah,
1
David's sister. More impetuous than the crafty
Joab, but equally implacable, hard' (2 S 3^ 19''-'),
the first mention of Abishai (1 S 26') presents him
to us as already one of the most daring and devoted
of David's followers.
He volunteers to go down
with David to Saul's camp by night, and is only
prevented by David's veneration for the kings
sacred office from smiting Saul ' to the earth at one
stroke.'
We next find him (2 S 2'«- ") with his
two brothers at that battle of Gibeon which had
such fatal results, first to Asahel, and ultimately
to Abner, in whose treacherous murder by Joab,
Abishai shared as joint avenger of blood (2 S
18" 19"- "

'

;

Shunammitess who was brought to comfort David
in his extreme old age, according to the advice of
his servants,

A

ABISHUR (TStf-JK 'father is a wall').— Jerah.
Abihail
meelite described as son of Shammai
was his wife, and Abban and Molid his children

but

<i»3>i

—

My father is Jesse

'

A

ABISUE (LXX, B

AY Abisum,

is

'A^iirovat) 1
'K^aaal,
identical with Abishua.

Es

8',

ABITAL (Sd-jk ' father is dew '), wife of David,
to whom, during his residence in Hebron, she
bore Shephatiah, 2 S 3*= 1 Ch 3^

ABITUB (3!d-;n), 1 Ch 8", and ABIUD
Mt 1". See Gknealoqy.

('Apio^),

ABJECT, now only an adj., was formerly also
a Bubst. and a verb. As a subst., meaning the
dregs of the people, abject is found in Ps 35"
The abjects (n-ji, RVm smit«rs ') gathered themselves together against me.' Cf. T. Bentley (Iu82),
O Almi":htie God which raisest up the abjects,
and exaltest the miserable from the dunghill,'
Monu. Matr. iii. 328 G. Herbert, Servants and
abjects flout me,' Temple Sacrifice, 30.
J. Hastings.
'

'

'

:

'

;

:

ABNER, i;3t< (ij-^k 1 S 14*), 'my father ii
Ner,' or 'is a lamp.' Saul's first cousin, according to 1 S 14'"- "' (the more probable account),

'

;

:;

ABXER

n

ABOMINATION

Lut uncle according to 1 Ch S^-^a^-^.
J03.
follows Chronicles in Ant. VI. iv. 3, but Samuel in
of
liini
by
David,
VI. vi. 6.
The lan;,'uage used
'Art not thou a valiant man, and who is like to
thee in Israel?' (1 S 26"); 'Know ye not that
there is a prince and a great man fallen this day in
Israel ? (- S 3**), is not inconsistent with the recorded facts of Abner's life, although the one
speech was uttered in a tone of banter, and the
other possibly dictated by motives of policy. As
captain of the host (1 S 14"^ 17"), Abner sat ne.\t
Saul at the banquet (I S 20*°), and lay near him in
the camp (26°-'). A Jewish tradition (Jerome, Qu.
lleb. in loc.) states that the witch of Endor was
Abner's mother. On Saul's death Abner secured
for Ishbosheth the allegiance of all the tribes
except Judah (2 S 2«-"').
He placed the feeble
king at Mahanaim, while he himself conducted the
war with David west of Jordan.
One of the
battles tliat of the pool of Gibeon is detailed on
account of its fatal results. Here we have evidence
of Abner's comparative mildness of character.
It
is possible that the preliminary encounter of the
champions of the two armies was suggested by him
in order to decide the claims of the rival houses
without unnecessary bloodshed.
Then we have
his reiterated reluctance to slay Asahel, and, finally,
his protest against the unnaturalness of the war
Shall the sword devour for ever ?
How long
shall it be ere thou bid the people return from
following their brethren ?
As the war proceeded in David's favour ' Abner
made liimself strong in the house of Saul (2 S 3°).
This rendering lends some plausibility to Ishbosheth's insinuation that he was aiming at the
crown by a liaison with the late king's concubine
(cf. 2 S 12^ le^i, 1 K 2"»).
The indignation,
however, with which Abner repelled the charge,
and the absence of self-seeking in his subsequent
conduct, support the paraphrase of
and KVm,
'showed himself strong for (^) the house of Saul.'
Bo that as it may, the accusation alienated
Abner, who forthwith declared that he would
accomplisli J"'s will by making David king over
all Israel.
Ho entered at once into ne^otiations both with David and the elders of Israel and
Benjamin. David, on liLs part, astutely demanded
as a preliminary the restitution of Alichal, who
would be at once a link with the house of Saul
and a living memorial of David's early prowess.
Ishbosheth's shadowy authority wa-s made use of
to carry out this con<lition.
Abner was now
hospitably entertained by David at Hebron, and
haa scarcely departed to fulfil his engagements to
David when Joab returned from a foray. Asahel's
death was still unavenged ; here was a i)lausible
pretext for ridding himself of a dangerous rival
so Joab secretly recalled Abner, and with the
connivance of Abi.shai treacherously murdered liim
in the gate of Hebron, a city of refuge.
The
enormity of this crime called n)rth from David a
bitter curse (2 S 3^) on the periietrator, and was
never forgotten by him (1 k 2^-").
Abner was
buried in Hebron, amidst the lamentations of the
nation. The king himself acted as chief mourner,
and honoured the dead warrior with an elegy which
pithily expre.sses the strange irony of fate by which
the princely Abner died a deatli suitable to a profane and worthless man. {Heb. was A. to die [i.e.
ought he to have died] as Nabal dictli ?') The dismay
caused by Abner's (Icath (2 S 4') seems to prove
that neither Ishboslieth nor his subjects in general
The inevitable
had realised Abner's defection.
crisis was hastened, and by a curious chance the
liead of the murdered Ishbosheth was buried in
Abner's grave (2 S 4").
learn from the
Chronicler that Abner dedicated certain spoil for
the repairs of the tabernacle (1 Ch 20'"), and tliat
'

—

—

'

.

.

.

'

AV

'

We

was captain

his son Jaasiel

reign

Ch

(1

N.

ABODE. — 1. The
see).

2.

In Jn

W^

word

We

which in Jn

(fuivit)

J.

in David's

D. White.

Abide (which
come unto him, and
is tr. of the same

past tense of
('

will

make our abode with him
(which

Benjamin

of

27'").

')

a.

14" is

rendered
J.

see).

Mansion

HASTINGS.

ABOMINATION.— Four separate Heb. words
are thus rendered in OT (sometimes with the
variation abominable thing), the application of
which is in many respects very difTerent. (1) The
commonest of these words is '^^)^^, which expresses
most generally the idea of something loathed (cf.
the verb, Mic 3"), esp. on religious grounds thus
Gn 43" to eat food with the Hebrews is an
abomination to the Egyptians,' a strong expression of the exclusiveness with which the
Egyptians viewed foreigners, esp. such as had no
regard for their religious scruples
thus, on
account of their veneration for the cow (which was
sacred to Isis), they would not use the knife or
cooking utensil of a Greek, which might have been
employed in preparing the flesh of a cow as food
(Hat. ii. 41); Gn 46'* 'every shepherd is an
abomination to the Egyptians,' shepherds, viz.,
were ranked, it seems, with the /3ou«6Xoi, whose
occupation was deemed a degrading one, who from
living with their herds in reed cottages on the
marshes wore called marshmen, and who are
depicted on the monuments as dirty, unshaven,
poorly clad, and even as dwarfs and deformed (cf.
Del. ad loc.
Birch-Wilkinson, Atic. Eg. 1878, i.
288 f., ii. 444 ; Wiedemann, Herodots zweites Buck,
Erman, Life in Atic. Eg. p. 439)
1890, p. 371 f.
Ex 8" <*' the Israelites are represented as unwilling
to sacrifice
the abomination of the Egyptians in
Egypt itself, with allusion, probably, to animals
wliicli the Egyptians abstained religiously from
:

'

—

;

—

;

;

'

sacrificing,

'

though they were

sacrificed freely

by

the Hebrews, as the cow, which was sacred tolsis,
the bull, unless it was pronounced by the priests to
be KaOapis, or free from the sacred marks of Apis
(Herodotus' statements on this point are not
entirely borne out by the monuments, but there
seems to be some foundation for them), sheep at
Thebes, and goats [according to Wiedemann, an
error for rams] in Mendes (Hdt. ii. 38, 41, 42, 46;
cf. Birch-Wilk. ii. 460, iii. 108 f., 304 f.
Wiedemann, I.e. pp. 180-182, 183, 187 f., 196 f., 218 f.).
Two special usages may be noted (a) the phrase
Jehovah s abomination, of idolatry or practices
connected with it, or of characters or acts morally
18'' 22" 23'9|'»l
displeasing to God, Dt 1^ W^
;

:

25'*

27"

(cf.

24<,

Lk

16"),

Pr 3"

W

11'- *>

12-=i

158-»-*i

17" 20"'-" (comp. in a Phcen. inscription, ap.
Driver, Samuel, p. xxvi, the expression ''Asntoreth's abomination,' of the violation of a tomb) ;
the plur., of heathen or immoral
(6) esp. in
practices, urincipally in H and Ezk, as Lv IS"-- ^- "•
ao
a.
20", i)t I3i*(") 17* 18''- " 20", Jer 7" 32*>, 1 K
M", 2 K 16' 2P- ", Ezk 5»- " 7'- *• » ' 8«- "• " etc. (43
16"

times in Ezk), rarely of an actual idol, 2 K 23" (of
Milcom), Is 44", and perhaps Dt 32'".
(2) Su5, the technical term for stale sacrificial
flesh, which has not been eaten within the prescribed time, only Lv 7" 19', Ezk 4'* (where the
prophet protests that he lias never partaken of it),

For distinction this might ho
the force of the allusion in
particular, is entirely lost by the
rendering ' abominable thing ' of AV, UV.
(3) riJ»'> f'O technical term for the flesh of prohibited animals (see article Unclean), Lt 7"
)iw-u.».j3.«.«a(cf_ the corresponding verb, V. "•"••
20®)
this sense of the word gives the point to
Ezk 8'", Is 66". |'B5' would be best represented by

and

(plur.) Is 65*.

rendered refuse meat

Ezk

4'*, Is 05*, in

:

;

—

12

:;

ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION

ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION

detestation, or detestable tkinij (cf. detest for the
Terb, Dt T'*). Note that in IJt 14' abomination is
njyiB, not the technical jijy used in Lv 11.
(4) \ifiv, allied in etymology to (3), but in usage

confined almost exclusively toobjectsconnec ted with
idolatry, and chiefly a contemptuous designation
of heathen deities themselves: lirst in Hos9"* 'and
}i<ii:&u\& detestations like thatwhich they loved (Baal
more frequently in
of I'eor, named just before)
writers of the age of Jer and Ezk, viz. Dt 29'" i">,
7"" 1I'«-^ 20'- ^-m
32'*)
5"
13"
16'*,
=
Ezk
Jer4'7»<'(
'

;

37^, 1 K i I" Milcom the detestation of the Ammonites,' V.'-', 2 K 23"- "s (not of MUcom), v."; also
In AV, KV, where this word
Is 66', Zee 9'.
occurs beside nji^'in {No. 1), as Ezk 5" 7" (and Ezk
37-^, even where it stands alone), it is rendered for
distinction detestable thing ; and either this or
detestation would be the most suitable Eng.
equivalent for it.
8. R. Driver.

found often in Phcen. and (with J'Dp for otjp)
inscriptions, and the Sem. equivalent of
the Gr. Zei/s
according to 2 Mac 6^ Antiochus
desired to make the temple a sanctuary of Zei)t
'OXi/^TTiot,
as his coins show (Nestle, Marginalien,
p. 42, who cites Babelon, Les Bois de Syrie, pp. xiv,
xlviii), his patron deitj',— who in the Syr. vers, of
the same passage is actually called roe ^yD Baal of
heaven.
Upon this view, we are released from the
title

Aram,

:

—

necessity of searching for a meaning of oct? in
exact accordance with the context
the ^w/iii
(with, possibly, an image connected with it) erected
by the Syrians upon the Altar of burnt-offering
was termed derisively by the Jews the desolate
abomination,' the abomination being the altar
(and image?) of Zeus (Baal), and 'desolate'
(shomem) being just a punning variation of
;

'

'

'

' heaven
(shdmaim,). The Gv. trs. of Dn and 1 Mac,
in so far as they supposed the expression to mean
'

iprj/idiaewt,
no doubt understood the
idolatrous emblem to involve, by its erection, the
desertion of the temple by its usual worshippers,
and ultimately its actual ' desolation (see 1 Mac
11" and 8" (the subst. with the art., the
4^).
ptcp. without it), and still more (if, as is probable,
the reference be to the same idolatrous emblem)
9" (the subst. plur., the ptcp. sing. ), are grammatically diflicult ; but the text in these passages is
perhaps not in its original form (cf. Bevan).
As to the meaning of the expression in the
projjhecy of Christ, it is very difficult to speak with
confidence.
It would be most naturally understood (cf. Spitta, Offenh. des Joh. 493-496) of some
desecrating emblem, similar in general character to
the altar or image erected by Antiochus, and of
which that might be regarded as the prototype
but nothing exactly corresponding to this is
recorded by history ; the order wiiich Caligula
issued for the erection in the temple of a statue of
himself, to which divine honours were to be paid,

^iiXiryiui

ABOMINATION OP DESOLATION, THE (t6
fidavy^ Tijs ip-niiidia^), Mt 24'*, Mk 13'*,
' spoken of by Daniel the prophet,' the appearance
of whicli, 'standing ir Tbici^ a.-fl<f (Mt), or irov oi
ie'i (Mk),' is mentioned by Christ as the signal for
the lliglit of Christians from Judaea, at the time of
The Gr.
the approaching destruction of Jems.
pSiKuyiw. tCiv
plirase is borrowed from
ff"
11"
^SiXvy/ia
(so
Theod.),
ipriii.w(r(ur
12"
ri
iprfixuiaciat (Theod. ^5. Tiipai/iiifUyoy),

Dn

/Sot'Xvy/ja T-^s ^pT/^iicreut

(Theod.

LXX
LXX

;S5. ep.)

;

LXX

8" (LXX,

cf.

T] ap.apTla iprip,uffcas.
The Heb. in the first
of these passages is D;lro D'VPP, in the second y^pvn
Dck'9, in the third cry rpp, in the last Dcr jpjn.

Theod. )

pp?* is the word explained under ABOMINATION (4),
as being often the contemptuous designation of a
heathen god or idol, cttyq and opir are, however,
Dciyci elsewhere (only Ezr 9^-*) means
diliicult.
horrifed ; ccl? means usually desolate (as La l*- '°),
though it might also (as ptcp. of od^, Ezk 26'° 27^°
al.) mean horrified as well; in Dn, however
(supposing the te.xt to be sound), the exigencies of
the sense have obliged many commentators to suppose that the Poel conjug. has a trans, force hence
9^ ' one that maketh desolate ; 11" and they
shall profane the sanctuary, even the fortress, and
sliall take away the continual bumt-otiering, and
they sliall set up the abomination that maketh
desolate ; 12" ' from the time that the continual
burnt-offering shall be taken away, and the
abomination that maketh desolate set up
so 8"
DCb' vgijn the trans^ession that mctkethdesolate' (the
form Dcy might just be a ptcp. Poel with the D
dropped ; Ges.-K. §§ 55 R. 1, 52. 2 R. 6). In spite,
however, of the uncertainty as regards ceo (or
CDB'O), the general sense of IP' and 12" is clear.
Dn 1 !''"*• deals with the history of Antiochus
Epiphanes, and v." refers to the desecration of the
temple by the troops of Antiochus, the subsequent
susjiension of the daily bunit-oU'ering and other
reli^'ious services (wliicli lasted for three years),
and 'to the erection on 15 Chislev, B.C. 168, of a
small idol-altar (jSu^is) upon the AUar of bumt12" (like 8") is another
ofiering (1 Mac l*"-'").
reference to the same events.
It is remarkable,
now, that in 1 Mac 1" the idol-altar is called by
exactly the same name that is used in the Bk.
Dn i^KoSiifiTjaay ^S^Xi'yfj.a ipTjfiuffews iwl rh
of
Dn 9'-'' is very diflicult but,
SvaKKrHipiOf (cf. 6').
as the reference in NT is rather to 11" and 12",
it need not here be further considered
LXX,
Theod., however, it may be noted, have itai iirl rb
Upiv fi5i\lrf^l.a tuk iprifiwatuy.
Of tlie perplexing
expression ddo ppp, now, a clever and plausible
;

KV

'

'

'

'

;

'

:

;

explanation has been suggested by Nestle (ZATW
1884, p. 248 ; cf. Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, p.
105 ; Bevan, Dnn. p. 193), viz. that it is a contemptuous allusion to o'cs' Svn Baal of heaven, a

'

being not enforced (Jos. .<4n<. XVIII.
three most usual explanations are

viii.

8).

The

—

(1) the Rom.
standards, to which sacrifices were ollered by the
Rom. soldiers in the temple, after it had been
entered by Titus (Jos. BJvi. vi. 1) ; (2) the desecration of the temple by the Zealots, who seized it and
made it their stronghold, shortly before the city
was invested by Titus [ib. IV. iii. 6-8, cf. vi. 3 end)
(3) the desolation of the temple-site by the heathen,
at the time of its capture by Titus (so Meyer).
The term standing (which points to some concrete
object) is a serious objection to the second
and third of these explanations ; it is some
objection, though not perhaps a fatal one, to the
first, that it places the signal for flight at the very
last stage of the enemy's successes, when even the
dwellers in Judiea (in view of whom the words are
spoken) would seem no longer to need the warning.
The erection of the imperial statue in the Temple
was, however, only averted in the first instance
by the earnest representations of the procurator
Petronius and of King Agrippa I., and afterwards
by Caligula's own untimely death (Schiirer,
99 f.): the emperors order caused great
I.
ii.
alarm among the Jews, who even after his oeath
(A.D. 41) continued to fear lest one of his successors
should revive and enforce it (Pfleiderer, Vets
Urchrist. pp. 403-407; Mommsen, Provinces, ii.
196 ff., 203
;
hence (as even the first explanation
mentioned above leaves something to be desired)
it may not be an 'inreasonable conjecture * that
the language of the original prophecy w-as more
general, and that, during the years of agitation and
tension which preceded the final struggle of A.D.
70, it was modified so as to give more definit«
expression to such apprehensions ; the masc.

HJP

11'.

)

*

The writer

SaDda>.

ia

Indebted for this sujr^estion to hia friend, Prof

;

;

ABOUT

ABRAHAIW

which in Mk 13" is the best readiiipr (x
so RV, standing wliere Aeought not '), would
also lend itself more readily to this explanation
than to any of those previously mentioned.* The
supposition (Weiss) that the army of the heathen
Itomans is referred to, involves an unnatural
application, both of the expression abomination of
desolation,' and of the verb 'standing.'
In the
parallel passage of Lk (21-") the phraseologj' of the
earlier synoptisls seems to have been not only (as
in so many other cases) re-cast, but also coloured
by the event ('when ye see Jerus. encircled by
firmies, then know that her desolation hath drawn
nigh') a paraphnuse such as this, however, cannot
fairly be deemed an autlwu-itativf interpretation of
the expression used in Mt and Jlk.t
S. R. Driver.
in
ABOUT. As an adv. about is used in
the following obsolete expressions
1. To lead
about or go about = roam about, circuitously.
The verb is mostly ^??, which simply means to
turn
Kx 13" God led the people about,
through the way of the wilderne,ss' Jos 16'' 'The
border went about ( K V turned about ) eastward'
1 S 15'lie set him up a place, and is gone about
and passed on'; Ec 2-' 'I went about (RV
turned about,' t.e. considered my past life) to
cause my heart to despair.' 2. To go about = here
and there, up and down Jer. 31-- How long wilt
thou go about (RV 'hither and thither'), O thou
backsliding daughter ?
3. To go about = to seek,
attempt: .jn "i^ Why go ye about to kill .Me ?'
gives 'seek' in .Jn 7'»- ^o, Ac 213', Rq 10^
'assay' in Ac 24' 26-', and keeps 'go about' in
Ac 9^. 4. To c;ist about = to turn round: Jer 41'*,
cast about and returned.'
So all the people
Lk 24* They were
5. Thereabout = about that
J. HASTINGS.
much perplexed thereabout.'
»(TTnK(iTo,

BL

'

;

•

;

—

•

'

AV

—

:

'

:

;

'

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

RV

.

.

.

'

:

"ABRAHAM. —The

narrative of the patriarch
contained in Gn ll^'-25i', and, as it
stands before us, consi-sts of a series of consecutive stories or scenes from the patriarch's
life.
It make no pretence of being a complete
It may be doubted whether the
biography.
compiler of the Ilex, had any intention of preserving all the extant traditions respecting A.
His purpose seems rather to have been to select
from the traditions current among the Hebrews
such narratives as would best illustrate the origin

Abraham

is

of the Isr. nation, and would best set forth how
the divine Providence had sliielded the infancy of
the chosen race, and had predestined it both to
inherit the land of Can. and to be a blessing
among the nations of the earth. As would be
natural under the circumstances, the traditions
relating to A. have special reference to sacred

but unfortunately they do not
any very precise dntn for determining the
age in which he lived. The compiler gives us a
picture of A. which he derived apimrently from
localities in Pal.

;

alford

three groups of

tradition.

We

will

(irst

briefly

summarise the narrative, and then indicate the
•

Tho»f

who (as Kolm, Jenu of Kat. v. 287-289 cf.
Uandkomm.\.'V»f.. Kinl.tiim yr>. |i.Hs«f.. with
Mt 24'''-". Mk l;i>«". asnn InilcpiMiilunt

critics

IIi.1t/.inann.

;

tliu refi-rencesi r.'Kard

.Ii-wlsli

(or .Jewish rhrlslian) a|Kicalypsc> orlclnatlni: shortly bc-

fort' A.i». "tt.

which has bfon Inmritonitcd with our Lord's

ills-

course, can, of course. wlo|>t still more reailily llie same
.xplanatlon ; but It Is illDlcult to thint that even tln'Se verses,
th<ini?h particular phrases nniy hove been nio<llllefl In the course
of oral trnnsnilsslun, arc wtihoul a subslanttal basis In the
words of Christ.
+ Uousset (/Vr AntUhriHl, ISOT, pp. 14. »S, 100 f, 141 f.).
treating Mt J4i'i'(=Mk 1:)"') as purely eschatolotdcal, supposes the reference to be to the future Antichrist, who Is
frequentlv (lescribeil (on the basis of -' 'I'h i') as slltlne In the
Teliilile. anil recelvlni; divine honours {f.y. by Irenn-us. v. Ht. 1.
.SO. 4 ; see further passajres In Uousset. p. 104 f.); but it may be
doubted whether the view of Mt -.'4"*, up.ui which this ex-

planation depends,

is

correct.
••
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portions which belong to the separate sources of
tradition, according to the generally accepted
results of critical analysis.

Abiam, Nahor, and Haran are sons of Terah.
Their home is in Ur of the Chaldees (Gn IT*--'),
where Haran dies. A. marries Sarai, who was his
half-sister (Gn 20'-).
A. and his wife, with their
nephew Lot, Ilaran's son, accompany Terah, who
migrates from Ur of the Chaldees, and journeys to
Haran, where Terah dies (Gn II*'- s^, Jos 24-).
Terah is said to have had Canaan in view when he
set out upon his journey (Gn 11*').
A. in Haran
receives the divine command to quit his country
and kindred, and accompanied by Lot enters the
land of Can.
He traverses the whole countrj'
and we are

told

in

Shechem and

particular of

Bethel being places at which he halted, and, as his
custom was, built an altar to .1" (Gn 12'-^). Driven
by a famine, A. journeys to Egj'pt, where, in
cowardly fear for his own life, he says that Sarai
is his sister, and does not acknowledge her as his
wife.
The princes of Egjpt bring the report of
Sarai's beauty to I'haraoh king of Egj-pt, who
sends to fetch her, has her placed in his own
harem, and loads A. with presents on her account.
The intervention of J" alone delivers the mother of
the promised race from her peril. I'haraoh learns
of the wrong he is doing, through the plagues
which befall his house.
In great dudgeon he
summons A., justly rejjroaches him for the deception, and dismisses him and his belongings from
E.gypt

(1-J' '--")•

A. and Lot return from Egypt to the district of
Bethel but their possessions in flocks and herd?
have greatly increased. It proves impossible for
two such large droves to keep close together.
Constant disputes break out between the retainers
It is evident that they must
of the two chiefs.
A., though the elder, proposes the
sei)arate.
separation, and offeis Lot the choice as to the
Lot choo.scs the rich
region to which he shall go.
pasture-land of the Jordan valley, and departs.
A. remains on the soil which has been promised
him, and receives as a reward for his unselfishness
a renewal of the divine prediction that his deA.
•scendants .shall inhabit it as their own (13).
removes to Hebron (13'*) and while he is encamped
there war breaks out in the immediate neighbour;

,

The kings of the towns in the .lordan
rebel against Chediu- - Laoiuer (KudurLagamar), the great Elamite king. The king of
Elam with his vassals, the kings of Shinar, Ella.sar,
and Goyyim (?), march against the rebels, defeat
hood.

valley

a great battle, and retire, carrying off
prisoners and rich booly from Sodom and
Gomorrah. Lot is one of the captives. A. is no
sooner apprised of this than he arms his 318
retainers, and summons to his aid Mamre, Kshcol,
and Aner, the three chieftains of the Hebron
The comdistrict, with whom he is confederate.
bined force overtakes the victorious army at Dan,
in the N. of Canaan, sur])rises them by a night
attack, routs them, and recovers Lot and the
On the way
other prisoners, and all the booty.
back A. is met in the plain of Shavch by the king
Melof Sodom, and Melchizeiiek king of Salem.
chizedek solemnly bles.ses A. for his heroic deed
and the Heb. patriarch, in recognition of Milchizcdek's priestly office, gives him a tenth of the
spoil.
On the other hand, he proudly declines
the offer which the king of Sodom makes, that A.
should receive the spoil for him.self he asks only
for the share that would compensate his confederates, Mamre, Eshcol, and Aner, and their

them

in

many

;

;

men

(14).

A., who by rea.son of his childlessness cannot
entertain hopes of the fultilmetit of the divine
promise, n'ceives in a sjiecial vision assurance of

Convrinht. 1M»8, by Cfinrtft Sm'hnrr'i

Snit.*

—
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the great future of the race that shall spring from
By the gracious condescension of the
Almighty, a covenant is nuuie by sacrifice between
and during the night,
the patriarch and God
when a deep sleep has fallen upon A., he learns
the future destiny of his descenilants, and the

liim.

;

an outward symbol (15<'»i'- '--'').
who has no hope of having children, persuades A. to take Hagar, her Egyp. maidservant,
Hagar, finding herself with
as a concubine.
child, is insolent towards Sarai, who thereupon
treats her so harshly that Hagar flees into the
desert.
She is there stopped by an angel, and
sent back, comforted by the promise respecting the
child that is to be born. This is Ishmael (10).
But Islimael is not the promised son. Thirteen
more years elapse before God appears again to A.,
and again promises that his descendants will be a
mighty nation. In pledge of the fulfilment of his
word, he changes Abram's name to Abraham,
vision
Sarai,

is

wishes not a hair of the lad's head to suffer He is
satisfied with this proof of the patriarch's ab.solute
;

trust in

the stead of

in

;

;

;

special visitation
Abimelech is warned by God,
releases Sarah, and rebukes A. (20).
At length the long-promised son is born to A. of
Sarah ; he is circumcised the 8lh day, and receives
the name of I.saac (21'-').
Sarah takes offence at
the sight of Ishmael playing with Isaac and A. is
instructed by God to yield to Sarah's demand, and
dismiss both Hagar and Ishmael from his tent (21*).
A.'s prosperity and success induce Abimelech to
seek alliance with the patriarch.
covenant
;

;

A

between them

is struck
the well, which Abimelech's servants had taken by force from A., is
to
him,
restored
and receives the name of BeerSheba. A. dwells for some time in Phil, territory,
encamped in the vicinity of the well (21'---*').
Some years later, when Isaac has grown to be a
lad, comes the last trial of A.'s faith.
God orders
him to sacrifice his only son upon a lofty hill,
distant three days' journey from his place of
encampment. He does not hesitate. All is done
the knife is raised to slay
in perfect obedience
God
Isaac, wlien a voice from heaven is heard.
;

;

A

Isaac

;

and the holy covenant

.J" and A. is ratified anew (22'-'^).
Then Sarah dies; and A., whose seed

between

ratified l)y

Sarai's to Sarah, and ordains that the rite of
circumcision shall be the sign of the covenant
between God and the house of Abraham, 'i'be
promise that Sarah shall have a son, and the command to call his name Isaac, prepare us for the longexpected consummation (17). But it is not to be
yet.
Another great scene intervenes, to try, as it
were, the patriarch's faith, and make proof of the
character of the father of the Heb. race. J", accompanied by two angels, appears in human form to
A. as he sits before his tent by the oaks of Mature.
A.'s offer of hospitality is accepted and as the
three strangers partake of the meal, the one who
is J" promises to A. a son by Sarah, who overhears,
and laughs incredulously (18'-'*). The two angels
proceed to Sodom and Gomorrah J" remains with
A., and discloses to him tlie approaching destruction of 'the cities of the plain.'
A. pathetically
intercedes, and obtains the assurance that if but ten
righteous be found in the city it should be spared
and then
for their sake (18"'-^^). J" leaves A.
ensues the description of the destruction of Sodom
and Gomorrah, the vividness of which is enhanced
by the brief reference to A., who in the morning
looks forth from the hill country of Hebron,
where he had stood during his colloquy with ,J",
and sees thence the reek of the smoke rising as
from a furnace (10^). Strangely out of place
though it seems, we find interpo.sed at this point
the story how A. Journeyed to the South-land or
Negeb, and dwelt in the territory of Gerar, where
Abimelech was king, and how A. once more fears
for his life on account of Sarah's beauty, represents her to be his sister, and temporarily loses her,
when she is taken to Abimelech's harem. As in
the Egyp. story, Sarah is kept from harm by a

to sacrifice that which
in his eyes.
ram is sacrificed

God, his readiness

was most precious

is

to

possess the whole land, has to purchase a Imrialplace. 'J'he field and cave of Miichpelah at Hebron
is the portion of ground which he buys with all
due formality from Ephron the Hitlile; and there
he buries Sarah (23).
Feeling his days drawing to a close, A. causes
his steward to swear not to let Isaac take to wife
one of the daughters of the land, and .sends him to
Harau, where he finds Rebekah, and brings her
back to be Isaac's wife (24).
It is strange next to read that A. takes Keturah
to be his wife, and becomes the father of six sons,
the patriarchs of Arabian tribes (25'-*).
But at
the age of 175 he dies, and is buried in the cave of

Machpelah (25"-").
The foregoing outline shows the truth of what
has been remarked above, that the life of A. in the

Bk

of Gn is not so much a consecutive biograjiliy
as a series of scenes derived from groups of lleb.
How far
tradition, and loosely strung together.
the three main groups of patriarchal narrative
and
P
overlapped
one
the J, E,
another we
cannot say, but the fact that the existing account
derived
from
different
sources
sufficiently
is
explains some of the chief difficulties and discrepancies that strike the ordinary reader.

—

J.— The narrative of .1 opens with A. bein^ in Ilaran, and
migrating with Lot to Can. at the command of J ",
mention!! A.'s nomadic movements in Can., and the altars
and Shecliem. It records the separation of A. and
Lot, and A.'s sojourn at Hebron.
It describes A.'s journey to Egypt, and his return to the S.
of Can.
It contains the promises made to A., and the covenant In ch.
15.
It records the marriage with Hagar, Hagar's flight, and the
birth of Ishmael.
It gives ttie long epic narrative of the visit of the three men
and the overthrow of the cities of tlie
to A. ; A.'& intercession
It

at Bethel

;

plain.
It narrates the birth of Isaac, and the mission of A.'s servant
to Haran.
'•"•- 1"^'" l!>. 16'-» IS. 19 (e.xc. v.'O) 21. (partially)
,1 =i\;i-<. 0-13124.

—

E. The narrative of E opens with A.'s wandering to and fro,
Can.
It reproduces, perhaps from souie se|>arate
source, an account of the war between CIiedor-Laomcr and the
rebel cities of the plain,' A.'s rescue of his nephew, and Melchizedek's blessing.
It describes the blessing pronounced upon the patriarch In
It records .\.'s sojourn at Gerar, and the peril to which
ch. 15.
Sarah was exposed at the court of Abinu-U-ch (20). It contains
an account of the birth of Isaac; and ihe mention of the
banishment of Hagar and Ishmael implies that it als,) included
an account of Ishmael's birth. It records the alliance of A. with
Attimelech at lieershcba. And, so far as A. is concerned, conchnles with the storv of the sacritlce of Isaac.
E = 14. (possibly) 15. (partially) 2(1. 21"" 22,
P.- The narrative of T isamere skeleton outline of fiwts. A.
Terah, with A. his son and Lot his nephew,
is Terah's son.
leave ITr-Casdim, and set out for Can. ; they stay at Haran,
where Terah dies, 205 years old. A., 75 years old, accompanied
by Lot. journevs to Ca"n. A. settles near .Mamre ; Lot goes K.
A. marries Hagar ten years after enterto the Jordan valley.
ing Can. ; Ishmael'ls born in .\.'s Siith vear. In his l»Oth year
God makes a covenant with him, and ordains the rite of circumcision, changing his name to Abraham, and Sarai's to Sarah.
A. laughs at the idea of Sarah having a son ; and the son to be
born to him is to be called Isaac. In his 1 (Kith year A_. has a
Sarah dies at Hebron 127 years
s()n Isaac, who is circumcised.
old, and A. purchases the cave of Machpelah for a burylng-place.
and is buried by Isaac and
the
age
of
175,
blm.self
dies
at
Ho
Ishmael in the cave.
witli Lot, in
'

l>_]Srt. lib. 12 101-3.

15. 10 171.S7

]9:»21'*'-"*^23. 2.5'-".

The combination of the three strata of tradition has only in a
few instances led to apparent inconsistencies. The J narrative,
which makes Haran A. s native country (Gn 12. 24). contains no
allusion to Ur-Casdim. .J's narrative contains tiie story of A.'s
cowardice in Egypt; it Is E's narrative which contains the story
of his cowardice at the court of Abimelech, The narratives of
notice of
.1 and E, which sjieak of Sarah's beauty attracting the
Egvptlans and Phili.stines, do not mention the ages of A. ami
Sarah, .\ccordlng to .1. A very prob. had died before the return
of the servant with Kebekah, since vaN should prob. bo read
.
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fur 12N in 24*^ ; for wecaii bardly Mippuse that Isaac's uiournin^'
for his utother would have lastetl for three years.
The mention
of A. '8 nmrria^'e with Keturah in the foil. ch. Is derived from a

The foil, are the chief
Abraham narrative
:

difficulties arising

—

from

—

of A.^s People. From the fact that
said to have lived at Ur-Casdim, and
that Ur lias been identified by Assyrinlogists with
Uru, the modern Muj;lieir, in S. Bab., the conclusion has very commonly been drawn that A.
migrated first from Chaldiea.
This, however,
depends upon the correctness of the identification,
of Ur-Casilim with Uru, which has been much disputed on the irrouiids, (1) that the genealogy of (in
11'' brings tiie Seiu. race as far as Jlesopolamia,
from which the next movement in the direction of
t^an. would be to Haran ; (2) that the name
Ciisdira wa-s applied to an Armenian tribe and (.3)
that it does not appear in connexion with S. Bab.
until much later (upon the whole controversy see
Kittel, Hist, of Uehrews, Kug. tr. i. 180 f.; Dillmann,
(tVh(>s(.<, p. 214 f.
As to the position of Ur-C:usdim,
see art. t'lt ok the Ch.vi.i>kks).
The common
early Heb. tradition .seems to be expressed in Gn
24, according to which A.'s kindred were the
dwellers in N. Mesopotamia ; and it is this belief
which also is reiterated in the story of .Jacob. Cf.
A Syrian (i.e. Aramsan) ready to perish was my
father' (Ut 2(i=).
Whether Ur-Casdim is to be
placed in N. Mesopotamia or in Chaldea, the
impression remains that '.) ' believed A.'s home and
1.

Th-' HiDiie

Tcrah

;

through

The Sacrijce of Isaac marks the crowning
event in the life of A. Obviously, it must rank as
the surpassing act of the patriarch's faith in God.
But a difficulty ari.ses in some minds from the
wickedness of the act which God at fir.st commands
A. to do.
Even though He never intended A.
4.

diQerent source.

the

justice (Gn 18") they also announced that
Israel all nations should be blessed.

15

is

;

'

kindred to have been in Haran.
2. Thp Chnrartir of the Xarrative related in Gn
14.
There appears to be no reason to question the
hist, probability of an Klamite campaign such as is
here described. There is nothing inherently improbable in the event as has sometimes, in some
quarters, been asserted.
A. did not defeat the
Klamite army in a pitched battle he made a night
attack, fell upon an unsuspecting foe, and recovered
prisoners and baggage,
a very different exploit
from the conquest of Damascus, which late legend
The primitive inv;usion of Chedora.ssigned to him.
Laomer has been claimed by some Assyriologists
for an approximate date of 2150 (so Hommel, ISah.A!<<<. fiesrh. p. 'A); and the invasion of W. Asia by
an Klamite will naturally be associated with the
Klamite empire of that remote time.
But upon
what principle the events of A.'s life can be carried
back to the 22nd cent. n.c. has not yet been
satisfactorily explained.
Biblical chronology does
not suggest the interval of nearly a thousand years
between A. and the Exodus.
3. The I'riimisfs nunle to A. are found eight
timesrepeated,(i.)Gn 12-'' (ii.) 12" (iii.) 13'* (iv.) 15
(V.) 17 (vi.) 18 (vii.) 21'^ (viii.) 22'o.
The promises
fall under three main heads, (a) the land of Can.
shall be po.ssessed by the seed of A.; (&) the seed of
A. shall become a mighty nation (c) A. shall have
a .son born of Sarah, and the son is to be called
Isaac.
The number of times that the promise
appears is due to the compiliTS having selected this

—

;

—

;

as the mo.st conspicuoiLS feature in the narrative
of A. in each of the sources of tr.adition.
The
seemingly strange fact, that the narrative in ch.
17 .should take no notice of the mention of the
same promise in ch. 15, is at once accounted for
when it is seen to be an instance of the manner in
which the different narratives overlap one another.
The promises, contained in thi- different tnadilions,
seemed to the compiler so imp<irlaiit in view of the
general purpose of his book, that, at the risk of
considerable repetition, he has incorporated them
all.
The.se promises ever ranked among the
'I'hey proreligious privileges of Israel (Ko !•*).
claimed God's covenant with His people, according
to which He required of them simple obedience and

eventually to execute the terrible command, still is
it consistent with divine goodness and justice to
issue an order, to obey which seemed to have the
result of placing blind trust in a positive command
above the reasonable recognition of the natural

demands of love, mercy, and justice ? But there
are two considerations which cut the ground from
beneath this objection.
(1) We are tempted to
a-ssume that in the patriarchal narrative the voice
of God is an audible external communication.
But
then, as now, God speaks in different ways, and by
conscience most directly. The que-stion put by A.'s
conscience was whether his complete trust in God
extended even to the readiness to surrender his
only son it wa-s in the truest sense a word of God
to A.
(2) That the answer to this que.stioning was
given in the shape of human sacrifice on a mountain
top, illustrates the importance of bearing in mind
the imperfect development of the moral consciousness in that remote period.
Human sacrifice was
frequently practised in Sem. races.
If the worshippers of other Sem. deities were ready to
sacrifice their firstborn to their gods, was A. to be
behind Assyria, Amnion, and Moab in devoticui ?
The moral standard of the age would not be
shocked at a deed too fatally common. The ideas
of mercy and justice were, in that period, low, and
needed to be raised. To propitiate the Deity by
child murder was regarded as the height of religious
devotion.
The narrative, therefore, fulfils the
twofold object of giving the crowning proof of A.'s
absolute faith in .J"; and further, of demonstrating
the moral superiority of faith in J" over the
.1" forbade
religious customs of other Sem. races.
the sacrifice of the firstborn .1" upheld the instinct
implanted in human nature which shrunk in
horror from the act.
He taught that .1" had no
pleasure in the infliction of suffering upon the
innocent that the cliaracter of .1" was raised above
that of the heathen gods by higher love and truer
;

:

;

justice.

—

ii.
A. IN THE History of Iskaki,.
The
attempt has been made to deprive the story of A.

of all hist, value, and to represent the patriarch
either as a mythical personage or as the typical
impersonation of the virtues of the religious Isr.
but as yet no evidence has been found to ctmnect
the name of A. with that of a tribal deity, wliile
the endeavour to find in his story a iiliilosophical
description of abstract qualities seems to jiresuppose a stage of literary development to which
the materials of the Hex. can make no claim, and
to desiderate a literary unity which those materials
emphatically contradict.
On the other hand, it cannot be denied that
recollections of the nomadic age, committed to
writing (in the form that has come down to us) in
;

a post-Mosaic era, and evidently strongly coloured
by the teaching of the prophets of .1", are likely
to have preserved the hist, facts of the remote
past ill a form in which personal details are inextricably intertwined with racial movements, ami,
simplicity's sake, the destinies of a future
nation are anticipated in the features of family
experience.
According to this view, A. was the leader of a
greiit nomadic movement of the Heljrews (Gn 10"
for

14'^),

who migrated from Mesoiiotamiainto Canaan.

Hebrews penetrated as far .as Egypt (Gn 12),
but for the mosi part established themselves in tlio

'I'liese

'
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Canaan, and

S. of

in

Hebron and Beeisheba formed

friendly relationships witli the dwellers of the
land (Gn 14. 21--).
The story of Lot seems to
indicate that the peoples of Amnion and Moab had
originally belonged to the Heb. migration which
was led by A., and, having separated themselves
from their comrades, occupied the territory of
the Rephaim, the Emim, and the Zamzummim
(I)t 2"- '9-21).

impossible to resist the conclusion
that some of the references to Ishmael and the
allusion to Keturah contain an Isr. picture of the
relationship of the Arabian tribes and clans to the
Heb. stock rather than the record of personal

Again,

history.

it

is

The Egyp.

Hagar

origin of

((Jn

Iti')

and

of

Ishmael's wife (Gn 21-') will then indicate that the
new settlers received into their community a considerable admixture of an Egyp. element at the
time when they dispersed throughout N. Arabia.
The fact that the sons of Nahor (Gn 22*'-2*), the
sons of Ishmael (Gn 25i--'*), the sons of Edom
(Gn 30'^-i*), form groups of twelve, and that 'the
sons of Keturah' thus form a half-group of six, is
an additional sign of the probability that the
record is not only that of the domestic life of a
family, but also that of the political distribution of
a race.
While this consideration must modify the acceptance of a uniform literal historicity for the narrative of A., it is not incompatible with the view
that in A. we have the great leader of a racial
'

•

'

'

'

movement, and one who

left

his

mark upon

his

fellow-tribesmen, not only by the eminence of his
superior gifts, but by the distinctive features of his
religious life, the traditional features of which were
the devotion to one God, the abandonment of the
polytheism of his ancestors, and the adoption of
circumcision as the symbol of a purer cult.

—

A. intheTheolooyofOT. Thescattered
reminiscences of the patriarchs were collected and
compiled, even more for the purpose of illustrating
iii.

the fundamental principles of the Isr. revelation
than with the object of retailing any exhaustive
biography.
The religion of Israel dates, according to OT,
from A., not from Moses. A. 's servant addresses
J" a.s the God of his master A. (Gn 24i-') .1" is to
Isaac the God of A. (Gn •26-*); to Jacob He is 'the
God of A. and the fear of Isaac' (Gn 31"). A.
never speaks of J" as the God of his fathers. A. is
the founder of the religion
he is the head of the
family which had J" for its God.
There is no
designatiim of the God of Israel which can go
farther back to the origin of the Heb. faith
than the often-repeated title the God of A.' (cf.
;

;

'

Ps

'

47^).

The

story of A. reflects the belief in the free
God wliich chose the patriarch and brought
from a distant land, and in spite of his failures

faithful ' (44''- -")
In these words are summarised
the chief points upon which the later Jewish
literature esp. insisted in any reference to the life
and character of A. He was the founder of the
.

race
he was credited with a perfect knowledge of
the Torah he was the institutor of circumcision
he was tried, and in virtue of his faith was declared
righteous.
;

;

iv.

A. IN

;

THE Theology of NT.—In NT, A.

is

referred to in a variety of wavs. The words of
John the Baptist in Mt 3', Lk S'. and of St. Paul, Ro
9', rebuke the popular Jewish supposition tliat
descent from A. carried with it any special claim
upon divine favour. Our Lord .speaks of A. as one
with whom all the partakers of divine redemption
shall be privileged to dwell (Mt 8")
and as of one
who is both cognisant of things on earth, and is
also entrusted with the special charge over the
souls of the blest (Lk IG--).
Our Lord employs the
imagery of current religious belief A. is the typical
'
representative of the righteous ' who have been
redeemed he is ' the father of the faithful.' Hence
He says (Jn 8=*), 'Your father A. rejoiced to see
;

;

;

My day;

and he saw it, and was glad.' He obtained
a vision of the meaning of the promises, and
rejoiced in the hope of their future fulfilment.
Christ was the consummation of all the aspirations
of A., the father of the race.
According to the
Jewish tradition ( Bereshith Jiabba 44, Wiinsche), A.
saw the whole history of his descendants in the
mysterious vision recorded in Gn lo**-. Thus he
is said to have
rejoiced with the joy of the law'
(Westcott on Jn 8^*).
The subject of the faith of A. seems to have
formed a stock subject of discussion in the Jewish
synagogue. It is alhuled to in 1 Mac 2-'- Was not A.
found faithful in temptation, and it was reckoned
unto him for righteousness ? The locus classicus'
for the subject was (in 15"; and the question
propounded by the Jewish teachers turned upon
the nature of the faith which was counted to
A. for righteousness. To Philo the whole history
of A. was merely an allegory descriptive of the
truly wise man whose inner nature is made one
with the divine by teaching (SiSao-xaXfa), as
Isaac's by nature (0iVis), and Jacob's by discipline
((5crK?)i7is).
In Philo's treatment of the subject,
faith,' which frees the soul from the dominion of
the senses, was the queen of virtues
(de Abrnh.
ii. p. 39)
and Philo refers to Gn 15" at least 10 times
(see Lightfoot, Gal. p. 158, and Ryle, Philo ond
Holy Scripture, p. 55) for the purpose of indicating
the supreme excellence of A.'s faith.
Rabbinical Judaism did not adopt the symbolical
and abstract explanation which satisfied the Alex,
philosopher.
It regarded A. as inseparable from
A.'s seed, and the faith of A. as consisting in the
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

grace of

fulfilment of the law.

him

Against this Rabbinic interpretation St. Paul
directs his argument in Ro 4'-* and Gal 3.
Faith
with the apostle is the motive power of the whole
spiritual life, and he lays stress on the fact that the
mention of A.'s faith precedes the instituticm
of circumcision.
The faith of the patriarch was
it was only ratified and connot due to the rite
firmed by it (cf. Ro 4*-'- and the notes of Sanday

loved

The

him and made His covenant with him.
A. and the promises made him thus

call of

represent the Election {iK\oy^) of Israel.
A. as the
clinHen servant is the propliet, the instrument of
J"'s purpose (Gn 20'). He is the friend of (!od (Is
41', 2 Ch 20'. Cf. Arab. El-KliaW). God's mercies
towards him are appealed to by the prophets of the
Captivity (Is 51-, Ezk 3.3-<) as the ground of confidence tliat .J" would not forsake the heirs of the

promises made to A.

The unitjue relation in which A., in I.sr. theology,
stood to the God of revelation is indicated by the
ref. of the prophets to A. as the one
(see Is oV- 2,
Ezk 3.3«, Jtal 2'"). In the Bk of Sir, A. is spoken
of as 'great father of a multitude of nations; and
there was none found like liim in glory who kept
the law of the Mo.st High, and was taken into
covenant with Him in his flesh he establi.shed the
covenant and when he was proved he was found
'

'

;

:

;

;

The same subject comes under
discussion in the Ep. of St. James and there the
apostle of the circumcision safeguards, as it were,
the Christian position from a perversion of the
With St. James 'the faith' of
Pauline teaching.
A. is not so much the motive power of spiritual
life as the settled belief, the genuineness of which
can only be tested by action (Ja 2", see Mayor, in
loc).
Yet another reference to A.'s faith is found in
He 11*-!', where the patriarch is described as having
been ' enabled to work towards the fulfilment of
and Headlam).

;

;

ABRAHAM

ABRAHAM'S BOSOM

God's counsel by his trust in the unseen' (Westcott,

(opparently of Kg^-p. origin) of apocalyptic choracter, first mentioned by Origen, Le(iimua . . .jiintit'ia et iniqtiUati» ariffetoa
itupev Abrabarni mitttte et interitu tlihceptantea. etc. (/n Lc.
Horn. 9f>). and recently bronpht before the notice of students in
a uiost Interesting form by the learned editor.

The

three features of the patriarch's life
which the writer of the Ep. selects for the illustration of this faith,' arc (1) self-surrender, in the
departure from his home (v.")
(2) patience, in the
pilptiira's expectation of a future abiding place
(vv,'-""); (3) influence, since his faith, affecting
Sarah's faith, led to the fulfilment of the promise
in loc).

'

vi.

;

(VV. !•").

Later Jewish teaching, dwelling on the same
In like manner thou findest that A.
our father inherited this world and the world to
come solely by the merit of faith whereby he
believed on the Lord' (Mechilta on Ex 14^').
JEWISH TltADlTKix. It was natural that
V.
Jewish tradition should be busy with regard to the
From the
great founder of the people of Israel.
fact that A. received the divine call in Ur of
the Chaldees, and ur in Heb. meant 'flame,' the
strange storj' was invented of his having been cast
This legend
into a fiery furnace by Ximrod.
appears in various forms. One of the best known
is that which is recorded in the Targ. of Jonathan
on (jn 11-* And it was when Nimrod had cast A.
into the furnace of fire because he would not
worship his idol, and the fire had no power to burn
tlienie, says,

'

—

'

that llaran's heart

liiin,

If

Nimrod overcome,

A. overcome,

became doubtful, saying.

will be on his side
but if
will be on his side.
And when all

I

I

;

the people wlio were there saw that the fire had no
power over A., they said i.i their hearts. Is not
Haran the brother of A. full of divinations and
charms, and has he not uttered spells over tlie tire
that it should not burn his brother?
Immediately
there fell fire from the high heavens and consumed
him and Haran died in sight of Terah his father,
where he was burned in the land of his nativity, in
the furnace of fire which the Chaldaians had made
for A. his brother' (Etheridge's tr.).
Another version of the story appears i:i Bereshith
Unhha, where A. refuses to obey Nimrod's command
;

fire
and suggests that it
would be more reasonable to worship water that
quenches fire, or tlie clouds that give the rain, or
the wind that drives the clouds finally, he exhorts
Nimrod to worship the one God. Nimrod causes A.
to be thrown into a fiery furnace but God delivers
him from its Hanies. For other instances of the
Habbinic treatment of A.'s life, see Weber, System

that he should worship

;

;

;

der AltnynwiiKj. PalSntin. Tlirnlofile, Leipzig, 1880.
In Pirk'e Ahlmlh (v. 4) it is said, With ten temptations was A. our father tempted, and he withstood
them all to show how great was the love of A.
our father.' For the ways in which the Kabbins
reckoned up these ten temptations, see Taylor,
Saiiin'jt if the. Jetrish Fathers, p. 04.
'i'he facts that A. came from Haran, that ho won
his victory at Ilobah, near Damascus (Gn H"),
and that his servant Wiis a native of Damascus (Gn
lo-), seem to have given rise to the legend that A.
conipiered Damascus.
So Joseplms relates that
Nicolaus of l)ama.scus,' in the 4th book of his
history, says thus
A. reigned at Damascus, being
a foreigner, who came with an army out of the land
Now the name of A. is even still
of Babylon.
famous in the country of Damascus ; and they show
a village named after him, The habitation of A.'
A.'s native countr)- having been
(Ant. I. vii. 2).
CliakUea, he was credited by the .lews with a knowledge of secret arts and magic (cf. Philo, <le prwrn.
and Joseplms records
et pcen.; Jo.s. Ant. i. vii.)
the tradition that A. first introduced into Kgj-pt the
knowledge of aritlunetic and astrologj- whicli he had
broiiglit with him from Clialda;a (_Ant. i. viii.).
'

;

I

'

:

.

.

'

.

;

For tlio preHorvfttlon of these nnd other
£neudfpiifr. Vet. Tfnt., J. A. Fnbrlc. torn.

1

Icfrends, boo Cod.
(1722), and Boer,

etien .Ib.anttO). Tlie 7>«^l;neH^«/.^.(flrs[o(l.b.v.Inines, 'Texts
and 3tudie.H,' C'uiiit). IHtl'J) deserves especial inentlun as an apocr.

vol..

I.

—

2

The Na.me

'

Aui:aiiam.'— The attempts

to

discover the etymologj' of this name can hardly as
yet be said to have been successful. According to
one very prob. explanation, Abram represents a
contracted form of Abiram or Aburam, just as
'Abner' probably stands for Abiner' or Abuner'
while Abraham may have been a local, or an
Aramaic, dialectical variety of pronunciation.
'

common name

Abiram was a
20',

K

fairly
\6^*) in Heb,;

'

audit

(cf.

Xu

l(i'-i'^

said to be a recognised
proper name in the Assyr. Inscriptions, under the
form of Abu-ramu (so Schrader and Sayce). The
analogy of other proper names, like Abi-meiek,
Abiel, Abi-jah, makes it exceedingly doubtful
whether the name Abram can rightly bear the
meanings traditionally assigned to it, ' Lofty
For (1)
father,' or 'the father of the lofty one.'
it stands to reason that no child, however lofty its
descent, would have been called 'father,' or 'the
father of a god, whether Melecli, or Jah, or Ham
(2) the feminine names Abi-gail, Abi-tal, show the
impossibility of this explanation. Probal)ly, therefore, the right meaning of the name is Kam (the
lofty one) is father,' as Hiram would mean
Ram
is brother,' of the owner of the name.
F.ven so,
the origin of the longer name Abraham remains
still unexplained.
The derivation of the name in
1

is

;

'

'

Gn 17^ is only a popular word-play, connecting the
termination -raham with the Heb. p~-\ 'multitude.'
Hal^vy {Itev. Et. Juiv. 1887, p. 177) ventured to
propose that Abraham represents o? "''?!?
the
chief of a multitude,' the fir.st part of the name
being derived, not from aft, father,' but from aliir,
chief,' and the second part from ham (root hamah),
'multitude.' For this theory there does not ajijiear
The deriv. of the longer
to be much probability.
name must be left uncertain, although the most
likely explanation of it is to be found in the variant
jn'on. of proper luimes in different localities or in
'

'

'

om

different clans of the same people.
Thus
may
be a dialectical form of en and Abraham the same
in meaning as Abram, just as Abiram is the .same
;

in

meaning

iis

Abram

(cf. OxJ'.

Baethgen, Beitriige zur Sem.

Heb. Lex.

p. 4,

and

liel. Oesch.).

LiTERATL'BK.— Besides the works mentioned above, the reader
referred to tbel'omin. on Genesis by Delttzsch, and Dlllniann
to the Histories of Israel by Ewald.'Keuss. and Klttel ; to the

Is

;

works on

OT

Theology by Oehler, Schultz, and Dlllinann. For
illustration from Assvr. sources, see Savoe. PiUrinrehat Put.
(l-'.i.'.); Tomklns, Ti'mei ({!' Abi-aliam (ls^): Schrader, COT'
(1»n''1.

H. E. Kyi.e.

ABRAHAM, BOOK OF.— A work, consisting of SOO
in a list of
ittIxoi,, bearing this name, is found
Jewish apocryjilial writings, preserved from a much
earlier period, in an api>endix to the Chronuyraphia
This
Compendiarid of Nicephorus (c. 800 A.n.).
list is printed in Credner's (iexch. des Kanons, 1847,

as well as in Scliiirer's H,/P II. iii. 12(5. The socalled Synop.iis Athanaaii presents the same list,
omitting, however, the number of ffrlxot, which
the Stichometry of
is attached to each book in
Nicephorus. It is likely that this is the book from
which Origen quotes as to a contest between the
angels of righteou.sness and iniquity with reganl
to the salvation of Abraham (In Lite. Hom. ;;5);
and .lames is prob. correct in identifying this Book
with the Testament of A. {Texts and Studies, ii. 2,
An Apoc. of A. is mentioned by Epip. 27 ff.).
phaiiius as used by the ()philes.
J. T. MAIteiHAI.L.
ABRAHAM'S BOSOM.— A term used of the abode
of the riglileiius dead, defining it as a position of
blessedness in huimate association with the father
In Scripture
of the faithful, 'the friend of God.'

—

;

ABSALOM

ALRECH

18

occurs only in the parable of the Rich Man and
Lazarus (Lk 16--- '"j, where it apiiears both in the

it

and

in the plural [aiXiroi
'AjJpad/j.).
Taken from the practice of reclining at
table, so that the hea,d of the guest leant back upon
t he
bosom of his neighbour, the place of distinction
belonging to hirti who was seated in this way next
the liost, the figure expresses the ideas of nearest

singular (KiX^os

'A/Spact^)

rullowship and highest honour.
In the Kabbin.
literature the phrase (i:"3k cn-cK Sc ip-n) was applied
to tlie place reserved for the pious departed, into
which they passed immediately after death, and in
wliich they dwelt free from the woes of hell (cf.
4

Mac

13").

It

was a Jewish belief that the
contained two distinct compart-

intermediate state
ments a place of relative prejiaratory rewara for
the good, and a place of relative preparatory
penalty for the evil (cf. Bk of Enoch 22, 2 Es
•16ft.
Some of the Jewish books speak of
etc.).
certain receptacles (promptuaria) into which the
souls of the faithful dead were taken (Apoc. of Bar
30-, 2 Es 4*'- " 7*" etc. ).
And in the theology of the
3rd cent, and onwards it was taught that the
circumcised should not be subject to hell. It was
a saying of Rabbi Levi (of the 3rd cent.), that in
the world to come Abraham would sit at the
entrance to hell, and suffer no circumcised Isr. to
pass into it.
It has been usually supposed, therefore;, that in NT the phrase 'Abraiiam's bosom'
refers to the intermed. state, and designates a
division of the undenvorld, where the good enjoy
a preliminary measure of blessedness. In this case
it is identified with Paradise, the lower Paradise as
dist. from the heavenly, or is taken to describe a
condition of peculiar honour in the Hades- Paradise.
It is uncertain, however, when this idea of two
separate localities within the undervvorld came to
revail.
It was the idea of the later and medioeval
udaism. But whether it was in circulation so
early as our Lord's time is doubtful. There seems
reason to believe that the older Judaism spoke only
of a Garden of Eden for the righteous dead, and a
Gehinnom (Gehenna, Hell) for the wicked dead,
identifying the latter with SAeo/. If so, 'Abraham's
bosom in the parable would not be the name for
a special compartment of Hades, or for an intermed.
condition of blessedness distinct from and preliminary to the final state of perfect felicity. And
in the parable itself it is only the rich man that ia
expressly described as 'in Hades.'

—

{,'

LrrEBATUBB.— Wetst€in on Lk 1621 S3; Lifrhtfoot, Hot. Beb.
Fritzsche u. Grimm, Ext'tj. Handb. zu den Apocryp. 851, etc.
phni, on 4 Mac 1316; Schiirer, UJt" II. ii. 180; Hamburger,
HE; Weber, Syetem der altnyn. paUisl. Theol. p. S2S ; MeyerWeisa, Kmn.i p. 543, etc S&lmoDd, Chritt. Doct. qf Imnior;

(4) ab{u)-rek,

as he passed through the land of Egypt in his
capacity of prime minister to the Pharaoh
((in 41").
Its exact signification ia not a matter
of agieement amongst scholars.
The
(tKipvitv
lp.Trpoaeei> airov
K-qpu^) and the Vulg.
{clamante
prcccone, lit omnes coram eo genu flecterent) are not
literal or direct translations.
The Targ. of Onk.
interprets it as ' father of the king,' on the ground
possiblv of Gn 45'. Jewish scholars who have
derived it from Heb. refer it to the root tii; bend
the knee, in the Hiph. Imv., where, for the usual n,
an K has l>een substituted (cf. Jer 25'). Luther
regarded the case as hopeless, in saying, 'Was
ahrec/t heisse, lassen wir die Ziincker suchen bisz
an den jiingsten Tag' (Ges. Thes. p. 19). Of the
many proposed Egyp. (and Coptic) derivations, we
need note only the following :—(!) Abrek (oTrpe/c)
caput inclinare (Rossi, Etyinnl. cegypt. p. 1, in Ges.
Thci. p. 19)
(2) ap-rex-v, heiidofthe wise (Harkavv,
Ikrl. yEgypt. Zeitschr. 1869, p. 132) ; (3) ab-rck,
rejoice thou (Cook, Speaker's Com. in loco, p. 482)

LXX

;

the object of our

is

'

;

;

,

— In

ABROAD.

Ira M. Pricb.
its

modem meaning

of

'

in (oi

another country,' a. is not used in AV
or RV. The nearest approach ia Jn 11" ' The
children of God that are scattered a.' On the
other hand a. is used in senses now whoUy or
nearly obsolete.
1. It signifies specially outside
Lv
one's own dwelling, the opp. of
at home.'
'
18'
Whether she be bom at home or bom a.'
La
A. the sword bereaveth, at home there
is BS death ; Jg 12' ' Thirty daughters he sent
a., and thirty daughters he brought in from a. for
his sons
Dt 23'" Then shall he go a. out of the
Lk 8" Neither anything hid that shall
camp
not be known and come a.' (KV to light') ; Sir 26*
A drunken woman and a gadder a.' Cf.
'

to

')

'

V

i

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

•

where as he lay
So sick alway
Be might not come abroad.'
—Sir

T. More,

A

Merry

J4$t,

Lv 13" ' II a
the outside of anything
3. In the
leprosy break out a. in the skin.'
Mk 1"
general sense of openly, freely, \videlv
But he went out, and "began to publisn it mncb,
Ro 16" For your
and to blaze a. the matter
obedience is come a. unto all men ; 5' ' The love of
J, Hastinos.
God is shed a. in your hearts.'
2.

On

:

:

'

'

'

;

'

ABRONAH (nj'i3S). —A station in the joomeyings,
Nu 33'^- ", AV Ebronah.

occurs only

ABRECH (^-inK).—A word called out before Joseph
ofllcial

commandment

'

;

D. F. Salmond.

thy

desire, i.e. 'we are at thy service' (Renouf, Proceedings Soc. Bib. Arch. Nov. 1888, pp. 5-10).
On
the other hand, several derivations are suggested
from the Asiatic-Sem. side: (1) Sayce compares it
with an Accadian abrik, a seer, appearing also
in the Sem. form, on an unpublished tablet, of
abrikku (Hibbert Lectures, 18S7, p. 183, n. 3) ; (2)
Delitzsch compares the Assyr. abarakku (fem.
ab(a)rakkatu), a titled personage, possibly orajirf
vizier (Paradies, p. 225
Beb. Lang. p. 26 Proleg.
Worterbuch, p. 68 f.); (3)
p. 145; and Assyr.
Schrader dissents from Delitzsch (COT* i. 139)
(4) HaJivy derives it from paraku (Rev. d. Etudes
Juives, 1885, p. 304).
But of all the suggested
sources of this much-abused word, the Heb. and
the Assyr. above mentioned seem to carry with
them the least number of difficulties. (The text
of Gn 41*"- does not indicate that there was anything more than a salute. ) It is, in either event, an
Egyptianised Sem. word, probably carried down
into E^pt during the centuries of Hyksos rule.
This opinion receives support, too, from tne evidence
of the Tel el-Amama tablets that there had been
for many centuries before Joseph's day free international communication between Egypt and Asia.

tality, p. 346.

S.

;

ABSALOM (dSpaiii, in 1 K 15»-"'o'iS|?-3i<AbiBhalom,
the third son of David (2 S 3*,
comes into prominence in connexion with the story of his sister Tamar (2 S 13).
After the foul outrage done to the latter by Amnon,
David's eldest son, A. determined upon revenge,
but concealed his purpose for two years. At the
end of this period ne gave a feast at the time of
sheep-shearing, and invited the king and his sons.
David declined for himself, but permitted Amnon
and his brothers to go. While the feast was at its
height, the servants of A., upon a signal given by
their master, fell upon Amnon and slew him.
Having thus avenged the afTront put upon his sister,
A. fled to the court of his maternal grandfather,
Talmai, the king of Geshur, where he remained for
three years. Then Joab, percei\-ing that David
longed for a reconciliation with his son, contrived,
tlirough the medium of a wise woman of Tekoah,' to
procure a reversal of the virtual sentence of banishment, and A. returned to Jems., but was not per'

1

father

Ch

is

3').

peace

He

'),

first

'

ABSALOM

ABSALOM

mitt«d to ( pproach the presence of the king. This
unnatural ixjndition of things continued for two
years, wlieu A. applied to Joab to use his interest
David's
at court to procure a full reconciliation.
general had, however, for some reason become less
hearty in the matter, and declined even to meet
A., until the latter resorted to the expedient of
ordering his servants to set fire to Joau's barley

Jordan. At Mahanaim, BarzUlai the Gileadile aim
others supplied him liberally with provisions.
Kre
long a sutUcient number of troops was assemhlcii
to justify the king in joining battle with llie
forces of A., which by this time had also passu.i
the Jordan. The decisive battle was fought in
'the wood of Ephraim.' David, yielding to the
wish of his supporters that he should not expose
his life by takiu" the field in person, arranged his
army in three divisions, commanded respectively
by Joab, Abishai, and Ittai the Gittite. To each
of these three generals he gave the charge,
Deal
gently, for my sake, with the young man, even
with Absalom.' From the very first the tide of
battle set strongly against the rebel army, whiuli
lost heavily in the engagement, and stxU uiuie
heavily in its retreat through the fore.'*!.
Ab.saloai
himseff was hunied by his mule under an oak, ami
becoming entauL'led by the head in the fork of a
branch, hung defenceless. In this situation he » as
discovered by a soldier, who at once informed Joalj.
The royal general, who appreciated the situation
more justly than his master, unhesitatingly piercr.i
the hapless youth to the heart.
Having thus dis
posed of the rebel leader, Joab recalled his troops
from the pursuit of the vanquished army. When
news of the issue of the battle was brought to
David, he forgot everything else in grief at his
son's death, and exclaimed again and again, t)
nij' son Absalom, my son, my son Absalom
would

When the owner of the field came in person
demand an explanation of this injury, he was at

field.

to

lengtli persuaded to intercede with the king on
behalf of his son, and his mediation proved successful.
It is easy to conceive that DaWd, by his
injudicious mingling of leniency and severity, had
completely forfeited the confidence of his son, and
it was doubtless from this occasion onwards that
A. began to hatch the plot that proved fatal
to him, and which has gained for his name an
unenviable immortality. He took advantage of a
misunderstanding that seems to have existed between David and the men of Judah, and set himself sedulously to gain the confidence and atfection
In particular, those
of all visitors to the court.
who came to have matters of law decided were
flattered by the attentions of the heir-apparent,
who al.so was careful to drop hints that the king
might do far more to expedite the administration
of justice, and that if he (Absalom) were only judge,
a very dilferent state of things would be inaugurThus he 'stole the hearts of the men of
ated.
Israel.'
He was greatly helped in the accomplishment of his scheme by the extraordinary personal
charms he possessed (2 S 14'-^"*').
How long this preparatory sta^e lasted is uncertain.
The forty years of 2 S 15' manifestly
cannot be correct, ana should perhaps be read _/b«r
When at length he judged that the time
years.
was ripe for the execution of his rebellious enterprise,
obtained leave of absence from his
father, on pretence of having to go to Hebron to
pay a vow he had ma*le during his sojourn in
Geshur. His emissaries were at work throughout
the whole land, preparing for a general rising, and
his adherents became daily more numerous.
At
the very outset he gained over David's famous
counsellor Ahithophel the Gilonite, who may have
had rea-ions of his own for deserting the king
(see Bath.sheba).
So alarming were the reports
which reached David, that he resolved to abandon
the capital and save himself and his household by
flight to the eastern Jordanic territory.
He was
accompanied by the faithful Cherethites and Pelethites, to whom were added on tliis occasion a body
of (littites who ha<l prob.'ibly formed part of David s
followers in the old days at Ziklag.
The otler of
Zailok and Abiathar to a«companv him with the
ark was declined, and Hushai the Archite was also
directed to remain at Jerusalem and do his utmost
to defeat the counsel of Ahithophel.
L'poii
Absalom's arrival in Jerusalem, llushai played the
part of rebel so skilfully that he gained the complete confidence of the aspirant to the throne.
Ahithophel first of all counselled A. to take a step
which would make the breach between him and his
father irreparable (2 S 16''"''), and then advi.sed
that prompt measures should be taken to pursue
and destroy David before he could rally around
him any considerable number of troops. Hushai
counselled delay and cautious measures, and his
advice was followed, to the chagrin of Ahithophel,
who, seeing that all was lost, went and set his
house in order and hanged himself. The two sons
of Zadok and Abiathar were despatched by llushai

A

with intelligence to David of what had transpircil
at Jerusalem.
The3'oungmen were hotly iiursucd,
and narrowly escaped capture, but evadin" their
pursuers by stratagem reached David, who the
same niglit with his whole coinjiany passed over

19

'

'

!

I hail died for thee, U Absalom, my son, my
son
This conduct, natural enough from one
point of view, might have had serious results but
lor the sturdy common-sense of Joab, who pointed
out that the king had to think of his soliliers as
well as his son.
The remonstrance was suliicieiitly
rough in its expres.sion, yet David recognised its
wisdom, and, stilling his emoticm for the time,
came out and thanked his troops for tiieir gallant
service in the field.
A. was buried near the scene
of his death, and the spot was marked by a great
heap of stones. According to 2 S \\" he had three
sons, and a daughter named Tamar.
The latter is
with much probability identified with Maacah of
1 K 15^ the wife of Kehoboam (cf. 2 S 3^ 2 Cli 1 1*').
The sons must have predecea-sed their father, or else
a different tradition is followed in 2 S IS''*, where
we are told that A. had no son.
The story of Absalom forms part of the section
2 S 9-2U and 1 K 1-2, which, with the exception

tiud

!

'

a few pasifages, comes from a single pen. Its
dominating aim is to trace the progress of Solomon
to the throne.
Hence it has to explain how the
three sons of David who seemed to have superior
claims, Amnon, AUsalom, and Adonijah, failed to
secure the succession. The style is bright and
flowing, the descriptions are graphic, and, with
all the writer's evident partiality for David and
Solomon, the historical character of these chapters,
down even to the minutest details, is established by
proofs that are amongst the strongest in the O.T.
of

—

LiTCRATUKE. DrivtT, liHr^^iietion, p 172f. ; Bud<1«, li'Chtef
u. Samutt, )>)>. 247-2^5 ; W«llhauit«li, Composition (Ui lluuttucX*^
etc., pp. 26S-'>6S, alio UiMt. (if It. and Jud. &ur.
J.

A. Selbie.

ABSALOM

IN ApoCR. ('ASfffirdXwMO!, '.VvtdXwMol
1. A. was the father of Mattatliias, one of the
A).
captains who stood by .lonathan the Maceabee
when the main part of his army fled at the beginning of a battle against the Syrians at Ha/or in
Northern Galilee (1 Mac ll"'=Jos. Ant. xill. v. 7).
It is perhaps the same Absalom whose son .lonathan
was sent by Simon the Maceabee to secure Joppa
after his brother Jonathan had been imprisoned

—

by Tryphon

(1

Mac

i;{"

= .Ios.

Ant.

Xlll.

vi.

4)

Accordinj" to 2 Mac 11", one of two envoy*
sent by the Jews to Lysiius when he began to treat
with tliem for peace aft«r his defeat at liethsuror
2.

—

:

ABSALOM'S TOMB

20

In

(Beth-znr) in 165 B.c.

Mao

1

ACCAD, ACCADIANS

4*"-= Jos. Ant.

no mention is made of overtures for peace,
but Lysiaa is stated to have \vithdrawn to Antioch
XII. vii. 5,

It is probable that the author
for reinforcements.
of 2 Mac has made some confusion between the

expedition of Lysias and a second invasion
tliree years later, when, after gaining a
victoiy at Ueth-zur, he made terras with the Jews
in consequence of troubles in Syria.

first

two or

H. A. White.

ABSALOM'S TOMB.—See Jerusalem.

ABUBDS

Mac

16"-") was the
father of Ptolemy, the son-in-law of Simon the
Maccabee, by whom Simon was murdered at
Jericho.
{'A^ovpot,

1

from which its springs and rivers welled up (Gn
7" 49", Dt 8' cf. Rev 9> <t>p4oip). Not unnaturally it denoted also the upper seas and rivers
connected with the subterraneous waters (Ps 107"
106"), the original notion of tumultuousness in
tSh6m (Ps 42^) being overlaid by that of depth in
iavaaot (Sir 24**, Jon 2«, Ps 36'). Secondarilu, from
the notion of subterraneousness and deptn, it is
the place after death, but is never in LXX the
actual translation of Sheol (though this etymologicnWy = de))th, Ps 71"; cf. Ps 86"); in this sense,
:

apparently, it is not justifiable to eliminate altogether the connotation of raging waters. [Comp.
the contrast with heaven in Gn 7" (»''77ai dflwiroi/)
with that in Ps 139» (Sheol) and in Ro 10'
(a/3wr(ros);

also

Job 41" LXX, and Job

26»-«

The relation to Sheol, with its dull,
shadowy monotony and even misery, coupled
({iSa.Tot).\

ABUNDANCE.—This word

is

nsed with great

AV, translating about twenty Heb. and
many Gr. words. Each occurrence should

OT idea of Sheol as a pit dungeon (Is
and with pre-NT apocalyptic usage (Enoch
10" chasm of fire 21" prison of the angels 18"

freedom in

\vith the

nearly as
be considered in relation to the orig. word. Here it
is necessary only to draw attention to the obs. use
of a. to signify superfluity
Mk 12** All they did
cast in of their a.' (RV 'superfluity,' Gr. rh repitr<reOov, as opp. to U(rrifn)<ris, ' deficiency,' said of the
widow so Lk 21*) Ps lOS*" Their land brought

24^),

'

:

;

'

;

forth frogs in a.'
n?; so Ex 8»,

(RV 'swarmed with frogs,' Heb.
and cf. Gn l»-»i 9'); 2 Co 12'

'through the a. of the revelations' (Gr.
exceeding greatness ').

RV

irep^ok-^,

'

—

ABUSE, ABUSER.

J.

Hastings.

abuse is used
twice (as tr. of KaTaxpdofiai) when the meaning is
not a
but ' use to the full regardless of consequences (see Thayer, N.T. Lex.)-. 1 Co 7^'
Those that use the world as not abusing it' (RV
m. using it to the full ') 9" that I a. not my
power in the gospel (RV so as not to use to
the full my right in the gospel ').
2. In OT a. is
found thrice (as tr. of S^i() with a person as object.
'

'

'

;

'

'

In 1 S 31* and 1 Ch 10* the meaning is insult or
dishonour, as in Milton, Sam. Ag. i. 36
'

To daily

I,

dark

In light,

exposed

fraud, contempt, abuse,

:

;

;

ACACIA.—See Shittim.

:

Jg 19"

it is

knew

•'They

ACCABA
S".

(B

her,

RV

1

Ti

v.
J.

translation (in

Hastings.

RV, not

in

AV)

a word compounded from a intensive
and §vairbt. Tonic form of /SuSit, depth (2 Co 11"),
and connected (see Curtius) with /SaSui, deep, and
the En", bath primarily and classically an adj. =
of Hfivaaoi,

;

deep, or even bottomless ; applied to the
yawning gulfs of Tartarus (Eur. Phasn. 1605)
and, metaph., to a sea of calamity (jEsch. Sujypl.
470) : in profane Greek nsed as a subst. by Diog.
Laert. only (iv. 5. 27), on an epitaph, ' the black
abyss of Pluto.' (Comp. Job 41"
Tii> Tdprapor
rfis ipucffov.)
Once (perliaps twice) in
it is
an adj. (Wis 10" the bottomless deep of the Red
Sea: possibly also Job 36" meta.n\\. =boundless)

very

LXX

LXX

elsewhere, LXX, NT, and eccl. Gr., a subst. ; in
the trans., with few exceptions, of tShOm,
the tumultuoHS vxiter-deep (some thirty times),
and, once each, of m/!zulah, sea-deep (Job 4F'),
of zHlah (Is 44"), tU'deep flood (of Euphrates)
and of rnfiribh, spacious place (Job 30" if subst. ).
Primarily in
it signifies (with tehOm) the
waters beneath, by which the earth was at first
104'-»),
covered (Gn 1», Ps
but on which it was
afterwards made to rest (Jon 2« see Ps 24=), and

LXX

LXX

;

A

AV

Ta/Sd,

servants' under Zenibbabel.

Ezr

2*«

;

Hagaba, Neh

Agaba), 1 Es
the temple
'

Hagab

Called

(ajri),

7**.

ACCAD, ACCADIANS.— Accad

(or

Akkad), with

Babel, Erech, and Calneh, was one of the chief
These four concities in the land of Shinar.
stituted the beginning of the kingdom of Nimrod
tesAs' AniS. The Bab.-Assyr.
(Gn 10'"). The
inscriptions are the source of aU our information on
this name.
It was at first supposed that Akkadu,
occurring so frequently in tne inscriptions in

connexion with Sumer, referred only to a district

But it is now known that there was
or province.
a city of that name (Hilprecht, Freibrief Neb. i.
col.

u.

L

50).

lU form

is

"^^ ^^^H^^

read al Akkad [or 'non-Sem.' Aqade), city of
Accad, the name under which the city was for long
It was the residence of the first
centuries known.
historical ruler of all Babylonia, Sargon I., whose
activity dates from 3800 B.C., according to the
statement of Nabonidus (555-538 B.C.), an inscription discovered in 1881 on the site of Sippar.
Frequent references to two Sippars, Sippar of the
Sun-god' and 'Sippar of Anunit,' indicate some
strange fortunes in connexion with this site. The
worship of Ishtar of Accad was replaced by that of
Anunit of Sijipar. In very early times Sippar
was the chief seat of sun-worship, and Accad of
Ishtar worship. Gradually there was a political
absorption, and all references seem to justify the
assumption that of those two cities lying close
together, Siiipar with its Sun-god became the
more powerful, and practically absorbed Accad.
The worship of Ishtar, however, did not lose its
identity, but was continued under the name of
Sippar of Anunit (McCurdy, Hist. Prophecy and

and

ABYSS.—The

'Aic-cajSd,

— His descendants returned among

'

at

It

in Ro 10' it is
occurs only twice outside Rev
simply the abode of the dead in Lk 8" it is the
prison destinedfor evil spirits. In seven passages of
Rev (chs. 9. 11. 17. 20) it is a prison in which
evil powers are confined (20'''), and out of which
they can at times be let loose (11' 17*), but is not
the lake of fire (20^") nor is Satan regarded as
himself cast into this prison, but only to be so
J. Massie.
cast (20'- ») for 1000 years.

LXX

and wrong.'

the old sense of defile or
and abused her all the
night.'
Cf. Fordyce, Serm. to Young Women
(1767): 'He that abuses you, dishonours his mother.'
Hence in 1 Co 6' ipafvoKolTiji, 'one that lies with
a male,' is tr* abusers of themselves with mankind' (RV 'men'); and
gives the same tr.
in

ra\-ish

use of the word.

'

.

But

NT

NT

In

1.

;

;

abyss), prepared for the

is

'

Monuments, § 94). It is possible, but still
unproved, tliat the city of Accad lay opposite to
Sippar on the left bank of the Euphrates. Ita
exact site is a matter of doubt, but it is thou|;ht to
have been located near Abu-habba, about fifteen
the

;

'

ACCEPT, ACCEPTABLE

aCCAD. ACCADIANS
milea west of Baghdad.

Delitzsch conjectures that

may have been one of the two cities which ixjre the
name of Sepharvaim, but McCurdy locates this
it

double city in N. Syria (§ 349). The Wolfe expedition to Babylonia in 1884-85 (cf. Report, pp. 24, 25)
located it at Anbar, on the Euphrates, N. W. of the
ruins of Babylon. It was probably the cajutal city
(Consult for greater fulness the
of mAt Akkatli.

named below.)
From ancient times the kings of Babylonia, and
the kinfre of Assyria who ruled over this territory,
appended to their names Sar SumSri u Akkadi,
king of Sumer and Akkad. Now, what was the
literature

orifjin of this

double title?

It

was probably not

indicative of the two regions of Babylonia, b. and
N., as kings who ruled only over S. Babylonia
It was also claimed by conquerors
claimed it.
who had not advanced farther S. than Nippur (cf.

Winckler, Untersuch. z. altorient. Ga. 6511'.). It
seems, then, that ' Sumer and Accad,' in the titles of
kings, may have been no more than a claim to the
ancient territory and city of Accad, with additional
(For other yiewa
territory (cf. McCurdy, § 110).
of the question, cf. Schrader, Keilinsrhriftcn u.
Geschichtaf. p. 533 f. ; I)elitz.sch, Parodies, p. 198
Tiele, Gesch. Babyl.-Assijriens, part L p. 76 1.)
Upon the identification of these names with
specific localities ha.s been built up the theory of
the so-called Siunerians and Accadians. To the
consideration of this theory we will now turn our
attention.
It is maintained by a certain school of Oriental
historians and linguists, that the lower Mesopotamian valley was at an early day populated oy
the Accadians, who were originally related to the
Sumerians. They epoko, it is said, an agglutinaIn the midst of these peoples
tive language.
Sem. tribes settled down, and adopted the language
and customs of their foresettlers. Step by step the

Sem. language gained ascendency, ana about 1200
B.C. tlie native tongue died out, except as a sacred
and literary vehicle, in which capacity it served
It is claimed that those early
until a late date.
nonSem. peoples reached a high degree of civilisa-

many traces of their culture in
of art and language, and that we
can readily interpret them. '1 his supposed prehistoric people and their language are termed
among Eng. Assyriologists, 'Accadians,' among
tion, that

their

they

left

monuments

French and German Sumerians,' derived from the
supposedly most important localities where the
most ancient inscrijitions are found.
On the other hand, there is a growing school
which maintains that the Semites, whom we know
as pos-iessing the cuneiform characters, were the
inventors of these last and the developers of Sem.
culture, and that the so-called 'Sumerians' and
'
Accadians are but figments of an over-zealous
scientific sinrit.
A few only of the points can be
We find in the inscriptions of Assyria
noticed.
and Babylonia word-lists which give a twofold, and
sometimes a threefold, explanation of cuneiform
ideograms.
These ideograms are found in all
In these lists
stages of the Bab.-As-syr. language.
one column of explanations gives us regular Sem.
words, and another, words somewhat unfamiliar
In sound, which are supposed to be of nonSem.
'

'

careful scrutiny shows that these
•trange words yield to Sem. roots, and that even
the most unfamiliar are simply made up of possible
word-forms of the same idiom, disguised according
Again, what
to regular ascertainable methods.
can be said of so-called bilingual or unilingual
with
an abundance
texts ? In both ca-ses we meet
of these disguised Sem. words, and of Sem. grammatical constructions and modes of thought. The
evidence of the slight remains of prehistoric art in
origin.

Babylon

But

is

not decisive.

Again, the Sem. Baby-

21

lonians never in any way speak of or allude to any
such people as the supposed Sumerians or Accadians.
Still, the same language was used in Babylon dowr
to the latest period of its history, with no name,
nor even a tradition, of that supposed great
and inlluential nation whose heritage fell to the
Semites.
Other peoples who came into contact
with the Babylonians, and who exercised considerable influence on them, e.g. the Elamites, receive
frequent mention, but there is not the slightest
allusion to an Accadian race.
It is not impossible
that new discoveries may remedy this defect, but
it is certainly amazing that what is assumed to
have been the most influential factor in early Bab.
civilisation is entirely unmentioned.
When we
find that Sera, documents date from as early a
period as the earliest so-called 'Accadian,' and
that this hypothetical language was used alongside of the regular Sem. for nearly 3000 years, we
What does this mean !
are inclined to ask,
In an examination of the language, we find many
Sem. words and values which at first sight do not
admit of such an explanation. But it is a fact
that the number which do admit of it is continually increasing. Out of 395 phonetic values,
Prof. Delitzsch names 106 which he regards as
demonstrably Sem. {Assyrische Grammatik, § 25).
Prof. McCurdy adds more than 40 others, running
up the list to about 150 values. It is not impossiule that further investigation may greatly increase the number.
But do not the inscriptions from Telloh, which are
plainly ideographic, furnish conclusive proof of the
soundness of the Accadian theory ? So one might
expect but we are already finding in them actual
Sem. words, disguised under the forms which are
found in later bilingual texts. Besides, it is found
that the oldest kings of Ur of the Chaldees,' the
founders of the first Bab. kingdom, knew how to
write Sem. as well as Accadian inscriptions.
[Note by Editor. Professor Price has been
permitted to state his view of this question unreservedly. For he is himself an accompiislied student
of As.syriology, and he has the support of some
eminent scholars (see especially McCurdy, Huitory,
Prophecy, and the Monuments, i. 87 tf.). But the
Editor thinks it necessary to say that the weight
of authority is undoubtedly on the other side, leading Assyriologists everywhere having come to the
conclusion that the view which Professor Price combats is substantially true. Tlie reader should, however, consult the literature which Professor Price
has given below, representing both sides of the question, and the articles As.svuia and Babylonia.]
LmRATTB*.—Schrader, Zur Fragi nach d. Urtpr. d. altbab.
Kuitur, 1883; HAXipt.Akkadisehe und .'<u7nfruche Enitchr\ftDie SumeriMch-Akkadische Sprache, VerK.
UxU, 16811.;
Die SumerUchen
bten Or. C&ng. tl. pp. 249-287
FamiXimgttetu, 1879 Hommcl, Zeittch./. KtiUchr\ftJor$chung,
'

;

'

'

'

—

;

;

2U

Zimmern, Babylonitch* liuttjimttrwn, 1886,
f. :
p.
240 II. ; Tiele, Bab.Ai.
p. 71 1.; Hommel, Om. Bah.-A: 1885,
grammaticat <U CAlUt^jraphie
Get. 188fif., 68; lial6vy,
vol

1.

Aper^

oj.-bab. 1HS3

aux pniplr*

Milatujet de critique «t d'hittoirf retatyft
;
»fmit\qxif4, 1883: Delitzsch, At. (framrtuUiJc, 1880,

McCurdy, Pretb. and Kc/- Beviev. J»n. 181(1,
Hist. Proph. and Hon. 1894. I. H 7»-8.'i

1 26

pp. 68-81

Sumeritche

;

llomiml,

;

Letettiielu, 1804

several articles Id Znitehryft Jtir

;

Attyriotogi*, by UalAvy, Ouyard,

and

otliers.

Ira M. Prick.

—

ACCEPT, ACCEPTABLE, ACCEPTATION.

1.

Besides other meanings, accept is used in the sense
Gn 4' ' If thou doest
receive with favour
of
IJless,
well, shalt thou not be accepted?' Dt 33"
Lord, bis substance, and a. tne work of his hands.'
It is then sometimes followed by 'of: Gn 32*
perI will appease him with the present
adventuro ne will a. of me' (liV 'accept me');
2 Mac 13** And the king accepted well of Maocaba?u8.' ' Accept or accept the person is often
the translation of Heb. 0')5 Hi;'; to lift up the
Job 42* Tlw
face,' i.e. to look favourably on
'

'

:

'

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

—

;

ACCOMPLISH

ACCEPTANCE

22

Pr 18" ' It is not good
' ;
to a. the person of the wicked.' This Heb. idiom
as
has been tr. into Gr., and is found in the
rp6auTor Xafifidru, always in a bad sense, ' parLk 20*' ' Neither
tiality,' ' respect of persons.'
acceptest thou the person of any ' ; Gal 2" God
accepteth no man's person.' Then this phrase is
turned into Tpo<7<iiiroX7)^imjt (Ac 10^ ' respecter
of persons'), rptxjuvoXrinirriu (Ja 2* 'have respect
'of persons'), and rj>oaioTro\riix\pla.
to persona,'
('respect of persons^ Ro 2", Eph 6», Col 3^,
Ja 2'), three words found nowhere but in the
The' English
and (thence) in eccles. writers.
'
accept the person is derived from the eccles. Lat.
acceptare perscmam. 2. Acceptable is used in the
sense of ' favourable ' : Is 49' ' In an a. time have
I beard thee ' ; 61* ' To proclaim the a. year of the
Lord ' (».«. the year of Jehovah's favour). 3. Acceptation = favourable reception, is found in 1 Ti
1" 4» ' worthy of all a.'
Lord also accepted Job

NT
'

RV

NT

'

LmaATinuL —UfbUooi on
Bo2U.

V

Qftl

\

Sanday and Headlam on

Hastings.

J.

ACCEPTANCE.

Accept and connate words are
used in Scripture to denote the relation of favour
and approvELl in which one man may stand to other
Of the various
men, and especially to God.
phrases employed to convey the idea, those of most
fty'j
to raise,' and
frequent occurrence are in OT,
'

nyi 'to associate with, have pleasure in,' and in
N'r, tvap4<TTos, ' well pleasing.' The conditions of A.
partly as ceremonial, partly
with God appear in
as moral ana religious. Purifications and sacrifices
(which see) are necessary in view of human
ignorance and sin. But the sacrifices must be
To
offered in a spirit free from greed or deceit.

OT

enforce the moral disposition which must accompany every offering, is one of the great functions of
When the covenant has been
the propnets.
established between God and Israel, entrance into
it becomes a condition of receiving, and especially
of having a joyful assurance of, the divine grace
and favour. Similarly in NT, A. is set forth as only
in Jesus Christ and for His sake (Eph 1», 1 P 2»)
and, as the history of the patriarchs presents us
with living pictures of what is acceptable to God
under the old covenant, so Jesus is Himself the
Beloved Son in whom the Father is well pleased
(Mt 3" 17°), and the type of all that God receives
A. Stewart.
and approves.

ACCESS.—This word (not found in OT) occurs
NT in Ro 5», Eph 2i8 3" as the rendering of
TrpojayuY/i.
The Gr. word may express either an
in

introduction,' or merely
'aright to approach.' In
class. Gr. the idea suggested might be that of
introduction to the presence - chamber of a
monarch.' The OT associations of the kindred
verb Tpoaiyiir seem to connect the word rather
n-ith the peculiar relation in which Isr. stood to J",
and to give the term a special appropriateness in
describing the admission of Gentiles into a new
covenant relation with God (t^jk x^P^' raiimiv,
Ro 5', cf. Eph 2"), cf. Ex 19« and 1 P 3'^ and the
approach of Christian worshippers to the Father
(Eph 2" 3"), cf. Lv 1> etc., Lv 4", Mai 1", Ezk 44>«
etc.
This last idea is worked out in detail in He
J0i9-ia_
Our right to approach or ' our introduction' is uniformly described by St. Paul (cf.
Jn 14') as given us by Christ.

actual

'

bringing near,' or

a 'means of

'

access,' or

'

'

'

J. O. F. MtTRRAY.
Accho Cgs).— This city, included in
the lot of Asher (Jg 1"), was never taken by
Kno\vn at aifferent times as Ptolemais
Israel.
(1 Mao and NT), St. Jean d'Acre, Accaron, Aeon,
etc., the old Heb. 'on 'Aceo survives in the Arab

ACCO,

'Akia.

AV

Josephns

calls

it

'a

maritime city of

Galilee

{BJ

'

ll.

was important as comand affording easy access

It

x. 2).

manding the coast

road,

to the great routes crossing the plain of Esdraelon.
From the promontory of Carmel the shore sweeps
northward with a beautiful inward curve, forming
the Bay of Acre, on the northern extremity of
which the city stands. From Ras en-Nakurah, in
the north, the mountains recede some miles from the
coast, leaving a fertile plain, which i-^ bounded on
the south by the Carmel range. It is waterea oy

the Kishon (el Makatta) and N^ahr Na'amAn, the
ancientBelus. The plain furnishes Haifa,Nazareth,
Tiberias, and Safed with half their supply of fruit
and vegetables, sending also much to Beyrout.
Of the 10,000 or 12,000 inhabitants, two-thirds are
Moslems, the remainder being Greek and Catholic
It is
Christians, with a few Jews and Persians.
the seat of a provincial governor, under whom are
the districts of Haifa, Nazareth, Tiberias, and
Safed. The chief trade is the export of grain
brought by camels from Haurdn. About 1000 tons
of ou from the olive groves of Galilee are also
annually exported. Entered from the south by a
single gate, it is defended to landward
rampart, to seaward by a stron" wall.

by a double
The ancient

inner harbour has disappeared, and the outer is
used only by smaller vessels, the neighbouring
anchorage of Haifa being more safe and convenient
for larger ships.
Few cities have had a stormier history. Allied
with Sidon and Tyre in the days of Eluleus against
Shalmaneser IV. {Ant. DC. xiv. 2), it was taken by
Sennacherib, and given by Esarhaddon to the king
succession by Babylon and
Held
of Tyre.
Persia (Strabo, xvi. 2. 25), on the division of
Alexander's kingdom it fell to Ptolemy Soter. Its
strategic value was proved in the Syro-Egyp. wars.
Betrayed to Antiochus the Great (B.C. 218), it was
immediately recovered by Egypt. Simon Maccabfeus
defeated and drove the forces of Tyre, Sidon, and
Ptolemais into the city (1 Mac 5^; Ant. XII. viii. 2).
Alex. Balas took it by treachery, and there married
Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy Philometor [Ant.

m

XIII.

ii.

Demetrius Nikator gave it to
1, 2).
for the necessary expenses of the temple'
10"). Here Jonathan was perfidiously taken
1, iv.

Jonathan
(1

Mac

'

byTryphon(.4n«.XIH.vi.2). Besieged by Alexander
JannsBUS, relieved by Ptolemy Latnyrus (Ant. XIII.
xii. 4), it was captured by Cleopatra, who gave
it to the Syrian monarchy (Ant. xm. xiii. 2).
Tigranes the Armenian having taken the city,
BJ I. v. 3).
at once retired (Ant. XIII. xvi. 4
Falling to the Parthians (Ant. XTV. xiii. 3; BJ I.
xiii. 1), it finally passed under the power of Rome,
and was raised to the rank of a colony, witli the
Colonia Claudii Caesaris Ptolemais.' Herod
title,
It is
built here a gymnasium (BJ I. xxi. 11).
last mentioned in Scripture in connexion with St.
;

'

W. EwiNQ.

Paul's visit (Ac 2P).

ACCOMPLISH.—The primary meaning

of a. is to

bring to a successful issue. But the only examples
are Ps 64«, Pr 13", 1 Es 1", Ac 21».
of this in the
Sometimes a. simply means to ' do,' perform
it (God's word) shall a. that
1 K 5», Jth 2", Is 55"
which I please.' It is occasionally used in the
obsolete sense of ' to complete a period of time :
Jer. 25" 'when seventy years are accomplished'; Is.
Job 14' till
40'
her warfare is accomplished

AV

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

he shall

'

a.,

;

as an hireling, his day.'

From

tliia

arises its most frequent meaning, to bring to
(a)
an ideal or divine completeness, to fulfil
prophecy (once only), 2 Ch 36" (b) God's wrath.
20^=' ;
(c) Christ's work,
La 4", Ezk 6" 7» 13"
:

;

Lk 9" 12» 18" 22", Jn 19=».
sought to reserve this meaning
'
fulfil,' but unsuccessfully.

The
for

J.

RV

tlie

has

word

HvsTiNoa-

:;

;;
'

ACHAN

ACCORD, ACCORDINGLY
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ACCORD, ACCORDINGLY, ACCORDING TO.— ex-prsetors and not less than live years must have
Of its own accord is used in the special sense elapsed between his prsetorsliip and his oroconsulof without huiiuxn agency in Lv 25' That wliich ship. Corinth wa.s the capital of the pri .-ince, and
groweth of ita (see Its) own a.,' and in Ac 12'° the proconsul's ordinary residence (Ac 18'^). As
'which opened to them of his own a.' From the the severity of taxation was a subject of complaint,
Gr. in both passages (ai^ri/iaTot) we get our word Tiberius, in A.D. 15, reunited Achaia ^vith Macedonia and Moesia under the administration of an
of his own a. he
automatically.' In 2 Co 8"
went unto you,' the Gr. (ai/Sofperot) is lit. self- imperial legatus but in 44, Claudius made it again
2. In Is 59"
a senatorial and proconsular province. Either at
chosen,' of his own free clioice.
this or some later time, Thessaly was divided
Ace. to their deeds, accordingly he will repay
;

1.

'

'

'

'

'

*

;

'

'

and

accordingly are translations of the
game Heb. word, and have the same meaning. 3.
In Ezk 42"- " ace. to means corresponding to.'
according is found only in Wis
4. As verbal adj.
18'° ' an ill a. cry (aaiiiupuroi,
in discord ') : of.
•

ace. to

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

In Memoriam—

'

RV

'

"That mind and

'

soul, aooordlng well,

May make one musia*
J.

ACCOS

Hastings.

Mac 8").— Eupolemus,

the
son of John, the son of Accos, was one of the
envoys sent to Home by Judas Maccabtens in
161 B.C.
Accos represents the Heb. Hakkoz
(I'W), which was the name of a priestly family
Eupolemus, therefore, may
(1 Ch 24'°, Ezr 2")
("A/cxiij,

1

;

well have been of priestly descent.

ACCOUNT.

— As

H. A. White.
a subst.

a.

number counted, as Ec 7"

the

Coimting one by

'

or metaphorically reckoning (Gr. XA70J, 'word'), as Ro 14'- 'Every one
As a verb
of ua shall give a. of himself to God.'
1. To estimate,
a. is used in rare or obs. meanings.
2*
That also was a"* a land of giants
as Dt
Ro 8"
are a"* as sheep for the slaughter
He 11" a"« that God was able He 1 1®" R V a'"«
(AV, 'esteeminfj') the reproach of Christ greater
riches.'
Cf. 1 Mac 6" He made a. {iXoylaaTo) that
he should die.' Then it is sometimes followed by
of,' as 1 K 10"
It (silver) was nothing accounted
1 Co 4'
Let a man
of in the days of Solomon
BO a. of us as of the ministers of Christ.' 2. To
reckon or ' impute,' as Gal 3' It was a"" (RV
reckoned ') to him for righteousness.'
3. To
10^ they which
seem,' or be reputed,' as
are a'"' (Gr. ol SoKovyret) to rule over the Gentiles
80 Lk 22«.
Cf. Gal 2»-« 'tho.se of repute' (Gr.
one, to find out the

a.'

;

'

'

'

'

We
'

'

'

;

'

;

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'
'
'

Mk

'

ioKoirres).

J.

ACCDRSED.— In AV

11.

Jos 6"

1^

T"""*,

1.

and

o-p

Mnm

'a.

RV

RV

J.

Hastings.

ACHAIA ('Axofo), when Greece was free, was the
strip of land bordering the Corinthian Gulf on the
but, by the Romans, the name Achaia was
applied to the whole country of Greece, because
the Achaean League had headed Greek resistance to
Rome. Conquered and united with the province
of Macedonia in B.C. 146,* Achaia was in n.c. 27
made a separate province and Thessaly, /Etolia,
Acamania, and some part of Epirus, together witli
Eubfca and the western, central, and southern
Cyclades, were included in it. It was governed by
an ollicial with the title Proconsul (Ac 18'^), who
was appointed by the Senate from among tlio
• This fact, hotlj- fUaputtKl for a time since 1&47, is now Kencrally admitted
but A. was treated more easily than some jtro5.

:

Mommsen, Provinces

ACHAICUS
'

'

2'.

See Curse.

—

LrrKaATrRB. There is a good article on Achaia
Wisaowa, RB see also Marquardt, Ham. Staatgverw.
of

Ram. Emp.

HASTINGS.

is tr.
accursed
thing' in Jos 6""'" T'""22», 1 Ch
In aU these places
gives
'devoted' or 'd. thing.' For the hirtm is not
accursed from God so that we may make what
secular use of it we please, but devoted to God, and
not to be used by us at all. A. is also the tr. of
hi6.e(ixa, anathtma, in Ro 9» 1 Co 12' Gal 1»- ».
In
these pas-sages
simply transliterates the Greek.

in

'

;

'

'

ol

'

'

either literally

is

from Achaia and united with Macedonia, and
Epirus with Acarnania was made a separate procuratorial province (as Ptolemy III., § 13. 44-46, and
§ 14, describes them). On 28th November, A.D. 67,
Nero at the Isthmian games declared Greece free
but within a few years Vespasian again made
province ; and, so long as the
it a senatorial
empire lasted, it was governed by a proconsul,
under wliom were a legatus and a qumstor. The
proconsul and his legatiis were regularly annual
officials, and so was the quajstor always, but an
imperial legatus governed for a much longer term
(two ruled from A.D. 15 to 44). In ordinary Gr.
usage, the term
Hellas corresponded approximately to the Rom. sense of Achaia and in that
way 'EXXdt is mentioned in Ac 20^. But there was
a wider sense of the epithet Greek,' according to
which Macedonia could be thereby designated ;
and thus Achaia and Macedonia together constitute
the Gr. lands in Europe, and are sometimes coupled
as a closely connected pair (Ac IQ** ; cf. Ro 15-',
2 Co 9^ 1 Th 18).
The existence of Jewish settlements and synagogues in Corinth and Athens, the two greatest
cities of Achaia, is attested in Ac 17" 18^'; and
is suggested elsewhere by the rapid foundation of
new cliurches in Achaia (1 Co 2', Ac 18'-''). The
presence of Jews is proved in Sparta and Sicyon as
early as B.C. 139-138 through the letters addressed
to tliose States by the Rom. Senate, 1 Mac 15'^
and in Ba'otia, ^tolia, Attica, Argos, and Corint li
by a letter of Agripjia to Caligula, Philo, leg. ad
Gauim, § 36 (Mang. li. 587). Jewish inscriptions
have been found at Athens, Patrse, and ALgiaa,.

;

;

;

vincea ; Athens (and Del"--, which see), Sicyon (which received
part of the territory of Corinth), SpartA (which waa free from
taxation and head of the Kleutherolakoaefl) receiving apccially
favoui%^yle terms : see 1 Mac 15^.

('AxaiVis).

in
i.

—The

Pauly-

p. 821

{Horn. Gcsch. v.) ch.

f.

vii.

W. M. RAM.SAY.
name is Roman (see

CouiNTH), and appears to have been perpetuated
in the family of L. Mummius, who earned it by his
conquest of Corinth and Achaia, B.C. 146. The A.
of 1 Co 16" may have been a freedman or client of
tlie Mummii.
In company with Stephanas and
Fortunatus he had appeared at Ephesus, and had
refreshed the spirit of St. Paul, and, he adds,
they thus
supplied
of the Corinthians also
was lacking on the part of
something which
the Corinthians. This suggests that they were
distinct from (1) the bearers of the Cor. letter
and from (2) ol X\d>)j (1 Co 1"),
(1 Co 7') to St. Paul
who had more recently brought back to Ephesus
the disquieting news, under the fresh impression
'

'

;

'

'

J

1
Co was written. (See Stkphanas,
FOUTUNATUS, CULOE COIUNTHIANS, FlIlST EPISTLK TO).
A. Robertson.

of whi(,-h

;

ACHAN

Ch Sf tjV, Sept. 'hxdp, prob.
of the name, cf. ' Valley of
Ai-hor').
man of the tribe of Judah, son of
Carmi, also calh-d (Jos 22'") son of Zerah, who
was his great-grandfather.
After the fall of
Jericho, ho coveted and took a portion of the spoil,
which had been devoted to utter destruction. This
sin in the devoted thing, involving the breach of a
vow made by the nation as one Ixjdy, brought
wratli upon all Israel, and their first attack ujion
Ai was repulsed with the loss of thirty-six moii.
the

(i;v.

correct

—A

in

form

I

ACHOR

ACHAR

34

Investigation was made by lot to discover who liad
sinned, and Actian was singled out.
Ue made full
confession of his etiilt, and the stolen treasure was
found hid under liis tent. Instant execution followed. Not only Achan himself, but his tent, his
goods, his spoil, his cattle, and his children, were
taken to the valley, afterwards called the valley

There they stoned him, and all that
belonged to him, afterwards consuming the whole
with tire, and raising over the ashes a great heap
This act of vengeance is represented
of stones.
as being in some measure an expiation of the
The Lord turned from the fierceness
crime.
of His anger.' The supposition that his family
were accessories to his crime finds no support in
The language of Jos 7^ ('all
the narrative.
Israel stoned him with stones, and they burned
them with fire') has been regarded as implying
that Achan alone suffered the death penalty, the
plural number referring to the oxen, asses, and
sheep, and that his sons and daughters were
brought to the valley merely as spectators, that
they might have a terrible warning. It is doubtful if the text will bear this construction, and the
sweeping nature of the act of judgment recorded is
rather to be explained by reference to the stage of
moral development which Israel had reached at
the time (Jos V'*).
R. M. Boyd.
of Achor.

'

ACHAR.— The form in
name ACHAN (wh. see).

Ch

1

2?,

2 Es 7" of the

David take part in the

E), the cap. of the province of Persia bearing the
with, which the ancient cap. of Media
Hamadan lies at the foot
is ordinarily identified.

same name,

of Mt. Elwend, ' whence it derives a copious water
supply, and in a plain thickly besprmkled with
vineyards, orchards, and gardens, but whose
elevation is 6000 ft. above the sea ; it enjoys one of
the finest situations in Persia' (Curzon, Persia,
This is clearly the Ecbatana of To 6»,
i. 566).
where it is represented as lying midway between
Nineveh and Rhages ; and also of Strabo, xi. 523,
who knows of it as the summer residence of the
Parthian kin^s ; for which its elevation and consequently cool climate suited it. But the ancient
cap. of the Median empire, built, according to

by the first king Deioces
with walls of great size and strength,
rising in circles one within the other,' each wall
being coloured to correspond with one of the seven
planets, is to be sought, ace. to Sir H. Rawlinson
(JUGS x., art. 2, and ad I.e. Herod.), not at
Hamadan, but at Takht-i-Sulayman (36° 25' N,
47° 10' E) in Adherbijan, the ancient Atropatene,
disting:uished from Media Mao:na.
The Armenian
historian, Moses of Chorene (li. 84, ed. Whiston),
speaks of the second Ecbatana, the seven-walled
city ; and in the very learned paper quoted,
Rawlinson (1) identifies that city with the Gazaka
of the Greeks and Ganzak of the Armenians
(2) identifies Ganzak with the Shiz of Mohammedan
Herodotus

;

LXX,

CaUed Abdon

36").

(2

Ch

34-").

C. F. BURNEY.
ACHIACHARUS ('Ax"tix«poi B, 'Axf'x"Pos «. ''P'P''
ivnn
Aram, and Ueb.,
Syr.), the nephew of Tobit,

was governor under
(To

barchedonus

= Esarhaddon

according to the Aramaic
that was his (the king's),
and Shalit over all the land of Assyria
of.
Dn 2*". The nearest Hebrew name is Ahihud
text,

or,

etc.),

l**

'Rab over

all

'

("3""'5)> ^

^^

J. T.

8'.

ACHIAS.— An ancestor of Ezra
in

Ezr and

1

(2

;

Masshalu
Es

1'),

omitted

Es.

—

ACHIM ('Axel/i). Perhaps a shortened form of
Jehoiachim, an ancestor of our Lord (Mt 1"). See
Genkalooy.

iCHIOR

LXX Nu

campaign against
Stenning.

ACHMETHA(Knsn!<, 'Ejtj3aropa),thecap. of Media,
mentioned Ezr 6- as the place where State documents of the time of Cyrus were preserved. The
Aram, form of the name employed in Ezr (LXX
'Aim$d) closely resembles the Pehlevi [uno.T (Bundehesh, p. 23, i. 4), derived from the Old Pers. hangmatana {Behistan Inscr. II. xiii. 8), derived by
Rawlinson from ham and gam, with the meaning
'meeting-place.' This Old Pers. form, accommodated to the Greek pronunciation, gave rise to the
name Agbatana or Ecbatana (To 6*, Jth P"*), and
survives in the modem Hamadan (34° 8' N, 48° 3'

(c.

ACHBOR (ita^B 'mouse' or 'jerboa').—!. An
Edomite (Gn 3(3"*). 2. A courtier under Josiah,
mentioned as one of the deputation sent by the
king to Huldah the prophetess son of Micaiah
22i»"), and father of Elnathan (Jer 26*" om.
(2 K

final

J. F.

Saul.

700

(L 98, 99),

B.C.),

'

'

'

j

>vriter8;

and

(3) localises

where a conical

hill,

Shiz at Takht-i-Sulayraan,

surrounded by ruins, which

enclose a lake that has attracted the observation of
ancient and modem travellers, corresponds with
the description of Ecbatana ^ven by Herodotus, as
well as with what that historian tells us of the character of the surrounding country (i. 110). Hamadan, which lies at the foot of a mountain, would
not admit of being fortified in the way described
and, though searcli has been made by numerous
explorers (see Polak in Mittheilungen der Wiener
Geograph. Gesellscha/t, 1883, art. 1), no traces have
been discovered of buildin<58 such as Herodotus
mentions. The description in Jth (I'"*), to which
no historical value attaches, would seem to refer to
the same city as that of Herodotus and another
record of the impression created by the strength of
its fortifications is, according to Kawlinson, to lie
found in the account of Var in the 2nd Fargard
D. S. MaroOLIOUTH.
of the Vendidad.
;

CAxuip, i^Kins 'brother of light').— 1. In

34" for Ahihud.
2. In Jtli (5» etc.),
a general of the Ammonites, spokesman for the
Jewish cause, and afterwards convert (ch. 14). 3.
In Vttlg. To II" by mistake.
F. C. Porter.

;

ACHIPHA
1

Es

5".

(B 'Axu^i,

— His

A

'Axt<pd,

children were

AV

Acipha),

among the 'temple

servants' or Nethinim who returned with Zerubbabel. Called Hakupha, Ezr 2»i, Neh 1'^.

ACHISH (a-zK, 'Arxovs).—The king
whom David lied for refuge after the

of

Gath to

massacre of

the priests at Nob.
Finding himself recognised
as the slayer of Goliath, David feigned madness,
and BO escaped from the Phil, court (1 S 21'").
(This incident belongs to one of the later documents
of Samuel.) In 1 S 27' (belonging to the Judaic
or earliest document) A. is called
the son of
Maoch' (possibly = ' son of Maacah.'l K2*), receives
David with his band of 6(H) men, and a-isigns him
the city of Ziklag in the S. of Judah.
De.s|iite the
vlabes of A., the other Phil, princes refuse to let
'

ACHOR Valley

p72 'valley of trouble,'
IIos 'i").
In the last passage
name niaj* perhajis not be geographical. The
valley was near Jericho, but its exact position is

Jos
the

7-"'-" 15', Is (m'",

(-Asy

—

It appears, however, from itc
connexion with the border of Judah, to be
probably WAdt/ Kelt, a deep ravine close to the
The
site of the Jericho of the Christian era.
stream becomes a foaming torrent after rains,
between
steep
and, issuing into the plains, runs
li;inks south of mciilern Jericho to the Jordan
{SWP vol. iii. sh. xviii.).
C. R. CONDEa.

not quite cert,ain.

ACHSAH
ACHSAH copy anklet,"

1

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES

Cli2*»AV Achsa).— The

Caleb.
She was proiiiLseil in marriage
by her father to the man who should capture
l)ebir or Kiriath-seplier.
Othuiel, the brotlier
(nephew?) of Caleb, accoinplishefl the feat, and
obtained the promised reward. As the bride was
being conducted to her home, she lighted ofli her
ass, and besought her father to add ' springs of
water' to the dowry of a south land (Xegeb),
which he had already given her. In response he
granted her ' the upper springs and the nether
R. M. BoYD.
springs' (Jos 15"i-i9, jg i9.i6).
daiiu'liur

i>f

ACHSHAPH
towns

(Tf,'?).— There were perhaps two

Calilee of this name.
1. Noticed with
places in L'piier Galilee, may be the present El-Kesaf
S. of the i>eontes, on the mountains of Naphtali
(Jos U' 12''")- 2. A city of Asher (Jos 1!)-^), noticed
with other towns near the coast, is more probably
This is also
the modern El-Y>t.ilf near Acre.
noticed by the Mnhar, an Kgyp. traveller (14th
The lo.ss
cent. .VI).) on his way down the coast.
of the letter capli in this name may be compared
with the well-known case of Achzib (2).
See
•SW'P vol. i. sheets ii. iii., and Chabas, Voyage
itn ligijptien.
C. K. CONDEU.
in

W

ACHZIB (3-.7!<).— 1. One of the 22 towns of Asher
B ExoCii^, A "AxC^'Vi '1 Jg 1" " 'AirxaC*'.

(.los VJ-'

A 'Airx'i'Sfi). It is identified as Kz-Zib on the
coast between Acre and Tyre, near where the level
line of sand is broken by the promontory of Rasen-Naknrah. The present village
a mere huddle
of glaring huts on one of the highest eminences of
the sanily sciv-wall
has nothing to indicate that it
w:us once a place of some note.
It is mentioned in
1*'
Jg
among the towns and districts that Israel
failed to concjuer.
A. was called Aksibi by the
Assyr., and licdippa by the Greeks and Romans.
Jo.sephus anil .Jerome refer to it.
The Rabbin,
writers, hedging the Land as they did the Hook,
marked out three districts, indicated by A.,
Antioch, and Mesopotamia. They inclined to the
view that A. was on the outside of the first
boundary line. All within w;i.s Holy Land, where
bread, wine, and oil could be found ceremonially
clean, and where the dates of the months and
their fa.st.s could be accurately known in time

—

—

for ob.servance.

A

Anoilur Achzib (B K«Cei'/9,
omits), situated
the Shephelah or 'low-land' of Jndah, is mentioned along with Keilah and Mareshah in Jg 15**,
2.

in

ACROSTIC.

— A poem so composed that the

initial

letters of certain recurring periods (lines, distichs,
etc.) follow some detinite arrangement.
In the

OT

all the recognised acrostics are alphabetical,
the initials make up the Ileb. alphabet. They
are I'ss 0-10. 25. ;!4. 37. 111. 112. ll'.t. 115, I'r 31i'J-3i,
i.e.

La 1. 2. 3. 4, Sir ol'^-^'. See also Hab l-;-2'.
The periods assigned to each letter may consist
of one line (Fss 111. 112), two (I'ss 34. 145, etc.),
three (La 3, etc.), or even sixteen lines (Ps 119)
or the lines may vary in number, as esp. in
La 1 and 2, and to some extent in the Psalms.
Where the period consists of several lines, the initial
;

letter is soineiimes repeated with each line (La 3)
or distich (I's 1 HI).
In other res|>ects the acrostics

vary very much in style and subject, and, though
usually late, undoubtedly belong to very different
dates.
Thus Pss 37 and 119 from their didactic
style are evidently late, while the .Tahwi.stic Ps 25
is comparatively early.
The acrostic character
of these poems often throws indirectly an interesting light on their history, showing us unmistakably the haiul of the reviser, who sometimes did
not scruple to disturb their alphabetical character.

The most

striking exanqde ot this is in Ps 9-lU.
originally one alphabetical psalm of usually four
lines to each letter.
This the reviser cut into two,
in Ps 9 ad<ling vv.-"--' * as an appendix (comp.
Ps 2o-- 34-^), and omitting two or three verses
after vfi.
In Ps 10 the verses represented by c-x
were omitted to make room for the insertion of a
very curious and ancient fragment in vv.--'i.
Somewhat similar, but le.ss violent, alterations
occur in P.ss 25. 34 and 37. Thus in Ps 25 the
insertion of 'nS.s by the Elohistic reviser (see
IlKXATElTt'll) in v.- gives n instead of 3 as the
initial letter.
It would seem also that v.'* has
been substituted for a p ver.se, or else that the
latter has been omitted.
The omission of the j
verse in Ps 145 appears to be accidental.
It is
interesting to notice that when the psalms are,
from their style and position in the Psalter, likely
to be of late date, there is little or no interference
with their alphabetical arrangement. The transposition of the letters ; and a in La 2 and 3 cannot
easily be accounted for.
Bickell, ZcUsrh. fur Kathnl. Theol. (Innsbruck)
1882, p. 320 If., has shown that the conclusion of .Sir,
of which the original Ileb. is now lost, was alphabetical, the letters c-r, vv.-i---', being evident at once
from the Syr. version. It has also been maintained
that Nah 1--2'' was originally alphabetical
but if
so, the text has been so altered by revision or
corruiition that very few traces of this remain.
Some critics claim to have discovered a name
acrostic in Ps 110, the initials of 1-1, after omitting
the introductory words, spelling i;-j'
but this
coincidence can hardly be considered conclusive.
;

and with .Mareshah and Adullam

in .Mic 1'*.
This
neighbonrliood suggests a possible identilicalion
with 'Ain-Kezbeh near Adullam.
Tlie
name
appears as Kezib {^'\-„ XaafSi) in Gn 38'', and as
(•<?!;, B Zuxvei, A XaQri^i) in 1 Ch 42-.
^me literary interest attaches to Mic 1'*, where it
is said that
the houses of Achzib .shall be a lie
( Aclizab) to the kings of Israel.'
The resemblance
seems to iniiily a play on the word. Occurring
in a pa.ssage of vehement reproach, such derision
corresponds to the spitting on the ground, which

Koz6ba

S.

;

'

F.
i.

11.

resort to when greatly excited and
provoked
as an expression of uttermost nausea
and contempt.
0. M. MalKIK.

Orientals

is

Temp.

found
II.

ii.

Job

in
159

:

22-i,

'.Mi.sery

Kc

2^.

Cf.

acquaints a

Shak

man

meaning
Is

:\?fl

'to be

vltl.

'a. witli grief.'

oecnrs I's liiS)',
J. Uastinc.s.

•• roiir/rialil. 1«9S.

(>;/

Autliorshit)

Tho Acts

U. Tho

Contents,

and Onto.

an<l .losei»hus.

lIl.Hiorlcal Valnc-

of

tlio

Acts.

A

Priori Otjj.-cUons.
(1)
(2) TliL' Acts and St. I'anPs Epistles.
(8) Tho Arohioi)loirk-al Kvldonco.
(4) Tho IVrlod of Transition.
(.'>)

Tho Karlv Coninuinltv

In .Jenisalera.

(0) Tho Spoorhcs.
X. Souroo.H of tho Acts,
xi. t'onchislon.

'

familiar with,'

TraiiMiilssiotl.

vl.

's

;

jtiiii

LltiTarv lll»t"l-v.
Moilirri Crltlcls'in.

with

Acquaintance is both sing.
and plur., I's
But it was thou, a man mine
e(|ual, my guide, and mine a.' (KV 'my familiar
friend')
I.k 2.'?"' 'Ami all his a. and the women
that followed him from Galilee.'
Aciiuainted,

'I'fxt

111.

It.

vlf.

strange bedfellows.'

55"

Woods.

iiilnulilcliiiii.

V. Purpn.sw and
.\nalysis.

—

ACQUAINT, ACQUAINTANCE.— Acquaint as a
relle.xive vcrli, meaning to make the acquaintance
of,

II.

"ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.—

xll.

the
•

LItornturo.

The AiTS OF THE APOSTLES, the

i.

fifth

book

in

English Canon, is unique in its char.acter.
Tho vi'i-ses are nuinbored In this article according to tho

IT.-l..

Illhlo.

Charles Srrihvfr^K Sons

;
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ACTS OF THE APOSTLES

While we have four separate narratives of the life
of our Lord, and a very considerable number
of letters by different apostles, it is the only
history of the early Church that can make any
claim to be authentic. Some writers indeed, such
as Holtzmann (llandkommentar, p. 3l)7), suggest
that it is to be i)ut on the level of other works
written in the second century recording the deeds
but such a position is quite
of the apostles
untenable. Even if some of them, such as the
Acts of Paul and Thecla, may rest on an historical
basis, that is the most which can be admitted.
The greater number of them, most notably the
Clementine Komaiices, for which there wa.s once
claimed almo.st an equality with the Acts, are
now decisively thrown to a later date. The Acts is
the sole remaining historical work which deals with
and this
the beginnings of Church history
amongst other causes has made it a favourite mark
;

;

of

;:

modern
ii.

criticism.

Tkxt

axi)

Transmission.— Although our

authorities for the transmission of the Acts are in
the main similar to those for the Go.spels, they are
fewer in number. Like the Gospels, it is contained
B C I)) in the Vulg.,
in the five leading Uncials (n
in the Peshitta and Harclean Syriac, in the two
chief Coptic VSS, and there are quotations from it
Two sources are, however,
in the leading Fathers.
have nothing corresponding to the
defective.

A

,

We

Curetonian and Sinaitic Sj' riac, nor do we even know
whether such a text existed and the Old Lathi is
very inadequately represented. On the other hand,
we possess one other Uncial of considerable importance, namely, the Codex Laudianus (E) of the
Bodleian Library, Oxford, a bilingual MS. of the
In later Minuscules it is generally
Acts only.
found forming one volume with the Catholic
;

Epistles.

The inadequate representation
and the absence
regretted, owing

of
to

of the Old Latin
an old Syriac text are to be

the fact that the particular
textual phenomena which they exhibit meet us in
some authorities of the .Vets in a very conspicuous
form, namely, what is called the Western text (by
Sanday and Ileadlam, Romans, p. l.xxi, the 5 text
by Blass, Acta Apostolorum, p. 24, the (3 text).
This is represented more or less definitely by the
two bilingual MSS. D E, by the marginal readings
of the Harclean Syriac, by the Old Latin so far as
we can recover it (Codex Gigas, Floriacensis, and
similar fragments, with the Paris MS. Latin 321,
edited by M. Berger), and by Western Fathers,
Cyprian,
TertuUian,
Lucifer,
esp.
Iren.eus,

Augustine, Vigilius, Bede (some having a mixed

The

text).

known

characteristics of this text

are well

adds passages of considerable length, it
paraphrases, it sometimes seems to correct the
;

it

and

these characteristics appear,
much more marked form, in the Acts
it sometimes gives a different aspect to a passage
by the variations from the shorter text, sometimes
its
variations give additional and apparently
authentic information. The problem of the origin
of this text has caused in recent years a considerable amount of discission.
Some few critics, such
as Bornemann (1848), have been bold enough to
consider it the original text but that opinion has
found few followers.
Hendel Harris, in 1891,
started a series of modern discussions by suggesting
variations
of
that the
Codex Bezie were due to
Latinisation, and implied the existence of a
bilingual MS. at least as early as 150 .v.d. He also
found signs of Montanist influence. His main
theory was adequately refuted by Sanday in the
GnartUan (18th and 25th May 1892), who ascribed
the recension suggested by the Western text to
Antioch. Kamsay, in 1892 (Church in Rom. Emp.
p. 151, ed. 2), found evidence of a Catholic reviser

shorter text
but in a very

;

all

;

;

who

lived in Asia before the year 150, a locality
which had already been suggested by Lightfoot

WH

(Smith's DIS- i. p. 42), while
suggest N.W.
Syria or Asia Minor (Or. Test. ii. p. 108).
Dr. Chase, in 1893, attacked the problem from
another side, accepting Antioch as the locality,
and finding the principal cause of the variations in
retranslation from the Syriac, a position he failed to
make good. Lastly, Dr. Bla.ss has suggested that
the author issued two editions, and that both forms
of the text are due to himself personally, the one
representing a rough draft, the other a revision
again, a theory which is hardly satisfactory (see
C^hase, Crit. Rev. 1894, p. 300 ff.; Blass' reply
begins in Hennathena, No. xxi. p. 122).
definite solution of the problem has not been
attained, nor has it yet been attacked in a really
scientific manner.
A careful study of the MSS. D
and E, and their relations, is necessary in order to
eliminate their individual peculiarities. But in all
probability the solution lies in the direction
suggested by
If we compare
(p. 122 f.).
the phenomena presented by the text of apocr.
writings we find just the same tendency to variation,
but in an even more exaggerated form.
Popular literature was treated with great freedom
by copyists and editors. Immediate edification or
convenience was the one thing considered. During
the first seventy years of their existence, i.e. up to
the year A.D. 150, the books of NT were hardly
The text was not fixed, and
treated as canonical.
the ordinary licence of paraphrases, of interpretation, of additions, of glosses, was allowed.
The.se
could be exhibited most easily in early and
popular translations into other languages. It was a
process which would have a tendency to continue
until the book was treated as canonical, and its
text looked on as something sacred.
Although
some whole eUisses of readings may be due to one
definite place or time, yet for the most part they
represent rather a continuous process, and it is
not probable that any theory which attempts to tie
all variations down to a special locality or a definite
revision will now be made good.
In one point, ho%vever, WH's conclusions will
require modification.
It must not be forgotten
that Western authorities represent ultimately an
independent tradition from the Archetype. It is
quite conceivable, therefore, that in any single
reading, which is clearly not Western in its
character, they may preserve a better tradition than
the MSS whose text we should usually follow. We
must, in other words, distinguish Western readings
from readings in Western authorities.
For
example, "EW/ivas read by
D in 11-' may be

A

WH

A

correct.
iii.
The LiTEUAKT HISTORY of the Acts is
similar to that of the great number of books of
NT. In the last quarter of the second century,
when we begin to have any great extent of
Christian literature, we find it definitely cited,
treated as Scripture, and assigned to St. Luke.
This is the case esp. with Irenajus, who cites
passages so continuous as to make it certain that
he had the book before him substantially as we
have it, but with many of the readings we call
Western. He lays stress on the fact that there is
internal evidence for the apostolic authorship, and
is followed in this by the Muratoriau Fragment

(Iren.

Adv. Ilir.

i.

23.

1

;

iii.

12. 12, 13. 3, 14. 1, 15.

1

The book is also a-scribed to St. Luke
by TertuUian (De h-iunio, 10) and Clement of .\lex.
iv.

15. 1).

(Sfrom. v. 12. §83, p. 69fi, cf. Sanday, liL, p. (ifif.)
while undoubted quotations appear in Polycrates
of Ephesus (Eus. Hist. Eccl. v. 24), in the letter
concerning the martyrs of Vienne and Lyons {ib.
v. 1), and a possible one in Dionysius of Corinth
iv.
{ib.
By this date the work is an
23).
;
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integral portion of the Canon in all Churches, and
there are no signs of any difference of opinion. Nor
is tliere any reason for arguing that because our
knowledge of it begins suddenly, therefore the
have
book suddenly appeared in the Canon.
no decisive evidence earlier, because we have no
books to contain tliat evidence. Jloreover, the wide
area over which our evidence extends seems to
imply that the iuscription to St. Luke is a genuine
tradition, and not a mere critical deduction.
For an earlier period tlie industry of critics has
collected a number of parallels, on which indeed,
for the most part, no great stress can be laid but
two lines of arirument enable us to take the book
farther back. The unity of authorship of the Acts
and St. Luke's Gospel must be admitted as axiomatic, and it is quite clear that Talian, Justin,

We

;

and Marcion were acquainted with St. Luke's
Gospel.
Now, the existence of St. Luke's Go-spel
implies the existence of the Acts, and this conclusion is supported by a number of (larallels
between the Acts and ,Ju.stin, which would not
perhaps be bv themselves of great weight (Ac P

= Dial. «8. 7*- = Dial. 1(5, 17-3 = Ap.
Dial, m, 76). The use of St. Luke
by Marcion clearly carries the Acts back to the early
part of the second century; but we can go still earlier.
Among the apostolic Fathers there are suggestions
of contact with Barnabsts, Hennas, and Clement on
which little stress can be laid, while Papias .shows
himself acquainted with the persons mentioned by
but in Ignatius and I'olycarp (Ac '.i* =
St. Luke
Pol. 1, 10*2 = Pol. 2, 20^ = Pol. 2, 7»2 = Pol. 6, 8-1
= Pol. 12, l-'s = Ign. Marj. 6, (553 = Ign. Phil. 11,
10*' = Ign. Snvjn. '-i) there are resemblances which,
altliough slight, are so exact as to make the hypothesis of literary obligation almo.st neces.sary,
a.s Holtzmann even seems to think {Einleitnni/,'-'
1892, p. 40(5, there are still more noteworthy resemblances with Justin, I'olycarp, and Ignatius '). This
la.st evidence is of increasing importance, as not
only the genuineness but also the early date of the
letters of Polycarp and Ignatius is becoming daily
better established, and these quotations almost
compel us to throw back the writing of the Acts
this is, of course, provided
into the 1st cent.
we accept the literary unity. If we accept the
elaborate distinction of sources (see § x.) which
has become fashionable lately, no evidence at an
early date is valuable except for the words quoted.
The history subsequent to the second century
need not detain us. Some few heretics appear to
have left the work out of the Canon, and
Chrysostom complains that it was not much read
but it is always with him as with all
in his time
other Church writers, one of the accepted book.s.
The ordinary
Its place in the Canon varies.
position is ininu'diately after the Gospels (Evv. Art.
Cath. Paul, or Evv. Act. Paul. Calh.), and this is
the place it occupies in almost all (Jr.- MSS. from
the Vatican onwards, in the Muratorian Fragment
and later lists, in Syr. and Lat. MSS. The order,
Erv. Paul. Act. Calh., is that of the Sin., some
Minusiuiles, MSS. of the Pesliitta of the 5th and
tith cent., the Codex Fuldensis and Vulg. MSS.
third order is Ecv.
from the l.'ilh cent.
Paul. Cath. Act., which is found in the Apostolic
Canons, 85, the IJohairic and perhaps the Sahidic
MSS., in Jerome's Bible and Spanish Vulg. MSS.
The only point of imijortance in the order would
be whether there was an early tradition grouping
the writings of St. Luke together.
There is very
In stmie cases St. Luke'.s
Utile evidence of this.
was placed fourth among the Gospels, but this
happened, as a rule, in authorities which do not put
the Acts next for example, the Codex Claromontanus and some Coptic authorities. There seems,
however, .some evidence for thinking that in
=

ii.

Ap.

i.

50,

10, 2tV-a

2»"'

=

;

'

—

;

A

;

Origen's time the order of the Gospels was Jn
Lk, and that these were followed by the
Mt
Acts.
In the case of Irenaus, however, our oldest
evidence for Asia and the West, we find the Gospel
already separated from the Acts and definitely
grouped with the other Gospels (Zahn, Geschichte

Mk

(les A'eutest.

Kanons,

MODKUN

ii.

;54;i-383).

—

1. By far the most
prevalent opinion concerning the Acts has always
been, and still is, that which ascribes it to St. Luke
the companion of St. Paul. This is the opinion,
not only of those critics who are classed as orthodox, but of Kenan, whilst it has recently been
maintained with great vigour by Kamsay and
Blass.
It is, of course, compatible with very varyWhile
ing estimates of its historical authority.
Renan considers it valuable mainly as a witness to
the opinions and ideas of the author's own time,
Ramsay, on the other hand, claims for St. Luke
i.e.
a place in the very first rank of histcnians
amongst those who have good material, who use it
well, and who write their history with a very clear
Even he,
insight into the true course of events.
however, admits that for the earlier portion its
value is tlependent on the value of the sources used.
As soon as Baur began to develop his theory
2.

iv.

Ci'.n'icisM.

—

Church history, it became apparent that it was
inconsistent with the Acts and partly arising from
a comparison with the history recorded in the
Galatians and for other critical reasons, but partly
owing to a different a priori conception of what
was the nature of the development of the early
Church, an opinion has widely prevailed that the
Acts presents us with a fancy picture written in the
second century in the interests of the growing
(Catholicism of the day.
This has been the view of
Baur, Schwegler, Zeller (to whom we owe by far
the fullest investigation on this side), Hilgenfeld,
Volkmar, Hausrath, Moisten, Lipsius, Davidson,
van Manen. and others. But in the extreme form
in which it was held it is gradually being given up.
Neither the late date nor the exaggerated view of
the differences of parties in the early Church is
The unhistorical character comes,
really tenable.
it is now said, rather from defective knowledge
and insight, not from deliberate purpo.se, and the
writer wrote as he could rather than as he would.
He represents, in fact, the opinions of his day, those
of ' Heathen Christianity developing into Catholicity ' (Harnack, Jlist. of Dogma, Kng. tr. i. 56).
Moreover, few would care for a much later date
than 100 A.d. 'The authorship by St. Luke would
be just conceivable if some time about the year 80
were taken as the terminus ad quem (Holtzmann,
of

;

'

Ilandkomm. p. 312).
3. The school of Baur had the great merit

of
establishing the fact that the Acts is an artistic
whole, that the writer had a clear conception
of the manner in which the Church developed,
and wrote with that idea always before him.
In the last ten years a series of writers have
attacked the question of the sources of the Ixiok
(see § x.) in a manner quite inconsistent with this.
They have imagined a number of writers who have
gradually compiled the book by collecting and
piecing together scrajis of other books, and by
altering or cutting out such passages in the same
as seemed inconsistent with their particular opinThis view, in anything like an extreme form,
ions.
is ab.solutely inconsistent with the whole character
of the work.
A sufficient amount has been said about the
various opinions which have been held, and it will
be most convenient to pursue our subsequent
investigations from the point of view which we
consider most probable.
V.

—

PfurofiK AND C;oNTENT8. The purpose Which
had before him may bo

the writer of the Acts

;

;
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gathered from his own preface, corresponding as it
tloes with the plan and arrangement of the work.
There is indeed a slight obscurity. He begins by
referring to liis previous book in the words rhu /iff
trpuiTov \6yoii, and very clearly sums up the contents
of the work as being 7r«pl irarTcor S}V (jp^aro d 'ItJiToCs
iroitii' Tf Kal StSi(TK(iv\ but he never gives the second
Its purport, however, may
part of the sentence.
be gathered from the following verses. The apo.s-

were to receive the gift of the Holy Ghost and
and were to be witnesses of the Lord in
Jerusalem and in all Judsea and Samaria, and to
tles

of power,

In other words,
the uttermost parts of the earth.
the subject of the book is (1) the divine credentials
of the apostles as exhibited in their power, and (2)
the extension of the gospel in the stages marked
by the words Jerusalem, Jud»a, and Samaria, the
uttermost parts of the earth.
When we examine the structure of the book, we
find that it almost exactly corresponds with these
words. There is clear evidence of method. The
writer begins with the enumeration of the names
of the apostles and the members of the corjmunity.
Then comes the gift of the Holy Ghost, and the
immediate outburst of power. Then the preaching
In this we notice that all signs of
in Jerusalem.
the apostolic power and all points which lead to the
spread of the gospel are specially noted. An instance of the first is the story of Ananias and
Sapphira of the last, the way in which the different
stages in the growth of the Church are continually
emphasised Ci*'-" 4*). In ch. 6 there is clearly a
new start. Tlie appointment of the seven is dwelt
on, both because of the immediate exhibition of
power (0"), and because of the immense results
which followed from the preaching of Stephen and
the persecution which followed his death.
In 8* the second stage of progress is entered
upon. The word spreads to Samaria (8*-'^). The
extension of the gospel is suggested by the story
In 9'-*' comes
of the Ethiopian eunuch (S^e-").
Saul's conversion, an event of extreme importance
In 9^' is given another
for the writer's purpo.se.
summary of the progress of the Church by this
time throughout all Judsa and Galilee and Samscries of incidents relating to the misaria.
sionary work of St. Peter now follows (9'--ll'*),
selected as containing the first definite signs of the
extension of the gospel to the Gentiles, "Apa Kal
In
T0?5 (OvftTiv 6 8chs TTJV jueraroiai' (ts ^oiijtJ ebuKff.
11'' we reach
a further stage. The word is
;

—

A

I'htenicia and Cyprus and Antioch,
the word
and the Church of Antioch is founded
being preached there to those who are not Jews.
In 12'-< again the spread of the word is dwelt on.

preached

in

—

Another stage

We

in the narrative is ended.
get in 13' or 12-^ what is clearly intended to

be a new departure. The amount of preparation
shows us the importance that the author attaches
to the first .setting out of Paul and Barnabas together, and from this time onwards the narrative
proceeds very definitely forward until the time
when St. Paul reaches Home. We may again

—

—

13*-14-''
commonly
stages in tlie narrative
called the first missionary journey of St. Paul
in which we notice the emphasis laid on the
exhibition of Siva^ns on the part of the apostle.
then 15*In lo'--"^ comes the apostolic council
21"> the further missionary enterprise of St. Paul.
Here we notice how it is always tlie points of
departure which are dwelt on, as, for example, the

mark

;

first preaching
portant towns.

in

Europe and

in

great and im-

all events which help in taking
the go.spel to Rome. There the author leaves St.
Paul preaching, because he has then accomplished
the purpose of his narrative.
Home is typical of
the ends of the earth.
definite point is reached,
definitely
and the narrative is
concluded.
(For
arguments in favour of the definite conclusion of
the work, see Lightfoot in Smith's Vli- i. 27, as
against Ramsay, St. Paul, p 23.)
The above sketch of the plan of the work has, at
any rate, the merit of being an attempt to discover
the author's purpose by an examination of his own
language. The fault of other views is that they
exaggerate points of minor importance. A series of
writers from Schneckenburger (1841) onwards have
seen in the work a book of conciliating tendency,
based on the parallelism between St. Peter and St.
Paul and this view in a more or less modified form
has been the prevailing one.
It has, as will be
suggested, this much truth, that the writer would
pa.ss over for the most part incidents of a less
creditable character; he did not, however, do .so,
as this theory implies, because he wished to conceal anything (he gives us quite sufficient hints
•'"''
of the existence of difference of opinion, 15'21-J''), but because they did not help in the aim
of his work.
He looks upon Christianity as
a polity or society, and it is the growth of this
society he depicts.
The internal history is looked
at in so far as it leads to external growth. The
view of Pfleiderer and some others is that the
book was written from an apologetic point of
view to defend Christianity against Judaism and
paganism. With this object, like the later Christian apologists, the writer depicts the Roman
authorities as, on the whole, favourable to Christianity, while he represents the attacks as coming
from the Jews. There is no doubt that he does so
but the obvious reason for doing so was the fact that
the author was narrating things as they happened,
while he gives no hint that his work is intended to
It is addressed to a believing Chrisbe apologetic.
tian, not to any outsider.
AX.\LYSIS.
certain amount of discussion
vi.
has taken place as to whether the Acts should be
divided into two or three main parts. All such
discussions are thoroughly fruitless.
There are
quite clearly definite stages in the narrative, and
must observe the
the writer is systematic.
structure, but we are at liberty to make such divirememliering that the
sions as seem convenient
The
divisions are not the writer's, but our own.
following is sugge.sted as a convenient analysis on
The speeches
the lines of the previous summary.
are italicised:

because they are

A

;

—A

We

—

—

Introduction.
1'-".

—

—

IN

Jerusalem.

The Dames

«

laoi-ia_

their

Speech

of

tlie

apostles

and the completion of

number.

Peter.
The gift of the Holy Spirit.
Speech of Peter.
2-47' Increase of the disciples.
Healing of the impotent man. Speech of Peter.
Imprisonment of I'eterand John. Spee&i of Peter
before the Sanhedrin.
U.S1
Prayer of' the CUiirch on ttieir release.
M-5'«. Communism of the early Church
Barnabas,
Ananias and Sapphira.
of
Peter
and
John.
imprisonment
Speech
Second
or'

—

of Gamaliel.
9-lB

71-63

Then

21 "-28"' the series of events
which ultimately lead St. Paul to Home. Here
the great fulness of detail arises partly from the
better knowledge of the author, partly from the
Paul
St.
important character of the events,
partly
preaches before rulers and kings, Lk 21'2,

The Apostolic Commission.

Tub Cm- ECU

The appointment of the Seven.
The preaching of Stephen.
The Hpeech of Ste])hen.
Death of Stephen and persecution of the Church.

The Church
S*-".
10-40

91.30
*'.

31-43

in

Jud.ea and Samaria.

Simon Magns.
Philip in Samaria,
Philip and the Kthiopian eunuch.
Conversion of Saul.
Extension of the Church.
Peter at Lydda and Joppa.

'
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10*-**.
11*-**.

Conversion of Cornelius. Sjii^^cft o/ PfUr.
Discussion on the subject al Jerusalem, Speech

o/ Peter.

TUK

ClIl'RCII IN
11"'-*'.
*•-**.

keenly has this been felt, that it has been suggested
that the author introduced these sections in tlie
first person to give an appearance of genuineness
to his narrative
a suggestion which refutes both

—

AsTiocn.

Foundntion of the Church In Antioch.
Collection for the poor in Jerusalem.

29

Mission

of Paul and Hurnabas.
joi-itt. Persecution of Herod.
Peter thrown into prison.
•«-=. Death of llerod.
-*.
Proffress of the Church.
12aa-i;i5. IJaruabas and Saul sent forth ft-om Antioch.

First Missiosarv Joubney of Paul and Barnabas.
13*-'^. Cyprus.
Klymas and Sergius Paulus.
13-5*. Antioch in Plsidia.
Speech of Paul to the Jews.
141-^. Iconium.
*-^. I-ystra.
Speech of Paul to the Geniftes.
"-M. V'isit to I>erbe and return journey to Antioch on
the Orontes.

IM-^. The apostolic council in Jerusalem. Speeches of
Peter and Jamen. Letter to ih« Chmrches.

itself

and some other

tlieories.

An

examination

of the scope of these sections lends itself to the
same view.
The first section begins at Troas
(Iti"') and continues to Philippi (10'"'); the .second
begins at Philippi (20^) and continues over tlie
whole period to the end of the book, the third
person being occasionally adopted, as in 16'', when
the event recorded concerns only St. Paul and
some of his companions, and not the whole party,
nor the author personally. The mo.st reasonable
explanation of that fact is that the writer of these
.sections joined the party at Troas and went to
Philippi
that after an interval of some years he
again joined St. I'aul at Philippi, perhaps his
native place, and accompanied him first to Jeru;

SEroNn Missionary Journ'ey of St. Paul.
ISM-ll"^. The Churches revisited
Journev into Europe. PbiUppl.

salem and then to Rome. If any other hypothesis
be adopted, it is difficult to account for the
exceedingly fragmentary character of the sections.
On the other side, it is argued tliat the we

Thessalonica and liercea.
Athens. Sjietch of Paul in the Areopagus.
IS"-"! Corinth.
1T"-1\

10U31

Keturn to Antioch in Syria.
Visit to Jerusalem.

'

sections are so much more historical in their
char.acter than some of the other sections, and so
much fuller in detail, that they clearly betray a
But the difference is never greater
different hand.
than would be found in passing from the work of

TiiiBD Missionary Journey.
I'J".

**-^.
191-*'.
!iH'-«.
'-'».

"-21'".

Paul

in

Visit to Galatia.
.\ polios at Ephesus.
Paul at Ephesus. Disturbance In the theatre.
Journey
iu Macedonia and Greece.
'

Troas.

Journey to Jerusalem.
Ephenu9 at Jfiletua.

Speech

to eiders

of

Jerusalem.

21'^-*'.
2'J'-*'.

•S-'i^".
\z-xt_

24i-2T_
2.Vl'6.

2T-2S"'.

Disturbances arise.
J'aul'M npeech to the people.
Paul before the Sanhedrin.
i>aul .sent to Ca-sarea.

Paulnnd FelLx. Speechenof Tertullusand Paul.
SpeecJi be/ore Affrippa.
I'aul and Festus.
Journey to Kome.

Paul

in Rome.
2S"-3i. Inter\'iew with the

Jews.

Paul begins to preach.

—

The following
AUTHOIifllTP AND DATE.
vii.
arguments enable us to fix with a considerable
ai)proacli to certainty the authorship of the Acts.

quite certain that it is written by the
author of the third Gospel. This is shown by the
preface, which, like that of the Gospel, is addressed
to Theophilus, and shows that the author claims
to have written such a Gospel, and by the identity
of style between the two books (the best and nio.st
recent demonstration is that of Friedrich). This
fact may be taken as admitted on all sides.
(•J) The presence of certain portions written in
the first person, seems to imply that the writer
was an eye-witness of some of the events he
In the
describes, and a companion of St. Paul.
Acts there are certain passages which are technically known as the 'we' sections, viz. IG"-"
20^""21'-'«'27i-28".| Here the writer .speaks in the
Moreover, these sections and also
first person.
the accompanyins; incidents, in which the writer
does not lake part, but at wliich he was probably
present, are presented with great fulne.ss and
exactness of detail, and seem to imply that the
writer was an eye-witne.ss.
So far there is general
(1)

It

is

Hut two explanations then become
Either the author of these sections was
the author of the Acts, who changes the person
when he becomes himself one of the companions of
St. Paul, or these passages are one of the sources
which the compiler of the work makes use of. All
probability is in favour of the lirst view.
The

agreement.
jiossible.

style of the ' we sections is that of the author.
It is perfectly true, indeed, that the author works
u)) his sources in his own phra.seology. as may lie
seen by a study of the third (iospel but it is hardly
possible to believe that a writer so artistic as the
author of the Acts certainly is slionld have left
So
these exceedingly incongruous lirst jiersons.
'

;

an eye-witness to the work of one who, although a
contemporary, is not an eye-witness. It is urged,
again, that the work cannot be from the hand of
a contemporarj' because of the inexactness and
incorrectness of the knowledge of apostolic times
which it exhibits. But this is really begging the
whole question. We have no right to argue that a
book is late because it is unhistorical, unless we
have objective reasons for stating that it is so, which
overpower the positive evidence for the early date.
The balance of probability is in favour of the
author of the Acts being identical with the
author of the we sections, and therefore of being
a companion of St. Paul, but a companion who
'

'

joined the apostle somewhat late in his career,
and who therefore could only have a second-hand
acquaintance with earlier events.
(.3) The tradition of the Church from the end of
the second centurj' is that the author was Luke, a
and this exactly correcompanion of St. Paul
•sponds with the circumstances already described.
St. Luke is the only companion of St. Paul, so far
as our knowledge goes, who fulfils the conditions.
The Acts could not have been written by Timothy,
for Timothy was a companion during an interval
when the 'we' sections cease (Ac 17"); nor by
Titus, for we know from Gat 2'' that he was with
nor by .Sila.s, who was at the
St. P.aul earlier
St. Luke is never mentioned in
council (Ac Ib'^).
any of the earlier Kpistles, but he is in the later.
Corroborative evidence of the Lucan authorship
has been found in the medical terms used (Col 4'*,
Lk 8'», Ac 28» etc.).
(4) The argument ir. favour of the Lucan authorship of both the (iospel and Acts, based on a chain
of coincidences, has been ))ut very .strongly by
(n) Tradition gives to the Gospel
Bp. Lightfoot.
the name of St. Luke, a companion of .St. Paul.
(h) Internal but unobtrusive evidence shows its
Pauline character. It dwells particularly on the
universality and freedom of the gos]iel and it refers
to less obvious incidents in our Lord's life mentioned
;

;

;

by St. I'aul (1
24*').
(c) The

Co

\V-»

= Lk

22'»,

1

Co

1b'>

- Lk

Acts of the Apostles was certainly
written by the same person as the Gospel,
(rf)
All independent line of argument shows that it
was written by a companion of St. Paul, (c) It, too,
is I'aul ine in its character (so far as we are at
liberty to use that word).
It represents the same
universality and freedom of the gospel, and the
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of the Christian Cliurch, but more in the
concrete (see Ramsay, St. Paul, pp. 124-128).
(5) The balance of argument is clearly, then, in
favour of St. Luke as author of the Acts. There
is, however, still room for doubt as to the time
when It was written.
(a) One theory places it
almost immediately after the close of the narrative,
and just before the outbreak of the Neronian pereeciuion.
The book, it is urged, comes to an abrupt
conclusion, and the only explanation is that it is
unfinished. As has been pointed out above, there
is no real rea.son for saying the book is unfinished.
The arrival of St. I'anl in Rome formed a .suitable
conclusion, and the ending is similar in character
In the extreme form
to the ending of the Gospel.
this argument is untenable, but it is still quite
possible to hold that the narrative concluded here,
Morebecause not many more events had occurred.
over, it might be held that the tone in relation
to the empire represented the period before rather
than after the Neronian persecution. The early date
is still held by Blass, and the arguments against it
are not very strong.
(fe) The argument for a later date is generally
based on Lk 21-<> as compared with Mt 24'^, Mk
l:i".
It is stated that the form of the prophecy
there recorded has been nrndified by the knowledge
of what happened at the siege of Jerusalem.
The
Gospel therefore was written after that event, and
the Acts somewhat later, under the Flavians. The
criticism of Blass, however, has very considerable
weight, that there is little in the prophecies recorded by St. Luke which goes much beyond the
and the reason given for a
language of V)n 9*
late date can hardly be considered demonstrative.
Neither can that of Ramsay, who thinks that the
Gospel must have been written just after Titus
was associated in the empire with his father, so as
to explain the incorrect date of Tiberius (Lk 3').
No arguments are certain, and the language of Lk
21-' would in any ca.se be quite compatible with a
date some time before .v. I). 70 but perhaps on the
whole the amount of perspective contained in the
book is hardly compatible with the earlier date,
just as the relation of the third Gospel to the other
two suggests the later date, and a period shortly
Whether we can,
after 70 is the most probable.
as Ram.say suggests, press the rpuTOf of l', and
argue that a third treatise was in contemplation,
is very doubtful.

same idea

;

I'lutarch, are purely fanciful.
The political
point of view is exactly that of St. Paul's Epistles.
One point requires perhaps slightly fuller investigation
and the remaining points, so far as
they are serious, will be best dealt with in an
independent survey of the historical character of
the work.

to

;

The Relation of the Acts to Joseph fs

viii.

to us, under the auspices of modern
criticism, a curious double problem.
While older
critics, like
Zeller,
contented themselves with
pointing out historical discrepancies, later critics
since Keim (Gesch. Jcsn, iii. 1872, 134, and Attsdem
Urchriste.nthum, 1878, 18) have attempted to show
that St. Luke made u.se of Josephus. The crucial
pas.sage is that concerning Theudas (Ac S^"). In his
speech Gamaliel is made to refer to a rebellion under
a leader of that name
but according to Jos. this
took place at least ten years later, under Cnspius
Fadus, and long after that of Judas the Galihean.
So far the problem was simple, but it is now main-

presents

;

tained that the mistake arose from the misapprehension of a passage of Josephus. In one paragrapli
he speaks about Theudas, in the next of the Sons oi
Judas of Galilee, and this, it is maintained, is the
origin of the mistake.
The two passages are
quoted thus

—

Jos. Ant. XX. V.

&cv8as

.

.

Acts

1 f.

TTfldd rhv

.

iivai
Trpo(p'i]T-qs

yap $Kfy€v

flvai,

:

—

Kenan, Mever, Weiss, Kamsav), 75-100 (Wendt,
Spltuil, 110 (Kostlin, .Mant'old), 9.") (Hil^enfeldl'. c. 100 Volkmarl,
110-1-20 (I'Heiderer), Trajan and Ila^lriao (Schwepler. Zeller,
Overbeck, Davidson, Kelm. llausrath), 125-150 (Straatman,
Meiibo4)m, van .\Ianen>,
The artrnments for a later date are plven most ftiUy atnonp
recent writers by Holtzmann {EinUitnnfj,* 1S92, p. 405) as
follows:— (1) Ac<juaintanco with the Panline Epistles (IJom,
Gal. Cor. Kph, Thess, and Heb), also with .Tosephus. (2) DelibtTI.ei-hler, iileek,

(

Ac 9""**, of (lal
In i..,i-33, of (ial 2" in
Ac l,"j»"=. (3) ITnhlstorical
acc4>nnt of speakinir with toncnes (Ac 2*-'*), of St. Paul's
relations with the law, atid legendary narratives such as that
ate correction of the narrative of (lal l>t-« in

oi-io

of tlie death of .\(jrippa. 12*3. (4) Thc'writer is contemporary in
time with the literary activity of Plutarch as shown by "the
parallel lives; and of .\rrian
and Pausanias (narratives i>f
.lourney). also of the nepioSot of dirterent apostles. (5) Atmosphere of tlie Catholic Cliurch parallelism of St. Peter and St.
traces of the hierarchical view of the Church and esp.
Paul
the sacramental theory of layintj on of hands,
(fi)
Ile.«em.
blances with the Pastoral Kpis'tles. (7) Importance assigned to
tile political side of Christianity
the Koinan Empire always
represented as favourable tt> ChristiaiUty.
;

;

;

It is very difficult to deal with some of these
objections quite seriously. Even if the use of the
Pauline Kpistles were proved, it is difficult to
see what that has to do with the late date of
The contradirtinns with the I'auline
the Acts.
Kpistles are largely dependent on a priori views of
Church history. Some points, as the resemblance
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Tht' fnllowini; are dates suj?£re,<ite(l by various writers, and are
for the most part taken from lloltztiiann
64-70 (Hug, A. Maier,
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plausibility this comparison may
sight is very much diminished when
we remember that the two passages in Jos. do not
immediately follow one another, but are separated
by an interval of 20 lines or more. Nor when we
come to examine them do we find any close
resemblance in the language.
There are words
common to both accounts, but they are none of them
characteristic
it is not easy to describe a revolt
without using the word awoarriaai in some form,
while the details are different in the two accounts
the Acts give 4000 men, Jos. gives no number.
This is recognised by Clemen (SK, 1805, p. 339),
who is of opinion that the author of the Acts had
read .los. but forgotten him.
Is this resemblance,
or fancied resemblance, supported by any other
passages ? Keim and the author of Supernatural
lieliijion have collected a large number of parallel
passages, but they are not of a character to bring
conviction. On the other hand, the argument of
Zeller (Eng. tr. i. p. 2.32) on the discrepancy
between the Acts and Jos. in the case of the death
of Herod Agrippa is (jnite sufficient to prove independence and this argument has been very well
brought out by Schiirer. Wluatever the differences
between the Acts and Jos. prove, they are only
conceivable on the suppo-sition of independence.
Most of these do not affect our estimate of the
historical character of the work
the difficulty
about Theudas, even if it admits of no solution,
may cast doubts on the historical character of
does not really affect
Gamaliel's speech ;
it
the question of the Lucan authorship of the

Now, whatever

have at

first

;

;

;

;

Acts.

;

:
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THE Historical Value OF THE Acts— l.yi

—

In invesligatiiig the historical
priori Objections.
value of the Acts, we must lirsl of all clear the
ground by putting on one side a number of a priori
objections.
To say that the document is unhistorical because it narrates miraculous events, or
because it contains accounts of angels, is simply to
beg the question. Even if we were quite certain
impossible and never
that such events were
occurred, we have abundant evidence for knowing
that the early Christians believed in them.
St.
Paul claims himself to have worked what were
believed both by him and his readers to be miracles
(Blass, Acta Apuxtolornm, p. ri f.).
Again, all such
difficulties a.s arise from an a priori theory of
Church history must be banished. To deny documents because they conflict with one's theories, is
Although there are
to argue in a vicious circle.
few serious critics who now accept tlie Tubingen
theories, yet many of their assumptions have
•icquired a traditional hold on the minds of writers,
and consciously or unconsciously affect their arguments. Similarly, objections based on the liierarchioal or sacramental tendencies of a book as.sume
that we can find the beginning of such tendencies
which we clearly cannot do.
in the Church
Much the same may be said of the suppo.sed
parallelisms between St. I'eter and St. Paul.
According to Holtzmann, the strongest argument
for the critical position is the correspondence
between the acts of St. Peter and the other
apostles on the one side, and these of .St. Paul on
Both begin their ministry with the
the other.
healing of a lame man ; both work miracles, the
one with his shadow, the other with napkins.
Demons flee in the name of St. Peter and in the
name of St. Paul. St. Peter meets Simon Magus;
St. Paul Elymits and the
Ephesian magicians.
Hoth raisi! the dead. Both receive divine honours.
Both are supported by Pharisees in the council.
St. Paul is stoned at Lystra, Stephen at .reru.salem.
.St.
Paul is ma<le to adopt the language of St.
Peter, St. Peter of St. Paul, and so on.
The
value of such an argument is one which can only
depend upon individual feeling. It is, of course,
perfectly true that they both occupy prominent
places, tiiat they are, in fact, the writer's heroes
but that dues not prove the unhistorical character.
We may well refer to Plutarch's lives. Because the
writer tiiids parallels between the lives of two men,
it does not prove that his narrative is fictitious.
But, further, although there are resemblances, there
are very considerable differences as well, and the
resemblances arise largely from the positions in
which tlu^ apostles were placed. There is nothing
unnatural in the points of similarity, and they are
balanoed by many points of difference.
Lastly, all arguments against the Lucan authorship, or the historical character of the work, drawn
from the f.act that the writer clearly h.as a definite
plan and jiurpose, are ijuite beside the mark. The
distinction between a history and a chronicle is
just this, that a history hits a plan.
The writer,
from personal knowledge or other sources, forms a
conception of the course of events, and writes his
history from that point of view.
In the present
case the writer wishes to illustr.ate and describe
the steps by which the Christian Church h;us
developed.
From that point of view he .seU'cLs his
materials; from that point of view he describes the
events and the periods which are to liim important
from that point of view he empliasizes the careers
of ,St. Ste]ihen, of .St. Peter, of St. Paul.
Ills view
may be right or may be wrong, but l)ecau.se a
writer h.as a view he is not neces,sarily unhistorical.
We hope to show that the merit of .St. Luke lies
in having brought out just the point of view which
w;us important, and that, although there are points

is perhaps incorrect, substantially his
true and trustworthy.
2. The AcCs and St. P<turs Epistles.
A considerable portion of the narrative of the Acts is contemporary with certain of .St. Paul's Epistles.
Here, then, we have some opporiunity of controlling
the narrative, and here we have to meet a very
curious couibiuation of arguments.
It
is
now
niaintaiiied that the Acts is late, and its narrative
unauthentic because of differences from St. Paul's
Eiiistles, and then that these Epistles are its sources.
To prevent these arguments conHicting, we have to
suppose a deliberate falsification of the narrative
of (ialatians by the author of the Acts, and an
e.xtracu'diiiary capacity on his part to conceal his
obligations.
The parallels quoted are very slight,
but most numerous in the case of the Epistles ot
the captivity.
Even here they have little value as
implying literary obligations but if, as we believe,
St. Luke, the author of the Acts, was St. Paul's
companion in captivity, and possibly acted as his
amanuensis, it is natural that his phraseology
should be influenced by that personal contact.

in

which he

history

is

—

;

Tliere are three pa.ssafres -wblch
parisuD.

;

;
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(<l) Oiil

demand

l"-"=Ac

(«) Oiil 2<-">
(c) Galanf-

=Ac
=Ae

a

more

e.xiict

com-

!!'«-'».

l.')'-".

isss-".

(a) If we examine the first pnssapes we notice fjiiite definitely
certain discrepancies. Tlie Acts contain no reference to llie visit
we stionld not salluT tV(»m tile narrative that tliree
to Aral)ia
years had elapsed before the visit to Jernsnlem while tlie statement that lie was nnlinown by face to the Churches that were in
Jndiea. is supposed to be inconsistent with the fact that lie
preached In the synapoirues of ,)erusa1em. Hut how far do
these discrepancies talie us ? It is quite clear tliat St. Lulce
selects what he rcijutres for bis purjiose. and it is possible tliat
he linew of the journey to Arabia and did not tliiiik it necessary
to record it ; nor. afrain. does he (-ive exact indications itf tlie
time elapsed. There is no necessary inconsistency but stiit tlie
obvious Impression created by tiie narrative is that the writer
did not know of the Arabian Journey, nor of the len{,'tli of time
which b.ad elapsed before the .lerusalem visit, and tlie two
St. Paul
narratives pive a somewliat ditlVrent impression.
wisties to emphasize his independence of theajtostles ; St. Luke
wishes to siiow that St. I'aiil was received liy them. Hut each
hints at tiio other side.
St. Paul clearly implies that tie was
St. Luke as clearly, that there was some
reeeive<i by them
hesitation about doint; so, and St. Luke's lanpuajie makes it
plain that even if lie had preached in synajjofjues in .lerusalem
he had not preached in ,Iuda-a. The accounts arc dilferent and
to all appearance lnde[iendent, they represent ditferent points
of view, they supplement one another; they are not incon;

:

;

:

sisttnt.
(b) The

same may be said in the main concerninir the next
narrative (Oat '2'-i''=.\c 1.')'-"), The very careful examination
of IJK^itfoiiHOtriirfiifn/,. p. \t^9) reltresents. on the whole, a very
No sensible person will find any disfair historical conclusion.
crepancy if St, Paul, plvlnc his internal motive, states that he
went by revelation, and St, Luke pl\es the external motive.
It Is <|aite natural that St. Luke should pive tlie public liistory,
What Is more important to notice is the
St. Paul tile private.
Wo
incidental testimonv that eacli account ^'ives to tlie other.
gather IVom St, Paul Ills treat desire to be on pood terms
with the leadtnp apostles— if he is not. he fears he will run In
we patlier that they receive him in a
vain and tabour In vain
friendly manner— lliey pive him the rlpht hand of fellowship
althouph llley are looked upon by some of tlieir followers as
belnp antagonistic to St. Paul. St. Paul does not think so,
Apain. from llie Acts we pallier that the conclusion was not
carried out without much dispute, and itresiimahiv was not
acceptable to all; and we e<|ually pnther. as we would from St.
Paul, that those who had caused the disturtianee had claimed
that they represented the opinions of lh<- chief apostles.
It has lieen assumed that Ac l.'> refers to the same event as
Oal 'Ji-n*; but tills, althoiiph commonlv, is not universally
Wliv. It Is asked, does St. Paul omit all reference to
accepted.
the visit recorded in Ac IIM? This Is a penulne ditllculty.
It
has been suppesled that there has been a dlsarraiipement In the
Acts. and. owlnp to a confusion of sources, olii' of the later visits
has been liiiplieatcd.
The arpument apalnst this is that
Harnabas is representeil as the companion of St, Paul, and that
;

he had

left

him

at a later date,

A mistake

in

ehronolopy

is

probable, but not a mistake as to the companionship.
On the
other side, liainsav (.SV, Aim/, p. 4S) Identities the visit of Oal
.21-1(1 „,ii|, Hint of Ac
1 1-1".
He lays prent stress on the diffleulty
Involved In supposlnp that St, Paul omitted all reference to this
Journey. Hut the reasons plveii bv Llphtfoot -that the apostles
were not In .lerusalem. ami that therefore there was no need for
tlie visit to be mentioned
are accejited by Hurt iJiiditinfic
ChriHtiaiiiti/, [>. Td las sutticlent.
We must refer the reader to
Kamsay'sown liook for the discussion of the subject, but can only
say that he has not succeeded In convincing us. A reasonable

—

—
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criticism must say that the two narratives we are considering
refer to the same events ; that the accounts they contain are
independent and supplementary, but not contradictory isee the

discussion between Sauday and

and

foil,

Kamsay

in

Expositor, Feb.

l*yti,

numbers).

;

thought that it did not answer his purpose he may
even have thought it better to omit an incident which he felt
was discreditable. AVhat is important to notice is that the
narrative in Galatians proves conclusively that the standpoint
of the Acts is correct. It was quite impossible that St. Paul
could accuse St. Peter of hypocrisy unless he had already
that Peter then
It is clear from Gal '2*'
adopted bis view.
and for long before occupied in principle the standpoint of
Paul' (Harnack, Iliat. of Dogma, Eng. tr. vol. i. p. 90).

may have

;

'*'.

*

An examination of these narratives proves the
independence of the two accounts, and each
corroborates the other in various points. Wlien
we turn to the general narrative in the Acts and
compare it with that which can be gathered from
we

find three

characteristics

—inde-

pendence, broad resemblances, and subtle points of
All the Epistles which correspond to the
contact.
same period will fit into the narrative, while the
minute coincidences which have been brought out
by Paley, whose argument is not out of date,
more particularly that concerning the collection
have very substantial evidential
for the saints,

—

value.

—

A great test of
3. The Archoeological Evidence.
the accuracy of the writer in the last twelve
chapters is given by the evidence from archaeology.
Its strength and value are so great that we need
only refer to it. The investigations of the last
twenty or thirty years have tended more and more
In almost
to confirm the accuracy of the writer.
every point where we can follow him, even in
He knows that at
minute details, he is right.
the time when St. Paul visited Cyprus it was
governed by a proconsul this was the case only
between the years B.C. 22 and some time early
then a change was made,
in the 2nd cent.
probably in Hadrian's reign. He knows that the
magistrates of Philippi were called (rrpaT-qyol,
and were attended by lictors, but that those of
Thessalonica were iraKirapxc'. He knows that Derbe
and Lystra, but not Iconium, are cities of Lycaonia.
The subject has been worked out in considerable
detail by Lightfoot and Kamsay, and it is sufficient
It is enough, too, to refer here
to refer to them.
to the very complete investigations of the account
of St. Paul's voyage and shipwreck made by James
Smith (Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul). We
need not enter into details, as they are admitted.
What we must emphasize is the bearing of this
evidence.
It proves, in the first place, that in the
latter portion of the Acts the writer had good and
accurate sources of information.
It is quite impossible that he should be correct in all these
points unless he had good material, or was himself
conversant with the events. But it also proves,
however we think he acquired the information,
that he was accurate in the use of his sources.
It
inconceivable that a writer who is so
is quite
accurate in a large ninnber of small and difficult
points could have, as is maintained, used .losephus,
and used him with incredible inaccuracy. This
evidence, on the other hand, does not prove that
the writer is necessarily as trustworthy in the
earlier portions of the history, where his sources of
information were less good.
It does suggest that
he would get as accurate information as possible,
;

;

and reproduce

correctly.
pass backward to the transition period,
4.
which begins with the preaching of Stephen ami
3Xtends to the end of the apostolic council. This
is clearly the most important period in the history,
and we have few means of controlling it.
it

We

We

have

little

the

to, in

the naturalnes.i of the

first place, is

whole history. There were the germs of universalism in Christianity, but these needed opportunity
and the whole history shows that the
to develop
expansion arose from the natural reaction of events
on the Christians, not from any deliberate purpo.se
or from any one definite event. Take first the per;

The third point need not detain us lon^r. It is merely
that St. Luke does not record a narrative concerning St. Peter
mentioned by St. Paul. He may have been ignorant of it he
to)

the Epistles,

point

independent evidence.

What we can

secution.
Zeller (Eng. tr. vol. i. p. 229) lays great
stress on the fact that in the early chapters the
Sadducees are the persecutors, in the later the
But this inconsistency is thoroughly
Pharisees.
natural.
At first the Sadducees oppose the
Christians, because, being the official hierarchy
responsible to the Romans for the order of the
country, they fear disturbances ; the Christians
are merely a sect of devout and zealous Jews in
favour with the Pharisees. But when once the
universalist element inherent in Christianity is
made apparent by the teaching of Stephen, the
devout and zealous Jews are offended, the Pharisees
take up the persecution, and it becomes a reality.
may notice again incidentally how it is the
entrance of the freer Hellenic spirit in the person of
Stephen which first brings out this universalistic
element. The persecution leads quite naturally
to a dispersion of the Christians, more particularly
of those associated with Stephen, and consequently
In all that follows
to the spread of Christianity.
St. Peter takes the lead, a position which is quite

We

in accordance with what we know from Galatians
(see above, § ix. 2). The stages work out gradually
and naturally, the pressure of faith and enthusiasm
leads the preachers of Christianity onwards. First
come the Samaritans, then devout men ' who are
then the preaching to
yet not circumcised
Gentiles then the growth of a definite Vhriiitian
'

;

;

community

in Antioch,

i.e.

a community which

the outer world clearly recognised as something
distinct from Judaism, and which would naturally
appear first in a place removed from older associations then the first recorded journey of St. Paul,
with its unexpected and far-reaching developments,
and ils subtle corroborations in the Romans (10'^).
Xaturally enough, there gradually arises a Judaising party in Jerusalem, and the older apostles
find themselves acting as mediators between the
two parties. The position which is ascribed to
them by the Acts is always recognised by St. Paul,
and he claims equally to be recognised by them
while both the Acts" and St. Paul recognise the
extreme party as claiming their authority although
without entire justification (Ac IS^-i, Gal 2i-).
The whole story as told in the Acts is natural and
consistent, and gives a much more credible account
of the development of Christianity than any modern
one constructed on a priori ideas.
;

;

—

The Early Communil;/ in Jerusalem. The
section of the Ac (11--5''-) has been often
treated as the least liistorieal portion of the book.
It is less true to say that it has been attacked.
It is rather the case that it has been set on one
side ('the idealised picture of the Jerusalem community,' Holtzmann). And the examination of
it is difficult, for we have little that is definite
with which to compare it. Tlie theory, however,
put forward is that this was written from the
point of view of the author's own time, and from
know how the
that aspect we can examine it.
writer of the Clementine Homilies reproduces in
the earliest days of the Church the doctrine and
the organisation of his own time he represents
St. Peter as appointing bishops in every church.
Now, at any rate, the writer of the Acts lived forty
years later^ and at a time when both the doctrine
and the organisation of the Church were much
more developed ; yet we find absolutely no traces
of this either in tlie speeches or in the narrative of
5.

first

We

—

the

first five

chapters.

;
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To work this out in detail would be beyond the
scope of the present article, but it may be illustrated in some points. The ChrisUiliiijn is throughout primitive. Our Lord is called 'h|<roi)i Xpurrus i
Na(,a'pa.os (2-"- 3« 4'''), a name which occurs in the
Gospels, but elsewhere only twice, when St. Paul,
in llie later chapters of the Acts, is referring to his
So again the next phrase that meets
earlier life.
us is irors $eov (3'^- -' 4'-'-*'), which occurs nowhere
else in ST of our Lord, and elsewhere is used of
llim in the Didache, which clearly represents
very early tradition.
Again, we notice how
very markedly .Xpioros is not a pereonal name, rhf
irpoKfy_fipLrT^.4vov ufiiv

Xpurriv

Xp.

(3-^), ttvpiov aurhf Hal

'iTjir.

6 Bebt 4roirj<rcv (2'').

One more phrase we may

(3" 5")i which occurs el.sewhere in
Hebrews twice (2'" 12-), and nowhere else in NT.
\Ve find nowhere the expression i;.!)s Beov.
Whereas

notice, apxiyi"

Paul 'placarded' Chri.st crucified (Gal 3'),
find here, as we might expect, that St. Peter
has to take towards the death of Christ a purely
defensive altitude (3'*).
have no reference to
Cliri.st's pre-existence.
have, in fact, a representation of what must have been, and what
we have independent evidence to show was the
eai'iest Christian teaching about Christ:
the
St.

we

We
We

—

proof that lie was the Messiah, afforded by His
resurrection, of which the apostles were witnesses,
and by the Scriptures. Similar is the relation to
the universal character of the Gospel.
We are
told that the Acts was written from a universalist
(loint of view, and the statement is (piite true in a
sense but we find that St. Peter's speeches are not
;

affected

by

God

raised

up Jesus

to give reare the sons of the
prci))h(ts and of the covenant (3^).
There are
i-lenients of univer.salism, but they are incidental.
(2''''')
The promise is to Israel first (3*) ; so
to you
is the promi.se and to your children, and to all those
3-'
that are afar off
in Israel all the families of
the earth shall be blc.s.sed.'
The standpoint of
these chapters is, in fact, that of the Jewish
prophets.
There is the germ from which future
development can come, but the development is not
there.
(.)ne last point we may mriition in this
conitexion is the eschaUiloiiij.
It is thoroughly
Jewish and primitive,
that He may send the
Christ, who hatli been appointed for you, even
Jesus: whom the heavens nmst receive until the
times of the restoration of all things,' S'"- -'
the Messianic kingdom is called the Kaipol anThere is nothing about the iiersonal
i//u{«ui.
resurrection, which, of course, is a point which
would not trouble the primitive community In the
first years of its existence ; and it is difficult to
understand how a Greek writer who had seen the
Neronian persecutions, and knew the needs of ;i
later generation, could have invented this primitive idea of things.
If we pa.ss to the organisation of the community, again. It is quite unlike the conception
which we should expect from a Gi^ntile Christian
iif forty or fifty years later.
It is perfectly true
that stress is laid on the unity of the primitive
it.

pentance to Israel

(5-")

;

Ye

'

'

;

'

it may be tliat this is exaggerated
with a purpose but no object could be gained by
the representation which is given of its form

community, and
;

There is no trace of any later
character.
organisation, nor mention of presbyters.
The
Christians have. In fact, not yet been cast out of
the synagogues.
They are regular in their worship
In the temple (Ac 2'"', Lk 24'').
They take part
In the morning and evening sacrifices.
Tliey
observe the Jewish hours of prayer. They join in
the synagogue wor.ship ((!" i>'^).
They are not only
conforming Jew.s, they are devout (Ac 212" 22'-).
They do not yet realise that they are separate
They are but a sect, the sect of
from Judaism.
aii<l
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the Nafcopoioi (Ac 24'').
One more point may be
noticed, the community of goods
the exact character of this it is unnecessary to discuss here.
It
is sufficient to point out that no rea-son has been
suggested to explain why it should have so much
(•mpliasis laid on it, or why it should have been
invented if it were not historical.
It has been said that we have little evidence
for correcting this.
The archieological evidence
which we foun<i In ch. 13 f. here fails us. But we
have a few indirect hints.
The position of the
Twelve we may gather from 1 Co !)•' \iy' of St.
Peter from 1 Co 15% Gal 2^
of St. John from
Gal 2'-' of the brethren of the Lord from 1 Co gs.
A certain amount of incidental evidence is given
by the Ebionite traditions concerning the position
of St. James
and they correspond with what is
suggested by the later parts of tlit; Acts, where
we have an account of the .state of afiairs by one
who is presumably an eye-witness.
It is clear that the.se early chapters give a picture
of the primitive community which is quite different
from what existed within the experience of the
writer, and which is in itself probable.
Is it then
likely that this should be the result of the historical
imagination of the writer, or is it not more probable that it is historical in character and based on
written evidence ?
We have no reason to doubt
tliat we possess an historical account of the words
of the Lord
and the same witnesses who recorded
these, either by tradition or In writing, would be
eijually likely to record the speeches and acts of
the leading apostle of the infant Church.
6.
The Speeches. One more point under this
heading demands investigation,
namely,
the
speeches.
Are these genuine records of speeches
actually delivered, or were they written by the
historian in accordance with the fashion of tho
day ? We may notice two points, to begin with.
They are all very short, too short to have been
delivered as they stand, and for the most part
the style in which they are written is that of the
historian.
They are clearly, therefore, in a sense
his own compositions.
But the .same can also be
said of a considerable intmber of the speeches In
the Gospel.
can compare St. Luke's account
in this case with that of other authorities, and we
find, indeed, a slight modification side by side with
general accuracy
we find the style of the author,
but the matter of the authority. On the other
hand, there is no rea.son for thinking
priori that
the speeches cannot be historical.
As has just
been jjointed out, the speeches of the leading
apo.stles would impre,<is themselves on the growing
community, and would be remembered as the
words fif the Lord were remembered.
Putting aside a priori C(msiderations, we must
as far as possible examine tlie character of the
speeches themselves and we must first see what
light St. Paul's Kpi.stles throw on the suViject.
According to 1 Co IG"' the main subjects of St.
Paul's preaching were the death and resurrection of Christ, as proved by the Scriptures and as
witnessed to by the apostles, an<l other inci<Untal
allusions in the Kpistles support this (1 'I'h 1'"
4"). Now, if we turn to St. Paul's .speech at
I'isldian .\ntloch addressed to the Jews (l.S'"-"), we
find that the writer has exactly realised what was
necessary for the situation. 'I'he basis Is scriptural,
and till' central fact clearly is, the proof of tlie
re.surrei'tlon.
Just at the end we have a definitely
Pauline tiuich introduced (v.'»). This shows that
the writer clearly gr.asps the situation as it is
hinted at by the apostle in his own letters, and
as was exactly in accordance witli the demand*
of the situation
and this is compatible either with
his being a writer using a good soiuve, and reprodui'lMiT accurately a speech which he finds iii
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

We

;

("/

;

;
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that source, or with his being a companion of the
apostle, who knows the apostle's preaching well,
and gives a typical speech showing the general
character of his argument. It is very difficult to
conceive of it <as a tour de force of historical imagination.
And this argument becomes stronger when
it is found that it is applicable to all the speeches
in the book.
have already touched i>n those
of St. Peter, and have seen how clearly they reproduce an early stage of doctrinal development.
Whatever dilticulties there may be in the speech
of Steiihen, it certainly does not bear the marks of
being a rhetorical composition.
The speeches of
St. Paul from first to la.st are singularly harmonious with the situation.
The transition in tone
from that we have already examined to that
addressed to the heathen at Iconium or to that at
Athens, is most marked. When we come to the
later speeches addressed to the Jews, to Felix, and
to Agrippa, what we notice at once as very extraordinary is the repetition of the narrative of the
conversion.
Now that is comprehensible on the
supposition that the narrative was repeated on two
occasions, but is not so if we are dealing with
rhetorical exercises. But St. Luke was, on our
supposition, with St. Paul during all these events,
and would therefore have accurate knowledge.
These speeches then, although written in the
author's style, are clearly authentic and we may
argue in the same way about the other speeches,
all of which are, in different ways, suitable to the
occasion on which they claim to have been delivered.
The presence of the author's hand in the speeches
cannot be denied. Their literary form is due to
him.
He may possibly have summed up in a
typical speech the characteristics of St. Paul's
preaching before certain clas.ses of hearers. Some
details or illustrations may be due to him, such as
the mention of Theudas in Gamaliel's speech, or
But no
that of Judas in Peter's first speech.
theory which does not admit the possession of good
evidence, and the acquaintance of the author with
the events and persons that he is describing, is
con.sistent with the phenomena of the speeches.
They are too lifelike, real, varied, and adapted to
their circumstances to be mere unsubstantial rhe-

We

;

torical exercises.
X. SotTEcKS OF

—

THE ACTS. Until recently, critics
to have contented themselves with either
vague indications of the .sources of the .\cts, or a
complete denial of the possibility of discovering
them, at any rate in the earlier portions (Weizsacker, Holtzmann, Beyschlag, Prteiderer, Baur,
Schwesler). Recently, however, the problem has
been attacked by a number of scholars, mostly of
inferior rank, who do not seem to have attained any
seem

and whose method is not likely to lead to
any substantial results. Of these, Sorof considers
that Timothy, the writer of the we sections, has
combined a genuine writing by St. Luke and a St.
Peter .source.
According to Peine there was an
original Jerusalem Christian source, which was used
in the Gospels and extended to ch. 12 of the Acts,
but which knew notliing of the missionary journeys of St. Paul. I'he latter portion is partly due

succe.ss,

'

'

to the Redactor (II), partly to other sources.
Spitta
distinguishes an A source, the work of Luke, which
contiiins about two-tliirds of the Acts, and is
also used in tlie Gospel, and a B source of JewishChristian origin, which runs parallel witli tlie
first through the whole of the Acts.
Van Manen
distinguishes a third document, which conUiined,
'
however, only the we ' sections, and these very
much edited, a Paul biography, and a Peter bioThe most elaborate theory is that of
graphy.
He distinguishes an Urchristliche
C. Clemen.
Krste Gemeindege.schichte,' and
an
Predigt,'
' Zweite Gemeindegeschiclite,' and
Historia Hclleni'

'

starum, which has been worked into an Historia
Petri
this was combined with an Historia Pauli
which included the we sections (Itinerarium
Pauli) by a K who was free from party bias,
then came a Judaising R, and then an anti;

'

'

A

.Judaising R. Jiingst distinguishes an
source,
apparently the work of St. Luke a B source, the
work of an anti-Judaiser and a R. It may be
added, that both Clemen and .Jiingst consider
that the original sources have been very much
rearranged by the different redactors, and the true
sequence of events destroyed.
very few words are necessaiy concerning these
theories.
The statement of them is really a sufficient condemnation. There is no harmony in the
results obtained
and the method is so a priori
and unscientific that no result could be obtained.
The unity of style of the book and its artistic
;

A

;

completeness make any theory impossible which
considers that it arose from piecing together bits
of earlier writings.
Somewhat more on right lines
are the attempts of B. Weiss and Hilgenfeld, in the
fact that they do not consider that more than one
source is used in any separate passage. Weiss
thinks there was one early history which contained
an account of the early community, of Stephen, of
Philip, of the journeys of Peter, of the council.
Hilgenfeld has three sources,
Ac l'=-5*- O-"-"*
12i--^3_ B Ac 6-8", C 91-3" iiiT-29. and both profess
to be able to distinguish what is due to the source
and what to the author, the method being for the
most part absolutely arbitrary.
study of St. Luke's Gospel shows us that
the work is quite certainly a literary whole proceeding from one author, that this author made
use of materials partly written, partly probably
oral, and that he reproduced them probably largely
in his own style.
If we compare a section from
this Gospel with the parallel one from St. Mark,
which clearly represents very nearly the original
source, we shall find that the difference, although
one not affecting the main sense, is of a character
which would make it quite impossible to arrive
at one document from the other.
We may notice,
again, that although there is a certain uniformity of style running through the whole Gospel,
yet the character of the source used seems to a
certain, although undefined, extent to have modi-

A

A

fied

it.

Now,

in the Acts there is admittedly a certain
difference in style between the earlier chapters and
the later.
The later, like the prologue to the
Gospel and Acts and the ' we ' sections, being
written in a purer (ireek style, the earlier being
more Aramaic in character.
Stated vaguely anil
generally, this is true, although no investigations
have yet made it definite.
The utmost it is at
present safe to assert, is that there appears to be
a difference in style in the earlier chapters, which
suggests a written source.
Starting from the conclusion that the author was
St. Luke, we must ascribe to him the conception
of the history as a whole, and presumably, therefore, all the framework which is part of that
conception, the object of the author being to mark
the stages in the progress of Christianity.
For the
whole of the last section, from 20^ onwards, the
author was either an eye-witness or in close contact with those who were such
as also in the section lO'J-*', and here we have the fullest and most
For all the remaining portions
detailed account.
of St. Paul's journeys he could clearly have access
to the very best inform.ation ; and it is to be noticed
here that generally, although not invariably, the
information is perfectly accurate, so far as it can
be tested, but not so full as in the later sections.
For the stories concerning Philip in the first part
of the book it is not necessary to go beyond
;

;;
;

ADAH
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there is no sign of great
personal information
exactness of knowledge, and the incident recorded
21* will explain how that information was acFor the earlier history of St. Paul a
quired.
St. Luke had heard the
source is not required
;
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;

told at least twice, probably much oftener,
is just that vagueness couceniing chronolog>' wliich is almost invariably the characteristic
Of
of information dependent upon oral tradition.
some other sections it is difficult to speak definitely.
For the council the author would be able to
supplement information gained from St. Paul
It has been
by information sained in Jerus.

hinted that there is probably a written source
we
behind portions of the first five chapters
cannot define its limits in these chapters, nor say
whether or no, as is possible, it included some later
narratives, such as those of St. Peter (9*--ll"* and
12'-*')
No
it probably did not include chs. 6-7.
investigations have been made which authorise us
but it has
to speak more certainly than this
been suggested (see Blass on 12'^-") that these
It
chapters had some connexion with St. Mark.
is doubtful whether any certain conclusions are
possible, although a more scientific and more
compreliensive study of the style of the Gospel and
Acts may perhaps lead to some result.
It now only remains to sum
xi. CdNcll'^iox.
up the concliLsion of what, owing to the variations
of opinicm, has necessarily been a somewhat con;

;

;

—

troversial article.
1. The Third Go.spel and the Acts of the Apostles
and all tradition
are the work of the same person
;

and argument suggest that the author was
Luke, the companion of St. Paul.

St.

;

3.
lie had formed a clear idea in his mind of the
steps and cour.se of this growth, and arranged his
work so as to bring out these points. The object
he had in view would influence him in the selection
of his materials and the proportional importance he
would ascribe to events but it would be taking far
too artificial a view of his work not to allow some
influence to various less prominent ideas, and even
to the accidental cause of the existence or non;

on different points. The
extent to wliich he caiTied out his purpose would
be in some measure dependent on his opporexi.stence of information

tunities.

Although he had a

definite

aim, and con-

structed a history with an artistic unity, there is
no reason for thinking tliat the history is therefore
He narrated events ius he believed
untrustworthy.
they happened, and he gives a thoroughly consistent
history of the period over which it extends.
6.
The exact degree of credibility and accuracy
we can ascribe to him is dependent on his sources
From ch. 12 onwards his source
of information.
was excellent from ch. 20 onwards he was an eyeFur the previous period he could not
witness.
in all ca.ses attain the same degree of accuracy, yet
he was personally acquainted with eye-witnesses
throughout, acid may very probably have had one
In any case, his
or more written documents.
history from the very beginning shows a clear idea
the stages in the
and
of
of historical per.sjiective,
growth of the community, even if certain characteristics of the primitive Church in .Jerusalem have
been exaggerated.
;

—

—
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He wrote the Gospel to describe as accurately
2.
he
as he could the life and preaching of Jesus
wrote the Acts to describe the growth and spread
of the Christian Church.

4.

Acta ApoHt.

Bosliles tho (jpnoral works of
LiTHRATCKE.
(1) The Text.
Tlschondorf, Scrivener, and Wostcott and Hort. the followini;.
amon^ oiIht. spoclnl works may bo montlontMl :—.1. f). .Miclia*-lis, Cnriu hi rtr. Syr. Aclor'um AiiohI. !".'>.%: K. A. Iloriifiniinii. AcUi Apo'l. ml Cod. ('iinUihrigienniKrldtm rfceimiiit,
l'<is; Bf>lshclm, />/«" Apoftefffeitrfiicfitf nnd die Ojfenfmrtini;
Juhannin in einer alten lattiniichen CthtrMttung, 18J9; 8.

Essai/s on

'

.Supernatural fieligion,^ pp. 291-302, I)iseoverios
Acts of the .Vpostle.s (1889); J. Frledrich, Das

lllust'ratinp the

Lukas- Erangeli um unddieApostelgeschichteWerkedesselhen
IVr/aAj^^rA (18901; Th. Momnisen nnd Ad. llarnaek. 2wr .-I/^'/*.
telgeschichte, xxviii. \G;Sitsungsherichtederkoniglich Pre ussischen Akademie der Wissenschaft zu Berlin, p. 491 (1^95).
(7) The Acts and Jos. (.see Carl Clemen, Die Chronologie der
Paulinischen Briefe, \u 66, n. .M) Keim, Geschichte Jesu ron
Xazara, ill. pp. I:i4, 4^0 (1n72>, and 'Jos. Im Neuen Testament in A us a em Vrchristenthmn, 1. p. 1 (18781 Iloltzmann,
;

'

;

Z.fur W. Th. 1878, ji. 8.% 1877, p. .'.35 Krenkel. ib. 1873, [,. 441 ;
Schilrer, ib. 1876, n. 574; The author of 'Snpernatnral Kelipion.'
Furtnightltf Renew, xxil. p. 490, 1877; Krenkel, Josejihus u.
Lucas, LeliizlB. 1894; Bousset In Theol. Litig. 1895. ccd. 391.
Sorof, IHe Entstehung der Apostelgesch. isitti
(8) Sources.
;

—

Feine,

Eine rorkanon. Cberlieferungdes Lukasin Erang.nnd

Spitta. bie Apostelgesch. ihre Quellen
Apostelgesch. 1891
und deren geschichtlicher Wert (1891) van Manen, Paulue I.,
f)ie llandflinqer der Aposteln (181H)) C, Clemen, Die Chronologie der Paulinischen Briefe (Is931, nnd SK (1S9.\ p. 2971;
.Ic.hnnn .liinpst. file Quellen der Apostelgeschichte (189.51; Ad.
Hilpenfeld. Die Apostelgeschichte nach ihren Quellenschriften
untermcia, Z.fur It'. Th. 1S95, iip. 06, 186. 884. 481.
;

;

;

A. C. Headla.m.

ACUB

(B

'AKov<t>,

A

'AKoifi), 1

Es 5".

— His

sons

were among the 'temple .servants' who returned
with Zerub.' Called Bakbuk, Ezr 2^\ Neh l''^.

ACUD ('AkoW, AV Acua), 1 Es 5*\— His sons
were among the teinpli^ servants who returned
Called Akkub
from captivity with Zerubbabel.
(3V;= 'cunning'), Ezr 2*'' omitted in Neh 7.
'

'

;

W^.—A

ADADAH

(^77"), Jos
city of Judali in
The site may be at the ruin 'A(r(id'ili
the Xegcb.
in the desert south-east of Beersheba.

ADAH

two wives of Lamech,
and .lubal ((in 4"''-")- 'I'he
name possibly denoted 'brightness' (cf. Arab.
antl

(^T't)-— !• f^ne of the

mother of

.lalial

t/hadSt), Cain's other wife being

named

'

Zillah,'

or Shadow,' ' Darkness.' These names have been
cited to support the view of the mythological basis
Hut the name may simply
of the Genesis narr.itive.
denote 'adornment' (Lenorniiint, Le,i Oriijines, p.
183 f.). According to .los. (Ant. i. ii. 2)"Lamech
'

;

ADAIAH

ADAM

had 77 sons bom to him of Adah and Zillah.
2. Daughter of Elon, a Hittite, and one of the wives
of Esau (Gn 36^)
mother of Eliphaz, and ancestress of Edomite tribes, Teman, Zejiho, Gatam,
Kenaz, Amalek. In Gn 26" (P) the daughter of
Elon the Hittite, whom Esau takes to wife, is
named Basemath. The names in Gn 36 have suffered
in the process of redaction, and this may account
for the confusion.
Jos. {Ant. II. i. 2), though
mentioning Esau's age, and therefore referring to
Gn 26^*, gives Adah and Oholibamah ('AXi^i/iij) as
the names of Esau's wives. For a discussion on
the name, see Baethgen's Beitrdge, p. 149.
H. E. Ryle.
ADAIAH (nnj^ 'Jehovah haa adorned').—!. A

J gives an account of the Creation, Fall, etc., of
Dixn the man (in 3" omi" to the man,' should be
read instead of dik^ to Adam '), and in i'^ uses a-m
without the article as a proper name.
iii. The
Narratives concerning Adam.
P, in
Gn 1''2** by itself, simply describes the creation

36

;

man

maternal grandfather of king
A Levite descended from
Gershom, 1 Ch 6", caUed Iddo in v.».
3. A
son of Shimei (in v." Shema) the Benjamite,
8".
The
Jeroham,
1 Ch
4.
son of
a priest, and
head of a family in Jerusalem, 1 Ch 9".
5.
The father of Maaseiah, a captain who helped
Jehoiada to overthrow the usurpation of Athaliah,
and set Joash on the throne, 2 Ch 23'.
6. One
of the family of Bani, who took a strange wife
during the Exile, Ezr 10*. 7. Another of a different
family of Bani, who had committed the same
offence, Ezr lO**.
8. A descendant of Judah by
Pharez, Neh 11'.
9. A Levite of the family of
Aaron ; probably the same as (4), Neh 11".
of Boscath, the

Josiah, 2

K

22'.

2.

R. M. Boyd.
Est 9«), the fifth of the sons of
Haman, put to death by the Jews. In the LXX
the name is different, and the MSS vary between

ADALIA

(n;^:.!!,

Bo/xrd B, Bo/)A k

H. A. WHITE.

A, Bop«d.

ADAM. —i. Name. —The word ayt is originally
a common noun, denoting either a human being,
Gn 2° or (rarely) a man as opposed to a woman,
Gn 2*"; or mankind collectively, Gn 1". The
;

as (a) make,
Assyr. addmu
(Delitzsch, As^r. Wbrterbuch ; Oxf. Heb. Lex.).
Man, therefore, as adam, is one made ot produced,
a creature, or possibly a maker or prod\icer (6)
to be red, a sense in which the root frequently
occurs in Heb., e.g. the account of Edom in
Gn 25*', and is also found in Arab, and Eth.
and (?) in Assyr.
This etymology would point
to the term having originated among men of a red
or ruddy race. Gesenius notes in support of this
view that the men on Egyp. monuments are constantly represented as red.
Dillmann on Gn 1. 2
also suggests a connexion with (c) an Eth. root =
pleasant, well-formed, or (rf) an Arab. root = <o
attach oneself, and so gregarious, sociable. It haa
also been suggested that adam is a derivative from
adamah, ground, and describes man as earth-bom,
Trffif. The statement of Gn 2', that man was
formed from the dust of the adamah, indicates that
this connexion was in the mind of the writer, but
it can hardly be the original etymology.
It is
significant that A., as a term for man or mankind, is by no means universal in Sem. languages.
It occurs in Phoenician and Sabsean, possibly in
Assyr. (so Sayce, Gram. p. 2, and according to
If CM, p. 104, IS the common Bab. word for man
cf. Del. Assyr. Wbrterbuch).
Of course the name

root ciK is
produce, by

variously

explained

analog with the

;

A. has been adopted by

all

Sem. translations.

It

that Edom is a dialectic variety of A.
li. Adam, as Common and Proper Noun.
The first
man is necessarily the man, and in his case the
generic term is enuivalent to a proper name.
In
use, adam naturally fluctuates between a common
and proper noun.
Thus in P's account of the
Creation, Gn l'-2*», he describes the creation of
BiH, mankind, in both sexes; but in his first
genealogy, Gn S'"*, mtt is used as a proper name.
is j)osaible

—

'

'

'

'

—

of the human species, as of the other species of
living creatures, and says nothing of any particular
individuals. But it is only in the case of man that
the two sexes are specified, and Dillmann maintains that nnpji iri is not to be taken collectively,
'male and female,' but as 'a male and a female,
i.e.
the first pair.'
Gn 5''', which is possibly
from a different stratum of P, shows that the
individual Adam, the ancestor of the nations
mentioned in OT, and especially of Israel, is in

some way identified with the human

species,

whose

creation is described in Gn 1. This identification
seems to imply that the human species ori^ally
consisted of a single pair but P does not definitely
commit himself to this position. Man is created
last of all things on the same (sixth) day as the
beasts, but by a separate act of creation and in the
image of God he receives a special blessing, according to which he is given dominion over the earth
and its inhabitants, and the vegetable creation is
assigned to him, to provide him ^^^th food. While
it is expressly said of the light, the heavens, earth,
and seas, the vegetable world, the heavenly bodies,
the birds, fish, and other animals, that God saw
that they were good, this is not separately stated
concerning man, but is left to be inferred from the
general statement that God saw that ever3rthing
He had made was very good.
In J, Gn 2"'-4» while the earth is still a lifeless waste, the man is created out of the dust, and
Jehovah animates him by breathing into his
nostrils.
He is set to take care of the garden of
Eden, and is allowed to eat freely of its fruit,
except the fruit of ' the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil.' The animals are created as his companions and assistants ; but these proving inadequate, the woman Eve is fashioned from his rib as
They live in childlike
he lies in a deep sleep.
innocence till Eve is tempted by the Serpent,
and Adam by Eve, to eat of the fruit of the tree
of knowledge.
Whereupon they become conscious
of sin.
Yet they have become like the Elohim,
and might eat of the tree of life and become
immortal. Hence they are cursed, and driven out
Man, henceforth, is to win his sustenof Eden.
ance with grievous toil from soil which, for his
The only
sake, has been cursed with barrenness.
later OT reference to Adam is at the head of the
32«
and
Job ZV^
genealogies in 1 Ch
in Dt
;

;

;

adam,

is

a

common

noun.

—

In both
Significance of the Narratives.
narratives man is sharply marked off as a created
iv.

being from God the Creator and is not connected
with Him by a chain of inferior gods, demi-gods,
and heroes, as in the Egyp., Assyr., and Chald.
Yet man
dynasties, and in other mythologies.
has a certain community of nature with God he is
made in His image P), and receives his life from the
breath of Jehovah (J). Similarly, man's connexion
with the animals is implied by his creation on the
same day, liis separate status by a distinct act of
;

;

(

creation.

He

is

lord of all things,

animate and

So, in J,
inanimate, the crown of creation (P).
and the
the animals are made for his benefit
garden, with certain limitations, is at his disposal.
Woman is also secondary and subordinate to man,
and the cause of his ruin, but of identical nature.
The formation of a single woman for the man
;

implies monogamy.
Man is cajiable of immediate
fellowship with God. Sin is not inherent in man,
but suggested from witliont; it is at once follower?

by stem punishment, which extends not only

to

AD Ail
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the nuiiKin race, but to animate and inanimate
nature. Compare KVE and, speiially for the Babylonian and ottiur parallels to tlie liiblical narrative,
;

COSMIKJO.VY, EUKN.

\V.

U. liENNETT.

ADAM IN THE NT. — Adam U twice mentioned
in Jude
in tlie NT in a merely historical fashion
;

where we read of Enoch the seventh from
A.,' and in Lk 3^, where the genealogy of Jesus is
traced up to him, and A. himself is the son of God.'
The extension of the gt^nealojry beyond David or
Abraham (as in Mt) is no doubt due to the imiversalist sjinpathy of the Pauline evangelist.
There
are two other pa-vsages in which reference is made
to the OT story of the first man, witii a \'ievf to
regulating certain questions about the relations of
men and women, esp. in public worship. The first
v.",

'

'

is

1

Co

other

the

11"'-,

1

2"'-.

Ti

The use

of A. in these pa-ssages may strike a modem
reader as not very conclusive ; it has the form
rather than the power of what may have suggested
it
the similar use of part of the OT stmy by
Jesus to establish the true law of marriage (Mt

made

—

comp. On 2*<).
Much more significant than

19-"-,

these almost incidental references is the place occupied by A. in the
theology of St. Paul (lio 5'---', 1 Co 15--- "'»).
The apostle institutes a formal comparison and
contra-st between A. and Christ.
As in A. all die,
even so in Christ shall all be made alive.'
As V)y
one man sin entered into the world, and death bv
sin, and so death pa.ssed upon all men, for that all
sinned
so, thou''h the sentence is not formally
completed (Ko 5'"), righteousness entered into
the world by one man, and life by righteousness.
The first man is of the earth, earthy the second
man is of heaven.
And as we have borne the
image of the earthy, we shall also bear the image
of the heavenly.' In some sense A. and Christ
answer to each other; each is the head of humanitj-,
the one to its condemnation and death, the other
to its justification and life.
Vet it would be a
mistake to |)Ut what St. Paul says about A. on a
footing with what he says about Christ.
He has
experience to go ujion \n the case of Christ; his
gospel concerning 11 im has a certainty and scope
of its own quite independent of the harmony he
finds in some jioints between the mode of man s redem|ition and that of his ruin.
)f the two passages
referred to aliove, it may be said that the one in
Ro deals directly with the work of A. and of
Chri.st, and its ellects upon men
the one in
Co,
with tlie nature of A. and of Christ, as related respectively to the actual and the ideal condition of
man. All we are told of A. is that he sinned
{irapiirTufui, Ko 5", implies the fall), and that his
sin involved the world in death.
In such a statement there is obviously a link wanting to an ethical
interjiretation
is it supplied in the dilhcult words
i<p' i} irdi'Tfs fiiiapTov
in that all (have) sinned ? That
this aorist may (grammatically considered) be a
collective historical aorist, summing up the aggregate evil deeds of men, is undoubted (liurton, N.T.
Moods and Tenses, § b'l) but to take it so, and
make finaprov refer merely to the personal sins of
men, is to dissolve the connexion with A. on which
the apostle's argument depends. To say, again,
that all men die because involved in the guilt
'

'

'

:

'

;

.

.

.

(

I

;

:

—

;

of

A.'s sin

(Omnes prmtrunt,

Adumo

jicccimte,

Bengel), is still to leave the moral link amissing.
To say that all die because of inherited depravity,
whl<h seems the only other po.ssible suggestion, is
to oiler a physical rather than a moral connexion,
though one which ni.'iy be assented to and appropriated by the individual, and in that waj' become
moral,
ft seems probable that St. Paul, although
he is not explicit on the (Kiint, wouM have
accepted thit view what he is concerned with is
;
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the solidarity or moral unity of the human race,
for this there is unuoubtedly a physical
Heredity is the modern name for the
organic connexion of the generations and as the
fact was familiar to the apostle, it is natural to
suppose that he found in it the connecting link
between the personal sin and doom of A. and that
of his whole posterity.
A., in other words, was to
him not only the type, but the ancestor, of men as
sinners it is in A. or because of A. in us that
we are lost men. But A. is a type of him that is
to come.'
This idea (see Weiss, Romans, p. 243 n.)
is found also in the Rabbins (Quemadmodum homo

and

basis.

;

—

;

—

'

primus fuit primus in peccato, sic Messias erit
ultimus ad auferendum peccatum penitus
and
again, Adamus postremus est Messias).
He is a
type only in the sense that alike from A. and
Christ a pervasive influence should proceed, extending to the whole human race. We are what
A. was and became, in virtue of our vital relation
to him
we are to become what Christ was and
became, in virtue of a vital relation to Him. This
:

;

the side of the subject treated in 1 Co 15. It
can hardly be said to throw light on man's original
state, or on the apostle's conception of it.
The
first A., in virtue oi our connexion with whom we
are what we are before we become Christians, was
a living soul, p.sychical rather than spiritual, made
of the dust of the ground in other words, he was
man as nature presents him to our experience the
last A., 6 iirovpavios, whose image we shall fully
bear when this corruptible has put on incorruption,
and this mortal has put on immortality, was and
is life-giving spirit.
It is too much to say, in face
of Ro 5'- and tlie whole sense of the NT, that
man's mortality is here traced, not to Adam's act,
but to his nature. His act is not specially in view
here any more than Christ's redeemmg acts, and his
nature is indeed conceived as weak, and liable to
temptation; but it is not less capable of immortality
than of death and it is the sin of our first father
to which death as a doom is invariably referred by
St. Paul.
is

—

;

;

LlTBRATCTRE.

may

i)€

—Copioufl discussions of

all

the questions involved

found (not to mention commentaries) in lleysclilac, S.T,
ii.
p. 4811.; Bruce, St. I'miTg Conception 0/ Chrit-

'J'hrologi/,

tianiti/, e. vii.

;

Weiss, Lehrlnich der.

Ililil.

Theol. det S'.T. i 67.

For Jewish points of connexion with St. Paul's teacbinfr, see
Weber, 2}U Lehren de$ TcUmxid, ca xv.-xvii.
J. Dennev.
City (DIN 'red').— In the Jordan 'Valley,
'
far off' from Jencho, and beside Zarethan.
The
latter (.see ZaketHAN) appears to have been near the
centre of the valley (see Jos :i"'), and the usual site
for Adam is at the present ruined bridge (built in
the 13tli cent. A.D. ) at the Ddmieh ford, called

ADAM

Jisr ed-Dilmieh, about halfway up the Jordan
Valley.
The Jordan lieing narrow, with high
banks, might have been dammed up in this vicinity
by an extensive fall of the cliff. ISI(T\o\. ii. sh. xv.
C. K. CONDEU.

ADAM, BOOKS

—

Rmnance, with ethical
OF.
accumulated around all the prominent
worthies of t)r narrative, among both Jews and
Christians; and, naturally, no one received more
attention than Adam. This process of embellishiiniiroving' OT story began before NT
ing and
times.
The I'alm. speaks of a Bk of Ailam, and
such legendary lore furnished suitable pabulum for
intent,

'

Mohnmmedanism.

The Apostolic Von.stitutions
mention an anoeryphal 'ASd^. Kpiphaniua
xxvi. 8) tells of a Gnostic work, lic.rc/ntions
of Adam, and the Decretum Gelasii prohibits
Christians from reailing the two works, Penilnitiit
Adw and I)c flvthiis Ailir.. The Cypriote Synccllus
(vi.

16)

(llivr.

cent.) makes nuotations from a liiij 'Aiifn
which closely resemlile the Bk of Jubilees. The
Jewish Bk of Ailaiii is lost: but it probably
furnished matter for still further clalioration in the
(Stli

—

ADAMAH
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following Christian works which still survive. 1.
The Ethiopic Bk. of Adnm, pub. by Dillmann,
Gottingen, 1853 tr. also by Malan, London, 1882.
2.
Syr. work, resembling the foregoing, entitled
The Treasure-Cave, ed. by Bezold, Leipzig, 1883.
;

A

3.

The

5i^T;£ris

khI TroXircIa *A5a/t Kai E^as,

ed.

by

and
Apocalypses Apocrynhn;, 1866
condensed by Rcinsch, Buch der Jubilden, pp. 468476.
4.
Vita Adie et Eva',' a Lat. rendering of the
same material, ed. by W. Meyer in Transactions oj
Tischendorf,

;

ADDAR,

1

Ch 8'.— See Aed.

A

AV

ADDAR,
Adar (i^x), Jos 15'.— town on
the border of Judah south of Beersheba.
Thera
Gaza
is a ruin east of
which bears the name 'Adar,
this
seems
perhaps
west.
but
too fax
C. R. CONDEE.

ADDER.—See SERPENT.

'

Munich Academy,

vol. xiv.

The

'Testapublished by

1878.

5.

iiientum Adami,' which has been
Kenan, Syriac text with French tr. in Journ.
Asintique, 1853. 6. The sacred book of the Mandaites is called the Bk of Adam, but has little in
common with the foregoing. Edd., Nor berg's,
1815 Petermann's, Berlin, 1867.
;

—

LrrERATiTRK. Fabriciue, Codex pscudepigr. Vet. Test. i. 1-94,
ii. 1-43;
Hort, art. 'Adam' in Siuith and Wace, Diet, of Chr,
Bim.; Schiirer,
II. iii. 81, 147 1. ; Zockler, Apocr. det
i T. 422. 3 ; Zunz, Die gottesd. Vortrdge der Juden, 1892, p. 136.

HJP

J. T.

Marshall.

(ncix), Jos 19", 'red lands.'— A city
mentioned next to Chinnereth. Probably the ruin 'Adinah on the plateau north of
Bethshean. See iSlKP vol. i. sh. vi.

ADAMAH

of Naphtali

ADAMANT

is

AV

C. R. CO.VDER.
Zee 7") used in

twice (Ezk 3»,
I'n^ shdmlr, which

and RV as tr. of
where rendered either
27' 32'^) or diamond
arose fiom adamant
(adamant or adimant,
'

'

is else-

^^^^Qi»

10"
brier' (Is 5"
Diamond, which
(Jer 17')by a variety of spelling
'

then diamant or diamond),
displaced a. as the name of the precious stone,
being
now
used
rhetorically
a.
to express extreme
hardness.
See under art. STONES (Precious).
7'- "'"as tr. of ^jn
'.\5ifms occurs in
at
plummet ; this is the origin and meaning of a.
in its only occurrence in Apocr., Sir 16'* AV.
See
lias

LXX

'

Plummet.

J.

Hastings.

ADAMI-NEKEB (ai^sri "Dik), Jos ^^^ 'red lands
the pass.'
city of Naphtali.
It is duabtful if
the names should not be divided (see Nekeb). The
site is probably at the present village ^cJ-iDdmie/i
on the plateau north-east of Tabor, where the
ba.saltic soil is reddish.
The site of Nekeb
(Seiy^deh) is not far off.
vol. i. sh. vi.
See
C. R. CONDER.

—A

SWP

2

Mac

Witer

Est
" 8" O'- "f-, 1 Mac 7"- *>,
Est 10" 13" 16^).— The 12th month in the

Ezr

(^^x

lo"".

3'-

6'»,

Jewish Calendar.

ADASA

('ASaffd).

See Time.

—A town near Bethhoron
W

(1

Mac

7"-", Jos. Ant. XII. X. 5), now the ruin 'Adaseh
near Gibeon
SP vol. iii. sh. xvii.

"ADBEEL

the third son of Ishmael, Gn
eponym of the N. Arab, tribe, which
appears in cuneiform inscrip. as Idibn'il or Idihi'al,
and which had its settlements S.W. of the Dead
Sea (Sayce, ifCil/ 202; Schrader. KAT^ 148; Oxf.
Hel. Lex. s.v.).
J. A. Selbie.
2.3", 1

Ch

ADDAN

(^!<?-)N),

129,

'kdaXap A, [XapaloeaXo;- B, 1 Es
5").— Certain of the inhabitants of this place
j'jined the body of the returning exiles in the
time of Zerubbabel, but they were unable to
prove their true Isr. descent by showing to what
treat clan or family they belonged (Ezr 2'*). Probably they were not admitted to the privileges of
full citizenship.
The name does not appear in the
later lists in Ezr 10, Neh 10.
Some regard Cherub
Addan as one name v.™ suggests that Cherub,
Addan, and Immer were three villages in one district in Babylon, from which the family of Nekoda
::ame
In Neh 7" the name appears as Addon.
(H!*,

;

H. A. White.

['ASS(l).

—An

ancestor of Jesus Christ,

Lk

See GenealoOY.

—

ADDICT.
To a. oneself to,' now used only in
a bad sense, was formerly neutral, and is found in
a good sense in 1 Co 16" they have a. themselves to the ministry of the saints' (RV 'they have
Cf.
set themselves to minister unto the saints ').
The greatest part of the day he
Hist. Card. (1670)
'

'

:

'

addicts either to study, devotion, or other spiritual
J.

exercises.'

Hastings.

ADDO(A'AJJii,B'E«JeIy).—Tbegrandfatherofthe
prophet Zechariah (1 Es 6'). The name is similarly
spelt in LXX of Ezr 6' (A'ASSii, B'ASii). See Iddo.

ADDON

{\\iv),

Neh

See Addan.

7".

ADDUS.—1.

i'ASSoii) 1 Es 5".— His sons were
children of Solomon's servants who
returned with Zerub. the name does not occur in
the parallel lists in Ezr 2, Neh 7. 2. See Jaddus.

among the

;

ADIDA
Ant.
(1

Am

'

ADAR

ADD!
3^.

('ASiSd).

—A

town in the Shephelah (Jos.
by Simon the Basmoneean
The same as Hadid.

XIII. vi. 5) fortified

Mac

12^ 13").

ADIEL

'ornament

(S.yij^

Simeonite prince
Gedor, 1 Ch 4^":
father of

of

—

God').

1.

A

who attacked the shepherds of
2. A j>riest, 1 Ch 9'^.
3. Tka

Azmaveth, David's

ireiisviTer, 1

Ch

27^.

luxurious ?), Ezr 2" 8«, Neh 7** 10",
(rill
Es 5'*" 8^^. The head of a Jewish family, of
which some members returned with Zerub., and

ADIN

'

'

1

with Ezra.

ADINA

(NJ'iy,),

mighty men,

ADINO
B

1

a Keubenite chief, one of David's

Ch

11".

([Kethibh usyn]

'i^vn

A

Hip 'Adino the

ASeivuv i 'Aawvaloi,
'ASeiv i 'A(7(i;;'oor).
The Kere is clearly an attempt to introduce some
sense into the meaningless Kethibh. The present
Heb. text of 2 S 23' must be corrupt, the true reading
being preserved in the parallel passage 1 Ch 11"
'
JashoDeam, the son of a Hachmonite, he lifted up
his spear.' The last clause (wjn hk Tiiy Kir\) was
corrupted into usyn u-ijj mn, and then taken erroneously as a proper name, being treated as an alternative to the preceding ' Josheb-basshebeth, a
Tahchemonite ' (see Jashobeam). B has the addition ouTos iffirdcraTo ttjv po^ipalav aOrov ; but this is not
foimd in A, and is, as Wellhausen has pointed out,
derived from the
tr. of Ch (cf. 2 S 23", where
B renders the same words by ii-Z/yetpe rb Sipv airroO).
Eznite,'

LXX

J. F.

Stennino.
1 Es 5",

ADINU (A 'AiTpos, B 'AStCXtoi, AV Adin),

Adin (A 'A5li>, B 'ASelr), 1 Es 8**.— His descendants returned with Zerubbabel to the number
of 454 (1 Es 5", Ezr 2") or 655 (Neh 7**). A second
party of 51 (Ezr 8") or 251 (1 Es S^) accompanied
Ezra. They are mentioned among ' the chiefs of
the people who joined Neh. in a covenant to
separate themselves from the heathen (Neh 10").
H. St. J. Thackeray.
ADITHAIU [a-VTJ), Jos 15*'.—A town of Judah
in the Shephelah. 'The site is unknown.
C. R. CONDKB.
called

—

ADONIJAH

ADJURh,
ADJURE. — The

primitive

meaning

of a. (from

under oatli. This is
Joshua adjured them
(RV
at that time, saying, Cursed be the man
charged them with an oath '), and 1 S 14** ' Saul
had a* the people, saying, Cursed be the man.' Cf.
v." thy father straitly charged the people with
•Ji oath.'
But the word is also used in early
writers in the sense of to charge solemnly, without
Thus
the actual administration of an oath.
Caxton (1483): Raguel desired and adjured Thobie
that he shold abyde with hym.' This is the meaning of a. in the other places of the Bible where it
is found (1 K 22", 2 Ch 18", Mt 26'°, Mk 5', Ac
19").
RV gives 'a.' (for AV 'charge,' Heb. pj?)
at Ca 2' 3" 5»-» 8«, and at 1 Th 5" (Gr. tvopKliw).
Adjuration (not in AV) is found in RV at Lv 5'
AV 'swearing') and Pr 29« (rh», AV
(.li-ij,
'
condng '). See Oath.
J. Hastings.
late Lat. adjurare) is to put
its meaning in Jos 6-' ' And

'

'

'

'
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ADO.— Mk 5»» 'Why make ye this ado?' (RV
Why make ye a tumult
The older form is at
?

').

do, where 'at' is the prep, before the infin.,
chiefly in northern Eng. and supposed to

found

come

from the Scandinavian.
We have other things
at do,' Toumeley Mysteries, p. 181.
'At do was
contracted into ado,' and then looked upon as s
'

'

'

Cf. Shaks. Tarn, of Shr. V.

subst.

'

end

Let* s follow, to see the

1—

of this ado.'

'

ADLAI

(^3,

'kial),

of David's herdsmen,

ADHAH

1

the father of Sbaphat, one
Ch 27".

'red lands,' Gn 10" 14>-«,
11'.— One of the cities of the
'
Round.' It is not noticed as overthrown in the account of the destruction of Sodom
and Gomorrah (Gn 19), but is included in their
catastrophe in the two later passages.
The site
It might be the same as the city
ia nnknon'n.
Adah, which see.
C. R. Conder.

Dt

(rejiu),

Hog

29",
Ciecar or

ADMATHA (i«.?;ii<, Est 1"), one of the wise men
or counsellors of Aliasuerus. These seven royal
advisers (cf. Ezr 7"), who were granted admission
to the king's presence, and saw his face (cf. 2 K
25"), are perhaps to be compared rather with the
supreme Persian judges (Herod, iii. 31) than with
the representatives of the sue families which took
part with Darius against the pseudo - Smerdis
(Herod, iii. 84).
The name is possibly Persian,
a<;^m<5<a = unrestrained.'
In the LXX only three
names are given.
H. A. White.
'

ADMINISTRATION in the general sense of service is now obsolete. But it is found 1 Co 12° ' tliere
are differences of administrations (i.e. different
'
kinds of Christian service,
ministrations,'
the Hkeiim
word). In 2 Co 9'^ tliou^'h the Gr.
'

KV

AT

is the same (JiaxoWa, sing.), the meaniu;' is not
serrice generally, but the performance of service

(RV agam

from Geneva Bible).
J. Hastinos.
ADMIRE, ADMIRATION.—These words occur
in AV as the
ex[)reRsion
of simple wonder,
without including approbation. 2 Th 1" 'When
he shall come to be glorified in his saints, and to
be admired (RV
marvelled at ') in all them
that believe ; Jude v." having men's persons in
admiration (Gr. Bavfia^ovret irpoauyTra, RV showing respect of persons'); Rev 17' 'When I saw
her, I wondered with great a.' (RV with a great
wonder '). Compare the version in metre of Ps
105* * Remember his marvellous works that be
hath done,' is rendered
ministration

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

ADNA
Ezra,

'Think on the works th&t he hath doiM,
l^liJch adnuration breed.'
J. Hastinos.
(KjiB 'pleasure').
contemporary of
1.

— A

who married a

foreign wife (Ezr lO**).
t.
The head of the priestly house of Harim in the
time of the high priest Joiakim, the son of Jcsliua

(Neh

ADNAH. — 1.
who
(nj-)y)

H. A. White.

12").

A

Manassite officer of Saul
(npB)
deserted to David at Ziklag (1 Ch 12"). 2.

An

officer in

Jeboshapbat's army (2 Ch 17").
J. A. Selbie.

While throwing it out of

Mk 5", the RV ii,troduce»

ado into Ac 20" ' Make ye no ado (AV Trouble
not yourselves '), for his life is in him,' though
the Gr. (dopv^ttadt) ia the same in both places.
'

'

'

J.

ADONIBEZEK
in

Jg

l*"'

(ptj 'rs;).—

Hastings.

The name

as

it

stands

must mean, Bezek (an otherwise un-

known deity) is my lord. The town of Bezek (which
see) will then also have taken its name from that
of the god. The chief of a Can. kingdom in S. Pal.,
he was defeated by the tribe of Judah, taken
prisoner, and mutUated by having his thumbs and
great toes cut otf.
His boast was that he had
similarly treated seventy kings. The mutilation
was intended, while preserving the captive as a
trophy, to render him incapable of mischief.
According to Plutarch (Life of Lys. ), the Athenians
decreed that every prisoner of war should lose his
thumbs, so that whde fit to row he should be unfit
to handle spear. Hannibal is accused (Valer. Max.
ix. 2, ext. 2) of mutilating prisoners, 'prima pedum
parte succisa.' These may be slanders, but they
prove how conceivable such mutilation was even
then, and what was its object at all times.
A. C. Welch.

ADONIJAH (Trs;).— 1. The name of the fourth
son of David (2 S .3^ 1 Ch 3^). After the death
of Absalom, Adonijah, who was next in order of
birth, naturally regarded himself as the heir to
the throne.
His expectation was doubtless shared
by the nation, and seems to have been for a time
encouraged by his father. The situation had brcn
altered, however, by the introduction of Bathsb(,ba into the royal harem, and by tlie birth of
Solomon. The inlluence and the ambition of this
latest of David's queens rendered it certain that
Adonijah would encounter a dangerous rival in his
younger brother. It was probably his knowledge
that intrigues against his interests were being
carried on in the harem that led to the premature
and ill-starred attempt of Adonijah to seize the
crown before his father's death. The narrative
(1 K 1 and 2) is from the same pen as the section
in 2 S which contains the story of Absalom's
rebellion, and is evidently the work of one who
had access to trustworthy sources of information.
There are several features of resemblance between the two nanatives
and the two chief
actors therein, Absalom and Adonijah, seem
to have resembled one another in disposition
and even in bodily characteristics (cf. 1 K 1'"
with 2 S 14" 15'). At first Adonijah's enterprise
seemed likely to be crowned with success. He
attached to his cause such imi>ortant and influential supjjorters as Joab the commander-inchief, and Abiathar the priest.
In company with
these and many memliers of the royal family and
the king's house, Adonijah hehl a great feast at
En-Rogel, where the final arrangements were to be
made for his coronation. But he had reckoned
without his host. One whom he had not invited
to the banquet was destined to checkmate the
conspirators ere their plans were matured. Natlian
the propliet seems to have occupied much the same
position at the court of David as Isaiah afterwards
;

lield

Seeing that not a
at that of Ilezekiah.
wa.s to be lost, Nathan hastened to Bath-

moment

ADONIKAM

ADOPTION

sheba, whose fears he easily awakened by pointing
out the danger to which her own life and that of
Solomon would be exposed if the attempt of
Adonijah should succeed. Bathsheba, who seems

reigns of David, Solomon, and Rehoboani. He waa
stoned to death by the rebellious Igr. when sent to

40

from David a promise
that Solomon should succeed him on the throne,
immediately sought an interview with the aged
king, and informed him of what was transpiring
at En-Kogel while Nathan, in accordance with a
to have already obtained

;

prearranged plan, came in opportunely to confirm
ber story. The pronliet-counseUor played his part
with consummate sKill, notably when (1 K 1") he
expressed surprise that the king, if he had sanctioned the action of Adonijah, had not taken his
old friends and counsellors into his confidence.
Yielding to the representations of the queen and
the prophet, David renewed his oath to Bathsheba
in favour of her son, and took prompt measures to
At such a
secure the accession of the latter.
juncture the support of the royal bodyguard was
all-important, and fortunately their loyalty was
beyond suspicion. Their commander was ordered
by David to escort the youthful Solomon, mounted
upon his father's mule, to Gihon, and to have him

anointed king by Zadok the priest and Nathan
This commission wais executed
the prophet.
amidst the enthusiasm of the people, who rent the
The
air with shouts of God save King Solomon
unwonted noise reached the ears of Adonijah's
guests at En-Kogel, causing astonishment, which
passed into consternation when Jonathan the son
of Abiathar hnrried in with the news that David
had chosen Solomon to succeed him. The company broke up in confusion, and Adonijah himself
was so much alarmed that he fled for protection to
the altar. Solomon, however, agreed to spare his
life on condition of future loyalty.
If Adonijah
displayed no conspicuous wisdom in his attempt to
seize the crown, his next act, which cost him his
life, is hard to explain, except on the principle,
Quem Deus vult perdere prius dementat. After the
death of his fatiier he actually requested Solomon
to bestow upon him in marria"e Abishag the
Shunanimite, the maiden who had attended upon
David during his declining years. And as ativocate for him in this delicate matter he chose
Bathsheba
No one who is acquainted with the
notions of Eastern courts can wonder at the
resentment of Solomon, or that he construed this
req^uest as an act of treason.
Considering the relation in which Abishag had stood to David, the
people would certainly infer that Adonijah in
taking her for his wife still asserted his right to
the cro^vn.
(Compare the story of Abner and
Ishbosheth in 2 S 3% and of Absalom in 2 S 16-'.)
Speedily was sentence pronounced, Adonijah hath
spoken this word against his own life surely he
snail be put to death this day ; and the sentence
was immediately executed by the captain of the
guard.
2. One of the Levitea who, according to the
Chronicler, was sent by Jehoshaphat to teach in
the cities of Judah (2 Ch 17«). 3. One of the
'chiefs of the people' who sealed the covenant
(Neh 10"). Same as Adonikam (Ezr 2" 8", Neh 7"*).
J. A. Seldie.
ADONIKAM (Dirnt; 'my Lord has arisen'), Ezr
2" 8", Neh 7", 1 Es 5" 8^. The head of a Jewish
family after the Exile ; in Neh 10'« Adonijah.
H. A. White.
ADONIRAM, ADORAM (orJi><. bhin).— The latter
nnme occurs 2 S 20'-", 1 K 12", and is probably a
'

!

'

1

'

;

'

LXX

corruption of Adoniram. The
supjiorts this
view, reading 'hSuoapa^, 2 S 20", 1
4» 5" (Heb.
BTjnit), 1 K 12" (B 'ApoAi,
kSuvipaii), and in the
parallel 2 Ch 10" 'ASui/fipaM (Heb. oyic, Hadorani).
A. was 'over the levy,' that is, he superintended
the levies employed in the public works during the

A

'

K

them by Rehoboam

(1

K

12").

J. F. Stenning.
a name but a title, I'nij
'Adun, Lord,' of the god Tauimuz (which see).
(D-j;y 'y.:]
Is 17'° RVm
plantings of Adonis
nit's naamanlm, text 'pleasant plants') and the
setting of vine slips of a stranger (strange god),
forgotten
is mentioned as the result of having
the God of thy salvation.' So Ewald, Lagarde,

—Strictly not

ADONIS.
'

'

'

'

'

'

With

plantings of Adonis,' cf. the Gr.
quick-growing plants reared in pota
or baskets (Plato, Phxedr. 276 B), and olVered to
Aphrodite as emblems of her lover's beauty and
earl-y death (Theocr. 15. 113).
The meaning of na'amdni/n is, however, doubtfuL
Na'aman \aprobably the name of a god ; cf. the name
of the Syrian general (2 K 5'), and Ar. Numftn,
a kind's name (Tebrizi's scholia to Ilamdsa). The
river Belus is now called Nahr Na'amdn. Lagarde
(Sem. i. 32) quotes Arab, name of the red anemone,
Shaka'iku-n-Nu'mdn, explaining as the wound
of Adonis ; but see Wellhausen, S/dzzen, iii. p. 7.

Cheyne.

'ASuiyiSos

'

<o?7roi,

'

'

C. F.

ADONI-ZEDEK

BURNEY.

'Lord of righteousness,'
AV Adoni-zedec), king of Jerusalem at the time
of the Invasion of Canaan by the Israelites under
Joshua. After the Gibeonites had succeeded in
making a league with Israel, he Induced four
other kings, those of Hebron, Jarmuth, Lachish,
(pix

'jnt;

to unite ^vith him against the invaders.
First they attacked, as traitors to the common
cause, the Gibeonites, who appealed to Joshua for
help.
By a rapid night march from Gil"al, Joshua
came unexpectedly upon the allied kings, and
utterly routed them [Joshua, Beth-hokon].
Adoni-zedek and his associates sought refuge in a
cave at Makkedah, but were taken and brought
before Joshua. The Heb. chiefs set their feet
upon their necks in token of triumph. They
were then slain, and their bodies hung up until
the evening, when they were taken down and flung
into the cave where they had hid them.selves, the
moutli of which was filled up with great stones
retids 'ASuvi^iicK,
(Jos 10'-'-'').
In Jos 10='and some have identified the latter with Adonibezek
of Jg 1».
(See Kittel, Hist, of Heb. i. 307 ; Budde,
Richt. u. Sam. 63 f. ; Wellh. Einleit.* [Bleek] 182.)

and Eglon,
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M. Boyd.

used by St.
Paul to desirrnate the privilege of sonship bestowed
by God on His people. While Jesus Himself and
the New Testament writers all speak frequently
and emphatically of our blessings and duties as sons
or children of God, no other of them employs this
special term, which occurs in five places in the
Epistles of St. Paul (Gal 4», Ro S"- ^^ 9^, Eph l").
It seems to express a distinct and definite ide.T
and since adoption was,
in that apostle s mind
in Roman law, a technical term for an tict that
is

{vloBeirla)

a word

;

had

specific legal

and

social eflects, there is

probability that he had
in his use of the word.

much

some reference to that
The Romans maintained

a very extreme way the rights of fathers
over their children as practically despotic and
these did not cea.se when the sons came of age, or
had families of their own, but while the father
lived could only be terminated by certain legal
proceedings, analogous to those by which slaves
were sold or redeemed. The same term {manci7)a^io) was applied to a process of this kind, whether
a man parted with his son, or his slave, or his
goods.
Hence a man could not be transferred
from one family to another, or put into the position
of a son to any Roman citizen, without a formal
legal act, which was a quasi sale by his natural
fatlio'-, and buying out by the person who adopted
in

;

ADOPTION

ADOi'TIOX

him. If he waa not in the power of a natural
father, bnt independent {sui Juris), as, e.g., if his

indicate that St. Paul holds the sonship, of which
he is speakini;, to he founded on the covenant
promise of God, and not on the natural relation to
God of all men as such.
must not therefore lower
the meaning of a<loption, in his mind, to the conferring of the full privileges of sons on those who are
children by birth.
It is, as the whole context shows,
a position bestowed by a disposition or covenant of

he could only be put in the
father were dead,
place of 8on to another by a solemn act of the
sovereign people assembled in their religious
capacity (c(miitia curiata). For each family had
its own religious rites, and he must be freed by
public authority from the obligation to fulfil those
of one, and taken bound to observe those of
another. That transaction was, however, properly
called arrogatio, while adoptio strictly denoted the
taking, by one man, of a son of another to bo his
son.
This, though not requiring an act of
legislation, had to be regularly attested by witnesses and in old form one struck a pair of scales
with a piece of copper as an emblem of the
primitive process of sale.
Adoption, when thus
legally performed, put a man in every respect in
position
the
of a son by birth of him who had
adopted him, so that he possessed the same rights
and owed the same obligations.
No such legal and complete transference of filial
rights and <luties seems to have existed in the law
though there may have been many ca-ses
of Israel
of the informal adoption known among us, as when
Mordecai took the orphan Esther, his uncle's
daughter, to be his (Est 2'). The failure of heirs
was provided for by the leWrate law.
Now, since St. Paul represents the Christian's
adoption as carrying with it certain definite privileges which would not be involved in such an act
as Mordecai's, and since he may well have been
cu;qnainted with the Roman practice in this matter,
it seems probable that he may have had it in view.
(See Dr. \V. E. Ball in Contemp. Rev., Aug. 1891).
The earliest instance of his use of the word is in
liis Epistle to the Galatians, in a passage in which
tlien

;

;

everal names of huiuan relations are u.sed to illustrate those between God and man, and where the
apostle expressly says,
I speak after the manner
of men (3^*), i.e. I use a human analogy to make
my argument plain. The terra that he first
employs after this remark is that rendereil
covenant, or testament (6ia^i)«r7j), here probably
in
the general sense of di.sposition, without
emphasis on the peculiarities either of a covenant
or of a testament.
In virtue of this disposition,
which was one of promise, given to Abraham and
his seed, the blessing comes to all who are united
to Christ by faith
for the promise, St.
I'aul
'

'

;

argues, was not to the physical descendants of the
patriarch as a multitude, but to a unity, the one
Messiah, who was to gather all nations to Himself.
According to this disposition of Go<I, believers are
sons and heirs (S'-"- ^).
But before their faith
in Christ they were kept in ward under the law,
which was not intended to add a condition to the
covenant of promise, but to bring their latent sin to a
head in transgressions (3"), so that they might not
seek to be justified by works, but mi^ht accept the
ble-ssing as of God's free grace througn Christ, who
became a curse for us that He might redeem us from
the curse of the law (3'^- '^'''*). This seems to bo
clearly the general line of the argument.
But the
position of men under the law appears to be roprcsented by St. I'aul in twodilferent wavs, sometimes
as bond -servants under the curse (."j^"- " 4'- '), and
sometimes as children under age (4'"'). The explanation of this may be found in the consideration
that St. Paul never meant to deny that Abraham,
Darid, and other believers in OT times were
while as many as
really justified (see Ro 4'"')
were of the works of the law were under the curse.
The former were like children under age, not j-ot
enjoying the full privileges of sonship ; tlie latter
were like bond-servants.
To both alike the
blessing brought by Christ in the fulness of the
time is called adoption 'Gal 4'), and this sei-ins to
;

4i

We

God, and through a redemption by Christ. This
probably led St. Paul to the u.se of the word ; for
the Roman adoption was effected by a legal act.
which involved a quasi buying-out. He also plainly
regards it as like the adoption of Roman hiw in
this, that it ^ives not merely paternal care, but the
complete rights of sonship, the gift of the Spirit of
God s Son, and the inheritance. No doubt this
legal analogy may be pressed too far
and St. Paul
plainly indicates that what he means is really
sometliing far deeper
for it is founded upon a
spiritual union to God's Son, which is described
as putting on Christ (3") so that our adoption
is not a mere formal or legal act, though it may be
compared to such in respect of its authoritative and
;

;

'

;

'

abiding nature.
Some theologians of difTerent schools (e.g.
Turretin, Schleiermacher) have inferred from the
connexion between redemption and adoption, in
(ial 4', that adoption is tlie positive part of the
complete blessing of justification, of which redemption or forgiveness is the negative jiart. But
this is a very precarious inference
and the two
terms are so different in their meaning, that it is
far more probable that St. Paul meant by adoption
a blessing distinct from our having peace with God
and access into His favour, which he describes in
Ro 5' as the positive fruits of our justification.
These blessings, indeed, cannot be sejjarated in
reality
they are only different aspects of the one
great gift of life in Christ
but in order to
understand clearly the evangelical doctrine of the
NT, it is necessary to look at them separately.
The next place where St. Paul speaks about
adoption is in Ro S'"-^. Here he is speaking of
the believer's new walk of holiness, .and he has
saiil,
If by the spirit ye mortify the deeds of the
body, ye shall live (8").
In proof of this he
asserts that as many as are led by the Spirit of
(iod are the sons of God (8") and then he proves
this in turn by saj-ing, Ye received not the (or, a)
spirit of bondage again unto fear, but ye received
;

;

;

'

'

'

'

;

'

tlie

spirit of atloption,

whereby we

cry,

Abba,

The line of reasoning is the same a-s in
Father.'
Galatians, but put in the inverse order.
The promise of life is proved by the fact of our being
sons of God ; and that, again, because the spirit that
He has given us is that of adoption, enabling us to
a<lilre3sGod as our Father, and so (8'") witnes.sing
with our spirit that we are children of (Iod.
In
this possibly there may be some allusion to the
witnesses wliich were necessary to the solemn act
of adoption according to Roman law and custom.
Then, as in the earlier Epistle, it is stated that this
ado]ition carries with it all the rights of true sonship,
If children, then heirs,' etc. (8").
St. Paul
next proceeds to contra.Ht this glorious prospect
the
present
sufferings
>dtli
of the people of (ioil.
These sullcrings are shared by all creation and
the deliverance is to be at the revealing of the sons
of God (8'"), when creation itself shall share tlu'
liberty of the glory of the sons of God (8-').
So in
8^ he says, ' we wait for our adojition, the
redemption of our body.'
It is the resurrection
of life at the coming of the Lord that is undoubtedly meant; and that is called here the
'

;

adoption, because

it

will be the full

revelation of

our sonship. Now are we sons of (loil, as St. .lolin
puts it; but the world knoweth us not, and it doth
not j'et appear what we shall be but « hen it shall
;

—

;
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appear, we shall be like Him (1 Jn 3'''). Another
striking parallel is to be found in our Lord's words,
as recorded by St. Luke (20'*-'^), of those that are
accounted worthy to attain to the resurrection
from the dead, Neither can they die any more, for
they are equal xinto the angels, and are sons of
God, being sons of the resurrection.' As salvation
is sometimes spoken of as a thing perfect here and
now, and sometimes as only to be completed at the
last, so St. Paul speaks of adoption.
It belongs to
the believer really and certainly now, but perfectly
only at the resurrection.
In Ro 9* St. Paul mentions 'the adoption'
first among the privileges of Israel, which he there

the outward expressions of that disposition, which
are alike denoted by it, receive abundant illustration.
From one of the actions expressive of A.,
namely, lifting the hand to tlie mouth, either in
order to indicate that the worshipper was dumb in
the sacred presence, or, more commonly, to kiss it
and then wave it towards the statue of the god,
the term itself is often supposed to be derived
(admoventes oribus suis dexteram, Apul. Met. iv.
xxviii. 5 ; Min. Felbc, Oct. ii.).
28 ; cf. Pliny,
This practice of kissing the hand, accompanied by
certain other gestures, was, among the Romans, the
special meaning of adoratio as distinguished from
oratio or prayer.
It was, in antiquity, expressive
of the deepest respect, and is alluded to in Job
19'», Ps 2'^ Hos 13».
31", possibly also in 1

42

'

enumerates.
1 his is in accordance with tlie fact
that the nation as a whole is called in the OT
God's son, and individual members of it His
children, sons and daughters.
The term implies
further, what is also taught in OT, that they had
tills relation, not through
physical descent or
creation, but by an act of gracious love on God's
9''*,
part.
And in
St. Paul teaches that not all
the children of Abraham and Jacob are children
of God, but they who are of the promise, i.e.,
as he put it before, they who accept the promise
by faith. It is not necessary to suppose tliat St.
Paul speaks here of another adoption, quite distinct
from the Christian one it is, indeed, an earlier
and less perfect phase of it, but he regards it as
essentially the same since the gospel was preached
;

;

before

Abraham, and

to

justifacation,

though

founded on the actual redemption of Christ, was by
anticipation applied to him and many others
before Christ came.
The last place where St. Paul uses the term
adoption is Eph 1', where he says that God
eternally foreordained believers unto adoption as
sons through Jesus Christ unto Himself.
This
refers to the eternal purpose, in accordance with
which God does all His works in time, and corresponds to what he had said in Ro 8^, that whom
He foreknew He also foreordained to be conformed
to the image of His Son, that He might be the firstbom among many brethren.' The conformity
liere mentioned probably includes moral likeness
but the ultimate end is stated to be that there
might be many brethren of Christ, among whom
He is the firstborn. Our Lord, according to St.
Paul, is, in a peculiar sense, God's Son, His own
proper Son, begotten before all creation (Col 1"),
and the grace of adoption makes believers truly His
brethren and joint-heirs with Him, though He has
ever and in all things the pre-eminence as Son of
God from eternity, by nature and not merely by
grace.
For a fuller account of the Biblical doctrine of
Divine Sonship, see God, Sons of Children of.
'

;

LrrsRATims.

—Comm. on tbe

Ellicott,

under God, Sons op

;

CniLDasH

op.)

J. S.

Candlish.

ADORA

CAJupd) in Idnmaea {Ant. XIII. ix.
noticed in I Mac 13*". The same as Adoraim.

ADORAIM

(d:i\-i!<), 2 Ch 11'.— A city of Judah
by Rehoboam on the S.W. of his mountain
kingdom, now Dtlra, at the edge of the moun-

iii.

W.

of

Hebron— a

sheet xiL

K

Adorare

is

however a compound verb, meaning,

to address,' then, to entreat, to supplicate,'
and, finally, to worship.' That A. should embrace
at once a range of feelings and a series of acts is
explained by a very simple consideration.
The
most profound and most mtense feelings are just
those which act or gesture expresses better than
words. It is only, therefore, to a limited extent
that A. finds expression In language, and then
only in lan^juage of the most general and least
objective kind.
A. is, in the first place, the
attitude of the soul which is called forth by the
first,

'

'

'

thoughts and realisations of God. Before
His perfections the soul abases itself ; it seeks to
get beyond earth and earthly things and to enter
into His nearer presence.
A. belongs thus to the
loftiest

mystical side of religion ; it includes the awe and
reverence with which the soul feels itself on holy
ground. Its appropriate expressions are therefore
those which convey the feeling most adequately,
even though when tried by any objective standard
they might be pronounced meaningless. We distinguish generally between A. and those parts of
Prayer and Worship which are directed towards a
special end,
from confession, supplication, thanksgiving.
Hymns and Prayers of A. set forth the
majesty, purity, and holiness of God, His ineflable
perfections, and the soul's loving contemplation of
them. The adoring heart is lost in wonder, love,
and praise.' In the Psalms, nature in all its
departments is repeatedly called upon to praise
and glorify God. St. Paul, caught up even to the
third heaven, knowing not wliether he was in th«
body or apart from the body, and hearing unspeakable words, is an example of that selfabandonment of devotion which is implied in the
highest form of A.
Possibly a similar meaning
attaches to the statement of St. John, that he was
' in
the spirit on the Lord's day. Not only are
angels called upon to bless the Lord, but A. is
represented as the essence of the heavenly life. In
Is 6 a scene of heavenly A. is depicted
and
similar scenes are set forth in the Bk of Rev
(4»-ii 58-1* 711-ia).
X. is here distinguished from
service, as something even more truly fundamental, even that from which the only acceptable

—

'

'

service springs.
1),

fortified

tains

NH

;

Pauline Epp. by Calvin, Meyer,

Lightfoot, Sanday-Headlam ; works on NT
Theology by Schmid, Weiss, Beyechlaff, Bovon ; studied in
Pauline Theolog)- by Pfleiderer, Sabatier, Bruce.
(See Lit.
Alford,

—

SWP

small village.
vol.
C. K. Condeb.

ADORAM.— See Adonikam.

God

is the only legitimate object of A., since in
only perfection dwells, and He only must be
the supreme object of love and reverence.
His
worship must be spiritual (Jn 4^), and such worship accorded to any other is uniformly branded as
idolatry.
Christ is adored because God was in
Him (2 Co 5'^), and because God hath highly
exalted Him, and is Himself glorified when the
confession is made that 'Christ is Lord' (Ph

Him

'

'

'

2»-").

ADORATION.— Under

this term may be conconsidered certain phases or worship.
The word itself does not occur either in
or Rv,
but both the disposition of mind and heart, and

veniently

AV

As regards the attitudes and acts expressive
of A., these, as already stated, symbolised the
feeling experienced, and varied therefore with the
kinds and degrees of emotion indicated. Humility
was naturally expressed by prostration, kneel-

ADORXIXG

.LDRIA

subor simply bending head or body
mission and reverence, by the folded hands and
awe,
uplifted
by llie
downcast eyes wonder and
invocation
liaiids with palms turned outwards
and supplication, by hands and arms outstretched
dependence and entreat}', by clasped hands or
Among the Hebrews, standing
meeting palms.
was the more usual attitude in public prayer, as it
it indicates, peris among the Jews to this day
haps, more a consciousness of the presence of other
men and less self-abandonment than kneeling (cf.
the Parable of the Pharisee and the Publican),
which therefore was more appropriate to private
devotion.
Solomon, it is true, knelt at the dediEzra (Ezr
cation of the temple (1 K 8", 2 Ch 6").
9*) and Daniel (Dn 6^°) likewise fell upon their
knees and St. Paul knelt in prayer with the
elders of Ephesus. In all these instances, however,
the idea conveyed is rather that the spectators were
overlookinj; or assisting at an act of private
devotion, than that they were taking part in public
In one instance (2 S 7"*= 1 Ch
or common praj-er.
17") we read of sitting as an attitude of prayer;
but this probably is a form of kneeling, the
body being thrown back so as to rest upon
the" heels, as in other cases (1 K 18") it was
thrown forward until the head was placed between
To fall at the feet of a person
the knees.
(irpoaKvmiini) was an act of extreme reverence,
generally accompanying supplication (1 S 25^, 2 K
e\ Est 8», Mt 28», ilk 5-"-', Lk 8", Jn ll^-). Prostration before a human patron or benefactor was
an Oriental, not a Koman, custom, and hence St.
Peter declined to receive it from Cornelius, in whom
it indicated a misapprehension as to the quality of
the ariostle.
Of hands lifted to heaven we read in
The consecration of love was
Is l"*, 1 Ti 2*.
denoted, as we liave seen, by the kiss. Moses and
Joshua were commanded to remove their sandals
(Ex 3', Jos 5"), because the presence of God made
holy the ground on which they stood. In all tlie.se
instances it is easy to discern now the outward act
expressed, and, in expressing, tended to intensify in
the heart of the worshipper the feeling with which
in^,

;

;

;

;

;

;

it

was

A. Stewart.

associated.

(mod. adornment) occurs in 1 P 3'
not be that outward a. of plaiting
the hair.' The latest use of a. as a subst. is in
H. More's Seven Ch. (1609) 'Her prankings and

ADORNING

'

\Vhose

a. let it

:

adomings'

J. Ha.stincjs.

(Oxf. Diet.).

ADRAMMELECH (ti'-ct;>i).— 1. A. and Anammegods of Sepharvaim to whom the colonists,
brought to Samaria from Sepharvaim, burnt their
children in the fire (2 K 17^'). Adrainmelech has
been identilicil with a deity frequently mentioned in
Assyrian records whose name is written ideographiThis name has
cally AN. liAlt. and AN. NIN. IB.
been conjecturally read 'Adar'; and if this conjecture be right, ' Adar may be identified with
Adar'Adranimclech' (i.e. 'Adar-prince' or
Molech ').
Adar is a name of Accadian origin,
signifying 'Father of decision' (or judgment).
'Adar' was active in sending the waters of the
Deluge. (Cf. Schrader, KA T', on 2 K 17").
2. (2 K iF', Is 37**) mentioned with Sharezer as one
In Is (/.c.) and
of the murderers of Sennacherib.
in all the versions of Kings (I.e.) the two murderers
described
sons
of
Sennacherib,
but the
are
as the
Kethibhoi Kings omits 'his sons.' A Babylonian
chronicle, referring to the murder, siiys simjily,
On the twentieth of the month Tcbet, Sennacherib, king of Assyria, was killed by his son
(rin<7.) in an insurrection.' (See E. Schrader, Keilintchriftliche BibliotheU, vol. ii. p. 281, and C. H. W.
Johns in Expository Times, vol. vii. p. 238 f., and
lech, the

'

'

'

'

I

'

p. 360.

W.

E.

Haunks.

ADRAMYTTIUM

CASpoMiTTiov)

49
was an ancient

city of the country Mysia, in the Kom. province
Asia, with a harbour, at the top of the gulf Sinus
Adramyttenus.
The pojiulation and the name

were moved some distance inland during the
Middle Ages to a site which is now called Edremid.
It must have been a city of great importance when
Pergamos was the capital of the kings of Asia
and hence, when Asia became a Kom. province,
j

Adramyttium was
tlie

N.W.

selected as the metropolis of
district of Asia, where the assizes

(conventus) of that whole district were held.
Its ships made trading voyages along the coast?
of Asia and as far as Syria (Ac 27") ; and a
kind of ointment exported from the city was
highly esteemed (Pliny, NJI xiii. 2. 5).
Its
importance as a trading centre is shown by its
being one of the cities where cistophori, the great
commercial coinage of the east, were struck between 133 and 67 B.C. It suti'ered greatly during
the Mitliridatic wars, and rather declined in importance ; but, even as late as the 3rd cent.,
under Caracalla, it still ranked sufficiently high to
strike alliance coins with Ephesus (implying certain reciprocal rights in respect of religious festivals and games).
W. M. Kamsay.

(Ac 27^, RV Sea of Adria).— The sea
which the ship carrying St. Paul wa?
driven during fourteen days, before it stranded on

ADRIA

';amidst

'

After passing Crete, the voyagers encountered a violent 'north-easter' (KV Euraquilo), before which they drifted, and running
under the island of Clauda (RV Cauda, now Gozo),
they were afraid of being carried towards the
quicksands (RV Sijrtis) dreaded by the mariner
on the African coast but eventually, on the fourteenth day, descried land, where they ran the ship
aground on an island called Melita. The sea whici)
they traversed is termed 6 'ASpias. Three questions
arise
(I) as to the form, (2) as to the origin, and
(3) as to the range or connotation, of the word.
1. WII prefer the aspirated form "ASpias ; but
while both forms occur in ancient writers (see the
variations in Pauly-Wiss. HE s.v.), our choice
must depend on the probable derivation of the
Mclita.

;

—

name.
2. There were two towns of similar name^Atria
or Hadria, in Picenum (now Atri), an inland town
having no relation to the Adriatic (except indirectly
through its port of Matrinum), and Atria, a town
of early commercial importance near the mouth of
the Po, with which the name is associated by suth
authorities'as Livy (v. 33), Strabo (v. 1), and Pliny
(UN iii. 120). This town, still called Adria, is
described by Livy and others as a Tuscan settlement, but by Justin (xx. 1. 9)a8of Gr. origin; and its
early relations with Greece are (as Mommsen, in CIL
v. 1. p. 220, pointsout)yet more certainly attested by
painted vases of Gr. style found in no small number there, but not elsewhere in that district of
Italy.
The Picentino town was in imperial times
called Hadria, and earlier coins belcmging to it
are inscribed HAT., while in inscriptions from the
town on the Po the first letter is represented by A,
not by II, and Mommsen, for that reason, has
latterly preferred the form Atria.
3. As Adrias was early used in the sense, to
which Adriatic has again been confined, of the
branch of the sea between Italy and lllyria, it was
not unnatural so to understand it in Ac 27, csp.
as an island off its Illyrian shore, Melita (now
Meleda), might have been the scene of the shipwreck. Hryant (I)iss. on the wind Euroclydon),
Macknight, and others adopted this view, which
some, on their authority, have accepted, although
Scaliger had pronounced it ridiculous and harclly
worth refuting. Its chief champion is \V, Falconer,

;

'

ADVENTUKE

ADKIEL

li

whose

Dissertf.tion

on

St.

Paul's Voynje, published

writer's nephew,
Judge Falconer, with copious adilitional notes
controverting (though with little real success) the
arguments of Mr. Smith of Jordanhill, in support
of the tradition which regards Malta as tlie scene
of shipwTeck, and takes Adrias in the wider sense
of the waters between Crete and Sicily (Voyage
and Shipwreck of St. Paul, 1818). The liistory of
in IS'.T,

was reissued

in 1870

by

tlie

the strangely varying usage is well indicated by
Partsch in Pauly-Wiss. s.v., and by Midler in
At first the
his ed. of Strabo, pp. 328, 335, 338.
name strictly belonged to the inner portion
adjoining the mouths of the Po and the coast of
the Veneti, while the lower or south portion was
known as the Ionian Sea. But these names soon
became interchangeable, or, if a distinction was
drawn, it was that of two basins the inner as far
as Mount Garganus being more strictly 'the
Adrias,' the outer the Ionian Sea. Strabo expressly
recognises this distinction, but indicates that
Adrias had now become the name for the whole (ii.
But while Adrias comes thus to
123, vii. 187).
include the Ionian Sea, the latter term in its turn
obtained an extension to the sea lying between the
west coasts of Greece and Sicily, « hich is called by
Strabo the Sicilian, and was also termed the
Ausonian Sea (ii. 123), and the name Adrias now
received a corresponding, but even greater, extenvery clear light is thrown on the range or
sion.
connotation of the Adrias,' as used in Acts, by
the statements of Ptolemy, who flourished (not
immediately,' as Smith has said (p. 127), but)
sixty or seventy years after St. Luke (he was alive
160 A.D. ), and who presents an usage which must
be presumed to have been not only existent, but
current and generally accepted for some considerable lime, in order to find a place in such a work.
Ptolemy places the Adriatic to the east of Sicily
(iii. 4), to the south of Achaia (iii. 14), to the west
and south of the Peloponnesus (iii. 16), and to the
west of Crete (iii. 15), thus giving to it precisely
the extent which Strabo assigns to the Sicilian
meet the same wider range in earlier as
Sea.
The only argument of
well as later writers.
weight adduced by Judge Falconer in opposition to
the case thus established, is that elsewhere (iv. 3)
Ptolemy places Melita (Malta) in the African Sea,
But it is too
which bounds Sicily on the south.
much to construe this as though Ptolemy 'distinctly and unequivocally excluded the island from
all seas but that of Africa.' The alleged exclusion
is a mere inference by Falconer from the inclusion';
not at all necessary where Melita, lying between
the two seas called African and Sicilian, might
easily be associated with either. At any rate, the
main question concerns not the mere geographical
a.ssignation of Melita as such, but the meaning to
be attached to ' the Adrias as the sea which the
And here most
vessel traversed on its voyage.
commentators agree in holding that, in accordance
with the current usage of the time when St. Luke
wrote, the word is applied to the whole expanse of
waters between Crete and Sicily.

—

A

'

'

We

'

'

'

William

P.

(SxTtv).— Son of Barzillai, a native of
Abel-nieholah in the Jordan Valley, about 10 miles
S. of Bethshean.
He married Merab, the eldest
daughter of Saul, who should have been given to
David as the slayer of Goliath (1 S 18"). Michal

S

21^) is

a aiistake for Merab.
J. F.

ADUEL

('AJoiTiX,

Heb. Sunn, Syr.

the ancestors of Tobit,
Sk-ij,, 1

Ch

4*'.

To

1'.

(see

Stennixo.
'^-uniiK),

one of

A

ADULLAM
natei,'

or

was fortified by Rehoboara (2 Ch 11'), and ia
After the
mentioned later on by Micah (1").
Captivitj' it was re-peopled by the Jews (Neb
11^), and continued to be a place of importance
under the Maccabees (2 Mac 12^).
The Cave of Adullam, famous through its association with the early history of David, has usually
been supposed to have had no connexion with the
city of that name, and has been located by tradition, as well as by many travellers, in the Wady
Khareitun, about six miles south-east of Bethlehem.
The most recent authorities, however, are strongly
of opinion that an entirely suitable site for it
can be found in the Wcinity of the city, and that
Halfthere is no reason for separating the two.
way between Shochoh and Keilah, and 10 miles
found,
caves
have
been
Hebron,
some
northwest of
the position of which suits all we are told about
David's stronghold, and which are at once central
and defensible. It may be regarded as practically
settled that the Cave of Adullara was not far from
where David had his encounter with Goliath.
AduUamite ('"^"iJ/ 'native of Adullam') is applied
to Hirah, the friend of Judah (Gn 38'). At the
time of the conquest Adullam was a royal city,
and if it was so in Hirah's time, he was probably

W. MuiB.

king.

ADULTERY.—See

Crimes, and Marriage.

ADUMMIM, The Ascent

of (d-d-jn rh-^p). Jog
forming part of the eastern boundary
between Judah and Benjamin, is the steep pass in
which the road ascends from Jericho to Jenialem.
' the
Its name, Tal'at ed-Dumm, is still the same
ascent of blood or red,' and is most probably due
to the red marl which is so distinctive a feature of
15'

18",

—

'

'

the pass. In this pass, notorious for robberies and
murders, is the traditional 'inn' of Lk 10**, and
near by the Chastel Rouge or Citeme Rouge, built
by the crusaders for protection of pilgrims from
A. HENDERSON.
Jerusalem to the Jordan.

ADVANTAGE. —This is

one of our numerous mi^
Eng. words. Itcomes fromaran<, 'before,' with
Hence it has no connexion with
the suffix age.
Lat. prep, ad (though the misspelling is found as
early as 1523), and the meaning is not simple profit,
In this sense it is found in
but superiority.
Ro 3' What a. then hath the Jew ? and 2 Co
In Job
2", to which RV adds 2 Co V 12"-".
35", Jude v." 'a.' should be 'profit.'
And so the
verb to advantage,' now obsolete, which is found
in Lk 9*', 1 Co 15*" ' what advantageth it me t
ia rightly turned into profit in RV.
spelt

'

'

'

'

'

J.

ADVENT.—See

HASTINag.

ParousiA-

ADVENTURE, now obs. asa verb, is found Dt 28"
'

The tender and

would not

delicate

woman among you which

(intrans,= venture) to set the sole of
her foot upon the ground for delicateness and
For my father fought for
tenderness ; Jg 9"
you, and a'' (transit. = risked) his life': Ac 19^'
'desiring him that he would not a. himself (Sowoi
(airrbv,
Of.
'give himself) into the theatre.'
Shaks. Two G. of Ver. III. i. 120—
a.

'

'

variant form of
J. T. Marshall.

(c^y), now 'td-'et-ma' 'Feast of
Id-'el-miyeh 'Feast of the hundred'

PEF Men

It

*Le&nder would adventure

and
I

Cl'^nnont-Ganneau and Conder in

361-67: Conder, Tent Work, p. 276 f.; Smith,
Geogr. p. 229), in the valley of Elah, is frequently
It was a city of the
referred to in the OT.
Canaanites (Gn 38'), in the district allotted to
the tribe of Judah after the conquest (Jos 12").
iii.

Dickson.

ADRIEL

(2

'

for the intrans. use
'

I

am

Here

it*

Bom. and Jul. V. UL 11—

almost afraid to stand alone
in the churchyard ; yet I will adTentni^.'

;

;'

;
'

ADVKKSAKY

AFFLlCTiOX

'
At all adrenture occurs Wis 2^ we are bom
'by mere chance') and
at all a.' (airTo<rxeoiat,
"
at all adventures,' Lv 2G"
("if, in tlie usual
phrase D-j np T|ijn). Cf. T. Wilson (ISJS) 'which
showte (shoot) ... at all aventures liittie niissie.'
'

'

KV

m

:

ADVERSARY.
opponent,

a.

J.

—

Hastings.

Besides the general sense of
occurs with the special meaning of an

opponent at law {imlSiKOi), Lk 12** When thou
eoest with thine adversary to the magistrate
Mt 6" Lk 18*. In the foil, passages it is used as
the tr. of Heb. npi? Satdn, Nu 22*^, 1 S 29*, 2 S 19'^,
1 K 5« 11"- » ».
Cf. 1 P 5» • your a. (Gr. di^lSiKot)
•the devil.' See Satan.
J. Hastings.
'

'

'
to give notice,' ' inform,' Nu 24"
thee what this people shall do to thy
people in the latter days
and Ru 4* ' I thought
to a. thee' (RV 'disclose it unto thee').
In the
last passage the Heb. is uncover the ear ([i-x n^j).
See Ear. Advertisement, in the sense of precept,
admonition, occurs in the beading of Sir 20.

ADVERTISE,

*

I will a.

'

;

'

'

Hastings.
ADVICE, ADVISE, ADVISEMENT.— 'To take
advice' in mod. Eng. is to consult with another
and receive his opinion. But in Jg 19^ and
2 Ch 25" to take a. means to consult with
oneself and give an opinion Jg 19* consider of
it, take a. (RV
take counsel ^ and speak.' So
Shaka. 2 Menrt/ VI. II. ii. 67—
J.

'

'

'

;

'

*

And

thAt's not

But

Willi advice,

suddenly to b« perfonn'd

and

silent secrecy.'

4:

has pointed out 'Ainfln, bearing the name, situateil
Wfldy F.lr'ah. ' Here was once a large
now completely overtlirown. A great
number of rock-cut cisterns are observed on the
(Survct/ Memoirs, ii. p. 234).
site
A little to the
south of 'Ainfin is a succession of springs with flat
meadows on either side, where great crowds might
g.ather by the bank of the copious perennial stream
shaded by oleanders. Here were ' many waters
(Jn 3'^ ftVm).
It is accessible by roads from
all quarters, and is situated by one of the main
roads from Jerus. to GalUee, the road pas.siiig
Jacob's Well (Jn 4') which our Lord may have
taken to meet the Baptist in view of threatened
misunderstandings and jealousies of 'his disciples.
For a full description, see Conder's Tent Work, ii.
The distance is about 7 miles from
pp. 57, 58.
Salim, which has been made an objection to this
identification ; but there is no nearer town of
importance by which to describe its situation.
A. Henderson.
.ESORA (Alawpd), Jth 4* (AV Esora).
A
Samaritan town noticed with Bethhoron, Jericho,
and Salem (SAlim). Possibly 'Asireh, N.E. of
Shechem (SWP voL ii. sh. xi.). Ci R. Conder.
in the
village,
'

—

AFFECT, AFFECTION.— In

its literal sense of
occurs once. La 3" mine eye
13"
ali'ecteth mine heart.'
In Sir
the meaning is
tx) aspire,
'Affect not to be made equal unto
him in talk.' Besides these, observe Gal 4"* '",
where the meaning is to have aliection for, be
fond of.
Gal 4" They zealously a. you, but
not well (Or. fjjXoOiru' viiat ov koXui,
'They
zealously seek you in no good way'); yea, they
would exclude you, that ye might a. them' (RV
seek them ').
Cf. Bingham, Xenoph. ' Alwaies
soure and cruell, so that Souldiers allected him as
children doe their Schoolemaster.
Besides these,
a. occurs only Ac 14''' made them evil a'^ (/caK6w)
2 Mac4»» 'not well a""' {aXUrpios), RV 'ill a"".');
13=» 'well a«" {edfutnjs).
Affection in old Eng.
is any bent or disposition of
the mind, good
3"
'set your a. (Gr. (fipopeire, RV
or bad, as Col
')
set your mind
on things above.' Hence, to tr.
wido! and the like, some adj. is added, as Col 3'
'inordinate a.' (Gr. jrdflot,
'passion'); Ro
1" without natural a.' (Gr. icropyot).
But in the
plu. affections means passions, as Gal 5" the flesh
with the a. (Gr. TriB-ripia, RV pa-ssions') and lusts
'

act upon,'

t-o

aii'ect

'

'

AdvlBe in the sense, not of giving advice to
another, bat of deliberating with oneself, is found
twice, 2 S 24" 'now a. (RV 'advise thee') and
see what answer I shall return to him that sent
me,' and 1 Ch 2I'» (RV 'consider').
'Well
sdvised' in Pr 13'°, 'but with the well advised is
wisdom,' means not those who have accepted good
advice, but those who are cautious or deliberate.
Cf. Bacon, Essays,
advised in
Let him be
his answers.'
Advisement, now obs., occurs
'

1

Ch

{i.e.

12"'

.

.

.

the lords of the Philistines, uiion a.
after deliberation) sent him away ; 2 Mac 14^
'

'

'When

they had taken long a. thereupon' (RV
'
when these proposals had been long considered ').
J.

ADVOCATE
Spirit,

(xo^Xir^oi), only

1

Hastings.

Jn

Holy.

'

£NEAS {AMat) is the name of a
Lydda who was cured by I'eter (Ac
X. 22.

'

;

'

RV

'

'

—

(B 'AriSttat, A -«(-), 1 Es 9".
One of
agreed to put away their strange
wives. The corresponding name in Ezr 10" is
Elijah (n;^!*, 'HXia). The form in 1 Es is a corruption of the Gr. (HAI& read as (MIAI&), and has no
H. St. J. Thackeray.
Heb. equivalent.

name used

'

'

'

AEDIAS
those who

find the

'

'

See

2'.

RV

of

a Jew

paralytic at

Ro 1* 'God gave them up unto
ari/ifof,

RV

'vile

vile a.' (Gr. irdflij
Cf. the difference
'passions.'
gives 'affec-

pa-ssions').

between 'passion' and
RV
tions' in a good {i.e. the mod.) sense at 2 Co G"
(AV 'bowels,' which see). Affectioned is found in
the neutral sense of 'disposed' in Ko 12"' 'kindly
RV 'tenderly a.') one to another.'
Cf. Vii\lei,Abel Jied. 'He (Luther) was very lovingly
affectioned towards his children.' J. Hastings.
a. (Gr. (piKtKTTopyot,

We

9*"- **).

Ant. XTV.
A. C. Headlam.
in Jos.

AFFINITY.— In
K 3» 'Solomon made a. >vith
2 Ch 18' 'Jehoshaphat
joined a.
1

Pharaoli

'

;

.

.

.

with Ahab'; and Ezr 9" '.Should we
join in
a. with the peo]>le of these aboniinalions?' a. has
the s|ieiial sense of relationship by marriage, being
distinguished from consanguinity or relationshi]!
by blood. Cf. Selden, Laws of Eng. (1649), Many
that by a. and consanguinity were become Englishmen.' See Makkiaoe.
J. Hastings.
.

.

^NON

'springs') is mentioned only in
A» the
Jn 3^' as near to Saleiu (which see).
name 'springs' is common, its locality must be
Ensebius and .Jerome
fixed by that of Salem.
place Anon 8 miles south of Scvthopolis, now
Iiei.tan ; and the name Stllim is 8ai(i to attacli to a
mound some 6 or 7 miles south of Beisan, while
three-n uarters of a mile south of it are seven springs.
Rivulets also wind about in all directions.
I have found few places in I'alestine of which one
could so truly say, " Here is much water"' (Van de
Velde, ii. p. MCy, etc.). The chief difliculty in the
acceptance of this identification is the naming of
Salem (Jn 3") as a well-known town, suggesting
fonder
the well-known Salim, east of Shechem.
{Alyiiv,

'

.

.

.

.

'

AFFLICTION

is

now used only

pa-ssively

;

the

state of being alllicted, misery.
So Ex 3' ' I have
surely seen the a. of my people,' and el-sewhere.
But It is also in the Bible used actively, as 1 K
22" ' feed him with bread of a. and with water ol
a., until I come in peace' (•.«. bread and water that
will alllict him).
Cf. More, ' Let him
purge
the spirit by the a. of the tiesh.'
J Hastings.
.

.

.

;;

;

AFFRAY

4G

AGAIN

AFFRAY.— See Crimes and Punishments.

method
Jn 21''.

—

AFORE and its compounds. Afore = before, is
nsed aa prep. Is 18° 'afore the liarvest'; as adj.
2 Es 5"' the night a.' and as adv. Ro 1' which
he had promised afore.'
Aforehand as adv. =
beforehand, in anticipation, occurs Mk 14' 'She is
come a. to anoint my body' and Jth 7'. Aforepromised is now found 2 Co 9" RV 'your a.
iMjunty {n-ponniYYeXiiii'os). Aforesaid occurs only
Aforetime = formerly, as Dn 6'"
2 Mac 4'^ 14'.
'(Daniel) prayed ... as he did a.' Aforetime is
happily introduced by RV at Dt 2i»- '- ^, Jos 4'»,
2a-", Col 3', Tit 3»,
1 Ch 4", Jn 9' Ro 3^ Eph
Philem v.", 1 P 3°, for various
expressions,
generally as tr. of d'js^ or Ttn-e. The a in these
words is a worn-down form of the old Eng. prep.
an or on. See A.
J. Hastings.
'

'

;

of symbolism, and has a close paiillel in
He foretold to St. Paul his imprisonment
in Jerusalem, but did not thereby divert him from

Nothing more is known concerning
Agabus, though there are traditions that he was
one of the seventy disciples of Christ, and that he

the journey.

suffered

martyrdom at Antioch.
R.

;

'

AV

AFTER,

AFTERWARD

('After, orginally a
compar. of af, Lat. ab, Gr. dx4, Skr. dpa, with
compar. suffix -ter, like -ther in "either," etc.
farther oil'.'
Murray) is found in
and
usages as adv., prep., and
in all the
conj., both of place and of time.
The only
examples demanding attention are 1. some passages where after means 'according to,' as in Gn
P"* 'And God said, Let us make man in our image,
after our likeness ; esp. the following (where Gr.
is (card), Ro 2' ' after thy hardness and impenijudgment' ; 2 Co
tent heart' ; 1 Co 7*" 'after
11" 'That which I speak, I speak it not after the
4**
Lord ' ; Eph
' The new man, which
after God is
created in righteousness ' ; 2 P 3' ' Scoffers,
walking after their own lusts ' ; G al 4^ 'he who
was of the bondwoman was bom after the flesh
Tit 1' ' the acknowledging of the truth which
is after
(RV 'according to') godliness'; and
He 4" (where Gr. is iy) 'lest any man fall after
(RVra 'into') the same example of unbelief.'
2, Where after means ' in proportion to '
Ps 28*

—

RV

=

AV

'

my

'

:

give

Nu 24'

them

after the

work

of their hands ; Ps
us again now after the
'

90" (Pr. Bk.) 'Comfort
time that Thou hast plagued us.' So Ps 51' (Pr.
Bk. ). Cf. Litany, ' Deal not with us after our sins,'
and Wyclif's ti. of Mt 16" 'He schal yelde to
every man after his works.'
3. Where after is
used for afterwards, as 1 K 17" ' Make me thereof
a little caKe first, and bring it unto me, and after
(RV 'afterward') make for thee and for thy son.'

So He 11', 2P2«.
Afterward is the older form when the AV was
made, 'aftenvards' was coming into use. Skeat
says he has not been able to fand it much earlier
than Shakespeare's time (but Ox/. Diet, gives one
1300, and one 1375). AV (Camb. ed. ) has afterward
66 times, afterwards 13 times.
J. HASTINGS.
;

W. Moss.

violent (?)' Assyr. ag&gu,
displeasure ').
king of the Amalekites, conquered by Saul and, contrary to the divine command,
saved alive, but put to death by Samuel (1 S 15).
From the way in which the name is used by Balaam
(Nu 24'), it seems not to have been the name of any
one individual prince, but, like Pharaoh among
the Egyptians, and (possibly) Abimelech amon" the
Philistines, a designation or title borne by all the
kings, perhaps by the king of that nation which
stood at the head of the confederacy.
Kneucker
and others, without any reasonable ground, insist
upon taking it as a personal name, and make its
use by the writer of Nu 24' a reminiscence of the
story from Saul's time.
J. Macphkrson.
(3;k,

—A

'

3:15

'

—

modem

:

'

AGAG

—A

term of reproach used to
AGAGITE ('JJK).
designate Haman, the enemy of the Jews at the
Persian court of Abasuerus (Est S'-'" S"-' 9**). In
Josephus' version of the story (Ant. XI. vi. 5), Haman
is described as 'by birth an Amalekite.'
In Est 3'
instead of Agagite the
reads Bovyaiov, and
in 9^ 4 lAaKiSihv, while in the other passages
simply the name Haman occurs. Thus in the
the word Agagite does not occur. Some
have argued (e.g. Bertheau in Comm.) that the
designation was used to indicate to a Hebrew what
'Macedonian would to a Greek, and that it meant
Amalekite in the sense of a contemptible, hateful
person, but not as implying that Haman had any
The progenealogical connexion with Amalek.
motion of a foreigner to such a position in the
empire as Haman occupied, even under the rerime
of the most despotic monarchs, must have been
quite an exceptional occurrence. Apart from anj
other indication of Haman's foreign extraction, it
is scarcely safe to base an assumption of such a
kind on the possible meaning of a mere appellative.
Others (e.g. v. Orelli in Herzog) think that the
connexion of this adjective with the proper name

LXX

LXX

'

Agag

is

extremely doubtful
J.

AGAIN. — The proper

Macphkrson.

meaning

of again, 'a
second time,' is well seen in Rev 19* 'And a. (Gr.
SeiTtpoc, RV 'a second time') they said. Alleluia'
Jn 9" 'Then a. called they (RV 'so they called a
second time, Gr. ix Sevripov) the man that was blind ';
Ac 11' 'But the voice answered me a. (Gr. (k
Scvripov, RV a second time ') from heaven
Ph 4"
'
ye sent once and again (Gr. Sis, tivice, as in Lk 18"
But the oldest
'I fast tvrice in the week').
meaning of a. is 'in the opposite direction' (now
generally expressed by back '), and of this there
are some interesting examples in the Bible Jg 3"
'He himself turned a. (RV 'back') from the
quarries'; Lk 10" 'when I come a. (RV 'back
again') I will repay thee'; Pr2" 'None that go
unto her return a.
2 S 22" '(I) tumcd not a.
'

'

;

'

AGABDS ('A^o/Soj, of uncertain derivation
probably from either 3jij 'a locust,' Ezr 2**, or
3?V ' to "love '), a ChrLstian prophet living at Jerusalem, Ac Il"-» 21"»-".
Though the prophets
were not essentially predicters of the future, the
case of Agabus shows that their functions sometimes included the actual prediction of coming
event-s.
At Antioch, A.D. 44, A. foretold a famine
over all the world in the days of Claudius. Only
local famines are kno>vn in this reign, though some
'

'

were so severe as necessarily to affect indirectly
the entire empire (Suet. Claud, xviii. Tac. Ann.
xiL 43; Euseb. Ckron. Arm., ed. SchOne, ii. 252
;

Both

Suetonius and Eusebius date a
famine in the fourth year of Claudius, A.D. 45;
and since Juda?a as well as Greece suffered, it is
probably this to which Agabus referred. Josephus
speaks of its severity, and of means taken for its
relief {Ant. III. xv. 3, XX. ii 6 and v. 2). The other
prophecy of Agaboa (A.D. 59) followed the OT
et

nl.).

'

:

;

untU I
hoping

ha<l

them

consumed

'

;

Lk 6"

'

lend,

(RV

'never despairing');
Gn 24° Must I needs bring thy son a. unto the
land from whence thou camcst? ; Mt 11* 'go and
show John a. (=go back and show John) those
who art
things which ye do hear
Ro 9^ A
thou that answerest again?' Cf. Ps 19' (Pr. Bk.)
It (the sun) goeth fortli from the uttermost part
of the heaven, and runneth almost unto the end of
for nothing a.'

'

'

;

Vm

'

'

and
*Tum a^ain,

it a.'

;

WhlttlngtoD, thrioe Lord Mayor of London I'
J. ELastinqs.

;

AGAINST

AGK, AGED,

—

AGAINST.

1.
In its primitive meaning of
against is rarely found alone, usually
1'
'in the plain over a. the Ked
'over a.,' as Ul
Sea'; but we lind Gn 15'" 'and laid each piece
one a. another' (UV 'each half over a. the other);

'oi'iiioite to'

Ch

I

'25^

'

They

cast lots,

ward

ward

a.

'

;

Kzk

3'

have made thy face strong a. their faces ; esp.
.'Ju2o< 'Take all the heads (KV 'chiefs') of the
people, and hang them up before the Lord a. the
sun
(KV unto the Lord before the sun ')
and 1 S 2Sr" David and his men came do\vn
'

'

I

'

'

'

her, so as to meet her).
opposite to of place, easUy
arises 'opposite to' of time, of which we have an
example in Ro 2* treasurest up unto thyself
wrath a. (Gr. iv,
'in') the day of wrath';
I Mac 5-''.
Cf. Spenser, Prothnlamion
a.
2.

her'

(i.e.

opposite

Krom the meaning

'

'

'

RV

*

—

Against the Brj'dale day, which

is

not long.'

In this sense a. is found as a conjunction
three places, Gn 43^ they made ready the
16".
present a. Joseph came at noon ; Ex 7", 2

3.

in

'

K

AGAR. — The

Hastings.

J.

Agar are mentioned (Bar 3^)
along with the merchants of Midian and Teman,
sons of

way that leads to the secret
haunt of Wisdom. They are called Hagarenes
(which see), I's 83« and Hagrites, 1 Ch S'"- " 27".
as ignorant of the

;

Their country lay east of GiJead.
See Minerals

and Precious Stones.

AGE, AGED, OLD AGE.— Rcsi^ect towards the
aged as such, apart from any special claims of kinship, wealth, or public oflice, has always been a
characteristic feature in Oriental

tn

life.

modern

Syria and t^gypt it has a foremost place among
taking rank with the regard paid to
the neighbour and the guest. Any failure to show
this respect on the part of the young is severelj'
frowned down as unseemly and unnatural.
In
Israel the general custom was strengthened by
the command in the law of Moses, Thou shaft
rise up before the hoary head' (Lv 19"'-).
This
beautiful bond between youth and age may be
described as a threefold cord of wisdom, authority,
social dutie.",

'

and

afl'ection.

—

Wisdutii.
Where there is a scarcity of written
record, personal experience becomes the one book
1.

wisdom. As it is put by the Arab, proverb, He
that is older than you by a day is \viser than you
by a year.' There \a a similar emphasis on the
value of experience when thev say, Consult the
patient, not the physician.'
Hence the dillidence
ami respectful waitmg of the youth Elihu, Days
should speak, and multitude of years should teach
wisdom (.Job ,'!2'). Similarly the taunt of Elipliaz,
'Art thou the tir.st man that was l)om?' (Job 15'),
and his claim, 'With us are the grey-headed and
»ery aged men' (Job 15'°).
Thus also Moses,
though possessed of the learning of the Egyptians,
receives helpful advice from Jethro and later on,
the tr.agedy of the divided kingdom in the days of
Iiehol)oam turns upon the dillerence of opinion
l>etween
the old and young advisers of the
king.
It was natural that the voice
2. Authorit'j.
of experience and Avisdora should also be the voice
of authority.
It was the tide-mark of Job's prosFrom
perity that the aged rose up before him.
the dignity conferred on the father as lord of the
house and head of the family, the title soon
pa.s,sed into one of
public ollice.
The old men
l)ecame the 'elders' of Israel and of the Christian
Church. Similarly among the Arabs, the family
of the ruling sheikh (old man) bore the title of
sheikhs from their youth an extension of the
orig. meaning that is seen also in the corresp.
of

'

'

'

'

;

—

—
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When

ecclesiastical term.
the Lord sought to set
forth the high meaning of discipleship with regard
to enmity, slander, immorality, and murder. He at

once reached a point that seemed be3'ond the ideal
when He alluded to the law revered by age and
authority, and declared that even it must be
vitalised
3.

and transfigured (Mt

Mutual

Affection.

5"""*).

— The teaching of

the Bible

on age appeals as much to the heart as to the
head, and many all'ectionate interests are made to
cluster around the relationship of old and young.
In the language of endearment, the beanty of old
men is the grey head' (Pr 2U'-^), and 'The hoary
head is a crown of glory (Pr 10^'). The presence
of the aged in a community is regarded as a sign of
peace and goodwill, just as the rarity of old age
and of natural death indicates a state of blood-feud
and party strife (Job '22'"). John, who in youth
came to Christ with a petition of selfishness, lives
to say in his old age, Greater joy have 1 none than
this, to hear of my children walking in the truth
The women of Bethlehem in their
(3 Jn V.*).
rejoicing over the child of Boaz and Ruth, bring
the expression of their joy to her who would feel it
most, and say, There is a son bom to Naomi (Ru
4").
In the same spirit the aged apostle, in his
apjieal to I'hUemon on behalf of Onesimus, gives a
predominance to love over law, saying, I rather
beseech, being such an one as Paul the aged Philem
V.').
The last and softest fold of this allectionate
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Marshall.

J. T.

AGATE.

OLD AGE

(

relationship is the feebleness of age, and its claim
upon the protection of the strong. It was the
absence of this that made Moses stand apart and
Barzillai is too old for new friendships
unique.
and fresh surroundings. The limit is set at threescore and ten, and excess of that is increase of
sorrow.
Jacob's retrospect is over days ' few and
evil.' There are daj's in which there is no pleasure.
Along with the recognition of long life as a mark
of divine favour, the apostle can say, ' To die is
Lastly, when heart and flesh fail, the
gain.'
prayer is made to the Almighty, ' When I am old,
forsake me not' (Ps 71").
Along with this devotion to the old and reverence
for the past, the Bible keeps a large space for the
fact of reaction against routine, and the superseding
of the provincial and preparatory. Elihu occupies it
when he says with the intensity of epigram, ' There
is a spirit in man, and the breath of tlie Almighty
It is not the great
giveth them understanding.
that are wise, nor the aged that understand

judgment (Job
'

32''"*).

Cf.

'

A new commandment

give unto you' (Jn 13**). The old existed for
the young, not the young for the old.
As the
wisdom of the man of years grew into the teaching of the historical past, it was discovered that
the new was really the old, and that the latest
bom might be the most mature. The very reverence for the wisdom of the piust set the limitation
The well-wom garment had to
to its authority.
be protected against the loud predominance of the
new patch. The old bottles were once new. Hence
along with the exhortation to seek the old paths
we have the announcement that old things are
pa,s.sed away.'
Further, in the Vui Dolorosa of the
centuries along which the Word of God walked
with the questionings and sorrows of men, as the
light forced the darkness into self-consciousness,
and the kingdom of God came nearer, it could not
but happen that the august form would sometimes
appear to block the way, and dispute the passage
of the truth for which it existed.
The appeal to
the Burning Bush is always for some newer name
than the God of the fathers.
Hence in the course
of revelation, a.s the purpose of divine grace grows
luminous, the infinite spirit chafes against the
limited form, and a distaste is provoked towards
regimental wisdom and macadamized morality.
I

'

'

'

—

—

;

AGEE

18
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of the brook makes men think of
the fountainhead. Hence in Israel the akedia of
Ecclesiastes on account of the omnipresent past
and in heathenism the inscription of religious
despair, 'To the unknown god,' and the unrest
that urged phUosophy to 'some new thing' (Ac

The refreshment

17^).

The Bible

witnesses throughout to this vital
and the old ; for its
the first the new
creature stepping into the new heavens and new
earth, and
the eternal service behind the veil
new notes are heard in the song of Moses and the
Lamb. As long as the power of vision remains
limited, it is essential to the sublime that something of blue haze and boundlessness should lie
on the horizon both of life and landscape.
G. M. Mackie.
AOEE (k3n). The father of Shammah, one of
• the Three
should prob. read the
(2 S 23").
Hararite here in conformity with v." and 1 Ch
11", the Jonathan of v." (as emended) being the
relationsliip between the new
last scene is a repetition of

—

m

—

We

'

'

'

grandson of Agee. Wellhausen, however, prefers
the reading ' Shage ( 1 Ch 1 1**) to Shammah of
2 S 23'', and would restore
Shage here for
'
Agee ; on this view, Jonathan (v.**) would be the
'

'

'

'

'

'

brother of

Shammah.

AGGABA

(A

Stenning.

J. F.

B" °»- 'A77o(9d, B om., AV Graba),

1 Es 5=».—In Ezr 2» Hagabah, Neh T** Hagaba.
The source of the AV form is doubtful.

AGGAEUS (AV
Haggai (which

Aggens),

1

Es

7^ 2 Es 1«

6>

for

see).

AGIA (•A7<i, AV
Neh T" HattU.

Hagia), 1 Ea 6^*.—In Ezr 2",

AGONE.— 1 S 30" 'Three days agone I fell sick.'
This is the earlier form of the past part, of the
verb agan or agon, ' to pass by,' or go on.' Only
the part, is found after 1300, and alter Caxton's
day this longer form gradually gave place to ago.
Chaucer (Troilv^, ii. 410) says
'

•Of this world the feTth

agon.'

la all

Hastings.

J.

AGONY. —In

the sense of great trouble or
used in 2 Mac 3" 'There was
no small a. throughout the whole city' (cf. 3"-").
In Canonical Scripture the word is found only in
Lk 22** of our Lord's Agony in the Garden. And
there it seems to have been introduced by Wyclif
directly from the Vulg. agonia, just as the Lat. of
the Vulg. waa a transliteration of the Gr. d7aii»(a
(on which see Field, Otium Norv. iii., ad loc).
Tindale (1534), Cranmer (1539), the Geneva (1557),
the Rheims (1582), the
(1611), and the RV
(1881) all have 'an agony' here; Wyclif himself
'
has simply agony.'
J. HASTINGS.

distress,

agony

is

AV

AGREE TO.—In the sense of assent to,' with a
person as object, a. is found in Ac 5" 'To him
they a.' trelaBriaiui ainif. In
14" it is used in
the obsolete sense of agree with or correspond
with,' 'Thou art a Galilaean, and thy speech
agreeth thereto' (btuniiet, TR ;
following edd.
omits the clause).
J, Hastings.

Mk

'

'

'

RV

AGRICULTURE. —
wider

barley, and millet, which he ground mth millstones and converted into bread or pap.
While the Aryans were still virtually in the
pastoral stage, the A*" art was being actively
developed in Egypt and Assyria.
In the Nile

Valley nature bountifully paved the way.
The
inundations of the Nile create an admirable bed
for the seed by reducing the irrigated soil to
a ' smooth black paste,' and the monuments
exhibit the people as improving from the earliest
The
times their great natural advantages.
early traditions of the Hebrews, on the other
hand, were essentially nomadic. The association

A. (Gn

implies a disparagement
is represented as a pure
And although, as is indicated in the
nomad.
26'^)
histories of Isaac (Gn
and Jacob, the beginnings of A. would naturally have a place in the
primitive period, it is only after the conquest of
Can. that the Jews take rank as an A"^ people
and even then the tribes of the trans-Jordanic
plateau, whose territory was unsuitable for tillage,
of Cain with
of the calling.

4)

Abraham

;

continued to depend on cattle-rearing.
The agrarian legislation of the Pent, in reference
to the settlement of Can. doubtless embodies some
ancient laws and customs regulating the tenure
of the soil, although other enactments must be
regarded as of later origin, or even as the
unfulfilled aspirations of the exUic age.
To the
last class probably belon" the institution of the
sabbatical year (Ex 23", Lv 25^), the produce of
which, or its volunteer crop, was reserved for the
poor, the stranger, and cattle and that of the year
of jubilee (Lv 25^), in which the dispossessed heir
'

'

;

resumed possession of his ancestral acres. Among
the enactments of a greater antiquity and validity
may be mentioned the law against the removal of
landmarks (Dt 19'*), which was made urgent by
the fact that the arable lands, unlike the vineyards, were not divided by hedges (Is 5').
The climate of Pal., owing to the removal of
forests, must now be much less humid than in early
times.
The summer is rainless and warm, the
winter and early spring are rainy and colder.
During tlie dry season the heat, esp. in the low
country, is excessive, and rapidly bums up all
minor vegetation ; while any surface-water, as
from springs, is evident in the spots of unwonted
verdure which it induces on the parched landscape.
In autumn the cisterns are nearly empty, and the
ground has become verj' hard. The husbandman
must consequently wait for the rains before he can
start ploughing.
The rainy season begins about
the end of Oct., and is divided into three periods
(^ic),
early rains
which prepare the land for the
reception of the seed, hea\'y winter rains (era),
saturating the ground and tilling the cisterns, and
late rains (c'lp^n), falling in spring and giving the
crops the necessary moisture. Snow is often seen
on the higher lands in winter, and hail is not
infrequent. The coldest month is February, the

warmest August.
Apricnltnre,

which

sen.se enilirnces horticulture, forestry,

in

ite

and the

pastoral industry, is here restricted to the art of
arable farming
including not only ploughing,
hoeing, etc., but reaping and threshmg.
As the
savage phase has been followed by the pastoral, .so
the pastoral has been followed by the A*", in the
history o) the progressive peoples.
The first
important «dvance upon the primitive stage took

—

the form of the domestication of wild animals, and
this, by bringing man into closer and more
deliberate contact with the soil, contained the
promise of further progress. The domestication of
wild plants naturally succeeded, and the neolithic
man is knowTi, not only to have reared cattle,
goats, and swine, but to have cultivated wheat,

The soil of Pal. varies widely in texture and
appearance. In the higher regions it is formed
mostly from cretaceous limestone or decomposing
basalt rocks; in the maritime plain and the Jordan
Valley there are more recent formations.
Like
the sedentary soils, where of suHicient depth, the
alluvial deposits are naturally fertile
and under
tlie intensive and careful cultivation of ancient
times the fertility was proverbial (cf. Ex 3*- ",
;

4

;

AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURE

Jer 11*, Tacitus, ffist. lib. v. c. 6).
The lessened
productiveness of modem times is due in part to
the diminished rainfall, but mainly to political and
social changes.
The high farming of antiquity
took several fonns.
Low walls, built along
hill-slopes to prevent ' 8oil-washin<»,' gave rise to
flat terraces.
Various methods of irrigation were
practised (Gn 2'", Pr 21', Is 30'=» 32^ *>).
Canals
conveyed the water from the natural sources to the
fields, or water-wheels might be used.
Other A** improvements were the removal of
stones from the fields, and the utilisation of the
ash residue of stubble and weeds. Ordinary dung,
made in dunghills by treading in straw (Is 25'°),
was also in common use (2 K 9").
bare fallow
would be occasionally allowed to raise the tempo-

times from the forehead, or even from the homs
In some cases men with hoes may have pulverised

A

rary fertility of the

soil.

country, and it was possible to export it in considerable quantities (Ezk 27").
Second in importance was barley (•ni'if), which was extensively
used as food (Ru 3"), esp. by the poorer classes.
Spelt {n-03) was frequently grown on the borders of
Millet (ini), beans p'ls), and lentils (dv^jz,)
fields.
were cultivated and used as food (Ezk 4', 2 S 17^).
{m-^s)

cotton

was grown (Ex

aODKBS BTaiAN piouaH.
EI-Eabuaah, grasped in working by the left hand ; (I) d-akar,
the handle or slilt (3) el-buruk, the beam ; (4) el-niteh, a
support, secured by a wedge (5) el-sawajir, the couplings;
(6) el-wuslah, the pole ; (7) el-sikluh, the ploughshare.

(1)

;

The number of Crops under cultivation was
large.
The most important was wheat (nifn).
The supply exceeded the requirements of the

Flax

9*'),

;

the surface after the plough, as in Egypt. (See
Wilkinson's Ancient Egyptians, 2nd series, roL L
woodcut 422. ) The old Heb. plough was of very
simple construction, consisting of a wooden groundwork (1
Iff") with iron wearing parts (Is 2*, cf
1 S 13»).
It had one stilt to guide it (Lk 9"), leaving
the other hand free to use the ox-goad (icpo).

K

and probably also

^^e

(D5"13).

Among

the statutory regulations relating to the
crops, the most noteworthy are
the prohibition
againt>t sowing a field with mixed seed (Lv 19'*), a
rejnilation implyinjj considerable botanical knowledge
the provision for damages in case of
pasturing a beast in a neighbour's field (Ex 22')
permission to the wayfarer to pluck from the
standing corn enough to satisfy hunger (Dt 23^)
reservation for the stranger and the poor of the
comers of the field (Lv 19°), and other provisions
dictated by humanity (Dt 24'").
The A. of Pal. has not advanced or changed in
any important particular since OT times.
In
consequence we can, apart from Biblical notices,
largely reconstruct the A** picture of the past from
the Syrian conditions of to-day.
An additional
source of information has of recent years been
opened up in the Egyp. hieroglyphics, and esp. in
the representations of A*" operations found in the
Egyp. tombs and in order the better to bind
together this material, we shall now follow the
process of cultivation of one of the common cereal
crops from seed-time to harvest, giving some account
of the implements employed and of the dangers
incident to the growing crops. The year of the
agriculturist was well filled up^from the middle
of Oct. to the middle of Apr. with ploughing,
sowing, harrowing, weeding from the middle of
Apr. onward with reaping, carrying, thresliing, and
storing the grain. The interval between threshing
and sowing was occupied with the vineyard produce. It appears that the seed was sometimes
sown without any previous cultivation, and afterwards ploughed
or otherwise covereil, while at
other times the seed was scattered on ploughed
land, and covered by a rude harrow or oy crossploughing. The former method was common in
T'l^^'ypt, where tlie grain, dejiositcd on moist ground,
might be covered by dragging bushes over it, and
afterwards trodden down by domestic animals (cf.
Is 32*").
Where cultivation jireceded sowing,
various implements were used.
From the I''gyp.
monuments it is possible to trace the evolution of
the Plough the starting-point being a forked
branch used as a hoe, which was afterwards
improved into a kind of mattock, and finally was
enlarged and modil cd so as to be drawn by oxen.
The plough was urawn by two oxen, and the
draught was sometimes from the shoulders, someVOL. I.
:

—

;

j

;

;

m

—

—
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The plough was drawn by oxen, i.e. the ox-kind,
Jews did not mutJate their animals (Am

for the

or by asses (Is 30**), but not by an ox and ass
together (Dt 22'°). On thin soil a mattock was
sometimes necessary (1 S 13^). The unit of square
measure was the area ploughed in a day by a yoke

6'^),

of

oxen

(ijy).

season of Sowing was not one of joy (Pa
126»), owing to the uncertainty of the weather (Mic
6'°, Pr 20'), and the toilsomeness of the work in
a hard and rocky soil. A start was made with the
pulse croi)s, barley followed a fortnight later, and
wheat after another month. Usually the sower
scattered the seed broadcast out of a basket, but
by careful farmers the wheat was placed in the
furrows in rows (Is 28''"). The summer or spring
grain was 80^vn between the end of Jan. and the
end of Feb. In a season of excessive drought the
late-sown seed rotted under the clods (Jl 1") ; in
a wet season the early-sown grain grew rank and
lodged, and the hushandman was accordingly
counselled to make sure of a crop by attending to

The

both(Ec 11»).
Between sowing and reaping, the crops were
exposed to several dangers. Of these the chief
were the easterly winds prevalent in Mar. and
Ai)r. (Gn 41"), hailstorms (Hag 2"), the irrupesp. mustard, thistles, tares,
tion of woeds
and thorns (Jer 12'^), the depredations of crowj
and sparrows (Mt 13*), of fungoid diseases, esp,
mildew (Dt 28"), and of injurious insects, esp. the

—

palmer-worm, the canker-worm, the caterpillar,
and the locust. These names do not, as has bein
suggested, refer to the ditVerent stages in the life
history of the locust {Pacht/tt/lus migratoriiu), but
the first three are probably specific names for
The crops were also in danger
groujis of pests.
From the inroads of cattle (Ex 22°), and as harvest
aiiproached, from fire (Jg 15*).
The commencement of Harvest naturally varied,
not only with the season, but according to
On the average it began
elevation, exiiosure, etc.
with hurley (2 S 21")— in the neinjhbourhood of
Jericho about the middle of Apr., in the coast
plains ten days later, and in the high-lying
Wheat was
districts as much as a month later.
a fortnight later in ripening, and the barley and

)
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wlieat harvest lasted about seven weeks (Dt 16').
The harvest was the occasion of festivities wliich
in the later legislation were brought into close
connexion with the religious history of the i)eoi)le.
The crops were cut, as in Egypt, with tlie sickle.
(See Wilkinson, op. cit. woodcuts 426 and 43li.
Little value was i)ut upon tlie Straw, which was
cut about a foot below the ears (.Job 24-'). Tlie
reajjer left the grain in liandfuls beliind him (.Jer
9"), and the binder tied it into sheaves (Gn 37'),
which, liowever, were not set uj) as shocks. Tlie
Egyptians usually cut the straw quite close under
the ears, while some crojis, such as dhurah, were
simply plucked up by the roots. The method of

and, according to one system, cattle four or
harnessed together were driven round and
round, until a more or le.ss complete detachment
of the grain was effected (Hos 10"). To facilitate
the process, tlie .straw was repeatedly turned over
by a fork with two or more prongs. A well-known
picture gives a representation of this system as
anciently practised in Egypt, notewortiiy being
the fact that the oxen are uiimuz/Ied (cf. Dt 25').
The group further shows how tlie oxen were
yoked togetlier that they might walk round more
regularly. (See Wilkinson, o/). fi7.) Of the threshing-inacliine two kinds were, and still are, employed
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floor,

—

—

five

in Palestine.

JIODKRS SICKLE.

TIIEESHLVa-iUCQlXE.

pulling the corn was probably also practised in
In OT
Pal. when the crops were light (Is 17^).
there are apparently two kinds of Sickle referred
to

—

s'?-iri

and

?;?.

Tlie

wooden

sickle, toothed

witli

One
or pin) consisted of an oblong board,
whose under side was rough with notches, nails, and
tliaip sti.me cliips, and which, being weigli ted down
(ji.iD

^W->:-^*-^Sv
-^..,,..

;,_^-,...

^:^^

llIKKSHlSe-FLOOfU
flints, supposed by Prof. Flinders Petrie to be an
imitation of the jawbone of an ox, was used in
Syria as well as in Egypt.
The reapers were the owners and their families,
along with hired labourers (Mt 9**), the latter of
whom probably followed the harvest from the
plains to the mountains.
The workers quenched

by stones and oy the driver, not only shelled out
the com, but lacerated the straw (Is 41'', Job 41*').

their thirst from vessels taken
(llu 2'), and ate bread steeped
parched corn (Lv 23"), the
being roasted and then rubbed

to tlie harvest-field
in vinegar (S"), and
latter prepared by
in the hand.
The Threshing usually took place in the fields.
a custom made possible by the rainless Aveather of
harvest.
The Threshing-floop (pS) consisted of a

probably of a permanent
])referably on an eminence where it
was exposed to the free sweep of air currents. For
bringing in the sheaves, carts were employed in
old times (Am 2").
Threshing was performed in
various ways. Small quantities of produce, also

round

open

character,

.space,

and

pulse-crops and cummin, were beaten out witli a
In dealing with large quantities
stick (Ku 2").
of grain, the sheaves were spread out over tlie

TIIRESllINO-WAaOON.

The other kind
waggon,

ri'^yj^

of luachine

(Is 2S'^' ^),

was the threshing-

now seldom seen in Pal. but
,

AHAB
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common in Egypt. It consisted of a low-built,
four-cornered waggon frame, inside which were
attached two or three parallel revolving cylinders
or rollers. Each of the rollers was armed with
three or four sharpened iron discs. There was a
Beat for the driver, and it was drawn by oxen
Btill

yoked

to a pole.
After the threshing came the work of Winnowing
The mixture left by the
(Job 21"', Ps 35").

consisting of corn, chall", and
broken straw, was turned about and shaken with
a wooden fork (Is 3U''), and advantage was taken
of the winds to separate the grain from the lighter
This often necessitated night work, aa
material.
the winds usually blew from late in the afternoon
previou.s operation,

till

before sunrise.
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lector' (of proverbs).
Cf. form e'v," in Ps 91', Pr
The descrii)tion of Agur in Pr 30' is not
With the Ma.ssoretic pointing, the verse may be literally rendered, 'The
words of Agur, son of Jakeh, the prophecy : the
oracle of the man to Ithiel, to Ithiel and Ucal.'
This sounds impossible. The conjunction of the
words massa ( = prophecy) and ni'um ( = oracle) is
unprecedented ; the use of the article with massn
6°.

easy to understand.

is iiie.xplicable
and the words which follow have
no prophetic character. Consequently Massa has
been understood as the name of a country (so
Del. ; and see RVm Jakeh of Massa)
ci. Gn
25".
Similarly, Lemuel would be understood to
31'.
be king of Massa, Pr
Cliejne (Jub and
Solomon) and Strack (Kurzgef. Komm.) render
massa as 'prophecy.' Both the country and the
age of this unknown philosopher are imrely conjectural.
He may have been one of tlie men of
Hezekiah,' Pr 25\
His name is probably to be
associated, as compiler rather than author, with
31'"-"
the gnomic utterances in Pr 30^-31'
forming a separate section.
The chief monograph on the subject is Mtihlau, De Prov. Aguri
et Lem. originc (Istitt), and a full discussion of the
subject IB to be found in Delitzsch's Comm.
in loco.
W. T. Davison.
;

;

'

;

AH, AHA.

—

1. 'Ah' is nsed to express grief (esp.
coming doom), except in Ps 3.5^ 'Ah
'Aha'), so would we have it,' where it
e.\pres.ses the exultation of an enemy, and
15-^ 'Ah (KV 'Ha!'), thou that destroycst the
temple,' where it expresses mocking.
The RV
h.as introduced 'Ah!' into Lk 4" for 'Let us
alone' of
(Gr. "Ea, which may be either the
imperat. of the verb idw to let alone or an independent interjection, formeil from the sound). -Aha
(a combination of a, the oldest form of 'ah,' and
hn) expresses malicious satisfaction, except in Is
44", where it denotes intense satisfaction, but
without malice, Aha, I am warm
I feel the

in

face of

(IIV

Mk

lOM,

FAK, AN'D

TOK&

At the later stage of the winnowing process the
fork was less needed than the fan ("ni^j, a kind of
shovel ; or the grain might be scooped up, as
shown in some Egyp. representations, by two
pieces of wood.
The chaff, after being separated,
was burned (Mt 3"), or left to be scattered by the
winds (Ps P).
From the heavier impurities the
corn waa cleansed by sieves (tjjj) an operation
specially necessary in view of the mode of
threshing, after which it was collected into large
heaps.
To prevent thieving, the owner might
sleep by the threshing-lloor (Ru 3') until the
removal of the grain, on waggons or otherwise, to
the barns or granaries (Lk 12").
It was often
stored in pits (.Jer 41'), the openings of which
were carefully covered up to protect them from
robbers ami
vermin.
The straw remaining
from the threshing was used for cattle fodder

—

(Is (>5»).
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AGRIPPA.—See Herod.

AGUE.— See Mkdicink.

AGUR

(•JK

LXX

pnraphrasen arbitrarily;
only in Pr 3U'.
The name of an otherwise unknown lleb. sage, son
of Jakeh.
The word ha.s been understood from
very early times aa a pseudonym, used symbolically.
So .lerome, following tho Kabliis of liis
time.
In this case it miglit be interjiretcd as akin
to the Syriuc (5f7«ro = hireling' (of wi.sdom), or
derived from Ueb. -uk, and understood as 'col;

Vnlg. congrerjins).

— Menlioiud

'

AV

'

;

lire.'

J.

Hastings.

AHAB

[zmif, 'Axorfj9, Assyr. A-hn-abbu) signifies
father's brother.' (Cf. analogous uses of the same
element nn 'brother' in Syr. proper names.) The
meaning of the compound is jirobably 'one who
closely resembles his father.' The father in this
case was Orari, the founder of the dynasty, and
from him the son inherited the military traditions
and j)ro\vess which characterised his reign. A.
married .lezebol ('75!"i<), daughter of Ethbaal, king
of Tyre (the Ithobalos, priest of Astarte mentioned
by Menander, quoted by Jos. c. Anion, i. 18).
This was part of the policy of close alliance with
Phirnicia, begun by Solomon, and cemented by
Omri. This bond of union was designated by
Amos (1") a 'covenant of brethren.' It was undoubtedly founded on reciprocal commercial interest which subsisted for centuries, tho corn, oil,
and other agricultural products of Canaan being
exchanged for other commercial products of the
grent mercantile ports of I'liamicia (cf. Ac 12*).
'

Whatever commercial advantages miglit accrue,
national religion was destined to sull'er.
A temj)le and altar to iiaal were erected in Samaria
as well as an Asherahpole. To siiyicrsede Israel's
national deity, J", by tlie Tyrian liaal, seemed an
Israel's

easy task. I'o a superUcial observer tho dillerence
between the worship of Ephraim and that of
Samaria might ajipear trilling. Both Baal and J"
were worshippeil with similar sacrilicial accompaniments. Moreover, northern Israel had for <enturie9
been exposed to all the influences which their more
highly civilised Can. neighbours had introduced
(.Ig 2'^- "), and even the very name Baal,
Lord,'
was current in their speech as an apiiellation of J"
'

AHAB

AHAB

Yet there was one deep distinction
wliich marked off the J" of Mosaisni from tlie Baal
of the Caniuanites.
The religion of Mosaisni was
pure of sensual taint. The conjunction of Asherah
with J" in the days of Josiah (2
23') was a corrupt
practice due to foreign innovation.
So also were
the debasing accomijaniments of worship referred
2'.
to in
And the licentious cult of Baal and
Ashtoreth, established by the influence of A.'s
Phcen. wife, would certainly have its temple

was refused by A. with the unanimous approval
To the arrogant
of his people and their elders.
menace of the Syrian, the king of Isr. replied in the
proverbial phrase, 'Let not him who girds on the
armour boast as he who puts it ott'.' Btnhadad at
once ordered the engines of war (LXX lines of
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(IIos2"'"*).

K
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attendants, probably Tyrian A'jf/tlsAim and Kedesfu/th.
These features of worship, however, had
become perilously familiar to N. Israel, owing to
their close contact with Can. neighbours.
Accordingly, as we can readily infer from the language
of Elijah in 1
19, national feeling was not deeply
or permanently roused even by the influence of liis
stirring personality and by the occurrence of a
prolonged drought of more than two years' dura17' 18'), which, according to Menander of
tion (1
Ephesus, extended to Phoenicia.t
In all probability, the military despotism wielded by the

K

K

house of Omri, in alliance with a powerful northern
State, was able to subdue any smouldering embers
of discontent.
But an act of cruel mjustice
awakened the dormant spirit of the people. Like
many Oriental monarchs, A. displayed a taste
for architecture, which Tyrian influence stimulated
and fostered.
He built a palace for himself,
adorned with woodwork (probably cedar) and
inlaid ivory, in Jezreel (1 K 21' 22*').
To this he
desired to attach a suitable domain, and for the
purpose endeavoured to acquire, by purchase or
exchange, the vineyard of one of the wealthier
inhabitants, Naboth. But Naboth was unwilling
tr part with an ancestral inheritance.
What A.
could not accomplish by legal means, he was induced by the promptings of Jezebel to compass by
fraud and judicial murder.
This act aroused
popular hatred, and the sense of outraged social
order found expression in the denunciation of doom
pronounced by Elijah (1 K 21"'"*') against the king
and his unscrupulous queen (see Naboth and
Elijah).
The incident is instructive to the
student of Heb. religion, as it illustrates the contrast in the attitude of Phcen. as compared with
Heb. religion towards social morality. In the
words of W. R. Smith, 'the religion of J" put
morality on a far sounder basis than any other
religion did, because the righteousness of J" as
a God who enforced the known laws of morality
was conceived as absolute (Prophets of Isr. 73).
It is more than doubtful whether A. really comprehended the religious issues.
He regarded
Elijah as a mischievous fanatic, 'a troubler of
Israel bent on wrecking the imperial schemes of
aggrandisement based on alliance with Phoenicia at
tlio expense of Syria.
Elijah, like many another
since nis day, earned the title of unpatriotic,
because he placed righteousness and religion before
'

'

the exigencies of political statecraft.
The military career of A. exhibits him as a
warrior of considerable prowess. Respecting his
wars with Syria we have only the brief record in
I K 20-22.
In 1
20 we are plunged in medias
res.
Samaria has been for some time closely invested by the Syrian army under Benhadad, or
more probably Hadadezer {Dadidri), if we follow
he Assyr. annals (Stade). Of the defeats sustained
by Israel prior to this siege we have no information.
Benh.idad (Hadadezer) made an insolent
demand of the Isr. king, in the desperate extremity
of the latter, that Syrian envoys should search the
royal palace and the houses of A.'s servants. This

K
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• Wellhausen's rejection of
of his high

<i

Hoa

2*8 (13 Heb.) is characteristic

priori nu-thod.

This took plaoe durinur the reijni of Ethbaal (Ithobalos). and
lasted, according Co Uen&nder, ons year. Of Phaenicia this may
have been true.
t

'

to be placed against the city.
But beyond this he took no further precaution, and
resigned himself \vith careless ease to voluptuous
carousal \vith his nobility and feudatory Kings.
Meanwhile A. mustered his army of 7000 men,

circumvallation

')

by 232 territorial commanders, and
attacked the SjTians with crushing eti'ect (1 K
20'°'*'), inflicting a total overthrow. In the following
spring the Syrian monarch again took the field with
a well-appointed array of overwhelming superiority.
The Syrians attributed their previous defeat to the
fact that the God of Isr. was a God of the hills
(where cavalry and chariots could not so well
operate *). If they could draw the forces of A.
into the valley near Aphek, all would be well.
But the battle that followed utterly falsified their
expectations. The Syrians were put to utter rout,
and saved themselves by precipitate flight to Aphek.
officered

Benhadad and

his followers went as suppliants to
it politic to receive them with
friendliness.
treaty was concluded, in which the
Syrian king conceded to Isr. special quarters(streets)
in Damascus,! a privilege which corresponded with
a similar right which Omri was compelled to concede to Syria in his own capital, Samaria.
With the defective Biblical records before us, it
is not easy to explain the complaisant attitude of
A. in the hour of his victory. But the key to the
solution of the mystery is given to us in the Assyr.
annals.
From these we learn that about this time
a new disturbing factor was beginning to appear
Ever since the time of baul
in W. Asian politics.
the arena of Pal. foreign politics had been circumscribed within the region of the Hittite, Syrian, and
Can. borders, and the interference of Egypt had
only been occasional. Since the days of TiglathpUeser I. (c. B.C. 1 100) the military power of Ass3-ria

A.,

who judged

A

had been dormant. But during the time of Omri
there were vivid signs that Assyria was at length
awakening from its century long slumber, under
the energetic rule of As4ur-nazir-pal. During the
reign of his successor Shalmaneser (Sulmftnua.5aridu) II., who reigned from 860-825, it began to
press more heavily on the lands near the Mediter.
border, and to extend its boundaries towards the
About the year 857 the power
Hittite States.
of this monarch threatened seriously the Pal.
region.
The king of Syria would be among the
first to feel apprehension.
The immediate ettect of
Shalmaneser's advance was to put an end, at least
for a time, to the wars between Syria and Ahab.
in the negotiations described in 1 K 20*'- " it is
pretty certain that the advance of the Assyr.
power from the N.E. formed a subject of conversation between the two kings, and that Benhadad
was glad, even upon disadvantageous terms, to get
rid of a burdensome and exhausting war, in order
that all his forces might be reserv'ed to confront
the formidable Assyr. foe. The attack was delivered in the year B.C. 854, when the battle of
considerable number of
^Carkar was fought.
States, including Israel, but not including Judah,
Edom, or Moab,t had united with Hadadezer

And

A

We

•
know that the Israelites also possessed chariotA In considerable nunil)er, from the express statement of the monoUth
inscription of Shalmaneser II. lines 91, 92. Cf. 1 K 22.
Ewald {r;M. d. V. Itr. iii. 488 n.) translates the Heb. by
* places of aliode' (comparing the Arab, mahattah), i.e. permanent ambasa.'ulorial residence. But this explanation is ver>' farfetched. LX.X renders i£o9ow , ' street*.' For other interpretations see Thenius, ad loc.
J In the case of Moab, the reason adduced by Prof. Sayc« Is
probably the ri^'ht one. Moab sent no contingent, because ChAt
State was then in revolt against Israel {HCM p. a93).

a

;)

AHAZ

AFTAK
= Da<iidri = Benhadad)

to resist the Assyrians.
of the whole campaign may be read
in the monolith in8cri|)tion quoted in Schrader's
COT' i. 183 ff. In lines 91, 92 we read that A., king
of Israel, sent a contingent of 2U()0 chariots and
10,000 men. The total defeat of the allied kings,
though probably obtained with heavy loss to the
Assyrians, sufliced to break up the alliance. A.
now followed the short-sighted policy of isolation
in presence of the formidable Assyr. power
policy which in the following century Ephraim and
Judali in turn pursued with baleful results. The
consequence was a renewal of the wars between
Syria and Israel, which had been for some years
suspended.
may infer from the scriptural
account that A. took the initiative by endeavouring to recover Ranioth-gilead from Syria.
Probiibly the allied kings of Isr. and Jud. endeavoured
to profit by the weakness of Syria after the overwhelming defeat sustained by the latter in the
battle of Karkar.
In 1
22 we have a vivid portrayal of the dramatic scene between Micaiah, son
of Imlah, and the prophets who prophesied in
favour of immediate war with Syria (see Micaiah).
For Micaiah the result was imprisonment as the
penalty for his outspoken deliverance of the
divine message.
Undeterred by the gravity of his
prophecy, A. and Jehoshaphat went forth at the
head of their respective forces to battle. But A.
resolved to secure his person against the Syrian
archers by appearing in liis chariot divested of the
ordinary insignia of royalty.
This precaution,
however, did not avail him against the chance
arrow of a bowman, which penetrated between the
joints of his breastplate.
The king of Isr. slowly
Died to death, and died about sunset.
His body
was conveyed to Samaria, where he was buried.
(

The account

—

K

.Judaic tendency of the narrative in 1
18-22,
which paints the life of A. in sombre hues. When
more than a century had pa.ssed after the destruction of his posterity, it is worthy of remark that

the Epliraimite prophet Hosea (1*) expresses a
strong condemnation of Jehu's deeds of blood.
In
Mie 6", on the other hand, we see clearly refiected
the Judaic estimate of Omri's dynasty, which
dominates the account in 1 K 18-22.

Owen

C. Whitehouse.
of Kolaiali, a fal.se prophet contemp. with Jer. He is said to have been
roasted in tne fire by the king of Bab. (Jer 29-"-).

AHAB

....

A.'8 reign, his death

cannot be placed earlier than B.C. 847.
Accordingly, in place of the 14 years assigned by Scripture
to the reigns of Aha/.iat) and Jehorain we can only allow a
maximum of fix>e yean* On the other hand, by a*ioj)ting the
•equence which we have wivocated, the difficulties are con.
•iderably reduced. A.*8 death may then be placed in the year
Kamphausen, in his valuable treatise on the ChronoB.C. 863.
logy of the Ileb. Kings (p. 80), suggests that A.'s name has been
confused with that of his successor Jehoram in the Assyr.
I

Annals and Kittel, in his HUt. of the Ufbrewe ^Germ. ed. ii.
But agauist this pro.
133), seems disposeii to accept this view.
eeeding we must enijihali^-AlIy protest.
Bibli(uil science will
never make sure progress if we reject or modify archajological
evidence in the interests of a chronological theory. The theory
must be conformed to the evidence, not pice vemH. (On the
lubject of Ileh. chronology see the writer's remarks in Scbrarlcr's
CO'f ii. 8'a)-324, and also in C. H. H. Wright's liihle lUoiLrif
;

— Son

'

AHARAH

(n-iqN).—

haps a corruption of

A son of
dt-j;

(Nu

Benj.

(1

26*).

Ch

8')

;

per-

See Ahiram.

AHARHEL ('?rr]r»!).— A descendant of Judali (1 Ch
LXX dScX^oO 'P7)xa/3 implies a reading ngi

4').

-rij

= brotlier

K

'

(^xnK, anx).

'

We

In the foregoing account of the Syrian wars of A. we have
a^iopted the sequence of events recoinmcnded by Schnuler
{COV i. 189 ff., whopvcs the Assvr. text and tr.), Ed. Jlcyer
(OmcA. de» Alterthuim, i. 39,1), and recently bySayce (UCM 320,
392), which places the battle of Karljar near the close of A. 'a
life.
On the other hand, Wellhaiisen (art. * Israel in EjicycL
Brit.) places the battle of Karkar and the alliance with (or, as
be deems it, va88alaj,'e • to) Syria in the times that precede the
Syrian wars of A.'s rei(rn- But this view imposes great difficulties on the chroiKilo^'y of the period.
From the Asayr.
Canon of Rulers, compilt-d with great care and precision, and
also from the Assyr. Annals, we obtain the following fixed
dates :—
Battle of Karf^ar (in which A.'b oontingeDt takes
part)
854 B.o.
Tribute of Jehu, ' son of Omri '
842 ,,
Now, if we place the battle o( Karlfar h«Jort the Syrian wars of
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of Rechab.

AHASBAI (•39^^!).— Father of Eliphelet (2 S 23"),
and a member of the family of Maacali, settled at
Beth-Maacah (20'''), or a native of the Syrian
kingdom of Maacah (10"-*).
In the parallel
passage (1 Ch ll'"-*') we find two names, n£3n hn,
Ur, Hepher ; both passages probably represent
corruptions of the real name.
J. F.

AHASUERUS

(trhiy'riK).

Stenning.

—A name which

ajipears

on IVrs. inscriptions as Khsaj&rsd, and in Aram,
without N prosthetic, as cntctyn (Schrader, COT'

The monarch who bears this name in
63).
Ezr 4 was formerly reckoned by Ewald and others
ii.

'

to be the

CamWses

of profane history who sucIt is generally recognised, however,
critics that he must be identified with

ceeded Cyrus.

by modern
Xerxes (485-46.5), who is beyond all question the
Ahasuerus of the lik of Est. See Xekxes. The
A. of Dn 9', the father of Darius the Mede, is a
personage whose identity is as difficult to establish
as the existence of Darius the Mede is problematical. (Cf. Driver LOT 615 n.; Sayce
543.
J. A. Selbik.
AHAYA (Kiqti). The name of a town or district
in Babylonia (Ezr 8"- "'•"), and of a stream in the
").
neighbourhood
On the banks of this
stream Ezra encamped for three da3's at the begin'

'

HCM

—

ning of his journey to Jerusalem. lie was thus able
to review his large company, and to make good the
absence of Levites by sending a deputation to the
chief of the settlement at Casiphia.
Before commencing the march, Ezra instituted a solemn fast,
and then took measures for the safe custo<ly of the
treasures and rich gifts which were in his possession.
Ewald conjectured that the river Aliava or
Peleg-Ahava was the same as the l'allacoi)as, a
stream to the S. of Babylon. Rawlinson identifies
it with the Is (see Herod, i. 179), a river flowing by
a town of the same name, now called Hit, which is
about eight days' journey from li.abylon. It seems,
however, more jiroh. that Ezra made his rendezvous
near to Babylon it.self in that case we may supipo.se
that the Ahava was one of the nnincroiis ciiiials nl
;

Manual.)

the Eujilirates in the neighliourhoo<i of the city (< f.
Kyle, and Berth. -Kys. ad luc). In 1 Es 8"-''' the

That A.'s rule was firm though despotic, and
maintained the military traditions inaugurated by
Omri, is in(liiate<l by the Moabite Stone, wliicli
informs us (lines 7, 8) that (Jmri and his son nilc'd
over the land of Mehdeba (conqucied by the
former) for 40 years.
It was not till the concluding part of A.'s reign, when he was occupied
with his Syrian wars, that ^Ioal) rose in insurrection.
The historian must not fail to take due note of the

river

• Tlio large contingent (2000 chariot* and 10.000 men) furnished
A., according to the Assyr. records, reoden Uiu theory of

by
*

vassalage

'

extremely improbable.

is

called

Theras

{Qepis).

H. A. White.
(mK 'he hath grasjie.!,' LXX 'Ax<li-, .los.
Son and successor
'AxiiV^, NT'Axos" [WH'Axas]).
of .lothani king of Judah.
His name is probably
an abbreviated form of Jeho-ahaz (inx'iT), since it
niipears on the Assyr. inseriiitions as la-u-tja-zi.
'I lie date of his accession has been fixed at 735 B.C.
His age at this time is given as twentj' (2 K 10')
but this is barely reconcilable with the ol her chronological ilala, which allow sixteen years lo his
reign, and state the age of his son Hezekiah at

AHAZ

—

;

AHAZ

AHAZIAH

his accession as twenty-five, since it woold make
Ahaz a father at the age of eleven. The difficulty

a slave. And the terrible picture of the condition
of Judah, painted in Is 2-5 and other prophecies
of this time, is clear as to the idolatry, drunkenness,

04

increased if we suppose that the son passed
through the fire by Aiiaz was his firstborn ; and
if, with several authorities, we allow only eight
is

years to his reign, it is quite insuperable. There
can be little doubt that the figures need correction.
For twenty there is a slightly supported
various reading, twenty - five, and this may be
It is possible that the age of Hezekiah
rifjht.
sliould be reduced, since Ahaz seems from Is 3"
to have been still youthful at the beginning of
his reign.
The date of his death is probably
715 B.C., though many place it 728-727 B.C (see

Chronology of OT).
Quite early in his reign, Rezin king of Syria,
Israel, formed a coalition with
the object of forcing Judah into an alliance against
Assyria. According tc our oldest authorities they
met with little success, though the Syrians wrested
(lie port of Elath from Judah, and Isaiah bade the
king have no fear of these two tails of smoking
firebrands.' To confirm the wisdom of his counsel,
he in^nted him to ask any sign from God. Ahaz

and Pekah king of

'

was too panic-stricken to

listen to cool reason,
and, under the pretext that he would not tempt
God, refused the proffered sign, whereupon the
prophet gave him the sign of Immanuel.
The king
called in the aid of the king of Assyria, Tiglathpileser, wlio gladly accepted such an opportunity,
and relieved Ahaz of his foes. But the relief was
purchased dearly. Judah could form no alliance
with a great empire like Assyria it could only
become tributary to it, even if the tribute was
disguised under the name of a present.
And
tribute meant oppression of the poorer classes,
which was already one of the most glaring of
Jaiiah's sins.
Further, it was of vital importance
that the nation should keep free from entanglement in the politics of large empires, since otherwise it lost its independence, and made even internal
reform which was the most pressing necessity
—more difficult. The policy of A. illustrates the
besetting weakness of the politicians of Judah,
and was shortsighted and disastrous. If Isaiah's
advice had been followed, A. would have secured
tlie same result without its disadvantages, since in
her own interests Assyria would have been compelled to vanquish tne coalition, while Judah
would have retained her independence.
next find A. at Damascus, where he rendered
homage to Tiglath-pileser.
While there he saw
an altar which pleased him, and sent the pattern
of it to the priest Urijah, ^^ith instructions to
build one like it.
On his return he offered on his
new altar, and ordered it to be used for the sacritices, while the old brazen altar was used for the
king to inq^uire by.' W. R. Smith has carefully
discussed this innovation, and reached the result
that it lay in the erection of a permanent alt-arhearth, and in the introduction of the rule that
in ordinary cases this new altar should serve for
the blood ritual aa well as for the fire ritual'
{RS^ 48S-9). The importance of this consists in the
fact that the alteration seems to have been a
{)ermanent one. For the other changes introduced
ly A., see 2 K 16"-".
In character A. was weak yet obstinate, frivolous
nnd something of a dilettante, as we gather from
his interest in his new altar, and from the association of his name with a dial or step-clock (see
Dial). He was also superstitious, and probably
a polytheist.
While no blame need attach— in the
pre - Deuteronomic period
to his worship at
numerous local sanctuaries, and while he was
evidently a very zealous worshipper of J", yet
the fact that he passed his son through the fire
reveal;- the dark superstition to which he was
;

—

We

'

'

—

luxury, oppression, perversion of justice, grasping
avarice, and shamelessness that poisoned the
national life.
So far the account has been drawn entirely
from 2 Kings and Isaiah, since they are our only
trustworthy sources. In 2 Chron. the narrative has
been thoroughly worked over. The history of the
Syro-Ephraimitish invasion is told quite differently.
There is indeed no hint of a coalition, the two
armies act independently.
The Syrians carry

away a

large number of captives, and Pekah slays
120,000 in one day and carries away 200,000
captives, who, however, are sent back at the
The invasions have no
advice of a prophet.
political motive assigned, they are a punishment
for the king's sin, while the figures are altogether
Tiglath-pileser is called in, not to
incredible.
crush the coalition, but to help him against the
Philistines and Edomites.
He did not nelp him,
however, but apparently came against him, and
was bought off with tribute. The religious apostasy of A. comes out in much darker colours,
ana the account is really in conflict with the older.
He bums his children, and not his son merely, in
the fire ; closes the temple and destroys its vessels,
though we know that he took great interest in its
senices ; and worships the gods of Damascus
because of the success of the Syrians in war,
though when A. visited Damascus their power
had been utterly broken. Of all this the older
history says nothing, and it is impossible to reconcile these later additions witn the earlier
narrative, and they are so characteristic of the
chronicler's method of re-writing history, that any
attempt to do so would be superfluous.

A.

AHAZIAH

S.

Peakk.

'J" hath grasped').— 1.
King of Israel, son of Ahab. He is said to have
reigned two years but as he came to the throne
22"), and his
in the 17th year of Jehoshaphat (1

or

('H'lrK

.tito

;

K

brother Jehoram succeeded him in Jehoshaphat's
18th year (2 K 3'), the duration of his reign
would not much exceed a year. The chronological
statement in 2 K 1", which would imply a reign
of nearly ten years, is probably an interpolation
(Gratz, etc.) ; it is not found in B, and is misplaced
in A.
The Moabite Stone dates the revolt of
Mesha as taking place after half the days of
1' 3°) is
Omri's son' but the Bible account (2
more probable, which makes it a consequence of
the death of Ahab, who was a comparatively
powerful monarch. In any case we do not read of
any effort to suppress this rising until the reign of
Jehoram. It is possible that Ahaziah was engaged
in preparations tor war when the accident occurred
which resulted in his death. He seems to have
inherited from his mother her devotion to Baal, for
in his extremity he sent to inquire at the oracle of
Baalzebub, the special Baal worshipped at Ekron.
The story of his fatal mission belongs rather to the
history of Elijah.
It is sufficient here to note that
his thrice repeated summons of the proi)het is
characteristic of the son of Ahab ana Jezebel
suggestive as it is of the callousness of his father,
and the obstinacy of his mother. See Jehoshaphat for the maritime alliance between Ahaziah
and that monarch.
2. Ahaziah, king of Judah, youngest son of
Jehoram. He was made king by the inhabitants
of Jerusalem (cf. 2 K 23*'), oecause all his elder
brothers had been carried off in an incursion of
'

K

;

'

'

Philistines

name

is

and Arabians

(2

Oh 21"

22').

variously given as Jehoahaz (2

His

Ch 21"

25^) and Azariah (22«). The latter is probably a
blunder, Ahaziah being read by some Heb. MSS,

—
;

AHBAN
LXX,

Pesli., Vul^'.

;

and Jehoaliaz is merely a trans-

position of Alia/iali

LXX

lias

25^.

The other

AHIJAH

(ff.

= Jehoiathin).
and omits the name in

Jeclioniali

Ahaziali in 21",
versions, except V'ulg., also ii^nore
the chan;,'e. He began to reign in the 11th (2
9^) or 12th (2 K 8=^) year of Joram of Israel,
bein" then 22 years old, and reigned one year
The readiu'^ 'forty and two' in 2 Ch
(2 K 8^).
22' ia absurd, since his father was 40 years old at
'20.'
his death.
Peah. here has '22' and
The evil influence which Athali.ah, the queen
mother, had exercised over her husband continued
8-'', 2 Ch
unchecked in the reign of her son (2
22^'') yet in 2 K 12'" we read of hallowed things'
which he had dedicated apparently to J".
There is an irreconcilaole discrepancy between
Kings and Chron. as to the death of A. Joram of
Israel having renewed the attack on Kamothgilead in whicii Aliab had failed, was joined by his
nephew A. The town was captured (2
S"), but
Joram received wounds which compelled him to
return to Jezreel.
It is imi)lied that A. also
returned to Jerusalem, for he went down' to see
Joram at Jezreel (cf. 1 K 22'^) (Ewald evades the
ditiiculty by reaxling in 2 K 8'-^ now Joram went,'
etc., omitting 'with,' which is adopted in 2 Ch 22').
According to Kings, on seeing Joram's fate. A.,
Eursued by Jehu, fled by the way of the garden
ouse (or 'Bcth-liaggan,' Stade, etc.), was morUiUy
wounded at the a-scent of Gur,' and died on reaching iMegiddo.
His body was carried to Jeru.salem,
and buried with his fathers in the city of David.'
Meanwhile the brethren of Ahaziah,' ignorant of
the revolution in Jezreel, had followed him from
Jerusalem to visit Joram's children they were
met by Jehu on the road between Jezreel and
Samaria, and were slain. This seems a consistent
story but when the Chronicler came to deal with
it he found two stumbling- block.s.
First, he has
previously informed us that A. had no brethren
liWng; therefore the brethren of Aliaziah' become
in his record 'the princes of Judah, and the sons
of the brethren of Ahaziah attendin" their master
in SiMnaria or Jezreel
secondly. Kings implies
thai A., an idolater, was buried in the royal
sepul. hres.
Now the Chronicler always carefully
excluiles idolaters (e.g. Jehoram, Joash, Amaziah,
Ahaz) from 'the sepulchres of the kings,' and
therefcre he makes A., who was hiding in Samaria,
In; kilU'd and buried there ; that he is buried at all
being for the sake of his good father Jehoshaphat.
Enough has been said to show that here, as elsewliere, the Chronicler, if more edifying, is not so
reliable as the earlier writer.

K

LXX

K

'

;

K

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

5S

followed by another name of which the letters .ijr
are a mutilated aurvivaL
G. B. Gray.

(in njnni)

AHIAH.— See Ahijah.

AHIAM (DK'nK, meaning doubtful, according to
some, 'mother's brother'). One of David's heroes.
He was son of Sharar (2 S 23"^), or Sacar (1 Ch 11"),
the Hararite.
G. B. Gray.

—

AHIAN

(i.-iiK

B

'fraternal,'

A

'laael^,

'Atlr;

these forms, together with the divergent text of
the Syr., render the exact form of the original
name uncertain). Ahian was a Manassite, and is
described as 'son of Shemida' (1 Ch 7"'); but the
name is scarcely that of an individual note in the

—

;

Nu 26"*.
G. B. Gray.
help').— 1. Son of

context Abiezer and Shechem, and

AHIEZER

cf.

(iKTs, 'brother is
one of the tribal princes who
represented Dan at the census and on certain other
1''^
'2^ 7'*"- " 10== (P)).
occasions (Nu
2. The chief of
the Benjamite archers who joined David while he
was in hiding at Ziklag (1 Ch 12i->).
G. B. Gray.
AHIHUD (T^'riK brother is majesty.' In the form
-\wntt (1 Ch 8') the second n is probably an error
for n).
1. Ace. to P, Ahihud the son of Shelomi
was the prince {tt-er:) of the tribe of Asher, who,
with similar representatives of the other tribes (on
W. of Jordan), was appointed by Moses, at the
divine command, to divide Canaan into hereditary
Benjamite. Probably
portions (Nu 34-'' (P)). 2.
the passage 1 Ch 8'- ', the text of which is somewhat
corrupt, means that Ehud begat Ahihud, and that
Ahihud and his 'brother' Uzza were ancestors of
the inhabitants of Geba.
G. B. GRAY.

Ammishaddai,

'

—

A

;

'

'

;

AHBAN

A

(|;nt<

'

N. J. D. White.
brother of an intelligent one ').

Judahite, son of Abishur

(1

Ch

2*).

AHIJAH

(n;ni<
or (.thk 'brother of J"').— 1.
priest in the reign of Saul, and usually
'
identified \vith Ahimelech
( Josephus
Abimelech') of 1 S 21. 22 (so Ewald Hist, of 1st. ii.
Melech,
King,
may
n.
'since
be
applied
3,
p. 415,
also to God').
He accompanied Saul's army as
possessor of the ephod oracle (1 S 14^); but when
an occjision arose tor its use, Saul, with his usual
precipitate self-reliance, interrupted the priest
while in the very act of consultation (vv.'"- "). This
temerity seems to be afterwards tacitly reproved

High

by Ahiiah (v.**)
Let us draw near hither unto
reading in t.'" Bring hither the
God.'
The
ephod,' etc., is followed by Jo.s. (Ant. VI. vi. 3 ' He
bade the high priest Xa/Sin-a -r^v dpxitpaTiidiP <rroXiii>
TTpoipriTfiav '), and accepted by most moderns.
The
phrase,
brin<' hither,' seems appropriated to the
23*
30') ; and when the oracle is again
ephod (1 S
consulted (H'"), the LXX Sot S-qXovt
Sos I<ti6da sanctitat«m,'
TTp-a,' Vulg.
da ostensionem
appears to point to the Urim and Thummim which
were attached to the ephod. On the other hand,
the ark seems to be used as an oracle in Jg 20",
I Ch 13', and it often accompanied the host to
battle.
Aq., Sym., and Vulg. follow the Received
:

'

LXX

'

:

'

.

'

AHER iXH another ').— A Benjamite (1
perhaps identical with Ahiram of Nu 26**.
'

Ch

7"),

brother' * by many considered to have
meaning as AHUAII, wh. see) occurs
in MT, and consequently in A V and KV, twice
(1)
a Gndite (1 Ch 6"); (2) an Asherite (1 Ch 7**).
But the reading is in neither case free from doubt
in
Ch 5" the Syr. omits the name, thus making
vv.'*- " an
uninterrupted genealogy of Abiliail
but the LXX, which gives Za^oi/x'iM ('Axi/3oi/f, A)
vloO 'ApSc/iX for Sunnn p -nu 113, must have had

AHI

the

(•"!<

'

;

Slime

:

1

something very like 'nu before them.
VSS treat "nu as an appellative. In

LXX, B

A

The other
1

Ch 7"

has Axiovid,
'Ax'oi-pd
the original continuous Heb.
some compound name in "'nu was read (?
.-iMiii

-nK,

Piobably
•

and

For
tlif

I'lLOrSB.

in

for

'07(i.

text
.tpk),

fuller rlitK;uB8iOD of the meantnjf of this name
followiotc DoiueB beginning with Ahi, Bee Nxuiis,

a

.

.

.

.

.

text.

We

next read of this high priest, when David,
fleeing from Saul, comes to inijuire of the Lord
by his means (1 S 22'"), as he had often done before
(22").
The tabernacle appears to have been
transferred to Nob from Sliiloh when the latter
was desolated (Ps 78«<', Jer 7''-" 2G'-''), probably

whom the priestr—
Ahimelech's alarm at
(22'*) unattended,
appearance
of
so
great
man
the
a
was allayed by David's plausible explanation and
ho actua'lly gave the fugitive the ^bewbread of the
priests, and the sword of Goliath, A'hicli had been
suspended as a votive oiroring. Unfortunately,
there was a witness of the priest's well-meant zeal.

just after the death of Eli (to
Shiloli,'

1

S

14',

'

refers).

;

AHIJAH

AHIMAN

Doeg the Edomite, who was performing some vow.
Not long after, David's worst anticipations (22")

Kennicott, etc., read instead ' Eliam Gilonit«,'
from 2 S 23". 8. 1 Ch 26a'. (!„ David's time) 'of
the Levites, Ahijah was over the treasuries.'
LXX, followed by Bertheau, etc., reads, 'the
Levites, their brethren (i.e. the sons of Ladan,
v."!), were over,' etc.
9. Neh 10^ (RV Ahiah),
one of ' the chiefs of the people who sealed to
the covenant under Nehemiah.
N. J. D. White.
AHIKAM (CB'TO 'my brother has arisen'). Son
of Shaphan, a courtier under Josiah, mentioned as
one of the deputation sent by the king to Uuldali
the prophetess (2 K 22'2-", 2 Ch 34^), and later
as using his influence to protect Jeremiah from the
violence of the populace during the reign of
Jehoiakim (Jer 26''"). He was father of Gedaliah,
the governor of the land of Judah appointed by

56

were

realised.

Ahimelech, with the eighty-five

(LXX, 305 Josephus, 385) priests of his father's
house,' was charged with conspiracy by Saul,
and, notwithstanding his amazed protestations
Doeg,
of innocence, condemned to instant death.
who did not share the traditional reverence
'

;

by the king's guard

the priests of J",
carried out the bloody order mth the unnatural
Abiathar alone escaped.
cruelty of his race.
The judgment on Eli's house was being confelt

for

summated.

K

The

Shilonite, of Shiloh (1
14'), is the prorise and fall of Jeroboam I.
In 1 K ll**
we find the young ruler thinking out his plans of
rebellion in a lonely walk, when he is met by
Ahijah, who comes to consecrate and control his
ambitious designs. The prophet (LXX, RV) had,
2.

phet of the

doubtless by divine command (cf. Is
Jer 13'),
clad himself with a new garment. This he rends
in twelve pieces, and giving ten of them to
Jeroboam promises him the reversion, on Solomon's
death, of the kingdom over ten tribes, and, conditionally, • a sure house
like that of David,
repeating at the same time the divine judgment
which had been already (vr.'"" D') revealed to
Solomon, probably through Ahijah himself. Years
pass by Jeroboam '"as realised his ambition, but
not the ideal set beiore him by the prophet. His
eldest son falls sick.
The kin" bethinks him of
the true seer now [60 years] old and blind but,
fearing lest his defection might elicit an adverse
answer, he sends his wife [Ano] disguised as a poor
woman, with a poor woman's offering [' loaves, two
cakes for his children, grapes, and a jar of honey '].
divine revelation, however, has already unmasked the deception. Ahijah [sends his lad to
meet her and bring her in, treats her gifts with
scorn] anticipates her with the ' heavy tidings of
the extirpation of Jeroboam's house, tlie dispersion
of Israel, and, bitterest of all, the death of her
20''',

'

;

;

A

'

child

['

Thy maidens

come forth to meet thee,
The child is dead
and

will

and

will say to thee,
they will lament for the child, saying, "Ah Lord "
The
and the wailing came to meet her '].
second Greek account, from which the details in
brackets are derived, is found in B after 12'^, and
places this event before Jeroboam's accession an
.

.

.

!

.

.

.

—

—

impossible place,
introduces Ahijah as a new
character (2
14^), and also aiscribes to Shemaiah
a symbolical prophecy similar to that of Ahijah,
but spoken at Shechem before the rejection of

K

Rehoboam.

14''*' is

omitted in 15, but found in A,
etc., supplied, according to Field, from Aquila.
These facts and the want of connexion in ll'*-*"
lead W. R. Smith to conclude that both [larts of
the story of Ahijah t;e a fluctuating uncertain
element in the text' (OTJC^ 119). Ewakl also says
that 14'- "• " are later additions (Hist, of Isr. iv.
Jos. {Ant. VIII. xi. 1) gives the verses
p. 29, n3).
in a difl'erent order.
Ahijah was one of the historians of Solomon's
reign according to 2 Ch 9^.
3. 1 K 4', one of two brothers, Solomon's scribes
or secretaries.
Their father Sliisha (Seraiah,
2 S 8" Sheva, 2 S 2(r-» Shavsha, 1 Ch 18'") held
the same post under David.
4. Father of king
Baasha, 1 K 15^-» 21», 2 K 9». 5. 1 Ch 2» (LXX
iSe\(p6s auToD), youngest son of Jerahmeel, or his
first wife, if we read with Rertheau,
of or from
Ahijah,' D having dropped out. See next verse.
6. 1 Ch 8', one of the 'heads of fathers' housses'
of Geba, a son of Ehud, for which read Abihud,'
'

;

;

'

'

V.' (Pesh., Gratz), or

Ahoah'

In the beginning of the verse read 'namely' for 'and.' The
text is very obscure. See Q.P.B. 7. I Ch II",
the Pelonite, one of David's mighty men
but
'

(v.«).

;

—

'

—

Nebuchadnezzar

(2

K 25-'^ al.),
Burnet.

C. F.

AHILUD

perhaps a contraction of 'ni<
nS- 'child's brother ').—!. (2 S S" 20«, 1 K 4',
18'°).
1 Ch
Father of Jehoshaphat, the chronicler
under David and Solomon. 2. (I K 4'^) Father
of Baana, one of Solomon's twelve commissariat
(n)S'nK,

—

Burnky.

C. F.

officers.

AHIMAAZ

'my

(fyo'nx

brother

ia

wrath').

—

1.

Son of Zadok. He was a remarkably swift runner,
whose style was well known (2 S 18-''), and as such
he played an important part on the occasion of
Absalom's rebellion. As had been arranged by
David (2 S is^-ss-M-sej^ he and Jonathan, son of
Abiathar, 'stayed by En-rogel, and a maidservant
used to go and tell them,' from the priests, the
plans of Absalom which had been divulged by
Hushai, 'and they went and told King David.'
This must have occurred more than once (2 S 17").
Details of their last and most critical adventure
are given (17""*'), when, aided by a woman's craft,
they succeeded in conveying the news that saved
After the battle, Ahimaaz offered
messenger of victory
but Joab,
odium of being the first to tell of
Absalom's death might injure the young man's
prospects, refused, out of kindness, to allow him
to run, and entrusted the duty to the Cushite
courier.
Ahimaaz, however, saw a way out of the
ditticulty
Joab yielded reluctantly to his importunity, and Ahimaaz ran by the way of the Plain
(the floor of the Jordan valley, Gn 13'" etc.); and
David's

life.

his services as

;

fearing that the

;

'

'

by superior swiftness, and al.so, as is implied, by
taking an easier route, 'overran the Cushite.' He
'
did not belie David's description
He is a good
man, and conieth with good tidings,' for by an
adroit suppressio veri he achieved his purpose, and
:

left to the Cushite the ungrateful office of creaking
the king's heart.
read nothing more of Ahimaaz
after this.
It does not appear that he was ever
high priest, since Azariah his son 1 Ch 6*- ') seems
to have succeeded Zadok (1
i% 2. (1 S 14*>)
4") One
Father of Ahinoam, Saul's wife. 3. (1
of Solomon's twelve commissariat officers.
He had
the district of Naphtali as the field of his operations.
Since he alone of the twelve has no father mentioned, it has been conjectured that he may possibly be the son of Zadok ; but he surely w ould
have succeeded his father in the high priesthood.
Ahimaaz married Basemath, one of Solomon's
daughters. Another of these officers made a similar
alliance, which indicates that they held a high

We

(

K

N.

rank.

AHIMAN

K

J.

D. Whitk.

on the form, see Moore as cited
(l"'n><
below).
1. The sons of Anak or Anakites (see
Anak) are frequently mentioned, chiefly in D but
the special names Ahiman, Sheshai, and Talmai
occur only in JE (Nu H*", Jos 15'*) and Jg 1'", cf.
v.'*.
According to these passages, Ahiman,

—

:

;

—

;

AHIMELECH

AHITOB

children of
Sheshai, and Talmai were sons or
Anak (piyi 'J3 or 'l'"' t'?" for the latter, cf.
nsiT 2 S 21"- **), whose father was Arba (Jos 15",
But, as a matter of fact, neither
perhaps P).
Anak ( = long-necked) nor Arba { = four: with
Kiriath-aria cf. Beei-shebii) are personal names
There is therefore no
(see Moore, Judges 1*).
reason to doubt what the context of the abovecited passages suggests, viz. that Ahiinan, Sheshai,
and Talmai are the names, not of individuals, but
of clans.
A, then, was a clan resident in Hebron (the
more familiar name of Kiriath-arba) at the time of
the Heb. conquest, and driven thence by Caleb. The
clan may have been of Aramaic origin, since the
names of Sheshai and Talmai are of an Aram, type,
and the name Ahiman has analogy in Aram, as
well as Heb. See further, Driver, Deut. p. 23 f.;
Moore, Judges, p. 24 f.
2. The name of a family or division of doorkeepers, 1 Ch 9". This name is absent, not only
from the briefer list in Neb 11", but also from the
longer list in Ezr 10" ( = 1 Es 5^). It is possible,
therefore, that the name (iD-nn) in Chron. is simply
due to dittography from the following word d.tok
if this be so, it may have been
( = their brethren)
facilitated by association with the Anakites (see
No. 1), the preceding name in Chron. Talmon
closely resembling in sound the Anakite TalmaL
But tne genuineness of the name is defended by
Bertheau cf. the four names in v." and the four
divisions suggested by w.**-".
G. B. Gkay.
'

'

'

tV

:

'

;

—

;

—

AHIMELECH (^i^p-TO'brotherof Melek (Molech)').
The son

of Ahitub, and grandson of Phinehas.
He either succeeded his brother Ahiiah in the
priesthood, or was the same person under another
1.

S 14^ "). On the supposition that they
are identical, the main facts regarding him 1 S 21'""
22^") are given under AllIJAH see also DoEO. In
2 S 8" and 1 Ch 24' it is generally supposed
that the names of Abiathar and Ahimelech have
been transposed by a copyist, so that we need not

name

(

1

(

;

reckon another Ahimelech, grandson of the first.
2.
Hittite, who joined David when a fugitive,
and became one of his captains (1 S 26°).
R. M. Boyd.
AHIMOTH (n^D'^(5, apparently ' brother is death ').
Mentioned only in the genealogy of 1 Ch 6'-"
(Heb. v'"), where lie appears as son of Elkanah and
brother of Ama.sai. For a discussion of the text
and i)urpose of the genealogy, see Bertheau cf.
also Maiiath (v.*").
G. B. Gray.

A

—

;

AHINADAB

(37J'nf<

'brother

is

generous').— Son

of Iddo, one of the 12 officers appointed by Solomon
for the victualling of the royal liouseuold.
Ue

was stationed at Afahanaim

(1

K 4").

G. B. Gray.
'brother is pleasantness'). 1.
Daughter of Ahimaaz and the ^vile of Saul (1 S H**).
2. Ahinoam the Jezreelitess was one of the two
women Abigail being the other whom David
marrie<l after Miclial ha<l been taken from him.
A. and Abigail were both with David while he
Bojoumcd with Achish at Gath, and were subsequently at Ziklag from the latter city they were
carried oir by the Amalekites, but rescued by David
and his men (1 S 30"). After Saul's death A. and
Abigail went up to Hebron with David, and there
A. gave birth to David's firstborn, Amnon 1 S 25"
27» 30», 2 S 2« 3', 1 Ch 3').
G. B. Gray.

AHINOAM

—

(oyl'nN

—

—

;

(

AHIO

—

Appears to be the name of a son
1), and brother of Uzzali who
drove the cart on which the ark was placed when
removed from Abinodab's house (2 S 6'-*, \ Ch 13').
In all three cases the LXX renders tha woni ol
(VriK)

d5f\(/)oi

avToiJ,
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which merely involves a

—

different

pronunciation of the same consonants vijji this
may be right, but on the whole a proper name seems
more probable in the context. 2. (LXX dSfX^ds

(A

Ch

6.Se\<poi) aCrroO, 1

9*')

)

A

8^'

;

son of Jeiel, and

father of Saul.

(A

iSf\<p6s

dJe\0o(,

1

Ch

brother of Kish, the

Another Ahio

3.

;

is

mentioned in

the genealogy of Benjamin (1 Ch 8"). Here also
the LXX has d5eXi/>is (A dieX^ol) airrou, and in this
case is probably right. Cf. Bertheau, in loco.
G. B. Gray.
AHIRA (ITHN). Son of Enan, one of the 12 tribal
princes wlio represented Naphtali at the census
and on certain other occasions (Nu 1" 2"° 7"8-8»
10" (P) ).

—

AHIRAM, AHIRAMITES

(ornK, 'PThkC 'brother
exalted').— The eponym of a Benj. family the
Ahiramites, Nu 26^ (P). The name A. occurs in
the corrupt forms 'hk (see Ehi) in Gn 46*' (P), and
n-!qx (see Aharah) in 1 Ch 8' ; in defence of the
originality of the form Ahiram, see Gray, Stud, in
Heb. Proper Names, p. 35.

—

is

AHISAUACH

(^'"P'nn 'brother has supported').—
Danite, father of Oholiab (AV Aholiab), Ex 31«
35" SS*' (P).
G. B. Gray.

A

AHISHAHAR
dawn

')

is

("in?''nK (panaal form) 'brother is
described in the Benjamite genealogies as
sons of BUban,' 1 Ch 7'". See under

one of the

'

Bilhan.

AHISHAR (•Hf'Tii 'my brother has snngi').
intendent of Solomon's household (1 K 4').

—Super-

AHITHOPHEL (^h-rw 'my brother is folly'—
Oxf. Heb. Lex.), was a native of Giloh, a town in
the south-western part of the highlands of Juda;a,
identified uncertainly with a village three miles
north-west of Halhul. He was a very inlluential
counsellor of David, his reputation tor political
sagacity being unrivalled ; but he was destitute of
prmciple, a man of craft rather than of character
He joined the rebellion
(2 S 15"-17^, 1 Ch 27'^).
of Absalom, possibly through ambition, possibly
out of sympathy with the resentment of his tribe
of Judah at the decline of its tribal pre-eminence.
It is supposed by some that he was al.so the
grandfather of Bathsheba (cf. 2 S 23** with 1I»)
out the identification of her father with the son
of A. is open to question, though certainly possible.
The policy he advised was that Absalom should
take possession of his father's harem, thus showini;
that no pardon could bo expected from David, and
that he should proceed at once in pursuit of his
father.
When Hushai's counsel of delay prevailed,
A. recognised the necessary failure of the enterprise, withdrew to Giloh, and hanged himself
There is no other case of deliberate
(2 S 17"*).
suicide, except in war, mentioned in the OT,
and the parallel in the NT is the case of Judas.
Allusions to A. have been found in Ps 41' 55'^'"
59" and elsewhere but these must not be treated
as designed, and no inference can be drawn from
them OS to the authorship of the psalms. The
Talnmd and Midrashim occasionally refer to him.
In the latter he is classed with Hal.aam as an
instance of the ruin which overtakes wisdom that
is not the gift of Heaven
and in the former (Baba
bnthra 1. 7) the great les-son of his life is said to be,
Be not in strife with the house of David, and
K. W. .Moss.
break off from none of its rule.'
;

;

'

1.

of Abina<iab (No.

1

AHITOB (B "AxfiTii/S, A 'Axir-, AV Achitob),
8'. — An ancestor of Ezra, son of Amarios and

Es

father of

Sadduk [Ahitub].
U. St.

J.

Thackeray.

A

AIR

AHITUB
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—

'brother is goodness'). 1. Son
Eli, the father of
of Phinehas and" gianilson of
Ahimelech or Ahijah the priest who was put to
' =
death by Saul (1 S U^ 22»- »). 2 Aec to 2 S 8
1 Ch 9" Neh 11" the
1 Ch is'") the father, ace. to
erandfather, of Zadok the priest who was contemporary with Da^-id and Solomon. It is very

AHITUB

(aiB-nK

AIATH,

probably run -^D-ntqa Tn>3Ki pnin
Zadok and Abiathar the son of

•

3iD-nK-iD

'

And

Amarna correspondence, as Aialuna.

The

(Dins

'possessor,*

AV

•

possession ').— '

The

friend

'

of

on
Abimelech, the Piulistine of Gerar, mentioned
league with
the occasion when the latter made a
The position o
Isaac at Beersheba (Gn 26=«).
an oftcial
king's friend may possibly have been
(cf. 1 K 4,
one, and the title a technical one
The rendering of the LAX gives a
1 Ch 27»').
' pronubus
or friend
different conception, that o?
yv^cpa-y^hi avrov). t or
of the bridegroom ('Oxofa«
Phil, name
the fern, termination -ath, cf. the
the
'
Goliath (see Driver's note on 1 S 17*) and
Arabian name 'Genubath' (1 K 11"^
H. E. liYLK.
for .Tiri. 'J" hath grasped,' AV
AHZAI
'

'

'

Is

'

[-m

Ahasai).— A

priest,

Neh ll»=Jahzerah,

1

Ch

9".

(-yn)

AIM —To aim at,' in the sense of conjecture,'
make guesses at,' occurs Wis 13» For if they
were able to know so much that they could aun at

Jos

7»-»

AV

inhabited place
it is not enumerated as an
seems
after the conquest until about B.C. 700, but
Ihe
to have been inhabited after the Captivity.
Beth
situation is defined as east of Bethel, beside
(Jos
Aven, with valleys to the north and west
8"- ").
The site which agrees with these conof
ditions is found at Hahjdn, immediately south
a conspicuous stone mound called Lt- J ell, the
mound.' There is a deep ravine to the north, an
open valley to the west, and a flat plain to S. and
on
E. This site is 2i miles S.E. of Bethel, and

and

It is
Valley.
tlie road thence to the Jordan
rockevidently the site of an ancient town, with

SWP

'

'

*

'

(ffToxifo/xoi,

Smith

RV

(1593),

Cf. a.
world.'
he did aim that his

'explore') the

'No marvel

if

J.

death was near at hand.'

HASTINGS.

usually spelled "Ayin, and represented
by ') is the sixteenth letter of
to
the Heb. Alphabet (wh. see), and so is used
See
introduce the sixteenth part of Ps 119.
(y,

in transliteration

AIN

(ry

MSb

Some
vol. ii. sh. xiv.
cut tombs. See
read Aija for Gaza (i.e. n:i' for njv) in 1 Ch 7 ,
to be the correct rendering.
which appears
'*^
C. R. CoNDER.
AIAH (.TN).— 1. Son of Zibeon (Gn 36« (AV
Saul's conAfah) I Cli 1*"). 2. Father of Rizpah,
cubuie(2S3'21«->''-").

'

an eye, or spring ').—!.

On

the northern

It lay
as given Nu 34".
impossible
west (S W. ?) of Riblah. It is almost
now to describe the boundary there given.
Riblah has been identified with the village stUl
Hums
bearing that name, 20 miles south-west of

of

Israel,

(Emesa) and Zedad, viith Sadad some 30 miles
Kobineast of Riblah : other points are unknowTi.

Am

el-Asy,
son following Thomson, places Ain at
miles
the main fountain of the Orontes, about 15
538).
soutli-west of Riblah (Researches (1852), p.
and
Conder identifies this ^vith Hazor-Enan (Heth
Muab p. 7 ff.). A description of this fountain
passaws
of the Orontes -n-ill be found in the
On the whole question, see under
referred to.
Palestine, and other places named with
Eze/ael, pp.
in Nu 34'-"; also A. B. Davidson's

Am

351
2.

352
Jos

Rimmon

8'-^ 10'-' 12», Ezr 2=*, Neh 7»
called Hai in
(Jer 49^ a clerical error for AR),
and Aija (xy 'Ayyd) in Neh IP'.
;
Gn 12« 13»
'heap,
In Is (10'«) Aiath (n;y).— The name means

AI

SWP

boundary

Ahnzam).—

Judah (l6h4«).

AHUZZATH (ninx

was known

in the 4th cent. A.D.

Jews

Psalms.

AHDMAI ('c<nt<).—A descendant of Judah (1 Ch 4').
of

It

(OnomaMicon,
miles from
s.v. Aialon) as less than 2 Roman
Emmaus-Nicopolis, on the road to Jerusalem. This
agrees with the situation of Yalo and 'Amwas.
vol. iii. sheet xvii.
See
C. R. CoNDEE.
AIJELETH HASH-SHAHAB, Ps 22 (title).-See
Psalms.
to the

AIN

AHUZZAM

AV

'

(1 Ch 8<
AHOAH (rl^^l{).— Son of Bela, a Beniamite
patronymic

man

Ai.

in a
of the deer.' The town is cleariy noticed
the 1 el elletter from the king of Jerusalem, in

11").

(6).

—See

in Dan was in the Shcphelah,
beneath the ascent of Bethhoron. It is the iiiodem
place
village of Ydlo. The name appears to mean

AV

= n:ni< of V.'). See AhiJAH
Ahohite occurs in 2 S 23".

'

Ch 6'®
name
known).— This town

1

4.
another Zadok (1 Ch 6"-", 1 Es 8;, 2 Es 1').
Acitho.
An ancestor of Judith, Jth 8',
J. A. Selbie.
The
AHLAB (aSnN), Jg 1«'.-A city of Asher. Gush
of the later
site is supposed to be that
Halab or Gischala (Jos. Life, 10; Wars, XI.
this is,
xxi 1), now El-Jlsh in Upper Galilee ; but
See Neubauer, Giog. Tal.
of course, uncertain.
Illustr. p. 817.
a V Gushhalab ; and Reland, Pal.
C. R. CONDER.
AHLAI (•'?nN '0 thatl' cf. Ps 119»).-1. The
2. The
daughter (?) of Sheshan (1 Ch 2«, cf. v.")
mighty men
father of Zabad. one of David's

(1

11

;

the

Ahimelech, the son of Ahitub' (so Wellhausen,
Budde, Kittel, Driver). 3. Still more exposed to
father of
su.'spicion is the existence of another A.,

Ch

28'»

Neh

Ajalon, Jos 10" 19J>
(IS'^IK),
14»',
Aijalon, Jos 21-, Jg 1» 12'», IS
8", 2 Ch 11" (in Jg 12" a place ol
unis noticed in Zebulun, otherwise

AIJALON
2 Ch

not owe
doubtful, however, whether this A. does
The text of
his existence to a copyist's error.
2 S 8" should

10«; AIJA,

Is

15*'

19'

and

1

Ch

4».

Here Ain and

should apparently be read as one name,

Ain-Rimmon = En-^inimon, which

see.

A. Henderson.

AIR (c-nt, i-^P, oipav6,) is the first of the three
bene.atli,
divisions— 'the heaven above,' 'the earth
and 'the water under the earth.' Its usual sense
the earth, with
is the atmosphere resting upon
and for air
special terms for the highest heavens
the loca ity ol
iA motion, as wind, breath, etc. As
language is that ot
air is above the earth, so its
As the emblem of the insubthe supernatural.
and blood
stantial, and the antithesis of 'flesh
(Eph 6"), it is regarded as the dwelling-place
God, are over
of powers which, though under
the power of
is described as the prince of
Loid is there
the air' (Eph 2"), and the war of the
and declared
lifted out of all tribal provincialism,
elemental good
to be a world-wide conflict between
battle the
and evil. For safety and success in this
32" the
whole armour of God' is needed. In Dt
which
heathen gods are called Shedhim, the term by
are
modern Jews denote the malignant spirits tjiat
offending
considered to infest the air. The fear of

™"satan

'

'

them makes the uneducated Jewish woman

say,

'

ALCIMUS

AKAi^f
'
By your leave when throwing out water from
her uoor-stcp and the dread of their congregated
power makes tlie Jews walk quickly in the funeral
procession.
The same superstition passed into the
Christian Church with regard to the efficacy of the
passing bell. The Jews in the synagogue- worship,
when repeating the solemn watchword of Israel,
Hear, U Israel, the Lord thy God is one Lord,'
prolong the pronunciation of the word ici>< 'one,' as
a protection against the hostility of the air-powers.
See Demon.
G. M. Mackie.
'

!

;

'

cent, the Latins got it from the Syrians, in the
16th cent, it was in the possession of the Anneniiins,
in the 17th cent, of the Greeks, and it passed again
to the Armenians, who at the close of that century
paid a rent for it to the Turks. More strange is
the virtue attached to its soil of quickly consuming
dead bodies, because of which, notwithstanding its
history, 270 shiploads are said to have been taken
to form the Campo Santo at Rome, and seven
shiploads to Pisa for a like purpose. Schick calculates the accumulation in it of bones and small

stones at 10 to 15

ARAN

(isj,).—

A

The name appears

descendant of Esau (Gn
1 Ch 1" as Jakan.

AKATAN CAKaTdv, AVAcatan),
who

1

AKKOS

(Ac

l'»

WH 'AitfXJaMx.

AV Aceldama). — The popular

TR 'A«X-

name of 'the
field of blood,' bought with the money paid to and
returned by the traitor, Mt 27'"'°. The language
of Ac 1'* seems also to imply that it was so named
as the scene of his suicide.
It is not impossible
that a spot so defiled would be eagerly sold and
bought in the circumstances described. Such a
place must have always been needed (Jer 26^),
and at the time this field was purchased, owing
to the multitude of strangers dwelling in and
visiting Jerusalem, there may have been urgent
need for a larger place of bunal, and a difficulty
of procuring land for such a purpose.
The place
had been previously kno>vn as the potter's held,'
and seems to be identified with the potter's house
of Jer 18' 19', which was in the valley of the son
of Hinnom, the scene in earlier times of Molechworship, and subsequently deliled as a place of
23'").
burial (Jer T'""", 2
The traditional site
is still kno^vn as Hakk-ed-Dumm (in the 12th
cent, called Chaudemar, a manifest corruption
of the original).
It is situated half-way up the
hill, to the south of the Pool of Siloara, on a level
'
spot.
It is now a partly ruined building, "S ft.
long outside and 57 ft. wide, erected over rockcut caves and a deep trench.'
Originally there
had been tombs cut in a natural cave, which forms
the inner or southern part
and though these
have been broken up to enlarge tue space, six
loculi
remain on the western .«ide and two on
the eastern.
deep trench has been cut in front
of the original rooK-tombs, 30 ft. deep, 21 ft.
wide, and 63 ft. long.
The wall buUt on the
outer edge of the trench is about 30 ft. high. A
stone roof thrown over the trench joins the hill
face {PEFSt, 1892, p. 283 ff.).
Apparently there
'

'

'

A. Henderson.

deep.
;

B AV

"AicjSuls,

;

Accoz),

Es

1

(wh. see).

'

A

AKKDB

(3ipy).— 1.
son of Elioenai (1 Ch 3").
Levite, one of the porters at the E. gate of
the temple, the eponym of a family that returned
from the Exile (1 Ch 9", Ezr 2*\ Neh 7" 11'" 12'»),
called in 1 Es 5^" Dacubi.
3. The name of a family
of Nethinim (Ezr 2*-), called in 1 Es 5"' Acud.
i.
Levite who helped to e.jpound the law (Neh 8').
omits. Called in 1 Es 9** Jacubus.

A

2.

AKELDAMA

A

{'AKKiis,

BBS's.— Father

returned with Ezra, called Hak-

katan, Ezr 8".

Saiid,

ft.

36'').

in

5's=Hakkoz
of Joannes,
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A
LXX

J.

AKRABBIM

—

Pass.' -The
side of the

34*,

A. Selbie.
Jg 1^. Less

15' AV,
The Scorpion
name ^iven to an ascent on the south
Dead Sea, a very barren re^on. See
'

Sea.

Conder.

C. R.

AKRABATTINE
5',

Nu

Acrabbim Jos

correctly

Dead

(n-Slisy nhup),

kKpa^aTThn) in Idum!Ea(l

Mac

AV Arabattine). —"The region near Akrabbim.
('

'

ALABASTER.

'

K

See Box, Minerals.

ALAMOTH, Pb 46 (title), 1 Ch

iss".— See Psalms.

—

ALBEIT. Albeit is a contraction for 'all be it,'
and means 'al(I) though it be.' Properly it should
but when
be, and sometimes is, followed by that
regarded as a single word (=although), 'that' is
omitted.
It occurs only in Ezk 13' 'a. I have
not spoken,' and Philem " a. I do not say to
thee (RV that I say not unto thee ') but is more
'

'

;

'

'

'

;

fren. in Apocr.,

2

Mac

Wis IP

Sus'"-"

1

4".

J.

M.ao 12»

IS''

Hastings.

;

'

'

A

was a

here with a natural cave in the
This may have been used, as caves
frequently are, as a potter's workshop. But the
name of the gate, Ilarsith,' Jer 19' the gate of
face of

clili'
0.

'

'

would rather indicate that the site of
the potter's workshop was close by the gate, and
not across a valley from it his work would also
require a supply of water to bo at hand
nor can
jiotsherds,'

;

;

the Valley of

Hinnom be

said to be conclusively
identified.
According to Eu.sebius, Akeldama was
on the north of the city ; .Jerome (by a slip or of
design) places it on the south.
From the seventh

century (Arculph) it has been pointed out on the
presently accepted site.
Krafft {Top. Jer. p. 193)
says he saw clay dug at Hakk-ed-Dumm
but
Schick denies that jiotter's clay is found there, and
says that only a kind of chalk used to mix witli
clay is got higher up the hill but even if it were,
clay is not used where it is found, but where
facilities for its use are greatest.
The ownership
of the spot has been more valued in later times than
when purchased by the chief priests. In the 12th
;

;

ALCIMUS

'God sets up,' grecised into
and abbreviated into cp;, whence
'Id/tfi/xos, Jos. Ant. XII. ix. 5, and 'Idici^os, ib. XX.
X. 3) was the son (Baba bathra i. 33), or more probably the sister's son (Midrash rnbba 65 et el.), of
Jose ben-Joeser, the famous pupil of Antigonus of
Socho. He was a native of Zeruboth, of A.'ironic
descent, but a leader of the Syrian and Helleiiizing
party.
Hy Antiochus Eupator he was nominated
to the high priesthood (B.C. 162), but was unable
to exercise its functions on account of the in-

'AX/(i/ios,

'

(D'p;f'(c

valiant,'

Retiring to
fluence in Jerus. of .ludas Macciibu-us.
Antioch, he gathered around him the lawless and
ungodly men of Israel' (1 Mac 7'), by wliich is
probably numnt such members of the Hellcnizing
party as had been driven from Jerus. by the
As soon as Demetrius Soter
successes of .Judfus.
had established himself at Antioch, the party of A.
charged Judas with treason, and secured the king's
favour for themselves. Demetrius was i)ersuadcd
to renominate A. to the high priesthood, and to
send an army under IJacchiiles, governor of
Mesopotamia, with orders to install A. and to
punish the Maccabees. The march of Bacchides
and at
does not appear to have been opposed
Jerus. it was found that many of the Hasidim
were rea<iy to support A., ostensibly because of his
priestly descent, out really perhaps because of tln'ir
Sixty
siisjiicion of the dynastic designs of Judas.
of their leaders, amongst whom is said {Midrash
'

;

A

ALEXANDER

ALEALA.

60

rabba) to have been Jose ben-Joeser himself, were,
however, soon after put to death together, by the
order of the joint representatives of the Syrian
king ; and on the part of Bacchidea further cruelties
followed.
The efl'ect was to reduce the people to a
condition of sullen submission ; and Bacchides
returned to Antioch, leaving a sufficient force to

msdntain A. in his priestly and vice-regal dignity.
For a very short tune the support of the Syrian
troops enabled him to carry out his Hellenizing
policy.
But a reaction soon took place in favour
of the party of Judas, who forsook the retirement
in which he had remained during the presence of
Bacchides in the country, and made himself master
of all the outlying districts. A. went in person to
the king, and by means of large presents secured
the despatch of a second force under Nicanor, who
was appointed to the governorship of Judsea.
Nicanor at first formed an alliance, and apparently
an intimate friendship, with Judas. But A., displeased at the neglect to install him in his office,
returned again to Demetrius, who sent strict orders
to Nicanor to seize Judas and bring him at once
to Antioch. Judas managed to escape from an
attempt to overcome him by treachery and the
two armies met at Adasa, near Bethhoron, on the
13th of Adar (March, B.C. 161). Nicanor fell in
the battle, and the Syrian army was almost
Another army was collected by
annihilated.
Demetrius, and sent into Judaea under the command of Bacchides. Judas was defeated and slain
at the battle of Eleasa, and Bacchides proceeded to
occupy Jerus. This time Bacchides remained in
the country, and effectually protected A., who was
at last able to discharge without hindrance his high
His chief object appears to have
priestly duties.
been to abolish the separation of Jew from Greek.
With that view he commanded the destruction of
'
the wall of the inner court of the sanctuary,' and
also of 'the works of the prophets.' The former
has been identified with the Soreg, or low wooden
breastwork before the steps leading between the
cour'.s
but the allusion seems to be rather to the
wall Itself, marking the limits beyond which
Gentiles and the unclean were not allowed to pass.
This was one of the separatist characteristics of the
temple, ascribed in tradition sometimes to Haggai
and Zechariah, sometimes to the members of the
Great Synagogue. But before the destruction was
completed, A. died (B.C. 160) of paralysis. Pss 74.
79. 80 have been interpreted as reflecting the sentiments of pious Jews during his priestliood. But
the best authority for the period is 1 Mac 7°'*' 9'"",
though cautious use may be made also of 2 Mac
;

'

14'-",

and Jos. Ant. XU.

ix. 5, XII. x.

R.

ALEMA
citj'

(^i-

'AXd/nois

The

in Gilead.

ALEMETH
Benjamite
of Saul (1

(

1

(n^'-y).

A, 'AX^mo's

site is

—

»), 1

W. Moss.
Mac 5».—

unknown.

III

festion of Baronius, Pearson, and Lightfoot, that
e was the well-linown Alal)arch (on lliis tiile see
Schiirer,
II. ii. 2Su) of Alexandria and brother
of Philo (Jos. Ant. xvill. viii. 1, cf. Xix. v. 1),
scarcely needs serious discussion
(Edersheim).
PhUo was of liigh and wealthy birth (Jos. XX. v. 2),
but Jerome's statement (</« Viris Illustr. xi.) that
he was de genere sacerdotiun ia unsupported by
any evidence.
3. Ac 19^.
'And some of the multitude instructed A., the Jews putting him forward. And
A. beckoned with the band, and would have made
a defence unto the people. But when they perceived that he was a Jew'
etc. etc. (RVm).
The Jews were a natural and usual object of

HJP

*

'

'

'

.

.

.

the religious animosity (cf Up6<rv\oi v.", and Ko 2--),
which on this occasion they had done nothing to
provoke. A. is put forward by his co-religionists to
clear them of complicity with St. Paul, but the enraged mob will give no Jew a hearing. The absence
of any nj suggests (cf v.') that A. was well known at
Ephesus ; he may even have been one of the ipyarai
or Trx,''tTat of v.^, and thus identifiable with No. 5
but this, although it is stated (by Ewald, apiid
Nosgen, inloc.) that Jews were sometimes engaged
in forbidden trades, lacks evidence.
Mentioned with Hymen AEUS (cf.
i. 1 Ti l»9-»>.
2 Ti 2") as one of tlie unconscientious teachers who
had 'made shipwreck concerning the faith.' St.
.

.

;

Paul ' delivered them unto Satan (cf. 1 Co 5', and
see Satan).
There is no strong reason to identify
this A. with No. 3.
3. 2 Ti 4".
Tliis A. (1) was a smith (xoX«i5s).
The word originally meant a worker in copper ; but
as other metals came to be more commonlj' worked,
it became applicable (Lid. and S. s.v.) to workers
in any metal, esp. iron (Gn 4^ LXX, see also
'

This makes possible, but by no means

Trades).

proves, the identity of A. with No. 3, if the latter
could be shown to be one of the craftsmen of Demetrius.

evils

(2)
;

A. had 'done' (ivcSeliaro) St. Paul many
he had greatly witlistood (\la.v

in particular

ci. Ac 13') his words.
(3) Timothy is
cautioned against a like experience. "This last point
locates A. mth Timothy at Ephesus, and makes it
probable that (2) also refers to something tliat had
taken place when St. Paul was last there (1 Ti 1').
If (2) refers to heretical teaching, our present A.
might be identified with No. i. But (2) is equally
compatible with Jewish hostility and if so, we
might combine (1) and (2) with the object of identifying him with No. 3. In any case No. 3 is the
only possible link between 3 and 1. For specimens
of the many possible conjectures on the wtiole subject, see the comm. in Ivc. and Holtzmann, Pastoralbriefe, p. 255 so. If, with many critics, we regard
the Epistles to Timothy as non-Pauline, we miglit
follow the last-named writer in regarding Ac 19^
but in reality
as the basis of the notice in 2 Ti
the two passages have nothing in common except
the name
the malicious personal antagonisn
which is so prominent here is unhinted at there.

avTiarri,

;

;

1.

A

son

AV Alameth).

Cli 7*,
9").

of
2.

Becher the
A descendant

Ch 8»

;

A. ROBEUTSON.

ALEPH

(K).— First letter of

Heb. Alphabet.

men

See Alphabet, Psalms, and A.

ALEXANDER

("AWfoi-Jpoj).— The

name

occurs
and apparently belongs to as

fi^•e times in NT,
m.any distinct persons.
1. Mk 15^.
son of SiMON of Cyrene, and
brother of RUFUS (see these names).
A. and
Rufus are eWdently expected to be familiar names
to the readers. Very possibly they were Christian
Jews.
' Annas
2. Ac 4".
the high priest teas there, and
Caiaphas, and John, and Alexander, and as many
as were of the kindred of the high priest' (RV).
nothing further is known. The sugOf this

A

A

ALEXANDER
'),

TIL

'defender of
the son of Philip n.,

('AX^fai-Jpos,

known as the Great, was

king of Macedonia, and of Olympias, a Molossian
He
princess, and was bom at Pella, B.C. 356.
succeeded his father in B.C. 336, and two years later
The battles of
set out on his eastern expedition.
the Granicus (B.C. 334) and of Issus (B.C. 333) made
him master of S.W. Asia. Egypt was next subtiued,
and Alexandria founded in B.C. 331. The di.scontent of his army thwarted his designs upon India,
and in B.C. 323 he died at Babylon.

For Alexander's connexion «-ith the Jews, the
The
is Jo.s. Ant. IX. viii. 3-6.
story runs tliat, whilst he was besieging Tyro, A.
principal authority

sent orders to the

Jews

to transfer their allegiance

ALEXANDKK

ALEXANDRIA

to su]iiily liiiu with provisions and
hi'Mi priest refused on tlie trroiiml
of Ilia oath of lidelity to Uarius.
A. destroyeil
Tyre, took Uaza (B.C. 332) after a two nimrlis'
siej^e (I)iodor. xvii. 8; Arriau, ii. 'Jli, '27), and
marched against tleru.s. The hii,'h priest Jaddua
(Neh 12"), or Simon the Ju.st [Yorna 60), was
tauj^ht in a dream what to do, and led out the
priests and the people to meet him.
At Sapha
("icy ' he watched ; known also as Scopus, Jos.
Wars, V. ii. 3, an eminence near Jerus. whence city
and temple were all visible) the priest and the
to him, ami
auxiliaries.

The

'

king met. A. bowed before the divine name on
the priest's tiara, and to the protestations of
Parmenio replied that in a dream at Diuui he
had seen such a figure as Jaddua's, and had
been promised success and guidance on the way.
Escorted by the priests, he entered Jerus., sacrificed in the temide under the direction of the high
priest, and, when shown the Book of Dan., interpreted of himself such passages as 8-' and 11'.
Before leaving the city he guaranteed to the Jews
in all his dominions protection in the usages of
their fathers, and immunity from taxation in their
sabbatical years. How much of this story is legendary, it is impossible to decide.
It is found in the
Talmud as well as in Josephus. The silence of the
cla-ssiial historians (Arrian, Curtius, Plutarch, and
the Epitomists) is inconclusive, as they are generally silent concerning matters relating to the Jews.
The position and the suspected attitude of Jerus.
make a visit on the part of A. probable in view of
his conlemi>latcd expedition against Egypt.
And
though imagination has clearly been at work with
the details of the narrative, the balance of probability is in favour of its substantial historicity.
By A. Palestine was included in the province of
Coele • Syria, which extended from Lebanon to
Egypt. The governor was Androraachus, who chose
as his residence the town of Samaria, because of its
central position, and possiblj also of the amenities
of the neighbourhood.
A''ainst him the Samaritans
rose in revolt, prompted uy jealou.sy of the privileged Jews, by resentment at the estnbjisliment
amongst them of the seat of government, or l>y the
opportunity afl'orded by the absence in Egj-pt of
such of their compatriots as were most favourably
dispo.sed towards A. (Jo.s. Ant. XI. viii. 6).
Setting
fire to the bouse of Andromachus, they bunit him
alive.
The news reached A. just after he had
received the submission of Egypt and, hastening
back, ho put to death the leaders of the revolt
(Curt. iv. 8. 10), and removed the rest of the people
from their city, planting a colony of Macedonians
in their stead.
From that time Shechem, at the
foot of Mt. fJerizim, became the religious centre
of the Samaritans.
Coins of A. have been found
coined at Ashkelon and Acco (Ptolemais), and also,
if Miillcr's identifications are correct, at Cie.sarea,
Scythdpolis, and I{al)bah (Miiller, Numismatii/ue
d\Ali:j-'tni/re, .i().'i-309)
but it cannot be inferred
with conlidence that these towns were made by him
sub-capitals of districts, as such coins were issued
by the Diadochoi long after the death of A. Not
only were large numbers of the Samaritans settled
by iiim in the Thebais {,Ios. Ant. XI. viii. 6), and of
Jews in Alexandria {ih. XIX. v. 2; Apiun. ii. 4) and
in the Egyj). villages (see the evidence of papyri in
Mahalfy, J^tolemici, 86, n.), but many of the latter
appear to have willingly i-unilled themselves in his
army. When he was rebuibling the temple of Bel
in liabyloM, his soliliers were ordered to assist in
removing the rubbish. The .lews are said to have
refu.scd on the grounds that any dealing with
idolatry was forbidden them, and tiiat their Scriptures predicted the permanency of the destruction
of the temple of Bel.
They were threatened and
punished in vain. Apjwalmg to A., they were
;

;
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exempted from the task,

in virtue of the original
stipulation that they 'should continue under the
laws of their fathers.' The incident again is of

doubtful authenticity but it is in agreement with
all the traditions of the kindly attitude of A.
towards the Jews.
In the Biblical books A. is expressly mentioned
only in 1 Mac 1'' 6'', though several passages in
Dan. are frequently interpreted as alluding to him.
;

—

The sourcea of A.*8 history are examined in
Eniiayg, 2nd ser. Ess. 5, to which add Pauly,
Alexander,' and Mahaffy, Ptolemies, wliere in § 5fl
evidence is adduced in favour of the novel su^'gestion, that A.*«
friendship to the Jews was due to his desire to use them as a
kind of intelligence department to his army. For the rabbinical
LrrKRATURR.

Freeman, Hut.

HE.

art.

'

traditions see Derenbourg, [list, de- la I'al. i. 41 fT.; Hamburger,
JiE ii. 44-47. Droysen, Gfsch. Alfx. (U« Grosfim (Hamburg, 1837),
and Ge«ch. des Hetlenumus (Ootha, 1877) are of special value.

R.

ALEXANDER BALAS

W. Moss.

was

either a natural son
of Antiochus Epiphanes (Jos. Ant. xill. ii. 1 ; Liv.
Epit, 50 ; Strabo, xiii. ), or a lad of Smyrna who
claimed such descent (Justin, xxxv. 1 ; Appian,
i'yr. 67). In the latter (more likely) case, Balas was
his proper name, and its etymology is unknown ;
in the former case the name may be connected
\vitn the Aram. kYj? 'lord.'
He also assumed his
reputed father's title of Epiphanes (1 Mac 10').
lie was set up as a pretender to the throne of
Demetrius Soter, whose despotism had alienated
liis sulijects and ofiended his neighbours, by the
three allied kings, Ptolemy Philometor of Egypt,
Attalus II. of Pergamum, and Ariarathes V. of
Cappadocia.
The Uomans also supported his
claims (Polybius, xxxiii. 14. 16), in accordance
with their policy of promoting civil strife within
kingdoms that might become formidable.
He
secured the help of Jonathan (B.C. 153) by nominating him high priest, and after some reverses
defeated Demetrius, who fell in the battle. Balas
thereupon married Cleopatra, dauj^hter of Ptolemy
Philometor (for a fuller account of whose relations
with Balas see Mahatly, Ei.ip. of Ptulcmie.i, §§ 208212), and appointed (li.c.
150) Jonathan with
special honours (Jos. Ant. XIII. iv. 2) aTpaTrryds and

military and civil governor of the province, although Syrian commandants were retained
His kingdom
in several of the principal fortresses.
now established, Balas proved himself an incapable
ruler, negligent of State affairs, and given up to
self-indulgence (Miiller, Fragm. Hiit. Grcec. iL
prajf. xvi, n. 19 ; Liv. Ejnt. .50 ; Justin, xxxv. 2).
Demetrius Nicator, son of Dera. Soter, invaded
the country in B.C. 147, and was supported by
But Jonathan
Apollonius, governor of Cojle-Syria.

fiepioipxri!,

defeated and slew Apollonius, and was rewarded
on the part of Balas by the gift of Ekron. Balas,
however, was deserted by his own soldiers and by
the people of Antioch. Ptolemy, his father-in-law,
entere<l Syria on the plea that Balas was plotting
against him, and took up the cause of Demetrius,
to whom he transferred iiis daughter Cbiopatra in
marriage. Balas hastened from Cilicia, where he
had been trying to quell a revolt, but was defeated
by Ptolemy. He was either slain (B.C. 140) in the
battle (Eu.seb. Chron. Arm. i. 340), or he lied to
Abuj, in Arabia, where he wius as.sa.ssinated (Miiller,
The relation of the Jews to
I.e.
1 Mac 11").
Balas, and the consistency of their alliance, ai)i>ear
in 1 Mac 10", UV 'They were well pleased with
Alexander, because he was the first that spake
words of peace unto them, and they were confederate with him always.' His necessities and
his unconcern made Judiea almost autonomous.
Alexander Epiphanes, I Mac 10' = A. Bala-i.
R. W. MO.SS.
ALEXANDRIA (4 'KMivipua.), the Hellenic
capital of Egypt, was founded by Alexander the
Under the early Ptolemies it
Creat, B.C. 33'2.
;

—
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:

ALEXANDRIA

ALEXANDRIA

rose to importance, and became the emporium of
the commerce of the East and of the West.
Oblong in shape and rounded at the extremities,
Strabo compared it to the chlamys or cloak of the
Macedonian cavalry, it occupied the narrow strip
of land which lay between the sea and the Lake
Mareotis.
An artificial mole connected it with
the island of Pharos, and on either side of the
mole were commodious harbours which received
the ships of Europe and Asia. The Lake Mareotis,
which was joined by a canal to the Canopic mouth
of the Nile, brought to it the commerce of the East.
The beauty of the city was proverbial. One-third
of its e.xtent was occupied with royal palaces and
open public grounds and it had a system of wide
regular streets with noble colonnades. Its population, which amounted to about 800,000 souls in its
flourishing period, consisted chiefly of Egyptians,
Greeks, and Jews, who occupied separate quarters.
The Regio Judivorum, whichlay in the north-eastern
portion of the city, was surrounded by walls.
special governor, called the Alabarch, presided over
it, and the .Jews were permitted to live according
The Jews— the mercenary race
to their own laws.
as they were called— were not popular with their
fellow-citizens, but they were protected by the
rulers, Greek and Roman, who recognised the value
of their services to the commercial prosperity of
When A. became part of the Roman
the city.
Empire, B.C. 30, and a p'anary of Rome, the important corn trade with Italy fell into the hands of

—

;

A

Jewish merchants.
The Lagidie were munificent patrons of learning,
and it was their ambition to make their capital
a place of intellectual renown.
They collected
within its walls the largest library of antiquity,
part of which was housed in the temple of Serapis
in the Egyptian quarter, and another part in the
museum which was situated in the Bruchium or
Greek quarter. To the museum was attached a
staff of professors, who were salaried by the State.
It had a banqueting-hall in which the professors
dined, corridors for peripatetic lectures, and a
theatre for public disputations.

The chief

subjects

were grammar, rhetoric, mathematics,
astronomy, medicine, and geogTaphy. The school
of philosophical thought which ultimately arose
was eclectic, a patchwork of earlier systems, and
it closed its career by dethroning philosophy in
of study

favour of religious tradition.
For the student of Christian theology, A.
occupies an important place in the history of
religious development as the cradle of a school of
thought in which the earliest attempt was made
to brin^ the teaching of the OT into relation
with Hellenic ideas. It was in A. that the Heb.
Scriptures were first translated into Greek.
This translation, although it afterwards became
' the
first apostle to the nations,' was not made
with a missionary purpose, being intended to afl'ord
a knowledge of the law to the numerous Jews who
hatl grown up in ignorance of the Heb. language.
But having opened up their treasures to the curious
Greeks, it bec^ime necessary for the Jews to explain
and to defend them. It was the claim of the Jew
thatthe Scriptures are the sole source of a tnie
knowledge of God and of human duty but when
he became familiar with Greek literature, it was
imi>ossible to deny that there also were found noble
doctrines and excellent counsels.
The Alexandrian Jew offered an Apologia for his exclusive
claim, whieh was repeated iw the Christian Fathers,
lived through the entire Middle Ages, and almost
to our own time.
I'lato and Pythagoras, he said,
and even Homer, borrowed all their wisdom from
the OT Scriptures. Aristobulus, a Jewish courtier,
who lived about the middle of the second century
B.C., writes: 'Plato took our legislation as his
;

model, and
whole of it

is
certain that he knew ih<t
the same is true of Pythagoni.-.
gain venerated authoritv foi tlii-

it
;

In order to
assertion, the

Jews composed verses

in

tlienameol

the mystic poets of antiquity, in praise of Moses
and of Judaism.
In his commentary on the
introduces Orpheus,
Pentateuch,
Aristobulus
and makes him say that he cannot reveal tht
God whom clouds coaceal that the water-born
Moses alone of mortals received knowledge from
on high on two tables. Another writer of Egypt
who was a contemporary of Aristobulus, the autlioi
of the third of the Sibylline Books, introduces tin
Sibyl of Cunia?, who speaks of the Jews as a nation
api)ointed by God to be the guide of all mortals
and she offers the coming Alessianic salvation tc
all nations if they will turn from their idols to
serve the living God.
Having thus established to their own satisfaction
that Gentile wisdom comes from the Scriptures, the
Jews next proceeded to place it there by the help oi
the magic wand of allegorical interpretation. Tliu>
interpreted, the narratives of Scripture easily
The
yielded up Platonic and Stoic dogmas.
Jewish Alexandrian philosophy, which began with
Aristobulus and cuJmrnated in Philo, was an
elaborate attempt to clothe Greek philosophical
ideas in Scripture language, and thus to confer
upon them the authority of divine revelation. It
was to Platonism and Stoicism that the Jewish
for in the lofty
scholars most naturally turned
monotheism of the former, and in the moral
earnestness of the latter, they seemed to hear
echoes of Isaiah and Solomon. It was through the
influence of Platonic and Stoic conceptions that the
Sophia and the Lo";os assumed such importance in
In the Heb.
the Jewish Alexandrian philosophy.
Scriptures they had been personified, but they were
now hypostatized, and became intermediaries be
tween the creature and the Most High God.
The Jewish philosophy of A., which was not
confined to A., but spread through the whole ot
the Greek-speaking Diaspora, exercised a certain
influence upon the Greeks, who were drawn
towards Judaism by its accent of certainty abont
God, which was always wanting even in the loftic-l
Its main
theology of their own philosophers.
influence, however, lay in its Hellenizin" of tln'
Jews, who were enabled to appropriate Hellenu
views of life without conscious apostasy from
Judaism. The extent of the influence of Jewish
Alexandrian philosophy on the writers of the NT
has been variously estimated. There are strikini;
similarities between the terminology and sometimes between the thoughts of St. Paul and of
the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews and those
But the similarities are probably due to
of Philo.
their common knowledge of the current teachinOn the otlur
of the Greek-speaking synagogue.
hand, the direct practical spirit of the NT writer>
offers a strong contrast to the dreamy Intel
lectualism of Philo's allegories.
The name of the city of Alexandria does not
occur in the NT. Mention is made of a synagogue
of the Alexandrians in Jerusalem (Ac 6"). Apollo^
is described as an 'Alexandrian by race' (Ac 18^).
St. Paul sailed on two occasions in Alexandrian
ships, which probably belonged to the com trade
;

;

(Ac 27» 28").
It is remarkable that neither St. Paul nor his
companions visited A., in some respects the most
promising missionary field in the world. As regards
St. Paul, to hazard a conjecture, he may liave
been deterred by what occurred in Corinth (1 Co
1"), where Apollos followed him, and by his preaching produced an unhappy division without intending it. St. Paul may have felt that his simple presentation of Christ crucified would be unwelcomi'

;

ALGUM TREES

ALL

hearers accustomed to the word of wisdom
If we were to accept the
in trope and allc^'ory.
yiew of those critics who hold that ApoUos wrote
the Epistle to the Hebrews to the Jewish Christians of A., it would be easy to explain St. Paul's
conduct, as it would have been contrary to his
custom to visit a Church which a fellow-labourer
had already made his own (2 Co 10'').
According to Eusebius (II. E. ii. 16), St. Mark was
the first who was sent to E^-pt, where he preached

among

the gospel which he had written, and established
'The multitude of believers,'
churches in A.
he adds, 'both men and women, lived lives of the

most extreme and philosophical asceticism.' The
statement of Eusebius about St. Mark, which he
introduces with the formula 'they say,' and connects with fanciful legends, has clearly no
authority.
His description, however, of the character of the early Alexandrian Church is probably
During the second and third centuries of
correct.
our era Alexandria was the intellectual capital of
Christendom. In the Alexandrian heretics Hasilides and Valentinus, and in the Church Fathers
Clement and Origen, we observe how the spirit of
Jewish Alexandrian i)hilosophy passed into Christianity.
See I'liii.nsopiiv, Rklicion'.
LiTKRATURB.
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;

—Stnibo, Geof).

l*atr. Gr. xxi.
Rei.-I'hittm.

AUx.

Judceru

;

xvii.

Or. Sj/O. Hi.

;

;

:

liJi

{I'Aa

TTfi/KiKa

— Celsius

;

Vulg.

liffnn

(n;|?i').—

A

'duke' of Edora,

1

Ch

1" =

Ch

!'"

GiBB.

thr/ina,

We

ALIAN (i;^y).—A
Gn SG**.

descendant of Esau,

1

=

Alvan,

lignn

m

K

'

tlie

ALIAH

Alvah, Gil 30".

(Hierobnt. i. l1'.^) states that some
doubted the identity of the alguni and the aliuug.
This doubt, however, is not ju»tilie<l by the transposition of the letters in the two names.
Such
transposition is extremely common in Heb. proper
v.'"
names (e.g. lichvm, ciri, Neh 12^ is called
of the same chapter Ilarim, cin).
are told that
algum trees were brought from Opiiir (2 Ch 9'").
Almug trees were also brought from Oi)hir (I
10").
These passages are perfectly parallel, and
plainly refer to the same tree.
But, in 2 Ch 2', Solomon instniets Hiram to
send cedar trees, fir trees, and algum trees (AVm
almvrjrjim) out of Lebanon.'
IMii the term algum
in Lebanon signify one tree and in Ufjhir another?
This is po.ssible. Cedar, in Eng., is ajiplied to
various species of Cujiressu-t, A/jie.i, Juni/ierus,
and Larix, a,s well as to Cediii.i Libnni. Vn, in
Eng., is applied to several species of Abies, and
the Scotch fir is I'inu.i xylvcstrUi, L.
Spruce is
used in Europe for Abies excelsa, L., and in the
United States for three species of Abies: A. Cnnadetuns, Mich., A. atba, Mich., and A. niijrn, Poir.
Instances of this might easily he multiiilied.
If
we accept this sui>[iosition, the pa.ssage is amply
explained.
Hut it all'ords no clue to the name of
the tree growing in Lebanon. H, on the other
hand, the tree which Solomon reciucsted Hiram to

send was

;

'

DTXimniond^ Philo-

;

Uauarath, litms of Apostles.
J.

LXX.

fitable

Bu8emu§, Prcepar, Evang.
DarsUU. d. Jud.-

ALGDM TREES, ALMUQ TREES (dij'j^n -alfjummim, 2 Ch 2» 9'"- "; D-3-''x almiif/r/im, 1 K 111"- ",
pinen).

Arabia, India, or the East Coa.st of .Afnea, pro(2) that it should be suitulile lor r^>af
terraces (m. highways or stair.i, mure properly a
staircase, 2 Ch 9"), and lyji /<i//a;'.v (ni. a prop or
rails, more properly balustrade, 1 K Ui'*), and for
futrps and psalteries.
Fifteen dilferent candidates
have been proposed, among them thyine woml,
bitkm
(CiKsal
pinn Sajip<in).
deodar, fir,
The
majority of scholars, following the opinion of
certain Kabbia, incline to the red sandal wood
(I'terocarjnis Santnlina, L. ), a native of CoromanThere is not, however, a particle
del and Ceylon.
Against it is the
of direct evidence in its favour.
f.act that it occurs now in commerce only in small
billets, unsuitable for staircases, balustrades, or
even the construction of harps and iisalteries. It
is, however, possible that larger sticks might have
been cut in ancient times.
In the uncertainty which must ever remain as to
the identity of the tree intended, and with the
probability that a consideralile number of trees
which grew in Lebanon are now extinct there
owing to denudation of forests, and the possibility
that the Lebanon algum may have been a dili'erent
tree with the same name, it is needless to suggest
"
an interpolation of the passage out of Lebanon
G. E. Post.
(2 Ch 2»).
it

Dahnt*. Ge^.

Pauly-Wissuwa,

\

u3

same as that brought from Ophir,

was Lebanon a

station for it ? This is also possible.
do not know where Ophir was, nor what the
tree was.
It would he quite ra-sh to say that it
could not grow in both localities.
The ccd/ir,
mentioned in the same clause, grows in Lebanon,
Amanus, Taurus, the Ilimnlayas, and the Atlas.

We

ALIEN.—See Forkigner.

—

ALL. There are few words in the Eng. Bible
the precise meaning of which is so often missed as
the word 'all.* The foil, examples need special
attention.
1. When joined to a pers. pron. all
usually follows the pron. in mod. usage, in early
Eng. it often precedes it. 18 53" 'All we like sheep
have gone astray
but Is 64"
all do fade as a
leaf.'
2. All stands for 'all peo|)le' in 1 Ti 4"
that thy profiting may appear to all.' 3. Follow
ing the Gr. (:ras), all is used with a freedom winch
In He V, 'willioiu
is denied to it in mod. Eng.
all contradiction,' all = aiiy whatever.
Cf. Shaks.
'

'

;

We

'

Macbeth,

111.

11—

ii.

'Thinirs without all rcmedj
Should he without rcffurd.*

In Col 1'° 'unto all jileasing' is a literal tr. of
the (Jr., and means 'in order to please (God) In
every way.' Similarly all is used for 'every' in
with all
I)t '22' In like manner shall thou do
(KV 'every ') lost thing of thy brother's'; Kev IS"
'

.

.

.

manner of vessels of ivory,' and even witbimt
the word 'manner' in the same verse, 'all thyine
wood.' 4. ylW means 'altogether' in 1 K 14'" 'till
'all

it

be

gone'

all

Nah

;

3'

Woe

'

to the bloody city

1

Caxton (I4H3) "The lady
wente onto of her wytte and was al deiiiunyiik.'
This is the meaning of 'all' in 'All hail,' .Mt 2S",
full of lies.'

it is all

literally,

'

Cf.

be altogether whole, or

in heultli.'

S. .-{II

some interesting phrases. All along:
'Then Saul fell straightway all ahmg on

apj)cars in
1

S

'28**

the earth

(KV

'

'

his full length \\\nm the earth

')

'weeping all along as he went,' i.e.
throughout the whole way he went; cf. 'I knew
that all along,' i.e. thronghout the whole time.

.ler

41"

It is al.so uncertain what Jir is allmied to in the
pa.ssage.
There are tirs in Lebanon, and also in
some, at least, of the localities proposed for Ophir.
It is possible that the unknown tree had a range

be all in
All in all: 1 Co IS-"' 'that (Jod
all' ((iT. travra. iv ira<nf, (dl thiuijs iu all [pr,rst>n.f
and] Ihitujs). Cf. Sir 4.3-'' ' He (God) is all (t6 irdv

which included Lebanon and Ophir.

taTiv airris).

The conditions for any canclidate for the algum
or almu" tree, imported fioiii Ophir, are — (1) that
it should be a wood of sullicieiit value to make its

where

importation from so distant a country

'that

a.s Oiv>iir,

be

may

'

I

DiU'ereiit is Shaks. (/lam.
•Tuke liiiii for nil in all,
shall not look upon hid like a(;ain,'

even

all

one

IKV

ii.

I'JS)

All one: 1 Co II'
'one and the same

n// in rtW is 'altogether.'
is

I.

:

'
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as if she were shaven' ; Job 9^ RV^'It is
one' (Heb. n'ri-nnK), i.e. it is a matter of indifference.
All the whole occurs in Ps 96' I'r. lik.
'Sing unto the Lord, all the whole earth' (AV
(ind RV 'all the earth').
This roiluiulancy is
found in various forms in olil Kii>;., as 'the whole
all,' 'the all whole,' 'all and whole.'
For all:
,ln 21" 'for all = notwithstanding) there were so
many.' Cf. Tindale's tr. of Ac ili" for all that

it was the equivalent in his day for the
ohl-fasliioned virdfoia, the deeper sense (or the
figure cxjiressing it), which was a special feature
in the Stoic philosojihy, with its 0epavrcia {treatment,

lli'jig')

E) that

all

more

(

'

we are Romans.'
^(jiiTrai)

;

this

is

Once for

all:

the only occurrence

He lu'" (Gr.
in AV, and it

gives /or all in ital. hut RV, which omits the
italics here, gives the same tr. of this adv. in He
7-"' 9", Jude
\ and in marg. of Ro 6'". In 1 Co 15"
it is tr. 'at once' in both VSS.
All to brake: .Jg
9"* 'And a certain woman cast a piece of a millstone upon Abimelech's head, and all to brake
;

(RV 'and

brake') his skull.'

This

is

the most

interesting of those phrases in which the word ' all
is found.
The meaning is not, ' and all in order to
break his skull ; the verb is in the past tense.
The 'to' is not the sign of the infin., it goes with
the verb, like the Ger. zer, to signify asunder, or
in pieces.
So we find to-burst, to-cut, to-rend, to'
rive, etc.
All ' was prefi.xed to this emphatic verb
Hence 'all to-hrake'
to give it greater empluisis.
means 'altogether broke in pieces.' Cf. Tindale's
tr. of Mt T"
lest they tread them under their feet,
and the other turn again, and all to rent you.' Sir
T. More says ( ]Vorks, 1557, p. 1224) She fel in
hand with hym . . . and all to rated him.'
'

'

'

J.

ALLAMMELECH (-^5^n).— Perhaps
a

town

site is

Hastings.
King's oak,'

'

of Asher probably near Acco (Jos
not known.

AV

A

ALLAR

The

19-*).

(B 'AXXdp,
'AXdp,
Aalar), 1 Es 5'".
of the leaders of those Jews who could not
show their pedigree as Isr. at the return from
captivity under Zerubbabel.
The name seems to
correspond to Inimer in Ezr 2", Neh 7°', one of the
places from which these Jews returned.
In 1 Es
Cherub, Addan, and Imnier appear as Charaathalan leading them and Allar.'
H. St. J. Thackeray.
ALLAT, not found in AV, is introduced by
into Ec 10^ 'yielding allayeth (AV 'pacifieth')
great offences.' The meaning seems to be tliat a
spirit of conciliation puts an end to offences more

— One

'

RV

completely than a strong arm. Cf. Shaks. 2 Henry
VI. IV. i. 60, 'allay this thy abortive iiride.'
J.

Hastings.

ALLEGE

occurs but twice, Wis 18=="
a'°«
bringing to remembrance ') the oaths
and covenants made with the fathers' and Ac 17'
Openin" and a'"? that Christ must needs have
sufl'ered, where it has the old meaning of adducing
proofs (Traparidiiievo^), like Lat. nllegare, not the
mod. sense of asserting. Allegiance, not in AV, is
given in
at 1 Ch 12'^ as tr. of rr\-;xi'0 Kept their
V to (AV ' Kept the ward of) the liouse of Saul.'
(uTTo/i^^aas,

RV

'

'

;

'

RV

'

J.

ALLEOORT. —

i.

Hastings.

History of the

Word.—

The substantive

iWrjyopla, with its verb iX\ijyopei''a,
is derived from 4XXo, something else, and iyopevoi,
J s]>eak ; and is defined by Heraclitus (Heraclides ?)
probably of the first century A.D. as follows:
fiXXa ftiv iyopeiuiv rphrot frepa Si Cby X^7ei <nmaivujv
'
iiriiivinun iXKif-^opia naXeiToi
The mode of speech

—

—

:

which says other things (than the mere letter) and
hints at different things from what it expresses,
called appropriately allegori/' (c. 5).
Neither
substantive nor verb is found in the
and
the verb alone, and that only once (Gal 4"), occurs
in the NT.
The word, wliether substantive nr
verb, appears to be altogether late Greek. Plutarch
(flourished 80-120 A.D.j tells ns {De Aud. Poet. 19
is

LXX

;

mnvipulatimi); and Cicero had not long before
introduced d\\r)yopla, in its Greek form, in two or
three passages in his works (e.7. Orator 27
Ad
Attic, ii. 2U)
while Philo ha(i freely used subst.intive and verb early in the first century ; and
the verb is used in Josephus {Ant. Prooem. 4) of
some of the writings of Moses.
ii. Distinctive
Meaning. The provinces of
allegory, tyjie, symbol, parable, fable, metaphor,
analogy, mystery, may all trench upon one
another but eacli has its speciality, and the same
thing can only receive the ditl'erent names as it is
viewed from the different points. Allegory differs
e.sscniuilhj from tyjie in that it is not a premonition
of future development, and that there is no necessary historical and real correspondence in the main
idea of the original to the new application of it
from symbol, in that it is not a lower grade naturally shadowing forth a higher
from parable, in
that it is not a picture of a single compact truth,
but a transparency through which the different
details are seen as different truths, and in that it
is not necessarily ethical in its aim
from fable,
in that its lessons are not confined to the sphere of
|iractical worldly prudence
from metaphor, in
that its interpretation is not immediate and
obvious, but has to be sought out through the
medium of verbal or phenomenal parallels from
analogy, because it is not addressed to the reason
so much as to the imagination and from mystery,
in that it does not await a new order of things to
be specially manifested and truly discerned. All
these tropes may indeed be classed under the
allegorical or the figurative, so far as they all
jioint to a sense different from that contained ic
the mere letter.
But, conventionally and in
practice, allegory has a s]ihere of its own.
In the
non-specific sense, it has to do with the general
relations of life in its external resemblances, one
thing being mirrored in another according to outward appearance, so that the appearance of the
one can serve as the figure of the other. In other
words, the thing put before the eye or ear represents, not itself, out something else in some way
like it.
Thus the fish was early used as an allegory
of Christ
it was not, strictly speaking, a symbol,
or a type, or a parable, or any of the figures above
compared. The resemblance was both far-fetched
and outward, being evolved from the several letters
of the word IxOvi as the initials of 'IijffoOt, Xpiorit,
;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"Luirrip.
Of allegory jiroper, more or less
elaborated, we have within the bounds of the
sacred books very little.
In the OT may be
instanced the allegorv of the Vine in the 80th
Psalm, and in the
tho.se of the Door, the
Shepherd (Jn 10), and the Vine (Jn 15). In the
more confined, the tcehnieal and historical sense, it
denoted, especially for Alexandrian Greeks and
Jews, the system of interpretation by which the
most ancient Greek literature, in the one case, and
the OT VTitings (and subsequently the NT), in
the other, were assigned their value in proportion
as they meant, not what they said, but something
else, and could be made the clothing of cosmological, philosophical, moral, or reli;^;ous ideas.
This leads us to the third and final division.

0con, Tiis,

NT

—

iii. Allegorical
Interpretation. The tendency to allegorize has its foundations in human
nature.
Constantly and unconsciously we read
into the creations of other men, as, for example,
into a painting or a poem, our own thoughts, conceptions, and emotions, and are scarcely to be
persuaded that they were not the original thoughts,
conceptions, and emotions of the creator.
Or,

s

ALLEGORY

ALLEGORY

again, when any literature lia» so deeply inwrought
iteelf into the hearts and lives of a people as to have
become a sacred and inseparable constituent of
their nature, and when time has nevertheless so
far chanj^ed the current of thouj.'ht as to make
that literature apparently inconsistent with the
new idea, or inadequate to express it, then the
choice for the people lies between a ruinous breach
with what is, by this time, part and parcel of
themselves, and, on the other hand, forcing the
olil lan^'uage to be a vehicle for the new thought.
Hence the tendency to allegory, which is indigenous
to human nature, becomes, in the absence of historical criticism, also innntahle, except to the
Allegory
indifferent iconoclast, if such there be.
proved the safety-valve for Greek, Jew, and
Christian.
During and, perhaps, owing to tlie inin
tellectual movement of the hfth century B.C.,
6pit« of the severe critical <ieprecation of Plato,
whose mind was set on higher things, Homer,
saved for the
IJilile of the Greeks,' was
the
educate<i by allegory ; with the stories he told of
the gods, if he was not allegorical, he was impious,
Hence, from Anaxagoras
or they were immoral.
onwards, the actions of the Homeric gods and
heroes are allegories of the forces of nature and,
in Heraclitus (iirst century A.D. ), the story of Ares
and Aphrodite and Hepha'stus is a picture of iron
sulxlued by tire, and restored to its original hardness by Poseidon, that is, by water.' Or else they
are the movements of mental powers and moral
virtues and so, in Comutus (also first cent. A.D.),
when Odysseus filled his ears that he might be
deaf to the song of the Sirens, it is an allegory of
the righteous filling their senses and powers of
mind with di\'ine words and actions that the
passions and pleasures which tempt all men on the
sea of life might knock at their doors in vain

a system of his own, with canons similar to those
of the Pal.
Haggadists, but freely used, and
adapted to philosophical ends by means of the
Professing to retain
Platonic doctrine of ideas.
the literal sense as carrjnng in itself moral teach
ing, he nevertheless made the allegorical so transcendentlj' significant (as the soul in the body) that
both literal and moral were continually overwhelmed before the writer's deteiiuination to
extract the allegorical at all costs and in any sense
that at the time suited his mood, the facts often
disappeared, the narrative was turned upside dowii,
and, in the handling of the characters of OT
story, the unities were entirely ignored.
So, when
it is said that Jacob took a stone for his pillow,
what he did, as the archetype of a self-disciplining
soul, was to put one of the incorporeal intelligences
of that holy ground close to his mind and, under
the pretext of going to sleep, he, in reality, found
repose in the intelligence which he had chosen that
on it he might lay the burden of his life. A";ain,
Joseph is made, in one aspect, the type ot the
sensual mind, and, in another, of a conqueror
\-ictorious over pleasure.
\Ve find the Alexandrian method employed upon
the OT as early as the Book of Wisdom and its
allegorical interpretation of the manna in the
Pent, (le^*"-), and of the high priest's robe as the
image of the whole world (18^).
Tlie early Christians therefore found this current

—

—

—

'

;

'

;

(Hatch, llibhert Lecture,i, 1888, pp. 62,

64).

Hut allegorizing was Jewish as well as (ireek, and
Hoth sections
Palestinian as well as Hellenistic.
of Jews used allegory for apologetic purpcses,
The Pal. Jews
but not with identical aims.
allegorized the OT, finding a hidden sense in
sentences, words, letters, and (in the centuries
after Christ) even vowel-points, in order to
satisfy their consciences for the non-observance
of laws that had become impracticalile, or to
justify traditional and often trivial increment, or
to defend God against apparent inconsistency, or
the writers or historical ctiaracters against impiety
or immorality ; or, generally, for homiletical purposes. Thus Akiba (first and second centuries a.k.)
claimed to have saved by allegory the Sonif of
Songs from rejection. Allegory was a considerable element in the Pal. Haggada (or intervretation), and there were definite canons regulating its use.
The Hellenistic Jews, whose
metropolis of culture was Alexandria, and who,
times, constituted
in the neighbourhoo<l of
the majority of Jews, directed their apologetic
towards educated Greeks, for philosophical purposes, and allegorized the
to jirove that their
sacred Inioks were neither barbarous nor immoral
nor iiiMiious, that their religion had the same
rationale as Greek philosophy, and that Moses had
l)een the teacher, or, at all events, the anticipator,
of Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics.
The Helknistic thinkers desired to be Greek philosophers without ceasing to l>e Jewish religionists.
Thus the Alexandrian Aristobulus (second cent.
B.C.), reputed to be the earliest known Hellenistic
allegorizer, in his coiniiientary on the Pent, addressed to Ptolemy Philoinclor, sought (as Clement
of Alexandria says) to
bring Peripatetic philosophy out of Moses an<l the Prophet.s.' l!ut the
representative Alexandrian allegorizer was Pliilo
(early in first century A.Ii.) : he reduced allegory to
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:

;

and acknowledged method of interpretation to their
hand in the arguments they drew from the OT
against the unbelieving Jews and, in particular,
St. Paul and the Paulinists, in their ellorts to
j

turn the law itself against the law-worshipping
Judaisers.
Hut not till post-apostolic times, culminating in the times of Clement of Alexandria
and Origen, does the allegorical method show itself
The method of Jesus and the
in any luxuriance.
speakers and writers in NT is typical rather
tlian allegorical, and Palestinian rather than Alexandrian and, in any case, is self-restrained and
free from the characteristic extravagance of rabbi
and philosopher. St. Paul, in his application of
the method to the command as to oxen threshing
(1 Co g"-). to the rock (1 Co 10*), and to the veil of
Moses (2 Co 3'""-), is both Palestinian and Alexandrian in disregarding the original drift of the
passages and incidents, treating it as noiiiipg
(1 Co 9'") in comparison with the tyj)ico-allegori,,a,l
but he is Pal. in being homiletical
interpretation
;

;

aim and not philosoiihical, and in having
persons and events in his perspective rather than

in his

In (Jal 4''""- he openly atlirnis that
abstract truth.
Hagar and Sarah, Ishmael and I-siiac, 4<rriv &>.Ki)yopountva, i.e. are (1) spoken or written of in the
Scriptures allegorical ly, or (2) inter])reted allcgorically (with his approval) in his own day; and, in
treating them (somewhat after Pliilo s manner
upon the same subject) as representing two dillerent
covenants, one of the present and the other of llu
future Jerusalem, he approximates to the Alexandrian philosophical practice of allegorizing concrete things, persons, and events into abstract
ideas but only approximates for not only is he
clearly historical and typical in his ba:iis, and
homiletical in his aim, but, if ffwrrjixei refers (as
some think) to the numerical value of the letters
according to the l{abbinic Gematria, he is, even
here, Palestinian rather than Alexandrian in his
method of interpretation. In the K/i. Id the Ucbrewn
the inlluence of Philo and Alexandria comes out
more definitely. The writer is an 'idealist whose
heaven is the liome of all transcendental rralilics,
whoso earth is full of their symbols, and these are
most abundant where earth is most saircil— in the
tcMiiile (or tabernacle) and worship of his people.'
He 18 Alexandrian in his frequent contrasts between
:

;

;
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the inTirible (U'),

v^aTXld

impemhable

and the

(8^),

(8»

9^

visible (U'), perishable

appearance (W), the imperfect copy
P^ worldofo the
or again between
former (9^
8')

{^LTy^)

;

shadow (.da) and Cmstian^y a8

Xis the

jida

Ihe nearest earthly •Mn;>-o^""'^\'°" (\:';''»^^
tne
and f^l
(8» 10 )
heavenly substance ri i^rovpiyia)
not on the historical
based
Melchizedek,
alTeKory^of
nature of the two
personage so much as on the
the signifi^
allusions t« him, combined with
in the Ol
cMce of the great sUence elsewhere
as of the two
as we
as t^ hfs birth and descent,
these together
names Melchizedek and Salera,-all construction
a logical
bring made the foundation of
of Christ as an emlwdiment
of Uie person and work
idea.-can hardly be considered
of the Le onceived
of ^lelchizedek
without regard to PhUo's treatment
impersonal Logo^^^
an allegory of his apparently
the 1 10th 1 ^•alm beAnd yet, with the expression inever
after the order
for
iB. ^Thou art a priest
we must allow Dr. Westcott a
.

^S

that with the
of his marriages, and especiaUy
political union.
daughter of Pharaoh, cemented a
and outlaws
The frequency with which rebels such
a union
sought a refuge in Egypt made
On the other ^land. the memorials of
de-sfrable.
of Egypt disprove
?he capture of Jerus. by Shishak
on Kel.oboam ^yas
the conjecture that his attack
secession
made in support of Jeroboam After the
and Judah both sought
"f the ten tribes, Israel
other Asa, onbeing
foreign assistance against each
Benhadad of Syria to
attacked by Baasha, bribed
previously formed witl
dissolve the alliance he had
war with tliat country
Israel and to join him in his
reigns of Jehoshaphat and
t wa^ not uitil the
t'lemtf '^^^^^
Ahab that the two countries found
%'a.nst the heathen
accord, and fought side by side
t had
political
Their union was, of course, purely
sentimental connothin" to do with religious or
form, or maintain
sMerattons. Ahab could also
Pha,nic.a, and build
an alliance with the king of
and avenger of
an altar to Baal as the -uardian

some

12»«),.arche-

]

^

^e

MSchizedek,'
maintainB
margCi of justification when he
ratto
trelTment^f Melchizedek -typical
he t«o
appears
he
though
;
allegorical
than
in
he affirms. ' There is no al'egory

of

clrtefn

rSe

^

Xin.;>hen
this epistle.

the treaty

(ii-Svi

t

AV
"1"*.— A

(nj^u),

Tos

Alemeth,

Ch 6»

1

Levitical city of Ben-

is tlie
noic^^l ^^-ith Anathoth and
famin "it
N. of Anathoth^ SJKi>
i'r'ent -Almit on the hUls
C- R- CoNDER.
xvii.

vol. ui.

alliances

the entrance of the

ALLIANCE.—The

nthpir history
Lnteed i^^ and

treaties

deluded

alien

tabooed, that it was
races was s^ar from being
which the land wes
by
means
principal
one of tife
we are told that
Thus
secured.
wa^
Jordan
of the
children by the daughter of
had
and
married
Judah
t.he
aCanaanite(Gn 38=), the tradition e-f.^-o'lyng
A|am

personal narrative^
history of the clan in a
Smieon and Levi (On ^54 ) is
the condemnation of
of a treaty previously
evidently due to the violation
the story of the
entered into with Shechem (cf.

that
^'^onhTis^ferloTu [hen, it may be held
were frenuent
with Canaanitish clans
trwities

On the other hand, they played
an^ genera
internal 1-tory of the
^n im^^rUnt part in the
so
Hebrews.

was by no means atjirst

Israel

homogeneous as

is

often supposed:

the tnbes,

eacl. other, were graduractically independent of
Common
ogether by circun.stances.

kn it^

dangers led to

common

action on the part o t^'o or
together, or

more of them: the leaders conferredthe
or of
clUef of the strongest clan,

Z

one 'noBt

the headship,
immediately threatened, assuiued
confederation
Lnrthe waj' W.18 prepared for a close
evidence of
The times of the Judges furnish ample founda ion
had no other
l,ns, and the monarchy
and one that proves both
A very curious alliance,Heb.
confederacy and the
^e Useness of the relations
were entered no
readiness with which
Achush,
th«t between T>tivu\ and

•

(B 'AXXii^. A 'ASXiii'. AV Allom).
descendants are the last named
servants who
among the children of Solomon's be the same
r^uraed with Zenibbabel. He may
the last named in the paraUe

ALLON —1.
Es 5** —His

1

SXfcx 'HMeO,
2", or

"C.

Rcation

Fden
J

(~.jj

of

king of Tyre

(1

K

A

*et<=-„ 2.

H. St.

ALLON BACUTH
•oak

(n«?

,

Simeonit* prmce.

THACKfcRAY.

J.

^^

I^^?-

^-''ere

weeping'),

t

Fritzsche conjectures

doubtful.
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*•

DeWah

fekah

,f
^te

\^^"„^^'
s

bee
was buried, was at Bethel (^n 35 )^
C- ^^- Conder.
Bethel, Oak.

nurse,

Two distinct Lat. words, allandare,
alhmre, to place (the
to praise, approve, and
alouer), assumed in
latter through the French
Consequently in the
Eng' the sanTe form 'allow.'
t^.ere are t«o
this word in

ALLOW.—

.

five

occurrences of

meanings,
that which I do, I

a.

;

1

]P^

is

tU

in

(KV 'approveth'

^\''[

hence KV
he that cont^>""K -l.cli he
:

yi.w<rta.,

not' (Or.

14« 'Happy

•know not'); Ro
demneth not himself
aeth-

AV

To approve

i.

aistincv

Th

2«:

and Lk

U

consent unto the works )
The Lord
11» Pr. Bk.
Ts
Cf.
fathers.'
of your
rjgh teous
2.
a'th^ (AV and RV 'trielh') the

^Ye a

the deeds (R\

'

ami admit
place before one so as to see
acknowledge, accept: Ac 24" ^^ huh the^

duced by

,

and com-

the monarchy became settled
treaties with
paratively powerful under Solomon,
the stricter sense, became fremunt.
forVicners,
himself formed an alliance -Uh Jiram
probable that
5). and it is most

is

meaning

of the Philibtines.

by the lords
suspicions of his fidelity entertained

Neh

Amon (pox Ui^dn),
Ezr
in 1 Es have no
but the eight preceding names
books, so that the
parallels in the canonical

list in

To

m

MILLAR.

J-

ALLIED (Neh

with foreigners, is
it, David was preking of Gath (1 S 27'). Under
traditional enemies
pared to fight, on behalf of the
Benjamite !<in«''o'n of feauK
of his race, against the
sole y to the
That he did not, was apparently due

When

and

13' only) has the special meaning
So Rob. of Oloucmarriage.
by
of connected
great prow and honour
hj-m
And saide, that it waa to
To be in such manage aliea to the '"'Py'"g^g.riNOS.

without the

Even intermixture with

«liXtest scruple.

Is 30'°),

8»,

his school.

and

attitude of the Israelites to

In early times

Hos

especially

(cf.

Perfected by Ezra
narional exclusi'veness^is finaUy

sheet

'^Sn

W th

16^').

against these
ei^r!the prophets begin to inveif^
tue

at dieferent periods
forci^ nations varied greatly
alliances were

X

K

(1

of alliances is
Assirans^'n the scene, a new series
was that of
be4n. Jehu's tribute to Shalmaneser
Menahem seems
a vassal rather than an ally, and
to aid him against
to have bribed Tiglath-pileser
pomt, howsubjects (2 K 15'»). At this

his o^^^l

ALLEMETH
iii™„n

:

'

it.

to

hem-

BV

look for
selves also a.' (Or. ^poaS^xoMa.,
or RV) s found
'
accept '). Allowable (not in
worthy of approval.' Allowanco
in Pref. of
= approval, and has been mtrois also in Pref.
in the mod. sense of
"i.

AV

AV =
AV
RV at Jer's'i"
'

.

portion^

(AV

'diet').
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1^

^^^^,^^,

tunes
n»*
ALMIGHTY is used in OT as tr. ofof wh.48 31 are
that word)
(all the occurrences of

AL MODAD

ALMSGIVING

In NT it is used as tr. of ravTOKpdrup 10
times (all the occurrences of that word), of wh. 9
are in Kev. It is also freq. in Apocr. See God.
In Job.

J.

Hastings.

AL HODAD (tiNd^n), the first-named son
Jokt&n, Gn 10**, 1 Ch 1*. The context seems

of
to

imply that some tribe or district of S. Arabia is
meant, but the name has not hitherto been identiThe first element has been
fied w-ith certainty.
•ariously explained as the Arab, article (this is
perhaps intended by the Massoretic punctuation
so
so Dillmann on Gn 10^), as the Sera. El (' God
so Glaser,
Halevy), and as the Arab, dl (' family
The second element seems clearly
Skizze, ii. -lio).
to be a derivative of the verb wadd (to love), of the
same stem as the name Wadd, a god of the
Mina^ans and other Arabian races. As a word
that can be read Maudad is applied in inscriptions
to the Gebanit«s in their relation to the kinjjs of
Main, Glaser supgests that the name should be
rendered 'the family to whom the office of Maudad,'
;

'

;

;

'

Wadd, was

assigned,' and
that the tribe should be identified with the
Gebanites, whom he places in the S.W. comer of
Arabia.
Others have supposed the word to be
corrupt, and have corrected it Al-Murad, the wellknown name of a tribe of Yemen.
i.e.

some priesthood

of

'

D.

ALMON. —See Allemeth.

S.

Margououth.
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an inch. This pod is called in Arab, kttr'aun
and just before ripening it has a crisp,
cucumber-like consistence, and a pleasant acid
taste, which are greatly liked by the peojile.
It is hawked about the streets during the months
of April and May, and eaten with great relish,
especially by children.
At this stage the shell
of the nut is yet soft, and the kernel juicy
with a slight smack of peach - stone flavour.
Very soon, however, the succulent flesh of the
outer envelope loses its juice, and dries around the
hardening shell, to which it forms a shrunken,
of

el-lauz,

The kernel acquires

leathery envelope.

firmne.ss,

and in early summer the nut is ripe. It is then
from an inch to an inch and a half long. Almonds
are, and always have been, a favourite luxury of
the Orientals (Gn 43"). They make a delicious
confection of the hulled kernels, by beating them
This paste,
into a paste with sugar in a mortar.
moulded into various shapes, is called hnrUet-ellauz.
sorts

The

half kernels are spread over several

blancmange, called nuilydlibtyek, and
Almonds are also
nashawiyeh, and mughli.
sugared as \vith us.
There are several species of wild almond in Pal.
of

and Syria.
munis,

L.,

(1)

The wild

a stunted

state of Ami/ijdnlns cam-

tree,

with smaller blossoms

and pods, and small bitter nuts. Some of the
varieties of this have leaves less than an inch long.
A. Orientals, Ait., a shrub with spinescent
branches, small silvery leaves, and bitter nuts,
three-quarters of an inch long.
(3) A. lycioides,
Spacli, a shrub with intricate, stiff, spiny branches,
linear-lanceolat'e, green leaves, and a bitter nut
half an inch long.
(4) A. /tpartiaiiles, Spach, a

(2)

ALMONDIBLATHAIM

—A

Nu

{r^C',i\)q.Tp%

SS"-").

station in the joumeyings, prob. identical with
Bethdiblatliaim, Jer 48'''. The meaning of the
word Diblutliaim is a double cake of figs its
application to a town may indicate the appearConder
ance of the place or neighbourhood.
suggests two di-scs with reference to some altarstone or dolmen (cf. Heth and Moab, p. 262).
A. T. Chapman.
;

'

'

ALMOND

(npp* shAl^d).
ShAkM is, like many
of plants, u.sed for both the plant and its
12*
fruit.
Thus in Ec
and Jer 1", the reference is
to the tree, while in Gn 43", Ex 25"-« 37'»»
Nu 17', the reference is to the fruit. The Arab,
name for the almond is Inuz. The same word
occurs once in
(Gn 3lF), where it is wrongly
translated in
Hazel. The Heb. equivalent,
nS, is undoubtedly another name for the almond,
probably the more ancient one.
The almond, Amt/rfdalus crnnmunis, L., belongs
to the order Rosaceae, tribe Amj-gdalea?, and is
a tree with an oblong or spherical comus, from
fifteen to thirty feet high.
The branches are
somewhat straggling, especially in the wild state.
The leaves are lanceolate, serrate, acute, three to
four inches long, and most of them fall during the
winter. About midwinter the bare tree is suddenly
covered with blos-soms, an inch to an incli and a
half broad.
Although the petals are pale pink
toward their ba.se, they are usually whitish toward
their tips, and the general etfect of an almond tree
in blossom is white. As there are no leaves on the
tree when the blossoms come out, the whole tree
appears a nia-ns of white, and the eflect of a large
number of them, interspersed among the darkgreen foliage and golden fniit of the lemon and
orange, and the feathery tops of the palms, is to give
an indescribable charm to the January and February landscapes in the orchards of the large cities
of Pal. and Syria.
Soon after blossoming, the
delicate petals liegin to fall in soft, snowy showers

names

OT

AV

on the ground under and aroun<t the trees, and
their place is taken by the young fniit and, at the
same time, the young leaves begin to open, and
the tree is covered with foliage in March. The
young fruit consists of an oblong, flattened, downy
pod, which often attains a length of two an<l a
naif to three inches, and a thickness of two-thirds
;

shrub with few linear-lanceolate leaves, and bitter
All of tlieso
nuts, a little over half an inch long.
share more or less the peculiarities of flowering
and fruiting which belong to the cultivated al-

mond.

The Heb. word for almond signifies the ' waker,'
in allusion to its being the first tree to wake to life
The word also contains the signifiin the winter.
In Jer 1"
cation of ' watching and 'hastening.'
the word for almond tree ' is sM/U'd, and the word
for ' I will hasten (v.^-), shuk^d, from the same
root.
The almond was the emblem of the divine
forwardness in bringin;' God's promises to pass.
similar instance in tlie name of another rosaceous plant is the apricot, which was named from
prwcdcui (early) on account of its blossoms apjiearing early in the spring, and its fruit ripening
earlier than its congener the peach (Pliny, xv. 11).
The usual interi)retation of Ec 12° the almond
tree shall flourish,' is that the old man's hair shall
turn white like the almond tree. To this Gesenius
objects, that the blossom of the almond is pink, not
white.
He prefers to translate the word for
flourish by .y>um or reject, making the old man
reject the almond because he has no teeth to eat it.
Hut this objection has no force. The pink colour
of the almond blo.ssom is very light, usually mainly
at the base of the [>etals, and fades as they open,
and the general eflect of the tree as seen at a distance is snowy-white. The state of the teeth Im.'^
already been alluded to (v.'), 'and the grinder's
cease because they are few,' and ' the sound of
may therefore retain
the grinding is low.'
the beautiful imagery which brings to mind the
silver hair of the aged, and draw from the snowy
blossom the promise of the coming fruit.
G. E. Post.
ALMSGIVING.— i. The llUlory of the Wurd.—
This is interesting and instructive. The Gr. word
f'XfTj^ocTi'i'T;, from which alms is derived, is one of
owe their origin to the u.se of
I hose words which
the Gr. language by .lews imbued with the religious
and ethical ideas of OT. The l,.KX (including the
'

'

'

A

'

We

—

'

ALMSGIVING

ALMSGIVING

Apocr.) supplies the greatest variety of examples
In some passages it
of the senses ^ven to it.
appears impossible to distinguish its meaning from
that of IXeo! ; but eXerjiiocrvi'Tj, as derived from the
aJi. iXe-^i/iwr, which describes a merciful man, who
is nimself as it were a concrete example of mercy,
properly denotes the exhibition of the quality,
rather than the inward feeling. It is used of God
both in the sing. (Is 1" 28", Sir 11^, Bar 4=) and
deep sense
in plur. [Ps 103 (Sept 102) «, To 3^].

regular and careful manner as prayer and fasting,
vvith which we find A. joined (see To 12', Sir 7'",
and cf. the conduct of the earnest proselyte Cornelius, Ac 10^-*).
It is regarded as a specially
efficacious means of making atonement for sin
*>
(Sir S"le"), and obtaining divine piotection
from calamity (Sir 29" 40^, To U'"- ") tlie merit
thereof is an unfailing possession (Sir 40") the
religious reputation to be won thereby is held out
as an inducement to the practice of it (Sir 31 [LXX

that God's goodness had been and would be proved
in deeds, is specially characteristic of revealed
religion
and the need for expressing this may, in
part at least, have been the motive for coining the
unclassical term which we are considering.
It is
used of men, also, to signify (1) the 8ho^ving of
kindness, the practice of worKs of mercy (Gn 47**,

34]»).
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A

;

Pr ig^'' 20^8 2V\ Sir 7'° etc.); and (2) particular
works of mercy (Pr 3", Dn 4" [Eng. 4-], Sir 35»

By the time at least that
[Sept. 32*], To !»• " etc. ).
the books of Sir and To were written, it had come to
be a quite specific description of deeds of compassion
to the poor. The importance which this class of
actions had acquired for religious minds is thus
marked by the adoption of a special word to denote
them.

The LXX, however, does not supply any
word to

clear instance of the transference of the

the actual gifts bestowed.
employs it as an equivalent not only for
The
npn (mercy), but sometimes for words denoting righteousness, pn^, njis, nj-ix (Dn 4**).
The thougnt may
suggest itself that we have here signs of a tendency
to regard A. after the manner of the Talm. as the
chief and most typical of the works whereby that
righteousness may be acquired which makes man
acceptable with God.
But this is more than
doubtful.
It occurs several times where righteousness is predicated of God (Is 1" 28" 59'*). In one or
more of the following passages, where words for
righteousness are tr.
by e'Ke-qtuxTvi/ri, a
human quality may be in view (Ps 33 [Sept. .32]',
62»
24", Ps 24 [Sept. 23]»). But in each case
Dt
a different interpretation, at least of the LXX, is
The conception of righteousness in OT
possible.
IS a lar^e one, and not wholly definite.
Under one
aspect it wears almost the character of mercy.
have
been
from
more
or
less clear
And it may
a
consciousness of this that the renderings just reNeither in the Apocr.
ferred to were adopted.
of the canon, books do there
nor in the
appear to be examples of the use of SiKawavrti
for 'alms"iving,' though it is true that eXcrjliarwi) and SiKaioffwii are coupled at To 2" 12'in a manner which shows a strong association
have, however, an
of ideas between them.
indication of this Rabbinic usage in the best
supported reading of Mt 6'.
In
the word is used in Mt and Lk and in Ac,
but always in the sense either of A. or of alms
the actual gift (for the latter see Ac 3'- ').
The Lat. Fathers, from Tertullian and Cyprian
onwards, and the Old Lat. and Vulg. VSS employ
the word eleemosyna, transliterated from the Gr.
only, however, in those cases where they had no
exact or convenient I^at. equivalent. From Lat.
eccles. usage come the various derivatives in the
languages of modem Europe (Eng. alms, Fr.

LXX

,

,

m LXX

LXX

We

NT

;

aumine. Genu. Almosen,

—

Ital.

limo^na).

Jitcish Teaching.
Some consideration of this
is necessary, if we would rightly appreciate the
teaching of
on the subject. Evidence of the
importance which A. had acquired for religious
minds among the Jews of the 2nd or 3rd cent. B.C.
has already come before us in the fact that a
special name was assigned to this class of actions.
They had become one of the common and acknowledged observances of the religious life, a matter to
be attended to by the religions man in the same
ii.

NT

;

;

Such features in the estimate of A. are, if possible,
more marked in the Talm., where npns, righteousness, is a recognised name for A.
The performance of works of mercy is set forth as a means
whereby man may be accounted righteous in the
sight of God, like the fulfilment of the commandments of the Law. It is even more meritorious
than the latter, because it is not exactly prescribed,
but left, as to its extent and amount at least, to
the individual. It must not, however, be supposed
that all the Rabbinic teaching on A. tends to selfrighteousness. It has a better side. The superiority
of those deeds of kindness in which personal sympathy is shown, and which involve the taking of
trouble, over the mere bestowal of gifts, is clearly
insisted on, and there are sas'ings which strikingly
still

enjoin consideration for the self - respect of the
recipients of bounty.
(See F. Weber, System d.
altsynaqnqalen Paldstiniichen Theologie, p. 273f.,
and A. vV iinsche, Neue Beitr. z. Erldut. d. Evang.

Talmud

atis

u.

iii.

the

The Teaching of the NT.

Mount

Mt

Midrasch, on

12».)

— In

(as recorded in Mt),

&•*,

Lk

11"

the Sermon on
our Lord, after

setting forth His New Law as a true fulfilment of
the Ancient Law (5""*), proceeds to treat of certain
chief religious observances from a similar point of
view (6'"'*) and, in full accordance with the Jewish
thought of the time, that one which He takes first is
;

A.

It

may seem

strange that

He

does not more

directly correct the erroneous notions of merit and
justification which had already become associated,
in more or less definite form, with such works ; and
that He speaks of a divine reward for them without

adding any warning against misunderstanding. He
contents Himself -vi-ith requiring purity of motive,
indifl'erence to and even avoidance of human pi-aise,
and self-forgetfulness. But, in truth, if we learn
to test the quality of the motive for. and the
manner of performing, each deed, with reference
only bo the judgment which God will pronounce
upon it, that temper of mind, that faith and
humility and sense of personal failure and sin,
which alone are consistent \vith the principles of
the gospel, wUl be secured. Another very significant saying of our Lord on A. is given Lk 11". He
there enjoins it as the true means of purifying
material objects for our use it is a counterpart to
the ceremonial washings of the Pharisees. Lk 12™
is the only other passage in the Gospels where the
word e'Xf ijM0ffi>>''7 is used. But liberality in giving is
frequently inculcated or commended (Mt 5*^ 19-',
Mk 10=', Lk 6*'-»« 14" 16» 18=') In the Acts the
Jewish use of the term is illustrated it does not
But that
occur there in any Christian precept.
feature of the life of the Christian community at
Jems, in the first days, as there pictured, which
has been called communism, is more properly an
;

;

example of abounding charity.
In Christendom during many centuries the duty of
A. (primarily, no doubt, from a desire of obeying the
commands of Christ) received great, and sometimes
exaggerated, attention. The danger now is rather
that, through fear of the ill-ellects of indiscriminate
A., the disjKJsition to give and the habit of doing
practice, however,
so should be discouraged.
enjoined as this one is, must permanently hold 8

A

;

ALMUQ

ALOES, LIGN-ALOES

high place in the Christian rule of life. It is the
function of modem economic and social knoHledj,'e
only to make ita exercise more wise and beneficial.
V. U. Stanton.

ALHDG.—See Alguh.
ALOES,
'ah/il(jth).

LIGN-ALOES

— The

word Aloes

(o'Six
is

'ahdlim,

n\VnN

used four times in

UT and once in the NT. In Nu 24" tlie
Ueb. word is c';™, the LXX aKripal, and the AV
Lign-Aloes=Limum Aloes. In Ps 45" the Heb.
the

the LXX rraicHi, and the AV Aloes.
In
Pr 7" the Heb. is c^r.x, the LXX riy Si or/fo»,
4"
and the AV Aloes. In Ca
the Heb. is ni'^ns;,
the LXX dXiifl, and the AV Aloes (KV agrees
with AV in all).
It is clear that in the pa.ssages in Nu and Pr
the LXX has followed a dill'erent reading from
the MT, and has arbitrarily translated tho same
word stacte in the Ps and alvth {tUoe) in Ca. In
face of the [)ra<-tical identity of tlie words 'ahdlim
and 'ahAlOln, it is fair to reject the various capricious renderings of the LXX, and assume that the
word has the same meaning in all llie four OT
is inS.iK,

passages.

In the last three of these pa.ssages,
the NT (Jn 19""), the reference is plainly
to the aromatic.
Celsius {Hierobot. i. 135) argues that this substance is the Aquilaria Agullocha, the Lignum
Aloes or Aloes Wood of commerce. This wood
was well known to the ancients, and is described
under its Arab, name 'Hd in considerable detail
by Avicenna (ii. 2^1), in brief as follows 'Wood
and woody roots are brought from China and India
and Arabia ; and some of it is dotted and blackish
and it is aromatic, styptic, and slightly bitter
and it is covered with a leathery bark. The best
variety is from Mandalay, and comes from the
nterior of India. The next best is that which is
called Indian, which comes from the mountains
and it has this advantage over the Mandalay
variety, that it does not oreed maggots.
Some
persons do not distinguish between the Mandalay
and the better kinds of Indian. Among the good
kinds of 'id are the Samandury, which comes from
China on the borders of India, and the koinary
from India, and the l^akilly, and the kadmury,
and of inferior species the Ilillay and the Mabitay,
and the Lawftfy and the liabtil/y. To sum up, the
best '»W is that which sinks in water, and that which
tloats is bad.
It is said that the trunks and roots
of the 'ud are buried until the woody fibre decays,
leaving only the aromatic substance.'
Avicenna
follows this description with a detailed account of
the medicinal and other properties of the aloes
wood. He alludes to the wood also under the
heading Aghftlflji, which is undoubtedly the
(l7dX\oxoi' of the Greeks, and the Agallochum of
the Romans. The substance is now known to the
Arabs by the names 'ud-es-snlib, 'Hd-en-nadd,

and

in

:

;

;

'ud-el-baKhiir,

and

el-'iid-el-koni/iri.

The order

Aquilariaceie supplies several trees,
which produce commercial aloes wood. The most
noted of these is Aquilaria Agalloclut, Uoxb., a
native of Northern India, which grows to a height
of 120 ft.
Aquilaria sccunil'irin, of China, produces some of the varieties alluded to by Avicenna.
It is a well-known fact that the fragrance of the
wooii of the species of Aqiiiluriti is developed by
decay, a process which is hastened by burying the
wood, as al)Ove alluded to by Avicenna. While
we have no positive proof that the aloes wood is
the aromatic intended by the Heli. original, there
is no good reason why it should not bo.
The
similarity of 'nh'ili'ilh to d7d\-\oxoi' is sullicient to
establish a strong prolmbilily in its favour, and
in the absence of any other probable candidate
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it
may be received with a fair measure of
conhdcnce.
It must be understood that the above-mentioned
plant has no connexion philologically or botanically with Exccecaria (ig(UlMha,u.C, of the order
of tuphorbiacea-, an acrid, poisonous, non-aromatic
plant. Nor has it anything to do with the othcinal
Aloes, of the order Liliacea;, a plant not alluded
to in the Bible.
There remains the diiliculty of the passage iu
Nu 24* 'as gardens by the river's side, as the
trees of lign-aloes (d'Sin) which the Lord hath
planted, and as cedar trees (cn.x) beside the
waters.' The LXX has rendered the word aurival
as if written Q'^nx, which means tents but besides
the irregularity and inconsistency of the LXX in
the translation of the word in the other passages
in the OT, it would be strange that, in a triple
parallelism of
the intensive and climacteric
order,
beginning with
gardens and ending
with the prince of trees, the royal cedar, the
word tents, instead of a kind of trees, should be
interjected.
may dismiss this as wholly
improbable.
We have also to remember that the same names
may be used for more than one object in nature.
This is pointed out in detaU in our article on the
A /gum. In the Eng. name Aloe, for the plant now
under consideration, and for the oHicinal Aloes, we
have an instance of two very ditferent plants, of
widely diverse properties, bearing the same name.
It is then quite possible that the tree of Numbers
might be totally dill'erent from the aromatic substance of the other passages.
In Eng. the labiate
genus Ulelix.fa is called balm. Impatiens is called
balsam. I'opulus balsami/era, L. var. candicans,
is called balm of Gilead, a very dilferent plant
from the balm of Gilead of Scripture, and the
word balm is applied to many diverse substances.
There is nothing, however, to prevent the supposition that the tree of Numbers is that w)iiih prod uced the substance of the other pas.sages. 1 1 is true
that the tree is one of tropical Arabia, India, or
China. Hut Balaam's propliecy was uttc^red in full
view of the tropical valley of the Jordan, where
the climate would have made it quite possible to
;

We

,

cultivate these trees.
There is notliing to forbid
the idea that this and other trees not now known
in Pal. were cultivated in the then wealthy and
populous Jordan Valley.
At least twenty - five
distinctly tropical wild plants are indigenous in this
valley. In describing his bride, Solomon compares

her with a garden in which were pomegranates,
camphire (henna), spikenard, saffron, calamus,
cinnamon, with all kinds of frankincense, myrrh,
and all the chief .spices (Ca 4"- "). Balaam might
have looked over such a plantation when he made
his tristich.

On the other hand, it is not necessary to assume
that he saw the trees to which he alludes, or that
either he or the Israelites were familiar with them.
In the climax he mentions the rcdar, doubtless the
cedar of Lebanon. It is unlikely that ho had ever
seen one. It is certain that the Israelites hail not.
But it was a well-known tree, and suitable for the
comjiarison.
The allusion to the ' cedar trees beside the waters shows that the picture is iileal and
poetical, as cedars grow in dry places on the lofty
mountain sides, and never by water-coucses. The
aloe tree might have been equally well known by
reputation, although unfamiliar both to lialaaniand
the Israelites personally. It is quite certain that
the sjiice trade was very active through the Syrian
and Arabian deserts in ancient times, niui the
spices and aromatics therefore far more familiar
to the people of the bonier lands of I'al. and Syria
than now. So that whetlier the plants of Nu
24' and Ca 4"-" were cultivated or not, ihej
'

;

ALOFT

ALPHABET

were well known, and comparisons based on them
tht
well understood.
G. E. POST.

seems to be confined to the Son in
and subsequent literature.
R. H. Charles.
ALPHABET is a word derived from alphtx ai\d
beta, the names of the first two letters in Greek, in
which thej' are meaningless, being adaptations of
the corresponding Sem. letter-names aleph, an ox,
and bcth, a house. This etymology discloses much
of the history of the A., which originated among a
Sem. people, by whom it was transmitted to the
Greeks and by them to the Romans, wnose A.,
with a few tritfing modifications, we still use.
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ALOFT

found only in

is

all Israel a.'

;

RVm

'

Es

1

exulted,'

S''

with a

•

and now

ref.

to

Dt

'thou shalt be above (same Gr. word in
iriru) only, and thou shalt not be beneath.'
J.

is

28'^

LXX

Hastings.

ALONG.—In Jg 7" we read ' all the children of
the east, lay a. in the valley like grasshoppers
(RV " locusts ") for multitude,' and in v.'* the tent
lay a.' The same verb ( = to fall) is used in Heb.,
and the Eng. phrase was prob. intended to have
the same meaning in both phrases, andlang (Ger.
eatlang), at length, all the length.
Cf. Jth 13».
'

ALPHA AND OMEGA.—This

phrase

is

found in

Rev 1* 21' 22". In the first passage it is used of
God the Father, in the other two of the Son. In
the TR it wrongly appears in Rev 1".
This
phrase calls for treatment in two respects (1) as to
:

Its form, (2) as to its meaning.
1. That the form of the phrase

was familiar, or,
at all events, easily intelligible from the outset, is
clear from later Heb. analogies.
But before we
touch on these it is worth observing that a kindred
idiom is found in contemporary Latin literature.
Thus in Martial v. 26 we find
Quod alpha dixi, Codre, pasnulatorum
Te nuper, aliqua cum jocarer in charta ;
Si forte bilem movit hic tibi versus,
Dicas licebit beta me togatorum.
Cf. also ii. 57, and Theodoret,
iv. 8, iiiich ftiy
ixpria6.ii.i6a. t<} 2X0a ^XP' '''»" "•
Amongst the later
Jews the whole extent of a thing was often expressed by the first and last letters of the alphabet.
Thus (Schoettgen, Ifor. Heb. in loc.) nx was a name
of the Shechmah, because it embraced all the
letters.
Ace. to the Jalkut Hub. fol. 17. 4 Adam
transgressed the whole law n nyi 'xa from aleph to
tail
ace. to fol. 48. 4 Abraham observed the
whole law from aleph to tau and, fol. 128. 3,
when God blesses Israel He does it from aleph to
tau (i.e. the initial and closing letters of Lv 26'"'", in
which the blessings on Israel are pronounced), but
when He curses Israel He does so from vav to
:

HE

:

;

mem

(see

Lv

20""").

^Ve

may

therefore reason-

ably infer that the title 'Alpha and Omega' is a
Gr. rendering of a corresponding Heb. expression.
2. The thought conveyed in this title is essentially that of Is 44', pnnN '3ki \-ctr\ •:« ' I am the first
and I ira the last' (cf. i\* 43'°). The phrase thus
dgniCes ' the Eternal One.' It is thus expounded
by Aretas (see Cramer's Catena Grcecx in
on
Rev 1* : 'A\0a 5id t4 ipxh' fZ"'", 5ti nal tA 6,\<pa
^PXV '(Sv iv ypdfifjULTt OTOtx^lwv w dia t6 riXos rCiv
aifTuiv. ipx^'' ^i Kal rfKos tU ovk &v ivvoiiaoi t6 Trpuiros
arjfiaivta&cu Kal rd foxoT'oy ; ^ta tov vpurros Se, t6
Apapxoi ivvourat, wf Kal iii, tov ia^drov t6 &Tf\€vT77TOS.
In Tertullian, Monog. 5, there is the following interesting exposition : Sic et duas Gra^ciie
litteras, summam et ultimam, sibi induit dominus,
initii et finis concurrentium in se figuras, uti,
quemadmoilum A ad f) usque volvitur et rursus
n ad A replicatur, ita ostenderet in se esse et initii

AT

decursura ad finem et finis recursum ad initium,
ut omnis dispositio in eum desinens per quern
coepta est. per sermonem scilicet dei qui caro
factus est, proinde dusinat quemadmodum et
coepit.
Cf. also Cyprian, Testim. ii. 1, 6, 22 ;
Paulinus of !Sola,
19. 645 ; 30. 89 ;
tins, Catliem. ix. 10-12.
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Pruden-

Corde natus ex Parentis, ante mundi exordium
et CI cognominatus, Ipse fons et clausula

Alpha

Omnium

quae sunt fueruut qua;que post futura

sunt.

Although

in

R«v

1* this title is

used of God the

Father,

it

I'atristic

It is now known that all the alphabets in the
world, some 2U0 in number, are descended from a
primitive Sem. A., usually styled the Phoen. A., or
the A. of Israel.
The universal belief, or possibly the tradition of
the ancient world, as reported by Plato, Tacitus,
Plutarch, and other writers, was that the Plia^nicians had obtained the A. from Egypt.
This
seemed so probable that after the hieroglyphic
writing had been recovered and deciphered, repeated
attempts were made to show how the transmis.'^ion
might have been efl'ected. This, however, proved
to be no easy task.
At the time of the Heb.
Exodus, the hieroglyphic picture - writing was
already a venerable system of vast anticjuity.
Existing inscriptions make it possible to tra<e it
back to the time of the 2nd dynasty, some 6000
years ago, when it already appears in great
perfection, arguing a prolonged period of antecedent development. Setting aside a multitude of
ideographic picture - signs, there are about 400
pictorial phonograms, of which 45 had emerged out
of the syllabic stage, and had attained a sort of
alphabetic character that is, they either denoted
vowels, or were capable of being associated with
more tlian one vowel sound. Of these, 25 were in
more universal use than the rest, and it was maiidy
out of these, as we shall see, that the letters of the
A. were developed.
To a French Egyptologist, Emanuel de Rougi,
belongs the honour of having discovered the probable metliod bj' which the Sem. A. was evolved out
of the Egyp. writing.
De Rouge pointed out tliat
the immediate prototypes of the Phoen. letters
were not to be found, as had been supposed, in the
pictorial Hieroglyphs of the monuments, or in the
well-known cursive Hieratic of tlie Middle Empire,
but in an older and more deformed Hieratic script
which prevailed in the time of the Early Empire,
a form of writing so ancient that it had alieaily
fallen into disuse before the Heb. Exodus.
This
obscure and difficult script is chiefly known to us
from a single MS., now in the National Library at
Paris.
It goes by the name of the Papyrus Pnsse,
having been presented to the Library liy M. Prisse
d'A venues, who obtained it at Thebes, where it
was found in a tomb as old as the 11th dynasty.
It is therefore older by many centuries than the
time of Moses, older than the invasion of the Shepherd kings, and older probably than the date
usually assigned to Abraliam.
Forty-fi\e of the Egyp. Hieroglyphics had
acquired, as we have seen, a semi-alphabetic char
acter, and Ue Roug6 contended that the Hieratic
representatives of 21 of the most suitable of tlie>e
Hieroglyphs were selected, and employed by
some Sem. people as the prototypes of tlie .-V. they
constructed, only one of the 22 letters being due to
a non-Egyptian source. These Hieratic characters,
traced from the Papj'rus Prisse, are given in col. 2
of the table, and the corresponding Hieroglyphs,
which face the other way, will be found in col. 1.
The oldest Sem. forms witli which we are
acquainted are shown in col. .S. In comparing
them witli theii assumed Hieratic proto'iyjies ;t
must be remembered that they are not coi-.tem;
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porary forms, but are separated by at least ten, or

corresponded with the Ecyj' kings in a cursive
form of the Babylonian cuneiform.
The oldest known forms of the Sem. letters are
shown in col. 3 of the table, where their names and
their approximate phonetic values may also be found.
Thirteen may be represented by letters in our
own Alphabet. These are beth, gimel, daleth, he,
zayin, kaph, lamed, mem, nun, samekh, pe, resh, and
tau, which correspond to our letters b, g, d, h, z, k,
I, m, n, s, p, r, and t.
The other nine letters represent sounds which we do not exactly possess. Of
these, two are called 'Unguals,' or 'emphatics,'
namelj', teth, a gutturalised t, which is called the
emphatic dental, and zade, a gutturalised s, called
the emphatic sibilant.
The Tetter koph was not
our q, but a k formed farther back in the throat,
and here represented by k.
There are also four

12

more probably by twelve centuries, a period durinj;
which considerable ditierences of form must almost
necessarily have arisen, in addition to which the
Hieratic forms are cursive, freely traced on papjTus
with a brush, while the Sem. letters are lapidary
types, engraved with a chisel upon stone or bronze,
which would entail ditierences of form similar to
those which exist between our printed capitals
A, i>, E and the script forms a, b, e of our modern
handwriting. This alone would account for the
alterations in the shapes of such letters as dalcth,
UetU, resh, or mem, the change from a cursive to a
lapidary type causing the characters to become

more regular

in size and inclination, bold curves
being simplified, closed ovals becoming triangles
or squares, and the curved sweeping tails becoming straight and ri"id lines.
For 21 of the 22 letters of the Sem. alphabet De
Rouge ha£ found a prob. Hieratic prototype, in 18
cases taking the normal Egyp. equivalent of the
Sem. sound, and in 3 instances only, alcph, beth,
and zayin, having recourse to a less usual homophone. In one case he fails. The peculiar guttural
breathing denoted by the Sem. letter 'ayin did not

For this letter no Egyp.
exist in Egyp. speech.
prototype has been discovered, and it is supposed
that it was an invention of the Semites, the sjTubol
being regarded, as the name suggests, as the
picture of an 'eye.' (See No. 16, col. 3.)

How, when, or by whom the Sem. A. was
thus evolved from the Egyp. Hieratic it is impossible to say with precision.
The possible limits
of date are believed to lie between the 23rd and
;he 17th centuries B.C. It seems probable that the
development was efl'ected by some Sem. people
who were in commercial intercourse with the
Egyptians, possibly, it has been conjectured, the
Semites of S. Arabia, possibly the Hyksos, if
these Shepherd kings were Semites, and not, as
IS now supposed, of Mongolian race, hardly the
Hebrews, who seem to be excluded by the limits
of date, but most probably a Phccn. trading
colony settled on the shores of Lake Menzaleh in
the Delta. On the Egyp. monuments they are
called Fenekh (Phoenicians), and also Char or dial,
a name used to designate the coast tribes of Syria.
The native land of the Char was called Kaft,
whence part of the Delta was called Caphtor, or
the 'greater Kaft.'
If the A. arose in Caphtor
it would easily spread to Phoenicia, and then to
the kindred and neighbouring races.
The art of writing must, however, have been
known to the Hebrews at an early period of their
history.
Hiram, we are told, wrote a letter to
Solomon, and David wrote a letter to Joab. From
the lists of the kings and dukes of Edom, preserved
in Gn 36 and 1 Ch 1, we gather that the Edomites,
at the time when their capital was taken by Joab
in the reign of David, possessed state annals, going
back to a remote period. The list of the encampjients of the Israelites in the Desert, given in

—

Nu

cannot have been handed down by oral
while it is the only incorporated document in the Pent, which we are expressly told was
written down by Moses, and its geogr. correctness
!.as been curiously contirmed by recent researches.
he census of the congregation preserved in Nu 1-4
and 26 is also manifestly a very ancient written
record which has been incorporated in the text.
All these documents were presumably written in
the primitive Sem. A.
But the discoveries of the
la.st few years have led scholars to believe that
non-alphabetic writing of another kind was used
in Pal. long before the Exodus, as early as the
reign of Khu-n-Aten, the recent excavations at
Lachish and the discoveries at Tel el-Aniariia
l>roving that the governors of the Syrian cities
33,

tradition

1

;

breaths,' 'aleph, he, heth, and 'ayin, of
'aleph, the lightest, was a slightly explosive
consonant, heard in English after the word No !

'faucal

which

when

uttered abruptly, and nearly equivalent to
the spirit us lenis of the Greeks 'ayin was a sound
of the same kind, but harder th&n' aleph, approaching a g rolled in the throat
heth, called the
fricative faucal,' was a continuous guttural,
resembling the ch in the Scotch lock ; and he was a
fainter sound of the same kind, approaching our
A.
The primitive sound of shin was probably that
of our sh, but was subject to dialectic variation.
Yod and vau were semi-consonants, or rather
consonantal vowels, usually equivalent to y and v,
but passing readily into t and u.
None of the Sem. A.s have possessed symbols
for the true vowels, which are now denoted, not
by letters, but by diacritical points, a notation
essentially non-alphabetic, and not of any great
antiquity.
The vowels in non-Semitic A.s, such
as Greek, Zend, Armenian, Georgian, Sanskrit,
and Mongolian, have been developed out of characters representing the Sem. breaths and semiconsonants. Thus the Gr. alpha, whence our A,
was obtained from 'aleph, the spiritus lenit
epsilon, whence our E, is from he, an aspirate ; eta
and our H from heth, the fricative faucal ; iota
and our I and J from yod, a semi-consonant
omicron and omega, and our O, from 'ayin, the
spiritus asper ; while ups-Uun and our U, V, W, Y,
and F, came from vau, a semi-consonant.
Besides the absence of symbols for the vowels,
most of the Sem. scripts, Heb., Syr., and Arab.,
agree in being written from right to left, the
direction following the example of the prototype,
the Hieratic of the Papyrus Prisse, whereas in
the non - Sem. scripts tue direction has mostly
been changed. The Sem. A.s have also adhered
to the primitive 22 letters, none of which have
fallen into disuse, any additional notation required
being etiected by diacritical points, whereas in other
scripts new forms have been evolved by difl'erentiation, as in the case of our own letters V, U, W, Y,
and F, which are all diU'erentiated forms of the
same symbol.
The pictorial character of the Hieroglyphs had
disappeared in the Hieratic of the Papyrus Prisse,
and hence it is no matter for surprise to find that
the Egyp. symbols were renamed by the Semites,
on the acrologic principle, by words significant in
Sem. speech, the new names being due to a resemblance, real or fanciful, between the form assumed
by the letter and some object whose name began
with the letter in question, as in our nursery
picture-books, in which O is an orange, S a swan,
and B a butterfly. Thus the first symbol was no
longer ahum, the 'eagle,' as in Egyp., but became
'alcph, the 'ox,' from the resemblance to the front
view of the head and horns of that animal and the
13lh, insteadof beinu' mulak, the 'owl,' became»i«»7i,
the waters,' what liad been the ears and beak of
;

;

'

;

'

;
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the owl coming to resemble the undulations of
waves (see col. 2 and 3). Tlie Sem. names are
iiometimes more easily exjilained by the Egyp.
forms of the Papyrus rrisse than by those in the
oldest Sem. inscriptions.
The Sem. names are
usually interpreted as follows: "a/e/y/i means an 'ox';
and gimcl, a 'camel,' the
beth signifies a house'
Hieratic form resembling a recumbent camel, with
head,
neck,
body,
tail,
and saddle, of which
the
only the head and neck are preserved in the oldest
Sem. letter duleth means a door,' not a house
door, but the curtain forming the entrance to an
Eaotem tent he signifies a window ; vau is a nail,
or hook for hanging things on zayin probably
Seg,
heth, a fence or
enotes weapons
palisade
Uth, from a root meaning curvature, is supposed
yod is
to have been a picture of a coiled snake
ka/ih the
palm of the hand, or the
the hand
bent hand; lamed is an 'ox -goad'; mem, the
'waters'; nun, a 'fish'; samekh is probably a
'ayin is the 'eye ; pe, the
prop or supi)ort
zade is probably a javelin,' or perhaps
mouth
a liook koph is usually supposed to mean a knot'
shin, the teeth
resh is the head
tau, a cross,'
It will be noticed that
or sign for marking beasts.
gimel,
yod,
he,
nun, pe, and
six of these names,
samel.h, must be very ancient, being most easily
exiJiiiicil by reference to the Hieratic forms.
The early history of the A. has to be reconstructed from inscriptions, many of which have
only been discovered in recent years. Among the
monuments of the older stage of the Ph(i;n. A. the
great inscrimion of Meslia, king of Moab, ranks
In 1808 Air. Klein, of the
lirst in inii ortance.
C. M. S., visited the site of Dibon, the ancient
capital of the kingdom of Moab.
Here he was
shown a block of basalt, with an inscription in 34
Tlie interest excited by this
lines of wr ing.
discovery, and the rival efl'orts of the European
consuls to secure the treasure, un fortunately aroused
the jealou.sy of the Arabs, by whom the stone was
broken into fragments, some forty of which have
been recovered, enough to lay the foundation of
early Sera, pala-ography. In this inscription, which
must be referred to the middle of the 9th cent.
'
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Mesha, in language clo.sely akin to IJibl.
Hebrew, gives an account of the wars between Israel
and Moau, narrating more esp. those events in his
own reign which took place after the death of Ahab
B.C.,

The year 850

has been generally
accepted by scholars as an approximate date for the
in 853 B.C.

record.

Somewhat

earlier,

B.C.

though of

less historical

importance, are some inscribed fragments of bronze
vessels, obtained from Cyprus in 1876, which
proved to be portions of two bowls containing dedications to liaal Lebanon. They must have been
carried oil' to Cyprus as a part of the spoils from a
temple on Lebanon. The writing on one of the
bowls proves on palaiographical grounds to be
nearly of the same date as the Moabite inscription, while that on the other bowl exhibits more
archaic forms of several letters, and may probably
be older by a century, belonging to the close of the
10th or the beginning of the Uth cent. B.C.
It is
from these bowls, supplemented by the evidence of
the Moabite Stone, tliat the A. in col. 3 has been
constructed.
It is called the Isra«litic A. in older to avoid
confusion with a much later A., which, having been
lirst known to scholars, u.Hur]icd the name of the
lleb. A.
It cannot be too carefully remembered
that at successive periods in their liisloi-y the
Hebrews emjjloyed two A.h, identical in all
es.sential particulars, but wholly unlike in the
external appearance of the letters.
Krom the
earliest period of which we |)Os.scss any knowledge,
down to the captivity in liabylon, this I'Iki'U. A.,
of which the oldest monuments are the Moabite
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Stone and the Baal Lebanon bowls, must also have
been the contemporary A. of the Hebrews. This
was ingeniously proved by Ueseuius, long before
these monuments were discovered.
He contended
that the earlier books of the OT could not have been
written, as was formerly supposed, in what is
now known as the Heb. A., since many obvious
corruptions in the text could onlj' have arisen from
the errors of copyists, who confounded letters which
are much alike in the old Fhcen., but are quite dissimilar in the square Hebrew.
For example, in tlie
list of David's mighty men, recorded in 2 S 23-'",
we have the name Ueleb, which in the parallel
passage in 1 Ch 11** appears as Heled. One of
these readings is obviously corrupt, and the corrujj
tion can only be due to the original record having
been written in the older or I'liien. A., in which
the letters hcth and daUlh dilier so slightly as
often to be hardly distinguishable, whereas in the
later or square Heb. A. the letters 3 and i are
unmistakably distinct.
Hence, he argued, the
record must be prior to the Captivity, when,
according to the Rabbinic tradition, the new A.
was introduced. When Gesenius wiote, the evidence as to the nature of the older Heb. A. was
scanty in the extreme, being limited to a few
engraved gems in the Phcen. A., sujjposed to be
Heb. because of their bearing names apparently

Now, however,

Jewish.
at rest

all

doubts have been

by the accidental discovery

set
in 1880 of the

famous Siloam inscription, engraved in a recess of
the tunnel which pierces the ridge of Uphel, and
brings water from the Pool of the Virgin to the
Pool of Siloam. The inscrijition which records the
construction of the tunnel is in six liiiesof writing,
manifestly later in date than the Moabite inscription, though of .he same type.
On palivographical
grounds it has been assigned to the reign of
Manasseh, B.C. 685-6-11, though it isjiossible that
it may be as early as the reign of Hezekiah, and
may refer to the conduit constructed by him at the
end of the 8th cent., as recorded in 2 K 20** and
2 Ch 32™. This A. is of sjiecial interest, as in it
most of the writings of the Jewish prophets must
have been compo.sed. This older A. lingered long,
being employed on the coins of the Maccabees and
on those of the Hiusmonoean jirinces. It survives as
the sacred sciijit of the few Samaritan families at
Nablfls, who still worship in their temple on Mt.
Gerizim, and keep the 1 a-ssover with the ancient
rites.
With this exception, the old Plncn. A., the
parent of all existing A.s, has become extinct.
This earliest type of the Sem. A. gradually
passes into another, somewhat more cursive, which
goes by the name of the Sidonian, its chief representative being the great inscription on the magnificent ba.salt sarcophagus of Eshmunazar, king of
Sidon, now in the Louvre, which is a.ssigned to the
end cf the 5th cent. B.C. Out of this Sidonian
type was evolved the Arama-nn A., which was
destined to rejilace the Pluen. after the ileca<lence
of the Ph<cn. power.
The great tra<le route from
the Ked Sea and Egypt to Babylon pas.sed tliroiigh
Damu.scus, llamath, and Carcheiiiish, and the
trade fell into the hands of the Aranncans, the
pconle of N. Syria. Hence, on the iiolitiial decline
of tlie Phcen. cities, the Aramu'au language ami A.
became the medium of commercial intercourse
throughout W. Asia. At Nineveh in the Tlh cent.
B.C., and at liabylon in the Gth, the Sidonian type
begins to he replaced by the Araniican, whose
continuous development may be traced from the
5th to the Ist cent. H.C., lirst on the coins struck
by Persian satraps of Asia Minor, and then by the
aid of mortuary inscriptions and papyri from
Egypt, which carry on the record after the con(lUfsts of Alexander had put an end to the Persian
satrapies.

An

inspection of col. 4 in the table will
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chief characteristics of the

Aramaean

—due evidently to the free use of the reed
and papyrus— are a progressive opening of
A.

pen
the

closed loops of the letters beth, daleth, teth, 'ayin,
koph, and resh ; while he, vau, zayin, heth, and
tau tend to lose their distinctive bars.
At the
same time the script continually becomes more
cursive in character, the tails of the letters curving
more and more to the left, whUe the introduction
of ligatures led to a distinction between the final
and the medial or initial forma of certain letters.
These changes, whUe they made writing easier and
more rapid, at the same time made it less legible.
On the return of the Jews from the Bab. exile,
the ancient A. of Israel, though retained on the
Maccabaean coins, and possibly in copies of the law,
was gradually abandoned for the more cursive but
far inferior Aramaean, which had become the
mercantile script of the W. provinces of Persia.
Jewish tradition, preserved in the Talm., attributed
this change to Ezra ; but there can be no doubt that
both scripts were for a time employed concurrently
the Aramaean by the mercantile classes and the

A

—

returning exiles, and the older A. by those who,
like the Samaritans, bad been left behind in the
land.

The older Phoen. style had fortunately been
transmitted to the GreeKs before the Aramaean deformation had taken place. Consequently the Rom.
A. which we have inherited, being a Western form
of the Greek A., has retained in such letters as
B, D, O, Q, R, E, F, H those loops and bars whose
disappearance in the Heb., Syr., Arab., and other
A. 8 descended from the Ar&msean, has contributed
to

make them so illegible. Our own capitals are,
much nearer to the primitive Phien. or Isr.

in fact,

A. than any of the existing Sem. A.s, and it is
to this retention of the archaic forms that they
owe their excellence and general superiority. The
closed loop of
and and the upper loop of B reproduce the closed triangles of the earlier bem. script,
which were lost by the Aramaean deformation, and

D

are consequently

shapes t

t 3

R

much

superior to the formless

which we have

in

modem

Hebrew.

When

the Seleucidan empire had come to a
close, the Aramffan broke up into national scripts,
the A. of Eastern Sjria developing at Bozra, Petra,
and the Hauran into the Nabataean, which was
the parent of Arabic, whUe the Aramjean of N.
Syria developed at Edessa into Syriac, and that of S.
Syria, at Jerus. and Bab., into what is called Hebrew.
The early form of square Heb. used at Jerus. in
the time of our Lord, with which He must Himself
have been familiar, and in which probably the roll
was written which He read in the synagogue
(Lk 4"), is given in col. 5 of the table. This A. has
been obtained from monuments of the Herodian
period found in Galilee or at Jerus., all of which
must be anterior to the siege by Titus. These
inscriptions are chiefly from lombs
but one of
them, of special interest, is a fragment of one of
the notices, enjoining silence and reverent behaviour, set up, as we learn from Josephus, when
the temple was rebuilt by Herod.
The materials for the history of the Heb. A.
during the period of the dispersion, from the 1st
cent, to the 10th, when it practically assumed its
present form, have been gathered from regions
curiously remote.
Some are from the Jewish
Catacombs at Rome, many from the Crimea, others
from the Jewish cemeteries at Vienne, Aries, and
Narbonne in Gaul, at Tortosa in Spain, Venosa in
Italy, from Prag, Aden, Tillis, and Derbend, and,
not least in importance, the writing on some cabalistic bowls found at Babj-lon, dating from the 4th to
the 7th cent. A.D. (see col. 6).
The earliest existing codex, the A. of which is given in col. 7, dates
from the beginning of the 10th cent., when the
;

letters had practically
«issumed their modem
forms though not their modern aspect, the useless
ornamental apices in our printed books (col. 8)
being due to the schools of Heb. caligiaphy which
arose in the 12th cent. The square Heb. of our
printed Bibles is thus one of the most modern of
existing A.s, and was not, as was formerly believed, the most ancient of all.
The forms of these
letters are thus neither legible nor venerable.
Their adoption was almost a matter of accident.
Tliere were two styles, the Spanish and the
German, and the latter was used in the Miinster
printed Bible, the types being imitated from those
in MSS. then in fashion.
The result is that our
eyes are fatigued with the fantastic and vicious
caligraphy of the 14th cent., a period when the

black letter was developed out of the
beautiful Caroline minuscule, to which in our
printed books we have now fortunately reverted.
So in Heb. it would have been much better to have
reverted to the far superior forms of earlier times,
such, for instance, as those in use in the 8th cent.
The earlier forms are better, because the letters are
free from useless ornamental flourishes which are
so trying to the eyes of students and compositors,
and are more legible and more distinct. As in the
case of our own vicious black letter, some characters
are assimilated so as to be difficult to distinguish in
particular 3 beth, 3 kaph j nun, i giinel ; i daleth,
resh ; T kaph final, ] nun final i vau, i zayin or
of D samekh, and a mem final ; while n n and n
odious

—

;
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;

;

stand for h, h, and t.
Six of the Heb. letters gradually acquired an
alternative softer aspirated sound, and the harder
primitive sounds are now denoted by an internal
point (Dagesh lene) 3 3 i 3 s n, representing the
sounds b, g, d, k, p, t, the same forms without the
Dagesh, or with a superscript line called liaphe,
standing for bh, gh, dh, kh, ph, th. The letter
shin also split up into two sounds, distinguished by
diacritical points, o approaching the sound of our
a, and a that of our sh.
The vowel points are late and of little authority.
The Greek transliterations of Heb. names in the
Sept. and in Josephus suffice to prove that tliere
were no vowel points in the copies of the Heb. Scriptures then in use, and as late as the time of St.
Jerome the Heb. vocalisation was only kno\vn by
oral teaching.
The Heb. points were suggested by
those which liad been introduced into Sj'riac in the
5th and 6th cent. A.D.
They merely represent
the traditional pronunciation used in the synagogues of Tiberias in the 7th cent. A.D. (See art.
Language of OT.)
Isaac Taylor.

ALPH^US, 'A\0oios

(Westcott and Hort, Introd.

assuming that tlie name is a transliteration
of the Aramaic 'S^n, write it \vitli tlie rough breathing, 'AX<^aio!), occurs four times in the (iospels and
once in Acts. As thus used it is the name of two
dififerent men.
% 408,

father of the Apostle Matthew or Levi
not elsewhere named or othenvise known.
2. All
the other references are evidently to
another man (Mt 10", Mk 3>*, Lk 6'», Ac 1"), whc
is represented as father of James the apostle, second
of that name in tlie list.
A considerable controversy has long been carried
on as to whether this A. may be identified with the
Clopas of Jn 19^ and the Cleopas of Lk 24i». This
question has been of special interest as involved
in the discussion regarding James and the Brethren
of the Lord (wh. see;.
Ewald b<ildly assumes that
tlie Clopas of John and the Cleopas of Luke are one,
but maintains that the identification with Alplueus
is an unrea-souable confounding of a purely Greek
with a purely Hebrew name {Hist, of Israel, vi
Meyer affirms the identity of the
305, note 4).
1.

The

(Mk 2"),

ALTAR

ALTAK

Clopas of John with the Aramaic '5'—, the Alph.rus
Ami Allord (on Mt lu") re^';inis
of tlie Synoptics.
the two Greek names as simply two dillerent
It
ways of expressing the Hehrew name 'S^n.
seems better to distin^ish the Cleopas of Luke
from the Clopas of John. It is quite e\-ident that
Cleopas is simply a shortened form of Cleopater
(KX(oirarpos), like Antipas for Antipater. Lightfoot,
indeed, wliile admitting this, still favours tlie
identification of the two names.
On tlie other
hand, Clopas may with the highest probability be
regarded as a simple transliteration of the Aramaic
^lalphaL Clopas (as in tlie Greek text and KV,
not Cleopas as in the AV) is represented in Jn
Iff* as the husband of one of the Marys who stood
beside the cross.
If we assume that four women

ceived that the deity rould not only reside in such
objects of nature s own creation as those above
8i)eci(ied, but could be persuaded
to come and
take for his embodiment a structure set up for him
by the worshipper (W. R. Smith, lid. Sem. p.
1S9).
The consideration of this all-important
advance belongs elsewhere it is sullicient to note
here that recent researches, esp. those of Wellliausen and W. K. Smith, have abundantly proved
that the heathen Semite regarded the stone or
cairn which he had him.self erected, as a dwellingplace of a deity, a Beth-el ('jx'n'j, cf. Gu 28"; for
the signilicance of this passage, see Pill.\r), a
name which passed, through the Plui'nicians as
intermediaries, to the Greeks (^airiiXioi-) and
Romans [batulus). Such a stone was termed by
the Arabs, in the days before Islam, nu.«6 (pi.
ansab), a word identical in ori^n and signification
with the Heb. njiD (AV 'pillar'). Beside it the
victim was slaughtered
the blood was either
poured over the stone, or with part of it the stone
was smeared, while the rest wsis poured out at its
base, the essential idea in this primitive rite being
that in this way the blood was brought into immediate contact with the deity who, for the time
being, had taken up his abode in the stone.
Now there can be no doubt that the same primitive ideas were shared by the ancestors of the Hebrews. Among them, too, the nusb or mazzeba must
have been the prototype of the sacrificial a. The
rude Arabian usage is the primitive type out of
which all the elaborate a. ceremonies of the more
cultivated Semites grew (Rel. o/iSem. 1st ed. p. 184.
See also Sacrifice). Even in hist, times we find
among the Hebrews a survival of the primitive ritual
above described. In the narrative of the battle of
Michmash, Saul is shocked at the unseemly haste
with the blood,'
of bis warriors in eating flesh
and orders a great stone to be brought at which
the beasts might be duly slain and their blood
poured out at the extemporised altar.
The next important step, the advance from the
a. as a sacred stone to receive the blood of the
victim to the a. as a hearth on which the flesh of
the victim was burned in whole or in part, belongs
to the history of Sackifice (which see, and cf.

are there referred to, there is no indication of any
relationship between the wife of Clopas and the
mother of Jesus. The synoptic passages, however,
all mention among the women at the cross this
same Marj- as the mother of James. There is no
reason for sui>posing that this James, son of Mary,
But
is any other than James tlie son of Alpha>us.
the assumption that Clopas was husband of Mary
and brotlier of Joseph, and the usual assumption
that Mary was the sister of our Lord's mother, are
equally groundless, and have no support whatever
There seems
fix>m any statement in our Gospels.
no reason for supposing that James the little and
brother
James the
of the Lord are one and the same
Euscbius, indeed, mentions, on the authoperson.
rity of He''esippus, that Sjniieon, who succeeded
James in tiie lushopric of Jerusalem, was son of
Clopas the brother of Joseph
but Symeon is
evidently re''arded, not as a brother, but only as a
relative, probably a cousin, of his predecessor James.
;

—

LlTERATtmB. Besides the works referred to in the text, see
Lit^htluot, Gttluians, lOtlied. Loudon, ISIK), p. 267; Mayor, The
«'/ St. Jiivita, 18i*2, p. xvif.
See also an intert-sting and
clever bat perverse not« In Kelm, Jtsus of Xasara, iii, 276.
BfH*Ut

Macpherson.

J.

ALTAR. —i. Altar is

the invariable rendering in
the UT of •:;;?* (Aram, njno Ezr 7"). and in the
NT of OvjiaoTJipLov. In
it also occurs as tlie
rendering of Sxnn (Ezk 43'*'), RV 'upper a.', and

AV

— Kethib

Wik), KV 'a.
found once (Ac 17^)
in the sen.se of a heathen a.
This distinction
they did
is very clearly brought out in 1 Mao 1'"
sacrihce upon the idol altar {(tI jhv pufiiy) whith

of '>»<ni<
hearth.'

43"»>-

(Ezk

In the

'«

NT pu/xis

is

'

was upon the

God

Similarly the Vulg. and early Lat. Fathers avoid the
use of ara, preferring allarin and altare. Another
designation is met with, viz. jn^c', prop.
table,'
Ezk41=»44'«, Mai V-". It would also seem that
the appellation n??, prop. high place,' may in some
cases oe used to expre.ss 'a.,' as Jer 7" (LXX Tin
^uiihv Tou T40(f9), 2 K 23' (but here text is doubtaltar of

(t.

SvaiaaTtiplov).'

'

'

ful), etc.

wrongly rendered in AV
"Pon the bricks.' In one or

C')3^ Is 65' is

'a" of brick';
two places in

RV

'

OT

the

CJ;?

of

the present

seems an alteration from an original
dearly Gn 33*, and most probably 2 K

MT

njiv;.

So

12"'.

On

the other hand, naio shoulcl perha]>s be restored in
2 K lu" (Stade in ZA TW. v. pp. 278, 289 f.).
ii.
Altars in Preiii.storic Timk.s.— According
to the primitive conceptions of the nomad Semites,
the presence of a deity was implied in every spot
thiit attracted them by its water or shade, and in
every imposing landm.ark that guiiled them in
their wanderings.
Every well and grove, every
mountain and rock, had its presiding deity. The
humble olfering of the worshipper could be cast
into the well, exposed upon the rock, or hung upon
the sacred tree.
It wa-s thus brought into immediate contact with the numen therein residing.
great atep in advance was taken when it was con-

A

*

UL

*

pUc«

of ilftughter.'

70

'

'

;

;

'

'

'

Smith,

Sem.

liel.

p. 35811".).

the above is a correct account of the evolution
of the a. among the western Semites, the ditVerentiation of pillar and a. must, as regards the
iken place in the preinhabitants of Pal., have taken
historic period. This seems the obvious conclusion
from the existence, even at the present daj', of
immense numbers of megalithic monuments, the
These charac.so-called menhirs and dolmens.
teristic remains of antiquity, so numerous in Moab
and in the W. Hauran, must undoubtedly have
played an important part in the religious rites of
those who reared them, and whom, for the present,
If

t

we may assume

to liave been of a Sem. stock. The
cup-hullows" on the table-stone of the dolmens,
connected in many ca-ses by a network of channels,
must have been destined to receive the blood of
'

the victim.*
iii.

Pre Deuteronomic
-

Altars.

—A

very

distinction, as is well known, exists l>etween the attitude to sacrilice of the |)rophetic and
priestly narratives respectively in our present Pent.
The latter (P) limits sacrilice to the great central
a.,+ while the former (JE) relates numerous in-

marked

•

See Conder'B report on the dolmen. fields of .Moab

Qti. St. Iha'l, p. 76 u. ; also in Ueth
.v^r, .Stoiu Lore, pp. 42, 43, 70.

ilescrihed

by Schumacher,

Jorilan, p. 82B.

rAnliquiU,

CI. I'errot

in I'.E.F,

and Moab,

ctis. vii. and viii.;
Another rich fleld has t)een
Tht Jau/an, p. mad,; Aero$t
and Chipict, llitl. <U tArt dant

iv. p. 37rj (I.

seems iK-st explained as an
i The
endi'avoiir to reduce a narrative originally written from the
stanrlivnitit of JE to an apparent harmony with the tundAmentAl
po«tulat« of P
dillicult seclion (Jos 221".3*)

ALTAR

ALTAK

stances of sacrifice being otfered and a* erected
from the earliest times, and in many ditJerent
places.
Noah is represented as building an a. on
quitting the ark (Gn S-*) ; Abraham erected
several, viz. at Shechem (12'), Bethel (12"), Hebron
(1.3'"), and on a special occasion in 'the land of
Isaac (26^) and Jacob (35') do
Moriah' ('22').
Even Moses, according to this source,
likewise.
erects an altar at Kephidim (Ex 17'°), and another,
accompanied by twelve pillars (niajf?), at lioreb
(24'').
JE therefore clearly knows nothing in its
narrative parts of the exclusive legitimacy of a
With this position the law-code which
central a.
it contains, the so-called Book of the Covenant
(see Driver, LOT 2811'.), is in complete accord.
In the locus classicus (Ex 2LI*') a plurality of a"
'in every place (KV) where
is clearly sanctioned
I record My name, I will come «nto thee, and I
will bless thee.' And the same holds good throughout the history of the Hebrews until the time of
Josiah. Again and again do we hnd a* built, up
and down the country, either by the recognised
religious leaders themselves, or with their express
Thus, to mention but a few, Joshua
sanction.
builds an a. on Mt. Ebal (Jos 8**) in accordance
with the injunction of Moses himself (Dt 27"),
Gideon at Ophrah (Jg 6-^), and Samuel at Kamah
Saul, we have already seen, extemporised
(1 S 7").
an a. at Michmash, which the historian informs
us was t\\e first that Saul built, implying that this
monarch had the merit of erecting several. David
erected an a., by express divine command, 'in
the threshing-floor of Araunah the Jebusite'
(2 S 24'*- *°). Elijah, too, complains of the destruction of the altars of J" as an act of sacrilege
"), and had, but a little before, repaired,
(1
with his own hand, the a. of the Lord upon Mt.
Carmel. These examples are sufficient to show that
in pre-Deut. Israel a plurality of a' was regarded
as a matter of course, there being not the slightest
hint of disapproval on the part of the narrators, or
of any idea in the minds of the actors in the
history that they were guilty of the violation of
any divine command.
From the oldest hist, records of the Hebrews,
therefore, it is evident that local sanctuaries
abounded throughout the country (see HIGH Place,
and esp. 1 Sam. passim), the most essential feature
of which was undoubtedly the a. on which sacriOf the
fice was offered to the national God, J'.
form of these pre-Deut. altars we have no precise
information. Ho doubt, as wealth and culture increased, the a', esp. at Bethel and the other great

To what extent the still existing dolmens (.see
above) may have been used as a' in this jeriod it
In the older narratives, howis impossible to saj'.
ever, there are not a few instances of the earlier
usage of a single stone (1 S 6'^— v." is a latir
14^) or of the native rock as an a. (Jf.
insertion
6^ and esp. 13"'-* where TiTi v." is identified with
rj sn v.**).
The site of David's a., we can scarely
doubt, was the Sakhrah rock, now enclosed in the
The stone Zoheleth
so-called mosque of Omar.
which is by En-Rogel was also an ancient altarstone (1 K 1"). Solomon, finally, at the dedication
of the temple, is said to have converted the 'middle
For Soloof the court' into a huge a. (1 K 8").
mon's brazen a., see Temple.* This a. was removed by Ahaz (2 K 16"'-"') to make way for the
stune a. (note .X3 v.") which he caused to be built
after the model of the great a. of Damascus ("Sion,
Ahaz' a., rather than the brazen
cf. v." in RV).
a. of Solomon, was in its turn the model for the
a. of Ezekiel (cf. 43'^").
Of the other a* made by Ahaz we know nothing,
23'* luc.
nor of those set up by later kings (2
cit.).
As to the a. to Baal which Ahab erected in
Samaria (1 K 16'-), we may assume that it resembled the a' erected by his Phoen. neighbours
to the same deity (cf. Perrot et Chipiez, Hist, de
I' Art dans I'Antuj. iii. fig. 192 a.TiA passim).
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would become more and more elabomore primitive times they were simple
the extreme. A heap of earth, either by itself

sanctuaries,
rate ; but in
in
(2

K 6") or with

a casing of turf (see DUlmann on
piled upon each other, are all

Ex 20"), a few stones

Simplicity is the dominant
that was required.
note of the law in the fundamental passage. Ex
It is there enjoined, moreover, that no tool
shall be lifted to hew or dress the stone (cf. Dt 27°,
Jos 8", 1 Mac 4"). In this many modern investigators have seen a survival of the primitive idea,
already explained, of a numen inhabiting the altarstone, who would be driven out or perhaps injured
by the process of dre.ssing (Nowack, Arcfutol. ii.
Another injunction,
17 Benzingei, Archdol. 379).
that the worshipper (for the command is not addressed to the priests) should not ascend by steps
The a. must
{loc. cit.), is also a plea for simplicity.
not be of such a height as to prevent the worshipper standing on the ground from manipulating
The eva-sion of the injunction by a
his offering.*
sloping ascent was an afterthought.
20^'-.

;

• Cf. the e.irly narrative 1 K 2-8fT. where Joab is represented as
pnwpinK' the horns of the a. (see below, v.), and at the same time
standing by tbt aide of tbe ft. Also 2 K 6^7 two mules' burden.'
*

—

'

'

K

iv.

Post-Deuteronomic Altars.

—The sanctu-

aries and a", sanctioned, as we have seen, by the
oldest law-code, ceased to be legitimate on the
The
adoption of the code of Deut. (Dt 12 ff.).
centralisation of the caitus, which was the chief
aim of the Deut. legislation, seems to have been

attempted under Hezekiah (2 K 18^), but it must
be admitted that the complete abandonment of the
local bdmuth was never unfait accompli until after

the discipline of the ExUe (1 K 22*», 2 K 15"). In
theory, however, the a', whether upon the hills
and under every green tree,' or at places which had
been seats of worship since the conquest, were no
longer legitimate for sacrifice, as now for the first
time officially distinguished from slaughter (Dt
12'^), could only be offered with acceptance on the
It is not
a. of the central sanctuary at Jerusalem.
impossible that, as Conder has suggested (see ref.
above), it is to the reforming zeal of Josiah that we
owe the fact that not a single dolmen has been
met with in S. Pal. (cf. Cheyne, Jeremiah, p. 60).
The history of the a., therefore, from this time
forward is merged in the history of the temple. It
must suffice here to note that, as soon as practicable, the returned exiles built the a. on its former
site (Ezr 3^), which a. continued in use until its
desecration by Antiochus Epiphanes (1 Mac 1").
Having by this act of sacrilege been rendered unfit
for further use, it was taken down and another
built in its stead (1 Mac 4"'^-).
The a. of Herod's
temple was the last built on Jewish soil. According to Jos. ( iVars, V. v. 6) it was built, in harmony
with the ancient prescription, of unhewn stones.
One other a. meets us in the history of the Jews
this is the a. erected by Onias IV. in his temple at
Leontopolis in Egypt (Jos. Wars, vil. x. 3 yf nt.
XIII. iii. 31), founding on a mistaken interpretation
'

;

;

;

of Is igi".

The a. of bumt-ofTering and the a. of incense,
which play so important a part in the ritual legislation of the Priests' Code (P), will be diseus.sed
in

detail in

the article TABERNACLE.

Temple.
V.

The Altar as Asylum.

function of the
• VV. R.

a.

among

Smith's \iew, that

— An

See also
important

the Hebrews remains to be

'it is

very doubtful whether

tiiere

wtu* in the rtrst temple any other brazen a. than the two brazen
pillars, Jacliin and Boaz,' is not supported by sufficient evidence.
It is, besides, ditticult to see why only one of the two pillars
should have had, on this theory, the functions of an a. assij^ned
10 it iRel. Sem. I pp. 358-358, and Not« L. tebB.X

'

AL-TASHHETH
The

noticed.

AMALEK, AIMALEKITES

earliest Icfrislation presupposes

and

as an asylum. The
right of asylum, however, is there limited to cases
of accidental homicide (Ex 21'^- ").
This use of
the a., which is not confined to the Sem. peoples,
is also a survival of the primitive idea of the a. as
In clasping the
the temporary abode of a deity.
a., the fugitive was placing himself under the immediate protection of the deity in question. In
this connexion, as well as in regard to an important part of the fully - developed a. ritual
Lv 4**-). the horns of the a. are esteemed
(ef.
the most sacred part of the whole.
It is difficult,
however, to see how these coulii have formed part
of the more ancient a. as prescribed in the Book of
the Covenant (see above)
yet their presence is
3", Jer 17',
amply attested in later times (cf.
!*"• 2^).
and the incidents recorded in I
The
origin and primary significance of the horns are
still obscure.
Most recent writers seek to trace a
connexion between them and the worship of
J" in the form of a young bull (Kuenen, Bel. of
Isr. i. 326 ; Stade, Benzinger, Nowack).
In any
case they are not to be regarded as mere appendages, but as an integral part of the a. (see Dillmann on Ex 27^). The view that they were
originally projections to which the victims were
bound, has no better support than the corrupt
passage, Ps US'" (for which see Comm.). The
comparison of the ' horns of the Heb. with those
of tne Greek a. (evKtpao^ fiiaiiU) seems misleading,
since the latter rather resembled the volutes of the
Ionic capital (cf. art. ara in Daremberg et Saglio,

oonBrms

tlie

sanctity of

tlie a.

;

Am

K

to be dwelling north of the Gulf of Akabah.
See
Dillm. »n loc.
H. Jl. Ryle.

ALWAY, ALWAYS.—Alway

(i.e. 'all the way')
duration, 'all the
time'; while always is the genit. of occurrence,
'at ail times.'
And although by 1011 this distinction was vanishing, there are some undoubted
instances in AV. Cf. Mt 28™ ' Lo, I am with you
alway,' with Ro 1* I make mention of you always
in my prayers.'
gives alway for always at
Ac 24"'«, 2 Th 1» ; and always for alway at Col 4«
apparently capriciously, for these changes obliterate the distinction noticed above.
When the distinction was lost, always drove alway out of use.

is

originally

the

accus.

of

'

RV

J. Hastings.
city of Asher.
(ivoy), Jos 19=« only.—
site is doubtful ; there are several ruins called

A

AMAD
The

'Amud

in this region.

AMADATHUS,

Est

12«

16»-".

See

Hamme-

datua.

AMAIN
fled a.' (so

ing

is

'

only in 2 Mao W* 'the enemies
Gr. ch <pvy^v Sipiiriaaii). The mean.

Dktionnaire etc., figs. 410, 418, 422). The famous
of Teima, on the otlier hand, shows the
'horns' rising from the corners of the a., and
curved like those of an ox (see Perrot et Chipiez,
op. cit. tome iv. p. 392, Eng. tr. [see below] vol. i.
p. 304).

—

LlTlRATURR. Of the earlier literature the standard worit is
John Spencer's De legibut Heb. rUuatibiu, etc. IGSii. Of the
modeni works the most important are the works on Hebrew
antiquities by De Wette. Kwald (Eng. tr. 187(1), Nowack (IlrhraUche Arcbdolnqie, 1894, lland li. SacralaltfTthiinier, § 73ff.),
and Benzinger (//ci. ^rcAtw>io^, 1894, g 52, Die altisrael. Heilifjthiimer, etc.), and the more general treatises of Wellhauaen
{Skizz^n mid Vararbeiten, iu.. JUste arab. Ueulentbunu, 18S7),
and. In particular, W. H. Smith's Reliijion o/ Ihe Semitet, 1889
1895).
The student should also consult the standard
of Perrot and Chipiez, UisUnre de VArt dana CAntiifuUi.
iii.
J'hHiiciet lv. Judie, etc. (Kng. tr. iiwf. of Art in
rkccnicia, i vols. 1888, Bitt. <>f A. in Jvdea etc., 2 vols. 1890).

(2lKl ed.

work
tome

AL-TASHHETH
67. 58. 59.

65

(m:^!f^H,

A. K. S. Kknnedy.
AV Al-Uschith), Pss

See Psalms.

(titles).

ALTOGETHER

is now only an adv., but was at
being simply a stronger 'all.' As an
adj. it is found in Ps 39* Verily every man at his
best state is a. vanity
ItT
Is 10*
Are not my
princes a. (RV 'all of the
them') kinjjs,' and perhaps
Nu 16". Of its use as an adv. noticeable examples
are Jer 30", where I will not leave thee a. unpunished' is given in
I will in no wise leave
thee unpunished
Ac 26-'*, where Imth almost nnd
a.' is in RV whether with little or with much after
the Gr. ; and 1 Co 5'°, wIutc not a.' (Gr. oi' irdiTw!)
is taken by commentators in two direclly ojiii.
enses, either not wholly,' or not at all
RV
gives the first in text, the second in marg.

first

an

adj.,

'

'

'

;

'

RV

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

ALDSH

Nu

Hastings.

station in the journeyings,
33"- ''.
(See SiNAI.)

(CiSk).

occurs only

J.

—A

;

ALVAN (nW-— Son
The name appears

in

of Shobal, a Tlorite (Gn 36==).
Ch l* as Allan (i;^!'). It is

1

clearly the same a.s Alvah (ii^'y) in Gn 36*", which
appears in 1 Ch 1" as Aliah (n;^!;), one of tin;
'dukes' of Edom. Knobcd compares the name with
that of a Bedawin clan Almoin, said by Burckhanit

.

at once, precipitately.'

AMAL

(Scy).

—A

descendant of Asher,

1

Ch 7"

See Genealogy.

'

stele

.

RV\
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(p^sy,

'p^oy).

—A

nomadic Arabian tribe, occupying tlie \vide desert
region between Sinai on the south and the southern
borders of Palestine on the north. This district
corresponds to what
Et-Tili.

is

now

called the wilderness of
per-

The Amalekites are represented as

petually at feud with the Israelites, though such
closely connected tribes as the Kenites and Kenizzites appear from the first as friendly, and ultimately as peaceful settlers in the midst of the
pos.sessions of Israel.

References to the Amalekites appear very early
OT history. In the account of the campaigns of Chedorlaomer of Elam and his confederates in Gn 14,
the countrj" of the Amalekites
near Kadesh is described as the scene of one of
Hengstenberg, followed by
those desolatinp wars.
Kurtz, maintains that this does not imply that
the Amalekites were in existence in the Jays of
Abraham, but only that this country, lying between Kadesh and the land of the Amorites, afterwards kno\vn as the fields of the Amalekites,' was
at that early period overrun and destroyed by
Chedorlaomer. Had there been no other hints of
the extreme antiquity of the Amalekites, this explanation might perhaps be accepted.
But we find
again in the cliant of Balaam (Nu 24™) that
Amaiek is described a.s 'the first of the nations,'
which seems almost certainly to mean a primitive
people to be reckoned among the very olilest of
the nations. Most recent scholars are agreed in
assigning to the Amalekites a high antiipiity.
This is the conclusion to which such passages as
those referred to would naturally lead.
The only
reascm why an attempt should be made to jiut aiiv
other interpretation upon these words is the idea
that, in Gn 3(1", the descent of the Amalekites is
traced from Amaiek, the grand.son of E.sau, and
their origin thus brought down to a later period
than that of Abraham. It is exceedingly hazardous
to build any argument of this sort on an occasional
statement in a genealogical table reproduced from
some unknown source, seeing that it is inipo.ssible
to determine what the point of view of the original
compiler may have been.
In many ea.ses such
genealogical lists seem intended to set forth simply
certain interrelations of tribes, so that, though terms
indicating personal and family relationsldps are
in the

'

'

)
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nsed, the names do not always belonp; to persons historically real.
All that we need understand by this
iniroduction of an Anialek, son of Eliphaz by a
concubine, is that Tinina the Horite, the concubine
referred to, represents the importation or incorporation of a foreign and inferior, probably a servile,
element into the pure Edoinite stock, the Horites
being one of the tribes forming that federation,

embracing the Amalekites, conquered by Chedorlaomer.
The region in which the Amalekites first appear
in history, near Kadesh, lies just about a (fay's
journey south of Hebron, on the undulating slopes
and plain at the foot of the mountains held
by the Amorites.
It may be supposed that a
branch of the tribe had settled there, or had begun
to engage in agricultural pursuits.
When driven
forth from their possessions by the conqueror, they
no doubt returned to their old wandering modes of
life, and rejoined their brethren who moved about
through the wide extent of the great desert.
The first meeting of the Israelites and the
Amalekites took place in the southern part of the
Sinaitic peninsula.
At Rephidim, a broad plain to
the nortn-west of Mount Sinai, the Amalekites
came out against the Israelites, and a battle ensued
which lasted tliroughout the whole day. Joshua
commanded in the light, and Moses on the hill top
held up his rod in the sight of the people as the si^n
from God that they would conquer by His might
(Ex 17f-").
The Amalekites had at this time
acted in a peculiarly bitter and exasperating
manner towards the Israelites, harassing them on
their rear, and cutting off the weak and the weary
(Dt 25"""). In consequence, the Amalekites, to a
greater extent than any of the other Can. and
neighbouring tribes, were placed under the ban, so
chat J" Himself, as well as His people, is represented as solemnly swearing eternal feud against

them.

AMALEK, AMALEKITES
says

Ewald (History of Israel,

i.

2.50),

'

of

two

rivals

a splendid prize whicli the one had
previously possessed and still partially possessed,
and the other was trj-ing to get for himself by
ousting him.' The Ijittemess must have been intensified by the secession to the ranks of Israel of
such branclies or families of the Amalekite stem as
the Kenites and Kenizzites. These two families,
with Jethro and Caleb respectively at their head,
were the ancient allies of^ Israel, and ultimately
disputino;

The defeat

settlers in the land.

of the Israelites

may

have secured for the Amalekites and their
immediate neighbours peace and prosperity throughout a whole generation. When they were again
attacked it was by a people already in possession
of the northern regions, now pressing southward.
How far they were interfered with by Judah and
Simeon is not recorded, but it would appear that
even after the Israelitisli occupation of the country
the Amalekites in considerable numbers maintained
possession of the plateau and hilly regions in the
extreme south.
In the time of the Judges, however, we meet
with the Amalekites in the company of the
Midianites, as nomad tribes roaming about among
their old desert haunts, and pursuing their old

When
tactics of harassing peaceful agriculturists.
the crops sown by the Israelites were ripening,
the Amalekite marauders descended and reaped
the har^'est, so that the unfortunate inhabitants
were impoverished and discouraged (J" 6'). They,
alonf; with the Ammonites, were aJlies of the
Moabites in their conflict with Israel, and no donbt
suffered in the defeat of the Moabites at the hand
of Ehud (Jg 3'^).
During this same period, it would seem that a
branch of the Amalekite tribe had secured a
Pirathoa, the
settlement in Mount Ephraim.
residence of the judge Abdon, some 15 miles
south-west of Shechem, bore the name of the
Mount of the Amalekites,' or had in it a hill
The settlers who had thus
so called (Jg 12").
given their name to the hill belonged in all probability to a branch of the Amalekites, who, about
the time that some of their brethren settled in the
south of Palestine, in what was afterward assigned
to Judah, pressed farther to the north, and secured
possessions among other Canaanite tribes in the
very centre of the land. This is more likely than
the suggestion of Bertheau, that these Amalekites
of Ephraim were remnants of those expelled by the
men of Judah from their southern settlements in
the days of Joshua. They had evidently been some
considerable time in possession before locjilities
came to be popularly known by their name. This
view is furtlier confirmed by the words of Deborah
in her song (Jg 5"),
out of Ephraim came they
'

The defeat

of the Amalekites evidently put the
fear of the Israelites upon the robber nomad tribes
of the desert for a time, so that they were unmolested during their advance to Sinai, and during
their year's encampment there, as well as during
their subsequent march northward to the southern
borderof Palestine at Kadesh. It was the intention
of the Israelites to enter Palestine from the south,
and so from this point, just outside of the southern
boundary of Palestine, spies were sent to examine
the land, and to bring back a report as to whether
an entrance from that point was possible, and if so,
how best the invading forces might conduct the
campaign. These spies on their return reported
that the Amalekites dwelt in the land of the south
in the valley, i.e. in the soutliem portions of the

region afterwards occupied by Judah and Simeon
(Nu 13^ 14^), in the neighbourhood of the lowland
Canaanites and the higliland Hittites, Jebusites,
and Amorites. The Amalekites are represented
as the leaders of the confederate Canaanites who
resisted the entrance of the Israelites into the south
of Palestine (Nu 14^-").
They were evidently
at that time of considerable importance, and must
have been for a long period in possession of those
territories only a little way north of the district in
which we find their ancestors, or, at least, a branch
of the same great nation, settled in the days of

Abraham.
The bitter opposition shown by the Amalekites
to the Israelites at Sinai and in Southern Palestine was distinguished from that of the other tribes
this, that they were really at the head of the
confederated clans already in possession of the land,

by

and the struggle between them and the invaders
was to determine the whole future of the rivals,
the success of the one necessarily meaning the utter
destmction of the other.
It was the hatred.'
'

'

down whose root is in (not against, as in AV
Amalek.' The land of Ephraim was the territory
once possessed by the Amalekites.
In the early years of his reign, Saul was commissioned to carry on a war of extermination against
the Amalekites and their king Agag (IS 15). This
was intended to be the execution of the sentence
passed upon them in the days of Moses (Ex 17",
Nu 24", Dt 25"-'*). No li\-ing thing belonging to
This great
the Amalekites was to be spared!
battle was evidently fought in the south of Judah,
as the pursuit is described as extending from
Havilah in Arabia, far to the ea.st, to Shur in the
west of the desert on the border of Egypt. Wliun
worsted in battle they evidently pas.^erl over the
southern boundary of Palestine, and betook themselves to their ancestral haunts in the wild desert.
During the jieriod of their residence as a settled
people in Southern Judah, they had a capitalcitv, Ir-.\malek, 'the city of Amalek' (1 S 15°).
Koliber bands of the yet unsubdued nomad Anialek

;

amam

AMAZED

lies of the desert, durinfj the time of David's ^tay
among tlie FhilLstines, sacked Ziklag, in tlie tem-

Ahitub, Zadok' occurs twice; only three high
priests are given between Amariah under Jeho^-haphat, and Hilkiah under Josiah.
4. A priest clan,
lourth in the list of 22 in Neh 12 (v.^), who went
up with Zerabbabel' 'in the days of Je.sluia,' and
in the list of 21 (v."), 'in the days of Joiakim,'
and tifth in the list of those who sealed to the
covenant under Ncheniiah (Neh 10'). This clan
is probably identical with that of ' Immer,' the
sLxteenth course in David's time (1 Ch 24"), and
one of the four families of priests mentioned in
the book of the genealogy of them which came up

torj' of Simeon, outside of the southern boundary
'I'hese were overtaken by
of Jiidah (1 S 30).

David, and only 400 young

men on

swift camels
The reference

Buccee<led in making their escape.
to the Amalekites in 2 S 8", in the list of spoils
dedicated to tiod by David, is prohabl3' to this
same incident. From tliia time onward the Amalekites seem to liivve been regarded as no longer
formidable ; and even as raiders from the desert we
The last mention of
find no further trace of them
occurs in I Ch 4*", in the days of
them in the
Hezekiah. There it is said that tlie renmant of
the Amalekites that escaped,' and who had con-

OT

'

that day in Mount Seir, were smitten
of the Simeonites, who took possession of
Tli>it the Amalekites are not mentheir land.
tioned in Gn 10 is regarded bj' DUhnann as proof
that before the time of the writer they liad sunk
into insignificance.
Outside of the
we have no reliable accounts
In the works of the Arabian
of the Amalekites.
tinae<l

till

by 500

OT

historians very extensive and detailed reports are
given of the progTess and achievements of the
Amalekites ; hut these, as Noldeke has conWncingly
sliown, are creiiible only in so far as they are based
on the statements of the historical books of our
own canonical Scriptures.

—

LlTBRATTRE. A very admirable ftnd comprehensive sketch Is
given by Berlht-au in SclienkelL BibeVexicon, Leipz, 18(J9, vol. i.
111-114. Bee also Dillmanii, dom. on (Jenesit, on cbs. x. and
EwaW, Hist, of Isnul, Eng. tr. 1S76, vol. 1. 109 f.,
xitivl.
850 r. Kurtz, History nf tht Old Covmant, Eng. tr. 1850, iii. 4860 Noldeke, Vthf.r di€ Amaitkiter UTui einuje anderr Stiehhar.
volkrr der l$mliUT, 1864.
J. Macpukkson.
;

;

;

—

AMAM
of

'c~¥), Jos 15^ only.
An unknown city
Judah, in the desert south of Beersheba.

'

'

(Ezr 2" Neh 7*', Meruth 1 Es 5^,
""J in the time of Ezra (Ezr 10^");
see Abijaii, No. 4.
9. 1 Ch 23" 24=", a Kuhalhite
Levite in David's time. 6. 2 Ch 31", a Levite in
Hezekiah's time, one of the six assistants to Kore,
the porter at the east gate, who was over the
freewill otlerings of God.
7. Ezr 10*'-, a man ol
Judah of the sons of Bani (1 Ch 9'), one of tliosr
who had taken strange wives.' 8. Neh 11^, a man
of Judah, ancestor to Athaiah, who was one of those
at the

'

'

'
that willingly otTered themselves to dwell in
Jerus.' 9. Zejih 1', great-grandfather of the prophet, son to Hezekiah, perhaps the king.

N.

AMARIAS (A

is

Es 8".— An

AMASA

—

'burden' or 'burden bearer'). 1.
an Ishmaelite, and of Abigail the
sister of king David.
The first mention of him is
in connexion with the rebellion of Ab.saloni (2 S
17™), who made him leader of his army.
Joab, at
the head of the king's troops, completely routed
him in the forest of Epiyaim (2 S 18°*). David
not only pardoned him, but gave him the command

The son

{xpDX,

of Itlira

army

in place of

Joab

(2

S

19").

When

2. An
at the great stone of (iibeon (2 S 20''-'»).
Ejihraimite who opposed the bringing into Samaria
of the Jewish prisoners, whom I'ekali, king of
Israel, had taken in his campaign against Ahaz

;

Haman and MordecaL
Haman.

2.

list

12"

W-".

Marshall.

J. T.

'

'

R. M. Boyd.

(2Ch28'2).

AMANA

1

ancestor of Ezra in the line of high priests, father
Called Amariah, Ezr 7'.
of Ahitub.

« yiaSafi
H, however, has 'ASd/i
Possibly the allusion
Syr. Ahah.

to

See

D. White.

J.

'A/jkapOeias),

he came to lead tne royal forces against Sheba and
his rebel host, he was treacherously slain by Joab

dying words as
;

B

•A;uap(o!,

A) Is mentioned in Tobit's
the persecutor of Achiacharus,

{'A/xdv

To U". Cod.
Itala, Nabad

first'

A 'Emm'?P<»'*).

of the

AMAN.— 1.

79

Ca 4'. Probably the mountains
Abana or Amana, being connected
or else Mount
with Hermon and Lebanon
Amanus in the north of Syria.
(ijct;),

near the river

;

C. R.

CONDER.

AMARIAH

(i.-i=S, 'n."!=5 'J' hath promised').—
2 Ch 19", high priest in the reign of Jehoshaphat, appointed by liim cliief justice in all matters
of the Lord,' as Zebaduih, the ruler of the house
of Judah,' was in all tin- king's matters.' (Is this
a precedent for the joint rule in later times of
Zenibhabel and Joshua ?) 2, 3. In a cenealogy in
1 Ch G'""-"""", Ezr 7'"', beganniiig with Aaron and
ending with Jchozadak at the Captivity, which
seems as much intended to be a list of the high
priests as 1 Ch a'"" is of the kings of Judah, and
which aiipcars to be the basis of .Josephus' very
corrupt lists {AnL VIII. i. 3, x. viii. 6), the name
A. occurs twice (a) 1 Ch 6'-" grandfather of
Zadok, and therefore a younger contemjiorary
of Kli.
Of this man we have no other record see
AliiATHAR. (/9) 1 Ch 6", Ezr 7", 1 Es 8^, 2 Es 1'
(Amarias in Apocr. ), son to the Azariah who is
sail) to have ministered in Solomon's temple.
If,
as is iirolfible, this remark applies to the previous
Azariah, then this Amariah may be the same as
No. 1. I'ut great uncertainty iiangs over these
lists.
In Ezr 7''° six names are omitted, perhaps
by homoioteleuton
in the full list important
names {e.g. Jehoiada, Zechariah, the Azariahs contemjiorary with Uzziah and Hezekiah respectively,
Urijah) are omitted
the succession
Amariah,

1.

'

'

'

—

;

;

;

'

AMASAI
ep<mym

CtjTjy,).— 1.

A

of a family, 2

Koliathite,

Ch

2y''''.

1

2.

Ch G^"
One of

the
the

who blew trumpets on the occasion of
David's bringing the ark to Jerus., 1 Ch l.'>^. 3.
One of David's officers at Ziklag, 1 Ch 12'", possibly to be identified with Amasa, No. 1.
J. A. Seldie.
AMASHSAI ("P'y'M. perhaps a combination of the
reading tcv, dkO.^AV Amashai, Neh 11".
A
priest of the family of Immer.
priests

AMASIAH
manders, 2

(':c':y^).

Ch

— One

of Jehoshaphat's com-

17".^

AMAZED. — Amaze

has a much wider range of

old Eng. tlian in modern. In conformity
with its derivation {a-maze) it expresses confusion
but
or perplexity, the result of the unexpected
this may give rise to a variety of emotions,
i,
EeaR: Jg '20" 'When the men of Israel turned
again, the men of Benjamin were a.' 2.
lO*- 'And they were in the way going up to Jerus.
and Jesus went before them, and they were a.
and as they followed they were afraid." 3. EXCITED

meaning in

j

AWK Mk
:

;

;

WoN'UKIt: Lk
IXaBty

fiTrairas

i)™
;

'they were

RV

'

all a.' ((ir.

fK<rr(iait

amazement took hold on

4. Dki'KICS.sion
Mk 14^ (Jesus) began to
).
be sore a., and to be very heavy.' Amazement
occurs twice in AV, the expression in Ac 3'" ol
great joy in 1 1' 3' of great tear.

all

:

'

;

J.

Hastinqs.

;

AMFX

AMAZIAH

80

AMAZIAH

—

The name of a
his father Jehoash
uiion the assassination of the latter (c. 800. B.C.).
The cliief interest of his reign centres in liis wars
with Edom and ^vith Israel (2
In
14, 2 Ch 25).
the first of these campaigns, Edom, which had
revolted from Judah during the reign of Jehoram,
the son of Jehoshaphat, suffered a severe defeat
in the Valley of Salt, and the capital Sela or Petra
fell into the hands of the enemy (2
14').
Elated
by this success, Amaziah challenged to a conflict his
neighbour Jehoash, the grandson of Jehu. This
powerful monarch showed no anxiety to try conclusions with his presumptuous rival, to whom he
addressed the well-known parable of the thistle and
(.T^K,

'n-vcN).

1.

who succeeded

king of Judah

K

K

the cedar

(w

Amaziah, however, stung by the

''").

moral of this parable, refused to listen to the wellmeant adWce, and rushed blindly upon his fate.
At the battle of Beth-shemesh the forces of Judah
were utterly routed, and the king himself taken
prisoner.
Jehoash followed up his victory by
capturing Jerusalem, partially destroying its walls,
the
temple and the palace, and carrying
Eillaging
How long
ack hostages to Samaria (w."'").
Amaziah survived this humiliating defeat, it is not
easy to decide.
The statement (2 K 14") that
he outlived Jehoash fifteen years can hardly be
correct, and there seem to be sufficient reasons for
considerably reducing the number of years (twentynine) assigned to bis reign by the chronological
system adopted in the Books of Kings. His reign
appears to uave synchronised almost exactly with
that of Jehoash, as that of his successor did with
the reign of Jeroboam II. There is not a little
plausibility in the conjecture of Wellhausen, that
the conspiracy which issued in the murder of
Amaziah at Lachish had its origin in the popular
dissatisfaction with his wanton attack upon Israel
which cost Judah so dear. The death of Amaziah
should probably be dated c. 780 B.C., the year when
there is reason to believe his son Azariah or Uzziah
ascended the throne.
Besides the strictly historical details which he
borrows from 2 Kings, the Chronicler adds certain
particulars, the purpose of whose insertion is
evident (2 Ch 25**- ""). (On these additions see
Graf Die geschichtlichen Biicher des A.2\ p. 157 ff.,

and Driver, LOT,

p. 494.)

:

;

'

;

;

;

<

'

'

'

477«Xot, 'messenger,' is often used even in dealings

with courts (Jth 1"

3', 1

'

employed: Tpcalia/r-^s (1 Mac 13^' 14-'-^), Trpetr/Seuj
1 Slac 9™ 1 1» 13"), and Trpeir/SDra. (2 Mac 11^}.
The
word Trpfc^ela, 'anibassage' (RV Apocr.), occurs in
2 Mac 4". In NT (Lk U" 2 Co 5-°, Eph 6^") the
(

use

is

metaphorical.

G.

W. Thatcher.

AMBASSAGE, mod. embassy; in AV only Lk
but RV adds Lk 19" (AV 'message') where

I42-,

the same Gr. word (wpfc^cla) is used. The meaning
is not a message sent by ambassadors, but the
ambassadors themselves. In 1 Mac 14^ the mean' words
ing is message (Gr. \6yoi,
').
'

RV

'

J.

AMBER.— See

Hastings.

Minerals.

AMBUSH, from in (which becomes im before
whence am) and boscus, a bush, wood, thicket,

Mac

1"

7'"),

but during the

b,
is

used in various shades of meaning. 1. The abstract
state of lying in wait in order to attack an enemy
secretly.
Jos 8" ' (Joshua) set them to lie in a.
between Bethel and Ai.' 2. The place where the
Jos 8' Ye
a. is set, or the position thus assumed.
shall rise up from the a.' ; 1 Mac 9" RV And they
rose up against them from their a.' 3. The men
that form the a. Jos 8" the a. arose quickly out
of their place
Jer 51'^ prepare the ambushes (m.
'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'liersin wait'). The mod. military term is ambuscade. Ambushment, meaning a oody of troops
disposed in ambush, is used in 2 Ch IS'""*; also
in 2 Ch 20^ (RV 'liers in wait';
but RV gives ambushment in Jos 8' for 'lie in
ambush,' and in Jg 9^ for 'lying in wait').

ambushments

J.

Hastings.

—

AMEN. This word found its way bodily from
the Heb. (]?¥) into the Hellenistic idiom tnrough
the LXX, and strengthened its hold later on by
its more copious use in the version of Symmachus.
It is derived from [ix he propped, in Niphal (reflexive) he was firm.
So the adverb ]PN, firmly,
came to be used, like our surely, for confirmation,
in various ways.
(1) It is used for the purpose of adopting as one's
own what has just been said (this answering sense
being apparently the orig. one, Nu 5^) = so is it,'
or so shall it be,' rather than the less comprehensive so be it,' though ' so be it is occasionally
the prominent meaning (Jer 28').
The word is
limited to the religious atmosphere, being, on
human lips, an expression of faith that God
holds the thing true, or will or can make it
true.
Thus after the oath of cursing,' recited
in Nu 5^, there is added, both in the orig.
Hebrew and in the Greek of Sym., 'The woman
shall say. Amen, Amen,' the word being doubled
for empnasis; where the LXX, however, haa the
inadequate y^voiro, yivotro, so be it, as is the case
in nineteen out of the twenty -three passages where
of the
the Heb. word occurs in tliis connexion
It is
rest, three have d^'i''. and the fourth dXijfluJj.
put also into the mouth of the people at the end of
At
each curst uttered on Mount Ebal (Dt 27).
the close, likemse, oipvblic prayers, thanksgivings,
benedictions, or doxologies the people used to say
Amen (Neh 8", Amen, Amen); not, apparently,
however in the services of the temple, where the
response was different (Edersheim, Temple Service,
p. 127), but certainly in the services of the sj-nagogue (Ps 41", e.g., and Schurer, HJP 11. u. 78, 82).
That this custom passed over from the synagogue to
the Christian assemblies we gather from I Co 14",
where St. Paul speaks of tA d^ijy, the (customary)
amen uttered by the listeners at the close of the
extempore thanksgiving.
(2) It is used in confirmation of one's oton prayers,
Before
thanksgivings, benedictions, doxologies.
'

'

2. The priest of Jeroboam II. who opposed and
attempted to silence the prophet Amos when the
latter delivered his message at the sanctuary of
Bethel (Am 7"'-". See Amos). 3. A man of the
tribe of Simeon (1 Ch 4^).
i. A descendant of
Merari(l Ch 6«).
J. A. Selbie.
AMBASSADOR.— Three Heb. words are sometimes tr. 'ambassador' in RV of OT 1. TiN^?, a
general term for messenger, used for (a) messengers
of private men (2 K 5'") (6) messengers of God =
angels (see Angel) ; (c) messengers of kings or
rulers = ambassadors (2 K 19», 2 Ch 35^'), though
sometimes tr. messengers in RV (Dt 2^, Nu 20").
2. T!j, apparently a synonym of 1 (Pr 13" cf. 25"),
hence=herald or messenger from court (Is IS''
57'), and metaphorically an 'ambassador' of J"
(Jer 49"; cf. Ob v.').
In Jos 9* the reading of
RVm is to be preferred. 3. ("^o, properly an
interpreter, and so used in Gn 42^ cf. Job 33-^ (?)
hence tr^ in Is 43" (in theocratic sense) 'interpreters' RV text, 'ambassadors' marg. in 2 Ch
323' ambassadors text, interpreters marg.
Ambassadors were not permanent officials, but
were chosen from attendants at court for special
occasions (see 2 K 19"). Their evil treatment was
regarded then as now as a grave insult to king and
people (2 S 10'"*). In the Apocr. the general term
'

Maccabrean period, when embassies were frequently
sent, the ordinary Gr. words for ' ambassadors are

'

'

'

:

AJMEN

AMMIHUD

NT the word occurs only at the end of a privatu
prayer in To 8*, and at the end of a personal
Tlio
ascription in the last verses of 3 and 4 Mac.
personal doxological or ascriptional usage is much
more frequent in NT (e.g. Ko 1^ ^), and, outside S*
Paul and the Apoc, it is the only NT usa^e. In
St. Paul's Epistles the word sometimes concludes a
prayer for, or a benediction upon, his readers but,
except in Ko 15^^ and Gal U", it is a later addition.
Sometimes, as in Rev 7", it is apparently introductory to a doxology, but is, in reality, confirmaSo also in Rev 22* it
tory of a previous doxology.
is a believing acceptance of the previous divine
Athrmation.
(3o) It is used once cU the dose of an a^rmation of
Rev 1',
one's own, to confirm it solemnly in faith
where it is the trustful climax of the more limited
Yea,
roi, yea (the bare personal confirmation)
verily [He shall so come].' (36) The use of Amen
to introduce one's own words and clothe them with
•olemn atlirmation may be called an idiom of
Christ it is a use confined entirely to Him in
acred literature. But the practice of the evangelists in this matter is not uniform. The SynoptjBts give invariably d^iji' X^u, the Fourth Gospel
Again, Matthew is
as invariably d/iiii' d/iV X^u.
richest in the phrase, using it thirty times ; Mark
less rich, using it thirteen times ; Luke least so,
using it only six times; elsewhere he gives narrower

shall a. him in
hira ') an
hundred
36»
'and a>i (AV
shekels of silver' ; and 2 Ch
hundred
talents
of
'condemned') the land in an

substitutes {iXriOut thrice, ^ir' dX-qSelas once, val
Tho
once), or more usually the simple Xiyu.
signal difTerence in Luke may be due partly to the
non-Hebraic stamp of his readers. The double uTTien
of introduction in John has its parallel elsewhere
in the double amen of conclusion, instances of which
have already been cited. But the invariableness
of the doubling, as opposed to the invariableness
of the single a7nen in the Synoptists, can be put
down only to an idiosyncrasy of the writer, though
he need not bo unhistorical in all or even in many
of his instances ; for it is worthy of notice that all
the sajings in question are peculiar to John except

the

:

'

:

13-' (ll'Mt Lk) and "*
only).
Sue Hogg in

(||

all

JQR

Syuopp., but

Lk

Xiyu

Oct. 18UG.

But Christ's uniqueness in using it as a word of
introduction runs parallel with the uniqueness of
its connotation when He does use it. (a) It is never
the expression of His own (accepting or expectant)
faith ; it is rather an expression calling for faith :
this view is supported by the invariable accompani-

He makes good the word, not
ment X4yu viiif.
the word Him (Cremer, Wiirlerbiich, 8th ed. pp.
145, 146).
(/9) Consequently, in His mouth, it lias
generally to do with His ovm }>erson, either (a) as
Messiah, or (6) as demanding faith in His Messiahship in spite of outward appearances and mistaken
'

'

views
it points not merely to intellectual or
eventual verity, but to the fact that either the
thing is true in Him or Be will make it or keep it
true.
So it is the amen of fuljilment in Him or by
Him, or the amen of paradox, or both (cf. Mt 5'"
16" 21" 26", and other passages cited in Cremer).
It is intelligible, therefore, now the evangelists
for Luke's
preferred to leave d/x*)'' untranslated
:

;

LXX

yivoiro, is but a
like
partial equivalent for what Christ meant by the
«..i.|.
Slc Nestle in Expos. Times, viii. (1897) \W.
(4) In close relation to Christ's usage, so understooil, is the use of amen as a name or description
of Christ and of God : of Christ, Rev 3", ' tho
Amen, the faithful and true witness' (cf. 2 Co X",
where the yea, the promise, is in Christ, and the
Amen, the ratification, is through Him) of Voil,
In e.")" (twice), 'the God of the amen,' i.e. of faithfulness and truth (if tho Heb. adverbial points be
correct : see Cheyne on the passage) ;
(inadequately) : Tbv $tlw rir iXrjOuiir (cf. iX-nOmis and
*^ii», Rev 3'>*).
J. MA.S.SIE.

occasional

dXijCut,

:

LXX

VOL, I.—6

'

verb

they

Ex

In

silver.'

AMI
of

'

'They

fine

RV

Am

21'^,

2"

RV

translates the same
J. Hastings.

fine.'

'

(tfj;')

22"*

shall

AMETHYST.— See

;

:
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(Driver,

= itoN Neh
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Stones, (Precious).
7°').— The head of

a family

Solomon's servants,' Ezr 2".

(=lovely, and now used only of perapplied to God's dwelling-place in I's 84'
How a. are Thy tabernacles, O Lord of hosts '(RVm
as at "rh 4' Rheims Bible has whatsoever
lovely
' whatsoever things are lovely ').
Cf.
amiable,'
Howell (1644) 'They keep their churches so cleanly
J. Hastings.
and amiable.'

AMIABLE

sons)

is

'

'

'

;

'

AV

AMITTAI
Jonah, 2

K

('B-i*

true ').— Father of the prophet

'

Jon

14»,

1'.

relations between two nations,
friendship '). See ALLIANCE.

RMIT^, friendly
1

Mac

(RV

12"

AMMAH

'

(.ivt<),

2 S 2" only.— A

near Giah,

hill

It was probably to
in the wilderness of Gibeon.
the east of Gibeon above the Jordan Valley, but

name has not been

recovered.

C. R. CONDER.
Xo6s m"")-— The
people,'*
name which is to be applicable to Israel in the
time of restoration Lo-ammi = not my people), the
name given in the first instance by Hosea to
Gomer's third child, but in the prophetic fragment,
Hos 1""" [in Heb. 2''^], referred to the people of
Israel, is, according to the author of the fragment,
to be replaced by the name Ammi of exactly
opposite import, in sign of the changed relation of
the people to J". See Lo-AilUI.
G. B. Gray.
AMMIDIOI (B'A/i/i/iioi, A, 'A^/x'Jaioi in Swete's
text with the hard, but in Fritzsche's with the
Ammidoi).— Of the three
breathing
soft
parallel li.st8 (Ezr 2 = Neh 7 = 1 Es 5) which give the
families which returned with Zerubbabel from
captivity, that in 1 Es (5*) alone mentions the
Ainmidioi. It has been suggested that they are
Xaiifj-aTa).
It
the men of Humtah (Jos IS'^npsn,
may be questioned whether either the Cliadiasai or
Ainmidioi were mentioned in tho original Heb.
lists, for it is to be noticed that in the case of these
alone is the gentilic form used otherwise throughout the list we have equivalent expressions of the

AMMI

(•!?«=

LXX

'my

;

(

;

AV

;

A

;

Heb.

.

.

.

'J3,

.

.

.

'fmi,

e.g.

ulol 'l>ipo! (v."),

ol

iK

G. B. Gray.

BcToXiw.

—

AMMIEL {%t>]l 'kinsman is God'). 1. Son of
Gemalli, and spy of the tribe of Dan (Nu 13'^ P).
3.
2. Father of Machir (see art.), 2 S 9"- 17".
According to the Chronicler, the sixth son of Obededom, who with his family constituted one of the
to
courses of doorkeepers in tho time of David
them was allrttcd charge of the S. gate (of the
temple) and the storehou.se (1 Ch 26, esp. w.»- '»).
Presumably, therefore, Ammiel was the name of
a division of the doorkeepers in the time of the
Chronicler— c. li.C. 3(X). Cf. Driver, /.OY'BUOf.
(iiaf. Die Gcschicht. Diich. d. A.T. 213-247, esp
242 f., 246 f. Gray, Stud, in Heb. Proper Aa7ncs,
See Eliam.
ch. iii. p. 4'.iir. 4. 1 Ch 3».
G. B. Gray.
AMMIHUD (TT5V 'kinsman is majesty'). 1.
An Kplirainiite, father of Elishania (see art.), Nu
pu 01" 7". 63 lu-'^ (P). Presumably identical with A.
;

;

;

—

• For fuller diMmulon of the nicaniiig of this name, and
foUowing nunea beffianing with Ammi, see N^iiSB, Puopib.

Mm
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A

Simeonite, father of
Bon of Ladan, 1 Ch 7". 2.
Naphtalite,
Sherauel (see art.), Nu 34«'' (P>. 3.
father of Pedahel (see art. ), Nu 34=8 (P). 4. According to the KerS of 2 S 13" and the AV, A. was the
niune of tlie father of David's contemporary, the
The Kcthibh, followed by
Gesliurite king Talmai.
KV, reads nin-ay the closely similar letters n and
replacing n and i. Between the two readings it is
for while the Keri is better
dinicult to decide
supported, the Kethibh, as a name occurring
is
the harder reading. 5. Son
nowhere else in OT,
of Omri, father of Uthai (1 Ch 9^).
G. B. Gray.

A

—

"i

a strip of land along the eastern bank of the nver,
varying in breadth from 20 to 30 miles, ceased to
be regarded as belonging to the Ammonites, and

was assigned to the transjordanic tribes of Reuben
and Gad. The original territories of the Ammonites, extending from the Arnon to the Jabbok,
and reaching to the eastern bank of the Jordan,

been held by a giant race
(Dt 2""^'), to whom it seems
Bashan,
also belonged (Dt 3").
that Og, king of
As to the origin of the children of Ammon, an
account is given in Gn 19^, which has been interpreted by some as genuinely historical, and by
others as a reminiscence of a certain family relaAMMIHUR (n!n'!?B).—See Ammihud, No. 4.
tionship, coloured by bitter hostility and national
AMMINADAB (2-i;'!?a ' kinsman is generous,' or hatred. The latter position is maintained by such
perhaps 'my people is generous,' B 'A/utvadi^, distinguished and moderate exegetes as Dillinann
and Bertheau ; but by them the myth is regarded
in NT Mt l^(and Lk 3"?) 'A/iii-aSaft
'AfuyaSdfl
whence the name in AV of NT is spelt Aminadab). as historically justitied, and indeed suggested, by
the lustful character and irregular habits of the
1. According to the genealogy in Ruth, which
On the other hand, Delitzsch pertigives David's ancestry, Amminadab was son of Ammonites.
4""= l Ch 2'», Mt nently asks how such an origin can he assigned to
Ram and father of Nahshon (Ru
1*)
as father of Nahshon he is also mentioned in the narrative, seeing that their supposed descent
Nu 1' 2^ 7" 10'* (P). Through his daiw:hter from Lot is made the one ground for exceptional
Elisheba he became father-in-law of Aaron, Ex 6^ treatment of the Ammonites and Moabites (Dt
The story of their origin certainly does
According' to 1 Ch 6-'' A. was son of •29.19)
2.
(P).
Kohath and father of Korah but in other state- not afford occasion for contemptuous or hostile
3'^,
6'",
{e.c/.
Ex
Nu
children
treatment.
This can be accounted for only by their
ments about Kohath's
moreover, elsewhere unbrotherly conduct towards Israel, which caused
1 Ch 6-) A. is not mentioned
Izhar appears as son of Kohath and father of such delay and hardship on the eve of the entrance
Korah (Ex 6''-^\ 1 Ch 6"). There can be little into the promised land (Dt 23''). It appears to
doubt, therefore, that A. has accidentally replaced Delitzsch that the lewdness and moral corruption
Izhar in 1 Ch 6-- this may have arisen in compiling which characterized their later history resulted
the list from a fuller list of the Kohathites which from their tainted origin, rather than suggested
mentionea the connexion of A. (No. 1) with them. the story of that origin as given in our Scriptures.
According to the Chronicler (1 Ch 15">- ") In any case, we must regard this notice as indicating
3.
another A. was chief of a Levitical house in the a close relationship between the Ammonites and
Tliat such a family connexion
days of David he is described as a son of Uzziel, the Israelites.
really did subsist between the two nations is conwho was one of the sons of Kohath (1 Ch 6=).
G. B. Gray.
firmed by the fact that almost all the names of
;

A

had in
called

earlier years

Zamzummim

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

AlOIINADIB

AV and RVm of
soul made me
Amminadib.' RV and AVm

(3nj 'py) occurs in

a very obscure passage, Ca
like the chariots of

6'=

'

my

do not regard the term as a pr. name, but render
my soul set me on (RV among) the chariots of my
willing (RV princely) people.' In Kautzsch's tr.
of OT the passage is omitted from the text, and is
Mein Verlangen [ver-]
rendered in a footnote,
setzste mich auf die Wagen meines Volkes, eines
Edlen,' with the remark that it is quite unin'

'

telligible in its present context.

The great variety

of interpretation and exegesis of the words will be
found exhibited in Reuss' AT, v. 391 ff. ; cf. Hitzig,
d. Hoht Lied, 82 f., and comm. of Delitzsch, Ewald,
Bottcher, Zockler, Oettli, etc. See Song of Songs.
J. A. Selbie.

AMMISHADDAI
see God).

—A

("^P-PS! 'kinsman is Shaddai,'
Danite, father of Ahiezer (see art.),

Nul"2»7*'-" 10"

AMMIZABAD

(P).

(i?!"?!!

'kinsman

—

for,

my

people)

has made a present'). Son of Benaiah, for whom
but the
he appears at times to have officiated
statement in the only passage (1 Ch 27') where he
is mentioned is obscure.
G. B. Gray.
;

AMMON, AMMONITES

in

the

r^r'!?
—Cpril,
A people occupj'ing
;

inscriptions, Htt-Amm.ln).
territory east of tlie Jordan,

between the Arnon
on the south and the Jabbok on the north. The
land lying farther to the south, separated from
them Dy the Arnon, was the possession of the
Moabites. Before the arrival of the Israelites at
the plains of Moab, the Ammonites had been driven
back from the Jordan banks by an Amorite tribe
from the west under Sihon. These Amorites established a kingdom, carved out of the Ammonite territories, with Heshbon as their capital.
In this way

Moabite and Ammonite persons and places that
have come do\vn to us are easily understood by
the use of a Hebrew lexicon. From this circiimstance Kautzsch quite fairly concludes that these
nations caunot be reckoned among the Arab tribes,
but must have a place given them among the races
allied to the Hebrews.
The name by which they were first known was
'children of Ammon.' Only in the literature of
very late ages do we find the name Ammon used
In
the designation of the people (Ps 83').
this very late, probably Maccabaean, psalm * (the
outside the Pent, in which
only place in
Lot's name is found), a list is given of ten tribes
confederated in open and violent opposition to
Israel at the re-dedication of the temple, in which
and Moab occur. It is then
the names of
as

OT

Ammon

said of all these confederates that ' they have holpen
the children of Lot.' This latter designation is no
doubt intended to apply to the Ammonites and
Moabites. The meaning of the name BenS-Ammi,
literally 'sons of my people,' points to derivation
from parents both of whom were of one race.
The statement in Nu 21", that ' the border of
was strong,' t coming aftei
the children of
a description of the destruction of the Anmntes by
the Israelites as reaching to that border, is understood by Kautzsch and others as indicating tlie
reason why the Israelites did not carry their conquests farther east, and as therefore opposed
Israel avoid
conflict
to Dt 2", which makes
with the Ammonites in consequence of a divine
command. The earlier passage, however, may
be read as giving the reason wliy Sihon and his
• See Eivald, History of Itrael, i. 812, and Cheyne, Origin ()f

Ammon

the J'mtU^, 1S91, p. 97.
I

Dillmann and

ly 'strong.'

many

otkiTs

read

here

iiv"

'Jazer

tot

;

AJIMOX, AMMONITES

AMON

Amorites had not jmshed their conquests beyond

Gilead as allies of the Syrians is described as having
been committed with the object of getting their
borders enlarged
and for this, and for their
malignant exultation over Israel's fall, they are
denounced by the prophets (Am 1", Zeph 2''',
Jer 49'-', Lzk 21^-*-).
We have a detailed
account (2 Ch 20) of hostilities between the An:monites, at the head of a powerful confederacj',
and the southern kingdom of Jmlali luider Jehoshapliat.
Great preparations had been made for this
campaign, which was intended to be decisive but
suspicions of treachery among the allies turned the
arms of the panic-stricken hosts against one another
in a great slaughter, so that the children of Judah
did not require to draw a swonl.
After nearly 150 years we again find the
monites at war with Judah (2 Ch 27''), when they
were thoroughly beaten bj' Jotham, and laid undci
Duiing the years in whicli
a heavy tribute.
Judah was tottering on the verge of overthrow,
the Ammonites appear among the vassal tribes
used by ISabylon to harass and iilunder tho.se that
had revolted from her sway (2 K 24'-). After the
overthrow of Judah, Baalis, the king of the Ammonites, entertaining still the old unconquerable
enmity towards the Jews, sent Ishniael, a man
remotely connected with the royal family of
Judah, who had been resident in the country of
Amnion, to murder the popular and successful
governor Gedaliah, under whom the Jewish colony,
consisting of those who remained in the land of
Judah, had be''un to prosper (2 K 25'^-*, Jer 40'^).
In the days of Nehemiah, the Ammonites were
active in their opposition to the Jews, maliciously
endeavouring to lunder the building of the walls of
the city and the restoration of the temple (Neh 4).
Three hundred years later, in the time of Judas
]M.accab:ius, the Ammonites joined the Syrians
against the Jews. The Jewish leader went through
Gilead and inflicted a crushing defeat upon the
Ammonites and their confederates under their com-

this strip of land, with the possession of whicli they
had rested salished. The Ammonites had retreated
before the Amorites \rithin tlio natural fortresses
15ut thoui'h they
of tJieir inland mountain region.
had tlius under compulsion abandoned the fruitful
Jordan Valley, the Ammonites never ceased to look
apon the whole sweep of country down to the river
banks as rightfully theirs. Some 800 years after

the conquest of the land by the Isr., the king
of the Ammonites made the unreasonable claim
that they should restore to him tlie country that
bad been taken so long before, not from his forefathers, but from their Amorite conquerors (Jg
11'*).
This the Israelites, umler the brave Gileadite chief Jephtliah, refused to do, inllicting upon the

Animouites and their

allies

a most huniiliating and

crushing defeat.* Previous to this, foreigh teen years,
the Ammonites had harassed those who occupied
the coveted district ; and so successful had they
been in this that they were encouraged to venture
across the Jordan, and there held in terror the wartribes of Juilah, Heiijamin, and Ephrarm.
While this i.s reported primarily and mainly to
show the <ler)th to which the Israelites had sunk,
it also afVords proof of the prowess and military
importance of the Ammonites.
like

When we

next hear of them, in the early years
king Saul, the children of Amnion form a
powerful nation under a cap.able ruler, kini;
Nahash.
One of the first di.-tinetions in battle
gained by Saul was his defeat of Nahash and the
of

Ammonites, and the deliverance of the inhabitof Jabesh-gilead, to whose city they had
The LXX text here reads
laid siege (1 S 11).
that this eonflict took place about a month after
Saul had ascended the throne. During the earlier
fart of the reign of Uavid, hostilities between
srael and Amnion ceased, because in the time
of his trouble, Nahash, either this same monarch or perhaps his successor, showed kindness to
David (2 S 10^). On the death of David's friend,
me-ssengers were sent to condole >vith his son
Uanun, who, suspecting that they were spies,
treated them infamously, so that David was obliged
to enter upon a war to >vipe out the insult that
had been put upon his ambassadors. The senseless conduct of the Ammonite monarch e\'idently
awakened among the Israelites all the old bitterness, so that in the hour of victory David and his
men lost all control of themselves, and inflicted
npon the vanquished chililren of Amrnon the most
cruel and revolting barbarities (2 S 12'-"'").
Their
capital, Rabbalh-Ammon, was taken by Joab,
David's commander-in-chief, though he gave the
honour to the king. This city (in Maccabican
times known by the name of Philadelphia), one of
ants

'

'

the cities of the Decapolis, lay about 20 miles east
of the Jordan, just outside the eastern border of
the territory of'^ Uad, at the southern spring of
the Jabbok.
After the division of the kingdom, the country
that had been taken from the Ammonites naturally fell with the rest of the transjordanic territory to the nation of the ten tribes.
The
Ammonites, however, soon took advantage of
the weakness of the divided kingdom to assert
again their independence. Tliev also joined eagerly
with the Assyrians in their attack on Gik'a<i,
obtaining increase of territory as the reward of
their service
and subsequently, when Tiglathpileser defeated the Ueubenites and Cadites, the
Ammonites seem to have been allowed to rcoccupy
art-s,
at least, of their old territory on the
bilanks of the Jordan (2 K
15", 1 Ch 'n-').
The
cruelty which they practised in the war against
;

• Ace. to Boine liKxIern criticH, liowever,
t<irp"Utlon (Moore, Judga, p. S!S3X

Jg lll»-M

U

a late

in-

63

;

;

Am

mander

Tiiiiotheus

(1

Mae

5').

The Ammonites

are referred to by Justin Martyr, about the middle
of the second Christian cent., as even then a
numerous people but not more than a century
later Origen speaks vaguely of them, as of Moabites
and Edoniites, clas.sing tiiem all with the Arab
tribes
and with this doubtful allusion they pass
altogether out of history.
Tlie Ammonites seem to have been notorious
among the nations for their cruelty. Their religion
wa.s a genuine reflection of this infamous national
characteristic.
Their chief deity was Molech or
;

;

Milcom

K

(1

W-").

Ammonitcs8(n>;i3y),
2 Ch I2'» 24".

woman of Ammon,

1

K 14"- ",

—

Kautisch In Rlehm, Hnn/fipSrterfmeA, 1884,
ajliiiirablo nnd cdinprehensivt' skftch.
8co
and DelitzHch on Cn lliw In tin Ir Coniineiitarlps
Ewnlil, History of hrad, ii. Iximlcin, lS7ll, \<f. 29.'i, 3:i6, 808 If.
LiTKRATOiiE.
5f>, 56
an

—

pp.

iiiiliiiann

;

ill.

1878, p. 24, etc.

;

Ebrard, Jpoloyttics, Eilin. in.^t. ii. 840-351.
J. Maci'Ukrron.

—

AMNON (iteK). 1. Eldest son of David by
Ahiiioiim the Jezreelitess. Hedishonoured his haltsister Taniar, and was, on that account, slain by lier
brother Absalom (2 S 3'^ 13"-). In2S IH^heiscalleil
Aniinon(pro.-i),suppo.se<lby many (on the analogy of
Arabic) to be a diminutive form, iiurpos<^ly usecf by
Absalom to express contempt; possibly it is only
a clerical error. 2. Son of Shimon (1 Cli 4'-").
J. y.

STKNNlNn.

'deep').— A priestly fnmilv
time of Zerubbabel and of Joiakim, Nell
See Genealogy.

AMOK
AMON

(p^DV

in
12'-

the
".

skilled, or master workman,
of the kings of Judah, .son and
successor of Manas.seh. Two parallel accounts of
21'"--'' and 2 Ch 33-'"-'-*.
his reign are given in 2

Pr 8

"

(I^IK, ]tH

'

a.

KV).— 1. One

K

;

AMON
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AJMORITES

His name occurs in tlie genealogical list of the
house of David, 1 Cli 3'*, and in that of the
ancestry of our Lord, Mt 1'".
It is also mentioned in connexion with his son Josiah in Jer 1^
25',

Zeph

with Zerubbabel and Jeshua. In the parallel list
in Ezr (2*") the name appears as Ami ('??).
4.
Amon (god). See Thebes.
J.\MES Patrick.

••AMORITES

11.

A. came to the throne at the age of twenty-two,
and his reign lasted two years (641-639 B.C.). It
has been suppo.sed that his name may have had
some connexion with the Egyp. divinity Anion
(see THEI5Eji),and may thus be an illustration of the
extent of his father's heathen sympathies. There
is, however, no other evidence that in his cultivation of foreign forms of worship Manasseh was
definitely influenced by Egypt, and the name A.
may quite well be Hebrew.
All that we know of A. is that during his short

signification

K

and partly from the description
which the prophets Zephaniah and Jeremiah give
of the religious condition of Judah in the beginning of Josiah's reign (Zeph !«-<> s-^ 3'-^, Jer 2-6).
An Asherah stood in the house of the Lord
incense was burned to Baal the sun, moon, and
stars were worshipped
idolatrous priests were
maintained and the name of Malcam was held as
sacred as that of J".
Perhaps even human sacrifice was not discontinued.
Idolatry in religion
was accompanied by lawless luxury, and by the
corruption of morals in every part of society. The
rulers were violent, the judges rapacious, the
prophets treacherous, and the priests profane.
A. was slain by conspirators, and was buried in
the new burial-place in the garden of Uzza, where
He was not the victim of a
his father also lay.
;

summit

'

and

'

'^

for the
popular revolt, but of a palace intrigue
people slew his murderers, and set his son Josiah
;

on the throne. It is possilile that the plot against
A. may have been connected with some attempt at

Jehu against
the attempt

and the popular reaction in favour
of idolatry was strong enough to delay the revival
of J"'s worship for nearly twenty years.
But the
record is so meagre that this must remain mere
failure,

matter of conjecture.

—

LiTERATrnE. For the last point, see Kittel, IIi8l. nf Hch. ii.
f.
There Is a readinj; by one of the hands tn the Ale.x. MS of
the
which pives twelve years instead <tf two as the length
of .\.'9 reijjn. This has been defended as authentic by George,
Dulte of Manchester {The Tim^H of Daniel, London, l^.'i), on
grounds of prophetical chronologv, in which he is partlv
supported by Ebrard (.SX, 1*4". iii. 652 tf.). For the other side,
see Thenius. Die Riinher der JCOniffe, in loc, and the note in
Kwald (GeKchiehte, B. 8. 8. 715; Eng. tr. iv. 200).
.ST8

LXX

2. A governor of Samaria in the days of Aliab,
mentioned in 1 K 22-8 (px) and 2 Ch li^^ (I^-¥).
The prophet Micaiah was given into his custody
when Aliab set out with Jehoshaphat on his fatal
attempt against llamoth-gilead.
The LX.\ has
some singular variations on this name. In 1 K he

'

appears as :S,(ii.np rhv tiacnK4a t^s Tr6Keus (or ace. to
another reading 'Amm""' tuv ipx"^'^'^)- I" ~ ^^l' he
is 'EmV (also Se^^V) ap^oi'Ta.
Josephus calls him
(See ZATW, 188'), S. 173 ff.) 3. 'The
•Axouo^.

The Hittites, however,
southern capital.
were intruders from the north.
On the Egyp. monuments the Amorites are depicted as a tall race, with fair skins, light (also
their

children of Amon ' (r^^y) are mentioned in Neh 7'"
among 'the children of Solomon's servants,' in the
list of those who returned from the Bab. Exile
r,„wrinht. 1898. bu

'

;

;

"

mean

Am

;

was a

supported,

WAI

343-''),

religious reform, like the revolt of
Jehoram of Israel. If this was so,

is

'

'

at the time of Josiah's reformation (2

Amorite').— The name

'

Manasseh's tardy repentance and futile attempts
and when he came into power he gave
full scope to the heathen proclivities with which
his youthful training had
imbued him.
The
state of matters under A. may be inferred partly
from the fact that he walked in all the way that
his father walked in, and served the idols that
his father served, and worshipped them' (2 K
21-1), partly from the evils that were found

Ch

the

;

at reform,

2.3*-", 2

I

'tower,' not 'mountain.'
In the Bab. and Assyr.
texts, as well as in the Tel el-Amarna tablets, the
name is written Amurra, the Amorite,' the country
being Amurri the Egyp. form is Amur, ' Amorite.'
Syria and Pal. were known to the Semites of
Babylonia as the land of the Amorite as far back
as the time of Sargon of Akkad (B.C. 3800), and the
Sumerian name Martu (wliich has been connected
with that of the Phceu. city Marathus and mountain Brathy) is probably a modification of Amurra.
According to an early Bab. geographical list
ii. 50. 50),
Sanir (the Senir of I)t .3») was
(
a .synonym of Subartum or northern Syria. In
Sumerian times ' the laiul of the Amorites ' was
also known as Tidnim or Tidanu.
In the age of the Tel el-Amarna tablets (B.C. 1400)
and of the Nineteenth Egj-p. Dynasty (B.C. l.'iOd)
'the land of the Amorites' denoted the inland
region immediately to the north of the Pal. of later
days. In many passages of the OT, however, the
Amorites appear as the predominant populaticm of
Canaan, and accordingly (as in the cuneiform
inscriptions) give their name to the inhabitiints of
2'^- i").
the whole country (see 2 S 21-,
The
Hivites of Gn 34-, Jos 0' 11" are Amorites in Gn
iS", 2 S 21'' the Jebusites of Jos 15« 18'!*, Jg I'-^i
U>", 2 S 5'' 241'* are Amorites in Jos 10^- (cf. Ezk
16»); and the Hittites of Hebron in Gn 23 take
the place of the Amorites of Mamre in Gn 14'-'.
Strictly speaking, however, according to Xu 13-^
while the Amalekites, or Bedawin, dwell in the
desert to the south, and the Canaanites in the coa.stlands of Phoenicia and the valley of the Jordan,
'the Hittites and the .Jebusites and the Amorites
dwell in the mottntains.'
Amorite kingdoms also existed to the south and
east of Palestine.
In early days we hear of
Amorites to the south-west of the Dead Sea (Gn
14", cf. Dt l'"), but at the time of the Exodus
their two chief kingdoms were tho.se of Sihon and
Og, on the eastern side of the Jordan (l)t 3H,
Jos 2i'J). Og ruled in Bashan, Sihon more to the
south, where he had driven the Moabites from the
fertile lands between the Jabbok and the Arnon
(Nu 21'3-''). The overthrow of Sih.in and Og,
and the occupation of their territories, were among
the first achievements of the Israelitish invaders of
Canaan (Xu 21-'-^). A fragment of an Amorite
song of triumph over the coni|uered Moaliites is
given in Nu 21-'-'*", where it is turned against the
coniiuerors themselves.
Whether the Amorite kingdoms were the result of
conquest, or whether the Amorites represented the
original population of the country ea,st of the Jordan,
we do not know. A still more difficult problem is
the relation between tlie Amorites and Hittites in
.southern Palestine.
That the two peoples were
interlocked there, we know from the statement
of Ezk (16^) in regard to the double parentage
(Amorite ami Hittite) of lerusalem. In the north,
in the land of the Amorites ' of the cuneiform and
Egyp. in.scriptions. tlie interlocking w.as due to
Hittite conquest.
Before the reign of Tahutmes III.
of the Eighteenth Egyp. Dynasty (B.C. 1504-1449),
the Amorite stronghold of IChdesh on the Ornntes
had been captured by the Hittites, and had become

reign he repeated all the idolatrous practices of his
father's earlier years.
He had been unaffected by

rampant

CIS?!?

has been suppo.sed to signify 'mountaineer'; but
the two Heb. words ^emer and 'Smic, by which the

('

'harles Scribner^s

Sonx

'

black) hair, and blue eyes (Tomkins, Jrl. of the
Anthropolui/ical Institute, xviii. 3, p. 224).
They
thus resembled the Libyans (the Berbers of tobelonged
white
day), aud
to the
race.
The
same type, with profiles resemblinc; those of the
Ainorites ou the E,t;yp. inonuinent.s, is still met with
in I'al., especially in the extreme south.
The
tall stature of the Amonles impressed the Israelites (Xu 1328- ^, I)t 210- 11 9^, if the Anakim are
to be regarded as Araorites).
Amorites from time
to time settled in Kgypt, and became naturalised
subjects of the I'haraoh.
Thus, in the reign of
Tahutmes iii., the sword-bearer of the king and his
brotlier, a priest, were sons of an
Amorite and
his wife Karuna.
In the age of the Tel el-Amarna correspondence,
the Egyp. governor of the land of the Amorites
was Abd-Asherah (written Abd-Asirti and AbdAsratu), who, with his son Ezer (Aziru), made
successful war against KiWiadad, the governor of
Phoenicia, eventually driving him frimi his cities
of Zemar and Geb.al.
Aziru .seems to have been
assisted by the forces of Babylon and Aram-naliaraim (Mitanni). In some of his despatches to the
rharaoh lie describes the Ilittites as advancing
southward, and as having captured Tuuip and other

the OT.*
It is almost certain that he was a
Judsean by birth
Am li is not absolutely decisive, but taken in conjunction with 71- seems
to prove that he was a citizen of the southern
kingdom. The attempts which have been made
to prove his northern origin from the spelling of
certain words (4'" o" G»- '" «^) must be pronounced
failures.
He owned a small Hock of a peculiar
breed of sheep, ugly and short-footed, but valuable
for their excellent wool [cf. 2 K 'i*, the only other
passage where the word nol-rd (Am V) occurs].
These he pastured in the neighbourhood of Tekoa,
in the wilderness of .ludah.
(See Tkkoa.) Part
of his livelihood was derived from the lightlyesteemed fruit of a few .sycomore trees (T"). His
own account of himself (T"- "•) gives us the impression that, though poor, he was independent, anti

Egyp. towns in northern Syria.
The kingdoms
Og and (probably) Sihon did not as yet exist.
'the field of Bashan' (Ziri-H,a.sana) being under
the Egyp. governor Artama-Samas.
One of the
letters is from the king to the governor of
the city
of the Amorites.' and orders certain Amnrite rebels
to be sent in chains to the I'haraoh, whose names

Jerli, Ezk P, Hos

'

'

•

of

'

are Sarru, 'Puya, Leya, Yisyari (or I'isyari), the sonin-law of .\Ianya, Dasarti, I'aluma, and Niinmakhe.
About a century and a half later, Merenptah, the
son and successor of Hamscs It., built a town in the
land of the Amorites (Anast. iii. Jicr. ,')), and one of
the chief officials at his court was Ben-Mazaiia, the
son of Yupa'a or Yau the great,' from Ziri-Basana.
But we do not know whether Bashan was at the
'

time under Amorite

—

rule.
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—

Plidl'lIET.
This is the name of the
I. TlIK
prophet whose book in our Bibles* occupies the

third place amongst the Minor I'rophels.t
The
tir. and
Lat. Kalhers, being fi)r the most ])art
unacrniaiiited with lleh., fr(M|uently Cdiifoiinded
liis name with the ipiite different one of Isaiah's
Our prophet has no namesake in
father, Amnz.
•

The

s.lrne oivler is

Hible, but in

tlie

\.\\

Miai-

The

tiaiv
K afif^f,

txitf

'iluift,

t

observed

in

our

c<litionH of the

v\nio» follows Iloseft.

Syrlac Lives of the

I'l-ojiliets.
i<i

t^Jreg.

The

sanuj

Nuz. says

;

without feeling how deeply A. had been impressed by the westward movement of the Assyr.
colossus, and we may reasonably believe that the
campaigns prosecuted in this direction by Salmanas.sar III. (78:5-773 n.c), or by Assurdanil (7737')r) lie), had excited his al.arin.
The note of time
1
two years before the earthquake,' does not afford
1,
nmch help in dating his mission. Zee 14' .assigns
this earthquake to the reign of Uzziah of .Judah
and .lerome, on
P, makes bold to identify it
with the one which Josephus (.4)i(. I.X. X. 4) .asserts
to have occurred as a punishment of Uzziah's
sacrilege
quaiuh) iram Domini non solum poina
ejus, qui sacrilegus fuit, sed et terne motus ostendit,
(juem Hebr;ei tunc accidisse commemorant.'
U
lixes tlie prophet's activity in the jieriod when
.Jeroboam II. of I.sr.tel was contemporaneous with
Uzziah.
This perioii extended from 775 to 760
n.c.
The tone of the prophecy leaves little doubt
that, when it w.a.s delivered, the bulk of Jeroboam's
;

Ilet).

natne has been very variously explained.

:

'

Am

— the

Sut&tKa
/At\a(ac o TpiTOC.

• Our Enellsh Dlbles, agreeing In this with tho matorlty o(
modern VSS, mention a second Amos. This Is in St'. Luico's
»Terome, In

his prefiiee to -Joel, uiulerstand.s It as ineanlni; one who h^iirn a
load, but In the prefaee to .\mios he makes it cquivuieiit to the
jif'pft/f that in torn tltiniitfr.
Kusebius pives the alternatives
Htrotn;, faith ful, tearing thf peojtfe aiutu/er.
A Kabbitiieal
tradition asserts thai the propliet was called Amos because he
was heavy (ealleb. 'aitiai) of ronffue,* and represents the Lord
as sayinu', ' I sent .\nios. and tiu-y called MmMtamiiterfr.^ Tlio
Kabbls ascribed the same physical intlrrnity to Moses, Isatah,
atid .leremiah.
Gesenius ( Then. 104-1 was disposed to seek an
K(fyp. etyiuolojry, eomparlnf: such familiar Kcyp. forms as
Ainoitin, Anianiti.
Kut the most prr>bable view Is that which
traces it to the verb 'aman (=to bear), and look.s on It as meau\netiunli'n-lifaveryiv hurdfncil. 'I'henttetuptat explanation is
carried too fur when it Is siiirirested that the name was tm[>osed
by the cliiid's parents because of tho heavy load of poverty
which ho was doomed to carry.
'

the ecclesiastical capital of the N. kitigdotn, there
to denounce the sins of Israel. Gotl calletl him, without any intermediary (7'^ cf (Jal 1'), and the call
came with a constraining force which left no choice
but to follow (.'!»). External events, no doubt, had
their influence.
It is impossible to read the book

is

ypaittrtv oi

Ka't

fi, .loel P etc.).
A worthJewish tradition makes the wise woman of
Tekoa (2 S 14) to have been his gramlmother.
In his day it wa-s still connnon for those who
appeared a.s prophets to come forth from circles
where the pr.actices and influences cherished were
of such a nature as to prepare men for tliis hjoh
office.
But he was doing his ordinary work when
the impulse came which brought him to Bethel,

less

Am

4. Style.
TIT. Lltcralnre.

caj*e iu tlu'

when occasion deiiiaiideil, to leave his flock
for a while.
This is more probable than the supposition that he brought his sheep with him from
Tekoa to Bethel. It is extremely likely tliat his
father had followed the sann^ occupation, for in
the East avocations are hereditary.
The omission
of the father's name in the super.scriptiim of the
I)ropliecy would .seem to inilicate that he did not
belong to a distinguished family (contrast Is li,
able,

'

Authontidty.

1.

2.

:

account of the (teuealogy of .loseph, the puliitlve father of our
Loril, Lk M».
Tliere is, however, some nncertaiutv as to
whether the correct form is not Aiuoz. Tiie Or. 'Amwc Is luit
docl.sive, since it Is used in the L.V.\ inditferently for }'1CN
(Is 1') and DIDJ! (Am I'), precisely as lerome has Amoa In
both ca.ses. The I'eshltta also fails to help us. Whereas it
,

transliterates

"

'-"''

I

prophet's

name

.

wsC^V

antI

at Lk S" it comliines the
Dellt/sch and Salklnsoii, In Ih.ir llib.

Isaiah's father

1

tlie

i*^',

that

ol

two forms

New

Testa-

decide in favour of Amoz, both ctvini; )*i?;n.
The
(picstlon Is not Important.
In nnv case we know nothing concerninc the person named, and it is not possible to d.i nnu'e
than Btnte the nej;ntive coiu-iuslon that he cannot have lii'en
either the [iropbet of Tekoa or the fnllier .>f Isaiah. sceinR he is
removed fom .lusepli by an interval of only seven pciioratlone.
mentti,

—

:

AMOS

86

AMOS

splendid achievements had already been wrought.
The ministry of Amos sliould therefore be dated
about 760 B.C. An attempt has recently been made,
on the ground of internal evidence, to bring it
down a quarter of a century, and date it about 734.
This, however, would require us to set aside .\m7'"'"",
a section which bears every mark of verisimilitude.
Betliel was the principal scene of his preaching,
perhaps the only one. AVhen he had delivered
several addresses there, Aniaziah, the chief priest
of the royal sanctuary, sent a message to the
king, who does not seem to have been present,
accusing the preacher of treason, and at the
same time ordered the latter to quit the realm.
Evidently there was some reason to fear that the
oppressed poor might be stirred up to revolt against
their lords and masters.
The tnreats of coming
judgment would disturb many hearers.
The
denunciation of cruelty and injustice would awake
many echoes. Yet the priest's language evinces
all the contempt which a highly-placed official
feels towards an interfering nobody, a fellow who,
as he thinks, gains a precarious livelihood by
prophesyin". Jeroboam does not seem to have
paid much heed. In the Bab. Talm. Pesackim, fol.
How is it proved that Jeroboam
876, it is said
did not receive the accusation brought against
Amos?
The king answered [in reply to
.
.
Amaziah], God forbid that that righteous man
should have said this and if he hath said it, what
:

'

.

;

1 do to him ?
The Shechinah hath said it to
him.'
The conversation is fictitious; but Amos
doubtless withdrew unmolested, after disclaiming
any official and permanent standing as a prophet,
predicting Amaziah's utter destruction because of
'lis impious hindrance of the divine word (7''""),
and completing the delivery of his own message to
Israel (8. 9).
On reaching home he doubtless put
into writing the substance of his speeches, and the
roll thus written is the earliest book of prophecy
that has come down to ua.
Concerning his subsequent fortunes we are
entirely in the dark.
late Christian tradition,
originating probably in the 6th century of our
era, affirms that Amaziah, the priest of Bethel,
struck him frequently, and treacherously abused

can

A

and

Amaziah's son kUled him,
striking him on the forehead with a club, because
he had rebuked him for the apostasy of worshipping the two golden calves. The prophet survived
long enough to reach his own land [another version
add.s,
at the end of two days '], and was buried
him,

finally

'

with his fathers.
It is much more likely that
he reached Tekoa in peace, resumed liis shepherd life, and eventually was gathered to his
fathers.
Jerome and Euseuius affirm that his
sepulchre was

still

shown at Tekoa

in their days.

M hen Maundrell was in the neighbourhood in

1

737

he was told that the tomb was in the collage on
the mountain. The Roman Church places Amos
amongst the martyrs, and commemorates him on
the 31st March, the Gr. Church on the 15th June.
Amongst the Jews his freedom of speech gave
offence even after his death, for the Kok. Rnb.
blames Amos, Jeremiah, and Ecclesiastes for their
faultfinding, and states that this is the reason why
the superscriptions to their books run, 'The words
of Amos,' etc., and not, 'The words of God.'
II.

The Prophecy.

The Authenticity oi the writing which bears
name has never been seriously questioned. As

1.

his
to its interjritij there is

good ground for thinking
that the following passages are later additions
11. s 2*- » 4" 5'- » 6^ V- s^'».
Emendations of the Massoretic text have been suggested for the undermentioned passages, and most of them merit careful
consideration: 1''-" 2" 3». »• n. la. " 4i.».» 6e.».ii.u.
li. 9«

g>.

S. 10.

U

^1.

3. 4. 14. IT

g« 9<.

10. 11_

The Contents may be summarised thus :— Ohs.

2.
1

and 2

:

THE INTRODUCTION, which

sins, first of

touches on the
the neighbouring nations and then of

and announces their imminent punishment.
The First Main Divi.sion of the
Book; 3-4' j4 Minatory Discourse, addressed chielly
to the ruling classes; 4*"" A Contimmtion of the
same Speech, now directed to the people in general,
detailing the judgments by which God had sought
to bring them back to Himself, and sharply
pointing out that a more decisive stroke was at
hand 5: A Second Address, in which are contained
Israel,

Chs. 3-6:

;

lamentations, reproofs, exhortations to true religion
as opposed to false, threats of ruin and captivity ;
6: A IVoe upon the Luxurious,ihe Self-Conjidcnt and
the Proud. Chs. 7-9 THE SECOND MAIN Division
OF the Book 7'"' Three Visions '»-" The Narrative of the Expulsion of Amos S^'' A Fourth Vision,
the rest of the chapter being occupied with denunciations of the extortionate traders, the selfindulgent rich, the superstitious pilgrims 9 The
Concluding Vision : The Inevitable Punishment oj
Wrong-doers : The Messianic Future.
distinguishing characteristics of this
3. The
prophet's Theology are quite unmistakable
Amos was an uncom(1) His Idea of God.
promising monotheist. There is not a verse in his
wTitings that admits the existence of other deities.
But his conviction of the divine unity was not
the result of philosophic thought and argument.
It was an immediate certainty springing out of
his deep sense of J"'s righteousness, nearness,
greatness. So near and so mighty did He seem
that there was no room for other gods, and hence
there is no discu-ssion of their claims. J" is allpowerful in Heaven and Sheol, on Carmel and in
the depths of the sea, in Caphtor and Kir, and
Edom and Tyre. His might is shown in the
control of human history (chs. 1 and 2, passim 5-'
6" 9'), and esp. in His guidance of the fortunes of
Israel.
Every movement of the national life,
spiritual and external, has been under His hand
(2'"").
In all the affairs of men there is no such
thing as chance it is His purposes that are constantly being wrought out calamity, as well as
prosperity, comes from Him (S'"").
'This implies
His dominion over Nature, the completeness of
which comes out in such sections as 4"'"', where
every natural calamity and fecourge, dearth,
drought, mildew, locust, pestilence, is traced to
the direct exercise of His will. It scarcely need
be added that the personality of God was clear to
the prophet's mind. Hence it is that he does not
shrink from anthropomorphism
J" steps forth
against the house of Jeroboam like an armed
warrior (7'') ; in pity for His people He changes
His purposes (7' etc.).
relation between J" and Israel.
In
(2)
common with all his countrymen, Amos believed
that J" was in a peculiar sense their God, and
they His peojile. But they regarded the bond as
a natural and indissoluble one, like that which
was conceived to exist between other nations ant
their deities, so that, provided they paid His dues
in the form of sacrifices. He was hound in honour,
and for His own sake, to protect and bless them.
The prophet, on the contrary, insisted that the
relation was a moral one, not merely dissoluble,
but certain to be dissolved if they fell below His
standard of moral requirements.
It is in the
insistence on this, and in the statement of these
moral requirements, that the splendid originality
of Amos is most clearly evinced. Ceremonial worship has no intrinsic value {S'^'^) the only genuine
service of (iod consists in justice and righteousness
(5") when immorality and oppre.<ision are practised
by His worshippers, God shrinks from contact with
inhumanity and
them as f<^u<n a defilement
,

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

—

;

;

:

:

—

Tm

:

;

:

:;;

nnbrothcrliness, nay even the failure to respect the
eentimeuts of others (l'-2^), are hateful to Hiin
wlien heathens are tfuilty of them, and much more
As to the illejj;itimate
so when Israel is (3-).
methods of worshipping the Lord, he lias but
little to say ; 3" 4' 8" sliow the scorn with
which he regarded them. IJut it is the spirit, not
the method, which finds in him so stern an antagonist.
His main contention is that ritual, as a
siibstilute for the social virtues, is an abomination.
True religion consists in doing good and abstaining
from harm. As in the Epistle of St. James, ethical
considerations are paramount.
Kigliteousness is
Tlie word Love
the keynote of the proi)hecy.
does not occur. This bent was due primarily to liis
apprehension of the di\-ine character. God, to him,
was the God of Itighteousness rather than of Love.
Not, of course, that the sense of the Divine Love
i.s absent
ch. 7'"' is a picture of the pUicableness
which yields to the prophet's intercession, even at
the moment when the stroke of punisliment is
falling.
But in this particular Amos stands far
below Hosea.
The circumstances of the time
helped to fix his view. Jeroboam's victories had
brought wealth and power to the upper classes, but
hail left the poor worse off than of old.
The
basest advantage was taken of this
the wicked
meanness of the powerful provoked Amos to contenijit (2").
AVitliout being what is now called a
socialist
for, indeed, he was in no respect a
theorist he felt deeply the rottenness of the social
the dignity of man was being trampled on
state
the prevalent luxury was founded on oppression,
and was sapping the life of those who j)ractised it.
He attacks this luxury unsparingly (()'"') even
the custom of reclining at meals, recently introduced
from the farther East, is twice rebuKed (3'' «*).
The peasant, as well as the prophet, may be felt
;

;

—
—

;

;

;

here.

— The Book of

(3) ITie Coming Judgment.
tlie earliest writing in wliicli

Amos

the term
Tlie
Day of J" is used. Most probably it was current
on the people's lips.
They imagined that when
the Lord arose in judgment it would be, not only
for the establishment of His rule over the whole
world, but also to their great bencht all their
sufferings would come to a perpetual end dominion
as large as David's would be restored to Israel.
Amos saw that this Day threatened to be one of
is

'

'

;

;

'

judgment on

Israel itself

'

(5"*'-"),

and

its

coming

so inevitable that he speaks of it as
already present. Unlike his predecessors, he looks
on the result as totally destructive of the commonwealth (2"'« 3"" 42- s- '^ 5-'' 6 nassim, 7" y'"^').
aiijieared

Kepentance would have averted

this (4), but the
opi)ortunity has passed. The great world-power
which will serve as God's instrument is doubtless
Assyria, but the prophet stops short of the mention
of its name (5" C *).
Perhajis he was aware of the
weakness under which the Eastern colossus then
laboured, but believed that it would stand firmly
on its feet a^ain.
One of the
(4) The Messianic picture in Q"-".
weightiest reasons for regarding this as a later
addition is it« incongruousness with the Visions of
Judgment which have preceded. It shows us the
land entirely puri'ed of the sinners, the ricli
otticials wlio had abused their power.
The Davidic
kingdom is restored, no stress, however, being
laid on the person or character of the prince at its
head.
The ancient bounds of the emjure are
re-established, foreigners, especially the hated
Edomites, being reduced anew to subjection. The
Israelite exiles have been brought home, and have
rebuilt the waste cities. Agricultute and vine-growing tlourish to a miraculous degree on a soil of
immensely increased fertility. Israel lia.s reached
an earthly paradise, and will never be dispossessed.

—

This

is

itself to

a picture which would have commended
the men who heard Amos, as his genuine

predictions did not.

One

point there

is in

common

everything is human and earthly, there is no tract
of expectation of a future life.
In so early a writer as Amos it is surprising to
meet with so few signs of sympathy with the
modes of thought and expression which were
afterwards abandoned by the higher religion of the
UT.
At 7" he appears to share in the common
idea that other lands are unclean to an Israelite.
9^
At
he adopts the widespread myth of a dangerous serpent inhabiting the sea, the creature,
perhaps, which the dwellers on the Mediterranean
coast-lands conceived of as swallowing, each
evening, the setting sun.
At 5'* (a disputed
passage) there is probably a mythical idea involved
in the mention of the constellation of 'The Fool.'
(See art. OluoN.) At (i'" (another disputed passage)
the superstitious dread of pronouncing the divine
name amidst inauspicious surroundings is referred
to without reproof.
4. There was a time when Jerome's verdict on
the Style of Amos, iniperitus semione, sed non
scicntid, was generally acquiesced in.
Now,
however, it is seen that the Christian Kather was
prejudiced by his Jewish teacher, and that the
prophet was as little deficient in style as in knowledge. In point of fact, he is very little inferior to
the best OT writers. His language is clear and
vigorous ; his sentences are well rounded.
His
imagery, mainly drawn, as was to be expected,

from rural

life

(threshing-sledges, waggon, harvests,

grasshoppers, cattle, birds, lions, fishing), is vivid
and telling. He knows how to use the refiain (4),
and the poetic lament (5-) he is skilful in working
up to a tlimax. Two or three solecisms in spelling
may well be set down to transcribers. An Eastern
shepherd is not necessarily uncultivated, though his
culture be not derived from books. This shepherd's
;

outlook was a wide one (1. 2. 9') his apprehension
his
of the meaning of events uncommonly clear
knowledge born of reflection and the touch of the
Divine Spirit.
The boldness of his style was an expression of
the boldness of the man and his thoughts. It
required no small courage for a Judiean to enter
Israelite territory for the express purpose of interfering in the religious and social life of the nation,
denouncing everything as corrupt, tlirealeiiiiig
swift and utter ruin. Nor is that all. No speaker
ever ran counter to the most cherished convictions
of his auditors more daringly than the prophet who
tohl them that the destinies of other nations are as
really guided by God as those of His chosen people
9' is almost a contradiction of 3'. His courage was
derived from his conviction of the reality ami
dignity of his mission. When the Lord God hath
spoken, the man who hears Him cannot but prophesy.
And whoever else may fail to hear, the ]iropliet
he is of the Privy Council (3'- ", cf.
does not
Gn 18"). That is the starting-point of Hebrewprophecy.
;

;

;

—
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ylin<i» ocertat. 1803; Ililii'b, IHt mehliqften i!ot:e der n a (
Krilik von Staridp. der v. Am. «. //. au* betrachtet, I8!<;l
i;ulho in KantzKcira A.T. 180-1; Cornill, Der lur. Prt,ph't
180i ; O. A. Kuiilh, The lik. qf the Pvxlix Proplicta, laOC ; Dr ve^
;

J.

;

;

;

;

AMULETS

AMOZ
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Joel and Amo», 1897 ; laat but not least, well deserving to
truistated into Eng., ValetOD, Avwt en Hogea. 1894.

J.

AMOZ

In

Taylor.

K

(pes), father of the prophet Isaiah (2
to be carefully distinguished from

19-, Is 1', etc.),

Amos

(oicj;)

the prophet.

See

AMOS

(p. 85'' n.)

(Nu 3-"'), and again in the Chronicler's account
of the organisation of the Levites in the time ol
W. C. Allen.
David (1 Ch 26'^).

AMRAPHEL

mentioned as 'king of
(S5i;>:),
(Gn 14'). Schrader, who suggested that
the name was a corruption for Amraphi ('j-idn),

Shinar

'

'

AMPHIPOLIS
tioned in Ac 17'

('A/x0(7roXi5).

— Amphipolis,

men-

was the

'

hrst to identify this king with

Khammurabi,

as a stage in St. Paul's missioni'ourney from Philippi to Thessalonica, was a city of
ilaeedonia.
It was situated on the eastern bank
of the river Stryraon, about 3 miles from the
The
sea, closer to which lay its seaport Eion.
river, on leaving Lake Cercinitis, winds in a semicircle round the base of a terraced hill, on which
the town was built, protected by the river on three
Bides, and by a wall along the landward chord of
the arc. It was, as Thucydides (iv. 102) says,
conspicuous (wipitpavi)!) toward sea and land and
this is probably the import of its name, the allaround (visible) city (Classen, in loc, who suggests
the parallel of Umbstadt in Upper Hesse). Its

the 6th king in the 1st Dynasty of Babylon. The
cuneiform inscriptions inform us that Khamraura'oi
was king of Babylon and N. Babylonia that he rebelled against the supremacy of Elam that he overthrew his rival Eriaku, kingof Larsa; and, after conquering Sumer and Accad, was the first to make a
united Kingdom of Babylonia. He reigned 55 years.
Winckler gives the date of his reign as 2264-2210
Sayce [Patr. Pal. p. 12) gives 2320 as the date of
his uniting Babylonia.
But the chron. is uncertain.
The name is given by Hommel as Chammurapaltu {Gesch. d. Morgenlandes, p. 5S), and it has
sometimes been transcribed as Chammu-ragas.
Mr. Pinches considers Amraphel to be a Sem.

importance, already marked by its earlier name
'Nine Ways' ('Ew^a 65o/), made its possession keenly
contested, alike on military and mercantile grounds.
The Athenians founded a colonj under Hagnon in
B.C. 437, which presented a history of chequered
fortunes and varied interest, in its surrender to
Brasidas, the fight under its walls between Brasidas
and Cleon in which both fell, its refusal to submit
again to the mother-city, its repeated attempts to
assert its independence, till it passed into the possession of the Macedonians under Perdiccas and
Philip, and eventually into that of the Romans.
By these A. was constituted a free city, and made
the capital of the first of the four districts into
which, in B.C. 167, they divided the province (Liv.
xlv. 18. 29).
The Via En^iatia passed through it.
It was called in the Middle Ages Popolia (Tafel,
Thessal. p. 498 f.), and is now represented by a
village called Neochori, in Turkish Jenikoei (see
plan in Leake, N.G. ii. 191). Zoilus, the carping
critic of Homer, was a native, and wrote a history
of it in three books (Suidas, s.v.).

name = Amarapla = Amarpal ('I see a
Amra-apla = Amrapal (' see a son ').

;

'

'

William

P. Dickson.
AMPLIATUS ('AaiitXiotos,
correctly with
y
B F G, Vulg. Boh. Orig., for
'AmtXiSs,
Amplias, the abbrev. form).
ChrisE L P,
tian greeted by St. Paul (Ro 16') as the ' beloved
It is a very common Roman slave
in the Lord.'
name. (Lightfoot, Philippians, p. 172; CIL vi.
4899, 5154, etc.)
Some further interest attaches to the name. It
occurs in one of the earliest chambers of the Catacomb of St. Domitilla, inscribed in large, bold
letters over a cell belonging to the end of the 1st
later inscription
or beginning of the 2nd cent.
in the same chamber also contains the same name.
The simplicity of the earliest inscription suggests
a slave, and the prominence assigned to the name
suggests that it belonged to some prominent
member of the early Roman Church, perhaps a
member of the household of Domitilla.
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LtTERATCRB.— De Rossi. BxUl. Arch. Chrit. Ser. III. vol. vi.
Atheiueum, March 4, 1884, p. 2S« Sanday and
lip. 57-74

881)

'.eadlam,

;

;

ifomaru,

p. 424.

\^

(^\

IIkADLAM.

AMRAM. — (c-iCB
the people is exalted
A Levite, son of Kohath and grandson of Levi
6»»•").
(Nu H"-'», 1 Ch
He married Jo.hebed his
father's sister, by whom he begat Aaron and
').

'

1.

Moses (Ex

A

6'»-=°)

son of Bani
with a strange
(Ezr 10'«).
2.

'

and Miriam (Nu 26=»,
Ch 6').
who had contracted a marriage
woman in the time of Ezra
1

'

—

Amramites, The (•p^pl•n).
A branch of the
Kohathit« familj' of the tribe of Levi. The name
occurs in the account of the cen.sus taken by Moses

;

;

:

son'), or

It is Clear that the identification is not free from
difficulty, so far as the Biblical account is con-

cerned. (1) The date of Khammurabi, according
to the reckoning of Winckler and Sayce, etc., is
400 years earlier than the cent, to which Gn 14 is
generally ascribed. (2) A. is described as ' king of
Shinar ; and Shinar has generally been identititd
with Shumer, the S. part of Babylonia. Khammurabi, while subject to the suzerainty of Elam,
'

was king

Babylon and N. Babylonia, but not of
Thisdifficultyhas been met
by the assumption that Shinar is to be understood
to denote in Gn all Chald^a, of which Babylon was
of

Shumer orS. Babylonia.

the capital. No great exactitude in geog. terms
can be expected. Shinar (Sangar), in the inscriptions, seems to be situated in Mesopotamia. Possibly
Heb. tradition confused the Shinar of Mesopotamia
with the Shumer of S. Babylonia.
It seems best at present to suspend judgment
this much disputed identification. The results
of Assyriological research in illustration of Gn 14
are still much disputed.
Jos. (Ant. I. ix.) transcribes the name as 'A/xopa-

upon

^(6?)!,

although the

AMULETS

(Dvn^

LXX

has

'A/iap/paX.

3»,

AV

H. E. Ryle.

—

ear-rings).
1.
Origin.
The connexion with lahash, to mutter as
a snake-charmer (Ps 58°), points to something that
Is

has had whispered or chanted over it words of
power and protection. Cf. Heb. hartom, magician,
and its connexion with heret, the graving-pen of the
learned writer, and the Arab, 'talisman' similarly
associated with the tailasan or long robe of the
sacred dervish. The same idea of power through
lore and sanctity is exemplified at the
present day in Jerus., where crucifixes, pictures of
the Virgin, and rosaries are laid on the pavement
at the door of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre so
as to give them this holy value in the market.
2. Meaning.
The central meaning of the a. is
something that faith may clasp as a prophylactic
against known and unknown dangers.
It assumes
a connexion between holiness and healing, between
piety and prosperity, the first being appreciated
lor the sake of the second.
It is a testimony to
the sense of sin, for it is only that which is wanting in holiness that requires to be covered or protected.
Hence the Arab, proverb says, 'The eye
of the sun needs no veil.'
Its light is pure, and
therefore no protection is required.
The a. unites the protector and the protected
w liat lays a duty on divine power lays on human
weakness a corresponding devotion.
Fulness of
consecration makes fulness of claim.
Hence to

secret

AMULETS

AMULETS

Oriental mind familiar with this amulet
faith, the words seem very natural, 'lie strong'
in the Lord, and in the I'ower of His nii^dit.'
'
I'erfect love casteth out fear.'
I can do all
Thus
in
that stren<;theneth me.'
tliinf,'3
the a. has a true word of jiower, for it teaches,

the

'

Him

'When

I

am

devoted,

I

am

endued.'

By a similar

vehicle the apostle reaches the experience
siiys,
3.

'When

I

Clussijiciitiun.

dan<;ers

which

then am I stronj;.'
This corresponds with

am weak,

With

and the points of contact. There is an
(illust. 1) worn almost universally

a.

fur the heart

in
the East.
It is a locket susj)eniied over the breast,
and consists sometimes of a .small metal case of

may

be classed the neck-amulet.

See

CinsCKNT. Similarly, there were a" for the nose
and mouth fur the danf;ers by inhalation for the
ear and the temptations of hearing; for the eye
and what meets its vision (illu.st. 3, 7, 8). And
so the veil for the head and face, and the slieet
enveloping the whole li;,'ure of the tjriental woman,
now the formalities of mo<lesty, were doubtless
;

once
the

this

89

of superstitious meaninj;.
See VEIL.
articles aiming' the Jews are chiefly the
friiijL'es of larf;e and small tallitli
the mezuza ; the
paper with I's 121 and certain Abracadabra formulas which the Rabbi puts in the room where
there is an infant less than eight days old ; and the
full

Amulet

:

\.ml:i.i.i.>.

of Dft\'ifl,'or 'Solomon's Seal,' a favourit*? a. among the Jcwa, 2. Extract from .Towish Birth- A., which
rives, under I's 121, the name.s of the Patriarchs and their wives, with a fonnnia at eat-h sitie furhidding tlie apprtiai-h of
I.ililh or any wilrii.
a. Hreast-a. {taitheh).
4. Eye-a., seen in tho hross tliimlik'-Iil(c ornament on the nose of the K^rvptian
wiirii;iii.
(1.
Cartns, and hlaclt or red hund-a*. 7, 8, A< for nose and cars, worn by Uedavvin women, along with necklace,
l.r.utU-ts, and annlet1.

The 'Shield

.^>,

pold or silver, but

more

frci|.

of a

hcailshapcd

shi'ath of cloth ornamcnlcil with a design in j^'old
thread.
This may contain for the Moslem a few
woiils from the Ivoraii. called a /";/"/(, covering;,
prolcctioM
and if for a Christian, a picture of the
:

\

ir;,'in

and Child, called a laubth, 'penitence.'

phylacteries of the brow and arui.
See I'livi..
ACTBUV. Amulets are also used for the luotectioii.
not only of animals such as camels and horses, but
(\cii for newly-built bouses, such protection usually
taliiiij; the form of a nni^'hlydr.iw n hiiiii.in h.'uid
in black or red, or of a cactus plant or aloe hunj;

,,

ANAMIM

AMZI

90

and
by the roots from the arch of the doonvay and
kept alive by the moisture of the air (illust. 5
G. M. Mackie.

AV

Q)

&MZI

(•VDK).— 1.

A

Merarite,

Neh

puest in the second temple,

1

Ch

11".

6**.

2.

A

See Gene-

alogy.

AN.— 1.

indef. article, is the old

An, called the

It wa*
followed by Onk. and Pseud. -Jon.
conjecture
simply the context that gave rise to the
that the word mean*
accepted by Luther and
is correct
Tmdls. The Vulg. trn. {aquas calidas) prob.
and the hot
(so Kautzsch, 'die heissen Quellen'),
Callirrhoe
springs' may possibly be identified with
The chief difiiculty in
to the E. of the Dead Sea.
root for
accepting this interpretetion is that no
suit such
the word can be discovered which would
DiUiuann and
a meaning (Ox/. Hch. Lex. s.v. ; cf.
J. A. Selhie.
Delitzsch on Genesis, I.e.).

is

lloO
Eng. form of the nvun. adj. one. As early as
and at
the n is found dropped before a consonant,
general
the date of the AV the usage had become
(incluclmg
to employ a before a consonantal sound
vowel
« and eu pronounced yu), and an before a
Some hesitation is
sound (including sUent k).
found when the art. precedes a word beginning
Nu lU
with ich. Thus we find 'an whole
11-";
an
of 1611), but 'a whole' in Nu
(ed
whore- in Pr'23^ (ed. 1611). 2 Ea 16« (ed. 1611)

m

1
a whore elsewhere. Agam, the ed. of lb
^lO' 20'
gives 'such an one' in Job If, Sir 6
41'"',
Ku 4
2 Mac 6"; but 'such a one' in Gn
12=5»»,
", 2 Co 10"
Ps 50=' 68=', Sir 26^, 1 Co
one
an
Gal 6', PhUem ». Later edd. give 'such

but

'

'

ANAHARATH (mn;K), Jos 19", mentionedonwith
the
(AViia)
Shion CAyiin Sh'ain) and Rabbith
it
Issacliar.
east side of the Plain of Esdraelon
Jezreel in the Valley
is the modern en-No: urah of

m

ofJezreel.

,S

IKP

vol. u. sheet ix.

C. R. CONDER.
hath answered'). —1. A
2. One
Levite Neh 8«,"called Ananias 1 Es 9«.
10-".
of those who sealed the covenant Neh

ANAIAH

(.Tip

'J"

ANAK, ANAKIM (pjy, D-pjB,, "Ev6.K-i^).—\t is often
Anak is thb name of the person from
their
the Anakim were regarded as having
whom
in all these passages.
occurs without the
Anak
name
the
But
descent.
precedes
Anak
More varied is the usage when the art.
m;ule article only in the descriptive phrase fons^of
h In the ed. of 1611 (the later edd. have
13^ 'And there we saw the Neplulim,
Nu
',
Dt9=
ii
Jer
habitation,
many changes) we find a
If we have
hve the sons of Anak of the Nenhilim
tne
but 'an hab!' in Ex 15', Is 22'" 34'» and other
account of a person called A., this is
any
hair
'an
1»
but
2V^
Lk
places 'a hair' in 1 K
he is said to be one of the ancient
and
account
but
21i«,
2/",
Gn
27»*
hairy,'
a
Ac
in Dn 3=', Mk
NephUim or demigods. (See Nephilim). But
Jer 23'an hairy,' Gn 25=», 2 K I'; 'a hammer,
(Jos 15';
probably here, as in all the other places
other
many
with
4"
so
and
Jg
but an hammer,'
13-''-=*),
have a descriptive
,

said that

'

'

'

;

;

'

;

'

;

probwords. The explanation of this inconsistency
wa,s not
ably is, not that the usage for a or an
pronunciation
fixed, but that there was no fixed
On the whole, an is found more frequently
of h.
than a before words beginning with A.
hungered is not 'ouml
2. In 'an hungered' ('a
^^12'- » 25-»".
1611), winch occurs Mt 4=
in
2*> Lk 6^ the an is not the indef. art., but the

«

AV
Mk
prep,

an

0111

or on.

J.

See A».

Hastings.

'grapes').— A city of Judah in the
Ne"eb hUls "(Jos IP' 15»), inhabited first by the
Now the ruin 'Anab near Debir. It is
Anakim.
A.D.
noticed as still a village in the 4th cent.
SIVP yol.m sh. xxiv.
(Onovuisticon, s.v. Anab).
*
C. R. COSDER.
and
ANAEL {'Am-fi\, but ^n:in Syr. and Ileb.,
and father of
S.yDn Aram.) was brother of Tobit
Achiacharus, To l**.

ANAB

(3:y

—

ANAH (njy). i. A daughter of Zibeon, and
On
mother of Oholibamah, one of Esau's wives.
3g2. u. 18. » (H).
The mention of a daughter in

prove that
this genealogical list has been used to
tlirougli
kinship amongst the Horites was traced
women (\V. R. Smith in Journal of Philology, ix.
As is pointed out, however, in \K\ •». so"";
p. 50).
resh.)
ancient authorities (including LXX. Sam.
identify
read son instead of daughter, which would
Cli
this A. with 2. a son of Zibeon, Gn 36" (R), 1
8,
l«.u
Horite 'duke,' brother of Zibeon,
Gn 36»» (R), 1 Ch 1». If we take A. as an
eponym rather than a personal name, and think ot
relationships between clans rather than individuals,
above three referit is quite possible to reduce the
This can be done all the more
ences to one.
36" the
readily by adopting wth Kautzsch in Gn
Ml
reading >"'-" the Horite as in v." instead of
im 'the Hi\'ite.' In regard to No. 2 the note is
springs
appended, ' This is A. wlio found the hot
asses
the mules) in the wilderness, as he fed the
(
For the Heb. cp-n
of Ziljeon his father' (Gn 36-»).
ofiers the unintelligible
which is a Sir. Xry-.
(an aboriginal
Tii-'Iaueii-, Sam. hasc-p-Nn 'the Emim'

A

'

'

AV

LXX

race of gianU mentioned in

Gn

14»,

Dt

2"'-

"),

and

ISO

J,;

we

Nu

of an
phrase for a race of men, rather than the name
used.
In these other places the article is
ancestor.
being
have the Anak,' or the Anok,' the word
race, pst as
used collectively, and denoting the
this
for
does the plural Anakim. If a progenitor
see), and not
race is mentioned, he is Arba (which

We

'

'

13'=",
The Anakim were of the giant race (Nu
notably
Dt 1=* 2"'' "• '=• "• " 9'" "). They had their seatMediter.

near the
at Hebron, but also farther N and
to have been,
coast (Jos 14'=-"> IP'- ==). They seem
independent
however, rather a race of men than an
they were
people or group of peoples. Politically,
case
Amorite or Perizzite or Philistine as the
The wars in which Joshua and Caleb
nii<'ht be.
their wars
comniered them were not separate from
Anakim
against the Can. peoples. Presumably the
subordinate to
w^ere relatively unintellectual, were
reason the
the Amorite, and were for that very
common
more formidable as fighters against a
and
OlANT
For additional particulars see
.

enemy
REPUAIM.

,

W.

ANAMIM.—The Anamim

(d-dji;.,

J.

BEECUER.

Ei-eMmftM, A^e-

list Gn
are stated in the ethnographical
Ch 1" to have been descendants, or a tribe,

u.(Tu^^l.)

10"

1

of Mizraim,
identified.

They have not yet been
i.e. Egypt.
The attempts to discover this people

on the
one or other of the races represented
some more
E"TP. monuments have been based on
the name. Lbers
or" less striking similarity in
them with the Aamn or Naamu (Ana-

in

identifies

among the
maiina), i.e. cowherds, who are included
or 14th cent. B.C.
tribes ruled by the Pharaohs loth
procession
They occupy the second place in the
represented as
(after the Kutu or Lutu), and are
by the head
reddish men of Sem. type, as is shown
in the grave of
of the man who represents them
Egypt before the
Seti I. They immigrated into
the
Hyksos from Asia. Their capita was on
addition to being
Bucolic arm of the Nile, and,
of Asiatic procattle rearers, they were importers
ducts to Egypt (se<< Riehm, iflKif;.
j^j

m

^^

ANAMMELECH

AliANIAS

ANAMMELECH (tiJ'SJj;).— A "od worshipped along
with Aiirammelech with rites like those of Molech
by the foreijrn settlers brought by the Assj'riaus to
Samaria (2 K 17", cf. v."). The worshippers are
said to have come from Sepharvaim = Sabara'in,
a Syrian city destroyed by Shalmaneser (Bab.
Chronicle, col. i. line 28, in Winckler, Kcitin.tchr.
Textburh. Cf. Halcvy, ZA, ii. 401, 402). Winckler
(AT U ntersuchungen, p. 97 ff. ), doubting that
Syrifins would be settled in Samaria, a district so
near their own land, takes Sepharvaim as a false
reading, or false editorial correction, introduced
from 2 K 18", for Sipar (Sippar), the well-known
city of Northern Babylonia.
The first part of the word Anammelech contains
perhaps the name of the Bab. god of the sky, or of

ANANIAS C\va.vlai = \U\i. .T3jq 'J" hath been
gracioii.f ').—!.
son of Ivnimer (1 Es 9") = Hananl
of Ezr 10'^. 2.
son of Bebai (1 Es 9^) = Hananiah
of Ezr 10^.
3. One of those who stood at Ezra's
right hand at tlie reading of the law (1 Es 9") =
Anaiah of Neh S^. 4.
Levite (1 Es 9«) = Hanan
of Neh 8'.
5. The name which the angel Raphael
g.ave as that of his father, when he introduced
himself to Tobit vmder the assumed name of
Azarias (To S'^- ").
6. An ancestor of Judith
(Jth 8'). 7. The husband of Sapi.hira. He fell
down dead at the rebuke of St. Peter, and the
same fate, three hours afterwards, befell his wife
(Ac 5'^-). The intention of this narrative is sometimes misunderstood as regards both the offence of
the.se persons and the cause of their death.
It is
quite a mistake to suppose that a rigid system of
communism was enforced in the Jerusalem Cliurch,
and that A. and Sapphira by ' keeping back part
of the price' violated a riile they had pledged
themselves to obey. St. Peter's words suliice to
refute this notion ' "Whiles it remained, did it not
rcm/iin thine oxen > and after it was sold, was it not
in thy power f
But it was inexcusable hypocri.sy
to retain part of the price and pretend to surrender
the whole. ' They wished to serve two masters,
but to appear to serve only one (Meyer). As to
the fact of their sudden death, even Baur and
Weizsiicker admit that a genuine tradition underlies the narrative.
As to its cause, whatever this
may liave been from a secondary point of view,
there can be no doubt that in Acts it is traced
to the deliberate will and intentivn nf St. Peter.
(Note esp. v.* and cf. the parallel case of St. Paul
and Elymas in Ac 13".)

a third

of

The whole name

the sky, Anu.

is

taken by Schrader (KAT'', 1883, p. 284) to mean
Anu is prince,' but the meaning is doubtful.
'

Possibly the writer of Kings meant by the name to
identify the Bab. Anu with the Ammonite Molech
Anu-Molech.
\V. E. Barnes.

—

ANAN

(IJV, cf.

Sabean

sealed tlie covenant,
Ezr 2«, Neh 1".

par).

Neh

—

10".

1.

One of those who
Es5*'=Hanan,

2. 1
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A
A

A

:

'

'

ANANI

A son of Elioenai, 1

{«Si=n;}JJi).—

Ch

3=*.

(7^:^^ 'J' hath covered'), Neh 3».—
father of Maaseiah, and grandfather of
Azariah, who took i)art in rebuilding the walls of

ANANIAH

The

Jems.

He was

ANANIAH

probably a

priest.

Cf. v."*.

A

Neh 11«).— to\vn inhabited
by Benjamites after the Captivity. According to
Robinson, the present Beit itanina, a vUlage 2 miles
N. of Jerusalem. The position near Nob and Anathoth, and east of Gibeon, renders this identification
probable. See Elon ; and
vol. iii. sh. xiv.
C. R. CONDER.
ANANIAS.
'disciple' who lived in Dama-scus,
and to whom the Lord appeared in a vision, bid<Iing
him go and baptize Saul of Tarsus. Saul had been
prepared for his coming by a vision. A. hesitated
at first, knowing Saul's re]>utation as a persecutor
but, being encouraged by the Lord, went and laid
his hands upon Saul, who received his sight, arose,
and was baptized. Such is the account in Ac 9'°"".
In St. Paul's speech to the multitude at Jems.
(Ac 22""") we are told that A. was a man ' devout
according to the law and one ' to whom witness
was borne by all the Jews that dwelt' at Damascus ; and some further words of his to St. Paul are
given in which he speaks of Christ as ' the Just
One.' He is not mentioned in St. Paul's speech to
(.T])]^

SWP

—A

;

'

Agrippa.
The tnulitionB about htm are not of a primitive kind. In
Pseudo-Itorotheus* liBt of the 72 disciplca (and also in the Hippolytean list) he occun* fifth in order, after ThafldmuB and before
Stephen, and is represent^Kl aa Hishop of Damascus.
In the
Bk of the Uee by Solomon of liosra (1222), (c xlix. ed. Walhs
Budife), A. is numbered amonp the seventy. He was the disciple
of tile Baptist, and tau^'ht
DamoAcus and ArbCl, He was
slain by I'ol, the jj^enernl of the annv of AreUis, and whs laid in
the clmrch which he built at ArbCl. The Gr. ilcnaa (Oct. 1)
ay that he did many cures in I'amoscus and Eleutheroix>lis
(bein^ bislmp of the former place), and was tormented with
oour>;int; and buniin^f by Lucian the Prefect (Itom, Mart.
LlciniuM), and was finally cast out of the cit^ anrl stoned. The
Basilian Menolot^y o/lds that he was ordamed by Peter and

m

Andrew, and ifives a pictiire of him lieinf; stoned by two men.
Tlie Al)ya*4iniun Calendar con.niemorates him on the 6th of
Tekcmt. In the Rom. Mart>Tolo^^y he occurs on Jan. 25 ; in the
Annenian on Oct. 16.
The full Gr. acts of his martyrdom have never been printed,
but the Hollandists, under Jan. 25, i^ive a Lat. V8 of them, in
which the scene of his yireochintf is said to have been Hethaffaure or Betat;abra, near Kloutheropolis. He is liltely to have been
amon^ the l^ersonal disciples of the Ixinl, and bos a bettor claim to
stand in the list of the seventy discinles than most of those who
appear In the work of Psoudo-Dorulneus.

M. K. James.

LiTERATURR.— Baur, Paulut, i. 28 fl. ; Neander, Planting o,
Chrtsdamti/, Bohn's tr. i. 27 ff. Weizsacker, Apott, Age, i. 24,
f.
Comm. of Aliord, Meyer, etc.
;
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:

preceding article.
8. See
9. The high priest
before whom St. Paul was brought by Claudius
Lysias (Ac 23'"'-), and whose outrageous conduct
upon this occasion provoked the apostle to ajijily
to him the contemptuous epithet ot whited wall.'
The same A. shortly afterwards appeared at
Ca;sarea amongst St. Paul's accusers before Felix
(Ac24"'')He was the son of Nedeba;us, and hold
the high priesthood from c. 47-59 A.D. He owed
his appointment to the otlice to Herod of Chalcis.
During his administration there were bitter
qtiarrels between the Jews and the Samaritans,
and these seemed on one occasion likely to lead to
his deposition.
On account of a massacre of some
Galilicans hy the Samaritans, the latter had been
attacked and many of tiieir villages plundered by
the Jews. A. was accused of complicity in these
acts of violence, and was sent by (Jundratus, the
governor of Syria, to stand his trial at Koiiio.
Powerful inlhicnce was at work at the imperial
court on the side Ijoth of the Samaritans and the
Jews ; but, thanks to the elt'orts of the youngci
Agrippa, Claudius gave his decision in favour of
the high priest, and A. returned to discharge the
functions of an ollice which he disgraced by his
rapacity and violence. It was no uncommon thing
for him to send his servants to the thrcsliing-lloDrs
to take the tithes by force, while he defrauded the
inferior priests of their dues, and left some of them
to die of starvation. His own end was a miserable
one.
His syinpathics had always been with the
Romans, anil he had thus incurred the hatred of the
When the great rebellion broke
nationalist party.
out which ended in the siege and destruction of
Jems., A. concealed himself, but was discovered,
and murdered by the fanatical populace.
'

LlT»aATiR».—Jos. Ant. ll. v. 2, vi.
HJP L U. 173, 188 f.,

xtU. B; Schiirer,

U. S, ll.

211,

ii.

J.

I.

ii.

3

;

Il'ors

iv.'. .'"filT.

A. Selbib.
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ANANIEL
To

Tobit,

AKATH

one of the ancestors of
form of Sx^jn.

('Ayavi-/i\),

A Gr.

1'.

the father of Sharagar, Jg 3" 5«.
of a goddess worshipped in Pal.
it is found on Egyptian
cf. Jg 1=0, Jos 15* Is lO**
monuments from the 18th dynasty.
G. A. COOKK.
ANATHEMA. See Accursed.
(njvj,

name

'Anftt is the

;

which never hesitates to attribute tc
the Deity the form and features of man. The
object is to convey the impression of a venerable
and majestic aspect.
ancient, is properly an Aram, word
P'i?l',
in
Heb. it occurs once only, in the late passage I
Ch 4".
A. S. Aglen.
of the Bible,

:

ANCLE

(Ezk 47*) and ancle-bones (Ac 3').—
the spelling of
after Coverdale and
Tindale.
Camb. Bible and RV spell ankle. In
old Eng. the spelling is indifferent.
Shaks. has
even anckle. Besides the above, RV gives 'ankle
chains' in Nu 31=" (AV 'chains'), and in IsS^^lAV
' ornaments of the legs
J. Hastings.
').
This

ANATHOTH

(rtniy).— 1.

A

town In Benjamin

assigned to the Levites (Jos 21'", 1 Ch 6°"), named
from (possibly plural of) 'Anath or 'An&t, a
Chaldsean deity worshipped among the Canaanites
(Sayce, Jlibbert Lect. pp. 187-189 Vogu6, Mel. 41 ff. ),
now called 'Andta, It is situated 24 miles north-east
There
of Jerusalem over the shoulder of Scopas.
are still twelve or fifteen houses on the spot, and the
remains of what was apparently a handsome church.
;

From its commanding position it has a fine view
northward and also eastward over the broken hills
of the wilderness, stretching down towards the
north end of the Salt Sea, It was the home of
Abiathar, 1 K 2-"^; of Abiezer, one of David's thirty
captains, 2 S 23" of Jehu, one of his mighty men,
1 Ch 12^ and of Jeremiah the prophet, Jer 1'.
;

was reoccupied after the
7", 1 Es 5'*).
A quarry at
It

(Ezr

E.xile

Neh

2'^,

'Anftta still supplies
building stone to Jerusalem. The vision of the
dreary wilderness to the east, and the scorching
of its dry winds which Jeremiah was familiar with
in his native to^vn, have imprinted themselves on
his prophecies.
To one standing upon Scopas,
Anathoth is lying at his feet, Is lU*.
personal name (a) the son of Becher a
2.
Benjamite, 1 Ch 7*. Possibly this and Alemeth
following are names of towns in which sons of
Becher dwelt. (6) Neh 10", possibly stands for

—

A

•

men

Anathoth

of

'

(7").

the uniform desiOTiation
AV offers
in RV of an inhabitant of Anathoth.
such variants as Anetothite, Anethothite, Anto-

Anathothite

(•nhjvc) i^

A. UE24DEKSON.

thite.

ANCIENT

has

AV it

AV

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

For you,

Thus and

for all

In

'

'

'

;

;

'

;

'

the B,' (RV aged '). In these places the ancients
are mostly a definite class, the Elders of Israel, or
of some tribe or city.
See Elder in OT.
Wright IKorrf Book' p. 36) points out that
' the ancient
is used for the plur. in the Pref. of
1611; it is probable that in Job 12" we have an
instance of the same
With the ancient (RV
'with aged men') is wisdom'; while Sir 39' is
unmistakable, 'seek out the wisdom of all the
'
ancient (triirruy apxa-iiov,
ancients ').
'

'

(

'

:

'

'

RV

J.

ANCIENT OF DAYS

Hastings.

—A

(ppV p-nv).
common
Syriac expression, used three times of the Divine

Being in Daniel (7"- " ^), at first without the article
(wrongly inserted by AV in v.*), and meaning
simply 'old,' 'aged,' (see RV).
The expression
has no reference to the eternity of God, and does
not bear upon the question of the date of the book,
as if it carried a contrast to the New Divinities
introduced by Antiochus Epiphanes.
It is a repre•entation natural to the fearless anthropomorphism

take, eat,

and

liva,*

'

'

AV

'

;

'

'

'

P
But and
P 3'^ (dW €l Kal),
3'*

'

ANDREW.—The
of usage.

;

often more than a mere copula.
It
even has an adversative force in he answered and
said, I go, sir: and went not' (Mt 21*').
2. In
middle Eng. and was used conditionally ( = if), a
usage which Skeat and others believe to have been
borrowed from Iceland. Cf. Bacon, Essays, It is
the nature of extreme self-lovers, as they will set
an house on fire, and it were but to roast their
egges.' Of this use of and Wright points to Gn
44*', Nu S* as examples.
When and meant if, it
was often spelt an, and was often strengthened by
adding if. Hence we find and, an, an if, and if,
a.\\ = if.
In
we have Mt 24« (Lk 12") But and
if (RV 'But if ') that evil servant shall say in his
heart'; Lk 20« 'But and if (RV'Bnt if) we say'
1 Co 7'"
But and if (RV But ii ) thou m.arry
is

Ship.

now a narrow range

;

•

1

then
is freely applied to men, as Ezk 9»
they began at the a. men
Ezr 3'" many of tlie
priests and Levites ... a. (RV 'old') men.'
Cf.
Luttrell (1704), 'Sir Samuel Astry (being verj
and
antient) has resigned his place of clerk
Penn, Life (1718), 'This A.M.C. aforeseid, is an
Ancient Maid.' Follo^ving the Heb. (and LXX)
a. is used as a subst., as Is 3'
the judge and the
prophet and the prudent and the a.' but esp.
in the plur., as Ps 119™ I understand more than
'

AV

is

AND is used in
both as a copulative and as a
conditional conjunction.
1. As a copul. conj., the
Oxf. Diet, points out the use of and to express the
consequence, as Gn 1' God said, Let there be light
and there was light ; Lk 7* I say unto one. Go,
and he goeth
Mt 8' Speak the word only, and
my servant shall be healed Lk 10** ' This do, and
thou shalt live.' Cf. Scottish Paraphrases 35^
My broken body thus I give

1

ANCHOR.— See

;

if (so

RV) ye

the Gr.

is

an(

Galilee.

:
their father's name
their native city was

TUeir

(av S(.

J. Hastings.
first-called apostle, brother of

Simon Peter
John,

Except

suffer.'

always

;

mother's

name

is

was Jonas or
Bethsaida of
traditionally

Joanna.

Name. — The name Andreas ('kvipia^) is Greek.

It

usually believed to occur first in Herodotus
(vi. 126), where it is the name of the great-grandIt occurs also in
father of Cleisthenes of Sicyon.
Dio Cassius (Ixviii. 32), in the form 'AvSpelat, as the
name of a rebel Jew in Crete in Trajan's reign.
There are other instances of the name, but it is
not very common.
ReferfjNCES to him in NT. In the Synoptists
the call of Peter and A. while they were fishmg is
It took place
l'"*'^.
narrated by Mt 4'*"^ and
at the Sea of Galilee. The narrative in no way
implies that this was their first meeting with the
1^,
Lord.
The name of A. next occurs in
where Jesus enters the house of Simon and A. and
Next in the li.st
heals the mother-in-law of Peter.
of the Twelve, where Mt and Lk place liim after
Peter and before James and John, while Mk's
In
order is Peter, James and John, Andrew.
Mk 13' he is coupled with Peter, James, and John
in the question put to our Lord about the time of
the End. His name does not elsewhere occur in the
Synoptists.
In St. John's Gospel he is much more
prominent. In ch.l A. is a disciple of John the
Baptist.
He hears the words, Behold the Lamb
ot God," follows Christ, and spends a day with
Him. He then brings his brother Peter to Christ,
and may probably have had to do also with the
is

—

Mk

Mk

'

—

,

;

;

ANDREW
call of I'hilip,

wlio

was

of the

ANGEL

same

city.

In ch. 6

A. who volunteers information aliout the lad
with the loaves and lishes, on the occasion of the
feedinK of tlie five thousand. In ch. 12 the Greeks
who desire to see Jesus apply to Philip I'hilip
and the two tell Jesus. In Ac 1 A. occurs
tells A.
it ia

;

;

for the last time, in the list of the apostles, followJames and John, and preceding Philip (as
in St. Mark).
Subsequent Traditions.— In the 2nd cent. A.
was the hero of one of the romances attributed to
have a fairly
Leucius, a Docetic writer.
comprehensive abridgment of this book in the

ing

9c

The appropriation of the decussate or saltire cross to St.
Andrew is of very late date.
In the lath cent. (c.ff. in a
statue at Amiens) he commonly holds the upright cross.
iJocuments relating to the translation of the arm of St.
Andrew into Scotland by St. Regulus (who is variously plaro<l.
in the 4th, &th, and 9th cent.) may he seen in the Bollandi^ts
under Oct. 17.
His festival in the Lat and Or. Churche* is on Nov. 30
it occurs in the Lat. Martyriutn, and in the
Kalendar of
Carthage.
LlTKRATCRK.

— LIpsius,

Conjlictt of the
Apogtt^lacttn.

Bonnet,

Holy Apotties;

Tischendorf, U.ce.

von Lenuu, Eopt.

We

Miracula Andreae of Gregory of Tours, besides
some episodes and fragments of the original Gr.,

The fullest discussion of the
in part yet unedited.
literature is in Lipsius, Apokryphen Apostelgesrhichten (i. 543-622) see also Bonnet's ed. of
some late Gr. Encomia, ba.sed on the Leucian Acts,
in Analecta Bollandiana (xiii., and separately).
:

;

Malan,
Apokr.

M. R. James.

ANDRONICnS ('Kyipf,riicm).—A. Christian greeted
Paul in Ro 16' together with Junias.
are described as being (1) 'kinsmen of St.
PaiU,' probably implying 'fellow-countrymen.'
The word is used in this sense in Ko 9'.
It
would be unlikely that so many as are mentiomd
in this chapter (vv. '•"•") should be kinsmen in a
more literal sense.
(2) They are called by St.
Paul his fellow-prisoners.' They may have shared
with the apostle some unrecorded imprisonment
(cf. 2 Ckj ll'^, Clem. Rom. ad Cor. v.), or, like him,
been imprisoned for Christ's sake. It is unlikely
that the term is used in a metaphorical sense.
(3) They were 'distinguished among the apostles,'
a phrase which probably means that they were
distinguished members of the apostolic body, the
word Apostle (which see) being used in its wider
sense.
(4) Thev were Christians before St. Paul,
so that they belonged to the earliest days of the
Christian community. The name is Greek, and
like most others in this chapter was borne by
members of the imperial household (VIL vi.

by

St.

They

'

summuifled, the literature consists of
Acta Ajuirfoeet Matthaf\{OT ilatthiae),^. by Tischendorf

Briefly
(1)

:

Act. Apost. Apocr. Matthew or Matthias is a captive in the land
of the Anthropopha(;ri. Christ sends A. to rescue him and then
assumes the t^ise of a seaman and takes A. and hia disciples (who
seem to be Alexander and Rufus) to the country in question.
Uatthew is rescued, and A. is tormented by the savage natives
for several da^-s. He then causes a flood to overwhelm the city ;
the result ia a general conversion. The most interesting part
of the story is perhaps the account of a miracle done by our
Lord, which A. narrates during the voyage.
We have this
legend in Ethiopic, Syriac, and .^nglo-Saxon : the last-named is a
poetical version by Cyncwulf, the NorthumbriaD poet, preserved
in the famous Vercelli Codex.
:

(2) Acta i^etri et Andreas, ed. Tischendorf in Apocalypse*
Apocryphae. Imperfect in Gr. extant (as Acts of St. Jude) in
Ethiopic, and complete in Old Slavonic.
It contains a realisation of our Lord's saying' about the camel passing through a
needle's eye.
It is exceedingly doubtful whether this belonged
;

to the original I^eucian novel.

Miracula Andreae, by Gregory

(3)

of Tours, ed. Bonnet, in the

vol. of Grepcry's works in the ilanumenta Germaniae
Bittorica. This must be coupled with the Or. Encomia, wliich

2nd

much the same ground.
The scene of A.'s preaching is laid in the land of the Anthropophagi (Mymiidonia), then in Amasea, Siiiope, Nica^a, Nicomedia, Byzantium, Thrace, Macedonia, and Patne iu Achaia,
where the martyniom takes place.

cover

The traditions of the martyrdom at Patrv are fairly conA. is crucified by the proK^onsul Aegeas or Aegeates,
because by his preaching he has induced the pro-consul's \*'ife
Maximilla to leave her husband.
Until recently the best
authority for the martyrdom was taken to be a certain Epistle
of the priests and deacons of Achaia, first published by Wuog
In 1740, and then b^' Tischendorf.
However, M. ilax Bonnet
has proved in an article in the Byzantinigche Zeilnchryft (1H94)
that this is a tr. from Lat. into Or.
The nearest aitproach
which we as yet possess to the Gr. original is in the Miracula
and Encomia, coupled with some quola'.ions made by Augus-

stant.

tine

and others.

6o much

our knowledge of the Leucian Acta.
We iwssess Acts of A. in Coptic (fnii,'nientary) and Ethiopic,
some of which couple this apostle with Hartholomew and with
Paul. The Acts of A. and Bartholomew seem to be mo<Ielled
Those of A. and Paul, which
on those of A. and .Matthew.
are incomplete, and exist only in Coptic, give an account of
Paul's descent into Ilailes by way of the sea, of his return,
and of how a Scarobaeus {iixaifin) was employed by the two
apoetles to obtain entrance for them into a city which the
Jews had shut against them. The Egyp. Acts of A. assign
crucifixion and stoning as the manner of his death.
Origen (ap. Bus. I7E
Other traditions mav be mentioned,
Hi. 1) makes A. preach among the Scythians, that Is, on the
Black Sea; cf. the Leucian Acts.
At Sinope an image of A.,
said to have been made in his lifetime, was long preserved
and also the seat where he taught, which was of white marble.
lie was regarded as the apostle of Byzantium, where be ordained Stachvs as first bishop.
Lipsius l>elieve8 that the legend of the preaching in Achaia
arose from a confusion between the Tauric brunch of the
Achnans on the E. shore of the Block Sea, and the Achieans
In the N. of the Peloponnese.
A. appeara as the author of a gospel condemned in the soCfttled Gelasian Decree.
No tra<:e of it is to tje found elsew-here.
There are references to him in the Clementine Recognitions
(i. 56, where he answers the Sadducees
li. 62 »qq.).
He appears
as legislator in the "O/w «aJ ««*e*ir, and in the Apost^ilic Constitutions.
He also figures in the Acts of Polyxcna and
Xantbipi^.
His relics were rediscovered In Justinian's time
at Constantinoule and remained there until 1210, when Cardinal
Peter of Capua brought them to Amalfl. They are said to
have been brought from Patrae to Constantinople in 3&7 or
868 by Artemlus. His cross, or part of it, is in St. Peter's at
Borne, endoaed in one of the four great piers of the dome.
for

;

;

It would have been common
5325, 5326, 11,626).
in the East.
(See the Commentaries, ad loc.
For later traditions, which add nothing historical,
see Acta Sanctorum, May, iv. 4.)
A. C. Hkadlam.
town of Issachar,
(cjv), 1 Ch 6" only.—
noticed with Ramoth.
It appears to answer to
Kngannim (which see) in the pariiUel list (Jos 21^)
but might perhaps represent the village of 'Antn
on the hills west of the plain of Esdraelon. This
place, which is well watered
whence perhaps its
name, 'two springs' is the Anca of the fourth
century A. D. {OnoTnasticon, s.v. Anieland lietliana),
which had "ood baths, lying 15 Roman miles from
Eusebius, however, identities this site
Ca;sarea.

ANEM

A

—

—

with Aner.

i'lKP vol.

ii.

sheet

viii.

C. R. COXDER.
Aivdr, Sam. o-;.!,').— One of the
three Amorite chieftains, the other two being
Mamre and Eshcol, who were bound, in virtue of
their 'covenant' with Abraham, to render him
assistance, when he was soiourning at Hebron (I mi
14"-**).
As Mamre is an old name for Hebron ((!n
23') and Eshcol is the name of a valley not far fr(iin
Hebron (Nu 13'°'), it is natural to suiipo.se tli.it
Aner also was the name of a locality which gave its
name to a clan. Dillmann (in loc.) eonijiares Ai-' ir,
which is the name of a range of liill.s in the
vicinity.
II. E. Rylb.

LXX

ANER

(iJV.

ANER

(iJV), 1

Ch 6" only.— A town

of Manasseli,

west of Jordan (not noticed in the parallel iias>;.i;;ii
Jos 21™). The site is doubtful.
I'ossibly ElUir,
north-west of Shechem. 6'irPvol. ii. sh. xi.

ANGEL
wise).— i.

C. R. CONDER.
mnVak, Sept. flry'^os and otherThe word is frequently used of men in
(li<7T

the sense of 'messenger,' especially in the plur.
Nu 21", Dt 2'*, Jos 6". In the sense of
'angel' the term is chiefly used in the sing, in
earlier writings, but plur. (in 19'- "(J), and 'angeli
of (Jod,' (in 2.S'^.S2' (E).
In Inter books, particularlv the poetical, the plur. occurs otiener. Job 4",
91" 103* 104* 148', and in such books ua
Ps
tin 32^,

S"

;

ANGEL

AI^GEL
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Dn plurality is implied. So in Job 1'
in Gn 32- they are a ' camp or host, and in
Dt 33^ ' myriads ; c£. Ps 68". In the writing P
(Priests' Code) no mention is made of angels.
Like the existence of God, the existence of angels
is presupposed in OT, not asserted.
They are not
said to have been created, rather they are alluded
to as existing prior to the creation of the earth.
Job 38' (Gn P«?, cf. 3^ IT).
they appear, it
is in human form:
they are called 'men,' Gn
182. 16. sa ^.yu, Jos 5'^ Ezk 9- '• ", Dn S'" 10'«- '«
;
the 'man Gabriel,' Dn 9-' (cf. Lk 24^ Ac 1'"), and
a|)art from the seraphim (Is 6-') are nowhere in

Zee and
2'

;

'

'

When

UT

represented as winged (Rev 8'^ 14°), though Philo
so describes them (TrTepo^uoCcri).
In NT tliey are
called 'spirits' (He 1"), but not so in OT, where
even God is not j'et called spirit (Jn 4**).
To
Mohammed the angel Gabriel was the holy spirit.'
When they appear they speak, walk, touch men
(1 K 19'), take hold of them by the hand (Gn 19"),
and also eat with them (Gn 18', though, on the
other hand, cf. Jg 6=" 13'"). The statement Ps 78-°
tliat 'men did eat the food of angels' (lit. the
mighty, Ps 103-", Jl 3"). a statement repeate<l in
Wis 1()-", 2 Es 1'^, can hardly be more than poetical
colouring of the fact that the manna came down
from heaven, as the parallelism both in Ps 78-^ and
'

Wis. shows ; cf. Jg 9'^ Ps 104".
ii.
In a number of passages, e.g. Gn 16'''*
2211. 14. « Ex3-,Jg2'-''523 6'i-« 13^ mention is made
of 'the angel of Jehovah,' AV the 'LoED' (J);
and in others, e.fr. Gn 21""" 31"-", of the angel of
God (E). Similar passages are Gn 18. 32""*' compared with Hos 12'', Gn 48'*- ". According to the
general grammatical rule the rendering an angel
of the Lord is inaccurate, though some instances
may be doubtful ; so the angel of God necessarily
Gn 31", and even 21", cf. v.". The angel of the
Lord appears in human form, Gn 18, or in a flame
of fire. Ex 3^, or speaks to men out of heaven in a
dream, Gn 31"-". It has been disputed whether
the angel of the Lord be one of the angels or
J" Himself in self -manifestation. The manner in
which he speaks leaves little room to doubt that
the latter view is the right one the angel of the
Lord is a tlieophany, a self-manifestation of God.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

Gn

In

31"-

of Bethel
'

''

am

I

was

Gn

'

the

afraid
16'"

the angel of God says, I am the God
Ex 3" " the angel of the Lord says,
' and
God of thy father .
Moses
to look upon God'; cf. Jg 13--.
In
angel of the Lord says to Hagar,
I
multiply thy seed,' and 21'* the angel

'"
;

the

'

in

'

.

.

'

'
will greatly
of God called to Hagar out of heaven
lift up
.
.
the lad for I will make him a great nation.' The
angel identifies himself with God, and claims to
.

;

all the prerogatives of God.
Those also
the angel appears identifj' him with God
16" Hagar 'called the name of J" that had
spoken to her, thou art a God that seest' (all.seeing)
Gn 18 the angel is called the Lord
Jg 6" it is said the angel of the Lord came,' but
in w.'*-" he is called directly 'the Lord'
Jg 13'-Manoah says, We shall surely die, for we have
seen God.' And to name but one other passage,
Gn 48"- ", Jacob saya, The God before wliom my
fathers did walk, the God who hath fed me all my
life long, the angel which hath redeemed me from
all evi\, bless the lads.'
On the other hand, the
angel of the Lord distinguishes between himself
and the Lord, just as the Lord distinguishes between Himself and tlie angel. The latter says to
Hagar, Gn 16" 'J" hath heard thy atlliction
cf.
Gn 22". Nu 22" 'The Lord opened the eyes of
Dalaain, and he .saw the angel of the Lord' and in
Mai 3' the angel of the covenant is difl'erent
from .1", and vet he is .J" who cometh to His temple.
So. on the other hand, the Lord snvs, Ex 23'-'"- ^ I
Bend an angel before thee,' and 'Mine angel shall

exercise

whom

to

:

Gn

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

;

;

'

'

'

S."?').
But how these last
are to be interpreted appears fnmi
33""(14'")
myself)
Ex
'My face (1
shall go wiili
'
thee'
if thy face (thou tliyscli) go not with
us, carry us not up hence.' The angel of His face
(presence) is not an angel who sees His face or
stands before it, but one in whom His f.aee (presence) is reflected and seen ; cf. Ex 23^' '
name
(fulness of revealed Being, Is 30'-') is in him.' The
Sejit. rendering of Is 63" 'not an amiiassador'
(reading ns), 'nor an angel, but Himself (Heb.
His face) saved them,' is scarcely the meaning of
the original. The mere manifestation of J ' creates
a distinction between it and J", though the identity
remains.
The form of manifestation is, so to
speak, .something unreal (Dt 4'" '"), a condescen-

go before thee' (Ex S2^
pa-ssages
.

.

.

'

My

sion for the purpose of assuring those to whom it
is granted that J" in His fulness is present with
them. As the manifestation called the angel of
the Lord occurred chiefly in redemptive history,
older theologians regarded it as an adumbration or
premonition of the incarnation of the second Person.
This idea was just in so far as the angel of
the Lord was a manifestation of J" on the earth in
human form, and in so far as such temporary
manifestations might seem the prelude to a permanent redemptive self-revelation in this form
(Mai 3'- ') ; but it was to go bej'ond the OT, or at
writers,
any rate beyond the understanding of
to found on the manifestation distinctions in the
Godhead.
The only distinction implied is that

OT

between J", and J" in manifestation. The angel of
the Lord so fully represented or expressed J" that
men had the assurance that when he spoke or
acted among them J was speaking or acting.
iii. As
'messengers' (imtl'akim) sent to men,
angels usually appear singly, but in (in 19 two
visit Lot
Gn 28'- the angels of God ascend and
descend upon the ladder, and Gn 32' the angels
'

'

;

'

'

God meet

who

says, this is God's host
(lit. camp) ; 'and he called the name of the place
plur., com
Mahanaim (two camps, or as
panies). In Job 1" '2' the ' sons of God who present
themselves to report upon' their ministrations are
numerous.
Sometimes the plur. is used indefinitely, as Ps 78*' 'evil angels,' 91" ' He shall give
of

'

Jacob,

'

KVm

'

'

His angels charge over thee,' Job 33'-^ the deAngels do not usually,
stroyers
cf. 2 S 24'*' ".
at least in early wTitings, mediate the phenomena
of the physical world, they operate in the moral
and redemptive sphere but the angel of the Lord
and with death,
smites with pestilence, 2 S 24
2 K 19*°; and Satan, on special permission of Goii,
sets the lightning and whirlwind in motion against
It
Job, and smites him with sore boils, l'6-i» 2'.
is perhaps rather a poetical and realistic conception
of the special providence of God, though with
reminiscences of early history, when it is said that
tlie angel of the Lord encamps round about those
that fear him, Ps 34', and thrusts down their
enemies, Ps 35'- °, and that the angels bear np in
their hands the righteous, Ps 91", cf. Nu 20'«.
More literal is the statement that they interpret to
the individual the meaning of God's afllictive [irovidences in his life. Job 33^ and so .lob 5' the
idea is hazarded that they might interest tlieniselves in the afllictions of men and hear an apjieal
from them, or perhaps intercede or mediate in
their behalf.
In Ezk and Zee the angels interpret
but see uniler § v.
divine visions given to men
Pas.sages referring to the intervention of anirels
19»- ', 2 K 1" 19^,
are such as these 2 S 24", 1
Ezk 9". In some of these cases it may be ditticult
to decide whether the angelic manifestation be not
the angel of the Lord. The pas.sages 1 S 29",
The
2 s 14"- *>
are also somewhat obscure.
first passage, where Achish says that David is
good in his sight, might be rendered as an angel
'

'

;

;

;

;

;

:

K
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'
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God,' that is, probably iu valour (Zee 12"),
«-isdom (2 S 14"- **), and iiiorai rectitude in the
others the natural renderin}; is as the angel of
God.'
The art., however, in comparisons often
designates the cla.s3, while our idiom uses the
indef. art. 'an angel,' or the plur. 'the angels' of
God. The point in tlie comparison is the penetration and wisdom of the angel, and reference
might be to some such ideal being as is spoken of
Job IS'- '. If allusion were to the historical angel
of the Lord,' the original features of the phenomenon would have somewhat faded and the conception
been generalLsed.
iv. It belongs less to the sphere of redemptive
history than to the conception of the majesty of
J" the King (Is C), when God is represented as
surrounded by a court in heaven, by multitudes of
ministers that do His pleasure, and armies that
execute His commands. He has a 'council' (nto
Ps 89', cf. the four and twenty elders, Kev 4*) ; a
'congregation' (nyi Ps 82', Snij Ps 89*) surrounds
Him, hosts who are His ministers (Is 6', 1 K 22",
Ps 103*'' " 148^). These superhuman beings are
called sons of Elohim (Job 1« 2', cf. Dn 3-^), or
'sons of Elim,' Ps 29'- " 89°, but possibly simply
'Elohim,' Ps 8» 97", and 'Elim,' Ex 15".
The
rendering sons of God is possible, and Ps 82*
' sons of the Most High,'
if said of angels, would be
in favour of it ; but, on the other hand, the word
of

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Elim

'

seems nowhere an honorary plur.
applicable to a single being, but always denotes
(D'S.x)

The

probability, tlieretore, is that
the right rendering is not 'sons of God,' but 'sons
of the Elohim,' 'sons of the Elim,' that is, members of the class of beings called Elohim and Elim,
just as sons of the prophets means members of
the prophetic order or guilds (cf. si7}g. Dn 3^).
The names Elohim and El are prehistoric, and
their etymology is quite unknown ; they are also
God,' and these beings around
the names for
God's throne are no doubt conceived of in contrast with men as sliaring in an inferior way something of divine majesty.
They are also called
'Holy Ones' (cc-ip), though the term 'holy,'
originally at least, did not describe moral cliaracter, hut merely expressed close relation to God.
Cf. Dt 33», Zee 1>, Ps 89', Job 6', and often.
The
a-ssumes the existence of these beings, and the
belief goes back beyond the historic period.
Interesting attempts have been made to exjilain the
origin of the idea.
It has been su^jjested that
these beings, subordinate to J" and His servants,
are the gods of the nations now degraded and
reduced to a secondary place by the increasing
prevalence of the monotheistic conception in
Israel (Kosters, ThT, 1876).
There is little or
nothing in OT to support this theory. Israel
probably speculated little on the goils of the
nations, except of those, such as Egypt and Babylon, with whom they came into contact and though
J" be greater than all gods (Ex 18"), He nowhere
regards them as His ministers, but manifests the
strongest hostility to them, e.rj. those of Egypt
Ex 12", Is 19', Ezk 30'>, of Babylon Is 21» 46i- »,
and generally Zeph 2". The monotheism of Israel
did not subordinate the gods to J" as His ministers,
but rather denied their existence, and described
them as vanities (nonentities), Ps 96*- •, Jer 10*- ".
The fact that J" is compared or contrasted with
the sons of Elohim in heaven, Ps 8'.»""', and also
with the Elohim or gods of the nations, Ps 80'
96*- • 97', is certainly remarkable, but scarcely
sufficient to establish the identity of the two ; and
if in later times the idea finds expression that <!od
had subjected the nations to the rule of angels,
while the rule of Israel was reserved for Himself
(Dt 32»» in Sept., Sir 17", Dn 10"" 12', cf.
Dt 4"' 29*'. la 24"), this is hardly an old idea
strict plurality.

'

'

'
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that the angels were the gods of the nations re
appearin" in an inverted form, but a new idea
suggested to Israel by its own religious superiority
to the nations, and perhaps its way of explaining
heathenism. Another view goes back to what was
presumably the oldest phase of Shemitie religion
for an explanation. Men, conscious of being under
the influence of a multitude of externaJ forces,
peopled the world with spirits, whose place ol
abode they thought to be great stones, umbrageous trees, fountains, and the like.
Gratlually
these varied spirits came to be regarded as posses.-.ing a certain unity of will and action, and by a
further concentration they became the servants ol
one supreme will, and formed the host of heaven.
Such speculations regarding possible processes ot
thought among the family out of which Israel
s^irang, in periods which precede the dawn of
history, are not without interest they lie, however, outside OT, which, as has been said, assumes
the existence of J"'s heavenly retinue. The God
of Israel is above all things a living God, who
influences the aflairs of the world and men, and
rules them.
If He uses agents, they are supplied
by the 'ministers' that surround Him. This is
true (though denied by Kosters) even in the oldest
period of the literature, Gn 28 and 32, Jos 5'^ and
Is 6, where one of the seraphim ministers purification and forgiveness to the prophet and t he same
appears in tlie scene depicted in 1 K 22"*.
The
idea is even more common in the later literature
Ps 103™' ". J "s ho.sts are also iiiiiiisters who do His
pleasure, Ps 14S-. In Job 1' 2' it is the sons of the
Elohim who present themselves to report upon the
condition of the earth and men in 33-^ the interfireting angel is one among a thousand (5'), and 4"
;

;

:

;

lis 'servants' are also his 'angels' (messengers).
Naturally, however, as the idea of ministering
hosts belongs to the conception of J" as .sovereign,
some of the bre.idth with which the idea is expressed may be due to the iioetical religious imagination, as when God's warriors are represented
as mighty in strength, Ps 10.3*; as 'heroes' with
whom He descends to do battle with the nations,

as myriads of chariots, Ps 68";
and horsemen of lire, 2 K O'"- ",
Is 66", Dt 33-, Dn 7'". (On the other hand, Hab 3»,
God's chariots and horses are the storm cloinls.

Jl 3", Zee 14";
and as chariots

In particular, these hosts accompanj- J in His selfrevelation for judgment and salvation, Dt 33^
this trait is transferred
Zee 14', Jl 3", and in
It is less certo the paroiwui of Christ (Ml 2.V').
tain wliether the divine name J (God) of hosts be
connected with these angelic hosts it is, at any
rate, a title correlative, expressing the majesty
and omnipotence of J" (Sept. often rafTOKpdTup).
pinally, to men's eyes the myriads of stars, clothed
in light aiul moving across the heavens, seemed
animated, and there was a tendency to identify
them with the angelic host^an identitication made
easier by the belief that man's life was greatly
under the influence of the stars (.lob 38'^).
In
Job 38' the morning stars are identical with the
24" 40-",
sons of the Elohim. Cf. Jg 5^, Is
and on 'host of heaven' 2 K 17" 21', Jer 19'^
Zeph !•. The idea that the stars are angels receives large development in the Bonk of Enoch,
e.(). 18"'°, and even Hev 9'- " a star and the angel
of the abyss are identitiid.
v. About the time of the Exile and after the
Keturn a manner of thinking ajipears which,
though from the phra.seology used it might seem
a development in angeiology, is really rather a
movement in the direction of hvpostalising the
Spirit of (jod.
In the oilier pcnocl, as that of th-'
Judges, J' rules His iieojile throu;_'h His Spirit,
which inspires the leaders who imlge and save
Israel.
And in the older prophets the Si)irit
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operates within the prophet, who is enabled to
coneeive J'"b purposes and operations in thought
and express them in language. But in Ezk 40 seq.
a man accompanies the prophet and explains to
him his vision. This man is the prophetic spirit
Even before this time, in Micah's
oljjectivised.
22'^', 'the spirit' who comes forth is
vision, 1
the spirit of prophecy personified. The process is
carried a step further in Zee not only is the
prophetic spirit hypostatised as the angel that
spake %vith me' (I'*- " 2^), but the operations of J"
among the nations are personified as horsemen and
chariots.
That which in the older prophets was
an inward spirit and thoughts, has become an
angel,' and symbolical agencies which the angel
But that much of this at least is
interprets.
more religious symbolism than strict angelology
appears from the visions in I'* 5'''. It is, however, the Spirit of God not only as spirit of
prophecy, but in general, as God in operation,
controlling the destinies of the nations and of His
people that is chiefly symbolised in Zee. This is
most broadly seen in ch. 4, which is strangely
misread when the seven lamps are supposed to
represent the light shed by God's people, their
The seven lamps are the seven eyes
spiritual life.
of the Lord (4'°), and the seven eyes are the seven
To be comspirits (the manifold spirit) of God.
pared is Rev 1*, where the salutation comes from
God and Christ and the seven spirits ; Rev 4° there
were seven lamps of fire burning before the throne,
which are the seven spirits of God ; a-nd Rev 5^ a
lamb having seven eyes, which are the seven
Zee 4
spirits of God sent forth into all the earth.'
is an expansion of 3", and its purpose is to symbolise that Spirit of God which goes out over all
the earth, controls the history of the nations in
the interest of His people, and secures the completion of the temple, which the Lord shall enter
and abide in, when He removes the iniquity of the
land in one day (3*) not by might nor by power,
but by My Spirit (4'). The two olive trees, sons
of oil (cf. Is 5' a hill, the son of oil = an 'oily' hill),
stand beside the Lord of the whole earth, i.e. in
heaven, cf. 6°, and cannot be Joshua and ZerubWhether the duality of the trees expresses
babel.
some idea in the prophet's mind obscure to us, or
whether it be merely part of the symmetry of the
Other writings
symbol, may remain undecided.
of this period give prominence to the Spirit of God,
Jl 2^, and show a tendency to hypostatise it.
The
Is 63'»-" 48", Gn 1', Ezk 2« 8>, Ps 139'.
angel of the Lord in Zee. has the same double
aspect as elsewhere, and as the angel of the covenant in Mai, cf. 1" with 3'-<.
vi. Two further developments complete what is
said in OT of angels (1) a moral distinction appears
among the angels and (2) a distinction of rank.
The first distinction is not carried far, and the
second naturally follows from the idea of an army
or host. In the earliest period angels seem morally
neutral, they are so much the messengers of God
and the medium of His relation to the world that
their own character does not come into question.
They have always something of the meaning of an
impersonal phenomenon, Jeliovah's operations or
providence made visible and sensible. Of course
the angel of the Lord being Jehovah's face,' and
embodying His 'name,' exhibits also His moral
nature. Ex 23*'"''. But evil angels are angels
who execute iudcment, Ps 78*», Job 33=^. The
spirit from God who troubled Saul is called evil
.nerely from the efi'ects which he produces, 1 S 16".
In 1 K 22 even the personified spirit of prophecy
becomes a lying spirit,' just as elsewhere J" HimIn writings
self deceives the prophets, Ezk 14*.
of the age of the Captivity, and later, however, a
called
the
appears
Satan
(opposer,
accuser),
being
'

'

'

'
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'
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'
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'
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sons of the Elohim, who displays hosthe saints and people of God, Job 1° 2',
Zee 3. Even in these books he has as yet little
personal reality. He is a voice bringing sin to
remembrance before God The scene Zee 3 is
greatly symbolical. The evil conscience of the
people and their fear, suggested by their miserable
condition, that their sins still lay on them, and that
God's favour had not yet returned to them, are
symbolised by the accusing Satan while the angel
of the Lord is God's own voice assuring them of
His gracious favour. There is perhaps an advance
on the idea of Satan in Job, though even there he
In
finds no place in the denouement of the drama.
two ways, perhaps, the conception of evil angels
became clearer
first, it was natural
that the
accusing angel should take on something of the
nature of his office, and appear as the enemy of
the saints and of Israel. This step seems already
taken in Job. And, secondly, there was always a
greater disinclination to ascribe moral evil in men
to God.
In no part of OT is God represented as
the primary author of evil thoughts or actions in
men if Heinstigate them to evil, it is in punisliment
or aggravation of evil they have already committed.
But at a later time the instigation to evil freely
ascribed in earlier times to God (1 S 26'», 1 K 22''")
is attributed to Satan, cf. 2 S 24> with I Ch 21'.
Further development hardly appears in OT. The
serpent of Gn 3 is identified with Satan in Wis
2" and in NT. In Dt 32", Ps 106" mention is
made of 'demons' (D'lS'), which, however, appear
to be the false gods to which children were sacrificed, 1 Co 10^.
In Assyr. shidu is the name given
to the inferior deities represented by the bullcolossus.
Popular imagination peopled, the desert
with demons, Is 13^ 34", among which Avas a nightspectre, LUitli and to the same category possibly
belongs Azazel (AV scapegoat), to whom the live
foat was consigned on the Day of Atonement (cf.

one of

tlie

tility to

'

'
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(Enoch 10*), although this is by
These demons, however, do nut
belong to the angelic host, and lie outside the moral
world.
Relatively to God, the angels, though the
purest beings, are imperfect. Job 4" 15" 25'.
In Dn 10"- '" '' the various countries have
their guardian or patron angels, Michael being
the prince of Israel (Jude ", Rev 12')
later
theology reckoned seventy of these angels (Dt
ec 5"),

no means

168-

'»•

2«

certain.

;

Gn 46"). And in Is 24 the universal wickedness of the world appears laid at the door of its
rulers, whether angelic or human, and the judgment of God falls on the host of the high ones on
high, and the kings of the earth upon the earth
(yy ai. 23) a^^fj many interpret Ps 58. 82 of the same
angelic rulers. Apart from the idea suggested in
§ iv., several things led to this conception of patron
and ruling angels. First, there was a tendency
32",

'

.

towards removing God far from any immediate
contact with the earth and men, and to introduce
intermediaries between them who mediated His
rule.
In Dn Fr" no longer speaks to men directly,
but only by the intervention of angels, who even
interpret His written word to men (9™ •"«•)
And,
secondly, there was a tendency to personify abstract
conceptions such as the 'spirit' of a nation, and a
further tendency to locate these personified forces
in the supersensible world, from whence they ruled
the destinies of men. The issues of the conflicts
of the kingdoms of Persia, Greece, and Judah
with one another on earth are all determined
by the relations of their 'princes' in heaven and
this idea is a ruling one in the Apoc.
It belongs
to a different cla.ss of conceptions when conflicts
are referred to between God and other powerful
Rahab,'
beings.
the Sea,'
Such beings are
'Tannin' or the Dragon, the 'Serpent,' 'Leviathan,'
etc., comp. Is ai'-'^, Ps SQ'""". Job Q'^ 26'"- '» (P«
;

'

'
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ANUEK (WRATH) OF GOD

ANGEL
87«, T« 30'), Ps 74'»-'», l8 27> (Job 40»-», Ps 6S"),
9»-« (Ezk 29''' Si-"") ; also Job 25»

7",

Am

Job

'He

makelii peace in His lii"li places.' These passages
contain reminiscences of Cosmic or Creation mytlis,
victories of God, the principle of light and order,
over the primeval darkness and raging watery
They are referred to in order to magnify
chaos.
the power of God, and to invoke it against some

which in its rebellion and
recalls God's ancient enemies,
ao 1 may be described under their names (Is 27').
In Gn 6'"* ' the sons of the Klohim can hardly be
anything but a [lart of the heavenly host, who fell
through love of the daughters of men, as was
already understood by Josephus (cf. To 3" 6"). The
passage has no other points of contact in OT, but is
greatly ampliOed in Enoch 6-15, etc.; and there, as
well as in NT, the idea of the fallen angels appears
combined with what is said of the imprisonment of
anplic rulers. Is 24» (2 P 2», Jude »).
lianks among the angels appear in Dn, and
there for the first time some of them receive names.
foe

of

His

people,

menacing attitude

'

—
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only two are named Michael,
In OT and
prince of Israel (10'*-"' 12', Jude », Rev 12'), and
Gabriel (Dn 8" 9^, Lk l"-"). Michael is named
the archangel,' Jude ', and 1 Th 4" the arch.' is
spoken of, though not named. Seven such angelic
princes are spoken of. To 12" ' I am liaphael, one
of the seven holy angels ; in Enoch and 2 Es 5-"
Uriel is nameJ as fourth. The number seven
already appears in Ezk 9^, and there is no necessity
In Bab. writings,
to refer it to Pers. influence.
grades among the celestial beings are referred to
der
Istnr,
(Schrader, Uullenfahrt
pp. 102, 103), one
class of whom Lenormant calls ardinnrjcs cilestes.
According to Jewish tradition the names of the
angels came from Babylon.
'

be offered to anjjels, but allowed Joi/Xelo.
The
sense in which the Sadducees denied angels and
spirits (Ac 23") is not quite clear.
The Sadducees
received the written Scriptures, but disallowed
the oral developments upheld by the Pharisees
and scribes
and it is possible that they repudiated only that more modern luxuriant an>;el.>logy current in their day, without questioning
the ancient angelophanies.
The great historical
and ritual writing P contains no reference to
angels
the Turnh contained the revelation of
God's whole will, and expressed all His relations
to the world and men
special intervention of Goil
was not now needed. And this may have been the
position of the Sadducees.
On tlie other hand,
from the Sadducean inclination to freethinking,
inherited from the pre-Maccab.-ean Gr. period, it is
possible that they interpreted the angelophanies of
the written Scriptures received by them in a
rationalistic way as personified natural forces.
;

:

:

Hct ontalaan der Angelolopie onder
Kohut, Di& Juduiche Angetottyie u.
Weber, Sj/strm der AUtti/7iagf}ijali-n
Palaxt. T)ieol(K!ie, Letps. 1880
See also Fuller, Excursus on
Aiujdology aii^ Dejrumologi/, Speaker's Apocr. vol. i. p. 171 ff.
LiTKRATi-RK.— Kostera,

TkT, 1876, etc. ;
Diitnonolfujy', I.eipz. 1866

'

Israel,'

;

A. B. Davidson.

'

'

vii. There is i.ttle advance over Daniel in the
Raphael accomangelology of the Apocrypha.
As one of tne seven holy
panies Tobias tsi a guide.
angels lie jiresenta the praj'ers of the saints' (To
12", cf. Rev 8*), and says, I did bring the memorial
A
of your prayer before the Holy One' (12'").
'good' angel is spoken of. To 5^', 2 Mac 11'.
Raphael binds the demon Asmodipus, To 8', and
the sentence of judgment on those who bring
false accusations against the innocent is received
and executed by the angel of God (Sus "•"•) the
angels are blessed,' and are called on to praise
God, Let all Thy angels and Thine elect bless
Thee' (To 8"); and the sins of men cannot be
hidden before God and His angels (2 Es 16«»).
Neither is there in principle any ^Teat development
in NT.
(1) The angels form an innumerable host,
Lk 2»-'», Mt 26» He 12»», Rev 5"; they are the
armies of heaven, Rev 12' 19""". (2) They are
beings glorious in ai>pearance, Lk 2", Alt 28', Ac
12', and in rank are 'glories,' Jude '.
(3) They
minister to the saints, He 1", Mt 2'" 4", Lk 22",
Ac 5" 8" 12' they are the medium of revelation.
Rev 1' 22", and carry the saints into parmlise, Lk
16», cf. 2 K 2".
(4) As in OT theophaiiy God
was surrounded by angels, so they accomjiany the
Son of Man at Wm pnrmtsin, Mt 16" 25", 1 Tli 4'",
2 Th r (Mt 13"-*» 24"). In two or three fioints
there seems an advance over OT. (a) The angels
(A) Satan is no longer isolated,
are spirits. He 1'*.
but has a retinue of angels, Mt 25", Rev 12'. (<•)
Hanks in the angelic host are more distinctly
suggested. Col 2'", Eph 3'° (1 Co 15", Eph 1").
(d) In the Apoc. angels are associated with cosmic
or elemental forces, as fire and water, which they
direct or into which they are changeil. Rev 14" 16',
cl. Ps 104*.
Christians are made along with Christ
better than the angels, whom they slmll judge.
He 2*, 1 Co 6'. Angel worship is CDndcinneil, Col
2'», Rev 19'°'22»-», cf. Dt 6", Mt 4'°.
The second
Niceno Council decreed that Xarpda ought not to
'

'

;

'

'

ANGELS OF THE SEVEN CHURCHES.— If these
angels are men, they cannot be less than bishops
ruling their several churches.
In favour of this,
we have (1) Mai 2' 3', where the words may be
used of men (2) the i^2)f n'^^'f, who, however, was
not an officer of the synagogue, but one of the
congregation called up for the occfusion to pronounce
the prayer; (3) the settled character of episcopacy
in Asia in the time of Ignatius.
Against it are
(1) dy>fXoj, never used of men in NT, except Lk 9",
Ja 2'' of ordinary messengers (2) the figurative
character of the Apoc. generally, and of this part
There are seven angels for seven
in particular.
churches
and from the Saviour walking in a
figurative tabernacle each of t hem receives a letter in
figurative form, and full of figurative promises and
threats.
Whatever be said of the Nicolaitans,'
'that woman Jezebel (2*') can harilly be other than
figurative.
Even if the allusion is to a livin"
prophetess, its form is figurative esp. if we read
TTif ywatKi ffov
thy wife Jezebel (3) the relation
of the angels to the churches is one of close identification in praise and blame, to an extent for which
no human ruler can be responsible
(4) settled
monarchical government of churches in Asia can
hardly date back to the Neronian persecution, or
even to Domitiau's.
The imagery is suggested by the later Jewish
belief in angels as guardians of nations {e.g. Dn
12') and of men (Ac 12"), like the ffenii of paganism.
As, however, this belief is nowhere definitely con
finned by Scrijiture, the angels are best regarde<i
as personifications of their churches.
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ANGER,
him
10"

M. GWATKIN.
loO''^
They a"'
strife,' and Ro

as a verb, occurs Ps
also (!D')tp:i) at the waters of

'

by a foolish nation I will a. (Trapo/ryii) you.'
twice in Apocr.
Sir 3" 'And he that a."^
'provoketh ) his mother is cui!<ed of God';
19" he a""' him that nourisheth him
to wliicli
RV adds Wis 5** The water of the sea shall be a"'
(AV 'rage') against them.'
J. Hastings.
'

And
(RV

:

'

'

;
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ANGER (WRATH) OF GOD. — AnthropopathiUT by terms deri\ed from the

cally described in

])hysical manifestations of
[•^^,
."035;,
in
"jyij, etc. ;

human

NT

anger, iv,

by the terms

i?"!,
i5p->-^,

Oiiii6t, anger or wrath may be defined generally
as an energy of the divine nature called forth by
the presence of daring or prcsuiiiptuous transgression, and expressing the reaction of the diWne
holiness against it in the punishment or destruction

.

ANGER
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ANGER (WRATH) OF GOD

GOD

(AYRATH) OF

It is the zeal (•"iN;p) of God
of the transgressor.
for the maintenance of His holiness and honour,
and of the ends of His righteousness and love,
when these are threatened by the ingratitude,
rebellion, and wHful disobedience or temerity of
the creature. In this light it appears both in
the
(Mt 3', Jn 3**, Ro
ipasHm) and in the
1'^ Eph 5", Kev 19'' etc.), and is uniformly represented as something very terrible in its effects. It
by the sins and provocais spoken of as ' kindled
tions of men (Ex 4", Nu 1 !'•'», Dt 29", 2 S G^ Is S^*
etc. ), as ' poured out on men ( Ps 79", Is 42^, jer 44'
'

'

NT

OT

'

'

etc.);

its

'fierceness' is dwelt

upon by psalmists

13', Jer 25^'- »«
do\vn to the lowest Sheol (Dt 32'^).
Similarly, in NT, God is represented as ' a consuming fire' (He 12=^; cf. Mt 3'^ 13« 2 Th !»
2").
At the same time, this a. is not pictured, as
in heathen religions, as the mere outburst of
capricious passion, but always appears in union
with the idea of the divine holiness (that principle,
as Martensen says, ' which guards the eternal
distinction between Creator and creature, between
God and man, in the union effected between them,
and preserves the divine dignity and majesty
from being infringed on,' and which on its positive
side is in God the inflexible determination to
uphold at all costs the interests of righteousness
and truth) and as directed to the maintenance of
the moral order in the world, and specially to the
upholding of the covenant relation with Israel, an
aspect of it which manifests its close alliance with
righteousness and love. As in the human sphere,
so in the divine, the keenest provocation to a. is
that which lies in wounded or frustrated love, or
in injury done to the objects of love (Nu 32"-",
17»-i«, Ezk 23,
2
A.
3^ Ps 7" etc.).
in God has thus always an ethical connotation,
and manifests itself in subserviency to ends of
righteousness and mercy, by which also its measure
or limit is prescribed (Jer 10^).
In its action in
providence, it uses as its instruments the agencies
of nature, as well as the passions and ambitious
designs of men (cf. Is 10° 'O Assyrian, the rod of
mine a.'), and afflicts the disobedient and rebellious
with the calamities of war, famine, pestUenoe, and
4«-" etc.
with o-ils generally (Dt 28">-«*,
See analysis in Ritschl, Rccht. unci Ver.' ii, p. 125).
So far. accordingly, as the Biblical representations are concerned, the divine a. or wrath is not to
be weakened down, or e.xplained away, ns is the
fashion among theologians {e.g. Origen, Augustine,

and prophets (Ps 78"

etc.); it

8S'»,

Is

bums

;

Am

K

Am

Turretin), into a mere 'anthropomorphism,' or
general expression for God's aversion to sin, and His
determination to punish it but is rather to be regarded as a very real and awful affection of the
divine nature, fitted to awaken fear in the minds of
men (Ps 2"'", He 10^'). When we look to the
historical development of this doctrine in Scripture,
we find nothing to modify materially the representations just given. No real distinction can be
predicated between the earlier and later descriptions of the divine wrath in OT, except that, as
Kitschl points out {Recht. und Ver. ii. p. 127), they
tend in the prophets to become more eschatological
;

(see

Day of the Loud;

cf.

Ko

2»,

Rev

6").

This, however, is not to be understood as if the
di%nne wrath were not also manifested continuously
throiigh history in the punishment of those whose
evil-doing calls it forth (Ps "")•
The later representations in the Scripture are every whit as
strongly conceived as those of an earlier date. Wlien
H. Schultz speaks of the im|ires.sion of the terrible
God of the Semites' in tiie earlier ages, and
says, the ancient Hebrews, too, tremble before a
mysterious wrath of God {O.T. Theolorjy, ii. p. 175,
Kng. tr.), he strangely forgets that the passages
be cites are, on his own hypothesis, from the very
'

'

'

the Pent. (Lv 10=, N-i !«• 18»;
Nu 8'"— all from P). The Book
of Genesis, remarkably enough, has no mention of the wrath of God, though its equivalent is
there in repeated manifestations of God s judgment
on sin (expulsion from Eden, cursing of the ground,
flaming sword, the Flood, Sodom and Gomorrah,
etc.).
Ritschl's view of the Biblical development
has features of its own. He rightly conceives of
wrath as connected with the divine holiness, but
would interpret the latter attribute as expressing
originally only the notion of God as the exalted,
powerful, unapproachable One, to draw neai to
whom would mean instant destruction for the
creature ; and sees the peculiar manifestation of
wrath, accordingly, under OT conditions, in a
sudden, unexpected, and violent destruction of the
life of those who had violated the obligations of
the covenant (Rccht. und Ver. ii. pp. 93, 125, 135,
136).
can only urge in reply that there is no
stage in the OT revelation in which the ideas of
transcendence over the world, and of moral perfection, are not already united in the conception of
holiness. The instances which most readily suggest
an outburst of destructive energy apart from moral
considerations, are those in which indi^•iduals or
companies are smitten for what may seem very
slight faults, or acts of inadvertence {e.g. 1 S 4'*- ^,
2 § 2'). But even in these instances a careful
examination will show that it is the moral sanctity
of the divine character which is the ground of the
special awfulness with which it is invested.
When, finally, we pass from the OT to the
NT, we find that the notion of God's wrath is
not essentially altered, though the revelation of
love and grace which now fills the vision places it
comparatively in the background. The Marcionite
view, which would represent the contrast between
the God of the OT and the God of the NT as
that between a wrathful avenging Deity and a
loving Father who is incapable of anger, is, on
the face of it, incorrect. The pitying, fatherly
character of God is not absent from OT (Ex 34'- ",
Ps 103''), but, even there, is rather the primary
basis of God's self-revelation, to which the manifestation of wrath and judgment is subordinate. He
is 'slow to a.' (Ps 103' et al.), and 'fury (w. is not
in' Him (Is 27^).
On the other hand, the fatherly
love of God in NT does not exclude the aspect of
Him as 'Judge' (1 P 1"), and 'a consuming fire'
latest parts of
cf.

Ex

12'»

30'^

We

)

(He 12^), whose wTath is a terrible reality, from
which Christ alone can save us (Jn 3", Ro V>-^'

Th 11" etc.). In this connexion Ritschl
1
labours hard to show that ' wrath in NT has
(as in OT prophets) uniformly an eschatological
reference, and does not apply to the present condition.
He goes even further, and challenges its
right to a place in the Christian system at all.
The notion of the affection of wrath in God,' he
says, 'has no religious worth for Christians, but is
an unfixed and formless theologoumenon' {Recht.
und Ver. ii. p. 154). It is no doubt true that the
eschatological asjiect of wrath is prominent in NT
and that for the reason already given the WTath of
God throughout recedes into the background, and
becomes, as it were, an attribute in reserve (Ro
2°, 3**)
but many indications warn us that it is
onhj in reserve, and is still there in its unchanged
character, and rests with its heavy weight upon
the disobedient (.In 3^, Eph 2--'); nay, that in a
most real sense its etl'ects are manifest in the terrible
retributions for sin exacted from men even here
(Mt 23"- '«, Ro P'-", Ac .5'-" etc.). And if the objection is urued, as it will be by many, that the attribution of wrath or anger to God (otherwise than
as the reflection of the sinner's distrustful thought*
regarding Him) is an unworthy mode of conception, and derogates from the divine perfection.
5»,

'

'

;

ANGLE

ANXAS

It may at least with equal justice be repliert that
a Ruler of the universe who was incapaole of
being moved with an int«nse moral indignation at

and of putting forth, when occasion required,
a destroying energy against it, would be lacking
in an essential element of moral perfection
nor
would either the righteousness or the mercy of
sncb a Being have any longer a substantive value.
LmRATPRB.— Weber Vom Zamt Gottet, 1862; Ritschl De
sin,

;

Ira Dei, 1859, Recht. und Ver.

ii. pp. 89-148 ; Oehler Theology
O.T. 1. pp. 151-168 (Eng. tr.); Schultz O.T. Theology, ii.
W.
187-179
D.
Simon
The
Redemption tff J/otv—ch. v.
;
yg'The Anger ot God"; DaJo The AUmemeiU, Lect. VIII.
Lux

V

ANKLE-CHAINS

(iTnvs,
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Arab,

AV 'oma.

snldsil,

ments

of the legs,' Is 3-").— The prophet refers to
the practice of joining the anklets by a short chain,
to produce a stilted, afi'ected gait in walking.
G. M. RIackie.
ANKLETS (o-p?s;, Arab, khalakhil. Is 3'»,
'tinkling ornaments.')— The ref. is to the metal
twists and bangles of bracelet-like design worn on
the ankles of Oriental women, esp. of the Bedawin
and fellahin class.
The musical clink of the
ankleta and their ornaments, which to the wearied

AV

;

Mundi,

pp. 285-288.

J.

QKR.

ANGLE

occurs only as a subst.. Is 19* 'all they
into the "brooks'
Hab 1" 'They take
up all of them with the a.' In Job 41', the only
other occurrence of the Heb. word (njn), the tr. is
hook (RV fish-hook '). See FisHINO.
that cast

'

a.

;

'

'

Hastings.
Versions.

J.

ANGLO-SAXON YERSION.-See

ANIAM
Manasseh

(cyjK 'lament of people').
(1

Ch

—A

man

of

See Genealogy.

7").

—

A town of Judab,
(D'4V), Jos 15"* only.
mountains near Eshtemoh. It seems probable that it is the present double ruin of Ghuuvin,
west of Eshtemoh. The Heb. and Arab, guttural
ANIM

in the

are equivalent.
In the 4th cent. a.d.
(Onomasticon, s.v. Anab and Astemcc) Anea or
Anem is noticed as a large town near Eshtemoh
and there were two places so called. It is identified (s.v. Anim) witn the town now in question.
All the inhabitants were then Christians.
See
vol. iii. sheet xxiv.
S
C. R. CONDER.
letters

;

WP

ANIMAL KINGDOM.—See Natural
ANISE

Histoey.

—

anethum). There can be no
reasonable doubt that ivriBov is the classical name
Anethum
graveoUns,
of
L., which is translated in
EV {Mt 2:}"') anise. There is the direct evidence
of Rabbi Eliezer (Tract. Maaseroth, c. iv. 5) that
the secd.s, leaves, and tiie stem of dill are 'subject
{irriOov,

the Talm. shabnth. It is
Arab, by the cognate name shibifh,
and is much cultivated in Pal. and Syria. The
seeds of it are used in cookery as a condiment,
esp. with beans and other seeds of the pnlae
kind, and their flavour is greatly liketi by
the natives of Egyi)t, I'al., Syria, and the East
generally.
It is also u.sed by the natives as a
carminative. Avicenna speaks thus of its virtues
(ii.
258):
'calmant for griping, carminative
diminishes swelling, and its infusion is beneficial
as a wash to indolent ulcers.
Its oil is useful in
joint affections and neuralgias, and also as 8
Eaten
hypnotic.
juice
calms
pain
in the ear.
Its
for a long time it injures the sight. The plant
and its seed are galactogogues, but are esp. useful
in over-distension of the stomach and flatulency.
to tithe.'
known in

Dill

is

in

Its oil is also beneficial in lui'morrhoids.'
Dill is an annual or biennial herb, of the

order

Umbelliferte, with a stem one to three feet high,
much dissected leaves, small yellow flowers, and
flattened oval fruits about one-tifth of an inch long,
of a brownish colour, with a lighter-coloured winglike border, and a pungent, aromatic odour and
taste.
It is found wild in cornliclds in central and

Bimihem Europe and Egypt, perhaps escaped from
cultivation.
It has been cultivated from remote
antiquity.
The ojiinion of the translators of AV, in favour
of anise (I'impinella anisinn, L. ), is hardly to be
weighed against the direct evidence above adduced
gives dill
for the identity of dill with dvriOoi'.
in the margin.
G. E. Post.

RV

peasant on the rough mountain path has th9
refreshment of the bells to the Irnggage animals,
is here alluded
to as a social vulgarism when
allected by the Ladies of the upper clas.ses, and as
one of the marks of an artificial and unhealthy
tone of life.
G. M. Mackib.

ANNA

{'Kvva, the same name as the Heb.
}
Ilannali, from a root meaning ' grace ').
1. Thti
'
wife of Tobit
I took to wife A. of the seed o

—

:

our own family' (To P"-)See TOBIT.
2.
prophetess, the daughter of Phanuel, of the trib
of Asher (Lk 2"-*).
This genealogical notic

makes it clear that, though Asher was no
one of the ten tribes which returned to Pale.tine after the Babylonian Caiitivity, individuc
members of the tribe had done so and further
that Anna belonged to a family of sufficient di
tinction to have preserved its genealogy.
In th.i
same connexion it is interesting to notice that
the tribe of Asher alone is celebrated in tradition
for the beauty of its women, and their fitness to bj
wedded to the high pri(!st or king (for authorities,
see Edersheim, ,/c.tii.i the Mcs.iin/i, vol. i. p. 200).
Uf Anna's personal history all that we know ia
contained in the brief statement of St. Luke. Sha
had been married for seven years, and at the tim
«[poken of was not merely, as the AV suggests,
eighty-four years old, but, according to the mor>
correct rendering of the UV, hail been a widow
even for fourscore and four years
so th.it,
supposing her to have been married at fourteen,
she would now be about a hundred and five.
Throughout her long widowhood she had 'departed
not from the temple,' not in the sen.se of .actually
living there for that would have been impossible,
most of all for a woman but as taking part in nil
;

'

'

—

;

—

worshipping, witli fivstings
the tcmiile services,
and supplications night and clay.' It was thus
that she sought to give expression to the longing
which was filling her heart for the coming of the
promised Messiah, and at length her faith and
In the child .Je.sus she
l)atience were rewarded.
was allowed to see the fulfilment of God's promise
to His ancient people, and lienrefDrth was ahle to
announce to all like-minded with herself the
'redemption,' as distinguished from the political
deliverance of Jerusalem.
G. Miixioan.
'

ANNAS

('Aci-ot, ijo

'

merciful.' Josephus'Ai'OFot),

ANNAS

100

—

ANOINTING

Son of Seth, appointed high priest A.D. 6
l>y the legate Quirinius, and deposed A.D 15
by the procurator Valerius Gratus (Jos. Ant. xvill.
1.

or 7

He thus lost office, but not power. They
2).
say that this elder An anus was most fortunate for
he had five sons, and it happened tliat they all held
the office of high priest to God, and he had himself
enjoyed that dignity a long time formerly, which
had never happened to any other of our high
We learn also from
priests' (Jos. Ant. XX. ix. 1).
bt. John (18'^) that Joseph Caiaphas, hi^h priest
'

ii. 1,

;

A.D.

18-3(i,

was

son-in-law.

his

The immense

wealth of these Sadducean aristocrats was, in part
at least, derived from ' the booths of the sons of
Annas,' which monopolised the sale of all kinds of
materials for sacrifice. These booths, according to
Edersheim {Life and Times of the Messiah, iii. 5),
occupied part of the temple court; D6renbourg
{Essai sur I'histoire, etc.,de la Palestine, 'p. 465 sqq.)
with more probability identifies them with four
booths on the Mount of Olives, a branch establishment of which might have been beneath the temple
It was the sons of Annas who made God's
porches.
house ' a den of robbers ; and the Talmudic curse,
Woe to the house of Annas woe to their serpentlike hissings!' (or whisperings) (Pes. 57a), almost
re-echoes the Saviour's denunciations. Josephus,
too (Ant. XX. ix. 2-4), gives a vivid picture of the
insolent rapacity and violence of the younger
Ananus. Moreover, forty years before the destruction of the temple tne Sanhedrin banished
itself from the chamber of hewn stone (n'ljn njf'p),
and established itself in the booths (nVijn) (D6renbourg, p. 465), subsequently moving from the
booths to Jerusalem' (Rosh ha-Sh. 31a), perhaps
when the booths were destroyed, three years before
the destruction of the temple, in the same year
in which the yoimger Ananus was murdered.
Such and so powerful was the faction of which
Annas was the head. The NT consistently
'

'

1

'

'

'

reflects this state of things.
is

brought to Annas

first

(Jn

Jesus,

when

18'').

He

arrested,

takes the

leading part in the trial of the apostles (Ac 4').
That Annas is styled the high priest (Ac 4', and
probably Jn 18"- ^) is not remarkable, since it is
quite in accordance with the usage of Josephus,
who applies the title, not only to the actual holder
of the office, but also to all his living predecessors
38 ; BJ II. xii. 6 ; IV. iii. 7, 9, 10 ; IV. iv. 3).
( VU.
And in both Josephus and NT the more influential members of those families from which
high priests were chosen are all called dpxiepcis.
But the phrase ' irl ipxtepfut 'kova xal KaC6.<pa, in
the high priesthood of A. and
(Lk 3"), seems
unparalleled.
Ewald (H.I. vol. vi. p. 430, n. 3)
conjectures that it is due to the fact that when
the author wrote, ' they had become memorable in
this association through the history of Christ's
death.' The chief interest in Annas centres in the
notice of him in Jn 18, which is complementary
to the narrative of St. Luke, and corrects an
'

'

C

apparent mistake made by

St.

Matthew and

St.

^Ja^k. The first two evangelists obscurely indicate
two stages in the trial of Jesus (Mt 26" 27',
U""
15'), but they transfer the events of the morning
meeting of the Sanhedrin to the previous night.
St. Luke avoids this apparent mistake, and leaves
room (22") for such an informal inquiry as that of
Annas really was.
When we bear in mind the predominant influence
of the man, and the unscrupulousness of the whole
proceeding, it seems unnecessary to suppose that
Annas was either deputy (sagan) of the high priest
(Lightfoot, Temple Service, \. 1) or president (k"»:)
of the Sanhedrin (liaronius. Annals, followed by
Selden, de Success. Pontif. i. 12) or chief examining
n'3 3N (Ewald, ff.I. vol. ^^. p. 430).
judge,
The interview of Jesus with Annas is described

Mk

n

Jn 18"'^.
was sent

It could have only one issue.
Jesoa
as a condemned prisoner for a more
formal trial before Caiaphas and the Sanhedrin, as
described by the Synoptists, but merely implied by
(This is obscured In the Received text
St. John.
of v.'^, and still more in the AV, which renders
the aorist as a pluperfect ; odr is read by B C* L X
1. 33.)
have seen that the Sanhedrin at this
time met in the headquarters of the Annas faction,
so that it may have been when passing through
the court from the apartments of Annas to the
council chamber that the Lord turned, and looked

We

'

upon Peter,' Lk 22«' (Westcott on Jn 18").
1 Es 9^', see Harim.
N. J. D. White.

ANNIS
Annias).

('Ayi'tts

—The

AV

Omitted in parallel
J. A. Selbib.

ANNUS

(A 'AvTOi/s, B 'ApnoilB,
Es 9«=Neh 8' [Bani].

ANNDDS

— The

RVm

B, 'Afyids A,
Ananias,
of a faniUy that returned

eponym

with Zerubbabel (1 Es 5'").
passages of Ezr and Neh.

Levite, 1

2.

(A 'Avyowot,

B

AV

omits), 1

Anus).— A
Es 8«

(47,

name does not occur in Ezr 8" it
may be due to reading
(AV and with him)'
H. St. J. Thackeray.
there as um.
LXX).

;

'iFixi

ANOINTING.— 1. The

'

application of unguents to

the skin and hair as an act of the toilet is an
ancient custom ; the oldest prescription extant is
for this purpose, and professes to date from about
B.C. 4200.
Among the Jews a. was a daily practice
(Mt 6"), the oil being applied to exposed parts (P8
104"), soothing the skm burnt by the sun.
The
eflfects of oil are more enduring than those of
water, hence a. was practised after bathing (Ru
3', Ezk 16').
It was a mark of luxury to use
specially scented oils (Am 6"), such as those
Hezekiab kept in his treasure-house (2 K 20"). As
a. was a sign of joy (Pr 27*), it was discontinued
during the time of mourning (Dn lO') so Joab
instructed the woman of Tekoa to appear unanointed before David (2 S 14^). On the death of
Bathsheba's chUd, David anointed himself to show
that his moumin" had ended (2 S 12-°). The cessation of a. was to be a mark of God's displeasure if
Israel proved rebellious (Dt 28", Mic 6"), and the
restoration of the custom was to be a sign of God's
returning favour (Is 61'). Anointing is used as a
symbol of prosperity in Ps 92'°, Ec £?.
2. Before paying visits of ceremony the head was
anointed so Naomi bade Ruth anoint herself before
visiting Boaz (3').
OU of myrrh was used for this
purpose in the harem of Ahasuerus (Est 2"). On
monuments in Egypt the host is seen anointing his
guest on his arrival and the same must have been
customary in Pal., as Simon's failure of ho.'spitality
in this respect is commented upon by our Lord
(Lk 7*").
This custom is referred to in Ps 23'.
The Isr. showed their goodwill to the captives of
Judab by anointing them before sending them
back at the command of Oded (2 Ch 28"). Mary's
anointing of our Lord was according to this custom.
3. Before battle, shields were oiled, that their
surfaces might be slippeiy and sliining (Is 21',
2 S 1" BV). This practice is referred to several
times by classical authors, and ia in use to this
day among some African tribes.
i. As a remedial agent a. was in use among the
Jews in pre-Christian times; it was practised by
;

;

;

(Mk 6"), recommended by St. James
mentioned in tlie parable of the Good
Samaritan (Lk 10*^), and used as a type of God's
tlie

aposttes

(5'*),

forgiving grace healing tlie sin-sick soul (Is 1',
Ezk 16°, Rev 3"). In post-apost. times tlie oil was
supposed to owe its virtue to its consecration liy
prayer, which might be done by any Christian thus
;

;

ANOINTING

ANOINTING

Proculus anointed Severus, and healed him (Tertull.
Scap. iv. ). 15y the 3rd cent, consecration of the
oil could only be done by the bishop (Innocent,
Decentio, viii.); although any Christian might
apply the holy oil, and the oil from the church
lamps was often taken for this purpose (Chrysostom
in Alt 32).
Oil was also consecrated by being
taken from the tombs of martyrs (lA llumil. in
Martyr, in.). liy the 5th cent, the priest alone could
anoint (Labbe & Cossart, Concilia, i.\. 419, § 10).
This a. was iut*;nded as a means of oire even as
late ais the days of Hede (in Marci, i. c. 24). The a.
of the dying was a heretical practice of the Marcosians (Irenx-us, i. 21. 5) and the Heracleonites
(Epiphanius, adv. Hcer. xxxvi. 2) for purposes of
exorcism.
Theodoret says that the Archontici
also use oil and water, but apparently in a dillerent
way (firi/SaXXouiri, see liirr. Fab. Compend. i. 11).
In the Rom. Church by the Tith cent, the idea of
healing had become ob.solete, and the a. was
restricted to the dying (Council of Florence, 1439)
and applied before the Viaticum (1st Council of
Mainz, Can. xxvi,). It is called extreme unction by
Hugo de St. \\t:toT>i(Summa Sententitxr. vi. 15), and
its place a-s one of the seven sacraments of the
Rom. Church was decided by the Council of Trent.
Calvin calls it histrionica hypvcrisis {Inst. vi. 19,

ad

§ 18).

The ceremonial of anointing the leper when
cleansed was not remedial, but a sign of reconsecration.
In Scripture the application of any soft
material, as moistened clay, to a blind man's eyes,
is called anointing (Jn 9").
5. As in Egj'pt, the application of ointments and
spices to the dead body was customary in Pal.
(Mk 16', Lk 23''«, Jn 19") but they were onljexternally aiiplied, and did not prevent dccomposi.
tion (Jn ll**).
In later times the a. of the dead
with holy oil is recommended (Dionys. Areopag.
de Eccles. Hierarch. vii. § 8).
6. Holy things were by a. dedicated to God even
Thus Jacob consecrated the
in ancient times.
stones at Bethel (On 28", 35'*) and God recog(31'^).
nised the action
In Greece, Egj'pt, and
other countries dedication by oil was practised, and
is continued in the Rom. and Gr. rituals for the
con.secration of churches.
The tabernacle and
40'",
it? furniture were thus consecrated (Ex
Lv 8"), and the altar of bumt-oflerine was reconsecrated after the sin-olTering (Ex 29*"). Some
periodic hostia honoraria were anointed with oil
(Lv 2' etc.) but no oil was to be poured on the
Bin-offering (Lv 6", Nu 5").
It is not said that
the temple was con.secrated by a., but there
was holy oil in the priests' charge at the time
(1 K l"), as there was in the days of the second
;

;

3C

;

temple

(1

Ch

9^).

by a. In the case of
Aaron, and probably all hit'li priests, this was done
twice first by pouring the holy oil on his head after
his robing, but before the sacrifice of consecration
(Lv 8", Ps 133') and next by sprinkling after the
•acrifice (Lv 8*°).
The ordinary priests were only
sprinkled with oil after theaiiiilication of the blood
of the sacrifice.
Hence the nigh priest is called
the anointed priest (Lv 4'- ' and 6").
The holy
oil for this purpose was made of olive oil, cinnamon,
cas.sia, flowing myrrh, and the root of the sweet
It was to be used only
cane (Acurtis Calamus).
for these ceremonials, and its unauthorised compounding was strictly forbidden (Ex SO''). In Egypt
there were nine sacred oils for ceremonial use.
A. in the ordination of presbyters and deacons
came into use in the 8th cent., but was not
practised in the early Church.
8. Of designation to kingship by a. wo have
examples in Saul (I S 10') ami Daviil (1 S Hi").
This act was accompanied by the gift of the Spirit
7.

Priests were set apart
:

;
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when David was anointed, the Spirit descended
on him, and departed from Saul and llazael was
anointed over Syria by God's command (I K 19'").
Kings thus designated were called the Lord's
anointed.
David thus speaks of Saul (1 S26") and
of himself (Ps 2-).
This passage is used by the
apostles as prophetic of Christ (Ac 4^).
9. Uj' a. Kings were installed in office.
David
was again anointed when maile king of Judah, and
a third time when made king of united Israel
so,

;

S 2' 5'). Solomon was anointed in David's lifetime, and he refers to the a. in his dedication
prayer. It is not said that those who succeeded by
right of primogeniture were anointed ; but when
the succession was disputed, Jehoiada anointed
(2

Jehoahaz the younger son ol
(2 K 11").
Josiah was anointed (2 K 23™) in place of his eldei
brother Jehoiakim (see 23"- "'l. Kings of othei
lands were anointed. This was early known to
the Israelites, as we learn from Jolham's parable
(Jg 9*). The kings of Egypt were anointed, and
the a. is said to have been done by the goda
(Uiimichen, Hist. Inschri/t, i. 12); hence they are
called the 'anointed of the gods.' The kin" oi
Tyre is also called the anointed (Ezk 28'^). Jehu
was anointed as beginning a new d3'nasly (2 K 9'-).
Zedekiah is referred to as anointed (La 4'-^'). liritisb
kings were anointed in pre-Saxon days (Gildas,
de excidio Brit. i. 19), as were the Christianised
Saxons but the first mention of a. at coronation
elsewhere in Europe is in a.d. C3i in the Acts
of the Gill Council of Toledo.
Charlema''ne,
A.I). 800, was the first emperor anointed (by Pope
Leo III.). A. is now a part of the ceremonial of
coronation in most Christian kingdoms.
10. A. is used metaphorically to mean setting
apart to the prophetic ollice so Elijah is told to
anoint Elisha. This does not a|i|iear to have been
literally done (1 K 19'«).
In Ps 105" the words
anointed iind prop/icts are used as .synonyms. The
Servant of the Lord calls himself anointed to preach
(Is 61'), and Christ tells the people of Nazareth
that this prophecy is fulfilled in Him (Lk 4").
IL Similarly in a metaphorical sense any one
chosen of God is called an anointed one; thus the
patriarchs are called God's Mes.siahs (Ps 105"), and
Israel as a nation (Ps 84», Hab 3'", Ps SQ"^- »'),
being promised deliverance on this account (Is
Joash

'

'

;

;

S

Cyrus

is akso called a Messiah
Christ is the Gr. equivalent
of the Heb. Messiah=' anointed.' The anointing
of Ps 45' is taken in He I" as prophetic of the
Saviour's anointing.
In this sense, as a chosen people, believers are
.said to be God's anointed (2 Co 1^, 1 .In 2-'»-»'), the
unction being the gift of the Holy Spirit.
In postapost. times these words gave ri.so to the practice
of anointing with oil at baptism.
This was done
by way of exorcism before the washing in the E.
the
days
of
Cyril
{Caferh.
Afi/stai;. ii. I)),
(Jliurcli in
as it seems from St. Augustine to have been the
jiractice in Africa (see Tr. 44 in Juainiis, § 2, referring to anointing the blind man's eyes before the
washing). UutTertullian puts the a. after the washing (J^e resurr. Carnis, § viii.), as does Optatus, who
says that Christ was anointed by the dove aftrr
baptism {de Si-/iism. Donat. iv. 70).
Ul>on these
texts, quoted above, couiiled with the 'scaling' men
tioned in Ei>h 1" 4*" and 2 Co
the jiost-aposlolic
Church baseil the ceremony of coulini.aiioii, in

lO",

1

(Is 45').

2'").

The name

l-'''',

connexion with which in the W. Church another
anointing became customary in the 5th cent.

—

Besidea the refcrencoa given fthovp, st-c for
LlTBRATcnil.
fuller details cotirL-rninif the above section!)
1. l'aj>yr\u Khrrn,
.r.:}yptni.
l.K.S.'i, p. 318.
flU
Ernmn.
;
4. Marteiie. ./<• A nl. Keel,
p,
int., Roiion, 1700, i. 7; Oulluiim, df duohua Ijulinorum SaerO'
iiirntig, Oenevo, ltI6I> : lJrcrrl.u}n Kuaetiii 1 1', de Srpt, Eeel.
Sticram., Ixiuvain, 15.'>7. 6. Arnobiiis, adv. (lent. t. 31H ; Fubri.
cius, da Tempt. (Christ , Ueuiutodl, 17U4 ; Pausaiiios, vif. '.:2

—

'

TheodulluB, Epise. Aurel. Capit. de Presb., cd. Migne, 193
Ito CarnotenBis, Uecret. vi. 121.
A. MaCALISTEE.
7.

;

ANON, a contraction for in one,' is used in AV
in one moment (R V straightway ').
Mt 13™
'

for

'

'

'

Mk

1^ 'a. they tell
'a. with joy receiveth it' ;
of her'; Jth 13" 'a. after she went forth'
' after
a little whUe she went forth ').
J.

him

(RV

Hastings.

ANOS CApus), 1 Es 9".— One of the descendants of
Baani, who agreed to put away his strange wife
'

corresponding to Vaniah

(n;)i),

'

:

Ezr IC.

—

ANOTHER. A. is 'one other,' but sometimes
the idea is a different one,' of which there is a fine
instance in Gal 1' I marvel that ye are so soon
removed from him that called you into the grace of
Christ unto a. gospel (Gr. (repov,
a different
gospel,' but V.' 'which is not a.' Gr. flXXo ; cf.
2 Co 1 1*). In 2 Ch 20^^ every one helped to destroy
a.'; mod. Eng. would say 'the other'; so RV in
Gn W>, Ex 2118 37"' etc., but not in Zee 11».
'

'

RV

'

'

'

ANSWER. —1. As a subst.
apology or defence (Gr.

of

(RV 'my

%.

defence') to

me'; 2 Ti 4" 'At
man stood by me
'

my
;

1

J.
a. is

Hastings.

used in the sense

Co 9" mine
them that do examine

diroXoyla) in 1

first a.

(RV

P 3" Ready
'

'defence') no
always to give

a. (RV 'give a.') to every man.'
Compare the
a. as a verb in Ac 24'" ' I do tne more
cheerfully a. for myself (RV 'I do cheerfully
make my defence '), Ac 25'- " 26'- ^ Lk 12" 21".
2. In Ro 11* what saith the a. of God unto him ?
a. means oracle or divine response (Gr. xpv/J^Ti(r/i6s, the only occurrence of the word in NT,

an

use of

'

m

but it is found
2 Mac 2* xp';A'a"<''Moi' yevriffii>Toi,
' being
warned of God
and RV ; see Sanday
'

AV

and Headlam, Homans, pp. 173, 313). 3. In 1 P 3'^
the a. of a good conscience toward God,' a. is
prob. intended to mean defence, as above
but
the Gr. is not iiroKoyla but eireputr-qiia, and in what
precise sense the apostle uses that word is disputed RV gives interrogation,' with two alternatives in the marg. 'inquiry' and 'appeal.' See
Thayer, N.T. Lex. s.v. 4. As a verb a. is often used
when no question has been asked. The most striking instance is Ac 5', where St. Peter 'answers'
Sapphira, not only before she had opened her
mouth, but by asking her a question. S. In Gal
4*'
For this Agar is Mt. Sinai in Arabia, and
a*"" to Jems.,' a'"" to = corresponds with (Gr.
crwo-Toixf
lit.
belongs to the same row or column
with').
Answerable occurs in AV only Ex 38"
'a. to the hangings of the court,' i.e. 'corresponding to' but RV adds Ezk 40'* a. unto (AV 'over
'

;

'

;

'

'

—

;

'

•

against') the length of the gates,' 45' 48"- '*"».
Cf Bunyan, Bolt/ War (Clar. Press ed. p. 92),
' This famous
town of Mansoul had five Gates, in
at which to come, out at which to go and these
were made likewise answerable to the Walls.'
;

J. Hastings.
nim&l&h, fiip/xvL formica). The ant
is mentioned only twice in the Bible.
Once (Pr
6") with reference to the industry of this insect,
and again (Pr 30") with reference to its wisdom
tkuA foresight. There has never been any dispute as

ANT

ishr;^

to the industry of the ant.
Sir John Lubbock
{Ants, Bees, and Wasps, p. 27) says, 'They work
all day, and in warm weatner, if need be, at night
I once watched an ant from six in the mornand she worked without intermission till a
quarter to ten at night. I had put her to a saucer
containing larvie, and in this time she had carried
off no less than 187 to their nests.
I had another
ant, which I employed in my experiments under
continuous observation several days.
Wlien I
started for London in the morning, and again
when I went to bed at night, I used to put her

too.
ing,

into a small bottle, but the moment she was let
out she began to work again. On one occasion I
was away from home for a week. On my return 1
took her out of the bottle, placing her on a little heap
Under
of larvoe, about three feet from her nest.
these circumstances I certainly did not expect her
However, though she had been six
to return.
days in conlinement, the brave little creature
immediately picked up a larva, carried it to her
nest, and after half an hour's rest returned for

another.'
With reference to the wisdom and foresight of
the ant there has been much discussion. Although
not expressly stated that the ' meat' which the ant
'prepares' in the summer is for winter use, it is
generally agreed that such is the meaning of the
passage. The Greeks, Romans, Arabian naturalYet
ists, and Jewish rabbis contirm this opinion.
many naturalists and commentators have disputed
this fact, and say that the writer adopted a
popular error, and that the ant does not store the
seeds which it takes in such quantities to its nest
as food, but only as a lining to its burrows, or for
some other unknown reason. They argue from
two considerations (1) that the ant is carnivorous,
and has no use for the seeds which it accumulates
in its nest ; (2) that the ant hyhemates, and thereBoth of tliese
fore does not need food in winter.
propositions are partially true and partially false.
All ants eat flesh greedily, but they are all passionately fond of many things besides. Sir Jolin Lubbock has shown that ants derive a very important
part of their sustenance from the sweet juice
secreted by aphides, a product hardly to be called
animal food more than honey. In the words of
Linnaeus, 'the aphis is the cow of ants.' Other
kinds of insects are utilised in the same manner.
Many ants keep flocks and herds of aphides. The
aphides retain the secretion untU the ants are
ready to receive it, and the ants stroke and caress
them with their antennre, until they emit the
sweet excretion. The ants collect the eggs and
larvae of these aphides, store them with their own
during the long winter sleep, that they may be
hatched in the sprint, and supply them again with
their favourite food.
Here then, says Lubbock,
'our ants may not perhaps lay up food for the
winter, but they do more, for they keep during

—

months the eggs which will enable them to
procure food during the following summer a case
of prudence unexampled in the animal kingdom.'
But it is also true that ants eat many articles of
purely vegetable food. Those of Palestine and
Syria certainly eat all kinds of cake, sweetmeats,
more or less fruit, bread, meal, and seeds. In the
neighbourhood of every threshing-floor and granary,
and of stables, there are always immense numbers
of ants, which abstract surprising quantities of
They often
grain, and store them in their nests.
carry the grains many feet or yards away, along
well-beaten roads, which cross each other in every
direction from the heaps of grain. Similar facts have
been observed in the warmer parts of Europe and
in India.
The Mishna lays down rules in regard
Maimonides
to the ownership of grain so stored.
has discussed the question as to whether it belongs
to the owners of the land or to gleaners, deciiling
in favour of the latter.
The ants, however, difl'er
from him, and are of opinion that the store belongs
to themselves.
I am assured by native peasants,
well qualified to know, that the ants eat the grain
during the season of non-production. After the
first rains, the ants bring out their larvne and the
stored grains to be sunned. Indian ants do the
same.
Many of these grains are more or less
gnawed, or the edible parts entirely consumed.
It was the opinion of Aldrovandus and others of
the ancients, confirmed by the French Academy
six

—

A

ANTELOPE

ANTIOCH

(Addison's Guardian, 156, 157) and of N. Pluche
dvrpl. i. 128), that the ants systematically
bit off the head of the grain to prevent its germinaI think it unnecessary to ascribe to the ants
tion.
BO much intelligence as would be implied in this
extraordinary measure, but it is no way improbable that the head would be the first part attacked,
as it is the softest portion of the grain, and the
most accessible, being uncovered by the silicious
envelope, as well as the sweetest morsel of the
whole.
Lubbock tells us of a Texan ant that
clears disks, 10 or 12 feet in diameter, round the
entrance to its nest, to allow certain grains known
as ant-rice, and no others, to grow there.
Thus the ants are exceeding wise.' Many of
their nests also are marvels of construction, some

the Decapolis, and perhaps also Acco or Ptoleraaia
(Head, Mist. Num. 677); but the Antioch in
Syria was A. on the Orontes, distinguished as
'A. i) irpis, or irl, Aatpf-u, and entitled nrp-piiroXis

{Nature

'

composed of galleries and chambers underground,
some built in the form of mounds or huts above
the surface. These are grouped in towns, connected by surface roads, sometimes arched over
at places, and by underground tunnels. No less
than 584 species of insects are found in association
^^ith ants, serving them in various ways, some
obvious, others not clear.
But that they are
tolerated by the ants for reasons known to themselves is shown by the fact that ants will immediately attack and drive out or kill any living
creatures which they do not like. Many of the
insects furnish some form of food, as in the case
of the aphides.
Others rid the ants of parasites.
Others seem to be congenial to them for reasons
yet to be studied.
In addition to these insects, not of their own
family, ants make slaves of other ants. This is
not done by the capture of adult prisoners, but by
raids organised for the purpose of stealing the
eggs, larvse, and pupa from the nests of other
species.
These infant captives are taken to the
nests of their abductors, and raised as slaves.
These slaves do all or most of the domestic work
of their masters, who reserve themselves for the
noble art of war.
Ants also have accurate methods of division of
labour. To the younger ones are assigned some of
the lighter tasks, while the older ones engage in
the more serious and laborious work.
In some
cases individuals are appointed to collect honey
and store it in large sacs in their bodies, to be
distributed to their idle masters, who do not
trouble themselves to leave their nests.
Lubbock thus sums up the evidence that ants
'are exceeding wise': 'The anthropoid apes no
doubt approach nearer to man in bodily structure
than do other animals, but when we consider the
habits of ants, their social organisation, their large
communities and elaborate habitations, their roadways, their possession of domestic animals, and
even, in some cases, of slaves, it must be admitted
that they have a fair claim to rank next to man in
the scale of intelligence.'
G. E. Post.

ANTELOPE.—See
ANTHOTHIJAH
man

of

Benjamin

(I

Ol.

(n;nrijy,

Cb

8**).

AV

Antothljah).

—

See Gknealooy.

ANTHROPOLOGY.—See Man.
ANTICHRIST. —See Man of
BANU8.— See Lebanon.

Sin.

ANTILI-

ANTIOCH

('A»T<6xfia).— In Syria, under the
appear to have been at least five
places which at one time or another enjoyed this
title : Hippos on the hills above the E. shore of the
Lake of balilee ('A. tj irpis 'Iitttv), Gadara (of.
Seleuciils, there

Stephanus, De Urbibus Keland, Pal. 774), Gerasa
in E. Gilead ('A. 4 'p^' ^v Xpwop^), all of them in
;
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{ib. 056).

Under an Eastern people like the Arabs, the
natural capital of Syria is Damascus, on the borders
of the Arabian desert. But when the Greeks poured
into the land after Alexander, it was inevitable
that they should establish the centre of their government nearer the Mediterranean and Asia ilinor.
Accordingly, when the Seleucid Empire was
founded, Seleucus Nikator (Jos. c. Apion, ii. 4)
selected a site 120 stadia from the sea (Strabo,
xvi.), where the Orontes, now El-'Asi, and the
great roads from the Euphrates and Coele-Syria
break the long Syrian range and debouch upon the
coast. The projected Euphrates-Levant railway is
to pass by the same way.
The valley is tolerably
wide, and both fair and fertUe.
I'he city was
built partly on an island in the river, but mostly
on the N. bank of the latter, and up the slopes of
Mt. Silpius. By the time of Antioclius Epii)lianes
(175 B.C.) it consisted of four quarters (reTpajroXu,
Strabo), divided by the long columned street
which was a feature of every Greek city in Syria,
and by a second which cut this obliquely. Temples
and other large public buildings were erected from
time to time by the Seleucids and their Roman
successors.
Daphne was a neighbouring grove
Pliny,
sacred to Apollo (Jos. Ant. XVII. li. 1
V. 18
2 Mac 4'-'). Under the Seleucids the city
developed a mixed populace, essentially fickle and
turbulent, who frequently rose against their rulers.
There were Jews in Antioch from the time of its
foundation, for Seleucus Nikator gave tliein the

HN

;

;

Many
rights of citizenship (Jos, Ant. XII. iii. 1).
others must have fled or been carried captive to A.
during the Maccabwan period (ib. Xll. Xlil. wissim).
The Antiochenes expelled Alexander Balas, and
the crown to Ptolemy Philometor, who,
however, persuaded them to receive Demetrius
Nikator (ib. xiII. iv. 7 but cf. 1 Mac U""-)- They
besieged the latter in his palace; but with the
help of Jonathan Maccabaeus and 3000 Jews he
regained the city, yet soon after was obliged to
yield it to Alexander's son Antiochus and his
oti'ered

;

1
Mac ll**"-).
general Tryphon (Ant. XIII. v. 3
Under the Seleucids A. remained till B.C. 83, when
;

it

was taken by Tigranes

Pompey overthrew

of

tlie latter,

Armenia.

When

he made A. a free

city, and it became the seat of the Prefect, and
capita,lof the Bom. province of Syria. M. Antonius
ordered the citizens to release all the Jews
they had enslaved, and restore to them tlieir pos-

whom

When Ponipoy fell, A.
sessions (Ant. XIV. xii. 6).
sided with Csesar, and after Actium with Augustus.
Both of the latter, as well as Herod the Great
(Ant. XVI. V. 3) and Tiberius, embellished the town
with theatres, baths, and streets. Tlie harbour
The population was very
of A. was Seleucia.
vigorous.
Tliey revolted several times against
liome ; and after the disastrous earthquakes of
A.D. 37 and subsequent years they quickly restored
the town. Art and literature were cultivated so
as to draw the praise of Cicero ; but witli the
energy and brilliance of this people there was
ever mixed a notorious insolence and scurrility.
large number of Romans settled in A., and
the Jewish community speedily grew in numbers
and in influence with the rest of the inhabitants

A

(Jos.

BJ

II.

xviii.

5),

who

protected

them

in

the

Jewish revolt against Rome, but afterwards
displayed a bitter bate against them (ib. vil.
first

V. 2).

It was when A. was filled with these rich and
varied elements of life Josephus calls her the
third city of the Empire, next to Rome and Alex

—
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ill. ii.

ANTIOCHIANS

4)— that she entered

ANTIOCH IN PISIDIA

the history

Antiochean Jews and proselyte
Greeks must have come under the influence of the
apostles' ministry in Jerus.
Nicolas ' a proselyte
of A.' was one of the seven deacons (Ac6'). Upon the
persecution that arose ahout Stephen, the disciples
were scattered as far north as A. (Ac ll'""-), and
among them some men of Cyprus and Cyrene,
who began to preach to Greeks (many ancient
authorities give Grecian Jews,' but surely Greeks
are meant, for otherwise the distinction made
between the Cypriotes and Cyrenians and the
of Christianity.

'

—

other preachers in 11*° is meaningless). To them
at A. the Church at Jerus. sent Barnabas, who,
after seeing the situation, went and fetched Paul
thither from Tarsus.
For a year they worked together in the church, teaching ; ' and the disciples
were called Christians first in A.'
The wit
of the place was always famous for giving
names. Prophets arrived from Jeriis. predicting a
famine and when this came to pass, the Church of
A. proved once more the vigour of the population
from which it was drawn, by sending supplies
to Jerus. by the hands of Barnabas and Saul
(ib. "-s").
These returned to A., and after their
ministry ' in the church they were sent forth by
the ^)ort of Seleucia to Cyprus on Paul's first great
missionary journey (13') ; and from this to A. they
returned, with their report of faith among the
Gentiles (H-"'). When Jews came down to teach
the necessity of circumcision for the latter, the
Church at A. sent Barnabas and Paul to Jerus. to
claim for them freedom from the law (15'*') ; and
a deputation from Jerus. returned with the two
ambassadors (15*^-)- After ministering for a time
in A., Paul and Barnabas set forth on their
second journey by the Cilician gates (Ramsay) to
Lystra(15»«) ; Paul returned (IS**) and A. was the
;

'

;

starting-point of his third journey (ib.'^), which
also was taken into Asia Minor, by the Syrian and
Cilician gates, one great line of the advancement of Christianity westward. A. was not only
the first Gentile Church, but may be called the
mother of all the rest. This pre-eminence she continued to enjoy for it was probably her missionary
originality, rather than the tradition which maile
;

Peter her bishop for two years (cf. Gal 2"),
that gave her Patriarch precedence of those of
Rome, Constantinople, Jerus., and Alexandria.
A. was the birthplace of Ammianus Marcellinus,
John Chrysostom, and Evagrius. As long as she
remained part of an empire with its centre in
Europe, A. continued the virtual capital of Syria.
When the Arabs came, she, the city of the Levant,
yielded to the city of the Desert ; and though
with the Crusaders she became once more the pivot
of the West in its bearing on Syria, and the centre
of the Principality of A. (from Taurus to Nahr-elKebir), she fell away again when they left, and
cave up to Damascus even her Christian Patriarch.
Now Antaki (Turkish), or Antakiyeh (Arab.), she
is a meagre town of 6000 inhabitants.
Besides the
ruins of Justinian's wall there are no ancient
remains of importance.

CA^nixfia

HiffiSfo,

mora

Pisidian Antioch ') is defined
by Strabo (pp. 5G9, 557, 577) as a city oi
Pnrygia towards or near Pisidia.
It was probably one of the sixteen Antiochs founded by
Seleucus Nikator (301-280 ; Appian, Syr. 57), and
named after his fatlier. The inhabitants claimed
to be colonists from Magnesia on the Mieander
but traditions claiming Greek origin for Phrygian
cities were fashionable and untrustworthy.
In
190 B.C. it was declared free by tlie Romans ; an
its history is unknown until in 39 B.C. it was mad
by Antony part of the kingdom of Amyntas (a
we learn from Appian, Civ. v. 75, cf. Strabo, p.
569) ; on whose death in 25 it passed into Rom.
hands as part of the province Galatia.
At
some time earlier than 6 B.C. (CJL iii. 6974)
Augustus made it a colonia with Latin rights
(Digest, 50. 15. 8, 10) with the name Ciesareia
Antiocheia, the administrative centre of the
southern half of the province, and the military
centre of a series of colonim (Lystra, Parlais,
Cremna, Comama, Olbasa) foundeci to defend the
correctly rendered

'

;

province against the unruly and dangerous Pisidians in the fastnesses of the Taurus mountains.
The region or district to wliich Antioch belonged
is called Phrygia by Strabo (and also in Ac 16'
18*^, according to the South-Galatian theory, held
by some scholars, disputed by others), Pisidian

Phrygia by Ptolemy v., 5. 4, Pisidia by Ptolemy v.,
11, and by later authorities, showing that
gradually that part of Phrygia, which was included
in the province Galatia and separated from the
great mass of Phrygia (which was part of the
4.

province Asia), was merged in Pisidia.

name Antioch towards

Thus the

Pisidia (Strabo, A.D. 19), or

Pisidian Antioch (to distinofuish it from Antioch
on the Mieander or Carian Antioch), gave place to
the name Antioch of Pisidia (Ptolemy v., 4. 11, and
The in'fluence of the
some MSS. of Ac 13").
preaching of Paul and Barnabas in Antioch radiated overthe whole region connected politically with
the city (Ac 13*"). Antioch (as Arundel discovered)
is
situated about 2 miles E. from Yalowatch
on the skirts of the long ridge called Sultan-Dagh,
in a strong situation, about 3600 ft. above sealevel, overlooking a large and fertile plain, which
stretches away S.E. to the Limnai (Egerdir
Lake), and is drained by the river Anthios. The
ruins, which are impressive and of great extent,
have never as yet been carefully examined. Antioch was a great seat of the worship of Men
AskaSnos but the large estates and numerous
temple-slaves ruled by the priests were confiscated
by the Romans. Jewish colonists were alwa3'3
favoured by the Seleucid kings, who found tliem
food and trusty supporters many thousands of
ews were settled in the cities of Phrygia (Jos.
Ant. XII. iii. f.; Cicero, pro Flacco, 28. 66-8);
and a synagogue at Antioch is mentioned Ac 13'^
The influence ascribed to the ladies of Antioch (Ao
13**) is characteristic of Phrygia and Asia Minor
generally, where women enjoyed great consideration, and often held office in the cities (see Parij",
;

;

Quatenu.i/emince res publiais attigerint, 1891 ).
LiTKRATtmB.—(Besides the ardent authorities already cited),
Reland, Pahistina, 119 8., where Jerome's error, that
A. was
Hamath (fomm. on Amos 6), or Riblah {Cmnm. on Ezelt. 47),
Is stated and ojiposed
O. O. Muller, Antxquitatrt Antiuchence
(Gottrngen, 18a«) Noris,
et Epochtx Syromacedonum;
Gibbon and MommBen, p<ugim\ Schurer,
I, i.
437, II
t)ff»«7n; various lives of St. Paul, esp.
Convbeareand Howson's;
Lcwin, Fattx Sam, pamiim Ramsav, Church in the Rom. Emp.
chs. ii.-va., xvi.
On A. under the Moslems, see the extracts
from Arab, geographers in Guy Le Strange, Pal'itiius umifr the
Moileiru, esp. 367-377.
On the A. of Uie Crus-oders, Rev,
Colnnue Fraru/uet de Syrie aux Uttui et Mmt siMrt it.
alio Benjanun of Tudela's TraveU. a.d. 1183, and Bertrandere
dc la Brocquii^re'B in 1432: and on the modem city, see
Chesney. huphrata ExpedUim ; uid. George Smith, Asiyrian
;

;

Annm

UJP

;

;

^•'««*"''-

G. A. Smith.

—

LiTKRATiTRE,
Antioch is described bv Anmdel, Piscoveriet in
As. Min. i. "JSl f., and by Hamilton, iiexetin-ht'K in As. Min. L
472 f. : see also Ramsay, Church in liom. Einp. pp. 'Z.S-yrt, St.

Paul, pp. 9i»-107 : inadequate articles in Pauly-Wissowa. hncy.
clop., and other geographical dictionaries: many inscriptions io
Sterrett, Kpirjraphic Jourr\ey in A$. Min. p. 121 fT., H o(/c Expedition in Ag. itin. p. 218ff. ; Ritter, Krdkunde von Anien,
xxi. p. 46S, collects all the earlier accounts of travellere.
See
the article on Galatia.
RI.

W.

ANTIOCHIANS

('A.-noxf".

2

Mac

RaMSAY.

i*- '»).

— The

Antiochus Epiphanes to spread Gr.
culture and Gr. customs throughout his dominions
were diligently furthered by a section of the Jews
efforts of

;

ANTIOCHIS

ANTIOCHUS

The leader of this

Hellenizin^' party, Jason, brotliur
of the high priest Onias III., offered a lar^e sum
of money to Antioeliua to induce the kmj; to
transfer the hitjh priesthood to himself, and aion;;
with certain other favours to allow the inhabitants
of Jerusalem 'to be enrolled as Antiochians,' that
is,
to grant them the titles and privileges of
What was the precise nature
citizens of Antioch.
of the desired privileges we do not know. Antiochus
acceded to the proposal of Jason, and shortly afterwards a party of ' Antiochians from Jerusjilem
was sent by him as a sacred deputation, to convey
a contribution of money for the festival of Heracles
H. A. White.
at Tyre,
'

rV.

EPIPHAXKS
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ochus (Jerome, ad Dnn. 11"), but the latter part of
the verse is almost hopelessly corrupt.
K. W. Moss.

ANTIOCHUS III. ('the Great') was the son ol
Seleucus K.allinicus (B.C. 24G-226), and succeeded
to the throne of Syria on the death of liis brother,
Seleucus Keraunus (B.C. 223). Immediately after
his accession he made war upon Egypt and in two
successive canijiaigns he led his army as far as
Dora, a few miles to tlie N. of Ciesarea. A truce
suspended hostilities for a time (Polyb. v. 60;
Ju.stin, XXX. 1, 2), during which he put down
Molo's rebellion in Media. In B.C. 218 lie again
drove the Egyp. forces southwards, and himself
wintered at I'tolemais but the next year he was
completely defeated at Kapliia (Polyb. v. 51-87;
Strabo, xvi. 759), near Gaza, and left Ptolemy
Philoi)ator in undisputed possession of Cicle Syria
and Phcenicia. The following years he spent in
warfare against Ach^us, whom he took in B.C.
214, and in Parthia and Bactria, where his successes gained for him his surname.
But on
Ptolemy's death, in B.C. 204, he formed an alliance
with Philip of Macedon for the partition of Egypt
between the two powers (Liv. xxxi. 14). In Juda-a
he found a party among the Jews alienated from
Egypt, and with their help he extended his kingdom to the Sinaitic peninsula. But an inva.sion
of his dominions by Attains, king of Pergamus,
checked his further progress and in his absence
Scopas, an Egyp. general, overran Judiea, ami
recovered the lost territories.
A. hastened to
oppose him, and at Paneas (lldi-eiov, a grotto of
Pan, which gave its name to the district), near the
source of the Jord.an, gained a decisive victory
(B.C. 198), which made him again master of all
Pal. (Polyb. xvi. 18, xxviii. 1
Liv. xxx. 19; Jos.
Ant. XII. iii. 3). Jmhea was thus Anally connected
with the Seleucid dynasty. Syrian aTpa-niyol, or
military governors, were appointed
and regular
taxes were imposed, and leased to contractors in
the several towns.
A. further guaranteed the
inviolability of the temple, and provided by ample
grants for the performance of its services (Jos.
Ant. XII. iii. 4). With a view to p.acify Lydi.i .and
Phrygia, he sent there 2000 Jewish families
from Mesopotamia with grants of land and immunity from taxation.
'The intervention of the
Romans prevented any further expedition against
;

;

ANTIOCHIS

('Akt<ox(5,

2

Mac

a concubine
accordance with

4*'),

of Antiochus Epiphanes, who, in
an old Oriental custom, assiraed to her for her
maintenance the revenues of the two Cilician

Tarsus and Mallus. This grant gave rise
among the inhabitants of the two
cities, but we are not told what means were taken
by Antiochus to allay their discontent.
H. A. White.
ANTIOCHUS ('AKTfoxot, I Mac 12" \4^ cf. Jos.
Ant. XIIL V. 8), the father of Nuiuenius, who was
one of the envoys sent {c. 144 B.C.) by Jonathan the
Maccabee to renew tlie covenant made by Judas
with the Romans, and to enter into friendly relations with the Spartans.
H. A- White.
cities.

to disturbances

;

ANTIOCHUS

'the opposer'), surI. {'Ayrloxot,
Soter, 'deliverer,' was bom B.C. 324, son of
of Seleucufl Nikator and of Apania, a princess of
Sogdiana. He succeeded his fatlier (B.C. 280) on
the throne of Syria, but during the nineteen years
of his reign was concerned chiefly with the prosecntion of his claims to the throne of Macedonia,
with the maintenance of his empire against Kelts
and eastern revolts, and with the repression of
the Gauls who had settled in Asia Minor.
He was
slain by one of the latter in battle (B.C. 261).
The
posse.ssion of Coile-Syria was a matter of dispute
Detween him and I'tolemy Philadelplius (1st Syrian
War), but it remained under the sovereignty of the
latter, and the S. districts do not ai)pear to have

nnmed

been invaded by Antiochus.

ANTIOCHUS

II.

K.

W. Moss.

(sumamed Theos,

'a

god')

;

;

;

as kin" of Syria in B.C.
261.
His kingdom was invaded soon after bis
accession by the generals of Ptolemy Philadelplius
(2nd Syrian War), who occupied several of the
principal towns on the coast of Asia Minor.
Peace

Egypt and a treaty wa.s made by which Ptolemy
Epiphanes took in marriage A.'s daughter Cleopatra, who was promised as her dower the three
provinces of C(ele-Syria, Phoenicia, and Pal. (Polyb.

was concluded (B.C. 250), probably on condition
that A. should put away Ins wife l.aodice, marry
Berenice, daughter of iHolemy, and transfer the

XII. iv.

ncceeded

hia father,

A.

I.,

niccession to her issue (Athen. ii. 45). In a short
time either Laodice was recalled, or A. endeavoured
to reconcile her ; but, in mistrust or revenge for
the insult passed upon her, she plotted against A.,
aiused him (B.C. 24G) to be poisoned and Berenice's
infant to be put to death, and secured the throne
for her son Seleucus (App. Si/r. 65 Justin, x.\vii. 1
Val. Max. ix. 14. 1).
There are strong evidences
that A. conferred upon several cities of Asia Minor
a democratic constitution and the rights of autonomy. His surname was given him oy the Milesians in gratitude for his victory over their tyrai.t
Timarclius (App. Si/r. 65).
I'he .lews in these
cities, and notalily in K|)liesus, shared in tln-so
rights of citizenship; and this was the ca.so,
both in the arrangement of cities rebuilt during
the Hellenic age, and in the reorganisation of
older cities elVected chiefly by A. II.
See Arrian,
i. 17. 10 and
18. 2j Jos. Ant. XII. iii. 2; Apion. ii.
Ditteiiberger, S;/ll<"jc hi.irrijit. Grwc. nn. I('i(i,
;
171.
Dn 11' is traditionally interpreted of Anti;

:

5; Liv. xxxv. 13; Jos. .int.
Tlie transfer of the iirovinces themselves appears not to have taken place, thou"h the
queen for a time sliared in their revenue. Jud;ea
was probably occupied by Sj'rian and Egyp. garri
sons side by side and the people were subjected
A. retained the nominal
to a twofold tyranny.
sovereignty ; but in B.C. 196 ho left P«J. in order to
xxviii. 17; Apt). Si/r.
1).

;

conduct an expedition against Asia Minor (l,iv.
xxxiii. 19), and became involved in a long war with

Rome. He wa."i
Magnesia (B.C.

liiially

defeated in the battle of

ami three years

later wils
Dn H'"'" is
killed in an insurrection at Elyniais.
traditionally interpretetl of him, and he is men
tioned in I Mac P" 8"'. The statements in I lie
190),

latter passage should be compared with Aini. Si/r.
R. W. .\loss.
36 and Liv. xxxvii. 44, 66.

ANTIOCHUS lY. EPIPHANES ('Ejr,.^av.)t, 'illustrious'; al.-<o nanu'il ^Trifiafiit, 'madman,' Polyb.
xxvi. 10; viK-qipipoi, 'victorious,' and Ceit, on coins
and in Jos. Ant. XII. v. 5), second son of A. the
(Jreat, waa for 14 years a hostage at Ronie, and,
after expelling lleliiicloriis, succcedi'd his own
brother

Seleucus

Philopalor

in

B.C.

175.

lli.'<

;
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ANTIOCHUS
was

to spread

IV.

ANTIOCHUS

EPIPHANES

Greek culture

(Tac. Hist. v. 8)

Ihiough his dominions, and so knit the various
peoples into a compact and single-purposed unity.
Soon after his accession he was called upon to
settle a dispute at Jerus. between the high priest
Onias III. and his brother Jason, the leader of the
Hellenizing party. Onias was driven from Jerus.
and Jason secured the high priesthood
(2 Mac 4*"°)
by the payment to the king of a large sum of
money and the promise thoroughly to Hellenlze
the city (2 Mac 4»-'«, 1 Mac l'""" ; Jos. Ant. Xll.
V. 1).
A. soon after visited the city in person, and
was received with every mark of honour (2 Mac 4").
In B.C. 171 Jason was himself supplanted by
Menelaus, who offered larger bribes ; but the next
year he was encouraged by a rumour of the king's
death in Egypt to besiege Jerus. (2 Mac 5'). The
tidings reaclied A. as he was in the midst of his
second prosperous campaign in Egypt, and at once,
in a furious mind,' he marchea against Jerus.
The city was taken, many thousands of the people
were massacred, and the temple was robbed of its
Jos. Ant.
treasures (1 Mac 1»--*, 2 Mac 5"-'>
Apion. ii. 7). Philip, a Phrygian of
XII. v. 3
specially barbarous temper (2 Mac 5'-), was left
behind as governor of Jerus., and A. proceeded
with the spoils of the temple to Antioch.
In B.C. 168 A. set out on his last expedition
against Egypt, and was approaching Alexandria to
besiege it when he received from the Romans
peremptory orders to refrain from making war
upon the Ptolemies (App. Syr. 66 ; Liv. xlv. 12
Reluctantly
Polyb. xxix. 11 Justin, xxxiv. 3)
he withdrew from Egypt, and vented his rage upon
Jerus. (see Dn 11*'). ApoUonius, one of the cliief
officers of revenue, was detached with an army of
22,000 men, with instructions to exterminate the
Je%vish people and to colonise the city with Greeks
AvaUing himself of the
(2 Mao 5", 1 Mac 1^- *«).
•Sabbath law, ApoUonius chose that day for entrance
into Jerus., and met with no efi'ective resistance.
The men were killed, except a few who took refuge
with Judas Maccaboeus in flight, and the women
;

'

;

;

;

and children sold into slavery. The city was set
on fire, its walls thrown down, and their materials
used to fortify anew the old city of David, which
thenceforth uninterruptedly for 26 years was
Menelaus stOl
occupied by a Syrian garrison.
remained hi"h priest, but it is difficult to understand what his duties were, as the daily sacrifices
are said to have ceased in the mon'h of Sivan
(June).

A decree
jut his

was then promulgated by A. throughkingdom that in religion, law, and custom

should be one people' (1 Mac 1"; Polyb.
In Judaea alone the edict seerns to
18).
Accordingly
have met with serious opposition.
the observance of the Saboath, circumcision, and
abstinence from unclean food were specifically forUpon the
bidden under the penalty of death.
altar of bumt-otfenng a smaller altar was built,
and on the 25th of Chislev (Dec. 168) sacrifice was
offered upon it to the Olympic Zeus (1 Mac 1",
2 Mac 6'; Jos. Ant. XII. v. 4: see Dn 11". The
phrase in Dn, c;i?D ppi}!i, may have other referbut
ence, and is not without linguistic difficulty
its oldest interpretation, in the LXX, is liSi\vytia
ipr}/iwaeuf, which exactly agrees with the expression
The courts, too, of the temple were
in I Mac 1").
polluted by indecent orgies. At the same time the
worship of Zeus Xenios was instituted in the Sam.
temple on Mt. Gerizim. The festivals of Bacchus
were introduced into the various towns, and the
Jews compelled to take part in them (2 Mac
6").
monthly search was made (1 Mac 1") and
the possession of a copy of the book of the law
was punishable by deatli. Similar measures were
taken in all the cities frequented by the Jews in
'all

xxxviii.

;

A

;

;

V.

the Syrian kingdom, and even in Egypt (2 Mao
The efi'ect upon the better J e ws was to
arouse a spirit of heroism, which showed itself at
first only in
an infiexible refusal to renounce
Judaism.
They chose to die . and they died'
(1 Mac 1°) ; and 2 Mac 6"-7*' records with licence
certain instances which are further elaborated in
4 Mac, and of which Philo makes use in Quod
omnia prob. lib. § 13 (Mang. ii. 459). Open resistance occurred first at Modin (MaSety or Mai5cel/i),
a mountain village E. of Lydda and N. W. of Jerus.
When the king's commissioner came to see that
the edict was obeyed, Mattathias, the head of the
priestly Easmonsean family, refused compliance,
killed the officer, and fled to the hOls (1 Mac 2«-«8
Jos. Ant. XII. vi. 2 a tradition ascribes the first

6*- ').

'

.

.

:

an outrage attempted upon a Jewish
bride).
His example was imitated by many others
but a great slaughter of them took
(1 Mac 2^)
place through their refusal to defend themselves on
Mattathias persuaded
a Sabbath (1 Mac 2*-"^).
his followers that the law of the Sabbath did not
override the right of defence, and was joined by
many of the Asidseans ( 'AffiSaioi, on'tiq 0ASIDIM).
His bands traversed the country, harassing the
Syrians with a guerilla warfare, everywhere destroying the symbols of idolatry 1 Mac 2*'"''*).
Towards the end of B.C. 167 Mattathias died,
and was succeeded in the military chieftainship of
his party by his son Judas Maccabaeus (wh. see).
After pursuing for a time ^vith invariable success
his fatner's practice of cutting oS' small companies
of the enemy by surprises, Judas found his
followers strong and expert enough to be trusted in
larger enterprises. In turn he routed an army of
Syrians and Samaritans under the command of
ApoUonius, and a greater host at Bethhoron under
rising

to

;

(

Seron, the general of Coele-Syria (1 Mac S'""** ; Joa.
A nt. XII. vii. 1). When news of the revolt of Judsea
reached A., he himself was obliged to set out upon
an expedition into Parthia and Armenia, where
insurrection was spreading and the taxes were
withheld (Tac. Hist. v. 8 ; App. Syr. 45 Miiller,
Fragm. ii. 10).
But he left Lysias behind, as
regent and guardian of his son, with orders to
depopulate Jud«a(l MacS'^-'*; Jos. Ant. XII. vii. 2).
Lysias at once despatched a large body of troops
under the command of Ptolemy, Nicanor, and
;

Gorgias ; and with them came merchants to
purchase the expected Jewish slaves (1 Mac 3^*"").
At Emmaus ('E^^aoi!^, the modem Amwfts), Judas
inflicted so signal a defeat upon Gorgias tbat the
Syrian troops fled out of the country (1 Mac 4'-').
In B.C. 165 Lysias in person led a still larger army
against Judas, but was completely defeated at
Bethzur (1 Mac 4="-"; Jos. Ant. XII. vii. 5). Jndas
regained possession of the entire country except
the citadel in Jerus., and on the 25th or Chislev
the daily sacrifices were restored (1 Mac 4", 2 Mao
10*; Jos. Ant. XII. vii. 6 and 7; Middoth, i. 6;
Meaillath Taanitk, §§ 17, 20, 23). Meanwhile
had been baffled in an attempt to plunder in
Elymais (1 Mac 6') the temple of Nanaia ('the
desire of women,' Dn 11*", identified with Artemis,
Polyb. xxxi. 11; with Aphrodite, App. Syr. 60;
He
or more probably with Adonis or Tammuz).
retired to Babylon, and thence to Tabae in Persia
where he became mad and died (B.C. 164).

A

xll. -xlv.; Polyb. xx>4.-xxx].; App. Sf. 46,
Justin, xxiv. 3, are the principal classical authorities. Dn
generally interpreted of A. iv. (Jerome, ad Dan. c. 11),
he la Bupposed to have been in the thought of the writer of

LiTERinmii.— Liv.
66

;

ll2l-4i is

and
Kev

13*.

The Megillath Antiochue

is

legendary, post-Talmudio

Derenbourg, HUt.
date, and of little worth as history.
extracts from Megillath Taanith, which, with 1 and %
Mac and Jos. Ant. xn. v., is the only Jewish source of value.
in

5I>-63,

R. W. Moss.
¥. {ECrdrup, 'bom of a noble
his
father,
A.
Epiphanes, in
f%ther') succeeded

ANTIOCHUS

AXVIL

AJS^riOCHUS VI.
164, at the age of 9 (App. Syr. 46, 66) or
(Euseb. Chron. Arm. i. 34S) years.
Kpipli.
his foster-brother (2 Mac U^) I'hilip
appointed
had
as his son's guardian (1 Mac 6'^ " Jos. Ant. xil.
ix. 2)
but jLysias, the governor of the provinces
from the Euphrates to Egypt, assumed that
In B.C. 163 Lysias and A.
function (1 Mac 3^").
led an expedition to the relief of Jerus., which was
being besieged by Judas Maccab. (1 Mac 6"*''" Jos.
Ant. XII. Ix. 3). The armies met at Bethzacharias,
some 9 miles to the N. of Bethsura (Bethzur),
wliere Judas was defeated (Jos. Ant. XII. ix. 4;
Wars, I. i. 5 ; 1 Mac 6"). [2 Mac IS'"- ", on the other
nand, represents Judas as victorious, but is clearly
onhistorical.] A. took Bethsura, and proceeded
Within the city scarcity of
to lay siege to Jerus.
food was soon felt, as the year was a Sabbatical
6'"^);
one (1 Mac
and news that Philip was
approaching Antioch was received by the besiegers.
Peace was made on the condition that the Jews
should be left undisturbed in their national
customs (1 Mac 6", 2 Mac 13^) but A. violated
this condition by destroying the city fortilications
and imprisoning the high priest (1 Mac 6"^; Jos.
Ant. XII. ix. 7). Philip was conquered with ease at
Antioch but in B.C. 162 A. himself was betrayed
B.C.

U

of

;

(ib. XIII. viii.
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4; App. Syr. 68; -Tustin, xxxviii. 10;

Liv. Epit. 55).

ANTIPAS

li.

W. Moss.

(Antipater).— Sea under Herod.

;

;

;

;

into the hands of his cousin, Demetrius Soter, and
put to death (1 Mac 7^ 2 Mac 14'; Jos. Ant. XII.
X. 1; App. Syr. 47; Polyb. xxxi. 19; Liv. Epit. 46).

R.

ANTIOCHUS

(sumamed

W. Moss.

Atbwaot on
Ant. XIII. viL 1) was a son of
Alexander Balas (App. Syr. 68) and Cleopatra.
In B.C. 145, while still a child, he was brought
from Arabia, where he had remained with nis
father's captor, and set up by Diodotus (Tryphon,
wb. see) as a claimant to the throne of tsyria,
then held by Demetrius Nikator. Tryphon secured
the support of the Syrian generals, and of Jonathan
(wh. see), who was appointed to the civil and

but

coins,

YI.

'Ein<pavi]i

debt in Jos.

ecclesiastical,
Pal.: and A.

Simon to the military, headsliip of
was acknowledged as king by the

greater part of Syria.
The success of Jonathan
subduing the whole country from Tyre and
Damascus to Egypt aroused the jealousy or the
fear of Tryphon, who, by stratagem, imprisoned
and afterwards put him to death (B.C. 143). The
next year (or possibly later: see Jos. Ant. XI II.
viL 1
1 Mac 13" ; App. Syr. 67, 68 ; Justin, xxxvi.
1
but the evidence of coins is in favour of the
earlier date) Trj'phon procured the aHaa«siuation of
A. by surgeons (Liv. Epit. 55), and asBuined the

m

;

;

crown of

S.

Syria in his stead.

K. VV. Moss.

ANTIOCHUS YII. (sumamed 2iJjH«. fro™ the
place of his education. Side in Pamphylia, Euseb.
Chron. Arm. i. 349 ; also euaefi-fft in Jos. Ant. XIII.
viii. 2 ; and tiepyirrji on coins) was the second son of
Demetrius Soter. In B.C. 138 he expelled Tryphon,
and without further opposition obtained the throne
of Syria.
At lirst he confirmed to Simon iinmnnitics granted by former kings, and added the
right of coining money (1 Mac 15-") ; but afterwards demanded tlie surrender of tlio principal
Simon refusea to give
fortresses (1 Mac 15-'"").
them up, and defeated the king's oflicer Cendebajua
In B.C. 13,'')
(1 Mac le'-'"; Jos. Ant. Xlll. vii. 3).
A. in person led an army into Judsea, and besieged
Jerus. The siege lasted for many months, in the
course of which A. sent sacrilices into the city at
the Feast of Tabernacles (Jos. A nt. XIII. viii. 2), but
allowed no provisions to pa.sa his lines. Peace was
at length made on terms which restored the Syrian
npremacy

(Jos. Ant. XIII. viii. 3), without unduly
provoking the intervention of Rome (ib. Xlll. ix. 2).
In B.C. 129 Hyrcanus (wh. see) accompanied A.
In an expedition against the Parthians, but the
next year the king fell in battle with Arsaces VII.

ANTIPAS ('AvWi-as).— On)y mentioned in Rev 2",
in the Epistle to the Church of Pergamum, in the
following terms
I knov» where thou dwellest,
where the throne of Satan Is and tliou lioldest my
name, and didst not deny my faith, even (or and)
in the days of Antipas (nominative), my witncs.s,
(my) faithful one, who was slain among you,
where Satan dwelleth.' Some authorities insert iv
afs ('in which') after 'he word
days
and two
versions take the worii Antipas as a verb, avTiiira^
('thou didst contradict'); but tlicre is no probability that this is correct.
tliink it not
unlikely that 'twrlira In the gen. should be read.
Various allegorical interpretations of the name
are current, one making A. the withstander of
all, and identifying him with Timothy
another
descending as low as Antipas=Antipaiia. But the
name must in all likolihood be that of a real man,
and is probably a shortened form of Antipater.
:

'

;

'

'

;

WH

;

Autii>as does not occ«r In the list* of the 70 disciples
(Pseud. -Dorotheus, Solomon of Brtsra), but Andrcaa find Aretiias,
the conimentatore on the Auot^alypse, speak of lia\ ing read the
acts of hie martyrdom- These are to he found in the Acta
Sanctorum, April 11 (April, torn. ii. pp. 2, 4, an<I 9(i7). They are
rlietorieal and lato in th«ir present form, and ^ive no particulars of the saint's life
They represent him aa being cast
into a heated brazen bull <fi the temple of Artemis, by order
of a nameless governor dunniy Domitian's persecution.
He was
apparently Bishop of I'ergamum. According to one form of his
Acts (quoted by the Bollandists from a Sj/naxarion), he prayed
that those suffering from vjothache might be relieved at hia
tomb.
The bull in whicp he suffered was shown at Constantinople (CedrenuH, 500, -<i. Par.). In the Ethiopia calendar
hia day is the lUth of Miyazui.
J^J, K, jAMfiS.

ANTIPATER {'AvTlTa-oos).—A., son of Jason, was
one of two ambassadorn sent by Jonathan to the
Romans and to tlie Spartans to renew the friend'

ship

and the confederacy'

[I

Mac

12"' 14~).

J. A. Selbib.
CA^-ZTroT/xO, Ac 23".—
city at
the Juda.>an hills, on the road from

A

ANTIPATRI3
the foot of

Jerusalem to Ca\sarea founded by Herod the Great.
:

The various

notices of its position, in relation to
places near, are fully explained by placing this
city at the large ruined mound above the source
of the 'Auiah River, north-east of Julia.
This site
is now called M&s el 'Ain, ' the si)ring-head ; the
is
usual in Palestine, been
Greek name baring, as
The ruins include the shell of a large medilost.
ajval castle, which is jirobalily that called Mirabel
I'or a full discussion of this
in the 12th cent.
question, see SIVP vol. ii. sheet xiii. Jo.sephus has
been wrongly supposed to place Antipatris at
Caphar Saba, farther north (Ant. XIII. xv. 1,
XVI. V. 2 ; yyars, I. xxi. 9).
0. R. CONDER.
'

ANUB

(3)iv).—

A man

of

Judah

(1

Ch

4«).

See

Genealogy.

—

ANVIL (ci'5, a stroke, blow). The word occurs
with this meaning only in Is 41'. The anvil of
the East is a boot-shaped piece of metal inserted
Larger or
in a section of oak or walnut log.
smaller, it is used by tinsmiths, shoemakers, silversmiths, and blacksmiths.

The

description of the

metal worker in Is 4 1"-' is one that miglit have
been taken from the Arab workshop of the present
day. As the Oriental artisan has only a few sinijile
tools at

liis

command,

his

and uniformitv attained
machinery.

work lacks the

precision

West by elaborate
comment during the

in tlie

llt'nce vivacious
process of manufacture, and a feeling of triumph
at times when the article turns out according to
sample. The act of welding on the anvil, to which
the prophet alludes, is esp. a momeut of noisy

—

;
'

ANY
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APHEK

entluisiasm and mutual encouragement between
the smith and his fellow-workman on the other
side of the anvil. They then call out to each otlier
to strike more rapidly and vigorously, before the
metal cools, crying 'shidd\ shield'', the Arabic
equivalent of Isaiah's 'hazah'l 'be of good
courage
Then the term applied to the soldering
'tob' Arab. 'Cai/i/ib' that is, 'good'
is at once
a call to cease from further hammering, and a
declaration that the work ia satisfactory.
G. M. Mackib.
ANY.— 1. Being probably composed of an one,
and dim. ending y (old Eng. ig), 'any' means 'one

—

!

!

!

'.

—

all,' 'one of whatever kind.'
Of this orig.
meaning good examples are Ps 4' Who will show
?
3"
us any good
2 P
not willing that any should

to possess these grotesque

mimics of humanity

Hence the steady market
peacocks and ivory.

for

APELLES CAireW^s).—The name of a Christian
greeted by St. Paul in Ro lO'", and described as
the approved in Christ.' It was the name borne
by a distinguished tragic actor, and by members of
the household.
Most commentators quote also
llor. Sat. i. 5. 100, Credat Iuda:us Apella, nun ego.
See Lightfoot, Philippians, p. 172 Sanday and
Headlam, Uunuins, p. 425. For later traditions,
which are valueless, see Acta Sanct., April, iii. 4.
'

;

A. C. Headlam.

at

APH^REMA

'

'

'

perish.'
2. Any is not now used in the sin", without 'one,' 'more,' or the like, but we find Jer 23-^
'
Can any hide himself in secret places that I shall
not see him ? Ezk 7'' ' neither shall any strengthen

Jn 2^ etc. 3. Any thing as
all,' 'in any respect,' is found
2Ch9*''it (silver) was not any thing (RV 'was
;

'

Gal

;

5'

'

neit lier circum-

any thing' (RV 'anything'); Nu
17" 'Whosoever cometh any thing near unto the
tabernacle of the Lord shall die' (RV Every one
that cometh near, that cometh near unto the tab.
of the Lord, dieth'); and even (Ac 25*) 'neither
have I ofl'ended any thing at all' (RV 'have
I sinned at all').
4. Any ways = in any respect,
mod. anywise,' occurs Lv 20^ if the people ot the
land do any ways hide their eyes from the man
Nu 30" if he shall any ways make them void
(RV if he shall make them null and void ') 2 Ch
32'^ Cf. Pr. Bk. 'All those who are any ways
afflicted.'
J. Hastings.
cision availeth

'

.

.

'

'

'

'

'

;

APACE. — 'Apace' meant
is

it

used in

first

AV.

It occurs

2 S

IS'"

'And he came a.' (iiiSn tiVi) Ps 68" 'Kings of
armies did flee a.' (pYT pir, KV flee, they flee')
Jer 46° their mighty ones .
are fled a.' Also
in Ps 5S«, Pr. Bk. (and RV, v.')
like water that
runneth a.' and Sir 43'' He maketh the snow to
;

'

'

.

.

'

'

;

fall a.' {KaHffrevffe xi-l""^)'

Cf.

Ps in Metre 92'—

When

those that lewd and wicked
spring quickly up like ^raas.

ut

And workere of
do
*

'

iniquity
flourish all apace.*

{'Ardiiii).

concubine of Darius

APES

(D•!:^p,

11**.—

A

district

APHARSACHITES.—See next article.

—
I.

til.

2. 1.

Hastings.
Daughter of Bartacua, and
(I Es 4").

Hphtm,

APHARSATHCHITES

(K:?ncn5N Ezr 4», probably
Apharsachites,* K;:pn5x Ezr 5" 6'^).
A colony of the Assyrians in Samaria an eastern
people subject to the Assyrians. Ewald {H.I iv.
1878, p. 216) identifies them with the nopip-aKTjxoi
(Herod. L 101), a tribe of the Medes, dwelling on
the borderland between Media and Persia.

same as

the

llie

;

J.

Macpherson.

APHARSITES(K:p-irs!Ezr49).— One of the nations
transported to Samaria by the AssjTians. Otherwise unknown.
By many {e.g. Ewald, H.I. iv.
dts with the
216) supposed to be Persians ;
prosthetic k in the Heb. form.
Others have coniecturally identified
J.

Media.

them with the Parrliasians of
J. Macpherson.

J.

wtBriKot,

(?£:!< 'a fortress').— This was the name
of at least four places in Palestine.
1.
city whose king was slain by Joshua (Jos

A

where we should read with the LXX, 'the
king of Aphek in Sharon.' This is probably the
city mentioned in 1 S 4'.
The Israelites were
With
at Ebenezer, between Mizpeh and Shen.
common consent Mizpeh is located at A^eby Samwil,
but Shen is unknown, so Ebenezer and Aphek still
await identification. Kakon, in the plain of Sharon,
a strong position commanding the main entrance
to Samaria, would suit admirably, but no echo of
the ancient name has been heard in the district.
2. A city in the territory of Asher (Jos 13*
19™) from which the Canaanites were never
where it is written P'Sk).
expelled (Jg 1*'
Apparently in the vicinity of Achzib, its position
is uncertain.
A possible identification is 'Afka on
the Adonis, Nahr Ibrahim, but this seems to be
12"),

—

Gallop apac«, you fiery-footed steeds.'
Shaks. licnn. arid Jul.

Bmall weeds have grace, great weeds do prow apace.'
Rich. It I. ii. 4. 13.

APAME

Mac

APHEK

of all 'at a foot
pace,' i.e. slowly.
But before 1611 it had acquired
the opp. meaning, 'at a quick pace,' and in that

sense only

I

13',

nothing ') accounted of

.

CA<pelpefui),

taken from Samaria and added to Judoea by Demetrius Soter {Ant. XIII. iv. 9), probably that round
the city Ephraim.
C. R. Cos UElt.

'

himself so Zee
an adverb='at

apes as well as
G. E. Post.

rimtae).— Animals

of the simian type, imported by the merchant
navy of Solomon (1
10-=', 2 Ch 9-').
There is
no reason to believe that any one kind, or even
family, of apes is intended.
Many kinds were
known to the ancients, and the ships of Asia
and Africa constantly brought then, as they do
now, various species of apes and monkeys. Aristotle divides the simians into three groups the

K

—

the rlOriKot, and the itiKox^i^aXoi. But it is
that the translators of the LXX did not
understand <c^;3oi to be the equivalent of kOphim,
for they have translated the latter wiOriKoi.
As a
KTJ^oi,

clear

naturalist, Solomon would no doubt have wished
specimens of as many kinds as po.ssible of so curious
an animal as the ape, and, regui ad exemplar, it
would have been fashionable among his courtiers

too far north.
3.
spot, generally supposed to be in the plain
of Esdraelon, whence the Philistines advanced to
the battle of Gilboa (1 S 29'). Wellhausen and W.
R. Smith give reasons for thinking this identical
with 1 and G. A. Smith now agrees {PEFSt,
1895, 252).
If the identity is established, the

A

;

Philistines assembled in Sharon, and approached
If, however, they
Jezreel by way of Dothan.
moved from Shunem to Aphek, against Saul, the
place must be sought in some fortress westward
of Jezreel
the fountain near which Israel was
encamped being most likely 'Ain Jalud, at the N'.
base of Gilboa. I'uku'a, on the mountain itself,
'

'

;

hardly possible.
The scene of Benhadad's disastrous defeat
This place was in the misMr, nitr-?,
(1 K 2U'-''-'").
the table-land east of the Jordan, and is probably
identical with Fik, on the lip of the valley eastward
is

i.

• Koaters thinks that Apharsachites of KzT (>' 6'> is an offlcia)
title which the author of 4« has tuistaaen (or the name of a tribe
or country iUergtei v. I»r. 66 f.).

—

;

apiip:kah

APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE

of Kal'at el-flusn, overlooking the Sea of Gdlilee.
iu3t the lleb. word without the iniiial

was, not to inspire and lead into new paths of duty
and goodness, but to conline every enthusiasm and
new sjiiritual force within the narrow limits of a
traditional routine, and to close eveiy avenue of
danger with a llaming sword and the unvarying

File is

out occasionally one hears the natives call it
;
'Afik, when the ancient name appears entire. l'"roni
the edge of the valley eastward stretches the plain,
mUhdr, of Jauliin, where the great battle was
foQgbt. Here the Syrians again suli'ered defeat at
13"- »).
the hands of Joash (2
aleph

K

OTJC

LrrmiTTRB.— W. R. Smith,
pp. 278, 435 ; Wellhauseu,
d. Uex. p. 254, llul. p. 39; O. A. Smith, llint. Geofj.
Indej, and esp. Crit. lin. (1892), p. 409 f.
EwiNG.
Comp.

W.

APHEKAH
It

fied.

Aphek

A city not yet clearly identi-

been in the mountains of
15"), but is probably the same place

Judah (Jos
as

(••tijsi;).—

may have

W. Ewing.

1.

Thou shalt not.'
But Scribism had anotlier

prohibition:

'

APHIAH

'

U. St. J. Thackeray.
(TSi;).— One of Saul's ancestors (1 S 9').

APHIK (pcu).—A city of Asher
•a

Aphek

(Jg 1"), the same

2.

APHRAH. —See Beth-lk-Aphrah.
APOCALYPSE. — See Revelation.
LYP8E OF BARUCH.— See Bakuch.

APOCA-

APOCALYPTIC LITERATDRE.— No attempt to
study Christianity in its origins can dispense with
a knowledge of this literature. If we wish to
reconstruct the world of ideas and aspirations
which filled the heart of an earnest Jew at the
beginning of the Christian era, it is to this literature that we must have recourse for materials.
Although in its higher a.spect8 Christianity infinitely transcends the Judaism that preceded it,
yet in others it is a genuine historical development
from such Judai.sm. Christianity came forth from
the bosom of Pharisaic Judaism, and in Apocalyptic literature this form of Judai.sm found its
essential utterance.
The value, tlierefore, of such
literature is obvious.
From such writings, further,
we see how the great Pharisaic movement arose
how it in its turn had been a transformation and a
development of movements already at work in
the proi)hetic period. Thus Jewish Apocalypses
not only supply a history of religious beliefs in
the two pre-Christian centuries, but they also fill
up the otherwise unavoidable gap in the nistory of
Jewish thouglit, and constitute the living link
between the proiihetic teachings and ideals of the

OT

and

their fullilment in Christianity.

Apocalyptic took the place of Prophecy. The
Psalmist exclaims with grief
We see not our
signs
(here is no more any projjliet
neither is
there among as any that knoweth how long (Ps
:

:

'

:

'

74*).

But the immediate 8ucces.sor of Prophecy was not
Apocalj'ptic, but Scribism.
The task of the
scribes was to study the law and apply it to the
altered circumstances of the time. As a result of
their study and teaching, Israel was firmly established in its adhesion to the law.
But Scribism
could not satisfy the a.s|)iration8 of the nation.
In
one aspect we might describe it as an unpro<luctive
ago of criticism following a productive age of proplietic genius.
Its chief task was to study, discriminate, and systematise the products of i)ast
spiritual genius.
For ever engaged in distinguishing and criticising, it acquired the habits of caution
and fear as it lost those of courage and love. Its
maxims were mainly negative. Its higliest service

'

In times of

side.

oppression especially,

its ellorts were directed to
(inding an answer for hearts that were asking in
their anguish when God would visit and redeem
His people. By ignoring the fact that the prophetic accounts of an ideal future for Israel could
not be literally fulfilled after the fall o( the ancient
State, they easily found materials in the ni;uss of
unfullilled prophecy on which to build their hopes

anew.

By

literalising

APHERRi ('Ai^ppd), 1 Es 5".— His descendants
were among the sons of Solomon's servants who
returned with Zerubbabel. This name, with the
five preceding and two succeeding names, has no
equivalent in the parallel lists of Ezr and Neh.

109

symbolising what was literal and
what was hgurative, by various re-

arrangements and rea<ljustmcnts of the resulting
products, they were able to depict the future in a
certain chronological sequence, and arrive at this
desired consummation.
By such means Scribism
in some measure kept alive the hopes of the nation.
It was to this side of Scribism that Apocalyi)tic
was naturally related, although at the same time
it was to a certain extent a revolt against the other
and chief pursuit of Scribism. The higher ideals
and larger outlook of Apocalyptic failed in due
course to find room within the narrow limits of
Scribism ; and wliereas the anxious scrupulosities
of the latter were incompatible ^vith anything but
the feeblest inspiration and vigour, tue former
attested beyond aouljt the reappearance of spiritual
genius in the field of thought and action.
Our conception of Apocalyptic will become
clearer by observing wherein it agrees with, and

wherein

it differs

from,

OT

prophecy.

—

1. Prophecy and Apocalyptic agree in this
(1)
That they both claim to be a communication
through the Divine Sjiirit of the character and
will and purposes of God, and of the laws and

nature of
add,

man

Ilis

kingdom.

This,

it

is

needle.ss to

could not attain to by himself.

(2) But Prophecy and Apocalyptic were related,
not only in their primary postulate, but, at least
in the case of the later prophets, in similarity of
materials and method. Thus the eschatological
element which later attained its full growth in the
writings of Daniel, Enoch, Noah, etc., had already
strongly asserted itself in the later prophets, sucli
Not only the beas Is 24-27, Joel, Zee 12-14.
ginnings, therefore, but a well-defined type of this
literature had already establbhed itself in OT
prophecy.
2. But Prophecy and Apocalyptic differ in the
following respects
(1) I'rophecii still believes that this world is God's
world, and that in this world His goodness and
Hence the proiilict
truth will yet be justified.
addresses himself chielly to the present anu its
concerns, and when he addresses himself to the
future his prophecy springs naturally from the
present, and the future which he depicts is reganied
Thf A/ioin/i/jitic
as in organic connexion with it.
writer, on the other liand, almost wholly dfs/mirs
of the present ; his main interests are su/>ramundane. He cherishes no hope of arousing his
contemporaries to faith and duty by direct and
for though God spoke in the
personal ajipcals
past, 'there is no more any prophet.'
This
:

;

[>cK.simism and want of faith in the present, alike
in the leailcrs and the led, limited and defined the
form in which the religious ardour of the former

should manifest itself. They prescribed, in fact,
as a necessity of the age and as a condition of
successful ollort, the ado/dion of pstuidoni/mniis
And thus it is that the Aiiocalyptic
authorship.
writer approaches his countrymen with a work
which claims to bo the pioduction of some great

—
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6jrnre in the past, such as

Enoch, Moses, Isaiah,

Daniel, or Baruch.

Thus

two

characteristics of Apocalyptic have
transference of interest, from t he
present t/i the fntnre, fronTTIie mundane to the
Bnpra^mundane, and the adoption of pstudonymous
far

emerged

—the

aut liorshi p'

'

(2y Another feature of

Apocalyptic as distinguished from Prophecy was imposed upon it by the
necessities of the time, i.e. its_ijidpjinitdji_i/!i^f.r
vie w of the worldLsJiistor ii
Thus, whereasancient
Prophecy had to deal with temporary reverses at
the hands of some heathen power, Apocalyptic
arose at a time when Israel had been subject for
centuries to the sway of one or another of the
great world-powers. Hence, in order to harmonise
such difficulties with God's righteousness, it had to
take account of the r6le of such empires in the
counsels of God ; to recount the sway and downfall of each in turn, till, finally, the lordship of the
world passed into the hands of Israel, or the final
judgment arrived. The chief part of these events
belonged, it is true, to the past ; but the Apocalyptic
\vriter represented them as still in the future,
arranged under certain artificial categories of time,
and as definitely determined from the beginning
in the counsels of God, and revealed by Him to
His servants the prophets.
Determinism tkus
became -a-leatliag. chajmcteristic nf Jewish Ajwcalijptir. ; and ncrordinijly irs^oiirrjitinn of history,
as distinguishrii from that oj rrophecjJL, was
Tnetiu^iieal rather than ot:gjjfi^
(S^igain, Prophecy and Apocalyptic differ in the
harsher treatment dealt outtathe Jieathen jjs__tlie
finaJ4iuignients. Israel's repeated oppressions have
at last affected the judgment and insight of its
writers.
The iron has entered into their soul.
No virtue or goodness can belong to their heathen
oppressors, and nothing but eternal destruction can
await the enemies of Israel in the time to come.
The ruthless crueltythey had exp erienced, inspired
till 111 with a like nitlilefsnes.s to waxds-th« faithless
.

ami thu taitliluis iiiJiviiiual ; and expressions
descriptive of the future lot of such, which in prophetic writings had been limited in their scope to
the present liie, or were merely poetical exaggerations, were accepted by Apocalyptic writers as true
of the future, and often intensified because insufficient to satisfy their merciless hatred.
T hus
it wRH in thJH pprinH ^^lat-^e doc trine of the
future and eternal damnatiDiLaEItlie^QcEed. JE*s
delTnitely formul ated, and came to possess an unq^uesfioned atHHionty.
It is true that in later
times, as we discover from the Talmud, the severity
of this dogma was considerably moderated, but
only in favour of Israelites. No single mitigation
of the awful horrors foretold as awaiting the
wicked was extended to the hapless Gentile.
The foregoing will make the object of Apocalyptic easy of comprehension.
This J)biect,_^
natiiHi

.^>

shoxt^TCaatoJQlvejthe-riiffif.iiltiej. connected willi
_belief in Go<l'a di^liteousness, andthe^sulleiing

a

vOaiiltonof His servants on eartli. The righteousness of God postulated the temporal prosperity of
the righteous, and this postulate was accepted and
enforced by the law.
But the expectations of
material wellbeing which had thus been authenticated and fostered, had in the centuries immediately
preceding been falsified, and thus a grave contradiction had emerged between the old prophetic
ideals and the actual experience of the nation,
between the promises of God and the bondage and
persecution tney had daily to endure at the hands
of their pagan oppressors.
The difficulties thus
arising from this conflict between promise and
experience may be shortly resolved into two, which
concern respectively the position of the righteous
as a community and the position of the righteous

;

APOCRYPHA
man as an individual. The OT prophets had
concerned themselves chiefly with the former, and
pointed in the main to the restoration or resurrection
of Israel as a nation, and to Israel's
ultimate possession of the earth as a reward of
her righteousness. But, later, with the growing
claims of the individual, and the acknowledgment
of these in the religious and intellectual life, the
latter problem pressed itself irresistibly on the
'

'

notice of religious thinkers, and made it impossible
for any conception of the divine rule and righteousness to gain acceptance which did not render
adequate satisfaction to the claims of the righteous
individual. Thjia^iaorder to justify the.riglilsicusnesa oi (jQd,-tliei£-ivas piistiUatod the resurrection,
not only of the rigliteoua iiation_^buiaIso of^Ee
righteous
individualApocalyptic^
nTerefSTCl
strove to show that, alike in respect of the nation'
and of the individual, the righteousness of God
would be fully vindicated and, in order to justify
its contention, it sketched_in.X}utlme th e history of
the world and of mankind, the origin~of evinmd
its course, and the consummation of all things.
;

Thus, in

fact, it presented a Semitic_Ehilosophy of
rejigion.
The righteous as a nation sEouUTyef
possess" the earth either in an eternal or in a

temporary Messianic kingdom, and the destiny of
the righteous individual should be finally determined according to his works. For though amid
the world's disorders he might perish untimely, he
would not fail to attain through the resurrection
the recompense that was his due, in the Messianic
kingdom, or in heaven itself. The conceptions as
to the risen life, its duration and character, vary
with each writer.
The chief Apocalyptic writings which will be
treated of in this Dictionary are
1. Apocalypse
of Baruch, a composite work
written 50-90 A.D. in Palestine, if not in Jerus.,
by four Pharisees. Preserved only in S3rriac.
2. Ethiopic Book of Enoch, written originally
in Heb. by at least five ^Jasid authors, 200-64
B.C., in Palestine.
Preserved in Ethiopic and
partly in Greek and Latin.
3. Slavonic Book of Enoch, or The Book of the
Secrets of Enoch, \vritten by an Alexandrian Jew
about the beginning of the Christian era. Preserved only in Slavonic.
4. Ascension of Isaiah, a composite work written,
1-100 A.D., by Jevvish and Christian authors. Preserved in Ethiopic and partly in Latin.
5. Book of Jubilees, written originally in Hebrew
by a Pal. Jew, probably 40-10 B.C. Preserved in
Ethiopic, and partially in Hebrew, Syriac, Greek,
and Latin.
6. Assumption of Moses, written in Palestine,
probably in Heb. or Aram., 14-30 A.D., by a
Pharisee.
Preserved only in Latin.
7. Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs, a comSosite work written originally in Hebrew by two
evvish authors belonging to the legalistic and
apocalyptic sides of Pharisaism, 130 B.C.-IO A.D.,
and interpolated by a succession of Christian
writers down to the fourth century A.D.
Preserved in the ancient Greek and Armenian ver-

i

/

sions.
8. Psalms of Solomon,
written originally in
Heb. by a Pharisee (or Pharisees), 70-40 B.C.
9. Sibylline Oracles,
written in Greek hexameters by Jewish and Christian authors, 180 B.C.350 A.D.

LiTBRATTTRK.

—Hilpenfeld,

Die Jiidische Apokalyptik, 1867
1877 ; Smend, 'Jewish Apoca-

Drummond, The JeicUh Messiah,
l.l-ptic"

in

ZATW

(1S8S) pp.

222-260; Schjirer,

APOCRYPHA
'

The Apocrypha

UJP

II.

iiL

R. H. CHAKLKS.

"«iq.

The

title

'The Apocrypha," oi
by English-

of the OT,' is applied

—

—

APOCRYPHA

APOCRYPHA

Bpeaking Protestants to the following collection of
books and parts of books
:

BOOU.

i.

1

IL i EMlroa
UL Tobit
It. Judith
V.

The

....

...

(l^draa

ri.

Tii.

/iii.

Book

of Esther

lO^lC^]
The Wisdom of Solomon

Ad. Est

Wis

The Wisdom

of Jesus the aon of Sirach,
Ecclesiasticus

Barudi

.

or

...

.

vi. = The Epistle of Jeremv)
.
.
The Sonpof the Three Holy Children .
(i.e. Tlie Praver of Azarias and the Song

xi.

xij.
xiii.

xiv.

of Daniel]
of

Maccabees
2 Maccabee4
1

Bar
Ep. Jer

of

The History of Susanna
The History of the Destruction of Bel and the
Dragon
(ix. X. and xi. are the Additions to the Book
The Prayer

Sir

Three

...

the Three.]"
X.

En

Jth

rcat of the chapters of the

[Ch.

ll.

1

2 Es

Sus

........

Dn

Pr.Man

Vdlo.

'

Mao
2 Mao

:

1

for reference in the

later discussion, the following tables are given.
They represent the official Vulg. (ed. 1592) ; the
the Canon of Cyril, as a
two chief
of
;
representative of the view of the E. Church ; and (he
Hebrew. The books of our A. are printed in italics,
other uncan. books, not in the A., in capitals.

MSS

and

the other hand,

;

MSS of the LXX differ much in contents
For clearness and

Vn

are

history of the use of the word
Apocnjph/i in
reference to books and the history and significance
of the collection now so called.*
Witli these the
present article will deal in the following order
L The word Apocrypha.
1. The Hiildt-n Books of Judaism.
2. The words ijeniizim and hizo7iim,
8. The Hidden Books of Christianity, and the word
Ajificrypha.
U.

;

the extant

Mac

in Luther's Bible,

hXX.

not in the

:

Both the collection, and the use of the word
Apocrypha as its title, are distinctively Protestant,
though having roots in the history of the OT
Canon. The collection consists of the excess of the
Lat. Vulg. over the Heb. OT
and this excess is
due to the Gr. LXX, from which the old Lat.
VS was made. The ditrerence between the Prot. and
the Rom. Cath. OT eoes back, then, to a difference
The matter is
between Pal. and Alex. Jews.
complicated, however, by the fact that the Vulg.
was revised after the Ueb. by Jerome, and that
and order.

and 2 Es are not
4

'

Bel

Ad.

Manasses

1

is

and

couimonly present in the
LXX, but are not found in the Vulg. and A. Tlie
same is true of Ps 151. Further, the many more or
less signilicant variations of LXX from Heb. OT,
in text and order, do not appear in this comparison,
for, owing to Jerome, the Vulg. follows the Heb.
in the can. books, the LXX only in the case of
books not extant in Heb. The A., then, can be
said only in a general way to represent the
dili'erence between the Heb. and the Gr. OT.
The
books of the A. are treated in this Dictionary
individually under their titles. Under the headingApocrypha two matters require consideration tlie
3

To

(i.e.

thei=e,

2 Es

in

The Apocrypha in Judaism.
1. The Urij^in of the Collection.
a. The Work of the Scribes.
b. The A. in relation to the Ha^o^rapha.
Palestinian and Hellenistic elements in theA.
Use and Relation to the Canon.
a. In Hellenistic Judaism.
b. In Palestinian Judaism.
8. Its Relation to the
Religious Tendencies and
Parties of Judaism.
The Apocrj'pha in Christianity.
1. In the New Testnment.
e.

L

liL

Its

2.

In the Eastern Cliurcha. Orij^nal Usage.
b. Scholarly Theory.
e. Manuscripts.
d. Versions.

8.

In the Western Church.

LXX

«.

The

Ijitcr

Greek Churcb.

a.

Roman.

b.

Protestant.
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THE WORD 'APOCRYPHA.'—The

word

of his disciples, to await the time of their fulfilment

hidden,' was no doubt at first
applied to books in quite a literal sense, as the
designation, whether by those who hid them or by
those from whom they were hidden, of books kept
from the public. The hiding of a book was easy
when copies were few. It might be done upon two
opposite grounds. An exclusive sect might hide
its sacred books in order to keep from outsiders
the secret laws or wisdom which they contained ;
or I he religious authorities of a community might
hide books judged by them to be useless or harm-

would not be strange if he should give
knowledge for which the public was
not prepared. The Bk of Dan. is represented as
bavin" neen shut up and sealed by its author,

1.

ir6Kpv<pos,

meaning

'

The two grounds might indeed approach each
other in the case of books jud^'ed unfit for public
use, not because of the error, but because of the
depth and difficulty of their contents. Indeed, a
book judged wholly erroneous and harmful we
should expect the authorities to destroy rather
than to hide.
certain value, or at least a certain
doubt, should naturally be attached to books
hidden in this sense, wnile their peculiar value is
the reason for their being hidden in the former
which is, in all probability, the more original sense
of the Greek word.
From the place of secret books in Judaism and
in Christianity we may therefore hope to gain a
knowledge of the original sense ancl use of the
word and we shall find its first and proper application to be, not to the books of our A., but to the
ful.

A

;

(chiefly apocalyptical) literature

commonly

desig-

nated Pseudejnijrajj/ui.
1.

The Hidden Books of Judaism.— Esoteric

doctrines

and books do not belong properly

to the

Their home is in beatlienism, from
which, however, they gained a foothold from time
to time in Judaism.
The occult lore connected
with sorcery and magic, lurked beneath the surface
of old Israel's religiou. ife, but was condemned by
law and prophets (Dt iS™-, Lv 19^', Is 8" 19^ etc.).
No priestly religion, indeed, can be without a
Isr.

religion.

partly esoteric priestly tradition respecting rites,
their form, and perhaps their meaning. But it was
a characteristic of Judaism that it was based upon
a priestly law made public and openly adopted by
the people (Neh 8-10).
Yet Judaism did not
escape from the charm which mystery exerts over
the human mind. It was esp. in the after development's
of
OT wisdom literature under
Hellenic influence, on the one side, and of OT prophetic literature, under Pers. and Bab. influence,
on the other, that the idea of the superior religious
value of hidden things, mysteriously disclosed to the
favoured few, took possession of the Jewish mind.
Even Jesus, son of Sirach, the Palestinian, finds
it the chief task of the wise man to discover the
'apocrypha, the hidden things, of wisdom and of God
14»> 39»- '), and thinks that the hidden things of the
world are greater than the manifest (43'").
Apocrypha' was for him a word of honour (yet see
3i"-» and 24»-»<).
But it was esp. in Hel. circles
that the love of hidden things was cultivated.
Philo presents the results of his deepest study and
reflexion, and of his highest insight, in the form of
an exposition of the Pent., making of this a hidden
book, which only the initiated could understand.
There was, however, another way in which the
love of hidden things and reverence for antiquity
could be a<ijusted. Instead of hidden meanings in
openly published books, it was possible to think
or pnvate teachings, by the side of the public,
committed by patriarch or prophet to the few, and
handed on to the present in a secret tradition, or a
hidden book.
Tnis was the procedure of those
Pal. Jews who were interested in the secrets of
the fntnre, and in prophecy. The beginnings of
the production of hiilden books along this line can
be easily traced. If a prophet committed tlie
record oi openly spoken predictions to the keeping
'

(

'

(Is 8'°), it

them

fuller

'

'

until, long after its writing, the time came for its
publication (Dn l'^*-*). "This may well be called
'
the fundamental passage for the conception of

apocrypha.'' Daniel appears as the publication
of a book hitherto hidden.
The justification of
the claim lies in the revelation of the mysteries
of Israel's future which it contains, and in the
mysterious manner in which the revelation is made
in Wsions, through angels.
It is indeed, in part,
an interpretation of the hidden sense of Jer 25"
29'° (Dn 9), but the interpretation is given by an
angel. The way was prepared for Daniel by the
later prophets, in whom the vision of hidden things
plays an increasingly important part.
Ezekiel's
vision (ch. 1) became the favourite and fruitful
study of Jews who loved mysteries.
Zee contains similar material.
But the chief development
of apocalyptical literature followed Daniel.
Great
numbers of books were put forth during the cent,
before and the cent, after Christ, in the name of
patriarchs or prophets, as books that had been
hidden.
They contain esp. disclosures of the
mysteries of the spirit world, of the future of
Israel, and of the abode and fortunes of the dead.
In one of these books the tradition is related
that Ezra was inspired to dictate to his scribes
the sacred books that had been burned at the
destruction of Jerus.
In forty days they wrote
ninety-four books. And when the forty days were
ended, the Most High spoke, saying The earlier
books that thou hast written, publish openly, and
let the worthy and the unworthy read them
but
the last seventy thou shalt keep, that thou mayest
deliver them to the wise of thy people for in them
is the spring of understanding and the fountain of
»%-isdom and the stream of knowledge' (2 Es 14"-").
In the 70 esoteric books, valued more highly by
the writer than the 24 books of open scripture,
we have the original conception of apocrypha.
The character of these books may be accurately
known from those that have survived, e.g. Enoch,
Assumption of Moses (in part), the Apoc. of
Baruch, and 2 Est itself.
Their material is
'

:

;

;

largely foreign to Isr. traditions, and was commonly felt to be 80. Yet traditional it must, in
the nature of the case, have been, and only in a
very limited degree the free invention of the
writers.
That its source is, in an important
measure, to be found in the Bab. and Pers. religions, is highly probable.
If we ask in what circles of Judaism these books,
or the writings or traditions that lie behind them,
were current, various lines of evidence point toward the obscure sect of the Essenes.
They
possessed a secret lore and hidden books, and took
oath to disclose none of their doctrines to others,
and to preserve equally both the books of their
sect and the names of the angels' (Jos. BJ n.
viii. 7).
In regard to the contents of their secret
books we are not left wholly in the dark. Jos.
says that the Essenes derived from the study of
the writings of the ancients (can. ?) a knowledge
of the healing properties of plants and stones (§ 6),
an<l that bj' reading 'the holy books' they were
able to foretell future tilings (§ 12).
He also ascribes to them an elaborate doctrine of the pre'

'

'

KT

* Zahn, Gach. d.
Kanoiu, t. 1S5, cf. 124 1., who, however,
does not put this observation to itfi natural uee.
t Notice the different applications given to the titles, 1 and 2 Ea,
in LXX, Vnlg. and Enjr. A.
Still other confusions appear in
certain SISS. Misunderstanding would be avoided by calling
= Vulg. 3 F^ LXX 1 E-s] Greet Ezra, and 2 St [ = Vulg.
1 Es
4 EsJ the Apocalj-pse of Ezra (i.e. properly ch. ^14), oi
[

4 Ezr.

;

—
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existence of souls, and of the lot of good and bad
When, therefore, we find
Bools aft«r death (§ 11).
in books like Enoch, the Assumptio Mosis, and
4 Ezr, disclosures of the secrets of nature and of
history, lists of angels, descriptions of heaven and
hell, and of the experiences of the soul after death,
beside other Essenic marks, such as the praise of
asceticism and the unfavourable estimate of the
second temple, the opinion seems not unfounded
that ' their secreli literature was perhaps in no
small degree made use of in the Pseudepigrapha,

book of the Canon. Thus a worn-out roll of a
sacred scripture was
hidden,' perhaps because,
though unhtted for use in the synagogue, it wn^
yet sacred and not to be destroyed (Mishna Sabli.
IX. 6
Sanh. x. 6). But the word was commonly
used in reference to the question wliether some
book should be withdra^vn from the class of
sacred Scriptures. Thus there were Ivabbis who

and has through them been indirectly handed
down to us' (WeUhausen). To attribute the
apocalyptical literature exclusively to Essenism,
however, as Jewish scholars wish to do, is without
historical justification.
It is true tliat a relationship of Essenism with Zoroastrianism is probable (Lightfoot, Colossians ; Cheyne, Expository
Timet, iL 202-8, 248-63 Bainptun Led. pp. 417-21,
445-49); and Zoroastrianism treasured secret
books, some of which certain Christian Gnostics
claimed to possess. It is probable also that the
foreign (heathen) character of these books was felt
by many, since Judaism never gave these books
ofBcial sanction
and no apocalypse after Dn was
preserved in Hebrew.
Nevertheless, the foreign
elements here dominant reach far back into OT
literature and, on the other hand, Essenism was
much more closely related to Pharisaism than to
Zoroastrianism, being, in the first place,
only
Pharisaism in the superlative' (Schiirer). If the
Essenes are to be understood historically as Bira|)ly
more consistent protestants against the highpriesthood of the Maccabtean princes than the
Pharisees,
carrying their protest to the point of
refusing sJl participation in the temple service,
then in the Hasida^ans of 1 Mac 2" V^- we have
the roots of both Pharisaism and Essenism, and
the Book of Dn would stand near the beginning
of each.
The Messianic hope is the genuinely
Jewish element in the apocalypses. That this had
a far larger place in tne mind of the Pharisee
during the two centuries preceding the destruction
of Jems, than it had after that event,
and esp.
after Akiba's death,
is evident to all but Jewish
scholars, who are apt to judge of the whole postexilic period by the Talmud.
The apocalyptical
literature in question was, then, in all probability
falued and cultivated by Pharisees, certainly by
some circles of Pharisees, as well as by Essenes.
Indeed, in spite of its rejection by rabbinical
Judaism, germs of it survived, and afterwards
came to new life, in the late Jewish Kabbala, or
secret philosophy (12th cent.).
It is a striking fact that while official Judaism
rejected these hidden books, and declared for tlie
exclusive recognition of the 24 books of the
Canon, it yet proceeded to claim for itself the
possession of an oral law which Moses delivered to
Joshua when he gave the Pent, openly to Israel, and
which passed on through the hands of the elders,
the prophets, the men of the Great Synagogue, to
an unbroken succession of scribes (Pirke Aboth),
until it came to writing in the Mishna, and then
in ',he Talmud. By the theory of a secret tradition
the scribes sought to give their law the authority
of MoseB, and yet account for its late appearance.
;

;

;

'

—

—

—

2.

The Words 'Genuzim' and

The designation
we do not know.

'

uizonim.'

of these hidden books in

—

II eb.

A Heb. synonym for irbKpiKf^oi
but this word and the verb ui are used
in theTalm., not of thesecret books just described,
bnt nsually of a hiding, by the authorities, of
books judged unfit for pulilic use. A possible
exception is the report<;d 'hiding' by Hezekiah of
a book of medical lore, in order that the sick
might call rather upon God (Mishna Pesach iv. 9).
But It was commonly used with reference to some
is O'njj

;
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'

;

wished to 'hide' Pr, because of its contradiittions
Ca, because of its seculr.r character
Ec,
because of its heresies. But tL.j objections were
The case of Ksc was more
in every instance met.
serious, and it is not improbable that it was put in
the class of genuzim for a time among certain
circles, though we have only the evidence of sonic
Christian lists of the Canon, which claim (or secnii
to follow the instructions of Jews (esp. Melito. Sue
;

;

below).
If there existed at any time a class of books
called genuzim, the Talmudic use of the woul
would lead us to expect that it would contain
the books nearest to the Canon in authority oi
common esteem: books which once stood within
the circle of sacred writings, or made a fair claim
to stand there ; in other words, books like tlie
antilegomena of early Christian use. If there weie
such a class, Sir and 1 Mac, if not To and Jtli,
should stand in it ; but the word is never applied
to these books in extant writings. This is not, indeed, a proof that it was not so used j and the testimony of Origen suggests that it was. He says
that the Jews had bidden Sus and other books
from the people, while Jth and To, they ha*! told
him, they did not possess even among their hidden
books, or apocrypha (Ep. ad A/ric).
For writings that stood wholly outside of the
circle of sacred books, esp. for the books of heretics
such as the Samaritans, the Sadducees, and Chris
tians (DT? "!?P), the Rabbis had another name,
hizonim (D'j'isn d-!;t)> I't. 'external' or 'outsi.lu'
books. 'The danger to Judaism of the reailing of
these books led Akiba, who had himself been
' Whoattracted by them, to prohibit thuir use.
ever reads in the sepnnrim hizunim has no part
Books, on the other hand,
in the world to come.
like Sir and other such, which were composed
after the age of the prophets had been closed, may
be read just as one reads a letter.' * Sir, then,
and otner such books, are not hizonim in Akiba's
view, the correctness of which is evident from the
free use of Sir by Rabbis in Pal. for a century and
a half after Akiba, and in Babylon still later

appears that the maintenance of a middle
between sacred and profane involved
dangers, and it was finally decided that he who
reads a verse which is not out of the 24
books of sacred scripture, his oll'enoe is as if he
had read in the sepkarim hizonim' (Midr. r.
Num. S 14, and at Koheleth 12'^ cf. Jer. Sabb. 16).
It is possible that this practical transfer of books
like Sir into the class of hizonim may have obscured the evidence of their having once been in
the cla-ss of ijenuzim.

But

it

class of txioks

'

3.

The Bidden Books op Christianity and

Word

—

ArocRvriiA.' Christianity was at its
beginning, even less than Judaism, a religion of
mysteries, to be hidden by the few from the nuiny.
Christ's words in Lk 10", Mt ll" ('hidden'
from the wise, revealed to babes), were a diuct
If there aic
contrailiction of esoteric religion.
aiiocrj'plia, hidden things, they ore to be made

THE

'

4", Lk 8",
In Christ the hidden

known (Mk

cf.

Mt

13").

wisdom

of

God had become

manifest, and the mysteries of the coming of His
• For this renderinff by Qrmetx of ft corrupt t«xt (.Sanh. x. 1.
Ilubl. Canon and Trzt of (IT.
anil Ihc Bab. and Jtr. Talm.),
Tbo Jer. Taltn
p. 8; and cf. HamburKPr, Ural-Encye. ii. 6Sff.
illustration
of
tlio
h^onim.
aH
an
\;i\vH Sirach

ve

;
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kingdom were disclosed by its realisation. Yet
this faith gained a slow and hard victory.
In two
ways the love of mysteries and of tlie books that
contained thera was fostered.
(a) The Christian religion made its start in the

wholly aside, and to apply allegory
to set the
Gnosticism,
to the person and history of Christ.
indeed, based and pushed its claims on the ground
and,
with
its
rejection
of apostolic authority,
o!
the OT, it was even the first to feel the need of
new authoritative scriptures. But it established
its position (1) by requiring an allegorical interpretation of the commonly received apostolic
writings, making them books of hidden import
(2) by claiming to possess, besides the open apos
tolic writings, a secret apostolic tra.lition (Basilides
and Valentinus claim to derive their secret gnosis
from pupils of St. Paul ; the Ophites, from a pupil
of St. James, etc.); (3) by the production of grea,t
numbers of books, chiefly gospels and acts of the
various apostles ; * (4) by the claim (like that of
Hel. Judaism) to immediate prophetic inspiration,
so that prophets and apocalypses played in some
Gnostic communities an important part, though few
traces of Gnostic apocalypses remain.
Hel. Gnosticism stands as the extreme conIt retrast to the Jewish apocalyptic tendency.
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Jewish world in close connexion with the Messianic
ideas as they had been developed, esp. in the apocalypses, from Dn onwards. Jewish Christians clung
to the Jewish apocalyptic literature, modifying
indeed

references to the person of the Messiah,
for His earthly life and death, but
feeling the less need of radical changes because the
proper fulfilment of the Messianic hopes was connected, not with the first, but with the second
coming of Christ. This led, naturally, less to the
production of new Christian revelations than to
the keeping and Christian editing of the old.
Jewish patriarchs and prophets were in this way
made to testify to the truth, and to forecast the
future, of Christianity.
Thus the Book of Enoch
and the Apoc. of Ezra were used as authentic
revelations by many Church Fathers.
Jewish
apocalypses of Abraham, Moses, Elijah, Is, Jer,
Barueh, and others in great numbers, in part
extant, but chiefly known to us only by name,
were treasured by early Christianity.
Even when apocalypses in the names of Christian
apostles were put forth, their material was of
necessity largely traditional and Jewish in origin.
These books, then, Jewish and Christian, are the
earliest apocrypha of Christianity (cf. the lists
below).
They are books usually put forth as
having been hidden (the pseudepigraphic form),
and always contain accounts of hidden things
miraculously disclosed. In the latter sense even
the Apoc. of St. John is called ' a*" by Gregory of
Nyssa {Or. de Ordin. ii. 44) and by Epiplianius
{Hair. 51).
The cultivation of such 'hidden'
books by no means belonged at first to heretical
sects, but was characteristic of early Christianity
in general.
It was opposed chiefly by those who
fell under Gr. influence ; but among them another
sort of mystery took the place of the Jewish
apocalyptic, namely, the Gr. gnosis.
\b) As Je'vrish Christians made Christianity less
tho fulfilment than the reaffirmation of Jewish
hopes, so Hel. Christians made it less the solution
of the mystery of existence than a new, supreme
mystery. Christ was made the central figure in
one case in Je^vish eschatology, in the other
Greek
its

making room

'

m

—

cosmology.
St. Paul's lan^age in 1 Co 1 and 2 discloses the
existence in Corinth of those who valued a hidden
wisdom more than his gospel of the crucified Christ.
Aj>d later, at Colossas, St. Paul urges, against an
essentially Gnostic tendency, as the word of God,
'the mystery which hath been hidden from the
a{,'es and from the generations, but now hath been
mitni/ested to his saints' (1^).
The mystery of
G'ld is ' Christ, in whom are all the treasures of

wisdom and knowledge hidden

'

(awiKpvipot, 2*).

The

special Colossian gnosis, with its worship of angels,
it* asceticism, its visions, and its secret doctrines,
reminds us of Essenism. The strongest influence
ou the development of a secret Christian gnosis

came, however, from Alexandria Gnosticism being
indeed 'nothing but a Christian Hellenism' (Har:

nack).

OT

nounced the OT on which the Apocalypse rests,
and rejected the coming of Christ, the resurrection,
and tne earthly kingdom, in which the Apoc.
centres.
Yet both make of Christianity a mystery,
and claim for the books that unfold the mystery
From these two sources came
especial sanctity.
multitudes of a*" books into Christian use. They
were called A. by those who valued them, for the
word contained no necessary disparagement, but
and they
described the character of the books
were by no means condemned at the outset as
heretical.
The Book of Enoch is directly cited by
Jude (w."""), who also uses the Assumption of
Moses (v.^). From such books may have come
other citations and references which are not found
The
in known books (see Origen's view below).
Book of Enoch was used as a genuine and sacred
Barnabas,
Irena^us,
Tertullian,
book by the Ep.
Tertullian says, indeed,
and Clement of Alex.
that it was not received by some Christians. He,
;

however, defends its reception {i.e. among the
books of sacred Scripture) by appealing to Jude
and explains its absence from the Heb. scriptures
by saymg that the Jews rejected it, as they did
an
other books, because it spoke of Christ,
explanation not, indeed, wholly unhistorical.
Clement of Ale.x. uses Ass. Mos. and 4 Ezr, and
also many other prophetic A. unknown to us.
He was a warm defender of the value of secret
traditions, and used not only Jewish, and even
heathen, but Christian secret books. He believed
in a secret tradition entrusted by Christ to His
disciples, and valued it highly {Strom, i. 11. 13. 14
V. 60-4).
Some of these traditions were preserved
in secret books, among which he cites certain a""
gospels and acts. Though he knows that heretics
make a bad use of such books {Strom, iii. 29), yet
his view oi A. &8 a, whole is extremely favourable.
Origen is more discriminating. He finds a use for
A. in NT interpretation. In 1 Co 2», 2 Ti 3»,
He 11", Mt 23"-" 27" he finds references to a"
books, and says that 'not all A. current in the
name of holy men are to be received on account of
the Jews, since they perhaps invented some for the
destruction of our true Scriptures and the confirmation of false doctrines
but not all are to be rejected, since some pertain to the demonstration of
our Scriptures' (Comment, on Mt 23-'*). Origen
seems, however, to have been influenced in his use
of the word by the Jewish genuzim, for in his Evist.
ad Afric. he speaks of Sus as made a"" by
Jewish authorities, though the Christian Church
Jth and To, he says,
did not so regard it.
the Jews do not possess even among their A.
;

—

;

;

As the Jeisnsh Apocalypse furnished one way of
the new faith with the old, Hel.
allegorical interpretation supplied another ready
means of finding Christ and Christianity in the
; thus making of it, as PhUo did, a hidden book.
But the allegorical method was capable of a further
nse.
The Gr. Christian was less concerned to find
Christianity in the
than to find Gr. philosopliy
It wa." not an unnatural eflort,
in Christianity.
af(er St. Paul, and in apparent connexion with him.

uinnecting

OT

OT

• See Lipsius in Smith and Wace, Diet. 0/ Chrittian Biog.
arU. Gospels' aud AcU of Apostles.*
'

*

'

'
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These books are not •secret' in the proper sense,
and cun be called A. only in the sense of being
withdrawn from publicity, and so from canonicity.

aniah, (13) Apoc. of Zachariah, (14) .\\k>c. of Ezra. (15) Historj- of
James, (10) Apoc. of Peter, (17) Itinerary and TeachinL'S of the
Apostles, (18) Epistle of Barnabas, (lit) Acts of Paul, (liU) .Xpoc.
of Paul. (21) Didascaliaof Clement, (22) Didascalia of Ignatius,
(23) Didascalia of Polycarp, (24) Gospel ace. to Barnabas, (25)
Gosjiel ace. to Matthew.
With reference to these lists, it is to be noticed that they
contain in general just those books, Jewish and Christian,
which were put forth in the first place as A. in the proper
sense. Not the application but the interpretation of the word
is changed, in accordance with a changed estimate of the books.
Once vahied by some as even super-can., they are now set apart
not only from the Canon, but from the class of books that are
good for private reading. Nevertheless, they still stand in a
recognised class by themselves under the old" title Apocrypha,
and are distinct not only from secular or heathen books, bvit
from later heretical literature. The great part they played in
early Oburcb history has so much recognition.

The defence of A. proper became more and more a mark of
Even Orijren in ProL in Cant, ai^ues for their exhereay.
clusion, because of the corrupt traditions, contrary to true faith,
which they contain. They were long current in Gr., but
found no pennanent place in the LXX, though the Oriental
VSS received some of them, and one became current in lAt.,
though Vulg did not give it recognition (4 Ezr).
tUilcmter of Brescia (on Heresies, c. 3S3-391 A.D.) condemns
the heresy which accepts only A., i.e. secrets of prophets and
but he would allow A. to be read
apostles, not can. scrii'tures'
* /or the sake of manners by the perfect,' not in the church, and
Dot b^ all.
PruciUianut (tract iii.) ar^efl, from the generally accepted
account of the restoration of the can. books by Ezra in 4 Ezr 14,
for the value of the 70 secret books also, including 4 Ezr
Epiphanxnt also justilics by the same reference the
it«cif.
use of vanous a»i hooka, which he thinks were translated by the
Seventy in addition to the canonical.
The conviction, however, (rnulually prevailed tliat the cultivation of secret books was dangerous, both because of the errors
they contained and because of the sectarianism ttiey fostered.
There could be no Catholic Church so long as sects could claim
to possess either new revelations or a secret apostolic tradition.
Secret doctrines and hooka were cut off by the two principles,
that valid inspiration was limited to the apostolic age, and that
only the books generally received in the churches were genuinely
apostolic.
No doubt a sense of the unchristian character of
tfee books in question worked, together with the growing conviction that their jKtssession was uncatholic, to bring about
their condemnation. The gradually prevailing Catholic principle {quod xtbique, quod snnpcr, quod ab omniOwi) would give
to th* very word apocryphu* the meanings : false, spurious,
'

;

heretical.

principle that only what the churches generally receive
apostolic is found in the Muratorinn Fragm^it (2i-id ctnt.).
/r^TUPUJ stands early in the line of this growing Catholicism.
Ue opposes the theory, which Clem. Alex, defends, of the
existence and value of secret traditions (ii. 27. 2, iii. 2. 1, 3. 1,
14. 2, 15. 1), and condemns the 'countless multitude of a^
and spurious writings* which the Marcosians, appealing to
Dn 12v, claim to possess, but which they really fabricate for
themselves. £1 ege-tippus &\bo spc&ks of 'the so-called A.' (i.e.
BO called by the heretics themselves), and says that 'some
of them were written in his own time by certain heretics' (Eus.
iv. 22. 8).
Terttiilian charges the heretics with adding to
Scripture 'secrets of A., hlosphenious fables '(/£e«tir. CarvjisOS);
and writes a vigorous polemic against the Gnostic claim to
possess a secret tradition (prcescr. 22-27). He applies the word
apocrj/phu* to an apoc. which he regards as spurious (Sliepherd),
but not to Enoch, which he (as well as Irenieus) regards as
genuine (de fmdic. 10, de anima, 2). Cyril of Jerua., in his
Catechetics (iv. 83-6, ab. 348 a.d.), uses the word of all
Jewish books except the 22 which are openly read In the
churches. Cyril's insistence that the A., t.e. the books not
read in the churches, are not to be read even in private, is
evidently aimed against the distinction of three classes of books
those read in church, those read privately, and those wholly
rejected. This distinction is as old as the Muratorian Fragment,

The
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which puts the Shepherd in such a middle class. It is implie(i
by Origen, in his discrimination amon^ A. It is definitely
formulated by Athananus, who, in his 39th Easter Letter
(367 A.D.), gives the name A. only to the third class of books
written by heretics as pleased their fancy, and i»ut forth as
Athanasius gives no list of
old, to lead astray the Hiniplo.
these A., but Later lists teach us the current understanding
of the word.

The Latin Church was further removed from the
traditional use of the word, and it is not strange
that we find there various novelties in its ajjplication.
The greatest extension of its use is fount] in
the Decretnm Gelasiit which presents a list of IJibl.
books tliat may be regarded as that of the Rom.
Synod of 382, under Damasus, After lists of (JT
and NT, and a list of patristic works approved by
the Church, follows, under the heading Notitia
librorum apocryphorum qui non recipiuntury a list
of some 60 titles.
Only
A. are given, and to
these are added (perhaps in later reWsions of the
work) a miscellaneous collection of books con-

NT

demned by the Church, including even the works
of Kusebius, Tertullian, Clement of Alex., etc., lo
each of which, as to the earlier list, the adjective

apocnjjthus

(patriarch of Constantinople

fonn which originated in Jerus. about 860,
contains a stichometric list of Biblical books which has inner
marks of a much earlier dat« (Zahn, 'perhaps before 6U0'). It
contains (1) the can. books of OT and of NT; (2) the antileffomena of OT and of NT; (8) A. of OT and of NT. Under
the last heading the following list Is given -.—Apocrypha of
OT: a)Eno<:h, (2) Patriarchs, (3) Prayer of Joseph, (4) Testament of Moses, (5) Assumption of Moses, (6) Abram, (7) Eldad
and Modwl, (8) Elijah, the prophet, (0) Zcnhaniah, the prophet,
(10) Zocbariah, father of John, [UJ PBeu(iepignn)ha of Hanich,
Habakkuk, Ezekiel, and Daniel. Apocrypha of y f :(1) Itinerary
of Paul. (2) Itin. of Peter, (3) Itin. of John, (4) Itln. of Thomas,
f6) GoBjiel according to Thomas, (f>) Teaching of the Apostles,
(7, 8) Clement's [two Epistles], (9) [Epistles] of Ignatius, of
Folycarp, and of Hennas.
Of the A. of OT, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5 are. In whole or in part,
extant ; Nos. 3, 7, 8, 9 are cited as genuine by Urigen or some
still older Church l-'ather.'
They are all Jewish apfK-alypses,
Ce. A. in the earliest sense, but the word now carries an
adverse Judgment.
This list is repeated tn the so-called
Synopjtit of Athanojiiiui.
Similar, but in some degree independent, is the summary of ^. in the anonymous Lint of tixty'
can. hooks, which may represent the views of the Ejistei-n
Church In the 7th cent.
After the can. books follows the
and then
Intermediat* class of thotie outtide of the irixty
* apocrypha'
as follows :—<1) Adnm. (2) Enoch. (:t) Lame<'h, (4)
Patriarchs, (5) Prayer of Joseph («) P:iilail and .M<^Mlad, (7) Testament of Moses, (8) Assumption of Moses. (0) Psalms of Solomon,
(10) Apoc. of EUiJah, (11) Vision of Isaiah, (12) Apoa of Zcph*

'

'

;

is

added.

Almost equally novel

in Christian usage is
Jerome's extension of the word in the opposite
direction to cover the books of our A., though
this rests upon Heb. usage, as we know it from
Origen.
Quidquid extra hos [the 22 books of
Heb. Can.] est, inter a.Tri>Kpv<pa esse ponemium
(Prologus Galeatus).
Jerome, in practice, however, gives to our A. an intermediate position (see
below), in substantial harmony with Jiujinus, who
attempted to introduce the Eastern tlireefuld division into the West, and gave the name apocrypha
to the third class.
The Western Church, however, did not adopt
the threefold division. Against Jerome's theory,
Neitber
it included the second division in the first.
did it extend the word apocrypha to heretical books
in general, but retained practically its orifrinal
Another Western novelty, howapplication.
ever, maintained it.self through the middle ages,
namely, the interpretation of the word aporryphu.t
as meaning obscurity of origin or authorsliip.
According to Augustine, the A, were so called
because their obscure origin was not clear to the
Fathers' [de Civ. Deiy xv. 23), and he oj)])oscs this
explanation to the idea of heretics, that they 'are
to l»e held in a certain secret authority' (c. Faust,
This brought confusion, for the word IkkI
xi. 2).
come to mean practically non-can., but obscurity of
So,
origin was not a corresj)onding concejition.
during the middle ages, it was variously inodilied
by extending the idea of obscurity or unctTl.ainty
from the authorsliip to the truth of a book, or to
its reception by common consent of the Chnrch.
Jth, a"" in the sense that its autlior is unknown, was received (can.) because its truth is
evident (Hugo de St. Caro, 1240). Job, a"' in llie
same sense, is in the Canon because not uncertainly
confirmed by the authority of the Church (Hugo ite
St. Victore, d. Il-H).
The usage of I'rotestantism is prepared by
Carlstadt in his Pe canoniris scnpfuns, 1.V20.
He
reviews the opinions of Augustine and .lerorne. and
bitter
intiTin respect both to the
sides with the
jtretation of the word and its api)lication to our
uncertainty
of authorsbij*, but simply
Not
A.
noD-canonicity, is the meaning of the word apocry'

•
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ohcU.
He applies the word to the books of our A.
as an adjective, not as a title. Throui^h Protestant
edd. of tne Bible, beginning with Luther, the word
came, by a natural misunderstanding, to be regarded aa the title of this particular collection,
and the word pseudepigraplia' was used of the
A. proper, which neither Jerome, Carlstadt, nor
Luther thought of depriving of their old name.
On the other hand, the name Apocrypha,' to
which a bad sense adhered, contributed to a gradually diminishing regard for the books now so called.
Conclusions. (1) The word apocryphal was used
before the Eeformation quite consistently of a
certain class of books, namely, the Jewish and
Jewish - Christian Apocalypses, which we call
Pseudepigrapha, and the Apocrypha of the NT,
still 80 called, made up largely of the books of
Gnostic and other sects. These are properly secret
or hidden books in their formal claim and in their
contents, if not originally in their actual use.
(2) Jewish Rabbis applied a synonymous word,
genuzim, to books hidden,' i.e. withdrawn and
withheld from public (synagogue) use by the
Jewish authorities, and so made nncanonical.
This 'hiding' (the verb is used more often than
the adjective) might happen to books in no sense
Through Origen and
of hidden origin or meaning.
Jerome, the Jewish word seems to have had some
influence upon the Christian.
(3) The Catholic Church, however, did not first
'

'

—

'

make books

a"^

by excluding them from the Canon

(the verb is not used), but it decided that the
A. already existing under that name were not to
be regarded as sacred scriptures, since publicity and
universality were marks of genuineness and truth.
The secret books of sects were, as such, spurious

and

false.

was therefore easy to forget that A. was
the original name of these books, and to regard
it as expressing the judgment of the Church concerning them. Those books were hidden which belonged
to sects, which lacked common, open usage by
the Church. A'^ meant, not received by the Church.
But since books which the Church received were
thereby proved apostolic, a non- apostolic and
obscure origin was a mark of A.
(5) Protestantism went over to the Jewish usage,
applying the word to the books withdrawn by it
from the commonly accepted Canon, though this
no longer meant withdrawn from public reading and
common use, but only from full authority for
doctrine. Protestants thus came to apply the word
to books used with the canon in church service, not
disapproved but recommended as good and useful,
not secret or hidden in origin, meaning, or use.
The evil name, however, helped to lower the first
estimate of the books.
(4) It
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1.

Origin of the Collection. In order to understand the origin and historical significance of the
collection of Dooks which we call the A., it is
necessary to survey the work of the Jewish scribe,
for in the scribe the literary history of Judaism
centres.

—

This can, in
{a) The Work of the Jercish Scribes.
a general way, be divided into (A) the collecting
and editing of the sacred books, (B) the production
of new books.
The transition between the two

was made by the

tr. or paraphrasing, and the
More particuinterpretation of the sacred books.
larly, (A) the scribes collected and edited (1) the
Law (2) the Prophets, 'former' and 'latter' (,3) the
re.st of the religious literature of the nation, the so(B 1) In connexion with this
called Hagiographa.
3rd Canon, which contains some independent work
of the scribes, the production of other books of
similar character was encouraged {e.ff. the A.);
;2) with the Maccalwean crisis came a revival of
;

;

and the production of books interpreting
and imitating those of the 2nd Canon (apociilypses,
pro]ihecy,

or apocrypha proper) (3) the interpretation ot the
1st Canon, the Law, always a chief task of the
scribes, was especially stimulated after the destruction of Jerus., and resulted in the Mishna
;

and Talmud.
The synagogue was the centre of the scribe's
literary activity and the centre of the synagogue
The religious instruction of
service was the Law.
the people in the religion of the law was his aim.
His collection of other sacred books was for the
;

sake of their public reading in the sj-nagogue
service, in exposition and enforcement of the Law.
Such public reading was the mark and meaning of

The translations (Targumim) and
commentaries (Midrashim) that accompanied the
reading were for the same end, the religious teaching of the community, and were free and oral
before they were fixed in writing.
The order of the independent work of the scribes
sketched above (B) reverses the order of their work
as editors (A). This sequence is not to be overcanonicity.

pressed. The editing of the scribes involved, especially at first, independent work, in the way of comment as well as selection and arrangement on the
other hand, their independent writing was always
based on tradition. Perhaps in the case of none
of the books of the scribes have we original works
in the proper sense.
The stories of hag^adists and
the visions of seers are re\Tsion8 and elaborations
of traditional material.
Further, the three lines
of independent work outlined existed side by side,
and the order given is only that of the first prevalence of each kind of work. Gr. influence favoured
the first, the Maccab.tan reaction the second, and
the fall of the nation the third. Of the products
of the first kind, some gained admission into the
3rd Canon (Hagiographa), and so became the com
mon property of Pal. and Alex. Judai-sm and Christianity.
But as they were especially congenial
to Jews who fell most under Gr. influence, some
of them were preserved, others contributed, by
Alex. Jews. So far as they gained a place in the
Gr. Bible, these, too, passed over to Christianity
(the A.).
Products of the 2nd class we have considered under i. 1.
Writings of the first and
second kinds are called by Jews Haggada, while
the third, the elaboration and definition of tlie
Law, is called Halacha. The A., then, are to Vie
viewed in close connexion, on the one side, with
the Hagiographa, and, on the other, with later
developments of the Je>vish Haggada.
(6) The Apocrypha in relation to the Hagiographa. That the three divisions of the Jewish
Canon (compare the list at the beginning of this
collections,
article) represent three successive
widely separated in time, and that they stood
originally, in the Jewish view, in a decreasiu''
order of authority and importance, are ascertained
facts in the history of
Canon. The Hagiographa is, then, a relatively late collection of
j

—

OT

books on the whole late in origin, and, according
to the Jewish view, inferior in authority to Law
and Prophets*. The order of books composing it
is variously given, and the limits of the collection
were open to dispute long after the Law and
Prophets were closed.
In regard to Ca, Ec,
and Est, there were still diirerences of opinion up
110-135
A.D.).
to the time of Akiba [c.
The I5k of Ps owes its place here to the fact that
its use was in the temple, not in the synagogue.
Apart from Ps and La, the Hagiographa consists
of (1) history, in continuation of that told in Kings
(Ezr-Neh)
history retold with a view to
(2)
instruction (Ch)*
(3) stories, based on history
;

;

• In

Midnushic treatment of history,
older attempts (see 2 Ch 24^? 1323).
the

Ch

follows

still

;
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or tradition, told to illustrate religious truth (Ru,
In Job the transition is made
Est, Ca(?), Dn).
from story to (4) ethical and philosophical books
(Pr. Ec).

Under similar headings fall the contents of
the A. (1) History proper is found in I Mac. (2)
History and story are retold with edifying em1 Es is made up of extracts from
bellishinents.
2 Ch (35. 36), Err, and Neh, with an additional
story of the \s'isdom of Zorobabel (3-5"). This
Midrash perhaps preceded the literal tr. of Ch,
Ezr, Neh, into Greek. Such an Haggadic addition
to history was Pr. Man (suggested by 2 Ch 33'-- ").
Est appears in the LXX only in the form of a
midrash, in which, among other things, are supplied
the letter referred to in 3", prayers of Mordecai
and Esther at 4", the decree mentioned in 8'-.
Dn is similarly enlarged by a prayer and song
at 3", and the new stories of Daniel's wisdom, Sus
Even the late Maccabrean history is
and Bel.
treated in the Haggadic way in 2 Mac, an epitome
of a larger work by Jason of Cyrene, which adorns
the history with legendary elements to make of it
a sermon on the Pharisaic religion. 3 and 4 Mac
are found usually in the LXX, though not in the
A. 3 Mac is a poor example of moralising under
the form of history ; and 4 Mac makes an incident
in the Maccabsean story the text for a philosophical
treatise on the lordship of the religious reason
over the passions. (3) Of new stories the A.
contains two famous examples. To and Jth
Tobit teaching the reward for the individual of
a faithful life of Pharisaic righteousness ; Judith
connecting a patriotism like Esther's with regard
for a ceremonially correct life.
(4) Direct moral
and religious instmction ('ethical Haggada') is
represented by Sir and Wis, the one a Pal. continuation, the other a Hel. development of the
earlier wisdom books.
As in the Hagiographa one
book, Dn, makes the transition from story to
prophecy, so in the A., Bar and the Ep. of
Jeremy are prophetic in character.
It is not,
however, with prophecy nor with law, but with
history and story, that both Hagiographa and A.
have chiefly to do (cf. the use made of Dn by
Hellenists [LXX] and by later I'alestinians [Enoch,
etc.].
The line between history and story is in
both an uncertain one, as history, too, is told for
religious, not for scientific purposes.
With stories
and with proverbial sayings the Jewish Kabbis
long continued to occupy tliemselves. The value of
these forms of religious instruction no one will
question in view of the gospels. As to the relative
worth of their use in the Hagiographa and the A.,
k fair judgment, apart from doctrinal considerations, will strongly justify the choice of the PalesA
tinians, taking the two collections as wholes.
relation between them is, however, not to be
denied, and is grounded in their history.
(c) I'altatinuin and Hellenistic Elements in the
Apocryph/i. The a*' Iwoks of the
were in
part translations of Pal. (Heb.) books, in part
original writings of Greek Jews
but it is not
possible to draw the line between the two with
was recognised as a tr., one
Becnrity.
As the
would expect that translations would more readily
find their way into it.
Yet the Hel. scribes
were busy writers, especially in the lines which
Sir
the A. follows (history, story, wisdom).
contains its own testimony that it was written in
Heb. and tr. by the writer's grandson into Greek.
1 Mac was unaoubtedly a Heb. book, and Jerome
Jth and
(if not Origen) knew it in the original.
To, Jerome knew in Chaldee,' ana a Heb. original
is almost cert-ain.
The Ad. Est may be Heb., or
at least similar additions may have arisen in Pal.
in connexion with the yearly celebration of Puriiu.
Pr. Man may have been Heb., and even 1 Es, if it

—
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receded the LXX 2 Es [Ezr-Neh], may have
ad a Heb. precursor.
Of the Ad. Dn, Sua
turns on a Or. play on words. Wis and 2, 3, and
4 Mac were certainly Greek.
2. Use of the Ai'ocryi'ha and its relation

E

TO THE Canon.— (a) In Hellenistic Juilaism.—
The a'' books are found in all MSS of the LXX,
scattered among the books of the Heb. Canon
These MSS are, indeed,
and some of tliera even
contain Christian songs; but, apart from these, they
undoubtedly represent the O'l which was current
among the Gr. Jews and used in Gr. synagogues
in the apostolic
and early post-apostolic age.
without discrimination.

all

of Christian origin,

The additions to the Heb. Canon are not oulj' of
Jewish origin, but are, as a whole, books which
would interest Gr. Jews, but would not specially
interest Christians, since the projilietic element in
them

is consjucuously small.
The addition of
these books by Christians would be inexplicable.
The preservation of this longer OT by Christians
only, is naturally explained by the fact that
soon after 70 A.D. Hel. Judaism in the di-stinct
sense ceased to exist, giving place either 'o
rabbinical Judaism or to Christianity
so that
the earlier diflerence regarding the limits of
sacred Scriptures between I'al. and Alex. Jews
survived only as a diU'erence between Jews and
Christians.
must not, however, conclude that the A.
had been in the strict sense canonized by Alex.
Judaism.
Their place among Scriptures is rather
due, in part, to the supreme dignity of the Law in
part to the broad view of inspiration current
among Hellenists. In a more exclusive way
than in later Pal. Judaism, the Pent, was to
Alexandrians the sacred Scripture, the Canon by
pre-eminence. It was such to Philo. In this
respect the Alexandrians perhaps remained at the
standpoint of the earlier Palestinians of the 3rd
and 2nd centuries B.C. When Alex. Judaism was
founded, the Law was the Canon of Judaism.
The work of the 70 concerned it alone (Aristeas).
The tr. of the other books into Greek iu Ejjypt went
on, in part, side by side with the formation of the
That the suc2nd and 3rd Canons in Pal.
ceeding translators disregarded the Pal. distinction of Prophets and Hagiographa, and aiTariged
the books, after the Law, toj>ically, though in
no fixed order, indicates their dill'erent view of
these books. The relatively freer tr. points in the
same direction and this freedom passes over by
natural degrees into the incorporation of explanatory' and ulustrative additions of less or greater
For this procedure the Pal. translators
extent.
of OT into Aram, (largumim) had perhaps already
That, finallv, Sir and Wis should
set the example.
be put in connexion with the Solomonic books,
making, with Ps and Job, a volume of poelrv,
or that, in connexion with Est, Jth and To sliould
be inserted, cannot seem strange. This was mailc
Whilieasier by the Hel. view of inspiration.
Palestinians inclined to limit inspiration to tlii!
projdiets,
long
ended,
the
AlexandriaiiH
the
age of
regarded the divine spirit as stUI active, and viewed
as inspiration the experience of the thinker and
writer in moments oi special clearness of insight
and exaltation of feeling.
Against the evidence that the
conlainc<l
I'liilo:"
a** books, Philo's silence is inconclusive.
It is true that he cites none of
text is the Pent.
the A., hut in the prophetic Canon he pa.sses by
Ezk and all the minor prophets except Hos and
Zee; and of the Hagiographa, except I's, he makes
almost no use, citing Pr twice. Job and Ch once,
and Dn and the live NIegilloth not at all.
Here, too, the Law,
(6) Jn I'alrMinian Ju<Liirm.
long the only Canon, remained supieuie. The
;

We

;

;
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scribes regarded the prophets as those who
gave an authoritative interpretation of the Law,
handing on the Mosaic tradition from the elders to
the Bcnbes. The Law has always had the chief
place in the synagogue service, the prophets an
important secondary place, the Hagiographa a
For a long time
place altogether subordinate.
these difl'erent collections could not be written on
the same roll. As they did not form one volume,
it was the easier to keep them distinct in use and
estimation. The books of the 2nd and 3rd Canons
were, however, according to the Jewish view,
inspired, and this in the end distinguished them
from all later books. Jos. (c. Ap. i. 8) says that

Jemsh

the prophets learned the earliest and most ancient
events by inspiration of God, and wrote down the
events of their own times plainly, as they
occurred.'
'But from Artaxerxes [Est] to our
times all events have indeed been written down
but these late books are not deemed worthy of the
same credit, because the exact succession of the
By the use of the formal
prophets was wanting.'
principle that with Alalachi prophecy ceased (cf.
'

;

Mai 4»-«, Zee 13», 1 Mac 4" 9^ U"), though they
could use the test only uncritically, the scribes
drew the line between Hagiographa and A., or
justified the line already drawn by the popular
All the Hagiographa could be
religious sense.
regarded as meeting this test,* but Sir and 1 Mac,
which were the most valued books of the A., could
not.
It is true that Jesus Sirach himself does not
share this (later) view of inspiration. He may
represent the earlier Pal. standpoint, from which

Alexandrianism took

its start.

For him the

Law

supreme.
It is the embodied Wisdom of God
In some sense his knowledge is all derived
from it (39'- « 1i^). On the other hand, between
the prophets and the high priest of his own time
he makes no sharp distinction (44-49) and for
himself he claims an inspiration like that of the
prophet (cf. Sg""- with 48", and see l'" 24»'-'«' 5V-).
The step from Sir to the Hellenistic Wis is
not great. Here, too, the Law is the supreme
revelation (e.g. 18*), t and here, too, in answer to
prayer (cf. Sir 39°), the spirit of wisdom is given to
men, that spirit which is the life and reason of the
world, and which 'generation after generation
enters into holy souls and makes friends of God
and prophets' (T", cf. chs. 1. 6 ff.).
Apart from 4 Ezr, which, not being in the LXX,
does not deserve consideration at this point, the
other books of the A. make no claun to be
reckoned among sacred Scriptures.
It is not easy to estimate the significance of the
fact that we have no evidence in Jewish books that
they were ever so regarded. Disputes are recorded
regarding the exclusion of books of the Canon, but
none regarding the admission of a*" books. Yet it
should oe said that the Je'wish Rabbis usually
covered up the tracks of past wanderings from
the straight path that led to their own position.

is

(24''').

;

That additions to Dn and Est, and books like To
and Jth, were once current among the Hagiographa
in Pal. is not impossible. Josephus uses 1 Mac, 1 Es,
and Ad. Est, without distinction from can. books
as historical sources, and even says that he has
written his whole history as the sacred books
record it' (Ant. XX. xi. 2, cf. Pro. §3). Yet he
counts 22 books, and excludes from the first rank
all later than Est.
In his time, then, the line had
'

been drawn.
In the rabbinical

writings

there

are

many

Baba bathra 14 aBcribea Job to Moses, Ru to Samuel, Ps to
Pavid, Ca and Ec to Uezekjoh and his friends, Dn and Est to
the men of the Great Synapopriie, Ch to Ezra and Nehemiah.
t The identification of Wisdom with the Law is found also In
Bar S^ff- 4. Judith and Tobit and his son are examples of the
•

gloriflcatioD ol ths

Law

in

life.

from Sir
Zunz * counts 40, among
in a manner usual only of Scripture
passages,' and some as late as the 4th cent.,
which speak of it as one of the Kethubhim. Some
citations

them some

;

'

doubt, at least, regarding its canonicity is
probable. Of Ad. Est some traces exist in Heb.
literature,
Haggadic stories concerning Dn,
among them traces of Bel, are found. The Maccabcean legend of the mother and seven sons
(2 Mac, 4 Mac) was a favourite theme of rabbinical

Midrashim. Yet 1 Mac, which Jerome knew in
Heb., seems to have left no trace in rabbinical
books.
The legend of Judith is found, though in
a form very diflerent from the LXX, and Tobit is
still extant in Heb.
Jerome says the Jews had
Jth and To, and regarded them as historical
but not as canonical ; while Origen says they did
not possess them even among their A.
3. The Relation of the Apocrypha to the
Religious Tendencies and Parties of Judaism.
Of a theology of the A. it is unhistorical to
speak. The collection presents the ideas of no one
man or party, of no one period or place. The
theology, or the religious ideas of each book, may
be treated (see separate articles), or a history of
the religious ideas and movements in Judaism in a

—

given period (e.g. 200 B.c.-lOO a.d.) may be undertaken, in which these books will be important
sources ; but the historian of theology cannot
separate the A. from the later can. books on the
one side, and from Philo and Josephus, the
Pseudepigrapha and the early rabbinical literature,
on the other.
few suggestions may, however, be made
regarding the relation of these books to the chief
religious tendencies and parties of Judaism.
Tne main distinction in the post-exilic Jewish
religion was that between the pnest, whose sphere
was the temple and its cultus, and the scribe,
whose activity centred in the synagogue and the
law. The centre of gravity seems to have shifted
gradually from the temple to the synagogue, from
priestly ritual to the legalism of the scribes, whose
work made it possible for Jews in the Dispersion,
out of reach of the temple, to live religious lives,
and prepared Judaism to survive the loss of its
temple. The Hagiographa stands, as a whole, at
the earlier stage, beginning with the Ps, the book
of temple devotion, and ending with the great
temple history of Ch, Ezr, Neh. The five ^legilloth also came into connexion with the cultus by
their use at the national feasts, though it is not
known how early this happened. On the other
hand, there is no early evidence of the regular use
of Hagiographa in the synagogue service, and of
Only
the scribes' legalism they contain little.
Dn, perhaps the latest book in this collection, can
be called Pharisaic in tendency.
In the A., on the other hand, the legal predominates over the priestly interest. Sir, perhaps
its oldest book, shows a transition from the priestly
standpoint of Ch (to which belongs 1 Es) to
the legal standpoint of the scribes (Zunz). The
writer delights in the temple and the high priest's
impressive ceremony, and dwells upon Aaron much
more at length than upon Moses (ch. 45), and with
stUl more enthusiasm upon the Simon whose ministrations he had himself witnessed (ch. 50) while
Ezra, the patron saint of the Rabbis, is passed by
Yet he praises also
in his praise of famous men.
the law as the wisdom of God (see above), and
glorifies the office of the scribe (3S"»* 39'-").
But it was especially the Maecabayin crisis that
sharpened the contrast between the two tendencies.
The desecration of the temple by Antiochus was
the occasion of the war. The recovery and reconsecration of the temple was the great deed of

A

;
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Judas. This meant to the scribes the re-observance
and with tliat they wore content. It
meant to Judos the lirst step toward a recovery of
Judaism was organised
political independence.
about its temple. Its supreme authority was the
high priest. So that the Alaccab.tan princes coveted
the high priesthood as a political power, and tinallj'
gained it. But this was a %'iolation of the law,
and alienated the legalists, who became a party of
separatists, Pharisees, with the scribes at their
head and the synagogue as their institution.
Against them the adherents of the temple and the
new high priests became an opposing party, the
Sadducees.
The priestly tenilency issued in a
political party, the scribal in a religious party;
and in the conflict of these parties the inner history of Judaism chiefly consisted until the fall of
Jerusalem. Since Saaduceism was bound up with
the temple and the national life, it ceased to be after
the destruction of temple and State and since its
views were as obnoxious to Christianity as to surviving Judaism, none of its distinct literary proThe A., however, owing
ducts could survive.
partly to its Alex, selection, partly to its comparatively early date, is not a purely Pharisaic
product, and stands aside from the controversy
Detween the two parties of which we know (from
Two
the Pharisaic side) in Ps-Sol, Enoch, etc.
books of the A. are Sadducean in tendency.
Sirach writes before the Maccabiuan wars, so that
his book can be called Sadducean only by anticipaSadducean in tone was not only his attachtion.
ment to the temple and the priesthood (above), but
also his reserve in regard to angels, his sceptical
attitude as to demons (21") and the future life {e.ff.
n""*' H""" 41''*), perhaps his insistence on the
entire freedom of man (15"'" 17'-'), and his spirit
of liberality toward outside sources of knowledge
and culture {e.ff. 39^). There is, indeed, a polemic
against a Pharisaic spirit of ceremonialism in

ence, the scribes put about it a ' hedge ' of additional precautionary rules, the Ualacha, or oral
law, which the Sadducees did not recognise. The

ol the law,

;

34i3-«

35iff._
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follows the crisis ont of which the parties
arose, but precedes their serious conflicts.
The
writer's admiration for Judas and his brothers,
'
through whose hand salvation was given to Israel,'
is unbounded (5", cf. 3'-» 9^"- 13»-« H^"- 16» etc.).
1

He paints Simon's reign in thoroughly Messianic
colours (14*'"), and in the decision that 'until a
trustworthy prophet should arise
Simon should
be their prince and high priest for ever,' his political
and religious creed was summed up. It was the
creed of Smlduceism.
Sadducean also is the
writer's attachment to the laws and customs of
the nation, and his opposition to innovations (2'"^
331. 39QM etc.); but laws are for thostren^heningand
safety of the nation, and, when the observance of
even BO eacred a law as the Sabbath exposed the
nation to danger, its non-observance was decreed
(2»-«).
He looks to the valour of the hero to win
victories (no miracle even in 9"-" 11"""); as Jos.
Bays, 'The Sadducees take away fate ... we are
ourselves the causes of good,' etc. {Ant. XIII. v. 9).
Hia interest is in man more than in God, and in
the present more than in the future.
The essence of Pharisaism was that it pave
religion (i.e. legali.sm) the lirst place. The Sudducce
attempted to further the welfare of the individual
and of the nation by direct means (politics, war,
etc.) ; the Pharisaic faith was that if tlie individual
and the community kept the law, God would by a
Bupematural act secure their welfare. The Sadducees would set aside the law in smaller things
.

.

.

(Sabbath), or in greater (high priesthood), wliun
circumstances required. To the Pharisee the law
was inviolable, whatever the extremity. This is
the iirincijile of Pharisaism. Out of it various

developments issued.
That the law might never be broken by inadvert-
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belief that well-being was God's reward for the
observance of the law, and misfortune His punishment for its transgression, though applied at flrst

to the present life and lot of men and nations,
might easily be referred to the future, and foster
the thought of a coming national glory for Israel,
and of an individual life after death. It might
also stimulate the belief in miracles and in angels
and demons as agents of God's blessings and judgments. Yet these marks of later Pharisaism are
not uniformly or conspicuously present in the A.
is almost the only addition which we
Mosaic law (To l-2\ Jtli 8" etc., cf. Dn
with a further ascetic emphasis upon ihe
laws regarding food (Jth 10^ 11" 12'-», To l'"'-. Ad.
Est 14", 2 Mac 5" 6-"'). The creed of tlie Bk of
Jth is that no enemy can prevail against Israel
so long OS it keeps the ceremonial law, but if it
breaks it, under whatever stress, it
fall (5"''''
jia-iu jjn-aj)
Moreover, Judith's deliverance of the

Fasting

find to the
9^ lO'),

mh

conditioned upon her individual fulfilment
amid the greatest difliculties (8^''
121-8).
fiii^ jg jrue Pharisaism, and yet the book
contains neither Messianic hope, nor rewards aftei
death (16" is not to be so understood), nor miracle,
nor angel.
Tobit illustrates the Pharisaic principle in the life of an individual.
Legal righteousness is rewarded by deliverance from evil, long life
and prosperity while sin is always punished by

nation

is

of the law even

;

and

due to sin (3'" I*'-"' 14^-»-"j.
Here angels and demons play a far greater part
than in any other book of the A. The national hope
also is expressed (13. 14^'), but there is no resurrection. I'lie Hk of Bar contains the national hope
(2*'" 4»-»' 5'"), but no individual resurrection.
2 Mac views the work of Judas as an illustration
It knows of no laxity regarding
of I'harisaism.
the law (cf. 6" 6" S-" 12^ 15'). The history is
helped forward by angels and miracles and signs
(3'»*-" 5«-9» 10»'- 11" lu"''-).
The national hope
evil,

all evil is

finds frequent expression (l"-*» 2'-" etc.); and,
here only in the A., the resur. of the bodies of the
righteous is insisted upon (7». "•"*' 12*^'- 14*').
It is evident that the later marks of Pharisaism
(cf. Ac 23'"") were not uniformly present.
Legalism
stands as the characteristic mark. 'This is the
book of the commandments of God, and the law
that endureth for ever. All they that hold it fast
are destined for life, but such as leave it shall die'
(Bar 4'). And since the law of life was Israel's

law, with legalism went particularism.
O Israel,
happy are we for the things that are pleasing to
God are made kno^vn unto us' (Bar 4''). Of this
feeling, and the corresponding contempt for other
peoples, passing over, in times of trouble, into
jealousy and hatred, there is enough in the A.
Jth and
It inspires Ad. Est as it does Est it.self.
2 Mac are dominated by it. It is a presup]iosition
of To (4" etc.). Even Sir shares it, though liis ruling
interest is in the individual, not in the nation
(esp. 30'"", cf. 24, and in 44-50, e.y. 47''"'-).
Only
the Hel. lik of Wis rises to a broader view.
In chs. 10-19 the special care of God for Israel
is sliow'n.
In every way thou didst magnify
'

I

'

and glorify tliem,
standing by
in every time and place' (19^).
But while
Israel is (jod's son (18", cf.*), He also loves all men
(IIM-M 57 ii3)_ ^nj jijg judjriiionts are remedial
thy

jicople,

.

.

.

them

Nor, in spite of the first impression of 3'4'"'"), does the writer hold to a future
earthly glory for Israel.
The consummation is
heavenly (immortality of the soul, here first in
Jewish nooks), and is morally conditioned.
The Essenio type of Pharisaism is represented
only in 4 Ezi, which does not properly belong t*
(12"''-).
5'""''"

(cf.

;
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Here only do we find a personal
the collection.
Messiah. Hel. Judaism, which stood at one side
of the conflict between Pharisee and Sadducee,
is represented by Wis, which, though it sets the
religious life and faith in contrast to worldliness
and scepticism, puts no stress on ceremonialism,
but interprets the law in a more ethical sense,
and reviews the history of Israel to illustrate the
beneficent rule of God's wisdom, rather than the
inviolableness of His law.
But 4 Ezr cannot be treated apart from other
apocalypses, nor Wis apart from other products
of Hellenism.
It is chiefly in these two isolated books that
foreign elements are prerainent.
Apart from these,
and the (Pers. 1) angelology of To, the A. stands
in the main on (later) OT ground in its views of
God, of man, and of the world.

Jewish (Heb.) Canon. That the LXX was a tr.
of the Heb. was, of course, never lost sight of,
but it was an inspired tr., sanctified by Christian
use from the apostles onwards. The discrepancy
between the two was obvious, and yet could not be

THE APOCRYPHA IN THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH.— In the New Testament.— The
writers of NT used almost exclusively the LXX

Canon, making theory square with practice.
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ui.

1.

OT, and we have no reason to suppose that a"'
additions were wanting at that time. There are
no direct citations from A. this, however, is true
also of the disputed books. Song, Ec, and Est
as well as of Jos and Ezr-Neh.
The Pent.,
the Prophets, and tlie Pss were, for obvious
reasons, most frequently cited.
The other books
;

of the Hagiographa, anci the A., otlered far fewer
material points of contact with Christianity, and

would not be allowed the same value in argument
by Jews. An acquaintance ^^^th a*' books is, however, generally recognised in the case of some NT
writers.
Thus there are parallelisms between
Ja and Sir {e.g. Ja 1" and Sir 5"), between
He and Wis {e.g. He 1' and Wis 7-°), and between Paul and Wis (cf. Ro 9-' with Wis 15'

Ro

1»»2 with

Wis

15; 2

11. 13.

Co

S'-*

with

Wis

which reveal familiarity with this literature,
but which do not imply that authority was ascribed

9"),

The question of the relation of the A. to
it.
the Canon cannot be decided on the ground of NT
usage.
2. In the Eastern CiitmcH.— There is peculiar
difficulty in determining the place of the A. in
relation to the Canon in tlie E. Church because
of the conflict between difi'erent lines of evidence.
shall consider (a) Original Usage, (6) Scholarly
Theory, (c) Manuscripts, {(/) Versions, (e) The later
to

We

Greek Church.

—

(a) Original Usage.*
The Christian Church used
the LXX as its OT Scripture, and the Church
Fathers cite all parts of it with similar formulas.
1 and 2 Clement,
Barnabas, Ignatius, and the
Teaching of the Twelve, contain allusions to a"'
by the side of can. books. Irenajus cites Ad. Dn,
Bar, and Wis ; TertuIIian Sir, Wis, Ad. Dn,
and Bar
Clem. Alex.
Sir,
Wis, Bar, To,
Ad. Dn
Cyprian
Wis, To, Bar
Sir,
all
with the formulas ('it is written,' 'Scripture
Bays,' etc.) used of can. works.
This usage continues to be the prevailing one, and Origen can
appeal to the universal practice of the Church from
the beginning against the appeal of Africanus to
the authority of the Heb. Canon.
(J) Seholarhi Tkeonj.—The LXX came to Christianity from tlie synagogue of Hel. Judaism, and
with it was accepted tlie theory of the inspiration
arv^. sacredncss of this translation.
The story of
its origin, told by Aristoas of the Pent., was extended to the whole, and heightened into absolute

—

;

;

—

—

;

miracle.
(Justin, Dial. 68. 71. 84; Iron. iii. 21.
2-4; Tertul. Aaol. 18; Clem. Strom, i. 38. 148.

149 Origen, ad A/rir. 4 Cyril, Cat. iv. 34 Epiphanius, rie Tnerui.). But on the other liand, whenever the books of OT are counted, the number is
given as 22 (24), and is exjiressly derived from the
;

;

*

Se« the referenoM In sjburer,

;

BJP §§ S2.

83.

The question of the
its natural weight.
status of the A. depended upon tlie relative imgiven
traditional
Christian usage and
portance
to
current Jewish usage, summarily expressed in the
number 22, or to practice and theory, and upon
new theories devised for their adjustment.
Five possibilities seemed open (1) To insert the
A. in OT in such a way as to retain the number
22.
(2) To introduce some of the most valued
A. into NT (as distinctively Christian possessions), or to append them at the end. (3) To make
a third class of books, between can. and uncan.
in dignity.
(4) To give up the Heb. for the
given

:

LXX

give up the

LXX

for the Heb.,

square with theory.

The

first

(5)

To

making practice
three ways are

followed, with more or less combination, in the
East, the fourth finally by Rome, the fifth finally
by Protestantism, though in neither case with
entire consistency, since, in the Vulg., the
has been considerably modified in accordance with
the Heb., and in the Prot. Bible the order of the
Vulg. (and LXX) has been retained.

LXX

It i3 important to set forth the place of the A. in the varioiu
theoretical Canons of Eastern writers somewhat in detail.
Mrlito, Bishop of Sardis (c. 150-170 A.D.) learned from Jewa
or Jewish Christians in Pal. the contents of UT. His list (Euseb.
iv. 26. 13, 14) contains only the books of the Heb. (omitting Est),
[Ch after
but the titles and order (?) are from the
K, Proph. after Poet, books; so in general: (1) History,
inferred
that
certainly
Poetn,',
Prophecy].
It
cannot
be
(2)
(3)
The Muratorian
Jer and "Dn were without the a"^* additions.

LXX

Fragment (175-200 A.D.) contains only NT (whether OT \\a»
originally given is uncertain); but it inserts Wis between
2 Jn and Rev (as by Philo?), and gives t<t the Shepherd the
position of a book that is to be privately, not publicly, read. Its
place is not among prophets or apostles, but also not among
heretical hooks. The writer makes use of the ceoond solution
of the problem and suggests the third.
Ori'jen (c. 185-254) deals with the problem with the fullest
knowledge. His great Hexapla testifies to the importance of
the problem presented by the deviating texts of OT Scripture,
and gave him ntinute familiarity with the divergence of the
LXX from the Heb. In his Com." on Psalms (Eus. vi. 25. 1) he
gives a list of the 22 books of the Heb. Canon, apparently like
But he begins the use of
Melito's, with the addition of Est.
the first solution of the problem above suggested by including
Moreover, he says
in Jer not only La, but Ep. Jer (Bar?).
This would
that I and 2 Ezr were counted &a one book.
be understood by Gr. readers as referring, not to the Heb.
and
Es
:=Ezr-lLXX
1
Es
2
Ezr and Neh, but to the
Neh). He mentions * the Maccabfflan books' at the end of his
list as outside of the Canon.
But from the Ep. to Africanus we
learn that this Heb. Canon wa» not regarded by Origen as of
final validity for Christians.
He criticises the theory of a Heb.
Canon on the ground of traditional Christian practice (»'.^. he supfourth
solution).
His view is that the
plements the first by the
present is not the original Heb. Canon, since Jewish rulers and
that
might bring them
elders hid from the people passages
into discredit (§ 9).
On this ground Susanna is defend«'d,
Jewish
A.
But To and Jth,
thovigh it is now among the
*
which the Jews do not possess even among their ' hidden
ground
on
the
of Christian
honks, are to be retained simply
usage.
Providence must have guided t,he practice of the
t;liurch, and Judaism i« not to dictate to Christianity (the
Catholic principle).
Cj/ril, Bishop of Jems. (Cat. iv. SS-S8, c. S48 A.D.), insist*
with equal stress upon tlie number 22, that of the Heb. Canon,
and the authority of the usage of the Church. His list of
L'2 (12 historical, 6 poetical, and B propheti<:al) he seems to
regard as that of the LX.X in current use. His Jer includes
He declares that
liar, and his Dn (and Est?) the additions.
the books not rend in the churches are not to he read in priv ate,
and. after all, himself cites Wis as bv Solomon (Cal. ix. 2, IC)
The Si/nod of Laodicm (c. 360) affinns Cyril's list -"th
minor changes o'f order. Tlie list in Apottt. Canon. 85, is aiso
Cvril's, with the addition, at the end of the histories, of 13
Mac. On the other hand, the metrical lists of Gregorij of Naz.
(d. 390) and AmphUochiui. though following the same orrier,
seem to have omitted the a»' additions as well os Est.
Kpiphaniim (c. 315 403) moves in the opjKisite direction.
Like Cvril, he regarded the LX.X as the inspired tr. of the 22
books of the Heb. Canon ; but besides 1 Es, Bar, Ep. Jer and
.\d. Dn, he seems to have included, under Est (with Ad. TJ
To and Jth ; and, against Cyril, he introduces an int4»rmediat«
russ of writings, not 'in the ark,' but yet 'good and useful.'

H.re belong Wis and

Sir,

which be put* after

NT

in his lisl

;

APOCRYPHA

APOCRYPHA

7«, cf. Uctr. 86, de m^nM. 4).
He thus provides for the
Mac and Pr. Man.
There are still other booka, ajtoer^pha proper, some of which
the Seventy traDslate, upoa which be does DOt wboUy shut
the door (de rmru. 5. 10).

{Hmr.

practical reco^ition of all the A. except

Alhanatn'uSt in his 30th Easter Letter (367 A.D.), carries
throui^h more consistently the third solution. His 22 books
Include Bar, Ep. Jer, 1 Es (?), Ad. Dn.
Hut after XT he
adds, for (greater exactness,' that there are other books outside
of these, not canonize<l. but stamped by the Fathers as books to
be read by catechumens for their instruction. These are Wis,
Sir, Est, Jth, To, Ai3. and Shepherd.
They are called imyiwmc*tfAAtett books to be read, i.e. uy catechumens.
The threefold division is followed by the list In the
Chron. 0/ Sitxphnnig, which, after the 22 books of OT and
the 28 of NT, ^vea 'disputed' books of OT, viz. 1-3 M:ic,
Wis, Sir, Ps-Sol, Est, Jth. Sus, To. There follow the disputed
books of NT (Apoc. of Jn and of P, Ep. Bar and Gospel of
Hebrews), and, finally, the 'apocrj-pha' of OT and NT (above).
Here the A. are books whose canonieity is in dispute, ifriXiyofMttt,
The name and the estimate dilTer essentially from
Athanasius, though both are copied in the Synopgi* q/{Pgeudo}
*

Athanagiut.
In the • Lilt of 60," after the 60 can. books of OT and NT,
follow, aa" outside of the 60,' Wis, Sir, 1-4 Mao, Est, Jth, To.
After these come the ' apocrypha (above).
'

We

then in the lists of writers of the
E. Church, from the 2n(i to the 6th or 7th cent.,
a practically unanimous adherence to the Heb.
Canon of 22 books, and ettbrts to harmonise this
with the Christian LXX by making the 22 as
comprehensive of LXX additions as possible, and
by assigning to other books of the A., so far as
they were valued, a 8ei)arate place, usually after
NT, but distinct from heretical, rejected books.
(c) Manuscripta.
It is a striking fact that no
extant MS of the LXX represents even approximately the Canon of CyrU or Athanasius. In no
known Greek text do the A. stand by themselves.
The codices a^ree with the usage, not with the
theory, of the E. Church.
find

—

Of the 9 uncials in which a»J hookfl are found, the Vat. and the
Alex, are given at the be^rinnin^ of this article. Next in
importance (3) stands the Sin., which originally contained the
whole Bible. Of OT the extant parta are ; (Fragments of Gn,
Nu, 1 Ch, and Ezr), Neh, Est, To, Jth, 1 ilac, 4 Mac, Is, Jer, La
(part), XII (except Hos, Am, Mic), Ps, Pr, Kc, Ca, Wit, Sir, Job.
fy) Cod. Ephremi Syri (6th cent.), contains fragments of Job,
(ii) Cod.
Venetus (8th or 9th cent.)
Pr, Ec. Wit, Sir, Co.
contains Job (end), Pr, Ec, Ca, Wijt, Sir, XII, Is, Jer, Bar, La,
Dn [Ad.], To. Jlh. 1-4 itae. (6) Cod. Basiliano-Vaticanus (nth
cent.) contains second half of Pent., historical books, including
1 Et and Ad. E«t.
(7) Cod- Marchalianus (6th or 7th cent.)
contains the prophets in the onler of B (so Bar, Ep. Jer, Ad.
Dn). (8) Con. Cryptoferratensis (7th or 8th cent.) contains the
propheta. (0) Palimpsest fragments of H'm and Sir, of 6th or
7th cent. Swete does not cite 6 and 9, but adds cursive Cod.
CThisianus ^9th cent. ?), which contains Jer, Bar, La, Ep. Jer
[all other MSS havesubstituteflTheoX>n, according to the
dotion's Dn), Hippolytus on Dn, Dn accnrdimj to Theod., Ezk,
Both
of
contain
Is.
text«
Dn
the additions. It is noteworthy
that several cursives of the poetical books give Ps-Sol in the
Job,
Wis,
order.
Pr, Ec, Ca,
Ps-^OL., 5ir. (Swete, vol. iii. p. xvi. f.]

LXX

(rf)

Versions.

were nearly

—The

all

Oriental translations of

OT

made from the LXX, and were

inclined rather to enlarge than to reduce its Canon.
The old Syr. Pesliitta was an exception to
this rule.
Its
was from the Heb., and so contained no A. It also lacked Ch. The influence of
the
was, however, so great that the Pesh.
was early revised in accordance with it, and the

OT

LXX

books were incorporated with some further
additions. The chief codex (Ambrosianus) contains
Wis, En. Jer, 1 and2 Ep. liar, Jlh, Apoc. Bar. [here
only], Apoc. of Ezra ( = 2 .£.?), l-iMnc. [5 Mac = Jos.
vi.].
In other MSS are found 1 Es, To,
Pr. Man.
of the 6th cent, has a ' book of
women,' viz. Ru, Est, Stis, Jth, Thecla.
Whully exceptional, on the other hand, was the
critical view oi the Nostorian school at Nisibis,
which put Sir in the class of fully cnn. books, and
reganied as of intermediate authority, Ch, Job,
Ezr, Neh, Jth, Est, 1 and 2 M'lc, \Vi.i, Ca.
Exceptional also is a Syr.
at Cambridge, in
which an attempt is made to arrange
in chronoThis naUir.illy throws most of the
logical order.
A. at the end. W'ii is after .Solunion's books, li'ir
and Ep. Jer after Jer. After the prophets, follow
a*"

BJ

A MS

MS

OT

Dn [and
1^ Mac,
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Ru, Sus, Est, Jth, Ezr-Neh, Sir,
Es, To.
The Ethiopia version not only adopted the
Canon without criticism, but added various books
besides 4 Ezr, several of which survived in no other
Bel],

1

LXX

collection, e.g.

Enoch, Jubilees, Ascension of

la,

etc.

The .4 rmenian version also draws no line between
Canon and A.
(e) The Later Gr. Church.— The views of the
Fathers of the E.astem Church could not be without
permanent inlluence, but their failure to reach
consistency made it possible for the LXX to retain
its currency.
At the time of the Reformation
some Eastern scholars, appealing to Cyril and
Athanasius, declared the a*" books to be uncan.
So Metrophanes Critopulos (1625) and Cyril Lucar
Against them the Synods of Const.anti.
(1629).
nople (16.'?S), Jafla (1612), and Jerus. (1672) sustained the older tisage, and declared tlie full
canonieity of the A.
It appears, however, that
clearness and consistency have never been reached,
for Philaret's Longer (Jatechism of the Orthodox
CatholicE. Church (1839, etc.), which has otticial
sanction, gives to all books outside of the 22 a
subordinate place, as meant for the reading of
those just entering the Church (citing Athanasius)
while the otticial Bible of the Gr. Church contains
(after Ch) Pr. Man ; (after Neh) 1 Es, To, Jth
(after Ca) Wis, Sir; (after La) Ep. Jer, Bar;
(after Mai) 1-3 Mac, 4 Ezr.
;

3.

In

the Western Church. —(a) Roman

—

Catholic.
In the Lat. Church there was a stronger
inclination to let Christian us.'vge, rather tlian
scholarly theory, determine the place of the A. in
the Canon ; and this in spite of the fact tliat Rome
produced the man of all antiquity who most
strongly pressed the sole validity of the Heb. Canon
(Jerome), and committed to this very man the
revision of its
Scriptures.
The earliest Lat. tr. (Itala) was made from the
LXX, and seems to have contained all the \. of the
except 3 and 4 Mac, and to have added 2 Es.
Jerome first revised the Itala after the LXX,
but then tr. the
anew from Heb. In this tr. the
A. would fall out. And this Jerome demands. In
the famous Prol. Galeatus he gives a list of the 22
books of the Heb. Canon in the Heb. order, and
adds, ' whatever is beyond these is to be put among
the A.' So Wis, Sir, Jth, To, and Shepherd 'are
not in the Canon. Of Mac, I have found the first
book in Heb. the second is Greek,' etc.
This explicit denial that even an intermediate
position sfiould be given to the A. would, in consistency, require their entire removal from tht
Bible.
But Jerome elsewhere gives these books
an intermediate position.
For he says (Prol. to
liks of Sol), 'as the Church reads Jth and To
and the Bks of Mac, but does not receive them
among can. Scriptures, so also let it read these
two Woks [Wis and Sir] for the edification of the
people, not for confirming the authority of Church
dogma-s.' Only by such a view can wo understand
Jerome's revision of Jth and To, which he undertook, indeed, under protest and with careless haste,
excusing himself by the fact that they were
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extant in Chaldee, and that the Council of Nicoea
counted Jth in the number of sacred Scriptures
(of this there is no other evidence).
Jerome also
inserted the Additions to Dn and Est, distinguishing them by marks, and collecting the Ail.
Est together at the end of the book, where they
have remained, out of their proper place, ever
since.

After these ooncessionB by Jerome himself, it is
notstraiige that the other books of the A. grailually
fuunil their old place in his version as it gained
recognition.

;
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Ot other Lat. Fathcre, Bilary ot Poitiers (d. 368) reaffirms
Origen'8 Can., hut shows some inclination to add To and Jih^
which Urigen's position gave ground.
Hujinus (d. 410), who studied at Alexandria and Jems., gives
the E. list of 22 books, and pul5 the A. in an intermediate class,
which he calls (for the first time?) Ecclesiastici, viz. M'U, ^'i/*.
and, in NT, Shepherd and Two Ways
To, Jth, Bka o/
These the Fathers
(also JudLTuent according to Peter ?!.
wished to be read in the churches, but not brought forward for
the confimiation of faith. 'Other Scriptures tliey named a'^i
which they wished not *o be read in the churches.' The threeecclesiastical ' and tlie
fold division is £., but the name
e.\planation (wiiich is practically the view of Jerome also) are
new. The A. are to be read not privately, but in the churciies.
But a disTills would originally have meant full canonicity.
tinction is attempted in degrees of authority for doctrine
among books which, in their text and in their church use, are
not ciistin''ui8hed. it is not strange that the theory of an intermediate class gained no firm tooting in the W., and that the
A. went into the first, not into the third class.
The early Lat. lists are characterised by the two groups,
(1) Ps, Pr, Ca, Ec, ll'i<, Sir ; (2) Job, To, Est, Jth, 1 and 2 Mac,
1 and 2 Es, in wlaich, apart from the additions to the prophets
"They are
Jer and Dn, the books of A. are usually found.
found in the Can. of Mominsen, wliich perhaps represents the
It includes the A., and still
average Western Can. of c. 360 A.D.

1517), who says in the Preface to the great Coraplutensian Poiyglott, that the a*" books are outside
uf [ he Canon, auci are received by theChurchasuseful
reading, not as authoritative for doctrine. Erasmus
(1467-1536) ulso follows Jerome, though expressing
himself with his usual reserve and formal submission to the judgment of the Church. ' Whether
the Church receives them as possessing the same
authority as the others, the spirit of the Church
must know,' Cardinal Cajetan, Luther's opponent
at Augsburg (1518), would interpret the decisions
of Councils and Fathers by Jerome.
Though the Vulg. Canon had been reaffirmed by
Pope Eugenius IV. and put forth as a decree of the
Council of Florence (1439), it is not probable that
the Roman Church would have taken the decisive
step of 1545, against the views of its own best
The
scholars, if it had not been for Luther.
Council of Trent declared the Vulg. to be in all
parts of equal authority, and definitely rejected
the efforts of Ximenes and others to put the A. in
a separate class, 'ecclesiastical' or 'deutero-can.'
In the Bibliotheca Sancta of Sixtus Senensis the
The distinction of Protocase is correctly stated.
can. and Deutero-can. or ecclesiastical books is
given (to the latter class belong, in OT, Est, To,
Jth, Bar, Ep. Jer, Wis, Sir, Ad. Dn, 1 and 2 Mac
in NT, Mk le'-*", Lk 2-2«-« Jn 7*^-8", He, Ja,
2 P, 2 and 3 Jn, Jude, Rev), but the distinction has
These books, it is
only historical signiticance.
said, were not known till a late period ; were even
formerly held by the Fathers to be a'^ and not can. ;
were at first permitted to be read only before
catechumens (Athan.asius), then before all believers
(Ruhnus), but only for edification, not for the conbut were at last adopted
firmation of doctrine
among Scriptures of irrefragable authority.
This consistent position is deserted by modem
Catholics for the unhistorical view that the
Can. was the original one, which was shortened
by Jews for an antichristian purpose ; so that
the words proto-can. and deutero-can. reverse the
true state of the case, and have not even an
historical justification (Kaulen, in AVetzer u.
Welte, Encyk.^ art. Kanon').
Even on the ground of Catholic
(b.) Protestant.
scholarship those who denied the authority of the
Church must give the A. a secondary place. The
first Prot. eilort to fix the place of the A. was made
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counts 24 books (Rev 410) by the device of reckoning the 5
"The West had not, however, the
Solomonic books as one.
interest in the number 24 that the East had in 22, and generally
disregarded even this formal agreement with the Jews.
Casnicdorus {liutitutio, etc., chs. xii.-xiv., c. 544 A.D.) gives
Jerome's (Ueb.) Can., then Augustine's, and finally the Can. of
the antiqua (ra7W!^afio, which represents Lat. usage before Jerome,
Job,
\iz. t:n-<Jb ; Ps, Sol 5 (Pr, Wis, Sir, Ec, Ca); Prophets
To, Est, Jth, 1. 2 Es, 1. 2 Mac. The two groups are to be
noted.
"Tile divergence of the three listfl from each other
seems to cause the writer no trouble.
Similar to this is the list of the Decretwrn Gelani, which, if
it is that of the Synod of 382, is the first otlicial Can. ot
the Eoman Church.
It puts Wis, Sir with Solomonic books,
/far with Jer, and ends with an order of histories,' which is
our second group, as follows
Job, To, 1. 2 Es, Est, Jth,
;

'

:

1.

2 Mac.
The nextofBclal

Uippo

(393)

prophets.

Is,

OT Can. was that of the African Councils of
(397) : Gn-Ch, Job, Ps, Sol 6, 12
Jer, Dn, Ezk, To, Jth, Est, 1. 2 Es, 1. 2 Mac.

and Carthage

m

its old
Here Job is separated from the second group and put
connexion with Ps, Pr.
These councils were dominated by
Augustine, whose weight on the side of Church tradition overbore the influence of Jerome's learning.
Augustine stands for
the Catholic principle as determining the Can. {de doct. ii. 8, 12),
even when he feels the objections, e.g. to Wis and Sir, that
the ancient Church bos received them is decisive (de civ. xvii.
Augustine gives, in d€ doct. ii. 8, 13, a list of 44 books of
20, 1).
0*1 22 historical, made by adding to Gn-Ch, as a secondary
list, our second group
Job, To, Est, Jth, 1. 2 Mac, 1. 2 Es.
and 22 prophetical, made by prefixing to the 16 prophets our
first group: Ps, Pr, Ca, Ec, Wis, Sir.
In his last book, however (SpectUum), he seems inclined to put the A. at the end
of OT Can., separating Wis, Sir from group 1, and Job from
group 2. This may reveal a growing sense of the secondary

—

:

;

authority or security of the A.
I. of Rome, in a letter to the Bishop of Toulouse
list in which the two groups still appear
On-4 K
Hu); Prophets; Solomon 5, Pe ; 'of histories,' Job, To,
Jth,
Est,
1. 2 Mae, 1. 2 Es, 1. 2 Ch.

InTwcent

gives a

:

with
f405),

The outcome of the matter in the Lat. Church
was the Vulg., and the leading MS of it (Cod.
Amiatinus, c. 700) gives, in the name of
Jerome, a list identical with that sanctioned at
Trent (see the list at the beginning of this article).
The order is nearer to that of Augustine in de
doct. ii. 8 than to that of the Council of Hippo.
The secondary group of histories follows the primary
(Gn-Ch), and the group of poetry follows it, preceding the prophets. Job, however, is put between
the two, BO that it might belong either to history
or poetry, and 1. 2 Mac are separated from the
group and put at the end a partial compromise
between the topical place given to this group by
Augustine, and the more chronological place
assi'Tied it in the Old Latin, and at Hinpo.
The
result is that the A. are found chieliy in the
middle of OT, distinguished in no way from other
books. Until the decree of Trent, however, it was
still possible to regard
the A. as of inferior
authority, and, when can. was understood to mean
authoritative, even as not in the Canon.
Tlie
middle ages furnished some followers of Jerome
Hugo of St. Victor, d. 1140; Peter of
(e.g.
Clugny, d. 1156; Nicolaus of Lyra, d. 1340) who
tnticipate the view of Cardinal Ximenes (1437-

—

;
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by Andreas Bodenstein von Carlstadt, in his De
He discusses the views
canonicis scripturis, 1520.
of Augustine and Jerome, and vindicates Jerome's
position.
He gives the Heb. OT Can., Law, Prophets, and Hagiographa, thinks these divisions
indicate a decreasing order of value, and makes
corresponding discriminations in NT. OT A. he
divides into two classes: (1) Wis, Sir, Jth, To,
'
Hi stmt apocryphi, i.e. extra
1 and 2 Mac
canonem hebrseorum, tamen agiographi.' (2) 3 and
'Hi libri sunt
4 Ezr, Bar, Pr. Man, Ad. Dn
;

:

plane apocryphi virgis censoriis animadvert endi.'
This significant efibrt remained almost without
effect.

In contrast to this attempt to solve the problem
historical means (to return to the original posi-

by

tion),

Luther wavered between a free criticism of

the Can. by the Christian consciousness, and, for
practical purposes, the acceptance of the current
Bible.
He wished 1 Mae had the place of Est in
the Canon.
Of Jth, To, Sir, Wis, he judges
favourably.
Even Ad. Dn and Ad. Est have
much good in them. Bar and 2 Mac, on the
other hand, he condemns.
In Luther's Bible (completed 1534) the A. stand
between OT and NT, with the title: 'A., that is
books which are not held equal to the sacred
Scriptures, and nevertheless are useful and good to
read.' They include our A- with the exception of

;
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Luther's judgment on these two books
1 and 2 Es.
waa especially unfavourable, but for their omission
had
the
authority
of Jerome, whose view perhe

'The books commonly called A., not being
(1648)
of divine inspiration, are no part of the Can. of the
Scripture ; and therefore are of no authority in the
Chmch of God, nor to be in any otherwise approved,
or made use of, than other human waitings.
This
means the exclusion of the
from the Bible and

haps airected their exclusion at Trent.
The Reformed Church took a somewhat less
favourable view of the A. In the Zurich Bible
(1529-1530) they stand, in Leo Jud.'s tr., after NT,
as an appendix to the Bible, with the non-committal
preface
These are the books which by the ancients
were not written nor numbered among the Biblical
books, and also are not found among the Hebrews.'
Here 1 and 2 Es are included, as well as 3 Mac
while Three, Pr. Man, Ad. Est were added only in
:

'

later edd.

The French Bible of Cah-in (1535) puts the A.
between OT and NT, with the title 'The volume
of the a*" books contained in the Vulg. tr., which we
have not found in Heb. or Chaldee.' Here 1 and 2
:

A

Es are included.
preface, doubtless by Calvin,
reaffirms Jerome's view as to the value of these
books,

A

Coverdale was the first to tr. the
from Gr. into
Eng. (1536). He put them between OT and NT,
witL the title Apocripha. The bokes and treatises
which amonge the fathers of olde are not rekened
to be of like authorite with the other bokes of the
byble, nether are they foQde in the Canon of the
Hebnie.'
Matthew's Bible (1537) reproduces Coverdale's
A, and translates Calvin's Preface, stating that
these books are not to be read publicly in the
Church, nor used to prove doctrine, but only for
furtherance of the knowledge of the history, and
for the instruction of godly manners.'
Cranmer's Bible (1540) di\'ides OT into three
:

'

'

parts:

(1)

Pent.,

(2)

Remaining

Hist, books, (3)

books ; and adds, * Tlie volume of the bokes called
Hagiographa,' so called because they were wont
to be read not openly and in common, but as it
were in secret and apart'
But in the reprint of
1541 tliey appear as A., and suuply 8:9 the fourth
'

!

'

part of the Bible.'
The Bishops' Bible (1568) treats the A. still more
favourably.
The table of contents gives it as
The fourth part called Apocryphus.' The separate
title-page reads, 'The Volume of the bookes called
Apocrj-pha.' But a classified list of the whole
Scripture of the Bible,' under the headings Legal,
Historical, Sapiential, and Prophetical, is given,
which follows the Vulg., with two changes of order
due to its scheme (puts 1 and 2 Mac after Job, and
Ps before Is), and with the addition of 3 and 4 Ezr,
with the explanation in the case of these two books
only that they are apocryphal.
In the Authorized Version (1611) 'the bookes
called Apocrypha are marked by the running title
Apocrypha at the top of the page, but have no
preface or separate table of contents and in the
table of lessons at the beginning they are included
'

:

A

from use

in Cliurch service, which the Puritans
demanded in 1689. It was not unlU 1827, after
two years' sharp dispute, that the Britisli and

Foreign Bible Society decided to exclude tlie A.
from all its publications of the Bible.
Witliin the Church of England the number of
readings from the A. has been reduced. Originally covering Sept. 27-Nov. 23, in 1867 selections
from Wis, Sir, and Bar only are assigned for
Oct. 27-Nov. 17, beside some selections for certain
holy days. The latter, with readings from To,
Wis, and Sir for Nov. 2-20, are retained by the
Amer. Epis. Church, whUe the Irish removes all.
Among non-Episcopal Churches the
has had
in recent years practically no recognition.
On the Continent the movement toward the exclusion of the A. from edd. of the Bible has been

A

slower.
The decision of the British Society in
1827 met with a storm of disapproval. The controversy revived in 1850, when numerous works
apijeared for and against the retention of tlie A.
Its ablest champions were,
in edd. of the Bible.
among Consen-ative scholars, Stier and Hengstenberg ; among Liberals, Bleek. In the Revision of
Luther's Bible (1892) it stUl stands, with Luther's
title.

The long controversy regarding the eanonicity
a*" books, in which the power of tradition
and the weakness of reason in matters of religious

of the

concern are conspicuously illustrated, may be said
The modern
to have ended for Protestantism.
historical interest, on tlie other hand, is putting
these wTitings in their true place as significant
documents of a most important era in religious
history.
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The edd. so far seem to indicate a growing rather
than diminishing regard for the books. It was not
long, however, before edd. of AV began to appear
in which the A. was omitted (1629, etc.).
The Confessions of Lutheran and Reformed
Churches agree substantially with Article VI. of the
Eng. Church (Lat. 1562, Eng. 1571), which, with
the list ')f A., explains
And the other books (as
Jerome saith) the Church doth read for example of
life and instruction of manners
but yet doth it
not apply them to establish any doctrine.' But a
less favourable judgment, held at first by few, Ims
grmlually, through much controversy, prevailed in
Protestantism.
At the Synod of Dort (1618) a
:

'

;

strong, though unsuccessful, elFort was made to remove the A. wholly from the Bible. In England the
opposition came especially from the Puritans, and
took final form in the Westminster Confession

APOLLONIA

('AToXXoiWa).— ApoUonia, in

Ac

17',

a town through which St. Paul passed, after
leaving Anipliipolis, on his way to Thessalonica. It
was an inland Gra;co-Macedonian town in the
district of Mygdonia, distant from Am|iliipolis a
day's journey (Liv. xlv. 28) or about 30 miles, and
from Thessalonica about 38 miles. It lay not far
from the Lake Bolbe, and the Via Egnatia pa.sscd

through

name

it.

(so
entries in

known

Its
of its history.
to be represented bv 33
Pauly-Wias. RE, three in Mnci'donia

Little ia

common

as

while the most important was A. in lllyri;i)
seems preserved in the modern Pnllinn (Ltake,
itself,

A'.G.

iii.

458).

William

—

P. Dickso.n.

Apollonius,
a
APOLLONIUS fAroXXiiriot).
personal name of frequent occurrence (under which
129 entries appear in Pauly-Wiiis. RE), is bornu
by several persons mentioned in 1 and 2 Mac.
1. The first, in the apparent order of time, is
described (2 Mac 3°) as son of Thras.-eue (or

'

APOLLONIUS

APOLLOS

Thraseaa
the RV notes the text as probably
corrupt, and uuggests, as perhaps the true reading,
'Apollonius of 'larsus'), and governor ((rrpaTj^yis) of
Coile-Syria and Phcenice under Seleucus IV.
Philopator (B.C. 187-175). One Simon, designated
as governor (RV guardian) of the temple (2 Mac
3* TpoaTdrris), having had dift'erences with the highpriest Onias concerning
market-administration
(dyopafofdat seems preferable to the
common
reading rapavofiias), took his revenge by suggesting to Apollonius that the temple at Jerus. contamed untold treasures, which might tempt the
king's cupidity.
A. conveyed the suggestion to
Seleucus, and induced him to send Heliodorus his
chancellor (RV ; not 'treasurer,' AV), to Jerus.
to plunder the temple.
The devices of Heliodorus,

part of Jonathan with the support of his brothei
Simon, was defeated in battle at Azotus (B.C. 147).
From the mode of expression, he would seem to
have been previously governor under Balas, and
won over by Demetrius which is the more probable, if he is to be identified with the A. mentioned
by Polybius (xxxL 19. 6 and 21. 2) as the aivTpa<pm
(foster-brother)
and confidant of the elder
Demetrius, who shared in the plot for his escape
from Rome, and may readily have sympathised
with the claims of the younger, when he came to
assert them. Jos. (Ant. XIU. iv. 3) calls him a
Daian, i.e. one of the Dai or Dahae near the
Caspian Sea, and speaks as though he fought
against Jonathan in the interest of Balas but this,
as Grimm (in loc.) shows, is much less probable.
The circumstance that the A. of Polybius had two
brothers, Meleager and Menestheus (xxxi. 21. 2), is
a somewhat slender ground for assuming relationship to the son of Menestheus (No. 3 above).

124
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the consternation occasioned by his purpose, and
the apparition by which it was baffled, are narrated
in 2 Alac 3.
In 4 Mac 4''^* the attempt is presented
as the act of A. himself, and not of Heliodorus.
2. At 2 Mac 4"' an A., son of Menestheus,
appears, sent by Antiochus Epiphanes as envoy
to Egypt on occasion of the
enthroning (which
seems the best interpretation of irpaToicXlata or
irporro/tXTjirio, literally
the first 'sitting on,' or
formal call to the throne) of Ptolemy Philometor
(in B.C. 173).
He may not improbably be the
same A. who is mentioned by Livy (xlii. 6) as having
headed an embassy sent by Antiochus to Rome.
3. At 2 Mac 5^'^ we find an A. sent by
Antiochus Epiphanes (in B.C. 166), with an army of
22,000 men, to Judcea, under orders to slay all tliat
were of age for military service, and to sell the
'

'

'

'

women and

;

;

William

P.

Dickson.

APOLLOPHANES ('AiroXXo^d.'ijs, 2 Mac Iff"), a
Syrian killed at the taking of Gazara by Judas
Maccabeus. This Gazara is not the well-known
town in the Shephelah, near to Nicopolis and
Ekron ; probably it should be identified with
Jazer on the farther side of Jordan, in the
Ammonite country (so Rawlinson). See 1 Mac 5*.
H. A. White.
APOLLOS ('AiroXXiis). An Alexandrian Jew
(Ac 18").
Apollonius, of which Apollos is a
natural abbreviation, is the reading of Cod. D,
the chief representative of the Western text of
the Acts, which is here very interesting, and
He is
probably presents a genuine tradition.

—

children. Coming to Jerus. under pretext of peace, he took advantage of the Sabbath,
when the Jews were keeping their day of rest, to
massacre great multitudes.'
He is characterised
as * that detestable ringleader
(RV lord of
pollutions ; tivadpxVt not occurring elsewhere,
possibly 'ruler of the Mysians,' but probably
'
leader in foul deeds '), while the use of the article
seems to point to one previously mentioned, and so
suggests nis identity with the governor of CceleSyria' (in ch. 3» and 4*: No. 1 above).
The
interval of nine years leaves this at least doubtful
but there is less reason to question his identity with
the person not named but described at 1 Mac 1^
as 'chief collector of tribute' sent by the Hellenizing
king to carry out his policy of destruction.
Jos.
{Ant. XII. vii. 1) designates him as commandant
{erpaTTTyis) of Samaria (apparently = provincial
governor, iiepiSipxv^t XII. v. 5), and records his subsequent fall, in conflict with Judas Maccabsus, as
does also 1 Mac 3>»-".
4. At 2 Mac 12' A., ' son of Gennsns,' appears
as one of the local commandants who, notwithstanding the covenant that the Jews should have
rest and leave to observe their own laws, continued
to vex them, and to countenance such attacks on
their liberties as the treacherous massacre at Joppa,
which Judas hastened to avenge. Nothing more
is known of him.
The patronymic 'son of
Gennaens' distinguishes him from (1) the son of
Thrasffius and (2) the son of Menestheus
and
the suggestion of Winer {EWB t.v., following
Luther's rendering edlen), that Ttyyalov might be
taken as an adjective,' the well-bom,' used ironically
(presumably of the latter), is highly improbable
for, as Grimm remarks, the irony would be too
covert, and Gennaeus occurs elsewhere as a proper
name (Pape, t.v.).

described as 'fervent in spirit' (see lio 12"), as
'an eloquent man' (for Xi^iot means this rather
than learned '), and as mighty in the Scriptures,'
i.e. well versed
in the Gr. OT.
He seems to
have been connected with Alexandria by early
residence as well as by race, for
records that
his religious instruction was received ir rj varplSi.
He came to Ephesus in the summer of 54, while
St. Paul was on his third missionary journey, and
there he spake and taught accurately the things
concerning Jesus, knowing only the baptism of
John and he began to speak boldly in the synaThe precise character of his religious
fogue.'
nowledge is not easily determined from these
few words. It has been generally held that A.'s
instruction in 'the way of the Lord' (v.''', see
Is 40^ Mt 3') was such as any well-educated
Jew might have gathered from teaching like that
of the Baptist, based on the Messianic prophecies.
This view is confirmed to some extent by the
account of what happened when St. Paul returned
to Ephesus after A. s departure.
He there found
twelve disciples, who being asked, ' Did ye receive
?
believed
the Holy Ghost when ye
returned an
answer which showed their ignorance of any distinctive gift of the Holy Spirit.
They explained
that they had formerly received John's baptism,
but willmjjly accepted the Christian rite at St.
Paul's hands.
It is probable that these men were
disciples of A., and that, having been influenced by
his teaching in the synagogues of Ephesus, their
knowledge of Christian truth fairly represented his.
But Blass {in loc.) points out that the words nadr/ral
and Trurrevaayrtt used of them are never used save
of Christians, and thus some knowledge at the
least of the Christian stoiy may be supposed to

6. When Demetrins II. Nikator came forward to
claim his father's crown in rivalry to Alexander
Balas (about B.C. 148), we learn from 1 Mac. 10""**
that he appointed {KarioTyiaep) A., who was over
Coele-Syria who gathered a great force, challenged
Jonathan the high priest as a supporter of Balas,
bat, after a series of successful manceuvres on the

have been theirs. Indeed A. is said (v.^') to have
taught dupi/Suj the things concerning Jesus, although he knew only of the baptism of John.
And so Blass suggests that, possibly from a
written Gospel which had reached Alexandria, A.
had learnt the main facts of the Lord's life, and
that his ignorance of Christian baptism may be

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

;

'

'
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by liis not having come in the way of
Christian teachers. Taking' this view, the narranaturally
lint when Prisiilla aiul
proceeils
tive
Aqiiila heard liini, they took hitn iintu them, and
exi>uuM>Ie(l unto him the way of IJoil aKfii^^arepov.'
It would seem probable, though the fact is not
stated, that A. received baptism at their hands, as
his followers in a like case did at the hands of St.
After some stay in Ephesus, A. determined
I'aul.
to go to Corinth, an invitation to do so having
come to him, according to the Western text, from
certain Corinthians who were in Ephesus at the
time.
They gave him letters of commendation,
and when he arrived in Corinth 'he helped them
much which had believed through grace for he
powerfully confuted the Jews and tliat publicly,
showing oy the Scriptures that Jesus was the
Christ' (Ac 18*").
In the spring of 57, A. having returned to
Ephesus, we learn from 1 Co (see esp. 1'^ and 3°)
that there were divisions amon" the Christians at
Corinth, the names of Paul and A. (as well as of
Peter) being used as those of party leaders.* The
question at issue may have been only as to the
relative importance of Paul and A. in the founding
but it seems likely that
of the Corinthian Church
there was also a dilFerence in the manner in which
the gospel was presented by each. Possibly the
eloquence of A. as contrasted with St. Paul's

APOLLYON ('AjroXXrwi- Destroyer ').— The Ir. ot
the lleb. name p~3>f, the angel of the Abyss in Kev
9^", who was king over the destructive locusts.
In the Talm. tract Shabbath 55* we lind reference
to the angels of destruction (nS^n 'dhSd) <rho accomplish God's purpose on the ^vicked. They are six in
number Wrath, Indignation, Anger, Destruction,
Desolation, and Consumption.
Over these are
placed Abaddon and Maweth (1119 Death). See
Weber, System der Pal. Theol. p. 166 f. The.se
are obviously later Judaic developments of the
simpler ideas of OT for the tendency of Judaism
after the Exile, and esp. during the Gr. period,
was to interpolate personal mediating activities
between the supersensuous and the phenomenal
world. But though this enormous development of
angelology was stimulated by Hellenic speculative
ideas, its ultimate source must be traced to Bab.
religion (cf. Schwally, Das Leben nach dem Tode,
Respecting the plague-demons of Bab.
pp. 146 f.).
exorcism and personitications of evil, see Sayce,
Uibbert Led. pp. 306-312 cf. also 327-335.
Another name of like signification to that of A.
is the Hellenic 'AjiMSam Asmudmus, a name which
occurs in To 3' as that of the evil spirit which slew
the seven husbands of Sarah, dauj^hter of Ra<mel.
This is the Grajcised form of the lleb. "lOyN, 'Destroyer.' The derivation of this name must obviously
be sought in the Heb. ice* 'to destroy.' The
etymology which connects it with the Pers. A6shma
dafiva, leader of the devas, adopted by Levy in his
Clialdee Lex.
from Windi.scliniann (Zoruastr.
Stu(lieji), is by no means so probable. This personification appears to be the same as A 'OXoBptiiwv of
Wis 18^. In the Targ. on Ec 1" he is called k^Sd
'Tin
king of evil spirits.'
It is not necessary
to refer to the Jewish fables which represent
Asmodaeus as the otfs|)ring of Tubalcain and his
sister Noema.
Respecting Paul's use of (i\oflptim)s
Ex 1'2^), introduced by him into the
(T\'-:fS of
narrative of Nu 16''"'-, see Heinrici - Meyer on

ex|>lain«d

:

'

;

;

rugged style (see I Co 2'"', 2 Co 11") appealed to
a certain cultivated class at Corinth, and it may
be (though for this there is no proof) that some
doctrinal ditferences apjieared after the lapse of
years.
The teaching of^A.'s followers may, e.(f.,
liave ilcgenerated into Antinomian Gnosticism.
However that may be, the Corinthian Church was
a^tated by bitterly opposed factions as late as the
time of Clement of Kome. But it is unlikely that
there was any personal disagreement between St.
Paul and A. It has indeed been suggested that in
Paul has the eloquent A. in his mind,
1 Co 2', St.
and again in 2 Co 3', where he declares that he
at least needed no commendatory letters and it
is curious that A. is not mentioned at all as one of
the founders of the Christian society at Corinth in
;

'2

Co

I'".

Hut however we

exjjiain these passages,

they do nut prove anything like serious estrangeIn 1 Co 10"', St. Paul, probably in answer
ment.
to an invitation for A., says, 'As touching A., the
brother, I besought him much to come unto you
with the brethren, and it was not at all his will to
not God's will that he should
come now [or
come now '] but he will come when he shall have
opportunity.' A. may well have been unwilling to
return at a time when his presence would inllame
party sjiirit. The last mention of A. in the NT is
lie was then (A.l). 07) in Crete, or was
in Tit 3".
shortly expected there; and St. Paul urges Titus
to set him forward on his journey with Zenas,
kindly message which, while it does not suggest
per.soiial intimacy, does not suggest either any
ditrerence of interest or hostility of sentiment.
Jerome {iv loc.) tiiinks that A. retired to Crete
until he heard that the divisions at Corinth were
healed, and says that be then returned and became
bisho|i of that city.
It was hrst sugge.sted by Luth»r, and the opinion
ia now widely held, that A. wa^ the author of the
Epistlo to the Hebrews. See Hebkews.
'

;

—

LnnRATURP..

—Con.vbrare

and Howdon,

St.

Paul, toL U. ch.

xjv.
Neaiuler, I'tiintiynr, l)k. Hi. :h. vii. Ue*:^aii, St. Partly
pp. 240, ilta. KjLSa, Cum. on A^J, pp. 201-2. nnd In L'xpul.

T(wti. HI.

SftI

:

Wrtirhf.

iTl.

It. 8.

J.

H. IJKKNAUD.

'

:

;

;

'

Co 10'°.
The OT conceptions respecting Abaddon may be
gathered from a comparison of the passages Job
20'> 28=^ 31".
In the hrst of these the word
Abaddon stands in parallelism with SheOl or the
underworld (Hades), just as we find in Pr 15".
Delitzsch in his comment on this la.st pas.sage
endeavours to draw a distinction between Shedl
and Abaddon, the latter designating the lowest
depth of Hades but I see no warrant for this in
Or, though in later times we know that such a
distinction was made (Schwally, ibid. p. 166, on
Lk 10^"**, and Wendt, Teaching uf Jesus, i. p. 109).
Moreover, in Job 31" the same conception prevails
in the mind of the writer as in the previous OT
1

;

which we have referred. So also in
where Abaddon and the grave stand in
parallelism.
On the other hand, it is worthy of
notice that in Job 2S'^'' we lind the beginnings of
that pcrsonihcation which in later times was to
have so extended a development. For in that
pa.ssage both Abaddon and Death are persoiiilied,
and words are a.scribed to them. Cf. the vivid and
passajjus to
I's 88^',

dramatic portrayal of the devourinj; SheAl
5'*.

of

Wisdom

On

OT

the use of ["Jit in the
see art. AbaddoN.

OWKN
— The used
Eng. word
twice

C.

APOSTASY
The

in

Is

literature

WnlTEHOOSE.
does not occur.

Gr. airorraala is
(1) in defining the
charge made against St. Paul (Ac 2P') that he
all
the
Jews
which
are
taught
among the Gentiles
to forsake Moses (so AV,
; Gr. awoaToalar iv6
Muircr^us, lit. 'a. from Moses') and (2) as the word
used for the 'falling away' (so AV, RV) which
precedes or accompanies the revelation of the
'Man of Sin' (2 Tn '£'). See Comin. in /(>•. and
art. Man of Sin.
J. Hastings.
:

'

'

RV

;

• Field, foUowlny Chry»o«tom, on 1 Co 4', sufni:e8tB that the
nunee of the ri-al party Icmlcra are not Liiown to un, and 1 hat
Bt. Paul aiibstituted for thcia hin nut) nunto and that of ApuUoH.
But, Ihoutfh hie not* is interestin(?. we prijfer to follow the
•impler and more usual int^rprt-latiuii in the text.
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;

APPAREL

APOSTLE
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APOSTLE. —The

proper meaning of

djr6<rTo\os is

an ambassador, who not only curries a message
So
like an fiyycXos, but also represents the sender.
Herodotus (i. 21) of Alyattes to Miletus; (v. 38)
The influence of Athens
of Miletus to Sparta.
diverted it for a time (e.g. Demosth. p. 252) to
mean a naval squadron and in later law dTrocrroXoi
were the litterm dimissorim by which a case was reIn Hel. Greek it returns
ferred to a higher court.
This is not very distinct in
to its other meaning.
1
K 14' Ahijah iTr. <rKXi)p4s to Jeroboam's wife), the
(inly place where it is found in LXX, though
Symmachus has it clear in Is lS^(that sendeth c'l'S'
by the sea). So there seem to have been awfxrToKoi.
sent from Jerusalem to collect the temple money,
and diriffToXoi sent by the foreign Jews to bring it
Later on, the patriarch at Tiberias liad
to Jerus.
;

(

at his disposal (Epiph. Hcxn: 30, p. 129;
Cod. Theod. xviii. 8. 14, where Honorius, in 3'J8,
abolishes the whole system of taxation.
See
Gothofred, ad loc).
10»
(rCiv
Si
SuSexa
iw.),
In NT it is found Mt
6*" (oi dTT.—those sent forth, v.'), Jn 13" (in the
general sense), and frequently in Luke and Paul.
Once (He 3') of our Lord Himself, which is the
dTricTToXoi

Mk

thought of Jn 17'*.
After the ascension the number of the Lord's
apostles was not fixed at twelve, except in the
figurative language of Rev 21".
Setting aside
envoys of men (2 Co 8^ iir. ^/ckXi/o-uDi/, Ph 2=»
i/iuv Si dir.)

and

who needed

to

1

Jn

false apostles (2 Co 11'^ Rev 2^)
be tried (contrast iireipa<ras with

4' SoKtfid^eTc),

we have

first

Matthias, though

best left an open (question whether he was
permanently numbered \nth the Eleven. Of Paul
and Barnabas there can be no doubt (e.g. Ac 14"
oi dTT. B. (cai n.), and of James the Lord's brother
very little (Gal I", 1 Co 15' and perhaps 9').
Andronicus and Juntas at Rome seem to be
'notable' apostles (Ro 16' iTri<Trj/i.ot Iv tois dx.), and
possibly Silvanus also was an apostle.
On the
other hand, Timothy is shut out by the greetings
of 2 Co, Col, Ph, and possibly 2 Ti 4" (eiiayyeit is

and Apollos (I Co 4'-" is indecisive) by
Clement (Ep. 47), who most likely knew the fact of

XiffToC),

the case.

The first qualification of the apostle was to have
'seen the Lord' (Lk 24« Ac P-H 1 Co 9'), for his
first duty was to bear witness of the Lord's resurMatthias, Paul, and
rection (eM. also Ac 2'*).
James (1 do 15') had this qualification; probably
Barnabas, Andronicus, and Junias, who were all
of the earliest disciples and very possibly Silvanus
also.
On the other hand, it is unlikely of Apollos,
;

division of the world amongst the apostles, though
(Gal 2") it was settled at the Conference that the
Three were to go to the Jews, Paul and Barnabas
to the Gentiles.
St. Paul's refusal (Ho 15-") to
was due
build on another man's foundation
rather to courtesy and prudence than to any i)ar.
ticular assignment of districts to another apostle.
It follows that the apostle belonged to the
Church in general, and had no local ties. He had
a right indeed (1 Co 9*- °- '^) to eat and drink and
live of the gospel, and to lead about a Christian
woman as a wife ; but this was all. His life was
spent in journeyings, in labours, and distresses
(2 Co 6^), standing in the front of danger like
(1 Co 4°) some doomed bestinrius of the amphitheatre.
Certain dwelling-place he had none.
The Teaching goes so far as to declare him a false
prophet if he stays a third day in one place. St.
Paul worked for months together from Corinth and
Ephesus ; but they were only centres for his work,
no settled home for him. Only the unique position of Jerus. seemed to call for a stationary
apostle in James the Lord's brother, who, moreover, was not one of the Twelve. John and Philiji,
and possibly Andrew, only settled down in Asia in
their old age.
The apostle's relation to the Churches he founded
'

'

was naturally
choose their

first

indefinite.
He would (Ac 14-^)
local officials, start them in the

right way, and generally help them with fatherly
counsel (1 Co 4''- "') when he saw occasion. There
is no sign that he took any share in their ordinary
administration. St. Paul interferes with it only
in cases where the Churches have gone seriously
Avrong.
All that he seems to aim at is (1) to uphold the authority committed to him ; (2) to check
teachings which made the gospel vain, like the
duty of circumcision, the denial of the resurrection, or the need of asceticism
(3) to stop miporate misconduct which the Churches themselves
would not stop, as when the Corinthians saw no
great harm in fornication, or turned the Lord's
Supper into a scene of disorder. Questions referred
to him he answers as far as possible on general
principles, giving (1 Co 7) a command of the Lord
when he can, and in default of it an opinion of hi?
own, and sometimes a hint that they need not
have asked him. In general, the apostle is not a
regular ruler in the same sense as a modem bishoji,
but an occasional referee like the visitor of a college,
who acts only in case of special need.
;

—

Ln-ERATURR. Lightfoot, Go/., Excureus on The Harm and
of an Apostle Hamack, Texte u. (Inters, ii. 1, pp. l»;i-llS
Weizaacker, Apost. Znt<iUc:A 584-590 Haupt, Zum Verstundnisi d. Apostotats im N.T., 1896.
H. M. GWATKIN.
Office

;

;

;

hardly possible of Timothy, who were not apostles.
We have no reason to suppose that this condition
APOTHECARY is found Ex 30»- " 37», 2 Ch 16",
was ever waived, unless we throw forward the
Teaching into the 2nd cent. The second qualifica- Neh 3', Ec 10', and in every case RV gives perFor the ref. is not to the selling of
tion was (2 Co 12'") the ' signs of an apostle,' which fumer instead.
consisted partly in all patience, partly in signs and drugs, but to the making of perfumes (npn spice,
wonders and powers, and partly again (e.g. 1 Co 9^) perfume np-i to mix spice or manufacture perfume
np'i a perfumer).
But in Sir 38* 49' (fi.vp(\j/bs) RV
in efiective work among his own converts.
These, however, were only qualifications which retains a., though from 49' it is evident that the
J. Hastings.
others also held. A direct call was also needed, perfumer is meant.
for (1 Co 12^ leero 6 e(6s, Eph 4" airrbi (SuKty) no
human authority could choose an apostle. In the
APPAIM (D-jx 'the nostrils').— Son of Nadab, a
case of Barnabas and Saul (Ac 13') an outward man of Judah (1 Ch 2'»->i). See Genealogy.
commission from the Church was added and if
APPAREL. In early Eng. a. is used of houseMatthias remained an apostle, we must for once
assume that the outward appointment somehow hold furniture, the rigging of a ship, and the like,
included the inward call of the Spirit.
but in AV it is confined to clothing. Although
The work of the apostle was (1 Co 1") to preach, the word is now practically obsol., RV (following
In
or (2 Co 5**, Eph 6''"') to be an ambassador on be- older VSS) has introduced it some ten times.
half of Christ.
He was (Lk 24^) to be a witness 1 S Vt"^-" a. replaces 'armour' of AV, very
to all nations, and (Mt 28") to make disciples of properly, for the reference is to Saul's military
them, so that the whole world was his mission dress, not his armour. 1 P 3'' RV 'the incorruptfield.
There is no authentic trace (legends in ible a. of a meek and quiet spirit' is the only in(Cf.
stance of a fig. use of the word in the Bible.
Ens.
iii. I, and apocryphal works) of any local
;

;

HE

—

—

;'
;

APi-AKENTLY

APPHUS

Ph 2", Tindale's tr., 'and was found in his a. as a
man,' AV and RV 'fashion'). Apparelled occurs
2 S 13'*, Lk 7"; to which KV adds Ps 93""
(both tig.). See Dress.
J. Hastings.

one case
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Paul 'appeals' from the Jewish tribunal
invoicing Caesar himself as supreme
magistrate, because Festus was about to surrender
him to the Jewish authorities (see Ac 25"). In
the other case he appeals from Festus the delegate
(procurator) to the lei^al governor of the province,
viz. Cicsar himself.
It is further uot clear whether
the alternative in Ac 25'^'* was that St, Paul
should be released at once (Ac 2(j'-' 28'"), or that
he should be compelled, in spite of his appeal,'
to stand his trial at Jerusalem.
This last is not
impossible, for we learn from other sources [e.ff.
Suetonius, Galba 9) that at this time even a
Roman citizen could not insist on being sent on to
thesupreme court from that of a provincial govenior,
who had the power of life and death {J iis yladii)
but only it was at his peril that the governor
refused such an appeal.
It was not uncommon for
the governor in such a case to write to the emperor
to the

St.

Roman,

'

'

APPARENTLY,

Nu

only

and

the old
sense of 'openlv,' 'evidently,' not aa now, 'seemingly' '\A ith Iiim will I speak mouth to mouth,
manifestly ), and not in dark
even a. (KV
upeeches.' Cf. Shaks. Com. Err. IV. i. 78
12',

in

:

'

*

If

be should scorn

me

so apparently.*

J.

tiASTINGS.

APPARITION.— This word does not occur in
except in the Apocr., Wis 17' (Gr. tfdaXna,
'spectral form'), 2 Mac 3** (Gr., ewKpdvem,

AV
RV
RV

RVm 'manifestation), and 5* (Gr.
RV 'vision,' RVm 'manifestation').
The Revisers have introduced a. at Mt 14^, Mk 6"
AV spirit
J. Hastings.
as tr. of
'apparition,'

fxi^di-eio,

<t>drTa(rtuji

(

'

').

'

The appeal in St. Paul's ca.se
has no connexion with either the provocatio ad
jwpulum, or the appeal to the tribunes of the plebs,
as they existed under the Roman Rei)ublic.
(See
for instructions.

APPEAL.— I.

In the

Old Testament.— There

is no provision made in the OT for appeal in the
proper sense of the word, that is, for the reconsideration by a hif^her court of a case already tried.
The distinction made in the Law between the competence of higher and lower courts is of a different
nature.
great matter must be reserved for
the supreme court, while the lower otlicers are
competent to decide a small matter. This distinction is found in one of the oldest parts of the
Pent. (Ex 18"'- -^ [E]), and in Dt H'-* [D]. And
the allusion to the delays in legal proceedings of
which Absalom took advantage, 2 S 15^ also
points to the antiquity of what is, after all, an
obvious device inevitable in a growing nation.
The supreme court for the hardest cases was cither
the king or the priest or the prophet, as the mouthpiece of J" Himself.
The law of Dt 19'«-"* is
more like real appeal, for there a 'controversy'
and false witness seem to be presupposed before
but prob'the judges make diligent inquisition
ably the first proceedings were rather administrative than judicial, and it hardly amounts to a
second hearing of the case on appeal. According
to 2 Ch 19" Jehoshaphat placed Zebadiah over
the judges whom he appointed city by city throughout Judali but it docs not follow that ne was to
hear ajjjieals from the local courts.
For the appellate jurisdiction of later times, see

A

'

'

Momuisen, liomisches

Siaaisrecht',

;

Saniikdrin.
II.

'

'

'

'

RV

;

'

AV

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

the

In

New Testament — Ac

25, 26,

and

St.

(Jn 18") and the incidents of Ac 7'* 22' 20'" are
to be regarded as in the ej-e of the law cases of
lynching, at which the Roman government connived.
A Roman citizen was entitled to claim
exemption from the jurisdiction of the synagogue,
but nevertheless St. Paul submitted to it five times
J

11", Ac 28"').
He was also liable to be brought before
Roman governor in charge of the province or

(2

the
dis-

(Ac IS'^etc).

When,
willing
belore

then, I'estus asked him whether he w.na
go up to Jerusalem and there be judged
me' (Ac '25"), it is not clear whether the

t(>

'

by the
^:
iaiilicdrin in the ])re8enoe of Festus, or (2) more
probably by Festus himself at Jerusalem rather
iropo.Mul

'a. to' is (1) to belong to, of
16'^ * all the men tliat
actual posse.ssion
a*^ unto Korah' (nipji -Xj-^ c'lijn-'?;) ; Lv 6° 'give it

Nu

:

unto him to whom it a'"" ; Neh 2" the palace
which a"'' to the house.' (2) To belong to, of right
or privilege To G'^ the right of inheritance doth
2 Ch 20"
rather a. to thee than to any other
•It a""" not unto thee, Uzziah, to burn incense'
'

'

'

:

'

(1611 ed. 'pertaineth not,' so

RV,

;

lleb. ^^-ii>)

;

liar

'To the Lord our God a*"" righteousness' (RV
1 Es 8", 1 Mac lO""- ", 2 Mac 15'".
•belongeth')
Jer 10' Who would not
(3) To be appropriate
fear thee, (J King of nations? for to thee doth
1"
they roasted the Passover
1 Es
it a.' (-liiij; ^^)

was that he should be

;

tried (1)

than Ciesarea, on the pretext that the charge could
be belter sifted there; but if so, why is the
In the
prironer's consent necessary (Ac 26°'*')?

'

:

'

;

with

lire,

as a"**' (so

Lv

5'°

KV

Gr. lis xaO-fiKct, as is
according to the ordin;

Jiltmn.

Cf.

ance

See Peutain, Pijrtenance.

).

0?;^*!;;

'

J.

Hastings.

APPHIA. — A Christian lady of Colossa-, a
membiT of the household of Philemon, very
probalily his wife.
Iler memorj* is honoured in
the Greek Church on Nov. 22, as having been
stoned to death at Colossa; with i'liilrnion,
Archippus, and Onesimus in the reign of Niru
Tlie
but the authority for this fact is unknown.
;

name

Co

(2)

trict

Hastings.

J.

APPERTAIN.—To

2°

Paul was liable to be tried either by (1) a
Jewish, or by (2) a Roman court. (1) The Roman
government at this period allowed the authorities of
each synagogue to exerci.se di.scipline over Jews,
only they were not allowed to i)ut any one to
death,
'fhe Sanhedrin at Jerusalem appears to
have had more moral weight and a wider jurisdiction (Ac 9' 2G"), but not larger legal powers
28".

931.)

O. BuitROW.S.
APPEASE. ^To a. in its mod. use is to propitiate an angry person.
In this sense is Gn 32-'^
him with the present ; 1 Mac 13^'
I will a.
Simon was a'' toward them (RV reconciled unto
them ') and Is 57«
shall I be a" for these
things?' Everywhere else in
a. has the ob.s.
meaning of to quieten (which is the orig. meaning,
ad pace m, to hrin" to peace'), as Ac 19^' when the
townclcrk had a^ (RV 'quieted') the people';
Pr lo'" But he that is slow to anger a"" strife
Est 2' when the wTath of king Ahasuerus was a""
(RV 'pacified'); Sir 43«» 'he a'l* the deep' (RV
hath stilled ') 2 Mac 4" Then came the King in
all haste to a. matters' (RV 'settle matters').

'

;

2.58,

ii.

W.

is

Phrygian, being frequent

in

Phrygian

Inscriptions under the varying forms 'A7r</.(n, 'Aipiftia,
In Philem. (v.') the best attesteil reading
'Anifiiat.
is 'Air<pl</ ; but 'A<p<pl(f, 'kfiiplif, 'Arrlf are also found,

and the Latin VSS vary between Appliiie, Apphiadi,
Appia-.
In the latter ca-so it was probalily a.HHimiInted to the Latin .\ppia (Light foot,

Menieon, November, pp.

Ci/lii.1.1.

W.

1-13-147).

p.

372:

Locic.

APPHUS ('Airi^oCt, lM<)><l>oit A, 2oT^I>t K V, ytj'j'/i

tti

9

(Vulg.

Ani.

),

.m ng^

Xll. vi. 1)).

...

(Syr.),

1

Mao

2°

'A^^oCt

(.los.

the surname of Jonathan the Mn*-

;

MARKET OF

APPIUS,

128

APPOINT

The name is usually thought to mean
Dissembler' (bisn) ; and some suppose that it was
given to Jonathan for his stratatrem against the
tribe of the Jambri, who had killed his brother
H. A. White.
John (1 Mac 9"-").
cabee.
'

APPIOS,

MARKET OF

('AtttIov <p6pov,

AV Appii

Furttm, Ac 28"), was one of the two points on St.
Paul's journey to Rome at which he was met by
It was
Christian brethren from the capital.
situated 43 miles from Rome, on the great Appian
military highway, which formed the main route
As
mtercourse >vith Greece and the East.
toT
a station where travellers halted and changed
horses, it naturally became a seat of traffic
It was, moreover, the
and local jurisdiction.
kirthem terminus of a canal {fossa) which was
c&iTied alongside of the road, and was used, as we
learn from Strabo (v. 233), for the conveyance,
chiefly by night, of passengers in boats towed by
Horace has {Sat. i. 5) preserved a vivid
mules.
picture of the place, with its boatmen, innkeepers,
and wayfarers, cheating, carousing, and quarrelling,
amidst an accompanying plague of gnats and frogs
from the Pomptine marshes.
William P. Dickson.
APPLE (niBB tappuah). The conditions to be
fulfilled by the tappuah are that it should be a fine
'As the apple
tree, suitable to sit under (Ca 2')
tree among the trees of the wood, so is my beloved
among the sons. I sat down under his shadow
with great delight.' It should be of size sullicient
'I raised
to overshadow a booth or house (Ca 8°)
thee up under the apple tree there thy mother
brought thee forth ; tliere she brouglit thee forth
and
that bare thee.' It had a sweet fruit (Ca 2^)

—

:

:

;

:

his fruii

was sweet

pleasant smell (Ca
like apples.'

who

It

to

7')

:

my
'

was used

It also

revive a

to

Stay
languid (Ca 2')
raisiuc, comfort me with apples ; for

was

'

had a
and the smell of thy nose
taste.'

:

'

person

me
I am

with
sick

of love.

The apple

fulfils all the conditions perfectly.
a fruit tree which often attains a large size,
is planted in orchards and near houses, and is a
special favourite of the people of Palestine and
It is true that the fruit of the Syrian
Syria.
apple is far inferior to that of Europe, and especiNevertheless it is a
ally to that of America.
favourite with all the people, and in a few places fine
varieties have been mtroduced and thriven well.
Doubtless such an epicure as Solomon would have
had many of the choicest kinds. Almost all the
To
apples of Syria and Palestine are sweet.

It is

European and American palates they seem insipid.
But they have the delicious aroma of the better
kinds, and it is for this quality that they are most
prized.
It is very common, when visiting a friend,
to have an apple Landed to you, just to smell. Sick
people almost invariably ask the doctor if they
may have an apple and if he objects, they urge
their case with the plea that they only want it to
smell.
If a person feels faint or sea-sick, he likes
nothing better than to get an apple to smell. It
is an everyday sight to see an apple put over the
mouth of the small earthenware water pitcher
(called in Arabic ahrtn) to give a slight aroma of
apple to the water. The first thing with which
the capricious appetite of a convalescent child is
tempted is an apple, which he fondles and squeezes
with his fingers to develop the aroma, but perhaps
;

much as bites. A very
made of the apple.

never so
is

also
It will

favourite preserve

be seen by these facts that the apple
the conditions of the tappuah. Add to
this that the Arabic name ajfclh k* identical, and
noway ambiguous as to its signification, and the
There Is no other fruit
evirVence is complete.
fulfils all

wliich at all

realises all

The

these conditions.

quince has a sour, acerb taste, never sweet. The
citron was probably introduced later than OT
times it has a fruit with a thick rind, eatable
only after a very elaborate process of preserving
with sugar. The pulp is never eaten in any form.
The orange is a fruit introduced from the Spanisli
Peninsula during the Middle Ages.
Its name,
burdekiin, is a corruption of the Arabic name for
Portugal, bartughal. It was probably not known
to the Hebrews.
Tlie apricot is not a fruit with
any special fragrance, and is never used as the
apple to refresh the sick. A further confirmation
of the identity of tappuah with tiff'dh, the Arabic
for apple, is the present name 'leffdh for Beth;

tappuah (Jos

15^).

The

'pictures of silver' (Pr 25") in which .apples
of gold are said to be placed, may have been filigree
silver baskets for fruit.
The Oriental silversmiths
excel in thi! manufacture of such ware.
G. E. Post.
APPLE OF THE EYE (lit. •child [[W'x, dim. of
^'x man] of the eye ; sometimes nj ' daughter of
the eye.' Ps 17', in combination, M'ns pi^'x? 'as
child, daughter of, the eye.' Once, Zee 2*, .i?5 ' the
opening, door, of the eye ') is the ' eyeball," or globe
of the eye, especially the pupil or centre, the organ
of vision ; composed of exceedingly delicate and
sensitive structures, carefullyshielJed from external
injury.
It is enclosed in the bony orbit, supported
behind and on the sides by a quantity of loose fat,
protected above by the eyebrows, and in front by
the eyelashes and eyelids, the lids closing instinctively in presence of danger.
The surface is kept
continually moist by an almost imperceptible flow
of tears.
Hence its preciousness makes it a fitting
emblem of God's unceasing and tender care for Hia
people, as in Dt 32"', Ps 17», Zee 2».
In Pr 1" the
same figure represents the preciousness of th
divine law ; and in La 2'* continuous weeping ia
enjoined because of the terrible calamities that
had befallen the inhabitants of Jerusalem.
S. T. GwiLLIAM.
APPOINT. In earlier Eng. this word had a considerable range of meaning, and there are many
examples in
To a. is
of obsol. or archaic uses.
literally ' to bring to a point,' i.e. fix or settle.
1. If the point in question is between two or more
persons, then it means to agree, as Jg 20^ ' Now
there was an a"" sign between the men of Israel
and the liers in wait.' Cf. Job 2" 'Job's three
friends . . . had made an appoLatment together to
come to mourn with him and to comfort him.'
2. If it is one's own mind that is to be brouglit to
a point or settled, then a. means to resolve, as
2 S 17" 'The Lord had a'"' (RV 'ordained') to
defeat the good counsel of Ahithophel.' 3. If it
is other persons or things, then a. means («) to
make firm, establish, as Pr 8*" He a^ (RV ' marked
out ') the foundations of the earth.' (6) To prescribe or decree, as Gn 3(P ' A. me thy wages, and
I will give it' ; 2 S 15" ' Thy servants are ready to
do whatsoever my lord the king shall a.' (RV
'

—

AV

thou a""^' death in (RV for ')
'every stroke of the a"" staff'
'grounded,'
(Heb. mjio hed ' staff of foundation,'
'

choose

him';

RVm

')

2 Es 3'

;

Is SO'*

'

'

RV

AV

doom'); 1 Co 4» 'a''' (RV 'doomed') to
death'; 1 Th 5» 'God hath not a*'" us to wrath.'
wearisome nights are
(e) To set apart, as Job 7'
'of

'

me'; Ac 1^ 'they a"* (RV 'nut forward')
Hence ('/) to
two, Joseph
and Slattliias.'
assi™ to some purpose or position, as Lk 10' the
a"" to

.

.

,

'

Lord

other seventy also.' In this sense a. is
used with out ' in Gn 24" ' the woman wliom the
Lord hath a"^ out (RV 'a""') for my master's son'
Jos 20' A. out for vou (RV assign you ') cities of
refuge.'
Last of all («) in Jg IS"- ' a. means to
furnish or equip : six hundred men a"* (RV girt ')
a*^

'

'

'

'

'

9

;

)

;

APPREHEND
With which

with weapons of war.'

And.

IV.

cf.

Shaka.

Tit.

16—

li.
*

AQUILA

You mA7 be armed and appoiDted

and Tindale's

tr.

Lk

of

17'

'

well '

sen-e me.'

J.

APPREHEND

selfi> and
Hastincs.

Apoj-nt thy

AV

in
in the
prisoner,' Ac 12^,
2 Co U"; but K\' turns a. into 'take' in both
passages, in order to make the tr. of the verb
still

is

used

twice

customary sense of

making

'

"

10^ 11"
is found

S-"
uniform.
See Jn T"Ac 3', Rev 19". In Ph 3'^ " a.
of
hold
of,' and
nearly
obsol.
sense
laying
in the
for wliich
If that I may a. that
is used tig.,
also I am a"" of (KV 'was a"* by') Christ Jesus'
To those, the only
laid hold on ').
(Amer.
examples of a. in AV, RV adds Jn 1' 'And the
light shineth in the darkness, and the darkness a*^
'overcame,'
it
not' (AV 'comprehended,'
that darkness overtake you
^(•ith a ref. to Jn 12^
not,' where the Gr. verb KaraXafifidi'u is the same)
may be strong to a.'
and Eph. 3" 'that j'e
(sameGr.,
'may be able to comprehend'), 'a
minute and over-careful change,' says Moule. See
»»•

(rioiu.)
21'- '»,

disgusting excesses, as when the foam is taken from
the lips of one fallen insensible after the Moslem
religious dance (zikr), or when torches are frantically lit from the holy fire at Jerusalem.
But the
underlving thought is that healing power being
from al)ove must prefer consecrated channels.
G. M. Mackie.
APT has lost its orig. meaning of 'fitted,' which
has been taken up by the compound 'adapted.'
This, however, is tne meaning of apt in the iJible
2 K 24" all of them strong ana a. for war iiri^'P "Irv,
1 Ch 7* ;
a. to teach (6i«o)a-.Kd5), 1 Ti 3^ 2 Ti 2«.
:

'

RV

'

RVm

'

.

.

.

AV

Comprehend.

J.

Hastings.

APPROVE This word has now settled down
into the meaning of 'to think well of ; examples
Hut in other passages we
are I's 49", La 3**.
see it only approaching this meaning, and that
may
from two sides.
a. of a thing if its worth
demonstrated to us.
is tested by us, or if it is
Hence (1) to test, or a. after testing (Gr. ioKtixiiw
or ioKiiioi) Ro 16'° 'Salute Apelles, a"* in Christ,'
2'" and F'h l"
thou a"*' the things that are excellent' (RVm ' provest the things that differ'), Ro
I4'9, 1 Co 11"' 16», 2 Co 10" 13', 2 Ti 2", and in
Ro 14^, 1 Th 2^, Ja V.* And (2) to demonstrate,
or a. after demonstration Ac 2^ ' a man a*'' of God

We

:

'

RV

:

among you

RV

unto 3'ou ') by miracles (iwoSeSeiy'a strong word = clearly shown,
pointed out specially or apart from others it expresses clearness, and suggests certainty. '—Vage
and Walpole, Acts, p. 18); 2 Co 6* 'in all things
a'"' ourselves as the ministers of God' (iTinilaTT)ixi,
RV 'commending'); 7" 'Ye have a"" yourselves
to be clear in this matter' (awlarrifu, RV as AV).
Cf. Pref. to AV^ (1611) We do seek to a. ourselves
J. HASTINGS.
to every one's conscience.'
uJfor

(

'

'

vfiat,

fit

;

'

APRON— (n^'iiq, Gn 3' aiiuKlvBiov {semicinctium),
19'^).
"The OT instance is sufficiently explained
;

Ac

by the context. That of Ac 19'" was a wrn|)per of
coloured cotton, in shape and size resembling a
bath-towel, worn by hshermen, potters, watercarriers, sawyers, etc., as a loin-cloth; worn also
by grocers, bakers, carjienters, and craft.smen
generally, as a protection to their clothes from
dust and stains, and as something to wipe their
St. Paul would
perspiring and soiled liniids uimn.

wear an

a.

when making

tent-cloth.

The

labori-

ousness of his life at Kphesus for the support of
himself and others is referred to in the farewell
Handkerchiefs and
words at Miletus (Ac 20**).
aprons were chosen (Ac 19") because they were
light and portable, and of the same shape for all.
The incident referred to is in intimate agreement
with Oriental feeling. Superstition carries it to
•

Craik (Ktmj/wA

i^/

.^haJcrKpfarf, p. 147) jfointe

out that a. In
lie quotes

the seiide of prove or teat U very frequent Id Shaka.
Tvo Gent, qj Vertma, T. Iv. «3—
'

O, "tU the cunie of love, and etill approved,
women cannot love where they're tieloved.'

WTien

Bftj-B
'When Don Pedro in htuch Ado alxnit Nothing
'of approved vnlour," the
i.
3t>4)' denrrit»e« Benedick aB
words cannot he nnderatoo*! a« eonveyinif any notion of whnt
we now call approval or H]>prnl>niion the meaning la merely
that he had proved his valour by his conduct.'

Aod he

:

(n.

'

'

wliiih

I.

—

Hastings.

' an eagle ').— The lirst mention
of Aquila in Scripture is in Ac 18',
described as 'a certain Jew ... a man

{'KKvXai,

we have

where he is
Pontus by

of

Luke here

race.'

It

has been conjectured that

into a mistake, and should rather
have described A. as belonging to the Pontian qctis
at Rome, a distinguished member of which bore
the name of Pontius Aquila (see Cic. ad Fam. x.
33 ; Suet. Jul. Ccbs. 78). But for this there is no
warrant beyond the similarity of the names ; while,
as further confirming A.'s connexion with Pontus,
we know that the A. who in the 2nd cent, translated the OT into Greek was a native of that
country (compare also Ac 2*, 1 P 1').
Along with
Priscilla or Prisca his wife (see Priscilla), A.
St.

fell

had taken up his abode in Rome, but had to flee
owing to a decree of Claudius, in A.D. 52, expelling
the Jews (Suet. Claud. 25 says, Judaeos impulsore
Chresto a&sidue tumultuantes Roma expulit.' For
the meaning to be attached to the passage, see
Neander, Pjlamung, I. p. 332, note 2 Lightloot on
'

;

note

1 ; Plumptre, Bibl. Studies,
decree, however, did not remain
long in force, is proved by the mention of a number
of Jews in Rome shortly afterwards (Ac 28"), and

Philippians,
p. 419).

p. 16,

That the

by A.'sown return (Ro 16^). From Rome A. sought
refuge in Corinth, where he received the apostle
Paul on his second missionary journey.
It has
been debated whether A. had embraced Christianity
before meeting Paul, or whether he owed his conversion to the apostle. Against the former view
it is urged, that if he had been a Christian at the
time of Ac 18-, he would have been described by
the common name of ^(?t;t^i or disciple against
the latter, that if Paul had brought him to the
truth, the fact would hardly have remained unrecorded, and further, that community of occupation rather than coniiiiunity of belief is specially
mentioned as having brought the two together.
In the absence of fuller information it is impos8il)lo to decide the question with certainty
but
the ready welcome which A. evidently accorded to
one whom the bulk of his fellow-countrymen viewed
with such disfavour as Paul, inclines us to the
belief that when he came to Corinth he had at
least accepted the first principles of the Christian
faith, though his progress and growth in it he
doubtless owed to the apostle. If so, he and his
wife may be ranked as amongst the earliest
members of the Christian Church at Rome and it
would be from them that Paul would learn those
particulars regarding the state of that Church to
which he afterwards refers in his Ep. (see Ro 1'
16"'").
After about eighteen months' intercourse
in Corinth, A. and Pri.scilla accompanied Paul on
his way to Syria, as far as Ephesus, where they
remained behind to carry on the work, amongst
those coming under their influence being A polios
(Ac 18'-*"). They were evidently still at Euhesus
when 1 Co was written ; and their house had comp
to he regarded as the meeting-place of one of those
little groups of believers into which, without any
delinite organisation, the Church was then divided
;

;

;

(1

Co W'\

cf.

Ro

and

From Ephesus A(|uila
Rome, partly perhaps on

16*- '•).

;

VOL.

(

'

J.

AQUILA

'

'

129

Priscilla returned to

;

ARABAH

AQUILA'S VERSION

130

account of tome great danger tliey had run on
Paul's behalf, the warmth of the apostle's greeting
proving, further, the general esteem in which tliey
were held (Ko W). Eight years later we lind
them again at Ephesus (2 Ti 4'"). The frequency
of these changes of abode has caused diliiculty,
but, apart fronwthe fact that an itinerant life
was strictly iu accord with all that we know of
the Jews of that day, wliat more natural than
that A. and Priscilla should again desire to
revisit the city whence they had been driven, as
soon as it was safe to do so, even supposing they
were not specially sent by St. Paul to prepare

even in the days of Lot, the garden of the
Lord' (Gn 13'").
Near the banks of the Kelt is
situated the miserable village of Er-Riha, probably
the ancient Gil gal, surrounded by gardens producing
lemons, oranges, bananas, figs, melons, and castorThe copious .spring of Es Sultfln breaks
oil trees.
out near the base of the limestone escarpment of
Kuruntlil, and its waters are caught in a basin of
The
solid masonry forming the ancient baths.
temperature of the water in the pool, taken on 15th
January 1884, was 71° Fahr., but that of the spring

it

'

Scripture,

doubtless higher. The locality is rich in
natural history objects, especially bii-ds, of which
Tristram records the bulbul (Ixos xanthopygius),
the hoppin^-thrush {Crateropns chalybeus), the
Indian blue kingfisher (Alryon smymensis), the sunbird (Cinnyris osea), Tristram's grakle (Amydrua
trixtrami), besides innumerable doves, swallows,

him

and commoner

own coming?

for his
p.

176

and

418

p.

(See Lightfoot, PAi/i/)/)s«n.s,
p. xxvii

Sanday and Headlara, Romans,

;

ff.).

4'^ A. is not again mentioned in
and the evidence of tradition regarding
G. MiLLlGAN.
vei-y scanty.

After 2 Ti
is

itself is

species.

(Jos 1*?*) in the de.^cription of the border
in the
of the lot of Benjamin ; but in
it has a more
extended meaning, and is applied to at least a
portion of the great valley (Wady el Arabah)
which stretches from the tiulf of Akabah into the
Jordanic basin. 1. In the former sense the name
applies to the broad plain of alluvial land stretching
from the N. shore of the Dead Sea along the right
bank of the Jordan fur a distance of about 50 miles,
and bounded on the W. by the broken line of steep
slopes and precipitous dill's which close in the valley
from its junction with the Wady el Joseleh southwards to the heights of Kuruntftl and the shore of the
Dead Sea itself. The surface is comnosed of succtssive terraces of gypseous marl ami loam, rising
by steps from the river's edge to a height of (idO
ft., and
marking the successive levels at which
the waters stood when they were receding to their
present limits.
Nearly all authorities are now
agreed that the plain we are considering was tlie
site of the doomed cities Sodom and Gomorrah,
and aft«nvards of the Jericho of Joshua and the
more modem city in the time of our Lord. The
climate is troi)ical and the soil rich ; and biung

In the latter sense the Wady el-Arabah correWUdemess of Zin in part (Nu
sponds to the
34'), where it went up to the border of Edom on the
E.
Its limits are stated above ; and from the
Gulf of Akabah to the Ghor the distance is about
105 miles. At its S. end the 'U'ady el-Arabah rises
gradually from the shore of the Gulf of Akabah,
lined by a grove of palms, for a distance of 50 miles,
and with an average breadth of 5 miles and at this
point, nearly opposite Mount Hor, it attains its
summit level of (approximately) 723 ft. above that
of the Red Sea, or 2015 ft. above that of the Dead
Sea.*
On the E. the Arabah is bounded by the high
escarpment of Edom (Mount Seir), often broken
through by deep ravines which descend from the
table-land of the Arabian desert except along these
ravines, the valley is almost destitute of herbage.
On the W. side the Arabah is bounded by terraced
cliffs of cretaceous limestone, along which the great
waterless plateau of the Badiet et-Tih (Wilderness
of Paran, Gn 2^', Nu 12i8) terminates.
The
floor of the Arabah is generally formed of gravel,
blown-sand, or mud flats and these are sometimes
hidden beneath vast lUhdcles of shingle brought
down bj- torrents from the heights above and spread
fan-like over the sides of the valley at the entrance
to the ravines.
The surface of the sandhills is often
marked with the footprints of gazelles, and, to a
smaller degree, of hya'n.as and leopards
and at
intervals water can be had at springs or wells, of
which the best known are the
el-Gliudyfln and
the 'Ayun Ghurundel at the entrance to the valley
of that name.
Near the watershed (or saddle) at the limestone
ridge of Er-Rishy the Arabah is contracted to a
breadth of half a mile ; but to the N. of this
as it begins to descend towards the Dead Sea
basin (the (Jhor) it widens out to a breadth of 10
miles, and follows the course of the principal stream.
El .leib, which receives numerous branches from the
IMomite mountains on the E. and the Badiefi-et
Till on the W.
These streams are fed by thunderstorms in the winter months ; but the Jeib is probably perennial
and alf>ng its banks, from the 'Ain
Abu Werideh for several miles, thickets of young
palms, tamarisks, willows, and leeds line the course
of the stream.
At this spot, which is 24 miles from
the banks of the Dead Sea, and at the level of the
Mediterranean (1292 ft. above the Dead Sea), are
to be found those remarkable lacustrine terraces of
marl, sand, and gravel, with numerous semi-fossil
shells of the genera Milanopsis and Melanin, which
attest the extent to which the waters of the Dead
Sea had risen in the Pleistocene period. Otbei

abundantly supplied with water from the Wady el
Aujah, the Kelt, and the Makuk, with natural
fountains such as the "Ain es Sultan and Ain Dftk,
It may well have deserved the title bestowed apon

• The hei^ht of the watershed ftbove the sea-level was determined by Major Kitehener and Mr. AnnKtrong in 1883 to be 660
ft., and bv M. Vi^nes in IS80 to be 240 mdtrea, or 787 ft,, mean
723 It. or 201S It. above the surface of the Dead Sea.

2.

AQUILA'S VERSION.—See Greek Versions.
Dt 2', comp. tj,- citv,' or nx^D-ij; Nu 21^,
on the south bank of the river Amon, on
the northern border of the Moabite territory,
situated in a pleasant valley where two branches

AR

'

{I'i

Is 15'),

of the river united Nu 21'-'' 22*^ ' the city of Moab =
Ar of Rloab). It is possibly the same as Kerioth
(Am 2^ Jer 48^-'"). It is also almost certainly
referred to in Dt 2*° as ' the city that is by the
(Heb.
river,' AV, or rather, 'in the valley,'
The ruins of Ra\)l)ah, though
Sn:,
4>apa.yi).
often identified mth Ar, lie, not on the banks of
the Arnon, but at least 10 miles farther S., and
represent a later city built after the old Ar had
been destroyed by an earthquake in B.C. 342.
'

(

RV

LXX

LrrERA-nrRE.

— Driver,

Deut. p 36 (on 29) and

(on 23«)

p. 45

Dillmann on Nu 2115 Delitzsch on Is l.si Dietrich in Merx,
Tristram, LaiuJ o/ Moab, p. Ill ; and see
i. 320 ff.
further under Arxon, Esriotu, Kabbah.
J. MACPHER.SON.
;

;

Architt,

;

ARA

(.tr»).

—A

descendant of Asher

(1

Ch

7").

See Genealogy.
(3-;s

in the

ARABAH

AV

(ijTvn).

'

;

;

;

'ambush' (?)), Jos 15".— A city of
mountains near Dumah. Perhaps
SWP vol. iii.
the ruin Er Babiyah near Domeh.
sheet xxi.
C. R. Conder.

ARAB

Judah

'

—This

;

word occurs only once

KV

Am

;

:

:

ARABAH

AKAEIA

terraces of marl are to be found at inten-als as the
traveller descends towards the margin of the Ghor
and here tlie valley breaks off in a semicircular line
of cliffs formed of sand, gravel, and marl, which
encloses the Dead Sea sliore, and seems to be referred to in Jos 15' as the Ascent of Akrahhim.'
Geology.
The Jordan- Arahali depressiDn owes
its existence mainly to the presence of a line of
'
fault,' or fracture of the crust, which may be
traced at intervals from the G. of Akabah to the
E. shore of the Bead Sea and onwards towards
This line follows closely the
the base of Hernion.
base of the Edomite escarpment, and its effect is to
cause the formations to be relatively elevated on
Thus
the E. and depressed towards the W.
the cretaceous limestone (corresponding to the
English chalk fonnation) which forms the crest of
the Edomite escarpment and the plateau of the
Arabian desert above Petra, at an elevation of 30004000 ft. above the valley, is brought down on
the W. side of the same valley to its very floor at
Er-Eishy, and forms (as statecl above) that side of
the valley throughout its whole length, breaking
The more
off in cliffs of nearly horizontal strata.
ancient rocks which lie at the base of the Moabite
;

'

—

and Edomite escarpment never reach the surface
alon^ the W. side of the Wady el-Arabah.* These
consLst of red granite and gneiss, various metamorphic schists, seamed by dykes of basalt, diorite,
and porphyry above which the carboniferous and
cretaceous sandstones are piled in huge masses of
nearly horizontal courses, the whole surmounted by
;

the pale yellow beds of cretaceous limestone reaching to the summit of the escarpment. The richness
of the colouring of the cretaceous sandstones, varying from orange through red to purple, has been a
source of admiration to all travellers, particularly
as it is displayed amongst the ruined temples and
tombs of tne city of Petra. t
Historical.
The Wady el Arabah appears to have
been twice traversed by the Israelites lirst on their
way from Horeb to Kadesh Bamea, and afterwards
when obliged to retrace their steps owing to the
refusal of the king of Edom to allow them to pass
through his land Nu 20-', Dt 2'). No passage for the
host by which to circumvent Mount Seir was practicable till thev reached the stony gorge of the Wady
el Ithem, which enters the Arahah 4 miles N. of
Traversing this rough and glistering
Akabah.
ra\-ine under the rays of an almost vertical sun, it
is not surprising that (as we read) 'the soul of
the people was much discouraged because of the
way (Jsu 21*). In later times tlie Arabah became
a caravan route from Arabi.i to Pal. and Syria.
The fort and harbour of Akabah (Ezion -geber)
now constitute an outpost for the Egj'p. Government, bej-ond which its authority does not extend the Arabah, as well as the Arabian desert,
being held by independent Arab cliiefs.J
LlTEBATunE. — Bnrcklianit, Trnvels tn .Syria and the FJofy
land, 1S-J2; De LiiLonie, Voiiiig,' en Orient, 1^2< Hull, Mount

—

:

(

;

:

Seir, .Sinai, and It'utfm Pnirstinr., 1SS1>; 'Tile PhyRicnl Gnol.
•iDd Oeop, (if Arabia Pelrifa,' etc., in Mitn. I'EF, \S^Q\ (jirU-t,
Voyage d'Eip'irrntion (le la Mer ifurlf, t. :'.b>«, 1S80; Ilfihilisoit,
BRI', 1.^5.'.; Stanley, Sinni anil ^'<i' », IRllO; lilnnkiMikurn, 'Ent-

IteliunR u. Gesi-h. dc8 T"ilt<;n Jlieies,' In

ZDIV,

IbUl).

Dean Stanley concurs with the view expressed
above, that it was through the Wady el Ithem (W.
Ithm) that the Israelites passed on their
their retreat from Edom {Sinai,

Moab after

E.

way

to

p. 85).

Hull.

Except at Rfld el-Mnfry, cIobo to W. sboi* of O. of Aknbab.
f Stanley sp--akH of tlit-Me cnUinrfl ns 'giTKeouH,'— red pa.s.sing
Into rrnuHnii, Ktnak''<) witb pur]>le, yellow, and blue like a
•

Pet^iaii car)>et.

.Sinat, p. 87.

t The head waters of the 0. nf Akal>ali arp fringed by an
extensive grove of the date l»alin ll'hrrnU ilarlyliii ra), tojrether
with aomeKpeclniensof the mrer dnniii italni(//i/i'/ia*n< TheUiun),
whieli Is also found In Upjier Kcypt and on the t>aiiki« of the
Atbani. Theae trees are prid>aMj iiidl^'eiinua, aa the old natue
of AJcai>ali was ' Elath,' wlilch ineaiia a gn>ve of treea ( Dt 2^).
'

'
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ARABIA (3-iv, 'Apa^la), the name given by the Or
geographers to the whole of the vast peninsula
which lies between the mainlands of Asia and
Africa.
Of the application of the name in the
Bible some account is given under Arablan ;
this article will contain a brief account of the
country itself, and of the references to it in the
sacred books.

Geography and Geology.—The

shape of A.
to that of Italy, but the
breadth of the former is greater in comjiarison with
its length
the length of the W. coast-line is about
1800 miles, while its breadth is about 600 miles
from the Red Sea to the Pers. Gulf. The Sin.
peninsula, which divides the Ked Sea at its N. end
into the Gulf of Suez on the W. and the Gulf of
Akabah on the £., is ordinarily reckoned to A., of
which the sea forms the boundarj' on the W., S.,
and E. sides. On the other hand, the N. limit is
not so easily fixed. Some writers would draw an
imaginary line from the head of the Gulf of Akabah
to that ot the Pers. Gulf but this would cut the
S. extremity of the liamad, or stony plain which
rises from the level of the Euphrates, and a little
N. of 29° suddenly alters into tne broken dunes of
red sand called by modem writers Nefud. It seems
best, therefore (with the most recent authorities),
to extend the application of the name A. throughout the IlamaU, making the Euphrates for the
greater part of its course the N. boundary Syria,
which separates it from the Mediterranean,
forming, between about lats. 32-36% its E.
neighbour.
For an incalculable period the sea has been receding from the Arubi.-in coast, at a rate reckoned
at 22 metres yearly. Hence the peninsula is, esp.
on the W. and S. sides, fringed with lowlands,
called by the Arabs Tihamah yet on parts of the
E. coast the mountains rise directly from the sea.
Of the long coast-line on the W. side, much is
fringed with coral reefs, greatly endangering navigation.
Between these and the shore in many
places a narrow passage allows only ships of small
burden to pass. The reefs commence in the Gulf of
Akabah, where alone has their nature as yet been
i.

was compared by Pliny
;

;

;

;

made

tlie

Valter,

subject

of

minute investigation

(see

Die Korall-riffen der Sinait. Halbinsel,'

'

d. Sachs. Akad., Math. Klasse, vol. xiv.).
inlets in the coast form not a few harbours,

Abhandl.

The

owing to the paucity of towns
only a few are of any importance
Yanbo, the port of Medina; Jiddiih, the port of
Mecca Hodaida, the port of Sana, on the W.
coast
Aden on the S. ; Mascat on the E. Of
these, Aden perhaps is the same as the port which
bears the name Eden in Ezk 27^, called Athene by
Pliny, and Eudaimon Arabia by the author of the
I'criplus
while Yanbo may be the "la/i/Sio of
Ptolemy. Tlie rest were not known to the ancients,
whose ports have for the most part disappeared
with the advancing coast-line. Oi these, the chief
port of the incense country, Moscha according to
the Penplus, Abi.ssa Polls according to Ptolemy,
has been recently identilicd by Mr. Theodore Bent
(Sineteenth Century, Oct. 18'J.')) with a creek two
miles long and in parts one wide near the village
Others that played an important part
of Taklia.
in ancient times, Eeuke Kome, Cliarmotas or
C'harmutas, Okelis, Muza, and Canneli (Ezk I.e.),
have been located with more or less certainty by
Wellstcd, Sprenger, (ilaser, and other ex|ilorers.
Wliile the W. and S. coasts are broken by no very
striking peninsulait, the sea which lies between A.
and Pcrsiu is divided by the peninsula wliieh ends
in Has Mesandum into the Pers. Gulf and the Sea
of Oman, while the Pers. Gulf is again broken by
the [leninsuhi of Katar, to the W. of which lies the
island of Bahrain, with the exception of Socotra

of which, however,
in the interior,
;

;

J

on tbe

AEABIA
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the most important of the iBlands
Arabia.

S. side,

^^'hich lie

ofi'

The ^eolo^cal character
Doughty 'The constitution

of A. is thus described by Mr.
of the Arabian peninsula appears
:
central
stack
of
Platonic
rocks which are ^ranited uith
to be a
traps and old basalts, whereupon are laid sandstones (continuous
and
probably "cretaceous"), and limestones
witJj those of Petra,
(sometimes with dints) overlie the sandstones. Ne\^er rocks are
the volcanic, and namely of the vast " harrahs " : the flint land
of eravel (upon limestone with flint veins) that is A. Petrjea, in
which were found flint instruments (as those of Abbeville) by
Mr. Doughty at Man, 1S76 ; and ancient flood soil, block drift,
loams or clays in the volleys and low j^rounds.'

The land won from the sea constitutes the lowlands (called by the Arabs Tihamah), which fringe
the peninsuJa, and beyond which there rise ranges
of mountains on all three sides.
On the N. the
great Nefud, which succeeds to the stony plain,
occupies the centre of the peninsula, with a greatest
breadth of 150 miles, and a greatest length of 400
miles.
Of this wilderness of red sand the most
accurate description has been given by W. H.
Blunt (in Lady IJlunt's Pilgrimage to Nejd, vol. ii.
Far greater, however, is the untrodden
app. i.).
desert (Ahkaf) which cuts off Central A. from the E.
and S.E. provinces. The sand of these wastes has
peculiarproperties, which, according to Blunt, render
them as dillerent from other deserts as a glacier is
from a mass of snow. To the S. of the former Nefud
rises the Jebel Aja, a red granite range, stretching
E. by N. and W. by S. for some 100 miles, with a
mean breadth of 10-15 mUes, and rising to a height
of 5600 ft. (Blunt, I.e.). To similar heights do the
movmtains rise which shut in the peninsula on the
W. and E. sides Wellsted gives the measurement
6500 ft. for the peak of Mowilah (S. of the Gulf of
Akabah), while 9000 ft. is the height of some
portions of the Jebel Akhdar, or Green Mountains,
which tower over Oman in the E. (according to the
latest researches of Mr. Theodore Bent, Cuntemp.
Rev. Dec. 1895). To the same height, according to
W. B. Harris [A Journey through Yemen, 1894),
do the passes by which Yemen is entered from the
and if the measurements of this
S. rise in places
writer are correct, the plateau of central Yemen,
in the S.E., has an average altitude of 8000 ft.
Farther to the E. this southern range sinks till,
where it separates the incense country from the
desert (about 55° long. E. of Greenwich), its elevation is not above 3000 ft.
Between the mountains and the Nefud in North
A. lies El-Hisma, the great sandstone country,
described by Doughty as 'a forest of squarebuilt platform mountains, which rise to 2000 ft.
above tlie plain
the heads may be 6U00 ft.
above sea-level.' Between lat. 26° and 20° vast
tracts form what are called harrahs, beds of
basalt, where the sandstone is covered with lava.
The most northerly of these volcanic platforms,
called'Uwayrid, stretches for 100 miles in length, its
middle point being about 120 miles from the Red
Sea.
It is thickly strewn with the craters of
extinct volcanoes, so thickly that in places as
many as thirty can be seen at once. The highest
cf these peaks, called Anaj, is 7600 ft.
About lat.
;

Yemamah

respectively, both issuing in the Perg.
the former of these, or with one great
tributary of it, Glaser {Shizze, ii. p. 347) would
identify the Biblical Pishon ; and the Wady elHumd, first traced by Doughtj, which traverses
the Hijaz, and issues
the Red Sea. At Saihut
(lon^. 51°), on the S. coast, there issues the Wady
of Hadramaut, once probably an arm of the sea,
which in its course of 100 miles receives s series of

Gulf— with

m

wadys that drain the moimtains behind

it
while
proper are drained by
wadys called Maur, Surdud, Siham, Kharid, etc.,
of which the course was traced by Glaser ('Von
Hodaida nach Sana,' in Peterraann's Mittheilungsn,

the mountains of

;

Yemen

18S6).

The classical writers divided A. into A. Felix, A. Petma, and
A. Deserta. This division was based on the pohticat condition
of A. in the Ist cent, a.d., the first being free, the second
(inclusive of Idumaa) subject to Rome, the third subject to
Sprenger
Persia.
In the native divisions different principles,
{Alt. Geog. Arab p. 9) has pointed out, have been confused.
According to a tradition which he quotes, Mohammed, standing
at Tebuk (about 2»" C, ST 40'), said that all to the N. wa« Sham
(lit. the left, ordinarily used for Syria), all to the S. Yemen (the
right).
According to this, the name for the province of Mecca,
Hijoz (lit. the barrier ') would mean the land between Sham
and Yemen.
More probably it meant the 'middle region'
between the lowlands and the Nejd (highlands). These last,
then, are terms of ph\^ical geography and as those by whom
they were applied had no accurate instruments for determining
heights, it is natural that the limits of these provinces should be
very inexactly fixed. According to Blunt (i.e. i. 23Bqq.), Nejd
includes all *the land that lies within the Nefuds, 'the only
doubt being whether it includes the Nefuds or not.' The treble
division, Hijaz, Nejd, and Yemen, would thus include all A.
Nejd itself being subdivided into seven
within the Tihamas
provinces, whose names need not be given here. Ordinarily,
however, it is not customary to extend the application of the
name Yemen beyond 45* E. of Green^vich. Yet the name
Hadramaut, applied in European maps to the vast region which
extends hence to the S.E. of the peninsula, has been shown by
Wellsted and Bent to be properly applied to a wady about icio
miles in length. Great discrepancies exist as to the delimitation
of the province of Oman on the E. side, which, according to
Palgrave (Travels, ii. 255), 'touches Hadramaut on the 8., and
Katar, or at least its immediate vicinity, on the N., forming a
huge crescent, having the sea in front, and the vast desert ol
South A. for its background ; while the travellers Wellsted and
Bent give the name a very limited application.

u

*

;

;

'

j

;

phenomenon

We

repeated.
owe descriptions of it to Douglity and Glaser.
Of the rivers of A. none are navigable few are
perennial, or reach the sea.
Some such, however,
nave been marked in South A. by the travellers
Wellsted and W. B. Harris. Most of them disai'pear in the sand at some part of their course.
Instead of a river system tliere is a system of
wadys, great receptacles for the water brought
down by the mountains, of which the surface for
large portions of the year is dry, but where water can
be got by digging. Such in North A. is the Wady
Birhan, which bisects the country in a line parallel
with the Euphrates; in Central A., tlie Wady elDawasir and Wady el-Kummali, N. and S. of
16° this

is

;

ii.

Climate, Flora, and Fauna.— The

fertility

of portions of Yemen is so great as to have become
proverbial in antiquity ; and the few modem
travellers who have climbed the mountains which
tower above the S. coast, and have reached the tablelands beyond, speak with enthusiasm of the wealth
of the soil, and the high degree of skill displayed
by the natives in cultivating it. The greater part
of the peninsula, however, is capable of supporting
but a small population. 'Nothing like one-third
of its surface,' says one of the most capable explorers, ' is cultivated without irrigation, the task
of extending which beyond the valleys and natural
oases is probably beyond the power of Turk or
Arab.
Vast spaces of unchangeable and un-

changing barrenness spread themselves over it.
Joining themselves to these are larger and scarcely
less dreary regions, occupied by precipitous mountains accessible only to tne goat by labyrinthine
sandy ravines or gorges bearing only the hardiest
shrubs and by tepid cultivated palra-oasea, thick
(Tweedie,
The
with semi-tropical vegetation
Arabian Horse). It must be observed that even in
Yemen, according to Glaser (Petermann's Mittheil
ungen for 1884), cultivation even in this century
has been steadily diminishing. Thus the plateaus
between the basalt peaks were once cultivated, but
are so no longer. Cultivation is indeed confined
to the oases, which, of varying extent, enliven the
stony plain, and to the valleys which intersect the
:

;

'

some broad, some narrow, some
long and winding, some of little length, but almost
all bordered with steep and sometimes precipitoiia
banks, and looking as though they had been artificially cut out of the limestone mountain' (Palgrave).
In some of the more northerly oases
central plateau,

'

;
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not only cere-ils, but fruits such as the plum, the
li<;, the IX^^^f- c-itron, suur and sweet
The pahii, whioh has been
leiiioiis, are cultivated.
compared to the camel for its small need of water,
is w idely Hpread, and its dates form the staple food
No part of the country,
of the nouiad population.
however, except perhaps the desert called Ahkaf,
this has been
is quite destitute of vegetation
proved in the case of the Ncfud by Blunt, and
l)oughty assures us that the harrahs form better
Kedawin country than the sandstone.
Tlio flora and fauna of A. are still imperfectly
known. Glaser (Von Hodaida nach Snn'n) states
that he has himself collected out of South A. more
than a hundred specimens of animals and birds
previously unknown. In the Nefud, Hlunt 'ascertained the existence of the ostrich, the leopard, the
wolf, the fox, the hyjena, the hare, the jerboa, the
white antelope, and the gazelle and of the ibex
and the marmot in Jebel Aja ; of reptiles the
Nefud boasts, by all accounts, the horned viper
and the cobra, besides the harmless grey snake
Birds
there are also immense numbers of lizards.
yet in the Nefud most of
are less numerous
.
the common desert birds are found.' Of animals
the most characteristic of A. is undoubtedly
the camel, the ability of which to go without
water twenty-five days in winter and five in
summer, working hard all the time,' renders it of
unique service in the desert the observations on
the camel in Baron Nolde's lieUe nach Innerarabien, 1895, ch. vii., form the latest contribution
to our knowledge of this creature, with which the
early Arabian poets are fond of parading their
acquaintance. No less elaborate are their descriptions of the Arabian horse, seen at its best in the
highlands of Nejd, of which special studies have

has oeen learnt about their lines of kings, the
extent of their territory, and their wars and
alliances.
To the Eng. travellers Wtllsted &nd
Cruttenden belongs the merit of having first called
attention to the existence of the ruined cities in
South A., whence the most important of these documents have been brought. Of the nations thus
rescued from oblivion the most important were the
Mina?ans (the d-ju'O of the Heb. records) and

poraetrraniile, the

;

;

.

.

'

'

;

'

been made by many English travellers, and most
recently by the tnglish officer, Major-General
Tweedie, who would seem to have proved that the
home of this animal is elsewhere. The ass is to be
seen at his best in the province of Hasa, to the
N.W. of the Pers. Gulf.
History and Ethnology. Of the histoiy
iii.
of A. during the period covered by OT, little is
known, since the records begin much later. Some
notices, however, have been collected by Assyriologista from the cuneiform inscriptions of campaigns in which the Arabs were concerned. In
854, Shalmaneser II. met in battle a confederation
in which was Gindibu the Arab with 1000 camels.
In the next century Tiglathpileser III. makes an

—

'

'

*

'

m

the latter half of it we
expedition into A., and
find Assyr. influence extending over the N.W. and
E. of the peninsula and in tlie following century
many tribes which can beidentilied with more or less
certainty as occupyin" localities in inner A. were
From
defeated by Esarhaddon at Bazu (Buz).
these in-scriptions, interesting as they are, we
learn, however, little more than the names of
Btates and occasionally of kings, many of which
otTer easy Arab, etymologies. The peninsula might
seem to nave been occupied by a number of independent tribe, sulxjrdinate to no central authority,
a state of things to which the difficulty of communication has very fre<|uently reduced it. Nor
is
much more light to be obtamed from the
classical authors, who till the lieginning of the 3rd
cent. B.C. had only vague ideas aliout the pcnin•ala.
Great collections of inscriptions have, how;

—

ever, l)een made both in N. and S. Arabia by European scholars, esp. Arnaud, Ilali^vy, and Gla-serj
and although many of the most remarkable of
these still await p\iblication, the Arabian states, of

which merely the names liad been recorded by
Pliny and Ptolemy, and of which only a vague
tratlition circulated among the Arabs, have become
far more familinr timn formcrlv, and something
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Saba'ans, Avliose dialects ditl'ered in certain particulars, while both had more in common with
third monarchy, of
Heb. than with Arabic.
which the indigenous name was Libyan, has left
traces of its existence and its language in North
A., but far less distinct in their nature than those
of the former two.

A

The chief towns of the MlnBans were Ms'tn. Kamau, and Vatit,
them in South A. ; 3"et the presence of .Min:tHin inscripLioua
at El-Xia in North A. would seem to show that their |)Ower
was not contlne<l to the S. of the peninsula, and some scnolara
would extend it as far N. as Gaza. While U. H. Muller would
all of

make the Miniean empire himultaneous with the .Siiliajan, ar^j^u*
meiits are adduced by Gia^er and Hommel which make it probable that the latter State was one of several that sprang
out of the ruins of the .Miniean empire. Of these ar^ments,
besides the greater antiquity of the Mina^n character and
dialect, may be noticed the fact that most of the names occurring
in the -Minffian inscriptions are prehistorical. wliile those in the
Sabsan inscriptions can fretiuently be identified ; that the
^lina^ns are not mentioned in the Assyr. inscriptions, and must
tlierelore have been powerful at an epoch prior lo the intervention of the Assyrians in the affairs of A. ; that whereas Saba
is mentioned in some Miniean inscriptions, the .Min^ans are
never mentioned in those of Saba. It is urced, on the other
hand, that the acquaintance with the Minujans shown by Gr.
writcru and in late parts of the Hible (1 Ch i", Job 2" LXX) is
inconsistent with the hoary antiauity assij^ned them ; to which
the answer j.'iven by Glaser, that the classical writere are
acquainted with them as a nation but not as an empire, is perhaps insulHcient. The MinaMLii rule of Kl-'L'la is thoui^ht to have
exterideii over at least nine genemtions (Hommel, Au/nnUf,
(cf. 2 Ch 20'), that the
p. 27); and the statement in .IkIsraelites before they had kin^rs hail been saved from the MinasanB,
implies thai their power exu-nded far north. Like other Oriental
Slates, it is probable that the power of Ma'in varied greatly
with the cap,acitv of particular rulers ; for, while from the
Inscr. Haltvy 50i it might appear that the Minnan king
Waqah-ii Vatha' waa a vasjiat of the king of Kataban, his sod
Il'Vafa-Yathar was a great conqueror, who extended his rule
over tlie whole region S. of Jauf from E. to W. Lastly, we may
notice an of great historical interest the Inscr. HalCvy 635, which
tells us of their successful resistance of an invajiion of Saba and
Haulan, and how their god Atthar saved them from trouble in
a war that broke out between the king of the N. and the king
of the 8.
This invasion of Salia was. If Olaaer's theory be
correct, one of a series of attackji continued (or a period of 200
vears, during which the princea of Saba were endeavouring to
iindermine the Minsan power,—an end achieved (according to
the same scholar's reckoning) about 820 B.C. Both the inscriptions and the Bible tell us more of Saba, the trilie whose kings
were the cliief power in the south of A., till aliout i.e. SOO they
gave wav to the Abvssinians. Their capital was Marib (Mariaba
of the classics), some 45 miles E. of San a, famous for the great
dkm, the breaking of which was regarded by the Arab chroniclers aa the immediate cause of tlie declme of the Sabaian
empire (Shelm, Saba). The 8ab»an empire was, without doubt,
simultaneous with monarchies of Kataban, lladraniaut (with
it» chief town Sabata), Raidan, and Habashah, all of which are
mentioned as included in a treaty In an Interesting Inscription commented on by Olaser (/>i< Abi/tnni<rr in ArtUiim,
Ilabashah,
p. 68 ff.), and aasi^rned by him to the 2nd cent. B.o.
corresiwnding with the region now known •» Mahra, was,
according to the same author's calculations, absorbetl by
Iladramaut about i.D. 46; the Katabanian state («ith Timna
for it*t capitAl) was ruined at some time in the 2nd cent. B.C.
and from an inscription of extraordinary Interest, published on
we Icam how the prince of Raiilati
p. 118 of the work last quoted,
and Hiinyar was defcale<l by the king of 8at>a in sjiite of th.
former's alliance with Hubashah, and from that time (B.C. ll.'iri
the kings of Saba style theliiselves kings of Saba and of Raidan.
When the Kataltariians disjipiiear from the ins-riptions, the
Himyar (the Honierit« of the classical authors) come into
proniinence ; ati'l at the roniiiiencement of our era the south ol
A. was shared bv three motmrchs, of Himyar, Iladramaut. and
Aided by the Siissanians, the llimyars
Saha with Ralilan.
presently became all-powerful In South A. ; in the middle of the
4th cent, the monument of Adnlis telbt us that the Sabaian
iKiwer ha/l been overthrown, and the Abyssinians tHt-anie rulers
of Yemen ; In 378 the Aralw hwl made hewl against the
Abxssinians, and indeed conllne<l them to the Tihatnab, but In
625 tile Abyssinians, with the countenance of the Hyiantine
empire, in a vicuirious campaign killed the king of the Uimyars.

W"

;

The condition of A., as represented by the
authors of the inscriptions, is very dilTerent from

'
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the nomad and patriarchal condition which we
ordinarily associate with the name Arab, and
which is certainly associated with it in the Bible.
The Sabseans and Minitans are people of fixed
habitations ; they b\iild fortresses, and live in
walled cities ; they raise massive temples, and con-

3rd and 4th cent. A.D. they would seem to have
been favoured by the Persians in opposition to the
Christian communities which had the support of
the W. empire (Die Abyssinier in Arabien, p. 175).
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works of irrigation on a grand scale. War
forms only an occasional incident in their lives
the main source of their wealth is commerce and
besides agriculture, they carry on mining and

struct

;

;

The ethnolopcal tables of On would seem to take special not«
of the inhabitants of A., who are assigned places in the human
family in the following passages : Gn 10' (children of Cush),
1022.23 (children of Shem), 1025-30 (children of Eber), ia^-*
(children of Abraham and I\eturah), 2512-13 (Ishmaelites). The
eminent explorer Carsten Niebuhr argued from the number of
places in Yemen and Haflramaut mentioned by ' Moses in these
places that the legislator must himself have travelled in the
country ; but his attempts at identifying them do little towards
confirming this proposition. More elaborate attempts ha^e been
made in more recent times, notably by Glaser in his Skizze, ii.
314-470. without, however, producing many con\*incing results.
The tables are not quite consistent, as the same names are
assigned different iiedi^ees ; but this Glaser would account for
by supposing the tables compiled at different periods between
the 11th and the 6th cent. B.C. Some of the names, such as
Sheba and Dedan, are known from other parts of Scripture, and
are otherwise famous ; a few, e.g. Hadramaut (n^3li;n), can be
'

manufactures.

Texts containing ordres de police
give evidence, says M. Hal^vy, 'd'une haute perfection d'organization civile, et de I'existence d'un
code p^nal chez les Sab^ens.' Their inscriptions
are, many of them, specimens of the most finished
workmanship, and show signs of the cultivation of
other fine arts nor can their civilisation be sliown
to have been derived from any other nation.
Their
Pantheon, says the same \\Titer, was marvellously
rich, and of prodigious variety.
The temples of
both the chief races were built east of the to^^'ns,
which would point to the worship of the sun yet
this cannot be shown to have existed among the
Minasans neither do the Min.-ean documents show
the worship of Al-Makah, the chief Sabrean deity.
Common to both was the worship of Attar (the
male Ashtoreth), who in Minsean texts appears in
the two forms of \p-iv and pij;, which, in the opinion
of D. H. Miiller, mean the rising and setting sun.
Two female deities, Wadd and Nikrah, interpreted
by the same writer as 'Love' and 'Hate,' also
occupy an important place in the Minsean Pantheon.
Yet from the nature of things civilisation of this
kind can only have existed in South A. and the
'

;

;

;

cases the life of the dwellers in the black tents,'
as described by Burckhardt and Doughty in this
century, must have existed from immemorial time
in the desert.
Several writers, indeed, suppose
the ditl'erence between the nomad Arabs and the
stationary Arabs to be one of race ; and, strange
as it may seem, the purest Arab blood is supposed
to be found in the latter {'aribah)
while the name
of the former contains the idea of Arab by adoption
(mutn arnbah).
Neither half of the Arab stock
can be traced with any probability to any other
country and ethnologists are now with something
like unanimity making A. the home of the whoie
Semitic race and the emigrations of the Shammar
and Anezah clans northwards in search of richer
pasturage than the A" deserts afl'ord, emigrations
wliich have taken place within the last century,
represent the continuation of a series of simihir
waves of which the commencement is prehistoric,
all brought about by the same causes, though not
all following the same direction.
The fact that the
names by which they call their towns and villages,
as well as the natural features of their country, are
all Arabic, and bear no trace of the memory of
another home, is, as Gen. Tweedie has pointed out,
strikingly in favour of the theory which makes the
Arabs autocthonous.
This autocthony naturally does not exclude the
presence of a certain number of colonists. Four
Greek colonies are mentioned by Pliny, Ampeloiie,
Arethusa, Chalkis, and Larissa, of which the first
only seems cajjalile of identification Glaser (Skizze,
ii. 1.54) tiies to find it on the coast of Ilijaz.
Being
a Milesian colony, it must have been planted not
later than the 6th cent. B.C.
The name Javan,
mentioned in Ezk 27" in a context which points to
A., is possibly to be interpreted of a Gr. colony in
the peninsula
and the statement of Diodorus
(iii. 43), that a tribe on the W. coast of A. cultivated friendly relations with Greeks of Bocotia and
the Peloponnesus, may have been rightly connected
with the existence of these colonies by Glaser (I.e.
Jewish colonies akso existed in A. long
p. 155).
before the time of the Prophet Mohammed in the
'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

several, esp. Ophir and Ha\-ilah, are
frequently mentioned in Scripture, but are difficult to localise.
of the names, however, occur in these tables only and as
we are quite ignorant of the sources from which their comjiiler
identified with certainty

;

Most

;

drew, endeavours to localise them would seem to have Httle
scientific value.
They duubtless signified to the compiler tribes
or nations ; but the ordinarj- rule for the interpretation of these
patronymic pedigrees, according to which the fathers stand to
the sons in the relation of genus to species, cannot be applied to
them. Thus the great nation of Sheba is called a son of Ra'mah
(probably the Regma of Ptolemy, a town on the Pers. Gulf,
Glaser, p. 252), which is co-ortlinated with it in Ezk 2722, and
Ra'mah itself a son of Chish. Still stranger is it that the patriarch of the Arab nations, including Ophir and Hadramaut,
Joktan, should have left so iittle trace in A. that Sprenger
(Geog. p. 50) is fain to identify the name with Bishat Yakzan, a
station on the incense roati.
Glaser, perhaps with greater
probability, connects it vnth Kat.an, a town of Hadramaut. It
IS probable, therefore, that these tables, so far from being exact,
are as vague as might be expected in the case of so vast and unexplored a countrj'. Even Saba, which we know to have been a
powerful empire, is vaguely spoken of by the prophets as a
distant country- (Jer 620, ji 3's)_ in NT as at the ends of the earth
(Mt 12-^, Lk ifsi).
iv.

Trade and Commerce. —The

chief import-

ance of A. to the ancients lay in its exports, of
which the most renowned was incense, a gum
obtaaied from a certain tree by incisions made in
the bark. The countiy where this product is cultivated is a narrow strip of the S. coast from about
53-55° long. E. of Greenwich, its headquarters being
the ancient city of Dafar (probably the teo of Gn
10*').
After doubts had been cast even on the
possibility of A. producing incense (see the excursus
on this in Ritter, Erdkunae von Arabien), this region
was visited by Mr. Theodore Bent in 1895, who
described the industry in the Nineteenth Century
for Oct. of that year.
It is uncertain whether its
cidtivation ever extended over a much greater area
th.in now.
Sprenger (Geoff, p. 299) regards the incense
country as the heart of the commerce of the
'

ancient world,' owing to the vast amount of it
required for religious rites, and terms the Arabs,
or, more nearly, the inhabitants of the incense
country, the founders of commerce as it existed
in the ancient world.'
It is perhaps noteworthy
that the verb 'Arab' and its derivatives are used
in Heb. to signify 'commerce.'
The incense traffic
of A. is alluded to by all the ancient \vTiters who
speak of that country, and it formed the basis of
the proverbial wealtli of the Sabajans, who regulated it with the utmost precision and severity (see
Sprenger, I.e. pp. 2ti9-303). Reference is made to
this in tlie lonis classicus for ancient commerce,
Ezk 27^. Other scents and spices are also mentioned as Arabian exports but we notice as interesting the observation of Glaser (I.e. p. 426), that the
particular spices mentioned in Ezk 27" as exported
from a place we have grounds for locating in South
A. do not really grow there. Almost as famous as
the incense was the Arabian gold. The gold used by
Solomon for gilding the temple is stated (2 Ch 3')
to have come from Parvvaim, which is plausibly
'

;

AEAEIAJS'

AKABIAN

by Glaser (I.e. 347) with Sak-el-Fanvain,
a place mentioned by the Arabian geo^apher
Hanidani, who has preserved many notices of gold
mines at one time worked in Central A. (see
Spren^'er, pp. 49-03, and Glaser, p. 347 U'.).
And
since in On 10^ 0|>liir, which by the time of the
composition of the lik of Job has become a sj'nonym
for gold, is called a son of Joktan, various scholars
have attempted to localise that famous gold-producing region somewhere in Arabia and there are

Nabaticans. The Romans, who from the time of
the ill-starred expedition of ^-Elius Gallus (B.C. 24),
in which the Nabatajans were their allies against
the Arabs, had good cause to distinguish the two
races, do not often confuse them
yet both
Diodorus and Procopius (quoted by Quatremfcre)
fall into this mistake. By the term 'Arabia,' then,
St. Paul (Gal 1" 4") probably means the territory
of the Nabatieans, which in the period of their
greatest [irosperity extended from the Euphrates
to the lied Sea.
One of their kings was the Aretas

identitied

;

more forcible reasons for placing there the
land of Havilah, where is gold, and the gold of
that land is };ood' (On 2"), which Glaser has endeavoured to identify with the province Yemamah.
Precious stones, as well as gold and spices, were
brought by the S. Arabian queen to Solomon 1 K
10') ; and these are mentioned by Ezk (27^^) as the
merchandise of Saba.
The exportation of iron
from Uzal, if that be the right reading, and if the
tradition which identities Uzal with Sana be correct (Ezk 27'"), would agree with the fact that the
steel of Sana is still in high repute
moreover,
Mr. Doughty found [daces in Central A. where iron
might be worked with profit. In the same passage
of Ezk, Ked.'ir and North A. are made to deal
still

'

(

;

in cattle, anil

Dedan

in

There

horse-cloths.

is

further mention in 27**, if the text be correct, of
embroidered textures 'in well-.secured chests' from
Eden (and perhaps other S. Arabian ports). This
would correspond with the high state of civilisation
which from the inscriptions we know the S. Arabians
at early times to have attained.
Sprenger, ZDMG
xlii. 332, states that before the time of Islam leather
was the chief export of Arabia.
U. S. Margoliouth.
ARABIAN. This word is used in ditl'erent senses.
1. In Is 13-" and Jer 3' it stands for an inhabitant
of the desert or steppe (Heb. ;•!;, from 'i^TH), without any indication of nationality.
2.
In the pre-exilic a\ilhors we read occasionally of a tribe called collectively 2-ff, rendered in the EV 'Arabia' (1 K 10'», Jer 25-\
Ezk 27")As the consonants of this word
are the same as those of the word rendered
'mingled people' (Jer 25'" etc.), and also of the
word rendered evening,' it is not always certain
which should be read. Thus in Is 21" the word
rendered in EV 'Arabia' should more probably be
tr. 'evening'; while in 2 Ch O" the punctuation
which signifies A. is substituted for the mixed
trilies' intended by the punctuators of 1 K 10".
These ' Arabians are also mentioned in the Assjt.
inscriptions (see Akabia), where the name of one
of their kings is given.
Herodotus (iii. 5) also
speaks of an Arabian king through whose territories
the I'ers. king Canibyses had to obtain a pass
before he could cross the desert to Egypt and the
same historian gives us the name of a port on the
Mediterranean Delonging to the Arabs, of which
the name (lenysus) can be easily interpreted from
the Arabic (cf. anisn), but of the existence of which
we possess no other notice. The Arabian territory,
according to this author, was wedged in between
lands belonging to the 'Syrians.' In the Bible
this tribe is connected with t)cdan and Kedar, and
is probably therefore to be located in N. Arabia
the fact that it had a king makes it probable that
it possessed some fixed habitations or towns, since
that word is ordinarily associated with a royal
residence.
The etj'mology of the name, like most
names of nations, is hidden in obscurity.
3. In the j>ost-exilic records, where we meet with
the word, it ordinarily signifies Nnbritirnn.
In
2 Mac 5* we read of Aretas, tlie kingof the Arabians
now Aretaswas the name of several of the Nnbatu'au
kings, as we know from their own inscriiilions
and I'rocopiiis sjieaks of I'etia as the capital of the
Arabs, whereas it was famous as the capital of the

—

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

;
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;

whose ethnarch
St.

names
it

in Damascus endeavoured to arrest
IP').
The misapplication of ethnic
is exceedingly common ; and in this context
be noticed that in the Sabiean inscriptions

Paul

may

(2

Co

the

Sabajans distinguish themselves from the
Arabians (pny; seed. D6renbourg in CIS iv. fasc.
2, p. 93), with whom classical antiquity identified
them. Perhaps 'Nabatajan' is the sense to be
attached to the name
Arabian
applied to
Neheniiah's opponent Geshera (Neh 2"), or Gashmu
(Neh 6"), whose name in its latter form bears a
genuinely Nabatajan appearance. The important
part played by this race was first pointed out by
Quatremere in his Etude sur les Nnbatiens (1835),
the results of which were condensed by Hitter in
his Erdkunde von Arabien (1846, i. p. Ill il'.).
The
inscriptions discovered at Madain Salih by Mr.
Douglity (Documents ipigraph. recueil. dans le
nord de I'Arabie, Paris, 1884), and recopied by
Euting [Nabnt. Inschri/. 1885), have thrown considerable light on their language, institutions, and
history.
Having originally come from Mesojiotamia, this tribe profited by the weakness of
'

'

the last Bab. kings to seize Petra, the ancient
capital of the Idumseans.
The unique position of
this fortress at the meeting-place of three great
commercial routes was the source of the wealth
which enabled them to attain a remarkable degree
Their first appearof civilisation and luxury.
ance in history is in B.C. 312, when, according to
Diodorus (xi.\. ch. 95 sq(j. ), they successfully
resisted Athena>us, the general sent against their
fortress by Antigonus, king of Syria ; their last in
A.D. 106, when A. Petra'a was turned into a Kom.
province by Cornelius Palma. The i)Ossession of
Damascus by Aretas IV. (' Philopatris,' mentioned
in several of the Madain Salih inscriptions) is to
be ascribed to a temporary arrangement of the
Tlie fact that the Nabata'an
emperor Gaius.
empire extended to El-Hijr, called afterwards
Madain Salih, is certified for the time of Augustus
by the Kom. records. The notices of the Nabata-ans in ancient literature are put together by
von Gutschniidt in the ajipendix to Eating's A^abatwische hi.schriftcn.
i. The ein|iloyment of the name Arab for an
inhabitant of any portion of the vast peninsula
known to us as Arabia, l)egins somewhere in
the 3rd cent. B.C., though the only trace of it in
is in 2 Ch 21", where the 'Arabians that are
near the Ethiopians' would .seem naturally to refer
to the neighbours of the Ilabashah, whom there arc
grounds for placing in the extreme S. of Yemen
it is not, however, clear how these tribes could
In 2 Ch 26" God
interfere in Jewish politics.
said to have helped Uzziah against the Arabians
who dwelt in Gur-I)aal,' and tlie Mina'ans as this
notice is not found in 2 K, its accuracy is open to

OT

;

i.-^

'

;

HUsiiicion

;

moreover, the

name Gur-Baal

bears no

trace of Arabian nomenclature, and only vague
conjectures can 1h3 hazarded about its situation.
EfTually uncertain is tlie use of the name in 2 Cli
An Arab prince Zabdiel is mentioned in
17 '.
1 Mac 11" as nmraering the Syrian king Alexuiidrr
Balas, who h.id taken refuge in 'Arabia'; iind
another Iinnlkun", or lamblichus, as rearing tli"
The residence of
same Alexander's son (11"").

ARABIC VERSIONS

ARABIC VERoiONS

these princes, according to Diodorus (Excerpt. 32.
D. S. Maegoliouth.
1), waa called 'A^ai.

soon discarded at Mar Saba for a mors literal version
made directly from the Greek. In other words, the
Gospel text of ar. vat was already obsolete by the
9th cent. A.D. No other Arabic version can claim
such a high antiquity.*
Another tr. from the Syr. Vulg. is found in cod.
Tisch. 12 at Leipzig (Greg. cod. 75), a bilingual
Syr. -Arab. MS of the 10th cent., brought to
Europe by Tischendorf from the Syrian Convent of
St. Mary Deipara in the Nitrian desert.
A few
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ARABIC VERSIONS.—Arab. VSS of the Bible
have been made from various 80urce.«, chiefly Gr.,
Syr., and Coptic.
It is, however, most improbable
that any Christian Arab, literature is as old as the
time of Mohammed. There were Christians in the
Arab, kingdom of Ghassiin, E. of Damascus, and
at Nejran in S. Arabia, but, to judge from our very
scanty historical information about the progress of
the Church in these regions, the ecclesiastical language was Syriac. * It was not tUl after the success
of the Koran had made Arabic into a literary language, and the conq^uests of Islam had turned
large portions of Christian Syria and Egypt into
Arabic-speaking provinces, that the need of translations of Scripture in the Arabic vernacular was
really felt.

NT

The extant forms of
in Arabic are best
divided according to the languages from which
they are derived. Thus we have (i.) translations
from the Syriac; (ii. ) translations directly from
the Greek; (iii.) translations from the Coptic;
at a later period we have also (iv.) eclectic combinations of the first three classes.
It \vill be convenient to take the various divisions of
separ-

—

NT

ately.

The Four Gospels.—<i. Trs.from the Syr.— The,
)

oldest representative of this class, perhaps the
oldest monument of Arab. Christianity, is the tr.
of the Gospels in a
formerly belonging to the
Convent of Mar Saba near Jerus., now Cod. Vatiranus Arab. 13, called by Tischendorf ar™' (Greg.
cod. 101), and generally assigned to the 8th
cent.t From some Gr. Iambics at the end of the
we learn that it originally belonged to a certain
Daniel of Emesa, and contained the Psalter, the
Gospels, the Acts, and all the Epp. ; of these only
fragments of the Gospels J and the Pauline Epp.
now remain. The style is somewhat paraphrastic,
but internal evidence conclusively shows that the
Gospels have been tr. not directly from the Gr.,
but from the Syriac Vulgate (Peshitta).§
This free tr. from the Syr. Vulg. was probably
made in some locality where Syr. had been the
ecclesiastical language, and seems to have been

MS

MS

• Ibn lahic about the middle of the 8th cent. a.d. (WiistenJbn HUhdm, p. \hO) quotes Jn I62)-16i as a prophecy concerning Mohammed ; but the words are only a rout,'h rendering
from tne * Palestinian * Syr. version, not a quotation from an
already existing Arab. tr. See Ouidi, Ew. p. 6.
t The only accurate description of Vat. Arab. IS Ib In Ouidi,
Etw. p. 8.
Considerable extracts from the MS are given in
Soholz, Krit. ReiKp, pp. llS-12-1.
feld'8

51!>-I68a, Lk TH-bepnning of 10.
t Mt 10»?-middle of 26,
i E.g. in the account of the Temptation (Lk 4' ii), Syr. Vulg.
ar. rot exat^tly agree in the names of the Evil One.
In w.l. »• « and 'a a i.iL$akK is rendered by Syr. Vulg. 'the

Mk

and

Accuser •

J

»r. mil

—»)'^l

^v,3y*j'

rendering of
In

T.»

has

'the calumniating Slanderer' (for the

jjva^^'
Vulg.

Syr.

J lay*!'

'the Slanderer," and In t.i

see 8 Ti 83 In

all

n;» Arab. VSS not derived from the Syr. have
passages

j^^^u-u-'

.U2J—

*

w

(

= 3.«^«A«t),

but

In

to render the Gr. rmrmii^ a

by both Syr. Vulg. and
it is worth noticing

But

Arab. VSS).

has 'Satan,' soar. vat. has

v.8

\\-'

in

t*

)'

aU these

they

insert

word here omitted

ar. vat.
in this connexion that Syr. Vulg.
critical authorities agree in inserting

and

alone among
the
Jesus' in Lk 4^'.
Ar. vat has been wrongly cited {e.g. by Tischendort) as
omittitw the 'last twelve verses' of Mk. It is owing to aw.idental loss of leaves that the MS breaks off jiut be/are tht end
ar. vat

name

'

Mk 168, thus: — Ujl^ U^^ \j.J^ S^t jJLi Jj
u Prof. Giiidi has been kind enough to ascertain for this article.

of

leaves are at the British Museum (addl. 14467).
This
has been fully described by Gildemeister.
The tr. keeps closely to Syr. Vulg., but some
renderings recall the phraseology of ar. vat, e.g.

MS

s.

^

Jjib

fj^

in

Mt

for 'ia not

lO'"'-

of me.' This idiomatic phrase
later Arab. VSS.

is

worthy

not used in the

Here may be noticed the Arab. VS of Tatian'a
Diatessaron, which has been edited in full from
two MSS at Rome by Ciasca (Eng. tr. by Hamlyn
HUl).
This VS was made, in the early part of
the 11th cent., by the well-known scholar Abu'l
P'araj ibn et-Tayyib from a form of the Syriac
Diatessaron in which the text had been almost
wholly assimilated to Syr. Vulg. It is therefore
nearly worthless as an authority for the text,
though most valuable for recovering the arrangement of Tatian's Harmony.
(ii. ) Trs.from the Gr.
An Arab. tr. made directly
from the Gr. appears in some MSS of the 9th
cent., such as cod. K. ii. 31, in the Propaganda at
Rome, and the fragments of Tischendorf 's 'LecBoth
tionary now at Leipzig (Greg. cod. 76).
MSS come from Mar Saba.f Very similar to these
is the Sinai
Arab. 75.t These MSS have the
Gr. rlrXoi and liturgical notes. They are perhaps
ultimately derived from a bilingual Gr.-Arab.
uncial MS generally quoted as O*", of which only
four leaves remain, one in its original home at the
Convent of St. Catherine on Mt. Sinai, and three in
the collection of Bp. Porphyry. §
(iii.
Trs.from the Coptic. Most MSSof the Copt.
(Bohairic) NT are accompanied by an Arab. VS.
Amon" these cod. Vat. Copt. 9, ^v^itten in 1202
A.D. (Greg. cod. Copt. 30) seems to have been used
shall see later on
as a kind of standard text.ll
that the text of this
is the ultimate source of
all the printed edd. of the Gospels in Arabic.
None of the
(iv.) The two Eclectic Bevisions.
Arab, texts hitherto considered have been in any
sense an official VS, and they present all the confusing variety natural in such independent productions.
The need of a more fixed type, and one
which took account of all three great national
Vulgates of the E., the Gr., the Syr., and the
Copt.,^was felt by the 13tb cent., especially in
Egypt, where Arabic had quite supplanted the
native dialect.

—

'

MS

—

)

We

MS

—

—

The first revised ed. of this kind was made about
1250 A.D. atAIexandriabyHibat Allah ibn el-" Assfll.
This work, of which several MSS survive, consists
of a revised text of the Gospels with various reailings from the Gr., the Syr., and the Copt. IT It
was, however, found too cumbrous for a popular
VS, and towards the end of the 13th cent, was
• Some of the missing portions of ar. vat In Mt have been
From the style and
supplied in a hand of the 10th cent.
vociiliulary they seem to have been copied from the original MS
before the leaves were lost.
vill. 686.
For later developt Ouidi, Evv. pp. 9, 10 ;
ments of this VS, see Ouidi, Ew. pp. 11. 12.
frontispiece.
Arab.
MSS,
Gibson,
Cat.
} Mrs.
<tf
5 The Arab, text of the Sinai leaf is printed by Dr. Rendel
Harris in Mrs. Lewis' Cat. of Syr. .MSS, Appx. p. lOS. It seems
to be the conjugate of one of Bp. Porphyry's leaves.
Ouidi, Ew. pp. 17, '23.
H For details of Ibn el- AssAl's work, see Ouidi, Ew. pp. 18-22,
and Prof. .Macdonald in Uartjard Seminary Raord, April 1893.
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tlie
'Alex. Vulgate.' Tliis
thiin the te.xt of Vat. Cojit. 9, filled
inserting: from the Syr. or the Gr. those

more

out by

numerous passages where the ancient Copt. VS
did not contain words found in Syr. Vulg. and in
In many MSS
the Gr. text of the Middle Ages.
of this Alex. Vulg. (ar. alex.) these passages are

by marginal notes.*
Besides these main types of text there are
several later MSS of the Gospels in Arabic in
which the language has been corrected or embellished.
Guidi (Evv. p. 29) also mentions some
late MSS from Spain which appear to present a
of
the
Latin
Vulgat«.
tr.
The printed edd. of the Gospels in Arabic are all
forms of the Alex. Vulg. Of these the chief are the
Rom. ed. of 1591, the ed. of Erpenius (Leyden,
1616), and Lagarde's ed. of the Vienna MS (Greg.
cod. 36).
The last is the only ed. containing the
marginal notes which belong to ar. alex. Some
edd. of SjT. Vulg. for use among the Maronites, of
which the most accessible is the Paris reprint of
1824, contain also a Carshflnl VS (ar. cjirsh). This,
however, is simply ar. alex. slightly modified to
suit the Peshi^ta.
The Pauline Epistles. (1.) Tra. from the. Gr.
of the fourteen Epp. of St. Paul are found in
ar. vat (8th or 9tli cent., see above), and in a
Sinai MS (ar. «n.-Paul) of the 9th cent., the
text of which was published bj' Mrs. Gibson in
1894.
At. vat has the so-called 'Euthalian'
sections, etc. + ar. sin, which is quite independent
of ar. vat, is remarkable for having no Euthalian
matter, but nevertheless it represents the late Antiochian text mixed with a few good readings.^
(ii.
A Tr. from the Syr. is found in a MS now at
St. Petersburg (Greg. cod. 134), brought by Tischendorf from the E.' It is dated 892 A.D., and
appears to have been rendered from a Nestorian
copy of the Veshitt.1,§ but with glosses and addiFrom the
tions like the Gospel text in ar. x'rxt.
VS found in this M^S (ar. pet) is ultimately derived
that of the printed edd. of Erpenius, and the CarshQni ed. of 1S24. The latter agrees very closely
with B. M. Hfirl. 5474 (dated 1288 A.D.).
indicated

—

;

'

'

)

'

The Acts and Catholic

Epistle.s.

— No direct

from the Gr. is known for the Acts and
major Cath. Epp. The chief edd. (ar. erp and ar.
carsh) seem to be, as in the Gospels, an eclectic
mixture of the Copt., the Gr., and the Syr. In the
disputed Cath. Epp., which had no place in the
Arab.

tr.

• Oiildi, Em. pp. 22-24. He also points out(p. 35 II.) the highly
Iraportjinl fact that the lat« text from which most MSS of the
Etn. V8 have been corrupted is none other than ar. alex.
Ueise, p. 122) the nuniltera are :
t For Bo (Scholz, Krit.

19 capp., 34 («*) quot. from OT, and 920 ttichi.
Scholz also tranacrihes the w-Iiole of Phileni and a few other
paasagVB. As ar. vat has l)een wrongly quoted In 1 Tim 3^^ for
6

sect.,

M(,

I erive

the whole passage (from Scbolz)

^Si\
Th*

tact that the

^^^

j.jJii

two dots of }

to have prevented Schol

m

:

y>

—

i

^'

Isjk.

•

aU\

never written In this

MB

from reco^lslng that ^ j.*.^
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Peshitta (2 P, 2 and 3 Jn, Jude), the tr. appe*ri
to have been made directly from the Greek.
tr. from the Syr. of Ac and all seven Cath.
Epp. (in the Gr. order) is found in a 9th cent,
vellum
at Sinai (Mrs. Gibson's Cat., No. 154).
In this text, while the other parts are from Syr.
Vulg., the disputed Cath. Epp. are translated from
the Pocockian VS (Syr. bodl.), now generally
printed in edd. of Syr. Vulj;., and which is probably a fragment of the PhUoxenian VS before its
revision by Tliomas of Harkel.* This
is thus
perhaps the oldest witness for Syr. bodl., though

A

MS

MS

does not contain the purest text.
The Apocalypse.— The Apoc. was not a canonical book among the E. Churches
the Arab. VSS,
therefore, varj' greatly.
Ar. erp is here perhaps
a combination of the Gr. and the Copt. Ar. carsh
contains some peculiar double renderings (e.g.
Rev 1°* '), but their source is not very clear. It is
not a tr. of the i)rinted Syr. text.
The Old Te.stament.— Arab. VSS of OT fall
under four heads, tnz. trs. from the Gr., from the
Syr., from the Heb., and from the Sam.
Of tlie.se
the greater bulk still remains in unexamined MSS,
only a portion of the various sources having been
printed.
The great Paris Polyglott contains a
complete Arab, text of the whole OT except the
Apocr., and this text has been repeated with minor
variations in Walton's Polyglott and in the Newcastle ed. of 1811, but it presents a singularly
mixed text. The Pent, is the version of Sa'a<lya
(see below).
Jos is also from the Heb., but it does
not directly appear that Sa'adya waa the translator.
Jg, S, K, and Ch are all from tlie Peshittfi, as is also
the Book of Job. The Propliets, Psalms, and Proverbs are from the Greek, the Prophets being a
tr. made by a priest of Alexandria from a good
uncial MS resembling cod. A. This curious jumble
rests upon an Ejryp. MS of the 16tli cent, used by
the editors of thel'olyglott(sceComiirs/ictf/iK:; and
Slane's Cat. dcs. MSS arabes de la liibl. Aat. p. 1).
Of the trs. from the Peshittft there are several
MSS. The Psalter was printed in Carsh(ini by
the Maronites in 1610 at a convent in the SVfidy
Qflzhayya (' Pnalterium qtUhayyensis'), and reprinted by Lagarde.
Some lacun;e in the Paris
Polyglott (CorniU enumerates Ezk 11" 13* 24""-"
273a 4217. 16) are supplied in Walton
from an Oxford
it

;

MS

of this class.

There are also

MSS

containing a

tr.

from the

VS

of the LXX.
Of this Lagarde has published Job (Psalteriuin, etc., 1876).
An ed. of the

Copt.

Psalter and Cant, with critical notes similar to
the work of Ibnel-'Assfil (.see above), is to be found
in B.

M. Anind.

Or. 15.

Several MSS present an Arab. tr. made from
the Sam. Pent. Specimens (incl. Ex 3, 4) are to be
found in a Programm by van Vloten, Leyilen, 1803.
The best MS is probably that in the Cambridge
University Library (<(</<//. 714).

The Arab. tr. of certain books of OT made direct
from the original Heb. have an interest of their
own for the history of interpretation, though thiy
almost invariably conform strictly to the M'l.
Most of these trs. are from the pen of Sa'mlya
(.mvo, Ar. Ju^*-:) the Ga'fln, a learned Itabbi, liom

wj' simply

represents

luriffum.

Scholz's

t«xt

has ,_5Ji

t
(for

i^AjV
;

:

emi.nd(Kl to exjircss x^fi'^' "***'• *"d in ar. v&nh we have Gnd
Uis grace,' as Syr. Vul^. Se** (iildeniciHtcr, p. 1 (n.), who
brin^fs forwar<l He .V* as another Instance where ar. erp and ar.
carah have a corruption of the text of ar. pet.
6lf

I'ayyl^m in

Upper

have been
the Pent, at Constantinoide

His

: See, t.g., Ro 1ft', Oal 61».
Dolltzsch, Bthrafr, pp. 7ft4-7fl8, who
I Si-e ^D.V'i viii. .^84
quotes the exlraor.tinary retKJerinjr of ar. p^t in He 2*
and
so fu vit/ioul Hint, irho hatt utiili-d JJiiiutr(f with him aa a
templf. tntilrii drath /or ail mmx. The variant x*""* *'•*»' 's not
found In Svr. Vuljf. except in Nestorian copies. In ar. erp this

is

the

in

'

liiblical

trs.

Eg-\'iit

(A.

|iul>lislied

in

1.510,

I).

8!)2-<)42).

as follows

and again

:

in

the Polyglot t» (see above) Is. by Paulus, 17!KI-9I -t
Cant, by Mcrx, ia.S2; Pr. capp. 1-9, by Hon.li.lSSS
.lob, by Colin, 1889.
In iKiilition to these there is
the tr. of Jos in thi' Polyglotts mentioned al>ove.
Other VSS from the Heb., such as that in the
* Owynn, Trant. <t} It. Iriih Arad. xxx.
pp. .ITS. .1711.
\'iTy faulty.
Solomon Munk made imporlnnt cnntrihu
t
;

;

*

.

.

.

tions Ki a more acciiraU' text in vol. ix. of Cohen's ([real llibia
(Paris, 1S3S)* : Cheyne's Jtaiah, vol. li. p. 200.

—

—

;

AKAD
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MS

of the Pent., Ps and Dn, in B.
17th cent.
^I. Harl. 5505, seem rather to belong to the era
of

modern

trs.

—

—

Guidi, £« Troduzioni
LiTEKATiRE. CRITICAL DisccssiosB.
degti Kvangelii in Arabo e in Etiopico (Reale Accademia dei
the one indispensable work
Liiicei, anno cclxxxv.), Rome, 18SS
for a general view of Arabic VSS OUdemeister, De Eeangeliit
in Arabicum e Simplici Syriaca translutis, Bonn, 1865
contains an account of the Leipzij^ MS, together with much
valuable information about the printed edd. of the Arab. Gos-

—

;

—

pels ; Cornill, Ez£chiel, Leipzig, l»isO, Introd. pp. 4y-.S7 contains a careful investigation of the texts of the f'olyglottd so far
a£ concerns Ezekiel. (De Sacy, M^m. de V Acad'^mif dfs InscripOn Arab. VSS of the Pent.]
tions, torn. xlix. anc. 86rie.
PoBLlsilKD Texts. Gregory, Prolegomena to Tisch. N.T., Leipzig, 1894, contains a useful list of alf the then knou-n Arab. MSS
Care must, however, be taken to look for the bilinguaJ
of NT.

—

the other language. Among the various catalogues
of public hbraries I have found the British Museum Catalogue
(compiled by Cureton, 1S46) especially valuable for the length
and number of extracts from the MSS. For the OT.— Paris
Polyglott (see above, p. 137^) ; Walton's Polyglott, London, lt\i>2,
the Newcastle ed. of 1811 ; Lagarde,
the Arab, repeated
Psalt., lob, Piov., Arabice, Gdttingen, 1876 contains three VSS
of the Ps from the Gr. and the ' Psalterium QQzhayyensis from
the PeshittA, a VS of Job from the Copt., and Job and Pr from
the Paris Polyglott. (For Sa'adya, see the edd. enumerated on
Ed. Princeps, Rome, 1591 (repeated
p. 137b,) For the NT.
1619, 1774), with a Lat. tr. by Antonius {sic) Sionita ; Ed. of
Erpeniua, Leyden, 1616 (=ar. erp) ; Ed. qf the Potfijlottt (repeated in the Newcastle ed. of 1811) ; Ed. Carshunica, Rome,
1703 (repeated in the Paris ed. of 1824 issued under the supervision of de Sacy=ar. carsh); Lagarde, LHt vier Evantjelien
arabisch, Leipzig, 1864 (see p. 137») ; Scholz, Bibtisch-Krttische
Jieine, Leipzig. 1823 ; pp. 118-124 contain considerable extracts
from ar. vat (see pp.l36»,137*'); Gibson (Mrs.),5f«'/ia Sinaitica, ii.,
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1894, contains the text of ar. w'n.-Paul.;
Stud. Sin. i. Appx. p. 105, contains the Sinai leaf of ^l» ; Stud.
Sin. iii.. Frontispiece, contains a page of ar. sin. 75 (see p. 137*)
Delitzsch, Hebrder, Appx. v. (pp. 764-769), contains extracts from
ar. pf(..PauJ (see p. 137^).
The Diatessaron (see p. 136b). (^asca, Tatiani Evangeliorum
Harmoniae Arabice, Rome, 1888 ; Hill, The Earliest Life qf

MSS under

m

—

'

—

Christ, Edinburgh, 1894.

ARAD
flight

(TJi?).

F. C.

—A Benjamite who helped to put to

the inhabitants of Gath
!

ARAD

BURKITT.

{-rr;).

—A city of

(1

Ch

8").

one of the kings of the

Canuanites, assigned to the tribe of Judah (Jos
12"), on the north-west border of the wilderness
of Judah, to which place (if the present text be
correct) a family of Kenites miCTated from Jericho
It has been identified with certain ruins
(Jg I"').
on the top of a hill, Tell 'Arad, about 16 miles
south of Hebron, on the plateau to the south of the
1 )ead Sea.
Eusebius and Jerome describe Arad as
20 Koraan miles south of Hebron in the wilderness
The king of Arad fought against the
of K;idesh.
Israelites as they were turning awav from the south
ot Palestine, but was defeated at^ormah (Nu 21'
SS").
In these passages in Nu where the RV,
agreeably to the Heb. text, reads ' king of Arad,'
the
less happily renders king Arad.'

AV

'

Literati'RK.— Robinson, B«P2 ii. 101, 201 SrPiii. 403, 416;
Budde, liicht. u. Sam. 9£f.; Moore, Judms, 32ff.
J. MACPHER.SON.
;

ARADUS
of the Ileb.

ARAH

CApaSot), 1 Mac 15=».— The
Arvad (wh. see).

(rriK

•

traveller ? ).
7™.
2. His

Asher, 1 Ch
Zerubbahel, Ezr

'

2»,

Neh

—

Greek form

H. A. White.
(c-ik,

—

-Zipoi,

Syri.

AV

'Syrians' and 'SjTia').
In On lO**-^ Aram is
the son of Shem, and father of Uz, Hul, Gethor,
an<i Mash, the last of whicli is Arabia Petr.i'a, the
Mas of the cuneiform inscriptions (cf. Gn 25").
In Gn 22** Aram is the son of Kemuel, the
son of Nahor, the two elder brothers of Kemuel
being Uz (AV Huz) and Buz (Bazu in the Assyr.
texts).

In the

OT Aram

of this region were mainly oJ
oririn, and spoke a Sem. language, which,
with its dialects, is known as Aramaic. In some
parts of it, however, as at Kadesh on the Orontes,
near the lake of Homs, and at Carchemish (now
JerablCis or Jerabis) on the Euphrates, the Hittitea

Sem.

and on the eastern
had occupied the country
bank of the Euphrates, in the neighbourhood of
Carchemish, the powerful kingdom of Mitanni was
established, ^\•ith a language of a very peculiar type.
An Aram, dialect was spoken by the Nabata;an8
of Petra, and it is probable that the Ishmaelita
tribes must be classed as Arama^ns.
;

In the Assyr. inscriptions the name appears aa
In
as well as Armft.
a text of Tiglath-pileser l. (B.C. 1100) the waters
on the east side of the Euphrates and westward
the
of Harran are termed mami mat Armd,
Assurwaters of the land of the Aramspans.'
na?ir-pal III. (B.C. 88S-823) states that he restored
to Assyria certain cities which a former Assyr. king
had fortified in the land of Nahri, towards the sources
of the Tigris and Euphrates, and of which the
Arumu had taken possession. Among the
Aramaean princes whom he subdued here were
Ammi-baal and Bur-Hadad, ».e. Bar-Hadad or

Aramu, Arumu, and Arimu,

'

'

'

Ben-Hadad. There were many Arama;an tribes in
Babylonia (Piikudu or Pekod, J« abatu or Nabata'iins,
Ru'ua, etc. who lived under sheikhs on the banks
of the Tigris and Euplirates as well as on the coast
They were partly traders,
of the Persian Gulf.
partly pastoral nomads, and were collectively called
j\jumu. The Assyrians never gave the name to the
populations westward of the Euphrates, who were
included under the general titles of Hittitea and
)

Amorites.
In the OT, on the contrary, the name is applied
to the inhabitants of Syria as well as to those of

Mesopotamia. The different Aramtean districts or
Mesostates are distinguished by special titles.
potamia is known as Aram-naharaim, 'Aram of
the two rivers,' Tims and Euphrates. It corresponds in part to tlie Nahrima of the Egyp. inscriptions, though the latter term denoted the

between tlie Euphrates and Orontes,
as well as the kingdom of Mitanni on the eastern
side of the Euphrates.
In the Tel el-Amama
Mitanni.
tablets, however,
is confined
to
it
The Assyr. country of Nahri lay in a different
ilirection, in
the mountains of S. Armenia.
Cushan - rishathaim, king of Arara - naharaim
(AV Mesopotamia), who oppressed the Israelites
for eight years shortly after their entrance into
learn
Canaan (Jg^S'"'"), was a king of Mitanni.
from the Tel el-Amama tablets that in the 15th
cent. B.C. the kings of Mitanni or 'Nahrima'
had already interfered in the affairs of Palestine,
and had intermarried with the royal familj' of
Egypt. The troops of Mitanni accompanied the
nortliern hordes who attacked Egypt in the reign
of Kamses III. (c. B.C. 1200) and as the king of
Mitanni is not named anion" the conquered invaders, it is probable that he did not actuallj- enter
district

We

;

In the genealogy of
family returned with
6'» 7'", 1 Es S'"".
See
1.

Genealogy.

ARAH, ARAMSIANS

The inhabitants

includes the nortliem part of

Mesopotamia, Syria as far south as the borders
cf I'al., and the larger part of Arabia Petriua.

This
Egypt, but remained behind in Canaan.
would have been ju-st before the Israelitish conquest
of that country, and would throw light on the
presence there of Cushan-rishathaim.
In certain passages of the Pent, assumed to
belong to P (Gn 25* 28^"-/ 31" 33" So"-" 48'),
the name of Aram-naharaim as applied to the
northern part of Mesopotamia is replaced by
Pad[d]an-arani, of which S'd^h 'Ar&m, 'the
field of Aram,' in Hos 12", is supposed to he a
translation.
Paddan is the same word as the
Syr. and Arab. paddAn, a measure of land which
can bo ploughed by oxen in a day, and is found
Padanu is
in Assyrian under the form of pac/i'inu.
explained in the cuneiform lexical table'^s aa
'

'

';

ARAM, ARAAf ^lAN S

ARARAT

meaning 'field' or 'fjarden' {WAI ii.
from a root which si^ifies to cleave or
'

'

62.
'

33),

ploujrh

'

the {jround.
It is also brought into connexion
w-ith kharriinu, 'a hij;h-road,' whence the name of
Harran (Gn 11»' 28'° 27"), and is the eqiiivalent
of a Sumcrian word signifying
foot or
plain,'
whicli was used to denote 'the land of the Amorites
I ii. 50. 59). An early king of Babylonia,
Agu-kak-rimi (c. B.C. 1700) calls himself king of
Padan and Alnian.'
On the western side of the Euplirates the
Arain.tan states and language extended, eastward
of the Jordan, a.s far .south as Mizpeh in Gilead
(Gn 31", where tlie cairn is described as forming
a boundary between the languages of Aram and
Canaan). In the north was Aram of Zobah (the
Tsubitfi of the Assyr. texts, which place it castward of Hamath). In the time of Saul (1 S U")
the kings of Zobah are mentioned, but soon afterwards Zobah appears under the sole rule of Hadadezer, son of Kehob (2 S 8*-").
Hadadezer, who
had 'had wars' with Hamath, was defeated by
David as he went to recover his border at the
river Euphrates.' Subsequently, in spite of assistance from the Arania'ans of Damascus (2 S 8'), and
of Mesopotamia beyond the Euphrates (2 S 10"),
the army of Hadadezer was again overtbro^^^l
at Helain (perhaps Aleppo, Assyr. Khalman), and
the kings that were servants to Hadadezer
became the vassals of Israel. Josephus transforms
the place Helam, which he calls Khalaman, into a
prince of Mesopotamia. Among the citicsof Hadadezer captured by Da\-id were Tibhatli (1 Cli 18',
called Betah in 2 S 8') and Berotliai (Cun in
1
Ch 18'). Tibhath seems to be the Tubikli of
the Tel el-Amama tablets and the geoCTaphical list
of Tahutmes III. at Kamak, the Tebali of Gn 22=-'.
The wliole district is probably that which is termed
Nuklirisse in the Tel el-Amarna texts (Anaugas in
the Eiryp. inscriptions).
'

'

(

'

'

WA

'

'

'

fire-god,

'

'

Adjoining Aram-Zobah was Aram Beth-rehob
or Aram-rehob (2 S 10'-'), which may have derived its name from the father (or ancestor) of
Hadadezer.
Rehob is associated with Ish-tob,
'the men of Tob' (see Jg ll'-"); but in 1 Ch 19"

Aram-naharaim takes the place of both. To the
south came Aram-maacah or Maacah, which,
along with the adjoining Geshur, was .assigned to
Mana.sseli, eastward of the lakes of Meroni and
Gennes.aret (Dt 3'\ Jos 12» 13"-'>, 2 S 3' 13").
Like Tebah and Tahash, the Takhis of the Egyp.
monuments, Maacah was a descendant of Natior
(Gn 22-').
Between Maacah and Zobah was the
cityof D,amascus(.'\s./)im<7.sAa) which wasconquered
by the Egyp. king Tahutmes ill. (B.C. 1480), and was
still subject to Egypt in the age of the Tel el-Amama
tablets (B.C. 14U0).
Damascus is called AramDammesek in 2 S 8', when it sent aid to Hadad-

The defeat of Hailadezer made it tributary
to David, but it recovered its independence early
in the reign of Solomon under Rezon the son of
Eliadah, wlio hail been a vassal of the king of
ezer.

Zobah (1 K ir-"''"').
Damascus soon became a
dangerous neighbour of the nortliem kingdom of
Israel, and at one time even exercised a sort of
Buzeraintv over Samaria.
The other Aranuean
states of Syria were absorbed by it, so that eventu-

name of Aram was applied to it alone
but its power was finally shattered by the Assyrians.

ally the

among tJie Aram.ran deities was
Addu (also Dadu or Dadda), the sun-

Foremost

Hadad

or

the Assyrians with their
the air-god, also called
Amumi, the Amorite.' We find the combination
HailadUimmon in Zee 12".
By the side of
Hadad stood his divine son Ben-Hadad, as wo leam
from the cuneifonn inscriptions. At Scndschirli
mention is made, besides lladad, of Keshcph the
cod,

identifie<l

Kamnian

bj'

(Uimmon),

'

Shamas, Or, and Rekeb-el or

El,

may

possibly denote the chariot
NumeroxLs deities are referred to in the
Palmyrene inscriptions, such as Baal-samen, Aglibol, and Yarkhi-ool but several of them, like Bol,
or Nebo, or Sin the moon-god of Harran, were
borrowed from the Babylonian. So also was the
goddess Atar, the Bab. Istar, who, in combination
with the Syrian 'Ati, produced the hybrid Atar":atis.
In the south the Nabatwans of Tenia,
I'etra, and the Sinaitic Peninsula had several
deities of their own, such as Aumos(?), Jj^atsiu (Kassios), and Zelem (As. Zalmu)
but others, like Dusares and Allftt, Manot, J^ais, and J^aisah, they
sliared with the Arabs.
The gods of Syria are
mentioned in Jg 10*. For the Aramaic Lt^guage,
'

of El.'

;

;

see

Language of the OT.

—

Rpnan, HUtoire ginimU et fysteme compari dfs
Lnngut-^ s^mititpies (1863); Miltlieihingen aus <if'n orieutiilisch-'n
Saminlungen, pt. xi., Au^grahuiigfn in Serulnclnrli i. nsita);
Baethgeu, Beitrdgg zur semitisdten lieligiotisgesckifhte (ISSS).

Literature.

A. H. Savce.

ARAM
An

'

'

of

Rekub-el, which
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2.

A grandson of Nahor (Gn 22-').
7").
3. AV of Mt
Lk 3^.

(c-ix).— 1.

Asherite

See Arni,

(1

Ch

1»,

Ram.

ARAMAIC VERSIONS.— See Taroums.
ARAMITESS
which occurs

(tsik, Xipa, Svra), a feminine form
both
and
of 1 Ch 7", for

AV

in

RV

the elsewhere frequent term Syrian.

ARAM MAACAH.— 1 Ch

19".

The more southerly

See Aram.

part of Syria.

ARAM-NAHARAIM, ARAM-REHOB, and ARAMZOBAH.— See Aram.

ARAN

Sam.

—

Son of Dishan the Horite
a descendant of Esau. The
name denotes ' a wild goat,' and Dishan an
antelope or gazelle ; while Seir the ancestor is
'the he-goat.' On the subject of Totem-clans in
the Bible, see Jacobs' Biblical ArcluEology (1894),
(n!<,

(Gn 36*,

1

Ch

pn).

1*=),

'

'

'

'

Animal
pp. 64-103, and Robertson Smith on
Worship and Animal Tribes among the Ancient
Arabs and in OT (Joum. of Philology, No. 17,
vol. ix., 1880).
H. E. RVLE.
'

'

ARARA"r (D-ry*, 'Ap^fi-Io).— The Biblical A. is the
As.syrian Ur.ardhu (Urasdhu in the Persian period),
the name given to the kingdom which hail
its centre on the
shores of Lake Van.
The
name seems to be connected with Urdhfl, which
a cuneiform lexical tablet (WAI ii. 486, 13) explains as ' Highlands' (7'i7/a),* and whicli appears
as Urdlies in an inscription of the native king
S.ar-duris n.
who describes it as in the neighbourhood of Lake Erivan.
In Herodotus (in.
94) the word takes the form of Alarodians.
The
cuneiform writing of Assyria was borrowed by
the inhabitants of the country in the 9tli cent.
B.C., and we leam from the inscriptions composed
in it that the native name of the kingdom was
ISiainas or Bianas, the Byana of Ptolemy, now
Van. The o;i])ital of the kingdom, now rcnresented by the modem city of Van, was called
Dliusp.os ; this gave it« name to the district tenned
TlKxpitis in cla.ssical geography, now Tosp.
It
w.as upon ' the mountains of A.' that the ark
rested (Gn 8*), and in Jer 51" A. is associatecl
,

•

But

ThlB

Is

the expIanatloQ hlthorto given by AsiiyriotojjiHt*.

bcllove that thi> tnin etjilanntinn is dltli'rciit.
L'nihfl or
rlennU"! by an tileo«mi)h, which uanally repreatint^vi
Accad in Biiiiyli'nlan, and rilgnifled 'a mound' or
tol,'
in AHsyrlan tUlu, b<TaiiBfl Tilla tiiippenod to Ite the naiue
c< a r-lty in Ararat witti whicli the Aa.syriana wore Arquaintc<l
In parly tiinctt.
It la rallfd Tola by AaMUr-nazir-pal. and la
RttU known aa Tillob at the Junction of the ^ert and tha
I

Animt was

'

TlKrifl.

ARAKAT

AKAKAT

with Minni and Ashkenaz. Minni, in fact, called
Manna or Minnft in Assyrian, Mana in tlie \'annic
texts, adjoined Ararat on the E., being separated
from it ny the Kotur range, and Ashkena^ is
probably the Asguza of the Assyr. monuments,
which was situated in the same neighbourhood.
The name of Armenia, written Armina in Old
Persian, Kharminuya in Amardian, first appears
in the cuneiform inscriptions of Darius Hystaspis,
but the origin of it is quite unknown. It may be
connected with the Vannic word amuxni-lis, a
stfele,' or with Arman ('the land of the Aramseans ?), an Aramaean district south of Lake Van.
Geographically, however, Armenia corresponds
with Ararat. The supreme god of A. was Khaldis,
who was worshipped under a variety of forms, and
from whom the inhabitants of the country took
the name of people of Khaldis.' From this was
derived the name of Khalda?i or Khaldeans,
assigned by classical geographers to the Armenian
population who bordered on Pontus, and which
was still preserved as late as the fifteenth century in
the name of Khaldia applied to Lazistan (BelcK in
ZeitschriftfurAssyridlogic, ix. 1, p. 89).
The kingdom of Biainas or Ararat was originally
bounded on the north by the Araxes, and although
some of its kings made conquests still furtlier
north, it never seems to have comprised the Mount
Ararat of modem times. This is still called Massis
by the Armenians themselves, and the extension to
it of the name of Ararat is of comparatively modem
Its great height, the larger of its two peaks
date.
being 17,000 feet above the Ie\el of the sea, while
the smaller peak, 7 miles distant, is 13,000 feet
above the sea-level, has doubtless had much to do
mtb the belief that it was the spot on which the
ark rested. Arghuri, the only village which stood
on its slopes, is even pointed out as the spot on
which Noah planted his vineyard. It was first
ascended by Parrot in 1829, and the ascent has
since been achieved by Bryce and others.
The original site of the resting-place of the
ark lay towards the south of Ararat in the
Kurdish mountains, which divide Armenia from
Mesopotamia and Kurdistan.
According to the
Bab. account of the Deluge, the
sliip
of
Xisuthros, the Chaldean Noah, rested on the
the mountain of Nizir,' which lay
peak of
E. of Assyria, between 35° and 36° N. lat.
Similarly, Berosus the Chaldsean historian fixed
the spot in the mountain of the Kordyieans or
Kurds (Jos. Ant. I. iii. 6), and the Syriac version
replaces Ararat by ^fardu in Gn 8*.
Nicolaus
Damascenus also stated that the ark had rested on
a great mountain in Armenia, beyond Minyas,
called Barw' (Jos. Ant. I. iii. 6).
Minyas is
Minni, and Baris is more accurately given as
Lubar in the Book of Jubilees (ch. v.). Lubar
was the boundary between Armenia and Kurdistan
(Epiphanius, Adv. Hcer. i. 5). The Jebel Judi is
still regarded by the Kurds as the scene of the
descent from the ark. It would seem, therefore,
that the spot has been successively shifted from
the mountain of Nizir (possibly Rowandiz) in the
east, to Jebel Judi or Lubar, and then to the
modem Mount Ararat in the far north.
The great plateau of Annenia, rising to a height
of from 6000 to 7000 feet above the sea, was
naturally a district which appeared to the dwellers
in the southern plains beyond the reach of the
Deluge.
Intensely cold in the winter, it is equally
hot in the summer. The vine is indigenous there
(as it is in the Balkans), and the whole district is
marked by the results of volcanic action. It is noteworthy that the present Armenian words for 'gold'
and tin are identical with the Sumerian or protoCliahhcan names of the same objects (ushi, gold,'
Sumerian, guski, wuski anag, tin,' Sum. nagga).

The cuneiform characters of Assyria were introduced into the kiriirdom of Ararat in the 9tli cent.
The syllabary was greatly simplified, each
B.C.
character having only a single phonetic value
attached to it, and the greater number of charac-
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'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

ters

expressing

closed syllables

being

rejected.

The vowels were usually denoted by separate
and a good many ideographs were
borrowed.
It is to the use of these ideo^aphs
that the decipherment of the Vannic inscriptions is
mainly due. The inscriptions are carved on rocks,
altar-stones, colunms, and the like, and are in a
language which shows little resemblance to any
other with which we are acquainted, though it may
be distantly related to modern Georgian.
The introduction of the cuneiform syllabary was
partly the result of the campaigns of the Assyr.
kings Assur-nazir-pal and Shalmaneser II. in tlie
north, and it seems to have been connected with the
rise of a new dynasty which established itself on the
The founder
shores of Lake Van (about B.C. 840).
of the dynasty was Sar-duris I. the son of Lutipris,
who appears to have displaced Arame, the earlier
antagonist of Shalmaneser II. Sar-duris was succeeded by his son Ispuinis ('the settler'), who,
towards the end of his reign, associated his son
Menuas with him on the throne. Menuas was a
great conqueror and builder ; he carried his anns
as far as Mount Rowandiz in the east, and beyond
the Araxes in the north, and he also claims to
have defeated the Hittites and the king of Malatiyeh in the west.
An inscription commemorative
of the event was engraved on the cliff overhangiii"
the Euphrates near Palu. Menuas was followed
by his son Argistis I. who has recorded in a long
inscription on the rock of Van the campaigns he
made year by year, and the amount of spoil he
brought back from them. The kingdoms of the
Minni and other nations in the neighbourhood
of Lake Urumiyeh were ravaged, and the Assyr.
Siirforces are stated to have been overthrown.
duris II., the son of Argistis, continued the concharacters,

,

and extended his empire as
But his career
ar as the borders of Cappadocia.
was suddenly checked by the revival of Assyria
under Tiglath-pileser III.
The northern league,
which the king of Armenia formed a^iainst the new
power, was shattered, and the Assyrians swept the
country up to the gates of the capital, Dhuspas or
Van. Rusas I. the son and successor of Sar-duris,
was equally unfortunate in his attempt to check
the progress of Assyria, and after the overthrow of
his allies by Sargon, and the fall of the city of
Muzazir, he Killed himself in a fit of despair. His
successor, Argistis II., however, managed to preserve his independence, as also did Erimenas,
against whom Esarhaddon was carrying on war,
wlien Sennacherib was murdered by his two sons.
It was to the court of Erimenas that the murderers
fled.
His son Rusas II. improved the water-supply
of Van, and built a palace, on the site of wiiicli
various objects of Vannic art, such as ornamental
shields and man - headed bulls of bronze, hare
been discovered.
few years later Sar-duris II.
made alliance with the Assyr. king, Assur-baniArarat suffered soon afterwards,
fial (B.C. 645).
ike the rest of W. Asia, from the invasion of the
Kimmerians and Scj'ths, in the wake of which it
Ls probable came the immigration of the Ar^-an
Armenians, and the fall of the old kingdom
of Ararat.
According to the classical authors,
these Aryan Armenians were a Phrygian colony
(Herod, vii, 73; Eustath. on Dion. v. 694). The
conquest of AJmenia by Cyrus took place in
?[uests of his father,

,

A

B.C. 546.
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Vrnn,
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A. n. Sayce.
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;

AKATHES
AV

ARATHES
A, cursives,

ARCH

Ariarathes; 'kp6.0ri%,
( Apiapidris, x,
incorrectlj', 1 Mac 15--), v. Philcpatok,

formerly called Mithndates, was king of Canpadocia
He was a firm ally of the llomans,
B.C. 1G3-130.
and, in accordance with their wi.shes, rejected the
proposal of a marriage with the sister of Demetrius
Soter. The latter made war upon him, and expelled
him from his kingdom, setting up in his stead Holophemes, a supposititious son of A. IV. Philopator
Bed to Rome about B.C. 158, and by Rom. aid he
few
was restored to a share in the government.
years later he again became sole king. In B.C. 139,
ID consequence of an embassy sent by Simon Maccabieus, the Romans wrote letters to A. and
certain other eastern sovereigns in favour of the

A

Jews

(1

Mac

I.e.).

See Diodor. xxxi.

Justin XXXV. 1 ; Polyb.
12 ; Appian. Syr. 47.

ARAUNAH

32;

19. 28.

iii 6, xxxii. 20. 23, xxxiii.

H. A. WHITE.

(njnK, also n;nK

—

2 S 24",

mv

Ch

1

Ch 3'). A Jebusite who owned a threshingon Mount Moriah. When David numbered
the people, and the pestilence was sent as a punishment for his sin, this spot was indicated by the
prophet Gad as the place where an altar should be
erected to J", because the plague had been stayed.
David went to A. and bought the threshing-Uoor
and oxen for 50 shekels of silver. The price paid
is given in 1 Ch 21" as 600 shekels or gold
a
discrepancy which we have no means of explain-

21", 2
floor

—

R.

ing.

ARBA

(yrjx)

is

described

as

'

the

great

that
their

he was

regarded

traditional

history.

man

'

as

the

great

man

Arab gco^rraphers (Nasir-i-Khusran calls it
Irbil, but Yakut and others Irbid
cf. Reland,
Pal. 358) and Robinson {Illi ii. 398) suggesU that
Mi<ra\JiO or MaiiraXuifl stands for nrtpj, a term he
thinks appropriate to the precipices, honey-combed
with caves, that always made Arbela a place of
strategic importance.
But this identification is
doubtful. Again, Bacchides, having passed through
Galilee, might have approached Jems, across Esdraelon by the trunk road through Samaria, a
direction which is called in the Bk of Jth (4") the
dvafidaas to Juihca.
On this route there lay a
strong fortress, Gilgal, the modem Jiljilia, which
might well have given its name to the route and
Ewald identifies this with the Gilgal of our
passage {Hist. Eng. ed. v. 323). On the same road,
much farther N. than Gilgal, stands a Meselieh,
taken by some to be the Bethulia of the Bk of Jth,
and therefore a fortress that Bacchides, if advancing by this direction, would certainly have to
reckon with
while close to Meselieh stands
Meithalftn. These two ofl'er a probable identification for iUffaXiid.
The latter is said to lie if
'Ap^-/l\ois, and this form of the phrase suggests that
Arbela (observe the plural) was the name, not of a
to\vn, but a district. Now Eus. (Onom. art.'Ap|3>)Xo)
notes the name as existing in his time in Esdraelon,
94 miles from Lejjun, a position which suits the
entrances from Esdraelon upon Meselieh and
Meithalfln.
It ia just possible, therefore, that
'Ap^tjXa. was the name 01 the whole district.
fourth alternative for the route of Bacchides was
through GUead, which name is read for Gilgal by
the Syr. of 1 Mac 9'. In the E. of Gilead there
lies to-day a point of strategic importance known as
but there is neither a Mesaloth nor a Gilgal,
Irbid
unless the latter be taken to be the Gilgal by
Jericho, which Bacchides might have passed had he
come upon Judiea through Gilead. The Gilead
route, however, is much the least probable of
the four suggested.
See Bbth-Arbel and GlLQAL.
G. A. Smith.
a-val

;

;

;

;

A

M. Boyd.

among the Anakim (Jos 14"), the father of
the Anak' (15"), 'the father of the Anok' (21").
This may mean that he was regarded as the
progenitor of the Anakim, and it certainly implies
'
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in

Presumably he was

regarded as the founder of the city that bore his
naD'v*, and as having founded it seven years before
the Egyp. Zoan (Jos 15", Gn 23' 35", Nu 13'»). See
Anakim, Giant. Arbah, or Arba, City of. This
phrase occurs in AV in Gn 35", Jos 15" 21". It is
simply a tr. of the n;ime which elsewhere appears
as Kirjath-arba, or Kiriath-arba (which see). This
W. J. Beech er.
city is Hebron.

;

LXX

ARBITE Cs-ixn).— The
(2 S 23») apparently
reads '31V^ (the Archite), cf. Jos 16' and liusliai the
Archite,' 2 S 15^'
but a place 'Arab, in the S. of
In the parallel
Judah, is mentioned Jos 15".
the son of Ezbai
passage 1 Ch 11" we find
(•jiN-ii), a reading which is supported by several
2 S I.e. {vl6t toO 'Aafii), and which
MS'S of the
'

;

'

ARBATHITE

Cnj-ivn 2 S 23"),
n-2 [see Abi-ALBON]

Klostermann sug-

gests •nzi-j.-rt
a native of Betharabah,' a town in the wilderness of Judah (Jos
IS'"' 18") ; but 'nmyn occurs without n-3 1 Ch U",
and .iJTi'n Jos 18".
J. F. Stknnino.
'

AV

ArbattiB), 1 Mac
ARBATTA {ir 'Appirroit,
A district in Palestine. The situation is
doubtful.
be
corruption
for Akrabattis
It may
a
the toparchy of Samaria near Akrabeh E. of
Shechem.
C. R. CONDER.
5".

—

—

LXX

ia

probably correct.

J. F.

Stennino.

A

ARBONAI CAppwyis, Jth 2«).— torrent apparently near Cilicia. It cannot be represented by the
modem Nahr Ibrahim, since the ancient name of
nor does the latter
that river was the Adonis
answer to the term torrent {xtliuifipos) applied to
C. K. CONDER.
the Arbonai.
;

'

'

ARCH.— 1. 0/ the Temple. The word arch is
used in the plural ('arches') 14 times in Kzk 40.
That neither 'arch' nor 'arches' has any ri^'lit to
appear in the Eng. Bible at all, an examination of
the Heb. word, of the versions, and of the context,
The Heb. word is according to
will make clear.
the Mass. pointing otjVl< 'Hnmmim, which ia the
the word is, however, only
plur. of a'^'V 'Hum
found with sutlixes, and as the text stands it is
it
is
the Ker6 or corrected
sing, not plur.
Twice
reading that makes the word plural.
(40"'-'")
does
the
fern.
plur. nte^K occur but
indeed
Smend {Cumm. p. 326) suspects an error. (Cornill
v."" he rejects, following
in V." reads c^i'it sing.
In all the rcinaiiiing 12 places
most Heb. MSS.
the written text makes it singular and not plural.
The word occurs nowhere outside this cha]iter, and
it is almost certainly either a HyiiDnyni of o^'m
'iilAm, porch, or a clerical error for this last word.
'

ARBELA. —The

Syrian army under Bacchidos,
wliicli came from the N. upon Jerus. B.C. Ifil, is
described liy the Gr. of 1 Mac 9' as proceeding by
the way tlmt leadeth to GUgal, and encamping
before Mesaloth, which is in Arbela (^v 'Ap^iiXois)
fat poB8e.ssion of it and destroyed much people.'
'

'he sites represented by all the.se names are
disputed, and
there are several alternatives
for the line of the Sj'rian march.
The most
natural direction for Bacchidcs to take was along
On this
the coast, and up the vale of Aijalon.
route there lay a Gilgal, the present Jiljuliyeh, on
tlie plain of Sliaron, but no trace is now discoverable of MfffoXiiS or of 'A/)/3i)Xa.
Jos. {Ant. XII.
xi. 1) supio.scs that they came through Galilee,
which he reads instead of Gilgal. On this route
•tands the modem Irbid, the identity of which
Dame wit'n Irbil or Arbela is proved by the medi-

;

;

;

;

)

'

ARCHANGEL

U2

ARCHITECTURE

That the translators of the LXX had before them,
in all the instances where either 2^'n or ^^'< is now
found, one and the same Heb. word in the text,
is suggested by the fact that these translators use
but one Greek word, and that a mere translit. of

Ezk reads
(porcli).

amended

Cornill in his

viz. aiAaji.

2^"!?,

trs.

the Heb. word 1? saph, 'threshold,' in

Ezk

46',

and

40io»ie« and

41'.

'ayil, 'post,'

in

The Vulg. uses one word vestihiilum for U'lam and
ulam. The Targ. also uses but one word, this being,
however, «;'r'x ^ulamma\ not, as the LXX would
It is certain
lead us to expect, !<?!?'!? 'elamma\
that ^elam is used in the sense of 'ulam in Ezk
'

M^ prob. also in 40'^- ^i, where the 'elam is
The Doiiay
said to be toward the outer court.
Version, which follows the Vulg. more closely than
the latter does the LXX, uses in all cases the
Eng. word porch. In the mod. Gr. version, ffroa,
porch, is the uniform rendering. In addition to
Cornill, Smend, A. B. Davidson (see their Commentaries), Fried. Delitzsch {Prolegomena, p.
139), the Lexicons of Milhlau and Volck, Buhl,
Oxford, and the majority of recent critics, accept
the view that both Heb. words have but one
4(j3i. 31.

What is intended by
meaning, viz. porch.
porch in this connexion see under Pokcu and
'

'

Temple.

twice in

NT.

Philemon

is

mentioned only
by St. Patil to
addressed not only to Philemon and

The short

is

letter sent

Apphia, but also to 'A., our fellow-soldier,' as well
as to the church in Philemon's house (v.-). Tinposition here assigned to A., between the mention
of Philemon and that of the church in his house,
renders it highly probable that he was, if not a
near relative (perhaps a son or brother), at any
rate one belonging to the household circle.
Fellow'

doubtless applied to him (as to Epaphroditus, Ph 2"
cf. also Ph 4-', 2 Ti 2^) as
enduring conflict in the service of the Church or
the gospel, probably in some official position
but what that position was, we have no means of
knowing.
Nor is much more light supplied by
the other passage (Col 4") which speaks of his
ministry (SiaKoviav) in the Lord.'
The term
SiuKOfia need not necessarily be taken in its
technical sense of the otfice of deacon, or In that of
bishop or presbyter or evangelist
it may denote
any service, but the adjunct tV Kupiw defines it as
speciallj'
undertaken for the Church by one
living and acting in the Lord under the sense of
holy obligation (Meyer). The form of the admonition has been thought to imply some misgiving or
doubt or censui'e, as though A. were still yoimg or
subordinate, weak or too indulgent, or inclined to
be remiss, and so in special need of warning or
stimulus; but it need not convey more than that
the
service
was a difficult one, in which he
might well be strengthened by the encouragement
of the Church acting on the apostle's me.ssage.
The suggestion of Lightfoot, among others,
that A. was a Laodicean teacher, on the ground
that 4" is joined by Kai to the context In
soldier

'

is

;

;

'

;

'

'

a debatable point whether the
Israelites in OT times were acquainted with the
arch as an architectural device, and whether they
There is no corresponding word in
used it.
Hebrew but indeed few architectural terms are
Heb. is the language of
found in this language.
poetry, of ethics, and of religion, and not of science
or of art. See AKCUITECTUKE.
2.

'

ARCHIPPUS. — Archippus

text of

=v "^i never 2^'"<, and trs. by Vorhalle
It should bo stated, however, that oi'\ou

':':!?

of Archevites most probably indicates that
Erech sided with Babylon in tlie revolt of Samassum-ukin against the Assyr. king (cf. Ryle, Ezra
and yehemiah).
H. E. RYLE.
tion

General.

It is

;

T.

W. DAVIES.

ARCHANGEL.—See Angel.
ARCHELAUS.— See under HEEOD.
ARCHERY. —Though bows

are mentioned with
tolerable frequency in the OT, one is tempted to
think that the Israelites were not distinguished
above the surrounding nations by their skill in the
use of this weapon.
The battle of Gilboa was
probably lost through the superiority of the PhilisDavid, after the battle, endeavoured
tine archers.
to encourage archery practice in Judah (2 S 1'*.
and compare Driver, yotes on Samuel, in
Reject
loco). Elisha on his deathbed (2 K 13'^'^) promised
Joash victory over Syria by the use of the bow.
l'robal)ly the revival of Israel's military power
under Jeroboam, son of Joash, was due to improve-

RV

ment

Hosea, a contemporary, speaks
in archery
(1*) of the bow as the national weapon of Israel.
The most effective and scientific use of the bow,
;

however, was that shown by the Assyrians. The
terror caused by their archery is hinted at in Is 5-*
and 3'^^. To judge from Assyr. reliefs, it seems
to have been the practice of Assyr. armies to overwhelm their enemies with the bow, and to use the
spear and sword only when the foe was already

W.

in flight.

ARCHEVITES

(x';:"!!?).— 'The

E. BARNES.

people of Erech,'

a town identified with the Bab. Uruk (modern
War/ca), on the left bank of the Euphrates.
It is mentioned in Gn 10i'>, between Babel and
Accad, as the second city of importance iu Ximrod's
kingdom and its name occurs, in the inscriptions,
along with that of Accad, as one of the principal
towns in N. Babylonia.
Some of the inhabitants of Erech were ' deported
as colonists to Samaria by king Assurbanipal
Their name is mentioned in Ezr 4'^
(668-620).
along with dwellers in Babylon and the deporta;

'

;

'

'

which the Laodicean Church is spoken of, seems
improbable for, apart from other difficulties, why
should St. Paul have taken tins roundabout way of
reaching A. (if not himself a Colosslan) through a
;

strange church, when he was almost simultaneously
addressing him directly (Philem-)? There seems
little historical basis for the tradition that A. was
one of the 70 disciples, who became bishop of
Laodicea and suffered martyrdom at Chonae.

William P. Dicksox.
Cr"!'??).— The native of a town (Erech?,
not Archi as in
of Jos 10-) situated on the
north border of Benjamin, probably the modern
'.4iK 'Arilc, west of Bethel. Hushal, David's friend
(2 S 15^-), belonged to this town. See S \VP vol. iii.
sheet xvil.
C. R. CosDER.

ARCHITE

AV

••ARCHITECTURE.— The

influences which formed
the architecture of the Hebrews were very diverse.
Besides the highly developetl structures of Egypt
and Babylon, there was the native .\morlte builcliuL;,
and the starting-point of the people themselves
from a nomadic life. The great tent of tlie tabernacle, witli its chamber of wood, must have been
the ideal type for a long period to the Hebrews.
It is, according to Fergusson's rendering of it (see

TAliKUX.viLE), strictly in accord with what may
be seen as the system of development from the
Bedawi tent at present. A widespread low tent
pitched, fencing of reeds or piles of stone is
around it to make a shelter from storms the
tent is then carried out over the shelter walls, or
else enclosed in a courtyard, and settlements arc
thus formed which are compounded of walling for
the sides and tent for the covering.
Such seems
to have been the principle of the tabernacle ; and
long after the entrance into Pal. the Hebrews, in
is

built

•• rnriirinhl. 1S9S, hij Cfiarlejt

;

.^r-rihrier'.':

.^ont

——

aECHITECTURE

ARCHITECTURE

the south at least, continued to depend on tents
and skins, instead of building and pottery. The
closely inhabited region south of Hebron, where at
every mile or two a name of an ()T village is to
be found, is absolutely bare of any early building,
and not a fragment of .Jewish pottery is to be
found there. This shows that the people ret;iined
the nomadic type of life although settled on the
land.
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shon- the form of the columns in use at that age.
rounded low stone base supported the stout and
clumsy ccluirn, which is even represented as equal
in iliameter to the base.
At least the ideal was
very different from that of the Egyp., whose column
was far narrower than its base. The column
diminished greatly upward, and was capped at the
top by a volute of Ionic nature. In the stonework
this volute seems to imitate a coil of metal
but
the whole design appears to come from a decorating
of vrooden posts with rams' horns, a similar idea to
the bucrania in tir. use. On Assyr. monuments,
capitals are represented which have been considered
to foreshadow the Ionic
but the horn form (if it
ever existed in these) has been lost, whereas in the
earlier Jewish example, which is probably Solomonic, the coil is nmch more isolated and

A

;

The Amorite buildiups

were massive and
'cities great, and

of brick

imposing to a desert people:
fenced up to heaven (Ut 1-*). The thick walls of
well-laid brickwork, as seen at Tell Ilesy, were
very strong defences, and quite wide enough to
have considerable houses built upon the wall (Jos
2"). Woodwork was largely u.sed (Jos 8-')
but
probably for rooting, as no trace of vaulted brick
roofs has yet been found. This system of mudbrick building continued to be used throughout
the Jewish history, as is seen at Tell Hesy, and
alluded to by Kzekiel (13'"-'-); and such building
was probably in type, as well as material, a con'

;

tinuation of the Amorite style.
What the external
appearance of these buildings was, is shown by the
figures of forts conquered by the Egyptians in
Syria, and represented on the monuments.
High
blank walls gave no opening or hold for an enemy ;
pilasters and towers strengthened the faces and
corners of the forts
and projecting chambers
overhanging the more important points enabled
the defenders to prevent any sapping or scaling.
The gateway was a projecting building in front of
the entrance, a plan which enabled the defenders
to make it a death trap to any attacking party
for on forcing the outer gate the besiegers would
be confined in a narrow space exposed to cea.seless
attack overhead. Defence at this age seems to
have been far superior to attack and without a
siege train such forts could be reduced only by
stratagem (as at Ai) or by starvation.
When stone building was required, it appears to
have been probably of masonry hewn to tit on the
spot, or at least of irregular courses
for the Jews
were astonished at proper construction, with hewn
stone all cut regularly in advance, and they
remark when neither hammer nor axe nor any
tool of iron was heard in the house while it was in
building (1
The mechanical Phojnicians
G").
api)ear to have planned the temple entirely in
advance, as the Kgyptians did in early times,
marking each stone with its place
Hiram's
builders and the Gebalites being responsible for this
work (1 Iv 6"). The stone was sawn with saws,
a.s in the best Kgyp. work (1 K 7'').
The cause of
tins I'luen. superiority in stonework is probably
from their occupying a rocky coast where brick is
less attiiinable, and a wet coast where stone is the
more needful.
Of the architectural forms very little is known
directly.
The only carvings yet seen, which are
certaiidy of the period of the monarchy, are the
slabs of Tell He.sy. There a cavetto cornice, like
the usual Kgy)). form of the nineteenth dynasty, is
carved on a thin slab, which was placed over a
doorway as a lintel. From the want of solidity,
and the curve of the back, manifestly following
that of the face, it is evident that this wa.s not a
;

;

;

;

K

;

structural, but only an ornamental member
like
the
stone
lintels
attached
by
similar
thin
(wooden?) pegs to the brick wall behind, in the
palace of Akhenaten at Tel el-Amariia.
What the
real nature of the door-crown wa.s has not been
lu'cserved ; it may have been of wood, but looking
to Kgyp. usage it is more likely to have been an
arch of brickwork, like the walls.
The sides of the doorways have also been preserved, though reversed in re-usc in a later
building. They are decorated with pilasters, which
;

;

pronounced.
These pilasters show by their shortness that a
dado existed below them, and was an importjtnt
feature in the building but no stonework of a dado
has been preserved. A peculiar feature of Jewish
design is the duplication of the doorway.
In the
rock tombs there is a general tendency to a double
entrance sometimes only carried out in the porch,
where a pillar will stand directly in front of the
doorway.
The same duplication is seen in the
building at Tell Hesy in which the stone slabs
were re-used, as above described the object of the
building is not known, l)ui on three sides, if not
four, it had two doors.
As these doors required to
be .secured by locks or fastenings, the taste for
double entrances must have been very strong.
Such a duplication occurs both in Assyr. and
;

;

:

Persian buildings, and belongs therefore to an
established system.
Of other ornament the drafting of the walls was
the most prominent, and is likewise known in
Persia. The edges of the stones were dressed to a
straight line with flat faces, while the middle of
each external face was occupied by a projecting
boss.
This boss was sometimes left (piite rough
like the rusticated work of the Pitti palace ; but
usually it was dressed flat, thus leaving the joint
lines recessed half an inch to .3 inches from the
main face of the wall, according to the scale of the
work. The great stones of the temple substructure
are the best known example of this work, but they
are not certainly older than Herod. On a smaller
scale this same work was found in the lower
courses of a door of the fortress at Tell Hesy,
which takes it back to the nuddle of the Jewish
monaiihy and from the persistence of the type
to the present day it appears to truly belong to tlio
country.
Of the plans of buildings we know even less than
of the decoration. The temple, as Fergusson has
pointed out, was simply a doubling of the
dimensions of the tabernacle, and we may carry
the parallel further. The great tent pitched over
the tabernacle sidi'S extended beyond them, and
the covered space thus left around the tabernacle
would doubtless be used for subsidiary purposes.
This space was reproduced in the temple as a chain
of chambers all round the sides, a construction
which Wius not favourable to any grand treatment
of the exterior. The plan, therefore, was ruled by
its develupment from the previous .sacred )ilace.
In the later temple of Ilejod the great porch was
the jnost striking feature, and accords in t.i.ste with
the enormous pmlieoes of the Herodian rocktombs at .lernsalem, which are often much larger
than the tomb inside the rock. Minor buildings
of the age of the monarchy have been found in the
only excavations yet made in a city, those at
One hnilding already mentioned was
Ilesy.
'I'ell
square, witli two doors on each side. Another
barrack
jjerhaps a
was a long hall witl) two rows
;

—

—

ARETAS

ARCTURUS

14i

Until further
columns from end to end.
excavations may reveal more examples, we can
glean but little about tlie usual arrangements of
of

Jewish architecture.

W. M. Flindeus Petkie.

ARCTURUS. — A

star of the first magnitude in
the constellation Bootes or the Herdman. Arcturus
for ^S, 'Ask, Job 9^, and
is the rendering of
>-":-: 'Ayish, Job'3832.
The identification of 'Ash, 'Ayish, has formed
Versions
subject for wide conjecture.
"Eairfpiv in both places (agreeing with Pesh. in
Pesh.
placing ^5"?, UKiLdSa, before ^% in 9^)

AV

:

LXX

;

]Za.lL 'lyijRthd of doubtful meaning, explained
by Arabic Lexx. as Capella Aurig;e, but placed in
Taurus; Vulg. 9' Arcturum (whence AV), 38-'Vesperum Targ. 9^ transliterates, 38^2 the hen
'

;

with her chickens,'
(jijlj,

i.e.

the Pleiades

i.e.

;

Sa'adya, v^jUj

In the Talm. Berachoth

Ursa Major.

586, R. Yehuda explains 'Ash as npi' Yvtha, and
later Talmudists interpret this as ' the tail of the
Kam,' i.e. Pleiades, or 'the head of the Bull,' i.e.

Aldebarau with the Hyades.

Among moderns there
1.

etc.

Ibn Ezra,

are two

the Bear.'

'

main explanations.
Del., RV,
this group

The great Bear or Wain; Ges.,
With the Arabs the four stars of

which form the quadrilateral are known as Na'sh
tail being
the
a phrase which resembles
38»children.'
It
is,
''Ayish with her
that of Job
however, impossible philologically to identify the
root of Arab. Na'sh with Heb. 'Ash, and still more
so with 'Ayish.
Stern in Geiger's Jiid. Zeitschr.
2. The Pleiades
Hoffmann, ZATW. iii. 107 f. Noldeke.
iii. 258 ff.
Stern points out that Job 38-"'* deals with weather
phenomena, and that therefore the constellations
mentioned vv.^'- ^- appear to be regarded as
marking or intiuenclng the changes of the seasons.
Shice the Bear is visible in the N. hemisphere
throughout the year, it could scarcely be thought
Thus Job 38'-" is
of as a season prognosticator.
rendered, 'Alcyone with her children,' i.e. the
principal star of the Pleiades group with its
companions, the other constellations mentioned
being interpreted as the Hyades, Orion, and Canis
Major with Sirius. We then have allusion to four
groups regarded by the Greeks as signs of the
seasons, and rising in close succession one upon
The form 'Ayish is thought to be correct
another.
'

the bier,' the three stars of the

daughters of the

'

bier,'

;

;

;

(so Dillmann) rather "than 'Ash, and Hoffmann
vocalises 'AyyUsh, thus connecting with Pesh.
C. F. BURNEV.
'lyyutha.

ARD

(7"!?).— Benjamin's son,
26<"

= 1 Ch

Ardites (Nu 26*").

G.

Nu

gr;uulson;

ARDAT
unknown

(2 Es 9^6
situation.

ARDON

(t'-'-;!?).—

A

8^

Gn

46=',

but his

Patronymic

{Addar).

Hakfoud-Batteksby.

AV

Ardath), 'a

field' in

son of Caleb (1 Ch

an

2i8).

A

ARELI

('':?'? 'lion' or 'hearth of El').—
son
26i')Patronymic Arelites
(Gn 46",

Nu

of Gad
(N'U 26").

G. HARFOr.D-BATTEliliBY.

AREOPAGITE('Apf07ro7(r7)s, Ac 17'* only),applied
member of the Council

to Dionysius (wh. see) as
of the Areopagus.

eminence nearly due west of the Athenian Akroand separated therefrom by a low, narrow
declivity.
Here sat from the earliest antiquity the
council of the Areopagus, at first a mainly judicial
body composed of Eupatrid;e recruited annually
from the retiring arehons. After the Macedonian
subjugation of Athens, and under the Roman rule,
this council probably retained more authority
within Attica than any other representative body,
and references to it in later Attic inscriptions are
numerous. The hill rises gradually from the W.,
but drops abruptly on N. and E. On the summit
remain the benches cut out of the rock on which
the Areopagites sat in the open air ({jirai$pioi 4StKapolis,

Sixteen worn steps cut in
CopTo, Pollux, viii. 118).
and the two stones,
the rock lead to the summit
called the ipyol \iSoi, the a(9os avatStlas 'of im;

placability,' and v3i>(as 'of ill-doing,' still remain,
on one and the other of which sat the accuser and
the accused of murder. The council is termed in
Inscr. Attic, iii. 714, ' the most holy,' to <reiJii>6TaTov

us the awful a.ssociations, which
and to the cave of the Furies
at its foot, made it a fitting background for St.
Paul's solemn declaration of a new faith in the
unknown God. However, there is no reason to
suppose that the curious idlers who led St. Paul
tliither had any other end in view than to gain a
(TuvfSpiov

and

;

to

attached to the

hill

quiet spot, far removed from the hum of the busy
Agora below, where they might hear in peace what
The statethis newest of enthusiasts had to say.
ment of St. Luke, that the philosophers took St.
Paul by the hand («Vi\ai3((,ucTOi, Ac 17'% cf. Ac 9-'
8'^^), is not appropriate to
2313, also Mt. 14^',
accusers bringing to trial a religious innovator.
Nor, if the meeting which St. Paul addressed had
been a judicial court, would it have dispersed in
the way related some mocking, while others said,
' We will
hear thee again of this matter.' Therefore Chrysostom's view, that St. Paul was formally
arraigned before the Areopagite council, must be
There is every reason, moreover, for
dismissed.
believing that in Ac 17=^-'' we have the actual gist
of what St. Paul said, and in tone it is not the
defence of a man forcibly apprehended and put on

Mk

;

blasphemy.*
Standing on the Areopagus and facing N., St.
Paul had at his feet the Theseion, and on his right
hand the Akropolis, with its splendid temples
intact.
Such surroundings would fill with enthusiasm every cultured Christian of to-day.
Wherever St. Paul turned, his glance must have
fallen on the severe and lovely works of art which
Thus a table was
still adorned the decadent city.
spread before him of which nineteenth century
humanists are laboriously but thankfully gatherTo St. Paul's
ing up the scattered crumbs.
Semitic imagination nothing of all this appealed.

his trial for

It

was

to

him

just

gold

or

silver

or

stone,

graven by art and man's device, the work of a
period of ignorance at which God had mercifully
winked.
For a fuller disquisition on this point, and for
a description of the view of Athens from the Hill
of Mars, see Conybeare and Howson, Life and Ep.
F. C. Conybeaue.
of St. Paul, ch. X.

ARES

('Ape's), 1

Es

returned with Zerub.
(Ezr 2*) or 652 (Neh

:

—

756 of his descendants
they coiTespond to the 775

51".

T'") children of Arab C^??).
H. St. J. Tuackehay.
.nnn,
Gr. 'Aperas, more correctly
ARETAS (Aram,
'ApfBas, as in the name of the famous bishop of
the analogy of ciperij probably
Cajsarea Mazaca
1. King of
influenced the commoner spelling).
the .\rabians,' 2 Mac 5* (see below). 2. King of
the Nabatajan Arabs, whose 'ethnarci' rvr gover;

—

'

AREOPAGUS
Ac

17'«,

'

Mars'

('Ap6ioj n<{7oj,
17=2) .—The
'

hill

AV
hUI

'Areopagus'
Mars is an

of

• See, however,

Ramsay

in Eirpoa. 5th Ser. U. 209

f., '261

f.

—

AKETAS

AKGOB

nor, apparently at the instance of the Jews (Ac
gu. M, fa^ [jis ^vjfg may ^ygH have been a proselj-te),
was guarding the city of Damascus to capture
{niaai, 2 Co 1 1") and destroy (Ac 9) St. Paul. He
escaped the ethnarch's hands by tlie aid of the

which was within 3 years ot his first vi.sit lo tlie
Church at Jems., which latter again was within
14 years of the visit recorded in Gal 2.
Taking
the latter (against Ramsay's view, St. Paul the
Traveller, but see Sanday in Expositor, Feb. and
Apr. 1896) as identical with that of Ac 15, and
working back with the data of the Ac from the

disciples,

who lowered him

a basket from a

in

This was shortly after St.
in the wall.
Paul's conversion, which event, rather than his
escape from Damascus, would seem to be the
terminus a quo of the juexd rpia. (r-q of Gal 1" (see
If so, the escape may have taken
Lightf. in luc).
place at any point of time during the three years.
If the escape itself is the point from which they are
reckoned, the conversion can hardly lie far behind.
How Damascus, a town within the Rom. prov.
of Syria, came to be guarded by the officer of an
Arab king, is a much-debated question. The most
probable solution is the hypothesis of a temporary
extension of the Arab kingdom to Damascus. The
facts are as follows
The Nabataeans (iD3]) are possibly identical with
the Nebaioth (nv3i) of O T (so Jos. Ant. I. xii. 4.
The main difficulty is the unvarying distinctness
of the final consonants o and n).
They were probably of Arab race, but used the Aram, language
writing
for
and inscriptions (Noldeke in Scheukel,
xvii. 703
BL, 1872, s.v. Nabatiier, and in
first meet with them as a
sqq., XXV. 122 sqq.).
formidable power in connexion with the wars of
Antigonus, B.C. 312, centred in the former Edomite
lUrpa,
stronghold of Sela (Nabat.
Sal,' Gr.
hence the name for their country, 'Apa/Sia ^ vphs t^
Uh-pi^ or Arabia Petraea '), whence their power

window

:

ZDMG

We

'

'

gradually extended itself N. and S. Their first
known iiiler is the Aretas of 2 Mac 5", with
whom Jason y,&s imprisoned (^K\ei<r$els) or, perhaps, accused (adojiting the conjecture ^/tXTjffeJj),
B.C. 169. A. is rupaffoi, not yet a recognised king.
few years later the Nabatfeans appear as friendly
to the Maccabaean party (1 Mac 5» 9*>). With the
decay of the Gr. kingdoms of Syria and Egypt the
Nabatieans increase in power about B.C. 105 their
'
king Erotimus nunc Aegyptum nunc Syriara
'

'

A

;

'

infestabat

'

magnumque nomen Arabum

viribus
(Trog. Pomp. ap.

finitimorum exsanguibus fecorat
Justin, XXXIX. V. 5-6).
By B.C. 85 A. lU. is master
of Dama.scus
to him belong the coins BaaMui
'Aph-ov 'tMWrjvos struck at Dama-scus (Schurer,
HJP I. ii. 353, n. 11). He took the side of
Hyrcanus against Aristobulus, B.C. 65-62, and in
the latter year was attacked by Scaurus whom
Pompey had left as lej^ate of Syria Scaurus
obtained a nominal submission and a payment of
money {.1 oa. Ant. XIV. v. 1 JBJl. viii. 1). Damascus
hadalrca<ly fallen into Rom. hands {Ant. XIV. ii. 3;
BJ I. vi. 2), in which it remained, with the exception to be noticed below, as part of the prov. of
Syria, but with certain liberties of its own (for
proof in detail see Schiirer, n- 14, in part modifying
Mommsen's important note. Provinces, Eng. tr.
vol. ii. p. 148 sq.). A. III. was succeeded by Malchus
(c. 60-28), Obodas II. (c. 28-9 B.C.), and A. IV. (c. 9
B.C.-A.D. 40), the subject of the present article.
His original name was Aeneas, but he assumed
the name of A. on taking the kingdom (Jos. Ant.
XVI. ix. 4).
In B.C. 4 he sends some unruly auxiliaries to aid the expedition of Varus against the
Jews {BJ II. V. 1 Ant. XVII. x. 9). After A.D. 28
he attacked and defeated Herod Antipas, partly
in revenge for the divorce of his daughter by the
latter (see Heeodias, and Jos. Ant. xvill. v. 1, 2
the victory was transferred in Christian legend
to Abgar of Ede.s.'ia Gutschniidt, Ktcine Schri/ten,
iii. 31).
Tiberius ordered Vitellius, propraetor of
Syria, to chastise A. for this attack, but the news
of Tiberiu.s' death (A.D. 37) put an end to the ex'

;

;

j

;

;

;

pedition (,Jos. ilAd. § 3).
This brings us to the period of St. Paul's escape,
VOL. I.
lO

—
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arrival of Fkstus, A.D. 60, we time Gal 2 about the
' Fourteen
j'ear 51.
years previous, i.e. about 38,
comes St. Paul's first visit to the Church of Jerus.,
'

and the three previous years again, viz. 38, 37,
and 36, bring us to the time of his conversion, and
cover the time of his escape from Damascus.
At some time, then, during the three years in
question, Dama-scus had come under A.
It cannot
have been long before, as there are coins of Damascus with the image and superscription of Tiberius
down to A.D. 34 but there are none with those
of Gains or Claudius.
The image of Nero begins
;

in 62-63.
The inference is natural that the accession of Gains marks the transfer. That A. could
have seized it by force in the face of Vitellius is
out of the question. But it is not improbable that
it was granted to him by the new emperor.
Gaius

was not kindly disposed towards Herod Antipas,
and would not be unlikely to grant a mark of
imperial favour to his bitter enemy. It is true
that the deposition and banishment of Herod took
place only in the summer of 39 (Schurer, I. ii. 36n.),
a date scarcely early enough for St. Paul's escape
from Damascus. But the grant to Agrippa of the
tetrarchy of Philip and Lysanias, wiUi the title of
king, appears to have been one of Caligula's first
acts {Ant. XVIII. vL 10), and in 38 the emperor
granted an Ituraean principality to Soemus (Dio
Cass. lix. 12).
simLlar grant may well have been
made to Aretas.
A. must have lived tUI about A.D. 40, as of the
20 dated Aretas-inscriptions of el-Hegr, two belong to his 48th year, as also do certain coins. No
other Nabataean king has left so rich a legacy of
coins and inscriptions.
On both, his stanuing
title is Rakem-ammeh,
lover of his people (the
contra.st with the ^iXAXtjc of A. III. supr. is
suggestive).
Under him the NabaUean kingdom
extended from the Euphrates to the Red Sea (cf.
Jos. Ant. I. xii. 4).
By 62 Damascus had again
been taken over by the Romans, and belonged to
the province of Syria when, in 106, the Nabataean
kingdom itself was added to the empire as the
province of Arabia.
What is greatly wanted is a coin (or coins) of
Damascus between 37 and 54 A.D.
Meanwhile,
it should be noted that 2 Co 11" is our solitary'
piece of positive evidence for Damascus having
formed part of the Nabattean kingdom at any
time after the Christian era.
The fact, as has
been shown above, has an important bearing on
Pauline chronology.
The best collection and discussion of the evidence
I. ii., esp.
his indispensable
is in Schurer,
Append, ii. on the Nabatasan kingdom, pp. 345302, to which the above article is prmcipally
indebted.

A

'

'

HJP

—

LiTBRATURK. Sch0r«r Rives ample references to the lit. of the
Nuliata>an kiti^'doiii.
In more special relation to A. iv. see
Ck-rntn, Chrontit. d. Paul. liriffe, 22 ; Conybeare atit) llowsoii,
vol. 1. ch. Iii. ftppendix ; EutinK', SabalUitcke ln»chr\ftfn atu
Aratnen, Ijerlin, 1SS6 (contJUnini; a reconstructed liNt of klni,^
by von Outsi'hniidt) ; J. G. Heyne, djt Ethnarcha Aretits
Arahujn reiju (Wiltcmb. \lbb); Anjfer, d* temitorum in Aft.
Apt). ralionA, pp. 173-182; Wiescler, rAr(mo/(»i/i>, pp. 167 17'>.
and In PHK. m.p. Aretas; Meyer- Wendt on Acts, Hijit. f i n.
Ruhdin, de Palattiiita et Arabia Fromneiit liomanit (!**.'.).
Also, in addition to the rcforcnoei to the body of this articlu,
see Akauu, Paul, Damascus, Nibaiotb, Etiinarch.
fi
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ARQOB

(3i-)(<).— Apparently

A. Robertson.
an officer of IVka

hiah, kinjj of Israel, a.s.sa.ssinated by I'ekah
together with the king his mostor and one Arieh

'

ARGOB

146

ARGOB

80 Ewald, Thenius, Keil, and most.
(2 K 15")
Another explan.ation makes Argob and Arieh
Probably the passage
conspirators with Pekah.
;

is

corrupt.

See Klostermann, who suggests the

emendation vnsj nxc ys"!^'^^ 'with his 400 warriors';
by a sudden coup Pekah and his 50 surprise 400.
C. F. BuRNEY.
(=i-!(< ; once, Dt3'», %vith the art. ^i-iNn).—
4", and dedistrict mentioned in Dt 3*- '^- ", 1

—
A

ARGOB

K

scribed as situated on the E. of Jordan, in Bashan,
in the kingdom of 'Og, and as containing threescore cities, all strongly fortified, ' with high
walls, gates, and bars, besides very many cities of
the country folk (i.e. unwalled cities see Kzk 3S").
The particular district intended is uncertain. The
Targuras of Onk. and Jon. represent Argob by njidid
(Pseud. -Jon. njuib), i.e. the Trachonitis, oroTpaxui",
of Greek writers (see Schiirer,
I. ii.
lOif.j
G. A. Smith, Geogr. 543), some 25 miles S. of
Damascus, a remarkable volcanic formation, in
shape resembling roughly a pear, about 25 miles
from N. to S., and 19 miles from E. to W., the
rur;ged surface of which consists of innumerable rocks or boulders of black basalt, intersected by fissures and crevices in every direction
'

:

HJP

Trachonitis). This formation, which owes
the streams of lava emitted from the
Jebel Hauran, on the S.E., rises some 20-30 ft.
above the surroimding plain and its border is
as clearly defined as a rocky coast, which it very
much resembles.' It forms a natural fortress,
which a small body of defenders could hold even
against a determined invader
and hence its
(see

its origin to

'

;

;

modern name the Leja (i.e. laja'ah, refuge, retreat).
Some modern writers have accepted the identification thus suggested by Onk. and Jon., supporting
it further, partly by the fact that the Leja contains
the remains of several ancient cities, partly by
the philological arguments that Argob signifies
stony,' and that the term Van (AV region '), used
regularly in connexion with it in the OT, is intended as a designation of its rocky boundary
•

'

spoken of above. The identification is, however,
extremely doubtful, and has been abandoned by
the best recent authorities. To take the latter
point first, the philological arguments appealed
to are exceedingly precarious. Argob can be interpreted stony only upon the questionable assumption that the root 3:i is cognate with c:-;
to judge,
however, from ap, clods of earth (Job 21'' SS'*), it
would denote naturally a rich and earthy soil
rather than a stony one, and so (Smith, Gengr. 551)
is 'probably equivalent to our word "glebe."'
And San is a cord (Jos 2"), or men.turing-line (Mic
2'), fig. a measured portion or allotment (Jos l"*
19'), applied to a particular district or
region
there is consequently no
(RVm), Zeph 2'- '• '
ground for supposing it to have been used sjiecially on account of the rocky border of the Leja.
Secondly, the remains of ancient cities in (or
about) what must have been the biblical Bashan
are by no means confined to the Leja on the contrary, they are much more numerous on the sloping
:

'

:

;

siUesof the Jebel Hauran (S.E. of the Leja), which,
covered by a rich and loamy soil, sinks down gradually, especially on the S. and W., to tlie level of the
surrounding plain.
The whole of this region is
studded with deserted towns and villages according to Wetzstein, who has described it most fully

—

(Beiiebericht iiber Haurnn u. die Trachonen 180(5,
p. 42), the E. and S. slopes of the Jebel Hauran
alone contain the remains of some 300 such ancient
sites ; they are also numerous on the W. and
S.W. slopes (cf. Porter, Five Years in Danuisctcs',
The dwellings in these
pp. 229, 239, 251, 253).
deserted localities are of a remarkable character.
Wetzslein distinguishes four kinds (1) some are
the habitations of Troglodytes, being caverns
,

—

hollowed out in the side of
in the soft volcanic rock,

form separate chambers

a hill, or of a Wady,
and so arranged as to

these are chiefly on
the E. 01 Jebel Hauran (Wetzstein, pp. 22, 44 f.,

who names

:

Umm

DubSb, Aj6la, and
Shibikke).*
Others are on a larger scale,
(2)
bein^ subterranean chambers entered oy shafts
invisible from above, and capable of forming a
secure retreat from an invader these are frequent
on the W. of the Zumleh range (ib. p. 46 f. cf.
Oliphant, Land of Gilead, pp. 103, 108 f. [about
Irbid]) an extensive underground city of this kind
at Edre'i (at the N.E. foot of the same range)
was explored by Wetzstein (p. 47 f.) and Schuthird kind, of which
macher (p. 121 itf.). (3)
Wetzstein saw but one example, at Hibikke, on the
E. of J. Hauran, about 8 miles N.lE. of Salchad,
consists of chambers cut out in an elevated plateau
of rock, and covered with a solid stone vault,
producing outside the appearance of a cellar or
tunnel.
Hibikke was originally surrounded with
a wall, in the manner of a fortress (p. 48 f.).
(4) The fourth and commonest kind consists of
dwelling-houses built in the ordinary manner above
ground, but constructed of massive well-hewn
blocks of black basalt, the regular and indeed
the only building material used in the locality,
\vith heavy doors moving on pivots, outside
staircases, galleries, and roofs, all of the same
material or this kind are the remains described
by Porter (I.e. chs. x.-xiii.) at Burak, on the N.
edge of the Leja, Sauwarah, Hit, Heyat, Bathaniyeh, Shuka, Shuhba, east of it, Kanawat and
Suweideh on the W. slopes of J. Hauran, Bosra,
Salchad, and ^Cureiyeh, on its S. slope (cf. HeberPercy, A Visit to Baslutn and Argob, 1895, pp. 40,
Many ol
47, 60, 71, etc., with photographs).
these cities are in such a good state of preservation, that, as Wetzstein observes, it is difficult for
the traveller not to believe that they are inhabited,
and to expect, as he walks along their streets, to
The archisee persons moving about the houses.
tecture of these remains (which include temples,
theatres, aqueducts, churches, etc.) is of the
GriEco-Roman period, and is such as to show that
between the first and the seventh centuries A.D.
the cities in question were the home of a thriving
and wealthy population. Can, now, any of these
threedeserted localities be identified with the
score cities, with high walls, gates, and bars,' of
the ancient kingdom of 'Og ? The spectacle presented by many of them is so singular and impressive that amongst those who visited and almost
re-discovered them, in the present century, there
were some who assigned them confidently to a
remote antiquity, and who boasted that they had
themselves traversed the cities built and occupied
some forty centuries ago by the giant race of the
three, viz.

;

;

;

A

—

—

:

'

'

'

so, in particular, J. L. Porter, who
visited the district in 1853 (Fix'C Years in Damascus, 1855, ii. 206 f., ed. 2, pp. 257 f., 263 f. ; Giant
Cities of Bashan, 1882, pp. 12, 13, 30, 84, etc.), and
Cyril C. Graham, who visited it in 1857 (Journal
of the Royal Geogr. Soc. 1868, p. 256 f., Cambridge
Essays for 1858, p. 160 f.). The emphatic contratheory received from
diction which Porter's
Pouglas Freshfield in The Central Caucasus and
Bnshan, 1869, ch. ii., led to a somewhat heated
correspondence in the Athcnrrum for 1870 (June,
pp. 774, 837; July, pp. 18, 117, 148; cf. also

Rephaini

•

:

The habit

by an
(Le

lias

of dwellinjr in caves in these partfi ia illustrated
but unfortunately nuitilated inscription

iiiterestin^r

ami Waddin^^lon, Inscriptiong Grecqueg

et

Latintt

rn Gri'cf et en A»ie Mineurf, iii. 1, No. 2;i29) from
Kaiiatlia (Kanawat), on the W. slope of J. yauran, which seems
to speak of an attempt made by kin^ Agrippa (prob. Airrippa I.)
rfruriUi).'ii

to civilize rajt
X. 1

;

(vfapAiii<r(«*Tafi.

xetrurrtLrtt (cf. Jos.
XVI. ix. 1).

Hv.fiiMlv.;

Ant.

and reclaim them
XIV. XV.

ft

Dm

theil

6; also, of the Leja,

§

a

:

:

aKGOB

ARIMATH.^A

Porter, Damascus', Preface).
There can, however, be little doubt that Porter and Graham much
exaggerated the antiquity of these remains. As
has ueen stated, the prevalent style of architecture
in many of the cities Greek inis Grivco-Koman
scriiitions, dating from the time of Herod onwards,
have l>een found, and, in the opinion of the best

ancient sites to justify the biblical description.
inference based on Dt 3'* is perhaps doubtful
the verse seems to be written with a harmonistic
motive (see Comin., and Jair), and hardly says
distinctly that Argob reached to Geshur and
Ma'acah. Dillm. suggested a site more towards
the E., between Edie'i and 'Ashtaroth, and J.
Hauran. If there is rea-son in the supposition that
the deserted cities referred to above stand upon the
site of the ancient cities of 'Og, the part of Bashan
in which they are most numerous would seem to
be the W. declivities of J. Hauran, N. of Salchah
(the S.E. limit of Bashan), the soil of which
disintegrated lava
is rich and fertile (Wetzst.
p. 40 f.), such as might be described by a deriva-

;

and most independent judges, the extant remains,
at least in the great majority of cases, are not of a
more ancient date than llie 1st cent. A.D.
De
Vogue, the principal authority on the architecture
of tlie Hauran, in the preface (p. 4) * to his collection of 150 plates, called Syrie Centrale, Architecture Civile et lietigieujse du i" au ni' sit'c/e (18G7),
expressly states that he had found no structures of

an earlier date

Burton and Drake

:

(

Unexplored

191-196) declare that even a careful
examination of foundations disclosed to them no
specimen of ' hoar antiquity.'
Wetzstein and
Waddington express a similar judgment, though
not quite in tlie same umiualilicd terms: the
former (pp. 103 f., 49) agrees tbat in the main there
are no edifices earlier in date than the Christian
era, but allows that the Troglodj'te dwellings, and
those found at Ilibikke (see above), may be of very
great antiquity, and also that very ancient building
materials may be ]ircserved in such places as Kosra
and .SaUhat the latter writes {op. cit. p. 534)
Malgre les recherches prolongccs et minutieu.ses
3ue j'ai faites pendant un scjour de cinq mois
ans le pays, je n'ai pu dccouvrir aucun monument ant^rieur au rfegne d'Hdrode.
II y a sans
doute des habitations grossiferement construites en
pierres brutes, des cavemes ferrates par une
aevantnre en pierres sfeches, qui peuvent 6tre de
toutea les ipoques, et dont <juelques-unes sont
peut-6tre fort anciennes, mais, je le r^pfete, il n'v a
Sas trace de civilisation rdgulifcre, de temples,

Syria, 1872,

i.

;

ur

The

—

—

tive of 3J^.

*

LrrBRATTRB.—On the cities of Hauran, Bee further (besides the
works already quot^Hj), Merrill, Eaelof Jordan, l&iil, chs. ii.-v.;
and for inscriptions, Wetz-stein, AwtyewiUiUe irnt:ch. und Lat.
IiigchriJUn getainmelt av/ Reigen in den Trachonen und uin
da» Haurdngebirge, in the Abhandlungen of the Berlin
Academy, 1863, pp. 255-388; Waddington, op. cU. Nos. 20712o48
Clemionl-Ganneau, liecueU d'A rchiol. Orient, i. (1866)
;

;
O. A. Smith, Critical Remew, 1892, p. 65 tf. ; \V.
the PEFSt, 1895, p. 41 ff., 131 ff., 2(i5ff., 340 9. ; de
Syrie Centrale, Inscriptvmt Simitiquei, 1868, chs.
ii.-iii. p. 89 ff.; the CIS II. i. fasc. 2, Nos. 162-193 (chielly
repeated from de Vogue). The best map of the district is that
of Fischer (ciistructed chiefly oq the basis of Stul)cr3 Sur^-ey)
in the ZDPV, 1890, Heft 4.
S. R. DkIVEK.

pp. 1-23

EwinK

in

Vogue,

'

'Edifices publics,

avant

le ri-gne d'Hiirode.'

And

the majority even of such buildings, he adds,
are later than this, and belong to the period between Trajan and Justinian.
The caves and
tunnel-like dwellings, described by Wetzstein,
however, can hardly be the strongly fortilied
cities mentioned in Dt.
Whether the low privnte
dwellings, built with ponderous blocks of roughly
hewn stone,' on the antiquity of which Porter
iDamasni.f", pp. v, 257) insists, are identical with
the
haV)itations grossifcrement construites en
pierres brutes,' which Waddington allows may be
ancient, can hardly be determined by one who has
not visited the country. t On the whole, it mav be
safely conclu<lcd that the existinij deserted cities
are not those of the ancient Argob; J though it does
not seem imjirobable that some of the cities built
in the Gr.Tco-Roman period may have stood upon
the sites of cities belonging to a far earlier age,
and that in their construction the dwellings of the
ancient cities of 'Og may have been, in some cases,
utilised and preserved.
Perhaps future exploration may prove the substructures to be of earlier
date than has been hitherto suspected.
The site of Argob cannot be determined with
certainty.
Guthe {ZDPV, 1890, p. 237 f.), inferring from l»t 3'* that Argob extended to the W.
as far as Geshur and Ma'acah. places it, though
not without hesitation, in the country aViout
Der lit (Erfre'i), and nortliwards as far as Nuwil, in
which he says that there are sullicient ruing of
'

'

• Cit?d at length in .Merrill, Eiut of Jordan, p. 63.
05, Btalfft that ftl Itoiim(E. of ^anaw&t)
t Heber-Pcn-y. pp,
he found niinii fiilTurent from anv whirh he Im'i hitherto ni-en,
vit a villai;e conBinting of one-8torie<i houwH, built almost
entirely of rouifh unhewn etonee he thought that thia had
been a village of pea.'uinta.
t 80 also fl. A. Smith, Gtcjr. p. 024 f.
I W. Wright {Palmyra and Ztnntiia, p. 2.11) mentions that
he descended some ltt-18 ft. in Hunik. anil found tlie w*11h there
to consist of enormous uodressed stones, unUke lliose on the
fi*.J,

;

turf ace.

ARIDAI

Est 9»), the ninth of Haman's
by the Jews. The name is prob.
Persian, perhaps hariJayas, 'delight of Hari' (Ges.
Tlies. add.) ; but
has a diilerent text.
(•i-'K

sons, put to dealu

LXX

H. A. White.

ARIDATHA

(koiik Est 9»), the sixth son of
Hainan, put to death by the Jews. The name is
perhaps from the Persian Hariil/ita,
given by
Hari
but the
has 4>apa5d(?a, this name
coming fourth.
H. A. WHITE.
'

'

LXX

;

ARIEH (T^xn, with
Mentioned with Argob
(2

K

See

15^).

def. article, 'the lion').—
in a very obscure passage
Ari:ob.
C. F. Buiiney.

ARIEL (Sx-!!*, 'ApiiJX).— 1. The name of one of
Ezra's chief men,' Ezr 8".
It doubtless signifies
here lion of God.' 2. The name, in
(so LX.X
and mo.st modems), of a Moabite who.se two sons
were slain by Benaiah, one of David's mighty men,
2 S 23",t 1 Ch ll*" (LXX, in later passage, has
roi'u Svo api-qX).
3.
name, in Is 29'''-' (four
times), for Jerusalem.
The original meaning is
quite uncertain.
It may be (see UVm) either (1)
lion (or lione.ss) of God,' so, among others, Ewald,
Cheyne (Vomm.), Dillm.; or (2) 'hearth of (iod,'
so the Targum, Del., Orclli, W. R. Smith {OTJC
p. 3.'j(i), Konig {Lehrgcb. d. Heb. Spr. ii. 1, p. 410).
The latter seems the more probable, in view
of ""K-iK (God's hearth = altar, RV 'altar hearth'),
F'zk 43", and Skhk with the same signification on
Duhm (C'i>m;n. in loc.)
the stele of Mcsha (1. 12).
takes ^ as a formative letter, and suggests* aryal as
original form (=Bacrificial hearth).
Cheyne {Introd, to Is. p. 187, n.) now favours this, and writes
Arial.
A. R. S. KEN.NliUV.
'

UV

'

A

'

ARIMATH/EA

{'

KpipM-Balu),

Mt

27»'-».

— The

not indicated. In the
Vnomnjstiron {s.v. Ariiialhcm-Sophim) it is identified with Kamathaiin-zo|ihim (I S I'i, and placed
near Thamna and Lj-dda. The village liantieh
situation

•The

ol

this

place

is

(p. 216) lilenlifles 'An'6 with a village "E^*,
of Geraita, which may well l>e cr-UuJ*^b, on the W.
that distance from Uerasa ; but this is clearly too
far south for the Argoh in lt.ishan.
For other suggested
t AV has 'two linn-like men of Moab.'

15 miles

Ornim.

W.

Rujf'li, at Just

emendations, sec Klostennann's Cotnm. in loe., whose tti.:fnM>ui
i-oiijfK*ture has been acccpte<l by liutide (in Ilaujit's lliUe)
Sayco,

AtAmaum, Oct

»,

1886

;

and W. R. Smith

,

'- 408.
As

AEIOCH

ARK OF NOAH

eeem8 intended, but the various traditions disagnio
and have no value. See SWP vol. ii. sheet xiv.
C. R. Conder.
See also Akumah.

The following is the explanation
of Aristobulus.'
of this phra.se given by Bishop Lightfoot.
A., son of the elder A. and Berenice, grandson
of Herod and brother of Agrippal. (see Herod),
lived and died a private man, was a friend of the
Emperor Claudius, and apparently a resident in
Rome. It is suggested that the ' household of A.
were his slaves, who after his death, which must
have taken place before this time, had become the
property of the emperor, probably by legacy.
Know that in other cases members of households
which became the property of the emperor,
find Maecenatiani
retained their name.
(OIL vi. 4016, 4032), Amyntiani (ib. 4035, cf.
So, too, there
8738), Agrippiani, Germaniciani.
might be Aristobuliani, and this would be trans'Apio-To/Soi/Xou.
household
would prelated ol
This
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ARIOCH

{f'-\V).

—

1.

Amoch

was the vassal-king

under the Elamite king Cliedur-laonier,
when the latter invaded Canaan in the time of
Abraham (Gn 14'). The name has buen found
Babylonia.*
inscriptions of
In the cuneiform
When the country was still divided into more
than one kingdom, Eri-Aku, the servant of the
moon-god,' was king of Larsa (now Senkereh,
between the Tigris and Euphrates in the south
Larsa is eviof Babylonia, a little east of Erech).
dently the biblical Ellasar. The name of Eri-Aku
was transformed by his Sem. subjects into KimSin (pron. Riv-Sin, whence the i of Arioch), and explained as a Sem. compound, like the names of
other Bab. kings of the period. He was the son
of an Elamite, Kudur-Mabug, who is called the
father of the land of the Aniorites' or Syria, and
of EUasar,

'

'

Inscribed bricks of his
the son of Simti-silkhak.
exist, as well as contracts drawn up during his
reign.
In his inscriptions he calls himself the
shepherd of the possessions of Nippur, the executor
of tiie oracle of tne holy tree of Endu, the shepherd
of Ur, the king of Larsa, and the king of Sumer
and Accad,' and in one of them he mentions his
conquest of 'the ancient city of Erech.' He was
attacked by Khammurabi, king of Babylon, and in
spite of the assistance furnished by tlie Elamites
was defeated and overthrown. Khammurabi annexed his kingdom, and from henceforth Babylonia
became a sinjrle monarchy, with Babylon as its
capital.
Mr. TPinches has lately found a tablet,
belonging, however, to a late period, in wliich
mention is made of Eri-Aku, Tudlchula or Tidal the
son of Gazza (ni ?), and Kudur-Laganiar, the Chedorlaomer of Genesis. 2. The captain of the king's
guard in the time of Nebuchadrezzar, according
The name, however, was Sumerian,
to Dn 2'*'™.
and not used at that period of Bab. Iiistory. It
the
has been taken from Gn 14*. 3. King of
'

,

'

'

'

Elymasans' or Elam, ace. to Jth 1". Tlie name
has been borrowed from Gn 14', wliere it stands
beside that of Chedor-laomer, king of Elam.
A. H. Savce.
ARISAI ('C-!.^ Est 9'), the eighth son of Haman,
put to death by the Jews. The LXX has 'Apjaws,
H. A. White.
the ninth place.

m

'

We

We

sumably contain many Jews and other Orientals,
and would therefore be a natural place in which to
find Christians.
The name Herodion following,
was that of a Jew, and suggests a member of the
Herod family. See Herodion, Narcissus.
p. 172; Sanday and
For later traditions, which have
March, ii. 374.

LiTKHATURB.— Lightfoot, PhUippiant,
Headlain, Roviaiis,
little

value, see

2.

Ptolemy's teacher, 2

ARIUS
In

p. 425,

Ada Sanctorum,

the

V.'

Aapeios

;

('ApT,5,

1

Mac

1".

A. C. Headlam.
a king of Sparta
the corrupt form ol

12'- *>),

name appears
many MSS

in v.*'

Mac
in

read

'Oi-iiipj/s

the devoted fellow,
labourer of St. Paul, was a native of Thessalonica
(Ac 20* 27"). He is first mentioned as having been
seized along with Gains during the great riot at
Ephesus. He accompanied St. Paul from Troas on
his last journey to Jerusalem (Ac 20*), and thereafter
on his passage to Rome (Ac 27'). He was with St.
Paul at Rome when he wrote the Ejiistles to the
It
Colossians and to Philemon (Col 4'», Philem «).
has been suggested that he shared St. Paul's imprisonment voluntarily, and that he and Epapliras
(cf. Col 4'°, Philem^) may have participated in
the apostle's bonds alternately. The word used by
St. Paul in these passages (o-woix/uiXiirroi) has led
to the further suggestion that the reference is to
spiritual captivity, that in common witli the
apostle they were held captive by Christ
but
that is not likely. Tradition affirms that Aristarchua suiTered martyrdom in Rome under
Nero.
W. MuiK.
;

'Ov(Lafn)i,

'

;

more correct form.
The person referred to ia
Areus I., the grandson and successor of Cleomenes II., who was king of Sparta from 309 B C.
to 265 B.C., and was contemporary with the high
The
priest Onias I., the successor of Jaddua.
Spartans were at that time engaged in a struggle
against Antigonus and his son Demetrius Poliorcetes, and they probably hoped to create difficulties
opponent by raising disturbances in the
Friendly letters were interchanged between
Areus and Onias (probably about 300 B.C.); and
Jonathan Maccabreus refers to these communications in a letter which he sent by his ambassadors
Cf.
to Sparta (about 144 B.C.), 1 Mac 12'«-'»''-.
H. A. White.
Schurer,
I. i. 250 f.
for their

East.

HJP

ARK OF INFANT MOSES.— A
ARISTARCHUS ('ApfijTopxos),

or

a form produced by the combination of 'OkI? 'Aprjt
x
'OnoopTjj, Vet. Lat.
(so V." in AV Oniares); but
Arius in Jos. Ant. XIII. v. 8, the reading varies
between 'Apfiaos and 'kptit, the latter bemg the

made

box

(n;if.

tSbhah),

stems of a
succulent water plant, rendered watertiglit by layers
of slimeand pitch, in which Moses when three months
old was placed and committed to the river (Ex 2^).
The word seemingly is of Egj-ptian origin, primarily
meiining 'hollow,' 'a concave vessel,' and the
possible source of the obscure Heb. root wliich
appears in 'ob, ventriloquist, necromancer, ghost.
PapjTus reeds were commonly used in Egypt for
the construction of light boats. A very smiilar
story of a remarkable presen-ation is told on a
Babylonian tablet from Kouyunjik, aboutSargon I.,
a monarcli who reigned in Agade, one of the cities
It is said
of the Euphrates valley, c. 3500 B.C.
(see Smith, ChaUkan Genesis, 880, p. 319) that
his mother placed liini in a basket of rushes,
sealing up his exit with bitumen, and launching
him on a river which did not drown him, from which
he was taken and brought up by his preserver.
of bulruslies or pap_\Tus reeds, the

J.

MaCI'HERSON.

ARK OF NOAH.—The vessel built by the patriareh
ARIST0BOLU8

{'Api(rr6pov\ot).—i. Amongst the
persons greeted by St. Paul at the end of
the
Romans (16"*) are certain called
Epistle
to
the
members of the household
Toiis Ik tCiu Api<rTo^o(i\ov,
list of

'

'

But see Winckler, Emh'mrh. Bihliot. Bd.
Schrider, COT^, U. SOI, CrU. Rev. Apr. 1S94,
•

iii.

1

Halfte, 92fl.

p. 128.

;

at God's command for saving life upon tlie earth
during the great Flood. The period of detention
within it is said to have lasted over a year (Gn 7"
8" P) hence it was necessary tliat large accommodation should be provided for the storage of
provisions.
The ark, in short, is to be conceived
;

'

AEK OF THE COVENANT
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of as an immense floating store, fitted to he
»olidly on the surface of the waters.
Its dimensions
were
300 cubits long, 50 cubits broad, and 30
cubits high.
The length of the cubit is six handbreadths, and is ujsually reckoned at 21 inches.
In
our measures, therefore, the ark would be 525 ft.
long, 87i ft. broad, and 52J ft. \iitfU.
In 1()U9, Peter
Jansen of Horn in Holland built a vessel of the
same proportions, and found that it would stow
one-tliLrd more cargo than other ships of ordinary
structure.
It has been calculated that it would
contain a space of 3,600,000 cubic ft. , and that after
9/10 had been set aside for storage of food, there
would be over 50 cubic ft. each allowed for 7000
pairs of animals.
Such calculations, though in
earlier times treated with all seriousness, now
receive little consideration.
The measurements
given in the biblical text are not sufficiently
detailed, nor is the description of the whole construction sufficiently explicit, to form the basis of
»uch conclusions. (See 13abylonia, Flood.)
The ark was built of gopher wood, supposed to
mean pitch wood, and possibly, as Delitzsch
suggests, the conifer cypress, much used by the
Phanicians for shipbuildinj; on account of its
lightness and durability.
It was di\-idcd into
' rooms
'
' or
nests,' O'jp.
The wliole structure was
three storeys in height, and was lighted by windows
under the roof on each side. The pitch used to render
the ark watertight was not vegetable, but mineral
pitch or asphalt.
Berosus, wTiting about B.C. 300,
asserts that remains of the ark were then found in
Armenia, which were use<i in making bracelets and
amulets.
Between the announcement to Noah of
the coming Flood and the actual fulfilment of tlie
judgment, there intervened, aoc. to Gn
(J), 120
years, and during that time the ark was building,
and Noah was, by word and by act, a preacher of
righteousness to his generation (1 P 3™, 2 P 2').

Had these sources come down to us intact, we
should have had much earlier information than
anything which we now have regarding the origin
and construction of the ark. No one can read the
present text of Ex 33 without being struck with
the abrupt transition from vv.'"' to v.'*-, and with
the sudden introduction of 'the tent' (v.') as of
something already exiilaiued. We may therefore
consider it a matter .of certainty that the compiler
of the Pent, has omitted from the prophetic
source the accounts of the erection of
the tent
of meeting as iuconsLstent with the much fuller
account in P. Another question now emerges.
Did the excised portion of JE also contain an
account or accounts of the construction of the ark ?
To this an affirmative answer must be given for
if we read carefully the retrospect given in iJt
10'"°, and bear in mind that the whole of I)'s
historical references are taken from the prophetic
narratives, we can scarcely have any doubt that in
JE, as it lay before the author of D, there must
have been a record of the construction by Moses of
'an ark of wood' (Dt 10') before his ascent to
the mount.
In the absence of the original text
of these older sources, it is no longer possible to
speak with certainty as to their mode of conceiving
J"'s relation to the ark.
The most probable
view seems to be that already referred to as found in
the antique poetical fragment, Nu lO"-**, where
J" is conceived of as personally present in the
ark, and guiding the march of His chosen people.
The same representation is met with somewhat
later in the composite narrative (chiefly JE)* of
the passage of the Jordan, in which the ark, borne
by the priests, shows the way, while the people
follow at a considerable distance (Jos S"-).
During
the subsequent conquest of W. Pal., as related in
the Books of Jos and Jg 1-2 from materials of
various dates, the ark and the tent of meeting
must have had tJieir headtjuarters in the standing
camp at Gilgal (Jos 9' 10^), the former we may
suppose frequently accompanying the tribes to
battle. Thus we know the prominence given to the
ark in the siege of Jericho (Jos 6) and the sacrifice
in the presence of the ark on Mt Ebal (Jos 8"
from D'-') may be taken as a typical episode in the
From Gilgal the headhistory of the conquest.
quarters were moved by divine command to Bethel

:

C

J.

MACrHKRSON.

ARK OF THE COVENANT.— Name.—The
i.

ark

dhNn) was the most ancient and most sacred of the
religious symbols of the Heb. nation.
Its name
in the oldest sources is the ark of J"' (mrr piK), or
the ark of God (cnSx "k). In Dt we first* meet
with the degignation 'ark of the Covenant of J"
{" n->3 "k), bt 10" 31'- "»•'«, shortened elsewhere to
the familiar ark of the Covenant,' Jos 3'- • etc. In
•everal passjigcs of the older hist, books (cf. LXX
text of 1 S 4'°) which have been edited by writers of
the Deuteronomic school, the earlier form ark of
J"' has been expanded to 'ark of the Covenant of
J"' (as is clear from such graiimiatical impossibilities
as we find in .Jos 3""), and the favourite ex|)ri'Ssion 'ark of the Covenant' intentionally or unintentionally substituted for he earlier forms.
A
•till later designation,
ark of the testimony
(n-vn "n), occurs only in P, Ex 25« etc.
The
rest of the names occasionally met with are merely
Throughout all the books
variations of these.
we find the ark as the poi)ular and universjiUy
'

'

'

'

'

I

'

'

'

intelligible designation.

—

ii.
Hi.sTORY OF THE Ark. In this article we
propose to confine ourselves to the history and
significance of the ark as given in the pre-exilic
literature.
Its place in the scheme of the Priests'
Code will be discussed in the article TaBER.VACI.E.
In the prophetic narrative of the Pent. (JE) the
ark first appears as an object of peculiar sanctity
in the important pas,sage Nu 10*"'-.t
Here it is
expressly recognised a.s the leader of the host in
the march through the desert, in virtue of its
being, in some sense, the dwelling-place of J".
In
another passage fnmi the snme source, Nu 14",
the ark is intimately associated with Moses.

'

'

;

;

(Jg2"'-).t

The next

t

Proliahly J, see n.*

was at Shiloh,

resting-place of the ark

in the territory of

Ephraim.

Here, according to

P (Jos 18'), it was deposited by Joshua himself,
and here it is found at the close of the period of
The original tentt is now
the Judges (1 S 3').
replaced by a temple (1 S 1' 3'), the guardians of
which are members of an ancient priestly family
(1 IS 2"), with Samuel the Ephraimite as attendant.
The following section (clis. 4'-7') is a document
of the first importance as a record of the popular
concejitions of the ancient Hebrews with regard to
the ark. The various incidents in the narrative
are too familiar to need repetition. The leading

thought throughout is the conviction that the
presence of the ark secures the presence of J"
Himself in the camp of the Hebrews.§
The capture of ttie sacred object by the PbilisIn nnupt's BibU
KIttel, HM. I.,
Driver's art. .losliua In Smith's Bfla.
See Moore's Comm. ad loc. Kiltel. Enp. tr., pp. 270, 276.
So most moderns, MT liuchim. The tnulition that the ark
once htul iu home in Bethel may be recoi;nised In Jg 2Q('^S^,
a late mnrt,Mni\l k'oss.
2»'>, wantlnff In LXX, ore admltte<llr •
I The Konls of 1 B
very late addition to the original text (Wellb., Driver, Kloet.,
Budde).
I This Is dear from the whole tenor of the narmtlve without
our reqiilrlnK to rvtul, with Ktost., our Oo<1 (ij'.iVh) for unto
tt Is also more than prohable, In view of the femlti.
us* (4^).
construction in v.'", that we should render, that Aj tuMy <
and save us.' Of. 6*0.

•8ee Bennett's 'Joshua'

Enif. tr., pp. 282, 28.1
t

;

'

;

'

;

'

• n-iD In Nu l(m (J) 14" (E) (cf. Bacon, TripU Trad, nf tht
Baod. pp. 171, 180) t« ftlmoat certainly an edttorUl inaertion.
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tines, the ellect of the news on the aged Eli, the
incidents of its sojourn in Phil, territory, and its
restoration, are graphically told by the narrator.*
Aft«r a short stay at Bethshemesh, the ark is
removed to Kiriath-jearLm and deposited in the
house of Abinadab in the hill,' while Eleazar, his
son, is set apart as its guardian. Here it remained,
according to a later addition to the text, for twenty
years, a period admittedly too short by at least a
generation.t
an object of such sanctity was
not restored to its proper home in the temple of
Shiloh we can only conjecture. Most probably the
temple had been destroyed, and Shiloh J itself
occupied by the Philistines. As a result a period
of spiritual declension followed, lasting well into
the reign of Saul § (cf. 1 Ch 13'). The centre of
the purest teaching must have been the home of
Samuel at Ramah (1 S 7"), the fruit of which we
may perhaps trace in the higher religious conceptions that mark the reign of David.
This sovereign, once securely seated on the
throne of 'all Israel,' took active steps for the
removal of the ark to his new capital on the slopes
of Ophel, as related at some lenr;th in 2 S 6
and lovingly expanded in 1 Ch 13. Tne text of the
former passage has suffered greatly, but the general
sense is clear.
From the house of Abinadab at
Kiriath-jearim [othenvise Baalath (of Judah), Jos
15'] the ark is brought in state on the way to Jerus.
The sons of Abinadab, Uzzah and Ahio, are in
charge of the new cart on which the ark has been
placed, the former walking beside the ark, the
latter guiding the oxen in front.
Dismayed by a
sign of the divine displeasure, David desists from
his purpose for a time, leaving the ark in the
custody of Obed-edom the Gittite.
After three
months, however, the removal is successfully
accomplished, and the ark safely deposited in the
midst of the tent that David had pitched for it'
(v ").
After this, in the epigrammatic words of
tlie Chronicler, the ark had rest (1 Ch 6")For
the last time we meet with the aik as the representative of J" on the field of battle in the
campaign against the children of Ammon (2 S 11").
Somewhat later, on the occasion of Absalom's
rebellion, when the priests Zadok and Abiatharll
(2 S IS-^"), in accordance with ancient custom,
wished to lake the ark as the guarantee of
J"'s presence with them, the king shows that
he has attained to a worthier view of the divine
nature by ordering the restoration of the ark to
its proper abode in Jerusalem.
The last chapter in the history of the ark opens
'

Why

1|

'

with

removal by Solomon from

its

and

its

modest

the inner sanctuary of
the temple,
under the wings of the cherubim
From this point onwards there is no
(1 K S'"-).
mention of the ark in the older histor'cal books.
Was it, as some think, among 'the treasures of
the house of the Lord which Shishak carried off
tent,

its installation in
'

'

important to observe that the MT of 619 will not bear
the rendering,' put upon it by AV and RV, 'because they loolted
into the ark.
The text, however, is corrupt. Adopting'
Klostermann's happy sugf^estion (Budde) we render, But the
Bona of J. did not rfjnice among the men of B. when they beheld
the ark of J", and lie smote.' etc.
t There is no ^Tonud in the text for the statement in Smith's
DIT^ 'that to Kiriiith-Jearim "ail the house of Israel" resorted
to seek J '.'
Whatever may be the meaning of the obscure
and probably comij>t i.n^'i, 72, the verse serves as the introduction to the following narrative of Samuel's prophetic activity.
1 It is a mistake to base the assertion that
in the earhpart
of Saul's reign Ahiah was the Lord'.s priest in Shiloh' (Simth's
Ark) on 1 S H'S for the qualifying phrase refers, not to
Ahiah, btit to Kli. Equally groundless is the supposition ipp.
eit.) that the ark may have been at Nob.
{ In 1 S Hif"* where the true rendering Is clearly 'the
ephod' (LXX cf. v.s), the retention of 'the ark' in RV is
V.Wb ia, of course, an explanatory gloss like
Inexcusable.
• It

ia

'

'

'

'

D&—

;

I

Emend.

^ The

Jijh

text

Then., Dr., Kitt., Bud.
uncertain see Driver, in loe.

,itjn, t,<«,

U again

;

SO early as the reign of

was
his

Rehoboam ?

(1

K 14*).

Oi

removed by Manasseh to make way for
image of Astarte (2 Ch 33'), and reinstated
it first

by Josiah (35'), to perish finally in the destruction
and temple by Nebuchadrezzar 1 The lattei
seems on the whole the more probable view (cf.
2 Es 10=2), if the single reference, Jer 3"'",
01 city

really implies (which is doubtful) the existence of
the ark in the prophet's day, although it must be
confessed that the silence of the rest of the prophetic literature is difficult to explain (cf. Kuenen,
liel. of Israel, i. p. 233).
The fable of 2 Mac 2« is
evidently based on the passage of Jeremiah just
quoted. There was no ark in the second temple
(Jos.

Wars,

V. v. 5).

iii. From the analo^T of other objects bearing
the same name,* as well as from the measurements
in the scheme of the priestly code (Ex 25'°), we
may best think of the ark as an oblong chest of
acacia or shittim wood (so Dt 10'- ', doubtless
foUo\ving the other sources J E see § ii. above). In
the absence of the original text of these sources in
Ex 33. 34 it is impossible to say with absolute
certainty whether the ark was represented by
them as furnished with figures corresponding to
the cherubim of P (Ex 25'**-).
They are not
mentioned in Dt 10'' ', nor in the Books of Sam.
or Kings
the phrase ' that sitteth upon the
cherubim' (RV) of 1 S i*, 2 S 6^ if not a Ute
gloss (so Kuenen, Smend, Nowack, etc.), being
capable of another explanation. The language of
8' further seems to imply the absence of
1
cherubim on the ark itself. This result is confirmed by what we may infer as to the size of the
sacred chest, for we find it carried by two priests
(2 S 1529, also in corrected text of v.« 1 S 4"').
An important difference of representation exists
between the provisions of the Priests' Code by
which the ark had to be carried by Levites (Nu
3" 4'°), as distinguished from a higher caste of
Aaronic priests and those of the older legislation
of Dt.
First, indeed, among the privileges of the
whole priestly tribe of 'Levi enumerated in Dt 10
—privileges assigned to them, we can scarcely
doubt, as the reward of their zeal and fidelity in
the cause of J" (Ex 32^*-)— is that of bearing the
ark of J"' (cf. Dt 31»-=»). And this is in accord
with the evidence of the older historical books in
which the priests are the bearers of the ark [see
reff. above, and cf. Jos 3' (E), •"• (J), 6«-" (E),
8» 1 K 22« 8'-H etc.]. As to the precise relation
of the ark in early times to the ritual of sacrifice,
we have no contemporary evidence.
iv. Every student of OT who has realised to
what extent the pre-exilic literature has been
worked over by later editors, will appreciate the
dilliculty, if not the impossibility, of gaining an
accurate estimate of the conceptions entertained
of tlie ark in the earliest times.
So much depends
also on the opinion we may form of the historical
value of even our oldest sources.
This much,
however, seems clear. The ark is in these sources
something more than a mere symbol of the divine
presence.
By the popular mind, at least, J"
was conceived as actually residing in the ark,
conviction clearly reflected in the ancient fragment,
Nu 10^'''. That the ark was regarded as, in
some sense, the abode of the Deity, is apparent
also, as we saw above, from the early narratives in
the Books of Samuel. Even by David himself, if
we can tru.st the reading, the ark is still spoken of
as God's habitation (2 S 15*»).
Only on the basis of this conception can we
;

—

K

—

—

'

—

mummy

• Viz. the outer coffin of Joseph's
(On 5038), and
the chest set up by Jehoiada the priest in the temple (2 K 12*'^'
= .MT lotr.).
In many
t In 1 K 84 and is a late insertion (see 2 Ch 55).
passages, such as 1 S 61^, the original practice baa been OAde
to conform to the requirements of the priestly legislatioa

—

;

AKKITKS

—

—
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explain thu fact that in all the passaj;e3 we have
Btudied, 'before tlie ark of J" is identical willi,
or parallel to, 'before J"' Himself (cf. e.g. Jos C'
with 6"). What is done in close proximity to
the ark is everywhere represented as done in the
presence of J", as sacrilice (2 S 6"), castinjr of lots
(Jos 18«- '"), dancing (2 S ti"), and the like. With tlie
!i read of more developed views of religion under
the inlluenee of prophetic teaching, the import.inee
of the ark undoubtedly decreased, a fact to which
we may perhaps ascribe the silence of later
writings regarding it. The ark in any case must
be regarded as from the first a national and not

a merely tribal sanctuary.! Its loss is bewailed
as a national calamity (1 S 4"'-").
Nor does the
writer see reason (even granted that 1 K 8' may
be a gloss) for rejecting the ancient tradition
which the author of lit, found in his sources,
that the ark contained the tables oriyinally
deposited there by Moses himself (lit lu-j. The
view now generally adopted by continental writers,
that if the ark really contained anything at all,
it was a stone or stones of fetish origin, involves a
conception of Moses and his teaching which the
writer cannot share.
On the other hand, the
statement that the ark contained also the pot of
manna and Aaron's rod that budded (Ue 9'), seems
based on a late Jewish tradition.
LiTBRATi'RE. — The Comm. of Dillniann on Exodus, Driver OQ
and Kings ; the critical works o(
Wellhausen and Driver on the text of tlie Books of Sam.
the treatises on Heb. archeology of Benzingcr and Nowack
(vol. ii.) ; articles in Stade's Zeitickryft by Kautzsch, 1880
Seyring, 18&1 ; and esp. Couard, 1892 (' Die reli^'iose nationale
Bedeutg. der Lade'); also art. 'Bundeslade' in Kiehm's Uaiiduart.^ ; Koatera in Thfot. Tij<Uchri/t, 1893 ; and K. Knetzschmar,
Die Bundavortteliung im A.T. (189ti), c. 7, Die Bundeslade.'
'

S.

Kennedy.

ARKITES

Cpiv, Gn 10", 1 Ch 1"), represented
&.S descendants of Canaan, founders of the Phcen.
city of Arka, in later times Ciesarea Libani, birthplace of the Koinan emperor Alexander Severus,
aliout 12 miles N. of TnpolLs.
Arka is also mentioned in the inscription of Tiglath-pile-ser II. as one
of the towns reduced by that monarch (Schrader,
I 87, 240). Jos. {Ant. l. vl 2) states that
Ariicas, one of the sons of Canaan, possessed Arce,
situated at the N.W. base of the Leoanon.
It was
8till a
place of consiilerable importance in the
Middle Ages, and 8U.stained a severe sie^'e in A.D.
li:{8, but was taken by tlie CriLiaders.
Its site is
now marked by the ruins of Tell Arka. See
Schurer, ilJP L ii 2U1 f.
J. MaCPHERSON.

Cun

etched

is .said

—

—

On the other hand, utter powerlesanessisthea. cleandried-up' (Zee 11"). Cf. Job's
imprecation on the abuse of power (Job 31*-). So
the appeal of the helpless is Put on strength, O
arm of the Lord!' (Is 51'), Hence, linally, the
contrast between the man who makes llesh his
arm, and Israel for whose security underneath
are the Everlasting Arms' (Ut 33-'').
See also
Hand.
G. M. Mackib.
arm

'

(

Is 52'").
'

'

'

ARMENIA.—See Ararat.

ARMENIAN VERSION OF THE

;

—

•Cf. also J(f 20*^*, where for 'stood before it' render 'stood
bafore him' ; see Moort-, in /«)*•.
t Wellli., Stode, anil (itlnm have iiu(rgested that the ark was
thv j/aZ/o^iiurn of thu lril>r of Joseph.

OT.

— The

following points need discussion as regards the

Armenian OT.
i.
The text from which

it

was

translatea.

Its value for critical purposes,
iii. Its date, and where it was made.
iv. Its contents, and order of books.
ii.

i. The Arm.
OT is a version of the Gr. LXX,
the text of which it everywhere fits closely as a
flove the hand that wears it. This statement has
een controverted ; * but its truth is apparent if
we anywhere open the Peshitta or Massora and,
noting their peculiarities, look for them in the
Armenian. Let us test it then by a few cases where
the Syriac Peshitta varies from the LXX
but
where the LXX is exactly rendered by the Arm.,
the sense of which I occasionally add within squara
brackets.
;

—

Qn 11 «s«s ccbII et esse terra. ^ deserts et inculta [InvisibUia
6t non preparata]. 6 et fuit divisit^ue (et eit dividere] o om.
Ka,\ iyxtiT* itivmt.
' ym. « tfi«f after diixw^"i'.
(*m. saw i'3i» «
fio( erj ««x«r.
^ om, umi rvt^x^ *s far as
in locum unum

—

Go

—

—

—

—

**

2U> Kacem et Oedar (Cades et Bur)—alt. Gedar (in Oerarlj
in v.aj.
* populum ijinocenteni (ignorantem et iustuiu].
ipse (nonne ipse) ^ oin. niihl ajter dixit-—* on*, sed ego
be/ore in siniplicitate. 8 cohibui te (peperci tibi). ' om. vix
b^'ore propheta.
s om, omnes btj&re homines.
Kx 181 Jetbron [lotbor]
Median (Madian)
Deiis
[DoininuB M.) add. Kilios h^frrt Israel. - add. flUom suam.

—

and so

—

fi

—
—

En

—

—

—

—

—

Mod

(Uersam) quoniam dixcrul [dicit],
m^ om. et ascende ad me in niontem. ^ in manu sua (secum).
^ stetit ibi cum eo [8tetit<jue coram eo ibij— nomen boo,

3 tJt-rson

ARM (!fii\ zer/ln'), the outstretched arm also the
straight foreleg of an animal
1. As a unit of
meiLsurement arm follows the hand with its digit,
palm, span, and gives ,the standard length called
the 'amvuih (see Weights and Measures, a.v.
'cubit').
As this seems to have varied from 17 '6
in. to26'I9, it is possible that besides the reckoning of the fore-arm, there was another of the
arm's-length, the latter corresponding to the
modern Arab, dhird'a, 24 in. The kindred Arab,
word for full-arm (d/uird'a) also means, like the tig.
use of zertin, capacity, inlluenee, power. 2. Fiff.
ust of Arm.
Among Orientals the extended arm
is a familiar sign of animation and action.
During
the excitement of discussion, it is an understood
prelude to speech, and implies the possession of
something tliat ought to be heard. Throughout
the Hihie the a. is an expressive emblem of power
to direct, control, seize, overcome, and hence also
describes the purpose, either of punishment or
protection, towards which the power is emiiloyed.
Thus the Exoilus is freq. referred to as tlie 'out-
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a.' of God.
Similarly the a. of Pharaoh
to be broken ; and the doom of Eli's family
is called the cutting oil' of his a., and that of his
father's house.
In the same way, the unwelcome
novelty of the spiritual kingdom and its living
sacrilice raises the prophetic lament
' to whom
hath the a. of the Lord been revealed'? (Is 53').
Further, the original meaning of power is sometimes transcended, and by frequency of special
association the motive of holiness is translerred
to the a.
'The Lord hath made bare his holy

sti

Dt, KlutiUmiann on Sam.

A. R.

—

—

—

Dominus [in nomen Domini].
Lv 30> add. ad eum— Dicito

—

fllUs Israel

—

[loquers ad

fllios I.

proieccrit ex semine suo in
3 et ex iis (re/ de lis]
alienigenam [dederit semen suum principi, and eo in W^]
2 add, vir eius modi.
3 dabo furorem [stuluam faciem]
sanctu*
arium [sanctitatc-m]— sanctitatis meat (Hunctillcatorum mcorum).
dices).

—

Nu

3(ii

—

—

patrum familiie (principes tribus flliurum}--de familia Manasse filii losejih [defaui. til. los.]
oongregationis, capitibus patrum flliorum (prin*

capita

Gelood [GalaodJ

— ma^-natibus

—

cipibus doraorum patriarcharum til.].
lit ill! Abiens igitur Moees, locutus est [et consummavit H.
loqul) ad nniversum Israelem [ad omnes fUios Israel] ^ add.
Alius

—

—
—et Dominus [nam —
D.l.

Jos 221 Itubil [Ruben].
ten].—>i
3 vo« custodlstis
tis fvi
fvosmet audistis].
3 ecce raultis abbliic diehus [tot dies]
ad pnusentem usque
diem, et custoditis (immo plus us^pie hixlie tenii>ori8 cust.].
* add. nuandtxiuidem
Deus (D. noster] revtrtunini erk'o et

—

—

—

abit« ad civitales veslraa (nunc igitur revertent^^s rc<htc in
domus vestros) quani pooedistls [possesaionis vestnu ]—ati(i. ab
oriento.
2 Ch b3> Secundum oper« (de omnibus abominatlonlbus)
Isnuilitarum (fliiorum Israel). * reawlincavlt enim [et revertJl
et aMlincavit)---a]taria idolis (statuas Boalimm).
Fabricavit tigres
[fecit \ticoa]—add. et adoravit eas
omnes 0(b11 copias (omnem
putenliain cmli).
I'H llif am. i> ^Vo.—* Populus tuus laudabllls (-with thee It
the beginning}—sanctitatis {sanctorum tuorum]—«b antiquo t«

—

—

—

• E.g. Dr. Ars'ak Ter MIkelian (DU Armmuehe Kirdu,
Leipzig. I81I2) writes, p. 35
Die Hiichcr dcs Allen Testaments*
konnen unniuglich aus den LX.X iibursetzt warden sein '
:

——

——

—

::;
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zenui [ante Ludferum genui te].—* non raentietur (non
ppnitebit eum)—sicut Melchizedec [ = according to the order o(
M.').— • implebit cadavera [ = ' be maketb many the blows']
fliiura

'

lassVae

Syrlac Version.
diripienti
voa

Armenian Version.

Woe unto those who distress
you. but yourselves no one can
distress and he that despiseth,
despiseth not you.
For the}'
shall be given over unto defeat
who despise you, and like the
moth upon the garment, so
shall they be given over to defeat.
Lord, pity us for in thee
have we hoped.
The seed of
the unfaithful hath come to
destruction
but our salvation
Is in thee in tune of straits.

ne
deceptornequa:

dlripiatis, et

quam

decipiet

vos,

cum

:

volueritis
diripere,
diripieuiini.
Doinine miserere
noatri, quoniam in te est
flducia nostra

:
esto adiutor
noBtcr in matutino, et salva

ooe In tempore

anj^ustiaB.

;

;

In all these cases the Ann. is faithful, as against
the Syr., to the LXX. In spite of tliis general conformity, however, there are numerous cases in
which the Arm. supplies omissions of the
e.g. Is dtp runs thus in the Arm.
But the lawless who offers to me an ox as ofiering [is just as if
one should smite the head of a man, and he that
offers the sheep as offering] is just as if one should
slaughter a dog.' Here the words bracketed have
droptout of the ordinary
text but they were
added to the
text by Sym. and Theod.
In Jeremiah the traces of correction by direct
or indirect use of the Massoretic or Syr. texts are
fregiient, e.g. eh. IG- the Arm. =et ne gignantur
tibi filii et filise.
In v.* it = sed in exeraplum erunt
super faciem terrae. In gladio cadent et in fame

LXX

'

:

LXX

LXX

consummabuntur.
cibum volatilibus

;

Et erunt cadavera eorum in
et bestiis terroe.

coeli

In the

above the plural gignantur
filii et filife in v.',
and in v.'' exemplum, belong to the LXX
but
the arrangement of clauses in v.*, as also the addition cadavera eorum, are due to the Syr. or to the
Massora. It may be noticed that Jerome, wlio consulted the Heb. text, combines it with the LXX
in just the same way, only reading with the Heb.
tlerquilinium for exemplum.
In order to demonstrate this composite cliaracter of the Arm. text, I
give a collation with Tischendorf's text of ch. 23.
.

.

.

;

Wherever the variants of the Armenian reflect the
Massoretic or Syr. texts, or both, I add
or S or

M

SM.

231 ,iT^,] .\Tm.€n men SM— ibid. add. nr) Kip,,, SM.
—Jer
» Kv^(Of Qtai 'Itf-^at^XSM
T*uf wot^iM,,»ofrx«
SM— i/^yJ-H/iyii Kiptoe SM. —4 a-Tonfl.J-Hneque erunt neglecti
8-(-neque aberrent: M + nequedcflcient.— 3i«<c;«,] J,««,o«-;„„ s.
— 'Uff-ioi«]-f
iustitia nostra
losedek) SM
—ibid.-fi> mc rpi>fnTaui, and w.7 which in the LXX
come at
:

iw't

rcijt

wottjLt^eLt

5

8

,1

lixK'offtjtn iif^Si

(i.e.

:

»,

the end of the chapter, are added here by the Arm. as by SM.—
» before n,itp:P.„ Arm. add. i»; t«U »,>«j,iT«(.—lo before It/
iri
+nam impleta est tellus adulteris as in
(S adulteris
raptaribiu) Tcirtn] 'of swearing' M has periurii rctrpii] i!t
»«.V<".—" tr. »».». «. ;,p,i, M_,;5«,] ii7;»,.—i2,T„r». ,tiTi,]+

M

—

H

;

:

Kufict SM.—13 IccpLicft.it'! ' of Shnirn.' SM.—16 KCpiti] + exeT16 wfofr,Ti,)+
^itpirr-rc,.
r«F /•^Tit/fli-Ta.v SM f4Arei,etiriy] + ixt7>t, itfjut and om. iavroit
•^•'- *«/>3'*#_8M.
18 ^,»,r.tf-«Ts]-(-uerbum meum : SM uerbum
eius.— ora. U,
om. niTt S om. 'un i>—«iri ari iyxupir
iij-i.

cituum erga prophetas S.M— »•;««.)

SM

iyxtipint^

«» Xmw

fiMv

SM.—30

SM.

om.

i

Kvpic,

—

SM—

»

SM—««;

^orceurit airij

—28 om. rpix
—

x»;

SM.—as

+ »Mi;,Tif M. —21 om.

pr.

««/

—2» om. ivr^ yiypi fjuv
T.Sr. SM—4.i.;}^H-*iVm
SM—
.—^
^''pTtpCx
aCraS]

tt'^rit

SM.^iSom.

Bus
,u]

—

M

—

^To<]

8.

pi

h,k

i/>«Trir««-/,J iptnxin) ri

i/i»-

^*>f] + A(y»*SM. 3^ M/JiL/t M.
flwT*f
Aa'ya,-t-'hiit ye will turn back the words of the living God, the
Lord
of powers, our God.
But thus say to the prophet (S die alinii)
wTiat answer made unto vou the Lord, and what spake
the
Lonl T If ye say," etc. So SM.

The arrangement also in the Ann. of verses and
chapters of Jeremiah follows SM and not the LXX.
Where S and
differ it is usually
which the
Arm. follows but the basis of its text, even where
it is BO copiously supplemented as in this chapter
of Jeremiah, is clearly the LXX.
It is certain,
then, that in OT the Armenians translated the
LXX, supplementing it, however, and adjusting it
to the Massoretic text. Tlie only question remaining regards the medium through which they knew
the Ma.ssora.
From their traditional account of
the making of the version we might infer that

M

;

L

';;

M

they knew the Heb. through the Syr., and in the
case of some few parts of OT this may have
been so. But more often, and especially in the
prophetic books, it is the Heb. rather than the
Syr. text which directly or indirectly was used.
This composite character of the Arm. text is probably due to the fact that the translators used the

HexaplarictextofOrigen, whose obeli and asterisks,

LXX

marking additions of the
to the Massora, or
additions to the
from Aq. Sym. Theod. Gr.
VS of the Massora, here and there survive in Arm.
MSS,* as well as actual marginal references t«
these Gr. VSS. used by Origen. The Armenians,
then, must have made their version from a Hexaplaric text such as we have in the Gr. Codices 22

LXX

and

88.

In answering the first question, we have by
implication answered also the second of those
which we asked above, viz. as to the value for
critical purposes of the Arm. version.
It needs only
to be added, that for beauty of diction and accuracy
of rendering the Arm. cannot be surpassed.
The
genius of the language is such as to admit of a tr.
of any Gr. document both literal and graceful
true to the order of the Gr., and even reflecting its
compound words, yet without bein^ slavish, and
without violence to its own idiom.
are seldonr
in doubt as to what stood in the Armenian's Gr.
text therefore his version has almost the same
value for us as the Gr. text itself, from which he
worked, would possess. The same criticism is true
of the Arm.
as well.
iii.
Three Arm. writers of the 5th cent.,
Koriun, Lazar of Pharpi, and Moses of Chorene,
record that the Scriptures were translated between
A.D. 396 and 430 by Mesrop, the elaborator of the
Arm. alphabet, Sahak the Patriarch, Eznik, and
others.
According to Koriun (p. 10 of Ajin.
edition of Venice, 1833), Mesrop, with the help of a
Gr. scribe Rufinus, began a version in Edessa about
397 A.D., commencing with the Proverbsof Solomon.
The context implies that they used a Gr. copy
and they may have taken the second half of a Bible,
complete in two volumes, of which the second began
with Proverbs. There can be no other reason why
ii.

We

;

NT

they began there.
Later on Koriun and Eznik
fetched back from Constantinople an accurate and
sure copy of the Scriptures, and the work of translation already begun by Sahak was resumed.
Moses of Chorene says that Sahak's inchoate
version was from the Syr., because the Pers. king
Meroujah had burned, thirty years before, all the
Gr. books of the Armenians. Lazar, however, who
is more credible, declares that Sahak's version of
the Old and New Testaments was made from Gr.

Moses (iii. 60) declares that Sahak and
Mesrop, not content with their Byzantine exact
copies, sent himself to Alexandria for the purpose
of completing their work in ways not clearly speciLastly,

'

fied. Moses also states that two of the translators,
John and Artzan, on their way to Constantinople,

stayed in CiEsarea (? of Cappadocia).
The accounts of these writers then add little to our knowledge.
may only gather that texts from
Edessa, Byzantium, and Alexandria were used by
the translators.
The translation itself was no
doubt made in the basin of Ararat, where lay the
earliest centres of Arm. Christianity, Valarshapat,
with its convent of Edschmiatzin, and Twin.

We

iv. The books of the OT in Arm. MSS follow
the order given in Tischendorfs LXX (Lipsise,
1880) as far as 1 ajid 2 Es (except that 2 Es in Arm.
= the Gr. Ezra) then follow Neh (called in th«
'E.g. in Ex 33* the Arm. = And the congregation having
hear<l that e^il word, lamented lamenting" and" the man did
;

:

'

not lake the ornament on his person.' If the Syr. Hexaplaric
version of Paul of Tela had not been made nearly 200 yean* after
the Arm., the latter might almost have been regarded as
trannlation of it.
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lower marj^in 3 Es), Est, Jth, To, 1 to 3 Mac, Ps,
I'r, Kc, Ca, \Vu, Job, Is, the XII Truiiliets, Jer,
Bar, La, Death of Jer, Dn, Ezk, Death of Ezk.
In some codiees Job follows 3 Mac and precedes
Psalms. Various Apocr. books also appear in the
MSS, Wz. The Testaments of the XII I'atriarclis,
the History of Joseph and his wife Asenath,
and the Hymn of Asenath. All tliese are given
in Lord Zouche's Bible after Gn and before Ex
Book of Paralinnier the general title of
pomeca,' as if they were esteemed part of the
same.
In other XiSS the Testaments succeed
Dt.
These are not given in printed editions of
the Arm. Bible, nor are they found in all codices.
The same is true of the apocr. entitled the Death
of the Twelve Prophets,' and
the Prayer of
Mana.sses.'
The Third Book of Ezra or Esdras,
usually known as the Fourth, follows Nehemiah
in the MSS which contain it, e.g. in the MS
Bible of the British and Foreign Bible Society.
Each book of OT is prefaced by a brief introduction of unknown authorship, but coeval with the
version
and also by a summary of contents.
Besides the usual preface to the Ps, some MSS
introduce a passage of David the Philosopher,
another of Athana.siuB, and a third of Epiphanius
of Cyprus.
Dn is translated from the text of
Theodotion.
Sir was twice translated, first of
all in the 5th century, and again, perhaps, in
the 8th.
The former version is printed in the
Venice Bible of I860, and is the more complete and
accurate though it does not comprise the whole of
the Gr. text, ch. 8, for example, being omitted the
latter was printed in Zohrab's Bible, Venice, 1805.
Uscan made and published in his Bible a third version in the year 1666.
V. C. CoNYBEARE.
:

'

'

'

;

:

ARMENIAN VERSION OF NT

The

old Ar-

menian wTiters (mentioned in § iii. ARMENIAN
Version of UT) give us no special information
in regard to the <iate and circumstances of their
version of NT.
Whatever statements they make
apply to it as to OT. Co<lices of the four Gospels
of great age are relatively common, written in
large unciiUB for church use.* Codices of the rest
of
separBle from the Gospels are rare, and
will generally be found to have formed part of a
larger
containing the entire NT.
They are
not common at all before the 13th cent., before
which epoch also codices of the entire Bible
are very rare.
The OT is never found ai)art
from the New, and the extreme rarity of unci.al
OT fragments in the bindings of later MSS
suggests that the entire Arm. Bible was never
written out from beginning to end except in a
small hand, though there were, of course, uncial
lectionaries for church use, and the Biblioth6que
Nationale contains such a lectionary written probIn Edsclimiatzin there is
ably in the 9th cent.
an entire Bible on parchraentof 1151, and two more
on paiier of 1253 and 1270. In Venice, one of 1220.
The London Bible Society has a choice copy of
about 1600, Lord Zoucho another not so old.
Separate co<lices of the Goajjcls rarely occur in
which St. John precedes the Synoptists ; but in the
library of M. Enf&ljans in "fillis there is a very
The order of the
old Bpeeiraen of such a codex.
at Venice,
rest of the
books in the oldest
written A.I). 1220, is as follows: Acta, Catholic
Epistles, Revelation of John the Apostle, Epistles
of Paul, at the end of which is added the letter of
the Corinthians to Paul. The Ep. to the Hebrews

NT

MS

MS

NT

•At .MoKcow

At Vrnlc*

In the
Ban [.Azziiro Library are two, liauxl HC^ and 1006 res]>e€tivelv. At
EUiu-hniiatzin, two of 080, lOSS. In Erzcroum, one of 086. In St.
Anlhony'i convent in C'onMUntlnople, one of 060. In the Sevan
mona.«tten" in Kntwlan Annenia, one of 066. In the HiT>lioth6qiie
In

an Ev»n(roll»r

,d»t«<i 887.

Nationale, In the Hritiiih MiiAeum, and in private
many more very ancient copies.

oollc<:tionfl,

are
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precedes those to Tim. and follows Thess. lu a
13th cent.
of the Brit. Mus. (Add. 19,730, Saec.
xiii.), the order of books is this:
Apocalypse,
Epistles of Paul, Acts, Cath. Epistles. In this and
in other codices the apocryphal rest of St. John
usually follows St. John's Gospel.
The Gospels invariably have the Canons of
'Amnionius added in the margin, and are preceded
by Eusebius' letter to Carpianus, with the tables
of the Canons.
The Acts and Epistles of St. Paul
are preceded by the prefaces, summaries, lists of
Testimonia and Colophons of Euthalius, whose
marginal chaptering and subdivisions and calculations of stichi in the text are also added in the
older MSS.
In these we also find a division of
Acts and Cath. Epistles each into forty-nine chapters
and in the case of Acts, this rather artificial
system presupposes that of Euthalius.
collation of the Arm. text of the OT is given
in the Septuagint of Holmes and Parson (Oxon.
1798-1827).
collation of the Arm. NT was
first published by Tregelles, and the same is given

MS

;

A

A

in Tiscliendorf's later edd.
Moses of Chorene
asserts that the NT, like the OT, was first
rendered from Syr., and that this first version was,
about A.D. 430, revised from more exact Gr. texts
from Constantinople. This tradition is certainly
correct, for Prof. Armitage Robinson (Euthaliana,
Cambridge, 1895) shows that the Arm.
bears
traces of having been made from an ancient form
of the Syr. text, such as that which Mrs. Lewis
recently discovered at Mount Sinai. This earlier
version from Syr. may be the ' First translation of
the Gospels to which Theodoros Chrhthenavor
(Contra Majrafjoumatzi) refers in the 7th cent.
as having contained the disputed verses Lk 22**- **.

NT

'

These references are so important that I translate them from
the Venice ed. p. 148: 'TliL-y {i.e. the phontaaiai^tie) say, It
was not hy weakness, but by strength, that He (i.e. Clirist) overcame the enemy. So do ills own words testify. The house of
the giant is not plundered, unless first the stronif man is bound.' •
And if this be true, it is plain, they say, that the h\riit translation is not to be acceptea, which in the (episode of Hie) praying
relates the Illoody Sweat' of the almignty 'Word of God, and
that He was encouraged by the angel.'
Ibid. p. 154: 'The letter of the Gospel spoke of the iweftt
allegorically, as It were of blood ; but not (as) a welliog-oiit of
blood from a wound made with a weapon.'
In the same context we read that the heretics In auMtlon contended that the old edition oj the Gogpel is not to De accept«d
because Gregory the Illuminator, in his homitetic exposition of
all the Oos_pel oracles which announced the economical passibiiity
of the Di\nne Word, yet made no special mention of the ' Uloody
Sweat' passage.
The answer of Theodore to this argument Is that neither di<l
the Nicene Fathers nor the new recension of the Scriptures reco^'nise more than fourteen Epistles of Paul ; yet that Gregory htul
cited and so testified to the Third Epistle of the Corinthians to
Haul, which the said Fathers had passe<l over in silence, and which
wa3 * not adde<l in the new translations.' Tlie verve cited by
Gregory is 3 Co II 'The lawless prince when he desired to be
f^-^^
t*.....""Oo-J bound all men under sin.' 'This' (i.e. 8
? Co),
aayi Theodore, was contained in the ancisnt trxt^ but
tiut Inot in the nev ed.
If, however, because of Its omission from the text
( = evyyfa;n).
of the nru>lt/ issued translations you reject the older Gospel as
not true, you. In doing so, calumniate even the great sage
Gregory, though you make a show of praising him. But If the
truthful Gregory did not in com|X)sing (his work) follow the
chapters in liielr order of the entire Gospel, but wrote with
peculiar simplicily to suit those who were weak in trnderstandin^
what they hcani, merely propounding testimnnies in a summary
way to satisfy Immediate neefU, and oonHrming (the Oosim'I
statements) by the uropbeciefl, then why do you make a
stalking hone of himT'
'

'

'

;

*

The above passages warrant two

inferences, one

certain, the other probable.
(1) The Armenians had a first or early version of
N'T which contained the verses Lk 23*'-** and

also 3 Corinthians.

He quoted
(2) Gregory had this early version.
3 Co from it, and ho would have quoted Lk
22"-** also, only his literary purpose aid not require him to do so.
I do not Hcc how else we can interpret the last
paragraph of Theodore. The same conclusion can
* Tills appean to be an extracanunlcal citation.

—
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be reached by another way. For the version of
Co belonged to the first translation of the NT.
Gregory had this 3 Co, and cited it. Is it likely
that he would have used an outlying portion of
NT in a certain edition of it, and not have had
the Gospels also ?
may note that the First
translation,' as it contained Paul's Epistles, cannot have been merely an Arm. Diatessaron, though
the statement that Gregory did not cite the texts
If
in order is suggestive of such a supposition.
these inferences are just, the first Arm. version
af NT was made at the beginning rather than
towards the end of the 4th cent., although the
native historians of the 4th cent, are silent about

3

We

'

without

distinguishing in which codex whick
variant is read. However, one codex of the Arm.
Bible differs very slightly from another. Other
edd. have been published in Moscow, Constantinople, and Venice during this century
those of
Venice being particularly good and reliable. There
is not the slightest foundation for the statement
sometimes made, that the Arm. version was in the
time of the Crusaders conformed to the Lat. Bible.
At that time, indeed, the Lat. chaptering began to
be added in the margin, and the Prologus Galeatus
;

Jerome was translated, and in some codices
Book of Kings but no changes were

of

affixed, to the

made under

it.*

Parts of NT were translated in the 5th cent.,
but were omitted from the later Arm. Canon.
Thus the Apocalypse was not read in church
before the 12th cent., when Nerses of Lampron
issued a much changed recension of the old version.
were
Similarly the last twelve verses of
rendered in the 5th cent., for Eznik cites them
about A.D. 435 ; but they hardly appear in the
MSS before the 13th cent., and then not
In a
as an integral part of the second Gospel.
10th cent, codex of the Gospels at Edscbmiatzin
they are headed by the title of Ariston the Presbyter,' written in small red uncials by the first
hand. Ariston has been identified with Aristion
the teacher of Papiaa. And the knowledge which
the Armenians had that the verses were his and
not Mark's, explains the hostile attitude towards
them of the Arm. Church.
The episode of the woman taken in adultery is
likewise absent from the oldest MSS ; though it
is cited as early as A.D. 950 by Gregory of Narek.
The Edscbmiatzin codex of A.D. 989 is the oldest
codex which contains it, though not in the form in
which Gregory and the later codices give it, but as

AKMHOLE

'elbows').
see Ox/. Heb. Lex. and Davidson on Ezk 13'*) is
doubtful, but the word in
means the armpit,
as it is now called.
J. Hastings.

AV

Mk

ARMLET
Nu

:

wu

*
taken in sins, against whom all bore
A certain wonun
witness that she was deserving of deatli. Tliey brougiit iier to
Jesus (to see) what tie would conunand, in order that they
might malign him. Jesus made answer, and said, "Come ye,
who are without sin, cast stones, and stone her to death." But
he himseU, bowing bis head, was writing with bis finger on
the earth, to declare their sins ; and they were seeing their
several sins on the stones.
And, filled with shame, they
rleparted, and no one remained, but only the woman. Saith
Jesus, " Go in peace, and present the offering for sins, as in their
law is written.

This primitive form of text has the Arm. equivalent of Td T^s /ioixiMSos written against it in the

margin by the first hand. It is probably derived
from Papias or the Heb. Gospel.

One other reading of the old Arm, version
deserves notice. It occurs in the oldest known
codex, dated A.D. 887, preserved in the Lazareffski
Institute at Moscow.
It is in Mt 2", and as
follows : & doT-^p , ,
iardOrj itrdvijj toO (nrtjXaiou oS
ri Toudiof.
The same text is found in the Protevangel, c. xxi., and accounts for the variant here
found in the Codex Bez».
The Arm. Bible was first printed at Amsterdam
in 1666, but from a single manuscript, and the
printed text was in places adjusted to the Latin
Vulgate.
later edition, issued in 1733 by
Mecnitar in Venice, was mainly a reprint of the
edition of 1666.
"The first critical edition was
issued in 1805 at Venice under the care of Zohrab,
who used several codices, the best of them one
written early in the 14th cent. The variants
of the MSS used are given under the text ; but
.

f/p

A

• A comparison of the Arm. text of the Paulines with
Kphrem's commentarj- (preserved in Arm.), with the Syr. and
with the closely allied Georgian Version, demonstrates that the
Arm. and Geo. versions were originally made from the prePeflhitta Syr. text used by Ephreni, and were afterwarris corrected from Or. texts. This revision of these two versions was
probably made about 400 a.d., and was more thorough in the

««M

of

Arm. than

of Georgian.

31**).

—A

kHmdz, AV tablet. Ex 35",
open clasp worn on the upper

(ipo
flat

arm, mentioned among the votive ofi'erings of gold
for the tabernacle (see Bracelet).

ARMONI

'

follows

;

Lat. influence in the text itseli.
F. C. CONYBEABB.
occurs Jer 38" and Ezk 13'« (RV
The meaning of the Heb. word (r»i<,

('p-iij).—Son of

G. M. Mackib.
Saul by Rizpah (2 S 21«).

ARMOUR, ARMS.—I. In OT. The Heb. neaitat
equivalent to armour is maddim (on? 1 S 17**),
rendered clothes in 1 S 4"^ (a fugitive arrives
from the battle with his clothes rent').
It is a plural word signifying the different parts
of a soldier's dress. The coat of mail, shinjOn {\\'J9),
would be chiefly meant, but the helmet and shield
and the loose cloak, simlah (n^ov Is 9"), are included.
Ehud (Jg 3") wears a dagger under his
maddim, i.e. between the shiryOn and the simiah.
The Heb. nearest equivalent for arms is
kilim (d'Vj), a word of general significance, 'moreable property, instruments of any kind, arms,' including the quiver (Gn 27^), and probably the
shield (hence the common phrase, bearer of kilim,'
i.e. armour-bearer).
third word rendered ' armour is hdltzah (n^'^q
2 S 2-'). It describes the equipment of a soldier
which an adversary would strip off as spoils, and
is
rendered (in the plural) 'spoil' in Jir 14"'
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

A

'

(AVandKV).
11.

NT

With regard to armour and arms in use it
among the Romans, two passages, one

times

from Polybius

(c. 167 B.C.) the other from Josephus
7U A.D.), may be left in an abridged tr. to speak
for themselves, and to illustrate the language of
St. Paul (esp. Eph 6""").
Polvb. vi. 23 (a) ' The
(c.

:

Roman

panoply consists in the first place of a
the breadth of which, measured by
the arc which it forms, is 2i ft. and the lengtn
is 4 ft., while the depth (thickness) reaches 3
inches . .
And there is fitted to it an iron boss
which wards ofl" great blows from stones and from
pikes, and in general from darts though hurled
with violence. (6) And along with the shield is a
sword {(juixaipa) now this a man wears on hia
right thigh, and it is called the Spanish sword.
And this has an excellent point and a powerful
cut can be delivered with both its edges, because
shield

(di/peds),

.

;

;

the blade

strong and durable, (c) Next come
the pUa), and {d) a bronze helmet
and (e) a greave * (N.li. sing.). And
in addition to aU this they are adorned with a
crown of feathers and with three upright purplered or black feathers about a cubit in length, so
that when these are added to the crest the soldier
in full armour appears to be double his own height.
.
(/) Now the majority when they have further
put on a bronze plate, measuring a span every way,
is

two javelins

(i.e.

(jrepi(C€0a\aia),

.

.

• It

was worn on the right leg (Vegetius, bk. t

c. 20).

ARMY

AKMOUK.BEAKER
which they wear on their chests and call a heartguard {Kapoio(piJ\ai), are completely armed but those
citizens who are assessed at more than 1U,000
dxachniie wear, together with the other arms
mentioned, cuirasses made of chain-mail.'
Josephus, £J Ul. V. 5 (vol. iii. p. 236 of
Now the infantry are armed
Bekker's edition)
with cuirasses {du/iai) and helmets (Kpdoos), and
But
wear swords {^jLax<^p<^^op^f*') on both sides.
the sword {il<poj) worn on the left is much the
longer of them, for that on tlie right is not more
than a span in length. And the infantry escort of
;

:

'

the general carry lance (XAtxij) and buckler (dffirls),
but the rest of the array a spear (Juirrij-) and a
shield {Svfye6$), and in addition to these a saw and
a basket, a mattock and an axe, and further a
thong, and a reaping-hook {dp^Tavov), and a chain,
and three days' provisions, so that the infantry are
And the cavalry
little short of beasts of burden.
have a long sword {nixa'P"^) on the right side, and a
and
a shield (6vpe6s)
long lance (iton-is) in the hand,
held slantwise by the side of the horse. And from
a quiver (xard yapwoO) hang three or more darts
(dnoi')

having broad points, and in

size little less

and all have helmets and
spears {Sipv)
cuirasses like the infantry.'
LmoLATURS.—(a) For OT, Nowack, H«6. Arch. (1894), pp. S62than

;

8^, ftnd Bliss, A Mound o/ Many Citieg, 1894 (Illustrations of
weapons found at Tell el-Hesy, \.e. Lacbish).
(i)) For
NT, Polyblus, vi. 23 Josephus, BJ iii. 6, and
Liiidenschmit, Tracht und Bewa^ung da Romischen Ileera
wdArvnd d£r Kauerzeii, Braunschweig, 1882.
;

W.

ARMOUR-BEiRER.—The

office is

E. Barnes.

mentioned

in

very early times in connexion with Abimelech
An armour-bearer's
(Jg 9**) and Saul (1 S 31*).
he slew those whom his
functions were various
chief struck down (1 S 14"); he carried the great
;

a champion to protect
him from treacherous arrows (1 S 17', and Homer,
collected arrows aimed
or,
again,
he
80)

shield (zinnn/i) in front of
II. iii. 79,

;

against his chief for his chief to discharge again.
This last function was executed by Mohammed
when a lad in attendance upon his uncles (Ibn
Hisham, p. 119, 1. 1, quoted by \V. R. Smith,
W. E. Barnes.
p. 431).

OTJC

ARMOURY. — There was

naturally no store of
for keeping them in Israel before
the establishment of tlie nucleus of a standing

arms nor place

army under

Saul.

Saul found the nation, or at

least the southern tribes, almost destitute of arms
in the true sense (1 S 13")
no doubt he remedied
tower
the defect as far as possible (1 S 8").
named after David, perhaps built by him, held
4'').
IfWJ shields ( Ca
Solomon kept 2U0 golden
sliields and 300 golden bucklers in the
house of
the forest of Lebanon' (1 K lO'"- "). This armoury
wa-H doubtless in Jerusalem (Is 22' 'The armour
in the house of the forest '), and lasted till at least
Hezekiah's day.
Shields and spears were kej)!
even in the temple in the days of Jehoiada the
priest (2
ll'").
This store was attributed to
king David.
\V. E. Barnes.
:

A

'

K

ARMY

(Kj;( zabhd', 'service,' as we say in Eng.
Service'; S'ri hnnil, 'force, host'; en 'am,
'
njr,,';
mnhiTiirh,
people,' a frequent designation
properly 'an army encam])ed' n;T;'5 mnHrukhi'ih,
an army in array ').
The history of warfare
among the Israelites may be divided into two
periods.
Puring the first of these, which was
closed by the establishment of the kingdom, Israel
had fighting men, but no army, i.e. no permanent
organised force during the second period, which
lasted to the fall of the Southern kingdom, there
always existed the nucleus at least of an army,
both in the north and in the south, attached to the
person of the sovereign. There was no doubt a

'the.

;

—

'

;

;
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partial revivalof military organisation at the revival
of independence under the Hasmona^an princes.
No standing army existed before the time of the
kings.
But the beginnings of the formation of
a tightin" caste ai>i)ear under Saul, consisting jf
(1) picked 'regulars' to form the nucleus of an
army ( 1 S 14°-), and (2) ' regular officers to command the militia, who formed the bulk of the army
in the held.
How, then, in the earlier period was an army
formed to meet an emergency ? Under the most
'

rudimentary conditions four elements are required
to make a lighting force, viz. (1) men, (2) officers,
arms,

(3)

(4)

commissariat.

Men. — It was difficult, before the kingdom was
established, to collect a sufficient number of men
even for small border wars. The sons of Israel
i.

were, indeed, numerous enough to cope in turn with
such adversaries as Moab, Midian, Ammon, and
PhUistia ; but Israel was a group of tribes rather
than a nation, and the bond of union was so feeble
that single tribes, or groups of two or three, were
left to bear unaided the brunt of invasion or
oppression.

The work of the Judges and of Saul, the earliest
was to unite, as far as was possible, the

king,

and to brin<^ border wars to a
speedy conclusion by the application of organised
force.
But authority had to be won before it
could be exercised, and the leader had to assert
his leadership by some striking deed or sign before
his countrymen would rally round him.
Ephraim
rallied round Ehud the Benjamite after he had
assassinated the king of Moab (Jg 3"). Gideon
roused N. and E. Israel by destroying the altar of
Baal, and appearing as the champion of the
worship of J' (Jg 6 •'***).
In the civil war against
Benjamin the warlike passion of all the remaining
tribes was stirred by the sight of the remains of the
murdered concubine (Jg 19^*). Saul gathered his
first host by the pictured threat to destroy the
oxen of every man who failed to present himself.
Even remote Judah on this occasion, we are told,
sent thirty
thousands to the relief of Jabeshgilead (1 S ll'*-)Against the Amalekites, Judah
was not so keen (1 S 15*), having perhaps family
relations ^vith them in any case Judah sent only
10,000 (MT), 30,000 (LX.X).
The difiiculty regarding the numbers of the
Israelite armies must be mentioned here.
tribes of Israel,

'

'

;

These numbers are often surprisingly high.
in 1 S 11' it is stated that Saul numbered
over three hundred thousand men in Bezek for
the relief of Jabesh-gilead. If we take thousand
in its literal numerical sense, we get a number
equal to more than one-tenth of the whole populati<m of the land
a number improbably large.
'Thousand,' however, is used (Mic 5^) to designate
the chief towns of Judah, perhai)s as each containing, together with its dependent hamlets, a
The men of such
pojjulation of about a thousand.
a town would probably be called a thousand (i^n)
when they went forth to war, and their headman
would be called the captain of a thousand. The
actual number of this tactical unit would vary
much according to the urgency of the danger. It
would probably, however, never exceed 300 men,
and might conceivably fall below 100. According

Thus

'

'

'

'

—

to this reckoning, Saul's

army

any case more than 90,000

in

of relief

was not

number, and

it

in

may

have been but 30,000.
Side by side, however, with this loose reckoning,
the Israelites may have had a stricter system of
counting. Thus the number of men of war can led
into captivity with Jehoiachin, viz. seven thousand
24"), is quite probable in itself, and consist(2
ent with other indications of number. Similarly
'
thousand is no doubt to be understood in its ordi

K

'

=

AROM
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naiy nmnerical sense in 2 K 13', where it is said that
the Israelite army was reduced by Syrian ravages
to 50 horsemen, 10 chariots, and 10,000 infantry.
The existence of two reckonings side by side,
one based on the numerical Sense of 'thousand,'
the other on its territorial sense, is not a serious
difficulty. To an Oriental, numbers are important
only either when they are sacred numbers of
mystic meaning, or when it is necessary to indicate
generally the relative proportions of tilings.
The example set by Saul of gathering picked
warriors round him was followed by David, who
on his accession already had a band of some
GOO armed vassals. At the time of Absalom's
revolt David's guard must have grown in number,
that the
if we rightly read 2 S 15^' to mean
Gittites belonging to it amounted by themselves
to 600, without reckoning the numbers of the
Cherethites and Pelethites. The strength of the
whole guard may be guessed from the fact that
Ahithophel thought it necessary to take 12,000
chosen men to ensure success in his proposed pursuit of Da\'id (2 S 17')After the host was collected
ii. Officers.
under its commander, some organisation had
Captains of ' thousands and
to be given to it.
hundreds had to be appointed. The army ' was
numbered,' or, according to the Heb., 'appointed
Two results
officers over itself (nppnn Jg 20"').
Officers were appointed under
were gained.
the eye and influence of the commander over
thousands and hundreds and, secondly, the commander learnt the number of these tactical
hundreds,' under his comunits, ' thousands or
mand. Besides these regimental officers, one
or more officers bearing the title of scribe were
attached to the army in the field to aid in its organisation, to serve as provost-marshals, and to make
» list of the booty taken Jg 5" and 1 Mac 5").
In the earliest days, no doubt, each
iiL Arms.

—

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

(

—

brought his own arms, for we hear of no
store of arms till after the establishment of the
kingdom (see ARMS). There is nothing to show

—

dry

of brooks often
N. of 31° 30' N.

near the T}&\ route,
which is the more
important, drains most of the country betwetn the
yaj route and the Dead Sea, between 31° 30' and
31° 10', and is formed by the streams now known
as Sell S'aideh, Wady es-Sultan, Seil Lejjun, and
Wady Bald'a. These are all united before reaching
the neighbourhood of 'Ar'air, and flow theroe
almost direct W. for about 20 miles, when they
are joined by the Wady Waleh. The E. half thus
forms a complete network of streams (the pani* "Sn]).
For the greater part of its course the river flows
through a deep trench some 2 miles in breadth at
the top and about 40 yards at the bottom. The
rocky and precipitous banks consist of limestone
capped with basalt, and rise in places to a height
of 1700 ft. Their slopes are fringed \vith oleanders,
tamarisks, and willows, and near the mouth with
castor-bean and cane. Like most rivers in Pal. its
stream varies in width and velocity according to
the season of the year. Where it issues from its
steep banks to the flat shore of the Dead Sea it
ranges from 40 to 100 ft. in width, and from 1 to 4
ft. in depth, while near 'Ar'air, where the old road
fromHeshbon to Kir crosses it, and where the remains
of an old bridge stUl exist, it is almost dry in July.
The A. formed a strong natural boundary, and
early separated the territories of the Amorites and
Moab (Nu 21", cf. Jg iV^-) ; later those of Reuben
and Moab (Dt 3"). Isaiah mentions the fords of
A.' (16'^), and Jeremiah uses 'A.' as the name of
The river is also mentioned on
a district (48").
the ' Moabite Stone.' On the N. edge of the S.
stream was the town Aroer (see Aroer), and
between the N. and S. streams Dibon (see DiBON).

iv.

Commissariat.

— Commissariat

is

t^vice

In Jg 20'" a tenth of
alluded to in the OT.
the assembled Israelites are sent to fetch virtual
(fidnk nyt, 'food taken in hunting') that the
people may carry out their expedition against
20^ the children of Israel
Gibeah. Again, in 1
'were mustered and were victualled' (RV) for a
campaign against the Syrians.
W. E. Barnes.
ARNA.— One of the ancestors of Ezra (2 Es 1»),
corresponding apparently to Zerahiah of Ezr 7*
and Zaraias of 1 Es S'.
'

'

K

ARNAN
While

(ifiN).—

MT ha-s yp>t

preceding 'Pa^dX)

ARNI (WH

A descendant of David (1 Ch

^).

LXX reads 'Opi'ii vlM ain-oO
Oma his son. See Genealogy.
{.ir.

'jj,

'Apfd,

TR

^Apd^l.,

AV

Aram).— An

ancestor of Jesus (Lk 3"), called in Mtl'-* Ram
(RV). Cf. Ru 4'», 1 Ch 2»- '», and see Genealogy.

ARNON

— Two

streams unite about 13
miles E. of the middle of the Dead Sea to form
the A., now known as Wady el-Mojib. Of these
the N. one (Wady Waleh) is formed by a number
(I'lJ-iK).

S. branch,

'

LiTERATORR.— Eoblnson, Fhy: Otog. qf Pal. 164-166

G.

(1896), 204, 216.

AROD
(nr.^),

(^^lx).—

Gn

46'*.

AROER

(ly^ia,).

to the tribe of

A

son of

—

1.

;

PEFSt

W. THATCHER.

Gad (Nu

26") = Arodl

Patronymic AroditeB (Nu

man

that the Israelites had horses and chariots until
An Israelite army in the time
after Saul's day.
of the Judges was probably a crowd of men carryslings,
and
rustic weapons, such as clubs
ing bows,
and oxgoads (Jg 5», 1 S IS^^). Though individually equal in valour, they were probably far inferior
in armament to a people like the Philistines, who
were sufficiently advanced in the art of war to
possess chariots, swords, and spears, and perhaps
an organised corps of archers (1 S 3P).

— rising

The

26").

A city in the portion assigned

Judah

(1

S

30^), prob. in

what

is

the Wady Arftrah, 20 miles S. of Hebron and
To the elders
12 miles to the S.E. of Beersheba.
of this city David sent a share of the spoil taken
from the Amalekites who had attacked Ziklag. 2.
A well-known city on the N. bank of the Amon,
generally described by its situation in order to distinguish it from other cities of the same name (Dt 2"
3" 4«, Jos 122 139^ Jg ii'M 2 S 24"). It waspart of the
region conquered by the Amorite king Sihon, and
so, at the tune of Israel's attack, it lay to the N. of
tlie Moabite territory.
It was assigned to the tribe
of Reuben, and formed the S. frontier city of that
tribe.
It is this Reubenite city that is named with
the S. towns as having been built by the children
of Gad before the definite settlement and distribution of the land (Nu .32"). When the Syrians
under Hazael conquered all the trans-Jordanio
district, Aroer is named as the S. limit (2 K 10*").
In later times the Moabites, from whom it had
been taken first by the Amorites, regained possession
of it from the Israelites (Jer 48"). Eusebius speaks
3. A town in the
of it as still standing in his day.
portion assigned to the tribe of Gad, in the valley
of Gad, originally an Ammonite city (Jg 11'^), in
the di-itrict watered by the Jabbok, east of Rabbah
(Jos 13-'').
The cities of Aroer, referred to in Is 17',
are evidently the two trans-Jordanic cities of the
Gentilic name
Moabites and the Ammonites.
J. Macpherson.
Aroerite, 1 Ch 11".

now

AROM {'Apifi), 1 Eg 6".— His descendants are
mentioned among those who returned with Zerubbabel.
The name has no parallel in the lists of
Ezr and Neh, unless it represents Hashum (B 'Aa^u,
H. St. J. Thackbray.
A 'Aaoin) in Ezr 2'».

ARPACHSHAD

ART
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ARPACHSHAD (ip:r¥).—The third son of Shem,
A. was the father of Shelah, and ^an J father of
Eber, from whom the Hebrews traced their descent
(Gn lij^-"* ll'"""). Gesenius regards the name as also
desijjTiatinj' a people or region, and tliinks the conjecture of Bochart not imjjrobable, that this is 'A/S^arax'Tt!, Arrapachitis, a region of Assyria near Ar-

polished shaft, in his quiver hath ho

menia

Armen. Arschag) was a Scythian (Strabo, xi. 515)
from the banks of the Ocnus, who founded the
Parthian empire and the dynasty of the Arsacidse

(Ptol. vi.

Jos. (Ant.

I.

the native land of the Chald;i'ans.
says that from him the Chaldaains

1),

vi. 4)

were called Arphaxadieans

ARPAD

['Ap<paiadalovs).

R. M. Boyd.

—A

city of Syria north-west of
18" 19'^ Is 10" 36" 37'», Jer 49^. Now
Aleppo, 2
the ruin Tell Erfiid. The city stood a two years'
siege by Tiglath-pileser lu.
C. R. Conder.
(n?^¥)-

K

A

ARPHAXAD CAp^dJ).— 1. king of the Medes
(Jth l'"-).
He reigned at Ecbatana, which he
strongly
fortified.
Nebuchadrezzar, king of
Assyria, made war upon him, defeated liini, and put
him to death. Some nave identified A. with Deioces,
the founder of Ecbatana, and others with his son
Phraortes. But the former of these died in peace,
and tlie latter fell while besieging Nineveh.
The
narrative in Judith would accord better with the
supposition that he was Astyages or Ahasuerus,
the last kin<j of the Medes according to Herodotus.
2. The spelling of Arpachshad in AV, and at Lk
3" by

RV

also.

M. Boyd.

R.

ARRAY

(formed by prefixing ar to the subst.
'oi, rui, order, arrangement) is common in
for
the arrangement or order of an army in battle,
always in the phrase set in a.' or put in a.' (But
RV gives once 'order the battle a.' 1 Ch 12^.)
The subst. is also used once for dress, i.e. garments
arranged in order on the person, instead of the
common word raiment ( = arrayment), 1 Ti 2"
'
not with braided hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly

AV

a.' {l/MiTicrfws,

'

RV

'raiment').
frequent, as Gn

And

in this sense
a'^ him in

41"
the verb is
vestures of fine linen (Heb. paS, as always, except
Jer 43" .iBV) Mt ti'-^ Solomon in all his glory wai
not a"* like one of these' (irepi/3d\Xu, so Lk 12-''
23"; bat Miu, Ac 12''" 'Herod, a'-" in royal
apparel ').
Array does not mean in tlie Bible, as
it does now, 'to dress up with display,' but simply
to put on raiment, to dress.
J. Hastings.
'

'

'

;

'

'

ARROGANCY. — Arrogance, though

quite as old
as arrogancy (l>oth being forms of arrognntia, the
assertion of more tlian one has a right to), is not
used in AV, but RV ''ivea it at Job 35" (»;, the
only occurrence of the lleb. word,
'extremity').
Arrogancy is found in
1 S 2», Pr 8", Is 13", Jer
48»
retains these, and adds 2 K 19*", Is 16' Zl'^,
Wis 5', giving also arrogant, Ps 5° 73' 75* (for foolbh or fool of AV), and arrogantly, Ps 75* 94*.
;

RV

AV

AV

'

'

'

J.

ARROW

Hastings.

d'n).— The arrow of the Hebrews was
probably like that of other early nations in consisting of a light shaft with a head of flint or
metal. Owing to the suddenness with which the
arrow inllicteu wounds, and to the fact that such
woonds often came from an unseen liand, the arrow
was nsed as a symbol of the judgments of God.
Job, in his sicknes.'t, complains that he is struck by
the poi.soned arrows of the Almighty (.lob 6').
God overthrows the mischievous plotters by wounding them suddenly with an arrow (Ps 64').
Again, the secret mischief done by slanderers is
compared to the wound of an arrow ('whose
t«etn are spenrs and arrows, and their tongue a
harp sword,' Ps 57*). Children begotten in their
father's youth are likened to arrows (Ps 127').
Arrows are also a symbol of that which is carefully guarded and highly valued
thus, Israel
itself is God's polished aiTow,
ho hath made me a
;

'

ARROWSNAKE

—See Serpent.
ARSACES

W.

RV).
(Is

34"

E.

RV for AV

kept

me

Barnes.

'great owl

').

connected possibly with the

{'A.p<rdKrit,

Strabo, xv. 702). The sixth king of
the name (known also as Mithridates I.) subdued
Persia and Media, and when opposed by Demetrius
Nikator, who thought the people would rise in his
favour and afterwards assist him against Tryphon,
deceived him by a pretence of negotiations, and in
B.C. 138 took him prisoner (1 jfac 14'"'; Justin,
XXX vi. 1). Demetrius received in marriage Rhodogune, daughter of A. (App. Syr. 67), but died
during his captivity (Jos. Ant. XIII. v. 11 Justin,
xli. 6
Oros. v. 4).
In 1 Mac 15^ A. is mentioned
among the kings to whom was sent an edict (Jos.
Ant. XIV. viii. 5) from Rome forbidding the persecution of the Jews
but there is a lack of confirmatory evidence of this, though the incident
would, notwithstanding the independence of
Parthia, accord with the practice of Rome.
(Justin, xli. 5

;

;

;

;

R.

ARSIPHURITH

See Arpachshad.

'

close' (Is 49^

W. Moss.

A

'Apo-i^p^AV
Azephurith), 1 Es 5". 112 of his sons returned
with Zerubbal)el (B omits the number).
The
corresponding name in Ezr 2" ia Jorah (.tj'i', B
Ovpi,

A 'loipi)
A 'Apel/i).

;

(B 'Kpauipovpeie,

—

and

in

Neh 7" Hariph

(Tlij.

P

has been conjectured that the
name in 1 Es is due to a mistaken combination of
the two forms in Ezr and Neh, the c in the second
syUable being due to confusion between c and e.
H. St. J. Thackeray.
ART. The Hebrews, like many other nations, did
noi t Jtcel equally in all branches of art. In literature and poetry they have shown great ability in all
ages down to the present time.
In music they
were apparently quite the equal of their neighbours, judging from the variety of instruments
named and the frequent references to singing and
playing, and in modern times they fully sustain
this character. But, on the contrary, in mechanical
arts, in form and design, and in representations, they

'Apei<f>,

It

—

showed an inability amounting to positive aversion.
That this aversion was not on religious grounds
alone is evident on seeing that, when sculptured
figures were made for the temple, the chief^ artist
in metal was a Tyrian half-breed, and there was
not among the Jews any that can skill to hew
timber like the Sidonians' (1 K 5*). Probably the
aversion and the prohibition to imitate natural
forms acted and reacted on each other, so that all
We find in earlier times that, on
ability was lost.
the contrary, artistic work is attributed entirely to
Hebrews shortly after the Exodus, when the Egyn.
training and skill would be still possessed (Ex 35**).
There does not appear to be much that can be
distinctively marked as Jewish or Palestinian in
'

many of the elements that
the motives of design
we can trace in the scanty remains showing Egyp.
or Bab. origin. What original style Pal. posscsscil
amonfj the Amorites was mostly <lestroyed by *.\w
This can be traced best in tin'
Ilcb. invasion.
pottery, as, though simi)le in forms and material, it
IS the most continuous series that we aave.
The
Amorito .shows jjood and original forms of a pure
the Phfcnician is entirely difTerent, but also
style
but the Jewish pottery
well shaped and original
has no original motives, and is merely a degradation of the Amorit«, running down into complete
ugliness and baseness (see PoTTEKY).
In architectural forms there appears to be little that is
;

;

;

distinct from Egj'p.

sources.

The

details

have

'

ARTAXERXES

ART
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noticed under Ap.chitecture
but the
general impression is that a plain and simple
masonry with some locaj features was overlaid by
foreign designs.
The motive of a row of bucklers
liiin^iing over a parapet is suggested in the nioditication of Gr. metopes and triglyphs on the so-called
Tomb of Absalom and it appears to be an early

been

;

'

'

;

I

•

I.

~

ro
JEWISH DECOltATION, DERODIAH 'TOMB OP ABSALOM.*

Solomon made two hundred targets and
three hundred sliields of beaten gold for the house
of the forest of Lebanon.
The shields were used
by the guard (1 K 14'-^), but the targets may have
been decorative. The tapering form of the ^Ioabite
feature, as

Stone

is rather akin to Assyr. than Eg;yp. types.
the horns upon the pillars (Ionic volutes)
belong to the same source.
lu surface decoration some late examples seem
to reflect a national style, as we do not know of
any external source for them. The graceful design
of plant forms decoratively treated over the door
of the so-called tombs of the Judges (perhaps
Maccabsean), the later and more classical foliage
work of the so-called tombs of the kings (Herodian),
and the great golden vine which Herod placed over
the front of the temple, point to a treatment of
surfaces which is most nearly akin to some Egyp.
work that is probably of Slesopotamian motive.
In the plant decoration of the columns, etc. of
Akhenaten's palace at Tel el-Amarna there is the
same flowing style of foliage covering the surfaces,
and the motive of this may well have come from
northen. Syria or Mesopotamia, like other influence:^ of that reign.
In the absence of any details
about early Syrian art, it seems that we may per-

And

haps see

in this

one of

its features,

which lasted until

the Greek period. That surface decoration was
a main feature of the richer Jewish work is sho^vn
by the details of the temple
He carved all the
walls of the house round about with carved figures
of cherubim, and palm trees, and openings of flowers,
within and without' (1 K 0^), and the doors were
likewise decorated (w.'--").
On the bronze bases
of the lavers were
lions, oxen, and cherubim
:

'

the Assyr. many-winged figures are more akin to
the four-winged of Ezekiel or the six-winged of
Revelation. In actual artistic work only two-winged
figures appear to have been made.
But we must
not hastily suppose that these were direct copies of
the winged figures of Egypt ; the Heb. figures
were male, while the Egyp. protective winged
figures were always female, and often specialised
as Isis and Nepthys. The symbolic meaning of
these statues is outside of our scope here
but the
strange duality of two equal figures placed side by
side is parallel to the two great columns before
the temple, and the curious feature of a double
entrance to porches with a central pillar, as seen
;

in the tombs.

Figures of animals were also made, as the brazen
which was still treasured and worshipped
down to the time of Hezekiah also the twelve
oxen of Solomon, which seem to have been done
away with by Ahaz, as there is no mention of thera
in the plunder (Jer 52) after he had removed the
brazen sea from them (2 K 16").
This unnatural
motive of placing a great vessel on the backs of
animals is unknown in Egypt, unless in some of
the Asiatic goldsmith's work but the same idea
appears in Syria, where the goddess ^edesh stands
on a lion's back.
In embroidery we see another sign of Asiatic
rather than Egyp. influence. No embroidered robes
appear on Egyp. figures, at least until post-Exodic
tmies whereas in Babylonia and Assyria dresses
are constantly represented as being embroidered
with elaborate patterns. The Egyp. system was that
of appliq^U work of leather, which was elaborately
carried out in complex patterns and such a style
of decoration still survives in the usual tent-linmg
of Egypt, where pieces of various coloured cloths
are all stitched on to the backing in a pattern, and
elaborate inscriptions cut out and applied in the
same way. The mention of large figures upon the
curtains and vail of the tabernacle appears as if
they were appliqui but they are only on the linen
curtains, so that leather work of this kind is not
implied.
On the other hand, the makin" of gold
wire by cuttin^up sheet gold is specially described
for the ephod (Ex 39'), and this shows that dresses
were certainly embroidered with thread.
serpent,

;

;

;

;

;

'

(1

K

7^),

and 'cherubim,

lions,

and palm trees'

This frequent decoration with palm trees
is singularly un-Egyp., and points to a Mesopotamian influence, as palm trees and winged genii
are very characteristic of that style.
Of sculpture in the round the most striking
examples must have been the great cherubs of
olive wood, iilated with gold, which stood in the
most holy place.
Their height of ten cubits, or
fifteen to twenty feet, shows that they were joined
and built up of many pieces, like the lesser statues
in Egypt.
The wings, stretching out to a width
equal to the height, were also, of course, joined on.
The po.sition of the.se cherubs was not at all like
that described of the similar figures on the mercyseat of the ark
the latter were face to face, but
those of the temjile stood side by side, both facing one
way. The most holy place was twenty cubits wide;
of each cherub
from the uttermost part of one
wing unto the uttermost part of the citlit-r were
ten cubits,' mid they stood so that the wing of
the one touched the wall, and the wing of the
other cherub touched the other wall, and their
wings touched one another in the midst of the
house' (1 K C*'-'').
They appear to have only
had two wings each, like those of the mercy-seat,
and in this resembled Egyp. cherubic figures, while
(v.**).

;

'

'

LOrni AA'D BUD PATTERN (Egyptian), misnamed
BELL AKD POMEGRANATE.

in I'alestine as

Until some extensive and well-directed excavamay open up for us the remains of Syrian
and Jewish art, it is hopeless to do more than
These seem to show
indicate the mere outlines.
a native Syrian style, influenced mainly by
Mesopotamia, but also in some respects by Egypt.
A single good slab of stone might teach us tar
more than all we know at present.
tions

W. M. Flinders

ARTAXERXES

(mjSTnrrix, Kncpnirix).

Petrie.

— The

name

wriiten Artakhsliatra in Old Persian, Artaksatsu
and Artaksassu in Bab. cuneiform, and is derived
great,' and khshntra,
from the Persian arta,
kingdom.' "The meaning of great warrior,' therefore, given to it by Herodotus (vi. 98) is incorrect.
Ardeshir is the later Persian form of the name.
The only Artaxerxes mentioned in the OT i«
is

'

'

'

Artaxerxes
the

I.

Ix)ngimanus

son of Xerxes,

who

(or

'

reigned

Long-handed '),
B.C. 464^25.

—"

A

AETEMAS

ASA

and other commentators have
Ezr 4"'^ the pseudoSmerdis (n.C.
Hut
522) is meant under the name of Artaxerxes.
the decipherment of the cuneiform inscriptions has
shown tnat the Persia>n kinf's did not bear double
names of the kind implied by the theory, and the
diificulty felt by the commentators has been
occasioned by the insertion of letters which relate
only to the rebuUding of the city and walls of
Jerusalem into the narrative of the rebuilding of the
temple. The 24th verse of the chapter ought immediately to follow the 5th. (See Zeruhbabel.)
It may have been in consequence of the letters
whi''ii pas.sed between the Persian king and his
Ewald,

Hitzi<r,

supposed that

m

representatives in Palestine that in his seventh
year Ezra was allowed, with other priests and
temple-servants, and a grant from the imperial exchequer, to go up from Babylon to Jerusalem and
there settle the affairs of the community (Ezr 7. 8).
Thirteen years later (B.C. 4-t4), Nehemiah, the cupbearer of Artaxerxes, was allowed to leave Susa for
Jerusalem for a similar purpose, the first result of
his mission being the restoration of the city walls.
Artaxerxes was the third son of Xerxes, and
after the assassination of his father made his way
to the throne by crushing the Baetrians under his
brother Hystaspes, and murdering another brother,
Darius.
In b.c 46U Egypt revolted ; but in spite
of the assistance rendered by Athens to the rebels,
the revolt was suppressed in B.C. 455. In B.C. 449
the war with Greece was ended by a treaty, known
as that of Kallias, by which Athens gave up Cyprus,
and Persia renounced her claims to the Gr. cities
Not Ion" afterwards Megabyzos
of Asia Minor.
the satrap of Syria revolted, and compelled the
Persian king to agree to his own terms of peace.
Artaxerxes was succeeded by his son Xerxes II.

A. H. Savce.

ARTEMAS. — A

trusted companion of St. Paul,
H the later part of his life (Tit 3'-). According to
Dorotheus {Jiibl. Maxima, Lugd. 1677, iii. p. 429)
he had been one of the 70 disciples, and was afterwards bishop of Lystra, but there is no extant
evidence to support either statement. An Artemas
is honoured in the Greek Meniea for April 28, but
apparently he is not the same.
AlthouL'h Jerome {de num. Hebrnicis) treats the
name as Hebrew,and explains it as 'anatheraatizans
sive conturbans,' it is undoubtedly Greek, formed

from 'ApTf/us (cf. 'Kpfias, 'OXvfiTat, ZtivS.!, 'E7ra0pas),
perhaps by contraction from Arteniidorus, a name
common in Asia Minor.
W. Lock.

ARTILLERY

(1

S 20" AV, 'weapons' RV).—

general word, including in its meaning both bows
and arrows. The word still survives in the name
of the Honourable Artillery Comjjany of London,
which was originally a guild or club of archers.
In 1 Mac ()" artillery (' mounds to shoot from,'
RV) is the tr. of lie\o<;Tda(it, ranges of warlike
engines set against a besieged city.
'

'

'

'

ARUBBOTH

(ri^iyn),

1

apparentlvin the south of
Socoh.

The Negeb

ARUMAH

(iTnij),

W. E. Barnes.
only.— A district,
Judah, near IIe|ihcrand

K

4"'

plains are perhaps intended.
C. R. CONDKR.

Jg 9*'.— The refuge

of

An-ad or Aradus, now
coast,

SWP

ARVAD, ARYADITES

(t-in, -ii-ik),

northernmost

city of the Canaanites, and race inliabiting'it (Gn
W'. 1 Ch 1"). The city was built on an island.

.Syrian
or 4 miles

od" tlie
'A

north-east of Tripolis, scarcely a mile in circumference, on which hou.ses were built close together
and very high, so as to accommodate a large population in a small space.
On the mainland opposite,
at some distance from the coast, lav the town of
Antarados.
According to Strabo, fugitives from
Sidon settled there and built the city in B.C. 761,
but these can only have dispossessed or reinforced
older inhabitants, probably like those of Sidon
from around the Persian Gulf, under whom it had
already risen to a position of some importance.
As far back as about B.C. 1100, we find Tiglathpileser I. speaking of sailing into the great sea in
ships of A. (Schrader, COT- \. 173).
In Ezk 27»the men of A. are mentioned along with those of
Sidon as supplying mariners and warriors to TjTe
in the time of her glory.
In B.C. 138 the Phccn.
town Aradus was one of those named in a circular
from the Roman Senate as containing a large
Jewish population, towards whom the kings of
Egvpt, Syria, etc. (to whom the despatch is
addressed), are enjoined to show favour (1 Mac
15'»-^.
II. u. 221 ).
See Schiirer,

HJP

ARZA

(Nr!¥)-

— Prefect

Macpherson.

J.

of the palace at Tirzah,

whose house king Elah was assassinated by
Zimri at a carouse (1 K 16^).
C. F. Burney.

in

(2 Es 13").— A region beyond the
from which the ten tribes are to return. It
has been supposed to represent the Heb. mnn jnn
(Dt 19^), and became the subject of many later
Jewish legends concerning the Sabbatic River
beyond which the lost tribes were to be found
variously identified with the Oxus and the Ganges.
The true site of the Sabbatic River is, however,

ARZARETH

river

in Syria, north-east of Tripoli, the present

Nahr

es

Northern SjTia appears to be called the
Land of Akharri or ' westerns in cuneiform

Sebta.

'

Conder.

C. R.

texts.

—

AS. There are some obs. n.ses of this conj., but
they are mostly quite intelligible. 1. As concerning occurs Lv .r-«, 1 Ch 26^', Ac 28-^ Ro 9» 1 1'^, 1 Co 8',
2 Co 11-', Ph 4'° and as concerning (h/it, Ac 13**
'as c. that he raised him up from the dead' (Gr.
simply fin) as pertaining, Ro 4', He 9" as touching, Gn 27", 1 S 2u=s, 2 K 22'», Mt 18'»22", Mk 12-«,
Ac 5^» 21», Ro 11», 1 Co 8' 16", 2 Co 9', Ph 3»,
1
Th 4», 2 Es 15*. In these phrases (the Gr. is
generally a simple prep, ^vl, Kard, and esp. irepl) the
as is now dropped. So in whenas. Sir I'rol. i.
whenas thereiore the first Jesus died,' Sir 33',
;

;

;

'

Mac 15-" while as, He 9* what time as,
Bar V, 1 Mac 5", 2 Mac I' like as, Jer232>' Is not
my word like as a fire ? ',\Vi8 18" as it were. Rev 8'°
burning as it were a lamp (RV as a torch ') cf.
Ps 14*, Pr. Bk. eating up my peojile as it were
bread.' On the other hand as='aa if in Ac 10",
Rev 5" a Lamb as it had been slain (lis, RV as

2

;

;

'

;

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

*

'

though'), 13*. .<4* stands for 'that' in 1 Mac lo*
12" 'so as we are delivered from our enemies.'
In Lk 2" it is an adv. 'as the angels were gone
away from them into heaven (ws, RV when ').
'

'

J. HA.STI.Vf;s.

ASA

lech

'

Rinvail,

about 2 miles from the mainland,

Abime-

when driven out of Slice liciii, su]i|)Osed to be
the ruin El '(Jrmch, on the liills S. E. of Shechcni.
In the Onovutsticon (s.v. Huma) it is placed at
Remphis, in the region of Diospolis (Lyd<la), which
was by many called Arimatha'a.' The village
RentU seems to be meant, near Ranlieh.
See
T(J. ii. sheets xii. and xiv.
C. R. CONIIKK.
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r.

(k;i<,

— 1. King of Judah
The history of his reign as given
when compared with that in 2 Ch 14-

perhaps 'healer').

B.C. 91,S-S77.

in

1

K

15""-.

presents an excellent illustration of the diH'erent
view-]ioints of the two writers.
For convenience
we shall keep the two narratives apart.
(A) Ace. to 1 K If)""- A. did what was right in
the ej'es of the Lord, opposing every form o(
idolatry, putting away tlio /ci'drx/iim or lepuSovKot
out of the land, and removing the iilols which his
fathers had made.
He eren degraded the queen10,

ASAEA

ASADIAS

160

mother because of an abominable image (n>';^v)
which she had made for (an) Asheran.
Being
attacked by Baasha, king of Israel, he used the
of
the
temple
and
the
palace
to
buy
the
treasures
alliance of Benhadad, king of Syria, who, by the
vigour of his attack upon the N. kingdom, speedily
compelled Baasha to leave Judah in peace. With
the materials of Baasha's abandoned works at
Itamah, A. built Geba of Benjamin and Mizpah.
(In Jer 41* there is mention of a pit at Mizpah
which A. had made for fear of Baasha, king of
Isr.')
In his old age A. suH'ered from a disease in
'

'

'

his feet.
He died in the 41st year of his reign,
and was succeeded by his son Jehoshaphat.
(B) In 2 Ch 14-16 Asa's reforming zeal is placed
in a still more favourable light. Cf. 2 Ch 14' (but
see 15") with I K 15'^. As a reward for this zeal A.
enjoyed peace and prosperity in the early years of
his reign, and during this period he built fortresses
and made other warlike preparations, assembling
He was thus
an army of 580,000 men {H^'-).
enabled to meet and conquer Zerah the Ethiopian
historicity
of
this
campaign
(which see).
(The
there is no reason to call in question, although tlie
uumbera must be excessive). After this victory
A. was met by the prophet Azariah, the son of
Oded, who exhorted him to carry out further
(15'"*).
In obedience to this call,
a popular assembly, representing not only Judah,
but oertain districts of the N. kingdom, was held
at Jems, in the 3rd month of the 15th year of A.'s
reier.
A solemn covenant was entered into to
seek the Lord with all their heart and all their
Boul (15").
On account of A.'s conduct in this
matter, another period of peace was enjoyed by the
land, which continued till the 35th year of his
reign (15'»).
In his 36th year (16"'-) war broke out
with Baasha, king of Israel, and A. hired the help
of the king of Syria.
This action was viewed by
Ilanani the seer as indicating a want of faith in
God, and he addressed reproacnes and threatenings
to the king, who thereupon cast the faithful prophet into prison, and at the same time began to
oppress some of his subjects (16"''). As a punishmentfor this he was, in hb 39th year, attacked by
a disease in his feet, which led him to seek not to
the Lord, but to physicians (IC). Upon his death
in the 41st year of his reign he was buried w^ith
most gorgeous funeral rites (16''').

religious reforms

The Chronicler's additions to the earlier narrative
comprise, then, A.'s building of fortresses and other
warlike preparations, his victory over the Ethiop.
king, more detailed specifications of time, his
severity towards Hanani and others, and the
The subjectivity of
details as to his obsequies.
the Chronicler is marked throughout, but there is
no reason to doubt that for the basis at least of
these additions he had documentary authority,
although very serious difficulties, whicn have never
been satisfactorily explained, attach to the chronology of his narrative. These are fully discussed
in the literature cited below.
2.
Levite, the father of Berechiah (1 Ch 9").

A

See Genealogy.
LrnnuTURK.—Omf,

OTJC

141, 147

!»r. (1878) p.

212

;

;

Qet. BUeh. d. A.T. 137

Savce,

HCM

S63

Kittel, Hiat. of

f.,

Heb.

46St.
ii.

J.
1

W. B. Smith,
WelUiausen, Gm.

ff. ;
;

248

ff.

A. Selbie.

ASADIAS ('kaailat, prob. = nno?, 'J" is kind,'
Ch 3").— An ancestor of Baruch (Bar 1').

ASAHEL

cf.

of four men mentioned in OT.
1. The youngest son of Zeruiah,
Darid's sister, and the brother of Joab and Abishai.
He wa» famous for his swiftness of foot, a much
valued gift in ancient times.
He was one of
David's thirty heroes, probably the third of the
second three (2 S 23"). He was also commander
("jKipy,) is

the

name

of a division in Da^^d's army (1 Ch 27').
He wai
slain by Abner (2 S 2'*-^).
Levite, who with
2.
Levites
went
other ten
and priests
throughout all
the cities of Judah and taught the people in the
subordinat«
reign of Jehoshaphat (2 Ch 17"). 3.
collector of offerings and tithes in the reign oi
Hezekiah (2 Ch 31"). 4. Jonathan, son of A.,
opjiosed Ezra's action in connexion with the divorce
ot foreign wives (Ezr 10").
W. MuiB.

A

A

ASAIAH (n;^i4 'J" hath made').—1. One of the
deputation sent by Josiah to consult Huldah the
proj.hetess, 2 K 22"- )« (AV Aaahiah), 2 Ch 34»
2. One of the Simeonite princes who attacked the
shepherds of Gedor, 1 Ch 4*". 3. A Merarite who
took part in bringing the ark to Jerus., 1 Ch e"
15«- ".
i. The first-born of the Shilonites, 1 Ch 9»,
called in Neh 11' Maaseiah.
J. A. Selbib.

ASANA (A

'kaavi.,

scendants were

B

among

'A-aa-),

1

Es 5".— His

de-

the 'temple sen'ants' or

Nethiuim who returned with Zerubbabel
he is
called Asnah (nj9g, 'A.afvi), Ezr 2".
Nehemiah
omits.
H. St. J. Thackeray.
:

ASAPH

(If?

'gatherer').—!. The father of

Joah, the 'recorder' or chronicler at the court of
keeper of the
2. The
Hezekiah (2
IS'*-" etc.).
king's forest,' to whom king Artaxerxes addressed
a letter directing him to supply Nehemiah with
Korahite (1 Ch 26'), same
timber (Neh 2*). 3.
as Abiasaph (wh. see). 1. The eponym of one of
the three guilds which conducted the musical
services of the temple in the time of the Chronicler
The latter traces this arrange(1 Ch 15'"- etc.).
ment to the appointment of David, in whose reigii
Asaph, who is called 'the seer' (2 Ch 29*"), is
really know practisupposed to have lived.
cally nothing about the worship in the first temple,
that
the musical service
although the probability
was even then to a certain extent organised, is
witnessed to by the fact that at the return from
exile 'the singers, the sons of Asaph' (Neh "'",
Ezr 2"), are mentioned as a class whose functions
were recognised and well established. At first the
Asaphites alone seemed to have formed the temple
choir, and in the time of Ezra and Nehemiah
(wherever we have the memoirs of the latter in
their original form) they are not yet reckoned
among the Levitts. At a later period they share
the musical service with the ' sons of Korah (see
KORAHITES). When the latter become porters and
doorkeepers, the guild of Asaph appears supplemented Dy those of Heman ana Ethan ; and as, in
the estimation of the Chronicler (c. 250 B.C.),
Levitical descent is necessary for the performance
of such functions, the geneaJogies of Asaph,
Heman, and Ethan are traced respectively to
Gershom, Kohath, and Merari, the sons of Levi
W. R. Smith (OTJC p. 204, n.)
(1 Ch 6»-").
remarks that the ' oldest attempt to incorporate the
Asaphites with the Levites seems to be found in the
priestly part of the Pentateuch, where Abiasaph,
" the father of Asaph," or in other words the
eponym of the Asaphite guild, is made one of the
three sons of Korah (Ex 6").' Pss 50 and 73-83
have the superscription Ifx^ which means in all
probability that they once belonged to the hymnbook of the Asaphite choir (see PsALMS).

K

*

A

We

'

LiTEBATUBl!.— Kuenen, Bd. of Irrael, Ii. 204, ili. 77: Onif,
OrschUIU. H. da A.T. 223, 239 ff.; Wellhausen, GesdlichU, 162,
n. ; Herzfeia. GeschichU ilea VUka Isra-l, I. 887 f. ; Schllr»r,
UJP u. 1. 225 f., 271 f. ; Cheyne, Origin of Ptalter, 101, 111.
J.

AV Azara),

A. Selbib.

Es 5".— His sons
were among the temple servants or Nethinim who

ASARA

('Acrapd,

omitted in the parallel
H. St. J. THACKERAY.

returned under Zerubbabel
lists in

Ezr and Neh.

1

:

—

—

ASARAMEL

asce:nsion

AV

ASARAMEL
—A

Baramel).
uncertain

("AffapaA-A k V, Sapo^A A,
niiino whose meaning ia quite
See KVra.
(1 Mac 14*).

ASAREL
Jehallelel,

(*?!<-!;•!!,

I

Ch

4".

AV

Asareel).

—A

son

of

See Genealogy.

ASBASARETH (1 Es S®).—A king of Assyria,
probably a corrupt form of the name Esjirhaddoii,
which 18 found in the parallel passa^'c Ezr 4-.
AV form Azbazareth comes from the Vulg. LX\
has 'A<rjJciKa(p<ie B, 'Aajiaaapid A; Syr. AsiIDA*]
(AsUtakphath).
H. A. White.
;

ASCALON

Jth 2«.

1

Mao

10« ll"

12»»,

for

A.SHKELO.N.

—

described in Ac I"*-. There is
no account of anything exactly like it in the OT,
though the same word has been applied to the deIn
parture of Enoch and of Elijah from this life.
Sir 44" as in He 1 1° Enoch's removal is called a
tran.^lation (/xereWfl);), but in Sir 49" as in Ac 1"

diseiple.i wliich is

an assumption (d^fXiJ/i^^T) diri ttjs y^s). This
alone seems to be employed of Elijah. In
the LXX of 2 K 2" we have aveX-hijL'per, HXioi) iv
is

last

fvcctiaiiLf (ij tit riv oipaii6y, and in Sir 48" Elijah is
6 ifaXrjfKpSelt iv XaiXoiri vvpbs.
Cheyne's Hnlluwing

of Criticism treats this last as the grandest prose
poem in the OT,' but, even so, it opened the mind
to the idea that human life might have another
is-sue than that which awaits it in the ordinary
course of nature.
In the NT the A. does not bulk largely as an
independent event. In Mt it is not mentioned at
all.
In Mk it is found only in the dubious
appendix (16"), and there it is narrated in UT
words, a fact which suggests that the writer is
recording what he believed, not what he had
seen.
The first half of the verse ai'(\-/i/ji^6ri els
rdf ovpayif
is from 2 K 2"
and the second
'

—

—

;

(Kidiutf iK Se(iuii> ToD 9eov from Ps 110'.
The
explicit reference in Lk 24" (dUjTrj dir' aiVii- ital
ivttptprro tU rbv ovpavov) lias the last live words

doubly bracketed in WH. 'The A.,' they say in
a note, apparently did not lie within the proper
scope of the Gospels, as seen in their genuine texts
its true place was at the head of tlie Acts of the
'

;

Apostles, as the preparation for the day of Pentecost, and thus the beginning of the history of the
Church.' The insertion of the words, aff/p^prro eis
tAk Bvpa)'6i>, in I.k 24", would thus be due to some one
who assumed that 'a separation from the disciples
at the close of a Gospel must be the A.' Hut it can
hardly be doubted that Luke means in these verses
(24*°"") to describe the Jinnl sejiaration of Jesus
from His disciples, so that the assumption in question would be justified
and the dilliculty remains
untouched, that this final separation, whatever its
circuiiist-ances, seems to take place, on the most
natural construction of the whole passage (vv.'""),
on the evening of the Resurrection day, whereas in
Ac 1 it is forty days later. In the I'ourth Gospel
'here are more explicit references to the A. than
in any of the rest, but no narrative.
What if ye
shall see the Son of Man a.scending (ivadaiyovTa)
where he was before?' (6"'). More notable still is
the languageof 20", where ,Iesus suys to Mary .Miigdalene, Touch me not; for I have not yet ivscended
(di'o/i<'/j7)»o) to the Father
but go to my brethren
;

'

'

:

and tell them, I ascend (di'a^aii'u) to my Katherand
your Father, and my God and j'our God.' The
resent tense in this last clause is not quite clear,
r
t might describe what was imminent, an A. close
at hand
but Westcott renders it,
I am ascend
'

:

*OL.

as if the process had actually begun. ' In one
sense the change symbolised by the visible A. wa*
being wrought for the apostles during the forty
daj-s, as they gradually became familiarised witu
the plienonieua of Christ's higher life' (Com. on
Jn 20").
Rut it is confusing to combine with
the visible A. the idea of something going on in
the apostles' minds for six weeks before. Christ's
manifestations of Himself during those weeks to
His di.sciples, undoubtedly familiarised them with
the idea that now He no more belonged to this
world, but had another and higher mode of bein^ ;
but the A., as a separate event, is more than this.
It is the solemn close of even such manifestations,
and the exaltation of Christ into a life where contact with Him may be more close and intimate
than ever (this is the force of Touch me not for
not yet ascended '), but must be purely
I am
spiritual. In the Book of Acts l'"-) the A. narrative
Jesus had been speaking to the
is most complete.
disciples about the universal destination of His
kingdom, and the promised gift of the Spirit, and
as He finished He was taken up (iw-fipBri liere only
in NT applied to the A.) while they looked on,
and a cloud received Him out of their sight. Two
men in white raiment assured the apostles that He
would come in like manner as they had seen Him
go into heaven.
The Epistles may be said to look at Christ in
His exaltation, seated at the right hand of God,'
and rather to involve the A. than to refer directly
Yet there are passages in several in which
to it.
allusion seems to be made to the same event as is
Eph 4*"'" is one. Christ is
described in Acts.
there spoken of as 6 ava^kt v-jrepivoj irivruv tw¥
ovpavQiv.
Similarly, though there is perhaps a more
poetic and less historical Havour in the words, we
read of Him in He 4'^ as &u\i]\v0lna, toi>s ^payovt
and in 7^* as v^p-qXdrepoi tuiv ovpavutv yevb^voi. There
is less dubiety as to the reference in 1 P 3** it
iariv iv bt^i^ diov TopfvBelt fit oupavdy, and in the
hymn cited in 1 Ti 3" ive\-fip.ipeTi iv S6(t!, where
the same word ia used as in Mark and in Acts.
It is quite true to say that the A. is not separately emph.asized in the NT as an event distinct
from the Resurrection, or from the state of exaltaBut it
tion to which it was the solemn entrance.
is quite false to say that it is identified with either,
or that Resurrection, A., and sitting at God's right
hand, are all names for the same thing. Certainly
each of them might be used in any age, and they
might be used still as a comprehensive name
for the glory of Christ, but this does not abolish
When .lesus rose
the distinction between them.
from the dead. He 'manifested himself to His
Already He belonged to another world,
di.scijiles.
and it was only when He would that He put Himself in any relation with those who had loved Him
After each manifestation He parted from
in this.
them how, we cannot tell the N't only suggests that it was not in that way which marked
the A. When faith in the Resurrection was assured in the apostles' hearts; when He had ex
pounded to them the Christian significance of the
OT, and the universal destination of the gospel
when He had again promised the Holy Spirit to
endue them with power from on high, He parted
from them for the last time in such a way that
they knew it was the last He passed with something like kingly state to the right hand of the
To ttilk about Copernicanisin in th'Father.
connexion, and to object to the whole idea of tne
we cannot put down the heaven into
because
A.
which .lesus entered on a star-map, is to misconceive the Resurrection and everything connected
with it. The Lord of glory manifested Himself to
Hi-i own, and at last put a term to these iiianifestatious in a mode as gracious as it was sublime but
ing,'

'

ASCENSION. Ascension is the name given to
that linal withdrawal of the Risen Christ from His

it

Ibl

I.

— II

;

(

—

'

;

;

;

;

;

»

ASENATH

ASCENSION
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ASCENT

the whole series of events is one with which astronomy has nothing to do.
Neither is there any reason to argue back from
the phenomena of the Epistles, tlirough those of
the Gospels, to the conclusion that the Christian
belief in the exaltation of Jesus created the beauWestcott and Hort may be
tiful myth of the A.
ri^ht in their suggestion that the A. does not
belong to the idea of a Gospel, though the suggesbut even if
tion does not of itself seem conclusive
the final parting of Jesus is referred to in Lk 24",
and even if the date is not the same as in Ac I,
it does not follow that the story in Acts is mythiLuke may have learned the details more
cal.
accurately in the interval that elapsed between the
composition of his two works and in any case it is
highly improbable that a myth-producing spirit,
wUich had the same motive to impel it from the
fiist hour the Kesurrection was preached, should
have suddenly (as it would be in this case) generated an A. myth at the very moment when it

AV

the rendering in
of three Heb.
ma Yileh, used of the ascent (pass)
of Akrabbim (Nu 34*), and the ascent of the Mt.
Besides these two instance*
of Olives (2 S 15**).
(all that occur in AV),
correctly gives the
same rendering ascent,' where
v uses such
Shrases as the going up to,' in Jos 10" IS*- ' 18",
g 8", 1 S 9", 2 S 15*, 2 K 9", 2 Ch 20" 32*', Is 15»,
Jer 48', in all of which the same Heb. term nbnp ia
employed.
The plural rit^-jip of the cognate fem.
form occurs in the well-known title of several
' Song
En nv,
Psalms
of degrees,' EV
'
Song of ascents '). See Psalms. 2. .t?v '6lah, ia
10»,
and RV in 1
rendered ascent by both
his ascent by which he went up into tlio house ol
ofTers as an altemativa
the Lord,' although
rendering, his burnt-oll'ering which he ottered in,'
etc.
This last is certainly the usual meaning of
nSv, and there appears to be no sufficient reason for
departing from it in the present instance. 1/
Solomon offered sacrifices on the colossal scale
8", the admiration of the queen
would dislocate St. Luke's histories. Neither is referred to in 1
there any reason to oppose to each other, as many of Sheba was natural enough. This is the view of
the passage taken by Kittel, Reuss, Kamphauscn,
do, the A. narrative and what is called the religious
Kautzsch, etc., and it has the support of L.XX
idea underlying it, as husk is opposed to kernel.
The Christian faith certainly holds that Christ, {i\oKa.irru(rip), Syriac and Vulg. 3. In the parallel
This word
as the transfigured One, is absolutely exempt from pa-ssage 2 Ch 9'' we find rii^si^ 'altyyah.
the limitations of earth and nature, and that He, signifies elsewhere an ' upper chamber (inttpi^ov),
the ever-living One, is the head of humanity, and it is so rendered, or by chamber alone, in
exalted in glory, in whom humanity is conscious 1 K IT'"- «», 2 K 4i»- ", 2 S 18°, 1 Ch 28", 2 Ch 3»,
(Schenkel, Bibd-Lexicon, Neh 3W, Ps 104»- >», Jer 22"- " (in Jg 3»- » both
of its own exaltation
But the A. story is not and RV have parlour '). If we retain the MT, we
s.v. Himmelfahrt Jesu).
the husk of which this faith is the kernel. It is the must understand the reference to be to an upper
record of the last and apparently the most impos- chamber which Solomon was building (observe the
ing of those manifestations of the Risen One to imperf. nSj^;) upon the temple. This, however, yields
which this faith owes its origin. No kind of ob- an improbable and unsuitable meaning, and in all
jection lies against the A. which does not lie also likelihood the text ought to be corrected from 'iP:Va
Its historicity is of the
to Vilify (LXX oXoKavTuimTa) in confoimrty witii
against the Resurrection.
same kind, though the direct attestation of it is I K 10" (see notes on 2 Ch 9* by Kittel in Haupf
Sacred Bks. of OT, and by Kautzsch in Ileil. Schr.
less ; and the manifestation of Christ, at a later
J. A. Sklbie.
date, under quite exceptional circumstances, to St.
d. A.T.).
Paul at his conversion, while it is in harmony with
ASEAS ("AtroIoO, 1 Es 9".— One of the sons of
the fact of the A., does not reallj' alFect its significance as the formal cessation of this mode of mani- Annas who ai;reed to put away his strange ' wife,
words.

is

1. njii'?

'

'

'

'

RV

A

'

'

;

AV

'

AV

'

K

'

RVm

;

'

K

'

'

'

'

AV

'

'

'

called Isshijah

festation.
is no more than a point of
theological significance cannot be
distinguished from that of tlie Kesurrection and
Exaltation of Chri.st.
If we regard Chri.st merely
as ideal man, the A. may be said to complete the
manifestation of human nature and its destiny
this exaltation, and not the corruption of the grave,
Man is not revealed in
is what God made man for.

ASEBEBIAS

its

:

Levite

clearest look at it.
If we regard it in relation to
the work of Christ's earthly life, it merges in His
exaltation as Go<rs acknowledgment of that work,
and the reward bestowed on him for it (see Ph
2"'").
If we regard it in relation to the future, it
seems to be, judged by our Lord's own words in
Lk 2i*^, Ac P, and Jn 14-16, the condition of His
sending the Spirit in the power of which the
apostles were to preach repentance and remission
of sins everywhere.
It enthroned Him, not only
in their imaginations, but in reality ; He was able
now to exercise all power in heaven and on earth.
' Being therefore
exalted, and having received of
the Father the promise of the Holy Ghost, He hath
poured forth this which ye see andliear. For David
ascended not into the heavens {ovk di-^/Si)). This is
the aspect of the subject which prevails in the NT.
'

—

LlTKRATtniB. The subject la dis^uissed in all the I.i%-es of
t.vplc&l on onpoi!t« sides may be named Neander
Christ
See also
(p. 484fl. Eng. tr.) and Hose, Genchichte Jemi, 5 113.
Swete, Thf ApostU^ Creed, p. WtT., the commentators on Ac
;

Milli^an, Agcfn^ion

WMl KnowUng,

Witmu

and Utavenly

Friestliood, Lect.

o/ th» BpitlUa, p. 397 tt.

J.

Denney.

I.

AV

who accompanied Ezra

Asebebla).

to Jems.,

1

—A

Es 8".

ASENATH

;

l»f-

('A.rf^rjjSfaj,

J" lends'), Ezr 10".

ASEBIAS (A "Afffflid, B omits, AV Asebla).— A
who retumea with Ezra, 1 Es 8**.

moral character simply there is a mode of being
which answers to ideal goodness, and the A. is our

u

'

Levite

:

:

= whom

the A.

In Itself

transition

(.Ti}^:

;

(njr!<).— The daughter of Poti-pherah,
She was the
priest of On, and wife of Joseph.
mother of Ephraim and Manasseh (Gn 41*^ *" 46*').
The name may mean • belonging to (or favourite

She is comNeith' {Oxf. Heb. Lex. s.v.).
memorated by the Greek Church apparently on
Dec. 13, and by the Ethiopian on the 1st of

of)

Senne.
The story of A. has been made the
subject of a remarkable novel which exists in

Greek (the original language), Syriac, Armenian,
and Latin, as well as in many mediajval European
The Latin is
versions made from the Latin.
itself not older than the 13th cent., and is the
work, as is believed, of Robert Grosset«ste,
bishop of Lincoln, or of one of the scholars as.sociThe name of the romance is
ated with him.
either the History of A. ot The Book of the ConIt has been a-ssigned by its last
fcs.tion of A.
It is certain,
liowever, that the Syriac version is as old as the
6th cent., and the probability is that the originai
is at least as early as the 3rd cent.
In its present form it is a Christian version of •
Jewish legend.
full account of the story may be
.«een in Hort's article in Smith's Z>ic<. Christ. Bwgr.
Summarised it runs thus A. is the proud and beauti-

editor, P. Batiffol, to the 5th cent.

A

:

—

ful daughter of Pentephres of Heliopolis. She lives
in magnificent seclusion and deipises all men. Her
father and mother propose that she shall marry
Joseph, now prime minister to Pharaoh. She rejects
the thought with scorn.
However, Joseph soon
arrives at the house on one of hia journeys through
Egypt to collect com. Asenath sees liim and at once
falls in love.
But Josepli, who has a horror of all
women, will have notliing to say to her, and cannot even kiss her, since she worships idols. He
blesses her, and tlien she retires to her room.
Here she shuts herself up for seven days in sackcloth and ashes, throws her idols out of tlie window,
and does strict penance. On the 8th day she

utters a long prayer. Thereafter an angel comes
to her in the form of Joseph and blesses her, and
gives her to eat of a mystic honeycomb, on whicli
the sign of the cross is made. A., then accepted
of God, arrays herself in beautiful garments, and
goes forth to meet Joseph, who now returns to
the house. The parents are away, but the betrothal takes place in their absence ; and then the
wedding in Pharaoh's presence. At this point the
Armenian version makes a break, and ends the first
part; here also in Syr., Arm., and Lat., but not
in any known Greek MS, occurs a lamentation of

Asenath

for her former pride.
part of the book contains the story
of A.'s introduction to Jacob when he came to
Egypt, and then, at great length, of an attempt on
the part of Pharaoh's firstborn son to abduct A.,
an attempt in which he enlists the services of Dan
and Gad, and in which he is baffled by Benjamin,
Simeon, and Levi, and loses his life. This part of
the story, which is very well told, has hardly any
religious interest, save in tlie forgiveness of Dan
»ad Gad by A. But in the first part of the book
the religious element is far more prominent.
Stress is lai<l on purity and on repentance.
The rni3:m d'etre of the book, or rather, of the
Jewish legend which lies beliind it, is to evade the
difficulty of Josei)h's marriage with a heathen
wife: and, as Batilfol and Oppenheim (see Lit.)
have shown, the original legend made A. a Jewess
by birth. It identified her with tlie daughter of
Dinah, Jacob's daughter, and of Shechem. This
has been slurred over in the Greek novel ; but it
is implied by certain wonla in the Syriac, where
A.'s visit to Jactfb is de.scribed.
The romance is altogether one of the most
successful, from a literary point of view, that the
apocryphal literature afl'ords.
It was widely
known in Europe by means of the extracts from
it which Fratcr Vincentius (Vincent of Beauvais)
included in his Speculum llistoriaU in the I3th

The second

first

oentory.

— VlnrenfB

Lat. vereion and a fraprment of the
Or. in Fabricius' Cod. Pinid. V. T. : Sjrioc in I^nil's Aneedota
Syriaca, iii. 1S70 ; Ijit. tr. of Syriac by Oppcnbcim, Faliula
Jwvhi et AtrnflhiT, 188« ; Or. by P. Batiffol from tour M.S.S in
Stnaia Patrittiea, Ksso Ijit. (oomplete \er8i(n0 from two Cnmbridge iI.SS coniniiinicated l)y the prt'Bcnt writer to M. IlatilToI,
and publiahed hv him op.cU. ; Aruicnian n-centlv pultliHhed at
Venice hy P. Baaile.
K. .JamES.

Lrr»RATUK».

;

M.

ASH

RV

(nh, 'oren, rl-nn, pinux) (Is 44", AV.
has fir, with ash in m.). The conditions to be
fulfilleil by this tree are that its wood should

—

be suitable to be carved into an image, and
nsed for fuel
that it should be a familiar tree,
pUinled, as distingtiishcd from the forest trees
mentioned in the former part of the verse and
that it should be nouri.ihed by rain, and not by
artificial irrigation, as in the ca.se of almost all
the cultivated trees of Syria and Palestine. These
conditions exclude several of the candidates. They
make it improbable that the unknown tree 'arnn,
described by Abu Failli a« growing in Arabia
Petra'a, is mtended.
Surh a tree would not be
;

;

—

—

likely to be planted, nor to thrive out of the
stations where it is indigenous.
Salvadora Persica, proposed by Royle, is a desert shrub, with a
trunk out of which it would be impossible to find
a piece large enougli to carve into a graven image,
and in every other way quite unsuitable. Luther's
surmise, that the final i of the Heb. original is a i,
and that the tree is a cedar, is forbidden by the
preWous mention of the cedar in the same pas.sage.
The interpretation ash of
has no support
from philology. It is wholly improbable that 'oren
has any connexion with urnus. There are three
species of a-sh in SjTia Fraxinus Ornus, L., which

AV

in the mountains from Lebanon to Amanus ;
F. excelsior, L. Amanus and northward ; and F.
oxycarpa, Willd., var. oligopht/lla, Boiss., Tel-el^adi (Dan) to Antilebanon, Lebanon, and Aleppo,
'ihe modern Arab, name for the last is dardAr (also
the elm). It is a tine tree, with a hemispherical
comus, 15 to 45 feet high, and has a trunk which
would furnish wood suitable for the requirements
of the text.
But it grows XDild, usually near or by
water, and therefore would not likely have been
selected as a tree which the 'rain doth nourish.'
Fir is an unfortunate guess, as there are other
words which correspond to the different sorts of
fir.
Pine has the authority of the LXX. There
are three species of pine growing in the Holy
Land Pinus Ilaleppensis, Mill, the Aleppo Pine ;
P. Brutia, Ten. ; and P. Pinea, L., the maritime or
stone pine.
The latter tree fulfils best the conditions of the 'oren.
It is a tree well knoAvn by the Arabic name
snowbar, with a resinous, hard wood, capable of
being carved, and much used for fuel, especially in
the public ovens. It produces large cones, and an
edible seed, for which it is cultivated, and the
taste of which when roasted resembles that of a
roasted peanut. Moreover, it is a tree which ig
very extensively planted, and always in sandy
places or on dry hillsides, where it receives only
the rain.
It is one of the few cultivated (planted)
trees in this land which are never watered except
by the rain.
It is never planted in irrigated
ground. The seed is so>vn
low-lying districts
along the coast after the first rains, when the
ground is softened, and in the mountains in the
latter days of February, when all danger of the
tender sprout being nipped by frost has passed
away, but when there is prospect of rain sufficient
to ' nourish
the seedling for its exposure to the
blazing sunshine during the eight long rainless
months that are to follow. The explanatory clause
of our passage has very peculiar force witn reference to this tree. The objection of Celsius, that

grows

,

m

'

the pine does not bear transplanting, is futile, as it
is only said that they were planted.
The same
word is used for the lign-aloes (Nu 24"), and the
cedars (Ps 1U4"), both of which it is said the
Lord planted,' i.e. smced, for they were certainly
Al.so God is rei)resented as
not transplanted.
planting the desolate places (Ezk Hli'").
Vast
groves of fnnichar have been planted at points
coast
arrest
the
along the
to
movement of the
sand dunes. Such a grove was planted by Ibrahim
Pasha in 1840 near Beirftt, and is one of the
most picturesque features of the beautiful plain
between the city and Lebanon. Large numbers of
these groves are planted on the red sand-stone oi
Lebanon, and in parts of Palestine. As the tree
grows, the lower brunches are lopped off, and only
a mushroom-shaped top is left.
The trees grow
near together and very uniformly, so that the top of
a large grove such as that near lieirt^t, when looked
upon from the mountain, presents a flat green
surface, which constitutes a very marked and
attractive feature of the landscape. Wlicn planted
on steep mountain sides, as in Lebanon and on
'

;

ASHAN

ASHER

the Apulian coast of Italy, the tall trunks, surmounted by their dense crown of evergreen leaves,
fringe the tops and dot the sides of the rugged grey
peaks with a beauty hardly rivalled by any ot her tree.
G. E. Post.
ASHAN (m), Jos 15" 19', 1 Ch 4*' 6»».— Perhaps the same as Cor-aahan, which see.
It was
a to«-n of Judah, near Libnah and Rimmon,
belon";ing to Simeon, and not far from Debir.
It
must have been on the slopes of the hills east of
Gaza, but the site is doubtful.
C. R. Conder.

Jacob's blessing, ' his bread shall be fat, and he
shall yield royal dainties (Gn 49* J).
His good
fortune is also foreshadowed in the blessing of
Blessed be Asher with children
let
Moses,
him be acceptable unto his brethren, and let him
dip his foot in oil (Dt 33«). When Israel left
Egypt the adult males of the tribe numbered
41,500 ; more than either Ephraim, Manasseh, or
Benjamin. Before the invasion of Western Pal.
the numbers had gro^vn to 53,400 (Nu 1" 26" P).
The tribe appears in the name lists with the
others throughout the earlier books. The position of Asher in the desert march was between
Dan and Naphtali on the N. of the tabernacle
2^-*' P). Sethur, the chief, went with the head
( Nu
men of the other tribes from the wilderness of
Paran to spy out the land (Nu 13"). Of Asher in
future days little is deemed worthy of record save
his inglorious failures.
As his rich territory lay
close to the Phoenician cities with their open
markets and prosperous commerce, he seems very
soon to have identified his interests with theirs.
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ASHARELAH

(nSK-iCK.

AV

Asarelah).

Asiipliite (1 Ch 25-), called in v."
Kittel's notes on 1 Ch 4" 25»- *).

ASHBEA
(1

Ch

4'"

whether

it

— An

Jesharelah

(see

(ySviK) occurs in an oliscure passage
'house of A.') where it is uncertain
is the name of a place or of a man.
See

Genealogy.

ASHBEL

perh. corrupted from Si';?n 'man
son of Benjamin (1 Ch 8'
cf. Gn 46^', Nu 2e^).
In Nu 26^ Ashbelite, inhabitant of Ashbel, occurs.
of Baal

').

{'?35'N,

—The second

ASHDOD

(l^^v"^*

'

fortress'?).— One of

the

five

great Philistine

cities.
Jos 11*" 13» IS*"-", 1 S 5'-',
2 Ch 26«, Neh 4' 13", Jer 25»' 47»,
!», Zeph 2*,
Zee 9«. Azotus, 1 Mac 5" 10»*, Ac S". It is now
the mud village Esdud, on the edge of the plain,
close to a large hillock of red sand, backed by
dunes of drifted sand which extend to the shore
cliffs.
A few palms grow near, and water is supplied
by a pond. The sand probably covers the site of
the ancient city. The inhabitants, in type and
dress, resemble the Egyp. rather than the Pal.
peasantry. A small gem was found here in 1875,
representing Dagon as a fish-man but this may
be comparatively recent, resembling Gnostic gems
of the 2nd cent. A.D.
A. was not taken by the
Hebrews, and was the refuge of the Anakim (Jos
ll--*).
The villages near it belonged to Judah
(Jos 15*"-).
The inhabitants were still independent in the time of Samuel (1 S 5'), but A. was
attacked by Uzziah (2 Ch 26'). Its inhabitants were
enemies or the Jews after the Captivity (Neh 4'),
and it is mentioned as a reproach that the children of
the mixed marriages spoke half in the speech of
A.' (Neh 13=*).
The city is said in the 7th cent. B.C.
to have sustained a 29 years' siege by Psammitichus
(Herod, ii. 157). In B.C. 711 A. was besieged by
Sargon after the capture of Samaria. Its king,
Yavan or Yamanu, had been set up in place of
the Assyrian nominee Akhimiti, whom Sargon
placed on the throne instead of a certain Azuri
who had refused tribute. The Philistines, Jews
(Ja'udu), Edomites, and Moabit«s were allied, and
had sent for aid to Pir'u (Pharaoh?) yet A. was
obliged to submit to the Assj^ians. In B.C. 702
Sennacherib, according to his own record, freed
Mitinti (who seems to have been also king of
Ashkelon about thirty - four years later) from
Hezekiah, and ha became tributary for a time to

Am

;

'

;

Assyria. In B.C. 668 the name of the kinjj of A.,
tributary to Assurbanipal, was Ahimilhi or
Aliiinelech.
The city was taken by Judas Maccab;eus (c. 165), and again (c. 148) by Jonathan
It became a bishopric in the 4th
(1 Mac 5" 10**).
cent. A.D., but its importance gradually decreased,
and the site was not generally known in the Middle
Ages. See
vol. iii. sheet xvi.
C. R. Conder.
ASHER (Ts'ij • happy ').—This was the name of
Jacob's eighth son, the second bom to him by
Zilpah, Leah's handmaid ; her elder son being Gad
(Gn 35*). Asher had four sons and one daughter
'
(Gn 46" R).
happy lot was predicted for him in

SWP

A

'

'

'

;

'

-

may account for his failure to take possession of many of the cities that had been allotted
to him (Jg 1"), and also for his inactivity when,
in opposition to Sisera and his host, Zebulun
' jeoparded their lives unto the death, and Naphtali
upon the high places of the field,' while he ' sat
still at the naven of the sea, and abode by his
creeks ' (Jg 5"- "). The decline of Asher was so
rapid that the name does not appear in the list of
chief rulers in the days of David (1 Ch 27""*"). He
shares with Simeon the reproach of having given
no hero, judge, or ruler to Israel. Not wholly
This

a few from Asher with others from Manasseh
and Zebulun humbled themselves and came to
Jerusalem in response to the call of Hezekiah
Of this tribe was the saintly Aima,
(2 Ch 30").
whose lofty piety sheds a ray of glory upon the
lost,

'

'

family in the gathering evening of the nation'i

(Lk 2»«-'«).
cannot accurately trace the boundaries of
the territory of Asher. Even if the towns apporlife

We

it (Jos 19"-", Jg 1"- " ; see also Jos
^-ere all identified, which they are not,
the difficulty would remain. Each town carried
with it the land belonging to its citizens, the
limits of which it is impossible to determine.
Tanturah, on the seacoast S. of
Dor, the
Carmel, although inhabited by Manasseh, was in
Nahr ez-Zerka,
the lot of Asher (Jos 17'"- ").
known also as the ' Crocodile River,' would thereThe
fore form a natural boimdary to the south.

tioned to
1710. 11)

modem

border may then have passed over the S.E.
shoulder of Carmel. Touching the western point
of Esdraelon, the territory of Issachar, it proceeded northward in an irregular line, at a
distance of eight to ten miles from the sea,
skirting the western edge of Zebulun and Naphtali.
Nearly opposite Tyre, probably, it bent
eastward, taking in a large part of what is now
called

Beldd BesMrah

and

Bel6d esh-Shukif,

turning seaward again in the direction of Sidon.
This agrees with the account of Josephus (Art.
V. i. 22), The tribe of Aser had that part which
is called the Valley [by which he evidently means
the low land along the seaboard], even all that
part which lay over against Sidon.' This includes
much of the finest and most fruitful land in
Palestine.
Grain, excellent in quantity and
Ths
quality, is grown on the Phoenician plains.
orchards of Acre and the orange groves of Sidon
Even in the decay
are justly held in high repute.
of the country it continues to yield royal dainties,'
many tons of oil being sent annually to the palaces
in Constantinople, the produce of these deep, rich
t'alleys in Upper Galilee, where the hardy peasant!
W. EwiNQ.
cultivate the olive as of old.
'

'

;;;

ASHilKAH
ASHERAH

(t;?!;).

—

A

1.

ASHIMA
andCanaan-

PlnLiiiiian

(Ex 34" KVin) (a) the same as or (6)
The name occurs (1) in
dibtiiK't from Ashtfiretli.
two I'hoen. inscriptions, one from Kition, ZDMG
zxxv. 424, the other from Ma'sub, Rev, ArrhfoIn the tirst, as read by
Ivgiqut (1885), v. 380.
Schroder, one 'Abdosir dedicates a statue to the
Mother 'Asli^rah.' The second speaks of ''Ashite j,'udiie?»

'

toreth in the 'Asli6rah' (2) in the Tel elAmarna
inscriptions (RP '2nd Ser. ii. G7, iii. 71, v. 97, vi.
In these mention is made of one Abad50).
'Ashrat, i.e. Servant of 'Ashnii, and the latter word
is said to be emphasized as a divine name (Schrader,
ZeiUih. fur Ass>/r. iii. [1888] 304) ; (3) in the OT,
Jg 3' the children of Israel
served the
Baalim and the Asheroth
K li5" = 2 Ch I.')'"
1
;

'

.

'

-Maacah

.

.

A.-herah

'

.

;

.

.

;

IK

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

;

;

imited, and not decisive.
With regard to the
sources, the word on tlie Kition inscription
sujijiDscd to represent 'Asherah is differently read
byStade, Z^ If (1881)344 f., and in tlie CIS i. 1. 13;
whilst the phrase in the Ma'sub inscription is
obscure, and can , be explained in different ways
(WaXkvy Rev. des Etudes J uives xii. 110; Hott'mann,
Uebereiniqe Phon. Inschr. 20 ff. ). Again, the value
of the evidence of the Tel el-Amania inscriptions
uiKjn this i)oint is as yet uncertain (Nowack, Heh.
Arch. ii. 307, n. 2; W. K. Smith, Rel. Sem. 173 n).
And, la.'-tly, the
pas,sages are perhaps best explained by supposing that the comjiilers of the hist.
tx>ok8 misunderstood the term 'Asherah, and confused it with 'Ashtoreth (Stade, (le.ick. des Volkes
Isr. i. 4C0 ; Nowack, p. 19 ; W. K. Smith, p. 173
I'liiin.

,

,

OT

Montefiore, Uibbert Lect. 89).
2.
sacred tree or pole.
The ordinary furniture of a Can. high-place or shrine consisted of the
altar, near to which stood a stone pillar or Ma??(;>bah, and a sacred tree or "Ashirah, 1
M'", 2 K
18*.
l''or an altar and an 'Asherah of Baal, cf.
0""'°.
Jg
When the Israelite invaders a])propriated
own religious worship the
for
tlieir
nigh -places of the Canaanites, they adopted also
the Miijf^fobahs and 'Ashi^-ralis, Mic 5'"-^', Is 17'
27', .Jer 17', 1 K 14», 2 K 17'"-".
Not until the
centralisation of the cultus at Jeru.s., carried out
by .Josiah, did the high-places, and with them the

A

K

and

;

The rendering 'groYe' (plu. 'groves,' RV
Asherim) of AV comes from LXX dXffos, a trans,
which, though possible in some cases, is obviously
inappropriate in others, e.g. 1 K 14^ 15" 2 K 23".
LiTERATCTiB.— Driver on Dt. 16-'; Moore on Jr ?' 6»; and
the reff. above. For a freah attempt to connect tree and pillar
\eneration with Phallic worship, aee Trunihull, The TkretlwUt
Covenanl (1696), p. 228 fl.
\y_ Q^

ALLEN

.sacred trees,

become

illegal,

Dt

16-'.

An

idea of the appearance and nature of an
may be obtained from a comparison of
some of the pa.s,s!iges in which the word occurs.
It was a tree, or stunij) of a tree, planted in the
earth, Dt K!^'
it could be artificially made. Is
17", 1 K 14" lO**; it was made of wood, Jg O*"
it might receive an image-like form, 1 K 15"
it
could be 'cut down,' Ex 34", '])lucked up,' Mic
5", 'burnt,' Dt 12', or 'broken in pieces,' 2 Ch
34*.
What are supposed to be representations of
such sacruil trei-s may be seen in Hawlinson's
Ancient Mimnrrhie-i, ii. .37, or in Nowack, ii. 19.
The original signification of the 'Ashc^rahs
la not clear.
Some have held that they were
symbols either of a supposed goddess 'Asherah
(Kuenen, Rel. lar. ii. 75, 88, 247), or of 'Ashtoreth
(Baethgen, Beitraqe, 218 f.
Oettli on Jj,' 3' in
Strack and Znckler's Kurzfiefnsster Komm.).
Others believe them to have been connected with
Phallic worship (Movers, Collins, PSIiA, June

— 'Sackcloth and
and NT

ASHES

'

'

pillars

291
M. Ohnefalsch-Richter. Cyprus, the
Bible, and llumer, 140, 170) ; but against this,
see W. R. Smith, p. 437. Perhaps the most probable
view is that whicli sees in the 'Ashcirahs a survival
of tree-worship, whilst the Maj^c^bahs represent a
survival of stone-worship (W. Ii. Smith, p. 109;
Stade, Gesch. i. 460 ff. ; Pietachmann, Gesch. der
P/umizier, 213 ; Nowack, ii. 19).
4, 1889,

made an abominable image

for an
IS"
the propliets
of
the
Asherah ; 2 K 21' Mana.sseh set the graven
image of Asherah in the temple 23' vessels
that were made for Baal and for the Asherah
2;)* Josiah
'brought out the Asherah from the
house of tlie Lord
the women wove hang2;J'
ings for the Asherah.' (For Asherah as a goddess,
see Kucnen, Rcl. uf Israel, ii. 88
Movers, Die
Fk/mizier, i. o60 Sayce, HCM 81.)
But the existence of this goddess is a disputed
The evidence, it must be admitted, is very
fioinl.
'
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ashes' are, in OT,
alike, the familiar tokens of humiand penitence, generally accomiianied by

Apocr.,
liation

1.

fasting (Job 42«, Is 58», Dn 9», Jon 3', Est 4', Jtli
4", 1 Mac 3", Mt 11", Lk 10" etc.).
Ashes were
also, with earth and dust, the usual signs of mourning, 2 S l\ Job 2»- ", Jer 6«, Is 61».
In both ca.ses
the penitent or mourner took the ashes and ca-st
them with expressive gesture 'toward heaven,' so
that they fell on his person, and especially on his
head, a custom not confined to the Hebrews (cf.
Iliad, xviii. 23 fl'.).
In extreme cases the mourner
.sat upon a heap of ashes (Job 2").
References to the
custom are freq. in Scripture (see, in addition to

passages already quoted, Job 2'^ 42', Jer 6^', Ezk
Est 4», Jth 4'' 9', 1 Mac 3" 4»). The priests
in times of great affliction seem to have put ashes
on their 'mitres,' Jth 4". Ashes upon the head
were also a sign of physical humiliation and disgrace (2 S 13'^ Ezk 28f», Mai 4»). Aslies are u.sed
in or, alone or with dust,' * as a natural synonym
of worthlessness and insignificance, Gn 18", Is 44^,
Job 13'" (proverbs of ashes = worthless, trashy pro27*',

'

10».
2. The same t«rm (ijn, o-iroJis)
employed in Nu 19»- '» (P) to denote the mixture
composed of the ashes proper of the red heifer and
those of 'cedar wood, liys.sop and scarlet,' and
used for the preparation of the so-called water
of separation.
See Pukification, Red Heifku.

verbs) 30'*, Sir

is

'

Tlie

3.

priestly

term. tech. for the ashes of the
in sacrifice is ]zn (lit. fatne.ss,
I'M'-'-e'"-" (P); the corresponding verb

LXX

animals burnt

Lv

7ri4T,5),

denotes the clearing
ashes.

Ex

27',

Nu

away

of the accumulated fat
See Tabernacle. 4. The

4".

word rendered ashes in Ex 9"- "• (n's of uncertain
origin, and only found here) more probably signifies
'soot,' as in the m. of RV.
See Commentaries.
5. In 1 K 20^*' 'ashes' in AV is a mistranslation,
from a confusion of -i:tt, a bandage, with tjn ashes
RV correctly, 'with Ins head-band over his eyes.'
Eor the use of ashes in the preparation of bread,
'

'

;

see BltEAD.

A. R. S.

KENNEDY.

'Asherah

ASHHUR
Tekoa

(

1

{y>n-:'H,

Ch 2"

4»).

AV

Ashur).— The 'father' of

See Genealogy.

;

:

;

ASHIMA (K7Vi«, 2 K 17").—A deity of the
Hamathites, who introduced its worship into
Samaria, when settled there by Sargon in place
of the exiled Israelites.
Many conjectures have
been made as to its identity, but none has been
generally acceptecl. .lewisli tradition has represented it as a hairless goat, or, again, as a cut
to which the ram of the guilt-offering was sacrificed.
Similarity of sound has led to comparison
with the Pers. a.inian, Zend, azmano, heaven, with
Eshmun, the eighth of the Plicen. Kabirim, and
with the Hab. Tashmetu, goddess of revelation,
•Oci. Ux. (12th ed), followHnc Barth'i miKKe*!*^ conneilo*
(Kli/m.
)>.v

'

.vtjut.

du8t

'

20) ot

in all the

ips with Amii. jjAiMr 'duil,' would n-ndei
possaKei above, by a.' only in Nu ID* >".
'

A
;

;

ASHKELON

ASHTAKOTH

wife of Inebo.
As Hamath was occupied by the
Hittites, the name very possibly is of Hittite origin.
J. MiLLAK.
(p'^p.^K, in
Eshkalon, Jos 13'
Askelon, Jg l'», 1 S 6". 2 8 1*; Ashkelon, Jer 25-'»
47',
1', Zeph 2^, Zee 9° ; in Apoer. Ascalon both
and RV). One of the five chief cities of i^liil-

far as the biblical data go, 'Ashtaroth might b«
identical with Ashteroth-lfarnaim (the name being
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AV

ASHKELON

AV

Am

—

between Joi;pa andGaza, standing on low cliti's
close to the shore, and without a harliour.
It continued to be under the rule of native chiefs or
kings down to the Greek period. It is Hrst noticed
monumentally in the Tel el-Amarna tablets, about
B.C. 14SO-1450, the inhabitants being said to have
istia,

oflered tribute to the Khabiri.
Letters in this
collection from Yamir-Dagan and Dagan-taknla,
chiefs of Ashkelon, subject to the Pharaoh, show
the early worship of Dagon among its inhabitants.
A. was reconquered in the 14th cent. B.C. by
Uamses II. In the 7th cent. B.C. its king is noticed
as a tributary of Esarhaddon, and of Assurbani5al, and was named Mitinti.
It was captured by
onathan, brother of Judas Maccabceus (1 Mac

IQM 1160)
Herod the Great was bom at A., and
beautified it with new buildings (Jos. Wars, I. xxi.
In the 4th cent. A.D. it became a bishopric,
11).
and was conquered by the Moslems in the 7th cent.
The Crusaders took it in 1153, and it submitted
The latter demolished its
to Saladin in 1187.
walls in 1191, but they were rebuilt by Richard
'Lion-Heart' next year, and subsequently again
destroyed by agreement with Saladin.
At the
present day the ruins of these later walls enclose
only gardens supplied by wells and half-covered
witn sand. The modem name is 'Askelan.
curious bas-relief, representing Ashtoreth with two
attendants, has been excavated in the ruins, and a
gigantic statue (probably Roman) was found and

A

destroyed by Lady Hester Stanhope.
Until the
13th cent. A.D. A. was an important fortress in all
ages, and a depot on the trade route to Egypt.
vol. iii. sheet xvi.
C. R. Conder.
See

SWP

ASHKENAZ (ij??'!it, Gn ICC, 1 Ch !»).—The eldest
son of Gomer, gi\Tng name to a Japliethite jieople,
referred to along \v\t\\ Ararat and Minni in Jer
51", and therefore apparently in or near Aniienia,
somewhere between the Black and the Caspian
Ashken is an Armenian proper name, and
Seas.
az is an Armenian name endinj;. Ascanios, the
Homeric hero, was a Phrj'gian, while there is an
Ascanian lake in Phrygia as well as in Bithynia.
Later tradition associates the name of Scandinavia
with that of this race. See F. W. Schultz in
Herzog, art. 'Gomer,' vol. v. 271 f., and comni. on
Gn 1(P by Delitzsch and Dillmann.
Macphf.rson.
(nj-yiK).
The name of two towns of
the site is
Jos 15^, near Zorah
J.

ASHNAH
Judah.

1.

unknown.

;

Jos

near Nezib, farther south
than the preceding, also unknown. In the Onomnsticon a village, Asan, is noticed, 15 (or, in the
Greek, 10) miles from Jerusalem. The direction
i-i
not stated, and it may be the Hob. Jeshanah,
though identified with Ashan.
C. R. CoNDER.
2.

ASHPENAZ

15**,

(ij?7!<,

of Nebuchadrezzar's

etym. uncertain).— The chief
eunuchs (Dn 1').

ASHTAROTH

(ni-u??y, in
I'onn the plural of
'Andthoth from 'Andth: the name
is no doubt an indication that the place was once
a notable seat of the worship of 'Ashtoreth).
place mentioned in OT as (with Edre'i) one of
the two roval cities of 'Og, the king of Bashan (IH
1*, Jos 9'» 12' 13'--"), and as a Levitical city (1 Ch
6" <"• the parallel text Jos 21" has Be'Eshterah,
probably House, or Temple, of 'Ashtoreth)
i.e.
So
assigned (according to P) to the Gershonites.

AshtOrcth

;

cf.

—

;

'

merely abbreviated from it) ; if, however, tha
statements of Euseb. (in the Onom.) be correct, the
two places were distinct. In the Onom., namely,
we read
(I) Ashtaroth Kamaim: there are still
two villages [of this name] in Bashan, 9 miles
distant from each other, between Adara (Edre'i)
Ashtaroth
and Abila (p. 209, Lag.).
an
(2)
ancient city of Ug, in Bashan, 6 miles from Adara
now a large
(3) Kamaim Ashtaroth
(p. 213).
\-illage in the comer [see Jerome, p. 108, 18] of
Bashan, where the traditional dwelling of Job is
showTJ (p. 268).' Now, an ancient tradition (see
Wetzstein in the App. to Delitzsch's Hiob (E. tr. ii.
.

:

'

:

:

397 tf.; ed. 2, p. 552 If.) places U?, the fatherland of
Job, in this region at the top of a long, low hill, 16
miles N.N.W. of Edre'i, on which stands the
vUlage of Sa'diye (also called Sheikh Sa'd), is a
mosque, containing the Sakhret Ayyub, or Job's
Stone, a monolith of basalt, against which,
according to the legend reported by Arab, writers,
the patriarch leaned as he sat on the ground and
received nis friends (see Wetzst. p. 563, and
Schumacher, Across the Jordan, pp. 189-191, with
plans and cuts) ; at the foot of the hill, from what
is supposed to be the spot where, at the close of his
:

sutterings.

Job stamped

his foot

(cf.

I^or. 38""-),

gushes forth the beautiful 'Job's Spring,' the
waters of which, after flowing a short distance, are
conducted to the Hammdm, Ayytib, or Job's Bath,
reputed to possess healing virtues (Wetzst. p.
502; Schum. p. 193 f. also PEFSt, 1895, p. 180)
slightly to the S. of this, Wetzstein (p. 561 f.)
a
saw the Makdm Ayyub, or Tomb of Job
little farther S., about | of a mile from Sheikh
settlement
now
called
government
Sad, at a
El-Merkez, there was, until recently (for its
place is now occupied by barracks), a iJer Ayyub.
or Monastery of Job, the foundation of which is
assigned by Abulfeda (Hist. anteisL, ed. Fleischer,
p. 128) to the Ghassanide prince 'Amr I. in the
Schum. p.
3rd cent. A.D. (Wetzst. pp. 564-566
196
Socin in Bad. Pal.^ 303 Schum. p. 197 also
describes here a Makdm Ayyub, or Tomb of Job,
but van
which is not mentioned by Wetzst.
Kasteren, ZDPV, 1893, pp. 200-204, declares this
building to be not 30 years old, and argues that
the site of the Ma^am must have been changed
All these Jobsince Wetzstein saw it in 1858).
antiquities are frequently mentioned by Arab,
The
writers (see Wetzst., and v. Kast. I.e.).
'angulus' of Jerome may be the angle formed
er-Rukkad
Nahr
the
by the two deep gorges of
and the Shari'at el-Menadireh, still called the
Eastern Angle (Schum. pp. 3, 342) cf. Onom.
'Job's Stone 'is
282, 90 (where Nivei/^ is NawA).
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

'

'

:

described more fully by Schumacher in the ZDPV,
1892, 14211'. (with photographs): the representation of an Egyp. kin^ worshipping before a deity
can be traced upon it, together with characters,
which Erman (ib. 1893, 205 (1.) reads as Wesr-machosen of Re',' the official title of Ramses II,
lie,
'

dynasty); it is consequently in reality
a monument of the age when the Egyp. kings
Further, only 2J miles
held rule over Syria.
S.S.W. of Sheikh Sa'd there is a hill. Tell 'Ashtera
{\3JL.z)< rising about 80 ft, above the surrounding
(19th

and watered at its foot by the same copious
stream spoken of above as having its source in
'Job's Spring,' and here called Moyet en-Nehu
Tell
Ayyub ('stream of the prophet Job').
'Ashterfi was a military centre in the Middle Age«
(Nfildoko, 'Zur Topogr. u. Gesch. der Hauranpliiin,

gegi!n<l,'

ZDMG,

1875,

p.

431, witli the references)

and there are remains of fortifications around tlifl
summit, together with massive blocks of stone at

—
.'

ASHTAROTH

ASUTORETH

and S.W. base, running up the hill to meet
the wall at the top, all of a character betokening
an early age (Merrill, East of Jordan, 32'J f. ; cf.

and being seized by rebels (Bezold and Badge, Th4

it» S.

Schmn. Across

Jordnn,

the

strong presumption

tliat

209).

p.

the

There ia a
Ashtaroth
and Wetzst.

Kamaim

'

'

of Eusul). was one of these localities ;
(p. 575j Eng. tr. p. 427), Guthe (ZDPV, 1890, p. 235),
uiid V. Kasteren (ib. 1891, p. 213), all identify the
biblical 'Ashterotli-tCaruaim with Tell 'Ashtera,
the last named scholar.who in terprets(after Wetzst.)
t

he

name as signifying 'Ashtaroth near l;Lamaim (cf

Moresheth-Gath,

etc.), supposin';, further, that
l^arnaim (which Euseb. connects closely with Job's

home) wa8 at Sheikh Sad, though owning (ib.

1893,

that this site is hardly so inaccessible as
Karnaim is described as being, in 2 Mac 12^').
If, however, this was the
Kamaim Ashtaroth
of Euseb., where was his 'Ashtaroth'? Just 9J
miles south of Sheikh Sad, and 6^ (Sebum.)
or 8 (Stubel'» map, ZDPV, 1890, Heft 4)
miles N.W. of Edrei, almost exactly, therefore,
at the distances assigned by Euseb.,
is the
village of El-Mezeirib
situated on the great
p.

197

f.)

'

'

'

—

—
—

—

pilgnm-track (the Derb el-IIaj) between Damascus and Mecca, and the first lialting-place of the
pilgrims after leaving Damascus. A plan, description, and view will be found in Schumacher, pp.
157-166.
The situation of El-Mezeirib gives it
im]>ortance
an annual fair is held there at the
time cf the Mecca-pilgrimage
the ancient city
(which lies in the centre of a small lake) * must
have been once a strongly fortified place,' and the
ruins and huge basaltic blocks, scattered about the
shores of ths lake, seem to be the remains of preM'jhammedan buildings (Schum. p. 165). "This
may well be the Ashtaroth of Euseb. (so Buhl,
Topogr. des Nurdl. Ostjordanlandea, 1894, p. 16).
Whether, how^ever, it is the biblical 'Ashtaroth,
the residence of 'Og, is less certain. There is a
:

:

'

'

'

'

4i miles S. of Tell 'Ashtera, and 11 miles
N.\V. of Edre'i, called Tell el- Ash' art, which,
though no argument in favour of the identification can be drawn from the Arab, name

site,

(which

radically dilTerent

ia

from 'Ashtera),

is

by others (e.g. v. Kasteren, ZDPV,
1891, p. 213), and wliich ia adapted, by its
situation (see the description under ASHTEHOTHKarnaim and for a view, Oliphant, Land of
Gilead, 87 f., where the name is wrongly spelt
preferred

;

Asherah), for a royal stron^'hold. On the whole,
there is a reasonable probability that Tell 'Ashtera
is one of the two 'Asntaroths (if there were two),
and that either El-Mezeirib or Tell el-'Ash'ari was
the other.
And if Euseb. distinguishes the two
places correctly (though in calling both Ashtaroth
Karnaim he shows confuHion), the former was 'Ashteroth-^Camaim, and one of the latter 'Ashtaroth.
Othera identify Tell 'Ashterii with 'Ashtaroth, and
either Tell el-'Ash'ari (Oliphant, Schum. pp. 207 f.,
209) or Mezeirib (Buhl) with 'Ashteroth-l^arnaim
this ia oppo.'<ed to Euseb., and we do not know, as
Schum. tacitly assumes, that 'Ashteroth-J^arnaim
waa a more considerable place than 'Og's capital,
'Ashtaroth but it seems to have the aovantage of
providing for Karnaim a site more nearly agreeing
with the description in 2 Mac 12".
The antiquity of 'Ashtaroth (if the name be read
and identified correctly) is attested independently
by Egyp. and Assyr. inscriptions
an Astertu
occurs in
the
list
of
places
in
Southern
Syria conquered by Tahutmes III., of the 18th
dynasty, in his twentv-second year (Tomkins,
'J'SDA ix. 262, and in JiP' v. 45, No, 28 W. Max
Miiller, Asien u. Eur. nach altag. JJenkm. p. 162;
cf. Wiedemann, Ag. Gesck. 348" f., 371); and an
Ashtarti is mertioned in the correspondence, from
Pal., with Ameni'iphia IV. (15th cent.
B.C.) as
having been in the possession of the Egyptians,
:

;

:

Tel
64 ;

167

A mama

Tablets in the Brit. Mas., Nos. 43,
Sayce, Patriarchal Age, 1895, pp. 133, 153).
The writers named identify these places with
'Ashteroth-^Jamaim ; but they may equally well
have been the later capital of 'Og, Ashtaroth
(supposing thia to have been distinct).
S. R. Driver.
el-

cf.

ASHTEROTH-KARNAIM

—

{n-Pfl

n\-yi:i]i

Ashtaroth*

of the two horTis). This is given in the Sam. Targ.
as Clip n'j'£y t ''Aphinith J^arnaim,' and in the
Arab. VS of Sa'adya as E^-^anamain.' It is a site
of hoary age.
The Kephaim were there smitten
'

by Chedorlaomer (Gn

Under

14°).

this

name

it is

seen no more in canon. Scrip.
but it appears aa
Carnaim or Carnion in the Books of Alac. It
is a city
great and strong (1 Mao 5^). It is ' hard
to besiege, and difficult of access, by reason of the
narrowness of the approaches on all sides' (RV
2 Mac 12'"). Judas Maccabseus took the city by
assault.
The inhabitants took refuge in the great
temple of Atargatis, an idol resembling Dagon of
the Philistines by some also identiliea with the
Gr. Astarte. There some five and twenty thousand
were slain, and the temple itself was destroyed.
;

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

The distinction between Ashtaroth and AjshterothKamaim, indicated in the Onomasticon, is confirmed by

the

similar names.

existence

of

Tell 'Ashtera

two
and

sites bearing
Tell 'Ash'an.

Eusebius and Jerome describe Ashteroth-Kamaim
as vicus grandis in angulo Batanace, distinguishing two villages of the same name, 9 miles

which lay inter Adaram et Abilatn civitiites.
Tell 'Ash'ari, Der'ah (Adara) is distant
miles to the S.E., and Abil (Abila) 14 miles
to the S.W., while Tell 'Ashtera is about 5
miles N.
Tell 'Ash'ari is a position of (jreat
strength.
On one side is the deep gorge o7 the
apart,

U

From

Yarmuk, on the other extends a great chasm at
the head of which is a waterfall. Built on this
projecting headland the city was protected on the
only side open to attack by a triple wall, traces of
winch still remain. There are ruins of a temple
beside a bridge which sjjana the Yarmuk lower down,
possibly that destroyed by Judas.
Tell 'Ashtera,
standing in the plain, although once girt by
mighty walls, could never have been a place of such
strength as this. The question of identification
can be settled only by excavation.
The .Sam.
Aphinith, which may be Afineh on Jebel llaur&n,
not far from Bo^rah (Waddington, No. 2296-7),
and the Arab. E§-Sanamain on the Ifaj road,
south of Damascus, 20 m. N.N.E. of Tell 'Ashteri,
are palpably impossible.
W. EwiNa.

ASHTORETH (n-ih^^y, plur. nSij^is 'AahtSroth).—
i)rincipal goddess of the ^idonians (1 K U"-",
2 K 23'*), and a prominent goddess among the
Phienicians generally, in whose honour Solomon
built a high-place on the hills opposite the temple
{ll.cc), who IS stated (by different Dent, writers)
to have been worshipped previously by the unThe

spiritual Israelites, Jg 2" 10', 1 S 7'-^ 12'^— all
plur., 'Ba'al (or the Ba'als) and the 'Ashtoreths,'

'Ashtoreths distinguished by the places at
which they were worsliipped, or by special attributes, and in whose temple at Ashfjelon (1 S

I.e.

—

deposited the armour of
true pronunciation of the word was
probably 'Ashtart (cf.
and other Or. writers,
'Ashtoreth (cf. Molech for Milk) perhaps
Aardfrrri)
arose by malicious substitution of the vowels of
31'°)!

Saul.

the

Philistines

The

LXX

:

;

• Aa pointed hj the Muaorrt«8, AshtCrotk la tlw oonatraol
aUto of AflhtAroth, the jihirol of AshtV\reIh.
PeUnnann's MS A PcU^niuimi'i text, however, ba*
t So
a'rip nnrrv and Walton'a Polyitlott rfa<l8 n'Jip n'l'BV.
temple) ol 'A$lu<lretJk' : at. LXJl ib W
t Reiul_ 'houa* (<.«.
:

;

ASHTORKTH

ASHTORETH
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'Ashtart is frequently mentioned
and is an element in numernames.
Tabnith, king of Sidon,
ous Phccn. proper
styles both himself and his father Eshmun'azar I.,
bfisheth,

'shame.'

in Pluen. inscriptions,

priest of 'Ashtart and in his sepulchral inscription
places his tomb under her protection, declaring
that its violation would be an 'abomination to
'Ashtart (see the Inscr. in full in Driver, Notes on
Samuel, p. xxvi). Eshmun'azar, son of the Tabnith
just mentioned, and his mother Am'ashtart,
priestess of 'Ashtart, our lady ([n^n),' state that
they have built a house (temple) for 'Ashtart in
;

'

'

§idon {CIS I. i. S"-'").
This was probably the
great temple of 'Affrdpnj in Sidon, which Lucian
Wsited (de Dea Syria, % 4).
Besides, however,
this temple which was dedicated to 'Ashtart, as
jiatron-goddess of Sidon, Eshmun'azar and his
mother built another in honour of a second
Ashtart, bearing the title of Sjia op
name of
Ba'al (ib. 1. '*).*
So again Bod'ashtart, another
mmry'?
king of Sidon, builds a temple
'^«h
to his
god 'Ashtart' (ib. 4'). It is in accordance with the
leading position thus accorded to 'Ashtart at Sidon
that on Sidonian coins the goddess is often figured
standing on the prow of a galley, with her right
hand, holding a erown, stretched forward, as though
pointing the vessel on its way.f
According to Menander, as reported by Jos. (Ant.
VIII. V. 3
c. Ap. i.
18), ^liram built in Tyre a
temple to Herakles (Melkart), and afterwards one
'

'

'

;

to 'Ashtart, whose priest was Ithobal, Jezebel's
father in Tyre, however, Melkart was the principal
god, and 'Ashtart took the second place.
'The
worship of 'Ashtart is also widely attested in the
Phcen. colonies on the coasts and islands of the
Mediterranean, esp. in Cyprus, Sicily, and Carthage. At Kiti (Kition) in Cyprus we read of an
image erected by a worshipper mniryV 'nmS ' to his
lady, to 'Ashtart' (CIS ib. 11'); from the same
locality we have an Inscription (ib. 86) giving partic liars of the provision made for the service of her
temple, including builders, door-keepers, barbers,
scribes, and other attendants.
In Gul (Gaulus,
near Malta) we hear of a mrpy nz enpa, or ' sanctuary of the temple of 'Ashtart' (CIS ib. 132) and
her worship at Eryx, in Sicily, is attested by two
Inscriptions, one found in Eryx itself, the other
:

;

from Sardinia, beginning with the words, To the
lady, to 'Ashtart,' J and 'To 'Ashtart of Erekh,'
respectively. At Carthage, one 'Abdmelkart styles
'

himself

servant of 'Ashtart, the glorious
{ib. 263) of Am'ashtart pk
mnry rK noya who is of the people of the men of
'Ashtart,' i.e. who belonged to the people attached
to her temple. Of names compounded with 'Ashtart
(ib.

(miK.n)';

255)

'

and we read
'

we find Am'ashtart (ib. 3" al.

), and Ammath'ashtart
'handmaid of 'A.'; Ger'aslitart, 'client
[Cheyne on Ps 15'] of 'A.' (138^ and often);

(46' at.),

'Abd ashtart, 'servant of 'A.' (115'), § usually contracted to Bod'ashtart (4'-' 35' and very often);
'Ashtartyathan, ''A. has given (72'''); see further
references in Bloch, Phan. Glossar (1891).||
'

Although, however, 'Ashtart was thus a

dis-

tinctively Phoen. goddess, Phoinicia was not hei
original home,
'fhe prototype of 'Ashtart waa
Ishtar, a deity who had for long held a conspicuous
place in the Pantheon of Assyria, and who was
localised, with special attributes, in many different
cities of Assyria and Babylonia.*
In a prayer of
Asshuma?irpal, purporting to date c. 1800 B.C.,
Ishtar of Nineveh is addressed by him as ' queen of
the gods, into whose hands are delivered tne commands of the great gods, lady (6i/ii)of Nineveh . .
daughter of Sin (the moon-god), sister of Shamash
(the sun-god), who rules all kingdoms, who determines decrees, the goddess of the universe, lady
of heaven and earth, who hears petitions, heeds
sighs, the merciful goddess who loves justice ; he,
her ' priest-king,' protests that she had called him
to his throne, he liad restored and beautified her
temple ; and he calls upon her now to hear his cry,
and to heal him in his sickness. Other monarcna
(Shalmane^er II., Sennacherib, etc.) place Ishtar
next to Asshur, and speak of both together as
marching at their side, directing them in their
wars, and giving; them victory over their foes.
Esarhaddon, for instance, says.t ' Ishtar, the lady
of onslaught and battle, who loves
priesthood, stood at
side and brake their bows.'
Shalmaneser 11. also styles her ' princess (rishti) of
.

'

my

my

heaven and earth ;* and Esaruaddon calls her
'queen {sharrat) of all.'§ Another aspect of
Ishtar's character is brought before us in the
curious mythological poem, which recounts her
descent into the Underworld in search of the healing waters which should restore to life her bridegroom Tammuz, the young and beautiful Sun-god,
slain by the cruel hand of wintor.
Here it is
related how, as she journeys towards the realm of
'
Allat, queen of the dead, the land without return,
the house of darkness,' she is stripped in succession,
'

as she passes its seven gates, of aU her attire, hei
crown, her earrings, her necklace, her mantle, her
^rdle, her bracelets, and her tunic
while she
there all intercourse
IS
between male and
female ceases in the animal creation
at last,
at Ea's command, she is released, her adornments are restored to her, and she returns to
earth.
Here Ishtar, who is evidently conceived
as the goddess of fertility and productiveness,
symbolises, it seems, the lifegiving earth, which
loses, one by one, its adornments as it passes
into the darlc prison-house of winter, to have
them restored to it at springtime, as nature
awakens with the returning love of the youthful
sun-god.
Another Ishtar is Ishtar of Arbela, daughter of
Asshur, and sister of Marduk, styled by Esarhaddon lady of ladies, terrible in onslaught, lady
of battle, queen of the gods,' a martial goddess,
who appears to Asshurbanipal in a vision, armed
with quivers and a bow, and brandishing a sword,
and promises him victory against his foes. Ishtar
of Uruk (Erekh) plays an important part in the
legend of Izdubar (Gileamish) when the hero has
delivered Uruk from the Elamites, who have been
besieging it, and won for himself the crown, Ishtar
offers him her hand
he refuses it, reproaching her
with the levity with which she had chosen and
:

;

II

'

:

lfame = manifettation (cf. Ex 23*1, Dt 12*, etc). Othen,
however (m Ilalijvy, E. Meyer, Dillm., Nowack, Ileb. Arch. il.
307), render Ba'al'a Celestial 'Ashtart* (cf. below), pronouncinp
C^ and in 1.1« grroup the letters into DllN DDB* n*vlPV Aahtart
'

'

'

;

'

of the glorious heavens.*
Itoit
t Ct. B. V. Head, IIM. Numorum, p. 673 ; Babelon,
de Syrie, p. culiii, 152, 162, witli the two spirited representations, Plate xxii. 6 and 22.
The goddess is also represented on
the coins of other Phien. cities, as Aradus, Bervtus, Botrys,

La

Byblus, Tyre, etc. (Head, I.e. pp. 668, 669, 674, 676).
) Followed by the words c"n tin, i.e. (probably) 'of lon(t
life,* an epithet of the goddess, whence it has In-en plausibly
conjectured that the city Kryx on inscriptions and coins (CIS
L i. p. 173») "IK received its name.

—

I

The name

—

also of Hiram's grandson (Jos.

o.

Ap. L 18,—

;

• The following quotations from Assyr. sources are taken from
O. A. Barton's study, *The Semitic Ishtar Cult,' in Ilrbraua,
April-July, ISOS.and Oct. IWU-Jan. lSi)4, where the Iiiscriptioni
Cf. also Tiele,
in which they occur are translated at length.
Bab.-Agi. Gfgch. 626-623. Nani is also identified with Ishtar
but it has not seemed necessary, for the purpOM of the preteoi
;

article, to
t

II

With the preceding paragraph

cf.

Batbgen, Sem. Rel.-Offch.

p. 139.

I

Srhrnder,

;

KA

II

;888, pp. 31-37.

III.

pursue this subject.

ri

KA Tt p.

117 (on

p. 221

ff.

;

Jg

2>«).

33317.

The poem may he read
or in

Lehtn nach

a'.

Jeremias,

dem Todt

also in Savc«*s Hibhert Leetura,

DU Bab.-Au.

()887), p. 10 ff.

FonttUungen vom

ASHTORETH

ASHTOKETH

diBcardeJ her foniier husbands.* Here Ishtar is
not only lavish with her luve, but appears almost
as a polyandrous godiless.t In other resnects the
'lady of Uruk' resembles Ishtar of is'ineveh.
Ishtar of Babylon is addressed in a hymn as
mother of the gods, fulfiUer of the commands of
Bil, producer oi verdure, lady of mankind, be-

Heaven,' to whom, in Jeremiah's daj', the women
Judah ofl'ered cakes (cj.;, a peculiar term)
and other sacrifices (Jer 7" 44""'), was either
the AssjT. Ishtar,* or her Phocn. counterpart
'
'Ashtart.
Celestial,' now, is an epithet applieJ
to 'Ashtart elsewhere.
Sanchoniathon (p. 80)
speaks of Astarte as daughter of Ovpafds
and
Sozomen remarks that the Ajihrodite mentioned
above as worshipped at Aphaka, was called then
Ovpanla.
The temple of Qvpavia 'A(ppo5lTTi, also, il
Aslikelon, mentioned by Herodotus (i. 105), and
stated by him to be the oldest of that goddess of
which he could learn, can hardly beany other than
the temple of Ashtart, referred to in 1 S 31'°.t All
this becomes clearer if we supplement the somewhat scanty notices which we po.ssess of Ashtart

'

gettress of all, mother Ishtar, whose might no god
approaches,' and whose aid and sympathy asuppliant
may expect to receive.^ This was the goddess
under whose protection, in virtue of a singular

— reported

independently by Herodotus (i.
author of Uar G"'-, and Strabo (xvi. 1. 20),
the women of Babylon placed themselves by the

custom

199),§ the

—

sacrifice of their chastity.
Lastly, Ishtar is identified with the planet
Venus on this aspect of her nature it will be
sufficient, however, to refer to the passages translated in Schrader,
on Jg 2'% or in Sayce,
:

KAT'

Hibb. Led.

Nimrod,

p.

253 f.

(cf. p.

269 = Jeremias, Izdubar-

p. 62).

Though Ishtar was thus variously localised, her
general attributes remained the same. She occupied
a place in the Assyr. Pantheon next to Asshur
himself
in particular, she was (1) the lady (or
mistress) of tlie locality in which she was worshipped
(2) queen of the gods, and princess of
heaven and earth; (3) a warrior goddess; (4) the
goddess of generation and productivity (5) she
was identified with the planet Venus.
These
aspects of her nature are retained as her cult
travels westwards, sometimes one being more
prominent than the other, sometimes several being
:

II

;

j

combined. II

From the notices contained in OT itself, it would
not be possible to determine the ideas associated
with the Phucn. 'Ashtart, or the character of her
but there are many independent indications
rit«s
which make these clear. She must have been preeminently the goddess of sexual passion.
By
Greeks and Phoenicians alike she is habitually
identified with 'AcppoSlrri and there are sulliciently
definite allusions to the unchaste character of the
Lucian
rit«8 with which she was worshipped.**
{De dea Syria, § 4) visited a great t^jmple of Aphrodite in Byblus (Gcbal), in which the rites of Adonis
(who corresponded to Tammuz, g.v.) were performed
here such women as would not shave
their hair in commemoration of his burial, were
obliged to sell theniselves to a stranger, the money
received being expended on a sacrifice to Aphrodite
the Bab. custom referred to above).
(cf.
At
Aphaka in the Lebanon there was a temple of
practised
which
Aphrodite, +t the rites
at
were of
such a character that tliej' were suppressed by
Constantine (Euseb. Vit. Const, iii. 5.5).
Again, as we saw, Ishtar was 'queen of the
gods, and princess of heaven and earth
and it
scarcely aamits of doubt that the
Queen of
;

;

:

'

;

'

*

Barton, Hebraica, Oct. 18B3-Jan. 1894.

Uea.; Jeremiu, lidubar-lfimTodilWl),
W. U. Smith, Rel. Sem.' p. 68.

p.

p.

IS.; Baj-ce, Le. p.

24

t.

Rarton, pp. l.s-l? ; Jeremias, Le. p. 68f.; Zlmmem, Bab.
BwtitjuKiimen, p. 33 (T.
S MfXiTT*. as fidt. calls the (roddes.s (whom he Identifies with
AphrtMiit*'), iH prohal)ly /Vi7t/. — the won! n-ndered 'lady' in the
eKtnu-ts cit*<i atHj%'e, and the (em. o( Itrt (Ita'al), lord.
Koddew
I How fully, in the popular creel. Isht-ar berame the
mmr' i{«3r*i», may be inferred (roni the (act thai the pliir.
itfitardt was iis(.>d to express the idea of (cmole divinities in
t

generaKff/traisn).
•] The etymolopy of Ithlar, as of 'Aghtnrt, is obscure
there
Is no apparent Sera, derivation, and the conjectures that have
been offered ore not 8ati»fart/>ry the Arab, 'athara (Itarton,
It is. perhaj>8,
p. 71) is not to fall sirniilv. but fo ttumhlf or Irip.
Of non-Sem. oriirin {KAT'' ITB: Sayce, llil^h. hrct. S.Vif.).
The
(ft-niler of the deity, after it was lulopted by the Phijoniclans,
was marked externally by the atldilion of the (em. teruiina:

;

tion,
**

Hence her worship

Hos

411

It
p.

(,

14,

Jer

2*

be alluded to lo passages such as

etc.

Soiom. Keel. UilL

8'Z.

n\a\/
U.

6; Zoaimus,

1.

S8,—cited by Barton,
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of

;

by the more abundant materials relating to
Aphrodite. For not only did Aphrodite correspond
in general character to Ashtart, but nothing is
more certain than that her attributes were largely
moulded upon those of 'Ashtart, and that many
elements in her cult were of Plucn. origin. Already
Homer frequently speaks of Aphrodite as Ki^xpis
herself

330, et<:.) and KvOipeia (Od. viii. '288, etc.), and
alludes to her temple at Paplios,J which, then and
afterwards, was so celebrated that no term is
more frequently applied to Venus by classical
writers than Paphia or Cypria.
Cyprus, however,
(//. V.

known independently

to have been not only
Phoenicia, but also (see above) to
have been devoted to the worship of Ashtart ; and
according to Herodotus (^c), the Cyprians themselves declared their temple (at Paplios) to have
been founded from that of Ovpavia 'AippoSiTi] at
Ashkelon ; while the temple of the same deity in
Cythera, the island off the S. coast of Lacedieniou,
reputed to be the oldest and most sacred of Aphrodite in Greece (Pausan. iii. '23. 1), is stated likewise
hy Herodotus (i6.) to have been a Pliten. foundation.
Cicero also speaks (N. D. iii. § 59) of four
distinct Venuses, one being ' Syria Cyproque concepta, qux Astarte vocatur, (luam Adonidi nupsisse
proditum est.' That Aphrodite was the goddess of
sexual passion, needs, of course, no proof
and
Cyprus was the chief centre, whence her worship
was dilfu.sed through the Gr. world. But, secondly,
she often bore in Greece also the title Ovpavla ;
temples of 'A^poS/rij Oi'payia are thus mentioned,
not only at Cythera, but also at Athens, Argos
Corinth, Thebes, and elsewhere ;§ and sjieaking ot
the one at Athens, Pausanias expres.sly remarks
(i.
14. 7) that Ovpavla was reverenced first by the
Assyrians, then by the Pa|ihians of Cyprus, and
the Phicnicians dwelling in Ashkelon, from whom
is

colonised from

;

• See the essays on the 'Queen of Heaven by Schrader in the
Berichte of the Berlin Academy, ISSti, p. 481* f.. ami in tlie /. fur
Attnyr. 1888, pp. :l,'.tJ-3C0; and by Kuenen in his Alihaudlunnen,
1894, p. 206. Tht-'.i- scholars point to an Inncription in which
amoni; 20 titles or • the lady {hilU) of cotmtnes, the queen
iituUkatu), Ishtar,' there actually occurs that of
queen
(rmiU'a(tx) of heaven.
Schrader further remarks that there Is
inde)H'ndent evidence of an 'Ashtar, conceived spe<-ially as a
celestial jfofldess, tieinjf prominent at the same time in the name
''Athar of Heaven,' mentioned in the inscriptions of Asshurbanipal, as the ttfxidess of a N. Arabian tribe {KA '[^ on Jer 71" ;
on Athar— 'Anhtar, see below). Cf. also Sayce, Uihb. L. pp
201, 20ftf. (— Jeremias. (.c fl2(.).
t Cf. how, on a bilinifual votive tablet found at Athens {CIS
'

'

L I. llfi>, an Ascjfclonit« 'Abd'athtnrt (-j'^prK mnpin^v) '•
called in the Or. text Kit^VtrtH. Certain type* of the coins of
Ashi^L'lon also exhibit the head of Astart«
B. V. Hea/1, //>>(.
'

:

Hxnnnrum.

1887, p. fi79f.; De Saulcv, Nuinitrmatviiu
Sainte, 1874. lip. I7nf.,2n2 (No. IS),
(No. >).

tm

*lr

In

Terre

The dnve.

which (see below) was sacred to 'Ashtart, Is also a standiiij:
feature on the imperial coins of Ashlfelon see l>e Saulcy, I.e.
p. 171), Nos. (1 and l(l(lioth with head of the KO<ldess), 189-101
(Anirustus), N'os. 8, 10_, 11, IS, etc^ and Plate Ix 5, fl.
n y kfx Ki^fitt is«,i fij^uuAi^itt 'A*^fl3»ni 'E#
t Od. 8, .302
rifffsi, U0» it
rii*i*t( i3affA4i rt 8vni,e
cf. .f-.'n. I. 416 417.
;

:,

««'

;

{ I>au». I. 14. 7, 111. 2 : U. 23. 8 ; vl. 20. fl. 2.'). 1 ; viil. 32. 2 ; ix.
The On-eks often understood Ou«s»,« to be the jfoddes*
16. 3.
of loftier, nurer love, as opposed to 'A.-^»J.tii m*tittu*i. who

representen the merely sensual passion (Xsn.
I'aus. ix.

Ifl.

4.

Bekk.l.

Symp.

viil.

d

;
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was introduced into Cythera.

cult

Then,

thirdly, Ishtar, as showii above, was also a martial
goddess.
From the mere fact that Saul's armour
was deposited by the Philistines in the temple of

Ashtart at Ashkelon, it could hardly be inferred
that Ashtart bore there a martial character (for
trophies of a victory might be dedicated to any
but there are some other indications which
deitj')
su|iport this supposition. In the temple of Cythera,
which, as we have seen, was founded from
Phcenicia, if not from Ashkelon, the statue of
the goddess was afiavov uirXuriiivoy (Pans. iii. 23. 1).
At Corinth and Sparta also there was an 'AtppoSlTtj
wTrXifffiivri {ib. ii. 5. 1; iii. 15. 10, Bekk.); several
epigrams in the anthology (Jacobs, ii. 677-679)
describe Aphrodite as armed with helmet and
spear ; she also receives the epithet nK-riipipos, and
is reoresented with the weapons of Ares (as in the
well-'known statue called the Venus of Capua).*
Nor was the influence of the Phoen. 'Ashtart conThe worship of the Kom.
fined to the Gr. world.
Venus, originally a goddess of springtime, of
gardens, of blossoming vegetation, assimilated
;

many elements from her cult. Mention has been
made already of the great Phoen. temple of 'Ashtart
at Eryx in Sicily and this seems to have formed
a centre as influential for the diflusion of her rites
in Italy as Paphos or Cythera had been for their
diflusion in Greece.
That the goddess worshipped
at Eryx was identified by the Romans with Venus,
who does not recollect
can be readily sho^^•n
Horace's Erycina ridens, Quam Jocus circumvolat
et Cupido {Carm. i. 2. 33 f.), or the passage in
which Virgil connects her with the Venus of
Cyprus, ''Tum vicina astris Erycino in vertice
sedes Fundatur Veneri Idalise' (^n. v. 759f.)?t
Venus Victrix and Venus Genetrix, also, just
develop ideas which we have already seen combined in 'A^poSLrri Ovpavta, viz. that of the martial
goddess of victory, and that of the fertile mother
;

:

'

'

aM.X

ol

sacred to her.*

A

large

number

of inscri|.tioDi

have been found at Paphos, headed

many

Ila0((i

A^^

these parents dedicate theu
children to the goddess.t
'Ashtart appears to have been generally represented as a female figure, somewhat short in stature,
usually naked, with rounded limbs, but sometimes
draped, the hands supporting the breasts,^ or sometimes with one holding a dove in her bosom ; §
terra-cotta statuettes of this description are found
not only in Cyprus, but also upon most of the
isles and coasts of the .^gean Sea.
Figs. 381,
382 in Perrot and Chipiez' work are particularly
interesting.
The right hand here supports the
breast, whUe the left hand is extended downwards
in front may figures of this kind, one is tempted
to ask, have formed the type out of which the
Venus of Medici was ultimately developed!
Clay
figures, of the same general type, usually considered to represent Ishtar, are also found in
large numbers in the ruins of Mesopotamia, and at
oirQ

:

in

of

:

II

Susa.1I

In some localities 'Ashtart seems further to have
been regarded as a moon-goddess. Thus Lucian
(Z)e dea Syria, § 4), speaking of the temple at
Sidon, mentioned above, says, us iiiv a.\rro\ X^7ou<riv,
'AardpTTj^ icyrlv 'AoTdpr^v d' ^u) Sok^i* XeXTjvaitjw
and Herodian declares (v. 6. 10) that
(filitvai ;
Ovpaviav 0oiviK€S 'Aarpodpxijv

dvofid^ovffif ffeKi^vTjv elvat

eaofTiS."

How this transformation of the character of
Ishtar tt took place is not perfectly certain. It is
conceivable that Ba'al, as Ba'al Shamaim (Ba'al of
heaven), was identified with the sun
and hence
his consort 'Ashtart might not unnaturally be
regarded as the moon. Another explanation is,
however, possible. There was great intercourse in
antiquity between Phoenicia and Egypt and the
influence of Egypt is palpably impressed upon
Phoen. art. The Egyp. godds«ses Isis and Hatbor,
now, are habitually represented as supporting upon
;

;

Some account

of the temple and rites of the
Paphian Aphrodite is given oy Tacitus {Hist. ii.
•2. 3).§
Kivvpas, a personage who plays a considerable part in Cyprian mythology (cf. II. xi. 19-23),
was its reputed founder the priests of the goddess,
who were also kings, were styled KiKupaSoi. Only
male victims were oflered in sacrifice to her, kids
being accounted the best for purposes of extinpicium, for their skill in which her priests were
f.imed.
No blood, however, was shed upon the
altar, which, though standing in the open air, was
supposed never to be rained upon. "The goddess
herself was symbolised by a cone.H
Her devotees
were initiated with impure rites. H Doves were
;

• Preller, Orifch. ilijtholfi i. iip. 2791 >, 2B0», 281'.
found at £ry.\ bear also the inscription
t Votive tablets
VlNEREl Eriicinai (CIL 7253-5, 7257).
t See further, Preller, Rom. ili/thol.s i. pp. 435, 437, 442 f., 44S.
f On the site, dimensions, etc. of the ancient temple, in so
far as they can be recovered by excavation, the report of tlie
Cv^ms Exploration Fund in the Journal of Udlenic Studies,
1888. pp. 145*-224, supersedes evervthing that had been previously
written. (Tlie st-itements of Di Cesnola in his work on Cj-prus
are hiirhly untrustworthy; see ib. p. 204 f.; Gardner, A'ew
Cftapteri in (JtctUc lliitory, p. 175.)
The principal ancient

notices respecting the temple are collected
ib. p. 176-192.
II

by M. B. James,

Simulacrum den non efilf^e hamana, continuus orbis latiore
tenuem in ambitum metffi modo exsurgens, et ratio in
Upon the coins of Cj'prus, struck under the Rom.

initio

obscuro.

emperors, in the name of the «(»•» Ki/tp/»*, this sacred cone,
standing in its temple, with a dove, or doves, on the roof, ia a
constant feature see I'errot et Chipiez, i/wrt. of A rt in Cyprus
and Phoen. fi^-s. 68, 199. 202 (Enp. tr. i. pp. 123, 276, 281) Rawlinson. Hist, of Phoen. p. 145 or Ilead. p. 628. Stone cones about
a vard in hei;:ht, also, no doubt, sjinbolisinff the goddess, have
bt-en found at Athidnau (Golpi), and in Gozzo (Gaulus) and
Halta (Perrot et Chip. (iirs. 205, 223) ; and a cone is often
fij^ured on gems, etc. (ib. figs. 29, 232, ch. iv. end).
Amob. adv. Omtes, v. 19
•f Clem. Alex. Protrep. pn. 12, 13
Justin, xWii. 6. Of. the close of tiie passage of Hdt (!• 199)
referred to ftbOT*, ivaxV ^* **^
lUmfw irri wmfmmX^tH
;

;

;

;

^

• Cf. Antiphanes, ap. Athen. vi. 71, p. 267, xiv. 70, p. 655 ; and
the PaphiEB columba of Martial (viii. 28), etc. Many representations of doves in marble and terraH;otta have been found in
and about the site of the temple. The dove is also often figured
on the coins of Paphos, sometimes with the head of Aphrodite
on the obverse : see J. P. Six's Essay on the Coins of C}'prus in
the Revu^ Xumismatique, 1883 (p. 2699.), pp. S55-357, 364
(where No. 86
Gardner, Types of Greek Coins, x. 47), and PI.

=

vu. 18.
t

Le Bas and Waddington, Inscriptions recueiUies en Grice,

2798 (here o i^yof t<wf Kitupai^r dedicates his grand*
son), 2801 : Joum. of Hell. Studies, I.e. p. 225 B. Nos. 8, 33,
35, 39, 41, 42, etc. ; p. 2.59.
flg.
J Perrot et Chipiez, fig. 291, from Tharros in Sardinia;
321, from C^T>rus ; figs. 374, 375, with strange heads, and huge
ears and earrings ; figs, 379, 380 ; fig. 417-Eawl. p. 204 (four
well-modelled figures, on a sarcophagus, from Amathus) ; fig. 550
(two figures, on a decorated patera, now at Athens, with an
Aram, inscription, ya'D 12 uj"? i Euting, Punische Steine, p.
etc., 2794,

33 f.). In fig. 160, from Cj-prus, the hands are on the waist;
similarlv in a bas-relief from Ashkelon, fig. 314 (Eng. tr. IL fl^.
38 [fig. 277 of the orig.=flg. 1, vol. ii. of tr.]).
§ Fig. 20 ; fig. 142=Rawl. Phcen. p. 327; fig. 323, from Sardinia.
The figures, smiilar in general appearance, but holding a disc
on the breast, may represent the same goddess (ib. fig. 193 ; fig.
233. from Sardinia "(these two also in Kawl. p. 142) ; fig. 290, from
Tharros fig. 324 ; likewise the seated figures, with the hands on
the knees (fig. 299, fig. 322). Whether figures of the type represented in fig. 345, draped, with the hands straight donn the
sides, also represent her, is uncertain.
E. Curtius, * Das Phon. Urbild der Medicelschen Venus,'
In the Arehdot. Zeit. 1869, p. 63 ; of. Perrot et Chip, pp 656 f.,
627 (Eng. tr. U. 156, 226).
U See Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, p. 477 ; Loftus, Chaidoea
and Swfiana, p. 379 f. (of the Persian age) ; Perrot and Chip.
Hist, of Art in Chald. and Ats. i. 80, 83 (fig. 18); Rawl. Anc.
Mon.* i. 140 ; Heuzey, Les figurines antiques de terre cuite do
Slus^e du Louvre (1883), Plate ii. 3, 4 ; iii. (cf. those from Cj-pnis,
tv., ix. 4, 6, X. 7, xi. 6 ; and Rhodes, xii. 6); and in the Rev.
Arch, xxxix. (188.5), pp. 1-10.
•• Whether the name Asmtkroth-Karnaim contains an allusion
to this aspect of 'Ashtart (* the 'Ashtarts of the two_ horns ') is
;

II

uncertain f^amaim may be the
t.*. near
I^arnaim').

of

—

For
daughter
tt

;

—

Ishtar,

though

of Sin (the

name

sister of

of a locality

Sbamash

(the

C'Ashtaroth
«un-god),

moon-god), not the moon-goddess herself.

!•

;

;

ASHTORETH

ASIA

their head, between two cow-horns, the solar disc*
Isis, further, is stated by riularch to have journeyed lo HybUis (Gebal), wliere slie was called by
some 'AiTTo^rji ;t and in the famous Stele of Yeliawnieli'k, king of (jebal, the king is represented a-s
making his offerings before a horned goddess,
closely resembling the Kgyp. Isis, while the accompanying inscription is a petition addressed by him
Philo of
to his -mistress, the lady of Gebal.' J
Byblus says also that 'AardpTri tj ficyiuTj} . . . ineSrtKe
TI7 iSia Kftfia^ti floffiAfias Trapaffrjuov k f (f>a\ij f t avpo u
In the light of
(Siujehonialhon, ed. Orelli, p. 04).
these facts it is not impossible, as Meyer suggests,
that tlie disc and horns with which 'Ashtart was

represented may have been misunderstood, and
taken to be the symbols of the full and crescent

moon

respectively.
'Ashtart, then, if what has been said above be
correct, was llie link connecting Ishtar with AphroBorn originally in the far
dite and with Venus.
E., the goddess was born again, for the (ireeks,
from the foam {(Kppos) by Cyprus; and once brought
under touch of the creative genius of Greece, her
character was transformed particular aspects of it
were made more prominent; if in one direction she
was identified more and more with the sensuous
side of human nature, in other directions her attrishe furnislied art with its
butes were idealised
most attractive ideals of female grace and beauty
her Ktarhv liiinTo)
(see already //. xiv. 214-217
slie became even the personification of the all' Comnie
pervading, living force of nature.
la
nature meme dont se rfisumaient et se personniiiaient sous ce nom toutes les Energies, Astart6,
vraie souveraine du monde, dans son activitC sans
repos, ne cessait de ddtruire et de cr^er, de or<5i'r ot
de d^truire. Par la giu'rre et par les fl^aux de
tout genre, elle 61iminait les etres inutiles et
;

;

—

'

vieillis

;

en

meme

temps, par I'amour et la g^n^raau perp^luel renouvellement de
far-reaching conception of the

tion, elle prfisidait

This
range of her activity is exhibited strikingly in a
passage placed by I'lautus in the moutli of an
Athenian woman,
and in the fine exordium,
addressed to the yKneadum genetrix,' with which
Lucretius opens his great poem, Dn rfriim nntura.l
Traces of a rorrespondiiir/ Sem. deity elseirhere.
There was a S. .Sem. maie deity, 'Athtar (which
vie.' §

la

I!

'

—

agrees phonetically with Ishtar
etc.),

;

cf.

tr'?!:',

liji^',

mentioned in the Sabajan inscriptions (from

San'&, the capital of Yemen)
but little definite
is at present known about him, except that the
gazelle or antelope was sacred to him.**
There are also some compound names of deities,
in which 'Aslitar (or 'Ashtart) forms jjart.
Mesha'
devoted ' 700(» Isr.
relates (Stone, I.e.) that he
captives to ••~3t-^';, i.e. 'Axlitar-rlipmi»!li, or'Ashtar
of Cheniosh.
Among the riiocnicians, al.so, we find
Milk'aglUart, a deity formed by combination of the
;

'

• See represent.ition^ In liftwlinson. ffittl. of Anc. Eg. \. 3W,
86^;or.\Ia>i»cro. Tl>,' Ihiicn of CiciUtiittion,\t\t. 182,176,17", 187.
t Df (l„ir. et iMile, S 1.'..
See represeiitiiliinis In Knwllnson. /fiit. of
J 'V.V I, i. 1.
Phaii. p. :i4il; or I'crrnt et < hlple/. I. p. O'J cf. nlso the linnnsIng lironze Uu'iire in tlie lnst-naiiu-<l work, l». "H (tip. 20).
Tlie
name of tliln trotl^lcss Is not piven ; but it i> hiclily prottahio ttint
;

wnn '.Vstitjirt; colnH of Uyblii.H exliibtt tmb'lttinliy n cono
(whicli, fts tias liccn .shown, was licr syiiilioU, stnndlntr in the
court of a temple (see the excellent rej/resi-ntatlon in l*errot et
Chip. tie. I'J (|i. nil, or Kttwl. Plum. p. lli'O.
S Porrol et Chlpiez. p. l'.9 ; cf. 821, and csp. 020-fi'2S [V.ng.
It

tr.

t.

I!9 f..

IWi

f.,

II.

1.

i.

and

8' 250^;

(Molech)* and Ashtart (CIS
of Ma'subt), and

in the Inscr.

Eshmun'a.thlart {ib. 245). Among Aram.-speaking peoples inr; became i.nr-y (cf. j-;', s !>.-, etc.),
which was soon written in;-,} whence 'ArapydTis
(I'almyrene r\:^;"\:^;; § Syr. liwii-i, also represented

by Afp/terii), i.e. 'Athtar of 'Ati,\\ the name of a
deity much worshipped in parts of Syria, esp. at
Hierapolis (between Antioch and Kdessa), and also
(2 ilac 12^) at Karnion (probably either near
to, or identical with, 'Aslileroth-Karnaim :
see

ASUTAUOTII).
See, further, Eoscher'a Ansf. Lexicon der OHech. u. Rom.
MijUtol. (1S!>1-1S90), arts. Astarte tby E. Meyer), and Apiip.oDiTF. (by Uoscher and Furtwangler), pp. 390 If., 4l)iJ tf. ; Farnell.
Cttlf^ of the Greek States. c\\^. x.xi.-xxiii. (which appeared since
the above article was written).
g, U. l)KIVEli.

A

ASHURITES

Clue's?, B ©oo-e.pe.',
Oa^o.'.p, Luc.
of the tribes over whom Ishbosheth
The name is clearly corrupt, for
ruled (2 S 2^).
neither the Assyrians C^'-s'!'), nor the Arabian tribe
(2<iis=x (^,1 253) gan be intended.
Kwald, Thenius,
''E.Cpt).

— One

Wellh. follow the Pesh. and Vulg. in reading the
Geshurites' ('";'"5'^^). who.se territory bordered on
that of Gilead (.los 12" 13'i), and who might thereIt has been urged,
fore be suitably incluiled here.
however, against this view, that Geslutr was an
independent kingdom at this time (cf. 2 S ?>' 13-*'), so
that Ishbosheth could not have exercised control
We must therefore read, with Ivoliler,
over it.
Klost., Kirkp., and Budde 'l^'?? 'the Asherites,'
this reading is
i.e. the tribe of Aslier (cf. Jg l"-')
supported by the Targ. of .Jonathan (-itys .T31 S'),
and agrees well with the context according to the
latter, the dominions of Ishbosheth extended from
A.sher to Beiijainin on the Vf of .Jordan, and
further included the large tract of Gilead on the E.
'

;

;

.

.J.

ASHYATH

F.

STENNING.

(^B*;:).—An Ashcrite (1

•*ASIA ('Aff/a) was the
embraced the W. parts

Ch

1^).

Roman

province which
the great peninsula
now called Asia Minor, including the countries
Mysia, Lydia, Caria, and great part of Phrygia,
with the Dorian, Ionian, .and vEoliau co,ast-cities,
the Troad, and the islands oft the co.ast (Lesbos,
Chios, Samos, Patmos, Cos, etc.). The name, as
thas used, was created by the IJom. administraThe Gr. geographei-s generally employed
tion.
the name Asia to denote the whole continent but
the Uomans during the 2nd cent. B.C. were
accustomed to term the Pergamenian sovereigns
(with whom they were in clo.se political relations)
'kings of Asia' and when Attains 111. IxMjueathed
of

;

;

his

kingdom

lo

a province, and
tions, historians

Koman

Rome

in 133,

named

it

Asia.

w.is

formed into

With rare excep-

and geographers under the

earlier

use the name Asia only in
either the Roman province or the

Empire

—

two senses,
About AD. 285, Asia w.as
entire continent.
greatly reduced in size, Caria, Phrygia, Lvdia,
and .\lysia (llellcspontns) being separated from i(
and the name Asia w.is then reslrieted to the
coast-cities and the lower valleys of the Mieander,
Hermus, .and Caicus.
In the NT,
Cayster,
as is generally agreed, ' Asia ' means the Rom.
province (Ac 2° being a possible exception). At
first Pergamos was the capital of the province
;

•J2l-22r,).

lllva Astiirle. liiinilnuin deonimmio \i!t, vltn, ftalnn: nirsun
q,iie est IVrnieles, mors. Interltus.
Slnro, tuiitis, cjeluni,
aidem, -lovis <|nii-cutn(|iio tern|tla colliniis, ehis dncnnttir ntitu,
t

attributes of Milk
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*

udein

obtenipernnt, Kani spectant' {.Mfrcator, IV. vl. s-j.*, ly.).
1 See parallels from earlier (»r. poets in Monro's notes rir/ ftn^.
** Monitmunn and .Muller. Silli. />riiiiiiill.T. !»*!, p. Wl; W. It.
Smith. A•.^' p. Hill, If Barton. I.e. p.
If. :
Itatliiren, p|i. 117121. The epithet ir^-^'-' seems to Indicate that he was viewed as
the riHina (morninir) star; cf \i*ni\u\c\,Sikt-Arab.Chreittom.,

Ull

M

1898, p. 88.
• •

rr.Ttiiyi'ihl. 1S9«. hii

on Dt IS'".
I'lermoutGanneau, Itteueil d'ArcIUot. Orientalt,

• See the writer'* note
+

I.

(1SS8)

p. 81.

$ Cf. Strabo, p. 79.V 'ArapYaTi vhi TT\v 'AOapav [KaAovcri] ; and
see Noldeke In the ZD.Mtt. I-.7II, pp. 92, lll'.l : K. Meyer, if,. 1n77,
Athar of Heaven* has been
pp. 780-781. The N. .Vrablan
nlreadv inentlone.1 nb..ve.
9.
See further
S l)i' Voiffte, Si/rie Cenlrale, No. 8, p.
'

Ilatheen, pli. Oi-7;),
cnlleil 'Ati,
I On the ileltv
chnr'e.^

.'-'rr.'t.nrr'.

.^on/

cf,

Buthgon,

p.

70

f.

ASIARCH

ASMOD.EUS

but after a time the superior advantages of Epliesus
gave it the pre-eminence, and llie rule was that
Under Augustus,
the governors must land there.
and even earlier, Ephesus was the supreme administrative centre of Asia, and the headquarters
but the title
of the great jjrovincial officials
Kirst of Asia' {ivparn 'Aaias) was keenly contested
The governor,
also by I'ergamos and Smyrna.
who bore tlie title proconsul, was appointed by the
Senate by lot from among the senior ex-consuls
not less tlian five years must have elapsed between

great cities of the province festivals with games,
and
called Koiva 'Aaias ^v 'S.^vpvrj AaodiKeia^ K.r.K.
the games were presided over by an A., perhaps
his
we
are
right
in
supposing
the supreme A., if
existence.
It is not improb. that the Council of tlie
Asiarchs sat at stated periods in the great cities
alternately
and that they assembled at the city
where the Koifa 'Aaias were being held. In that
case the Asiarchs were prob. a.ssembled at Ephesus
for such a jiurpose when they sent advice to St.
Paul to consult his safety (Ac 19^') and perhaps
the festival had both brought together a vast
crowd of the Asian populace, and shown clearly to
the artisans that their trade in selling small shrines
to the pilgrims and devotees who had tloclicd to
The tenure of office of
the festival was dwindling.
the Asiarchs, ace. to our view, was four yeare (a
term which was very common for such offices in
but some high authorities hold
the E. provinces)
It is
that the Asiarchs were appointed annually.
certain that the proconsul governing Asia (which
but tlie
see) took some part in the appointment
An A. enjoyed
details are doubtful and disputed.
great dignity in his native city, and coins or in.scriptions of very many cities in the province commemorate the names of Asiarchs sprung from thence.
They acted, doubtless, as presidents in local
festivals as well as in the provincial games (Koiri
'Atri'as), and. of course, incurred in such cases considerable expense, part of which was compulsory,
but most was voluntary (from ambition, or generosity, or ostentation).
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;

'

;

and, owing to the
consulship and proconsulship
7iumber of ex-consuls, the usu^l interval became
longer as time p;vssed (being twelve or more
As a rule, the office was
}-e;irs iu the 2nd cent.).
animal
but in exceptional ea-ses a second year,
and still more rarely even a third year, of office
was permitted. Asia was one of the most wealthy
;

;

and populous and

Kom.

intellectually

active

of

the

hence the natural se(iuence of
the work done by Paul and Barnabas on their first
journey was to preach in the great cities of Asia;
and this was evidently St. I'aul's intention on his
second journey, until he found himself prevented
from speaking the word in Asia (Ac 16"). The
evani;elisation of Asia was reserved for the third
journey, when, during St. Paul's residence of two
the entire
years and three months in Ephesus,
(Ac 19'")
population of Asia heard the word
partly on account of the frequency with which the
provincials came to Ephesus f.ir trade, religion,
law, or festivals
partly through inLs.sions of St.
provinces

;

'

'

;

;

Paul's coadjutors to the leading cities of the
province. In ()T Apocr., dating before the formation of tlie Kom. province, the term Asia denotes
the continent. On the Asian Jews, see the cities
Coii,

EiMiKsrs, Laodicea,

;

;

;

;

;
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(ft?, arts.

in Pauly-Wissowa's Beal-Enei/clopcf'Arcbiereus' and '.Vsiarches'; Monceaux, De Co7nmuni

Xeocoria\ Mommsen, /'rwi'iflCf* of the Rom.
Emp. (Rbmimhe Geschic/ite. vol. v.) ch. viii.; Lightfoot, .SV.
Benrlier. Le Ciille
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;

etc.

;

LiTEBATrKE.— The best article on A/tia is
nario Epiiintjieo lii Antichitd Rotntme

in Ruffpiero, Diziosee also .Marquardt,
pp, :J.S;l-349 ; Mommsen, Prueiuces
of the Rm». Kiiiji. {Rom Gench. v.) ch. viii. ; and llamsay, fliniorical Geof/ritjifii/of Asia Minor, clis. A-K : ttieaceovint of the
jtrnconsuls of Asia (riven by Wa<idini:ton. FuHtende la Province
d' Artie, requires to be supplemented by the list of governors in
the Dizioiiario.
M. RAMSAT.
:

Jioin. S/aalm'truattuitff,

W.

Plirijoiit,

i.

pp. 55-5S,

and

ii.

ch. xi.

W. M. R.\MSAY.
ASIBIAS (A

'A(r.S(as,

B 'Ao-fSf/aO,

;

We

cannot be detinitely proved)
that, beyoiul tlie high priests of the temples in
the individual cities, there was a supreme high
priest as head of the entire provincial cult.
These
high lu'iests seem, along with probably some other
to
have
formed
officials,
a sort of Council, which
it

l)usiness of the Commune Asi(B, and
had the di.sposal of certain funds intended for the
maintenance of the Imperial temples and cere-

managed the

The Commune

Asice celebrated

in the

1

Es 9-».— One

of tlie sons of Phoros or Parosh who agreed to put
away his 'strange' wife; answering to Malchijah
'AaaBii, n 2o6-, B om.).
(2) in Ezr 10^ (^J^'?", but

A

H. ST. J. THACKl.liAY.

was the

title of certain
("Ao-iopxiO
officials of the Rom. province Asia, whose number, tenure of office, and mode of appointment are
most obscure. Such widely divergent views are
still held about the Asiarchate that it is hardly
possil)le to give any adequate account of it in our
limited space. The Asiarchs (like the analogous
officials,
Galatarch, Syriarch, Lykiarch, Pamphyliarch, etc.) were provincial, not municipal
officials
and they exercised certain powers in
the Association in which the whole province of
Asia united for the wor.ship of Rome and the
Emperors, called Commune Asia; (Koifhv 'Ao-ias).
That the Asiarchs were the high priests of the
temples of the Imperial worship erected by the
Commune Asice in Pergamos. Smyrna, Ephesus,
Cyzicus, S.ardis, and perhaps other cities (^apxifpfvs
tTis *A(T(as fjwv Twt', or caoy toC, ^1/ Tlepydfxti'^ w.r. A.), is
denied by some good authorities, but seems to us
highly probable: we take the term A. as a popular
conversational name, which gradually established
itself even in official usage, for these ' high priests
of the temples of Asia.'
also regard it as

monial.

;

of

i.

ASIARCH

probable (though

;

ASIDE, that is, on (or to) one side, has a moral
sense = astray, in Ps 14^ 'They are all gone a.,
Sir 2'
go
they are all together become filthv
J. Hastings.
not a., lest ye fall.'
'

'

;

ASIEL (''N'VT)-— 1. Grandfather of Jehu a
Simeonite 'prince' (1 Ch 4"*^). 2. (^Asihel) One of
five writers employed by Ezra to transcribe the law
Heb. >n-v AV Asael) A
3. ('AatjjK
(2 Es 14-1).
forefather of Tobit (To 1'). Probably a corrupt
form of the name Jahzeel {^:f>'^- Gn 46-*), a son of
Naphtali A. is said to belong to this tribe.
J. T. Makshai.1,.
ASIPHA (A 'A^fKpd, B Taaa-pi), 1 P:s 529.— His
sons were among the temple servants who returned
with Zerubbabel. Called Hasupha (T='-7) Ezr 2<8,
Neh 7"'.
H. ST. J. TilACKEKAY.
;

;

;

3'") is probably identi(•''-''r'^ To
with the evil demon of the ancient Persian
or 'lustful
da-va
=
the
'covetous'
religion, ..ICshma
demon.' When the Hebrews borrowed the name,
Hence this
they connected it with '^'f, ft> destroy.
is the being called 6 oKedpfvuf in Wis 18^^, and i'''?.?
9".
= S airoWvuy in Kev
In the latter passage
he is styled angel of the aby.ss and king of the
destructive creatures .shaped like locusts, but with
men's faces and flowing hair. The only mention
of Asmodseus in the (ir. Bible is in Tobit, where he
Vulg. d:emonium
is described as rrh wopvp^f Saifnii'io:'
nequissimuin
but in the Aram, and Heb. VSS
King of the Shedhiin.' By this name he is known

ASM0D;EUS

cal

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

A

ASS

AS.N'AH
Talmud (Pesachim llOfi), and in the
of Ec 1".
In To 6» (B. Syr. Itala) we
are told that he ' loved Sarah, the daughter of
Raj^uel, and that he slew seven men to whom she
was married as soon as they entered the nuptial
chamber (3"). When Tobias N-isited Raguel, he also
at once loved Sarah, and yet naturally was afraid to
marry her ; but his companion, Raphael in disguise,
taught him how to exorcise the demon by a funiitration of tlie heart and liver of a fish. The demon tiud
to Upper Egypt, where he was pursued by Kaphael
and bound ( To 8'), after which the pious couple
lived in peace. The Shedhim are the Soi/xina of the
Gospel narrative.
They were conceived by the
Jews as distinct from the fallen angels of the Book
Enoch,
in
being
mortal, of both sexes, and,
of
according to some, the offspring of those angels
the Bab.

in

Tarf,'.

'

and human mothers (Chngigah 16a
Edersheim,
and Times of Jesus, ii. 759-763). As Sammael
was head of all the Satans, so Asmoda^us was king
of the demons, and the long-haired Lilith was
their queen (Ervbin lOili).
In Talmudic legends,
Asmodneus was implicated in Noah's drunkenness
and after revealing to Solomon the whereabouts of
the worm Samir, which noiselessly shaped the
stones of the temple, he dethroned that monarch
for a while, assumed his appearance, and was the
real author of the offences which history ascribes to
Solomon.
;

Life

;

LrrKRATURK.—OWrer,
Jiiditche AngeiotoffU

CrchrUitenthum, L 87&-424;

und

Ddrnorwloyit,

72

p.

Bntdeckta JudtnOium, 1893 edition, ch. xvi.
J. T.

ASNAH

(.ij9K

—The head

= Aram.

K;f!<

;

Kohut,

Eifienmeuger,

Marshall.

'thorn bush,' 'Aaevi).

Nethinim which returned
with Zerubbabel (Ezr 2", 1 Es 5"").

ASOM

of a family of

{'AaSfi),

1

Es 9".

who put away their
Hashum (oij-ij), Ezr lO**.
those

—

His sons were among
'strange' wives. Callea

ASP.—See Serpent.

ASS.
IfamQr

—

1. ("fiDn,

ibn

hdmOr;
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ivo^irfiov, nsinus).

Ji-ot,

the generic name for the ass, and tin
specific designation of the he-ass (Arab. himAr).
Few animals are mentioned more frequently in
the Scriptures than the asa. It was used for a
variety of purposes.
For this purpose it was used
(1) For riding.
by both rich and poor. Moses took his wife and
two sons on an ass to Egypt, passing through the
Sinaitic desert (Ex 4*) ; Balaam rode a she-ass
(Nu 22-''^) the unnamed prophet rode an ass
(1 K l3is.M.M.a7-29). 80 jid Achsah (Jos 15'", Jg
1"), the thirty sons of Jair (Jg 10*), the sons of
Abdon (Jg 12"), Abigail (1 § 25»'-»), Ahithophel (2 S 17"), and Mephibosheth (2 S IQ^').
When it is said that Christ is lowly,' because He
should ride on an ass (Zee 9'
corap. Mt 21'),
the reference is not to any degradation in the
riding of an ass, but to the peaceful nature of His
advent. The horse was used in war, and a king
coming on a horse would be surrounded by military
circumstance and pomp. Asses are yet ridden by
persons of rank in State and Church. There are
many fine breeds of them, and every large city of
the interior boasts its special strain. Many of
these are sold at very high prices. They have a
rapid walk, and an easy shuflling pace or short
canter.
They are exceedingly sure-footed. Some
of them are breast high, and weigh as much as a
small horse. White asses (Jg 5'") fetch specially
high prices, and are very handsome beasts, while
their caparisons are often quite magnificent.
These consist of a thick stuffed saddle, often covered
with crimson, or dark ^een, or other rich coloured
cloth, bound with braids of brighter colours, and
is

;

'

;

with silver ornaments and dangling tassels of
woollen twist. The headstall and bridle are likewise decorated with shells, silver studs, and plates,
and not infrequently composed in part of silver
chains.
A collar of silver links, with a breastplate
of the same metal, completes the adornment.
Abraham probably loaded his
(2) For burdens.
ass with wood (Gn 22*) the sons of Jacob loaded
their asses with com (Gn 42*- ") ; Joseph sent
twenty asses bearing the good things of E<'ypt to
his father (Gn 45^)
Jesse sent an assload of
provisions by David to Saul (1 S 16*)
Abigail
loaded her present to David on asses (1 S 25"), as
also Ziba (2 S 16') the provisions for the feast at
David's coronation at Hebron were brought on a-sses
(1 Ch 12"); asses were used in harvesting (Neh
;

ASPALATHD8

baUamum,

Sir 24").
The name of an aromatic associated with
cinnamon in the passage cited, but impossible to
identify.
Pliny (Nat. Hist. xii. 52, and xxiv. 68,
69) speaks of a thorny plant known by this name,

—

(d<nr<iXo9oi,

and which

in the first passage he identifies with
the Erysisceptrum, and in the second seems to
distinguish from it.
The same plant is alluded to
by other ancient authors, but with such indefiniteness that we are unable to identify it with any
known plant. It is probable that there were two
or more plants, and more than one vegetable
product, known by this name.
G. E. Post.

ASPATHA

Est

(KCi??(i,

Haman, imt

to death

9').— The third son of

The name

by the Jews.

perhaps from the Persian asjmddta,

'

is

given by the

(sacred) horse' (so Ges. J'hesaurus, add.).

H. A. White.

ASPHALT.— See Bitumen.

ASPHAR

Pool

(XdKitoi

'A<r(pdp),

1

Mao 9".—

pool in the desert of Tekoa, or Jeshimon,

where
Jonathan and Simon the Maccabees encamped.

The

site is doubtful.

A8PHARASUS

C. R.

{'A<r<t>ipa<rot), I

Conder.

Es 5".— One

leaders of the return under Zerubbabel.

Mispar

(ippo),

Ezr

2',

and Mispereth

(n-jjpij),

of the
Called

Nell

7'.

AV

A8RIEL (Sxn^t., in
of 1 Ch 7" Ashriel).Mana-ssite (Jos 17', Nu 26"
in the latter the
patron. Aerlelite occurs).
Ace. to the LX.\ of
1 Ch 7" A.'s mother was an Aramitess, a concubine
j

of

Manasseh.

J.

A. Selbie.

;

;

;

13'°).
The ass is still the most universal of all
beasts of burden in Bible lands. Small ones can
be bought for a pound or two. There is a great
variety in the breeds of pack-asses. Some are no
larger than a Shetland pony, while others are as
large as a small mule, and carry very lieaN-y loads.
They are very economical to keej), living on straw,
thistles, stubble, and a very small quantity of
grain, and standing any amount of exposure and
harsh treatment.
The expression ear (Is 30")
(3) Vox pluughing.
means io plough (comp. 32*). It was not allowi'd
to plough with an ox and an ass together (Dt 'i'J'").
The writer has seen a camel and an ass yoked
together to a ploiigli. The equation of force was
made by tethering the ass at the long end of a crossbar, which was fastened to the front of the plough.
Doubtless the reason of this prohibition was the
principle of the Mosaic law, ifiat there should be
no intermixtures. Thus I)rie8t8 could not have
patched or particoloured garments. I'iebiild cattle
could not be offered in sacrifice. Cattle could not
gender with a diverse kind. A field miglit not be
sown with mingled seed. A garment could not be
ninile of two different sorts of stuffs, as linen and
woollen.
A person with patches of leprosy, mixed
with patches of clean skin, was unclean, while one

;
:
'

'

ASSAMIAS

ASSEMBLY

This
all over with leprosy was clean.
principle enters into the whole symbolic economy.
It is intended to illustrate simplicity and purity.
Asses' milk is used as food by the Arabs, and
is recommended for persons of scrofulous and
tubercular tendencies. The flesh of the ass was
not allowed to the Hebrews as food, because the
animal does not divide the hoof and chew the cud.
In the famine at the siege of Samaria, however,
an ass's head was sold for eighty pieces of silver
0").
In Jg 15" Samson says, 'with the
(2
jawbone of an ass, heaps upon heaps.' In the
Heb. there is a fine alliteration, a•trp^ nioq itonn 'n^3
'
with the jawbone of an ass a heap, two heaps,'
the word for cas and heap being the same.
2. The she-ass (l^ns MhAn ; i) 6voi, ivot 8-^tia ;
asina, Arab. 'atHn) was Balaam's mount (Nu
22'""'').
Saul went to search for the stray sheasses of his father Kish (1 S 9^).
The Shunammite
4"- ").
rode one (2
It has always been customary to separate the females of the flocks and herds
at times. David had an officer charged with the
care of the she-asses at such times (1 Ch 27*").
It is said that the vigour of the stock of the Egyp.
ass is maintained by tying the she-aases at the
border of the deserts on either side of the Nile
Valley, so that they may receive the visits of the
Asinua Onager, Pali., the original of the domestic
ass of the East.
3. The Heb. term TB, 'ayir ; iruXo? ; pullxts asince ;
Arab, jahsh, corresponds to four Eng. equivalents
in the
(1) Foal (Gn 32"> 49") ; (2) ass colt (Gn
49", Jg 10* 12"); (3) young ass (Is SO'-"); (4)
The Arab, equivalent of
colt (Job 11", Zee 9").
the Heb. 'ayir is, as before sa\A, jahsh, i.e. young
ass, and not 'ayir, which means tlie ass in general.
The stupidity of the ass is proverbial in the East
as well as in the West. The allusions to this quality
in the Bible are not, however, unequivocal (Is 1',

men called
robbers, who carried under
their garments a short sword, about the size of a
Persian scimitar (dxii'ditTjs), curved like a Roman
sica, whence their name, which was of Latin
origin. They used to commit their murders openly,
and by day, mingling in the crowd at feasts. Their
first conspicuous exploit was the murder
according to Josephus at the instigation of Felix—of
Jonathan, son of Annas, who had been high priest
(prob. in 55 or 56 A.D.).
After this, men lived in
constant dread of them. They were conspicuous
under Felix, who sent troops against them, and
at a later date they took a leading part in the
Jewish War, and in the disturbances which led to
it, being always amongst the most violent of the
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covered

'

K

K

the procuratorship of Felix a body of

They were

aixapioi.

—

combatants. They held Masada, and from thence
pillaged the country. Eventually some of them
dispersed to Egypt and Cyrene, where, under the
combined influence of want and fanaticism, they
introduced a reign of terror.
Josephus never definitely connects them with the
Egyptian (wh. see), as does St. Luke.
Apart from the illustration aUbrded to the
narrative of the Acts, the robbers and impostors
who were so numerous at this time, illustrate the
fanaticism, both religious and political, which
culminated in the fall of Jerusalem.
LrrBRATUR*.
itvii.

—Jos.

Ant.

IT. vii. 2, ix. 6,

6,

BJP L

u.

viu. 6, 10, Ix. S;
1, i, 4, 6, x.

vn. viiL

AV.—

Pr

Two words

are used in the Heb. for the unld

<M»— (1) KID, pere' (Gn 16", where Ishmael is called
a unld ass man. Job 6» 11" 24» 39», Is 32'*, Jer 2",
Hos 8») (2) niij, 'ArGdh (Job 39», Dn 5»', Chald. KTV)-

We

n. xlll. 8,
Schiiror,

ASSAULT.—See Ciumes and Punishments.
ASSAY

is

As verb

not found as snbst.

has

it

two general meanings 1. Test, prove, of which the
only example is in the Preface, 1611, To a. whether
my talent
may be profitable in any measure
:

'

.

.

.

to God's Church.' 2. Set on&self to do (more than
merely attempt) ; so all the occurrences in
Dt 4" ' Hath God a"" to go and take him a nation ?
Job 4' If we a. to commune with thee (both np j)
David girded his sword upon his armour
1 S 17"
(RV apparel), and he a*^ to go' (Vn;) ; Ac 9-'' 'he
a'^ to join himself to the disciples,' 16' they a"" to
go into Bithynia,' 2 Mac 2» (all Ttipdfui) He 11"
which the E^j'ptians a*^ to do [iriXpnv Xa^ovres).
retains all these, and adds Ac 24" who, moreover, a"'' to profane the temple' (Tret/idfu,
who
also hath gone about to') 26''' 'the Jews ... a'''
' went about
to kUl me {reipio/juu,
to kill me ').

4V

26»).

i.

£/
1,1;

A. C. Hkadlam.

u. i7Sfl.

;

have no philological grounds for determining
the species referred to, nor any certainty that the
terms are more specific than their Eng. equivalents.
The parallelism in Job 39* does not necessarily
imply two species.
The Arabs have a large

number

names for the lion, the camel, the
horse, the ass, and other familiar animals. Tristram gives two species of wild asses as found in
of

the deserts contiguous to Palestine, Asinii^ Onaijer,
Pall., which he considers to be 'ArOdh, and Asinus
hemippus, St. HU., which he regards as pere'. For
neither of these specifications does he give any
It is safe to believe that
philological authority.
the scriptural writers had no particular species in
view, but the general characteristics of all known
wild asses.
G. E. Post.

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

RV

'

AV

AV

J.

ASSEMBLE, now

almost

Hastings.

entirely intrans.,

—

ASSAPHIOTH

(B

A<r<Ta<pelu>9,

—

A

'A<Ta(f,<t>i<ie,

AV

Azaphion), 1 Es 5". His de.scendants returned
with Zerubbabel among the sons of Solomon's
servant.s.
Called Hassophereth (B 'kae<pfipa.$,
kac<pupo.e),
Ezr 2» ; Sopliereth, Neh 7" (B A

A

'

Za<pi.pae, M -Bt).

H. ST.

J.

THACKERAY.

is

and reflex, in AV, as Mic 4* In
that day, saith the Lord, will I a. her that halteth,
and I will gather her that is driven away
Dn 6"
Then these men a"* (RV a"" toi;ether '), and found
Daniel
Nu 10" all the assembly shall a. themselves to thee' (RV 'gather tnemselves unto
thee').
'A. together' occurs as tr. of the same
verbs without cliange of meaning
and even a.
together with,' Ac 1* 'and [Jesus] being a"* together with them ((rwaXifd^if vos, with aiW-oZi understood AVm and RVm eating with them after
Vulg. convescem.
The reference would then be
to Lk 24", Jn 21", where Jesus is spoken of as
eating with the disciples. But this meaning of
salt,' instead of
ffucaXifw, as if derived from i\s,
trans., intrans.,

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

;

ASSAMIAS(B'Acr<roM'at,A'A(ro/i/«, AVAssanlas).
One of twelve priests entrusted with the holy
ressels on the return to Jerua., 1 Ea 8"*.

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

ciowded,' is scarcely made out). In He 10"
not forsaking the a*"* of yourselves together,' the
Gr. is a noun (^iri<ru>'07aryT)).
A. into is found
Jer 21« ' I will a. (RV gather ') them into the
midst of the city.'
J. Hasting.s.
dXTjt,

'

'

'

'

'

RV

ASSASSIN.—Used in
of Ac SI" as a translation of tlie Greek o-ndpios (AV 'murderer').
St.
Paul is said to have been mistaken by Lysias, the
chief captain, for the Egyptian who liad led into
the wilderness the 4000 men of the Assassins.'
According to Jos. there arom in Judiea during
'

AV

as the
ASSEMBLY.— A. is employed in
rendering of several Heb. words, tlie two most
important of which are niy and Snp. The Re'isers,
howpver, have endeavoured (as they have Miem-

—

-;

'

ASSENT

ASSURANCE

to preserve a
Reives explained in their Preface)
consistent distinction between the words assembly
and 'congregation,' 'without aiining at absolute
uniformity.' This they have done by rendering
Vnj and its cognate verb by
assembly
and
'assemble,' retaining 'congregation for ii;'. This
last is the older word of the two, denoting a
gathering or assembly of any kind, whether for
drliberative (as Gn 49") or other purposes.
Gradumainly through the inlluence of
ally, however
l)t
^^Q assumed a more technical signilication as
denoting the Israelitish community, in whole or in
"Thus .iit '?np, Dt 23-"-, denotes the theopart.
'

'

'

'

'

'

—

cratic

community.

'The assembly' par

excellence

fiequent in P in the sense just given, although
not so characteristic of this document as the
sjTionymous term .Tiy, which occurs over a hundrc'.l
tunes in the technical sense of the theocratic
community or congregation of the E.\odus. It is
doubtful if nny occurs in any genuine pre-exilic
is

text in this sense.

See Conguegation.

LmRATTRR. — Moore, Judges, 20', crit. not« fJiesebrecht in
8t«de'» ZriUchrift, 243 I. On Sni; read llolzinger, ibid. ix. lO.'i f.
Od itft/A^t ixjcAitr'a (Ac 193^), liamsay in Kxpos. 5th Ser. iii. 137 ff,
A. K. S. Kennedy.
ASSENT, the subst., in the archaic sense of
accord or consent, occurs 2 Ch 18'^ the words of
the proj)hets declare good to the king with one a.'
(ns, KV
mouth '). Cf. Carlyle, Paxt and Present,
'fravelling with one a. on the broad way.' The
verb is found Ac 24' the Jews also a"" (TR amiBtrro, edd. ffwfir^ffeiTo, liV joined in the churge').
J. HastiN(;s.
ASSESSOR. An a. is one who sits beside a
magistrate to act as his adviser. The word occurs
only 1 Es 9'* KV, Mosollamus and Levis and
;

i.

'

'

175

with a long steep assent from the water's edge
and the natural strength was increased by walla
which still stand in wonderfully good preservation.
The sculptures of the temple o? Athena on the
summit of the hill (most of which are now in Paris,
the rest being in Constantinople and Boston,
U.S.A.) are among the most important remains oi
archaic Gr. art. The harbour of A., formed by ar
mole, was situated at the foot of the hili
city stood
and beside it now clustei
the houses of the modern village Behram. This
harbour gave the citT considerable importance in
the coasting trade of ancient times (Ac 20"), as le
attested by its coinage, which begins early in the
oth cent, (when the city was released from the
Persian domination), and continues as late as A.D.
235. The importance of A. under the Pergamenian
kings is shown by its re-foundation with the name
Ajiollonia, a favourite Pergamenian name (Pliny,
A'yy V. 123).
The trade of great part of the S.
Troad has passed through the harbour of A.
at all periods of history.
It was connected by
a Roman road with Troas and the coast of the
Troad generally, and the road from Troas to A. required less time than the voyage round the long
projection of Cape Lectum (Ac 20").
Wheat was
extensively grown in the district, according to
Strabo, p. 735 ; but valonia is the chief modern
export.
artificial

on which the

;

'

'

'

'

—

LiTEttATURB.— The best account ol A. 1» by J. T. Clarke, Rtport
on the Inv^atigatifnui at Aawit, Boston 1882. Many iiiacriptions
are published bv Sterrett io Papert of American School at
Atunt, i. pp. 1-00.
M. Ramsay.

w.

ASSUR

(2

Es 2«)= AssHim, Assyria.

'

Sabbateua were a' to them {avyeppdfievaav aiW-ois,
lit. 'judged alongside of them').
The simple verb
Pfa^fvoi, 'to act as uniidre, arbitrate,' occurs Col 3"
'
Let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts,' KVni
arbitrate
see Meyer and Lightfoot, in luc.
The
comi)Ound Karafipapfuu is found Col 2"" Let no man
=
beguile (liV 'rob') you of your reward'; k.
'to
decide against one, and to decide against one
unjustly,' hence to rob.'
J. Hastings.
'

'

;

'

'

'

ASSURE, ASSURANCE.— Assure

in the sense of
'confirm,' is used in 1 ,)n 3'"
hereby we know that we are of the truth, and
shall a. our hearts before him' (ireiflui, lit. 'p«rsuade').
Cf. 2 Ti 3" 'Abide thou in the things

'give conlidcnce

to,'

'

hast been a''' of (Triaroui), and
17" He hath j;iven assurance (i-Iotu) unto all
men.' Assurance is RV tr. of uttoVtoitis (AV substance'), He 11', a word of great importance in Gr.
philosophy and Chr. theology, and which occurs in
11" RV 'confidence
NT 2 Co 9*,
'conlidcnce
3" RV confidence.'
He 1' RV substance
Full
a.' is the tr. of Tr\r,poipopla, Col 2», He 6" (RV
fulness'), 10*" (RV fulness') ; but the same word

which thou

Ac

.

.

.

'

'

KV

ASSHUR.—See Assyria.

'

'

ASSHURIM

(D-TO'K).

— An

Arab

tribe,

descended

Abraham and Keturab (Gn

from

identity cannot be traced.
Delitzsch I.e.).

ASSIDUOUS, only Wis 8"

(Cf.

RV

2.')'),
whose
Dillmann and
J. A. Sklhik.

'in a.

commun-

understanding' (iv ffiryYu/uraffi?
ifiMai, i.e. 'in constant exercise of fellowship.'
The simple yvjj.va<ria is used 1 Ti 4* cuiianK^ y.,
ing with

'

her

is

bodily exercise

J.

').

ASSIR (TCK).— 1.

A

Hastings.

A

Bonof Ebiasnph (1 Che^"). 3.
Jeconiah (AV and KV'^m of I Ch 3").

6").

2.

1

Ch

A

son

son of Korah (Ex 6",

of
It is
prob., however, that
correctly renders 'Jeconiah
the captive {'VV).
See Ox/, llcb. Lex. t.v.
J. A. Selbie.
ASSOCIATE.— Only Is 8», and there rellex., A.
urselves, O ye peo|>le.' Ileb. \v^, not from 1;-; to
yoursel
friendly,' 'combine together,' as Targ., Vulg.,
AV,
V, etc. ; but
...
„
from
„... Vl"!
.^ make a noise,'
,.,
,.; ' to
'
Make an uproar' ; though Oel. jircfers Vl"] to lie

MV

'

'

'

RV

'

while Cheyne follows
'take knowledge.'

evil

'

;

LXX,

71'wTf (i.e. <v^),

J.Hastings.

ASSOS Chaaoi), in the Roman province of Asia,
ancient city on the 8. coast of the
Troad, some miles E. of Cape Lectum the yEolic
dialect was spoken in it
and it was said to be an
^olic ( ilony. It was nlanted on a hill that rises
was an

;

;

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

is

tr.

'much

a.' in

1

Th

A.

1*.

is

found also

Wis ()'" the a. of incorruption {pepaluait dipOapalat).
Cf. Ac IR'" 'assuredly gathering' (auMiS'/SafoiTtt,
'

RV

'

'concluding').

J.

HastiNQS.

ASSURANCE. — The

religions and moral value
fully recognised in Scripture.
It is the very aim and object of the divine message
in whatever form it conies to produce it.
Without
it there cannot be that peace and joy in the soul
wliiili constitute the highest blessing of religion,
nor that inward strengtli which alone can fit man
for moral conquest.
The want of it makes the
of linn conviction

is

'double-minded man,' who is compared to the
•surge of the sea, driven by the wiml and tossed'
(Ja 1"). Even in OT times it was realised, as shown
in the beautiful description of Isaiali (32"), where

AV

quietness and assurance' RV reads quiet
and caiijidence,' the original word denoting
'to hang u|i<>ii something,' hence fig. 'to trust.'
A word by which St. Paul expresses this state of
mind is -ri-rtiap.ai,
am ner.suaded,' whether he
for

*

'

nesii

'

I

refers to the certainty of God's love in Christ
(Ho 8"), or to that which he had committed to hi^"

Ti 1'^). The term, however, most fri'used for A. in NT and also in patristic
writers is Tr\ripo<popia.
I'rom the fact tliat tliu
cognate verb appears probably for the first tiiue iu

Lord (2
i|ui'ntly

ASSURBANIPAL

176
the

LXX

x?7,

Cremer

of

Eo

8'i,

(^liib.

It
of Alex, origin.
to be fixed and iirm '
occurs in Col 2-,

understanding'

;

1

where

I'heol.

it is

ASSYRIA

a tr" of the Heb.

Lex.) infers that

it

was

means to be fully persuaded,
(Ko 14^ Col. 4'-). The noun
'

ttA..

Th

I''

rijs

<rvyeixfus,

tV ttA. TroWfi

'

;

full

of

a.

He 6"

jrA.

He
ttA. nUrews.
In the last two
Trjs Mir/Sos
(also Westcott in loc.) renders ttA. by
passages
the simpler word /«?)!ess rather than/uH assurance
(as AV), the full measure or development of hope,'
10--

;

RV
'

'

faith

which has reached

its

mature vigour.'
A. Stewart.

ASSURBANIPAL.— Esarhaddon, king of Assyria,
while on his way to suppress a reSamas-sum-ukin (Saoo-Soux'i'os
bellion in Egypt.
of Ptolemy), an illegitimate son, had been set over
Assurbanipal was heir
the province of Babylon.
Heb. writing of the
to the throne of Nineveh.
name is probably found in Ezr 4'" "'?2°; (Schrader,
ii.
65; Delitzsch, Paradies, 329; contra,
His own
Hal§vy, Revue iStudes Juives, ix. 12).
cuneiform annals and letters give us an abundance
His first
of information regarding his long reign.
expedition was the prosecution of the unfinished
campaign of his father against the Ethiopian
Tirhakah. Tliis rebellious leader fled to Ethiopia
only to await the withdrawal of the Assyr. forces.
The native governors of the provinces, as Xecho and
fSarludari, were aroused by Tirhakah to form a
But Assyria
coalition against foreign authority.
died in

i'..c'.

(i08,

A

COT

pounced down upon them, carried oft prisoners,
and drove Tirhakah back to his lair, where he
died about B.C. 604. Egypt was again tranquil,
An invasion of Egypt
though hid'ng a volcano.
by Taniitamon (Assyr. XJrdamani) precipitated the
In B.C. 662 the
last and decisive campaign of A.
Assyr. army fell upon Egypt, and drove Tanutamon out of its bounds, captured and plundered
Thebes, and carried off to Nineveh great booty.
This concluded the sway of Ethiopia over the land
of the thrifty Egyptian.

As a

builder, he was equal to his predecessors.
of his palace at Kouyunjik testify
to the architectural ingenuity and taste of the
monarch. In many cities of his empire he built
beautiful temples to the gods, and adorned aU with
exquisite pieces of art.
He laid every available
source under tribute to his royal enterprises.
As a ruler and warrior, as a builder, as a litterateur, he is well deserving the title given him in
Ezrii". The last years of his reign are comparatively wrapped in obscurity.

The remains

—

Literati-re. In the original. G. Smith, Hist, of As»urb.,
and interlinear tr, 1^71 An. Disc. p. 317 ff.; KawllnsoD,
Went. Asiutic JiiKciij,. iii. 17-27, 8(1-84, v. 1-10. iii. 2S, 35-38, iv.'
15—i" ; S. A. Smith, Ktihckriftte^te Aaurb. Heften ii. una ill.
In tr. JIP Tol. 1. Ist series, p. 55 f. ; Keilinsch. Bibliot, ii. pp.
162-2C9 ; 8. A. Smith, Keilnchrifttexte Amirb. Heft. i.
original

:

IKA M. PRICE.

ASSWAGE

(so AV, after the common, though
not invariable, spelling of the 16th to 18th cent.,
'assuage') is used trans. Job \&-^, Sir 18">
' shall
and intrans.
not the dew a. the heat ? '
Gn 81 ' the waters a''*.'
J. HASTINGS.

RV

;

.

"ASSYRIA
i.

ii.

Iii.

C"-!*).—
Natural Features and Civilization,
History.
1. Sources.
2.

Chronolo^.

3.

Annals of the Kings.

Literature.

the country, famed in antiquity, on the east
between 35° and 37° N. lat.
The only town on the west of the Tigris, on the
Jlesopotamian tableland, was the old capital of
the kingdom, Assur, from which the whole land
takes its name. Its northern boundary is formed
by the wilds of the Arinenian-Ivurdish mountains,
in which the Tigris rises, and through which it
flows till it enters the plain near Nineveh, ovei
against the town which is now called jlosul.
On the east it is bounded by the ranges of
Zagros, which derive their name from the Assyrian
These ranges form a
zakru, 'pointed, higli.'
continuation of the Armenian mountain.s, and
reach as far as Elam. They are the source of the
great and little Zab, which flow into the valley
of the Tigris.
Of the other tributaries of the
Tigris the Khusnr may be mentioned (the Khuser,
Khosr-Su of to-day), which empties itself into the
Tigris between the ruin-mounds of Kouyunjik and
Nebi-yunus, and thus flows right through the
midst of ancient Nineveh.
Ancient Assyria extended in later times beyond these narrow
boundaries on the north-west to the left source of
on the
the Tigris, the Subnat (now Sebbeneh-Su)
west to Ivhabur and Belikh, two well-known
Mesopotamia
tributaries of the Euphrates in
and on the south to the Radinu and Turnat,
tributaries of the Tigris one of wliich is to be
identified with the modern Diy^la.

A.

is

of the middle Tigris

A.'s next expedition enveloped the E. coast of
the Mediter. Sea, which rendered him submission.
The king of Lydia, .Janus-like, gave presents
to A., and made a league with Tusamilki of Egypt.
This combination svicceeded finally in throwing
Assyria out of Egypt. The country of Van next
Elam, which had for
fell before the arms of A.
centuries stood as a peer of its neighbours, fell at
last, after several bloody battles continuing through
a course of years, at the feet of the conqueror from
His half-brother at Babylon, elated with
Nineveh.
flatteries and thirsting for independence, threw off
the yoke of Nineveh. A. swept down upon Bab.,
overthrew the opposition, and captured the city.
The secedhig ruler, fearing the wrath of A., took
refuge in his palace, and burned it over his head (li.c.
648). The secession of Samas-sum-ukin is probably
ii. 53-59) but a hint at a general
(Schrader,
'i'he Climate of Assyria— as we might imagine
ui)rising against As.syria throughout the S. \V., in
which Jlanasseh of .ludah was involved (2 Ch from its comparatively northern situation may be
The general
331').
The Arabians likewise were forced to sub- said to be really very temperate.
nature of the country Is preponderatingly mounmission, and A. was again lord of his empire.
This great warrior was also an enthusiast in tainous. Only the capitals were situated on the
With the help of Assur and Tigris in the valley, e.r/. ancient Assur, Nineveh,
other occupations.
The new royal
and Kal.akh (Cahih Gn lO'-).
Istar he was able to cope with and slay lions.
One of his chief sports seems to have been fighting residence built by Sargon, Bur-Sarrnkin (Sargon's
ca-stle), the modern l^horsabad, was situated to
lions, either those which were wild in the forests or
the north of Nhieveh, just at the foot of the
those which were loosed from cages for the purpose.
But the most important feature of his career for mountains; while the well-known city of Istar,
His library in the market-town Arbela (Arbailu, i.e. Town of the
us was his interest in literature.
Nineveh, which was uncovered by G. Smith, has Four Gods now called Erbil), together with the
preserved for us thousands of clay tablets, which great juilitary place to the south-west of it, Kakzi
were copied from older tablets in other libraries of (modern Shemamek), etc., were situated in the
The topics treated are historical, etliical, higher p,arts of Assyria.
his land.
With regard to the Flora of Assyria, the slopes
all pertainlinguistic, religious, and many others
of the last-mentioned mountain districts were
ing to Assyria and Babylonia.
•• ronriririht. 1598. ty Charles Scribner's .Simj*
;

;

—

COT

—

—

—

;

ASSYRIA

ASSYKIA

covered with oak, plane, and wild pine trees

;

while

on the plain proper, besides abundance iif nuts, fig
and olive trees flourished, together with the vine
plant.
These last were originally unknown to the
East-Semitic districts, and were first iniiwrted by
the Assyrian kings from Syria. Agriculture was
confined mainly to the cultivation of wheat, barley,
hemp, and millet.
The Fauna was formerly far more varied than
it is to-day, as the pictures on the monuments
and the statements in tlie inscriptions prove
beyond the possibility of doubt. In addition to
hares, roes, stags, and mountain goats, lions and
wild oxen (rimu, Heb. rii'eni) were found in great
numbers the former in the tall reed plantations
on the banks of the Tigris, the latter in the mounthe happy
hunting-grounds of
districts,
tain
Magnificent horses the famous
the Assyrians.
Assyrian chargers, which were probably of the
Medo-Elaraite type and cattle, goats, and sheep
pastured on the slopes while wild asses and camels
through the
are known only in later times,
As.syrian incursions into the Syro-Arabian desert.

—

—

—

;

The

culture of bees

was

also actively carried on.

Of domestic animals, the dog may be mentioned
of wild beasts, the panther, the wolf, the bear, and
;

some

othere.
Witli regard to hinds of sto)ie alabaster (pilu),
which was employed for the Assyrian ba.s-reliefs,
was found on the left bank of theTigris in abundance.
Of metals iron, copper, and lead were found in any
quantity in the Tiyari mountains near Nineveh.
Not only is Assyria far more rugged by

—

—

nature than Babylonia, which is mucli more
southerly and lies nearer the sea, but the inhabitants of the two countries differed in character,
the Assyrians being of a much more powerful and
rugged type than their Babylonian brothers, in
spite of the fact of their common Semitic origin
The Babylonians have been very
and speech.
appropriately called the Greeks, and the Assyrians
the Komans of the ancient East. Especially
striking is the resemblance between the Assyrian
type of face, as it appears in pictorial representations on the monuments, and the features which
we meet with to-<lay in the majority of Jews
while the pictures of the Babylonian kings suggest
no such associations to our minds. The ancient
Assyrians had purer Semitic blood in their veins
than the Babylonians, for the latter in very
early times show traces of an admixture of other
races.
The best authorities advocate the view
implied in the table of races in Gn 10, which
reckons only Assur and Aram (not Babel or
Shinar) among the sons of Shem. In proof of thi.s,
v." may be cited ('out of that land,' viz. Shinar or
Babylonia, 'he [i.e. Nimrod] went forth into

Assyria and builded Nineveh,' etc.), a statement
which is confirmed by thc^ mommients. As Assyria
was originally only an offshoot from Babylonia, its
language at any rate tlie language of its literature, which is the only one known to us
is also
Babylonian. The writings themselves, as well as
the art and science, bear the clearest witness that
they are equally dependent upon the motherland of
Babylonia. It is noteworthy lliat while the oldest
Assyrian inscriptions exhibit most clearly the old
I!al)yloMian cuneiform characters, after the time of
T'iglath-pileser i. (c lie. 1100) they evolved a style
of writing which fell back upon what can be proved
to be a deb;ised form of Babylonian writing,
which previously existed only in North Mesopo-

—

tamia.

—

Hence there arose,

new Bab.

writing, a special

fnun the
form of new Assyr.,

in distinction

which were written most of the As.syr. royal
inscriptions, and, above all, the many clay tablets
of the Assyr. court libraries, up to the time of
in

Assurbanipal.
VOL.
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The As.syrian Religion, too, is essentially the
same as the Babylonian, with some modifications.
When, for instance, on the so-called Black Obelisk
of Shalmaneser II. (n.c. 859-825) mention is made
of the following gods
Asur, Anu, Bel, Ea, Sin,
:

Ramuian, Samas, Merodach, Nindar (or Ninib),
Nergal, Nusku, Belit, and Istar, this list is
identical with the Babylonian Pantheon (.see B.viiVLO.MA), witli the exception of the god Asur, who
heads the list, but is entirely wanting to the
Babylonians.

This A.sur, the chief god of Assyria,

was originally only a differentiation of Aim, or the
god of heaven. His name An-sar, which afterwards became Assar, Assur, Asur,
Host of
Heaven,' appears in the Bab. cosmogony, but plays
'

in the Bab. religion a far less iinjiortant jiart.
Probably on account of the similarity of sound
between the name of the god and the name of the
counti-y Assur (originally Asur, from the Sumerian
A-usar water plain '), the originally more abstract
god of heaven, Asur, was exalted to the highest
place and became king of the gods. Special reverence
was also paid to the storm god liamman. who in
the most ancient times cannot be very clearly distinguished from the god of the air, In-liUa or Bel.
Assur and Ramnian, therefore, held a similar place
in As.syria to Anu and Bel, who were the two chief
'

divinities of the old Babylonians.
Further, we
find an Istar of Nineveh, an Istar of Arbela, and
an Istar of Kitmur, the two former being goddesses
of war, while the latter appears to be a goddess cif
love and finally, two masculine divinities of hunting
;

and war, Nindar (Nin-ib) and

Proper
Nergal.
names, especially those of the kings, always servo
test
which
determine
as a
enables us to
the
amount of favour meted out to the different
divinities.
Here we meet most frequently with
Assur and Ramman (=Bel, cf. Kamman-nir3.ri,
Kamman is my help,' with Bel-nirSri).
In the ca.se of the word Shalman-asarid (Shalmaneser), the name Shidmfln appears to be a
cognomen of the god Nindar. The latter the
As.syrians preferred to call AsharUI Il'ini, Prince
'

'

pronunciation Adar instead of
Nind.ar (written Nin-ib) has no foundation to rest on.
While in Babylonia, the mother - country of
Assyria, the priests were always more powerful
than the kings, in Assyria the king himself was
also chief priest, and upon him the priesthood was
Primarily, however, the
completely dependent.
king of Assyria was a general. The army always
played the chief rOle in Assyria. The king was
of the gods.'

'i'he

also the chief judge.
All his subjects might come
direct to him with their petitions and suits, which
were always decided with the strictest impartiality
and in accordance with the provisions of tlie
laws, to which the king himself always bowed.
Hence disobedience and rebellion were severely
imnished, as all the enemies of the king were
regarded as rebels against Assyria as well. In tlie
treatment of captives and ])risoners the Assyrians
displayed an inhumanity which we rightly regard
as revolting.
The court, as the political power of
the nation increased, became ever more and more

magnificent.
In Architecture, again, the Assyrians seem, in
course of time, to have surpassed their original
It is characteristic of
teachers, the Babylonians.
the Assyrians, that far more magnificence and
expended
were
on
the
wealth
palaces than on the
For although the kings in their inscrijitemples.
tioiis never omit to lay due emphasis on
the
temples which they built, yet, as a matter of fact,
the excavations (see below) have brought to liglit
the remains of far more palaces than temples.
The
statues of the kings, like those of the gods, were
made with great skill and care, but pre-eminence was
reached by the Assyrian artists in bas-relief, with
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which the walls of the palaces were adorned. The
older specimens are rather stiff and clumsy but the
productions of the age of Sargon and Sennacherib
show a very marked improvement, and the
highest perfection was reached in the reign of
Assurbanipal. The British Museum affords the
best opiiortunity for admiring the war scenes, the
triumphal prueessions, the jiictures of private life,
and especially the realistic hunting pictures,
which form the masterpieces of the Assyrian
artist.
But the impulse to this development of
Assyrian art will probably have coi'ie from withWith the increasing growth of the Assyrian
out.
empire, immense treasures of merchaiulise and art
;

poured into Nineveh and Kalakh (cf. Nah 2^) from
the newly-conquered provinces and these imports
ations stand in direct relation to the refinement
;

that took place in the taste for art.
In Literature the Assyrians entirely followed
Bab. models, a.s, to take a single illustration, the
prayer of Assur-nazir-jjal II. (c. H.c. 1060) to the
goddess Istar proves. In most cases they contented themselves with simply copying out Babylonian literature. But in this way they did us a
greater service than if they had composed 100 or
1000 poetical imitations of a second-rate character.
For It is owing entirely to the activity of
the Assyrians as collectors of books, and especially
of Assurbanipal, the M:Bcenas of literature, that
the bulk of Ball, literature has been preserved for
us.
In scientific literature too astronomy, mathematics, medicine, grammar, lexicography all alike
were simply copies of Bab. originals. It was only
in practical mechanics tliat the Assyrians advanced
beyond their Bab. masters, as can be proved from
the process they adopted for transporting the
colossal images of bulls, as it is depicted on the
ba,s-reliefs.
In this connexion brief reference may
also be made to the convex lenses found in
Nimrond, used perhaps for the purpose of magnifying the writing on the clay tablets, which was
often very minute.

—

—

far "as Agriculture is concerned, As.syria was
not, owing to its more northern aspect, the rich
corn-bearing land that Babylonia was; but all the
more on this account efforts were made on the jiart
of the kings, by the construction of canals and
The
weirs, to increase the fertility of the soil.
water needed for the land, whicli was supplied in
inountaiu
streams,
by
the
was
in
such abundance
this way properly regulated and distributed.
HisiiiKV (IF Assvi:i.\. Thanks entirely to the
excavations of the ruins of the oUl cities, especially
Nineveh and Kalakh, the history of Assyria from
its earliest beginning.s, c. 2000 li.c, to the fall of
Nineveh, can be set forth with great detail and
exactness.
The great number of inscriptions *
which have been brought to light puts us in the
position of being able to write an uninterrujited
history of the Assyr. empire for many centuries.
In these Discoveries the palm belongs witliout
doubt to Englishmen especially to Sir Austin
Henry Layard (d. 1S9I) and Ilnrmnzd R.a.ssam.

As

—

—

It

was Claudius James

who lirst discovered
drew the attention of

Uicli

the ruins of Nineveh, and

investigators to this city, which is of such imi)ortance to antiquarians. After visiting Mo.sul three
times (the first visit being paid in 1811), and superficially examining the rubbish-mound which is to
be found on the opposite bank of the Tigris, he
resolved in the year 1820 to make a thorough
examination of it, the results of which were
published sixteen years later (18.'5fl), in accordance
with the terms of his will. The scanty remains of

sculptures and inscribed stones brought by him to
Europe formed the basis of the Assyrian collection
in the British Museum, which has since become so
splendid, and confirmed the conjecture made by
Josepli liager in 1801, that the same cuneiform
writing which hatl been found in Babylon at the
end of the previous century was the foundation of
the culture of the Assyrian world-empire. New

paths of rich promise were thus pointed out to
Oriental archaeology.

The excavations

of the Frenchman P. E. BoUa,
Khorsabad, a village five miles to the
north of Nineveh, and, above all, of the Englisliman Aristin Henry Lnyard at Nimroud, the site
of ancient Kalakh (end of 1815 to miildle of 1847),
and at Kouyunjik, ancient Nineveh (1849-51),
brought to light a whole series of Assyr. palaces
and a multitude of sculptures and inscriptions,
after a slumber of 2500 years.
It was Layard who
urged Botta to persevere with his excavations,
which at first were fruitless
and some j-ears
184:1!—tu, at

;

afterwards, when Layard himself commenced to
excavate, he found in the consul, Hormuzd Uasgam,
an indefatigable helper a fact which was first
clearly recognised and duly acknowledged some
At Khorsabad, Botta had the
ten years later.
good fortune to lay bare the first Assyr. palace,

—

which had been built by king Sargon (Is 20'),
Dur-Sarrukin (castle of Sargon), the bas-reliefs and
inscriptions of which now embellish the Louvre in
Paris; while Layard, in Nimrouil and Kouyunjik,
excavated no fewer than five great palaces, of
which the antiquities were brought to the British
Museum. By this stroke of good fortune the
greater part of the famous

clay tablets of the
library of king Sardanapalus (Assurbanipal) now
came to light.
Additions were made in the following years to
these discoveries of Botta and Layard by the
after-gleanings of Kassam. from 1851-.54, in Kouyunjik, and of the French architect Mclor Place in

Khorsabad. In 1854 Rassam excavated the North
Palace of Assurbanipal, and by this stroke of
fortune discovered a fresh portion of the library
mentioned above.
During the next decades Assyr. excavation was
at a standstill
but, to make up for this, the first
;

three volumes of the great work on As.syr. inscriptions, The Cuneiform fuseriptirms of Western Asia
(18(51, 1860, 1870), were published during that
period by Henry Rawlinson, Edwin Norris, and

George Smith. This book was preceded by a
volume of Assyr. inscriptions, edited by Layard,
1801, a work which, it nuist be admitted, wa.s
not

nearly

to tho dfripfterment of these inscriptions,
without which thev would n-innin ft dcnrl muss, see the nrticlt'
on the subji^et in rtoniiiiel. trgsi-hic/iff B'fh, ti. As8tjr. Cf. Itio
literature of the subject at the end of this article.

With

reffni-ft

accurate

as

that of

Rawlinson.

this period also belongs the ]ireliminary settlement of the grand iiroblem of decijiherment inaugurated by Rawlinson, Ilincks, and Oppert.

the years 1873 and 1874 the excavations
Nineveh were resumed, the unfortunate
George Smith, who died of fever in Aleppo on
Aug. 19, 1875, making two journeys of investigation, which produced rich results.
Amongst many
other finds, this enthusiastic and gifted young

In

in

investigator discovered a number of clay tablets
lielonging to the library of Assurbanipal, amongst
them being the Bab. account of the Flood and
other allied mythological texts (see B.MiYLo.viA).
These discoveries won for him a celebrity and
popularity such as few others have attained.

The work which had been resumed by Smith,
and which was unfortunately cut short by his
jiri'inature death, was continued by the veteran

Hormuzd llassam

in a further expedition in the
1877-78, from which he came back with
Jlcntion
far richer spoil than even G. Smith's.
must here be made of the discoveries of a temiile
Nimroud,
the
famous
bronze
gateway
of Balain

years
*

so

To
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its sculptures dating from the 9th cent.
below, under Slialmaneser II.), and 1400
more tablets from the library of As.surbanipal, not
finds
on Bab. ground niaile in
to speak of the
1878-71t and 1880-81.
Since then no further
systematic excavations have been organised in
Assyria, but every year some fresh Assyr. relics
are brought to England through the agents of the

wat, witli
B.C. (see

'

'

British .Museum.

monuments and

inscriptions have
outside Assyria.
To this
all, the statues of the As.syr.
kings found at Xahr el-lvelb, or Dog Kiver, two
leagues north of Beirut
next, some inscriptions
of the kings found in the district at the source
of the Tigris, and in the ruins of Kurkh, 20
miles beyond Diarbekr and, above all, the tablets,
dating from li.C. 1500, discovered about the end of
1887 at Tel el-Amarna in Upper Ksypt.
Among
these were the letters written in cuneiform characters and directed to the I'haraohs Amenhotep HI.
and IV., the greater number of which are now in
the Berlin .Museum, though a good many are in
the Briti.sh Museum, and a few in Cairo.
The
last included a letter written by the Assyr. king
It may be here
Assur-uballit to Amenhotep IV.
remarked that the letters of the kings of Mitanni
(on the middle Euphrates), which belong to tlie
Tel el-Amarna find, are also written in Assyr.
cuneiform characters, as is the case with the socalled Van inscriptions of the Armenian kings,
which belong to a later time, B.C. 800.
As.syr.
inscriptions have also been found in Cappadocia,
which probably date about B.C. 2000, but unfortunately they do not contain the names of any

Several Assyr.

also coine to light
class belong, first of

;

;

kinss.
Kiiially, a short account must be given of the
valuable find some years ago also made outside
As.syria
in Zinjirli near Mar'a.sh, on the borders
of Cilicia and Syria, by the Oriental ethnologist
Felix von l.uschan. After the discovery by L. Ho.ss
in 1845 of a stele of Sargon in Cyprus, Luschan
found in the neighbourhood of Zinjirli (the A.ssyr.
va-ssal slate of Sam'al) a monument of the Assyr.
king Esarliaddon, with a full inscription, besides
eighteen llittite scul)>tures and three old Aramaic
inscriptions.
Both the moiuunent of Sargon and
that of Ksailmddon are in the Hoyal Museum .at
Berlin, which also contains the many relics dug

—

—

up in Zinjirli.
The excavations

just described have brought to
Assyr. inscriptions which constitute our
These sources
primnrij simrccs for As.syr. history.
are most copious, being composed not only of annals
light

and the so-called votive insrriptions which form the
most important element, but also of decrees, letters,
Chronicles too, which
reports, sale-contracts, etc.
date from the first beginnings of real historiography,
were discovered.
While the inscriptions of the
kings were written either on the walls of the palaces
or on obeli.sks and monoliths, lu- even on the sides
of rocks, the chronicles were found in the As.syr.
librarii's.
The two most complete wiu"ks that
have vtniw down to us are: (I) the so-calliHl <S'vhchronistic llinUirtj of ISiihiilniiia and Aiinyria, from
c. B.C. 1400-HiH), in which there is unfortunately a
great g.ap between li.c. 1050-000; and (2) the
lialiiiliiiiitdi Vhronirle, which covers the time from
Since
Nabona.ssar t« A.ssurbanipal (744-(JU8).
Babylonia all through this period was subject
to the supremacy of Assyria, the last-mentioned
do<Miinent, which is of paramount importance,
affords far more valuable contributions towards
Assyrian th.an towards Babylonian history. Most
welcome light is also thrown on As.syrian history
by other Babylonian documents, of which we may
mention a long inscription, which has been brought
to Constantinople, of the Babylonian king Nabo-
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nidus, dealing with the invasions of Assyria by
the .Medes.
Second in importance as sources for the history
of Assyria come the Books of the Kings of Israel.
which form a most valuable complement to the
official account of the Assyr.
kings, the latter

being sometimes a

little coloured and not always
absolutely true to fact.
Furthermore, we have tiie
Prophetic Literature of the OT, which is in many
respects more important for our subject than the
historical records.
Last of all may be mentioned
the records of the Classical Uistoriuns, which, however, with the single exception of the famous Canon
of I'tolemy, as it is called, are of very little use.
This table of rulers, which begins with Xabonassar, B.C. 747, brings us to the question of Chronology. It contains the list of Bab. kings (including
also the As.syrians Poros [Puru, Tiglath-pileser],
Sargon, and Esarhaddon), with accurate particulars
of the dates of their reigns, down to Xabonidu.s.
Then it gives their Acliieinenid;ean successors down
to Alexander the Great, and ends with the rulers
of Egypt (the Ptolemies and the Bomans).
The
Canon of Ptolemy was appended to the well-known
astronomical work of Claudius Plolemanis, as a
commentary (based on Bab. and Alex, computations) upon the ccliijses of the sun and moon
alleged to have been seen; and consequently
it bears within itself
the guarantee of its trustworthiness.
The statements of the Bab. Chronicle
and the many chronological notes on Assyr. and
Bab. inscriptions were confirmed by it, and, conversely, confirmed its accuracy. It also furnished the
key for determining the chronology of the most important Assyr. chronological document, the Eponym
Canon, found in the library of Assurbanijial.
From B.1-. 900 to (i(17 (that is. to the time of
Assurbanipal) these incomparable and invaluable
lists give year by year the chief officers of state,
and always make a special point of noting the
accession of every new king to the throne. After
the time of Sanisi-Hainnian IV. (B.C. 824-812) this
list is further supplemented by the contents of
the so-called 'List of Expeditiims' (extending to
B.C. 700), in which, opposite to every name, there is
a .short notice of the different campaigns carried
out in each year. But it was by the lielp of the
Canon of Ptolemy that we were first able to bind
the Eponym Canon together in chronological order
from beginning to end, and thus establish the
fact that the first officer mentioned in it. Assurdan, belongs to the year B.C. 902, the l.i.st, Gabbaru,
to B.C. 007.
It is therefore possible to fix the
exact dates of the reigns of all the As.syr. kings
who fall within this period, from Uammfm-nirari
II. to the accession of Assurbanipal.
The earlier epochs, also, can be dated from these
fixed points, at any rate partially and ajiproximately. The rulers of As.syria have left us some
special chronological notes in their inscrijitions
which refer to kings who lived long before Ihein.
(a) Sennacherib relates that the Bab. king
Marduk-nailin-aklii carried off to Babylon, at
the time when Tiglath-pileser I. wtis king of
Assyria, two images of gods, which he him.self,
418 years later, liad brought back.
It is clear,
therefore, since this statement belongs to the
year of the destruction of B.ibylon by Sinnacheiib,
viz. B.C. (i80, that the year" B.C. 1107 may be
definitely fixed as a certain date in the reign
of Tiglath-pileacr I. (r. B.C. 112n-IliM)?).
(fc)

The same Sennacherib remarks, on another
that he recognised amongst the Bab.

occasion,

trea.sures a seal of Tuklat- Nindar, the son of
Sh.ilmane.ser I., which had been taken to Babylon
OIH) years before.
This fixes the reign of TuklalXindar .somewhere about B.C. KlOO (more exactly
1289).
must take into consideraticui, how-

We

—
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the fact that the round number 600 may,
necessary, stand for 560, or even 550 in this
latter case, we should have the average date of
ever,
if

;

B.C. 1250.

the arrangement by which the year (limm^t) was
called after the chief officer of state and even at
that time Assyria, which, owing to the position of
its old capital Assur on the west bank of the
;

(c) Finally, Tiglath - pileser I., whose date is
approximately fi.\ed by consideration (a), says
that, CO years before, his great-grandfallier, the
long-lived Assur-dan, pulled down a temple which
had fallen into ruins, and evidently had not
finished rebuilding it when death overtook him.
Thus Assur-dan died somewhere about B.C. 1175.

Tigris,

(d) The same Tiglath - pileser, in the same
passage, had previously remarked that the temple
in question was built by the old high - priest
Samsi-Raniman, son of Ismi-Dagan, 641 years
before.
The date of Samsi-Ramman is therefore

We

fixed about B.C. 1815.
series of specially important dates for Bab.
chronology is to be found in the inscriptions of

A

(See
king Nabonidus (B.C. 555-539).
B.vBTLONiA.)
We possess also a list of the
kings of Babylon, which unfortunately is not
the Bab.

quite complete, beginning c. 2000 B.C., as well as
the so-called 'Synchronistic History' (see above),
which gives side by side a complete enumeration
of the kings of Babylon and their Assyr. conFrom these sources we secure,
temporaries.
although indirectly, some fresh basal points for

Assyr. chronology.
Finally, we conclude, from some astronomical
notices in Egyp. inscriptions, that Tahutmes HI.
reigned from 1503-1449, and further obtain B.C.
1400 as the date of the death of Amenhotep III.
and the accession of Amenhotep IV. Thus tlie
date of both these kings, with their Bab. and Assyr.
contemporaries, is approximately fixed (see above,
on tbe discoveries at Tel el-Amarna).

The

beginnings of

Assyrian

History will
probably always remain veiled in darkne.ss. That
the Assyrian state was originally an offshoot from
Babylonia may be regarded as certain from its
writing, language, and religion, as well as from
the witness, by no means to be despised, of Heb.
tradition (Gn 10"), which confirms this inference,
and which is itself of Bah. origin. It is certain,
too, that the oldest rulers of Assyria known to us
styled themselves 'priest (Sumerian, pa-te-.ii;
Assyr. issaku) of the god Assur.' Besides the
two priest-kings mentioned in the chronology,
viz. Samsi-RamniS.n * and his father Ismi-Dagan, t
we know of others whose tablets have come down
to us, viz. a certain Irisu and liIs father KhaUu,
as well as of a second Samsi-Ramman and his
fii-st

father Igur- (or Bel-) kapliapu.X
It is noticeable that the title ' Patesi ' is not
bestowed on the last-named, so that it looks as if
he or his son Samsi-Ramman was the first founder
of the A.ssyr. state.
In that case we must, of
course, place this Samsi-Ramman before B.C. 1810,
On
probably about 1!.C. 18-50 or even B.C. 1900.
the other hand, the later king, Ramm!in-nir4ri
III. (c. B.C. 800) calls himself ' the descendant of
the old king Jielkapkapu, who ruled even before
the primitive period of the reign of the Sulili.'
Finally, Esarhaddon, grandson of the usurper
Sargon, claims to be
the perpetual descendant
of Bii-liani, son of Adasi, king of A.ssyria.'
By
this Bel-bani is probably meant one of the kings
who sat on the Assyr. throne during the period
between B.C. 1800 and 1500. It was during this
period that tlie rulers of Assyria assumed the
official title ' King of Assur,' instead of the old
About B.C. 1800 we find in Assyria
title 'Patesi.'
'

• I.t.
t I.e.
old Bab.

l.i

Bnmman'

(Bel).

Dofiran lu-nnl.'
I)af;an is another
kinjr of Nl.sin bore the same name.

Bel Is inlffhty.'
for the god Bel.

i I.e.

name

'my son
'

'

name

fop Bel.

Igur (Ocean of Heaven]

Is

An

another

had begun to gravitate unduly towards
the north-west, must have cultivated commercial
relations with Cappadncia.
Only on this supposition can we account for the fact that a considerable
number of Assyr. contract-tablets, containing lists
of contracts in ancient writing, which belong to
this period, have been discovered in Cappadocia.
may also infer that the intermediate territory,
especially Mesopotamia and Harran, was probably
at times under Assyr. rule, or, at any rate, Assyr.
influence.
To the period when the As.syrian rulers bore
the title 'Patesi' probably belong most of the
half - mythological,
half - historical
narratives
which have been preserved tor us in the Assyrian
libraries.
In one of these a description of the
building of temples in SirguUa, Nippur, and
Nisin is followed by an account
of terrible
wars, and a famine so fearful that brothers ate
one another, and parents sold their children for
gold, and the treasures of Babylon were carried
Babylon
the land
of
Su, the king
of
to
allowing the treasures of his own palace to be
handed over to the prince of A.ssur.' It is of
some importance that in this text the ruler is
called, not 'king,' but 'prince' (ruhu) of .Xssur
The so-called ' Legends of the
at that time.
Plague-Demon ' (see Bahtluxi.v) seem to refer to
the same events.
The inhabitants of Su, tlie
wild Sutieans, who at that time possessed the
greater part of Assyria, and a part of Mesopotamia
as well, are proved to have been the originators
and it
of the fearful devastations in Babylonia
appears from the same text, that not the Sutieans,
but the Elamites, those old foes of Babylon and
Finally, the disAssur, were the instigators.
astrous wars were diverted from the territories of
the
west, from which
the Euphrates and Tigris to
we may surmise that the predatory Sutieans poured
also over a part of Syria and Palestine.
As a
matter of fact, some centuries later, in the Tel elAmarna letters, the Sutaeans are mentioned as the
enemies of the Phren. town Gebal (Byblos). In
inscriptions of the New Kingdom
the Egyp.
(somewhere about B.C. 1600) a similar name {Setct)
proves that the Asiatics in general, and more
particularly the Asiatic hunting tribes, as well as
the Bedawin of the Syro-Arabian desert, extended their marauding expeditions at that time,
just as the}' do to-day, to Palestine and Phoenicia,
on the one side, and beyond Mesopotamia and the
territory to the east of the Tigris, on the other.
Accurate and uninterrupted knowledge of Assyr.
Possibly,
history begins about the year B.C. 1500.
however, the two kings Assur-nirari and Xabtidan belong to the previous centuries, which as far
as our knowledge is concerned are complete blanks.
All that we know about these kings is that they
were contemporaries of a king about whom also
we know nothing Bamman-mnshi'shir of Kardunias (I'.p. of Babylon, at the time of the Ka.ssite
'

;

—

rulers).

From

B.C.

1500 to

B.C.

14:50

AsurJid-

nishe-shn, who was contemporaneous with the liab.
Kara-indixsh, and I'uznr-Assur, the contemporary
The Synof Burnaburias I., ruled over Assyria.
chronistic History relates that they settled the
boundaries between Habylonia and Assyria.
do
not know whether Pnzur-Assur ('security of tlie
god Assur') was the direct succes.sor, or, as is
possible, the grandson of Asur-bel -nish6 - shu
(' Assur is lord of his people').
It mast have been
one of these kings, however, who sent presents to
the powerful Plniraoh Talmtmes III. (B.C. 15041450) in token of his allegiance, as was also done by

We
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the kings of Mitanni and Haityar (West and East
Mesopotamia) and the king of Arrapach (east of
Assyria, in the mountainous district, at the source
The presents of the king of
of tlie lower Zab).
Assyria and tliose of liis nearest neighbours stand
out pre-eminently on the Bab. Blue Stone (lapislazuli, Assyr. nkntt) which has been brought from
Jit. Bikni in .Media.
From Asnr-nadiii-akhi (f. n.r. 1430) to the year
K.C. 1050 we posse.ss an absolutely complete series
of the kings the son as a rule succeeding his
Almost all these rulers are to be found
father.
mentioned on the inscriptions, and the Synchrongives us further information about
istic History
most of them. We can with perfect certainty,
therefore, draw out the following list:

—

'

'

Babylon.

Assyria.

KnrigriJzu

A.'>i'ur-it<)din-akhi.
A.ittr-ttballit,

son of above

(?)
II.

Knrakhardas.

1400).

(c. B.C.

I.

linrnahurins

Bel-nirUri, son of above.
Pudu-iln, son of above.

Samman-nirtlri

son

/.,

Kadash ma n-kharbi.
Kurigalzu II.
Nazi-maraddash.

of above.

Shalmaneser

son of

I.,

Kadashman-turgu.

above.

Kadashman-bitrias.
(probably also) Sh'trinrakti-shuriash.
( Bih'iiaah

Tuklati-Nindar, son of

to

i

above.

liammayt-shum-uzur.
liamman-shum-tiznr.
(

Assur-nazir-pal
of above.

son

I.,

above (reigned
lloO).
Asstir-rish-ishi,

till

son

c.

of

Nahxi-kudur-uzur

above.

H.C.

Tuklal-pal-i.tharra

I.

I.,

c.

1140-1122.

Marduk-nadin-akh i.

son

(Tiglatli-pile.ser),

of above.

son

Mardnk-shapik-zirim.

of
.

Mamman-pal-idina.

Sams't-IiammSn, brother
of above.
Assur-nazir-pal
of

above

II..

(c. B.C.

son

1050).

While at the beginning of this period (c. B.C.
Babylonia had .still the supremacy in the
Kuphrates and 'I'igi'is districts, and aspiring As.syria
possessed in Mitanni a powerful and dangerous
rival, in a few centuries the picture was totally
changed. As early as the reign of Kammaii1400)

nirari

I.,

who has
we

inscriiitioii that

upward

The Bab. crown prince Kara-khardaa

had become

his son-in-law.
Assur-uballit lived to
see not only his accession to the throne, but also
the accession of his grandson luidashman-kharbi.

The last-named, however, Wiis overthrown by the
Kassites, who were then predominant in Babylon,
because the interference of his royal As.syr. motlier
MubaUitat-nhertia and of his grandfatlier proved
dangerous to them. The murderers of KadnKltmankharbi placed a certain Suziijas (or, according to
another tradition, Nazihuijas) upon the throne in
his stead.
But the aged Assur-uballit did not
allow him to be unavenged.
He got Suzigas put
to death, and placed his own great-grandson,
Knrirjalzu, who was still a minor, upon the throne.
The last-nameil king, who reigned c. 50 years,
came into conflict with two As.syr. kings, liel-nirari
and his grand.son linrninnn-niriiri, about the possession of a portion of Mesopotamia.

Under Assur-ubaUil and his grandson Pudu-ilu,
the As.syrians succeeded in freeing themselves from
the suzerainty of the kings of Mitanni.
TuxhratUi,*
the powerful king of Mitanni, wlio -was the contemjiovary of .-Xssnr-nadin-akhi (the father of As.suruballit), as well as of Assur-uballit himself, lent
the image of Istar of Nineveh to Egypt, obviously
in order that his daughter, who was married
to the Pharaoh, might be able by its help to
practise her native cultiis.
The natural inference is that A.ssyria was then a mere vassal state
of Mitanni, and that Nineveh had become, to
say the very least, the common Istar sanctuary
for both Mitanni and Assyria.
In tlie language nf
Mitanni, which is a Ilittite and not a Semitic
dialect, Istar of Nineveh is called ShaUispi
and
Sargon, 700 years later, lifted up his hands to
'Sha'uspi, the ruler of Nineveh' (Cylinder Inscriji.
1. 04), tlius calling Istar by a name which
reminds
us of the times of Tiishratta. Now it is expre.ssly
stated that Asniir-nballit destroyed the military
forces of the extensive region of Shubari (i.e.
Mesopotamia), and that Pudu-ilu not only subjugated the mountaineers of Guti (Arrapachilis),
but al.so defeated the Akhlami and Sutieans, the pre;

Bel-kudur-uz/iir.
Nindnr-pftl-isharra{\>rci\yably son of above).
Assur-diut, son of above Z(tm(lma-shum-idina,
li.c. 1180.
(<1. r. li.c. 1170).
Jlntakkil-Xuaku, son of

Assur-bfl-kala,
above.

Babylon.
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given

us the first long royal
Assyria commenced the
was afterwards so steadily

pos.se.ss,

marcji wliieli

maintained, and the campaigns of Tiglath-pileser I,
laid the fciuiidatioii of the great world-empire

which A.ssyria became

in later times.
As.iur-nhatlit' I. is well known to u.s from
a letter whicli he wrote to the I'haraoh Anienhotep (Amenciphis) IV. expressing his allegiance
to him, in which he describes hini.self as the son
of Assui-nadin-akhi.
lie is also distingiiished for
his energetic atlem)it to secure, by family relationships, the right of interference in the affairs of

datory nomads of Mesopotamia. These territories,
however, in the days of Taluitines III. were under
the absolute and uncontrolled rule of the independent kings of Arrapach and Mitanni.
We
may regard it as almost certain, that even in the
days of Bel-niriiri the once powerful Mitainii was
overthrown liy the sudden attacks of these Sutieans,
a result which was heartily welcomed by the
as])iring Assur.
liumman-niriin /., in the inscription mentioned
above, briefly recounts all these events in the reigns
of his tJiree immediate predecessors, in order to
relate how he rebuilt the towns which had been
destroyed in (he previous wars which devastated
the territories on the east and west of Assyria.
Owing to the fact that the land of the Guti ((ioiim,
(in 14) had been overthrown by his predecessors,
some boundary disputes arose with Babylonia, since
the territoi-y in que.stion had formerly been within
the Bab. sphere of influence.t
The Bab. king
Nazi-Mara<ldash, however, was con(|uered by Kaniman-nirari, and compelled to consent to a fresh
delimitation of the boundaries, more favourable
to Assyria.

Under the rule of his son Slialman-AslKirid
(Shalmaneser) /., r. It.c. l.'iOO, Assyria made an important advance. This king undertook a whole series
of canii)aigns against the mountainous regions to
• Son of Sntarnn. who waft the son of Artjitaina, a contemporary of tlio IMiaraoli 'I'alintini-h iv.
Ta)lUtIn('^ iv. was ri'Iali-*!
bv marrlaec lo the kines of Mitanni.
An elder brother of
'

•

Or

.'»|K'U

1

hi'

Asiir-iitmlllt,

the imine of

or Aslinr-iibdlllt.

tlii-fr

sibilant Ih [>roj><?rly

nounced

Thp Assyrlnns

noinftlines

soinctlmcH Asnr.
itronounccd sh, but wns very varly pro-

iintlonn)

ffi»\ A)»!*iir,

find

H In Asj*vrifi, In contraill.itlnctlon to

Hatiylonla.

Tushrattn.

who

dle<l early, wa;* called .Artji-ithilniara.

There existt* an Insciiptlon of a klnt' of (Jutl. written in old
Bab. eunetform charaeterH, which vlvldlv calls to mind the eni
of old Sarffon of .\(,'ude, 0. U.C. 8700.
+

—
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the north of Mesopotamia, between the modern
Diarbekr and Malatiyeh, advancing into the interior of Western Armenia as far as tlie country
which is often called in the cuneiform inscriptions
It is
itlitsri (Musur-dagh on the Upper Euphrates).
interesting to note that North Mesopotamia, near
the mountains of Masius (Assyrian, nits, of
Kasyar), is always called the land of Arimi or the
Aramceans, not only in the inscriptions of Shalmaneser I. himself, but also in a later account of the
campaign, which dates from the time of AssurWe naturally compare with this the
nazir-pal II.
biblical derivation of the four peoples, Uz, Hul,
Gelher, and Mash (this latter = Mt. MasiiLs), from
Aram (Gn 10-^) As a matter of fact, shortly before
the reign of Shalmaneser, the Aramiean nomads
must have been driven away from the Bab.-Elamite
9', cf. Is 22'', Kir near
frontier (the bil)lical Kir,
.

Am

Elam), their original home, into Mesopotamia. The
A/chlami too (after whom a stone in the breastplate of the Heb. priests was called Akhlamah, Ex
28'^), who were conquered by Pudu-ilu, are expressly
stated by Tiglatb-pileser I. to have been Aramseans.
Shalmaneser I. took from the Bab. king Kadashmnn-buriash several towns in the district of
Dur-Kurigalzu (near the modern Baghdad). He

quered Zam&ma-shum-idlna of Babylon, and by
this means extended the Assyr. frontier beyond
the lower Zab.
In the reign of Assur-dan's son Mutakkil-Nusku,
the Mosks (the biblical T^'c), a people from Asia
Minor, made an incursion into North Syria and
the contiguous district of North- West MesopoThis incursion seems to have set in motion
tamia.
The Akhlami (who had been
other waves.
formerly subdued by the Assyrians) on the Middle
Euphrates, the Lullumi* and the Guti to tlie north
ami ea.st of Assyria, lifted up their heads again
and so Mutakkil-Nuskn's son, the energetic ^sswr;

rish-ishi

('

Assur lifted

u]) his

head

had

'),

to under-

great task of reconquering these old
enemies before he could think of subduing the

take

the

His Bab. contemporary Nabu-kudw-iizur
1145-1122) had the glory of conquering the
same LuUubi (as the Babylonians call them, instead
of Lullumi), who had extended their settlements
into the mountains between Armenia and Media,
some distance within the frontiers of Assyria and
Babylonia. Probably it came at last to a struggle

Mosks.
I.

(c.

between the two kingdoms, which was

settled

by

(li.c. 1248), Kadashman-kharhi (u.c.
1247-6), and Ramman-shum-idina (B.C. 12461240(?)). The last-mentioned was king only in
name, for after Babylon had been enfeebled by the
invasion of the Elamite king KkliH-kh^Ul•utash,
Tuklat-Nindar seized the Bab. empire for himself
for seven years, calling himself king of Sumer and
Akkad. Finally, however, he was overthrown by
his own son Assur-nazir-pal /., while the throne of
Babylon was successfully occupied by Bammdnseal
shu)n-uztir,1 son of Ramman-shum-idina.
overthrow of Kardunias,'
with the inscription
which was struck at Babylon in the time of TukUitNiiuhtr, was brought to Assyria 600 years later by
Sennacherib. Of course 600 is a round number,
and the event may reasonably be connected with
the year 1246 of "the Chronicle of the Kings of
Babyh)nia (coinp. above, p. 179'').
We do not know whether the next Assyr. king,
Bi^l-kuditr-ttzur, was a son, or, as is possible, a
bi-oilier of Assur-nazir-pal I.
The Synchj-onistic
History informs us that he was conquered by
the powerful Babylonian king Ramnian-shum-uzur
(li.c:. 12:!»-1209(?)) and lost his life in the battle.
His successor Xindar-pal-isliarra had great difficulty in repulsing Uamman-shum-iizur's attack
on the town of Assur. It appears, however, that
he was successful at last in victoriously driving
back the Bab. army. He was succeeded by liis
son Asstir-dan I., who lived to an advanced age,
and towards the end of his reign (B.C. 1181) con-

Assyr. king obtaining a victory over Nebuchadrezzar I., who was, notwithstanding, a distinguished and powerful prince.
The first really great Assyr. conqueror, liowever,
was Assur-rish-ishi's son Tuklat-pal-isharra (TigHelp of the
lath-pileser) /., whose name means
son of Isharra' {i.e. the god Nindar). While, in
former times, only the Babylonian kings and last
of these Kadashman-kharbi and Nebuchadrezzar
had penetrated as far as the so-called Westland
or Martu, he was the first Assyrian king to undertake campaigns in this direction, reaching even the
He journej'ed on ships of
frontiers of Palestine.
Arvad in the north of Phoenicia, to the Mediter.
Sea, and killed a great sea monster called a nCiklur
('snorting'), probably somewhere between Arvad
and the Gulf of Issus. He also hunted wild oxen
His
{rhnu, Heb. re'em) at the foot of Lebanon.
renown reached even to Egypt, and the Pharaoh
of the day sent to Assyria a female pariti (probably
an ape), a crocodile, and a hippopotamus for his
zoological gardens.
In his annals, which contain about 800 lines,
there is a detailed account of his first six campaigns (B.C. 1120-1115), the results of which are
summed up in the following words: 'Altogether
42 countries with their rulers, reaching from
beyond the lower Zab the districts of the mountain forests on the other side of the Euphrates—to the land of the Khatti and the Upper
Western Sea (Gulf of Issus), from the beginning of
my reign to the end of the fifth year, have been
conquered by my hand, and I have received tribute
and taxes from them.' A further cainjiai^'n. which
carried him to Lebanon, is not included, as it
was undertaken in a later year. Unfortunately,
up to the present we know of this last-named
campaign only incidentally through another inscription which describes his hunting expeditions.
Tiglath-pileser was also the first A.ssyr. king who,
besides the title King of the World (Sar kissati)
which his predecessors had borne before him,
assumed another title known to old Babylonian
hi.story, viz.
King of the Fimr Quarters of the
World,' and rightly, for he was the first to reach
With regard to his special
the Mediterranean Sea.
campaigns, by far the most important was the war
against the ^iosks of Asia Minor (Mesliech, (}n 10-,
Ezk 27'2 38-), who, 60 years before, had made an

* Or Tukulti-Nindar (i.e. 'Nindar is inv help').
The
Hebrew-'i write a similarly formed name, 7'«^'K??i-paI-ishnrra as
Tiirlatli-jiiieser.
Tliey seem therefore to have written Tuklat-plunteail of Tukulti-])-.
t The name ideopraphically written is liaimnan-MU-SIS.
Possibly Kamman-nadin-akhi could also be read.

• Luliratii means ' ring.' Probably by the Lullumi are meant
the mountain races in peneral which were scattered round
about, and formed, as it were, a rin^ from the tapper Euphrates
to the little Zab, reaching to Mesopotamia and Assyria and eveo
the IVontiers of Babylonia.

He laid
wished, too, to be regarded as a builder.
the foundation of a new residence Kalakh (Gn
10'-), Assur having up to this time been the capital
town, and built afresh the sanctuary of Istar in
Nineveh, which Assur-uballit had only very roughly
restored.
And, finally, it is worth remarking that
he was the first Assyr. king who assumed the title
Kiug of the World (sar kissati) on his inscriptions, a circumstance which obviously stands in
special relation to the conquest of Mesopotamia,
and more particularly to the acquisition of the
primitive sanctuary-town Harran.
Shalnianeser's son Tuklat-Nindar I.* was probably still a contemporary of the Babylonian king
Sharjarakti-shuriash (c. B.C. 1269-1257 ( ? ) ), certainly
of his successors Bibeiash (B.C. r25(5-1249(?)), Bel'

'

nadin-shumi

A

'

the

'

—

'

'

—

'

'

'

;
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incursion into Xorth Mesopotamia and conquered
the land of Kuinmttkk (^Coniinagene, on the farther
bank of the Euphrates). The Kurl<hi (Kurdi?).
who lived in the mountainous districts towards
Armenia, had also joined the Mosks as allies.
The scene of the war lay between Comma!;ene
on the Euphrates and the Gordyan mountains on
We may conclude from their
the Upper Tisiris.
names that the tribes of th«:se districts were all
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during which not even the names of the kings
have been preserved. We only know of one of
them, Assur-Mii (c. 900?), who set up an image
of himself at the Gulf of Issus, and from whom
the Araniieans took away the two fortresses on
the Euphrates, Pitrii (Peihor, Nu 22', Dt 23<) and
Mutkhitt, which had been conquered in the time
of Tiglath-pileser

I.

The powerful development

of the

Aramaeans at

The
and non-Semitic nationality.
names of two of the hostile kings conquered by

this time is also clearly reflected in OT, in the
hi.story of David (see 2 S 10"', where Hadadezer

Tiglath-pileser are of special interest, Kili-Tishup
son of Kali- Tishup, and StiJi- Tish up son of Khatushar. Tishup was tlie name of one of the Hittite
gods. In the tiiue of Ramses II. we hear of a Hittite
named Tar-Tishbu. Moreover, the old storm god

brings Aramaeans from the other sitle of the
Euphrates). The growth of the power of Israel
under Saul, David, and Solomon forms a striking
contrast to the decline of Assyria about H.c. 1000.
Probably the immediate successor of this Assurirbi was
Tuklut-pat-i^arra (Tiglath-pileser) //.
After him we have an accurate and genealogical

Hittite

of

of

Armenia and Mitanni was

called Tishupash

and, finally, the same name for a god turns up again
Khatu-shar, too, is identical
in Susa as Tishpak.
with Kheta-sar, by whicli name a Hittite foe of
Ramses II. is called. Now Khitu was a divinity of
tlie Hittite poi)ulation scattered about from the
west of Asia Minor to Elam. The names of the
Lydian kings, Aly-attes and Sady-attcs, which were
formed like Kali-Tishup and Satli-Tishup, prove
this, for the god Attes, spelt in Aramaic inscriptions ijhate ('??, -7aTi5 in 'Xrap-yaTit -xfTu in
AepKtTw), cannot be any other than the one which
apijcars in Khatu-shar.
;

Xorth of Kunimukh, Tiglath-pileser made tributarj' the land of Khani-rabhat, so often mentioned in the cuneiform inscriptions (the great
Kheta-land of the Egyp. inscriptions), near Milid
(.Malatiyeh). This country (erroneously transcribed
Khani-galbat by some Assyriologists) was the old
mother-land of the Hitlites. There was no longer,
however, a great Hittite empire at the lime of
Tiglath-pileser, but the Aramaeans had attempted
to establish themselves in several places in the
north of Syria and Mesopotamia. Tiglath-pileser

them from the region between the
Euphrates and Belikh, the original country of the
.Mit,anni, and
plundered their pasture-grounds
which were situated along the farther bank of the
Euphrates, the land of Sukhi (Shuah, (lU 2'y- Job
i'l,
Uildad the Shuhite'). lie also conquered by
force of arms the land of Mnsri in West Armenia,
again.st which Shalnianeser I. had formerly waged
war, and the Cappadocian district of Kumiinu,
which w.is in alliance with it. Thus he not only
restored his kingdom to the size it had attained
in the time of .Shalmaneser I., but expanded it

expelled

;

•

still

farther, especially in the direction of

Armenia

;

and by jiashing forward towards North Syria and
the .Mediterranean, mapped out the path for Assyr.
expeditions in the future. The Bab. king Mnrdnk-

nadin-akhi (cf. above, p. 179'') succeeded in robbing
the Assyrians of the images of Ramman and his
consort Sliala which belonged to the (Mesojiotamian?) town Ikallati, but Tiglath-pileser inin his own
flicted a signal defeat upon him
country. Amidst all these exjieditions, architecture
and the material welfare of the country were
not neglected by Tiglath-pileser, who bestowed
special attentiim upon the restoration of the old
temple of the gods Anu and Ramman in the ancient
capital .Vssur (cf. above, p. 180").
Tiillath-pileser was
licl-kala (' Assur is

succeeded by his son AshurLord of All'), who removed
lie
the royal residence from Kalakh to Nineveh,
married the daughter of the Rab. king Rammiinl)al-idina, but evidently died without children, since
liis lirotlier tiamsi-RiKiimUn III. succeeded him on
the throne.
We possess an earnest petition of the
son of the latter, As.iHr-na::ir-prtl II., to the
goddess Istar of Nineveh, in which he prays that
he may be cured of an illness. After this (c.
As^yi-i:!
uiid'Twcnt a ]i<>riod of di'cliiie.

VW)

of kings, without any gaps at all.
Tighath-pileser 1 1, c. 970.
Assur-dan II. (son of above) c. K.c. 930-913.
(Here the Eponym Canon begins).
Ramman-nirari II. (son of above) B.C. 912-801.
Tuklat-Nindar II. (son of above) B.C. 890-885.
Assur-nazir-pal III. (son of above) B.C. 884-860.
Under the last named king a new period of
development commenced for Assyria.
Of the
four predecessors of Assur-nazir-pal, we only
know that Ramman-nir3,ri II. waged some wars
against his Bab. contemporaries Samas-mudammik
and the latter's successor Nabultim-iskun and
that Tuklat-Nindar advanced to the sources of the
Tigris, and threw his heart into the task of again
reducing to subjection the mountainous districts
in the north, a work which was continued by
Assur-nazir-pal and .Shalmaneser II.
For the conquests made by Tiglath-pileser I., after so much
effort, had been lost again long ago.
Aasur-nanrpal rebuilt Kalakh, and selected it
for his royal residence in memory of his great
predecessor Shalmaneser I., after whom he also
list

;

named

his son

(Shalmaneser

II.).

His main ambi-

was to ainiex the whole of Mesopotamia to
Assyria, which he succeeded at any rate partially
in accomplishing.
The little Aramanin jirincipality
tion

BU-Adini (which is called ISene-Eden 2 K 10'-, and
situated between the Euphrates and Belikh)
offered strong resistance to the Assj'rians, and
Assyria oidy succeeiled in getting the payment of
Greater results,
a temporary tribute from it.
however, were achieved among the mountain
tribes on the ea.st, between the lakes Van and
is

Urmi.a, in the countries of

Manual

(.MinnI, Jer

Ol-"^,

which certainly ought to be vocaliseil '17, near
Ararat), Kirnir, and Zamua, the la.st-mentioned
being situated to the south of the lake of Urmia.
In North Syria further op|)osition was experienced
from the little states that had sprung up on the
wrecks of the Hittite empire, whose princes still
bore Hittite names, though the populations were
Canaanite.
The most noteworthy of these was
Karkhemis, where king Sangar reigned and next
to that the land of Unki ('.Amk) or Khattin* on
the Orontes, the capital of which vv:us called
Kunidua, and the king Lubarna.
Both these
territories were traversed by the Assyrians.
The
Assyrians advanced right up to Lebanon and the
coast of Phconicia, so that the towns of Tyre,
Sidon, Gebal, .Xrvad, etc., were compelled to send
;

valuable presents in order to induce the hostile
forces to march away.
The Bab. contemporary of
Asstir-n^ir-pal waa Nabu-pal-idinS.
(See Baby-

lonia.)

The reign of As.sur-nazir-pal's son Sholmanuasliarid (Sh.almanescr II.), B.C. 850-82'i, marks a
turning-point in Assyr. history in sever.al direc• Wrilt.ii /'.l-f(-(n,
riffhl rtiulliiK.

but probably

A'/I<i«iri (lln> IIIlUli') la

the

;
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Instead of being satisfied with merely
sending threatening expeditions to exact a fresh
payment of tribute, he introduced a systematic
always adopted— of placing
plan— afterwards
governors over conquered territories, and thus
making tliem actual provinces and putting them
under direct Assyr. control. Moreover, it was in
his reign that the first contact between Assyria
and the kings of Israel (Aliab and Jehu) took
tions.

place.

Lastly,

it

was

his reign that

saw

the

first

beginnings of the Armenian empire under the
kings Arimi and Sarduri (^Siduri, or, more accurately, Sardu'arri), whose successors gave Assyria
so much trouble, till they brought it to the brink
Tiglath-pileser III. and Sargon were the
of ruin.
first to succeed in breaking its power, and in
to new development.
The oldest Armenian inscriptions, which date
from Sarduri I., are written in Assyr. cuneiform
characters and Semitic-Assyrian, whde his successors employ their own Armenian dialect (related

helping

to

the

Assyria

forward

Georgian), though they use the Assyr.

time calling upon the king of Assyria for assistShalmaneser attacked and killed the reance.
bellious brother of the Babylonian king, and
naturally claimed an extension of frontier in
return for his services.
Of far greater interest for biblical history is
the campaign of Shalmaneser against the town of
Hamath (Amattu or AmStu) on the Orontes, and
its allies, in B.C. 854, the sixth year of his reign.
Shalmaneser had scarcely conquered (B.C. 8bG)
and imprisoned one of his most stubborn opponents, king AkhunI of Bit-Adini (see above),

when a powerful army came out to meet him near
Karkar (on the line of march from Aleppo to
Hamath)
:

Bir-idri of

Damascus
Hamath

Irkhulini of

Akhabbu of Sir'il
Gui

.

.

.

.

.

Chariots.
1200
700

.

.

2000

method

of writing as well.
are very fortunate in possessing pictorial
representations of several events in the reign of
Shalmaneser. These are to be found chiefly in
the magnificent reliefs on the bronze doors of
Balawal (Imgur-Bel), and also in the remarkable
pictures on t"he ' Black Obelisk.' as it is called.
In five series and on four panels are to be seen

We

ambassadors from Gurzan (on Lake Urmia), from
king Jahna (.lehu) of Israel, from the land of
Miiari in West Armenia, from Marduk-pal-uzur of
Both
Suchi, and from Karparunda of Khattin.
scription

are in the British

on the

series

Museum.

devoted

to

The

in-

the land of

Tribute from Musri. Camels with
Musri says
double humps, oxen from the river Saktya (or
:

'

Irkia?), a SMS!t (kind of antelope), female elephants,
and apes.' The words of the inscription are confirmed by the pictures, which actually contain
double-hiimped camels, wild steers, an antelope,
an elephant, and four apes. This land of Musri,
which must be looked for neither in Afghanistan
nor in India, but to the north-east of Cilicia, is
mentioned in the Bible, 1 K lO-s, according to
which Solomon brought his horses from Muzrtm
and from Ku'i (Cilicia), as the emended reading
Double-humped camels (Assyr. iidrfiti, from
runs.
the Arm. uldu, Sansk. nstra) were to be found in
different parts of Armenia, and Assur-nazir-pal
boasted, as did also Tiglath-pileser r. and Tahutmes 111., that he had killed elephants in MesopoShalmaneser made his way into the land
tamia.
of Tabal (the biblical Tubal), which lies to the
west of Malatiyeh, where he took possession of the
silver, salt, aiid alabaster works which he found
on the mountains, and took the opportunity of
exacting tribute from the neighbouring Musri
then he invaded the land of Ku'i (on the Ciliclan
coast), reacliing the city of Tarzi, the well-known
Tarsus, the birthplace of the apostle Paul. He
advanced into Armenia as far as the sources of

then he proceeded eastward to
Euphrates
Parsua, the motherland of the Persians, lying
to the east of Lake Urmia, and southwards to
Xamar, wliich was formerly a protectorate of
Babylon, lying to the south of Lake Urmia.
His journeys were thus more extensive than those
the

;

In Babylonia, In the
of any of his predecessors.
year H.c. 853, Nabu-pal-ldlna was overthrown by
his son Marduk-shum-ldlna, whose brother Mardukbel-usati, however, raised a revolt against liim.
to his
brotlier the southern part of Babylonia, formerly
known as the land of Kaldu* (or Imgi), at the same

Thereupon Marduk-shuin-ldinS. relinquished

•

The Ttnme

existed

(whence Kardunias).

an older form. Kardii
The form Kasdu (Ucb. Kasdiin) Is only

ftl

an earlier date

in

Uorsemen.
1200
700

...
....

Musri
Irkanat

10

Matln-ba'ai of .\rvad

Usanat

Adunuba'alof Shiana
Ba'sa (son of Rukhub) of

80

.

monuments

:

.

AmmoQ

....

Glndibu the Arab

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

10,1X10

10,000
soft

1,000
10,000

.

.

.

.

.

.

200
200

..

10,000

. •

•

Foot.
20,000

1,000

Camels.

.

.

.

.

.

1,000

at this table shows that the three
most important princes of this league were Biridri (Benhadad) of Damascus, Irkhulinioi Hamath,
and Akhabbu of Sir'il. Besides these, two Phcen.
cities were prominent in supplying troops, Irkanat
(probably ='Arka, 't'?!- Gn W-') and Shiana (or
Siana, '.'? of Gn 10", which must be corrected to
Akhabbu of Sir'il is no other than king Ahab
'?;?).
of Israel, who chose Jezreel (the modern Zer'tn)
and who, in his last year
for his royal residence
(B.C. 864)', before he went to the war against the
Syrians, In which he lost his life, had undertaken
the obligation of leading an army against the
Assyrians. Shalmaneser's victory over Damascus
and Hamath does not seem to have been very
permanent, since on two occasions, in B.C. 849 and
846, his annals give an account of the repulse of
the Syrians and their twelve allies. On the first
occasion (li.c. 840), in all probability, the Israelites
were present in the battle under the leadership,
not of Ahab, but of his son Joram. Joram, however, soon after was attacked by Benhadad, and
The Syrians
Samaria was in a state of siege.
withdrew only upon receiving information that a
hostile force was marching against Damascus.

mere glance

;

however, were not Hi'.tites and Musrites
from the land of Mu.sri in West
i.e.
Armenia), as the Syrians In their panic at first
believed, but there Is the highest probability that
they were the Assyrians who, in the year 84C,

The
(2

foes,

K

made

7«,

a

new expedition

against Damascus.

Finally,

in the year 842 Shalmaneser made a fresh attack
on Syria, this time against Blr-ldrl's (Benhadad's)

successor Khaza-ilu (Hazael), whom he defeated,
and ultimately besieged in Damascus. The sur-

rounding country was deva.stated, and Shalmaneser
took the opportunity of exacting tribute from
Tyre. SIdon, and ./ahua of the house of Omri.' On
the black obelisk already mentioned there are
pictures of the ambaswadors of this same .lahua,
'

bringing gifts, with the following in.scription
'Tribute of .lahua, son of Khumrl silver, gold, a
vessel of gold, a ladle of gold, golden drinking cups,
golden buckets, tin (or lead), a staff for the king's
hand, and spear-shafts {hudilkhati) I received.'
That this Jahua, in spite of the inaccuracy of the
expression 'son (i.e. according to the Assyr. use of
the word, 'of the dynasty') of Omri,' must be
identified with ,7e7iM of Israel, is a fact which does
;

a dialcelio variant.
Ileb.

ex|iression

time of Shaiiu.

II.

Hv

this

we

same time, that the
origin long before the

see, at the

L'r-Kasdlm had

its

;
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not admit of the least doubt.
Although at first a
good deal of difficulty was felt on account of the
dati-s (Aliab nx. ^M.-Ichu 842), the identification
of Ahab with Akhabbu of Sir'il, and of Jahua
with .leliu, must now be regarded as settled. The
chronology of the period of the kings of Israel, as
is generally admitted, has been confu.sed by later
redactors, a fact which is clearly proved from the
of the length of the reigns • alone.
Now
that the dates 854 and 842 have been absolutely
fixed, we have obtained data of the highest value
for restoring the original numbers in the te.\t of
the Bible (see below, under Tiglath-pileser III).
The great Shalmaueser II., who lost his life in
a rebellion, was succeeded by his son f>amsiRainman IV. B.C. 824-812, who led expeditions
against
the
Bab. kings liaUt-nkhi-idina and
Mariluk-lialat-su-ikbi, and also again.st the land
Advancing into Media ;is far as the soof Ivaldu.

summary

called

'

White

Jlouiitain,'

sought

he

(llaniadau),

Ehvend, near Ecbatana
to

make

lands of

the

Mannai and I'arsua, to the north and
Lake Urmia, secure against the ambition
Armenian king Ispuiiiis, son of Sardu'arri
was eager to conquer them.

east of
of the
I.,

who

His son JCamruaii-niran III. (B.C. 811-78.3) succeeded in advancing still farther into the heart
of .Media right up to the Caspian Sea.
He was
Very youm; when he came to the throne.
In all
probaliility his mother, the Bab. princess Summu-

—

riimnt (the Srmiramis of Greek legend), held the
regency for him at first. In Armenia, his powerful
rival .Menuas, who lived at 'J'uruspa (I'hosp) on
the Lake of Van, caused him much trouble, wresting from the Assyrians seveial powerful vassal
states, e.g. Khani-rabbat (Melitene) and Dayami.
It is to be regretted that the account of Rammannirari's campaigns against Syria and Palestine are
so very scanty
From the upper part of the
Euphrates to the land of Khatti (North Syria),
Amurri (Coelesyria) to its farthest borders,
Tyre, Sidon, the land of Omri (Israel), Udumu
(Edom), and Palastu (I'hilistia), right up to
the great western sea, I reduced to subjection
marched
I
and exacted tribute and imjiosts
against the "land of a.s.ses " (Damascus), and
shut up .VdriVi, king of the land of asses (mUt
Dread of
imiri .lit), in his chief town Damascus.
renowned Assur struck him to the earth: he
clasprd my feet and gave himself up.
His
.
countless wealth and goods I seized in Damascus
his residence in the midst of his royal palace.'
The Assyr. list of officers for the year 804 mentions
an expedition to the town of Ba'ali (=-ir^;'3 at
the foot of Hermon ?), and for the year 797 one to
Manzn'ati (^''^>'" ? ?), which is evidently a town of
the Israelites.
In one of these years Kammannirari's expedition against Damitscus, Edom, and
It
happened
Philistia nuist have taken place.
either at the end of the reign of the Isr. king
Jehoaliaz, or at the commencement of the reign of
According to the Bible,
his successor .Joash.
Benhadad .son of Ilazael was king of Damascus
at the lime.
If this bi! so, .Mari'a is only a title,
like the Aramaic Maryii', ' Lord,' unless we see in
Mari'a a brother of ilazael of whom nothing else
:

'

:

.

.

known.

is

I'nder the succes.sors of Ramman-nirari, Shal»»<nic.ier ///. B.C. 782-773), Ansur-tlaii Iff. (B.C.
772-705), and A.i.inr-niriin II. (Itf. 754-745),
Assyria was always losing more territory to the
Arnienians.
Armenia was ruled at this time by
2(l't

From Uohohonm

to llie Rl.xth vear uf llozeklnli tliepo nru
years. whilt) from.Icrolxniin i. tn l)(ishen(r<ini|iu-Ht (ifSninarln)

•

.\n n mutter of fact. IVoiii the denth of
there are only 2IS vears. The mistake
Innlead of Pekahlah '2 years. iV-kah
20 years, we oiijrht stinply to read I'ekah 2 years.
I'ekahlah Is
only the fuller form of the name I'ekah.
Itii-re

are only

Solomon

niiset*

to

'241.

h'.c.

""22

with rejjanl to Pekah.

ISu

the mighty kings Argistis (c. H.c. 780-700) and
Sardu'arri II. (B.C. 700-730), and ultimately all the
lands of Na'iri to the north of the Tigris, from
Melitene to Lake Urmia, came into its po.ssession.
This period of deepest eclip.se (whilst Israel
flourished at the same time under .Jeroboam li.)
was followed by an era of prosperity, which lasted
for a long time without a break under the usurper
Pulu or (to give him his official title) Tuklat-palisharra 111., called in the Bible Ti<ihUh-piles(fr
(B.C. 745-727), who raised Assyria to a height
'

'

unreached before, and may
and with much reason, the
great

monarchy

A.ssyriau
the first

For

lliercfore be called,
real founder of the
(in its largest sense).

time in history Tiglath-pileser
brought Babylonia, where Nabu-nazir (Nabonassar) reigned from B.C. 747-732 and Nabu-nadinzir from B.C. 733-732, directly under the sway
of the Assyr. sceptre.
He also reconcpiered the
territories that had been lost to Armenia, and
annexed to the Assyr. empire a great part of Syria,
where before there had only been at the best of
times some vassal states -never any properly

—

con.stituted
provinces.
In Unhylonin. Tiglathpileser had next to deal w-ith the Arannean tribes
on the frontiers of Babylon and IChim, among

whom

the Pukudu (PekOcl, Ezk 23*!,
Gambulu played tlie chief part, an<l
belonged
the
Nabatu,* who at

,;jo21)

and

whom

also

jg,.

to

later

emigrated to the north-west of Arabia.

times

The

in-

stigators of this rebellion were jirobably the small
states of the Iiakli, or Chahlivans, in the south
and middle of Babylonia. The prime mover was
a certain Ukinzir (Chinzeros) from Bit-Amukkan,
who ultimately, in M.c. 731, .succeeded in seizing
the Bab. throne.
Already after the defeat of the
Araiiueans in 745, Tiglath-pileser had assumed the
title
King of Snmer and Akkad,' but now, after
his victory over Ukiii-zir, he got him.self crowned
' King
of Babylon ' with great solemnity at the
new-year festival of B c. 728.
In the year B.C. 744 Tiglath-pileser marched
through the land of Namri (see above) right into
the interior of Media to the Bikni mountains, to
Demavend, that lies to the south of the Ca.spian
Sea, in order to reassert Assyr. influence, wliich
had been destroyed by the Armenians.
He reconquered also (B.C. 737) the provinces of Parsua
'

and Bustus, that lie between Armenia and Media.
In the North of Syria the Armenians had been
driven out by Matiel of Jakhan (also written
Akhan), who was called, in accordance with his
Prince

of
Bit-Agfisi.
Tiglath-pileser
his royal residence at Arp.ad
(Tell Erfud, north of Aleppo, the biblical Arpad),
which, after three years' resistance, fell into his
hands in B.C. 740.
He had previously (B.C. 743)
repelled the Armenian army which tried to impede
the siege of Ar|)ad, and had defeated it in a decisive battle on the I'jipcr Euphrates.
Tiglath-pileser was now able for the first time to
advance into the inlerior of Syria.
In the year
B.C.
738 he coiKpiered the town of Kiiilaiil
(Calno, Is U|9), which lies to the north of Hainath,
and overpowered 'Asriya'u of .la'udi.' t Nineteen
districts of Hamath fell before him and were
captured, while Kullani, which was evidently the
residence of Asriya'u, became the seat of an As.syr.
governor. Thereupon all the indeiirndcnt kings
of Syria who lived in the neighbcuiriiiL' regions
(Kustxspi of Kummukh, Ila^unnu of Damascus,

descent.
besieged

him

in

"

•The

mentioneil In Asstirhanlpal'slnserlp.
They are the .\'ehitiol/i of
The Nat.alu (Arab. 03:1, on the other hand, ore the
the OT.
wi-U-kiiown Nahata'ans. They wore of Arania'an orlffln, as the
Nabala-an Inserlptlons Inform us.
t Not .luclah C'Ji'e) but n country In the north of Syria
.\rahlaii Xitfuii/i'iti

tlon are a totallv illirerent neojite.

^'N*. as the Inscription

obvious.

of kln^ Panammii of Sam'al

makes

—
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of Samirhia, Hiram of Tyre, Sibittiof Gebal, Urik of Ku'i, I'isiris of Carchemish,
lui-el of Hamalli, Panammu of Sam'al, Tarkhulara
of Gurgum), and some also who lived in more remote districts, viz. the princes of Milid (Malatiyeli)

Minikhimmi

Iji'il

and Tabal (Tubal), and a North-Arabian (iiieuii,
Zabibi,* came to do homage to the great king.
.Vnother expedition to the West followed in the
year it.C. TM, which was specially directed against
Philistia, where king Khanunu (Hanno) of Gaza
was defeated.
Tlie main campaign against Damascus and
Israel, however, belongs to the yeare n.('. ~3ii and
732.
In Israel, Pekah (Assyr. Pakakhu) had just
succeeded Jlenahem on the throne. Kezin (Kazunnu), king of Syria, was defeated. Damascus
was besieged (B.C. 733) and captured (B.C. 732). In
Israel, Tiglath-pileser took a series of towns, including the whole land of Xaphtali (2 K 15-'), and
I'ekah was compelled to pay a very considerable
tribute.
In the year B c. 731 he was murdered, and
Hoshea (Assyr. AusVi'') was confirmed by Tiglathpileser as king of Israel.

After the

fall of

Damascus

which forthwith became the seat of an
Assyr. governor, the following princes, Sanib of
Amnion, SalamHn of Moah, Mitinti of Ashkelon,
JiCnkhazi (i.e. Joahaz = fuller form of Ahaz) of
Judah, and Kaus-malak of Edoin, were compelled
Ahaz had some time previously
to pay tribute.
(B.C. 732),

called in Tiglath-pileser to protect him against
Pekah and Kezin, who had robbed him of the
The Arabian queen Samsi
harbour of Elath.
was also conquered by the Atsyrians, who took the

opportunity of advancing into the north of Arabia
Thereupon certain Arab tribes,
for the first time.
even the remote Sabfeans, sent him rich presents.
synchronisms
in Tiglath-pileser's
The following
annals, which may be safely trusted, are of
supreme importance for the chronology of Israel

and Judah:
738
733-2
732

B.C.,

Menahem

,,

Pekah of

,,

Ahaz

of

of Israel.
Israel.

Judah.

Hoshea of Israel.
To this it may be added that Rezin of Damascus,
as is stated both in the Bible and in the inscriptions,
was the contemporary of all these kings.
If we accept n.c. S54 as the last year of Ahab,
B.C. 842 as the first year of Jehu, and B.C. 722 as
731 (?)

,,

the date of the destruction of Samaria, we may
construct the chronology of Israel as follows :—
842 B.C., 1st year of Jehu, who reigned 28 years.
1st year of Joahaz,
814 ,,
17
,,
,,
797 ,,
1st year of Joash,
16
,,
,,
782 ,, Iflth year of Joash and
1st year of Jeroboam II. ,,
41
,,
742 „ 41st year of
„
Zechariah reigned 6 months.
741 ,,
Shallum one month.
1st year of Menahem,
10
,,
,,
732 „ 10th „ „

year of Pekah.
2nd year of Pekah
1st year of Hoshea
9lh year of Hoshea and
conquest of Samaria.
1st

731
730
722

„
,,
,,

two years, between ilenahem and Hoshea.
The
addition of Pekah's twenty years to Pekahiah's two
was the work of a later editor, and, as a result,
all the synchronisms of Israel and Judah for this
period naturally fell into disorder.
Instead of
there being an iireconcilable antagonism between
the Bible and the inscriptions in relation to
chronology, the latter rather help us to correct
an old error in the text of the Bible (not in the
Bible itself as the word of God only in the text),
while they have essentially confirmed the truth of
the biblical narrative throughout.
We have still to speak of a policy which Tiglathpileser was the first to introduce, and which
essentially contributed to the strengthening of the
Assyrian empire. In forming new provinces, he
and his successors adopted the following plan.
As the cuneiform inscriptions and the Books of
Kings {e.g. 2 K 15-' 17'') relate, all sections of the
population were transplanted into distant provinces, and, conversely, the territories thus left
empty were settled with other prisoners of war.
Finally, with regard to king Panammu of
Sam'al, mentionea above in connexion with the
year B.C. 738, the Berlin Museum now possesses
inscriptions
several
from Zinjirli (south of
Mar'ash, Assyr. Markasi) belonging to Panammu's son Sir-Iiokeb (33^2), which are written
in old Phoen. characters, and composed in a
dialect which is a mixture of Can. and Aramaic.
These inscriptions mention Tiglath-pileser, the
word being spelt in the same way as in the OT,
-lo'^a-^jn (it is also on one occasion spelt iD'SorSjr)
calling him
ii^'ni'":, and
on one occasion
Lord of the four quarters of the earth
nic
Np-iN 'yai (Assyr. shar-kibrat-irbitti, king of the
four quarters of the world).
Panammu, son of
Bir-zur, died in the camp of Tiglath-pileser at
Damascus B.C. 733 or 732, whereupon Bir-Rokeb
was appointed king of Sani'al by the Assyr. king.
The inscriptions of Zinjirli relate that Bir-zur,
the grandfather of Bir-Kokeb, was murdered by a
usurper (probably the Asriya'u mentioned in the
annals of Tiglath-pileser) from the neighbouring
country of Ja'udi ('">«), whereupon Panammu

—

—

—
'

turned to Tiglath-))ileser for protection. It seems
that in previous times another Panammu, son of
Karal, had ruled over Ja'udi ('tn')! o"*^ of whose
iuscripticins (in somewhat ancient writing) has
lately been found.
Both these Panammu belonged
to the dynasty of Gabbar, which in the time of Shalmaneser ll. was in possession of Sam'al, and whose
kings were called 1^3 j'ro (kings of Kabbar). The
gods of Sam'al and Ja'udi are Iladad-El, KokebKl (who was also called ,i'a '';3 = Lord of the
House), Shemesh, and Keshep the last-named
being a special god of Ja'udi.
The name of the
usurper Asriya'u (most probably = n<-i;;') points to
an Israelitish descent. A usurper of Haraath in
the time of Sargon was called sometimes IlCi-

—

bi'di,
Isr.

„

9

,,

There is room in this arrangement for only a twoyears' reign of I'ekah.
Exactly the .same things
are related of Pekahiah as of Pekah, and the two
names are virtually the same (see above).
It is
clear that the original text of the 13k. of Kings
only
one
Pekah
had
(or Pekahiah), who reigned

'

sometimes

origin.

.

which

also points to his
of the Books of Kings

appear to have possessed information about this
Asriya'u of Ja'udi, since they evidently identified
hiin with king Uzziah • of Judah, antl in many
places the name n-\r; has been substituted in the
text for nvji. Sam'al, too ( = Northland), was not
unknown to the Bible, for Nu 24-'* evidently ought
to read
'A vessel (?) shall come from Sam'al
('".sars) and boats from Kittira ((Cyprus) which
.shall afflict Asshur (not Assyria, but = Asshurim,
Gn 25^, 2 S 2'-'), and shall afflict Eber moreover, he
:

;

himself also
Probably she was the princess of the BirVans (for which
we may, however, substitute Sab'ft'ans, ndd not to be confounded with the Sal)*ieans. Nat*), an Arat)ian tribe which is
always mentioned lirst in the inscriptions of Tifrlatli-itileser
that speak of the tribute of the Arabians.
(Mas'ieans = s;;'C,
Temieans = N2>n, Saba'ans= Na;:% Khayappa'ans = nD*>\ etc.)
•

la'u-bi'di,

The redactors

(

= ()g

to destructicm.'

attacks

made by

LXX)

cf.
shall come
pa.ssage refers to the
the populations of the Mediter.

of Ba.shan,

The whole

* Proplietlc literature clearly shows that Uzziah was his only
name, as also does the well-linown old Ileb. Seal *of Shebanyo,

servant of Uzziyo,' ivy

13y

vja;:*^.
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(Europe and Asia Minor) upon Syria and Egypt
the (lays of

Hamses

in

111.

was followed by Slialman-asliarid
Shalmaneser oithv Bible (li.c. 726-722), who
waa probably his son. As Iving of Babylon he was
called llulai (Eluheus), i.e. 'lie who was born in
Immediately after liis accession
the nienlh Elul.'
to tlie throne, before the year B.C. 727 was over
(720 wiis tlie firet official year of his reign), he
conquered the Assyr. town Shabarain(Sepharvaim,
2 K 17-* ?). In the year H.C. 724 he began to invest
Samaria, which fell at the end of a three yeai's'
Tiglath-pileser

IV., the

in

the

month

of the reign of his successor Saryon, wlio took all the credit for this
achievement, as well as for the transportation of
the tin tribes, without thinking of his predecessor.
Tlie Bible account, however, very justly connects
the name of Shahiianeser with the fall of the
Northern Kingdom (li.c. 722).
Israel now, like the kingdom of Damascus
before, became an Assyr. province, Samaria being
tlie seat of the governor.
The zenith of Assyr. power was reached in the
reign of the usurper Sargon* (Assyr. Sharru-ukiu
'
the king has restored order'), li.c. 721-7()-'), who
is only (mce mentioned in the Bible (Is 20'), in
connexion with tlie taking of Aslidod. In tlie very
year that he entered upon his reign ('at the
beginning of his reign,' as the official e.xpression
runs), li.c. 722, he carried of the inhabitants of
Samaria, 27,2'.H) men, to the rivers Belikh and
Kliabor, the river of Gozan, and the cities of Media
(2 K 17"), .settling Babylonian (Cuthiiites) and
other colonists in the territories of the conquered
siege,

fir.st

=

city.

Sargon's main political ambition was the con-
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Syria, Palestine, and Arabia have special interest
The first, li.C. 720, was an
for the OT student.
expedition to suppress an insurrection which a
certain Ilu-bi'di,* who is al.so called la'u-bi'di, had
raised in Uamath.
This Ilu-bi'di had not only
induced the Assyr. provinces of Arpad, Simyra,
Damascus, and Samaria to revolt, but had also
formed an alliance with Khanunu (Ilanno) of
Gaza and Sib'i (nid 2
17*, i.e. Sev'e) of Egypt.
Probably Judah, where Ahaz was still on the
throne, was al.so included in the alliance, since

K

Sargon once calls himself (indeed before he speaks
of Haniath at all) the
Conqueror of the remote
land of Judah.'
The Egyp. army was, however,
(Raphia,
south of Gaza), and
defeated at Kapikhu
llanno found him.self in an Assyr. prison, while
Ilu-bi'di and his other allies were defeated and
destroyed at Karkar (in the neighbourhood of
'

Hamath).
In the year 715 Sargon undertook a campaign
interior of North Arabia 'against the
remote Arabians of the Desert, of whom the wisi'
and learned knew nothing.' The tribes of Tliamfid,
Ibadid, Marsiman (Gn 25'^ oz'zz, accoi-ding to
iMaa-ffa/n, 1 Ch i-'> Maffc/aaM?), and Khayappa
into the

LXX

('"'?':'., L.\.\
Valipa.) were conquered, and partially
settled in Samaria.
Thereupon Pir'u (cf. ax-i; Jos
10^, scarcely ei|uivalent to Pharaoh) of Musur (the
territory called .Ma'iu-Muzran of the South Arabian
in-scriptions, in the north
of the peninsula of
Sinai ?), queen Samsi of Aribi (a part of North
Arabia), and the Sabajan Ita'amar (ncNyn' of the
South Arabian inscriptions), ' the kings of the seacoast and the de.sert,' brought rich presents, among
which were 'sweet-smelling spices of the mountains' (frankincense), gold, precious stones, hor.ses,

solidation of Babylonia, as well as the provinces of

and camels.

which bonU'red upon Armenia, and finally
Syria.
This ambition was realised by the final
reduction of Armenia, whose king at that time
was Uusa (or Ursa), the son of Irimenas, and also
by the humiliation of the Mannseans t ('--? Jer 51-'),
who were the most powerful allies Armenia
po.s.sc.ssed,
and of the
Sagartmans
(Assyr.
Zikirtu), an Eranian nomadic tribe which lived
to the east of the .Mannscans
and finally by the
war against Elam.
The last-named state was
henceforth the most dangerous foe the power of
A.ssyria possessed, and was always in firm alliance
with the small states of South Babylonia (the socalled Chaldseans), and above all with liii-yakiii.

In the year li C. 711, the same year in which the
North Syrian state Gurgnm (capital town Markasi,
modern .Mar' ash) became an As.syr. province, t a
certain Vamani, who is also called Yatna, } overWhen the
threw king Akhitniti of Ashdod.
As.syrians despatched an expedition against Ash-

A.s.syrla

;

The

prince of Bit-yakin, Marduk-pal-idina, immediately after the death of Shalinane.ser, had
seized the throne of Babylonia for himself. In li.c.
721 Sargon, who had till then been occupied
with other duties, marched again.st him and his
ally Kliuinbanigas of Elam.
The battle was indecisive
and Sargon had to march against the
Armenians; so that it was not till li.c. 710 that
he was successful in defeating Marduk-pal-idina,
and getting himself crowned king of Babylon (li.c.
700-705). This Marduk-i)al-idina is the Merodachbaladan of the liibli', whose embas.sy to Ilezekiah,
which is related in 2 K 20'-"'- as a supplement to
Sennacherib's campaign, belongs either to li.c. 715
(first year of Ilczekiairs reign) or to 703, in whicli
year Merodach-baladan was king of Babylon a
;

second time.
Of Sargon's
The Hebrew

other

PJ"^P

Is

camiiaigns,

based u]nm a

^llnltn^

those
word

against
In |inpulitr

».H0, Saru'unn (= mik'hty ').
t In llic yi'iir n.c, T-l.'* a Slanna^ari povcrnor Dainkkn In ntentloned In the annals of Sargon. and In u.c. "l.S a land of liitllalukkti between Man and lllip On the west of Media).
In
Assyrian It In called .lAi^ /y/Mliilllkkn. Lunrl of the Dynasty
(House of the I'rlncu) of Dalitkkn.' This llalukkll Is evldently
the DfjoA'fti (Deloces) of (Jreek trailltion. who. aeeonllnif to tinlater story, was the Ilrst klnt'of Meilia.
(ianiir also ^(ioIner, On
10') Is mentioned as havinif broken into Armenia even In the
time of Sargon.
'

'

dod

(cf. Is

20), Philistia (Pilistu),

Juda

(Ja'iidu),

Edom (Udumu), and Moab

(Ma'ab), instead of
.sending their presents to Assur, sent them to king
I'ir'u of Musur, who has been already mentioned,
because they trusted to him and to Arabia (Cush,

and often in the ()T). Ashdod and Gath
(Gimtu) were con<iuered and made into an Assyr.
province, but Yamani fied to the 'king of Milukh
(north-we.st of Arabia, cf. Job :!0i' "'vl?',-, parallel to
Is 20^*

'

^Jl':).

It is

evidently the

same

Pir'u of

Musur

who is alluded
He (Yamani)

to in a iiarallel jiassage wliich runs,
lied to the territory of .Musur which
belongs to the di.strict of Milukh,' the last plira.sc
being added to distinguish this Musur from the
'

Musur which

is the ei|uivalent of I'^gypt.
Besides these campaigns of Sargon's, which are
of great iinjiortance for tlie study of the Bible,
we may further mention that in li.c. 700 he
An
received presents from seven Cyprian kings.
image of him, which is now in lieiliii, was discovered on the island of Cy])rus (see above, p. 17**").
The new residence which Sargon built for himself in Klionsabad (see above, p. 178'') was con.seIn the year li.c. 705,
crated in tlie year li.c. 707.
however, he fell by the hand of an assa.ssin, who
w;is probably instigated by his own son Sennacherib.
'I'he latter, strangely enough, nrver mentions his
As far as the character
father in his iii.scriptions.
of Sargon is concerned, it is sullieicntly clear from
• On this nanie, see above. Oth'Ts rend llu-ubl'dl andda-nbi'di
(or Ilia-nhi'dil with inueh less |mibal.liHy.
t Already, in n.i-. "IT, a similar fate had befallen the powerful

town of Cnrrhemish ((T. Is In"). Kntmnnkh tComnnmeue), loo,
came nncler the power of Assyria In li.r. "08.
which
J Compare the Assyrian name for Cvprns, .tatnann, of
f*ertiai>s

Jainan, .luvan (lunln)

Is

a parallel (dialectical) form.
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his inscriptions that as ' Father of his country he
deserves the praise of being called a righteous and
noble prince ' (cf. especially on this point the very
instructive cylinder inscription which has been
translated by Lyon).
'

'

Sin-akhi-irba ('Sin multiply the brothers'), the
from B.C. 704-681. He
it was who removed
the royal residence from
Kalakh back again to Nineveh, which, by extensive building operations, and at the expense of
Babylon, which he destroyed in a very barbarous
fashion, lie elevated into the capital of the united
The great
empire of Assyria and Babylonia.
palace, too, in the south-west of Kouyunjik deserves
mentioned
the
peerless
palace,'
to be specially
which in later times the grandson of Sennacherib,
Nor
Assurbanipal, surrounded with buildings.
must we forget the great arsenal (bU kiitalli) at
Nebi-yunus, which Esarhaddon extended, and the
magnilicent waterworks in the neighbourhood of
biblical Seiinackerib, reigned

—

'

Nineveh.

The most important political undertakings of
Sennacherib were his wars against Elain and Babylonia on the one side, and his expeditions to the
West on the other. The only other campaign worth
mentioning was one against Cilicia (properly
KhUakku,

the mountain district in the interior*
and Tabal (the biblical Tubal), which
probably belongs to the year B.C. 69.5.
Probably
it is this expedition that is referred to in the remark of Berosus, that Sennacherib, after a severe
struggle -conquered the lonians who dwelt on the
Cilician coast, and then [re] founded Tarsus.'
The
Assyrians had also to deal with this district a
second time in the days of Sennacherib, in the year
B.C. 681
for at the moment when Sennacherib was
murdered, the crown prince Esarhaddon was in
Khani-rabbat (east of Tabal) with his troops.
In Babylonia, Merodach-baladan the Chaldee,
who is so well known from the inscriptions of Sargon,
had established himself once more upon the throne,
having allied himself for this purpose with Kudurnankhundi of Elam and the Aramasan nomad
of Cilicia)

'

;

tribes.

Sennacherib conquered Merodach-baladan

and

his allies, and placed a certain Bel-ibni on the
throne of Babylon. After several vicissitudes, when
the Elamites, as allies of Babylonia, always had a
hand in the game (Merodach-baladan himself on
one occa.sion taking part in the struggle again),
in B.C. 6yi the bloody battle of Khallilin, which
ended unsuccessfully, or at any rate indecisively, for

Sennacherib, was fought against the united armies
of the Elamites, Babylonians, Aramaeans, Chaldaans, and certain districts of Media. The Median
districts Anzan (also written Anshan), where the

dynasty of Cyrus originated, and Illip, were now,
as allies of Elam, for the first time called after
At
Parsua, the motherland of the later Persians.
last, in the year B.C. 080, Sennacherib succeeded in
taking possession of Babylon, and in wreaking
fearful vengeance upon it.
It was levelled to the
ground, and only rebuilt again in later times under
Sennacherib's gentler and nobler-hearted son Esarhaddon.
Sennacherib's great expedition to the West,
which was undertaken in the year 701, began with
the punishment of king Lull (EluUeus) of Sidon,
who fled into the sea,' possibly to Cyprus or else
to the island of Tyre, which, if we are to trust our
Greek sources of information, was besieged by the
Assyr. king in vain.
In Sidon a new king, Tuba'al (Ethobaal), was
'

Ashkelon in Philistia, whose king Sidka (Zedekiah)
refused to pay tribute, together with Joppa
(Yappfl) and other towns, were conquered and
plundered.
The town of Ekron (Amkarrfma)
handed its king Padi, who had submitted to the
Assyrians, over to Ilezekiah {Iihazaki!ia''u) of
Judah. Ekron and Judah called in to their assistance the king of Musur (see above) and the
archers of the king of Milukh, but were defeated
by Sennacherib at Eltekeh (Altaku). Sennacherib
next besieged and conquered 46 fenced cities and
villages of Judah, and carried off 200,150 of their
inhabitants as prisoners, until at last he pitched
his camp in Lacliish (Assyr. Lakishu), the extreme
south-western corner of Judah.
Up to this
point the passage in 2 K 18'^ agrees with the
Assyr. narrative
In the fourteenth year of king
Hezekiah (B.C. 701) did Sennacherib, king of
Assyria, come up against all the fenced cities of
Judah, and took them.' Then the Bible account
goes on to say that Hezekiah sent a message of
peace to Sennacherib at Lachish, and that Sennacherib promised to ab.stain from further hostilities
on the payment of 300 talents of silver and 30
:

'

K

18"- ii^). In spite of this, as
talents of gold (2
18" to 19*),
the biblical narrative continues (2
Sennacherib sent his chief officer with an army to
invest Jerusalem, but was obliged to return to
Assyria again without having effected his purpose.
The main points of this record agree with Senna' and Hezekiah
cherib's own account
himself I shut
up like a bird in a cage in Jerusalem (Ur-Salimmu),
his royal city. I threw up entrenchments against
him, and when any one came out of the gate of the
city, I punished hitn.
The cities that had been

K

;

taken away from him I cut off from his land and
gave them to the kings of Ashdod, Ekron (Padi),
and Gaza. In addition to his former as.sessment
(see above,
the -300 talents of silver and the 30
talents of gold '), I added other tribute, and exacted
from him.
it
Dread of the greatness of my
majesty overwhelmed Hezekiah
while the Be'

;

amel Urbi) and his own special
warriors, whom he had collected together to
defend Jerusalem, rendered him no assistance (iV.vh
In addition to the 30 talents of gold and
baflnti).
8U0* talents of silver, precious stones, antimony t
his daughters and women from his harem,
male and female slaves, he sent his ambassadors
after me, to bring to Nineveh an extra gift of
tribute and an expression of his fealty.'
To a later period (this we must infer from
the fact that mention is made of the Ethiopian
king Tirhakah, called Tarku by Esarhaddon and

dawin

.

.

(? Assyr.

.

Assurbanipal), belongs the account given in the
Bible (2 K 19*-^") It really appears as if Sennacherib
had undertaken, shortly before his death, an expedition against the Arabians (cf. the inscriptions
.

of

Esarhaddon, and Herodotus

ll.

141),

and had

made

use of the opportunity to march a second
time against Hezekiah as well.
Shortly after this, on the 20th of Tebet 681 B.C.,
he was murdered by his own son, or, according to
the account in 2 K 19'", by liis two sons, Adramtnelech
and Sharezer. The rebellion lasted till the 2nd of
Adar, about a month and a half, because Esar-

Akko, and other
Arvad and Gebal

haddon, who had been appointeii by Sennacherib
to succeed him, was at that time absent in Armenia,
whither the conspirators marched against him,
only, however, to be defeated.
Esarhaddon thereupon ascended the throne

(^V 1 K 10"), on the other hand, is the Cllii-lan coastKhilakku rirobablv occurs in the Bible, Ezk iV iS'nl ll-iN,
Thus both names for Cilicia are found in

* The annual tribute of 300 t.ilents of silver imposed on
Ilozekiali was thus increased by 500 talents.
t Here follows an enumeration of a series of other special

appointed, to
Phcou. states

whom

• Ku'i
lnri<l.

(Byblus), however, like Ashdod of Philistia and
the states bordering on Jud;ea, Ammnn, Muab, and
Edom, offered a voluntary tribute. The town of

Arvad and Kheiak.
tho OT.

were

Sarepta,
given.

presents.
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amidst general rejoiciiij;, on 18tli of Adar 681 B.i
and set himself to the task of rebuilding the town
of Babylon, towards which he had always shown
.,

special favour.
Ash ur-akhi-idiua (i.e. ' Asur give still a brother '),
tile Esnrhaddiiii of the Bible, reigned from li.C.
During his reign a great danger
CSO-OOl).
threatened Assyria, on account of an invasion of
their land was called
the Cimmerians (Gimirrai
Gamir see above, p. 187», note), who joined with
the Mi'des and burst like a storm upon the country.
;

;

These Cimmerians were Kranian nnmads, who,
according to classical tradition, had originally
come from the north coast of the Black Sea, and
who had threatened even in the time of Sargon to
cross the Caucasus into Armenia.
There was a
certain Du.ianiii of Hapwda C"^??, Ob v.-*), an
(ij^^'n),
Ishk-uza
a Median chief
Ispuk-ai
of
Mdiniiiarstt, and a Kastarit of Karkansi (the
Karkasia of the inscriptions of Sargon) in .Media,
who, in conjunction with the Mann;eans, and with
Tiii.ipa, leader of the Gimirrai, threatened the ca.st
frontier of Assyria, and more especially yv7.<Ans.sK,
which, since the time of Sargon, had been an
Assyr. town, and which probably they were sucAshur-akhi-idina, however, adcessful in taking.
vanced into Media as far as Patus'arra (narjiirxopeis, Strabo xv. 3), 'to the borders of the salt
desert at the verge of the Bikni mountains' (or
Demavend). In the north-west he conquered the
Cilicians, who had allied themselves with Ishkallu
of Tabal, iluggallu of .Milida, and the Kuzzurakai,
enli.sting Greek soldiers against them, as Berosus
narrates.
Ashur-akhi-idina's chief .successes, however, were
After he had conquered and beheaded
in the West.
(<i7(i) the king of Sidmi, Abdi-Milkut, he besieged
king Ba'al in Tyre, and brought to a successful
issue a very hazardous expedition to the remote
land of Stizu (iia of .Job ;J2'-), in the interior of
Arabia.
He also led on two occasions (lie.
674 and 671) expeditions to Egypt against the

Pharaoh Tirhakah. He conquered Memphis (B.C.
and established over it an As.syr. va.ssal-king,
Xecho by name. The Assyr. troops advanced as
far as Thebes (Ni'i, Hi), so that Tirhak.ih was
compelled to Wee into his Kthioplan motherland.
Ashur-akhi-idina was the first Assyr. king able to
assume the proud title 'King of Assyria, Kgypt,
Paturisi ( = Upper Kgypt, D'i^d), and Kfls (Nubia
671),

or Ethiopia).'

He boasted

of the palaces he built,

and especially of the great arsenal in Kebi-yunus,
for the rebuilding of which, he tells us, 22
kings (of whom 10 were princes of towns in
Cyprus) were cnmpelled to send materials Ha'al of
Tyre, MnnnKseh (Minasi) of Judnh, Kau.sgabri of
Edom, Musur of .Moah, and the kings of Amnion,
Gaza, .\shkelon, Ekron, Ashdod, Gebal, and Arvad.
.Mana.sseh is also mentioned in the time of
Assurbanijial, though only briefly, at the conniu-nceand as the Bible
ment of his reign (li.f. 6(i8)
account says that he reigned till 642, his transmentioned
in the Hooks of
portation to Babyhin,
Chronicles, must have taken place under A.ssurbanipal, and not undisr Esarhaddon.
Esarhaddon was about to invade Egypt a third
time, in H.c. 6(!'.), when he was taken ill on the
journey.
He died on the lOth of Arahsamna
:

;

(Marclicslivan) in the same year.
His son and successor, Asuur-hani-pal (the Sardanapalus of the (Jreeks, the Osnappar of the Bible,
Ezr 4'"), II*'- 668-626, was marked out by Esarhaddon as heir to the throne with great solemnity
on the 12th of lyyar It c. 66i). After coming to the
throne, he allowed his brother Samas-sum-ukin
(Saminughes, or Sao.sduchinos), in accordance with
Ksarhaddon's wishes, to be crowned king of Habyhm
(in lyyar K.c. 668).
He was the last great king of
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As.syria.
In his reign we clearly see the
of the Assyr. world-empire approaching.

downfall
Assurbani-pal had been educated from early youth in
the arts and sciences of the Babylonians, and it
is entirely owing to his literary tastes that we
possess so many remains of old Bab. literature in
new As.syr. copies (see above, p. 178"). He was a
real Oriental despot, keeping his generals and
armies bu.sy in the provinces and along the
frontiers, while he him.self lived at home, with his
wives, his sciences, and the service of his gods.
One of the first of Assur-bani-pal's undertakings was directed against Egypt. Tirhakah had
regained possession of Jlemphis. The expedition,
which had been broken off owing to the death of
Esarhaddon, was resumed.
Tirhakah was defeated and pursued to Thebes, whence, however,
as before, he escaped to Ethiopia. The smaller
princes of the delta were enrolled as Assyr.
vassal-kings.
Some of them (such as Xecho of
Sais) who tried to throw off the Assyr. yoke, and
called in Tirhakah to help them, were compelled to
go in chains to Nineveh. Necho obtained favour
with Assurbanipal again, and was reinvested with
the rule of Sais.* Meanwhile Tirhakah had died,
and his nephew Tandamani (Tanut-Amon), .son of

Sabako, conquered Thebes and

On

(Ileliopolis).

Assurb.anipal marched against Egypt a second
time, drove out the king of Ethiopia, and made
Necho's son Psamtik (Assyr. Pisamilku) Pharaoh
H.c. 603.
Afterwards Psamtik, by the help of the
Ionian and Carian troops which Gyges, king of the
Lydians, had sent to him, succeeded in freeing
himself from the control of Assyria. The (Jyges,
just mentioned (Assyr. Gfigu), requested help
from Assurbanipal, when the Cimmerians (see

above) invaded Lydia in H.c. 6.'57. His son Ardys
drove out the Cimmerians from Lydi.a, and afterwards conquered the whole of Asia Minor up to
the river Halys.

The might of Assyria spent itself, in the time of
Assurbanipal, in the conflict with Babylonia and
Elam. It was only after a furious struggle that
Assurbanipal succeeded in defeating his insurrectionary brother Samns-siim-nk-in (who in I!.<'. 648
threw himself, in desjiair on account of his defeat,
into the flames of burning Babylon), and his allies
the Elamites, and in concpiering Susa li.c, 640, thus
Samasputting an end to the kingdom of Elam.
« urn -uk ill's other allies, the Chaldaians, the Babylonian Aramaians, the kings of the West (probably
Manasseh

was amongst them) and of Arabia
i.e. "'^i'?, and Xabayati, i.e. '"'"??)

(specially of Kidru,
were also subdued.

These contests, however, so

wiakened the resources of A.ssyria, that revolt
following on revolt was the order of the day, especially in the Manniean and Median districts (between
Some expeditions against
Armenia and Elam).
of the Mannicans, against BirisJledian, and against the sons of (liifji
(cf. Kzk 38 and 30, Gog and Magog, i.e. the land of
Gog) and of Sakhi (the JSakcs?), could not keej) back
for many decades the storm that was even now
With regard to the attacks
beginning to rage.
instigated by Tugdammi (cf. Lygdamis, captain of
the Cimmerians, Strabo i. 3. 21 ?) and his son
Sanda-kahittra against As.syria, our information is
based on dark hints contained in a prayer of
Assurbanipal to Merodach, the god of the city of
Whether Assurbanipal reigned from
Babylon.
lie. 648-62') over Babylonia, uiulcr the name
Kandal.inu, kn nvn to us from contract-tabhts
and through I'tolemy, or whether this Wiis the
Aklisir,

king

khadri, a

* The Aamo thlnff also probably happenod In the cano of
Mntm.s<(eh, orilv at a Intor time, when j\«»iir-banl-pal wai* staylitf?
of NIncvoh). probably Bliortly after tbeilealh
of Ills rebellion!" brother ^aiuas-auin-ukln (n.c. tUS), wlione ally
.ManaHiteh had been.
In lliit.ylon (ln'«U'i\il

—
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name

of a rival king, cannot be definitely determined.
We only know that after the deatli of
Assurbanipal, the Chaldican Xabopolnssar (Nabupal-uzur), who was originally one of Assiirbanipal's
generals, obtained for himself the Bab. tlirone
In Assyria itself As.surbanipal was
( li.C. 625-605).
succeeded by his son Axur-itil-Uani (the fuller form
of which was Assur-itil-ilani-ukin), who ruled at
least four years, and by his other son Sin-sltnr-ishkun
(at least seven years), who was probably the Sarakus
of Berosus, aiid hence the last king Assyria ever
It was in his day that the swamping of
had.
anterior Asia, by the Saka;an Scythians (mentioned in Of), the Uminan-manda (or hordes of
the Manda) of the Assyr. inscriptions, took place.
This was only the prelude to the end. As a newlydiscovered cylinder of the Bab. king Naboiiidus
relates, fifty-four years before the consecration of
the temple of Sin in Harran, which had been
destroyed by the Manda hordes, a Manda king,
who was probably called Arbak,* working in conjunction, as the cylinder just mentioned clearly
proves, with Nabopolassar (Belesys), razed to the
Nineveh
ground the famous Assyrian capital.
probably fell into the hands of the Medes in
607, after a two years' siege, since the completion of the temple of Sin seems to belong to somewhere about the third year of Nabonidus (55:3).
Naluim's prophecy was literally fulfilled, and the
whole of Western Asia breathed freely again when
tlie stronghold of their tyrants was demolished.
The small remaining territory (since the Pharaoh
Neclio II. had taken away Palestine and Syria) was
divided between the Scythians, to whom tlie Medes
of classical tradition (Cyaxares) belonged, and the
Bribylonians, Mesopotamia falling to the latter.
Tlie names Assur and Nineveh survived, to a large
extent, because of the lasting effects of the influence
of the Assyr. empire in politics and culture alike.
Even down to the Christian era this is proved by
(among other reasons) the fact that the whole
district of the Euphrates and Tigris (including
Babylonia) was called Assyria by the Greeks and
Romans, and even to-day we call the science
whicli has to do with the antiquities of both
Assyria and Babylonia, and which has tlirown
new light on many important passages in Holy
Writ Assyriology.

—
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;

;
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AST&D (A 'ATT^ci, B 'kpyai, AV Sadas).— lo22 oi
3622 of his descendants are mentioned as returning
with Zerubbabel (1 Es 5'^). He is called Azgad
and 1222 descendants are
Cj^'^I) in the can. books
;

in the par,allel list in Kzr 2'- (B 'A(r7a^,
'AS7a5), 2322 in Neh 1^' (B 'Air^as, n 'Ao-raS,
He appears as Astath ('Ao-rae), 1 Es 8^*,
"A-yeraS).
when a second detachment of 111 return under
Ezra( Ezr8i-, B 'Ao-raS, 'Afytifl). A zg.ad appears

mentioned

A

A

=

among

A

the leaders

Neh. (Neh

IQi^

B

who

sealed the covenant with

A

'Atryin,

"aCtoS).

H. St. J.

Thackeray,

ASTATH.—See Astad.
ASTONIED,

the

past

part,

the

of

old

verb

which astonish is a later corruption,* is
found only in OT, but there ten times, Ezr 9'- ^,
Job 176 182)^ Is 52U t Jer 149, Ezk 4'", Dn ;!-* 4i9
K V retains astonied (and even changes astonof

cistoiiy,

i>'<.

'

'

'

but Amer.
into 'astonied' at Ezk S'^)
ished
prefers 'astonished,' except Dn 5^ w'liere ]\V
give 'perplexed' (•:'?'f, the only
and Amer.
J. HASTINGS.
occurrence). See ASTONISHED.
'

;

RV

RV

ASTONISHED.—This part, (the finite verb does
not occur) had undoubtedly more force when
Perhaps the verb
was made than it has now.
astound, which started off later from the orig.
astonien or astunien, has carried away some of its
strength. The orig. idea was to stun or stupefy
as with a thunderbolt (Lat. exlonare 'to thunder';
.Milton, Hist,
cf.
of Britain, 'Astonished and
struck with superstition as with a planet'; and
the Argument to Par. Lost. Bk. i., Satan with his
Angels lying on the burning lake, thunderstruck
and astonished') then to shock mentally, bewilder.
The earliest occurrence of the part, seems to be in
Coverdale's Bible (1535) at .ler 2'-, which was retained in AV, Be a., O ye heavens, at this, and
It is u.sed 14 times in OT
be horribly afraid.'
In NT it is tr"
astr. of 3;¥', once (Job26") of "~J,
of iKTtX-naaa 10 times (9 times in Gosp., and always
in ref, to Christ's words, except Mk 7" of His
works once in Ac 131''' being a. at the teaching of

AV

{A) Excavations and Inscriptions.— C.J.
Rich. lii'nidence in Koordistanand o» theSiteof Ancient I^ineII. Layflrd. Nin. and itn /iemaiun, IS4S
2
vels.
1830
A.
vek,
T/ie Monuments n/Xin., 1*49, ISM P. E. Botta. .Von mncntii de
.Viniir, ^yoU. Paris, 1*49-51; A. H. Layard, Jnxci-i/ilii'nn in
P. H. Gosse, Assyria, her Manners and
Cull. Char. 1S.51
Cns/nnts.l^omUm. IS.'J^; A. H. Layard. Discoperii'-'i in the lluitis
of .Vinerth and Bahylou, ISM;" Ffli.v .Jones, Ti'jKmraiihij of
.Xinereh (8 lari^re maps of the whole country between the Tii,'ris
and the Upper ZaW, Isio; II. Rawlinson. Citn. Inscr. nf II'.
ir. Smith, Assijr. Discoveries : Erptor.
A>ii<i, .% vols. lSt)l-^
and Discov.on Siteo/Xinereh,l>>~bl Delitzschu. llauitU Beitr.
e. Assijrioloffie u. se'm. Sprachirissensch 8 vols. Leipzig, 1SS9-
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;

f.

A

• .According to Ctesias, he was called Arbakes.
clear
allusion to this name is found in Xabonidus' cylinder inscription.
'
Vengeance took iirlha tuf:ti\ the fearless king of Manda' : cf.
turrit inkti (=shakan gimilli). to take vengeance, pnd Ileb.
3^">, 1 S 255*. Justin i. Sgives thcDiller form Arbactus (prob. the
Eranlan Arba-tukhta, of which Arbak is a form of endearment).

'

;

'

'

;

the Lord

')

of i^laTr)nt 6 times, of Bafiffew

;

and

BifiBos

* 'The snflix i«A is, in most other words, only added where
the derivation is from a French verb ending In -ir, and forming
its pres. part, in -issant; so that the addition of it in the
It was probably
present case is unauthorized and incorrect.
added merely to give the word a fuller sound, and from some
dislike to the form astomi, whicli was the form into which the
M.E. astonien had passed.'— Skeat. Elyniol. Diet.' s.r.
t In this great iiassage (Is :>•>") the edd. of .\ V subsequent to
IftiS liave generally changed what Scrivener calls ' the pathetic
aston ied ' into the more commonplace astonishtd.' The Camb.
Bible restores it.
'

—
;

'

—

;

;

—
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once each.* RV retains 'a.' throughout
in NT changes it into 'amazed,' when the
Astonishment is
Gr. is other than ^kirX^effu.
found only once in NT, Mk 5" 'they were a'''
with a great a.' (RV 'amazed with a great amazement,' Gr. (Kcrraffis) in ref. to the raising of Jairus'
daughter. But RV aAda Mk 16' trembling and
they
a. had come upon them (Gr. f/toroffit,
trembled and were amazed '). In OT a. is more
frequent.
In Ps eC thou hast made us to drink
the wine of a.' (•ij'sn'?, RV 'stafjgering'), the obs.
(Cf.
)hysica] sense of stupefaction is conveyed.
I8 51" thou hast drunken the bowl of the cup of
Btaggerinc [same Heb.], and drained it.') As tr"
of ntp 'a. freq. means an object of a., and always
in a strong sense; esp. in Jer., as 25" 'to make
them a desolation, an a., an hissing, and a curse.'
wepi4xfi-

OT, but

'

AV

'

'

a;
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He set with him the station of Bel and &i
he opened then great gates on both sides,
the bolt he made strong on the left and ttie right
in its middle-point the zenith.
He cause<l Nanuaru (the moon) to shine, (and)

he niled the

night,

be designated him also as the thing

of the night, to

moke known

the time.

Monthly, without failing, he enclosed (him) in a ring,
at the begiiming of the month to shine in the evening,
the horns proclaiming to make known the division (of time)
on the seventh day with a [half]-ring.*

'

'

Hastings.

J.

ASTROLOGIAN

the more accurate form,
having the classical termin. -anus added to a class,
root.
But while the analogous form theologian
held its ground, astrologer witli the Eng. term, -er
drove this out. It is found in Dn 2",
1611,
and Camb. Bible, but is replaced by astrologer in
nearly all mod. editions.
J. Hastings.
is

AV
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— Heavenly

bodies, in Genesis, are called 'lights' or 'bodies
giving light' (""x", pi. ninp ma'dr, mS'Oroth).
Dillmann (Genesis) remarks that in no other work (of
creation) is the object of their creation so fully
indicated, and asks whether a silent contrast to
heathen superstition, which was attaclied to the
stars, may not lie therein.
The object of the
heavenly oodles is stated to be ' to divide between
'
the day and the night,' and for signs, for seasons,
and for days and j-ears,' and it is for this purpose
that they are lixed (lit. ' given,' ojik [O'l, ' and he

[God^ gave them ') in the firmament. The whole
account of the creation and placing of the heavenly
bodies is, in fact, based on the old geocentric view
of the ancient astronomers, which mainly prevailed
until the birth of modern astronomy. The account
as given in Gn, however, is correct for the time
at which it was written, and suited the needs of
the people to whom it was addressed.
The
heavenly bodies were among the great marvels of
the creative power of God, and they are taken
purely and simply from the point of view of what
tliey are for us, and the ell'ect they have upon our
minds, regardless of any preconceived or acquired
scientific ideas and theories that we may possess.
Not less than tlie Hebrews did the Babylonians
and Assyrians regard the lieavenly bodies as for

signs and seasons, days and years and tliis view
was associated with their usual heathen ideas that
the heavenly bodies were divinities. The following
translation of the portion of the Bab. creation
story, corresponding with Gn 1, will form a basis
of comparison with the two accounts
;

:

the stations of the jrreat gods—
Stan were their likeness he caused the tuinaii t to be iet
he desi^iinted the year ; he outlined the forms (of the constella-

He (MerodAoh) formed

;

tions?);
caus4Mi three stare

he
1 to t>e asslf^ned to each of the 12 moDthB
from the day of the yearS he foniied the (l^fures
be can8o<l the station of Jupiter to be founded to make known
;

tl

their limits,

Uut

an error might not be mode, that none might

• lieeides i{,>Tniu (Jth
0afi^)*«

t

16", Sir 43'8,

Mac
the Apocr.
"Mthereby
(Jth
showing more

(Wis

17*, 1

140,
iJth
2 Mac 3W),
ling,

11" 13"

1

sin.

Mac

llF»)

and

gives a.' as tr" of ratpafffM
i,^>,i,,„ (\vis 13'), and x^TatXr.rrt,
clearly the force of the

6*),

1611),

'

wortl.

The tumaii were seven

in

number, and seem to have been

OOnstollationH, among them tN-ing Arciteitntt,
1 Or. iMwsibly, constellations.
I A|,]»:irenlly
I(

Sti

= new yearV

The

Jensen.

DelltzBch

in

original

(l.iy.

word

U Nibiru,

regarded by Fried.

1886 as beings Ueb. IyI^'? ma'ahhtir, 'place of

poning,' %ere —

'

codlac.

At this point the text is mutilated but after the
placing of tlie moon, the chief god of the Babylonians
is represented as turain;; his attention to llie sun,
and 'wlien the sun arrived on the horizon of
heaven,' he seems to have addressed and directed
him as to his course. Imperfect as the Bab. text
here is, it is nevertheless easy to see that it is the
account of a nation who Knew much more of
astronomy, on the whole, than the Hebrews. This
is, in fact, indicated by the large number of tablets
from Babylonia and Assyria referring to astrology
that have been found, as well as those referring to
astronomy proper, in which the stars and planets
are enumerated and classified, and their positions
sometimes described. Catalogues of these works
were made, and explanations how to use them were
given.
References, not only to stars, but also to
comets, are found, but they are comparatively rare.
;

The Hebrews, in OT, do not seem to have looked on the stars
from an astronomical or astrological point of view, but rather u5
signs placed in the heavens, one of their most important functions being to show the power of the Almighty. Thus we are
told that He created them (On IW, Job 9», I's 8S etc.),
counts them, names them (I's 147*), and has the whole of them
in His power (Job 9-^.
To the horrors of His juiigment-day it
belongs that the stars lose their brightness (Is Kii", Ezk 32^,
Lk 21**, Jn 3**, Rev Si*), fall from heaven like withered leaves
(Is 34'
the stars are here called all the host of heaven *),
simile in all proljability derived from the observation of falling
or 'shooting' stars. Just as the reference, in Jude v.i^, to
'
wandering stars possibly derived its origin from the comets
which came to excite the wonder and terror of the world. In
the expression 'courses' of the stars (Jg 5*^) it is the planets
that are referred to. The distance of the stars from the earth
seeinn to have struck the nations of the ancient world, hence
the n>ention of the stars in Job 221*, cf. also Is U'*. The comparisrm of their brightness is made in 1 Oo 1&41, and their
gre,ftt number referred to in He 11^3.

—

—

'

'

The

Stars are, as a rule, indicated by the nsnal
kOkah, Arab, kawkab, Syr. kawkcbd,
Eth. kawkab and kokah, Assyr. kakkabu.
One of
the poetic expressions for 'stars' is ipi jj'is 'stars
of tlie morning,' an expres.sion applied apparently
to the angels (Job 38') ; and the words ' morning
star could also be applied to a man who was considered to be great, like the high priest Simon
(Sir 50') ; to a thing greatly to be desired, as
' salvation '
(2 P 1'*) and heavenly glory (Rev 2")
and, finally, to Christ Himself (Rev '>2'«).
The ilate at which the stars were divided into
constellations is very remote, and there is considerable uncertainty as to the approximate period and
the people witli wliom this division had its origin
In all probability, however, it is due to the Chalda'ans, who seem to have had it from the Akkadians, most of the names of the signs of the
zodiac and constellations being written in the nonSem. dialect of ancient Babylon. The Hebrews, in
their turn, may have obtained their knowledge of
the constellations from the Chaldouins, but we have
no real evidence of the fact.
The well-known constellation of the Great Bear,
dv 'ash (,)ob 9-') or s>;yi 'atjish (fern. Job 3M"),* is
said to be connected with na'.ih ' a bier,' the name
of that constellation in Arabic.
The sons of
'Aijith (c*-i') arc spoken of in Job 38", and are
regariled as the three stars in the tail of the bear,
a parallel to the Arab, expression bandt na'sh
' the
daughters of the bier,' which means the

word

3;i3

'

'

'

'

•

For

'

the Iwar* of the

RV

Uie

AV

bos

'

Aroturus

'

'

—

'''
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same

was likened to a brood-hen with her chickens
under her wings, hence this name and for this
reason the Pleiades were also supposed to be the
same as Succoth-benoth, which is rendered by R.
David Kimchi ' hen (with) chickens.' This name
for the Pleiades, which occurs in the Targ. to Job,
vVhether
is said also to be usual with the Arabs.
the Hebrews of ancient times had also this idea, is
uncertain, and seems to be improbable. It is to be
noted that Fried. Delitzsch denies the meaning
star-cluster for this constellation, and connects
a^'j kimah with the Assyr. kimtu ' family,' explaining it as the ' family of stars,' an etymology
which does not invalidate, as «'ill be seen, the

The Arab, legend connected with the

tiling.

ones,

constellation of the Great Bear is as follows
Na'sh having been killed by Gedi (the pole star),
the cliildren of Na'sh (the sons in front with the body
of their father, the daughter behind with the nurse,
who carries a child in her arms) go round nightly
seeking the murderer, with the hope of avenging
their father's death.
Canopus (Arab. Suhel), however, wishes to go to the help of Gedi, but, having
set out too late, finds himself always foiled, not
being able to reach his point in time to prevent the
approaching catastrophe. Whether some legend
similar to this was attached to the constellation
by the ancient Hebrews is uncertain, and, whilst
admitting a likeness in the Heb. and Arab, names,
the diflerences in their forms must, nevertheless,
not be forgotten. Fried. Delitzsch points out that
:

;

'

'

—

popular legends concerning it.
n-i; an)
the fleeing serpent,' or swift serpent
(Job 26'*), has been regarded as the sign of the
the Heb. b>v elsewhere (Job 4" etc.) means 'a dragon, between the Great and the Little Bear;
moth,' and that a star bearing that name (sAsu but this identification is very uncertain. It would
moth ') seems to have been kno^vn to the Assyro- seem, however, to be something connected with
Babvlonians
ii. 49, 64).
M. A. Stem (in the the sky, as is indicated by the first part of the
Jiia. Zeitschr. 1866) regards this constellation as
verse
By his spirit are the heavens garnished
the Pleiades.
(RV), or, beauty (m).
Another constellation mentioned is Orion, in Heb.
The sign of the 'Twins (Castor and Pollux, AV;
38»i,
Gr. At6iTKovpoi) is menThe The Twin Brothers,
5»), pi. •'?-Q? (Is 13">).*
^•C? (Job 99
word means, literally, the fool,' or impious one,' tioned as the name of a ship in Ac 28".*
corresponding with Arab, jabbar, Syr. gabbard,i
The word mi;? mazzdrCth (a plural form, Job
Chald. niphla the giant,' the name given to this 38"), is, with common consent, regarded as signiconstellation by the Semites of old because regarded fying the signs of the zodiac, which come forth
as the figure of a man probably one of the larger
in their season,' and, as is implied, could not be
23° occurs the word
male figures seen on those Bab. boundary-stones led forth by a man. In 2
which show fagures of the constellations. Gesenius m^)5 mazzaWth, translated ' planets in the
suggests that they (the Hebrews, etc.) seem to and RV, with the marginal reading twelve signs
have looked on this constellation as the figure of of the zodiac. This word is compared by Jensen
an impious giant bound in the sky, whence Job and others with the Assyr. manzalti, WAI
38" Canst thou loose the bands of Orion ?
The iii. 59. 35, a comparison which is not without its
plural in Is 13"*
constellations,' means, literally,
difficulties, as, if correct, it would imply complete
the giant constellations of the sky, ignorance of the root of the Assyr. word on the part
the Orions
prominent by their brightness.
very ingenious of the Heb. scribes, manzalti being for manzazti,i
suggestion is that quoted in the Chronicon Pas- by a common law of interchange between z and I—
chale, Cedrenus, John of Antioch, and others,
ignorance which would not, however, be altogether
from Pers. sources, that Chesil or Orion is the inexcusable, as the Chaldee form is k;'?J5 mazzdimpious giant Nimrod chained to the heavens. laya, and, though unprovided with the feminine
This, however, is late, and probably has no solid ending, would present the same root, the individual
basis as its origin.
signs being Sj?, mazzal. The Chaldee forms themThe well-known passage in Job (9°) supplies us selves, however, seem rather to increase the diffialso with the word for the Pleiades, .i?'3 kimah,
culty of connecting nWp with the Assyr. manzalti.
Syr. kima, Arab, thurayya, words meaning heap,'
That expression in Job 9' which accompanies the
cluster,'
plenty,'
multitude,' from the seven names of the constellations, namely, \J'0 "Tii]
'
larger stars and the smaller ones closely grouped hadrg teman,
the chambers of the south
there\vith.
The Arabs also call the Pleiades (=Arab. akhadlr al-janub or m.ukhddi' nl-j'anub),
an-najm the star,' or cluster par excellence, is one of peculiar interest. Gesenius would render
said to be so named on account of their monthly
it
the most remote southern regions'; but it seems
conjunction with the moon, by which they served better to regard it as meaning the southern conto measure time, and thus rule the calendar.
stellations,' some of which, in all probability, reIn Job 38", n?'3 Ti\iyj_p, ' the cluster (AV
chambers,
from which
sweet presented pictorially
influences') of the Pleiades' is mentioned, correheathen (divine) creatures looked out, similar to
sponding with the Arab, 'nkd ath-thurnyya. The the reliefs representing the constellations on the
Rabbis (see R. David Kimchi in his Lexicon) Bab. boundary-stones.
Should this explanation
thought that the ' bands of the Pleiades referred be correct, the chambers of the south would be
to their influence upon vegetation, klmah liaving in contradistinction to mazzaroth or mazzaloth
the constellations (of the north), but the unfreat cold, and binding up the fruit, tliough R.
Baac described the influence of the Pleiades as certainty of the exact signification of the two
being the reverse of this, ripening the fruits. In expressions makes every attempt at explanation
the Pers. poets (Sadi, Hafiz, etc.) these stars unsatisfactory. A point to be noted is tliat an
are regarded as a brilliant rosette with a central Arab, translation of Job 9' mentions the heart of
star, etc.
the south,' a name of Suhel or Canopus, the |irinciThe popiilar name used by Luther, die Glucke,' pal star in the constellation of the Ship (Delitzsch,
i.e.
the clucking hen,' reminds one of the Engli.sh Job, 2nd ed. p. 128 n.), which marks, by its rising,
name hen and chickens,' and the French poussi* The Bab. names of the si^ns of the zodiac were (about
niire, O.F. pulsiniire.
The appearance of the
constellation of the Pleiades being conventionally B.C. 600) as follows; The Workman = the Ram; Mitlu and the
Bull of Heaven = Tawni8
Sib-zi-anna, and the Great Twins™
that of a large star surrounded by several smaller Gemini J ;;u/= Cancer the Great Dog = Leo; the Ear of Com —
Virpo ZAbanit = Libra the Scorpion = Scorpius
PapiUag^
• The LXX hM "Etti^k In Job 99
'aplm. In Job 383'.
The Arcitenens the Fish-goat = Caper Gula= Amphora the WaterLXX of Amos 68 differs entirely from the received text of channel and the Tails = Pisces. Tliere were also many othet
the Hi:li.
constellations, the number of which is uncertait^
t Also called in Syr. 'iydtha, a word which ia uid aUo to mean
t The changes would be manzalti, mamarti, manzalti, man
'

'

'

(
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'

'
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;

;

;

:

;

Mdebaran, Capella, and the Pleiades.

;

zalti.

;

;

;

;

;
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the season in wliieli the fruit becomes ripe throii;;li
the increase of the heat. The heart of the south
would seem to go with and explain the chambers
of the south.'
Venus is apparently mentioned (Is 14") under
the name ''^•t h'lcl, 'the shining one,' with the
addition T5'"I? son of the morning,' i.e. Lucifer,
the day-star, a name of Venus as the morning
star, to which the king of Babylon is, in this
This Heb. word agrees in
pa.'isaf^e, compared.
meaning with that used for Venus in Arab.,
namely, zuhnrnh splendid (star),' and is from the
same root as the A.ssyr. Hclu to be bright.' Strange
to say, however, no Assyr. name for Venus from this
root ha.s been as yet found, the word generally
i|Uoted, miiitUUu, being a ghost-word, due to a
faulty copy.* As the Assyrians knew, from the
earliest times, that Venus aa a morning and as an
evening star was the same, it is probable that the
Hebrews were aware of the fact also.t

man to run his cour.se.' This poetical description
of the sun, however, reminds one of those Bab.
cylinder-seals on Avhich the sun-god is represented

'

'

*

'

'

'

Am

In
S'*, where it is said, 'Yea, ye have
l)ome Siccuth your king, and Chiun your images,
the star of 3'our god, which ye made to yourselves
(UV), there is hardly any doubt that Chiun ([v?
k-iyijun) is the Assyr. kdatvanu (or, as read by some,
AviiKvjnu), the planet Saturn, which was known to
the Hab. and Assyr. under that name, preserved in
Arab, under the form kuiwan, and in tlie Peshitta
us kniwdna, and of which the "Ptutpiy of the LXX
is supposed to be a corruption.
The pointing of
the Heb. form is regarded by Schrader as incorrect,
und he therefore writes, u[)on the model of the
Arab., etc., p,"3 kewan.X Chiun or Kewan does not
properly belong to Heb. astronomy, but it probably
•_'ives us the name of the planet Saturn among the
'

Hebrews, who seem to have worshiiijjed him under
the form of the star which represented him.
Mention of the sun is common, but the passages
in which it is referred to are rather general than
truly a.stronomical. It is used to indicate the time
of the day, aa
when the sun went down (Gn
1.")"),
till the sun be hot
(Neh 7') comparison, as
clear as the sun
(Ca 6'°), etc. etc.
In the
account of the Creation it is called the ' greater of
the ' two great lights (Gn 1"), made to rule the
day,' and set in the firmament of the heaven to
;,'ive light u[)on the earth,' and, with the lesser
light, 'to divide the liglit from the darkness'
(vv."'").
The sun would also be included among
llie lights in the firmament of the heaven in v.'*,
which were for signs, and for seasons, and for
days and years.' It will be seen from this that the
mtronomical ideas of the Hebrews with regard to
the sun were strictly those of an observer on the
surface of the earth, and were ba.scd ui>on the
strictly practical view of its value in the matters
of everyday life
in fact, they were the ideas
generally held by the people of that and succeeding
ages until the birth of moiiern astronomy.
If we
liad the Bab. account of the Creation complete, we
>hould in all probaliility find therein views embodying those in the lirst chap, of Genesis. What
may be rejrarded as a poetical astronomical Wcw
of the Kun in his course is that contained in Ps
I!)*-*, where the 'tabernacle of the sun' is mentioned, and he is compared to 'a bridegroom coming
rejoicing as a strong
out of his chamber, and
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

"The

Adsyr. word for the planet Venus i» penemlly read I>ilhat,
more correctly Deletial (.^mi>«t), exptaineil ae Nabal kakkabu
the atAr Nahat,' or '(Hhe who) proclniniH.'
word ti^Ut tfl raaac., and in
t It ia to he noted t)iat the Ileh.
ihis reaemhles HeOHi>horos(Heni»eni*) ; hnl the name in Afwyr.,
\rah., etc, ia fem. The name biicifcr. applied to .Sntnn, is due
I'" Hleron>lnu8 and the Fathera of the Chnn-h, and apparently
lu\d ita ohffin in the lejfend of the fall of the iiiiL'elM, introduced
into the worita of Bishop Avitna, the poetCffidmon, and Slilton
n Par I^tl (cf. Lk inl«, Rev IZ'").
t Schrader reads in the game powtntfc SaJ;h1ith for SMnitfi, and
oniparea thit word with the cnneifonn Salt-kllt, one of the
lauiet, of the (jod Ninip, worshipper! of old in Uahylonift
vol.. I.
I ?
'

—
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OS a man, from whom rays of light stream forth so
dazzling that the divine attendants who open the
doors which enclose him are obliged to look the
other way whilst performing this duty.*
The
going forth of the sun from the end of heaven,'
and the circuit unto the ends of it (v."), refer,
naturally, to the daily journey of the sun, which,
as it would seem from this passage, had been
noticed to be a curved course in the heavens. Ai
with the Babylonians and Assyrians, the sun wa.»
used to mark the points of the compass, east being
the rising sun,' west the setting sun,' etc. The
indication of the ditferent parts of the day from
the position of the sun was, no doubt, from actual
observation, the use of sun-dials (see below) not
lieini; by any means common in the ancient East.
For further information see SuN.
There is no express mention of eclipses in the
Bible, but certain expressions, such as I will cause
the sun to go down at noon, and I will darken the
earth in the clear day' (Am 8"), have been
regarded as referring to something of the kind. In
the case of the above quotation, the fact that noon
is mentioned in
connexion with the sun going
down might well refer to an eclipse but in the
ca.se of .Mic .S«, Zee W, Joel 2">-^' 3", which were
formerly taken to refer to eclipses, this can hardly
be the reference, as the phenomena accompanying
the obscuration of the sun and the moon do not
favour that view. So also the passing reference in
Jer 15' her sun is gone down while it was yet
day,' can only mean tliat good fortune has ceased
for her.'
Reference to an eclipse has been seen
also in 2
20", Is 38', where the shadow going
back ten degrees on the dial of Aliaz is spoken of
but real observation under natural conditions
would be necessary before accepting this as being
conclusive or even probable. This supposed eel lose
has been identified with an annular eclipse ol the
sun in 689 B.C. (Bo?:anquet in the Trans. Soc. Bibl.
'

'

'

'

I

'

;

'

'

K

Archmolugy,

vol.

iii.

p.

31

IF.,

vol. v. p. 261, etc.).

writer also understands Ezk 30" 32''- ' to
refer to the total eclipse of the sun in B.C. 556;
but there is the same objection to this as to the
supposed references in Micah, Zech., and Joel.
The Hebrews had more than one word for the
moon (see Moon), serving to designate the luminary
in a general sense, when full, and when new.
The
apparent motions of the moon were well known to
the Hebrews, as it was by that heavenly body that
their festivals were fixed
and it has a special
importance, because the Heb. year, like that of the
Babylonians, was lunar, and was used to fix signs
more, probably, than any other
and seasons
heavenly body. The moon played a part just as
important in Bab. astronomy, for there was not
only a large series of foreca-sts connected with its
movements, but it was also used, as with the
Hebrews, to determine the beginning of the month,
and thus to fix the dates of the various festivals,
The Heb. idea of the moon as
etc. (FE.STIVAL.S).
the lesser light to rule the night,' finds its echo in
the Bab. account of the creation of the heavenly
bodies (translated at>ove), in which she is described
as the ruler of the night, the indicator of the
beginning of the month, and apparently (by her
changes) the divider of the month into weeks.
It
is not unlikely that the Hebrews learned these
a.stronomical uses of our satellite from the Babylonians, probably at some early |ieriod, and also
during the Captivity, by which time Bah.

The same

;

'

'

'

• A very poeticAl
h.\Tnn to the aun-^od, from Bornippa.
deacrilwa him when (roinf; to real, and speaka of the (rreetinjrn of
t)ie holta and the eatisfaotion of the door of heaven on hia arrival
at ' he end of hia daily journev.

—

a
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ASTRONOxMY AND ASTKOLOGY

astronomy liad made ereat progress. Eclipses of
the moon seem not to Le referred to in the Bible.
In all probability most of the nations of the
ancient East had, like the Babylonians and
Assyrians, professional astrologers, by whom the
stars were consulted, horoscopes drawn, and lucky
days predicted, for such as wished to know what
the future had in store for them, so that they
might know the ordinances of heaven,' and their
dominion in the earth (Job 38^). The Hebrews,
however, seem to have been less of astrologers than
the nations around, for the prophet Jeremiah (lO*)
'

'

'

exhorts them not to learn tlie way of the nations,
and not to be dismayed at the signs of heaven, for
the nations were dismayed at them, implying that
the Hebrews, at least at that time, did not imitate
'the nations' in the matter of astrology to any
great extent, though there was, in truth, a tendency
to do so.
The antiquity and reality of the belief
in the influences of the stars in the ancient East is
well brought home to us in Deborah's triumphal
song, where she says
the stars in their courses
fought against Sisera ( Jg 5-"), which, though only
a poetKal figure, is sutticiently characteristic.
Older, however, than the above, are the many
tablets of the Babylonians and Assyrians referring
to forecasts. Through a long series of years, probably extending into four millenniums, these nations
seem to have carried on observations, which they
quoted, with the omens derived from current
events, for future reference.
Again and again,
moreover, we meet with communications which
passed between the Assyr. kings and the astrologers,
in which the former inquired what the stars Indicated with regard to Assyria and the nations around.
Thus we meet with such predictions as, If, upon
the 16th day (of the month Ah), an eclipse happen,
the king of Akkad will die, Nergal (i.e. pestilence)
will destroy the land.'
If, on the 16th day (of the
month Elul), an eclipse happen, the king of a
foreign land or the king of y atte will come and take
the throne.
Rain from heaven and flood from the
channel will overflow.' The planets and the sun
and moon also furnished omens of a similar nature,
for it was supposed that what had happened before
would, under similar astral influences, happen again.
When, accordingly, the Hebrews came into
close contact and relationship with the Assyrians
and Babj'lonians, they found them to be nations
among whom astrology, far from being forbidden
and in disfavour, was a recognised institution,
resorted to by all, from the king downwards
venerable science.' The de.'iire to know the future
was, no doubt, as strong in the breasts of the
Hebrews as in those of their conquerors, and they
must often have resorteil to those astrologers,'
' stargazers,'
and 'monthly prognosticators (Is
47") of whom the prophet speaks so contemptuously.
'

'

ATAEGATIS
hibition against the use of divination and the
practice of augury (Dt IS'""", 2
21"), partly
because such of the people as were rigid
monotheists (and among these we must class all
UT writers) looked upon the heavenly bodies as
the objects of adoration by the heathen nations
around, and mentioned them therefore but seldom
partly because they had but little need to speak
of them, but also because they wished to avoid
reference to those things likely to call up in the
mind of the reader heathen practices.

K

—

T. G. Pinches.

ASTTAGES

so Herodotus, Xenophon;
Assyr. Istuvigu) was tlie son of Cyaxares, king of
the Medes, and succeeded to the throne on the
death of his father, B.C. 584. His wife was the
daughter of Alyattes, king of Lydia, his sister was
the queen of Nebuchadrezzar of Babylon, and
Cyrus was his daughter's son by a Persian father.
According to Bel and the Dragon (v.'), when A.
was gathered to his fathers, ' Cyrus of Persia received his kingdom.' Not, however, in the way of
ordinary succession. Herodotus (i. 127-130), con-

firmed by

l\\e

{'AarviiyTji,

Annalistic Tablet of Cyrus

—

reigned 150 years the list bein^ as follows
Deioces (Daiukku), B.C. 699-646 ; Phraortes (Fravartis), B.C. 646-624; Cyaxares (Kastariti), B.C.
624-584 ; Astyages (Istuvigu), B.C. 584-549.
:

'

'

—

'

'

'

(RP 2nd

Ser. v. 159) records that when A. marched against
the disaffected Persians under Cyrus, his own troops
deserted him or would not fight, and he was defeated and taken prisoner, thus losing his crown
He was the
in B.C. 549, after a reign of 35 years.
last of the line of Median kin^s (known on the
kings
Manda),
who had
monuments as
of the

RP

LiTKRATTTRK. —HerorfodM, 1. 123-130 ;
T. 144 £t. (cf. vol. iii
ff.) : story of the Nations, Media, cha. viii., be. ; Sayce,
£f. ; Tiele, Bab.-Aaiyr. GetchichU, pp. 463, 46S.

p. xiii
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T. NiCOL.
Assur), 1 Es 5'*.— His sons
returned among the temple servants under Zerubbabel. Called Harhur [mny:, 'Apovp), Ezr 2", Neh 7^.

ASUR

AV

("Affoup,

ASYLUM.— See Refuge.
ASYNCRITUS

{'AavyicptTos, 'kavr-, Asyncritus),
Christian greeted by St. Paul with
four others 'and the brethren that are with them,'
perhaps members of the same small community.
The name occurs in Rom. Ins. OIL vi. 12,565, of
a f reedman of Augustus. See Sanday and Headlam,

Ro 16".— A

Romans,

p. 427.

l^or later traditions,

neglected, see Acta Sanct., April,

which may be

741 ; June, iv.
A. C. Headlam.

ATAD

(-iBijn

'thorn'),

]-fi,

i.

6.

Gn 50"'".— Appears

over Jordan (see Abel-mizraim), a
threshing-floor on the road to Hebron.
The site
to
is

have been

'

'

unknown.

The

astrologers are called 0:57 'tzn (^ere),
generally rendered ' dividers of the heavens ; the
stargazers •5?il3 O'lnri, lit.
tho.se who gaze on
the stars ' ; the monthly prognosticators d'i"iid
' that
°'''7~5'>
give knowledge concerning
the months
probably those who predicted at
every new moon wliat was likely to happen
during the coming month. In Dn 1" 2^ etc., the
has riglitly 'encliaiitcrs' for the 'astrologers'
(D'pys) of the AV, and the same remark holds

ATAR

'

'

AVm
'

—

KV

good

for the Aramaic form pCyX in v." etc.
These
biblical expressions for the
varionn kinds of
astrologers, it must be noted, are, to all appearance,

true Hebrew words, not borrowings from the
Assyrians and Babj-lonians, showing, in all i>robabilily, that celestial forecasts were far from
being altogether novelties with the Hebrews.
Nevertheless, as has been already rcm.arkcd, they
Beem to have been generally averse to divination of
this kind, partly on account of the general pro-

(A

'Krip,

B

omits,

AV

Jatal),

1

Es 5»«.—

His sons were among the porters or door-keepers
who returned with Zerubbabel. Called Ater, Ezr
2«,

Neh

7".

ATARAH
of

Onam(l

(may), wife of Jerahmeel

and mother

Ch'^-").

ATARGATIS.— The worship of this Syrian
goddess is nowhere named in tne canonical books,
but in 2 Mac 12-" mention is made of a temjile of
Atargatis (RV Atergatis) at Carnion in Gilead
('ArapyaTetoi',' kTcpyaTeXov, A, the former being shown
by inscriptions to be the more correct form of the
name).
In inscriptions discovered at Delos this
goddess is generally joined with Adad, and once
she is styled 'Aippodlrrj 'Aripyam. In Palestine the
principal scat of her worship wasat Ashkelon, where
she was probably identified with the Heavenly

;

ATAROTH

ATIIALIAH

Aphrodite (whose temple is named by Herodotus,
Another famous shrine of Atargatis was
105).
at Hierapolis, or Bambyce (Mabu";), on the
Euphrates (Lucian, De Syria Dea, 14 Pliny, Bist.
At botli these shrines sacred fish
Nat. V. 23).
were kept, and at Ashkelon the goddess herself was
represented as a woman with a tisli's tail (Lucian,
comp. Ovid, Metam. iv. 44—46). According to
I.e.
the Gr. version of the legend, Atargatis, or Dereeto
(to use the shorter form of the name, more
oommonlj' found in Gr. ), was a maiden, inspired
by Aphrodite with love for a youth who was
By him Dereeto
worshipping at her shrine.
became the mother of a daughter ; but, filled with
shame, she threw herself into the water at Ashkelon, or at Hierapolis, whereupon she was changed
into a fish (Diod. Sic. il. 4). According to Hyginus,
Astron, ii. 30, she was saved by a fish. The child,
who had been exposed, was brought up at the
temple of Aphrodite, and became the famous
Assyrian queen Semiramis.
Older derivations of the name have become
obsolete since the discovery on coins and Palmyrene inscriptions of the true Sem. form of the
i.

;

;

name

In the first part of tliis
word we may recognise the Aram, form of the name
which appears in Assyr. as lahtar, in Heb. as
Ashtoretn (n-jnyv), and in Phoenician as Astarte
(n-iftfiy).
Comp. also 'ABdpa in Strabo, xvi. 27.
The second portion of the name is usually understood to be the title of another deity, Ati or
Attah, whose name is found in Melito, Apology
(Migne, Fatr. Gr. v. 1228), on inscriptions from
Phounifia and (in proj)er names) from Palmyra,
and perhaps also in such personal names as
Alyattes, Sadyattes, etc.
For the compound name
we might then compare AstarChemosh of the
Moahite Stone.
Lagarde,
however,
shows
(MitthtUunqen, i. 77) that this explanation is not
free from ditliculties.
The Gr. le<'end, the sacred
fish at Ashkelon and Hierapolis, and the representations of Atargatis as half woman, half fish, all
point to an original connexion between this
goddess and the water
and she is probably a
personification of the fertilising power of water.
Camion, a town which may probably be identified
with Ashteroth-karnaim (Gn 14°), was taken and
destrojed by Judas
Maccaboeus during an
expedition into Gilead al>out B.C. 163, and the
inhabitants who fled to the temple of Atargatis
nnjnny or inyinv.

;

were put to death (2
Jos. Ant. XII. viii. 4).

Mac

LiTTRATURl. — On AtAr^'fitiH,
HcnoK's Htai-Bnnirl.' I. 7a8-740

n»9 bchllrer,
RSp.iMt.

II.

;

ATAROTH
several

HJP IL

I.

13

f.,

12'"-*', cf. 1

Mac 5«"

further, BaufiiflRin
in
Vi(iouroui, IH-l. de la llihU,
p. 91 f. ; W. U. .sniitli,

8ee,
;

Index,

U. A. White.
{rHyfs,,

nhpy, 'crowns'), the

t«wns east and west of Jordan.

—

name

of

Ataroth,
Nu 32*-**, is in both places named next Dihon,
which is identified with the pre.Heiit l)hih/in (see
DlBON), and Ataroth is doubtless Kliitrbct 'Attari'is
on Jebrl 'Attnrus, which latter may be the Atrotlishophan of v.»
It is 3 or 4 miles east of Macha?nis, where the Baptist was imprisoned and
murdered. The objection that it is said to have
been built by tlie children of Ga<l, while this site
is in the territory of Kcuhen, woulil apply also to
I'ibon and Aroer; it only jiroves that the tribes
were greatly intermingled, or at first aided one
aaother (as Jg 1-) in coni|uering and pos.se.ssing
their territories.
2. Jos Ki', a town on the border
of Benjamin and K|jhraini, towards its western extremity.
Conder recognises it in the modern
A'rf./MrtVA, on the W. sloije of the hill which lies
south of Bethliorontlie-nctlier.
3. Ataroth-addar,
Jos 16" IH'-', apparently the .same a.s the preceding.
Jos
4.
16', a town on the same boundary of Ephraim
1.
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and Mana.sseh, but towards its en.'item extremity,
next Naarath (which see). Conder suggests Tell
et-Tr(lny in the Jordan Valley, or Kharbet Kaswal,
also called Kh. et-Taiyireh.
The name is lost.

DOmeh, the Edumia of the Onomasticon, with its
ancient rock-cut tombs, is about the place one
would look for it. Three pl.aces, one 4 miles north
of Samaria, a second, 6 miles north of Bethel, a
third, 7 miles north of Jerusalem, now bear the
name AtAra, but are unnamed in Scripture. S.
Atroth-beth-Joab, I Ch 2'*, possibly = A tarites.
faniilj' is more probably meant than a place.

A

A. Hendkb-son.
ATER.—1. (TOK ' binder ?) The ancestor of certain
temple porters who returned with Zerubbabel,
Ezr 2"-«, Neh 7"-". 2. (A 'Ar-fip, B 'A^p, AV
Aterezias, reading 'Ar^p 'Efe/tiou as one word)
1 Es 5" ;
cf. Ezr 2".
His sons returned with
'

Zerubbabel.
The title '(son of) Ilezekiah' was
probably given to distinguish him from Ater (1).

H. St.

Thackeray.

J.

ATERGATIS.— See Atargatis.

ATETA
Aldine

(A

ATHACH

B

'AriTTi,

Tirrd), 1

om.

:

AV

Teta, from the

Es 6^ = Hatita, Ezr

(iiciy ),

2*',

Neh

S 30*>.—An onknown

1

7*.

tx>wn in

the south of Judah.

ATHAIAH
Jerus.

(Neh

(n;^;i^).

11«).

—A man

of

Jndah dwelling

in

See GENEALOGY.

ATHALIAH (n;|!nj^ 'whom J" has dragged
roughly '),* daughter of Ahab and Jezebel (2 K 8"),
called daughter of Omri, 2 K 8=«, 2 Ch 22". She
married Jchoram, son of Jehoshaphat, king of
Judah (2 K 8", 2 Ch 18' 21«) ; and as she inherited
her mother's strong character, her influence for evil
was predominant over both her husband and her son

K

S'"--'', 2 Ch 22»-«).
Under her influence the
(2
cult of the Zidonian Baal prevailed in Judah to
such a decree that the temple of J' was broken
'

—

up' (2 Ch 24'), the materials being probably
used for the temple of Baal, so that a thorough
restoration waa needed in the following reign.
On the death of Ahaziah, Athaliah, who enjoyed
already much authority as queen mother, and
probably had a considerable following among
the people, procured the massacre of all her grandchildren, Joash alone escaping, and Athaliah was
queen of Israel for six years. No particulars are
recorded of lier reij^n, "but the circumstances of
her deposition are related minutely. According to
2 K 11, the high priest Jehoiada, navin<j won over
the captains over hundreds, of the Carites and of
the guard,' arranged that the portion of thera who
formed the temple guard on the Sabbath day
should be posted in three equal divisions at the
three main approaches to the temple, i.e. (a) the
entry from the palace (Jos.; cf. 1 K 10», 2 K 16'»);
(c)
the gate behind the
(i)
the gate Sur
guard' (Ewald's idea [/// iv. p. 1.3;')], that 'the
watch of the king's house means the usual palace
guard, seems inconsistent with Jchoia<la's words in
V.')
while the other two companies should not go
off guard as usual, but 'comiia-ss the king round
about' wherever he went. Additional solemnity
was given to the proceedings by the use made of
David's dedicated armour. See Joash.
Kcm.sed
by the unusual noise caused by the acclamations
which greeted the coronation of Joash, Athaliah
came into the temple alone, her guard having been
prevented from following her (Jos. Ant. vs.. vii. 3).
The truth flashed upon her at once
she rent her
and cried. Treason, treason
clothes,
Any

—

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

j

!

'

the Amyr. root SnV to h« or become (rrest
(on in rtfllitu, 'lady,' 'queen'); then Athaliahv* J" is axftltad.
{See Hxpos. Timet, vli. 4B4, 688, viii. 48.)
•

Chejre

»u(,'(.'c8t«

'

—

;

ATHARIM

ATHENS

that mi<;ht have been evoked was
cowed by the overwhelming display of force. The
sacred precincts might not be polluted with her
blood, so they made way for her,' and she passed
by the way of the
out, and was struck down

like him, would have walked to A. by the new
road, called Hamaxitos, which ran north of the
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syijpathy

'

'

horses' entry to the king's house.'
The variations
of the Chronicler (2 Ch 23) from this account are
characteristic.
Under the second temple, uncircumcised foreigners were not permitted to appioach
holy things; he therefore substitutes for 'the
Carites and the guard the courses of priests and
Levites whose weeks of service began and ended
'

respectively on that Sabbath.
They are posted at
'the king's house,' (6) 'the gate of the
foundation' (lo^n for -no), (c) 'the doors.'
The
captains five in number, whose names are given
having been thus deprived of their men, are represented as 'set over the host' (v.'*), i.e. the
whole population capable of bearing arms, and are
obliged to 'go about in Judah, and gather the
Levites out of all the cities of Judah, and the
heads of fathers' houses,' to Jerusalem.
The
young king is publicly presented to 'all the
congregation,' not, aa in Kings, secretly to the
captains alone.
The people, who take a very
(a)

—

subordinate part in Kings, fill, with the Levites
not on duty (cf. 2 Ch 5"), the temple courts. Thus,
while in Kings the deposition of Athaliah is
efiFected by a sudden coup (TUat carried out by the
high priest and foreign mercenaries, and every
precaution is taken against a j)opular rising in
Athaliah's favour in Chron. it is the act of the
whole nation, constitutionally represented by the
;

ecclesiastical and civil authorities, and it is executed in the most deliberate and orderly fashion.
'The sons of Athaliah,' 2 Ch 24', has been
explained to mean (a) Ahaziah and his brethren
before they were carried away, 2 Ch 21" (Jos.
Ant. IX. viii. 2) ; or (6) the priests of Baal (Jerome,
Qu. Ueb., in loc.) ; or (c) her illegitimate children.
2. 1 Ch S", a Benjamite dwelling in Jerus.
3.
Ezr 8', father of Jeshaiah, who was one of Ezra's
companions.
N. J. D. White.

ATHARIM

Nn

(D-ifiKn in^),
21'.— Either, a proper
of a place from which the route was named ;
'
Bo
the way of Atharim,' as LXX, or, ' the
way of tracks, i.e. a regular caravan roa!d (cf.
Arab. 'Ithr, a trace). The rendering of AV, ' way
of the spies,' follows Targ. and Syr. ; d'vik may then
be a plur. of inn in a sense slightly different from
that given above, or = D'-!ij 'spies.' The ' way of

name

—

RV

Athanm wiU
HoKMAH.
'

See

then be that described in Nu 13^'"**.
A. T. Chapman.

ATHENIANS
17" AV,

KV

Ac 17" ; 'kvSpct 'kBrivatoi,
of Athens').— Inhabitants of

{'kertvaXoi,

'men

Athens.

ATHENOBIUS {'A0T,vi^ios, 1 Mac 15«-»), a friend
of Antiochus VII. Sidetes.
When Antiochus had
gained some successes against Tryphon, he sent
Athenobius to Jerusalem to remonstrate with
Simon Maccab;uus for the occupation of Joppa,
Gazara, the citadel of Jerusalem, and certain
places ontside Judiea. Simon was ordered to surrender his conquests or to pay an indemnity of
1000 talents of silver; but he refused to promise
more than 100 talents, and with this answer A.
was obliged to return in indignation to the king.
H. A. White.
Paul having sent Timogood to be left at Athens
alone' (1 Th 3"). I'"rom Ac 17 we learn what he did
and said during his solitary stay. Leaving aside

ATHENS

('A^^i-oi).

theus away,

'

— St.

thought

the history of A.,

it

I shall describe the aspect of this
in St. Paul's epoch.
St. Paul, like
Apollonius of Tyana, landed at the Piraeus, and,

famous city

ancient roadway, already encumbered with the
ruins of the great wall of Pericles.
Pausanias, in his description of A. (L 1. 4), and
PhilostratUB,* relate that along this road were
raised at intervals altars to the unknown gods.
St. Paul marked these, and worked them into his
argument against polytheism, addressed upon the
Areopagus to the Stoics and Epicureans. On his
left hand, as he entered the PirseuB gat« of the
city, St. Paul skirted the Ceramicus or ancient
burial-ground, where we still see, bared by
recent excavations, some of the old sculptured
tombstones to look upon which is a revelation to
us of the noble and, in its calm self-restraint, almost
divine regret with which, in the fourth century B.C.,
Athenian workmen could depict death and the last
farewells of mortals.
Innumerable booths of olive, fruit, and fish
sellers were no doubt set up then as now round the
entrances to the city.
St. Paul would push his
way past these, and, leaving to his left the noble
temple of Theseus, which remains intact in its
grandeur, he would enter the Agora.
Here his
eye fell on portico after portico, painted by the
brush of famous artists, and adorned with the
noblest statues. But St. Paul would not have
admired these so much as the tower and waterclock of Andronicus, telling out to him the hours
of his solitary waiting.
This still stands to-day,
along with a few ruinous arcades, the sole remnant
of an architectural splendour which eclipsed that
of the Piazza del Duomo of Pisa, or of the Piazza
di San Marco of Venice.
The impression which
the latter makes on one of us to-day might be
compared with that of which St. Paul would have
been sensible as he entered the Athenian Agora
if at least he could, in spite of his Semitism, have
felt the charm of the highest plastic art.
The Agora was dominated on its south side
by the abrupt hill of Mars and the still more
impressive heights of the Acropolis, and it was
such a place of resort as is to-day the Piazza
San Marco at Venice. There St. Paul found
himself amidst the throng of ' all the Athenians
and strangers who spent their time in nothing else
but either to tell or to hear some new thing.'
In the Stoa Poecil6 he met with the successors
of Zeno, the Stoics, with whom, as with the
Epicureans, he, like a second Socrates, ' disputed
daily.'
And perhaps when he wearied of these
discussions, and of the noise of the rich men's
slaves chaffering over their purchases, or of the
porters thronging round, of the quack doctors
and barbers, he may have passed on by the
Via Tripodum and have gained the theatre of
Dionysus on the south side of the Acropolis, there
to witness, perhaps, the performance of a play of
Euripides or Menander ; or he may, from the other
end of the Agora, have gone up by the temple of
the Furies to the Acropolis, and have mounted the
steps of the Propylsea of Mnesicles, whose columns
still remain to awe us with their sublime harmony.
Having thus gained the platform of the Acropolis,
he would wander through a forest of the most
perfect statues, pacing round that most glorious
shrine and monument of all, the temple of the
virgin goddess Athene, whose power and attributes were destined with the triumph of St. Paul's
new gospel, and, after an epoch briefer than that
which had already elapsed since its erection, to
pass on by seeming inheritance to the Blessed
Virgin of the orthodox Greek Church.
;

• PhiloatraUis,

Vit.
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day.
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This, o' oourae, referl to St. Paul's

own

Apollon^
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—

—
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ATHENS
disputed in the synagogue with the
St. Paul
Jews, and with the devout persons (Ac 17"). It
has been thought tliat the site of this synagogue
may lie fixed by a hlab found in the ancient district
of "Koropus at the foot of Hymettus, bearing the
legend aiJTTj ij ruXrj roO Kvpiov, SIkoioi tiffeXeuaoyrai
But this is a monument only
ir aiVj (Ps 118-").*
of the third or fourth century, and is of Cliristian
origin. Other slabs, however, have been recovered
in A. bearing Jewish inscriptions, and marking
And we have
the burial-places of Greek Jews.
in the writings of the Jew I'liilo, by a single
generation earlier than St. Paul, and, lilce him, an
ardent apostle of monotheism, some graphic
allusions to A., whither, no doubt, he went, like
Horace, as to the chief centre of art and philosophy.
For A. was the university city of the Roman world,
OS it was also the focus from which the sacred rays
of learning radiated to Tarsus, Antioch, and
Alexandria. In his youthful essay on the theme
that every good man is free, Philo declares the
Athenians to be the keenest-sighted mentally of
'

'

:

the Greeks {'EXXtJvwi' (5^i'5cp\-^aTaToi hi6.voia.v), and
says that A. is to Greece what the pupil is to the
eye, or the rea.son to the soul.t
And in the.se
words, which follow in the same context, he
doubtless describes a scene which he had actually
witnessed
'
II was only yesterday that the actors were exhibiting
tragedy, and were reciting those famous lines of Euripides
*'
For Freedom is a name all precious,

Even if a man hath tittle thereof,
Let htm estc-em himself to have great riches."
beheld that all the spectators stood up on tiptoe with
excitement, and with loud cheers and sustained cries prolon^^ed
Then

I

their applause of the sentiment no less than their applause of a
poet, that not only glorified Freedom in deed, but glorified it«

very name.'

Such was the impression which A. made on a
cultured Jew, who yet reprobated not less keenly
than St. Paul the worship by man of the works of
his own hands
and we may well believe that St.
Paul's heart also beat high as he entered so famous
a city.
Contemporary writers give the Athenians the
same characteristics of over-religiousness and
versatile curiosity as does St. Paul.
One of these
witnesses is himself a .lew, namely Josephus the
historian, who declares (Contra Ap. ii. 12) the
Athenians to be the most pious of the Greeks {tovs
euire^eaTiTovs Tuir 'EXXiji'wi').
Testimony of like
effect is rendered by Livy, xlv. 27
Athenas inde
plenas quidem et ipsas uetustate famjp, multa
tarnen uisenda habentes ; arcem, portus, niuros
I'ir.-eeura urbi iungentes.
Simulacra Deonun
honiinumque, omni genere et materiie et artium
insignia. Petronius Arbiter, Sat. c. 17, unkindly
hints that it was easier to find gods in A. th.an
men Utique nostra regio tam pnesentibus plena
est Numinibus, ut facilius po.ssis Deum, quam
hominem inuenire.t
Nor was the desire of the Athenians to hear
something new unnatural. For theirs w.as a city
without commerce, but wliose traditicms anil
nicmories led many who had leisure and liked
discussion to resort thither.
Among Alciphron's
IvCtters (ii. 3) is one by Menander the poet, relating
how he had declined the invitation of Ptolemy to
leave A.
and settle in Alexandria.
In this
<liuriningyef< d'esprit we get a iiicttire of A. in its
decailence, which shows how ilidiglitful a place it
was to live in for religious persons of leisure and
;

:

.

.

.

:

cultivation.
•

See Inter. Attic,

(rt.

Romnn(r. 404 knd Sf>4H-3M7.
Iv. 240:
Athens the eye

fCf. HWlon, Paraitite Rtgaintii,
Greece, mother of arts.*
1

Philostr.

I'lf.

'

Apollonii Tpanat,

Iv. 10,

of

says of his prophet

that he
ilSif.

tnore

rr,» ul, Of TOiiiTttt imXi-it. iti.S^ ci>.»OuTen rtvt 'AOr^t^iout
vrif itii, J,iA<£«T«.
The experiences of Apollnnius

8)>iritijal

—

teacher than most

limilar to those of his

contemporary

—

irt

Athens were curiously

St. Paul.
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A Jew who
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perhaps for
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married a foreign wife (Ezr ICP,

1

—

Ea

9*"°).
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('kT(4,i), 1

ATONEMENT.— By

its derivation this word describes the setting ' at one or reconciliation of two
parties who have been estranged.
It is used in
the English Bible as the equivalent for various
forms of the root nB3 in OT, and for KaToKKwyri in
NT. The verb tsd (to cover) is used to describe
the effect of the sacrifices at the original consecration of the high priest and the altar (Ex '29'*,
Lv 8'°, Ezk 43^ etc.), and of the annual sacrifices
for the renewal of the consecration of the high
priest and his household, of the people, and of the
tabernacle (Lv 16'" etc.), on the day called expressly
'
the Day of Atonement.'
It is used also to describe the effect of the
sacrifices offered on behalf of the nation and of
individual Israelites, occasionally in connexion
with the ' whole burnt-offering' (Lv 1^), hut more
frcquciitl}' in connexion with the various forms of
sin and trespass offerings (Lv 4" etc., Nu 5*),
the prescribed acknowledgment of guilt or defilement incurred accidentally or in ignorance.
It is used, besides, to describe the effect of the
intercession of Moses at Sinai (Ex 3'2^), of the
incense ollcred by Aaron (Nu 16^), and of Phinehas'
summary judgment on Ziiuri (Nu 25"). The
olieuces for which atonement is accepted in these
ca.ses go far beyond anytliing with which the
Levitical sacrifices were appointed to deal, and so
the way is prepared for the hope of atonement for
moral ollences as such expressed in Ps 65' 78™
79", cf. Pr 16', Dn 9«.
The same verb when it describes the direct
action of (Jod is translated ' to pardon (2 Ch 30",
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

cf.

Ezk

10'").

Mk

subst. lEb (LXX Xirrpoi' = ' ransom,' cf.
u.sed of ' blood money' (Ex 21*', Nu 35»'),
sanctioned on behalf of a man gored by an ox, but
not in a case of homicide ; and of the half-shekel

The

10")

is

paid at a census (Ex

30'^).

rb lXa<rT^pio>') = the mercy-seat.
Two points in regard to the provision for atonement under the old covenant deserve especial
attention. First, this provision is ascribed directly
n-is;

(LXX

to divine api)ointment.

The

sacrifices, therefore,

existence of an
of man's communion with God,
were guarded against the gross misinterpretation

while bearing
obstacle in the

witness

to

the

way

which would represent them as human devices for
Second,
overcoming God's reluctance to forgive.
the power of atonement resided in the blood, as
containing the life of the sacrificial victim (Lv
17").
Under cover of the blood of a victim slain

by

his

own hand

in

acknowledgment

of

tlie

righteousness of the divine juilgment on his sin,
and in virtue of the life still (juick within it,
liberated rather than destroyed \>y death, and
brought by consecrated hands into direct contact
with the symbols of the divine presence, the worshijiper, in spite of his defilement, might himseli
draw nigh to God.
In NT, though the thought is fundamental, and
finds expression in a variety of forms, e.g. Forgiveness, Pro])itiation, Redemption, the word Atonement or its equivalent Reconciliation (itaTaXXo7/j, in
L.X.X )iracti(iilly confined to 2 Mac fi*) is found
only in 2 Co S'""', Ro 5'°' U", cf. Col l'". Here, as
in (")T, the use of the word presupposes an estrange-

ment between God and man.

On man's

side this

ATONEMENT
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is the direct consequence of liis sin.
God's side it is the direct consequence of His
holiness and His love.
Because He is holy and
lovii-g, He cannot be inditlerent to sin.
His wrath
must rest upon the disobedient (Jn 3^, cf. Ro 1"*).
Now in human wrath there mingles almost
Inevitably a feeling of personal irritation, pique, or
resentment. The language of the NT is carefully
chosen to guard against the supposition that any
such shadow mars the purity of the divine indignation.
Men are spoken of as God's enemies
(iX^poi, Ro 5'", cf. 8'), but God is never spoken of as
the enemy of man. Men are invited to accept the
oH'ered reconciliation God is never brought before us
as Himself needing to be appeased or reconciled. On
the contrary, the atonement originates with Him.
See esp. 2 Co 5" God was in Christ reconciling
the world unto himself,' Ro 3^ whom God set
forth to be a propitiation.' The atonement, therefore, of which the gospel speaks, cannot, any more
than the means of atonement provided uniier the
law, be regarded as a device for overcoming any
reluctance on God's part to forgive.
It is the
provision which He Himself has made for the
removal of the obstacle to communion which sin
has introduced.
Let us consider a little more closely what this

estrangement

On

;

'

'

obstacle

Sin

is

Jn 3*).
now as

(1

It is the refusal

on

'

earth of perfect obedience to the Father's will.
This obedience reached its final consummation
when He shed His blood upon the cross, and His
life, even as the life of the sacrificial Wctims in the
OT, was set free by death for the work of our reconciliation.
The atonement, therefore, is ascribed
specifically to His death (Ro 5'°),
2"), and His blood (Col l**).

His cross (Eph

Tlie cost of the atonement is represented from
sides,
as it all'ected the Father, who ' spared
not liis own Son, but freely gave Him up for us
all' (Ro 8'-); and as it ati'ected the Son, who
sutt'ered for us (1 P 2^'), and by ' whose stripes we
are healed' (1 P 2'«, cf. 18 53°). The cost to the
Father we clearly have no power to conceive, and the
Bible makes no efiort to define it.
The sufferings
of the Son in our flesh were human sufferings.
are able therefore in some measure to conceive of
them. They were the direct result of His perfect
acceptance of all the consequences that the
'

;

Mt 26**-" and parallels, He 6').
Such light as we can receive on the relation of
these sufferings to the work of our atonement is
derived chiefly from the typical ritual of OT
sacrifices.
This included, as we have seen, (1) the
presentation of an offering with an acknowledgcf.

ment

of guilt, (2) the slaughter of tlie victim, (3)
the symbolic use of the blood so shed.
Each of
these elements found a place in the sacrifice on the
cross.
(1) Christ Himself, as the Head of our race,
presented Himself as an offering on our behalf.
The laying down of His life is represented as
His own deliberate voluntary act (.In 10'"-). He

made His

soul an ofl'ering for sin (Is 53'°,

cf.

Mt

a ransom for many
(Xiirpoy uKxi iroXXiy, Mt
This presentation
involved, according to OT analogy, the surrender to
death of an appointed victim, together with a confession of our guilt, and the acceptance, with a full
acknowledgment of its justice, of the sentence of
death which has been pronounced upon us for our

26^).

He gave His

life {<j/vxv)
20'^).

sin.

is.

lawlessness

man's part, a refusal
it were ingrained in
his very nature, to remain in subjection to the law
of God (Ro 8').
Each act of sin, therefore, is the
outward sign of a spiritual alienation from God.
But yet more. Each act of sin reacts upon the
sinner, and increases his alienation.
It not only
weakens his power of moral self-determination,
and so makes him more than ever a slave to his
sin (Ro T") ; it incurs fresh guUt, and so adds new
terror to the curse of the law (Gal 3'^) ; it deepens
his defilement, and so makes him shrink more than
ever Irom the presence of God. And the wages of
sin, which from another point of view express
the judgment of God upon it, is death (Ro 6^).
The power by which this obstacle has been overcome springs from the person of Christ. He Himself
is our peace (Eph 2").
He, the Eternal Son of the
Eternal Father, is the Lamb foreknown before the
foundation of the world '(IP 1*"), and the restoration of the broken harmony of the universe (Col l'*",
cf. Eph 1") springs from His eternal surrender of
Himself to do the Father's will (He 10»). This
eternal sacrifice, which is thus seen to have its
roots deep in the inmost mystery of the divine
nature, was manifested in time, and became
efi'ectual for our redemption, when the Word was
made flesh and revealed at once the relation in
which mankind stands to Him and His own
eternal relation to the Father, througli a life on

two

presence of sin in the world entails upon us. Thej
culminate on the one side in an agonising aiid
shameful death on the other in an uulathuniable
depth of spiritual suflering, when for a moment it
seemed as if even God had forsaken Him (Mt 27'",

—

'

We

(2) He was at the same time not only the Offerer
but the 'Victim. His whole life was (as we have
seen already) a life of perfect self-surrender to the
loving service of His brethren in trustful obedience
His voluntary submission to
to His Father's wUl.
the death of the cross for the redemption ot His
murderers, was the ultimate expression at once of
It is therefore
His obedience and of His love.
tlie culminating point in His ofl'ering, and the final

test of its completeness.
(3) The blood of the offering, which, again
according to OT analogy, is regarded as the special
seat of the atoning power, is represented as oeing
sprinkled on those who enter the new covenant
(He 12'", 1 P V). It is brought into the most
intimate and impressive relation with each one of
them when he talies into his hands the Cup of the
covenant (Mt 26" etc., cf. Ex 24^*) and drinks of it
according to the commandment.
In the power of the same blood, our Lord, as the
great High Priest, has entered into the inmost
heaven, and there without ceasing offers intercession (He 7") on our behalf. The blood thus
becomes a living bond reuniting man to man and
the whole race of man to God.
The effect of the atonement is therefore to remove altogether the obstacle introduced by sin, to
undo the work of the devil (1 Jn 3"), and to open
anew the way by which sinful men can return into
communion with their Father in heaven (He 10*).
The blood of Christ, understood in tlie fuU measure
of its spiritual reality, reveals the true law of man's
being, and brings home to him the extent of his
degradation.
By its revelation of the love of God
triumphant over sin, it wins men back from their
spiritual alienation, making them ready to return to

their allegiance, and willing to give up their sin. It
cleanses their consciences from the stain of sin, and
sets them free from the curse of the law, by the
assurance that a perfect satisfaction has been
oU'ered to the rigliteous claims of the divine
justice, and by enabling them to make their own
the perfect confession of their sins that has already
been oflered in their name. It is the wellspring of
a new power of moral self-determination by which
they may be enabled, in spite of the tyrannous
domination of past habits acquired and inherited
(1 P 1'"), and in the niid.st of an atmosphere of
temptation, to live henceforward in ohedieuco to
God's will, submitting in patience and in hope to

;;

;
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that He may require from them,
It
whether by v,tiy of discipline or of service.
thus robs evun Jeath itsell of its sting.
It is true that we can but dimly see why such a
sacrifice as the death of Christ should have been
necessary, and guess in the light of partial

all tlie sufl'ering

But
analogies at the secret of its power.
for our present guidance to know tliat
the sacrifice itself has been od'ered, and that there
have been men in every age who, from their own
experience, have borne witness that it is eli'ectual.

human
it is

enough

8ee also FORGIVENESS and PROPITIATION.

—
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;
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Lv 23"

(D-!s;n dv

25»,

expirttionum, or (Lv 2S-^}pro/litiationis).*
Tlie principal passages relating to
this great annual fast of the Jews are Lv 16 and
.2;}i«-8j
^,^t^ some additional particulars are to be
found in Nu 29'"", Ex SO" of. Lv 25». All these
pa.ssages, though probably belonging to different
The
dates, are connected with the priestly code.
Day of Atonement, which was a day for the
assembling of the people for divine worship (a
Lv 23"), was kept in the
holy convocation
autumn, on the 10th day t of the 7th month, or,
according to our reckoning, from the evening of
the 9th till the evening of the 10th. The people
were charged (Lv 23""^^, cf. 16^- ^'), under pain of
extermination from the community, to rest from
every kind of work, and to atHict their souls,'
ijiiifia.

{ii)i\aafioO, (lies

—

.

;

'

'

'

he last phrase denoting the strict abstinence from
food and drink which marked a day of fasting
and self-humiliation. The special olierings for the
day (in addition to the regular burnt-, meal-, and
ilrmk- oU'ering), are prescribed in Nu 29'"" they
consisted of a young bullock, a ram, and seven
lambs of the first year, as burnt-ollerings, with
their appropriate meal-oflenngs, viz. three-tenths
of an ephah for each bullock, two-tenths for the
ram, and one-tenth for each lamb, also of a hegoat for a sin-oliering. These additional oflerings
are similar to those for the 1st day of the month,
and the 8th of the Feast of Booths (vv.>-«- ""j.
The distinctive ceremonial of the D.ay of Atonement is described at length in Lv 10. The high
priest first selected for himself a young bullock for
a sin-ofTering, and a ram for a burnt-otl'ering
then, having bathed, he discarded his distinctive
golden vestments, and arrayed himself in garments of white linen. After this he took from
tlie people a ram for a bumt-ofl'erinc, and two
goats for a sin-offeriBg, and proceeded to choose
liy lot from the two goats one for J
and one for
AZAZELJ (Lv le'-'"). This done, he oU'ered the
t

;

"

•

Called

LXX)

bjr

!

the later Jew» kdi' the day, iiai kdv (cf.
day, oix CI' the fast -day, Menachoth,

(*« great

1"
xl.,

nrf, K31 KOl» the great fast ; ct li wnmU, Acte 27>, Ep. Barnab. 1*. *, Jos. Ant. XVII. vi. 4 ^ riif f. i.u-i^, xiv. iv. 3 (on xiv.
xvl. 4, cf. Schiirer, IIJ P i. L 398 n.) ; i Uyiu<n ,., Philo, ii. 138,
691 ; mrri.ac i«(iTr, li. 296.
t Apparently the 10th day of this month was at one time
regarded as New Year's Day'; see Ezk 401 and cf. Lv 25».
t I'^V "^SjS f<* make atonejnent for it, because, probably, by
Itanrlint* before J" during the ceremonial which followe, itshares
In the atonement made thereby for the sanctuary, and so
become* titled to bear away the sins of the people. So Hengst.,
Riehn, Keil, Nowack (Ueb. Archnol. ii. 192), aL
;

bullock, which he

had selected previously,

199
for him-

his family ; and having filled a censer
with coals from the altar of burnt-ofl'ering, and
takin" with him a handful of incense, he entered

self

and

Most Holy Place, where he threw the incense
upon the burning coals, causing thereby a cloud of
smoke to envelop tlie ark and the mercy seat
tlie

after this he dipped his finger in the blood of the
bullock, and sprinkled the blood once on the front
(or east) side of the mercy seat, and seven times in
the vacant space in front of the mercy seat (vv. "•'*).
Having thus completed the atonement for himself
and his house, the high priest returned to the court
and after killing the goat of the people whicli had
been allotted to J", he again entered the Most
Holy Place, and sprinkled its blood, in the same
manner as that of the bullock, on the front of the
mercy seat and before the mercy seat. The purification of the Most Holy Place being thus accomplished, the high priest went out into the Holy
Place (called the ' tent of meeting' v."), and there
performed a similar atoning ceremony. The details of this ceremony are not described in Lv 16 ;
but in Ex 30'°, which seems to be a later addition
to P, we learn that the blood of the sin-oflering of
atonement was to be placed on the golden altar of
incense, which is nowhere mentioned in Lv 16.
During this time no one except the high priest

in the tabernacle.
the high priest again came out into the
court, he completed the atonement of the sanctuary by placing on the horns of the altar of
burnt-ottering * some of the blood both of the
bullock and of the goat, and with his fingers
sprinkling the blood seven times on the sutar
(V 16-ia)
'pijg living goat was then brought near
and the high priest, having placed both hands
upon its head, confessed over it all the sins and
offences of the Israelites after which the goat wa*
led away, by a man standing in readiness, into the
wilderness for Azazel, that it might bear the
iniquities to a land 'cut ott',' i.e. to one remote
from human Iiabitations, from which there was no
chance of its bringing back again its burden of
guilt (vv.^"-"-'). The high priest then returned to
the Holy Place, and after bathing, and putting on
Ills usual priestly garments, came out and ofterod
the two burnt-oli'erings (w.»- ») for hiin-sclf and for
the peoiile (w.**- "). Finally, the fat of the sinofl'crings having been consumed in sweet smoke
upon the altar,t the rest of their flesh (in accordance with the general rule, Lv 4"'- »' etc.) was
carried outside the camp and destroyed by fire
those to whom this service wtus intrusted, and
also the man who had led away the goat for
Azazel, being not permitted to return to tlie congregation till they had bathed, and washed theii

was allowed to be present

When

;

;

;

clothes (vv.^-»).
Two main questions arise in connexion with the
Day of Atonement, wliich, as we shall see, are in
some mea-Hure connected with each other: (1) to
wliat date is the ceremonial enjoined in ch. 16 to
be a-scribed ? (2) is the chapter describing it homogeneous in structure ?
hear notliing of the observance of the
(1)
Day of Atonement in pre-exilic times, nor is any
mention made of tliis day in the earlier legal
codes ('Book of the Covenant,' Dt, H). On the
other hand, there are several points in the law
regulating its observance which seem to connect
the jjcriod after the exile, when the
it with
ceremonial aspects of sin and atonement at least
occupied a more prominent place in the life and

We

Tlie purifi• The altar of v." cannot be the altar of Incense.
For
cation of the Holv I'lacc has been de8cribc<l in v.l«f.
'before J'" (v.is), cf. Lv 1» J" dwells in the tabernacle (Ex
2.^j*'. ^. and the great oltar stands in front of this.
Its natural poaltion would be
t V.20 seems to be misplaced.
etc.).
Immediately after v.m (cf. 4»-'0. '»•
:

»

;
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lought of the people than was the case preto artlict the soul (^jj njy,
^^, Nu 29') occurs elsewhere
»• '" (exilic) and Ps 35" (influenced by
58»only Is
Fasting as a religious observance was pracJer).
tised among the Hebrews in ancient times ; but
we first hear of annual fasts on stated days in
connexion with the fall of Jerusalem (Zee 7'"° 8").
The elaborate ritual of the blood probably points
to a comparatively late date (cf. Lv 4'"^', one of
the later portions of P and contrast 9^'") while
the nearest analogies to the public confession of
sins (16-') are to be found in post-exilic writings
(Ezr 9, Neh 1*-'" 9', Dn 9^*'). Moreover, the priestly
prophet Ezekiel, in his legislation for the restored
people (ch. 40-48), prescribes a ceremonial, which,
« hile its general aim is similar to that of the Day
of Atonement, is much simpler in character ; he
enjoins, viz. (45'"*'), two solemn purifications of
the sanctuary on the 1st day of the first month,
and on the 1st of the seventh month (so LXX ; see
IlVm), when a young bullock was to be slain for
a siu-otlerlng on behalf of all who might err
through inadvertence or natural slowness {mer vks
•nsDi), and the blood of the victim was to be placed
on the doorposts of the temple, on the corners of
the ledge of the altar, and on the gateposts of the
t

viously.
The phrase
see Lv 16^- " 23-''- ^-

'

'

;

j

inner court. Tlie prophet, in his legislation for
the future, attaches himself largely to existing
usage if, therefore, the law of Lv 16 had been in
;

his day a time-honoured institution, would he
ha\'e either disregarded it or stripped it of so
many of its significant rites? Does it not seem
more probable that the law of Lv 16 is a development of the simpler ceremonial prescribed by
Ezekiel ? Indeed, there are reasons for supposing
that its introduction was decidedly later than
Ezekiel's time. In Neh 8-10 we possess a fairly circumstantial account of the events of tlie 7th month
(if B.C. 444, including, for instance (8-- "'"), notices

what happened on the 1st and 2nd days of the
month, and the observance, in accordance with
Lv 23^-", of the Feast of Booths from the 15th to
the 23rd days that being so, it is remarkable, if
the fast of the 10th day had been an established
institution, that no mention should be made of its

of

;

observance, especially when we are expressly told
(9"-) that the 24th day was observed as a day of
Reuss, indeed,
fasting and of confession of sins.
on the ground that the fast of the 24th would
have been superfluous, if the fast of the 10th had
just preceded, argued (Hist, sainte et la lui, i. 260)
that Lv 16 did not even form part of the law-book
read by Ezra; but, as Kuenen (//ex. § 15. 32; cf.
Dillm.
Stade, Gesch. ii. 182) points
p. 673
the fast of
out, this argument is hardly decisive
the 24th is manifestly intended as a special token
of humiliation for national shortcomings, preparatory to the conclusion of the covenant (9**"^) it
has thus little or nothing in common with the
annually-recurring Day of Atonement, and it might
have been apjiointed whether Lv 16 was contained
in Ezra's law-book or not.
But Kuenen agrees
tliat the non-mention of the day on the part of
the well-informed narrator of Neh 8-10 is very
strange,' if it were an established institution, and
considers it to be an indication that it was introduced/or the first time in the law-hook of Ezra,
though not observed at once, on account of its
forming part of a new system, which had not yet
been formally accepted by the people. Whetlier
this argument be satisfactory or not, it is important to recollect that the argument against the
antiquity of the Day of Atonement is not, as it is
often represented as being (e.(]. by Delitzsch, in
his study on the subject, ZKWL, 1880, p. 173 ff.),
solely an nrgumentum e silentio
that, as Kuenen
observes (TA. Tijdschr. 18S3, pp. 207-212), is but one

NDJ

;

;

;

'

:

of many ; the Day of Atonement is
part of a system, the ceremonial system of tlie
Priest's Code
when, therefore, the question of ita
antiquity is raised, it cannot be treated by itself,
but forms part of a larger question, viz. the
antiquity of that sj'stem as a whole, and must be
answered in the same sense as that in which the
wider question is answered.
(2) Tlie second question is whether Lv 16 forms
a liomogeneous whole. The chapter is connected
w ith the narrative of the death of Aaron's sons for
cf 16'- ** ' that he die
oflering strange fire (ch. 10
not,' and ". u. ^nd contrast 'tire from the altar,'
but it treats of two
v.'^, with 'strange fire,' 10')
distinct subjects, without clearly indicating the
transition from one to the other. It opens with a
warning addressed to Aaron against rashly entering the Most Holy Place, and prescribes the preliminary rites to be performed, whenever he
may have occasion to do so.* It passes on to
describe a solemn atoning ceremony to be performed for the tabernacle itself, and for the
worshippers and it concludes with the institution
of an annual fast on the day of the atoning ceremony. This change of subject suggests a doubt
whether the chapter in its present form can be
wholly the work of one writer. Dillmann explains
the change of subject, and the connexion with
ch. 10, by the supposition that originally the
chapter contained the description of a ceremony of
purification, to be performed in consequence of the
defilement brought upon the tabernacle by the sin
of Nadab and Abihu. He supposes that directions
were given for the repetition of the rite after any
subsequent desecration that in later times it had
become the practice to perform this service once,
and once only, in every year; and that the chapter
was altered to suit tne later practice. This explanation, however, requires us to supply a good
deal which is not stated, and only indirectly
suggested, by the present text.
different solution of the difficulty is proposed
by Benzinger. In an interesting and suggestive
study on Lv 16 (ZATW, 1889, p. 65 0'.), Benzinger
points out that the literary form of the chapter is
imperfect. Thus v." and v."' are really doublets,
suggesting that w.'"'" are derived from another
source tliere is a sharp break between v.^ and
v.^ vv.^**" are not really a summary of the foregoing verses, for they introduce some new points
(fasting and the date), and, while mentioning the
whitegannents of the high priest, say nothing about
the more important ceremonies connected with the
sprinkling of the blood, and the goat for Azazel
finally, v.*"" suggests the immediate carrying out
Acof some definite command given to Moses.
cordingly, Benzinger, who is followed by Nowack
(Hehr. Arch. ii. 182-194), distinguishes between
earlier and later portions of the chapter, and con•-""
siders that the older sections are w.'"*(omitting 'which is for himself) i"- !»•»*>> (regulations defining the conditions under wliich Aaron,
when occasion required, was to enter the Holy of
Holies), and vv.''*""* (a law prescribing a relatively
simple rite of atonement substantially identical
to be rewith the inaugural ceremony of 9'"
peated annually on behalf of the people and sanctuary, and specifying the manner in which the
In this form,
day was to be observed publicly).
he points out, the law for the Day of Atonement
23-'''*',
whore also
would agree closely with Lv
stress is laid on tlie necessity of fasting and abstention from work, but no allusion is made tt
the special ceremonies prescribed in the central
portion of ch. 16. The ofiering by fire of 23'',

argument out

;

.

;

;

;

;

A

;

;

—

'

—

'

("that he die not"), comp. Ex 28" (the conditinns under which Aaron may enter the Holy Place); alM
•
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and the ' sin-olfering of atonement' of Nu 29",
would both be exphiined by the sacrifices alluded
to in Lv lO'-" (or Nu 15^"'-*) and described more

The more elaborate ritual [irefully in Lv 9.
scribed in the rest of the chapter (vv.°- '"'"• "•^)* is,
uiion Uenzinger's view, a subsecjuent development
of that enjoined in w."- ", which, as it now stands,
is interwoven with directions relating to Aaron
alone, on account of its having become the custom
for the high priest to enter the Holy of Holies on
the Day of Atonement only.
That the ritual prescribed in this chapter was of
grattual growth is indeed higlily i>robable ; but it
may be doubted whether a merely literary analysis
The
can adequately indicate its successive stages.
words not at all times in v.'' suggest that even
when the supposed earlier law was formulated,
there were restrictions on the occasion as well as
on the mnnner of the high priest's entering the
Holy of Holies, and the terms of vv.^-'*' appear to
presuppose some preceding regulations, delining
more particularly the character of the atoning
ceremonies there alluded to.t It is true, 23"'"^is parallel to le^'*^, in the stress which it lays
upon the manner in which the Day is to be observed by the people but it also presupposes in
v.** some special atoning rites, the nature of which
Hence it
it does not itself more closely define, t
seems that to limit the original regulations of the
Day of Atonement to v.^**" wovild leave them less
systematic and complete than is probable.
The
more elaborate ritual prescribed for the bIoo<l, as
compared with 9'"'°, and even with 4' ' " i", is
not necessarily due to its being a later development it may be aue to the special solemnity of
the occasion, a ceremonial enacted once a year
only on behalf of the entire nation. The chajiter
undoubtedly deals with two distinct subjects (the
conditions under which the high priest might enter
the Moat Holy Place, and the annual Day of
Atonement for the sins of the nation), which it
imperfectly connects together.
may conjecture that the a.ssociatioii of these two subjects is
due to the fact that the occasions of the high
priest's entry into the Most Holy Place came
gradually to be limited to tlie single annual Day
;

:

We

Atonement it is also highly probaljle (esp. in
view of Kzk 45""*') that the ritual of this day was
originally simpler than that now prescribed in Lv
16 but it may be doubted whether the successive
stages in the amalgamation and develoinnent of
of

:

;

two ceremonials can be distinguished by
means of a literary analysis.
The Mishnic treatise YOmS, (i.e. the Day) gives

the

several fresh details respecting the ceremonies
observed on the Day of Atonement in the time of
the Second Temple. § Minute directions were given
to ensure the ceremonial purity of the high priest
on that day.
For the seven days preceding he
dwelt in a special chamber, and not in his own
house.
It is expressly stated that ho entered four
times into the Most lloly Place, viz. on the three
occasions suggested by Lv Ifl'-- '*• ", and again
after the evening sacrilice, to bring out the censer,
and the plate whicli had held the incense. It is
aaid that a stone three lingers high stood in the
• Except ».>"> and v.^Bi (from and make), which B«Dziii),'er
tre*t« iw 1at«r hnnnoniBtic gloSHcfl.
t The cinMiiiiHtantial enumcmtion
of v. 83 must surpiv pro•up|».«e Hointjthitij; more than cith-jr the oprlirmry Biii-otTc*riii(f
o( the eninimmity (Nil l.'iSlaa)^ or even Lv 0»- 1^ ;"mort'f»vfr. it
exa<-t!y flMinnmrlRCH the prinripal present contents of vv.'***,
1 The 'olferinjf uiftiie liy Are' of t:':^ will
not be the apecinl
Alo lintf "lu-ridce intended for that offering Ib conwnon to most
of the sacred »e.^»on» mentione<l in ch. 23 (v.». l»i.. 23. *l).
Nn
2fl^ 11 also alhirU-H (v.H) to the
Bin-olTerinif of atonement' ; hut
the calendar of Baered seaaoiiH, contAinnd
Nu 2S-'Jl>, may be
of later date than the presi-nt fonn nf !.v Hi.
I Of. Kp. liarnah. c. " (with (iclilinnll and Hamack'a notca),
where tome of the same detaila are alluded to.
;

'

m
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Holy of Holies in the place of the ark (v. 2). Im
mediately before slaying the sin-ollering for himself, the hi"h priest, laying hia hands upon it,
made the following confession
I beseech Tliee,
O Lord, I have done iniijuitously, 1 have transgressed, I have sinned before 'lliee, 1, and my
house, and the sons of Aaron, Thy holy people.
1
beseech Thee, O Lord, forgive (ied), now, the
'

:

and the transgressions, and the sins,
have done iniquitously, and transgressed, and sinned before Thee, 1, and my house,
and the sons of Aaron, Thy holy people (iv. 2).
The blood of each of the siu-oll'erings was sprinkled
by the lii^h priest, once u]i\vards and seven times
downwards, first on the Holy of Holies, and afterwards upon the veil in the Holy Place lastly,
mixing the blood of the two victims, he put some of
the mixture on the altar of incense, and poured out
the remainder at the foot of the altar of burntoll'ering (vi. 1, 2). With regard to the two goats, we
are told that they were to resemble one another as
iniquities,

wherein

I

'

:

closely as possible

(

vi.

1

cf IJarnab. 7"

;

.

6/ioioi.s).

The

were made of boxwood, and afterwards of
gold
the high priest drew out one lot in each
hand, and then tied a tongue of scarlet cloth *
upon the neck of the goat destined for Azazel.
Tlie words of the high priest's confession were,
We beseech thee, O Lord, Thy [people, the
house of Israel, have done iniquitously, transgressed, and sinned before Thee.
We beseecli
Thee,
Lord, forgive, now, the iniquities, tlie
tran.sgressions, and the sins, wherein Thy people,
the house of Israel, have done iniquitously, transgressed, and sinned before Thee (vi. 2).
The goat
was led away, accompanied by some of the noliles
of Jerusalem ; and its arrival at a place which was
regarded as the edge of the wilderness was signiilled back to the high jiriest in the temple.
Finally, the goat was conducted by a single man
to a steep place called Suk, where it was thrown
backwards over the edge of the cliff, and riashed
lots

;

'

'

'

'

to pieces among the rocks (vi. 6-8).
The site has
been identified by Schick (ZDPV in. -IliVi.) with
a crag near the village of B6t-liudi!dfln, on the
road running through Bethany into the wilderness, 12 miles east of^.Ierusalem (see AZAZKI,).
The Day of Atonement represents the culminating institution of the Levitical system.
Not only,
fioni a merely formal point of view, does Lv 16
form the climax of the sacrificial and purificatory
ordinances contained in Lv 1-15, but the ceremonial itself is of a jieculiarly comprehensive and
representative character.
It was a yearly atonement for the nation as a whole (including the
jiriests) ; and not only for the nation, but also for
the sanctuary, in its various jiarts, in so far as
this had been defiled <luriiig the jiast year by the
sins of the people, in whose midst it stood.
The
sins thus atoned for must not, however, be supposed to be those committed 'with a high hand'
(Nu 15*"-), i.e. defiantly and wilfully; luil sins of
ignorance and frailty (d7i'o>i^aTa, He 9'), such as
Imiiian nature, even when striving after God, is
ever liable to.t
* nninj Sk* pc?
:
Rarnab. 7* r# i^,«, r« «•«»,•,.
t The Jews, aa Danz |aee od fin.], pp. 1010-1012, shows fron'
the Mishna (.VA(!//«'of/i 1*1), MaimonideB (Comjne/if. on Vfliiui 4-),
and Aharliunel (min.T L"1TD, Venice, 1584, fol. 2.11, col. 3, 1. 14 IT.),
in view of the comprehcnBlve terms of Lv Ifllfl.ai.so, i,(,|,i that
tlK- sairrillces of this <!ay made atonement for all sins of ever\
kiri'l, whether clone involuntarily or deliberately
but thiB is all
e.\a(;u'cratlon which is in conflict with the trenerai theory of the
Jewish Biu'riflceB. The sin-offerinif made atonement only for
sins committed 'In error,' i.«. accidentally ami involuntarilv
(|,v 4X13.aw, Nu 15M-*), not for those committed 'with a hijrh
hand'CNu i:fi«'), i.e. deflantly anil dclihenuely and it is incredible. In Bplte of the terms of Lv 101" 21, that the Bacridci*
of this day can have so far rleviated in principle from the ceneral
theory of the priestly letrislation aa to have bi.'cn sup)>'>sed to
atone, r.ij., for the sin of an inji>onitent nuinlerer. The cere,
;

;

moniul of the Day of Atonement was

desi|fnc<l in fact to elTeut

—

;

'
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The ceremonial was enacted at the central
sanctuary ; but the individual Israelites, by their
abstention from labour and fasting, not only expressed at the same time their hunuliation for sin,
tint also signified their co-operation in the offices
provision was thus made for tlie
of the day
ceremonial being more than a mere opus operatum.
A.H it was the highest atoning ceremony of the
year, the blood was not merely applied, as in
other cases (Lv 4), to the altar of burnt-offering,
or even to the altar of incense it was taken into
the Holy of Holies, and sprinkled, not once only,
but seven times, as close as possible to the place
immediately associated with the presence of J"
(Ex 25--, Isu 7**). Once a year the sins of the
peojile were thus solemnly atoned for, and the
;

;

nation's lost holiness was restored (v.*" ' to cleanse
you from all your sins shall ye be clean before J" ').
The slain goat made atonement for the people's
sins, and restored their peace and fellowship with
God ; the goat over which the people's sins were
confessed, and wliich was afterwards sent away to
Azazel in the wilderness, symbolised visibly their
complete removal from the nation's midst (Ps 103'^,
Mic 7'^) ' a life was given up for the altar, and
yet a living being survived to carry away all sin
and uncleanness : the entire ceremonial thus
symbolised as completely as possible both the
atonement for sin, and the entire removal of the
cause of God's alienation.
:

:

'

As regards the part taken in the office by the
high priest, it is to be observed especially that
the ceremonial of the Day of Atonement was the
highest exercise of his mediatorial office he performed an atoning rite on behalf of the entire
people and, represented by him, the entire people
had access on that day to the presence of J". As
the representative of a sinful people, he naturally discarded his gorgeous high-priestly dress,*
and assumed an attire, which, being plain and
destitute of ornament, was such as became a
suppliant suing for forgiveness ; wliile, being
white, it symbolised the purity and innocence
required in those who appear in the immediate
presence of the Holy One (cf. the angels in Ezk 9-1. 11 102- »•
12«- ').
Nor can he, even then,
', Dn 10»
complete the atonement for the people, until he
has first offered atonement for his own sins and
when he enters the Holy of Holies, the incense
burnt by him there forms, further, a protecting
cloud, comin" as a veil between himself and the
lioliness of J' and at the same time possessing a
:

;

;

,

propitiatory efficacy (Nu IG^"').
Jos. {Ant. III. X. 3) gives a short account of
the ceremonies of the Day of Atonement and
Philo, in his treatise vepl ttjs (^So/iijs, § 23 (II. 29G,
Mangey), draws out the ethical teaching which he
understands them to imply. Allusions to the holy
day are also found in Sir SC" , Ac 27", He 9'- ^.
riie later Jews were not unconscious of the
deeper spiritual truths of wliich the ceremonial of
the Day of Atonement was the expression. Philo,
for instance (^.c), speaks of it as an occasion for
tlie discipline of self-restraint in regard to bodily
indulgences the more effective, as it came at a
season of the year when the fruits of the earth
had just been gatliered in, and the temptation to
;

indulgence would be naturally the stronger; abat such a season would raise men's
thoughts from the gifts to the Giver, who could
stinence
sustain

Kal 5ta Toimov Kal di^ev toitujv.
Those
part in the prayers for the day asked

life

who took

for forgiveness, not in dependence upon their own
merits, aXXd Sid tt^c ?\ewf ipvcriv tov avyyvu/j.iji' Tpi
KoXaueois dpi^ovTO! (cf. Vit. Mos. ii. 4, II. 138 ; Leg.
The Mishna also is caieful to
Cai. 39, II. 591).
teacli that the ceremonies of the Day of Atone-

ment are

unless accompanied by reDeath and the Day of Atonement
work atonement, where there is repentance (.laiBTin).
Repentance makes atonement for slight transgressions, both of omission and of commission
and in the case of grave ones, it suspends punishment till the Day of Atonement comes, and brings
atonement. If a man says, " I will sin, and (then)
repent, I will sin, and (then) repent," Heaven does
not give him the means of practising repentance
and if he says, " I will sin, and the Day of Atone-

pentance.

inell'ectual
'

;

ment
ment

will bring
will bring

atonement," the Day of Atonehim no atonement' (YOmd, viii.

S-9).

The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews contrasts (9*^) the work of the high priest on the
Day of Atonement with the superior atoning
The Jewish high
efficacy of the work of Christ.
priest entered once yearly * into the Holy of
Holies, with the blood of appointed victims : Christ
entered once for all into the true sanctuary, the
actual presence of God, through His own blood
He obtained not a temporary, but an eternal deliverance (9"'''), His blood is far more efficacious
for the cleansing and renovation of human nature
(gii-14. a-8)
than that whicli was offered under the
Je\vish law. And whereas, under the Law, full
access to God was limited to the high priest, and to
him, moreover, under many restrictions of time and
mode, Christ has opened a new and living way,
by which those whose hearts are properly purged
from an evil conscience may at all times have free
access to the Father (9<=-" W^'^).

—

LrrKRATCTiB. (a) The treatise of the Mishna, F^mfl, with
Lat. tr. and notes in Surenhusius* ed. of the Mishna, 1699, ii.
p. 206 ff. ; also ed. by Sheringham, 1648, ed. 2 (with an elaborate comparison [p. i05flE.]of the work of the high priest with
that of Christ, by J. Rhenferd), 1698; and (with Heb. text
pointed, and short notes, and glossary) by H. L. Strack (Berlin,
18S8) : many passa^jes of the Getnara on the same treatise are
also translated by Wiinsche, in Der Bahyl. Talmud in seinen
Uaqqadischen Eestandtheilen, i. (1886), pp. 340-389 ; see further,
on the Jemsh ritual of the day, Otho, Lex. Habb. 1676,2 1757
(».y. Expiationis Festum); J. Lightfoot, The Temple Service, c.
16 (Works, 1684, ii. 961-1); J. A. Dani, ' Fimctio Pontif. M.
ex Talm. illustr. 1736, pp. 912anniversaria,' in Meuschen,
1012 (with copious extracts from Jewish sources), followed, pp.
1013-39, by Uhenferd's 'Comparatio' (supr.); Maimonides,
Uilchoth j/6m hak-kippurim, etc., at the end of Delitzsch's
Comjn. on the Hebrews ; Edersheim, The Temple : it$ Ministry
atid Services, pp. 263-288. (6) J. Spencer, de Legg. Bebr.t (1686),
111. viii. ; Bahr, Si/mb. del Mos. Culttis, 1839, ii. 664 ff. ; Oehler,
Theol. i. 367 f., 402-6 ; DillTheol. §§ HO, 141 ; Schultz,
mann on Lv 16 ; Nowack, Hebr. Arch. ii. 183-104 ; Delitzsch,
ISSO, pp. 173-183 ; Kuenen, Th. T. 1883, pp. 207-212, and
Hex. J 16. 32 ; Wcllli. UUt. 110-112 ; Stade, Getch. u. 182, 268260 ; Benzinger, ZA TW, 1889, pp. 66-88.
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Driver and H. A. White.

ATROTH-BETH-JOAB.— See Ataroth.

:

idf^at atonement and reconciliation on behalf of the nation,
aa such ; its benefits extendiii];; to individuals, only in so far
as thev had sinned involuntarilv, or were truly penitent. Comp.
Oehlef, § 140 (KnK. tr. ii. 43 fl.) ; Riehm, A t Tfieot. { 37. 2 v.
Orelli, in HerzoK^, xvi. 414 ; R. W. Dale, The Ataiiemml, pp. 85,
466-470 C. O. Slontellore, The Bible /or Home lieadtng, 1896.
p. 144 ff. (where the ancient significance of this annual rite is
well pointed out).
* His dress became, In fact, almost that of
the ordinary
though
priests, except that he had still a * turban * (ncjliD)
only one of white linen, not his usual decorated one (Ex 2836f-)—
Instead of a 'cap' (TWZiD, Ex 2S4°), and a plain linen saah
(S12K), instead of • coloured one (Ex 2840).

an

;

;

—

ATROTH-SHOPHAN
and yr]v
A town

^oi<pdp,

of

(Is^rf

nnpv.

LXX

has

2a.0«l,)

as well as ^tinpdv [Swete's notes]).

Gad (Nu

32*°).

The

identification

is

doubtful, as the tribes of Gad and Reuben seem
confused, Dibon, Ataroth, and Aroer being given
• airocl ToZ ititttjxoZ (97).
Exactly the same expression is used
by Philo (Leg. Oai. t.c.;ct. De Man. ii. 2, ll. 223 and ifr«t{ xccr'
ittctvTcf, Jos. BJ V. V. 7 end, 3 Mac 1^1).
The nieanin(f is, of
course, on one day in the year, not on one occasion Lv 161"*
implies more than one entrance on the day act-ording to the
;

:

;

Mishna, the high priest entered four times, viz. with the incense
(I'limd, V. 1), with the blood of the buUnck (v. 3), with the
blood of the goat (v. 4), and at the close of the day, after the
ordinary everiinij Diirnt-offering, to fetch out the censer and
incense-dish, which he had left there (vii. 4X

';

ATTAI

AUGUSTUS

as cities of Gad, while they certainly were in
Reuben's territory.
If Atroth-sho])lian lay near
Ataroth, it maj' be, as Tristram suggests [Land of
MuiiO, p. 276), that the coue-shapud Jebel 'Attariis
rejiresents tlie former and Khurbct 'Altarua the
latter.
If it lay near Jazer and Jogbeliah (which
see), named immed. after it, it must be sought
possibly at Safdt beside the latter.
farther N.
A. Henderson.
ATTAI Cey).— 1. A Jerahmeelite (1 Ch ^»»').
2. A Gadite warrior who joined David at Ziklag

Senate in favour of the Jews, which he assigns to
the time of Hyrcanus II. But the terms and cir
cumstances of this decree resemble so closely those
of the decree referred to in 1 Mac IS'"'^, that
many modem scholars consider that the Senatusconsultum preserved by Josephus is really to be
connected with the embassy of Simon.
Cf. esp
Schurer, HJP I. i. 266 ff.
H. A. White.

(v.**)

—

(1

Ch

12").

One of Kehoboam's sons

3.

(2

Ch

ATTENDANCE

in the obs.

meaning of attention

give a. (RV 'heed ')
Barrow, Works, vol. iii. sec. 22,
What is learning but diligent attendance to inThe same Gr. verb (n-poir^x")
struction of masters ?
is used He 7" 'no man gave a. at the altar';
but it is generally tr'' give heed to,' as Ac 8'- '"• "
in 1 Ti 3" it is used in a bad sense 'given to much
wine.' In 1 Mac IS** attendance = retinue.
J. Hastings.
ATTENT and 'attentive' were both in use, and
both are found in AV without diB'erence of meaning, the former in 2 Ch 6" let thine ears be attent
J. HASTINGS.
unto the prayer,' and 7".

found

is

1

Ti

4'» 'Till I

come

Cf.

to reading.'

1 1-»).

203

'

ATTAIN

now

has

lost its literal meaning 'to
occurs in Ac 27''^ if by any

'

reach a place,' which
means they might attain to Phenice' (RV 'reach
Elsewhere in
Plia:nix').
the meaning is tig.,
as now. In Ph 3" the same Gr. verb (xoTai'Tdu) is
used as in Ac 27" just quoted, if by any means I
might a. unto the resurrection from the dead.'
But in the next verse ('not as though I had already
obtained '),
a"* ') tlie verb is ditt'erent (Aa/t^dvu,
being connected rather with the verb (KUToKaix^ivu)
tr''
apprehend in the same verse. See APPREHEND. In Ph 3" 'whereto we have already a*",'
there is no word corresp. to 'already' in Gr.,
'already a""' is an attempt to tr. (pBivu, which, in
Ro 9" is tr'' attain simply. But in Ph 3" an
gives a WTong
adv. (^S-q) is used.
In 1 Ti 4'
'
direction to the thought
good doctrine, wherecorunto thou hast attained (Gr. TrapaKo\ov6tu,
wliich thou hast followed,' adding until
rectly,
now to complete the sense).
J. Hastings.
'

AV

'

RV

'

'

'

'

'

'

ATTHARATES
Neh

AV

RV

'

'

ATTALIA ('ATToXfa) was a city on the coast of
Pimiphvlia. founded by Attains II. Philadelphus
(B.C. l5'J-138), as the harbour (Ac 14^) through
whicli the S. parts of the great Pergamenian
kingdom might communicate with the S. sea,
with Syria, and with Egypt
and throughout
subsequent history it has retained its name and its
importance as a seaport. It is now (or at least was
until steamships revived some other harbours like
Mersina) the chief harbour of the S. coast of
Asia Minor, bearing the name Adalia.
In the
Byzantine ecclesiastical system A. was originally
subject to Perga, the metropolis of Pamphylia
Secunda, but in 1084 it was made a metropolis
there can be no doubt that this elevation in rank
was due to the fact that Perga had completely
decayed, and was a mere name, giving a title to the
metropolitan bishop. The small harbour of A. is
still used by boats, though steamships anchor outside, and It was in use in the end of the r2th
;

;

{Anna Commena,

ii.

p.

113).

The

river

Catarrhactes (lowed into the sea near A., though
it has now been diverted into so many channels for
irrigation and other purposes that it hardly deserves to be called a river.
The cults mentioned
at A. seem all to spring from its Pergamenian
origin, as Zeus Soter, Athena, Apollo Archegetes.

—

LnHRATURB. The t)e3l account of A. Lb in lAnckoronski,
Stddte Famphjjlienit uiul PUidwiui, i. pp. (^-3*2 and 1.0:^1U3 : see
ftUo Beaufort, Karajnariia ; Spratt and Fortjea, Li/cia.
.

ATTALDS

('ArroXos,

1

\V.

B

'ATflopiTiji,

8',

'

A.Trapa.rl,),

Ea

I

tne title 'the Tirshatha,'
and see Attharias.

cf.

M. Ramsay.

ATTHARIAS

aiitoMonious States, instructing them to
respect the independence of the Jewish territory.
Josephua (Anl. XIV. viii. 5) records a decree of the

{'Areaplas,

AV

Atharias).— A cor-

ruption of NOf'iW the Tirshatha,' which appears
as a proper name in I Es S*, cf. Ezr 'i™ 'A$epaa$i,
'

A

The mention of Nehemias a,nd
{'ADfpaai, B).
Atharias in 1 Es is doubly a mistake ; Zerubbabel
the Tirshatha is referred to.
'

'

H. St.

J.

Thackeray.

ATTIRE.— See Dress.

ATT08 (A

'AttoOs,

B

om., Tisch.' Aarroit,

—

AV

Es 8* called son of Sechenias. He was
grandson of Shechaniah (1 Ch 3*^). The same as
Hattush, Ezr 8=, where of the sons of Shecaniah
has been wrongly attached to the next clause. The
form in AV and Tisch. is due to confusion of A
H. St. J. Thackeray.
and A.
Lettus),

1

'

AUDIENCE. — Now

'the people gathered tohear,'
atidientia, the act
In OT
of hearing or attention to what is spoken.
(D:jm),
as
Gn '23'" in the
the word is simply 'ears'
give
a.'
occurs
Heth.'
In
a. of the children of
Ac 13'" 15'" 22=''', where the Gr. is simply d/toi'-u,
hear so Lk 20''' 'in the a. of all the people' ; but
Lk 7' when he had ended all his sayings in the
in the
a. of the people,' the Gr. is eh rdt d«-ods,
signifies

always

in

AV after Lat.

'

NT

'

;

'

'

J.

ears.'

Hastings.

AUGIA (Ai>yla), lEsS".— A daughter of Zorzelleua
Her descendants by Jaddus were
the priests who could not trace their genealogy after the return under Zerubbabel, and were
removed from the priesthood. Her name is not
given in the lists of Ezr and Neh, and is omitted
perhaps it has ari.sen out of
here by the Vulg.
the Gileadite,' whicu follows Barzillai in those
U. St. J. Thackeray.
lists.

or

IJarzillai.

among

;

'

Mac 15==).— Attalus II.
Pergamum l.')!)-l.'i8 B.C.

Philadelphus was king of
He promoted the imposture of Alexander lialas,
who claimed to be a son of Antiochus Kpiphanes
(Justin, x.xxv. 1), and sent a body of troops to Syria
to 8u]iport the pretender.
\\ hen the eniba.s.sy
sent by Simon Maccakrus came to Rome (B.C. 139),
the Senate passed a decree in favour of the Jews,
and wrote to the kinijs of Pergamum, Egypt,
Syria, Cappadocia, and Parthia, and to several
small

(A

—A corruption of

9*.

'

:

cent.

:

AUGURY.— Lv
all

RV,

for

AV

'

K

19", Dt IS'"'*, 2
21«, 2
times.' See Divination.

Ch

33«,

AUGUSTU3(A(>7ouffToi,Lk2';2(;3o<rT45,Ac25"-»).
His original
1. The lirst Roman eniiieror.
name was that of his father, Caius Octavius
as the heir of Cu-sar, who was his grandin
uncle, ho received the names Julius Ca'sar
his subsequent career he was designated Caius
Julius Cjrsar Uctavianus. The title Augustus was
given him by tlie Senate after he bad attained
Augustus was bom B.C. 63.
to supreme power.

—

;

;

AUGUSTUS' BAKD

AVENGE

After spending a studious youth, he came suddenly

no monumental evidence to pi^te that any
Ciesarean cohort was called augusta.'
As regards strength, a cohort sometimes nuni
bered lUOO, sometimes 500 men. As regards composition, a cohort was sometimes made up of 7()0
infantry and 240 cavalry.
Such a cohort was
called a militaria equitata.
See Band, Captain.
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to the front at the death of Ca'sar (l).C. 44), when
he began to manifest tlie singuhir adroitness of
cliaracter by which he made and maintained his
Marching against Antony ostensibly in
position.
defence of the repuulic, he came to terms with the
usurper. At first he had the chief place in a
triumvirate.
But one after anotlier his rivals were
removed out of his way, till the defeat of Antony
at Aetium (B.C. 31) left him undisputed master of
the Roman world. In B.C. 29 he returned to Rome,

and thenceforth ruled autocratically under the
forms of republicanism, establishing and preservin"
order throughout his wide dominions, till he died
in old age, 8ad<lened by family trouble, morose and
suspicious, leaving Tiberius, whom he had already
as.sociated with himself in the government, as his
As the Jews were subject to
successor (A.D. 14).
Rome, Augustus became their supreme ruler.
After the battle of Aetium, Herod, previously a
supporter of Antony, passed over to the victorious
sitfe,
and was confirmed in his kingdom by
Augustus, who added to his territory on the
occasion of a subsequent visit to Syria (B.C. 20,
In honour of the emperor,
Jo.s. Aiit. XV. X. 3).
Herod erected a marble temple at Panias, built the
capital, Ciesarea (B.C. 10), and rebuilt Samaria,
After Herod's death Augustus
calling it Sebaste.
carried out his wishes in the division of his kingdom among his sons (Jos. Ant. x\^I. xi. 4), but
subsequently joined Juda-a and Samaria to the
province of Syria, exiling their ruler Archelaus
Jesus Christ was bom in
(Jos. Atit. XVII. xiii. 2).
the time of Augustus, and was about eighteen years
old when the emperor died. Augustus ordered a
more or less complete census to be taken on four
:>icasions, viz. in B.C. 26 and 6, A.D. 4 and 14 (Lk 2').
title of subsequent Roman emperors.
2. The

The Augustus

AV)

mentioned in Ac

{If^airrds)

In

Nero.
emperor.'
(

is

RV

the word

is

25^'-'''

translated

'

the

—

Literature. Dion Cassius ; Suetonins ; Tacitus ; Josephna ;
Merivule, ttisUrm of the tifinans uiidfr the Empire ; Duniy, HiS'
tory of Home (edited by Mahatfy) ; Gflr<lthausen, Augu»tiL3 und
Seim Zeit ; H. Schiller, (ieschichte tier rOmisLhen Kaiaerzeit
Hertzberg, Gt^chichu des rimischen KaiserreicKe^.

W.
AUGUSTUS' BAND

(Ac 27'

F.

Adenky.

aTelptx

—

Xe^arr^,

'the Augustan Band'). A similar name is
In
the Italian Band (Ac 10' ffirtipo 'IraXiK^).
has 'cohort' for band.'
each case
The two designations have been fully discussed
by E. Egli (to whom I am chiefly indebted in the fol-

RV

RVm

lowng

'

ZlVTh.

In
xxvii. (1884) p. 10 ft".
both cases it may be said that there is no reference
to Roman legionaries. Judtea from 6 A.D. to shortly
before 70 A.D. was in the position of the ' inermes
proinncise,' and was garrisoned only by auxiliary
troops.
"The bulk of these auxiliaries were provincials ; thus, in the case of Ciesarea, Josephus
article) in

Ant. Xix. ix. 2)
cf.
us (BJ II. xiii. 7
that the larger part of the garrison consisted of
Syrians.
tells

;

The Augustan and
fore,

were not

in

many

The

latter,

cohortes civium
Romanorum,' cohortes Italicorum voluntariorum,'
which consisted of volunteers recruited in Italy,
i.e. for the most part of Italians who had been
unable to find 8er\-ice in the Praetorian Guard.
The Augustan band (which may or may not be
identical with the Italian band) had the name
read on an
Augustan as a title of honour.
inscription
'Ala Aug(usta) ob virtutem appelEgli, following
lata' (Orelli's Corjrus, No. 3412).
Schiirer, is inclined to accept as proved that this
title of honour was sometimes borne by auxiliary
have, howas well as by legionary troop.s.
of the

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

W.

AUL

is

E.

the spelling in mod. edd. of

Barnes.
AV. The

spellin" of 1611 was 'aule.'
Wyclif (1382) has
'
alle,' Ex 21" 'he shal thril his ear with an alle'
(ed. 1388 'a nal,' a mistake arising from joining
the n of ' an ' to ' awl,' the forms nal, nail, nalle,
and nawl being found. Cf. Topsell (1607), 'The
worm . . . must be pulled out by some naul or
Geneva Bible has ' awle,' (Coverdale,
needle ').
'botkin'),
'awl.'
See Awl.

RV

Hastings.
Hodijah AVm).
LeWte who taught the law under Ezra (1 Es
Called Hodiah, Neh 8'.
J.

AUTEAS

—A
9*»).

(Ai^rafos,

Hodiah

RVm,

AUTHORIZED YERSION.-See Versions.
AVARAN {Aiiapdr, Vulg. Abaron, Syr. .JQ_»j

C

(5auran), 1 Mac 2', but in
^avapdv A, Aipav k V,
Vul". Saura, Syr. as before), surname of Eleazar, the
brotlier of Judas Maccabseus.
The name probabljsignifies

pale

'

'

(pin,

AYEN (JIN). — A

from im,

or pale).

to be white,

H. A. White.
place-name occurring in this form

Ezk 30". The LXX gives 'HXtov iriXis, the usual
name of On, and it is evident that the name
was intentionally distorted from On to Aven,

in

Gr.

' idolatry'
(see Oxf. Heb. Lex. ), by a punning change
of vocalisation quite permissible in Heb. The slight
was the more contemptuous, as On was sacerdotal ly
the most important city in Egypt. With regard
to the context it should be remembered that On,
lying on the main road between the heart of Egj-pt
(at Memphis) and Sjn-ia, has been a notable battlefield on many occasions, even since the ruin of the

See Beth-shemesh and On.

city.

RV

'the
Plain (n^pa bikah) of Aven (Am 1»,
valley of Aven') is probably the Plain of Ccele
Syria, so called from the idolatrous worship of the
Sun in the great temple of Baalbek.
F. Ll. Griffith.
AVENGE is found in
both as trans, and
intrans. verb.
1. As a trans, verb the object may
be (1) a. person, and then the meaning is to vindicate by punishing the offender. Thus (a) actively,
Lk 18' A. me of mine adversary,' Nu 31' a. the
Lord of Midian (RV execute the Lord's vengeance on M.') ; (6) pass., I S 14" that I may be

The

AV

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

on mine enemies'; (c) reflex., 2 S 18" 'the
Lord hath a"" him of his enemies.' The prep, that
fovems the ofi'ender is indifl'erently on or of. (2)
he object may be a thing, and the meaning to
take satisfaction for,' as Dt 32" he will a. the
blood of his servants."
2. As an intrans. vb.
it is rare, and occurs in AV once only, Lv 19"
'Thou ehalt not a. nor bear any grudge against
a""

'

'

Italian bands (cohorts), there-

any case legionary.

no doubt, was one

ever,

We

:

We

• Once the person <m vhom the vengeance falls is made the
Hubject of the verb, Gn 4** ' If Cain shall Ite avenged sevenThi.s is the sense
fold, truly Lamech seventy and sevenfold.*
in which" the passage is taken by the Doiiay Bible, whicii
translates, Sevenfould vengeance shall be taken of Cain,' and
adds the comment, * by prolongation of his miserable life
til hia seventh generation, when one of his own Issue slew
him.' AV follows the Geneva, which has the niarg. note, ' He
mocked at God's sufferance in Kain, Jesting as though God
would suffer none to punish him, and yet give him licence to
murther others.' But the Heb. means, * if Cain shall take
vengeance for any wrong done him, Lamech (perhaps with the
use of the new weapons) much more.' So Del. : ' Denn siebenfach wird Kain geracht,' DUlm., etc Cf. G. W. Wade, TheBoik
of Genegit (189ti), p. 214, ' The Song of Lamech celebrates the
invention of weapons, and implies that the possession of them
confers the power of exacting greater vengeance than tbJ><
demanded by God against anyone who might slay Kain.'
'

—

'

'

AVITH

AX,

In mod. Ubnge
children of thy people.'
retained for the sense of just venjre.ince,
while 'reveni;e' is used for the gratilication of
resentment. This distinction does not obtain in
has endeavoured to introduce it.
AV, but
Thus Jer 15" a. me of my persecutors (for
*
revenge me '), Nah 1' ' The Lord is a jealous God
revengeth '), and 2 Co 10' being in
and a«" (
readiness to a. all disobedience' (AV 'revenge').
the

'a,'

IB

RV

'

AV

AV

'

'

avenger

'

'

for

'

'

'

'

;

AYITH
rite is

(r-u^),

Gn 36».—A Moabite

city.

The

unknown.

AVOID. — This verb is used thirteen times in AV
Wis 16*- " one), yet it does not twice
translate the same word.
In 1 S 18" there is an

(counting

instance of the intrans. use, David a*"* out of his
presence twice.' Cf. North, Plutarch, tliey made
proclamation
that all the Volsces should avoid
out of Rome before sunset.' In this sense 'avoid'
is most frequently used in the imperative.
Thus
Coverdale's tr. of Mt 16^ is
Auoyde fro me,
Sathan.' Cf. Shaks. Comedy of Errors, IV. iii. 48
'

'

.

.

.

'

*

Satan, avoid

AVOUCH.— Dt
Lord

I

1

charge thee, tempt me not
J. Hastings.

26"-

t

"

only,

'

Thou hast

a*"

the

day to be thy God
and the Lord
bath a"' thee this day to be his peculiar people.'
Advocare became in French first avouer, whence
Eng. avow,' and then avochier, whence avouch,'
the latter with a more technical meaning, to call
this

.

.

aXE
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K

2. People from Avva (cf. hT-ah, 2
18" 19", Is
37"), whom the kin<; of Assyria settled in N. Israel
after the capture of Samaria, and who set up idolatrous worship there (2
H**-")W. J. Beecher.
(o>'a), Jos 18".—
town of Benjamin,

K

A

AYYIM

unknown.

See preceding

art.

'

'

on one in law as defender, guarantor,' etc. In AV
avouch is scarcely to be distingui.slied from the use
of
avow with a person as obj. ' to acknowledge,
declare to be one's own.'
J. HASTINGS.
'

AYYA, AVYIM, AYYITES

AWAIT.— Only Ac 9"

*
their laying await (Gr.
their plot ') was known of
Saul.' Await is often read as if it were an adv.;
it is, however, a subst.
Tindale has simply ' There
awjij-te wer knowen of Saul.'
Blount, Law Diet.
(16'J1), says, 'Await seems to signify what we now
call waylaying or lying in wait, to execute some
mischief.'
J. HASTINGS.
i)

(nijcn, o!

Ei/aro.).— The

A

spelling Avim, Avites is incorrect.
1.
people
which lived in villages near Gaza, and was superseded by the Ca|)htorite Philistines (Dt 2^). In
the Sept. their name is confounded with that of
the Hivvites, and some scholars have regarded
them as a branch of the Hivvites.
That they
were not so, but wore of the giant peoples of Pal.,

rendered probable by two considerations: (1)
they are spoKen of in Dt 2 precisely as are the
other giant ])eople8, except that they are not expressly said to be rcpluiim
(2) the name
is
uniformly used in the jilural ('the Avvim,' that
is, the Avvites, not the Avvite), a usage by which
the Philistines as a whole, and the several giant
peoples, are distinguished from the Can. peoples.
That they once had possessions in the mount.ain
country, as well as near Gaza, may be probably
inferred from the fact that one of the towns of
lienjaniin was called 'the Avvim' (Jos IS^").
The
statement that the Cai>litorim destroyed them does
not neces-sarily imj)ly that they were then exterminated and we lind them mentioned among the
peoples that Joshua failed to conquer, along with
the Philistines but not of them, the Avvites going
along with the Gazite, the Gittite, the Ekronite,
etc. (Jos 13').
Presumably, the.se Avvim are to be
identified with the Anakim who were left over in
Gaza, Gath, and ."Vslukxl (Jo., II--), and were the
ancestors of the gianU of David's time.
See
;

Giant, liKPiiAiM.

KV

'

AWAY WITH.— 1.

Is 1" • the calling of assemcannot away with.' Although with the
force of a verb, it is really an adv. with the verb
elided, get away with, i.e. get on with, tolerate.
Cf. More, Utopia, p. 165 (Arber ed.), 'He could
not away with the fashions of his country folk';
and Sanderson, Serm. (1621), 'He being the Father
of lyes .
cannot away with the Truth.' The
Heb. has a still greater ellipsis than the Eng.,
being simply ^:in-.sS / cannot. Such verbs, howblies,

I

.

ever, as
in Heb.

.

to be able, |x? to refuse, are really trans.
p. 129.
2. Other
elliptical expressions, as fix 19'^ ' Away, get thee
' Go,
'22" '
Uown '
get thee down '),
'yj;

See Davidson, Si/ntax,

(RV

Away

Ac

with such a fellow from the earth,' are easily exin use.
3.
Make him away
= make away with him' (KV
him'; cf. Wis 12* AV 'to destroy
once,' RV to make away with them at

plained and
in

still

Mac

1

'destroy

them at

'

16'^

'

'

once').

J.

Hastings.

'
AWE.— Besides He
(for
reverence,'
Gr. J^os), only in the phrase 'stand in awe.'
gives Ps 4* (in), 3,r {tr.), and 119"' {ir.p).
retains these, changin" also fear into stand in
29-='
awe in Ps 22» (k->.;), Is
and was afraid
(p;;)
into 'stood in awe of in 1 S 18" {-oi), Mai 2'
(a^rr).
Ruskiu {Mud. Painters, II. in. i. 14, § 26)
says that awe is the contemplation of dreadfulnesa
from a position of safety, as a stormy sea from
the shore
while fear is the contemplation of

1^ RV

AV

'

AV
RV

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

dreadf Illness

when one

obnoxious to danger from
a feeling for some distinction of this kind that RV made those changes
but in old Eng. awe stood for fear or dread even
of an acute kind, and no such distinction can be
discovered in AV either from the Heb. or the
English words. Cf. Shaks. J. C. I. ii. 95

Perhaps

it.

it

was

is

\vith

;

is

;

airuv,

^iri/SouXJ)

.

'

'

'

'

revenger in Nu So'"- ^- "•
"•",2s 14", Uo 13*. and 'avenging' (subst.) for
'
revenge,' 2 Co 7". Again, Lv 19" thou shalt
not a.' (KV ' take vengeance ') in Ro 12" Avenge
not yourselves, beloved,' is retained, because the
ref. 18 to righteous vengeance.
Avenger of blood.
See GOEL. Avengement is found 2 S 22"", and
avengements Ps IS"" for 'vengeance.' Cf. Edward
Irving, liahylon, ii. 319, ' The Lord, in all His
avengements, hath ... an eye ... to the reformation of the wicked.'
J. Hastinqs.
Cf. also

—

'

1

had aa

In

awe

not be as live to be
such a tbiujf as I myself.

lief

of

J.

AWL

Hastings.

(yyij).- An instrument mentioned in Ex
21' and Dt 15" in connexion with the boring of the
ear of a slave.
In Syria the awl is used only by
shoemakers and other workers in leather. It la
straight, and tapers to a sharp poinit.

AX,

AXE

W. Carslaw.
most

AV

modem

editions of
spell
ax, although the edition of 1011 had axe throughout) is EV tr. of seven Heb. words, the distinction
between which cannot always be discovered. 1. ii-^;
(probably 'pick-axe') Dt 19» 20", 1
6', Is 10'".
2. D-jn (properly 'sword') Ezk 26".
3. Va'3 (KV
•hatchet") Ps 74*.
4. .-niij 2 S 12".
The sanii'
word should be read in the parallel passajrc
(in

K

1

Ch

2u"' for 8. t);?, which
12>"). 6. irjp Is 44" (

and 2 S

iiirri-

(cf.

tongs '), Jer
Jer 46-^
'

:f

10^.

9«, 1 S 13 »»', Ps 74»,
axe occurs twice (Mt 3'", Lk 3») as tr. ol
See also the following article.
J. A. Sgldik.

7. ci-;5 .Ig

In

means 'saw'

AV

NT

;

AZARIAH

4.XE
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—Two

types of axe were known in both
One was developed from the
Btone axe, and is longer from back to edge than it

AXE.

Egypt and

Palestine.

AZAREL(SN-iiy).— 1.
at Ziklag

(1

called

25'"),

Ch"" 12«).

A
2.

Korhite fol. ower of David
A sou of Heman (1 Ch

in v.* Uzziel.

3.

Son of JeroUam,

prince of the tribe of Dan when David numbered
son of Bani, who had
the people (1 Ch 2T^). i.
priest, the
married a foreign wife (Ezr lO'"). 5.
son of Ahzai (Neh 11"). 6. One of tlie Levite
musicians who marched upon the ri^ht at the
dedication of the walls (Neh 12^). (AV h-as in the
first five instances Azareel, and in No. 6 Azarael.)

ia acroaa.

A

A

J.

AZARIAH

BRONZE AXB.

(Fiom

Tell el Hesy.) *

The other type was purely

metallic,

and was

A. Selbie.

'Whom

J" aids').— 1.
King of Judah ; see tJzziAH. 2. 2 Ch 22» for
Ahaziah.
3. 2 Ch 15'"' a prophet, son of Oded,
who met Asa's victorious army, on their return
from defeating Zerah the Ethiopian, at Mareshah,
and urged them to begin and persevere in a religious
reform.
His speech is a general illustration, from
tlie experience of the past, of his opening words
Tlie Lord is ^Wth you while ye be with him ; and
if ye seek him, he will be found of you
but if ye
forsake him, he will forsake you.' It is conceived
in the same spirit as the historical retrospects in
Jg 2""^' and Neh 9.
Now, for long seasons' (v.'),
in those times (v."), refer to periods of national
defection ; the inhabitants of the lands,' nation
against nation (w."- *), are magniloquent indications of the foreign oppressions, oi' the civil wars
between the various tribes of Israel (cf. Gn 25").
Kamphausen renders the whole jiassage in the
future
but a prediction seems irrelevant here.
In v.* 'Azariah' should be read for 'Oded,' with
Pesh. Vulg.
B has 'ASdS, but 'ilSriS in v.',
wliere
has 'AddS (in 28" both have '05i)5). 4.
4',
High priest in the reign of Solomon, 1
where ne is called son of Zadok, though really of
6'"
Ahimaaz (1 Ch 6^). The note in 1 Ch
he it is
that executed the priest's office in the house that
Solomon built in Jerusalem,' is misplaced, and
must refer to this man, and not to his grandson of
the same name. S. 1 Ch 6'", Ezr 7', father of
('n.liv,

n,-i'5!,

:

'

developed from a sharp ed^e of metal inserted
into a stick, as seen in early Egyp. forma.

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

A

A

OOPPKR AXE (BATTLE AXBTX

(From

Tell el Hesy.)*

K

'

Probably the first type was used as a tool, the
second as a weapon.
In Egypt the axe was attached to the handle,
but neither passed through the other. In Assyria
the axe appears to have passed through the handle
(Bonomi, Nineveh, fig. 69).
But the handle
passing through the axe, as in modem usage, is

unknown until the Roman age.
The material of axes as tools was

first

stone,

then copper, bronze, and, lastly, iron. The latter
metal was unknown for tools in Egypt, and still
rare in Assyria at 700 B.C.
Hence the use of
the word iron for axe-head among a party of
peasants in Pal. two centuries earlier (2 K 6'),
seems as if it were a variation due to a later copyist.
W. M. Flinders Pktrie.
AXLE, AXLETREE.—See Wheel.
*

;

'

—

AZAEL {'AfdTjXos). Father of the Jonathan who
with Ezekias undertook the investigation of the
matter of the foreign marriages (1 Es 9", cf. Ezr 10"
Asahel).

Amariah, who was high priest under Jehoshaphat.
This man, therefore, must have held the office in
the reign of Asa
on this list see Amariah,
Nos. 2, 3. 6. High priest in the reign of Uzziah
(2 Ch 26'*'™), who with his attendant priests withstood and denounced the king when he presumptuously attempted to usurp the priests' onice
of burning incense upon the altar.
'The wrath of
Uzziah at being thus resisted, and his persistence,
were at once divinely punished. An eartliquake
;

;

'

'

'

;

'

man.
(B 'AfdijXot, A 'AfaiiX), 1 Es 9»«.— One
of those who put away their strange wives after
the return under Ezra. There ia no corresponding
name in Ezr 10".

AZAELDS

Am

1', Zee 14")
took place (Jos. Ant. LX. x. 4 cf.
the
the leprosy brake forth in his forehead'
priests 'looked upon him' (cf. Lv 13'), and thrust
Iiim out of the temple.
In 2 K 15° we only read
that the Lord smote the king, so that he was a
leper.'
The conclusion is almost inevitable, that
here, as often elsewhere, the Chronicler has
supplied a justification for the afflictions of a good

The narrative acquires

m

additional signifi-

cance when we note that
expanding 1 K 9", he
omits the statement that Solomon burnt incense
upon the altar that was before the Lord.' 7.
2 Ch 31'", high priest in the reign of Hezekiah,
described as chief priest, of the house of Zadok,'
and 'the ruler of the house of God' (v."). This
last plirase is also found in 1 Ch 9", Neh 1 1", where
it is uncertain whether it refers to Ahitub II. or to
Azariah (Seraiah), i.e. Eliashib, as rei)resentative
of that house (Rawlinson).
A very similar title is
api)lied in Jer 20' to Pashhur, who was not high
priest..
Perhaps the office indicated is tliat of tlie
'Captain of the temple' (Ac 4' S"-""). To tliis
high priest and to Hezekiah the Chronicler ascribes
the building of store chambers in the temple to
receive the oblations of the people.
8. In the
-.
_.
genealogy of Jehozadak, 1 Ch 6"-", and in t^Ij^j
'

'

AZALIAH

('i;^ss

AZANIAH

(n;:i(«

K

'whom

J" hath set apart'; 2
22», 2 Ch 34»).— Father of Shaphan, the scribe
under Josiah.

(Neh

10»).

AZARAIAS
Es

'J" hath heard ').—

A

Levite

See Genealogy.

(B 'Afopafos,

A

Sapaks,

AV Saraias),

— Seraiah, the father, or more prob.

a more
remote ancestor, of Ezra (Speaker's Com. on 2 Es 1').
H. St. J. Thackeray.
1

8'.

• By kind permiaaion of the Cominittee of
Kxyloratioo Fuod.

the Palestine

of Ezra, Ezr

7',

Azariah (Ezerias,

1

Es

8'

;

Azarrias,

AZAZEL

AZAKIAS
Hilkiah, hif;h priest under
is son of
and father of Seraiah, who was killed by
There is room in the history
Neh\iihadie//ar.

2 Es

but in 1 Ch 'J", Neh U'',
who dwelt in Jerusalem in
in a
the time of Neneniiah, is found an Azariah or
Seraiah, whose genealofjy is traeed up to the
second Ahitub, and is all but identical with that of
Jehozadak and Kzra. This Azariah must be the
priest clan, second in the list, Neh lU^; called
Ezra (K^i;;) in the lists, Neh 12'- ", where it conies
In Neh 12^, where both Azariah and Kzra
third.
are mentioned, perhaps the former is the same as
Seraiah see No. 7. 9. 1 K 4", a son of Nathan,
who was over the officers,' i.e. the twelve com10. 1 Ch 2", son of the
missariat otlicers (v.').
Ethan whose wisdom was surpassed by that of
Solomon (1 K 4")- !!• 1 Ch 2^, a man of Judah
who had Egyptian blood in his veins (v.**). 12.
1 Ch 0-^, a Ivohathite Levite (called Uzziah in
1 Ch 6**), an ancestor of the prophet Samuel.
13, 14. 2 Ch 21', Azariah and Azariahu, two of the
six sons of Jehoshaphat, to whom tlieir father gave
'great gifts' and 'fenced cities,' and who were
slain by their elder brother Jehoram on his accession (li om. both, but A has thcin).
15, 16. 2 Ch
23', Azariah and Azariahu, two of the five captains
of hundreds who assisted Jehoiada in the restoration of Joa.sh.
It is just possible that the second
of these, the son of Obed,' may be the same as
17.
No. 11, who was the grandson of Obed.
2 Ch 28", one of the four heads of the children
of Ephraim,' in the reign of I'ekah, who sujiported
the proiihet Oded when he rebuked the army of
Israel for purposing to enslave the captives of
Judah. He and his fellows treated the captives
kindly, and conducted them back to Jericho.
18, 19. 2 Ch 29''^ two Levites, a Koliathite and a
Merarite. The son of the former, Joel, and the
latter, were among those who took a leading part
in cleansing the temple in the reign of Hezekiah.
20. Nell S'", one of those who rejtaired the wall of
Jerusalem, probably a priest. 21. Neh 7', called
Seraiah, Ezr 2'; Zacharias, 1 Es 5*; one of the
twelve leaders of Israel who returned with
Zerubbabel.
22. Neh 8' (LXX om. )j Azarias,
Es 9**, one of those who heli)ed the Levites to
1
cause the people to understand the law.' 23.
Jer 43', son of Hoshaiah (the Maacatliite, 40"),
also called Jezaniah (4U", 42'), Jaazaniah (2 K 25''),
etc.
He was one of the 'captains of the forces'
who joined Gedaliah at Mizpah. They warned
him of his danger (Jer 40'^), and endeavoured
Hut, the assassin
to avenge his murder (41").
escaping, they feared lest they should be imjilicated
in tlie affair, and prepared to llee into Egyjit.
They then went through the fonn of consulting
Jeremiah but when he advised them to stay in
Jud.Ta, 'all the proud men' refused, and carried
off the prophet to Egypt.
24. The Ileb. name of
Abednego, Dn 1»- '•"•>" 2" (see Hananiah).
N. J. D. WiiiTK.
AZARIAS ("Afap/as).— 1. 1 Es 9", called Uzziah,
Ez 10". 2. 1 Es 9", one of tho.se who stood beside
Ezra at the reading of the law the name is
omitt«d in Neh 8'. 3. 1 Es 9*", called Azariah,
Neh 8'. 4. Name a-ssuined by the angel Kaiihael
(To 5" 0»- " 7" 9').
S. A captain in the army of
u

hi};h priest;
list of those ijriests

for suili

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

:

Judas Maccabams

(1

Mac

6'"-

"•

"").

AV

AZARU

(1$ 'Afapos, A'Afovpot,
Azuran), 1 Es
progenitor of a family of 432 who returned with Zerubbabel. There is no corresn. name
in the lists of Ezr and Neh.
He is |)erliai)s identical
with Azzur (B 'ASo\Jp k
'Afoilp) in Neii 10".

6".

— The

;

(1

AZAZEL

1')

Josiali,

A

AZAZ (ijv), a Keubenite,
Ch 6»). See GENEALOGY.

the

father of

Bela

16'-

'''•"'),

(^!K!:?,).

— The

name

supposed to have
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of the spirit (Lv

abode in the wilderof Atonement, the goat

its

whom, on the Day
laden with the sins of the people was sent {ib.
v.'"").
'Azazel is not mentioned elsewhere in OT
but the name occurs in the Book of Enoch (2nd
cent. B.C.) as that of the leader of the evil angels
who (Gn U'- *) formed unions with the daughters of
men, and (as the legend is developed in the Book
of Enoch) taught them various arts, and whose
offspring, the giants, tilled the earth with unrighteousness and ulood. On account of the wickedness wrought by 'Azazel upon earth, the four
archangels, Michael, Gabriel, Uriel, and Raphael
(9' Gr.), are represented as impeaching him before
the Almighty, who thereupon (ch. 10)l)ids Raphael
bind him hand and foot, and secure him, under
rough and jagged rocks,' at a place in the desert
called Dudael," until on 'the greatdayof judgment'
he is cast into the fire.* Whether this legend is
developed from the notice of 'Azazel in Lv, taken
in connexion with the fact that the goat was
actually, in the time of the Second Temple, led
away to perish at the spot referred to, or whether
the belief in the existence of such a spirit, bound
in the wilderness, had already arisen at the time
when the ceremonial of Lv 16 was framed, we do
nut know the latter alternative is supported by
Cheyne (ZATW 1895, pp. 153-156), who supposes
that the aim of this part of the ritual of the Day
of Atonement was partly to provide the ignorant
people with a visible token of the removal of the
sins of the year, partly to abolish the cultus of the
seirlm (Lv 17', 2 Ch ll'», 2 K 23* [reading onTi? hegoats, for D"ivci gates] cf. Is 13" 34"), by substituting a single personal angel, 'Azazel (evil no doubt
by nature, but rendered harmless by being bound),
for the crowd of impersonal and dangerous se'irim.
But whatever the precise attributes with which
'Azazel was invested at the time when the ritual
of Lv 16 was framed, there can be little doubt that
the ceremonial was intended as a symbolii^al
declaration that the land and people are now
purged from guilt, their sins being handed over to
the evil spirit to whom they are held to belong,
and whose home is in the desolate wilderness,
remote from human habitations (v." 'into a land
cut oil'). No doubt the rite is a survival from an
older stage of popular belief, engrafted on, and
accommodated to, the sacrificial system of the
Eor the expulsion of evils, whether
Hebrews.
maladies or sins, from a community, by their being
laid symbolically upon a material medium, there
are many analogies in other countries (see J. G.
Frazer, The Gulden Buuf/h, ii. 182fl'.).t The belief
in goblins, or demons {jimi), haunting the wilderness and vexing the traveller, is particularly
common in Arabia (see Wellhausen, iieste Arab.
Ileidentums, pp. 135-140) J; in OT it is found in
Lv 17', Is 13" 34" ('satyrs,' lit. he-goats, and
'Azazel must have
Lilith, the night-monster).
ness, to

;

'

'

:

;

• Of. 54^^- 6M, 6^ and 81, which also mention 'Azazel, but treat
an flrBt but on tenth in command, are considered by
l>illm. aniit'Iiur)es(A'MorA, ]>, (U)to lielonjj to a later stratum of the
worit. Tile tlrst part of tiie mime I>iula-el has been ingeniously
exi>Iained i)V i'-vust-r (Jii/t. Ztitc/ir. 18(34-18115, p. 201) as a corItdiU lladiidO' ^'place of stiarp rocks'),
niiitioii of iiadiuio in
tile place V2, miles from Jems., to wnich, occonliiii' to the
Miahn:i O'oinn ciW- «), the Targ. of Ps.-Jon. (on Lv 10i»-22), ond
other authoritieH, the j{oat was led on the I)ay of Atonement,
lifih
and preciiiitjtled over the rocks that it mi)<ht nerish.
lloilu'fo rum been identilled, with (;reat probability, with a
ruined site now called Bt'l-hwlfilttn, on tne edj^e of a chalk
range, overhanging' a 8t<.'ep and rncky chasm, nearly due K. of
1880,
Jems., and at the required distance (Sdiick,

him not

'

ZDFV,

p. '218).

»

OT

(the
the aim of the rite described In Lv 14«f- •'
lei loose in the ritual of purillcation ofter leprosy) is
prnbablv niinilur (liilhn. p. 63:!; Nowock, Arch. il. 2Ulf.: W. U.
Snulh, UH. .Vem.'p. iTl).

In the
living bird
\

J

The

gttiil

('suriiriser'

(Lane. Arab. Ltce. p. 2911).

;

plur. 'aqhxrAt) wa« one of them
See also Hmith, Ret. Stm.* p. IMfL

8'::

AZZUR

AZAZIAH

208
been such a
the rest, in

spirit, sufficiently

distinguished from

the repeated investigations of the Survey partiei
failed to establish its existence.
C. R. Condbb.

popular imagination, to receive a
special name, and no doubt invested with attributes
which, though unknown to us, were perfectly
familiar to those for whom the ceremonial of Lv 16

Jonathan

was

2.

lirst

designed.
of the

The meaning

No

root

Sij;

is

name is very uncertain.
known in Hebrew but 'azala in
;

hence
Arab, means to remove, place far apart
it has been conjectured that the name may have
signified the averterol evil (Ges. ),* or have denoted
a spirit, supposed to separate travellers in the desert
from their companions, or divert them from their
way (Steiner, and, with some reserve, Dillm.).t
Cheyne considers that the name was originally
W'\2, 'God is strong' (cf. tn;i!i; 1 Ch 15-'), t but
that it was afterwards deliberately altered, to
conceal the true derivation of tha fallen angel's
name.§
LiTERATCRB.—0€8. Thet. ».«. (p. 1012 f.); Dillm. on Lt 168;

— A

AZEL

(Ss¥ perh. 'noble').
1.
descendant ol
See Genealooy.
(1 Ch 8»'*'«=9*'*").

(AV Azal) The name of an unidentified site in
the neighbourhood of Jerus. (Zee 14'), possibly the
same as Betb-ezel of Mic 1".
J. A. Selbib.

;

186 f. (where further references are ^ven)
also Ewald, Alt. p. 479 f. ; Lehre von Gott, ii. 2911.; Oehler,
OT Theol. i 140 ; Schultz, OT Thtol. i. 403-406.
S. R. Driver.

Nowack, Arch,

ii.

— A

(w;!!!?,).
Levite musician who
1.
took part in the proceedings when David brought
up the ark to Jems. (1 Ch 15-'). 2. The father
of Hoshea the prince of Ephraim when David
numbered the peojile (1 Ch 27-'"). 3. An overseer
of the temple in Hezekiah's reign (2 Ch 31").

AZ&ZIAH

AZBUK

Neh 3").—Nehemiah, the

son of
A., took part in rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem.
(piaiB

—

AZETAS ('AftjTis), 1 Es 5".—The head of a
family which returned with Zerubbabel. There is
no corresponding name in the lists of Ezr and Neh.
H. St.

1

Es

AZIEL

form of Jaaziel

—

gestion, but interpreting more probably, conjectures that
originally 'azdzU was a collective designation of such spirits of
the desert (from a sing. 'azrd^ ; Wriglit, .4r. (rraTmn. i. § 305, II.),
and that it only gradually became the name of a single spirit.
t Not only Gabriel and Michael in Dn, but also many of the

other names of angels in the Book of Enoch, are compounded
with Kl CJod (Ariel, Raphael, Kokabiel, Taraiel, etc. see vi, 7).
The rendering of AV gcape-goat, inherited from the 'Great
HiMe' of l.S.'J9, may be traced back through Seb. Miinster
cAper abiturus'), Coverdale ('the free goat'), Luther ('der
ledige Bock*), and Jerome ("caper emissarius') to the rpayot
Lwtpx^fMvtt (v.'o «^<i>i*o<) of S>'Qimachus(2nd cent.) ; but implies
« derivation (SlNJi^rrSlK \\!_ 'the gmTig goat') opposed to the
arenius of the Heb. language (which does not form such compounds), besides being mconsistent with the marked antithesis
between for 'A zazft and for Jehovah, which does not leave it
open to doubt that the former is conceived as a personal being.
to whom (cf. V.2' ) the goat is sent. The Targ. of Pa. -Jon. (on v.i»)
and other Jewish authorities interpret 'Azazel as the name of
the strong and difficult place* (Tpi "j'pn inK,— Implying the
Tiew that the first part of the word waa in some way connected
with ^V »trong) in the wildemeas to which the goat wa« sent
the LXX (v.S rm K<rtTefi/Ttt,^, v.IO tit rrf ir»Teu.<rnf, v. 38 tlf
i,'i»i>) seems to have rendered freely, treating the word in v.
as meaning ihe out sent awai/ (see Field, Utxapla, Auctarium,
v.i0-2fi a-s meaning dimnUsal
the latter rendorinn
p. 60), and in
has also been adopted by some moderns. But these expl.iiiations are equally open to philological or other objections, which
place them out of the question.
All the principal modern
authorities agree in explaining 'Azazel as a personal name.
Srapr-fioat Is, however, a felicitous expression
it has he<-onie
clo-ssicjil in English; and there is no reason why it should nut
be retained as a term descriptive of the goat sent into the
wilderness, proWded it be clearly understood that it is In no
way ft rendering of the Heb. 7TKtv.
'

:

'

ij

I.'

'

;

;

-«-).—

Ch

AZM AVETH
(1
1

Ch
Ch

as he

is called 1

A

(hipiy).— 1.

J.

(Ezr 10").

ll"), prob. identical

Called

H. A. White.

descendant of Saul

One of David's mighty men

2.

S*").

A Levite skilled
A shortened

IS**).

Ch IS"*.
Thackbray.
Palmyr. iriy). — One of the Jews

("^S'la;),

AZIZA (Ki'is;, cf.
who had taken strange wives
Zardeus (wh. see) 1 Es 9^.

with A. of

(2

S

23'',

Ch

1

whose sons joined David at Ziklag, and A. of
27^, who was over the king's treasuries.'

12»,

1

Cb

'

A

T

Sklrti''

AZMAYETH (niaiy, given in 2 S '23^', 1 Ch 8",
as a personal name), 1 Ch 12^ Ez 2^, Neh T^.—A
town of Benjamin, the same as Beth-azmaveth in
the last-cited passage, inhabited by the Jews after
the Captivity. Now Hizmeh, a small place on the
hills S.E. of Gibeah.
See SIVP vol. iii. sheet xvii.
C. R. CONDER.
AZMON (jtoiy), Nu 34*. Jos 15^ Ezem, Jos
IS*" 19'.
place on the border of Judah, somewhere south of Beersheba, afterwards given to

—A

•

This was retjTies of Arab, 'broken,* or collective, plurals.
marked long ago by Bochart (Hieroz. i. 750.
with many
examples), though he atssigned to it an improbable meaning
Steiner (Schenkel, liibellex. v. 599), adopting the same sug-

B 'OftiiJX, A

H. St.

Jos

;

(Skcii;,

in the use of the psaltery (1

Simeon.

'

—

8».

AverruruMt. So Olsh. $ 188», Stede, i 124", treating azd'zil
ftj9 (anomalously) softened from the intensive form 'azalzet.
t The form of the word is peculiar, and resembles one of the

(njjiy

TUACKBRAY.

One of the ancestors of Ezra (2 Es !•),
Azariah, Ezr T, and Ozias (AY Ezias),

AZIEI.
called

'a place hoed over'). A city of
Judah, named Jos 10'"-", 1 S 17', 2 Ch 11», Neh ll**.
It was evidently near the valley of Elah and near
Gath, and was a frontier fortress of Rehoboam.
The Jews inhabited it and the villages thereof
The later notices would agree
after the Captivity.
with a site in the south, where the name might be
traced at Tell el 'Azek but this would not suit the
The name El 'Azek is stated to
earlier notices.
occur in the hills north of the valley of Elah, but

AZEKAH

J.

AZGAD.—See Astad.

The

site is

unknown.

AZNOTH-TABOR

(^^3l|l nVj|(<
the ears of Tabor ')
marked the S.W. comer of the
Naphtali. The lower slopes of Mt. Tabor.

19**.

lot of

AZOR
See

'

—This

("Afiip).—

An

ancestor of Jesus

(Mt

1"-").

Genealogy.

AZOTDS ('Aft-rroi).—1. Ashdod (wh. see), Jth 2=*,
Mac4"5®' l0"-™-8».M n* 14" le'" Ac 8*. 2. The
hill on which Ashdod stands (1 Mac 9").
C. R. CONDER.
AZRIEL (Sk-iis 'help of God').— 1. The head of
1

a 'father's house' in the half tribe of Mana.sseli
E. of Jordan (1 Ch 5"). 2. A man of Naiihtali
(1

Ch

27'*).

3.

The

father of Seraiah (Jer 36").

A

AZRIKAM

son of Neariah (1 Ch
(Djjnis).—1.
descendant of Jonathan (1 Ch S" 9").
1. The 'ruler
3. A Levite (1 Ch 9", Neh 11").
of the house' under Abaz, slain by Zichri the
Ephraimite (2 Ch 28').
3=»).

2.

A

AZOBAH
2.

Mother

AZZAN

(n:)iB,).— 1.

of

Wife

Jehoshaphat

(1

of Caleb

(I)B).— Father of Paltiel

AZZDR

(T»y

(1

Ch 2"").

K 22*^ = 2 Ch

'helper').—!.

(Nu

One

20=").

34*").

of those -wlm

covenant (Neh 10"). 2. Father ol
Hananiah the false prophet (Jer 28'). 3. FathiT
of Jaazaniah, one of the princes of the people (Ezli
11').
Nos. 2 and 3 are spelt in AV Azur.
J. A. Selbix.
sealed

the

;

B
—

This letter is used in critical notes in the
and NT (except in Kev) to denote the readings
It
of the Vatican MS' (Codex Vaticanua 1209).
ia a quarto volume, consisting at present of 759
B.

OT

'

leaves of fine vellum, written (except the poetical
books of OT) in three columns to a page. It has
lost 31 leaves at the beginning (Gn 1-46^), part of
2»-' "i^), 10 leaves after f. 348
a leaf at f. 178 (2
(Ps 105"-13T'') [Eng. 106. 138]. The
begins on f.
618, and breaks oft at f. 759 in the middle of He 9".
The liooks are arranged in the following order Gn
to2Ch, Eb 1 and 2, Ps, Pr, Ee, Ca, Job,Wi8,Sir, Est,
Jth.To, 12 Proph, Is, Jer, Bar, La, Ep. Jer, Ezk, Dn
(Theodotion's version). Gospels, Ac, Cath. Epp., Ro,
1 and 2 Co, Gal, Eph, Ph, Col, 1 and 2 Th, He.
The
codex never contained the Prayer of Manasses or
the Books of the Maccabees. Tlie loss of leaves at
the end makes it impossible to speak definitely of
the contents of its
canon. Of the books now
recoipised it lacks 1 and 2 Ti, Tit, Pliilem, Kev. The

K

NT

:

NT

missmg chapters

in

He and

the

Rev were added

in

15th cent., perhaps, asTregelles conjectures, in preparation for its presentation to the Library. This
part of the
293') in He,
is (juoted as 263 (Greg.
aa 91 in Rev. The orig.
was written at some
time in 4th cent., and is the work, according to
Tischendorf (the Roman editors reserve their judgment), of three scribes, one of whom, the scribe who
wrote NT, is identified (also by Tischendorf) with
the scribe who wrote part of OT and a few leaves

MS

'

'

'

MS

'

'

of NT in N (which see).
On this identification it
seems impossible as yet to pronounce a final verdict.
Annitage Robinson, however, has pointed out that
there is other evidence to show that the two great
Bibles once stood side by side in the same library
{Eul/uUiana, p. 37). This evidence is supplied by
the presence in the margin both of X and B (in each,
apparently, as the result of an early insertion) of
a remarkable system of chapter-numbering in the
Acts, derived ultimately from the work of Euthalius, and found besicfes in two important MSS
of the Latin Vulg. {am and /u).
In the Gospels B lacks the Ammonian sections
and Eusebian canons, and presents a division into
sections which appears besides only in E (Codex
Zacynthius) an 8th cent. MS of St. Luke.
In
Acti, besides the system already referred to, there
is an earlier (?) one, making 36 chapters.
The
Cath. Epp. also show an earlier and a later system
of division into chapters. From the earlier system
2 P was ajiparently excluded. The system
the
Pauline Lpp. is remarkable. They are treated as
a single book, and the sections numbered continuously throughout, the sequence of the numbers
showing that in the source from wliich this system
of division was derived, Hebrews stood between
Galntiant and Ephesians.

m

The

MS is still

Hort
suggested Rome
Amiitage Robinson's work on
Kutlialius gives some plausibility to Rendel Harris'
suggestion of Cirsarea. The Text of the MS was
birthplace of the

obscnre.

;

revised soon after it had been written, with the
helii of a fresh MS, by a corrector who is quoted

as B» in the NT and B' by Swele in the OT. Six
centuries later another scribe (B'' = B') retraced the
faded original writing throughout. In consequence,
the work of the original scribe is almost entirely
hidden from siglit except in the case of isolated
woias or letters which the restorer, for one reason
or another, omitted to retrace.
The text of the OT section of this
has been
generally accessible since it was taken as the basis
VOL. I.
14

MS

—

LXX

of the Roman edition of the
in 1587.
Its
text, on the other hand, during the first half
of the present century, was to be ascertained only
by a comparison of three more or less imperfect
collations,
one made by Bartolocci in 1669, preserved in Paris ; one made for Bentley by Mico about

NT

—

1720 (supplemented by Rulotta 1730), preserved
one by Birch, pub-

in Trin. Coll., Cambridge ; and
lished in 1788, 1798, and 1801.

The MS was taken
by Napoleon, and there carefully examthough not collated, by Hug in 1809. After
its restoration to the Vatican it was inspected at
various times by Tischendorf, Tregelles, and
Alford, but under conditions that precluded
thorough collation.
Since 1850 three editions,
to Paris
ined,

purporting to give the text of the MS, l;?ive been
published at Rome. The first, under the names of
Alai and Vercellone, in 1857
the second, under
the same names, in 1859
the third, under the
names of Vercellone and Cozza, at various dates
;

;

between 1868 and

1881.

These editions are now

superseded by a magnificent reproduction in photographic facsimile of the entire MS. Its readings
in the or are most readily accessible in Swete's
Camb. edition, 1887-1889. They are recorded in
the NT in the critical editions of Tregelles and
Tischendorf.
Note.— The same Bymbol, In critical notes on Rev, denotes an
MS of Rev, also preserved in the Vatican. It is to
be carefully dit^tin^ished from the MS described above, and it
would preveut coufujsioD ii this latter MS were referred to as B,.
8th cent.

J. O. F.

—A

Murray.

criticism of Hex. by
DUlmann to signify the work of the Elohist
(E) ; by Sehultz for that of the JahwLst (J).
See

B.

symbol used

in

Hexateuch.

BAAL

F. H.

Woods.

—

BdaX or BodX). The word means
and is used both of men and gods.
When used of men it implies possession, so owner
of house, land, cattle, etc.
then it comes to mean

omier or

Cji'S,

lord,

;

husband. When applied to gods it also means
owner, not sovereign, possessor of the land rather
than ruler of men. Thus we have the B. of Tyre, the
B. of Peor, etc., and, by an extension, B. of other
sometimes B. is prefixed to
objects, e.g. B.-berith
the name of a god, so possibly in the case of Baalgad.
The name was so obnoxious to the Jews in
later times that nya (bCsketh, shame) was freq.
;

sul)8tituted for it (see I.SHliOSHETH).
Thus we get
Ishbosheth, Mephibosheth for Ishbaal, Meribbaal
and Dillmann has shown that this is the origin of
the fem. ^ lidaX (^ afcrxi'i") being the kcrr) that we
find in the prophetic books (LXX) and Ro 11*.
The origmal conception is a problem of great
dilficulty and obscurity, the more so on account of

the misconceptions that have gathered about it.
It is commonly held that there was a supreme
deity known as Baal, who is frequently identified
with the sun. It will be convenient to examine
first the alleged solar character of Baal.
The
evidence may be thus summarised.
find on
inscriptions fjaal llammon, and on a Carthagnninn
monument Baal Hammon ia represented with a
crown of rays. The Hammnnim are sun-pillars,
and used in idolatrous worship. The root means
'to be hot.' P'urther, Baalbek was called by the
Greeks Heliopolis (sun-city).
At Beth-shemesh
(house of the sun) tliere was a temple to B. But
this evidence is far from cogent, and much too
slender to bear the identification of B. with the
sun ; at the most it will show only that the sun was

We

;

sometimes regarded as a B. This is all that can
be inforred from the temple of B. at Beth-shemesh ;
and the (Jr. name of Baalbek is even loss weighty,
since evidence of that kind

is

necessarily

somewhat

And, on the other hand, B. and the sun are
distinguished, 2 K 23°.
It was perfectly natural
for suu-worshippers to speak of the sun as a B.,
late.

but

does not follow tliat the converse is true,
that B.-worshippers identified the object
of their worship with the sun.
It is not probable
that B. was even a sky-god. It is true that the
Baalim were regarded as the producers of fertility,
and to thera were ascribed the corn and wine and
oil (Hos 2'"*).
think of the sun and rain as
givers of fertility.
But much of the district where
li. worship prevailed was not fertilised by rain,
but by natural and artificial irrigation. The land
that was thus naturally watered and made fruitful
was said in Arabia to be watered by the Ba'l' and
in the plirase
what the sky waters and what the
Ba'l waters,' the latter is expressly distinguished
from the former. So the Mishna and Talmud draw
a distinction between land artificially irrigated
and land naturally moist, calling the latter the
house of B. or field of the house of B ( W. R.
Smith, ES' 97). It is true that in Pal. the cultivait

and

We

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

tion of com depended on rain, and com was certainly regarded as a gift of the Baalim.
But

make the transition possible from
the idea of the BaalLm as givers of fertility through
the springs of the oa.sis to the idea that they gave
it through the rains of heaven.
It is true that
analogy may have worked the other way, and that
they may first have been conceived as givers of
rain, and then as givers of the fertilisino^ streams
and underground waters.
If, as Niildeke
and
Wellhausen think, B. -worship originated in Arabia,
the former view would be more probable. W. R.
Smith, however, arjjues that cults of the B. type
and the name of B. itself were borrowed alon^
with agriculture from the Northern Semites, and
entered Arabia with the date-palm. At the same
time, he argues forcibly that B.'s land is not originally land watered by the sky, but by springs,
streams, and underground flow,' although later the
Baalim were regarded as fertilising the land
analogy would

'

'

watered by rain.

We may now pass to
common view is correct,
the

the miestion whether the
that 15. was the name for
supreme deity of the Canaanites. It is a

to this view, that, except in
names, neither on the monuments nor in the OT
can we find B. as a proper name standing by itself.
We frequently have B. with the article, the B., or
B. followed by the name of a place, quality, etc.
In the former case the use of the article precludes
us from treating B. as a proper name it means the

serious objection

:

divine owner or landlord of the district in question.
Similarly in the latter case the particular B. intended IS distinguished from other Baals by the
addition of the qu.alifying words.
It is said by
some that B. was originally one and the same deity,
but for the consciousness of the people, the B. of
one place was a difTerent god from the B. of
another (cf. Baethgen, Beitrage, p. 19). But if
that had been so, we should have expected to find
traces of this original deity, whereas all

we

find is

the Baals into which he has been differentiated.
Nor is it easy on this view to account for the use
of the plural 'the Baalim.'
This has been interpreted as an emphatic plural 'great B.,' or as
images of B., or li. under his various manifestations.
But, taken with the facts already mentioned, by far the most natural explanation is that
the word is a collective plural, and means the local
Baals.
And if this he so, it follows that B. can
hardly be the sun for it is the same everywhere,
while the Baalim were distinct from each other.

and thus our previous conclusion is confirmed by
an independent line of argument.
The evidence seems to warrant the following
statement. There was originally no supreme deity
is B. to be identified with the sun.
There was only the Baal (or Bajils) of particular
places distinct from each other.
The worship
probably arose in connexion with ap-iculture.
The local Baals fertilised each his own district by
his streams and springs, and hence they were the
owners of these naturally fertile spots. Tribute
was therefore due to them, whether for the crops
raised on the fertile ground, or for the water used
in making land fertile by irrigation.
By a natural
extension the fertility of land watered by rain was
also ascribed to the Baals.
But by a process, to
which we have abundant parallels in the cults of the
powers of fertility, the giving of animal fruitfulness
was attributed to them, and their worship was thus
debased by repulsive immorality. These Baalim
seem from Hos 2" to have had their individual
names. It is admitted by W. R. Smith that in later
times B. or Bel became a proper name, esp. in connexion with the cult of the Bab. Bel (iJS^ 95).
When Israel entered Canaan the worship of the
Baalim was everywhere present. As it was esp.
associated with agriculture, which the Israelites
learnt from the Canaanites, there was danger lest
they should take over also the religious festivals
connected with the various agricultural seasons,
and thus succumb to the deadly fascination of the

called B., nor

'

'

sensual nature-worship of the older inhabitants.
this actually happened we learn from the
history.
Matters were made worse by the custom,
which we find among the Israelites, of speaking
Since B. was not a proper name,
of J" as Baal.
but only an appellative, this custom was perfectly
innocent, and all that was meant was that J" was
the divine owner of His people, or the husband
of Israel.
But this double use of the term Baal
for the local deity and for J" tended to produce
confusion between them, and by this syncretism
the conception of J" was debased by elements
borrowed from nature-worship, and the lapse into
idolatry was made much easier. The fact referred
to, that the Israelites spoke of J" as Baal, has
been disputed, but rests on very strong evidence.
We have names such as Ishbaal and Meribbaal,
and even such a name as Bealiah (1 Ch 12°),
'J" is Baal.' Further, we learn from Hosea that
the Israelites called J" Baali, i.e. my Baal (Hos 2"^
see Driver, Sam. 186, 195 f., 279 ; Gray, Heb. Prop.

That

Names,

Ulif.).

With Ahab a new phase emerges.

The

B. whose

he established was Melkart, the B. of
Tyre, his wife's home(l K 16'-). We have here an
instance of a local B. worshipped in a foreign
country.
The worship of Melkart was not intended to supersede the worship of J", but to exist
Elijah forced on the popular
side by side with it.
mind the conviction that J" and Melkart were
mutually exclusive. The worship was discontinued
by Jehoram, the son of Ahab (2 K 3-), but stamped
out by .Jehu's treacherous slaughter of its adherents
(2 K lO"'-''). In Judali it seems to have been established by Jehoram, the son of Jehoshaphat, and
continued by Ahaziah (2 K 8'"- '"). We find it in the
reign of Athaliah, and it was suppressed at her death

worship

K

11'*).
The later B.-worship, to which we find
several references in the prophets ( Hosea, Jeremiah,
Zejihaniah), seems to have been the worship of the
local Baalim rather than of Melkart.
The Baalim were chiefly worshipped at the
high-places, but also on housetops. Obelisks stood
beside their altars, and sometimes an Asherah or
sacred pole.
Children were olTered as bumtoll'erings
in the valley of Hinnom (Jer 19';
often read of incense being
Init cf ."jiS' 372 n. ).

(2

We

—

;

;

Mellfart was worsliipped with
and liomage was done lo him by
bowing the knee and kissing his image, lie had
not only priests, but prophets. These are numbered
at 4oU in the time of Ahab, and a very graphic
picture of their frenzied prayers and cutting of
thenuelves to gain the attention of their god is
oflered to

1

BAAL-HERMON

them.

aiiiiua) sacrilites,

given in

K

W

—

HK

Peake.

(1

(1

A

Reubenite, the father of
captive by Tiglath-pileser
Gibeonite, granduucle ol Saul

1.

(Sr;).

who was carried

A

Ch 5'). 2.
Ch 8»=9»).
Baalah

jcuiim.

(1

2.

(

li

IS", Jo.s

l.V-'-

(Sr;, .iSv;, n'p;-;).—

a

'"),

name

Baalah Mount (Jos

for Kiriath-

1.")"),

the ridge

which runs west from Ekron to .labneel. 3. Baalah
(,Jo3 15'-='), a city in the extreme south of .ludaii,
prob. the

same

lis

Balah,

Jo.s

l!J^

(

=

liilliah,

1

Cli 4^)

and Bealoth, .Jos IS'", i. Baalath (.Jtjs I'J"), a town
of Dan.
The site is uncertain. 5. Baalath (1 K
9"=2 Ch 8') the town is noticed witli Tadmor, but
also in the second pass.age witli Betli-lioron.
The
site Ls uncertain.
It miglit be No. 4.
6. Baalathbeer (Jos 19' Baal, 1 Ch 4*"). This seems to have
been perhaps the same as Kamah of the Negeb,
according to the first passage. Evidently a hill in
the Tih plateau, S. or S.E. of Beersheba. A conspicuous object in this part of the desert is the white
dome of the small shrine called Kubbet el Baul,
which may retain the name, S. of Tell el Milh.
:

;

C. K.

BAAL-BERITH(n-i?H';=

CONUER.

;

Canaanilcs and Israelites,

BAALE-JODAH

cf.

Gn

34.

G. A. Cooke.
(th.t ''^jz 2 S 6').— The same as
1
Ch IS""), the old name of

Baalah (Jos 15»,
IvllUATH-JtARlM, which see.
The name is no
lioubt an error for B.ial of .ludah' (cf. parall. 1 Ch
i;i"
to Baalah,' and Jos 15"" IS''', where it is called
'

'

It must have
'city of Baal').
been noted once aa a seat of Baal-worship.
C. Ii. CONDEU.
BAAL-GAD (i; Vy; 'Baal of fortune'?), Jos II"
12' 13'.
Close to Ilermon, but in the valley of the
Lebanon.
It must have been, therefore, on the
north-west slopes of Hermon. The nu)st probable
site is at 'Ain JeUeidch, ' the strong spring,' in this
direction, near the road to Damascus.
C. K. CONDER.
BAAL-HAMON (^cn Sy;), Ca 8". -Perhaps for
Baal-Iluniuin, or the Am.anus.
See Syria.

Kiriath-baal,

i.e.

—

BAAL-HANAN

(ijij

^y;

'Baal

is

gracious ').—!,

A

Edom ((in Sd^-",
Ch l"-"). 2. A
(!e<lcrite who had charge of David's olive and
syeomore trees (1 Ch 27").
king of

1

BAAL-HAZOR (iSi-rj Sy;), 2 S 13=", near Ephraim,
appears to be the high mountain east of the
road to Shochem, called Tell' Astir.
It is very
rugged, with grey limestone slopes, and with a
small group of oaks at the top beside a shrine, and
ruins of a town.
vol. ii. sheet xiv.
See

SWV

I'AI.KSTINK.

Ch

5«.

See

BAALIS
Amnion

of

the king of the children
at the time of the murder of Gedaliah
(D'^y;, BeXfio-d),

BAAL-MEON

(iiyn

i^yj),

Nu

32'", 1

Ch

5«,

Ezk

2,5".

Beth-baal-meon, Jos 13".
Beth-meon, Jer 48-'^
probably Bcon, Nu 32^. A town of Keuben near
Dibon. It is named on the Moabite Stone, 1. 9, aa
built by Mesha.
The present ruin, Main, a large
mound at the edge of tne plateau west of Medeba.
The ruins are those of a Roman town. See Mem.
East Pal. Hurvey, vol. i. s.v. The valley beneath
In the Unomasticun
to the south is well watered.
(s.v. Baalmeon) this site is noticed as still a large
see Reland, Pal.
village near Baaru (Machajrus
pp. 487, 611, 881), and 9Roman miles from Heshbon,
where were natural hot springs. The springs are
those of Callirrhoe, in the great ravine of the
Zerka Ma'in to the south.
C. R. CoNDER.

—

BAAL-PEOR

Nu

Sy;, B«X(^c7<Jp, Dt 4«^
25»,
local deity of Mt. Peor.
In Dt
4^, Hos 9'" it is perhaps the name of a place. The
Israelites are said (Nu 25') to have worsliii)ped him
during their stay in Shittim. It is frequently supposed that his worship was especially licentious,
since in the same context mention is made of the
umh.astity of the Israelites with the women of

Ps

lOG-'')

(I'ly?

was the

Moal) and Midian. But the two facts are not
connected, so that we h.ave no evidence
for this opinion (cf. Driver on Dt 4").
A. S. Peake.
BAAL-PERAZIM (o-rcn? Sys), 2 S 5™, 1 Ch 14".
It was near Jerusalem, but the situation is uncertain.
See Driver on 2 S 5-'.
deliiiitely

'lord of the covenant'),

the god of Shechem, where he had a temple, Jg 8''
also called El-berith, Jg 9".
The name may
mean the god who presides over covenants, cf. Zed
OpKioi ; or the god of the Can. league which centred
at Shechem ; or the god of the covenant between
9'

3«, 1

;

BAAL, BAALAH, BAALATH
1.

Jg

'jyj),

BAALI and BAALIM.—See Baal.

—

BAAL

(ito-jg

Heumon.

(Jer 4U [Gr. 47] ").

18-*.

LiTBRATi'RB.
Bv far the most important discussion is that of
W. K. Smith, Reiijioii of the SrmiUe,' pp. 93113. Tllf following may also be consulted ; Oorl, Thf H'orxfiip of Bun/itn in
Molocti, and in Ilerzog,
g.v. ;
Itr. ; Baudissin, Jahre
Nowack. IJt-b. Archaot. ii. 301 30;'i ; Baetlif,'un, Beitriujfi zur
llauptprutdenw,
35-33
S'fn. Hiti'jwHJigfiich. ^ Konij;, DUpp.
Diltmann, ilonaUt/*nchU der Akad. <Ur Wi»Kenisch. lu Berlin^
1881, p. BOX fl.
A. S.

Beerah,

2H

BAAL-ZEPHON

BAAL

C. K.

CONDER.

BAALSAMUS
9*

;

in

Neh

8',

(BadXira/ios,

AV

Balasamus),

1

Es

Maaseiah.

BAAL-SHALISHAH (v^y
pare Slialisha.

The

is

K

4".
2
Comuncertain, but it

Sy;),

8ituati(m

The
seems to have been in Mount Ephraim.
village Kefr Thilth preserves the name of Shalisha.
See SWP vol. ii. sheet xiv.
C. R. CONDER.
'Baal of the palm'),
perhaps
.fg 2i^".
It was near Bethel and Giboah,
connected with the palm of Deborah (.Ig 4°), which
was between Bethel and Ilamah, a jiosition which
might suit the notice of Baal-tamar, whence
C. R. CONDER.
Gibuah was attacked.

BAAL-TAMAR

(-«?i?

—

^ys

—

—

K

BAALZEBUB

••
(aiaj Sys, BciaX /»uTai., 2
l"« '«).
Baal of flies, worshipped in Ekron, and
consulted by Ahaziah, the son of Ahab and king
Why he was called Baal of Hies is
of Israel.
not clear. ProlLiably he was regarded as the lord
of flies, and worshiiiped by tho.so who did not wish
If Baal were the sun, the
to be troubled by tiiem.
name would probably be connected with the fact
that the heat of the summer sun calls out the tlius
in such numbers that in hot countries they become
But this is ]irobably not so (see Baal).
a plague.
We see from the narrative in Kings that he was
specially famous as a giver of oracles. Probably the
busy flies, who swarm everywhere, were regartled
12'"- ", Mk 3-^
In NT (Mt
as his messengers.
Lk ll"- "• '") the name is changed to Beelzebul
Hff XCff-JoeX,
Bffi-c^oeX, AV and ItV Beelzebub,
llVm Beelzebul cf. Beliar for Belial), and has
become a name for the prince of the devils.
A. S. I'EAKK.

—A

W

(

WH

;

BAAL-ZEPHON

(jb^

^yj) is

mentioned Ex 14»»,

—

=

BAANA

212

BABEL, CITY

Nu

33' only, as one of three places near ' the sea'
It was the seat of some
crossed by the Israelites.
form of Baal-worship, the character of which, as
indicated by Zephon, is uncertain. Gesenius(rAe«.
B-Z. by locals Typhonis vel
p. 2"25b) translates
fijphoni sacer, and others are disposed to regard
Typhon as a variant of Zephon. But Typhon
seems to be pure Greek, with a suitable Or. derivation, and no good reason has been adduced for
attributing an Egj'pt. origin to the word. Typhon
was called by various names, the most common
bein" Set. Set appears to have been regarded as
a god of foreigners, and was combined, or perhaps
confused, with Baal. Other explanations of Zephon
are, (1) the north, or the north wind, making it
equivalent to ['isy ; (2) a watch-tower, from the
root "lEs. The word pss occurs as a proper name
Nu 26", and in the parallel passage (On 46") |vev
occurs, which seems to be derived from nss.
The situation is as uncertain as the etymology.
It has been placed on the N. shore of Egypt by

Brugsch, who identifies it with Mt. Casius about
the middle of the present Isthmus, on some hill like
Shekh Ennedek (Naville) ; at Jebel "Atakah, or a
spot on the E. side of the modern canal nearly
The conjecture of Ebers
opposite fort Ajrud.
(Durch Gosen zum Sinai, p. 570) that Phoenician
sailors propitiated the god of the north wind when
starting southwards on a voyage down the Gulf of
Suez is a plausible one. The much quoted tract of
Plutarch, de /side et Osiride, may be referred to for
and in Baufurther information about Typhon
meister, Denkmaler des class. Alter, p. 2133b, there
is a picture, Egyptian in style (No. 2393).
A. T. Chapman.
BAANA (K;y_^3, possibly for ny^]^ 'son of distress'? but this and similar contractions are highly
uncertain).—!. (I
4';) and 2. (1 K 4'") Two of
Solomon's twelve commissariat officers. 3. (Neh 3^)
Father of Zadok, one of the builders of Jerusalem
under Nehemiah. 4. (1 Es 5* Baaud A B) One of the
leaders of the people who returned from the Captivity with Zerubbabel. Possibly the same as (3) and
;

;

;

K

Baanah

C. F.

(3).

BURNEY.

long war with Asa, king of Judah. Unable to
wiliistand him, Asa purchased the help of Benhadad, king of Syria, who invaded the northern
frontiers of Israel, and captured several towns.
This drew Baasha away from the work in which
he had been engaged, the building of a fort called
Ramah, to blocKade the north of Judah. Asa led
his forces against Ramah and destroyed it, using
the materials to build the towns of Geba and
Mizpah (1 K lo^-^S 2 Ch IG'-*). (See AsA.) In
matters of reli^on Baasha did not profit by the
warning given in the destruction of Jeroboam and
his house, but followed his evil example in maintaining the calf - worship.
On this account the
same fate was denounced against his house by the
prophet Jehu, son of Hanani ( 1 K 16^). He himself,
however, died a natural death, and was buried
in Tirzah, his capital.
Elah, his son, succeeded
him on the throne (16^).
R. M. BoYD.

BABBLER.— To 'babble' (a word supposed to
be formed from the childish sound ba oa, with
freq. term, le) is to talk incoherently, hence foolBabbler is given in AV
ishly or unseasonably.
as tr. of ba'al /uillAshun (pa-v} Sys), lit. the lord of
the tongue' (RV 'the charmer'), Ec 10" XaTrnrr^t
'

'

'

j

braggart'), Sir 20' ; and (jirepixoXbyoi, Ac IV.
In the last word there is a touch of something worse than
babbling. It was applied first to the crow, as the bird that picks
up scattered grain <Wm/*« a seed,' and Xf >-*'* to gather ') then
to any parasite or hanger on,' who piciis up what he can in
the marltet or harbour by his wits. Such an one is indifferent
as to the obligation of his words, and so any mere prater may

(RV

'

'

'

J. F.

•i;i,3).

BAANI (A
Aldine text),

BAARA

Es

9»*

B

-vel,

(n:i?j;3

Maani from the
10".

a Benjamite

(1

Ch

probably by error for

B).— A Koliathite

BAASHA

AV

= Bani, Ezr

(K-!s;3).— Wife of

BAASEIAH
Mootroi,

Boa^i,
1

Stenmng.

(1

Ch

8»).

'sp,

0").

son of Ahijah, of the tribe of
to have been of lowly origin,
as the prophet Jehu describes him as having been
exalted out of the dust' (1 K 1«=). When Nadab,
eon of Jeroboam I., was besieging the Philistine
town of Gibbethon, Baasha conspired against him
and slew him. He also exterminated all the seed of
Jeroboam, thus fullilling the sentence pronounced
by Ahijah the Sliilonite. Ascending the throne of
the ten northern tribes about B.C. 914, he reigned
His reign was that of a
for twenty four years.
restless and warlike adventurer.
He carried on a
Issachar.

(Kyi'3),

He seems

'

;

'

'

have been called a gpennologos. * See Trench, On the AV,\t. 166 f.

Babbling as a subst. is found in Pr 23^ who
hath b. ?' (n-f, RV 'complaining'); Sir 19» 20*
(XaXid); 1 Ti 6*", 2 Ti 2'« 'profane and vain b"
'

{Kfvoipuivlai.,

'

lit.

empty talkings ').
J.

Hastings.

BABE. —Two distinct words have been tr'' babe
Hirphos (^pi(pot), either an unborn
in NT.
1.
P 2'
(Lk 1"- ") or recently born cliild, Lk 2"- '«,
newborn ') Lk 18" RV
(with adj. apn-yivvriToi
AV
they brought unto him also their b*
'infants'); Ac 7'" RV (AV 'young children');
known
child"')
thou
hast
2Ti 3"RV from a b. (A V
'

1

'

;

'

'

'

BAANAH (.i;y^3). 1. Son of Rimmon, a Benjamite
from Beeroth, who, with his brother Rechab, murdered Ishbosheth and brought his head to David
at Hebron. They were slain at David's command,
and their hands and feet hung up over the pool
in Hebron (2 S 4i'-"). Possibly the brothers had fled
from Beeroth, a Gibeonito city, when Saul slew the
Gibeonites (2 S 21'). 2. A Netopbathite, father
of Heled(Heleb),2S23=«, 1 Ch ll*". 3. One of those
who returned from the Exile with Zerubbabel (Ezr
2», Neh 7', and probably lO-'').
See also BaaNA (

AND TOWER OF

(

'

the sacred WTitings.' 2. Nepios (vriwioi), a child
tliat cannot yet speak (i'7) = 'not,' #7ros = 'a word'),
Mt U'^ 21", Lk 102', Ro 2", 1 Co 3', He 5". It ia
a pity that RV has not kept these words distinct.
'Infant' {in 'not,' fans 'speaking') is so evident
a tr"" of nepios that it mi^ht have been used
throughout for that word, and for that word only,
leaving
babe for brephos. Then the point of
Mt 21'* would have been seen at once, Out of the
mouth of infants (children not old enough to
and of Ro 2"
speak) thou hast perfected praise
'a teacher of infants.' Besides, nepios carries the
suggestion of contrast between infancy and man'

'

'

;

'

adult, as He 5'^- ", 1 Co 14-'", or
'child,' Eph 4"- ",
Co 13",
And the further use of 'infant' to
'children').
signify a legal minor would very well express the
apostle's point in Gal 4'- » 'as long as the heir is

hood

(r^Xfios,

d^ip,

man, as

EV

EV

1

an infant,' etc. (EV 'child').
In OT babe is given as tr" of na'ar (il'j) Ex 2',
the usual word for a boy of puberty = 5rar5, piier;
of 'Clel (S'piy) Ps 8- 17'*, a suckling and of ta'alul
J. Hastings.
('^i^I^a) from the same root, Is 3^
'

'

;

BABEL, CITY AND TOWER OF

The

city of

Babel or Babylon was, from the time of Khammurabi downwards, the capital of the Babylonian
empire. It was especially famous for its temple
•

Ramsay,

in a full

and interesting discussion

of this

word

io

the Elposilnr (5th ser. vol. ii. pp. 220f., •Xit). denies all
reference to 9)>eakini;. The Athenians, be thinks, applied this
slang term of contempt to St. I'aul simply as one who did nol
belong to their learned and exclusive society.

I

Sag-illx {'of the exalted [lit. 'reachinjr to the
clouds'] head'), Bituated upon the east bank of the
At Koisippa (Bira - Nimroud), the
Euphrates.
neif;libouring town to Babylon, there may be seen
at the present day a ruined temple of Neoo whicli
wae called by the Babylonians E-Zidda (' house of
Like the latter, the temple E-»ag-illa,
eternity').
deilicated to Bel - Merodach, had seven storeys,
tliis the fashion of all the largei
in
followin<;

Babylonian temples

(see

Babvlonia^

A

p. 220").

detailed account of Babj-lon, unijuestionably based
on personal observation, is given by Herodotus
It is now generallj' admitted that the
(i. 178 B'.).
sanctuary of Zeus-Belos mentioned by him must
be identified, not with the still partially preserved
temple of Nel)0 at Borsippa, but with the temple
Sag-ilia, which wa« then standing, although it has
long since disappeared. The latter temple, moreover, not only consisted of the so-called zikkurnt
or storied tower just mentioned, which bore the
special name of E-timin-an-ki ('house of the foundation-stone of heaven and earth ') it was a whole
complex of sanctuaries. In one of these stood the
;

famous imageof Bel-Merodacli,theannual touching
of which by the kings of Babylon at the New Year's
festival served to contirm afresh their title and to
establish their dominion.
On this account Xerxes
had it removed (cf. C. F. Lelimann, Samassurnwhile he spared (Her. i. 183) the other
image of Zeus (no doubt the statue of Ncbo, which
also had a place in Sagilla).
His removal of the
first occasioned the mistake into which later historians {e.g. Arrian and Stralx>) fell, of supposing
that Xerxes completely destroyed Sag-ilia.
With regard to the site of Babylon, the ruinous
heaps running from N. to S. and all on the E.
bank of the Euphrates, represent the following
ancient structures: Jumj una = the great bankinghouse Tell AmTlin = Sag -ilia ; Kassr = one of the
palaces of Nebuchadrezzar (the royal palace
mentioned by Herodotus was on the \V. bank)
Babil = the famous terraced gardens. The two
great walls described by Herodotus (i. 181) were
built by Nebuch. ll., who, in a special sense, was the
refounder of Babylon. 'The outer wall was named
Nimitti-Bel ('dwelling of Bel'), the inner /mjurBel (' Bel was gracious '), probably in imitation of
the names of the walls of Nippur, the ancient city
ukin,

p. 49),

'

;

;

of Bel

(Nimitti-Marduk and Imgur-Marduk).

'

'

have

ToNOUKS,

The same Khammurabi would then

Sag-illa
Confusion op.

built

also

at

Babel.
F.

See

also

Hommel.

BABI (A BaS(, B Boti)p), the head of a family
which returned with Ezra (1 Es 8"), colled in Ezr
8" Bebal (wh. see).

BABYLON IN OT.—See Babel, Babylonia.
BABYLON IN NT.— 1. In Mt l""-", Ac 7«»
(adapted from
5") the name certoinly denotes
the ancient city.
2. The name occurs in Rev 14' 16'" 17' IS*-'"".

Am
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In 17° it is described as iivmipior, i.e. a name to be
allegorically interpreted (cf. Kev 11» 16'- 2'^- -").
full discHs.'sion would require an investigation of
the apocalyptic imagery generally.
The chief
conditions, however, of the problem are these
B.
is described (1) as 'the harlot,' the supreme antithesis of 'the bride,' 'the holy city, 'the new
Jerus.' ; (2) as the centre and ruler of the nations,
14" 17"- "• " ; (3) as seated on ' seven mountains,'
17' (see Wetstein's note) ; (4) as the source of
idolatry and impurity, \V- 18» 19» (cf. Ho l'»-2»,
Ejih 4'"'-, 1 P 4''-) ; (5) as a great trading centre,

A

:

(6) as enervated by luxury, is'-'^f-^S;
as the arch-persecutor of the saints and of the
witnesses of Jesus,' 17" 19". These considerations,
taken together, are decisive (a) against the view of
a few interpreters, that by B. is meant Jems ;
(6) in favour of the almost universal view that
Rome is symbolised by B. This use of the name in
an early Judseo-Christian book is in harmony with
(1) the many analogies between ancient B. and
Home, both being capitals of great empires, homes
of idolatry and impure luxury, oppressors of
the
Israel of God
(2) the Jewish love for mystic
names, Rome and the Rom. Empire being often
designated among the Jews as Edom (see, e.g.,
Buxtorf, Lex. Chald. p. 29 IT.
(3) the Jewish conception of the antagonism of the Rom. Empire to,
and its destruction by, the Messianic kingdom (see
Weber, Die Lehrcn des Talmud, p. 3G4 f Edersheim,
Jesus the Messiah, ii. p. 439)
(4) the fact that
Rome is called B. in what may well be an early
Jewish portion of the Sibylline Oracles, viz. v. 143,
158 (for the different views on Bk. v. see Schiirer,
U. iii. 286 f.). The comparison of Rome to
B. underlies much of Jewish apocalyptic literature (2 Es, Apoc. Baruch ; cf. Ryle and Jtmes'
note on Psalms of Solomxm, ii. 29). The only
passage from Talmudic literature commonly cited
for this mystic use of B. is the Midrosn Shir
hashirim Ilahba, i. 6 (quoted by Wetstein on Apoc.
17"
see also Levy, Neuh. u. CKald. Worterb.
190i).
Zunz (Lit. der Synag. Poesie, n. 100 f.)*
refers also to Midr. Ps. 121 and liamidhar rabba,
c. 7 (end), noting that the name Babylonians was
given by Jews to the Christians {Gen. Haggada,
c. 27, in Jellinck's Bcthha Midrash, iv. p. 41).
The
interpretation of B. in the Apoc. as Rome dates
from the earliest times it is implied in Iren. v. 26. 1,
di.-itiiiclly stated in Tert. ado. Marc. iii. 13 = arf«.
Jiidmus, 9).
So Jerome and Augustine, quoted by

Ijj3.n-i9.

'

(7)

'

'

;

)

;

.

;

;

HJP

;

;

In the biblical story of the Tower of Babel (Gn
U''"), v.» is probably a later addition, for li.il)el
was certainly not amongst the oldest sanctuaries
of the land of Shinar (Chalda'a).
In lliis connexion a tradition preserved by the LXX of Is 10*
vVe reail there, ttjk
is of the highest interest.
X(6/)av T^i* iirdvui Ba/3uXui;'os Kal XaXai'i'ij (according to
Talm. tradition Calneh is the ancient Nippur) of i
iri5p7ot ifKoSoiiriOr},
the country above Babylon and
Calneh where the tower was built.' Kis, to whose
situation these words may perhaps refer, contained
the famous tetnple Khnr.'say-ktilamTnfi (' mouutidn
of the world,' cf. Is 14'"), and in the same city
Khammurabi built the temple Miti-ursagga, whose
top (saj) he carried up (iV/a) as high as heaven'
(»jnn<i-7i?n).

m

BABYLON

BABI

Wetstein on Apoc. 17"*. Andreas (Cramer, Catena,
060) speaks of it as derived from ancient teachers
of the Church.' Such opinions as that by B. is
'

p.

meant (a) New Rome' = Constantinople), because
in it, in the times of the Arians, much blond of tlie
orthodox was shed (Cramer, Catena, p. 429) (6) the
'

(

'

'

;

Papacy.eitherat Avijrnonorat Rome {see Speaker's
Com. IV. 754), scarcely belong to historical interpretation.
3.
u/xas

The name
1^

^f

B. is found in
ha^vXuivi avveKXfKT^.

authorities add
'Pu/Mj).

1

P

tt

and some

5", dard^rrai
otiier

Two

cursives read iv
Three interi>retations of B. in this passage
iKKXriaia..

have been suggested: (1) The Egyp. B., which,
however, is described by Strabo (xvii. p. 807 as
simply (t>fiovpiov ipvitfhv. (2) The Assyr. B.
l!\it
{a) there is apparently no evidence cillicr that St.
Peter was ever at B. ur that a Christian church
existed there in early times (A) in Jos. Ant. xviil.
ix. 5-9 we have positive evidence as to the desolation which befell the Bab. Jews alx>ut A.u. 40, and
the consequent im|>robability that an Apostolic
Church would have been jilantcd among them (cf.
Nculiauer, G(ogr. du Talm. p. 314). (3) Rome.
Till' evidence in its favour is both internal and
exti-.riial
{a) Internal evidence.
It bormonisea
1

;

:

*

1

huvu to Uiuiik

ttiu

K«v, A. LukyD WUlianu for tbis rafereooe

'
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with

(i.)

The

context.

BABYLONIA

The language

is

allcgorioal,

Church being spoken of as a lady (cf 2 .In i- 1^).
Moreover, St. Mark is mentioned as being with St.
Now, St. Mark was summoned to Rome by
Vetcr.

the

.

Paul (2 Ti 4"), probably towards the close of
()7, and very early tradition describes St. Mark
as St. Peter's companion and interpreter (Papias
ap. Eus. JJE iii. 3',)) at Kome (Iren. iii. 1, Clem.
St.

A.D.

Alex. ap.

Ku.s.

HE

ii.

16, vi. 14).

(ii.)

The

figurative

application elsewhere in the epistle (P 2^'") of
language primarily used of ancient Israel, (iii.) The
general tone of the epistle, especially in regard
to persecution, duty towards the state, and ' the
teaching' (Uort,
universality of [St. Peter's]
Jutl'iistic Christianitij, p. 155).
(iv.) The order
of the provinces in 1', Silvanus coming from
{b) External
the West and lauding in Poiitus.
(i.) The Apoc. (see above) shows that
evidence,
Asiatic Christians at this time would so understand
(ii.) Such was the ancient interprethe name B.
ii.
15 introduces it by the
tation.
Eus.
significantly indefinite <paa-i (see the (paaif just
it
above
may, however, refer to Papias and
Clement Alex, just mentioned). It seems, indeed,
to have been univer.sally accepted, till Calvin {in
loc), for controversial reasons, urged the litei-al
interpretation,
(iii.) Ancient testimony is unani-

HE

;

mous, and from its range seems decisive, for a visit
The evidence for this visit
of St. Peter to Rome.
is collected and discussed by Bishop Lightfoot,
Clement, ii. p. 493 ff. See also art. on ST. Pkter.
F. H. Chase.

••BABYLONIA,

the cradle of the civilisation of
the wliole of anterior Asia and the West, and probably also of tliat of ancient Egypt, is the territory
enclosed by the lower Euphrates and Tigris, extending from the neighbourhood of the modern
Baghdad to the mouth of the rivers.' The latter,
however, in ancient times flowed separately into
the Persian Gulf, a little above Basra. The e.xtraordinary fertility of the soil here, as in the case of
the Delta of the Nile, was due to the extensive and
As
careful canal system of the early colonists.
soon as these canals fall into disrepair, the same
of
waters
again
to
cheerless waste
presents Itself
view, as in primitive times.
'

The country of Babylonia, which extends from
about 30°-3:l-^ N. lat., is bounded on the W. by
the Arabian desert, from which it is separated only
by a veiy narrow strip of cultivated land on the N.
by Mesopotamia proper; on the E. by the plain at
the foot of the Elamite Mountains, over which in
ancient times nomadic Aranuean tribes used to
9")
wander (the land of Kir [^V] of Is 226,
and on the S. by the Persian Gulf.
The Climate, especially in South B.abylonia, is
extraordinarily warm. The months during which
rain prevails are from November to February.
At the ijresent day, according to the accounts of
travellers, the heaviest rains occur in November
and December; but in ancient times, as the names
of the months prove, the rainy season would
appear to have been in 'I'ebet (^?;? Est 2'") and
;

Am

;

Sliebat (^J'f '^^'^ 1')) »•<'• fi'"'" ^'i^ ''nd of December
to the end of February.
Not only the Sumerian
names for tliiwe months {ab-ha-i(d-du 'coming from
the sea,' and asli-a-an 'curse of the rain'), but also
the Semitic {tibetu 'submersion,' and shabatu
'destruction'), refer to rain-storms.
The fertility of the soil, already mentioned,
went hand in hand with the mildness of the
There were two sowings every year (in
climate.
'lebet and in Nisan), and two harvests (the fii-st in
Adar and the second in Sivan, i.e. May-June).
Tlie Chief Productions were wheat (Sumerian ziij,
n?Tos, Semitic .s'/ic'd)) which gave from
sesame, which
a hundred fohl return
yielded oil; and the date-palm, introduced at a very

zid.

lifly

whence
to

;

•• rnviirinhl. IfiSS,

early period from Arabia (Magan).
This tree satisremaining wants of the people, since from
it they obtained wine, vinegar, honey, flour, and
material for all kinds of wickerwork. The stones
were used by smiths as a substitute for charcoal, and when steeped served for fattening oxen
and sheep. The reed which grew l.iy the numerous canals attained a height of 15 feet, and was
used for building huts and for the construction of
mats, and even boats.
In the latter case asphalt
was employed for pitching purposes. Gn C" 'xy
1DJ (AV 'an ark of gopher wood') must probably
be explained in this way, since yijiaru means
originally a 'reed-stand.'
On the other hand,
there were none of the trees characteristic of the
lands adjoining the Mediterranean Sea (the vine,
the olive, and the fig).
For these only the Western
Semites have common names, although the vine
(Sumer. giahlin 'tree of life,' .Semitic-Uabylonian
karanu), and the fig tree ( Sum. dib. Sem. tiutu, tittu)
fied all the

were

in course of time introduced from abroad.
Stone and minerals were almost unknown in
the alluvial soil. The ab.sence of these was, however, atoned for by the excellent building material
that lay to hand in the clay, while the best
possible mortar was obtained from the asphalt con-

tained in the numerous naphtha wells.
All the
buildings in ancient Babylonia were accordingly
constructed of brick.
When sandstone, or still
harder kinds of stone, such as basalt or diorite,
were used (e.g. for statues), they were brought by
ship even in the earliest times from the territories along the frontier (Mesopotamia, Elam,
Arabia). The same is true of alabaster, marble,
gold, silver, copper, tin, iron, and lead all of which
are mentioned as early as the Sumer. inscriptions.
With regard to the Fauna, the lion ((li.sw, labbti)
was a very common tenant of the reed-beds between
Arabia and Babylonia and not only the i>anther
(nimru), the jackal (ak-hti, hnrbani), the fox
(.^elilnt), and the wild lioar (shakhS, dabw), but
especially the wild ox (r?niH, Heh. 2s-i)^ frequently
figure in the literature and the pictorial representations (e.g. on the oldest cylinder-seals).
Many species of gazelles, antelopes, and wild goats
were found along the frontiers of the country.
The horse (.</s«, Heb. did, but Syr. ''^P'O) was
unknown to the earliest settlers. The Sumerians
called it
ass of the East
or
the mountain
(an.thu kurra), just as by circumlocution they
called the lion lig-magh
big dog.'
The strictly
domestic animals were the cow {alpri), the sheep
{semi, lahru, and other words), the goat (i))Z!()-the
ass (imeru, an incorrectly written form of himeni,
Sumerian anslni), and the dog (kalbu).
The
elephant (ptru) of Mesopotonua, the camel (gammiilti) and the wild ass (bjir'imu) of Arabia, were
also known to the Babylonians.
Such a word as
gammalu shows by its very form (if it were a
geiuiine Babylonian word it would be written
i/amlu) that it has been borrowed from Arabia.
Of tame birds, we may mention the raven (aribu),
the swallow (sinnntu), and the dove (summatu)
(cf. Gn 8'*'- and the Babylonian account of the
Flood)
of half-wild birds, geese and waterhens
(the late Heb. Siiii 'cock,' comes from the
Sumerian dar-nugalln 'king's fowl'), falcons
{surdu) which were tamed even at this early period
by the Babylonians for the purj^ose of hunting.
Of birds of jirey, the eagle {aru and ertt, also
nasliru) holds the first place, then come the owl
{issipu, Heb. n'">:']:) and the horn-owl (kadR), etc.
In the sphere of Ethnology and Language, it
can be shown that a du.alisiu existed in Babylonia
from the earliest period. The Sumerians, who in
all probability came from Central Asia, and whose
language is related to the Turanian, as the
Babylonian method of writing proves, were the

—

—

;

;

'

'

'

;

by Charles .^en'hner^^

.'<nr}x

'

BABYLONIA

BABYLONIA

the civilisation of anterior Asia.
find ;i.s early as li.C. 5000 or 6000
distinct traces of a Semilic population, which came
from the Xorth-Wcst (Mesopotamia) and took
possession of the civilised settlements founded by
the }>unicrians, until, by their gradual incorpora^
tion with the orii;inal inhabitants of the countr}',
there arose a sinde new race.
The Semitic Babylonians have the closest relationship with
the other Semites (Hebrews,
Arabs, and Aramaeans), and yet, in opposition to
these, they form a special group, as the grammar
atid lexicon clearly prove.
If the Syro-Arabian
Semites may be properly designated jcest Semites,
the ancient Kgyplian speech, on the other hand,
beloni.'s to the east Semitic, or the Bab.-Assyrian
branch of Semitic languages. The Egyptians must
in the remotest antiijuity have emigrated from
.Mesopotamia to Africa. Apart from considerations
of grammar and the great number of Suinerian
loan-words contained in their language (which is
otherwise Semitic), this is proved by extensive
coincidences between the Egyptian and Babylonian
systems of writing, their religion, and other

founders of

all

Besides these,

we

branches of culture.
Tlie Religion of the Baljylonians meets us even
in the oldest inscriptions as a tolerably finished
system. Although most of the names of the gods
are Sumerian, the Semites must have had a more
or less important share in the development of this
system. Many gods have two names, one .Semitic
and one Sumerian, e.g. Belu 'Lord' (West Semitic
Baal), Sumerian En-lilln, 'Lord of the air,' and
we cannot always be certain that the Sumerian
name is the older and more original. As kings who
are without doubt Semitic {e.g. the kings of Nisin)
set up Sumi-rian inscriptions, so may Semitic
gods in primitive times have received Sumerian
names even from Semitic Babylonians, especially
since Sumerian continued for long to be the sacred
tongue. The beginnings of B.ibylonian culture go
farther back than any inscri]>ti()ns, and we cannot
therefore answer questions such as this witli anything like certainty.
We get, however, the general
im|)rission that the baser elements of the Babylonian religion originally belonged to the Sumerians, while the purer and nobler ideas in it came
from the Semites. The .sovereign position occupied by Bel (in spite of his .secondary rank in the
genealogical system) points to this conclusion.
Even the Star-worsliip (Sun, Moon, and Planets),
which the Semites at an early date conjoined witli
the cult of Bel, is a far purer and nobler type of
Polytheism than the crude idolatry of so many
other heathen peoples.
If
the fttimerianii in their old incantations
invoke Heaven anil Earth as the two
highest powers of nature, regarding the earth-god
as the 'good' spirit and offering him the greater
devotion, it seems to have been the Semili's who
i-xpaniled this dualism into a genealogical .system
first liy insertins: their Bel between the original two,
and then by adding the sun and planet-gods, which
were all regarded as children of the earth-god. It
s.'ems to have been the Semites, too, who converted
the more general concejilion of 'Heaven' into the
more special one of an 'ocean of heaven,' which
extended over the Firmament ('the waters above
the Eirmament,' Gn T).
To this they gave the
Sumerian title nun (with a dialectical variant
<liiit). and regarded it also as continuing behind
the horizon and inider the earth.
This 'Ocean
of Heaven,' Atiun or Aiiitm (as the Sumerians preferred to write it), was placed at the top of the
gencilogieal tree.
Then came Bel, ' Lord of the
air' (En-liUa, Sem. Ilel-zakiki), as his son, and Ea
or En-ki (-Lord of the earth') as his grandson.
An ancient title for Bel, as god of the air and

always
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the storm, was Ramman (Sumer. Marlii and Imir),
in course of time became a separate god,
worshipped alongside of Bel. In primitive times
the Moon-god (Sin) and Ea had likewise common
titles (e.g. En-zu, 'Lord of wisdom,' Semitic Belnimeki), the Moon-god being hence called the firstborn son of the god Bel.
Anum (shortened, Anu) was originally thought
of as without a consort, for the goddess Anator
Autu is (inly a later philosophical abstraction, and
has nothing whatever to do with the West Semitic
rjy.
On the other hand, both the consort of Bel,
Mn-lilla ('mistress of the air,' in Semitic absolutely Bellu 'mistress') or Ba'u, and the consort
of Ea, Dam-gal-minna or Damkina, were female
per.sonificatiims of the Ocean of Heaven.
The four
children of the Earth-god (who was represented
as a Kam) and his consort Damkinn, the goddess
of Heaven, were Mimdach (Aiuar-iiduk, Marvduk, and simply Mardiik, as he was specially
called in Babylon), the god of the morning-andspringsun, his sister and consort IsCitr, his hostile
brother Nergal, and the lalter's consort Ghanna
(~y;) or Gula, whose name wa-s written with the
same ideogram as the town of Nineveh (Nina).
very ancient designation of Merodach was
Gur-alimma (same ideogram as 'domicile' and
'eye').
god originally identified with Nergal
(god of agriculture and of the kingdom of the
dead), but afterwards differentiated from him, was
Ninib (or Nindar) god of war. The god Dumu-zi
or Tnmmuz, of whom the same myth is related as
of the Egyptian Osiris, was only another manifestation of Merodach.
Finally, mention must be
made of the son of Merodach, Xahu or .V!(.<t/t-!/, the
messenger of ^he gods, the god of the art of writing,
who also appears as the god of fire, and bears other
titles besides (e.g. Niii-giah-zidda).
His consort
was Tashmetu (' hearing prayer ').
In very early times Merodach, Istar, Nergal,
Nindar, and Xabu (Nebo) became Planet-gods, and,
corresponding to their relative distance from the
earth, the following was the primitive arrangement: Sin (Moon), Xahli or Dnn-pa-nddu (Mercury), Islar OT Dilhat (Venus), .S'dma.s- (Sun), Nin-ib
or Kdieanu (Mars), Marduk or (iudhir (Jupiter),
and .Veri/ni (Saturn). A fterwardsXin-ib and Nergal
changed places, Kaivanu becoming Saturn. Siinilarly, the title Gud-bir was at a later period given
to Nabii (Merodach's son), and the new name
Mulu-habbar (written Te-u(l) assigneil to Jupiter.
The conjunction of Sakkul (read ^^-°) and Kevan
5-» may bo compared with the conjunction
in
of the gods Tibal (Earth? ''PO), Sakktit (title of
Nindar, originally Sn-kud, 'judge,' sc. of the dead
in the under-world), and KaicSmi in a Semitic
exorci.sm ( 11^1/ iv. o9, 8).
The oldest sanctuary of the gods, whose names and
genealogical connexions have just been enumerated,
and the special home of the gods in Babylonia, was
the ancient town of Xiin-ki ('place of heaven') or
Eridu ( Urn-Dugga, good town or town of the
good god,' I.e. Ea). There too, 'at the mouth of
the rivers,' stood the holy palm (GU-kin, Semitic
Kiskanfi), the famous oracle-tree of Eridu, to
which the ancient Babylonian ideas of Paradise
attach themselves, since here is to be found 'the
pure abode, which stretches out its shade like a
grove, but within it no one treads (W'AI iv. 16,
5'2
ff. ).
Besides this, the Babylonians h,ad also
another conception of a land of the gods to the
south of the mouth of the Euphrates, and of a
river of death and an Island of the Blessed far out
in the ocean.
In the epic of Gisdubar, the hero,
the biblical Nimrod, sets out from Erech by laud
throuuh .Arabia, to seek for his gre.at-gr.ind father
Sit-napisti (the biblical Noah), who ii.as been
translated to Paradise.
Between Aga and Salma,

who
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A
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and, according to
the mountains of the land of Mashu, dwell the Steps, and, as such, a temple
mythical scorpion-raen, who guard the gold of the Babylonian conception, men were created by
Mount Arallu. After a long journey 'through God to build temples for the gods. At the same
the land of darkness,' Gisdubar at last reaches the time the presumption of wishing to climb up to
sea-coast and the palace of the virgin goddess heaven comes out clearly in the Etana legend,
Sabitu (i.e. the Sabiean), thence he travels to the where it is punished by a downfall.
Sacrijice.i and jiraijers played an important part
waters of death,' and crossing over arrives at
among the Babylonians at all times. Besides the
It looks as if the
the residence of Sit-napisti.
incense-island Sokolra, to the south of Arabia, priests, there were also the magicians and soothThe laws and orsayers with their exorcisms.
had furnislied the material for this conception.
The conception of Hades or 'the land without dinances (terlti .ni-i'n) of the gods are often men(Bab. tShelu, from shu'alu place of judg- tioned and we can see clearly, from the hymns and
return
ment,' al iisiti 'town of the under-world,' and litanies that have come down to us, that the ritual
other .similar names) is also found amongst the of sacrifice and worship was a rich one. Liturgical
Babylonians, who place it in the farther south, forms, like so much else, had their home in Babywhere the waters of the ocean extend below the lonia, as can be proved down even to the minutest
earth and connect themselves with the under part details of expression. There are two chief kinds of
Here the different gods of sacrilices mentioned in tlie oldest inscriptions: the
of the Ocean of Heaven.
the under-world, especially the night-and-winter prescribed daily sacrifice ginu or sattukku (Sumer.
sun (also called the South sun, Nin-ib, Nergal) sa-diifj, probably a word originally borrowed from
but also the fire-demon Nebo-Nusku, and the the Arabian xadukat 'right'), and the freewill
Moon-god, acted as judges of the dead. All this sacrifice nindabil ( ^^,',")t w-hich originally consisted
of a gift of corn (Sumer. nidab) to the goddess Istar.
clearly implies the notion of a retribution beyond
the grave. Besides the Eden, which is conceived Other expressions for sacrifice are: kurhatinu
of as situated on the coast of the Persian Gulf
('?1'^). properly presentation,' niku (properly libabut used for sacrifice in general, since
desert,' * low ground '),
tion,'
(]-\y from Sumerian Edin,
there is also a I'aradise above in Heaven with the libations were always useil at the sacrifice of
names Ey-ars^aff-kur-kurra ('Mountain-house of beasts), kutrinnn incense-offering,' zibu (from 2(6' ii
= nT),sirku ( drink-offering'), and .^7<rA-fn7(. It is
the lands') E-linrsag-kalamma ('House of the
Mt. of the World'), Ekur ('Mountain-house,' worth remarking that the same word which is used
properly E-(iur 'House of the Ocean of Heaven'), in Hebrew of pardon and forgiveness, "^?, is used in
"'? Is 14i^f).
Babylonian of sprinkling sick or unclean men.
E-sharra (' House of assembly,'
Since the Babylonians thought of the north as Sickness, howe%'er, is always treated by the Babyabove, and of the south as below, it is evident why lonians as a re.sult of sin, and hence sacrifice is
this mountain of the gods is, in Is 14'^, placed to
always regarded as a propitiation for sin. Human
the north (its opposite is Sheol, 14'=), and we are not sacrifice, up to the present, has been found porto think of any carthlij mountain, svicli as Ararat.
trayed only upon ancient seal-cylinders,* and it is
The Babylonians also connect the serpent with still open to question whether the victim does not
In the epic of Ninirod it is the serpent represent a god rather than a man.
In that case
Paradise.
which snatches the plant of rejuvenescence from there would be an allusion to a myth unknown to us.
Gisdubar as he returns home. In a well-known Of the many expressions for 'prayer' and 'petition
picture on an old cylinder-seal, a serpent is twining in use, siippii, a denominative from sijipu, a threshIn front old, has a special interest, because the threshold
itself behind a seated female (?) figure.
of the figure stands a palm, and on the other side of the house or the temple was the place at which
of the palm sits a personage whose ox-horns mark prayer and sacrifice were offered in ancient times.
him out as a divinity. Both figures, however, are
From the earliest times the temples were restretching out their hands to the fruit of the tree garded in Babylonia as the earthly dwellingThe Babylonian places of the gods (Bab. bttu, i.sirtn, and ekallu
stands between them.
tliat
dragon of the primeval world is represented as ^:'r\, which u.sually, however, means palace:.
a monster witli the head of a lion and the feet of They were generally in the form of a tower of
an eagle; but after his defeat by Merodach he is steps (zikkui-atu), and were three storeys and
transpoi-ted to Heaven in the form of a serpent.
sometimes seven storeys high, the latter being
In connexion with this we may remember that an earthly copy of the seven heavenly spheres, or
Occasionally these temples
the sei^pent-god,' who is regarded as masculine,
circles, of the planets.
watcher (rCihisu) of the house of contained also the graves of the kings ((/iyvmt), as
is called the
both
at
Finally, Nebuchadrezzar set up,
In the Holy of
heaven.'
in the case of a temple of Gudea.
the gates of Babylon and on the threshold of the
Holies
there were special divisions, which were
serpents
colossal
enormous
bulls and
temple of Bel,
called
by .several names, parakku, papahu,
of metal as guardians.
panpanu, di'u, uszikku, and stikkti (cf. ^r?, also used
Unfortunately, no direct parallel to the biblical in a religious sense). It is remarkable that the
account of the Fall and the expulsion of man from oldest form of the ideogram for parakku clearly
Paradise has been as yet found in Babylonian represents tapestry or a curtain (cf. 'P?).
Nevertheless, apart from the pictorial
literature.
The functions of the priests, seers or prophets,
representati(m mentioned above, the legend of magicians and soothsayers, often overlap one
Adapa presents a parallel. Adapa, who is called the another in the texts, though they were in reality
The most
'seed of mankinil,' forfeits for ever the immortality always very carefidly differentiated.
offered to liiiu by tlie god of heaven liy his refusal
common expressions for priest are kaia and iangu
If, in addition
to take the bread and water of life.
(Sumerian snr/), the liigh priest being hence called
to this, we note the prominent place occupied by the
sancin-maljttu (Srom sag 'priest' and mail 'high'),
knowledge of sin and the yearning after forgive- for "seer and prophet mahliU, from which the word
ness amongst the Babylonian Semites, the exist- magician is derived, asu (which also means
ence of a narrative of the Fall, .standing in intimate
physician,' Sumer. azu, originally signifying he
relation to I'aradise, can scarcely any longer be
who knows'), and barii ('the seer,' e.xactly = the
doubted. The same remark applies to the con- Heb. "'?^). The Heb. word x'?' is also found, at
fasion of tongues at the building of the Tower.
any rate in the name of the god Xahi'u, Xnbli,
The Tower of Babel (Gn 11) is indeed a tower of Nebo ('proclaimer,' 'herald,' as a planet, Hermes).
;
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j^i also has its equivalent in the Bab.
(from mii.^kahinii), ' one who pays homage
or worships.' The rich cultus of the Babjloniaas,

The Heb.
miuU-'inii

immerous sacrifices, prayers, and
included from an early period also sacred
water (aijuhbu), censers (arftji/Hcii), processions
(maHdaliu). barges of the gods (as in Kgypt). All
these naturally had their chief place at the
in addition to its

litanies,

numerous festivals.
Not only were there Festivals which were repeated on certain fi.Ked days every month (as the
nuhaltii or festival specially connected with the
worship of Merodach and his consort Zarpanit on
the 3rd, 7th, and IGth days of the month, or
the so-called 'unlucky-day,' umn limnu [corresi)onding to the Hebrew Sabbath], which Wius held on
the 7th, I4th, 10th. 21st, and 28th of the month, <and
ha<l to be observed as a day of fasting and repents
ance even by the king), but there was also a series
of annual festivals, of which the Festival of the
New Year (zarjmnL-ku. ak'itu) was regarded as the
most sacred. At this festival Bel (in Babylon Bel.Merodach, in SiriiuUa Xingirsu, as the consort of
Ba'u) entered the holy assembly-ruoin {uhiugiuna)
in order to fix the fates of men, es])ecially that of
the king, for the coming year.
This Festival of
the Xew Year and the Spring wa.s also held in remembrance of the day of Creation. After Bel
had comiuered the dragon and made the world, on
the 8th and 11th days of the new year he entered
Dnlnzagijn, the holy of holies' of Ubsuc/inna, for
the purpose mentioned above (Epic of the Creation,
Table iii. 1. til, Nebuk. ii. .a-l-tioj.
In this connexion the ancient names of the
Babylonian Months, as they are given from about
B.I'. 20110 both ill Sumerian and Semitic, are as
'

follows
1.

:

Barag-zag-gar ('the Holy of Holies of the
Xisminii, also named Arah
Temple').

—

rahrili (month of the great gods,
and Bel) begins on iilst of March.
:

2.

April.
Gu(l:i)-di ('

ox of right guidance
April-May.

'

i.e.

Ann

March-

(?)).

lyaru.

Sliigga (month of bricks).
Sivanu, likewise
called KuKallu and Sitau.
May-.June.
JDi/'Ssw (Taininuz), also
4. .S'/i"-f/"«iia (sowing).
I'U-hahi (' opening of door'). .June-July.
Abu, also month
5. Bil-hil-gar (fire month).
Julyof the star or bow (or Sirius).
3.

August.
0.
7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

12.

Gur-Xinni (harvest of

Uliilu (Elul).

Istar).

Auiiust-September.
Diil-aziigga (see above).
Tashrltu ( = beginning). September-October.
Aphi-diia (the lifting of the watering-can ?).
Anih-samna (the eighth month, Marchesvan).
October-November.
Gan-gan-na-ud-dii (month of clouds). JCisilivu.

November-December.
Ab-ba-ud-du (month of the sea). Tibitu,
Tamtiru (rain). December-January.

also

fyhdhatu, also
AnU-a-an (curse of rain).
Jaiii-Jiamman (festival of the storm-god),
.laiiuary -February.
Shi'-yiir-kud

Adam,

(grain-harvest).

also

Arah-sibuli (month of the seven evil gods).

February-March.
of months in use amongst the Hebrews
the Exile are well known to have been
derived from the Semitic names which are always
mentioned second in the foregning li.st. As the
names Dul-azagga, which is used in connexion
with the New Year, and Ti.iri, which signifies
beginning,' show, the New Year Festival must,
at some early date, have been held in harvest
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who

rules the year), and why the Babylonians,
even in later times, instead of a second Adar,
intercalated occvsioiially a second Elul (very
rarely a second Nisan) as the last month of
the year.
In the time of Abraham the month
in Babylonia h.id .30 days, as is clear from the
contract-tablets.
The year thus consisting of 300
days, it was necessary every six years to intercalate a thirteenth month generally a second
Adar. The Babylonians also recognised a lunar
year of 324 days, whose months each contained
27 days. From this they fixed the ratio of silver

—

(moon) to gold (sun) as 27
3(50 (lunar month :
solar year)
:
40 = 1
lunar month
13|.
had three weeks of 9 days or (iO nddit (the itddu
was reckoned as
= 216 minutes). The
Babylonians divided the day into twelve doublehours, and the double-hour into 60 minutes,
their unit of time being thus equal to about two
minutes of our reckoning, corresponding to the
time taken by the sun to traverse a space in the
heavens equal to his apparent diameter.
In the contract-tablets of the later kings of Vr
(about no. 2300), some centuries therefore before
Abraham, we find a list of Sumerian names for
the months, only three of which correspond with
those mentioned above, viz. the 4th (Shu-gunna),the
5th (Festival of the Fire-god), and the 12th (Shcgur-kud). The first month in this old li-st is called
She-ilia ('when the grain grows tall'), the 7tli
' Feast
of Tamnniz,' the 8th ' Feast of king
Dungi ' (who was worshipped as a god), and the
9tli ' Fea.st of Ba'u.'
Even at this date there is
already evidence of the intercalation of a second
Adar (dir she-gtir-kud).
much to be regretted that no special
It is
calendar of festivals has been discovered up to the
present.
only know that Bel was the patron
god of Ni.san. Ea of lyyar. Sin of Sivaii, Niii-ib
of Tammuz, Nin-gis-zidda (Nebo, as Fire-god) of
Ab, Istar of Elul, Samas of Tisri, Merodach of
Arah.samna, Nerg,al of Kislcv, and Kaniman of
Shebat, and that jirobably the chief festival of the
gods mentioned was held in the months that
corresponded to them. It is most likely, however,
that not only different epochs, but also different
places of worship, had their own special festivals.
At Sippar, for instance, the City of the Sun in
N. Babylonia, Sani.as bad special fea.st-days not
only on 7th Nisan and 7th Tisri, but also on 10th
lyyar, 3rd Elul, loth Marcheshvan, and loth Adar.
In this connexion it may be noted that, judging
from the Ueb. Feast of Puriin (14lh and 15th
Adar), there was probably in Babylonia a feast
observed in honour of Istar the sister of Samas.
The circumstance that each month had its
patron deity, has a partial connexion also with
the Division of the Zodiac, which originated in
."000.
At th.at early date
Babylonia before
the principal constellations, and especially tho.se
that are traversed by the sun, moon, and planets,
were already known by nearly the same names as
they bear to-day. They formed twelve 'stations'
:

=3

:

A

6x6x6

We

m

.

(manzaztu, hence mazzartu and mazznltu, from
which are borrowed llcb. ^i^^P, ^''^\~ [Job 38*-, 2 K
2.3''] and .Arab, manznl).
From n.c. 2(HI0 onwards
be demonstrated tb.at the order of t)ie
it can
months was Nisan, lyyar, etc. This reckoning

The names

starts with the

after

but there was an older order which began with the
Hull (Taurus, the .symbol of the god Merodach).
The latter system, which finds the vernal point in

'

instead of in spring.
the god of the seventli

This

month

.also
is

exphiins why
(the sun,

Samas

Ham

(Aries) as the vernal point,

the Pleiades, carries us back at least to somewhere
The Zodiac was also divided into
.about 11.1 4000.
a region of .\nu ( T.aunts, (iemini, Cancer, Leo), a
regicm of Bel (Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius),
and a region of the earth-and-water god Ea (Cai>ricornu.s, Aquarius, Pisces, Aries).
These last four

—
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constellations, lying between Sagittarius and tlie
I'leiades (''J't, cf. Hab. khntu, ' family '), and forming the path of Ea, are what are called in Job 9'
Along this
tlie cliauibers of the south ' (i^" "'^1'?).
path of Ea (Sumer. sil si(/(/a, written with the signs
tar and pa), lay, according to Bab. notions, the
entrance to the under-world hence the constellaopening of the
tion Sagittarius was calleil ka-sil
'

;

'

and the corresponding month Kisilivtt
(Ki.slev).
But as the Babylonians were fond of
applying one and the same designation to stars in
path,'

opposite quarters of the heavens, Orion was also
named ka-sil (Heb. '''Df) and the month Sivan,
wliich belonged to Gemini, was called Kusnllu. It
is certainly no fortuitous circumstance that precisely at the point where the path of Ea begins
(between Sagittarius and Capricornus), another
path, the Milky Way, intersects the ecliptic, and
that the ecliptic is again crossed by the Milky
Way at the point where the path ends, exactly
between Gemini (month Sivan) and Orion (Bab.

shn-gi or shibu, also ka-sil, Heb. ^^°^). The Great
Bear was called by the Babylonians 'Wagon-star'
(more precisely ka/ckab sumbi, star of the baggage'

W. Semites

Lion-star (Heb. '•^"X,
Syr. "^"''1 Arab, 'ayiith), for the Arab, na'sh

wagon '), by
cf.

the

'

'

(Bab. neshu) also meant originally 'lion.' The
unilerlying explanation is probably that the Lion
of the Zodiac (Bab. 'dog-star'), on account of his
nearness to the sign of llie Great Bear, was thought
At a
of as harnessed to the latter as his wagon.
later period the Babylonians designated the Dog
'
(our Leo) aril (' lion ' ) in Sumer. Ug means dog,'
anil lig-magh 'lion' (literally 'big dog').
The oldest reliable evidence for tlie Bab. origin
of the zodiacal signs is derived from tlie ancient
Bab. boundary-stones with their pictorial repreThese date from the 12th cent. B.C.,
sentations.
and from them we obtain the following series
Kam, Bull, two dragons = Gemini, Hydra (south of
Cancer) with a spindle, Dog, P^ar of corn with a
cow (the symbol of the virgin Istar), Balance
;

:

(Yoke),

Scorpion,

Scorpion

-

man

with

a

bow

(Sagittarius), Goat-fish (a goat with the body and
tail of a lisli) or Tortoise, Pitcher, and Water-hen
(Ibirse), to which the Uaven, as symbol of the
intercalary month (originally a second Elul), is
added as a thirteenth sign (hence the raven is
viewed as a bird of evil omen). That the real
origin of this system goes back, however, to a far
remoter antiquity, is proved not only by the starnames found in the so-called astrological wcn'k
201J0), but by the circumstance that
H.(-.
(c.
Pleiades (Taurus)
tlu'oughout the latter the
Tlie
appear as the first of the zodiacal signs.
exact astronomical proof was rendered possible by
the Planet-tables of the Arsacid perio<l (2nd cent.
n.C), and the laborious task was undertaken by
It
the Jesuit fathers Epping and Strassmaier.
turned out,* moreover, that the Babylonians were
aciinainted not only with the twelve signs of the
Zodiac, Init ((juite in accord with tlie testimony of
Diodorus, ii. 30) also with 24 (afterwards 27)
stations of the moont and 3G stations of the
That is to say, they
planets (the so-called dfcani).
divided the ecliptic as the path of the sun into 12,
as that of the moon into 27, and as that of the
planets into 3(5 parts, and distiiignishcil each part
by certain stars. The same investigation makes
hour-stars
and the 30
it probable that the 24
of the ancient Egyptians were
rfccan /-stars'
borrowed in the remotest antiquity from Baby(We shall presently describe [p. 220 f.] how
lonia.
the Babylonians wove the signs of the Zodiac into
'

The proof of this will he fouiwi in llotntiiersort. * t^r.spriint'
in ZDMG, l!il. 4.\ pp. 592-«l!>.
il. anlb. ?terrin:iliUMi
t The names of these passed in course of time from the Babylonians to the Arabs, Persians. Hindus, and Chinese.
*

'

the composition of both their great epic poems, the
one concerning the Creation, the other concerning
Nimrod.) Of remaining stars we have yet to menProcyoii
tion Sirius, 'bow-star' (kakkab kashti)
north star
or
northern
{kakkab mishri, lit.
weapon,' in contradistinction to the 'soutliern
weapon,' viz. Sirius) ashkar or iku (Arab, 'aipjuk)
= Capella king-star = Kegulus in Leo jackalstar' = Antares in Scorpio; sig-bil-sagga = Myia,
(or star of
Ce.ti, south of Aries, the 'fire-star'
Nimrod or Gisdubar) etc. etc. In the whole list
there are only a few names which cannot now be
;

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

;

;

identified.

Babylonia was the home not only of Mathematics (see below) and Astronomy, but of
This is eloquently witnessed to by
Astrology.
the so-called astrological work mentioned above,
which bears the special title, n^r Bel, illuminaThe seers (ftarfi) and magicians
tion of Bel.'
(ma/i/nt), who are so often mentioned along with
star-gazers
and
the priests, were, above all,
cf. Dn 2'-, where already the
prognosticators
name Kasdim (Chaldieans) appears as synonymous
with magicians. That the ixdyoi. of JNIt 2' were
likewise CliaUheans, is plain from various passages
Under
of the astrological work, where we read,
such and sucii a constellation a great king shall
arise in the land of Martu (Palestine), and peace
'

'

'

'

'

;

'

and joy

shall prevail in the land.'

Bab. Medicine did not reach a level much
higher than that of magical formulw,* the acqiiaintance of the Babylonians with Mathematics
The subject
deserves all the fuller recognition.
will be best elucidated by a brief survey of the
admittedly
all the
Bab. Metrology, from wliich
ancient metrological systems (that of ancient
Egypt included) were derived. The latter circumstance proves indirectly how remote is the antibeginnings of the system
(piity to which the
must be carried back, jletrology, moreover, lays
the foundation for the material civilisation of a
people, as religion does for their spiritual development. Eor the Babylonians the connecting link
between the two was Astronomy.
First, as regards linear measure, we now know
from the scale of Gudea (c. B.C. 2000), published in
de Sarzec's Di'convertes, that the half-cubit (J great
If

cubit) was divided into lo finger-breadths of lU'ti
mm. each. The cubit thus contained 49S mm., and
These
the great cubit (ammatu rahitn) 990 mm.
again were divided respectively into 30 and 00
Both the small and the great cubit
finger-breadths.
were also divided into six equal parts, tlie former
x 10 finger-breadths.
containing 0x5, the latter
The latter system of division appears, for instance,
in the tablet of Senkereh (]\'AI iv.- 37), on the
reverse of which are given the squares and cubes
of the cubit from the number 1 up to 01), and on
the obverse the fractions and multiples of the
learn that a 'reed' (gi or kanfi) was
cubit.
great cubits a gar (written with the sign slia)
12 great cubits ; an risk (stadium) 00 gar or 720
great cubits; a kashu (para.saiig) 30 nsh (c. 21
In all pro-,
kiloinet.) ; and a donble-kasbii On nsh.
bability there was also a small kasbii, answering
to the" small cubit, and containing 10,800 cubits
(r,. lOf kilomet.).
Besides its division into sixths, the cubit was
divided also into 10 (5) hand-breadths (each of (i
Further, as we learn from the
finger-breadths).

We

;

'

'

u. Alter

;

• Important conclusions can be deduced, however, from tlie
litenuure. nolablv from the biliiifrnal inapical fonnulie
and from the Kpic of Simrod, resrardlni; the nature of certain
For instance, the 'head-disease' so frequently mendiseases.
tioned, which is accompanied witli violent fever, is erynipelnK
the symptoms of Gisdubar's illness arc those of turn venerea ;
while' the disease of Ea-bani appears to have been leprosy.
Tliere Is also frequent mention In the religioaa texts of fever
liub

and plague.

;,
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Gudea, the finger-breadth (16-6 mm.) was
divided into 180 parts, of wliich, however, the only
ones in actual use were the yV (r's°i5). tj (rVa)' i

scale of

'^^^
(,%). i (.'<•;!)' i (iVo), I (rA). and h (t'A)liand-breadth, whose miiiiinuiu was taken at 9n, and
maxiniuui at '.''.1-(J mm., served, moreover, as the side
uf a cube which contained exactly a ia nearly a
litre), and which, ichen filled loith icater, weighed
In the same way,
a great mina (c. 'MO grammes).
as is well known, a cubical decimetre {i.e. a litre)
In this most
of water weighs a kilogramme.
ingenious fashion did the Babylonians in that
remote anli'iuity derive not only their superficial
measures and tlieir nieiisures of capacity, but even
their weights from a common standard, the handIt is furtlier to be noted that in the
breadth.
latitude of Habylon (Sl° N. lat.) the length of the
seconds' pendulum is 992-35 mm., which is almost
e.xacilv equal to the length of the Bab. doublecubit (99iJ-yyU mm.).
From their linear measure the Babylonians deA distance of
rived also their reckoniiif/ of time.
atiO double-cubits is covered by an average walker
in 4 minutes (j!^ of the whole day), a great kasbu
(21,000 cubits) in four hours or a night-watch.
Thus the kasbtt was used to mark the periods of
the day
/, of a day (2 ho.) being a small, and ,1
a great kaab^t. The reckoning was controlled by
the observation that the sun requires exactly
2 minutes (j'j of the double-hour) to traverse a
space equal to his apparent diameter. Thus discovered, the system of reckoning by 60 (sussu,
originally .ntdsu, i.e. J of .'SCO) was adopted by the
Babylonians as the fundamental principle of their
whole mctrological system. It was astronomy*
then, in conjunction with the linear measures
derived from the cubit and the hand-breadth, that
gave birth to the famed sexai/esimal system, which
spread from Babylon over almost the whole world.
\Vitli this goes naturally the division of the circle
into 720 (300) degrees
and the observation that
the sixth part of the circumference of a circle is
equal to the radius, stands also in the closest
Both the principles
relation to the same system.
referred to were known to the Babylonians from
the earliest times.
By squaring the various linear measures, we
obtain the corresponding superficial measure.
As
early as the time of the kings of Ur we meet
with the 'field' (f/an) = 1800 'gardens' (sar) and
the 'garden' (60 sq. cubits ?)=fi0 3(H.t Then the Jin
Besides the
( 1 sq. cul)it ?) was divided into 180 she.
great r/an of 1800 sar, there was originally a small
firm of 180 sar; hence the great gan bears the
name aUso of bur-gan ('ten gardens'). The BabyInnians, moreover, gave designations to pieces of
land according to the amount of seed-corn required
to HOW them.
Thus, e.ij., they would speak of a 6
ijur rornfield.
This introduces us to
Me<isHres of capacity.
In Abraham's time there
were already three systems sinmltaneously in
u.se:
the yur of 300 ia, the yur of 300 ia (}
le«.s
than the first, and standing to it in the
same relation :us the gold mina of 50 shekels
to the silver mina of 60 shekels), and the gur
of 180 i-a.
The last-named .system of reckoning, ace. to which the ia contained about 2
litres, was the oidy one in u.se in the New Bab.
period.
Now, since the Ileb. kor (i:) contained
180 iab {^?.), just as the Bab. gur contained 180
i;

;

;

;

—

• K?»i)0(HftlIy throtif;)) the obsorvallon thut In the coiirAc of the
appnn-'nt ruviihittiui of iIk< ci'lestlnl sphere, i^ of Iho uoliptle (/./•.
1
«lirn of Uie Zotliiio) lAkos exnetly two hours (j^ of a ftldereal
»lny) to pasA before tlio oyo of one watching the slarrj- heavens

by

ia, it is clear that the Hebrews borrowed both
the names and the divisions from the Babylonians. The Ileb. has even preserved the original
an(.l
fuller form of the name ia, namely iab.
Besides the ia (see above for its origin) there
were also larger sub-divisions of the gur or kor,
such as the pi or ' ass's burden ' (imiru Ileb. i^h)

=

i

gur

the

;

(Ileb.

a.?

Bath or Ephah)

= .^^

gur

;

the

bar (Ileb. .SV'aft) = j',, gur, etc. In addition to
this, the ia (originally about a litre) was divided
into 60 parts, wliich, as in the case of the mina
and the sar, were called yin. Since among the
Hebrews the hin (r"i ) was the 60th part of the kor,
as amongst the Babylonians the gin was the GOth
part of the ia, pn must also be a Bab. loan-word.
It found its way into Heb. through the medium
of Egypt, where the hin was the fundamental
measure and the name ephah also comes from
Egypt.* Besides this division of the ia into 60 gin,
we meet with another into 10 gnr (written sha).
Finally, in regard to weights, the talent (gun,
Serait. perhaps f/a(/(7nri() contained 60 mina; (mana,
Semit. manu)
the mina 60 shekels (gin with the
;

;

and, as the original
360 (180) she
(or grains of corn).
But, as happened so often
in the Bab. metrology, there were several systems
of weight in use simultaneously: [1] The heavy
mina of about 990 gr. (the weight of the ia filled
with water, see above).
[2] The light mina, which
weighed 5 of the heavy, i.e. c. 495 gr. (491-492 gr.
in the case of the weight-s still extant).
[3]
weight = J of the light mina (50 instead of 60
shekels) used specially for gold, the so-called
gold mina, usually = 409-410 gr. Even c. B.C. 2000,
however, there had come into use a gold mina of a
higher (so-called royal) standard = 427i gr., as can
be proved from a weiglit recently found at Nippur.
weight about
more than the light mina,
[4]
the Bab. silver mina = 546 gr.
Although the lastderived
named is a
and secondary weight, it is
for its 60tli part, the silver
still very ancient,
shekel of 9-1 gr., answers exactly to the ancient
Rgyp. ied, which is likewise = 9-1 gr. The Bab.
ideogram for shekel has not only the pronunciation Hiilu i'^}^') but also iuddu (Arab, iada/i cup )
and this iuddu is naturally the prototype of the
Egyp. ied, which weighs exactly the same. Ten
of these ied made up the Egyp. pound (dehen, not
uten) of 10 sliekels (91 gr.), and in point of fact
there was also a Bab. weifiht of 10 shekels, whose
name was in Sumer. yarasli\ and in Semit. tibnu,
but which was also designated absolutely abnu

sign tu, iSemit.

.iiilu 'weiglit,'

measure, iuddu 'cup')

;

tlie sliekel

A

A

},

'

,

'

(cf. 2 S H'M ^'^P0 m, and Pr lOH d-? 'la.s^
Bab. aban kisi). Three of these made up a lialfmina, and six a mina.
In regard to Bab. Art Carcliitecture, sculpture,
engraving, etc.), our former conceptions have been
fundamentally clianiicd by the excavations at
Telloh and Niffer (in South and Central Baby-

'stone'

From

lonia).

these

we

see that as early

a.s

it.c.

4000-3000 the bloom of art in Babylon was such as
was in some respects never attained in later days,
a case quite .analogous to that of Egypt in the
Under the older kings of
era of the Pyramids.
SirguUa the style of art is of conr.se still somewhat awkward and crude, but under the older
I'atesi it shows a high finish, e.g. in the carving of
the beautiful silver Viuses of En-tiinena {e. a c. 3HO0)

—

and the cylinder-seals and reliefs of the old kings
of Ag.ade (Akkad), c, li.c. 3500, are still more finely
executed.
At Nippur, prior to li.c. 4000, architects
already iLsed the arch of burned brick, which
formerly was supposed to have originated at a

nitiht.

t It Is possltilc, tiowever. tlmt the lenirlli of side of the tinr was
ureal eiiblts. tii whteh ease Its area wmiM l»o Mt'-oil sq. eilblls.
while that .if tlie yin wouM Ije i^lsq. •ilMl,-, and of the «/ie J of
a sij. cubll.
fi'i
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*

The

derlvid

ICfvp.

fi-oin

word

the

Ital).

fittiiili

('Ipt)

la,

however.

Itself urlKinallv

/»//«.

+ This ffitniMli Is the Perso-Indlan ktirun/ia,
weight of 10 shekels.

which

Is

also a

:
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much

later period.
The Bab. temples, formed of
brick like Bab. buildings in general, were in
stage form, and had either three or seven storeys,
the latter number in imitation of the seven planetspheres (see p. 21(3''). The oldest kings already refer,
in their inscriptions, to palaces, and on a statue
of Gudea (c. 2S)00) we find even the plan of such
a building. The surface of each brick was stamped
witli an inscription of six to ten lines, and formed
a square with a side of 330 mm. {i.e. i of a cubit =
The science of hydraulics was also
I Bab. foot).
highly developed (dams, canals, sluices, cisterns,
etc.).
From the fragments of vases which still
exist (beautifully ornamented, and in some cases
with lengthy inscriptions), formed either of
alabaster or of clay, we see tiiat pottery had made
great advances in the very earliest times. The
same is true of weaving. Long before tlie time of
Abraham, the magnificent Bab. carjjets and
mantles were in high repute (cf. Jos. 7-'). Music
and poetry (on the latter see the remarks on Bab.
literature, below) were sedulously cultivated.
As
early as the time of Gudea we find a twelvestringed harp portrayed. To the forms of poetry
belonged, as we have now learned, a highlycomplicated strophic system, as well as the regular
succession of a certain number of cadences, and
finally the so-called parallelismus membroriim.
The diorite statues of the Patesi of Sirgulla
may confidently be matched against the famous
statues of wood and diorite whicli belong to tlie
Egyp. art of the so-called ancient empire. Special
skill was displayed, however, by tlie Babylonians
at all periods, in engraving
and their cylinderseals, which date as far back as c. H.C. 4000, show a
fineness of execution which cannot but arouse our
admiration.
Mythological scenes are the favourite
particidarly common is the portrayal of
subject
such as belong to the circle of legends which
'

'

;

;

around Gisdubar (Nimrod). The inappended give, as a rule, simply the
name and title of the owner of the seal and his

formed

itself

scriptions

but as these are freijuently kings, such
father
cylinder-seals not infrequently serve as important
sources for the tracing of history. Jletallurgy,
finally, was also in an advanced stage in early
days. The relation of silver to gold was in point
of value 3 40, or 1 131, the same ratio as that of
the ancient lunar month of 27 days to the
solar year of 300 days.
From the first we find the
Babylonians acquainted also with the smelting of
;

:

:

The latter was originally obtained from
meteoric stones, hence the Sumer. name an-har,
'heavenly metal.'
They had also learned the
composition of bronze (Sumer. zabar, Semit.
siparni) from copper and tin.
They were acquainted even with the manufacture of glass. As
early as c. B.<'. l.jOO we meet with cobalt-coloured
glass as an artificial substitute for the costly lapislazuli imported from Media.
The Literature of Babylon, as was to be expected from a people so highly civilised, was of the
most varied character and greatest extent. Uniron.

fortunately, in spite of the

numerous discoveries

made by excavation (esp. the remains of actual
libraries, inscribed on clay tablets), only the ruins
of this literature have been preserved ; but in this
form we liave specimens of at least all the more
important branches.
as regards literature in the narrower
sense, the poetry of Babylon, even the so-called
secular epic, e.g. the Nimrod-epos, bore an essentially religious character. To the poetical fragments
which have come down to us either in Sumerian
alone, or (as is generally the case) with a Semitic
interlinear translation as well, belong above all
the numerous magical formuhe (with the title
enna or shiplu, 'incantation'), as well as a great
First,

BABYLONIA
hymns to the gods, and penitential
While the first-named are composed in
relatively old and pure Sumerian and generally
written ideographically, the last two show an
admixture of numerous later forms of speech
they contain Semit. loan-words and frequent innumber

of

psalms.

stances of phonetic WTiting (the so-called inii-sal
in opposition to the
forms or women's speech
From all
'priests' speech' of the earliest period).
this, the N. Babylonian and Semit. origin of the
penitential psalms, and of a large number of the
hymns to tlie gods, may be certainly inferred.
Moreover, the line of thought in the penitential
psalms, notwithstanding their being composed in
Sumerian, is far more Semitic than Sumerian. In
particular, there appear in them with tolerable
clearness purer religious conceptions, approaching
While the magical formulie cermonotheism.
tainly go back to a very remote antiquity, the
'

'

psalms

may

possibly have taken their
B.C. 3000 and 2000, i.e. in
In any case,
the last centuries before Abraham.
they are essentially more recent than the formulue.
By far the greater half of the Bab. literature

penitential
rise

somewhere between

was composed, however, only

in tlie Semit.

idiom

This

is true of certain magical
formulfe {€.(/. the so-called ' burning series
or
of
wax
figures of evil spirits or
mailG, i.e. burning
to
the
gods.
To
the
witches)
and
many
hymns
of
same class belong, above all, the epic poems of
which, fortunately, a whole series have come
down to us, more or less perfectly preserved.
These poems might with equal propriety be called
mythological texts, for the purely epic and narrative element in them is constantly mingled and

of the country.

'

combined with the mythological. The most important and (as is proved by the order adopted foithe zodiacal signs, the Ram, fcwsari'A-A-H, being last

—

i

poem is
When heaven above
The Creation epos.
(rt)
had not yet been named and earth below yet bore
no name — but the ocean {npsii, Dc:s), the primeval,
their progenitor, and chaos {Tihamat or mtimmn T.)
the bearer of them all, yet mingled their waters
together, when as yet no cornfield was cultivated,
when as yet none of the gods
and no reed seen
existed, no name they bore, destinies were not yet
the oldest

'

—

mummu

or
assigned, then were born the gods [of
chaos] I-ukhmii and Lakliamu came forth [first],
;

sons grew up

(

= elapsed?)

.

.

.

Aiishar

and

days pa-ssed by till at
[but the
length Anu, Bel, and Ea were produced
son of Ea and Damkina was Marduk the creator
So begins, in remarkable accord
of the world].'
with Gn 1'*^, this poem, whose commencement
has also come down to us in Greek in Damascius'
The further course of
Quaatl. de primis principiis.
events described is briefly as follows: After the
above-named gods originated from chaos, a strife
arose between Tili.lmat (°'''"''?), the female personification of the primeval ocean, and the rest of the
Kishar were

born, long

;

gods.

Anu

claims the right to decide the dispute

;

TihSmat, however, declares war, and binds the

and Thummira of
her consort Kingu. Anshar,*

(cf. the L'rim

tablets of destiny
OT) to the bre.ast of
after fruitless attempts,

tlirougli

the

medium

of

Marduk, to conciliate Tihiimat,
inform Luklimu and Lakli.lmu that

Anu, Ea, and
sends

to

Marduk

is prepared to undertake the conflict with
Tihamat.
The detailed account of this conflict
between the god of li.ght, Marduk, and the dark
primeval ocean, t makes up the 4th canto of the ep(«,
which fortunately we possess complete. Marduk
* Oritrlnnllv i«U^ntic.il with .\nu. .\n-.sarbein[r = heaven's ho*!,
(lltl"erentlati-<i Irofii him. and at a later i»erio.l
assimtlrtled to .\>sur (Damaseius '\a<Tup6v).
+ In pictorial representation.s Tihamat appears as a drairon
(hence the serpent of the Bab. bonndary-stones) with a lion's
head, hence she is called also tahliu, * Hon.'

but afterwards

t
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conquers the dragon and his eleven helpers (cf.
Job '.I'-'j, cleaves Tiliamat, and oul of the one half
fashions the tinuament of heaven, in which he
assiu'us their places to tlie gods Anu, Uel, Ka, and
to the moon and the stars, while out of tlie other
The eleven helpers were
half he fashions the earth.
placed in the sky as the zodiacal signs, Merodach
himself being the twelfth. The connected fragments still extant make it plain that thereafter
followed a description of

and

finally

man, were

all

how plants and animals,
formed by Bel-Merodacli.

Beside this there was another Bab. niytli, according
which it was the god ICa who formed man of clay.
Moreover, in the epos, Bel the god of the air and
of storm, whom the Babylonians portrayed with
thunderbolts in his hand, is confounded with
Merodach, a circumstance which points to Babylon,
whose tutelary deity, Merodach, w;is called the
younger Bel. The original notion tliat the elder
Bel (^Semit. Belu 'lord' kot' ({jx')'') ^^'•'s the
creator, finds its echo in Genesis (cf tlie spirit of
God of Gn 1^ with the Suinerian name of Bel,
En-litla. lord of the air' or the wind ').
to

.

'

'

'

'

(6) The .so-called Nimrod-epos (cf. Gn lO'-''').
The 12 cantos of this magnificent poem .stand in
eviilent relation to the 12 signs of the Zodiac, of
which, however, it is no longer the Bull but the
Kam that comes first. The hero Gi.sdubar, also
called Xarfldu (for Xamrudu), Nanira.sit, and
Gibil-gamis, sprang from a city which afterwards
completely disappeared, Surippak (on the river
Surappu ?;. He becomes king of Kreoh, where he
rules as a tyrant, until the gods create Ea-baiii, a
kind of I'riapus, to destroy him. The two, however,
strike up a friend.ship after Gi.sdubar has overcome

(This last scene is often depicted
a mighty lion.
on cylinder-seals and reliefs. ) Together they next
from the Elamite
deliver the city of Erech
Istar, the
oppressor Khumbaba (Combabos).
giKldess of love, now offers to Gisdubar her liand,
which, however, is refused by the hero (Canto 6).
Out of revenge Istar sends a .scorpion, whose sting
Gisdubar himself she
proves fatal to Ea-bani
smites with an incurable di.sease. In con.seciuence
of this he sets out, in quest of relief, for the
dwelling-place of his great-grandfather Sit-napisti
( = rescue of life), the Bab. Noah (' Rest' i.e. of the
soul), far away on the ocean in the Isles of the
With this aim he first traverses, amidst
Blessed.
great dangers, the land of Mashu (Central Arabia,
;

or x'^"? of the O'V), and then crosses the
waters of death to Sit-napisti, who (Canto 11) gives
him a detailed account of his escape from the
Deluge (see below), heals him of his dise.Lse, and
The latter,
presents him with the plant of life.
however, is snatched from him on his way home
by an earth-lion (i.e. a .serpent). On his arrival at
Erech, he bewails, in the temple of the goddess
Ninsuniia, the death of his friend Ea-baiii, and
prays the god Nergal to restore the sjiirit of
Ea-biinT to him.
With the granting of tliis request, and a graphic description by Ea-biini of the
under-wcirld, the epos closes.
(r) The Bab. Story of the Deluge. This is contained in the llth canto of the Nimrod-epos (see
previous section). When the great gods, with Bel
in his i|uality of storm-god (Bel-Uaniman) at their
head, determined to send a Hoi>d,* Ea revealed to
Sit-napisti in .a dream how he might save himself
by constructing a ship. Ten i/nr (120 cubits) was to
be the height of its sides, and tlie same was to be
the width of its deck
it was to have six storeys,
each of which was to have seven divisions, while
f^^l
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the area was
a square?).
are probably
shaped, thus

divided into 9 parts (3 on each side of
fSince the length is not specified, we
to think of the Bab. ark as squareforming a cube. On the 7th day the
vessel was ready
then for 6 days on end the rain
fell in
torrents, till on the 7th day again the
storm abated.
After other 7 days, during the
whole of which the ark had been in sight of Mt.
Nisir ('rescue'), Sit-napisti sent forth a dove.
'The dove flew hither and thither, but since it
found no resting-place, it returned. Then 1 sent
forth a swallow,' so proceeds the .story, 'and let
the swallow flew hither and thither, but
it go
since there was no resting-place, it returned.
Then I sent forth a raven, and let it go the raven
flew away, saw the abating of the waters,
approached wading and croaking, but returned
not.'
On the top of Mt. Ni.sir, S. of Lake Urmia and E. of Assyria,* and thus between Media
and Armenia (Ararat), the ark stranded.
The
gods smelt with pleasure the odour of the seven
;

;

;

vessels of inceii.se offered by Sit-napisti ; especially
gratified was Istar, the goddess of the bow
and
Ea besought Bel never more to send a flood upon
Bel suffered himself to be persuaded,
the earth.
took STt-napisli and his wife by the hand, blessed
them (cf. Gn '.('), and traii.slated them to Paradise.
have to note finally that here, as in the case
writers, the
of the Creation-epos, both the
.Tahwist (J) and the Elohist (P), have a surprising
number of points of contact with the details of the
Bab. text, from which it is evident that these
coincidences carry us back to a very early date.
Istar determines
{(1) Istar's descent to Hades.
to descend to Hades to free the dead who dwell
As she passes through the seven gates of
there.
;

We

OT

the under-world, all her garments and ornaments
are taken from her, and Nin-ki-gal or AUatu (for
Aralatu), the goddess of Hades, orders her servant
Namtar the plague-demon, to smite Istar with
Meanwhile in the upper - world all
disease.
))rocreation ceases, owing to the absence of the
goddess of love, until the gods send Fddusunamir ('his brightness is fair,' a transposition of
the name Namra-uddu or Ninirod) to AUat with
the request that she would allow Istar to return
to earth.
(e) The

The gods are holding
Namtar-Iegend.
a banquet, and send to their sister Nin-ki-gal (Allatu), who had been carried off by Nergal, a message
desiring that she would send for the portion of
Thereupon she sends luv
food meant for her.
Nergal's distrust is
herald Namtar to heaven.
awakened by this intercourse between his wife and
the heavenly powers, and he imagines that she is
Accordingly, although he loves
planning flight.
lier dearly, yet, tortured by jealousy, he resolves
He stations the fourto have her put to death.
teen watchers of the under-world as sentinels at
the gates, and orders Namtar to strike off the head
The latter pleads with her husband
of Nin-ki-gal.
to spare her life, and she will submit to any tonditions, nay, will give to him the sovereignty over
the earth. Nergal wee|)s for joy, kisses his wife,
Unfortunately, the
and wipes away her tears.
other parts of this legend, which has come down to
us ill a copy written in Egypt amongst the Tel elAmarna correspondence, are of so fragmentary a
character that it is impossible to extract from them
a connected story.
(/) The Adapa-legend (also derived from Tel elAmarna). Merodach, the son of Ea, appears here

;

* Aft R jii<liriiu-nt

on the pins of ttio hilmbitniits of SuHppAlc.
Thtft Is clfiir from the close of tlio Dclucestory, t.ff. Hues IS^i-.^
(or, ftcc. to nnollicr rcckoninjf, I. l"ii). where we reiwl.
I'poii
the jtiniior iel lils sin He, mid upon the Irnnftpresmor his trnnsfcr^^Mon, liitUel no titmd come an 1/ mure asapuni«hment uj/on
(rf. (ho pnrnllil In
s"!.
'

man

'

On

• Tlie Assyr. klnj; .\fotur-nnzlr-pnl mentions this mountain In
tu the liind of Zamua.
8ce

connexion with no expeJltlun
AssYKl.1

(p. IS'tb).

t It

wortli

Is

notliifr

that

Rel,

upon

a

similar occasion,

namely, after ills conc|uost of Tlhi'uimt. elves up his bow to
Anu. who solemnly. In the presence of ali the jftnls. hanps it up in
heaven (cf. the ttow of (Jn 'J" which God sets 'In the cloud').

;
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under the name of Adnpa as the progenitor of man.*
Adapa, who had broken tlie wings of the south
wind, is cited before the god of heaven to justify
himself.
His father, Ea, coun.sels liim not to
accept of the food offered him there, as it will
cause death. Adapa follows this advice, but finds
that by his refusal he has forfeited immortality,
since it was really the 'food of life' which Ann
offered him.
(r/)

The Etana-legend.

Etana

(t?'!* 1

K 5" ?)

applies to the sun-god for something to mitigate
the pains of parturition for his wife.
He is referred
to the Eagle, which can furni.sh him with the
'
requisite
birth-plant.'
As Elaiia relates to the
Eagle how in a dream (?) lie had seeii the gate of
Anu and that of Istar, the Eagle offers to carry
him up to heaven. 'I'he enterprise succeeds in the
first instance, and the two arrive at the gate of
Aim, but in flying to the gate of Istar the strength
of the Eagle gives way. he falls headlong, and
Etana atcmes for his presumption by his death.
He is transferred as a demi-god ti> the under-world.
Shortly afterwards the Eagle also loses his life
through the cunning of a serpent whose young he

had devoured.
(ft)

The legends of the god

Zfl (Siimer.

Im-dugud,

Ace. to one form of the
of destiny from BelMerodach, and Ramnian and various other gods
decline, from fear, to take them back from him.
Ace. to another text, the god Lugal-banda (the
moon-god) sets out for the distant mountain of
>Sal)u (in Central Arabia) to
overreach Za by
cunning. In the heavens the god ZiT is represented
by the constellation Pegasus, and Taurus (Merothe 'storm-bird god').

story, Zfi steals the tablets

dach)
(»)

is

his .son.

The legend of the god Girra (Nergal

of war).

as god

A

devastating inroad of the Sut«i (the
Semitic nomad tribes of Mesopotamia) directed
agaiii.st Babel, Sippar, and Erech, is in dramatic
fashion connected with the conflict of Xergal and
his herald, the fire-god (or Nebo), with Merodach,
the tutelary god of Babylon.
The mention of the
Assyrians and the Kassites plainly indicates that
this poem did not originate prior to the so-called
Kassite period.
Special mention is due also to the .second tablet
(written entirely in Semit. ) of the exorcism-series
shiirpHy in which the priest in the form of a long
litany inquires what may have been the transgressions that have brought the punisliment of the
gods on the man who is possessed or sick.
Has
he perchance set his parents or relations at variance,
sinned against God, despi.sed father or mother, lied,
cheated, dishonoured his neighbonr's wife, shed his
neighbour's blood?' etc. The coincidences with
the Heb. Decalogue, and with the Egyp. Ptahhotep sentences, or the Trial of the Dead before
the 42 judges of the dead, are unmi;;takable.
That the Babylonians, as well as the ancient
Egyptians, possessed also historical narratives in
'

romance-form, is proved by the stories of Sargon
of Ag.ade and Kudur-Duffmal.
The former of
these has also come down to us in Greek from the
pen of vElian, imly thai the Gr. writer has confounded the name of Sargon with that of Gilgames.
Sargon is the illegitimate son of a princess, who
gives birth to him in secret and exposes him to
The child, however, is brought up by a
perish.
gardener, and in the end comes to the throne.
The only new element .Elian introduces into the
story is tliiit the boy was rescued by an eagle.
(This is prob. due to a mistaken combination with
the Etana-legend). The legend (in metrical form)
« In Berosus' list of the patii.irclis. .\ilapa (Alapsros is « confusion wltli llnpnit, the name of the ine«.Hcn)jer of .\nii> fs the
son of Aloros (i.e. the f^ojdess Aruru, the wife of Ea) and fotber

of Amelon (amelu=man).

of the invasion of Babylonia by the Elamite king
Kudur-Dugmal (a later form of Kudur-Lagamar)
furnislies at the .same time the best proof of the
historicity of Gu 14.
Eor the Heb. narrative is in
accord with the original inscriiitions dating from
the time of Khammurabi (Amraphel), and not with
the later Bab. legend. Yet the latter is what W(^
should have expected if the Hebrews had first made
acquaintance with the matter of Gn 14 during the
Exile.
The history knows of only the father of
Iriaku (Arioch) of Larsa, who was king of lamutbal,
and resided at Dur-ilu on the Elain.-Bab. frontier
the legend, on the other hand, makes of the city
Dur-ilu a son of Iriaku. viz. Drn-makh-ili, of whom
neither the Bible nor the inscriptions contain any
notice.

Of great variety, although not belonging in tlie
stricter sense to literature, are the other components of Bab. writing. 'I'ables of paradigms and
lexical-lists served to facilitate the learning and
practice of the Humer. speech.
But along witli
these there were also lists containing oidy Semitic
words (the so-called synonym-lists) and forms {e.if.
the word-table, ]VAI v. pi. 45). As an introduction to the complicated toriting, there wensyllabaries and collections of signs. Very numerous
also are the commentaries which the Babylonians
have left to us.
These deal partly with the
poetical literature, especially with the rare words
that occur in it, and partly with the explanation of legal and agricultural terms in the old
Bab. contract-tablets (the so-called ana-iui-xu
.series).
In such instances whole laws are sometimes quoted verbatim, so that we thus get a
glimpse of the most ancient codes of the Baby"The contract-tablets themselves, which
lonians.
have come down to us in great abundance from all
epochs of Bab. history, do not indeed belong to
literature, but deserve special mention here because
they supply ns with the most interesting information not only about business but about all the
possible details of private life.
sort of counterpart to the lexical-lists is presented by the lists of names of places, countries,
temples, officials, and stars, as well as the numerous
must mention also the numerous
lists of gods.
omen-texts, medical prescriptions, astronomical
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and mathematical tables, and finally some lists
connected with the history of literature (<>.;/. a list
of epic poems with the names of the authors or

The historical literature will be dealt
below, when we come to speak of the sources
How the most important of the
of Bab. history.
latter, namely, the inscriptions, were brcutght to
light, we learn from the intensely interesting
History of Excavations. As early as 1802 the
first considerable Bab. in.scription, on the so-called
Caillou de .^/irhatix. a boundary-stone of the 12th
collectors).
witli

was brought to Europe, and soon afterthrough the efforts of the Ivtst India
Company, a whole collection of Bab. antiquities
(among them considerable inscriptions of Nebuchadrezzar) was brought from liassorah to the
British Museum and the East India llnise.
But
it was
not till 1811 that Mr. C. J. Kirh. the rediscoverer of Nineveh, was able to explore more
thoroughly Hillah, the ruins of ancient Babylon.
cent, is.c,

wards,

fifties archieologlcal research was resumed
Babylonia by the Englishmen, W. K. Loft us,
J. E. Taylor, and A. H. Layard, who discovered

In the
in

the ruined sites of Nil'fer (Nippur), Warka (Uruk I'r
Erech), Senkereh(Larsa), .Mukayyar (I'r), and Abu
Sliahrein (Eridu)
and by the Frenchmen, Eresiu'l
and Oppert, who instituted further excavations at
Hillah (Babel and Horsippa).
In these ruins just
named, in S. Habylonia, the inscriptions discovered
were all brief, but on acc(mnt of their antiquity
they were proportionately important. These con;
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sisted for the most part of so-called brick stamps,*
altlioujih ill Babel inoio considiTable inscriptions
Were found, datins; especially from the period of
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brought to light in the palaces of
Nineveh have also suitplied us with a number of

As.syr. libraries

copies not only

especially by George Smith and llormuzd U;i.ssam.
Ill the course of his last expedition (1880-1881)
l{assam discovered the ruins of Sii)par-Agade at
the modern Alni-llabba, along with the archives
of the ancient temple of the sun.
Moreover, by
digging in Tell Ibrahim, 10 Eiig. miles E. of Babel,
he was able to prove once for all that this was the
site of the ancient KuUia, as Hawlinson had already

of the Bab. religious writings,
but also of historical records. In the art. AssYlii.v
we have already spoken of the so-called synchronistic history ' and of the
Bab. chronicle.' During
the last two decades there have been recovered
also numerous remains of Bab. libraries, esp. from
the time of Nebuch. downwards, reaching as far
as the Seleucid period.
To these we are indebted
not only for the many Bah. thiplicati-s of the
remains of Bab. literature hitherto known oidy
from the library of Assurbanipal, but also for not
a few pa.ssages that are entirely new. Even at
Tel el-Amarna, as was already remarked (p. 221'')
the fragments of two ancient Bab. legends aboui
the gods were found.
Apart from the innumerable contemporaneous
and original monuments of Bab. kings, and the
contract-tablets so iinjiortant for a knowledge of
chronology and of private life, not to speak of
other records of a more private character, wo have
to mention as a historical source of the very first
rank the great Bab. List of Kintjs. This contains
the names of the kings of Baliel from the Arab
dynasty down to the last native king Xabonidus
(Nabu-na'id), with note of the length' of the reign
of each.
We have already (]>. 222") referred \o

conjectured.

some

New

Meanwhile Henry KawlinBab. empire.
son had deciphered the Bab. version (the so-called
third form) of the trilingual Ach;emenid;ean inthe

The key was found in the
scription of Persepolis.
old I'ers. version (the so-called first form), whicli
had already lieen interpreted by G. F. Grotefend
(1802), Hawlinson. and Burnouf, and whicl: had
been proved, by the two last named in particular,
to bo in an Indo-Gerinaiilc languaite. The work of
deciphering the third form (whereby also the
cuneiform inscriptions of the Ninevile monuments
became readable and intelligible) was cimtinued
and perfected in the sixties by the talented
Hincks, the lOnglishuian K. Xorris, and the Parisian
scholar .Julius Ippert.
Later on, in the seventies,
the excavations in Baliylonia, notably at Habel
and in the surrounding country, were continued,
<

The work

of bringing to light the oldest civilisation of Babylonia (Sumer. as well a-s Seniit.), leaving
out of account the small beginnings of Loftus and
Taylor, has been <iue especially to the Frenchman de
Sarzec, and to the American rniversity of I'l-nnsylvania (I'eters ami others, and at a later period,
above all. .1. H. Haynes and the scientific director
of the fund, I^rof. H. V. Ililprecht). Through
their excavations at Telloh (18711-1881) and at
Xiffer (1888-1890), the history and archicology of
Babylonia have been enriched as they had never been
before from c. ll.i'. oOOO we can trace continuously
the civilisation of Babylonia by aid of raoiuiments
and inscriptions. Instead of the cuneiform jiroper,
the oldest inscriptions still use linear signs, in
which it is often ijuite possible to trace clearly the
figures that form the basis of the system.
The
Americans also discovered at .\ilTer nearly 1000
contract-tablets of the so-called Ivasslte period,
who.se dates now enable us to fix with certainty
the exact succession of the then reigning monarclis.
()( 'finds' outside Babylonia, we must mention above all the clay tablets which were discovered at Tel el-Amarna In Upper Egypt (see
AssYIUA). Among these there are letters to the
Pharaohs not only from Bab. kings, but also from
a great many Pluen. and Pal. governors. The
Bab. writing and language were then (c. 1400 is.c.)
em|)loyed for diplomatic communications over
almo.st the whole of W. Asia.
The Islamites loo
borrowed their mode of writing from the Babylonians, as at a later period the Armenians did
from the Assyrians. Further, It is becoming ever
more probable that even the so-called Can. or
Phien. form of writing, to whicli the S. Arabian is
most nearly allied, wr..s derived not from the
Egyptians, but fium the Babylonians, and as early
;

indeed

a.s r.

li.c

:i()0(l.

It is

a transformation Into

cursive of a number of i^ld Bab. signs, and may
have originated in E. Arabia about the time lif
the first N. Bab. dynasty, which wa.s of Arabian
descent.

Sources for Bab. History. These
and fiiremosi, the inscriptions discovered
of the excavations we have described

;

•

The only exceptions wore Sonkereh

are, first
in course

but the
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poetically embelli.shed traditions.
On the
omen-lists, as they are called, and on the great astrological work, as important historical sources for the
old Bab. era, we shall speak afterwards, when we
come to deal with the history of Sargon and the socalled younger kings of Ur.
Amongst extra-Bab.
sources, the first rank must be a.sslgned to the
writings (Gn, esp. chap. 14, the Blis of Kings,
the Prophets, esp. .Jer, Ezk, Is 4i)-G0, and finally
Ezr-Xeh). Only a secondary place belongs to the
scanty notices of classical writers, whose importance is specially due to the fact that they have
preserved for us some valuable citations from the
work (unhappily lost) of the Balj. priest. Berosus.
For the m^w Bab. period, and esp. fen- the tojiography of Babel, a valuable authority on many
points Is Herodotus, who himself visited Babel
in the course of his travels.
Also in .Strabo'.s
geography we find .several interesting details
regarding Babylonia.
On the other hand, the
information must be pronounced rather untrustworthy and inexact which the extant fragments of
Ctesias give us concerning Bab. History.
have
already (see Assvm.v) said all that is most essential
about the value of the so-called Canon of Ptolemy
(2nd cent. A.l>.) for Bab. chronology. In conjunction with the so-called Bab. Chroiiicle, which
runs parallel to It, and the list of kings (which
unhappily is not free from gaps), whose starlingpoint was first accurately fixed by aid of the Canon,
the latter forms the most im]iortaut source ior the
Besides the Canon of Ptolemy
Chronology.
and the As.syr. anil Egj-p. synchronisms already
described in art. Assvitl.v, Impcn-lant chronological
data are supplied by the later historical inscriptions, esp.
those of N.abonldns, and by .some
earlier monuments.
In using these data, however.
It must always be borne in mind that In all probability, as early as the time of Assurbanipal, the
Bab. chronographers had already fallen into the
error of making Ihe first two dynasties in the li.st
of kings successive instead of contemporaneous.
Conseipiently, a number of the following dates
must lie reduced by .•(08 years, the duration of the
.second dynasty.
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a. A bonmlary-stone, dated the 4tli year of king
Bel-nadin-apli (Ililprecht, Old Jinh. /lisrrip. i. pi.
.'50),
informs us that from Gnlkisliar, king of
the sea-laiul (i.e. Gulki.sar, the sixth king of
the second dynasty), to Nebuch. I., there were

—
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696 years. Now, since Bel-nadin-apli was the
immediate successor of Nebuch. I., tlie first four
years of l>is own reign must be added to tiie
above number, giving us tlie round number of
700 years between the death of Gulkisar and the
time when tlie boundary-stone was set up. As
the latter date is c. li.c. 1118, the death of Gulkisar would have to be dated B.C. 1818, or a fevf
decades later, for the round number 700 may, if
need be, stand also for 050 or 660.
b. Sennacherib relates that 418 years before the
destruction of Babylon (H.C. 689), Marduk-nadinakhi, the contemporary of Tiglath-pileser I. of
Assyria, carried away two images of gods from
the Assyr. city of Ikallati to Babylon. This implies that in li.r. 1107, and during the reign of

Babylonia had the upper
Assyria.
Now it so happens that a
boundary-stone, dated the 10th year of Marduknadin-akhi, records a great victory gained that
year over Assyria, so that this 10th year will be
B.C. 1107, or, in other words, the first year of M.'s
reign must be dated B.C. 1117.
c. Assurbanipal, in conne.Kion with the conquest
of Elam (c. 640 or later), mentions that the image
of a god brought back by him from Elam to Erech
had been carried away from the latter city 1635
years before, by Kudur-nankhundi. This invasion
of Babylonia by the Elamites must accordingly
have taken place c. B.C. 227.5. It is quite possible,
however, that, for the reason stated above, this
last number ought to be reduced by 368 years, and
that the date should be B.C. 1007.
d. Mabonidus relates that he restored the temple
Marduk-nadin-akhi,

hand

of

E-ulmash at Sippar-Anunit (i.e. Agade), which
had not been restored since the reign of Shagaraktiburiash 800 years before.
This gives us as
the year of the death of the latter (which took
place 7.50-800 years before Xabonidus, who himself
reigned B.C. 555—539) a date somewhere between
B.C. 1300 and 1350.
(See further below, under
Kurigalzu U.)
e. In tlie same inscription (Tr..4/, v. pi. 64)
Xabonidus states that 3200 years before himself,
the old king Naram-Sin, son of Sargon (now known
to us from the inscriptions as Sargiini-shar-ali,
king of A.gadc), founded the temple of Samas at
Sippar.
This carries us to the high antiquity of
B.C. 3750 for the reign of NarS,m-Sin.
This fi.gure,
however, for the above reason, should certainly be

reduced

to

c.

B.C. 3400.

f. Nabonidus further mentions, in an inscription
which found its way to the I5rit. Museum in 1885,
that Burnaburias restored the temple of the sun
Since
at Larsa 700 years after Ivhamnuirabi.
this undoubtedly refers to the more celebrated
monarch of that name, Burnaburias II. (c. 14001375),* we are enabled thus to fi.\ the date of
Khanimurabi's reign at c. B.C. 2100. And, as a
matter of fact, we obtain c. 2139-2084 as the date
of his reign, if we follow tlie later custom of
adding together the years of dynasties A and B
as if they had been successive instead of contemporaneous, and if we assume (with Dr. Peiser,

Zeitsch. f. Assyr. vi. 264-271) as the probable
duration of dynasty C only 399 instead of the
traditional 576 years (6 sosses and 39 years, instead
of 9 sosses and .30 years).
In reality, however,
Khammurabi, the contemporary of Abraham, must
have reigned B.C. 1772-1717 or 1949-1894.
History of Babylonia.
As far back as we
can go, and thus in any case considerably earlier
than B.C. 4000, we find Sumerians and Semites side
by side in Babylonia. Yet we can see clearly
enough (1) that the Semites in the earliest period
were .settled for the most part in the X.W., and
that they penetrated into Babylonia from Meso-

—

* In any case, Burnaburias

i.

reigned only 40 years earlier.
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potamia (Harran), while the Sumerians, at a very
early date, were confined to the extreme S.E. of
the Euphrates region
(2) that the Sumerians
were the founders of Bab. civilisation, and that in
the remotest antiquity they certainly at one time
occupied the whole of Babylonia. The Semites
not only employed at all times the Stimerian
wrilinfj, which they accommodated as they best
;

could to their purposes, but for a long time (at
least for official records, such as dedicatory inscriptions) they used the Sumer. language as well.
It
was not till shortly before Sargon of Agade (c.
B.C. 3500) that in N. Babylonia inscriptions began
to be composed also in Semitic.
At the period to which the oldest hitherto discovered inscriptions belong, the canal running
from N. to S. (the modern Sliatt-el-Hai), and
uniting the Tigris with the Euphrates, formed the

boundary between two very ancient kingdoms
the Sumer. kingdom of Sirgulla (Lagash) or Girsu,
lying to the E. of the above-named canal, and the
Semit. kingdom of Uruk (Erech) and Ur to the W.
of the same canal. A part of the latter kingdom,
probably the region between Ur, Arabia, and the
Persian Gulf, on the right bank of the Euphrates,
was already known as Ki-Ingi, i.e. region of Ingi,
a name which soon came to be applied to the
whole kingdom of Erech, but more especially to
that part of it which lay in S. Babylonia, to the
W. of Sirgulla. The oldest form of this name
appears to have been Imgur or Imgir. From KiImgir arose in cotirse of time, through dialectical
pronunciation, Shimir, Shtimir (from the time of
Khammurabi onwards the name for S. Babylonia)
while the intermediate form Shingnr has been
preserved in the Heb. i>j'J', .S7i i'h a r, properly Shinghar (Gn lO'" 11"). The oldest religious centre of
the kingdom of Sirgulla was Xun-ki or Uru-dugga
(Eridu, see above, p. 215''), while that of Erech and
of the Bab. Semites in general was Nippur, with
Ace. to
its sanctuary of Bel of ancient fame.
Talmudic tradition, the biblical Calneh (Gn lO'o,
;

Is 10^ I. XX, TT}V x^par T7JC ^Trartij Ba8v\u>vos Kal
XaXafinj, ol 6 ivvpyot <f'KoSoiirj8ri) was only another
name for Nippur, and, in point of fact, in an
enumeration of the most important cities of Nimcf.

rod's kingdom (Babel, Erech, Accad, Calneh),
Nippur could scarcely be omitted.
A third kingdom which meets us even in the
oldest inscriptions (e.g. in those of king En-shagsag-anna [Bel-shar-shame ?]) as a rival of Erech,
This name was
is that of Kis (written Kis-ki).
also borne at a later period by a city that lay
some three leagues N.E. of Babel. A close connexion subsisted between this Kis, whose population was also undoubtedly Semitic, and a city on
the Tigris called Sabban (written Ud-ban-ki, 'city
of the" hordes of the bow'), probably the later

Opis.
In the oldest dedicatory inscriptions found
at Nippur, we find mention not only of priestprinces (Patesi, e.g. a certain Utuk), but also of
kings of Kis (e.g. En-bil-ugun and Ur-Dun-pauddu or Amil-Nabu).
One of the most remarkable of the above-named
kings of Erech was
Lugal-zag gi-si (Semit.
perhaps Sharru-mali-imukki-kini, -the king is full
of eternal strength').
He calls himself 'king of
Erech, king of the world (kalamma),'' while to his
father Ukush he gives only the title ^patesi of
Gishban' ('bow-city,' i.e. Harran in Mesopotamia).
Besides Erech, he possessed also I'r, Earsa, Nippur,

Sippar-Agade and Babel
appear as yet to have played no part in history,
while both in Kis and in Sirgulla their own kings
held sway. The date of these old kings of Erech

and Gishban (Harran)

;

fixed at the latest at somewhere before
.ludging from the type of writing, this
period included also a certain Lugal-ki-^aU-ni-gul-

must

Vie

B.C. 4000.
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yul (Sem. perliaps Sharru-mushaklil-manzazi) and
liis son Lugal-si-kisal, both of whom style themThe kings of
selves -king of Eicch, king of Ur.'
Sirgulla, En-ghigalla, and Uru-kaginna must also
While the two lastbe assigned to the same era.
name<l very ancient moiiarchs have left us only a
few inscriptions, we have all the more nuinunients
of Ur-ghanna (ace. to others to be read Ur-Xiiut),
and of his Lrrandson E-dingirrana-du.* The latter
in partieular, who by preference styles himself
pdlesi,' in.stead of 'king,' of Sirgulla, must have
The so-called Vulturebeen a great warrior.
Stele ' (now in Paris), the earliest monument of
old Bab. sculpture, and otlier recently-discovered
stones, give us both by word and by picture a
detailed account of his great victory over the cities
of Gishbau (Harran), Kis, Sabban, and Az, and
the consequent deliverance of Erech, Ur, and
Larsa from the lian<ls of the N. Bab. Semites.
It
is an interesting circumstance that already at this
dale there is mention also of a city A-idinna
(.Semit. NSdu), in which we may recognise with
certiiinty the 'Nod in front of Eden' of Gn 4'^.
It is, perhaps, the same city whieli meets us some
centuries later under the name Agade (Akkad) or
Sippar-Anunit. To the nephew of E-dingirranadu, the patesi En-timinna, we owe a silver vase,
remarkable for the fineness of its execution, with
the figures of anitnals portrayed upon it.
As
(leilicatory inscriptions of this patesi have been
found also at N'ipjjur, he nmst certainly, like his
uncle, have had possession also of N. Babylonia.
This hegemony of .Sirgulla over Erech and Nippur
may have existed about and after B.i'. 40110.
During the following centuries, however, we
find Xippur again in the hands of Semit. kings,
who arrogate to themselves the proud title luijal
ki-ih, i.e. ' king of the world.' t
To these monarclis
(.\Ia-ishtu-su and Alu-musharshid) we owe the
earliest known of Bab. inscriptions coinpo.sed in
Setiiitic.
They resided either at Kis or at Agade.
Shortly thereafter (c. B.C. 3.J00) we meet witii the
first real kings of Agade (see above, p. ^i}"), Sargani-shai'-ali (later curtailed to Sargani) or Sargon,
and his son Naram-Sin the latter of whom, however, no longer styles himself 'king of Agade,'
but king of the four quarters of the world ' (skar

tions, all composed entirely in
of having brought the stones

Sumerian, he boasts
and timber for his

coast of the .\Iediter., which
perfectly credible, for it was the Conquest of
Syria that led to the introduction of the title
'king of the four quarters of the world,' which
was actually a.ssumed by Sargon's son. And the
evidence that NarS,tn-Sin extended his sway far
beyond the limits of Babylonia is furnished by
the inscription, coupled with a portrait of him,
which was found at Diarbekr in N. Mesopotamia,
and by the alabaster vase which is entitled 'a
piece of booty from the land of Magan,' i.e. Arabia.

buildings from the most diverse regions and mounthe west country (Martu) and Arabia.
Moreover, he conquered Elam, especially the jiart
of it known as Anshan ('asses' land').
Special
interest is awakened by the mention of the cedar
mountain Amaiiu, the mountain Ibla (for Libia,
i.e. I^ebanon ?), the m(niiitain Tidanu of Martu
(Dedan in the E. Jordan district), and the name
Martu itself (for Amartu, i.e. land of the Amorites).
(Jf Arabian districts, we find named not
only Magan (originally Ma'an ?) or E. Arabia, but
also Milukh (N.W. Arabia, probably including the
Sin. peninsula), Khakh (near Medina), and Kimash (' di.strict of Mash,' the modern Gebel Shammar).
Kliiikh yielded gold dust, Milukh gold
dust and precious stones, Jlagan and Ki-mash
copper.
Notwithstanding all this, Gudea nowhere styles himself king of the four quarters of
the world,' whence it appears plain that he did not
actually possess these regions outsitie Babylonia, but
simply ensured by treaties the passage of his caravans through them. Of his predecessors (Ur-Ba'u,
Nam-inaghani. Ur-Xiiisuu, etc.) we know nothing
of this kind
their sphere of activity was probably
restricted to Sirgulla.
Gudea's son, Ur-Ningirsu,
was still patesi of Sirgulla, but shortly thereafter
a king of Ur named Ur-gur, who was probably of
Semit. origin, succeeded in sulijugating the greater
part of Babylonia.
In almo.st all the cities of
Babylonia (Ur, Erech, Larsa, Nipjiur) we encounter
temples built by him, and he was, at the same
time, the first to assume the title 'king of KiIngi and Ki-bnr-bur (Akkad),' which, at a Inter
period, was rendered 'king of Sumer and Akkad.'
But it was his son Dungi who succeeded in dethroning the last patesi of Sirgulla, one IdimiuiXni
(written Gullu-ka-ni).
Dungi also built a temple
for Nin-Shu-anna (i.e. 'lady of Babel,' to be identified with Zarpanit the wife of Merodach), and for
Nergal (Shit-lani-ta-uddu-a) the temple of Shitlam at Kutha, as well as various temples at Sirgulla and Girsu (Telloh). To what period Ur-gur
atid Dinigi are to be assigned cannot unfortunately
be determined with certainty, since we do not
know whether the space of time that intervened
between them and the kings of Nisin was a long
or a short one. The very latest date we can assign
to Gudea is c. li.C. 2500, to Ur-gur and Dungi of
Ur c. 2400, and to the kings of Nisin c. 2.'300-2100
but it is quite conceivable that Ur-gur and Dungi
reigned as early as c. 2700-2(i00, and (iuiiea c.
2800.
It must further be mentioned that there
are Semit. as well as Sumer. inscriptions, in which
Dungi styles himself not king of Ki-Ingi and
Akkad,' but 'king of the four quarters of the
world,' a ciicutnstance which points to the fact
that he must have held possession of part of Syria
atid Elam, and thus, as a matter of course, of

That

Mesopotamia.

•

'

'

An

arha'i).
omen-tablet, dating from a
later period, tells us of great expeditions of Sargon,
kihiu'iti

reiichiiig as far as the
is

at this period the Bab. sway extended over
Syria, Mesopotamia, Elam, ami N. Arabia,
may be regarded as certain, and one of the most
recent 'finds' of do Sarzec has proved al.so that
amongst the va-s-sals of Naram-Sin was a patesi of

N.

Sirgulla. named Lugal-ushumgal.
Whether the rule of these kings of Agade endured yet longer we know not.
On the other
hand, the pate.^i of Sirgulla must have for many
centuries maintained their supremacy over S. E.
liabylonia.
)ne of these, the famous Gudea, probably exttMuled his sway over even tlio whole of
<

Babylonia.
•
tlio

Or

In his numerous and lengthy inscrip-

K-illnKiirrAna'i;innn.
liMusu of liU iro(l.'

Tlic

name = bringing
'

(going) Into

t Thi" ilotvnnlimtlvo of jilixcc bilnc omillml.
Kin? of Kin '
" oulil lie liignl A'h/i-ii ; luit, nt the niiliio tlini', tho title liigill
<•!»/) oont.iliis a |.lav upMn th.' iKiinc of
tli.> dtv Kli.

tains of

'

;

;

'

the same period we Iiave to place a
Mutabil, governor of Dtlr-ilu, who calls
breaker of the heads of tho people of
himself
Anshan (Elam), uprooter of Barakhsi.' Since his
special god is Gudi ( = Nabfi?), and his capital

About

certain

'

certain that the Elatnite district of
was also Dur-ilu, derived
its name from him (Elam. t(i = land, and Miiilml
= Mutabil). The land of Barakhsi is already
Dflr-ilu,

is

it

lamutbal,

wlio.se capital

.

mentioned,

in

conjunction

with

Elam, by

Alii-

musar.sid of Kis, as a concpieied region
the name
reminds one both of Barkhazia (a Median province
in time of Tiglath-pileser ill.) and of the wellknown Barsua (for Barakhsi may bi' read Bara'si).
Of thc> same date, iu all probability, are the
bricks, found by M. I'ognon, of the three patesi
of Ashiiunna (or UinliaslO, viz. Ibalpll, Ur-Ningi.s;

—
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It is differzidda (or Ainil-Xusku), and KuUaku.
ent with tlie inscription of Icing Anu-banini of
Lnlub, found in tlie mountains of Batir (tlie
modern Ser-i-pul near Holvan), and esp. witli tliat
Tlie character of the
of king Lasirab of Guti.
signs used justifies us in assigning these to a
mucli earlier date, about the time of Naram-Sin

of Agade, or shortly thereafter.
The kings of Nisin, of whom we now know a
whole series (Ishbi-Xergal, Amil-Nindar [I'r-Ninib],

Libit-Istar, Uur-Sin, Idin-Dagan,

and Ishmi-

Dagan), were, as their names show, Semites. Tliey
held Nippur (which is always named first in their
and,
inscriptions), Ur, Eridu, Erecb, and Xisin
like the middle kings of Ur (Ur-gur and Dungi),
they style themselves
king of Ki-Ingi and Ivibur-bur (Sumer and Akkad).' The site of Xisin
has not yet been accurately determined at a later
period it was jironounced Isin, and in the time of
the so-called Pashi-dyna.sty (12th cent. B.C.) was
the seat of a Bab. governor, on the same footing
as Babel itself, Khalvan, Namar, and Ushti.
The last of these monarchs, Ishmi-Dagan, was
followed by the so-called younger kings of Ur.
The first of these was one Gungunu. probably, as
Besides him we
his name suggests, a usurper.
know of three successive kings, Ini-Sin, Bur-Sin
(written differently from the king of Xisin of the
same name), and Gimil-Sin. In addition to Ur,
they held in Babylonia certainly Xippur and
Eridu, and styled themselves not ' king of KiIngi and Akkad,' but uniformly king of the four
Numerous contracts of
quarters of the world.'
sale, dating from this period, te.stify not only to
the flourishing condition of trade, cattle-breeding,
and agriculture, but also to the political importance of the kingdom. These kings of Ur waged
successful wars against Zapshali (on the borders of
Cilicia and Syria), Elam (Anshan), Lnlub (in X.E.
of Babylonia), Sabu, and Ki-mash (in N. Arabia),
and other territories. Several of these countries
became Babylonian va.ssal-kingdoins, whose princes
married Babylonian princesses. This was the case,
;

'

;

'

with Zapshali, Anshan, and Markhasi.
Nevertheless, these kings of Ur do not appear to
have had posse.ssion of the whole of Babylonia for
the great a.strological work, 'Illumination of Bel,'
which originated at this epoch, and which once
names even king Ini-Sin, makes it plain that besides the kings of Ur there were kings of Kisharra
(Sumer. ki-sharra, synonym, with kish, 'world')
and Akkad. These are mentioned even as rivals
of the Ur monarchs.
We hear also of kings of
Imgi (cf. Ingi in the name Ki-Ingi). Since Imgi
became afterwards the ideogram for Kaldu,
Chaldees,' this will, at the time of the kings of
Ur, have been the designation of the extreme south
of Babylonia, the .so-called 'sea-land.' The a.strological work mentions also foreign enemies, such
as Elam and Anshan, Guti, the Sut;ean nomads,
Ishnunna, the island of Bahrein, Xituk or Dilniun,
the land of Khatlu. and very frequently the land
of Martu.
If this first mention of the Hittites is
highly interesting, still more worthy of our attention is the connexion in which Martu (the west
This implies that at that
land) is introduced.
period Ur exercised supremacy over the whole of
Palestine (including the eastern Jordanic teiTitory
For, when the king of Kiand Ccele-Syria).
sharra (N. Babylonia) in passing snatches the
of
Ur,
sceptre
Martu at the same time falls into
The name Sab Manda (or Umraan
his hands.
Manda, a designation at a later period of the Scythians and Medes) also occurs in the astrological
work, where it is applied to the Elamite mountaineers, who carried off the image of Bel (the god of
e.g.,

;

'

Nippur).
To the same period

(c.

bc. 2100-I90O at the

latest) ought to be assigned, in all probability,
certain kings of Erech, who have left us inscriptions, viz. Sin-f/ashit (who, like Gisdubar, styles
himself son of the moon-goddess Nin-sun, and
whose possessions, besides Erech, included the
Elamite border-land of Amnanu) and Sin-gamil,
A vassal of the latter, named Ilu-ma-ilu (properly
Ilii-ma-Gisdubba, but generally called simply
Ilu-ma), the sou of Nab-shimia, was the founder
of the so-called 2nd dynasty in the Bab. list of
Within the last decades
kings (B.C. 1948-1580).
of the yoimger kings of Ur falls also the attack
upon Erech by the lilamite monarch Kudur-

naukhutidi (see above, p. 22-1'').
The younger kings of Ur were followed by the
kings of Larsa (c". B.C. 1900-1750 at the latest).
of the first of these was y^ur-Bamman, who
takes the title 'shepherd of Ur, king of Earsa.'
His son iSin-idiiina first arrogated to himself the
additional title, 'king of Ki-Ingi and Ki-bur-bur
(Sumer and Akkad),' which implies that he must
have extended his sway from the region of Ur and
Earsa as far as N. Babylonia.
His successors
we know two of them
bore the same title
one whose name also begati with Sin, and another
tlie Elamite king's son
Ira-Aku, who as king
of Earsa took the names also of Rim-Sin and
(All three forms of the name mean
Arad-Sin.
servant of the moon-god.')
About the same time as Sin-idinna assumed the

One

;

'

'king of Sumer and Akkad.' an Arabian
dynasty established itself in Babylon, which now
for the first time becomes of political importance.
title

A

of the Bab. list of kings.
Ace.
is dynasty
to the most probable reckoning, it lasted from 18841580 B.C.,* and its kings were the following

This

:

years
15
Sumu-abi
Siiinu-ia-ilu
85

—

years
'

Samsu-iluna H5(son of former)
25
Abishu'a
,,
Ammi-satana 2.5
14(sonoffonner)
.
,,
Ammi-zaduga 22
Apil-Sin
13
,,
„
SO
Samsu-satana 31
Sin-nuiballit
,,
„
Kbammu-rabi 55
„
.

Zabi'ii

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

As we mentioned

already, Iri-Aku, the contemporary of Khammurabi, was of Elamite origin.
His father Kudur-Mabuk was king of the borderland of lamutbal (see above, p. 225''). It was the
latter who, under the protection of the Elamite
king Kudur-Lagamar (see above, p. 222'), dethroned
the Semite kings of Larsa, and installed his son

In an inscription KudurIriaku in their place.
Mabuk even calls himself adda (i.e. in W. Semit.
mnlik, 'king') of Martu. This renders perfectly
intelligible the account given in Gn 14 of KndurLagamar's (Chedorlaomer's) attack upon the terriKing Tudtory extending from Sodom to Elath.
ghiil (Tidal) "of Guti (Goiim), and Khammu-rabi
(semitici.sed Kimtu-rapaltu, hence Amarpal, the
Amraphel of Gn 14') of Babylon, were vassals of
the Elamites.
As early as the reign of Sinnmballit, Iriaku had captured the city of Nisin, as
we learn from dates in contract-tablets. An inscription of Iriaku's further mentions the capture
of Erech.
The later Bab. legend (.see above, p.
222>>) could even tell of a plundering of Babylon by
Kudur-Lagamar. The energetic Ivhammnrabi (prob.
K.v. 1772-1717) succeeded, however, in shaking off
the Elamite yoke, and in driving not only Iriaku of
Larsa, but also his father Kudur-Mabuk, out of
Babylonia. In this way the supremacy over the
west land (Martu) came into Khammurabi's hands,
as is i>erfectly established by recently discovered
inscriptions, in which not only Khammurabi, but
his third successor Animi-satana, take the title
king of Martu,' in .addition to such Bab. titles as
'
king of Babel,' or king of Sumer and Akkad.'
'

'

• It is certiinlv no fortuit<>iis circumstance tbat in Egypt,
abont tbe same pei-iod, an Arabian dynasty, the so-called Uylisos,
held rule.
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From the time of Kliaiiimurabi onwards, the
city of Babel (Jiab-ili, "pate of God,' Sumer. Kadinyirra and Tin-tir, the huter='seal of life') continued to be the residence of the Bab. monarchs.
Altlioush the above-named kinj; was of Arabian
descent, yet the Babylonians, down to the latest
generations, considered him, on account of his expulsion of the Klamites ami his canal works, to be
the real founder of the Bab. kint;ilom, which from
his time onwards was inseparably associated in
men's u)inds with the metropolis Babel. The prosperity of the countrj' under his rule and that of his
successors is witnessed to by a number of contracttablets.
In one of the latter, dating from the
reign of Ai)il-Sin, we encounter Abi-nXmu as a personal name, as the father indeed of one Sha-raartu
showing that the biblical name Abraham was
current in Babylonia even two generations earlier
;

than Khamuuirabi.
Nearly about the same date
falls also the founding of the Assyrian empire (see
AssVHi.v). This took its rise probably from Nisin,

Hesen of Gn lO^^ is the same name as Nisin (cf.
I'nuk with Uruk, Erech), and the royal name,
Ishmi-Dagan, meets us botli at Nisin and at Assur,

for

and that too at the earliest i)eriod, c. B.i'. 1800.
The Arabian dynasty (A in kings' list) was in all
probability succeeded immediately by the so-called
Kassite dynasty (C of list.c. li.c. 1 580-1 i80), which
derives it.s name from the ancient designation
Kash for Klam. This explanation is to be preferred to that which derives the epithet from
Koffffaioi, the wild mountaineers who were subdued
by Sennacherib, and who by him are certainly
called Ka.s.<u. The founders of the Kassite dynasty
were natives rather of the extreme south of Babylonia, bordering upon Klam, the region which was
called Kardunias, i.e. land of the Kardu (dialectically Kasdu) or Kaldu.
In the lime of the Kassite
dyna.sty this name was extended to designate the
whole of Babylonia.
The first king of this dynasty was Gnddash (in
kings' list Gandish), who styles him.sclf 'king of
the four quarters of the world, king of Sumer and
Akkad, king of Babalain.'
have no very
e.\acl details till we come to the seventh king,
A'ju-knk-rimi (also called simply Agu), the son of
Ir-Ziguruvash.
He calls hini.self king of the
Ka.s.sites and .\kka<lians. Icing of the wide land of
Babel, who causes luinierons peoples to .settle in the
land of Ashnunnak, king of I'adan (Mesopotamia,
cf. the ()T
I'addan-aram ') and Alman (the district
E. of Mesopotamia and S. of As.syria), king of the
land of (iuti, widely extended peoples, the king
who rules the four quarters of the world.' He
records how he brought back from the land of
Kliani (N. Syria) the images of Merodach and
Zarpanit, which had formerly been carried off.
Khani (also called Akhilnu, lakhanu, and Khiana)
is the region between Carchemish and 'Azaz, having Arpad for its capital.
The juoper home of the
Hillitcs was Khani-rabbat, the 'great Kheta-land '
of the Egyp. inscriptions, to the N. of the above
region, between Mar'ash and Malatiyeh.
As the
territorial name Khattu w;is ))robably originally
Klianlu, an invasion of Babylonia by the llitliles
must have taken place shortly before the reign of
Aiin-kak-rimi.
Now the accession of the latter
nnist be dated c. B.C. 1500, and this mention of
predatory incursions of the llittites into Babylonia
thus tallies pretty well with the first mention of
the llittites in
the
Egyp. inscriptions under

We

'

'

Talmtmes in. (iic. 150:{-l"4-lfl).
With the third or fourth successor

of

Agu-kak-

rimi begin the relations of Babylonia with the
aspiring empire of Assyria.
(The details have
already been fully given in article Assvi:i.\, hence
in what follows we shall notice only what has no
connexion with Assyr. history.)
The first kings

about

whom we
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again possess detailed information

who had diplomatic relations with the
Pharaohs Amenhotep III. and IV., and whose

are those
letters

have been recovered through the famous

of clay tablets at Tel el-.\marna (see above,
The circumstance that at that period
p.
(shortly before and after I!
1400) Babylonian was
the language used for official communications all
over W. Asia, is now readily explained as the consequence of the hegemony of Babylon over the
western land, which endured for centuries (from
the time of the younger kings of Ur till c.
'

find

'

ii2.'!").

(

.

B.C. 1600).

From the correspondence between KallimniaSin of Kardunias and Nimmuria (Amenhotep III.)
of Egypt, we gather that the father of KallininiaSin (probably Kurigalzu I.) had formerly given his
daughter in marriage to Amenhotep III., and that
a daughter of Kallirama-Sin's is now to be sent to
the harem of Amenhotep.
The same subject, that
of marriage and gifts, is discussed in the letters of
king Burnaliurii'.<i II. (B.C. 1410-1380?) to Napkhuraria (Amenhotep IV.) the son of Nimmuria.
Burnaburias speaks of hini.self as the son of Kurigalzu, and of the latter ;us the contemporary and
friend of Amenhotep III.; presumably, tlierefore,
B. w.as a younger brother of Kallimma-Sin, who

must have died young.

Of the Assyrians B. speaks
subjects, but of the land of Kinahhu
(Canaan) as an Egyp. province through which his
ambassadors have to pass. It is also mentioned that
the friendly relations between Egypt and Babylonia
date from the time of the Bab. king Kara-indas,
i.e. the fourth or fifth predeces.sc u- of Burnaburias
as his

own

Burnaburias II. was probably succeeded liy
Kndur-Bel (who reigned at leitst eight years) theii
II.

;

came

Kara-k-lianlan, the son-in-law of the Assyr.
king Assur-uballit, who reigned but a .short time,
and'was .succeeded by his son luiiliis/imaii-k-liarhi I.
The latter conquered the Snla'an nomads, and
constructed fortresses for defence against them in
the land of Amurrfi (Coele-Syria).
On account of
his relationship, however, to the Assyr. king, he
was not regarded as a gemiine Kassite, and was
assassinated. Shuzig<as (or, ace. to another account,
Nazibugas) was placed upon the throne, but was
immediately deposed by the Assyrians, who installed in his place Assur-uballit's gi'andson, Kurigal-vu II. (i:!(!4-i;i:;0 ?)
it}'.
It is impo.ssible to

who was still in his minorsay for certain whether the

previously mentioned (p. iLM") Shaijardktihnrias,
the son of Kudur-Uel, was a rival king (perhaps
during the minorily of Knrig.alzu II.), or whether
he directly followed Kudur-Bel. The first, however, appears the more likely.
In a recently-discovered passage of the synchronistic history (IW,
new series, v. 108) there is nfcrence to internal
complications during part of the reign of Kurigalzu II. The latter, the 'king without an equal,'
was a powerful monarch he conquered the city of
.Shfisha in Elam, i.e. the well-known ,Susa, and
.assumed the title of 'king of Sumer and Akkad,
king of the four (|uarters of the world.' The name
of the Elamite king whom he conciuered was
Khurba-tila.
Kurigalzu II. was succeeded by
\a:i-miiniddaii (i;J20- 1206), Juida/lman-liiriiii
(1204-1278), Kadasmait-huria.s (1277-1276), an unnamed king (1275-1270), Skdi/iirakti-.iunas (l2(i'.i1257), Bihiiia.i (1250-l'24i0, 'Hel-Si(m-idiiHl (1248VHl),Kad,ishman-khiirbi //. (1247-124()),and 7i''/»i;

mUn-Sum-idiiui (124(1-1240). See AssviUA. Under
the last three Babylonia had uuich to suffer from
the inroads of the Elamite king Kidin-khutrutas.
An upward movement, however, again took place
during the .'iO years' reign of HammClnium-iKur
(12;i»-1200) and the reigns of his son Meli-Siiuik
(1208-1194) and his grandson ^fa)duk-|)alidilla
(110;!-11S|).
To the time of these three kings

—
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belong the oldest known boundary-stones with the
zodiacal signs portrayed upon them.* (These are
fully described by T. G. Pinches, in liis Guide tu
the Nimroud Central Saloon, London, 1880, pp.
44-55.
After the last of these Kassite kings
Zamama-sum-idina (B.C. 1180) and Bel-sum-idina
(1180-1177) there followed a Semitic reaction,
which connects itself with the
Dynasty of Pashi (1177-1043). Unfortunately,
the name of the founder of this new dynasty is unknown. The fourth, in all probability, of its kings
was XabO-kudurri-uzur (Nebuchadrezzar) /., the
son of Xindar-nadin-sami (written Nin-ib-suni-niu).
He waged war on the mountaineers of E. Babylonia
(including Elani), and also on the land of JIartu.
Unfortunately, his inscriptions do not make it
perfectly clear with what part of Syria he engaged
in hostilities, but it appears to have been the
district of Antilibanus, for in an inscription which
ought probably to be ascribed to him there is
mention of a war against the peoples of the land
of Khattu and against Ammananu (cf. Lamanan
From an elegiac poem
of the Kgj'p. inscriptions).
we learn that the statue of Bel had been captured
then
recovered by Nebuby the enemy, but was

On this occasion the king consulted
chadrezzar.
the ancient oracles of the astrological work
' Illumination of
Bel,' where in point of fact there
is mention of the return of the statue of Bel from
Elam to Nippur in the time of the younger kings of
Ur.
From all this it is quite plain that when
Nebuchadrezzar received the kingdom it was in a
dilapidated condition.
Nebuchadrezzar was succeeded by Bel-nadinapU. Then came Marduk-nadin-akhi (see above, p.
224»), who reigned B.C. 1117-c. 1100, Mardiik-iSapikzirim, and Bamman-pal-idina (see AssviMA). The
next to the last of the eleven Paslii kings was
Marduk-akhe-irha (B.C. 1064-10-52). To his reign
belongs a boundary-stone, on which we read the
name of a Khabirite, Kudurra the son of Basish,
along with a certain Kassa an<l one Khirbi-Bel.
know also of a Khabirite, Kharbi-shipak, from
another text which treats of campaigns of the
Assyrians and Babylonians in Phoenicia ( Il'-l/,
pi. y4. No. 2).
This shows that the Khahiri, who
play an important r61e in the Tel el-Amarna correspondence as enemies of Jerusalem, cannot possibly
be the Hebrews, but must have been Kassite

We

Babylonians.
The Pashi dynasty was followed by the kings of
the Sea-land, i.e. the district in the extreme south
of Babylonia. The Kassite nationality of this
dynasty, which lasted from B.C. 104:5-1022, is
Simmasevident from the names of its kings
shipiik, Ea-mukin-ziri, and KaH.su-nKdin-ukhi.
Tlie next dynasty was that of Bazi, which included three kings who reigned from 1021-1002, viz.
E-ulmash-sliakin-shumi, Xindar-kiidurri-uzttr, and
Amil-Skukamuna. These were followed by a single
Elamite kinf, whose name has not been preserved
(1002-09G). This whole period, from the end of the
Pashi dynasty, was a stormy one. Shortly before,
the temple of Samas at Sippar had been destroyed
by the Sutasan nomads then during the reign of
Ka.ssfi-nadin-akhi there was a great famine
so
that the land had no rest.
It was not until the
next, once more a Babylonian dynasty, that better
conditions were again inaugurated (B.C. 995-7.32).
The tirst king, Xabii-mukin-apli, to whose reign
an extant boundary-record must be assigned,
reigned 36 years (B.C. 995-900), and Xahii-pal;

idina,

who

is

known from

contemporary of

a

reign of

—

As.syrian history as
Assur-nazir-pal, also had a

more than 30 years

(c. B.C.

885-853).

Be-

For the pronf that it is really the twelve-fold diviMon of the
Zodiac that is represented here, .see F. Hommel's AstroDcmie
der olten ChaldSer' in Ausland, lSUl-lb92.
*

*

tween these two reigns there is an unfortunate
gap, which as yet is represented by only a few
names. Only the liist four kings of this dynasty
are included in the kings'

list.

To

Nabi'i-pal-idina we owe the beautiful Cttltustablet of Sippar, which is adorned with a relief of
the sun-god.
It was this king that restored the
temple of the sun which had lain in ruins since
the ravages of the Sutieans, and re-established his
worship in Sippar,
From the reign of his son
and successor Mardnk-.^um-idina down to the rise
of the New Babylonian empire under Nabopola-ssar, the history of Babylon, so far at least as
known to us, is coimected in the closest fashion
with that of Assyuia (to which article the reader
is referred for details).
During this period Babylonia was in complete political dependence upon

When independent movements show
Assyria.
themselves, they proceed almost invariably from
the Kaldi (Chaldceans) in .s. Babylonia, who were
the Semitic successors of the Kassites, and from
the nomadic .-^ranifean tribes between Elam and
Babylonia. The best type of these Kaldi princes
is Marduk-pal-idinn II., the Merodach-baladan of
OT, and contemporarj- of Sargon and Sennacherib
votive inscription of his (in the
(see ASSYRIA).
Berlin Museum) contains a grandiloquent description of the prosperity of the land under his sway
as compared with the misery of the 'rulerless
time that preceded his reign.
Of Chald;iean oriirin were also the founders of

A

'

the New Babylonian empire, Nabopolassar and
his son Nebuchadrezzar ll.
Kahii-pal-uzur (B.C. 62.5-605) wrested his independence froiii Assyria, and caused himself to be
proclaimed king of Babylon.
have inscriptions
of his, in which he speaks of building temples at
Babel and Sippar, and of constructing a canal at
the latter city.
Some Bab. cities, however, such
as Erech, still belonged to the Assyr. king SinWith the view of conquering and
sar-iskun.

We

detlironing the latter, Nabopolassar allied himself
with the >Ianda king (.Vrbaces? See ASSVKIA),
i.e. with the leader of the Medo-Scythian hordes.

While Nabopol. advanced in person with his army
against N. Slesopotamia, the Manda hordes burst
into Babylonia, where they plundered the cities
that still owned the Assyr. sway, and into Assyria
where, c. B.C. 007, Nineveh fell into their
hands, and was utterly destroyed.
In order to
help Nabopolassar, who was hard pressed by the
Assyrians, the Manda invaded also the territory
of ilarran.
It was upon this occasion that the
very ancient temple of the moon, which existed
there, was destroyed.
Thus, by the aid of the
Medes, the Babylonians came once more into
Mesopotamia,
posse.ssion of
and so paved the
way towards Syria. There, in B.C. 605, at Carchemish, the crown-prince Nebuchadrezzar defeated
itself,

Necho of Egj'pt, and in consequence of his victory
was acknowledged .is sovereign lord by the whole
country

as far as the S. border of Palestine.
others, homage was done to him by
in the per.son of its king Jelioiakim.
The

Amongst
Judah
news of

his father's death recalled
to Babylon.

Nebuchadrezzar

Xabu-kudurri-uznr II. (the Nebuchadrezzar of
OT), during his long reign of 44 years (B.i-. 604561), contrived to make Babylonia in the fullest
sense the heir of the shatt(>red As.syr. empire. At
the same time, by his building activity, he converted his capital Babylon into one of the most
magnificent and most beautiful cities of antiquity.
His chief attention was directed to the Bel-temple
Sag-ilia at Babylon, and the Nebo-temple Zidda
at Borsippa, but he liy no means neglected the
temples at Sippar, Kiitha, Erech, Larsa, and Ur.
In addition he constructed in Babylon new streets.
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embankments, and palaces

(cf.

tlie
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hanging gardens' of Somiramis), and fortified the city by double walls, so strong that it
might be deemed impregnable.
As the inscriptions of Nebuch. speak of almost
nothing but his buildings, we have to gain information about his numerous wars from various
extra-Babylonian sources, such as the OT and the
of

tlie

'

We

know the course of events
classical writers.
in Jiiildh, where, at tlie instigation of the warlike
I'liaraoh Hophra (Apries), Zedekiah, a Babylonian
Viissal, renounced his allegiance, an act to wliich
Xebuch. replied by laving siege to Jerusalem
(•2 K 2o').
The fail of "jeru.salem in B.C. 587 led
to the exile of the .lews in Babylon (B.C. 580-537),
of Judah a Bab. province.
similar
fate befell the other states which, in reliance upon
Egypt, had withheld their tribute from Babylon,

A

and made

viz. Edom, Moab, Amnion, 'l"y re, and Sidon.
Tyre,
however, in spite of a 18 years' siege, could not be
taken, but had to resume payment of the former
tribute.
Hophra, after the defeat of his army by
Xebuch. (B.C. 587), ventured on no further attack.
and it was not till 5ti8 thiit Xebuch. again took

the field against Kgypt (where meanwhile Aniiisis
had dethroned Hophra), and occupied some parts
of the Delta.
Of a war carried on by Nebuch.
au'ainst ttie Arabs of Kedar we know from .ler
4jii-33
In j|)g course of the war which tlie Median
king Cyaxares waged with Lydia, Nebuch. usetl
his influence, after the battle on the Halys, B.C.
585, to bring about peace between Lydia and
Media.
By this politic step lie prevented his
dangerous rival from becoming too .strong. Within
the reign of Xebuch. al.so falls an event, which at
a later period uiuler his succe.ssors proved to have
been charged with fateful issues from the Xew Bab.
empire,
the occupation of Elam by the newlyarisen kings of Ansan in N. Elara. As late as
the beginning of Nebuch. 's reign Jeremiah knows
of reigning kings of Elam (.ler 25''^), whereas in
585 Ezekiel already speaks of the Elaniites as dead
and gone (Ezk Si-*). We know that an Indotiermanic prince of I'ers.-Achiemenid.'ean origin,
named Teispis (Tslieispis). proclaimed himself king
of An.san c. B.C. (JIH).
He was the great-grandfather of the famous Kuras (f'yrus), and he left
behind him two sons. The elder, Kuras by name
(grandfather of Cyrus), fell heir to the kingdom
of Ansan, which he probably enlarged by coiKjUeriiig the rest of Elam
the younger, Ariaramna,
founded for himself a kingdom in E. Iran.
He
was the great-granilfather of Darius the Mede,'
the future king of I'ersia.
What share Xebuch.
had in this conquest of Elam we know not, but
some share in it is suggested by a recently-discovered inscription, according to which X(^buch.

—

;

'

brought back an image of Istar from Su.sa to
Erech.
The son and successor of Xebuch. was Amil-

OT), who reigned
was he who releiised the uiifortunateJehoiachin of Judah from his prison(2 K 25-').
Failing to establish him.self on a right footing with
the priests, he was murdered by his own brother-in-

mardnk

(the Evil-merodacli of

from 601-500.

It

law, Xeryalsliiir-iizur (the Xeri-gli.ssar of classical
writers), who had the priests upmi his side.
Neriglis.sar (li.c. 659-550) w,ia m.arried to a
d.aughter of Nebuch., and even during the reign of
the latter enjoyed the greatest consideration, a-s is
)>r'ived by various conlrael-tablets.
Like his father,
Bel-suin-iskun, he bore the title ruhU imga (' the
exalted sage'), a ciivumstance which proves at
the same time that Neriglis.sar is to be identified
with the Kab-m.ag (= rH'/ffi iniffa) Nergal-sharezer
of Jer '.\',fi- ".
Xeiigl.'s inscriptions tell us of his
building of temples and of the comiiletion of his
palace in Babylon.
'I'lje iiii-:s;n;e which runi, 'the
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and adversary 1 destroyed, the foes I exterminated, the insubordinate opposers I consumed,'
refers not only to the murder of Amil-Marduk, but
also to foreign enemies, in whom we should probably
recognise the same Manda hordes whom Nabonidus
shortly afterwarils drove back from Mesopotamia.
Neriglissar died in 550, leaving a son scarcely
come of age, Lahashi- Marduk, wlio, according to
the judgment of the jirie.sts, wiis not fit to rule on
account of bad character '; and was consequently
deposed the same year.
A Babylonian, not a
Chaldee. was called to the throne in his room,
Nabxi-naUd ('the god Nebj is exalted'), the
Xabonidus of the classical writers, who reigned
from B.C. 555-539. He was more a lover of antiquarian research than an energetic ruler.
He
rebuilt a whole series of the oldest Bab. temples,
e.g. at Sippar, Larsa, and Ur, and at the same
time instituted elaborate inquiries into the history
of the building (cf. the dates that have been thus
recovered, above, ]). 224"). On the other hand, with
the most painful shyness he avoided 15abylon, even
when its situation was one of extreme peril it
was his son Bid-sliar-nziir, the Belshazzar of
rival

'

;

Daniel, who, in the capital, carried on the work of
government, without, however, bearing the title
of king.
Nabonidus' first concern was to rebuild
the ancient temple of Sin in Ilarran.
The Manda
king Istuvigu {i.e.. the Meiiian iirince Astyages')
had, however, invaded Mesopotamia, and it was
only when he had been repelled through the assistance of king Kuras of Ansan (i.e.. the well-known
Cyrus king of Persia, B.C. 558-531)) that Nabonidus
was able to prosecute his building design. This
repulse of the Manda took place c. B.C. 5.54 or 553.
Through his decisive victory over Astyages (B.C.
5.50), Cyras became at the same time king of the
Median empire; conse<jueiilly the Bab. Chronicle
now calls him 'king of Parsu,' instead of giving
him his official title, king of Ansan.' In the year
547 took place the successful campaign of Cyrus
against Croisus of Lydia, during which Xabonidus
.and the king of Egypt h.ad joined the league
formed .against Cyrus.
The latter was now
master of the whole of Asia Minor. The punishment of Egypt was deferred till the time of Cyrus'
successor C;imby.ses (B.C. .525), but that of Babylonia came in 539, in which year (lOth Tamnuiz,
i.e. about the beginning of July) Cyrus got possession of Babylon, through the treachery of its
priests, without drawing a sword.
Three and a
half months later he made his trium|)hal entry
into the city, and eight days afterwards his
general Cubaru (tJobryas) caused the king's son,
i.e. BcKshazzar, to be put to de.atli (cf. also Dn 5).
X.abonidus was spared, and banished to Karmania.
This was the end of the independence of Babylonia,
and the beginning of the great Persian worldempire. Xeveitheless, the kings of Persia did everything possible to mitigate the lot of the Babylonians: they allowed the native form of worship
to continue exalted B.abylonian to the rank of one
of the three languages of the empire (Persian,
Elamite, Babylonian
see above, p. 223")
and
'

;

;

;

called themselves upon Bab. inscriptions ' king of
Babel, king of the countries.'
Under the mild
rule of Cyrus, the day of return also drew nigh for
the .Tews who h.ad remained true to the old home.
Thus the end of the Bab. empire means at the
same time the beginning of the .lewish conimunily,
whose real commencement coincides with the rebuilding of the temple predicted in Is 44-".
When
in the latter pas.sage ('yrus (Koresh) is called by
shepherd,'
J" my
there is here an allusion to the
Elamite etymology of the name Kuras (' shepherd ').
According to Strabo, the Aryan name of Cyrus
w.as Agra<lates.
The later history of Babylon is bound np with
'

—

);
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that of Persia, and afterwards of Alexander the
Great and his successors, the Seleucid and Arsacid
kings.
The names of all these rulers occur in
Connexion with the dating of Bab. contract-tablets
and in other inscriptions. There is extant, for
in.stance, a cylinder-in.scription of Antiochus Soter
from IJirs Nirin-oud, in which also the ciueen
Stratonike (Astartanikku) is commended to the
protection of the Bab. gods. Not only so, but the
Bab. literature, even bilingual (Sumer.-Semit.
liymns not excepted, was still copied out and
clierished as late as the Parthian era.
The agricultural impoverishment of the country under the
Parthians led, however, to the gradual dying out
of the tradition of the priests which had been so
long preserved.
The knowledge of the ancient
writing and speech was utterly lost until in our
own century it was recovered through the acuteness and enthusiasm of European scholars, and is
now in ever-increasing measure shedding light upon
the history of the most ancient civilisation, but

above

all

upon

biblical history.
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RV

.garment woven entirely of gold,' or
all woven
with gold.' There is no doubt that a dress of this
description would be
goodly
in the extreme.
The probability is that it was a garment of embroidered stuff, such as Babylon was famed for
(cf. Pliny, viii. 74, and Martial, Ep. viii. 28)
and
the statement in the Bereshith Ilabba (§ 85, fol. 75.
opinion
was
which
a robe of purple (an
2), that it
R. Chanina bar R. Isaac also shared cf. Kimchi on
.Jos 7-1), is just as likely to be correct as any other.
There were probably many centres of the weaving
industry in ancient Babylon, that of Sip|iar being
niiLst likely the chief.
Many tablets referring to
woven stuffs have been found on the site of that
city, and testify to the extent of the industiy and
long lists of dress material and garments bear
testimony to the diversity of the work and tlie
patterns used.
The common expression Iithnlti
hirme is generally taken to mean stuffs woven in
patterns of various designs, like embroidery, the
weaver of such cloth being called l^par (or ulhar)
hirmi.
T. G. PiNCUES.
'
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Bab. mantle). The Heb. means, literally, 'mantle of Shinar' (Jos 7-i), the name by
which Bab. was known to the ancient Hebrews.
Naturally, it is not an ea.sy matter to decide, even
approximately, what kind of garment this can
have been.
Jos (Ant. v. i. 10) gives rein to
his Imagination, and describes it as 'a royal
kIXt],
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BACA, THE VALLEY OF (x??^ P^V.).— A valley
through which pilgrims pass to Zion (Ps 84" AV;
RV has weeping,' m. 'balsam-trees'). Ancient
versions, including I>XX and Vulg., render vallei/
of weepimi, possibly from confusion between '7?
('weeping') and i*;?, whose plural (2 S 5-^, 1 C\\
J414, 15) designates a tree, varioiLsly identified with
the mnlherr;/ (AV and RV), the pear tree (LXX
1 Ch 14), the balsam (Gesenius), and the poplar
or napen (Tri,strain, Nat. Hist.).
If an actual valley (the article is not quite conclusive .see Ec 3"', where two undouhledly ideal
places have the article), it may he identified eitlier
with 'the valley of Achor, i.e. trrntble' (Jos 7-''- -''
etc.)
the valley of Rephaim (2 S 5"'- --, Is 11^)
a Sinaitic valley with a similar name (Burckliardt);
or the la.st station of the caravan route from the
north to Jerusalem (IJenan, IVe de Jesus, c. iv.).
Perseverance and trust not only overcome diflBculties, but turn them into blessings; this is the
lesson, whether the valley be real or only (as the
Vulg. i'<(//is lacriimarum has become) an emblem
A. S. Aglen.
of life.
'

;

'

'

;

;

"

BACCHIDES (linKxlSri!) is first mentioned as a
friend of Antiochus Epi]ihanes (Jos. Ant. XII. x.
Under Deiiictrius Sntcr he held the gover2).
norship of Mcsoiiiitamia, and w;is sent to est<ablisli
Alcimus in the lii.oh priesthood (see Al.ci.MUS).
Upon the death of Judas he drove .lonathan across
the .Ionian, garrisoned a number of positions in
Jud;Ba, and, having thus pacified the country,
returned to Demetrius (B.C. HiO), or more probably
was recalled by direction of the Romans. Two
years later he was sent back in response to an

—

;

BACCHURUS

BAG

appeal from the Syrian faction, who imagined that
Jonathan in his fancied security might be taken
unawares. .lonathan, however, threw himself into
the fortress of liethbasi, not far from Jericho. To

skins' without italics. The
has ' sealskins [m.
porpoise-skins '] in all the passages). There is,
moreover, no philological warrant in Heb. or cognate languages for the translation of theAVfiarfi/ers'
skins.
The Arab, for badger is ghureir, an&lcelard, and fanjal. None of these names has any
connexion with tlh/ishim,. Tlie Arab, word tuhas
signifies the dolphin.
The Arabs of the Sin. desert
use the skin of the Halicore Hemprichii, Ehr., a
cetacean found in the Red Sea, for making sandals.
This is called tiin, and the flesh of it is eaten. It
is quite likely that the skin of the dolphin would
be similarly used. It is no objection to the use of
this hide for making ladies' sandals that it was
coarse.
Its firm texture would fit it for the use
intended, and the currier's art would adorn it suitably for the high-bom wearers. Such durable and
waterproof skins as those of the dolphin and
halicore would be eminently appropriate for coverings of the tabernacle. Another species of the
same genus, Halicore Tabemaculi, Russ., is also
met with in the Red Sea, and could have furnished
its quota of skins.
It is clear that the '6r6th tlh&shim, whatever
their colour, were procurable in Sinai in quantities
sufficient for making coverings to the tjibernacle,
and were at the same time suitable for sandals.
It is unlikely that seal skins (so the RV) were
found in sufficient quantities, if indeed the word

this B. laid siege; but, when his own peril increased through the success of the sallies against
him and the rising of the country in his rear, he
accepted Jonathan's proposal for a treaty of peace.
Jonathan was invested (li.C. 158) with the governorehip of Judiea, and B. covenanted to withdraw the
Syrian forces (but not comiiletely, see 1 Mac 10'^),
and he himself finally left the country (1 Mac 7*""°
9'", Jos. Ant. XII. x.-xiii. i.).
R. W. Moss.

BACCHURUS

(Bd/f^wpo?), 1 Es 9".— One of the
singers' (iepoi/.!iXToi), who jiut away his
8tranr;e wife.
There is no corresponding name
in the list of Ezr 10", where there are three porters
and one singer to answer to two porters and two
The name here may be a corsingers of 1 Es.
ruption of Uri (Tk) in Ezra.
H. St. J. Thackeray.

'holy
'

'

BACCHUS.—See Dionysus.

BACENOR

2

(Ba/ti5»aip,

Mac

Jewish

a

12*'),

otUcer, apparently a captain of horse, in the army
of Judas Maccaba'us which went to attack
Gorgias, the commandant of Idomeea (or Jamnia,
1

Mac

6", Jos. Ant. XU.

viii. 6).

BACKBITE To
only, He that b'""

bite behind the back.
Pa 15»
'
not with his tongue' ('jj^,
' slandereth ').
Backbiter, Ro 1*" only (KardXaXos)
cf. (in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 1659, i. 492) 'Diogenes
being asked what beast bit sorest, answered, Of
wilde beasts, the Back-biter; of tame, the Flatterer.'
Backbiting is found as an adj. Pr 25-'* 'The north
wind bringeth forth rain so doth a b. tongue an
angry countenance ("ini; ]ia^ ' a tongue of secrecy '),
Sir 28'^-'»; and as a suljst.. Wis 1", 2 Co 12«
(xaraXaMa, tl'' in 1 P 2' 'evil speakings').

RV

:

'

Hastings.

J.

BACKSIDE

AV

used in
as tr. of three words
—1. irx 'ahar, Ex 3' he led the flock to tlie b. of
the desert
RV back but the Heb. is a prep.
here,
behind the desert' (cf. 11' the maidservant
tliat is behind the mill '), that is, to the pasturelands on the other side of the desert from the
Tni< Vi/i^r, Ex 2(i'^
Midianite encampments.
2.
the b. of the tabernacle,' RV back
the Heb.
is a subst. in the plu.,
hinder parts,' as in 33-'
thou shall see my back parts,' 1 K 7-* ( =2 Ch 4'')
hinder parts,' Ezlc 8'" backs.' 3. tTtcBev, Rev 5'
a book written witliin and on the b.' RV back
but the back of a book is not tlie same as the reverse side of a roll. St. John was struck, not only
with the fact that the roll was sealed, but also
with the amount of writing it contained. Like
Ezekiel's (2'") roll of a book
written within
and witliout,' it had writing on both sides, which
was as unusual with an ancient roll as w ith modern
printer's manuscript.
J. Hastings.
is

:

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

;
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'

'

'

'
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BADGER, BADGERS' SKINS
'6rOth trMshim). — LXX.

'

:

;

.

(d-n tnhn^h, my
ti'luUhim by
Vulg. by ianthinm, whicli

cxm

tr.

and vivdiva, and
signifies sky-blue.
Some ancient
the word black. There is, however,
logical rea-son for tliis.
vaKlvBiiia.

VSS

translate

no etymo-

Tlie badger, Melcs tnxus, L., is found in moderate
numbers throughout Syria ami I'al., and p()ssil>ly
in the Sin. desert.
But it is not found in KuHicient
numbers to make it probable that it could furnish
material enough for the ujiper covering of the
tabernacle (Ex 25' 20'^ 3."i'- " etc.). Such skins
would be too light for the purpose, still more so for

sandals (ICzk

ItJ'".

inJUlth alone,

without

In

tliis

'Crolh.

passage the Heb. has
The
has added

AV
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RV

'

'

'

tih&shhn means that animal. It may be, however, that it covers not only the dolphin, but tlie
halicore, porpoise, seal, and other marine animals
having a generaj resemblance to the dolphin
type. In any case we may safely reject the badr/er.
(See Davidson on Ezk 16'" and Dillm. on Ex 25°.)
G. E. Post.
B.SAN {viol Baidi-).— The name of a tribe otherwise unknown, which on account of its hostility to
the Jews was utterly destroyed by Judas Maccabajus (1 Mac 5*).

—

BAG. 1. B'p^;, D'y'irr 'V? ; ir-fipa ; bag for food, shepherd's wallet, or scrip for a journey, made of a kid's
skin with a strap fastened to each end so as to ban"
from the shoulder, and holding one or two day?
allowance of bread, raisins, olives, cheese, etc. ;
one of tlie emblems of the pastoral and pilgrim
life ; parent of the hunting-bag and portfolios of
higher oHice. Into it David put the pebbles wlien
going to meet Goliath (1 S 17"). Tlie command to
dispense with it (Mt 1U'», Mk 6', Lk 9") meant for
the disciples complete trust in those visited, in
their message, and in their Master.
2. 0'3 (Arab, kij/), bag for merchant's weights,
made of stout cotton, leather, or in the form of a
flexible rush-basket.
This bag is still a necessity
with the Syrian jieasant or trader when selling
from house to house his olive-oil, figs, graiie-sj^iip,
cheese, etc.
The special warning against false
weights (Dt 25'», Pr 20'") was due to the fact that
pebbles and odd pieces of metal were doubtless,
then as now, used thus as weights, putting the
purchaser at the mercy of the seller. Hence the
Arab, proverb, The hand of an honourable man is
a balance.'
3. B. for money, purse.
In this connexion we
have
Pr 1", Is 46", where the use of the
(a) D'j kff.
commonest word for bag seems suggestive of waste.
(4) t5-in /utrit (Arab. Itaritut), 2 K 5-^, into which
Naaman's gift was put. The occurrence of the
same word in Is 3''' (AV 'crisping pins,' RV
satchels ') would suggest that some kind of
'

'

ornamentally-woven pouch or satchel was used.
zerOr (Arab, ptrrat), something tied,
(c)
-iiif
either round about like a parcel, or at the neck
The purse of the mod. Syrian
like a pouch.
peaxant is a little bag, sometimes of woven silk

—

''

BAGGAGE

BALAAM

The open
tliread, but usually of yellow cotton.
tiiouth is not drawn close by a string, but is

BAGOI (A Ba7o/, B BoraO, 1 Es 5».—2066 of his
descendants returned from captivity with Zerub.

gathered up by one hand, and then by the other
the neck of the bag is carefully whipped round.

(2067);
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Called BIOVAI

Bago,

Ezr 2" (2056 desc), Neh V"

(-1:3),

EsS^".

1

BAGPIPE.— See Music.

—

BAHURIM (cnns). The place where Michal is
parted from her husband Phaltiel, as she is being
The
taken back to David at Hebron (2 S 3>«).
village also where Shimei lived he came out thence
to curse David when fleeing from Jerus. towards
Jordan (2 S 16°).
In this village Jonathan and
Ahiraaaz took refuge when carrying news to
David from Jerus.; they concealed themselves in
the well of a house, and so managed to elude the
servants of Absalom, who had been sent to capture
According to the account of
them (2 S 17'*).
David's flight from Jerus. (ch. 15 ff.), it seems that
he did not take the southern and more usual road
to Jericho, which passes through Bethany, but
adopted the shorter and more difhcult route, which
runs in a N.E. direction over the Mt. of Olives.
The Targ. preserves a tradition which identifies B.
with Almon (Jos 21'*), the modern Almlt, about 4
miles N.E. of Jerus. and 1 mile beyond Anathoth
(Anata), near the S. boundary of Benjamin. This
\-iew, which is accepted by most moderns, agrees
with the local details supplied by the narrative of
David's flight. After leaving the summit of the
Mt. of Olives (15'" 16'), David made his way down
rib
the E. slopes of the range towards Jordan.
or ridge of hill apparently ran parallel to this N.
route, from which it was separated by a
ravine or pilly (16' let me go over now'),
so that Shimei, running along the top of
the hill, could cast stones and dirt at the
king with impunity. Barhiunite (2 S 23"
;

B<i, PCS*!, -A^,

of tying and untying is still a
quaintly arresting feature in its use. It was such
a purse that was found in the sacks of Joseph's
brothers, Gn 42*>. Job compares the irrevocable
past to the purse with a seal on its string. Job 14".
Unblessed prosperity is money in a bag \vith
Similar to this zirGr or tied-bag
holes, Hag 1«.
was the ^aXXd;'T<o;' in Lk Xl^l'!?^, and in Jn 12" the
7\uo-cr6/coMoi', a term derived from the pouch for the
mouth-piece of a musical instrument.
{(/) In the NT this bag or purse is also expressed

The ceremony

by

fcJi'T)

(Mt

Ac

3^ 10",

illustration of this

Rev 1" 15«). A modern
found in the waist-belt of

21",

is

A

'

'

•cn-i;) is

Baharumite

clearly a mistake for

=a

native of Bahurim, which is more
correctly given by the Chronicler (1 Ch
11^ 'pnnjn ; point 'PirjJD the Eahurimmite).
'

BAITERUS

—The

J. F.

(BaiTi;poD$,

Stenning.

AV

Meteru8),

1

of B. returned with
Zerub., to the number of 3005. It probably
represents a Heb. place-name beginning
with Beth- but there is no corresponding
name in the lists of Ezr 2 and Neh 7.
H. St. J. Thackeray.

Es

5".

sons

:

BAKBAKKAR
9'°).

(-ip;p3).—

A

Levite

(1

Ch

See Genealogy.

BAKBUK

(P'3p3).

—The

ancestor of cer-

Nethinim who returned with Zerub.
(Ezr 2", Neh 7"). Called ACUB (1 Es 5^').
tain

BAG. OmDLB-Prm.SR, ;(wnb

the Syrian peasant, which is double for a foot and
a half from the buckle, thus making a safe and
well-guarded purse.
G. M. Mackie.

Jth 7», 2 Mac 122' -the
women and children and the other b.' (dxoiricfi'!)).
KV gives b. for 'carriage' at 1 S 17--'"", and for
'carriages' at Is 10'*, Ac 21"; and Amer. RV
gives b. for stutf at 1 S 25"' 30«. See CAintlAGE
and Stuff.
J. Hastings.
'

B

Es 8".— The head of
n family who returned with Ezra from Bab3'lon,
.•.'illed Bagoi, 1 Es a"
BlGVAI, Ezr 2".
Ba7«,

Bofai),

12").

for I'haraoli' (Heb.

BAGOAS

(Bo7<ia5).

12"-

— A eunuch
'»• >»

13» 14").

lit.

'

all

'

Dr.

manner

of

kinds of food

o!

all

'

Murray

a

pie.'

It is

{Orf.

Eng.

meaning of b. as simply 'pastry,
any kind of meat baked or cooked:

I'rulugiie to Cnnt. Talcs, 345
Withoute bake rapte was never hU hoiu
Of tleisach and ftssch.'

Chaucer,
*

And

—

I. ii. 180
The funeral baked mcata

Shakespeare, ffnm/ef,

in the service of

Did coldly furnish forth the marri.ipo

The same name

J.

Persian history as that of the eunuch
who poisoned Artaxerxes Ochus, and according to
I'liny (HN XIII. iv. 9) it is the Persian equivalent
of the Gr. cwoOxo'J. A. Selbie.

ai>pears in

who dwelt

Diet.) gives the

'

Holofemes (Jth

40" only,

Pharaoh's bakers' work').

1

;

Levite

See Genealogy.

BAKEMEATS.— Gn
b.

cf.

BAGO (A

A

(TP3P3).— 1.

'

(Neh

BAGGAGE.— In AV

'

BAKBUKIAH

at .lerusalcm' (Neh 11"). 2. One of the porters
who kept the ward at the storehouses of the gates

tables.'

HASTINQg.

BAKING.— See Bread.

BALAAM
13-),

Jos

(cv''3).—Nu 22-24. 31»-'«, Dt 2.3* (Neh
'", Mie 0», 2 P 2", Jude v.", Rev 2".

13-- 24''-

—

;

BALAAM

BALAA^I
The

subject of a very remarkable story in connexion with the \van(lerinj;s of the Israelites in the
wiiderness. The present narrative has arisen from
the combination of several more or less ancient
According to the latest, emliodied in
traditions.
'"
tlie Priestly Code (P), and contained in Nu SI*(eorap. Rev 2"), Halaam was a Midianitish counsellor, who persuaded his people to seduce tlie
Israelites by means of certain immoral rites. This
is probably to be connected with the great sin of
Buil-p^or (Nu 2.")), or, to be more accurate, with
the affair of Cozbi (25*'-), whicli has been combined
with the story of Baalpeor {2.V'^}, the former being
connected with the Midianitea, the latter with the
In revenge for this, Balaam was afterMoabites.
wards slain with the princes of Midian (Nu 31*, Jos
IS-^).
It has been conjectured that this story arose
partly out of a difliculty on the part of the priestly
narrator in conceiving ot a heathen bein^jan inspired
prophet of God, partlj' from the need of accounting
tor the great sin of the Israelites.
It is, however,
very doubtful whether this story belongs to tlie
earliest form of P, and it is by Kuenen assigned
to the very latest redactor.
It is significant tliat
Rev 2" definitely connects the immorality with
sacrificial rites to neat hen gods,— a fact implied, but
not distinctly stated by V.
The more ancient and far more picturesque story
is that contained in Nu 22--24.
According to
this, Balaam is a prophet from Pethor, wliich is by
the Euphrates, a place otherwise unknown, who
is bribed by Balak, king of Moab, to come and
pronounce a curse on the Israelites.
Bahiam
earnestly endeavours to carry out Balak's wislies,
but by divine in.spiration pronounces a blessin"
instead of a curse.
He is disiuis.sed by Balak, ana
returns to his home, and is heard of no more.
It
is obvious that this story has no point of contact
with that of P, and can be reconciled with it only
by modifying or eliminating 24". If Balaam had
returned to his home he could not be in the
Midianitish camp immediately afterwards. It is
generally admitted that Nu 22--24 belongs to the
composite narrative known as JE. But there is
some ditl'crence of opinion as regards the critical
analj'sis of the [jsussage.
Some, having regard to
its general unity of purpose and sentiment, have
a.ssigned it in its totality to J
others refer only
the episode of Balaam'.s journey to J and the
rest to E.
It is probable, however, that here, as
elsewhere, there has been a more continuous
interweaving of the two sources.
The sacrificial
;

rites of 22<''-23^

seem to i)oint to E, and the
of that section seems to require that it
Should be referreil in the main to one source. On
the other hand, the episode of Bala.ani's journey,
with little doubt, belongs to J. There are also
signs of composite authorship in other parts. Thus
22"* and 2?"' are evidently duplicates, so are w.* and
**".
helpful criterion is the distinction of divine
names in certain verses of ch. 22, esp. • and *"
where, as in 23^, an anthroi)onior])hic character is
assigned to God Himself as contrasted with the
anjjel of J" of v.*^ etc.
It seems therefore right to
assign vv."- "• '" and '" to E, but these pretty clearly
carry with them vv."- "'».
It matters little how

symmetry

A

we

assign the remaining verses, as both accounts

must have contained statements of the same kind.
But if J is the fundamental account, w.*"' will
belong to it.
Ch. 24 involves a further question.
If the prophecies of ch. 23 belong to E, it is
jirobablc that these belong to J.
But they are
believed to have undergone a very considerable
revision and expansion by a later reviser, either
before or after the union of .) and E.
The pa.ssage
esp. assigned to a late date is vv.*-**, which refers
to the period of A.ssyr. ascendency.
The insertion
of 'the elders of Midian' in 22*-' is probably the
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of a much later re^^se^, who thereby thought
to connect the story more closely with that of P.
If this analysis is in the main correct, there will
be found a considerable diti'erence of character in
the stories of J and E. According to the first,
Balaam makes no ditliculty about going, nor does
he receive any revelation forbidding it, but of his
own accord he intimates to Balak that as a prophet
he is entirely under the control of J". Balaam discovers his sin in going, only by the intervention of
'the angel of J",' and at once jnoposes to return.
For the first time he is permitte<i to go, Imt only
on the condition that he does not attem])t to resi.sl
the inspiration of God. 22^ is indeed referred by
some to the reiser of JE, but some such limited
permission is at anj rate imjilied in v.^. When
Balaam arrives at Kiriath-huzoth, he is shown the
whole company of the Israelites dwelling according
to their tribes.
The spirit of God conies upon him,
and he bursts into a rhapsody of praise, suggested
The chief
in its form by the sight before tiim.
thought is the splendour of the huge encampment

work

in its ordered array
'

As gardens b.v the river side,
As Ugn-aloes which J" hath planted.
As cedar trees beside the waters.'

What Balaam, according to the story, foretells, is
the increa.se in the multitude of the people and the
power of their king. This provokes Balak's anger;
he smites his hands together, and would have dismissed Balaam at once but with great dignity the
latter justifies himself, and, regardless of Balak's
«Tath, he proceeds to predict the destruction, first
of Moab, then of Edom, at the hand of the king of
Israel. Balak himself seems overawed by the torrent
of inspired rhetoric, and he has nothing more to
J's
say to the prophet, who inimediatelj' retires.
narrative is terse and vigorous throughout, full of
quaintness, yet always dignified and iiicturcsque
Wliat remains of E's
without grandiloquence.
narrative falls distinctly below it in point of
literary merit.
It is more ornate, but less really
;

beautilul.
There is a tendency to what ai)pears
like an artificial repetition of similar incidents.
Balak twice apppeals to Balaam, who twice in his
turn appeals to God, and twice receives an answer
from Him. Thrice Balak builds for Balaam seven
altars, and offers a bullock and a ram on every
altar, and the language in wliich Balak's command
is given and carried out is rejieated each time.

We

that thrice Balaam pronounces a
blessing instead of a curse, only that the third
blessing of E has disajipeared in ch. 24 to make
way for the blessing of J. There is, moreover,
besides its anthropomorphism, a want of sjiontaneity
and naturalness about the story. We feel this in
He
the way that Balaam [jarleys with God (2.'t').
tells Him that he has prepared the seven altars, and
olfcred a bullock and a ram on every altar, and
im|>lies therefrom a hope that He will grant his
wish and there is an almost mechanical view of
insi)iration in the thought of the word put in
Balaam's mouth (2'!°). What a dilference between
this and the thought of J (24'-'), that the Sjiirit so
takes pos.session of him that his whole nature is
aglow
Then again, how unnatural comparatively
How strange that lie shoulj
Balak's conduct is
have put up with Balaam's utterances so comjilaccntly, and contented himself with a mild
remonstrance. (See IIkxatkucii, Nu.MiiKlis;.)
But the most important difference in the
stories is the contrast which they present in
In J there is nothing
the character of Balaam.
rejiroachful in his conduct. He acts up to his light
But the Balaam of E
with perfect consistency.
is of
He has imlced a
a much lower order.
higher perception of the moral beauty of righteous

might add

:

I

!

—

;

BALAH
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BALDNESS

He can say with all sincerity, Let me die
the death of the righteous, and let my last end be
like his (23'°).
This can hardly at so early a date
mean, May I in some future state have the
rewards, even without the reality, of a righteous
ness.

'

'

'

but, 'May I in my last moments have
the satisfaction of feeling that I have lived a
righteous life to the very end.' But, in spite of
such noble sentiments, the Balaam of £ is a
selfish, grasping man.
He covets the rewards of
Balak, and is restrained from taking them only by
a sordid fear of God, who could make the consequence of so doing worse than losing them. He is
not content to know God's will, but tries by every
means in his power to cajole God into changing
His mind, or, in other words, makinj' wrong right.
Five times he attempts to obtain God's consent,
and always fails.
It may be thought that this
estimate of Balaam's character as portrayed in E
assumes a higher view of God and morality than
E may be supposed to have had. The God of
1 S 15-^ was not 'a man, that he should repent.'
But could this be said of the God of E ? Probably
not
but, at any rate, Balaam's persistence is
evidently due to selfishness and greed.
Some regret may be felt on the ground that such
a critical analysis of Balaam's story destroys its
value as the study of an instructively composite
character.
But this is not so much so as ajjpears
at first sight. The great sermon of Bp. Butler,
for example, depends almost entirely on the narrative of E.
His allusion to P's story as part of
Balaam's career does not affect his main argument
much more than the words of Mieah (6'''^) erroneously put by him into Balaam's mouth. The
real value of his sermon arises out of his insight
into human nature and motive. On the other side,
it is only fair to state that the critical process
removes at least one very serious moral ditticulty,
that, as the narrative now stands, God allows
Balaam to go on certain conditions, and before the
conditions have been violated is angry, and punishes
him for acting on this permission.
The date and origin of the Balaam story cannot
be determined with certainty. The reference to
the subjugation of Moab (24"), if we suppose that
these are prophecies only in a literary sense, seems
to point, for the Jahwistic narrative, to a date
life here,'

BALANCE (c:Jl^io,

njj, ^vy6f).

— Weighing was per

formed from early times in Egypt, and was probably
thence borrowed by the Hebrews.
All Oriental
balances were equal-armed, the principle of leverage in the steelyard having been apparently an
Italian invention, carried into the East under Roman
influence.
In Egypt before the Exodus, balances
of all sizes were employed
the larger ones having
a fixed pole for support, a beam of several feet in
length, and large scale pans hung by cords. To
test the evenness of the balance a tongue was
attached to it, but instead of observing the tongue
against a long vertical sling of the balance, as in
modern times, the ancient tongue was below the
beam, and the verticality of it (and evenness of the
beam) was observed against a plummet.
As the
plummet was easily set swinging by a lurch of the
stand, the characteristic action shown in weighing ie
for the man to steady the plummet with his hand
in order to read its position. Smaller balances were
held in the hand, hung by a cord. The beam was
;

;

David's Moabitish war (2 S 8) and
hardly likely to be much later— indeed it
is highly probable that the story is based on a much
earlier le";end.
The speaking of animals is a
jjosterior to
It

;

is

common

feature of the early folk-lore of many
this incident has its obvious parallel
in the Jahwistic story of Paradise.
Among some
of the Norwegian peasantry the belief that bears
could speak, and refrained from doing so only
nations,

and

from fear of man, continued down to comparatively
recent times.

—

LlTERATURB. The fltory and character of Bala-am have been
the subject of a large number of treiitises and sermons. By far
the beat known, and generally acknowledged to be the most
valuable, is the great sermon of Bp. Butler upon the charai^ter of
Balaam. Among those of more recent date may be mentioned
the sermons of F. D. Maurice and Isaac Williams.

H. Woods.
BALAH (.17?), Jos IQ*. A town of Simeon,
perliaps the same as Bealoth, and apparently the
Bilhah of a parallel passage 1 Ch 4-". None of
the.se is known.
C. R. CONUER.

—

BALAK

(p^;

king of

Canaan.

'making

Moab who,

See Bala,vm.

F.

H. Woods.

BALAMON (BaXaMuf, AV Balaxio). —A iovra near
Dothaim (Jth

8», cf.

Ca

8").

;

shekels of silver for the field of Ephron (Gn 23") ;
and soon after Eliezer gives weighed jewellery, an
earring of half a shekel and two bracelets of ten
shekels, to Rebekah. The total weight of the gold,
silver, and bronze used for the tabernacle is all
and the weight of the offerings
stated (Ex 38--'"^)
made at the dedication (Nu 7" etc.). And this
is quite in accord with the style of the elaborate
summaries of weights which the Egyptian scribes
used to reckon up at this period. This preciseness
of weighing, however, seems to have been lost to
the Hebrews in Pal., as there is no record of the
weighing of metal for the temple, and Daviil
mentions quantities in the vaguest manner (1 Ch
22"), while the habit of using the balance seems to
have revived in the later and more commercial
times, to judge by the frequent mention of it in
late books.
The falsification of the balance was common
among the Hebrews aa shown by continual denunciations of the practice. In Leviticus just balances are
enjoined (19*'), as by Ezekiel (45'") and Amos (8'),
Micah (6"), and the Proverbs (11') specially inveigh
The exactness of the
against false balances.
balance was even considered a divine matter, as
well as the precision of the weights (Pr 16").
For these references to the standards, see Weights
;

;

AND Measures.

W. M. Flindkrs Petrik.

BALD LOCUST.— See

Locust.

F.

empty or waste').
according to a story preserved in Nu 22-24, hired the prophet Balaam
to curse the Israelites before their entry into

A

BALANCB BEAM, WOOD.

a circular bar, tapering to the ends the suspension
was by a hole through it, or sometimes merely by a
string tied around it, which would give great
opening for fraud ; the pans were hung by cords,
which passed through slanting holes cut in the
beam, emerging in the width of the ends.
In OT the balance appears as a regular article
Abraham weighs four hundred
of daily use.

BALDNESS,
contra.stcd
(if>a\dKpuixa,

loss of

the hair.— Two forms are

Lv 13^""*^, nrni} or crown-baldness
LXX), and n-;j or forehead baldness

in

the Heb. name referring to the fictitious appearance of height which it gives to the head {di'a(paThese forms are also distinguished
XcLVTuina., LXX).
by Aristotle (//w<. An. iii. 11. 8). Baldness did
not render the Israelite ceremonially unclean, and
thus dill'ered from the Dahereth z'traath or spot
of the contagious parasitic disease Tineatonsu;ans
or ringworm, the condition described by Celsus aa
ophiasis while the other form of spot mentioned
along with it in Lv 13, Buhah or psoriasis, is nut
;

BALM

BALDNESS
contagious (Lv 13*"), and did not therefore make
Baldness is not a sign of
the sullerer unclean.
but is reold a''e in the Bible, like grey hair
garded as due to excessive lauour with exposure to
the sun, as in those employed in the siege of Tyre
Ezk 2'J"), among whom it may have been induced
by the salt water and a salt hsh diet, supposed in
Shetland to cause baldness. An Arab, poet calls
crown-baldness the baldness of slaves, while the
other form is called noble baldness, as due to the
It was to be a sign of the
pressure of a helmet.
degradation and serv-itude of backsliding Israel,
that instead of curled and dressed hair they were
to show baldness (Is 3").
2^*), as
Bald-head was a term of reproach (2
was calmis among the Romans, and <j>a\aKpis among
the Greeks (see Suetonius in Cics. 45. 3, and Aristophanes, Nubes, 240 Equitcs, 550). Synesius wrote
a defence of baldness of which an Eng. tr. was
more famous
published by Fleming in 1579.
Qefence was Hucbald's remarkable alliterative
j)oem of 136 lines, de laudibus calvitii, each word of
which begins with the letter C (Domavius, Amphi;

(

K

'

'

;

A

theatro Sapient. Socrat.

i.

290).

Baldness seems not to have been common in Biblelands, nor is it very frequently noticed among the
Jews to this day. The name of Kareah, father of

K

25*'), means
(2
refers to baldness, as Lat.

Johanan

Ex

6'^')-

bald-head,' and

Korah

name Calvus (Gn

36'- ",

'

Possibly, the frequency of ceremonial

shaving of the head may have had some effect
in preventing it.
This reason is given by Herodotus for its rarity in Egypt (iii. 12). Slummy
heads, though often shaven (see Gn 41"), are seldom
bald. I have found only three bald heads out of 500.
Egyptians generally concealed baldness by wearing wigs, and one female head in the Camb. Mus.
had loclts of hair gummed on over the bare scalp.
In Papyrus Ebers (c. B.C. 1500) there are eleven
But, although
pre.scrii>tions to prevent baldness.
rare in Egj'pt, Leo Africanus says it is common in
Barbary. Alany of the Egyp. priests were shaven,
and arc therefore called Fclcct or bald-headed and
perhaps it was for contrast that baldness disqualified
for the priesthood in I.sr. (Lv ei**, LXX), although
it did not preclude them from partaking of the
.sacred food.
Even shaving the head was forbidden to the priest (Lv 21°). A similar contrast
is implied in the prohibition of
rounding the
corn-rs' of the head (Lv 19") among ordinary
Israelites to distinguish them from their heathen
neighbours, who cut their hair in a circular form,
as that of Dionysus was cut (Herod, iii. 8). The
modem Egj-ptians and Bishari adopt a similar mode
of cutting
while the Pal. and Arabian Jews keep
the Levitical custom, and, at the huUika or first
cutting of the hair at the age of four years, do not
cut the corners (Schechter, Jewish Quart. Jicv.
;

'

;

U. 16).
Artificial

Cenchreoe, and

(Ac

235

he

fulfilled later the
Shaving in
IS'* 21**).

ritua4

oi

connexion
thus
with vows was not peculiar to the Jews
the people of Argos shaved their heads in token
of their vow to recover Thyra;a (Herod, i. 82).
Shaving the forehead was not permitted to the
Jews (Beehorat 43. 3, and Sifre on Nu). These
shavings were essentially representative sacrihces
in the usual heathen form, they were intended to
The Jewish tonsure
propitiate the deity invoked.
was partly thanksgiving, hence the hair was burnt
purification

;

;

in the fire of the peace-oB'ering (Nu 6") ; it was
also partly purificatory, ' as if by this, deficiencies
in religious service were cut off' (Rabanus Maur.
de Cleric. Inst. i. 3). Shaving was on this account
part of the ceremony of the purification of Levites
(Nu 8'). Among some races partial tonsure is a
tribal mark, as, for example, the occipital tonsure
of the Philippine iEtas.
The primitive Christian tonsure was votive, and
falsely supposed to have been invented by St.
Peter (Greg. Tour, de gloria Martyr, i. 28), but
really dates from the 5th cent. The Petrine or Rom.
crown-tonsnxe represented the crown of thorns
'The Eastern or Pauline tonsure
(Raban. i. 3).
was total shaving or close croppin" of the head,
The Celtic or
and was derived from Egypt.
Johaniiine tonsure, which was a shaving of the
front of the head in front of the ears and vertex,
existed in Spain, where it was forbidden by the
it was also
4th Council of Toledo (Canon xli.)
practised in Celtic Britain (Gildas, Epist. ii.),
Ireland, and Scotland (Bede, Uist. Eccl. iv. 1, v. 2),
as well as among the Saxons (Apollinaris Sidonius,
It was probably the
Epist. ad Lamprid. viii. 9).
survival of a pre-Christian badge of servitude, as
the word Maol, bald-headed,' for servant existed
in pre-Christian times, as in the names Maolduin

was

;

'

Lucat Maol was a heathen

and Maoldarach.

-

Tonsure of women
antagonist of St. Patrick.
was, in the judgment of St. Paul, shameful
(1 Co 11°), and the early Church decided at the
Council of Gangra that it a woman polled her head
iii.
she should be excommunicated (Socrates,
See Barber, Hair, Shaving.
42).

HE

A. Macalister.

BALM

LXX

resimt).
fntTiv-n
(1< zdri, 'y.f zlrt
—It is impossible to determine, on philological
grounds, the substance intended by zOri ; and as
the ancient translations do not agree on the signification of the word, it must remain uncertain.
The substances with which it is mentioned (Gn
37", cf. 43") make it probable that it was an
aromatic gum or spice. If the substance alluded
to by Jeremiah (S"'' 4(i" 51') be the same, powerful
medicinal virtues were attributed to it. It was
clearly an article of commerce in Gilead, dealt in
;

;

by Judah and Israel (Ezk 27"). No mention is
It is
of a balm tree as growing in Gilead.
not certain from the expressions, Is there no balm
and Go up into Gilead and take
in Gilead ?
balm,' that the substance was produced there, any
more than from the expression that Judah ami
the land of Israel, they were thy merchants, they
traded in balm,' implies that it was produced in
Gilead was an indefinite geotheir country.

made
baldness,

by shaving, was a sign

of

mourning, not only among the Jews, but among
other races. Bion s comment on its folly, nuasi
calvitii) mirror Icvetur, is quoted by Cicero (fuse.
Disp. iii. 26).
In this manner Mardonius and his

army mourned for Ma.si.stiua,
their own hair, but that of

cutting

otl"

not only

their horses (Herod.

24; see also Patroclus' fiinrral, II. xxiii. 40:
also Odyss. iv. 198; Seneca, Ifijiiml. 1176).
Micah
bids the women of ^larcshali niaKe themselves bald
(1"), and enlarge their baldness as the nesher or
neophron (Kgyi). vulture), which has a featherless
head. Baldness, produced by cutting otf the hair,

'

'

'

'

expression

for

the district stretching

ix.

graiihical

with mourning in Is lo'' 22", Jer 48"
Ezk 27", and Am 8'". It is used metaphorically
for mourning in Jer 47' and Ezk 7".
Syniliolii al baldness by shaving was the sign of
the expiry ol the Nazirite's vow (Nu 6"). At the
expiry oi his vow St. Paul shaved his head at

eastward from the Jordan to the Euphrates and
an unknown extent southward. A portion of the
commerce of Arabia passed through it, and spices
and balms and incense formed an imjiortant part
of the wares carried by the Ishmaelites through this
Whether the substance was produced
territory.
in it or not, Gilead would seem to have been an
entrepot for it. This is all we know from Scripture as to the substance or substances intended.
Any attempt to identify them must be conjectural,
and he who hazards a gness will be largely in

is a-ssociated

16',

'

BALNUUS

:36

BAND

lluenced by his opinion as to whether balm was a
prtKluct of Gileaa or an article of commerce there
ami in Pal. If we assume that it was a product of
(iilead, we have no known tree in tliat region
whicli produces a medicinal aromatic gum or
spice.
Mn.stkh has been supposed by some to be
the substance. The tree which produces it, however, although abundant along the coast and lower
mountains of W. Pal., has not been reported E.

The author searched for it in the
of the Jordan.
forests of Gilead and Bashan without finding it.
.Moreover, the Ishm.ielites (Gn 37^) brought it,
with Arabian gums and spices, throiigli Gilead to
Uotlian on their way to Egypt. Mastich is, and
alwa3-s has been, a leading product of Chios and
other islands of the ALgean Sea, and was certainly
not a product of Arabia. Pliny (Nat. Hist. xil. 3ti),
indeed, speaks of a mastich produced in India and
Arabia, but it was produced by a 'prickly shrub,' and
therefore cannot be the gum hovaPistacia Lentiscua,
In other places he calls the true mastich resin of
L.
/t'n/i,?A-(.\.\iv. 22. 28).
He attributes to it a long list
of virtues, princip.-illy astringent and detergent.
Mecca balsnm, the product of Balsamodendron
(Hlenden.ie, Kth., and B. Opobalsnmum, Kth., has
the weight of tradition in its favour. Jos. {A7it.
viii. vi. ti) says that the Jews believe that the queen
of Sheba, who doubtless had botanical gardens in
many places, gave Solomon a root of it and we
have evidence that it was cultivated in the lower
Tristram says,
Jordan Valley.
From Jericho
Cleopatra obtained plants for her gardens at
Heliopolis an imperial guard was placed ovei the
gardens, and twice was the balm tree exhibited in
triumph in the streets of Rome.' It has, however,
now disappeared. The product of these trees is
known in Arabic by the name of balasAn, from
which BaKatxnov, bnlsnmum, balsnm, and balm are
probably derived. The balasAn tree is defined by
the Arab, lexicographers as a certain kind of tree
or shrub, resembling the camphire (f^cnnn), haWng
many leaves, inclining to white, in odour resembling the rue, the berry of which has an oil wliich
is more potent than the berry, as the berry is than
the wood.' Avicenna speaks of its properties and
virtues at length, and quotes Dioscorides to the
etlect that the tree 'grows only in the country of the
Jews, which is Palestine, in the Ghor.' He probably
alludes to the plantations in the neighbourhood of
Jericho, but is mistaken in supposing that this was
the only or the principal station for the tree. That
Avicenna does not confound it with the ma.stich is
clear from the fact that he presently says that
some prefer to mix this unguent (gum) with other
unguents (gums), as unguent of the green berry,
and unguent of camjihire (henra), and unguent
(gum) of the mastich tree.' IJalm of Gileaa was
formerly much used even in Europe, but it has now
passed out of the pharmacopoeias.
The monks of Jericho have adopted the zaklcvm,
Balanites ACgyptiaca, Del., as the Balm of Gilead.
They prepare an oily gum from the frtiit of this
;

'

;

'

'

which is sold in tin cases to travellers as
the Balm of Gilead. It is said also to be beneficial
in the treatment of wounds and sores.
species,

BALNUUS
BlNNUl

in

(A

Ezr

^aXvovoi,

ICF',

which

B

G. E. Post.
BoXvoCs), 1 Es 9»».—

see.

BAMAH (Ezk 20-'>') is the Heb. name for 'High
Place (wh. see), and is retained by the EV in the
second half of this verse on account of tlie
etymology given in the first half. It is obviously
a contemptuous derivation that the prophet means
to suggest
but the precise point of it cannot be
'

;

The word is resolved into its
and these appear to be identified respectively with two words meaning
come and
clearly ascertained.
syllables,

'

'

what

'

;

thus

:

'

'

What (Mah) is the Ba-mah where-

unto ye come (Ba) ?
Ewald and others hav^
supposed that the verb ' come (or enter ') is used
in an obscene sense, with an allusion to the immoral
practices associated with the worship at these
sanctuaries (cf. Am 2', Hos 4'")
but this view,
even if adopted, does not remove the obscurity
of the verse.
A parallel may be found in the
'

'

'

;

derivation of the word for

'

manna'

KV).

BAMOTH

Nu

(n'C3),

21'»»

in
J.

Ex

16'^ (see

Skinner.

a station

the

in

journey from the Arnon to the.jordan, probably the
same as Bamoth-haal, Nu 22" RVm ('the high
places of Baal AV, RV), to which Balak brought
Balaam. Bamoth-baal is mentioned in the list of
cities belonging to Reuben (Jos 13") along with
Beth-baal-meon, and both being seats of Baalworship they may be included in ' the high places
of Is 15- but the reference here is doubtful (cf.
Dillmann's note on the verse in his Isaiah). rD3 ni,
mentioned on the Moabite Stone, 1. 27, as restored
by Mesha, may be the same as Bamoth. For its
'

;

position see

ExoDUs, Route

of.

A. T. Chapman.

BAN

(A mv, B TAatviv), 1 Es S^".— The head of a
family which could not trace their descent from
Israel at the return under Zerub.
The passage is
corrupt.
The corresp. name in the lists of Ezr 2""
Nell 7°^ is Tobiah ; but in both of the can. books
some MSS of the
insert a name viol Boid,
of w hich Ban may be the equivalent.
H. St. J. Thackeray.
BANAIAS (Boralas) 1 Es 9» = Benaiah Ezr 10«.

LXX

—

BAND. Three words of difTerent ori^n and
meaning but the same spelling are all found in
AV. 1. Band = anything ths.t binds, whether for
confinement or for strengthening.
The Heb.
words are

(a) nijj^ 'Sbhvth, something twisted or
twined. Job 39'"
Canst thou bind the unicorn
(RV wild-ox ') with his band ? Hos \\*'l drew
them with cords of a man, with bands of love
so
Ezk 3=»48; but tr'' 'cords' Jg 15"- ", Ps 2» 118»'
129''.
It is the word tr'' 'voreathen (work)' in
'».
Ex 28"- 22- "• =» 39">(6) ni=x 'rsur (-h=k '(sur,
Dn 4'»- », Ec 7»«), anything that will bind'
whether a flaxen rope or an iron fetter. Jg 15"
'

'

'

'

;

"

bands dropped from off his
a band of iron and brass,' so
Dn
Ec 7^. (c) S;;n liebhel, a rope or cord, not
for binding (though Ezk 27", Job 41', Est 1*) so
much as for use on board ship (Is 33^), for fastening tents (Is 33^), and especially for measuring, a
measuring-line (2 S 8"^, Ps 78" etc.).
In AV
liehhel is tr^ bands' only in Ps 119'" the bands of
the wicked have robbed me' (wliere 'bands' no
doubt = troops,' by mistrans" RV 'The cords of
the wicked have wrapped me round ')
and Zee
11'- ", the name of one of the two st^aves,
Bands,'
representing the brotherhood between Judah and
'

his (Samson's flaxen)

hands

'

Dn

;

4''

'

4-'',

'

'

'

;

;

'

BALSAM.—See Balm.
BALTASAR (BaXracrip), the Greek form of Belshazzar in Dn 5 etc., Bar 1"", and alsn of Belteshazzar, Un 4, etc. Clearly, the names are confused
ignorance for while Vulg. renders both names
promiscuously by Baltassar, Syr. renders both by
Blitshatsar. Codex A in Dn presents Kapraaap.
in

;

J. T.

Marshall.

'Beauty,' representing the
the i)eople. (d) npio mOt/ih,
the pole or chief part of the yoke that binds the
oxen together. In
only Lv 26", Ezk 34='
(RV 'bars'), (e) '^'^'pj} harzvbbnh only in iihi.=
blinds. Is 58' 'to loose the bands (RV 'l)onds')of
wickedness' or pains, Ps 73'' 'there are no hands
in their death.'
(f) "ipto mo^cr, properly some
Israel,
the other,
covenant made with

all

AV

;

—

'

BANl

BANI\^ER

tiling for chastising, lience a bond for curbing,
Job 39" ' who hatli loosed the bands of tlie wild
ass?', Ps 2* 'Let us break their bands asunder,'

In all these passages
107", Is 2S» 5-2», Jer 2-'".
gives
bonds,' but Eng. Kv retains
Amer.
'bands,' and even turns 'bonds' into 'bands' in

RV

5'

Jer

'

ST' 30*,

where

this

'

and bands'; and (c) feuxTijpfo, that which
yokes, only in Ac 27* the fastening of tlie rudder.
In all these places 'bond' would be used in mod.
English
and bond is quite frequent in
as
tr" of some of those words, esp. Seafiis.
(In this sense
2. Band = a flat strip, a ribbon.
but as the strip or strap
b. is from French bnnde
would be used for binding, it came to be identified
joints

AV

'

'

;

;

Both come originally from bindan to
(a) ri-;^ sdpMh,
a lip,'* tr^ band only in

with 1.
bind ').

'

'

there was a hole in the midst of the
robe
. with a band (HV
binding') round about
the hole.' See also He,\DBAND (Is 3^ only), and
SWADDI.IXGBAN'D (Job 3S» only). RV gives band
for 'girdle,' a»n /UJs/iebh, in Ex 2,S''- "• »« 29»
39s. ». 2i_ Ly §7.
(J) K\oi6t, a dog's collar, then any
collar or chain for the neck (frequent in LXX, as
On 41''^ '[Pharaoh] put a gold rhnin about bis
[Joseph's] neck,' 1 Iv 12* 'Thy fatlier made our
yoke grievous '). kXoi6s is tr'' band Sir 6* her
bands are purple lace.'
E.\ 39*"
.

'

'

.

'

'

'

'

'

3. Band = troop, company.
(Its origin is difficult
to trace.
Du Cange say.s that the company of
soldiers formed by Alfonso of Castile was called a
iyndn, from the red banda or ribbon worn by
them as a siish ; but Littr6 gives late Lat. bnnduin
'
banner' as the original.) The Ileb. words so tr''
are (a) \m ar/nph, onlv plu. and only in Ezk 12"
,7Ji 3g(H>a. i. as 394
keeps ' bands in 12" 17-',
Vnt gives 'hordes' in the other passages.
The
word means originally the wing of an army, A.s.syr.
agappu. (b) in: gidhudh, from [ti;] to penetrate, so

rV

'

a band invading a country,
1

K

2

Ch

11«, 2

VfJ

(c)

2'»

One

of those

22'.

K
RV

Ai'yi7

6»

2f

13="-

'rr^

24=''<»,

retains, except

'

1

band

Ch

K

1

Neh

10=^,

lu"j.

7.

foreign wives (Ezi
10^).
The utmost uncertainty prevails as to the
number of occurrences of the name B. owing to the
confusion between it and similar names.
See
Bl.NNUI.
J. A. SELBIE.

6ANIAS (B -Raviit, A BaW, AV Banid), 1 Es S"
of Salimoth, who returned with Ezra
from captivity. The name does not ajipear in the
parallel list Ezr 8'", having prob. dropped out from
Its resemblance to the preceding word 'sons' (ua).
H. St. J. Thackeray.
BANISHMENT.
Se« Crimes and Punishments.

— Ancestor

—

BANK. —1.

in 2 S 4^,
7* 12'»- -\
'

11" 'troop.'

= strength, a strong army, a

force;

'band' only 1 S 10=" ('a b. of men,' RV 'the
host') and Ezr 8" ('a b. of soldiers,' so RV).
((/) \sn fuJzi'f (pep. of [j'sol to divide, hence divided
into companies.
Only Pr 30" The locusts have
no king, yet go they forth all of them by bands.'
nj;;
mnhnnch, the ordinarj word for a 'camp.'
{<:)
Only Gn 32' Jacob
divided the peojilo
into two bands' (RV 'companies'), and 32'° 'and
now I am become two bands' (RV 'companies').
(/) c^fl r(5'.?/i = head,' only 1 Ch \2P (RV heads')
and Job 1" 'Tlie Chaldivans made out three
bands' (so RV). The only Or. word is airetpa, which
was the usual equivalent of the Lat. coknrs, a cohort, which when complete consisted of 60O regular
Kiddiers, being the tenth part of a legion. Cohorts,
like regiments, hail their distingiiisliing names,
of which we find the
Italian,' Ac 10', and the
'Augustan,' 27'.
In Jn is'- '^ the 'band' would
aot consist of a whole cohort, so that <riretpa must
have hiul some elasticity of usage cf. 2 Mac 8^.
Hand as an intrans. verb occurs Ac 23" the
Jews banded together (Toir)ffaKT«j avarpotpiiv, making a conspiracy the won! is ased of the riotous
as-tenibly in Eplicsus, Ac 19*").
J. HASTINGS.
tr''

A

raised earthwork from which to
'
they cast up a b. against
the city' (n^V^ sulClah, from S^j to raise up,
19-=, Is 37^ (Amer.
'mount'), so 2
'mound').

storm a

city,,

2 S 20'"

K

The

'

'

of Neh 7"]
who had married

=[Binnui

(Ezr

Heb. word.

the

is

mish'kluih, a rope to draw with, only Job
or loose the bands of Orion ?
The Greek words are (ft) Stands, eoraething that
binds, Lk 8=", Ac 1C« 22*'; (6) awdeff/xis, sometliing that binds closelj^. Col 2'' 'all the body,
being supplied and knit together tlirough tlie

((7) .i;;f^3

3S "
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RV

has changed

Lk 19^,

thee,'
thee,'

RV

RV

thine enemies Bhall cast a trench about
into 'thine enemies shall cast up a bankabou.
'

although the Revisers did not read nttpifi^akourt* with
marg., T,
but accepted wipi$i^Xiu9i9 of TR. On the
;
reading; see Plununer's Luke,

WH

L

This meaning, now obsoL, is nearer the original
sense of bank than the next, but the oldest of
all is seen in Ca 5"*
'banks of sweet herbs.'
2. The margin of a river, Heb. (a) nry sdph^i/i,
"
np,
in 41", Dt 4«, Jos 12* 13'- '», 2
2'^ Ezk
47/. ij^ Dn 12"*' (RV gives 'brink' at Gn 41", Dn
12»- », 'edge' in Dt 4«, Jos 12" 13'- '«, leaving the
rest unchanged, and turning
brink into bank
in Ezk 47*).
(6) ni; gddhah, perhaps meaning cut
'

'

RV

K

"

'

'

'

'

'

away,' Jos 3"
JJowed.

(c)

4'°,

Is 8',

always of banks

(ace. to kethibh, kerS

.i;"!?

.17;)

ovei--

gidhynh,

1 Ch 12'*, also of banks overflowed.
3. The
table of a money-changer or money-dealer ; then
his office or shop.
It occurs only Lk 19^ (Gr.
Tpdwtia, the ordinary word for a table).
gives
25'-'' (Gr.
bankers for 'exchangers' in
rpant[-elTT,,
^Lttis
T, WH]).
J. Hastings.

only

RV

Mt

BANNAS

(Bdi/voi,

AV Bannas),

1

Es 5".— A name

occurring among the Levites who returned with
Zerub.
The names Bannas and Sudias answer to
Bene-IIodaviali in Ezr '2*, of which they are perhaps a eorrujition. The corresponding words in
Neh 10» are Shebaniah, Hodiali* {^afiaifla, 'fiSowd).
H. St. J. Thackeray.
BANNEAS (Ban-afai,
Baanias), 1 Es 9* =
Benaiaii (Ezr 10^), which see.
'

AV

'

'

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

BANNER, ENSIGN. STANDARD.— 1. Vn

6*-'°)

(2
(

:-

(1

('j;).

1.

A

Gadite, one of nn\'id's heroes

S -j;!").
2. 3. 4. Le>'ites (1 Ch 6« Neh 3", cf. 8'
Blnnul of Ezr 8»» and Neh 10»)). 8. A Judahite
Ch 9*). 6. Head of a family of retaming exiles

encamped

(or posxiblij, marching) in
kanniilgdlfith).
degel is properly that which is meant to be seen
dfigdlu
Assyrian being the common word for
'
to see.'
2. Dj nf^, ' ensign,' possibly means either that

to forces

order

under banners

A

(mSj-ij;

'

'

;

m

which
(cc:
n<?^

(033 =
or that which is lifted up
The brazen serpent was put upon a

.?/iine.9

= Ni;';).
(Nu

[•!;))

21"), I.e.

of the tribes.
was to set it

po.ssibly

upon the aigel of one

The common

use

upon some high
and 13'^).

made

hill

as

of the

»w'.<

a signal

to

assemble
In Is 10" ('They, i.e. the Assyrians, shall be as
when a standard-bearer, ntfMy, fainteth ') nearly
(Is 11'^

all

modern authorities (not

when

BANl

degel,

banner, standard.' This was to be used to mark
the separate place of each tribe in the camp in the
wilderness (Nu 2'^). The Sliulammite in her beauty,
which overcomes the beholder, is compared (Ca
'

man

RV

tfxt) render,

'As

The old rendering
however, defensible, if we niaj' supply the word
c:3 3S 0-D3,
heart
as when the lieart of a
standard bearer fainteth.'
Again in Is 59"
('When the enemy shall come in like a Hood, the
a sick

pineth away.'

is,
'

'

;

'

—

;
;

'

BANNUS

238

BAPTISM

the Lord shall lift up a standard against
him') modern scholars allow no reference to a
standard. Yet the rendering the Spirit of the
Lord raiseth a standard against him' may be
defended by Is ll'".
On the Assjrrian reliefs, standards are shown
carried into battle borne on the chariots of the
Assyrians. One such standard (of which a good
engraving is given in Madame Ragozin's Assyria,
p. 252) has the device of an archer, probably the
god Asshur, standing above two bulls. The fact
that an ensign might thus be a religious symbol
gives point to Is 11" '[J"] shall set up an ensign
for the nations.'
The Roman standards also, since they bore the
image of the emperor, had a religious character,
o>ving to the worship paid to the emperors. The
Jews regarded them as idols (Jos. Ant. XVIII. iii. 1),
and the Roman soldiers, on one occasion at least,
Sjiirit of

'

sacrificed to them (Jos. War, VI. vi. 1 : Koij.laavT(s
rds ariixalat fls t& Upiv Kal 64jJ.evoi ttjs ivaTo\iKTJs
ttvXtjs &vTiKpv^ idvaav ai/rais avrhOt,),
This sacrifice
was offered in honour of Titus, the emperor's son,
after the capture of the temple.

W. E. Barnes.
(^avvoM), 1 Es
Either Bani or
in Ezr 10**.
(See these names.)

9«—

BANNUS
BiNNUl

K

Naaman dipping in the Jordan (2 5")
of Judith bathing (12'j; once metaphorically,
fie /Sajrr/fei (Is 21'');
and once of ceremonial washing after pollution, paimioiuvot oV4
veKpov (Sir 31 [34]''").
The usual verb for ceremonial washing is XoieaOai (Lv 14'- » l5«-w. 13. la-a
w-28 etc
l(j4.
)^ tijg middle voice being used because
the unclean person performed this cleansing for
himself.
The active is used of Moses washing
Aaron and his sons before they exercised their
ministry (Ex 29^ 40", Lv 8"), and of the Lord
literally, of

and
T)

avoiiia

washing Jerus. (Ezk
used in the

But

16*).

pairrl^eiv is

Of the two cognate substantives ^airrur/wt and
neither is found in the LXX ; while
Xoirpoy occurs thrice (Ca 4» 6», Sir 31 [34]^).
(6) In the NT the use of piTrreiv \a the same
as in the LXX (Lk 16^, Jn 13^, and perhaps
Rev ig"*, where the reading is very uncertain);
but the use of /SaTrifeti' undergoes a great change.
/Sdirriff/ta,

As

in Sir 31^, it is used of ceremonial purifi7*, where the
cation (Lk 11**, and perhaps
reading is again uncertain) and, as in Is 21*, it
is used metaphorically, viz. by Christ of His sufferings (Mk KF-SK, Lk 12»).
But, with these few
exceptions, ^airrifu always refers to washing for a
religious purpose, the administration of the sacred
rite of ablution, * baptizing Ln the technical sense
and in this sense \ovw is not used. It is plain from
Lk 1 1^ that in itself Barrl^u) does not necessarily
mean immersion, as Calvin (Inst. iv. 15. 19) and
others assert. This is its usual meaning, however
Polybius uses it of sinking ships (L 51. 6, xvi 6. 2).
find /Sairrlffty used both absolutely (Mk 1*,
Jn l^'- *• 3^- 2s- 28 4? et<!.) and with an ace. (Jn 4',
8**,
Ac
1 Co 1"- "), and very often in the passive
16", Lk S^i, Ac 2*' etc.).
The
(Mt 3"- '*•'»,
verb is sometimes followed by a preposition, indicating either the element into which (eis rbv 'lopSaviiv,
1°
1") or in which (fi- rip 'lopSAvg,
ev USari.,
Mt 3", Jn l'^'- ^) the immersion takes place or the
end or issue of it (elt nerdtouiv, Mt 3'' ; e/s d^fcriv
a.iJM.pTiwv, Ac 2^ Hi rb ivoiui tivos, Mt 28", Ac 8>« 19').
Of the substantives, both paTTiaiws and pa-imaim
and the distinction commonly drawn
are found
usajje is probably correct
between them as to
but there are not enough mstances for a secure
7* and He 9'" we infer
From
induction.
tliat jSairriir/io! usually meant lustration or cere-

Mk

;

'

BANQUET

In the 17th cent, and earlier, b.
frequently signified, not the general feast, but the
wine that came after ; not eating and drinking,
but drinking only.
*

Bring in the banquet quicldy
Cleopatra's health to drink.'

;

wine enough
11.

*We11 dine in the great room, but let the muaio

This

Mk

prepared here.'
Massinger, Unnat. Comb.

the meaning of

1.

lil.

wherever

it occurs in
nnrp to^sA^cA,
a drinkuig,' from ntiy to drink (Est 5^- '• "• *• "• ''
6" T"- '• », Dn 5'"). 2. nov* shdthah. Est 7' ' So the
king and Haman came to b.' (lit. 'to drink').
wine,' Ca 2* ' He brought me to
3. I" yayin,
the banqueting house (lit. ' house of wine ').
4. a\)inr6(ri.ov=' drinking together,' Sir 32* 49'
a b.
5. 7r6Tot,
drinkof wine
1 Mac 16'", 2 Mac 2".
in"' [Jth 12'»], 1 Mac 16", 1 P 4' ' banquetings
(KV ' carousings ').
The only possible exceptions are Job 41' 'Shall
the companions make a b. of him ? (RV ' make
traffic of him,' Heb. nij kArah
to bargain ; and
6' 'the b. (RV 'revelry') of them that
stretched themselves' (Heb. cp? mirzeafi, from
here used of yells of joy
root = to scream,
Orelli).
But in these passages also, though b.
is not the best tr., its meaning was no doubt the
is

b.

AV. The Heb. and Gr. words
'

are

'

—

1.

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

Am

'

same.

See Feast.

'

J.

Hastinqs.

;

;

NT
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Ro &, \nt\\ Eph 4' and 1 P
would indicate that piimiTiui was reserved for
baptism proper. But in He 6' paTmapiCiv probably
includes Christian baptism, and in Coi 2" the
more difficult reading /Saimo-Mv claims attention.
monial washing.

3-',

uses

Jos.

and

to designate John's baptism,
of the performance of the rite (Ant.

/Sa7n-(ir/u)s

/SaTrricris

XVIII. V. 2).

Fathers make no disThe
between baptismtis and bnvtisma.

The Latin VSS and

has haptiimus pcenitentim (Mk l*, Lk 3',
19''),
bnptisma Joannis (Ac 1**), unum
lifiptisma (Eph 4'), and even baptismata calicum

(c)

A

The Clond and the Sea (St.
The Deluge (St. Peter).
Other Types (Patristic).

Faiil>

m.

Pabtial Akticipationb.

IT.

Thk Histohv of CHRisnAS BAPnBM.

Baptism.
John's Baptism.

(a) Proselyte
({')

('i)

(h)
(.)

(d)

The Institution.
The Recipicuta.
The Minister.
The Kite.

The Doctrine or Cubistian

IS-*

lyik 7*), and baptiwuitum doctrijue (He C^).
neut. nom. bapttsmum is found in the best MSS
of the Vulg. , Mt 21**, and in various other
passages in representatives of the Old Latin, e.ff.
In Lk 20* we have baptismmn
Sik lu^** (a «').
See
if Vulg.), baptUmns (c d), bnptisma (e).
Ronsch, Itala und Vuiqata, p. 270. Cyprian sometimes uses both bnptisma and baptismus in the
same passage without change of meaning, e.g. Ep.
Twice
Ixxiv. 11 ; comp. Ep. Ixix. 2, Ixx. 2, etc.
in
Xovrpov is used of baptism : \. roG CJotos
(Eph 5^), X. iroXiryt^Waj (Tit .3=); and the word

Types.
(a)
(d)

T.

;

Ac

In the LXZ.
(h) In the NT.

OT

;

Viilg.

Tkrminoloot.

00

H.

Mk

Mk

tinction
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L

;

We

Shake. Ant. and, Cleop. L U.

And banquet be

never

LXX of any initiatory rite.

NT

Baptibm.

LXX

the sininle
I. Terminology.— (a) In the
Ex
verb Bd-FTtiv is frequent in the sense of dip
12'^, Lv 4«-" 9» H"-'*-" etc.) or 'immerse' (Job 9^').
The intensive jiaTrrLiur occurs four times : twice
'

'

|

occurs in no other connexion. It and its enuivalunt
Inmarum soon became technical tenns in this sense
(Just. Mart. Apol. i. 61. 79; Cypr. De HaJb. Virg
2. 23 ; Z>e Lapsts, 24, etc.).

';

;

BAPTISM
n.

BAPTISM

—

Types. We have apostolic authoritv
two types of Christian baptism in oT
but in neither ease are the details of the

OT

for fimlin;;
historj',

type quite certain.
St. Paul takes the Israelites being under the cloud
and pas-sing through the sea a-s an image of baptism
(1 Co lu'-'^); where being under the cloud points
to submen-ion, while passing through the sea may
signify emersion; or (less well) the cloud may
typify the spiritual element in baptism, and the sea
tlie mat<;rial element.
Still more e.xpressly St. Peter makes the saving of
a few persons tlirough water at the Flood a figure
of the Christian rite (1 PS*-*'); where the water
which purged the earth of its wicked inhabitants
by lloating the Ark saved its inmates. Luther
almost inverts this, when he remarks that ' baptism
Ls a greater deluge than that described by ^I()se»,
since more are baptized than were drowned by the
Deluge.'

Heyond these two we need not go. But patristic
i»Titers lind baptism typified in a variety of things,
some of which are remote enough, e.q. not only
in the passage of the Jordan (Jos 3*') and the
cleansing of Naanian (2 K 5"), but in the river of
Paradise, the well revealed to Hagar, the water
from the rock, the water poured upon Elijah's
Tertullian asserts that the
offering, etc etc.
primeval water brought forth abundantly the
moving creature that hath life' (On 1"), in order
that there should be no difficulty in believing that
baptismal waters can give life (De Dapt. ilL). In
a like spirit prophecies respecting Christian baptism
were found with great freedom, not only in Zechariah's fountain
.
for sin and for uncleanness
(13'), in Isaiah's promise that sins red as scarlet
shall be white as snow (1"), and in Ezekiel's, 'I
will sprinkle clean water upon you, and ja sliall
be clean. ... A new heart also will I pve you,
and a new spirit will I put within you (Sli-^- ^), but
even in the hart panting after tlie water brooks
(Ps 42'), and in the waters breaking out in the
desert Is 35").
Without presuming to determine anything respecting intended types and prophecies, we may
safely say that those washings which were required
by the Mosaic Law as a means of entering or reentering the congregation, especially in its closer
relations with J", had considerable analogy with
Christian baptism.
But that is a very ditfcrent
thing from Cyprian's sweeping assertion, Qiintiesntn'jue aqua sola in script uris Sanctis nomin/itnr,
ba}itumuipr<Eflii-atur(Ep. Ixiii. 8); and this he applies
not only to OT (Is 43'»-'" 48"'), but to
(Jn 4'»-"
5«).
T"-*.
III. Partial Anticipations.— When we approach the history of baptism as a rite of religious
initiation, we are confronted with the question.
Where does the history begin?
may set aside
heathen baptisme as having no historic connexion
with the Buoject, except so far as ceremonial ablutions may be common to the human race.
But a
baptism which prevailed in Iceland and some parts
of Norway is worth mentioning as a partial parallel.
The father decided whether an infant was to be
nurtured or exposed. If he wished to preserve it,
water was poured over it and a name given to it
ajid to kill it after this ceremony of admission to
the community was murder. After the introduction of Christianity (c. A.n. 1000) this baptism still
continue<l for some time side by side with Christian
baptism.
Omitting pagan lustrations, we have
three conspicuous examples of the rite, all originating in the same part of the world
proselyte
baptism, John's baptism, and Christian baptism.
Which of these three is chronologically the first,
and therefore the possible suggester of one or
both of the others?
This question was very
'

.

.

'

'

(
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hotly debated in the first half of the 18th cent,
on controversial grounds, to lind arguments for or
against infant baptism and sacramental doctrine.
In the 19th cent, the question has been examined
%vitli less heat, and of late has dropped out of

The monograph of Schneckenburger, Ueber
das Alter der jiiilischcn Proselytentanfe, Berlin,
1829, is still quoted as the leading authority on the
subject. Massecheth Gerim, the Talmudic authority
on proselytes, or Septem Lihri Talmudici parvi
Hierosolymitani, was published by Kirchheim,
Frankfurt a/M. 1851.
(a) Froseli/te Baptism.
According to the teaching
of later Judaism, a stranger who desired to become
a Proselyte of the Covenant, or of Kighteousness,
i.e. in the fullest sense an Isr., must he circumciseil
and baptized, and then oiler a sacrifice; circumcision alone was not enough.
Three of those who
notice.

—

had instructed the stranger in the Law became his
'fathers' or sponsors, and took him to a pool, in
which he stood up to his neck in water, while the
great commandments of the Law were recited to
him. These he promised to keep. Then a benediction was pronounced, and he plunged beneath the
water, taking care to be entirely submerged. In the
case of women, baptism and sacrifice were the things
required to admit them to the full privileges of Israel.
But for both male and female proselytes sacrifice
was abolished after the destruction of the temple.
That this baptism of proselytes is not an original
feature in Judaism is manifest. The Rabljis indeed
found a trace of it in Jacob's command to his household, Put away the strange gods that are among
you, and purify yourselves, and change your garments' (On 35'^); and even in God's command to
Moses,
Go unto the people, and sanctify them
to-iiay and to-morrow, and let them wa.sh their
garments' (Ex 19'"), where the people to be sanctified are certainly all Jews.
Wlien ' the daughter
of Pharaoh came down to bathe at the river'
(Ex 2"), this also, the Talm. said, is to be regarded
as the baptizing of a proselyte.
But we may
safely assert that there is no mention of proselyte
baptism any^vhere in OT or in the A poor.
'

'

NT

is

eipially silent.

And

this is

by no means

all.

Josephus, Philo, and the older Targumists are silent
also; and there is little more than a probable
allusion to it in the Mishna.
None of the early
Christian writers seem to know anything about it
and this is specially notable in tlie case of those

who have

discussed Judaism, or l>ai)tism, or both,
Barnabas, Justin Martyr, and 'lertullian. Let
us admit that the Fourth IBook of the Sibylline
Oracles is of Jewish origin, and that the line, h

€.(/.

vorafioU Xovaaade

fiXor i^^at itvioun (1G4), refers to
proselyte baptism; and that Arrian refers to it
also, when he says of one who is a heathen, Jtox ii
dvaXtif^r} t6 irdOoi ^t^afi^vov Tore Kal (art ry 6vTt
Kal KaXiirai 'lovSaUs {Diss. Epict. ii. 9)
and that
the reading of the Ethiopic VS of Mt 23" 'j'e
compass sea an<l land to baptize one proselyte,'
beyond question.
Nevertheless, these tnreo
is
authorities do not bring as much (if at all) earlier
than the 2nd cent.
and that at that time
Sroselytes were baptized on their admission to
udai.sm, is not in dispute.
What is wanted is
direct evidence that before John the Baptist made
so remarkable a use of the rite, it wa-s the custom
to make all proselytes submit to baptism ; and such
evidence is not forthcoming.
Nevertheless, the fact is not really doubtful.
It
is not credible that the baptizing of proselytes was
instituted and made essential for their admission
to Judaism at a period subseouent to the institution
of Christian baptism
and tiie supposition that it
was borrowed from the rite enjoinid hy Christ is
monstrous.
From the infancy of Christianity the
hostility of the synagogue to the Church waa such,
;

;

;

'
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the mere fact that baptism was universally
as the lite by which Oeutiles were ailmilted
to the Christian comniuuity, would have made it
impossible for Jews to accept it as the rite for
admittini^ Gentiles to the Jewish comniuuity.
A,;;ai7ist a consideration of this kind the silence
of Scripture and of Josephus and I'hilo is of little
weiiiht
it Is one more instance of the danger of
tlie arj^fiuuent from silence.
No {)assage has been
pointed out in either Josephus or Philo in which it
would have been necessary, or even natural, to
mention proselyte baptism and the same may be
said of Scripture.
The subject is not mentioned,
because there was no need to mention it. In the
MUlina it is stated that the school of Shammai
allowed a Gentile who was circumcised on the eve
of the Passover to wcish and partake of the paschal
lamb, while the school of Hillel did not and this
points to the wasliing of proselytes as a customary
accompaniment of circumcision. But wliat may be
regarded as conclusive is, that the baptizing of
proselytes would follow of necessity from the regulations which retjuired a Jew to bathe in order
to recover Levitical puritj (Lv 11-15, Nu 19).
Judwtis quotidie larat, quia quotidie inquinatur,
says TertuUian (De Bapt. xv. ) ; and again, Onmibus
tliat

known

;

;

;

lavet quotidie Israel, nunquam tamen
mundus est (De Orat. xiv. ). If the mere possibility
of contact with pollution requires such purification,
how much more would one who had lived in heathen
pollution require a complete purification before be
was admitted to full membership in the House oi
licet

'

membris

Moreover, it should be noted that the
authorities quoted above the Sib-ylline Oracles,
Arrian, and tlie Ethiopic VS all mention baptism
as the sign of change, and say nothing about
circumcision.
The reason for which possibly is,
that, after the abolition of the sacrifices, baptism
was the only rite which was applicable to both
sexes ; and the large majority of proseljtep were
women (Kraus, Eric. d. Christ. Alterth. li. p. 823).
Every Gentile, whether man or woman, who became
a Jew, was purified from heathen pollution by
immersion.
About the other hypothesis there is no difficulty.
A.ssume that baptism for proselytes was a wellestablished custom when Jolin began to preach,
and we have an obWous reason why John adopted
the rite.
Not that this was his only reason but
Israel.

—

—

;

custom was of any influence, it
was a recommendation and not an objection. And
the same argument ajiplies to Christian baptism,
which becomes more, and not less, intelligible
when we consider that it was preceded by baptism
for proselytes and the baptism of John.
that, so far as the

—

LlTERATORE. For the abundant literature on the subject, and
for relcrence!^ to the Talni., see Edeislicim, Lif& ami Time^ of tlix
Mf.-anah, ii. Ai»p. xii. ; .S'hurer, HJf II. ii. § SI, p. 819; Herzog,
Hi. p. 250, 1st ed. ; lcs.s full in 2nd ed. p. SOO.

BE

—

Although there is no
(6) The Baptism of John.
doubt that baptism was a Jewish rite of initiation
before John began to preach, yet the history of
baptism, so far as direct evidence is concerned,
begins with Ixim. That he who derived his title
from it (6 /SaTrWfui-,
G"-'-''; 6 pairriffT-^s, Mt 3',
Mk 8^. Lk 1^, Jos. Ant. xvill. v. 2) made use of
the rite in preparing Israel for the kingdom of God,
is an historical fact beyond dispute.
And we need
not doubt th.at in using it he was influenced by the
lentical purifications enjoined by the Law and by
the baptism of proselytes. But his baptism was
different from both.
It is evident that, if it had
not had special characteristics, he would not have
received a special name, and his right to administer
it would not have been challenged.
His baptism
differed from the washings prescribed by the Law
in these three respects
(1) They were acts of
lustration, restoring a man to Iiis normal condition;

Mk

—

of preparation, leading a man to an
condition.
(2) The man levitically
unclean baptized himself, like Naaman in the
Jordan ; the penitents who came to John were
baptized by him. (3) The legal washings merely
cleansed from leWtical uncleanness ; his was a
symbol and seal of moral purification. The moral
preparation required by John is pointed out in the
TT7S •'pvx^iS dtKatoavi'Tj TrpoeKKeKddapfjJpTjs of Jos. {Ant.
XVIII. v. 2) as plainly as in the ^ivTia im fieraiolas
of Scripture (Mk V, Lk 3').
The soirit of repentance was assumed with a view to remission of
his

was an act

entirely

new

sins.

John's baptism differed from proselyte baptism
in bein" administered to Jews.
The meaning of

Why

then baptizest thou ? (Jn
right hast thou, who art
neither the Messiah nor the Prophet, to treat
Israelites as if they were proselytes? Jews are
fit for the Messianic kingdom without any such
the challenge,

'

1^) seems to be,

'

'

What

purification.

And while John's baptism differed from these
rites on the one hand, so it differed from
Christian baptism on the other. This difference
was clearly pointed out by the Baptist himself.
I indeed baptize you with water unto repentance
... he shall baptize you with t/ie Holi/ Ghost
He that sent me to baptize with
(Mt 3") ;
water, he said unto me, LTpon whomsoever thou
shalt see the Spirit descending and abiding upon
him, the same is he that baptizeth with tlie Holy
Spirit
(Jn 1^ ; conip. our Lord's words, Ac 1°
11").
And that this difference was regarded as
essential, is shown bythe fact that Ephesian disciples
who had received John's baptism were rebaptized
into the name of the Lord Jesus, and then received
the Holy Ghost through the laying on of hands
by St. Paul (Ac 19^"*).
Cyril of Jerus., in contrasting John's baptism with Christian baptism,
says, that the former bestowed only the remission
But there ii>
of sins' (Catech. xx. 6; comp. iii. 7).
nothing in Scripture to show that it bestowed that.
TertuUian points out that baptism for the remission of sins' refers to a.futuic remission, which
was to follow in Christ (De Bapt. x. ). And it may
be doubted whether, if John's baptism had conferred remission of sins, Jesus would have submitted to it. Its main aspect was preparation for
the kingdom of God ; and in this aspect it fitted
well into the opening of Christ's ministry. To
everyone else this pr«>aratory act was a baptism
The Messiah, who needed no reof repentance.
pentance, could yet accept the preparation. By
means of this rite the people were consecrated
to receive salvation, and He was consecrated to
Jewish

'

'

'

'

'

bestow

it.

We

are told by St. John that the disciples of
Jesus baptized many, and that this led to an
inaccurate statement that Jesus Himself baptized
(322 41. 2).
/^s to the nature of this baptism we
are told nothing; but if not identical with the
baptism of John, it v, ould be more akin to that
than to Christian liaptism. It was preparatory
and not perfecting, symbolical and not sacramental.
The arguments of Tertullian on this point are
weighty (De Baiit. x.-xii. ). Was Christian baptism
possible until Christ had died and risen again ?
The theory that this early baptism by Christ's
disciples was the baptism of the gospel, but that its
full effects remained latent until after the resurand to suppose with Peter
rection, is not lielpful
Lombard that it was In nomine Irinitatis, scilicet
postea (Sent. iv.
baptizavcrunt
in cA furmA in qud
Dist. iii. 7), is utterly unreasonable. \\'hen John was
put into prison, Jesus Himself continued .John's
He came into Galilee, preaching the
preaching.
gospel of God, and sapng. The time is fulfilled
and the kingdom of God is at hand repent ye
;

'

•

;
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1'*-").
Is it improbable that, while Christ
continued the preachinj; of John, His disciples
lu that case
continued the baptism of John?
there is no need to raise the question whether
tiiey baptized 'into the name of tlie Lord Jesus';
In any case
for John certainly did not do so.
it is improbable tiat, at a time when the disciples had such inadeijuate \-iew9 of the oliice of
This
Jesus, they would baptize into His name.
baptism was certainly not accompanied by the gift
for tlie Spirit was not jyet given
of the Spirit
Jn 7^).
because Jesus was not yet glorilied
And it is to be noted that neither in the mission of
the Twelve nor in that of the Seventy is there
any command to baptize (Lk 9'-» 10'''). That
omission is intelligible, if this early baptism, like
that of John, was merely preparatory, a symbolical
But the omission would
act conferring no grace.
be strange if there was already in use a rite equal
Until
in ellicacy to the baptism of the gospel.
Christ had died and risen again, and sent the Holy
Spirit upon His disciples, no such baptism by them
:

'

(

was

possible.

IV.

— This

The History of Christian Baptism.
subject, as treated in NT, may be

—

discussed under four heads (a) the Institution,
tho Recipients, (c) the Minister, {d) the
(6)
Rite.

in the

name

p. '241).

disciples

L'41

of the Trinity {Dirt, of Chr. Biog. i.
is scarcely credible.
The Ephesian
rebaptized because their original

This
were

baptism was inadequate. Can we suppose that
they then received a baptism that was also defective ? And would the disciples have adhered to
a form which experience proved to be less uniformly
efficacious, even if we allow that they would ignore
the express command of Christ? It is admitted
that this inferior form of baptism went out of use
at an early date^perhaps soon after the First
Gospel became current.
(2) Baptism in the name of one Person of the
Trinity is virtually baptism in the name of the
Trinity, and is valid.
1 his seems to be the view of
Ambrose. Quod verba taciturn fuerat, expressu-m

Cum enim, dicitur : In nomine Domini
nostri Jesu Christi, per unitatem norninis impletum
mysterium est: nee a Christi baptismate bpirit-as
sejiaratur, . . . Qui unum dixerit, Trinitatem
sujnavit.
Si Christum dicas, et Deum Patrem a
quo unctus est Filius, et ipsum qui unctus eat
Filium, et Spiriium Sanctum quo unctus est designasti (be Spiritu S. L 4. 43, 44; Migne, xvL 714,
Ambrose is here comment715, where see note a).
ing on Ac 19'; and it is ra.sh to say that 'he is
probably speaking of the confession of the recipient,
not of the formula.' Bede understands Anibro.se
to be writing of the baptismal formula, and accepts
the solution that baptism in the name of Jesus
Christ is really in the name of the Trinity (Super
Acta Exp. X. 48 ; Mimie, xcii. 970). See also Peter
Lombard (Sent. iv. Dist. iii. 4), Hugo Victor (De
est fide.

(0) The Institution of Christian baptism is to be
dated from Christ's farewell coramanil, Go ye and
make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them
into the name of the Father, and of the Son, and
This command the
of the Holy Ghost' (Mt28'»).
Twelve do not attempt to carry out until they Sacram. i. 13), and Aquinas (Su?nma, iii. 66. 6).
But This Wew was conlirmed by the Council of Erejus
are free from the earlier charge (Lk 24**).
directly they have been clothed with power from
(A.D. 792), and apparently by Pope Nicholas L
on high,' l^eter begins to exhort the people to (858-867) in his Responsa ad liulijaros.
rejjent, and be baptized in the name of Jesus
Luke says that people were
St.
(3) Wlien
Christ unto the remission of their sins' (Ac 2^),
'iKiptized in (or into) the name of the Lord Jesus,'
and with very great success. But here we are at he is not indicating the formula which was used in
once struck by the fact that, in spite of Christ's baptizing, but is merely stating that such persons
command to baptize into the name of the Trinity, were baptized as acknowledged Jesus to oe the
no mention is made of the Trinity, but only of the Lord and the Christ in short, he is simply telling
name of Jesus Christ.' And this iirst and important us that the baptism w.as Christian. Wiien Peter
record of Christian baptisms does not stand alone.
heals the crijiple at the Beautiful Gate of the
The Samaritans who were converted by Philip were temple, the form of the words used is quoted
In
bactized into the name of the Lord Jesus' (Ac the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, walk.' No
8").
Peter at Ca.'sarea commanded that Cornelius such form of words is quoted in any of the passages
and those with him should be baj)tized in the in which persons are said to be baptized in {)r into
name of Jesus Christ' (10**). And the Ephesian the name of Je.sus Christ. There is no evidence
disciples, when they were convinced of the inagainst the .suppo.sition that in these and in all
sufficiency of John's baptism, were
baptized into other cases the formula u.sed was that which Christ
the name of the Lord Jesus (19').
Moreover, there enjoined. This is perhaps what Cyprian means
is no mention in NT of any one being baptized
when he .says on Ac 2*' Jesu Christi vicnlionem
into the name of the Trinity anil the expression facit Petrus, non quasi Pater omitteretur, sed ut
'baptized into Christ' (Ro 6', Gal 3"; comp.
Patri Filius quoque adjungeretur (Ep. Ixxiii. 17).
1 Co 1" 6") Ls more in hannony with the passages
In 1 Co 10'^, where the Israelites are said to have
in the Acts than with the dinne command as rebeen 'b.aptized into Moses' (ds t6v Moiuo-^i'), the
corded Mt SS'".*
meaning is that they were baptized int« obedience
Various explanations of these statements in the to him and acknowledgment of his authority, not
Acts have been suggested.
that his name was called over them in some
formula. See Lightfoot on 1 Co 1".
(1) This baptism into or in the name of Jesns
Christ is that which was practised by Christ's
(4) The original form of words was 'into the
disciples during His ministrj' (Jn 4'-').
HaWng name of Jesus Christ or the Lord Jesus.' Baptism
been accustomed to this form, they continued lo into the name of the Trinity was a later developu»e it
probably through life,' although Christ ment.
After the one mention of it, Mt 28'°, we
had expressly ordered tlie Trinitarian fonn, and do not find it a^ain until Justin Martyr, and his
althouuii the Holy Spirit was not always imparted
formula is not identical with that in tne Gospel
when this imperfect form was employed, wliereas (V dvofiarot yiip rov varphi tCiv SXitiif Kal SfffwoTov Otov
'

'

'

'

;

:

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

:

the gift of the Spirit alwaj's accompanied

ba]>ti.-<m

Kal

*Ii;ffoC
Xpiarov Kal irvevuaTos
rdre \ovTpbv voiorvrai (ApoL i. (>1 ).
probable that, when the Trinitarian formula
become usual, it was regarded as of divine

Tou aujTTjpos

dyiou rb iv
• It 1«

worth n^tinR tlmt

In all th« Instances of

Inptlsm

'

In

*

or Into Ihu iiatiie the verb is in tlie jiassive.
Exctipt in Die
or'tdnal rtinrK''. the phraee 'to haptizi' inu> the nanie*<loea n<<t
occur; It Is always tn be baplizrd int^» tho nanic'or'in tiio
name.' This hold's fi'Hxl of 1 Co li^ aiso, wliero ii< ri i^, «,«u«
^"«cri#« is a fiilse reading, and ifiawrirthtri (MAHC" /Kfrj-ptt.
Viilg. Ann.) is rlRht.
In the Eastern Churches the formula Is
not I tmptizo tlR'e,' but ^airW^irccj i itixit Tou 6itv ; and this Is
probably more ancient ttian tlie Westeru furuiula familiar to us.
'

It is

"

'

vou 1.— 16

had

Ti^i

ii/j.u)v

f'Sari

authority, and was hy some attributed to Christ
This tnulition is represented in Mt
Himself.
'28", and is perhaps an in<lication that the Firsi
Gospel in its extant form is later than the
destruction of Jerusalem. That in the apostoUo

;
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age there was no fixed formula ia sho^vn, not
only by the diflerence between Matt, and the
Acts, but by the dirt'erence between one passage
in the Acts and another, and also by traces of

Whole households were somepressly mentioned.
times baptized, as those of Lydia, Crispu§, the
jailer, and Stephanas ; and it is probable that there
were children in at least some of these. There
may also have been children among the three
thousand baptized at Pentecost. According to the
ideas then prevalent, the head of the family repreIn some
sented and summed up the family.
respects the paterfamilias had absolute control of
his
household
(Maine,
Ancient
the members of

J4'2

other differences in the Epistles. Baptism into the
name of the Lord Jesus (Ac 8'" 19'), or in the
name of Jesus Christ' (2^ 10"), or 'into Christ
Jesus' (Ro 6'), or 'into Christ' (Gal 3-''), had
'

'

'

sufficed.
Comp. Trplv yap, iprjai, (popiaat Tbv S.v6pw7roy
t6 6vo/Mi Tov vlou Tov $€0Uf vcKptts iffTiv (Hcmias, SItii.
16. 3); where, however, toC i/IoC ia possibly an
insertion (A omits).
Of these four explanations the second and third
are far more satisfactory than the other two, and
tlie third seems to be the best.
It is a violent
hypothesis to suppose that words of such importance
as Mt 28" were never spoken by Christ, and yet
were authoritatively attributed to Him in the
First Go.'ipel.
The insertion of the doxology after
the Lords Prayer (Mt G") is not parallel.
Not
only is the insertion of less importance, being
covered by genuine utterances of Clirist as well as

ix.

by 1 Ch 29", but it is absent from all the most
ancient authorities, including all Greek and Latin
commentators; whereas the baptismal formula in
Mt 28"' is in all authorities without exception.
It is as well attested as any saying of Clirist which
is recorded in one Gospel only.
Nor does the
variation of the Trinitarian formula given by
Justin Martyr {Ajwl. i. 61) cause any difficulty.
He is not giving the exact words used in baptism,
but is paraphrasing them, so as to make them a,
little more intelligible to the heathen whom he is
addressing.
It is reasonable to believe that Christ
prescribed the Trinitarian formula, and that His
command was obeyed.
(6) The Recipients of Christian baptism were
required to repent and believe. This is set forth,
both in the Lord's commands and also in the first
instance of baptism on the Day of Pentecost.
' Peter said unto them.
Repent ye, and be baptized
every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ unto
the remission of your sins (Ac 2^). Here repentance is expressed and liAth in Jesus Christ ia
Implied, as in the farewell charge to the apostles
recorded by St. Luke
that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in His name
unto all the nations (24"). More often it is faith
that is expressed and repentance that is implied,
as in the charge recorded in the appendix to
Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to
the whole creation.
He that believeth and is
baptized shall be saved but he that disbelieveth
shall be condemned' (16"-'*).
So also in the case
of the jailer at Philippi (Ac le'i-*"), of the
Samaritans (8"), of Cornelius and his company
(I0"-«), and of the Corinthians (18»).
Compare the
Western insertion Ac 8". Of the two requisites,
faith is the one which more needs express statement. Repentance without faith in Christ was
possible, as in the case of John's baptism.
Faith
Christ without repentance was not possible.
'

'

:

'

Mk

:

'

;

m

Comp. He

10«.
411 the instances just

converts on the

Day

quoted (especially those of

of Pentecost, of Cornelius
of the Pliilippian jailer and his
household) tend to show that no great amount of
instruction or preparation was at first required.
But somewhat later, after the apostles, who had
been a protection against tne admission of unworthy candidates, had died out, and after the
Churcn had had larger experience of unreal converts, much more care was taken to secure definite
knowledge and hearty acceptance of tlie truths of
the gospel.
This primitive freeilom in admitting converts to
baptism is in itself an argument in favour of in/nnt
havtism, although no huptism of an infant is extiie

and

his friends,

and

ch. v.).
And it would have seemed an
unnatural thing that the father should make a
complete change in his religious condition and that
Moreover,
his children should be excluded from it.
the analogy of circumcision would lead Jewish
converts to have their children baptized. Had
there been this marked difference between the two
rites,
that infants were admitted to the Jewish
covenant, but not to the Christian, the difference
would probably have been pointed out ; all the
more so, because Christianity was the more comprehensive religion of the two. There is therefore
primd facie ground for believin" that from the

Law,

—

first

—

infants were baptized.

And

this position is

strengthened by "eneral declarations of Christ
Himself
Suffer uie little children to come unto
Me ; forbid them not for of such ia the kingdom
' Except a man
(tis) be bom
of God (Mk 10").
of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God Jn 3°) where there is no intimation
that children are exempted. On the contrary, the
condition of children is given as the ideal for
entrance into the kingdom (ftlt 18').
But there is primd facie evidence on the other
side.
Not only is there no mention of the baptism
of infants, but there is no text from which such
baptism can be securely inferred. ' Make disciples
of all the nations' (Mt 28"), implies those who
:

'

:

'

'

(

;

are old enough to receive instruction. That little
children may be brought to Christ, and are a type
of Christian innocence, does not prove that tney
are fit to receive baptism. And we cannot be sure
that Jn 3° is meant to include infants, because
Jesus often states general principles, and leaves His
Church to find out the necessary limitations. An
ordinance may be generally necessary to salvation,
which is the
and yet not be suited to infants
Western view of the Lord's Supper. Scripture tells
us that repentance and faith are requisite for
baptism. Assuming that infants have no need of
repentance, can we assume that faith also may be
dispensed with ? Cyprian slurs this (Ep. Ixiv. 5).
He points out that adults must have faith, which
includes repentance, and that infants have no sins
but he is silent about
of their own to repent of
Those who maintain that the
infants' lack of faith.
infantine state is a substitute for faith and repentance, must remember that faith and repentance are
the conditions given in Scripture, and that the
infantine state is not mentioned as an equivalent.
It is probable that all that is said in Scripture about
baptism refers to the baptism of adults. L'ntil
there were many Christian parents to whom
children were bom, the questiim of baptizing
and perhaps evaninfants would be exccption.ol
for infant baptism
gelists used their own discretion
is, at any rate, nowhere forbidden in Scripture.
(c) The Minister in baptism is not determined
and lay baptism is in much the same position as
infant baptism.
It can be neither proved nor
The commission to
disproved from Scripture.
baptize was given in the first instance to the
Eleven (Mt 28""*), but we are not sure that no
others were present. Moreover, it is in virtue of
Christ's presence ('Lo, I am with you alwav')
and tliis
that they have the right to baptize
presence cannot be confined to the apostles.
are not told who baptized the three thousand at
;

;

;

;

;

We

'
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Pnntecost and the apostles, if tliey baptized any,
can hardly have baptized them all. Apparently,
Ananias baptized St. Paul, but this is not clear
(Ac 22").
He was 'a certain disciple' (9'"), and
a devout man according' to the law (22"), and
presumably a layman. I'eter commanded Cornelius
and his company to be baptized (lU"); and we
a,s.sume that it was done by the brethren from
Joppa, who ar<; not said to be presbyters or deacons.

anew [titivr^drj &vw$(i'), he cannot see the kingdom
of God ; and He explained this as meaning,
Except a man be born of water and the Spirit
(Jn 3^-'), which until Calvin's day had universally
been interpreted as referring to baptism.
The
metaphor was not new. Jews spoke ol the admission of proselytes to Israel as a new birth.'
Art

(1)

;

'

'

Troiii the silence of Scripture respecting' the minister

on these and other occasions, we may infer that an
ordained minister is not essential.
but
(</) The liite is nowhere described in detail
the element was always water, and the mode of
usin;; it wa-s commonly immersion.
The sjT.ibolism
of the ordinance required this.
It was an act of
purilication
and hence the need of water.
A
death to sin was expressed bj' the plunge beneath
the water, and a rising ajjain to a life of ri<,'bteousness by the return to li^'ht and air; and hence the
appropriateness of immersion. Water is mentioned
;

;

\c 8-» lu", Eph 5-«, He 10'-; and there is no
mention of any other element. Immersion is implied in Ro ti' and Col 2'-.
l>at immersion was a
desirable symbol rather than an e.s.sential.
In the
pri.son at I'hilippi it can hardly have been possible
and it is not very probable in the house of Cornelius.
Wherever larj;e nuiiibersof both sexes were baptized,
the dilliculty of total immersion in each case must
have been frreat. And if immersion better expresses the cleansin;; of the whole man, pouring;
better expresses the outpourini; of the Spirit, whose
operation Ls not (lej)en<lent upon the amount of
water, nor upon the manner of its application.
Comp. Cyprian, Ep. Ixi.x. 12.
As to the form of words used in baptizing,
what has been said above may almost sutlice. If
from the first there was only one form, that form
was Trinitarian
from the 2nd century it was
in

;

;

certainly the only form.
61) has

i.

Justin's evidence (Apol.
been quoted, and Tertullian describes

the practice in his day
ncc semel, sed tcr, ad
singula nomina in personas singulas tinguimur
{Adv. Prax. xxW. ).
Wherever St. Matthew's
Gospel was received the Trinitarian formula would
become oblii,'atorj' and that carries us back Ion;;
before Justin Martyr.
Hut it is po.s-sible that for a
time the form of words varied.
The 'anointing' (2 Co P', 1 Jn 2^) probably
refers to baptism
but to anointing with the Spirit,
not with oil. Yet unction at baptLsm is as old as
Tertullian {De linpt. vii. ).
The 'sealing' (2 Co
1^, Eph 1"4*') also may refer to baptism, but not
to signing with tlie cross
t)
a<ppayU oiV tA P5wp
^(rTii/ (Hennas, Sim. ix. 16. 4).
\\ hether the good
confe.s.Hion in the sight of many witnesses' (I Ti IJ")
refers to a profession of faith at Timothy's baptism
(Ewald, Hausratb, I'lleiderer), is uncertain; the
many witnesses point rather to ordination (Iloltzmann). That the diliicult passage 1 P H^' refers
to the answers or pledges maile by the candidates
at baptism, is very doubtful.
V. TlIK UOCTKINK OF ClIUISTIAN HaPTISM.
Scripture teaches that baptism, rightlj- administered to those who are quatilied by repentance and
faith to receive it, has variims benelicial results.
The.se are closelj' connected, either as cause and
elfect, or as joint effects, or a.s dill'erent aspects of
the same fact.
Hut they are capable of analysis
and of separate treatment. They are mainly (1)
Itegeneration or New Birth, (2) Divine .^Hilialion,
(.'?)
Cleansing from Sin, (4) Admis.sion to the
Churcli, (."i) Union with Christ, (6) Gift of the
S] irit, (7) Salvation.
:

;

;

:

'

—
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man

Christ Himself said, 'Except a

be born

'

'

'

thou the teacher of

Israel,

'

and understandest not

these things?' (Jn 3'"), perhaps refers to this comuse of the phrase.
But in any case water
and Spirit refer to the outward si-'n and inward
gift at baptism as effecting a new birth.
This is
confirmed by St. Paul's 'laver o/ regeneration [Xovrpoi'
vaXiyyiyealas) and renewing of the Holy Spirit'
(Tit 3'), which also was universally understood as
meaning baptism. And baptism is called washing
of regeneration,' not merely becavise it symbolizes it,
or pledges a man to it, but also, and chiefly, because
it etlects it (Holtzmann, Huther, Ptleiderer, Weiss).
(2) This new birth brings us into a new relationship to God the baptized are ni.ado His children
or sons.
For ye are all sons of God, through faith
in Christ Jesu.s.
For as many of you as were
baptized into Christ did put on Christ' (Gal S-"-'^).
'lo them gave he the right to become children
of God' (Jn 1"; comp. 1 Jn 4').
That being
begotten of God' (1 Jn 3" 4' 5<-'S), or becoming a
'chUd of God' (1 Jn S'-'-'o 5"), or a 'son of God'
(Ro 8"-", Gal 3*"), is synonymous with being
born anew,' need not be doubted. The first birtli
i« of man
the second or new birtli is of God. So
that it makes little matter whether we translate
tvuiBtv (Jn 3^) 'anew' with Justin {Apol. i. 61) and
the Lat. and Eth. VSS, or
from above with
Origen and most of the Greek Fathers.
new
birth is a birtli from above, and mce versd.
And
the passages in which these expressions occur
show that regeneration or being begotten by God

mon

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

;

'

'

A

does not mean merely a new capacity/ for change in
the direction of goodness, but an actual change.
The legal washings were actual external purifica-

Baptism

tions.
(3)
(Is

is

actual internal purification.

Johns baptism was 'unto remission

i<f>e<rty

aiMnpriur

(Mk

1*,

Lk

of sins,'
Cliristian

3').

not only this (Ac 2'*, Lk 24", where tls
xal is the better reading), but it confers
remission of sins. Ananias says to Saul: 'Ari.se,
ami be baptized, and wash away thy sins' (Ac
22"; comp. 10« \3^, Ho 10--).
St. "Paul, after
glancing at the sinful past of the Corinthians in the
days of their heathenism, continues
But ye were
washed, but ye were sanctified,' etc. (1 Co 6").
Anil the same is said of all Christians for Christ
loved the Church, and "ave himself up for it that
he might sanctify it, having cleansed it by the
washing of water with the word (Eph 5^-^).
involved admission to the
(4) That baptism
Church hardly needs to be more than stated. It
was an instrument for this very purpose, analogous
to circumcision.
The recipient of baptism, like the

baptism
and not

is

:

'

'

;

;

'

recipient of circumciHion, is admitted to a new
external covenant and new spiritual privileges, and
is thereby pledged to new duties.
To say that a
person is bai)tized, is to say that he has been
admitted to the Christian communion.
They then
that received his word were baptized
and there
were added imto them in that day about three
thousand .souls' (Ac 2" comp. 1 Co"l2").
(.I) As tho Church is the body of Christ (Col 1"),
to be admitted to the Church is to be united with
'

:

;

and to become one of His members (I Co
For as many of you as were bajitizcd into
Christ did put on Christ'^ (Gal 3") and Christians'
Christ,
12-'').

'

;

'bodies are members of Christ' (I Co O'"
comp
Eph 4'°"). This is not only true in general, but
in a special way ba|>tism makes us partakers in the
death, burial, and resurrection of Christ.
\Ve
;

In th« Ba^item Ohuivheii trine Immoniion s regarded as tho
only vRltil fiimi of bnptlHiri and Iho CntechlHin expliilnii tliat
this trine immersion iH n ttu'nr« of tlic tliri'e d;iys' l>'irlal of our
•

;

'

Bavlour, and of

UU

resurrection

'

(Mos<

liake, p.

4'J).

'

:

2H
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who were

baptized into Christ Jesus were baptized
death.
were buried therefore with
him througli baptism into death tliat like as
Clirist was raised from the dead ... so we also
into

We

liis

:

nii'dit

walk

in

newness of

life'

(Ro

6''-*;

comp.

Col 2"-*' 3'). This great chani;e is always spidcen
of as past, not as continuin}; (Ko G"-'*-" 8--"
etc.).
Tlie reference is to some delinite occasion
when it took place.
(6) Tliat Christian baptism confers the gift of the
Spint, whereas John's baptism did not, was one of
the most marked points of difference between them
(Mt 3", Mk 18, Lk 3'«, Jn l-«, Ac W'"). 'In one
Spirit were we all baptized Into one body
and
were all made to drink of one Spirit' (1 Co 12").
And hence not only is the whole Church a habitation of God in the Spirit' {Eph 2'^; comp. 2 Co
6^', 1 P 2'), but each individual Christian is a
temple of the Holy Ghost (1 Co 6'» 3"). And the
Spirit himself beareth witness with our spirit, that
we are children of God and if children, then heirs;
heirs of God, and joint heirs \nt\\ Christ (Ko S'"- ").
Those who
(7) This involves one more result.
are 'joint heirs with Christ' have a pledge that
they will one day enter into that inheritance which
He now enjoys. It has various names. It is
salvation.
'He that believeth, and is baptized,
shall be saved' ([Mk] 16"^).
Those who were
added to the Church were those that were being
saved' (Ac 2*'; comp. IB**, 1 P 1»-* 3^1).
It is
' Except
the kingdom of God.
a man be born of
water and the Spirit, he cannot enter into the
kingdom of God (Jn 3°). It is eternal life.
After speaking to Nicodemus of the neces.sity of
being bom anew of the .Spirit, Christ says that God
has sent Him into the world, that whosoever believeth on him should not perish, but have eternal
(3'°"").
life
By baptism we are grafted into Him
who is the life (14*), and he that hath the Son hath
the life 1 Jn 5"). Those Jews who refused to be
admitted into the Church 'judged themselves
unworthy of eternal life' (Ac 13*). In writing
to Titus, St. Paul sums up several of these aspects
of baptism (3»-').
These are the chief effects when valid baptism
has been administered to those who are duly
qualified by repentance and faith to receive it.
But what is the result when these two sets of conditions are separateil ? There is the case of those
who are qualified, but are not baptized. And there
is the case of those who are baptizeil, but are not
qualified.
Simon Magus is an example of the
latter.
In Scripture there is no certa,in instance of
the former, nor any express statement respecting
such.
But the solution afterwards reached throws
light on scriptural language, and may be briefly
.

.

.

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

(

mentioned here.
It was universallj' held that a catechumen who
was mart\Ted before baptism was a meiiiber of
Christ.
His 'baptism of blood' supplied the deli ioncy.
But a catechumen who was willing to

sutler for the faith, and yet died without martyrdom
or hnptism,.seemed to be equallyamember of Christ;

as

Ambrose contends

(/)e vhitii Valcnt. Consul. ,52;

Migne,

This led to a general concession
unbaptized may possess the substance of regeneration before baptism
and this
involved a modification of the doctrine as to the
actual effect of baptism upon the faithful recipient.
As early as TertulHan we find the admission
Laimcrum illud est obngnatio fdei ; mta: Jidci a
pcenitentim fide incipitur et commendatur.
Non
idco ahlitimur ut dc/inmiere dcsinmjius, (pioniainjam
torde liiti tunms (De Pan. vx.).
I?aptism is a seal
(ff^pa^/s, signanilum).
The metaphor was used of
circumcision (Ro 4"), and was very early transferred to baptism (?2 Co Y^, ? Rev 9*): see reff.
xvi. 137.5).
that the faithful

;

in

Suicer, s.v.

and

in Lightfoot, Clem.

Rom.

ii.

A

seal makes a document formally combut the document may be binding without
And if before baptism jaj» corde loti sumus,
It.
what is this but regeneration ? Nevertheless, to
regard baptism as a mere form which may be
neglecteil with impunity would be arrogant disobedience, like the first attitude of Naaman towards
Elislia
and such disobedience would be evidence
that the inward justification had not taken place.
An unbaptized believer is like a t«stator who has
made a will but has not signed it. He may die
without signing it. If it is clear that he had full
intention of signing, and was merely waiting for
suitable witnesses, the will may be accepted as a
226.

plete

;

;

valid expression of his wishes.

But

if

he has post-

poned the signature indefinitely, the presumption
IS thai he was not decided as to his intentions.
It
is the contempt of baptism when it may be had,
not the lack of

it

when

it

may

not,

that

is

perilous.

The case of Simon Magus is very different. He
was baptized without repentance and faith. Was
that a mere empty form ? By no means.
He was
admitted to the Christian body, and received the
baptismal character. The technical name for such
a person was Fictus, i.e. one who received baptism
unworthily. And it was held from the first that
God always does His part in the baptismal contract,
whether the baptized can avail himself of it or no.
The grace which the Fictics, through unworthiness,
could not receive at the time of baptism, was
always ready for him when repentance and faith
made him worthy. He had ceased to be a heatlien,
and had received a Christian title, which could be
made good by change of heart. This doctrine
follows of necessity from the doctrine that baptism
is ";enerally necessary, and yet may not be repeated.
Otlierwise, the case of the unworthy recipient would
be hopeless. His first baptism would be without
effect
and he may not have a second. But it is
because liis baptism has done all that is required,
if only he makes himself capable of profiting by it,
that lie may not have it repeated. Simon is exhorted to repent, not witli a view to a second
baptism, but to the forgiveness which would have
been his had his baptism been worthily received,
When
and which may still be won (Ac 8~).
whole tribes were baptized at once, baptism without the necessary repentance and faith must have
been common. But this defect was not irreparable
and meanwhile the baptized had a title to spiritual
blessings which could be appropriated by change of
;

;

heart.

Mutatis mutandis the same principle may hold
respecting the baptism of infants. At baptism the
infant receives remission of the guilt of original sin,
admission to the Christian community, and a title
to heavenly gifts to be appropriated afterwards.
Scriptural doctrine refers to the baptism of adults
who are qualified by repentance and faith. The
application of that doctrine to infants is an uncertain inference
and we must be cautious in
drawing it. Caution is also required in estimating
the statements of Christian writers of the first three
centuries respecting baptismal regeneration.
must consider two points especially. (1) Is the
writer speaking of the baptism of adults or of that
of infants ? With us, if nothing is said to the contrary, Iiaptism commonly means infant baptism.
Early Christian writers would almost always have
the baptism of adults in their minds. (2) Ifn what
sense does he use the word regeneration ? Sometimes it is a mere sj-nonjTu for the fact of baptism.
In Scripture every Christian is hj-pothetically a
saint anil so every baptized person is hypothetically regenerate.
It is assumed that the baptism
has been in all respects complete. In this sen>e, to
call an infant regenerate may mean no more than
;

We

'

:

'

'

'

;:

':

BARABBAS

BAPTISM FOR THE DEAD

Kev. J. W. Horsley, in the Xtwhery House Jfaffaziite for June
IHSy ; the notes in Mever, Alford, Stanley, and Wordsworth ;
'
Suicer, Thesaurus. Mi).
A. PLUM.MEU.

that it has been baptized, and may be no evidence
of the writer's convictions as to the immediate
effect of baptism on infants.
LiTlRATrRE.
Smith.

/»^

I,

— For

tlie abundant litt-ratiire on baptism. Bee
and Oicl.o/ thr. AnI.i. 17i; Schairilcraj^'.

:(,«.

BAPTIST.

Tbe foUowinj; iiiiiy
t'nci/cl.' 1. li"^, •JoS ; llerzofT. /<:£'' XV. 'JSl.
bo selected. For the subject in general, the articles on baptism
comuients
patristic
Clir.
Ant.
For
Did. of
In Smith.

— See John

the Baptist.

—

The Aram, word for 'son' ; in Aram,
BAR.
parts of Ezr and Dn constantly ; four times in
Heb. (Pr ol-'", Ps 2'- [if text correct]). It is u.scd,
especially in NT times, as the first component part
of several names of persons, as Harabbas, I5arjesus, I5ar-jonah, Barnabas, Barsabbas, Bartholomew, BartimiBUs,
which see in their places,

DBund

and Pnsev, Scripitiral Vietcsof BaptiKni. beitiK TracU for the Time's, CI, (iS, Oil; for Cyprian in
particular, the lnde.x in llartel, ii. .ST&-:!"7 and for Augustine, the
Index In Ml?nc. xlri. 1112-111. For the philosophical argument,
Mozlev, Iteviitco/the Baptismal Controctrst/. Forthearchieology," Marleue, be Ant. Eectes. Jiitihutt: Goar, Etichologion
Oritcorttm ; Aupusti, DenktcUrdiiikeiten aits, il Christ.
Kraus. Jteal-Kncykl. d. Christ. AUerth. Ii.
ArcflthftOilie. vii.
Binpbflin is somewhat disIlutling, Das Sticrament d. 'Jatife.
but
later
editions supply certain defects. For pictuappointing,
resque description, Slaulev, Christian Institutions.

on Scripture, Suicer.
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ft.t,,

;

—

.

;

"BARABBAS. — The
'

BAPTISM FOR THE DEAD. — The

expression
tliose wlio are
01 QaiTTi^Auevot i/trfp rwf vfKpuf.,
baptized for the dead,' has from early times been
a perplexity to expositors, and with our present
knowledge it is impossible to do more than
determine the direction in which a correct solution
may be found. It is possible to show what
kind of interpretation the language of 1 Co 15-"
and, when this is done, other kinds of
requires
interpretation are excluded as impossible.
The interpretations are very numerous. Horsley
(see below) has collected thirty-six, and it would
perhaps be possible to add to the number. It is
well that such collections should be made for
reference, but it is not necessary to multiply them.
The thirty-six are classified under three heads
four explain the text by a reference to legal
purifications; three of metaphorical baptism, e.g.
being baptized in calamity twenty-nine of sacramental baptism.
A more simjjle and useful
classification is that into those which explain oi
$a.ifTt(6ixtvot vwip TttJK veKpwv as referring to ordinary
Ckrhtian baptism, and those which make it refer
'

;

We

'

Mk

rising.

The name 'Jesus' before

Mt

to somethiiifi abnormal.
1.
The ablest exposition of the first kind of
explanation in its best form is probably that of
T. S. Evans in the Siienk-er\'i Commentary (iii. pp.
.372, .37.3).
He contends that the view of the Greek
expositors is unquestionably right, and that v-rtp
Tuv Kvpiif means, ' with an interest in the resurrection of the dead,' i.e. 'in expectation of the
resurrection.'
The objections to this kind of
interpretation are three.
(1) ol Banr. iwip r. v.
seem to be a special class, and not all Christians
There
in general.
is no instance in NT, if
(2)
anywhere at all, of this use of {nrtp.
(3) The
ellipse of t^s ii-affrarrtais is very violent.
If St. Paul
had wanted to abbreviate ^^s avaffTiatut tUp

would have omitted rHy

vfKpCiv,

which
which

cannot determine what this

rite

;

'

v.

241), Renan {\'ie de Jesus, p. 400), Trench
{Studies in the Gospels, p. 296), and others defend
the reading
and Meyer conjectures that the
common name suggested the substitution of one
another.
Jesus for
But the reading is rejected by
all the best critics.
It would be amazing that the
true reading should be lost from all uncials, nearly
all cursives, and all the more ancient versions.
The words of Jerome, ad loc., do not necessarily
imply that Jesus Barabbas was the reading in
the Gospel according to the Hebrews.
He says
Iste in evanijelio quod scribitur juxta i/c^imos lilius
magistri eorum interpretatur ; which may mean
that this document contained the words, Barabbas,
which being interpreted is. Son of their Master.'
But if the Gospel according to the Hebrews bad
'Jesus, Son of their Master' for 'Jesus B.arabbas,'
then this may be the source from which the name
.Jesus got into some copies of St. Matthew.
If tlie
name was not in the Gospel according to tbe
Hebrews, then wc may adopt Trcgelles' conjecture,
that the interpolation arose first in v,i' through
accidental repetition of the last two letters of
vuit; the .second IN being afterwards interpreted
as an abbreviation of '{riaovy. The copies known
to Origen seem to have had the 'Irfirovr in v.'" only.
That Barabb.xs had this name, and that the evangelists missed the startling coincidence, is not
probable.
A. PLUMMKU.
;

is
is

'

baptizing
had died
in
.some
48 Atlv.

'

;

'

'

any religious body

in St. Paul's day.

—

I.lTRRATtrRR.
For collections of InlerpretatloDB and for (be
literature of the subject, see an orUcle on Necmlmptlrtm, by
•• r,,pfirinhl.

1K9R.

;,!/

'

'

10),

'

'

p.

but probably only among heretics.
And the practice may easily have grown out of an
ignorant wresting of this hard to be understood
We have no know(2 P 3'") saying of St. Paul.
ledge that this vicarious baptism was practised by

Marcion,

'

to Origen
and he does not condemn it, although
he thinks that the many MSS which omit the
Jesus are probably right.
Ewald {Life of Christ,

The

wa.s.

vicarious baptism, i.e. of
living proxies in place of those who
unbaptized,
existed
un<nie.stionably
(piarters in Tertullian's time (De Jiesur.
of

that of Barabbas in
an interesting reading found in a few

:

2. The reference is clearly to something abnormal.
There was some baptismal rite known to the
Corinthians which would be meaningless without
a belief in the resurrection.
The passage does not
imply that St. Paul approves of this abnormal rile,
but simply that it exists and implies the doctrine
of the resurrection.
And here all certainty ends.

We

271*- 1' is

cursives, in the Armenian Version, anil in some
copies of the .Jerusalem Syriac,
AVith this insertion
Pilate's question runs thus
Wliom will ye that
I release unto you ?
Jesus Barabbas, or .Jesus
which is called Christ ? ' This reading was known

vital.

practice

'

offered to release in honour of the Passover.
are told that Barabbas was 'a notable prisoner'
(Mt 27"'), 'who for a certain insurrection made
in the city, and for murder' (Lk 23i'J),
was lying
bound with them that had made insurrection
(Mk 15"), and that he was a 'robber' or brigand
(.In 18*").
He may have been connected with the
two 'robbers' who were crucified with Jesus; but
15"
we cannot be sure that the irTMiaa-rai of
include the two robbers.
The ffrairis, or 'insurrection,' in which Barabbas took part was perhaps
a looting of houses rather than a popular up-

;

ffHpuf, he

H, TiiAYKi:.

of the name
Bar - abba —
BopaS^us represents
'
son of the teacher or of the master.' The name
is not rare in the Talm. (Lightfoot, Uor. Hebr. on
Mt 27""), and one instance indicates that Abba
may sometimes have been a proper name. Renan
p. 406) prefers Bar-rabban (the
( Vie de Jesus,
form preserved in the Harclean Syr.), which would
mean 'son of a Rabbi.' So also Ewald. All four
evangelists mention Barabbas as the criminal
whom the hierarchy urged the multitude to
demand in jireference to Jesus Christ, whom Pilate

A. PLUMMEli.

superfluous, rather than t^s i.va<rTi(t(ws,

J,

Greek form
the Aramaic

i

'

hnrtex Scrihner^x Sons

;

;:

BARACHEL
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BARACHEL
Only

BAEJESUS

whom

(Skjhs 'he
God blesses').—
in .Job 322-«.
the father of Elihu, described

the Uuzite,' probably a descendant of Buz,
second son of MJcah and Nahor, Gn 22'-'. See
as

'

W.

Buz.

T. Davison.

BARAK (p-!5, BapdK, 'lightning-flash.' The name
found in Punic, Barcas, surname of Hamilcar
Saba'an, zpiz
Palmyrene, pin de Vogii^, Syrie
CentraU, lxx>'i. 2 ; Ledrain, Diet, des Noms Projires
Palmyr. 18S7, s.v.), son of Abinoam ; his history
is recorded in Jg 4 and 5.
He was summoned by
Deborah to be her ally in the struggle against the
Canaanites. He dwelt in Kedesh-naphtali (Jg 4"),
and was probably a member of the tribe of Issachar
(5").
Hence he belonged to the district which had
suffered most at the hands of the Canaanites
perhaps he had been actually their prisoner.* He
receives from Deborah the plan of the campaign he
is to move his troops, 10,000 men of Naphtali and
Zebulun, in the direction of Mt. Tabor, while she
undertakes to attract Sisera's army towards the
same place, and promises to deliver Sisera himself
into his hands (4»- ').
The writer does not regard
B.'s urgent request that Deborah should go with
him as worthy of blame ; nor is it necessary to
interpret the prophetess' announcement that the
honour of the expedition will not be his but a
woman's, as a punishment for his hesitation (see
Moore, Judges, p. 117). B. collects his forces at
Kedesh, moves to Tabor, and opens the engagement by a rush down the mountain (4"'- ", cf.
5^')
the battle is fought out at the foot. In ch. 5,
on the other hand, the battle takes place along the
right bank of the Kishon (w.^'"^'). "The Canaanites
routed, B. pursues them to Harosheth, and then
follows Sisera on foot, and comes up to the tent of
Jael to find him lying dead, with a tent-peg
through his temples. According to 5', B. joined
Deborah in singing the Ode of Triumph in ch. 5.
In 1 S 12" the LXX, Pesh., and many modems
read Barak for Bedan. B. thus becomes a representative leader along with Jerubbaal, Jephthah,
and Samson (?). This agrees n-ith the impression
as to B.'s position which we gain from Jg 5.
G. A. Cooke.
is

;

;

;

"

;

BARBARIAN St. Paul (1 Co 14"), wishing to
emphasize the fact that the tongues with which
those pos.se8sed of the Holy Ghost spoke were not
any intelli;;ible forms of speech, and that hence
they required an interpreter also inspired, says, If
then I know not the meaning of the voice, I shall
be to him that speaketh a barbarian, and he that
speaketh will be a barbarian unto me.' Here he
uses the word in its proper sense as one who spoke
'

unintelligibly.
So Homer, in whom the word first
occurs, speaks of the Ka/ies pap^apdipuvoi (H. ii. 867),
tlie Carians who spoke in a strange tongue.
Since
the word Barbarh means in the earliest Arm. the
language of a race or people, Homer may have

meant the Carians who spoke a barbarh, that
having been the Carian word for their national
language. However this be, the word Barbarian
means all through Gr. literature a man who did
not speak Greek, especially the Medes, Persians,
and Orientals generally. The Romans or Latins
were called Barbarians by the Greeks even to the
latest days of the Byzantine Empire, and at first
even called their own tongue Barbarian though
from the Augustan age onward they excepted
their own tongue.
In the same way Pliilo, a
Hellenized Jew, calls his native Heb. a barbarian
tongue, and states Vita Mvsis, § 5, vol. ii. p. 138)
that the Law was translated from Chaldaic into
Greek because it was too valuable a treasure to be
;

(

•

Many tnnaluto 6"

tor Ii;j5i.

'

lead captive thy captors,' pointing 7f2V

enjoyed by only the Barbaric half of the

human

race.

In Col 3" St. Paul speaks of ' Greek and Jew, . .
barbarian, Scythian.
Yet the Scythians were
typical barbarians.
But the context proves that
St. Paul is not here aiming at a scientific division
of the human race.
Elsewhere (e.g. Ro 1'^) he
adopts the current phraseology
I am debtor
both to Greeks and to Barbarians,' where the
later phrase (v.'"), 'to the Jew first, and also to
the Greek,' proves that, like PhUo, St. Paul conventionally called his own countrymen barbarians.
The barbarous people in Malta (Ac 28') were
probably old Phoenician settlers, and the epithet
only means that they were not a Greek-speaking
population.
F. C. CONYBEABE.
.

'

:

BARBER

(aj'a,

Ezk

only).— Shaving the head

5'

common custom in Eastern countries. In
India, many of the religious sects are distinguished
by the manner in which the head is shaved. Some
is

a very

leave a tuft of hair on the cro^vn of the head,
others a tuft above each ear. In Syria, old men
frequently have the whole head shaved and allow
the beard to grow. Young men shave the cheeks
and the chin, and cut the hair of the head short.
The upper lip is never shaved except in S. India,
where it is done as a sign of mourning. Absence
of the moustache is looked upon, in Syria, as a sign
of the want of virility.
The barber plies his trade
in any convenient place
by the roadside, or in the
courtyard of a khan. The ground serves as a seat
both for the operator and the person operated on ;
a tin or copper basin holds the water required
and the hands of the patient, passed over the head
or the chin, tell him whether the work has been
The barber also
done satisfactorily or not.
eradicates superfluous hairs from the nose, ears,
and other parts of the body ; removes accumulaand performs the
tions of wax from the ears
operations of tooth-extraction and blood-letting.

—

;

W. Carslaw.

BARCHUS

(B

BoxoiJt,

A

Bapxow,

AV

Charchus,
form

1 Es S^') = Barkos, Ezr
Neh 7". The
is taken from the Aldine ed. [XapKoii).

'2^,

(1

BARIAH

(0-!?

Ch

See Genealogy.

3-).

'fleeing').—

A

AV

son of Shemaiah

a man described in Ac 13'
niagian, prophet of lies, Jew,' whom Paul and
Barnabas, travelling in Cyprus, found in the train
of the proconsul Sergius Paulus, as one of the
amid or coinites who always accompanied a Rom.
governor. In Jos. Ant. XX. vii. 2 we find a similar
case Simon, ' a Jew, by birth a Cypriot, and pretending to be a magian' (observe the striking,
though not exact, similarity of the triplet), was one
of the friends of Felix, the procurator of Judiea,
and was used by him to seduce Drusilla from her
husband Azizus, king of Emesa. Such men, probably Bab. Jews, ' skilled in the lore and uncanny
arts and strange powers of the Median priests'
(cf. Mt 2'- '"),
not simply sorcerers and fortunetellers, but ' men of science,' as they would now be
called (being then beyond their age in acquaintance with the powers and processes of nature), and
not mere isolated self-constituted pretenders,
but representatives of an Oriental system and
religion,
appear to have been numerous at that
period, and to have exerted consideral>le influence
on the Rom. world. It was with a system, therefore, rather than with a man, tliat the representatives of the system ('the way') of Christ, also
struggling for "influence in the Rom. empire, came
The proconsul, 'a man of
here into conflict.
practical ability ' ((TKirrAsi, interested, we may
suppose, in nature and philosophy, but, as avrerli,

BARJESUS (BaptTjffoCs),

as

'

:

'

'

—

—

;

;'

BARJONAH

BARNABAS

uot to be thought of as under ascendency, enjoyed
l!ut, hearing that there
ihi> societj' of this man.
wore just now two travelling teachers in Cj'prus,
and taking them to be of the class that went about
giving demonstrations in rhetoric and moral philosophy, and sometimes ended by settlinjj down as
professors in the ^eat universities, he invited, or
'commanded,' their presence at his court. The
ex|)osilion of Christianity then given by I'aul and
liarnalias clearly produced upon Sergius I'aulus a
considerable impression
for Barjesus found it
necessary to oppose them openly, and divert the
proconsul from the faith by perverting the waj-s
of the Lord,' lest he should be supplanted in his
position, his power and his gains ; because (according to the apt and interesting e.xpansion of the
Codex Bezii") the proconsul was listening with
much pleasure to them.' Then Saul, who was also
Paul,'
i.e. standing forth (for the first time in
the narrative), suitably to the occasion, as a Rom.
citizen named Paul,
faced the wonder-worker in
a manner, so to say, after his own kind, yet surEassing it, and wrought a wonder upon the worker
imself, proving to the proconsul, already deeply
impressed, that behind Paul stood a divine power.
In ver. 8 the phrase Elj'mas, the magian, for so

America, as the cut straw of barley and wheat
takes the place of hay. It is also used among the
poor for bread, as in ancient times (Jg 7", 2 K
4^", Jn C- ", and cakes Ezk 4").
It was mixed
with other cheap grains for the same purpose
(Ezk 4'). When any one wishes to express the
extremity of his poverty, he will say, I have not
barley bread to eat.' 'I'his fact illustrates several
allusions to barley in Scripture.
Barley meal was
the jealousy ofl'ering (Nu 5"); it is mentioned

;

'

'

'

—

—

'

his name translated,' is somewhat perplexing.
It certainly looks, at the outset, as though Elynuis
(now first introduced as a second appellation of
Barjesus) ought to be a tr. of that name ; but this
cannot be. Elymas which is the Gr. form either
of an Aram, word alivid = strong, or, as is more
probable, of an Arab, word 'alim, wise (cf. the
Arab, plural ulema, the order of the learned, and
the 'wise men' and 'wise women' of our folklore)
is here more reasonably (thoufjh this solution of the difficulty is not q^uite satisfactory) tr.
by i^yos. Codex
(Bezse), with its Latin d, alone
differs from other uncials, and reads 'Eroi^Ss, son of
the rendu, a reading strangely accepted by Klostermann, Blass, and Ramsay (to whose St. Paul the
Traveller this article is under special obligation
see pp. 73 ff. ). But neither will this do as a synonym
for Barjesus, or for the Syr. Barshcmd, son of the
Name (i.e. Jesus). The origin of tlie variant
"EiTMiMf is a mystery ; perhaps it was itacism, oi
u.
But the versional and patristic variants for
Barjesus, such as Bariesouan (or -am), Bariesubam,
and Barieu (maleftcus, Jerome), appear to be due to
a desire of copyists to avoid associating the name
of Jesua with one whom St. Paul calls son of the
is

—
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'

by

EzLikiel as the fee paid to false prophetesses

by people who consulted them (Ezk 13'") ; it was
the symbol of the poverty of Gideon's family,
and his own low estate in that family ; by a
'

barley cake' Midian's great host was to be over-

thrown (Jg

7'^).

The barley harvest begins in April

in the depth of
the Jordan Valley, and continues to be later as we
ascend to the higher mountains, till, at an altitude
of 6500 ft., it takes place in July and August.
It
was probably the time of the barley harvest when
the Israelites crossed the Jordan (Jos 3"). It is
earlier than the wheat harvest (Ex Q^'-**).
The
barley harvest was a recognised date (Ru 1^, 2 S
2i». ii>)_ varying, of course, with the altitude. Barley
is sown in Oct. and Nov.
That which is sown in the
districts below the frost level continues to grow
through the rainy season till the harvest. That
which is sown on the high mountain levels springs
up, the top dies under the snow, and then the
biennial stalk springs up when the snow melts, and
grows with great rapidity and vigour. Barley is
not sown in the spring in Pal. and Syria.
G. E. Post.

BARLEY HARYEST.— See Time.

—

BARN.— See Agriculture.

D

=

devil.

J.

BARJONAH.— See Bar and

Massie.

Peter.

BARKOS (oNiri;, cf. Bab. Barkftsu).— Ancestor of
certain Nethiniin who returned with Zerul). (Kzr
2«, Neh 7" = Barchu8, 1 Es 5==).
See GENEALOGY.

BARLEY
(.'\riib.

several

(.Tivif

.iha'ir)

is

—

KpiO-fi, hordeum).
Barley
a well-known grain, of whidi

sedr&h,

are cultivated, Ilordeurn distirhum, //. tetrastichum, and //. hcxa.itichu77i, the
wild originals of which are not known.
One of
he wild species of the genua Ifordcum in Pal.,
however, approaches the cultivated species near
I'nough to make it possible that it may be the
"lock, or a partial reversion of cultivated barley to
varieties

I

tv])e.

It is //. ith'ihuren.'ic, IJoiss (//.

spontancum,

Koch), whidi grows aliTiiidantly in Galilee, in the
region of Merj 'Ayftn, and in jilaces in the Syrian
desert between I'aliiiyra and llamath.
It ditfers
from H. distiihiim by the smaller size of its spikes
and grains, and the great length of its awns, which
are sometimes a foot log.
Barley is eultivatcil .-verywhere in Palestine,
principally as provender foi horses (1 K 4**) and
SiSaes.
It takes the place of oats in Eoiope and

BARNABAS {Baprd^at, .iK(3j-g
— A name given by

'the son of exthe disciples to

hortation').

Joseph, a Levite of Cyprus (Ac 4™). He is clearly
to be distinguished from Joseph called Barsabbas
(Ac 1^), though there is ancient authority for
identifying him with one of the seventy disciples
of our Lord (Euseb.
i. 12; Clem. Alex. Misc.
ii. 20).
When we first hear of B., it is as selling a
field,
for the old Mosaic enactments forbidding
Levites to possess land (Nu 18=»-=", Dt 10») had
long since fallen into abeyance (see Jer 32'), and
laying the price at the apostles' feet (Ac 4**-'").
The general esteem in which he was held is proved
by the influence which he exerted in commending
the young convert Saul to the apostles at Jerus.
(Ac 9-''). The way in which the two are introduced
inclines one to the belief that B. and Saul must have
met before a belief which is rendered the more
probable by the near proximity of Cyprus to Tarsus,
and the natural wish of B. as a Hellenist to visit
the university there.
In any case, B. seems from
the first to have formed a high idea of Saul's
ability and energy for when despatched to Antioch
on a delicate nii.ssion, he had no sooner discovered
the growing capabilities of the work there than he
went forth to Tarsus to seek for Saul and when
he had brought him to Antioch, for a whole year
they were gathered together with the Church, and
taught much people Ac 1 !*>• *», A.D. 42).
Thus,
twice over, did B. save Saul for the work of Christianity (Earrar).
A practical proof of the success
of tlieir joint labours was atl'orded by the relief
which the Church at Antioch desi)atclied by tlieir
hands to the elders at .Jerus. on the prophetic
intimation of a coming famine (Ac ll""*').
On
tlieir return to Antioch the two friends were, at
the bidding of the Holy Ghost, solemnly separated
and ordained for the work of the Church (Ac 13'-'and from this time, though not of the number
yf the twelve, they enjoyed the title of apostle
'

HE

—

—

—

;

'

'

;

'

'

(

'

'

'')

BAKTLM^EUS

BAKODIS
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(Ac 14''-".
foot, Gal.

On the significance of the title, see
9'2 tf.

and

art.

Light-

APOSTLE). Accordingly, B.

accomjianied Saul (or, as he was now to be known,
Paul) on his first missionary journey, visiting tirst
Later at Lystra,
of all his native Cyprus (A.D. 45).
Eerliaps from bis tall and venerable appearance,
e was identified with Jupiter, while Paul, as the
chief speaker, passed for Mercury (Ac 14'-). The
journey ended, as it had begun, at Antioch, and
fioni this city B. once more accompanied Paul and
certain other brethren to Jerus. to consult with
the apostles and elders regarding the necessity of
It
circumcision for Gentile converts (Ac lo'"-)is remarkable that in this narrative B. is mentioned
oefore Paul (v.'-), contrary to the usual order of
the names since Ac IS*" (cf. however Ac H").
He may perhaps have spoken first as the betterknown of the two, and also as the one to whom the
judaizing section of the assembly would take less
exception. After the conference the two apostles
returned to their old task of teaching and preaching in Antioch (Ac 15^'), and in A.D. 49 planned
a second missionary journey to revisit the scenes
But they were
of their former labours (Ac 15^*).
unable to agree upon taking with them John
Mark, who had formerly deserted them, and the
contention was so sharp that they parted asunder
one from the other.' B. took Mark, who was his
cousin, and sailed to Cyprus ; while Paul chose
Silas, and journeyed through Syria and Cilicia.
From the fact of Paul's being specially commended by the brethren to the grace of God,' it
would seem as if the general feeling of the Church
were on his side rather than on the side of Barnabas. B. is not again mentioned in the Acts of
the Apostles but from the respect and sympathy
with which St. Paul subsequently refers to him in
his Epp. (1 Co 9», Gal 2'" 'even Barnabas,' Col 4'»),
we are entitled to infer that though they did not
again actually work together, the old friendship
was not forgotten. There is no hist, ground for
identifying B., as some are inclined to do, with the
brother whom St. Paul sent on a mission to the
Corinthians (2 Co 8'") but from 1 Co 9* we learn
that B., like Paul, earned his livelihood by the
work of his hands, while Col 4'" has been taken
as proving that by this time (about A.D. 63) B.
must have been dead, else Mark would not have
rejoined Paul (cf. 2 Ti 4", 1 P 5'").
For an account
of B.'s further labours and death we are dependent
'

'

;

'

'

;

upon untrustworthy

tradition.
interesting, however, to notice that the
authorshii) of the Ep. to the Hebrews is attributed
to B. by Tertullian (see Heukkw.s, Epistle to),
while there is still extant an Epistle of B. which,
ace. to external evidence, is the work of this B.,
but on internal grounds this conclusion is now
generally dis|iuted.
(See the arguments briefly
stated in Hefele, Patrum A postolicorum Opera,
p. ix tf., and more fully in the same writer's Das
It

is

Sendschreiben des Apostds Barnabas aiifs neue
untersucht, iibersetzt, und erklart. Tub. 1840.
Cf.
also Lightfoot, 2'Ae Apostolic Fathers.)
G. MiLLIOAN.

BARODIS
responding

(Bci/)u5fl5), 1

name in

BARRENNESS
eerm and mould

the

As

Es 5«.— There is no corEzra and Nehemiah.

lists of

parental authority

was the

of patriarchal social life, it followed that to be without ofFspring was to exist in
name onlj'. To have had children and to have lost
them was the strongest possible claim upon .sympathy.
With Jacob it was the cro^vn of sorrow
(Gn 42" 43"). It was this desolation in its most
distressing form which the Lord Jesus met in the
funeral procession at Nain (Lk 7'^).
But to be a \vife without motherhood has always
been regarded in the East not merely as a matter

of regret, but as a reproAch, a humiliation that
might easily lead to divorce. It is a constant
source of embarrassment, as the welfare of the
children is a never-omitted subject of inquiry in
Oriental salutation.
Courtesy sometimes give.'
the dignity of fatherhood, tlie name Al>uAl>dullah
(father-of-Abdullah) to a man advancing in years'
without children to bear his name. Sarah'.s sad
laughter of despair (Gn 18'-), Hannah's silent
pleading (1 S 1'™-), Kaehel's passionate alternative
all this and suchlike
of children or death (Gn 30'),
wretchedness of spirit may be found familiarly
repeated in the homes of modem Syria (see Chil
DKEN). The fruitfulness or sterility of land are,
much in the same way, regarded as bringing satis
faction or disap]iointment to man, and as iniph-ing the blessing or curse of God (Dt 7", Ps 107"''-).

—

G. M.

Mackie.

BARSA6BAS. — See Joseph Barsabbas and
Judas Barsabbas.

BARTACUS (Bd/waico!, Jos. 'Pa,9efd)t7;s, Vulg.
Bezaces, O.L. Bwznces, Bezzachus).
The father of
Apame, the concubine of Darius (1 Es 4^). The
epithet attaching to him, 'the illustrious' (6

—

flau/iaoTis),

was probably an

official

name Bartacus (which appears as

title.

The

pniK in the Syriac)

recalls that of Artachteas ('ApraxaiTjs), mentioned
by Herod, (vii. 22. 117) asa person of high position
in .the Persian army of Xerxes.
H. St. J. Thackeray.
(BapffoXo/wiro!).— One of the
apostles, according to the lists of Matthew, Mark,

BARTHOLOMEW

Luke, and Acts (1'^). Both by the early Church
and in modern times Bartholomew has been generally identified with Nathanael of the Fourth
Gospel, although important authorities can be
cited in opposition to this view.
The strongest
arguments in favour of the identification are (1)
that Bartholomew is never mentioned by St. John,
nor Nathanael by the Synoptists (2) that in the
lists of the Synoptists, Bartholomew is coupled with
Philip, which tallies with St. John's statement
that it was Philip that brought Nathanael to
Jesus.
It is easy to understand how St. John, witli
his fondness for symbolism, should have preferred
the name Nathanael ( = God has given it) to the
mere patronymic Bartholomew ( = son of Tahnai).
Sujiposing the identity established, we know
nothing of Nathanael Bar-Talmai further than is
The
recorded in Jn l'"" 21" (see Nathanael).
traditions as to his preaching the gospel in India
and his martyrdom are entitled to no credit.
J. A. Selbie.
BARTIMJEUS (Bo/>7-i/iaios, i.e. the son of Timaius,
a name varioiisly derived from the Gr. n/iaios,
honourable or from the Arab, asamm, blind oi
from .\ram. tamya, unclean, polluted). One of two
blind beggars healed by our Lord at the gate of
Jericho, and whose name alone is given, apparently
from his having been the spokesman (Mk O**'"^,
St. Luke speaks of the
cf. Mt 20=3-»*, Lk IS'"-").
healing as taking place as Jesus came nigh unto
Jericho, while St. Matt, and St. Mark say that it
was as He went out. Various explanations have
been offered, as that one blind man was healed at
the entrance to old Jericho, and the other, B., as
Jesus left the new town which had sprung up
Perhaps what
at some little distance from it.
actually happened was that B., beg";in" at the gate
with
that
Jesus
His co npanj
of Jericho, was told
had entered the city, and having heard of Hia
power, sought out a blind companion, along with
whom he intercepted Jesus as He left the city the
next day, and then was healed (so substantially
Bengel, Stier, Trench, Ellicott, Wordsworth,
'Clellan). If this be so, we have fresh evidence oi
the persistence of purpose which throughout the

—

;

;

M

—

;

JJARLCU, Ai-v^OALYPSE OF

BARUCII
while the strong faith which
li. displayed
him to address Jesus by His Messianic title,
Thou Son of David,' ought not to pass unnoticed.

iiuitk'iit

;

led
'

G. iMlLLIGAN.
son of Neriah, was of a
very illustrious family (Jos. Ant. x. ix. 1), his
brother Seraiah bein" chief chamberlain (i.tjo i;")
Ilis chief honour, howto Zmlekiah (Jer 51**).
ever, lay in his being the devoted friend and
Every great
secretary of the prophet Jeremiah.

BARUCH

(tin;

'

blessed

'),

degree, its Gethsemane
and this
lianich (Jer 45) while writing
(LXX lypaiper) at Jeremiah's dictation a number
of minatory jirophecies against Jerusalem, which
he was charged to read on a fast day in the courts
The stt;rn words,
of the temple (Jer 36'"*).
Seekest thou great things for thj'sclf? Seek
young
nobleman
them not,' braced the
to 'drink
the cup' to face the wrathful multitude, and to
read the protihecies of desolation and woe, which
king Jehoiakim afterwards burned (Jer .SO""-').
ne.xt find Baruch (Jer 32) as witness to the
purchase by Jeremiah of a tield in Anathoth, at a
time when the jirophct was in prison and the
Chaldteans had been for months besieging Jerusalem. When the city fell during the following
year, B.C. 586, Baruch resided with the prophet at
Alasphatha (Jos. Ant. x. ix. 1). But after the
murder of Gedaliah by Ishmael, the people, afraid
of the wrath of the Clialda'ans, and imputing the
advice of Jeremiah to remain in Judiea (Jer 42)
to the undue influence of I'.aruch over him (Jer 43'),
compelled both of them to go with them to Egypt
(Jer 43*"').
How lon^ he resided in Egypt is
uncertain.
Jerome gives as the Heb. tradition
that he and .leremiali died there almost at once
(Cumment. in I.i. xxx. 6, 7). Josephus implies that
soul

event

has,

in

came

:

to

'

—

We

they were both taken to Babylon by Nebuchadrezzar after he had con(juered Egypt, B.C. 583 (Ant.
X. ix. 7). Another tradition states that he remained
in Egvpt till the death of Jeremiah, and then went
to Babylon, where he died twelve years after the
fall of Jerusalem (Hitzig on Nah S*"").
With
strange disregard of cluonology, Midrash rabba
on Ca 5' speaks of B.'irucli as teacher of Ezra in
B.C. 458, and thus as forming the link of connexion
Jetween the prophets and the scribes.
J. T.

Mah.shall.

BARUCH, APOCALYPSE OF.— The

discovery

of the long lo.st Ai)ocalypse of Baruch is due to
Ceriani.
This book has survived only in the Syr.
version, of which Ceriani had the good fortune to
discover a Gth cent.
in the Milan Library.
Of this
he published a Latin tr. in 1866 (Mon.
Sarr. I.
our.r.
i.
/.>-;io;,
wnicii Fritzache
which
ii.
II.
73-98),
r riizscne reprouuceu
rejiroduced
"" {I.ibri Apocnjjihi V.T.
with some changes in 1871
".r.
The Syr. text appeared in 1871
71
pp. 654-609).
[Mon. Snrr. V. ii. 113-180), and a photolithoI'
graphical facsimile of the
in
1883.
fragment of this book has long been known to the
world, viz. chs. Ixxviii.-lxxxvii., which constitute
Baruch's Epistle to the nine and a half tribes that
had been carried away captive. This letter is to

MS

MS

"

MS

A

be found in the London and Paris Polyglots in Svt.
with a Latin rendering in Syr. alone in Lagarde's
Lifiri V.T. Aiiiicryjiln .'<t/rirrce, 1861.
The Latin tr.
is also founil in I'abricius' Cod. Pseudejiirf. V.T.,
and the English in Winston's Authentic lierord.i.
i.
The Svkiac Ver-sion is np.KiVKi) fuom the
(iliEKK.
That this is so is to be inferred on various
iTTOunds. First, this statement is actually made on
the Syr. MS.
In the next place, we find that Gr.
words are occasionally transliterated.
Finally,
some jiassages admit of explanation only on the
hypothesis that the wrong alternative meanings of
certain Gr. words wore followed by the translator.
;

—

ii.
The Gkkek Vkrsion was dkuivkd fuom
THE Hebrew.— For (1) the quotations from Of
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agree in all cases but one with the Massoretic text
against the LXX. (2) Unintelligible expressions
in the Syriac can be explained and the text restored
by retrans. into Hebrew. (3) Certain anomalies
in the Syriac can be accounted for as survivals
of Heb. idiom.
(4) Manj' paronomasioe discover
themselves on retrans. into Hebrew.
(This and
all other questions att'ecting our Apoc. are fully
dealt with in Charles' Apoc. of Baruch, 1896.)
iii. Analysis of the Book.— The author, cr
rather authors, of this book write in the name of
Baruch, the son of Ni^riah, for literary purposes.
The scene is laid in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem,
and the time embraces the period immediately preceding and subsequent to the capture of the city by
the Clialda'ans. Baruch speaks throughout in the
first person.
He begins by declaring that in the
twenty-lifth year of Jeconiah, king of Judah, the
word of the Lord came unto him. It is noteworthy
that the book thus opens with a gross chronoloCTcal
error; for Jeconiah reigned in reality only tliree
months, and had been already eleven years a captive
in Babylon before the fall of Jerusalem.
If we include in our consideration the letter to the tribes in
the Captivity, the book naturally falls into seven
sections, divided in all but the last case by fasts,
the fasts being of seven days in all instances save
the first. This artificial division is due to the final
editor of the book.
The grounds for regarding the
work as composite will be given later.
The first section (1-5) opens with God's condemnation of the wickedness of the kingdom ol
Judah, and the announcement of the coming destruction of Jerusalem for a time and the captivity
of its people.
But Jeremi.ah and those wlio are
like him are bidden to retire, first because their
works are to the city as a firm pillar, and their
prayers as a strong wall' (2). Baruch thereujion
asks what will be the future destinies of Israel,
mankind, and the world. Will Israel no longer
exist, mankind cease to be, and the world return
to its primeval silence (3)? God replies that the
city and people will be chastised 011I5' for a time
(4'); that the city of which it was said, 'On the
jialm of my hanils have I written thee,' is not the
earthly but the heavenly Jeru-salem prepared aforetime in heaven, and already manifested in vision to
'

Adam, Abraham, and Mo.ses (4-"'). Baruch replies
that the enemy will destroy Zion or i)ollute the
sanctuary, an(r boast thereof before their idols.
Not so, God rejoins the enemy will not overthrow
Zion nor burn Jerusalem, and thou thyself wilt
witness this. Baruch thereupon fasts till the evening (5).
In the next section (6-9) the Chaldn-ans
encompa.ss Jerusalem on the following day.
It is
not they, however, but angels who overthrow the
walls, having first hidilen the sacred vessels of the
temple in the earth till the last times. The Chaldaans then enter and carry the peojilo away captive.
Jerusalem is delivered up for a time. Baruch fasts
seven days. In the third section 10-12) Jeremiah is
bidden to accompany captive .ludah to Babylon,
:

(

and Baruch to remain in Jerusalem to receive disclosures on the things that should be hereafter.
Baruch now despairs of all things
Blessed is he
'

:

who was

not born, or, being born, has died.' Let
nature henceforth withhold her increase, and the
bridegroom and the bri<le be no niDro.
of
the
jov
Wherefore should woman bear in pain and bury
Let the priests, moreover, return to
in grief?'
(Joel the temjile keys, confessing
Wo have been
found false stewards.' 'Oh that there were ears
unto thee, O earth, and a heart unto thee, O dust,
anil go and announce in Slieol, ami say to the dead
" Blessed are ye more than are we the living.'"
Baruch then fasts seven days.
In section four
(13-21') Baruch is told that he 'will bo preserved
till the consummatioa of the times
to bear l«sti'

:

'

:

'

;
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mony. When Baruch complains of the prosperity
of the \vicked and the suflerings of the righteous,
God declares that it is the future world that is
made on account of the righteous, and that blessedness standeth, not in length of days, but in their
quality and end. Baruch fasts seven days. In the
lifth section (21'-47) Baruch deplores the vanity
and vexation of this life : ' If there were this life
only . . . nothing could be more bitter' ; he supjilicates God to bring about the promised consummation, ' that his strength might become known
to those who esteem his long-suffering weakness.'
In answer thereto God reproves him for his trouble
over that which he knows not, and his intrusion
into things in which he has no part, and declares
that until the preordained number of souls is born,

Baruch then expi-esses his wonder over
God's wisdom and mercy, o.^d receives a fresh
revelation as to his coming departure from the
earth.
First, however, he is to summon the people
together and instruct them (75. 76). This Baruch
does, and admonishes the people to be faithful ; for
though teacher and prophet may pass away, yet
At the request of the
the law ever standeth.
people Baruch writes two epistles—one to their
brethren in Babylon, and the other to the tribes
The latter is given in
beyond the Euphrates.
78-87, but the former is lost.
iv. Different Elements in the Book, and
THEIR Dates. This question cannot be discussed
here save in the briefest manner but no treatment
of the book is adequate without some consideration
of it. TUl 1891 this book was taken to be the work
of one author.
In that year, however, Kabisch,
in an article entitled, ' Die Quellen der Apocalypse
Baruchs' {Jahrbiicher /. protestantische Theologie,
1891, pp. 66-107), showed on several grounds that the
book 18 sprung from at least three or four authors.
Thus he distinguishes 1-23, 3P-35, 41-52, 77-87 as
the groundwork written subsequent to A. D. 70, since
the destruction of the temple is implied throughout
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the end, though at hand, cannot yet be

:

neverthe-

My

coming redemption ... is not far
distant as aforetime; for, lo! the days come when
the books will be opened in which are written the
sins of all those who have sinned, and again also
the treasuries into which the righteousness of all
less,

those

'

who

are justified in creation

is

gathered.'

Furthermore, when Baruch asks regarding the
nature and duration of the punishment of the
wicked, it is revealed that the coming time will be
one of tribulation, diWded into twelve parts, at the
close of which the Messiah will be revealed (29. 30).
Thereupon Baruch summons a meeting of the
elders into the valley of Kidron, and announces
the coming glories of Zion. Soon after follows
his vision of the cedar and the vine, by which the
destinies of Rome and the triumph of the Messiah
are respectively symbolised (3G-40). The Messiah
will rule till this world of corruption is at an end.
When Baruch asks who shall share in the future
blessedness, the answer is: 'Those who have be-

(69-74).

—

;

Further, these sections are marked
by a boundless world-despair which, looking for
these chapters.

nothing of peace or happiness in this corruptible
world, fixes its regard on the afterworld of incorIn the remaining sections of the book,
ruption.
however, there is a faith in Israel's ultimate triumpli
here, and an optimism which looks to an earthly
Messianic kingdom of sensuous delights. In these
sections, moreover, the integrity of Jerusalem is
throughout assumed. Kabisch, therefore, rightly
takes these constituents of the book to be prior to
A.D. 70. These sections, however, are not the work
Thereupon Baruch (44-47) summons his of one WTiter, but of three, two of them being
lieved.'
unmutOated productions, i.e. the Vine and Cedar
eldest son, his friends, and seven of the elders, and
He Vision, 36-40, and the Cloud Vision, 53-74, but
acquaints them with his approaching end.
the third a fragmentary Apocalypse, 24'-29. From
exhorts them to keep the law to teach the people
for such teaching will give them life, and 'a wise the bulk of this criticism there is no ground for
man shall not be wantmg to Israel, nor a son of variance. By independent study, and frequently
After another on ditJerent grounds, I have arrived at several of
the law to the race of Jacob.'
Kabisch's conclusions. Other parts of his theory,
fast of seven days, Baruch, in the sixth section
Then follows however, call for modification. As the result of an
(48-76), prays on behalf of Israel.
a revelation of the coming woes, and Baruch's exhaustive study of the book, I offer the following
l.imcntation over Adam's fall and its sad effects (48). analysis, for the grounds of which the reader
Baruch, in answer to his prayer, is instructed as to must refer to my recent book. The Apocalypse of
the nature of the resurrection bodies (52). Then Baruch. The main part of the book was written
In after the fall of Jerusalem, i.e. 1-26, 31-35, 41-52,
follows an account of the cloud vision (53-74).
All these chapters are derived from one
this vision Baruch sees a cloud ascendinjj from the 75-87.
And it was full writer, save 1-8, 44'-', 77-87. These must be discrisea and covering the whole earth.
of black and clear waters, and a mass of lightning minated from the rest, as their diction and their outappeared on its summit. And it began to dis- look as to the future of Jerusalem differ from those
charge first black and then bright waters, and adopted in the rest of these chapters. The rest of
again black and then bright waters, and so on for the l)Ook was written prior to the fall of Jerusalem.
twelve times in succession. And finally it rained It consists of the two visions mentioned above, i.e.
36-40 and 53-74, and a fragmentary Apocalypse, 27l)lack waters, darker than all that had been before.
And after this the lightning flashed forth, and 30. Jewish religious thought busied itself mainly
with two subjects, the Messianic Hope and the Law,
liealed the earth where the last waters had fallen,
and twelve streams came up from the sea and and, in proportion as the one was emphasized, the
In the other fell into the background. It is noteworthy
became subject to that lightning (53).
subsequent chapters the interpretation is given. that the parts of this book written prior to the fall of
Tlie cloud is the world, and the twelve successive Jerusalem are mainly Messianic, and only mention
discharges of black and bright waters symbolise the law incidentally, whereas in the sections written
twelve evil and good periods in the history of the after its fall all the thought and the hopes of the
world. The eleventh period, symbolised liy the dark writers centre in the law, and the law alone. Morewaters, referred to the capture of Jerusalem by over, whereas the earlier sections are oiitimistic as
the Chaldacans, and the twelfth, bright waters, to regards the destinies of Jerusalem, the later are
the renewed prosperity of Israel and the rebuildinj' permeated with the spirit of an infinite despair.
The dillerent elements of the book were combined
of Jerusalem (54-ti8). The last black waters pointed
to wars, earthquakes, fires, famines and such as not earlier than A.D. 100, and not later than A. I).
130.
The grounds for this determination cannot
escaped these were to be slain by the Messiah.
But these last black waters were to be followed be given here. It should be observed that a portion
by dear, which symbolised the blessedness of the of the short Apocalypse, 27-.30, is quoted by Papias,
Messianic kingdom which sliould form the inter- and attributed by iiim to our Lord. See lieniBua,
vening peiiod between corruption and incorruption Adv. B<BT. V. 33. 3.
;

;

—

;
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All the ^Titers from whom this
derived were Pliarisees. Thej' all agree
Jeremiah's
in teaching the doctriue of works.
works are a strong tower to the city, 2' ; the
righteous have no fear by reason of their good
works, 14'; they are iustilied thereby, 21» '24'-'
51'; they trusted in their works, and therefore
God heard them, 63'-' 8o'; righteousness is by
the law, 67'.
Again, as regards the law, the teaching is likeIt was given to Israel, 17'' 19'
wise I'harisaic.
59^ 77''; the one law was {jiven by One, 48^; it
will protect those who receive it, 32', and requite
those who transgress it, 48"
so Ion" as Israel
observes the law it cannot fall, 48^" God's law is
Again, the carnal sensuous nature of the
life, 38-.
Messiah and His kin^'dom, wliicli are described only
in the earlier jiortions, 28-30, 39'-40, 72-74, is
essentially Pharisaic.
The future world is created
on behalf of Israel, according to one of the later
writers, 1.5'; according to the earlier WTiters the
present world was ultimately for Israel, and their
enemies would suffer destruction, 27, 40, 72.

Authorship.

V.

book

;

is

25)

'Pseudepipraphen' in Hcrzog's RE^ lii. pp. 356-3.18; Deane,
Pseiuiepigraplta (1801), pp. 130-162 ; De Faye,
Apocalupta
Charles, Apoc. o/ Baruch, 1898.

La

Juivea (1B92), pp. 195-204

;

K. H. Charles.

BARUCH,
OF One of the deuterocanoiiical books of
found in
between Jer
and La, in the Lat. Vulg. after La, and in the Syr.

BOOK
OT

LXX

—

as the second Letter of Baruch the first Letter
having been recently ascertained to be part of
the Apoc. of Baruch (wh. see). The book claims
to have been written by Baruch, the friend and
secretary of Jeremiah but in reality it consists of
four portions so distinct that they have probably
come from four different authors.
;

;

ll-l*.

Historical preface, giving

ft description of the origin
of the book.
confession of the sins which led to the Captivity,
and a prayer (or restoration to divine favour, largely in
Deuteronomic phraseolo^^y.

;

and purpose

118_3S.

89-4'.

A

A

panegyric on Wis'iora, and an identification of
the manner of the later liokhmia

Wisdom with Torah. after
school.

4B-6". Consolation and encourtgement to the exiles,
such rich personification as to recall some of the
poetical passages in Deutero-Isaiah.

with

most

ties of this

We will describe and comment on these parts in
the order in which we conceive that they came

numerous.

into existence.

vi.

Kelation to

4

Ezra

(2

Esdras).— The

affini-

book with 4 Ezr are both strikint; and
(1) They have one and the .same object
deplore
Israel's present calamities and to
to
awake hope either of the coming Messianic kingdom on earth, or of the bliss of the righteous in
the world to come. (2) In both, the speaker is a
notable figure in the time of the Babylonian
Captivity.
In both there is a sevenfold
(3)
division of the work, and an interval (generally
of seven days) between each division
and as in
the one Ezra devotes forty days to the restoration
of the Scriptures, in the other Baruch is bidden to
spend forty days in teaching Israel before his
departure from the earth. (4) They have many
doctrinal peculiarities in common: man is saved
by his works, 2 Es [G"] 8*' 9', Apoc Bar 2^ 14'^
etc.
the world was created on behalf of Israel, 2 Es
gM 'jii gu^ Apoc Bar 14'" lo' man came not into the
world of his own will, 2 Es 8», Apoc Bar 14" 48"; a
predetermined number of men must be born before
the end, 2 Es 4"- '", Apoc Bar 2.3<- " Adam's sin was
the cause of physical death, 2 Es 3', Apoc Bar 23'
the souls of tne good are kept safe in treasuries till
the resurrection, 2 Es 4^- " 7^ [6"- "], Apoc Bar
30'.
But the points of disagreement are just as
clearly marked.
In 2 Es the Messianic reign is
limited to 400 years, l^-^, whereas in Baruch this
period is indeterminate. Again, in 2 Es the Messiah
IS to die, 1'^, and His reign to close with the death
of all living things
whereas according to Apoc
Bar 30' the Messiah is to return in glory to
heaven at the close of His reign, and according to
73. 74 this reign is to be an eternal one.
Again, in
2 Es the writer urges that God's people should be
puni.shed by God's own hands and not by the
hands of their enemies, 5^- ^ for these have overthrown the altar and destroyu<l the temple, lO"-^-;
but in Baruch it is told how angels removed the
holy vessels and demolished the walls of Jeru.salem
before the enemy drew nigh, G-8. On the question
of original sin, likewise, these two books are at
variance.
While in 2 Es the entire stream of
jijiysical and ethical death is traced to Adam,
3'- •'•'•" 4*'
7", and the guilt of his descendants
minimised at the cost of their fust parent (yet see
K"'*), Baruch derives physical death indeed from
Adam's transgression, 17' 23' 54", but aa to
ethical death declares that
each man U the
Adam of his own soul,' 54" (yet see 48").

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

LiTER*TrR«.— In

ultlitlon U) tho workii alriiuly clt«l In this

may consult IjinRfn, I)e ajtrtcatmnti Tinntrh
anno mjuTxnri pn'iDtim fftita rnwineiiliitto (\t<lS7) Kwald, ^^(f^
g'l. Ameiqrn (1807).
rP ITOni". ITJO; llinlar]/ of Itrnrl,
uticlt! the rvafier

;

lill.

S7-fll

;

llruminonil. The .lru-<»h

Kneuckcr. Dot Duch Baruch

M -miah (1877),

(1S70),

pp.

pp. 117-l:iJ ;
11K)-I08; Dillniann,

The second

i.

first

two

section, l"-3', will thus claim our

consideration,
parts

and

it

may

be subdivided into

(1) l"-2'. This we designate An Ancient Form
ofConkessionofSinusedbythePal. Rkmnant.

It professes to have been sent from Babylon to
Jems., to be read in the house of God ' on the d.ay of
the feast and on the days of solemn assembly (1"
RV). It opens with words found also Dn 9' To
the Lord our God belongeth righteousness, but
to us confusion ... to the men of Judah and to
the inhabitants of Jems.' and its restricted design
for the use of the home remnant is intimated in
the nonoccurrence of the words of Dn and to
all Isr. that are near and that are afar off,' etc. ;
as well as by the words Bar 2*- ', ' He hath given
Ihem to be in subjection to all the kingdoms that
are round about us
where the Lord has
.
scattered them: and <Aey have become " beneath
and not above," because tae sinned.' The confession of sins is national, embracing the whole
period from the Exodus, and recognising in the
Exile the righteous fullilinent of repeated warnings.
(2)2»-3*.
The Exiles' Confes.sion, 2^", and
Prayer, 2"-3'. The confession of the exiles opens
as the above (cf. also Dn 9') with the words, 'To
the Lord our God belongeth righteousness?,' etc.,
but the suppliants do not describe themselves as
men of Judah.' Indeed we would submit though
it .seems to have escaped notice hitherto
that this
penitential prayer was not meant for the same
This is evident from
Ijcrsons as the foregoing.
2" We are left a few among the nations where
thou hast scattered mj' (contrast this with 2*
'The Lord hath scattered thern'), v." 'Give us
favour before those who have led us cai)tive.' So
'

'

;

'

.

.

—

'

—

'

Further, tho confession, '2""", is little
repetition in different order of phrases
found in l"-'2° only, th.at in the second confession
the suppliants do not (as we have seen) identify
themselves with Judah ; and the divine threat
realised in t/ieir experience is captivity, 2'- "
whereas, in the first confession, it w.'is that thev
hiul eaten the llesh of their children, 2''.
At 2'»
the confession turns to prayer for ]iardon and blessing, pleading the divine election of Isr., the divine
compassion and tho divine glory. They acknowledge tho error of not obeying the warnings of
Jer (7'"8»27" 29»*) to be submissive to the king
of Babylon, and regard that as the cause of the
In 2-'' the suppliants admit that to
national ruin.
also vv.**-

*".

more than a

;

them personally God has manifested leniency and
'

—
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They quote

several passages from
Kneucker, p. 30) wliich threaten
dirine wrath on their sins, out which also promise
that if in captivity they repent, God will renew
His covenant, and restore them. They virtually
express their faithful allegiance, and claim the

compassion.'

Dt

—

(collected

promises.

though the Gr
l'-3' was first composed in Heb.
text and VSS that have been tr. from the Gr. are
The very fact that the two
all that survive.
prayers were designed for religious assemblies
the former one for the temple is strong presumpIn
tive proof of Heb. authorship (so Bissell, 417).
the margin of the Milan MS of the Syr. Hexap.
2'
This is not in
text these words occur on 1" and
the Heb.' (Zbckler blunders twice in stating this.)
But, apart from this, the linguistic evidence alone
;

—

'

:

regarded by Bertholdt and Reuscb as a separate
but, bj* showu by Kneucker (p. 263) and Gifford (in
Speaker's Apocr. ii. 267), the links of connexion between tliis
portion and the foregoing are beyond dispute. Here the aliscnce
of the sense of pergonal demerit is still more apparent. True
they say, ' We have sinned," but the * we' denotes the solidarity
of Isr.: for in 3-* they say * Hear the prayer of the smii of tliose
who sinned against Thee, for the^ were disobedient, and the
' We
have put away from our hearts every
evils cleave to ns.'
iniauity of our fathers who sinned against Thee.' * Lo I we are
tOHjay la our captivity,' 3^.
Ch.

p}<alm

81 « is
;

Date of Composition.

—The

foregoing analysis

First, it shows
helps materially in this decision.
Reusch, Welte, and other Romanists to be mistaken
in claiming that l"-3* is the work of the historical
Baruch in B.C. 583 for (a) if so, there would be in
the suppliants the sense of personal demerit and
(6) their description of themselves as sons of those
who sinned' would be quite out of place. Again,
our analysis serves to render still more untenable
the theory of Hitzig, Kneucker, Sehiirer, and some
recent English writers, that our section was composed after the destruction of Jerus. by Titus.
would ask, Could the Jews of A.D. 80 acquit
(1)
themselves of personal blame? and could tliey
speak of themselves as the unfortunate sons of the
real culprits? (2) In 2" we have the same hope-

seems conclusive.
1. There are cases in which an awkward word in
the Gr. can be shown to possess one of two meanings of a Heb. word, and the other meaning is that
required by the context
1=" ^p-ydfeirflai,

2*
2^

dliarov,

2^

liudev,

ifffpuTTos,

2** fi6iL§Ti(jii,
1*

5e(r/iu5n)s,

So njji
„ i^P
„ p'x

for serve.
to work,
wilderness, „ astonishment.
man,
„ each.
outside,
„ streets.
buzzing,
„ crowd.
prisoner,
,, locksmith.

„
„
,,

nisin
|icri

iJt?

:

corrective, if we tr. it into Heb. and substitute diflerent vowels or change one consonant.

own

its

jw fuivva, wrong translit. of nijip.
2"" dTroo-ToX?)
"^^ plague.
157 ^O''

=

3^
3*

We

view of death as appears in Ps 6° and Is 38'*.
says, it indicates a time when the belief
in a resurrection did not yet exist.' (3) There is
in the section before us no clear indication that
Jeras. and the temple were at the tirne in ruins.
The only allusion to the state of Jerus. is in 2'-'
'Thou hast made (ISiiKas) thy house as it is this
day,' but this may refer to a low condition or
Had the city been in
desecration of the temple.
ruins, surely the poignant grief of the patriotic Jew
could not have failed to express itself. (4) There
is a very close resemblance between Bar l">-2" and
Dn 9*"'* in fact there are only three important
variations, and these all refer to the condition of
Jerusalem. Daniel's prayer is stated to have been
uttered in the first year of Darius, at the close of
the Captivity, and three times the desolate state of
Jerus. IS referred to, Dn 9"- " '*; but in Bar all are
omitted.
On any theory as to the relative priority
of Dn and Bar this is significant but on Sehiirer s
theory it amounts to this, that a man writing about
A.D. 80, while slavishly imitating Dn 9, abruptly
less

As Reuss

'

;

;

and intentionally selects for omission those parts
only which refer to the desolate sanctuary. This

we

consider highly improbable.
are thus drawn to the theory of Ewald, who
assigns our section to the times after the conquest
of Jems, by Ptolemy I. in B.C. 320 {Die Jungsten
Propheten, 269), or of Reuss, who assigns it to the
times of the first Ptolemies. Its origin may be
even earlier. At all events there does not seem
valid reason, with Kritzsehe, to assign our section
to the Maccab. period (Hb. z. d. Apocr. i. 173) on
the ground of its dependence on Dn 9.
The

We

dependence is by no means self-evident. But if it
were so, and if the Book of Dn in its present form
be late, this does not preclude the use of preexistent materials
and it is surely conceivable
that in Dn 9 we have an ancient form of prayer
traditionally associated with the name of Daniel, as
the confession and prayer before us were associated
with the name of Baruch. Bissell (Lange's Apocr.
417) and GiHord (Speaker's Apocr. 250) are also in
favour of the early authorship of our section.
Original Langxuige. It is highly probable that
;

—

Cases in which the unsuitable word suggests

2.

;

'

T(6vi)Kbrruv
6<p\riaii'—

=

'iiD „
nuPD „

men.

"D?
.ide'd

astonishment.

3. Cases of slavish imitation of Heb. idiom in
The word Kal occurs 120
violation of the Greek.
times ; four times in the sense of ' but,' like Heb. i,
234.27.3(1 33_
xhen we have oS . . iKei^oif iy.v, and
iir' ai'T(} = yhii iwN.
But, to appreciate the
o5
.
full force of the evidence^ one has simply to attempt
to retranslate the section. The idioms are Hebraistic
everywhere. The Heb. seems, as Fritzsche says,
to gleam through so plainly that one cannot doubt
that the Gr. is a tr. Kneucker has, on the whole,
given an admirable rendering of our section into
the original Hebrew.
It is a remarkable fact that most of the above
Gr. of Jer.
awkward renderings occur in the
There can be little doubt that he who translated
probably
found
and
Jer also translated Bar l'-3*,
(So Westcott in Smith
it in Heb. attached to Jer.
DB. ) The Greek of the rest of Baruch is almost
have here a
certainly from another hand.
further evidence of the antiquity of our section.
.

.

.

LXX

We

The Historical Introduction, I'-".—This
probably from a later author, because of the

ii.

is

We

conceive
between it and l"-3'.
There were in existence two
the matter thus
jienitcntial prayers
one for the remnant, one for
the exiles both associated with the name of
Baruch, and the problem was to find a suitable
The solution is Baruch
historic origin for them.
is in Babylon, and reads a form of confession and
iirajer, 2"-3', to king Jeconiah and the exiles. They
listen, weep, and fast, and long that their brethren
B. writes
in Judah should also turn to the Lord.
a confession suited to the Judasans, l"'-2', and the
by
him.
Thus
does the
exiles send it to Judah
would-be historian explain the duality of l"-."?".
His historic locus now calls for explanation. The
book was written in the 5th year on the 7 th of the
mouth, at the time of the year when the Chaldaans took Jerus., i.e. on the fifth anniversary of
the first fall of Jerus., B.C. 597 the era from which
In B.C. 593 Seraiah,
Jer, Ezk, and Dn reckon.
brother of Bar., was in Babylon with king Zedekiah
(Jer 51°").
The natme of their mission is uncertain,
but it was such as to rouse expectation; for at
the same time prophets in Babylon, Jer 27", and
Hananiah in Judah, Jer 28^, foretold that within
two years the sacred ve.ssels would be restored, and
Jeconiah and the exiles allowed to return ; but Jer

discre]iancies

:

—

—

:

—

—
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sternly contradicts this (Jer 29). These are the
circumstances, shortly after which our author says
that b. comjioseii his book. The etiect of the readins of it we have described. In penitence the people
send to Joakini the priest probably the ba^an

—

to purchase sacrifices

money with which

and

'

;

'

'

iu.
3*-4*.

'

Message to the Exiles,
—A'0^okhmist's
whj' art thou in the land of thy foes?
Isr.

The reason
and grown old in a foreign land ?
is, 'Ihou hast forsaken the fountain of Wisdom.'
Learn where Wisdom is, and there thou wilt find
But where does Wisdom
life and joy and peace.
dwell ? Have kings found her in the thickets of
the forests hunting the boar ? Have birds stored
Have silverin rojal aviaries seen her on high ?
workers mining under the earth seen her ? Young
men, with vision unbedimmed by sin, can they give
no clue ? Merchants of I'hijenicia and Teman, have
'

they not seen her

—

sea or land

bj'

—
—

?

The heroes of the

hoary pa-st, the giants, can they help? No. God
only knows her abode the Creator of the beasts,
the lightning, and the stars. He has embodied
Wi.sdom in the Law, and given it to Jacob. And
in this guise Wisdom .appears on the earth and is
accessible to man.
The eternal Law is Wisdom

Walk in her light, O Israel and give
not thy glory to another, nor thy advantages to a
strange nation.
DiUe. Much of this section (3'"") is a close
Imitation of Job 28 and 38
yet it possesses as
much poetic fervour as an imitation can well do.
It has nothing in common with 1"3' except the
exile.
The part which is truly original is 3*^-4*,
and therefore here we must seek for the date of
composition.
Israel is
God's beloved,'
having
(Ro 2*') in the Law the form (libptpuaiv) of knowledge and of truth
and she is charged not to give
her glory to another, nor her advantages {irvfi<pfpofTo, cf. Ho 3') to a foreign jieople, but to walk in
the light of the law, cf. Bar 4», Ho 2'". Evidently,
the privileges referred to are spiritual ones and
Kneucker can hardly be incorrect in maintaining
that Gentile Christians, the O'vp, are the dWiT-piox
Idyot, of wliom the rigorous Jew bids his coreligioni.sls beware.
There is no reference to recent
calamities.
Israel has 'grown old in a foreign
land.'
Therefore I should place this section a few
years before, or some years after, the fall of Jerusincarnate.

!

—

;

'

'

'

;

;

alem

in A.D. 70.
Orii/inal Liingunrje.
3'-4' was first composed in

— We

would submit that
Aramaic.
The evidence we oll'ir is based on a comparison of the
Greek with the versions the Peshitta and Syr.
Hcxapla.
When the various readings are tr.
into Aramaic we obtain cither one Aramaic word
with the two desiderated meanings, or two words
so nearly alike as easily to be mistaken for one

—

another.

5'

laid hold,

K'DOy
j-NJ-p

ivuidn

ns

" remembered,
" meditates on,

in-

cense to olier on the altar of J". Thus far tliere is
verisimilitude in the story. Jeconiah might well
be present, for the first exiles, the good tigs,' were
The
treated far more leniently than tlie second.
hoof of ignorance and late authorship shows itself,
was
Jerus.
burnt
statement
that
however, (1) in the
with fire in Jeconiah's reign (2) that the exiles
asked the Juda;ans to pray for Nebuchad. and Ids
The monuments show that Heltun lialtasar.'
shazzar was the son of Nabonidus, who usurped the
throne of Babylon ; and thouL'b Belshazzar might
son of NebucTiad. to add to uis
claim to be
dignity, the title could not be given by one living
years before.
(3) The restoration of the silver
vessels made by Zcdekiah after the deportation
The
of Jeconiah (1^ ") is a hopeless tangle.
fta.ssage has probably been worked over by a
ater hand, who conceived of the locus as five
years after the Jinal destruction of the city and
temple.

"

peo
fab
xbricators,
disappeared,

•*

"
4*

watclies,

\^y^^t

ninno

p.nni303

appeared,
advantage,

I'jjnK
iini"
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Pesh. world,
kdSv
Pesh. who acquire, pip
imnoK
Hex. sinned,
ns
Hex. cared for,
i3mK
Pesh. trod,
Vulg. seeks ont, Kysnc
p.nn3na
Pesh. places,
Pesh. wasrevealed, t>ynK
Vulg. dignity.
*r\fv

observed that the words are uniformly
Aramaic
in some cases peculiar to that
The author, therefore, was of the school
and not of Philo.
A Hellenist's Encouragement for the

It will be

Pal.

—

dialect.
of Sirach
iv.

Exiles, 4°-5'.^This section is clearly divisible into
four odes, each commencing with some form of the
verb ffappcif, and to these is appended a Ps closely
related to the 11th of the Ps of Sol. 4'"' is drawn
After
entirely from the Song of Moses in Dt 32.
this, in a passage of some beauty and originalitj(4"""), Jerus. is personified as a woman, narrating
her troubles to the neighbours of Zion then (v.'"'),
as if on the eve of captivity, she bids her children
shorten their adieux, as she has put on the sackcloth of prayer. The prayer is not in vain. Joy
comes to her from the Holy One (v.^'). The mother
(v.''") again addresses her children, but now in terms
of hopefulness, begging them to be patient and intensely prayerful, since the hour of deliverance is
at hand. At 4* the author assumes the rule of
;

the prophet, and foretells the

doom

of Israel's foes,

he announces the future prosperity
of Zion in a pas.sage of remarkable beauty, but too
closely copied from Ps-Sol IL
Date. We unhesitatingly place the composition

and then

(4*'-5")

—

of this section after the destruction of Jerus. by
Titus.
Ryle and James have certainly proved the
dependence of Bar on the Psalter {Psalms of Sol.
Ixxii.-lxxvii. ) ; and there is little reason to suspect
that it ever existed except in Greek. The Gr. moves
so easily and is fairly idiomatic. Its Hebraisms are
due to quotations from books themselves tr. from
Sem. sources. The fall of the city is still within
the memory of the writer ; the desolation is complete ; its captives have gone forth with wailing ami
woe. The increasingly joyful tone can hardly have
arisen within ten years of the destruction of the
city, as Kneucker liolds.
Hope must again have
kiixiled in the Jewish breast, and possibly the
events in the reign of Hadrian, A.D. 118, are those
though all
to which the writer looks forward
through this interval most of the Jews never
doulited that the temple would be rebuilt. The
author of 4''-5' was probably the translator of 3'-4*.
Canonical Standing. Tuough there is strong
;

—

evidence that l'-3'' was composed in Heb., and
some evidence that it once followed Jer in the
Canon, it was dropped before the time of]Jerome so
that he says {Pia'f. in Jer), nee legitur nee habetur
apud Hebra;os,'aiid Epiph. {de mens. bears the same
In the Gr. of the Apost. Const, v. 20 it
testimony.
is, however, said to be used by the Jews (? of the
on
the 10th of Gorpiieus, i.e. on the
Dispersion)
;

'

)

Day of Atonement. The reference is wanting in
the Syr. text, and has no confirmation whatever.
Our iJook is not mentioned by any NT writer or
apost. Father, but from Athenagoros (ft. 17G) onwards for centuries it is quoted as canonical by
almost every Christian writer of eminence. This
remark applies especially to S*"" This is our God.
He hath found out the way of knowledge.
Afterward ilid she (i.e. Wisdom) appear on
earth and was conversant witli men.' Kneucker
and Schiirer regard v." (EV) as a Christian inbut without sullicieiit reason.
terjiolation
The
wnter personifies Wisdom, and idcntifu's her with
4'
Law
as
we
see
the
from
(which ought never
'

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

:
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to have been separated by a chapter-division) This
is tlie book of tne commands of God, even the Law
which abides for ever.' Christian writers tenaciously claimed this as a proof-text for tlie divinity
of the Wisdom-Logos, and therefore firmly retained
Bar in the Canon. Jerome was the lirst for two
centuries to call its canonicity in question, and
•

hence Bar

wanting

is

Codex Amiatinus ; but
no apparent result on the

in

his criticisms produced
beliefs of his age.

found, eited as canonical, in the patjes of Christian writers.
It is also interesting to note that in every extant List of
Canonical Books, Bar either is named or can be proved to be
included under Jer the only doubtful exception beinj that of
Melito.
Didymus Alex, t 395 distinctly says that Jer and Bar
form one book.

—

.

Origen ,
Cone. Laod.
Hilary

.

c.

.

t

.

.

t

Athanasius

.

t

Cvril Jer.

,

i

.

Cone. Carth.
Gre^. Naz.
Epiphanius
Kutinus
.

Jerome

.
.

f

.

t

.

i

.

t

Auffustine

.

t

Codex K

•

.

B

.

,

.

.

.

.

A
D

.

Casaiodorua
Anast. .Sin.

.

c.

.

c.

John Damage,

t

List of Canonical Books.
Is, Jer, XII. Proph.
Jer, Lara, Ep, but quotes Bar as Jer.
Jer, Bar, Lam, Ep (of Jeremy).
Jer, Lam, Ep, but quotes Bar as Jer.
Jer, Bar, Lam, Ep.
SStJ
Jer, Bar, Lam, Ep.
3:>7
Jer (but see Buhl, 61-62).
391 Jer, but quotes Bar S^"" as Scr.
403 Jer, Lam. Ep, Bar (Hcer. 8. 6).
410 Jer, but quotes Bar 3*5 as Scr.
420 Jer, first to reject Bar.
430 Jer, but quotes Bar often.
Jer, Lara, Ep, fragraentary.
180
253
363
367
373

640
650
750

'

'

Reuscb, a Romanist commentator, pves an exhaustive
account of tlie citations from liar by early Christian writers, and
devotes an appendix to their explanations of SSi^^^. From these
citations I conn>ute that, of the 75 verses from 3^-5^, 43 are

Melito

tude for his father's services, David would seem to
have "ranted a lodging place,' or caravanserai for
travellers, out of his own patrimony in Bethlehem,
which 400 years later still bore his name
(Jer 41").
Dean Stanley even favours the conjecture that, in accordance with the immovable
usages of the East, it was probably the same whose
stable at the time of the Christian era furnished
shelter for two travellers with their infant child,
when there was no room in the inn {Hist, of the
Jew. Ch. vol. ii. p. 154).
Other sons of B. must
have followed, if they did not accompany, Chimham
over Jordan, and all were specially commended by
David, on his deathbed, to the care of Solomon
Of B. himself we hear nothing further
(1 K 2').
beyond the mention, so late as the return from the
Captivity in Babylon, of a family of priests who
traced their descent to a marriage with the
Gileadite's daughter (Ezr 2'\ Neh 7'^).
2. A
Meholathite whose son Adriel married Michal the
daughter of Saul (2 S 21*).
G. MiLLlGAN.
'

BASALOTH

(A

Bazluth, Ezr

2*-

BASCAMA
known town

BASE

BatTKaiui),

{ii

2nd

Vkrsions.

(see

cent, to the

—Of Gr.

.

recension of a, improving its Latinitj-, altering: some of its
readings to agree with B, and indulging in explanatory com141-163).
b was edited bv Jos. Caro, Rome,
l^>.s^; uy Sabatier; and in Blbtwtheia Citsinensis, vol. i. (lt^i;ii.
Theie »re also two Syr. VSS (
'Ihe I'eshitta, which is most
aco.-ssible in Lagarde'a Libr. Apocr. Syr., and (2) the Syr.-Kcxap.
My ed. is the one in Ceriani's Mon. sae. et prof. tom. i. fasc. i.
1861.
Since then, however, the work has been reproduced by
photo-lithography. (Swete, op. cit. xiii.)
ExROKTlCAt IlKLPS.— The most thorough comm. ia Kneucker's
Dat Btich Barurli, Leipzig, 1879. Other uaeful works are
GilTorfl in Sjxaher'K Apocr. vol. ii. ; Bisaell in Langc's aeries;
Zockler, Apok. in the Kg/. Kom. 1891 ; Ewald, Dve jiingtlm
Prnphftm. 1868; Fritzsche, llandbuch z. d. Apocr. vol. i. Leipzig,
18.'il
Reusch, ErkUtr. d. Bucks Baruch, Freiburg, 1853 ; Rcuss,
AT, vol. i-i. 18!)4; Hiivernick, De lib. Bar., Konigsberr, 1861.
Isagogic material is also to be found in Schiirer, liJP ii. iii.
188 f., and Ilil-enfeld's ZnUchriH for 186(1, where Hitzig deals
with Bar, p. 262 ff., Kneucker in 1880, and Ililgenfeld in 1879-80.

ments (Kneucker

:

1

i

;

J. T.

adj.

.

.

'

;

AV

:

'

;

'

'

;

.

.

.

.

.

;

'

'

'

'

uncials Bar

'

.

— The

Abase, Debase).

also

'

in

.

IS^a.—An un-

'base' (from Fr. bos, 'shallow,' 'low,' but prob.
of Celtic origin) is used to express 1. That which
is literally
low,' not high, as Spenser, FQ I. v. 31,
An entraunce, dark and base
Descends to
Hell.'
Of this use we still have base of sounds
(though we spell it bass ') cf. Shaks., 1 Hen. IV.
II. iv. 5, ' I have sounded the very base string of
humility.' There is no example of this meanin"
in the Bible.
2. Figuratively, low in the social
scale, of lowly birth or station, then unassuming,
humble. This is the meanin" of b. in
Is 3°
'the b. against the honourable' (i.e. the low-born
against tne nobles) Ezk 17" that the kinj^dom
might be b., that it might not lift itself up (Heb.
the most
S:v so 291*- '», 2 S 6» Mai '2?, Dn 4"
High
setteth up
the basest of men ')
.
Job 30* ' children of b. men (cif^'^ "J?, lit. sons of
no name,' i.e. sons of him who has no name = the
ignoble). In NT: 1 Co 1** b. things of the world,
and things which are despised, hath God chosen
(d7ei'7js,
of low birth ')
2 Co 10'
Now I Paul
myself beseech you by the meekness and gentleness of Christ, who in presence am b. among you
(RV 'in your presence am lowly'; the Gr. is
TairfLvbs, which in NT signifies
lowly, either in
position, as Ja 1'
let the brother of low degree
glory in his high estate' or in heart, as Mt ll"
'
I am meek and lowly in heart ').
3. Morally low,
mean, contemptible, the meaning of the word in
mod. English. This meaning was known in 1611,
and it is probable that there is at least soine moral
reprobation in Ac 17'
certain lewd fellows of
the baser sort (RV certain vile fellows of the
rabble
of the market place,'
Gr. ayopatoi, lit.
i.e. loungers).
has introduced 'b,ase' in this
were accounted by him as
sense in Wis 2"
b. metal
(AV counterfeits,' Gr. ».i,i5>)Xos) ; and
Dt 13" Certain b. fellows are gone out (AV
certain men, the children of Belial,' Heb. cvjn
''i:^?"i3 = men, sons of worthlessness ; elsewhere
rendering of this phrase,
Eng.
retains the
'son of Belial,' 'man of Belial,' etc., though
but Amer.
belial (wh. see) is not a proper name
RV always changes it into base fellow,' except
.

A, B, Q, otherwise known as iii., ii., xii.
The
palimpsest T contains 112-23 and 312-48.
(See, for description of
these .MSS.Swete's or in ffr. iii., Jntrod.) There are also 22 Gr.
cursives, named and classitled by Kneucker, pp. 91-97. Further,
there are two Lat. VSS, a and b". a is that found in Clementine
edd. of the Vulg., of which Vercellone'a is perhaps the most
accurate. Bar is realty the old Lat. unrevised by Jerome, for
he himself says Librum Baruch
pnetermisimus.' b is a
la

Mac

'

;

found

1

of Gilead.

'

time of the Reformation, Jerome's is almost the
only discordant note in the harmony of universal
acceptance in the Christian Church. Wyclif in the
Sreface to his Bible inserted the statement from
erome, that in UT nothing but the Heb. Canon is
of divine authority, but published all the Apocr.
Luther and the other Reformers removed Bar from
the Canon
but, though Ximenes and Erasmus
were both disposed to draw a line of demarcation
between canon, and apocr. books, the Council of
Trent peremptorily included Bar and the rest of
the Apocr. among the sacred books of Scripture.

LITERATURE.—Codices and

Es 5".—

—

Jer, Bar, Lara, Ep.
Jer, Bar, Lam, Ep.
Jer.
Jer.
Quotes Bar as Jer.
Jer.
Quotes Bar as Jer.
Jer. Quotes Bar often.

last quarter of the

BaaaXdii), 1

Bazlith, Neh 7".

'

From the

B

BaaXiiB,
;

Marshall.

BARZILLAI C^n? 'man of iron'?, BepffU/).— 1. A
wealthy Gileadite of Rogelim, who came to David's
aid during his flight from Absalom (2 S 17""). He
refused to accompany the king to Jerusalem on his
return, on the nlea of his great age and unsuitability for the life of the court, but sent his son
Chimham in his stead (19"" ). And to him, in grati-

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

RV
We
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

RV

AV

;

'

1

S 1"

'

wicked

woman (AV
'

'

daughter of Belial

).

Base, as subst. (from Lat. batis after Or. $iril, 'a stepping,'
then 'that on which one steps, or anything stands') ia distinci
from the adj. in origin ana meaning, and once was distinct
in pronunciation.
It occurs freq. in AV as tr. of (1) mikhinah

';

BASE.MATH

BASKET

1 K 7 of the Htandtt for the lavers of bnu^s in Solomon's
temple); (2) kfn, I K 7^"- »' (KV "ucdestal,' which hod better,
perhaps, been given as Ir. of uUkfiOnah, the kt'n bein^ apparentlv not the stand of the lavers, but the upright projections
vhich kept them in tlieir place •) and in UV (3) ^ifwicfA (AV
'bottom'); (1) ^Hrft (AV 'shaft'); (5) galih, Ezk 43'3 (AV
* higher place,' where the difference between
base as pedestal
tod b«se the adj. is well seen the gaO/i bein;; a raised place, a
mound, and so here the elevated base of the altar.
J. Hastings.

joined with Carmel and Lebanon as one of the
most prominent features in view of N. I.srael (see
Carmel). Another verse, ' Dan is a lion's whelp,
he leaps from B.' (Dt 33'--), carries the name up [a
the foot of Hermon, where the position of the city
of Dan is to be looked for, not at Tel el-I^adi on
the defenceless floor of the Jordan Valley, but
rather at Banias, actually on the E. hills, and
therefore a site from which Dan could justly be
said to leap from B.'
Again, the term mount
or mountains of B.' is uncertain, but jirob. depends
on the interpretation to be given to the description
of them in Ps 08" as 'mountains of humps' or
protuber.ances or bold heights.' This can hardly
be the triple summits of Hermon to which it has
been applied both by Olshausen and Baethgen. It
suits far better the many broken cones of extinct
craters which are scattered over B. (Delitzscli).
Welzstein proposes the Jebel Hauran or Druz but
this apijears unlikely, even though it were proved
that the Mt. Salmon of the previous verse were
the same name as that which Ptolemy gave the
Jebel Hauran, viz. Asalmanus (cf. Guthe,

(evp. in

;

'

'

*

'

;

BASEMATH

(n;:^;

'

frapant

'

;

AV Bashemath).

In Gn 20*" (P) she
of the wives of E.sau.
is called the datighter of Elon the Hittite, while
in Gn 3G' (prob. K) she is said to have been Ishmael's
daughter, and sister of Nebaioth. Hut in Gn 28"
(1') Esau is said to have taken Malialath, the
daughter of Ishmael, the sister of Nebaioth, to be his
wife and in Gn 30" the first mentioned of Esau's
wives is Adah, the daughter of Elon the Hittite.
There is manifestly a confusion of names in the
text, which cannot be satisfactorily explained.
The Sam. text reads Mahalatb instead of Basemath throughout Gn 30, and on the whole it seems
most probable that these are different names for
4", in
Basmath)
2. (1
the same person.
daughter of Solomon, who became the wife of
Ahimaaz, one of the king's ollicers who was purveyor for the royal household in tlie district of

—1. One

;

AV

K

A

R. M. Boyd.

Naphtali.

BASHAN [iy:n The Bashan perhaps, like the
modern Arab. Bathaniyeh, it means 'soft earth.'
'

'

With
1 Ch

;

the def. article in all hist, statements except
5°"
also sometimes in poetry (Dt 33--, Ps
135" 130"), and prophecy (Is 2'^ Jer 22-" Su''-",
4'); but in prophecy and poetry the art. is more
often omitted (Is 33», Ezk 27" 30\ Mic 7", Nah l\
Zee W, Ps 22'» (Eng.'-) C8'«-^ (Eng.">- =2)].— In a
region where all place-names were used more or
less loosely, it is difficult to define the limits of
Bashan, but the name was ai)plied to territory N. of
Gilead, and seems generally to have meant the whole
of the most northerly of tlie three "reat divisions of
E. Pal.,
Bashan, Gilcad, Moab. It first apjiearsas
the kingdom of Og (Nu 21^, Dt 1* etc.), extending
as far E. as Salecah, the present Salkhat, the last
great town towards the Arabian desert, and including Edrei, Ashtarotli, and Golan (Dt 1* S'" 4",
Jos 9'" 12< 13"- '»• " 20" 21-''). If Ashtaroth be the
present Tell Ashtfira, and the city Golan lay within
the present Jaulan, this would mean that B.
proper covered all the S. of Huuran, including the
region known to-d.ay aa En-.'iukra.
It is the same
ex]ianse, between the Leia and Gilead, which seems
to have been covered in Gr. times by the name
Batan.-ea (Jos. Ant. XV. x. 1, xvil. ii. 1
Vitn 11,
etc.
Euseb. Onom. art. McLaav). Whether in this,
its more i>roper sense, tlie name extended to the
Jordan Valley it is impossible to say, till we know
where Gesliur and Maacah lav. Indeed, Jos 12^
13"' " seem to imply that the latter came between
B. and the Jordan Valley (cf. Guthe,
xii.
232).
If the ojiinion were correct which identifies
Argob with the Lei.i, then B. must have extended
to the N. and E. of'^the latter but for that identification there is no real evidence.
The kingdom
of Og is said to have contained a large number of
cities, and these have been
alleged by Porter
{Gifint t'itie.1 uf Ilnshm) t<> be the largo ba.salt ruins
»o thickly strewn across Hauran yet none of the
latter, with one or two trilling exceptions, bear
any proof of a date earlier than the rise of Gr.
civilisation in tluese parts under the protection of
the Kom. Eiiitiire.
In a geniTiil sense the name B. was attached to
the long eiigi' of the E. plateau, as seen across
Jordan from \V. Pal., and the name is frequently
;

Am

—

;

;

ZDPV

;

;

• In the correspondlnif demrintion of the tabernacle, RV
translates IWn 'base' (AV 'foot). Ex 80I»-« 81» 8610 S8» 398»

<oii,

u

s".

255

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

ZDPV

xii. 231).

was celebrated for its breed of cattle (Dt 32"),
which are also the types throughout OT of cruel and
B.

loud-mouthed oppressors
similarly, Amos calls
the censorious and tyrannical matrons of Samaria
'kineof B.' (4').
The name B. survived in Gr. times as Batana^a
(as described above). Batanoea was part of Philip's
tetrarchy.
Conder thinks it appears in NT as tlie
Bethany beyond Jordan (the most probable
reading of Jn 1^, see Westcott and Hort); but if
so well known a province as Batana^a had been
intended, and not rather some town, the epithet
'beyond Jordan' would hardly have been ailded.
To-day the name survives, Ard el-15atlianiyeh
but since the 10th cent., when, according to Idrisi,
it was still the province in which Edrei stood, it
has drifted round to the E. of the Lejil, where it
will be found in the most recent maps.
;

'

'

;

LiTERATi'RB
lieUgberirht

Smith,

;

— Besides

Pal. 117

t.

what

is

quoted, Reland ; Wetzstein,
Driver, Dcut. 47, 3ti()
;
670 II. Buhl, (jmj. all.

Eagt qf Jordan

Merrill,

UM.

Ueoii. pp. 542, 649-663,
(on Dan, 238).

;

G. A. SMlfH.

BASHMUR^C VERSIONS.—See Egyptian Versions.

BASILISK.— See Serpent.

BASKET, a vessel made of plaited reeds, twigs,
palm-leaves, or other material. The word is tised
in EV as the equivalent of live Ileb. and three Gr.
«ords.
1. '70 §al, a bag of flexible interwoven twigs,
probably similar in shape to the basket in which a
carpenter carries his tools. Three such baskets
the chief baker of Pharaoh dreamt he carried on
his head (Gn 40'"- "• "*), probably in the manner
represented on the tomb of Ramses iii. (Wilkinson i. 401). These were baskets of white bread
(RV), not white bivskets as in AV, or o]ienwork
baskets, as Symmachus. Similar baskets were useil
to carry the unleavened bread and the oiled cakes
and wafers for the ollering of consecration of the
priests (Ex '2!)'-2> also Lv S^") ; hence in Lv 8" it
IS called the basket of consecration.
Such baskets
were also useil for the Nazirite's ollering (Nu
6'»- "• '").
Gideon carried the llcsh of the kid iiml
the unleavened cakes of his provision fur the aii;:el
biiskel
of this .sort (.Ig 0'").
in a
The name Sallni in
Nell 11' 12-'" has been fancifully su|iposed to refer
to a family of basket-makers, but this is highly
;

improbable on etymological grounds.
2. n'i'?c';B siilsilhdk,
in Jer
6",
is

translated
'grape-gatherer's bivskets,' the tallalak of the

;

BASKET

BASON

Arabs.
Such baskets are represented in the
Ejiyptian tomb-pictures (Wilkinson, i. 3S3). The
context, however, makes it probable that the word
is connected with zaUallim, used in Is IS', meaning
young shoots or tendrils, for the idea in the verse
IS the gleaning of an already stripped vine.
Taltalliin IS used in Ca 5" for twisted locks of hair.
3. k;3 <<,'ne', a basket for ordinary household or
jigricultural use, employed for carrying the firstfruits (Ut26-*).
renders it KapraWos, which,
like the Roman corbis, was a basket tapering
downwards. National prosperity, consequent on
welldoing, was typified by the blessing of the
liasket {tens') and the store (Dt28').
The opposite
<'ondition was attended with a ciu'se ou the
basket (v.").
I'erid ami tennu are common Egyp. names for a
b;isket.
In line 2 of the Canopic decree the
Arsinoite basket-bearing priest is called tend n
met A rsinati. This is rendered in the Gr. version
canephorus, the name given to the Athenian
basket-bearing girls at the feasts of Dionysus and
Demeter. The basket-bearing priest is a conspicuous feature in the Assyrian sculptures.
4. in dudh, the KdXados of the LXX, was probably also a tapering basket, like that used by
the Romans for wool (Virg. jEneid, vii. 805) or by
the Greeks for fruit (Aristoph. Lysistr. 579).
In
it were contained the figs of Jeremiah's vision
').
;24'
Large baskets of this kind were used for
carrying clay to the brick-kilns these are referred
to in Ps 8I« (RV not pots as in AV).
They are
represented in Egyp. paintings as carried on the
back, over one shoulder, as in most Ushabti
figures, or else they were borne between two on a
pole, or two were carried by a yoke resting on the
shoulders, as shown in a painting at Benihassan.
In any case the deliverance of the Israelites is well
expressed by the removal of their shoulders from
the burden. In baskets of this kind the heads of
Ahab's sons were sent to Jehu at Jezreel (2
10').
This word is also translated kettle' in 1 S 2", as
41-'"
(see Kettle in art. Food).
in Job
S.yyoi, is used
5. 3i'?3 l;(ltibh, rendered by
8'in
for a basket containing summer fruits.

Damascus, Ac 9^°.
The spuria and kuphinus are
contrasted in Mt \&- '", Jlk 8'»- =», the former
being probably the larger. The mediaival commentators fancifully allegorized these baskets
(see Itabanus Maurus, Allcg. in Script, ed. Migne,
898 and for references to the sportulm of the clergy
and others, see Chrysost. Ep. to Valentinus, ed.
Migne, iii. 731 ; and Cyprian's Ep. ad clerum et
plebem. p. 324).
3. aapyifv, used only in 2 Co 11" in reference to
the basket by which St. Paul escaped from

236

LXX

;

;

'

'

K

'

Am

LXX

'^

The same word

in Jer
signifies a bird-cage,
probably of basketwork, in which sense the word
occurs in Phoenician and Syriac. Compare )cXcj/36s
in Autipater's epigram (Anthol. Palat. vi. 109. 3).
The njn tibhah of papyrus reeds, in which the
infant Moses was exposed, was a sort of basket.
Teh is the Egyptian name of a mummy-case.
( >ther Egyptian baskets were Tnesen, a fruit basket
of palm leaves and rushes for carrying dates
liutcp, a basket for carrying meat {Pap. Anastasi)
5-''

nowers (Diimichen), senab,

or

seg,

and

x'^X'^t

"

basket for catching fish, such as tliat figured on
the tomb of Ti compare the lUikkah of Hab 1'°.
In the NT three words are used which are
;

translated

basket—

used in all the accounts of the miracle
feeding the 5000, for the basksts in which
6*",
the fragments were gathered, Mt 14*",
1. Ko<pi.iioi,

of

Mk

Lk

9", Jn 6".
According to Juvenal (Sat. iii. 14,
.i. 541) the Jews carried about with them the.se
wicker baskets for their food in Gentile countries
to prevent defilement.
Kophinoi were used to
carry agricultural produce (Columella, xi. 3).
Their sizes were probably variable, but the word
is used for a Boeotian measure of capacity equal to
two gallons (CIG 1625, 46).
2. a<i,vpii, the kind of basket in which the fragments were gathered after the feeding of the
8».
4000, Mt 15",
It was probably a large
provision basket, possibly of ropework, such as
those which the lake-dwelling Pieonians used for
fishing with (Herodot. v. 16).
In such a spuris
the disciples lot down St. Paul from the walls of

Mk

;

Damascus.

Tiie

word means anything

plaited, as

but is used of a fish basket
See Pollux, Onomast. vii. 27.
The other receptacles mentioned in the NT, ir^pa
or wallet yKwaabKoixov, Judas's bag ; and /SaXXdxTioj',
used thrice in Luke, were probably of leather.
The vlvai, on which John the Baptist's head was
brought to Salome, was probably a wooden
in yEschyl. Suppl. 769,

by Timokles

(AijS. i.).

;

platter.

In the early Church, cophini or canistra, wicker
baskets, were used for carrying the eulogia or consecrated bread and wine to those not present at
the Eucharist (Jerome, Ep. ad Busticum, ed.
Migne, cxxv. 1078). Illustrations of these baskets
are referred to in Martigny's Diet, des Antiq. Ckrit.
The word basket is of Celtic origin, from
p. 246.
a root which signifies to twist round. Its British
source, which has been questioned on dubious
grounds by recent etymologists, is referred to by
Martial, xiv. 99. From the Schol. on Juv. xii. 46,
we learn that baskets were used to hold cups and
pots when they were being washed in running
water. {See Bulenger. de Conviviis, iv. 10, 11).

BASON. — 1. Bason*

A. Macalister.

the rendering in EV of
various Heb. words, and of the Gr. vittttjp (Ja 13'*).
Of the former the most frequently used is pyp

(LXX

0ia\i),

is

(rvoi-dtlov,

of.

Jos.

I.e.

inf.),

which

denotes a bowl or basin used in the sacrilicial ritual
The officiating priest
of tabernacle and temple.
or priests caught the warm blood, as it streamed
from the victim, in the basin, from which it was
dashed against the altar (Ex 29"" etc.), or otherwise manipulated as the ritual required (see
Sacrifice).
The basins used for this purpose
were of bronze (Ex 27', 1 K 7"). About their size
and shape we have no further information. They
probably resembled somewhat the basin of bronze
presented by a servant of Hiram to the Phcen.
deity Baal-Lebanon, of which a reconstruction
from the remaining fragments is given in the CIS
I. i. 23.
The same term (p^t?) is applied to the
silver bowls or basins presented by the princes of
the congregation with a nieal-ofl'ering (Nu 7"*-)The weight of each basin, 70 shekels, prob. about
32 oz. troy, shows that the Pip was not of very
Among the furniture of the
large dimensions.
temple of Solomon, basins of gold are repeatedly
mentioned (1 K 7**, 2 K 12", Jer 52'» etc.). The
number of these made by Hiram is given as 100 in
2 Ch 4' (with wh. cf. the statements Ezr !'", and
contrast the exaggerations of Jos. Ant. vill. iii.
Fifty such golden basins were presented by
7, 8).
the Tirshatha' to the second temple (Neh 7'").
2. Bason is also in a few places the rendering of
IP, which, if the reading of 2 S 17^ be correct (cf.
Klosterm. in loc.), was the name for a basin as a
common article of household furniture, such as is
denoted by unrr-^p (Jn 13'*) With this agrees its
use by JE in the account of the institution of the
Passover (Ex 12-''' by the LXX mistranslated irapd
Hin Svpap). In some passages the word is translated
'

—

'

—

'

'

cup

book
*

'

bj'

A

RV.

term (I'm?) occurs only in the late
Ch-Ezr-Neh (1 Ch 28>', Ezr I" 8"), and
The Amer. Revisers prefer throughout ±e more modem

3.

tliird

of

spelliiiif 'baslD.*

—
BASSAI

BATH, BATHING

be considered as a word of later origin than
the others. It occurs alongside of p^|C, and must
therefore have differed from it ; but in what -aoppct
unitormly
we do not know. It is rendered in
by 'bowl' (which see). n^JS 'basins,' occurs only

BATH, BATHING.— 1. In contradistinction to
the Wtt.shing («h. aee) of particular parts of the
body, hands, feet, etc., bathing is used in this
article of the washing of the whole body,* and that
either by the application of water, by pouring or
otherwise, to the body, or by the immersion of the
body in water, which alone is bathing in the strict
sense of the term. The Heb. of the OT does not
distinguish between the processes, both of which
are expressed by
to wash (the body, as opp. to

may

RV

Ex

A. R.

24».

BASSAI (B

A

Bo<r<ra(,

-Bez-u, Ear 2", Neh

BASTARD

Baatri,

S.

Kennedy.

AV Bassa),

1

Es 6"

7».

m

bom

out of wedlock and that
is the meaning in He 12' then are ye bastards {v6$oi)
and not sons,' its only occurrence in NT but in
OT it is probable that iiij? mavizir, of which b. is
the tr. where it occurs (Dt 23^, Zee 9*, only), means
a child of incest, not simply an illegitimate child.
See Driver on Dt 23'. Wis 4 (heading) has Bastard
slips shall not thrive
as a paraphrase of 4' But
the multiplying brood of the ungodly shall not
thrive,' where Uie meaning is probably general =
'base,' as in Spenser, F.Q. i. 24
For *X\ he taught the tender ymp was but
is

one

;

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

To b&uiBb oowardlxe and

bastarti feare.'

Hastings.
Es 5" = BesaI,

J.

BASTHAI
Ext 2" Neh

BAT

(BaaBci,
7".

(']''9B

AV Bastal),

'dfalUph,

rvrrriplt,

1

vesvtrtUio).

—The

placed at the end of tne unclean fowls (I>v
Dt 14"), but in Lv 11» the explanatory
clause,
all winged creeping things that go upon
sJl four,' makes it perfectly plain that the oat
is intended.
The Arab, popular name for the bat
The
is tcitwdt, and the classical name is khuffdsh.
Heb. name, 'd{allpph, signifies the nightjlier, in
The Arab,
allusion to the habits of the animal.
name signifies the weak-sighted, referring to the
poorly by
which
see
fact of the small eyes of bats,
day.
A man who has day-blindness is called
alchfcuh, i.e. bat-eyed, from this circumstance.
Bats are mammals, with a very light skeleton and
body, and large membranous wings, spread between the elongated phalanges, and from them
and the bones of the forearm and arm to the body
and legs. They are nocturnal in their habits,
spending their day in sleep, with their wibgs
folded up, and suspended by a nook at the tip of the
forearm, caught in some crevice of the roof of the
cavern, or the ceiling of the tomb or ruin (Is 2"")
where they have made their home, or fixed to the
branch of a tree. The mousy smell of their haunts
When
1b overpowering where they are numerous.
not asleep, they are constantly squeaking like
mice and rats. When disturbed they fly in rapid
circles around their dark abode, or sweep in a cloud
out of its exit. At night they fly forth noiselessly,
and circle around houses and gardens. They pluck
large quantities of apricots, dates, and other fruits,
and bring them to the porches of bouses and
devour them, leaving quantities of the seeds and
skins on the pavements, and spotting with their
ordure the walls of the house as they fly. It is
eustomary to protect the clusters of dates, and of
many other fruits, by a sort of basket or bag tied
over them, and sometimes the whole tree by a net,
lest all the fruit should be eaten by these rapacious
feeders.
The bats of the Holy Land vary from
the size of a mouse to that of a rat. They swarm
everywhere in the caves, tombs, and ruins. When
a cavern or tomb is being explored the bats often extinguish the torch or candle as the traveller passes
through a narrow opening. Tristram gives a list
of fifteen bats found in Palestine.
The bats of the
coast and mountains hibernate. But Tristram says
that those of the Jordan Valley seem to be always
active.
G. E. Post.
bat
11»

is

'

BATH.—See Weights and Mbasurks.
VOU

I.
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D33 to
"^jp is

wash clotlies)
once employed

;

for
in

washing by immersion

OT

(2

K

5",

AV

'dippe^l

In later times it became the
usual expression for bathing. The new-bom infant
among the Hebrews was bathed in water (Ezk
Some scholars have
IG'') before
being dressed.
seen a reference to this custom in Ex 1", where
they detect in the mysterious word d'j^^j the
name of the stone basm or bath in which the
infants were bathed (Ges. Thes.; Siegfried and
also Kalisch, Comm. in loc).
Stade's Lex. i.v.
With this very doubtful exception, there is no
mention in OT of a bath, for which later Ileb.
used YTT?, '".pp. etc. (see below). In the everyday
life of the ordinary Heb. there would be neither
the water nor the privacy nor, for that matter,
the inclination necessary for bathing in the ordinary sense.
The few instances of bathing in
Scripture are in connexion with a river, as in the
case of Pharaoh's daughter (Ex 2°), and Naaman
5", L.XX iflairrlaaTo) ; a fountain (Jth 12') or
(2
22**), Bethesda
a pool {birket), as at Samaria (1
(Jn 5'), and in Joakim's garden (Sus"). No doubt
in the palaces of royalty and the houses of the
wealthy there were, even in ancient times, as at
Nineveh, Tiryns, and elsewhere, arrangements
for the bath, but no reference to such arrangements
is found in OT or Apocrypha.
2. In the cases, other than those already cited,
and
(in the latter
where 'bathe' occurs in
more frequently), the process referred to must be
understood as the ablution of the body by the
application of water, not by bathing in the oroinary
sense of the word.t
The prescription Lv 15" 'he shall bathe his
flesh in running (Heb. living) water' seems at first
sight fatal to the proposition just laid down, that
purification from ceremonial and other defilement
was originally by a process of ablution and not of
immersion but it is evident from the context that
the words in question are a euphemism for lavabit
genitalia stia {see Dillm.,Strack in^c). Such ablutions were also practised on the ground of ordinary
cleanliness (2 S 11', Sus ""'•), and, in particular,
before appearing in the presence of superiors
himself,'

but

pT in 5'°).

;

—

—

K

;

K

AV

RV

;

(Ru
'

3',

Jth

10*

irepitKXvaaTO,

but

12'

ipaTrrlaaTO,

and d fortiori in the presence
worship (see Dillmann on Gn 35* for

bathed,' as above),

of God for
parallel passages).

3. The cleansing properties of water were increased, as among other nations, by the use of a
• This simple distinction (Hvea the key to the often misundern&ssoKe Jn 1310 (see Westcott in Spfaker*t Com.),
t It IH tii(!refore somewhat niisleaclint; to apply such expres
Ions as* bathohimself in the water' {Lv pmisim) to the ablutlonj
required by the Levitlcal le^nslation In certain specified catn't
The preposition In o'lJJ has in tliese orUi
(see Purification).

tood

nances throughout the meaning of 'with,' not 'in,* as ir
In
B^Kp 'with fire,' *wa*hed with milk,* 3^n3 (see below).
few pttiisoifes AV gives the correct renderintj ho shall wash hii
flesh ttnth water,' which has been unwarrantably departed from
Even in the ritual of the Day ol
In HV (BOO Lt 22«, Dt 23").
Atonement there was no provision in 'the holy place* of th<
priest
for
the
high
'bathing bis flesh In water'
(abernocle
(Lv m*- 3* iiv), the nroccss In question being ablution by
vessel, as may be seen in
water
from
a
oosin
or
other
applying
See illustration in
various representations on Greek vases.
Oartlnor and Jevons' Manuai qf Or, Antupiiiiff, 18M, p. 316
Of. also
(trmn Gerhard's Auierttt, Vatenbilder, pi. 277).
Wilkinson's woodcut of an Egyptian lady at bar ablutloaa. vol.
*

U. (pop. ed. lg(>4) p. 34iL

BAVVAI

BATH-KABBIiM
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RV

vegetable alkali (n-jS Jer 2",
'soap'), natron,
a mineral alkali (inj Jer 2-',
Ij-e '),
and
'washing-balls' (Sus " <rnriyiJ.aTa, on which see reff.
in Iw. Sliiller's Hdbuch d. klnss. AUcrlh. etc.,
bd. iv. p. 444c).
To wash with milk was considered, as at tlie present day, highly beneficial to
the complexion (Ca5''); and it seems to have been
a popular suiiev^tition that royal blood possessed
similar properties, which explains the curious note
22**) that the harlots of Samaria bathed in
(1
the pool in which Ahab's chariot had been washed
(so KV, see Speaker's Commentary in loc. and
Additional Note B, p. 624).
4. Public baths are first met with in the Greek
period.
The yvfimaioi' erected by the Hellenizing
party in Jerus. in the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes
(1 Mac 1", 2 Mac 4'- '') must have contained the
usual hot and cold baths.
Remains of baths from
the Roman period exist in various parts of the
country. In 1895 a Roman bath was discovered a
short distance from the Pool of Siloam (PEFSt,
That some even of the
Oct. 1895, p. 30611".).
most respected Jewish doctors frequented the
public baths (fpion, Sriiuiaioii' pi. rivt^w^ Abod. Zar.
1.
7) is shown by the anecdote told of Gamaliel
bathing in the bath (XT\7, pl- f^'^i'T!") of Aphrodite
in Acco (Acre, Abod. Zar. iii. 4, Strack's ed.).
In
Herod's temple, as we might expect, there was a
('iVjan
bath-room
n'3) for the priests (Yoma iii. 2).
With the increasing stringency in the observation
of the ceremonial requirements of the law (cf.
7*), the bath became, for the laity as well, an
all-important factor in the religious life of the
community, as may be seen from the number of
treatises oi the Talm. devoted to the various aspects
of this subject (see PUEIFICATION).
9. In the Roman period, also, we first find a
reference to the medicinal value of the hot springs
in various localities.
Thus Herod the Great, near
the end of his life, was sent to take the warm baths
at Callirrhoe, E. of the Dead Sea (Jos. Ant. XVII.
vi. 6).
Those of Tiberias {Ant. XVIII. ii. 3) and
Gadara were also celebrated. On this part of the
subject see Hamburger, RE.f. Bibel u. Tal. vol. ii.
•Heilbader'; Leop. Low, Zur Medezin, etc., in
Gesammelte Schriften, iii. 1893, p. 367 tT.
A. R. S. Kennedy.
BATH-RABBIM (D-jTnj 'daughter of multitudes,' Ca '*).
A gate of Heshbon near fish
pools.
Perhaps the rock cutting on the edge of
the slope, above the stream west of Heshbon, by
which the main road approaches the city on the
plateau immediately to the east. The stream is
lull of small fish.
See SEP vol. i. s.v. HesbAn.
C. R. CONDER.
BATHSHEBA (yj^^-nj).—The wife of Uriah the
Hittite, and afterwards of David, and the mother
of Solomon.
Tlie tragic story of David's adultery
with her, and of his treachery towards her husband,
is recounted in 2 S 11.
Katlislieba is variously
described as the daughter of Eliam (2 S 11'), or of
Ammiel (1 Ch 3', where, moreover, her name is
written Bathshua). It has been suggested with
some probability that the father of r.athsheba is
to be identified with the Eliam of 2 S 23", who
was a son of Ahithophel the Gilonite. This miglit
explain the latter's desertion of David as an act of
revenge for the seduction of his grand<laughter and
the murder of her husband. Once introduced into
the palace as the wife of David, Batlislieba seems
to have quickly accommodated herself to her new
rank, and to liave gained a coniTnanding influence
at court. Slie displayed considerable skill and
not a little ambition upon the occasion when, in
conjunction with Nathan the prophet, she bent
the aged David to her will, and secured the

RV

'

K

succession to tbe throne
(1

K 1"-").

J.

BATHSHOA (1 Ch 2» 3»).—See Bathshkba, Shua.
BATTERING-RAM.—This

*

For tbe Identity

;p}>^

In

of the

two worda see

Levy, CkcUd. WOrterb.

Cf. |^3.

Fleiecber's note tub

^aXsuxV,

etc.

Ezk

instrument

is

first

21^ 'rams'=Dn|
The Hebrews probably adopted it from the

mentioned

clearly

in

(4'

kdrim).
Assyrians, the great takers of cities. In its essence
it was a stout pole, probably with a metal ferule or
head, worked with a motion which was half a fall
half a thrust against the wall.
Protection for the

Mk

—

Solomon
A. Selbie.

her son

for

BATTERINO-RAM.

(From

k

tbe Britieb Mufieum.)

relief in

workers was supplied by placing it under a roofed
shed or in a tower. The whole machine was often
brought fonvard on wheels.
Perhaps, however, some rough machine was

known
to in

1

2 S 20^»
to

in earlier times, and its use may be referred
20'* (' place [the engines],'
and in

K

RVm)

the people battered [D-n-nr'O] the wall
down').
\V. E. BARNES.

('all

throw

it

BATTLE.— See "War and for the various batt !ea,
consult their place-names, and the art. Israel.
;

BATTLE-AXE

(fsp

mappez, Jer 61"). —Perhaps

the same weapon as the [battle]-hammer (tf-ES) of
Jer 50^. The head of such a weapon made of
copper has been found at Tell el-Hesy, the ancient
Lachish, among the ruins of the First' city. (It
is figured in art. AXE, second fig. on p. 206»).
On
the Assyrian relief in the British Museum, representing the battle against the Elamites in which
their King, Te-umraan, was killed, an Assjrr.
soldier is shown using a weapon which might be
a double hammer or a double axe, or a combination
of hammer and axe, no doubt a m/ivpez.
'

RVm

The word lip sigor, in Ps 35', which is tr.
battle-axe,' is ratlier to be taken after
and
(text) as a verb. The marg. reading supposes a pointing 'J9. and an identification with the Hers, weapon
adyapii mentioned by Herodotus and Xenophon.
Che3'ne, however (tn/oco), gives "iJp=<ro->apu= 'dirk.'
W. E. Barnes.

AV

'

BATTLE-BOW

(Zee

Q'"

BATTLEMENT.— See
BAYYAI

(-IS,

AV

10*).— See

RV

Bow.

Fortress, House.

Bavai,

Neh 3").— In the days

of Nehcniiali, Bavvai, the son of Henadad, the
ruler of half the district of Keilah, rebuilt a portion
of the wall of Jerusalem, on the south-east of the
city.
He was of a Levitical family {their brethren,
cf. v.").
In v." he appears as Binnui the son of
Henadad, and this is probably the correct form
Be«i A, B(dtl B.
(Smend, Listen, p. 12). In

LXX

H. A. White.

—
BEAM

BAY
colour, occurs Zee

BAY, the

6»-

See COLOURS.

'.

'Bay' of the »ea, Jos 15»-* 18"
' tongue ')
creek
and RV turns
'

;

Ac

27"' («4Xto«,

'

bosom,"

'

lap ').

{Ids/ujn,
'

J.

lit.

irto
bay
Hastings.

'

'

—

BAT TREE (rn'f 'e^rdA). The proper translation »{ the only passage where this word oocurs
(Ps 37") would seem to be that of HY, 'like a
green tree in its native soil.' The rendering of
the LXX, tiSpos Tou Aifidyov, assumes that "11 n is a
clerical mistake for nx, a wholly unnecessary
is still
assumption. The guess, bay tree, of
G. £. Post.
wider of the mark.

AV

BATITH (n:;).—The Heb. and cognate word in
Sem. for the general term 'house.' Its etymology
is doubtful, though referred (by Ges. Thes.) to a
root ni3. Cf. Assyr. bitu, house ; Sab. n-D, na, a
Palmyr. Kmapo da, is sepulchre
foTtrai, temple
In Aram, no
(de Vogiid, Syrie centntle, 32, 64).
This word is found
is rendered spend tlie nii/ht.
with construct relation (Beth) in freq. combination
;

Beth-el, Beth-barah,
in proper names of places
etc (see sep. artt.) It is also used as inclusive of
:

a country or condition e.g. house of bondage (Dt
6*), hoxise of meeting (in Sheol, Job 30^)
also in
fig. expressions which do not appear in the Eng.
;

;

example

version, for

Is 3",

Ex

36'".

It also desig-

nates 'family 'in such passages bs house of Pharaoh
(Gn 50*), fujuse of Lem (Ex 2'), house of Israel (Ru
4").
few times it refers to the land of Israel
Its principal meanings
as house of J' (Hos 8').
seem to be (1) a place for halting, resting, or
living ; (2) a family or tribe not nece.s.sarUy connected with any spot or place (3) a place and a
family as closely related under the one term.
Bayith (AV Bajlth) occurs as a proper name in
Is 15"
He is cone up to B.' or (marg.) B. is gone
gives us no help,
up to the high places.'
reading \wfuj6e i^ iauroiij diroXelra* yb.p *cai Ari^utv.
It is not improbable that n:z here is to be taken in
In
it« common sense, and not as a projicr name.
that case we should render, with Delitzsch, They
the
temple
house.'
Iba
M.
Price.
go up to

A

;

'

'

LXX

'

in those of the rivers entering from the north, such
as the Euphrates, Tigris (Hiddekel), and the two
other streams descending from the highlands of
Persia.
Probably those obtained from the Pison
(the modem Karun ?) were of peculiar beauty and
value.
Fresh - water mussels producing pearls
frequent many rivers in both hemispheres, as for
example tho.se of the British Isles, Saxony,
Bohemia, Bavaria, United States and Canada,
Japan and China; the rivers in which the pearl
mussels breed are chiefly those descending from
mountainous regions in temperate and sub-tropical
climates
in the case of the Pison the waters
descending from the mountains at high altitudes
would have atlorded the conditions of tempurature
required for their vitality.
LrrERATURE. Oclitzsch, Neuer Com. Uber die Otn. p. 84 (Eng.
j

—

DiUniann, iiciw9ut, p. 57 Spurrell, Notts on Gm.
Tristram in Expos. Tit/u'S, Iv. 259 Dawson, itod. .Seiem-e
in Bihle Lands, p. 116; ftlao in Sxpot. tfrd ser. ill. 201, and
Hx/JOl. Timti, iv. 869.
E. HULL.
tr.

127)

i.

30

p.

;

;

;

;

BE
pi.

is frequent for 'are' in the pres. indie,
of all persons, but not invariable, nor can any

system be discovered cf. Ps 107*" Then are they
glad because they be quiet'; and Mt 9^' 'thy
sins be forgiven thee' with the parallel passage
Lk 5" ' thy sins are forgiven thee." Eng. RV

Neh

Bazluth (reSsj Ezr
2" 'stripping = Basaloth, 1 Es 5"). Founder of a
family of Kethinim who returned with Zerubbabel.
(n:Ss3

7**),

—

'

'

:

Amer.

occasionally,

KV

always, gives

'

are

'

for

'be.'

The verb

to be,' in one or other of its parts,
translates a great variety of Heb. and Gr. expressions, some of which are highly idiomatic, and
should be attended to. In N'l the commonest
word, after did, is ylro/iat, which is probably never
identical withei>I, since it expresses coming into the
state rather than being in it, but cannot always be
distin^ii.slied from it in English.
(It is precisely
RV
the distinction between sein and werden.)
wherever possible gives become,' as Jn 10" thev
'there shall be one
shall become one flock' for
'

'

'

AV

fold.'
'

—

Observe also 1. 'To be ' in its primal lense of
to exist,' as in Hamlet's famous line
'

BAZLITH
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To

be, or not to be, that

is

the question.'

Gn 5" And Enoch walked with God and he was
Wis 13' out of the good
not, for God took him
tilings that are seen know him that is'; He 11'
'

;

'

;

'

he that cometli to God must believe that he is.'
To be the case,' esp. in the phrase ' be it that,'
3.
.lob 19' 'And be it indeed that I have erred.'
To belong to,' esii. in peace be to,' 'grace be to,'
Well is him that hath found prudetc.. Sir 25"
4. 'To happen,' Ac 21"
So it was (<rw^/3ij)
ence.'
that he was borne of the soldiers.'
'

BDELLIUM

(nVn? bldClah,

Gn

2",

Nu

11').—

a word of exceedingly doubtful si;,'nilication: by some being interpreted a gum;* by
others, a precious stone. t A\e are not, however,
concerned with the translation, but with the
original Heb. word.
It seems improbable that
a vegetable product should bo associated in the
account of Eden with gold and the onyx (or
'beryl' in margin). The reference to the word in
Na 11' helps to throw some light upon the nature
of biddlah the ' eye of the manna is said to be
like the 'eye' of oiMlah; and, as suggested by
Sir J. W. Dawson, the substance must have been
known to the Hebrews of tlie Exodus as having a
peculiar lustre, and occurring in rounded grains of
a greyinli colour 'like coriander seed' (Ex 10^')*
These illustrations at once suggest the pearl, wliicli,
though not a mineral, is a hard, stony substance,
round in form, and with special lustre, much prized
by the ancients as an ornament, abundant in the
waters of the Persian Gulf,§ and in all probability
BidClah

is

'

;

'

'

'

I.

e.

t The LXX rende™ ft hy iiS^acl In On and by xft/rroLkXtt in
Nu. The tranHlatonl, therefore, conBldered it to he a pri-''ion9
tone, but leave tlie readier a choice i)ctween two veiy dilTerent
•jMX-ii'S.
This view \» opponcd by Uocliart lUitna. U. 674-683,
111.

t

f.W).

Mniurn Seitnef in HiliU handt,
Ouraon, ferna, IL 4I>6

I O. N.

p. IM).

'

'

'

'

'

J.

BEACH.— In Mt

'

• If bdellium b« the correct translation for b/dfilah. then,
according to Jonephiu, tt wal 'one of the «weet apicca,' Ant.

m.

2.

tliat

13' ",

wherever the Gr.

is,

Jn
in

21*,

NT

Hastings.

Ac
is

21» 27»»

aiytaXit,

«

RV

sliore into 'beach,' leaving 'shore' for
.n?;'=' lip ').
The beach is properly the
xeiXos (
part of the shore washed by the tide.
J. Hastings.

changes

'

'

=

BEALIAH (i.-^va ' J" is lord ').—
joined David at Ziklag (1 Ch 12»).

A Benjamite who

BEALOTH
in the

(n'lSv?), Jos 15".— An unknown town
extreme south of Judah. See Balau.

BEAM

Heb. words,
a weaver's hand-loom (to
whicii Samson's hair was fastened), not Bimjily
1.

j-iK

is

'eregh,

the

Jg

tr.

of several

16'*,

forms seem to be still equally acceptable, and
AV follows previous versions. The nrevinus
Torsions do not always ajrree, however. Thus in Mt 22l«Tindale
hoA, * For many are calle<i, but feawe be chosen ; hut tiie (Jrcat
Dible, For many be called, hut feaw are chosen.* About the
middle of the 17th cent, 'are' ((enerally replaces 'be,* an may be
Been by CAimimriii^ the PraverlioolcB of lt]04 and of 1U62 («.y.
Kceiintf'B LiiurgiiZ Dritannioa, pp. xxii, 6, SS, 03, vlo.).
• In 1611 the two
for the most part

'

'

BEANS
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BEAST

The same word is tr* shuttle Job 7'.
mAnOr, a weaver's beam, to which the web
Goliath's spear liandle is compared
is attached.
to it, 1 S 17' and 2 S 21'» his brother Lahmi's,
and that of an Egyptian slain by
1 Ch 20°
Benaiah, 1 Ch 1 !». 3. n-fp MraJi, 2 K 6»- », 2 Ch 3',
Ca 1", a beam to be used as the rafter of a
hence the roof itself used fig. for the
house
house, Gn 19* they are come under the sliadow
of my roof.' 'Beam' in older Eng. was used for
the tree before it was squared into a beam this
use is found in 2 K 6*- * 'as one was felling a
the beam.
2.

'

'

I'ljp

;

;

;

'

;

K

6' for the beams supporting the
b.'
4. 23 gcbh, 1
roof of Solomon's temple ; but the meaning (per7'
haps the reading) is uncertain. 6. vi"* zel(C, 1
in ref. to Solomon's own house.
In 6* the same
'
word is tr* chambers,' which seems to be its
meaning in 7* also. See RVm. 6. o'jj k&phU,
Hab 2'' ' the stone shall cry out of the wall, and
the b. out of the timber shall answe- it ' a girder
probably (o connectendo, says Ges. Thes. s.v.).
In NT, only Jo/cit, Mt 7*-«-», Lk
of the

K

—

6""w

beam
beam
of

in the eye : a common classical word for a
of wood, esp. for roofing. T.XX uses it for tr"
6»Gn
1
J. Hastings.
», Ca 1".

W, K

^ah,

BEANS

(^>'is

p6l,

Kia/u)t,

/aJa).—There

no

is

reason to doubt that the vegetable alluded to is
the horse-bean, Faba vulgaris, L.
It is still
known by the Arabs as ful, which is the same
word as tne Heb. p6l. It is extensively cultivated
in the East, and furnishes a coarse cheap article
of diet, which is, however, eaten by the rich as
well as the poor. There are several other kinds
of beans grown in Palestine, as the string bean,

Vigna Sinensis,

L., var. sesquipedalis, L.,

which

knowTi as luhiyeh belediyeh, and the kidney bean,
Phaseolus vulgaris, L., lubiyeh ifrangtyeh, and a
climbing bean known as liibiyen kusd-s, which is
probably a variety of Phaseolus mul'tijlorus L.
The fm (horse-bean) is used in two stages of its
development one, the pods in the unripe state,
like string beans ; the other, the ripe beans, which
are boiled as the ordinary white beans. In both
these stages they are meule into a stew with meat,
and a large proportion of fat, or with oil alone, and
often flavoured with onion or garlic. Ful is sown
in Oct. or Nov., after the early rains, and harvested
earlier or later in the spring, according to the stage
in which it is to be used.
When harvested for the
seed, it is plucked up by the roots, the stalks are
trodden and cut to pieces on the threshing-floors,
and the seeds extracted and winnowed, as in the
case of other grains.
It was the seeds that were
ground with barley, lentUes, millet, and fitches to
make bread (Ezk 4").
It is mentioned only
once more as part of the supplies brought by the
trans-Jordai^c friends of David when he had fled
to Mahanaim (2 S 17").
This, with the other
supplies, would be just what would be needed and
available to-day in the same region and under
similar circumstances.
G. E. Post.

is

,

:

BEAR

(3^ or a^s d6h, tpierot, ipxot, urnu, ursa).
but one species of bear in Syria, Ursus
Syriacus, Ehr.
It is known to the natives by

—There

is

name dubb, which is the Arab, form of Mo.
It closely resembles the brown bear, Ursus arctos,
L., of Europe.
It has, however, a greyish brown
fur.
Tristram says that it is closely allied to Ursus
isabellinus, Horsf., of India.
The bear is found in
all the wilder regions of alpine Lebanon and Antilebanon, far more abundantly in the latter range,
esp. its more unfrequented northern solitudes,
than in the former. During the cold weather of
winter, esp. in exceptionally rigorous seasons, it
tomes down to the lower mountains in search of
food.
It is found sparingly in the mountains of
the

U

Very rarely it aeen
Palestine.
feeds principally on roots, bulbs, fruits,
and other vegetaole products. It is fond of the
chick pea, which is much cultivated on the higher
levels, where the farmer often suffers serious losses
from the bear's voracity. When not abundantly
supplied with vegetable food, it will attack sheep
and other animals. It rarely attacks man, but,
on the contrary, usually runs away from him as
fast as possible.
It is clear that bears were once abundant in
Palestine, when that country was more wooded than
it is now.
David killed one in Judaea (1 S n""**).
Two she-beare are said to have torn forty-two chilBashan, GUead, and Moab.

in

Western

The bear

dren between Jericho and Bethel (2 K 2"). There
are a number of allusions to the characteristics ot
bears in OT. The bear lies in wait (La 3'"). The
she-bear, 'robbed of her whelps,' is described ae
specially ferocious (2 S \T, Pr IT^, Hos 13»).
It is
spoken of as second to the lion in danger to man
S'").
A graphic picture of the
(1 S 17"-",
Eeaceful reign of the Messiah is the cow and the
ear feeding together, and their young lying down
together (Is 11').
There is not the slightest warrant for the LXX
rendering, Xilicoj (wolf,
Pr 28"), nor lUpi/iya
{anxious thought, Pr 17"), for d6b.
In both
passages the bear is undoubtedly meant.
G. E. Post.
BEARD. The Egyptians strongly disliked hair
on the face they shaved themselves, and compelled
Joseph, coming from
their slaves also to do so.
prison, had to shave before appearing to the king
The unshaven face betokened grief.
(Gn 41").
False beards, however, were worn, varying in size
and shape with the rank of the individual. Those
of the common people were short— that of the
monarch, long and square-bottomed deities are
represented with beards curled up at the end.
The Jews and kindred peoples have always attached
extreme importance to the beard. The leper alone
was bound to shave (Lv 14'). The Jews appear
with beards in the Assyr. sculptures of the taking

Am

—
:

:

of Lachish.
They had no special rule for their
slaves ; unlike the Romans, who, when they took
to shaving, compelled their slaves to wear beards.
'
Cutting off the corners of the beard,' and making
cuttings in the flesh, are prohibited (Lv 19^'"**).
These practices are marks of idolatry (Jer 41'),
and the peoples of the ' polled comers ' are to drink
the ^^^ne-cup of God's wrath (Jer 9'' 25» 49").

Certain neighbouring nations cut off the hair
between the ear and the eye in honour of the
god Orotal. The prohibition distinguished Israel
from idolaters. In time the Jews came to regard
the hairs on this part as sacred hence the long
grotesque love-locks of the modem Ashkonazim.
large graceful beard is a coveted distinction
in the East, often securing respect for its possessor.
Carefully tended, it may yet in grief be
The
neglected, and actually plucked (2 S 19**).
Arab who shaves disgraces his family, who for
fenerations are called 'sons of the shaven one.'
o injure a man's beard is a deep insult (2 S 10*
etc. ). When a Greek priest is deposed, the heaviest
humiliation is the cutting of hia beard. Deliberate
defilement of the beard would be accepted as clear
It is common to
proof of madness (1 S 21").
swear by the beard ; and in pressing a suit, success
is greatly facilitated by placing a hand, if possible,
under the beard of him who is addressed.
;

A

W. EwiNO.

BEAST. — Three words in Heb. are so
1. ncn^i bihJ'mAh,
in AV and RV.

translated
the Arab.

blhimah, which is defined as any quadraped, even
live in water, or any animal not endowed with
reason.'
In the sense of a quadruped, we have
'

if it

:

.

BEATITUDE

BEATING
7')

;

Ex 9* "^ ") animals to
mammalia, as constituting or*
(Gn

6',

;

K

the animai kingdom (Pr 30*) of domestic ani(1 K 18»), esp. riding animals (Neh 2"); of
This word is arbitrarily
uiild animals (Dt 32^*).
7"-'^
tr. in both AV and RV cattle (Gn I"-" 2» 3"
»» Ps
See Cattle.
etc. ).
;

mtalt

W

(Ex 22», Nu 20»- " AV beasta,' bnt t.«
same chapter 'cattle.' 'Cattle' is read by
Nu 20<- »• ", and by AV, RV in Fs 78". Both
•

2. i-r? be'ir

of the

RV in

give beasts
of the word.
'

in

'

Gn

ib", the only other occurrence

3. n'fj hayyah (?iaytho, poetic form, with old
case ending, Gn I", Ps SO"* 79' etc.). It is used
(1) of animals in general (Gn 8", Lv U' etc.);
(2) in contradistinction to behemdh, i.e. xcUd b.
(Gn 7" 8' 9" etc.), specialised in the b. of the reed
Ps es^") tvil b. (Gn 37*- *
(marg. AV. text

RV

etc.);

;

the field (Ex 23" etc.); ravenous b.
"The word hayyah is tr. in other places
0/'

6.

(Is 35').

living creatures (Ezk'l» etc.); life (Ps 143', Is 57'°,
quickening, etc.); appetite (Job 38**); living

RV

thing (Gn

i'* etc.)

The words

= Arab. hayaw&n,

for beast in

'animal.'

NT

are chiefly : 1. Bijptor,
Ac 28* of a viper ; Tit 1" of the Cretans ; more
generally in He 12*', Ja 3'. It is the word used
more than 3U times in Rev for the Beast of
the Apocalypse (on which see Number, Revelation). 2. The word [uoy is used in Rev 4" foil,
of the ' living ones ' who were round about the
*
throne (
beasts,'
more soitably ' living

RV

AV

creatures

G. E. Post.

').

BEATINO.

—See Crimes aito PtmiSHMKNTa.

BEATITUDE.— The word ' beatitude does not
occur in the English Bible. In Biblical Theology
it signifies either (1) the joys of heaven, or (2)
one of the declarations of blessedness made by
Christ as attached to certain virtues, or conditions,
or persons. The word in this latter sense is the
subject of this article.*
Several of Christ's declarations of blessedness
are isolated beatitudes, called forth by special cir'

cumstances

Mt

24««

20".

:

= Lk

Mt U» = Lk 7», Mt 13'»=Lk
12", Mt 16", Lk 11» 12", Jn

There are no beatitudes

in St.

10=»,

13"

Mark, and the

word

tULKipios does not occur in his Gospel, bnt in the
Catholic Epistles and the Apoc. there are several
1 P 3" 4", Ja l"-». Rev 1» 14" 16" 19» 20" 22'-".
Bnt the term is most commonly used of those
general declarations of blessedness made by Christ
in the discourses recorded by St. Matthew (v.*'")
and St. Luke (6"'''), which are sometimes distinguished aa the 'Sermon on the Mount'
* BnUitvdo li aB«<] In thli setiM asearlynj AmbroM
Quatvnr
Uintum l^utilyxiintt tanftus Lvtnt Df'minicas Jioiniit, octo vtro
*inrtuj U'ltthtrus tfd in hU orto UUz qwiiuor runt, tt in ijfis
ipicUuor liifK veto. Hie tnim ouatuor vflut t-irtvUs amplenu at
mrdinalu (F.rpot. BvarKg. tfc Lw. v 49, MiKnr, xiv. XT. 1M9).
Id Or. fdmMMpifuii hu thin meAning In the Llturf^ of St.
Chrrsostoiii fttnl elsewhere the fd^m4tptrfjMi are Kiin^ od Satidiiys
:

:

:

Invtoad of the thlrtl antlphnn.

tada

'

U

In Kn^liith tbi« uae of

'

b«all-

perhapa not eu-llcr than IWO.

St.
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nvM and

in contradistinction to
be eaten (L» \1=);
of the t'jui principal clajises of the vertebrates, beasts, fowls, creep4"); in the sense of
ing things, and fishes (1

clean beasts (Gn

—

:

St.

:

:

:

different but similar discourses, will probably never
cease to be discussed, for proof is impossible. But
the beatitudes as recorded by each are a considerable element in the evidence.
In Mt we have
eight beatitudes and no woes ; in Lk four beatitudes and four corresponding woes. Moreover, in
the beatitudes which are common to both there
are important differences.
(1) Those in Mt are
in the third person, and apply to all mankind
for <A«y shall,' etc.
Those in Lk
'for theirs is,
are in the second person, and apply primarily to
those present : ' for yours is,' ' for ye shall,' etc.
(2) In Lk the more spiritual words which occur
in Mt are omitted, and the blessings are assigned
to external conditions. Actual poverty, sorrow,
and hunger are declared to be blessed, no doubt
as opportunities of internal graces ; and the
:

—

corresponding woes are uttered against actual
wealth, jollity, and fulness of bread, as sources
of grievous temptation. In the last beatitude there
is less difference between the two.
In Lk there is
no blessedness assigned to unpopularity, unless it
is incurred for the Son of Man's sake ; and there
is no woe on popularity for His sake.
The first difference explains the second. The
oniversal declarations in Alt require the spiritual
conditions.
The special declarations in Lk, being
addressed to disciples, do not. Even for pagans,
to be poor in spirit and to hunger after righteousness are bles.sed things
but it is only to the
faithful Christian that actual poverty and actual
hunger are sure to be blessings. To others these
trials may be barren suffering, or may harden
rather than chasten. The beatitudes omitted in
Lk are the third, fifth, sixth, and seventh of Mt,
viz. those relating to the meek, the merciful, the
pure in heart, and the peacemakers.
The eight beatitudes may be regarded as an
analysis of perfect spiritual wellbeing and nowhere
in non-Christian literature shall we find so sublime
a summary of the best elements in the felicity
attainable by man.
They correct all low and
But it is
carnal views of human nappiness.
fanciful to find a gradation in the order in which
they are recorded, e.g. that poverty of spirit is the
mourning the burial
death of self-righteousness
of self-rigliteousness ; meekness the virtue that
takes the place of self-righteousness, etc.
It is more to the point to notice that they do
not describe eight different classes of people, but
eight different elements of excellence, which may
Some
all be combined in one and the same man.
of them, indeed, are almost certain to be so combined, e.g. being poor in spirit with meekness, and
And
endurance of persecution with mourning.
perhaps it is not untrue to say with Ambrose that
the four given by St. Luke virtually include the
whole eight but to make each of the four correspond to one of the four cardinal virtues is to
force the meaning of one or the other.
Tlie following table will show in a clear way the
difference between Mt and Lk in the four beatitudes which they have in common

—

:

;

;

;

:

Matthew.

Blessed
1
are the poor in spirit for
theirs is the kingdom oi heaven.
2. are they that mourn
for
they shall be comforted.
4. are they that hunger and
thirst after righteousness
for
tliey shall be filled.
8. are ye when men shall reproach you, and persecute you,

the 'Sermon on the Plain.' The question
whether the two evangelists give ns divergent
records of the same discourse or records of two

LUKB.

Blessed
are ye poor
for yours

St.

Lukk.

Woe

U

the kingdom of God.
3. are ye that weep now : for
ye shall laugh.
2. are ye that hunger now
for ye shall be filled.

nnto you that are rich t for
ye have received your consolation.
3. ye that laugh now
for ye
hall mourn and weep.
2. unto you, ve that are full
now for ye shall hunger.

4. are ye, when men shall hate
you, and when they shall sepa-

well of you

1.

:

1.

I

!

4.

when

all
I

men shall speak
for in the same

:

'

;

BED

BEAUTIFUL GATE
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rate you, and reproach you, and
cast out your name as evil, for
the Son of man's sake. Rejoice in
for
that day, and leap for joy
behold, your reward is great in

and say all manner of evil against
you falsely, for my sake. Reloice, and be exceeding glad
for great is your reward in
heaven
for bo persecuted they
the propheta which were before

heaven for in the same manner
did their fathers to the prophets.
:

yon.

BED

BEAUTIFUL GATE.—See Jerusalem.

5',

—

BEBAI. 1. ("33) The eponym of a family of
returning exiles (Ezr 2" 8" 10^, Neh 7" 10'», 1 Es
6" 9^). See Genealogy. 2. {B-n^al) An utterly
unknown locality mentioned only in Jth 15*. B
and Vulg. omit. The text is probably corrupt.
J. A. Selbie.
BECAUSE was formerly used (and is still used
Thus Burton,
locally) to express the purpose.
Anat. Mel. (1621) Anointmg the doors and hinges
with oyl, because ( = in order that) they should not
creak.
There are two examples in AV, Wis 11^
'
And winkest at the sins of men b. they should
amend' (RV 'to the end they may repent');
Mt 20" ' And the multitude rebuked them b.
(RV 'that') they should hold their peace.'
'

Hastings.

J.

BECHER (12J 'young camel ').—!. Son of Ephraim, Nu 26"= 1 Ch 7* where the name appears as
Bered. Patronymic in Nu 26" Becherites (AV
Bachrites). 2. Son of Benjamin, Gn 46^\ 1 Ch l'-"
and implicitly in 1 Ch 8' where for MT, '73t'¥ ''"I'l^?
= his Jirst -born, Ashbel, we should probably read "95
J. A. Selbie.
'tif^f^^Becher and Ashbel.

BECHORATH
S

9', 1

Ch

BECK

(from verb ' beck,' which is a short form
of beckon), now nearly displaced by 'nod,' occurs
2 Mac 81'
and RV, ' Almighty God, who at a
beck can cast down both them that come against
vctJfuiTi).
us and all the world (Gr.
Beckon occurs more frequently, but only in NT. It deaerrea

AV

M

attention on account of the precision of the Greek words.
1. There is the simple ttvi, to nod, to make si^ns with the
head^ Jn 13^ of Simon Peter's nod to John to ask who waa to be
the betrayer ; Ac 24io of Felix's nod to Paul to speak.
2. Aianv*!, lit. ' to nod throu^'h,' Lk 123 of Zacharias* beckoning (RV * making signs ') to the people, im perhaps expressing the
range not to one, but to many.

—

3.

K«Tiic,(v«i,

lit.

unto their partners
Other compounds
are (1)

Jn

ix>it/«,

*

to

nod down

to,'

Lk

6^

*

they beckoned

in the other boat.'
of »iy«, found in NT, but not tr* 'beckon,'
5^3 'Jesus had convei/e-d hiiTigflf atcay';

Lk l''^ 'they made gigns to his father'; and (3)
Ac 1H2i> he consented not.'
Then there is rtim 'to shake,' with its compounds u^atrtt'^^

(2) (,viv«,

•

ivivii^o',

4.

which Only the la.st is tr<i beckon,' to make
signs with the hand, esp. before beginning to ad<lres8 an audi*
enoe, Ac 12" 1318 1938 21«.
J. HASTINGS.
Jiowri/*, xarei^tim, Of

'

BECOME.— 1. As
to be seemly,'
'appropriate,' 'b.' is found Mt 3", Eph 5», 1 Ti
2", Tit 2' (RV 'befit'). He 2'» 7» 'such an high
priest became us.' In Tit 2' 'in behaviour as
becometh holiness' (RV 'reverent in demeanour'), the Gr. is one word lepowpeir-fit, from Upds
'sacred' and irp^jrei 'it is becoming.'
In Ro
16'
as becometh saints
the Gr. is d^lus tuv
ayluv worthily of the saints' so in Ph 1*' as it
becometh the gospel of Christ' (RV worthy of).
2. In Ear 3" occurs the obsolete phrase
wliere is
become,' for what is become of
Where are the
princes of the heathen become?' (RV omits 'become').
Cf. Wither (1628),
Wliv should the
wicked
say. Where is their Got! become ?
tr. of rp4ir<o

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

.

.

'

litter

.

J.

BECTILETH

Hastings.

Plain (t4 ireStop BancTeiXaW), Jth
2".
lietween Nineveh and Cilicia. Perhaps the
Bactiali of the Peutinger Tables, 21 miles from
Antioch. The Syriac supposes an original reading,
nSep n'3 ' house of slaughter (?).
C. R. Conder.

—

'

A. Plumhbb.

which RV substitutes ' couch 'in 1 Cli
1\ Job 17", Ps 41', Pr 7'«, Ca 1", and
in Ca 3') is AV tr. of the follo\ving Hob.

(for

Est
'

1«

—

sjfO (fr. 3;?' 'lie down ') 40 times. 2.
'spread out') poet. 1 Ch 5' (fr. Gn 49*),
Job 17", Ps 63' 132^ 3. VS? (fr. same root) Is 28**.

words:

1.

]in: (fr. ys;

('flower-bed') twice, Ca 5" 6^ to which
17'-".
5. na? (fr. .19; 'stretch out')
4 times.
times.
6. leny (a four-post bed ?)

4. ••""!;

RV'adds Ezk
26

Job 7'», Ps 41», Pt V\ Ca 1". The last two
words appear to be parallel in meaning in Am 6*,
'that lie upon beds (niap) of ivory, and stretch
themselves upon their couches (dcicoj;).' Both are
used also in the sense of bier,' .lao in 2 S 3*',
'

in Syr. (comp. 'arsd' in Lk ?"), while 3;?*'? is
applied in 2 Ch 16" to Asa's resting-place in his
tomb. All this lends support to the opinion of
thoae who interpret the ' bedstead ' of Og (Dt 3") of
a sarcophagus (see Driver, ad loc). The word noD,
written without vowel points, might be read either
nep ' bed or ne? ' staff.
Hence in Gn 47'^ we find,
'
Israel bowed iiimself upon the bed's head, the tr.
(.lEpn oi^t^v), while in He IP' we
following
have 'Jacob worshipped, leaning upon the top 0/
iwl t6 iKpop riis
his staff,' which adopts the
J. A. Selbie.
pd^Sov avToO. See next article.
bij;

'

MT

LXX

(ni^s?).— One of Saul's ancestors

7*).

'

did their fathers to the

falae prophets.

:

:

(1

manner

—

BED. The bed of the Hebrews did not difler
in essential respects from that of otlier Oriental
It consisted of a mat and quUt to lie
peoples.
'
For tlie bed is
upon, and a covering or coverlet.
shorter than a man can stretch himself on it
and tlie covering narrower than that he can wrap
himself in it' (Is 28-'°). The adjuncts were the
pillow and the bedstead and its ornaments.
Amongst all classes the custom was to sleep in
the day-clothes without any material change of
garments sheets were therefore superfluous. In
Its simplest form the bed consisted only of the dayIf tliou
clothes and the outer garment or cloak.
at all take thy neighbour's garment to pledge, thou
shalt restore it to him by that the sun goeth down
for that is his only covering it is his garment for
wherein shall he sleep?' (E.\ "22-'').
his skin
The ordinary bedding used througliout the East
at the present day is probably similar in character
to that which has been in use for centuries, and con(2) skins, or
sists of (1) a mat of rushes or straw
a cloak or a quilt stuti'cd with dry herbs, hair, or
vegetable libre to lie upon (3) a covering of light
stuir in sunmier, or of skins or quilted stuH' in
winter. The bedding is rolled up (Pr 22-'') in the
morning, and, after being aired in the sun, is put
away in a chamber or closet. Many of these beds
are kept in a house, and, wlien the inmates are few,
they are sometimes stacked one on another and
form a temporary bedstead. There is little dill'erence between the bed for sleeping on and the divan
or couch for resting on during the day. The bed
is essentially an article tliat can be moved about
' Bring him up
to me
readily from place to place.
Beliold,
in the bed, that I may slay him (1 S 19'=).
was
palsied'
(LkS""^).
men bring on abed a man that
There is usually some portion of the house set
whole
family
m.ay
sleep.
the
room
where
apart as a
children are with me in bed, I cannot rise
and give tliee (Lk 11''"). Among the very poorest
a portion of the floor is set apart, and this is often
somewhat raised up above the surrounding flocr so
Wlien there are two
as to serve as a bedstead.
;

'

:

;

:

;

;

'

'

My

'

;
;

toreys, the beds are on the upper floor, and during
the summer time they are usually on the flat roof.
Thus references are constantly made to going up
to bed, w^ich may indicate either a bed raised up
on a bedstead, or situated in an upper chamber, or
Thou shalt not come down
on the roof (Gn 49^).
from the bed whither thou art gone up' (2 K 1*)
'
nor go up into my bed (Ps 13^ cf. 1 S 28^).
The bed is usually placed near the wall of the
chamber, and there are indications that it was
Then he turned his
placed alongside the wall.
face to the wall and prayed unto the Lord' (2 K 20^).
The bed used by watchmen, both when in the
fields watching for marauders and when acting as
doorkeepers, is of the simplest form, and requires no
booth in a \-ineyard, as a lodge in
description
a garden of cucumbers' (Is I*. See CUCUMBER).
In accordance with the wealth of the house or
family, the bed is enriched and embroidered. This
is so also among the Bedawin and dwellers in
'
tents.
I have spread my couch with carpets of
tapestry, with striped cloths of the yam of Egypt
I nave perfumed my bed with myrrh, aloes, and
cinnamon' (Pr 7"-"); 'the couches were of gold
'

;

'

were hangings of white cloth, of green, and of blue,
fastened with cords of fine linen and purple to
silver rings and pillars of marble ; the couches were
of gold and silver upon a pavement of porphyry
and white marble, and alabaster and stone of lilua
'Now Holofernes rested upon
colour' (Est 1').
his bed under a canopy, which was of purple, and
gold, and emeralds, and precious stones inwoven'
(Jth 10").
C. Wakken.

BEDCHAMBER

'

:

'

A

and

silver' (Est !•).
Pillows and cushions are the nsnal adjuncts of
beds in the East at the present day, and it may be
assumed that they were as generally used in early
days in Palestine as they were among the Greeks
after the Homeric age.
piece of stone such as
that used by Jacob (Gn 28") at Bethel would be
naturally accepted as a pUlow by a native of
Palestine on the line of march at the present day.
The quilt or pillow of goats' hair placed by Michal
(I S 19") in David's bed, though only a makeshift
hastily put together, indicates the use of pillows
at that time. Those mentioned Ezk 13'* do not
necessarily appear to be bed pillows.
Pillows at
the present day are usually made of the same stutf
as the bedding, but more profusely ornamented
and embossed, and in wealthy houses covered ^nth
satin, silk, and embroidery.
The silken cushions
of a bed' (Am 3").
Sometimes the finest linen is
lightly tacked on the embroidery, probably to
protect the face from the roughness of the work.
Among the poorer classes, bedsteads, when used,
were probably light portable frames for keeping
the bedding ofl" the ground, and for carrying sick
persons, as on a litter.
Although there is no direct
aUnsion to a bedstead except perhaps that of Og,
king of Bashan, there are several references which
indicate that beds were raised above the floor.
In
the passage relating to Jacob's 'bed of sickness'
(Gn 47"), the 'bed's head is referred to. See also 1 S
19", 2 S 3", Lk S'*"**. In whatever sense the pa.ssage
referring to Og, ' behold his bedstead was a bedstead
of iron (Dt3"), is to be understood, the hard black

BEDAD
Edom (Gn

See HousB.

(11?).—The father of Hadad, king of

36" = 1

Ch

1-).

—

BEDAN

1. Mentioned with Jerubbaal,
(n?).
Jephthah, and Samuel as one of the deliverers of

The name does not occur in Jk,
probably a corruption for Barak (so LXX
Pesh.).
Chronologically Barak should precede
Gideon, but the order cannot be pressed (cf. v.»).
The Jews explain pa as=n"l? 'a son of Dan,' i.e.
Samson this is impossible. The more obvious emendation, 'Abdon(p3i', Ewald), is unsuitable, sincelittle
Manassite (1 Ch 7").
Lb known of this tero.
2.
Israel (1

and
and

S

12").

it is

;

A

J. F.

BEDEIAH

Stexnino.

'servant of J"').— One of
those who had taken foreign wives (Ezr llP) in
1 Es 9** apparently Pedias.
(n.-t3=.\-;3!;

:

A

'

'

'

common in Bashan is probablj' referred to.
There are numerous indications that in the
houses of the wealthy, and in the palaces, there
were bedsteads highly ornamented, and that the
richness and magniliccnce of the beds and bedbasalt so

steads among the Asiatics was at least eijual to
that which obtained among the Greeks and
Romans.
The bedsteads in the most wealthy
houses were of costly kinds of wood, veneered with
tortoise-shell and ivory, and ornamented with gold
and silver.
The couches of 'gold and silver'
(Est 1') probably included the bedst<;ad. The same
may be said of the beds of ivory (Am 6* 3"). The
ten beds with feet of silver, and the furniture belonging to them, senttoEleazarthehi^;!! priest (Joa.
AtU. XII. ii. 15), evidently included the lied.stea<ls.
The ornaments of the bedstead inehuled the
canopy and pillars.
King Solomon made himself
a palanquin of the wood of Lebanon,
lie made
the pillars thereof of silver, the bottom thereof of
<old, the seat of it of purple (Ca 3'»).
There
'

'

'

'

'

BEE

dibdrdh, fUXuraa, anw).— The bee is
Arab, as nahl, but dabr is a swarm of
bees, pi. dubur.
The common term for wasp or
hornet is dabbiir, which is a corruption of zenbtir.
The bee is an insect found in large numbers in
Syria and Pal., both wild and hived. The wild bee

known

(.Tj'131

in

most common

in lonely ra^•ines, where it makes
nest in the clefts of tlie precipitous rocks, often
with great difficulty accessible to man. They also
make their hives in hollow trees (1 S 14*>- **) ; but aa
the forests are few in these lands, they are a les*
natural refuge for the bees than the rocks (cf. it
32", Ps 81'°). Tristram says that they are specially
abundant in the wilderness of Juda;a, and that most
of the honey sold in S. Pal. comes from these wild
hives.
This explains the allusion (Mt3'), 'and his
meat was locusts and wild honey.' It also explains
the sentence (Dt 1"), 'The Amorites, which dwelt
in the mountain, came out against you, and chased
you, as bees do.' When tame bees are disturbed,
it is well kno^vn how furiously they will attack
their disturber.
But their vehemence is as nothing
to that of the wild bees, which are unaccustomea
to man.
Dr. Thomson {Land and Book, p. 299)
says, 'The people of Ma'alia (in Wady ^arn)
several years ago let a man down the face
He was entirely protected
of the rock by ropes.
from the attacks of the bees, and extracted a larf,'e
amount of honey but he wa-s so terrified by the
prodigious swarms of bees that he could not be
induced to rei>eat the exploit.' The Psalmist says
(Ps 118"), 'They compassed me about like bees,'
alluding to the threatening attacks of these in.sects.
It was said of the land of promi.se that it was a
This is
'land flowing with milk and honey.'
I)artly justified by the wild bees and honey, but
large
numbers
of
domesticated
still more so by the
bees.
Every pea-sjints house has its beehives.
Sometimes they are boxes, as with us sometimes
but more
a broken water jar is made to serve
usually they are wicker cylinders, about 4 ft. long
and 10 in. in diameter, plastered over with cowdunt,', and stopped with the same material at either
end, except a few holes for the entry and exit of
the bees. These hives are often piled in a pj-ramidal shape, with four or more at the base, and
plastered together with cow-dung to protect them
from the heat, and shaded with branclie^ of trees.
is

its

1

;

;

;

BEE

BEER-LAHAI-ROI

For hiving bees, manoeuvres are used similar to
those 80 common in tlie West. The superior of a
convent near Beirttt had a chest partially filled
vfith tigs, through the keyhole of which a swarm
of bees entered.
The following day four jars,

BEELIADA (y:;H;3 Baal knows ').— A son oi
David, 1 Ch 14', changed in conformity with later
usage (see Ishbosheth) into Eliada (]>y^^
Ei
knows ') in 2 S 5'^
J. A. Selbie.

little grape honev smeared inside, were put
in succession to the keynoic, and filled with bees.
It is certainly not customary for the people in
It might
Bible lands to hiss to their bees (Is 7").
have been in Bible days. It is, however, universal
to whistle to pigeons in order to recall them from
their flight.
Hundreds of persons can be seen on
the flat roofs of the houses in the large cities
amusing themselves in this manner a little before
Sir John Lubbock believes that bees lack
sunset.
the sense of hearing.

BEELSARUS (BfAiropos), 1 Es 5«.— One of the
leaders (TrpoTr(ovij.evoi) of those Jews who returned
to Jerus. with Zerub., called BiLSHAN, Ezr 2', Neh
7'.
The form in 1 Es appears not to have come
through the Gr. of the canonical books, but to be
due to a confusion of i and [ in the Heb.
H. St. J. Thackeray.
(BeArf^Mos).
An officer of
Artaxerxes residing in Pal., 1 Es 2'»-2» (LXX ">•").
It is not a proper name, but a title of Kehum,
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with a

The honey

usually extracted about the time
of the P"east of the Cross, in the middle of Sept.
with
face
masked with iron gauze and
A man
his
his hands protected with mittens, simply puts his
hands into the hive and extracts the combs, leaving
a little for the bees. The honey is usually squeezed
out of the combs, and packed in jars {bottle, marg.
The
14') or tins, and sometimes in skins.
1
people of the Antilebanon plateau, north of Damascus, raise large quantities of honey.
bee cultivator from America settled some
He spoke of
years ago in Beirflt to raise bees.
the Syrian bee as superior to the usual breeds of
Europe. It is somewhat smaller than the Apis
is

K

A

mellijica of Europe,

and

of

a lighter

colour.

It is

the Apiafasciata, Lat.
As many of the plants to which the bees resort
are aromatics, much of the honey has a decided
flavour, often very agreeable, sometimes a little
The wax is principally used in making
rank.
tapers for religious purposes. There is no evidence
that candles were kno^vn in ancient times. The
people are very fond of honey. They dip their
bread in it. Tbey make certain kinds or cakes
They sometimes
(Ex 16") and pastry with it.
preserve fruit in it. They eat it in quantities surprising to Occidentals.
It is seldom eaten direct
from the comb. It has been from the earliest
times an article of commerce in Bible lands.
Jacob sent some of it to his son Joseph (Gn 43").

Judah and

Israel sold it to Tyrian
Stores of honey

export (Ezk 27").

merchants for
were collected

'

'

—

BEELTETHMUS

the

name immediately
It is

^aoXrd/u').

judgment,' and

and

RV

preceding it in Ezr 4' (A
a corruption of Dya Syj = lord of
'

TpoairlirToi'To.,

rendered 'chancellor' by

is

in Ezr,

story--svriter

'

LXX).

by the Assyr.

The

in

'

title

1

Es 2"

AV

(4

rd

has been explained

and signifies 'lord of
or 'postmaster' (Sayce, Introd.
to Ezr., Neh., and Est. p. 27).
See Chancellor.
H. St. J. Thackeray.
BEER (1N3 ' a well '). 1. station in the ioumey
from Amon to the Jordan, mentioned Nu 21'°,
with a poetical extract commemorating the digging
of a well at this spot.
The context indicates the
neighbourhood, but further identification of the
station is wanting.
Perhaps the words translated
and from the wilderness,' which immediately
follow this extract (Nu 21'*), should be translated
' and
(following the
diri tppiaros),
from
Beer,' or ' the well.'
It is generally identified
with Beer-Elim('wellof mighty men'?), mentioned
Is 15', and in the second part of the compound
name it may be conjectured that there is reference
to the event commemorated .in the song, Nu 21"- ".
inscriptions,

official intelligence'

— A

'

LXX

New World, Mar. 1895, p 136 ff.
place to which Jotham ran away after
uttering his parable (Jg 9^'). Its position is unknown. If, as some suppose, it is the same as
Beeroth (Jos 9"), its site is fixed (see Beeroth).
But Beeroth is in Benjamin, and it seems probable
that Jotham fled to his o\\'n people in Manasseh,
A. T. Chapman.
and not southward.
See Budde in
2.

The

BEERA

(NIX?).—

A man of Asher (1 Ch 7").

See

for this purpose, as at

Mizpah (Jer 41'). Considering the large quantities of honey produced in Pal.
there is no occasion for supposing that b'5') dibash

Genealogy.

signifies the dibs, the grape honey of our time.
ftluch controversy has taken place over the
swarm of bees in the carcase of the lion (Jg 14*).
The simple fact is, that in a few hours after an

captive by Tiglath-pileser

dead, jackals, dogs, and vultures often
the carcase to a ligamentous skeleton,
which is soon dried in the fierce heat, and would
make as savoury a hive as the cow-dung-plastered
baskets which are used for raising bees, and the
cow-dung trays on which silk-worms are developed.
Honey, Pj^ dibash, could not be used in burntofferings (Lv 2").
Honey is used to illustrate moral teachings. A
man is exhorted to eat honey and the honcv comb
(Pr 24'»), but warned against surfeit (Pr ij.^"-").
It was a simile for moral sweetness (Ezk 3'),
and for the excellence of the law (Ps 19'°), of
pleasant words (Pr 16"), and of the lips (Ca 4"),
and as a figure for love (Ca 5').
The LXX adds to Pr 6» Go to the bee, and
learn how diligent she is, and what a noble work
she produces whose labour kings and private men
use tor their health. She is desired and honoured
by all, and, though weak in strength, yet since
she values wisdom she prevails.'
This passage
exists in the Arabic version, and is quoted by
ancient writers.
G. E. Post.

(nxj).— 1. The father of Judith, one of
26**), sometimes wrongly identified with Anah (which see).
2. The father of the
prophet Hosea (Hos 1').
H. E. Bylb.

animal

is

reduce

'

;

BEERAH

("(<?).

— A Reubenite
(1

Ch

who was

carried

6').

BEER-ELIM.—See Beer.
BEERI

Esau's >vives (Gn

BEER-LAHAI-ROI

{'x\

'n^

Living One that seeth me,'

i|<?

Gn

'Well of the
25").—

16'-" 24™

' the
fountain in the
to Shur,' signifying that it was well known,
the way to Egypt' whither the Egyptian

It is expressly described as

way
on

Hagar was naturally fleeing. It is placed between
Kadesh and Bered; but the site of neither ia
certain.
13 miles

Bered has been located at El-Khalasah,

When Abraham
S.W. of Beersheba.
dwelt between Kadesh and Shur, he is said (Gn 20')
to have sojourned in Gerar at the same time or
shortly after.
Gn 25" and 26' also imply that
the well, Beer-lahai-roi, was not very far from
Gerar.
Rowland claims to have found the true
site at 'Ain MoilAhhi, some .50 miles S. of Beersheba, and 10 or 12 miles W. of 'Ain Kadis (PEFSt,
1884, p. 177).

(See

Bered, Hagar, I.saac, Siiuk.)
A. Henderson.

;

;

BEEROTH

BEGOTTEN

BEEROTH (mKs Wells').— One of the confederate Hivite cities which wilily made alliance with
It
Joahua aiter the overthrow of Ai (Jos 9'").
was afterw-ards in the territory of Benjamin (Jos
like
Gibeomtes,
mainthe
18*).
The Beerothites,
tained their independence as a tribe in Israel even
after the return from the Exile (Ezr2", Neh 7®).
The occasion of their flight to Gittaim (2 S 4') is not
mentioned and it is uncertain if that is the town
named (Neh 11^). Rimmon, the father of the murderers of Ishbosheth, and Naharai, Joab's armourbearer (2 S 23'" KVm, 1 Ch 11 ^»), were Beerothites.
It is identified with Bireh, 8 miles N. of Jerusalem
on the great northern road, the usual halting
place on the first night from Jerusalem. Tradition connects it with the story of Lk 2"- *' as the
place whence Mary and Joseph returned to Jerusalem. There is no reason to doubt the correctness
of this tradition, as the distance is convenient, and
the usage of Eastern caravans seldom changes.

this part of Pal., states that the depth of the well
Is 45 ft., and that it is lined with rings of masonry
to a depth of 28 ft.
That some of the stones are
not very ancient is shown by his discovery of a
tablet aated 505 A.H., at a depth of 15 courses.

•

;

A. Henderson.

BEEROTH-BENE-JAAKAN

(isj^: •;? nix?), in Dt
children of Jaakan,' AV,
is called Bene-jaakan in
the list of stations, Nu 33"-".
From Gn 36-'',
1 Ch 1** the Bene-jaakan are descendants of Seir
the Horite, and the name of the adjacent station,
Hor-haggidgad (which see), contains in. The border
of Seir or Edom is the probable situation of this
unidentified spot.
A. T. Chapman.

KV Beeroth of the
LXX BijpuS. The place
10«

'

;

BEER-8HEBA

(vs^

•>!<?,

Arab. Bir

es

Sebd).—

A village, or settlement, on the N. bank of the Wady
es-Sebi, deriving its special interest from its connexion with the patriarchs.
It was the residence
succMsively of Abraham (Gn 2P'), of Isaac (Gn
28'°),
2b"), and of Jacob (Gn
and received its
name (' Well of the oath ') as having been the idace,
marked by a well, where Abraham entered into

This, however, does not throw any doubt on the
extreme age of the well itself, but only suggest?
that it had been repaired during the 12th cent.
The marble blocks which form the rim of the well
are deeply cut by the ropes used for drawing water
and rude marble troughs of circular form are
arranged round the well for the use of the cattle.

A second well, 5 ft. in diameter, is found at about
300 yds. to the W. of that just described, and in
the opposite direction is a third, 23 ft. deep, which
dry.

is

The

desert of Beer-sheba is very beautiful in
spring and early summer when the surface is
carpeted with herbage and flowers but later in the
year it is parched and desolate in the extreme, not
a tree breaking the monotony of the landscape or
the rays of the sun.
Tell es-Sebd is the site of a village at the junction
of the W. el - Khalil, which comes down from
Hebron on the north, with the VV. es-Sebd, and is
From its summit, 950
24 miles from Bir es-Sebd.
ft. above the Mediterranean, a commanding view
is obtained of
the country around, terminating
alon" the E. in the deep ravines and rocky slopes
whicli lead down to the basin of the Dead Sea.
;

—

LiTKRATDRK.
Conder, Tent H'ark, 1S80
Hull, Mount Seir,
Sinai, aiui H'pjftim Pitlestim, 18&9 ; J'£i^ Map of We.Ht<^rn
ralt'sUne, by C"n<ler ami Kiti-heiier ; see also Driver and Trumbull in Kzpos. Times, vii. 567 f., viii. 89.
E.

BEESHTERAH

RV

RV

is

BEEVES,

Nu

N. bank

of the river, amongst which is the
fonndation of a Greek church, with apse, sacrLsty,
and aisles; and in the valley below are the celebrated wells sunk through alluvial deposits into
the limestone rock. These are five or six in number
and of the two principal ones the larger is regarded
with confiilence as coining down from the time of
Abraliaiu.
This (according to Tristram) is the
tradition of the Arab.s, who point to it as the
work of Ibrahani I'lKlialil (Abraham the Friend).
Conder, who caiTted out the Ordnance Survey of

the

pi.

of

used in Lv 22"- ",
themselves, not

beef,' is

'

" for the animals
Cf.—

31^- """•''•

their flesh.
*

A pound
la

'

herds, which towards evening assemble in crow<ls
around the wells as tliej' did three thousand years
ago.
That the district was once thickly inhabited,
probably in the early ChrLstian centuries before the
Mohammedan irruption, is shown by ruined walls
and foundations which are visible at intervals for
«veral miles between Bir es-SebA and elTel Milh.
The position of Bir es-Sebil is marked by lines of
foundations along some rising ground above the

AV

rendered beetle in the
(Lv ll*') is Si-jn luirgGl.
cricket in the
an insect of the grasshopper kind, having
'legs above its feet' to leap with.
The Heb. root
Vi")n hargal, as its cognate karjal in Arab., signifies
The Arab, word hnrjalct signifies a flight
to leap.
of locusts, and harjuw&n, the I and n being interchangeable, a sort of grasshopper or locust that
leaps without flying. See LocuST.
G. E. POST.
It

'

succeed in producmg fine crops of wheat and
barley.
In the tracts around Beer-sheba the
Bedawin find ample pasturage for their flocks and

See Ashtar-

Jos 21^.

BEETLE.— The word

who

)

(niti^j;?),

OTH.

and

'

;

HULL.

eovenant with Abimelech, king of Gerar (Gn 21" E).
(A diU'erent derivation is adopted in Gn 26" J.)
It was afterwards vLsited by Elijah when fleeing
from the wrath of Jezebel on liLs way to HoreS
(IK 19»). Beer-sheba fell within the lot of the
tribe of Simeon (Jos 19^), though included in the
wider boundaries of Judah. It was bounded on the
8. by the Negeb or
South Country,' a spacious
tract of undulating chalky downs, wide pastures,
and generally waterle-ss brook courses. Its position
in the extreme south gave rise to the phrase from
Dan to Beersheba' (Jg 20', 1 S 3™ etc. = all the
territory of Israel.
The converse from B. to
Dan occurs in 1 Ch 21^ 2 Ch 30». The soil in
the valleys where there is some moisture is exceedingly rich, and is rudely cultivated by the fellahin,
'
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As

of man's flesh, taken from a man,
not 80 estimable, profitable neither.
flesh of muttons, beefs, or Koiits.'
Shaks. M. of V.

I. lil.

68.

AV

'
retains all but Lv 22",
a free-will otler'a free-will otlering of
ing in beeves or sheep,'
the herd or of the Hock.' The sing, does not occur
or RV, but the Douay Bible (1609) renders
in
Dt 14' ' the pygargue, the wilde beefe (AV ' wild

RV

AV

ox

'),

the cameloparde.'

J.

Hastings.

BEFORE, meaning

'in the presence of, occurs
tr° of a great variety of
Heb. and Gr. words. Notice Gn 11^ ' llaran died
before his father Terah ('j? Sy 'bcfure the face of,'
'in the i>resence of); Sir .'iC'' 'As thou wast
sanctified in us before them, so bo thou magnified
frenuentlj-,

and as the
'

RV

among them

before

39" 'He seetli from
and there is nothing
Bar 2* Vet have we not

us';

everla.sting to everlasting,

wonderful before him
prayed before the Lord.'
'

;

'

In Gal 3" 'the Scrip ure
iireached before the gospel unto .Miraham,' the
words are a lit. tr. of tlie Greek (Trpori'irD'*^''"""''
and b. = beforehand,' as RV. See Afork.
.

.

.

'

BEGOTTEN
and

— Only begotten

RV of mo-oy"")! at To 8", Jn

is

J. llA.-iTINGS.
ihe tr" in

l'«- '» S'"- '»,

AV

He

11"

—

Jn

To

(except

4", all

oUered up his only

same Gr. word

11"

Abraham

'

.

.

9**

'

is

Lk 7" 'the only sou
had one (RV 'an') only
mine only child.'

he is
the tr. of

npuTlyroKot in

He

\',

(both in reference to Christ), a
in Rev
word which is here by RV and elsewhere by AV
and RV tr'' first bom.' It would have been more
accurate if first-begotten had been given as the
tr° of TpoT., and only-bom of /iov. The meaning
of the latter ia indeed, as Westcott points out,
obscured under the tr" 'only-begotten,' since in
1'

iind

'

'

'

'

'

reference to Christ it is the Son's personal
Being, not His generation, that is the tliought.
Both words exprsss the Son of Man's uniqueness
among the sons of men, fj-ov. more absolutely than
TTpur. and more directly in relation to the P ather.
See Thayer,
Lex.; and Cremer, Bibl.-Theol.
Lex. of
Greek, t.w., and (esp. for rpwr. ), Lightfoot on Col 1".
J. Hastings.
its

NT

wilderness of et-Tih, and the fact that a partial
catalogue of the beasts is given makes it improbable
that one beast, and that not a savage or venomous
creature, is intended.
There can be no reasonable doubt that the
hippopotamus is the animal intended in Job. A»
some have thought that some other extinct or
living animal, or some animal type, as the pachydermatous, was intended, it will be well to examine,
in the light of an accurate rendering, whether the
description corresponds to that of the hippopotamus.
16

Behold behemoth, which I made with thee
He eateth grass like an ox.

16

Behold, his strength ia in his loins,
And bis power in the muscles of his belly.
He lowers his tail like a cedar
The sinews of his thigh are braided togetbtf.
His bones are tubes of copper,
Their bulk as a forcing of iron.
He ia the first of God's works
He who made him gave him hia swoid.
For the hills bring him forth pasture ;
All the beasts of the field sport there.
Beneath the lotus tree he heth do\vn,
In the shadow of the reed and swamp.

beguile' is to act with guile,
but (like amuse,' which originally

to deceive ;
meant ' to bewilder
in the sense of ' to

17

W
1*

BEGUILE.— 'To

'

mostly employed now

it is

')

charm away

(care or time).
as old as 1611, does not

W
31

'

This meaning, though
occur in AV, where on the contrary

we

*2
23

'

BEHALF

(by his half, i.e. on his side, then as a
with a direct object, bihalf him) is used
only in prepositional phrases
in or on (his)
belialf,' and (now almost entirely)
in or on behalf
of. *
Until recently a clear distinction was preserved between 'on behalf of and 'in behalf of,'
the former signifying ' in reference to or ' on
account of,' the latter only in the interest of,'
for the sake of. t This distinction is preserved
in AV.
Tims, Ex 27=', it shall be a statute for
ever unto their generations on the behalf of the
children of Israel (that is, the beaten oU shall be
a perpetual gift from or on the part of, rx?, the
prep,

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

children of Israel) ; 1 Co 1* ' I thank my God
always on your behalf (ircpl iiiiOm,
concerning
you '). But 2 Ch 16' the eyes of the LORD run to
and fro throughout the whole earth, to show
himself strong
the behalf of them whose heart
is perfect toward him
Ph 1^ in the behalf of
Christ, not only to believe on him, but also to
sutler for his sake' (RV 'in his behalf).
But
in this behalf,' or ' on this behalf,' inditlerently,
as 2 Co 9" in this behalf,' 1 P 4" on this behalf
(both (v TV liipei TovTip, TR, but in 1 P 4" editors
prefer 6vbiJLaTi, whence
in his name ').

RV

'

'

'

m

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

RV

'

J.

Hastings.

BEHEADING.— See Crimes and Punishments.

BEHEMOTH

(mons blh^mSth, perhaps for Egyp.
f)-ehe-mau, 'ox of the water').
The word is tr.
in all passages except Job 40""'* as the plural of
blh'm&h, with the signification of beasts. It has
been suppoHe<i by some that beast (Ps 73^'), which is
ill the original ocht'mCth, refers to the same animal
as that in Job.
But the first member of the parallelism in the psalm refers to ignorance, and the
putting of the intensive plural bih(:nujth = beasts, in
the second, would seem to condense into his folly
all that is in the beasts.
Otliers have supposed
that blhfmCth negcb, the beasts of the south (Is

—

* Oa^. Eni;. Dirt, and Century Diet, sav behalf la used only
with on or in, (orgettin); Dn ills AV ' a pfince/or his own b."
in the oame of,' when either
t Except where the meaning is
form waa used.
*

:

:

The lotus trees overshadow him
The willows of the streams surround him.
Behold the river swells, and he doea not flee f
;

find the

word signifying directly to cheat, as Col 2'* Let
no man b. you of your reward' (Gr. Karapfa^evu,
from Ppa^ilov 'a prize,' RV 'rob you of your
prize.'
See the criticism of this tr. by T. S. Evans
in Lot. and Gr. Verse, p. ilix).
J. Hastings.

and that the south

But negeb refers to Egypt only in one
other context (Dn 11 often). Isaiah more probably
refers to the southern portion of Judrea and the
was Egypt.

,

NT

to the animal of Job,

30'), refers

.

The

in ref. to Christ.

')

found in

ia

of his mother,' 8** 'he

daughter,' and
Firstbegotten

He

8",

son

b.

;

;

BEL

BEGUILE
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1

;

2<

He ia contident though Jordan were poured into hia mooth.
Will one take him before his eyes
Or

will

one bore his

nostrils with

books (rings)?

Remembering that

this is Oriental poetry, there
is nothing in it which does not well apply to the
hippopotamus: he is herbivorous (v."); he is
remarkable for the stoutness of his body (v.") ; his
taU is thick and rigid, and his legs sinewy (v.")
his bones are solid (v.'*) ; he is the largest animal
indigenous in Bible lands ; his teeth cut the
herbage as with a sword (v.'*) ; he comes up out of
the water to the plantations to feed ; the term hill
is applicable to low elevations as well as to high,
and in the language of poetry could be used of the
knolls arising from the general level of the Nile
basin (v.^) ; the lotus tree {Zizyphus Lotus, L.) is
common, as also reeds and swamps, in the neighbourhoods where he dwells (v.'') ; so also the willows
by the streams (v.'-) ; the allusion to the inundation
of Egypt fits his case (v.^) ; liis strength is such
tliat a direct attack is hazardous, and the poet
challenges the reader to bore his nostrils, and lead
him witli a hook or ring like an ox (v.").
The allusion to behemoth is the approach to the
climax which is reached in leviathan, the crocodile.
The poet began (ch. 38) with the foundation of
the earth, advanced to the powers of inanimate
nature, then through the lesser plienomena of
animal life to the largest of the quadrupeds, to

with the invulnerable, untamable
the children of pride (ch. 4P'').

finish
all

O:^. Heb. Lex. t.v.
Delitzsch on Is 30».

LlTBRATUBB.

on Job

'

king over

'

4015"-

;

BEHOVE. —

'

Behoof

is

'

;

Dillmann and Davidaon

G. E. PoST.

advantage

profit,

AV

;

it

1611
For the behoof
occurs only in Pref. to
Behove,' nov
and edifying of the unlearned.'
only in the impers. phrase 'it behoves,' signifies
necessity arising from peculiar fitness.
In
only Lk 24« 'it b''' Christ to sull'er' (TR Ke.,
omit), and He 2" it b'"' him to be
edd. and
made like unto his brethren {SxpetXe).
adds
J. HASTINGS.
Lk 24=», Ac 17' (both (Set).
'

'

AV

RV

BEKA

(AV

'

RV

Bekah).

— See

Weights and

Measures.

BEL

('?3),

originally one of the Bab. triad, bnt

synonym, in OT and Apocr. with Merodach, 'the
younger Bel,' the tutelary god of Babylon (Jer 50'

:

BEL AND THE DRAGON

BEL AND THE DRAGON
See Baal, Babylonia, Bel
J. A. Selbik.

61", Is 46', Bar 6").

AND THK Dragon.

BEL AND THE DRAGON.—Two legends attached
As
to the book of Dn in the Gr. and other VSS.
In the rest of Dn, the ordinary printed text is that
but Swete has given the text of
of Theod. (6)
MS Chisianus, on the opposite
the unique
In B our stories follow Dn
page, throughout Dn.
without a break in
Q, with the intervention of
the heading Sp<i<nt i^'. In Vulg. they form ch. 14 of
and Syr. -Hex. we have the heading,
In
i)n.
From the prophecy of Uabakkuk, son of Joshua,
of the tribe of Levi.'
Bel. The points of this story as to which 6 and
In Babylon is an
agree are briefly these
image of Bel which Daniel refuses to worship.
The king expostulates, and shows how much food
Daniel in reply arranges that
it daily devours.
the king shall see the lectistemia set, and the
doors sealed but takes care, when the priests are
gone, that the king shall see the floor sieved with
ne ashes. Next morning the seals are intact, but
the floor shows marks of naked feet, and the
secret door ie revealed by which the food has been
After this the priests are pat to
taken away.
death and the image destroyed.
Theod. 's task was to revise LXX. In the case
before us ho had a document, probably Arara.,
which differed in detail considerably from LXX.
but after
In vv.'* he largely transcribes LX!X
The
that uses his own materials very freely.
are these
chief variations between 9 and
extracts the story from a pseudepigraphic
work of Uabakkuk, and introduces Daniel as a
certain man,' 'a priest, son of Abal, a companion
of the king.' 6 by attaching the story to Dn
identifies him with the prophet, and makes the
king to be Cj'nas, successor of Astyagea. Bel's
daily allowance is in LXX, besides the flour, 4
in 6, 40 sheep and 6
eb°ep and 6 firkins of oil
firkins of wine.
The Phillipp's cylinder, i. R. 65,
records that Nebuchadrezzar s daily offering was
one fine ox, fish, fowl, etc., the best of oil, and the
choicest wines like the waters of a river (Ball,
Speaker's Apocr. ii. 352).
introduces in
vv.'*- 1' ' honourable priests,' friends of the priest
Daniel, with whose signets the doors are sealed.
says the food offered was found
6 does not.
9 omits this. Wliile
in the houses of the priests.
9, not LXX, says that Daniel destroyed both the
image and the Temple of Bel.
Cf. Hdt. i. 183
Strabo, xvi. 1.
;

LXX

A

;

LXX

'

LXX

—

:

—

;

;

LXX

LXX

'

;

LXX

LXX

;

The Peshittft is tAkcn from 9. It« chief deviatloni from Bare
'forty rami,' Ikl t/iy God' (cf. Schradcr. COT ii. 00) v.e
.
.
with the ring of
B«l i« aiir« ; v. 1* Tlie king sealed it
Daniel.' Wore iinportAnt, however, are the cases where it discards 9, and follows LX.X, as in v. 7 'Nothing has he ever
eat«n'; t.is 'lie saw all eaten which had heen offered to
Bel'; while in v. 21 we have a conflate ruuling, 'consumed
what was " offered to Bel " LXX, " on the table " B, Neuhaiier
In hit Tnf/it gives a pnj*sime from Midrash Rahha de Ual>l>a,
where, in Oreek-rahhinic clmrnct^rn, is found on almost vert>atim
transcript of the I'eshitta as given by luiganlc.
Ttie Vulg. gives
a minutely aircurate tr. of 9. The Syr.-llex. in Ccriani's J/on.
tt
prof,
in.irg.
gives
three
reailingn of
Sac.
follows L.XX : hut its
'40 sheep' for 'four'; 'wine' for 'oil* in v.*; and the
:
vM.
•ooount of the sieving of the floor in

».
*

'

'

'

.

'

•

The Dragon. — The points common to all Jewish
Hnggnda are a.s follows There
was in I'libylon a great drnt'on, widely revered, and
fed by its worshippers.
Daniel was again a nonvarietii's of this

:

conformist.
In rejdy to the king's ex|>o9tulation8
he volunteered to kill the monster, if the king
would consent, without any weapon. Permission
being granted, he made a large bolus, of which
pitch was the chief ingredient, and threw it down
the dragon's throat thus causing it to hurst nnA
die. Thei>opulace, enraijed, clamoured for Daniel's
death. Ine king yielded, and Daniel was cast into
;

a den, where were 7 lions
7 days.

On
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and he was there 6 or

;

Habakkuk was cooking
wnen an angel came and

the last day

food for his reapers,
carried him and his provisions through the air (cf.
Ezk 8', and Gospel according to the Hebrews,
ftesch, Agrapha, 381 ff.) to the lions' den, to feed
Daniel.
When the king came and found Daniel
alive, he magnified J", and cast the accusers into
the den, where they met with instant death.

The dragon myth had a much wider circulation
than that of Bel, and was much more flexible in its
details.
It is doubtless a Judaized version of the
old Sem. myth of the destruction of the old dragon,
which, terrestrial, maritime, or celestial, represents
Chaos or Disorder, which was destroj'ed by the god
of the present order of things.
In the Bab. myth,
Bel
it is Titiamat who is assailed by Bel-Merodach.
*
let loose a storm-wind which the monster received
violence
wind
filled
the
into its mouth, and with
its belly,' and its belly was stricken through (cf.
Gunkel, Schop/ung una Chaos, 320-323, and Ball in
Speaker's Apocr. li. 347).
The fluidity of the myth is sho«Ti by the way in
which almost every version furnishes details of its
own. LXX contributes that Daniel used yipounds
of pitch,' v." ; that the king consulted with Lis companions, v." ; that the lions' den was reserved for
conspirators against the king, and that the lions were
that
fed daily on the bodies of two criminals, v."
the mode of death was selected that Daniel might
not receive burial, v." and that Habakkuk had
with him a jug of mixed wine, v.". Vulg. closely
'

'

'

'

;

;

follows 9, but, besides

some smaller

deviations,

it

appends a doxology, v.", after the manner of Dn
Lagarde's Syr. adheres closely to 9 but it
adds, v.", that the King came to the den ' to weep

gJs. a?

;

for Daniel,'

and makes a

brief repetition in v.".

Neubauer's vers, from Midrash Rauba de Rabba,
which is mostly a mere transliteration of Syr., adds
and they covered
one item not found elsewhere
the den with a stone, and sealed it with the king's
ring, and with their signets,' v."
and with
Walton's vers, it says, the angel put his hand on
Raymund Martini, who
the head of Habakkuk.'
wrote an anti-Jewish work, Pugio F'ulei, in the
13th cent., cites Bel and the Drngon, professedly
from a Midrash Major on Genesis (Neubauer's Tnbit,
His text is almost an exact counterpart
p. \'iii.).
(only by a better scribe) of the unique MS containing Midrash Rabba de Rabba, except a
hiatus by homoeoteleuton in v." (see Delitzsch, De
Hahacuci Vita, p. 32). Another Midrash gives a
condensed account of the dragon myth in Heb.,
but says that Daniel took straw and wrai)pcd nails
in it which pierced the monster's viscera {Ilereshiih
:

'

:

'

rabba, § 68 ; Del. p. 38). Josippon ben Gorion, the
pseudo-Jos., the author of a mj'tho-historical work,
c. A.D. 940, ascribes the death of the dragon to
combs concealed in pitch
he fixes sunset as the
hour of Habakkuk's transportation, ami says that
he returned before the reapers finished eatiug,'
;

'

Del. op.

cit. 40.

Gaster (PSBA, Nov. Dec 1804) announces thediscover>' of an
Aram, text of the story of the Dragon in the Chritnulrv of .1 iTTahmffl. This he claims to be the very text used hj H in revising LXX.
It is certainly a striking ilocumunt. Its dialect, both in vocabulary and gniminalicul tonus, is that of Unkelos.
It is a longer
narrative tl)u[i any other, and i^iKsesses some unique readin;:s
as. e.o., ' flax in V.27 ; ' withoutswonl or fpfar,' v.*; 'Daniel
was in the den »ev«n days.' v.*l 'land of Israel,* v.**; 'and
when Ilattakkiik's spirit retume<l to hira,' v.»'\
But the
antiquity of its text is, I think, most clearly evinced hy the fact
that it contains many reatlings found in the several VSS, but
until now <leemed unique ; and thus it seems to he a 'Source.'
With the Vulg. only, it reads, * behold now,' v.s ; * what ye
;

'

;

for 'storm-wind' U Hri;! ; fbr 'pilch,'
an acoidentT or does tt not rather IntLcate that
the story circulated in Aram., an<l thus 'pitch' was in time
substituted for
stonn-wind f
Cf the omission of V in ^3

•The Aram, word

Kp'i.

Is this

*

for Si';.

'

.

'
;

BELA

BELIAL

worship,' v.*7 ; and * from the den o/ liotis,' v.-*2. With Syr.
only, it reads, * and the dragon swallowed them, and died,' v.»7 ;
'
Mj/ Lord,* v.^ : ' in one hour,' v.39 ; • who slatuiered Daniel,'
v.-*^.
With Josippon, it adds that the an^'el took Habakkuk
'with the food that was in his hands," v.3«, and states that
Daniel put iron combs in the pitch, and that, when the pilch
melted, the combs pierced the viscera of the dragon, and thuB
caused ita death, v.^.

Apparently Bela, the first Edomite king, was not
a native of Edom. Possibly we liave in these n.aniea
the preservation of an old tradition respecting the
succession of dynasties and their royal residences.
Of Dinhabah nothing is known but, according to
Knobel, the name Danaba is found in connexion
with I'almyrene Syria (Ptol. 5. 15. 24), Danabe
with Babylonia (Zosim. Hist. 3. 27), and Dannaba
with Moab (Onoinast. 1. 14. f. ed. Lag.). Bela the
son of Beor may have been of Aram^an origin.
For Balaam, the son of Beor, is said to have come
from Pethor on the Euphrates (Nu 22», cf. Dt 23"),
a town which has been identified with the Pitru of
the Assyrian inscriptions on the W. bank of the
river, at its junction with the S&dshflr (Sagurri), a
little south of Carchemish (see Schrader, COT'
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Language.

— Most

from Eichhom to

scholars,

Konig, have considered the orig. lang. of these
stories to be Greek
but Gaster's discovery looks
strongly, if not decisively, in favour of Aramaic.
The confusion of n?y,! = storm-wind, and k5'i = pitch,
points in the same direction. The awkward word
(LXX'*) a<ppayi(jafi(vos — cnn is best explained by
supposing that the latter was read for cnD = /cXffiras
and besides this, many divergent parallel readings
yield, when translated, very similar Aram, words,
e.g.—
;

;

" look at seals, hswx
" king rejoiced,
ttin
" see the guile, inpo

safe

?

,

.

Kin
,

.

ttspa
U12-I '31

in the den, Chr, .
3J3
/cause of his n•%•\^p K^'y
\destruction. So 9, Vulg.

inthemidst,Vulg.,iJ3

u /slandered, .Ts-np
\So Chr, Syr.

.

,

ji/of the doomed, K'lam
\ = weptKaddpfiaTa
*°

.

looked,
.
threshold,
and 2 rams,

i>3k

Boman Church

;

;

prophetic

As

spirit.

to

Habakkuk's

aerial flight,

with a bowl of pottage in his hand, the Jew refused
accept Ezk

Now, when this fact is considered in con143).
nexion with the mention of the sixth Edomite
king (Gn 36"), who presumably came from the
same Eupliratic region, Shaul of Rehobotb by the
River (Kehoboth being placed by some Assyriologists at the junction of the Euphrates and the
Chaboras, Riehm HWB' 1291), there is evidently
some ground for the theory that Bela the son ol

i.

'

'

Beor was an Aramaean, or possibly Hittite, conqueror who came from the banks of the Euphrates.
and even the age
Still, nothing is known of him
nor can we at
in which he lived is uncertain
=
burning '), whose soe
present say whether Beor (
or
local
deity.
he is termed, was a man
a
;

—The

admits the
genuineness of these stories, as of the rest of the
LXX ; and in the uncritical age of the early
Church, many Gr. and Lat. Fathers quoted them
as part of Dn, e.g. Irenoeus, iv. 5. 2
Tertnllian, de
idololatria, c. 18; and Cyprian, ad Fortunatum, c. 11.
Julius Africanus was the first to call the matter in
Origen replied ;
dispute, in his Letter tu Origen.
and in his Stromata, Book x., expounded Susanna
From this exposition Jerome quotes in
and Bel.
his commentary on Dn 13. 14.
In his Prw/atio in
Danielem, Jerome, while in sympathy with
Africanus, conceals himself behind a learned Jew.
He says he had heard a Jew deride the Gr. additions
to Dn. The Jew asked what miracle, or indication
of divine inspiration, there was in a dragon's being
killed by a piece of pitch
or in the detection of the
tricks of the priests of Bel. These things were done
rather by the prudence of a clever man than by the
Canonicity.

;

to
as at all parallel : since Ezk
in the spirit saw himself being carried, and ' was
brought in visions of God to Jerus.' Still Jerome,
of the universal acceptance of the
in view
• Additions,'
decided to publish them ' veru ante-

;

'

The

Sept. transliterates BdXa/c (Cod. A), BdXcic

(Cod E), as if Bela was to be identified with the
king of Moab rather than with the seer.

The eldest of the sons of Benjamin (Gn 46^',
26^, 1 Ch 7« 8'). According to 1 Ch 8» he was
the father of Addar, Gera, Abihud, Abishua,
Naaman, Ahoah, Gera (a second mention), Sliephuphan and Huram. According to Nu 26" the
sons of Bela were Ard and Naaman.
3.
The son of Azaz, the son of Shema, the son
of Joel, who dwelt in Aroer, even unto Nebo and
Baalmeon ; and eastward he dwelt even unto the
entering in of the \\'ilderness from the river
2.

Nu

'

Euphrates' (1 Ch 5*- '). He was a Reubenite, and
a dweller in the Moabite territory. It is noteworthy that this B., like the Edomite king mentioned above, seems to have been traditionally
H. E. Ryle.
connected with the Euphrates.

8*

Other objections urged more recently are
the inconsistencies of 6 and LXX, and their
many improbabilities. (2) That dragon- worship

posito.'

BELAITES, THE

('V^;"), the descendants of Bela
one of the divisions of the tribe of Benjamin
mentioned in Nu 26^.
(2),

BELA

(y'?3),

Gn

I4»-«.—

A

name

of

Zoar.

(1)

was unknown

in

Babylon

Eichhom,

(so

Bissell).

This is probably true but the Babylonians had a
snake deity. Ci. Baudissin in Herzog, art. Drache
;

'

zu Babel,' and Ball, 357.
(3) The image of Bel
was not destroyed in the reign of Cyrus, but by

Xerxes

;

Hdt.

Daniel.

i.

— For

183.
in

The best Com.

is

which our

stories ar« found, see

Ball's in Spfaki-yg Apocr.
Other
useful helps are Bissell in Lange's series ; Kritzache, Handbuch
tu den Apoc. vol. i. ; Zockler in Kf^f. Koin. 1891 ; Delitzsch, de
Ilabacuct vHa cUtjue cetaU, 1842; Schurer,
ii. iii. 1S4 fl.;

UJP

Josippon ben Gonon, ed. Breithanpt, 1710 Zunz, Gott^sdietutl.
VoTtrage, p. 129 3., 1892; Neubauer, ToUt, Oxford, 1888.
;

J. T.

BELA

'The son

;

Gi

36»».

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

BELEMOS

mxtfiot),

1

Ea 2"

LXX).

(",

See

Bishlam.

Marshall.

of Beor reigned in
Edom and the name of his city was Dinhabah.
And Bela died, and Jobab the son of Zerah of
Bozrah reigned in his stead ' (Gn 3G'-- s', cf. 1 Ch
1*").
The close resemblance of this name to that
of ' Balaam (ojS), the son of Beor,' the seer, is
noteworthy, and has given ri.se to the Targ. of
Jonathan reading ' Balaam the son of Beor ' in
(y'?2).— 1.

'
they b. out with their mouth
used again in a bad sense Ps 94*, RV 'prate'
but in a good sense 19" utter speech,' Del. ' well
forth speech
and 1 19'" utter praise '). B., which
is orig. to void wind noisily from the stomach by
the mouth, is rarely used in a good sense, though
Wyclif has belkid out a good word in Ps 45'
(RV overfloweth with a goodly matter ') rather
as Stanyhurst, .lEnei*, iL 67, 'I belcht owt blasJ. HastiIiGS.
phemye bawling.'
'

MSS

LiTERATiTRB.

BELCH.— Pb 59'

(y?'?,

—

The common view is that this
(Si':^3).
derived from "^3 not, and 'jy; in Hiph. to
and that its primary meaning is worthlesaprofit
ness,' wickedness,' and its secondary destruction.'
But Cheyne has sought to show {Expositor, June
1895, p. 435) that this derivation is erroneous, and
that the primary meaning is hopeless ruin,' and
the secondary 'great or extreme wickedness.' Ht
regards the word as a mythological survival, the

BELIAL

word

is

'

;

'

'

'

'

BELSHAZZAK

BELIE
name

watery abyss' which
the depth which lets no
In the UT the word in the
or ' wickedness is mostly
'

man

return' (i^i^ '^J).
sense of worthlessness
'

'

'

found in combination with a noun
(1 S 1"), 'thing' (Dt 15"), 'man' (1 S

'

:

daughter

25*',

2S

16'

Pr 16-''), 'witness' (I'r ly=»), 'person' (Pr 6"),
men '{IS 3CP), sons (Ut 13'», Jg 19» 20'», 1 S 2"
lO" 25", 2 S 23', 1 K 21'<'- ", 2 Ch 13'), and in the

20^,
'

'

'

AV

following the Vulg. is, with few exceptions,
rendered literally, as if a proper name ; so also
frequently in the RV ; but the margin here gives
renderings, 'base fellows,' 'wicked woman,' etc.,
which the American Revisers desired to see in the
Owing to the poverty of the Heb. language
text.
in adjectives, this combination was 'a favourite
expression in the accounts of the earlier monarchical
period' for sinners of 'deepest dye.' In the sense
of destruction the word is found only four times,
Ps 18* KV floods of ungodliness
but Cheyne and
others, 'the rushing streams of perdition' ; Ps 41'
and RV 'an evil disease'; Nah 1"
'a
wicked counsellor,' RV that counselleth wickedness,' but Cheyne assigns to belial here the sense
of 'hopeless ruin'; 1"
'the wicked,' RV 'the
wicked one,' but others render 'the destroyer';
and Cheyne sees here already a transition to
the absolute use of the word as a personal
name for Satan, found in 2 Co 6".
In this
passage the
and RV both read ^eXioX ; but the
reading now usually preferred is ^eXiap, which is
'either to be ascribed to the harsh Syr. pronunciation of the word j9tX(aX, or must be derived
from "ly: ^3, lord of the forest.' St. Paul uses the
word as a name of Satan ^vith reference to unclean
heathenism and his use shows that the word had
come to be used generally as a proper name.
Milton gives this name to tne fallen angel who is
the representative of impurity {Par. Lost, i. 490606 ; Par. Reg. u. 150).
A. E. Gakvik.
'

'

'

'

;

AV

AV

'

AV

AV

;

—

BELIE. To belie la to tell lies about a person
or thing, as Wis 1" ' the mouth that belieth
slayeth the soul' (Kara^ti/So^iai, in ref. to icaraXaXIa 'backbiting' mentioned before). Then 'to
give the lie to,' contradict,' as Jer 5" They have
'
belied the Lord (^oj,
denied ').
'

'

'

BELIEF
truth

'

occurs

(Gr. Tlorit)
of liearing

cometh

RV
J. Hastings.
in AV only 2 Th 2"
b. of the
to which RV adds Ro 10" b.
(Or. irioru, AV faith
Un-

;
'

'

'

See FaITH.

— Bells

BELL.

seem to

bell,

but by trumpets

').

'

of dirfl^fia or
J. HASTINGS.

(

;

W. M. Flinders Pktrik.
only mention of bellows in
Scripture is Jer &^ (nm). Derivation,* context, and,
in particular, the evidence of the VSS (LXX (pwrirHip,
Vvug. sufflatorium, Pesh. mappChd, "Targ. Jon. 3si?
D'npj, a blacksmith's bellows), confirm the traditional
rendering. There is no reason for supposing that
smelting-oven is intended, as has been suggested
by Bezold, Zeitsch.f. Assyriol. ii. 448. We do not
know if the Jews had the bellows aa an article of
domestic furniture, the reference above being to the
bellows of the metal-smelter. An excellent illustration of the bellows as used for this purpose in
ancient Egypt is given by Wilkinson in his ..4 nc.£'w/).
(1854) ii. 316. The bellows there ligured consist of 'a
leather bag, secured and fitted into a frame, from
which a large pipe extended for carrying the wind
to the fire.
'They [the bellows] were worked by
the feet, the operator standing upon them, witn
one under each foot, pressing them alternately,
while he pulled up each exhausted skin with a
string he lield in his hand.' The tube or pipe
seems to have been of reed, tipped with a metal
point, to resist the action of the fire' (Wilk.
toe. cit.).
A. R. S. Kennkdy.

BELLOWS.—The

'

'

'

BELLY.— See BODT.

BELMAIM {BeXpalfi Jth 7', Bai\^tr Jth 4*).— It
•eems to have lain south of Dothan, but the topoBileam in
fraphy of Judith is very diilicult.
lauasseh lay farther north than Dothan.
C. R.

means

making a pnblio
have been quite unknown in the
as a

of

Mediterranean world untU late Roman times.
Judging from the gnat development in China and
India, and in Buddliistio worship, it seems prob-

BELOVED

CONDER.

the tr» of an? 'Ahabh, to love ; or
I'll dCdh (possibly the original of iii d/lvidh David)
used often in Ca, elsewhere only Is 5' a song of
my b.'; or [ti;] yddhidh, as Ps 127" he giveth
his b. sleep'; or n?n5 ninhmAdh, only Hos 9"
the b. fruit of their womb.' And in NT either
iyairiij) or (most freq.) oiyairT^ij.
The latter word
has been tr^ 'dearly b.' in nine places (RV always
omits 'dearly'), and 'well-beloved' in three
(ilaces (RV omits 'well').
'Dearly b.' is found
in OT, only Jer 12' 'the dearly b. of my soul'
(nnn; yidliiilhiUh, so RV).
'Well-beloved' is
found Ca 1" (i^t RV 'beloved'), la S""* [it] bo
RV).
Greatly b.' is given in Da9-» 10"- '», in ref.
to Daniel, as tr° of n^iioq (or n^iijq) hnmtidhOth, lit.
de.'iiralile things,' thus U^
thou art greatly b.' =
thou art a precious treasure.'
J. HASTINGS.
is

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

BELSHAZZAK

MTTTUirnUA
able that the nse of largo bells Is due to
the
farther East. The means of public call anioii:^ the

i

these are stated to be of silver (Nu 10-), and are
shoiivn as a special part of the holy spoils on the
arch of Titus, though, strange to say, the ram's
horn, shophar, is still used in synagogues. On a
small scale, tinkling bells were used for religious
purposes in post-Exodic times in Egypt, as among
the llebrews. But they are only meiuioned on the
borders of the high priest's robe Ex 28^ d-j-cj^s) and
the tinkling there was probably by their striking the
alternating pomegranates, rather than by a clapper.
The design of bella and pomegranates is apparently
the old Egyp. lotus and bud border, such a pattern
having lost its original meaning in course of
transfer to other lands.
See AliT. The bells of
the horses referred to in Zee 14^ (n^W^) seem more
likely to be bridles, as in AVm, as a small horse-bell
is not so suitable for an inscription as the long length
of bridle or trappings.
Small bells of the ball and
slit form were used in Pal. in late Jewish times, as
one was found at Tell el-Hesy.

'

belief occurs frequently, as tr"
arurrto.

call

Hebrews was never by a

of 'the subterranean

waB understood to mean

2G9

is mentioned in Dn as the son of
Nebucliiulrc/.zar, and the last reigning king of
Babylon, juHt on the eve of its fall, before Cyrus.

The word appears
•

From

nsj

Co

instrument or tool

blov.
;

see

the forms iv»<e'i'3 (On 5') and
The formation In Heb. denotes ai
Borth, Sominalbdg, etc., 1894, I 160ol

in

:

:

BENAIAH

BELSHAZZAB
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LXX

TSFK^S (Dn 7').
and Th. read BaXroa-dp, and
Jos. {Ant. X. xi. 2) says that among the Bab. he was
known as son of Ha^odvStiXos. Herodotus speaks
of him as Labynetus II. son of Labynetus I. (Ne-

Xen. (Cyrop. vii. 5. 3) says that
buchadrezzar).
Babylon was taken by night while the inhabitants
were revelling.

But

information for
the cuneiform inscriptions.
In these we find that the last king of Babylon was
NaboniduB (Na-bii-na'id), and that his lirstborn
son was named Belshazzar. One method of writing
there

this period

the

is

one

prolific source of

and king,

name U

viz.

as foUows

:

J M^ >JJ

^

("^^

He
protect the king.'
was thus tlie prince-regent of the throne.
The
authority for these statements is the following (in
Rawlinson's W. Asiatic Inscr. i. 68, col. ii. line 24 f )
'and as for Bel-5arra-u?ur, the exalted son, the
offspring of my body, do thou cause the adoration
of tny great divinity to exist in his heart may he
not give way to sin; may he be satisfied with
life's abundance.'
There is no evidence that he
waa related as grandson (cf. Dn 5") to the old
monarch and creator of the new Bab. empire.
According to the inscr. Nabonidus was son of Nabflbalat-su-ikbL
Rawlinson conjectures (Herodot.
Essay viii. § 25) that B. may have been related to
Bel-iarra-usur,

'may Bel

.

In the 17th year Cyrus led his forces across
the boundary lines of Babylonia. Nabonidus, with
the army stationed in Akkad, attempted to defend
But on the 14th of
Sippar against the invader.
Tammuz the city fell, without a stroke, into the
hands of Cyrus, and Nabonidus fled. On the 16th
the general of the army of Cyrus, Gobryas, entered
Babylon 'without fighting.
Neither during nor
after the battle at Sippar do we find the name
of B. on the somewhat mutilated and broken inscriptions within our reach. By some (e.g. Schrader)
he IS thought to have perished in a battle at
Akkad ; ace. to others (as Pinches and Hommel),
he was slain in the final taking of Babylon.
years.

—

COT*

Add to the refl. in the article, Schrader,
130, I3o ; Sayce, Freih Light Jrmn the Aticient MonuinenU,
158, and
pp. 497, 625 ff.; Evetta, A'cio Liijht on Ihe
Bible and the Holy Land, p. 2989.; Farrar, Daniei, p. 203 ff.;
and WhitehouBe and others in Expos. Tim^, iv. 400, T. 41, 69,
See also art. BABnx>iiU, p. 2'29(i.
180, 286, S82, 474.
LiTKRATDRE.

ii.

UCM

p.

Ira M. Prick.

;

Nebuchadrezzar through his mother (Dn 5"), the
wide-awake counsellor on that last fateful night.
Schrader's theory cor ii. 132 f.), that 'father' is
used here in the broad signification of predecessor
and ruler in the crowning period of Bab. history, is
more plausible. Such usage is held by some to be
paralleled by 'Jehu, son of Omri' (Layard's Inscr.
p. 982; Rawl. WAI\o\. iii. p. 5), when Jehu was
the extirpator of Omri's dynasty. (See on other
Bide Sayce,
625 If. ) It is then just possible
that the writer of Dn intended only to designate
B. as a successor of king Nebuchadrezzar on the
throne.
It appears from at least three contract
tablets (Strassmaier, Bab. Texte
Inschriften von
Nabonidus, vols. i. and iii., and Tablets, Nos. 184,
and
581,
688 a tr. by Sayce in RP, new ser. iii.
124-126) that B. was a man of some property, and
was obliged to transact business on legal principles.
On one tablet we find that 'the secretary of B.,
the son of the king,' Nebo-yukin-akhi, leases a
house for a term of three years, for one and onehalf manehs of silver, sub-letting of the house
being forbidden, as well as interest on the money.
Dated, '5th year of Nabonidus king of Bab.,' i.e.
B.C. 551.
On the second tablet facts of ereater
(

HCM

:

BELTESHAZZAR

.

'

ame

'RaXTaadp), the Chal-

(-ixkpp^s,

to Daniel

(Dn

1'

2^ 5'-). Opinions

as to whether the first part of the compound
contains the name of Bel (male) or of Beltis or Bilat

ditl'er

The latter view is supported by Sir H.
Kawlinson and Sayce, the former by Canon Raw-

(female).

linson (Ancient Monarchies, iii. 82). Those who
derive the word from Bel have explained it in
dili'erent ways.
(1) It is asserted that Bel is here
a genitive form, and that zar=sar (ii?) = prince
'the prince whom Bel favours' (Ges.). (2) The
word IS regarded as a contraction for Bel-balAtsuu«<r='Bel protect his life' (Fried. Delitzsch).
(3) It is derived from Bel, tisha (Heb. nf'"? 'a
secret') and twur (ns:) = to guard
the composition
of the elements giving a meaning which might be
considered appropriate in the case of Daniel.

—

G. Walker.
Levite, 1 Ch 15'*, omitted in
son ').—
parallel list in v.» in both
and LXX. The
latter omits it also in the first-named passage.

BEN

(13

A

'

BEN-ABINADAB

;

interest appear : 'The sum of 20 manehs of silver
for wool, the property of B., the son of the kinf;,
which has been Landed over to Iddin-Merodach
.
through the agency of Nebo-?abit the
.
.
steward of the house of B., the son of the king,
and the secretaries of the son of the king . .
The house of . . . the Persian and aU his property
In town and country shall be the security of B.,
the son of the king, until he shall pay in full the
money aforesaid.' Dated, ' llth year of Nabonidus
king' [of Bab.], i.e. B.C. 545. On the third tablet,
a steward, Nebo-?abit-ida, of the house of B., had
lent through a loans-broker a sum of money,
and taken as security the crops to be grown near
Babylon. Dated at Babylon, the 27th day of the
second Adar, the 12th year of Nabonidus, Idng of
Babylon,] i.e. B.C. 544.
There is now ample evidence that this 'son of
the king' held a hiL'h office under his father-king.
On an annalistic tablet of Nabonidus (cf. Pinches
in TSBA vii. 153 If.), the prince-regent, in the 7th
year of his father's reign, was with the army in
Akkad with the chief men of the kingdom, the
king himself being in Tema. This describes the
condition of things in the 9th, 10th, and 1 1th

name given

dfean

dab').
(1

— One

MT

(3-;r5>n?.

AV

'son of Abina-

Solomon's commissariat

of

officers

K 4").

BENAIAH ("TJ3, n;j? 'J" hath built up').— 1. Son
of Jehoiada, a priest (see Jehoiada) of Kabzeel,
a town in the S. of Judah (Jos 15^). B. is an
'
example of the silent faithful soldier.
mighty
man rather than a general, he is not specially mentioned in the historj- of Da\nd's campaigns, but was
captain of the bodyguard of Cherethites (Carites,
11*) and Pelethites (2 S 8'").
2 S 2U^, Kethibh, cf. 2
The
'council' for 'guard' in 2 S 23^ is

A

'

K
LXX

RVm

supported by the
and Vulg., and by I Ch
if we read with Bertheau and Graf ' after
Ahithophel was Benaiah, son of Jehoiada' (instead
of 'J. son of B.'), as
king's counsellor.' He was
captain of the host for the third month, his
lieutenant being his son Ammizabad (1 Ch 27 '•').
His special exploits indicate a man of extraordinary activity. They are detailed in 2 S 2,3*"'(copied 1 Ch 11**).
(a)
He slew the two [sons of]
Ariel [of] Moab,' which probably means two champions of Moabitish sanctuaries (Sayce, HCM^ pp.
349, 370.
But see Budde ad loc. in Haupt's OT).
(b) A lion having been, in winter time, driven by
hunger near human habitations, and fallen into a pit
or dry well, Benaiah descended into it and killed the
wild "beast, (c) He encountered an Egyptian champion (5 cubits high, Ch) whose sjiear was like the
side of a ladder, cis {uXof 5io/3<19pa5(EwaId, the beam
of a bridge, EV like a weaver's beam '). Benaiah,
who was armed only with a staff, grappled with his
cumbrously armed antagonist, and slew him with
his own spear. These feats gave him a place abovp
27",

'

'

'

;

';

BEN-A^ilMI

BE.N-HADAD

the thirty,' and last of the second three mighty
the others being Abisliai, and probably Joab.
It is implied (2 S 15'°) that he accompanied David

the Gr. Ei/f/ry^t, a title of honour borne by two
Gr. kings of Egypt before Christ's day,
Ptolemy III. (B.C. 247-222) and Ptolemy ix.
(B.C. 147-117).
Hence
properly spells with
a capital, ' Benefactors.'
J. Hastings.

•

men

;

in his Higlit from Absalom, and he remained faithl»- '"»).
At
ful during Adonijah's rebellion (1
David's reiiuest he assiHted Zadok and Nathan in
On this
the coronation of Solomon (vv.*^ >«•").
occasion be makes a speech to David, which is
re-echoed by the king's ser^-ants (v."). As chief

K

Adonijah (1 K 2-*),
He succeeded
Joab (v.""*), and Shimei (v.").
Joab as captain of the host under Solomon (1X2*°
4*.
2. (2 S 23^, 1 Ch II") One of David's mighty
men, of I'irathon in Ephraim (Jg 12'^- "). He was

of the

RV

BENE-JAAKAN
see

•»).

(lija?

joumeyings, mentioned

Nu

—A

33"-

Beeroth-bene-Jaakan).

"

station

Dt

in the

and
A. T. Chapman.
(cf .

10',

of the bodyguard he executed

captain of the host for the eleventh month (1 Ch
prince of Simeon. 4. (1 Ch
27").
3. (1 Ch 4*')
15"- " 16°)
Levite smger, in David's time, 'of
who
played with psalteries
the second degree,'
priest, in
set to Alamoth.' S. (1 Ch 15" 16«)

A

A

'

A

David's time, who did blow with the trumpets
before the ark.' 6. (2 Ch 2U") An Asapliite Levite,
ancestor of Jahaziel. 7. (2 Ch 31") A Levite, in
Hezekiah's time, one of the overseers of the dedicated things. 8, 9, 10, 11. (Ezr lu'.*- ». »- *>) Four
In I Es
of those who had taken strange wives.'
9*- "• **• ", Banneas, Naidus, Mamdai, Banaias

BENEVOLENCE.— 1 Co

7* only,

band render unto the wife due
in the sense of afl'ection.

b.

This

'

Let the hus-

Where
tr°,

used

b. is

which

due

is

TK

to Tindale, follows
t^v 6(pei\ojjLif7iD eSmai'
but
all edd. give simply ttji/ it/xtXrif, whence
her
due'; cf. Rheiins 'his dette.'
The Gr. word
eCvoia thus occurs only in Eph 6',
goodwill
;

KV

'

'

EV

;

the verb is found Mt 5* 'Agree with (tadi
thine adversary quickly.'
J. Ha.stincs.

fu»ou>')

'

BEN-GEBER

AV

'8on of Geber,' which
("yna,
of one of Solomon's 12 commissariat officers who had charge of a district N.E.
of the Jordan (1
4»).
C. F. BCRNEY.
see).

— Patronymic

K

'

respectively.

one

of the

'

12.

(Ezk lli-") Father of Pelatiah,

princes of the people.'

N. J. D. White.
son of my people ') the son of
Lot's younger daughter. According to the popular
Heb. tradition, preserved in Gn 19"", he was the
ancestor of the Ammonite nation, the father of the
But the explanation in this narrative,
fey :?.
that Amnion is equivalent to Benammi, rest.s on
foundation, and, like the derivation
scientillc
DO
given of Moab in the same context, is based on
the resemblance in the sound of the two words.
The name 'Ammi,' which is found in the cuneiform inscriptions as part of the title of Ammonite

BEN-AHMI

'

(ijin?

'

'

sovereigns, e.g. Ammi-nadab, has-been identified with a deity (Derenbourg, Bev. Etudes Juives,
1881, p. 123 f.; Hnlivy, J A vii. 19, r^ 480 f.
but see Gray, Heb. Prop. Names, 49 f.). Traces of
this deity are perhaps to be found in the Heb.

names Ammiel, Amminadab, Ammihud, Ammishaddai.
Ammi or

According to Sayce (Pair. Pal. p. 22),
the name of the god who gave

Ammo was

name to the nation and the same scholar
conjectures that 'even the name of Balaam, the
Arama-an seer, may be compounded with that
find it (Ammi) in the
of the god' (p. 64).
proper namns both of S. and of N.-W. Arabia.
The early Min.Tan inscriptions of S. Arabia conhis

;

We

tain

names

like

Ammi-karib, Ammi-zadika, and

Animi-zjiduk (p. 63). Sayce mentions also the
Babylonian king Ammi-satana, and the Edoniite
Ammianshu. Tliis gives a more probable origin
for the name Ammon than the one recorded in
Gn 19*''', which has been said to emanate from
racial hostility.
The Hebrew legend has probably
attributed the foulness of Ammonite religious
rites to hereditary taint, for which a ]jlay on the
names Moab anl Amnion otl'ered an explanation.
H. E. Kyle.
BEN-DEKER (-iR^'I? 'son of Deker'; t/lAs PiJxaj
B, i'i6j Pi7xa/3 Luc, vlb^ .iaicdp A.
Deker perhaps

means sharp,

— Patronymic

piercivij in.itrument , as in Talniua).

of one of Solomon's twelve commisRariat officers (1
4»).
C. F. BuRNEY.

K

(pi? -js), Jos 19".— A town of
near Jeliud (el-Yehudii/eh), now the village
Ibn Ibrdk, E. of Jaffa. See
vol. ii. sheet xiii.
C. R. CONDKR.
BENEFACTOR Lk 22« only, 'they that exercist:
authority over them (the Gentiles) are
eall'd benefactors.'
The word is an exact tr" of

BENE-BERAK

Dan

^WP

BEN-HADAD (Tiq*!?. "'* 'A.Sfp,Benadad).—Three
kings of DaiMiuscus of this name are mentioned in
tlie OT.
Ben-hadad I., the son of Tab-riiiimon,
the son of Hezion (?Kezon), was bribed by Asa of
Judah, with tlie treasures of the temple and palace,
to attack Baasha of Israel while the latter was building the fortress of Ramah, and thereby blocking the
Jewish high-road to the nortlL
Asa urged that
there had been alliance between his father and
Tab-rimmon but lib gold was doubtless more efficacious in inducing Ben-hadad to invade the
northern part of Israel, and so oblige Baasha to
;

desert Ramah. Thereupon Asa carried away the
stone and timber of Ramah, and built with them

Geba and Mizpah (1 K IS""-'*). Ben-hadad II.
was the son and succes.sor of Ben-hadad I. \\'o
have an account of his war with Ahab, and unsucSamaria, in 1 K 20. Thirty-two
kings are said to have been his va.ssals or allies.
He was, however, signally defeated at Apliek, and
conipelled to restore the cities taken by his fatlier
K 20"), as well as to grant the Israelites a
(1
bazaar in Dania-scus. At a later period Ben-hadad
again besieged Samaria but a panic fell upon his
anny, and they tied, believing that the King of
Israel
had hired against them
the kings of
the Hittites and the kings of the Egj'ptians (2 K
7''').
Ha\ing fallen ill, Ben-hadad afterwards
sent Hazael to the prophet Elisha, who had come
to Damascus, to ask whether he should recover
but the result of the mission was, that on tlie
following day Hazael smothered his master and
seized the crown (2 K 8''").
Ben-hadad III. was
the son of Hazael, and lost the Israelitish conquests
that his father had made. Thrice did Joash of
smite him, and recovered the cities of
Israel
ces.sful siege of

;

'

'

K

Israel' (2
IS*").
lien • liadiul, 'son of
Hebraiscil form of the

the god

Hadad,'

is

a

Aram. liar-hadad, which

appears in the Assvr. inscriptions as Bur-liadad
Bur -hadad was a prince of
and Bir-dadda.
northern Mesopotamia, who wa-s put to death by
Assur-naifir-pal, and Bir-dadda is mentioned by
Assur-bani-pal as a north Arabian jirinee {WAJ

Hadad, Da.lda, or Dad, and Addu,
10).
iii. 24.
are stated by the cuneiform lexical tablets to be
variant foniis of the same divine name, the god
Hadad being further identified in them with Riiiimon. But it would seem that, like Hadad, Barhadad was also a di\ine name, and denoted tlie
younger deity whom the Syrians associated with
liis father, tlie sun-god.
A l!ab. contract, dated
in the ninth year of Nabonidus (ac. 547), r«lat«t*

A
)

BENJAMIN

BEN-HAIL
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a certain Syrian called Bar-hadad-nathan, who
had ad«jj»ted liar-hadad-amar as a son. Ab the
Jews H^braised Bar-hadad into Ben-hadad, so
the Babylonians changed it into Abil-hadad, abil
being the Babylonian word for son.'
It follows from this that Bar-hadad or Benhadad cannot have been the full name of a king.
to

'

And the Assyr. inscriptions prove that such was
the case. They have much to tell us about Benhadad II., whom they call Dad-idri, the Hebraised
form of which is found in the OT as Hadad-ezer.
In B.C. 853 Dad-idri and his allies were utterly
defeated at Karkar on the Orontes by ShalmanThe king of Damascus had
eser II. of Assyria.
brought into the field 1200 chariots, 1200 horses,
and 20,000 men ; his allies were Irkhulini of
Hamath, with 700 chariots, 700 horses, and 10,000
men ; Ahab of Israel, with 2000 chariots and 10,000
men ; the Kuans, from the Gulf of Antioch, with
600 men ; 1000 Egyptians 10 chariots, and 10,000
men from the land of Irkanat ( Arka) ; lilatinu-baal
of Arvad with 200 men ; 200 men from Usanat
(near Tyre) ; Adoni-baal of the Sinites with 10,000
men ; Gindibu the Arab with 1000 camels, and
Baasha the son of Rehob of Ainmon with more
than 100 men. The battle must have been fought
shortly before Ahab's death and his final rupture
22'"').
Shalmaneser states
with Ben-hadad (1
in one passage that 20,500 in another passage
14,000 of the enemy were left dead on the field.
Five years later Dad-idri was again defeated by
Shalmaneser, and in B.C. 845 Shalmaneser entered
Syria with 120,000 men and overthrew the combmed forces of Dad-idri, Irkhulini, and the twelve
kings of the coast of the upper and lower sea.'
Professor Schrader is doubtless right in thinking
that by the latter expression are meant the Phcenician and north Syrian portions of the Mediterranean. Four years later Shalmaneser's opponent
in Damascus was Hazael, so that Dad-idn (Benhadad-ezer) most have died between B.c. 845 and
;

K

—

—

'

A H. Sayce.

841.

BEN-HANAN
man

of

Judah

(utII

(1

BEN-HESED
'kindness']).

Ch

'

son of a gracious one

AV

(nprri?,

twelve commissariat officers
district in

Judah

(1

K 4>»).

BEHIND («•;?,
who

—

'Son of Hesed' [=
one of Solomon's
who had charge of a
C. F. BiniNEY.

of

perhaps ' our son ').
sealed the covenant (Neh 10^).

BENJAMIN

').

4»).

— Patronymic

(p5;}3,

or

— One of those

more usually

p?;}?

—

bin-

ydmtn, ' son of the right-hand,' Bevia/uiv). 1, The
oungest of the sons of Jacob. He was bom between
Itethel and Ephrath, and Rachel died in giving
him birth. As she was at the point of death she

named him Ben-oni

'son of

my

sorrow,'
it to
Benjamin, probably to avoid the evil omen of the

LXX

vlit

dSvvTjt

("J'ik"!?

liov),

;

'

Manasseh and Ephraim, which were always recognised as belonging to Joseph, while B. was regarded
But we find a
as, like Joseph, a son of Jacob.
trace of the earlier view in 2 S 19", where Shimei,
a Benjamite, speaks of himself as belonging to the
house of Josepn. It is also probable that B. was
the latest formed of the tribes, except Ephraim and

Manasseh and the record
(Gn 35"*) is a reminiscence
;

of the birth in Canaan
of this formation after

the conquest.

The

territory of

the

tribe

adjoined that of

Ephraim. Its limits and the towns in it are given
in Jos 18''"**, a passage which belongs to the latfl
document P. According to this, it was bounded on
the E. by the Jordan, on the N. by a line passing
from Jordan by Jericho on the N. to Bethel, and
thence to Beth-horon on the W. by a line passing
from Beth-horon to Kiriath-jearim ; and on the S.
by a line reaching from Beth-horon to the N. bay
at the Salt Sea, keeping Jerus. on the N. Twentysix towns are mentioned, the chief of which are
Jericho, Bethel, Geba, Gibeon, Ramah, Mizpeh,
Jerusalem, Gibeath, and Kiriath. It is not certain,
however, whether all these towns properly belonged
Bethel is regarded by Jg V" as belonging to
to B.
'
the house of Joseph,' and it certainly belonged to
the N. kingdom, though this does not preclude the
view that it was in the territory of B. The case of
;

—

BEN-HAIL ('':iTH son of might '). A prince sent
by Jehoshaphat to teach in the cities of Judah
(2 Ch 17'). (But see Gray, Seb. Pr. Names, 65, 231.
'

300 pieces of silver and five changes of raiment.
According to J, he gives B. a mess five times aa
large as that given to the others ; then brings them
back after their departure, and threatens to keep
B. as his slave because the silver cup is found in
and, moved by the eloquent appeal of
his sack
Judah, declares who he is. At this time B. is
represented as quite young, a little one,' and the
pet of the family (Gn 44**). But in Gn 46'" he La
spoken of as the father of ten sons, who are unquestionably regarded as going down to Egypt
with Jacob (Gn 46^°). There is no need to reconcile
these incompatible views, as the latter belongs to
one of the latest strata in the Hex., being probably
due to R.
It is held by many modem critics that B. is not
a hist, character, but the eponymous ancestor of
the tribe. If so, the account in Gn will throw
The tribal
light on the early history of the tribe.
system, as we have it in the biblical history, is
probably not earlier than the conquest of Canaan.
Originally there were Leah tribes and Rachel tribes.
To the latter belonged the tribes grouped under the
name of Bilhah, and the tribe of Joseph. To the
tribe of Joseph it would seem that B. originally
belonged, but became a distinct tribe earlier than

but Jacob changed

35").
He and Joseph were full
brothers, they being the only sons of Jacou by Rachel,
and he was the only son of Jacob bom in Canaan.

name Benoni (Gn

That he is enumerated by P among the sons bom in
Paddan-aram (Gn 35*''*)need not be pressed. At
the time of the famine (Gn 42 tf.) Joseph insisted
that he should come down with his brethren on their
second visit to Egypt to buy com. Jacob is most
reluctant to send him, but Judah (according to J,
Reuben according to E) answers for his safety,
and he goes. On his arrival, according to E, Joseph
makes bimseli known to his brethren, and gives B.

It stood near the
is somewhat similar.
border line that divided B. from Judah, and the
Jews spoke of the temple itself as in B., while its
courts were in Judah. TOl the time of David it
was in the hands of the Jebusites. There are
some indications that before the Exile Jerus. was
Thus (Jer 37") 'Jeremiah
reckoned to Judah.
went forth out of Jerusalem to go into the land
of B.' On the other hand, in the blessing of
Moses, the temple is certainly regarded as in B.
Of B. he said, The beloved of the Lord shall dwell
in safety by him ; he covereth him all the day
long, and he dwelleth between his shoulders'
(Dt 33"). Jer 6" Flee for safety, ye children of
B., out of the midst of Jerus.,' has little bearing on
the point.
The character of the country was fitted to breed
a race of hardy warriors rather than peaceful
The level of the country was more
agriculturists.
than 2000 ft. above the sea, and it was studded
with many hills. G. A. Smith has thus described
it
'A desolate and fatiguing extent of rocky
platforms and ridges, of moorland strewn witn
boulders, and fields of shallow soil thickly mixed

Jerus.

:

'

:

»

—

'

;

BERACAH

BENJAJIIN

—

with Btone, they are a true border, more fit for
the building of barriers than the cultivation of
food' (Hist. Geog.p. 290). This had ita influence
on the character of the tribe, which ia graphically
depicted in the blessing of Jacob: 'B. is a wolf
in the morning he shall devour
that ravineth
the pre}', and at even he shall divide the spoil
(Gn 19"). And the character of the land helped B.
to play its magnificent part in the warfare against
Several important roads ran
the Philistines.
throDgh it towards Judah and Jems., and these
:

Michmash,
were commanded by its fortresses.
a line of
Greba, Ramab, Adosa, Gibeon, formed
'

defence that was valid against the Aijalon and Al
ascents, as well as against the level approach from
the N.' (Smith, Hist. Geog. p. 291), while Bethel
commands the rentes from Gophna and Shechem,
and s road from the Jordan Valley through the
From the E. and \V.
passes of Mt. Ephraim.'
sides, passes strike up into the heart of the country,
those on the £. side being much the more difficult.
Through the western passes the Philistines delivered their attacks against the tribe.
The history of B. is important till the time of
Saul only. The tribe took part in the campaign of
Deborah and Barak against Sisera (Jg 5'*). The
narrative in Jg 19-21 also falls in the period of the
Judges, but calls for special discussion. It was in
rtonnexion with the Philistine oppression that the
^eatest work of B. was done. The narrative is
in parts concise and obscure, so that the exact
development of events is hard to follow. But the
movement for the deliverance of Israel that proved
ultimately successful, seems to have originated in
B. The anointing of a king was for the breaking
of the Philistine yoke, and he was selected from the
tribe of B.
Ana it was within B. itself that the
movement for freedom began. (See Saul.)
On the death of Saul, his own tribe B. naturally
remained faithful to his house.
The army of
Ishbosheth, commanded by Abner, seems to nave
consisted chiefly of Benjamites.
In the ferocious
coml)at, when twelve men of Abner engaged twelve
of Joab's army, the former are S{)oken of as
'twelve for B.' (2 S 2"), and Abner's soldiers are
referred to as 'the children of B.' (2").
In the
subsequent negotiations between David and Abner,
special mention is made of B. apart from the rest
of Israel (' and Abner had communication with the
elders of Israel
And Abner also spake in the
ears of B.
and Abner went also to speak in the
ears of David in Hebron all that seemed good to
Israel and to the whole house of B. ,' 2 S 3"-"). After
Ishbosheth had been murdered by two Benjamites,
David became king over the whole of Israel. But
the hate of him was not dead in B. When he fled
from Jems, on the occaj<ion of Absalom's rebellion,
it was a Beniamite of the house of Saul, Sliimei,
who pursued liim with curses (2 S 16°). And when,
through David's unwise partiality for Judah, dispute arose between the latter and the other tribes.
It was a Beniamite, Shebu, who raised the standard
'

.

.
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tribe, Israel would consist of eleven
and B. would then be reckoned among the

counted as one
tribes,

ten tribes. The truth
whole joined the revolt.

ia, probably, that B. as a
But owing to its nearness
to Judah, and especially to the fact that Jems.,
the capital city of Judan, was, even if not wholly
in B., yet on the border, the S. part of the tribe

can hardly have escaped union with Judah. After
the overthrow of the N. kingdom, the territory of
B. largely fell into the bands of Judah, and many
Benjamites are mentioned among those who returned from exUv. The Apostle Paul belonged to
this tribe.

One incident in the history of the tribe has been left for
separate examination.
This is the outrage at Gibeah, and
aimost entire destruction of B., In consequence of ita support oi
the perpetrators (Jg ltt-21). The narrative a« it stands present*
insuperable ditiiculties. These are chiefly to be founu in the
account of the war with B. (Jg 20). Urael is spolteD of at
a 'congregation,' and represented as acting together as
one man, unlilce averything else we know of ti~^ period. The
size of the army raised (400,000) is quita incrediule, and the
incidents of the campaign no less so. B. with 26,700 destroys
in two days 40,000 Israelites, but does not lose a single man.
On the third day ths whole triba of B. is destroyed, with the
exception of 600 men. Ths date given for this is vague it is
said to have been In ths days of Phinehas, the grandson of
Aaron. This chapter presents close points of contact with P in
the Hex. Critics are generally agreed that its representations
are on that account unliistorical. But it is a matter of dispute
whether thie judgment should be passed on the whole story.
Some {e.g. Wellhausen) regard it as a pojt-ex. fiction, intended
to throw discredit on Saul and his tribe and family. The outrage takes place in Qibeah, a place specially connected with
Saul and that it is perpetrated on a Le\ite increases \x» heinousness ; while the inhospitable character of the inhabitants comes
out, not only in their disgraceful con<luct, but in the fact that
the only man who offers entertainment is not a native of the
place.
Saul's tribe consents to the crime, and refuses to surrender the authors of it.
Jab<;Bh-gilead, which Saul had rescued from the Ammonit 'i, and whose inhabitants had rescued
Saul's body from the Phil., is the only place which did not Join
in the holy war against B., and is destroyed for this.
The
details also recall the conduct of the men of Sodom.
It is true
that the coincidences with points in Saul's history are ver}
strilting.
Yet it is ditHcult to resist the conviction that there
;

;

hist, basis for chs. 19 and 21, and (or so much of ch.
20 as relates the extermination o( a large part of the tribe.

must be a

That the whole of Israel took part cannot be maintained
perhaps Judah (20i**), to which the murdered woman belonged,
look IJie chief part in Inflicting vengeance. See Moore (./ut^es,
in

who

Ice.),

argues forcibly for the view taken here.

A

great-grandson of Benjamin (1 Ch 7'°). 3.
One of those who had married a foreign wife
(Ezr 10", prob. same as B. of Neh 3" 1'2").
A. S. Peake.
BENJAMIN, GATE.— See Jerusalem.

2.

.

:

RV

'

BENONI.— See Benjamin.

BEN-ZOHETH
The

4*>).

BEON

(nn'in?).—

A man

of

Jndah

(1

Ch

text appears to be corrupt.

(IV?),

Nu

32*.— See Baal-Meon.

with

some

Gn

H is

in its lot with the seceding tribes, and not
It is, however, stated explicitly in

AV

* his
son ').— In both
and
a
in 1 Ch 24*' ", but we shoiild perhaps
'
Joaziah
Aw
ton,
render,
of
even the sons of
Merari by Joaziah his son {Ox/. Heb. Lex. s.v.).
J. A. Selbie.

CiJ?

name

BEOR (i^y? 'a burning,' Beup).— 1. Father of
Balojim, Nu 22» 24»- '• J, Jos 24» E (1,.X.\ omits),
also Nu 31», Dt 23*, Jos 13", Mic 6», 2 P 2"'(l!osor,
A V and KVm). 2. Father of Bela, king of Edoni,

revolt (2 S 19. 20).
therefore natural to expect that, when the
revolt took place from Kehoboam, B. should throw
•»f

Judah.

BENO

proper

3G»» J,

I

Ch

G. U. Battersby.

1".

K

122'passages, that B. remained with Judah (1
2 Ch II"'- '«• » 14' 15»- » etc.).
But there are other
passages which |)oint another way. Tims in 1 K 12*
we read 'there was none that followed the house
of David but the trilie of Judah only.'
The

prophecy of Ahijah

is a little ambiguous
the
rent mto twelve pieces, of which ten
are given to Jerolmam with the explanation tliat
he is to have ten tribes. But the house of David
is to have, not two tribf «, but one (1 K 1 1*'').
If
Levi is omitted, and Ephraim and Manasseh
VOL.
18

gannont

is

L—

;

BERA (JDf, etym. and meaning unknown).
King of Sodom at time of Chedorlaomer'a invasion
(Gn I4»).

BERACAH (ij-jf 'blessing,' AVBerachah).^One
of Saul's brethren who joined David at Ziklai(1

Ch

1'2»).

BERACAH,

Valley

(.i;n?),

2 Ch 20" only.— 'The

valley of blessing,' where Jehoshaphat gave thanks

—

;
'

BERAIAH
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for victory over

Edomites,
(yy

2.

3U)

BEEITES

the Ammonites, Moabites, and

who had marched from Engedi to Tekoa
"pfjg name survives at the ruin Breikiit

on the main road from Jerusalem to Hebron, west
of Tekoa.
See further in Kobinson, BR ii. 189
Thomson, Land and Book, \. 317 G. A. Smith, Eist.
;

and SWP vol. iii. sheet xxi.
C. R. CONDER.

Gcug. uJ'Holy Land, 272;

BERAIAH
Benjamin

(:t;k-!3

Ch

(1

'J" hath created ').—

A

man

of

8^).

Nu

26" (LXX 29) the clause 'of the song
ever, of
of Beriah is omitted, probably by an oversight,
so that Heber and AlaUhiel appear as direct de26**, B. Is the ancestoi
scendants of Asher. In
of ' the clan of the Beriites' (•J,"13? nn=:;>p). 2.
son
'

Nu

A

of Ephraim, and a clan descended from him. This
clan in later times included large Benjamite elements.
B. is not included in the list of Ephraimitic clans in
Nu 26^-" (P); but in 1 Ch 7-""^ we read, 'And
the sons of Ephraim ; Shuthelah, and Bered his

and Tahath his son, and Eleadah his son, and
Tahath his son, and Zabad his son, and Shuthelah
his son, and Ezer, and Elead, whom the men of Gath
that were born in the land slew, because they came

son,

BEREA

CSepia, 1

Mac

9*).— See Bercea.

BEREAVE, now restricted to the loss

of relatives
to deprive of any possession.
Thus Ec 4* ' For whom do I labour, and b. (RV
deprive,' Heb. -"O") my soul of good ?
In this
or friends, once

meant

'

'

an alternative past tense and past
ptcp. with
bereaved,' is still used. Bereft, not
in AV, is given by RV at I Ti 6"' b. of the truth
sense

'

bereft,"
'

(AV

RV

destitute,
Gr. air^aTepTuxivo^).
also
introduces bereavement. Is 49-" The children of
thy b.' (xhi^ '}3, that is, says Cheyne, who adopts
the same rendering,
those born wliile Zion
tliought herself bereft of all her children
the children which thou shalt have, after thou
hast lost the other ').
introduces further the
very rare word bereaver, Ezk 36" a b. of thy
nation,' of which the latest e.xample found by Oxf.
'

'

'

'

;

AV

'

RV

'

E)tg. Diet, is in W. Hall, Man's Gt. Eiicmy (1624):
' Of soule and bodie's
good hee's a bereauer.'
J. Hastings.
(n;r-i3,
abbrev. from in-in- 'J'
blesseth ').—!. Father of Asaph (1 Ch 6^'
Berachiah). 2. Son of Zerubbabel (1 Ch S""). 3.
Father of Meshullam, one of Nehemiah's chiefs
(Neh 3<-»> 6'»). 4.
Levite guard of the ark (1 Ch
9'" 15^).
5. Father of the propliet Zechariah (Zee
l').
6.
Ephraimite chief (2 Ch 28'-).
See
Genealogy.
J. A. Selbie.

BERECHIAH

AV

A

An

to take away their cattle. And Ephraim, theu
father, mourned many days, and his brethren came
in to comfort him. And he went in to his wife, and
she conceived, and he called his name B., because it
went evil with his house.' The mention of Ephraim
at first sight suggests that this episode occurred at
the beginning of the sojourn in Egypt ; but Ezer
and Elead appear to be brothers of the second
Shuthelah, and six generations are mentioned between them and Ephraim. They came down to

down

Gath, presumably from the neighbouring highlands
'
Ephraim ' and ' his brethren ' can
of Ephraim.
scarcely mean the patriarchs, who lived and died
Actual sons of Ephraim must have
in Egypt.
come n-om Egypt, across the desert, past PhU. and

Can. towns. A simple and probable explanation
seems to be that the chronicler is using a natural

and common

(cf.

Jg

21'- ') figure to

describe the

Ephraim when two of its
clans were cut off, the sympathy of the neighbouring tribes, and the fact that a new clan Beriah was
distress in the tribe of

formed to replace those that were cut off. This
new clan was partly Benjamite. In 1 Ch 8" we read
of two Benjamites, Beriah and Shema, who were
heads of fathers' houses of the inhabitants of
'

Aijalon, who put to flij'ht the inhabitants of Gath.'
episode was probably somewhat as follows
Two Epliraimite clans, Ezer and Elead, set out to
drive tlie cattle 'of the men of Gath, who were
bom in the land,' i.e. of the aboriginal Avvites,
who had been dispossessed by the Philistines, but
still retained some pasture lands. The Ephraimites
were defeated, and nearly all the fighting men of
The %'ictors invaded
the two clans perished.
Ephraim, whose border districts, stripped of their
defenders, lay at the mercy of the enemy. The
Benjamite clans Beriah and Shema, then occupying Aijalon, came to the rescue and drove back the
invaders.
"The grateful Ephraimites invited their
allies to occupy the vacant territory, and, in all
probability, to marry the widows and daughters
Hence B. is someof their slaughtered kinsmen.
times reckoned as Ephraimite and sometimes as
Benjamite. (Cf. Bertneau, also Expositor's Bible,
on 1 Ch 7 and 8.) Z. A Levite of the clan Gershom,

The

BERED

(Person).— See Bechee.

BERED (Ti? 'hail'(?), Gn 16").— I. A place between Beersheba and Beer-lahai-roi. The Targum
of pseudo - Jonathan identifies it with Kaluga,
now Halasah, the Elusa of Ptolemy, where there
are extensive ruins 13 miles south of Beersheba.
The ecclesiastical history of Elusa in this era is
given by Robinson, i. 201, 202. Jerome says the
inhabitants in his time called it Barec. Possibly
this was the correct name, as such a change is
not likely to occur in .speech, but could very
easily indeed be made in writing by the change
of 1 into n.
At Hnlasnh there is a distinct bend
on the hills and the valley between them, such
as might most naturally suggest the name -i3
a knee.' See map in Trumbull's Kndesh Barnea.
'

A. Henderson.
BERI (-13, perhaps=n(<3, Oxf. Heb. Lex., and
connected with 1X3 a well '). A division of the
Asherite clan Zophah, 1 Ch 7^. See Berites.
W. H. Bennett.
BERIAH (iy-!3). The etymology is quite uncertain, the root yi3 not being u.sed in Hebrew.
The root occurs in Ara>)ic in the senses of mount,
excel, be munifcent.
The name may have meant
distinijuvshed, hero, or chieftain.
"The statement
in 1 Ch 7'^ that Beriah 2 was so called
because it
went evil (.ij^-ia, lit. in evil ') with his house,' indicates what the name in course of time may have
come to suggest, and does not give its original
etymology.
1. A
son of Asher, and the clan
descended from him. Gn 46" (P, probably late
stratum), \'u 26"-" (P), 1 Ch 7*'- »' include B.
among the sons of Asher, and make him the
ancestor of the clans of Heber and Malchiel, who
i.re mentioned as his sons.
In the LXX, how-

—

'

—

'

'

1

Ch

:

23"'- ".

Beriites.

— See under 1 above.

BERITES

W.

H. Bennett.

occurs only in the account of
Joab's i>ursiiit of the rebel Sheba, in the obscure
went
and doubtful i)assage 2 S 20"-" 'Joab
through all the tribes of Israel unto Abel, and to
Bethiiiaacah, and all the Berites: and they were
gathered together, and went also after him. And
they came and besieged hiui in Abel,' etc. (RV).
The
apparently intends to state that Joab
came to the district of the Berites, possibly descendants of Beri, and that all the tribes cf
Israel gathered together, etc. According, however,
yields no
to Driver, Text of Samuel, 264, the
is coupled to
intelligible sense if all the Berites
(v-j-x
i(i3;i)
must
mean
what precedes went after
He understands
to go into a place after any one.
that Sheba went through all the tribes of Israel to
(D-!3)

.

MT

MT

'

;

'

.

.

1;

;

BESOR

BERXICE

—

Abel, and the Berites or rather Bichrites (see
Both
iielow)
followed him into Abel as allies.
Driver and Budde (Sam. in Haunt's Sacred Books
in
reading
ci:3
of OT) follow Klostermann

—

BEROTHITE
2 S 4^ >• »•

W. H.
or

BERENICE

BEiNnett.

(Bepi-iKJ)).— See

Herod.

Cni;), 1 Ch 11»; Beerothite
23".— An inhabitant of Beeroth-

'

BERYL.—See

LXX

iv Xapptl.
Bichrites, for 0"!J Berites, after tlie
Sbeba is styled 'ben Bikhri.' Many others read
DP"; choice young men, after Vul|j. I'irt electi.

BERNICE
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{'n'^Vf],

Stones, Precious.

BERZELUS.—See Zorzelleus.
BESAI Cbs).— 'Children of B.,' Nethinim who
returned with Zerub. (Ezr 2", Neh 7"; = Basthai,
1

Es

5^').

BER(EA.—Tvo

places bearing this name fall to
be noticed, along with a third which appears as
Berea. 1. Beroea(B^poio or B^p/joio), a Macedonian
city, which was the scene of brief but fruitful missionary work by St. Paul, after Jewish hostility
had Jriven him away from Thes.salonica (Ac
It was situated in the district called
IT'"'").
Emathia (Ptol. iii. 12), at the eastern base of
Mount Bermius (Strabo, vii. 26), about 30 miles
It was
S. of Fella, and 50 S.W. of Thessalonica.
an old town, who.se natural advantages in a wellfertile
district
gave
considerable
watered and
to it
population and importance, which it still retains
under the name of Verria or Kara Feria (see the
interesting description in Leake,
iii. 290-292).
The Jewish residents in St. Paul's time were not

NG

only numerous enough to have a synagogue, like
those in Thes.salonica, but are commended as nobler
in disposition (firyeWffT-epoi) than they, in respect of
their readiness to reeei\e the word preached, and
dailj' to examine what thi'V heard by the light of
their own Scrijitures so that many Jews believed,
as well as not a few women of Greek nationality and
'honourable estate' (fuoxw^""'').
When Jewi.sh
zealots from Thessalonica came thither and stirred
op fresh troubles, the newly-converted 'brethren'
at once sent St. Paul out of"^ the city to go as far
t^ to (fwt, rather than iis= as it were ') the sea, by
which he went on to Athens, leaving Silas and
Timotheus behind at Beruea. Sopater, another of
St. Paul's associates, is designated as a Ber<can
Tradition made Onesimus first bishop
(Ac 20').
;

BESIDE, BESIDES.— These two forms seem

'

of the Church (Const. Ap. vii. 46).
2. In 2 .Mac 13* Bera'a appears as the place at

which Antiochus Eupator caused Menelaus, the
former high priest, to be put to death. ThisBenea
was the well-known Syrian town now called Haleb
or Aleppo it lay between Hierapolis and Antioch,
almut one and a half day's journey from either
it wa-s named by Seleucus Nikator after the Macedonian city it became in the Middle Ages the
capital of a Saracenic power, resuming its earlier
name of Haleb and though it has sulfered much
during the present centurj^ from earthquake,
plague, and cholera, it remains an imposing and
important city of about 100,000 inhabitants.
3. At 1 Mac 9* Berea (Hep^a) is mentioned as
a place to which Bacchides, after 'encamping
against Jerusalem,' removed, while Juilas lay en;

;

;

camped

at Ela.sa prior to the battle in wliich the
It is now generally identified with
Beeroth (Jos 9") or Beroth ( 1 Es 5"), the modem
Bireh, situated about ten miles north of Jerus.,
on the main ruad to N.iblfts and the north. Por
description of ruined church there, see
vol.
iii. p. 88 f.
William P. Dickson.
latter

fell.

SWP

Mk

cf.

we

;

'

'Paul, thou art beside thyself again, as to Ac
Tindale, who introduces this tr°, has besides,'
Cranmer
beside,' the
Geneva
besides,'
beside.'
12.j
Modern edd. of
give
beside
times,
besides only 8 times, but in ed. of 161
the relative proportion was closer.
Treating both forms as one word, then, b. is
either an adv. or a prep., and the meaning is by
the side of.' But the side may be reached either
from a position that is farther off or from one that
is still ne.irer.
Compare Ps 23° He leadeth me b.
32-'"
Blessed are ye that
{^]i) the still waters,' Is
sow b. (Sy) all waters,' or 1 S 19* I will go out and
stand b. (n:^) my father,' with Mt 14"' five thousand men, b. [x"P^') women and children,' or Gaule
Oh, doe him not the wrong to look b. him,
(1629),
for if you see him not, bee conies by to no purpose
or Foxe, Acts and Man. ii. 384, He put the newPope Alexander b. the cushion and was made pope
Hence b. expres.ses either addition or
himself.'
;

20'*,

'

'

AV

'

AV

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

se.i>aratinn.
1.

'

'

tn
in 1611 (and earlier) inditl'erently
3-'
He is beside himself,' 2 Co 5'" ' whether
be besides (so 1611) ourselves,' and Ac '26^*

have been used

Addition.— Gn 19"

'

Hast thou here any

b. ?'

Mt 25-" I have gained b. (iwi) them five talents
more' Lk 24^1 Yea and b. {avv) all this'; 2 P 1»
aild to your faith virtue (Gr. xai
And b. this,

(liv);

'

'

;

'

.

.

.

'

RV

Yea, and for this very cause ')
Pliileni V." thou owest unto me even thine own
self b.' (irpo(To0fiXeis ); Sir 17" B. this he gave them

aiTb ToxJTo

S(,

'

;

'

'

knowledge {TrpoaidrjKev aurols).
God forbid that we
2. Sei'ARATION.—Jos 22^
b. (ist^'?
should rebel ... to build an altar
separate from ') the altar of the Lord our God
'

'

.

.

.

'

RV

is before his taberiiacle' (AV 'beside,'
'besides'); Is 43" 'b. me ('^v^jp) there is no Saviour.'
Hence arises the expression ' beside oneself w Inch

that

'

Mk

occurs three times,

3'',

Ac 26'* (naivoixai). Compare

2 Co 5" (both
b. the mark
'

'

iilaTinu),
;

'

b.

the

Like an enchanted maid b.
I felt quite b. myself for joy
her wits' (Hood)
A Lye is properly an
and gratitude (Q. Victoria)
outward .Sigmification of something contrary to, or,
inward
Sense
of
the Mind' (South).
at least, b. the
real i.ssue' (Froude)
;

'

;

'

'

;

BESODEIAH

(nn'i:-i

'

J. Ha.stings.
.S«).— Mcshullam, the
part in rejiairing the Old

Neh

son of Bcsodeiah, took
Gate. The name means, perhaps, In the secret of
H. A. White.
J",' a; n^o?, cf. Jer 23"'-*'.
'

BESOM.— Is

14" only,

I will sweep it with the
from ksn? tr'' here 'sweeii,'
BO lit.
I will sweep it with the sweeper of ilccf. o"!? niuil, mire; and for the simile
struction
Is SO"" to sift the nations with the sieve of vanity
b.

of destruction

'

'

(«?.•<.':,

'

'

;

BEROTH.—See Beeroth.

'

'

[RVm

BEROTHAH (-mW:), Kzk 47"; Bcrothal (tS-q),
2 S K", but in 1 Ch 18', Cun (sec Kittol, ad loc.).—
A Syrian city. The first cited passage seems to
show that Ilcirflt is not intended, since the town
lay between Hamatli

and Damascus.

The name

probably signifies
fir trees,' and
is thought to
survive in WAdi/ Brissa, on the eastern slope of
Lebanon, near Ivadesb on the Orontes.
C. R. CONDER.
'

'

destruction,'

Cheyne

'annihilation,'

Ilidi.

The besom, though u.sed in eailier Eng. and
locally as a mere synonym for 'broom' (cf.
Lyly, Eupiiiics, 1580, 'There is no more difieience
betweene them than between a limonie ami a
Becsome '), is properly made, not of broom, but of
heath, in Devonshire called bisam or bn.isarn.
J. Hastings.
BESOR, Brook (n'lbj.n Sr;), I S 30»- •» ".—A torrent,
apparently south or south-west of Ziklag, on the

Kiv']).

still

—

—
'

BESTEAD

BETH-BARAH

to the country of the Amalekites and Egypt, in
the Tih desert.
1 he name has not been recovered.
It is identihed by (Juerin with the Wady Razze,
which flows into tlie sea S.W. of Gaza.
C. R. CONDEB.
BESTEAD.— Is 8" only, hardly b. and hungry.'
' Bestoid
(the proper spelling is bested, the other
arose from a supposed connexion with bestead, to
help) means simply ' placed,' and that is its
meaning here. Tlie Heb. is one word, nj'pj, niph.
ptcp. from nyj, to be hard.
Amer.
has sore

Nestle, Baethgen, Meyer), Jos 19'*, Jg 1**.
A
town of Naplitali, now the village 'Ainatha, in the
mountains of Upper Galilee. (i'il'Pvol. i. sheet iv.)
See Daberath for the early Egyptian notice.
C. R. Conder.
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way

'

'

KV

distressed,'

Cheyne

BESTIALITY

'

hard-prest.'

See Crimes

J.

'

HASTINGS.

BETH-ANOTH
'Anath

perhaps

(n'i:;'-n'3,

Jos 15'".
Judah near Gedor.
S.E. of Halhul.
'),

—A

town

in the

'temple
mountains

of
of

It is the present Beit 'Ainun,
iu. sheet xxi.

SWP vol.

C. R. Conder.
(B7,9oWa).— 1.
village near Jerusalem Mt 21''), near Bethphage, and at the Mount of
Olives (Mk 11', cf. "•'-), where was Simon's house
(14'), on the road from Jericho to Jerusalem by
Olivet (Lk 19^) the home of Lazarus, about fifteen
furlongs, or less than two English miles, from the
city (Jn 11'- " 12'). The situation agrees with that
of the vill.age El 'Azeriyeh, The place of Lazarus,'
where it has been placed since the 4th cent. A.D.
The name
(See Onomasticon, s.v. Bethania.)
means perhaps 'house of dates.' It is a small
stone vUlage, on the south-east slope of Olivet,
north of the Jericho road, surrounded with figgardens and terrace- walls. The most conspicuous
feature is the tall square tower in the centre of the
village, which belonged to the convent of St.
Lazarus, founded by queen Milicent in A.D. 1147
There is a vault below,
for Benedictine nuns.
converted into a diminutive rock-cnt chapel by
apses cut to the east. This is shown as the tomo
of Lazarus.
A church was shown at this spot in
the 4th century, but the ancient rock-cut tombs
are farther to the east beside the road. See Sli'P
vol. iii. sheet xvii., and Neubauer, G^og. Tal.
of Jn 1^.
S.V., for the Talmudic notices.
2.
See Bashan, Bethabara.
C. R. Conder.

A

BETHANY
(

and Pcnishmkkts.

;

BESTOW

(from hi or he and stow a place) means
in mod. Eng. to confer as a gift, but is used in
10*
in other obsolete senses.
1. To place, I
' chariots
and
horsemen whom he b"^ in the
'
cities for chariots ' (RV
in the chariot cities ').
Cf. Shaks. Temp. v. L 299—

AV

K

.

'

.

.

Hence, knd bestow jova luggage where yon found

it.'

lay np in store, to stow away, Lk 12"
' I
have no room where to b. my fruits.' 3. To
12" the money to be
apply to a special use, 2
b*"^ on workmen
Dt 14^ thou shalt b. that
;
money for whatsoever thy soul lusteth after ; 1 Co
13' 'though I b. all my goods to feed the poor' (Gr.
^wjuffu to feed by giving morsels, from tpufiSi a mor-

To

2.

K

'

'

'

'

4. To spend ( wthout special application), 1 Co
12^ those members of the Dody which we think to
be less honourable, upon these we b. more abundant
honour [rtpiTiBTj/u, KVm put on ') Jn 4** I sent
ou to reap that whereon ye b"^ no labour (icoa-idw,
Cf.
",V ' whereon ye have not laboured').
Fellow, wilt thou bestow thy time with me ?
sel

).

'

'

'

'

;

'

^

'

RV

'

Siialu. Jut. Cat. V. v. 61.

J.

BETAH

(n;;),

BETH-ARABAH (^TX}} -I'S). 'pla/^e of the Arabah"
place in
(wh. see), Jos lo'"-'" 18-; Arabah, 18".
the Jericho plain, apparently north of Beth-noglah,
the
wilderness.
In
last cited passage
in the
The name has
the district only is mentioned.
0. R. CoNDER.
not been recovered.

—A

Hastings.

2 S 8'.— See Tibhath.

'

A

BETANE (BaiTdi/T)), Jth 1».— place apparently
south of Jerusalem, and not Bethany. It may be
the same as Bethanoth.
C. R. Conder.

—

Jos 19«>.
A town of Asher,
noticed next to Achshaph. The site is doubtful.
In the fourth century (Onomasticon, s.v. Batline)
it was sho\>'n 8 Roman miles east of Ptolemais
(Acco), and then called Bebeten or Bethbeten.
The place intended appears to be the present
village El B'anch, which woulil be suitanle for
vol. i. sheet v.
the position of Beten. See
C. R. Co.vnKR.
BETH (3), the second letter of the Heb. alphabet
Beth is the heading or title of
(see Alphabet).
the second part of Ps 119, and each verse of that
part begins with this letter (see Psai.ms). In Heb.
beth (iT3) is the construct form of hnyith (n-;) a
house,' and enters into the composition of many
place-names. See Bavith, Names.

BETEN

(IB3),

SWP

'

BETHABARA CBTjBapapi, Heb. rnjy^ n"3 'place of
passing over,' Jn l'*
onlj').
It was ea.st of the
river, and a day's distance at most from Cana of
Galilee (2'). The reading in N
B C is Bethany
(so RV), as in the time of Origen, who, however, regarded this as incorrect.
The traditional
site, from the 4tli cent. A.D. (Onomasticon, s.v. was
at the ford east of Jericho
but this is clearly
much too far south. The name surrives at the
ford called 'Abi'irah, north-east of Bethshean, and
this is the only jilace where this name occurs in
Palestine. The site is as near to Cana as any point
on the Jordan, and within a daj-'s journey. See
SIVP vol. ii. sheet ix.
C. R. CONDEK.

—

AV

A

BETH-ARBEL

(Skj^k

n>3),

Hos 10" only.— The

have been
by Shalman (perhaps Shalmaneser III.), and
Two places called
may have been in Syria.
Arbela exist in Palestine, one (now Irbid) west of
the Sea of Galilee (Jos. Ant. XII. xi. 1), the other
(Irbid) in the extreme north of Gilead, both
noticed in the 4th cent. A.D. (Onom. s.v. Arbela).
(See Schrader, A'^ 7^440 If.
G. A. Smith, Tioelve
Prophets, 217, n. 5; Wellh., Kl. Proph. 123.)
It is said to

site is quite uncertain.

spoiled

;

BETHASMOTH

{BaiBaaniie), 1

C. R. Conder.
Es 6". -For Beth-

azmaveth.

BETH-AYEN
ness

(18'-),

(p,?

— Close

'house of

n'3

iniquity,' or

Ai (Jos 7^), by the wldernorth-west of Michmash (1 S 13°), and

'idolatry'?).

to

on the way to Aijalon (14'^), still inhabited in the
8th cent. B.C. (Hos 5'). The 'calves of Bethaven'
were probably those at Bethel close by (Hos lO').

Am

5')
Bethel is prob. meant alsoin Hos 4'° 5' (see
10* (Aven).
The name may have been altered
See
house of wealth.'
from original \ih n'3
C. R. Conder.
Bethel, p. 278*.
'

)

;

BETH-ANATH

(n};:;r-3

'temple of

.'V.nath,'

so

BETH-AZMAYETH

(Neh 7»).— See Azmaveth.

BE TH-BAAL-MEON (Jos 13"). —See Baal-MeoN.

BETH-BARAH (.tjj n-s), Jg T".— Near Jordan
and the valley of Jezreel. Some suppose it to b«
the same as Bethabara, in which case the guttural
has been lost in copying. The situation would
suit.

See Bethabara.

C. R.

Conder.

'

BETHEL

BETHBASI
(Bcuepaal), 1 Mac 9"-".—Jos. {Ant.
The name has not
reads Beibho^lah.
Jonathan and Simon the Hasbeen recovered.
monaeans here hid in the desert of Jericho. It may
represent an ancient 'S3 n-a, or 'place of marshes.'
C. R. CONDER.
town of
BETH-BIRI Cioa •»), 1 Ch 4".
Simeon, perhaps textual error for n^nj^ ns Jos 19'
= Lebaoth, Jos 15". The ruin Bireh on the west
See
slopes of the Debir bills may be intended.
iirP vol. iii. sheet xxiv.
C. R. Condkh.

BETHBASI

Xlll.

5)

i.

—A

BETH-CAR

— The

(Tj

tt'Z),

•

place of a lamb,"

1

S 7".

Beth-jashan (see Shen).

Peshitta reads

The whole topography

of this episode is doubtful,
for the sites of Alizpeh and Ebenezer are uncer-

Beth-car evidently stood above a valley
fled from the hills near
Jerusalem.
The present 'Ain Kdrim, a village
overlooking the upper part of the valley of Sorek,
west of Jerusalem, would be a possible site. It
is the later Carem (added verse, LXX Jos 15").
See Beth-Haccherem.
C. R. Condeb.
tain.

by which the Philistines

BETH DAGON

Ja7ui», Bo7aoi^\).

(j'iir"'»

'honse of Dagon,'

Bj)9-

—The name of two different towns

in OT.
1. One of these (Jos 15**) is in the
territory of Judah, in the second of the four groups
of the cities of the lowland or Shcphelah, and is
provisionally identified with Beit-dejan, about 4

mentioned

miles S. E. of Joppa. 2. The other (Jos 19") was one
of the border cities of Asher, apparently to the E.
of Carmel, and is not identified.
There is another
Beit-dejan, however, farther to the N., and perhaps

yet others (see G. A. Smith's Hist. Geog. p. 332 n.,
403 n.), indicating that there were many BethS.a^ons.
Jos. mentions a Dagon beyond Jericho
(Wars, I. ii. 3 Ant. xin. viiL 1). Perhaps this
points to a time when the worship of Dagon was
widely disseminated, both in and out of the Phil,
country. However, the name may mean no more
than 'corn house.' See Dagon. In the time of
Hezekiah, Sennacherib captured the Batb-dagon
near Joppa (Smith, Aasyr. Disc. p. 303).
'

;

BETH-DIBLATHAIM
fig-cakes'?).

(c-p^^'i

w.

J.

n-s

'house of two

Beech KR.

— In J er 48^ mentioned with Dibon and

Nebo, see Almon-Diblathaim

;

the next

camp

to

Dibon before Nebo (Nu 33*"-). It is thought by
some to be the Diblath of Ezk 6" but this seems
impo.Hsible.
The name (which occurs on the
Moabite Stone, 1. 30) has not been found in Moab.
;

C. R.

BETH-EDEN (Am

BETHEL
Joa

(Si.n-3

1»

CONDER.

marg.).— See Eden.

'house of God,'

BtjOtjX, BeSfiXri irdXis) is

LXX

Ba.^i^X,

usually identified with

the modern Bclin (FEF Memnirs, vol. iL D. Suf)),
about four hours N. of Jerusalem, on the NablOs
road (Jg 21"), though the ancient tovra may have
lain farther N. than the present village (Baed.
Faldit.' p. 215). The situation is high up (2880 ft.)
in the central ran^e
hence the mention of hillcountry (Gn 12», Jos Itj', Jg 4», 1 S IS''), and the
u.se of the verb to go up,' in connexion with Bethel
(Gn 35>, Jos 16', Jg 1» •JO'"-*'", 1 S 10^, Hos 4'»).
The earlier name of Bethel was Luz (Gn 28" R,
35« R, 48» P, Jos 18" P, Jg 1» J).
In Jos 16»
JE, however, a distinction is made between the
two places ('from Bethel to Luz'). Perhaps, therefore, the spot where Jacob spent the night was not
actually in Luz, but in its neighbourhood.*
'

'froni

Bcthol-Luza

'

:

Eusebius, in the Onomasticon [s.v. Aoufd), places
of Joseph 9 miles from Neapolis, Jerome
ib.), 'in tertio lapide Neapoleos'; but
neither of these distances can be right.
The
Talmud mentions some curious legends in con'
nexion with Luz
where blue wool is dyed a
place which neither Sennacherib nor Nebuchadrezzar could take, and where the angel of death is

Luz

(Onomast.

:

powerless,' etc.*

founded by a
Hittites (Jg

;

Another town

man

called Luz was
of Bethel in the land of the

1=«).

The first mention of Bethel occurs in the account
of Abraham's immigration
the patriarch pitches
:

his tent in the neighbourhood of Bethel, builds an
altar, and worships J".
He visits this sanctuary
a second time, on his return from Egypt (Gn 12*
13''* J).
But the origin of the name, and the
foundation of the sanctuary, ia especially connected with a memorable episode in the life of
Jacob. Two divergent accounts exist. According
to the one, Jacob encounters the vision at Luz in
the course of his flight to Haran (Gn 28"'-2='); this
is the earlier narrative, and belongs to JE ; according to the other, God appears to him on his
return from Paddan-aram, many years later (Gn
359-13. IB)
thig jg tj,g account of P.
o. To take the earlier narrative first.
It is
composite in structure.
The two documents, J
and E, are interwoven, and difTer considerably in
details.
In J (w."-"-'*), J' appears standing
beside Jacob, and repeats the promise made to
Abraham (12» 13"-" J), adapting it to the circumstances of Jacob, whose words on awaking are,
Surely J" is in this place, and I knew it not. And
he called the name of the place Bethel (house oj
'9- ^^),
El).i In E ('»•"•
on the other hand, we
hear of the stone pillow, of the ladder, and of the
angels Jacob's exclamation is, This is none other
but the house of God,' etc. ; he sets up the stone
as a pillar {mazzeba), anoints it with oil, and
makes a solemn vow.
It is ditlicult to account for these divergences.
Some authorities, such as Wellhausen.t suppose
that J contained an independent narrative others,
as Kuenen,§ hold that we have here, not the work
of J, but a passage expanded and modified from
E bv 'a follower of j'; according to the latter
scholar, J probably carried back the consecration of
Bethel to Abraham and not to Jacob (Gn 12"; cf. 13').
b. In the later account of P (Gn 35»-'*-") there
is no mention of the characteristic features of the
earlier narrative.
The salient points here seem
to be that God changes Jacob's name to Israel,
and the name Bethel is given to the place because
God spake with him there. God reveals Himself
by the name El Shaddai, and the promise (vv."-")
is cast into the form characteristic of P.
This
account is referred to again in 48' P.
In Hos 12* the vision at Bethel comes after
Jacob's wrestling, ».«. after his return from Paddanaram, as in P, though not necessarily implying
that Uosea naed this narrative.il In the subsequent
.

'

'

"

;

'

;

'

;

'

*Dlllm*nn, HmuHt*,
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887.
Jo* 181 nilRlit ha randarml
but Chin woold imply that Brlhel Udxtcrp.

mtDed by [.dz, whcrean everywhere eUe It la Liu that la
d«t«niitned by B*'tli<'l, the b«-tt«'r.known place.
Luza,' thfii,
nay be a jiIohi ingfrt^d to Bcr<>niin"<lHt« the paaaagn to Joi
\Vi.
The L.X.Y hun the nainr not here (IfX bat It Um
of
.I. IMUm. iVun. Dtul. Jo4lK.> p. 6SU.
'

ud

• Ttlm. Rab. Sola, 486; Btruhilh Babim, ch. 88. Be« Neobaaer
OiogT. du Talm. p. 168.
BfthShoiiioah, Beth-Dagon (Jot 16*11 B«th-Pcor
t Cf.
{Dt 3«), BithlioalMeon (,Io» 18").
The rarUtlons which occnr In the tomipi
I Camp, de Ilex. p. 88.
of thn promise In v.u when compared with the other promis.s
In J (Gn 123 1314 1818 2218) ,„ explained by auppoelug that J

here has been worked over by a later hand.
The 'follower of J' Incorporated IS"
I Hejcalrv\, p. 147.
altnoBl word for word In T.I4, and modlfled E In y.1>> ; tbua
VV.13.H become honiogeneona with 321*-U. It will be noticed
that both Tlewa Inrolre a modJQcatlon of J 1> a laaaar or greater
decree.
I On 8i»-u haa been expanded by tha radaotor with extracu
fhjiii JE, «.j. In T.14.
l-ho nuuzfto and Ubatlon are qult«
fortlgn to P. The word 'afcaln,' v.», ii not original, but waa
Inserted to hamionlae with Gn 2slM.. It la the second rlslt
to Bethel recorded by E rss'.*-*'), once, perhaps, a fuller
narrative, which Uaa Mhlna tha pronhet'a woitla.
Knao. ib.

;

'

BETHEL
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BETHEL

narrative E records the command to return to
Bethel, where Jacob had set up and anointed a
pillar ; now he buUda an altar in memory of the
revelation years before (Gn 35'- ^-^-'j.
'And he
called the name of the place El-Bethel.' * Nothing
is said of the fulfilment of the vow to dedicate
a tenth promised in iS-""
but this particular is
generally held to have been inserted later. On
the occasion of this second visit Deborah, Kebekah's
nurse, died, and was buried ' below Bethel, under
the oak.'
Thus tradition connected Bethel with the patriaichal history and the connexion is a witness to
the hif^h antiquity of the sanctuary. It has been
supposed that, like many other sanctuaries, such as
Jerusalem, Jericho, Shechem, Hebron, etc.. Bethel
was originally a Canaanite holy place, and that
after it had passed into the han(hi of the Israelites
it was adopted Into
Israelite traditions, and
assigned a patriarchal consecration. On the other
hand, there is no clear evidence that Bethel was a
Canaanite sanctuary
all that the OT knows
about its earlier history is that its ancient name
was Luz ; so we are Justified in concluding that its
sanctity was of purely Israelite origin.t At the
same tune, it possessed a sanctity independent of
the dedication which Jacob is said to have given
it.
It was a haunt of angels, a place where a
ladder was always fixed between earth and heaven
and when Jacob passed the night there he saw it. J
It was not so much that J" found Jacob, as that
Jacob was unconsciously guided to find J there.
The setting up and anointing of the pUlar in
Bethel is important as illustrating primitive religious ideas.
Several of these pulars are mentioned in the history of Jacob (Gn 31" 35* E
cf. Jos 24^ E), and the narratives give the impression that they were memorial-stones, marking the
scene of a uivine revelation. But this was not
their primary significance.
It is the stone of
Bethel, not the place, that is called a house of
God (Gn 28^), the stone being regarded as the
shrine of the Deity, and the symbol of His
presence. §
In the Book of Joshua Bethel is mentioned
several times in connexion with the capture of Ai
(Jos 1' 8'-i*-" JE); its inhabitants assisted those
of Ai in attacking the Israelites (Jos 8").
The
Deuteronomic compiler of Jos defines the situation
of Ai by Bethel, showing the importance of the
place in his day, and mentions a king of Bethel
(Jos 12»- '« D').
frontier town on the S. border of Joseph (Jos
16'-- JE), and on the N. border of Benjamin (Jos
18" P), it is reckoned as belon<jing sometimes to
Benjamin (Jos IS-'- P), sometimes to Ephraim
(Jg 1^- J, 1 Ch 7=*). Lying on the frontier, it
;

;

;

"

;

'

'

A

must have changed hands from time

to time

;

e.g.

Abijah, king of Judah,

from Jeroboam

Ch

(2

said to

iS

have taken Bethel

IS").

After its capture and occupation by the bouse of
Joseph (Jg 1-"'^), Bethel became, together with
Jericho, Ai, and Hebron, one of the principal
settlements of the Israelites. Gilgal was the headquarters at the first stage in the occtipation of the
land, Bethel at the second ( Jg 2'
: dri ToXydX

LXX

irl BojflTiX).*

In the period of the Judges Bethel became the
The
chief religious centre of the northern tribes.

ark was stationed there (Jg 20'*)
it was
quented as a place for sacrifice (Jg 2"' Budde,
;

fre1

S

or for consulting the divine oracle (Jg 20'^ "
and the sanctuary was rendered accessible by

lU^),
2r''),

roads (Jg 20^ 21").
In the neighbourhood was
the palm under which Deborah the prophetess
dwelt (Jg 4°) and, in a lat« passage, Samuel is
said to have included Bethel in his yearly circuit
;

S

(1

7'«).

The importance

of the sanctuary was greatly
increased by Jeroboam I. Its geographical position

combined with

political

expediency to

make

it

the religious capital of the N. kingdom. Here and
at Dan the golden calves or steers were set up,
and a form of J"-worship orgajiised in accordance
12^with the practice of the popular religion ( 1
•^j.t This no doubt provoked a certain amount of
probably Ahijah
opposition from the prophets
disapproved of it (I
'The story of the
H*"-).
man of God from Judah who cried against the
altar of Bethel is, however, much later than this
period, so that we cannot be sure how far it represents the contemporary opinion of the prophets.
The storj; is given in 1
13 (' Bethel,' vv.'- •'•"'•
Elijah, Elisha, and Amos have nothing to say
'').X
against the golden calves Elijah himself was sent
to Bethel by the Lord (2 K 2").
In the reign of Ahab a Bethelite named Hiel
16^).
rebuilt Jericho (1
The splendour and importance of the sanctuary
increased with the prosperity of the N. kingdom.
The worship instituted by Jeroboam had the
10^)
but it was under
support of Jehu (2
Jeroboam II. that the great Ephraimite sanctuary
reached the summit of its renown as 'a royal
sanctuary and house of the kingdom' (Am 7").
It had its dignified priesthood (Am 7'") and college
13") the ritual, the
of prophets (2 K 2^; cf. 1
sacrifices, the public feasts, attained a degree of
luxurious splendour unparalleled before. But all
this went along with a deep-seated degradation,
moral and religious. Amos gives a vivid picture
of Bethel at this period. The sanctuary itself had
become the seat of cruelty and extortion ; the sacred
feasts, supported out of the tithes (4*),§ had degenerated into luxuiious banquets for the nobles at
Hence the sanctuary
the expense of the poor (5").

K

;

K

'

'

"

K

;

K

K

;

K

;

ia denounced in unmeasured terms both
by Amos and Hosea (Am 3" 4*, Hos 10") it is
threatened with severe visitation and overthrow of
its altar (Am 9' 3"
Bethel shall come to nought
[Aven] 5').
In Hosea, Beth-aven has become

of Betiiel
'

That

SI qfBtiltd a local name of J", pointing to a belief
in a local deity inhabiting this particular spot
Cr. the i-aine
of the nuuzibaof Shechem, 'El G'j4 of Israel' (Gn 33"). »"'!
of the place where Abraham sacriliced the ram (Gn 2'."*);
BO, too, El-rol, the Ood of the well of Lahai-rol (Gn 16"); El
01am, the God of Beersheba (On 2133). ct the variona local
names of Baat See Kowack, Hebr. ArehdrAo^''-^ ii. p. 9, and
8ta<le, Gts^htcku d. V. Itr. I. p. 447.
The LXX, Pesh. Vulg.
onut the tlrst El (Gn SS^, perhaps because the exjiression was
not aiidcrstood. There is no need to duubt its onginality.
t So Noldeke, ZD},ia ilii. p. 4lS2 ; bat see Benzinger, HOyr.
ia,

;

AreJiaolotjie, p. 12'>.

t Wellhanseii, Omjioiitim, p. 82
p. 110: Benzinger, ib. p. 376.

W. R.

;

W. B. Smith.

«eJ.

ofSemUa,

Sin th, ib. 4, 187 Benzinger, ii. pp. 57, S80 ; NowBCk,
I
Bebr. Archd^l. L p. 91 il. p. 9 ; Stade, Geschichle, I. p. 456.
Thus htm-J paased Into Greek and La tin as ffairiijn and tattylia,
the xi$tt ijwmf4i. )u8*i iu.l'vxt* (prob. aerolites), which were
worshipped as divine. Curiims information on this subject may
be fonnd in Buseb. Prwp. Evan}, i. 10, and In Photius, Bibliotheca,
ccilii. p. 1062 f.
Cf. also Lnclan, Ala. 80; Tac Ui4t. 11. S;
Olem. Alex. SIrom. vii. p. 713. The sacrc^d stone of Mecca is a
well-lcnowii example from Semitic paganism which baa siirTived
In Islaau Stone-worehip ia alluded to in la 674.
;

;

'

II

•The Heb.
latter,

sou

is

Heb.

text here

however,

is

not

is

to be corrected from

its original state, for iwi rit

LXX. The
Kaa^m«'«

a gloss Inserted to satisfy the dubious C'23n Sm of the
See Budde, Rickter u. Sam. pp. 20 f., 89. In t.» D'33

in its right place.
Wellhausen, Conp. p. 215, notes that
D'33 was in the neighbourhood of Bethel (Gn 35S, ni33 ji'^x).
t The golden calvej* were not of Egyptian but of native origin.
For th«^ iKipular worship of J" ouder the form of an image, see Jg
is

8-J7
:

174

181-1.

Driver,

J«.

etc
LOT, p. 183; Kaenen, Binttitung,

U. p. 76

(Qerm.

tians.).

On 28-^. no doubt
{ See W. R. Smith, Rtl. o/Semita, p. 329 a.
Justified and explained the cnstom of paying tithes at Bethel

(Am

4*).

See above.

Perhaps the altar was a pillar
( W. R. Smith, 0>. p. 470.
crowned by a sort of capital bearing a bowl,' serving as a kind
of cresset. This would give additional fotva to the Language oi
AxQoa in Oi.
'

—

{

BETH-EMEK

BETH-HACCHEKEM

• the
tlie desecrated name of Beth-el (4'^ u' lO'- ')
ralf-worship is for the first time emphatically
denounced as the very root of Israel's sin.
The prophets' dennnciations were soon fulfilled,
for Bethel must have been involved in the general
overthrow of the N. kingdom by tlie Assyrians in
~22
According to .Jewish tradition,
of. Jer 48'^.
Shalmaneser 'carried off the golden calf which

angel troubling the waters (v.<) is omitted in n
B and D, but occurs in
C, the Vulgate, the
Peshitta, etc. It may therefore be thought that
the troubling of the waters had a natural cause.
The site is not definitely fixed by the description.
The Sheep Gate was north of the Temple, but a
place where the flocks were gathered for watering
may be intended. The most probable derivation
of the name seems to be from "^f p',3 lietheslidah,
'house of the stream' (see under I'lSG.vu, and
Gesen. Lex. s.v.). The traditions as to Bethe-sda
have varied. In the 4th century it was placed
(Onomasticon, s.v. Belhe.sda) at the Twin Pools, in
the ditch at the north-west angle of Antonia, one
of these being the Sheep Pool and the other that
with porches, the fifth of which was supposed to
divide the two
but this pool was very probably
made in the fosse at a later period (2nd or Gth
century A.D.). In tlie 12th century Bethesda was
shown farther north, at the Piscina Interior west
of St. Anne.
It is now .shown at the Blrket
Israil, part of the northern fosse immediately east
of the 'I'win Pools
but here, again, the masonry
is of later date than that of tlie llerodian walls of
the Temple. A more probable site for Bethesda is
the Virgin's Pool (Gihon and Kn-rogel), the only
natural spring of Jerusalem, at the foot of the
Ophel slope south-east of the Temple, as proposed
by Robinson. This answers the requirements that
it still presents the phenomenon of intermittent
'troubling of the water,' which overflows from a
natural syphon under tlie cave, and that it is still
the custom of the Jews to bathe in the waters of
the cave, when this overflow occurs, for the cure
of rheumatism and of other disorders.
It is also
still the place where the flocks are gathered for
watering.
A long flight of steps leads to the
cave, and the debris is heaped up round these, so
that it is imjiossible to say whether any buildings
exi.sted round the cavern.
Greek text of late
date was found by Tobler built into the masonry
near.
The name, house of the stream,' would be
suitable for this site, whence a stream flowed to
Siloam.
See SWP, Jerusalem vol., s.v. 'Ain
ed Deraj also Weslcott and Ilort's N.T. App. 1&>.
C. R. Cu.Ni)i:;i{.
BETH-EZEL (''SS? ~'?), Mic P'.— Perhaps place
near,' .see AVm: mentioned with Zaanan and
Shaphir.
It .seems to have been a place in the
Philistine plain, but the site is unknown.
According to some it is= Azel of Zee 14^
K.
CONDKlt.
C.

:

A

;

was in Bethel, and departed to set it up.' t
During the Captivity Bethel is mentioned as the
residence of a priest who was despatched by the

•;<

oomiuerors to teach tlie strangers settled there
how they sliouKl fear J"' (li K 17^).
The reforming zeal of Josiah was directed against
so much of the sanctuary as had survived the
Assyrian devastation. The king carried to Bethel
he
ttie ashes of idolatrous vessels from Jerusalem
deliled the altar which was still standing, but
allowed the monument of the prophet, who had
foretold the overthrow, to remain undisturbed (2 K
•

;

;

2:1*. lo. 17. I'j).

Among
men

the exiles

who returned from Babylon

=

of Bethel' are named (Kzr 2'-^
Neh
7*-)
and the ancient city was inhabited once more
by the children of Benjamin (Neh 11^'). In the
fourth year of Darius a deputation was sent from
Bethel to Jerusalem to inquire about the continuance of the stated fasts (Zee 7-).
In the wars of the Maccabees Betliel wa-s one of
'

llie

;

;

the

fortified

))laces

Filially,

by Bacchides

(1

Mac

was captured by Vespasian

it

campaign against Jerusalem

9'°).

in

his
(Jos. Jew. Wars, iv.

ix. 9).

There was another Bethel in Judah, mentioned
Jos 19* ''i^^, and 1 Ch 4^1 ''.nt-t (cf.
''!?'J2).
It is mentioned in the Midrash
(Ekha ii. ."5) as one of the three places in which
Hadrian placed garrisons to arrest deserters. The
2.

in 1 S 30-',
for the form

site is

unknown.

G. A.

BETH-EMFK

COOKE.

A

r"?

'house of the deep
valley'), Jos 19-'.
A town of Zebulun in the
border valley, east of Acco, apparently near
Cubul. The name has not been recovered.
C. R. CONDKi:.
BETHER Cv? ''!^7 'mountains of cutting'— or
'of divisions,' Ca 2").
If a proper name, the
famous site of Bether near Jerasalem (see added
verse of L.\X Jos 15''') might be intended, the
hill-ridge to the south being uncultivated land,
near wooils in which deer might have been found.
Bether is celebrated for the resistance of the Jews
to Hadrian under Bar-Cochba in A.D. 135 (see
authorities quoted by Hobinson, Bib. Ue.s. vol. iii.,
and the account in Xeubauer's Gcog. Talm. s.v.).
The site was recognised by Canon Williams at
liitt'ir, south-west of Jerusalem
a village on a
cliff in a strong position, with a ruin near it called
Uuin of the Jews,' from a tradition of a great
Jewish massacre at this place. See 6'IKPvol. iii.
(P"?.?

—

'

Umm

;

—

'

BETH-GADER
with
the

—

•BETHESDA

CRnOeaSi, TU), Jn 5=.— A pool at
.liru>,iK III,
by the npoSariKr^ or 'sheep place'
(market or gate), having five porches or cloisters.
In N and L the name is given as liethzatha (comp.
the name of Bezetha for the north quarter of
.lerus.alem), in B it is liithsaida.
It ajipears to
have had steps from the cloisters, and the ^vater
was at times ' troubled.'
The account of the
•
'Qi-,

The LXX
llos 4"'

Tnri,'.

p.

polnti

.'>•

pN P'S

I0» (»)

12*;

as fiN P'?, and tran.illtcratoii oI«o5
Atiulln rcnilcM olicot diui^iAoCc.

('"O:) of .Ion 15"

is

maybe'

noticed

('^I'^J

with

Jer 48"-3.— A place
Dibon, Kiriathaim, and

r^'?),

AV

A

above the valley of Uephaim.
sheet xvii.

a textual error for

this same HitlipUcf.notcslnllaii Ill's.ynorffffl^-so/Or In //.c/M.
•• Cojijirifiht, T-9'', hft

mentioned
It

BETH-HACCHEREM (=^-: ^'3 'place of the
vineyard'), Neh ;'.", .ler «'.
It appears to have
had a connnanding position for a beacon or
ensign.
Tradition fixed on Ilerodium south of
Bethlehem, probably because it was a conspicuous
site near Tekoa, with which it is noticed.
po.ssible site is 'Ain Kilrim west of Jerusalem,
where there are vineyards. On the hill to the
east are the remarkable stone cairns which stand

xxll.

llic Chc.ill

-J",

See Gll.CAl,.

llulli>|>iilli>.

'Ohim, ch.

Ch

C. H. Co.M)i:i:.
' house
12™,
of (iiigal '),
perhaps identical with Gilgal to the east of Jericho.

.m IIos 1>».V(;Ivc»Sn-"3. Cvrll, in llnn.^Onera, vol. III.
I'll.
lODS), counccls oI«05 'av ("Tiii-tvof HAiav) with

} Probably

Moab,

1

as (ieder, Jos 12".

BETH-GILGAL (Neh

II.').

t .Stdtr

same

(i^J p'3),

and Kiriath-jearim.

III

Beth-meon.
It is now the ruin Umm el-./emdl,
towards the east of the plateau, south of Medeba
a site where a Xabaliean inscription was found by
Warren, which may date about the 2nd cent. A.n.

C. R. Co.VDEl!.

-xvii.

lletliUlii

BETH-GAMUL
in

'

sheet

ro

f

'i/Ti-'*-f

s'r-rt'httrr'.* .*^on

f

See

6'

C

I{.

117' vol.

iii.

CiiNOKi:.

;

BETH-HAEA.M
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BETH-HARAM

(ci.ri

n-3,

AV

BETH-JESHIMOTH

Beth-aram) was

Bituated 'in the valley-plain of the Jordan '(Jos
13^).
In Nu SS* Bethharan.
Its site has been
recovered at Tell R&meh at the mouth of the IVddy
Heshb&n, 6 miles east from the familiar bathingplace of pilgrims in the Jordan. According to
Tristram it retains its old name, and is still known as

Beit-Harran (Land of Monb, p. 348). Eusebius describes it as Betharamphtha. Jos. calls it Amathus
(Ant. x\ai. X. 6).
It was rebuilt and fortified by
Herod Antipas when he became tetrarch, and in
honour of the Roman empress was called Livias
or Libias. Merrill (East of the Jordan, p. 383)
gives good reasons for believing that it was in the
palace here that Herod celebrated his birthday by
the feast recorded (Mt 14»-", Mk &'-^), and that the
Baptist's head was broaght hither from Machferus,
some 20 miles south.
A. Henderson.

BETH-HARAN

(nu

n-s),

'

^asr Hajlah, occupied by Greek monks, but

which

in 1874 was still a fine mediaeval ruin, with
frescoes of the 12th cent., since destroyed.
See
iii.

sheet xviii.

BETH-HORON
In

1

in

Ezra and Nehemiah may

Ch 7"

RV

(I'n'irrn's

C. R.
'place

of

Condke.
caves'?).—

we read that Sheerah, daughter

of

Ephraim, built 'Beth-horon, the nether and the
upper, and Uzzen-Sheerah.' Her name possibly
survives in Seit-Sira = Uzzen-Sheerah, and certainly
the other two places ascribed to her still exist,
with their old appellations but little changed.
Their survival and their historical importance are
due to their position.
From the valley of Aijalon three gorges break
through the steep wall of the western front of the
centra range of Palestine. The northernmost of
these is the pass to El-Jib (Gibeon), up which, always
the easiest approach from the west to the Jewish
capital, a well-trodden path leads, in about fifty
minntos, to Beit-Hr et-Tahta or Lower Beth-horon.
It stands on a ridge, about 1240 ft. above the sea,
with the remains of a castle near. Crossing a
small wady, and mounting a long and steep ascent,
rocky and rough, but with the rock in plaaes cut
into steps, the traveller after an hour's climb
reaches Beit-iir el-F6ka or Upper Beth-horon,
which stands 1730 ft. above the sea, on a mountain
epur with a deep valley both to north and south.
The village is small, but exhibits traces of ancient
walls and foundations, and to the east of it is a
reservoir, apparently oi great antiquity.
So situated, the «.s could not fail to be connected with the march and retreat of armies.
' Throughout
history we see hosts swarming up
this avenue or swept down it in flight.' More
than one memorable battle takes its name from B.
(see below).
Thrice the two towns were fortified
—by Solomon (1 K 9", 2 Ch 8»), by the Sj;rian
general Bacchides (1 Mac 9", Jos. Ant. xill. i. 3),
and by the Jews against Holofemes (Jth 4'-*).
It was by B. that Cestius Gallus advanced in the
first onset of the Roman armies on Jerusalem, and
down its gorge he was driven in rout by the insurgent Jews (Jos. Wars, II. xLi. 1, 8). And B.
saw the first Crusaders march to Jerusalem and
saw Richard, in the third Crusade, in vain try to
force a passage by the same route.
further importance attached to the two towns
as frontier posts. Both Upper and Nether Bethhoron were either on, or close to, the boundary
between Benjamin and Ephraim, being reckoned

lay was formally transferred by the

it

Syrian

monarch.
Literature.

— Robinson, BRP iit 69, with references

there to

patristic and other writers; Siiiitb, Hi^t. Gtog. of the Holy Land,
210, 213, 264 ; Baedeker, FaL and Syria, 142 ; Stanley, Sin. and
Pal. 212.

— The

Battles of Bethhoron.

Gibeonites,

had summoned
Joshua to their relief. By a forced march he
obeyed the summons. At sunrise he was already
in the open ground at the foot of the heights of
Gibeon,' and the battle began.
It had three stages.
The Canaanites were thrown into dismay by the
shout and the sudden onset of Israel, and broke,
flying up the rocky ascent to Upper B. (Jos 10'").
But tney made no stay there, and we next see
them in headlong flight down the other side of the
ridge towards Lower B., while a terrible storm
raged, and contributed more to their defeat than
five kings,

'

even the pursuit of the Israelites

(v.").
It is here that the prose narrative is interrupted
by the quotation from the Book of Jashar, wnere
' the hero appears in the ancient
song of the Book
of Heroes,' standing on the crest of the hill with

outstretehed hand and spear, calling to the sun to
stand still upon Gibeon, and the moon in the valley
of Aijalon (v.""-)In the lengthened day thus given to Joshua's
prayer comes the third stage,' the hiding of the
kings in the cave of Makkedah, where they were
guarded while the pursuit of their beaten forces
'

and were then put to death (w. '•"").
battle of Beth-horon was won by
Judas Maccabaeus over Seron, 'a prince of the
army of Syria.' Judas, bom at Modin, in the
neighbourhood, must have foreseen his advantage
from the nature of the ground, as he saw the
Syrians 'coming near to the going up of Bethhoron.'
But he trusted more to the help of
J", and, encouraging his scanty host by reminding
them that 'the victory of tattle standeth not
in the multitude of a host, but strength cometh
from heaven,' he 'leapt suddenly' upon the foe,
and drove them down to the plain.
This waa
lasted,

The second

in

B.C.

166.

victory on the

Five years later he won another
same ground over Nicanor (1 Mao

3U-« tW-m. Joe, ^nt. xu.

vii. 1, x. 5.).

A. S. AOLKH.
Ch 6" b. occurs as a
verb in the obsol. sense of to take thought,'
' if
they shall b. themselves
to come to oneself
and repent (3^V(i aVij bring back to heart.'
See the same phrase in Dt 4* consider it in thine
30" ' call to
heart,' RV
lay it to thine heart

BETHINK.— In

K

1

8", 2

reflex,

'

'

.

'

.

.

:

'

'

'

'

'

mind

44"

;

RV

none considereth

in his heart,'
' calleth
to mind ' ; 46" [^a] ' brine again to mind '
La 3" ' recall to mind '). Cf. Lk 15" ' when he
came to himself (Gr. els iavrir Atfuf).
'

;

Is

'

'

Hasttnos

T

;

A

indi-

of Judii-a' (Jos. Ant. xil. vii. 1), though it was not
tUl sixteen years later that the district in which

being besieged by the

BETH-HOOLAH (n^jo b'3 'place of the partridge '), Jos 15' 18". In the Jericho plain. Now the
large spring called 'Ain Hajlah, partridge spring,'
south-east of Jericho. Close by is the monastery

SWP vol.

mention of them

cate that they did not form part of the Return
settlement, though they must have been close on
its frontier.
If the designation of Sanballat ('th»
Horonite') connects him with B. (and not rather
with Horonaim), this would be conclusive of its
dependence on Samaria. But under the Maccabees,
about B.C. 161, we find B. described as 'a village

Nn 32".—See Bkth-

HARAM.

called

the possession of the latter tribe (Jos 16' IS**-"
1
Ch &'^). After the rupture of the kingdom they naturally fell to Israel. The absence of
21^2,

BETH-JESHIUOTH

AV

also Jesimoth) '('j
n^Dp;:!,
the place of the desert '), the S. limit of the
'
encampment on the plains of Moab at the close
of the joumeyings, Nu 33**.
In Jos 12* it is mentioned as in the S. of the Arabah towards the Dead
Sea.
In 13*> it is assigned to Reuben, the ' slopei
(in

'

'

"
;

BETH-2JLMRAH

BETH-LE-APHRAH
of

PUgah being mentioned immediately before
'

it

25" it is spoken of as belonging to Moab.
EosebioB places it )U miles S. of Jericho, and Jos.
{Jewish }^ an, IV. \-ii. 6) refers to Bijaifniff in that

and

in

Ezk

Some ruins and a well at the N.E. end
direction.
of the Dead Sea bear the name of Suwaimeh, which
and
is considered as a moditication of Jeshimoth
this situation suite the requirements of the biblical
;

A. T. Chapman.

narrative.

BETH-LE-APHRAH

AV

house of
Aplirah '). The name of a town apparently in
Phil, territory, whose site is quite unknown (Mic
In the call 'at B. roll thyself in the dust,'
l'").
there is a double play upon words, 'Aphrah containing a punning allusion to 'Aphar (dust) and "f'Jsnn
It seems out of
(roll thyself) to 'Pf^? (Philistine).
the question to identify the place with Ophrah of
Benjamin (.los 18"). See G. A. Smith, Twelve
Prophets, 383 f.
J. A. Selbie.
(m.sy^Ti'j,

—

BETH-LEBAOTH
lionesses

'

?

—A

Unknown.

of

n-j),

Jos

19"

'

house of

Simeon near Sharuhen.

(See Ueth-Biri.)

BETHLEHEM
places so

(n^Kji"

town

'

named

—

• place of bread').
Two
Palestine are noticed in the

(on^ n-j

in

OT.
Bethlehem Jndah,

called also Ephrathah, the
5 miles S. of Jerusalem. It is now a
small white towTi on a spur running out east from
the watershed. The inhiibitants are Christians,
and wear a peculiar costume. At the east end of
the town is the Churcli of the Nativity and
attached mona-stery, standing above the orchards
of figs and olives, and the vineyards which surround
1.

home of David,

prosperous village. The church is perhaps
the oldest in existence founded for orthodox Greek
rites the pillars are those of Constantine's Basilica,
commenced about A.D. 330; the mosaics on the
wall above belong to the 12th cent.
The oak
roof was given by Edward III.
To the north is
the Latin chapel, and under this the cave-chapel,
in which Jerome is said to have lived while writing
the Vulgate. The Cave of the Nativity, onder the
choir of the ancient Basilica, is the only site
(excepting the chapel on Olivet) connectea with
the history of Christ, which is noticed before the
establishment of Christianity by Constantino.
cave in Bethlehem, supposed to mark the inn' of
the Nativity, is noticed by Justin Martyr in the
2nd cent. A.D. {Trypho, 78): it was known to
Origen, and appears to have been found, in the
4th century A.D., consecrated to Tammuz, and
standing in a grove, which was cut down when
the place was reconsecrated bv queen Helena.
this

:

A

'

An

The family

of Caleb spread to Bethlehem (1 Ch
"•»'•"): the Philistines held the city in the
time of Saul (2 S 23", 1 Ch II""); the well is
then described as being ' at the gate.' Bethlehem
was fortified by Kehoboam (2 Ch 11'), and occupied by the Jews after the Captivity (Err 2^, Neh
7**).
In the 8th cent. B.C. (Mic 5-) it appears to
have been a small place, still known by its old
name Ephrathah, as well as by the later (comp. Ku
2* 4"), but possessing cornfields and
in Jeremiah's

2'»-

—

—

age an inn (?). Whether Bethlehem is intended in
Ps 132' as a place where the ark was supposed to
be,

The

api)ears doubtful.

of David.
The city was sacred to Christians from the
earliest times, and the first care of the Crusaders
was to secure the safety of its Christian population
It was
in A.D. 1099, before Jerusalem was taken.
subsequently made a bishopric. One of the most
remarKable Christian texts is that on the font
in the Basilica, which is said, Avith true modesty,
to have been presented by ' those whose names
The glass frescoes
are kno'Nvn to the Lord.
are of high interest, and were presented by
The
Michael Comnenos in the 12th cent. A.D.
crests of knights who visited the church in the
Middle Ages are drawn upon the shafts of the
For a study of this church, see
Basilica pillars.
vol.
de Vogiie, Valises de la Palestine, and
For population, see Palestine.
iii. sheet xvii.
Jos
19",
of
Zebulun.
and
perhaps
2. Bethlehem
j„ j2'- '". Now the village Beit Lahm, in the low
vol. ii. sh. v.
huls, 7 miles N.W. of Nazareth.
C. R. CONDEK.
BETHLEHEMITE ('pn^iJ n<j), a native of Bethlehem, is applied to Jesse in 1 S 16'- " 17", and to
Elhanan in 2 S 21'». In 1 Ch 20» also we should
See Elhanan,
prob. read '9n|?ci B'J for
'CniTH*.
J. A. Selbie.
Lahmi.

SWP

—

SWP

MT

'

BETH-LOMON
lehem

of

(^aieXuiiCy), 1

Es 6".— For Beth-

Judah.

—A

descriptive
BETH-MAACAH (n;yp n'j).
epithet of the city of Abel, 2 S 20"- ", where 'Abel
15*
2
\S^).
and B.' should be Abel o/B.' (cf. 1

K

'

See Abel, No.

K

1.

BETH MARCABOTH

'place of
(niT)?? »•»
city of Simeon
chariots'), Jos 19°, 1 Ch 4".
in the southern plains, near Ziklag, deserted in

David's time.

The

—A

site is

unknown.

the
House.'

mangoT.

tlie

Some scholars suppose Bethlehem to take it«
name from Lakhmu, a deity noticed in the Assyrian
account of the Creation, but it is not known that
he was adored in Palestine. Under the name

known between Jerusalem and

inn

Christ at

birth of

Bethlehem is noticed in Mt 2'- »•«•», Lk 2*-".
The manger was not in the inn (Lk V), but prob
ably belonged to it. The Gospels refer to Micah (5')
as prophesying the birth of Messiah at the home

at Bethlehem is possiuly referred to in
Jer41" (RVm), the place being on one of the highways to the soath. In the Hebron hills there are
many rock-cut stables for cattle, which resemble
the cave under the choir at Bethlehem, which
poRsesHes a rock-cut recess that may have been a
'

281

'

Ephrath, B.

BETH-MEON.—See Baal-Meon.

BETH-MERHAK

AV

(pTHV

2 S 16"

n>j),

RVm

RV,

for

the Far
a place that was far off'
Stade and others understand it to mean
No town so called is
last house of the city.
'

;

—

BETH-MILLO

(Jg

9*

RVm

:

'

Jericho.

2

K

12»

AVm,

text

'house of Millo').— See MiLLO.

35'«-

is noticed in Jacob's time (Gn
48', if the gloss the same is B.' is correct), but it is
not mentioned in the Book of Joshua (except in the
added verse, LXX Jos 15"). The name Bethlehem
first occurs In 1 S 10*.
The cemetery is noticed
in 2 S 2^, and the well in 2 S 23'''*.
The traditional sit« of this well is a rock-cut cistern northwest of the town. Bethlehem is ill supplied with
water, and depends mainly on the lioman aqueduct tunnelled through the hill. The most probable dte U a well to the south in the valley.
'

BETH-NIMRAH
Nimrah.
Nu

(.tjij)

n-j),

'place of leopard.'

—

See v.", Jos 13". The same
Now the ruined mound Tell
as Nirarim, Is 15*.
Nimrin, at the foot of the mountains opposite
Jericho. A good-sized stream flows N. of the mound
The town, with others in the
to join the Jordan.
Shittim plain, belonged to Gad the only city in
this region assigned to Reuben being Beth-jeshimoth, south of the plain. In the 4th cent. A.D.
Nirarim was known (Unomasticon, a. v. BethamIn

'.VI'

;

A

'

'

BETHSAIDA

BETH-PAZZEZ

282

naram) as lying 5 Roman miles north of Lirias
See SEP vol. i. s.v. TeU
(TeU er-Rameh).
C. R.

Nimrln.

BETH-RAPHA
giant,'

(pvs n-s), Jos lff°.—A town of
The
near Engannim and Enhaddah.
had not been recovered.

BETH-PELET
2 S

(•a)z),

(0^9 n-3),

RV

in

;

AV Beth-palet,

Neh ll".— The

Paltite
by scnbal error Pelonite in
this
place.
of
an Inhabitant
south of Beersheba, but is unknown.
C. R. CONDER.

Beth-phelet,

15".

23'^, called
27'°, was

Ch 11"
The site was
1

BETH-PEOR

Dt 3^ 4*' 34«, Jos IS".
and Peor (Nu 23-'«).—
Reuben. The top of Peer

(1^PV n<3),
(Nu 25'- »)

See Baal-Peor
Moabite town given to
commanded a view of the Jeshimon west of the Dead
Sea, and seven altars were here erected by Balak.
The Shittim Valley was over against Beth-peor,'
and from Nebo the body of Moses is said to have
been taken to a valley in Moab, over against Bethpeor,' which was not the Arabah or Shittim Valley.
The name of Peor has not been found east of
Jordan, but the site is placed near Heshbon in the
Onomasticon {s.v. Abarim and Fo^or). There is no
doubt that Beth-peor was named from Baal-peor
(iiys), the god of the Moabites and Midianites
and a possible site for the top of Peor is the
cliir at Minyeh, south of Wady Jedeideh (probably
Bamoth Baal) and of Pisgah (Nebo). The three
points of view of the Israelite camp (Nu 23) were
evidently on the edge of the Moabite olateau,
whence alone Shittim was visible ; and the view
from Nebo appears (v.") to have been less extensive
than from the other two sites, so that ridges extending farther west than Nebo would meet the
This applies to the ridge above
reciuirement.
Wftdy Jedeideh, and to the ridge of Minyeh, the
latter being the most southern, and extending
From it we may suppose (Nu
farthest west.
24i9-ai) -^gje seen Edom, Amalek, and the
nest of
the Kenite on a crag, indicating a position in the
south of Moab, whence Edom and the conspicuous
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

knoll of Yukin (Cain) are seen. The name Min' wishis connected with a legend, and means
ing,' being the name of a deity, Meni (Is 65'|).
Seven circles, including central altar-stones, still
Farther east is a
exist at the edpe 01 tae cliff.
remarkable circtf w'h three standing stones, at
a place called rJ, - Mareighdt, or • the smeared
things' evidently an ancient place of worship.
Kounii the circle are numerous erect stones, and
This
to the north a large group of cromlechs.
site, on the same ridge witn Minyeh, may repretemple of Peor,'
sent the old Beth-peor or
top of Peor.'
wliile Minyeh itself represents the
To the south of the ridge is the fine ravine of
probably Nahaliel or the
the Zerka Mft'in
valley of God,' and this would be a natural site
for the burial of Moses in a valley over against

yeh

—

'

'

—

'

'

Beth-peor.'
In the added verse of the LXX, after Jos 15», a
Peor In Judah is noticed. This was also known
in the 4th cent. A.D. {Onomasticon, s.v. Fogor)
as near Bethlehem. It is the present ruin Faghur,

north-west of Bethlehem, and, though named from
the same deity, is quite a distinct site.
LlT»RATTTRR.— 3fm». Ecust Poi. Surve;/. vol. i^ for Minyeh and
El-MarciKhlt, under those names, and Hem. Wat f'al. Survei/,
ToL Ui. sheet xvil. tor the Judean site.
C. R. CONDER.

BETHPHAGE
19^.

—A

site

is

{Bve<f>ar^i),

Mt

village near Bethany,

unknown.

21i,

Mk

which

The name means

11',

see.
'

Lk
The

place of

See Neubaner, G^og. Tal. s.v. for the Talmudio notices, which do not, however, suffice to fix
C. R. Condkr.
the site.
figs.'

(k?-) n'S), perhaps
house of the
Perhaps not a geographical name.
'

BETH-REHOB

BETH-PAZZEZ

Jo3

Ch 4'^.

See Rephaim.

CoNDKK.

Issachar

name

1

oIkm 'Paa^,

i

(n'ln-rn'S,

Jg

18",

'Rehob'; apparently also Rehob
A district of Sjrria near Hamath.
of Nu 13-').
From its situation in the valley in which lay Uan,
or Laish Jg IS*'- ^), Robinson was led to suggest
Uunin, which commands the plain of Hflleh. If
Rehob means a broad place or boulevard,' it
could hardly be at Hunin. Thomson would place
Beth-rehob at Banias. (See Reuob.)
2 S

10',

in V.'

—

(

'

'

A. Henderson.

BETHSAIDA

'

(BTjffiratSd,

—

House

of

Sport,' or

Fisher-home '). Opinion is much divided as to
whether this was the name of two places, or only
of one, on the northern shore of the Sea of Galilee.
That one B. stood to the east of the Jordan, near
'

entrance into the lake, in the district of Lower
Gaulonitis, is beyond dispute. It was this village,
situated at the Lake of Gennesaret,' that Phuip
advanced to the dignity of a city, and called it
by the name of Julias, the same name with Cseaar's
daughter' (Jos. Ant. xvm. ii. 1; see also Ant.
XVIII. iv. 6
lU. x. 7
n. ix. 1
Life, 71, 72,
and Jerome, Com. on Matthew, 16"). This
73
corresponds to Bethsaida of Lk 9'°, near which was
6", where the
the dessrt place' of Mt 14" and
5000 were fed. Codex K stands alone, possibly as
the result of an interpolation, in describing the
scene of this miracle as near to Tiberias.' In this
neighbourhood also probably lay the desert place
where the 4000 were also miraculously supplied,
whence Jesus sailed with his disciples to the parts
of Dalmanutha,' in 'the borders of Magadan' or
Magdala,' returning thence to the other side,'
'toB.'(Mtl5«-»», MkS'-*').
As to the existence of a second B., west of the
Jordan, on the lake shore, there is great diversity
of opinion but where such authorities as Reland,
Robmson, Stanley, and Tristram agree, there is at
Thomson
least a presumption in their favour.
{Land and Book, ii. p. 423) suggests that the
Jordan may have divided the town, the western
part being in GalUee,' the eastern part being that
In
'which Philip repaired and called Julias.
Smith {DB, art. 'Bethsaida'), it is suggested that
if there was only one B. it waa probaLTy near the
mouth of the Jordan, and perhaps, like Kerak
(Taricha^a), surrounded by the river, and so liable
to be included at one period in Galilee, and at
another in Gaulonitis.' G. A. Smith {Hist. Geog.
B. in Galilee need not mean that it
p. 458) says
lay W. of the Jordan, as the province of Galilee
ran right round the lake, and included most of the
But none of these
level coast-land on the E.'
suggestions quite satisfies the requirements of the
Gospel story. The feeding of the 5000 took place
on the other side of the sea from Capernaum, near
Thence Jesus sent His di.sciples to go
B. Juliets.
before him unto the other side, to B.*^ (Mk 6-").
Jolm (6") describes them as going ' over the sea toits
'
'

BJ

;

;

;

;

Mk

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

:

'

'

wards Capernaum.' B., whither they were sent,
and Capernaum, were therefore practically in the
same direction from the place where they embarked. This could not be true of B. Julias and
Capernaum, even if the latter were at Tell Fliim,
If, on
wluuli is most unlikely (see CArERNAUM).
tlie otlier hand, Capernaum were at KhAn Minyeh,
and B. say at et-J'dhgha, the direction from the E.
coast woiild be practically identical, and a very
slight deflection from its course by the storm
would be sufficient to bring the boat to land in
Gennesaret. Again, it would be difficult to prove
that the province of Galilee ran right round the
lake.'
Josephus is indeed guilty of confusion in
speaking of J-ndaa of Gamala, who headed a reroll
'

—

BETHSAIDA

15ETH-SHEMESH

against the Romans, now as a Gaulonit« {Ant.
xvm. i. I) and again as a Galilean {Ant. xvill.
i. 6), but nowhere does he indicate that the district
It is true that
of Ganiala belonged to Galilee.
subsequently, for military purposes, Ganiala, 'as
the strongest city in these parts," was put under
Joeephus along \nth the two Galilees {BJ II. xx. 4),
but he was careful to distinguish what belonged to
the dilTerent prov-inces. Thus he says that along
in Gaulonitis
he fortified
with other cities
Gamala {BJ U. ii. 6). Jesus retired to B. on hearing of the murder of John the Baptist, and the
presumption is that he went out of the jurisdiction
If B.
of Ilerod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee.
Julias had been in the province of Galilee, Philip
would hardly have ventured to interfere with
But Josephus explicitly says it was in
it.
For 'B. of
'Lower Gaulonitis' {BJ u. ix. 1).
(ialilee' we must therefore turn to westward of
the Jordan.
B. Jnlias has usually been identified with et-Telt,
a considerable ruin situated £. of the Jordan, just
where the river leaves the hills, and enters the
In the absence of any definite
plain of el-Bateiha.
proof, however, it is natural to suppose that the
Fisher-home,' stood much nearer tlie lake.
city,
This supposition is supported by the existence of
an ancient site, by the mouth of the river, close to
the shore, called Mas'iuliyeh, wherein we may
detect some resemblance to the old name. The
remark of Josephus {BJ III. x. 7) that the Jordan
•passes by the city of Julias' into the Sea of
Galilee would apply to either of these sites, but
J>erbap8 most appropriately to the latter. Attention may be drawn to the abounding grass, covering the rich plain, and running up like a wave
of emerald over the lower slopes of the E. hills.
There is no place round the lake where the natural
luxuriance was so likely to call forth John's
remark, 'now there was much grass in the place.'
The Arab, barriyeh the wilderness,' or wild grazing load beyond the cultivated plots surrounding
the town, doubtless corresponds to the
desert
place of the Gospels.
The most probable site for B. of Galilee,' as yet
suggested, is ei-T'fiA?^ (Heptape^on ?) on the N. W.
shore of the Sea of Galilee. It lies in a little vale,
bordering a beautiful curve in the beacli, E. of the
rocky promontory of Tell Areitneh, the monkish
Mensa Christi,' which forms the N.E. boundary
of the plain of Gennesaret.
Capernaum (Khfln
Minyeh) to the south-west, and Chorazin (Karftseh)
among the hills to the north-east, B. would here
occupy the middle position, probably indicated by
the order in which Jesus refers to these cities
(Mt ll"""). This seems to be confirmed by Willi'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

bald (A.D. 722), who,

—

coming from Magdala through

Gennesaret, passed first Capernaum, then C.,
whence he went on to Chorazin. Perhaps also
a reminiscence of the ancient name is found in that
of the local shrine of Slieikh 'Aly e^-^niyCtdin
Slicikh 'Aly of the Fishermen.' Copious streams
of water from the warm springs on tlie E. edge of
the vale served in time past to drive several mills
on the shore, l)eing conducted thither by aqueducts
now crumbling and covered with ferns and ivy.
They also all'orded supplies, led round the W. promontory, to water part of the plain of Genne'

saret (see

tremely

art.

fertile,

Capernaum).

The

vale

is

ex-

and has been chosen by the Prus-

sian Catholic Pal. Society as the site of B., for the
cstabli.shment of a religious colony. The shallow

bay literally swarms with
fish, attracted thither by the warm water from
the springs. This place, and the const of elBafeilut, near the other B., are to this day favourite haunts of the fishermen from Tiberias.
water round the

little

W. EwiNO.

BETHSHAN
= Bethshean.

(1

BETH-SHEAN

S

(in

Mac 5"
TiXit, 2Mac

Bateadr,

1

SI'"- ",

OT

12*',

2 S 21",

iK?^n>3

or

1

•262

Mac

or n^-n-s

Btflffd, 1

;

Mac

6»> 12"- ")

in Apocr.
12*>, also

^Kv0iy
12», cf. v.i^Jth 3'°; in Jos. also
XKvdtnroXit
in some class, writers, as Pliny, HI^
V. 74, and on coins Nysa.
In modern Arab.
Beisdn).
town between the Little Hermon and
Gilboa ranges, on a plain about 300 ft. above the
valley of the Jordan, and about 3 miles to the W.
of that river.
The old town was built on the
basaltic plain now occupied by the small village of
Beisan and the tell or mound to the N. of it. To
the S. is a large extent of marsh, between which
and the town runs an ancient road leading from
the N. end of the Jordan to Jenin.
The tell is
bounded on the N. by the river Jalud, beyond
which the ancient sepulchres still exist.
Both
mound and plain are covered with the ruins of
temples, walls, and a large amphitheatre. In OT
Beth-shean does not play an important part,
apparently because, although according to the
oldest book of Heb. history it was apportioned to
Manasseh (Jos 17"" ", cf. 1 Ch 7"), it remained in
the hands of its own people (Jg 1"). After the
battle of Gilboa the bodies of Saul and his sons
were carried by the Philistines to Beth-shean,
and there fastened to the wall (or in the 'broad
place'), whence they were removed later by the
men of Jabesh-gUead (1 S 31'»-", 2 S 21"). In the
reign of Solomon the city seems to have given its
;

—A

'

'

name to a district (1 K 4").
The name Scythopolis given

to this city as early
as the 3rd cent. B.C. seems to contain a trace of an
invasion of Scyths mentioned in Herodotus, i. i05
(cf. Pliny, Hi/y. 74), or to be due to the use of the
word Scyths to denote barbarians generally. In
the 3rd cent. B.C. Scythopolis paid tribute to the
Ptolemies.
In 218 it surrendered to Antiochus the
Great. About a century later it fell into the hands
Hyrcanus,
of John
but was taken from the Jews
by Pompey, restored by Gabinius, and became an
independent to^vn of the Rom. Einp. and one of the
most important cities in the Decapolis. In the 4tb
cent. A.D. it was the seat of a bishopric.
'

'

LiTBEATURB.— For description of the site
For liistory
Robinson, Later Bli 32(i-332.
u. i. IlOil.; Joe. Ant. and Jeufuh Warg.

SWP

Ii.

101-114

— Schiirer, HJP
;

G. W. Thatcher.
'temple of the sun').
Three places so named occur in the OT in Pal.
1. Jos 15'" 21'«, 1 S «'•'", 1 K 4», 2 K 14", 1 Ch
e'", 2 Ch 28'» = Irsheme8h of Jos 19*', a city of
Judah given to the Levites, and afterwards included in Dan. It was here tliat the ark rested
by a stone (see Abel), and it was a chief city of
Solomon's province of Uan. Amaziah was here
captured by Jehoash of Israel, and the Philistines
took it in the time of Ahaz. It is the present
niin 'Ain Shryns, in the valley of Sorek S.E. of
Zorah. {SIVP vol. iii. sheet xvii.) 2. Jos 19*',
a city of Nai)htali in Upper Galilee. See Jg I'".
The site is unknown. 3. Jos 19''°. A city in
Issachar.
The site is also doubtful. There is a
Tell c.sh-SKemsiyeh in the Jordan V.illey, but it
seems to be too far north to be in Issachar,
although its proximity to Tabor would perhaps

—

BETH-SHEMESH

{tf-i? n-j

suit {Pal. Survey Mnp, sheet ix.)
It is to be noted that No. 1 is specially noticed
14") as belonging to Judah, to distinguish it
(2
from the other sites.
Bethshemite occurs as
gentilic derivative from this name in 1 S 6" ".
C. R. CoNDER.
'The pillars of Beth -shemesh tli.'it is in the land of Egypt' (Jer 43'').—

K

BETH-SHEMESH

The LXX, being
Toi>« trri\ovt

—

written in Egypt, gives simply
toi>i ir Qp,
the pillars of

'HXiov xJXtwt

'

'

BEWAIL

BETH-SHITTAH

284

The

Heliopolis that are at On.'

U

place

On

in Lower Egypt.
Bun,' Beth-shemesh,
translation of Per

therefore

Like Heliopolis, city of the
'
house of the sun,' is here a
Ra, ' house of the Bun,' the
The pillars, ori/Xoi,
temple
name
of On.
sacred or
'

must be the obelisks

B'lDKij,

characteristic of the

See

worship of Ra, the sun-god.

BETH-SHITTAH (ns^'n

n-s),

—

Avkn and On.

F. Ll. Griffith.
'place of the acacia,'

7^'.
In the vicinity of Abel-meholah. It is
the present Shutta, a village on a knoll, in the
vol. ii. sheet ix.
Jezreel Valley. See

Jg

ever means ' to seek diligently as RVm, rathei
than ' to seek early so J ob 8' 24». In Gn 26" they
rose up b. in the morning,' the idea expressed hy
early la
b.' is again in the verb (D'jfn), and b. or
the correct idea bo 2 Ch 36" rising up b.' (RV
early ').
Besides the above, ' b.' occurs Sir 6
(heading) ' Seek wisdom b.' (in ref. to v." ' gather
'

'

'

;

'

'

instruction from thy youth up '), 6"* 51*", 1 Mac
4"5*> IV". Betime is found only in Bel v." 'In
the morning b. the king arose (xal (opSpujev o
paaiKeit ri rpait).
J. HASTINGS.

SWP

C. R.
1014

iiM

of BethzQi.

(Baifl<roiJpa), 1

BETH-TAPPOAH

(ijisirn'S),

— In

'place

apples,'

of

the Hebron mountains, a town of
Now the
Judah (see Tappuah in 1 Ch 2*»).
vol. iii.
village TaffHh, west of Hebron.
C. R. Conder.
Bheet xii.

Jos IS".

SWP

—

BETHDEL (Sk^b?). The son of Nahor and
MUcah, nephew of Abraham, and father of Laban
and Rebecca (Gn 22» 24"- «•"•*>• 25» 28^-''). In
Gn 28' (P)

he is called Bethuel the Syrian ('cnxn).
frequently mentioned, he only appears in
person in the narrative of the betrothal of Rebecca
to Isaac, and even then his son Laban is the principal agent in the transaction.* This may have
been due to a usage which gave a brother a special
interest in the reputation and disposal of his
Jos. (Ant.
sister (cf. Gn 34'>-^-» 2 S IS*-").
I. zvi. 2) speaks of Bethuel as dead at the time.
R. M. Boyd.
BETHDEL (V^nna), 1 Ch 4«>. Bethul (Sin?), Jos
19*.
to\vn of Simeon, noticed with Honnah,
apparently S. of BeershebiL The site is unknown.
'

'

WhUe

—A

See Bethel

BETOLION

CONDER.

Mao 4"-" 6'- *>•"• »•<'
X4', 2 Mac. 13"- ".—The Greek form
In 2 Mac 11' Bethsoron.

BETHSDRA
gsi

Es 5^.

A

(B BeroKui,

—52

AV

B^r-,

'

'

AV

Betomasthem) BETOMESTHAIM (BeTo/a«ff»a<M, 4',
AV Betomestham). Apparently N. of Bethulia
and facing Dothan.
There is a site called Deir
Massin W. of the Dothan plain, but the antiquity
of this name is doubtful.
C. B. Conder.
;

—

BETONIM

(D'jb?). Jos 13«.— In N. Gilead.
The
survive in that of the Butnn district,
the extreme N. of Gilead.

name may

BETRAYAL OF TRUST.—See
TROTHING.— See Marriage.
BETTER.— As

a subst. one's betters," the word
not used in AV, but the adj. in Ph 2* shows how
that expression arose ' let each esteem other b.
than themselves {l/irep^xom-at).
The verb is found
Mk 5^ was nothing bettered, but rather grew
worse (».«. made better, lit. ' profited,' w(f>e\iu).
'

is

:

'

'

'

Hastings.
was once
used freely with a reflexive pronoun to express
that which is confined to two (or more) persons.
Thus Tindale's tr° of Jn 11" is and spake bitwene

BETWEEN, BETWIXT.— Between

BETHUL (Vinj),

Bethueu

Jos 19*.— See

(BoxToi-XoDd),

—X town

Jth

4'-'

6"-"-"

7'-'-

near Dothan, on a hill overlooking the plain, with springs in the valley. The

was unknown in later times, and placed at
Safed, in Galilee, in the Middle Ages. The village
of MithUiek answers in position to these requirements, being south of Dothan, on a hill at the
vol. ii. sheet xi.
edge of the plain. See
C. R. CONDEB.
site

SWP

(Ba<9faxapid), 1 Mac 6'^-^.—
the mountain pass, south of Jerusalem

BETH-ZACHARIAS

A village on
and west of Bethlehem, now the ruin Beit Skaria.
sheet xviL
C. R. Conder.
See SWP vol.
iii.

BETH-ZUR
1

S 30"

(in

(Tim's),

LXX),

1

'house of rock,' Jos 15",
Ch 2", 2 Ch 11', Neh

The Bethsnra of 1 Mac 4* etc. A town of
Judah in the Hebron mountains, fortified by
Rehoboam, and still important after the Captivity.
Judas Maccaboeus here defeated the Greeks under

3".

The

Lysias in 165 B.C.

on a

Stir,

present ruined

site,

Beit

west of the Hebron road, near
remarkable for a ruined tower, probcliif

Halhul, is
ably built in the 12th cent, a.d., and for more
vol. iii. sheet
ancient rock-cut tombs. See
xxL
C. R. Conder.

SWP

BETIMES la 'In good time,' as Pr 13" 'he that
loveth hira [his son] chasteneth him b.' (i.e. in early
visits him [dilithe Heb. is ijid 'nQ?',t lit.
life)
gently] with chastisement,' the idea expressed by
•
betimes being contained in the verb, which how'

;

'

W>

th« worda and B«thuel were probably tnierted
On
Vy B. 8«e Ball'l note in Haupt'a Het>. OT.
double
accue. see Davidson, Syntax, % 77.
t Od this
* Id

BE-

Crimes.

J.

2.

BETHDLIA

Betolius),

persons of this place returned from
captivity with Zerub.
(See Bethel.) Ezr 2-* has
the men of Bethel and Ai 223, and the number 52
belongs to the next named place, Nebo. 1 Es has
perhaps dropped a line in the Hebrew.
H. St. J. Thackkrat.
BETOMASTHAIM {BaiTofiairedxn, Jth 15^
1

'

i».i8.« i3i»_

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

AV

AV

themselves
(/xer'
among ').
dXXiiXuc,
has Lk 23" they (Pilate and Herod) were at
enmity b. themselves («-p6s iavroii TR, edd. mostly
oi>roi/s)
Ac 26" they talked b. themselves (Trpis
(IXXtJXoi/s, RV
they spake one to another ') ; Ro 1**
to dishonour their own bodies b. themselves (iv
see Sanday and
iavToh TR, edd. mostly airrott
Headlam in loc. RV among themselves ').
'
stUl retain the phrase b. ourselves
Between and betwixt were for a long time interchangeable the latter is now archaic or local.
BetwLxt is used in Gn 17" 23" 26^ 30*' 31"- »• "• "
32", Job 9»» 36»», Ca I", Is 6', Jer 39*, 1 Mac 12"
16», Ph 1=».
RV retains aU except Job 36" (see
R V and Davidson in loc. ), and adds Job 4* ' B.
to ').
morning and evening (AV ' from .
'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

We

'

;

!

;

.

'

.

Hastings.
BEULAH (Heb. niny? 'married' (of a wife)).— Is
62*-'.
An allegorical name applied to Israel by
the Deutero- Isaiah. She was no longer to be a
wife deserted by God, as she had been during the
Captivity, but married (1) to God, (2) by a strange
J.

application of the figure, to her own sons. In
Hos 1. 2 the figure in its first application is reversed. There it is used to point out the faithlessF. H. Woods.
ness of Israel to her Spouse.

BEWAIL as a reflex, verb occurs only Jer 4"
'the dauRhter of Zion that b'"" herself (nj; [all],
In
to breathe,' hithp. gasp for breath,' as RV).
Lk 8" 23" the meaning is to beat the breast in
grief {Kdrrofuu, used without an obj. in Mt U" 'Je
have not lamented,' RV 'did not mourn,' and
J. Hastings.
24*').
See Mourning.
'

'

'

'

—

;
'':

BEWITCH
BEWITCH.—Ac

BEZER

8* 'Simon
.
.
used sorcery,
' amazed
the people (iilm^iu,
as freiiuently, and a» A V in v."* but see Beside) bo 8".
In tJal 3' O foolish Galatians, who hath b"^ yon ?
(KV did b. you ? ') j the Gr. is /Sai/tad-u, to speak
evil of,' next bring evO on,' and to, as here, lead
into e\'il (see Lightfoot, ad loc.) ; it is used here
Dt 28"- •• (for yn). Sir
only in NT, but in
H*-'. Bewitching. Wis 4" 'the b. of naughtiness'
(^avKaria tpavX&nrrot, Vulg. fascinatio).
It seems
probable that in all these paijsages (as in 4 Mac
1* 2", ^(uritavla) the reference is more or less consciously to 'the evil eye' (cf. ^duxai/os for t:y in Pr 23'

and

.

b"*

RV

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

LXX

See DIVINATION, EyK.

28'").

J.

HASTINGS.

BEWRAY, distinct in origin and meaning from
betray,' is to reveal, disclose. Cf. Adams, TVarlcs,

'

Well may he be hurt
and die, that
bewray bis disease, lest be betray bis
Pr 29** 'he heareth cursing, and bewrayeth it not' (KV 'he heareth the adjuration and
nttereth nothing,* Tjn
27" (KliJ
shew,'
tell ')
proclaim,' so Rvm, but RV encountereth from
K-;3
light upon ')
Is 16*
hide the outcasts
b.
not him that wandereth (n^j uncover,' reveal
27"
KV
Amer.
'betray.'
Sir
'if thou b-« his
secrets (aTo<toXi>TTu so 27")
Mt 28™ thy speech
ii.

238

'

.

.

.

will not
credit.'

•

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

{SijXii'

'

'

;

;

thee

b'""

'

'

;

at »««!,

Bewrayer, only 2 Mac

'

'

makes thee manifest

').

b. of the money, and
'one who reveals,'
who had given information of the money, and
had betrayed his country ').
J. HASTINGS.
4'

'

a

RV

of his country' (ivSeiKntt,
'

AV

BEYOND.—1. This is in
the occasional
rendering of Heb. 15113 6eV6A«r, which, when
attached to pn;^ ' the Jordan (as it always is, except
Jg 11", 1 S 31', Jer 25**) assumes considerable criti\-n'n ijy^ is tr'i
cal importance.
In
beyond
'

AV

Gn

'

3»>- ", Jos 9" 13«, Jg 5"
;
3' 4«- *• ", Jos I'*- » 9' 12' 22';
'on this side J.' Dt
2'"
24'7' 12' 22^
on the other side J.' Dt 11*", Jos
« '• ", Jg 10», 1 S 31' ; and 'on tin; side of J.' Jos 5'.
gives • beyond J.' in every place.
Again ays
22' 32'»- "• •» 34" 35'*, Jos 13»»
is used with l-n:n,
14» 17" 18' 22', Jg 7" : and the simple T?y Dt 4"

Jordan

in

'

50"- ",

Dt

1»- »

'

RV

Nn

(AV

Jos 13" (AV 'on the other
true that the plirase may equally
well be tr. across J.' ; it is also true that it is used
of either side of the Jordan (cf. Dt 3' east, with
3*'" v>est) ; it even seems that ' beyond Jordan
may be used of that side of the Jordan on which
the writer himself stands (Joe 5' 9' 12') ; but the
critical importance of the phrase lies in this, that
wherever the author of Deut. speaks in his own
person (as Dt 1'- " 4"- ** *'• *») it refers to the country
east of Jordan ; wherever Moses is introduced as
the speaker (as Dt 3"- " 1 !*>) it refers to the west.'
From which the conclusion is dra^vn that the
author (at least of Deut.) must have lived after
Moses' day, from whom he is careful to distinguish

side

'on this

').

Now

side'),

it is

—

hiniNclf.

—Green.

Higher Critieium of the Pent.

p. 60
wrote Deut. p. 3u, and
Lex ilosaica, p. 95 Perowne, Contemp. Kev. Jim. 18&i, p. 148 f.;
Driver, Veut. p. zlU t. ; Harper, Deut. p. 4(.

Why

1 still believe that Stogee
;

To go beyond=to circumvent, 1 Th 4' 'that
no man go b. and defraud his brother (vwepPatKi),
2.

'

'

RVm

transgress,'

'

overreach

').

J.

BEZAANANNIM
BEZAI

('sS).

—

1.

One

The onlj exception

2.
Ij

Dt

Hastings.

RVm).— Zaanannim.

(Jos 10»

covenant (Neh 10").
*

7") =

BEZALEL (Sx^53, Bf«Xo)X, Bwe^e*;, AVBezaleel).

of the tabernacle. The
narrative of the Priests'
Code and in the Kk of Chron. (1 Ch 2» 2 Ch
1*).
It probably signifies 'in the shadow (i.e.
under the protection) of El.'* In both the sources
named, B. is given as ' the son of Uri, the son of
Hut, of the tribe of Judah.' The various links in
the genealogical chain will be found in 1 Ch 2"- '*•
"• ".
There Ls no ground for identifying the grandfather of B. with Hur, the companion of Closes
(Ex 17'°). According to P's representation, B. was
expressly called (05*9 •nuiij) by J" (Ex 3P) to superintend the erection of the 'tent of meeting,' and
endowed with the special gifts required for the
proper execution of his task (w.'"»). He was also
charged with the construction of the furniture for
court and tabernacle, as well as with the preparation of the priestly garments, and of the necessary
oU and incense. Yet while B. is represented as, in
the main, merely carrying out the Divine instructions, he is also said to be endowed with
originality of invention as regards details (Ex 31'*
35'^).
Among the gifts thus bestowed upon him, not
the least was the gift of teaching the arts of which
he was himself a master, to his subordinates (Ex
35"), the chief of whom was Aholiab (Ex 31» 35"
See Tabernaclb. 2. B. occurs in Ezr 10"
etc.).
as one of the eight sons of Pahath-nioab that had
married foreign wives in the days of Ezra.
A. R. S. Kennedy.
6EZEK (pja). Two places so called are perhaps
to be distinguished in OT.
1, Jg I'.
place
attacked by Judah after Joshua's death, probablj
Bezknh, a ruin W. of Jerusalem, in the lower hills.
SWPvo\. iii. sheet xvii. 2. 1 S 11*, where SauJ
fathered Israel before advancing on Jabeshgilead.
'he most likely site in this connexion is the ruin
Lbzik, N.E. of Sliechem, opposite Jabesh. 'This site
was known in the 4th cent. a.d. (Onomasticon s.v.
Bezec), but identified with No. 1.
It was 17 Rom.
miles from Shechem, on the road to Scythopolis
(Beisftn), which is correct.
(See Moore on Jg 1".)
C. K. CONDER.

—

A

,

BEZER
(1

Ch

(nsj

'

fortress

').

—A descendant of Ashei

7").

A

BEZER (ija, B4<rop).— city belonging to Reuben,
situated
in the wilderness, on the iity'D,' or flat
table-land, E. of Jordan (Dt 4*», Jos 20«), a city of
refuge {ll.cc), allotted, according to P, to the
Merarites (Jos 21'«, whence 1 Ch 6™i«").
It is
mentioned also bjr Mesha' (Moab. Stone, 1. 27),
as being in ruins in his day, and as having been
rebuilt Ly him, after his revolt from Ahab, and expulsion of the Israelites from the territory N. of the
Amon (which, though assigned formally to Reuben,
was occupied by the Moabites see Moab). From
its being descrJDcd as being in the wilderness' (cf.
Dt 2") i.e. in the great rolling plains of grass or
scrub stretching out on the E. of Moab (Tristram,
Moab, pp. 148, 169) it may be inferred that it was
situated towards the E. border of the Moaliite
table-land.
The site has not yet been recovered.
Euseb. (Onnm. 232) identifies it wrongly with
Botrrpa, in Bashan, the caj>ital of the later province
of 'Arabia' (G. A. .Smith, Geogr. G24).
Kujr
Bshdr, which has been suggested, about 15 miles
S.E. of Dhilian (see the maj) in PEFHt 189.'>, p.
204), is too far to the S., being on the S. side of
the Amon, and consequently not in the territory
of Reuben at all (Jos 13")
the name, moreover,
'

;

LiTKRiTtrRil.

RV

Neh

1. The chief architect
name occurs only in the

'

Douplaa,

Zerub. (Ear 2",

;

'

'

—

that returned with
Bassal of 1 Es 6'*.
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of those who sealed the
The eponym of a family
8^,

where, although

In

a pamaee

attributed to Moeee, beyond Jordan nieanii the land of Moab ;
but ' the long archBolot.|cAl note In which the j>hra*ie occnni
ia held to be a comment of the wdt«r'8 or of some editor, not
original to Hoae*.
See Harper, Deul. p. 6.

'

—

:

'

'

'

C(. Sil-BCl,

his Biu-ci.-HMun(,

Cos. LexX').

a king

Oaza in the time ol Sennacherib and
aee COT under Joe 11**: alw> Ina-«illi-B£l,
ol

BEZETH

BIBLE

does not correspond phonetically as it ought to do.
Be?er is not improbalily ideulical with Bozrah
(LXX BoirAp), one of the cities in the possession of
Moab. mentioned by Jer (48"), and also, it is
implied (v."), situated on the 'table-land.'
S. K. Driver.
BEZETH CRij^ie), 1 Mac 7".— place apparently
near Jerus. Jos. calls it Bethzetho [Ant. XII. x. 2),
and mentions it as a village. The situation is
doubtful. It may be a corruption for Berzetho.
C. R. CONDER.

bibliorum) came to be regarded and treated as a
fem. sing. (gen. biblue), the transition being no
doubt assisted by the growing conception of the B.
as the one utterance of God ratlier than as the
multiplicity of voices speaking for Him. As a
singular name, accordingly, it has been adopted
into the language of the Western Church, and is
employed in the tongues of modern Europe.
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BIBLE.—
o( the Bible.

Onjpnal Languages.
III. Division and Arrangement.
IV. Canon.
11.

i.
ii.

OT Canon and Criticism

NT

U. Inspiration.

A

word or two of explanation may be desirable
as to the purpose which the article ' Bible in a
Bible Dictionary is intended to fulfil. Its design
is twofold, according as it has in view the internal
or the external relations of the sacred volume.
The whole Dictionary being intended to explain
the form and illustrate the contents of the B., the
special article should, as far as may be, afford the
means of gathering the information thus supplied
into the unity of a system, of exhibiting it in
topical rather than alphabetical order, so that the
usefulness of a systematic work may be, to some
extent, combined with the convenience of the
In particular, the article
lexical arrangement.
'

should give, in an abridged and ordered form, an
account of the various parts of which the Bible
consists, and the various forms in which it has
appeared, including such subjects as Canon, Text,
and Versions, referring to the special articles so
In this way it will be of use
entitled for details.
to those who desire no more than an outline or
summary of these subjects, or who wish to understand their mutual relations. It should include, of
course, the particulars respecting the B. as a
whole, such as its names and arrangement.
Having thus, in the first part, surveyed its internal relations, the article should proceed in
the second part to consider the B. as one of
the sacred literatures of the world, its claims to
uniqueness and authority, its reception in the
Christian Church, and the position accorded to it
there.
Into the two divisions thus indicated, the
present article will fall.

INTERNAL RELATIONS OF THE
Names.

BIBLE.

—The

word 'Bible' is derived from
the Greek. Ancient books were vvritten upon the
Byblus or Papyrus reed, and from this custom
naturally came the Gr. name pip\oi (Mt 1'), in the
diminutive form jSi/SMof (Lk 4") for a book. As
the recognised records of Divine Revelation, the
writings which made up their sacred volume
became known to the Greek Christians as tA
^i/SWi,
the books
par excellence.
This expression is said to appear for the first time in this
connexion in the2na Epistle (14-) falsely attributed
to Clement of Rome, and ^vritten probably towards
the middle of the 2nd cent.
but the word
afterwards became very common, though generally
qualified by an adjective such as 'holy,' 'dinne,'
canonical.
In its Latin form, however, by a
misunderstanding in which there is not a little
sipiificance, the neuter
plural
biblia
(gen.
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

—

w liicli
Habeo bibliothecam in mea bihliotheca
was then current. It appears with this meaning
in old English, and was technically employed by

mediieval writers to designate a complete MS of
OT and NT. When originally used by certain
of the Lat. Fathers, such as Jerome, the adjective
•
Divina had been prefixed to Bibliotheca,' but
this was ere long dispensed with, and, as in the
case of 'the Books,' the Scriptures became preThis change of the
eminently 'the Library.'
point of view from plurality to unity is, as we
shall see afterwards, precisely that which modern
thought and investigation find it necessary to
some extent to reverse. But it is interesting to
observe the process thus embodying itself in
language.
'

'

Canon.

V. Text.
VI. Versions.
B. External Relations of the Bible.
I. The Literature of other Religions.
IL The Bit>le in relation to this Literature.
Revelation.
i.

I.

'

'

A, Internal ReUtiona
I. Names.

A.

Another name, liibliotheca,' appears to have
been commonly used for the B. throughout the
Middle Ages, as evidenced by the paronomasia—

The names employed

in

OT

and in the Apocr.
'

Scriptures are such as ' the books
(Dn 9-), the holy books (1 Mac 129), the book of
the law' (1 Mac l" 3«), 'the book of the testament (1 Mac 1"). In the NT the usual term is al
ypa<pal, 'the Scriptures' (Lat. scriptura), that is,
the sacred writings (Mt 21*^ 22=^ Lk 24»^ Jn 5'»,
Ac 18'^). It is to be noted, that while the
Jewish Scriptures as a wiiole are thus designated,
ypa<p-n, in the singular, is always used for a special
passage (Lk 4-', Jn 20», Ja 2*), and not as with us,
by whom Scripture is employed perhaps even mort
frequently in the collective than in the special
Occasionally for the simple ol ypa<pal we
sense.
find ypaipal d7iai (Ro V) or ri. Upa ypAiiiiara (2 Ti
3">).
Another variant is when the leading (Jewish)
the law, the
divisions of OT are indicated, as
prophets and the psalms (Lk 24**), the law and
The
the prophets (Ac 28-»), ' the law (Jn 12*').
same practice is also common in rabbinical WTitings, though sometimes, instead of the divisions,
the number of the books is given, and the OT is
sometimes, again,
known as The Twenty-four
the simple term 'The Reading' is employed,
which, in contrast with ol ypa<pai, reminds us of
the use of the Scriptures in the services of the
synagogue.
By the early Christians the most
common designation for the whole B. was ' The
Scriptures,' accompanied as a rule by some such
adjective as in the case of Biblia.
The term Testament,' in the expression Old
and New Testaments,' applied to the two greal
divisions of the B., has an interesting history.
There can be no doubt that it is due to an accidental mistranslation of SiaeiJKri, which, originally
meaning 'arrangement' or 'disposition,' came
But in the LXX
to signify a testament or w ill.
the word was adopted as the tr. of the Heb. ni? or
new covenant was in duu
covenant,' and the
time exjiressed by the same term. St. Paul speaks
of the Heb. Scriptures read in the synagogue as
the 'old covenant' (2 Co 3" RV), and of the
ministers of Christ as 'ministers of anew covenant'
for the

Jemsh
'

<

'

'

ii

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

Co 3«). Only in He 9"- " is it po.ssible to niaintain that the sense of testamentary disposition is
By the
more probable than that of covenant.
end of the 2nd cent., accordingly, we find t)
TraXaiT) SiafijJKTj,
the old covenant, ami ^ Kairii
SiaOi'iKTj, the new covenant, the established expressions for the Jewish and Christian Scriptures.
Origen, in the beginning of the 3rd cent.,
(2

BIBLE

BIBLE

mentiona * the divine Scriptures, the so-called Old
and New Covenants' {De Frincip. iv. 1).
In the Latin rendering of iiaSriKT) there was at
first some hesitation between instrumentum and
testnmcntum, both legal terms, the former denoting any authoritative or official document the

already indicated, by the LXX, and adapted for
the communication of tlie religious ideas due to
the special character of Christianity.
III. Division and Arra.ngk.mknt.— The great
division of the B., as already mentioned, is into
the Books of the OT and those of the NT.
The
former consists, in the Eng. B., of 39 books, but in
the Heb. B. of 24 only— 1 and 2 S, 1 and 2 K, 1 and
2 Ch, Ezr and Neh, and the 12 Minor Prophets
being respectively counted as one book.
Tlie
number, according to the account of Josephus, was
in his time still further reduced by adding the
Book of Kuth to Judges, and that of Lamentations
This reckoning probably originated
to Jeremiah.
in a desire to bring the number of books, possibly
as part of a general mnemonic scheme, into accordance with the number of letters in the Hebrew
alphabet. It was in use, according to the testimony
of Origen, as late as the middle of the 3rd cent.
Another enumeration is that of Epiplianius, who,
by resolving Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles again
into two b<5oka each, made of the twenty-four,
twenty-seven books. A point of greater interest
and importance is the grouping of these books.
In the Heb. B. they fall into three main
divisions
1. The Law, or Torah (."niB)
2. The
Prophets, or Nebiim (d-n'^j) 3. The Holy Writings,

;

will
or
as already indicated, meaning
property).
Instrutnentum is
disposition
(of
referred to by Tertullian as being used in Africa;
but tlie other, through tlie authority of the Vulg.,
passed into more general use. When in the Vulg.
Jerome is translating directly from the Heb., he
uses fcediu or pactum for the Heb. bCrith
but
when, as in
and in certain portions of
OT, he is revising the Old Lat. version, he
allows testamentum to remain. Thus, though in
thought the Christian Church has never lost sight
of the two great divisions of Scripture as the
records of the two dispensations or covenants
which God instituted for His people, the idea has
latter,
'

'

'

'

;

NT

been somewhat obscured by the
to these groups of WTitings.

titles

appropriated

—

II. Original Languages.
The language of by
far the greater part of
The name
is Hebrew.
Hebrew (lav) is applied to Abraham (Gn 14'"), either
in respect of descent from an ancestor Heber (Gn
jOa. M. 2»)^ Qp more probably because he came (Jos

OT

from the other side of the flood,' irijn -q-ji^.
is a branch of the great Semitic (so called
from Shem, son of Noah) family of languages, and
has its cognates in the Arabic, the Assyrian of the
cuneiform inscriptions, the Aramaic, Phoenician,
and Ethiopic tongues. Though traces of dialectic
diti'erences appear in the Scriptures themselves
(compare the pronunciation of the word Shibboleth,
Jg 12*), the comparative isolation of the Hebrews
preserved their language more or less unaffected by
24")

'

Hebrew

foreign influences until after the Captivity, when
other elements were introduced into it. The Hebrew
(Aram.* dialect is referred to several times in
NT (Jn ri» 19"- " », Ac 21« 22'^ 26'*), and even (Mt
26") a provincial (Galihean) form of this. 'The
exceptions to the general use of Hebrew in OT
are Ezr 4'-6'» 7'--*, Jer 10", Dn 2*-!^.
These
pas.sages are written in an Aramaic dialect, which,
however, differs from that in which the Targiuus
were written, and also from Syriac.
The language of NT writers, on the other hand,
is Greek, but in the form known as Hellenistic
Greek, that is, the form which had come into
use among the Hellenists or Jews of the Dispersion.
From the time when Alexander the
Great (B.C. 356-323) founded a Jewish colony in
Alexandria, this dialect had established itself at
all centres where Jew and Greek came into frequent contact.
The OT had been translated into
it, forming the version know-n as the Septuagint

(LXX), and this ' Hebrew thought in Greek
clothing,' as it has been termed, gave its tone and
character to the language in which the
is also
written. At the time of Christ, Greek was the

NT

prevailing language throughout the Uoman Empire,
the language of educated men, and no le.ss that of
commercial life. It has been ably argued that
(Sreek was the common language of Palestine in
the days of our Lord, and that the Gospel records
therefore present us with His discourses in the
very words in which they were spoken.
But the
is
against this
f;eneral consensus of opinion
iyi>othesis, and indeed tiiere is reason to believe
that the greater part, at lea.st, of St. Matthew's
Gospel, may have had an Aramaic original. The
Greek of
common dialect,' which
is the
had l)een formed out of Attic Greek bv the introduction of provincialisms and the various modihcations necessary to enable it to serve many
pur])oses throughout a vast region.
As it appears
in our sacred writings it is largely influenced, as

NT

'

:
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—

;

;

or Kethubim (o-ainj, aytiypaipa). Tlie Torah includes the five books (Pentateuch) associated with
the name of Moses. The Nebiim are divided into
the former prophets,' or historical books, and the
latter prophets,' or proiilietical writings in the
stricter sense.
The Kethubim include (a) the
Poetical liooks Ps, Pr, Job (6) the five Megilloth
or Rolls— Ca, Ru, La, Ee, Est ; (c) other books, Dn,
Ezr, Neh, 1 and 2 Ch.
Within these divisions the
order of the books sometimes varied, and other
divisions of great antiquity are extant but the one
given is of special importance, as will be seen when
we touch upon the history of the Canon. In
(A.) the arrangement is mainly determined by a
consideration of the contents of the l>ooks hrst
ccme the Historical, then the Prophetic, and
this
From the
lastly the Poetical books.
arrangement passed into the Vulg. and other
versions.
'

'

—

;

;

L.W

:

LXX

The follo^vinj? haa been ^iven (Cambridge Companion, p. 7) aa
clasaitu-atiori of the OT booka accordiri^f to subjectmatter.
A. /iwfon<:ni ; ^1) Pentateuch and Joshua, the oritjin
of the people, the foundation of the IsraeUte constitution, and
the settlement in Palestine ; (2) Jg, S, K, the history of the
people to the downfall of the monarchy ; (3) Kzr, Neh, t>ersonal
memoirs of the Captivity and the Return ; (4) Ru, Est, Ch,
special incidents in, and aspect* of. the history. IJ. Prophftical
0. Poetinii (1) I's and
1b, Jer, Ezk, Min. Proph. (except Jon).
D. Didactic: (1) Ji.h
I,a Oyrical); (2) Canticles (idyllic).
Sajiienlial : (1) Pr
(allegoriail).
E.
Jon
(dramatic) ; (2)
Dn, and part
(jfnomic) ; (2) Ec (speculative), F. ApoccUyptie
and
Zee
(1-U»).
of Ezk (40-48)

a useful

;

:

:

NT

presents no serious difliculty in regard
arrangement of its books.
These, 27 in
number, fall naturally into the following groups.
2. 1 he Acts of the Apostles.
1. The Gospels.
3.
The Epistles of St. Paul, among which the Epistle

The

to the

Hebrews may for this purpose he
The General E[iistles. 5. The Book

to the

included.
of ReveThis distribution, which has passed from
lation.
the Vulg. into general acceptance by the Christian
Church, is commended by its conformity with the
order of contents of the several books.
First, the
Life of Christ ; then the Activity of His Apostles,
and the foundation of the Church of Christ then
the correspondence of those engaged in this work
and lastly, the sole monument of the apocalyjitic
The
spirit and its activity within the Church.
arrangement found in the MSS presents some
interesting and suggestive variations, and has been
held to point to an early division into four groups
the Gosiiels, the Acts and Catholic Epistles, the
Pauline Epistlw., and the Apocalypse.
Usually
4.

;

;

—

BIBLE

BIBLE
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it with ^eater nrobabiiity to Stephen Langtion,
Archbishop ot Canterbury, died 1227 (see Gregory, Prolegoment
NT^ ed. viii. p. 164 Konig, Jiinleit. in dot
AlU Teal. p. 4ftl). Engaged about 1248 in preparing a conoordance, or index of declinable words, Hugo, adopting LangtOD'l division into chapters, subdivided them by placing the
letters A-G in the margin at equal distances from each other.
The chapter* were soon introduced into the Latin Vulgate, and
thence into Greek USS and printed editions circulating in the
West. Scrivener (Introd. to the CTil.o/A'n tribes several instancei
of inappropriat* division due to this arrangement, the sense
being materially interrupted. The indication of minor division!
by marginal letters was soon found inadequate and inconvenien^
and Robert Stephens in his Greek Testament of 10.S1 introduced
the system of verse divisions which is still in use. Already
about 1437 Rabbi Nathan had employed a similar system, along
with Hugo's division into chapters, for the OT, in connexion with
a concordance of the Hebrew Bible. This Stephens used as his
model, but the work was executed hurriedly, in(*r equitatidum
('while resting at the inns on the road,' interprets Scrivener), on
a Journey between Paris and Lyons, according to the information supplied by his son, Henry Stephens, in 1576. Stephens'
verse-divisions were adopted in the Geneva English Biole of
As they are found in
1560, and subsequently In the AV of 1611.
practice to break up the sense of the text, the RV has printed
the text in paragraphs, indicating chapter and verse in the
margin only. The first printed edition of the Heb. Bible with
chapters is that of Bomberg, 1526 ; the first with the verses

the Catholic Epistles precede those of St, Paul, and
latter the Epistle to the Hebrews Ib often
found coming before the Pastoral Epistles. The
order of the Gospels also varies probably from a
feelinc that those written by apostles should have
preceuence of those by apostolic men/ they are
Frequently arranged (e,g, in Codex Bezae), Mt, Jn,
Lk. Mk. For the purpose of folloA\'ing the development of thought and doctrine in the NT, it la
desirable to keep in view not only the arrangement
determined by contents, but approximately the
chronological order in which its oooks appeared.
The following is such an approximate order the
great Epistles of St. Paul to the Thess, Cor, Gal,
and Rom ; the Ep. of St. James ; Ph, Eph, Col,
Philem
1
P. the Synoptic Gospels, Ac, the
Pastoral Epistles, Jude, Rev, He— ail prior to the
destruction of Jems, by Titus, A.D. 70. 2 P and
the Gospel and three Epistles of St, John come
after the destruction of Jems., th« last towards
the end of the 1st cent.

gatlons ascribe

Minor dlrlBioni of tht ucr«d text, which ar« for the most
modem divisioni, have been made for two distinct
purposes—(1) to adapt it for use In the public services, whether
of the Synagogue or of the Church ana (2) for convenience of
reference.
Upon the elementary expedient of separatinp words
and sentences by short spaces to promote facility in reading, or
upon that of indicating the memners of a poetical composition,
either by an interval between them or by writing; them on

numbered

among the

;

*

:

;

part also

;

not neceaaary to dwell. It is only remarkable how long the inconvenieat $criptio eontinua maintained
To the first of
itself, especially in the M3S ot the Greek text.
the two classes of divisions mentioned belong the Parshioth and
Hapbtaroth of the Hebrew Scriptures. The former (nVpng^
different lines.

It is

Parashah) are sections mainly of the Pentateuch,
though extended in principle to other parts of the OT. They
are distini^uished as Smaller and Larger Parshioth, and the
smaller are again divided into closed and open. Of the smaller
there are 609 (379 closed and 290 open) in the Pentateuch ; of the
larger 64, the latter being commonly called Sabbath Parshioth,
one being appointed to be read on uach Sabbath of the year.
In certain years, according to the Jewish reckoning, there
were 64 Sabbaths ; when there were less than that numThe open
ber, two Parshioth were read on one Sabbath.
Parashah (indicated by B, for niTinB), generally introducing
begun
a subject of greater irjportan&a, was
on a new
line
the closed (indic&twi by D, for rtcirty)) might begin
in the middle of a iine.
The Hapbtaroth were nelected
sections from the prophetical writings, read in connexion
with the appointed sections of the Law, and usually standing in some correspondence with the latter.
They were
analogous to the Pencopfe of later ecclesiastical usage. It was
conunon to refer to these Hebrew sections by words denoting
the subject, as the Paraahah Balaam, red hei/er, etc., compare
Mk 1226 iwi rUt ffcLTou, in the Bush ; Ro 112 ;» 'Hx/., in Elijah
(RVm), or sometimes by the worda beginning the section.
Divisions more nearly corresponding to our present verses are
referred to in the Talmud as Pe^ukim (D'p;::?), and perhaps
were early denoted by the Soph-pasuk (;) now used at the end
of ve»9e8 in our Hebrew Bibles, There is some doubt as to how
far Jerome's capitula and versus cCiTespond to the Parshioth
and Pesukira of the Jawg. Sometimes his versus seem to indi*
cate whole verses, sometimos only the rrix** or members of a
verse in the poetical books.
Turning to MSS of the NT, there Is fonnd even so early as the
Codex Vaticanus (4th cent.) a marginal indication of sections
divided according to the sense, and apparently constructed for
purposes of reference. It bears traces of having been copied
from a yet more ancient document. A division of the Gospels
into larger chapters («(p«A«ja majora) is ascribed to Tatian. the
disciple of Justin Martyr. These are also known as t.tAo. from
the summary of the contents of the section commonly appended
to the numeral indicating it.
In Latin the »ifaX«<a were
termed breves and the summaries breviaria. The relations of
the different narratives of the same event contained in the
Gospels must early have attracted attention, and to exhibit
these was the design of the «i^aA«<« miTwra, attributed to
eing.

n^'^.S

;

—

—

Ammonias of Alexandria, who lived in the 8rd cent. Upon
these Eusebius of Ciesarea a century later founded his ten
canons, by means of which it is possible to ascertain whether a
passage occurs in one Gospel alone cr in any combination of two
or more. In the 5th cent. Euthalius, a deacon of Alexandria,
published first St. Paul's Epistles and then the Acta and Catholic
Kpistles, divided into Kic<^Xa.ia similar to the t/tXai of the
Gospels ; and Andreas, Archbishop of the Cappadocian Ceesarea,
completed the work so far by dividing the Apocalypse into
twenty-four paragraphs (kcyt,), of which each was subdivided
into three xt$a.ketiet. (But see Robinson, Eutfialiana, 189rj).
The modern division of the whole Bible into ckapt^'rit has
usually been attributed to Hugues de St. Cher (Hugo de
Sancto Caro), Provincial of the Dominicans in France, afterward! Cardina.1 in Spftin (died a.d. 1263), but reoeDt investi'

to Tijchendorf'a

is

;

that of Athias, 1661.

—

IV. Canon. The word 'Canon' means 'pattern,
rule ; probably in the first instance it denoted a
measuring line. It does not appear to have had
'

any

religious application in pre-Christian times.
by the Christian Church for the ' rule of
faith and life ' was possibly suggested by such
passages in the
as Gal 6", Ph 3". Since the
time of Origen it has been applied to the Holy
Its tise

NT

Scriptures of OT and NT as being the recognised
authority and court of appeal in regard to
Christian faith and practice. It was the content,
however, not the range of the Scriptures, which
was thus designated. The application of tlie term
involves Church recognition, that the Scriptures
are separated from all other literature in virtue
of the authority thus ascribed to them.
Thus
Rufinus translates the KavonKdt of Origen by reijularis or publicus, opposing the books of which the
adjective is used to the Apocr. and Libri Ecclesiastici.
Athanasius was among the first to apjily
it to the writings which contained the regulative
content. Some have thought that the word Canon
was used for the list of books appointed to be read
in churches
but this appears inconsistent with the
fact that the LibH Ecclesictstici were also used for
this purpose.
Nor does the suggestion that it was
the practice of the Alexandrian grammarians to
apply the term
canonical,' in the sense of
classical,' to certain Greek authors, appear to
have an ascertained bearing upon the Christian
;

'

'

usage.

OT

—

Canon. The formation of the Canon of
a subject involved in much obscurity. That
the process was a long and gradual one lies in the
nature of the case, but the trustworthy indications
are few, and the way is thus opened for those
efforts of criticism, working upon the contents of
the sacred books, which have in recent years
assumed such remarkable proportions. There can
be no doubt that the large collection was formed
by the aggregation of smaller ones, to which
some have traced allusions in such OT passages
as Dt 17"* 31»'- *, 1 S 10'^, Pr 25', and tierhnps
Zee 7", though the last may refer to tiie oral
There are also
rather than the written law.
references to the earlier prophets in the pages of
the later. The grouping of the books in the Heb.
Bible, which has been already adverted to, may
further be taken as at least a rough indication of
the growth of the Canon. In both the Heb. and
LXX arrangement of the books the first place is
occupied by the Pent., and this notwithstanding
i.

OT

is

the great variations in the order of the later books.
Here, therefore, we may fairly conclude that we
have the starting-point of the process. This was

'

;
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the literature recognised as s<icred when Ezra read
the Torah in the hearing of the whole peojjle
(Neh 8). To this would ere long be added such
records of Israel's history and such portions of the
writings of Israel's prophets as survived, forming
the second of the great divisions. Then, finally,
the miscellaneous collection known as the Hagiographa would be foruied for the preservation of
those works which were deemed worthy of being
As
placed beside the Law and the Prophets.
to the occasions of these steps being taken, and
in connexion with the whole subject, there are
traditions, some of which were accepted in Christian
times, but which are in general to be regarded
with suspicion, even where they cannot be sliown
Thus the second
to be absolutely untrustworthy.
stage mentioned above is in 2 Mac 2" ascribed to
Ncheniiah, who is said to have founded a library
and gathered together the acts of the Kings and
the I'rophets, and the writings of I)a\ad and the
epistles of the Kings concerning the holy gifts.'
The succeeding verse, 2", mentions an efibrt of
Judas Maccabseus to recover the documents which
bad fallen out during the great war of independence, and it may have been on this occasion that
the bulk of the Hagiographa was brought together.
more famous tradition ia that of the Great
Synagogue, which, beginning its work under the
presidency of Ezra, still existed in the time of
Simon the Just. "To this body the formation of
at least the first two diWsions of the Canon was
ascribed.
These two had at any rate obtained
general recognition, while the third was at least
in course of construction when, probably in the
beginning of the 2nd cent. B.C., the Prologue to
Exiclesiasticus speaks of the Law itself, the PrcJhets and the rest of the Books.' The reference in
osephus to the 22 Books is in terms which indicate
that the Canon had already been for some time
completed, and his Canon was evidently identical
with ours. Though it is true that certain books,
as Ec and Ca, w^re still dis^juted by the Jews themselves as late as a.d. 90, it may be held that, so
far as historical indication goes, the OT Canon
wax practically conijileted a century before Christ.
It was certainly the uniform tradition of the Jews
that prophetic inspiration had ce.ased with Malaclii,
and it is worthy of remark that the very myths
with which they ultimately surrounded the formation and close of the Canon could have arisen only
in the course of a considerable period of time.
Before glancing at the way in which this problem
has in modem times been attacked from another
siile, it may be well to refer to the so-called Alexandrian Canon and OT Apocrypha. The
(see below) was made up partly of translations from
the Hebrew, partly of productions in the Greek
language of later Jewish literature.
The conclusion that there was a recognised Alex. Canon
distinct from that of Pal. ha-s found much favour
with Rom. Cath. critics, as it seemed to give authority to the Apocrypha.
These iKxiks were extenively used by the Church Fathers, and Jerome
himself incluae<l Judith among the Hagiographa.
But it is more probable that there was no intention
to erect a separate standard of Canonicity, and that
the additional books were admitted partly owing
to the Canon of Palestine not having yet been
definitely or authoritatively fixed, partly owing to
a certain breadth of firactieal view. It is to be
noted that the grandfather of .lesusSirach indicates
no knowledge of any other than the Heh. Canon,
and that Pliilo, though he took a wide view of
ina|iiration, is said, like NT itself, never to cite the
apocrvplial books.
The books so named vary
greatly l)oth as to their contents anil value.
1 and
2 Mac are hi.stories the former hi>;hly, the latler
much less, trustworthy others (1 Es, To, Jth, 3 and
VOL. 1.
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4 Mac) are rather historical romances.
Some (Wis,
Sir) are collections of wise sayings or philosophical

others are intended to su])plement the
canonical books, or to illustrate the acts and words
persons mentioned in the latter.
It was by
popular suffrage rather than formal acceptance that
these books obtained their places in the Greek B.,
which, it must be remembered, was the B. of the
apostolic age, and so formed part of the heritage
of the Christian Church.
The problem of modem criticism has been, not
so mucn the formation and completion of the
Canon as an authoritative collection, regarding
which it has been able to add little to the meagre
historical indications already noticed, as the rise of
OT as a literature and its relation to the religious
life and thoufjht of Israel.
Certain features of the
sacred narratives such as, double accounts of the
same event, ditlerences of expression and phraseology, difl'erences even of tone and modes of thinking, and, in the Pent., references to events long
after the time of Moses had been early noticed,
and could scarcely fail to suggest that they had
been compiled from still earlier documents, or had
had notes and explanations inserted by later hands
than those of the original authors or compilers.
The serious analysis, esp. of the Pentateuchal
writings, began when, in 1753, Astruc, a French
physician, pointed out that the more remarkable
of these lines of cleavage coincided with the respective use of Elohim or J" as names of God.
Astruc himself set the example, which was only
too readily followed by succeeding critics, of excessive detail in his analysis, since he parcelled out
the Book of Genesis among no fewer than twelve
treatises

;

of

—

—

different writers.
The phenomena, however, to
which he called attention, being beyond dispute,

obviously needed explanation, and, when they were
found pervading other books, and esp. the Book
of Joshua, seemed to prove, not only that these
writings w-ere of composite character, but that they
belonged to a later date than had previously been
a.ssigned to them.
His successors assumed at first
that the Elohist, whose narrative begins with Gn 1',
was the earlier ; and his writing; was known as the
basis or Grundsvhrift, the sections marked by the
use of the name J" bein" held to have been inserted
into this fundamental document lus supplementary
to it.
more careful investigation unilertaken by
Hupfeld, and published in 1853, showed not only
that the .lahwi.stic portions belonged to a document which, originally independent, had been
interwoven with the other, but that there were at
least two Eloliists whose respective work could be
distinguished, while one of them stood in the closest
relation with the Jahwist.
Taking these two
together, it may be stated as a fact now generally
accepted, that there are three great divisions discernible in the Pentateuch, or elements rather of
which it consists (1) The work of the Deuteronomist belimging mainly to the fifth book ; (2) that
of an Elohistic writer,
to which the name of
Priestlv Code, Pricslercodcx, is commonly given,

A

—

—

beginning, as already mentioned, with Gn 1'
the combined narrative of the Jahwist and a
second Elohist.
It is true that analysis, following the lines of Astnic, has often gone much
further, and that OT criticism has been brought
into disrepute in many quarters and laid itself
open to counter-criticism, not only by this excess,
but by the great divergence of view among the
earlier critics, and the confidence, and even arrogance, with which they i)ronounced upon the
smallest detail. But while the disagreements of
critics show that their work is yet far from complete, and that there are probably many points as
to wliich certainty is ni> longer attainable, the
main results of their work "annot be ignored, and
(3)
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that the end of the world was near, would also
tend to discourage any etlort of this kind. With
the extension of the Church, the rising doubts as
to the impending catastrophe, and the removal of
the apostles, the need for a permanent record
would be felt and supplied. That small collections of memorabilia, notes of apostolic preaching,
were made and circulated we know on the testimony of St. Luke, whose object is expressly declared
to be the displacement of tliese by a more trustworthy account (Lk l'*-)- Meanwhile the ai)osllos
had supideniented their personal activity by epistolary communications, and tlius the material for
a new (Christian) Canon was accumulated. It is
probable that all the books composing our NT
were written by the end of the 1st cent, of our
era. This, indeed, is generally acknowledged, except
where, as in the case of Baurand the early Tiibingen
school, a speculative reconstruction of early Church
History necessitates the ascription of later dates
to certain of the books. The recognition, however,
of NT books by the Church as of apostolic authorship and authority was a matter of much longer
time.
It is not until the 4th cent, that all the
books of the present Canon are found included in
any list. The Didachi, or Teaching of the Twelve
Apostles, an early treatise, the MS of which was
discovered so recently as 1873, makes it clear that
in the quarter whence it emanated in the end of
the 1st or beginning of the 2nd cent, only a few of
them were known. It was only to be expected,
however, that certain books, or small collections
of books, should be known and received within
comparatively limited areas, from which they
grauuallv passed into the use of the Church at
large.
Though there was no formal attempt to
create a Canon, and for long no formal decree
authorising it, a certain Christian wisdom and
discretion is seen at work in the acknowledgment
of writings both individually and collectively. The
criterion was from the Rrst apostolicity, immediate,
or all but immediate, connexion with the ai^stles.
Only those Iraoks were admitted which could be
regarded as the most faithful records of the work
of Christ and His ajiostles, and as the suitable
The need
foundation of Christian preaching.
which was so soon felt, of^ exhibiting the truths
characteristic of Christianity in op[)osition to the
paganising mysticisms of the gnostics and the
fanatical develojiments of Montanism, hastened the
process, by driving men to the study of the primitive re<^oras of the faith. Kor this purpose the oral

one of wliich, the third Council of Carthage, held in the yeai
397, the books of
recognised 'are exactly those which arc

teaching, which still continueil, was insulhcient,
as gnosticism itself appealed to the written records.
These accordingly ceased to be regarded as mere
private and occasional writings they became more
than l>ook8 which might be publicly read for
edification
they were the recognised arbiters in
a great doctrinal contest
to them both siiles
appealed, and the foundations of NT were laid.
The chief sources for the histori' of NT Canon in the period of
;

;

;

Its formation are the Christian writers, e«p. tiiose who took ]»art
In the ffreat controversies with heretics (ivirinij the 2nd and :ird
centuries, the fraj.Tnents of the iieretical writing's tlieniselves,
the ancient versions, and snndr>' lists of reco[;nihcd Imoks wtiich
have come down to us. Westrnlt (Canon Q^ thf .Vy) divides the
history of this neriwl as follows : I. a.d. 70-170, durinir which
time, though tne eviden<;e ailducible is fm^ientarv, it is of
wide ranffo, direct, unifonn, and comprehensive ; a margin still
remalneffof twoks whoso authority wiis riisputed or at least unncognlsed, and the idea of a Canon was implied rather than
expressed. Its formation may have been gradual, but it was
certainly undisturbed.
It wiw a growth and not a series of
contests.
II. A.D. 170-.S0.?, during which the available evidence
Is largely augment«d and the consciousness of a collection of
ftcrcii tsK>ks i)eoomes more <listinct.
Still its work is • to contnic-t and not to define,' the age 'was an age of research and
thought, but at the same time it was an age of free<iom.' * Even
controversy failed to create a spirit of liistorical inquiry,' anrl
thus the evidence gathered from writers of the SnI cent. * differs
from that of earlier date in fulness rather than in kind.' III.

—

'

A.n.

3113-397,

deliberation

'

during whii* the Canon formed the >-nl.)ect of
and decree at great Councils of the Chiin;b, at
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generally received at present.*

Some of the chief points of this development
can alone be indicated here further information
will be found in the special article (New Testa
MENT Canon). Justin Martyr, the apologist
about A.D. 150, records the fact that certain
apostolic writin"s were read along witli the
projihets on the Lord's Day in the churches both
in city and country.
Among these writings he
especially refers to what he calls The Memoirs
of the Apostles,' which almost without doubt were
the Canonical Gospels. He refers to the Apocalypse
l)y name, and evinces an acquaintance with several
;

'

of St. Paul's Ejiistles.

The

list

known

as the

Muratorian Fra<jment, from Muratori, who published it at Milan in 1740, whidi probably represents the view of the Koman Cliurch towards the
end of the 2nd cent., refers to the Gospels, to the
Acts as the work of St. Luke, enumerates 13 Epp
of St. Paul, acknowledges St. Jude, 2 Ei)p. of St.
John (probably the 2nd and 3rd), and the Ajioc.
The fragment is somewhat mutilated, and in this

way

the incompleteness of its reference to the
Gospels, and its omi.ssion of I P and 1 Jn are
possibly to be accounted for.
It adds the Apoc.
of St. Peter, though with an indication of doulit,
and expressly excludes two Epistles which had
been circulated under St. Paul's name one to the
Laodicu-ans, and the other to the Alexandrians.
was the B. of
The Pesliitta or Syriac Version of
the Syrian Christians of a period not later than
the end of the 2nd cent.
It included all the
books of our Canon except 2 and 3 Jn, 2 P, Judo,
and Rev. The old Lat. Version, also of tlie 2nd
cent., omitted only He, Ja, and 2 P.
The heretic
Marcion, about the middle of the same cent., composed a Canon of his own in accordance with his
peculiar views. This embraced the greater part
of the Pauline Epp. and a modification of St.
Luke. Tatian's Dintessaron, or 'Harmony of the
Four Gospels,' which, as has recently benn conclusively proved, were the tour CJospels of our
Canon, not only testities to the existence of these,
but signalises by this treatment of them their
peculiar position and authority, which was similarly

—

NT

emphasized a little later by the fanciful analogy
by which Irena-us sought to show that there
By A.D. 250 we
could be only four Gospels.
have the evidence of Irenwus as representing the
iliiirches in Gaul, Clement of Alexandria and
Origen representing the Egyptian churches, and
Tertullian representing the churches of North
Africa, practically concurring in their testimony
to the contents of that body of Scripture which,
with increasing distinctness, was taking its place
Doubt still aflected
as the authoritative Canon.
only Ja, 2 P, 2 and 3 Jn, and Kev, while Hebrews
was in the clmrches of Koine and Africa not
Eusebius in his Ecdes.
recognised as Paulino.
History, comjiosed about A.D. 325, gives valuable
information anil testimony as to the state of the
He ilistinguishes the hooks
question in his time.
which claimed to be .authoritative as Homolofjoumrnri, or universally acknowledged books
Anti/i;r/omena, or disputed books; ana Nothn, or
;

The Antilcgoiiiena included Ja,
sjiurious books.
Jude, 2 P, 2 and 3 Jn, also Hebrews and Rev.
Eusebius hazards the opinicm that Hebrews may
be a (ireek tr. of a Heb. Pauline original.
St.
Jerome, towards the close of the 4th cent., gives
same
account
of
the
state
much the
of opinion in
his time, while he himself accepts all the books of
our present Canon. St. Augustine likewise accepts
the Canon in itsjiresent form, and was present nt
thiit Council of ( artlmge {,'i97) at which, as already
stated, ecclesiastical sanction was given to it.
Tt
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must be admitted that this conclusion was reached
ratlicr on popular and consuetudinary than critical
grounds, and it is no matter for surprise that the

cution of Diocletian (A.D. 302), and the other that
in A.D. 330 fifty large and carefully prepared copies
of the Scriptures were made by order of the
Emperor Constantine for the use of the churches
The former event is doubtless
of Constantinople.
exists wliich
accountable for the fact that no
For a thousand years
is older than the 4th cent.
subsequently the sacred text may be traced in a
continuous and increasing stream of MSS. Aboat
100 of these are Uncials, written, that is, in capital
the remainder,
letters a mark of early date
numbering nearly 2000, being Cursives, that is, iu
the smaller running hand which was used from the
9th cent, onwards. An interesting class of MSS
are the Palimpsests, in which the sacred text has
been more or less obliterated and some later work
\vritten over it.
Short articles on the five leading
uncials will be found under their respective
symbols viz. ( 1 ) the Codex Sinaiticus, known by
the symbol N, (2) the Codex Vaticanus (B), (3) the
Codex Alexandrinus (A), (4) the Codex Ephraemi
(C), and (5) the Codex Bezm (D).
Renderings of the Scriptures
VI. Versions.
from the original into other tongues are not only
interesting in themselves as giving us the form in
which the B. brought its message to the various
peoples of the earth, but (esp. those of ancient
times) are of very great value for determining
what the original text itself was. They tap, as it
evidence at various points
were, the stream of
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Question of cajionicity was reopened at the Rebnnation, and again within the last half century.
Nothing, however, has been proved w'hich affects
the claim of the large majority of NT books, and
those of chief interest and value, to be the record
of the faith once delivered to the saints.
The
wisdom with which, on the whole, the line has
been drawn is only made more apparent on a consideration of those books, such as the Epp. of
Clement, the Ep. of Barnabas, and the Shepherd
of Hermas, which long maintained a position on
the very borders of Scripture, and are given at the
(lonclusion of NT in certain very ancient MSS.
It only remains to mention the lar^e number of
apocryphal Gospels, Acts, Epistles, and Apocalypses
(the "Sot/ia of Eusebius), of which some, as the
Gospel of Nicodemus, the Acts of Paul and Thekla,
have long been known, while of others, as the
Gospel and Apocalypse of St. Peter, fragments
have only recently (1886) been discovered.
Until the invention of
V. Text. i. Hebrew.
printing, in the 15th cent., the only mode of transmitting ancient books was by ths slow and laborifrom another.
ous method of copying one
Hand-copying, like typography itself, is subject
to special tendencies to error. Since any mistake
may be confined to a single MS, though almost
certain to be continued in any copies made from
it, it is obvious that the work of tracing out the
original text by a comparison of MSS is a difficult
ana delicate one. It forms the subject of a special
study, called Textual Criticism, and demands no

—

—

MS

ability, patience, and tact.
For many
centuries the rolls WTitten for use in the synagogue
little

liave

been prepared >vith scrupulous care, and the

texts which they represent have been preserved, it
may be said, free from variation. This applies
to the books of the Law, the Haphtaroth or lessons
from the Prophets, and the Megilloth, the five
books (Ca, Ru, La, Ec, Est) read on the great
festivals.
It applies, however, only to the consonantal characters, since these rolls were written
without points and accents, and does not apply to
the period before the scribes of the Jewish tradition took the rolls under their special care, nor so
strictly to the MSS intended for private use, which
had the vowel points together with the Massoretic
notes and commentary. It is said that the earliest
Heb.
of which tne age is kno\vn dates from
A.D. 916, but few are extant which have come
down from an earlier period than the 12th cent.,
and these, as will readily be understood from what
has been said, represent a single tradition, and are
of no use for comparative purposes.
The work,
first of the Talmuaists between the Ist and 5th
centuries, and then of the Massoretes from the
6th to the 11th centuries, has fixed the Heb. text
(hence called the Massoretic) to the utmost attainable degree of exactness. But that prior to the
labours of the scribes the Heb. Scriptures bad been
subject to the ordinary conditions of
copying,

MS

MS

evident from the numerous and important variations found in the Samaritan Pent, and the LXX.
These agree tocether in many readings in regard
to which both differ from the Ileb. text, and they
are comparatively independent witnes-ses the one
to the state of the text in possibly the 5th cent.
D.C., the other to that in the 3rd.
is

—

LXX

ii. Greek.— Many ancient MSS contain the
version of OT along with the text of NT.
It
seems, therefore, more convenient to divide MSS
into Hebrew and Greek than into OT and NT.
Two facts in the early history of
Scriptures
are worthy of note.
The one is the wholesale
destruction of the sai^red books during the perse-

NT

MS

—

;

:

—

MS

from which we have parallel and independent
streams avaOable for comparison with the parent
strtam and with each other. It is evident that,
to derive the full benefit from this circumstance, a
critical text of the VSS must be prepared with the
same care as of the original. Given this, and it is
obvious how important the VSS become in deciding
between rival MS readings, as also for purposes of
The wealcness of this branch of
interpretation.
textual criticism is the defective state of the text
Along with
of even the most important versions.
the VSS proper are justly reckoned those references in the writings of the early Fathers, which
or VSS, according
are in effect fragmentary
as they are quotations or translations.
the most important version is the AlexOf

MSS

OT

andrian, known as the Septuagint (LXX), from
the tradition that the portion of it embracing the
Law was made by 72 scribes or scholars sent by
the high priest from Jerus. to Alexandria at the
req^uest ot Ptolemy Philadelphus (B.C. 285-247).
This tradition, after\vard8 extended to the whole
version, has not only been overlaid by many mythical
elements, but originally rested upon a letter by one
Aristeas, which is now admitted to be a forgery. It
is, moreover, contradicted by the differences in merit
and value which distinguish the several books, as
well as by the divergence in the methods of paraphrasing and interpretation employed. There can
be no doubt that a succession of translators of
varying capacity and skill were engaged upon this

The work was carried on probably during
the 3rd and 2nd cents. B.C., the greater part being
completed at the latest by B.C. 132, the date
alluded to in the preface to the Greek rendering
There were other
of the Book of Ecclesiasticus.
Greek VSS, such as those of Aquila, Theodotion,
and Symmaclius
but none of these was so
widely influential or so extensively used as the
LXX. It is of importance not only as an aid to
the study of the Heb. OT, but as introductory to
the Greelt NT, the language of which is largely
based uiion it. From it sprang other VSS, such as
the Itala or Old Latin Version, certain Syriac
VSS, the -Ethiopic, Coptic, Sahidic, Armenian,
Georgian, Gothic, and Sclavonic VSS, together
with the Arabic VSS, which were not taken
The Targums or indirectly from the original
version.

;

—

'
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terpretations were rather paraphrases than transThe necessity for them arose from tlie
lations.
substitution of Aramaic for Heb. as the ordinary
language of the Jews after their return from tlie
Exue. The most important is the Targ. of Onkelos
on the Pent., wliicli keeps more closely to the
original than the others, and is remarkable for
careful as well as skilful work.

OT

Of VSS which embrace both

and NT, one

of the earliest and most valuable is the Syriac
Peshitta, the name meaning ' siiiiiile or faithful.'
Its relation to one or two VSS of equal or j;reater
antiquity is still sub judice.
It dates from tlie
2nd cent. A.D. Its place in the history of the
Canon has already been mentioned.
Tlie Philoxenian or Monophysite Version is not an independent renderinji, but a peculiar modification of
the Peshitta.
The Old Lat. Version (the Itala)
prob. arose in N. Africa, was made (as already mentioned) from the Greek of tlie LXX, and is only
known from citations in patristic writers. It was
in the course of revising the Old Latin that Jerome
conceived the desij^n of making a new translation
of OT direct from the Hebrew. This work, begun in
A.D. 39U, occupied liiiii fourteen years, and was for
long most unfavourably received. It was accused of
being heretical, and even Augustine underrated it.
It received ecclesiastical sanction lirst in Gaul ; later
'

'

it was recognised by Gregory the Great, but 2U0
years more elapsed before it became in the West
the generally received and authoritative version,
thenceforward known as the Vulgate or popular
version.
The text of the Vulgate is in a very unsatisfactory condition, having been almost from the
first corrupted owing to the existence and use along
with it of the Old Latin, and the not unnatural
transference of readings from the one into the other.
Of the multitude of modem VSS of the B. it is
impossible here to speak.
Our own English 15.
has a long and interesting history {see under art.
Versions). Most modern V.SS difl'er from the
ancient in the extent of the critical apparatus on
which they are based. They do not depend upon
a single AIS or a single version in another tongue.
This 18 esp. the case with the most recent revisions,
which, as for instance our own KV, attempt to
present, both in regard to text an<i interiiretation,
the nearest possible approach to the language of
the original writers of the Scriptures.
'

B.

THE EXTERNAL RELATIONS OF THE
BIRLE.

Having now,

so far as space permits, analysed
the B., Bliown the parts of which it is made up,
the forms in which it has appeared, their relations
to each other, and their history up to the point at
which this collection practicallj' assumed its present
form, we turn to its consideration as a whole, its
character as a literature, ami its relation to Christianity and the Christian Cliurch.
The B. is the
sacreu IxKik of Christianity. Round it its origin,
history, and contents— circle many of the most

—

important problems which affect

tlie

nature and

claims of tlie Christian faith. As Christianity is
ailmittedly the highest and purest form of religion
known to man, it may be said tliat the religious
destinies of the race dejiend upon the 15.
He, certainly, who wouhl uniferstaiicl wliat Christianity
is, must have a clear conception of what the B. is

and teaches.
I. TlIK LiTERATURK OF OTHER REMOIONS.— As,
however, there are other religions besides Christianity, there are other literatures which are
regariied as sacred and authoritative by the
adherents of these religions.
Some of them,
indeed, claim to lie the vehicles of Divine Revelation.
It may be well, therefore, to consider what a
sacred book is, and how it acquires this character,
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and to give a brief account of the chief sacred
books of the world. It is one great characteristic
of them that they have in every case groum
they
are collections, literatures, rather than books not
composed at once, or proceeding from one hand,
but combining many diverse elements, and generally reflecting the history and developments of a
religion through a considerable period of time.
This is to a great extent true even of the Koran,
which is more of the nature of a book than any
;

;

With the exception again of the
probable that large portions of their

of the others.

Koran,

it is

contents were handed down by tradition before
being committed to writing. Religion began in
custom rather than in thought, and was embodied
in ceremonies before these were explained by means
of doctrines. However simple the primitive worship
might be, it naturally tended to assume fixed
forms the same words would be used in incantation and prayer, and these would be accompanied
by the same acts and observances. When religious
custom became more complicated and more highly
organised, the tradition was preserved first by
means of a sacred caste or priesthood, and then
by writing down the tradition itself. Hence the
most ancient portion of such literatures usually
consists of liturgical formulas and ritual texts,
where the former give the words to be used and the
latter give the directions for the accompanying
acts.
The priestly class becoming naturally the
learned class, and their writings remaining for a
long time the only national literature, it was to be
expected that many matters of interest would
receive notice in that literature which could not
be strictly and absolutely described as religious.
Thus mythological and historical particulars which
were already ancient, and because of their antiquity
were held in reverence, would be carefully set
down. Laws first of ceremonial purification and
later of moral worthiness, the priestly wisdom in
its exercise even about civil matters, histories,
especially of the heroes of the nation and of the
faith, genealogical and other registers,
all, in fact,
which was regarded by those who were identified
with the religion as having permanent value became
a part of the sacred book. These features can be
traced in OT itself, and are generally characteristic
of what are known as the Bibles of mankind. The
canonical position acouired by such writings is due
to their acceptance ny nations or religious communities as of decisive authority especially in
matters afl'ecting faith and worship, and is usually
supported by ascribing to them a supernatural
origin, or at least the authority due to them as
the work of the founders of the respective religions,
or as belonging to the period of development when
the influence of the founder was still fresh and his
initiative unimpaired.
For our present purpose it is only necessary to
take account of the literary monuments of the
chief ethnic religions. KuUer details may be found
in such
works as Chante])ie de la Saussaye,
Lehrhnrh der Jiclir/ioiix(jisrhi(/ite{oi which the first
vohiine has been translated) Tiele, Outllms if the
Ili.'itorij of Iieli<;ion
Mcnzies, History of Jlc.ligion
and in the literature as cited in these works. I<'or
a brief sketch of the religions themselves, see
Rki.ioion.
The sacred books of Chinn bring us face to face
with the practical p.-iriidox, that, while none have
ever been more iufliuiitial in mouliling the life of
a people, no inspiration or supernatural authority
They are received with the
is claimed for tliem.
reverence due to the sages from whom they proceeded, and their guardiiins are not so much priests
as scholars. The five chief liooks of Confucianism
are termed King, i.e. classical, canonical,
ami
are partly the original wo-'i. of the master, partly
;

—

;

i

;

;

—
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compilations and selections by him from pre-existing literature, with possibly, to some small extent,
later additions.
In character they range from
extremely dry chronicles to the interpretation of
magical formulas, rules of conduct, and sacred
The Li-Ki contains laws for domestic and
songs.
social life at once comprehensive and minute, and
by them the life of the whole Chinese Empire has
been moulded to the present day. Its fundamental
lesson is the inculcation of reverence, and it is full
of finely conceived and inspiring thoughts.
The
tour Shoo, or records of the philosophers, contain
much that is of interest, particularly the Memorabilia of Confucius himself and the writings of
Mencius, one of the most powerful and practical
of Chinese thinkers. The teaching of the latter as
to human nature has been compared with that of
Bishop Butler, since it regards human nature in
its ideal as a system or constitution in which the
rightful ruler of the entire nature is the moral
will. The Tao-ti-King is the sacred book of Taoism,

which divides with Confucianism and a form of

Buddhism the religious homage of the Chinese
people.
The author of this Book of Doctrine and
Virtue was the philosophic mystic Lao-tsze, who
was bom about half a century before Confucius
'

'

Lao-tsze traces the origin of things to

(B.C. 600).

an impersonal reason, and directs men to seek the
supreme good by way of contemplation and asceticism ; at the same time many of his utterances
are marked by great beauty and genuine moral
insight.

In India
literature,

—

we meet with a twofold stream

of

— thatof Brahmanism and thatof Buddh-

the former being the main factor in the
development of modem Hinduism. The Brahmanic
ism,

literature includes the Vedas proper, consisting of
four books or collections of hymns, the Brahmanas, or ritualistic commentary upon these, and
the Upanishads or speculative treatises containing
the philosophv of tne universe which the Vedic
hymns seemea to imply. All these form part of
the Veda, or knowledge par excellence, and belong
to revelation or 'S'ruti' (hearing), as having been
communicated to inspired men from a higher
second order of books is simUarly
source.
termed 'Smriti' (recollection or tradition), and

A

includes the law books, the great Epic poems, and
the Puranas or ancient legends. Of these various
works the most important and interesting from
our present point of view are the Rigveda, tlie
Laws of Menu, and the Epics. The Rigveda is of
the greatest antiquity, and reveals much of the
life and manner of thinking and feeling of the
earliest invaders of India from the north of whom
anything is known. The hymns are spirited and
intensely national in tone.
They were designed
for use at the sacrifices, of the ritual of wliicli they
formed an essential part. The gods addressed in
them are pre-eminently Nature deities, whose
power is extolled and whose aid and favour are
invoked. The Laws of Menu form one of those
codes for the regulation of conduct which have

gradually grown into shape. Much of it is believed
to belong to prehistoric times, and the main body
of the code is undoubtedly very ancient, though
in its present form it is probably not older than
the 2nd cent. A.D. It has been described as 'a
kind of Indian Pentateuch, resting on the fundamental assumption that every part of life is
essentially religious.' It originated either in a
particular locality or with a particular school, but
gradually extentied its authority over the entire
Hindu people. It consecrates the system of Caste,
but, while it exalts asceticism, its regulation of
ordinary life is touched with a fine spirit and
marked by a practical morality. The great Epic
poems, the Ramaj i.na and the Mahabharata,

chiefly influenced the transition from tlie ancient
Brahmanism to modem Hinduism. With tlieii
countless legends and deep personal interest, they
appealed to those whom neither speculation nor
ritual could move.
They are the Bibles of the
people, and celebrate the achievements of the
ancient heroes, Rama and Krishna. The latter is
regarded in the Mahabharata as an incarnation of
Vishnu, one of the supreme Hindu deities. The
idea of incarnation of deity is indeed the chiei
addition made by these poems to the religious
thought of India, and was probably developed
under the necessity of competing with Buddhism
for popular favour.
Turning to the sacred literature of Buddhism, it is best represented in what is
known as the Southern Canon, the form in which
the books are used by the Buddhists of Ceylon.
They are written in Pali, while those of the
Northern Canon are in Sanskrit. They are other-

wise termed the Tripitaka, or three baskets, from
the manner of preserving the leaves in each volume,
and were accepted as canonical about B.C. 250.
The three 'baskets' are the Vinaya Pitaka, which
gives the rules of Buddhism as a religious community, and especially of its monastic order the
Abidharma Pitaka containing the philosophic or
speculative doctrine of the faith and the Sutta
Pitaka consisting of reminiscences of the paraliles
and sermons of Buddha, in which the religion is
adapted to common life. To the last belong the
Dhammapada, sentences of religion,' the mos*'
popular of all the Buddhist books. The Dhammapada and the Sutta-nipata are said to rank among
the most impressive of the religious books of the
;

;

'

'

world.'

The religion specially identified with Persia is
Zoroastrianism, and the B. of Zoroastrianism ia
commonly kno«Ti as Zend-Avesta. Properly, howlike the Indian 'V'eda'
ever, 'Avesta' is the text,
and 'Zend' is the comit means 'knowledge,'
mentary or annotation upon it. The commentary
The
is in a diflerent language from the text.
latter consisted originallj* of 21 books, but practiIt consists
cally only one of these has survived.
the Yasna, a collection of liturgies
of three parts
along with some hymns the Visperad, consisting
of sacrificial litanies and the Veudidad, an ancient
law book, with which are incorporated a number
While the prevailing
of legendary narratives.
character of the Zend-Avesta is that rather of a
book of devotion than of the records of a religion,
a Bible in our sense, there is discernible within it
a variety of religious conceptions which illustrate
At the same
its essentially composite character.
time it contains many passages of an extremely
noble and spiritual cliaracter, and the religion of
which it is the monument has had no inconsiderable influence upon both Judaism and Christianity.
The only other sacred book of the first rank
which it is necessary for us to notice is the Koran
of the Moliainmedans.
The name signifies reading.'
It has already been remarked that the
Koran difiers from other sacred literatures in being
the production of one man. Mohammed is its
author, the revelations being wTitten down by the
followers of the prophet, after whose death the
fragments were gathered together and formed,
unfortunately with a total lack of arrangement,
into the unity of a single book. The attunipts of
modern scholars to set the suras or cha[)ter8 in
chronological order has largely increased the
interest of the book, and thrown light upon the
In
spiritual development of the prophet himself.
such an arrangement the earliest utterances are
seen to be full of emotional fire, brief, poetic,
pointed. The later are longer and more prosaic,
dealing with all varieties of subjects, personal and
domestic, ciWl as well as religiou.s. They contain

—

—

—

;

;

'
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also elements drawn from Jewish and Christian
sources.
Yet the Koran throughout claims to be
inspired in the strictest sense, its words are the
words of God Himself.
II. The Bible in relation to the Literature OF OTHER Religions. What, then, is the
relation of the literature thus briefly described to
the Christian Scriptures? It is not necessary to
depreciate the former in order to exalt the latter.

for the traces of its thought which are to be found
in the teachings of other faiths ; but even in the
portions which have come down to us, it shows
Itself, like the literature of Brahmanism, a mixture
of diverse views and standpoints.
Its mainly
liturgical character, and the view presented in it
of tlie supreme Deity, so far as a dualistic system
can be said to have a supreme Deity, prevented it

We

origin.
fitted to

—

have already noted that there is wisdom,
truth, and spirituality in these books of nonThey and the religions with
Christian faiths.
which they are connected have been the light of

They are associgenerations of human beings.
ated with the civilisations of the world and its
great historical e])0chs. What we have now to
ask is, whether, a[>art from the question of Divine
Revelation, to which we sliall presently advert,
any of them possess the qualities fitting them to
become the sacred books of the world, or whether
the B., from this point of view, has any manifest
superiority over them ? If we turn to Confucianism and its authoritative literature, we find everywhere a consecration of the past, even where it
is not understood, which is the deadly enemy of
progress the life of the people is bound in fetters
of nabit and ceremony which political chanr;es
and revolutions have not sufficed to break. Ihe
characteristics of the Chinese mind, with its want
of comprehensiveness, and excessive attention to
minute detail, are reflected in its classics.' Moral
and spiritual life is crushed out under the burden
of external precepts and directions, and there is a
determined adherence to the level of the purely
human, an avoidance of all reference to the
divine, which ignores and tends to mutilate the
higher side of man's being, and to deprive him of
an ideal. It is no wonder that the mysticism of
the Tao-ti-Kin;j had an attraction for those out of
whom the spiritual life was not wholly crushed.
But Taoism, notwithstanding its philosophical and
ethical excellences, 'as a religion is a dismal
failure, and shows how little philosophy and morals
;

'

can do without a historical religious framework to
support them (Menzies). The sacred literature of
India is characterised not only by its immense
extent, but bj the great variety of standpoints re'

presented in it. What failed to meet tlie wants of
a single people can scarcely be exj>ected to satisfy
the entire iiuman race. The \ edic hymns exhibit the instability of polytheism,
'llie Brahmanic system endeavoured to meet this defect
by means of its philosophical developments but in
so doing unfitted itself to be a popular religion.
Hence India, during the supremacy of Brahmanism,
had in reality two religions, the sjieculative and
the idolatrous and mythical. The separation between the two tended to intensify tlieir several
peculiarities, as well as to degrade the popular
faith—a difliculty which was only partially met by
the incarnation ideas which emerge in tiie great
Epics. Even Buddhism, which presents a personal
;

object of aflection and imitation to the worshiijper,

condemned by

onesidedness.

Confucianism we have a religious i)Ositivism which will
not look at the Divine, in Buddhism we have an
agnosticism which cannot find it. It is a religion
of despair ; it cannot become the spring of human
is

its

If

in

jiromote civilisation, or contribute to social
progress.
The sacred books which have sprung
np on soil like this, reflecting the peculiarities of
their origin, must be held a.s falling short of the
required conditions on which alone they could
supersede all others. Zoroastrianism as a religion
may be said to be already dead, modern I'arsism
being a conipa; atively uninfluontial modiliration
of it. The Zend-Avesta is of interest, as we have
seen, for the noble elements contained in it, and
eflbrt,
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from spreading much beyond the region of

The Mohammedan Koran

is

its

equally un-

become the book of a universal religion.
Like Confucianism, though in a difl'erent way,
Islam is a foe to progress.
Its ideas are bald and
poor
it grew too fast
its doctrines and forms
were stereotyped at the very outset of its career,
and do not admit of change. Its morality is that
of the stage at which men emerge from idolatry
its doctrine is after all no more than negative.
'

;

.

.

;

.

Allah is but a negation of other gods.
He
does not enter into humanity, and therefore he
cannot render to humanity the highest services.'
.

.

.

Westcott, in an interesting article contributed to the Cambridge Cmnpanion to the B., distinguiBhea the sacred books of
the pre-Chnstian ethnic religions from the OT Scriptiires under
three heads. 1. They are unhistorical. ' In no case is the
revelation or authoritative rule given in them represented as
embodied and wrought out step by step in the life of a people.
The doctrine is announced and explained, and fenced in by
comment and ritual ; but it finds no prophets who unfold and
apply the divine words to the varjing circumstances of national
growth, which at ODce fix their application and illuminate their
meaning,' 2. They are retrogressive. 'The oldest fiortions of
the several collections of the Chinese, Indian, and Persian Scriptures are confessedly the noblest in thought and aspiration ;
and, secondly, ritual in each case has finally overpowered the
Btrivings after a personal and spiritual fellowship with God.'
3, They are partial.
In their most complete form they may
be said to be a Psalter completed by a law of ritual,' 'On the
other hand, the B. contains ever}' element which the representatives of different races have found to be the vehicle of religicus
teaching, and every element in its fullest and most fruitful form,'
If these features, we may add, are conspicuous on a comparison with the OjT, the argument is strengthened when tbs
NT is brought into view. There the highest reaches of doctrine
and devotion are embedded in history ; there the culmination
of all the divine progress is attained ; there in amplest measure
are to be found the sources of man's purest ana highest life.
And the B, thus completed suggests a point of distinction which
perhaps does not belong to the OT alone. The ethnic Scriptures
are essentially national, or at least racial ; they are bound by
limits of place and time, the natural products* of the circumstances in which they arose the II. may be admirably adapted
to the needs of place and time, it alone appeals to man as man,
and most man-ellously combines a truly historical character
with an adaptability to be the religious guide and instructor of
mankind. It has proved its power to travel and to speak to the
hearts of men of varying countries and climes.
;

i.

Revelation.

—A

usual feature of the sacred

books we have been considering is the claim made
by them, or onbehalf of them, that they are vehicles
of a divine Revelation.
The Cliinese alone do not
claim that their books are inspired, though they
regard them with a reverence as deep as anything
connected with their religion calls forth.
The
tliree parts of tlie Veda, as we have seen, are distinguished as S'ruti, revelation,' from the .Smriti, or
tradition.' The Vedic hymns themselves were held
to pos.se.ss supernatural powers, and were raised to
the rank of a divinity. The Avesta had been,
'

'

according to the Persians, communicated to Zarathustra (Zoroaster) by Ahura, the good god, himThe Koran, according to the Moluimmedans,
self.
is an earthly copy of a heavenly original, which
the angel of revelation made known to the iirophct
during his ecstasies it was the subject or one of
their greatest controversies whether the Koran as
it stands, down to the very word and letter, was
not uncreated and eternal, and free therefore from
every possible imperfection. The motive of such
concejitious lies upon the surface.
If, on the one
hand, it is man's way of expressing his boundless
reverence for that which is ancient or of proved
value, it is, on the other hand, due to the desire of
feeling himself on solid ground in regard to the
highest and most mysterious concerns of life, thosp
;

'
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which relate to the power above him and the
future before him. Somewhat similar claims are
made on behalf of the B. It also brings a revelaAre
it also is an inspired book.
tion from God
because they are
all such claims equally futile ?
made on behalf of many books, are they true of
none ? Such a conclusion would be obviously inept.
If a revelation is necessary for man, and if it
is in the highest degree unlikely that God would
leave man without this necessary guidance, points
;

— —

which we cannot fully discuss in this place, it
must be somewhere, and the fact that there are
unfounded claims to its possession should stimulate
the search for it, not lead to its abandonment.
And these claims, if nothing more, are a pathetic
confession of man's sense of helplessness in presence
of the deeper problems of existence, of nis felt
need for higlier guidance. Nor is it necessary to
deny that the conviction so strongly held had a
relative justification.
A better and juster view
of the religions of the world than that formerly
entertained, leads us to see that in them also God
was educating the world for Himself. In their
higher phases, by means of their loftier spirits, a
message was delivered to the nations, in which
they were not \vrong in recognising His voice. In
comparison %vith Christianity they may be classed
as natural religions, but at least Got! was speaking in the worthier manifestations of the ' nature
which He had made.
are prepared, therefore,
rather than untitted by their study, to recognise in
divine
Christianity a
revelation, and in the B. an
inspired book, while the question of degree of Inspiration, and as to what Inspiration itself involves, is directly suggested by it.
ii. Inspiration.
The Christian doctrine of Inspiration was largely an inheritance from the Jews
along with the OT, to which alone it at first
applied.
After the disappearance of Prophetism,
and the reconstitution of the Church-people of
Israel on the basis of the written law, it is not
surprising that rigid and even mechanical views of
Inspiration prevailed.
The Talmud, while admitting degrees of Inspiration, declared that the
Pentateuch at least had been divinely dictated to
Moses ; while Alexandrian Judaism, doubtless
under Platonic influences, and on the analogy of
the heathen Mantic, held that it involved a total
suspension of the human faculties.
The first
Christian writer to propound a theory of this kind
is Justin Martyr, who could not conceive of the
things above being made kno\vn to men other>vise than by the Divine Spirit using righteous men
like a harp or lyre, from which the plectrum elicits
what sound it will. This view was followed «4th
more or less eniphasis by such writers as Tertul'

'

We

—

'

'

lian, Irenaeus, Origen ; while others, like Chrysostom, Basil, Jerome, were disposed to recognise
the individuality of the several writers as moulding their respective work. While Eusebius affirms
that it would be rash to say that the sacred penmen could have substituted one word for anotner,

and Augustine sometimes ascribes to them an
absolute infallibility, the latter betrays some dis[losition '• recognise the human element when he
says that tne evangelists wrote ut qtiisque memi'

ut cuique cordi erat.' Two circumstances
probably prevented the early Church from definitely adopting an extreme doctrine on this subject.
One was the struggle with Montanism, which led
to a clearer distinction being drawn between inspiration and ecstasy. The other was the autliority still ascribed to the tradition of the Churches,
which was so much on a level with that attributed to Scripture that Irenneus could complain of
the difficulty of dealing with heretics wlio could
appeal from one to the other, as suited their purpose.
The same duality of resource characterised

nernt

et

common practice of the Church of that age,
whose bishops invoked now the B. and now tradithe

In the succeedtion in favour of their judgments.
ing period, the inspiration of the B. was in many
quarters maintained in an uncompromising form,
while practically the B. was more and more subordinated to tradition as embodied in the Church.
On the one hand, it was held to be useless to
inquire the name of the ^vriter of a passage of
Scripture since the Holy Spirit was the author cf
all Scripture, or it was asserted that the Holy
Spirit formed the very words in the mouths of
prophets ajid apostles
on the other, the Church
placed itself between the indiWdual Christian and
the B., which gradually became comparatively
unknown and inaccessible. Its authority was not
so much disputed as ignored. This was practically
the position maintained throughout the Middle
Ages a position definitely formulated by the
Council of Trent and the "later Koman Catholic
theologians. It was the Reformers who revived
the appeal to Scripture in opposition to the authoTliis
rity of the Roman Church and its traditions.
they did, however, without pronouncing upon the
questions which the authority they ascribed to the
B. seemed to a later age to involve. It was enough
for them that the good news was declared in it,
that by its use a soul could draw near to God without priest or rite. Luther proposed to revise the
Canon, or at least to estimate the value of the
several books by the distinctness with which Christ
was preached in them a criterion which, it is evident, was at once too narrow and too wide, excluding some books which not only Christian antiquity,
but devout usage, had consecrated, and including,
if consistently carried out, masses of Christian
literature.
Zwingli and Calvin maintained as
firmly as Luther the supremacy of the B., while
also keeping an open mind as to its several parts.
For them the substance and content was everything, the form of secondary importance. The
Confessions of that epoch in general share this
freedom of attitude, though those of the Reformed
Churches are more explicit than the Lutheran.
The 17th cent, was a period at once of violent controversy and of rigid definition. The Jesuits on
tlie one Iiand, the Socinians and Arminians on the
other, attacked the authority of Scripture in the
Prointerests of Ecelesiasticism or Rationalism.
testant orthodoxy, whether in the Lutheran or
Calvinistic form, intrenched itself on the foundation of the B., identifying inspiration \v\t\\ infallibility, and the record with the revelation it
conveyed. The sacred writers were regarded as
the passive instruments, the amanuenses, of the
Divine Spirit. Inspiration was defined as including the impulsus ad scribendum, the snggestio
rerum, and the suqgestio verborum. The diversity
of style apparent In Scripture was explained as the
voluntary accommodation of Himself to the writers
by the Holy Spirit. At the same time, with so
exalted an authorship, the language could not be
anything but pure and exact no barb.arisms or
solecisms could enter into the Greek of tlie NT,
and even the vowel points and accents of the Hebrew text were inspired an opinion stamped as
orthodox by the Swiss Formula Consensus of 1675.
From the theory of inspiration thus formulated
(and exaggerated) followed the attributes (affectiones seu proprietates Scriptur(e sacrie) which the
;

—

'

'

—

;

—

These are
dogmatic writers ascribed to tlie B.
primary and secondary. The primary are 1. DiviTia auitijritas, resting upon its external evidences
and internal qualities but, above all, upon the
testimonium Spiritus Sancti, or the witness of God
in the soul.
This autliority constitutes the Scriptures the sole tribunal in matters of faith and life.
:

;

2.

Perfectio or sufficientia

;

the B. contains

all

that

—
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3. Perspicuitat.
The B.
to Balvation.
Passages may be more or less
self-tipIaDatory.
explained
means
these
must
be
by
obscure, out
Rightly
of the simpler and clearer declarations.
used, it requires no other interpreter. 4. Efficacia.
The B. is a means of grace, having the power of

examples that no one part of the B. could be set
aside without great and permanent injury to the
Church which refused a portion of the apostolic

converting the sinful and consoling the sad. The
econdary attributes are neceasUas, integritat et

Apocalypse had been excluded from the Canon.
And, on the other hand, we can measure the evils
which flow equally from canonising the Apocryplia
of the OT, and denj'ing to them all ecclesiastical

i<

pcrennitaa, purilas et sincerUas fontium, authenThese indicate generally that a
tica di^nitas.
revelation must be written, and that, in all respects, the B., as we have it, is the B. as it was
intended to be.
It is unnecessary to pursue further the history
of the idea of inspiration as applied to the B.
Enough has been said to show the position which it
held, and how it was liable to be modified according to the circumstances in which the Church of
successive ages found itself placed. Before touching, however, upon the position accorded to the
B. at the present day, attention must be directed
for a moment to the relation in which the question
of canonicity stands to that of inspiration, since
these together have determined the manner in
which the B. has been received in the Christian
Church. The formation of a Canon at all implies
that authority is attributed to the writings incladed in it. The history of the Canon has shown
us that it was formed gradually, aa the result of
local usage, which fixed and extended itself, and
not as the outcome of criticism or even formal determination on the part of the whole Church or its

more important

divisions.

By

the end of the 4th

we have seen, the B. stood practically as
we have it now. Yet its limits were not settled in
such a way that the Reformers of the 16th cent,
cent., as

heritage.

We

are

now

in a position to estimate

what would have been lost if the Epistle to the
Hebrews or tlie Epistle of St. James or the

use.'

In more recent times, and at the present day,
cases may be pointed out of almost all the varieties
of view on the subject which our brief historical
sketch brought to light. Some carry inspiration
to the extreme of literalism, some appear to deny
it in any sense in which it is not applicable to
poetry and other forms of art. Unreser\ed condemnation should not he poured upon either of
these extremes. The first is held not only by the
unthinking multitude,
the indolence ot human
nature,' Mr. Gladstone remarks (Z>'«</«r, iii. p. 17),
would be greatly flattered by a scheme such as
that of the verbal inspiration of Holy .Scripture,'
but by thoughtful men who have seen in it the
logical conclusion of their religious tlieories; tlie
second, not only by those who are inditl'erent to re
ligion, but by fine spirits who have not seen the
possibility or perhaps the need of anj-thing furtlier.
The large majority of inquirers, however, recognise frankly the true inspiration of the B., and
also that the determination of its nature, degrees,
and limits must be the result of an induction
from all the available facts.
On the one hand, full weight must be given to
that remarkable testimony of history wliicli West-

—

'

'

themselves precluded from rediscussing them.
Their tendency was, in the first instance, to examine
this and otlier accejited usages of the Church in
the light of historical inquiry. But the opportunities and the material for a competent historical
Investigation were wanting.
The questions at
issue were larf;ely decided upon the basis of feel-

cott,

ing, either individual or general.
The exigencies
of controversy necessitated a rapid arrival at a

and the exiieriences of a people.
All
forms of literature are represented in it (see 'Jhe
Literary Study of the Bible, by R. (!. Moultou). It
presents no systematised tlieology or etliics. Yet
a closer observation reveals the unity underlying
all this variety.
A progress is discernible from
the first page to the last. Revelation corresponds
to revelation, like the outcropping of the same
rock-stratum in dillorent places. One thouglit,
one plan, is seen to pervade the wliole, and to make
tlie !{., if the product of many minds, the outcome
of one Spirit,
not a 'library' only, as has been
said, but a 'book.'
Again, in so far as the B. is
admitted to be inspired, its testimony to itself, the
testimony of part to part, cannot be ignored. 'This
is an argument which may easily be pushed too
far and made to jirove too much
its ap|>lication
in any absolute way would require, for examiile,
the (luestion of canonicity to bo already settled.

felt

decision which should be practical and readily inWhile, therefore, it was not upon the
authority of tlie Church, but tlirough an intuitive
perception supposed to reside in the believing
Christian, that the contents of the B. were
received, the B. thus acknowledged was nevertheless the same B. as that of the 4tn cent.
And this
once determined, the doctrine of Inspiration was
frequently employed to lift it out of the region of
historical criticism, and to make its limits and
contents a matter of dogmatic delinition. Tlius we
have the rather remarkable result that inspiration
in the sense of a supernatural guarantee for their
truth and authority is claimed for a series of writings, while no claim is, or can be, made for asujiernatural determination of the precise writings wliich
are to be included in the series.
If the latter
question isstill open to historical criticism, and must
be determined, as every book on Biblical Introduction proves to us anew, on grounds of historical
investigation, it is illlpos.^ible for a dogmatic definition of inspiration to be applied in more than a
general way to such a series of lK>ok3 and in that
case the question, wliat inspiration is, and what
are its limits or degrees, is again opened up.
So
long as ins[iiration cannot be claimed for the process by whicli canonicity is determined, canonicilj'
cannot be held to fix the bounds of inspiration. It
is true that, as Wcstiott remarks (liiljle in the
Church, pp. 293, 2!ll), the usage which fixed the
telligible.

;

Canon

is only another name for a divine instinct,
a providential inspiration, a function of the Christian body'; that 'history teaches by the plainest
'

in

the

passage

quoted

al)ove,

signalises.

But a still more remarkable phenomenon of tlie
same kind is apparent in the pages of the B. itself.

From one point of view, nothing can be more unsystematic and fragmentary than its contents.
It is full of contrasts and surface-discrepancies.
It is made up of extracts from the lives of indi-

viduals

—

;

But the great argument

for the real inspiration of
the B. in a special sense is that it commends itself
to the minds of tliose who devoutly receive it,
what the Reformers designated the testimonium
Spiritus Snncti.
The relation of this to other
evidences for the unique authoritj' of .Scrijiturc is
expressed by the Westminster Confession (ch. i. 5)
We may be moved and induced by tlic
tlius
testimony of the Cliurch to an high and reverend
esteem of the Holy Scrijiture, and the hcavenliiicsa
of the nin^ter, the efficacy of the doctrine, the
majesty of the style, the con.sent of all the parts,
the scope of the whole (which is to give all glory
to (Jod), the full discovery it makes of the only
way of man's salvation, the many otlier incomparable excellenceB, and the entire perfection thereof
'

:

;
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are arguments whereby it doth abundantly evidence itself to be the word of God yet, notwithstanding, our full persuasion and assurance of the
infallible truth, and divine authority thereof, is
from the inward work of the Holy Spirit, bearing
;

witness by and with the word in our hearts.' This
is the religious test of the value of Scripture.
But it obviously applies only to the knowledge of
It is
salvation, of which Scripture is the vehicle.
religious, not speculative still less historical or
scientific.
However real and important the fact
to which it points, it bears upon it a stamp of individuality, subjectivity.
As seen at work Lq
Luther, for example, it is impossible to read his
comments on Holy Scripture without feelin" that
he realises its actual historical work and consequent spiritual meaning in a way which was unknown before. For him the words of apostles and
prophets are "living words," direct and immediate
utterances of the Holy Spirit, penetrating to the
inmost souls of men, and not mere premisses for
arguments or proofs' (Westcott, I.e. pp. 245, 246).
But a criterion which in Luther and other Reformers was compatible with a large degree of
liberty, gave rise in its later and more formal
application to the summary method,' as Westcott
calls it, of cutting the knot of a difficulty, disposing of evidfpce by dogmatically pronouncing it
superfluous, and assuming that history has been
fully interrogated and has spoken its last word,
and so converting a great truth into a fetter and

—

'

'

a falsehood.

On the other hand, while the elements which
thus make for the inspiration of the B. and its
unique authority as a spiritual guide are widely
and fully recognised, the human element in
Scripture has in recent times forced itself upon
the attention of the thoughtful. Here it is not
merely that by evident signs the biblical writers
show that they were not simply amanuenses writing
to the dictation of a Spirit above them it is not
the occurrence of discrepancies and inconsistencies
in the B. itself, or in connexion with external
history and modern science
it is rather the
recognition of a progressive revelation in the B.,
that it contains the history of the struggle between
the Divine light and human ignorance and sin,
that the revelation is conveyed to us in such
measure and manner as each of the writers was
able to apprehend it and give it forth. Thus the
process traced in an earlier portion of this article,
whereby the 'books' became the 'Book,' tlie
change of the point of view from plurality to
unity, is one which wisdom, thought, and investiga-

B. as literature be exempted from the canons o<
criticism which apply to the other religions of tha
world and their sacred books. So far all reasonThe
able persons may be said to be agreed.
difficulties which have arisen in connexion vfith
criticism have resulted from the division of the
critics into two schools, one of which assumes that
all the phenomena of the sacred history and its
record must be explained by natural causes only,
that the history of the Hebrew people is exactly
parallel with that of Athens or of Rome, that the
life of Christ is strictly of the same order as that
of Socrates whUe the other school recognises and
;

allows for the element of the supernatural when it
is seen at work.
The one studies the Christian
development without sympathy, therefore without
understanding the other avoids presuppositions,
and seeks to apprehend the facts from within aa
well as from without. But the latter, no less than
the former, feels that the respect due to the
Christian documents themselves imposes the duty
of a careful examination and appreciation of them
in the light of their history. The object of criticism
is not destruction only, it is a means of ascertaining truth, and it is not true reverence which
would place the B. outside of its sphere of opera;

tion.

More pressing, perhaps, than even the distrust of
criticism which prevails in many quarters, is the
search for authority. If the B. is not to be like an
Act of Parliament, operative ' to the last and
farthest extremity of its letter,' how is it to retain
that quality which the Westminster Confession
ascribes to it of being the final court of appeal in
all controversies of religion ?
How is the divine
and authoritative element to be separated from the

human and

fallible

?

How,

in fact, is revelation, in

the sense of communicated knowledge, possible by
may briefly notice
means of the Scriptures?
two recent attempts to meet this difficulty.

We

;

:

tion find it necessary, to some extent, to reverse.
In order to understand even this unity aright, it is
found essential to scrutinise the several parts of
which it is made up, the manifold media through

which the revelation has been given, the several
stages through which the B. as we know it has
been evolved. This side of it will fall to be more
carefully considered in the article

Theologv

;

in

the meantime it is needful to observe that, as
(ilailstone remarks, if any development of Divine
Revelation be .acknowledged, if any distinction of
authority between different portions of the text be
allowed, then, in order to deal with subjects so
vast and diliicult, we are at once compelled to
assume so large a liberty as will enable us to meet
all the consequences which follow from abandoning
the tlieory of a purely verbal inspiration {Butler,
'

'

iii.

17).

The subject of Inspiration and the B. is in our
the
time canvassed mainly in two connexions
rights of criticism, and the question of authority
Christianity as a historical
in matters of faith.
religion cannot be exempted from the application
of the principles of historical inquiry, nor can the

—

Denney (Studtei in Theolnfiy, Lect. ix.) quotes with approval
the words of Robertson Smith, in which he gives a modern
rendering of the testimonium Spirittis Saticti * If I am asked
why I receive Scripture as tlie word of God, and as the only
perfect rule of faith and life, I answer with all the fathers of the
Protestant Church, Because the B. is the only record of the
Tedeeming love of God, because in the B. alone I find God
draivintj near to man in Christ Jesus, and declaring to us in
nitn His will for our salvation. And this record I know to be
trxw btj the witness of Uis Spirit in my heart, whereby I am
assured that noju other than God Himself is able to speak such
words to my soul.' Denney, however, clearly perceives what we
have pointed out above, that this is *a doctrine of the Divine
message to man," not a doctrine of the text of Scripture.' His
view is that coming to Scripture 'without any presuppositions
whatever,' without any 'antecedent conviction that it is inspired,' we become convinced that it is inspired because ' it
asserts its authority over us as we read,' it has power to lodge
in our minds Christianity and it« doctrines as being not only
generally but divinely true,' its power to do this being ' precisely what we mean by inspiration.' A starting-point naving
been thus acquired, by ' working out from it the area of
Having accepted the
certitude may be gradually enlarged.'
B. aa in the main inspired and authoritative, the same conregarding
all which is
entertained
viction may be indirectly
not self-evidencing. The Canon is to be received on the general
assumption that the Church as a whole is less likely to be misTliis is all that can be
taken than an individual inquirer.
arrived at by the multitude of Christian believers, or c*n be
urged upon those whose minds are perplexed upon the subject
for the rest ' the theologian will know how to distinguish
between the letter of the record and God revealing Himself
:

*

'

—

through it.'
Fairbaim (Christ in

Modem

Tlieolocfy, p. 49«fT.) appears to
rest the authority of the revelation given in the B. upon the
inspiration of those through whom it came— inspiration being
described as a possession of the spirit of man by the Spirit of
God. This is the converse of the view last referred to. w here the
revelation and the response it awakens in the mind of the
hearer or reader is the guaratitee of the inspiration. Indeed, on
Fairhaim'e view the relations of inspiration and revelation
seem to be reversed. 'God inspires, man reveals; inspiration
is the process by which God pives ; revelation is the mode or
form word, character, or institution in which man embodies
what he has received.' In tins way a position is pained from
which the adaptation of religious ideas to the circumstances of

—

—

a people or age may be explained. But the attention and
interests of men must ever be engaged witu the revelation

—

—

;

BIBLE
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rather than the nspinition. The reality of the Utter is a small
matter apart (ri'in the character of the former. 'The essential
function of inspiration is the formation of the personalities
both the minds for the thought and the thought for the minds
through whom the religion is to be realised ; and the essential
function of revelation is to embody in liistorical form— literature,
character, worship, institution what inspiration has created.*
But it is surely a false distinction thus to make the inarticulate
divine and the articulate human. How can the former be a
guarantee for the latter? And in so far as inarticulate, how is
the inspiration of Hebrew prophet* and Christian apostles to be
distingui.4hed from that of Umdu or Persian poet or sage ? It
the inspiration of the men who read is made ' as
is true ttiat
intrinsic and integral an element in the idea of revelation as
the inspiration of the men who wrote.' But in both cases the
theory proposes a test which has all the subjectivity of the
appeal to the testimonium Spiriiut Sancti witiiout the recognition of the divine qualily of the revelation itself which enters
into the latter. It seems open also to the same kind of criticism
which Sir Wm. Hamilton, in a well-known essay, applied to
Bchelliog's metaphysical theory : the intellectual intuition being
only possible in the absence of consciousness, is no help to the
coiuaoiis apprehension of what it alone can give assurance of
it is * in the state of personality, and non-intuition of the
Absolute, that the philosopher writes ; in writing therefore
about the Absolute, he writes of what is to him as zero.' What,
in like manner, is to connect the revelation which man gives to
man, with the inspiration, the state of possession, in which it is
supposed to be received ?

—

—

'

'
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we cannot

fail to recognise the centre of that
history in Christ, and the animating force of its
later stages in the spiritual movement He inaugurated.
Without the B. this movement could not
be understood, or its influence continued and
extended.
cannot doubt, therefore, that the
God whose providence has ruled and sliaped the
history, whose Spirit moved and spoke in Christ,
has also inspired the B. and made it what it is
the vehicle of the highest spiritual thought, tin-

We

purest moral guidance man Uiis known. It itself
invites inquiry, and takes its place in the historical
development. Sacred scholarship must finish the
work upon it which it has begun. But withal the
B. remains, and will remain, the most precious
heritage of mankind.

—

LiTKRATtmK. The Literature relating to the first part of this
article will be found in connexion with the several special
articles (Ca>'ON, Tk.\t, etc.) to which reference is made. On the
subjects of Revelation and Inspiration, any of the great dogmatic works, or any History of Doctrines, may be consulted, as
well as articles in such Encyclopedias as the Eiioicl. Brit.,
Herzog, LichteiiberQer. Among monographs may be mentioned
Lee, Inspiratii'71 of Holy Scripture
liannerman. Inspiration

:

;

These instances serve to illustrate the

difficulties

Burrounding the question. It is probable that no
theory of inspiration will ever solve all these
difficulties or be regarded as entirely satisfactory.
It may be fully and freely recognised that the B.
has a unique excellence of its own, qualities which
set it apart from even the greatest literary achievements of the race, while yet it has been constructed
in such a way that the liuman element, the peculiarities and even the limitations of its writers,
have been consistently maintained. In two respects, we of tliis age are perhaps in a more
favourable position for dealin" with the question
than those who have gone before us. On the one
hand, it is pos.-iible to compare the Christian religion
and its Scriptures with the non-Christian religions
;ind their sacred books with both a knowledge and a
STnpathy which in earlier times were undreamt of.
n the other, a closer and more intimate knowledge of the Bible itself as a living book and not
as a mere repertory of proof texts, is one of the
marks of our time.
Criticism has, by bringing
the sacred Imoks into relation with sacred history,
something
done
to restore them to their real and
living si™ilicance ... by binding the book and
the people together, and then connecting both with
the providential order of the world, it has given us
back the idea of tlie God wlio lives in history
through His people, and a people who live for Him
through His word' (Kairbairn, I.e. p. 508). Whatever be the results of the literary analysis of the
biblical books, or the bearing of archaeological
dia<.'overy upon tlie history they record, this is the
aim of historical criticism, and it can scarcely be
doubteil that tlie service it has rendered to cla.s.sical
'

and Oriental

literature

rendered to the

may

be,

As a

and must
part of

be,

that
practice which we have noticed of studying the
thought of the B. in its development, and tracing
it through its succes-sive representations, is of the
highest significance and value.
In any case it is
to be remembered that the B. contains the most
ancient and most authentic documents bearing
upon tlie origin, tlie nature, and the characteristic
features of the Christian religion, and especially
upon the person and work of its Founder. This
gives to it an interest, if not an authority, which
cannot be disputed. Of the revelation which we
believe to have come through Christ, it is the early
and reliable record. To it, therefore, the Chunli
of later ages has naturally turned to correct licr
aberrations, and to obtain a renewal of her life.
What the B. has been to individuals cannot be
told._
If the history of the world has a meaning,
and IB not a succession of fortuitous circumstances,
15.

also.

;

Jamieson, Baird Lecture*
Horton,
Uevetatum and the Bible and Sanday, Bampton Lectures, in
which, after dealing with the early history and application of
the doctrine, the writer compares in his concluding Lecture the
traditional and inductive Theories of Inspiration.
Gaussen, Th/opiwujitie

;

;

;

BICHRI

(-1^3).

son of Bichri'

A. Stewart.
2 S 20' Sheba is called 'the

—In

translate rather 'the Bichrite,'

;

i.e.

a member of the clan which traced its descent to
Becher, the son of Benjamin (Gn 46-').
J. F. Stenning.
BID, bade, bid (2 K 5", Zeph 1') or bidden (Mt
and Lk passim), to invite' to a feast, etc. (now
archaic or local)
1 S 9"- » (ki;;), Zeph 1'
he hath
bid his guests (c'-iF'"', RV sanctified with a ref. to
'

'

;

'

18

16°);

'

'

Mt 22*

'

sent for his servants to call (/taX^u)

them that were bidden (also KaMu, but in perf.
ptcp.) to the wedding (RV marriage feast ').
In
If any of tliem that believe not bid you
1 Co 10"
to a feast' (itaX^aj, with no word for
feast')
Lk
'

'

'

'

;

14"

'

lest

they also bid thee again

(oKTiitaX^w).

'

To bid = to command, is common but notice Lk
Ac 18'' bid farewell {diroTd<rtro/jLat, used in Mk
when he had sent them away,' RV taken
leave of them
Ac 18" took liis leave of 2 Co
;

9",

'

6"

'

'

'

'

'

;

2" taking
'

'

my

renounceth

leave of

'

;

Lk

W

'

'

;

forsaketh,'
J.

').

RV

Hastings.

shall bide my lei.sure'
translated wait for Ac 1*, so
here).
mostly replaced in mod. En", by abide

BIDE, Wis 8" 'they
(wepiiiivu,

Bide
(which

'

'

is

'

RV

'

'

J.

see).

'

Hastings.

BIDKAR (^P13, possibly for ii37I5 ; but this and
similar contractions are highly uncertain).
A chief
officer of Ahab and subsequently of Jehu (2 K 9^).
C. F. BURNEY.

—

BIER.— See Burial.

it,

BIGTHA (xn:; Est I'").— One of the seven eunuchs
or chamberlains of king Ahasuerus. For the name
compare Abagtha (ii.) and Bigthan ('2-'). In tlio
the names are different, Rapafi, Buipof^ B,
'Oapf/Sud A, taking the place of Bigtlia.

LXX

II. A. White.
Est 2='), BIGTHANA (Kjnsa 6-').—
One of two chamberlains or eunuchs of Aliasuerus

BIGTHAN

(.Xerxes)

(ni:3

who

conspired again.st the king's life.
was discovered and foiled by
R. M. Boyd.

Their treachery
Mordecai.

2»

BIGVAI ('iij).— 1. A companion of Zenib. (Ezr
= Neh 7', cf. F,zr2'« = Nch 7", Ezr 8", where the

natne appears as the heail of a family of rotiiiiiiug
exiles).
2. One of those who sealed the covenant
(Neh 10"). See GENEALOGY.
J. A. Selbie.

—

;

BILDAD
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BILDAD

LXX

(ni^S,

BaXSdS,

BIRTH
'

Bel hath loved'?).

— Described in Job 2" as one of Job's three friends.
He

called

is

'

the Shuhite,' indicating his descent

from Shuah (rHd), son of Abraham and Keturah
(Gn 25'). Abraham is described aa sending Shuah,
with other sons of concubines, to
the East
country,' and his descendants probably lived in a
district of Arabia not far from Idumsea.
The
region is not to be confounded with the transHauran Schakka, or the ZaKxaia of Ptolemy, to the
east of Batana^. The LXX describes B. as tCiv
Zairxaluv rvpavpot.
For a description of the part
taken by B. in the colloquies, see Job, Book of.
'

It may be here brieflj' said that his position is in
every sense intermediary between Eliphaz and
Zopliar.
He speaks after the one and before
the other; his speeches are shorter than those
of Eliphaz, longer than those of Zophar.
He
is also more violent than the older and graver
Eliphaz, but less blunt and coarse than the third
spokesman wlio follows him.
He speaks threa
time.s, in chapters 8, 18, and 25, the last time very

W.

briefly.

T.

(cv^3),

BILGAI.— See Bilqah.
(m):},

—A

;

in

B

W. H. Bennett.

BILHAH, Place (.1,7^3, A BaXaa, B 'ABeWd, Bala).
1 Ch 4=»= Baalah (rh^i), Jos IS-*

—A Simeonite city,
{n'?2),

Jos

Ch

9", 2

Books of OT, 1
Balhah cf. VSS
;

BILHAN

and (?) Ba<alath (nSj), Jos 19",
Site uncertain.
Kittcl {Sacred
Ch 4^) proposes to point .1.7^3
and parallel passages.

19',

8«.

(in'-a).— 1.

A

W.

H. Bennett.

Horite chief, the

son

(Gn 36« = I Ch 1<»). 2. A descendant of
Benjamin, son of Jediael, and father of seven sons
who were heads of houses in their tribe (1 Ch 7'").
See Genealogy.
R. M. Boyd.

of Ezer

A

BILL.— 1.
bill of divorce or divorcement, Dt
', Is 50', Jer 3« (nn-i? ijc s^pher kSrithuth, lit.
a
writ of cutting off' (see Driver on Dt 24', wlio
compares Sir 25^ dirirf^e airr-Ziv, ' cut her off ')
10* (^ifiXlov airoo-Tofflou, the
tr" of srpher
'
kirithuth also used Mt 5" AV,
wTiting of
divorcement ; and 19',
as 5",
as
W).
24'-

'

:

'

LXX
RV
AV
RV

See Marriaoe.

;

Mk

Mk

A

debtor's written account. Lk 16«- ' (TR tA
'
ypaiina, edd. rd ypd/jLiiaTa.,
bond '). Eder.sheini
(Jesus the Messiah, ii. 272 f.) points out that the
2.

RV

Or. word here employed was sometimes used in
rabbinical writings (Hebraised (/cramwinn'on), and
corresponded with the Syr. shi'lre, which denotes
'writings' that were either formal, when they
were signed by witnesses and the Siinhetlrin of
three or informal, when only the debtor himself
;

Genealogy.

BIMHAL

(^793 for

BINEA
8"

{K!ia).

'

'cr\^

A descendant of Asher

(1

son of circamcision

Ch

'

T).

7*^).

—A descendant of Jonathan

(1

Ch

9").

BINNOI ('"S 'a building').— 1.
that returned with Zerub. (Neh
2'").
2.
Levite (Ezr 8^ (prob.

Head

of a family
of Ezr
=Bani of Neh 8'
son of Pahathand Bunni of Neh 9*), Neh 12»). 3.
son of
moab (Ezr lO*" =Balnuu8 of 1 Es 9"). 4.
(Ezr lu"*).
married
foreign
wife
Bani who had
a
There appears to be a confusion in some instanSee
ces between the similar names 133, 'Jj, "133.
Bawai, Genealogy.
J. A. Sklbie.
7'°

A

= Banl

A

A

BIRDS.— See Fowls.

BIRSHA
King

of

(Kri3, etym. and meaning unknown).
Gomorrah at the time of Chedorlaomer'a

invasion (Gn

14^).

BIRTH. — Among the Hebrews,

as among the
generally (comp. Herod, i. 136, of the
Persians), a high value was placed upon the
possession of children (see, e.g., Gn 16' 29-"-'*30',
4", Ps 127"- "), and especially of sons
1 S 1« 2», 2
(see 1 S 1", Jer 20", Job 3^), while childlessness
was regarded as a heavy reproach (Gn 30^, Lk
Par1^) and punishment (2 S 6**, Hos 9"-'*).
turition seems generally to have been easy (Ex 1",
yet see Gn 3"), as it is with Syrian and Arabian
women at the present day, and cases in which the
mother died in childbirth (Gn 35'*, 1 S 4^") were
probably quite exceptional. From the phrase used
in Gn 50*^, cf. 3U^, it has been supposed that in
early times the child was actually born upon its
father's knees (see Nowack, Heb. Archaol. 1. 165),
according to customs of which traces are found in
several primitive peoples (Ploss, Das Weib,'' ii.
177 ff.) ; or at least that the newly-born infant \yas
placed in its father's lap as a token of recognition
however, no clear
find,
and adoption.
reference to such customs in historical times.
Indeed, the father was not present at the birth of
the child (Jer 20") the mother was attended by
other women (1 S 4*), and the assistance of a midwife was often called in (Gn 35" SS'*, Ex I""Orientals

K

BdUa

of 1 Ch 7"
Ba\o/i ; Bala, Bara).
slave-girl given to Rachel
by Laban, Gn 29^ (P), and by her to Jacob as a
concubine, Gn SO^- * (JE) ; the mother of Dan and
Naphtali, Gn 31)^' (JE) ia^ (?) 46=» (R), 1 Ch 7".
She was guilty of incest with Reuben, Gn 35** (P).
The etymology is uncertain.
These narratives
and genealogies are to be regarded as embodying
early traditions as to the origin and mutual relations of the tribes, rather than personal history.
Tribes are traced to a concubine ancestress, because
they were a late accession to Israel.

BILHAH, Person

K

—

1

;

Balah

signed. The latter were most frequently written
on wax, and thus easily altered. See Debt.
J. Hastings.
BILSHAN {\v\^ 'inquirer'). A companion of
Zerubbabel (Ezr2«, Neh7' = Beel8aruB, 1 Es5'). See

Davison.

Ch 6™.— A Levitical city of
Manasseh, thesameas Ibloam of Jos 17", Jg 1", 2 K
9" prob. the mod. Bel'ame (see Moore on Jg 1").
C. R. CONDER.
BILGAH (ns^j 'cheerfulness').—!. Head of the
priests
24").
15th course of
2. A priest who
(1 Ch
returned with Zerub. (Neh 12°-"). The same as
Bilgai (Neh 10»).
H. A. White.

BILEAM

1

1;

We
;

Compare

article

Midwife).

The

newly-born

after its navel-cord had been cut, was
bathed in water, rubbed with salt, and wrajiped in
The practice
swaddling-clothes (Ezk 16*, Lk 2').
of rubbing infants with salt is still retained among
the fellaheen of Pal., who believe that children
are strengthened and hardened by this means
(ZDPV iv. p. 63). The child received its name
from the mother (Gn 29*="- 30, 1 S l*, 1 Ch 4") or
from the father (Gn 16" 17", Ex 2'', Hos 1«infant,

see especially Gn 35"), the choice of name being
often determined by special circumstances attending the birth.
In later times, at any ratfi, a
boy received his name at his circumcision on the
1™
2-').
The mother was regarded
eighth day (Lk
as unclean for the space of seven -h thirty-three
days after the birth of a son, or for fourteen
sixty-six days after the birth of a daughter (Lv
12).
This difference may probably be explained
from the belief, which existed also elsewhere, that
the symptoms of a jiuerperal stJite continued longer
in the latter case (llip])Ocr. ed. Iviihn, i. 392
-i-

Dillmann on Lv

12»).

See P0RIFICATION.

The

;

BIRTHDAY
firstborn,

when a

therefore

be

son,

BISHOP

belonged to

redeemed (Ex

J",

13'2»-

and must

34-"»)

for

the

The child wag
of five shekels (Nu IS™-)usually suckled by the mother (Gn 21', 1 S 1*"-,
3-'), but a nurse (n;3J~) ^ sometimes mentioned
1
IP); it was not fully weaned
(Gn 24»» 35', 2
in
for two or three years (2 Mac 7" cf. 1 S 1-"'"),
law,
indeed, mothers are bidden to
Mohammedan
least
two
years,
and
children
for
at
guckle their
the completion of the weaning wa£ sometimes
H. A. White.
celebrated by a feast (Gn 21"').

sum

K

K

—
—

;

BIRTHDAT. — The custom

of observing a birthseems to have been widely spread
in ancient times. Herodotus (i. 133) speaks of this

day as a

festival

In Gn 40''" we
practice among the Persians.
hear of the celebration of the birthday of the king
of E^pt, and in the times of the Ptolemies the
inscriptions of Rosetta and Canopus bear witness
'
The birthdays of the kings
to the same custom.
were celebrated with great pomp.
They were
looked upon as holy, no business was done upon
them, and all classes indulged in festivities suitable to the occasion Wilkinson, A ncient Egyptuuis,
1847, T. 290). For Roman birthdays, cf. Marquardt,
Privatleben d. BoTtier, i. 244 f.
According to 2 Mac
6' the birthdays of the Syrian kings were commemorated every month by means of sacrifices, of
which, in the times of Antiochus Epiphanes, the
Jews were forced to partake. In the Gospels (Mt
14', Mk 6"') we read of the feast made by Herod
Antipas to his nobles on his birthday, on which
occasion the daughter of Herodias danced before
the guests. The proper Greek term for such festival
is t4 yffidXia (cf. Jos. Ant. II. v. 3), t4 ycviaia being
used to denote a feast commemorating a person's
death (Herod, iv. 26) but in later Greek we find
rd yeviaia and similar phrases used in the sense of
birthday (Dio Cassius, xlvii. 18, Ivi. 46, Ixvii. 2;
Alciphro, iii. 18, 55; cf. Jos. Ant. XII. iv. 7: ttiv
'

(

;

The meaning of rd yeviina in the
Gospels has indeed been disputed, many commentators referring the word to the anniversary
of the king's accession
a day which we know to
have been observed by some of the Herodian
ttji/ Tijiipau riis apxv)princes (Jos. Ant. xv. xi. 6
In support of this view appeal is made to the
Mishna (Ab. Sar. i. 3), where by the side of the
'ytyiaia of the kings' (D';^9 Sji x.-f;:'?), mention is
also made of n^i'on d'i'I .Tj^n d'i', i.e. the day of birth
and the day of death.' So Wieseler, Beitrdge, p.
182; \ia.nBTB.t\\, New Testament Times (^.T. 1880),
ii. 122; Edersheim, Life and Times (1891), i. 072.
But no certain instance can be quoted froia Greek
literature to support the supposed meaning of t4
ymlaia ; and the Pal. Gemara (Jer. Ab. Sar. i. 39c)
explains x-Biyi as equivalent to birthday. In the
Bab. Gemara indeed {Ab. Sar. 10a), where the
meaning of the word is discussed, the final decision
is in favour of the interpretation day of accession
but from the context it api)ear8 highly probable
that here, as elsewhere, the Talmudists were
guessing at the meaning of an unknown word.
Cf. Meyer on Mt 14'; Schurer,
I. ii. 20 f.
H. A. White.
BIRTH,
See Rkoeneration.
BIRTHRIGHT.— See Family.
ytv4<jiov rifUpav).

—

:

'

'

'

MJP

NEW —

BIRZAITH (nips Ketkihh, n-pa Kert, AV BlrzaCh 7". — Apparently a town of Asher, prob-

vith),

1

ably Btr-ez-Zeit, near Tyre.

BISHLAM

= o)t\^

C. R.

Conder.

peaceful ?).— An officer
time of the return from
captivity under Zerub., Ezr 4'.
Called Belemus in
2".
Es
1
The
renders the name by «'» tlpiiyxi, in
peace, as if it were the greeting at the "iieginning of
the letter which follows. H. St. J. Thackbhay.
{n)xft

'

of -Vrtaxerxes in Pal. at the

LXX

'

BISHOP

(iiriaKOVoi)

and
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ELDER

(irpea^inepoi).—

are too closely connected in N f and
sub-apostolic writings to be separated here. First,
to trace their use outside the churches.
1, iirlffKoxos is common in the genera] sense of an
overseer rarer as an ollicial title.
have (a)
in the flourishing age of Athens, i-r. sent to regulate new colonies or subject cities like Sjjartan

The words

We

;

liarmosts.
They were called ivi/jLtXrp-ai in Rom.
times.
(6) After Alexander, two ir. at Tl.era
are directed to receive some money and put it at
interest ; and iv. at Rhodes are municipal otlicers
whose duties are unknown, (c) In LX.X ir. are
taskmasters, as Is 60" (i^ii), or minor officers, as
Neh 11" (TpJ), or 1 Mac 1" the commissioners
In
of Antiochus who enforced idolatry.
also, as Ps 108", we first find the office denoted
by iviOKOTH). (d) In the 3rd cent. A.D. we have
(w. as municipal officers in about ten inscriptions
from Batanaea, the Decapolis, and those parts,
where they seem to have had some authority over
sacred revenues (t4 tov deoS). Of its use (e) for the
treasurers of private associations there are no very
clear traces.
The common word was infuXitn^t, as

LXX

with the Essenes.
2. Tpcapirrepos.

The

city councils in

were commonly called

Rom. times

not

ycpovclai or
Tpeff^t/ripia.
Iiie ytpovffiaif of which Trpea^urcpoi
were members, were not private societies, but
corporations for purposes like the games, or the
worship of the city-god, or the burial of their
members. Their officers were rpocrriTai, dpxoi^tt,
jrportyovpLfrM.
(6) The Jewish cities of Pal. were
governed by a ^ovXi) of 7, or, in larger places, 23
vp. (o'jpi).
These formed a court of justice, and
(iovXal,

the synagogue. The organisaJews in Antioch, Alexandria, etc. was
on the same lines, except that In Rome there were

may have managed
tion of the

several such corporations.
Now, though the Lord commanded His disciples
to form a society, there is no indication that either
He or His apostles ever prescribed any definite
should tnerefore expect to find
form for it.
them following existing models till the new spirit
of the society began to express itself in new
forms.
In
we have fairly frequent mention of
bishops and elders (passages collected in art.

We

NT

ChiteCH GoVERNiMENT), and the two

much

seem

olfices

—

the same. This is proved thus
(1) Bishops
and elders are never joined together, like bishops
and deacons, as separate classes of officials. (2)
Ph 1' to bishops and deacons (no article). If there
had been a distinct order of elders, it could scarcely
have been omitted. So 1 Ti 3 passes over the
elders, though (5") there certainly were elders at
Ephesus, and had been (Ac 20") for some time
Conversely, Tit l'"' passes over bi.shops,
Sast.
escribing elders in their place, and in nearly the
same words. (3) The bishops described to Timothy,
the elders of 1 Ti 5", and tnose of 1 P 5^, have distinctly pastoral functions. So, too, have the elders
of Ac 20 and those described to Titus. (4) The same
persons seem to be called bishops and elders (Ac
20"' ^, Tit I'- ' tya /caTo<rjT)(rpj vpta^uTipovi
St'i
yip rbr itlaKoiror r.T.X.). The words are also
synonyms in Clement ad Cor. xlii. 44, and (by
implication) in Teaching, xv., and Polycarp, Fhil. i.
It is only in Ignatius that the bishop takes a
The gcne-al equivalence of the
distinct position.
two offices in the apostolic age seems undeniable,
though so far we must not assume that every
bishop was an elder or vire vcrsd, or that there
never were any minor dip'erences between them.
The ditlerence of name may of it.se!f point to soma
and this is our next (luestion.
difference of origin
As regards elders, it seems likely that the name
from
Jewish
sources,
Theofficeis already half
comes
:

'

'

.

:

.

.

;
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Lk 22=^" (hardly in Ac 5» peJiTepot cf.
KayluKoi) ; and we have every reason to tliink that
the cliurches (even those not of Jewish orif^in)
largely followed the arrangements of the synapo"ue. Their meeting is actually called (ruva7c<r)T)
in Ja 2', and the Ebionitea retained the name even
in the 4th cent.
It may, however, be noted at
once, that if the office and the name were adopted
from the Jews, it does not follow that the duties
were even originally quite those of the D'jpj of the
'"

hinted at in

:

synagogue.
origin of bishops b more doubtful.
The
name may jjerfectly well be Jewisli, though the
early connexion of the word with Gentile churches
is against this.
The
use of iwlaKoiroi and
iincKOTrri may have suggested it ; but Gentile Christians might have found a still readier hint in the
general meaning of the word, combined with its
freedom from special associat'ons with idolatry.
Yet on the other side is the connexion of bishoiis
with deacons, and Clement's direct appeal to Is 60".
The question is best left undecided.
Appointment. In the first age popular election
and apostolic institution seem to have been coordinate. The Seven (Ac 6"- •) are chosen by the
people, and instituted by the apostles with prayer
and laying on of hands. Something similar seems
indicated for the Lycaonian elders, though x^P"Tov-fiaairret (Ac 14^) grammatically refers to the
apostles who by prayer with fastings commended
them to the Liord. The elders in Crete are appointed (Tit 1° tva /caTaanJtrj/s) by Titus, and apparently the bishops at Ephesus by Timothy in like
manner, though 1 Ti 5^^, He 6' seem not specially
concerned witn the matter ; but it does not follow
that there was no popular election. In any case
Timothy or Titus would have to approve the candidate before instituting him : so that the particular
description of his quaUiications need not mean
that they had to select him in the first instance.
As soon as we get outside
(Teaching, xv.,
Clement, xliv. liv.) popular election becomes very
conspicuous, though neither does this exclude a
formal institution. The elders are already attached
to the apostle even in the conveyance of special
gifts (1 Ti 4''', where the contrast of /«t4 with the
SiA of 2 Ti 1' may indicate their secondary position)
and when the unlocal ministry died out, they
would act alone in the institution to local office.

The

LXX

—

NT

How soon an episcopate was developed is a further
question and very much a question of words, if
the development was from below.
In conclusion, it would seem that the outline of
the process was much the same in all church
offices
first designation, then institution by prayer
with (at least commonly) its symbolic accompaniments of laying on of hands and fasting.
But
there is one all-important distinction, that if the
designation to local office was by popular election,
that to unlocal office was by the will of the Holy
Spirit (Ac 13', of Apostles ; 1 Ti 4" 1", apparently
of an Evangelist, 2 Ti 4»).
Duties.
Elders
(1) General Superintendence.
In Ac 20*', 1 Ti 5", Tit V, 1 P 5»- ' (/coraKi.p. is
mpteiav done the wrong waj'), bishops in 1 Ti 3'.
Indicated possibly in Kv^epv-fiaen, aini\-fiii\j/(i.t, 1 Co
;

—

—

—

12"

;

more

i^SalrK6.\ovt,

nnlocal

distinctly Eph
so pointedly

officers.

So

4"

BRIDLE

BIT,

roils

Si

contrasted

jrpoiVrrdMfi'oi

1

Th

Toifi^vat

Kal

with

the

.5",

Ro

12*

remind us of tlie bishops and elders, 1 Ti 3^ irpoiVrrd/levoi', 5" irpofijTwTes.
The ijyovfievoi or vpoijy. also
of He 13'- "• «, and of Clement, ad Cor. i. 26, 37,

may be set down as bishops or elders, for (a) men
entitled to obedience must have other than the
purely spiritual functions of the unlocal ministry ;
(6) the bishops at Corinth evidently own no higher
authority, 80 that they must themselves be the

Under this head we may place the sliare taken
by the elders (a) at Jerus. in the deliberations oi
the apostles (Ac 15") and in the reception held
by James (Ac 21"); (6) elsewhere, in the laying
of hands on Timothy, 1 Ti 4".
1 Th 5" irpoiaTiiievoi admonishin"
(2) Teaching.
Ln the Lord, 1 Ti 3^ the bishop apt to teach, o^
elders who toil in word and teaching. Tit 1' the
elder or bishop must be able to teach, and to con,

—

vince the gainsayers.
Preaching is rather connected with the unlocal
but in its absence the whole function of
public worship would necessarily devolve on the
local. This may be hinted He 13'- "•" (no officers
named but rryovnevoi), and in any case it is plain
enough in Teaching, xv., and Clement speaks of
bishops TTpouipipovTes tA dwpa, which must not be
limited to the Lord's Supper.
This is everywhere so con(3) Pastoral Care.
spicuous that references are hardly needed.
To it we may refer («) visiting of the sick, with
a view (Ja 5") to anointing and cure (b) care of
strangers and d fortiori of the poor, 1 Ti 3', Tit 1',
the bishop to be i^iX6ff»os.
So far we have not discriminated the duties of
bishops and elders. But was there any difference
at all? Harnack thinks that while bishops and
deacons had the care of public worship and tlie
poor, elders rather formed a court attached to the
church, and as such were occupied with government and discipline. The apparent identity of the
offices would then be no more than an identity of
persons.
The weightiest members of the church
would naturally hold both offices, and give the
tone to both. This theory explains points like the
ditierence of names and the marked separation
It may contain more
between the two classes.
than a germ of the truth but it cannot be accepted
(a) It is not
without important reservations.
likely that duties were (juite so definitely separated.
If the elders began with discipline and general
oversight, they would be likely soon to take up
more spiritual duties, as the Seven did. Those
who had gifts to minister the word and teaching,
would rather be honoured than hindered so tliat
many of them might easily be doing pastoral work
(esp. if they were bishops also) before the end of
the apostolic age. In any case (b) bishops and elders
are identical in the Pastoral Epistles, so that the
distinction must by that time have been nearly lost.
Harnack
This, however, depends on their date.
(Chronologic, 1897, p. 484) still places the relevant
passages in the middle of the 2nd cent.

ministry

;

—

;

;

;

—

LlTERATTTRB. Loenin^, Oemeitulever/as^tng d. Urchristen.
thuing Lightfoot, Philipjiiam, pp. 181-269; Gore, Chriilian
Ministry, esp. note K
Hatch, Bampton Lectures (1880), tr.
into Germ, with excursuses by Hamack flSS'i) artt. on Origin
of the Christian Ministry by Sanday, Hamack. Gore, Rendel
Harris, Macphereon, Simcox, and Milligan in Kxporitor, 3rd
series, vols. v. and vi. ; Weizsacker, Apoet. Zeitalter, pp. 699-612.
;

;

;

H. M. GWATKIN.
'His b. let another take'
Gr. overseership.') The
Gr. is iirurKOTrl), which here and in 1 Ti 3' means
the office or work of an iTriaKoiros (see Bl.sHOP) but
primarily and chiefly in NT describes God's visitation, as Lk 19" ' the time of thy visitation,' 1 P
2'^
The same office is described
the day of v.'
in Ac 1^ as ministry and apostleship (SinKovla (tai

BISHOPRICK Ac 1»
(RV 'office' with inarg.

'

;

'

'

'

J.

arotrroX?)).

BIT,

BRIDLE

(jd-i,

HASTINGS.

iny, Dteno, xaX"'is)-

—The dis-

tinction between these words is not maintained in
and RV. 1. [51 resen (Arab, rasan) is a halter.
Thus in Job 30" RV, 'they have cast off the bridle
before me,' the reference is to a horse or mule that
has slijit off the halter with which he was tied, and
is frisking aliout in the rough glee of discovered
freedom. Such had become the behaviour of the

AV

a

;

BITHIAH

BITTER, BITTEKNESS

So in Is 30^, instead of a
rabble before Job.
bridle in the jaws of the people,' read a halter on
the jaws of the peoples' (c-sv ';n^ Si' |e-i).
'

'

K

19*», Pr 26', Is 37'*,
metlieg; xoXii/is (2
Rev 14*) is a bridle, which includes the
bit, as the primitive bridle was simply a loop on
the halter-cord jiassed round the lower jaw of the
horse. Uence in I's 32" KV, ' whose trappings must
be bit and bridle,' the meaning is rather bridle
and halter, as the two means of holding them in.
The Psalmist had been speaking of willing service
that only needed a directing eye, and the contrast
is to the disinclination of the horse and mule that
needed bridle and lialter to bring them near.
Hence, I will
3. ctr- inii/i.miii, is a muzzle.
keep my mouth with a bridle' (Ps 39') should

2. jn;

Ja

3' itV,

'
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Marmora), the Bosphorus, and the Eu-xine (Black
Sea), was bequeathed to the Romans in B.C. 74 by
the last king, Nicomedes iii.
The coast of Pontua
was united with it in a single province by Pompey
in B.C. 65, and the joint province was administered
according to the principles embodied in a lex Pomfieiii.
But the two parts of the province always
retained a certain distinction from one another
the official name was regularly double {Bitki/nia et
Pontits) ; there were two high priests, the Bitliyni-

arch and the Pontarch (like Asiarch, Galatarch,
Lykiarch, etc.); and hence Pontus and B. are mentioned separately in 1 P 1'. Bithj-nia adjoined Asia,
and hence, when Paul and Silas were prevented
from preaching in Asia (Ac 16"), they naturally
proceeded towards B., but, coming near the frontier,
were not permitted to enter it and they kept on
towards the \V. through Mysia till they came out
at Troas.
B. was a senatorial province, governed
like Achaia (which see) ; but Pliny governed it on
a special mission from the emperor, 111-3, and
wrote the reports to Trajan which give so much
information about the province and tlie Christians
in it.
B. was a rich, fertile, peaceful, and highly
civilised pro\'ince.
Jews in B. are mentioned by
I'hilo. Legatio ad Gaium, § 36 (Mang. ii. 587)
but
they are not noticed in the list given in Ac 2"".
It is remarkable that Byzantium (Constantinople),
alon" with, doubtless, the peninsiila at the end of
whit-h it was situated, was included in the province
of Bitkynia et Pontns, as we learn from Pliny, ad
Traj. ]ip. 43, 44.
Two great roads traversed B.,
one connecting Nikomedia and Nictea (the two
chief cities) with Dorylaion and Phrygia in general,
the other connecting them with Ancyra direct
road which in later times became important as
the route of European pilgrims by land to Jerusalem.
;

;

—

LiTBRATCRB.
:M1^-3S7;

— Marquafdt, RomUeht Staatevenraltungt

Uardy

Ainsworth

in

KpM. ad

in Pret. to his ed. of Pliny,
Jio^. Geogr. Soe vol.

Jottrn.

ix.

;

L pp.
Trajan

;

Hamilton,

Rvncarches in At. Min.
Uitter, Kleinasi^n {Erdkumie mn
.\nen, vols. XX. xxi.), i. pp. 650-768; liamsay, Hist. Geoijr. ot
As. Min. pp. l"i»-2Il, 240 II. Th. Kcinach, jVuiniam. lii-s A'owde
liith. Pliny's report on the IJithynian Christians is treated in all
Karly Church histories and in the works on the position o( the
Church in the empire by Neumann, Hardv, etc.
;

;

W. M. Ramsay.

MODBRM sraiAM MUZZLB.

BITTER, BITTERNESS

clearly be 'with a muzzle,' as in liVm. To lose the
distinction is here to lose the meaning, which is
enforced silence.
bridle is not u.scd to kee|> a
horse from biting. The muzzle is the basket of
rope network that was not to be |)ut on the o.\cn
of the threshinglloor, but must be put over the
mouth of the horse, mule, or donkey that bites its

A

companions, the other baggage-animals, and causes
disarrangement of their loads.
G. M. Mackie.

BITHIAH (n.-ns 'daughter,' i.e. worshipper, 'of
J"). The daughter of a Pharaoh, who became
the wife of Mercd, a descendant of Jmlah (1 Ch
4").
Whether Pharaoh is to be taken here aa the
Eprp. royal title or as a Ileb. proper name, it is
difficult to determine.
The name li. may indicate
one who had become a convert to the worship of
J', which would favour the first sujiposition (but
LXX 15 reads I'tXid). If the other wife of Mered is
distinguished as 'the Jewess,' KV (AV .lehudijah),
this would still further strengthen the supposition.
Bnt the text of 1 Ch 4"- " ai>i>car» to be defective,
and does not alVord ground for more than conjec-

—

ture.

(See Kittel,

BITHRON

ad

(l\-u?3ri),

not a proper name,

Ilaupt.)
K. M. Boyd.
2», the gorge," probably

Ivc. in

2 S

— a ravine

'

leailirig to

C. K.

BITHYNIA

Mahanaini.

CoNDKR.

a country in the north of
Asia Minor, bonlering on the Piopontis (Sea of
(BcfluWo),

b.

In the literal sense of
to the taste, the word occurs in such passages

as Pr 27' (of food, opposed to sweet). Ex 15-^, Ja 3"
Rev 8" (of water), and Is 24» (of strong drink).
See also article Bitter Herbs.
In most of the
passages, however, where the words above given
are used in Scripture, it is in a figurative or tropical
sense.
The examples that follow do not claim to
be exhaustive.
i.
may note, in the first place, the use
of 'bitter' in an objective sense, of cruei, biting
words (cf. TTiKpol 'Kbyoi), Ps. 64'; of the keenne.ss of
the misery wliich results from forsaking God, Jer
2'"
from a life of sin in general, Jer 4'", and of
iin])urity in particular, Pr 5*.
It is ap])lied to the
misery of servitude, Ex I" and to the misfortunes

We

;

;

due to bereavement, Ru 1", Am 8'".
ii. In a more subjective 8en.se, bitter and bitterness describe such emotions as symiiatliy in
bereavement, Ru 1", and misfortune, kzk 27" the
jioignant .sorrow of childlessness, 1 S 1'", and )icnitence, Mt 26"; the keenness of disappointment,
Gn 27^" and the general feeling of misery and
wretchedness, Job 3* emotions often relieved by
a corresponding b. cry,' Gn 27", Est 4' etc., and
by the shedding of bitter tears' (cf. Homer's friKpin
oaKpvoy), M t '26'° and often.
Under this head may be clas.sed the ca-ses where
;

:

;

'

'

' bitter
in the original refers rather to fierceiie-ss of
disposition, as in 2 S 17' (' as a bear robbed of her
whelps'), allied with a readiness to take oU'ence,
'

—

'

Hab

that bitter and hasty
Jg 18". Cf. Eph 4"', Ro 3".
Anotuer set of fig. applications belongs

1'

nation
lii.

BITUMEN

BITTER HERBS
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('the Chaldseans,

'),

rather to the sphere of ethics than to that of
psychology. Thus Isaiah characterizes those who
would suDvert the fundamental distinction of
right and WTong as putting
b. for sweet, and
sweet for b.' (5»).
So also Dt 22'", where the
reference is to the moral poison exhaled by
the corrupt nations of Canaan. The same idea
of moral depravity is somewhat differently exrenderpressed in Dt 29^' <"', from which (see
ing) are derived the expressions 'gall of bitterness,'
Ac 8", and root of bitterness,' He 12".
iv. Finally, there is to be noted the term, techn.
'
the water of bitterness that causeth the curse
das fluchbringende
Nu S""(cf. Kautzsch's tr!
Wasser des bitteren Wehs), which plays so important a part in the ordeal there described.
A. R. S. Kennedy.
BITTER HERBS (DnhD mSrCrim, viKplSes, lactucae
agrestes).
It is hardly possible for an Oriental to
dine without a salad, and these salads are composed
of many kinds of herbs, some mucilaginous, as the
others crisp, as
purslane, Portulaca oleracea, L.
the cucumber others aromatic, as parsley ; others
bitter, as the watercress, Nasturtium officinale,
the pepper grass, Lepidium sativum, L. ; the
L.
Intybus, L.
the lettuce,
endive, Ctchorimn
Lactuca sativa, L.
Such as these and many
others like them can be found everywhere, and
suit the requirements of the Passover ordinance
(Ex 12«, Nu 9").
More bitter still are the
numerous medicinal plants, as colocynth, wormwood, Bcammony, poppy, and many others which
were in the prophet's eye when he said (La 3'° m;,
'
He hath nlled me with bitternesses {mSrOrim)
'

LXX

'

RV

:

—

;

;

;

;

(not in) pools of water i.e. desolate rains,
lyippvd could live, and marshes.

where

The passages in which the name kippdd occurs
are intended to express desolation and the absence
of human residence.
They are parallel to a large
number of similar ones in which the desolation is
symbolised by the residence of various beasts and
birds.
These are usually chosen because of their
shyness, and the certainty that where they are
man is far away. It by no means follows that in
every case all of them, or perhaps any of the particular ones, should dwell in the ruin.
It is quite
contrary to the habits of the bittern to dwell in
ruins.
The porcupine, as a man-fearing animal,
like the cormorant [JiV pelican), owl, raven, dragon
(RV jackal), owl (RV ostrich), wild beasts of the
desert, wild beasts of the island (RV wolves), satyr
(probably wild goat), screech owl (RV night
monster), great owl (RV arrowsnake), and vulture,
represents the idea of desolation in its concrete
form. In the spirit of poetic exaggeration it is said
(Is 34"),
no one of these shall fail, none shall
want her mate.' To bind down this exalted
imagery to literalism would convert every ruin into
a menagerie, tenanted by a motley ^jray of
fabulous as well as actual beasts and birds. With
the philological e^^dence in favour of the kun/udh
(porcupine), and with the unsoundness of the
foregoing zoological objections, we may safely
foUow the RV, which makes it porcupi/ie.
'

;

he hath made

me drunken

with wormwood.'
The use of bitter herbs at the Passover was not
to remind the Israelites of the bitterness of their
bondage (Ex 1"), but, as in the case of bread
without leaven, to remind them of the haste
with which they fled.
A meal of unleavened
bread, roast lamb, and a salad of bitter herbs,
was the simplest and quickest that could be preG. E. Post.
pared.

BITTER WATER.—See Medicine.

BITTERN

(l^^p,

isp

kipp6d,

ixtyot,

ericins).—

Gesenius regards kippdd as the same as the Arab.
kun/udh, the porcupine ; and with him agree most
Tnstram, Houghton, and others
of the VSS.
They
favour the rendering bittern of the AV.
argue as follows
(1) That the porcupine has not
been noted as an inhabitant of ruins. But thi.s is
:

—

equally true of the bittern, and it is far less probable tnat it should be said of the bittern than of
the porcupine. The bittern is a swamp bird, and
would not choose ruins, bnt reeds and fens, for a
residence.
The porcupine, however, is a shy
solitary animal, and might easily choose its home
among the fallen columns of Babylon (Is H^),

Nineveh (Zeph

2»), or Idumaja (Is 34").
(2) Tliat
the porcupine could not climb to the capitals of
columns. This is not essential, however, as the
allnsion is rather to the fallen stones of a ruin
thsin to the capital of a standing column.
(3)
That ' their voice shall sing in the ^vindows' (Zeph
2'*).
Their, however, is not in the original, and
we may quite as well supply a, and un<lerstand by
a voice the sighing of the wind among the fallen
stones and through the empty casements, rather
than the grunt of a porcupine, or the booming of a
bittern, neither of wliich can be called singin".
(4) That porcupines do not frequent water pools
This, however, is inconclusive, since
(Is 14").
Babylon was to be a possession for the kipp6d, and
'

'

roRCITlNR.
In the foreground, under the larger animal, are a full-grown
and a young hedgehog.

L., is found
and in the lower mountain
It feeds on roots,
districts of Pal. and Syria.
harli, fruits, and vegetables. It inhabits holes and
subterranean clefts, and might well find a retreat
among ruins. The flesh is eaten by the natives,
who know it by its classical name kun/udh. It iy
about 2 feet in length, independently of the tail,
It is covered with the
which measures to 6 in.
familiar quills. When the animal is trancjuil they
When it is excite<l they
lie appressed to its body.
It is noct»»nal in its habits, and
are erected.
G. E. PO-ST.
seldom seen by man.

The

along

poreiipine,

ffi/xtrix criitnta,

tlie sea-ooa.st,

.'5

(Gn 11* lan, i<r<pa\Tot, EV slime,'
'bitumen').— The mineral substance which
has given to the Dead Sea the name Lai~iis Asphnltites (Jos. Ant. I. ix.), in which case it is mineral
This
pitch of the group of the hydrocarbons.
mineral is abundant in several Eastern countries,
and was used in verv early times as a eubstituti*

BITUMEN

RVm

BLASPHEMY

BIZIOTHIAH
mortar in the buildings of Chaldoea.* It is
found in Persia, Assam, Upper Burma, particularly
at Itangoon, at Baku, near the Caspian, and in the
valleys leading down from the west to the Dead
Sea, especially Wadies Derejeh and Mahawat, in
company with sulphur, t
The bitumen in the Dead Sea basin is probably
derived from the bituminous limestones of the
Cretaceous series, and reaches the surface through
In the case of marine limetissuies in the rock.
stones or shales containing large quantities of
animal or vegetable matter, either of terrestrial or
of aquatic origin, bitumenization may take place
under suitable conditions of temperature and
for

moisture, giving rise to springs of bitumen or
petroleum, and from such a source the bitumen of
the Dead Sea basin may be supposed to have its
E. HULL.
origin.
(.Tn^1»), Jos 15".— A corruption for
her villages,' referring to Beersheba, as the
ol icu/uu aiVuv indicates (cf. also Neb 11").

BIZIOTHIAH
'

^•n'133

LXX

BIZTHA ("cilJ, Est 1").— One of the seven eonuchs
suggested
or chamberlains of kin^ Ahasuerus.
etymology is the Persian besteh, 'bound, hence
perhaps 'eunuch.' The
here reads Mafdv B,
H. A. White.
Bafd» M^*, Baffd A.

A

LXX

BLACK.

Tit 3', Mt 15'», 1 Co ID*", Ro 3' 14",
Col a% 1 Ti 6*, 2 P 2". It is not, however, to be ignored that the recognised relation of
God to all created beings may have induced the
choice of the word p\a<T(priida to express what is in
the last resort an ollence against llira. (Cf. the
OT use also the parallel in Sir 3", and the thought
in such passages as 1 P 2" taken with Tit 3".)
special use in NT touches the human assumption of what is God's, the degradation of the
infinite glory of the unapproacliable God to the
finite nature of the creature.
Thus the word is
put into the mouths of the Jewish accusers of
Christ (Mt 9» 26™, Jn 10«, Lk 5«), and is employed
likewise conversely by the NT writers and speakers
to depict the sacrilegious and insulting denial by
the Jews to Christ of what was His due status (M^
27"», Lk 22*> 23»»), and their equally sacrilegious and
insulting charges against Him (Ac 13*' 18' 26").
The punishment of those who blasphemed, i.e.
sinned in word or act with a high band,' i.e. in
impious rebellion against J", not in thoughtlessness and weakness of the flesh (see Keil, Bib. Arch.
ii. 377, Eng. tr., on Sins of Ignorance), but wilfully
and presumptuously, was 'cutting off' (Nu 15")
or death by stoning (Lv 24"-").
Instances of
blasphemy in act are the profanation of the Sabbath
by work (Ex 31"), the neglect of circumcision

Hidas);
Eph 4"

As a

subst. b. is found
in Sir 19* AVm, and Jer 14' they sit in b. upon
the ground.' As a verb. Bar 6" ' their faces are
b*" through the smoke that cometh out of the
temple (luXahw). Blackish, Job 6" ' b. by reason
of the ice ' (nia, used here of a turbid torrent,
' black
J. Hastinos.
').
'

'

RV

(It

;

A

'

(Gn

—See Colouks.
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and idolatry in all its relations Ex 22"',
It was on the ground of blasphemy that
Christ was handed over for execution to the
Romans (Mt 26«*'-, Jn 19'), and that Stephen was
stoned in an irregular outbreak of priests and
people (Ac 6" 7"). To the ordinary sins of blasphemy the Jews added the more technical sin of the
'pronunciation' of the name .1", through a misinterpretation of pronounce' in Lv 24" apart from
its limitative context.
For this reason the LXX
rendered J" by 6 Kvmos, and the Hebrew Jews substituted Adonai or Elohim, as they do to the present
1

17"),

Mac

(

2").

'

BLAINS

See Medicinb.

BLASPHEMY
and

{p\aa<pr,fila,

vb.

pXaa^nintTr,

adj.

derived as to its second
element from (pi^/jLT), speech, but the etymology of
the first element is still quite uncertain, opinions
being divided among pxdirra I injure (the form
woiud then, properly, be /3\a^i0T)/i/a), jSXdf slack,
doltish, piWw I hit in throwing (Eustath. ad. Horn.
11. 2, p. 219, A Toij (prfifjuut piWuin, XoiJopos), and
^OXoj worthless (root, bhles). The usage, however,
fubst.

p\d<r<f>rifios)

distinct enough.
also in EV) the

is

In classical

IS

word

and

NT

Greek

(as

not restricted, as in
ordinary Eng. phraseology and Eng. law, to the
divine relation, but has the general sense of
landerous, contumelious speech against either
God or man. As a matter of fact, in classical
Greek the human relation is the riile, p\a(r<prtfjila
being only by transference applied to the gods
(Plato, Rep. 381 E)
and, as often as not, in this
connexion, it signifies a word not so much of
Irreverenoe as of ill-omen (opp. to (i(t>riiila), a word
amiss, an vnlucky word, as when one unintentionally prays for evil instead of good (Kur. Ion, 1189
Plato, Legg. 800, 801).
In the Heb. OT (mostly in
the form giddcph, the word selected by Delitzsch
fn his Hebrew NT) and in the LXX there is always
is

;

;

• notion

contemptuous sacrilege in word or act
(1 Mac 2«) towards God (2 K 19*. cf. 18"") directly
or indirectly, through men or things connected
with Him, e.g. His people (Is .'52', Ps 74"), His
champions (2 Mac 12"), His lioly land (Ezk 35"),
His temple (1 Mac V")
once, by transference,
towards a heathen god (Bel»). In NT the wider
classical usage api>ear8, and there is not always
the same clear connotation of divine connexion,
the word being sometimes equivalent to aggravated
contumely, or slander (ef. I)em. pro Cor. iv. 12. 3,
of

;

tit

TovTor v-oXXdxit dr^aKut\f« Kal fi^xp^ a/trx/jdf ^\aa•
t

lUvlinson, /<n<n«n( Mcnarchia, vol. 1. ch.
Triatram, Land ()/ Itraet, pp. 281, 31>8.

"OI. I.— 20

8.

day.

According to the teaching of Christ in the
Synoptists (Mt 12"'-, Mk 3-«'-, Lk 12'»), the 'blasphemy against the Holy Ghost was a sin of such
surpassing heinousness that it was unpardonable.
Not so. He says, the blasnlieray against the Son of
Man. Now, the Son of Man was God's Messiah,
His pre-eminent representative ; and blaspliemy
against Him would have been, in theocratic conception, put parallel with blasphemy against God
Himself (Ex 22""). What, then, was tliis lalasphemy
a;;ainst tlie Holy Ghost, this sin of unwonted
a;;;rravation, so heinous that, contrary to Jewish
notions, even death brought the sinner no nearer
to pardon (Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. on Mt 12'")?
In
the context Christ is referring to special acts of
His in which the Holy Spirit, as a moral power,
manifested Himself obviously and unmistaKably.
Any man who, with such demonstration before his
eyes, declared tliis power to be immoral (Mk 3**),
'

openly denouncing as evil tliat which was plainly
good, exhibited a state of heart which was hopeless
and beyond the scope of divine illumination or
he was the most higlihandod,
divine influence
wilful, preauinptuous desniser of the divine.
In
liis position of Wnsphemer lie could not be forgiven
for God to put such a sin behind His back was in
the moral nature of things a contradiction and an
;

;

impo-ssibility.

Not

so culpable

was the

blas[iliemy

even against the Son of Man for in His state of
humiliation, with the mists of the flesh about Him,
Ilia dignity was not so obvious, so unmistak:ililo.
;

so

irresistibly

convincing.

In

this

case

there

might be 'defect'; in the other there was 'defiance.'
So much for the strict context and the
When we reach out beyond
special occasion.
tlieso and seek to find a more general application,

wc

liavo

need of

great diffidence.

One

point,

BLAST

BLESSEDNESS

however, seems clear the context debars ns from
making the blasphemy simply the equivalent of
continued impenitence in any sin, as if Christ had
meant to say that any conscious sin, persisted in,
becomes blasphemy aj^ainst the Holy Ghost. It is
hard to conceive that Christ in these words merely
put into another form the maxim no repentance,
no pardon.' At the same time we cannot wholly
agree with those who assert that there is no connexion' whatever between the blasphemy against
the manifest Holy Ghost and the sin against the
light of spiritual experience in He 6*"', and that

BLESSEDNESS.— The word blessedness is not
found in the OT, and it only appears three times
in the NT (AV), and then as trie translation of
a word (/laxapiff/iis) which indicates the ascription
of blessing, not the state of the blessed, so that the
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:

'

'

these sins are 'akogetlier dissimilar (S. Da^-idson in
Nor do we know
Kitto, Encyc, s.v. Blasphemy ').
enough to be sure that the sin unto death in
1 J n 5"
stands apart entirely from the sin with
whicli Christ is dealing. Yet, on the whole, it
seems reasonable and consistent with the OT
sacrilicial theory (cf. Keil, as above) to affirm that
any sin which is explainable by the defect of the
flesh, its mere willingness and its weakness, is
not to be classed with the wilful, strong-armed,
arrogant blaspheming of good as evil. And it is
observable that the crucifixion of Christ, which in
He 6' is a metaphor for apostasy, is in Ac 3", in
its literal sense, attributed by St. Peter to dyma,
ignorance.
Doubtless, there is a time and a place
wherein willingness shades off into wilfulness, and
weakness into presumption ; neglect of the divine
Illumination is the inclined plane towards the
detestation of it and when the heart can deliberately say, Evil, be thou my good,' its utterance Ls
not far from blasphemy of the Holy Ghost.
'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

Massie.

J.

AV

BLAST

(from blmsan ' to blow ') is used in
1. Of the blowing of a wind instrument, Jos 6°
'when they make a long b. with the ram's horn.'
with
2. The blowing of the breath of J", Ex 15*
the b. of thy nostrils the waters were gathered
together' (Heb. nn rHah, 'breath'; cf. Is 30^
breath,' 33" breath,' 37'
'blast,'
spirit,'
2 K 19'
blast,' RV ' spirit ').
3. The breath,
i.
i.e. the tyranny of violent peoples. Is 25^ (nn).
Blowing that withers or curses, 2 S 22'*, Job 4",
=
blighted
Ps 18"> (nsj-} nishdmah). So blasted
Gn 41«-»'-» 2
W^, Is 37"; and blasting =
6=«,
8", 2 Ch
blight' Dt 28^, 1
Ara 4', Hag 2".
The reference is to the effect of the sirocco east
wind. See Hos 13" for its effect on water, and
Jon 4' on man. Says Thomson, it rushes down
every gorge, bending and breaking the trees, and
The eyes
tugging at each individual leaf.
inflame, the lips blister, and the moisture of the
you become languid, nerbody evaporates,
vous, irritable, and despairing' (Land and Book,
ii. 262).
In Ps 18", Pr. Bk. blasting = blast.
:

'

'

AV

'

AV

RV

'

'

'

'

K

K

'

'

.

.

.

.

'

'

J.

BLASTUS

.

Hastings.

(BXdoToO.— A chamberlain of

Herod

(wh. see), mentioned Ac 12*'. It was
through his intervention, presumably secured by
bribery, that the people of Tyre and Sidon prevailed
upon the king to receive an embassy from them at
Coesarea.
He is described as 'chamberlain,' rbv
ivl ToO xmrCn'o! toS fia<n\i<its.
Neither the name
nor the incident of the embassy occurs in Josephus
proof
independence
of the two
a
of the complete
accounts (but see on the other side, Krenkel,
Josephus und Ltuxis, p. 203).
A. C. Headlam.

AORIPPA

I.

—

BLAZE
(RV

Mk

1« 'to blaze abroad the matter'

Mt

sjiread abro.ad,' Gr. Jia^Ti^ffw, in
aff" tr""
'commonly reported,' liV 'was spread abroad';
9^' 5ie<f>ri^i(rav aiirhv, ' they sjiread abroad his
in
'

Mt

fame').
claim,'

= bum.

'

This verb /)lrize = to 'blow,' then 'propublish,' is to be distinguished from blaze
See Ox/. Eng. Diet.
J. Hastings.

BLEMISH.— See Medicine.

'

'

Revisers liave rightly expunged it, substituting
'blessing' in the first two cases (Ro 4'-*), and
gratulation in the third (Gal 4">).
Nevertheless,
the idea which it conveys is the result of a
legitimate generalisation from biblical statements.
By the term 'blessedness' we understand the
Summum Bonum regarded as a ^ft from God, or
as enjoyed in some divine relationship a divine
Summum Bonum. Throu^ihout the Bible this is
centred in the idea of life, in its more elementary
stages as the normal human existence on earth, in
its more advanced condition as eternal life (fiD<)
al6vios). The Hebrew seems to have regarded length
of days as a supreme object of desire (e.g. Ps 21').
Hence, while it is a most terrible curse for a man to
be cut off' in the midst of his days (e.g. Ps 55^), for
his life to be spared is a blessing devoutly sought
after (e.g. Ps 39'^), so that to live on to a ripe old
age is the crowning mercy (e.g. 1 Ch 29''*). The
OT idea of blessedness is largely temporal and
external, though mingled with higher spiritual
thoufjhtsas in Ps le'"-". Next to the life of the
individual is the extension of that life in his family
and the perpetuation of it through his descendants,
80 that tne natural human instinct for immortality
is in a measure satisfied by contemplating the
prospect of an endless posterity. For this reason,
as also because of the present good which the
possession of a family is to a man, that is an
important item in the OT notion of blessedness.
Earthly prosperity enters into the notion, not
merely on its own account, but also as a sign of
God's favour, although the latter point is disputed
throughout the Book of Job. In the Proverbs,
abundance of goods one's barns filled \vith plenty
(Pr 3'") is treated as a great sign of prosperity,
but wisdom is there regarded as the Sum,mum Bonum (Pr 4'). In Messianic prophecy the
thought of blessedness is expanded to signify the
national weal rather than purely individual prosperity.
This is to come in a golden age of widespread plentj' and general happiness, following a
triumph over the enemies of Israel. In particular,
justice will take the place of tyranny and robbery,
good order will be maintained, and universal peace
'

'

—

—

—

prevail

(e.g.

Is

11'"',

eS"'-"*).

It

is

principally

through the two ideas of righteousness and peace
that tne ideal is advanced to a more spiritual conception (e.g._ Ps 119"»).
In the NT the idea of
blessedness is greatly elevated.
According to the
Synoptists, Jesus Clirist speaks of eternal life as
the supreme boon of the future (e.g. Lk IS**).
According to the Fourth Gospel, He dwells much
more largely on this subject, and treats it as a
present possession (e.g. Jn G"). St. Paul follows,
accentuating the blessedness of eternal life as
God's gift to man (RoG*"). In the beatitudes wit!
which He opens the Sermon on the Mount, out
Lord describes, not only the characters that will
be blessed, but also the nature of the highest good.
Tlie blessed are, according to St. LuUe, the poor,
the}- that Imnger and weep now, and tliey who are
hated, separated, and reproached by men
and
their blessedness is to possess the kingdom of God,
and to he filled and laugh (Lk O'"'-^). According to
;

Matthew, they are more spiritually regarded as
the poor in spirit, they that mourn, the meek, they
whicli do Imnger and thirst after rigliteousness, the
merciful, the pure in heart, the peacemakers, and
they which are persecuted for righteousness' sake
while tlieir blessedness consists respectively in
having the kingdom of heaven— elsewhere described
as a pearl of great price (Mt 13'"')— in being com
St.

;

;

BLOODTHIRSTY

BLESSING
forted, inheriting the earth, bein" filled, obtaining
mercy, BeeinK God, being called the children of
God (iMt 5'-^). In the Parable of the Talents,
fnture blessedness takes the form of high honour
The
together with enlarged sen-ice (Mt 25-').
Apoc. describes the blessedness of the Church in
the victory and reign of Christ and the coming of
See also
the heavenly Jerusalem (Kev 21. 22).

W.

Beatitlue, Happiness.

F.

Adeney.

—

BLESSING (i?13, eu\oyla). Throughout the
Bible we meet with two forms of blessing. (1)
Blesnina by Gud. This is either (a) a direct and
immediate act of God in conferrin}: some boon, as
The Lord blessed Obedexpressed by the phrase,
edom and all his household (2 S 6") or (6) a
di\-ine utterance expressing the will of God to
confer future favour, and thus approaching; the
general usage of the word, which is indicative of
benediction, or speaking with a wish for the good
of the persons concerned, e.g. God blessed them,
The blessing
sajang. Be fruitful,' etc. (Gn 1**).
of God is priniarilj" of persons, and secondarily of
things, as implied in the phrase, Bless, Lord, his
The seeondarj' blessing is
substance' (Ut 33").
attached to a daj' in the benediction of the Sabbath,
e.g. 'God blessed the seventh day' (Gn 2-').
(2)
This is really an appeal for the
Blessing by num.
first form of lilessing, a prayer that (iod will confer
His own blessing on the object of the speaker's
good wishes. But it comes to be regarded <as in
lonie way directly beneficial, just as the evil eye is
supposed to blight directly, while the curse proper
is an appeal to Heaven to smite its object, as the
true bles-sing is an appeal to Heaven to confer some
Ijoon.
This seems to be the case with the
patriarchal blessings, Isaac directly determining the
destiny of Jacob and j'et the language employed
shows that the actual source of the boons spoken
In such a
of is looked for in God (Gn 27^-**).
case the peculiar privilege of conferring a blessing
resolves itself into a peculiar right to seek certain
favours of (Jod.
A similar condition may be
discovered in ISalaara's benediction of Israel. Wliile
the narrative im|iUes a belief on the part of Bahik
that the seer has peculiar mystic powers of cursing
and blessing, Balaam's utterances are simply
prophetic, declaring' the will of J" and predicting the
destiny of Israel (Nu 23. 24). A man who is exceptionally blessed is taken as tlie model and type of
blessing, and is then said to be a ble.ssing (Gn 12'^)
and others are said to bless themselves uy him, in
the sense that they appeal to the blessing he has
received as a specimen of what they desire for
themselves, e.g.
The nations .shall bless themselves in him
i.e. by Him, by reference to His
blessing (Jer 4').
Wlien our Lord Ls de.scribed in
the Gospels as bles-siug, no doubt the idea is
analogous to the second form of blessing, the
appeal to Heaven to confer favour, with the
as-sociated thought that Jesus Christ had especial
power in making this appeal.
Thus we must
understand the action of the mothers who brought
their children to Him for a blessing as they might
have brought them to a holy Ilabbi (Buxtorf, Hyn.
Jud. p. 13S).
But with those who perceived His
divine nature, the act of blessing by Jesus Christ
must have passed over into the primary and
immediate act of God in conferring grace, e.g. in
the final benediction (Lk 24°').
The ble.s.sin" of
bread, of which we read in the Gospels, is equivalent
to giving thanks for it, the thought being that
good received gratefully comes aa a blessing

imposition of hands

Gn

(e.g.
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Mt

48"-",

19")

;

or,

where a number of persons were concerned, with
uplifted hands (e.g. Lv 9", Lk 24»).
The priests
pronounced a benediction after every morning and
evening

according to a triple formula

sacrifice,

(Nu 6^^--' Keil, Biblical
more primitive form of

Arc/ueol.
blessing

;

been used under the kings

(e.g.

A

ii.

p. 457).

A

seems to have
IK 8"-'" ; Ewald,

benediction was regularly
pronounced at the close of the synagogue service
(Buxtorf, Syn. Jud., note subjoined to index).
Antiq. pp.

15, 132).

W. ¥. Adkney.
BLINDNESS.—See

BLINDINO.—See Chimes.
Medicine.

'

BLOOD. —By the Hebrews,

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

—

(compare tiXbyriaoi in Mt 14'" and (I'Xoyiiiros ai/rd
In Vfk 8' with tixa.p^<rTri<ras in Mt 15").
To bless
God is to praise Him with acknowledgment of His
goodne.ss and expressed desires for His g'ory.
The
act of blessing was usually performed by the

as by other peoples

of antiquity, the blood, both of man and of bea-st,
was regarded as the seat of the soul (Pjj), that
is, of tlie vital principle common to all sentient

organisms (Lv 17"

[EV, Heb. nephesh,
and parll. pass. ).
When we reflect how little we know even now,
notwithstanding all our advance in physiology and
allied sciences, of the mystery of life and death,
we can in some measure realise the emotions of
awe and dread— not without a large admixture of
the sujierstitious element with wliicli the early
Semites must have regarded the shedding of blood.
Inasmuch as all slaughter was originally sacri'

soul

']

of the flesh

is

'

tlie life

in the blood,'

—

fice,

the real significance of the provision, carried

back by Heb. tradition to the days of Noah (Gn
9''), that tlie blood of animals slain for human food
forliiilden or taboo, will demand careful investigation under the article Sacrifice (see also
l'"ooD).
To the same art. belont's tlie study of the
piacular or expiatory etficacy of blood, whieli finds
expression in the familiar wonls
Without

was

:

'

shcddin" of blood is no remi-ssion (He 9*").
Akin hereto is the cathartic or purificatory use
of blood in the Jewish ceremonial system for cases
of uncleanness of the highest degree, such as
leprosy (Lv 14"- ""'•), the discussion of which
belongs to the art. on Purification (which see
al.so for the uncleanness caused by blood in the
'

cases enumerated in

Lv

12"'- IS""*).

For another and very ancient blood-rite, the
essential significance of which survives even in the
most .sacred rite of Christian worship (Mt 26*'), see
Covena.vt.

Among all nations blood has played a conspicuous part in magical rites, but the only trace of its
sii|ieistitious use in the OT seems to be the incident recorded in 1 K 22**, and already exjilained
(See Strack, Dcr Blittin the art. liATlllN'i! (§ 3).
aberglaube; Trumbull, The Threshold Covenant.)
A. R. S. Kennedy.
BLOOD, AVENGER OF.— See Goel.
BLOODGUILTINESS.— In AV only Ps 51" 'Deme from b., O God' (n-on, plu. of ci blood

liver

'

').

UV

adds Ex 22»-> (Heb. v.'- »), 1 S 25-'«- '", the Heb.
being the same. W. Ii. Smith (OTJC- p. 441)
points to Ezk 18" as proving that the Heb. phrase
does not necessarily mean the guilt of murder,
but any mortal sin, such sin as, if it remains unatoned, withdraws God's favour from His land
and iicople (I)t 21'"', Is 1"), a remark which has
an ouvioua bearing on the occasion of the 51st
J. Hastings.
psalm.

BLOOD, ISSUE OF.—See Medicine.

BLOODSHEDDING.— Sir

27" only {iKxtm, olynbut He 9-" without shedding of blood is no
remission (alM«r<itxw'o).

oTos)

'

;

'

BLOODTHIRSTY.— In AV Pr 29"
hate the u[)right

'

(c-^t

VjU

'

men

only, 'thei
KV
of blood ').

—
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BLOODY FLUX, BLOODY SWEAT

BOAZ

adds Ps 5' 65» 139", the Heb. being the same,
'
bloody ; RV more literally man of blood
2 S 16'- «, 'men of blood' Ps 26». Cf. Ex 4"»-»
'
' bridegroom of blood
(
bloody husband ').

ties he was the same as Ibzan of Jg 12'""* (se«
Moore, Judges, p. 310).
The difiiculties of the
chronology of the genealogy from Perez to David
AV
have not yet been satisfactorily cleared up. The
J. Hastings.
narrator of B.'s marriage does not hint at any
BLOODY FLUX, BLOODY SWEAT,— See Medi- irregularity in it such as we should expect if Ezr
9'- ' and Neh 13* or even Dt 23*' * were known to him.
cine.
H. A. Redpath.
BOAZ (lyS, LXX BaXdf in B, and Bo4s in A of
BLOOM, as a trans, verb, occurs Nn 17' ' the
72'
3"
bloomed blossoms.' Cf.
1 K
in 2 Ch
the LXX has 'lincOs strength').
rod of Aaron .
The name of one of the two pillars erected in the
* And all amid them stood the tree of life.
of
.Solomon's
temple, the other being Jacliin,
eminent,
blooming
amhroaial
porch
High
fruit
52-i- ^.
Of TegetAble gold.*
'Boaz' stood on the left
I K 7=',2 Ch 3", Jer
Par.
It.
Milton,
host.
218.
looking eastward, i.e. it was on the north side of the
J. Hastings.
entrance of the temple. Its height was 18 cubits,
BLUE. See Colours. • Blue is tr° of nS:ri its circumference 12, its diameter being consetikhpleth in all its occurrences, and of i^s* shesh, Est quently 35«r cubits. Surmounting it was a chapiter
1« AV. Al.so Sir 451° b. silk (i.<i/ci»9o$, RV blue ')
5 cubits high, ornamented with network and with
6" (AVm, RV, Gr. iaKheivo^) ; and 23'° ' a blue pomegranates (Jer 52*'- '^).
There is, however, a
the good deal of confusion as to the ornamentation
mark {fMi\to^, RV a bruise
cf. Sir 28"
stroke of a whip maketh marks in the flesh,' and of the chapiters, though all agree that they were
1 P 2" • stripes,^ same Greek, from Is 53" LXX).
lUy-shapea at the top. The apparent discrepancy
Blueness, Pr 20'° the b. of a wound cleanseth as to its height is owing to the fact that the
'
away evil (nii^ij habbiirOth, stripes,' RV stripes ornament uniting the shaft to the chapiter is
J. Hastings.
that wound '). See Medicine.
sometimes included in the reckoning, and sometimes not.
Jachin and Boaz were exactly of
deriv.
uncertain, 'sons of the same form and size both were hollow and
BOANERGES {poaw-npyis,
surname
given
by
our
thunder ') is the
Lord to His made of brass, the thickness of the brass being
disciples James and John.
Considerable obscurity four fingers, i.e. 4 inches (Jer 52-').
gathers round the question why it was given to
Ewald, Thenius, Merx, and Nowack are of
the sons of Zebedee.
It is mentioned only in
opinion that these pillars served for supports to
Mk 3", and never seems to have prevailed as Simon the roof of the house. Nowack {Bib. Arch. ii. 33)
Peter's new name did.
It is not likely either that
refers to Ezk 40-49 as showing that the pillars of
Ezekiel's temple were supports but the passage
it was meant as a perpetual rebuke of their unregulated zeal (Mk
l(f", Lk 9**), or that it refers
does not prove that they were more than ornaspecially to their thundering forth the gospel.
ments. On the other hand, Hirt, Stieglitz, Cugler,
The likelihood is that it is both descriptive and Schnaase (all architects), Biihr, Riehm, Keil, and
prophetic of the union of the passionate and vehe- Luniby argue that the pillars stood in the porch,
ment with the gentle and loving in their character, unconnected at the top, and that the only function
and of the fact that once and again tempests of they served was that of ornamentation. (See Keil,
long-restrained emotion would burst forth out Bib. Arch. i. 169 f. ). In favour of this opinion are
of the deep stillness of their strong reserved the following points
(1) The ornamentation on
natures.
W. MuiR.
the top already mentioned. (2) Their height was
23 (18-1-5) cubits. Now the porch was, according
BOAB.—See Swink. BOAT.—See Ship.
to 2 Ch 3' and Jos. {Ant. vill. iii. 2), 120 cubits;
according to Bertheau 30 but in the opinion of
BOAZ (tl!b= swiftness,' from a root tjii not occur- most critics it was 20 cubits high, answering to
ring in Heb., not as was supposed iv '13 = in him is the length (see PoRCH). None of those measurestren^h,' BAot, B4of). The head of the Hezronites ments would suit if the pillars stood under and
who lived at Beth-lehem-judah, after Elimeleeh's supported the roof of the porch. (3) The pillars
departure into the countryofMoab(Ru 2'). He is de- were hollow. (4) Hiram's work was to decorate,
scribed as a mighty man of wealth (RVm valour ').
and not to build any essential part of the temple.
His fields lay apparently at some little distance
But, though no more tli.an ornaments to the
from Beth-lehem (v.*). It was in them that he first Israelites, the origin of these pillars must be
caught siglit of Ruth as she was gleaning. He sought among the Syrians and Phoenicians, wlio
had heard of her already as a faithful and loring commonly erected such pillars in front of their
daughter, and begged her to remain in his fields, temples.
In front of his temple at Tyre, the
assuring her of liis protection, and inviting her to Syri.an god, Melkart, is represented by two pillars
partake of some food in the field (w.°°^). One night, (flerod. 2. 44).
Before the temples of Paphoa
In
whilst B. was sleeping in his threshing-floor, Ruth, and Hierapolis there were likewise two pillars.
instnicted by her mother in law, came, and by these cases, the [lillars stood for deity, and they
placing herself at his feet claimed to be taken formed a part of that Phallic worship of which we
under his protection. Thereupon he promised that are finding more and more traces in the ancient
if the kinsman who was nearer than ne would not
world (see Dudley, Naoluqy, p. 130 f.; W. R. Cobb,
and Trumbull,
do his duty to her as next of kin, he would take th.at Origini's .ludniiie, pp. 207-238
duty upon himself (ch. 3). B. therefore bought the Threshold Covenant, p.230n.). Nowack (ii. 34)and
right of redemption from the next of kin, including W. R. Smith (RS p. 191, note 1) incline to believe
in it the right to take Ruth to be his wife to raise up
that even to the Israelites these pillars were
seed to Mahlon (4'"). The marriage was celebrated, symbols of J", so that, if they are right, the true
and in due course a son was born to B. and Ruth, God was set forth by these Phallic emblems, as
called Obed, who, according to the genealogy at in the northern kingdom He was worshipped in
the end of the Bk of Ruth and in 1 Ch 2'-"', was the form of a young Tiull (Say 'rgel). But it is unthe grandfather of David.
How far this is an likely, to say the least, that if tJiese pillars stood
instance of the use of what is called the law of the for J" we should have no iniimtttion of it in the
Levirate will be found discussed in another article wTitings of the OT. Benzinger (Bib. Arch. p. 385)
(Ruth). B. has a further interest for us, as his points out that pillars of this kind are found in
name occurs in both the genealogies of our Lord the front of the temple of Amon in Egypt (cf.
(Mt 1', Lk 3"). According to the Jewish authori- p. 250 of the same worlc).
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BOCCAS

BOLDNESS

but one deity is thns
Semites and other
primitive peoples, gods went in pairs, male and
female, as Baal and Aahtoreth, Osiris and Isis,

place with the terms Heart and Reint goes without saying.
2. Later OT writers may have come under the
influence of Greek thought in construing the
whole body or outer man as the dwelling, clothing,
If the expression
or integument of the soul.
(Job 4"') icrr'Bj houses of clay,' refers, as is commonly thought, to human bodies, it is an
instance closely imitated by the Apocr. writer
(Wis 9") in the phrase 'earthly taDemacIe or
frame (RV), and which reappears in 2 Co 5'.

But why

tteo pillars, if

rejiresenteil

Among

?

the

Possibly the two pillars stood for male and
female, the active and passive principle in nature.
This is not necessarily opposed to the Phallic
origin of the symbol, since at this stage their
origin might have been wholly unknown, the
mere fact of their representing deity being possibly
the only thought in the mind of the peojJle.
The words 'Jachin' and 'Boaz' are certainly
so regards them in 1 K 7
proper names. The
out in 2 Ch 3" the words are translated KoTApffaxrd
(a setting right) and "lo^r/s (strength).
Gesenius explains tlie words as names of the
This is only a guess. No
donors or builders.
other part of the temple is de.signated in this way
except Solomon's porch, which belongs to the
time of Herod. Ewald (Gcsch. iii. 4) holds that
they are names of honoured men, perhaps sons of
Solomon. This is not more likely than Geaeuius's
opinion.
Keil foUows Kimchi in making the

etc.

LXX

names

('

He

,

will establish,'

'

In

Him

is

strength

')

symbols of the solidity and strength of the kingiotn of God among Israel, as having its central
Klostermann {Komm.) transpoint in the temple.
fates and explains by ' Stand-halter und der Trotz'
and
defying one,' referring to
bieter,' the
firm
God. Thenius (Knmm.) joins both words to make
the expression He will establish by strength
but the text is against it, and so is the fact that
there are two pillars, each with a name of its own.
T. W. Davies.
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'

'

'

'

In Daniel the Aramaic word c:;-: is used for bo ly
(Dn 3" 4*' [Heb.] 5"), and another Aramaic word
(of Persian origin) nj-ij is used along with nn (7")
in exactly the figurative manner so familiar to
later thought, ^ly spirit was grieved in the midst
of my body' (lit. 'of his sheath ').
3. In the NT, body {a-u/m) signifies the complete
organism with all its members (1 Co I'i'* etc.), and
stands in clear and constant antithesis to soul
and 'spirit.' Throughout the whole of Scripture
the place of the body as an integral constituent
This must be
of man's nature is msisted on.
made prominent in our Bible doctrine of man as
contrasted with philosophic and other notions
depreciatory of his bodily nature. But for this,
as well as for the Bible Dualism or Dichotomy,
'

'

Psvchology,

see art.

BODYGUARD

1

J.

Es

3*

RV only.

Laidlaw.
See GUARD.

'

'

BOCCAS.— See Borith.

BOCHERU

(1-ija).

Ch 8«=9«).
Neh 6'- «.

(1

BOCHIM
Sn^'J.

descendant of Jonathan
cf.

Gaahmu,

—

BOHAN (pa, perhaps 'covering^). A son of
Reuben, ace. to Jos 15« 18" (both 1'). The stone of
B. is mentioned in these two passages as fornung
a mark of division between Judah and Benjamin.
It is impossible to identify the site wliere it stood.
J. A. Selbie.

—

Unknown
weepers,' Jg 2'.
Possibly the orig. reading
see Moore, ad loc, and BETHEL.
'

(B'pSn),

as a geographical

was

—A

For form of name

BOHAIRIC VERSIONS.-See EoypxiAX VekSIONH.

BOILS.—See Medicine.

site.

BOLDNESS.— In OT 'bold' is given as tr° of
ns; bA(ah to trust, Pr 28' the righteous are b. as
'

BODY. — 1. Early bil)lical usage had no fixed
term for the human body as an entire organism,
and, consequently, none to use, as such, in precise
antithesis to soul or spirit.' An assortment of
'

'

'

tenns was employed, each of which strictly denotes
only one part or element of the bodily nature,
Bucn as trunk, bones, belly, bowels, reins, flesh.
The last is by far tlie most prominent, probably
as supplying to tlie body its form, colour, and
beauty. Flesh is used through both Testaments
for the corporeal nature of man in connexion
with and contrast to the inner or spiritual nature.
(See Flesh.) Of the other terms, n;ij (once in late
Heb., 1 Ch 10" n;«) originally probably the cavity
containing the vitals, moat nearly denotes the
whole, and is ap[)lied both to the living body (Gn
Bones {dt,i, d^v)
17") and to the corpse (1 S 31'°)
once, Pa 139" prob. collectively, 'my bony frame.'
used
to denote the
The word is suggestively
reality or strengtli of a thing, i.e. the thing
24'°,
Some
these ancient
of
itself (Ex
.Job ai*").
terms for the bodily parts have passed over into
the NT, and indeed into all popular speech with
;

Thus
certain definite pay<-liical connotations.
Belly (|2J, (toiXia) stands througliout Scripture for
tlie seat of appetite and of the carnal all'ections
{e.g. Ko 16", I'li 3"), yet also connotes the inward
nature, the innermost of tlie soul (cf. Pr 18' 20"22", .In 7").
So Bowels (o'l'O, o-r;rn), besides its
literal, or first meaning, is plentifully used, metonymiee, for the symiiatliotio or compassionate
aflections (Gn 43><', 1 K S", 2 Co 6" 7", Ph 2',
Col 3"). That the same kind of transference
from the bodily to the mental region lias taken

a

In

lion.'

Gn

34^

'

Simeon and Levi

.

.

came

.

upon the city boldly,' the Heb. is the noun n;3
be(ah from hdtnh, and is applied, not to Simeon
and Levi, but to the inhabitants of the city, they
came upon the city (dwelling) securely' (so RV,
but R Vm boldly "). In Ec 8' boldness is lit.
strength (ly 'fe), and is tr^ hardness' in RV.
In Apocr. bold occurs in a bad sense. Sir 8"
Travel not by the way with a b. fellow' (roKix-qplit
RV rash man '), and 19* a bold man shall be
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

taken away

RV

('f/vxh ToX^Tjpd,

'

'a reckless soul

').

The luij. Tci/^fif occiire In NT only Ro 16i» I write the
more boldly unto you (TU rokpt^portftw^ WU ro\fx.tipoTipm() and
'21i> (AV
presumpturcyin^ri.t an audacious person,' only 2 P
OUB,' RV daring; ') but TuXotf » is frequent, the most interostInff occurrence beinif 2 Co 102 where the apostle uses first Oapptm
'

;

'

'

'
'

;

be bold in AV, but in KV that I
tr*
not when present »/iout cmtragf with the conflden>-« wherewith I count to be hold against some." Thayer sa.vs that
denote! confidence in one's own itrenirth or capacity, v. boldhas reference more to the
ness or darinjf in undertakinc
character, r. to lt« manifestation {NT Lfx. p. 628* cf. Sanday
'the boldness of which St. Piiiil
and lliadlam on Ro l.'i'»
The
accuses himself Is not in sentiment, but in manner').
Ionic form of 6. {Ba.pr\m) occurs in LXX and NT only a« im101°
If tluiu
Eerat. 'take courage,* 'fear not,* etc. Thus, Sir
ost heard a won!, let it die u-ith thee and he bold (().>p<ri,),
Mt \i'^ He of (food cheer' ifittpffurt).
It will not burst thee'
'The only compound of these verbs in NT is tLvortktAMm, Ho lOw
only, Isaiab is very bold,' lit. is bold by himself.'

and then toVmcw, both

'

'

'

may

tf.

ti.

;

;

:

'

;

'

;

'

'

But there
these.
(lit.

'

is

a nobler boldness

in the

NT

than

In the Gr. it is expressed by irapp-qirla
fulness or ' freedom of speech,' irai> !>fiijit)
'

and although these words are
authors and the LXX, this b.
reacliea a higher manifestation under the Gospel,
which is its very foundation. Thus Kph 3" Christ

and

irappTjffidfo^uu

used by

;

cla.ssical

'

'; '

BOOTH

BOLLED

310

Jesus our Lord, in whom we have b. and access
He 10" Having therefore, brethren, b. to enter
into the holy place by the blood of Jesus ; 1 Jn
4" that we may have b. in the day of judgment'
He 4" Let us therefore come boldly (KV draw
near with b.') unto the throne of grace.' For the
most part it is boldness of speech, out its foundation IS the same Jn 7* 'He speaketh boldly
(RV openly') Ac 4" they were all tilled with
the Holy Ghost, and they spake the word of God
Paul and Barnabas waxed bold
with b.
IS'"
(RV 'spake out boldly") and said'; 1 Th 2^ 'we
were bold (RV waxed bold ') in our God to speak
onto you the Gospel of God.' See Courage.
'

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

:

'

'

;

'

;

'

J. Hastings.
9" 'the barley was in the ear,
and the flax was boiled (RVm was in bloom
Heb. Si'33 gibh'61, lit. was bud,' i.e. was in bud).
The Eng. word boll (originally something swollen)
= was
hence was boUed
is a seed vessel, a pod
in seed ') expresses a farther stage of growth than
J. Hastings.
the Heb. warrants.

BOLLED.— Ex

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

(

'

Both terms apparently refer to the same part
Its
of the head-dress of the ordinary priests.
distinctive importance, with regard to the priestly
61'°
in?
Is
office and rank, is implied in
jos; iroj,
'
as a bridejjroom makes his head-ornament like a
priest's,' which Dillm. and Del. understand of
winding it up into a conical point (cf. Nowack,
Heb. Arch. ii. 117).
In determining what the bonnet was: (1) we find
it distinguished from the miznepheth or turban of
the high priest, on the compactly folded front of
which the gold plate lay fastened with a cord
(S-n? Ex 28*'-''), a leas ornate form being worn
on the Great Day of Atonement (Lv 16*). (2) It
was highly ornamental for glory and beauty' (Ex
'

28").
(3) It was of fine linen ( Ex 39-»).
(4) It was
one of the items of elaborate female attire (Is 3*').
These allusions seem to converge towards an
article of outdoor wear, needed where service
exposed to the sun, and yet having a distinctly

decorative purpose. These conditions are best met
by the loose kerchief for head and neck, which is
still a striking feature in Oriental dress
and in its
protective usefulness and dignified elegance is an
accommodation at once to the climate and the
character.
While this bonnet or head -tire among the
Bedawin is simply a square of black or blue
cotton, and the day-labourer improvises anything
to cover the back of the head and neck, that worn
by the men of the to^^'ns and villages is a fabric
aoout a yard square of the finest white sUk, usually
edged with bright stripes, and called a kufiyeh.
The corresponding art. of female dress is the
graceful outdoor veil for the head and neck, called
a turhah.
This would connect iV??? ^tb Vii), and the Arab.
;

BOLSTER

(aomething ' swollen,' cf. ' boUed ') is
new used of the longer and firmer cushion under
the pillows, but was formerly often syn. with
pUlow. It occurs in
of 1 S 19>»- '• 26'- "• " ",
where RV always ' head ; thus 1 S 19" Michal
put a pillow of goats' hair for his b.' (RV at
.
.
the head thereof '). The same Heb. (nrf<-iD) is tr"*

AV

'

'

'

.

' pUlows
Gn 28"- ", and in 1 K 19" [aU] head,'
(For the
marg. 'bolster'; RV always 'head.'
peciuiar reading Sik^* 'oy^^s 1 S 26"^, Budde gives
vjiirx"!;? in agreement witn other passages and the
J. HASTINGS.
LXiX here.)
•

'

BOND.— See Band.

1.

Ln the

foil,

passages the

bond is SouXot, slave,' 1 Co 12", Gal
S=», Eph 6\ Col 3" (RV 'bondman'). Rev 13" 19>«.
a. There is a fig. use of b. in Ac 8^, Eph 4», Col 3"
where the Gr. is avvSiJuos, a surgical word (though
not confined to surgery) meaning 'a ligament';
hence Col 3'* love, which is the b. of perfectness
means that love unites aU the virtues and graces
into one perfect man in Christ Jesus, just as the
the b. of
in Eph 4*
ligaments bind the body
Gr. word

'

'

tr"*

'

kubba'ah ' cowl.' According to tliis interpretation,
a survival of the article in a modified form may be
seen in the drapery that droops in light loose folds
from the high turban of the Oriental priest ; and.

'

'

;

the ligament or uniting
power ; Ac 8^ thou art in the gall of bitterness,
and in the b. of iniquity is not so clear, and it has
sometimes been said that Simon is described as a
bunrlle of iniquity,' but that meaning of a. lacks
support (see Thayer, a.v.); rather, "thou art
bound by the ligatures or fettirs of iniquity.' The
Gr. word a. is also found Col 2" (where see Lightfoot), RV all the body, bein" supplied and knit together tlirough the jomts and bands.'
Bondmaid, a female slave, Lv 19" (nijE?-) ; 25**-"

peace

peace,'

itself

is
'

'

'

'

(nrx,
'

tr"*

'

maid

bondwoman

'

in v.') ; Gal 4" (vaiSlaK-n, tr.
' hand»• •»• ", all of Hagar,

'

RV

i'^-

used also of the maid who recognised
Peter, Mt
Mk 14««- «», Lk 22«, Jn IS" [see
Damskl], of Rhoda, Ac 12", and of the PhUippian

maid

'

;

T. is

26«»,

fortune-teller, 16").
sla'2, are frequent.

Bondman and Bondwoman =
Bondservant occurs

Lv 25" but where

in

AV

Gr. is SoCXos, slave,
into bondservant'
R\ often turns servant of
(in favour of 'slave' see Horwill, Contemp. Rev.

only once,

;

'

May

1S96, p. 707).

'

AV

'

Bondservice,

1

K

9='

'upon

RV

').

See Slavery.

J.

AV

Hastings.

of two Heb.
BONNET is the rendering in
words, nv;:5 (Ex 28« 29*, Lv 8") and 1x5 (Is 3*,
39**
tlie two are conjoined, 'is?
Ezk 44"). In Ex
n\v;;:'i.
RV uniformly {rives, instead of bonnets,
head-tires, except Ezk 44" tires.'
'

connexion with the monk's hood and the
conventual veU, is stUl among the insignia of
G. M. Mackie.
(See Dress.)
priestly dress.

by

its

RV

those did Solomon le\'y a tribute of b. (131',
' raise
a levy of bondservants'). Bondslave, 1 Mac
' bond2" (5o6\ti, not in NT, but freq. in LXX,

woman

TrRBAS OF ORIENTAI. (ORRBK) rRIXST.

tlie

BOOK.—See Writing.
BOOTH. — At

the season

when the

fruits of field

and orchard are ripening, the Syrian peasant often
finds it prudent to leave his home in the village
and take up his abode for a time in the portion of
'

belonging to him, for the double purpose
of guarding his produce against ill-disposed neighbours, and of more efl'ectively carrying on the work
the

field

'

BOOTY

BOTTLE

To shelter hira
of the grain and fruit harvesta.
and his from the noonday heat and from the dews
of night (cf. la 4'), a small hut is haatily constructed
Such an
of leafy hranches from the nearest trees.
variously
erection is called in Heb. njp, by
rendered 'booth,' 'tabernacle,' 'pavilion,' etc.
Jonah's b. was of this description (4'), and so were
those in which Jacob sheltered his cattle (whence
the name Succoth), Gn 33". The army in the

In 1 Co 15' 'one b. out of doe time,' the Gr.
a single word, licrpufia, an untimely birth, an
abortion.*
J. IIastings.
S.

is

AV

'

BORROWING.—See

Debt.

BOSOM.—See Abraham's Bosom.
BOSOR

was similarly protected by booths, 2 S 11",
pavilions').
1 K 20'^" (EV
In the East the custom still prevails, whereby
of
small
adjoining vineyards combine
owners
the
to secure the 8er\'ices of a watcher to protect the
ripening grapes from robbers and wild beasts.
l''or
tlie more etticient discharge of his duty the watchman is provided with a more elaborate booth. Four
stout poles are fixed in the soil a few feet apart to

The

these uprights four cross pieces are tirmly secured,
some six or more feet from the ground. Boards
resting on the cross-pieces form the floor, while the
roof is made in a similar way of boughs of trees or
matting. In this elevated watch-tower the watchman spends his nights, gun in hand, the open sides
allowing an uninterrupted view of the area to be
observed. This is the b. that the keeper maketh
to which Job refers (27"), and the 'cottage (RV
booth) in a vine}'ard to which Isaiah compares
the desolate daughter of Zion. See illust. under
CUCUMUER. For booths as used at the Feast of
Tabebnacles, see that article.

a

field
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(Uo<T6p),

1

Mao

A town in Gilead.

6»»-".—

site is uncertain.

'

;

'

'

'

A. R.

Kennedy.

S.

BOSORA

{Boffopa), 1

Mac

».—Mentioned

5*^

with

—

Ajjparently the great city of Bo?rah the
Roman Bostra on the E. of Bashan, which is not
mentioned in the Bible.
C. B. CONDER.
Bosor.

BOSS (Job 15*").— Bucklers and shields were
made of successive skins stretched over a frame,
laj'er of metal
being superimposed on the
whole.
To break the force of a blow, metal studs
or bosses were affixed in addition.
i(rirlde$ ipupaXi-

were known to Homer (//. iv. 448). The Heb.
D'53 gabbim,
bosses,' properly means things
rounded, e.q. the back of an animal or the felloe of

«r<Tai

word

'

a wheel.
I'ossibly in Job 15** the true meaning is
simply the convex (back-like) side of a shield, or
again it might be the metal rim (' felloe'), thick,'
perhaiis, because threefold, as in the shield of
'

Achilles

xviiL 479,

(II.

ie/>i

iyrvyaSdWe (paeivTjv
W. E. BaRNES.

i'

TplrXaKa).

BOTANY.—See Plants.

BOOTY.— See War.
BOTCH, a

BORDER OF THE Garment.— See Dress, Fringe.
Borderer, 2 Mac ff" the princes that are borderers
and neighbours' (ol vapaKfifitvoi). The word is now
almost restricted in Eng. to those who dwell on
the Border between England and Scotland. Here
it is an accurate tr°, in the sense of one whose
country touches another's.
'

BORITH (2 Es I').— One
called in

1

Es

Ul'KKI (which

8'

of the ancestors of Ezra,
Boccas, and in 1 Ch 6»- ", Ezr 7*

see).

BORN, BORNE 1. The Ox/. Eng. Dirt, discovers
43 different senses in which the verb
to bear' is
used the last being to give birth to,' spoken of female mammalia, and esp. women. The past i)tcp. of
this verb is either borne' or born (rarely hore'),
and these forms were at first used indiscriminately
for all the senses of the verb.
About 1G60 borne'
was generally abandoned, and born retained in
all senses.
But about 1775 'borne' was re-established and used for all the senses of tlie verb but
one, born being restricted to brought into tlie
world.'
And bom is even in that restricted
sense confined to the jiassive voice and a kind of
neuter signification
the
it is not used when
'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

mother is spoken of.
Borne' was the invariable spelling of 1611, but
later edd. and printers introduced liorn wherever
the meaning is brought forth.' RV has carefully
restored 'borne' wherever the signification is
active thus Gn 21'
his son that was born unto
hiiE,' AV and RV
but 21' I have born him a son
'

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

in his old age,'
2.

'

RV

Born again

'

borne

in

'

1

'.

See also UoMKitoiiN.
having been

P 1» (RV

'

begotten again,' as P) is one word in the Gr. (oi-oytvuiu)
in Jn 3'-'
born again (RV born anew ')
two words {ftfriuj HvwOev) but that the compound
word in 1 V !• "» is an exact eiiuivalent of the two
'

'

;

'

;

words

Jn

.3''', and lliat therefore ii>/u9ti'='anew'
from above,' has been proved, esii. by
Ezra Abbot in The Autltnrship of the, Fiturth Gosnil
(Boston, ISSO, p. 34 f.
London. 1892, p. .30(1".). See

in

here, not

'

;

Reuengration.

swelling (the

same word

'boss'), but confined to disease,
skin, Dt 28-'' ' the b. of Egj'pt,'
'
{]Ty,
boil,' as elsewhere in

RV

13i8.i».ao.a [1611
[all]).

'bile'],

2

See MEDICINE.

K

orig.

as

an eruption in the
and ** a sore b.'
'

AV Ex

20',

9»- '»• ", Lv
Job 2', Is 38'^'
J. Hastings.

RV

BOTTLE (nrn, iijj, S53, pspa, a'ln, i(rK6s ;
skin,
wine-skin).
The multiplicity of names is sujjgestive of its manifold use, serving as a receptat-Te
at once for a tear (Ps 56") and a thunderstorm
(Job 38"). The mention of bottle in connexion with
the Gibeonites, Hagar, David, etc., refers to botli
pastoral and agricultural life (Jos 9*, Gn 21", 1 S
25'").
The bottle was a leathern bag made from
the skins of the young kid, goat, cow, or bulliilo.
The largest ones were roughly squared and sewn
up. The smaller were drawn olt'entire, thus retaining the shape of the animal with the legs removed.
Those for holding water, milk, butter, and cheese
usually had the hair left on, but for wine and oil
the tanning had to be more thoroughly done. This

—

was by means

of oak-bark and seasoning in smoke,
a process that gave a pitchy astringency of flavour
to the wine contained in them. The distension that
the leather underwent once, and once only, during
fermentation, gave the parable that each age must
interpret for itself with regard to the new treatment of new truths (Mt 9", Mk 2", Lk 5").
The skin-bottle, being portable and unbreakable,
was admirably suited for the deep stone-built well,
the shepherd's troughs, and the encampment of the
traveller in waterless districts.
The carrying of
water for sale for household purposes has often
emblem
of
servitude,
an
an(f
been
is chiefly done
by the aged and infirm. One of the characteristic
figures in Oriental towns during summer is the
man who sells from his drii)ping goat- skin the
refreshing drink of iced-water flavoured with
lemon, rose, or liquorice, temptingly claj>ping his
brass cups, and ci-ying Drink, drink, thirsty one'
While the bottle is highly prized, and
(cf. Is 55').
its water is a grateful necessity, the luxury of the
'

*

vol.

On
ill.

thitt

word seo

p. 2t)9 B.

eap.

HuxtAble

Id Hxpotitor,

Seoood series

;

•

'

BOTTOM

BOWL

East belongs to the spring itself, to the draught
from the fountain of living waters. Hence the comparison at Jacob's well (Jn 4"), and the one blessed
terminus of all the Shepherd's leading (Rev 7").
For Bottle of earthenware see Pitcher, Vessel.

2 S 22><'=P8 18', and 144» (the Heb. is the common
verb n?} nAt/ih, to bend, and the figure is that J'
caused the clouds to descend with Him as He
descended to judgment). See BowiNO.
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G.

BOTTOM. — 1. Common enough

for the deep of the
used in Zee 1* for a deep place in
the myrtle trees that were in
the land, a valley
the b.' (RVm ' shady place,' Heb. TK nVi-jj, Baer
n^is; ; the pi. is used of the depths of the sea Jon
2",' of a river Zee 10", and of miry places Pb 69"
sea,

bottom

'

'

is

:

see

Wright on Zee
We0t

'

'

Compare—

1*).

of this place,

down

in the neighbour bottom.'
Shaks. As You Like It, iv, iL 70.

The word is still used locally in this sense.
The pi. bottoms occurs Jon 2* I went down
'

'

'

;

'

AV

'

Abyss.

J.

Hastings.

BOUGH Dt 24" AVm, 'when thou beatest
thine olive tree, thou shalt not bough it (text
'thou shalt not go over the boughs again '). This
b.' in this sense, and
is the only example of a verb
It is formed
It has been missed by Oxf. Eng. Dirt.
directly from the noun in imitation of tlie Heb. (in??
J. Hastings.
from fr]K3 a bough).
'

'

BOUGHT.— 1

AVm in the midst of the b.
the loop or bowed 'part of

S 25"

•

of a sling.' The b. is
the sling on which the stone was laid. Bow, as
have it, was never
most modem versions of
used in this sense. ' Bout ' is another spelling, as
Milton, L' Allegro, 140—
* In notes, with many a winding bout
Of linked Bweetness long drawn out.'
J. Hastings.
BOW. 1. In archery, see next article. 2. See
Rainbow. 3. Bow as a verb is of frequent occurMost
rence, rendering many Heb. and Gr. words.
usages are clear, but notice : ' Bow,' or ' bow the
'
knee,' now obsolete or archaic, as Jg S" At her
feet he bowed, he fell, he lay (^Ioore, ' sank down,
fell, lay still,' who explains that VIJ is properly
* bend the knees,' kneel, crouch, squat on the heels,
said of a mortally wounded man whose knees fail
nnder him, 2
9") ; the same Heb. in Est 3»
'
Mordecai b"" not nor did him reverence,' i.e.
'

AV

—

'

K

neither b"* the knee nor fell prostrate and in Ps
22^ All they that go down to the dust shall b.
before him,' which Del. explains all that for want
are ready to die (the ' dust,' i?i(, being the grave),
go down npon their knees, because they are
esteemed worthy of a place at this table and Is
45" unto me every knee shall bow,' quoted in Ro
14", Ph 2"' (Kiy.TTw).
In Mt 27=» they bowed the
knee before him,' RV kneeled,' the Gr. is yon'jreT^ai
;

'

:

;

'

'

'

from ybyv, knee, and xirtt, i.e. irirru, fall. Of Gn
41" they cried before him. Bow the knee,' the
Heb. :113k is separately discussed iinder Abrech.
Besides ' bow the knee we have hirw the head. Is
68°
to bow down his head as a rush,' Jn 19** he
bowed his liead and gave up the ghost ; bow the
they were afraid, and bowed down
face, Lk 24°
their faces to the earth'; bow the back, Ro IP";
how the shoulder, Gn 49" he bowed his shoulder to
bow the neck, Sir 33* ' A yoke and a collar
bear
do bow tlie neck
bow the loins. Sir 47" 'thou didst
bow thy loins unto women'; bnw the ear, 2 K 19"
•Lord, bow down thine ear (RV 'incline tliiue
ear'), and hear' ; and how the heart, 2 S 19"
he
bowed the heart of all the men of Judah' ; Bow
the heavens,' a strongly transitive use, is found
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

Hastings.

named

(Zee 9>'' 10*),
were probably of bronze (n;'nj nihosheth), a metal
harder than copper, being composed of copper and
tin, ditl'erent therefore from our brass, wuich is a
so

mixture of copper and zinc. Such bows needed
great strength to bend (Ps 18" RV, which, howbow of brass.' Cf. 2 K 9"). Bows
ever, reads
might also be made of two straight horns joined
together (Homer, II. iv. 105-111), or again of
'

wood.
2.

to
the b. of the mountains (Dig, lit. ' a cutting off,' as
AVm) Wis 17" 'out of the bottoms of inevitable
hell {ii adwarov ^5ou fjLVx^^)'
tr" of <pp4ap t^s
3. Bottomless Pit is the
pit of the abyss'), and of
ipvaaov, Rev 9'-' (RV
See
d/Swcrot alone, 9" 11' IT 20'- » (RV 'abyss').
'

J.

BOW.—' Battle-bows,'

M. Mackie.

A

'
deceitful bow ' is used (Ps TS", Hos 7") as a
figure for a person who disappoints the hopes formed
or him.
bow might be deceitful through

A

'

'

mark, or through breaking, and
so missing.
Teucer's bow-string breaks (Homer,
II. XV. 463—465), and the arrow wanders from the
mark.
Deceitful (.i;?-) remhjyah) might also be
rendered slack,' so that possibly a badltj-strung
bow may be meant.
W. E. Barnes.
simply missing

its

'

'

'

BOWELS.— 1.

Ch 21" 'the Lord
bowels (•!'?) with an incurable
disease
Ac 1" he burst asunder in the midst,
and all his bowels (<rjr\d7x»'a) guslied out.' 2. Figuratively as the seat of deep-felt emotions (a) with
smote him
'

;

Literally, as 2

in his

*

'

:

= murmur

or thrill, of affection or sympathy.
(the cogn. subst.
paraplirases
'
yearning ') Jer 31=», Ca 5* ; (6) Ps 40» ' Thy law is
in the midst of my bowels,' i.e. the object of my
innermost affections ; (c) of distressing emotions.
.15,7

AV

Is 16" 1)3"

Job Z(f
in

(see

ferment ').

BOWING

Davidson, ad loc), La l-* 2"
See BoDY and MEDICINE.

('Bs),

overthrown.

— The

and heai-y

fall

Ps

62",

'are

(lit.

J. Hastings.
meaning bulged, buist,

ref. is to the effect of a suddeu
of rain, the overflowing shower
of Ezk 13" 38^, which in an hour sometimes converts a garden into a slieet of water.
To obriate
such pressure, garden walls in Syria are built with
openings to let off the water.
G. M. MaCKIE.

BOWL. —

'

A

vessel of this sort, a hollow dish in
flock and present
the simple family meal, is indispensable for even
the lowest stage of nomad life, tor these purposes
the primitive Hebrews, like the wandering tribes
of today, doubtless used bowls of wood instead of
fragile earthenware.
It was in such a dish, a b.
fit for lords' (AV 'a lordly dish '), that Jael offered
Sisera a draught of sour milk (Jg 5"). The same
word (fee, lIXX XcKivr), (A, XaKivrj), see Moore,
Judges, pp. 164 f.) denotes the b. into which Gideon
wrung tne water from his fleece (Jg 6"*). From
both these passages it may be inferred that the Sso
was a dish of at least medium size ; in Gideon's
case it may have been of the porous earthenware
(see Pottery) which has been in use among the
settled population of Canaan from the earliest
times.
Al.any specimens of this ware were found
by tlie officers of the Pal. Expl. Fund, and more
recently by- Flinders Petrie and Bliss in the mound
of Tell el-Hesy (see Petrie, Lachish, and Bliss,
1.

which to receive the milk of the

'

A Mound of Many

Cities, passim).
large silver bowls presented by
the
princes of the congregation (Nu 7'"'") have been
ii.

The

'

'

The same word

mentioned under Bason.
applied by

Am

(6°)

to the large

(p^IP) is

and costly bowls

* Ct. t Mac 91 of Antiochua Epiphanea
But the Lord
Almighty, the Qod of Israel, smote him with an incurable and
invisible plague ; for as soon as he had spoken these words, a
pain of tlie bowels that was remediless came upon him, and
snre torments of the inner parts and that most Justly, for be
ho^l tormented other men's boweU with many and atmige
:

;

torments.'

,

BRACELET

BOX
used by the nobles of Samaria for their debauclies.
'pot' (Jn
mentions a still larger b. (i";;,
cup'), t'orrespomlini; to the eraser,
44""- of Joseph's
(nor)
were refrom whicli the drinking cups
phjnished (Jer 35°). The material was no doubt

—

AV

Jer.

'

eUver.
iii. In A
to the cup

V bowl is the

LXX

for
tias/tshur.
It is useless to come to the
light, as it translates the word in one passage Xei'/ti;,
the white poplar, arul in another «^5pos, the cedar.
The positive determination of the tree is hopeless.
It would be better to transliterate it, as in the case
of the alaum, and call it the teaslishur.

G. E. Post.

rendering of rai as applied

BOY.—See Children.

(KV) or calyx of beaten work used as an
ornament on the stem and branches of the golden
candlestick (see under TabehN'ACLE).
iv.

n~;

bowl

or'

also in correct text of v.', is the
recejitade for oil in the candlestick of

Zee

313

4',

Zeehariah's vision, and is used in the same sense
with ref. to the 'lamp of life' (Ec 12^). It also
denotes the bowl-sliaped or spheroidal capitals of
7"- ", 2 Ch 4'»- '=).
Jachin and Boaz (1
V. In Is 51''-'''', for 'dregs of the cup,' etc., R'V
renders b. of the cup' (di3 ryjij) the second word,
however, is best regarded as a gloss to explain the
adojits
preceding unusual word. In Rev passim
bowl as the equivalent of <pLd\r) (AV vial '). tor
nisj,
changes
of
RV
(iucludin"
'bason,'
other

K

'

;

BOZEZ

S

1

(l'i'13),

14*.

— A steep

2

A

BOZKATH
K '22', in the

plain near Lachish

'

'

AV

RV

'

bowl'), see

Bason.

A. R.

S.

KENNEDY.

2 K 9'- • AV, a box
of oil
RV vial. In S 10' it is said that

BOX.— In
tioned,

(tis)

1

menSamuel

is

God's command to
thy horn (pfl) with oU.' It seems
probable that horn is the true meaning, as, being
closed at the tip, it could easily be sealed up at
the other end and carried about. Perfume boxes
(Biy-n"c;) are spoken of in Is 3'-'° RV. In Van Dyck's
Arab. tr. they are called hdruljir, the common
word for small pots of earthenware for carrying
'

took the vial

Samuel

is

[-s] of oil,' in 16'

'fill

Mk

In Mt 26',
14', Lk 7" 'alabaster
cruse) of ointment' {a\df}a.aTpov) is men-

ointments.

box

(RV

The word used in Arabic is kdrHrah,
which ra.ay mean a small vase or iar of eartlienware or other material. In Syria olive oil is often
tioned.

kept sealed u|> in small earthen jars. The word
alabaster, though originally applied to vases made
of that substance, seems to have been often used
for a vessel containing an unguent without special
regard to the material of which it was made. As
the ointment referred to is said to have been very
precious, it is proliable that the vase may have
been alabaster. The breaking refers, of course, to
the seal, not to the vase.
W. Carslaw.

BOX TREE

(TB'Nn

UnsKiMr,

—

Xtixri,

Aq.

xdSpos,

Th. Saaaorp, hitxus, piniis). The only species of
box found in Bible lands is Buxus lungifulia, Boiss.,
which is a shrub from 2 to 3 ft. high. It does not
grow south of Mt. Cassius, and it is unlikely
that it did in historical times. It is improbable that
it was at all familiar to the Hebrews.
The other trees alluded to in the three passages in
which the tca-i/isMir is mentioned (Is 41'" 60", Ezk
27') were familiar. They are the cetlar, shiltah (RV
acacia), myrtle, fir, oak, pint (?). It is unlikely that
an unfamiliar and insignificant bush would bo associated with these, which, with the exception of the
myrtle, the emblem of greenness and triumph, were
all lordly trees, and familiar to those who heard the
prophecy.
Its name signifies erectncss or tallness, which indicates that it also was a stately
tree.
Unfortunately, philology gives us no help
in solving the (juestion, as the word teash-ihilr has
not been preserved in the Arabic. The old Arab.
VS gives sherhin, which is one name for the wild
form of Cuprrs.tus semnnri'irens, L., the cypress.
This is a stately tree, and everyway suitable. There
area number of other fine evergreens in Bible lands,
aa the Cilician spruce, Abies Cilicica, Boiss.
the
alpine juniper, .Tuniperus excelsa,
L.
(Arab.
lizzdb)
the large-fruited juniper,
J.
mnarocarpa,
j
»iDin. et Sra. ; the plum-fruited juniper, J.
drupacea. Lab. any one of which wouhf do for
;

;

;

and Eglon.

Unknown.

RV

'

on one side

cliflT

It seems
of the Miciimash gorge opposite Seneh.
to be the northern clifl, a remarkable bastion
of rock E. of Michmash. "The valley is precipitous,
and the S. clill is in shade during most of the day,
while the N. is exposed to the noonday sun.
C. R. CONDER.
town of Judah, Jos 15",
(ni3>!5).—

BOZRAH

'a fortification').

(.71??

—There

were

several places of this name, and the effort to
In
identify them has resulted in some confusion.
Smith's Dictionary of the, Bible, ed. 1893, the
letterpress rules out Bosrah in Haurdn ; yet a
picture of this city is given as an illustration
Bozrah of Edom was a city of great
of Bozrah.
Its fate is identiantiquity (Gn 36''= 1 Ch 1").
fied with that of Edom (Is 34», Jer 49'»,
1'").
It is referred to again in Is 63', and probably
El-Buseireh, 7 miles S.W. of Tu/ileh,
in Mic 2".

Am

the ancient Tophel (Dt 1'), on the main road N.
from Petra, suits the geographical conditions but
Another possible
the ruins are insignificant.
These towers lie
identification is Ku.iur Bashair.
about 15 mUes S.E. of Dibon (Dhibiln), and more
probably represent Bezer ija— in the wilderness,'
the city of refuge (Dt 4"), and the Bezer of the
Moabile Stone. (See, however, Bezer.)
There remains the question of Bozrah in Moab
Some (e.g. Dillmann on Deut.) identify
(Jer 48*").
but the great city liosrah eshthis with Bezer
Shdm in HaurAn has also many advocates. This
5'"- '".
"The
latter is certainly the Bosora of 1 Mac
case for Bosrah rests chielly on the identification
el-JemCd, 15 miles S., with Beth-gamftl,
of
and El-^uriyeh, 7 miles E., with Kerioth, named
with Bozrah in this ])a3sage. Beth-gamfll, however,
may be identical with JemaU, 8 miles E. of Dibon,
while IJeth-raeon is almost certainly Main S.W.
It is also contendea that Bozrah
of Medeba.
being in the Mish/ir, Bosrah is too far north. But
Aphek is in the Mish/ir'; so probably was Bosrah,
The cities of ^Ioab, 'far and
lying to the S.E.
Bosrah is
near,' are included in this judgment.
just aljout the same distance from Nelio as elBuscirch, viz. about 60 miles, and it may quite
possibly have been in the hands of Moab at that
;

—

'

;

Umm

W. EwiNG.

time.

BRACELET

{ivi,

m/jftf,

nij,

S-np,

n^•lI»).

— The

bracelet has always been a favourite ornament in
the East. It is found of many designs plain ring,
flat band, of twisted wires, interlinked rings, and
connected squares, solid or perforated, with or
Bracelets are made of gold,
without pendants.
silver, copper, brass, glass, and even enamelled
'While highly ornamental, they
earthenware.
had, when in the |)osse88ion of women, the further
recommendation of being inalienable not to be
taken tiy the husband, nor seizeil for his debts.
'cord.' referring
The bracelet of (in 38'" is in
probably to the cord of softly-twisted wool for the
The bracelets of Ex 35'-,
shej)herirs head-dress.
'brooches' (unoriental), were most likely
nose-rings.
The bracelet appears, together with the crown, as
one of the royal insignia in 2 S l'". It is probable
:

:

RV

RV

'

BRAG

314

BRASS

K

11" also we ought, with Wellhansen
that in 2
and W. R. Smith ( OTJC^, 31 1 n. ), to read bracelets
'

(rnyKn) for

'

testimony (nnyn).
'

G. M. Mackie.

used repeatedly by P of the ' branches ' of
the golden candlestick in the tabernacle, Ex 25"
6. njB i»

37'8 etc.

In

Jth
'He bragged (erirtK, RV 'he
said ') that he would burn up my borders ; Sir 11
(heading) Krag not of thy wealth '; 2 Mac 9' he
nothing at all ceased from his bragging (a.-)tf>uix^°-t
RV rude insolence ') ; and 15"" with proud
brags' (iiju(ya.\a.(rxrti!t, so RV). This is probably
one of the uudignitied words in the Apocrypha of
'Even when
I'jll, of which Scrivener complains.
their predecessor (the Bishops' Bible) sets them a
better example, they resort to undignified, mean,
almost vulgar words and phrases ; and, on the
whole, they convey to the reader's mind the painful impression of having disparaged the importance of their own work, or oi having imperfectly
realised the truth that what is worth doing at all
is worth doing well
Introd. to Camb. Paragraph

BRAG

16»

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Bible, p. Ixv*.

somewhat

—

The word

ia still

undignified.

in use, and still
Jl Hastings.

BRAMBLE.—See Thorns and Thistles.

Patov,

called

NT

four Gr. words are

tr.

'

branch.'

1.

Jn 12" (cf. 1 Mac 13"). Palm Sunday
in the Greek Church ^ KvpiaK^ tC>v ^aXav.

ia

2.

used figuratively of descendK\d5os, Mt
natural branches,'
ants, e.g. of Israel as the
Ro iln.M.is.u.ai (cf. Sir 23" 40'»). 3. KXvfw., used
especially of a vine-branch, Jn 15""*, where Christ
is the vine and His disciples are the branches,
i,
(TTi^is, Mk 11", a ir' \ey.
It is remarkable that
Matthew, Mark, and John, in describing Jesus'
triumphal entry into Jems., each use a different
13'" etc.,

'

word for ' branch,' namely, xXiSos, m^is, and ^ofo»
respectively.
J. A. Selbik.

BRAND.—1.

Zee 3' 'a b. plucked out of the
(TK 'Hd, perhaps orig. a bent stick used to
stir the fire. Ox/. Heb. Lex. ; tr* ' firebrand,' Is 7*
these two tails [i.e. stumps] of smoking fire4" a firebrand' [RV brand,' to
brands ; and
keep up connexion with Zee] plucked out of the
burning'). 2. Jg 15' when he had set the brands
on fire (T?'?, tr* firebrand' 15*). Samson's 'tirefire

'

'

'

Am

'

'

'

'

BRAN.— In Bar 6" The women
'

for

perfume

.

.

.

burn bran

See Pekfume.

(ri vlrvpa).

'

BRANCH U the tr. in OT of a variety of Heb.
words, of which those that chiefly concern us are
1. n-ho] (from 15! 'trim' or 'prune'), used of the

—

Nu 13^, Ezk 15", and
figuratively of Israel in Nah 2*.
It is this term
that is employed in Ezk 8", where the words, ' They
put the branch to their nose,' apparently describe
branch of a grape-vine,

ceremony

some

connected w^th sun - worship.
Little, however, is known with certainty regarding the custom referred to, even if the text is not
corrupt. (See commentaries of Smend and of A. B.
Davidson, ad loc.) The same word also occurs in
the phrase ij nito) 'strange slips,' of Is 17'°. See
Adonis. 2. ni^jv, lit. 'sucker Job 14', used of
Israel under the figure of a cedar Ezk 17"", an olive
Hos 14«, a vine Ps 80" (RV shoot'), of the wicked
under the figure of a tree Job 8" (RV shoot') 15*>.
Vigorous, widely-spreading branches are a symbol
'

'

of prosperity (ci. Ps 37", where the wicked man is
spoken of as ' spreading himself like a green tree
3. 195 Job 15'", properly ' palmin its native soil').
branch as in
of Is 9" 19", where ' nalmbranch and ' rush ' are parallel respectively to
'
head ' and ' tail,' the rulers and the rabble (cf.
Del. ad loc). i. "i!(}, lit. a little fresh green twig,
as in Is 11' 60"', Dn 11'. The word is used in the
ode on the king of Babylon, Is 14", where the

RV

'

'

words an abominable branch (2^n} isj) apparently
designate a useless shoot cut off and left to rot (ct.
J n 15' 4ji\ridri t(u lis r6 KXij/m Kal (^TipivBr), 'he is
cast forth as a branch, and is withered'). S. nsy.
'

'

The chief interest of tliis term lies in
ment in Messianic prophecies. Instead

employ-

its

of branch,'
R. Smith and G. A. Smith prefer to render it
'spring.'
offers
a choice amongst the
renderings ' shoot,' ' sprout,' ' bud.' In the earliest

W.

'

RVm

passage where

nj;; occurs with a Messianic referhas manifestly no personal sense.
'The sprinq of J", the God-given fruits of the
earth, are the true glory of the remnant of Israel,
the best of blessings, because they come straight
from heaven, and are the true basis of a peaceful
and Godfearing life' (W. R. Smith, Prophets of
Israel, 329).
The language both of Is 4" and of 11'
seems to underlie Jeremiah's reference to the
Messianic king as the Rigliteous Branch' (noj
p")s) or 'Branch of Righteousness' ("'J';!: no>-), Jer
23° 33".
njir reaches, finally, the rank of a personal
name of the Messiah in Zee 3' 6'" mj' Servant
the Branch,' 'the man whose name is the Branch.'

ence, Is

4",

it

brand was a stick of wood wrapped with some
absorbent material and saturated with oil (Moore,
Judges, p. 341). It is the same Heb. word that
is used of the ' lamps
(RV torches '), which
Gideon's men carried in their pitchers, Jg 7".
The name of Deborah's husband, Lappidoth (Jg 4*),
is a plu. of the same word.
See Lamp.
For
Branding, see Crimes and Ptjnishments.
'

J. Hastings.
Brass is composed of
xoXtis).
copper and zinc in the proportion of 2 of the former
The word is of frequent use in
to 1 of the latter.

BRASS

—

(nfnj,

the Bible, but it is uncertain whether in any instance it means the alloy just described, as brass is
very rarely found amongst the remains of early cities;
while, on the other hand, weapons and implements
of copper and bronze are abimdant, associated with
those of stone and, less frequently, of iron. The
out of whose hiUa
expression in Dt 8* a land
thou mayest dig brass,' shows that the word was
That the latter was worked
used for copper.
largely in Arabia Petraea is well known (see MINES,
Mining). The abundance of bronze, which is an
alloy of copper and tin, amongst the early nations
both of Asia and Europe is Uie more remarkable
as tin is of rare occurrence ; but its value in giving
hardness and other qualities to copper was discovered more than 2000 years B.C. "rhus knives,
hatcheis, hammers, spears, and other articles, both of
copper and of bronze, have been discovered amongst
*
the ruins of Chalda;adating back to about B.C. 2286.
The use of copper, bronze, and other metals was
known to the ancient Egyptians before the Exodus,
and they appear to have understood the art both
of hardening bronze and of making it flexible to a
degree unknown to us.t The art of making bronze
is clearly referred to by Homer in his description of
the fasliioning of the shield of Achilles by Vulcan
(//. xviii. 474, where copper and tin [Karalrepos]
are both melted in the furnace) and amongst
the ruins of Troy, brought to light by the memorable labours of Schliemann, battle-axes, lances,
knives, arrow-heads, and various ornaments both
of copper and of bronze, were discovered, together
with the moulds of mica-schist and sandstone in
winch some of these weapons were cast.J Co[)per
and bronze celts have been discovered by di Cesnola
'

.

.

.

;

•

'

'

'

'

t

Rawlinson Anc. J/onor.
Wilkinson, Anc. Egi/p.

the

A

i:g:/p. Art,
earliest bo»Sl(S of

llist.

lie.

OT

1.

96 (ed. 1879X

Perrot and Chipiei,
iii. 241, 253;
378(1883). ErcinB considers that when
were written, gold, silver, iron, tin, lead,

ii.

and bronze were known ; Aiic. Bronze ImjileiiumU, p.
Troja,, p. 100.
Troy
.Schliemann, IKm, vii. 433-435
captured by the Greeks about B.O. 1184.
braas.
!

;

6.

ma

——

—

—

;

BREAD

BRAVERY
Cyprus amongst the remains of PhcEnician

In

settlers,* and tlieyare abundant in Europe and tlie
Britibh Islea as^tociated \ntli remains of pre-historic

man.
Bible References.

and

'

—

1. In Gn 4-'^ Tubal-cain is described
forger of every cuttinjr instrument of brass

{A) Actual.
OS the

ia

iron,'

KVm

'

and

copjier

Tliis is the

iron.'

Some

earliest record of the use of these metals.

doubt has been thrown by Evans on the word irun,
and he suggests that it has been introduced at a
later period during transcription, and that it does
not necessarily belong to the aue in which Tubal-cain
lived.t 2. In Ex 38-"' the altar of bumt-oti'ering
overlaid with brass also the laver and vessels of
brass.
The brass of the olVering was 70 talents and
2400 shekels (v.^). 3. In Nu 21' Moses makes a
serpent of brass, and sets it upon a standard, i.
land whose stones are iron, and out of
Dt 8*
whose hills tliou mayestdig brass' t (copper). 5. In
1 S 17° Goliath of Gath clad in armour of brass.

I

'

Scot.

A

In 2 S 8' King David took

6.

'

exceeding

much

Betah and from Berothai, cities of
Hadadezer.
7. In 1 K 7" Hiram of Tyre
'a
worker in brass.' 8. In 2 K 25"", Jer 52" tlie
brazen vessels and pillars of the house of the Lord
broken and carried away by the Chaldajans. 9. In
I Ch IS" 'Cymbals of brass.'
10. In Job 2S>:'
Brass (cornier) ia molten out of stone.' 11. In Mt
brass' from

•

'

lO*

Provide neither gold nor silver nor brass in

yonr

12. In

purses.'

—

Rev 9^

'

Idols of brass.'

Dt 28^ Thy
'

1.

2. (Strength, resistance) Job 6" 'Is my
brass'? 'his (behemoth's §) bones are as
tubes of brass,' Job 40'"
he (leviathan ||)
'counteth brass as rotten wood,' Job 41". Z. (Power)
Ps 107" He hath broken the gates of brass
Is 45' 'I will break in pieces the doors of brass.'
4. (Richness) Is 60" For wood (I will bring) brass.'
8. (Brilliancy) Dn 2»»
His belly and thighs of
brass' (Nebuchadrezzar's image)
On 10' 'His feet
like in colour to burnished brass' (Daniel's vision)

brass.'
flssh of

RV

;

'

'

j

'

'

;

Rev

(One destitute of love) 1 Co
Sounding brass or a clanging cymbal,' RV.

also
'

6.

l'".

E.

BRAVERY.— Although

b. is

13'

modem

sense of courage as early as in any other, it had
two other meanings wliich have now been lost.
1. Connected probably with
bra"' etymologically,
it expressed boasting, as
No Aliin is an Atheist,
however he pretend it, and serve the Company
with his Braveries' Donne (1631)
and esp. a
military display, as ' The whole Campe (not perceiving that this was but a bravery) fled amaine
Raleigli (1614), Hist, of World, lii. 93.
2. It expressed 8i)len(iour, often pa.ssing into ostentation
(so still focallj'), as
The braverie of this world
likened is to flowTe of grasse
Tusser (1573).
This is the meaning of b. in Is 3" 'the b. of their
'
tinkling ornaments' (n-iNrn Amer.
beauty ').
Cf Shaks. Taming of Shretv, IV. iii. 57
'

'

—

;

'

'

'

.

.

.

—

RV

.

*

Witli Marti ftod fans

Bravely occurs Jth

and double chang^e

brawly.'

BRAWLER. —To

J.

brawl in

its

of bravery.'

10*
(Judith) decked herself
bravely (^itoWuiriffaro <i<t>6Spa) to allure the eyes of
all men that should see her.'
It is the general
sense of 'finely,' h.indsomcly.' Cf. Celia's lesting
words in As You Like It, m. iv. 43 ' O, that's a
'

'

:

* Bronu
al«o ased by the rh'enlciana tor works of art in
r*Tj early timet Perrot and Chipicz, Uiut. nf Art in Phanieia
and Cuprut, li. 2 (1885X
t A ne. Bronu Imp.
pp. 6, 8 ,; ••« alao WUklnion, Aim. Savpt.
r rr
vwy
;

111.

U\.

\

Terrot and Ohipiez, fupra nt. U. 878.

I

Bippopotamu*.

g

Orooodlle.

and

earliest use,

the beg. of the 17th cent., was simply to
quarrel or fight (without the
noisily and indecently of Johnson) ; and this seems to be the
meaning in AV. Brawl as subst. occurs Sir 27"
tlicir brawls make one stop his ears' (ii.6.xn,
'strife'). Brawling as subst. Sir 31^; as adj. Fr21»
25-'' 'a b. (RV 'contentious') woman'
(ovn? ''5'!!'>
' contentious
tr''
wonjan 27'° ; cf.
contentious
26-').
man
Brawler occurs in
1 Ti 3', Tit 3»
(Gr. a^x<"> KV contentious ').
gives brawler
for
'given to wine' 1 Ti 3*. Tit 1' (Gr.
r6.foi.voi,
quarrelsome over wine ').
'

'

RV

'

'

'

AV
RV

'

'

AV
RVm

'

'

'

BRAY.—There

Hastings.

J.

are two distinct words, and both

occur.

To make a harsh

1.

cry, once nsed of horses

and other animals (cf. Job 30'
Among the
bushes they bray,' spoken of Job's mockers who
are dogs of tlie flocK,' and Ps 42' Geneva Bible,
'

'

As

the hart braj'eth for the rivers of water,'
retained in AVm), now used only of the ass Job
6° Doth the wild ass b. when he hath grass ?
2. To beat small, to pound, still in use but frecj.
(if not always) with ret. to its (only) occurrence in
AV, Pr 27^, which is Coverdale's tr" (1535)
Though thou shouldest bray a foole with a
pestell in a morter like otemeell, yet wil not his
loolislinesse go from him.'
Cf. Stubbes (1583),
The word, of God is not preached vnto them, and
as it were braied, punned, interpreted, and expounded.'
J. Hastings.
'

:

'

'

BRAZEN SEA.—See Sea. BRAZEN SERPENT.
—See Serpent.
BREACH.— A

may

b.
be either (1) the breaking
itself, or (2) the result of the breaking.
1.
14** 'Ye shall
b. of promise' (nx'jn,

Nu

RV

know my

'

alienation,'

2 S 6"

the

'

RV

RVm

my

revoking of

'

Lord had made a

b.

promise

upon Uzzali

'

')

(j-i?

had broken forth,' cf. Gn 38"") Job
breaketh me with b. upon b.' (perez). 2.
A place that is broken, as Is 30", a b. reiuly to
fair (perez) Lv 24^ IJ. for b., eye for eye, tooth
for tooth ("q!^ shehher)
or the gap that is thus
made (the mod. use), as Am 4' 'Ye shall go out
at the b", every one straight before her' (perez) ;
Jg 5" Asher continued on the seashore, and
abode in his b~ (nrp miphrdz, RV creeks,' i.e.
gaps in the shore, Vulg. partus, Wyclif havens'
the Heb. word occurs only here, see Moore in loc.)
La 2" thy b. (shehher) is great like the sea, who
can heal thee?' For B. of Covenant .see Crimks.

pcrez,
16'*

'

'

;

He

'

;

'

:

'

'

'

'

;

'

J.

BREAD

(anS lehem, i/rrot).

Hastin<;s.

— A word used in the
i.

Bible in several senses
1. As food In general, of animals, as Job 24^ and Is 663s
or of
man, an Gn Slv, where the word is flrvt used. See also Gn -4713,
Job 3^P) ct^ In the sense of solid food as op(>i>sed to drink,
;

Ps

lOli^.

In the sense uf the bare necessary sust^mance of

it is

used in

also

I

Is 3310,

Ex 23^, and

in

the Ixird's Prayer

K 17".
The kind

(?).

life

See

2.
of food which comes forth from the earth,
venetivhle food, as in Job 23'', Is SO*", and bb^**, contrasted with
Ulitar or tU-sh in 1 K 17«.
3. Lehfin is nHe<l as the name of the miraculous food where.
with the lHraelit*-8 were fed in the wilderness. Ex 10*- 22, eallc<l in.
terrot;iiti\eIy niunna' or what"? brfa<i of heaven,' in I'h lOfiW.
In Nu 21* this bread is ca11e<l kilkel, 'mean or insi^jnillcant.*
4. The Htjiple food of a nation iscalleil the stafT of li.'(l.v2fl*,
Ezk 4l«), or the stay (support) of b. (Is. 3'). Ilenc:e (amine is the
breaking: of the Htaff of b. and is typitlcd by the sellini; of bread
by wei;:iit, Lv 26*', Ezk 41'*. l.Anils which are pro<lnctive of
b.-stufTH are called I.ands of b., as Eirypt (Gn 41") antl habvlon
(Is 301^, whose fertility In proilucintf corn is mentiontftl by
Herodotus, I. 193. Abundance of food Is called 'fulness of b.,
•o often a snare to mankind, as It was to Sodom (K/k inv),
'

*

'

'

w»

;

Hastings.

'

Hull.

used in the

'

'

{Dazzling heat and drought)
heaven that is over thy head shall be

{B) Symbolical.

braw,'

'

till

;

'

315

brave man he wTites b. verses, speaks b. words,
swears b. oaths, and breaks them bravely
and

—

In the Bible 'brass' (i.«.
referred to both actually and
symbolicallj' ; and it may be desirable to consider
tne passages under these two heads

copper or bronze)

;;

'

,

)

BREAD

316

BREAD

an kbnndance il promised to Asher aa fatneM of b. (On 49^).
Personal poverty la aescribed as want of b. (Is 511*, La 1*1, 4*).
8ucb poverty may be a punisbment, as in tbe curse pronounced
on the descendants of Joab (2 S 3'^) and Eli (1 8 2^, or on the
wicked in seneral (Job 27**), but may be due to misfortune,
not crime (Ec 9**). The Psalmist, however, never found the
children of the rij^hteous in this plieht (Ps 87^). The poor are
ffach

described as wandering for b.' (Job 15«). Abstinence from b.
may be the token of a vow, as in the case of David (2 S 33^) and
the asceticism of John the Baptist is expressed by Christ by
the phrase neither eating b. nor drinking wine (Lk 7*3).
3. The hastily prepared food offered to a stranger or wayfarer
'

;

'

'

In token of welcome and hospitality is called b., as in On li^^
18^.
So Joseph bade his servants set on b.' for his brethren
(Gn 43^1) and the ^I'itch of Endor thus entertained Saul
For want of this hospitality, the Succothites were
(1 S 2S^.
punished by Qideon (Jg 8^^), and the Ammonites and Moabites
excluded
from the congreg. of Isr. (Dt 23*, Neh 132). Such
were
hospitality was customary among the Bedawin (Is 21^*), as all
travellers' have testified from Sinuhat (RP vi. 131) to Doughty
(Arabia Deserta, 1888). Our Lord bade His apostles not to
take breed with them, but to partake of hospitality on their
On such occasions the host
missionary Journeys (Lk 93).
*

;

breaks the b. for his guests ; so Christ did for the multitude
whom He fed by miracle (Mt 14^^ etc.), and for His disciples at
the Last Supper (Lk 22^9 etc.). So St. Paul acted as host to his
hipmates ouring the storm (Ac 273-''). Breaking of b. became
the earlv name of the communion feast of the primitive Church
(Ac 2*2. « 207, lOo 1016 1123). The breaking has special relevancy to the common form of the Jenish bread.
6. B. was the most convenient form in which to give food to
the poor hence giving (literally breaking) b. to the hungry is a
common expression for the dispensing of charity (Pr 229, Is 68?,
Etk 18'1«). To withhold this was a crime (Job 22?). In the
Iudgment chapter of the Egj-p. Bk. of the Dead (cxxv. 1. 33) it
I said of the righteous man that he has ^ven b. to the hungry
and this claim is occasionally found in funeral inscriptions
(RP ii. 14X In Ps 132'6 God promises to satisfy the poor of His
people with bread.
7. B. made from com, being dry and portable, was the best
food for a Journey. With it Hagar was victualled for her return
to E^vpt (Gn 21^*), and Saul when in search of the lost nsses
The Gibeonites imposed on Joshua by showing that their
2. 8 9*).
Nikkud signifies a
read had become dry and crumbled.
ommb, and the nikkudim were crumbs rather than mouldpoints.
LXX, however, renders It iv^amwr, as also Theod. and
;

;

Klmchi (Jos 9»).
8. B. was used to aid In eating soft food, so Jacob gave Esau
b. with his pottage (Gn 253*), and Kebeicah prepared b. for
The •^mfjuti given by our Lord
Itaac's savoury meat (Gn 2717).
to Judas was probably a sop of bread.

of which bread was made were
wheat, spelt, millet, and lentiles. (See
articles under these titles.
The best bread was made of wheat, rn^n (Gn 30"),
which when ground was called nr;;> or meal (Jg 6'',
In Egypt wheat was called
1 S !», 1 K 4*^ 17"- ").
ii.

The materials

barley,

ha when growing it was called ketti, and
when cut and winnowed khakha. Several kinds
were grown, the common (Triticum vulgare) and
hi or

;

the many-eared (T. compositum), which sometimes
Two kinds
has seven ears on a stalk (Gn 41').
are distinguished by Jewish authors, the lightcoloured and the dark (Peah 2'"" ; see also Tristram, Land of Israel, 584). The word for an ear
of com, nSs?", in the Ephraimite dialect was pronounced nbboleth (Jg 12*) in rabbinical writings
thibboleth sho'al is used for jEgilops or wUd oats,
and shiphon for another kind of oats, which are
not mentioned in the Bible. When full but not
quite ripe, these ears were often roasted or boiled,
the 'parched com' of the Bible (Lv 23", 1 S 17",
2 S n**), and called by the Arabs /eriA: (see also
4*^), the best ears for the purpose being grown
2
in highly cultivated garden-land (Lv 2", Targ. Ibn
G'an4ch). The word hittah in the singular usually
means the cereal as growing, and is used in the
plural for the cut and winnowed grain. It was sown
either broadcast (Mt 13') or in rows, n-i'ifc' (Is 28^),
translated principal in AV. The wheat harvest
was usually in May, and the grain was reaped with
a sickle, as in Egypt (Dt 16«, Joel 3", Rev 14"), and
bound in sheaves, or cut off short by the ears in
the Picenian mode (Job 24" see Varro, de re
rustica, i. 50), or pulled up by the arm (Is 17°,
lee also Peah, 4. 10, and Maundrell's Journey, p.
The sheaves, called D's^ti from being bound
144).
(Gn ZV, Ps 126'), or ct?s (K'u 2"), or didu (Lv
23", Dt 24'», Ru 2'-", Job 24") from being
;

K

'

'

;

collected

Ex

22*,

floor

were piled in heaps (V'y,
and were carted to the threshingsee AGRICULTURE), aflat, well-levelled
bundles,

in

Jg

15'),

(Am 2'^

;

surface in a high place, exposed to the wind,
preferably the S. or S. E. wind from the wUdemess,
and therefore dry.
Such threshing-floors were
permanent landmarks (Gn 50 "• ", 2 S 24>«- '*), on
which the grain was trampled by oxen, or run
over by a haruz (Is 28"), morag, or sledge (Is
41", 2 S 24*', i Ch 21^), caUed viovn-ej at the
present day.
Gideon, being afraid to go to a
public threshing-floor, beat his grain with a flail in
private (Jg 6"). The com, winnowed with a fork
and shovel or fan, was collected and stored in a
cache, or underground chamber, or dry well with
clay walls (2 S 17", Jer 4P), or in an inner

room.

Thomson (Land and Book,

i.

90) speaks of

these underground receptacles as specially useful
in protecting the grain from ants.
It is remarkable that there is no reference to these
grain cisterns in the Mishna.
Bams or granaries were also used (Job 39", Mt 13'", Lk 3"
12'*).
The first sheaf cut was presented as a wave
sheaf before the Lord (Lv 23"), and sometimes
decorated with lilies and other flowers (Ca 7'. See
for similar ceremonies Frazer, Golden Bough, i.
There were several qualities of wheat ; that
334).
of Minnith being esteemed the best (Ezk 27").
Pannag, given as a place-name in AV, is rendered
cassia in the
and millet in the Peshitta, but
is left untranslated in RV.
It was prob. some kind
of aromatic or spice.
Michmasn and Zanfl'ah
were also famous for wheat, as was 'Ephrajin,
where the straw grew so long that the proverb
bringing straw to 'Ephrajin = bringing coals to

LXX

'

'

'

Newcastle

(Menah.

The meal used

in
called nj>b, or finely ground (Ex 29'"',
Lv 2', Nu 7" etc.), to distinguish it from the n;;3
or ordinary meal.
The best is called heleb kilioth
hittah, 'fat of kidneys of wheat' (Dt'32").
This
4**,
tine flour was the food of the wealthy (1
2
7', Ezk 16"- ", Rev 18").
'

the offerings

85. a. 5).

is

K

K

Another material used in making bread was jnn
4*), which is the Arab, dukhan.
This was a
smaller grain, probably dhurah (Sorghum vulgare),
which is extensively grown in Bible lands, and used
as a food-stuff" by the peasantry.
It is the chief
cereal of the poor in Arabia
but dhurah bread
not
is
generally relished by Europeans.
(Ezk

;

njD3 or spelt (Triticum spelta) is another coarse
grain, with coarse strong straw and prickly heads,
often sown on the borders of barley fields to enclose
them (Is 28^). See Surenhusius (Mishnah, Kilaim
Amst. i. 121). The grains of spelt do not easily
separate from the husk when rubbed in the hands,
as do those of wheat (Lk 6').
It ripens later than
barley, and so escaped the plague or hail (Ex 9"^).
is tH
rye in A V in this place, and
Ezk 4' but these are certainly incorrect.
it is rendered 6\vpa, which was in Greece

The word
'

'

fitches' in

In

LXX

'

;

used as food for horses (Homer, II. v. 196). Aq.
and Theod. tr. it iia, which is a different species of
grain, Triticum zea (Dioscorides, II. cxi. ; Theophrastus,

HP

viii.

3

1.

;

Botan. p. 36). Ibn G'anach
a cattle food, see Odi/ss.

al.so

Sjirengel, Geschichte
'vetch.' (ia was
iv. 41. 604.
calls
tr" it

LXX

Herodotus says
(1 K 19') oluntes.
Egyp. bread was made of olyra (li.
36. 77)
and in the Book of the Dead spelt (hot)
is the grain represented as growing in the fields of
the under-world (cix. 5) but the monuments show
that wheat was also a common food-stuff (Ex 9^-).
The Pennine rye (Secnie cereale) was probably not
Elijah's cake

that

the
;

;

cultivated in Bible lands

;

it is

neshman by a paronomasia on

(•SiT)

;

Gemara

were used as an ingredient in bread
and were also eaten roasted or parched
Lentiles, DVIH,, were also made
see 2 S H"*.

Beans,

(Ezk

called in

Is 28^.

4'),

S'ls,

;-

BREAD

BREAD
Into bread (Ezk 4') ; the small red lentile or 'adcis
i» still used for this purpose among the poorest
Lentiles and beans
classes in Egypt (Sonnini).
were probably among the c-ji-]i or ' pulse on which
Daniel and his companions were feu (Dn 1") ; but
the word means vegetables in general. The flamen
dialis amons the Komana was forbidden to use
beans as food (Anlns Gell. Noct. Attic. 10. xv. 12).
iii. Bread-corn of any sort is called Jj^, and this
word is often associated with wine as descriptive
of fertility (Gn 27»«- ", Dt 7" 11" 12" 18« 28" 33-"*,
18", 2 Ch 31» 32^, Ps 4', Is 36", La 2>», Hos
2
2»-» 7", Hag 1", Zee 9", Jl l'«- ", Neh 5» 10»»).
Grain when winnowed and stored is called n;, as
8".
This word is rarely
Gn 41» 42», Pr 11",
nsed of grain on the stalk (as Ps 65' 72'*), and in
Jer 23* is used of grain as contrasted with the
husk or straw. .iNi:n is also used in tlie Talmud to
indicate the grain as distin^ished from the straw
6' 9'). Standing com waa commonly
(Sabb. 18',
distinguished as nc;}.
was prepared by bruising in a mortar or
grinding in a mill ; in the former case it is called
n'lB-!,
as in 2 S 17'", Pr 27*", where the point of
the figure seems to be, that though the fool be
associated with wise men he does not lose his
characteristic folly.
The mortar or maktesh and
the pestle or 'Hi were usually of stone.
The mills in common use were called D:n-i, the
dual form referring to the two stones. They were
in shape like the bradh or quern in use until comparatively recent times in the Hebrides and West
of Ireland, and consisted of a nether millstone or
'

K

Am

Bm

Com

tekeb,

which was

fixed,

and convex on

its

upper

surface, upon which the upper millstone or rekeb
('the chari '(,' in Arabic the rakib, 'rider')
In this was a central hole through
rotated.

which the grain was poured, while the stone was
being rotated by means of a handle fixed in its
upper surface, near its edge. The upper millstone
is made of a porous unpolishing lava from the
Hauran, while the nether (proverbially hard) is
either of the same material, or else of compact
sandstone, limestone, or basalt. The history and
references to such mills are given at length in
Goetz, de molis et pistrinis vetentm ; Hoheisel in
Ugolini's Thesaurus, xxix. ; and Heringius, de
molis veterum.
The com was daily ground by
women (Mt 24*'), usually by a pair of slaves (Ex
11», Is 47'.
Cf. Plautus, Mercat. ii. 3. 62; Odyss.
XX. 105), who sat on the ground, facing each other,
and worked together. Among the poor it was done
b^ the wife [Shnhbath vii. 2) hence the expression in Job 31'° means to become another's concubine (cf. Ausonius, Enig. Ixxi. 7, and the Horatian
'non alienas permoiere uxores,' Sat. i. 2. 34).
;

Captives were thus employed in grinding (Jg 16^').
Cessation of the noise of the mills was a sign of
desolation (Jer 25'", Rev IS-"''). The sound of the
grinding in Ec 12* may be the chant of the women
(Odyss. XX. 105. 119; see also Aristoph. Tttesmophor. 480). In later days mills became larger,
and were moved by animal power, or wind or
water, and grinding became a traile (Dcmni iii. 4).
Asses are mentioned in rabbinical writings as used
for this purpose, and an as.s in a mill was a proverbial phrase (in Misrhnr hnpenninim, quoteif by
Buxtorf, Florilcg. Hchr. 309). The great millstone
in Mt 18' is /xiiXos (Snitdj, either a millstone turned
by an ass (KVm), or else a nether millstone (Ludolf,
in loco see Hoheisel, p. 57 Lightfoot, Ilur. Ilebr.
In Luc. xvii.) called the ass,' because it bore the
burden of the top stone.
;

;

'

The meal or flour, when grotind, waa next mixed
with water, and kneaded into dough. In Egj'jit
this was done by the foot (Herod, ii. 36) as represented on the tomb of liamses III., but among the
Jews nsually in kneading-tronghs (mishereth).
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These were shallow wooden bowls (Ex 8'), which
ea.sily be bound up in their clothes (Ex 12").
Harmer has conjectured that the word refers to a
leathern bag or bread-wallet, often carried by the
Arabs (iv. 366) but this is improbable. Bread
making was at first a family occupation, done by
the wife (Gn 18«), the sister (2 S 13«), the female
servants (1 S 8") or other female member of the
household (1 S 28", Jer 7" 44'", Mt 13^). In later
days baking became a trade (Hos 7*- ') and in
towns the breadsellers occupied a definite place in
the bazaar, 'the bakers' street' (Jer 37-'). This place
may be referred to Neh 3" 12^*, where the tower of
the ovens is mentioned, as tanntir is used for a
baker's oven in Lv 2* ll'°2G-*, Hos 7*. Josephus
speaksof the bakers in Jewish towns (.^n^.xv.ix. 2).
In the family, bread was baked daily as wanted,
as it became tough and unpalatable when stale
(Gn 18'). It has been conjectured that this daily
preparation is referred to in the Lord's Prayer
but the petition rather refers to quantity than
could

;

;

'

'

quality (for signification of ^lowtoi/ see Lightfoot,
kevUion, 195 and art. LORD'S Prayer).
The
amount of a daily baking was an ephah( = 3seah3
or measures of meal = 4J pecks), as in Gn 18',
;

Mt

13^,

Jg

6'»,

1

S

1".

Probably this was pro-

portional to the size of the oven, and the amount
was smaller in time of famine (Lv 26^). Salt was
mixed with the dough (Ezr 6" 7^'), which was then
ready for the rapid preparation of unleavened
bread or for leavening.
In the latter case a
small portion of old fermented dough, in?', was
mixed with the kneaded dough or psj (as in Ex
joM. 89)
-pjjjg rapidly induced panary fermentation in the whole mass, and raised the bread,
then called C?i7 hamez or soured bread (Ex 12''',
Hos 7'), as opposed to nii-n mazzoth or unleavened
bread, so called because in Hat cakes.
The
dough was usually left in the kneading-trough to
ferment ; and this took some time, during which
the baker could sleep (Hos 7'), when he had left a
low unstirred fire to keep it warm to encourage
the process. Leaven was used as a symbol of that
which is old (Schneider, Zeitsch. f. Theol. 1883,
333) and sometimes for that which is corrupt, the
leaven of the Pharisees or of Herod (Mt 16',
8", Lk 12', 1 Co 5') or that which exercises a
secretly dominating influence (Mt l.'i^, 1 Co 5',
Gal 5°; see Petrus Chrysologus, Sermo xciv.).
Leaven was prohibited in those oli'erings made by
fire to the Lord (Lv 2" 7" 8», Ex 29^ Nu 6"), aa
the sacrifice sliould consist of what is fresh and
pure but in such ofl'crings as the peace-ollerin"
(Lv 7") and the pentecostal loaves (Lv 23'')
leavened bread might be used, for these were to be
eaten by the priests. The use of leavened bread
was proliibited during the Pas.sover week and all
leaven was to be burnt before the 14th Nisan, as
during the Theocracy the eating of leavened b. at
this time was a capital oflence, as was the burning of leavened b. in the daily sacrifice.
Hence
Amos sarcastically bids tlie Isr. increase their sin
by ofTering leaven in the thanksgiving (4'). This
idea of leaven being an emblem of corruption was
known to the classics. Persius usea/ermcjitum in
this sense (1°*); and A. Gellius (Ai"<. Altic. x.
15. 19) tells us that the flamen dialis was not
allowed to touch flour mixed with leaven. Bread
was sometimes fermented with wine-lees in place
see Pesac/iim iii. 1.
of leaven
The first dough of the new harvest was made
into a cake, and ofl'ered as a heave-offering (Nu
15^).
This ng-i;; was leavened
some have supposed it to be coarse meal, but the rabbinical
initlioritics understand it as leavened dough (see
This ofleriiig is referred to in Neh H^
JJ'i/l'i).
and Ezk 44*", where it is stated to be for tlie
asc of the priest; for superstitious uses of thia
'

;

Mk

;

;

:

;

;

;

BREAD
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circular,

are called wafers. In Ex 29" the cakes made with
oil (Xdvai-a) are contrasted with the wafers anointed
mth oil. These were both made in or upon an
oven (Lv 2*) a third kind, the/Wxa of the Latin

tliick

writers,

Otho, Lexicon Talm. under the word Challa,

p. 495.

cakes or loaves were usually flat and
a span in diameter, and aljout an intli
these are called, from their shape, nnz; (Ex
29^, Jg 8», 1 S 10", Pr 6*"). In Jl' 7'" the word is
SVji (Kethibh, for which ^irS has V^j) ; such cakes
were like flat stones (Mt 7*, Lk 11"). Three such
loaves were a meal for one person (Lk 11°), and one
was prison fare (Jer 37^'), or a charity dole (1 S 2™).
times, as
At the average price of barley in
well as it can be estimated, 2U0 pennyworths of
barley bread would liave been about 50U0 loaves
a mouthful to each of the multitude (Jn 6').
Abigail's 200 loaves, the fill of the pannier baskets
of an ass, would serve for a reasonable feast for
David and his men (1 S 25l^ 2 S lU'). Other kinds
of bread were ni^n, Nu lo**, Lv 8^*, probably also
possibly these may
cylindrical or round cakes
been suggested, punctured cakes,
be, as has
the punctures being depressions made by the
smooth pebbles in tlie oven (cf. the <c6\Xi{ of the
renders cake in 2 S 6'" 13« by
Greeks ;
(toWupIs)
nb';^, folded or rolled-up cakes, something like pancakes, supposed by some to be
heart-shapeJ (2 S 13°), possibly a cake with
aromatic seeds added as a carminative. For these
nijy
finer cakes the dougli was twice kneaded,
Tlie

;

NT

—

;

LXX

;

were round cakes also (Gn

18», 1

K

17'^

Ezk

4").'

cracknels (IK 14' AV), were probably
cakes sprinkled on the surface with aromatic seeds,
like the barm-brack of the Irish (literaUy aran
breac, spotted bread). The widow of Zarephath calls
cakes by what was probably a provincial name, J^i'?.
B'lijj,

tr.

The methods

baking were various.
The
is baking upon
the hearth
(Gn 18'), that is, on the heated stones of tlie
hearth, the embers bein" drawn aside and around
This was probably the Passover metliod
it.
(Ex 12^^). Elijah's cake was baked on the hot
embers (1 K 19''} so the bread in Jn 21*. B. thus
baked was the iyKpv<pla! ipros of Hippocrates, as in
LXX. The common method of baking in later
times was in ovens, of which there were several
Fixed ovens were commonly hollows in
kinds.
the floor, often of the principal room, about
4' X 3', coated with clay, and
heated by being
Such were possibly tlie
filled with buminsj fuel.
Portable ovens, nin, were earthen
Dn'3 of Lv 1 1".
or stone jars, about 3 ft. high, heated inwardly
with wood (1 K 17", Is 44'», Jer 7'^) or dried grass
and herbage, x"/"''" (Mt 6^") in the absence of
other fuel, dried camel dung or cow dung was
When the oven was fully
used (Ezk 4''^- ").
heated the cakes were put in. Then dough was
sometimes spread on the outside of the oven and
such a cake, like one baked on a hot hearthstone,
requires to be turned, or else it remains raw on
one side, while burnt on the other (Hos 7'). Ovens
of both kinds are still in use in Bible lands. Sometimes cakes were baked in a pan or njno, which
was a flat plate of metal or earthenware, like a
•girdle,' which could be made to stand on its
edge (Ezk 4'). This was placed over the tire, with
the cake laid upon it (Lv 6-' 7», 1 Ch 23-").
Tamar's pan was m^?, probably a deeper, concave
one, out of which the cakes were poured in a heap
(2 S 13»), like the Tiynvov of Aristoplianes (Eq. 929).
The nif^T^T of Lv 2' 1', which is distinguished in the
latter passage from the mahabath or flat pan, was
earliest

of

mentioned

;

;

;

probalily

some kind

of shallow pot for boiling the

meal for tlie od'ering, which is mingled with oil,
and not a frying-pan, as in both RV and AV. A
mess of food thus prepared is still known among
some Bedawin tribes, and is called ftita. This may
be the meal olFeriug which is soaked of 1 Ch 23-*.
Unleavened bread was, and still is, made into
thin flat cakes, c'p-ij-| (Ex 29", Lv 2*)
hence they
'

'

;

;

were made

in

a mnhubath

Un-

(2').

leavened bread is called nyj, as in Ex 12", when
contrasted with leavened bread irrespective of
shape. All forms of bread were broken when
26-», Lk 24^, Ac 2'"),
being used,— not cut (Mt
the pieces being xXiaiuiTa, broken pieces.
It
was smeared with olive oU (1 K 17'"), as we now
use butter ; occasionally with honey, which was
sometimes mixed in the dough (Ex 16"), as in the
lifXtTTwfiaTa of Dioscorides (4''^), or the ceremonial
TTvpafiovvTes (Ephippus, E<j>rj^. P).
Butter as well
as honey was used with bread (2 S 17"^, Is 7'°)
but honey, being a fermentable substance, was
prohibited in burnt-oU'erings (Lv 2").
In Egypt
the forms of bread were equally varied and in the
picture of the baker's workshop referred to there
are conical loaves, flat cakes, rolled-up cakes, and
cakes spotted with seeds. In the list of oB'erings
in the great Harris papyrus and other lists there
are enumerated kclushta { = h/:dloth), mes, san or
sannu, funeral cakes; kiki or pyramids, like the
kikkaroth
hebnen, or cakes for otf'ering
bant,

W

;

;

;

The commonest
ken.hu, hefa, and tetet cakes.
form was the conical, of which clay models were
commonly placed in tombs as symbols of funeral
food.
Egyp. bread is represented monumentally
as carried in baskets on the head of the baker,
as in the chief baker's dream (Gn 40"). The words
white baskets in
there used, "in -^p, rendered
AV, and baskets of white b.' LXX, Aq. Syr. and
RV, is possibly the Egyp. kheru, used of the food
for a funeral oflering.
For mode of carrying see
'

'

'

Herod, ii. 35.
iv. Breaking bread was part of the funeral feast
among the Jews, as among other nations (.ler It)'

RV, Ezk 24", Hos 9^). Thus tlie funeral feast for
Abner was kept at Hebron (2 S 3"). The funeral
mentioned in the apocr. Ep. of Jer
(Bar 6") and Tobit bids his son to pour out his
For the Egyp.
b. on the burial of the just' (4").
feast is also

'

;

funeral feasts see Budge, The Mummy, p. 172
for other references see Garmannus, de Pane
Sometimes coarse
Liigcntium, Ugoliui, xxxiii.
barley bread was used in these feasts, non pro
deliciis apponitur sed tantum ut servilis fames
(Petrus Cellensis, Liber de Panibus,
relevetur
'

Migne, ccii. 917).
v. Bread formed part of certain offerings, as
the Pentecostal loaves, and the peace- and trespassofl'erings, in which form it is called the b. of their
God (Lv 21"). Most of this was eaten by the
The special
priests after being ottered (Lv 21"- "').
D.-ofl'ering was the pile of shewbread (b. of the
presence, CJ? on^, iproi r^s irpoO^aeus, Ex 25*" 35",
7")',' which was placed on a pure table
1 S 21", 1
of acacia wood in the Holy Place of the tabernacle,
with frankincense (cf. Jos. Ant. III. x. 7 Schiirer,
Twelve of these cakes, each
II. i. 235 f.).
made of J of a peck of flour, were placed in two

K

;

BJP

six in each pile, every Sabbath morning,
the old cakes
on behalf of the children of Isr.ael
being eaten by the priests in a sacred place, when
the new cakes were brought in and the frankincense was burned when the cakes were changed
(Lv 24°- '). The duty of making these was laid
on the sons of Koliatli (1 Ch 9^-'). The table was
covered with a blue cloth, and had on it certain
dishes on which the cakes were set in order
(Nu 4'). In the temple this table was overlaid
with gold (1 K 7«»). In 2Ch4"tables in the plural
are mentioned. It was this holy b. which Ahimelech gave to David, contrary to the law (1 S21',
Mt 12^). Probably the allowances, afterwards so
piles,
'

'

;

;

liberally provided for the priests in the Priestly

:
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Code, were, during the troubled times of Saul,
scanty, erratic, and often omitted; contrast the
liberal temple allowance by Kamses III. in the
Harris papyrus, UP vi. When the sliewbread was
reinstituted by Neh., a poll-tax of J shekel was laid
on the Jews (Neh 10", Mt 17"). In the corrupt
days of the kingdom the table had become polluted,
and it and its vessels were cleansed in the days of
Hezekiah (2 Ch 29", Ezk 44') but in later days
they were equally careless (Mai 1'). For further
particulars and pictures see Abraham ben David,
De Templo, Ugohni's Thesaurus, ix. p. 298, and the
references Otho's Lex. Talmud, sub voce, p. 49G.
vi. The word Bread is used metaphorically
(a) As expressing the perquisites of an office
(Neh 9"). (b) Tlie legitimate spoil of-contjuest
(Nu 14"). (c) Those who do not earn their livelihood are said to eat the bread of idleness (Pr 31").
(d) The profit of sinful courses is called the 6. of
wickedness Pr 4") and the short-lived advantages
fained by falsehood are called 6. of deceit (Pr 2U").
ecret sin is compared to 'b. eaten in secret'
(Pr 9"). (e) Suffenng and sorrow are called eating
the b. of adversity (Is 30*'), or of affliction (Dt 1G^
Sorrow
1 K 22", 2 Ch IS*"), or of tears (Ps 80»).
Is also expressed as eating ashes as bread (Ps 102').
;

;

(

;

—

Lttbratttrb. Besides the several works referred to in the
text, further information will be found in Kitto, Cyclopaedia ;
Paulsen, twm Acktrbau d. Storgenlands ; Thomson, Land aitd

Book ; Vogclstein, I>u Landwirth«ckajt in FaUistina zur Heit
dtr Mithudh, Berlin, 1894 lievuf det Ktude9 Juives, xjtii. 58
Voigt, Rhfiiiiich. iltu. 1876, 107.
See also the Travels of
Niebuhr, Wcllsted. Burckhardt, and Doughty.
The ancient
literature will he found summarised in the articles of Ugolini,
Bchott^ea, and Goetz, in vol. xxix. of the Thf^aurus. Varro
aixl Gate, <U re rustic^, may also be consulted with advantage.
;

;

A. Macalister.

BREASTPLATE

hoshen, a plate worn as
Sart of the high priest's dress (.see next art.).
Both the Heb. and Gr.
[pp shirynn, dwpa(.
Woros probably described a cuirass rather than a
imple Dreastplate. Such a cuirass as worn by the
Greeks protected the back as well as the breast
and etomach. In addition, it often gave protection
It was well suited to
to the neck and to the hips.
gnpgest the many-sidedness of 'righteousness' (Is
69" = Eph 6'*). Another form of the word, shiryon,
The phrase
IB usually rendered 'coat of mail.'
'coat of mail of righteousness' is awkward, but it
breastplate of righteousis more accurate than
ness' in both places cited above.
In 1 Th 5' faith
and love form the dupa(, perhaps with a hint at
the two parts, front and back, of which it was
The Rom. lorica ( = dtiipa() was
usually made.
of various kinds.
It was sometimes {a) a simple
jacket of leather reaching to the middle of the
thighs with double thickness at the shoulders, or
(6) an arrangement of iron or brass rings which
could be worn over a leathern jacket, or (c) a vest
made of small metal plates overlapping one
another, or, lastly, (rf) when called segment'ita it
consisted of two broad pieces for the back and
breast respectively, of five or six bands fastened on
to the breastplate and back-plate and ruiiniiig
round the lower part of the body, and, lastl5', of four
such bands over each shoulder. The 'segtncnts'
are stated to have been of leather and the fact
that no broad plates of iron have been found
among the many remains of Horn, armour which
have been bro\ig1it to light, is against the modern
theory that the lorica sci/nientatn was of iron. See
1. [yn

,

'

'

'

'

'

;

also I'olybius

'

l''

quoted under AHMOUR.

W.

BREASTPLATE OF
The

E. IJarnes.

THE HIGH PRIEST.—

important part of the distinctive dress
high priest, according to the Priests'
Code, was the pectoral or brea-stplate ([yn, more
fully !:?;'c(i) "n, Targ. k;-i |5'n (Arab, husn ed-din,
'excellency of judgment') L.KX \(ryioi> (var.
Xntiov) TTit Kpiatu! or T. Kplatuv (but once rtptof

mo.>it

the

Ex
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Vulg. rationale, r. ptrtiAi). The
Heb. word has been lost.
Of the various suggested etyniolo<'ie8 only two deserve mention. Ihe one is Ewald s (Antiq. of Isr.
p. 294), that pn is 'a dialectic form of (jn, i.e.
pocket,' etc. (from a root \cn to store up), hence
EES'Ci "n would probably mean
the pouch of the
The other possible root is \an, Arab.
oracle.' *
hasan, to be beautiful, hence possibly jrn, either
as chief ornament of ephod, or as the most excellent precious article oi high priest's attiie' (Oxf.
Heb. Lex. s.v.).
The directions for the construction of the b. are
given in Ex 28"*', with which the parallel section
39"'" may be compared.
The material was the
same as that of the e[ihod (see EPHOU), the richest
rrfiBiov,

28*),

orig. signification of the

'

'

artistic of the textile fabrics of P (' of
gold, of blue, of purple, and of scarlet, and of fine
cubit's length of this
twined linen,' 28" KV).
material was required, the width being a span or
half -cubit ; when folded in two, it formed a square,
measuring a span each way. Into one of the faces
of this square henceforth to be the outer side of
the b. were inserted by means of gold settings,
probably of filigree work, four rows of jewels,
three in a row. The identification of these twelve
jewels must start from the renderings of the LXX,
and is still in some cases little more than probable
(see art. Stones, Precious, also the Comm. in loco,
and the literature infra, esp. the learned work of
Braun, pp. 627-745). On each jewel was engraved
the name of one of the twelve tribes of Israel. AH
that has been written as to the order in which the
names were arranged is mere speculation. The
whole, however, had a fine signihcance : for thus
the high priest wore 'upon his heart the names of
the children of Israel, for a memorial before J''

and most

A

—

—

continually'

The

(28'^).

was kept

in position by the foil, simple
device.
At the right and left top comers, respectively, of the outer jewelled square, was fixed a
gold ring, through which was passed a gold chain,
or rather cord (for it had no links) 'of wreathen
work.' These chains were then passed over, or
through, or otherwise attached to, a couple of gold
ornaments (AV 'ouches') probably rosettes (LXX
dffiriSIcrKas) of gold filigree
which had previously
(v.") been fixed to the shoulder-pieces of the ephod
Similarly, at the right and left bottom
in front.
corners of the inner square were fixed two gold
rings, through each of which was passed a ribbon
or lace of blue (KV). Corresponding to these two
rings on the b. were two of the same material,
attached, like the rosettes above mentioned, to the
shoulder-pieces of the ephod. Their precise position, however, is difficult to determine, owing to the
want of clearness in the existing description of the
ephod (Ex 28°'*). They may, perhaps, be best
thought of as sewed to the shoulder-incces of the
ephod at points lower than the ro.settcs by the
length of the chains and square, so that, in short,
the rings of the ephod and those of the b. were in
immediate contact, and fastened together by the
blue lace.t The latter, in this way, would be
entirely hidden by the b. which would account for
the inferior material of the lower fastening compared with that of the upper. By this means the
D. was securely held in its place, so that it slioiiKl
rest just 'above the cunningly woven band of llii'
ephod' (v.**). The main purpose of the b., thcie
can scarcely be any longer a doubt, was to provide
a receptacle for the sacred lot, the mysterious
Urim and TilUMMlM (wh. see). It should be added
b.

——

'

'

,

•

So Knutzs<:h, 'Orakel-Toscho.'

t

The

CI. xiyst, (oracle) of I..XX.
latest represi-ntatioii, in Nowacii's Architoltxjif, ii. p
Kiehnrs // W'lT^ I. 4ll'J). cannot be correct. If the lace*
were attached so hi^rh as there rc]>resentcd, the b., so far from
bcint; kept from siiifting, would fall forward every time Uie
high priest had occasion to bend his body.

no (from

:
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b. by Jos. {Ant. ill.
must be used with caution.

that the description of the
vii. 5,

and Wars,

v. v. 7)

—

LiTBRATURB. Besides the comm. on Exod. consult the class.
of Braun, West Sacerd. Heb. Atnstel. 168(1; Bahr, 5i/mMik d. ilo». Kultui^h. p. 61 ft Neumann, D. Sti/tshulte, 1861,
pp. 150-1&9 (with fine illustrations in colours); Ewatd's AnttquitU^ (Kng, tr.), 29411.
Keil's Arch. (£ng. tr.) i.
Nowack's
Arch. ii. 119 Ancessi, L'Egypte et Muise, le part. Les V6temeata da Qrandpr6tre/ 1875.
A. R. S. KlCNNEDY.

work

;

;

;

'

;

BREATH.—See
BREECHES

Spirit.
xepuTKtMi,

(D^opi?,

feminalia

—

:

for

Rich, Diet, of Antiq.). This is
to the undergarment ordered by
and the legislation of P (Ex 28" 39^,

illustr. of last, see

name given

the

Ezk (44'»),
Lv 6" 16*)

to be worn on grounds of modesty (i^j
above pass, is a euphemism, see under Bath)
by the priests when engaged in the more solemn

in

duties of their
drawers, were

The

office.

made

b.,

more accurately

of white linen,

were very

short, like our modem bathing drawers, reaching
to below the loins and fastening round the waist.
The Egyp. priests are said to have worn a similar
5arment (Wilkinson in Rawlinson'Sjfferorf.'ii. 113).
OS. gives a description of it as worn in his time
{Ant. UI. vii. 1. Cf. Kalisch on Ex 28*; Braun,
De Vest. Sacerd. ffebr. 1680, lib. ii. cap. i. De
e'DJDD Brachis Sacerdotum, with illustr. p. 450).
A. R. S. Kennedy.

—

BRETHREN OF THE LORD. The phrase
brother or brethren of the Lord is used several
times in the NT of James and other persons.
There has been much controversy as to the actual
relationship implied, whether we are to understand
brethren literally as meaning sons of the mother
and reputed father of Jesus (the Hel vidian view),
or sons of Joseph by a former marriage (the
Epiphanian view), or sons of Clopas or Alphaeus,
the nusband of a sister of the mother of Jesus (the
'

'

'

'

'

'

Hieronymian view).

A The passages bearing on the subject are Mt 1^,
.

Lk

Jn 2"= (common household), Lk 4"-*'
3™*- *'*• (attempts of
(preaching at Nazareth),
Mary and His brethren to restrain Jesus cf. Mt
12*', Lk S'"), Jn 7^-« (going up to the Feast of
Tabernacles), Mt 27»«, SIk IS"- " 16', Lk 24'», Jn
2' (birth),

Mk

;

W-^"- (the crucifixion), Ac
(after the Resurrection).

1»

Gal

l'**-,

1

Co

9»

I think that any one reading these passages,
without any preconceived idea on the subject,
would naturally draw the conclusion that Mary
was the true wife of Joseph, and bore to him at
least four sons (James, Joses, Judas, and Simon)
and two daughters ; that the sons were not included among the twelve apostles, but were, on
the contrary, disbelievers in the Messiahship of
Christ, and inclined at one time to entertain doubts
as to His sanity, though after His death they threw
in their lot with His disciples.
Setting aside the
apocryphal books of the NT, the earliest refer-

ence to this subject in the post-apostolic writers is
found in Hegesippus (about a.d. 160). His testimony, preserved by Eusebius {HE iv. 22), is
quite consistent with the conclusion to which we
are led by the language of Scripture, while it is
totally opposed to tne Hieronymian view.
It is to
the enect that after the martyrdom of James the
Just on the same charge as the Lord, his paternal
uncle's cliild, Synieon the son of Clopas, was next
made Bishop of Jerus., being put forward by all
as the second in succession, seeing tliat he was a
cousin of the Lord.' Cf this with
iii. 22, where
Symeon is said to have succeeded the brother of
the Lord as bishop, and c. 20, where Jude also is
called brother of the Lord.
Tertullian {d. A.D. 220) is, however, the first who
distinctly asserts that the brethren were uterine
brothers of Jesus. Arguing against Marcion, who
'

HE

'

'

had made use of the text, Who is my mother, and
who my brother ? to prove that Christ was not
really man, he says Nos contrario dicimus, prima,
'

'

:

annuntiari quod mater
ejus foris starent , ,
si nulla illi mater

non potuisse

fratres
fratret
At vere Tnater et fratres ejus
Tam proximas personas forii

illi

,

et
et

null% fuissent. , . .
foris stabant.
stare, extraneis inttis defixis ad sermones ejus
merito indignatus est. Transtulit sanguinis nomina
in alios, quos magis proximos pro fde judicaret
in semet ipso docens, guipatrem aut matrem aut
fratres prceponeret verba Dei, non esse dignum discipulum (Adv. Marc. iv. 19). Similarly arguing
from the same text against the Marcionite Apelles,
he says ' the words are not inconsistent with the
truth of His humanity. No one would have told
Him that His mother and His brethren stood without, qui nan certus esset habere ilium matrem et
Omnes nascimur, et tam^n non omnes
fratres.
aut fratres habemus aut matrem. Adhuc potest
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

patrem magis habere quam matrem, et avunculos
Fratres Domini nan credimagis quam fratres.
Mater aque non demanstratur
derunt in ilium.
et

.

.

.

.

.

.

adh(Esisse ei. . . . Hoc denique in loco apparet inAs Tercredulitas earum' {De Came Christi, 7).
tullian in these passages gives no hint that the
brothers of Jesus stood to Him in any other
relation than other men's brothers do to them, or
that His relationship to them was not as real as
that to His mother, so in other treatises he
takes it for granted that Mary ceased to be a virgin
after the birth of Christ (De Monogamia, 8) : Duct
nobis antistites ChristiancB sanctitatis occurrunt,
monogamia et continentia. Et Christum quidem
virgo enixa est, semel nuptura post partum {'being
about to defer her marriage union till after the
birth of her son,' lit. ' being about to marry first
after her delivery ') ut uterque titulus sanctitatis in
Christi sen.su dispungeretur per matrem et virginem
et univiram ; and in even plainer words {De Virg.
Vel. 6), where he discusses tne meanin" of the salu' Was
she called
tation benedicta tu inter mulieres.
mulier, and not virgo, because she was espoused ?
need not, at any rate, suppose a prophetic
reference to her future state as a married woman

We

'

non enim poterat posteriorem jntilierem nominare,
de qua Christus nasci non habebat, id est virum
passam sed ilia (illam?) gum erat prm-iens, quce
for the angel could not be referring to
the wife that was to be, for Christ was not to be
born of a wife, i.e. of one who had kno^vn a husband but he referred to her who was before him,

erat virgo

( '

;

who was a

virgin

').

These words of Tertullian, himself strongly
ascetic, which were written about the end of the
2nd cent., do not betray any consciousness that
he is controverting an established tradition in
favour of the perpetual virginity. And Origen
(d. 253 A.D.), thougn upholding the virginity, and
objecting to the phrase used above by Tertullian
{quod asserunt earn nupsisse post partum, unde
approbent non habent, Com. in Luc. 7), does not
claim any authority for his own view, but only
argues that it is admissible.* For the statement
that the brethren were sons of Joseph by a
Eredeceased wife, he refers to two apocryphal
ooks, dating from about the middle of the 2nd
cent., as tlie authority for his view that the
brethren were sons of Joseph by a predeceased
wife.
One of these books is the Gospel of
Peter, which, as we learn from Eusebius (HE
vi.
Serapion, bishop of Antioch at the
12),
end of the 2nd cent., forbade to be used in a
Cilician church, on the ground that it favoured
'

'

'

'

the heretical views of the Docetae. The latter
portion of this Gospel (of course not containing
the passage referred to by Origen) was dis• Comm. in ilatt. xii. 56 (vol lit p. 46, Lomin.)
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covered in a fragmentary condition in EKypt a
few years ago, the Editio Princeps bein^ pumished
Tlie other book to wliich Origen refers
in 1S92.
It
extant, the Protevaiigeliuin Jacobi.
is still
contains the story of Anna and Joachim, the
ijiirents of Marj', of her miraculous birth and
belrotlial to Joseph to be her guardian, he ha^'ing
been desiL-nated tor this honour, a''ainst his will,
out of all tlie widowers of Israel, by the dove
which Lssued from his rod. The names of Joseph's
sons are variously given in the MSS as Simon,

Samuel, James.
I

think that these facts prove that the belief in
I'erpetual Virginity, which was growing up
the 2nd cent, and established itself in
3rd cent., was founded, not upon historic

tlie

during

the
evidence, but simply on sentimental grounds,
wliiih may have gained additional strength from
op|)osition to the Ebionites, who denied the miraculous birth of the Lord (Ori^. c. Cels. v. til).
Even Basil the Great, who died in A.D. 379, in
discussing the meaning of Mt I^, stUl holds the
belief in the Virginity, not as a necessary article
It is unof faith, but merely as a pious opinion.*
necessary to give the names of otners who held that
the brethren' were sons of Joseph by a former wife.
The chief supporter of this view is Epiphanius, who
wrote against the Antidicomarianita; atxjut the year
A.D. 370.
The view of TertuUian was reasserted by
Uelvidius, Bonosus, and Jovinianus, about the
year A.D. 381).
B. Jerome's answer to Helvidius, which fastened
on the Western Church the doctrine of the Perpetual
\'irginity and the interpretation of
brethren in
the sense of cousins,' appeared about the year A.D.
383.
He begins by identifying James the Lord's
brother with .lames the son of Alphieus, one of the
Twelve. Otherwise, he says, there would be three
disciples called James, but the distinctive epithet
15" inoijlies that
wiinorattached to one of them in
there could be only two. Moreover, St. Paul calls
liim an apostle in Gal 1" 'other of the apostles saw
none, save James the Lord's brother.' Again,
'

'

'

'

Mk

I

Mk 6' we find a James and Joses amongst the
15*° we read that
brethren of Jesus, and in
Mary, the mother of James and Joses, was present
at the crucifixion but in Jn 19^ this Mary (whom,
a« mother of James, we know to be wife of
Alphajus) is called Mary of Clopas, sister of the
Lonl's mother.
James is therefore the cousin of
tlie Ijord
the word brother being used for kinsman.
Later writers carried the theory further by identifying Alphanis and Clopas as double fonns of the
Aramaic Chalphai, ana by identifying 'Judas of
James,' who occurs in St. Luke's list of the
aj>o.stle8 (Lk 6", Ac 1"), with the writer of the
Epistle (who calls himself 'brother of James'),
and also with the brother of Joses, James, and
Simon, in Mk 0*. Simon is further identilicd with
Simon Zelotes, who is joined with James and Judas
in the list of the apostles
and some hold that
Matthew, being identical with Levi, sonof Alphieu.s,
must belong to the same family. Bp. Lightfoot calls
attention to the fact that not only does .lerome
make no pretence to any tra<litional support for
this view, but that he is himself by no means coniistent in holding it. Thus in his comment on the
(ialatians, written about A.D. 387, he says: 'James
was called 'he Lord's brother on account of his
high character, his incompariible faith, and his
extraordinary wisiiom the other apostles are also
culled brothers (.In 20"), but he preeminently so,
to whom the Lord at His departure had committccl
the sons of His mother (i.e. the members of the
Church at Jenisalem).' In a lat«r work still, the
Epistle to Hedibia, written about 406, he speaks of
Mary of Cleophas (Clopas) the aunt of our Lord,
in

Mk

;

;

;

;

* Horn, in

vol.

I.

SancU

— 21

fArvjI. Otn.

II.

p. 600. eil.

Oani.
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and Mary the mother

James and Joses, as
some contend that the
was His aunt.'
the above argument of Jerome it is
(1) In
assumed that the word brother (dS<\^4i) may be
of
distinct persons, 'although
mother of James and Joses
'

'

used in the sense of cousin (ave^j/ibt, found in Col
4'").
The supporters of this theory do not offer any
parallel from the NT, but they appeal to classical
use both in Greek and Latin, and to the OT. The
examples cited from classical Greek are merely
expressive of warm affection, or else metaphorical,
as Plato, Critu, § 16, where the laws of Athens are
made to speak of oi Tj^rtpoi d5e\i/>oi ol it> AXSov v6iioi.
There is no instance in classical Greek, as far as I
know, of aSc\(p6s being used to denote a cousin. In
Latin /rater may stand for /rater patruelis, where
there is no danger of being misunderstood (cf. Cic.
ad Att. i. 5. 1). The Heb. word is used loosely to
include cousin, as in Gn 14"''' (of Abraham and
Lot), where the LXX has dJeX^iSoOs
in Lv 10*,
where the first cousins of Aaron are called brethren
;

of his sons, Nadab and Abihu in 1 Ch
('The sons of Mahli, Eleazar and Kish.
And Eleazar died, and had no sons, but daughters:
and their brethren the sons of Kish took them ')
where also the LXX has dSeXipol. These passages
seem to me to be hardly covered by the general
rule laid down by Bishop Lightfoot (p. 261)
In
an affectionate and earnest appeal intended to
move the sympathies of the hearer, a speaker
might not unnaturally address a relation or a
friend or even a fellow-countryman as his " brother":
and even when speaking of such to a third person
he might through warmth of feelin" and under
certain aspects so designate him.' Ithink, however, the Bishop is entirely right wh»n he goes on
to say
It is .scarcely conceivable tnat the cousins
of any one should be commonly and indeed
exclusively styled his "brothers" oy indifferent
persons
still less, that one cousin in particular
should be singled out and described in this loose
way, "James, the Lord's brother." If we remark,
too, the care with which Hegesinpus (quoted above)
employs the terra iSe\(p6s of St. James and St. Jude,
the brothers of the Lord, while he keeps the term
6LVf\pi.6s for Symeon, the cousin of the Lord and
(a.5e\ipol)

;

2321.52

:

'

'

:

;

'

second bishop of Jerusalem, we shall feel that
there is a strong probability against the use
of aSe\(pol in NT to denote anyt^iing but brothers.
(2) Jerome's main argument is that James the
Lord's brother was one of the Twelve, and therefore
identical with James the son of Alphaius.
He
grounds this assertion on a single passage in St.
Paul, which I shall presently examine.
Bishop
Lightfoot and others have sll0^vn that it is not a
necessary consequence of St. Paul's language, and
that it IS opjKised to the distinction everywhere
made in the NT between the brethren of the
Lord and the Twelve. Thus in Ac 1", after the list
of the Eleven including James the son of Alphieus,
we read, these all continued instant in pra^'er'
'

<ri>v

71'1'ai^li'

Toil

ijeX^ott

Mapid/i

icol

down

that Jesus went
/xtJtt;/)

airroO

^i«r ffietvao

said to

Kal
01'

him

*

ol

iroXXij

forth

his

hand

/iifrrijp

IJ.OV

Kal

ol

6^\tHmi toC UaTp6s

iroi

'iTjtTov

Kal

Jn 2" we read
Capernaum aiVAt ical ^

to

ri/i^fxit

fJ'.^ftrvp

roO

t^Tfrpl

in

dSfXtpol Kal

tSod ^

idT-fiKaciv i^rjTovvr^i

rp

Again,

airroS.

;

ol

XaX^ira*

fiaOyjTal

aiWou' Kal
2*"One

and

in

Mt

'f**^

ol

dStXtpol (tov ^fw

i^oi*
.

.

,

1

'

'and stretching

to his disciples he saith

'

l&oi> ^
iSeXipoi fiov 6tmi ydp Slv voffi<r-j) rd
fjMVtTou ^voupaifoi^,avT6ifioi 45fX06y ^ai

In the last pas.Mage then' is
the same strong antithesis between natural earthly
ties and Ills duty to His Father in heaven, wliioli
we observe in the words spoken by Him when
found as a boy in the temple. Notice also th.'it
there is in this passage not only a distinction mode
between the brethren of Jesus and Hit disciples.
iSt\<l>ii Kal ii-fiTTfp iarlv.
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but a certain opposition
brought out more clearly

same event
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which is
Mark's narrative

implied,

is

in St.

From

(3-'- ^f'^').

the latter it
appears that the reason why they of His family (ol
rap' avTov) desired to speak with Him was because
the rumour which liad reached them of His
inc<!ssant labours led them to believe that His
mind was overstrained. As St. Mark goes on to say
(v. ^) that the scritma accused Jesus of casting out
devils through Beelzebub, and as we further read
He hath a
in St. John (10=" S") that many said,
devil, and is mad,' it would seem, though it is not
expressly stated, that these calumnious reports of
Hia enemies liad not been witliout eliect on some
members of His own family. At all events, they went
out prepared KparvjaaL avrdv, i.e. to put Him under
some restraint.
This narrative gives additional
point to the words in Mk 6'', spoken with immediate reference to the unbelief of the people of
Nazaretli, oi)/c ^<jti.v 7rpo(f>riTT]s Arifios ci /xt] iv rp iraTpldt
avTou Kal iv toIs avY^^vexiaiv aiiTov Kal iv ry olKlq.
airrou.
U it were simply the disbelief of townspeople not immediately related to Him, there
seems no need for the addition in his own kinsfolk

of the

'

'

This inference, which we
naturally draw from the words of St. Mark, is
confirmed by the express statement of St. John

and

in his

own

house.'

dSeX^ol avTov iwicmvov eh avTdv, and
by our Lord's words addressed to them (v.'), ov
Suvarai 6 Kdafiot fuaeiv vfidr i/Jii Si fiLffet, firt iyu
fiaprvput irepi avroO 6tl tA ^pya. aivrou Tovrjpd iffTiv.
Compare this with the words spoken shortly afterwards to the disciples (15'"), ei ix toD xda/iov lire, 6
K6(rp.os &v rd tStov i^iXef &ri di ix tov K6(r^ov ovk ^crre,
d\\' iyu) i^iXi^a vfids iK tov Kbffpuov, 5ti tovto futrei ufids
6 k6j^oz
(7^"^),

oudi yap

ol

The words on which Jerome lays
J18.

ly

tit,TJ\$ov

eU 'lepoa^XufUL

stress are

Gal

Kfj^dv

Kal

laToprjaat

SeKdwevre- ^repov 5i tup
dtroaTdXojv ovk eloov, el fiij 'laKuj^ov rdv ddeX<pdv tov
K vplov. But even if we give its usual force to el piri,
it will not follow that St. James was included in
the Twelve, for there can be no doubt that in Gal
1" Hepov looks backward to Kij^ac, not forward to
irep-etva

7rp6s

aurdv

ij/xipai

The sentence would have been complete

'Uku^ov.
at eXSov,

'

apostles.'

saw Peter and none other of the
I
Then it strikes St. Paul, as an after-

thought, that the position of James, as president
of the Church at Jerusalem, was not inferior to that
of the apostles, and he adds unless you reckon
James among them.' That the term 'apostle' was
not strictly confined to the Twelve appears from
another passage in which James is mentioned,
1 Co 15*"'.
Here it is said that Jesus after His resurrection ' appeared to Cephas, then to the Twelve,
then to above five hundred brethren at once, then
to James, then to all the apostles,' where we should
perhaps consider the term to include the Seventy,
according to the view of Irenieus and other early
writers.
At any rate there can be no doubt as to
'

Barnabas also is called an
apostle (Ac 14*' "), probably also Andronicus and
Junias (Ko 16') and Silvanus (I Th e").*
The
mosi natural interpretation of the two passages
just dealt with is that which concedes the name
apostle in the wider sense to St. James, but
makes a distinction between him and the Twelve.
(3) Scarcely less strong is the argument against
the Hieronyiuian view drawn from what we read
of the relation of the brethren of the Lord to His
mother. Though, according to this view, their own
mother Mary was living at the time of the crucifixion, and though there is nothing to show that
their father was not also living, yet they are never
St. Paul's ajiostleship.

'

'

found in the company of their parents or parent, but
always with the Virgin. They move with her and
•

See Llehtfoot,

Funk's Dot«a.

l.c.

pp. 02-101, and the Didachi,

xi. 1. 6,

with

her divine Son to Capernaum and form one household there (Jn 2'^) they take upon themselves to
control and check the actions of Jesua ; they go
with Mary to take him,' when it is feared that
His mind is becoming unhinged. They are referred
to by the neighbours as members of His family in
exactly the same terms as His mother and Hia
reputed father. It is suggested indeed that the
Virgin and her sister were Loth widows at this time,
and had agreed to form one household ; but this
is mere hypothesis, and is scarcely consistent with
the remarks of the neighbours, who endeavour to
satisfy themselves that Jesus was not entitled to
speak as Ho had done, by calling to mind those
nearest to Him in lilood.
(4) That Mary of Clopas was the sister of Mary
the mother of the Lord is not only most improbable in itself (for where do we find two sisters with
the same name ?), but is not the most natural
;

*

interpretation of
(TTavptjj

tov

'It/ctoD

Jn
t;

19'-^

fJ-VTVP

Si

elaT-ZiKeiaav

avTov Kal

ij

Trapd

dSeXipi]

rijj

riji

'Mapia ij tov KXwTrd Kal Mapfa ij M07(translated in the Peshitta, ' His mother

fn}rpbi avTOVj
SaXrjvri

and

Mk

and Mary of Cleopha and
we compare this verse with
we find that, of the three

his mother's sister,

Mary Magdalene').

If

Mt
women named as present in addition to the mother
Mary Magdalene occurs in all three lists
Mary the mother of James and Joses' of the two
synoptic Gospels is generally identified \vith Mary
15* and

27'*'',

of Jesus,

;

'

'

and we then have left in Matthew
the mother of the sons of Zebedee,' in Mark
Salome,' and in John
his mother's sister.
Salome is generally identified with the mother
of the sons of Zebedee,' and there seems good
reason also for identifying her with his mother's
sister' in the Fourth Gospel.
It does not seem
likely that St. John would omit the name of his
own mother and the indirect way in which he
describes her is very similar to the way in which
he refers to himself as the disciple whom Jesus
loved.'
If we are right in this supposition, it is
natural that the two sisters should be paired
together, and then the two other Marys, just as
we have the apostles arranged in pairs witliout a
connecting particle in Mt 10'-*.
If the sons of
Zebedee were so nearly related to our Lord, it
helps us to understand Salome's request that they
might sit on His right hand and on His left hand
in His glory, as well as the commendation by our
Lord of His mother to one, who was not only His
best-loved disciple, but her own nephew.
If, however, this interpretation is correct, if the sister of
the Lord's mother is not the mother of James and
Joses, but the mother of the sons of Zebedef, then
the foundation-stone of the Hieronymian theory
is removed, and the whole fabric topples to the
ground.
(5) I take next two minor identifications, that
of James the Less with the brother of the Lord,'
and that of 'JouSas 'laKui^ov, of Lk 6" and Ac 1'^,
with Jude the writer of the Epistle, who calls
himself brother of James.' We have seen that
Mary the mother of James tov fuKpoO and of Joses,
in Mk IS", is probably the same as Mary of
Clopas, and that we have no reason for inferring
from the Gospels that she was related to Jesus.
If so, there is an end to the sujiposition that Janics
the Less is James the brother of the Lord. But it
is worth while to notice the mistranslation in
which Jerome imagined that he found a further
argument for the identification of our James with
the son of Alplixus. The comparative minor, he
says, suggests two persons, viz. the two apostles
of this name.
But tlie Greek has no comparative,
simply TOV /uxpoO, 'the little,' wliich no more
implies a comparison with only one person than
any other descriptive epithet, such as eiepyiTiis 01
of Clopas

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

":'
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^\dSe\(poi,
As to 'lovSas 'laKw^ov, no instance is
cited for snch an omission of the word dScX^it, and
we must therefore translate 'Judas son of James'
with the KV. Independently of this, if James,
Judas, and Simon are all sons of Alphaeus, what a
strange way is this of introducing their names in
the list of the apostles, 'James of Alphieus, Simon
not speak of all
Zelotes, Judas of James'
as ' sons of Alphaius,' or of the two latter as
speak of all as
James'?
not
'brothers of
'brethren of the Lord'? It is especially Btran','e
that, if Judas were really known as such, he should
have been distinguished in John (14--) merely by a
negative, 'Judas not Iscariot,' and in the other

a promise of continued help on thi part
until a certain end is secured.
VVhen
that end is secured tJod is no further bound by His
promise, however much the patriarch might be
justiliud in looking for further help from his
general knowledge of the character and goodness
of God.
To take now a case similar to that in
hand supposing we read Michal had no child till
she left David and became the wife of I'haltiel,'
we should naturally assume that after that she
did have a child.
So in Mt 1" the limit is not
one beyond which the action becomes naturally
and palpably impossible ; on the contrary, it is just
that point of time when under ordinary circumstances the action would become both possible and
natural,' when, therefore, the reader, without
warning to the contrary, might naturally be
expected to assume that it did actually occur.
Whether this assumption on the part of the reader,
natural under ordinary circumstances, may become
unnatural under the very extraordinary circumstances of the case, will be discussed further on.
I
confine myself here to the argument from
lanraage.t
The natural inference drawn from the use of the

1

Why

Why

Gospels by the appellation Lebbaeus' or Xhaddseus
'

(Mt

Mk

l(y,

'

3'").

C. We have still to examine two cmcial passages
which have to be set aside before we can accept

either the Epijihanian or the Hieronj'mian theory
Mt 1** 'IwffTj0 . . . TapAa^er TT]y yvvaiKa avrov Kal
o6k iylfOKrKtv aMiv lus oi (reicfy v16p, and Lk 2' xal
Reading these
trtKtr rhy vlhw auT^j rir TpurrbroKOV.
in connexion with those other passages which
speak of the brothers and sisters of Jesus, it is

hard to believe that the evangelists meant us to
understand, or indeed that it ever entered their
heads that the words could be understood to mean,
anything else than that these brothers were sons
of the mother and the reputed father of the Lord.
It has been attempted, however, to prove that we
need not take the passages referred to in their
ordinary and natural sense. Thus Pearson, treating of the ])hrase ?us o5, tells us that ' the manner
of the Scripture language produceth no such inrerence as that, from a limit assigned to a negative,
we may imply a subsequent atlirmative ; and he
'
When
cites tiie following instances in proof.
God said to Jacob, " I will not leave thee until I
have done that which I have spoken to thee of"
(Gn 28">), it followeth not that, when that was
done, the God of Jacob left him. When the conclusion of Deuteronomy was written it was said of
Moses, "No man knoweth of his sepulchre unto
this day" (Dt 34'), but it were a weak argunitni
to infer from thence that the sepulchre of Moses
has been known ever since. When Samuel had
delivered a severe prediction unto Saul, he " came
no more to see him unto the day of his deatli
(I S 15"); but it were a strange collection to
infer, that he therefore gave him a visit after he
was dead. " Michal the dauj^hter of Saul had no
child unto the day of her death " (2 S H'^)
ami
yet it were a ridiculous stupidity to dream of any
midwifery in the grave.
Christ promised His
presence to the apostles "until the end of thtj
world" (Mt SS*) who ever made so unhappy a
construction, as to infer from thence that for ever
'

;

;

after

Art.

He would
Chan.

III.

l>e

iii.

absent from them?'

{C'retil,

p. 174).

to believe that a man of Pearson's
blind to the dilVerenct
between two kinds of limit, the mention of one
of which suggests, while the mention of the other
negatives, tlie future occurrence of the action
It is ditticult

ability can

have been

of.
If we read
the debate was adjourned
the papers should be in the hands of the
members, it as certainly implies the intention to
resume the debat« at a subsequent period, as the
phrase the debate was adjourned till that day
six months,' or till the Or. Kalends,' implies the
contrary. So when it is said to the (lay of his
death,' 'to the end of the world,' this is only a
more vivid way of saying iji sfrruin strruhintjn.
In like manner the pliruse 'unto tliis day' implies
that a certain state of things continued up to the
verj' last nioineiit known to the writer
the suggestion is, of course, that it will still continue.
The remaining instance is that found in (Jn 2.S".

spoken

'

till

'

'

'

:

This
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is

God

of

'

:

word

To

Lk 2' is that other brothers
subsequently otherwise why
word fiovayeyrji have been used as in

TtparhrTOKov in

or sisters were
should not the

bom

;

3'^ fioyoyeyTjt eC^u ri^ irarpi fwv,

In Ro
retains

Lk

7^^ 8*^ etc. ?

the word is used metaphorically, but
its natural
connotation, TpuriroKoy iv
TTuWuit dJeA^ufs, and so in every instance of its
occurrence in the NT. It occurs many times in its
literal use lu tr.e LXX, e.g. Gn 27'"- ^- 43^'', Dt 21",
1
K le", 1 Ch 5' '.ib", but, so far as I have
observed, never of au only son. There are also
ciicumstauces connected ^vlth one remarkable
episode in our Lord's childhood wtiich are more
easily eAplicabie It we suppose Him not to have
Is it likely that
been Hib mother's only son.
Mary and Joseph would have been so little solicitous about au only son, and that son the promised
MesMiaU, as to begin their homeward journey
after the feast ot the Passover at Jerusalem,
and to travel tor a whole day, without taking the
pains to ascertain whether He was in their cora(>any or not ? If they had several younger children
to attend to, we can understand that their first
thoughts would have been given to the latter
otherwise is it conceivable that Mary, however
complete her confidence in her eldest son, should
hist have lost Him from her side, and then have
alluwcd so long a time to elapse without an effort
8''*

;

hnd Him

Uj

!

however, some difficulties which
grappled with before we can accept the
If
the
Hel vidian theory as satisfactory.
(1)
mother of Jesus bad had other sons, would He
have coiniiiended her to the care of a disciple
rather than to that of a brother?
(2) Is not
the behaviour ot the brethren towards Jesus that
of elders towards a younger ? (3) The theory is
opjiosed to the Church tradition.
(4) It is abhorrent to Christian sentiment.
Liglitfoot
regards
bishop
the
first
obiectioii
(1)
Is it conceivable,' he
a.s faial to the theory.
that our Lord would thus have snapped
.says,
I),

must

riieie are,
l)e

'

'

Vu. Cmv. vlll. 1 ; Dliw. L. ill. 2 (on the vi^inn
ArlhMii warning llini jm^ rvyyitirO^t xyt
l'l«t<i
Ori,;»'n, ^i7fitn.i( CrUut, i,
37, reft'rs to this an aii arg ad hmn.); HyKin. F. 29, (juoteii in
AtlioitflK- J^pol. S3
WuUteiirn note, tn loco
w( yetp • yutfiyiit
^utijtfimXXan tit y^' *^ rvt/tuMr* jtuqr** wipiui^ll, tvx iwir^lifiv*.
Kmi Vf44i Ulr^tf i-T;"i/lA»«, li rxid»T«i7« ; CoTVtl. A}f^^t. Vl. 28. h'.
.x^n ^t]t lyJcvu^ftfurMi, •M'AI,' ra,r«» (t<x,i yutatlXit ti mtifiu), avx
ivi «-«<^<w, ykfi ylvirij T*ur« vmtvrit. «AA' ^^cfif x*^'**
Clcmeut
111" Ainxnndrlii (Strom. Hi.
p. 648) calls tliiH n law of nature.
t Laurent reniarka on tliv nwe -"ftliH inipcrffct tyitmrm Imply,
inn aliHtlnonce from a habit ('refraiiiecl rrtun coniuKal InterciM.rau ') aa oppowjd to the far more uaual iy?« dooot/ng a alvgU
•

Compari'

I'lnt.

wliicli

ftpi>ffirt^(l

yw^iiki

till

the

If)

tilrlh of h,!r noil

;

act.

:

:

'
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ksander the most sacred ties of natural aflection ?
The usual answer to this is that the
msbelief of the Lord's brothers would naturallj
But as this
separate them from His mother.
disbelief was even then on the point of being
changed into undoubting faith and as the separa-

facts of the case ; and we need nothing more than
this to explain t heir fear that His mind might be
overstrained, and their attempt to dictate the
measures He should adopt in going up to the
Feast, just as His mother had attempted to dictate
to Him at them arriage at Cana.
have seen that, so far as we can speak of
(3)
a tradition on this subject, it was in favour of the
Epiphanian theory from about the end of the

324

(p. 272).

;

ever existed, of which there is no evidence) was, at any rate, to be changed in a day or
two into the closest union with all true followers
of the Lord ; and as the preparation for this
change must have been long perceptible to the eye
of Jesus, it seems necessary to find another way of
meeting the objection, if it is to be met at all. I
think, nowever, that Bp. Lightfoot goes a little
too far when he speaks just below of this hypothesis requiring us to believe that the mother,
though living in the same city with her sons,
' and
joining with them in a common worship
(Ac 1"), is consigned to the care of a stranger, of
whose house she becomes henceforth the inmate.'
have seen that there is reason for believing
Salome to have been the sister of Mary, and John
therefore her nephew ; but however this may be,
in any case, as ner Son's dearest friend, he must
have been well known to her. And if we try
to picture to ourselves the circumstances of the
case, it is not diFlicalt to imagine contingencies
which would make it a very natural arrangement.
It is generally supposed (from 1 Co 9") tnat the
brothers of the Lord were married men the usual
age for marriage among the Jews was about
supposing them to have been born
eighteen
before the visit to tne temple of the child Jesus,
they would probably have married before His
crucifixion.
If, then, all her children were dispersed in their several homes, and if, as we
naturally infer, her nephew John was unmarried,
»nd living in a house of his o^vn, is there anything
unaccountable in the Lord's mother finding a home
with the beloved disciple ? Could this be regarded
in any way as a slight by her other sons ? Must
they not have felt that the busy life of a family
was not suited for the quiet pondering which now
more than ever would characterise their mother ?
and, further, that this communion between the
mother and the disciple was likely to be, not only
a source of comfort to both, but also most profitable to the Church at large ?
(2) It depends more upon the positive age than
the relative age of brothers, whether the interference of a younger with an elder is probable or
improbable. When all have reached manhood and
tion

(if

it

'

'

We

:

:

have settled

few years'
much. It
might, however, be thought that those who had
grown up with one like Jesus must have felt such
K)ve and reverence for Him, that they could never
dream of blaming or criticising what He thought
best to do. Yet we know that His mother, to
whom had been vouchsafed a much fuller revelation than was possible in their case as to the true
nature of her Son, did nevertheless on more than
one occasion draw upon herself His reproof for
ventured interference. If we remember how little
even those whom He chose out as His apostles
were able to appreciate His aims and methods up
to the very end of His life, how different was their
idsa of the kingdom of heaven and the office of
the Messiah from His, we shall not wonder if His
younger brothers, with all tlieir admiration for
His genius and goodness, were at times puzzled
and I)e^\^ldered at the words that fell from His
lips
if they regarded Him as a self-forgetting
idealist and enthusiast, wanting in knowledge of
the world as it was, and needing the constant care
of His more practical friends to provide Him with
the ordinary comforts and necessaries of life.
Thns much, I think, is certain from the known
in their different spheres, a
difference in age does not count for

;

We

second century till it was unceremoniously driven
out of the field by Jerome in the year 383 we
have seen, too, that Jerome himself abandoned his
own theory in his later writings. But it was so
much in accordance with the ascetic views of the
time, that it was adopted by Augustine and the
Latin Fathers generally ; while in the Eastern
Church, Chrysostom, who, in his earlier writings,
favours the Epiphanian view, comes round to
Jerome in the later, and Theodoret may be mentioned on the same side. The later Greek Fathers
are, however, almost all on the side of Epiphanius
and the Greek, Syrian, and Coptic Calendars mark
the distinction between James the brother of the
Lord and James the son of Alphgeus by assigning
a separate day to each. This distinction is also
maintained, apart from any statement as to the
exact relationship implied by the term brother,'
in the Clementine Homilies and Recognitions of
the second cent. and the Apostolic Constitutions of
the third.
:

;

'

,

Historical tradition, therefore, on this subject
there was properly none when Jerome wrote, any
more than there is now, but there was a growing
feeling in favour of the perpetual virginity, which
took definite shape in the title aei.irap0im used of
Mary by Athanasius ; and the apocryphal fictions
were eagerly embraced as affording a support for
this belief.

We cannot doubt that those who were

agitating

for a stricter rule would make use of the example of
the Virgin, insisting on the name as implying a
permanent state, ana would endeavour to give an
artificial strength to their cause by the addition of
imaginary circumstances to the simple narrative of
the gospel. Thus it was not enough to suppose
the bretnren of the Lord to be sons of Joseph oy a
former wife ; Joseph's age must be increased so as to
make it impossible for him to have had children by
his second wife, though this supposition contradict*
what the upholders of this view maintain to be the
very purpose of Mary's marriage, viz. to screen

How could
her from all injurious imputations.
the marriage effect this, if the husband were above
eighty years of age, as Epiphanius says, following
the apocryphal Gospels ?
Again, if this were the
case, why should not the evangelist have stated it
simply, instead of using the cautionary phrases irpiv
ij

ffvveXOsTv

and

ovk iyiviOCTKev airTjv ?w$ oD freKer

?

But

even this was not enough for the ascetic spirit.
Further barriers must be raised between the contamination of matrimony and the virgin ideal.
Joseph himself becomes a type of virginity the
brethren are no longer his sons, but sons of
Clopas, who was either his brother by one tra:

'

'

dition, or his wife's sister's husband by another.
Mary is made the child of promise and of miracle
like Isaac, though not yet exalted to the honours
of the Immaculate Conception ; and we see
Epiphanius already feeling his way to the doctrine
lier
Assumption, which was accepted by
Gregory of Tours in the 6th cent. One other
development may be noticed, as it is found in the
Protevnnqelium, c. 20, though not mentioned by
Epiplmnius, viz. that not only the Conception but
the Birth of our Lord was miraculous
in the
words of Jeremy Taylor ' He that came from His
^ave fast tied with a stone and signature, and
of^

;

:

into the college of

tlie

apostles, the doors being

:
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.
came also (as the Church piously Wieves)
into the world 80 without doing violence to the
virginal and pure body of His mother, that He did
also leave her virginity entire.' * This miracle,
Bupertluous as it is, and directly opposed to the
.

.

words of St. Luke (2^), is yet accepted by Jerome
and his followers, and the allegorical method of
interpretation is pressed to the utmost in order to
gain some support from the t>T for the doctrine

Thus we tind Pearson [Creed,
of the dfirapOei'la.
' This
p. 3i2t!) citing, as a proof of it, Ezk 44'
pate shall be shut, it shall not be opened, and no
man shall enter in by it because the I/jrd, the
Uod of Israel, hath entered in by it, therefore it shall
be shut.' It would surely have been more to the
point to cite the words of the Messianic psalm
'
brethren
(09")
I have become a stranger to
and an alien unto my mother's rhildren ' ; this psalm
being used to illustrate the earthly life of our Lord,
both by St. John: 'The zeal of thy house has
eaten me up; they gave me also ^'all for my meat,
and in my thirst they f;ave me vinegar to drink';
Let tneir habitation be de.snlate.'
and by St. Luke
go on, however, to consider that which
(4)
has been all along the real obstacle in the way of
a literal acceptation of the Scripture narrative,
viz. the objection on the ground of Christian
sentiment. It is ' the tendency,' says Dr. Mill (I.e.
;

my

:

:

'

We

p. 301), 'of
in the flesh,

God manifest

the Christian mystery,

when heartily received, to generate an
unwillingness to believe that the womb thus
divinely honoured should have pven birth to other
'The sentiment of
merely human progeny.'
veneration for this august vessel of grace which
has erer animated Christians . . . could not have
been wanting to the highly-favoured Joseph.' 'On
the impossibility of refuting these sentiments
the truly Catholic Christian will have pleasure in
reposing.'
So Epiphanius, Jerome, and other
ancient writers speak of this as a 'pious belief,' and
the same is reiterated by Hammond and Jeremy
Taylor cited by Mill (p. 309). In answer to this I
would say that, unless we are prepared to admit all
the beliefs of the mediaeval Church, we must beware of allowing too much authority to jiious
opinions.
Is there any extreme of superstition
which cannot plead a 'pious opinion' in its favour?
Of course it is right in studying history, whether
sacred or profane, to put ourselves in tiie position
of the actors, to imagine how they must have felt
and acted but this is not quite the same thing as
imagining how we ourselves should have felt and
acted under their circumstances, until at least we
have done our best to strip oirall that differentiates
the mind of one century from the mind of
another.
If we could arrive at the real feeling
.

.

.

;

of Joseph in respect to his wife, and of Mary
before and after His
in resijcct to her Son
birth, this would undoubtedly be an element of the
highest importance for the determination of the
question before us but to assume that they must
nave felt as a monk, or nun, or celibate priest of
the Middle Ages to assume even, with Dr. Mill,
;

;

understood the mystery
God
flesh,' is not merely to make an
unauthorised assumption, it is to assume what is
pal[>ably contrary to fact.
Mary and Joseph were
religious Jews, espoused to one another, as it is
that they fully
manifest in the

'

natural to suppose, in the belief prevalent among
the .lews that marriage was a <nity, and that a
special blessing attached to a prolilic union.
To
both it is revealed from heaven th.it the Messiah
ahould be bom of Mary by a miraculous conception.
Joseph is told that 'Ins name is to be called Jesus,
because he shall save his people from their sins.'
• Ctiryi. Horn, cxlll. (ap. Solcer,

unr^t

mtti

mXuTu

i^iti*

Canon of the Council in

ii

^tir^.

'I'rullo

11.

p.

SOn):

i

Xfirrit

This wfti ntHniiM

r^iii.

III

!•

Tlie 71)th

towartln the end of the 7th cent.

Mary

32.')

he shall be called
is told, in addition, that
the Son of the Highest, and that the Lord God
shall give him the throne of his father David, and
he shall reign over the house of Jacob for ever.'
There is surely nothing in these words which
would disclose the Christian mystery 'God manifest
in the flesh.'
They point to a greater Moses, >r
David, or Solomon, or Samuel. Mary's hymn of
praise is founded on the recollection of Hannah's
exultation at the fulfilment of prophecy in the
birth of her son.
Her mind would naturally turn
to other miraculous births, to that of Isaac under
the old dispensation, to that now impending in the
And as there was
case of her cousin Elisabeth.
nothing in the announcement made to them which
could enable them to realise the astounding truth
that He who was to be bom of Mary was Very God
of Very God, so there is nothing in the subsequent
life of Mary which would lead us to believe that
she,

'

any more than His

apostles,

had

realised it

before llis resurrection.
On the contrary, it is
plain that such a belief fully realised would have
made it impossible for her to fulfil, I do not say
her duties towards her husband, but her duties
towards the Lord Himself during His infancy and
childhood.
It is hard enough even now to hold
together the ideas of the humanity and divinity of
Christ without doing violence to either but to
those who knew Him in the flesh we may safely
say it was impo.ssible until the Comforter had come
and revealed it unto them. As to what should be
the relations between the husband and wife after
the birth of the promised Child there is one thing
we may be sure of, viz. that these would be determined, not by personal considerations, but either
by immediate inspiration, as the journey to Egypt
and other events had been, or, in the absence of
this, by the one desire to do what they believed to
be best for the bringing up of the Child entrusted
can imagine their feeling it to ba
to them.
a duty to abstain from bringing other children into
the world, in order that they might devote themselves more exclusively to the nurture and training
of Jesus. On the other hand, the greatest prophets
and saints had not been brought up in solitude.
Moses, Samuel, and David hail had brothers and
sisters.
It might be God's will that the Messiah
should experience in this, as in other things, the
common lot of man. Whichever way the Divine
guidance might lead them, we may be sure that
the response of Mary would be still as before
'
Behold the handmaid of the Lord, be it unto me
according to thy word.' Even if the language of
the Gospels had been entirely neutral on this
matter, it would surely have been a piece of high
presumption on our part to assume that God's
providence must always follow the lines suggested
by our notions of what is seemly but when every
conceivable barrier has been placed in the way of
this interpretation by the frequent mention uf
brothers of the Lord, living with llis mother and in
constant attendance upon her when He is called
her firstborn son, and when St. Matthew goes into
whiit we might have been inclined to think iilmost
unnecessary detail in fixing a limit to the sepacan wo
ration between husband and wife,
characterise it otherwise than as a contumacious
setting up of an artificial tradition above the
written W ord, if we insist upon it that brother
must mean, not brother, but either cousin or one
who is no bloodrelation at all; that lirstliorn
does not imjily other children 8ubse(|uently born
that the limit fixed to separation does not imply
;

We

;

;

—

'

'

'

'

;

subsequent union

!

LlTRRATniR.— Fuller Information may be found in Bishop
I>iffhtfoot'8 iliiwortation on the ilrethren of the IjOrd. admimhle
alike for thoroiii;hnciw, '?IcartieHi4, anil fairness, which iscontaiiu^d
in his Commentary on the KpistU to the Gaiatians, ed. 10, pp^
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253-291. It is from him I have borrowed the terras HieronjTnian,
Epiphanian, Helvidlan, to classify the main theories which have
He himself held the second
been put forwattl on the subject.
theory.
The first is advocated by Dr. Mill (PantheiBtic
PrincipU9, pt. ii. pp. 220-316), and in a less extreme form by

dynasties the bricks for government buildings often
bear a stamp of the king's name, and sometimes a
special stamp naming the particular building for
which they wdre intended. Tlie wooden stamps
Dr. P. Scheg^(Jafco&t«, der Bruderdei Herm. Miinchen, 18S3).
for this purpose have been found, as well as the
The argument for the third is given in Credner's EinlHtutig,
moulding frames.
Laurent's Neutf^t. Sludien, Farrar's Early Days oj Christianity,
In the celebrated question of the straw (Ex 5'""),
ch. xix., the articles 'Maria' and Jakobus' in Herzo^''8 EncycL
/. prot. TheoL, and the introduction to my Commentary on the
which has passed into an English proverb, there
JEpistU qf St. Jame$t from which the present article is chiefly
Straw
is something to be said on the Egyp. side.
taken.
J. B. MAYOE.
was not by any means universally used, often jdain
mud and sand, or mud and pebbles, were used and it
BRIBERY.—See Crimes.
was far more important to get the tale of bricks done
BRICK {n}3^). The usual material for building than to be too particular about the straw. Next,
throughout all Eastern countries is mud brick. In the chopped straw regularly kept in stock and
supplied (the tibn of the present day) is a very_
rainless Egypt this is a perfect substance for walls,
and the great defences of towns and sanctuaries valuable cattle food, and the main support a'
were immensely massive walls of dried mud, up to animals during the inundation, as it is more sweet
Hence to restrict
80 ft. in thickness. The same was used for arches and grassy than En", straw.
and domes and for pillars, as in the great hall of its use for brick-making, and to require waste
In Babylonia as wide a material, such as stubble, to be found, was quite
700 pillars of Akhenaten.
be seen
use of mud brick is found, walls, ramparts, and customary; and many more bricks are to
zikkurats being entirely made of it, from the made with waste than those containing good food
may note that the taskmasters were
In Persia, India, tibn.
earliest Bab. age downward.
Hebrews,
China, and Mexico, mud brick is a universal the Egyp. overseers, while the officers were
material ; it has sheltered far the greater part of chiefs of the gangs, held responsible for the
well-known
the human race, and the use of red or burnt brick quantity delivered. Considering the
11' 21">), we must
In Pal. mud character of the Hebrews (Nu
is quite an exception in history.
They had
bricK was largely used in Amorite times, thick not take their grievances too seriously.
and full diet, by their own
fortifications being made of it. The form was more at least in Egypt a good
better than, that
like the Babylonian, being a square tUe, whereas confession (Nu IP), as good as, or
the Egyptians used a brick of our present shape. of the Egyp. peasant of the present day.
W. M. Flinders Petrie.
Throughout the Jewish period, mud brick was
BRIDE. In patriarchal times the bride is comgenerally used, faced with stone jambs and lintels
monly chosen, not by the hride^om, but by his
at the doorways, and plastered white all over.
In PhUistia, parents or friends, and they do not necessarily
Such was the Egyptian method.
down to the present time, the villages are of mud- consult him. Abraham sends a confidential servant
Judah takes
brick houses domed, and the rainfall is absorlied to find a bride for Isaac (Gn 24).
inby a thick crop of grass which grows on the roof, Tamar as a bride for his son Er (38*). Isaac
And, in the
structs Jacob as to his choice (28^).
kind is the pasture ground of the goats.
wife for
In the OT there is allusion to burning bricks absence of the father, Hagar takes a
and such burnt Ishmael (2P>). Where the bridegroom chooses,
for the tower of Babel (Gn IP)
proposal, as in the
bricks were largely used in Babylonia, owing to it is his father who makes the
(Jg U--'").
the wetness of the soil and climate. They were cases of Shechem (SI*-*) and Samson
usually
very rare in Egypt until Roman times, but became Whether the consent of the bride was
Gn 24^* is not evidence.
asked, is not clear
general in the age of Constantine.
The brick-making in Egypt was a common Perhaps Rebekah was only asked whether she
previously agreed
occupation for captives, and the celebrated picture would go at once ; it had been
And these patriarchal customs
at Thebes of the foreign brickraakers, guarded by that slie was to go.
East a
an Egyp. overseer, is very well known. The black have not undergone much change in the
till the
Nile soil of the country is first dug down into a bride may know nothing of the bridegroom
hole already made at any convenient spot near the wedding.
Tlie bride was commonly paid for; i.e. her
water it is then mixed mth sufficient sand, if a
good quality is desired, and with chopped straw, father received money or service in return for
31" 34", 1 S
which IS cut up thus by the threshing rollers used his consent to part with her (Gn
Water is poured over it, and it is 18^-" etc.). The bride herself received no do\vTy
at harvest.
Baskets of this and To 7" is tlie earliest mention of a marriage
trampled into a smooth paste.
the nature of a
paste are then carried out to the moulding ground, contract, which perhaps was of
a smooth clear space near at hand. The moulder settlement.
Betrothal was much more serious than engageplaces liis wooden mould on the ground, lifts a
of
double handful of the mud, and droi)s it in, pre.sses ment 'is with us. Unfaithfulness on the part
he then lifts the the bride during the interval between betrothal
it down, and wipes oil' the surjihis
mould frame by its handle, and leaves the brick on and marriage was regarded as adulterj', and might
22-^-^).
She was to
the ground to dry ; the frame is then placed close be punished with death (Dt
and this makes it
to it, and another is moulded, until the ground be stoned, not strangled
These probable that the 'woman taken in adultery'
is covered with bricks in regular rows.
was betrotlu'il and not yet married ([.In] S-"-*).
Nothing of the kind is found in Greek or Roman
law, according to which betrothal was a mere
Eromise on the part of the bride to marry the
ridegroom, and did not create any legal obligation.
There was no penalty for breach of promise
(Smith, Diet, of Aiit. 3rd ed. ii. p. 140a).
The main feature in the marriage ceremony,
which was a legal formality rather than a religious
BBICK STAMP OF WOOD, EOTPTIAN, XVIH. DTN.
rite, was the fetching of tlie bride from the house of
her father to the house of the bridegroom or his
remain for a week or more to dry in the sun, and father.
Among the Greeks the bride prejiared
are then ready for building. From the I8th to 21st herself for the wedding by a bath and at Athens
•

;

—

We

—

;

;

:

;

;

'

;

;

;

'

;'

BRIDEGROOM

BR^)EGROO^['S FRIEND

the water for Xoi-rpoi' wiiipiKbv was taken from the
fountain Callirrhoe. Tliere is reason for believing
tliat Jewish brides did the like, and that there is

riage (Dt 2u'), and for a year after marriage (Dt
comp. Lk 14*). This points to the conclusion
that in the case of adults the time of betrothal did
not usually exceed a year.
For the relation of bridcCTOom to bride as
typical of the spiritual relationship between
j""
and Israel, and between Christ and the Church,
see the article Bride.
A. Plummer.

allusion to this custom (Uu 3^ Ezk S;!", Eph 5=-").
If the la.st reference is correct, the allusion is very
striking.
At the wedding the bride wore a veil,
which entirely covered her, a sash, and a crown.
•Attire' in Jer 2"* prob. means the bridal sash
(cf. Is 3» RVm, 49'»), and katldh, the Heb. word

by some connected with the crown.*
bride remained veiled throughout; and thus
Jacob did not detect the substitution of Leah for
Embroidery, perfumes, and
lUchel (Uu 29™"^).
jewels were usual with those who could afford
"•
45''49'«
61>», Rev 21»).
»,
Is
them (Ps
In mystical language 'the bride' in the OT
and the bridegroom or husband is
is Israel,
This image prevails throughout Ps 45, and is
J".
found in various passages in the Prophets (Is 54°
Pos-sibly the Song of Songs
62», Jer 3'*, Hos 2"').
was mystically interpreted among the Jews even
before it was admitted to the Canon.
Hence
idolatry on the part of Israel is ' playing the
3'-»-e),
harlot'^ (Jer
U 'whoredom' (Hos 4" 9'),
and worthy of death (Ps 73-'').
In the
the bride is the Church, and the
bridegroom is Christ (2 Co 11', Rev 19' 21»-»,
Mt 9", Jn 3^) and in the Apoc. the bride is
usually the ideal Church, the heavenly Jerusalem.
But in Rev 22" we have the bride
used of 'the Church militant here on earth,'
praying to her Lord to return to her.
Here
again, al.so, an apostate Church is regarded as a
harlot (17'-').
A. Plummer.

24°,

BRIDEGROOM'S FRIEND

for bride, is

The

NT

'

'

;

'

BRIDEGROOM.— Much that might be

said under

this head lias been anticipated in the article BRIDE.
To this day in the East the bridegroom has, as a
rule, little to do with the choice of the bride.
Love matches are rare, and in many cases are

In the OT we see that where the son
bride independently of his parents,
his relations with the latter were not happy (On
2g«. » 27").
Jehoiada the priest chooses wives
for the orphan king, Joash (2 Ch 24', corap. 25'").
The interval between betrothal and marriage might
be of any duration, for the espousal of children to
one anotiier has always been common in the East;
but a year for maidens and a month for widows
impo.s-sible.

chose his

own

Beems to have been customary.

On the wedding day the bridegroom wore a
garland (Ca 3", comp. Is 61'") as well as the
bride, and was often profusely perfumed (Ca 3°).
Weddings commonly took place in the evening
and at the proper time the bridegroom sets out,
along with his companions' (Jg 14"), the sons of
the bride-chamber' (Mk 2'», Lk 5"), with lights
(2 Es 10'- ») and music (1 Mac 9»'), to fetch the
bride.
She also is accompanied by companions,
maidens, some of whom start with her from her
fatlier's house (Ps 45"), while others join the
bridal party afterwards, all of them jjrovided with
lamps (.Mt 25'-").
Thus they go to meet the
bridegroom, who conducts the whole party to the
wedding feast, which might last many Jays (Jg
14", To 8'").
The details of the ceremony would
vary, esp. as regards magnificence but tliere was
not of neces.sity any religious rite. The essential
act wiui the brulegrooiii's fetching the bride from
her home to his.
Of the custom of jiroviiliiig
wedding garments for guests nothing is known
with certainty (Mt 22"-^0, for Jg 14" is not in
]x>int; but rich clothing is in the East one of the
commonest of presenUs. A bridegroom was exempt
from military service lietween betrothal and mar'

'

;

• But lhl» la vcrj- uncertain (c(. Frd. Delitzscti, PnUq. ISO t.
Nildeke, XDIIO, iseo, p. 737). W. R. Smilti (Kinthip, 292)
;

makea kalUih = one closed

in.*
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of having a special
(6 <pi\os ToO vvfj.<piov)

The Jewi.sh custom
friend of the bridegroom
is alluded to only once in
'

Scripture (Jn 3^), where John the Baptist is
contrasting his own po.sition with that of Christ.
His disciples must not be jealous of the success of
Christ, for Christ is the Bridegroom who is the
possessor of the bride, while John is onlj' the
Bridegroom's friend, who prepares for the marriage,
and has his reward in the joyous expression of tlie
Bridegroom's satisfaction. The importance of the
friend of the Bridegroom comes to an end when the
marriage is over, but that of the Bridegroom continues 1x) increase.
This friend of the bridegroom ' must not be
confounded with the sons of the bride-chamber
(ol i/Ioi ToC n'/i^iivos), who were very numerous (Mt
9'°,
2'", Lk 5").
Indeed any wedding guest
might be included in the expression, or even any
one who took part in the bridal procession. The
was somewhat analogous to our best
friend
'

'

Mk

'

'

'

man,' but he had far more onerous and delicate
duties. Sometimes he took the place of a parent in
negotiating the marriage at the outset. He was
the chief agency of communication between the
betrothed parties in the interval between espousals
and marriage. He made the preparations for the
wedding, and in some cases presided at the marHe conducted the married pair to
riage feast.
the bridal chamber.
The custom of having groomsmen of this kind
seems to have prevailed in Juda'a, but not in
Galilee.
In this, as in other things, the customs

more moilest and simple. And it
worth noting that at the marriage in Cana of
Galilee there is no mention of any Shoshcbhei/mi or
groomsman, a point which conlirnis the accuracy
of Galilee were
is

Tlie
ruler of the feast
the narrative.
is
evidently not the 'friend of the bridegroom,' for
he compliments the bridegroom upon tlie pleasing
surprise of excellent wine towards the end of the
feast. Had he been the 'friend of the bridegroom,'
the arrangements would have been his own, and
When the
his remark would have been different.
Bapti.st speaks of the friend of the Bridegroom,'
be is not in Galilee, and being a .Iud:ean his
language is in accordance with Juda-an customs
(see Ederslieim, Life and TiTnes of the Messiah,
i. pp. 354, 355, and notes 603, 064).
Tlie Taliiuul frees the 'friends of the bridegroom' and all the 'sons of the bride-chamber'
from the duty of dwelling in booths at the Feast
Almost everj'thing is to give
of Tabernacles.
way to the duty of making glad the bridal pair.
They are not to be made to fast or mourn and
if in the wedding procession they meet a funeral,
it is the funeral that must turn aside.
John the Bajitist came to make overtures from
the Bridegroom to His ])cople (ol Mioi), to prepare
tliem for espousal with Ilim, to present tliein to
Him when any were ready, to point Him out to
them (Jn l™'-). St. Paul claims to hold a similar
othce in reference to his converts.
1 am jealous
over you with a go<lly jealousy for I es|)ousod you
to one Husband, that I might present you as a pure
virgin to Christ' (2 Co 11^).
The time until the
.SLMond Advent is the interval between betrothal
and marriage and, until the marriage of the Lamb
takes place, the apostle feels that he is in a
of

'

'

'

;

'

:

;

A

,
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BRIDGE
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for the

measure responsible

larf'e

bride.

BRIDGE.—The word

conduct of the
A. PluMMER.

not found in

is

OT

or

NT

(although LXX of Is 37" has ica! eer,Ka ti<t>vpa.v),
occurring only in 2 Mac 12" AV, in connexion with
the siege of Caspis by Judas. The rarity of the
bridge was due to the foU. circumstances: (1)
Rivers often served as tribal boundaries and
military barriers. (2) Most of the streams were
torrents in winter that were apt to sweep away

and in summer were easUy forded.
The roads on each side were not usually meant
bridges,

(3)

for

vehicles, but were bridle-paths for such baggageRecent
animals as camels, mules, and donkeys.
excavations have proved that at Nippur, in Babylonia, the arch of burnt brick was in use as early as
4000 B.C. (See BABYLONIA, p. 219".)
G. M. Mackie.
BRIDLE.—See Bit. BRIERS. See Thorns
AND Thistles.

—

the Jordan and the Yarmuk is due to the passage
of the waters tlirough volcanic rocks belonging to
their
late Tertiary periods wliich still retain some of
original heat at various depths below the surface ;
and, as Lartet observes, most of the springs on the
east side of the Jordan rise from the great Ime of
fault which ranges along the base of the Moabite

Arabah).

table-land * (see

.

besides in the narrative of Un 19-*,
repeatedly referred to in connexion with denunciations of the wTath of God on tlie wicked, whether
nations (Dt29»», 13 349) or individuals (Ps IP). The
extensive occurrence of sulplmr in the depression

Brimstone

is,

Dead Sea indicates that this substance may
have contributed towards the destruction of the

of the

HULL.

E.

Cities of the Plain.

BRING There are many obsolete or archaic
uses of the verb 'to bring' in AV, of w-hich
1. 'Bring on
the following deserve attention.
the way,' i.e. to escort, Gn 18" Abraham went
21"
with them, to b. them on the way {n)v) Ac
tUl we
'
they all brought us on our way
were out of the city {rpoT^inru, so Ac 15', Ro 15
1").
Or 'to bring on one's journey. Tit 3",
'

'

;

46* 51» AV).—
{fV> firySn, Jer
mail-shirt worn by a brigand, i.e. in its original
has 'coat of
sense, a light-armed soldier.

BRIGANDINE

RV

mail.'

See Breastplate.

W.

E. Barnes.

BRIMSTONE (nnca, e«o>').— Sulphur is one of the
most widely distributed of mineral substances. It
occurs in combination with various metals, forming
«iulphurets and sulphates, and in combination with
it is also found in all
lime, producing gypsum
volcanic countries, often in a pure state and in
;

large masses ; as, for example, in Sicily, Italy,
Volcano (one of the Lipari Islands), TeneriflFe, Iceland, etc. The exhalations of volcanoes include,
generally, sulphurous acid and sulphurated hydrogen, two gases which, if moist, readily decompose
each other into water and sulphur. In Palestine
sulphur is present in most, if not all, of the hot
springs which break out along the valley of the
Jordan and Dead Sea, while gypseous bands are
abundant amongst the deposits which form the
terraces of the valley, and were portions of the bed
of the Jordan valley lake at a time when the
waters of the Dead Sea stood at a level of several
hundred feet above its present surface.* On the
east side of the present lake there are several hot
sulphur springs, the most important of which are

the Zerka Ma in (Callirrhoe) and Wady Ghuweir.t
former, described by Josephu8,J has a maximum temperature of 143° F. according to Canon
Tristram. § On the western side of the Dead Sea
there are several sulphur springs, sometimes rising
at the margin of the waters, such as those of Shukif
near 'Ain Jidi, and S. of Wady Khuderah, and at
Wady Maharat all these have a high temperature.il
The Hammamat near Tiberias are well known, and
are still largely used for the cure of rheumatism and
other disorders. The temperature as determined
by Anderson reaches 143° F.; the waters are highly
sulphurous. 11 Next to the above the most important sulphur springs near the Jordan valley are
those of the Yarmuk, N. of Uram ^^eis (Gadara),
described by Robinson ;** the temperature reaches
109° F., and the remains of the Roman baths are
There can be no doubt that the
still standing.
high temperature of the springs in the valleys of

The

;

.

.

.

,

'

2 Co

on my journey
1 Co 16' 'that ye may bring me
whithersoever I go' (irpoTriinru, RV 'b. forward
on

my

as 3

j.',

Jn« AV, RV).

Tourneur

Cf.

bring you oer
'
the fields.' Similar is the phrase to bring by a
way Is 42" I will bring the blind by a way that
they know not' and cf. 2 S 7" thou hast brought
me hitherto.' 2. Bring about occurs only Uv\ce,
and not in the mod. sense of cause to happen,' but
5'° 'they
'cause to come round' (Heb. icn), 1 S
have brought about the ark of the God of Israel
2 § 3" to b. about all Israel unto thee.
to us
Cf. Shaks. 3 Henry IV. II. v. 27—

'Th« skie

(1611)
'

is

dark;

we'll

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

How many

'

hours bring about the day t'

back,'
3. Bring again, in the sense of 'bring

ii

frequent (Heb. mostly 3X".3). In Gn 14" b. back
andf b. again are used in turn, showing that
the phrases were identical in meaning and in'

'

'

in

different

use,

'And he brought back

(3^;;)

the goods, and also brouglit again (nVo) hia
favourite exi)ression is 'b. again
brother Lot.'
the captivity,' always of J' ('again' " jf ed with
16»» 29" 39",
the first perion, Jer 30= 4S" 49=^, Ezk
9"
back' with the 2nd and 3rd pers.,
Jl 3',
Back is omitted in AV, but
Ps 14' 53' 85').t

all

A

Am

'

;

'

'

RV, in Ec 32" who shall b. him to
him back to see') what shall be after

introduced by
see

(RV

'b.

'

him?' See Again. 4. Bring forth is the tr° of
a great variety of expressions whose shade of
Notice
meaning ought not to be obliterated.
the
esp. Is 41" 'bring forth your strong reasons,
only example of the obsol. meaning to adduce,
express' of. More (1532) 'The places of Scripture
whiche Helvidius broughte ftirth for the conBesides the use of this
5. Bring up.
trarye.'
phrase literally, as 'to bring up out of Egypt,
Gn 46* I will go down with thee into Egypt and
or 'up to
again
I will also surely bring thee up
6" 'David
.
Jerus.' in ref. to its height, 2 S
brou"ht up the ark of the LORD with shouting,
when
Ezr 1" All these did Sheshbazzar brmg up,
they of the captivity were brouglit up from liabyits
lon unto Jerusalem'' or to the temple in ref. to
'

'

;

'

;

'

;

.

.

'

;

• Dr. Blanckenkorn discuasefl the process of formation of
r?T>seou8 deposits in the Jordan valley : ' Enst. und Gesch. des
Todten Meers,' ZHUch. d. DeuUch. falattina-Vereiru (ISM).
f Tristram, Land qf iloab, p. 3B3.
j
j

Ant.

xvii. vi.

Land o/ iloab, p. 242. The above is the temperature of the
L.artet gives the
hottest of several sprincs at its source.
temperature of 8S* F. (31* Cent), but this was taken from the
Exploration,
290
(1880).
Vo]/a<ie
d'
p.
Itream.
of Isratl. pp. 283, 305, and 8fi8.
I Tristram, Land
% Lieut. Lynchs Exped., Off. Rep. p. 202.

X Fhy: Otog

UoId Land,

241.

elevated situation, Neh lO'* 'the Levites shall
of
bring up the tithe of the tithes unto the house
our God' or up out of .e earth,' 1 S 28« 'and
he (Saul) said, I pray thee, divine unto me by the
I
familiar spirit, and bring me up wliomsoever
'

;

• Lartet, mpra. cU. ; HuU, Gfel'VV o.f Arabia- Petraa ana
PalesliM, Hem. Pal. Bxplor. Soc. (18b6), p. 23
enough, is always a<e*. The me»nin«
t The Heb., strangely
See Driver on Dt 303.
la disputed.

—

;

BROID, BROLDER
»• u w^ u

BROTHERLY LOVE

besides these,
name unto thee,' so
khere is the familiar plirase to bring up, i.e. train,
lO", 2 S 21*. Job
children see esp. Gn 5U^, 2
31", Pr 29", La 4», Lk 4", Ac 13> Manaen, which
had been brought up w-ith Herod (RV the fosterbrother of), 22*, Eph 6*. But the most important
IB the obsol. use of this phrase to signify the
he hath
originating of slander, as Dt 22'*- "
brought up an evil name upon a virgin of Israel'
cf. Nu 13" ' they brought up an evil report of the
•hall

:

K

;

'

'

'

'

J.

land.'

BROID, BROIDER.— I Ti

Hastings.

'with broided hair'
gives the mod.
AV Jth 10* braided the
spelling
hair of her head,' for Coverdale's ' broyded.' Cf.
{ir

T\iyiuiaiv,
'

2»

'in

plaits').
braided,' as
in

'

RV

'

Hir yelow heer woa broyded
Behind hire back.'

in

a trewe

b.

coat'

is

(RV

given Ex 28* as tr. of py ? tashbez, a
'coat of chequer work') ; and seven
'

"

" ")

times in Ezk
as tr. of nipT
rikmAh.
Broid,' which means to weave or plait,
and broider,' which means to adorn with needlework (mod. 'embroider'), have no connexion in
etymology or meaning (tliough they were often
confounded in the 16tli cent.), yet most mod. edd.
of A V give broidered for broided in 1 Ti 2».
J. HA.STINOS.
BROKENHEARTED Three words (mistakenly
spelt with liyphen in mod. edd. AV) are (1)
'bpokenfootcd,' Lv 21'», (2) 'brokenhanded,' 21'»
(\, S;t "gy, which Oxf. Heb. Lex. takes to mean
fracture of the leg and of the arm), and (3)
brokenhearted,' Is 61' (^^-'laf j), Lk 4'* (jvmtrpiiJLfUvm T^i> KapSlav, exactly as LXX of Is 61'). For
the thought cf. Ps 34'» 51'' 109"- *", Pr 15", Is 57"
66«, and see Contiute.
J. Hasting.s.
(16'»-

>»•

26'* 27'-

'

'

'

'

'

through deep and narrow channels, and then, or
reaching the maritime plain, they follow a sluggish
course to the sea-coast.
It is otherwise, however,
with the brooks entering the Jordanic valley for,
in consequence of their sources being less distant
from their outlets than is the case with the
Mediterranean tributaries, and the vertical fall
being much greater, they have eroded their
channels sometimes to extraordinary depths, and
issue forth on the Jordanic plain through ravines
bounded by lofty walls of rock which are continuous
with the cliffs and escarpments forming the margin
of the plain iUself.
As exarajiles of these may be
mentioned (a) the W.ldy el-'Aujch, which has its
source at a height of about 3UUU feet above the
level of the Mediterranean, and descends to its
outlet in the Jordan valley to a depth of 1200 feet
below the same plane
the total fall being 4200
feet within a distance of about 15 miles, or at the
rate of 280 feet per mile
(b) the Kelt, which,
rising in springs at Bireh (lieeroth) at a level of
about 2800 feet, reaches the Jordan at a level of
1170 feet below the same plane within a distance
;

;

Chaucer, Enighft Tale, 1061.

Broldered

323

'

'

;

of 21 miles ;
feet per mile

the fall being at the rate of 190
and (c) the brook Kidron (Wady elNahr), which, rising at the Virgin's Fountain, E.
of Jerusalem, at a level of about 2400 feet, enters
the Dead Sea through the remarkable gorge of
Mar Saba, at a level of 1300 feet below the same
plane the total fall being at the rate of 264 feet
;

;

per mile. These examples will suffice to gdve some
idea of the character of the brook channels to the
east of the ridge, or plateau, of Western Palestine.
Some of those that enter the Jordanic depression
from the Moabite plateau pass through remarkably
deep channels, of which the Callirrhoe (Zerka'
Ma in) and the Amon (Mojib) are examples.
E. Hull.

BROOM, Job
BROOCH, Ex 35^ RV.—See Bracelet, Buckle.

BROTH, Jg

—

BROOK (Vn;). There is no absolute distinction
between a brook and a river, except as regards size,
and this distinction will vary with each country.
Perhaps the only stream in Palestine to which the
term 'river' is applicable is the Jordan but in tlie
AV the term is applied to a few other streams
such as the Kishon (Jg 4' 5"
in 1 K 18*> it is
called a 'brook'), and the 'River of Egypt' AV
(\Vady el-'Arish), Nu 34», is translated Brook of
Egypt,' RV. 'rnj has no proper Eng. equivalent,
brook suggesting sometliing too small. It cor-

30*

RV.—See Juniper.

6'»- *>,

Is

65*.— See Food.

BROTHER.—See Family,

BROTHERLY LOVE

and Brethren.

Brotheriylove

{<t>i\<xit\<pla)

imjiiirtant.

the love which Christians cherish for each other
as brothers.' The word brother has, according
to Grimm, four senses in the NT.
It is (1) brother
by natural birth, as in Mt 4" (2) member of the
same nation, as in Ro 9'; (3) fellow-man, as in Mt
S**- ", though it may be questioned whether the sense
is not in tliis |)assage and in Mt 7' fellow-citizen
in the kingdom of God
and 4) fellow-Christian.
The last sense is the prevailing and characteristic
one in the NT. The people who call God Father,'
and Jesus 'Lord,' call each other 'brother' and
'sister' (Ja 2", Ro 10').
A collective name for the
whole body from this point of view is i5<\(p6T-nt,
5»).
the brotherhood (1 P
In 1 P 2" the commandment to honour all is followed by that to
love the brotherhood. The verb used in this case,
and in most similar cases, is d7a7rav but the substantive for brotherly love is ^iXaJ<\0/a.
It is the
fundament«.l and all-inclusive duty of Christiana
as related to each other.
It goes back to express
words of Christ, asin Jn 13" In this shall all men
know that ye are my discijiles, if j-e have luve (irie
to another."^ In St. John's Epistles (1 Jn 2™- 3'"- '<
4?. ii.»5i) it is made the criterion, both to Christiana
themselves and to the world, of the reality of their
faith,
we know that we have passed from death
unto life, because we love the brethren.' In St.

fi'estem Palestine.
The brooks of the region
lying to the west of the Jordan valley take tlieir
rise near the centre of the plateau in springs, and
thence descend to the shores of the Mediterranean
on the one hand, or to the Jonlan and Dead Sea on
the other. The former commence with a rapid full

Paul's earliest Epistle (1 Th 4*) it is referred to
as a thing which may be taken for granted among
Christians
Concerning ipiXaSeXtpla you have no
need that any one should write to you
for yon
yourselves are taught of God to love one another.'
In other words, it is an instinct of the new nature

;

;

'

'

'

responds exactly to Waily.
Palestine, regarded in the widest sense of
the term, is remarkable for its 'brook' courses.
Many of them, however, are now dry, or only
occasionally contain water
but they testify tiy
thpir depth and extent to the existence of a former
period when the rainfall was much greater than it
18 at the present H.iy.
This observation applies
sspecially to the valleys of the Sinaitic peninsula
and the great limestone plateau, known as the
Badlet et-Tth, extending from the aoiitliurn limits
of the territory of .ludali along tlie lialir esSaba
to the Sinaitic mountainH.
Most of the brooks of
Northern and Western Palestine are perennial (being
fed in dry weather by the springs which issue forth
from the limestone strata or other permeable formation, sucli as the basaltic sheets of the Haurdn
and .laul.ln), and give rise to many fine streams,
)( which the Hieromax (Yarmfik) is the most
;

'

'

is

'

'

'

;

;

(

'

;

'

'

:

'

;

"

;
'
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BUFFET

In the Epistle to the Romans ( 121°) gt p^^j ^j^g Christians in their brotlierly love be <f>t\6iTTopyoi, i.e. love
one another with the unforced natural affection of
those who really are members of the same family.
St. Peter in his first Epistle (1--) makes <pi\ade\<f>ia
ivvrdKpiTos, ' undissembled brotherly love,' the very
end in view when believers sanctify their souls in

obedience to the truth.
To receive the divine
in the gospel is to consecrate the soul for
a life ruled by love. The writer's ovra fervid sjiirit
inspires his words when he adds, 'love one another
from the heart ardently.' In the second Epistle
(1') <pi\aoe\(pia and dYaTTT) are combined to complete the garland of Christian virtues.
(piKaSeXipla,
the mutual love of Christians, is to be added to
eiri^eta, since a religion which does not unite its
devotees by bonds of reciprocal affection is fatally
onesided
and 0iXa5. is to be supplemented by
dydir-ri, the love of the members in the household
of faith for each other, by a larger love which
excludes none.
Wherever there is fellowship of
life there must be fellowship of love as well.
The
tie is as real between man and man as between
Christian and Christian, but in the nature of
things it cannot be so close. Brotherly love will
vary in its manifestations with the varying
necessities of human life, but in He 13'"' ('Let
(piXaScXipla continue,' or
abide ') two modes of its
manifestation are urged which were specially
important in NT times. The first is hospitality.
This was the more to be enforced on the Hebrews,
because they might be tempted even by surviving
religious scruples to shut their doors on those who
were really tlieir brethren in Christ though aliens
to their traditions.
But its importance as an
element in <pi\aSe\(pla is shown also by such
passages as 1 P 4*'-, Ro 12". The otlier is assistance to persons enduring persecution for the
kjOsnel.
"The Hebrews are praised (He 6""- and
iO"'-) for what they have already done in this way;
and here the duty is finally commended to them
liy the consideration that they themselves are also
in the (a) body,' and therefore liable to the same
calamities, and possibly soon to need the same consideration.
The actual devotion of Christians to
both these forms of brotherly love hospitality and
^are of prisoners is curiously illustrated in Lucian,
De Morte Peregrini, § 12. 16. See Bleek on He 13'-».

message

;

'

'

—

—
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used only in
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describe certain of Laban's sheep

J. Dennev.
SQsasi.ss. w
(j) to
(Din,

RV

'

black

').

See CoLOUBS.

BRUIT.—Jer

10" the noise of the bruit is come
'rumour,' Amer. RV 'tidings'); and
Nah 3'» all that hear the bruit of thee (so RV,
Amer. RV report,' Heb. )i~v. Botli Heb. words
from KV to hear). B. occurs also 2 M,ic 4** the
1). thereof was spread abroad
(4>v/JLti, RV as AV)
S' the b. of his manliness was spread everywhere
(\a\id, RV 'his courage was loudly talked of
everywhere'). In all these places b. (wliicli is the
'

RV

(1^10?'

'

'

'

'

'

'

l'"r. bruit from bruire to make a noise, roar) means
simply report. The word is pronounced as brute,
as indeed it was very often spelt. J. Hastings.

2

P 2" Wyclif and Rheims NT

have unreasonabla
'

AV

' brut€
beasts,' Tindale, Cranmer, Geneva, and
beasts ; but in Jude v.'" wliile Wyclif and Rheims
have ' dumb beasts,' Tindale, Cranmer, and
Geneva give beasts which are without reason.'
Brutish is given in Ps 94«, Is 19", Jer 10»51", Ezk 21" as tr. of tlie verb lyn bd'ar 'to be
stuj)id ; and in Ps 49" 92", Pr 12' 30^ to which
adds Ps TS*" as tr. of the noun is;3 ba'ar
'

'

"

'

RV

brutishness.' The idea is thoughtless ignorance
like that of beasts.
J. HASTINGS.
'

BUCKET.— See

under Food.

BUCKLE, or rather brooch («-6piri;, Jtbula), on
the same principle as a modem safety-pin, by
which the over-garment or wrap (xXai^-a, palla,
saguin) was pinned at the slioulder.
In the
Rom. world presents often took the form of brooches
(Plant. Epid. v. i. 33; Mil. Glor. iv. i. 13), as
presents of jewellery are made amongst us. The
rewards for valour, distinguished service, etc. in the
Rom. army, took sometimes the shape of brooches
(Arch. Epigr. Mitth. iii. p. 51), which came to
resemble modern epaulettes and served as military
decorations.
In the Western Provinces of the
Rom. Empire golden brooches were common, and
have survived to our day in great numbers. In the
Oriental Provinces, however, as appears from
1 Mac 10^ ll"* H", only kinn;s or king-priests were
allowed the use of gold. This restriction of the
use of gold (as of purjile) is probably a survival of
one of the royal and priestly taboos, found all
over the world. But, when taken up into the
political system of the Empire, it produced a sort
of Order of the Buckle, which may be compared
with our Order of tlie Garter, though no myth was
invented to account for the origin of the former.
,

'

'

F. B.

Jevons.

BUCKLER (pc magm). —The buckler was a round
shield, small and easily carried, whereas the true
shield, Heb. njs zinnah { = dvpe6s in Eph 6"), was

large and oblong, sometimes carried by a bearer
(1 S 17'), sometimes used as a screen behind which
an archer miglit shoot against tlie defenders of a
wall (Ezk 26', where the tr. should be shall set up
shields').
Polybius describes the shield as having
a double framework of wood fastened together with
glue and with a covering on the outer surface, first
It had also round
of linen and then of calf's skin.
the edge, above and below, an iron rim, so tliat it
above,
or again be
from
could meet sword-cuts
fixed firmly against the ground without injury
(Polyb. vi. 23.
Cf. the rest of the passage (a)
'

quoted under ARMOUR).
It was this true shield, just described, which was
carried by the legionaries, and to which St. Paul
alhides: feph 6'« ' the shield of faith.' Cf. Ps 91*
'His truth is a shield and a buckler' RV, where,
however, 'buckler' should be 'endosing-sliield,' nnna
God's faithfulness
sohcrnh, a .synonym of ziimnh.
meeting man's faith makes man's defence perfect.
W. E. Barnes.

BUFFET, a

dim. from buff a blow (still existman's buff"), is (1) noun=a bloM', as
19='
Jn
Wye. thei gauen to livm butlattis,' and (2)
verb=give blows, beat, as Pilgr. Per/. (1520) 2.')9,
Wlion lie was buH'etted and beten for vs.' In AV
the verb only is used, and always as tr. of (coXa^ffoj
ent

in

'

'

lilind

'

BRUTE, BRUTISH.— Brute
'

beasts' (2 P 2",
than the 'creatures
is an exact renderfor 'brute' is from

hide v.'") is a more forcible tr.
without reason' of RV, and it
ing of the Gr. (4X070 {ua')
l.at. brutus heavy, dull, irrational.
Cf. Lupton
(1580), 'more senselesse than tlie senselest or
;

brutest
occurs

in tlie world.'
In the Pref. to
Bruit t-beasts led with sensuality.'

be.i.st
'

AV
In

• Lit. 'aenselesa animals.'
In Ac 2527 (t;v 'unreasonable')
i>iryts is taken by Tha.ver and others in the sense of 'contrary
Ui reason.'
t 'Bruit' was th« SDellinfr of
brute in Jude v. 10
'

AV

cd.

1611 in 2

P

'

(Mt '26", iMk 14" 1 Co 4", 2 Co 12', 1 P 2-'»), whicli
means to strike with the list, a word found only in

NT

and Liter eccles. writers.
also of iJTruTTids'w in 1 Co 9-'
'keqi under,' RV^m 'brui.se').

RV gives

'

bulVct

my

'

'

'

I

b.

'

'

'

2'=,

but

'

.is

body (AV
The same word is
wear out in Lk 18° Lest she wear me out by
tr''
her continual coming' (AV 'weary me,' RVm
bruise me ').
It is an extremely forcible word,
literally to give a blow beneath the eye (inrb and
tr.

'

'

—

BUGEAN
Si'p),

then

Times,

'

vol.

Haman

in

and blue.' (See Expos.
and I'lummer, Luke in loc).
J. Hastings.

to beat black

243

p.

i.

BUGEAN. — A
Not only

BURIAL

;

to
lias 'A^-agite').

KV (AV

Ad. Est I»

but in Est

3' 8' 9^",

LXX

Tends ^ot^atot for Heb. •:;(<, but everywhere e.xcept
retains the
rendering
in tlie ApocT. book
Agagite. jioiTaios occurs in Homer (//. xiii. 824,
or
Oi/. xviii. 79) as a term of reproach = bully
Whetlier the Sept. intended it in this
hragjiart.'
sense, or as a gentilic adjective, is wliolly uncertain.

AV

RV

'

'

'

BUKKI
tribe of

Haman.

J.

A. Selbie.

{•^2).—i, Son of Jogli, a prince of the
Dan, and one of the ten men entru.sted

with the task of dividin" the land of Canaan
the tribes of Israel (Nu 34-). 2. Son of
Abishua and father of Uzzi, fifth in descent from
Aaron in the line of the high priests through
Phinehas (1 Ch G'-»', Ezr 7^). In 1 Es 8- he is
called Boccas, for which Borith is substituted in
It is doubtful whether he ever tilled the
2 Es 1^
office of high priest, as the statements of Josephus on
the point are contradictory (Ant. V. xi. 5, vill. i. 3).
K. M. COYD.
BUKKIAH (i.T|?2, full form of Bukki).— A Levite
of the sons of Heraan, and leader of the sixth band
or course in the temple service (1 Ch 2d*- ^}.

among

BUL

Bou\ A, Bui,

(""s,

1

K

es*).—See Time.

BULL, BULLOCK, WILD BULL.— See Calf and
Ox. B U L R U SH.— See Keed.

BULWARK.— 1.

(

= bole-work,

a

i.e.

defence

made

of the trunks of trees or of logs of wood) is
the tr. of Heb. Sn hel, 'rampart' (Is 26', h-) noin
homuth w6-hi, 'walls and rampart'; xfixos /tai

LXX

mums

irepiTuxo!,
;
et antemurale, Vulg.).
Isaiali {I.e.) gives the paradoxical promise that
God will aiipoint salvation, i.e. free space uncon-

hned by walls

for this meaning of 'salvation,'
Ges. T/ies. s.v. !;ir'=Arab. wasi'a) to be Zion's
walls and bulwarks (cf. w.""*, open gates and trust
in

(cf.

God commended).
The heUl K 21^ 'rampart,' RV) with

its ditch
(T3 b6r, Jer 41') was, as the VSS show, an outer
defence for the wall. Jerusjilem had such a hiH
I's 48"), but only, no doubt, on the side on which
the walls, not being on the edge of a precipice,
needed extra defence. At the present day there
would be room forsucli a work only on the N. and W.
The Psalmist (I.e.), calls on the spectators to observe
that not even the outer defences of Zion had been
touched during the invasion of which he speaks.
(

2. Bulwarks (Dt 20™ nis? mAzOr, and
Ec 9"
cito mifi'idkim) are also the hasty defences raised
by besiegers to protect themselves while attacking
fortified places.
Such defences were largely made
of wood (Ut I.e.), and so were rightly called bulwarks.
The 'bank' (Lk 19" x^P°-h 'palisade'

RVm).ierved the double purjiose of shutting
besieged and of defending the besiegers.

a

BUNAH

(va

BUNCH

is

intelligence ').
son of Jerahmeel (1 Ch 2").

Ex 12"

(.T];t(

BHNNI (•;;, 'ji2), Neh 9* lO" 11", but in each
case perhaps the text is corrupt
cf.
BertheauRyssel. See Genealogy.
H. A. White.
;

descriptive epitliet applied

in this p;issaj,'e,

See AOAGITE,
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'

nsed of

(1)

= 8omething

in the

AV. E. BARNE.S.
man of Judah,

—A

a bundle
tv-d

of

ttigether)

hyssop.
;

(2)

a

cluster of raisins 2 S llj', 1 Ch 12" (pi':»=8omething
dried) ; and (3) a camel's hump Is 30* (ny^i, of uncertain origin).
The last is the most original
meaning of the Eng. word (which is also of uncertain ongin): cf. Trevisa (1.398), 'A camell of

Arabia hath two bonches
'Thifl pola'nouA

in the backe ; and
hucch-hack'd U)ad.'
Slukl. Rich. III. I. 111. tit.
'

J.

Hastings.

BURDEN
(in
(fr.

1. In OT 'burden' is the term used
and RV) to represent the Heb. n^? massd'
k;'j), both in the sense of a load, and in that of

AV

an utterance or

oracle.
In the latter case the
supported by the ancient VSS (except
the LXX, whicli has XrmiM, Spafw., Spaats, etc.).
It
was partly determined by the fact that the prophecies of which it formed the title were mainlj" of
a threatening character, the burden thus being the
threats of punishment imposed upon the place or
people concerned. But this translation is now
generally abandoned. Some of the prophecies to
which the word is applied are not comminatory.
Thus, Zee 12 contains a promise of victory to
Jerus. through the direct intervention of J" on
behalf of His people.
See also Zee 9', Pr 30' 31',
the Eng. tr. in the two latter instances reversing
tlieir usual procedure, and rendering by prophc'i/
(AV), oracle (RV, in text, and burden in m.). It
is not surprising that the massd' should so seldom
have been other than denunciatory, when we
remember the chief occasions and objects of Heb.
prophecy.
Jer 23'"'- is intelligible only if we
suppose that the prophets were accustomed to
apply the word massd' to tlieir jirophecies in the
sense of oracle or utterance.
There the scofl'ers
are reproved, simply because they pervert the word
and give it the meaning of burden. Massd', therefore, simply means something taken up solemnly
upon the lips (cf. Ex 23', Ps 15' 16^ Ezk 36^ and
the repeated ' took up his parable used of Balaam
in Nu23), in particular, a divine utterance or oracle.
Although used of false oracles (La 2'*), it is not
used of a merely human utterance except in Pr
30' 31' (both doulitful)
and even here, if the text
is correct, a semi-rfiyine procept is referred to.
2. In NT burden denotes the woes and troubles
of this earthly life {(poprlof, Mt 1P°), the legal ordinances of the Pharisees [cfiopTla papia, Mt 23'), the
dithculties in which the Christian may be involved
in consequence of his having yielded to temptation

renderin-;

is

'

;

'

'

6^), and the load of personal responsiat all events, the difhculties and trials
that are inseparable from the Christian life ((fyoprlov.
Gal G°). The only other passage we need compare
with these is He 12', where, instead of burden, we
have in
weight (ftyicos) ; the lit. meanand
ing of the word is encumbrance, and connotes
whatever prevents men from fully developing
Various distinctions may
their spiritual nature.
be drawn between these words. Thus, /3a/)os and
(pop^iof in Gal 6^- ' mean respectively a burden that
may and ought to be got rid of, and one that must
be borne (see Lightfoot). Again, iysos suggests not
so much weight as cumbrousiiess.
But these distinctions are of no great importance.

(/3a'pi),

Gal

bility, or,

AV

RV

J.

BURGLARY

Millar.

See Crimes.

BURIAL in Bible lands followed speedily upon
death.
Among the Jews of the E. at the present
day burial takes place, if possible, within twentyfour hours of death.
Mohammedans bury their
dead the same day, if death takes place in the
morning; but if in the afternoon or at night, not
following day.
till the
Immediate burial was
rendered necessary among the Jews of Can.aan by the
rapidity of decom[)osition in that climate, requiring
survivors, as in the case of Abraham on the deatn
of Sarah, to bury their dead out of their sight (Gn
23'"'').
The delilement to which contact with a
dead body gave occasion (Nu 19""") was a furthei
reason among the Jews for speedy burial. Lazarus
was buried on the day of his death (Jn II"- •*). It

BUKIAL

BUKIAL

waB expressly commanded (Dt 21"-'') that the
body of a man who had been hanged should not
remain all night upon the tree, but snould be buried
that day
and it may have been a sense of the
awfulness of the judgment which had overtaken
Ananias and Sapphira that hurried on the undertakers in their case (Ac 5'""). It was in accordance
with this provision of the Jewish law (cf. Dt 21^

expressly notices that it was matter of piety with
the Jews to bury rather than to bum dead bodies.'
The exceptions (if they be exceptions, for the Heb.
text is in dispute) were cases of emergency, the
burning of the bodies of Saul and his sons by the
men of Jabesh-gilead (1 S 31"'"), although even
then they buried their bones under the tamarisk at
Jabesh, and David had them finally laid to rest in
the sepulchre of Kish (2 S 21'-"''') and the case
supposed by the prophet (Am 6'") in the desolation

S32

;

with Gal 3'^), as well as with the dictates of
humanity, that Joseph of Arimath^a went to
Pilate and begged the body of Jesus for burial on
the day of the crucifixion (Alt 27"").
Immediately tlie last breath was drawn, it was
the duty of the oldest son, or, failing him, of the
nearest relative present, to close the eyes of the
dead (Gn 46''). The mouth, too, was closed, and the
cheekbones bound together (Jn 11**).
The kiss
imprinted npon the lifeless form of the patriarch
Jacob by Joseph as he fell upon his father's face
and wept upon him' (Gn 50'), may point to no
uniform custom, but only to a natural impulse of
all'ection.
At the present day, when a Jew is
drawing near his end, it is customary to bring in
ten witnesses an easy thing, as the house is
usually full of friends waiting to raise the lamentations which tell that the surterer has passed away.
The death is announced, as it was of old, by a tumult
of lamentation and the weeping and wailing of
professional mourners Mk 5^"- ). [See Mourning. ]
When death occurs, those who are present rend
their clothes, and all water and leaven must be cast
out of the house itself as well as out of the houses
of the three nearest neighbours, the belief being
that the Angel of Death wipes his sword in these
two things. Offerings for the dead seem to have
been forbidden under the Mosaic law (Dt 26").
The preparations for burial could scarcely be, in
the circumstances, of a very elaborate character.
In the case of Ananias (Ac 5'), we read that the
young men wrapped him round, and carried
nin: out and buried him.'
What they did was
likely this
they unfastened his girdle, and then
taking the loose undergarment and the wide
cloak which was worn above it, used them as a
windinf^sheet to cover the corpse from head to
foot.
But there was usually more ceremony.
Combining various allusions which we find in the
Gospels and the Acts, we learn that the corpse was
washed (Ac &"), anointed with aromatic ointments
(Jn 12' l^,
16', Lk 24'),
wound in linen
clothes with spices (Jn 19", Mt 27"®, Mk 15", Lk
'

—

(

'

:

Mk

23"

cf. also To 12", Sir 38>«), hands and feet
being bound with graveclothes and the face bound
about with a napkin (Jn 11** 20'-').
It would
appear that in later times at least there was a
confraternity of young men whose duty it was to
attend to these proprieties on behalf of the dead (Ac
5° 8').
But it was, perhaps, only in cases like those
mentioned in the references that they were called
upon to act.
It was on the loving hands of
relatives and friends, and ordinarily of female
;

friends, as in the passages referred to above, that
these ministries devolved, among the Jews as
among the Greeks. In fact, the practice amon^ the
Greeks, both by similarity and by contrast, attords
an interesting illustration.
One not unfamiliar
instance may be cited
Electra believing Orestes to
be dead, and his ashes placed in the sepulchral urn
(Soj)hocles, J5:/ec<rn, 1136-1142), addresses him thus
'
oe is me
These loving hands have not washed
or decked thy corpse, nor taken up, as was meet,
their sad burden from the flaming lijTe.
At the
hands of strangers, hapless one, thou hast had
those rites, and so art come to us, a little dust in a
narrow urn.' These last words show the point of
contrast.
Burning of the dead, which was the
custom among the Greeks, was no part of Jewish
practice.
The Rom historian Tacitus {Ilist. v. 5)
:

W

:

!

'

;

which was to come upon Israel, when it may have
been on account of pestilence and accompanying
infection that burning was preferred. Burning was
reserved for the living who had been found guilty
of unnatural sins (Lv 20* 21')
and Achan and his
family after having been stoned to death were
burned with fire, and all their belongings (Jos 7**).
When St. Paul speaks of giving his body to be
burned (1 Co 13'), he accommodates his language to
the Greeks of Corinth, to whom such a thing was
familiar, and by whom such self-immolation would
be understood.
And as the burning practised by
the Greeks was no part of ordinary Jewish custom,
neither was embalming as practised by the Egyptians, the cases of Jacob and Joseph (Gn 5(F- *) being
;

obviously special. Among the Assyrians the corpse
was arrayed for burial in the dress and ornaments
and weapons that had been worn during life and
although the allusions are not clear, this may be
referred to in certain passages of Scripture ( 1 S 28'^,
Is 14", Ezk 32"). Among the Jews and Mohammedans of the present day, the corpse is arrayed in the
holiday apparel of former life.
It was a great indignity for a corpse to remain
unburied and become food for the beasts of prey
(2 S 21"'- ", 1 K 13-» 14" 16* 21", 2 K 9'», Jer 7** 8'
gsj 1416 164, Ezk 295, Ps 79^, Rev IP), and uncovered
blood cried for vengeance (Ezk 24'"-; cf. also Ezk
39"'"),
the idea being the same as among other
peoples, that the unburied dead would not only
mflict trouble upon his family, but bring defilement and a curse upon the whole land. Even
malefactors, as we have seen, were allowed the
privilege of burial (Dt 21"- ^) and the denial of it
to the sons of Rizpah gave occasion for the touchin"
story of her self-denying care of the dead (2 S
2110.11)
j(; ^vas an otligation binding upon all to
bury the dead found by the way (To 1'' 2").
The dead body was carried to the grave upon a
bier or litter Heb. mittak, a bed (2 S 3", cf. Lk
7'* and 2 K 13").
The bier was a simple flat board
borne on two or three staves by which the bearers
carried it to the grave.
Coffins were unknown
among the Israelites, as they are among the E. Jews
which the embalmed
the
coffin
in
to this day;
remains of Joseph were preserved being the only
one mentioned in Scripture (unless Asa's bed, 2 Ch
16", be another), and being in conformity, not with
Jewish but Egyp. usage (Gn 50* cf. Ex 13'", Jos
24*").
A procession of mourners, with professional
mourning women leading the way, followed, who
made the air resound with their lamentations (Ec
5".
12', Jer 9",
See MOURNINO). A funeral
procession among the Jews at the present day
always moves swiftly along the road, because there
are supiiosed to be innumerable Sfu'dbn, or evil
spirits, hovering about, and desirous to attack the
soul, which is considered to be in tlie body until
interment takes place and the corjise is covered
with earth. When the body is let down, the bier ia
withdravNTi, and a heap of stones is piled over the
shallow grave to preserve the dead from the depreIt was the belief of
dations of hya;nas and jackals.
the Jews that the dead did not cease to be. There
was a gathering place of the departed, commonly
called Sheol among the Jews, and known also to the
Greeks and Babylonians, where a kind of family
life was preserved in the under-world.
In accord;

—

;

—

;

Am

'

'

BURIAL

BUKST, BURSTING

dead were buried Ln the
lathers when it was at all
possible
Machpelah was the family buryingplace
of Abraham and Sarah and their descendants
and connexions (Gn 25'° 49^' 50"), although there
Rachel being buried
were notable exceptions
where she died on the way to Ephrath, which is
Bethlehem (Gn 35" li) and Joseph in Sheeheni, the
parcel of ground which Jacob bought of the sons of
Uamor (Jos 24'-). Among the Israelites, all who
possessed any land, or who could allord it, had
their family tombs hewn out of the rock in the
hillside, each sepulchre containing many niches for
the reception ot bodies.
Many generations of a
family could thus be placed in the ancestraJ tomb,
and countless numbers of such tombs are to be
found all over the country. Of this Machpelah is
the first example (Gn 2,3).
Joshua was buried in
the border of his inheritance at Timnath-serah
Samuel was buried in his house at
(Jos 24**).
Ramah (1 S 25'). Joab was buried in his o^vn
2*^).
house in the wilderness (1
In the days of
the kingdom special mention is made of the
burial of kings.
Manasseh, king of Judah, was
buried in the garden of his own house, in the
21'*)
garden of Uzza (2
and of Amon, his son, it
IS said that he also was buried in his sepulchre in
the garden of Uzza (2
21*).
Josiah seems to
have been buried in the same tomb as his father
23*").
and grandfather (2
At the burial of some
of the kin»3 (Asa is singled out by the Chronicler
for special notice, 2 Cli 16'*) there was burning of
aromatic wood and fragrant spices (Jer 34°) but
there were exceptions in the case of unpopular and
wicked kings, of whom Jehoram, the son of
Jehoshaphat, is specially mentioned (2 Ch 21"). Of
Jehoiakim it was prophesied that there would be
none to lament for liiin, and that he should be
buried with the burial of an ass (Jer 22"), his dead
Imdy simply drafted out of sight and left to decay

a sepulchral pillar). Jacob set a pillar upon Rachel's
grave (Gn 35-"), and Rachel's tomb is a monument
of her pathetic story to this day.
On the road
from Engedi to Petra, on the crest where the tirpt
view of Mount Hor is obtained, is a conspicuous
cairn, which we are told marks the burying-place
of Aaron.
There is no express mention of the
Pj-ramids of Egypt in Scripture, but it is possible
that the desolate places said by Job to have been
built by kings and counsellors of the earth (Job 3'*)
refer to them.
Absalom's grave in the wood of
Ephraim had a heap of stones raised over it (2 S
18")
but this, as in the case of Achan (Jos T"), was
not for honour, but for contumely.

ance with that

belief, tlie

sepulchres of

their

—

;

K

K

;

K

'

«

liere it lay.

The graves of the dead were variously made.
They were sometimes simply dug in the earth, as
in this country, and as, in fact, they are among the
E. Jews at the present day.
Sometimes natural
caves or grottoes were used as graves. And often
they were hewn out in the roc\, and provided, as
we have seen, with galleries and chambers. In
times of oppression fugitives found shelter in these
rocky tombs (Jg 6», 1 S 13», He
and in the
time of our Lord poor creatures possessed with

W)

;

demons took up their abode in them (Mk 5"-'). The
hills and valleys around Jems, were honeycombed
with these rock-hewn sepulchres of the dead. To
the rnouth of the sepulchral cave a stone was
rolled to protect the remains deposited within from
the ravages of wild beasts (Jn U**, Mt 28'). Tombs
were sometimes very spacious. In Joseph's tomb,
where Jesus was laid, there was room for several
persona (Mk 16'"').
It is quite in accord;inco with
this that we find in a famous passage of K/.k (ch.
Sheol
32),
represented as a vast burying-place, not
of individuals, but of nations.
The place of liurial
in NT times was outside the cities and villajjes
(Lk 7'", Jn ll"), and the instinct that seeks a quiet
grave and the shade of trees for the resting-place
of our dead influenced the choice of a burying-place
in the earliest times (Gn 2;j" 35«, 1 S 31'', Jn 19*').
There was public provision made for the burial of
strangers (ilt 27') and there was at Jerus. in the
closin" days of the monarchy a public buryingground (Jer 20^), probably where it is to this day,
between the city wall and the Kidron Valley.
Besides the heaping of stones on ordinary graves
;

for protection, stones and pillars were set up as
memorials of the dead (Ezk 39", 2
23", wtiere
reads, ' What monument is that which I see ?
Mid the reference is not toa titleoi inicriplion, but to

RV

K

'

;

There is no religious service at funerals among
the Jews of the E., and there is no indication that
there was any in Bible times.
There is little
in their burial customs to indicate belief in a
resurrection
but the belief of a resurrection, as
well as of a future life, obtains Avidely among the
Jews in every land. At this hour thou.saiids of
Jewish graves on the sides of the Valley of
Jehoshapliat, where the Jews have come from all
lands to be buried, bear witness to the belief that
associates the coming of the Messiah with a blessed
resurrection. They hold that Messiah will descend
upon the Mt. of Olives, and will pass throutrh these
resting-places of the dead as He enters in glory the
;

Holy City.

K

;
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BDRIER, a very old word for grave-digger, is
found in Ezk 39" 'till the buriers have buried it in
the Valley of Hamon-gog,' where it was introduced
by the Wyclilito version of 1382. J. Hastings.

BURNING.—See Burial, Cremation,

Crimes,

Sacrifice.

BURNING BUSH.— In the account of the call of
Moses, given by the prophetic narrative of the
Pent. (JE), the Angel of J" is represented as
appearing to Moses in a flame of fire out of the
midst of a bush,' Ex 3'"*. The word for bush in
the original (.ijc) is found only in this passage and in
the reference thereto in Dt 33'°. Its derivation is
'

unknown, and we have no means of ascertaining
what species of shrub is referred to. See IJusii.
The expression used by our Lord in the parallel
passages Jlk 12-", Lk '20^' {vl toO (t-^s) pirov, illustrates the then current method of referring to
passages of the Scriptures, the reference in this
ca.se being to the section of the Torah or Pent, in
which the incident of the burning bush is related
Hence the RV rendering
(cf. Bo IP 'in Elias').
in the place concerning the bush.'
A. R. S. Kennedy.
BURNT-OFFERING See Saciuficb.
:

'

BURST, BURSTING.— 1. Of
it is .said

(Ac

1'")

that

'

the death of Judas
falling headlong, he burst

The verb tr'' * b. asunder
in the midst.'
(\iaKuj) is always in classical Gr. (this is its only
or
used of making a loud
occurrence in
asunder

NT

LXX)

here it is bursting accompanied
noise, ' to crack
with noise. 2. In Pr 3" ' thy presses shall b. out
'

;

h. out' is
with now wine (pj, RV 'overflow'),
liyperbolically, as a strong exi)re.ssion for
used
exuberantly
Diet.,
full,'
ace.
Ox/.
En(j.
to
to be
which has found only another exam|>le (without
'out') tfomi/t«* (1663) thy presses shall b. with
'

'

'

—

'

—

'

cf.

the common phrase ' ready to
thou hast heard a word, let it
die with thee and be bold, it will not b. thee.'
there shall not be found
3. Bursting in Is 30",
in the b. of it a sherd to take fire from the
obsol.
hearth,' has the
sense of ' breaking into
fragments' (Heb. 'in/^;03 'in the breaking up,'
abstr. for concr. Vulg. de fragmentU ejiis ; RV

mod. expression would be

If

{•p)^)

•among the

the special office of offering wines and drinks at
the meals of the rich, and during entertainments.
It is in this latter sense that it is used in Gn 40'
and 41', and the Heb. word (15^? he who gives to
drink) is thus tr. elsewhere cupbearer (Neh 1",
10', and 2 Ch 9*).
1
(See Cupbearer. )

new

But

-nTne.'

and Sir

b.,'

19'"

'

;

'

;

pieces thereof).

Cf.

You will

not pay for the glasses you have burst T *
ShokB. Tain, qf the Shrew. Indue. I. 8.
J. Hastings.
(njp sfneh, piroi, ruhus).
The etymology
of this word sheds no light on the kind of bush
in which J" appeared to Moses (Ex 3^' ' *, Dt
33").
It undoubtedly refers to a thorny shrub.
•

^

—

BUSH

Geseniua seems to imply that there is a connexion
between it and senna. This is, however, not so, as
the senna plant is not thorny, and is too insijfnificant a bush (not more than 2 to 3 ft. high) to liave
been chosen for the theophany. The translation
^c1to5,
in the LXX, ^ves the opinion of the
favour of the bramble
scholars of that time
(Rubus, blackberry). Rubus discolor, W. et Nees,
grows everywhere in Pal. and Syria. R. tomenits
tosus, Borckh., grows in Syria and northward
var. collinus, Boiss. grows along the coast of Pal.
and Syria, and in the lower mountains. A bush
of this has been planted by the monks of the
convent of St. Catherine in Sinai, in the rear of
the chapel of the Burning Bush, and testifies to
their opmion that this was the bush in question.
But Rubus has not been found wild in Sinai, which
is south of its range, and climatically unsuited to it.
The follo^ving are among the thorny shrubs

m

;

,

which

—

Cajrparis spinosa, L.
grow in Sinai
galeata, Fres.; Ochradenus baccata, D. C;
Zizyphus Spina-Christi, L.; Acacia Nilotica, Del.;
A. tortilis, Havne A. Seycd, Del. Any one of these
shrubs or small specimens of the trees, which often
assume a bushlike form, would answer the etymological and other requirements of sSneh. The
attempt to establish a connexion between slneh
and sant, the classical Arab, name for Acacia, is
not defensible on philological grounds. It is better to
regard the terra as indefinite, meaning a thum bush,
and not attempt to identify it.
G. E. Post.
:

;

C.

;

BUSHEL.—See Wkiqhts and Measures.

means

'

until,'

'except.'

J.

but tl.e Heh.
Hastings.

BUTLER. — While

the modem sense of this word
that of a superior servant in the houses of the
whose
work
wealthy,
is to superintend general
domestic ati'airs, its derivation from the French
is

word

boutillier,

and

its original

meaning, indicate

K

WORTABKT.

J.

BUTTER.—See

Food.

BUZ (na).- 1. The second son of Nahor and
Milcah, and nephew of Abraham (Gn 22-'). Elihu,
one of the friends of Job (Job 32-), is called a
Buzite, and mav have belonged to a tribe of that
name against wliich judgments are denounced by
Jeremiah (Jer 25^^). This tribe, being mentioned
along with Dedan and Tema, seems to be located
in Arabia Petr.ta, and it is possible that in early
times it had migrated thither from Mesopotamia.
2.
man of the tribe of Gad (1 Ch 5'*).
R. M. Boyd.
BUZI Cna).— The father of the prophet Ezekiel
(ch. 1'), and consequently a member of the priestly
house of Zadok. Of the man himself nothing is

A

Jewish writers were led to identify him
with Jeremiah, partly by a supposed connexion of
the name with a verb meaning 'despise,' and
partly by a theory that when the father of a
prophet 13 named it is to be understood that he
also was a prophet.
This view is referred to with
'
apparent approval by David Kimchi
In the
Jems. Targ. [he is called] Ezekiel the prophet,
the son of Jf remiah the prophet
and Jeremiah
is called Buzi, because [the people] despised him'

known.

:

;

(Comm. ad

BUZITE

luc).
(-na,

Skinner.

J.

LXX /Soi-flnjj).—See

Buz.

BY was

originally an adverb, meaning near, and
became a prep, through a change in the order of
words; thus, 'the folk him by stood' (by -stood),
'the folk stood him by,' 'the folk stood "by him.'
1. In this orig. sense ' by is of freq. occurrence ;
generally in OT as tr. of Vix, as Neh 4' 'Now
'

BUSYBODY.—To

'

express an individual, body
was used early with a tinge of compassion, as
Coverdale's tr. of Ps 14' ' The foolish bodyes saye
in their hertes
Tush, there is no God.' This is
the sense the word has in busybody,' of which the
earliest example is Tindale's tr. (1526) of 1 P 4'° a
b. in other men's matters,' which Cranmer, Geneva,
'

:

'

'

AV

and

RV

has changed into
retained, but
meddler ' (Gr. aXXorpifir/o-xoiros, an overseer
(bishop) of other men's affairs : the word is found
'
nowhere else).
Busybody
is
found also in
1 Ti 5" (Gr. veplepyos, taken up with trifles
the
neut. t4 vepUpya is used in Ac 19",
and
'
curious arts ; Page, ' things better left alone,
'

'

;

AV

RV

'

not meddled with ') and in
the verb from vtpiepyos).
;

2Th

3"
J.

{ir(pLepydi;ofj.a.(.,

Hastings.

BUT.—The archaic uses are few 1. Lk 9'» We
have no more but five loaves' (RV 'than'). Cf.
T. Beard (1597), It was no sooner said but done.'
The same Gr. {oi irXeluy ^) is tr' by but alone in
Ac 24" there are yet but twelve days since I went
up (RV not more than '). 2. Nu 22*> Go ^^^th
the men but only the word that I shall speak
nnto thee, that thou shalt speak,' a stronger
only (D?N, tr Bim|ily but m Nu 23"
thou
Bh.alt see but the utmost part of them ').
3. Gn
21* neither yet beard I of it, but to-day.' The
'

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

j

'

'

'

'

'

'

Tobiah the Ammonite was by him

Pr

;

'

S""

'

When

he appointed the foundations of the earth, then I
was Dy him' Ezk 1'" 'When the li^'ing creatures
went, the wheels went by them' (RV 'beside');
;

or of rx, as Ezk 43' 'their threshold by (nx) my
thresholds, and their post by (Ssx,
'beside )
my posts or of Dy, as Gn 35* the oak which was

RV

'

'

;

K

by Shechem,'

1* Adonijah slew sheep ... by
1
the stone of Zoheleth, which is by (Si-x
'beside') En-rogel'; or of T?y ("^V), as Dt 5"
'stand tiiou here by me.' In NT the Gr. is rapa,
as Lk O'" 'Jesus
took a child, and set him by
'

RV

(oy)

.

.

him

Mk

'

(irop'

.

RV

eavrifi,

'

by

his side

')

or

;

irpis,

as

'found the colt tied by the door (RV 'at').
In this sense by is the frequent accompaniment
of certain verbs, as go, Ps 129* 'they wliich go
by' stand, 1 K 13-* 'the a.s8 stood by it, the li m
11*

'

'

'

;

V

by the carcase' (both Vix) sit, Neh
the queen also sitting by him
dwell, Neh 4"
the Jews which dwelt by them
set, Lk 9" as
above (for 'set by = esteem, see Set); lay, 1 Co
16' let every one of you lay by him {Tap' iavT<}).
Evidently of the same meaning also is by in the
phrases by the sea side Mt 13'
by a nver side
Ac 16"; 'by the highway side' Mk 10« and 'by
the way side' Mt 1.3* (all rapd). Then the word
'side 'gets dropped, and we have the phrase bf
also stood

;

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

—

—

—

;''
'

BYWAY

BY
Mt

the way,' very common in Eng. of the 17th cent,
earlier as Dt 1 1*' by the way where the sun

and

22" have ye not read that which was spoken
unto you by God?' {iiwi toO $eov) where all the
previous versions have of God.' (See Of.)

'

;

goeth down'

[Ti'i '1"-?)

;

Lk

no man by

10' 'salute

the way' (Kara r))i/ oSov, KV 'on the way') Sir 8"
'
Travel not by the way with a bold fellow (€» oSi^,
by way of rememcf. 2 P 3'
in the way ')
by puttinj^ you in rebrance {i)' virotif^ia-ei,
membrance') and Sliaks. Jul. Cws. U. i. 218
Now, good ilelellus, po along by him,'
where Pope, mistaking the phrase, changed by
into to,' and was followed by other early editors.
In the same drama (III. i. 161) Sliaks. puts a play
apon the word into the mouth of Antony, who says

'

these phrases were frequently shortened
thus
1 Co 14-''
let it be by two (Kara 5i;o) or at most by
three'; Lk O" 'by fifties in a company' (RV 'in

'

;

RV

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

to Cffisar's murderers
*

No

'Two by

two,' 'three by three,' means two
beside two, three beside three.
But in older Eng.

'

'

'

3.

;

RV

33£

companies, about fifty each ')
so I K 5"
by
courses,' 2 K 5- by companies.' And this idea of
nearness is present in certain fig. expressions of
time, as 1 S '25'- if I leave of all that pertain to
hira by the morning light ; Ex 22-" by that = by
the time that) the sun goeth down
even in the
phrase 'by the space of,' where the meaning is
dui-ing, as Ac 13-'
by (RV for ') the space of
'

;

'

'

'

(

'

'

place wilt please me so, no mean of death,
Ciosar and by you cut off.*

'

Ab here by

;

'

forty years.'

In such a phrase as 'go by the way' {e.g.
Job 21® * Have ye not asked them that go by the
way ? ') the ivai/ is in a sense tlie means, and this is
believed to have led to the extensive use of by
as the prep, introducing the means, instrument, or
origin,
tor this purpose 'by' is the tr. of many
Heb. and Gr. expressions, and there is no part of
the Eng. IJible where we are so liable to be led
astray, either by an archaism (of which one notable
example will be referred to), or by a mistranslation (of which many examples might be given).
The danger is ^eatest in NT, because of the
number and variety of the Gr. preps., and also
because these Gr. preps, are often all'ect«d by the
Hebrew. The Revisers have rendered an incalculable service by their watchful care in translating the preps.
and even when they have not
been Dold enough to disturb familiar but misleading renderings, they have nearly always indicated
the correct tr. in the margin. Thus in Jn P- '°
All things were made by liim,' The world was
through, Gr.
made by him (AV, RV, but
Ji' aCrroO)
while in He 6' herbs meet for them by
whom it is dres-sed (even
gives '/or whom,'
text for whose sake,' Gr. St' oCs). The most
important and treacherous arcliaism is the use of
'by,' which now denotes the agent, to express the t'nttrument, the a"ent being expressed by of.' Thus
we read, Mt 4' Then was Jesus led up of the
Spirit {virb ToO Trvev/MTot) into the wilderness to be
tempted of the devil' (uiri toC Sia^iXov); but in
v.*
Man shall not live by bread alone {4ir' iprif)
again in 2- being warned of God in a dream
but v.^ 'which was sjioken by the pro])liets' (5id
TUX Tpo(t>riTwv, the prophets Being the channel
of communication,
'through the prophets').
Lightfoot [Fresh Revision of NT, pp. 13211'.)
emphasizes the importance of this distinction,
pointing out that it atlccts the doctrines of Inspiration and the Person of Christ.
Wherever
the sacred writers have occasion to quote or to
refer to OT, they invariably apply the prep. Sii,
as denoting instntmcniitliti/, to tiie lawgiver, or
the prophet, or the psalmist, while they reserve
{rr6, as signifying the primary motive agency to
Go<l himself; thus Mt 1*' 'that it miglit be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by tlie prophet
S.

'

'

'

'

;

'

RV

RVm
AVm

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

KVm

'

RV

' by
(iwi [toD] Kvplov Sid. ToS Tpo<p:/jTov,
tlie Lord
through the prophet'). Again, 'the prep, which
especially
U
apidied to the office of the Pivine
Word is did.' liut hero we have to deal «ath not
only an archaic meaning of the prep. ' by,' but
also with a capricious use of it in the AV.
Thus
Jn !*• '" All things were made hij him,' ' The worlil
was maile /'// him' (both Si' airov) ; v.' 'that all
men through him might believe' {Si oi'toC), and v."
'grace and truth came /;y .lesus Christ (5id 'Itjitou
XpKTToC).
The fact is that about 1011 the word
'
by was losing its special sense of instrumentality,
and there are a few clear exami>les of its em|iloyment to express the primary source or agent, as
'

'

'

nearness suggests comparison, such ex'

'

'

•

By him, and by

Then

this

woman

here,

what know you?'

meaning of ngninst, of
which there is a probable* example in 1 Co 4* I
know nothing by myself (RV 'against myself).
Cf. Foxe, Hook of Martyrs
Thou hast spoken
.'
evil words by the queen
No man living upon
earth can prove any such things by me
Sanderson, Works, ii. 37,
Far be it from us to judge
men's hearts, or to condemn men for tliat we Know
not by them.'
J. HASTINGS.
this passed into the

'

'

:

.

'

.

'

;

'

;

'

As

4.

pressions as 'set by,' 'set light by' are easily understood.
(See Set.) But from this, by came to be
used after verbs of thinking, knowing, etc. in the
sense of about,' as Shaks. All's Well, V. iii. 237

BY AND BY.— In

earlier versions * by and by' is
of tvBus or tiBlus, as it then consistently meant iynmediately.
Thus Latimer in
one of liis sermons says, ' the clapper brake, and

the usual

tr.

we

could not get it mended by and by we must
tarry till we can have it done.
It shall be mended
as shortly as may be.'
But about 1611 this
meaning was passing away.t
The inveterate procrastination of men,' says "Trench, had caused it
to designate a remoter term
even as " presently"
does not any longer mean "at this present," but
"in a little while.'" So
retains 'by and by'
only in four places, Mt 13^' {cv6vi,
'straightway'), Lk 17' (fiO^ws,
'straightway'), 21"
6^
(dOiw, RV 'immediately'),
(^foin-^s,
'forthwith').
J. Ha.stings.
;

'

'

;

AV

RV

RV

Mk

BYWAY

Only Jg

5«

'the

RV

travellers

walked

through bj'ways' (ni^'fl'-s;', rfn-ix AVm and RVm
crooked ways,' which is Coverdalc's tr. Moore
points out that both words are in Mishnic Heb.
used tropically of tortuous conduct
but he believes that here the first word, r'in-i.s', is erroneously
repeated from the j)receding line to the detriment
of both the [loetical exi)ression and the rhythm he
translates those who travelled the roads went by
roundabout paths '). In Eng. as in Heb. the word
signifies, not a side road merely, but a secret path,
a path to take in seeking to escape observation.
;

'

;

;

'

Thus Spenser, F.Q.
'

I.

i.

28—

That path he ki'pt which beaten wa« roost plaine,
Ne ever would to any bye-way bend."

Hence the transition was easy to tortuous conduct,
as Covcrdale's tr. of Is 57" he turueth him self,
and foloweth ye bywaye of his owne hert.'
'

RV

introduces 'bypaths' in Jer

18"> (n'i3>nj,

AV,

J.Hastings.

'paths').

• Prohatile, for this meaning of • by^' though never common, is
clearly n;(uie out; but the Gr. being tt^uaur^ (Villg. mihi) one is
not certain that Tinrlale, whom the other* follow, did not misa
the meanitig, anil tninslate the word a.s an itistnimental dative.
by and hv * in many plai-es
t Tindale and the Gen. Hihle have
Thus Mlt lin 'the fever forin whii!h AV baa 'immeiliately.'
soke hir bv and by* (Wye 'anoon,' Hheni. 'incontinent,' but
L'ov. and the rest ai AV) ; to 2» V, Lk e*", Jn «>i, etc.
'

—

;
;

CiESAK
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c
—

C. This symbol is used in critical notes on the
Text of OT and NT to indicate the readings of the
Codex Ephraemi Syri rescriptus in the National
Library at Paris. The MS is assimed to the 5th
cent.
Tischendorf, on somewliat slender grounds,
suggests Egypt as its birthplace. In the 6th cent,
tlie NT was carefully revised by the first corrector
(C^).
In the same or in the succeeding century
some changes were introduced in the OT (C).
Tiscliendorf hazards a conjecture that during this
period of its history the MS was in Palestine.
By tlie 9th cent., at any rate, it had found its way
to Constantinople, and there the NT carae into the
hands of a second corrector (C) who revised the

MS

for liturgical use.

—

'

MS

must have been taken
In the 12th cent, the
to pieces, the separate sheets of vellum sponged
over to obliterate the original WTiting, and then a
certain number of the sheets used again to receive
a Greek translation of some works of Ephraim
the Syrian.
Hence its description as a codex
rescriptus or palimpsest.
After the fall of Conwas taken into Italy,
stantinople in 1453 the
and finally passed into the hands of Catherine de
Medici. At her death it became the property of the
French Royal Library. Its real value was not recognised at first. It was not till the end of the 16th
cent, that the older writing attracted attention.
In 1716 Bentley set Wetstein to work at a systematic collation. In 1834 the MS was chemically
treated to intensify the ancient writing on the
whole with good effect. Still the task of deciphering
the faded letters calls for extraordinary patience
and skill ; and Tischendorf deserves unstinted
praise for the edition that he published (Leipzig
1843 and 1845) as the result of ten months' hard
work in the Library at Paris.
The
contains at present 209 leaves, written
in single columns
64 contain fragments of Job,
Proverbs, Eccles. , Wis. of Sol. Sirach, and Canticles
145 contain lar^e portions (not quite two-thirds of
the whole) of NT, including fragments from every
book except 2 Jn and 2 Th. The Ammonian sections are marked in the margin of the Gospels, and
the list of chapters at the beginning of St. Luke
and St. John are preserved. There are no indications of chapters in the other books of the NT.
Hort has shown that there is reason to believe
that Rev was transcribed from a separate exemplar,
consisting of about 120 small leaves (Intr. p. 268).
J. O. F. MlTRRAV.

MS

—

MS

:

,

—

C.
A gymbol used in criticism of Hex. by
Dillmann to signify the work of the Jahwist (J)
bv Schultz for that of the Elobist (E).
See

Hexateuch.

CAB.—See Wbiohts AND MEASmiKS.
(jSaj), Jos 15".— A town of Jndah near
The name has not been recovered.

CABBON
Eglon.

Asher on the border of Zebulun. The district was
ceded by Solomon to Tyre. Prob. the large village
Kabul E. of Acco. See SWP, vol. i. sheet v.
C. R. CONDER.
C^SAR (Koio-op). This name was adopted by
Octavius, subsequently known as Augustus, after
the death of his uncle Julius Csesar, and passed on
to his successors as the official designation of the
Roman emperors, until the third century A.D.,
when it came to be used for the junior partners in
the government, in distinction from the title
Augustus, which was reserved for the supreme
rulers.
No name was ready at hand to describe
the unique office of the real autocrat in a nominal
republic.
While the word king was hated at
Rome on account of its associations with the
legendary history of the city, and despised by the
victorious generals who were familiar with it as the
title of defeated Oriental rulers, the fame of Julias
Caesar suggested the use of his name by his heir.
The follomng Caesars fall within NT times

AV

CABIN is used once in
in the obsol. sense of
a prison cell, Jer 37" When Jeremiah was entered
Into the dungeon, and into the cabins' (nWq [all],
tomething vaulted, from .njj to bend; AVrn,
'cells').
The word is rare in this sense, but in
frequent use for a hermit's cell, as Caxton, Chron.
Eng. ccliv. 329, ' They put hym in a Gabon and his
chapelyne for to shryne hym.'
J. HASTINGS.
'

RV

'

:

Augustus

,

CESAR'S HOUSEHOLD

C/ESAREA PHILIPPI

to citizens, but not to proWncials (Pliny, Epis. x.
Jlommsen,
97) ; Scliiirer, IIJP I. ii. p. 59
The Apoc. appears
Statttsrerht, 3rti ed. pp. 255-257 ).
to contain frequent obscure allusions to the Caesars,
and especially to Nero, one passage (Rev l"'")
seeming to point to the first seven emperors, and
in such a way as to sugi'cst that the uook must
have been written under the sixth (Galba).
LiTKKATfRR. Dion Cassius, Suetonius, Tacitus Capes, Tht
Early Kmpire Slerivale, History of the Jioin<tni under the
Umpire', IJuruy, IJiglort/ of Jiojne (ed. hy iliihaily); H.Schiller,

only foundations remain, appears to stand on the
site of the temple raised by Herod to Augustus
(Jos. Ant. XV. ix. 6; Wars, I. xxi. 7).
On the S.,
outside the mediasval town, are ruins apparently of
a large theatre close to the shore. On the E. is a
cursus, with a fine goal of granite, now overthrown.
Two aqueducts from Carmel brought the waters of
the Zerka, or Crocodile River, to the city. They are
Rom. work, with round arches, running over the
swamps, and a tunnel through the dill's, with rockcut staircases descending in wells. A few Bosnian
colonists have houses in the ruins.
Cresarea was a
bishopric from the fourth to the thirteenth cent.
A.D., of which the most celebrated bishop wa*
Eusebius.
In NT times it had a mixed population,
and conflicts between the Jews and their fellowcitizens were frequent. On the outbreak of the great
war, the Jewish population was massacred (Jos.
Wars, II. xviii. 1, vil. viii. 7 ; Schiirer, HJP II. i.
86 f.). It was also the scene of a Moslem massacre
when taken by the Crusaders in A. D. 1101. For full

9(i (ft/.

;

—

;

;

Getchiehte der ruiniichen Kaiserzeit
rotnitchen Kaijierreichea.

;

liertzberK, Ueschicfile det

W,

CESAR'S HOUSEHOLD. — This

1,

AdENEY,

phrase occurs

with a mark of emphasis in the salutations sent
from St. Paul's friends at Rome to the Church at
Philippi, where we read, 'All the saints salute you,
especvally they that are of CcEsar's household {iiiXiara
ii ol (k TTii Kafffopos oUlas, Ph 4'-'').
The dumus or
{amilia Cccsaris included the whole imperial houselold, and extended to the attendants of the emperor
in the provinces as well as at Rome.
Li^htfoot
gives a list of some of these, from which it is
evident that the phrase contains no indication of
the rank of the persons to whom it refers. They
may have been courtiers of high position ; the
execution of Titus Flarius Clemens, a man of
consular rank and cousin to the emperor, and the
banishment of his wife Flavia Domitilla, the
emperor's niece, and her daughter Pontia, by
iJomitian, for the vague crimes, contemtissinue
inertia (Suet. c. 15), atheism (d^crfri)?), and inclination to Jewish cu.stoms (Dion. Cass. Ixvii. 14),

have suggested the probable opinion that these
Still, most probably in
people were Christians.
the time of St. Paul the Christian members oi the
iinperiiil household were slaves, or freedmen of
humble position.
The apostle's association with
the soldiers who guarded him may have led to the
intro<luction of the gospel to the palace attendants,

although the statement that the prisoners were
put under the Prsetorian guard (Ac 28" AV) is
absent from the best MSS. The imperial household must have constituted so large a proportion of
the population of Rome that there is nothing surprismg in the fact that some of its members came
into contact with Christian teachers. The interesting fact is that converts were won from so frightful
a circle of dissoluteness as the court of Nero
(Suetonius, Nero, 28, 29). The names of a number
of the imperial attendants of this period having
been recovered from sepulchral monuments among
the columbaria in the neighbourhood of the Appian
Way, Lightfoot pointed out the identity of some
of these names with several that occur in the
list of salutations in Ro 16, viz. Ainplias, Urbanus,
Stachys, Apelles, Narcis.sus, Trj'phicna, Tryphosa,
PatroDas (Patrobius), Philologus, Julia (Julius).
The probability that the last chapter of Ro is
really part of an Ep. to the Ephesians deprives
these coincidences of^ their supposed value.
Most
of the names are not uncommon.

—

LrriRATURR. I.ighlfoot, PhUippiant, n. on 'Cassar's HouM.
hold' ; Conybearo and Howson, St. Faul, ch. xxvi. ; Kanuiay,
Paul th» Trav. p. 863 : Wcizsackcr, Avott. Age (Eng tr.'),

St.

U

W.

132.

V. AdENE\-.

C;ESAREA (Kai<rapf/o), Ac 10'" 21» 2.3=>- ».— The
city N. of .lall'a, on the seashore, orig. called Strato's
Tower, rebuilt by Herod the Great, the capital of
Judaa under the

Procurators, and where St. Paul
was imprisoned. It was famous for its port, which
Josephus compares with the Pira'us, though the
latter was very much larger [Ant. XV. ix. 0).
The
present ruins uulude the walls of the ancient city,
aii<l within tlicm tliose of a much smaller town
the twelfth cent., with walls rebuilt in the
thirteenth by St. Louis. The cathedral, of whicli
vol.. 1,
22

OI

—

33'.

account, and plans of the ruins, see SWP, vol. ii.
sheet X. See also Neubauer, G6og. Talm. s.v.
C. R. CONDER.

CJESAREA

PHILIPPI

—

(Kataapela.

i,

<l>.X(ir7roi

It was so named to dis'Cassarea of Philip').
tinguish it from Caisarea Palestina on the seacoast.
It possibly appears in the OT as Haalgad, but its history for us begins with Herod the
(For suggested identification with Dan,
Great.
see Smith, Hist. Geog. p. 480.)
No spot in Palestine can compare with this in
It stands on a triangular
romantic beauty.
terrace 1150 ft. above sea-level, cut oil" from
Hermon by Wady Khashabeh, and bounded on the
Abundant water produces
S. by Wady Za'areh.
luxuriant vegetation, fertile fields stretch away
to westward, while groves of stately poplars, great
oaks, and lowlier evergreens surround the place
The fortress lOil'at eswith perennial charm.
Subcibeh, or ^al'at Bnnias, crowns the hill behind
position of great antiquity and of
the village.
enormous strength, its possession has always been
essential to the holding of the western meadows.
The old city was surrounded by a strong wall,
flanked by massive towers, and protected by a
North of the village, in the
ditch on the east.
face of a steep rock, is Maghnret lias en-Neba',
Very deep and full
Cave of the fountainhead.'
of still water' in the days of Josephus, the crumbThe waters rise
ling rock has filled the cavern.
all along the base of the gravel bank in front, and,
gatlicring together, rush away in arrowy streaks
between banks of evergreen, under the arch of an
the dethen, as becomes
old Roman bridge
scender' {ni!!7)i plunge down a narrow ravine, and,
flow
Za'areh,
on to
Wady
taking the stream from
join the brimming river' from Tell clIy'nH in the
West of the spring, on a projecting crag,
plain.
IS a small shrine of JilKhuJr, that strange object
of Oriental reverence identified with St. George
and also with the prophet Elijah. Away to the
N.E. rises the mighty i)ulk of Hermon, culminating in the snowy crest full 8000 ft. above the spring.
Raalgad— the god of good fortune— gave place
The scene of his worship at
to the Grecian Pan.
the fountain was called the Paneion (ri Wavttoti, Jos.
Ant. XV. X. 3), whence the whole district took
the name of Paneas, Mavtit {Ant. ibid. ). Zenodorua
dying at Antioch, Augustus gave this region to
Itcrod (ll.C. 211), who built hero a ti'inple of white
marble in honour of his benefactor. Philip, to whom
it ]ias.Mcd as part of the tctrarchy of Trachonitis,
enlarged and beautified the town, and in comijlinicni to the emperor called it Ca'snrea, adding 'of
Philip,' to distinguish it from his father's town, and
al.so, no doubt, to secure the memory of his own
name. Its great and abiding interest, however, ii

A

'

'

'

;

'

derived from the visit of our Lord, and the amazing
event witnessed bythese silent hilIs(Mt 16", MkS"').
Agrippa II. called the city Neronias (Ant. XX. ix.
and, as is proved from the city's coins, this
4)
name, with Cse&area, survived some time. Paneas
then again asserts itself with Csesarea, and finally
Csesarea disappears, and Paneas takes permanent
possession in the Arabic form of lianiAs, for the
;

Vespasian and his army found
refreshment here before their descent on the Sea
After the destruction
of Galilee (BJ III. ix. 7).
of Jerusalem, Titus Caesar here exhibited all sorts
of shows,' many of the captives being destroyed by
wild beasts, and others lorced to slay each other
Later it
in gladiatorial displays (BJ VII. ii. 1).
became the seat of a bishop, under Antioch. Its
bishops were present at the councils of Nicoea, A.D.
325; Chalcedon,A.D.451,etc. In the stormy history
of the crusades the to^vn and castle played an important part. Eusebius (bk. vi. 18) mentions aChristian tradition that the woman healed of an issue
of blood (Lk 8^^) was a native of Bani^s, her house
being shown, with statues representing the event.
The modem village consists of about fifty houses,
occupied by Moslems. There are few antiquities.
Fragments of broken columns and carved stones,
a Roman aqueduct nearly buried in refuse, part of
the old walls and castle, and several niches in the
rock over the spring, are practically all that
remain of the splendours of old Caesarea Philippi.

Arabs have no p.

'

W. EwiNG.

CAGE (a:"??), Jer 5".— The houses of the rich,
stufled with craftily-obtained wealth and articles
of luxury, are compared to a cage full of birds.
The reference in the previous verse to bird-traps
would at first suggest that cage here continues
the. t+jought of fowling, but the stress laid on the
fulness of the houses points perhaps to a wickercase or crate full of pigeons and fowls. This is a
common market si^ht in the East : the crate
being literally stufled, and the birds craning their
necks out at every opening to get breath and
escape oppression. The meaning of cage is supported by the cage {KdpraWos) of Sir 11^", which is
the Arab, knrlal ' hamper of the present day.
'Cage' in Rev 18* {<j>v\aKri) means 'hold,' i.e.
'prison' (RVm), or the word may l;ave here an
accent of mockery, representing the owls and bats
as mounting guard over the traditions of the past.
Noone would think of putting 'unclean and hateful'
birds in a cage or crate, as they were unfit for food
and too Ul-omened for ornament.
'

'

'

'

'

G. M. Mackie.

CAIAPHAS (Kai(i.^s), more

C
appointed

correctly 'Joseph

'Joseph called Barsahbas,' Ac 1^),
high priest of the Jews by the Rom. procurator
ValenusGratus (predecessor of Pontius Pilate), and
removed by Vitellius A.D. 37 (Jos. Ant. XVIII. ii. 2,
iv. 3).
C. was son-in-law to Annas (Ananus),
high priest A.D. 7-14. Some confusion has ari.sen
3"
from Lk
in the high priesthood of Annas ami
C.,' and Ac 4' 'Annas the high priest and
(cf.
Mk 16'), as well as Jn 18i"-*' where 'the higli
priest' almost certainly designates Annas.
(For
explanation of this usage of terras see Annas,
Saniiedrin.) The chief priests were at this period
mostly Sadducees (Ac 4' 5", cf. Jos. Ant. xv. ix. 3),
and in the final conllict with Jesus they played a
more prominent part than the Pharisees, as they
did also in the subsequent persecution of the
apostles.
AVIien the popularity of Jesus had
received a powerful impulse from the raising of
Lnrarus, C. was the leading spirit at the council
vhich was held to devise measures to stem the popular current (.Jn 1 1*""). His counsel was to put .Jesus
to death before a tumult of the people should bring
down upon the nation the vengeance of the Romans.
His action upon this occasion illustrates his char-

(cf.

'

C

and religion, and
shows with what adroitness he could hide selfinterest under the cloak of patriotism.
But there
was a deeper meaning in his words than he waa
conscious of
and the evangelist finds in them
a high-priestly prophecy of the atonement (w.°'- "
cf. Ex 28*', Nu 27-')
with which may be compared
similar unconscious testimonies in Mt 27'"- '' and
15^'.
Mk
The policy which C. advocated at this
meeting, he was largely instrumental in carrying
It was in the court of the high priest who
out.
was called
that the chief priests and elders'
resolved to take Jesus
by subtilty
wth the
help of Judas (]\It 26'- *• "•'«) and it was C. that
acteristic disregard of justice

;

—

;

'

C

'

'

'

—

;

took the leading part in the trial of Jesus at the
nocturnal meeting held immediately after the
private examination before Annas (Jn IS'", Mt
26"""°).
The procedure under C.'s presidency was
a travesty of justice, and whUe they 'sought false
witness against him,' Jesus kept silence; even
when challenged by C. to speak. till the latter,
despairing of establishing any relevant charge by
means of mtnesses, solemnly adjured Jesus to say

—

whether He was the Christ, the Son
'

At

of God.'

once the unfaltering answer came (although the
speaker knew that He would have to seal His
testimony with His blood), whereupon C, with an
affectation of pious horror, rent his garments,
saying,
He hath spoken blasphemy
What
think ye ?
to which
they answered, He is
worthy of death,' a sentence that was ratified
next morning at a formal meeting of the Sanhedrin (Mt 27'- * Jn IS^*). After this C. is only
once mentioned by name in the NT (Ac 4*), associated with as many as were o/ the kindred of the
high priest in the trial of Pti^er and John but in
all probability he is the high priest of Ac 5"" "• "
7' 9', who continues to persecute the Church.
J. A. M'Clymont.
CAIN (ps), Firstborn of the first pair (Gn 4').
As murderer C. marks a further stage in the downward course of the fallen race, whUe he also
foreshadows its material progress.
The name,
which J derives from the mother's joyful exclamation at the acquisition of a man-child (.nji;
procure), may also have suggested the secondary
notion of the man of blood (['p a spear). A tiller
of tlie soil (4-), C. offered a sacrifice of the produce
of the earth (4'), which, however, was not viewed
bv God with acceptance (4'). The ground of the
divine displeasure has commonly been sought in
the tardiness of the ottering, or in its comparative
worthlessness, in the latter case, either because
he withheld his best, or because of the insufficiency
of a sacrifice without blood but, while the spirit
of C. may well be supposed to have expressed itself
in del.ay and niggardliness, the text does not carry
us beyond the prophetic idea that the ottering,
owing to the character and inward disposition of
C, could not please God (cf. He ll*). As to the
manner in which God intimated His rejection of
'

.

—

'

.

.

'

—

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

—

;

the sacrifice, the narrative is also silent, though
the analogy of the primitive history suggests
especially the
various forms of the revelation
audible voice of God, or the refusal of the consuming fire. Wrothful and dejected at the slighting

—

of

his

C.

"ifts,

rebuked by God

is

(4"-'),

who

teaches uim that joy (forgiveness?) is the reward
of well-doing, but the penalty of wrong-doing the
temptation to further sin.* t'he guilt of the fratricide is aggravated by premeditation in
and

LXX

Many
renderinfr.
modern scholars translate : * Is it not so that, whether thou
brin^' fair gifts, or bring them not, sin lies at the door?' but
do violence to the key-word (nxt') without any clear gain wj
*

So substAntially the received text and

—

the sense.

LXX

reads

:

—

cCx i«v opSms

wpi>ri*iyK>is, if>(tSi ii

^

a variation got by 8lif;htly changing «
at the door'), but this reading seems to misl
the point by discovering the fault in ceremonial irregularity.
3*!At;,-.

word

ir.uMpTtf

;

iirCx'x-^of

in the IJeb.

('

;

CALAH

CAIN
other versions, where C. is represented as inWting
Abel to go with him into the tield (4*). As the
motive of the murder, jealousy is sulliuiunt, without
following Je^vi8h scholastics in supposing disputes
about religion or property. More Hardened than
Adam, C. would conceal his guilt, but is convicted
by tlie voice of the shed blood which cries from the
and, agreeably to his deeper guilt,
ground {4'°)
the curse which is upon the earth, by which it had
been made an instnimentof punishment, is furtlier
heightened (4"). Adam is driven from Eden, Cain
from tillage-land. Afraid for his life, which he
feels to be forfeited, C. is vouclisafed the protection of the threat of a sevenfold vengeance and
By the sign has been
of a special sipn (4").
understood a miracle wrought in confirmation of
the promise of protection, or a reiterated miracle
whicli in time of need might deter or terrify an
assailant, e.g. a lightning flash, or intermittent
signs of leprosy but the idea rather appears to
be that a permanent phjsical brand was imprinted,
;

;

which would iilentilj' him to his kind, to whom
by report his crime, and the will of God concernIt is further
ing him, were suHiciently known.
rehited that C. wont fortli into the land of Nod or
Wanderland (4"), where, consistently enough with
OT social ideals, if not with C.'sdoom of vagabondism, the hrst city is built by the first murderer (4").
The NT allusions to C. (besides He 11* 1 Jn 3'^
Jnde") are very general, referring simply to the
;

spirit of

his

life

as the antithesis to Christian

and brotherly love. The vindication of C.
was undertaken by the Cainites (cf. Epiphanius
faith

adv. HceresRs,

i.

3,

38),

who

represented liim as

a dignity, power, and enliglitenment
superior to Abel
a phenomenon which is not
without its parallels in modem pleas for the
emancipation of the modern man from the self-sacriThe many problems
ficing ethics of Christianity.
raised by the narrative were a fertile theme for
The tradition that C. was
the Jewish rabbis.
slain by an arrow from the bow of Laraech, who
mistook him for a wild beast, and thereafter killed
his youthful son who had misled him, is a fanciful
structure reared by the same hands on the foundation of Lamech's wild song.
The historj' of C. and Abel belongs in substance
to the Jahwistic section of the Pentateuch (.1, iJillmann's C), which may be concisely described as a
body of tradition edited in the light of iirophetic
revelation.
That the story was not found by the
writer in its present setting, but was transferred
by hira from a later situation to the primeval
period, is argued on various grounds that its distinction of farmer and shejiherd, and al-soof fruitollfrings and animal sacrilices, cannot have been
primitive, much less the building of a city, and
especially that it assumes the existence on the
posses-sed of

—

—

earth ot a widely-distributed population. On the
other hand, it must be said that none of the
problems are absolutely insoluble, with the presnppositions of the history as it lies before us.
Possibly, Assvriology may throw more light on
the question vy discovering fresh jioints of contact oetween tlie UT and the cuneiform inscriptions.
According to Budde, it is constructed on the
tia^is of hints in the genealogies and patriarchal
narratives.
What remains unaH'ected by criticism
is the prophetic inspiration manifested in the representation of God's holiness and long-sufl'ering, in
the aniilysis of the guilty heart, and in tlie knowledge of the rapid dillusion of the principle of sin,
and its tendency to steadily increasing heinousness
Its manifested in outward act.

LmBATmil. —See
Com. on

esp.

(ienftrit; Iltidae,

IMllmann, Gene^i* ; Delltzsch, ifno
liibtigche Urgftchichtex Ftylo, Early
9p<M;uIfttton. Eisonmenger,

Sarrativf* of Genejng. For Jewish
Entdfckte* Judmthunu

\V. P.

PaTERSON,

CAINAN

(Kaifai-,

W'H

339

Kai^dM).— 1. The son ol

Enos and father of Mahalaleel (Lk 3"- »•). See
Kk.van. 2. The son of Arplia.xad (Lk 3*^, which
follows

LXX

wanting

in the

of

Gn

lO-^

Tlie

U'^J.

name

is

Ueb. text of the last two passages.

See Genealogy.

CAKE.—See Bread.

CALAH

(n'pj).

—The name of a

city

mentioned in

Gn

10" as having been founded by Nimrod, or by
Assliur
for the rendering of the K\'m
Out of
that land went forth Assliur,' is by many scholars
preferred to that of the RV text, Out of that land
'

;

'

Nimrod) went forth into Assj-ria.' C. is
here spoken of, together with Nineveh, KeholwthIr, and Kesen, as bavin" been built, according to
Heb. tradition, in the earliest ages of Assy r. history.
This city of C. was one of the four cities which
Its
together formed the huge city of Nineveh.
ruins were discovered by Layard beneath the
mounds which had gone by the name of Nimnid,
lying .some 20 miles S. of Nineveh-Kouyunjik, and
occupying the S. portion of the V-shaped piece of
co\intry at the junction of the Tigris and the
lie

(i.e.

Greater Zab.
The impression produced by the passage in
Genesis is that Nineveh and the adjacent towns
were founded at an age long previous to the time
of Abraham.
But we gather from the cuneiform
inscriptions that the real founder of Nineveh was
Sliulmaneser I. (n.c. 1300), and that he was the
builder of C. (Kalhu), the southern suburb of the
great Assyr. capital. C, after the death of its
founder, seems to have been allowed to fall into
neglect until the days of Assur-na?ir-pal (c. B.C.
atiV), who practicallj' rebuilt it.
He surrounded it
with a ma.ssive wall, on the N. side of which alone
are the traces of 58 towers.
He erected in it
beautiful temples and palaces by a canal he led
the water of the Greater Zab into the midst of the
city, and adorned its banks with lovely fruitgardens and vineyards. But the principal buildinj;
;

seems to have been his own [lalace (called
palace), the walls of which were covered
with sui)erb bas-reliefs, representing the king engaged in his duties as priest and warrior. The
remains of these splendid works of art were carefully e.\cavat«d under the suiierintendence of
Lajard, George Smith, and Kassani
and they
of all

the

N.W.

;

present to the visitor of the British Museum the
most striking e.xtant memorial of the art and
magnilicence of the ancient Assyr. empire. To
the E. of the N.W. palace, Shalmaneser II., son
and successor of Assur-na?ir-pal, built another
palace, known as the central, in which was
found the famous 'black obelisk,' containing the
memorials of Shalmaneser, and the inscription
beginning with the words that have been decipliered as 'tribute of Jehu son of Omri.' This
was also the palace and residence of the Tiplathpilcser of whom we read in Scripture.
l>nt it was
{lulled

down by Esar-haddon

(Ii.C.

681),

who used

the materials to erect his own, the S.W., palace
an<l a fourth smaller building, on the S.E., was
begun by Assur-itil-Llani, the last but one of the
Assyr. kings.
A'II tlnse buildings were raised upon the huge
palace-hill, a gigantic terrace made of bricks and
faced with stone, 40 feet above the river bed, at tlie
S.W. angle of the cit3' wall. The oM river bed
must have (lowed clo.se by the W. siile of this vast
structure, access to which, on the city side, was
obtained by steps. The size of the terrace may be
aiipreciated from the fact of the mound measuring
GUU yards (N. and S.) by 400 (E. and W), while the
mound at its N.W. corner forms a hill 140 feet high.
After the fall of Nineveh, we hear nothing mora

;

CALAMOLALUS

S40
of

C.

The work

history.

in

of

CALF,
exploring

its

wonderful mounds, and of excavating its treasures,
will always be associated with the name of the
famous discoverer of the site, Sir H. Layard.
LiTBRiTORB.—Schroder, COT^; Riehm, HWE; Smith, T>B^;
UCM, aod I'atr. Pal. ; aod the art. Assyria.
H. E. Ryle.

Sayce,

CALAMOL&LUS (A KoXa^uXiXos, B KaXa/iUitdXos),
Es 5'^.— A corrupt place-name, probably due to a
conglomeration of the two names Lod and Uadid
in Ezr 2*' (A Ji.viSuiv, A65, 'A.5LS ; cf. Neh 7").
1
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prospect of conquering Canaan (Nu IS**), and that
lie atterwards received Hebron as the reward of hia
faith (Jos H'*), may contain a reminiscence of
the circumstance that the Kalibbites penetrated
into Canaan directly from the S., and before the
advent of the tribe of Judah. The name of C.
may still survive in the Wady el-Kulab, 10 miles
S. of

Hebron.

LiTERATDRB.— Driver, LOT 68, 77, 103, Dt. 251.; Moore, Jud
30f.; W. K. Smith. OTJC 2T9n., 4U2, Kiiukip and Mar. in
Arab. 200, 219 Budde, Hicht. u. .S'am. 4 tl. Wellhausen, de Gent,
et Fain. Jud., and Cmnp. d. Uex. 337 f.
Kuenen, tiel. Isr
;

;

;

L 136ff., nuts.; Graf, <Ut
Heb. Arch. 293 ff.

CALAMUS.—See Reed.
CALCOL

—A

Judahite, a descendant of
otherwise described in 1 K4*' (where
has Chalcol) as a son of Mahol, famous for
wisdom, but surpassed by Solomon.
Zerali

AV

(1

Ch

(Sa^:).

See Food.

(3^5, XaX^/3) is

one of the numerous words

OT which are used both as the name of an
individual and the eponym of a family or clan
Ace. to the narrative of Nu 13. 14, C. was (alike
in JE and P) one of the men sent by Moses to
in

' spy
out
the spies

'

the land

;

in

JE

he

is

the only one of

who

dissents from the opinion that the
Canaanites were too strong to be conquered

to him alone is exemption granted from the
sentence of exclusion from the Promised Land
(N\i 14").
In P, Joshua is also named as one of the
spies
both are equally faithful, and both have
raise and promises bestowed upon them (Nu H'").
S
E's narrntive, which is the older, is followed in
Dt 122-s«- 39'. and Jos 14 «"" (where the words 'and
concerning thee' [v.*] seem to be an editorial
addition).
In the last-named passage, C. at the
age of ^-5 claims from Joshua the fulfilment of
the promise of Nu 14^, and, in answer to his
applicaui>n, has Hebron and the neighbouring hillcountry assigned to him, because that he wholly
followed the Lord the God of Israel.'
The chief interest of the name C. centres, however, in its use as the eponym of the great family
The latter name is
of the Kalibbites (Calebites).
most probably to be explained as an instance of
totemism. TTie Kalibbites were a do":-tribe (3^3 =
WTiile the K. became eventually one of the
dog).
most important constituents of the tribe of Judah,
C. is truly represented in 1 S 25' (Nabal of the
house of C.) 30'* (the Negeb of C.) as distinct
from Judah. On the other hand, the Clironicler
traces C.'s descent to the patriarch Judah (1 Ch 2'6.9.189.4211.)^ and makes Jerahraeel his elder brother.
The difference between the original and the
ultimate relation of C. to Judah explains thesi'
divergent accounts of C.'s descent, which are fouml
in dillercnt documents belonging to dill'erent periods
and dominated by different motives. While, as we
have seen, the Chronicler makes him a descendant
of Judah, he is called by JE, the Keuizzite (Nu 32'-,
Jos 14*- '*), or son of Kenaz, like Othnicl his
younger brother (Jos 15", Jg 1" 3'- "). This Kenaz
appears in Gn 30*'- " among the tribes of Ivioni,
and in v." is expressly designated the grandson ol
Esau. l'"or probable explanation of Caleb-ephratah

and

;

'

Ch

2-*, see GENEALOGY.
Taking all the data together, the course of
events was proljably someuiing like this. The
Kalibbites, separating from the main stock of the
1

Siiiuujn. 10-18; Benzinger,

A. SELBIK.

J.

Time.

2"),

CALDRON
CALEB

CALENDAR.—See

Stamm

Kenizzites, who had their settlements on Mt. Seir,
penetrated into the hill-country of S. Canaan as far
as Hebron. Their relations with Judah were more
or less friendly at the time of the conquest, and
ultimately they coalesced with that tribe, and came
The
to be reckoned as one of its chief clans.
itatements that C. alone spoke hopefully of the
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EV to designate

The use of the word
the images of Aaron
and Jeroboam is somewhat misleading. The Heb.
writers invariably (for Hos 10° see below) employ
for this purpose the word Sjy 'egel, which, however,
like the corresponding feni. .ii':>' 'eglah, has a
wider application than our calf. 'I'hus we read of
an 'eglah of three years old (Gn 15'), and of another
giving mUk (Is 7=', cf. Hos 10", Jer 50" RV). A
comparison of Jer 31'* with Jg 14'", where the
reference is to a young bull and a young cow
respectively, of an age to be broken to the plough,
shows conclusively, apart from considerations
drawn from the study of comparative religion,
ihaX'egel is the appropriate term for a young bull
just arrived at maturity.
It is a mistake, therefore, to suppose that the use of the word to denote
the images in question is due either to contempt
on the part of the sacred wTiters, or to the diminutive size of the images themselves (so most recently
Bacon, Triple Trad, of the Exodus, p. 134, who
would translate little bull '). The feeling of contempt which Hosea undoubtedly entertained towards the bull-worship of his countrymen has
usually been detected in the unique fern. niSj;;
;iN n'3 Hos 10» MT.
But the
is here certainly
at fault ; for not only do the
and Pesh. versions preserve the smg., but the repeated occurrence of the sing. masc. suffix in the rest of the
verse unmistakably points to the usual Sjy as the
original reading.
In the LXX tlie rendering is
uniformly iibax"^, except in the books of Kings
wliere the fem. 5d/xoXis, a heifer, is adopted. The
reason for this procedure may perhaps be found in
the desire of the translator or translators of this
part of the OT to avoid the use of ixbaxos, as sug;,'estin^ to Egyptian readers the sacred bulls of
Meinphis and Heliopolis. Herodotus and other
Greek writers, as is well known, designate the
latter as ^i4i7xoi, and in the
the
itself
word is applied to Apis ('o 'Ajrij . . . i ^6(rx,os cov
26"
ler
[MT 40'=]). The occurrence of the fem.
in To 1' (tj BdaX rp 5a/id\£i, Cod. B
but Cod. « ti}
imjoxv '"^l is to be explained by the favourite
substitution of n;3 for Si'j by Jewish doctors (see
esp. Dillm. in Hitzung.iher. d. Berl. A/cad., June
CALF,

'

calf

'

in

i.

'

MT

LXX

LXX

—

I

SSI,

I.

on

'

Baal with a

fern, article'

XX passim).
Aaron's Golden Bull.

—

cf.

Ro

II*

and

—

One of the most
incidents which Heb. tradition has
preserved of the wanderings is that which now
very
occupies the 32nd chap, of Exodus.
cursory examination is sufficient to show that
the narrative in its present form cannot be the
product of a single pen. Thus (a) tlie author of
w.'-" cannot be the author of vv.*'"*'
(6) v."
cannot have been written by the same hand as
evident
surV." (c) if the cliapter is a unity, the
prise of Moses in vv."- " is inexi'licable after the
explanation in vv.'- '. Without going further into
the details of the analysis which in this part ol
ii.

important

A

;

;

—

Exodus

is

exceedingly

— we

difficult

may

simply

—

CALF,
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of tlie narrative is
certainly from the pen of the Ephraimite
Additions thereto have been drawn
historian, E.
from the other prophetic source, J, not without
some modifications from the pen of the redactor of
the two narratives. The main point to note is
that the historicity of the incident is attested by
our oldest sources, and confirmed by the author of
Deuteronomy who based his own narrative (Dt 9'10") on tliese sources, frequently, indeed, using their
ipsissitna verba (see parallel columns in Driver's
Deut. pp. 113, 114). This conclusion does not
exclude tlie possibility that the narrative in recei\Tng its final literary form may have absorbed
some reflection of the religious sympathies of the
writers (see below).
The following is a Hsumi of the leadin" features
of the narrative as now presented
Becoming
impatient under the continued absence of their
leader, the people prevail on Aaron to make a g.id
(C'.-i^it) which should go
before them. With the
material famished by the golden earrings of the
women and children a molten calf is fashioned
(the details of the process are obscure), before
which an altar is built, and to which, as a symhol
of J" see esp. v.* 'to-morrow is a feast to J"'
aivine honours are paid. The rest of the chapter
tells of J'"s anger, of Moses' energetic intervention,
of Aaron's truly Oriental apology, and, finally, of
the destruction of the calf (here again the process
is difficult to explain), and of 3000 of its worshippers.
The uncertainty which prevails with
regard to the reading and rendering of v.* (see the
Comm. in loc.) renders it impossible to speak
positively as to tlie construction of the image.
comparison of v.* mth v.*, and of both with
other pas-sages where similar images and their
manufacture are described, such as Dt 7^, Is 30-"
40'* 44""'- etc., seems to point to a wooden core
overlaid with gold (cf. what is said below of the bulls
of Jerol]oam).
If this supposition is correct, the
image was no doubt life-size or over, as is suggested both by the amount of gold provided and by
the fact tliat Aaron built an altar before it (v.').
Much in{;enuity has been expended in the endeavour
to ejtjjiam the methods of aestruction enumerated
in v.".
The most probable explanation seems to
be that after the core had been charred and
burned, the casing of gold (Dt 7"°, Is 30") was
reduced to minute fragments ('dust' Dt 9") by a
process of crushing similar to that employed at the
present day by tlie poorer classes in the Ea.«t in

^most

:

'

—

'

—

A

the preparation of cement from broken pottery *
(cf. Dn 2'*- "*).
As a supreme mark of contempt,
the dust thus obtained was cast upon the brook
that descended out of the mount
(ace. to an
interesting detail supplied bv Dt 9"), and the
children of Israel made to drink of it (cf. the
analogous procedure, Nu 5" *•).
Deferring to a later stage the question as to the
'

'

Egyptian or other, of this so-called calfworship,' we must, before passing from the incident
of Ex 32, refer to the i)roblem, raised by recent
critici.sm, of the original connexion and historical
purport of the narrative. Tlie key to the simplest
solution of the problem is that furnished by the
account in Dt l&- ' of the separation of the tribe
of Levi for the exclusive exercise of the priestly
office.
The introductory phrase at that time,'
v.', refers, we can hardly doubt, to the incidents
recorded in ch. 9.
Now, if we keep in mind the
fact that the great prophetic history-book, as it
lav before the author of Dt, contained much
which the final redactor excised to make way for
the divergent and ampler details of P, the sugges-

origin,

'

'

The pottery

is reduced to fine dust by rollinf;: a larpe stone
bftckwarda and fnrwardi over the fmKmenta,
may tw 8e«n any
ninraer tn the Birket es-fiuttan at JeruRalcm.

•

'
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remark that the main strand

'

—

M
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tion seems most reasonable, that Ex 32 in its
original connexion fornied the introduction to JE's
account of the consecration of the tribe of Levi to
the priesthood.
The priestly prerogative, in short,
was represented in J E as tue reward bestowed
by J" on the sons of Levi for their fidelity to his
cause at an all-important cri.sis in the history of the
wanderings. The use of the standing exjiression
for the priestly consecration ("S t kVo) in Ex 32™
leaves no doubt as to the nature of the ' blessing
(v.*) that was about to be bestowed upon the tribe
(cf.

also

Dt

33'- •

where we have probably another

Ex 32).
While regarding the explanation just given of
the main purport of the narrative in its original
connexion as the most probable, we would not seek
to deny that other motives may also have influreference to the incidents of

enced the early narrators. No Ephraimite writer
of the 8th cent. B.C., imbued with the spirit of the
prophetic teaching, could have coimnitted to writing the incident of the golden calf without penning,
at the same time, an inijilicit condemnation of the
recognised worship of Northern Israel. That the
12-'""- are not indenarratives of Ex 32 and 1
pendent of each other is plain from the almost
identical words with which the images are intro-

K

duced (Ex .S2», 1 K 12»^ cf. Neh 9"*). Indeed it is
more than probable that the author of Ex 32" deliberately chose the unusual plural construction
•i^x)
in order
(=i''J'CI .
polemic more pointed.*
.

iii.

.

to

make

The Bulls of Jeroboam

K

i.

his covered

—The

cardinal

12=«'o (cf. 2 Ch 11"-"), is by every
token to be assigned to the Deuteronomic compiUr
of the book of Kings, who flourished c. B.C. 6U0
(see Driver, LOT' 183; Kittel, op. cit., Eng. tr. ii.

passage,

1

211-212).
Whether the compiler is here huilding
on an older written foundation or not, the passage
undoubtedly bears the stamp of genwine history.
The situation is perfectly natural and intelligible.
Jeroboam found that, despite the success of his
revolution politically, the temple of Solomon, with

numerous priesthood and no doubt imposing

its

an
worshippers from
Justifiably dreading a
Davidic dynasty if such
ritual, still exercised

irresistible attraction for

the

the

Northern Kingdom.

reaction in favour of the
religious pilgrimages were
to continue, Jeroboam felt himself compelled to take
measures to provide a counter-attraction a sanctuary or sanctuaries that might retain the more
devout of his subjects within his kingdom. While
thus maintaining (against Stade, Geschichte, i. 3.i2)
the essential accuracy of the compiler's estimate
of Jeroboam's principal motive, we would by no
means exclude, as an important factor in the case,
the desire on which Stade lays excluiiive stress
to pose as the protector of the ancient sanctuaries
and the patron of their priests, to whom Jeroboam

—

—

may have

looked for political 8ui>port. Indeed it
improbable that many of the Northern
priestkood had already begun to realise that the
temple of Solomon must inevitably make for the

not

is

centralisation of the cultus, and, like the i)riesthood of Babylonia in the case of Cyrus, they niny
have been among the first to welcome the new
sovereign.
can also understand the motives that led to
tno selection of Bethel and Dan as the chief seats
of the rival worship.
The former recommended
itself as having been, from time immemorial (Gn

We

Thia sutfpestion holds good whether we translate D'rSti
the above passages by Ood or by gods.' On the constniction of **K with a plur. vh., see Driver, DfHt. p RS .Stmck's
exriirnus in his GenfiiU, pp. 67-68
Baudlssin, Stiid. z. $finit.
Ht'titiwiitgrnchichte, note pp. 5.S-57.
If we must ri^ndor cods,'
thrn cicartv the use of the phmse in 1 K is the older, for (as
Kitul has pointed out, Uiit. of the Heb., Eng. tr. II. 212) It is
only in the cose of Jeroboam, and not in the caa« of Aatod, thai
the' plural gods boa *ay meaning.
•

*

in

'

'

;

;

'

'

'
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35', Hos 12*. •), one of the cl>ief sanctuaries of
the laud, and it was hesides coni'eniently situated
for intercepting tlie pilgrims on their way to
Jerusalem. During the wiole period of the existence of the Northern Kingdom, the sanctuary of
Bethel continued to be its religious centre (see esp.
7"), and even survivedits downfall for a century,
until finally destroyed during th<3 reformation of
23">-'»).
Josiah (2
The city of Dan had also
from the generation succeeding the conquest been
a noted sanctuary, and its situation commended
it as the religious centre of the tribes to the east
and west of the sea of Galilee. The new sanctuary, however, did not survive ' the captiWty
of the land' (Jg IS"), at the hand of Tiglath15-®), although Josephus speaks
pileser, B.C. 734 (2
the temple of the golden cow (riis XP"<'V'
of
^aiO> as if its ruins, at least, were stiil standing

28"

Am

K

K

'

'

day {Wars,

in his

IV.

i.

1).

With regard to the size and construction of
Jeroboam's bulls we have no precise information.
As in the case of the image fashioned by Aaron,
we may best think of them as consisting of a
wooden core overlaid with gold. This view would
be considerably strengthened could we be sure that
the obscure word c--^-^ (Hos 8*) has th» meaning
here which it bears in the Talmud, viz., splinters or
shavings of wood (see Wellhausen, Die kleinen
Propheten, in loc.).* They were probably of considerable size, and represented a young "but fullgrown bull. There is no authority for supposing
that they were winged, like the bulls of Assyria,
or were copies of any cherubic emblem,' whether
in Solomon's temple (so Farrar, Expositor, viii.
[1893]: 'Was there a Golden Calf in Dan?') or
elsewhere.
We are further expressly informed
that Jeroboam ' set the one in Bethel, and the
other put he in Dan ' (1 K 12^). The view recently
j,ut forward by Klostermann in his Komm. in loc.
'

and repeated in his Gesch. d. Volkes Isr.
and supported by Farrar (ut sup.), that
both images were set up at Bethel, requires unwarrantable liberties with the text, and is contrary
(1887),
(1896),

Am

8", To 1' t^
the available evidence (cf.
if Ady («)).
On the other hand, it is
.
thought by many recent scholars that the bull
symbolism was not confined to the two great
sanctuaries already mentioned.
Stade, indeed,
foes so far as to say that there is evidence in
[osea for the presence of bull-images at all the

to

all

Pi6<rx,<fi

more

.

.

iinjiortant sanctuaries

(ZATW,

1883, p. 10).
The strongest claim is perhaps for the capital,
'
8"
Samaria (Am
they that swear by the sin of S.'),
although it is doubtful whether the city or the
country is here intended.
If the latter, tlie reference would be to the image at the chief sanctuary
at Bethel. The same form of worsliip was also, in
the opinion of many, practised at Beersheba and

Gilgait

(4m

4* 5» 8'*,

Hos 4" 9" 12" [Heb. >-]).*

The

ritual of these northern sanctuaries does not
seem to have differed much from that of the great
sanctuary of the South (see an exliaustive presentation of the evidence of Amos and Hosea on this
point by Oettii in Greifsioalder Studien, ' Der
Kultus oei Amos u. Hosea,' 1895). The priests,
however derisively named d-icj ('black-coats'?)

—

by Hosea (W)

— were recruited from

all

the

trilies,

not, as in the South, from the tribe of Levi
exchisively, which thing was an otFence to the
historian, writing from the standpoint of the
Deuteronomic law (1
23', and cf. 2 Ch
12", 2
11" 13'). Mention is made of various kinds of
* The Targ. Jonathan renders C'12ef by |'ni^ 131 'shavings
ot (wooden) boards." Of. Skabbath (ed. Strack) 4' D'EJin miDJ

K

K

carpt-nters' shavings.
f For reff. to the opinion of certain Fathers that there wms a
calf at Oilgal, see Q. A. Smith, The Twflvt PropheU, I. 37.
t Jerome, however, is too explicit with his botmt immolantet,
Id the last passage cited.

sacrifice,
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although not of

would interpret Hos

human

sacrifice (as

some

see the Commentaries).
This passage further refers to ths
practice of kissing the bulls as an act of worship,
either by throwing kisses to them (as in Job SI'')
or by actually kissing the images, as the Moslems
do the black stone' at Mecca (cf. 1 K 19'*).
13^ oix

'nai,

'

iv.

The Origin of the Bull Symbols. — We

have deferred to this stage tlie inquiry as to the
origin of this form of religious symbolism.
It is
needless to occupy space witli proof of tlie absurdity
of the opinion so long current in the Church, both
Jewish and Christian, that we have here a species
of avowed idolatry.
Whatever abuses may have
crept in at a later period, however gross may have
become the conceptions of the people regarding the
golden bulls, it is now universally acknowledged
that they were originally a sincere attempt to
symbolise the true covenant God of Israel. Whence,
then, did the Hebrews derive this symbol ? How
came they to represent the Deity under the form
of a young bull? Tlie answer, almost uniformly
given from the days of Philo and the early fathers
to our own, has been The Hebrews borrowed this
:

symbolism from tlie Egyptians. Now, it is indeed
a striking coincidence that both Aaron and Jeroboam had intimate relations with Egypt just
before they fashioned their respective images. But
it is a mistake to speak of Jeroboam as a prot<ig6
of Shishak or Sheshonk of Egj-pt, for this monarch
claims to have captured cities from Central as well
as from Southern Palestine in the course of the
1 K 14^*-.
Some of the difficulaccepting the Egyp. origin of the
so-called calf or bull worship are these
(a) The
Eg3-ptians worshipped only the living bulls Apis
and Mnevis, as incarnations of Osiris and of the
Sun-god respectively ; (6) it would have been the
height of absurdity to speak, as Aaron did, of the
golden calf as representing the God that brought
the Hebrews up out of Egypt, had the image been
a reflection of any Egyp. deity (c) the historical
situation of 1 K 12^"- recjuires that the new
symbolism by which Jeroboam hoped to consolidate
his kingdom should not be an importation from
without, but something genuinely national. For
these and other reasons the majority of the more
recent writers on this subject prefer to seek the
origin of the bull-symbolism in the native religious
tendencies of the Hebrews themselves tendencies
which they shared with the other Semitic peoples
about them. Among an agricultural people there
could be no more natural symbol of strength and
vital energy than the young bull.
The leaning to
this particular symbolism was, so to say, in the
blood, from the far-olf days when the ancestors of
the Hebrews were still beyond the flood (Jos 24-).
This view of the native origin of the so-called bullworship has been adopted not only by such men as

raid referred to in

ties in

the

way of

:

;

—

Vatke

(Bibl.

T/ieol.

p.

398),

Kuenen

(Relit;,

oj

passim), and Uahm{Theol. d. Pruphetcn, p.
47), but by more conservative scholars, such as
Dillmann [Exodus, 1880, p. 337; Handb. d.
T/u-ol. 1895, pp. 98-9), and Baudissin, in Germany,
and hesitatingly, in our ovm coimtry, by Robertson
(Early lidig. pp. 215-220, where a full discussion
of the problem will be found).
Israel,

i.

AT

V. Attitude of the Prophets Amos axd
Hosea to the Bull-Symbols. — We cannot bring

this article to a close without a brief reference to
this topic.
However excellent Jeroboam's intentions may have been in the institution of the
new form of the national cultus, and however
little the contemporary representatives of Jahwism
may have found amiss therein, we cannot escape
the conclusion that he, unwittingly it may be,

sanctioned a declension from the pure teaching of
the great prophet and founder of Israel's religion,

—

;
;

;'

CALITAS

CALL

imageless worship of J". The silence of
is a fact, explain it as we may.
It has even been questioned if Amos condemns the
bulls of tlie northern sanctuaries (but see above for
4* 5').
Hosea, on the other hand, is unable to
express the intensity of his scorn for them. He
saw what liis predecessors in the i)roplietic office
had not seen, how dangerous an approach to the
worship of the heathen deities of Caii.ian the
This worinstitution.'^ of Jerolioam had provided.
ship of J" by images had helped on a gradual assimilation of the religion of J to that of Baal, which
now threatened to prove f.atal to the former. IJuUsymbolism was rapidly becomin" mere bull-worship.
So that while, in justice to Jeroboam, we may
fairly modify the sweeping condemnation passed
upon him bv the later biblical writers, imbued
with the lohier si)iritual te.acliing of Ueut., we
must also charge him with having hindered, not
helped forward, the di\'ine purpose in the election

were called' (RV 'invited'); Jn 2» 'And both
Jesus was called (RV bidden '), and his disciples,
to the marriage' ; Rev 19" Blessed are they which
are called unto (RV bidden to ') the marriage
supper of the Lamb.' 2. Closely connected with
this is the call to some duty, as 1 S 28"
I have
called thee, that thou mayest make known unto
me what I shall do'; esp. by God, as He 11'
Abraham, when he was called to go out into a
place'; Ac 13- 'Separate me Barnabas and Saul
for the work whereunto I h.ave called them.'
Then the word is used particularly and technically
of the Divine call to partake of the blessings of
redemption 1 Co 1" (iod is faithful, by whom
ye were called unto the fellowship of his Son Jesua
Christ our Lord
whereupon they who are thus
called (having obeyed*) are described as 'the
called,' 1 Co 1^ But unto them which are called
(Gr. aiTois Si tois kXijtoIs,
'unto the called
themselves,' Lightfoot
to the believers themselves').
See Calling. 3. When one is called it
is often by name, from which comes the idiom to
call a person or thing so and so, to give a name
Gn 1° God called the light I>ay, and the darkness
he called Night'; 2 S (i- the ark of God which is
called by the Name, even the name of the Lord of
hosts that sitteth upon the cherubims' (RV; see
Name). And according to a usage which is now
archaic if not obsolete, the calling is transferred
from the person or thing to the name, as Mt I^
'thou shalt call his name Jesus'; Gn 32-* 'Thy
name shall be called no more Jacob, but Israel.'
See also He S'" Called (RV ' named ') of God an
high priest after the order of Melchisedec' (Gr.
TrpoaayopcOfiy [all] expresses the formal and solemn
ascription of the title to Him to whom it belongs,
" addressed as," " styled "
Westcott in loc. It ia
a public designation ayopdem, from ayopi. the
market-place); 7" 'and not be called after the
order of Aaron' CKiyeaOai, 'be spoken of as,' RV
'be reckoned'); and cf. Ac ll-"", Ro 7', where

with

its

the earlier prophets

Am

"

In reality, man cannot with impunity
the invisible God to the sphere of the
he thereby empties the idea of God of its
ethical content
it loses for him its sanctifyin",
elevating, disciplinin" and purifying power God,
for him, .sinks to the level of a heathen idol, which
makes no higher demands on men. This is amply
proved by tlie history of the Northern kingdom
Its image-worship became for it a bridge by which
to pass over into genuine heathenism
the
heathenish, secular atmosphere (Sinn) and heathen
immorality overpowered it, and brought al)Out the
premature dissolution of the State' (Dillmann,
of Israel.

brin"

'

down

visible

;

;

;

;

Uandbuch,

p. 167).

LiTSRATURK.

— Besides the Comm.

on Exrxius and Kinp>, and

OT

the works on

TlieoIo(r>' by Kiiencn {HcHtUin of Israel esp.,
73-7,^, Ei.l-riO, 2&I-62, 34.')-347), Schultz, 'Smend, and
mWrntinn (I I andljuchd.
Throlopie, 1895, pp. 98-9, 160-7), the

lol.

1.

folL

special

AT

works may be consulted

:

Of

the older writers

MoncsDus, Aaron Pur<]at\u (in Critici Sacri, ix., a brief sumni%ry is piven by Slait. Poole in his St/nopsis under Ex 32)
Bi> hart, 1/i^rozoicon, lib. ii. c. 34 ; De Aureui
Vitulia, pp.
S29-.'i00
Sclilen, I)e DU Syria, pp. 45-fl4.
Of modem work.s, E.
Konijt. Uii'i]it]irnbiemr., etc., pp. 63-.'i8, and Dit liUdlositikeit d.
l^itimen J ahwehcuUua, ISS6 ; also on the same lines. Ilubcrtson,
Early lifligum of Igraft, ch. ix. ; Baudi-ssin, Studini, etc. vol. i.,
.

.

.

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

:

'

RVm

'

:

'

'

'

'

'

—

;

And

his art.
Kalb (^roIdenes)' in PUK'-, vii. 39!>-400 (e.sp.
infomiintr as to prevalence of bull-worship among the Seni.
tribes); S. Oettii, * I>er Kultus bei Amus u. Hosea in Grn'fuvaUler Stiidim, 181)5, pp. 1-34 ; also art. 'Calf in Smith, DBl
(by Farrar).
A. R. S.
'

KENNEDY.
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Ro

Sandaj'-Headlam on

'call' (see

Xpvt^^Ti^etv is tr.
7').

Some phrases demand

attention. Call again,
call back (see AGAIN), as Bar 3" 'He that
sendetli forth light and it goetli, calleth it again.'
Call back = invite to return, 1 Es l" (Gr. iicraKaXioi,
used in middle voice in
= ' send for,' Ac 7" 20"
2424. :«)
and lig. = take back a promise, Is SI-* 'will
not c. back his words (Tpn). Call for ( 1 ) Send for,
cnu.ie to come. Est 5'" ' he sent and called for his
i.

i.e.

NT

.

CALITAS (A KaXlrat, B KoXflraij).— One of the
who undertook to repudiate his 'strange
Es 9^. He bore a second name, Colius
(A KiiXios, B Kilvot). The reaxling of B is KCim,
Levites

wife,'

1

tvTos KaXeiTo(s, «f Ilafloioj,

read,

as

Dr.

Swete

which

sliould jierbaps be
conjectures, oirrot KaXetrai

but this is an emendation of the Gr. on
the part of B, and does not represent the original
Heb. of Ezra, as a comjiari.son with E/.r lO'^
'
Kelaiah (the same is Kelita), I'ethahiali shows.
A Levite of the same name, and prob.tlily the same
person, is mcntioneil as one of those who expounded
the Law, I Es 9« (Ko\t(Ta5= Kelita, Neh 8', where
'ZtrraSaTof

;

'

LXX

H. St.

omits).

J.

Thackeray.

—

CALKER. To calk (or cnnflc oa the spelling has
been for the last century), from rnlinre to tread,'
to stop up a seam, esp. of a ship, by treading or
pressing in oakum or the like.
Cf. Danipier, Voi/.
(IfiOT),
In the South Seas the Spaniards do make
Oakam to chalk their Ships, witli the husk of the
Coconut.'
'Calker' occurs in this sense, Ezk
'

is

'

27».

n

(iitjb.

pij •p'lQs,

CALL. — To

AVm

'

'

:

frienils (k;;i, RV fetched ')
Ac 24=^ when I have
a convenient season, I will c. for thee' (^eraKoWu,
RV 'c. thee unto me') 28^ For this cause therefore have I called for you, to see you' (irapaKoKiui,
only here in this meaning, elsewhere beseech,'
Mt 8»-»'-" and often; 'entreat,' Lk 15-», 1 Co 4'",
1 Ti 5', so here RV
'exhort,' He 3" 'exhort one
another daily,' and often
comfort,' 2 Co 1^ etc.)
Ac 13' Sergius Paulus
called for Dnrnabas
.
and Saul (irpocrKoWu, RV called unto him
but
Ja 5" let him c. for the elders of the church,'
RV retains, though Gr. the same); Ac 10* 11"
(m«toWmtw, RV 'fetch'). (2) Ask, request, 1 K 8'
to hearken unto them in all that they call
for unto thee' (k-;;;, RV 'cry'); Ac 16^ 'he called
for a light' (aWu)
Mt 27" 'This man calleth for
'

'

;

'

'

;

'

;

'

;

'

.

.

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

Elias'

(RV

'calleth

and Jn

Elijah'),

II-"'

'The

come, and calleth for thee' (RV 'calleth
thee,' both <puyiu).
Call forth
Is 31* (n-if;)
Ac 24"
when he waa called forth, TertuUus began to

Master

is

:

;

'

stopiiers of chinks').

Hastincs.
and osp.
Hence one of its
.1.

call is origin.ally to 'shout,'

to shout so as to summon.
1.
earliest applications is to invite, now archaic or
obsolete, but found in AV, as 2 S 15" 'with
Abealom went two hundred men out of .lerus. that

• In the Gospels there is a distinction between the 'Calletl,'
those who have roceive<l the hivitjition to enter the

«A»jTo., i.e.

Messiah's kingdom, and the 'Ctiosen' (ixXi«r«>), i.e. those who
have obeye<i it
Mt 22'* Many are CAlled, but few chosen.'
Hut in the Epistles this distinction vanishes, the WTiter having
in mind the divine ifreatness and force of the call, not the
human acce|>tance or rejection of it. See Lightfoot on (3ol S'«.
Sandav-lleoalam on Ro 11.
;

'

—

—

accuse him' the tr. of Tindale, RV 'called,' as
Call the next
in mod. law-court phraseology,
witness' (Gr. KaX^ui). Call on or call upon, used
freiiuently, but always of God or the Name of God
(ifii3 or i7nKa\iiii), as I's 50" 'c. upon me in the day
In Ac 15" 'all the Gentiles, upon
of trouble.'
whom my name is called, saith the Lord (from
9'^ the heathen which are called by my name
')
we see the reverse side. See this phrase in Dt 28'"
"'''" ci?! 'J "s name ia called over thee')
(1'i'V "Ipi
and Driver's note there.
'

'

'

-Xne sense of the phrase,* says Driver, • appeare clearly from
2 S 12®, where Joab, while besieguig Uahbah, sends to urtje
David to come in person and take it, lest / (omj>h.) take the
city, and my name be called over it," i.e. lest 1 gain the credit
of iiavinp captured it, and it be counted as my conquest. The
phra.se expresses thus the fact of ownership whether acquired
Dy actual conquest or otherwise (cf. P8 4yi2(ll>j coupled at the
same time with the idea of protection and occurs frequently,
esp. with reference to the people of Israel, Jems., or the Temple.
'*• "O 14» 1518 (of Jer. himThe passages are Am 912, Jer 7'<>self), 252' 32:" 3415, 1 K S"n)eut.) = 2 Ch 0^, Is 6319, 2 Ch VH,
Dn 9i»- 1». (In NT Ac IS", Ja 2', both quotations by James
from Am 912.] It is to be regretted,' adds Driver, 'that in EV
the phrase is generally paraphrased obscurely, "called by my
name" (which really corresponds to a different expression,
'Diyi Kipo, Is 43' cf. 4S1, Nu 3242) but the Kteral rendering,
which in this case happens to he both clearer and more forcible
than the paraphrase, 18 sometimes given in RVm (e.g. in 1 K 843).'

—

—

;

"

:

;

;

RV

'accuse'),
Call in question: Ac 19* [iyKaXiui,
23' 24^' {Kplvoi).
In these places, as elsewhere in
older Englisli, the phrase means to put one on
Cf.
his trial before a court of justice.
' He that was ia question for the robbery.
Shaks. nenri/ IV. (Ft. 2) i. U. 68.
J.

(Ro
(He

respond,
1',

3').

1

it aims at working in all
described as a 'holy calling'

CALNEH, CALNO (.11^3, \i)-}, XaXiw,;, XaUvj,,
Chalanne). Calneh is mentioned as one of the
four towns of the kingdom of Babylon (Gn 10'°
And the beginning of his kingdom was Babel,
and Erech, and Accad, and Calneli, in the land of
Shinar'), but cannot be identified with certainty.
Some have thought it to be the Nipuru of the Bab.
and A.isyr. inscriptions, the same as Nitler, a town
situated between the Euphrates and the Tigris
but this is an impossible identification. Most of
the historians, like the Targura of Jerusalem,
Eusebius, Jerome, and Ephraim the Syrian, identify
it with Ctesiphon in Seleucia beyond the Tigris

—

'

;

hut this

is

also worthless.

CALVES OF THE LIPS
camel and

(Hos 14').— See Lip.

the Arabic has scores of words
and states, the Heb.

words are but two
(1) Sjj gAmAl, (td/tijXo?, camelus the generic name
for the camel, preserved exactly in the Arab, jamal,
and in all W. languages. It is one of the earliest
mentioned beasts in the Bible. Abraham had large
numbers of camels (Gn 24i° etc.) also Jacob (Gn
30" 31" 32'' ") they were carriers between Arabia
and Egypt (Gn Zl'"') the Ethiopians (Cushites) had
camels in abundance (2 Ch 14'^) also the queen of
Sheba (1 K 10^) Job had 3000 (Job V), then 6OOO
(42'^) ; the Midianitos and Amalekites had them
'as the sand by the seaside for multitude' (Jg
7'-).
No one who has not travelled in the deserts
where camels are reared can realise the force of the
latter passage.
In a waterless waste of sand and
flint chips, with nothing but the salty shrubs of
the desert for pasture, immense droves of camels
find a subsistence, and, when not worked, become
fat on their diet of tliorns and salsolas, with an
occasional mouthful of tamarisk.
They have been
steadily employed, not only to traverse the deserts,
but in the internal traffic of Pal. and Syria and
Asia Minor. David captured a large number of thera
from the Geshurites, Girzites, and Amalekites (I S

CALLISTHENES {KaWiafffuT,,, 2 Mac 8").—
Syrian, who was captured by the Jews in a small
house, where he had taken refuge, in the course of
certain successes which followed the great victory
over Nicanor and Gor^ias, in B.C. 165 (comp.
1 Mac 4'"*').
At a festival in celebration of the
victory, the Jews Imrnt Callisthenes to death,
because he had set fire to the portals of the temple
(comp. 1 Mac 4-'*).
H. A. White.

;

See Golgotha.

is

Co V, 2 Ti 1"), and a 'heavenly calling'
See Election.
J. Macpherson.

towards Elam

CALVARY

for tlie

which

it is

able that Fried. Delitzsch's identification of these
biblical names with Kullanhu, situated about 6
It seems
miles from Arpad, may be correct.
certainly to be the best that has yet been
L A. Pinches.
suggested.

to

God's first act in the application of redemption, in
accordance ^vith His eternal purpose (Ro S'^).
A distinction is made between God's calling and
men's acceptance of it (Mt 20"), the unrestricted
offer and the appropriation which results from a
hearty appreciation of what it implies. On God's
part it is sure, and without repentance (Ro 11'^).
God in Christ calls to Himself all who are in need
of Him, and those who feel their need, come.
God's calling of man is in Christ and unto fellowship with Himself in Christ (Ph 3"), and is conveyed to all peoples by the preaching of the gospel
and the administration of ordinances (Mt 28''- -").
In respect of its ethical significance and the

who

written record, in fact, has yet been found of the
Calneh of Gn 10'°, the suggested identification oi
Calneh with Kul-unu (Kullaba or Zirlaba) being
rendered still more doubtful by tlie fact that Kulunu is closely connected with Erech, and was
perhaps a part of that city. Tlie Calno of Is I(>
('is not Calno as Carchemish?' etc.), where,
according to the LXX, the tower was built, and
the Calneh of Am 6" ('Pass ye to Calneh and
see, and from thence go ye to Ilamath the great,
then go down to Gath of the Philistines'), which
seem to be mentioned as Syrian cities, are probably
to be identified with the Kulnia * mentioned along
with Arpad and Hadracli, both cities of Syria, in
the Assyr. tribute lists []VAI ii. 53, No. 3), and
cannot be the same as the Kullani mentioned ^vith
the cities and districts lying to the north of Assyria
in the geographical list ( IVAI ii. 53, No. I, 1. 6''),
and therefore cannot be the same as the Kullani
captured by Tiglath-pile.ser III. Notwithstanding
that Kullani can hardly be identified \vith the Calno
or Calneh of Isaiah and Amos, it is not improb-

CAMEL. — While

Hastings.

CALLING (kX^o-ij, vncatio), God's invitation
man to accept the benefits of His salvation. It

spiritual condition

;

CAMEL

CALLING
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Am

—

A

Plo

its varieties

;

;

;

;

;

;

Benhadad used thera in Damascus (2 K 8°).
The camel was used for riding (Gn 24" 31''
camel's furniture means the sort of palanquin in
27").

which R.achel rode, called in Arab. imucUij, ana
still used for women and children).
Tike Amalekites and the Midianites used them, as the Arabs
now do, in war (Jg V, 1 S 30"). They \yere
even used to draw chariots (Is 21'). The trappings
of riding camels were sometimes ornamented with
gold (JTlie

8=').

Hebrews were expressly forbidden to eat

It is, however,
camel's flesh (Lv 11*, Dt 14').
eaten by the Arabs of the desert, and in the towns
bordering on it. It is coarse, but not unpalatable
nor uinnioleaorae. The Arabs also use camel's
Its use
milk, fresh and in the form of clabber.
is not mentioned in the Bible.
'Thirty milch
camels, with their colts (Gn 32"), were given by
'

•

Written thus, according to Mr. Pinches' correction

tJihlct.

of th«

CAMELS HAIK

CAMEL
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my hurt.' Lane says, the term bekr = young camel,
applied to a camel, corresjionds to fata = yuung
implied in the passage. Even if Jacob's descend- man, applied to a human being and bekrnh, a
ants applied the prohibition to use camel's flesh to young female camel, to fatdt, a young wunuui.
Bckr and fata are more specialised than the
the milk also, Jacob was not under this law.
The skins of camels are used for .sandals, and general terms jamal = camel, and rajul=man ; and
were prol)ably always so used. Camel's hair was bekrah a.nd/atii! are more specialised than nakah
1").
Elijah,
=femnle camel, and mar at = woman. And in
spun and woven into cloth (Mt 3*,
the forerunner of John, may well have had a both pairs of cases the specialised words refer to
The rough garment,' excellence.' There is nothing in the Heb. original
similar mantle (1 K 19"- '").
'hairy mantle' (Zee in the above passages, nor in its Arab, equivalent,
'garment of hair,'
to indicate that it was the intention of the respective
13'), may have been of camel's hair or of goat's
writers to refer to a blooded camel (dromedary), an
hair.
The camel is always loaded, and usually mounted, animal for which the Heb. contains no word. The
The pack- Arab, has such a word, hajin, but beker is not its
in the kneeling pcsture (Gn 24").
Some have supsaddle is usually of the cross-tree form. The load, equivalent, as above shown.
on level ground, may be as heavy as 600 lbs. or posed that nil"!? kirkarGth, which is rendered
'swift beasts' (Is 66=»), means
and
more. In hilly districts, and over stony roads, the in
In going up from Ain-Jidi to dromedaries (so RVm), deriving it from "nj to leap
load is lessened.
Jeras. there is a steei) part of the road where or gallop, alluding to the lon^ trot of the dromedary.
the cameleers take ofl" their loads and carry them If so, this would be an additional reason for not
up the rocks on their backs, and lead the camels identifying beker and bekr&h with the dromedary.
up and reload them at the top.
There are cal- It is more probable, however, that we shoukl
losities under the camel's breast, his fore and hind
regard rnyij as a reduplicated form of -Q kar =
With
knees, and on the sole of his foot. The stable palanquin (Gn 31" the Arab, haudaj).
The this corresponds the
rendering ffxidfia, and
for camels' (Ezk 25') is a kneeling place.
signal to kneel is a tap with a stick on the camel's the Vulg. carrucce.
neck and to rise, a jerk of his halter, with a monoTwice the camel, on account of its being the
syllabic k/iikh.
"The foot is padded with a thick largest animal familiar to all in Bible lands, is
elastic mass of fibrous tissue, which makes the step
used to point a moral. Once, to rebuke the hyponoiseless, and protects from the angular flint chips
crisy of the Pharisees and scribes, it is said (Mt
and thorns, over which so much of his way lies. 23" RV), Ye blind guides, which strain out the
The breadth of the camel's foot prevents him from gnat, and swallow the camel.' Again it is said
sinking into the sand. On the other hand, the (Mt 19"), It is easier for a camel to go through a
broad and comparatively smooth surface of the needle's eye, than for a rich man to enter into the
sole makes it very slippery on rocks, or in clayey
kingdom of God.' The hyperbole here is no more
and muddy places. Camels often have disastrous striking than that of the preceding passage.
falls on such roads.
Some, claiming a knowledge of the E. from
The camel has a provision for storing water in a birth or long residence, have said that this latter
•npplementary cavity in his stomach. This water comparison had its origin in the custom of stripping
can be absoroed, or passed into the alimentary a camel belatgd until the great gate of a city was
canal as needed. Besides this, he h.as a supply of closed for the night, so that it could no longer
nourishment in his hump, which is a storehouse of enter in the usual way of its load, and pulling or
fat, reserved for the long fasts or insufficient propushing it through the small gate which is made
vender which are so often his lot. The Arabian in the panel of the larger one. They have alleged
camel has one hump, and the Bactrian two. that the force of the comparison is to be sought in
Bactrian camels sometimes appear in N. Syria. the fact that a rich man must be stripped of his
Nothing in the way of pasture, however dry or wealth to enable him to squeeze through the
succulent, comes amiss to the camel.
He is also narrow gate of heaven, as the camel is stripped of
fed on cut straw, and kirsenneh, a sort of lentils,
his load that he may be forced through the panel
horse beans, and sometimes barley.
If water is
gate of the city. Some have even gone so far as
convenient, and he has no access to succulent to say that this small gate is known in the E.
In reply, we
forage, he will drink every day, or once in two by the name of the 'needle's eye.'
days. The Arabs have a peculiar whoop, 'oowha,' would say— (I) That this small gate is known by
by w-hich they call camels to water. The latter the name khaukhah, but no one of the many
ohen go a week or more without water. To keep whom we have asked ever heard the name needle s
believe this to bo a fabrithe camel's body from vermin, the Arabs anoint it eye applied to it.
with tar, the smell of which, with the emanations cation. (2) No camel could be forced through
from the skin, is certainly most unsavoury. They the khaukhah. It is a gate from 3 to 4 feet in
are ill-natured, quarrelsome animals, and in the height, and from 18 inches to 2 feet in' breadth,
rutting season often dangerous.
The Hte of a and its bottom is from 1 to 2 feet above the
camel is often quite poisonous, producing death ground, and by no possibility could a camel be
from septicjeraia.
An enraged camel has been got through it. (3) Could we suppose a khaukhah
known to bite off the top of a man's skull.
so exceptionally large that a camel could be
forced through it, the hyperbole would be quite
(2) -i^ia bikr^, pi. const, of ^^3 b/=ker (Is 60"), is
rendered in both
dromcrlnries.
G. E. Post.
and
lost.
rrirs bikr/ih (Jer 2'") is also rendered dromedary,
with the pronoun her following, to indicate that a
CAMEL'S HAIR (Mt3*, Mk !•).—The cloth made
female is intended. The etymological signification of camel's hair is of blanket-like texture, softer
of both, however, is yoitntj camel, (so RVm) the
than the black sack-doth of goat's hair. In colour
first male, and the Bccond/cm'(/e.
They correspond it varies from cream to cinnamon and darker
both in form and meaning with the Arab, bckr and brown, so that by means of this variety a pattern
bekrnh. In both, the allusion is to the vigour and is Bometinies introduced to relieve slightlv tlic
swiftness of youth.
In the pa.s.sage in Isaiah there general dinginess of tone. The large enveloping
is a climax, ' the multitudes of camels shall cover
garment, with its plain belt of leather, which Jolm
thee, the young camels (bikr^) of Midian.'
It is
the Baptist wore, was the common and incoii
similar to the climax in the case of Lamech, I have spicuous dress of the desert: it was a euflicieiii
slain a man to my wounding, and a young man to covering by day and night, and doubtless he had
Jacob to E.sau, who was a Bedawi. Both probably
drank camel's milk, although this is not necessarily

'

;

Mk

'

AVm

RV

AV

RV

'

LXX

;

'

'

—

—

We

AV

RV

'

;
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come to prefer
of the prophet

CAJ^A

It was the harmonious vesture
when he delivered his inessa<je of

it.

protest and preparation, and such simplicity ot personal life is still the consistent accompaniment of
any voice crying against social luxury and ecclesiastical pride.

CAMP

Caiiel.

iSee

G.

M. Mackie.

the usual rendering of the Heb. njqo
mahdneh, tr^ in LXX irape^/JoXiJ. In 2 K G'* it represents njGO tahunah, on which see Oxf. Ileb. Lex.
is

A camp was a collection of tents (.Ig 7"), or of
huts or booths (1 K 20'^ KVm, Neh 8"). Camps,
when large, were pitched in the plain for convenience
(Jg 6**) ; when small, on hills for safety (Jg 4'-).
In either case it was necessary to choose a spot
within reach of water ; thus the army of the
Northern Confederacy pitched 'at the waters of
Merom' (Jos 11°), Gideon encamped 'beside the
spring of Harod ( Jg 7'), Jonathan the Maccabee
'by the water of the pool Asphar' (1 Mac 9**).
For defence a position of natural strength was
generally chosen, e.g. the side of a ravine or valley
further defence was perhaps
(cp. 1 S 14" 17^).
provided by the ^JVP ma'g&l (1 S 17-" 26' 'barrimeaning
cade RVra). The
of the word is, however, not certain (see Carriage). Most authorities
take it to mean a laager, i.e. a line of wagons
arranged as a barricade, n)js^ 'dgAlAh being a
wagon.' In 1 S 17-'° the LXX (A) and Aquila give
aTpoyyvKwais, which probably means either a circular
line of defence or a circular camp ; * Syr. has
simply ' camp,' while Targ. gives as equivalent a
'

A

'

'

transliteration of the Gr.

word xapai>w/ia,

'

palisade.'

LXX

In 1 S 26'
(AB) gives \aiiir-fivri, a 'covered
chariot or litter.'
As a precaution against surprise, a watch was
set when danger was feared (Jg 7'" cp. Jg 8")
but camps were usually too strongly entrenched
to be openly attacked (cf. 1 S 17'' ^' ^^ forty days
20^ seven days delay).
delay on both sides, and 1
In Nu 2 (P) a detailed account is given of the
arrangement of the camp of Israel in the wilderness, the principle being that each tribe was
grouped round a standard which had a fixed
position with regard to the Tabernacle at all halts.
In the NT the stationary Roman camp (ij irapc/ijSoXii) at Jerusalem is mentioned several times as
'
the castle (Ac 21", etc. ). In He 13"- " the name
'
camp is applied to the Jewish Church of the
writer's own day by an easy adaptation of the
language of the Hexateuch. In Kev 20', by a
further adaptation, the term 'camp of the saints'
is fitly applied to the Christian Church, in that it
suggests the three thoughts of organisation, war\V. E. Baenes.
fare, and pilgrimage.
'

'

;

K

'

'

CAMP

is found Ex
Nah 3" (Ileb. n;i5, Amer. KV
'encamp'), and 1 Mac lO^* ll'» U^, 2 Mac 13" 'he
camped by Modin (RV pitched his camp ').

as a verb (mod. 'encamp')

19=, ls29»,

Jer

50=»,

'

CAMPHIRE,

'

teS kopher, icirpo!,
Cyprus (Ca
and plur. cnrj kcph&rim (Ca 4").
The
henna plant, Lawsonia alba, L., is a shrub from
1"),

;

—

6 to 10 feet high, with opposite branches, often
becoming spinescent, opposite, oblanceolate to
obovate leaves, and panicles of cream-coloured
flowers.
The Orientals are extremely fond of the
odour of the henna, which to most Occidentals is
heavy, mawkish, and rather stilling. They frequently put a .'prig of it into their nosegays, and
the women often put it in their hair, to make
themselves attractive.
Sonnini says that tliey
put it in their bosoms for a similar reason, which
• Doughty ^TrcaxU in A rnln'a Deserta, ii. 309) notes that he
once saw 'sixteen booths pitched ring-wise,' and explains the
arrangement as a precaution against camel-thieves, the camels
beini: placed within the rwz.

illustrates the

comparison of Ca

1"- ".

For

it«

fragrance it was cultivated with spikenard and
frankincense and myrrh (Ca 4'*' ").
Henna is also extensively used in the east to
stain the hands, feet, and hair.
The hands and
feet are stained in lines or diamonds or other
figures, by passing strips of cotton cloth around
lllem in such a way as to leave the lines or tigurea
desired uncovered. A paste made of the powdered
leaves of the henna and a little water is applied to
the skin in the interstices of the bandage, and the
hands tied up in a rag over night. When the
paste is washed oil, an ochreous red stain is left on
the parts, while the white skin occupies the spaces
which were covered by the bandages. If desired,
this colour can be made a deep blackish-brown by
applying a mixture of lime and hartshorn over
the stain left by the henna paste.
Often the
nails are thus blackened, while the figures on the
hands and feet are left red. Brides, especially
among the Moslems, are elaborately adorned in
this way, as also infants and young girls.
Old
women often dye the hair with henna. It is sometimes applied in cases of intlammation, with an
idea that it disperses the congestion.
O. E. Post.
CANA (Kai-i T^5 TaXtXa/as, ' Cana of Galilee ').This was the native place of the disciple Nathanae
(Jn 21'), the scene of Christ's first miracle (Jr
2''"), where also the nobleman from Capernaum
secured the healing of his son (Jn 4**).
From
these passages, where alone the place is mentioned
in the Scriptures, we learn, regarding the site,
only that it was in GalUee, on higher ground than
Capernaum.
Jesus went down (Kari^-r)) to Capernaum (Jn 2"). The nobleman besought Him to
come down (xarajSg). In attempting to identify
the site, therefore, we have practically nothing to
guide us but etymology and tradition. Josephus
gives but little help, his references being evidently
to other places, with perhaps one exception.
He
fixes his residence at Cana, a village of Galilee
(Vita, 10), and afterwards (ii. 40) adds that it
was in the plain of Asochis. The ancient name
was probably J^kanah (n;|;), of which the Gr. (Kai/o)
is as nearly as possible a transliteration, and the
name would be correctly represented in the Arab.
(I^dmY or Kanat, for it is spelt both ways). Again,
in Ifana el-Jelil the latter word is simply a transliteration of the Heb. Galtl ('?•'?;) = Galilee, and
has nothing whatever to do with the Arab. Jalil,
great or magnificent.' It is the Arab, name for
the province of Galilee to-day. Kana el-Jelil is
therefore the exact Arab, equivalent of Kavo riji
I'aXiXaias.
This name is found attached to a considerable ruin on a slope of the hills north of elBnttiiuf, the ancient Asochis.
There are many
rock-hewn tombs.
Several water cisterns have
been found, but no spring. The Heb. name (njij,
the place of reeds ') would be most appropriate,
as overlooking the marshy plain, where reeus still
are j)leutiful. It is commonly called Khirbet KCind
but one hears also, occasionally, KCina el-Jelil on
the lips of the natives. It fulfils the NT conditions, beinj? in Galilee, higher than Capernaum,
which could be reached by road N. of the Tor'dn
range, towards the Jordan Valley, without any
circuit to the south.
The only serious rival to Khirbet KS.na is Kefr
Ken nah, on the Tiberias road, 3J miles from
Nazareth.
It occupies rising ground on the
southern edge of Suhl Tor'dn, the branch cut
from el-Battituf, by the Tor an hills. The doubling
of the medial nun is against the identification with
the Gr. Kai-a.
Were other ditiiculties overcome so
as to make Kennnh represent the Heb. ."ijs, the name
would have no appropriateness here, with neither
marsh nor reeds lor miles around. This line ol
'

'

'

'

;

'

CAXAAX, CA^fAAXITES

C.VXAAN, CA_XAAXITi:S
inquiry leads very decidedly towards Khirbet
Ifand.
It is often
Tradition yields no clear result.
ditlicult to get any satisfaction out of the witnesses they are far from exact, and frequently
contradictory.
very early tradition must have
located Christ's first miracle at Khirbet Kand.
Eusebius (c. 270-340) and Jerome evidently identify
Cana with Kana in Asher, some 8 miles S.E. of
Tyre. They could not mean Kcfr Kennah, which
was not in A.iher. In favour of Khirbet J,\dn(i may
also be mentioned Saewulf, 1102; Brocardius, 1183;
Marinus Sanutus, 1321 Breydenbach, 1483 ; and
Anselm, 1507. As against these, St. Paula, 383
Isaac Chelo, 1324
St. Willibald, 720
and Quaresimus, ItilG. The last named mentions the tradition refjarding Ifana only to dismiss it.
His
position has since been stoutly maintained by the
monks of both Greek and Latin Churches. Both
have considerable ecclesiastical property in Kefr
Kennah, and in the Gr. church a jar is shown,
said to have been used in the miracle. West of the
village is a spring, whence, it is said, the water
made wine was drawn. An old sarcophagus serves
as drinking-trough. The balance of evidence is in
favour of the northern site. Conder (Te>\t Work
in Pal.) has sug;;c3ted another possible site at 'Ain
^ana, on the highway from er-Iieineh to Tabor.
:

A

;

;

;

W. EWING.
CANAAN, CANAANITES

Xaviaf, Xariavot,
Chanaan). Canaan is the son of Ham, according
to Gn 9^ 10", and the brother of Cush (ICthiopia),
Mizraim (Egj-pt), and Put.
In consequence of
Hani's conduct towards Noah whendrunken, Canaan
was cursed, and it was propliesied that lie should be
the servant of his brethren, Shera and Japheth
(Gn 9*'"-'').
The passage, liowever, does not
agree very well with the context, as the wrong to
Noah had been committed by Ham, and not by
Canaan, and it has therefore been supposed that it
is taken from an ancient poem.
The prophecy was
fullilled when the Canaanites were con(|uered first
by the Israelites, the descendants of Shem, and
afterward? by the Persians, Greeks, and Romans.
The tenth chapter of Genesis is geographical
rather than ethnological, and the relationship between the nations and states mentioned
it
denotes their geographical position, not their racial
affinities.
When it is said that Canaan was the
brother of Cush and Mizraim, we are transported
to the age of the Eighteenth and Nineteentli Egyp.
Dynasties, when Palestine was a province of Egypt.
The statement is not applicable to a later period,
and so indicates the age to which it belongs.
The name of Canaan w derived from a root signifjing
to bow down,' and (as St. Augustine
noticed) means the lowlands of Palestine. Primarily it was applied to the coast, secondarily to the
valley of the Jordan (Nu l.'l'-'').
But in time it
came to be extended to the whole country, including the mountainous districts occupied by the
Amorites. Tlie name appears under two tonus.
The shorter form is found in the (ir. XxS (Euseb.
Prmp. Kvan. L 10; Hekat. Fratj. 254, ed. Kl.-iusen;
Steph. Byz. p. 721), which was Hellenized into
AgCnrtr, 'the manly one.'
Khna or Agfinrtr was
the older name of Pha;nicia, ami also the eponymous ancestor of the Can. and the father of Pha^nix,
or Phccnix himself (Euseb. I.e.).
In tlie Tel el-Amama tablets, as woil as the lexical tablets of
Nineveh, the name is sometimes written Kinakhkhi (with kh for the Can. 'Ayin), and represents
the greater part of southern Pal. as far north as
the frontiers of the Amorites. The longer form of
the name, Canaan, is met with in the liieroglyphic
texts Seti I. destroyed the Shasu or Bcdawin from
the eastern rampart of Egy]>t
to the land of
Canaan,' and captured their fortress of * Kana'an,'

—

(lyj?,

m

'

'

'

;

'
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which Conder has identified with Khurbet Kan'an

Among the geographical names
enumerated by Ptolemy Auletes at Kom Umbo
is that of 'Kan'an.'
The name was preserved
near Hebron.

among

the PlKtnicians, the original inhabitants
the sea-coast.
Coins of Laodiceia on the
Orontes bear the inscription, Laodiceia, mother
(or metropolis) in Canaan
and St. Augustine states
that in his time the Carthaginian peasantry in
northern Africa, if questioned in Pha.nician as to
their race, answered that they were
Chanani
{Exp. Epist. ad Horn. 13). In some of the Tel elAmama tablets, moreover, we find Kinakhna.
The Gr. 'i'olvi^, ' Phoenician,' is the equivalent
of Canaanite ; and ^owIkt), Phcenicia, is the original Canaan on the sea-coast.
In Latin the name
appears as I'oenus, Punicus.
"t'oii/ij in the sense
'
of
purple - dye and
date-palm
seems to be
derived from its use as a gentUic, the one being
the Pluenician dj'e,' the other
the Pluenician
tree ' ; the date-palm having been brought from
of

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Egj'pt to the Plicenician coast and there become
naturalised.
But pheenix, ' a palm,' may be the
Egyptian benr, beni, just as the name of the
fabulous bird phoenix is the Egyp. bennu. It is probable that we must seek the origin of the name
' Phainician
' in the Fenkhu of the Egj^ptian monuments, a name applied in a text of Tahutmes III. at
Kamak to the people of Canaan (Brugsch, JEgyptiL p. 400).
It thus corresponds exactly
with the Kinakhklii of the Tel el-Amama tablets.
We must suppose that the termination was imagined to be tlie same as that of Kilix 'Cilician'
and similar words, and that the name was accordingly identified with 0oii'(is and (polvios, and explained
to signify red,' the Latin Pcenus being borrowed
from (poiv6^.
In the bilingual Decree of KanOpos the Gr.
olotjie,

'

Phcenicia is replaced in the hieroglj'phic text by
Keft.
W. Max Miiller has tried to show that
Keft was rather Cilicia, but unsuccessfully. The
name appears in Greek as Kdpheus and KCphfine.
Kfipheus, father of Andromeda, was said to have
been a king of Joppa (Steph. Byz. ».».), and the

ChaUhcans

of

Babylon were

first

called K6ph6nes,

according to Hellanicus. Keft, in fact, seems to
have denoted the whole sea-coast of Phoenicia,
from the Gulf of Antioch to Jafl'a.
Another name applied to Canaan and Syria by
the Egj'ptians was Khal, which embraced the wliola
country from the frontiers of Eg}i>t to Aup in
northern SjTia.
It denoted more especially the
northern part of the region, from which wine was
imported into Egypt while the southern part of
Pal., particularly towards the sea-coast, was termed
Zahi.
The most general name was Rutennu or
Lutennu, which corresponded to our Syria.'
The mercantile pursuits of the Phoenicians caused
the word Canaanite to become synonymous with
;

'

'

'

'merchant'
Job 41", Pr

(Is 23»,

Ezk

17«,

Hos

12',

Zeph

1",

In an Egyp. papjTus, on the
other hand, mention is made of ' Canaanite slaves
from Khal (Anastasi, iv. 16. 2).
Isaiah (19'") calls Heb. the language of Canaan,
SI-*].

'

and the decipherment of the Phoenician inscriptions, as well as the names of Can. persons and
places mentioned in the OT, show that the
Hebrew and Pluenician
description was correct.
(or Can.) ilill'ered only in a few unimportant particulars, such as the absence in Phcrnician of a
The Tel el-.'\mama tablets prove
definite article.

that there was

little or no dill'erence between the
language of Canaan in the cent, before the Exodus
and that of the Plio'nicians and of the OT in later
times.
In some of the letters written from Camum
the writer oxids the Can. equivalent of the Bab.
Thus the king of Jeiusalem
word he is using.
' I,'
the
uses anu/ci,
Heb. anokhi, instead

1

'
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the
Heb.
the Bab. anaku, and zuru'u
while other corarm,' instead of katu
tlroa,
respondents from southern Pal. explain the
head,'
Bat), sise ' liorses,' kazira ' cattle,' risu
same ' heaven,' elippi a ship,' ina kati-su in
after him,' by the Can.
his hand,' and ar/ci-su
fH-fi (Heb. ?ii?), maUani (Heb. mikneh], rusu (Heb.
rdsh), sainevui (Heb. shamayim), anny (Heb. '6ni),
badiu (Heb. bSyado), and akhrun-u (Heb. akhrCn-o).
The Phcenician governors give batnu (Heb. beten)
for the Bab. pantS 'stomach,' mima (Ileb. mayim)
for mami 'water,' khnjMru, and aparu (Heb. 'dpMr)
for ipru 'dust,' and kiluhi (Heb. kelub) for khuSimilar evidence is borne by
kharu 'a cage.'
the Can. words borrowed by tlie Egyptians under
e.g.
the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties
markabute 'chariots,' 'agolte 'wagons,' hiirpu
(hereb)
sword,' espat ' quiver,' sliahud (shebet)
house,' b(^rkat pool,'
staff,' supdr scribe,' baith
yum sea,' naked brook,' 'ebete ('ebed) ' slave,'
gdvxal 'camel,' zaba' 'army,' na'aruna 'young
men,' parzal ' iron (cf. Lauth, Semitische Lehnworter im .^^yptischen,' in ZDMG. xxv. 4, 1871).
The Can. script at the time was the cuneiform
the so-called Phoenician
Bvllabary of Babylon
alphabet was not introduced till afterwards. The
earliest kno\vn inscriptions in this alphabet are
the Moabite Stone (B.C. 850), a dedication by
Hiram of Tyre to Baal-Lebanon, which may be
of the same date, and a single word on a piece
of pottery found by Bliss on the site of Lacbish at a
depth of 300 feet.
One of the Tel el-Amama letters was sent by
of

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

Buma-burias, kin<j of Babylon, to Amenhotep IV.
Egypt to complain of outrages committed upon his
ambassadors in Canaan (Kinakhkhi). At Khinnatuni ('Ain-Athun ; cf. the modern 'Ain-Ethan, ne.ar
Solomon's Pools, between Bethlehem and Hebron)
they were attacked by Sum-Adda (Shem-Hadad),
the son of Balumme (perhaps Balaam), and Sutatna
of

(also called Zatatna), the son of Saratum of Acco
(Acre), the feet of one bein" cut off, and the face of

another trampled upon. As Canaan belonged to
Egypt, and its king' was an Egyp. vassal, Burnaburias calls upon the Pharaoh to punish the
assailants and restore the silver they had stolen,
otherwise amicable relations between Babylon and
In another letter
Egypt will be broken off.
it IS stated that Kuri-galzu, the predecessor of
Buma-burias, refused the proposal of the Kunakhians, by whom the Can. seem to be meant, that
they should revolt to him from Egypt. Another
letter is from a king of northern Syria ' to the kings
of Kinakhna, the servants' of the Pharaoh, asking
them not to hinder his ambassador on his way to
Egypt; while in a fourth Abi-iiielech of Tyre says he
has heard from Canaan (Kinakhna) that 'theking
of the land of Danuna is dead and his brother has
succeeded him as king, and that his country is
that ' one half of the city of Ugarit has
tranquil
been Dumt and its troops have perished'; Uiat 'the
Hittite army has departed,' but that ' Etagama,
the prince of Kadesh, and Aziru (the Amorite) are
'

'

and are fighting against Namya- j-izi.'
Here Canaan seems to be used in a wide sense.

LlTEEATURE.— Movers, Dit Phmixier (1841-1S5«); Piotsihmano, 'Ge-scliichte der Phbnizier,' in 0n<-ken'8 AUgnneinr
Oachichte {lm9); Rawliiison, flpslory o/Pftomicia (I8S9) Rciian,
MUiion dt Pkinicif (IHM); CIS, vol. L (1881-lSPO); RP. New
:

111.,

v., vi. (1690-1894).

A. H. SAYCE.

CANAN/EAN

or CANAANITE occurs in Mt 10^
3" as a designation of Simon, one of the
and
disciples of Jesus. The first is the correct reading,
the Gr. Kava.vaio$ being the transliteration of n;ji<.s
(a late Heb. derivative from xjp = ;eafoj«).
It is

Mk

rendered in Lk 6" and Ac 1" by tv>^urH)s (zealot).
The Cananffians or Zealots were a sect founded by

to

the census of Quirinius (A.D. 6 or 7). They bitterly
resented the domination of Rome, and would fain
have hastened by the sword the fulfilment of the
Messianic hope. During the great rebellion and
the siege of Jerusalem, which ended in its destruction (A.D. 70), their fanaticism made them terrible
opponents, not only to the Romans, but to othei
factions amongst their own countrymen.
Literature.— Josephus, Wars o/
vili. 1, etc.

Nazara,

1.

;

Schiirer,

UJP

i.

11.

80

the Jevs, iv.
177, 221);

256

9, v. 1, vii.

lii.

Keim, Jtius

f.,

<»

A. SELBIE.

J.

CANDACE

{KavSiK-q), queen of the ^Ethiopians,
mentioned Ac 8". Her treasurer was baptized
by Philip (which see), near Gaza, on his return
from Jerus., where he had gone to worship. C.
seems to have been a dynastic title of the queens

is

Pliny says

.Ethiopia.

of

...

29)

{vi.

'

regnare

feminam Candacen, quod nomen multis iam

atinis

ad reginas transiit.' From the time of Alexander
the Great the dowager queens used to reign. C.
mentioned Ac 8" was probably rich, since the
eunuch baptized by Philip was said to be over all
'

her treasure.' (See Rawlmson, Herodotus, ii. 30 n.
Strabo, Geogr. xvii. 1. 54; Pliny, ffNvi. 35.)

o

CANDLE, CANDLESTICK

TT

;

Prichard

AV

candle
In
appears in nine passages of OT as the rendering
as the
of ^i nir, and in eiglit passages of
rendering of \irxyoi. In the whole of these passages,
25'°,
Zeph 1", but see
with two exceptions (Jer
marg.),
adopts the more accurate rendering
1.'

NT

RV

'

lamp (which

see).

'

As indispensable to the furnishing of a simple
prophet's chamber we find mention of a bed, a
4'").
The
table, a stool, and a candlestick (n";u9, 2
article in question, however, is rather a lamp-stand
(cf. Petrie, Tell el-Hesy, p. 104), and corresponds
to the
\i'x'>ia; now rendered more correctly in
4", Lk 8" 11^
the Gospels by stand (Mt 5'»,
in RV).
In Dn 9' is mentioned the candlestick
or candelabrum of Belshazzar's banqueting hall.
For the golden candlestick of the tabernacle and
the temple, see Tabeunacle.
2. The custom, practised from time immemorial
in the East, of allowing a house lamp to bum
night and day, is the source of the frequent figure
by which the continually bumin" lamp pictures
the continued prosperity both of the individual
and of his family (see Ps 18=« i»>, thou wilt light
my candle,' 1 11''). Conversely, to put out the
candle of the wicked (Pr 24»', Job 18») is to make
his home desolate and bring destruction on himself.
This familiar metaphor is employed in the Apoc. to
describe the fate with which the Church of Eijliesua
was threatened
I will remove thy candlestick
A. R. S. KENNEDY.
out of his place (Rev 2»).
'

'

K

NT

'

Mk

'

'

K

'

'

:

'

'

CANE.— See Reed.

;

hostile,

SerieB,

Judas of Gamala, who headed the opposition

CANKER.— As
as doth a
verb, Ja 5'
rusted ').

e.'it

As

RV
'

'

'

cancer,'

which

the 17th cent.
IV.

i.

subst. 2 Ti

c'

2"

(yiiyypaiiia.,

'

their

RV

word

will

'gangrene').

Your gold and silver is c"""
The mod. spelling of the

'

(Kanbui,

subst. is
is found as early as the beg. of
For the verb, cf. Sbaks. Temp.

192—
'

As with age his body uglier grows,
So his mind canlfers.'

See Medicine.

J.

Hastings.

CANKERWORM.— See Locust.
CANON.— In this article an attempt will be mnde
to give a general view of the history of the idea
involved in tlie application of the word Canon to
Holy Scripture ; and in so doing the use both cf

CANON

CANON

this and other terms to express the idea in question
will be noticed. The history of the process « liereby
the actual Canons of the Jewish and the Christian
Scriptures were arrived at will be more fully traced

Another description, ScSrifuxrieviUfat ypaipal, 'writings which have been made public,' used by Origen
and others, needs somewhat fuller consideration.
certain vagueness attaches to it owing to the
fact that these writings are contrasted with such
as are 'apocryphal
and while this word is common
in the Fathers of the 2nd and 3rd cent., it does not
seem ever to occur at this time with the precise
connotation which it has since acquired.
The
original and fundamental signilication of apocryphal was that of something withheld from general
knowledge. But there mifjht be various reasons
for so treating difl'erent writings. There were some
among the Jews, as there were also some Christians,
esp. in the Church of Alexandria, who were
inclined to value highly lore which they considered
to be unfit to be communicated even to all the
faithful, and suited only for the study of the wise.
But this tendency was never strong enough either
among Jews or Christians to lead to the establishment of a class of writings regarded as authoritative
and yet not imparted to all and the si)irit of Christianity in particular was wholly opposed to such
reservation. All writings regarded as insjiired were
naturallj' included among the SfS-Qfio/nev/Mfai those
made the public property of the whole Church.'
have still, however, to ask what was meant by
and implied in this publication,' and, as a further
point, whether it could really serve to mark oil the
writings regarded as, in the full sense, authoritative
from all others. The chief means of the publishing
in question was the regular readinf; in the congregation.
And no doubt this solemn reading
served to impress upon the people generally the
idea of the special authority of the books which
they heard in this way ; while the need of a rule
for directing it may have been one influence which
promoted the formation of the C. of OT, as it was
certainly of NT. But it seems too narrow a view
of the words S-inuxTifveaOat, or mtblicari, to regard
them (as Zahn does, Gesch. d. Kamms, i. p. 13-1) as
meanin" little or nothing more than to be read in
church.
If the publication connoted by these
terms was closely associated with the public
readin", it was so because that act was the chief
symbol of the general reception and acknowledgment of the boolcs by the Church, which had been
informally arrived at, and which found expression
in various habits of speech and practice.
It must,
however, further be observed tliat the fact of particular books being publicly read would seem to be
often too inconsiderately taken as evidence that
they were regarded as Scripture in the full sense of
the terra. It is not to be supposed that the public
reading would necessarily be regarded as havin^'
the same significance, or that the rules for it woulJ
be conceive<l in the same spirit, everywhere and
always.
There might be, and in point of fact
there were, varieties of custom ace. to dill'erenccs
circumstances
and of theological temper. At
of
some times and places there would be comparativi;
laxity, at others special strictness.
The Mur.itorian C. {circ. A.D. 200, written at Rome or in the
neighbourhood) reveals a disposition to exclude
from public reading all worKs of secondary or
doubtful authority.
This might be due to the
special genius of tlie Rom. Church, or to a sense of
tlie need of watchfulness which the recent sprcnd
of Gnosticism and Montanism and the circulation
of the writings of these sects had created.
On the
other hand, at the very same epoch, we lincl
Seraiiion, b|). of Antioch, (irst allowing the public
reading of the Gnspcl of Peter at a place within his
diocese, though he knew very little of the work
and held it in no particular esteem, and then
afterwards forbidding it, when he became niort
fully acquainted with its contents, and found tliat
vi. 12).
it was doing harm (Euseb.
Again, to

under the heads

A

Old Testament Canon and New

Testament Canon.
The conception of a

'

C. virtually existed long
before this precise term was employed.
have
it wherever there is the notion of a collection of
writings marked off as peculiarly sacred and as
having a special Divine authority. AVritiiiL'S of
the past would be likely for the Crst time fully to
acc^uire this position when an age bad come in
which the living voice of prophecy was no longer
heard.
This \-iew of them would not preclude the
ossibility of an addition to the number of inspired
PO;
oks at a future epoch of revelation. It is also
to be observed, though to some this may at hrst
si"ht seem stranpe, that a belief in a distinct class
otwTitings of this kind was not incompatible with
some diversity of opinion as to its extent, and with
doubts on this subject in the minds even of those
who were fully persuaded of the main facts. And
this is true even of the time after the word C. was
introduced.
The idea of a C. no doubt gained to
some degree in definiteness through controversies
as to the writings which were to be held to form
part of it. But in essence it was presupposed in
those controversies
and their chief result was
imply to fix more clearly and firmly the limits of
the Canon.
There was no exact equivalent for the word
r.mong tlie Jews in respect to OT, but we have the
idea clearly implied in the expression ' the Scriptures' as emjiloyed by Jews addressing Jews in N f
Mt 21«, Jn 5^, Ac IS^) and the word
(e.jr.
Scrii>ture,' as used in the singular for a particular passage, also involves it, since each passage
so named derived the binding force which is attributed to it from being contained in the body of
sacred writings. So again, where Jos. (c. Ajj. i. 8)
makes a formal statement concerning these books
and their number, the recognition of a C. is
implied.
And we have it also in the collective
words used in the Talm. for the Di\'ine Scriptures,
such as Kipp ('reading,' from their being read
publicly in the synagogue) and r;?n 'jrj (' the
noly writings ').
'Ihe Christian Church adopted the Scriptures of
the Jews as her own.
She also in process of time
extended the idea of ' Scripture to another body
of writings, which in one or more groujis were
named along with those of OT. I'seuJo-Clement
of Rome's •2nd Ep. (c. A.D. 150) speaks of to /ii^\/a
xai oi oirrfffToXoi (i.e. the OT and the apostolic
writings).
Fresh names, also, were introduced
expressive of the fact that she possessed two such
collections, or such a collection in two parts.
Melito, bp. of Sardis, circ. A.D. 170, speaks of rd

We

'

;

—

'

We

'

;

'

'

'

HE

iv. 20),
Jio(?>i(fi;! /3i^\(a (ap. Euseb.
the books of the Old Covenant (or Testament).
And we have evidence about the end of the same
cent., in the writings of Clement of Alexandria
and Tcrtullian, that the names x-aXaict 5ia0iJKri
(vetns testamentum) and yia itaOrJKri (novum
testaraentum), the names that have become the
most prevalent of all, had been transferred to the
actual writings of the two dispensations. Tertullian himself preferred (see c. Marc. iv. 1) the
term lyi.itriiincntum (of legal associations = ' documentary record or proof '). He frequently emploj's
it, applying it sometimes to particular books, and
sometimes separately to OT or to NT, but also to
the Scriptures as a whole.
From StaB-^Ki) the adj.
tySidOriKo! was formed
it occurs repeatedly in the
writings of Origen and Eu.sebius, in a sense closely
corresponding to canonical {c.if. Philocal., iii. and
Euseb.
iii. cc.
9, 25, vi. c". 14).
'

'

;

'

HE

'

."?,

;

'

;

T^» iroXaiit

34S

;

HE

—

'

CANON

CAPERNAUil

With Cyril of Jerus. in his
pass to a later age.
catethetical lectures, delivereil circ. A.D. 340, the
chusM of books
openly read in the church is
acknowledjjed
colerriiinous with that of those
among all,' and is the opposite of apocrjphiil

For further illustrations of some of the points
here touched upon, and for the considerations
which determined the inclusion or exclusion of
particular books, or groups of books, the readei
must consult the arts. Apochypha, Old Testa-

and he knows no third division (Catech. iv. ce. 33,
3."i).
Athanasius, on the other hand, writing not

ment Canon, and New Testament Canon.
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'

'

'

'

'

;

long afteiwards, but representing the usages of
another Church, distinguishes between canonical
books,'
books that are read,' and apocryphal
books' (Ej>. Fest. 3'J, i. TUS, ed. liened.). And
Kulinus at the end of the cent, distinguishes in the
same way, and gives the name of Church books,'
Ecdesiasiici tibri, to the second class {De Symb.
'

'

'

'

zc. 37, 38).

We shall

the

now be in a position to estimate rightly
amount of signilicance to be attached to

tlie introduction of the words Canon, canonical,
and canonised with reference to the books of
Scripture b>it we must first determine which of
them was so used earliest, and when ? Some have
supposed that the em|iloyment of the adjective in

V. H. Stanton.

CANOPY

from

{KuvoTreToi',

—

kui'w^/

(Mt

23-*),

gnat,

moscjuito).
Originally a mosquito-net.
The
c.mopy of the bed of Holofcrnes, 'which was of
purple, and gold, an<l emerald, and precious stone?
inwoven,' was taken by Jiidith 'from the pillars as
a trophy, and given by her ' for a gift (ifaSri/jxi)
'

unto the Lord' (.Ith 10-' 13»" 16'"). 'Canopy'
occurs also in RV at Is 4° 'Over all the glory shall
be spread a canopy' (AV 'defence'). The Heb. is
n^r^, which here only has the sense of a canopy for
protection elsewliere it means a bridegroom s (Pi
19') or a bride's (Jl 2'") chamber.
F. C. PoRTER.
;

;

this connexion preceded that of the substantive,
and tha' it is to be traced back to Origen, on the
ground that the epithets cnnonici and regulares
are applied to the books of Scripture in portions of
his works which we possess only in Kutinus' tr.
No reliance can, however, be placed upon this
argumeat, since the.se would be the most convenient 'renderings for such a word as ivSLaSriKoi.,
which, as we have seen, certainly belonged to
Origen's terminology.
Moreover, Rutinus so
renders this very word in passages of Eusebius,
where we have both the original and his translation.
The earliest instance which can be adduced of the

occurrence of either Kavihv or a derivative in the sense
consideration is in the Festal Epistle
of Athanasius above referred to, written in A.D.
3()7.
The participle Kapovit^i^fva is there used of
the books of Holy Scripture. It seems, however,
improbable that the verb Kat'ovl^ay, or its parts,
should have been so applied before the term Kapiif
had been used of the books collectively. And a
little later Amphilochius, the eminent bishop of
Iconium, concludes a catalogue of them, which he
gives in his Jnnibi ad Seleucum with the words oCroj

now under

a.\p€v5^(rra.To^ )s.av^v Si/ fly} Tuiv BeoTrpevaraii^ ypaip/jitf.

The

word, which originally meant a rod, and thence a
measure, had been already applied in the sense of
a rule or norm, and that variously, both in classical
ecclesiastical usage.
It wiU suffice here to
notice the phrase 6 Kaxux ttjs aXriffelas, for the
Church's creed, which had long been familiar. It
h.as been questioned wliether, when the word Kavuiv
was first u.seil in conne.xion with the Scriptures,
the primary intention was to express the thought
that they form the rule of faith and life for the
Christian, or to denote the list whereby the contents of the Scriptures is correctly defined. The
latter seems to be the true view.
It is the
simplest and, moreover, it would be hard otherwise to explain the use of the verb Kayoyliav, which
is applied both to jiarticidar books and to the
bot)ks collectively, "rhe other idea would, however,
also be readily suggested to the mind by the
a.ssociations of the word Kaviiiv.
And accordingly
we find Isidore of Pelusium, in the earlier half of
the .'ith cent., expressing himself thus
the Canon
of the truth, I mean the Divine Scriptures' (Ep.

and

;

:

'

114).

mil be perceived, then, that no essentially
point of view was implied in the use of the
term Canon and its derivatives in connexion with
Holy Scripture. At the same time it is noteworthy
that they began to be employed at a time when
special efi'orts were being made in dillerent quarters
to remove ambiguities with respect to, and to
codify, the contents of the Scriptures.
It

new

CANTICLES

See Song of Sonos.

CAPER-BERRY

'abiyydnah, xdinrapn, Ec
of the
and of some of
the Rabbis is in favour of the tr. ' caper-berry
KV, instead of 'desire' AV. This is the fruit
of Capparis spinosa, L., a perennial shmb, rooted
in the clefts of rocks and walls, with straggling,
more or less pendulous, branches, and orbicular to
ovate leaves, 1 to 2 inches in length, and white
llowers 2 to 3 inches bro.ad. It grows in all the
Mediterranean basin. The ripe berry is oblong to
obovate-oblong, and 2 to 2^ inches long.
The
young berries have a pungent flavour, and are
pickled as a condiment. The Arabs of the Sin.
desert call it el-Asdf, while the peojile of Pal. and
(.xV?!*

LXX

The authority

12').

—

Syria

know

it

by the name kabar, which

is

mani-

festly a modification of /cdTrirapis. Like all pungent
plants, it is stimulating to the erotic instinct. The
idea of those who tr. 'dbiyyonah ' caper-berry is
that even this stimulant shall fail to excite desire.
The principal Rabbi of Beirftt assures me that the
' desire
tr. of
'
is that of the majority of the
Jewish commentators. In either case the object is
the same, that is, to express the decadence of the
bodily powers with the advance of years.
'

AV

G. E. Post.
KmrfpraoiV, from which our
English word is taken but Ka(papvaovft., supported
by BnDZ, etc., is undoubtedly correct, representin" the original cinj—es). This city is mentioned
only in the Gospels, and derives all its interest
from association with the life of Christ. To it
Matthew applies Is 9' (Mt 4"'-'»).
After His
rejection at Nazareth, Christ made His head-

CAPERNAUM (TR

;

—

C, and it is called 'Ids own city'
Here only was it said of Him 8ti ir otxif
^iTTlf
that He was at home (Mk 2'). Peter and
Andrew of Bethsaida (Jn 1") had settled in C. (Mk
1^), and on the neighbouring beach they first heard
Matthew
and followed the Master (Mk 1'").
(Mt 9»), or Levi (Mk 2'^ Lk 5=^), was hero called
Many miracles were
from 'the place of toll.'
wrought here (Mk 1"). The following are specially
mentioned, viz. healing centurion's servant (Mt 8-,
Lk 7') nobleman's son cured by a word from Cana
(Jn 4^*)
Simon Peter's motlier-inlaw cured of
fever (Mk 1")
paralytic healed (Mt 9\ Mk 2',
qiiarters in
(^It 9').

—

;

:

:

unclean spirit cast out (Mk 1», Lk 4»»).
Here the lesson of humility was taught from a
little child set in the midst (Mt 18», Mk 9^'-=«).
A famous discourse in the sjrnagogue is reported
in Jn 6.
Over C, highly favoured but unrepentant, the heavy woe was pronounced, 'And thou
Capernaum, shalt thou be exalted unto heaven ?
thou Shalt go down to Hades (Mt IP', Lk 10" RV).
C, invariably called riXit, 'a city,' was an
important position, held by a body of Roman

Lk

5>8)

;

'

CAPERNAUM
It was also a customs-station
The commander of the soldiers

troops (Mt 8' etc.

(Mt

9'

etc.).

CAPHTOR

).

it worth while to intjratiate himself with
the people by building them a synagogue (Lk 7°).
It was the residence of a distinguished othcer of
the king (Jn 4*"). But beyond the facts that it
was on the seashore (Mt 4"), and was in or near
see also
the plain of Gennesaret (Jn 6"""'
6", Mt H-**), there is nothing in the NT to indimentioned
Vita,
Twice
by
Josephus
cate the site.
is decisive.
72, BJ U. X. 8), neither passage
Tradition wavers between two sites, and a warm
controversy has long raged over the question.
The claims of 'A in em-Madotinoerah, the round
fountain,' a large spring on the N. edge of GenThere is nothing
nesaret, may be dismissed.
near it to indicate the site of a great city ; and it
waters only a small portion of the plain.
The two serious rivals are Khiin Minyeh, at the
N.E. comer of the plain, and Tell II um, on the
shore, fully 2 miles nearer Jordan.
The case for
Tell IJitm rests chiefly upon the name, the size
of the ruins, their position on the eastward road,
It is
and the testimony of certain travellers.
suggested that the Arab. Tell took the place of
Capnar when the city became ruinous, na falling
from Nahura. This is an almost impossible derivation.
Jewish Kabbi, T<iii/:lium, is said to be
buried here.
The derivation from his name is
both easy and natural. An alternative derivation
is suggested from the Heb. c;n=;' brown' or 'tireblackened,' of which Arab. J^um is an exact transliteration.
Then Tell ^iim='the black mound,'
truly descriptive of the ruins, could only da i^ from
a time subsequent to the destruction of the city.
Along this road only the eastern tratiic would pass.
The northern caravans never came this way.
Jerome, Tlicodorus {o'.i'lA.D. ), Antoninus Martyr (':),
A.D. 600, and John of Wiirtzburg (lluu), may be
taken as favouring Tell Hum. Josephus, hurt on
the Jordan, was carried to C. but this was not
necessarily the nearest town.
He was evidently
an.\ious to reach his headqviarters at Tarichea
Vita, 72).
It is much against Tell Hum that
(
there is no fountain there and nothing like that
described by Josephus within about a couple of

thought

Mk

;

(

'

A

;

;

miles.

On
in

the other hand, there are
favour of Khdn Mini/eh.

many

considerations

Gennesaret was a
(jenerally allowed to corre-

well-defined district,
spond with el (jhuweir, the little GhAr,' lyin;:
along the N.W. shore of the sea (see Jos. BJ in.
The disciples started from the other side to
X. 8).
go to C. (Jn 6"). The waters being stilled, they
were straightway ' at the land whither they were
going' (i6. v.^'). Matthew (14") says ' they came
to the land, unto Gennesaret.' (So also Alk (5™.)
Those who sought Jesus in the morning found
Him at C. (Jn ty*), and He addressed them in
the synagogue. C. was tlnis either in or close
This condition is met by Khan
to Gennesaret.
Minyeh not at all by Tell lliim. Keinains of an
ancient city are founu in the plain between KhCin
Min\feh and the sea ; also on the adjoining 'Tell
'Areimeh, where probably a large church once
stood.
Standing at the junction of the two great
'

;

roads which must always have united behind Tell
'Areimeh, that to eastward along the shore, and
that to the north by Khi'in Jithh Yusif, it occupied
a position of first importance in the district. All
the trallic from north, south, east, and west pas.sed
The
through the hands of its customs ollicers.
spring of which Jo.Heiilius speaks (BJ II. .x. 8) may
not have been actuallj' in tlie plain. Certainly it
was not 'Ain et-Tineh.
At ef-Tabigha (Heptapegon ?), on the edge of the valley beyon<l Tell
Areimeh, rise several springs, one of great volume,
the larcest fountain in Galilee. An old aquoluct
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led the water across the vale, along the face of the
cliff in a rock-cut channel, and into the plain at
Minyeh suthciently high to water a large area.
Historical evidence is on the whole favourable to

Khdn Minyeh.

Antoninus Martyr (GUli) is claimed
on both sides but the latter site is sujiported |py
Arculfus, end of 7th cent. ; St. Willibald, middle
of 8tli cent.: Eugesippus, middle of 12th cent.;
Brocardius, end of l.'itii cent.; Quaresimus, l(i2il,
who says that a ruin, called in Arab. Minieh, is
;

the site of Capernaum.
The absence of any reminiscence of the ancient
name is a diftieulty with some. But from the Talm.
we learn that C. was, for the Jews, associated
with the Minim, the name by which they designated the Christians, who were numerous in the
city.
The HiitA of the Talm., 'the sinners,' are
the sons of Caphar Mahum, and again these are
identified with the Minim.
Among the Jews,
C. was the city of Menai down to the 14th cent.
The name given to the inhabitants is probably
preserved in Khdn Minyeh.
The balance of
evidence is at present greatly in favour of this

W. EwiNQ.

site.

CAPH

KiPH O).— Eleventh

or

letter of

Heb.

alphabet, and as such used in the 119th P.salm to
designate the Uth part, each verse of which begins

with this

letter.

CAPHARSALAMA

(Xa^apo-aXaMd),

Apparently near Jerus.
Siioam,

is

possibly intended.

CAPHIRA

(A. Ko<^iprf,

of Benj., inhabitants of

Mac 7".—

1

Kefr Silivcln, the

village of

SWF, vol. iii. sh.

xvii.

B Ueipd), 1 Es 5".— A town
which returned with Zerub.

In Ezr 2^ CHEI'HIRAII (it^j,
7^.
See Chephirah.

B

Ka^ei/jo,

A

-i-)

;

cf.

Neh

CAPHTOR

(ninirs, nnh!:?, XaipffopKL/i, Caphiorim).
Caplitorim were geographically connected
with E^'ypt according to Gn lO"
and in Dt
2^ we read
The Avvim, which dwelt in villages
as far as (iaza, the Caplitorim, which came forth
out of Caphtor, destroyed them, and dwelt in their
Here the C'ai)htorim are identified with
stead.'
the Philistines, who are stated to have come from
9' and Jer 47* (where Caphtor is
Caphtor in
called an 'isle' or coastland ').
Consequently in
(in 10'* the words, 'whence went forth the I'liilistines,' must be out of place, and should follow
Caplitorim instead of Casluhim. Caphtor has been
ident ified with bot h (\ypnis and Crete, hut the names
Kliers {^h'r/ y/iteji und die Biichcr
do not aj;ree.
Moses, IS(iS) proposed to see in Caphtor an Egyp.
coiiipouiid Kaft-ur, 'Greater Kaft' or Pluenicia,'
anil made it the coast of the Delta, which was
thickly covered with Phoenician colonies.
Hut this
theory has been overthrown by the excavation of
the temple of Koni Oiiiho in Upper Egypt in 189'2.
On the wall of the south external curidor is a
series of cartouches containing the naiiu-s of the
countries supposed to have been coinniercd by
Ptolemy Auletes and collected from older monuments of various ages. Among the names are those
of Kaptar (Caphtor) and Kasluliet (Casluhiin), each
with the determinative of 'country' attacliid to it.
Kaptar emls the first line, and is immediately preceded by the names of Persia, Susa, Babylon, and
PontUH, while Kasluliet (followed by Zoar) is the
fifth name of the second line, whidi begins with
the inhabitants of the Sinaitic peninsula and
northern Syria. The names, however, have probably bei'ii registere<l at haphazard, so that no
conclusimi can he drawn from their order.
The Philistines seem to have entered Palestine in
the course of the great inviusion of Egypt by the
niirlhiTii nations in the eighth year of liamses in

— The

;

:

'

Am

'

'

CAKAVAX

CAPPADOCIA
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—

the king (1 S 9" RV prince or leader, LXX dp^un")!
the same Heb. word is used also of the leader of
the house of Aaron (1 Ch 12-''), and of the mlere
See below.
of the house of God' (2 Ch 35* etc.).
dpxTrii.
(3) rsii, literally head, Nu 14'' etc.,
(4) K-\i% literally lifted up, Nu 2^ etc., RV prince,
ipx'^'- (5) l'5'i'' literally one who decides, Jg 11'
apx-ntlii or
etc., RV chief (except Dn 11'*),
marshal, Jer 51'-'', Nah 3".
Tiyouiievos.
(6) "ijro,
From 1 S 30", Ezk 25", Zeph 2», we may (7) "'n;, usually of the governor of a territory, 2 K
gather that the PhUistiQes were also known as 18-^, Hag 1' etc. (8) 3-! = (l), only in later Heb., e.^
master,' Jer 37", captain
25*.
the Cherethites or Cretans, as the Sept. tran- 2
(9) "^l';, baal,
9^ etc., probably
(10)b*'VEx 14', 2
In this case Caphtor must be of the ward.
scribes the name.
Tpiffrdrijs.
The other three
identified with Crete, or at all events -with some knight or equerry,
!!*• '•,
Recent discoveries have words are (in AV) mistranslated captain, 2
district in that island.
shown that Crete was a centre of culture in the Jer 13^, Ezk 21'^ (ns, r^\W, -ij, respectively).
II. Captain represents three words in the NT
prehistoric age of the eastern Mediterranean, and
used vaguely of a military officer,
ilr A. Evans has pointed out that it possessed a (1) x'^i'apxos
peculiar system of pictorial writing (see his article and technically as the equivalent of the Roman
One such
tribunus militum.'
on • Primitive Pictographs ' in the Journal of 'prsefectus' or
A. H. Sayce.
officer was regularly in charge of the Roman garriHellenic Studies, xiv. 1894).
son at Jerusalem, which probably consisted of a
CAPPADOCIA (KoinroSoK£a), a large country in cohort of auxiliaries, about 1000 men in all. The
the E. of Asia Minor, was formed into a Rom. commander would be a Roman citizen (Ac 22'*), the
pro%-ince by Tiberius in A.D. 17, on the death of soldiers provincials (not Jews, but many of them
It was administered by a proSamaritans), who would receive the franchise on
king Archelaus.
curator, sent out by the reigning emperor ; and it discharge. Whether the word has the technical or
was treated as an unimportant outlyin" district. the vaguer sense in Jn 18" is not clear. (2) arpaIn A.D. 70, however, Vespasian united it with T,^6s_used in Lk 22*- =» and Ac 4' 5"- « of the
Armenia Minor as one of the great frontier pro- captain of the Temple, together vdih his chief
vinces of the empire, placing it under the rule of a subordinates, who are perhaps the same as the
25", Jer 35^
legatus Augusti pro prcetore, who was selected by three keepers of the threshold (2
the emperor from among the ex-consuls ; and he and see Josephus, Ant. X. viii. 5). This captain
stationed a legion (XII. Fulminata) at Melitene as (Tjj, see (2) above) is mentioned Jer 20' (LXX
garrison to maintain the defence of the Euphrates ^oiy^evos) and Neh 11", and is called in 2 Mac 3*
line.
At this period a great territory, ruled by Trporrirris tov Upov, and in Josephus {Ant. XX. vL 2,
Antiochus Epiphanes of Commagene, lying be- etc.) arpaTTiyis. Probably he and his chief subtween the provinces Cilicia and Cappadocia, and ordinates are indicated by the term rulers in
a-rpaTiryot or
including part of Lycaonia, was incorporated in Ezr 9^ and often in Neh (o"JJf,
The captain
II. i. 258.
and under succeeding emperors, especially dpxovTes) see Schiirer,
C.
Trajan, the size and importance of the province was at least a Levite, and commanded a small
were greatly increased, and more troops were body of police, probably themselves priests and
stationed in it. The commercial capital of the he had the duty of keeping order in the Temple,
province was Caesareia - Eusebeia • Rlazaka
the and watching there by night. (3) apxnyli' He 2'"
probably to be understood rather as author and
military centres were Melitene and (after Trajan)
Between about A.D. 76 and 106, both beginner than as commander in a fight (cf. Ac 3'^
Satala.
Galatia and C. were placed under one gover- 5", He 12'^).
'The captain of the guard (aTpaToinSdpx-n^, Ac 28"
nor.
Jews in C. are mentioned in Ac 2", and
implied in Philo, Leg. ad Gaium, § 36 (Mang. ii. TR and AV) would, perhaps, be the 'princeps
587) a letter in their favour from the Kom. Senate castrorum peregrinorum ; it would hardly mean
to Ariarathes, kin^ of C, about B.C. 139, is men- the pr.-efectus praetorio,' whose title is never so
the 3rd cent, after .Christ and rendered in Greek. But the sentence is omitted
tioned 1 Mac 15^:
by
following the best authorities it is, howlater, a great Jewish population in Ca;sareia is
alluded to in the Talmud. The easy road from ever, an ancient Western reading,' and possibly
Tarsus through the Cilician Gates tempted them records a real tradition.
(See Mommsen in
onwards towards the N., to take advantage of the Sitzungsb. d. kgl. preuss. A/cad. d. Wissensch., phil.lucrative trade between Central Asia and the hist. Classe, 1895, p. 495, and art. Pr.etorium.)
W. O. Burrows.
Black Sea harbours, esp. Amisus the road passed
This trading
tlirough C. and Pontus (Ac 18-).
CAPTIVITY See Israel.
connexion led to the early extension of Christianity
-aniv), 1 Es 9".
over both countries (1 P 1').
CARABASION (B Kapa^acHiiv,
A corrupt name of one of those who put away
LiTKRATURB. — MarquaMt, Rdmwche Staattverwaltung, I. pp.
their 'strange' wives.
It seems to correspond to
365-374 Kitt«r, Ktnntuien, i. pp. 2:i6-339, ii. 230-272 Ramsay,
The conjecture that it
Hut. (leog. of A$ia ilinor, pp. 267-319, 34ft-3S6, 449 f., and the Meremotu in Ezr lO*'.
map in St. ^aut the Trav. for provincial divisions N'eubauer, should be read koJ 'Va^aaLwn is not supported (as is
Giog. du Talmud Th. Beinach, Humigm. det Roit de Capp.
stated in Speaker's Comm.) by the Vat. text.
\V. M. Ramsay.
H. St. J. Thackeray.
in Job
CAPTAIN I. In the Old Testament.—The
CARAVAN, not used in AV, is given by
6"
(n'.TiN est.) for
translates no fewer than 13 different Heb.
'paths,' 'troops'; in Is 21"
words by 'captain,' and many of these words have (ptcp. of n-is) for
travelling companies' and
other renderings as well.
The RV has scarcely in Lzk 27-° The ships of Tarshish were thy caraintroduced much greater consistency. (1) v, of ten vans for thy merchandise,' for
The ships of
translated 'prince,' used especially of 'captains of Tarshish did sing of thee in thy market,' taking
thousands' (xMapx"^), etc., and of the 'captain of rn^' from "I'lr to travel (after Gesen.) not tc to si?ig.
the host (ipx^'^l>°^^Tr°^)- For the captain of the But Davidson doubts
The camel has been called
host of the Lord' (Jos 5"-'»), and for 'Michael the shi]i of the desert, but conversely to call an
your prince' (also -i} Dn 10^' etc.), see under GOD east-indiaman a caravan is too brilliant for the
and Anoel. (2) T)j, the foremost officer, used of prophet.' See his note. In older Eng however.

Prof. PrAsek combines this fact wnth the statement
of Justin, that in B.C. 1209 a kinj; of Ashkelon
stormed Sidon, and that the fugitive SiJonians
founded Tj-re. The dates would agree very well.
At any rate, the Pulista or Philistines are closely
associated with tlie Zakkal (Teukrians?) in tlie
attack on Egypt in the time of Ramses III. whereas
the latter appear alone in an earlier attack in the
time of Merenptah.
,
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CARBUNCLE

CAKE

the word mi^'lit have been applicable without
Ezekiel with the brilliant metai>hor,
since caravan was used from the be^. of the 17th
to tlie middle of the 18th cent, for a fleet of ships,
.
as Fuller, Com. on Ruth (IQai): 'A caravan
J. HASTINGS.
sailing in the vast ocean.'

gamis) of the land of IJatte (Kheta or Hit) in a
single day.' There is no record, however, that
the fortress was taken on this occasion.
The
ruler of Carchemish about B.C. 880 was Sangara,
who paid a large amount of tribute, chielly in
manufactured things, such as furniture and woven
stutt's, also
metal, to Assur-na^ir-pal, king of
Assyria. Sangara afterwards came into conflict
with Shalmaneser II., son of Assur - na^ir - pal,
about B.C. 858, and the Assyrian king says tnat
he captured Sangara's cities, receiving from the
latter, when he submitted, 2 talents of gold, 70
talents of silver, 30 talents of copper, 100 talents
of iron, 20 talents of puiple cloth, 500 weapons,
his daughter with a dowry, 100 daughters of the
great men of the place, 500 oxen, and 5000 sheep,
and fixed as his (yearly) tribute 1 nianeh of gold,
1 talent of silver, and 2 talents of purple cloth,
one pajnient of which is duly recorded as having
taken place. The large amount of the war indemnity and the tribute testify to the prosperity
and commercial importance of the city. On the
bronze gates found by H. Rassam at Balawat
the reception of tribute by Shalmaneser II. is
twice rejiresented, and in each case a picture in
relief of the fortress is given. The city was finally
taken by Sargon of Assyria in B.C. 717, when
Pisiri or Pisiris, its last king, was made prisoner.
P'rom this time it formed part of the Assyrian
empire, and was administered by an Assyrian
governor.*
Its importance as a trading centre
continued under its new rulers, the maneh of
Carchemish being one of the standard weights in
use at Nineveh. Later notices of the city occur
in the Bible itself, when PharaohNecho defeated
Josiah in the battle in which the Jewish king lost
his life (2 Ch 35"), and was himself defeated by
Nebuchadrezzar, four years later (B.C. 605), under
the walls of the city (Jer 46^), in the battle which
decided the fate of Western Asia. The patron
deity of the city was the Asiatic goddess worshipped under the name of Atargatis, whose worship, when the city fell into decay, was transferred
to the city now represented by Membij, which
became the new Hierapolis, and continued in existence after the old city of Carchemish was deserted.
The meaning of the name is unknown.
T. G. Pinches.
CARE. The proper meaning of this word, and
of all its compoumls (of which there occur in AV

creditinf;

'

'

.

CARBUNCLE.—See

.

Stones, Precious.

CARCAS (sr;;. Est 1'°), one of the seven eunuchs
orchamherlainsof kinp Aliasuerus. AnetymoluL'y
ett^;:ested is the

Persian kargas,

'

The

vulture.'

LXX gives a different name.
CARCASE (the spelling has been indillorently
carcase or carcass throuj,'liout, though dictionaries
have given carcass alone, or by preference since
Johnson) is used now only of the dead body of a
beast, or contemptuously of a human being, but
was formerly used freely of either. The Heb.
words are various (1) .ti: givhjyah (used of living
body also) is so tr. only Jg 14'" of the c. of
Samson's lion (RV 'body'), wliich is also (14*)
called (2) rht^ mappelcth (fr. Ssj to fall, as jml/za
:

irfirreti',
cadaver fr. caflere), which has this
meaning only here elsewhere fall Pr 29", Ezk
261S- w 3ii» 3210, or
Ezk 27" SV [all]. (3)
^uin
U3 peger and (4) n^jj nihhflah are often tr. carcase.'
Both are also applied to the trunk of an
idol, peger Lv 26*'
I wQl cast your carcases upon

fr.

'

;

'

'

.

'

;

'

the carcases of your idols ; nihhilah Jer 16'*
'
they have tilled mine inheritance with the carcases
Both words are used
of their detestable things.'
dead
in Heb. of dead bodies only, so that the tr.
carcase' of Dt 14*, Ezk 6°, is as needless for the
Heb. as in the Eng. RV omits dead.'
In Bel * ' in the den there were seven lions, and
they had given them every day two carcases and
two sheep (so RV, AVin slaves,' Gr. (rui/nara, lit.
'bodies,' used of 'servants,' i.e. slaves. To 10'").
In NT carcase occurs Mt 24^ wheresoever the
c. is, there will the eagles be gatliered together
(iTTwfia, as in Wis 4'*)
and He 3" whose carcases
fell in the wilderness' (kCiXov, lit. 'limbs,' the
tr. of i;? in Nu 14'-^- '' where the language is nearly
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

LXX

J.

identical).

Hastings.

LXX

CARCHEMISH («»'P3-|: ; omitted in the
at 2 Ch :!.-)-", but at .Jer 26 [Heb 46]-' XapAteis [Q,
Kapx^PM'''] Vulg. Ouircaiiiis). There have been
various conjectures lus to the site of this city,
which was fin.illy correctly located by Messrs.
Skene and Geo. Smith, by means of the As.syrian
inscrijitions.
Carchemish is at present represented
by the mounds of JerablOs (Smith, Varaboloos) or
llierapolis, on the western bank of the Euphrates,
described by Smith as a grand site, with vast walls
;

and palace-moimds 8000 ft. round, and containing
numerous sculptures and monoliths with inscriptions, many of which are now in the British
Museum. Pococke says that the ruins are rectang\ilar, and measure \ mile long bj' ^ mile wide.
The mounds lie between Birejik and the junction
of the Sajur and the Euphrates.
Carchemish, the
chief city of the Hittites, was called Karkamis by
the Babylonians, Gargamis and Kargainis by the
Assj'rians, and 4!!arikamaV(?)sa or Karakamisa by
the Egyptians, and the city was known perhaps
renowned as a trading centre as early as tlie 3rd
millennium n.C* Amcn-em-hcbe, one of the captains of Tahutmes III. (c. n.C. UiiKI), refers to his campaign against the people of I^ankanmV(?)Ra, where
he took prisoners ;t and about B.C. 1200 Tiglathpilesei I. of Assvria plundered
the land of the
neighbourhood of Sulii as far as Carchemish (Ivar-

—

—

'

•

Before the

rplirn of

the Bab. kinjc Aiiimi-zAflutra.

c.

2110

n.o.

Max MilUer, Airifti und Kurvjia nacK attdgyptiachen
t W.
Dti'krmiUm, bcipzig, 1803,
vol..

I.
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'

'

—

'
'
'
careful,'
carefully,'
carefulness,'
careless,'
carelessly ') is trouble or sorrow.
But from a
very early perioil it was confounded with Lat.
'
'

cura (with which it has no connexion, being a
purely Teutonic word), and the meaning of cura,
viz. attention to something or somebody, became
attached to it.
This all'ected even the original
word, so that care in the sense of sorrow became
anxiety, as if due to over-attention
while the
compounds have now actually dropped their original
meaning, and adopted that of cura wholly. But
throughout the history of the word, and esp. in
AV, wo can trace the two senses side by side.
1. Care is both subst. and verb.
As subst. (1)
Anxiety (Gr. nipinva.) Mt IS*', 'the care of this
world, and the <leceitfuliie8s of riches, choke the
;

:

word'; so Mk 4'", Lk 8" 21" 'cares of this lifi,'
2 Co U'» 'the care of all the churches' (KV
anxiety for'), 1 P 5' Casting all your care upon
him' (RV 'anxiety'), 1 Mac 6"" 'my heart failoth
for very care.'
In OT, 1 S lO'
tliy father hath
left the care of the asses (i.e. concern about,
"-121, lit. " the matters of the asses "), and .sorrowelh
for you,' Ezk 4" they shall eat breail by weight,
and with care' (i5n^, RV 'carefulness').
(2)
Attention (esp. earnest attention, the original
meaning of the word in turn afl'ecting thia
'

'

'

'

*

The

iiuiiie

of the (governor In B.o. 091 or 002

was HCl-emiinuiL

';

;

CARE
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borrowed meaning; Gr. airouS^) 2 Co 7" 'our
care for you in the sight of God (RV earnest
care,' as 8" AV, RV)
I'h 4'° your care for me
(tA (ppofuf,
thouglit for me ') Wis 6" 7*
(^povTis).
As verb (1) Anxiety or cvncern (Gr.
^epiMxdw) ; 1 Co 7'" ^- ** But 1 wouhl liave you without carefulness. He that is unmarried careth for
the things tliat belong to the Lord, how he may
please the Lord but he that is married careth
for tlie things that are of tlie world, how he may
pletuse his wife (RV is careful for ')
12^, Ph 2^.
In OT, 2 S 18' if we flee awav, they will not care
for us, neither if half of us Jie, will they care for
us' (Heb. 35 D5c).
(2) Attention: Dt 11'^ 'a land
which the Lord thy God careth for [pTi,
seeketh after '), the eyes of the Lord thy God are
always upon it' Ps 142* 'no man cared for my
soul.
When the expression is care for, the distinction is not always obvious, since it is the person
that is anxious ahout who will give attention to
but in the foil, passages (where the Gr. is iiiXei)
the meaning is always anxiety or concern Mt
12'-', Jn 10'"
22'«,
he is an hireling, and careth
not for the sheep,' 12* not that he cared for the
ooor,' Ac 18"
Gallio cared for none of these
things,' 1 Co 7^, 1 P 5' He careth for you.'
On
the other hand, to take care of {irifieXio^ai) must
10**
be to give attention to,' Lk
he brought him
to an inn and took care of him,' 10^, 1 Ti 3° if a
man know not how to rule his own house, how shall
he take care of the church of God ?
Hence 1 Co
9' AV, ' Doth God take care for oxen?' (fj-O^ei) is
a serious mistranslation. God does take care for
oxen, as for all living creatures, but it is only for
man that He may be said to have concern (RV Is
it for the oxen that God careth ? ').
Careful. 1. Anxious, Lk lO*' Martha, Martha,
thou art c. and troubled about many things' (Mfp''thou art anxious'), Ph 4' 'Be careful
tivf!
for no. hing
In nothing be
(firiSiv /xepi/ivcirc,
anxious'). In OT, Jer 17' he sliall be as a tree
planted by the waters
and shall not be c. in
the year of drought (:N'n) Dn 3'" O Nebuchadnezzar, we are not c. to answer thee in this
matter' (nsn,
'we have no need,'
as
:

'

'

'

'

;

RV

'

'

:

'

'

;

'

RVm

'

;

;

AV

'
12" Looking c' {iTnaKoiroOi'Tct,
looking dili'
gently ').
Carefulness, in the sense of anxiety, is given
'

in

RV

AV

(as

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

RV

RV

'

'

'

.

.

.

'

;

Cf. Shaks. Tit.

And.

'

RVm

RV

AV).

'

The

IV. iv.

'

;

'

:

'

'

:

'

;

'

—

Carefully.
In the sense of anxiously, c. occurs
only Mic 1" 'the inliabitant of Maroth waited
c.
for good
(n^n, lit.
has been in pain,'
waiteth anxiously '). In tlie sense of attentively,
there are in A V Dt 15' if thou c. hearken (i'lcy'-cx
V?v'B, ' if hearkening thou shalt hearken,'
'if thou shalt diligently hearken,' as
in 11"
28', same Heb.)
Wis \2^ we should c. think of
thy goodness nepifi.vQp.ev,
ponder ') Ph 2^ I
sent nim the more c' {irirovdaioT^pus, RV the more
diligently ')
He 12" he sought it c. with tears
(^Kfip-^ui, RV 'sought it diligently').
To these

RV

'

'

'

'

'

AV

RV

'

;

RV

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

RV

adds

(dicpi/Sus
'

Mt

AV

dUigenUy

')

Z'-"

(d«cp./3Au,

'diligently'),
18=« (d^pi/Sut

AV
Ac

AV

'

'diligently'), 28
18=»

'fear').

is

'

c.

RV

(piipip-va.,

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

fidence'); 'careless' .Ig 18', Is

(but

RV

lessly

adds Pr 19" Heb.

Is 47*,

'

•

Ezk

39»,

Zeph

32'-'- «'•

",

Ezk

'a despiser')

.iiS

;

30»
'care-

Cf.—

2'».

Raise up the organs of her fantasy
Sleep she as sound as careless infancy.'
Shaks. Merry Wive*, v.
;

v.

M.

Hastings.
CAEIA (Kap(a) is actually mentioned only in
15=^
1 Mac
as one of the places to which the Rom.
Senate sent a circular letter in B.C. 139-138 in
favour of the Jews. The political entity which is
here meant was probably the Chrysaorian confederacy, in which most of the cities (esp. the
inland cities) of C. were united, meeting at the
temple of Zeus Chrysaoreus at Stratonicea. C,
most of which belonged to the Rhodians from 190
to 168, was then declared free by the Romans and
this confederacy was the responsible government
until 129, when the country was incorporated in
the province of Asia. The coast cities of C. were
chiefly Greek, and did not belong to the confederacy:
of these Miletus was Ionian
Cnidus, Cos, and
Halicarnassus were Dorian hence the Rom. Senate
sent their letter about the .lews (see Delus) to the
Dorian cities, Cnidus, Halicarnassus, Cos, and also
to Rhodes and Myndus (which seem to be nearly
J.

;

;

:

the complete

list

of Carian governments).

W. M. Ramsay.

.

'

Sir 30=*

which

to

;

(AV

22=*

CARITES

And is not careful what they mean thereby.*
were so c' l/jLcpi^vHi'In Apocr., Bar 3" 'They
m) ; to which RV adds 2 Es 2" Be not c. overmuch,' an expression which brings out the difference between careful = anxious, and careful =
attentive or painstaking in the latter sense, as
we put it, • you cannot be too careful.' 2. Attentive to one's interests, painstaking
Ph 4'° Now at
the liist your care of ine hath flourished again
wherein ye were also c, but ye Lacked opportimity'
(i<t>povilT(, RV
ye did take thought ') Tit 3" that
they which have believed in God might be c. to
maintain good works ((ppovrl^oi) 2 K 4" thou
hast been c. for us with all tliis care' (Tin, usually
' to tremble,'
and so here to be anxiously careful,'
its only occurrence in this sense).
.

Jos

84—

eajfle suffers little birds to sing.

.

12i8- '»

Ezk

bringeth age
care ') ; and
1 Co 7'=
I would have you without c' (d^pi/ivoj,
RV free from cares '). Cf. Latimer, Ser. i. 413,
Consider the remedy against carefulness, which
is to trust in God.'
But the sense of watchful
and helpful interest is clear in 2 Co 7" what c. it
wrought in you (aronSri, RV earnest care ') for
the same apostle commends c. in this passage, who
had condenmed it in the previous.
Careless and Carelessly have always the meaning of without trouble or anxiety, in security (the
Heb. being always na? 'to trust,' or ncs 'con'

'

'

n;»!i)

'care'),

'

'

'

(AV

In the same sense
before
the time

:

Mk

of

tr.

adds 4"

(iKpi^us,

perfectly

')

AV

and He

(11) occurs in the Ke.thibh of the Heb.
text and margin of
in 2 S 20^, where the Keri
has Cherethitcs (""13), and in
of 2 K 11*, where
the
has capfnins (RVm executioners). The
Carites were possibly Phil, mercenaries from Caria,
as the Cherethites were from Crete. See ChereTHITES, and cf. W. R. Smith,
262 n.
T A Hfi rif"
CARMEL (Vs-ij 'garden'), Jos'lS^*, 1 S 15"
252. 7. « 2 S 23»,' i Ch 11".— A city of Judah in the
Hebron mountains, where Saul set up a hand or
memorial stone, and where Nalial li\'ea in possession
of flocks.
One of David's heroes was a Carmelite.
Now the ruined town Kumiul, on the hills about
10 miles S.E. of Hebron, chiefly remarkable for the
remains of a large square tower, built in the 12th
cent. A.D., and for a very fine large reservoir.
See
SVVP vol. iii. sheet xxiv.
C. R. Conder.

RV

RV

AV

OTJC

'

CARMEL

'

(usually with the def. art. >;-i5n ' the
garden - land
without it only in
OS igs", Jer 4G'», Nah 1* 6 Kdp/xijXos but generally
'd.t in
6po^ t4 KapjmjXioi'
Mount of the Carmel
Jos. Kdp^7)Xos, \\app.-fi\iO'' 6pos.
In later Heb. ''7')3.
In the list of places conquered by Tahutmes III. in
Pal., No. 49 reads Kaliinna, which Tomkins takes
as Kalamon or Carmel and No. 48, Rshkadsh, by
which M.aspero understands Rosh-Kodshu, 'the
sacred headland of Carmel. Mod. Arab. KOrmdl,
but more usually Jebel MSr Elyas). This long
headland, which forms one of the great features
of Pal., is of the same hard limestone as the cen

farden

'

or

'

'

;

;

;

'

'

;

;

'

—

;

'

CAEMEL

CAK.MEL

of the conntir, bat ia separated from
the latter by hills of softer formation, which are
therefore more worn than itself, and now lie lower
The promontoiy of
and are opened up by passes.
Carmel rises above a narrow sea-beach to a height
of Bome 500 ft. at the monastery thence the ridge,
running S. E. ascends (FEF Large Map, sheets
V. and viii.) 9i miles to Eslia (1742 ft.), and
then sinks for 3^ miles more to its end at El-

tory of Israel. According to Jos 19" it was assigned
to the tribe of Asher ; but their tenure must nave
been intermittent. The kings of N. Israel seem to

tni range

;

,

Mahraka

1GS7 ft. ) ; beyond which there is a sudden
dip into the Wady el-Milh, a valley that separates
(

Carmel from the lower hills aforc-said, the Beldd
er-Kuhah. The ridge is well-detined, and in shape
a wedge, with the thin end seaward, in breadth
from plain to plain 1^ miles, but at the thick or
inland end as much as 8J miles broad. The sides are
very dill'ereutly disposed. The S.W. sinks slowly
by ion" ridges and glens upon the plain of Sharon
the N.E. is abrupt and steep above the plains of
Haifa and Esdraelon. At tne foot of the latter
runs Kishon, for the most part parallel to the axis
of the mountain. The limestone of C. abounds in
flints, 'geodes' (known as 'Elijah's melons'), and
fossils ; and on the N E. igneous rocks crop out from
a basalt formation that extends to the Sea of Galilee
(Ritter, Pal. 712, 713). There are very many caves.
C. ia very conspicuous from most parts of central
Pal. ; its high sky-line, with the line of Bashan
and the great mass of Hermon, form the three
grandest features of all views from Esdraelon,
Galilee, and the mountains of Ephraim.
Accordingly C., Gilead or IJashan, and Lebanon are
frequently named together in OT (Is 33" 35',
Mic 7" etc.). Unce C. is coupled with Tabor:
.

'

" Pharaoh

is

but a rumour

?

'

As

I live,

saith

J", surely like Tabor among mountains, and like C.
by the sea, shall he tome (Jer 46"). At opposite
!

ends of Esdraelon (the v«ry scene of Pharaoh's
eoming) the two hills stand out, symbols of that
which sliall certainly be established as fact, and
make its presence felt. Sweeping seaward, in
the face of the rains, C, as its name declares, is
richly clothed with verdure.
At present this is
mostly wild a thick growth of underwood, grass
and flowers, coppices of oak, carob, and many
evergreens, with here and there a grove of great
trees.
Van de Velde asserts that there was not
a flower found by hira in Galilee or in the maritiue plain which he did not als» meet on C,
'still the fnigraiit lovely mountain that it was
of old (i. 317, 318).
Hut there are, too, frequent
olive-groves, and other gardens, with prosperous
villages
while the more numerous grooved lloors
and troughs that have been traced in the rock
below the brushwood, prove that, in ancient times,
there was an even greater cultivation, and chiefly
of olive and vine.
Accordingly, in OT Carmel is
the very type of a luxuriant fertility (Is 35' etc.)
her decay the prophets' most desperate figure of

—

'

;

;

desolation (Am 1», Is S.S' etc-.).
The German
colonists at Haifa have resumed the culture of the
vine on the N. slopes of tlie promontory.
C. plays no part in the political or military
history of Palestine.
The great campaigns swept
past her on either side in military tactics the lull
was only an obstacle to be avoi<led. By far the
most armies, whether going north or soutn, crossed
between Esdraelon and Sliaron by the passes to the
east of C.
Some of the Syrian advances south,
Kom. legions when i>as!<iMg from I'tolemaia to
CiEsarea, Kichard Lionlieartand the Third Crusade,
Napoleon on liis retreat from .Vcre, these followed
the sea road under the promontory. May not this
quality of Iwing neither a goal in itself, nor on the
road anywhere, bo the origin of the curious Tal:

—

mudic word

The
its

c'Vo"):?

from the central range mode
ridge but an uncertain Bpi)euilage to the terrialfMifness of C.

35S

have held it as they held Gilead but even in the
time of Amos (9*) the top of C.' is regarded as
a hiding-place of fugitives from J" ; and in later
history it lay outside Samaria, and was sometimes
allotted to GalUee, but frequently subject to Tyre
;

'

BJm.

(Jos.

The

1).

iii.

which disabled C. from
enhance its fame as
a sanctuary.
In its separation from other hills,
its position on the sea, its visibleness from all
causes, however,

political rank, contributed to
•

quarters of the country, its uselessness for war
and traffic, in its profusion of (lowers, its high
platforms and groves, with their glorious prosjjects
of laud and sea, C. must have been a place of
retreat and of worship from the earliest times.'
Maspero thinks to identify it in the lists of Tahutmes III. under the name of headland of holiness
(see al)ove)
and even before Elijah's day there
seem to have been upon it altars both to Baal and
J".
Kor here, as on ground which both of them
held to be sacred, the representatives of the two
religions met to appeal to their respective deities,
and decided the argument between them (1 K
IS""-).
Tradition and the agreement of many
modern explorers (see esp. Stanley, Sin. and I'al.
353 f ) place the scene at the E. end of the ridge,
at a place called El-Mahraka, or 'the burning,'
where Druses have a sanctuary and are said still
to perform a yearly sacrifice there is a good sjiring
just below (cf. Jos. Ant. VIII. xiii. 5). It is interesting that immediately below, on the l)anksof Kishon,
a great mound is known as the Tell el-lj^asis or
Mound of tlie Priests. But the derivation of the
modern name of Kishon, the Nahr el-Mukatta, as
if it meant river of slaughter, is both Improbable
in itself and impossible to connect with the
slaughter of the priests. When it is said that
Elijah afterwards went up to the 'head of
it
is jio.ssible that
headland is meant, in which case
the tradition is correct that places the site of his
waiting for rain near the monastery but the word
may also mean ' top,' any spot on the long summit
of the ridge, which almost everywhere is in sight
of the sea.
A point near the E. end and the altar
of J" would better suit the context, and esp. the
story of Elijah's subsequent race to Jezreel in
front of Ahab's chariot.
It is possible that the
great projihet from Gilead chose as his subsequent
residence the scene of the triumph of J", and
eWdently C. is meant by ' the mountain on
which, according to the extraordinary story (2 K
1"""), he called down fire on the king of Israel's
soldiers sent to arrest him for his interference with
the ambass.'idors to Ekron. Elisha visited C. after
the departure of Elijah (ib. 2^)
and when the
Shunanimite was in need of him, she went to seek
him
there
(4").
and found
Probably for rea-sons already stated, C. does not
again ai)pear in OT as the scene of any sacred
function
but in heathen hands the sanctity of
the hill was preserved. Tacitus describes it as the
site of an oracle, without on image tantum ara et
reverentia' [Hist. ii. 78); and Vespasian, having
sacrificed here, is said to have received from the
priests the prediction that he would be emiieror
(Suetonius, Vesvas. 5). Jamblichus ( Vit. Pijth. iii.
(15)) describes C. as 'sacred above all mountains,
and forbidden of access to the vulgar (see \V. U.
Smith, US 146). As we have seen, the probable
site of Elijah's altar ia still held sacred by the
Druses.
But it is Christianity which has diielly
perpetuated the ancient sanctity of C, and the
mountain has given its name to the great order
of ('armclife I'riars, whose convent stands upon
the promontory above the sea.
lA>ui3 the Saint,
'

;

.

;

C

'

;

'

;

;

'

'

;

CARMELITE, CARMELITESS

CAKRIAGE

of France, founded the convent ; but its legends
trace tlie order of its monks in unbroken succession
from Elijah himself, by Elisha, the sons of the
The
prophets, John the Baptist, and the Essenes
church of the convent is dedicated to the Virgin
Mary, whom the interpretation of the Rom. Church
sees prefigured in the cloud for which Elijah sent
his servant to look and who, according to many
legends, frequented the neighbourhood of the
convent with the child Jesus,

form of carpentry among the Isr. in primitive
times, and tne close intercourse of the Hebrews
with the Egyptians who have left mural representations of carpenters at work with a variety of
tools, aflbrded an opportunity for the development
of the art. Nevertheless, the Jews were backward
In the first mention of carin technical skill.
penters in the Bible they are foreigners imported
into Pal. for builders' work, which would seem
to have been beyond the capacity of the Isr.
themselves.
Phoen. workmen were engaged on
the building of David's house, Hiram of Tyre
sending carpenters to work the timber which he
Similarly, the timber
also furnished (2 S 5").
work as well as the masonry in Solomon's temple
was executed by Phoen. artisans owing to the
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;

—

LiTKRATUKK. Besides works quoted above, see Seetzen, Rexten^
Robinson, BR iii. 1S9 Conder, Tent-Work, i. 169 if. ;
9ti(.
Quarterly, 1882Laurence Oliphant, various papers in the
ii.

;

;

1888.

and

PEF

his L\fe

G. A. SMITH.

by Mrs. Oliphant.

CARMELITE, CARMELITESS ('VTlsn, n•^I?^^!^).—
An inhabitant of Carmel in Judah, which is to be
distinguished from the well-known Carmel in the
north ; it lies in the small but fertile plateau
between Hebron and the south desert. Nabal lived
with his wife Abigail at Maon, a mile to the S.,
Maon,
bnt his farms were at Carmel (1 S 25-).
Carmel, and Ziph are mentioned together, Jos 15"" ;
Hezrai (or
cf. G. A. Smith, Hist. Geogr. p. 306.
Hezro), one of David's 'tnirty,' came from this
J. F. Stennino.
district (2 S 23»»).

CARUI
Achan

("m;).

— A

Judahite, the

1,

7'- '», 1

(Jos

Ch 2').

2.

father of

The Carmi of

1

Ch

4'

should probably be corrected, with Well, and Kittel,
to Chelubai ("5^?), i.e. Caleb (cf. 1 Ch ^- '8). 3. The
eponym of a Reubenite family (Gn 46', Ex 6", 1 Ch
See Genealogy.
6»), the Carmites of Nu 26".

AV

CarCARMONIANS (Carmonii, 2 Es IS",
manians). A people occupying an extensive district north of the entrance to the Persian Gulf,
between Persis on the west and Gedrosia on the
Accounts of the country and of the people,
east.
who are said to have resembled the Medes and
Persians in customs and language, are to be found
in Strabo (xv. p. 726), Ptolemy (vi. 8), Am. MarThe
cellinus (xxiii. 6), and other ancient writers.
name survives in the present town and district of
Kirman. In the above verse, which is one of the late
additions to the Second Book of Esdras, it is said that
the Carmanians shall come forth like wild boars,
shall join battle with the ' dragons of Arabia,' and
lay waste a portion of the land of the Assyrians.
The reference is probably to Sapor I. (A.D. 240-273),
the founder of the Sassanid dynasty, who, after
defeating Valerian, overran Syria, and destroyed
Antioch. He was subsequently driven back acroa.'s
the Euphrates by Oda!nathus and Zenobia (cf.
Lupton in Speaker's Com. ad loc). The erroneous form Carmonians, which is supported by the
best Latin MSS, is possibly due to confusion witli
Carmona, an important city in Spain (so .James in
TexU and Studies, III. iL p. Ixx). H. A. WHITE.

—

Kapi't,;',
1 Mac 5-"- (Kapvitv) "• «,
Camion (ri) Kapi'ioi'j, 3 Mac Vi"- '' (UVni
Carnain). The ancient Ashteroth-Karnaim (which

CARNAIM,

and

—

CARNAL, CARNALLY.— In OT of sexual interI'J", Nu 5'^
But in NT = 'of the

couise. l.v IS
is

'

'

(aapKiKis).

(fipivritia.

He

itJ-iij

9'".

'

TTis

carn.il

'ordinances of

Ro

'the carnal mind,' tir.
of the flesh'; so
ordinances'; StKatii/iaTa aapK6s,

In

dapxis,

8'

RV

'mind

See FLE8U.

flesh.'

nicians (Ezr

3').

Zechariah's 'carpenters'

CARPENTER

(i^lij

'

artificer,' f.^.

2K

2

K 22';

f!

•'^-'

12"; TfKTwv. Mt Hi'*,
Mk I! ).— The early use of timber structures and
agricultural tools must have necessitated some
'

artilioiT

in

wood.'

c

i/.

may

have been any kind of artisans. According to the
first Gospel, Joseph was a carpenter (Mt 13")
according to the second, Jesus Himself (Mk 6').
Justin Martyr (c. A.D. 150) states that 'He was
in the habit of working as a carpenter when
among men, making ploughs and yokes' (Trypho,
This more definite statement is not attributed
88).
to the Memoirs of t/ie Apostles, and seems to have
been derived from tradition. See Delitzsch, Jeioish
W. F. Adeney.
Artisan Life.
inhabitant of Troas, with whom
Paul stayed, probably on his last journey to
Rome (2 Ti 4"). The name is Greek, but we have
no means of proving his nationality. His memory
is honoured, as one of the seventy disciples, by the
Greek Church on May 26, and by the Roman and
A late tradition
Syrian Churches on October 13.
found in the list of the seventy disciples, attributed to Hippolytus, and in that by Dorotheus,
describes him as having become bishop of Berytus
(Acta Sanctorum, May 26,
or Beroea, in Thrace.
Nilles, KalenMonologion, May 26
)ct.
13

CARPUS.— An

St.

(

;

;

flarium Manuale,

—

i.

pp. 165, 461.)

AV

W. LOCK.

this word occurs five
CARRIAGE. In the
times in the OT, once in the NT, and four times
in the Apocrypha, but never in the sense which
It denotes
the word bears in modern English.
regularly 'something carried,' or, as we should
saj',
baggage.' The passages are arranged below
according to the various Heb. or Gr. words
rendered by carriage.
(1) 1 S n'^"". Is 10^''??, LXX ffftein}—a word of
very wide signification, and corresponding roughly
In the first place in Samuel
to tne English 'things.'
tlie ref. is to the present brought by David to his
brothers in Saul's army, in the second and in Isaiah
to the b.iggage of an army. RV And David left his
l>aggage in the hand of the keeper of the baggage.'
'At Alichmash he layeth up his baggage.'
(2) Is 40' c;'niKi'j = yo«r carried things, of the
Babylonian ijols, which the priests were accustomed to carry about in solenm procession. RV
The things that ye carried about.
'

CARNION.— See Carnaim.

;

;

'

see).

flcsh

confessed inability of the Jews (1 K 5'), the
Jewish workmen only assisting as labourers (1 K
5").
When, however, carpenters appear at the
restoration of the temple by Jehoash, there is
no mention of these men being foreigners (2 K 12^').
Those who repaired the temple under Josiah also
seem to have been Jews (2 K 22°). Nebuchadrezzar
carried the carpenters and smiths together with
Jeconiah and the princes into captivity (Jer 24' 29",
but
where, indeed, we only read bj^ij, not ('y
then the mention of 'smiths' suggests that the
In Is 44"
'artificers' were workers in wood).
there is a picture of a carpenter with his tools
carving a wooden idol but this refers to a Bab.
artist.
At the rebuilding of the temple under
Zerub. the carpenters appear to have been Phoe-

CASLUHIM

CARSHKNA
LXX

tA /Jdpos, but A (tt;!heavy, or perliaps the
prcriniis goods, refemn;^ to the baggiiye of the
Danites, or more probably to the images which
liV 'the
iiaii been stolen out of Micah's house.
goods.'
'
carrinijes'
is the
IVe took up our
(4) Ac 21"
The (Ireek word
translation of iTriffKcvaffinevoi.
expresses the completion of the preparations necessary for the journey from Ciesarea to Jerusalem ;
but others understand the term of the loading
liV 'We took up our
of the Imjrgage animals.
baggage,' liVm 'made ready.'
In tlie Apocr\-]iha, carriage, i.e. baggage, represents iirapTia. ( Jth 2" 3'") and d7ro<T«w) ( 1 Mac SP- »»).
V the phra.ses, the
In the margin of the
place of the carriage,' and ' in the midst of liLs
carriages,' occur as alternative renderings to the
word 'trench' found in the te.xt of 1 S 17" 26».

Jg

(31

KTTitriy

18='

airroD)

.1713511,

ttji'

(vSolov

= the

A

The Heb. expression

is

'

'9;i'?

(LXX

17"

(rrpory-

20' Xa/j-vqi'Ti), and denotes the circular
'laager' or barrica<ie formed by the baggage and
baggage-wagons round tlie place of encampment.
' barricade.'
'the place of the wagons.'
Even here ' carriage is probably not to be underSee
stoo<l in the modem sense of ' a vehicle.'

ydXiaaii

;

RVm

RV

'

for NT.
2. Caning in relief-work (rU'^P? '"'5), as
in the ornamental panelling in the holy place of
6'.", Ps 74"), the two words in the
the temple (1
former passage indicating the raised effect (nip) and
3. ' Carved
the hollowing of the gouge (l''7i7).
works,'
'striped' (nbc.i), spoken of a bed-cover

K

RV

(Pr 7'«).*
Decorative art

among the Hebrews was meagre
and unoriginal, and generally debased what it
imitated (see ART, Aechitf.cture). It had little
to encourage it, as its chief employment was in the
sen-ice of religion, and the true religion was the
worship of the Invisible. The Ileb. mind differed

from the Greek in obeying an ordinance because it
was an ordinance, rather than because of the comIn the building of
pulsion of its inward beauty.
Solomon's temple the best art available was employed upon the richest materials, but the details
are more about outlay than effect, and the point
of view in the description is sacrifice rather than
symmetry. The result of the finished glory is left
Finally, the second commandto be imagined.
ment was interpreted as a specific prohibition. In
the same way tne Moslems abstain from the representation of life in ornament, and have developed
the decorative treatment of geometrical form.

G. M. Mackie.

H. A. White.

Camp.
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CASE

CARSHENA
of

coun.sellors

(k;p;).— One of the wise men or
See
king Ahasuerus, Est 1".

Admatha.

{casus, anything that befalls one, hence
any condition of one's affairs) : Ps 144" Happy is
the people tliat is in such a case' (.Vl ; cf. Ac 25"
RV) ; Jn 5* ' he had been now a long time in that
case' ; 2 Es 16-' they shall think themselves to be
in good case (cf. Geneva Bible, Gn 40" '
thou art in good case, show mercie unto rae,'
'
Wlien it shall be well with thee ') ; Ex 5" ' they
' this is
were in evil case,' cf. Jon 4"
; Dt 19*
'

'

CART

same word
40',

Nu

—

is

l^"-).

AV

the
i)w^a, plaustnim in the
also rendered wacon in Gn 4o"-"-'^

('i'jj;,

— Such vehicles, drawn usually by two

oxen (Nu 7'-'-», 1 S 6'- ">, cf. 2 S G^), were used for
the conveyance of persons (Gn I.e.), goods (Nu I.e.,
and 2 S II. c, and Jth 15'"), or produce (Am 2'').
Artificial roads seem to have existed in Palestine
from a very early period (Nu 20'», Jl' 2i)'\ 1 S i.>"):
and the Canaanites conquered by Joshua at the
1

Merom

possessed war chariots (.Jos 1 1",
Nevertheless, the rough mountainous
cf. 17"* "*).
country of .ludah and of central Pal. was not suitable for vehicles, and it is to be noticed that we
first hear of wagons in connexion with the Hat
country of Egypt, or the level pl.ain of Philistia.
Carts for agricultural produce may well have been
used from the earliest times (Am 2", cf. Is 6"), and
for these roads would not be required (see G. A.
Smith, Hilt. Geog. p. 6117 IT. ). 'I'lie wagons mentioned in Nu 7^ were probably covered vehicles
(LXX Xa^j-jji-iital, Aq. aKciraaTai) but the word 2f
only in Is fiiy" in
is obscure, occurring again
'The ordinary carts problitters?
the sense of
ably resembled those still in use in the East,
but on
which have two wheels of solid wood

Waters

of

;

'

;

monuments from Nineveh and Egypt we

find

representations of vehicles with two and four
wheels, the wheels being constructed with six or
eight spokes (Laynrd, Nineveh, ii. 396; Wilkinson, Anc.

Eqyp.

ii.

211,

iii.

179).

Am

2'') the 'cart' of
In Is 28-''- (perhaps also in
EV is really a threshing wagon. Similar instruments are still to he seen in the East. Tliev
consist of three or four parallel rollers, ridged witli
iron, and litted into a square wooden frame (.see
AOHICULTUHE). Horses are employed to draw
these threshing wagons in Syria at the present day
(comp. G. A. Smitii, Hiit. (ieng. p. 613), and they
were us(.d for this purpose oven in Isaiah's time, if
the ordinary text of Is 28=» is correct (see Dulim,
H. A. White.
adloc.).

CARVING.- 1. Can-ed (KV graven) image (Vcs),
the ligure of deities and such-like sculptures used
in i.lolatrous worship (Jg 18", 2 Ch Xi'-^, Zi"-*).
Tcref pcfcl, idolatrous food, is a Jewish name

When

'

AV

RV

the case of the slayer (-i?-?) and Mt 19'" ' if the
case of the man be so with his wife' (oWa). The
phrase in any case occurs in the obs. sense by
any means in Dt 22' ' thou shalt in any case brinjj
them again' ('bringing thou shalt bring,'
'thou shalt surely bring'); and 24". In Mt S*'
Ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of
heaven,' the Gr. is the two negatives (ov /jl-/)), which,
in the declining lang. of NT, are not always more
emphatic tlian the single negative, but they seem
In Ro 3'
in no wise ').
to be .so here (RV
gives 'are we in worse case than they?' for
'are we better than they?' (Gr. irpotxiMf^". See
Kield, Otium Norv. iii. ad luc, and an excellent
note in Sanday-Headlam's Romans).
;

'

'

'

'

'

RV

'

RV
AV

'

J.

Hastings.

CASEMENT.— See House.
CASIPHIA

(K.-cpj,

or,

in

full,

o\p?n i«;?p; 'the

place Casiphia ').—Judging from the two references to this citv in Ezr 8", it was situated
on or near the nver Aliava, on the way from
but neither of these names
liabylon to Jerusalem
If C. he connected
is to be located with certainty.
with the word kcscph, 'silver,' as is im]>lied by
'with the
the
tr. ((v dpyvplifi toO riirou),
money of the [dace,' it may have been situated
in the 'land of silver' (Sarsu or Zirsu) mcntiuiied
in the well-known As.syr. (Jeogr. tablet iVAJ ii.
.')1
but as the position of this place also is unknown, it does not help us to identify the site of
Casiphia. The city seems to have been the home
of the Nethinim or 'temple-servants' during the
L A. PiNCllES.
reign of Artaxerxes.
;

LXX

:

—

CASLUHIM (c-^::, 'S.atTiiwmelti). A name occurring in <;n lO", I'Cli 1", in connexion with tlie
names of other peoples there spoken of as descended
• The cojjn. Arab, fiatfia nioanfl * toti€ of a dark, dusky colour'"
hence the reference may Iw to some dark hued, or perhans
darkly-striped, atult. (CI. Amni. ptcp. mfhaiMlhii, ' varienated,
In S>T. VS of 2 8 13'», and see Oa/. Heb. Ltx. $. 3Bn.)

;

;'

CASPHOR

358
from Alizraim,
(which

CASTLE

Caphtorim and Philistines

esp. the

Mk

as

fig.,

lO**

'

And

ment, rose (djTo^aXXu)

see).

'

away his garHath God c. away

he, casting

Ro

;

11'

'

RV

CASPHOR
1

Mac

Caspin).

5^,

(Koff^iip, 1

AV

Mac 5"

Casphon;

;

Xa<T<piiv, Xa<r<piie,

2

KaffTclr,

— Near a large lake in Gilead.

Mac

12'»,

The site

is

tuiknuwn.

his people?' (ojtwWui,
'cast oil")
II" 'if the
casting away of them be the reconciling of the
world (aTTo'fioKTi) ; Lk 9^ if he
.
lose himself,
.
'
or be c. awa3' (j'j/^iw,
forfeit his own self ').
9-'' '
Dillerent is 1 Co
lest
I myself should be
rejected.'
The Gr.
a castaway (dSiicijiios,
word occurs also Ro I'", 2 Co 13= «', 2 Ti 3», Tit
1"", where EV gives always
reprobate,' and He
'

'

.

—Tliis

CASSIA.
OT, and is
1.

Ezk 27"

word occurs in three places in
and KV reudering for two Heb.

AV

.Tjp,

kiddah,

LXX Ex

30^

i>!,

but

riyxp kczi'Cth, Kaala., casta.
Pa 45'. It is highly probable tliat the reference in
both these Ueb. words is to the cassin lignea, the
Two
product of Cinnamomum Cassia, Blume.
substances are believed to be obtained from this
species,
(a) Cassia bark, cortex cassice, a kind of
aromatic bark, with the smell and flavour of cinnaomits.

2.

it in general appearance and
root kidatih, in both Heb. and
Arab., signiiieB a «<ry), and seems to refer to the
The Arab. VS
strips of the bark of cassia lignea.
has salikhah for cassia, from a root also meaning
to strip off or decorticate. The exact substance
meant by salikhah is as uncertain as that intended
by cassia. It is also called 'arfaj and ramth, and
is probablj the same as darstni.
(6) Cassia buds,
clavelli ctnnamomi, the immature flowers of the
Coarser
above.
Both are produced in China.
varieties are produced in Malabar, Manilla, and
Mauritius. It is probable that they were known
to the Greeks and Romans, although the accounts
of cassia given in the classical authors are indefinite and conflicting.
The cassia, of Scripture
must not be confounded with the species of the
genus cassia which yield the senna of commerce
and medicine. Nor is it at all probable, notwithstanding the
tpi.% that it is orris.
G. E. Post.
CAST as a subst. occurs Lk 22" a stone's c'
as an adj. Jer 38"- "
old c. clouts
{Po\r))

mon, and resembling
properties.

The

LXX

'

'

•

(ni;np [all]).

The verb

is freq.,

and

is

used in some

1. In its simplest sense = ' throw,'
archaic, having been displaced by 'throw
itself, but is often found in AV, as Jn 8'
let him
first c. a stone at her ' ; 1 Mac 6°' ' engines and
instruments to c. fire and stones, and pieces to c.
darts, and slings ' in such a case the verb has
gone out of use with the instrument. 2. The expression cast lots translates several Heb. words
(see Lot) ; the practice is seen in Pr 10"' ' The
lot is c. into the lap.'
is
3. To ' c. (=sow) seed
now mainly iig. Cf. Ec 11' ' c. tliy bread ujion
the waters.' 4. C. was formerly used of animals,
meanin" to give birth to, as Walton, Angler (16.53),
i. 26, ' "There be divers fishes that cast their si)a\vrie
on flags and stones.' But it was specially used of
an untimely birth, as Job 21'° * their cow calvcth,
and casteth not her calf,' and extended to fruittrees, as Dt 28'"' ' thine olive shall c. his fruit
Kev 6" ' as a fig-tree casteth her untimely tigs,
when she is shaken by a mighty wind.' S. C. was
extended to actions that involved some continuous
eHbrt, as Zee 5' ' he c. it (RV ' her ') down into
the midst of the epliah ; and he c. the weight of
lead upon the mouth thereof; the erection of a
pillar, (jn 31" ' Behold this heap and this jiillar
which 1 have c. betwixt me and thee' (RV ' set');
and esp. an earthwork, as 2 S 20" ' tliey c. up a
bank against the citj ; .ler 6' ' Hew ye down trees,

obsol.
it is

meanings.

now

'

'

—

'

'

a mount against Jerusalem.'
The foil, phrases de.serve attention Cast about
is used in two senses, Mk 14"
having a linen
cloth c. about his naked body' (irepi/SdXXw) Jer 41'''
'So all the peo]ile . . cast about and returned'
(132; 'turned round').
Cf. Raleigh (1501), Last
Fight Ilev. 19 Persuaded ... to cut his maine
Eaile, and cast about.'
Cast away is both lit. and
c.

:

'

;

.

'

i

RV

.

'

'

AV, RV 'rejected.'
on Ro 1-* SoKifui^u) = 1.

Sanday Headlam
as 1 Co 3"

See

6'

'to

:

-

test,'

2. 'to approve after testing,' as Ro 12*2"; hence
aobKi.iJ.os =
rejected after testing,'
reprobate ').
lit. Mt 27°
he c. down the pieces of
Cast down
1
silver'; Sir 19-'' 'Casting down his countenance,
and making as if he heard them not' (RV bowing
'

'

—

(

'

)

'

down
2 Co

his face')

to defeat,'

'

(2) tig.

;

'

to humble,

10°
Casting down imaginations, and every
high thing that exalteth itself; Rev 12'" 'the
accuser of our brethren is c. down ; 2 Co 4" ' c.
down, but not destroyed [KarajBdWu, as Rev 12"
RV smitten down ') Job 6-' ye see my casting
down, and are afraid (nnq R V a terror ') ; Neh 6"
they were much c. down in their own eyes
(3)
'
c. down = dejected,' is rare, only Ps 42*- "• " 43'
W^iy art thou c. down, O my soul?' (•nqiFi^B
' bowed down ').
Cast forth is used in the obsol.
and very rare sense of spreading roots, Hos 14° he
sliall grow as the lily, and c. forth his roots as
Lebanon" (njri 'strike'). Cast in (l) = 'sow,' Is
2S^ c. in the principal wheat (RV put in the
wheat in rows
c. in one's lot,'
(2) in phrase
Pr 1'^ C. in thy lot among us' (Heb. lit. cause
thy lot to fall among us); (3) 'cast in one's
'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

)

;

'

'

teeth,' Mt 27" ' The thieves also, wliich
crucified with him, c. the same in his teeth
uvfUifox airri^ [edd. airrii'] = ' reviled him,'

were
(Gr.

'

RV

'

c.

It was Tindale that
tethe,' to which Cranmei

upon him the same reproach.'

introduced cast in His
W3'clif has upbraiden Hym
added the same
c.
in one's mind' =
of the same thing'); (4)
ponder,' Lk 1'-' she
.
cast in her mind what
manner of salutation this should be [SiaXoyi^ofiai]
cf. 2 Mac 11" 'casting with himself what loss lie
'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

.

.

'

:

had had'; and Addison (1719), 'I have lately
my thoughts the several unhajiiuuesses of life.' Cast out, in many obvious senses,
been casting in

also (1) = vomit. Is 26'^ the earth shall c. out tlie
dead' (RV 'c. forth'); cf. Ilollybush (1561), 'He
tliat liath a drye cough and doth not caste out';
and Wyclif's tr. of 2 P 2-- ' The hound tumede
agen to his castyng ; (2) ' to excommunicate or
make an outcast, Jn 9*° ' Jesus heard that they
had c. him out'; (3) 'to expose' children, Ac 7"
'
they c. out their young children' (jroicii' iKderoi').
Cast upon : ' to make dependent on,' Ps 22'° ' I
'

'

'

was

c.

upon thee from the womb.'
J.

Hastings.

CASTANET.— See Musia

'

and

.

RV

'

'

words.

;

CASTLE.— 1. The

word,

.ttij,

rendered castle in

AV

the
of Gn 25", Nu 31'°, ] Ch G", denotes properly
a circular group of tents, the encannmicnt of a

nomad tribe — RV 'encampment'; LXX f-ravXis;
Ch Kwfit); Vulg. nppiditm, ca.stellxm, aula, etc.
1

In English translations of the Bible till the I6th
cent., 'castle,' like the Latin rasttllum, is otten
but the rendering of
used in the sense of \'illage
the
seems to be due to the influence of Jewish
tradition.
Thus in the Targs. n-j-j is rendered by
«;!;, i.e. s large town, Onk. in Gn 25'"
KTJ?n =
'

'

;

AV

;

castrii,

in

Ezk

T. Jer. ib.;
2,5''.

((i?;T5,

Similarly, the

i.e.

a

word

AVm

fortress, T. Jer.
is

rendered

in-

Ca 8° AV.
palace,' Ps 69=°
;
2. It seems to have been the custom, from an
early date, amon;; the inhabitants of Pal., to eiect
in their towns a fortified tower or citadel, e.g. the
correctly

'

;

CASTOR AND POLLUX

CATHOLIC EPISTLES

8»-

"), or of Thebez
hold (n-is) and tower of Shechem
{ib. 9^'-)
stronghold of Zion at Jerusalem
castle ').
Citadels
(2 S 5'- » = 1 Ch 1 y- ',
of a similar character were built in connexion
16'*) and at
with the royal palaces at Tirzah (1
15'^) ; but the word here used, i'C-iN,
Samaria (2
which does not appear before the royal period, is
applied not only to a castle or fortress (Pr 18",
CI. Ps 48", La 2°), but generally to palaces or
3*"-, Jer 9"
prominent buildings (cf. Hos 8",
SO"' etc.). Many of the kings, of Judah devoted
their attention to strengthening their dominions
by fortifying cities in strong positions, and building towers and castles to protect outlying districts
(2 Ch 17'- 21\ cf. 1 Ch 27"*; on the word ni-j-j-j,
aee below).
Such measures are ascribed especially
to Jehoshaphat and Jotham.
In the time of Nehemiah we hear of a castle or
citadel in Jerusalem, which is apparently connected with the temple (Neh 2* 7^).
The term
.Tj-j, which is found only in late Hebrew, is applied
29'-"'),
the
Temple
of
Solomon
Ch
to
(1
and to
the Persian royal castle or palace at Susa (Neh 1',
Dn 8', Est passim) it is prooably of Persian origin
(6aru = fortress, castle), ami a derivative from it,
nVrj'3, also occurs (2 Ch 17'" 27*).
The citadel of
Nehemiah stood probably on the site afterwards
occupied by the castle of the Hasnionajan high
priests and kings, to which Josephua gives the
name of jSapit (Ant. XV. xi. 4, XVIII. iv. 3; IVars,
When the temple was rebuilt, Herod
1. XXL 1).
also rebuilt and strengthened this fortress, caUing
M. Antonius.
It
it Antonia after his patron
stood on the north side of the temple, with which

'tower'

(i6.

('>-;;)

9"'-)

;

;

the
the

of Penuel (Jg
'

'

'

'

AV

'

K

K

Am

:

it

was connected by means

of cloisters and stairs
Jos. ll^ars, V. v. 8 ; di-a/SaO/iof, Ac 2P').
Koman rule, the one cohort, which formed

(icoTa^Jdfff.s,

Under
the permanent garrison at Jerusalem, was stationed

in this fortress, for its position enabled the ollicer
in comnand to keep watch over the temple and
From the fort of Antonia the comits courts.
mandant (xiXiapxos) with his soldiers appeared on
the occasion of the riot raised against St. Paul
(Ac 21""*'), while in the barracks attached to the
castle) the apostle
fort (Topc^oXr), lit. camp,

AV

was confined

till

he was sent under escort to

Csesarea (Ac 21" 22»*

23'°).

The

destruction of the

commnnications between Antonia and the temijle
was one of the first acts of the Jews on the outbreak
of the rebellion in A.D. 66 (Jos. ]Vars, II. xv. 0).
In MaccabcCan times we hear of another citadel
in Jerusalem, in the city of David, which, both in
1 and 2 Mac and in Josephus, bears the name of
Though
'A/cpo, also "AKpiiroXit (2 ftlac i"-^ 5").
not originally built by Antiochus Epiphanes (see

2 Mac il.c), it was newly fortified by him, and
occupied by a Syrian garri.son (1 Mac l^-»«, Jos.
Ant. XII. V. 4). The Jews, under the leadersliip of
the Maccabees, made several ineffectual attempts
to expel the Syrians (1 Mac G"'-='^ IU''» 11^"); but
it was not till B.C. 142 that Simon forced the
garrison to capitulate, and entered the citadel in

According to 1 Mac 14*"-,
(1 Mac 13*»-").
strengthened and garrisoned the fort
but Josephus (^n<. XIII. vi. 7; Wars, V. iv. 1) relates that the fort was destroyed, and the hill on
which it stood levelled after three years' continuous
labour, in order that it might no longer overlook
the temple. The site of Acra is much dis|Mited
but the question whether it stood north (.so most
writers) or south of the temple (.Schiirer, //.//' I.
i. 207 f.
IJenzinger, Jleb. Arc/uiol. i>. 47), cannot be
A. White.
discussed here.

triumph

Simon

;

;
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— It seems

See DloscuM.

strange that an animal so well
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known, and so long associated with man

in Egypt,
have been domesticated among the
Greeks and Romans, or mentioned in the canonical
books of Scripture. The word afXou/wt is used once
in the Apocr. (Ep. Jer v.^ [Gr. =']). Herodotus (ii. 66)
uses the word for the domestic cat. This animal
is now more common by far in Bible lands than
in the West, yet Tristram and Houghton declare
that no trace of its name is found in classical
authors, except in connexion with Egypt. There
are two species of wild cat in the Holy Land.
Fetis maniculata, Riipp., the A bus^nian wild -.at,
which is supposed to be the wild original of the
domestic cat, and is called by the Arabs httt elkhald, is rare west of the Jordan, but common to
the eastward. The body is 2 ft. long, and the tail
II in.
Felis chatis, Gfild., the jungle cat, is known
in Arab, as el-kutt el-barri.
It is about as large as
the domestic cat, and resembles a lynx.
G. E. Post.
CATERPILLAR.—See LocuST.

should

not

CA'THOLIC EPISTLES ({vKrroKal KaBoKiKal).—
The title given to a group of seven Epistles of the
NT, which bear the names of James, Peter, John,
and Jude. From an early period in the history of
the Church these Epistles were dealt with as a
class by themselves.
There were reasons for this,
lying in their contents and in their generally accepted authorship. They form a distinct and interesting section of the NT literature.
They have
some obvious points of affinity with each other.
There are resemblances, e.g., between 1 P and Ja;
while Jude and 2 P have much matter in common.
These seven Epistles have some remarkable coincidences both with other books of the NT and
with non-canonical writings of ancient date.
There are unmistakable similarities in thought
style, with certain marked dili'erences, between
the Johannine Epistles and the other writings
ascribed to St. John.
There are resemblances between 1 P and the Pauline Epistles, especially
those to the Romans and the Ephesians. Jude
quotes the pseudepigraphic Book of Enoch, and
refers, as it seems, to tlie As.iumption of Moses;
while in James we have reminiscences of lien Sirach.
These seven Epistles are not all of one piece.
There are notable dili'erences in style and contents
between the several members of the group. While
they are all letters, they dilt'or considerably in
epistolary form. Some ot them (2 and 3 .In) are
One of them (James) is
simple, personal letters.
ratlier of the nature of a sententious Wisdom
writing, like parts of the ^okhma literature of the
OT and Judaism. Others, especially 1 Jn, have
the appearance of Pastorals or Ei)istolary Manifestoes (Westcott's The Epistles of St. John, \m.
Moulton's The Literary Study of the
xxix, XXX
Bilile, pp. 2!)2, 442).
As a cla-sa, however, they
have a character wliicli readily distinguishes them
from the Epistles which bear Paul's name, and from
the Epistle to the Hebrews. They make a contribution of essential value to the body of NT

and

;

teacliing.
They have their own ideas, their own
forms of ex]iression, their own aspects of the truth
tanglit in common by the first Christian writers.
Tlicy have had dillcrent degrees of aocipt.ance in
dillcrcnt part.s of the Church and in dillciunl ages.
They have been, and continue to be, the subject of
much debate with regard to their origin, date,

authorship, and claims.
For these questions see
the articles on the several Epistles.
Tlicso seven Episttoa are not (riven tn the sune order Id
MSS, vi-rsioria, and catalotfties.
Jerome notices a
elilTfrenco in this rcHiM-ct lH;twcen tlic Greek and the l>:itln
codices (Prolotj. 7. h'jn^t. Canfm.). The order In which tticv
tanil in our English liihie (Ja, 1 and 2 P, 1, 2, 3 Jn. Jiiili)
is the ortlcr In which they occur In most ancient documents.
It Is the order that Is followed in Oodex B, in the Canon of Ihi

anciunt

—
'
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of Laodicea (o. a.d. 363), in the lists of Athanasius, C>Til of
Jerua., Epiphanius, Oregon' Naz., Leontiiis, Jerome, Nicephorus,
Amphilooliius, Uie Sixty Books,* Isidore, and Jotm of Dauiaijcus
(see Westcott's Canon qf NT, pp. 540-579). Eusebius also {HE ii.
23) spealcs of James as reported to have written llie first of tiie
Cathohc Epistles.' But in the Canon of the third Council of Carthatfe (A. D. Sl>7), in the Apostolic Canons, and in the Claromontane
Stichometry {S<zc. vii.), they are given as 1 and 2 P, 1, 2, and 3
Jn, Ja, and Jude. Au^'ustine {De Doctr. ChrUt. ii. 12) enumerates them as two jf Peter, three of John, one of Jude, and one
of James ; which succession is followed also by Pbilastrius.
Rutinus, a^in (C'omm. in Syinb. Apost. § 36), names them in
the order of 1 and 2 P. Ja, Jude, 1, 2, and 3 Jn ; lunocentius
{ad Kj^uperixun Ep. Toiosanum) in that of 1, 2, 3 Jn, 1 and 2 P,
Jude, Ja ; Gelasius (^Decretum de lib, recep. et non recep.) in that
of 1 and 2 P, Ja, 1, 2, 3 Jn, Jude ; while JuniUus Africanus,
noticing a difierence in respect of extent of recognition between
the first two and the five which follow, gives them in the
succession of I P, 1 Jn, Ja, 2 P, Jude, 2 and 3 Jn. Neither
have they the same place in the series of the NT books as given
In most they come
in ancient MS8, versions, and catalogues.
between the Acts and the Pauhne Epistles. This is the case
with the Canon of the Council of Laodicea, Codices B and A,
the lists of Cyril of Jerusalem, Athanasius, Leontius, the 'Sixty
Books," Cassiodorus, John of Damascus, etc This is the position
assigned vhem in the critical editions of Lachmann, Tischendorf. Treadles, Westcott and Hort.
But in the Canon of the
third Council of Carthage, in Rutinus, in Amphilocbius, and

statement regarding the angels which 'Jude the
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Bynod

'

'

Codex K, they are inserted between the Pauline Epp. (with
He) and the Apoc. and this is the place given them by Griesbach in his critical edition. The same arrangement is so far
followed also in the lists of Gregory Naz., Nicephorus, Pbilastrius, and Junilius Africanus, where they come after the Paulino
Epp. and in that of Epiphaniua, where they precede the Apocalypse.
In the Apostolic Canons they are placed between the 14
Epp. of Paul and the 2 Epp. of Clement in Augustine, Innocentius. and Isidore, between the Pauline Epp. and Acts in Jerome,
between the Acts and the Apoc. in the Claromontane Stichometry, after the Pauline Epp. and before the Ep. of Barnabas
in

;

;

;

;

;

(supposed to mean here the Epistle to the Hebrews), the Eev. of
Jn, and the Acts. In Gelasius they appear after the Apoc. and
last in the list of our NT books in the Si/twpsu of Chrj-sostom,
after the Acts and last in the list.
While in our English Bible
tliey come between He and Rev, in the German Bible they are
dealt with in a singular fashion. Instead of being brought into
one series there, five of them (those ascribed to Peter and John)
are introduced between Philem and He, and two of them (Ja
and Jude) are placed between Hebrews and the ApocaI>'pse.
Nor, again, has the group of Cath. Epp. been of the same compass at all times or in all parts of the Church. The first of the
seven to be generally received seem to have been I P and 1 Jn.
The other five were accepted later, and at different times, Ja
apparently at a comparatively early period.
Chrysostora'8
Si/nopsis mentions only three. Juniiius Africanus places 1 P
and I Jn by themselves, and explains that very many add
(adjungunt qnampliirimt) the remaining five. Amphilocbius
(Jainb. ad Seleucum) notices that some say seven Cath. Epp.
are to be received, others only three, viz. one of James, one of
Peter, one of John. Cassiodorus (De Iiutit. div. lib. xiv.) mentions only the Epistola Petri ad GerUes (if the reading is
correct), Jacobi, Jokannis ad Parthos.
But it may be said
that, in the Eastern Church at least, by the end of the 3rd or
the beginning of the 4th cent, the group included the whole
seven. In Eusehius {UE ii. 23) they appear as seven, and the
terms used of them imply that they had a recognised place,
though not all quite the same place, iji the Church. The Syrian
Church, on the other hand, occupied a peculiar position in
relation to these Epp.
In that (;hurch the group consisted
only of three, 1 P, 1 Jn, and Ja. The remaining four formed
no part of its Canon.
;

The

history of the term ' Catholic is of interest.
a term used frequently by the Fathers and
while it is employed by them of writings outside
tlie NT Canon, it seems never to be applied by
them to any of the NT books but these seven—
neither to any of the Pauline Epp. nor to the Ep.
to the Hebrews. For its application to these seven
'

It is

;

we

are indebted to the Church of the East. It was
not limited to these, however, in the usage of the
great theologians of the East. Clement of Alexandria (Strom, iv. 15), e.g., employed it of the letter
of the Church of Jerus. given in Ac 15. It was
aj)plied by Origen {Contra Celsum, i. 63) to the
Ep. of Barnabas. It was even used to describe a
heretical comjiosition.
For Eusebius (HE iv. 23)
speaks of an Lj). written by Themison, who appears
to have been a disciple of Montanus, as a certain
Catholic Epistle.' But it was applied to certain
members of our group at an early period. Origen
'

(Selecta in

J'.<!alin., in Ps. iii. c. 3, 7
Comm. in
vi. c. 18) speaks of things said by Peter
in
'
the Catholic Epi.stle
of the Catholic Epistle of
John (Comm. in Mutt. xvii. c. 19) and of the
;

Jonnn.

'

'

;

'

;

apostle makes 'in the Catholic Epistle ( Comm.
in Ep. ad Rom. B. v. t. iv., in the Latin tr.).
Dionysius, in like manner, speaks of the son of
Zebedee, the brother of James,' and the Catholic
vii.
Epistle which bears his name' (Euseb.
And by the 4th cent, it had come to be a
25).
designation of the group of seven. Eusebius, who
reports (BE vi. 14) Clement of Alexandria to have
included
Jude and the other Catholic Epistles
in the accounts of the canonical writings which
he gave in his Hypoti/puses, speaks himself of
James, who is said to have written the first of the
Catholic Epistles,' and of the Ep. of Jude as one
which not many indeed of the ancients have mentioned,' but which is also one of the seven called
Catholic Epistles' (HE ii. 23). So the Canon of
'

'

'

'

UE

'

'

'

'

Athanasius names the

iiriffToXal

airoaTb\ujv

Tutv

iirri

;

the

KaOo\iKai

icaXoi;-

Canon

of the
Laodicene Council enumerates incrroXal KaSoXtKal
iwri ; and the Canons of Cyril of Jerusalem and
Epiphaniua speak of them in terms indicating
that they were seven in nvimber, bearing the
common title of Catholic.
In the Western Church these Epp. seem to have
been later in receiving a general desi-jnation, and
the title by which they came to be designated was
a different one.
The term Catholic is indeed
applied to them. Jerome (De vir. ill. c. 1), e.g.,
says of Simon Peter that he wrote two Epistles
QucB catholiccB nom,inantur ; of James (»6. c. 2), that
e}n.<itolam, quce de
.
ne wrote unam tantum .
septem catholicis est ; and of ' Jude the brother of
James' (ib. c. 4), that he left a small Epistle' qua
de catholicis est. But elsewhere (Prolog. 7. Epist.
Canon.) he writes of the epistolnrum septem, qua
eanonic(e nuncupantur. And this term canonica
seems practically to have taken the place of
CatholiicE in the Latin Church as the common
designation of the seven. At what time, however,
this came to be the case, is not quite certain.
Junilius Africanus (c. A.D. 550) employs it. He
speaks of 1 P and 1 Jn as forming part of the

/iecat

.

'

libri canonici which make the species
(Scripturw), dealing de simplici doctrina as distin-

seventeen

guished from history, prophecy, and the species
To this he adds the statement
adjungunt quamplurimi quinque alias qu» Apostolorum CanoniccB nuncupantur; id est; Jacobi L,
Petri secundam, Judee unam, Johannis II. [De

proverbialis.

part, divin. legis. i. 2). Cassiodorus, too, employs
in
it in the following statement about Clement
epistolis autem canonicis Clemens Alexandrinus
presbyter, qui et Stromateus dicitur, id est in
Epistola S. Petri prima et secunda, et Jacobi
qua'dam Attico sermone declaravit (De inst. div.
lilt. c. 8).
Hence it is thought that by the 6th
cent, this term Canonicce was the accepted designaYet
tion of the group in the Western Church.
Cassiodorus uses the term also of the Apostolic
And how it happened that
Epistles as a whole.
this title took the place of Cntholira; in one half of
the Christian communion, is dilhcult to explain.

—

It is supposed by some to have been due to mere
mistake.
By a singular error,' it is said, 'the group
of letters was called in the later Western Cliurcn
'canonical' (ranonicw) in place of 'catholic'
(Westcott, The Epistles of St. John, p. xxix).
Others, e.g., Bleek, think that it 'originated in the
belief that by Catholic as applied to the.se Epistles
in the Greek Church was meant universally recognised and received by the Church, witliout reference
to any distinction between them and the Pauline
Epistles' (Introd. to NT, ii. p. 135, Clark's tr.).
Other explanations, some of them of a fanciful
kind, liave been proposed
as, e.g., by Liicke in
'

;

SK,

1836,

There

is

iii.

pn. 643-65'J.

much that

is still

far

from clear as re
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gards the ori^'in and use of the terms Catholic and
Canonical iu this connexion. Dill'erent views have
been taken of the precise meaning and intention

public use in the church, but not to more.
For il
speaks also of James as 'considered spurious
{foBeOerai).
Most found rather on the passage, also

Some fanciful speculations
of the title Catholic.
have also been indulged in. It has been supposed

of certain

Prolog, in Jac. ) that the name
( Pareus,
as applied to these Kl'P. was accidental,
no definite purpose being attached to it. It has
been supposed by others to be intended to express
their doctrinal harmony; Au^sti, e.g., talcing
in der Lehre iibereinit to designate them as
Btiramende Schriften.'
The main explanations
proposed, however, are these.
1. That the term refers to the authorship of these
writings and their position as a distinct group. This
is the view of Hug, who regards the word as a
'
technical expression for one class of biblical writings which possesses it exclusively and communicates it to no other namely, for that class which
comprised in itself the didactical compositions of
the apostles collectively, with the exception of Paul,
Ka&oXt/c6s, i.e. KaB6\ou jrai avW-ri^Sriv.
When the
Gospels and Acts of the Apostles constituted one
peculiar division, the works of Paul also another,
there still remained writings of dillcrent authors
which might likewise form a collection by themselves, to which a name must be civen.
It might
most aptly be called the common collection, KaSoXiKiy
avmayixa, of the apostles, and the treatises contained in it, Koival and KaBoKiKai, which are commonly used by the Greeks as sj-nonymous.' He
appeals in support of this to Clcnient of Alexandria, who, he says, 'calls the Epistle, which was
dictated by the assembly of the apostles (Ac 15**),
the Catholic Epiitle, as that in which all the
apostles had a share, r'riv dirirroXiif Ka.8o\iKT]v tQh
iiTo<rT6Xu>' a-jrifTui'.'
Whence he concludes that
the seven Epistles are Catholic, or Epistles of all
the apostles, who are authors' (introa. to Writings
of NT, p. 537, etc.. Wait's tr.). This explanation
has been followed more or less completely by
Schleiermacher and Pott, by Kiclihorn so far, and

by some

naSoXiitoi

'

;

'

others.
Otherwise it h.as met with little
favour. It is not borne out by Clement's statement.
It disregards the fact tliat tlie term Catholic is apfilied by early ecclesiastical writers to compositions
ike the Ep. of Harnabas, the Ep. of Uionysius,
the Ep. of riiemison.
It makes ^jri<rToXol KaBo\iKal
equivalent to al Xoiirai ^TTKTToXai Kad^Xou. But there
is nothing to show that the term /tafloXinit was employed elsewhere to expre.ss any such idea as that
of common apostolic authorship, one collection of
writings written by all the apostles together.
2. Others, therefore, take the term to refer to
the place of these Epistles in tlie Church, their
ecclesiastical recognition, the fact that they were
universally received as genuine, their canonicity.
Michaelis (Introd. to AT, vi. p. 270, Marsh's tr.)
takes this view, holding that the word was used
by Origen to distingtiish 1 P and 1 .In as undisputed Ejip. from 2 P, 2 and 3 Jn, and Jude, about
which there was no such consent of opinion, and
that it was given also to these live in course of
time as they ceased to be doubled. This explanation, or one not materially dillcrent, is given also
by Home, (iuericke, and others. It is supposed
by some that there is an indi<ation of the identification of the word Catholic with the word Canonical
in the Miiratorian Eragment, in the puzzling sentence Epistolasanc .Judic etsuiierscriptio Johannis
duas in Catholica habentur.' Some refer in support
of this view to the pa.ssage in which Eusebius,
speaking of James who is ' said to have written the
first of tlie Catholic Epistles,' and of Jude as also
' one
of the seven Catholic Epistles,' adds that
'nevertheless wo know that these, with the rest,
are publicly used in most of the churches' (HE ii.
23).
This is relevant, however, to the question of

some

'

in

Eusebius

{HE

iii.

3), in

works ascribed

which mention
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is

made

to Peter, his Acts, the

Gospel according to Peter, the Preaching, and the
Revelation of Peter, and it is said of them
we
know nothing of their being handed down among
catholic writings (olio' fiXois iv xatfoXivois Cff/xex irapaSeBoniva), for neither of the ancients nor of tliose
of our own time has any ecclesiastical writer
made use of testimonies from them.' Here, it is
thought, the word in the phrase iv khSoXiko'is must
have the sense of genuine, utnlisputed, universally
received.
Others, however, think the phrase may
mean handed down among catholic Christians
(Charteris, Canonicity, p. 2S!)), or publicly read in
the churches, the question of genuineness not being
in view (Kirchhofer, Quelletutammlung, p. 257).
It is with the distinction between disputed and
undisputed books that Eusebius deals there. But
what is referred to in his statement is not one
class of the NT books, but these books as a whole
not the Catholic Epp. in particular, but the
Catholic writings (ypaiiuiv) generally. Further, if
the sense sui)posed were the true sense, the term
would he no distinctive title of these seven Epistles,
marking them off from the Pauline Epistles, which
were no less canonical or generally recognised in
the Church. Nor does this view consist with the
fact that the term catholic is used by Origen, as
we have seen, of the Ep. of li.arnabas, and by
Eusebius of the Epp. of Dionysius of Corinth to
the Lacedcemonians, the Athenians, the Nicomediani, and other Churches (HE iv. 23), of none of
which it could be said that they were canonical or
universally received.
Nor has it regard, again, to
the fact that only some of the seven Epistles were
universally received at the time when the term
was applied to the group as a whole. Eusebius
himself in his chapter on The Divine Scriptures
acknowledged as genuine, and tho.se that are not'
(HE iii. 25), distinguishes 1 Jn and 1 P as iv o^oXoyovfUirott from the other five as of the amXeyofjUvuiv
yvuiplixwv S' o!>v o^I'j roh iroXXois.
There is nothing
in the facts to contliot with the idea that this came
There is everyin course of lime to be the sense.
thing to rebut the assertion that it was the original
and proper sense.
3. Others suppose that the term refers to the
character of the contents of the.se Epp., the catholicity of their doctrine, distinguishing them from
others which were heretical as orthodox or authoritative Epp.,
Epp. whose teaching was in harmony
with Christian truth, or the Church's faith. .So
Salmeron held it to define them as giving the one
true catholic doctrine which the whole Church
might prolilably receive. Similar is the explanation of Cornelius il Lapide and others. This view,
too, is supposed to be favoured by the pas.sage in
which Eusebius speaks of the Acts, the Gospel, and
other alleged writings of Peter. But the supposition has OS little to support it in this ca-se as in (2).
The term so interpreted would equally fail to servo
as a distinctive title of the group for in this sense
Paul's Epp. were as catholic as these.
Further, it
overlooks the fact that the title is used of the
'

'

;

'

—

;

/lerctiral Epistle of

Themison.

ConHcuuenlly, it is held that the term refers
to the dcitmnlion of the Ej)p., designating them
as Encyclital letters, difl'enng from the Pauline
Epp. OS being addressed, not to individuals or to
sin;;le Churches, but to the Church univer.sal, to
circles of Churches, or to readers sialtereil over wide
This is the explanation given by
territories.
Occumenius (S(rc, x.) in the Preface to his Com
Epistle of James KaffoXiitol Xtyot'Tai
on
the
mentary
airrai uMtl ^kvkXioi.
Ui) Tdp a^upiaiUyuit I8ftt tft
i.

:

jj

;
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A

ir6Xei (In

$eios

IlaCXos, olov 'Pw/taiocj ^ Kopifdloi^j

ras iiritTToXas 6 Tuiv Totourotv rod
Kvpiov fjutdip-uiv 6ia(ro^, dXXd Ka.06\ov toU TiaToU, i^rei
'lovSaiois ToU iv t^ diaairop^, ws Kal 6 H^Tpos, ij koX
It
iraffi ToU inr6 t^v avT7]v TrlixTtv Xptcrrtapoiy reXoOfftv.
is the explanation given also by Leontius (c. A.D.
iTeiSij oil vphi tv
KaOoKkKal
di ^KXridrjaav
590)
idvot iypdcpdrjaav (is al rod Ilai^Xou ^trtaToXai {De
Sectis Act. ii.).
Suidas also treats (taSoXixit and
tyKvKXios as synonymous when used of letters.

Tainan

irptxffpijM'ti

:

This

is

the explanation which

is

preferred by most.

It retains for the adjective the sense which it has
in ancient, non-ecclesiastical Greek ; the sense
it also has when it is used of the Church
the sense which can be traced back, in the application of the term, to particular writings, at least to
the close of the 2nd cent. It is the sense that best
suits Clement's statement on the letter addressed
by the apostles and elders and brethren at
brethren which are of the
Jerusalem to the
GentUes in Antioch and Syria and Cilicia (Ac 15^,
etc., especially in view of the extent of its publication, Ac 16*).
It is the most natural sense for the
term as used by Origen, in the passages cited above,
of 1 Jn, 1 P, Jude, and Barnabas ; by Clement,

which

;

'

'

'

'

of Jude in his Hypotyposes ; and by Dionysius
vii. 25).
of Alexandria, of 1 Jn (Euseb.
It
fits the tenor of 1 Jn, and is sufficiently consistent
with the expressed destination of other members
of the group of seven. Ja, 1 P, 2 P, and Jude are
addressed, it is true, to definite circles of readers.
But tliese are large circles, embracing the Christians and Churches of many lands, and difl'ering
widely from those which the Pauline Epp. have in
view. James is meant for the brethren in the ext«nsive Jewish Dispersion ; 1 Pet. for the Churches
of five provinces of the East ; 2 Pet. and Jude, for
circles still less particular or defined. The remaining two have inscriptions referring to individuals,
and are in no proper sense general Epistles. Their
position is explained either by the fact that they
were interpreted a,t &a early period as general Epp.,
the Church being taken to be addressed under the
personal designation of the iKXexTii Kvpla of 2 Jn
and the Gains of 3 Jn (Clem. Alex. Hypotyposes)
or by the circumstance that, being accepted as
genuine letters of the Apostle John, they were
naturally associated with liis first Epistle, and so
came to De included in the group of which it formed
apart, and to share in the title uorne by the group.
It would appear most probable, therefore, that
the title ' catholic ' had from the beginning its
proper sense of ' general ; that it was used to
designate letters of the nature of circular or encyclical Epistles ; that in this sense it was applied at
least from the end of the 2nd cent, to particular
writings both within and without the
literature
proper ; that in this sense it was applied first to
individual members of the group, and by the time
of Eusebius to the seven as a class distinguishable
in this respect from the Pauline Epp. ; that in
course of time other ideas became connected with

HE

'

NT

and

use became less constant ; that by the
6th cent, it became identical with canonical in the
it,

its

Western Church, and assumed a more dogmatic
character.
There are things at the same time
which indicate that its use was not quite fixed or
uniform even at the close of the 4th cent, or the
beginning of the 5th.
Some, indeed, contend
that when Origen speaks of I Peter as a Catholic
Epistle he means to distinguish it as a genuine
or accredited Epistle from 2 Peter as a disputed
Epistle. It is muct more reasonable to understand
there in the sense of general or encyclical. But
there are passages in Eusebius which are of
another kind.
have one such, e.g., that in
iii. 3, where, speaking of acknowledged and
diapuiid books, he says of certain writings alleged
it

HE

''

We

by Peter, that they are not iv Ka6o\ucoU
We have another in HE iv. 23,
where mention is made of the Catholic Epistles
of Dionysius of Corinth.
The Churches to which
these Epistles were addressed are named the
to be

TrapaSebotiiva..

'

—

Lacedcemonians, the Atli^nians. the Nicomedians,
the Church of Gortyna, and the other Churches
in Crete,' etc. They are mostly particularChurches,
and it is not a sufficient explanation to say, with
W'estcott (Epp. of St. John, p. xxviii), that the
word is used of letters with a general application (though specially addressed) which made no
claim to canonical authority.' It must be admitted
that, as in the case of the process by which these Epp.
came to form a collection and to rank as canonical,
so, in the history of the names given to them as a
group in the Eastern Church and in the Western,
'

'

all is

by no means

clear yet.

—

LirERATTTRB. Seethe usual books on NT Introd., especially
those by Hug, Uilgenfeld, Bleek, Jiilicher ; the PTolegoiiwtia to
the Comm. od the Epp., e.g. Westcott on The Ep. of St. Jutin :
the standard books on the Canon of NT, esp. Westcott, (renerai
Survey of Canon of
Charteris, Canoniciti/ Keuss, Uut.
;
of Cation ; also Kirchhofer's t^uelletusauiniiumj ; Gloag, Introd.
to the Cath. Epp. pp. 1-11; Eusebius, ut sup.; Pott, Proleg.
ad Ep. Catholicaa, pp. 1-58 ; Maverhoff, Einleit. in die Fetr.
Schriften, pp. 31-41 ; Herzog,
; Sanday, BL on Inspiration
;
Uarnack, Lehrb. d. Dogimngeich., who assigns their authorship to uniuiown prophets or teachers such as appear in the

NT

;

H^

Didache.

S.

CATHUA

D. F. SALMOND.

B

Koid), 1 Es 5*.— One of
the heads of families of temple servants who
returned with Zerub. from captivity. It appears
to correspond to GiDDEL in Ezr 2" ; cf. Neh T**.

(A KaBovd,

CATTLE.— No

fewer than six Heb. and two Gr.
the Bible by cattle. 1. ijpo
The primary meaning of the word is

words are

tr.

in

mikneh.
wealth or possessions.
It is so tr. Ec 2', where
[liii i|35 njpp is rendered
'possessions of great
and small cattle,' KV 'possessions of herds and
flocks.'
Among nomaos, whose riches consist
principally in herds and flocks, the word for possessions came to mean cattle.
Thus the Arab. rtiAl,
pi. amwAl, when used in connexion with the shepherd's life, usually means cattle in the generic

AV

Mikneh certainly includes horses, asses,
oxen, sheep, and goats (Gn 47'"), where Joseph says,
give your cattle (C3'ipi), and 1 will give you for
your cattle (cj-jp;). "The narrator then states (v.")
that 'they brought their cattle (ci-jp?)
horses
cattle of the flocks)
.flocks (jxsn 'd,
cattle of the herds (ijin 'd,
also cattle of the
herds)
asses and he fed them ^vith bread for
all their cattle (cri-jpp-'jr).
The historian then says
(47"),
my lord also hath our herds of cattle
(.-icnzn 'd).
Mikneh may also be understood, in all
passages where its meaning is not otherwise defined,
to include all the domestic animals, which constituted so much of the wealth of the Hebrews.
Mikneh is also rendered herd as above (Gn 47"*),
an(i flocks (Ps 78**).
The expression .ijpp s'jk (Gn
4G^-), awkwardly rendered in text
their trade
hath been to feed cattle,'
'they have been
keepers of cattle,' is better rendered as
they
are men of cattle,' or, still better, /terdmen. Another meaning of the root njij, from which mikneh
is derived, is to hut/, and in Hiphil to cause to
buy, i.e. to sell. This is the true meaning in the
passage (Zee 13') '}}^ri cix, where
has rendered
the clau.se 'man taught me to keep cattle,' as if
sense.
'

'

.

.

RVm

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

RVm

;

.

'

'

KV

AV

'

AVm

'

AV

which means also to possess, meant particulaily
to possess or keep cattle.
renders the passage
'
I have been made a hondnuin,' i.e. man has sold
me. 2. ncn; bch' m^ih, tr^ cattle in the places where
•'ji?,

RV

occurs with .Tn (Gn l^-as 3'* 8', Ps 148'», Is 46'),
also, arbitrarily, in many other places.
Probably
the Eng. word beast, which is as flexible in its
it

meaning and use a,sbchim&h, would more adequately

;

:;

CAUDA

CAVE

This word is translated
two places (Gn 30" 31"), in both
of which liV has llocKs,' i.e. both sheep and goats.
This word, which means oxen, is
4. ^p; bi'ih&r.
express

AV

it.

3. [Ns zu'n.

'cattle' in

'

one place cattle (Jl 1'"), lijj 'yn herds of
cattle.' 5. TV? be'ir. Twice in AV translated cattle
(Nu 20*, Ps 78"), KV adds Nu 20»- ". See Beast.
This word, which primarily means one
6. -y seh.
of a flock of sheep or goats (cf. Arab. shAt), is
once tr. AV 'lesser cattle,' RV 'sheep' (Is 7"),
and once AV, KV 'small cattle' (Is 43^). See
Sheep.
The word 'cattle' occurs twice in NT, once (Jn
4") as the tr° of Bpi/ifuiTa, and once (Lk 17') in
the collocation 'feeding cattle' {TroLimlvoi'Ta, liV
keeping sheep ').
G. E. Post.
rendered

in

363

to the network or interlacing of tree-branches
similarly, the Arab, term for fine damask of
branch and foliage-like design is mu-slmjidr, from

and

ahajarah, a tree.

G. M. AlACKIK.

'

'

CAUSE The obsol. phrase 'for his c.' = 'for his
sake is used 2 Co 7" I did it for his c. that had
done the wrong {IveKtv). Cf. Ps 69* Pr. Bk. Let
not them that trust in thee ... be ashamed for
my c' (•?, AV 'for my sake,' RV 'through me').
Twice 'c' is used in the vague sense of 'matter'
(as if on the way to Ital. cosa, Fr. chose)
1 K 12"
the c. was from the Lord' (ijo, LXX iieraaTpoipii,
RV it was a thing brought about of the Lord)
2 Ch 10" the c. was of God (n;;j, LXX as before,
the only occurrences of the Gr. as of the Heb.; RV
it was brought about of God ').
Causeless is an
adv. in 1 S 25^' thou hast shed blood c' but not in
Pr 26^ the curse c. shall not come (both cjn, RV
here ' that is c.,' after Geneva).
J. HASTINGS.
'

'

'

'

:

'

'

;

'

'

'

CAUDA

(KaOSa in B, confirmed by a few inferior
authorities, by KavSii in Suidas, KaOJot in Xotitia
Episcupatuum, viii. 240 Gnudus in Pliny, Nnt.
KXaOSa
Hist. iv. 12 (61), and Pomp. Mela, ii. 114.
is the form in k, supported by the majority of other
authorities, and by KXavSos in Ptol. iiL 15. 8
Hierocles, Synecd. 651, 2,* and Notitia Episcop.
9. 149
and KXauJia in the StiidiHsmus Maris
Magni, % 328,
Clauda) was an island off the S.
Amid the varying forms of the
coast of Crete.
name, the preference must be given to the forms in
which the letter L is omitted, as is proved beyond
dispute by the mod. forms Gavdlio in Greek and
Gozzo in Italian. The Alex, ship laden with corn
;

;

AV

which Paul sailed from Myra for Rome, after
lying becalmed for a considerable time in Fair
Havens, proceeded on its course favoured by a
light northerly breeze but shortly after rouncling
Cape Matala (about 4 miles on its course), while
the vessel was standing towards W.N.W. across
the mouth of the Gulf of Messara, it was caught by
a sudden eddying blast from E.N.E., which struck
down from the lofty mountains of the island, and
it could do nothing except scud before the wind,
until, after running about 23 miles, it was able to
get under the lee of Cauda (Ac 27'°), where in
calmer water it became po.ssible to attend to the
condition of the ship. "The perfect a'Teement of
the description in Ac with the natural features and
winds of the coa.st (where, acconling to Captain
Stewart, R.N., 'southerly winds almost invariably
shift to a violent northerly wind ') has been admirably brought out by James Smitli in his V";/"r/e
in

;

and Shipwreck of St. Paul,

p.

tlfill'.

According to

Suidas, wild asses of unusually large size lived on
the island. There was a city on the islanii, which
was the seat of a bishop in Byzantine times. It
lay almost due S. of Phienix, and is mentioned
next to it in the Byzantine autliorities.
\V. M. Ramsay.
CAUL (Fr. cale, a small cap or headdress. Now
obsol.).
1. (n-;n*) The fatty envulojie of the liver,
which, with the fat of the kidneys and other inward
parts (Ex 29"", Lv3Sete.), was to be burnt on the
altar as an offering by lire unto the Lord.
In IIos
13' the rending of the caul or enclosure (i^;?)
of the heart is a term of uttermost destruction.

—

See Mkdicin'e.
2. 0':';f Is 3", RV ' networks.'
This was most
probably the small heati-veil, now of line netfloral
ilesigns,
worn in
work or art muslin with
the East over the brow and crown, and fastened
loosely behind the neck under the hair.
It is
counted indelii'ato to go to the door or garden
without it. Much art is often expended upon it.
It is fringed with silk embroidery, and adorned
with gohl thread, tiny gilt discs, and other ornaments The Heb. shitlii.^ seems to have the same
root-meaning as the Arab. mutas/inhOa.;, applied
*

Conatantine Porphyron, d« Tftrm.,

authority, but dciteiids on

I

lioroitles,

is

hardly an independent

whom ho very often i|uot«a.

'

;

'

'

CAUSEWAY

This is the spelling of mod. edd.
of
(except in Pr 15""") for the 1611 spelling
'causey.' But the words are not the same.
causey is a mound or dam, made by treading (late
Lat. calcidre), and a causeway is a way or road
formed on such a mound. It occurs 1 Ch 26"' " ;
Is 7'
(1611 causeway) for ' highway in text
the Heb. (njpif me^llah) means a way 'cast up'
or raised up.
J. Hastings.

AV

A

AVm

'

—

CAVE

(nTjo, nriiKaiov, spelunca).
1. Palestine is
in caves ; hence the frequent
reference to them in the ISible.
Natural caves

a region abounding

and caverns are to be found in most countries
formed of limestone strata and considerably elevated above the sea level such as Malta, Sicily,
parts of Italy,* and Derbyshire in England.
In
such countries the underground acidulated waters
;

dissolve channels for themselves out of the rock,
and upon a change of level with reference to their
outlet, they leave these channels for others; the
old channels becoming caverns with generally dry
lloors, and roofs decorated with stalactites.
The
elevated character of Western Palestine and its
t'alcareous structure have naturally resulted in the
formation of caves which in
times, and still
later, have become interwoven with the historical
events of that country
and, as Dean Stanley
observes, when Christianity became degraded in
early centuries, caves, the real or supposed
I lie
scenes in the history of our Lord, became the
seats of worship amongst the Eastern Christiana.
Tims the 'cave of the Holy Sepulchre' at Jerusalem
and the 'cave of the Nativity' at lJetlileliem,t
both discovered or identilied (according to Eusebius)
by the empress Helena, have remained shrines of
semi-idolatrous devotion down to the present day.
2. Prehistoric man appears to have made caves
his dwelling wherever available, and it is not
improbable that the Ilorites of Mount Seir ((Jn 14"
:>()-"), who were cave dwellers as their name implies,
were the reiuesentatives of early cave-dwelling
races of other countries.J The Ilorites were expelled by the Edomites ; and the vast caverns
artiliciallj' hewn out of the sandstone rock of
I'etra, the Edomito capital, attest the extent to
which these early inhabitants made use of such
hollows both for habitations and as sei>ulchres for
the dead.§ See Driver on Dt 2".

OT

;

*'<}natuor sunt montann i;cntea, TaratI, SolBnati, Balari,
Aconites, in spchincis habitantes.* Stral>o, v. 225.
t

It

in;iy IJD

observed

tiiat tlierc 18

of the Nativity for connecliiii; the
•Jll,
t

no

account

aiitliority in tlie

event with a uavo

;

see

Mt

l,k2M-'.
SlralOT,

I.

42, xvi. 776, 776.

i The cavcrn» o( Upper Efypt, hewn out of the same formalion, 'the Nubian >Sanutitone,' were made use of by the ancient
]'.^yptinnii for similar purposes.

—

;

CEDAK

CEDAR

3G4

(^aves were larpely made use of in the troublous
as
Israelitisli history as places of refuge
suili the following may be specially mentioned :
3.

timos of

:

(ii) The cave in the hills above Zoar inhabited by
Lot and his two daughters (Gn 19^).
(6) The cave of Makkedah at Beth-horon, in
which the five kings of the Canaanites hid them-

selves (Jos 10").
(c) Caves in which the Israelites hid themselves
from the Midianites in the time of the Judges
(Jg 6'), and from the Philistines in the time of
Saul (1 S 13''). Both these references point to the
conclusion that caves, both natural and artificial,
were very numerous in these times ; some of them
may be now covered over and their entrances
hidden from view.
id) One of the most celebrated caves in biblical
history was the cave of AduUam, in which David
took refuge from the wrath of Saul (1 S 22',
2 S 23"). Adullam was one of the cities of Judah,
and the reMdence of a Canaanite king (Jos 12"),
and the cave was probably the largest of several
occupying a position near the summit of the tableland, and overlooking the Plains of Philistia.*
(e) The cave of En-gedi, in the cliffs overlooking
the Dead Sea, was another place of refuge for

Unless we suppose, as has been hinted in
the article on Aloes, that the location of the
'drnzim is poetic licence, we must suppose some
water-loving tree to be intended in this passage,
certainly not the Cedrus Libnni, Barr., nor Juniperus oxycedrus. Lam., nor indeed any of the
conifer.-E of the Holy Land.
Avicenna defines 'arz, in Arab., as the wellknown juniper berry. This is the product of
it.

Juniperus communis, L.
In most of the passages of Scripture not already
cited, probably in all, there can be no doubt that
the cedar of Lebanon is intended. Let us analyse
them in detail. (1) It was abundant (1 K 6''"'*
10").
There is every reason to believe that the
cedar was exceedingly abundant in Solomon's day.
The remains of the old forests exist above elMe'asir, Barflk, 'Ain-Zehalta, el-Hadeth, Besherri,

and the Dunniyeh. They probably covered
It is also
the sub-alpine peaks of Lebanon.
extremely probable that the cedar flourished in
those days on Hernion and Antilebanon, both of
which belong to the Lebanon system, and are
suited climatically to the growth of these trees.
Large forests of them exist in Anianus, and thence
Sir,
all

David, after he had been dislodged from the cave
See Engedi.
of Adullam (1 S 23-'9 24^).
(/) The cave in which Obadiah fed the prophets
days
of
Ahab (1 K 18*). This
of the Lord in the
cave was probably situated on the flank of Mount
Carmel.
The above instances explain the language of
'" " where
men shall go into the caves of
Is 2"'the rocks, and into the holes of the earth, from
before tliK terror of the LoKD, and from the glory
of his majesty, when he ariseth to shake miglitUy
the earth.'
4. Caves, both natural and artificial, were used
the cave of Machpelah,
as places of sepulture
purchased of Ephron the Hittite, was the sepulchre
of Sarah (Gn 23'^), and afterwards of Abraham
'

:

There
25^), Isaac (35-''-=''), and Jacob (50").
can be no doubt but that the mosque of Hebron

(Gn

covers the last resting-place of the patriarchs it
is a spot considered of the highest sanctity by the
E. Hull.
Arab tribes.t
;

CEDAR

(n,x 'erez, K^Spos,

cedrus).

— We

cannot

enter intelligently on the discussion of the cedar
without premising that the Heb. word 'erez was
probably used for three or more different trees. In
Cedar,
this it resembles its English equivalent.
in English, is used for the cedar of Lebanon, for
the Bermuda cedar, of which lead pencils are
made, for Juniperus Virginiana, L., and for
Cupressus thyoides, L., and other trees. The cedar
wood, which (ace. to P) was used with scarlet

Nu

19"), was
for purification (Lv 14*,
not, in all probability, the cedar of Lebanon, but
Sinai, and afterwards in
a plant obtainable
Such a tree is Juniperus Phcrnicea, L.,
Palestine.
which is found on Mt. Hor, and on the brow of the

and hyssop

m

Edomitic limestone dill's overlooking the .\rabah,
If no
and probably in the Sinaitic peninsula.
longer there, there is nothing in the climate to
hinder its having grown there formerly. Houghton
erroneously calls it oxycedrus, which is a shrub
oi

small tree of the moiintains of Syria.
It is uncertain what tree is meant

(Nu

by 'drazim

They are said to be trees growing by
The cedar of Lebanon does not grow in

24').

water.

moist places. On the contrary, it seeks the dry
sloping mountain-side, where nothing but the
moisture in the clefts of the rocks nourishes
JosepbuB, Ant. vi. xii. 2; Conder, Tent Work, p. 153.
fSS see also Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, 1. 101, 149
Robinson, TraveU, ii. 79,
•

f lb.

;

k CED.\R FROM TriK liKSIIKnKI onOVR.
not one ot the larj^est, but exhibits the charaotcrislic
sbape and horizontal ramification.)
(It Is

they extend northward and westward to Akherdagh, and for a long distance into the Taurus. The
cedar exi.sted also in Cyi)rus an.l large forests
of it are found in the Atlas and the Himalayas.
Several of
'I').
(2) It was a tall tree (Is 2'^
the trees in the Besherri grove are 60 or 70 ft. high.
It is quite
In Amanus it often reaches 100 ft.
likely that it reached or exceeded this height in
Lebanon. (3) It was not only a tree 'of a high
stature,' but one 'with fair (beautiful) branches,
and with a shadowing shroud' (dense shade) (Rzk
31").
No qu.ality of the cedar tree is more beautiful
than its horizontal spray, with an upper surface
green,
flat, and presenting an even carpet of dark
;

Am

CENSER

CEILING
yellow staminate and purple
It was suitable for the masts
It lias been objected that the
of ships (Ezk 27").
cedar has a thick, gnarled trunk, too short for a
This is true of the old weather-beaten
mast.
veterans in the open groves of Lebanon at the
present day. But in Aiuanus, where the growth
forest-like, there are multitudes
IS
close and
of tall straight trunks, every way suitable for
masta. Indeed, many of the younger trees of the
Besherri grove would make excellent masts for
ships of the size of those in Ezekiel's time.
It has
been proposed to consider the Pinus Halepensis,
Mill., as the 'erez here intended. It is curious that
this pine is still known in some parts of Lebanon
by the name 'arz, and also in the neighbourhood of
AJeiipo.
But it is not so well adapted to masting
as tiie true cedar, and, although abundant throughout Lebanon, is also e<iually abundant in Pal.,
east and west of the Jordan.
It is unlikely that
Ezekiel would have spoken of the tree distinctively
as the 'cedar from Lebanon,' if he had intended
the Aleppo pine, which the TyrianB could have cut
from the hill-country close to their city.
(5) It
was suitable for beams, pillars, and boards (1 K 6'
7').
The cedars of Amanus, where the normal
erowth obtains, could furnish a board 60 to 80 ft.
long, and 6 to 8 ft. wide at the bottom, and 2 or
more at top. They could furnish pillars and beams
of any required thickness. The timber is indestructible by dry rot or borers.
It is close-grained,
sound to the heart, fraCTant, and of a pleasing
colour.
have abundant testimony as to its
durability.
Pliny says that the cedar roof of the
temple of Diana at Ephesus lasted 400 years.
That of the temple of Apollo at Utica lasted 1170
years.
(6) It was suitable for carved work, as

ornamented with

pistillate cones.

its

(4)

We

images (Is 44'*-"). Cedar wood is better fitted for
this purpose than almost any other wood in the
land.
It is hard, close-grained, and takes a high
sap (Ps 92"). The
balsamic jojce of the cedar exudes from every pore.
Lar^e beads and nodules of the fragrant resin form
on the uninjured branches. An incision into the
bark is followed by a copious distillation of the
same. Where two Branches meet and rub together,
they each pour out the life-giving sap, which
cements them, so that they grow fast to one
another. Numerous examples of this can be seen
in the CTOve at Besherri.
(8) It was the king of
trees.
It is placed at the head of the vegetable
kingdom by Solomon (1 K 4").
Abimelech concedes its superiority (Jg 9").
It is perlians
alluded to as the glory of Lebanon' (Is 35' 60'').
The cedars are the trees of the Lord (Ps 104").
The Arabs still know them by the name 'arz er-nibb,
'the cedars of the Lord.' When the cedar falls,
the fir, itself a noble tree, howls, as a vassal for his
When Jehoash wished to express
lord (Zee 11'-').
his contempt for Amaziah, he compared himself to
a cedar and Amaziah to a tliistle, and said, there
passed by a wild beast that was in Lebanon, and
The highest
trode down the thistle' (2 K 14»).
boast of Senna<'lierib was that he would cut down
the tall cedars' (Is .37*').
(9) Of this tree much
of the temple was built, also the palaces of David
and Solomon, and many other grand buildings of
Jerusalem. It was probably at that epoch that the
denudation of Lebanon began.
The cedar is known by the natives of restricted
Thus
localities in Lebanon by two other names.
the people in the neightxjurhood of 'Ain-Zehalta,
BdrOk, and p!-Me'ftsir call their cedars ihhul. The
people in the neighbourhood of Sir call it tniih.
U. E. Post.
polish.

must be

(7) It

full of

'

'

'

'

'

CEILING

See Cielinq.

CELLAR.— In AV
The Heb.

for oil.

Ch 27"- =«) for wine
common for any store

only

(1

(ijik) is

or

or
storehouse.
IIV gives 'c.' for
'secret place'
in Lk 11^, readin" /cpiJirn; 'a vault,' 'crypt,' for
Kptnrrir hidden.'
The Greek word is used by Jos.

AV

'

BJ

V.

vii.

4,

leapt into the

'They

tower on
See Hot;sE.

set the

beneath.'

c.

and

lire,

Hastings.

J.

CENCHREiE.— Ccnchrese

or Kenchreae (not, as
AV, Cenchrea ; usually spelt Ke7x-> by T.,
Kfcx.), where St. Paul, before sailing for Sj'ria, had
his hair shorn in compliance with a vow (Ac 18'"),
and where Phoebe was a deaconess (Ko 16'). C.
was the seaport of Corinth, on the eastern side of
the isthmus (see Corinth). It doubtless had its
share in the bustle, luxury, and licence of the
mother -city; but, under the inilucnce of St.
Paul, it early became the seat of a local church,
whose deaconess had the honour of bearing the
apostle's letter to the Roman Church.

WH

WiLMAM
CENDEB;EUS

(KevSt^oros),

P.

Dickson.

a general of Anti-

VII. Sidetes, who was given the command
of the sea - coast, and sent with an army into
Palestine in order to enforce the claims of Anti-

ochus

ochus against Simon Maccabaeus (comp. AtiiexoBIUS).
Cendebseus occupied Jamnia, fortified
Kidron, a place not otherwise known, and then

began to make raids upon Judsea. Owing to his
advanced age Simon did not go out to battle
himself, but placed his two sons, Judas and John,
in command.
The battle took place in a plain
not far from Modin
and the Jews, although
obliged to cross a torrent-bed before commencing
the attack, gained a complete victory over Cendebsus, and pursued the Syrians as far as Kidron
and the neighbourhood of Asbdod (1 Mao 15*" 16";
cf. Jos. Ant. XIII. vii. 3).
H. A. WuiTE.
;

—

CENSER. Two Heb. words are thus rendered in
our Eng. version, nijn.p and n-i^p?. The latter, from
the same root as the word for incense, is ren<lered
by Uie LXX in the two places where it occurs
(2 Ch 26'», Ezk 8") 8v^a.T-fipLoi/.
For this reason
XpvaoOr Ovmar-fipLOf of He 9* has been understood
since Jerome's time to mean golden censor (AV,
RV). The best modern authorities, however, have
decided in favour of the rendering golden altar of
incense' (so RVm after Bleek, Del. etc.), a sense in
which the word frequently occurs in Philo and
Josephus (for reli'. see Thayer,
Lex. sub voc).
Elsewhere in OT the vessel used to carry the
cliarcoal on which the incense was burned is termed
m^n-}.
In AV and RV our translators have only in
certain cases given the rendering
censer,' preferring
Firepan in those passages, ai>parently,
where the nnn^ is mentioned among the utensils
connected with the altar of burnt-oH'ering, as in Ex
'

'

'

NT

'

'

'

27',

Nu 4"

There

RV

etc.

no reason for this distinction,one and the
same utensil being intended throu''hout. The .icn?
was so constructed as to be capable not merely of
lifting the glowing charcoal from the altar of
is

—

burnt-ollering,
so much is indicated by its etymology from inn to take up live coals from the
hearth, but also of containing a quantity sufficient
to burn at least two handfuls of incense (Lv 16").
may therefore think of it n-s a bowl-shaped
imydement furnished with a short handle, in otlier
words, as a species of ladle. The censers of the
Pent, (only in P) are of the same material as the
great altar, probably bronze (Ex 27', cf. Nu \6^- "").
Those of Solomon's temple were of gold (1
7*',
'

'

—

We

—

K

• It li

not correct to «ay,

u In Smith'i

Dfl,'

I.

p.

.';.';2,

that the

vpBselB eiiunu'rat-ed (Nu 4**) aro those ot * the (joIiIimi AltJir, i.t.
of inrcniw.' These have b«en mentioned but not named in v.io.
Utsidea, Ihr altar' (v.U)
Invariably in the Pent, the altar o(
'

CELIBAOT.— See Marriaob.
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bumt.offering.

U

;

CENTUEION

CENSUS
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2 K 25").
A censer of silver is mentioned in connexion with the daily offering in Tamid v. 4, 5,

Yoma

iv.

o-uofto;' (cf.

The

4.

Sir 50«)

LXX

favourite

and

euttxK-n (cf.

renderings are

Mac

1

l^^).

now

impossible to say in what respect, if
at all, the nijn? ditVered from the n-iEfO. Delitzsch
is certainly mistaken in identifying (art.
Riiucherpfanne' in Riehm's HBA^) the latter with the
vessel designated 13 (see Nu ?"*•). EV spoon, more
probably a bowl with a handle, and therefore of
similar shape to rrjjnQ (hence
dvUKri), in any
case a vessel in wliich the incense was kept (cf. the
n'lBS with incense on tlie table of shewbread, Ex
25*).
The context in which it occurs (see above)
requires us, in each case, to see in the n-ioijp a
proper censer.
The censer (XijSoFitfris) appears along with incense
in the imagery of theApoc. (8'-°). In 5' the 'golden
vials (^idXas) full of odours (RV more correctly
' the
golden bowls full of incense ') have been
suggested by the ntes or incense-holders just mentioned.
For the use of this vessel in Herod's
temple see Tamid v. vi.
Among the implements of the golden candlestick
were its nmra, EV Bnuff dishes. These were probably not trays for the snuffers as the
rendering in Ex 25'"' (v-ir6Sefia) would suggest, but rather a
ntensil of the same sliape as the censer, in which
to receive and carry away the burnt portions of the
wicks.
Representations of the censers used by the
ancient Egyptians are still extant.
They consisted of a small pot or cup with a long liandle
(Kitto, Encycl. Bibl. Lit. 1862, p. 461) into which
little pellets of incense were projected at intervals
by the priest.
In early Christian times the use of censers is not
It is

'

LXX

'

LXX

mentioned

;

it

appears to have commenced about

the 4th cent. A.D., probably for antiseptic fumigaIn the 8th cent., however, their use was
tion
general, and directions for their adoption were
given by local synods. But symbolical meanings
Became by degrees attached to the burning of
incense.
In many cathedrals on the Continent
and in this country very valuable thuribles or
of
gold and silver (cf. Herod, iv. 162
censers
Thucyd. vi. 46 Cic. Verr. iv. 21-24) are still to be
found, some of them weighing as much as 16 lbs.,
and evidently not intended to be SMTing like the
ordinary censer.
In form modem censers vary
considerably, being usually oval, but sometimes
square. The ordinary form used by the Jews is of
an octagonal shape. In Europe they are generally
furnished with a perforated li<i, and havethreechains
to the lower portion, a fourth eliain being attached
to the lid, so that it can be raised when re<iuired.
There is usually a small shallow pan enclosed in
the censer to receive live charcoal.
Tliey are
now usually made of brass, as used in the Roman
and Anglican services. The incense used for the
censor is generally carried by an acolyte in a boatshaped brass box, containing a spoon for sprinkling
it on the censer.
;

LiTBRATURS.

— Sonneschmid,

De Thymiaterio

tanctissimo

(Vitel. 17-23 : Deylincr, Ods. ii. 665 teg. ; Ugolini, The^aur. xi. ;
wentze In ^'ov. Biblioth. Brev. v. 337 tea. ; Zeibrich, De Thur.

Oerb. 176S; Roval,
4441.; Schurer, U.y/>

A. K. S.

De Thurib. 724; Benzjager, Heb. Arch.
II. i.

295.

Kennedy and

CENSUS.—See David,

E.

M. Holmes.

Quieinius.

body of men numbering from 50 to 100,
according to the size of llie legion of which it was
a subdiWsion. Though resembling a British taptain in the size of tlie unit under his command,
the centurion in social position was equal only to a
British non-commissioned officer.
He could not
become more than a centurion, except through
exceptional circumstances, but left the service
when his time was up and settled in some small
town, to live on the smaller or larger fortune he
had acquired in the wars.
meet with centurions in the NT on five
occasions two of these being connected with
incidents in the life of our Lord, one with St.
Peter, and two with St. Paul.
1. At Capernaum
a centurion came to Jesus to seek healing for his
servant (Mt 8'", Lk T^'").
This man was a
Gentile, but probably not a Roman, because the
occurrence took place in the dominions of Herod
Antipas (see Holtzmann, Handlmm. inloc). The
Herods would be inclined to imitate their Roman
patrons in the organisation of their armies.
The centurion shows a warm symjiathy for his
slave, such as was rare among Romans.
His
reference to his bein^ a man under authority,
having soldiers under him, would be esp. ajipropriate on the lips of a subordinate officer to whom the
duty of obeying his superiors was as familiar as
that of commanding his men.
The Capernaum
centurion had probably resided for some time in
the city, which would thus appear to have been

of a

We

—

guarded by a garrison. There he had been so
attracted by the good qualities of Judaism as to
have built a synagogue, from which it may be
inferred that he was a believer in the God of Israel,
though evidently he was not a proselyte. He
evinced great kindness of heart, humility, and

—

faith the exceptional strength of his faith surprising and delighting our Lord.
centurion
2.
was in charge of the execution of Jesus. This man
must have been in the Roman army, as the crucifixion was carried out under the orders of Pontius

A

Pilate, the Roman Procurator. The Synoptists note
the impression produced on him by the spectacle of
the last scene in the life of our Lord. According
to St. Matthew and St. Mark, he exclaimed,
• Truly
this
(Mk this man ') was the son (or
a son) of God'(Mt 27", Mk l.')*"); and according
to St. Luke 'he glorified God, saying. Certainly
AVhichever
this was a righteous man' (Lk 23").
phrase he used, it cannot be supposed that as
a heathen he fully appreciated the divinity of
Christ, but it is clear that he was impressed M-itli
our Lord's goodness and greatness. This centurion
appears again a little later when Pilate inquires of
him as to the fact and time of the death of Jesus
(Mk 15"). 3. Cornelius, the first Gentile baptized
and received into the Church (Ac 10), was a
centurion of the Roman garrison at Csesarea, the
headquarters of the Procurator, and belonged to
(which see).
the
Italian band
It is evident
from the narrative, that Cornelius, like the
Capernaum centurion, had been deeply impressed
with the religious ideas of the peoiile among whom
he was serving but it is also evident that he had
not become a proselyte or St. Peter's scruples
would not have needed to be removed by the vision
on the hou.se-top, and it seems clear that he was
not satisfied witii the measure of light he perceived
in Judaism.
4. Several centurions of the cohort
at Jerusalem under the command of a chiliarch
(called
and
the chief captain in Ac 2F'
R\') appear during the riot at Jerusalem, and tlie
subsequent rescue of St. Paul and his arrest (Ac
2H- -l-i^- « 2.S"- *). There would be ten centurions
5.
to a cohort if the numbers were complete.
After his appeal to Cresar, St. Paul was conducted
to Rome under the charge of a centurion named
'

'

;

'

CENTURION
in

(Latin,

centurio

Mk

Ac,
the

—

;

Gr.

Ktrrvplwv

ikarovipxT)^^ iKarifapxos in Mt, Lk, and
;
see critical authorities in Grimm-Thayer for

nhich

—

of this word).
An officer in the
command of a century {centuria),
corresponded to the civil curia, and consisted

two forms

Roman army

in

'

'

'

—

—

'

AV

—

;;

'

CEPHAS

CHAIN

whom he came to be on very friendly
This centurion was of
terms (Ac "iT'- "• " 28").
Augustus' band (which see), Ac 27'.
JulioB, with

'

'

\V. F.

CEPHAS.— See

AOENEY.

Peter.

of Chadias), 1 Es 5^.— They are mentioned with
the Ammidioi as returning, to the number of 422,
with Zerub. There are no corresponding names in
the lists of Ezra and Neh. Fritzsche [Exeg. Handb.
in loc.) identifies them with the iieople of Kedesh
in

CERTAIN.— 1. The

meaning

orig.

of
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Judah (Jos

H. St.

15==*).

J.

Thackeray.

is fixed

c.

AV

It is seen in Ex IG*
or definite, not fluctuating.
CH.ffiREAS (Xaip^aj,
Chereas) was brother
gather a c. rate every day (ioi's ci—«^,
a of Timotheus, the leader of the Ammonites, and
8"
every
day
2
day's portion
Ch
after a c.
held command at the fortress of Gazara, i.e. prob') ;
rate every day' (cv^ Di—13^,
'as the duty of ably Jazcr in the trans-Jordanic territoi-y (see
every day re<iuired'); Neh U-^ 'a c. portion
1 ilac b'^'").
Chajreas was slain upon the capture
for the singers, due every day' (to'-a ci—c^ •"'-;"¥,
of Gazara by Judas Maccabseus (2 Mac lO^^-").
'a settled provision ... as every day reH. A. White.
quired'); I Co 4" 'we
have no c. dwelling.
CHAFE. To c. is to make warm (Lat. caleplace (doTOTou^ieK). See also Dn 2" the dream is facere, late Lat. ca/iifdrc, old Fr. ehaufer) ; next to
'

RV

'

'

'

RV

.

.

.

RV

.

—

.

'

c'

'

'

{2ir.

write'

fixed,' cf. 2"

Ac

Heb.);

'

know

I

whom

2o-" 'of

Or

same

of certainty,'

have no

I

c.

thing to

make warm by

friition

;

tlien (as

In 2 S 17» only

itself) to irritate.

with 'friction'
(AV, RV) tliey
'

be chafed in their minds, as a bear robbed of her
whelps in the field (csj "i? bitter of soul '). Cf.

after being ascertained,
Dt 13" 'Then shalt thou imiuire, and make
search, and ask diligently ; and, behold, if it be
truth, and the thing c' (p3j), and IT*.
In this
sense is the phrase for certain,' 1
2", Jer 2G" ;
2*^
and 'for a certain,' 1
'know. for a c' (RV
'for c.'), where the a is redundant.
See A.
2. When a person or tiling' is taken out of the
fluctuating multitude and hxed in the mind, it
need not be further specified, and so becomes indefinite, as in the common phrases ' a certain man,'
etc. (Heb. e-in, i?-x, or iij.x, Gr. tis mostly, also
iyepwToi, Mt 18-» 21" 22% and ds).
Thus we have,

Hastings.
CHAFF The AV renders by this term four
Heb. words.
1, v-f^ hdshnsh.
This word occurs
but twice in OT, Is 5" 33", where it is rendered
A V chaff. It would be better rendered cut grass
or dry grass (as Is 5" RV).
2. po or
mvz.
This is chad' separated from the gram bj' w innow-

Ac 8" a

ing.

It is usually tr. in

Hos

13'),

(dff^aXijs).

c.

K

'

K

'

water

c.

'

;

S'

'

a

c.

Lk

part ;
years'
'

23'"

'

a

c.

sedition' ; 2 Ch 18' 'after c.
;
Ezr 10" 'c.
chiefs of the fathers' (RV 'c. heads of fathers'
houses') ; and Dn 8'" ' I heard one saint speaking,
and another saint said unto that c. saint which
spake,' where we see the word changing from its
definite to its indefinite use.
'Certain' in this
sense is free], used alone, where we now use the
eaguer sonu;,' as Nu IG' c. of the children of
Israel ; 1 Ch 19" ' there went c. and told David
Lk 8" ' it was told him by c. which said ; 18*
'unto c. which trusted in themselves.'
Certainly. 1 S 20^ ' Thy father certainly knoweth that I have found grace in thine eyes, not ' it
is certain that thy
father knoweth,' but 'thy
father knoweth for a certainty' (Hub. VX n-,
'knoweth well'); so 20», Gn 43', .Jer 13'- 40'^
42"'- ^.
Same He>.. in Jos 23" know for a
certainty ; 1 K 5^ ' know for certain ; 2^- ' know
for a certain ; Ji^r 26'° ' know ye for certain.'
Certainty is used in the obsol. sense of 'the
fact,' or acdial circumstances,' in Lk 1* that thou
mightest know the c. of those things' {aacfiiXfia)
Ac 21" 22* (ri dff^aX^s). Cf. Shaks. Mam. IV. v.
'

'

'

'

'

RV

'

'

'

'

'

'

140—
•

If

'

yon desire to know the certainty

'

•Calmnesse is great advantage ; \w that leta
Another cliafe, may wami hin, at liis fire,
Mark all his waiuirinj^'s, and rnjoy his frets.'
Q. Herbert, TempCe

('

Ciiurch Porch,"

lill.}

J.

—

'

'

'

p

'

'

LXX x'-oi's (Ps

I''

35', Is 29',

once x''"''' axipov (Is 17"), and once
(Job 21'*). In the Oriental process
of winnowing by tossing the cut straw, grain, and
chaft'into the air, the grain falls vertically back on
the heap, the cut straw is carried a little dis';ance
away and deposited in another heap, while the
chaff, consisting of the husks and the finer particles
Koi'iopTSs

= dust

of the straw, is carried to and beyond the borders
i)f the threshing-floor.
Hence the imagery of the
passages cited. 3. ppi tcbhen, the same as the

Arab. tibn=cut stmw.

This word

is

only once

tr.

LXX

'chaff' (Jer 23^ AV, where
renders i!x''P'»'.
'straw').
In all the other passages where
it occurs, except Job 21", where it is incorrectly
rendered 'stubble,' it is tr. 'straw.' Cvt straw is
preferable.
See Stuaw. 4. -vy 'dr.
This is an
Aramaic word of somewhat uncertain signification.
Some have derived it from the root Ty to be blind,
and regard it as that which blinds, such as the
minute particles called
'chatl'of the summer
threshing-floors' (Dn 2»').
The
rendering
Kovioprl}^ in this passage would make it the dust
and not the chaff oi the threshing-floor. This contains, however, many minute spicules of the straw,
husks, and beards of the grain.
G. E. Post.

RV

and

AV

LXX

Of your dear father's death.'
J.

CERTIFY, in AV, means not
'a.ssure,' but simply 'to make

CHAIN. — The Bible frequently

Hastings.

to make certain or
to know,' 'tell.' In
it occurs (1) Ezr 4" '« 5" T'* (ynin) ; (2) 2 S 15-*
(Tjn); (3) Est 2^ (VK,
'tell').
In Apocr. Wis
18' [rpoytfuirKtii), Ep. Jer' (ofayYAXui), liar (deiKrva),
1 Mac 11-" (airar/'AXw), 2 Mac l'» {Siacraifiiu), 2 Mac
U»(f/S4Tes).
In
Gal 1" ' I certify you' {yvu,Mw,
I make known to you ').
Cf. Vs ,39» Pr.
'

'

OT

RV

RV

NT

'

know mine end, and the number
I
may be certified how long
have to live' (AV 'that I may know how frail I
am,' RV Let me know how frail I am ') 19- Pr.
Bk. One day telleth another, and one night certi-

Lonl, let me
of my days, that

Bk.

'

I

'

;

'

fieth another.'

CHABRIS

J.

Hastings.

(Xa^pWt).— One of the three rulers of

Bethulia, Jth

G'" 8"> 10".

CHADIASAI

(U

ol

XaStdaai,

A

Xaidaat,

AV they

refers to chains,

and uses a great variety of words to describe the
dilierent articles and their uses.
Chains were
chiefly employed for (1) ornament, (2) restraint.
1. Urnnment.
1. 'I'here was the more solid form
of simple or twisted rinjj for the neck (t;i from
ij"!
cf. Arab, rabnt, ' to bind ').
Such was Josephs
gold chain (Gn 41''-), al.so Ezk 16". The Maronite

—

;

Christians of Lebanon regard it as a charm against
evil spirits, or the evil eye (see Amulet).
It is
called a ("ii/c, and in the mod. Arab, version of the
IJible by Van Dyck the ouch of the lii'-li priest's
dress is so translated. This chain may be of gold
or silver, but the poorer classes, as the Bedawin,
wear chains of copper or brass.
2. There was
a more elaborate form, made of plaited wire, like
(1), but with jewels inserted and pendants attached,
or. instead of the metal twist, composed of .separate
parts in squares, balls, or links (corrcsp. to Arab.
^ilAdat, 'i(pd). It did not encircle the neck closely,

;

CHALCEDONY

CHALDEE VERSIO:;S

like the tauk, but hung loosely from it. The cliain
5'- '" ^ was probably of this order, and
of
examples of it are found in Jg 8^, Ps 73", Ca 4',
Pr 1*. It is customary in Syria to hang a crescent
of silver, called the hiUd, by a hair rope or chain
round the necks of valuable camels or horses (cf.
Jg 8'-'-''). 3. The flexible chain (n-iijhi?, Arab, silsilah,
'link-chain') for suspending and festooning pur7", 2 Ch 3>- ").
4. In
joses (Ex 28'^-'>' 39", 1

term Kaldii included N. and S. Babylonia and the
territory occupied by certain foreira tribes and
jieoides adjacent to them, who were later included
in the name as used by the prophet-priest Ezekiel
(23^).
The later Chalda?a was about 400 miles long
N.E. and S. W. by an average of 100 miles in width.

368

Dn

&^
Nu

K

KV

ankle-chain (which see). 5. In Ca l'»
(mn, Arab, haraz)
strings of jewels' means a
necklace of eeras, beads, or shells strung on a
thread.
B. In Is 3'" (niiai, Arab, nutafah) KV
pendants means ear-drops, in design like a pearl
or drop of water.
Named from the metal, copper
2. Restraint.
(rii'n;), La 3'.
In Jer 39' 52" chain is transl. fetters
also in
in Jg 16-', 2 S 3**, 2 K
(see Fetter)
25', 2 Ch 33" 36«.
Chain in Ps 68« is corrected in
In NT the references
to prosperity (.ti^^id).
to chains for restraint present little difficulty. The
chief terms are &\vns,
5^ Ac 28-», 2 Ti V\
Rev 20' aupd in 2 P 2* ' chains of darkness
Se<Tii6$ in Jude • 'everlasting chains,' which be31'»

'

'

'

RV

'

'

—

AV

;

KV

'

'

Mk

:

'

comes a fig. bond in Lk
Modem brass was unkno\vn in ancient times,
but there was an alloy of copper and tin. The feet
of prisoners were secured by a chain of copper (nj'nj,
Arab, sildsil nahds, tt^Stj) attached to copper rings
encircling each ankle, which were widened to
receive the ankle, and then closed by a few strokes
of a hammer.
For the sake of safe custody, as
the soft copper rings might be opened, the prisoner's
eyes were put out (2 K 25'). In NT mention is
made of the Roman custom of securing a prisoner
by a chain, one end being fastened to the prisoner's
'

13".

'

who
W. Caeslaw.

wrist and the other to that of the soldier

guarded him (Ac

12« 28*').

CHALCEDONY.— See

Stones, Peectous.

CHALDaiA, CHALDaiANS.— D^S;'; (or d>^s?3

OT

n!<) is

the usual
designation of Chaldsa (Jer 50'» 51"
24' 25") ; the same word is seen in anifs iin (Gn 1 1^)
' Ur
of the Chaldees.' The Sept. reads XaXda'iot,
substituting a liquid (1) for a sibilant (i?) before a
dental (d). The corresponding form in the Assyr.
inscnp. ia mdt Kaldil, ' laud of Chald.-eans.'
i. 'Tee Land.
The land of the Chaldaeans, in

—

OT, usually covers what

is

included in the term

Babylonia, not inclusive of Mesopotamia in its
larger sense, but of the lower or between-rivers
Babylonia. Delitzsch {Parndies, p. 128 f. ) maintains that the Bab. name KaSdti, then Kaisil, is
but the earlier designation of the territory of the
Ktti' {da, meaning 'territory'), a people vciw held
sway over middle Babylonia for some time before
the 13th cent. B.C. (cf. also Del. Sprache dcr
Kossder). The land of the Kaldii, for some centuries after B.C. 1000, was located S.E. of Babylon,
reaching to Bit-Yakin and the head of the Pers.
Gulf, and pos.sibly swinging round W. to the edge
of the Arabian desert.
In the inscr. of Ramniannirari in. (Kawlinson, WAI i. 35, No. 1, line 22)
Kaldi covers all Babylonia in the expression Sarrdni
ia mdt Kaldi, 'kings of the land of
Sargon
always speaks of the rebel Merodach-baladan at
Babylon as iar m/tt Kaldi, king of the land of
Kalrlu,' or hir nuit Bit-Yakin, 'king of the land
of Bit-Yakin.' So the Per.sian Gulf is mentioned
IS tAmtum ia BitYnkin, interchangeably with
t&mtum ia mAt Kaldi, indicating that the Pers.
Gulf was the sea of the Chaldiea of that day.
Sennacherib (Kawlinson, WAI i. 37, line 37) draws
a line between the Arabians and Arama?a.ns on the
one hand, and the amrlu Kaldii, the people of the
Chaldaeans,' on the other.
In the time of the deilme of Assyria and the rise of New Babylonia the
'

C

'

'

The

derivation of the word is somewhat doubtful,
it may be related to the name of a nephew

though
of
in

Abraham, Chesed

Gn

22--.

(is':),

It is also the

of

which

same

it is a plural,
in root-form as the

Assyr. kasadii, 'to conquer.'

The People.— The origia of the Chaldieana
enveloped in the mists of antiquity. Whence
and when they migrated into lower Babylonia is
Winckler {Gesch. Bab.
also an unsolved riddle.
und Assyr. p. 99 f.) finds the first hint of such a
people in the ' dynasty of the coast-land Imeerlandes], in the person of Ea-mukSn-Sumi, king of
KarduniaS, where the latter's territory is distinguished from the coast-land,' at about the middle
of the 10th cent. B.C.
It is also thought that the
names of the kings of this dynasty are Kassite,
thus sustaining a conjecture (ci. Del. as above) that
the Kossaians, the KasdU, were the pioneers of the
ChaldEeans in Babylonia. If these conjectures are
true, then we find already in this period a mixed
population in the lowlands, reaching as far as the
Pers. Gulf.
But the character of the Chald£eans,
as we know them afterwards, is strongly Semitic.
They pushed north from the Pers. Gulf against
Babylon, and for centuries contended with Assyria
for its possession.
They were in early times
nomads and agriculturists, despising city life.
But their contact with the more advanced civilisation of lower Babylonia led them to respect and
ii.

is

'

'

to foster centres for self-protection.
Soon this
industrious, thrifty people built and fortified
cities, and extended their boundaries to the north
against the older and more cultured capitals. In
the second half of the 8th cent. B.C. we find north
of Babylon the ' kingdom ' of Bit-Dakkuri ; and
Sargon, as well as his successors on the throne of
Assyria, had their hands full in holding at bay this
vigorous people. The Chaldiean kings who forced
their way to the throne of Babylon were probably
heads of difl'erent cities, states, or tribes of that
people.
Merodach-baladan, son of Baladaa, was
king of Bit-Yakin, Ukln-zir of Bit-Amukkani, and

Suzub, a Chaldaean, from some other place or tribe.
iii. The Language.
The language of the Chald;eans was the Bab. cuneiform, almost identical
grammatically and lexically with the Assyrian.
The term Chaldee' as applied to certain chapters
of Dn and Ezr is incorrect, and should not be so
employed. The correct term is Aramaic.

—

'

iv.

term

The Wise Men.— In Dn
'

(1*

and often) the

Ch-.tldjeans' is generally used in the sense of

astrologers, astronomers.
The same sense is seen
in classaicl wTiters (as Strabo, Diodorus). Schrader
(CUT ii. 125) says, 'The signification "wise men,"
that we meet with in the Bk of Dn, is foreign
Assyrio-Bab. usage, and did not arise till after the
fall of the Bab. empire.'
Delitzsch (Calwer Bibellexicon, p. 127') regards this usage as built upon
the fact that Bab.-Chalda-a had been the home and
the chief seat of astrological and astronomical
knowledge from early ages. The attempted identification of the peoples
the region of the Black

U

m

Sea (mentioned by Xenophon as Chaldaans) with
those in lower Mesopotamia has proved a failure.
See Bahvlonia.
LiTKKATURB.— Delattre. Let Chald. jutqud la /and. de ermp,
dt A'el/uch. I8S9 Winckler, Unlersuch. i. altonent. Get. 1889,
47 ff.
Get. Bab. und At. 1892, 111 fl. ; Tiele, Bai.-At. Oet.
1S88, 85, 207, 211, 28611., 422; on Chald»an leaming:, Meyer, E.,
(Jet. det AUerthumt, 1884, vol. i. p. 186 f. ; Honimel, (ift. Bab.
und At. 1886. pp. 386 ff., 404 (!.
Jra M. PRICK.
;

—

;

CHALDEE VERSIONS.-See Taroums

CHALK-STONES

CHAMPAIGN

—

CHALK-STONES (-ir'j;!<). This expression is
used only once, Is 27', where Israel's repentance
evinces itself by the destruction of idolatrous
altars, whose stones are to be as chalk (or limestone) broken in pieces, calcined and slaked for
mortar (see Delitzsch, ad loc). The expression
is of much interest as showing that the practice
of burning limestone and slaking with water was
practised in Pal. in OT times. The limestone of
Pal. consists largely of white granular carbonate
of lime of the same geological age as the Chalk
£. UULL.
formation of England.

CHALLENGE.—In

the sense of 'claim,' Ex 22»
which another challenCf. More
getli to be his' (%x, RV 'one saith ').
(1513), 'He began, not by warre, but by Law, to
J. Hastings.
challenge the crown.'
'

any manner of

lost thing

CHALPHI (AV Calphi)=Alph^us
Ant.

XIII. V. 7, Xa^^as),

{Xa\<pd, Jos.

the father of Judas, one

two captains of Jonathan Maccal)Kus who
stood firm in a battle fought against the Syrians
at Hazor in N. GalUee (1 Mac 11'°).

of the

H. A. White.

CHAMBER

as a verb occurs Ro 13" Let us walk
honestly, as in the day
not in chambering and
wantonness' (ko(tt), a bed,' Lk 11'
the marriage
bed,' He 13*; here 'illicit intercourse'
cf. Ro 9'°
itoiTT7» lxo'«"'i
having conceived '). See House.
J. Ha.stings.
CHAMBERLAIN An officer in the houses of
kings and nobles charged with the care of their
apartments, dress, etc., though the office often implied other duties of trust.
In OT the word occurs
in 2 K 23" and repeatedly in Est, where the original
is eunuch (oip)
but it is generally believed that
this name is not to be taken always in a literal
sense, and hence it is often rendered bv the word
ojjicer.
In Esther, however, the chamberlain
evidently belongs to that class of persons who are
entrusted with the watchful care of the harems of
Oriental monarchs. In
at Ac 12*" it is said
that the people of Tyre and Sidon sought the
favour of Herod Agrippa through the mediation of
Hlastus 'the king's c' (rbv ^wl toO koitwvo! toO
/SaiTiX^wt), showing that the office was one of considerable influence.
The word occurs again in
more accurately
in Ro le'', but is rendered in
treasurer (oiVovi/io!) of the city,' in connexion witli
the name of Erastus, a Christian of Corinth, from
which i)lace it is generally believed that St. Paul
wrote liis Ep. to the Romans, and where it is not
likely there would be a chamberlain
in the
primary sense of the word.
J. WoRTABET.
'

.

.

.

'

'

;

;

'

;

NT

AV

RV

'

AV

CHAMELEON
so renders nb Ic/lilh, xafnat\4ui',chnmdfun, the second of the lizards mentioned
On
in Lv 11*', which RV renders land-crocodile.
the other liand, RV renders by rlmmeleon the last
of the animals mentioned in this passage, nrij'jB
tin.ihemcth, d<nrdXo|, talpri, wliich
renders mole.
The Ileb. ki'ifth is used in many passages in its
etymological sense of strenqtk, but only in the
present for an animal. Nothing in its etymolo'ry
points to the chnmcleon. Among the lizards the
land-monitor, which is the lana-rrocodile of the
indents, rsiimmosnurus scincn.i, Merrem. is next
to the Nile-monitor, Monitor Nilotu-us, GeoU'r., in
size and strength.
The Arabs call both waral
(vulgo warnn).
They distinguish the first as
tvarnl el-nrrl=the land-warnl, and the second as
MHiral el-hiihr = ivater-warnl.
But the first is also
called dabb = 2i zdb, wliich is the name of the
last animal in tlie previous verse, translated in

AV

AV

RV

often
attains a length of from 4 to 5 ft.
It would therefore be better to render ?<16, land-crocodile or landtortiiiie,

•>OL.

I.

an<l

— 24

in

fjrcnt lizard.

It
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monitor, and kS^k, Nile-monitor or water-monitor.
This would carry out the etymological idea of
strength, as the water-monitor is a foot or twc
longer than its land relative, and Arabian stories
are full of the records of its power in fighting, not
only snakes, but the dabb itself. This would give
to two of the lizard group appropriate specific
names. Both are noted for devouring crocodile's
eggs. The Nile-monitor was held in great reverence
in ancient Egj'pt on this account.
As before said,
gives c/uimeleon for tinshemeth (Lv 11^). While it is perhaps probable
that this animal is a lizard, as its name stands
at the end of a list of lizards, it is by no means
certain.
It is also at the end of a list of things
'that creep upon the earth' (11^).
In those
days there was no scientific study of objects of
Nature, and the collocation of the diilerent clean
and unclean animals was with reference to characteristics which are not recognised in any other
system of classification (ll''"'-'"-^).
It is quite
possible, therefore, that tinshemeth is not a lizard,
out the mole-rat of Syria, Spalax typhlus, which,
although not a true mole, has all its habits and its
general aspect. The
and Vulg. renderings
strengthen this possibility.
There is, however,
one strong objection to rendering tinshemcth molerat.'
It is that holed (Lv ll^*) tr. in both VSS (on
the authority of the LXX 7a\^, and Vulg. mustela),
weasel, very probably refers to the mole-rat.
See
MOLK, Wkasel. It is inadmissible to suppose
that the same animal is mentioned twice, by
diilerent names, so close together in tlie same list.
There seems to be no warrant for the adoption
of chameleun for tinshemcth, excepting the derivation of the word from a root signifying to breathe,
coupled with the ancient opinion that the chameleon
lived on air.
It must not be forgotten that, in the
same chapter, tinsliemeth is given as the name of
an aquatic fowl (v.'», cf. Dt 14'"). See Swan. On
the whole, we think the question of the identity of
both tinshcnieths very unsatisfactory, and wellnigh insoluble.
G. E. Post.

RV

LXX

'

CHAMOIS (n^J zem^r, ito/t7;XoirdpSaXis, camelopardus).
This was one of the wild animals
allowed to the Israelites as food (Dt 14°), and
therefore presumably acce.ssible to them. This
would make impossible the renderings cnmelopnrd
and chamois. Tristram establishes a very strong
probability that it is the mountain - sheep of
Egypt and Arabia, called in N. Africa aoudad,
and in Arabia ^eisA, which signifies a ram. It is
known to naturalists as Ovis traijdfiphus, and lives
in small llodxs in the most rugged mountain districts from Bai'bary to Egypt.
The kehsh of Sinai
is probably identical with it, thougli as yet no
naturalist lias seen it.
The Bedawln know it well
It may well be supposed that it was abundant in
the Mo.saic age, and, as it was allowed to the
Israelites for food, they may have done muih

—

extinction in tliose parts.
It is more
in height, has no inane, but long hair
down its throat and breast, and on the fore-legs,
forming a sort of rutlles to the knee. It is very
active, bounding from rock to rock.
It has
massive bonis, 2 ft. in length, and curving gently

toward
than 3

its

ft.

backward.

G. E. Post.

CHAMPAIGN means
Campania,
occurs
wliidi

It.

Dt
was

'an open plain' (from Lat.
rampntjna, old l'"r. rhampai^;nc\
It

(in Kill ihampiiin, a later form
introduce<l in the oeg. of I6tli lunt.)

11*°

'the Cnnannites, which dwell in the c' (^Jiv, RV
Arabah ') Ezk 37'"° (1611 chinnpian, a still latev
form), and .Ith 5' 'in the c. countries' (^i- roU
irtJiois, RV 'in the plains').
The word is pron.
'

iham'pdn.

;

J.

HASTINGS.

—

;

;

;
'
:

CHAPEL

CHAMPION

370

(from late Lat. campio, one who
fights in the campus or opon plain) is an accurate
tr. of the Heb. in 1 S IT*- ^ (D-jgrru-K, lit. 'the man
of the space between,' that is, the space between
the two armies, which is called in Gr. the nrralxfuof).
But in 17" Goliath is simply called ' mighty
and
V is
one (112?), and the ' champion of
unhappy.
J. HASTINGS.

CHANGE.— 1.

CHAMPION

AV

'

'

R

Change of Raiment; and

See

notice that the sing, is used for the pi. in Jg
13. 19
'thirty
change of garments' (RV
J 412.
'changes'). The Heb. word (ns-^n) there and elsewhere used in change of raiment is found in three
Job 10" changes and war are
difficult passages
against me,' which may mean 'relays 'of soldiers
5'*, but see Davidson iji loc.
as in 1
In Job 14'^
all the days of my appointed time will I wait till
my c. come,' the meaning is clearly release' from
the worry of life, as the soldier is released when
But in Ps 55'" who have no
his watch is over.
changes, and who fear not God,' this meaning, if
possible, is not so easy.
See Ox/. Heb. Lex. s.v.
if he c. it at all, then both it and
2. In Lv 27'^
the c. thereof shall be holj',' c. =exchange (.tiidp,
'

'

'

:

K

'

—

CHANCE. The 'reign of law' is no discovery
of the 19th century.
It was an accepted, even an
axiomatic, fact to the ancient Hebrew throughout the whole course of his history. And more
than that, the law was the immediate expression
of a personal will, not the fortuitous harmony of
working forces. ' Chance,' therefore, has scant
recognition in
or in NT. Neither avvrvxla nor
and tvxt) only twice, avvTv^la.
Tiixri occurs in
;
not once, in LXX. The first occurrence of rtix'? in
is Gn 30" /tai ilinv Kda. "&v ti'>xb, ' and Leah

OT
NT

LXX

With

said,

!

fortune

following the kethibh i33

'

which RV also follows, 'and
Leah said. Fortunate
The other occurrence of
TvxT} is Is 65" eroi/id^oi'Tes ry bai^iovii^ Tft^irei^av <al
beghAdh

(in pause),

!

'

Ty

w\T}poOvTes

demon a

table,

Kipafffia^

r&xji

and

filling

up

preparing

'

the

for

a mixed
Mint, which

'

'

LXX

nhere the same Heb. is used (Dt 23'° that which
ohanceth him,' Ru 2^, 1 S 20=«, Ec 2^*- '» 3""«' 9-- »),
the idea is not something independent of J", but
something unexpected by man.
The prevalent
Hebrew mind on the matter is expressed in the
proverb (16^^)
'

The lot is cast into the lap
But the whole disposing thereof

is

The other places in which chance occurs are
these: Ec 9" 'time and c. happeneth to them all'
elsewhere only in 1 K 5* and tr. 'occurrent,'
not chance,' but external incident or event cf.
2 Es 10'"
these things whicli have chanced ')
Lk 10" by c. there came down a certain |)riest
that way' (avyKvpla, again not 'cliance,' but 'concurrence' or 'coincidence,' see Plummer in lor.)'

;

'

'

1

Co 15"

d

'

it

may c.

may

some otlier
which cf. 14'°

of wheat, or of

we cannot

i.e.

;

tell

;

while in Dt 22" If a bird's
nest c. to be before thee in the way,' and 2 S 1°
As I happened by c. upon Mount Gillioa,' the
Heb. is simply come upon or meet (n'JC).
For the verb 'c.' = turn out (1 Co 15") cf. Coverdale's tr. of Ph 1" "Ve same shal chaunce to my
Ti'-xoi,

'it

be')

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

Saluacion.'

J.

Hastings.

CHANCELLOR.— Rehnm

the c.,' Ezr i»-*"
'the lord of judgment'). Dhem in
Assyrian is the technical word used of the oflicial
reports forwarded to the kings of Assyria and
Babylonia by their correspondents abroad. With
this Sayce identifies the Aram, ti'cm, and translates be'rl le'em, 'lord of official intelligence' or
'postmaster.'
'Chancellor,' even in its old sense
of royal notary or official secretary to the king, is
thus unsuitable while in mod. usage the word
is restricted to special offices, all very difl'erent
'

(Dye"'?;':,

lit.

;

from

this.

RV

See Beeltethmus,

Rehum.
J.

'

Hastings.

changed '). Cf Hey wood
no robry, but robry niaketh
Wis 14-' changing of kind (-ytviaeuis
'confusion of sex'), i. Changeable

that for which

(1562),

'Chaunge

chaunge.'
ifaWayr),

3.

RV

it is

.

is

'

'

in Is 3" ' the c. suits of apparel,' means that may
be changed ; Cheyne, state dresses, named in Heb.
from their being put off when the occasion for
their use was over. 5. Changer. See Money.
J. Hastings.

CHANGE OF RAIMENT.—The
Gn

expression occurs

where Joseph gives to Benjamin five
changes of raiment (nSpf nis^q) in Jg 14'-- '", where
Samson offers thirty changes of garments (d"^J3 'n)
^, as part of Naaman's gift.
also in 2 K S'In
Jg 17'° part of Micali's wages was to be an outfit of
^tj,:).
14'-)
(d'ij3
clothing
The separate mention (Jg
of the innermost garment (i'")D AV
sheet,' RV
linen garment ') indicates that change of raiment
referred to outer articles of dress.
These, under
some difference of name, pattern, and material,
ace. to life in desert, village, or city, were two
(1) the coat or tunic (n3h3, x"'wi'), in the form of a
dressing-gown worn with girdle and (2) the cloak
or mantle (S'vn, lixdnof), of more ample and loose
pattern.
See Coat, Cloak, Dress.
G. M. Mackie.
CHANT was formerly (and is still poetically)
used as a simple synonym for 'sing.' So Am 6'
'that chant (Coverdale, 'synge') to the sound of
in

45'-^,

;

''-•

'

'

'

;

'

{aip [all],

CHANUNEOS

'

(I'Jp,

grain' (d ti^oi

'

the viol

of the Lord.'

'

and so

'

for fortune

drink.' Here Tir^Tj stands for Heb. 'jd
most scholars identify with Venus. But Siaiibviov
stands for "i; Gad, an old Semitic name for the god
of Fortune, found in inscriptions, proper names, and
common in Syr. = ruxn- See Gad. Apart from the
passages above, the nearest approacn to a recognition of ' chance is in 1 S 6', where the Philistines
devise a method of discovering whether the
calamities they had suffered while the ark was in
their midst were due to tlie presence of the ark, or
whether ' it was a chance that happened to us ("n.pP,
aivirTwim) ; but here, as in the other places

'

'

1

if

Es

8** (•"

LXX).

RV

'

sing idle songs

{Xavovraioi,

AV

').

Channuneus),

— A Levite, answering to

Merari,

to anything, in the parallel list in Ezr 8".

CHAPEL. — The Prankish

kings looked with

special reverence on the cnpelln or cloak of St.
Martin, which was carried before them in battle and
invoked in oaths. The name capella was then used
for the sanctuary in whicli its capellani guarded
this treasure.
By steps which can readily be
traced, the same designation came to be given to
any sanctuary attached to a palace and containing
holy relics, to any private sanctuary, to any room
Our
or building for worsliip, not being a church.
em]j!oys its English equivalent chapel at
7'^, but the
lias discarded this in favour
The latter comes nearer the meanof sanctuary.
ing of the original, mikdaxh, which signifies a holy
place.
The former, however, aptly suggests th.at
dependence on the king which was one of the
As an
characteristics of the sanctuary at Bethel.
English Chapel Royal is not a parish church belonging to the public, but a place of worship under the
control and meant for the use of the sovereign, so
were such buildings as that at Bethel intended
primarily for the kin". Itwas by his permission that
the people found a place there. Even at Jerusalem,
Solomon built temple and palace in close proximity
Chapel occurs also in
to each other cf. Ezk 43*.
1 Mac 1" (RV 'shrine'), 2 Mac lO''' (RV 'sacred in
'
closure '), 11' (RV sacred place ').
J. TAYLOR.

AV
Am

RV

:

;;

CHAPHEXATHA
CHAPHENATHA

(Xa<pevaei),

CHARGER

Mac 12".— Close

1

Unknown.

to Jerus. on the east.

chargeable,' Neh 5" the former governors, that
had been before me, were c. unto the people ('T?jn
'

'

CHAPITER

Lat. caput, throngh the
displaced, in ordinary speech, by

(from

now

the connate form 'capital,' which the Anierican
Revision Company wisli to substitute for tlie older
form retained by the IJritish Kevisers. 1. n-;n3,
iriSefw., the spherical capital, 5 cubits hi;,'h,
of each of Uie two great brazen pillars J ACUIN and
(wh.
of Solomon's temple. The pas8aj,'e
see)
BOAZ
recordin;; the construction of these pill.ars, 1 K7""''
(with wliich cf. 2 K 25", 2 Ch 4'-- '^ .Jer 52--), is one
of the worst preserved in the OT, and niucli uncertainty still prevails as to the precise form and
ornamentation of the capitals. For details see art.
TEiMPLE, and compare the reconstruction of Stade
in hia Gesch. d. Volkcs Israel, i. p. 332, and of
Perrot and Chipiez in Hi<:t. of Art in Sardinia and
In 2 Ch 3"
Juflira (Kng. tr.), i. plates 6 and 7.
2. n-inr appears in
nfV is used lor these chapiters.
of 1 K 7" as a part of the brazen lavers made
by Hiram for the temple, but is almost certainly a
corruption of nrrj (Ewald, Stade, Klost.). See
Lavkr. 3. In Ex 36^ we read that the upper
portions or tops (:^•~K^, EV 'their chapiters') of
the live pillars which supported the 'screen for
the door of the tent' (RV) were to be overlaid with
golil, while the corresponding parts of the pillars
of the court were to be overhiid with silver (E.\
38"- '"• ^). Although all these pillars were of one
piece, the parts thus treated would have the
appearance of capitals (LXX KKpaXlSe^).

LXX

—

—

MT

A.
'

man

Kennedy.

'

'

is

')

S.

li.

(Anglo-Sax. cedp trade,' and mann
used only once in AV, 2 Ch 9" Beside

CHAPMAN
that which

chapmen and merchants

brought-.'

(•b';n

the chapmen,' Amer. RV the traders').
For the same Heb., RV gives 'chapmen' (AV
•merchantmen') 1 K 10", and it is an appropriate
For its
tr. if the word had been still in u.se.
meaning cf. Rogers (16J2), 'It is not a meete
thing tuat man should be both chapman and
J. Hastings.
customer.'

o~!"'7.

RV

'

'

CHAPT.

—Jer

'Because the ground is chapt,
in the earth (ni:^ri, Amer. KV
'dismayed,' for the Heb. has both
Bradley (1727) in his Farmer's iJirl.
subject to chap
speaks of 'claiey or stiti' earth
but the word, which
during the heat of summer
means cracked,' is no longer used of land.
for there

was no rain

'chapped,'
meanings).

'

RVm

.

'

.

.

;

'

J.

Hastings.

CHARAATHALAN (B XapoaffaXd^ A XopA
Es 5*".— A name
'A9a\dp, AV Charaathalar),
1

given to a liailer of certain families who returned
from Bahylon under Zeruh. But Char.oalhalan
leading them and Allar' is diie to some perversion
of the original, which has Cherub, Addan, Immer,'
three names of places in Bab., from which the
return was made (Ezr 2* pK 3i5, Xapoi/i (A yiepoi^),
The form in 1 Es may be
"Hadi-; cf. Neh 7"').
partly accounted for by confusion between 9 and B,
H. St. J. Tiiackeuav.
and between A and A.
'

'

CHARAX

(Xipa-ta,

t/t

TOK,

2

Mac

12",

RV

'to

ChaniN,' AV 'to Characa').— East of Jordan, and
apparently in t.he land of Tob. Unknown.

CHAREA
Ezr

2»-.

Neh

(A S.apd,

B

om.),

1

Es 5'»=HaBSIIA,

RVm

on,'

'

laid

;

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

;

'

Job 33", Dn [LXX]

The

11«.

vb.

to

k. is

benumb,

as a torpedo [yipK-n] might benumb, and so to
paralyse one by laying another's maintenance on
I was not slothful to the
him).
Cf. Geneva B.
hinderance of anie man
I was not a burden
on any man.' 2. The burden of expanse is also
expressed by 'charge,' both verb and subst. Neh
1(/- to c. ourselves yearly with the third part of a
shekel for the service of the house of our God'
1 Ti 5" 'let not the church be charged'
(ICi)
(/3ape£(re(u,'RV 'be burdened' as in 2 Co 5' EV)
that ... I may make the gospel without
1 Co 9"
'

'

RV

;

'

:

'

;

:

'

c' (aSiiravoi)

own

at his

;

9'

'who goeth a warfare anytime

cliarges?'

Ac

(ioiois &\pu>Aoi^)\

21-*

be at

'

charges with them' (IIV 'for them,' Sairavrjacii iw'
spend upon them '). Cf. Shaks. Bieh. III.
airroU,
'

I.

iL25l>—
'

I'D

be at charges for a looking-glass.'

duty upon one, as 2 Ch 36^ =
me to build him an house
in .lerus.' (^i':5). Then this duty or responsibility is
%Vho
expres-sed bj" the subst. 'charge,' Job 34"
hath given him (God) a c. over the earth?' (ip?)
Jlh 7"- he dispersed the people every one to their
own c' (waptfifioX-/)). Then the word is freely used
(as tr. of n-ijy::), esp. in Nu (P) in a half-technical
.sense, quite foreign to any modern idiom.
Thus
the duty is called, Nu 4" 'the c. of this burden.'

To

3.

Ezr

P

'

lay a

speci.al

he hath charged

'

'

Since J" imposes

It is also called

(Nu

3-^),

'

the

c. of the Lord,' Lv
of the sons of Gershon'

the

'

it, it is

8".

c.

because on them the burden

And

lies.

object or extent it is described as 1" 'the
'.f
the c.
c. of the tabernacle of the testimony
3" the c. of the children of Israel
of the ark'
or 3** the c. of the sanctuary, for the c. of the
4. This meaning ixusses easily
children of Israel.'
intt) rare OT cnstodi/; 2 K 7"
to ajipoint to the c. of
the gMte' (Tp?.7) 1 Ch 9-* (Sv) Ac S-' who had the c.
Nu 31" the men of war
of all her treasure' (^irl)
(i(/ice
which are under our c' It) cf. Ac 1^
'oHioe,'
bishoprick,'
OT charge' ({irtaKonfi,
R\'m 'over.seership'). 3. From give a c' (Ml 4°,
Lk 4'", 1 Ti ti"), or give in c' (1 Ti .5' these things
'command'), there
give in c.,' TrapayyiWu,
njiturally arises the meaning of 'enjoin' or 'comexamples
are numerous and
the
mand,' of wiiich
obvious,* and the subst. c. = a command, as 2 S 18',
Ac 18'^** ('charging the jailor to keep them
safely; who, having received such a c.'), 1 Ti 1"
6".
6. The last and heaviest weight to lay on one
is to 'lay blame.' fouml chielly in the phrase 'lay
to the c. of,' Ut 2r, I's 35", Ac 7*' 23-*, Ro S*", 2 'I'i
4".
But the simple verb is also used in this sense,
2 S 3' thou chargest me to-day with a fault concernin-' this woman'; Job 1" 'nor charged (Jod
foolishly' (RV 'with foolishness'), 4" 'his angels

from
14*

made heavy

burdens
upon ') esp. in the matter of expense, 2 S 13^
let us not all now go [to the sheep-shearini/ feast],
(i;?), RV
lest we be c. unto thee
be burdensome ') 1 Th 2' because we would not be c. unto
any of you' (i-mfiapiu, 'be a weight upon,' RV
'
that we might not burden
.so 2 1 h 3")
and 2 Co
1 1"
I was c. to no man
(icaTarap/idw, only here and
12"- ", though LXX gives simple vapKia as tr. of
32^- '-'"',
ro; 'to be ditilocated,' 'torn away,' (Jn
'

lit.

Si',

FreUL-li) is
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its

•

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

;

AVm
RV

:

AV

'

'

'

'

'

RV

'

he chargeth with

folly.'

J.

Hastings.

7*'.

CHARGE, CHARGEABLE.— To

charge (late Lat.

carricarc to load, from carrus a wagon, whence
old I'r.rArtr7Cr)is'toload,'andacAar(7cis'aload,'aa
we still speak of charging' a gun, an(( of its 'charge.'
But in the Bible the word is used only hguratively.
'be
1. To burden one, or be a burden on one,
'

AV

CHARGER (orig. either something that may be
loaded or something to load with. See Chahck).
A charger is a large plate or Hat dici. for carrying
a large joint of meat,' Orf. Eng. Dwt. The word is

—

'

• H>it ico Ml 93", Mk l-"
-.-.rultly chnrged." i^^.u««i»«i, with
Thavcr on that word, Gould'a Dute on Mk I^, and Kxpoa. TimfjL

vol.i. p. 172(1.

;
;

CUARIOT

372

CHARIOT

Nu

Dsed as tr. of (1) nri^p
I passim, the silver c.
ottered by various princes as a dedication gift ; (2)
Sp-i:!! Ezr l""* ' tliirty chargers of gold, a thousand
chargers of silver,' being part of the vessels of the
house of the Lord restored by Cyrus ; (3) irirof Mt
6^- ^ of the charger in which Jolin the
U8- ",
Baptist's head was presented to Salome, and by her
to her mother. See BASKET, Food.

Mk

CHARIOT
ipiM.,

{33^, 3tr)

xurrus).

— In

Ps

J. Hastings.
n;;n;, nSj^ Ps 46',

104',

war

ancient times

chariots

formed an important part of the military strength
of a nation.
We learn from Egyptian monuments that they were largely employed in the
armies of the Hittite and Palestinian kings, and
thence they were introduced into E^pt about the
17th cent. B.C. (Brugsch, Hist, of Egypt, i. 295).
An Egyp. poem mentions that the Hittites brought
2500 chariots against Ramses II. (B.C. 1360) and
when the Egyptians defeated the allied forces of
the Syrians at ilegiddo in the 14th cent. B.C., they
captured 2041 horses and 924 chariots.
papyrus
relating to the same period described the adventures of an Egyptian mohar or official, who drove
through PaL in a chariot, accompanied by his
servant.
In the OT we read of the chariots and
horsemen of Pharaoh at the time of the Exodus
(Ex U*"- 15'-*). In Pal. the Israelites must have
become familiar with the use of chariots in war
long before they adopted them. Thus they were
used by the Can. kings defeated at the Waters of
Merom (Jos ll*"'), by Jabin and Sisera, who had
900 chariots of iron (Jg 4'- '' 5-*)
and it was
through their iron chariots that the Canaanites of
the valleys were able to maintain themselves
against tlie conquering Israelites (Jg 1", cf. Jos
17"' '*).
These chariots were doubtless built of
wood (cf. Jos 11' 'burnt their chariots') and plated
or strengthened with iron.
The translation of
Vulg. currus falcati Jg 1^' 4'- ") seems to involve
an anachronism ; for the use of scythes attached to
the axles of war chariots was probably introduced
from Persia. Certainly, chariots of this kind are
never represented on the monuments of Egypt or
Assyria, and Xenophon attributes tlie invention to
Cyrus (Cyrop. vi. 1. 27). In the time of Saul the
Philistines invaded the country of Israel with 3000
chariots (1 S 13» LXX[Luc.]; see Driver, Text of
Sam.). David, during liis Syrian wars, captured
1000 chariots (1 Ch 18*), and on another occasion
700 (2 S 10'«) but, following the example of Joshua
(Jos 11'), he maimed the horses, reserving only
;

A

;

(

;

sullicient for 100 chariots (2 S 8*). The introduction
of chariots into the Israelite army dates from the
time of Solomon, who maintained an establishment
10^«, 2 Ch 1") and 4000 horses
of 1400 cliariots (1
4» [Heb. 5«] wronc;ly 40,000). These
(2 Ch 9-», in 1
were stationed partly in Jcrusalom and partly in
more suitable cities selected for the purpose 1 Iv 9'"

K

K

(

Iff*).
Both chariots and horses were mainly imported from Egy|it, and aprofitable trade in them
was carried on with the Hittite and Sj-rian kings.
are told that a chariot was brought from
Egypt for 600 shekels of silver, and a horse for 150
shekels 1 K lO*"-, 2 Ch 1>«'-). Prom this time onwards
chariots form a regular part of the army both in
the northern and southern kingdoms (1 K iO^ 2 K
7" g'"; ^> 10= 13'- " 8-'>, Is 2',Mic 5'" etc. ). In particular,
the king seems regularly to have gone to battle in
his chariot (1 K22*"-, 2 K 23»», cf. 1 K 12'«, 2 K9=').
Zimri held the important office of captain of half
the chariots (1 K 16'). There seem, however, to
have often been difficulties in securing a sufficient
supply of horses (2 K 7"'- IS-^") hence in the time
of Isaiah there was a strong party in Judah which
favoured a close alliance with Egj'pt (Is 30'-- '" 31'
36'-').
But the consciousness still survived that the
use of chariots had been introduced from heathen

We

(

;

Hence, while the historian looks upoa
of regal despotism (1 S 8"), and the
Deuteronomic law forbids the king to multiply
horses (Dt 17"), the prophets regard horses and
chariots as a sign of dependence on human aid
instead of on divine protection (Hos 1' 14^ [Heb. *],
Is 2' 30" 31')> and they predict their destruction in
the Messianic future (Mic 5'" [Heb. '], Zee 9'»).
Frequent allusion is made to the use of war
chariots by the Syrians (1 K 20'"-^ 22^', 2 K 6'«-),
the Assyrians (Is 5^ 37-'', Nah 3-), the Egyptians
(2 K 7«, Jer 46-'- '), and others (Ezk 23-" 26', Is 43",
Jer 51-', Hag 2^). Chariots were used also in the
later Syrian kingdom (Dn 11", 1 Mac 1" 8«), and
Antiochus Eupator is said to have possessed 300
chariots armed with scythes (2 Mac 13-).
The chariot was employed also in times of peace
(Gn 50^ 1 K IS*"-, 2 K 5»»i 10'"-, Is 66-*), and was
regarded as a mark of high rank. Thus Pharaoh
assigned to Joseph his second chariot' (Gn 41^)
Absalom and Adonijah prepared chariots and horses
to mark their claims to the throne (2 S 15', 1 K 1°)
In the NT the only
cf. also Is 22", Jer 17=» 2->».
chariot mentioned, except in Rev 9', cf. 18'*, is that
of the Ethiopian treasurer of Candace (Ac S-*"-).
The heathenish practice of dedicating horses and
countries.
them as a

mark

'

chariots to the sun, introduced by some of the
later kings of Judah, was abolished by Josiah
(2

K

23").

The chariots of the Hebrews doubtless resembled
those used by the surrounding nations, and represented on Egyp. and Assyr. monuments. Tliey
were two-wheeled vehicles, open behind, dra«Ti by
22**) or perhaps
two horses, and containing two (1
9'-^).
The latter view is sup
three persons (2
ported by the special Heb. term for an officer,
7^
shallih (i-\y), lit. third mnn see Ex 14' 15^ 2
9-^ 10^ 15-^ etc.
The Egyp. chariots were of light
and suuple construction, the material employed
being wood, as is proved by sculptures representing the manufacture of chariots. The axle was
set far back, and the bottom of the car, which
rested on tliis and on the pole, was sometimes
formed of a frame interlaced \vith a network of
thongs or ropes. The chariot was entirely open
behind, and for the greater part of the sides, which

K

K

K

;

were formed by a curved rail rising from each side
of the b.ack of the base, and resting on a wooden
upright above the pole in front. From this rail,

which was strengthened by leather thongs, a bow
case of leather, often richly ornamented, hung on
tlie right-hand side, slanting forwards; w-hile the
(juiver and spear cases inclined in the opposite direction. Tlie wheels, which were fastened on the axle
by a linch-pin secured with a short thong, had six
spokes in tlie case of war chariots, but in private
vehicles sometimes only four. The pole sloped upwards, and to the end of it a curved yoke was
small saddle at each end of the yoke
attached.
rested on the withers of the horses, and was
secured in its place by breast-band and girth. No
The bridle was often ornatraces are to be seen.
mented a bearing-rein was fastened to the saddle,
and the other reins passed through a ring at the side
of this.
The number of horses to a chariot seems
always to have been two and in the car, which
cont;lined no seat, only rarely are more than two
persons depicted, except in triumphal processions.
-Assyrian chariots did not ditl'er in any essential
points from the Egyptian. They were, however,
completely panelled at the sides, and a shield was
sometimes hung at the back. The wheels had six,
the felloes were
or, at a later period, eight spokes
broad, and seem to have been formed of three
distinct circles of wood, sometimes surrounded by
While only two horses were
a metal tire.
attached to the yoke, in the older monuments a
third horse is generally to be seen, which was prob

A

;

;

;

—

CHARITY

CHASKBA

ably used as a reserve. The later chariots are
square in front, not rounded
tlie car itself is
lar^'er and higher
the cases for weapons are
ijlaced in front, not at tlie side
and only two
horses are used. The harness dill'ers somewhat
from the Egj'ptian. A broad collar pjisses round
the neck, from which hangs a breast ornament, the
whole being secured by a triple strap under the
belly of the horse.
As in tgypt, there are no
traces visible
two driving-reins are attached to
each horse, but the bearing-rein seems to be unknown.
In addition to the warrior and the
charioteer, we often see a third man, who bears a
shield and a fourth occupant of the chariot sometimes appears.
The Hittite chariots, as represented on Egyp.
monuments, regularly contain three warriors. In
constructiun they are plainer and more solid than
the Egyptian, and the sides are not open. The
chariots on Persian sculptures closely resemble
the Assyrian.
In Sir 49" the first vision of Ezekiel is alluded to
as the chariot of the cherubim,' and that cliapter
(Ezk 1), under the title of 'the chariot,' Hgures
largely in later Jewish mystical speculation.
Cf.

Th 3i» 68, 1 Jn 31, and Jude », where they capriciously
love ' to ' charity.'
gives ' love wherever the Revisers found iytiwyi in
the text they adopted ; for they reckoned it their special duty
to translate the same Gr. wonl by the same Enghsh wtrd, if
that coLikl possibly be done. No other Kug. version is so con' Charity ' never occurs.
sistent.

;

;

;

;

;

'

Schurer,

HJP II.

i.

347.

LinSRiTUttB.— La.vanI, Xineveh (1849), it 348-356; RawUnson,
Fivt Great ilonarchUa (1804), ii. l-2i
Wilkinson. Aucunt
Hjyptiant {\^1\ L 336-369; Nowock, i?«6. Archtiolonie, i. 300 f.
;

CHARITY.— From

Co

1

H. A. White.
onwards charity

8'

'

AV

'

is

frequently employed in
as the tr. of d^djn; in
KV it does not occur.
The Gr. word «y<e«-ti is supposed to have been coined by the
;

found

in no prolanc author,
in Philo (i. ;lb;i).
In
24- "> ' 35- 10 68 71- 84- 8- ^",

not even in Josephus,
it occurs 2 S 1^' (A)
Jer 2« always as tr. of
ij-K ; and in Wis 39 618, sir 48". It has been supposed that the
LXX felt the need of a wonl of purer stujfrcstion than any in
existence, but 2 8 1315 (the love of Amnon (ur Tamar) disproves
thai supposition. >Vhot the L.\.\ seems to have felt the need of
wo» a ttrortger word than either iy^rr:ris or fiX.'x, with which
they elsewhere translate n^rrht. Thus La 2 S ISi', £c 91-s it is
used in emphatic contnut to hate.'
When Christianity came, having received the new revelation
of the love o/ Otnt, it found this word as vet unspoilt by couunon
use, and adopted it to exprt-ss the new divine itlea. Perhaps the
fact that the LXX h.id usetl it to express the iJiUnsity of love,
mode it the more easily a/iopted, for this was now also a leading
thought, as in 1 Jn 48. is uod is love,' and 4^0 * Herein is love,
not that we loved Uod,' etc.
The word is used 117 times in NT (including: iyiww, * lovefeasts,' Judeia land 2 P 2" L Tr Wll)), always of love with
which God has somethint' to do. Its distribution, accord, to
Moulton and Geiicn's
C'lmcord,^ is as follows Synop. 2 (Mt
24", Lk 114^, Jn 7, Ro 9, 1 Co 14, 2 Co 9, Gal 8, Eph 10, Ph 4,
Col 6, 1 Th 6, 2 Th 3, 1 Ti 6, 2 Ti 4, Tit 1, I'hilcm 3, He 2. 1 P S,
2 P 2, IJn 18, 2 Jn 2, 3 Jn 1, Jude 3, Rev 2. That Is, Synop. 2,
Jd (including Rev) 30, Paul 76, He 2, P 6, Jude 3. It is not
used in Mk, Ac, Ja.
Jerome experienced the difficulty which has been attributed
to the LXX. There was no direct equivalent in Latin for ayamt.
Amor was impossible, suggesting idolatry as well as sensuality.
Ue sometimes chose dw.ctio, esteem, and sometimes caritas
{charUa*)t deamess, though both words, being comparatively
weak, missed the very point for which tLyetv^ hod first been
coined. DUectio is found in Vul^'. 24 times, carilag 90 times
(1 P 614 gives a different tr.) ; but the choice of one or the other
Heems accidental.
Wyclif followed the Vulgate, giving Move* for dilfctio and
charity for caritas everywhere, except in Col 18. 13 where he
has loving for diiectio, not love
and in 1 Oo 134 where ho
uses the pronoun it' for the third caritas.
Tindale M,vHtenialically avoided ecclesiastical words, and so discarded 'charity entirely, using Move' everywhere, except Ro
1418 charitably (jMTi ayirtir)^ uid Ool 113 'His dear Hon* for
the Son of his love.' Tindale was followed by Covenialc, the
Great Hiblo, and the Geneva Bible, except that the Geneva bus
IjXX.

It is

snd only once
13'», lEc 9i«,

Ca

LXX

'

•

XT

:
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1310 bii, 1

prefer
Tlie

'

RV

"

The word charity entered the Eng. language
'

'

at

two

different times.
First in the form cherte (from
Fr. chierti, chert() and with the ordinary meaning
of the Lat. caritas, ' deamess,' both in reference
to price and affection.
Next in the forms caritat,
cantet, cliaritct, chariK, from the j)opular use of the
caritas (caritatem) of the Vulg. in the Church to

indicate Christian ' love.' The two words were too
close to be kept distinct, and in the 17th cent.
cherte was discontinued.
After the Vulg., charity was used of the love of
God, as 1 Jn 48- '" God is charite ' (Wyclif) = ' Goii
is charitie' (Kheims
ayaTrri is tr. by 'c' tlirough'

out

1

Jn

in

Wyclif and Khemish).

as applied to

man

Its

meaning

e.\pressed by Abp.
Hamilton, Catechism (155'2), '(Juliato is cherite
It is lufe, quliarby we lufe God for his awin saik
.
.
.
and our neichbour for God's saik, or in God.'
But such a word could not resist the strong
tendency to degeneration, if indeed it had not degenerated in the use of the Vulg. itself. As early
as Caxton we find the general sense of kindly disposition, leniency.
Thus, Cato 3, ' I . . . beseche
alle suche that fynde faute or errour that of theyr
charyte they corrects and amende hit." Dr. (J.
Salmon (Gnosticisin and Agnosticism, p. 211)
thinks it probable that the popular limitation of
the word to almsjjjiving arose from its freq. employment in appeals of preachers either for money
on behalf of some good object, or for prayers on
behalf of the souls in purgatory ; the common
exordium being, ' Good Christian people, we pray
you of your charity to give so and so.'
That there was a feeling about IGll against the
use of ' love' in the language of religion is shown
by Bacon's remark (KiUS), 'I did ever allow the
discretion and tenderness of the Khemish translation in this point, that finding in the original
the word dyi-rtj and never Ipws, do ever translate
Charity and never Love, because of the indiflerency
and eciuivocation of the word with impure love'
(the statement is incorrect, since Kheims gives
Move' for iyirji 23 times, but it expresses the
feeling of the day). But it does not appear that it
was in deference to any such feeling that the

well

is

';

AV

Bishops and
introduced 'charity' again, but
either to avoid 'the scrupulosity of the Puritans,'
or to escape the charge of 'unequal dealing towards
a great number of good English words.' 'I'he objections to 'c' as a tr. of dyiirri are that it is now
obsolete in the sense of ' love,' suggesting a mild
toleration, in place of the noblest and most searching of virtues ; and that its use in V (esp. throughout 1 Co 13) has given rise to the mistaken idea that
St. Paul is less the apostle of love than St. John.
See Almsgiving and Love.
J. Uastinqs.

A

'

'

*

'

'

'

;

CHARM.—See Amulet

and Divina'HON.

'

'

*

'

'

Kev '24- 1».
The Bishops restored * charity * Into the foil, places Ro
DO 1 Co gl 131-a-».4fet-»- 1>»<*141 1014, Col 314, 1 Th
3«- « 6«, 2 Th 13, I Ti 1» 21» 41', 2 TI 2*1 S", Tit &. 1 P 4»6U
614, t pl7, 1 Jn 81, S Jn«, Judel", Rev 21»: while they
accepted llndale's 'charitably* in Bo lil^, and his 'dear Son'
'charity' in

:

1310

CHARME
Harim, Ezr

(XopMii,
'2™,

AV

Carme),

1

Es 5".— Called
in 1 Es is

The form

Nell 7".

derived from the Ileb., and not from the Gr. form
in the canonical books.

CHARMIS

— St)n of

(Rk

XapiJittt,

Mr!clii(d,

A

Gn

Xa\pLtlt=tn^

46').

one of three rulers or elders ol

Bethulia(Jtht}"'8"'

10").

In Ool 11».

The Rhemish Bible, being tr. from the Vulg,, returned to the
use of 'charity' and 'love.' following the Vulg. precisely,
except that (as with Wyclif) the third charity is omitted In
*

lOolK

The translator! of

AV

*

followed the Bishops, except In

Ro

CHASE.— See HUN'nNO.

CHASEBA

{Xatripd),

spending name in the

7

E« 6".~There

lists of

is

no aarr&

Ezr and Neh.

);
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CHECKER WORK

CHASTENING, CHASTISEJVIENT
CHASTISEMENT,

CHASTENING,
LATION.

— The

TRIBU-

idea represented by the words
chastening or chastisement tills a considerable
space both in OT and NT. In Heb. it is usually
expressed by the verb np;, n?:, and the substantive
ifiD, with which n'jin and nnjin are frequently combined and in Gr. by the corresponding verb and
subst. raiSei/ci) and TroiSeio.
The etymological connexion of these last words with irais suggests that
education, in the widest sense of the word, including reference to the means as well as the end
of the process, is the main idea involved.
And on
the whole this is true. In one passage, Eph 6*,
fathers are charged to bring up their children in
the TratSc/^ /cai t'ou$i(ri^ KvpLov, where iratdela is the
Christian discipline of character, as it ought to
be enforced in the Christian family.
The same
idea is presented in He 12", where fathers are
regarded in the character of vaiSevral as those
who exercise discipline over their children, and
This same
esp. over their f.aults, for their good.
conception is applied without reserve to God. One
3"'of the most striking passages is Pr
son,
despise not the chastening (iraioeio) of the Lord,
nor faint when thou art rebuked {iXeyxofievos) by
him ; for whom the Lord loveth he chastenetu
{raiSeva), and scourgeth every son whom he
receiveth.'
This is quoted and enforced in He
12*"" and Rev 3".
The idea insisted upon is that
the troubles which befall the people of God are not
to be read as signs of His hostility, but of His
paternal care.
What son is he whom the father
2hasteneth not?' In a larger sense, perhaps, than
this, the grace of God is spoken of as having
appeared in saving power, teaching ua (iraiStiio wa
that denying ungodliness and worldly lusts we
should hve soberly, righteously, and godly.
'
Teaching here suggests too little, and probably
'disciplining' or 'chastening' is too narrow; but
Ihe conception of the Christian life ofl'ered in this
passage is that of education under a power which
IS at once gracious and severe.
The x°-P'^ which
brings salvation to men employs resources of all
kinds to put them in complete possession of it.
Often the idea of painful correction is prominent,
and in one place the severe word 'judgment'
appears in the context. The abuses connected
with the Lord's Supper at Corinth had produced
much sickness and not a few deaths in the Church
Men had been eating and drinking
(1 Co ll*").
'judgment' to themselves. Yet even under such
judgments (it/jii'o/iei'oi), the apostle teaches, Christians are not objects of God's hostility
He is seeking their good
we are being chastened by the
Lord, that we may not be condemned with the
world.' Even in those peculiar passages where the
chastisement seems so awful or e.xtreme that Satan,
not God, is made the instrument of it, this holds
good. The sinner in 1 Co 5 is delivered to Satan,
lor the destruction of the flesh indeed (by death
but that the 8j]irit may lie saved in the uny of the
Lord Jesus. So in 1 Ti 1™ Hymcnseus and Alexander are handed over to the Adversarj', that they
may be taught under his hands {iraiSeuOiiat) not to
blaspheme. Compare also St. Paul's own case
the thorn in the flesh is called an angel of Satan,
yet it di.sciiilines him in the Christian grace of
humility. The human mind, so long as it dwells
in the human body, will not be able to avoid
calling such things 'evils' no chastening for the
present seems matter of joy
it is all grief and
pain, and it is only aftenvard, when the fruit of
righteousness ajipears, that we can see it is
something to thank God for, a real indication of
His love for His children. The large use made in
the Apocrypha of the idea of 'chastisement' for
the moral interpretation of experience is very
Btriking.
One of the chief passages is 'Wis 3''.
;

—
'

My

'

'

:

'

;

'.'),

;

:

There we

find the conception that sufferin" is a
which, when one stands it successfully, brings
a sure reward a reward too, as in 2 Co 4'"-, out
of proportion to the sufl'ering, iXlya TaidevdipTei
trial,

:

/K-ydXa eiepyen)0^<rovTai.
The idea of purification
also, as well as that of testing, is involved in the
3'
comparison of 'Wis
is xp'^i" i" x'^''^<^vf>iv iSonlavToiis.
The gracious and paternal aspects
of chastisement are signalised in Wis II""-: the
people of God are chastened in mercy, the wicked

fmffev

are judged and tormented in wrath His own He
puts to the proof Cis Tarijp vovSerCiv, the others He
condemns us ajroro/ios /3affi\ei/s. So again, in 2 Mac
6", though God chastens with calamity,' He never
abandons His people. This is the main thought of
the
passages also
sutl'ering is the rod in a
Father's hand, and the sole instrument by which
the purposes of the Father's love can be etTected.
The word tribulation has come into our language from the Vul";. rendering, not of iraiSeuw,
but of dXl^ai, exitpis. In NT none of the passages in
which these words are used suggest explicitly that
tribulation is disciplinary.
It is said, indeed,
that we must through many tribulations enter into
the kingdom of God (Ac 14"), but they are rather
barriers to be forced, dangers to be disregarded,
than disciplines to be welcomed. In 2 Co 1° the
idea occurs that one man may have to suffer in
order to acquire the gift of administering consolation to others.
Once in OT (Is 26'") the ideas
tribulation
of
and chastening are expressly
combined iy OXi^ci fUKp^ 7) Traioela aov ijfuv but as
a rule 8\l\f/ii (affliction or tribulation) is used in a
more purely objective way. It may be, in point of
fact, an instrument of iratSela, but that is not the
point of view to which of itself it leads.
;

'

NT

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

;

J.

Dennev.

CHASTITY.—See Crimes, and Marriage.

CHEBAR

—A

(133, Xo;3ip,

Ezk

li-» 3"-2» 10"- *•

«

43').

river in ' tlie land of the ChaUUeans,' by the
side of which Ezekiel saw his first vision of the
Cherubim. Near the banks of this stream was
Tel-abib, the home of a colony of Jewish exiles,
among whom Ezekiel lived and prophesied (Ezk
3").
The Chebar has commonly been identilied,
in accordance with a Syrian Cliristian tradition,
with the Habor (nun, 'Afidppas), the modern Cliabour,
which runs into the Euphrates not far from the
site of Circesium.
But the two names are very
difTerent, and Babylonia, whitlier the Jews were

K

24'"-, Jer 29'- '*), can hardly be con(2
sidered to include Northern Mesojiotamia.
It is
therefore more probable that the Chebar was one
of the numerous canals in the neighbourhood of
Babylon to which the name of 'river' was often
given (cf. Niildeke in Schenkel's Bibel-Lexicon).
The name, however, has not yet been discovered
in any of the numerous li.sts of rivers and canals
which are to be found in Assyrian and ISaliyUmian

deported

The word is probably connected with
the Semitic root i-z tu be great lience it has been
suggested that Chebar was another name of the
Na/iar ilalclui, or Royal Canal of Nebuchadrezzar.
literature.

;

H. A. White.

CHECK

in the obsol. sense of 'rebuke' or 'reproof occurs Job 20^ 'I have heard the c. of my
reproach' (RV 'reproof which putteth me to
shame').
Cf. Pepys, Diary, 26th Sept., 'I was

very angry, and
did give him a very great
check for it, and so to bed '; and Shaks., Ilenry IV.
IV. iii. 34,
I never knew yet but rebuke and
check was the reward of valour.' RV gives the
verb in 1 S 24' in the mod. sense of restrain,' sc
David checked his men with these words' (AV
.

.

.

'

'

'stayed').

CHECKER WORK

'

J. IJa.stings.

(now generally spalt cheque*

;

OHEDOli-LAO.MKR

CHKLUD

work) ia work arrnntjed after the pattern of a
chesa-board (vhieli was orig. called 'a checker or
chetiuer').
J K 7" 'nets of checker work" (c'r;^
n;;s' iffj;?),
trellis work of some material used to
ornament the chapiters of the pillars in Solomon's
temple.
In 2 K 1- the srbluiklu'ili is a lattice' in

bone'; liliyah, 'beard'; aia.'/wv). 1. The cheek,
with fts ruddy token of health, is a feature of
beauty (1 S W', Ca 1'" 5"). In the Lebanon vineyards a species of tinted grape is called maidens'
cheeks.
On the other hand, as of something that
ought not to be, it is said of Jerusalem in her
desolation, 'her tears are on her cheeks' (La P).
2. It is connected with manliness and pride.
To
be smitten on the cheek, as described in 1 K 22'-'*,
2 Ch IS-^", Job IB" Ps 3', Is 50«, meant the greatest
possible aflront, and implied that there was no
iiirlher power to resist.
This gives emphasis to
Mt 5^^, Lk &'-\ where the want is not of power, but
of will, to resist.
G. M. Mackik.

—

'

'

'

u])per chamber throut;h which Ahaziah fell.
In Job 18^ it is a net for snaring.
J. Uastinos.

an

CHEDOR-LAOMER(-i;sii'nn3,XoaoXXo7oM<ip,C/terforlahomor).
Chedorlaomer, kin^ of Elam, commanded the vassal - kings Amraphel of Shinar,
Arioch of Kllasar (which see), and Tidal, king of
Goiim, in the war against the Canaanite princes of

—

Admah, Zeboiim, and Zoar
After twelve years of servitude the
latter had rebelled against Cliedorlaomer, who, with
his allies, thereupon marched into the west, on the
eastern side of the Jordan, smiting the Kepliaim in
Bashan, the Zuzim or Zamzummin in Ammon, the
Eniim in .Moab, and the Horites in Mount Seir.
He then turned northward tlinmgh Kadesh-barnea
(now 'Ain tCadis), and 'smote all the country of the
Amalekites (or 15edawin), and also the Amorilcs
that dwelt in Hazezon-tamar' or En-gedi, on tlie
western shore of the Dead Sea. Then followed a
battle with the Canaanite princes in the vale of
Siddim, which resulted in the defeat of the
Canaanites, the death (?) of the kings of Sodom and
Gomorrah, and the capture of their cities.
Abram
the Hebrew,' however, armed 318 of his men and
fell upon the conquerors by night near Dan in the
extreme north, pursuing them to Hobah, west of
Damascus, and recovering the spoil of Sodom, as

375

—

'

'

Sodom, Gomorrah,

(tin 14'"").

'

well as his

nephew

Lot.

the

is

'servant

of

RVm

'

lesse tlian

they had afore.

CHEER.—

J.

The cheer' isorig. the/a(,'c(Fr. cMre,
late Lat. cara), as Caxton, Golden Leaend, ' In
the swete of thy chere thou shall ete breJe.' Then
the expression of the face ; and so, any state of
mind, or mood, as Shaks., Sonnets, xcvii. 13, 'so
dull a cheer' ; but generally with adj. ' good.' So
always in
(except 1 Es 9°* 'Then went they
their way to make great c.'), as in the phrase ' Be
of good cheer,' Mt 9- H",
e"", Jn 16^", Ac 23"

AV

Mk

Ac 27~ '"• ^

or eBOvtios) and
comfort myself,' RVm
brighten up'). Finally, the word came to signify
'
good spirits,' whence the verb to cheer,' Jg 9'%
or cheer up,' Dt 24» (RV cheer').
(all dapaiui)

RV

Job

;

9-"'

(nj''??><,

(eli0vii4a

AV

;

'

'

'

'

'

J.

CHEESE.— See

CHELAL

;

by

his son the father of the land
Amoritca, or Syria and Palestine, which
implies some kind of authority there, but he never
has the title of king.
He was also the father
of lamntbal,' a frontier district of Elam.
The
'land of the Amorites' had been .subdued by the
Bab. conqueror Sargon of Ac^cad many centuries
before (in u.c. 3S00).
Four times he marched into
Syria, and, after erecting an image of himself by
the shore of the Mediterranean and crossing the
countries of the sea of the setting sun,' he united
bis conquests into a 'single' empire.
His son
Naram-Sin made his way into the Sinaitic Peninsula, and must therefore have followed the same
road as Chedorlaomer. A later king of Babylonia,
Ammi-s.atana (B.C. 2'2.'iO), still calls himseU king
of the land of the Amoritcs'; and the deep and
permanent influence of Babylonia in Canaan,
evidenced by the Tel el-Amama tablets, proves
that Bab. domination must have long continued
there.
Ammisatana was the great-grandson of
Khainmiirabi, the king of Babylon who overthrew
Eri-aku an<l his Elamite allies, and united all
Babylonia under one iiumarch.
Khaiiimurabi
died si.xty years before the accession of Ammisatana, so that, as he reigned (ifty-five years, we
may place the expedition of Chedorlaomer about
B.C. 2;!30.
A. U. Sayce.

called

'

(Si>-i

Hastings.

Food.
'

perfection ').—

married a foreign wife (Ezr

CHELLIAN8.— Probably

'

is

Hastings.

'

'

Mabug

RV

'

in

Elamite name KudurLagamar,' one of the
nrin<'ipal Elamite gods. Similar names are KudurS'aiikiiundi, servant of the god Nankhuudi,' and
Kuilur-Mabug, the father of Eri-aku (Arioch).
In the time of Eri-aku, liabylonia was under the
suzerainty of Elam and while Eri-aku reigned at
Larsa and Ur, and claimed sovereignty over the
whole of Chalda^a, an independent dynasty was
ruling at Babylon in the land of Shinar.'
Kudur-

Chedorlaomer

Lagaiiiar,*

CHEEK TEETH.—Jl 1» 'he hath the cheek
teeth of a great lion' (niy^pD, IIV 'jaw teeth,' as
in Hr HO" tlieir jaw teeth as knives' AV,
but in Job 29" [all] 'jaws,'
''Teat teeth').
Cheek teeth =molar teeth, is found in Caxton,
Citron. Enq. (1480),
Al that ever were borne after
that pestilence hadden ij chekteth in hir hede

town Chkllus (which

One who

had

10*").

the inhabitants of the

see).

Cf.

Jth

1" '2^.

of the

'

'

'

CHEEK, CHEEK-BONE
•

(-n^,

The namo Ku-tiur-la-ukh-fju-mar

Arab, lahi, 'jaw-

hu now

bopn rewl hy

Bcheil on a tablet of Khnramiiralii (see liev. Bib. Internal.
p. (300, and liev. dt Thiol. 1897, p. 83 IT.).

P.

ISiMJ,

CHELLUS

(XfXoiJs or Xe<rXoi/i).— From the text
this place is supposed to have been situated
S.W. of JeruB. near Bctane, and N. of Kade.sh and
the river (var. torrent') of Egypt, identiiied with

(Jth

1")

the

Wady

'

el-'Ari.sh.

Keland thinks

the site well

it

may

be

known

to the Gr.
and Rom. geographers under the altered form of
Elu.sa, situated near the source of the
esSani stream. The mention of a land of the Chelliaus by the wilderness, to the south of which
were the children of Ishmael (Jth '2^), is looked
upon as supjiorting this view of the position of C.
I.Ialu?ah

(n>-;Sn),

Wady

Doubt must, however, be regarded as accompanying the identilication of C. with yalu?ah or Elusa
if the Syr. transcription Kalna (with K for Ch) be
correct. C. is also regarded as a mistake for Chelul
= Halhul, Job 15".
L A. Pinches.

CHELOD (B X(\to6\, m XeaXatovSd, A XeXeoiTJ, Old
Lat. Clicncnth, Vulg. omits, Syr. Chalda'ans).-—Jth
l"*" reads, not as
and
many nations of the
sons of Chelod a.ssembled themselves to battle,' but
there came together many nations unto the array
(or ranks) of the sons of Chcleul
less naturally
'to battle with (against) the sons of Ch.' (elt
Svriao to fight against the
irapiraiip vluf X. ).
Chaldajans,' is improljable.
It is not certain
whether the many -a'.ions' are allies of Nebuchailrezzar or ol *:,.iia.im), nor whether they come
to help or to light tne loms of Ch.'
Probably v."
summarises v.~; hence '6on8 of Ch.' should be

AV

RV

'

'

'

'

'

;

—

;
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CHELUB
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Nebuchadrezzar's army. But he is, in Jth, king of
Assyrians, not Chalilajans. No probable conjecture
as to Aram, original has been made.
F. C. Porter.

A

CHELUB

(aiVs).— 1.
descendant of Judah (1 Ch
Tlie fatlier of Ezri, one of David's superintendents (1 Ch 27^). See Genealogy.

4").

2.

CHELUBAI
Caleb.

Of.

1

Ch

1

(•?!'?;),

Ch

2"*- *>,

2»,

another form of

and see Caleb.

CHELOHI (•m'73 Kethibh, smV?
RVm, Chelluh AV).— One of the
had married a foreign wife (Ezr

Kerg, Cheluhu
Ueni-Bani who

10").

CHEMARIM.— In EV

this word is found only in
but the original c-i-s, of which it is the
transliteration, is used also at 2 K 23° and Hos 10°,
and in both instances ChSmAnm is placed in the

Zeph

1*

for C. 'the

C.

was

also the national deity of the

Ammonites

but this can hardly be correct, since Milcom was
their special god.
It has been suggested that the
t«xt should be corrected, and Milcom read here;
but perhaps, as Moore says, the error runs through
the whole learned argument (Judges, p. 295).
A. S. Peake.
CHENAANAH (njjj^j?).— 1. A Benjamite (1 Ch 7").
2. The father of Zedekiah the false prophet in the
reign of Ahab (1 K 22", 2 Ch 18">).

CHENANI ('jj?, prob. for n;{3^i).--A Levite (Neh 9*).

;

margin of

AV

RV

and
idolatrous priests,' and
'priests' holding the post of honour in the text.
It is a little curious that at Zeph \*, the one case
where our versions have

polation

the siege. Solomon built a high-place
abomination of Moab' (1 K 11'), which
lasted till the time of Josiah's reformation, when
it was destroyed (2 K 23'^).
According to Jg 11"
ites to raise

:

the

LXX

'

probably an interand the parallelism is
Wellhausen wished to

it, it is

omits

it,

by its presence.
assert its claim to a place in Hos 4', but other
critics have rightly denied this.
Chumer, of which
Chim&rim is the plural, is of Aram, origin,* and
when used in Syr. carries no unfavourable connotation.
In the Peshitta Version of the
it
is employed at Jg 17^' '^ of
Miuah's idolatrous
priests, but at Is 61" of the true priests promised
to the restored Israel.
In the Pesh. Vers, of the
NT, Ac 19^ has it as the rendering of vcaicdpo!,
thus reminding us of the Latin wditui { = tem\i\eattendants) of Hos 10°, Zeph 1^ ; and the Epistle
to the Hebrews, passim, employs it of the Leiitical
priests and of our Lord (2" 3' 4"- " 5'- '", and many
spoilt

OT

In the Heb. of the OT, however,
sense it is applied to
the priests who conducted the worship of the calves
23°, Hos 10°), and to those who served the
(2
Baalim (Zeph 1''). Kimchi believed the original
signilicance of the verbal form was to be black,'
and explained the use of the noun by the assertion
that the idolatrous priests wore black garments.
Amongst recent lexicographers Brockelniann accei>ts this derivation.
Others take the root to
mean, to be sad,' tlie chumrd being a sad, ascetic
person, a monk or priest.
The two ideas run
into each other, as is well exemplilied at Ezk 31'°,
where Pesh. has rhcinird, LXX iaKbraaev, Vulg.
contristatus est, EV caused to mourn.

other places).

CKimArim always has a bad

:

K

'

'

Taylor.
CHEMOSH (ciias KemCsh, XoMiis).— The national
deity of the Moabites, as
was the national deity of
J.

.1

the Israelites.

He

"

frequently referred to as the
^od of Moab both in the OT and on the Moabite
Stone, and the Moabites are referred to as the people
of Chemosh (cf. Nu 2r-», Jer 48-'«).
On the Moabite
Stone we have a king Cliemosh-melek.
also
read of a deity Ashtor-Cheniosh, not to be identified
with C, but distinct. In the inscription, Mesha,
the king of Moab, represents the subjection of Moab
to Israel as due to the fact that C. was angry with
his land.
At length the anger of C. was api>eased,
and he bade Mesha go and take Nebo from Israel.
C. drove Israel out from before him, and restored to
Moab the land taken by Israel. The slaughter of
the people of 'Ataroth is spoken of as a gazing-stock
to C. Mesha accordingly made a high place for C,
because he had saved him and made him victorious
over his foes. That upon occasion he might be
worshipped with human sacrifices is probable from
2 K 3^, where the king of Moab oflered his eldest
BOD as a bumt-oflering, and thus forced the Israel* In ui inscrip. found near Aleppo we
find nn;? "OD=prie8t of
is

We

Batuu- (the moon).

See Rev. Simil. 1896, pp. 280, 282.

CHENANIAH (n-m or in;').— Chief of the Levitea
at the removal of the ark from the house of Obededom (1 Ch 15^- "), named amoi^ the officers and
judges over Israel (1 Ch 26'*).
CHEPHAR-AMMONI

(-jtoin is?),

—

'village of th«

Ammonites,' Jos 18^.
A town of Benjamin.
Probably the ruin Kefr 'Ana near Bethel. See

SWP vol.

ii.

sheet xiv.

C. R.

Conder.

CHEPHIRAH (nT??n), 'village,' Jos 9" 18»
Ezr 2^, Neh 7''.— One of the four Hivite cities
which made peace with the Hebrews, re-peopled
after the Captivity, having belonged to Benj.aniin.
Now Kefirch S. W. of Gibeon, in a position which
aids to determine the W. border of Benjamin.
See SWP vol. iii. sheet xvii.
C. R. Conder.

CHERAN (n?).— One of the children of Dishon,
the son of Seir, the Horite (Gn 30*, 1 Ch !«'). The
transliteration, ace. to Dillm., is possibly
based on a supposed connexion of the word with
13 = a lamb.
H. E. Ryle.
Sept.

CHERETHITES AND PELETHITES

{-rhtx -n-i?).

—A

designation repeatedly applied to a body of
troops in the service of David, which seem to have
formed the king's bodjguard. As to the derivation of the words, opinions have differed. Gesenius
explained them as = executiotiers and runners (from
the verbs m; and n^j), their duty being to inflict
capital punishment, and also to convey the kinjr's
mandates as quickly as possible to those who held
places of government.
Linguistic and other objections seem to be fatal to this theory, as well as to
'n-ij
another whicli makes
to be so called from nnj
= to be expelled frnm one's countrii (Zee 14'),
an explanation which would identify it with the
Sept. rendering of 'Rf^? (Philistine) by A\\b(pu\o^.
It seems to be unquestionable that Cherethite
and Pelethite are not common but proper names.
The Cheretliites, as a tribe inhabiting the southern
border of Canaan, are thrice mentioned in the
OT (1 S 30'*, Zeph 2°, Ezk 25"), and in all these
passages they are associated so closely with the
Pliili.stines as to be practically identified with them.
Now we know from
9', Dt 2^", and Jer 47'
that the Philistines were believed to have come to
Canaan from Caphtor, which is generally identified
with Crete. May Cherethites not be another form
of Cretans 1
Instead of Cherethites, the Kethibh of
2 S 20^ offers the reading Carites.
So in 2 K 1 * '»
the true reading as restored in RV is Carites,
where
reads Captains.
The terms Cretans
and Carites may both be represented readily
enough by 'mj. That 'fbp is simply a variation ol
'ri:^'^5
(Philistine) was Ewald's opinion, and ha«
since been generally accepted.
The Cherethites and Pelethites were thus a Philig.
tine bodyguard, originally introduced by David,
whose action is explained by his relations with the
'

Am

1

AV

M

CHERITH

CHERUBIM

Philistines prior to his accession to the throne.

This conclusion finds further support in the fact
that in 2 S 15'* the Gittites, who were certainly
Philistines, are coupled with the Cherethites and
Pelethiles.
These men were chosen on the same
principle as the Swiss Guards at European courts

and the Oriental Janissaries, whose fidelity is in
proportion to their freedom from local ties and
interests.
His Philistine mercenaries proved themselves worthy of David's confidence by standing by
him amidst the troubles occa.sioned by Absalom,
Sheba, and Adonijah (2 S 15'» 20', 1 K i**).
While
some have confined the existence of this body^'uard
to the reign of David, others have found traces of

down to the close of the Jud;ean kin;;dom. The
mention of the Carites in 2 K 11 is in favour of the
latter view.
It was the officers of the Carians and
the foot-guards that enabled Jehoiada to accomplish the overthrow of Atlialiah, and the installation of Jehoash as king.
So in 1 K 14'"* we read
of guards who accompanied the king when he
visited the sanctuarj-, and from 2 K ll*"- it is
evident that the royal bodyguard formed also the
guard of the temple. Is there any reason to conclude tiliat these guards vieie /breign mercenaries'!
W. K. Sndth adduces two passages from UT to
prove their identity with the Cherethites and
reletliites.
Zeph 1' speaks of men connected with
the court who were clatl in foreign garb, and who
leaped over the threshold, and filled their masters'
house with violence and deceit. Smith finds here
an allusion to the Philistine custom of leajnng
over the threshold of the .sanctuary (1 S 5°) but
others deny the validity of his argument, and make
' leaping over the threshold
simply a name for houseit

j

'

breaking,* while those who are clothed in foreign
garb are Israelites who ape foreign customs. Be
this as it may. Smith's other OT reference seems to
be conclusive.
In Ezk 44"'- there is a bitter complaint that uncircumcised foreigners were permitted
to keep guard in the sanctuary, and to discharge
functions which the prophet would henceforth
confine to the Levites.
Who can the.se be e.xccpt
the guards referred to in 2 K 11? This conclusion
is strengthened if Smith is right in his conjecture that prior to the time of Ezekiel the king's
guards slaughtered the animals proWded by the
king for the temple, or intended for the royal
table.
As he points out, the Heb. designation for
captain of the guard is D'nj^n dt = chief of tlie
'
slaughterers (of rattle).
The bodyguard were
also the royal butcliers, an occupation not deemed
unworthy of w.arriors in early times' (W. R. Smith,
Kittel, HiM. of Heb. ii.
p. 262, n. ; cf.
153 n., 164 ; Driver, Text of Sam. 172, 2G7).
J. A. Sklrie.
CHERITH (n-15 ijnj).— The brook by which Elijah
7''
lived (1 K 1
") was ' before .Jordan,' i.e. , according to familiar usa^e, on the E. of .lordan. Elijah
'was of the inhabitants' (or sojourners,' UV) of
Gilead, or according to the
'of Tishlieh of
Gilead,' and would be well acquainted with the
hiding-places of that country.
If the 'Ravens'
(c'j-iy) were an Arab tribe, as many believe (see
Oreb), it must have been well to the E. where
they pastured their flocks. The popular identification of the brook Cherith with the Wady Kelt
between Jerus. and Jericho is unwarranted.

OTJC

'

LXX

A. Hf.xuer.son.
2°", Neh 7»')
one
of the places from whidi certain families, on the
return From Babylon, failed to prove their register
as genuine branches of the Israelite people.
The
name has been identified with the Chiripha of
Ptolemy. See Charaathalan.
II. E. Ryle.

CHERUB.— A

proper

name (Ezr

;

• In view of the OrientAl reverence for the threahold, this
an unlikely oxitlanation.
(See Tnimbull, Threnhold
Covenant, p. 269 (.
ana for the Philiatine custom, p. llCf.)

wema

;
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CHERUBIM (c"?

or o';nj, xfp°'^'^^f-\ sing. 3i"i?,
this name are denoted the whiged
creatures which, in the religious symboli.sm of UT,
Xepoi'fl).

— By

are not infrequently mentioned as attending upon
the Most High, and as possessed of certain sacred
duties in the court of the heavenly beings that
surround the throne of God.
What the Heb. conception of a 'cherub' was,
does not appear at all certain. And if, as seems
most probalile, both name and thing were derived
from a primitive stage of religious thought in W.
Asia, this uncertainty in the Israelitish writings
admits of a natural explanation. For writers who
were under the infiuence of the worship of J" would
shrink from giving a description that might lend
itself to obvious comparison with the idolatrous
symbolism of other religions.
i.
In UT we find references to the cherubim
(1) in the Israelite version of primitive myth;
(2) in early Heb. poetry
(3) in apocalyptic vision
and (4) in the descriptions of tlie furniture and
adornments of the ark, the tabernacle, and the
temjde.
1. (in 3" ' And he placed at the east of the
garden of Eden the cherubim, and the ll.ime of a
sword which turned every way, to keep the way of
the tree of life.' The function of the cherubim
here is to guard the approach to the sacred tree.
The number of the cherubim appointed for this
duty is not mentioned nor is it stated, as is
usually supposed, that each of the cherubim bore
in his hand a flaming sword.
are only told
that a sword with darting flames was entrusted
to them for the purjjose of keeping the way.
It has been natural to compare with these
guardian, or sentinel, 'cherubim' the monster
winged bulls with human heads which stood at the
entrance of Assyr. palaces and temples. M. Lenormant having suggested, on the authority of a
talismanic inscription, that kirubu was an Assyr.
name in use for the steer-god, the temptation to
connect the cherubim of Gn 3 with the Assyr.
figures was almost irresistible.
But this use of
kirubu is questionable
the cherubim in our
passage are not limited to two there is no mention
of a gate of Paradise and the function of the
cherubim is evidently primarily connected with
the sword, which, to judge from the description,
is probably intended to denote lightning.
= 2 S 22") 'And he rode upon a
2. Ps IS'"
cherub, and did Uy.'
In the context of this
poetical description, the Psalmist describes the
power of J" as manifested in the thunderstorm.
J" is represented in flight through mid-air, borne
up upon the wings of a cherub, while the lightnings flash before Him ('at the brig'htness before
him,' v."). The cherub appears to be the mighty
winged spirit of the storm, on whose back J"
Himself is seated. He is the personification of the
swift storm-cloud that sweeps down as upon eagles'
wings. J" is carrieil by the cherub, as the Indian
god Vishnu by Garuda, and as Oceanus by the
;

j

;

We

;

;

;

(

—

grillin (.Ksch.

I'mm.

li'.l.j).

the prophetical writings of Ezekiel we
have two allusions to the cherubim. (1) In Ezk 2S"
'Thou wast the anointed cherub that coveretli
and I set thee so th/it thou wast upon the holy
mountain of tiod thou hast walked up and down
in the midst of the stones of fire.'
Here the
prophet compares 'the Prince of Tyre' to one of
the chosen attend.-ints upon God, a cherub whose
wings, as in the Holy of Holies, shaded the mercyseat, one whoso abode was in the holy mountain,
and one who there walked among the fl.ashing
lightnings that surrounded the Divine Presence.
A 'cherub,' according to this account, abides in
the sacred precincts of the Most High, and round
about him play the thunderbolts. The idea of th«
3.

In

;

;

thundercloud
guardianship.
(2)
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U

combined ydth that of heavenly

,
,
,,
u^t
The imagery employed by the same prophet
.

Cherubim (Ezk 10) is very
complex idea.
obscure, and introduces a much more
The prophet recognises them as identical with the
God of Israel
livin" creatures that I saw under the
to the vision
bv the river Chebar' (10»), referring
four in
'the chariot' in ch. 1. These were
number (lO'O); they had each four faces the face
an eagle (»), and
of a cherub, a man, a lion, and
As one of their faces was that
four wings' (=')•
seeing them
of 'a chel-ub,' and the prophet on
knew that they were cherubim (=»), the shape of a
been
cherub as of a fabulous creature must have

in the Vision of the

'

'

'

'

'

representations (cf.
s description
But prethrows no further light upon their shape.
(ct.
sumably it must have resembled that of an ox
Ezk 1") He tells us that the glory of the LORD
that their prorested above 'the cherubim' (10'")
whUe they moved
gress was straight forward
wheels, and
Sot with wings only, but with whirlmg
have the
was between them («• ').

known through popular

well
1

K

7^).

Unfortunately, the prophet

'

D

;

;

and the
Holies was a cube of 20 cubits or 30 ft.
the
two cherubim touched with their outer wings
one another
wall on either side, while they touched
whole
with their outstretched inner wings. Ihe
equal to
span of their four wings was 20 cubits,
each therefore
the width of the sanctuary. They
one another as
stood at the same distance from
(1Kb ).
they did from the waU on either side
infer
From this description we should certainly
In i L.h 6
that they had each only two wings.
the cheruthe same general account is given of
temple; but
bim' of 'image-work' in Solomons
they stood on their feet, and
it is added that
by which is
their faces were toward the house,
has been
probably meant, facing the entrance. It
which
disputed whether the smaller cherubim
were retained
protected the mercy-seat of the ark
that
Solomon's temple. And it may be granted
made it
the height of the Solomonic cherubim
perfectly possible, but scarcely probable.
Cherubim were introduced, along witn
(4)
carved
'palm-trees and open flowers,' into the
which the walls and doors of the
;

'

m

'

woodwork with

We
burning fire
with their
thought of the thunderstorm connected
wings
appearance in Ezk 1* the noise of their
(I'-i) suggests
the thunder; fare and lightning
attend them (1").
,
,
,
more
Altogether, this description, though much
sugbeen
has
that
any
than
involved
complex and
have congested by the previous passages which we
to them.
sidered, presents no sort of contradiction
elaboration, in
In all probability it represents an
characteraccordance with the general style and
of the older and
istics of Ezekiel's literary work,
of the
simpler conception. The 'cherub,' as one
the
powers of heaven, in poetry impersonatea
Ezekiel s
storm-clouds that do j'^s bidding
correspondvision there are four such cherubim,

sea'

;

or not, is
^\f hethcr its name is of Sem. origin
is not sufti_
a disputed point (see below). There
original idea belonga
cient reason to doubt that the
religion, and is
to the early childhood of Israel's
other races.
thus related to simUar conceptions in
the
The prominence given to the cherubim invery
it
passages we have passed in review makes
from other
Jinlikely that they had been borrowed
For we can hardly
foreign religions.

m

countries or
living
imagine the one representation of a
construction
creature, which was permitted in the
the temple, to
of the ark, the tabernacle, and
lie tact
have been derived from an alien source. 1
cherubim is
that the making and designing of the
of
recorded without any consciousness

'

(

no

upwards,
are only told that their wings lifted
and
and were outspread so as to cover the ark,
one
facing
that they were presented in a posture
ark—an attianother, but looking do%vn upon the
makes
tude to which we may suppose the apostle
They were «°!?J'°««'^, "'
reference in 1 P 1".
wrought gold, possibly hammered solid gold as

We

'

covered
opposed to plated gold. As the mercy-seat
cubits)
by their wings was only 3 ft. 9 in. (2i
were quite
long, the tigures of the cherubim

were introduced iato
(2) Fi'mres of cherubim
separated the
the veif or hanging screen which
Holy Place from the Holy of Holies (Ex 26" ). It
the w-ay
has commonly been considered that, as
curtam, the
into the Holiest was through this
of
thought intended by these representations
cherubim may have been similar to that expressed
way
the guardian cherubim who guarded the
of the tree of life

'

'

in

Gn

3.

.

tr

i

it is

;

^

by

adorned

'

poetry, J
ing to the four quarters of the sky. In
the
h!& ridden on the cherub; in the vision
wheels,
cherubim not only flew, but moved on
lightsupporting the glory of J". In poetry the
the vision
nings flashed before the cherub; in
and the
there is fire between the cherubim,
as the appearliving creatures' ran and returned
ance of a flash of lightning.
,
'cherubim occu4. The representation of the
art.
(1)
sacred
Heb.
in
place
important
pied an
The ficures of two cherubim were placed on the
mercy'seat of the ark Ex 25'»-»>)- Unfortunately,
appearance.
niinute account is given of their

'

interior of the temple were
In the description of the

brazen
recorded that in the ornamentation there
(1 JV / ).
were figures of lions, oxen, and cherubim
preFrom these OT passages we can gather nofigure
and general
cise conclusion as to the shape
treatment in
of the cherub, according to Hebrew
stood on feet
poetry and art. It had Nvings it
man, a lion, or
its face was not that of a
(2 Ch)
an ox^
an eagle (Ezk 10"). It may have resembled hgure
it^
But we are driven rather to suppose that
griffin or a
was an imaginary one, like that of a

(1

'

'

and
K6-' '"")

exterior

;

;

'

t

contained in its Uoly ot
(3) Solomon's temple
ft.)
Holies two colossal cherubim, 10 cubits (or 15
with goUl.
high, made of olive wood and overlaid
The wings of the cherubim were spread out, and
one
measured 10 cubits from the extremity of
Holy ot
wing to the extremity of the other. The

apparently
commandment, is in
the violation of the second
conception of these
itself an indication that tlie
national idea--the
creatures belongs to an original
destined to be
superstitious element of which was
bus the
removed by the teaching of J" worship. 1
of a Heb.
'cherub' survived as one of the traces
nropliets
mythology, which was retained by the
attrtbutes of
because tt represented pictorially the

was emploved

the majesty of tlie God of Israel, and
by which His
to express more vividly the means
glory is revealed to man.
from the
Besides the winged bulls familiar to us
representaAssyr. remains, we come across many
chima-ras in the
of winged monsters and
tions

countries adjoining Palestine.

from
is said to have borrowed
the Sefer, or Seref (cf . the Heb.

J-K.YP-

''el^S"'"* "t,

byna the hg»re

of

seraph ). I hoen.
monuments contain representations of wint,ea
\yhite marUe
grilUns guarding the sacred tree (cf. a
of the Louvre).
relief from AraSos in the Museum
of
The famous monster represented on t^f t"'»l>
gves
Chuecu-hotep, an Egyp. kmg (r B.C. 2100)
issues a ''uman
us a leopard, from whose back
All
of the neck.
l>oad, with wings on either side
comome the
these are attempts apparently to
in an>">a'8
attributes of strength and swiftness
representation ot the
with the intellect of man, in

'

'
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demon
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spirits (see Pietsclimann's Gcsch. dcr PhonTo this category belongs in all
riobawlity the earliest Ileb. idea of the cherubim,

description

laving been popularly associated with the thundercloud, their presence and form were transferred,
in the language of Heb. jjoetry and vision, to the
personal court and attendance of J", whose presence
was proclaimed by the voice of thunder (cf. Ex
19", 1 S 12", Ps 77").
They therefore bear a close
analogy to the seraphim (Is 6), who personified tlie
lightnings that surround the throne.
Perhaps the
two groups of attendant beings are referred to in
Ps 104»«.
The expression applied to J', He ' sitteth upon,
or inhabiteth, the clierubim (c':nD.T 3P'), which
we find in 2
19", Ps 80' 99', Is 37", is not without difficulty.
The rendering ' sitteth between
the cherubim ' is an explanation, not a translation, of the original
nor does it give the full
meaning of the words.
To the Heb. poet the
cherubim are not only the attendants of J", but
the bearers and upholders of His throne.
The
thunderclouds are the dark wings of these ministers of God. They bear Him up. And to this, which
is the picture presented by the ser^-ice of the mute
forces of nature, there is an analogy presented
by the serv'ice of God's people. Hence the earthly
correlative to ' thou that sittest upon the cherubim is ' thou that inhabitest the praises of Israel
(Ps 22*, and see Cheyne's note).
In later Jewish theology the cherubim take
their place among the higliest angels of heaven.
Thus Enoch speaks of the court of the palace of
heaven.
Its ceiling was like tlie path of the
stars and lightnings, with fiery cherubim between
in a transparent heaven (xiv. 11, ed. Charles). Of
the throne he says, ' Its circuit was as a shining
sun and the voice of cherubim ' (xiv. 18, ed.
Charles).
Speaking of the host of heaven, he
mentions ' Gabriel, one of the holy angels, who is
over Paradise, and the serpents, and the cherubim' (XX. 7, ed. Charles); and in another passage
he speaks of ' all the host of the heavens, and all

upliolding the throne, and facing outwards towards
the four quarters of heaven, and the scene is derived from Ezekiel's vision.

'

'

izier, pp. 176, 177).

'

K

:

'

'

'

the holy ones al>ove, and the host of God, the
cherubim, seraphim, and ophanim, and all the
angels of power, etc. (Ixi. 10, ed. Charles). Cf. and
round about were seraphim, cherubim, and ophanim these are they wlio sleep not, and guard
tlie throne of His glory
(Ixxi. 7, ed. Charles).
The Jews regarded them as supernatural beings,
without attempting to define tlicm.
Josephus,
speaking of the cherubim in the temple, says none
could tell or even guess what they were like (rds

it is difficult to understand their exact
position.
But presumably the words are intended
to convey the picture of the four ' living animals

Rabbinic theology regarded the cherubim as
youthful angels, but also as those who were admitted into the special group of spirits attending
the throne of God. The livin" creatures support
the throne at rest ; the cherubim bear the glory
of God as it passes through heaven (cf. Weber,
Altsynag. Palast. Theolog. 163, 164). There is a
strange passage in the treatise Chagigah (lob, i. 25)
which has reference to the cherubim, and tht
passages in Ezk 1 and 10. The passage concludes,
'What is the meaning of cherub'; R. Abohu
said, It is equivalent to a growing chUd.
For
so in Babylon a young chSd is called Rabya.
R. Papa said to Abohu, But, as it is written.
The lirst face was the face of the cherub, and
the second face was the face of a man, and the
tliird the face of a lion, and the fourth the face
of an eagle, this shows that the face of a cherub
is the same as the face of a man.
There are
large faces, and there are small faces (see trans'

'

by Streane, pp. 73, 74).
iii. It remains Co mention the various derivations which have been given of the word.
(1) As
has been mentioned above, it was derived from
the Assyr. kirubu but apparently considerable
uncertainty hangs over this derivation. (2) Renouf
lation

;

(PSBA,

'

X^pov^iU ovdeU OTrolai Tivts J}(jav eltrdv ouoi eUdtrai
SwoTtu, A7it. VIII. iii. 3).
Philo, referring to the
cherubim over the ark, mentions that in the
opinion of some they represented the two hemispheres (so Philo himself, De Chf.rub. § 7) but his
own preference was to identify them witli tlie two
most ancient and smireme attributes of the Almighty the [lower of creating, and the power of
ruling [4yCj 6i tv itiroi^t, 6rj\ova6aL ol vvovoiCtP tAs
S^

;

—

dvundro} 5vo toO "Oi'tos duvdfieis ttJc
'Oco^d^rro* 5i i) fjUv
^SaffiXiKTjf,
TOiTfTiKTi 5vi^a/ut avTov &e6s, KaO' ^v fOijKe Kal itrolTjtrc
Kal dLfKii(Tfirj(Te ride t6 irdc* ij d^ ^aai\iKij Kvpioi, y rCtv
yivofUvujv dpxft Kal civ biKri fif^aiu)S iviKpaTet, Vit.
iTfKfffiirTdTai Kal

Te

woirjTiKTii'

Mns.

iii.

Kal

8, ed.

Mangcy,

ii.

liiO).

NT

they are spoken of in the Ep. to the
Hebrews in connexion with the ark, above it the
cherubim of glorv overshadowing the mercv-seat'
ii.

In

'

'

nieaning to plough.' It is difficult to resist the
impression that the word must have a common
origin with ypvxp, griffin,' hippogriti'.'
Bu^, for the present, the etymology of the word
must be considered doubtful. The explanations
which were given of the name by the Fathers
may be illustrated by the following.
diem. Alex. Utrom. v. 240
^W\ei Si t4 tvo/xa
'

'

:

Tujy x^/'o^'yStM OTjXouv atcdrjaiv iToWrjv.

Theodorus ap. Theodoret, Qaiest. in Gen.
vav rb bwarbv ouriai X^et, h

iii.

ctXXd x^po^l^^M- KaXei

:

naOri-

tov 6 Swaruii ^atriXevwVj
inl x^P^^t^^P- ftt' iverdaOrif dvTl ToO, /icrd
woXX^x Trapey^veTo t^s ovvdfjLetos,

ficvos (irl tCjv xfpovi:li^, dvrl
iir^^Tj

Kalf

Jerome, CoTtiin. in Is. lib. iii. cap. vi.
In
septuagesimo nono psalnio legimus
Qui sedes
^iiper vlierubim manijcstare
qui in nostra lingua
:

:

;

Unde et Doiiiiauriga; nioduni super cherubim aperte
sedere ostenditur. ... In cherubim ergo ostenditur Dominus ; in seraphim ex parte ostenditur, ex
parte celatur.
Augustine, Enarrat. in Ps 79' [Eng. 80'] Qui
sedes super cherubim. Cherubim scdes est gloria'
Dei, et interpretatur Plenitudoscientiie. Ibi sedet
Deus in plenitudine scieiitia;. Licet intelligamus
cherubim sublimes esse cu'lorum potestates atque
virtutes taiiien si vis, eris cherubim.
Si eiiim
Cherubim sedes est Dei, audi quid dicat Scriptura :
Aninia justi sedes est sapientiie.
Didymus Alexandrin., Expos, in Ps 79 [Eng. 80]:
KaO^Mfos bi iirl tCid x'^w/Si/i 6 Kipibt iirriv, us (v rifi
^fevtTjX wapiararaL. 'E^^^frat Si Toty if roU fwo(? c^'trty^
interpretantur

nus

4'Ptcn<iVc m«//i('«(/o.

in

:

;

rtTfuxbci,
ai>rois

TauTTjS

trotplai.

t^j Tpoinj-yopias ovrA ttjs irpoaouarit
nXijOot ydp yfuifffon ip/njvfV€TaL tA

Xtpoi'^ip-.

glory,'

These patristic explanations
Philo's statement that the

'

do-

'

(He y), where

tlie expression, "the cherubim of
conve3's the special thought of created
beings ministering to the manifestation of the
divine glory.
In the Ajioc. they are reiiresented as
living creatnres,' four in number, full of eyes,
stnnding in the midst of the throne, and rouml
ib'mt the throne of God (Rev 4'-'). Prom this

was

1S84, p. 103) conjectured that it

from the Egyp. xeref.
(3) Gesenius connected it with a SjT. word meaning
strong.'
Others have suggested another Syr. word
(4)
rived

'

:

'

'

cherubim

yXurrrj)

'

was

'

irpoffayopderai

ttiroifv, frlyivuxTit Kal
iii.

§

8;

Mangey,

seem to go back
Greek meaning

much knowledge,'

ii.

x^poi'/^'M,
^Trurnj/ii)

150).

us Sf

roXXi)

(

4

iraTp'^j.

if

I'it.

"

to
of
fiir

ICXXtjit i

Mus.

lib

'
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CHIEF

—

LiTE&ATUKR. The subject iB extensively discussed in the
standard works on the Theology of the OT, by Oehler, Smend,
Bcbultz, Dilhiiann and on the Archsology, by Nowacl£ and
Benziager.
See also Che>'ne's Excursus in voL iL of lus
Itaiah^ and bia Notes on the word in Com. on Psalms.
;

*

'

H. E. Rylk.
Near Kiriath-jearim on the

CHESALON

(l"i'?p?).—
Judah, Jos 15'".

Now the vilJage Kesla
See iiiVP vol.
of Kiriath-jearim.
It is noticed in the 4th cent. A.D.
ii.
{Onomasticon, s.v. Chasalon) as a large village in
the Jems, district.
C. Ii. Condi::r.
border of

on the

hill N.
sheet xvii.

CHESED (1^3).— One of the sons of Nahor and
Milcah (Gn 22^ J). He is obviously here introduced into the genealogy of the Terahites as the
presumptive forefather of the Casdim (Q'^i?'?) or
Chaldaeans. This probably represents a different
tradition from that in P, where Ur of the Chaldees
(».e. Casdim) is spoken of aa the dweUing-place
of Terah (Gn 11), Nahor's father.
It is noticeable that the eldest of the brothers of
is Uz, and that in Job 1 the Casdim (trans-

Chesed

lated Chaldseans) are found invading the territory
of Uz.
Gn 22''"- ^ probably represent, in the terms
of genealogy, the supposed kinship of allied clans
who dwelt in Mesopotamia. The Heb. tradition
gives the names of tribes identified with various
localities oa the borders of the plain of Mesopotamia.
H. E. Ryle.

CHESIL (Vp3), Jos 15»°.—The LXX reads Bethel,
probably for Bethul, as in the parallel passage,
Jos 19*, and S'c? of
is prob. a textual error.
(So Ox/. Heb. Lex. and Siegfried-Stade.)

MT

—

CHEST. 1. In order to defray the cost of certain
repairs of the temple, the priest Jeho'ada placed in
the court (our authorities are not agreed as to the
12" '«"" '"i, 2 Ch248, with
exact location ; cf. 2
in each case) a chest (pK), in the lid (Heb.
door) of which a hole had been bored, for the
reception of the offerings of the worshippers, as

K

LXX

K

12"i- m'"- »'> (LXX (ci;Son-6s, Vulg.
recorded 2
gazuphylacium), and, with variations, 2 Ch 24'>*(yXuaabKoiiov, area).
The ark (of the covenant) is
also invariably denoted by j^tn, either alone or
with q^ualilications (see Ark i.). So, too, the coffin
in which Joseph's mummy was placed (Gn 50-").
The feature common to all three is the rectangular
shape ; the first two certainly, the third most
probably, were of wood. VXniaabKo/wv, used by the
LXX translator of Chron. as a synonym of Ki^t>rris,
is freq. employed by the later Gr. translators as the
rendering of [nx in all the three applications given
above, as by Aquila in Gn 50^, where the so-called
Tare, of Jonathan also renders KDpoi^a.
Jos.
further uses it {Ant. VI. i. 2) to denote the coffer
(EV, inx 1 S b""-) or small chest in which the
Phil, princes deposited the golden mice, while in
NT it is applied to the cash-box of which Judas
Iscariot had charge (Jn 12" 13'^).
In the temple
of Herod, 13 chests stood in the court of the
women, to receive the various kinds of money gifts,
in shape resembling a trumpet (if the treatise
Shelfalim vi. 5 may be trusted), wide at the bottom
but gradually narrowing towards the top, hence
called ni-i£iB>.
It wa-s into one of these chests that
the widow cast her slender offering (Mk 12*',
Lk21i).
2. In
and
we find in Ezekiel's inventory
(27"*) of the merchandise of Tyre
chests (O'lja) of
rich apparel, bound with cords and made of cedar.'
But the sense chests for this word is without
sufficient support (see comm. of ComUl, Davidson,
Smend), and the word rendered made of cedar
must mean 'strong, durable,' so that we should
probably render
cloths of cords twined and
durable.'
A. R. S. Kennedy.
'

'

AV

'

'

'

'

^
— 'Armun

'armdn,

(pcny

»-XilTai<of

mentioned twice in OT
once as one of the trees in which Jacob pilled
white strakes (Gn 30"'), and set them before the
flocks at the watering troughs, and again as one of
the trees ivith which the cedar of Lebanon, symbolical of Assyria, is compared (Ezk 31").
Tlie
chestnut tree, which is the rendering of the Rabbis
and of AV, is not indigenous in any part of
Syria and Pal. and does not succeed in cultivation.
It has probably never grown there except as ao
exotic.
The plane tree of LXX, Vulg., and RV,
Platanus Onentalis, L., on the contrary, grows
everywhere by, and in, watercourses, and is one
of the finest trees of the country.
It has a trunk
which is often 6 to 10 ft. in diameter, and 50 to
100 ft. high, spreading branches, and large palraatelobed leaves.
The monoecious flowers are in
pendulous, spherical heads, the fertile becoming as
large as a small walnut. The name 'armon siguiiies naked, and probably refers to the fact that
the outer layers of bark scale off as in the
Eucalyptus globulus, leaving a smooth surface.
When peeled, it would leave a white streak. Plane
trees grow in Mesopotamia.
Chestnut trees do
not.
'I'here can be no reasonable doubt that the
'armOn is the plane tree. It is called in Arab. dilb.
In Sir 24" wisdom is compared to a plane tree
by the water.
G. E. Post.
is

j

'

'

,

CHESDLLOTH

(n'l^psn),

Chisloth-tabor, Jos

Jos IQ".— The same as

A

19'-.

place on the border

Now

of Zebulun.
the ruin of Iks&l at the foot
of the Nazareth hills, in the fertile plain W.
of Tabor.
In the 4th cent. A.D. {Unoma^ticon, s.v.

Chasalath) the site was
it

was

known

as near Tabor, but

wTongly identified with Achshaph (see
s.v. Acsaph and Achaseloth).
'The
chiefly remarkable for a cemetery of tombs

also

Onomasticon,
ruin

is

apparently mediieval.

See

SWP vol.

i.

C. R.

sheet

v.

CONDER.

CHETH or HETH (n).— Eighth letter of Heb.
alphabet, and as such used in the 119th Psalm to
designate the 8th part, each verse of which begins
with this

letter.

CHEZIB, Gn 38'.— See Achzib.

—

CHIDE. To chide (past ' chode ') is to wrangle
then to scold or sharply rebuke so Ps 103* He
To
Cf. Ps 18", Pr. Bk.
will not always c.' (31).
chide with is to ^vrangle with one, have an alterca31^
and
was
wroth,
Jacob
tion with one so Gn
chode with Laban,' Ex 17"'"'(RV 'strive'), Nu 2u^
Jg 8' (all ai). Chiding as subst. occurs Ex 17'
because of the c of the children of Israel (a-i,
;

'

;

'

;

'

RV

'

J.

'striving').

Hastings.

CHIDON (it;).—The name ace. *o 1 Ch 13» of
the threshing-floor where Uzzah was struck dead
for rashly touching the ark (see Uzzah). In 2 S 6"
the name is given as Nacon, which Budde considers to be a less probable reading. No locality has
ever been identified with either name. The view has
been advanced that C. is the name, not of a place,
but of the proprietor of the threshing-floor, and
attempts have been made to identify him with
(See further
Araunah or Oman the Jebusite.
R. M. BoYD.
Driver and WeUh. on 2 S 6«.)
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'

TREE

CHESTNU'T
platantis).

—

1. In old
Eng. as in modem, 'chief
(though
subst. and an adj.; but in
it is the tr. of some twenty Heb. words, all substs.)
The Oxf. Eng.
it is seldom if ever a substantive.
Diet, quotes as a subst. the occurrence of ' c' in Nu
S*' and Ps 105^
but even these are not certain
3", then
instances.
If
c' were a subst. in
3*^
in
Eleazar shall be chief over the chief of t hf

CHIEF.
was both a

AV

;

'

'

Nu

'

CHILD, CHILDKE^

CHILD, CHILDREN

Levites,' the plu. would be used, over the chiefs
princes '), Lliere being no example of
(D'xXf,
the bing. used for tlie plural, it is prob. that c' is
an adj. with men understood. In Ps lUo** ' He
smote also all the firstborn in the land, the c. of
'

KV

'

'

'

'

theHeb.

beginning,'
the same as
in
c. of the nations and
the c. oint(J'
ments,' wliere the word is clearlv an adj. in the
probably
and
in
the
other.
Ci. Lk 11"
one case,
'the c. of the devils (apx"''> l^V 'prince'), witli
14' 'one of tlie c. Pharisees' (dpxw,
'one of
tlio rulers of the P.').
Hence when KV gives
'chiefs' for
'chief,' as 'the chiefs of the
Levites' 2 Ch 35', the cliiefa of the priests' 30'^,
Ezr 8**- '^ 10°, it introduces a plu. not found in
AV, and a word of doubtful application.
as tr. of 1. ro'sh, 'head,'
ii. 'Chief is given
esp. in the phrase c. of the fathers' (KV heads
of the fathers' houses '), on which see Kyle on Ezr
1» and art. FAMILY.
In Ezk 38^- » 39' ro'sh is
taken by
as a proper name, Rosh (wh. see).
2. KOh/n, 'priest,' referring to David's sons (2 S
8") and to Ira the Jairite (20-°), is mistranslated
'c. ruler' (KV 'priest'), after the gloss of the
Chronicler (1 Ch 18").
See Driver, Notes on
Samuel, on 2 S 8" and art. Priests. 3. In Pr 16^
'alluph ("iiVx, fr. [i^k] cleave to) is tr. 'chief friends,'
evidently from a recollection that 'alluph also
all their strength,'

common word

the

Am

for

'

(n'^K-i, lit.

tirst-fruits

'

')

6'

'

'

is

'

'

KV

AV

'

'

'

KV

of Edom throughout Gn 36, and in
Ch !" »-• " " and in Zee 12»- » gover-

means duke
'

E.\ 15",

1

'

'

;

nor' (liV 'chieftain').
But in the latter sense
'alluph is best taken from 'eleph (l^x), a thousand,'
that is, leader of a thousand,' chiliarch.' Dr.
Murray (Ox/". E»g. Diet.) thinks this passage in
Pr ( 16^ 'a whisperer separateth c. friends ') has suggested the Scot.
chief '=intimate, as 'They're
very c. wi' ane anither.'
4. In Is 14' '[Hell]
stirreth up the dead for thee, even all the c. ones
of tlie earth,' the Heb. for
c. ones' is 'attudim
(•-iny), lit.
he-goats,' here as the leaders of the
flock
Clieyne (after Kaj'), bell-wethers.'
See
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

Cheyne
iii.

in loc, and

In

NT

Zee lO*.
'chief renders dpx"" (Lk
cf.

ll'"

RV

RV

'ruler'); iiyov/i(yoi, leaders (Ac
15--') ;
and rpCrroi, Jirst frequently.
In Ac 16'-'
' Philippi,
wliicli is the c. city of tluit part of
Macedonia,' chief city=capital, metropolis (cf. 1 Ti
subscr.) ; but it is a mistrans.
for Amphipolis
was the c. city of tliat part of M., Thessalonica
being the c. city of the whole province.
Here
irpwTos must mean ' tirst,' that is, first to be reached
in the direction St. Paul came
a city of
For Chief Priest
M., tli3 first of the district.'
'
see Phiest
and for
Chief of Asia,' Ac 19"
'certain of the c. of Asia' ('Aaiopx'!',
'chief
'
officers of Asia,'
Asiarchs '), see Asiarch.
iv. When c. lost its obsol. sense of supreme, and
0' 'anoint
waa weakened into leading (cf.
'prince,'

14'

,

:

KV

'

;

KV

KVm
'

Am

'

themselves with the cliinf ointments'=choice),
comparison became possible.
Chicfer
is not
found in A V, but chiefest occurs 1 S 2=» 9--' 21',
2 Ch 32", Ca 5'», 2 Mac 13", Mk 10", 2 Co IP 12"
(both very chiefest,' Gr. uirepXiav), I Ti xubnrr.
'

'

'

'

'

J.

CHILD, CHILDREN

Hastings.

|3).— The Heb. lanlunge has a rich variety of worils adapted to the
QiU'erent stages by which infancy jiasses into manhood and womanhood. This wealth of description
indicates the importance of what is described.
No
word in tlie liible contains so much of God's goodness and human hniipim'ss as is found wrapped up
in the word 'child.'
Most of these a-ssociatioiis
are common to the human family everywhere and
in all ages
some are Oriental, a few are special
to Israel.
(See IJiinHRiOHT, CIRCUMCISION, Re{<'::,

;

demption.)
1.

Children as gifts of

God and

tokens of divine
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favour. The desire to possess children has always
been a marked feature of Oriental life. Rachel
spoke as the mother of her people when she cried,
'Give me children, or else I die' (Gn 30'). This
desire gives their chief value to the tombs of saints
and the superstitious shrines of modern Syria.
The petition always carries with it a vow to do or
give something in honour of the saint appealed to.
In the same way, but with a wiser devotion,
Hannah went to the tabernacle of God, and afterwards named her child Samuel ('God hath heard '),
and surrendered him to the Lord's service (1 S I"'-").
To this devout recognition is due the fact that
while many names, such as Lsaac, Manasseh, Moses,
Ichabod, were suggested by some incident or
anxiety of the hour, and names of females were
often taken from objects of beauty in nature, such
as Deborah, Esther, Khoda, many others contained the name of God, or an attribute of God, as
Elimelech, Athaliah, etc. So among the Arabs
we have Shikri ('my gratitude'), Saladin (saldhed-din 'virtue of religion '),' Abd-ul- Hamid (' servant
of the Blessed'), Na'amat-Ullah ('grace of God').
For the same reason. Oriental feelin" is rather
against the observance of birthdays, as it seems to
turn the sense of favour into an occasion of feasting.
In a life so full of uncertainties, it has always
seemed -safer to be humbly thankful for a gift than
to appear elated by a possession.
Nothing is more
dreaaed or disliked by an Oriental parent than to
have a child's healthy or beautiful appearance commented upon without thanks being expressed to
(iod in the same breath.
The mention of the
divine name is understooil to avert the curse of the
evil eye.
Children are the heritage of the Lord
(Ps 127'), and in Arabic salutation tney are referred
to as the guarded ones.'
2. Parental and filial affection.
ChUd-life baa
always been the great emblem of wliat apjjcals to
human afl'ection and responds to it. \\ itli the
young, love, that in the ordinary lives of men is
often the hireling of selfish interests, is always a
free and independent instinct. The child's natural
assurance that it must be so with all, appears amid
sordid commonplaces and surrendered idejvls as a
remembrancer of Eden, and a type of what the
kingdom of God is meant to be (Mt 18- 19'^). The
llilile is throughout a book for the families of men,
and finds the fulfilment of all its teaching in the
'

'

'

—

the Sinless Man. Its references, especially to
simple and realistic that in reading thciM one forgets the antiquity of the narrative.
The Land is here in very close atliiiity with
the Book, for the strength of the family all'ictions
is the brightest feature of Oriental life.
The infant
in the ark of bulrushes cries like a child of to-day
on beholding the strange face of his deliverer
(Ex 2"). Again, in 2 K 4" we have a child's repeated cry of pain, the instinctive appeal to the
father, and tlie resource of a mother's comforting
and care. Isaiah takes note of the first words a
child learns to lisp (Is 8*), and Naaman's flesh hecomes like the flesh of a little child (2 K 5").
Solomon reveals his own wisdom in revealing the
strain that could be put uimn the love even of a
degraded mother. David cries over his rebellious
yet still beloved son, Would (iod that I had died
for thee
The cruelty to their infants
(2 S 18^).
was one of the experiences tliat made it impossible
for the captives to forget Jeru.salem (Ps 137").
Such an experience was in its turn the worst thing
that couM happen to the oppressors of Israel
(Nail 3"').
The transmi.ssion of sullering to the
innocent of the third and fourth generations waa
one of the mightiest intimidations of the moral
law (Ex 34'). ilagar could not bear to sit alone
and watch the last unconscious movements of her
dying child (Gn 21").
When my children were
life of

child-life, are so

'

'

'

!

'

'

'
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CniLMAD

about me (Job 29°), was a toiu'liinj; suininary of
vanished liajipiness. Amos, seeking to picture the

cations we must interpret
sons of the Highest,
'children of belial,' 'son of peace perdition dis
obedience the coiumaiidment.' The new creature
born of the Sjiirit receives new preferences and
powers for the new life in Christ Jesus. St. Pau]
siieaUs of Timothy and Onesiraus as his children
and St. John finds his chief delight in the fact
that his children walk in the truth. The Lord's
Prayer is an assemblage of all that the children
should be and do and expect in order to please
their Father in heaven.
In the proliibition, 'call
no man your father upon the earth (Mt 23"), the
allusion was most likely to a formality of ecclesiastical homage, like the salutation Kabbi of v.*
Among the Syrian Christians it is customary tc
salute the priest as A buna ('our father ').
In the East the family is always reckoned from
the standpoint of the chief or oldest representative.
Those whom he calls children are brethren.
Thus the women of Bethlehem said, There is n
child born to Naomi (Ru 4").
This custom gave B
vital and atiectionate largeness of meaning to the
word 'brother.' When Christians seek to realise
the brotherhood that belongs to the society of the
redeemed, the most efi'ective way is found to be a
return to Bible thought and Oriental custom,
namely, united senice to the Head of the faniil_v,
devotion to the Lord Jesus Christ.
See also
Family and for Children of God see God,
Children of.
G. M. Mackie.
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daj' of ruin lliat Israel was precipitating l)y wliolesale corruption, could lind nothing more expressive

was bleak and bitter and unbearable
the mourning of an only son (Am 8'").
It was in such a prepared cradle of family experience, with its tenderest ties of affection, and
folds of life's sweetness and sorrow, that the gospel
of the unexpected and unspeakable gift was laid.
'He gave his only-begotten Son' (Jn 3'°); 'He
spared not his own Son (Ko 8"-).
3. The importance uf the parental position.
Mingled with the natural afieotion of parents towards their children, was the fact that their possession meant increase of dignity, influence, and
wealth. This is shown in the preference for male
children.
In the home-circle, daughters might be
as affectionate and as much beloved as sons, but
in the expansion and continuance of the family
name, in the holding of property, the acquisition
of wealth, and generally with regard to worldly
prosperity, sons and not daughters were the
precious gifts of God. The former especially were
the olive-shoots springing up from the roots of the
parent stem (Ps 1'28*). Hence the forfeiture and
reproach connected with childlessness, and the
rejoicing over a man-child bom into the world.
In Syria the paternal position is so important
that the father usually ceases to be called by his
own name, and receives that of his firstborn son,
as Abu-Yusc'ph (' father of Joseph '). If a middleaged man has no son, courtesy often gives him a
fictitious paternity, and styles him Abu-' Abdullah
('father of 'Abdullah ').
'The son might also be
known by tlie father's name as a sort of surname.
Thus David's full name was David Jesse, or benJesse ('son of Jesse'). It was quite unusual for
the son to receive in circumcision the name of the
father until late in Israel's liistory (see Gray, Heb.
Prop. Names, 2 ti'.). The father was still alive,
and needed as yet no memorial, but a son often
received the name of a grand-parent, to keep alive
the name of the departed, and with the name to
inherit his gifts and srraces of character. The later
custom appears in Lk
'They would have called
him Zacharias, after the name of his father.' The
authority of the parents over their children, and
over all arrangements for their welfare, was complete and far-reaching. One of the commandments
was devoted to this relationship, and one of the
death-penalties of the law of Moses was to meet
the case of filial disobedience (Dt 2^"). Hence
the solemnity of the charge against Israel (Is I'),
an<l the deep meaning of the confession,
I am no
more worthy to be called thy son' (Lk 15").
Given a life with little change in
4. Heredity.
its outward conditions, and with a law that controlled every detail of life, it followed that time
would be an intensifier of the parental features.
Among the Arabs the epithet 'dog' has for its
chmax 'son of a dog.' As one of their proverbs
states the problem,
If the father be onion and
the mothi'r garlic^ how can there be sweet perfume?' When Saul asked the young slayer of
Goliath, Wliose son art thou, young man?' (1 S
17'"), the question would not only reveal the family
of David, but also account in |).art for the^ouraL'C
he had shown. Hence the incriminations, 'Ye are
the children of them that killed the prophets
of all that

than

'

'

—

'

f

'

—

'

'

(Mt

23^'); 'If ye were Abraham's children, ye
would do the works of Abraham (Jn 8'") and the
defence, How can Satan cast cut Satan? '(Mk 3^).
So Ezk 18=, Ac 13'° etc.
'

;

'

—

5. Spiritual sense of father, son, brother.
The
nse of the word so7i in a fig. sense carries the three
chief meanings of the literal use, namely, (1) affection, (2) obedience, (3) likeness.
By these signifi-

'

—

—

—

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

CHILEAB (3x^3).—The second son of David by
Abigail, the wife of Nabal the Carmelite (2 S 3^).
In 1 Ch 3' he is called Daniel, while the
in

LXX

Sam. has

Ch

AaXoi/id,

which

is

also ''iven

by

A

in

B

Wellh. considers
reads ^aiiviifs..
that 3x^5 is only a variant for aiSa, a bye-form of
3^j, and therefore not unsuitable for a descendant
of the house of Caleb.
A comparison of the Heh
text, in which the last three letters of Chileab are
repeated in the following word, favours the reading
of the LXX, which would correspond to the Heli.
.t'-i or vt'-t (Delaiah), cf. 1 Ch 3''" 24", Ezr 2*" = Xeh
7**,' Neh 6'", Jer Se'^- ».
J. F. Stenninq.
1

;

but

CHILION and Mahlon were the two sons of
Elimelech and Naomi, Ephrathites of Bethlehemiudah, who migrated as a family into the country of
aloab in consequence of a famine in the days when
the judges judged '(Ru I'-*). They married women
of the Moabites, Mahlon marrying Ruth and
Chilion Orpah (Ru 4'"), and after a sojourn of ten
years in Moabite territory died there. (Chilion =
p'^3 'wasting away = KeXaiui', \(\aiuiv, LXX B.
'

'

Mahlon = pSno

'

sickly

'

= MoaXiji', LXX,

Mahalon,

the Heb. was originally read p^ij
to connect the name with the hiph. ptcp. of "'i'ri.)
Neither of these names occurs elsewhere in the
Bible. Jesse is called an Eiihrathite of Bethlehcmjudah in 1 S 17". The two names occur in varying
order in Ru 1' and 4*, so that no conclusion can
be drawn as to which was the elder. The Targ.
on 1 Ch 4-- connects them with the Joash and
H. A. Rf.dpath.
Saraph of that passage.
Vulg., as

if

CHILMAD

(tc"-?) occurs in Ezk 27" at the closn
The
of the list of nations that traded with Tyre.
name has been thought to be the .Aram, form of

Charmande, a town on the Euphrates mentioned
Georjje Smith
by Xenophon (Anab. i. 5. 10).
identified Chilmad with the modem IvalwAdha
near Baghdad. The LXX reads Xapuiv, which is

None
perh.aps the prov. of Carniania in S. Persia.
of the.se conjectures has much probability. After
Asshur (which there is no reason to suppose means
anything else tlian Assyria) we should certainly
expect a countrj' rather th.m a town, and at the
end of the list an import.ant and well-known

—

CHTMHAM

CHIU^'

The Targ. seems

country.

to have read •id-'-:
But the best suggestion, after all,

('all ^ledia').

perhaps that of Joseph Kiinchi (adopted by
Hitzig and Coriiill), who reads the word nf':?,
[Asshur etc. were] as those accusexplaining :
tomed to come to thee with their merchandise.'
It is to be noted that the Heb. has no and before
Chilmad. The whole verse, however, shows traces
J. Skinnee.
of textual derangement.

'8

'
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Mitylene, and many other cities of the province
Asia, C. had the rank of a free city, which implied merely that in certain respects it was administered according to native law, while other

Asian

cities

law.

were administered according to Rom.
W. M. K,VMSAY.

'

'

CHIMHAM
1

(nno?,

|TO3).— Probably the son

(cf.

K 2~) of Barzillai the Oileadite, who returned with

DaN-id from bevond Jordan to Jerus. after the death
of Absalom (2 S 193"-). Ace. to Jer41"(^'cr«CTO;), C.
would seem to have erected a caravanserai near
Bethlehem for the benetit of those traveUing from
Jerus. to Egypt others suppose that tlie inn was
named after him as the owner of the land, and
infer that C. received some land near Bethlehem
from Da\id. See Barzillai. J. F. Stenning.

CHISLEY, AV
A, Neh 1',

Xa<re7)\ou

Chisleu (i'?53,
XaaeXev Zee 7').

B,

2:exfi;Xo.;

See TiME.

CHISLON (liSsD strength,' Xo<rX(iv).— Father of
Elidad, Benjamin's representative for dividing the
'

land (Nu

34-' P).

CHISLOTH-TABOR, Jos

CHITHLISH

;

(irS??),

A

19'».—See

Chesulloth.

Jos 15« in AV Kithlish.—
of Judah.
The site is

town in the Shephelah
unknown.

CHITTIM

(1

Mac

1' 8')

for

Kittim.

•

CHIMNEY

In Hos 13' 'as the smoke out of
the c.,' the Heb. is 'druhhnh (^r";s), a Idtth-e, hence
a latticed opening in a room whence the smoke
escajjes.
But in 2 Es 6'' [all] c' is the tr. of Lat.
camimis, the very word from which c. comes and
the meaning is not the flue or vent, but the lireElace or oven, or ever the chimneys in Sion were
of (RV, after Syr., 'or ever tlie footstool of
Sion was established '). This is the oldest meaning of the word in Eng., and is found as late as
Goldsmith. Cf. Milton, L' Allegro, 111—
Then lies him down the lubbar fiend,
'

;

'

•

And, strct<:h'd out all the chimney's len^tk.
Bosks at the lire his hain- strength.'

And

Groldsmith, Deserted Village, 235
*

While broken tca.cups, wisely kept for shew,
Rant^ed o'er the chunney, glistened in a row.'
J. HA.STINOS.

CHINNEFETH

A

(n-!'-).—
city (Dt 3", Jos 11», in
latter sjielt Chinneroth, IS**) which gave its name

to the Scaof Chinnereth (Nu 34", Jos 12^ 13-''), the
OT designation of the Sea of Galilee. The site of
the town is uncertain, but it follows Rakkath
(probably Tiberias), and may have been in the
15").
plain of Gennesaret (cf. 1
C. R. CONDER.
CHIOS (t) X(os) wa-s a large i.sland which formed
part of the province of Asia, situated in the
./Egean Sea oil the Ionian coast, still called Scio
(according to the Italian form), about 32 miles

K

from N. to S., and in breadth varying
from 18 to 8 miles. It is separated from the
mainland by a channel of varying width, which
at its narrowest (about 5 miles acro.'Js) is blocked
by a group of small islands. The ship in which
St. Paul .sailed from Troas to Patara (on his
way to Jerus.) passed through this channel as
and it anchored for
it sailed S. from Mitylene
a night on the Asian coast opposite the island,
and thence struck across the open sea S. to
Samos (Ac 20"). The voyage of Herod by Rhodes,
Cos, Chios, and Mitylene, towards tlie Black
Sea, described by Jos. Ant. xvi. ii. 2, affords an
interesting comparison with that of St. Paul. The
long

;

very picturesque. The chief city of the
the same name, is situated on
towards the S. end, probably
point
where St. Paul's ship lay at
facing the
anchor. The island is rocky (esp. in the broader
N. part) and unproductive, except that it was
famous for its wine, and its gum mastic has
been a source of trade and profit both in ancient
and in modern times. It was one of the seven
places that claimed to be the birthplace of Homer;
and a much stronger body of tradition speaks in
favour of it than for any of the other claimants.
Like Cnidus, Cos, Cyzicus, Ilium, Samos, Smyrna,

channel

is

inland, bearing
Ita
E.
coast,

CHIUN.— Notwithstanding the fact that both
Luther and our AV have this word, it has continued, even to our own lime, to be an open question
among English and German sciiojars whether ]V2
is a common or a proper noun.
If it were the
former, it would signify the litter or pedestal on
which the image of a deity was carried in ceremonial processions [see illustrations in Perrot and
Chipiez's

Chaldtca

Ewald maintained

and

Assyria,

90].

ii.

'

mit dem •
R. Smith, too, held that a

stellen

75,

i.

|V3, gestelle, von
this view :
als zweitem Wurzellaute.'

l'3n

W.

pedestal was meant
(Prijphets of Israel, p. 40U). The balance of opinion
however, prej)onderates in the other direction.
Chiun is obviously parallel to Siccuih (RV), or
'

'

rather Saccuth (Assyr. Sak-kut): if the one
is the name of a deity, so is the other.
Moreover,
it would be verj' strange if the prophet spoke of
the litter rather than of the god carried on it.
Ka-ai-va-nu (Schrader,
T p. 443 ;* cf. SK
1874, p. .327) is the Assyr. name of the planet and
planetary deity Saturn, who was credited with
malignant influences. In Arab, and Persian, Saturn
Rawliiison, 1 luenicia,
is called by the same name.
p. 26, speaking of the immigration of I'bceniciaii
gods into tiie Egyptian pantlieon, .says that this
deity found his way there under the name Ken.
The appositional phrase, 'your star-god,' falls in
perfectly with this interpretation.
'The evidence
Acj. and Sym. have x^"^'"
of the VSS is discordant.
[.Jer. says c/tujn].
The LX\ 'Vai(p6.v, a corruption
of Ka.i<pav. The Tar" and Pesh. reproduce the
Heb. The Arab, has Rapliana Vulg. inuiginem.
With regard to the sense of the only passage.
5**, where this deity is spoken of, there can be
no doubt that it is a threat
But ye shall take up
Sakkuth j'our king, and Kaivftn [or Kevftn] your

KA

;

Am

:

'

star-god, your ima'-es which ye have made for
yourselves, and I will cause you to go into exile.'
Wellhausen, Die Kl. I'rii]ih. p. 83, argues th.at this
threat must be a later addition, seeing that the
Israelites of Amos' day were not chargeable with
the worship of Assyr. gods. The/or»i of the word
has struck many students as anomalous.
An
ingenious explanation has recently been advanced.
Alter adverting to the fact that its vocalisation is
the same as that of Siccuth [nssp, jv;]. Dr.
C.
Torrey says
It seems to me pretty certain that
for the form of these two names in our present
text we are indebted to the misplaced wit or zeal
of the Ma.s.soretcs. It is the famili.ar trick of fitting
the pointing of one word to the consonant skeleton

C

:

'

* Schroder, in the obovo-cltod po.s80ge, states that Sokknt i:i
another name for Ailar or Adrammelech, and thot as A-tar =
Father of Fate, so Sak.knt = Head of Decision, both wortls b«ijig
of AccodiAn-Sumerion orifln.

—

;

CHLOE

CHRISTIAN

of another, as in nThc'y, T,hb, nch, and so on.
In
this case the pointing is taken from the word (•!??•
shiqquf, "abomination."'
J. TavLOR.

I. Place and date of origin.
According to th«
account in Ac 11-' the first to have the name
applied to them were the members of the church
at Antioch. This fact is especially mentioned by
the author of the Acts in a manner which shows
that he attached great significance to it. The
evangelising work in the city of Antioch wa?
being carried out by men of Cyprus and Cyrene
(i.e.
by Hellenists), and thougli perhaps not
directed to Gentiles who had no previous connexion with the synagogue (for we can scarcely
substitute "EXXtjkos for 'S,\\tivl(tt6.s in face of the
MS evidence; see Westcott and Hort, N.T. in
Greek, Introd. ad loc), yet on more liberal lines
than hitherto. In Antioch, too, was established
the first considerable church outside Palestine.
The mother-church of Jerus. was not slow to
recognise the importance of these events. Barnabas
was sent to guide and control the new community,
and the result of a year's work in co-operation
with his chosen partner, Saul, was that they
taught a great multitude, and the disciples were
called Christians first in Antioch.' We cannot
fix exactly the date of this 'whole year' (v.^*), but
it is certainly before the Herodian persecution of
44, and, to judge from the expressions of v." 12' (i*
TaOrats rats ij^pais, Kar' iKuvov rbv Katpbv), not very
long before it
perhaps between 40-44, which
leaves room for the possibility that the words fjrit
iyivero iirl KXavdiov, 'which came to pass in the
days of Claudius,' in v.^ maij imply that Agabus'
prophecy was uttered in the reign of Caligula.
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CHLOE (XXiTj), mentioned only in 1 Co 1".—St.
Paul had been informed of the ((rx'^Mara) dissensions at Corinth uir6 Tuf SXotjs, i.e. prob. by some
of her Christian slaves.
Chloe herself may have
been either a Christian or a heathen, and may have
lived either at Corinth or at Ephesus.
In favour
of the latter is St. Paul's usual tact, which would
not suggest the invidious mention of his informants' names, if they were members of the Corinth-

A. Robertson.

ian Church.

CHOBA (XujSd), Jth 4*.
noticed

Damascus.

with

Chobai (Xw^ai), Jth 15«- »,
Perhaps the land of

—

hooan.

CHOKE. — Death by drowning

is

not

now

de-

so in Mk 5" the herd
choking
were choked in the sea,' Amer. RV changes
'
choked into drowned
but RV retains, to pre-

scribed as

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

(XoiXd).

'

tionea in Jth

Choking occurs
'

J.

—An

.

iryiyij.oO irvpSs).

'

CHOL&

.

;

serve uniformity in tr. of Tr^-ivw.
Sir 51* from the c. of tire (dirA
'

.

nnknown

Hastings.
men-

locality

15*.

(Gr. xo^^/>o> I^O'^- cholera), bile, is ased
in Sir 31-° 37^ in the sense of a disease, ' perhaps
cholera, diarrhcea' Oxf. Eng. Diet. [xoXipa,
'colic'); and in Dn 8' 11" in the sense of bitter

RV

anger (Ti;). Both meanings are old, and belonged
indeed to the Lat. cholera as early as the 3rd and
J. HASTINGS.

4th cent.

CHORAZIN (TR Mt

IP' Xopaflf, Lk ICXupaff,always Xopaj-ciV). A town situated at the
N. end of the Sea of Galilee on the \V. of the

—

TTrWH

The meaning of the name is uncertain.
It was a
city f'n-iXis), and therefore possessed a
synagogue. Our Lord laboured in it, as is shown
by His mention of it in Mt 1 P>, Lk 10''. It is not
mentioned in Josephus, but the Jews long after the
time of Christ praised the superior quality of its
Jordan.

'

'Menahoth' 85 A). Jerome (c. A. D.
two miles from Capernaum, but
says that it was deserted. Beyond these meagre
notices the place has no history.
Thomson (1857)
found a ruin called Kerazeh, which from its location
and the correspondence of names he thought was
the site of Chorazin. Wilson (1SC6) examined and
described the remains at this place, and confirms
the identiUcjtion of Thomson. This view is now
generally accepted. The ruins are of some importance, the entire stonework, walls, columns, and
ornamentation being composed of black basalt
rock.
A short paved road ran from the town to
the great caravan road leading past the Sea of
Galdee to Damascus.
S. Merrill.

wheat (B«i.

400) locates

CHOREE
Ezr

2»,

Neh

Tal.

it

at

(XopjS^,

AV

Corbe),

1

Es 5'»=Zaccai,

"'*.

CH0SAM;EUS. — In
A, or

1

Es

9»»

Sf^xwr

Xoaana'm

B, takes the place of pi'PP, the
reading of the parallel passage Ezr 10^' (see
Simeon, No. 2). It is not improbable that the Gr.
reading is due to a copyist's error, especially seeing
that the three proper names that follow Simeon in
the text of Ezra are omitted in 1 Es.
J. A. Selbib.
Xocrd/iao!

CHRIST.—See Jesus Christ, and Messiah.
CHRISTIAN

(Xptanavki, Ac 11" 26^, 1 P
'
followers of Christ
countries from
times.

The name borne by the
ages and

'

;

CHOLER

'

—

NT

4").—
'

in all

The objections made to the statement of Ac 1136 are based
ultimately upon the theory which discredits the authority of
that book as a comparatively late document. If we re^'ard the
Acts as the work of St. Luke, the account it gives of the origin
of the name 'Christian' is invested with the authority of contemporary evidence, which cannot lightly be set aside on account
of apparent difficulties. The objections which have been raisea
on the score of these difficulties may be gathered under three
heads, (a) Baur {Paid, His Life and Work, i. 04, footnote,
Eng. tr. 1873) says that the termination is Latin, and eeems to
think that the name arose in Rome. The temiiriirtion tanxu
was used in Latin during the time of the civil wars to denot«
'
followers of (e.rf. ' Csesariani,' Hint. Bell. Afr. 13 ; * Ponipeiani,'
Caesar, Hell. Cieil, iii. 44 et pass.), and acquired this meaning
from the adjectival sense ' belonging to,' which the form
already possessed, although it w.ia very seldom used, e.g.
Tamphiliana donms (from 'Tamphilus'), Nep. Att. xiii. 2;
Cajsarianura helium, ib. vii. 1 ; Catoniana familia, Cic. ad Q.
Frat. IV. vi. 5; Miloniana tempera, Balbus ap. Cic. E. a. Att.
IX. 7, B2.
The adoptive names in -lanM-sare not parallel because
the 'i' in these cases belongs to the stem of the gentile name,
f .i7. ^milianus, .Euiilius. So far, then, Baur was justified. The
termination -iamut was common in Latin of this period. But a&
'

names like Cajsariani, Pompeiani, etc., were known and used
throughout the whole Rom. Empire, it seems to have become
the fashion in Greek-speaking countries also to form other words
on the same analogy. Thus (omitting Herodiani,' which may
have originated in Roman official circles) we find names such aa
those mentioned in Hcgesipjius (ap Eus. Ecel. Hist. iv. 22),
'

^tUAiti»*»i,

Ko:^T0x^<ETiA*OJ. 0^acAl,Ti, lavoi,

BacffAffStacw, ^Satnpwf

The theory that this -<«« is a native Asiatic type of
termination is not borne out by the instances quoted, in which
either the 'i' belongs to the stem, e.g. 'Ain&.»6< ('Aria) ^apiiakcf (^eiphtit), Or the words are late enoujjh to have been copied
from the Latin termination. But the instances quoted above
show that, whether derived from the Latin or not, the tennination became common enough in Greek, and therefore there is no
necessity to ascribe to tiie name Xfiimafof a Roman origin.
'

Xiavoi.

'

(It) Hausrath (A'.T. Timet: Apostles, ii. pp 211, 212, tng. tr.
objects to Ac ll^s that we find no trace of the word
'Christian' in contemporary literature until the time of Trajai*
But until the Neronian persecution the sect cai scarcely have
attracted much attention in the Roman literary cJose, and from
the year 64 to the time of Trajan the extant literature Is extremely scanty, and so in both cases we are not justified in
arguing ex silentio. On the other hand, however, passages in
Tacitus and Suetonius furnish us with an indirect argiiraent
that the name was known and used in Rome in the year 64.
vulgus Christianos
Tacitus (-Inn. xv. 44) says, 'nuos
.
.
appellahat. Auctor nominis ejus Christus,' etc. The imperfect
'appvllahat* is significant when we remember that Tacitus was
prol»abIy living in Rome in 64, and an eye-witness of the
Neronian persecution. It is quite probable that he is recording
a circumstance which he remembered in connexion with these
events, viz. that the word 'Christiani' was in everj-body's
mouth, and he somewhat naturally believed Christ Himself to
have been the author (auctor) of tiie name. Suetonius, writing
only a year or two later than Tacitus, also introduces the nam<
'Christiani' into his reference to this persecution (A^ew, 18,
ISlt.^i)

.

—

;

CHRISTIAN

CHRISTIAN
'afflirtl

iuppli''iia

novB ac

mftletl..-:!*').

Christiani, genua

liominnm Buperetitionis

Some have found additional evidence
name in the supposed occurrence of

(or

the
an early UMe of the
worU in an inscription at Foiupeii, i.e. dating before a.d. 79.
which
a
few
w merely
But thi» inKription (OIL iv. 679),
line* Bcribhled upon a wall, cannot be deciphered uith any
certainty. The letters -KISTIANl are fairly plain, and before
the U are two faint perpendicular strokes, probably 11 ( b KX U
they are meant for li the horizontal stroke has quite disappeare^l. The drift of the whole ins'-ription is a.^ uncertain .13
the rea/ling of this word. See V. Schuize in ZKfr iv. 12.'^ fT. ;
JMedlander, DarttfUuiigen att» rf«- Sittcnffe4cfi. iiotntfi iii. 045,
n. 3 : C. F. Arnold, SeTon. Chriftenver/ota. p. 64.
Efiually indecisive is the mention of the name in Josephus
»? rjt Xfiir^ixrvi ire rtuii ittu^r(AnL mil. iii. 3), li'riTi
uiw> tim iviAjvi T# 9vy»w. This flection is deservedly suspected
by the great bulk of modem acholanj to be entirely or partly a
lat*r forgery. The latest editor, Niese (Flavii Jotephi Op^ra,
B«rtin, lby2, Intnyl. to vol. iii.), rejects the whole section as an
interpolation. Others (e.g. Q. A. Miiller, Chrutxu t>ri F. Joufphut)
The i»aaincline to accept a suljetrmtum of authentic matter.
•af^e is not found at all until it occurs in a quotation bv Kusebiua {tlUt. Eeel. L 11 ; Dein. Ecang. iii. 5), sinc« whose time the
whole ifl repeated (exceptinif quite unimportant divergences) in
all MSS and other evidence for the text of this part of josephus'
works. (Besidefl the liooks referred to aliove, see also on Ihia
subject C. AnioUl, .V.VA' KpititoUM df F. jMfphi tettimonio
qwHt Jtru Chritto trihtiit, \Wl ; C. Daubut, Pro tegtimonio F.
Jotrphi dt Jtnt Chrittn, 17(16 ; F. H. Schnidel, F. Jot. rf« Jfxa
Chrulotatatwi, 184(l ; Oieseler, Lthrb. d. Kirchftu/ttch. 1B24, i. K>
Langen, TA. <juartaitchri/t, 1865,1 ; Schurer, IfJ J' 1. ii. 14311.).
(e)R. A. LipsiuB urges the silence of St. Paul's Epistles, and
Indeed of the whole body of the earliest Christian literuture.
He retfards the Asiatic ori^rin of the name as probable, but is
Dot inclined to dat« It earlier than tbs last decade of the Ist
cent.
But e\en if we set t^side, as he does, the evidence of
Acts and 1 Peter, this silence explains itself from the fact that
the name arose in non-Cbristian circles, and was for soms time
conflnsd to them.

n

By

II.

tchom tixu the name invented?

— Here

we

are left without direct eviilence. The xS"ll">-^^<"'^^
(EV 'were OAlIed ') of Ac ll*" mii^ht be used indifferently of a name adopted by oneself, or given
But there
by other» (see Thayer, j.VT Lex. $.v.).
are certain hints which furnish some clues.
(a) The Christians do not seem to have used it of
themselves, at any rate vt-ithin the apostolic period.
They cnllcd themselves 'the bretlnim (0' i^f^0o'^i
Ac 14' l5", Ko 16'* etc.), 'the disciple-s (ol naetrral,
Ac 11" 13" 2(fi°), 'the saints' (oi 57^01, Ro 16",
1 Co 16', Eph 1" etc.), 'the faithful' (ol ir«rTo(, Ac
lO", I Ti 4»-"), 'the elect' (ol iKXeicrol, Mt 24",
Mk 13", 2 Ti '2'», 1 P 1'), 'the way (i 6S6s, Ac »•
199." 24'-°), but never 'Christians.'
In the only
passage in whicli this is apparently not true (I P
as a thief,'
as a Christian is parallel with
4"),
'as a murderer,' which shows that the writer is
speaking for the moment from the point of view
St. Paul (Ac 26*)
of the heathen persecutor.
seems even to avoid using the n.anie 'Chri.stian,'
which Agrippa had employed, and to substitute
It
for it tlie periphrasis toioOtoj ^Troros koI iyii el^i.
is not probable, then, that we must look to Christians themselves for the invention of tliis title.
(6) Nor is it much more probiible that the Jews
invented it. The onlj- direct nanu' by which they call
the Christians in NT is that of Xaj-wparoi, Nazarenes'
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Elsewhere they speak of them as^ atptait
On one occa*th-ri, 'this sect' {ih. 28'-"''; cf. 24").
sion, indeed, we find the word in the mouth of
But Agriripa
the Jewish king Agrippa (Ac 26**).
ha<l spent a great part of his life in Rom. circles,
and wna speaking on this occa-sion at Ca'sarea
(Ac

24*).

a Rom. audience. It is too much then to
infer from this passage that the word Christian
wa» in use among the Jews. On the other hand,
there is a strong <t priori improbability that the
Jews, even in irony, would call the new sect
'
followers of the Messiah, the Anointed One (i
liefore

'

'

'

XpiffTil).

More probably it is to the heathen populace
Antioch that we must look for the origin of the
Dame. It wa.s amongst the ^lopulace ('vulgus.'in
(r)

of

that Tacitus' attention was drawn to the
word in Rome. It was (next to the Jews) the
heathen populace whose notice was iirst attracted
••c
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by the Christians. And their notice was attracted
to them as the preachers of one Christos.
This
name was always on their lips. It was the name
8"
2'
2"
*).
10", Ja
in which they were baptized (.-Vc
It i« not surprising, then, that tlie Antiocbenes,
hearing that this Christos had been alive not more
than fifteen years before, should call his followers the
vVe must, however, leave room for the
Xpimafoi.
possibility that the word may have originated in
the Latin-speaking suite of the leqatus, i.e. in the

though not necessarily as an official
of nothing which would
bring the Christians prominently before this class
in Antioch, as happened in other towns, yet, in our
complete ignorance of the relations between the
Christians and tliis official class in Antioch at the
time, this might easily be the case without our
knowing anything of it.
III. Early .fpread of the name.
We must be on
our guard against overestimating the attention
which the Christian body attracted in Antioch at
the time when the name was invented. The i-xXot
iKavit, 'much people,' of Ac 11* might be almost
unnoticeable in so large a metropolis as Antioch,
and the arrival of another new teaching would
easily escape observation in a great centre of
thought, where all the religions of the world jostled
with one another. St. Luke, writing at a time
when the name had become famous, assigns to its
origin an imjxirtance reflected from its later
history.
He is writing also from within the
Christian circle, to which the name woulil be
familiar long before its application became general.
But though confined, it may be, in its beginnings
to that quarter of the city where the Cliristians
had settled, it must have spread very quickly
be3-ond Antioch to all parte of the empire whither
Christianity had made its way. Less than twenty
years after its birth we hear it mentioned in the
official class,

Though we hear

name.

—

Rom.

at Caesarea as a familiar word,
was too well known for it to
year
need introduction or explanation (Ac 20*).
or two later it is in common use among the populace of Rome (Tac. loc. cit.), and not far from the
same date St. Luke indirectly implies that the
name has become famous (U^). St Peter, writing
probably between 64-67 from Rome to the Christian
communities in Asia Minor (I P 5'^ 1'), a.ssumes
that it is quite well known over all that district
From the correspondence between the
(ih. 4").
younger Pliny and the emperor Trajan in 112-113
we find that it is by that time equally familiar
to members of the olficial bodies in llorae and
Bithynia. Finally, in the Ignatian Epn., written in
the first or at the lieg. of the second decade of the
2nd cent., we find for the first time that the Christians have accepted the name and use it atiiongsl
themselves {e.q. Eph. 11", Rum. 3, I'ulmyirp 7).
IV. Significance of the nmne. St. Luke evidently
wishes to connect the origin of the name with the
final departure of Christianity from merely Jewish
ideals and the dawning consciousness of this fact
It is then fair to ask,
What
in the (Jentile mind.
were the distinctive marks of the new sect to those
?
If it did not
who first used the word Christian
originate as a sarcastic jeu d'esprit, it very soon
came to be used with a contemptuous signification.
It occurs with an implication of scorn in the
mouth of Agrippa, 'With but little persuasion
thou wouldest fain make me a Christian (Ac 26'*).
* Many editors take this pas«af;e as a direct allusion to the
The expres*iion « ita^i rn*i it. t,»»
name 'Christian.'
««/i'iV is a Hebraism which occurs many times in the LXX. The
Ileb. equivalent dennles that the person whose name is *calle<l
official circle

whoso

signification

A

—

'

'

po-vsesses the rights of ownership in It.
See csp.
Lent I take the city, and my name be called ujM)n it'
note
of
Driver,
ad
too
(llrh.
and
the
Tejct
(HVm),
of Sam.\
Tlie allusion in Ja 2' is, then, mors correctly referred to
of
James,
ad
the
name
Christ
(SM
M«yor,
Bp.
Si.
baptism In
of

over' a
2 S 12**

toe.).

tliiiiff
*

See also

art.

Call.
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P we

From

1

tian

was

'

CHRISTOLOGr

(415. 16^ (.f.

learn that in heathen mouths ' Chrispractically equivalent to malefactor
2'- 3'").
What were the reasons for this
'

They were perhaps mainly

malice and contempt t
four.

object of the Christians' worship was a
unto Jews a stumbling-block, and
Compare
unto Gentiles foolishness' (1 Co l'^).
the contempt expressed in the Palatine grattito,
prol)ably of the 2nd cent., representing a Christian
worshipping a crucified man with an ass's head.
not many
(6) 1 lie Christians themselves were
wise after the flesh, not many miglity, not many
noble' {ib."), but 'base' and 'despised' (ib.^).
Many of them were slaves (Eph 6», Col S^, 1 P 2",
(a)

The

crucilied mar.,

'

'

1

Co

7^')-

There was much

(c)

in

heathen

social

life

innocent in itself, suggested associations offensive to Christian scruples (1 P 4'- *, 1 Co
8'"'', Ro 14'-'').
Again, it must have caused many
heart-burnings and domestic strifes when the new
Hence arose
religion made its way into families.
the hatred of Christians as morose and unsociable
Puritans.
(rf) Besides merely holding aloof from heathen
society. Christians were fearlessly outspoken in

which, even

if

condemnation of
4",

Ro

l'*'^).

and idolatry (Eph 2'"'
secret consciousness that such

its vices

The

condemnation was not at bottom unfounded, embittered the heathen world still more against its

(1

P 2"

From

this hatred it was
fabrication of slanders
3"), and such charges found a shadow of

self-constituted censors.
but a short step to the

support in the mystery with which the Christians
invested their acts of worship. At the same time
the proofs of their world-wide organization gave
them the aspect of a secret society banded together
against the religion and manners of the day.
Somewhat later in the corrupted form ' Chrestianus
the Apologists applied the word to
The word
themselves as tne good (x/n^fToO'

'

'

though known to the Greeks as an adjective, was not used as a proper name except to
translate the Hebrew Messiah.' X/rrjirrSi, on the
other hand, was a tolerably familiar name. Hence
arose the corruption (probably towards the middle
of 2nd cent.) into Xpri<mai>oi. Suetonius (Claud. 25)
nses Chrestus
for
Christus
but there is no
evidence that he connected the name with Christiani,' which appears (Nero, 16) without any variant
Xpiirrdi,

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

reading Chrestiani.' It appears as Christiani
also in Tacitus and Pliny [loc. cit.). Justin Martyr
plays on the double name (Ap, i. 55 A), Scov ye
'

iK

ToO

'

6v6fiaTQS roin
XptffTtafol

6tp^l\cTe.

KarTjyopovyrai

yhp

KoXd^eiv
rd 5^

uaXXoi'

cXvat KaTijyopovfifda'

cum
Cf. Tert. Ap, 3,
perperam Chrestianus pronuntiatur a vobis
(nam nee nominis certa est notitia penes vos) de
uavitate et benignitate compositum est.'
Xpv<rrbv fufffurdai ov ^/Katof.

'

et

—

LtTKRATlTRB. R. A. LipsiuB, tjber den Urspruna und ditfsUn
tie^rauch de^ Chrixiennaintmg, lb73 Zeller, Bwl. W&rterbxich
f.r. 'Christ'; Lit;htfoot, Ai>ost. Fathers, 1889, It^natius. i. pp.
41S-419; Keira, Atig dfm Crchritt. Essjiy vi., t ragmente ant
;

dtr mm. Verfolguiuj, § I, Das neroni.sche Verbrechen und der
Chribttruiame' C. V. Arnold, Neron. ChrutfiiverJUij. Ivanisay,
Church in homan Empire (jiastim).
S. C. (jAYFORD.
'

;

;

CHRISTOLOGY. — The

purpose of this article
reproduce the conception of Himself and of
His relation to God left bj' Christ in the minds
of His earliest followers; and then to estimate the

is to

i/Hith and worth of this conception.
For this
inquiry, we fortunately have, in the NT, abundant materials.
there find various, and in
great part independent, witnesses speaking to us
from the first und second generations of the followers of Christ, and comprising some who stood
in close relation to Him.
L 1. The undisputed and well-attested genuine

We

ness of some of the Epistles of St. Paul, and the
probable genuineness of tlie others, make these the
best starting-point for our inquiry.
For in them
we have a secure platform on which we may stand
firmly, and from wliich we can survey the entire
evidence.
shall then consider the Synoptic
Gospels and the writings attributed to the Apostle

We

John.

Throughout his Epistles we notice the profound
reverence with which St. Paul bows before Christ as
in the presence of One incomparably greater than
himself or the greatest of men. There is no comparison of Christ with other men, and no trace of
familiarity, or of that sense of equality, which no
differences of rank or ability can altonether efface.
But there is evennvhere a recognition of the
honour of being a servant, or indeed a slave, of so
glorious a Master.
St. Paul speaks of Christ, e.g. in Ro 1* 5'",
1 Co P, Gal 4', as the Son of God, using this term
as a title of honour distinguishin" Him even from
In Ro 8^, and again
the adopted sons of God.
in v.*^, he calls Him God's own Son whom He sent
into the world and gave up on behalf of us all.
This last passage suggests a comjjarison with a
human father who gives up to peril or death his
own son to save others who are not his sons. And
this comparison dominates the whole teaching
of St. Paul and of the NT about the death of
Christ.
It implies that Christ is the Son of God
in a sense not shared by other men. Now the word
son suggests derivation of one person from another.
And the term Son of God given to Christ as a
mark of honour, distinguishing Him from all others,
suggests irresistibly that He is derived from the
Father, but in a manner differing in kind from
that by which we sprang from the Creator's
hands.
In Ro 3" St. Paul teaches that God gave up
Christ to die in order to harmonise with His own
justice the justification of those who believe in
Christ.
This implies, not only that among a race
of sinners Christ is sinless, but that in moral
worth He is equal to the whole race for which He
died.
In Ro 5>»-'» Christ is contrasted with
Adam as the second and greater Head of the race.
This gives to Him a unique superiority to all the
generations of men.
In Ro 2^* we read that 'God will judge the
and in
secret things of men through Jesus Christ
2 Co 5'° St. Paul writes that himself and all others
'must needs appear before the judgment-seat of
Christ.' Similar teaching is attributed to St. Paul
In 1 Th 4"
in an address recorded in Ac 17".
we read that at the voice of Christ the dead will
rise
and in Ph 3" that by His mighty power
He will transform the lowly bodies of His servants
into the likeness of His own "lorious body.
In Col 1'*, a document w-liich we may accept
with complete confidence as written by St. Paul, we
read that in Christ, and through His agency, and
for Him, all things, even the successive ranks of
angels, were created that He is earlier than all
things and that in Him all things have their unity,
or 'stand together.'
All this proves decisively that, in the eyes of the
pupil of Gamaliel, the Carpenter of Nazareth stood
inhnitely above men and angels, in a position of
unique aignity and unique nearness to (iJod. This
must be accepted as well-attested historical fact.
2.
turn now to anotlier grouji of documents
dilFering widely from the Epistles of St. Paul, the
These were accepted without
Synoptic Gospels.
a shadow of doubt in the latter part of the 2nd
cent, all round the Mediterranean as written by
tlie Apostle Matthew, and by Mark and Luke,
friends of apostles.
The First Gospel, as the
flirt liHst removed from the theological standpoint
'

;

;

;

We

;

CHEISTOLOGT
of St. Paal,
before as.

U
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specUJly valuable in the Inquiry

Throughout the Synoptic Gospels we find Christ
making for Himself claims corresponding to the
homage constantly paid to Him in the Epistles of
St. Paul. In Mt 5" the young Teacher from Nazareth announces that He has come, not to annul
the law and the prophets, but to complete and
fulfil.
In ch. 11" He asserts that He alone and
those taught by Him know God. He calls to Himself all the weary and heavy-laden, and promises
to give them rest by laying upon them His yoke.
Yet He speaks of Himself as meek and lowly of
heart. And no one resents these strange assertions
as involving undue assumption.
As in the Epistles of St. Paul, so in the Synoptic
Gospels, Christ is called, in a special sense, the Son
of God. This title is given to Him by a voice from
heaven at His baptism, in Mt 3",
1", Lk 3»';
and His claim to it is the question at issue in His
temptation. The same august title is, as narrated in
Mt 16", given to Him by St. Peter, and is accepted
by Christ at an important turning-point of His
teaching.
Its meaning is expounded by Christ in
the Parable of the Vineyard in Mt 21"", Mlc
12'-*, Lk 20»-"'
where, after the ill-treatment of
hie servants, the master sends his son, thinking
that, whatever the vinedressers have done to them,
they will reverence him. Christ here claims to be
as mucli above the prophets of the Old Covenant,
above Moses and Isaiah and John the Baptist, as
the master's son is above the highest of his servants.
The same contrast is found in He S'-',
where Moses is called a faithful servant in the
household, and Christ a Son over the household.
That this comparison is found in these four documents, one of them so different from the others,
reveals its firm place in the thoucht of the apostolic Church.
It implies clearly that, to the
writer's thought, Christ s relation to God, in virtue
of His derivation from Him, differs in kind from
that of even the greatest of men.
As recognised oy St. Paul, but more conspicuously, Christ claims in Mt 7"*- 13"'- 16" 25»'-", and
in the parallel passages, that in the great day He

Mk

;

will sit

men

upon a throne and pronounce judgment on

while the angels do His blading as His
This teachmg raises Christ as much
above the rest of mankind as the judge who sits in
dignity on the bench is above the criminal who
stands at the bar.
3. Another marked type of NT teaching is found
in the Fourth Gospel, which a unanimous tradition, reaching back to the 2nd cent., and supported
by powerful internal evidence, attributes to the
beloved Apostle John. In it we have teaching of
Christ given, apparently, not as in the Synoptic
Gospels to the many, but to a favoured few, and
of the utmost value.
Christ is here represented as making for Himself claims practically the same as those recorded
in the Synoptic Gospels.
In Jn ?"• ** He bids all
the thirsty to come to Him and drink and declares that they who believe in Him shall themselves become fountains of living water.
He calls
Himself in 8" 9» the light of the world
and in
n
ion.
t),g jrood Shepherd
of the one floci<.'
In
10" He asserts, 'I and the Father are one.' In
11" He calls Himself 'the Resurrection and the
Life ; and in 14" claims to he the only way through
which men can come to God.
In close harmony with the Epistles of St. Paul
and the .SjTioptic Gospels, Christ speaks of Himself
in Jn 5»» 9»» \\* as the Son of God. The same title
Is in ch. !"• " given to Him by the Baptist and by
Nathanael. In ch. 3"' " Christ claims to be the
oniybegotten Son.
The same tens is found in
".
1 Jn 4*, and a similar one in Jn !"•
all

;

servants.

;

'

•

'

'

'

'

:
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In Jn 5" Christ asserts that 'the Father ha«
given all the judgment to the Son, in order that
all men may honour the Son according as they
honour the Father ; and that an hour cometh
when all that are in the graves will hear his voice
and will go forth, they who have done the good
things to a resurrection of life, and they who have
done the bad things to a resurrection of judgment.'
In Jn IC 5'" the enemies of Christ assert that
by speaking of God as His 'own Father,' Christ
was making Himself God, or equal to God. This
equality is involved in 5" ' whatever things he
does, these also the Son does in like manner ; in
14* he that hath seen me hath seen the Father,'
and in ch. 16" all things, so many as the F'ather
hath, are mine.'
In close harmony with Col 1", we read in Jn 1'
' all
things througn his agency came into being,
and apart from him came into being nothing whicli
hath come into being.' This careful repetition of
a word denoting to begin to be is a marked contrast
in the beginning was tlie Word.'
to v.'
So v."
the world through his agency came into being.'
In Jn 20*, in view of the pierced hands and side
of the Risen One, Thomas accosts Him as
my
Lord and my God.'
This supreme honour Christ
accepts.
It is given to Him, in express words, by
the evangelist in Jn 1', where we road ' the Word
was God.' The assertion immediately following,
that through His agency all things were made,
compels us to accept this term as involving the
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

infinite attributes of deity.

Similar honour is paid to Christ in the Book of
Revelation.
In Rev 5° we see Him in the midst
of the throne as a slain lamb, an object of worship
and lofty praise to those nearest tlie throne, and
to every creature in heaven and earth and sea.
Yet the interpreter angel twice (19'" 22') refuses
worship from John, saying, ' worship God.'
It is now evident that throughout the various
ii.
documents and types of thought contained in
we have one harmonious picture of the dignity of
Christ.
In the Epistles of St. Paul we noticed the
profound reverence with which he bowed before
Christ as in the presence of One far greater than
himself or the greatest of men, and we found a
complete counterpart to this reverence in the lofty
claims which in each of the four Gospels He is
recorded to have made for Himself. In all these
documents the title Son of God is claimed by
Christ, or is given to Him, as a title of unique
dignity, and as noting a unique relation to God.
The meaning of this title is determined by the
Parable of the Vineyard recorded in each of the
Synoptic Gospels, by the term only-begotten Son
in the Fourth Gosiiel and in the Ist Ep. of St.
John, by St. Paul's appeal to the love of God
manifested in the gift or His own Son to save men,
and by the contrast in the Epistle to the Hebrews
between Moses, a faithful servant, and Christ the
Son of God. This agreement, in writers so various,
leaves no room to doubt that, as matter of historical
fact, this title, and in this sense, was actually
given to Christ by His earliest followers. It is
equally clear that they looked uimn Him as the
designated Judge of the world. We have also seen
that the two greatest writers of NT looked upon
Christ as earlier than the universe, and as the
Agent through whom it was created.
One writer
g'ves to Hiiu the supreme title God, and records
accej>tance
of the same,
is own earlier
iii. In this hannoniims account, by various writers,
of the dignity of Christ we notice marks of development. In the Synoptic' Gospels we find it in ita
most rudimentary form in the Epistles of St. Paul
in the Fourth Gospel
it is more fully developed
Even within the
the devclotpinent is complete.
writings ot St. Paul, and again within the Fourth

NT

;

;
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Gospel, we notice development.
In 1 Co 8' we
leaJ of one Lord, throuj;h wliom are all things ;
and in Col l"* ", written in the mature thought of
St. Paul's first imprisonment, we read that the
Soa existed before all creatures, and that through
His agency even the successive ranks of angels
were created, a thought much in advance of anything in his earlier Epistles.
Very much in
advance of Christ's teaching about Himself before
His death, are the exclamation of Thomas, and
the assertion of the evangelist that the Word was
God.'
It is worthy of note that this development
proceeds alwaj's on the same lines, that whatever
we read about Christ in the Epistles of St. Paul,
and indeed in the Fourth Gospel, is either a
necessary inference from the teaching of Christ
about Himself in the First Gospel, or is needful in
order to give to that teaching unity and intelliBetween the accounts of the dignity of
gibility.
there
Christ given by the different writers of
They differ only in their
is no contradiction.
Indeed
degree of definiteness and completeness.
there is much greater difference between Mt 19"
'

'

—

'

NT

and 28" and between Jn

1' and 14® than between
the teaching of the First Gospel, taken as a whole,
and that of the Fourth.
Possibly, the more fully developed teaching of the
Epistles of St. Paul and of the Fourth Gospel about
the Son of God may, in its literary form, have
been influenced by Gentile modes of thought and
expression. Certainly, St. Paul's modes of thought
and expression were moulded by his Gentile surroundings. But the complete harmony of all NT
writers about the Son of God, and the infinite gulf
which separates their teaching from all other earlier
or contemporary teaching, leave no room for substantial contributions from sources external to
Israel.
Contemporary Greek or Oriental thought
does little or nothing to elucidate the teaching of
NT about the Son of God.
iv. The teaching adduced and expounded above
involves a new and definite conception of God. For
the assertions of Christ in the NT are equivalent
to a claim to share with the Father the infinite
attributes of deity and the contrast between Him
who was with God in the beginning and the
universe which sprang into being by His agency,
suggests irresistioly that, whereas even the bright
ones of heaven began to be, He exists, as a person
distinct from the Father, from eternity.
Faint indications in the OT of a plurality of
persons in the Godhead have been pointed out.
But they are dim and uncertain. The definite and
complex and yet harmonious conception of God,
which underlies the teaching about Christ of the
various writers of NT, is altogether different
from every conception of God set forth in the
entire literature of the world, except so far as
later literature has been moulded by Christian
teaching. It is a matter of simple historical fact
tliat the NT embodies a complete revolution in
man's thought about God.
This new and complex metaphysical conception
of God has survived to our day, and has been in all
ages the deep conviction of an immense majority
of the followers of Christ, and esp. of nearly all
tliose who have done most to spread His name and
influence.
hear much about theological
differences
between contending Churches and
schools of Christian thought,
i ar more wonderful than these ditlerences is the agreement of the
mass of the servants of Christ about the dignity
of their Master, and about His relation to God.
Of this agreement, the various Creeds and
Confessions of the various Churches are decisive
The so-called Nicene Creed is accepted by
proof.
both Greek and Komac Churches, and even by the
;

We

Armenian Church, which

rejected the subsequent
Definition of Chalcedon.
Even this wide agreement is not the whole. While rejecting much of
the teaching of the Church of Rome, the German
and Swiss and Eng. Reformers clung tenaciously
to the doctrine of the Son of God embodied in the
Nicene Creed. It is to-day the deep conviction of

both Anglicans and Nonconformists in England
and of the various Churches in America. In other
words, the remarkable agreement of the various
writers of NT about the dignity of Christ finds a
complete counterpart in the wonderful agreement
of an immense majority of His followers in all
ages and nations.
V. Of these well-attested historical facts, only
three explanations are possible.
It may be suggested that Christ was Himself in
error.
If so, the greatest religious teacher the
world ever knew, the author of a religious impulse

which has changed and raised human thought and
life, was in deep error touching the nature of God
and touching His own relation to God and His
error has been shared by nearly all those who have
done most for the reli.irious life of men. If this be
so, the Light of the World was, and they to whom
He has been the Light of Life are, in deep darkness.
So absurd a suggestion is not worthy of a
moment's consideration.
The only remaining alternative is either that
;

Christ is in very truth what the various writers of
NT represent Him as claiming to be, and being,
or that His immediate followers, those who gained
for Him the homage of succeeding ages, and
through whom He became the Saviour of the
world, misunderstood altogether the teaching of
their Master about Himself and about God, and
made for Him, and represented Him as making
for Himself, claims which He would have rejected
This hypothesis
with horror as blasphemous.
requires us to believe that the various and very
different writers of NT, including a friend and
colleague of the murderers of Christ, fell into the
same error, and adoi)ted the same complicated
metapliysical conception of God therein involved.
Nay, more. It requires us to believe that this
error survived the theological conflicts of later
days, and is now the deep and cherished, but mistaken, conviction of nearly all those who have done
most to spread the name of Christ and the blessings of Christianity. This is the easiest alternative
open to those who reject the harmonious teaching
of the
about Christ and the historic faith of
the Church of Clirist.

NT

vi. One more difficulty remains. Not a few intelligent and educated men wlio jmy homage to Christ
as the greatest of men refuse to accept as correct
the portrait of Him given in NT. If this portrait
be incorrect, these men have detected an ancient
and serious error, and have restored to the civilised
world the true conception of God. We expect to
see in them as a fruit of their important discovery
some moral and spiritual superiority to those who
are still held fast by the great delusion. We look
in vain.
They who deny the divinity of Christ
have done very little to carry the gospel to the
heathen, to rescue the perishing at home, or to help
forward the spiritual life of men.
On the other liand, if the confident belief of the
apostles and of the mass of Christians in all ages
be correct, the facts of modern Christendom are
explained. If Christ be the only-begotten Son of
God, His birth was by far the greatest event in the
history of our race, and Himself iniinitely greater
than the greatest of men. We wonder not that
His advent was a new era in human thought and
in history, and that the Christian nations enjoy
to-day a position of unique superiority to all others.
The precise relation of the Son to the Fathei
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II.

belongs to the domain of systematic doctrinal
theologyThe various yet harmonious teachiii"
of NT implies that the Son is, in a real and
glorious sense, equal to, yet personally ilistinct
ftom, siiUmlinate to, and one with, the Father.
But this mysterious subject lies beyond the scope

does not explain the present tense of the participle.
The En", name Chronicles is a fairly good translation of the Heb. name.
It can be traced back to
Jerome (Prologus Galeat.
introduction prefixed
to his trans, of S and K)
'Septimus [liber] Dabre
Ajamim (d-d-.t nan), id est verba dierum, quod

of this article.

signiticantius XponKiK totius divinaj historiae possumus appellare. Qui liber apud nos llafiaKetToiUyuii
primus et secimdus inscribitur' (Migne, Hicron.,
ed. Vallarsi, ix. 554).

has been sufficient for our purpose to show
that the various ami very different writers of NT
give one harmonious account of the diuiiity of
Christ and of His relation to God, that tliis conception has been in all ages the deep conviction of
the mass of His followers, and that this remarkable
unanimity, ancient and modem, can be explained
only by trie truth of the conviction bo widespread
It

and so lirm.
This important result of our examination of
documentary evidence receives wonderful confirmation from the direct inward moral and
spiritual eflfects of the doctrine expounded above.
In all ages the vision of the Son of God, divine yet
human, lias been a powerful stimulus to every kind
of excellence, an encouragement in conflict, a joy
in sorrow, and the Light of Life under the shadow
of death.
Tlie moral helpfulness of this vision is
a sure witness that the vision itself is an appreobjective
hension of
reality.
J. AuAK Bekt.
in Canon.—
given, in the English liible,

CHRONICLES, I. and II.— Position
The name Chrunicta

is

two books written in historical form, which
immediately follow 1 and 2 Kings. In the LXX
This arrangement is
their position is the same.
due to similarity of contents. Heb. MSS place them,
as one book, in the third division of OT, KCthubhim
(c';in^), the Writings (Hagiogra^ha), either at the
beginning (so in the Massoretic list-s and in Spanish
MSS) or at the end (so in the Talmud, Bain
bnlhra 13b-15, usually in German MSS, and from
to

printed HeVj. Bibles), rarely in some other
Dn and Ezr, Kennicott
30 it is not probable that .Jerome (Prul. Galeat.)
haxl MSS authority for placing it third from the
Its position,
end, followed by Ezr and Est).
whether prelixea or affixed to the other Hagiographa, is probably due to the late date at which
Exactly
canonical authority was ascribed to it.
when this occurred we cannot say. The historian
the.se in

position \t.g. third, after
;

(c B.C. 150) seems to have known, not
merely the Heb. text, but the LXX translation
of Cli, so that it appears to have been reckoned in
the Canon not much after B.C. 200, at latest (Euseb.
Pr(rp. Evnng. ix. 33, 34, cf. 2 Ch 2--'i> Freudenthal,
Alex. Polyhixtor, 108, 119, cited by Schurer, HJP

Eupolemus

;

II.

iii.

pp. 162, 204).

is evident that the two Books of Ch
are really one. The narrative is continuous, and
the division due only to convenience, like the
modem division of a book into volumes. Like the
division of S and K, it was made in Alexandria
prior to our oldest MSS of LX.X, passed through
the LXX into the Vulg. and the modern versions,
including the Eng., appeared in Heb. in the printed
text of the Bomberg Bible (1521), and is now
customary in printed Heb. Bibles. The Books of
Ezr and Neli form a continuation of the same
work, by the same hand, and might with propriety be entitled 3 Chronicles, or included under
the one name of Chronicles (see EZRA AND

Unity.— It

Neiikmiah).
Na.me. The name of Chronicles in Hebrew is
Dihk^rf ITayt/fimSm (c'T.'C '';i), a |ihr.a.se occurring
frequently in K and Ch with the meaning onnci/,*,
or rerorih of such and such a king (lit. the arts of

—

r/ay.i of, etc.).
The LXX (followed by the
Vulg.) adopted the name T4 Uapa\enrineva, of
usual inter^iretation is of
the
doubtful meaning
things passed over, by Sam. and Kings, but this
t/ie

;

,

CHRONICLES,

IL

;

:

Contents.—The
from

Adam

period embraced in Ch extends
to the Restoration of the Jews under

Cyrus.
(1) 1 Ch 1-9 contain chiefly genealogies (beginning 'Adam, Seth, Enosh '), coming down through
Noah's sons, and then particularly through the

Shem to Esau and Israel and their sons,
with their descendants.
The last twelve w. of
ch. 1 contain a list of Edomitish kings and chiefs.
In the various genealogies many problems arise,
due in part to defective text, in part to lack of
completeness in the tables, in part to a confusion
between names of persons and names of places and
Brief narratives, from various periods,
peoi>le3.
are interspersed among the genealogies (e.g. 2^
4». 10. «^« 5^. 10. 18-ffl. as. .8).
The last genealogy in this
collection, 9*"" (repeated, with some dilterences,
from 8^"*), makes a kind of transition to the
line of

following section.
(2) a. 1 Ch 10-29 are concerned with David's
reign, the introduction being the last battle and
the death of Saul (ch. 10), and the conclu.sion the
accession of Solomon (23' 28»"- 29--''-). b. 2 Ch 1-9
are devoted to Solomon's reign,
c. 2 Ch 10-36
contain the history of the kingdom of Judah down
to the fall of Jerus., with the division of the
kingiioiiis as preface, and the Uestoration-edict of
Cyrus as ap|ieiidix, or, more exactly, as introduction to the history of the Kestoration and the
early Jewish community given in Ezr-Neh.
(On
the parallels, see below.)
Style. The style of Ch is strongly marked.
The genealogical lists, the religious interests, and
the edifying tendency of the author (see below) of
themselves impart a certain tone to it thus there
is often comparative brevity and lack of precision
in describing external affairs,
even such important
ones as the temple-building, Sennacherib's invasion,
and the fall of Jerus., ^while pedi-jrees, speeches,
and matters relating to ritual are given at length.
Other essential features of it area peculiar vocabulary, peculiar syntactical habits, and noteworthy
idiosyncrasies in pliraseology (see esp. Driver, LOT
50211., and C. C. Torrey, Ezra-Nehemiah).
The following words and phrases occur (in Heb.)
only in Ch (incl. Ezr-Neh), and in writings certainly
still later (Est, Dn, Ec, I's-titles)* :—
1. S;t< howbeit, but, t 2 Ch 1* 19" 33", Ezr 10";

—

;

—

also
2.

Est

Dn

10'- ".

m:K letter,
9=«'^.

t

2 Ch

30>-

«,

Neh 2'-

»•

»

6»

"

'»

;

also

T 2 Ch 2' (Heb. v.'), cf. Aram.
the more common Heb. \~p,tf is
most frequently late, and occurs in 2 Ch 2" 3'*.
4. nis^(< laruis, as a designation of the territory
this territory is certainly
of Israel, T 2 Ch 15°
included (if not solely designated) in Ezr 3' (text
dub.) 9'"-", Neh 10-^(Heb. v.'*')
even Ski?" nimK
1 Ch 13^; nnm; n'lriK 2 Ch 11^; Sxi.if -.z^ xei ms^ttn-S;
2 Ch 34''. (The pi. form niinK is chiefly late in' all

p.nx purple,
t(;\ptf t)n 5'- '' -';
3.

—

;

;

senses.)

p

bijssus, T 1 Ch 4" 15" (but emend after
5. pa,
2 S C"), 2 th 2" (Hell. v.'») 3" 5" also Est 1« it
Ezk 27" but del. (5 Cornill.
occurs also

MT

;

;

am

• In this ftrt. the ttitrn
t IndicaU-a Ihftt alt the pasjyipes
cited in wliich a, pnrlicular word or plinuo occurH. 43 = Or.
version o( hXX.
(BLBLucian'8 reconuion. ffi = Svr. viTnion
(I'tshUta).
U = Vulgat«.
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I.

II
:

Ch 14" 25»

2

n,3 ,noU, T

;

T

^^39

nWp.
X

\

p1.

7«--

^".«l:ilei
^40.

TnZln^^ n";

i' o b^n 10"

-4"
CWS E^
^fr-; k''2^\2
J.-.
Ch 23»,
2 Ch 7 »
^^n abs.,
t Ezr 3",
23" aO" 3P, Neh 12«.

14.

reyect, t 1

Hiph.

Ch

2

28»,

Ch

,

11

^9

fie

also Dn U.
P^eM 2 Ch 12;26..;
»

Ch

«oA;, T

2

IB'',

^°2

^eh

f

18 ,
r 18^*,
occurs
scurs T
t rr

3.

21"^
tih si--;.
a <^n
2

n,V.i^on

3ia.a.u.u.i7 354.10,

Neh

>»>-.

,

2

,..2,«l/7r.^,.t%?^-"^2W2^ 3r---'»!

2

hand,
15"

1

Ch 9"

IV i'

«

II: 6T: fs:

^.

lo M-

^64.

t.

•/

K

i

oq^-

K-^^nV

Is' 56.
70. 75

T 1
(cf.

Ch

je

'.^(^rS'^rft

1

inj

)

Ch 22.O2 Ci

Ch

that

Dn

10".

I

1

un

—

14a 22» 23"
-" 29»- »,
i*

,,
^
9f;h li'l6" 17"20"26"34*.
,„„
power, be ahU T sq.
35 ni .sv cLiro/ ( = possess)
sq-^.sutet 2 CH
2«
v.^h
(Heb.
2 Ch
) inf. 1 Ch 29'S
also abs. Dn 10"
22»
abs. 2 Ch 13»
f'f^^l
able,
T 2 Ch
11«
alone = Aa«e power, be
;

I^n

;

r,^")

14'», sq.

„ p.,

gia.

\

^-i

inf. 20»'.

u 29^, Ezr

37. -•=> /u!-!7oa(. T

»

» (Aram.

Ts;^).

15,,^,..

Neh 12^.
Ch 29", Ezr 8»

a 16»«

3'»,

2

;

,

_
,

,

also

Ezk

also

;

44-«,

Ch

29^

;

.

also

Nu

1

a

worship

also Lv 5»
also u./n).
;

'

t.

'also

<r(W;)aj«, 1

loiofii"." .^s'K.^ 29« 30' 36'^

iisoEzk

»

or H),

35i\zr y=" Ne&7«! Ezr ^.
8«-»»" 9".
Est 1== 3'^' » 4"
Syo commt«

9=-

Dn ^.- (..
°
Oh 1 o
„
Gn 5.,^t. Gn E^,N-^,(aU P).
P

5' (/ll

(lenerations,

l> + 6

,

according to the guidance of,
also
2 Ch 23" 26» 29", Ezr 3">;

=

20»'; alsl H^u 4.«

15.

,

Ezk

,

Ch

Ezk

13»,

5

J-

Ezr 10='»,

Ezk, Lv

,

„^

Dn

HJ ,
i,j„

Neh

10='.

2
-

Ch
^"

1« 1.3_"

;

Lv Nu, Dt^
S-'+IVi-

^^^^^^^3c!^^^v"^^i^;^|f^i'5
Job
Nu, Jos (a P), Dn
9',

Ezk. Lv 5" +

21"

(esp.

16

27"

11 t. Lv,
frequent as cogn. ace. with ^i^

.

Ch b"i also e-zk
Dix iJEJ coll. = pereoTW, T 1
31«i-« « (P) ; in Gn 9» (P) 07?? da^h/e oj

Nu

Ch 12"
Niph. be expressed by name, T 1
«oNu
a
28''»31'»,
Ezr
1^'JP^
(Baer^ne"'' 2Ch
Ezr 2^
earlier c>plCh iO- 21

""17'

25'',

Dn 9

Lv

s'f ri:^
cI; 28''''o''^ch''.^^' 9"'
25'? +30 t. Ei, Lv

ni-iyw

13.

Un

^

Neh 12«

•'^[/'^f"Hithp.=ffn'e thanks, in
o Ch 30= = ™n/m, E..r 10', Neh 1»
T

Io-26«,

.=« *<-nrf °« ^^,f "^^^^^
''33."'(D^=y, TDV. nny) ^^9«-^2
JMeti
2 C^ 30 34 3o
etc.,
i„<,. .-.e. in his place,
noy Neh 9-,
8>« 10"; with o^p for
13'': also

Neh 8'.
= exceedingly,

Jl

11

ritual

EzVl'^NehW

rh-;zS

30",

:

19^' 20- 25'» 30. 31' 33« 35».
^^.^'t'ch's'tt-^
12" 13» (of. 10") ; also Dn

34.

Ch

11 i-Sy, n-h)i
1 Cli dsi-"^"*-*,

pMge

11".

2

"S"-*

'''

T 1
'"•"o^ n>J^Jversj>read, overlay,
"*'.
1010. ii.'i2. 14. 16. 16 22-», Lv 14^-

^%l^",i:Tppoint^i^tituU^,^^^^^^^^

without vb.

Ch

29", 2

„

also infr.).

Ze'f

^g.
58. 59. 60. 61. 62.
so. 8I. 84. 85.

<|'^"-

Ch

96'
9b

'
k f-^Jo^,
'tZ "V
E^k 3k Ex

l^-^'lf Yi

= ffi«f

1

Aram.
T 1

57".

(v.

] 1

ifia.- P«
PK
Ks
Ch 16^-

,

?).

12»

prob.

JJ.

DT

;

37=', Mai
Job o--,
^'^r," 'pX jS
13-Tllfo-l^r%
139»;
also KzU 39", Jou
4d
make or pronounoe c7e«>t, ceremonially, |fk

'

i?-

1

11'^ 31'»

"V^l^i^S);'1'ck^--^^-^Neh
3»; and esg.

Ezr''2»t

NH, Aram

(cf.

in titles Of Pss 4 5^6.

^s..; ,1

Ch

= (7rea< number,

also Jer 49»=

>

f

""t 'IXtl^^^'rightCh

[iDn

6.

Dn

T

2

13=

fi

5

^^"'
1*-'
.
7 .7^.
t 9 Ph ii»"-"; also
24. J75 knowledge, \ 4. ,n"o
10- .
Ec
thought),
and ( ='mind,
t 2_Ch
2 Ch
(for earlier c °M. T
25 DV5 cv = daj/ by day
24' . di 5 ci n.,,
302' Ezr' 3*. Neh 8'* ; or:> av) 2 Ch
°^-?
?;• "^^.E^cji
Ci. 1"- r 0^-? oV ..15 2 Ch 8" ;

"^S' T,tfo1istool,

chjp com,non-land,

Ps

,

^^^

t

Ch

99» 110' 132'.
, t
Blip n-nn holy adornment, T
2 Ch 20=' ; iiso Ps 29= (post-exil.

Ch 5"8'^» 23«
. „ pu oom 3528
Ch 32" 35

(°f °'«°^' T

1,'^^Wntierf.

Ezk

^^^.VSir?^Ch28';aIsoIs66^La2^

2

U*".

•n90=p»oi" <^<^

and

'se^'falso Is 53». Ps 88'.
37", La 3" Est 2'^

Ch

.

co„„^^^^^^^^

re!rs^«.'??y:.?.^li28>-

II:

a city and a

Ch 5" 6» Heb. v.«) + 40 1.
also Ezk 45- 48'» " and
^^'^5^^ }l 'J Jos 14= 21"- + 55 (or 59, if w.**- " belong

16'» (usually rhr}).

Ch

'^n-N^^ph^'A

(in different senses)
1

23.

of porter of

"

7'"-

^

^'l8^.*^., = royal
19. nnn;03/, t 1

22.
22

a

;

The following exilic and post-exilic
cliaractenstio
phrases are, in the meanings given,
excli^ively so :of Chronicles, although not

•

Dy=A«W

20. B>o

Ca 5").

1«.

words and

,,

Al cZe

gq.

vf, T Est

palace.)

Ch 26 .
out, appear, of leprosy^. T 2
15.
jotnts,
binders,
B^-en?
16.
l},^,^Y\9ChlS^-»„, ^g9
17. pio Uitnp. sq. jw
-s ».>a lo . «"
strongly with, 1 Ch 11 .
nji

.

1

K

Driver-and 2

T 1

:

Ch 29^ (cf

1

;

Ch 9" + 19 t. Ch ^r 2-" =
t
w ord
Neh 7«- " Ezr 7' lO*", Neh 7' + 7 t. Neh. (The
ny.'^, see
^curs elsewhere only 2 S 18»-but rd.

sacred fiictfon,

. ^^V-"^"n ;^ShT6"^»«%^'45»t»'-'2^^^^^^^

Neh 5"

^-f alabaster, \

g^'

'»>

of temple, etc.,
41. D-iylB» porters, gate-men,

Aram..

(cf

+ U t. Ch Ezr
eV7'*1C^. Neh 7>+'l2 t.

(HpI. V

fi33

-li? 1»

nW9.

and (Ezr 2» = Neh 7")

D-.n>B'o,
1

and Pip

a'rh^n 'iSI 8'gri*' 24»,

Ch IS^Vso

1

/

1^:

—

D-jqSri "!*
38 -S?. -I? of priests and Le%ntes
8«-^« (+n-i)ni) 10» on^rr^ t 1 Ch
2 Ch 3G'«; Ezr
35»; cf. ^? of chief musician,
15'a 'Vn
-n? v.'«, 2 Ch

4*
28". Ezr 9', Neh
Q- - '
'3»)'= alsJ Dn 11- ». Est
(Heb.
,
(m), T.l Ch ^^ :% ,^''
7 na skilled, skilled
meanings are chiefly late).
kindred
34"
(other
2 Ch

~6

3BJ

18.

n5y = me(for
7", Neh 8» ; also

= Neh

f

Dn

8=-

="•

,

•"'

10

U

—

— —

CUK0^1CLKS,
•.1J.31

£zk

]oi^

414^

ggt,

a2sD

1.

CHKU.MCLES,

II.

transition to this usage

jf_

2zr: icest, t 1 Ch 7» 12" 2G"-'9-» 2 Ch 32»
also Is 43" 59'», Dn 8', Ps 75« (Heb. v.') Iu3"

19.

33"

;

107«.

109 ';•' the fear of J' came upon, | 2 Ch
14" (Heb. v.") 17'° 19' 20* (D-nSx 109 ; cf. |0J tit
-'?1- ^i-rnji 1 Ch 14") ; elsewhere
"Ss " iijS Ss; 1 S 11',
Job 13", and so of fear of men, or ondetined fear,
20.

£x

Sa

.Ti.T

Est 8" 9^

15'^

21.

8*

receive,

SjiJ

Pr

19^,

/ron< 0/

(cf.

nCK

22.

u.

»

Ch

f 1

Job
Aram,

12"'

21", 2

Est

h^s)

Ex

4*

Ch

9-*";

».

9».

10.

198 23' 26'^

M

151a 23».

8"

i2'2-»- " ; also
19" 21'- > (all P).

«

l'

2"

Ex

6^,

Ezr

29"-», Ezr

Vjijn

= 6«

24<-

Nu

31»

1

"

10",

2

27',

Neh

32=» 36'-

',

Ch

7'<'-"

Jos

14'

display tcickedness, do wickedly,
Neh 9" ; also Job 34", Ps 106«, Dn 9»

1210.

weapon, } 2 Ch 23"' 32», Neh 4"- » (Heb.
rv."-"); also Job 33'» 36'^ Jl 2«, cf. id.=shoot,
24. n^y

Ca

4".

beginning a speech), t 1 Ch
28^ 2 Ch 13* 15» 20*' 28" 29» ; also Gn 23« {hear ut),
TT.»-"-"-"(aUP).
25.

hear Tne

•^'Vjy

(in

following occur occasionally In pre-exilic
literature, but are especially characteristic of
Chronicles
1. •v;>k= promise or command sq. inf. 2 S 24",
2 K 8'», but esn. 1 Ch 21" 27^, 2 Ch 1"> 14» 2V
2921. J7. 10 314. n .^i^ Neh 9'" ; also Dn, Est, etc.
:

rijs<f=guUt, wrong-doing.

2.

Am

8"

(in

concrete

sense), but esp. 1 Ch 21", 2 Ch 24»» 28'»- >»• '*• ^ 32-»,
Ezr 9«- '• •» " lO"- 1* ; also Ps 69», Lv 4* 5* (P), also
(in another sense) Lv S'* (P), 22"" (H).
"• "
3. O'-S.xn n'3 hoxise of God, 1 Ch 9"+ (52 times

in Ch, Ezr, Neh) of sanctuary at Shiloh, Jg 18"'.
4. -mi = troop, of divisions of
anny, Mic 4"
(doubtful date), but esp. 1 Ch 7«, 2 Ch 25»- '» »» 26",
cf. Job 29*' (of a maraitding band it is both early
;

and

7"-'' =

greatness, 2 S
l Ch
also Ps 71=' 145 •• •, Est 1* 6' 10».
&y\ seek J" in prayer and worship.

niirn

6.
;

17"-"-",

ni.T

6.

W\

Hos

pan = multitude,

2 Ch

Am

Ch

P.

•»; adj. right (hand), 1
7" = 2 Ch 3" Iferi, 2
^'crt', 47'-', Ex 29^ + 8 t. P.
15.

Ezr

i'.

Jg 4', 1 S 14" etc. but also
20^u-";m 32'; also Ezk, Dn [v.

13» 14'»

;

also tupr. ).
8.

'ii'j

= Ae

enraged,

T

Ch

2

26"'- '»
;

30",

Id'" 28»i also (poet.) Is

Mic

(raging of sea) Jon 1".
9. 3J1J locust, grasshopper,

Nn

2 Ch

Ec

7'»,

10.

Lv

^n

named)|
3'

K

1

16.

I'O Hiph.
but esp. 1

K

6» 7»,

Ch 4"

2

K

11"

Ezk

23*».

4«

K

2"
prepare, etc. 2 S 5>-, 1
14' 28', 2 Ch 12' 17»-(-36 t. Ch.
28»
(Hithp.), but also 1 Ch
t Is
also Ezk 22^ 39", Ps 33' 147', Est
set up,

Ch

17. Dij gatlier,

Neh

•22',

4",

12**

Ec 2* *

;

3».

Niph. be hurrAle, humbled, humble oneself,
1 S 7", 1 K 21» etc., but esp. 1 Ch 2U*, 2 Ch 7"
12"' '' '' " 13" 30" 32^ 33'^ "' "^ ^ 34'-'''
36" Hiph.
humble, subdue,'\ Jg 4'», Dt 9", 2 S 8' = 1 Ch 18',
also 1 Ch 17'", 2 Ch 28'» ; also Is 25', Job 40", Ps
18. v;j

-''

;

81" 107".

T

19.

= consecrate, Jg 17»-", 1 K 13", but also
Ch 13" 16*^ 29^' also Ezk iS^ and Ex
» » 32-'», Lv 8^ le'' 21', Nu 3" (all P).

k'^q

1

Ch

1

K2»2, but esp.

29», 2
28*' 29''' »'

20. niD^i?

Neh

Dn, Ex

295.

». ». 0.

kingdom, reign, Nu 24' (JE), 1 S 20-",
•
1 Ch ll" + 27 t. Ch., Ezr 1>4'>'«
12''; Est l'-f25 t. Est, Dn l' + 15 t.

9»»

4'*,

21. zii
(in war),

;

5

t.

Ps, 3

Jer.

t.

Hithp. offer (oneself) willingly, } Jg 5'but esp. (m sacred gifts and services) 1 Ch
14. 17. w
2 Ch 17", Ezr 1» 2«<' 3», Neh 11'.

help, of divine assistance, 1 S 7", Gn 49"
esp. Ps and 1 Ch 12'* IS", 2 Ch 14"-"
(Heb. v.»») 18" 25" 26' 32».
3", but e.sp.
23. nuj) T^'V riches and honour, t 1
1 Ch 29"- s", 2 Ch 1"- " 17" 18' 32-'' ; also Pr 3" 8",
22.

'lYi

but

etc.,

K

Ec6'.

abundantly, IK 10" = 2
22 » *' » »' '*' " 29-'
4" 9''» 11'^ 14" (Heb. v.'*) 15"

24.
esp. 1
v.»)
2411.

Zee

:i-h

24.

Ch 4=« 12"
-i,

27»

29»

''

30'' "' "* 31» 32»'

Ch 1" = 9", and
2 Ch 2" Ileb

-',

(

16' 17' 18'-'

20^

Neh 9^

also

'»,

;

14'*.

1

11«^(P), Is 40",

im rage,} 2 Ch
Pr 19'", and

7»,

13" (JE), but esp.
12*.

calendar month, merely numbered (not
K 12»>-»», Jer 1* etc., esp. 1 Ch 12"
u. 14. i»_ 2 Ch 2» + 12 t. 2 Ch, Ezr

». 4. t. T. 8. «. 10. 11. 11.

+

10
oft. P,

t.

Ezr,

Hag
=

Neh 7"

!'• '»,

11. 7\m
seer,
21», and esp. 1
3318. i>

8>-

Ezk

24' 32>,

Lv

16»' +

Est o"

etc.

Mic

3' etc.,

2 S 24" = 1 Ch

25" 29^, 2

Ch 0"

12"' 10» 29»- ••

Zee

1' 7'- •,

Am 7",
Ch

",

classes of peculiarities in Ch,
of tliem synUictical ; e.g. omission of tlie
relative ; -=-n for the relative ; iiv; -lyp and other
such repetitions with ), in a distributive 8en.se
mVj^s and other temporal inf. phrases at beginning
of sentence (for older ni^j? '^i;!, etc.) ; and particu'j
c. inf. with cirlarly the use of prepositions
cumstantial force, at the end of sentences, as 1 Ch
15'" etc. ; ) c. inf. denoting purpose, etc. ; ) as the
accusative sign after a verbal suffix, e.g. 1 Ch 5'^,
and without a preceding suHix 2 Ch 26'* ; D^- -ij-iV
\DV3 T 1 Chl6''.2Ch8"31"; ]-v\ = without, e.g. ICli
22*. 2 Ch 14" ; i'^'^^without f 2 Ch 15»' >• » ; Sbl)=
wholly, namely, e.g. 1 Ch 13' etc. ; ) and (oft.) -S;^,
carrying on another preposition ('jrV. cy, etc.), or
introducing a nominativ* 1 Ch 26-'« 28'- " 29« ; tlie
curious coniliination if^, in nj'iB'Ki^i.^^ f 1 Ch 15", and

There are also

many

6*- *,

Ch 12"
Ch 16";
Ch 22", 2 Ch

'(Heb.

7.

1

Is 9'» etc., but esp. 1 Ch 28», 2
vv.»-«)15»-» 16'2 22''26'>,P8 105*= 1

D-nS!<(rr)BH-,2Ch 19'26»30'»; !r^n^v-p 1
IS" 20», Ezr 6=' ; d'.i^kS 't 2 Ch 17* 31»' 34>,

272.

»

late).

29"

14*

1

n-i;

7' 8',

The

391

Am

and

etc.,
t

26-'- -^

»'

3'^ 4"-» 8'

IL

issn vb.

.

;

Ch 7"

23. j'Jn Hiph.
2 Ch 20«i 22»,

iprout,

3,. (all p)
clarion, f

AND

denom. PI. and Hiph.
Ch 15'^, 2 Ch 5'^" 7" 13" l"J^.
Hiph. =7)rawc, of ritual worship, 2 S 22*
= P8 18»» = loS* also Is 12* 25', but esp. Ps (67 t.)
and 1 Ch 16*- '• »• "• •" 23*" 25' 29", 2 Ch 5" 7"' '
20^'» 31', Ezr 3", Neh
11" 1-2'^ *»; .Tiw = </«ini.
4«, 2 Ch 29»''»' 33"; alsi Ps, Jer,
offering.
14.

in

26" Sei^ (P).

Vk"! 0/ heads 0/ families,

P

IJM

10

also

'.

2'»'»,

8«.

T

7. 8. «.

sound a

2' 37'".

I.

;
:

:

the frequent and not«worthy ) ly
•y;^ T 2 Ch Sit"
before both verbs and nouns, e.g. 1 Ch 28'-*', 2 Ch 16"
36" ; ? of accompaniment, without a verb, 1 Ch 16'
etc. ; ? before adverbs, e.g. dkiipj 2 Ch 29" ; and
others (see esp. Driver, LOT 604-606).
;

35u_

12. pjij H\th^.= strengthen oneself, 1 8 30" ('nr.T
m.ra), 2 S 3", 1
20-^ but esp. 2 C"li 1' 12" l.*}^' 17'
21* 23' 25" 27«, 15» ( = take courage), Ezr 7" ( =gain

K

Dn 10" (id.); =put forth one's
strength, Gn 48', Nu 13» (both JE), Jg 20», 1 S 4»,
2 S 10", but also 1 Ch 19", 2 Ch 32» (v. also
tupr. ).
13. Tj^fVq clarion, as sacred instrument, t 2
12'*, but esp. (for use by priests onlv) I Ch 13'
)5ia.M.3a igii. 43 2 Ch 5" >>' '' 13'^'* 26'" 29'-'''"'*'
Ezr 3", Neh l'2»' «' also Ps 98« and'Xu 'l0» ' ••
strength); also

The peculiar and often anomalous phraseology
of Ch, which is apparent in every oliaptcr, iniiy
be further illustrated by the following specimens
chosen almost at random
because he
.
1 Ch 10" says that (Saul died .
)
:

.

did not obey .J'"8 command, and because ho made
tj—Sj
inquiry by necromancy in Heb. thus i^'ij
:

;

' •

K

'''

;

11'°

speaks of heroes

12" (Baer,

EV

T.")

whom David

liod, cpirn-rn

makes David

say, '1 will

—

«

;

AND

CHRONICLES, L

392

heartily join with you,' in Heb. thua
will

I

'

>id;^ 3^'?, lit.

cz'hs^

:

'Y'^','^'.

have a heart towari you

for

1

kings of Judah, descendants of Solomon, cf. 1 K 122 K24.
descendants of Jehoiachin, ending wiin Anani, do t

817-a4

""1 pi^'Sy D'j?b5 a'infi'} an; o'snin njyisri n'pn^,
(refined gold) for the pattern of the chariot,
(viz.) the cherubim (viz. of) gold (making them,
notice ^) to spreading out and covering over the

SI. Mt

as"

i.e.

28'»

" n:p ipij

the whole by a writing
from the hand of J" upon me hath he taught.
29** "iJi ^t<-i:?:-'?si]vhsi nav lyK CByniand the times
(i.e. e.vperiences) which have passed over him and
over Israel, etc.
2 Ch 11-* DV) jwq Ss?"'!, and he sought a crowd of
wives (but rd. perh. 'j 0.77 iKSp-i, so F. Perles. Anel. 47).
15'

'?-ji^n

'^y

(iS^i .TjiD

)n3

Ay;\

SSn,

n^g 'rh^

^Vif'}? D'?T D'P;i

tth)

and long was Israel without a true God,
and without a priest as teacher, and without
1

.Tiin,

a law.
c^iji

D55^-Dy pjninp^, to

j-firi

—

of a very late date for Ch.

appears—(a)
ing to

Nu

MT

1

Ch

S-*

(2) Specific
is

evidence

named

where Anani

accord-

in the 6th generation after Zerubbabel,
or about B.C. 350; (ffi, followed by SF, makes
Anani the 11th from Zerubbabel, or about B.C.
250-200) probably also (6) the expressions ' kingdom of Persia,' king of Persia,' 2 Ch SB-""- i"- ** 3,
if, as is likely, these expressions were used to distinguish the Persian rulers, not from the Semitic
Babylonian, but from the later Greek (note the
absence of this expression in the contemporary
references of Neh 2' 5" IS" also 11^" etc.). (3)
Further specific evidence appears in Ezr-Neh,
originally one work with Ch— (a) the terminiu
a qno is given Neh 13* the 32nd year of Artaxerxes'^B.C. 433 ; (6) Jaddua, Neh 12", is 6th high
priest after Joshua (Hag !'• " 2", Zee 3'- a- » »- » 6'')
;

;

'

Eliashib, 3rd in this

was a contemporary of

list,
13*- 2»);

Nehemiah (Neh 3'
viii. 4, names Jaddua,

Josephus,

Ant. XI.

as high priest in the time of

Alexander the Great, B.C. 333 (c) Darius in.
(Codomannus) rei^Tied B.C. 336-332, and his reign
('Darius the Persian') is mentioned Neh 12=*; (d)
on 'the Persian' (I.e.), and 'king of Persia,' Ezr
(11. 1. 3) 19 37 48. 0. ». 7. 24 614 71^
cf, 2 (6) svpra
(e) late
words and constructions, evident Aramaic intluence in the language, and extended Aramaic
;

;

passages (Ezr 4«-'» S'-e'* 7""^).
On the other
hand, if Eupolemus knew the LXX tran.sliition of
Ch (cf. Position in Canon, supr.), the ori^'inal
must have had canonical authority not much later
than B.C. 200. From all these indications it is
safe to say that Ch was not composed before B.C.
300, and may have been composed as late as B.C.
250.

_,

434-*3

,,

Reuben, Gad, and

Nu

265-

81* (Heb.
18. 20. 23,

C^J-ffl),

Nu

213 etc., and 16" etc (condensMiX
= Gn 25131>.16..
l»2.33 = Gn 20i»t*.

latsi

2511'M (condensed).
3»ii"^4J (condensed).

0n

81« = On SS^S-M (condonsedX

2" = Gn 48",
2<i', cf.

Jos

with artdiiionii from
K43I.

Gn

88

;

cL

Nn Sff*".

71, I

28 has no I.
29 12, of. Uu 419

M (to Jeue).
S l(i«-", 2 S 218 17».
descendants of Caleb, no I.

2'3-17, cf. 1
2i8-*24

225-41

Jeralimeel, no |,
^^
24»49 further sons of Caleb, no |.
2eo.» descendants of Caleb's son Uur, do
31-9 David's children = 2 S 32-' £13-16 131.

"^

I

f
|. J

Theae are
endentiv to
Urj,'e

on &>

;

Levi :— Aaron's sons,

61-37),

priesU

ft

extent

eeo^. namea.

Gd

cf.

I.

if?,

cf.

Gn

46",

Ex

8»'

of Jerus., no 1.
Levitical genealogies, no I (onlj oooft*
till fall

638-««),

Levitical cities, ct Jos

alM».

Gn 4613, Nu 2023.25.
On 4621, Nu 263»-».
713 Naphtali, cf. Gn 4621, Nu 26"- «.
714-18 Manasseh, ct. Nu 2(i2»-33.
72l'-2s Ejihraim, ct. Nu 2635.36, Jos 16.
73<"» Asher, cf. Gn 4617, Nu 26"-«.
71-» Issachar, cf.
7«-12 Benjamin, cf.

Gn

incl. Saul's

descendants, through Jonathan

)

Nu

ct.
4621,
2ti3«. 39, 1 S 14-'". 59, 2 S 29 4'' »H.
91-31 Po3t-e.\ilic families in Jerus. (some I in Ezr and

Neh),

935-M Saul's familv = 82»-« (some divergencies of detail).
101 12 Saul's last battle, and death=l 8 311U.
1013.14 Moral reflection, no I.
111-3 Darid, king at Hebron = 2 S 51-».
114-9 David captures Jerusalem = 2 S 6*-ll).
1110-17 David's heroes, cf. 2 S 238«) (additional

in Ch).
121 22 Darid's followers at Ziklag,
1223-10

David's king-makers, no

no

naine

|.

I.

131 14 Ark brought from Kiriath-Jearim-« 8 8»-U.
141. 2 Hiram and David = 2 8 611- 12.
143-' David's children in Jerusalem = 2 S 513-18.
14»i; David's conquest of Philistine8=2 S 51'2».
151-28 Ark brought to Jerusalem.
"1
/-,#
a «i«wqA
Cf. o
» 8 (^»-a)
15»

Michal's contempt.
I
Blessing of people, f
J

'^

161-6. 87-43 Sacrifices,

.
jijx
«panded),

Levitical minister of ark.

16S« PsaUn on the

168-22 = P8l0511».

(

occasion

:—

1623-33
1634. 8»

i
(

=

171. 2 David's desire to build temple
2
17S.16 Prophecy ot Nathan = 2 S "i-l'.

S

= Ps 96ii».
= Pe 1061. 4T.4».

71-».

1716-27 David's prayer and thanksgiving = 2
181-13 David's foreign conquests = 2 8 81-14.
1814-17 David's interna) rule
2 S 81»-18.

S

71*-*,

=

191 19 2013 David's
122&J1.

war with

Ammon = «

204-8 David's war with Philistin««=2
211-80 David's numbering ot people,

8 101-M ll"t

S 211»-«2.
and its penaltj ; put^

chase of Oman's threshing-floor = 2 S 241-25.
preparations tor temple-building, no I.
231 David appoints Solomon his successor, cf. 1 K 18**.
23^2734 David's elaborate Levitical and ritual arrangements, inct. music^al appointment of other othcials, no I.
281-21 291-19 Further announcement by David of plans foi
temple, and ot Solomon as his successor, no I.
2920-30 Accession of Solomon and death of David, cf. 1 K
221-19 David's

;

t Ch

13S.89 211. 12.
11-13 Solomon s

reign

;

his ncriflce at Oibeon, cf. 1

E

3*13.
114-17

Solomon's reign its splendour, etc, cf.
2-4 Building ot temple (and palace), ct 1
;

K loa*-*.
K &-7 (oon-

1

densed).
Dedication of temple,

cf. 1 K Sl-n (expandedX
Prayer ot Solomon = 1 K gusi (vv.6i-6rom. in Oh).
7111 Sacrifices, etc., cf. 1 K 86''*i (expanded).
712-22 Solomon's vision ot J", ct. 1 K 91 9.
8. 9 Further glory of Sol.'s kingdom, cf. 1 K
IW-"
(many differences ot detail); specifically ©i-i^, Queen of

61-14
61-12

V-"

Sheba = l K ini 13.
931 Death of Solomon = 1
101-19

K

K ll".
Accession ot Rehoboam, and division of kingdom
12>'».

Rehoboam's

reign,

ct. 1

Rehoboam and Shishak,

K

1221

ct. 1

«

K

1421 21

(expanded).

U-^31.

Abijah, and his war with Jeroboam,
(expanded).
14. 15 Asa, his reforms and success in war,

l*=Gn
l"=Gn

Manasseb

}

reff.).

131-23

1'-').

ia5*i =

I.

32.

530-"), chief

gid^ (Heb.
8»"i (Heb.

Ill 23
121 '«

Oh li-4=Gn 5*-22 (condensed bv omitting chronol. ootefiV
16-2J = Gn 102-*(om. Gii
KP
l»42! = 0n liioai (condensed by omitting chronoL not«*).

no

Ex 8", Nu W*- U.

4810,

8.

8*" (Heb.
sional

Gn

cilies = Jos 192-8.
descendants, and narrative about them, DO

428.33

1

Parallels.

cf.

420-^ Simeon's descendants,

61 26

UO,

On.

2819-21),

4W Simeon's descendants,

'

1

112 from Jehoiucliiu to ZerublMbel).
Jiidab's descendants. Little I (oa v.i cf.

gl-w Benjamin,

show himself strong
in helping those whose heart is perfect toward
him (^5'(! omitted before D33S).
21'" D:;»i c'p;^
nxs nyji D'9;p o'p;^ 'n^ i.e. and it
came to pass after some days, even about the time
of the outgoing of the end of two years.
Date. (1) The peculiarities of language already
noted give an overwhelming presumption in favour
16' vSn

IL

Oh 8ii>-'8

uniteJness.'

ark, etc,

AND

CHRONICLES, L

II.

cf.

1

K

161-8

cf. 1 E 15^24
(ejqianded).
16 Asa's apostasy, no I.
17 Jehoshapiiat, bis reforms and mi^ht, of. 1 K 2241-48
(expanded).
18 Jehoshaphat's alliance with Ahab= 1 K 22i-'»- ">.
19 Prophet's rebuke for this alliance, no I.
201 34 Jehoshaphat's success against Moab, Amnon, and
Edoni, no I (takes the place of 2 K 3i"^).
2035 S7 Jehosbaphat and ships of Tarshish. cf. 1 R 224»- 49.
21 Jehoram's wicked reign, and disaster, cf. 2 K 818-24
(ex|»anded).
221 9 Ahaziab's wicked reign, and disaster, cf. 2 K 82»«9
921 ».
2210 12 Athaliah's wicked reign, cf. 2 K 111*.
23121 Athaliah's overthrow by Jeboiada, cf. 2 K 11*^21

(expanded).

I

CHRONICLES,
SCh

AND

I.

K 12m

"

K

"

M

panded).

Hm ^ llezFklah's passover, no I.
81' 2' llezekiah'8 reforms, cont., no I.
82' 21 Seiiuacherib'a invasion, cf. 2 E

18'**' ISl-" (oondenswl).
201"
(condenaedX
«2« Ilezekiah"8 sickness, cf. 2 K
822S. 2S.:i3 Hezekiah's pride ; houunre from otben ; death,
cf. 2 K 2Ct''^ ^ (modilied and condensed).

33l» Maiiasechs wicked reign, captivity, and repenUnce,
cf. 2 K 21' '» (greatlv niodiOed).
8SM » Amon's wicked reign, cf. 2 K 21'»-«.
Mi-si Josiah and his reforms, the law-book, eta, cL 2 K
22'*' aa'-ao- 2* 28.
85"9 Josiah '8 passover, cf. 2 K 23*' 2* (greatly expanded^
882*27 Josiahs death, cf. 2 K 23i'- *> (expanded).
86' J Jehoahaz's reign, cf. 2 K 23J1-M.
86*-8 Jehoiakiins reign, cf. 2 K Z3^
24'-< fcondensed).
863- '« Jehoiachin's reign, cf. 2 K 248^" fcondensed).
86"" Zedekiah's reign, cf. 2 K 24i8-2(i 251-'' (condenstd)
with v.'2ct. also Jer37'-2.
SB"*^'* Moral rellections, no I (cf. 2 K 2*20).
86" 21 Kail of Jcrus., cf 2 K 25»»' (condensed); with t.«i
'2 29i».
cf. also Jer 25^8622.23 Keetorstionedict of CyruB=Eir l'-**, no other I.

n

"

—

Comparison. A. The foregoing table shows at
once, that while parts of Ch have no parallel in the
earlier books, there are still larger portions of
those books unrepresented in Ch. The following
1 S 1-30,
are such portions of Samuel and Kings
l»-»^
2 S 1-4. 9. IP-" 12'-" 13-2U. 21'-" 22. 2.3'-', 1
2i-». a-* 3i-». i«-28 41-M 13. 141-20 152J-84 ig_oi, 2
1-7.
-'-*'.
25^-«g'-" 9. (chiefly), 10. 13. 15»-" 17.
They
:

—

K
K

include (1) the entire activity of Samuel, and the
reign of Saul (except the close) (2) David's lament
for Saul and Jonathan, his conflict with Ishbosheth,
and dealings with Mephibosheth (3) the story of
Uriah and Bathsheba (4) the story of Amnon and
;

;

;

Tamar, and Absalom's flight and recall
(5)
Absalom's rebellion and David's exile
(6) the
=
Words
of
the
Last
22
Ps
Psalm of 2 S
18; (7)
David 23'-'
(8) the intrigues and struggles
attending Solomon's accession
(9) evidences of
Solomon^ wisdom and poetic gifts (10) Solomon's
alliances with foreign women, and liis idolatries in
later life (11) his vexation by adversaries, includ;

;

'

'

;

;

;

;

ing

Jeroboam

;

(12)

the

entire

history

the

of

Northern Kingdom, after tlie division, except when
the account of the Southern Kingdom makes
necessary some mention of the Northern (13) the
governorship and murder of Gedaliah, after Jeru;

salem's

fall

;

(14)

393

II.

e.g. 1 Ch 10"- ", 2 Ch 36"-"
so
invasion is explained 2 Ch 1-2-, and
""",
21'"Jehoram's misfortunes 2 Ch
letter
cf. the
of Elijah the prophet' vv.'=-", and the wreck of
ships at Ezion-geber 2 Ch 21", and Amaziah'a
defeat 2 Ch 25'''"''', and Uzziah's leprosy 2 Ch
26"-", and Josiah's death 2 Ch 35='- ^; (2) divine
interpositions in war, e.g. 2 Ch 13">- " 14'"- " 20^-^;
(3) .speeches and prophetic addresses, hortatory,
didactic, etc.
also prayers e.g. I Ch 22'-" 28'-'"
29'-^, 2 Ch 13*-" 14' 15'-' I6'-» 19»- »• »-" 20»-'^- ""
2i'2-i» (^Tiling of Elijah) 25'- » 289"" 29»-" 30«-»
(decree of Hezekiali) 32' ' 35-' (4) matters connected
with worship, including Levitical, ritual, and
especially musical ap|Joiiitmcnts, e.g. 1 Ch 15. 10.
(including the Psaliii vv.»-»') 22-26. 28. 29, 2 Ch

judgments,

diN-ine

;

Shishak's

'

:

;

;

'^1.3.6

^IJ. IS

gl4. 16

2.31:. 4. s. 7. 8. 18. 19

IJIS. 14.16 i3-'*-i^ 17*- • 19**-" oQ"*-

24*-

'"

26'"-'™

29*-

' '^-^

*•

^'-

30.

'^

31.

IS. 80 351-19. 28
a, peculiar case is 2 Ch 8" where
Solomon's wife, the daughter of Pharaoh, is
brought to the house built for her because the
house of David has become too holy by reason of
the coming of the ark contrast 1 K 3' "*' 9^. (On
some additions of another kiml, see below.)
D. It remains for us to examine the parallel
passages a little more closely, selecting some of
those most important for purposes of comparison

34». li

.

;

:

some

cases the agreement is close, almost exactly rerbal,
as 1 Ch 10"2=i S 31, 2 Ch 9'-9=i K lo' 10, 2 Ch 18=1 K 22'-»
(including the blunder of v.^b), etc
In others there is im.
portant divergence, e.^/.
1. 1 Ch (i^'o (Ileb. .'>^'>-ii) gives the list of chief priests through
Eleazar, son of Aaron ; most of the chief priests known to Sam.
In

:

and Kings do not appear

in

this

list, inz.

Eli

1

S 19

Ahitub,

2^^,

Eli's grandson (son of Phinelias) 1 S 143, AJiiJah 1 S 143, and
Ahimelech 21^ 2'2.*- "-'^i eU:. (Uith described as 'son of Ahitub,'
and hence identified by IJertheau, Klost. lU. ; brothers,' according to Kittel, (jftich. ii. 173, etc.), Abialliar, son of Ahimelech 1 3
222'\ who was dei>osed b.v Solomon 1 K 2'^^Zodok, whom
Solomon substituted, appears as lUth in Ch's list, the son of an
*

Ahitub, son of Aniariah. Missing also are Jehoiada 2 K 11* etc.,
and Urijah 2 K Iti'i etc Azariah appears in Solomon's time, but
1 K 4'^ calls him son of Zadok, while in Ch he is son of Johanan
Hilkiah 2 K 22* etc. appears in Ch, and so does Seraiah 2 K '25"*.
These occasional agreements make the variations all the harder to
explain.
1 Ch 24- 8 makes Ahimelech a descendant of Aaron
through his son Ithamar, and these and the following vv. make
an attempt to satisfy their rival claims by recognismg both in
the temple service.
2. 1 Ch 1310 explains the death of Uzznh as 2 S 67 does
hut
1 Ch 15'^ gives a new reason, viz., because the Levit«e did not
carry the ark.
3. 1 Cli 'ill Klhanan killed Lahmi, brother of Goliath
but 2 S
2119 he killt'd tioliulh himself.
4. 1 Ch 21' it is Satan that moves Da\id to nunilwr Israel, in
;

;

'

2 S

'24' it is

J

;

".

5. 2 Ch 13ft. explains Solomon's sacrifice at Oibeon by saying
that the tent of meetitig and the brazen altar were there (cf.
but 1 K 33f- says that Sol. worshipped at the high
1 Ch 2129)
places, and sacriflce<l at Gibeoii t)ecause tliat was the great high
place and v.'* speaks not only of his coming back to Jerus.
(2 Ch 1'3), but also of his standing before the ark and sacriOcing
;

the exile-life of Jehoiachin.

Ch condenses

and as a
than the

also, in several places,
result gives statements with less precision
B.

AND

CHRONICLES, L

IL

JoMh's reign, flrat good, then bad, cl. 2
(ex|>andfd).
14i»
J.'ii 'A Anuuciah'8 reign, Bret good, then bod, of 2
(ex|tanded).
2i;i*' liziah's reign, flret good, then bod, of. 2 K 14«i-«>
161" (expanded).
27' » Jothiiinii pood reign, cJ. 2 K lf;»s9
2»i
Aliaz » H-icked reign, of. 2 K 16' *' (expanded).
29'
iiezL'kiuh's good reign ; reforms, cf. 2 K IS'-* (ex*
24'

—

—

;;

These passages are clironological
earlier books.
(as in tlie genealogies 1 Ch 1), arcliitec^tural (as in
the
the case of the temple-building 2 Ch 2-4
building of Solomon's palace is not described at
all), i)olltical (as Sennacherib's invasion 2 Ch 32'-'";
the reigns of the last kings 2 Ch 36*-"), or humiliating (iMichal's contempt 1 Ch IS'-*; sickne-ss of
Hezekiah 2 Ch 3-2" fall of Jerusalem 2 Ch 36"-='
;

;

the same (lualily may partly account for the cases
mentioned under the previous liead). That Ch

;

there, which Ch omits.
6. 2 Ch 7'- 8 the sacrifices

consumed by Uro from heaven

at the
; there

temple dedication ar<
is

notliing of this In

1

K

662"..

of
in

Oh

and 1 K 01-9 both describe a second appearance
J" to Solomon but the language used by them diners, esp.
the condensation of 1 K 9' and the insertion of vv.'^li> in

7.

2

712-22

;

Ch.
8. 2 Ch 14» 17«(c(. 1»3) commend both Asa and Jehoshaphat
removing the high places ; but 1 K l.S'* 22*3 tell us that
these kings did not remove the high places (so also 2 Ch l.'i"

for

2033).
0.

2

Ch

203'>.

«"

aays that Jehoshaphat allied himself with
make ships (for an expetlilion bv sea 1 K
says that Ahaziah proposed the Joint expe-

of Israel to

expands some political and military narratives is
Other narraalso true, and will be noticed below.

Ahaziah

tives are modified in various ways, e.g. the sacrifice
by Solomon at Cibeon (2 Ch l'""), the overthrow of

Eziongcher to go
to Tarshish (on the Mediterranean, not acx'essible from Kziongeber) ; but 1 K 22*s simply speaks of Tarshish.shi|>s (large
sea-going vessels), and says they were destined for i-lpliir.
would not destroy the house of David,
11. 2 Ch 21' says ' J
be*\a\ise of the covenant,' etc. ; hut 2 K 819 says 'J" would not
destroy .ludah for llavid his servant's sjike.'
12. i Ch 2'29 de8<;rihes Jehu's mmihr i.f Ahaziah thus : ' And
he sought Ahaziah ; and they caught liini (for he was hid in
Samaria) and brought him to Jehu and when they had slain
him, tliev buried him,' etc. ; hut according to 2 K it'-ifr
Ahaziah drove out from Jezreel with Joram to meet Jelm, tli-d
on discovering the trcacheri', and was killed in his flight, lie
died at Uegiudo, was brought by fus servants to Jenisalem,

Ch 23), and thereignsof .lelioram(2Ch
Ahaziah (2 Ch 22'-''), Joash (2 Ch 24), Ahuz
some of
(2 Ch 28), and Mana-sseli (2 Ch 33'-"")
these will be noticed below under l>.
have
which
parallel
Ch
no
in
parts
of
C. Tn those
S and K, as well as in Ch's expansions and modifications of narratives occurring in them, certain
definite
interests are prominent :— (1) Moral
and explanations of calamities as
reflections

Athnliali (2
21i>-*),

;

22*9)

;

but

1

K

'22*9

dition, alid j4.-hoshapbat refused.
10. 2 Ch '^D* says that they made ahips at

"

:

CHRONICLES,

394

>Dd buried there

'

1.

AND

;

14. 2 Ch 241*, speaking of the collection for repairing the
temple, under Jehoash of Judah, says, they brought the rest
of the money before the king and Jehoiada, whereof were
but 2 K 12i» says that no
made vessels for J"'s house
vessels were made for J"'b house out of the proceeds of the
'

;

„ »l j
Oh 24»- l"f- makes Joash reign righteously ' all the days
Jehoiada the priest,' and after Jehoiada's death apostatise
but 2 K 122 says, 'And Jehoash did that which was right in the
eyes of J" all his days, (namely) wherein Jehoiada the priest
instructed him,' and K tells us nothing of any apostasy or
wickedness, only criticising (v.8), as in other cases, the nonremoval of the high places.
16. 2 Oh 285-" describes slaughter and bondage inflicted on
Judah by I'ekah of Israel in the reign of Ahaz, which is not
only unknown to 2 K 16 and la 7, but is inconsistent with 2 K
.

16. 2

of

;

16», Is 7'-

*• '.

17. 2 Oh 28'8''- makes Ahaz send to the king(8) of Assyria for
aid against the Edoniites and Philistines ; but 2 K 16' expressly
says that it was against the kings of Aram and Israel.
' Tilgath-pilneser
king of Assyria
18. 2 Oh 2820- aJ says that
came unto him, and distressed him, but strengthened iiim not,'
and again : ' be helped him not." With this 2 K 169 is in contra-

diction.

Oh

19. 2

8SJ1-19 represents

Manasseh as humbled and changed

in heart by captivity, and as a reformer in the latter part of his
21 knows nothing of this, paints him in colours
2
reign.
wholly dark, and makes the fall of Jems, a punishment specifically for Mana:*seh's sins (ct. also Jer 15-*).
20. 2 Oh 34 represents Josiah'a reforms as accomplished in
his i2th year (v. 3), and the law-book as discovered in his 18th

K

2 K 22. 23 represent the reforms as suggested and
occasioned by the discovery of the law-book, and as occurring,
like that discovery, in the 18th year of his reign.

year.

peculiarity of Ch, which involves some
discrepancies with the earlier books, is a fondness
for large numbers, e.g. 1 Ch 18* 19>* make David
capture 7000 horsemen and slay 7000 chariotmen,
over against 700 of each in 2 S 8* 10" ; according
to 1 Ch 21=* David pays 600 shekels of gold for
Oman's threshing-floor, according to 2 S 24--' only
50 shekels of silver ; 24 tribes, according to 1 Ch
5-', capture from the Hagrites 100,000 prisoners,
50,000 camels, 250,000 sheep, and 2000 asses ; 1 Ch
12 represents that 339,000 men came to make David
E.

One

king 1 Ch 22" says that David provided for the
temple building 100,000 talents of gold ( =4,911,000
;

kilograms), and 1,000,000 talents of silver (=at
Shishak (2 Ch 2') came
least 33,660,000 kgs.)
with 1200 chariots, 60,000 horsemen, and people
;

without number

;

2 Ch

13'-

" makes

Abijali, with

400,000 men, figlit against Jeroboam with 800,000,
and kill 500,000 of them; Asa (2 Ch 14») had
300,000 men of Judah and 280,000 of Benjamin;
Zerah the Ethiopian, his opponent, had 1,000,000
men and 300 cliariots (2 Ch 14") Amaziah (2 Ch
25»-«) had 300,000 soldiers of his o\\'n, and liired
Azariah (2 Ch 26i') h.ad
100,000 more from Israel
an army of 307,500 men ; Pekah (2 Ch 28'- «) killed
120,000 Judoean warriors in one day, and carried
oir 200,000 captives.
F. The conibination of these various peculiarities
of the author gives a very diilerent aspect to the
history from that found in the earlier books. The
pre-royal time has only a genealogical interest for
The beginning of the kingdom, the first
him.
reign, the attempts of Saul's dynasty to maintain
Practically, David is
itself, are no concern of his.
David and Solomon are kings of
his first kins.
almost spotless excellence, and enjoy undi.sturbed
The ceremonial law of the Priests'
prosiieiity.
Code is recognised and observed by David, even
;

;

The service i.s stately
is a temple.
After the division of the kin;;ilom the
ten tribes are not of importance enough to be
mentioned, except incidentally. Interest is conAll good
centrated on Judah and Jerusalem.
Juda^an kings, trained in the law of one exclusive
sanctuary, of course forbade the high places. Sins,
when they do occur, are sternly punished by God,

before there

thus :
13. i Ch 28 repreeents the overthrow of queen Athalifth
Jehoiwla and the captains of hundreds, and all the Levitea in
the
people,
families
of
of
the
heads
the cities of Judah, and
making 'all the congregation,' were gathered at Jerus.,
Atlialiah being ignorant of it,—but while i.s says 'all the congregation made a covenant with the king in the house of God,'
v.« provides that only priests and ministering Levitea be
allowed to enter the temple, and then the king is proclaimed,
and Athaliah slain ; but 2 K 11, while agreeing as to the mam
facts, represents a secret conspiracy between Jehoiada and the
capuins of the foreign mercenaries who served as temple guard
the meeting-place was the temple, into which the foreigners
came and took their oath ; the Levites, trained singers, bumtoflerings, law of Moses, etc, which appear in Oh, are all lacking

'

—
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II.

In hi» sepulchre with his fathers In the city of

collection.

—

—

—

and

rich.

Huge
and public calamities are due to sins.
numbers give majesty and importance to many
scenes, and to the kingdom m its continuoua
history, and central in that history is the hand of
God, His temple, His solemn ordinances, His ceremonial and impressive worship.
Sources.— I. For 1 Ch 1-9 the sources are apparently genealogical lists in Gn, Ex, Nu, Jos, and
(occasionally) S,— the relation between Ku 4""'- and
1 Ch 2*"- is doubtful,— also other lists not found in
The latter is the
the earlier canonical books.
case particularly in the latter half of 1 Ch 2, and
in chs. 4. 6 and the middle of 7 (see esp. Wellli.
Only twice in these
De gentibus, and Kittel).
chapters is there reference to an earlier writing
the first is in 1 Ch 5", but whether tliis writing
(or these writings, v. in/r. II. 13) really serv'ed the
Clironicler as a source is extremely doubtful
(Kuenen, Ond.* i. 483); the second is in 1 Ch 9'
;

(see below).

The Psalm

Ch

1

Psalms found

tliree

16'-'' is

made np

in our Psalter (see

of parts of

Parallels,

above).

The question as to the origin of 2 Ch 36^- ^
(Restoration-decree of Cyrus) = Ezr l'"'*, belongs
rather to a discussion of Lzra-Nehemiah.
Ch's own references to earlier writings (with the
exceptions noted above) are in the main part of
the book, 1 Ch 10'-2 Ch 36='.
II. Ch refers by name to the follo^^^ng works
1. (a) The Book of the Kings of Judah and
evidently = (6) The Book
Issrael, 2 Ch 16" 25-« 2H=«
of the Kings of Israel and Judah, 27' 35-"' 36«.
2. The Book of the Kings of Israel, I Ch 9' (so
G, Kuenen
Bertheau, Keil, Oettii, Kautzsch,
doubtfully. AVadds 'and Judah,' which otherwise
is subj. of following vb.).
3. The Doings of the Kings of Israel (2 Ch 33"
:

;

RV

(for

;

Manasseh).

4.

The Midrash

of.

the Book of Kings, 2

Ch 24"

Isaiah the Prophet,

son of

(for Joash).

Tlie Vision of

5.

Amo?,

in the

Book

of the

Kings of Judah and

Ch 32»-.
Words of Jehu, son of Hanani, which are
taken up into tlie Book of the Kings of Israel,
Israel,

1

2

"The

6.

Jehoshaphat).
following were probably of limited com-

Cli 20*'(for

The
pa.ss

:

The Words of Samuel the Seer, and the
Words of Nathan the Prophet, and the Words of
Gad the Seer, 1 Ch 20*'.
8. Tlie Words of Nathan the Prophet, and the
7.

Prophecy of Ahijah the Shilonite, and the Vision
Iddo the Seer regarding Jeroboam, son of

of

Ch 9=».
The Words

Nebat, 2
9.

Iddo the
2 Ch 12".
10.

Tlie

11.

The

last,

2

Ch

Seer

of Shemaiah the Prophet and of
for reckoning by Genealogies,

Midrash of the Prophet Iddo, 2 Ch \S'>=>.
rest of the Doings of Uzziah, first and

did Isaiah the Prophet, son of

Amo?,

write,

26-2.

The Words of the Seers, 2 Ch 331" (cf. v."; so
Bertheau, Kautzsch of Hozai, TS, Oettii, RV).
The author refers also to
13. A genealogical enrolment in the days of
Jotham and in the days of Jeroboam [II.], 1 Ch 5"
(since tlicse kings were not contemporary, are two
12.

(E,

lists referred to

;

?).

—

—

;

CHRONICLES,
14.
15.
1

Ch

AND

I.

The Later Doiugs of David,
The Chronicles (D-;,n -nj^)

1

CHRONICLES, L AND IL

II.

Ch

although 2

23-''.

of king David,

27".

16.

The Lamentations

(a collection in

which the

lamentations over Josiab were included), 2 Ch 35'*.
But these are not all separate works. 1 (a) and
so probably
(6) and 5 refer obWously to the same
do 2, 3, and 6 for although Judah is not mentioned in the title (except possibly in the case of 2),
3 and 6 relate to kings of Judah, and the title is
It is highly
therefore presumably abbreviated.
likely that 4 is another designation of the same
work. The prophetic writings 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and
12 are possibly, though not demonstrably, sections
of the same comprehensive book.
If not, they are
in any case of subordinate consequence.
As to
13-16 it is not clear that these have actually contributed anything to Ch 16 certainly has not.
It is true that the Chronicler explicitly appeals
to none of the documents named as authorities for
what he states, but only as repositories of (further)
information. Nevertheless, it is probable that the
Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel, cited
under different names, is the main source of Ch.
The many agreements with S and K prove that
Ch osed either these books or some work based on
these.
There is no evidence that it used the
sources of S and K these books must themselves
have been known to the author, for they had long
been in existence in his time, and the order and
choice of material follow theirs to a large extent
moreover, the mutter which is peculiar to Ch
shows the marked characteristics of the author's
style, in sharp contrast with those of the matter
corresponding to that of Samuel and Kings
the following additional proofs
in particular,
show that Ch does not go behind them for its
materials
2 Ch 15" 20»» state that Asa and Jehoshaphat
did not remove the high places. This is in conflict
with the author's own statements 14° 17' (cf. 19^),
and is evidently due to unthinking imitation of his
source.
It appears 1 K 15''' 22", and the a^eement is almost verbal. These statements, however, certainly belong to the Deuteronomic redaction, and not to the sources of Kings.
Other passages common to Kings and Ch, which
must be original with Kings (several of them
Deuteronomic, and none from the sources) are 2 Ch
10'»=1 K 12'», 2 Ch 21'«->»*''=2 K g'"**', 2 Ch
25»-«=2 K 14» « (verbally), 2 Ch 28* = 2 K 16*
(verbally), 2 Ch 31' bused on 2 K 18<
cf. also 2 Ch
32"=2 K 18-"-' (substantially), 2 Ch 33^ = 2 K 21;

'

'

;

;

;

j

:

K

IS-",

which gives point to this

detail,

omiHed.

Some of these passages are more cogent than
others, but aJl are confirmatory of the position
that our S ana
and nothing earlier (with possible
exceptions noted below) underlie Ch in its narrative
portions.

K

It is, however, improb. that the Chronicler used
these canonical books directlv, as the chief source
of his historical material.
\Ve have seen that his
main interests are not political, and that he omits
or greatly condenses many matters which do not
contribute much to his purposes. At the same time
some of his material not tound in S and
is of a
political and personal nature, e.g. the fortifications
of Kehoboara, and his might and wisdom 2 Ch
115-12. n.a^ Asa's war with
the Ethiopians 2 Ch
H*"", Jehoshaphat's war with Moab, Ammon,
and Edoiii 2 Cli 20, Amaziah's relations with his
Israelitish mercenaries 2 Ch 25*""'- '^, Uzziah's wars
and buildings 2 Ch 26''", the successful invasion
of Pekah 2 Ch 28''-'», and of the Edomites and
Philistines w."- '*.
Some of these narratives the
Chronicler uses to point his own moral teachings,
but it is most unlikely that he either invented
them, or resorted to some special source for them ;
they are not such as particularly appeal to him.
Most likely, therefore, he found tliem in the
document which was his main source for other
matter, and, finding them, used them to enforce
his religious views.
This source was probably the
Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel (see above),
which was, in that case, based on our S and K, with
add itional mat ter of uncertain and probably varj'ing
value. Since the style of these additions (with a few
minor exceptions) resembles that of the Chronicler,
it may be that this Book of the Kings was produced
in the school to which he belonged. The alternative
is to suppose that he rewrote them.
That he at
How far the
least retouched them is probable.
peculiar religious and ecclesiastical tone of Ch is
due to this source we cannot tell, but the presence
of the same in Ejr-Neh, which do not depend on
this Book of the Kings, makes it clear that this
tone was such as the Chronicler himself would
produce, and probably it is, throughout, mainly
due to him.

K

K

3'*- 7'

HiSTORic.VL TRUSTWORTHINE.SS.— The late date
of Cli presyiuably hinders it from being a historical
witness of the first order. It could be so only if
its sources were demonstrably such.
But it has
no sources certainly older than the canonical S and
An
its chief source is probably much later.
interval of 250 or 300 years separates it from the
Last events recorded in K.
In all cases of conflict,
then (see the examples above), preference must be
given to S and K. The obvious special interests of
Ch also (see above) are not to its advantage as a
simple witness to facts.
Intrinsic probability
points the same way in many instances (see especially Comparimn D, Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13,
10, 20, and Driver, Bertheau, Oettli, etc., on the
passages)
this holds true of the huge numbers
of Ch as well.
If this is so in the parallel narratives, it must
be so likewise in those matters which we owe
entirely to Ch. Some of these conflict with the
known course of the history, e.g. the complete
Levitical arrangements of David and his successors ;
others are in themselves most unlikely, e.g.

2

Ch

Amaziah's dealings with

;

(verballj').

A

special class

of

pas-sages consists of those

which are appropriate in Sam. and Kings, but
have become unntting or meaningless because of
omissions by Ch
1 Ch U'-^begins,
And David took yet more (I'ly)
wives at Jeru8.' = 2 S 15"-", although 2 S 3"'' to
which niy refers, is omitted in Ch.
1 Ch 20'
But David tarried at Jerus.' = 2 S 11'
this is due to the
it is in conflict with 1 Ch 2U^ '
omission of the story of Uriah and liathslieba
12«-»
11--12^,
which
tell of Joab's
and of
2 S
:

'

'

;

;

•ammoning David.
2 Ch 8" = 1 K 9"

a;" in part) mentions the
daughter of Pharaoh incidcntalljf (not indeed
with great respect) as Solomon's wife, although
(

are omitted.
speaks of .lerolxiara's return from
Egypt, whither he had lied from the presence of
U*-"
Solomon the king'=I
12^ although 1
are omitted.
2 Ch 10" refers specifically to Ahijah's prophecy
•bout Jeroboam = 1 K 12", although the prophecy
Itself, 1
U^-^", is omitted.
2 Ch 32" specifies 'the Jews' speech = 2 K 18»
1

is
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10^

'

K

K

K

'

K

;

;

Israelitish mercenaries.
that the character of Ch's testimony,
when we can control it by parallel accounts, is not
sucli as to give us reason to depend on it with
security when it stamls alone. Perliaiis it does not
enlarge our stock of historical matter bejond that
given in S and K.
Wo cannot say absulutcly
that it does not; e.g. Koboboam's buildings.
It is plain

—
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I.

AND

CHRONICLES,

II.

to us
makes his o«-n time more intelligible
.Jews thought
understand better how religious
This enlivens and
J f^ll in the -ird cent B.C.
us. and prepares us bette,
^°tal Les l"e J^riod for
conditions of t^le work of Jesu.
to apprecVaL'the

^1 fee'Sors

This un.ertam y
lies

m

(On the Restoration-edict of
Another direction.
Herstel van Israel, 1894,
Cvrul! see Kosters, Het
onri «rt Ezra asd Nehemiah.)
would be
PhIrACTEK of the CHRONICLER.-It
He
the Chronicler a falsifier.
most
a man o^ |reat
Tows lumseU, on the contrary, asEven
it la-'s'iKa
ainceritv and moral earnestness.
of the
time, when his conception

selection of matter emphasizes
the
permanent elements
and
fundamental
the
one-sided view of David,
a
only
gives
He
history
stress on. David s real
and yTt he thereby throws unwavering desire for
thoJ'h as we know, not
Southern
He thinks chiefly of the historical
rthtiiousness
one of.
Kl^'dom but that kingdom is the
And
of religion.
imoSrtance in the development

tnScIll

?ion had in his
was .-idely accepted,

Ho.^

had any

sufficient

mcapable of it. His
motive he would have been
of t« own age
son
a
of
that
is
pst
"^w of the
,^
imagination had not been
bistorical
the
whom
Pent, had long been comThe
developed.
Tarsey
had a firm grasp on the
plet« and its atest code
people, anS on li^ o«^
Kvea'and the minds of the
time, since the kmgdom
a
of
conceive
not
did
He
He >yas almost
be"an when it was otherwise.

m

In Lis, as in the particula^rs

'^^^:ilLr details.

following, he served his

own

age,

service

and the

as one actively
the evd and
governing the world,
obedience and
fewaX^ the good, demanding
gracious to H
w^r^hi'-but lonVsuirering and
There is at times
people in spite of their sin.
his conception, but it is
something mechanical

intense,
"°f'HifbeUerS God was
punishing

mm

m

II.

We

accurately,
or alto.'et!"er, stated
attaches (cf^
them afertain degree of P™^-WUty
evidence of Ch we
unsupported
the
on
but
Kitten,
not cer am wliether
Cannot be sure af them. It is
other documents or
h^°"ource derived them from
tell with positiverom tri^ition and we cannot

nasses over

AND

habits

waterbuUdings and wara, Hezekiah's
et^., may be in part
captivity,
Manassel"s
works
and to some of

U^xhs

nesTho'Xr thiy are trustworthy.mam value
Its
into Ch itself.

I.

m

^^T"&: muluSor

us the value and the limita^
Obedience

education.
tions of the law in spiritual
an avenue to Ood^
toTs smallest requirements -as
of the moral to t e
Formalism, the subordmation
ganger and the
ceremonial, is the accompanying
But the law
it.
Chronicler did not wholly escape

it. t,oa
growth, and this
God was near His people
reaUy wis a means of spiritual
Devotion to it did
Membership in God's people was the Chronicler exemplifies.
enforced it
genealogies that
spiritual sympathy, as
a great nrivUege. and
to
not exclude some breadth of
importance. *hese habits and
2 Ch 30>- distincUy shows
passage
beauUful
?he
of traint e
also, to the value ot
result of inheritance and
convections
7. He bears witness,
David
^\ orehip s to him
religion.
wTetermined his mode of writing history.
lit ir^rical element in
presenting .Btro^fy
Sid lo omon he idealised.,
^^f^
those sides of their
without much qualification
to him, and depic^^^^^
which\ppealed
Thtacter

nnwpr

LT

h^

&at

^sWit

tS

what seemea

accordmg
the religion of their time
Jig^iteousne s^
the necessary conditions of
to
as apostate, was ot little
Kingdom,
Northern
The
The history of the Southern
interest for him.
it was
was his concern mafnly because
to

hm

thought, too, has

its

dangers.

Ihe

essence 01
worshipper.

K^om

of the
worship is always in the soul
both the genuine
Sut th^ ideal of Worship includes of it, and the
expression
fitting
the
spirit and
permanent lesson.
dhronicler teaches here a
use of a proThus Ch illustrates for us God's
^mting to enforce His truth

fessedly historical

3Erv^i?^i^-Vt^e^:|;2
and
J
the house
^e

heathen

•

of

and polluted

,

the messengers

means of, the very qualities
l^th in^spite of, and bv
pure histoiy.
which impair its excellence as
less read^and
TEXT -^Ch appears to have been
many other books.
henS^less often copied, than
mmimised

when ttey were refiuked 'mocked and misused his One source of textual error is therefore
words
is, however, long
If God and despised his
The h^tory of its transmission
The whole conception of JnouKh U-T-ive much room to textual criticism
;= (9 Ph ^R»-'»l
but
corrected, m para el
of a mere individual,
?reSrj w a^ not thatwhich
The text of Ch can often be but more often the
the individual could
K.
that of a^Igt from
nassa^es, by that of S and
The
responsible for variations
from the Kofishfmself
are certainly not
Ch
of
nrL'uToF'Sk.C.ES.-It foUowB
characteristics
pecuUar
value of Chronicles
has preserved the better
forecoS" paragraphs that the
textual. Sometimes Ch
qnes on«
accurate record of past
an
of
that
mliinly
The greatest number of textmil
Unot
reS.
^eat
and
real
fo o«in
The
value is
names.
ite
proper
Nevertheless,
with
connected
Lvent^.
1

U

is,

•

sermon than of
however, the value more of a

that there is a
''V.'wTmust, indeed, remember
fact hat Ch

m

the
value
certain negative historical
It is not
to so large an extent.
aerees with S and
it appears hat
independent witness, but at 'ea^t
pre-exil.c h'^lory there
as to the main course of the
written, no variant tradition

K

S

was,

when Ch was

noticing.
which the author thought worth
that there may
2 We must remember, further,
in matter I-ecul ar to
material
historical
be good
soii.e scattered
Ch ^a in the genealogical lists and a though he
m.idents?s;eKuenen,^Kittel, Gray),,
mterpretation
determination of its limits and the
acumen.
critical
reiiuire
will
of it
h s
"3
knowledge the author f^ves ns of
The fatt that
time also is historically important. contemporary
\iis own
he clothes' old history ^^^th

VU

is

taken from paraUel texts,

may

serve as lUustra-

tions:

Ch

,.
:—
has the worse reading

.

p.^afl-

IC. so ©.
„ .^^
10=
Gn
1" ,^p, (SB om., A(5L Mo<rox; = ='?
^,.erroneously;
but
(where (5 also Mo<rox,
hae already occurred, v.»).
ns-^

Gn

d&'M^y

.

(interchange of

1«',T''gB

2<uXaM.

A

1

and

Ia,XaM.

0^

AXoua=.-n^aGn36".

(S^<-^'>-

©L

•

especiallj

AXoua. = r.^S

—

——
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1

Ch

3« V^v-'-x,

G

2 S 5",

4"

3-v,

so

'Jti'-,

G

ni;r;iq,

'

A GL

EXtiffo,
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EXi<ra/«i

= vi=*->

E\«i(roi/j, etc.

CIJ lap«y,

= Nu
18'-»-

CB

AND

I.

A lapfi;3=i'3; Gn

46'<'

G in all.

ASpa(a)i-op = nii;-):q

2S

= Ex6"

8«-

•

•

(C

here also, eiron., ASpoafop),

The reading i8 doubtful
1 Ch 1*> -ss, GB Zwipap, GLZeT^in,=\Df Gn
:

36",

G Za(pap.

A 2u0ap, GL 2aT0«i=\BY'
Gn 36^, GB
GL Su^j-.
1" I'?, G *07wp, GL 4>oowi=is9 Gn 36", G
4>a>wp.
V Wi-;, GB Ao^u/iijX, A GL AoXou»a=
2 S 3',
tSB

•??.

Su;3,
Za<p,

3(<5'?

G AaXoKia

( !).

= Nu 26", G (in both) Na/iowjX = SkidGn 46'"= Ex 6'», so G (in both).
mj = Nu 26", GB (in Ch) Zapcs, A GL Zopa(f),
G (in Nu) Zapo = -uji Gn 46"'=Ex 6", G (in
4'« Sk5D^

both)

2)cuip,

etc. etc.

Ch
1 Ch

has the better reading
1' D-ji'n,

10*,

1"

G

IJi,:,

G

'PoSiot

:

(GL

Au8a>'«/*)

= 0Ti'l Gn

'PoSiot.

GB

nva;-,

(itai)

= |iJi^lGn

Ioa«oi'
louxa/i.

8^'VWrD

36^,

A

(rai) Ouica/i,

G

(koJ) Oi//co^

GB 4 'I(7^7,X(f
GB

)(t7)S

(GL

GL
GL

(/cai)
(/cai)

'IffpOJjXiTTJt)

= '^>r!i?:Ci 2 S 17", so
GL, A 'laiuL-qXelrni.
gB.n_93».i« "jyj-ix, GAtrajSoaX, If^oaX, IiTjSaaX
leySoffJe,
BcuiX = ns^rr-i< 2 S 2«+10 t. Sam,
cmd (most often, strangely) TiU/jupi^ojBe.

G

8^ "

Svj 3-19 = 9" and (better, see Kittel) '^Win
T.*, iTi MtpiiSaoX, Mfxpi/SaoX, Me^ipi/SaoX,

GL

MfM0'^aoX = n:y3-5n 2 S

GL

ipi^oaee,

4*

+ 14

Mt/i0i/3oaX, eic.

pf~r9e (for distinction).
21'»,
(in

11» 3>p = 2 S
&LZo^oKxa,

GL

G

Sam, G Me/»2 S 21' MefKpit.

Ch) Zo^oxai,

etc.,

GB (in Sam) Oe^oxa, A 2e^oxa«,
23", GB <« rQy vlCiy,

Zo^eKXi = 'P:^ 2 S

2.j/3««,

etc. etc.

details see in Wellh. De gentihus,
Books of Ch. in Hebrew; Driver,

For further
etc.;

Kittel,

Hebrew Text of Samuel.
LlTlH<TtiRa (selected).— Tizr.—8. Baer and F. Delitzscb,
Liber Chnjnicorum (1S8-S) ; R. Kitt«l, The Books of Chroniclcn in
Hebrew, Critical ed. of the Heb. Text. (ed. Paul Ilaupt), 1895.
TRASSL.\T10.fS.—T^. KeUBS, Ckroninue eceb'giaftiqne de Jiru»al^, 1878 (La Bible, iv. part.) K. KaulzHch, Bticher der
Chronik, 18»3, 18M (in Die Ueiiiijt Schr\ft d. A.T., ed.
;

Kautzjicb).

C'iiiMKXTARIK3.—E. Bertheau, Bucher der Chronik. Jte And.
1873 (in Kurigef. Hxeget. Ilandbuch z. A.T.); 8. Octtli, Biicher
der Chronik, lB8fl (in Kurzqe/. Bxeget. Eommentar z. A.T.);
O. F. Kcil, Bucher der C^lu-onik, lb70 (in Bibligcfter Eojnmtntar ilbrr d. A.T.), r,n(f. tr. 1872: \V. II. nennett, Tht
Bookt of Chrmielrt, 1801 (in The Kzpiinlor'M Bible); J. Rohcrt>on In Book by Bouk (18!iJ), pp. lll-llU; C. J. tall in Uiihitp
Kllicnlti CommriUaru ; /Cockier Id lunge's Bihelvoerk, 18V*
(Enif. tr. by J. O. Murjihy).
Critical Discpssioxs.—M. L. de Wette. BeiiTAge zur
Kinlntung in d. AT. 1. 1806; K. H. Oral, />i> OeKhichllichen
Biicher d. A.T. 1880, 114-247; W. It. Smith, Kitci/cl. Brilaii.
J. Wellhauatn, Ueich.
t.v. 1878, OTJCi (18«2> Hon., 18211.
178-2.17, Enif. tr. 171-227 ; A. Kuenen, Onderznrk, 2nd ed. vol. I.
1887. m-b-lO S. R. Kriver, LOT. 1891, «34-6ll7 O. H. CorniU,
BirUfitum. 1891, 2118-278; O. Wildetwer, Origin of Iht Canon
•/ tht Old TetlaineiU |1S91) 1596, 61, U2 f., 162, 162, LU. d.
A.T. 189.S, 404-120; \V. F^. BarneH, Ki.-lii,'inus Standpoint of the
Chronicler '(in Am. Jimm. Sem. Law), and Literature, Ortober
1898), •Chronick-n a Tartrum'(in Ez]M«Hory Timet, viii. (1897),
p. 8iei.); Schurer, IIJP ll. i. 8(J9, 340, iii. 102; Oirtllestono,
DeuUrograplm, 1M94 (pauim); Sanda)-, Bumpton Lecture* on
Inspiration (1893), 1(12. 163, 244, 2.'.3 IT., 3J8, HA, 467 ; Kwald,
Uittorn of lernel, I. lf,9ff. JenninRS, '(Chronicles' (in Thinker,
July, Scpternhpr, November, 1S92); Kyle, Canon of the Old
Teilammt (18112), 138 1., 146, 161, 162; Ladd, Tin Doctrine of
.Sacred .5cripIurf(l&H;i), I. 1031., 373(1., 6460., 689 f. ; MonUtllore,
HMtert Leclurn (18;i2), pp. 447 ff., 4,14, 4S3 Driver, 'The
8p<i<-hc« in Chroniihs' in Brpotilor, Apr. and Oct. 1896;
;

;

;

'

;

;
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ff. ;

on

Ihi: rienfalayitt in

particular,

Wellhauncn, De gentilAU et familits .luda-it qua 1 Ch. '2-4
mymtrantur, 1870; Q. B. Gray, Studiti in Uebrew Proper

J.

/fames. 1896, ch.

lU.

CHRONOLOGY OF THE OT. The
contains data from which a chronology may be compiled from the creation of the world to the
destruction of Jerus. by the Chaldajans.
Foi

OT

thi.s chronology may be considered
under several periods.
Fro.m the Creation to the Flood.
i.
The
data for this period, which are found in the genealogical table of Gn 5 and the notice of the year of

convenience,

—

etc. etc.

1*

—
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the Kl(X)d in Gn 7', are given dilferently in the Heb
text, the Sam., and the LXX.
These ditlerences
are exhibited in the following table :

—
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and the Exodus, which together make 2666, or
two-thirds of 4000 years. Four thousand years,
according to a Jewish tradition, were to elapse
from the creation of the world to the coming of
the

Mes-iiiah.

Two-thirds of that period, then,

would have passed at the Exodus, or the giving of
the law and founding of the Jewish Theocracy at

Mount
ii.

Sinai.

From thk Flood to the Exodus.—For

the period from the Flood to the birth of Abraham,
we have a genealogical table in Gn ll'»-2« similar
to that of Gn 5, and likewise given differently in
the tiiree ancient texts. In this instance, however,
the Sam. and LXX VSS are almost identical, both
giving a much longer period than the Heb. text.
The LXX also has an extra name, Cainan, wanting
in both the Heb. and Sam. texts, giving 1.30 additional years ; and the years of Nahor at the birth
of Terah in the LXX are 179, while in the Sam. 79.
The variations are shown in the following table
:

Age

Bhem

.

Arpacbahid.
Oainan .
Bbelah
Eber .

.

.

Peleg

.

Reu

.

Serug

.

Nahor

.

Terah

.

.

,

Abnbaia

Tn. of Bhem's life b«L the Flood
From Flood

to birth of

Abrahun

of each

when next

TEST.
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the Exodus to the period of roj'al weakness and
peneral anarchy following their reigns at the
close of the lOlli dynasty (not later, according to
Meyer, than 1180 B.C.; according to Kawlinson and

somewhat

;

iiL

From the Exodus to the Founding of the

—

The founding of Solomon's temple is said
6' to have taken place in the 480th year
in 1
after the Exodus (according to the LXX, in the
i40th year). Such an exact statement, if historical,
requires that an accurate system of reckoning time
was employed by the children of Israel during
provision for this has been seen
all those years.
in the yearly Heb. festivals, and especially in the
Sabbatical and Jubilee years.
If this, however,
was the case, it is strange that we do not find
traces of such a mode of reckoning in the OT.
While there are allusions to the recurrence of
feasts as indicating a year's time, there is nothing
to indicate festivals or Sabbatical or Jubilee years
as being regarded as the units or t«rmini of any

Temple.

K

A

calendar. The only method apparent is by the
years of the monarch of the land. Before the royal
period we have no evidence of any system of
reckoning dates, and it is probable that during the
period from the Exodus to the founding of the
temple. Sabbatical years and years of Jubilee were
not observed.
The number 480 appears, like the
numbers of the Pent., to be conjectural, arising
from the supposition that from the Exodus to the
founding of the temple there were 12 generations of 40 years each.
This period, however, is
too long.
The interval from the Exodus to the
founding of the temple is probably nearer 300 than
500 years. The Exodus we have seen can in no
case be placed earlier than after the reign of
Ramses II., and the building of the temple occurred not later tlian the middle of the 10th
cent. B.C.
Reliable chron. data for computing the exact length of this period we may well
believe were not preserved.
1 he disorganised condition of affairs during the period of the judges,
when there was no central authority, is against
the supposition of the use of a settled calendar and
the otiicial registration of events.
The chron.

wm

• Sine* the above article
In type, the new Inicriptlon of
king Merenntah mentioning- the i>fop!>_' < Igmol hoa been discovered. Tills may call for a revision of the opinion expressed
above in regard to the date of the lixoilus, and may require i\M
aMigrnmeDt to ftu earlier period. See EoviT, Exobcs (Route).
;

.

:

:

;

He

does not think the E''yp. control in the Sin. Peninsula or in Pal. to have been suliiciently relaxed
at an earlier period for either the Exodus or the
conquest of Pal. to have been possible. He gives
the dat« about 1200 B.C. The children of Israel,
however, during the reign of Ramses III. (11801148) may have been wandering in the desert and
taking possession of the country E. of the Jordan.
This would allow about 50 years from their dejiarture from Egypt to their entrance into W. Pal.,
corresponding roughly with the biblical 40 years.
This much at least seems certain, that Pal. was for
many centuries an Egyp. province, and that the
conquests under Joshua cannot well have begun
until the close of the 19th dynasty, and probably
the close of the reign of Ramses III. The view of
some writers (F. C. Cook, Conder, Kohler, Sharpe,
and others), who have a-ssigned the Exodus to
earlier periods, is refuted by Naville's discovery
of Pithom, built by Ramses II.; by the Tel elAmama tablets, which show that Pal. was
thoroughly an Egyp. province during the 18th
dynasty and by the fact of the control exercised
by Set! I. and Ramses ll. over Pal. within the
19th dynasty.*

are as follows

Cushan-risbathaim (as)
Deliverance by Othniel the land reata (3U)
Israel serves E^lon (31*)
Deliverance by Ehud the land reata {^)
Oppresiiion by Jabin (43)
Deliverance by Deborah the land restfl (6S1)
Oppression by Midian (ftl)
Deliverance by Gideon the land rest* (828)
Abimelech rei^'ns over Israel (9-2') .
.
Tola judges Israel (1U-)

20th dynasty, in the latter part of the reign of

immediately after his reign.

They

artificial.

Israel sen'es

about a cent, earlier). M'Curdy {Hist.,
Proph., and the Hon.) places the Exodus in the
in., or
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data of the Book of Judges appear also tc be

otbera,

Ramses

—

—

.

.

.

:

.
,

.

.
.

,
,

Jair jud(;es Israel (1»')

Oppression bv Amnion (108) ,
Jephthah judges Israel (120 .
Ibzan judges Israel il'^J)
Elon judges Israel (12")
Abdon judges Israel (IS")
.
Oppression by the Philistines (131)
Samson Judges Israel (15^ Id")
Total

,

,

.

.

.

.

:

8 years.
40 „
18 „
80 ^
20 „
40 ^
7

«

40
8
23
22

„

18

6
7

10
.

.

.

,

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

8
40
20

„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„

410 yean.

To

these years must be added
The sojourn in the WildemeM
.
The conquest under Joshua
,
.
The judgeship of Eli (1 S 418) .
.
The judgeship of Samuel
The reign of Saul
The reign of David (1 K 2") .
.

.40 year^
.

....

Of the reign of Salomon

(1

E

.

.

61)

.

.

Total

.

.

x
40
'20

„
„

„

y

t.

40
4

„
„

144-(-x-hy ytat.

According to these figures the entire period la
over 550 years, and the repeated occurrence of 40
or its multiple shows that some of the numbers are
round, and probably conjectural.

Some

of tlie judgeships recorded in the Book of
local and contemporaneous
with others. In that case no chronology can be
computed from these statements. In all likelihood,
however, the numbers were desired to represent
480 years, the years of oppression, like those of
a usurper, as is customary in Oriental reckonings,
being not counted, their interval being included
in the years of rest belonging to a lawful ruler.
Arranged on this principle we have the following
result

Judges may have been

—

:

Moses
Joshua and the Elder*

40 yean.
.

.

.

.

Othniel

x
«0
80
<0
<0

Ehud
Barak
Gideon
Tola, Jair, Jephthah, Ibi&n, Elon,

Abdon
Samson

and
76
20
40
*20

Eli

Samuel

„
„
„

„

„
„

„
„

„

Saul

y

.1

David

«0

„
„

Solomon

*

«40-(-x-l-yyeai«.

30 yeara

If

(cf.

the elders, and

Job. 24") are given to Joshua and
10 years to Saul, we have exactly

480 years, t
iv. From the Founding of the Temple to
THE Fall of Jerusalem.—This era is marked by
an advance in culture among the Hebrews, and in

the

office

of royal recorders or scribes provision

seems to have oeen made for the regular registration of important events.
These events were
probably dated by the years of reigning monarchs.
At least we find this system in 1 and 2 K, Jer,
and Ezk.
A provision, however, for the keepof exact chron. records does not necessarily imply their preservation, and the Books of
Kings, our biblical source for the chronology of
this period, were not written until its close, several

ing

• The awignment of 20 yeara to Samuel Is an Inference from
S T'. Thi' piriod of Israel't desire for the Lord is regarded as
represeniui;: Saniuel's Judgeship, and ceasing when the people
desir^-d ami ciiose a kini^.
1

The

iiliove scheme is Nrtldeke's.
Moore (Judgea, p. xll f.)
Siiut as being to a Judwan writer an illegitimate sovereign
assigns, after LXX, 2U years to Eli, and conjecture* 40 ytan
each for Joehua and SamueL
t

omits

and

—
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centuries after the earlier events narrated. The
writer of tliese books, it is true, refers constantly
the book of the chronicles of the kings of
to
Judah,' and to the book of the chronicles of the
kings of Israel,' as sources of his information. But it
is not known whether he had access to ori^'inal royal
records or only to two historical works based in
some way upon them. Probably the latter, because (1) it IS unlikely that the State records of
the N. kingdom were preserved and brought to
Jems. ; (2) the references are not to the chronicles
or annals themselves, but to the buuk of the
chronicles
and (3) it is difficult to account for
the statements of the writer in reference to dates
of accession and lengths of reigns, if he had access
'

'

;

to original records.
1 and 2
give a complete list of the monarchs of Judah and Israel, and the length of their
reigns in years from Solomon to the fall of Samaria
and of Jerusalem. The commencement of eachreign
is dated by the year of the reign of the contem-

K

poraneous King in the other kingdom.

This mode

of cross-reckoning is e^'idently that of the biblical
writer, for it is scarcely possible that in either
kingdom the year of the king of the other kingdom should be used to fix the date of its own king.
An examination of the synchronisms leads to a
similar conclusion.
From the construction of the
Heb. sentence in many instances the synchronisms
appear to be an addition to a statement of the
sunple duration of a reign, and they seem in some
instances to reveal an attempt at an adjustment
of two unequal series of numbers.
Rehoboam and
Jeroboam came to the throne at the same time,
also Athaliah and Jehu.
The sums of the years
of the reigns of the kings of Israel and Judah

between these two dates should be the same.
of Israel, however, as is seen in the following
(Thf
table, exceeds that of Judah by 3 years.
7 days of the reign of Zimri are omitted, for that
week naturally was reckoned as belonging either
to the reign of Elah or Omri. )

That

:

Rehoboam

.
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Thus the years of the reigns of the southern
kingdom exceed thoao of the northern kingdom by
over 21 years.
The following table gives the biblical synchron(The various statements
isms of this period.*
have been adjusted to each other by allowing the
variable factor of a co-regency, and reckoning the
Ist year either from the commencement of the
co-regency or of the sole reign)
:

....

Athallth

Is 7th o( Jtha (I

JoMta

K

IJeho.

Ul)
7
28

.

1 Jehoahai In 23rd of
(2 K 131).
16 (1) Jehoasb in 37th of
(2 K 1310X

Id Znd of Jebouh (I K 141),
1)S8
39
40

e

(1)

po)u>

16(2)
17(8)
4(1)
6(2)
7(4)
16 (13) Jeroboun

tnh

of

J*rabo*m

WX Almiimh

(2

In

Joub

IStta

of

(2K140X

"

In

Joub

K
(24) 29

26

t8

L Ztcharub

In

Azariab

(2
in
(2
in
(2

S.

Sballum
Azariab

Menahem
Azariab

Pekahlab

K

(2

Pekab

K

88th
39th

K

of

ISis).

39tb

K

of

169)

Of

1617).

In SOth of Aiarlah
162a).

62nd of Anriah
(SKiesT).

In

tnd

of

P«k*h (t

in

E ISO),

Jotbam

m
(8)16
9

U17UiofP«k>l>(2KIffl),
9(17)
11

ho)

U(20)

1

Hoahea In SOtk of Jotbam
and 12tb of Abaz(2 K
1630 171).

In Srd of Bothtm (t

K 181),

HezeUab

U(l)
16(1)
16 (2)

In «th of
ia>°),

Huekith

(2

K

Buiuuru tokeD

I
4
6

9 Samaria

6

.

taken

Hoshea (2

9th of
17« 181»).

In

K

The following tables (a) (6) (c) give dates for the
accession of the kings of Judah, and (rf) (e) (/) of
the kings of Israel
(a) according to 1 and 2
Ch, in which the durations of the reigns are
the game as those mentioned in 1 and 2 K, and
are given without reference to the corresponding
reigns of the N. kingdom, so that their sum
would be naturally taken as the duration of the
8. kingdom
(6) according to the tables of synchronisms given above ; (c) according to a determination from the Assyr. inscriptions. An asterisk
indicates a co-regency but see the following psra^aphs. (d) corresponds to (a), and is adjusted to
It by pre-dating the reigns of Nadab, Llah, and
Aliaziah, and lengthening that of Jeroboam II. to 51
years, and I'ekah's to 3U.
(e) and (/) correspond
to (b) and (c).
The explanation of (c) and (/) is
given in the following paragraphs, [a] and (rf)
correspond essentially to Ussher's system of (lates
given in the margin of the AV. (Jf these Uibles
only if)) and (e) reprcHent approximately the course
of history.
The others are given merely for (he

—

;

;

sake of comparison.
• Acoording to this table the number of yeare from the
aooeaaiona of Atbaliah and Jehu to tlie (all of Samaria is 129.
Thij table, with the one aVjove of synchroiiiMms, however, hue
not been given to preocnt tlie covirse of history, but to (five a
blrd'»-eyc view of the chronological 8tatcment« of 1 and 2 K.
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Azariah, kin^ of Jadah. Menahem is also mentioned as paying tribute in 738. During the years
737-735 Tiglath-pileser was campaigning in the
East, but in 734 lie returned to suppress another
coalition in the West, when he conquered Pekah,
and appointed Hoshea king of Samaria in his
stead.

According to the biblical account, Menahem
and Azariah were contemporaries, and Menahem
paid tribute to Tiglath-pileser (called Pul in 2 K
15") and after the brief reign of Pekahiah the son
;

year of Azariah, Pekah
Pekah, with Rezin king of
Damascus, in the reigns of Jotham and Ahaz,
made war on Judah, evidently to coerce Judah to
form an alliance against Assyria. During the reign
of Pekah the N. kingdom suffered great loss of
territory and inhabitants by Assyr. invasion, and
Pekah was followed by Hosliea.
These two accounts, the biblical and Assyrian, harmonize, and it only remains for us to fix the dates.
In 737 Pekahiah is king, perhaps having come to
the throne in the previous year. His reign is brief,
and in 736 or 735 he is slain by Pekah. In 737 or
736 Azariah dies, and Jotham, who for some 14
years may be thought of as having been co-regent,
nis father being a leper, becomes sole kin^. In 735
Ahaz succeeds Jotham in 734 Pekah is slain, and
Hoshea becomes king. Samaria falls in the winter

Menahem, in the
came to the throne.
of

last

;

of 722-721. Thus in this period the biblical chronological statements must be considerably modified.
The result is given in tables (c) and (/).
18"- ",
difficulty is also presented in 2
which date the fall of Samaria in the 6th year of
Hezekiah, and the invasion of Sennacherib in the

A

K

but the former event occurred in 722, and the
According to the former reckoning,
Hezekiah came to the throne in 728 or 727 and
according to the latter, in 715 or 714. If we adopt
the latter reckoning, the reign of Ahaz must be
lengthened to some 20 years, and that of Manasseh
or of Hezekiah shortened some 10 years. A coregency of Hezekiah with Ahaz has been sugj^'ested
as the solution, or that the date of an invasion of
Sargon in 711 may have been given for that of
According to this latter solution,
Sennacherib.
however, Hezekiah would have come to the throne
in 725 or 724.
The presence of Ahab at the battle of Karkar
14th

;

latter in 701.

;

brings nis reign down to 854 at least. At this
battle, according to the Assyr. inscription, Ahab
appears as an ally of the king of Damascus.

According to 1 K 20^ Ahab formed such an
alliance, which lasted three years (1 K 22'). In the
third year of the alliance the truce was broken, and
Ahab was slain at Ramoth-gilead (1 K 22';'"-*).
Assuming the alliance to have been made in 855,
the close of Ahab's reign, then, may be placed in
853.* See Ahab.
In the period before Ahab a change in the
biblical length of the reign of Omri has been
thought by some scholars necessary from the statement of Mesha on the Moabite Stone, where he
says
And Omri took possession of the land of
Mfihedeba, and it (Israel) dwelt therein during his
days, and half his son's days, forty years.' If his
son' is Ahab, then Omri's reign must be lengthened
In favour of this is
at the expense of Baasha's.
the importance and lasting impression of Omri's
reign (Mic 6"). The 'land of the house of Omri' in
:

'

'

• Another explanation of the events of this period Is, that the
king present as a Syrian ally at the battle of Karkar was not Ahab
but Ahaziah or Joram, the Assyr. scribe having unwittingly
given the name of the father (or that of the son, being ignorant
of the tatter's accession. The argument for this view is that
Israel would not have assisted the Syrians except as a vassal,
and that such rassalage Immediately followed the battle of
Ramoth-gUead. Ahkb'a death, theo, probably would twve
occurred ui 866.

TEST.

is a standing designation for the
N. kingdom. If, however, 'his son' means Omri'i
grandson Joram, then no great change is needed.
This is more probable, agreeing with 2 K 1' 3',
which place the revolt of Moab (unlikely to hare
happened under the powerful king Ahab) in the
reign of Joram. If we knew from Egyp. history
the precise date of Shishak's reign and invasion
of Palestine, we could fix definitely the reign of
Rehoboam (' In the 5th year of Rehoboam, Shishak
came up against Jerusalem,' 1 K 14^). As far as

Assyr. inscriptions

Egyp. history gives any light on

this point, it confirms the date given in (c).
For the period between the death of Ahab and
that of Azariah (Uzziah) it is necessary to shorten
several reigns. The disturbed condition of affairs
at the death of Jeroboam II. a destructive rivalry
of factions is indicated in the prophetical writings
suggests the shortening of Menahem's reign to
three years to allow the others of Israel to stand.
Internal evidence favours allowing the reigns of
Athaliah and Joash to remain unchanged. The
sole reigns of Azariah (Uzziah) and Jotham, then,
may be shortened by makin" them co-regents for a
number of years with their fathers.
The periods given for the reigns of Amon,
Josiah, Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, Jenoiachin, and
Zedekiah are undoubtedly correct. The following
table gives the dates and synchronisms of their
reigns

—

—

:

)

.
.

.
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a few dates in Israel's history can be fixed with
absolute certainty. The time of most events can
only be given definitely within a spaie of two or
three years. There generally remains that amount
of uncL'itainty, hence few tables of dates furnished
by OT chronologists exactly agree.
In view of the corrections which mnst be made
in the OT chron. statements from the founding of
Solomon's temple to the destruction of Jems., and
in view of the apparent endeavour of the writer of
1 and 2 K to preserve and harmonize in his synchronisms the recorded lengths of the reigns of
kings, the question may arise whetlier in this
period as well as the former ones the chronological
data may not be partially conjectural or artilicial,
complete historicad data for both the S. and N. kingdom not having been preserved. This is the view of
In
\V. R. Smith, Stade, Wellhausen, and others.
its favour is the fact that from the founding of
Solomon's temple to that of Zerubbabel, according
to the biblical numbers, there are 480 years, and
the duration of the N. kingdom (omitting the
2 years of Elah or reducing Baasha's to 22) is 240
years.
The combinations seen in the length of the
reigns suggest also, it is said, artificiality.
Solomon
RehobooiD
AbiJ&iu
Asa.

.
.

JehonhaphAt

4

.

Jehoram
Ahaziah

Brought forward Mfi
10)
1« >88
«)
Hezekiob
Hezckiah
23 \
56 [-80
Manasseb

Jothom
Ahaz

.

Athali&b

Jo«h

.

4

Amazi&h

.

Amon

2

Joaiah

81

Jehoiakim
Zedekiah

.

)

J

11 S-es

11

60

Captivity

OuT7 forward

.

The combination

259

Total

.

4S0

of 4H-81 -(38=40-^80-^40, it is
cannot be mere chance.
A system likewise, it is claimed, appears in the
years of the first eight kings of Israel.
said,

Jeroboam
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into Jerusalem in the oonaulship of Antonius and Cicero
0( these two discordant reckoning's
63 less 27 = B.C. 36].
for Antigonus' death, 34 yean from the first would put Herod's
death in the beginning of b.0. 3, 34 from the second in the
beginning of B.c. 2; and if the second may reasonably be set
aside as due to the confusion of all chronology previous to the
introduction of the Juhan calendar in B.C. 46, even b.c. 37 is
inconsistent with the evidence of Dio, a later but equally well
informed historian, who names the consuls of b.c. 38, Claudius
and Norbanus, so that the 34 years would expire in e.o. 4 (Jos.
Ant. XIV. iv. 3, xiv. xvi. 4, xvii. viii. 1 BJ i. xxxiii. 8 Dio, xlix.
(iii.) Of Herod's successors, Archelaus, king of Jud»a, was
22).
banished in the consulship of Lepidua and Arruntius [a.d. 6],
when in the ninth year of his reign according to BJ, the tenth
according to Ant. Aa his accession was near the beginning of
t^e year, the former reckoning would throw it probably in
B.C. 3 (possibly in B.o. 4), the latter probably in B.C. 4 (possibly
If the two may be reconciled by supposing that the
B.C. 5).
banishment fell very early in a.d. 6, before the anniversary of
the accession, and that Ant. reckons Archelaus' second and
succeeding years from Jan. 1, both would point to B.C. 4 ; if
otherwise, 4 n(. as the later and fuller work is more likely to
have corrected an earlier error than to have introduced a new
one, BO that B.C. i is in any case the more probable date {BJ u.
(iv.)
vii. 3; Ant. xvn. xiii. 2, 3, cf. Vita, 1; Dio, Iv. 25. 27).
Herod Philip, tetrarch of Trachonitis, reigned 37 years, and died
from
Augustus*
in the 20th year of Tiberius— that is, reckoning
death in August a.d. 14, between August a.d. 33 and August a.d.
S4, which would leave Herod Philip's accession doubtful between
(v.) Herod Antipas, tetrarch of
B.O. S and 4 (Ant. xvni. iv. 6).
and as
Galilee, was issuing coins as late as his 44tb year
his banishment by Gains Caligula (March a.d. 37-Jan. a.d. 41)
nephew,
can hardly have been later than a.d. 39— his rival and
Herod Agrippa, left Palestine after him, and was apparently
at Lyons with the emperor in the winter of a.d. 39-40 his
2nd year would go back to B.C. 4, and his accession (since the
Jewish princes apparently reckoned their years from Nisan 1) to
the year preceding Nisan 1 b.c. 4 (Dio, Iv. 24 see further, Philo
in Ftaaniin, 6, ed. Mangey, ii. 521 Jos. Ant. xviii. vi. 11, vii. 2
Madden, Coins of the Jews^ p. 122).
Thus the year of Herod's death was probably b.o. 4, possibly
B.O. S ; and one further note of time in Josephus may help to
An eclipse of the moon occurred at a
resolve the doubt.
moment when Herod, lying at Jericho in his last illness, had
partially revived. He grew worse again, and was taken to the
baths of Callirrhoe across the Dead Sea ; but when all remedies
failed he was brought back to Jericho, and thither as a last
caprice of tyranny he summoned to his bedside all the leading
Jews of Palestine, intending a general massacre of them at the
moment of his death. Then the long expected authorization
from Augustus of the execution of Antipater arrives and is at
once acted on ; five days later the king succumbs himself.
The funeral rites occupy a week, and soon afterwards the
Passover is 'close at hand' (Ant. xvii. vi. 4-ix. 3). Now the
only lunar eclipses visible in Palestine during b.c. &-3 were
those of March 23, B.C. 6, Sept. 16, B.C. 6, and March 12-13,
B.C. 4. But unless the events just catalogued can be spread over
12 or 13 months, from March 12, B.C. 4, to March 31 (the oasoover
of B.C. 3), which is very unlikely, the year b.c. 3 for Herod's death
If, on the other hand, one month seems as much
is excluded.
too little for them as twelve are too much, the ecUpse may be
that of September, b.c. 6, the king's death falling six months
afterwards, about March, B.o. 4.

Pompej
(B.C.

;

:

;

—

;

;

;

The Nativity, however, must be placed, not
only before this, but, as St. Matthew's account
for the
seems to imply, some time before it
age limit fixed for the massacre of the innocents,
and the sojourn of the Holy Family in Egypt,
have both to be allowed for, even ii the one is
to be qualified by Herod's determination to set a
limit on the safe side, and the other by St. Luke's
silence.
The Birth of Christ may so far be placed
one, two, or even three years before Herod's death,
;

B.C. 7-6.

With the longer interval from b.o. 7 would tally Kepler the
astronomer's 8uj,'gestion, that the star of Mt 22 was a conJunction o( thb planets Jupiter and Saturn, such as occurred
in the constellation Pisces
May, October, and December of
B.C. 7. The statement of a medlfflval Jew, R. Abarbanel, that the
conjunction of these two planets in Pisces is to be a sign of
Mt ssiuh's coming, may perhaps have been derived ultimately from
ancient traditions known to the Chald;i!an8.
On the other
hand, it is maintained that the conjunolion of B.o. 7 was never
close enough for the planets to appear as a single star, though even
this would hardly be conclusive against Kepler's view.
But in
any case chronological conclusions cannot be primarily rested

m

on such a

basis.

b. St. Luke dates the Nativity by a general
census ordered by Augustus and carried out in
Syria by the legate "Vuirinius (2^ aiTij [^] diro-

iyivero iiyffiovtvovTOs ttjs ^vplas KvpTjvlov).
The bracketed article is to be omitted with
t)
(and in efiect h) ; the clause is to be rendered.

ypa<p^

irpibTT}

B

TEST.

this was the first census [of those that were
made] while Quirinius was governor of Svria,' but
Hhis was taken as the first census [of tlie whole

not

*

series down to the present] while Quirinius,' etc. :
so Clement of Alexandria, 6rc irpHorov iKi'Keuaap diroypa<pas yev^adat. [iStrom, i. 2L 147, p. 407, ed. Potter).

A famous census did indeed take place, Quirinius being the
governor sent to carry it out, ten years or more after the
Nativity, when Judaia, on the deposition of Archelaus in a.d. 6,
became a Roman province and it provoked the revolt of Judar
;

the Gaulonite or Galilean {Ant. xvii. xiii. 5, xviii. i. 1 ; Ac 6-*7>
But there is also reasun to believe that Quirinius must be thf
name wanting on a mutilated inscription which describes somi
otHcial who twice governed Syria under Augustus ; and in that
case another census might be postulated for his other tenure to
justify St. Luke, if it were not that even this other cannot
possibly have coincided with the Nativity. The period from B.C.
10 or 9 till Herod's death is exhausted by the tenures of M. Titiua,
C. Sentius Saturninus, and P. QumtiUus Varus. Varus came as the
immediate successor of Saturninus not later than the sunmier of
B.c. 6
tor coins of his are extant of the 25th year of the era of
Actium (Sept. B.C. 31J, i.e. Sept. b.c. 7 to Sept. B.C. 6— and
Quirinius consestill in office at the time of Herod's death.
quently had either left some years before the Nati\ity or did
not arrive till after it (^Ant. xvi. viii. 6, ix. 1, xvu. v. 2, ix. 3
Mommsen, lies Gestce Divi Augusti^, p. 169 ff.).
St. Luke then is in error in the name of Quirinius ; it does not
follow that he is in error in the fact of a census. * It must be
remembered that the chronological data of Lk 2 and 3 were in
all probabihty supplied by himself and not by his "sources'";
The evangelist's acquaintance with
Gore, Dissertations, p. 20.
Palestine was perhaps limited to the two years of St. Paul's
imprisonment at Cssarea ; and if his source made mention simply
of a census, he may easily have been misled into identifying it
with the great Roman census of a.d. 6-7, made the more
famous by the revolt it occasioned. Nor is there any inherent
improbability in the hypothesis of a census in Judiea somewhere
within the years b.c. 8-5. Of another cUent prince, Archelaus
of Cappadocia, Tacitus happens to relate that he took a census
*
And if
after the Roman manner' under Tiberius ; Ann. vi. 41.
Herod did set himself to supply the information to hia suzerain
(for the statistics of the resources of the empire, dependent
states included, were a favourite study of Augustus), it may
well be believed that he veiled his purpose under forms adapted
to the susceptibilities of his Jewish subjects, and so, in avoiding
the scandal caused by the later Roman census, avoided also the
notice of history.

—

wu

St, Lnke*s evidence, then, adds nothing trustworthy for the chronology of the NatiWty beyond
its synchronism with a census.
c. But if St. Luke's census has no date, or rather
a wron^ one, does early Christian tradition help to
fix the Nativity more nearly?
Patristic writers, in nearly all cases where a date
is given for the Nativity, appear to deduce it from
though it
the date of the Baptism or Ci-ucifixion
;

may

be noted in passing that the earlier Fathers
are a good deal nearer the mark with the year B.C.
3-2 than Dionysius Exi^uus, the 6th cent, author
of the present calculation of the Christian era
(Iren. Hter. HI. xxi. 3, ed. Massuet ; Clem, Al.
Strom. I. 21, p. 147; *Tert.' adv. Judceos, 8;
Hippolytus in Dan. iv., ed. Bratke, p. 19, 1. 3).
There is, however, one casual statement of Tertullian*s which serves in remarkable fashion to
bridge the gap left by the dissociation of Quirinius'
name from the census of the Nativity. The
Marcionites defended their Doketic views of
Christ's humanity by appeal to his own question,
Who are my mother and my brethren ? interpreted as a denial of all human relationships the
Thy mother and thy
a.ssertion of the Jews,
brethren stand without,* became on their view a
mere desire to 'tempt' Christ. Tertullian reminds
them inter alia that Christ's family could ea-ily
have been discovered from the (census known to
have been taken under Augustus in Judsea by
census constat actos sub
Sentius Saturninus
Aiigusto nunc in Judcsa per Sent ium Sat urninum
apud qiios genus eius inqtiirere pottiisse.nt (adv.
Marcioneni, iv. 19). Here, of course, if Tertullian
had said Quirinius, he would have been merely repeating St. Luke but he names instead Quirinius'
penultimate predecessor, governor about u.C. 0-6.
Whether or not Tertullian liimself means to connect
this census with the Nativity is not quite clear
*

'

;

*

:

;

i

'
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the point is, that the name Satuminus, since it
can hardly be a mere slip for St. Luke's Quirinius,
must have come from an independent authority,
possibly the same as supplied another reference to
Saturnmus in Tert. de pallio^ i. In general trustworthiness, Tertullian is immeasurably inferior to
St. Luke ; but a Roman Ia\\'yer could command
familiar access to many sources inaccessible to a
physician from the provinces, and it is hardly rash
to believe that in this one instance the former has
by a happy chance preserved the evidence which at
once conhrms and corrects the latter, confirms the
fa !t of a census, and correcte the name from
Quirinius to Satuminua.*
If this correction be accepted, the census taken
while Satuminus was Syrian legate cannot fall
later than the time when Varus succeeded him, in
or before the middle of B.C. 6. The order of events
in St. Matthew will permit of an interval of two
or three years between the Nativity and Herod's
death and the data appear to be best harmonized
by attributing the census of the Nativity to B.C. 7
or the beginning of B.C. 6.
2. The Month and Day of the Nativity.— Of these
nothing is really known for the patristic evidence,
interesting in itself, though too voluminous for

—

;

;

J

It must
discussion here, leads to no real results.
Bulfice to say that the oldest traditional date for
Christmas Day is, in the East, Jan. 6, in the West,
The earliest trace of the one is the
Dec. 25.
observance of Jan. 6 as the festival, not of the birth
of Christ but of his Baptism, by the Basilidian
Gnostics of the time of Clement of Alexandria
{Strom, i. 21.147, p. 408) ; and a Gnostic tradition
The other tirst appears in
is worth nothing at all.

Hipp^lytus' newly-recovered Fourth Book on Daniel
19, 1. 2> and was probably deduced by him
irom March 25, a day which in his Chronicle marks
not only the Crucifixion but the Conception, the
^^vfffts XpiffTov side by side with the irdOos.
B. The Interval between the Nativity and
THE Baptism. St. Luke relates that Jesus at the
3'^
time of the Baptism was about 30 years of age,
(p.

—

atVrds ^Jy 'IrjaoOs dpx6fX€voi

irCoy

(hfffl

TpidKOVTa.

The

word ipx<i^vos does not qualify the description of
age, as supposed by the earliest known interpreters,
Valentinians of the Ptolenuean school ap. Iren. II.
xxii. 5, ad baptismum venit nundujn qui triginta
annos fuppleverat, sed qui inripcret esse tarw/uayn
triginta annorum and so, too, Epiphanius, lifer.
;

16,

li.

TpidKovra

fxiv irufv

dW

ov ir\i}p7}V

5i6

\iyn

just commencing his ministry,* an idiomatic use of dpx^cr^at
paralleled in Lk 2Z^ dp^d^evos dird rijs TaXtXatas Ac

*Apx^f^''os.

It rather

means

*

when

;

Ac 10^

1^

dp^dfievoi dvb toO /SaTrWff^iaros '\wdvov ;
dp^dfxevos dwd r^s raXiXoiat fjLcrd rb ^avTiafia

I

* It

Vita,

U

For the Baptism the Gospels supply a terminus
in the synchronism of the passover mentioned next after it witli the years ot the building
of the temple (Jn 2-'*) and a terminus a quo in the
synchronism of the beginning of the Baptist's
ministry with the years of Tiberius (Lk 3*).
C.

ad quein

;

a. Jo 2^ Tio-ripaLXAnTcc Kxi l( iTirfv atK9iou.y,0*t i vdce; curef, say
the Jew-i in arg^ument with our Lord, mcanin;^, not that Herod's
temple had taken 46 3-ears from its coiuniencenietit to ita
coMipletion at some moment o( the past,— for the work was only

when the Jewish revolt broke out (Jos. Ant. xx.
that at the time of speaking it 'had beenincourse
4fl years, the aorist being exactly paralleled in the
phrase used of the temple of Ezra (Kzr 6'" «** toti Xut toC tun
mx4>iefA-hthi xtt'i eCx irikig-Oft, 'from that time to this it has been
in course of building, and has not been brought to completion ').
Herod's temple was begun, according to BJ in his 15th,
Ant. xv. xi. 1);
according to Arit. in his 18th year(iiJ 1. xxi. 1
and as Jos. in both books summarizes the length of Herod's
reign by a double computation from the de jure kingship in b.u,
40, and the de /acto kingship in B.C. 37, an obvious solution of
the discrepancy would be to count the IMh year from the
later, the 18th from the earlier, of the two starting-points, both
reckonings then converging on b.c. 23. But in fact Jos., when he
gives a single date, invariably computes it from the de /acto
kingship only. So in Ant.— the book which on the hiijothesis
just mentioned would employ tlie reckoning from b.o. 40 for the
commencement of the temple the battle of Actium (Sept. b.c.
31) is put in the 7th year of Herod Augustus' second visit to
Syria, which was not earlier than B.C. 21 (for it was 10 years after
the first, and that in turn was after Actium), Is dated in the I7th
and the completion of Cawarea is flxed in the 92nd
year
OliTiipiad (B.C. 12-8), and in the 28th year (Ant. xv. v. 2, vi. 7,
XVI. V. 1 ; BJ I. XX. 4). Seeing, then, that the divergence cannot
be accounted for as a double reckoning, it must arise from the
correction in Ant. of an error of BJ, so that Josephus' ultimate date is the 18th year from b.c. 37, or in other words b.o.
20-19. The passover of the first year will probably be that of
B.C. 10, and toe passover of the 40th year that of a.d. 27.
just complete

— but

IX. 7),

of building

'

;

—

;

;

Thus the latest date
months of A.D. 27.
b.

.

.

Lk

for the

Baptism

is

the early

31 it irij wturtxniiixMrm rvt ryifAsn'ou Tt$ip!9v Ktttra.p»(
Reckoned from Augustus'
f^uM dttu iTi "Imtttnf.

iyfvir*

death, Aug. 19, a.d. 14, the 15th year of Tiberius would run
from Aug. a.d. 28 to Aug. a.u. 29, so that the Baptism of Christ
could scarcely fall before a.d. 29. Even if Tiberius' 2nd vear be
dated from Jan. 1, a.d. 15, so that his 15th corresponas with
A.D. 28, matters are hardly mended, for that year, too, would
be irreconcilable with the results attained in the first two
sections of this article, with the temple chronology just discussed, and with tiie conclusions which will be established below
from a comparison of the length of the Ministry with the date
It St. Luke really plm^cs the opening of the
of the Crucifixion.
Baptist's preaching as late as a.d. 28^ he must, as in the case of

which

close.

iu

turn

11.

1,

Thns there is no reason to press St. Luke's noie
of time into meaning either 'wlien not yet 30 years
or * at the moment of attaining the teacher's age
of 30 years.'
The phrase is an elastic one, and
will cover any age from 28 to 32.
Keckoued from
the Nativity of Christ in ii.c. 7-6, the probable
limits for the date of tlie IJaptism would thus be
A.D. 22-27, a result which mu.st now be tested hj
its conformity with the direct evidence for this
date.

reference, in fact,

iK-fipv^cv

U limited to the words mc-ti
ttie niuuntn^ has been read
complL'tod
the ao years of
that our Lord waited till ho hud
an authorized teacher. Hut Jemnh ideoii do not seem to have
particular
a^e.
The
importance
this
attached *ny auch
to
minimum limit for the Levitical service, even if orig-mally ao,
23i»
43.47
4a-"(ilch.).
be
set
Nu
Ch
are
to
1
—and a«alnBt Nu
(LXX)«**, which fpve 25,— had been reduced to 20 before the
Mme of the Chronicler {\ Ch 'i^'-"- ^), who oMcribea the chantje to
David. On the other nand, so far aa there was any olticial age
(or teaching, it was not SO but 40 : see ttie trealiine Abwla Zara
\n the Bab. Talm. fed. Frankfort, 1715. fol. Ili/> : quoted by
Schoctt^en, ad toe): Ad quodnam veto irtatis Tnovi^ntutn
ex^tfctandum att anteqtiatn uir dvctiu alion docere posait f
Similarly, Ircniuus conKt-Hp. Ad ezactos annoB qxuidratjinta.
trails the prima indoU't iuvting of 30 years with the magutri
bo
40 (ii. xxli. 4. 6).
The
ptr/wtam <Etatem, which appears to
traces of an age standard of 30 for difTerent officei ol the
directly
course,
thl»
»ery
to
Christian minibtr>- are due, of
tati'iuentin St. Luke ; lo expressly the Council of Neo-Caiaarea,
The chronolo(pcaI
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Quirinius, have fallen into error. Writing half a century after
the events, and peihai)s himself sharing tiie view which hniitcd
the public Ministry of Chri.st to a single year, he might have
deduced the 15th year for the commencement of the Minintry
from A.D. 29, the date assigned by very early tradition for its

fl

'IuKin;t,

irw* xfii»M*fTm, into
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possible that the aame source U alluded to tn Jos.
written at Rome under l)oniitian, T>if fj.tt rvt -yittvf

At the same time. It ts not quite so easy to luppose him
deceived about the beginning of the Ministry aa aoout the
census of the Nativity. Not only were Uie ovcnte 30 years
nearer his own time, but they were of so much more uublic a
character, that they must liave been matter of knowledge in a
far wider circle, aniong tlie Baptist's disciples— with whom St.
Luke's writings seem io show a special acquaintance as well as

—

the lollowers of tlie Christ. Is it certain, then, what
A modern reader
is meant by the 15th year of Tiberius?
is tempted to transfer to the lat cent, his own associations
with bereditAry monarchy, where eacii ruler's rights and powi-ra
come into existence at the moment of his predcressor's demise,
neither sooner nor later. The lioman Empire of Augustus was
The prescarcely in fact, certainly not in law, hereditary.
rogatives of the emperor were due theoretically to the varioua
offices which he held; and in dating events, as on coins and
inscriptions, he would recite the number, not of the yean* of his
reign, but of his consulships, his imperatorshipp. and his yearn
Cli'arty, none of these otficial mctho<l8
of tribunician power.
were followed by St. Luke, for Tiberius woe never consul more
than five times, nor imperator more than eight, while his
tribunician jMjwer, held permanently as one of the primary
factors in tlie Imjierial cliarart»!r, was olready in ite 16th yea;
Nor wua tber* yet any
at the time of Augustus' death.

among
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Btereotjped Ut«rar7 usage upon the point. St. Luke's contemporaries, U Romans, would probably have been employing the
old system of dating by the consuls of each year ; if Orientals,
they mij,'ht still be usmg the Olympiads (B.C. 776), the era of
Alexander or the Greeks (B.C. 812), the era of Sulla (B.C. 85), or
the era of Actium (B.a 31). So when he himself elected to adopt
the still novel reckoning by imperial years, he would find
DO absolutely fixed tradition as to the moment from which to
compute them ; and it has lately been pointed out (Kamsay,
St. Paul the Trav. p. 387) that not very long before the probable date of the Uospel, Titus had been associated in the empire
with his father Veepaaian by the simultaneous reception of
the proconsular and tribunician power, together witn other
insignia of imperial rank (July 1, A.D. 71). The conditions of
his own day, Kamsay thinks, may have led the evangelist to
emphasize the similar elevation of Tiberius, on whom a special
enactment had already in Augustus' lifetime conferred a
position in the provinces co-ordinate with the elder emperor's,
so that provincial custom may have taken that as the startingpoint of his reign (Velleiua Paterculus, ii. 121 ; Suetonius, Tib,
21 ; compare Bury, StutUnW Roman Empire^ p. 54 ; Mommsen,
Staat^echt, ii. ed. 3, p. 1159, n. 3). As to the exact year of the
law. authorities differ ; most of them connect it with the
of the tribunician power for life In A.D. 13 ; but there is no
necessity to sj-nchronize the two, and Mommsen, on the ground
of the context in Velleius, puts it two years earlier, in a.0. 11.

^nt

—

and it is not given
If this solution is possible
here for more the various data are brought into
complete harmony. The mission of the Baptist in
the 15th year of Tiberius, calculated from A.D. 11,
wUl fall in A.D. 25-26 ; the Baptism of Christ may
be assigned to A.D. 26-27 ; and the first passover
of the Ministry, being at the same time the
passover of the 46th year of the temple building,
will follow in the spring of A.D. 27.
D. The interval between the Baptism and the
Crucifixion, or Duration of the Ministry.
a. St. Mark's Gospel, the closest representative of
the common synoptic tradition, contains few precise indications of time ; events are strung together
by no more than the vague expressions straightway,' 'after not many days,' 'after many days.'
The general impression, however, which the
iynoptlc narrative seems calculated to produce,
»nd probably in primitive times did produce, is
thai the period described was one of no considerable length. In the absence of other data, especial
importance accrues to two episodes which contain
in themselves or their surroundings evidence of the
season of the year. Describing the feeding of the
5000, St. Mark adds to the common tradition
the descriptive touch that the grass showed the
fresh green of early spring (^irl t<;J x^'^PV X^I"'V
Mk 6'» cf. Mt
Lk 9^). And the plucking of
the ears of com (Mk 2»'=Mt 12' = Lk 6M, the
harvest being ripe but not yet cut, wUl fall, if
the ears were barley, at earliest in April, and if
wheat, at latest in June see R. Samuel, quoted

—

—

'

:

W,

;

by Wetstein on Jn

4*°.

Here, then, a spring or early summer in Mk 2 is
succeeded by early spring in en. 6, the lapse of one
year intervening while a second year is postulated
oy the events of chs. 6°'-10'", which include journeys to the districts of Phoenicia, of Upper Galilee,
and of I'er.nea (7" 8" 10"), and shut out the possibility that the miracle of ch. 6 and the passover of
the Crucifixion can belong to the same spring so
that, at least if the order is even roughly chronological, a two years' ministry would already underlie
the record. And though our earliest authority,
;

;

Papias, seems to deny just this characteristic to
Mark, sayin-' that, while the facts were all
accurate, the order was not {aKpijiCJt lypa^pc ov
fUvToi rditi, quoted in Eusebius,
iii. 39), yet
he probably does not mean by this more than the
absence of a framework for the history such as St.
Luke supplies by notices of movement towards
Jerus., and St. John by notices of Jewish festivals.
In any case an investigation of the internal evidence borne by the Gospel itself, though necessarily cursory, and limited to a single section, will
best show to what extent it may be allowed or
denied to be chronological.
St.

HE

From the opening

TEST.

of the Galilean ministry to

Mk

1" the narrative nins continuously, the scene,
the actors, the horizon being all Galilean, and
GalUean only, as far as 3'. At this point a change
takes place, and the larger world of Palestine
begins to play a part on the stage. The audience
is drawn, not from Galilee only, but from Jerus.,
Judsea, Idumsea, Persea, and Phcenicia ; the opposition is reinforced by scribes from the capital; the
apostles are organized into a body for more systematic evangelization {3'' '* ''^). To this division, under
which the first two chapters mark the inchoate
stage of the Ministry, the character of the sayings and doings recorded in them fairly corresponds. Five miracles arouse the attention of the
populace, and spread the fame of their author
(13i_2i3), just as five episodes bring out teaching
which provokes the criticism, and soon the hostility,
of the scribes and Pharisees (2'-3") ; the cure of the
paralytic with the forgiveness of his sins, where
the miracle suggests the teaching, forming the
transition from the first half of the section to the
second. This presentation of development and
progress is an argument for the substantially
chronological character of the record, so far at
least that an episode of the opening section, such
as that of the ears of com, would primd facie be
dated in the actual order of events before an
episode so much posterior to the great break in 3'
With much less
as the feeding of the 5000.
hesitation it may be laid down that the miracle
possibly
placed
in the same
of ch. 6 cannot
be
spring as the Crucifixion ; so that these three d<ita,
the late spring of one year, the early spring of
another, and the passover time of a third, suggest
the testimony of St. Mark's Gospel to at least a
two years' Mmistry (but see below, p. 410").
On the other hand, it does not follow that the
arrangement of events within each section is
rather, the evangelist would cerchronological
tainly seem to have here deserted the principle of
temporal order for the principle of grouping. For
l"-3' is
instance, although his general scheme
borne out by the natural presumption that some
miracles arresting public attention preceded in
time the opposition offer^ to doctrine which
miglit otherwise have passed unnoticed, yet it is
hardly likely that all the miracles came first and
That is to say, the probaall the teaching after.
bility that the episode of the ears or com really
preceded all events from 3' onward, doea -"ot carry
with it an equal probability that it preceded also
the events of 3'"', or followed those of l''-2*'.
Even if the sections aa wholes are in chronological
order, the events within each section are obviously
massed in groups.
b. St. Luke's account of the Ministry divides
itself in the main into two well-marked portions,
of which the first (4"-9°'') is parallel to the common
tradition of the otlier Synoptists, while the second
(9°'-19'^) is almost entirely peculiar
and with this
division corresponds a (seemingly methodical)
arrangement of notes of place which serves as a
setting for the liistory.
In the first portion, representing the Galilean
ministry of the common tradition, the localities
named are, with one exception, and that more
apparent than real, exclusively Galilean 4'* Gali5' Lake of Gennelee, '" Nazareth, ^' Capernaum
;

m

;

:

;

7' Capernaum, " Nain ; 8"- Mary is of
Magdala, and Joanna is wife of Herod's steward ;
'^Lake of Galilee, with its opposite shore.
Mention is made, as in St. Mark, of the gathering
of hearers from Judita, Jerus., Tyre and Sidon,
and of the fame of Christ's miracles in all Judica
and the country round' (5" 6" 7"); but nowhere
is our Lord himself removed from Galilee save in
the single statement in 4" that he was ' preaching

saret

;

^

'

—
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'lovSaia^, k B C L Q R
the synagogues of Judiea
Apolo''etic inI'aXiXalat, Textus liecejitus.
;
terest has detected here an * undesigned coincidence w-ith tlie Judiean ministry in St. John but
the truth is that in this and some other passages
St. Luke is using 'Judaea' in the extended sense
Palestine,' a term unfamiliar to NT and to
of
the Ist cent. A.D. generally. When St. Luke
VTote, the Kom. province, though it then included
all
Palestine except Upper Galilee, was still
known only as Juda?a (Schiirer, JIJP I. ii. 257).
Traces of this usage in his writings (side by side
with the narrower sense in which Judaea was
opposed to Samaria or Galilee) would be Ac 26''"
'Damascus, Jems., all the country of Juda;a and
the Gentiles' Ac 10" throughout all Jud^a, beginning from Galilee,' and the similar phrase Lk 23'
(cf. 6" 7"), in each of which cases 'all Juda-a'
appears to mean Palestine. The phrase may have
been used in 4" as a sort of comprehensive introduction to the Ministry ; and though it does not,
toCidcm verbis, coniine our Lord to Galilee, it does
not necessarily take him beyond its borders. The
definite indications of the first half of the record
are unanimously Galilean.
In sharp contrast with this, the section peculiar
to St. Luke opens with the statement about Christ
that as the days of his assumption were coming
to the full, he set his face firmly to go to Jeru-

in

'

:

etc.

'

;

'

'

;

'

salem

'

;

9^* iv T(^ ffvuTrXTipouadat

Xi)^ewt airroO.

rdt ij^^pai

rijs

dva-

Again and again the same direction

is emphasized in the remaining chapters.
He is
journeying through cities and villages, teaching
and making his way to Jerus. 13-'' he passes
through the midst of Samaria and Galilee on his
journey to Jerus. 17" ; he is going up to Jerus.
18^'
he is near Jerus. 19". It is clear that all
these chapters, to the mind of the evangelist,
represent a conscious working up (though not
necessarily a direct journey) towards Jerus., and
the filling up of the days of his a.ssumption is a
phrase which cannot cover more than a tew months
at the outside.
Nor is there anything to suggest
that, the second group of chapters being thus
limited in duration, the previous group, which
occupy a shorter space in the record, extended
over any much longer period. Indeed it is not improbable that St. Luke shared the view, widely
spread from very early times, that confined the
Ministry to a single year ; it is even possible that
he himself, like so many of the readers of his
;

;

'

'

"
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harvest-time or as four months before it. To the
third attaches, not only a variety of reading between 'the feast' and 'a feast, but, whichever
reading be adopted, a doubt as to the actual feast
intended by it. 'fhe fourth involves, again, a
question of reading, carrying with it the dillerence
of a complete year in the chronology of the
Ministry ; and as this problem is at once simpler
and more momentous than the other two, it will
be on all grounds best to begin with it.
(1) Jn 6*. If the words ri Trdtrxa are retained,
three passovers are mentioned by St. John (2" 6^
11"), so that the Ministry will extend over at least
two years. If the words are excised, ' ilie feast of
the Jews,' which was ' near at hand, may be
'

identified with the Feast of Tabernacles, described
as ' near in l', and the chronology of the Ministry
can then be arranged on a single-year basis 2"'
Passover in March or April, 4" liarvest in May,
5' Pentecost in May or early June, or Trumpets
in September, 6* 1'' Tabernacles in October, 10"
Dedication in December, 11" Passover again.
This latter reading, in the belief that it brought
'

:

the Fourth Gospel into harmony both with the
Synoi>lists and with the earliest extra-canonical
tradition, was championed first by Browne in his

Ordo Sftclorum (London, 1844), and afterwards
with more hesitation by Hort in an exhaustive note
ad loc. in Westcott and Hort's Gr. Test. (App.
pp. 77-81), from which manj' of the data in this
article have been dra%vn.
But any primd facie
presumption on such grounds in favour of the
omission of t6 iriaxa would be counterbalanced by
the consideration that every known MS, whether
of the ori^ijinal Gr. or of tlie VSS, contains the
phrase or its rendering ; moreover, the evidence of

Mark is, as it stands, against the single-year
Ministry, while the evidence of the Fathers is
much more evenly divided than these two WTitera
supposed. Still, the high authority which attaches
to all that Hort wrote demands a closer investigation of his arijunients.
It will be shown that
the shorter reading (a) is a phrase unlikely to
have been penned by St. John (fi) is unsuitable,
as interpreted by Hort, to the context (y) is unsupported by the direct witness of more than a
single Father.
St.

;

;

«. If the words ri varx* *" not Pennine, St. John wrote
simply tY/ui *]p iopryi T<wp 'l0u2«'«r, anu by this he U supposed
to have meant the Feust of Tabernacles, as being 1>eyond all
others the feast of the Jews. No doubt both in the OT and as
late aa the Mishna the feast' is used to denote Tabernacles see
Cheyiie on Is 302«.
Hut even if Tabernacles retained this
pre-eminence,* so that St. John as a Jew could have so used the
phnuje himself, would he have done it in writing for Ocntilo
Christians?
To them I'assover and Pentecost were instinct
with associations from the Gospel, while Tabernacles spoke only
of the Law, and the feast' can only have sup^^ested to them, as
the same or a still vaguer phrase suggested in 5^ to Irenwus,
the Feast of Passover. And the evangelist, who habitually
means by 'the Jews' the enemies of Christ, can hardly have
been so wedded to Jewish usage as to employ language which
would have one meaning for himself and uiouier for his
Ephesian disciples.
In the first
fi. The evidence of context tells the same tale.
t]

*

'

'

Gospel, interpreted in this sense the reference
preserved by him to Isaiah's prophecy of the
'acceptable year of the Lord' (Lk 4'"= Is 61').
c. St. John's Gospel distinguishes itself from
the other three by its careful enumeration of six
notes of time, hve of them Jewish festivals,
between the Baptism and the Crucifixion and
these precise ana detailed recollections of an eyewitness must be allowed decisive weight against
the apparently divergent testimony of the third
SjTioptist, not to say that their very precision may
have consciously aimed at a silent correction
of iniiiressions erroneously derived from earlier
evangelical narratives.
;

i
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and last two are straightforward statements which need no comment. The
second admits of alternative explanations either as
these, the

first

:

'

place, the abundance of the grass (Jn Oio roXiij : x^^P^t '" ^lit *^^
of the same occasion) points to spring and not to autumn.
Further, 'after these things Jesus was walking in CJalilee'
(Jn 7* wtpiiftetTu), and yet on Ilort's hypothesis the same feast
which was already near in 6^ is still only near iyyut iu botli

cases— in
litf

Ufr^.
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y. The patristic evidence for omission can be reduced from
the four witnes-scs quoted by Browne and Hort Irenieus. a
heretical sect described by Kpinhanius and called by him Alogi,
origen, and Cyril of Alcxanaria— to tlie single testimony of
Origen.
Ireuiuus brings the Gnostic theory of a one-year Ministry to
the test of agreement with St. John's CJospel, where he llrida
that our Lord went up to Jerus. after the Baptism to three
Passovers— the first after the miracle of Cooa, the second wtien

—

* On the one band. It Is for Passover that Joseph and Mar;
are said to have gone up yearly to Jerus., Lk 2-*! : on the other,
Cyril Alex., probably from Origen, says oo Jn IIBS *vx «i'j tt.ac^s^
H* r«ira( fvtitajAUr M*t 'll/Mi/raA^^ iv rf! mdrx* tit iri ni

tirtorryi^.

—

:
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he cured the paralytic, the third at the Crucifixion (,B<bt. n.
xxii. 3).
This Father is so ea^jer, it is urped, to swell the
number of Passovers that he includes the unnamed feast of 6^
and it is impossible that he should have failed to note so clear ft
case 08 6* would be, if the word Passover had stood there in his
text.
But, in fact, lren»u8 is professing to quote only the Passover* at which Christ was present, quoties geetnidum tempiu
patdut Dmiiinug pogt baptig}iui ancetulerit in Hi^ruiaLmn and
with this aim he catalogues minutely the journeys to and fro.
He if not professing to exhaust the number of Passovers, for he
goes on to ar^fue that the Ministry lasted for ten years or more.
The Alotri, aocording to Epiphanius (Uan: li. 22), rejected St.
inconsistent with the rest, for the reason,
John's Gosiiel
among others, that instead of one Passover it records the
observance of two. While they were about it, says Epiphanius,
they might have accentuated the inconsistency by pointing to,
not two, but three Passovers in this Gospel. Here the answer is
again that St. Joiln does not speak of the observance of more
than two Passovers by visits to Jerusalem.
Origen's Corrnn. on St. John is defective for chi. B-7. But
on ch. 4.*&(tom. xiii. 39, 41), against the view of the Valentiniau
conunentator Heracleon, that the material hanest was four
months off, and the season therefore winter, he pleads for the
alternative of actual harvest-time from the sequence of the
events in the SBCceeding chapters, where 43fl is followed almost
at once by the feast of 61, and the feast of &1 by a mention of
the Tabernacles as nii;h at hand" (0* or 7^?). The argument
clearly postulaus the absence of any intervening Passover at 6*
and though it is possible in the loss of the commentary on the
verse iwelf to attribute this to mere oversight, yet the omission
of T« rxffx^ In Origen's text is made more probable by the
evidence of hla follower Cyril, the fourth and last witness
•

u

'

'

'

;

alleged.

w

many
Cyril of Alexandria's Commentary, like those of
later Fathers, is composite ; his own contributions are inextricably mixed up with those of hie predecessors, notably of
Origen. Hence, if Cyril (ed. Pusey, i. 398, 399, 404) both gives
trotrxBt, not only in the biblical text at the
the disputed words
head of the section (a position where, no doubt, scribes were
prone to replace the more familiar reading), but in two allusions
at an earlier point ; and at the same time explains our Lord's
removal beyond the Sea of Galilee (Jn 61) by his desire to avoid
the thronging crowds whom the near approach of the Feast (not
the
of Passover but) of Tabernacles would attract to Jerus.,
simplest solution of the inconsistency is to suppose that re
*«(rya rcallv stood in Cyril's own text, and that the connexion
ds' the Tabernacles with the retreat beyond Tiberias is repeated
from Origen.
Thus of Horfft four witnesses the evidence of two, IrensDus
and the Alogi, does not really hear on the point raised at all ;
while the testimony of Cyril, so far as it is adverse to the words,
appears to resolve itself into the testimony of urigen. But it is
much easier to suppose that Origen in his Coninientary either
conjecturally emended or altogether passed over a notice that
he
to be irreconcilable with his earlier conception of a singleyear Ministry, than that he has alone preserved the apostolic
"text against the concurrence of all other authorities.

«

—

Mw

On no ground, external or internal, can the
omission of the reference to a Passover in 6* be
The Fourth
defended as original or genuine.
Gospel excludes the possibility of anything less
than a two-year Ministry. The result is a quite
Biniple chronology for the second half of the Gospel.
From 6* to 11" the space covered is exactly a year,
the autumn Feast of Tabernacles (1^) and the winter
Feast of Dedication (lU") being signalized in the
course of it. The earlier chapters (2" to 6') present
a more complicated problem, the solution of which
depends primarily on the meaning to be attached to
the notices of the season in 4" and of the feast in 5'.
Allusion is here made to two seasons
(2) Jn 4".
of the year, a period four months from harvest
'Say ye not, There are yet four montlis, and
and the harvest it.self *
then Cometh harvest 1
Behold the iields, for they are white already to
harvest.' Of these, only one of course can be meant
in the literal sense
and the question is, which ?
The patristic exegesis of the passage shows that
the dilhculty was felt from the first. Tlie earliest
recorded commentator, the Valeiitinian Heracleon,
Mike the majority, interpreted literally, and said
tliat the material harvest was four months otf, but
that the harvest of which the Saviour was speaking, the harvest of souls, was reatly and ripe.'
Origen answers that it was rather the middle or
end of harvest-time, for the connexion of the
'

;

:

'

;

• The tint ears of barley harvest would be ready in the most
forward districti at the end of March the most backward wheat
would be cut in June. April and Uay would be the principal
;

hftrv«et

month*

TEST.

it cannot have been winter.
allow, he says, as much as eight oi
nine months April to January after the passover of ch. 2, for there is nothing in the story to
suggest 80 long a period, and the impression made
on the Galileans at that passover was still fresh in
their minds when Christ came on to Galilee after
leaN'ing Samaria (4") ; nor can you allow as much
again .Tanuary to October between this episode
*
and the Feast of Tabernacles soon to be mentioned :
Orig. in Jn. tom. xiii. 39, 41.
It is not possible at this stage to dismiss either
explanation as in itself inadmissible. The words
of the verse, especially the In, 'still four months,'

narrative proves that

You cannot

—

—

—

—

have, perhaps, a more natural meaning if the
harvest w^as actually four months oU'. On the
other hand, the immediate context, the promise of
the water which should quench all thirst, has been
thought to suggest a warmer season than January,
the discourses in St. John's Gospel being, it is said,
always fitted to their external surroundings. On
this view it has been supposed that the rerpinrivov
is a proverbial phrase for the interval between seedtime and harvest, oi5x tiMf's X^7fT« standing for t4
It is
Xeydfiei'oi', the regular idiom for a proverb.
said in answer that no such words are elsewhere
preserved ; but phrases of similar meaning, emphasizing the interval between preparation and
It is said
fruition, are common in all languages.
also that a strict reckoning would make the
interval rather six months than four; but the
Kabbis (see Wetstein, ad loc.) were accustomed to
divide the year into six stages of two months seedtime, winter, spring, harv'est, summer, dog-days
so that four months does actually cover the period
between the two. Considering, too, the ditl'erences
of climate in different parts of Palestine, and the
differences of season between barley and wheat
harvest, there is nothing improbable in supposing
that the interval which can be described as one
of six months can be described also as one of

—

four.

Origen has really hit the mark in making the
relation of the passage to the general chronological
arrangement of tlie Gospel the determining factor
in a date which could otherwise only be left open.
This relation involves, in the first place, a discussion of the third and last of the doubtful timenotices in St. John.
Alternative readings lopr/j and ^ iopn/j,
(3) Jn 5'.
and alternative explanations of either reading.
was analj'zed in the discussion of Jn 6*
il iopT-i)
above, and was found to imply either Passover or
Tabernacles, though the very existence of a doubt
as to the relative precedence of the two feasts
ma<le the use of the phrase without further definition unlikely in itself.
ioprii would leave the fea.st intended quite uncertain.
Origen and Epiphanius both argue
rightly that the indefiniteness excludes Passover ;
the former apparently made it Pentecost (as does
his follower Cyril, though the text at the head of
this section of the Commentary contains the
article), the latter gives a choice between Pentecost
and Tabernacles (Orig. in Jn. tom. xiii. 39 Epiph.
B(er. li. 21, Dind. ).t But just as Talicmacles is
important enough to rival the claim of Passover to
be meant by the definite ii iofuHi, so equally with
Passover it is too important to satisfy the indefinite iofnii, which must be referred to one of the
less important festivals, Pentecost (May), Trunipeta
(September), Dedication (December), or Purim
(February).
* The latter part of the arsfument is, of conn*, TitUted \>j
;

Origen's neglect of the Passover of 6^ ; see above.
t The fact that Origen, who certainly did not read the article,
uses of the same feast the words «•!/>* tw* ir r») iom rie
'l«i/2a<M>
.
^twf^ay^JL*tttt (tom. xiil. 64). showi how eealy la
oblique references the article would creep in.
.

.

—
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Am between the two readings, the article is found In M C L A
1-118 S3, the Etr.vp. VS3, Eusebius of Cajsarca, Cyril-text (perhApe, too. Irensjus, since he made the feast a Passover, see above
CD Jn Q*) it iii omitted by A B D, Ori^en, Epiph. Chrys.
uid the Poichal ChronicU, The wei^rht of external evidence
favours the latter group, for it has not only early but varied
attestation ; whereas the other is of more liomopeneous type,
oritnnally purely Alexandrine, and may easily owe its post-Nicene
upitorters to the influence of Eusebius of Cffisarea, and tbe
theory which he brought into prominence of a three years'
Ministry with four Passovers. And when to this is added the
suspicious character Just shown to attach on internal grounds to
i UfiTT, iif^r without the article may confldently claim to repre*
lent the text of tbe evangelist.
',

Thus the
over, 2"-

"

first

(2)

;

half of the Gospel gives (1) a passa note of time, either May or

(3) an unnamed minor feast, 5'
(4)
;
a second passover, 6*. These could be combined
e.g.
in more than one way to fit into a single year
(o) Passover
May any lesser feast Passover
or (;3) Passover—January Purim (February)

January, 4"

;

—

Passover.
But, Is the

—

—

—

:

;

minimum

duration of the Ministry
John's Gospel also the
maximum ? Is it to be assumed that if the
notes of time in 2"-6' can be co-ordinated into a
sin^'le year, and those of C^-ll" into a second, no
further latitude is possible?
This is the crucial

which

results

from

St.

question.

A

negative answer is implied in Irenaeos, tbe
earliest in time, the most trustworthy in position,
of all extant patristic authorities (Ilxr. II. xxii.
3-6).
The limitation of the Ministry by the
Valentinians to a single year he disproves at once
from the record of three visits to Jerus. for the
passover (see on Jn 6* above) ; but he finds also three
other considerations which prove that the total
length of the Ministry was far in excess, not only of
one, ,but even of two or three years' duration,
(i.) A priori: The Lord came to save and sanctify
every age, whether of infants, children, boys,
youths, or men, and to be at once the perfect
example and the perfect ma.ster and teacher of all ;
their example, by passing himself through each of
the stages of huiuim life ; their teacher, by attaining the age of teaching.*
(ii.) Scriptural:
St.
Jonn records (8") tliat the Jews asserted that Jesus
could not have seen Abraham, because he was still
under fifty years old a phrase implying that he
was not far otf fifty, at any rate over forty, since to
a man between thirty and forty the retort would
have been, 'Thou art not yet forty years old.'
(iii.) Traditional: The elders who gathered round
St. John during his long old age in Asia, disciples
some of them, of other apostles as well, have
all handed this down as the apostolic teaching.
Of these arguments the first two do not come to
much but the third does establish a primA facie
claim, only to be rebutted by the overwhelming
evidence on the other side. Is there, then, no
method of explaining, or at least minimizing, this
at first sight conclusive appeal to Johannine
tradition ? In a later passage v. xxxiii. 3) Irenajus
makes a similar appeal to the elders who had seen
John, the disciple of the Lord,' and embodies their
witness to the Lord's teaching about the Millennial
times in a passage which he then defines as the
written testimony of Pa])ias, the hearer of John
and since Papias'
and companion of Polycarp
work was primarily a commentary on sayings or
oracles of the Lord., it is a legitimate conjecture
that if the earlier passage contains a particular
exegesisof the text Jn 8", accompanied by emphasis
on the authority of the elders, there, too, the
authority and tiie exegesis are those of Papias,
and probably of Papias only. But Papias had no
title beyond that of antiquity to the exaggerated
deference which Irena-us pays him. A writer so
'feeble-minded' (the phrase is from Eusebius)
* I.t. 40 yaan see above on Lk S^, p. 40&*.

—

;

(

'

'

'

;

;

;
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would have been just the one to press home to its
narrowest meaning the d fortiori argument, Thou
art not yet fifty years old,' of the Jewish controversialists ; it is even conceivable that he attributed
the forty and six years of the literal temple to
the human temple of our Lord.
But because a theory which extends the length
of the Ministry to ten or fifteen years is on all
grounds untenable, it does not at once follow that
an addition of one year, or even two, to the
minimum implied by tne recorded passovers would
be equally out of court. At the same time, the
cumiilative etlect of the four following considerations seems decisive against even this amount of
deviation from the stricter interpretation of St.
John's narrative.
'

'

'

a. However widely patristic writers differ from one another
in their estimate of the number of passovers mentioned, they
all, save Irenajus (i.e. I'apiasT) only, ajjree in believing that the
enumeration, wiiatever it is, is exhaustive. Origeu in his earlier
writings appears to have reckoned no more than the two passovers : consequently the Ministry lasted only 'a year and

some months' (de PrincipiU,

iv. 6).
If Eusebius and the
Paschal Chronicler find four Passovers in the text, they allot to
the .Ministr.v a period of between three years and four. If
Jerome, Epiphanius, and Apollinaris speak of three Passo\ers,
they also deline tbe length of the Ministry as two years, or two
years and so many days. In itself too much weight must not
be attached to this coiuen^us, since the natural tendency of
cbronologers is to make the most of what they find in their
authorities, and to build up conclusions even where tbe
data are slight and insutlicient.
In this case, however, the
Fathers appear to be doing do violence to tbe intentions of the

evangelist.
0. t'oT if St. John wrote with earlier forms of the Goiipel
tradition in bis mind or before liis eyes, and made it one of nis
objects to supplement their deficiencies lay restatement of
neglected facta, as with regard to the Judeean Ministry or tbe
day of tbe Crucifixion, it is reasonable to suppose that the
numerous notes of time which mark off bis narrative into
stages are purposely introduced in definite contrast to the looser

—

—

Synoptic account
and he could only remove the erroneous
impression wliich had perhaps been deduced already from
other Gospels as to tbe length of tbe Ministry, by substituting
in bis own Gospel an exact or fairly exact chronology.
The
proof that St. John mentions so many passovers, and so many
only, amounts, then, to a presumptive proof that there wers no
more to mention.
The two preceding arguments are independent of the particular number of passovers recorded in St. John's Gospel
the
two which follow derive their force from tlie result above
established, that three passovers, or a minimum of two years, are
there assigned to the Slinistr}-.
y. An early tradition, dating back certainl.v to the Gnostics of
the 2nd cent., and perhaps to St. Luke himself, limited the
every year, therefore, added to
Ministry to a single yeir
the minimum of two years required by St. John makes it more
difficult to understand how tifie error can have bad so ancient
an origin or so wide a diffusion.
i. It the ap])arGnt narrowness of tbe framework in which the
Synoptic narrative is set paved the way in part for the theory
of the single year, an almost equally rapid succession of events
is implied b}' two indications in the Fourth Gospel— indications
which, but for the actual enumeration of the feasts, might well
have seemed to bmit the Ministry to an even shorter duration
than two years. Ch i*^ 'the Galileans received him, having
seen all things that be did at Jerus. at tbe feast,* refers to 'Z'^
* when
he was in Jems, at the passover at the feast, many
behcvcd on his name, beholding the signs which he was doing
and ch. 721 23 One work I did, and ye are all marvelling.
I made a man sound every whit on the sabbath day,' reaches
back to 51-9. Not only can there have been no visit to Galilee
between 2*1 and 4*^, no visit to Jerus. between 6* and 7^1, but
the intervals themselves must have been relatively small eigiit
or nine months is the outside limit for the former and since
many signs were perfonned at the first recorded visit to Jems.,
the impression of the one miracle which marked the Becon(i
visit v^'ould scarcely stand out with unique distinctness for much
more than a similar period. As 7*-' was spoken at Tabernacles,
and a Passover intervenes at 6*, this is 90 far an argument lor
not putting back tbe visit of 6^ beyond the previous Purim
;

;

;

'

*

.

.

.

:

;

(February).

The cumulative effect of these considerations
warrants the conclusion that while two years 7nust,
not more than two years can, bo allowed for the
interval from Jn 2''' "* to Jn 11"; and it now
remains only to ask how far the results establisheil
from St. John's Gospel agree with the more
tentative results deduced from .St. Mark's.
a coiiiparca with c. St. Mark's Gospel was shown
(p. 400), if its order of events can be taken as
chronological, to imply, exactly like St. John's, a

'
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two-year Ministry. Its second note of time, the
springof the miracle of the 5000, corresponds exactly
to the Passover mentioned as nigh on the same
'

'

occasion in St. John (Mk 6''=Jn 6*). Its first
note, the harvest of the ears of com (Mk 2"), must;
recorded in its proper place, belong to the
if
months immediately succeeding the passover of
.In 2.
It would follow at once that the visit
welcomed by the Galileans (Jn 4''''), being the first
2^ ;
visit to Galilee after Jn 2, must precede
and St. John's note of time in Samaria (Jn 4"')
must be placed between the passover and the
episode of the ears of com, i.e. at the actual harvest
season.
Very soon after the passover room has
only to be found for the visit of Nicodemus perhaps about April 20, since passover in A.D. 27 fell
on April 11 or 12, Christ leaves Jems, with his
disciples and makes a stay in the land of Jud,'ea
while John was still preaching ; but the Baptist's
arrest probably followed shortly, and may actually have been the cause of our Lord's removal
through Samaria to Galilee, at a time when at
least the barley was ripe, say about the middle
of May (Jn S^ »* 4', and Westcott, ad loc). 'After
the arrest of John, Jesus came into Galilee is
St. Mark's description of the same moment, 1".
the
So far the chronology is smooth enough
difficulty is to know wnether the six weeks, which
is the utmost that can be allowed between the
middle of May and the end of wheat harvest, are
enough to cover the opening stages of the Galilean
Ministry down to the episode of the ears of corn. It
haw been shown above (p. 406"") that within his first
section St. Mark certainly groups events by subjectmatter rather than by time, so that there is no d
priori reason against placing the episode of the
com during, or even before, the circuit of the villagetowns (xoi^oirAXetj, i. 38), which is almost the only
distinctively marked occurrence in these chapters.
No doubt, however, such a scheme as this would
crush the early GalUean Ministry into an tmcomfortably narrow space the double call of the
apostles, for instance, is more appropriate if a substantial interval, during which they had returned
to their ordinary avocations, elapsed between the
return to Galilee in May and the second and final
call.
But if the harmonization is thought impossible, it is the chronological order of the events
St. Mark, and not the limitation of the Ministry
to two years, which must be given up. The corn
episode must be transferred to the second year of
the Ministry, and placed after the miracle of the
Five Thousand.
secure result being thus established from
d.
the Gospels for the length of the Ministry,
want of space compels the omission of the section
on the evidence of antiquity, evidence the less
essential
that it is wholly secondary, being
based on deductions, some correct, some incorrect,
from the Scriptures themselves. Suffice it to say
briefly, that among ante-Nicene writers, against
the evidence for a single year of ihe Ptolemajan
Valentinians, the Clementine Homilies (xvii. 19),
Clem. Al. (Strom, i. 145, vi. 279), Julius Africanus
(Routh, Rel. Sac. ii. pp. 240, 306), Hippolytus' later
works (Paschal Cycle and Chronicle), and Origen's
earlier (in Levit. Horn. ix. 5, de Princ. iv. 5), are to
be set, for a two to three years' Ministry, Melito
(Routh, Rel. Sac. i. p. 121), Heracleon (to judge
from his interpreting Jn 4^ of winter), Tatian's
Dintessaron, Hippolytus' Fourth Book on Daniel,

Mk

—

—

'

'

;

;

m

A

—

and Origen (c. Celsam
xxiv. 15, and probably

ii.

12,

Comm. in Matt.
Comm. on Is.

in the lost

xxix. 1).
No writer before Eusebius maintains a
three to four years' Ministry.

E.

The Date of the Crucifixion.— a. The
;

p,

—

1. The dating by
the high priest.

Four Gospels.
governor

officialt: a,

the

TEST.

a. All the Gospels besides the Acts and Pastoral
Epistles name PUate (Pontius Pilate in Mt 27^, Ao
4", 1 Ti 6'*) as the governor before whom Christ
was tried. His tenure of the procuratorship ia
approximately fixed by Josephus, Ant. XVIII.
ii. 2, iv. 2: (1) he came as successor to Valerius
Gratus, whose eleven years, since they fell wholly
under Tiberius, must have extended at least to
A.D. 25 (2) he left after ten years of office, and
was still on his way to Kome when Tiberius died,
March A.D. 37, so that he can hardly have reached
Palestine before a.d. 27
and as Lk IS^ 23" (not
to speak of Lk 3') show that he was not quite
newly come at the time of the Crucifixion, the
possible passovers for the latter are reduced to nine,
A.D. 28-36.
;

;

As high

priest Caiaphas is named by St.
(26^- '"), and so emphatically by St. John
18"(11**
^) as to suggest that he is correcting the
less technically accurate statement of St. Luke,
j3.

Matthew

who
his
(3'

includes under the title both Caiaphas and
sometime previously deposed predecessor Annas
ivl apx^piui 'Avva ncoi Kaid0a
but in Ac 4'
;

Annas

the

exclusion

Caiaphas, 'Avfat i
Caiaphas was appointed
under Valerius Gratus before Pilate's time.
He
was deposed by Vitellius, legate of Syria, on the
occasion of a visit to Jerus. for the passover, the
year of which can be established within certain
limits, for (1) his successor Jonathan was deposed
by the same Vitellius during anotlier visit for one
of the festivals of A.D. 37
probably Pentecost,*
since the newsof Tiberius' death on March 16 arrived
at the same time ; at latest, therefore, Caiaphas'
deposition was at the passover of A.D. 36, and the
Crucifixion at the passover of A.D. 35
(2) the
death of Herod Philip in the 20th year of 'Tiberius,
to

of

dpxifpdi Koi Ka(d0as).

—

;

A.D. 33-34, is mentioned by Josephus a page or
after the account of Caiaphas removal, with
the fairly precise indication totc, ' at that time,' so
that, if this order of events is correct, the Passover
of A.D. 34 is the terminus ad quern for Caiaphas,
and that of A.D. 33 for the Crucifixion.
See
Josephus, Ant. XVIU. ii. 2, iv. 3-v. 3.
The Crucifixion under Pilate and Caiaphas can
hardly then lie outside the years A.D. 28-33.
2. The dating by the calendar : a, the day of the
week /3, the day of the (Jewish) month.
o. Since the Ilesurrection admittedly falls on
the first day of the week, Sunday, the Crucifixion,
wliicli was according to Jewish reckoning on the
'third day' before, took place on a Friday.
No

two

;

this would be needed were it not that
has been strangely suggested (by Westcott,
Introduction to the Study of the Gospels', appendix
to ch. vi. p. 348) that the day of the Crucifixion
was not Friday but Thursday, on the ground of the
Srediction that the Son of man was to be three
ays and three nights in the heart of the earth,
Mt 12*'. But against this view tradition and the
NT are equally decisive: (1) The Wednesday and
Friday fast is now traced back as far as the
Didache, 8'. (2) The most common NT phrase for
the day of the Resurrection in comparison with
the Crucifixion is r^ rplr^ (Gospels eight times,
besides 1 Co 15'), which in Gr. never did or could
mean anj'thing but ' on the second day,' whet liei
the day after to-morrow or the day before vesterj)roof of

it

day cf. Lk 13'», Ac 27'«- '». Ex lO'"-", 1 Mac 9«.
Even the apparently stronger phrases iicriL rpeis
ilfUpas (Mk 8^', Mt 27"-*') and Toeit iiiifpat icoi rpeij
KixTas (Mt 12"), mean exactly the same thing cf.
;

;

Gn

42"'

'* <toi

(Bero airroii tr (pvXaK^ ijfUpat rptis"

ilirev

* If it had been the passover, Josephus would probably have
mentioned the fact, as he does on the prenous occasion ol
Caiaphas' deposition. If the passover of A.D. 37 fell on March
20-21 I'ent^H^ost was about May S-9, seven to eight weeks after
,

Til>eriuM" «ieatli.

—
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t^ rpiro, Est 4^« firi <p6.yrrr€ nijSi
Tpth vvicra. Kal jj^fXLv^ taken up in 5^
Koi iyiptro iv t^ ^m^P^ t^ TpirQ
( = 15* Vulg.)
repi(3d\ero -njy S6^(iv aCrr^s. (These exx. mostly from
Field's admirable note on Mt 16-' misprinted"
in hia Otium NorvicensCf iii. p. 7.)
8. But the day of the week must be combined
with the day of the month before any further
results can be attained. On what day, then, of the
(Jewish) month did the Crucifixion fall ?
The passover was kept at the full moon of
Nisan, the first month of^ the Jewish ecclesiastical
year and the months being lunar and commencing
with the new moon, the mil moon fell about the
15th.
On the 14th, in the afternoon, the paschal

a^ott rp

Si

^l

TlifTt

ijfjJfx^

rjfUpas

.

.

.

—

;

lamb was

Ex

killed,

12*

explained by Josephus,

BJ

VI. ix. 3, 6,t6 iydrrji Cipas fUxpts ivStKaT-qs^ and Philo
(ed. Mangey, ii. 292) icard ^aij^^piav fws iavipas ;

was eaten on the evening of the same natural
day, but as the Je\N'ish day began at sunset, that
was already Nisan 15. On the 16th the first-fruits
it

barley harvest were oirered or 'waved'
before the Lord (Lv 23"-"; Jos. Ant. III. x. 5).
The whole feast of unleavened bread lasted seven
days, from the 15th to the 21st inclusive.
Whether the Crucifixion fell on the 14th or on
the 15th, whether (that is) the passover by a few
hours followed it or preceded it, has always been a
question.
For the present purpose, however, it is
only an important one in so far as it may happen
that in any one of the possible years Friday
might be reconcilable with one but not with the
But the observation of
other of the two days.
the Jewish months often cannot be restored with
such absolute certainty that if Friday could be
Nisan 14 in any particular year it could not be
Nisan 15, or vice versd. Moreover, the arguments
on each side (unlike most of the points treated
hitherto) are well represented in accessible authorities
see in favour of the 14th Sanday, Authorship and Historical Character of the Fourth Gospel^
ch. xii., or Westcott, Introduction to the Gosjicls^
Edersheim,
for the 16th
appendix to ch. vi,
of the

—

:

—

:

Jesus the Messiah u. 479-^82 Le>vin, Fctsti Sacri^
p. xxxi; M'Clellan, New Testament^ pp. 473-494.
No more then need be said here upon tne Gospels
than that, while primd facie the evidence of St.
John tells for the 14th and that of the Synoptists
for the 15th, indications are not wanting in the
synoptic narrative {e.g. the episodes of Simon of
Cyrene and of the deposition from the Cross, Mk
l^ai. 43. 4flj
which confirm the Johannine view.
Probably, here as elsewhere St. John in repeatedly
implying that the passover was still future (13* irpb
Si ttJj (opT^i Tou wdaxo., 13^ dyOpaaoy we Xfi^ia^v tx_op.€v
tU riji' iopHjyf IS'*" tva firj ^avOuiaiv dXXA tpdydiaiv t6
rdffxoi) is intending to correct silently a false imEression to which other accounts had, or might
ave, given rise.*
For the decisive evidence of Christian antiquity,
reaching back probably to St. Paul himself, in
favour of Nisan 14, see oelow, p. 412.
In which years, then, between tlio already established limits A.D. 28-33, could Friday have fallen
on the 14th regard being also hau to the less
probable 15th— of Nisan?
f

;'

;

—

The matt«r is not so simple as it looks ; for It Is never possible
to be Certain which day was re<;koncd as the new moon or
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any given month, and not alwaj-s possible to be certain
which month was reckoned as the NL>an or first of anj given
flrat of

year.
(1) How was the beginning of a Jewish month fixed? Theoretically, no doubt, by simple obsen'ation and since astronomers
can calculate the true time of conjunction for any new moon, it
is possible, by adding so many hours (not less than about 30) for
the crescent to become visible, and by taking the first sunset
after that, to know when each month ought to have begun, if
the Jewish observations were accurately made. But wtnt was
Was the new
to happen when obsen'ation was impossible?
month to be put off as long as eveify night happened to be
cloudy? Were the Jews of the dispersion from Babylon to
Home to be left ig^norant on what day the new month was commencing in Jerusalem? Elmpiric methods must have been
qualifi^ by the permanent rules of some sort of calendar. It
must at least have been recognised that, the average length of a
lunation being 2<Ji days, no month could be less than 29 or
more than 30 days.
The subjoined table (of. Salmon, Introd. to NT. appendix to
Lect. XV.
Mas Lairie, Tr68or de Chronologie, p. 94) gives, flrat,
the terminus pofickalit or 14tb of the paschal moon according
to the present Christian calendar 8etx>ndly, the beginning of
the 14tb day, reckoned from the time of the astronomical new
moon of Nisan ; and thirdly, the fourteenth day, reckoned from
the first appearance of the new moon at sunset (it being remem*
bered that the Jewish day began at that hour)—
;

;

;

LD. 28 Sa. 27 M.
29 F. 15 A.
30 Tu. 4 A.
SI Sa. 24
32 Sa. 12 A.

28 M., 2 a.m.
16 A., 8 p.m.
4 A., 8 p.m.
26 M., 1 a.m.
11 A., 11 p.m.

M

33

W.

1

A.

1 A.,

1p.m.
or

(

4 A.

3-)

and third colomni may safely be taken to represent
The
the possible extremes in any j'ear, and it will be seen at once
that Friday cannot have fallen on Nisan 14 or 16 in the three
years A.D. 28, 31, 32— in each of these the choice lies from
Saturday to Monday or Tuesday for the 14th, and from Sunday
to Tuesday or Wednesday for the 15th— and must be sought for
first

therefore in one of the remaining years, A.D. 29, 30, 33.
(2) But how is it certain that the full moons just given wer«
those of Nisan rather than of some other month?
Nisan was ori^'inally that lunation before the middle of which
the first ears of barley har\'est were ripe (pt 16^, Lv 23^0) ; and
if, when the previous month Adar ended, Uie earliest barley was
not within a fortnicht of being ripe, a 13th month, Veadar,
was intercalated. But as ^^ith the month, so also for the commencement of each year, a syMtematic calendar must soon have
replaced simple observation, for strangers from the Dispersion
could not visit Jems, for the passover unless they knew beforehand whether a 13th month were to be intercalated or nut.
Such a method as was wanted for correlating the lunar
months with the solar year exists in the still familiar rule that
the paschal full moon is that immediately following the spring
equinox ; and this was certainly in use nor is there any traoe
before the Christian
of any rival system of harmonization

—
—

era.*

But the equinox itself, though the reckoning of it varied only
within narrow limits, was not an absolutely fixed point. Tlie
computation ultimately accepted by the whole Christian world,
that of the Alexandrians of the 4th cent., fixed it on March 21.
But Anatoliua of Laodicea (see the padsaye of his *a.i-ett( reu
ta.ffx'^% A-D- 277, preserved in Eus. IIE vii. 32), assigning the
first new moon of the first year of his cycle to Phamenoth 26
= a.d. xi kal. Apr. = March 22, says that the sun Is then already
in the 4th day of the first ru.^'^^ (or 12th part of his annual
course from equinox to equinox), which he therefore placed on
March 19. Moreover, according to the same authority, there
were those who, disregarding the equinoctial limit, erroneouslv
took for the paschal month what was really not the first month
of one year but the last of the preceding—and that against the
testimony of the old Jewish authorities, Philo, Josephus,
MussBus, and the still earlier AgathobuU and Aristobulus. Who
these people were whom he is attacking, Anatolius in the extant
fragment does not say but the evidence of various 4th cent,
writers makes it all but certain that they were the Jews of his
day. liie Encyclical Letter of Oonstantine at Nicau dissuade*
from imitation of the Jewish poscha, celebrated as it is twice in
one year' the ApoHolic CoiMtitutiont recommend independence
of Jewish calculations and careful attention to the equinox,
i.«. once
lest the feast should recur 'twice In one year*
rightly, Just after the one spring equinox, and once wrongly.
and the Paschal Uomily of pseudoJust before the next
Chrysostom (a.d. 3h7) appeals from the contemporary Jews and
their neglect of the equinox to their wise men of anticui*y,
terms which seem to be
I'hilo, Josephus, and others, in
L 9; Apost.
borrowed direct from Anatolius. (Socrates,
viii. Appendix, p. 277
ed.
Bened.
cf.,
Const. V. 17 Chn-'sostom.
too, Epiphanius. Z/"T. 1. 3.)
this
supposed
error
of
the
Jews
simply
It is quite likely tliat
meant that they reckoned the equinox t-arlier than their
Christian contemporaries, better equipped in ostronomicid
;

*

:

—

;

UB

;

;

wirx*

'or the supper on the
evenlntf of Nisan 13-14 is potwibly Illustrated by passages in
Philo, 9tf) r>ir l&iofj^t mmt xHf i«/7r^r, which seem to distinguish
the «««-x« of the 14th from the k^ufMtt of the 16th-2l8t (ii. 278,
292, 293) : €.g. 0) r|r«^ l\ [iyn^] rw* h»$a.-ni^imt q Ha>j[»va.,
•

The regular B3moptic use

of ri

• Philo {op. cit. ii. 2U3) connects tlie title of
first munlh
given to Nisan in the UT with the concurrence of the soring
L-quinox as an annual reminder of the beginning of all things
and see below for the catena of Jewish authorities appealed to
by Anatolius, who quotes the acttuJ lani^uage of Ariatobulus
one of the Seventy.'
'

%\ m^ufjM..

M<i*x.

(2)

my\rau

(3) rufaiWTU

H

31

li

9CLtii\u*{

fivfitL

r«7c ittr^m-Tupittt

rirrxfim^uiiMMTV

i*^ri)

.

.

.

m*vfAa..

rev

Does

Mark, Cf )i r* rar%dt s«) rk k^viut U4rm iC* itu4fitt4 (14^),
imply a consciousoeae of this distinction 7 Contrast, however,

8t.

Mt

2ei7, &lk 1413.

Lk

221-

7.
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knowledge, had learned to do ; with the result that the Jews
would be sometimeB keeping the passover when the Christians,
holding that the equinox w;is not yet past, waited for Hie next
In any caae the fartheV back the Church's paschal
full moon.
calculations c*n be traced, the earlier does the equinox appear
to have been set. Anatoli\i3 himself put it two days before the
Alexandrian reckoning, just aa Hippolytus, the first known
author of a Christian cycle (a.d. 2'.i2), put it a day before
Anatolius. And both Jews and Christians of primitive times
may quite possibly have reckoned it a day earlier even than the

March 18

of Hippolytus.

in the list of the six passovers of A.D. 28-33
there was one year, a.d. 29, in which the new
moon of Nisan is placed as late as April 2,
8 p.m., and the 14th as late as April 15-18; but
the argument of the last two paragraphs shows
that the previous lunation, if its new moon fell in
the early hours of March 4 and its 14th on March
17-19, has an equal or superior claim to he considered the month of Nisan. The 14th in this case,
if it fell on March 18, would actually he a Friday
and March 18 is really the most probable of the
alternatives.
It is true that calciuation from the
phasis of the new moon after sunset would make
=
1
Nisan
March 6, Nisan 14= March 19. But the
caution has already been given that simple observation must have been superseded before A.D. 29 by
calendar rules and one of these rules, which may
well go back to our Lord's time, was that Adar never
consisted of more than 29 days Nisan therefore
commenced a day sooner in relation to the new
moon than if it had followed a month of 30 days,
so that in this year Nisan 1 would rather be
March 5. Suppose, further, that the equinox was
calculated one day earlier than by Hippolytus,
two days earlier than by Anatolius, and Nisan
14 = March 18, A.Ek 29, satisfies the equinoctial
limit also.
Three years then, A.D. 29, 30, 33, satisfy the
Gospel evidence for the date of the Crucifixion
and the choice between them must now be made
by recourse to other authorities.
b. Tradition outside the Gospels.
Though the evidence ob1. The Jewish Date.
tained from these supplementary sources deals, as a
rule, with Roman or other civil computations, the
question as between Nisan 14 and 15 is definitely
answered by a continuous chain of tradition from
the let cent, to the 4th.
St. Paul wrote his First Epistle to the Corinthians about passover-time (5* fiiore ioprdj^uifiev, cf.
16*), and paschal symbolism underlies his allusions
both to the Crucifixion, 5' (KKaSaptu-e rijv TraXaidv
Kal y^p rb iraaxo. ijfjiwv irvdrj Xpttrr^y, and
^VfiTjr
to the Resurrection, IS'" vwl Si XpurrAs iyitytprai {k
weKpuip avapx^ tuv KfKot^n^pAvojv,
On Nisan 14 and
16, then, the days of the sacrifice of the passover
and of the offering of the first-fruits, St. Paul's
Churches appear to have kept the memorials of
the Crucifixion and of the Resurrection. In the
next century the Quartodecimans, as their name
implies, observed Nisan 14, not 15 the theory of
the Tiibingen school, that what these Johannine
Churches observed on the 14th was not the Crucifixion but the Last Supper, is too preposterous to
call for refutation.
Definite testimony for the
14th, from lost writings of three holy Fathers of
the Church,' is quoted in the Paschal Chronicle
(A.D. 641
ed. Ducange, pp. 6, 7).
(i.) Claudius
ApoUinaris of Hierapolis, c. A.D. 180, in his irep!
ToC ricrxa Xtryot accused of ignorance those who
connected the 14th, not with the true Lord's passover, the great Sacrifice, but with the Last Supper,*
ajid put the Crucifixion on the 15th, on the sup-

Nor,

;

;

;

:

—

,

,

.

:

'

:

' strictly, of course, the Last Supper and the Cniciflxion were
on the same Jewish day hut early Christian usage soon began
to use, even for these days of the lunar month, not the Jewish
reckoning from sunset to sunset, but the ordinary reckoning
from midnight to midnight. Apollin&ris distingiii^bes the two
days just in the same way as Clement puts the washing of the
feet on the 13th, the Passion on the 14th.
;

TEST.

posed authority of St. Matthew's Gospel a view,
he says, which is out of harmony with the law,
apparently because the paschal lamb is an OT
type of Christ, and sets the Gospels at variance
with one another, obviously because St. John wag
(ii.)
admitted to give the quartodeciman date,
Clement of Alexandria, in a work bearing the
same title, contrasted the years before the Ministry, when Christ ate the Jewish passover, with
the year of his preaching, when he did not eat
it, but suffered on the 14th, being himself the
paschal Lamb of God, and rose on the third day
[the 16th], on which the Law commanded the
(iii.) Hippriest to offer the sheaf of first-fruits,
polytus of Portus, in his De pascha and ^ dv. omnet
luereses [to be distinguished from the now recov:

—

ered longer treatise, Refutatio omnium ?ueresium],
asserted that Christ ate a supper before the passover, but not the legal passover
oStos yap ijv ri
Hiaxa tA xpoKtKtipvyiUvov Kal TtXeioiiUfOn t^ uiptafUvTi
:

Vfiipif.

Of other early writers Irenaens (IV. x. I) is
hardly clear but Tertullian {adv. Jud. 8)* seems to
imply Nisan 14. Africanus is quite unambiguous,
;

xdffxa tA irepl rdv IZurT^pa avvi^Tj
{Chronicon, fr. 50 ap. Routh, Eel. Sac. ii. 297).
Even as late as the end of the 4th cent, three
writers, all specialists on chronology, can still be
Epiphanius, Hcer. 1. 2,
cited on the same side
Wei yip rdi^ Xpterrdi' iv TeffffapetTKatSeKdTTj ij^Up^
dieaSai; Ps.-Chrysostora (A.D. 387: ed. Bened.
viii. App. p. 281), the Crucifixion fulfils the Mosaic
ordinance that the lamb should be sacrificed between the evenings on the 14th Julius Hilarianus
(A.D. 397
de die pascha et mensis xv, ap. (Jallandi,
viii. 748), the sacrifice of a lamb from the flock
is replaced by the sacrifice of the Lord Christ
himself on luna xiv.
Add to these Anon, in
Cramer's Catena in Mt. p. 237, and Orosius, Hist.
vii. 4. 15, the darkness took place iv tj i5' TnUpq
TTis (rjXiJcTjs, quartam decima7n ea die lunnm, as well
as the Paschal Chronicle itself and the svvToii.ot
Egyptian system incorporated Lq it
Si.-fnn'"-^, an
trpd 5i TT}$ fuai toO

:

;

:

Ducange, pp. 221, 225).
tnis time the opposite \'iew, which first
emerges m the 3rd cent. in the West, Ps. -Cyprian,
Computus de pascha (K.D. 243: HartersCy/>rtan, iii.
248), § 9 manducavit pascha, % 21 passus est luna
XV; in the East, Origen on Mt 26'' (Delarue, iii.
(ed.

But by

—

more ludaico pasclui corpor/actus est sub lege was
beginning to be the prevalent one. So certainly
Ambrose, ad epp. ./Emilice (c. A.D. 386 ed. Bened.
ii.
880), Chrysostom (e.g. Horn, in Mt. Ixxxii,
895), lesus celebravit
aliter . .
quoniam
.

.

.

—

.

:

ii. 461, the passover superseded by the
Eucharist, t6 KecpaXa^ov tQiv eopruiy airruiv KaTaXvH i^'
eripay airroit furaTidfis Tpdirt^ay), Proterius of Alexandria, ad Papam Leonem (A.D. 444, printed at
ep. cxxxiii. in the Ballerini Leo) xiv luna mensis
sequenti die
pasclia tnanducans
primi
.
XV luna crucifigituT and probably Theojihilus of
Alexandria, ad Theodosium Imp. iv. (A.D. 386 Gallandi, vii. 615)
for though the Greek has rj Tto-capeaKaidtnaTal^ the Latin decimaquinta tallies with
Ambrose and Proterius, who both appear to l-e

ed. Field,

.

.

.

.

.

;

:

;

borrowing from Theopliilus.
This later view appears to be derived from the
use of irdcrxf in the Synoptic Gospels Origen, its
:

most influential supporter, is directly commenting
on the text of St. Matthew. On the other hand,
none of the earlier witnesses for the 14th, save
ApoUinaris, the champion of the Johannine
Churches of Asia Minor, appeal to St. John's
Gospel rather they represent an independent mid
;

* In favour of the genuineness of chs. 1-8 of this treatise se«
Fuller Diet. Chritt. Biogr. iv. 827>> ; Hamack Gach. der aitchr
Litteratur, L 671 : agamst, Burkitt Old Latin and Jtaia, pp

;
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by the living voice

«. The earliest authority who appears to have fixed the CruclflxioD by iiuplicatioD to a dellnite year is the pa^'an annalist
Phle^on, whose 'chronological collection on the ulympiiuls'
ranged from Ol. I. 1 (b.o. 776) down to the times of Hadrian,
general account of the work is given by the
A.D. 117-138.
patriarch rhotius {cod. 97), though even he failed to get beyond
book,
or
about B.C. 170. Pholiu:! suuiuiarizes the la:>t
che lUth
chapter which he read, as a sample of the style and contents
that 'the reader geta rej^ularly bored
whole,
concluding
of the
with the liste of names and of victors in the Olympic contests,
excessive
and
unseasonable details about prodigies
with
the
and
and propheciea, which crowd out all real history.' Probably it
this interest in the marvellous which led Phle^on to mention the predictions of Jesus Christ, though his knowle^it^e was
so vague that, if Urigen's phrase is rightly understood, he contused the personaUtica ^or perhaps oniy the miracles) of Christ
and of St. Peter (c CeU. li. 14, nyx^^'t > *'*'if '*/' nir^«4< »< wtfi

or in the year 340 of the Greeks.
L. Rubellius Oeminus and C. Ftiflus (or Rufius, or Rufus,
or Fusius) Ge minus were the consuls of a.d. 29. The Seleucid
era (era of Alexander, era of the Greeks) commences Sept.
B.o. 312, so that its 340th year runs from Sept. a.d. 28 to Sept.
A.D. 29.
But this same spring of a.d. 29 can be reckoned,
according to different methods of calculation, as belonging
either to the 16th or 16th year of Tiberius, who succeeded
Augustus in Aug. a.d. 14, so that, on the strict reckoning,
tlie passover falling in his 15th year will be that of a.d. 'Z"^.
But the imperial year might sometimes be adjusted to the
calendar year to which corresponded the consul's tenure of
ofiice, Jan. 1 to Dec. 31
by beginning a second imperial year
on the first New Year's day of each reign compare the practice
of Trajan and his successors in commencing a 2nd year of
tribunicia potestas on the annual inauguration day of new
tribunes next after their accession (Lightfoot, Jgnatiitx^,
ii. 398).
In this case the 16th year would be exactly equivalent to A.D. *23, the 16th to a.d. 29. Or again, the example
of the chronographers suggests that the converse might be
done and the fractional year simply omitted, each emperor's
first year beginning on some fixed day
thus, for instance,
it will be shown (see below in part li. of this article, Tmk
Ai'OsroLic AOB, under Felix and Kestus, p. 418) that Eusebius
appears to commence each emperor's 1st year in the .Sept. following his accession. Either year then is compatible but the 16lh
mure normally with the spring of A.D. 29, under the consulship of the Gemini.*
(i.) Clement of Alexandria, With the Ifith year of Tiberius and
15th of Augustus, so are completed the 30 years to the Passion
and from the Passion to the destruction of Jerusalem are 42
years 3 months,' Strom, i. 147 (Potter, i. 407). (ii.) Origen,
perhaps copying Clement, *If you examine the chronology of
from Tiberius 15
the Passion and of the fall of Jerusalem
to the razing of the temple, 42 years are completed,* Horn, in
Uierem. xiv. 13 (c. a.d. 245; Delarue, iii. 217), and compare
(iii.)TertulUan, 'In the 15th year of (Tiberius')
c. Cels. iv. 22.
the Passion
under Tiberius Casar
reign Christ suffered
.
in the consulship of Rubellius Geminus and Rufius [al. Fufius]
Geminus,' ado. Jud. 8 (but the authorship is doubtful), (iv.)
Hippolytus, in his early 4th book on Daniel (ed. Bratke, p. 19),
gives two irreconcilable dat^, Tiberius 18 = a.d. 31, 32] and the
consulship of Rufus and Rubellio,' the former doubtless his
own combination of a thr*:e years* ^linistry (for he also says
that Christ suffered in his 33rd year, luc. cit.) with St. Luke's
15 Tiberius, the latter already traditional ; and this year,
His Chronicle
29 A.D., alone reappears in his other works.
(Chronica Minora, ed. ^^lommsen, I. i. p. 131) reckons 206 years
from the Passion to the 13th of Alexander Severus, a.d, 234-2^5 ;
his Paschal Cycle marks the 32nd year as that of the Passion,
and since it was a recurring cycle of 112 years beginning in a.d.
222, the 32nd year will be equivalent to a.d. 253, or 141, or 29.
(v.) Juhus Africanus, as represented in the Greek of Eusebius'
Di'jnonstratio Evanjrlicn and Eclojce Prophcticce, and in that of
Syncellus— Routh. /iV;.,S'af;.ii. pp. 301.302,304— wrote Tiberius 16,
as represented in the Lat. of Jerome, Corrnn. in Dan. ix. (Vallarsi,
v. 663), Tiberius 15;
but since all authorities agree in the
equation to 01. 202. 2 [ = a.d. 30, 31], it is practically certain
(vi.) Pseudo-Cvprian, Computus de
that the 16th is correct,
Patcha, 20 (a.d. 243: Hartel, iii. 207) places the Passion of
Christ in the 3l8t year of his age, and 16th of Tiberius Cassar^s
reign, (vii.) Lactantius, Div. iit£t. iv. x. 18, 'In the 6th of
Tiberius, that is, the consulship of the two Gemini ; Mort. vers.
(viii.) The Aogar
2, 'in the consulshii* of the two Gemini.'
i.
13, dates the Resurrection
legend as given in Eusebius,
and the preaching of Thaddaeus in the 3-luth year (i.e. of the
Greeks: a.d. 28-29]. (i.x.) Of one other authority, the apocr.
Gospel narrative entitled Acts of Pilat*?,' tlie value turns entirely on the date of its composition, and on the true reading
and both these points call
of its chronology of the Crucifixion

—

A

—

:

wu

:

What gives him his interest for the present purpose is that
he recorded under 01. 202. i (a.d. 32-33) the darkness which
accompanit-d the Crjciflxion though, since the evidence is at
second or even at third hand, it is dilflcult to disentangle his
actual words, (i.) The reference in the middle of a fragment
quoted by Syncellus from the Chronicon of Juhus Africanus(Kr.
60 ; Routh, Ret. Sac. ii. 297, 477) is, as Routh bos seen, probably
an interpolation due to Syncellus' confused recollections of
Eusebius. (it) The earliest genuine allusions are two in Origen
c. CeU. ii. S3, Phlegon recorded in the 13lh or 14th book of his
ChronicUs the echpse under Tiberius and the great earthquakes
of that time: Comm. in ML 134 (Delanie, iii. 922), heathen
opponents urge that an eclipse, such as the Gospels mention,*
cannot possibly take place at full moon,— Phlegon recorded.
Indeed, an echpse under Tiberius, but not an eclipse at full
moon, (iii) But though he did not mention the full moon in
•o many words, an Anonymtu in Cramer's Catena in Mt.
followed by pseudo-Origen in Mt. (see Routh, op. cit.
p. 237
479)—does Ojisert tliat he relat^ the echpse as a marvel, vxpxliim y^yoTot, and the Christian writer naturally understood
by thu 'paradox' the coincidence with the full moon, (iv.) A
further restoration of Phlegon is possible from tho Chronicle
3f Eusebiu:* as represented in the Armenian version, in Jerome's
'In
lAtin version, and in the quotations of ticorge Syncellus.
the same year as the Crucifixion (i.e. Tiberius 19; see below)
the following notice occurs in pagan historians "the sun was
eclipsed ; an earthquake occurred in Ililhynia, and most of
still more precisely Phlegon, tho
Nicoja fell to the ground "
celebrated chronologer of the Olympiads, registers in nis 13th
book, under Ol. 202. 4 [a.d. 32-33], "an eclip'je of the sun more
striking than any previously on record, for it became night at
the sixth hour of the day, so that stars were visible m the
heavens and a great earthquake in Bithynia overthrew most
;

:

—

:

:

;

Obviously, these two quotations are not indeNiciBa,"'
of one another; the first and more general looks like
a summary by some intermediate writer of the same passage
from Phlegon which Eusebius then transcribes direct and in full.
That Phlegon was here drawing again on Chriatian sources,
whether the canonical Gospels or not, appears not to have been
mispocted by Origen or Eusebius, but in face of the mention of
the *6th hour' cannot admit of doubt. It does not, however,
follow that he borrowed the year also from them ; for an
annalist, if he has not found a precise date in his authorities,
b bound to invent one. If he ascribed the portents of the
Crucifixion to the 202nd Olympiad simply, a.d. 21>-33, he would
not stand in manifest contradiction to the other early evidence.
But if he really fixed them partii.-ularly to the 4th year, a.d. 33,
he ia the only witness before Eusebius' time to do so ; and in
that case the most probable h^'polbusis is that he knew from
his Chrijttian authontics no more (and from Ihe Gospels as the^

of

pendent

stand he could hardly have learned more) than that the Crucifixion fell in the latter part of Tiberius' reign, and fixed on
A.D. 83 because he may have already found reason to select
that year tor the Bithynian earthquake.
Eusebius, however, fuund Phlegon's date harmonize admirably with his own theory of the kngth of the Ministry, and so
hii ChTonirie assigns the Baptist's mission (after Lk 30 to
Tiberius 1&, the mission of Christ to Tiberius 10, and the Passion
to Tiberius 19 (A.D. 33). f The latter item in guaranteed both by
Byncellus, Int^ iV ritr TiStp-tv 0xffi>.i'x(, and by the Armenian
Jerome, no doubt because he allotted to the Ministry onlv two
to three yearv, and not like Eusebius three to four, substitutes
Tiberius 18.
0. Far more important is the tradition— found, it ! true, In
;

• Ht 27*8 = Mk 16»3 simply rxir^
tme text appears to add r»v itxitu

iyiur*; but in Lk 2.1*4 the
iMXuratrct with hBCL, both
Egyptian venlons, Origen '/j (rather •/,) and Cyril of Jeru-

below.
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no extant authority aa ancient as Phlegon, but found in so
many authorities that the common source must ascend to a
remote antiquity— which fixes the Cmcitixion in the consulship
of the two Gemini, or in the 16th or the 10th year of Tiberius,

of

2. The civil year may be identified either by the
consuls or by the regnal years of the emperor
less frequently by reckoning from some one of the
special eras in use in the East, such a» the
Olympiada or the era of Alexander (otho/wiae
called of the Greeks), B.C. 312.

alem */,.
t On Eusebius'

TEST.

reckoning^ of Imperial years see imm**diately

—

—

'

;

.

*

;

*

.

.

.

.

[

'

'

HE

'

;

(or fuller discussion.
Tischendorf , the latest editor
Date of the Acts of Pilate.
{EvawjHia Apocrypha, ed. 2, 1876. pp. 312-410), concludes for
the beginning of the 2nd cent. ; Lipsius, the latest critic {Die
Pilatutt-Acten, 1886. pp. 33, 40), 'not before about the middle of
the 4th,' 'probably in the reign of Julian'(A.D. 3'U-:f6.'{). Appeal
is made to these Acts for the day of the Crucifixion by pseudoChrysostom (a.d. 387; ed. Bene<l. viii. App. p. 277); so, too,
Epiplianius (a.d. 376: Ucer 1. 1) states that certain of the

—

t^uartodeciinans coininemoroted the Passion always oo March
2.')
in deference to these Acts, though he himself had found
copies of them where tho date given was not March 25 but
.March 18. Now, if in a.d. 376 these Acta were being claimed as
the authoritative sanction for a practice unique in the Christian
world, and if there existed already divergent tni<litions of tho
text on this very point for which they were cited, they must
surely have had at that date a history behind them. So far
from having been written under Julian, a presumption is
raised that they dre earlier than tho lost Acta published under

—

• But the lOth year
see below under Africanus and pseudoCyi)rian— may also be a combination of Lk 3' (Tib. 15), as
beginning,
not
of the Baiilist's niinistrv only, but of
g^'ing the
Clirist's, with tho estimate of one year for the duration of tho
which
both
these
writers adhered. Julius Hilarito
Ministry
anus, however {ijtfra, p. 414'), givea both Tiberius 16 and

A.D. 29.
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fwy reckoning two

years as from the Baptism

m Tibenus

of Patristic Evider^e /"t,

Summan,
Year

TEST.

«

16.

^'';^

<f
to
this witness from Phlegon
-A re>-iew of Tertullian
to Augustine and

from

Epiphanius,
Prosper,

sums

itself

up

in

t«o questions

(i.)

:

Is

it

«ouldpre.eve

probable that tradition
of the Crua_
independent evidence for the date
data suggest that such
(ii.) If so, do the
has actually been the case ?

TpLrl

fixW

r^*;o?Xrrd-tr; pSkri^.'K.io,.te tend.

a\

a

and indeed unique

ssimilar

nTiJI

ilagn.
\^ "'""

1I,>.«T«/, ^P'-

in respect to the date

11 (With Lightfoofs note)
.

,^' ^,i„

"'^'"'LtL^ Uiannottherbe

p/ biwel ,'^'therr^ytSng

«iS

copies while two ot

them

still

betraym

their

'

wa.

duration of the Ministry
Patristic evidence for the

tne

ol

~yj' <w

i.

Creed, «. i«-< 11. O.
considered improbable that a

Roman

in the review of

-thonti^JJa

16th ot

whom four
nln, ante-Nicene authorities, »'
•"'HTre'ihen,''^e
Gemini,
/.^ I ' u\,[„ rlrt Act -Pil ) (rive the consulship <.f the
(Afr., Ps.two
i^^'J^i'^'^^V-Tert' Act ra.) Tiberius 16,
authorities o^^
F?vep1,?t.NiceneWes,erT,
iioeriuo 16
»"•
C™%SiEerius
CjTir.)
(a.d.

Libenan ChrvmcU
Tiberius, ^nsuls the
Demu^id^^^^^
^^o'J^liini Mkr?h25^Julius&larianus
a.d. 397
(both
icv
"»"»>.™l''
mensis
xvi and De die pascha et
dur. xvu., also 669
S^"<m 7481 'Tiberius 16,' but De mund.C^nu"-d
o.
consulate
;irs^im ?he ?^s"'n to the
d
han'l
*;;•
rfVwi which clearly cannot mean anj-thing late''"''"
v,p

S?-%tht?oot

„otaloirued

:

Sint' r263T under

,

^X^Si^e^elXlt witnesses for the oonsulship^hed^^^^^^

'^^..^hal PWe
It
indefinitely earUer.
nceo noi
itrnorant ot the tradition, but it

U

?utSoritv'S^JefomeTcK.^i..-tUl

w^

on
""=

""i

f

^
,,

^^^^ .^
pv,,„,nn

upheld the traditional date

earliest after
'"I'^f ?oTS"t^''ot??;s, the

PWefon-not
mere deduction from the Gospe^s.out
(tKe
Tibenu^^(t
"'is'^Tiberius
J of
developed
_^
consulship is a secondary date
/nd Onten an ^^^
date for the Passion "> Cl™en
^^^

»

tor as a

^

,

filing

l''rt"A>ir''^.)'^s?rsei;ru?^^ron^^rfirs,Vori"^n5

but also as far as ms
?to,ema.nJ-a.entm^^^^^^^^^
Christ's Bapt sm,

the
oi ChrJst"Jh?<i. is really
the commencement of his

*^assi"u.

i

u
,

Gospel reckoning to

his sje a

."}"'?'r-Vn'^Bole
iTnis r/.
of John » sole ministrj
leave out of account the period

SSSS-t^^d-t^gSJeSS
and Fuflus Geminus, named
?atr ofT^>0 RubcUius Gcnunus
' is possible
consuls of ad. 30.
Fn fa? to?' the cVucUl.ion the
who
lies some older '"'"ority
toal behind the confusion
under Vinicius
Passion
the
with
Ministry
rwkonlKl a rii orter
consuls <>' *•>•*•
counterbalances hU omission ot the
between
and Scntius Saturninus, by insertmg consuU
Capito. His
and
C»sar
pair
fictitious
fn 6 and 7 the
form ot
corrupt
a
only
are
fe?A D 13 Flacous and Silvanus,Cscma.
and SiUus
tie real names Plancus
•

He

i^ius

Catvis

3

A

day of

iS review,
vionth.

tinally. of

the evidence for the

tlie civil

Perhaps the earliest witne«e, »", B^^.^^'tarieTb^weeS
Clement (Strom, i. 147, ed. P"''^'' Ppl'ri'nuthi
21.
arc
ISIarch
Phannurti^ 19 P
Phamenoth 26, Pharmutlu 26- »"d
To M««h 25 »
L^,™ ^^^^ i„ tnnpon"
April 20, April U),
J^'f
'Tert.'
subscribes

:

in Latin,

<«'»--'"i,?;,?^'.''and (or

catalogi«oIA.D.^
Apr. simply, 'he Libenan
(Gallandi, viu. imh -"^"B
HUarianus Ve die pofchas xv

knl.

a.d

nil
__
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aod the MartyTX>logium Hierrmymianum in Greek, rf
imTm »«Aa*3»v 'AvpiKX^ttt, Hippolytus. Vomm. in Dan., ed.
Bratke, p. 19 (so, too, the radt XfinoZ in hin paachal tables ia
attacheo to this day); Acta /'v/a(i, according to the Quartodecimans In Epiphanius, Hcer. 1, 1, and to pseudo-Chrysoetom
(ed. Bened. riii. App. p. 277)— mo8t of Tischendorf' a Greek MSS,
•upported by the Latin and Armenian versions add nrn irrit
^xMtmS md' in the ^CrrofMt liviy^fif inCxatt wifAWTn Ma>>T<«/
corporated In the Chronicon Paachale, ed. Ducanife, ^p. 224,
witnesses Lactantius, uiv. xiut. iv.
are
three
March
23
225. For
persona
X. 18, ante diein dtcimum kaleiidarmn Aprilium
2t«» »MtA»f>ii>
I.e.,
Ttt'is
3i t^ wpi
Epiphanius,
known to
'Awfikkimr and the Paschal Chronicler (op. eit. p. 221), r^ %y
Epiphaniua had further seen copies of the
w*v Mx»Ti9v it*)»»f.
Acta Pttati which ^ave March 18, while his own view is decided
ll<jer. I. 1, in ti i£ffi«iuuf
In favour of yet another date, March 20
rrlU. 54,

:

w^

,

:

:

;

;

:

mtriypttC<t ix riit [lege

itJtTtto]

thXetrov

iv •!{ rrptci,i*ti

wfii

iiM»wi»n

ri Tocf^ef yiyior^Oeu' raXrOii it, it ix rtXXiie
i> rji Tpo itXATpiHv xctXeL*iaif 'AwfiikXtmr rit

mxXmtiit 'AwpiXXimt
Axpi0tt9(

—

;

tyntix4f,

rttTTpet wtvtttiittu MariiXr.^stf^tr

;

cf.

Hcet.

23.

li.

The first reflection su^jgested by this catena la the unanimity
with which (apart from some of the Basilidjans) Christian
antiquity attributed the Crucifixion to a day not later than
March 26 the second, that if a confusion between the ra*-x«»
rruupirifAst and the wstffx'*- attaa-rettrifj^t be allowed for, the dates,
March 23 and 25, March 18 and 20, pair off with and explain one
another i.e. if March 25 was understood, not of the Crucifixion
but of the Resurrection, March 23 became the day of the
Crucifixion
or by a similar hut converse process, March 20
might be transferred from the Resurrection ^with tlie Crucifixion
on March 18) to the Crucifixion. Thus ehminating the three
Boflilidian dates as probably mere Gnostic fancies, of the two
pairs that alone are left, March 18-20 and 23-25, March 25
(TertulLian, Hippolj-tus, Acta of Pilate? etc) haa clearly older
and better testimony than March 23 (Lactantius, some known
to Epiphanius, Paschal Chronicle), and March 18 (irriy^x^a of
Acta of Pilate older than Epiphanius) than March 20 (Epiphanius
;

;

hicuelf). But these ultimate days, March 18 and 25, iire exactly
ft week apart, and very likely the one is to be explained as a
OonsciouB alteration of the other ; but which of which ?
For that day of the two for which authority is vastly preponderant, March 25, Dr. Salmon in an admirable article on
Hippolytus {Diet. Christ. Biogr. iii. 926) looks upon that
writer's Paschal Cycle, published about a.d. 221, as the single

Hippolytus there (very erroneously) supposes that
source.
after each eight years the full moon comes round to the same
and accepting the traditional
day of the solar month again
date A.D. 29 for the Crucifi.vion, he naturally assumes that,
since the full moon in a.d. 221 did actually fall on March 25,
tiie full moon in A.D. 29, 192 or 8x24 years earlier, must have
t&Uen on the same day. * Actually this is a week astray, the
We are safe in presuming that
true day being March 18.
whenever Marcn 2.S is mentioned as the day of tne Passion, th«
Yet this
Cyeie of Hippolytus is the source of the account."
theory, simple and attractive as it is, hardly satisfies all the
elements of the problem. It might be possible to explain the
wide acceptance of March 25 in Doth East and West by the
dual _po8ition of Hippolytus, a Greek writer on Western soil
but 'Tert.,' Adv. Judieos, if genuine, and Hippolj-tus' own Commentary on Daniel, would still stand in the way of deducing
March 25 as the day for the Passion directly from March 25 as
For Tertullian's Monthe day of the full moon in a.d. 221.
tanlst writings commence about a.d. 200, and his whole literary
activity was almost at an end by a.d. 22U, so that if the first
portion of the advernus Judceos is 'certainly Tertullian's, and
Tertullian's while still a churchman' (Puller in Diet. Chrint.
BioffT. iv. 8276), its chronology cannot be due to the Paarhal
Cycle of A.D. 221. In the same way Hippolytus' Fourth Book
on Daniel 'was apparentlv written much earlier than the'
Chronicle and Paschal Tables (Lightfoot, Clement, ii. 392) ; and
as It, too, gives March 25 for the Passion (from which also
ultimately comes its Dec. 25 for the Nativity, see above, p. 405'*),
• second reason is supplied for pushing back the origin of the
tradition of March 26 into the 2nd cent.
Genuine, of course, the tradition cannot be, because, as
Balmon says see also the table given earlier in this article not
the 25th but the 18th was the March full moon in a.d. 29. But
this is exactly the day remaining still for discussion, that,
namely, which was given in copies Epiphanius had seen of the
Acts of Pilate.
It is true that even in these Acts March 25
is supported (\.) by all existing MSS and versions; ^i.) by
those Quartoaecimans who regularly kept the Pascha on
March 26 on the authority of the Acts : (iii.) by pseudoChrysostom in a.d. 387, who accepts the date as historically
true on the same authority. It is possible, therefore, that the
18th is simply an accidental corruption, IE instead of H' before
the kalends of April ; but it is possible also tliat it is the
genuine reading of the Acts, altered intentionally at some early
period, whether because the 25th was already then the more
popular date, or because the iHth was increasmgly open to the
And' if genuine
suspicion of falling before the equinox.
in the Acts, it Is a really curious and remarkable confinnation of a possible date for the Crucifixion, Friday Nisan li of
;

—

—

the year a.d. 29.
It Is obvious that if
Dr. Salmon Indeed says (foe. cit.) that
early trustworthy tradition had preserved the day of the solar
year on which our Ixird sufTcrca, the Church would not have
rrjilexed herwelf with calculations of paschal full moons.' But
) not all traditions which mav in fact bo true wore necessarily
known to bo true to the ancients (ii.) after all, what the
Church was aiming at in paschal cycles was a system for cal*

;
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culating beforehand in terms of the solar year a lay that was
not solar but lunar. As pseudo-Chrv-sostom lucidly points out,
the different data of the chronology of the Crucifixion will
not converge in ordinary years ; the Church could only imitate
the season as far as was practicable, combining elements from
the solar year (the equinox as a first term a qiio), from the
lunar year (the full moon as a second term a tjuo), and from
the week (Friday). But if the day of the solar year bad been
considered alone, the full moon would necessarily have been
thrown over, and the full moon was the one point which all
Christians united in treating as essential to a proper paschal
celebration.*
It is not unreasonable, then, to hold that the solitary datrtm
preserved by Epiphanius does add a slight a<lditional weight
to the probability that the Cruciflxiou should be placed ou

Friday March

18, a.d. 29.

—

To sura up briefly : the separate
results of live lines of enquiry harmonize with one
another beyond expectation, so that each in turn
supplies frebh security to the rest.
The Nativity
in B.C. 7-6 ; the aj;e of our Lord at the Baptism
more
Baptism
in A.D, 2(5
30 years
or less ; the
(26-27) ; the duration of the Ministry between two
and three years the Crucitixion in A.D. 29 : these
live strands, weak no doubt in isolation, become,
when woven together, the stron;:^ and stable support
of a consistent chronology of tlie Life of Christ,
Conclusion.

;

—

Literature. For all the preliminarj- chronological matter
which underlies subjects such as that of this article, Ideler,

Uandbuch der

matfteinatinchen

und technischen

Chronologic,

2 vols. 1825, is still standard. Of books more especially devoted
to the chronology of the life of Christ special mention should
perhaps be made of Wieseler, Chrmiol. St/nopa. der Eoang.
(Eng. tr. by Venables), and Caspari, Chronol. u. geog. Einlett.
The writer of the present article
some
(E.T. by Evans).
points of which had been adumbrated in previous studies oi
hia own. Patristic ejndejice and the (josj>el Chronology in the
Church Quarterly Review for Jan. 1S92. pp. 390-415, and A
Paschal Uoinily printed in the Works of St. Chrysostom, in
Studia Bihlica, ii. pp. 130-149, Oxford, 1890— has learnt much,
and derived many references in certain parts of his work,
from three writers (though with their general conclusions he
in each case disagrees): H. Browne, Ordo Stvclonim, London,
1844 , Hort on .Jn O*, in Westcott and Uort's Greek Testament,
1>-S1, App pp. 77-81; and R. A. Lipsius, Die Pilattts-Acten,
Kiel, 1886.

—

II.

THE APOSTOLIC AGE.

The Apostolic A^e may be
po.ses of this article, as

detined, for the pur-

the period

I^'in*,'

between

the Crucitixion [a.d. 29, less probably A.D. 30]
(Jutside these
anil the destruction of tlie teimde.
limits lie, no doubt, .several of the NT wriih^gs^ for
the chronology of whicli see the articles on them
l)ut NT history may htly be said to close with
the great catastroplie of A.D. 70.
Tliese first 40 years of Christian history are
roughly conterminous with the labours of St. l*eter
and St. Paul, and the principal documents concerned are, on the one hand, tlicir Kpistles, on the
other, the Acts, one half of which book is in efVcct
devoted to each of the two great apostles. But the
wriLmgs in question do not bear on the face of
them any continuous system of notes of time and
the chronology must be based, in the first instance,
on such synchronisms as are given, principally in
Acts, with Jewish or Roman history, namely
(1) The reign of Aretas of Damascus (*2Co 11^,
;

;

cf.

Ac

Q'-^).

(3)

and death of Herod Agrippa i.
(Ac l2'-=»).
The famine under Claudius (Ac 1 1-"**' 12^).

(4)

The proconsulship

(2)

The

reign

Cyprus (Ac
(5)

The

cx|iulsion

of

the

under Claudius (Ac
(6)

The
(Ac

Sergius

of

I'anlus

in

13').

proconsulship

Jews from

Konic

18*).

of

Gallio

in

Acliaia

18*"^).

The only exceptions to which Dr. Salmon might api>eal are om
(i.) tlie tiuartodecinians and Capi'Jidocians,
said by Epiphanius, IJ(cr. 1. 1, always to observe March 25 aa
their *«#;(;* > ('') ^^^^ Montanists of Asia Minor, said by pseudoChrvsostom to observe the 14th, not of a lunar but of the
'vVsintic' solar month beginning on March 24, to that tneir
fell always on April 0.
•

late as the 4th cent.:

«rx«

;
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reign of Herod Agrippa li., and marFelix (Ac
riage of his sister Drusilla to Feli
24^25'»-26").
Felix and Festus
(8) The procuratorships of

(7)

The

(9)

The Days of Unleavened Bread (Ac
The persecution under Nero.

(Ac 21»
(10)

23-''

24i»-^).

20'-').

preliminary notes may be offered here.
Imperial Chronology.— Augnstua died Ang. 19, A.D. 14
March 16, a.d. 37 ; Gaius Calipila died Jan. 24,
41; Claudius died Oct. IS, a.d. 54; Nero died June 9,

Two
o.

Tiberius died
i.D.
*()'

AtUharUut for

principally three

:

the Period outside

tor

Jewish

affairs,

NT

Writers.— Ttiese are
Joscphua ; (or Roman,

Tacitus and Suetonius: and as they are occasionally inconposition
sistent with one another, it is important to define their
and opportunities as historians, (i.) Tacitus, born not lat-.-r and
latest
hio
published
probably not much earlier than A.D. 64,
death of
work, the AmiaU, or history of the empire from the
reign,
Trajan
s
AuCTistus to the death of Nero, at the end of
is imperfect, being
c A D 116 ; but the work as now preser\'ed
shorter iaciiJUE
deficient for the ten yearn a.d. 37-17, besides two
for all at
command
his
materials
at
The
66-68.
30
and
A
D
in
anti-impenal
his
least that passed in Rome were ample, though
relation not
tendencies may colour his version of the facts
favourites,
only to the emperors, but to their ministers or
Tacitus by some 20 years, wrote
(ii ) Suetonius, the junior of
Hadnan,
under
Domitian)
his Lives of the Ccesart (from Julius to
emperor,
probably about A.D. 120. As private secretary to that
the
about
details
personal
he may have bad access to additional
biographies
earUer sovereigns, such as distinguish his anecdotal
Tacitus,
history
of
from the more ambitious and more orderly
was more strictly a
(iii ) JosephuB, the historian of Judaism,
contemporary of the infancy of the Christian Church than
Suetonius or even Tacitus. Born in A.D. 37-38 and brought
up in Jerus., be left that city for three years' stay among
Rome in
the Esscnes, a.d. 53-56, and left Pal. on a mission to
His share in the Jewish revolt— for he commanded
A.D. 63-64.
prevent
not
did
Jotapata—
at
prisoner
taken
was
and
Galilee,
in
him from espousing at once the Roman cause,or attaching himself
on the
works
his
Thus
Titus.
and
Vespasian
fortunesot
tothp
Jewish War (written before a.d. 79) and on the Anii'piitifs
(completed in Uomitian's 13th year, a.d. 93-94) arc dominated by
the distinct punwse of presenting himself and his countr>Tiien
the
as favourable a light as possible to the Romans. On
patronage, who
ot/icr hand, a writer in Rome enjoying impenal
»an spent in Pal. most of the years with whose events this
placed for ascertaining
article is concerned, was unusually well
discounted,
the facts, and, except where his tendency has to be
when conhis testimony cannot be dismissed off-hand even
Tacitus.
of
with
that
fronted

m

m

'
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death, about A.D. 33-34. incorporated by Tibenus
into the province of Syria, but 'not many days
after the accession of Gaius (March 16, A.D. 37)
was conferred with the title of king on Herod
Agrippa, son of Aristobulus, and grandson of
Herod the Great, who was then living in Kome and
added
to this territory the tetrarchy of Antipas was
Abilene
in A.D. 39-40, and Judsa, Samaria, and
on Claudius' accession, early in A.D. 41. Agrippa
reigned altogether, according to BJ, three years
over the whole kingdom, and three years over
the tetrarchies, according to Ant., four years
under Gaius,— three over Philip's tetrarchy and
the fourth over Antipas' as well,—and three imder
Claudius over all Pal., the year of his death being
the 7th of his reign and 54th of his life.' The discrepancy concerns Gaius' reign only (Ant., the later
and fuller work, appears the more accurate), and
three years under Claudius are common to both
accounts. But Ant., as has just been said, also
speaks of 'the 7th year,' which (reckoned from the
spring of A.D. 37) suggests A.D. 43-44 rather than
Against this, however, may be set
44 simply.
the evidence of Agrippa's coinage, which apparently goes on to a 9th year * for even if, as la
likely enough, the Jewish kings commenced a
fresh year on the 1st of Nlsan following their
accession,t the 9th year cannot possibly have
begun before Nisan 1, A.D. 44, and even then
only if the original grant from Caligula preceded
Nisan 1, A.D. 37, so that Agrippa's second year
may have begun on that day. flie comage reckoning by itself would suggest rather A.D. 45 than
44 Josephus would be compatible with the latter
part of A.D. 43 the two in combination are most
Nisan
easily reconciled by a date in A.D. 44 after
[BJ II. xi. 6 Ant. XVUI. iv. 6, vi. 10, vu. 2,

'

fourth
1. Aretasat DorTnniCJi^.— This Aretas (the
Aretas in the line of Nabatiean kings, on which
reigned
dyna-sty see Schurer, HJP I. ii. 348 ff.)
within the rough limits B.C. 9- A.D. 40 the e.\act
dates are unknown, but it is certain (a) that he
reigned over 47 years, inscriptions being extant
somewhere between
(|3) that he died
of his 48th
the death of Tiberius— which brought to a close
operations begun against him at that emperor's
order by the legate of Syria, Vitellius (Ant. xvill.
Claudius,
V. 1, 3)— and the middle of the reign of
when his successor Abias is found waging war on
Izates of Adiabene (about A.D. 48 Ant. XX. iv. 1).
But Damascus did not belong to Nabataja, and
was certainly under direct Roman administration
;

;

;

in A.D. 33-34, and in A.D. 62-63, for Damascene
coins of these years are extant and bear the heads
of Tiberius and Nero respectively, without any
such allusion to the local prince as was invariable
It must have come,
in the coins of client states.
then, into the hands of Aretas after A.D. 33-34 ;
suffered
if by force, the empire would hardly have

the Nabatffian line to reign unmolested till A.D.
106 ; if by grant, the donor must almost certainly
have been, not Tiberius, whose quarrel with Aretas
has just been mentioned, but Caligula, who, unlike
Tiberius (see the instance of Uerod Philip in tlie
next section), encouraged the dependent prince[Tlie silence of Tacitus will
lings of the East.
then admit of easy explanation, the Annals being
In this
defective throughout Caligula's reign.]
case, St. Paul's escape from the ethuarch of the
city must be placed not earlier than the middle
in any case not earlier than A.D. 34.
ot A.D. 37
2. Reign and Death of Herod Aqrippa /.—The
tetrarchy of Herod Philip (Lk 3') was on his
;

;

'

'

'

;

;

;

;
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V. 1, viii. 2).

.

.

.

Agnppaa
3. The Famine under Claudius.— On
death Juda-a is made again into a procuratorship

under Cuspius Fadus. He intervenes in a quarrel
between the Jews of Persa and the "ty of
Pliiladelphia, seizes and executes the brigand leader
Tholomaus, and from that time forward keeps
Judiea clear of similar disturbances ; then (rim)
enters on a dispute with the authorities at Jerus.
over the custody of the high - priestly robes.J
'About this time,' Kara roxhov rbv Koapov, Helena,
queen of Adiabene, and her son Izates become concircumverts to Judaism the story and antecedent
that
stances are related at length, and it is added
Helena, seeing that their kingdom was at peace and
her son envied even by foreigners for the divine protection he enjoyed, desired to go up to the temple
;

at Jerus., while Izates

made

great preparations ot

Her arrival was pecugifts to be offered there.
' at
that
liarly well-timed, for famine was raofing
But Josephus
moment,' (card rbv naipiv iKc'ti'ov.
does not say that all this happened under badus.

On

what
the contrary, having digressed to relate

• See Madden, Coins of the Jews. ed. 2 (1881), p. 130. Th«
li.
is impossible,
ascription of these coins to Herod Agrippa
rorgeries, and Madden
dc Saulcv, however, thinks them Jewish
themselves. But
speaks hesiUtingly, not having seen the coins
the figure is <4Uite cert^n
if'^the electrotjTes may be trusted,
reason except the chronolo^cal djthculty

and there appears no

J. nafto,

Babylon, Tractate /|c.A.A«
'"t S°ee"t"e'''oerara of
that a king
the yeu, year, fol. 2a: 'Our rabbis teach

who

completed a J ear
micends the throne on the _29th Adar bm
1."
as soon as he reaches Nisan
>„„-„„
, ,
the deputation sent U> Rome on
1 The emperor's answer to
of Kulus and Pompeiua
this subject is dated in the consulship
assumed cOT«tUc.
Silvani.s and if these were, as is generally
alter the early
»H "<•.•( of A. I). 45, the letter will (all somewhere
months of that year. (Older editors read wp, "«•'«?«' ".^'"m
of luia
retrunslation
a
simply
•I.^x,.„, but the latter word is
o.ii.ls it. and marks " If """•l
in the interior Latin MSB ; Niese
be so
would
orcfi«<iro
coimites
the
But to date by other than
the absence of
not unexampled, that (especially

....

;

uniral, it
anv other proof

"

«u.:fecti)
of the existen.'e ot these particular
considered doibtful.
the cenuineness of the letter must be
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Failus, namely, tlie conIzates, lie continues the

digression through the long chapters XX. ii. iii. iv.,
bringing the history of Ailiabene down to a point
much later even than this visit: and then, after
returning to Fadus and recording the revolt snd
death of Theudas under him, he goes on to bay
in
that his successor was Tiberius Alexander,
whose time it clianced that the great famine in
Jud.Ta occurred in which Helena acted so generously.
After Alexander, of whom nothing further
is related except the execution of the sons of
Judas the Galilean, Cumanus comes as the new
procurator in the 8th year of Claudius [A.D. 48],
Herod king of Chalcis dies. These two last events
after Herod of Chalcis' death
are reversed in liJ
Claudius gives his kingdom to the younger Agrippa,
and Cumanus succeeds Alexander.' Both accounts,
in fact, treat the two changes as practically simultaneous, so that Josephus certainly places
Cumanus' arrival in A.D. 48. Thus the whole
tenure of both Fadus and Alexander falls within
the limits of the years 44—18 A.D. ; and since the
bulk of the events recorded under the former is
considerably the greater, Alexander cannot have
arrived before, saj', the spring of A.D. 46. This
and as
is the terminus a quo for Helena's visit
Helena had not apparently heard of the famine
before she arrived, it is the terminus a quo for
the famine also, while Josephus' language leaves
no doubt that 'the great fiimine' ran its whole
course under the same governor.
It is therefore
possible that it should be placed, or placed partly,
in A.D. 47 ; it is certain that even the earlier part
of the crisis cannot be placed before A.D. 46 (Ant.
XX. i. 1, 2, ii. 1, 5, V. 1, 2; BJ U. xii. 1).
4. The I'ruionsulshij) of Sergius Paulus in Cyprus.
The name of this governor has been found in
a Cypriote inscription i-rl llavKov [di'S]wrdTou in
Paulus' proconsulship,' but unfortunately without
any sj-nchronism which would lix the year. On
the other hand, a dedication to Claudiu.s in the
name of the city of Curium in Cyprus by the
proconsul L. Annius Bassus, 'in accordance with
a decision previously taken by the proconsul Julius
Cordu.s,' is signed 'in the 12th year,' i.e. of the
emperor, A.D. 52. Cordus' tenure, if, as seems to
be iHiplied, he was Bassus' immediate predecessor,
will cover the year 51, so that in neither of those
two years can place be found for Paulus. (Cesnola, Cyprus, p. 425; Boeckh, CIG 2632.)
5. The Expulsion of t/ie Jexos from Rome, under
Claudius is recorded in Suetonius {Claudius 25),
ludwos impuiiore Chresto assidue tumultuantes
Soma expulil but as this writer's method is to
group together the events in any one reign of
similar character in this case dealinj^s with the
provincials no suggestion of a date la given at
all.
Tacitus, whose Annals, however, are extant
during the last seven years only of Claudius' reign,
A.D. 47-54, says nothing of the Jews, though he
mentions, under A.D. 52, the expulsion of the
astrologers from Italy, a measure at once 'cruel
Orosius, A.U. 417 (Hist. vil.
and ineirective.'
vi. 15), is the earliest authority to give a date,
Claudius IX. = A.D. 49, quoting it as from .Josephus
but, in fact, Josephus is as silent as Tacitus, not
about the date only, but about the whole matter.
Nor is there any reason to believe that Orosius
had access to Josephus direct
the only other
reference to him (vil. ix. 7) appears to Ixi repeated
from Jerome's Chronicle. It must therefore remain
uncertain whether or not Orosius' source in this
case is trustworthy. [Ramsay (St. Paul, p. 68)
supposes that all Orosius' dates for events under
Claudius are a year too early (as miglit easily
be the case if, for instance, he was copying a
chronicler like Eusebius, whose Ist of Claudius
VOU I. 27
'

'

;

:

'

;

—

'

;

—

—

;

;

—
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began, not in Jan., but in Sept. A.D. 41 ; see below,
No. 8. a), so that this expulsion would then rather
belong to A.D. 50.]
(i.
The Proconsulship of Gallio in Achaia must
fall after A.D. 44, in which year (Dio Cassius,
Ix. 24) this province, taken by Tiberius in A.D. 15
into his own hands, and ruled thenceforward by
Ic.fjati proprwtnre (dfTKTrpi-njyoL), was restored to
the control of the senate, and to administration \>y
proconsuls (ai'OinraTOi). Further, if Gallio so far
shared the disgrace of his famous brother Seneca
who was only recalled in A.D. 49 (Tac. Ann.
xii. 8) from an exile that had lasted about eight
years that he would have been passed over while
it lasted, then the terminus a quo is not 44 but
49, or rather, since the proconsuls entered on their
provincial governments early in the year, A. D. 50.
At the same time, the distinction between tha
method of appointment to imperial and to senatorian provinces was just this, that the emjjeror
was quite unfettered
his choice, while, in the
other case, all ex-holders of offices in Rome, ex-consuls and ex-pra;toi"s, succeeded naturally to senatorian governorships; Dio, for instance (loc. cit.),
describes this verj' change as one from selection to

—

—

m

lot

:

TTjif

d^

Kai

'Axaia**

MaveSofi'ai'

ttjv

alperois

&pxov<nv i^ o^TTio 6 Tt(3^/)ioy ^o^e dtSofi^va^ ajr45tt>K€v 6
KXai/5tos Tore t<() KXriptf.
Still, it is likely enough
that candidates obnoxious to the government
either did not stand at all, or were unsuccessful
by arrangement at the balloting. Gallio, then,
entered on ollice in Achaia certainly not before
A.D. 44, and probably not before 49, or even 5U.*

Reign of Herod Agrippa II. and Marof Drusilla to Felix. This Agripp.a, son of
Herod Agrippa I., at his fathers ileatli was
thought too young to succeed but on the death
of another Herod, his uncle, king of Chalcis, in
the Sth year of Claudius (A.D. 48), he obtained that
principality, from which he was transferred after
Claudius had completed his 12th year, i.e. about
the beginning of A.D. 53, to the two tetrarchies of
I'hilip and Lysanias, i.e. the northern part of
Palestine.
On this accession to new dignitj' he
bestowed his sister Drusilla in marriage on Azizus
of Emesa, a husband whom, not long after, p.cT oi
iro\i/y xpoyov, she deserted
for the Roman procurator F'elix. Thus, if Josephus' order of events
before Felix and
Paul's
appearance
is correct, St.
Drusilla, which was after, but not very long after.
Pentecost (Ac 20'" 24'-"), cannot fall in A.D. o3, but
at earliest in A.D. 54 (Ant. XX. v. 2, vii. 1,2).
The events
8. a. The Procuratorship of Felix.
which led up to the deposition of the lastmentioned procurator, Cumanus (appointed in A.D.
48), are related in full by Josephus, Ant. XX. vi.
the tw»
1-3, more brielly by Tacitus, Ann. xii. 54
consistent in the main alout
writers, while
Cumanus, dill'er seriou.sly in regard to Felix. Both
agree that troubles broke out between the Galileans and Samaritans, originating, says Joseph\is,
in an assault on Galileans travelling up to .Jens,
Both agree that the Roni.tii
for one of the feasts.
soldiery intervened
that the quarrel was taken
before Quadratus, legate of Syria, who investigated
the responsibility of the Roman officials for their
conduct in relation to it; and that the ultimate
result was the deposition of Cumanus. Both agree
further on the date for Tacitus records the proceedings under A.D. 52, Josephus mentions the
recall of Cumanus immediately before the notice
of the completion of Claudius' 12th year, Jan. A.D.
On the other hand, Josephus, throughout the
53.
7.

Tlie

—

Triage

;

—

;

;

;

•

See also Ramsa.v, Ex})Ointor, March 1897. p. 206 Seneca
Ira to hiH brother, not under the adoptive niune
Gutlio, but under the niinie Xovatus and if it is tnie that he
wrote this treatise after his return from exile, it follows that liif
brother's adoption, and sutujequent uppointnieiu to a proconsulship under the name Gallio, must also be not earlier than A.D. 40.
:

otldrL-Hnecl hia (h-

;
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story, speaks of Cumanus as the only governor,
whether of Galilee, Samaria, or Judaea. Tacitus
gives Cumanus in Galilee and Feluc in Samana
co-ordinate jurisdiction; which of them ruled Judfea
proper is not said by him in so many words (by his

parallel ta
1,
by one year as to which year of Abraham is
Jerome r241, and so
the Armenian giving Ann. Abr. 1240,
now.
la
trustworthy
more
the
throughout. That Jerome U
recognised even by
through the labours of Hort and Lightloot,
Armenian (so, ..£.,
scholare who had pinned their faith to the
particular case two
Harnack, Chronol6git, p. 113 It.); and in this

synchronisms

ol years ol Tiberius

with the 01)-rapiads, the one

the Chronu:le (Jerome), and repeated in
authority perhaps not at all), but he apparently given in the prelace to
the other given ir
the Praep. Bvai^g. of Eusebius himself (x. 9. 1),
as
introduces
he
whom
Felix,
be
and the Armenian),
assumes it to
the note on the Cruciflxion (both Jerome
Josephus,
in
Thus
is
impositus.
Tib.
15
ludmcc
case
first
iampridem
clench the proof. In the
«^, .f-fo-n^'-lf
01. 201. 4.
m the Prxp. iwii^ with
Cumanus is the only procurator arraigned before with 01. 201, or more fully
(Jerome and
Abr.
2044
=
15
Tib.
it«elf
in the ChronuUe
Quadratus, and even he is sent oil' to the imperial Now,
In the
Arm;nian) = 01. 201. 4 Jerome, but Ol. 202. 1 Aral.
in Tacitus, Cumanus and Felix are second case the date tor the Crucifixion is supported by appeal
tribunal
(which is unequally involved but since Felix was brother to to Phlegon's date, Ol. 202. 4. Now, Tibenus 19
minister, the questionably Eusebius' dat« for the Passion 8^' P'^'?"^
'[^
Pallas, the emperor's favourite and
= 01. 202. 4 Jerome,
puts him p 413')=Abr. 204>* (Jerome and Arm.)
oolumnf
legate, to avoid having to condemn him,
01 203. 1 Arm. Clearly, then, the paraUeham of the
in
partner
Armenian.
on to the commission tor the trial of his
is right in Jerome, wrong in the
there for the
guilt, who is condemned then and
accordIt follows from this investigation that,
crimes of both.
Eusebius, Tiberius 1 = 01. 198. 2 (Jerome)
to
ing
How are these divergence, to be reconcUed? The aiuwer Is
A.D. 15; Gaius 1 = 01. 204^1
;

;

of St Faul s
not without a direct tearing on the chronology
then, to Tacitus
Ute see below. No. 8. b. Let it be conceded,
Samana ol
in
that Felix must have been holding some position
luduM for Cumanus
sutficient rank to qualify him as one ot the
statement,
So much, indeed, is warranted by Josephus
trial
urging good
that the high priest Jonathan was continually
himself should
government on Felix when procurator, 'lest he
requested his
havm?
for
populace
the
before
focur blame
request
appointment from the emperor' (.Ant. p. vul. 5), a
in Palestine.
which was more natural If Felix were already known
FroRoman
Some of the best modem authorities (Mommsen,foUow Tacitus
m-^.. Eng. tr. ii. 202 Ramsay, St. Paul. p. 313)
det^led
But Josephus, after all, is givmg «
further still.
own lifeaccount of the history of his own country dunng his
that Cumanus
time and to him it must be conceded in turn
with
sense)
narrower
(in
the
Judma
included
rule certainly
subordinate of his
Jerus , and that Felix was probably only a
of Pallas made
relation
near
a
so
against
Prejudice
in Samaria.
authority to project back on to the
it easy tor Tacitus or his
of the position, and
earlier years of Felix' residence something
a share of the misdeeds, of hi» later procuratorship.
•

=Sept. A.D. UtoSept.
(Jerome) = Sept. 37-Sept. 38 A.D. Claudius 1 =
= 01.
205. l(Jerome) = Sept. 41-Sept. 42 A.D. Nero 1
As the true
208. 3 (Jerome) = Sept. 55-Sept. 56 A.D.
accession-days of these four emperors were Aug.
Jan. 24, A.D. 41 ;
19, A.D. 14; Mar. 16, A.D. 37;

;

•

;

result is
Oct. 13, A.D. 54, an entirely consistent
the 1st
obtained, namely, that Eusebius commences
next
reqnal year of each emperor in the September
When, therefore, he puts the
after his accession.
not (as
arrival of Felix in Claudius 11, he means
Harnack says) Jan. 51 to Jan. 52, but Sept. 51 to
and his evidence, instead of contradict-

authority for the dates of Felix' tenure
the Chronicle of Eusebius— the Armenian VS,
with some MSS of Jerome's tr., placing his arrival
Lat. MSS
in the 11th year of Claudius, the other
[In the Bodleian MS of the Jerome,
in the 10th.
lines
this note commences in the second of the two
given to the 10th year, is continued through the
two lines of the 11th year, and ends in the first
imperial
line of the 12th.] But how are these

A third

is

years reckoned ?
So much weight is

laid by Hamaok (ChronolotiU, pp. 233-237)
must be
on Eusebius' evidence, that this preliminary diflicult.v
(it. p. '234)
disentangled in some detail. Both Harnack himself
this essay
but
2'23, n. 2
Euaye.
Biblical
p.
Lightfoot(«.s.
and
reckoning in the case of each
is as old asA.D. 18(53) assume a
But it is m the last
emperor from his own accession-day.
year is reckoned
degree unlikely that a chronicle, where every
column
continuouslv from Abraham, should admit in the parallel
and if Titus,
changing
of imperial 'years a system perpetually
79-Sept.
(June
year
a
3rd
ot
months
three
reigned
he
though
months ot a 20th year
81 4 D ) or Trajan, though he reigned six
and nineteen
(Jan 98-Aug 117 a.d.), are vet allotted only two
be expected,
years respectively, it seems clear that, as was to
with the more
accord
into
manipulated
years
are
imperial
the
remain.
But two questions still
fixed arrangement.
;

;

(i )

think
year

Where did Eusebius flx his new year? It is natural to
the Roman consular
first of Jan. 1, the commencement of

year
Hut Eusebius was an Eastern, and in the East the
The
but universally commenced about Septemher.
Jewish civil vear began in September; the old Attic lunar year
the
October;
year
in
in Julv; the old Macedonian lunar
Macedonian
talcnrtirs of Asia Minor in imperial times used the
the
2J
Sept.
commencing
months in.ide into a solar year,
the same way,
similar cjilendar of Svria used the same months in
the
that
so
place,
one
down
onlv that each month was pushed
Alexandrian
veaV Dresumablv began at the end ol October the
wa»
Greeks
the
or
Alexander
year on Aug. 29; the era of
reckoned from Sept. s.c 312 the Indictions, an invention of
September,
Eusebius' own dav, were counted, certainly from
that
probably from Sept. a.d. 312. The strong presumption
usage
is reof
mass
this
all
Eusebius would range himself with
year by year, to
inforced by his use of the Olympiads as parallel,
began in July, and
his own years ot Abraliam, for tbe Olympiwls
reckoning with an
a year that began on Jan. 1 must be out ol
months.
last
six
Olympiad year lor either its Brst or
Eusehian year began In tlie
(ii ) Granted, then, that each
September ol a Julian year, can that Julian year be conclusively

was

all

;

;

;

fixed?

known

to be
therefore, a fixed relation

Now, the starting-point of the Olj-mpiads

is

.

;

Julv ot the Julian year b c. 776; it,
years ol Abraham and OlymIs established between Eusehian
Julian years
Diads a fixed relation between Eusehian and
the ChnnxcU diBer
follow*. Unlortunatelj-. the two versions of

Sept
ing,

°r

52,

comes into
The

'

line with that of Tacitus

Departure

of

Felix

and

and Arrival

Festus.—The chronology of so large a period

of
of

without
St Paul's apostleship can be reckoned
his im-_
difBculty backwards and forsvards from
helix
prisonment at Ca!sarea, that this date of
the series ol
recall becomes the most important of
synchronisms that have been under discussion.
more
Yet there is none about which opinions vary
beins
widely, years so far apart as A.D. 55 and 61

what may be
preferred by diflerent ennuirers
^hron
Called the received chronology (Wieseler,
BMxcal
des apost. Zeitalters, pp. 66-99 ; Lightfoot,
and
Essays, pp. 217-220; Schurer, HJPl. u. 182.
it to A.D.
the bibliography there given) assignmg
older
whi e a few
(61 or) 60, but not earlier,
;

(o.c. p.
writers, reinforced now by Harnack
push it back to quite the beginning of

06 n.),

Ijlero s

Blass (Acta Ap. W. 21-24)
the wnole,
leaves the question open, but is, on
No. 9,
against the received ^ view Ramsay (see
A.D. 59.
below) modifies the latter by one year, to
later date, A.D. bO or bi.
(i ) Arqumentsfor the
arrest, two years
a St. Paul at the time of his
as '(or many
before Felix' recall, addresses him
to\Kw» ^wr
years past a judge of this nation, (k
24'»-»'),. a phrase
«p<rV TV f««' ToiVrv (Ac
or seven
which it is said cannot mean less than six
or o9 A.D
years' procuratorship, i.e. from 52 to 58
that
But it has just been shown from Taxjitus mto
he came
Felix had been in Samaria before

reign, A.D. 55 or 56.
'

;

La

is
Judaea; and since St. Pauls purpose
be said of
naturally to press all that could truly
too minutely
Felix' experience, he would not
position as prodistinguish between his present
suborUinabe.
curator and his previous position as a
from
The Ir-n iroXXi are therefore to be reckonedand no
5i,
an indeterminate point previous to A.D.
drawn about
certain deduction of any sort can be

office in

Nero's access!" josephus, after the mention of
under Felix the
sion, records as all happening
succession
death of Azizus, king of Emesa ; the
readjustment of
of Aristobulus in Chalcis, and
:

the
Agnppa
the dominions of the younger
high pneat
jealousy between Felix and the
;

;
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certainly have been

Joaathan, and the reign of terror which, after
Jonathan's assassination, prevailed at each of the
feasts
the appearance of various robber chiefs or
and
impostors, especially a certain E^ptian
lastly, the 'great quarrel' between the Jewish and
Syrian inhabitants of Csesarea {Ant. XX. Wii. 4-8).

condemned

TEST.
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wrong-

doings towards the Jews had not his brother
Pallas, who at that moment stood very high in
Nero's favour, interceded on his behalf, .,4?!^ XX.
viii. 9.
Now, according to Tacitus, Ann. xiii. 14,
15, Pallas was removed from office not long before
Britannicus celebrated his 14th birthday
and
Britannicus was born just after hi.s father Claudius'
But, again, if Pall.'is'
accession, circa Feb. 41 A.D.
retirement fell in Jan. 55 A.D., and Felix' trial
receded it, the latter must have fallen in the very
E
rst months of Nero's reign, and Festus must have
come out as procurator in the summer of A.D. 54
under Claudius, a result which it is hopeless to
try and reconcile with the other authorities.

;

;

J<ow, this long succession of incidents cannot, it is
said, be brought within less than live or si.x years,
i.e. from Oct. 54, Nero's accession, to 60 A.D.,
especially as the rising of the Egyptian was already
'before these da3'8' (Ac 21'*) at the time of St.
Paul's arrest, two years from the end of Felix'
tenure.
But two considerations deprive this line
of argument of a good deal of its force.

;

Joeephus naturally groups together all be has to say
That ne doeu this aft«r Nero's acresPal. under Felix.
means that he conceived, not that the whole state of things
bepan
only
then
to be true, but at most that the
described
main part of Felix' government, and its most striking events,
the
new
rei^'n
;
and this, if Felix" procuratorahip
belonged to
began in a.d. 62, could easily be the case so long as it ended not
than
or
^xact
information about the tatter
earlier
A.D. 57
5S.
date Joeephus obviously did not possess, or be would, as in
(1)

Harnack, o.c. p. 238, on the ground of the confusion which
besetseven the best chronologists through the different methods
of reckoning imperial years, conjectures that Tacitus bos mistakenly put Britannicus' 14th birthday for his 16th, so that the
whole stor^ should be transferred from a.d. 55 to 50. But this is
unlikely m the first place, because Tacitus reckons his years,
as a Roman naturally would, by consulships, and not by regnal
years of the emperor at all in the second place, because the
detail about Britannicus' age introduces the account of his murder,
and that was far too crucial an event to be likely to be misdated.
there is certainly no reason against the view
It seems obvious
—that Pallas retained sutflcient influence in the early years after
his retirement to be able to secure immunity for his family.
Tacitus expressly says that he stipulated that no inquiry should
be made into his conduct In office, a very different attitude to
what most fallen ministers had to adopt under the empire.
Doubtless, Josephns exaggerates when he speaks of Nero at the
date of the trial as /iMcA,mx iv rort 3jk nuiie ityttt ixiTvov, but
this appears to be only his way of accounting tor the acquittal
of an oppressor of the Jews.

about
•10Q,

:

;

other cases, have given it.
(2) The various events described were not necessarily succes•ive.
The political arrangements in Galilee or Chalcis, the
growing disorder in Jerus., the risings In Palestine, may all have
been in progress at one and the same time. Even the revolt of
the Egv^itian is not given as the last in order of time of a series of
such events, but as the most striking illustration of the deceptions practised on the highly-wrought minds of the populace by
miracle-mong:er» of all sorts for whereas the rest led their
followers ofl into the wilderness with the promise of signs and
wonders, 'a fellow from Egypt about this time,' ««t« rt^rtr rit
maifiif, gave rendecvous for the Mt. of Olives, that from thence
be might show how the walls of Jer\is. should fall down at his
bidding.
At the same time, if this rising is to be placed under
Nero at all, then St. Paul's arrest cannot fall before Pentecost
65, or nlher, if the full natural meaning is to be given to the
words «^ rtvrtn rvr AiMpir, before Pentecost 66, and Felix"
recall before the summer of 67 or rather 68 a.0.

—

;

Stated as a proof for the year A.D. 55 or 56, this
argument, too, breaks down but if restated with a
more modest 8coj)e, it will be found not without
;

force.

It is, in fact, difficult to believe

Jews would not have gained

It appears, then, that the arguments nsed
to Bupi>ort the 'received' date, A.D. 60, will not
b«nr the whole weight placed on them, but that,
to far as they go, they do suggest a year not
earlier than a.d. 68, or at any rate than 57.
The
arguments used on the other side most now,
in turn, be subjected to examination.
(ii.) Araumentt far an early date, A.D. 65 or 66.
a. Eusebius' Chronicle places P"e8tus' arrival in
Nero 2, i.e. according to Harnack, in the year
Oct. 65-Oct. 56 A.D. ; and Eusebius' chronology of

that the

their case against

Felix had Poppfea already acquired that ascendency
over Nero which enabled tiiem under the ne.\t
procuratorship to win their cause in the matter of
the temple wall against Festus and Agrippa combined. Ant. XX. viii. 11.
It is under A.D. 58 that
this woman's first introduction to Nero is recorded,
but it was not till A.D. 62 that she set the crown
to her ambition by marrying him, Tacitus, Ann.
It was in the same year,
xiii. 45, 46, xiv. 60 ff.
62, that Pallas, who, according to Ann. xiv. 65,
was too rich and too slow in dying for Nero's
the procurators is probably derived from Julius avarice, was poisoned. Not improbably, the inAfricanus (A.D. 220), who, whether through the terest of Claudius' favourite waned with that of
Jewish Icings of Jose|)huB' contemporary, Justus Claudius' daughter, so that it was no mere coinof Tiberias,* or through personal enquiry (for he
cidence that the same year saw the murder of
lived in Palestine), had excellent opportunities Octa"ia to make room for Popp.-i'a, and the murder
of arriving at the facts.
But, again, a twofold of Pallas.
Anyhow, consiclering the respective
answer may be given. (1) In any case Eusebius' histo'ies of Pallas and Poppn'a, the years 57, 58
true dat« for Festus is Nero 2 = Sept. 56-Sept. 57 (59?) would ai)pear to suit the circumstances of
A.D., see above, p. 418''.
Felix' acquittal better than the years 60, 61.
(2) It cannot be too often
repeated that chroniclers were tempted to invent
In the result, then, the arguments for the exdates for all undated events of historical interest
treme position on either side iiave been shown to
and as Festus' connexion with St. Paul would be equally devoid of conclusive force. But, on the
deter a Christian from pa.ising him over without other hand, each set of them, though it does not
mention, it is poHsible that Eusebius (or Africanus), establish its own case, tends to disprove the
if the usual authorities failed liim, simply set him
opposite.
The facts about Pallas and Poppa;a, not
exactly midway between his predecessor Felix, to speak of the evidence of Eusebius, do not prove
A.D. 61-52, and bis successor Albinus, A.D. 61-62.
that Festus succeeded Felix as early as 55 or 56,
seem to exclude a date as late as A.D.
For the last procurator, Oessius Florus. Eusebius gives Nero but they do
Conversely, the account of Felix' procurator60.
10-Bept. C4-Sept. 66 A.D.
this agrees well enough with
Joeephus' statement that the breakini^ out of the war— Aug.
ship in Josephus, though it does not show that he
68 A.D. — fell In the 12th year of Nero (i.e. on Josephns' system
was governor as late as 60 or 61, does seem to show
Oct. 66-Oct. Ofl) and 2nd of Florus, AjU. ix. li. 1. For Albinus,
that he remained later than A.D. 56. The probthe last hut one, Eusel)ius has Nero 7«=8ept. fll-Sept. 62 a.d.
and Josephns relates that a certain visionary was brought before abilities, therefore, both sides being considered,
Albinus at the Feast of Tabernacles, four years before the war,
concentrate themselves on the intermediate years
i.e. Oct. 62 A.D., BJ vi. v. 3, so that Eusebius' date Is at any rate
A.D. 57-59 for Felix' recall (A.D. 65-57 for St.
the latest possible, and is very likely correct.
Paul's arrest).
Felix on his recall was prosecuted before
j9.
9. The Dinjs of Unleavened Bread ( Ac 20'' ') in St.
'
Nero by the leading Jews of C.Tsarea, and would Paul's third missionary journey have lately been
brouglit again into notice by Ramsay (Expositor,
* Photlus, cod. 33, read this book, and says that It extended
May 1896, p. 336) as a date which 'can be (ixed
from Moses to the death of the last Jewish prince, Uerod
Agrtppa u., in a.d. 100.
not merely to the year, but to the month and
;

;
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celebrated and the Days
spent '," Pl".l'Pl';i
oP Unleavened Bread were
™as ; and
for
Thereafter the con.pany .started
in
the fifth day.
their voyage continued into
the ast com,, e e
Troas tlfe^tayed seven days;
they
^""d'.y and
day that they ipent there wa.s a
">»
./"^"^
sailed away early on a Monday
u.age and
ancient "'"H'
on the system common in
days in T™a^
seven
the
Luke
by
followed
with a Monday.
bcL'Ui with a Tuesday and ended
arrival in Troas must
the
theTuesda/of
er
Furt
day of the voyage.
be also counted as the fifth
that the party started from

dai

'

'

4

The Passover was

.

.

•

.

•

tW

mai

Nero, has beat Borne, and both under
Church

constant tradition of the
under ^elo,
Paul, with some date

,

in eirect the

and

Peter

h^^d^dtheRomaAepiscopallistjnJuliusAnc^^,^'-""';""
1
'
(Ilarnark, Cironologie, pp. 124 11.,
taught tog.-.tber
ionysiua of Corinth, they
to
.ari rt.. airb. .a,p6v
aui were martyred
>
iwij and
in Itah
_Qj
J gj Clement
Corinthians alK,ut
LlC::hi^f. f.-W esling the
'

•

,

•

,

!t follo'vl therefore,
Philippi on a Friday.

.

The only question that
the
the company started on
Bread^
after the Days of Unleavened
first
reach Jerus. by
Considering that the plan was to
precious
Pentec^Lt^W that time was therefore
Ihe
P<"°t
^
we need not hesitate as. to this year
fell on tne
that
slaving of the Passover in

whether
re3
morning
iB

•

•
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E^n

Seven Days o
of a Thursday, and tli.
tl>e follow in
Unleavened Bread continued tdl
but not
A.D. 5
Thursday. That was the case in
it.
around
immediately
years
in any of the
On thi8 thesiB three remarks ™?K^* "''Hlf'll^J-^^VoThe
,

the noble exampes
96 sets before their eves
apostles 1 e e.
good
the
generation,'
of our own
of elect which
multitude
great
that
and
and Paul,
in ^jve" sutt'..^^^
them
with
together
gahered
was
exposed as Danaids
ingslnd tortures, women being
'

AD

^oKbirMBo':).

and Dirces (1 Clem. v. vi. avvr,6polaen the Neron.an
of
That the 'great multitude' is that
parallel
marms would be all but certain from the
and
:

multitudo t»?en^
"ccoimt in Tacitus of the
o Nero
ZdZludibria of the Christian victims
is clenched by
4„n XV 44) and the whole proof
:

tcoincidenc;ofTaeitus'mentiouoftheem,H3rors
the \ atican
wardens— ie. the horti Nerontam on
the state..ith

fim-asthe sceneof the. executions,
Ens. U.E. u. 25, c.
ment of the Roman Gains (ap.
rested on the
St. Peter
200), that the relics of
St. Paul on the Ostian

AD

Vatican as those of

Suet,

n

the

met

>il ot simple obser^ation

by .omethmg

m

I

67
68
69

It^^nt '^lf!^r^lxf'°^"^oS>

\

Wieaeler.

Lewin.
Apr. 10, W.
Mar. 30, Su.
Mar. 19, F.

Apr. 18, So.

Apr. 7, Th.
Mar. 27, M.
Apr. 15, Su.

Apr. 7, Th.
Mar. 27, M.
Apr. 15, Su

that the
Now, suppos'ing, as seems a
for each
Xlexandrinedate U the earliest possible
latest, Nisan 14 may
year, and two days later the
the three years
Lve been a Thursday in any of(Apr.
^^hat,
).
A D. 54 (Apr. 11), 56 (Mar. 18), 57
Kamsay's investigathen, can fairly be claimed for
three yeare, A-D. o5,
tion is, that against the other
improhabUity does
58 59, a certain presumption of
of these
remain ; and witli regard to the two later
confirm the result
to
serves
result
this
years
three
this with
attained in the last section. Combining
appear the
the previous enquiry, A.D. 56 and o'
Paul s
probable alternatives for the year of St.
of Fehx and
arrest, A.D. 58 and 59 for the recall
Csesarea.
close of the two years' capti^-ity at
and Martyrdoms
10 The Persecution under Nero,
the two apostles
of St Peter and St. Pa«/.-That
erroneous
were martyred on the same day is an
June .i J,
deduction from the common festival on
translation
which is really the day of the common
the t-atatheir relics to the safe conceahnent of
fair estimate,

,

of

the
• That the Alexandrine date is always beforehand with
wiU be due to the cycle
date .lependinE on simple observation
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visible
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fi%mg dates
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within a year at
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lony before expressed by liiui (Ko 15-') to
from Koine to S|i.iiii, is iiiaile more tlian
probable by the testimony of Si. Clement, lliiit the
aposlle 'preached righteousness to the whole world,
and reached the boundaiT of the West ((irl rd
de,-;ire

go

oil

'

^X$ur,

Suaeus

Tipiia Tijs

ad

Cor.

v.

),

and of the

Muratorian Canon [e. A.D. 200], ]>rufeetiunem Pauli
ab urbe ful Spanifiin projicisccntis. l''or a journey
to districts so untouched, « licre the very foundations of Christianity would still have to be laid,
and six months
at leitst a year must be allowed
more must be added for the preachinj; on the route
through Soutlieru Gaul Marseilles, Aries, Nimes,
,

—

—

the I'aXoria to whicli t'rescens was
Bent (2 Ti 4'") was, as Eusebius,
iii. 4,
and
other Greek Fathers supjiose, not the lesser Gaul
of Asia Minor, but the greater Gaul of the West.
That St. Paul also revisited the East results
from the Pastoral Epistles and even critics who,
like Harnack (o.c. p. 239, n. 3), reject these Epistles
as a whole, admit that genuine accounts of St.
Paul'.'t movements after his release have been incorporated in them.
Put for the journey to
Ephesus and Macedonia (1 Ti 1^), for the evangelization of Crete (Tit 1°), for the final visits to
Troas, iMiletus, and perhaps Corinth (2Ti 4"-*'),
for the winter at Nicojiolis (in Ejiirus ; Tit 3'*),* a
second eighteen months are required.
Thus three full years, though not necessarily
more, appear to have elapsed between St. Paul's
departure from and return to Home and it follows
that if his martyrdom in the first great outbreak
of Nero's persecution holds good, of the two alternative years to which his release was narrowed
d&wn (No. 9, above), A.D. 61 has an advantage over
A.D. 62, and A.D. 56, 58 over A.D. 67, 59 as the years
of liis arrest at Jerusalem and of his journey as a
prisoner to Komo.

Narbonnc

if

HE

;

;

So far, then, ten points from Jewish and secular
history have been fixed with more or less probability
(1) Aretas in possession of Damascus,
certainly not before A.D. 34, probably not before
A.D. 37
(2) Herod Agrippa I. 8 death, probably iu
A.l>. 44; (3) the famine in Jerusalem, not before
A.D. 46; (4) the proconsulate of Sergius Paulus in
Cyprus, not in A.D. 51, 52 (5) the expulsion of the
Jews from Rome, perhaps in A.D. 49 or 50 (6) the
proconsulship of Gallio in Achaia, probably not
before A.D. 49 or 50 (7) the marriage of Drusilla
with Felix, not before A.D. 54 (8) the appointment
of Felix as procurator of Juda;a in A.D. 52, and
his recall in one of the years A.D. 57-59; (9) of
these three years the first seems to be excluded
by the note about the days of unleavened bread
(10) and the third seems to be excluded by the
calculation of the necessary interval between St.
Paul's hearing before Festus and his martyrdom in
A.D. 64 (64-05).
Thus the crucial date of Festus'
arrival seems to l>e established as A.D. 58, and
therefore the close of the Acts after St. Paul's two
years" captivity at Home as A.D. 61
and a sort of
framework is erected into which the details to be
gathered, first, from the comprehensive history of
the Acts, and, secondly, from the fragmentary
notices in the Epistles, have now to be inserted.
{.A) The Acts
second half (<-hs. 13-28). For the
special criticism of this book, see AtT.s oK Tin:
Al'OSTI.ES.
More need not be .said here than that
Ac is accepted in what follows as containing, on
the whole, an accurate and tnistwortliy picture of
events between Pentecost and St. Paul's (lirst)
Koman captivity, A.D. 29-61. The picture is cut
np, as it were, into six panels, each labelled with a
general suinmary of progress and with so careful
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

Tlial

is, If

St. TauI'B intention to

wint«r thure was carried
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an artist, the divisions thus outlined are, in the
absence of more precise ilnln, the natural starting
point of investigation,

Church

(i.)

First periud,

The

1'.

Jems., and the preaching of St. Peter
summary in 6' and the word of God was increasing, and the number of disciples in Jerus. was
being greatly multiplied, and a large number of the
priests were becoming obedient to the faith.' (ii.)
Haund period, 6".
Extension of the Chuicli
through Pal.
the preaching of St. Stephen
troubles with the Jews
suinmary in 9^'
the
Church throughout all Galilee and Juda;a and
Samaria was having peace, being built up, and
walking in the fear of the Lord and in the conin

:

'

;

'

:

solation of the Holy Spirit was being multiplied.'
(iii. ) Third period, 9'-.
1 he extension of the Church
to Antioch; St. Peter's conversion of Cornelius;
further troubles with the Jews summary in 12-^
'
and the word of the Lord was increasing and
being multiplied.' (iv.) Fourth period, 12-°.
Extension of the Church to Asia Minor ; preaching
of St. Paul iu ' Galatia ; troubles with the Jewish
Christians : summary in 16' ' the Churches liien
:

'

were being conlirmed in the faith, and were
abounding more in number dailj'.' (v.) Fifthpcriod,
Iti*.
Extension of the Church to Europe
St.
;

Paul's missionary work in the great centres, such
as Corinth and Ejihesus
summary in 19'-" 'so
forcibly wiis the word of the Lord increasing and
prevailing.'
(vi.) Sixth period, 19-'.
Extension of
the Chinch to Rome St. Paul's captivities sum28" proclaiming the kingdom of God
marizeil
and teaching the things concerning the Lord Jesus
Christ with all boliiness unhindered.'
t)f these six sections the [protagonist in the first
three is St. Peter, in the last three St. Paul and
the two halves into whicli the book thus naturally
falls make almost equal divisicms at the middle of
tlie wliole period covered.
But the further consideration of the earlier half may best be postponed until the rich chronological material of the
later sections has been set in order.
:

:

;

m

'

;

starting -point of St.

PauTt

First Missionary

Journey

(iBt

Ac i;l^).— The summary which closes the thini section of
Acta inten-enes between the notices of the death ol Herod
A>;ni>pa I. (A.D. 44 see No. 2, above), and of the completion of
so that it
88. Paul and Harnabas' famine ministry' at Jems.
appears a letfitimate inference that between these two events some
considerable interval elapsed. Fnrtiier. as there was no faiiiino
before the year A.D. 4C (No. 3. above), the deleijates can scarcely
have returned eoj-jier to Antioch, unlesa the Antiochene Church
had not merely bejfun to collect contributions in anticipation,
which was natural enough, but had closed their fund before the
famine was he.ini of, which does not seem natural at all. Certainly, if the delc^^ates helped to admtniBt«r the rehef, the year
4C is the earliest possible.
Nor was the start on the l9t M.J. made immediately after
The description introduced at this
their return to Antioch.
point (13') of the perKonnfl of the Antiochene prophets and
teat^hers su^^ests at least some further period of settled work
and ikS the journey westwards meant a start either by sea or over
theTaunis, it would not be entered upon in the winter months,
indeed it will be assumed in the following' fliscussion as axiomatic
that St. Paul's journeys are as far as possible to be pla -ed in the
Hunnner (March or April to Nov.), and thatdurinc the other
months he was in general stationary. Thus the tiprinjf of a.d.
47, or more jtarticularly the end of the paschal season (in that
year circa Mar. 'iS-Apr. 4), is the earliest atartintcpoint at nil
probable.
Duration of the First Misitionary Journey (Ac 134-14'^!).—
CroHsinjt to Cyprus the apostles londed at Salamis and ^»ii>yed
throui^h the whole Island as far as Paphos, preachinir in the
Jewish synacoiiues {\^ "). The stay in Cj-prus can hardly Imve
the results, at any rale, en
been less than some months
couraj^ed tlie Cvjiriote Barnabas to select it as his share of the
cnnununilies visitcnl or founded in common (1.^3'i- ^). At earliest,
then, in the Hummer of the same year, A.D. 47, the party crosscii
to ibe mainland of Painphylia ; and whether or not itanisay's
attractive conjecture lie tnie, that the inllrrnity of the tlesh
was a malarial fever caui,'hl there in the lowlands and necesiiiliitinp an immediate move up into the hills, no ^4tay is rcconlnl
anywhere short of Pisidian Antioch (Antioch i'.). To the
e^anifelization of this city and of Iconium, Lystra, and l>erl<o,
the main elTorts of the journey were devoted ami as the return
was uumIc by the same route, the three Mrst-named cities wer«
visileil twice.
The first sojourn in Antioch P. was lonj; ermuijh
for the word to be spread abroa>l through the whole tlistrict
(134t>
cf. the similar butstroui^er pbruso iu 101'^ of the two yeaib'
II. J.,

tile

;

'

;

'

'

;

;

'

'

;

'

;

'

;' ;:

'
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At Iconium a Mong time' was spent {U^'^'
With Lvstra and Derbe the aurroundiny country
waa evantfelized (14^- ^\ and at Derbe the disciplea made were
many' (*»Mi*ei-e, 1421). jlie return visita were no douht
ahorter; but aa they included the work of confirming and
taj- at Ephesus).

'

xpet9*, 14^).

organizing the new conimunities (iTie'-Tyio>^o*'rt!, ytipcTovr.ffeorK
The
T^i(r^(/Ti/joi/f 14*^ 23)^ they cannot well have been hurried.
Becoiid stay at Perga, unlike the first, was sulticiently 1""K 'or
From the
the preaching of the word (14^5 contrast 13'^. i-i).
Pamphylian coast the voyage homeward was made direct.
Where the indications are expressed in such general language,
opinions will differ aa to the length of time signified. Hut as it
la certain that no one will estimate the atay in the interior at
leas than six montha, and the hills between Antioch F. and
Perga would not have been recrossed in the winter (Dec-March),
the whole absence from Antioch in Syria (Antioch S.) must have
prolonged itself beyond a year indeed the smallest space of
lime which wilt reasonably cover the details of the Acts is 18
montha. Let it be supposed roughly that the apostles arrived in
Oyprue In April and left it in July ; that they reached Antioch
P. by Aug. 1, Iconium by Nov. 1, spending there the five winter
months, down to the paschal season (probably circa Mar. 1S~26)
of A.D. 48, Lystra by April 1, Derbe by May 15, the two latter
being far less populous or important cities than the two former
that they began the return journey about July 1, getting down
to the Pamphylian lowlands at the beginning of Out., and back
it is easy to
to Antioch S. a month later, say Nov. 1, a.d. 48.
allow more than this, and Ramsay raises the total from a year
uid 7 montha to 2 yeara and 3 or 4 months, ending in July a.d.
49 iCh. in Horn. Emp. pp. 65-73). But the shorter estimate, if it
satisflea St. Luke'a language, and it seems to do so, is to be preferred on the ground that it seems unUkely that the apostles on
thia their flrat missionary experiment should have separated
themselves from their base at Antioch S., which waa yet so near
them, for as long a period as over 2 yeara.
Interval between the Firtt and Second MUsionary Journey
the Apostolic Councii (Ac 1427-1535)^— The two apostles after
their return from the lat M.J., and before their visit to Jerua.,
'reaided' at Antioch 8. 'for no short time' (hitrpiSo* xfi^*^'* °^*
•Xi-yoiy 1428); and although it is just possible that the phrase
may be meant to cover the whole period up to the starting-point
of the 2nd M.J., yet even so the earlier portion itself cannot have
been less than the four winter months from Nov. 1, a.d. 48,
onwards. For the Council, it may be taken for granted, would
not have been held dunng those montha and indeed since the
Twelve were by thia time do longer settled at Jerus., the
opportunity for the Council must have been found in their
assembling' for one of the great Jewish feasts. Thus the earliest
Dossible orcasion will have been the passover of a.d. 49, circa
But as Paul and Barnabas are said to have passed
April 6-12.
through Phcenice and Samaria, expounding the conversion of the
OeatUea (IS^X—and though thia does not, of course, imply the
flame delay as the foundation of new comnmnities, it does
exclude the idea of hurried movements, it is really more likely
that they kept their paasover at Antioch S., and spent the six
weeks following in a leisurely progress towarda Jerua., arriving
there for the Councii at Pentecost (May 24). They may easily
have been back again at Antioch S. by the end of June and
aa the further atay only amounted to * certain days (v.u.ipet,(
rnccf, IsSfi), there is no reason why the start for the 2nd M.J.
should not have been made in the late summer of the same year,
say Sept. 1, a.d. 49, ten months after the return from the preWous
loumey.
t*^Jn the visit of St. Peter to Antioch, Oal 2n, aee
below, p. 424».)
Duration o/ the Second Mitfionary Journey (Ac 16*^18*^.—
That St. Paul should start so late in the year, while it would
have been very unnatural when he waa breaking new ground in
unknown districts, aa in the lat M.J., was natural enough
when he was going primarily to revisit existing Churches the
winter would be spent among them, and they would serve in
turn for bases from which, in the spring, he might make his
way on again to further and more strictly missionarj' labours.
This, in fat't, (a what St. Paul probably did do on his 2nd M.J.
He left Antioch S. by land, passing through Syria and Cilicia
conflnningtheChurche8'(l&*ii«'j*-r.i/ij?fl»» cf. 142^ 1823), a phrase
which certainly impliea a good deal more than a night's rest at
each place. Thus several Churches, such as, no doubt, that of
Tarsus, were visited before he reached the Churches of the Ist
M.J. at all. That of these Derbe la first mentioned, and then
Lystra (lOl), follows from the adoption on tliis occasion of the
land route over Taurus, which must have been crossed not later
than Novendwr. It ia not St. Luke'a habit to describe anything
•n much detail but the foundation of new Churches.^ontnist,
i.g., the first visit to Macedonia (16i2_i7i5) with the second (202),
—eo that no deduction can be drawn from his ailence as to
any events beyond the circumcision of Timothy (16^). On the
contrary, the interjxiUtion at thia point of the fourth iieriodBummar>- in 1&>, though no doufct primarily intended to
emphasize the great step forward into Kurope which follows,
marks also a heating of time between the old work and the new,
and suggest* that the one was more than a mere episode on the
way to the other St. Paul must have stayed everywliere long
enough to mark the progress going on, the 'daily increase in
numbere.' Nor is it at all likely that fresh ground would be
broken in the winter months. It can only have been after the
passover (March 25-April 1) of a.d. 60 that he concluded at
Antioch P. the seven months* 'visitation' of existing Churches,
and plunged forward into the unknown.
That the phrase Phr>-gian and Galatian district (rr.* ^pvyiar
ntii Vat\tKr,KT» :^mp<tt, 16^) or
Oalatian and Phrygian diatrict (rr»
r«A x*'P»* *" 4>«t^(«», 1823) means not two places, but one and
,
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;
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the same, follows as well from the inclusion of both under a
!»ingle article, astrom the lael that the names are given in reversa
order on the second occasion, though the direction of the
journey was the same as on the first, from east to west. St.
Paul's object on leaving Antioch P. was naturally the group
[The
of famous and populous cities on the western coast.
Phrygo-Galatic region, if it lay on the route to Ephesus, can
have had nothing to do with Galatia in the narrower ethnical
sense, which was far away to the N. and N.E. and this is only
one of many arguments which combine to make Ramsay's view
that the Galatian Churches are those of Antioch P., Iconium,
Lystra, and Derbe, all but demonstrably true.) Entrance, however, into the province of Asia was barred by divine intervention
and St. Paul directed his eyes to the next great group of cities,
and turned northwards for Bithynia, only to find the same check
when he reached the Bithynian border. This time the western
direction was left open, and the party skirted Mysia until they
touched the coast at a point north of Asia,* namely Troas.
But as it is implied throughout these verses that no settlement
was made for preaching, not more than a month need be
allowed between the departure from Antioch P. and the arrival
in Europe. The proclamation of the gospel at Philippi, Thessalonica, Beroea, and Athens must have occupied all the aunnner
of A.D. 50 the stay at the two former towns, at least, waa lung
enough to found flourishing Churches, and the three Sabbaths
at the synagogue of Thessalonica (172) represent, no doubt, not
the whole of St. Paul's residence, but only the time anterior to
the separation of Christians and Jews, cf. 18«- 7 198- ». Ramsay,
indeed, allots eleven montha to these four places (Ch. in Rom.
Emp. p. 85) ; but in the absence of any hint at specially lengthy
sojourns contrast IS-W 14^ etc. six weeka at Philippi, two or
three months at Thessalonica, and a few weeks each at Bensa
and Athena must be considered sufficient. The sea route from
Bercea to Athena is hkely to have been taken before the
autumnal equinox, and the apostle was doubtless eager to get
on to his future headquarters, so that the arrival al Corinth
may be placed in October a.d. 50. Thetotalstay thereof eighteen
months (for the iif^ipat /««»«* of IS^s are probably to be included
in the iwat^-o* xxi ^^m* ij of 18^1) will last till April a.d. 52. thus
covering two winters and a summer. St. Paul, as might be
expected, arrives at the end of one travelling season and leaves
at the beginning of another. The departure, if ma<le, as in
other cases, immediately after the paschal season (cin-a April
2-9, A.D. 62), would be timed to bring St. Paul (rid Ephi-sus and
Cffisarea, 181*22) to Jerus., as on the 3rd M.J., for the Keiisl of
Pentecost. There the stay waa only for the purpose of saluting the Church,' and the apostle went on at once to his old home
at Antioch S., arriving, say, in June a.d. 52, after an absence of
two years and nine months.
Duration o/ the Third Missionary Journey.— But Antioch
was no longer an effective centre for St. Paul's work it was
out of reach of his new Churchea in Macedonia and Achaia,
while his 'Galatian* Churches would be supervised quite as
easily from Ephesus, whither he waa pledgetl to return if he
could (1821). If advantage was to be taken of the travelling
season for the highlands of Asia Minor, no long delay was possible ; the farewells at Antioch S. were therefore probably brief
(1823 s-oi^tf-oi Tpo*o* Tina, i^ijXOi* ; contrast the continuous work
implied in 11»132 1428 ifiSS), and a start made on the 3rd M.J.
;

'

'

*

:

'

—

—

'

;

about August A.D. 62.
This time the passage across Asia Minor seems to have been
Nothing is said of a stay in Cilicia (contr. 15^1)
less protracted.
it is only in the Galatian Churches of the 1st M.J. that St. Paul,
as he moved in order from one to another, set himself to * estabrrripiXm*, IS'-^).
Hsh* all the disciples (iitpxiu^^o^ xadt^iit
This visitation, and the not very lung ordifficull journey between
Antioch P., the westernmost of these cities, and Ephesus, need
not have extended over much more than the remaining montha
of a.d. 52. Perhaps about the turn of the year, while travelling
in the less ruggea districU was still feasible, St. Paul reached
Ephesus, and entered on a long residence there, certainly of
two years, almost certainly of two years and three months—
that is, if 1910 touto Si lyi*ift 1»* iT>j hi refers only to the disputing in the school of 'Tyrannus, and excludes the three months
It is true that in the case uf
of the synagogue preaching, 19".
the stay at Corinth (see just above) the later and fuller calculation is inclusive and not excluaive of the earlier and briefer
for Ephesus, on the contrary, the supplementary evidence of
oIk i<r«t/«raA«i» appears to decide the quesAc 2031 rpttrmt
tion in favour of a total length of considerably over two yeara
of residence. The period thus reckoned tenninatts at earliest
[A departure not before spring ta
in March or April A.n. 6.S.
confirmed by the evidence of the two Corinthian Eiiistle«.
1 Co, written about the paschal season (March 3t^- April ti ia
A.D. 55), announces a plan for leaving Ephesus after Pentecost,
for travelling through .Macedonia, and perhaps wintering in
Corinth (1 Co 5» Id*'*).—a plan which would provide for a much
longer, though lesa immediate, visit to Corinth than the original
int-ention of going there on the way to Macedonia (cf. 2 Co ll*
Tlie Kpbesian
and 1 Co
ov OiXm ykp Cu,ae aprt i* vapiltu ;3i7*).
riot may have even precipitated the departure before Pentecost
20i).]
a.d.
55, St. Paul
At some time, then, in the spring of
(Ac
launches himself on a new cycle of wanderings, intended to
(19-i).
(2 Co iminclude Macedonia, Achaia, Jerus., and Rome
plies that he had planned to preach at Troas, and stayed there
on into
hurried
long enough to find an opening, but ultimately
Macedonia, the sooner to meet Titus and the news from Corinth
.

.

.

.

.

.

W

Through Macedonia he travelled slowly, visiting as he
went the Churches of the 2nd journey, and possibly founding

(212. 13).

)

i,%xQi,, ri ^iV»i (xi7><t ««/ rafax^Xfo-af a,iTeu( X^*
woXkZ), until he reached Greece proper, or 'Hellas.' There, or

others (202

—

;
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wonis in CoriDth. he stayed three months obviously
the winter months of i.D. 5V66. since the return journey brought
him to I'hilippi just in time (or tlie piu^o\xT (March 'l8-"Z5 a.i>.
Tlus longer route through Maoedunia was a sudden
tC), 2U<}.
substitute, at the time of starting, for the direct voyage to Pal.
consequence if the distance
(20^J, and the party had to hurry
from I'hilippi to jerus. was to be covered in the six weeks
between ttie end of the paschal season and Pentecost (20^6). A
week (six days) was spent at Troas, and another at Tyre, perhaps while waiting for weather or ships but the journey between these two places was made with only necessar}' halts, and
appears to have occupied not more than a fortnight. The days
toat remained to spare were spent at Ciesarea (21^^), and Jerus.
was probably reached just in time for the feast.
St, PauVa Cajitimtifg.
At Jerus, St. Paul was arrested (May
JUO. 66), and conveyed thence to Cassarea. where his iuiprisonment, though not of a rigorous character, had lasted a full two
years {luti^t wX^pttBtlryut 24^7) when Porcius Festus succeeded
Felix in the middle of a.d. 68.
Festus, unlike his predecessor,
^ve a fairly prompt hearing to the case (261-^ ^'-^). and late in
the summer tit. Paul, having appealed to Ctesar, was sent, with
other prisoners, in charge of a centurion to Rome. But the
Toya^ was much delayed by contrary winds, and they were
tUl off Crete at a time when the great fast (Tisri \Q = circa
Sept. 16 ID A.D. 68) had already gone by how long gone by St.
Luke does not say (27^). Even if the wreck took place as late as
the beginning of November, and the three months at Malta
(2811)are reckoned to the full, the voyage was continued early in
February, before navigation would naturally have begun but
DO doubt an othcial on government business would be more
likely than ordinary folk to risk sailing at an unpropitious
season. Anyhow, somewhere in the early months of a.d. 69 St.
Paul may be believed to have arrived in Rome, and after two
whole years' (8(iTia» tJ^n, 283f), i.e. in the spring of a.d. 61,
the book of the Acts closes, and leaves him still a prisoner
though the mention of the particular period suggests that a
dllTerent condition of things supervened at the end of it, in
which case the release, and visit to Spain, would follow at this
point. [See for the rest of St. Paul's Ufe, tupra, pp. 4'2Ut> 421^]
In other

m

;

—

—

;
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Thus the second portion
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thought.
Conversely, Gal and Ro may grapple
with the same problems on the same lines (and yet
what an alteration of tone between the two !) without being at all nearlj' synchronous with one
another. The Galatian Epistle must be earlier than
the Roman, earlier, that is, than A.D. 56; nothing
more can be asserted positively, so far. (ii.) At
the other end, the terminits a quo for the Epistle is
the 1st M.J. thus, even if addressed, as is [)robable, to the Churches then founded, it falls after
A.D. 48.
Further, the phrase in 4" 'because of
weakness of the flesh I preached the cosjiel to you
tA Trpbrepop,' implies either some con.siderable lap.se
of years, in the old time,' or a second visit on
the former of my two visits.'
With the first
alternative a date aa late as A.D. 53-55 is possible
with the other, the Epistle must fall between the
second and third visits, i.e. between the spring of
A.D. 50 and the autumn of A.D. 52 [supra, p. 422).
;

'

'

;

(Ramsay (St. Paul, p. 189) dates the letter from Antioch S.
immediately before the third visit, and finds a reason for this
precision in the assertion that bo critical a situation must have
called of necfssily for a prompt personal inspection
but it
might be urged with at least equal reaj^on, from Gal 16 ^utok
;

rx^iwf fMTaT.thffOi, that the interval after St. Paul's last riait
whichever that was had not been a long one.]

—

—

Jerusalem in the Galatian Epistle.
For the date, then, the years A.D. 50-55 remain
open and therefore St. Paul when he wrote had
paid according to the Acts either three visits to
Jerus.,
Ac 9-«-*> after the flight from Damascus,
Visits to

;

—

Ac

ll** 12'-^

from the
beginning of the 1st M.J. (13'-28'"), covers a period
of fourteen years, certainly not less, and apparently not more
and if the starting-point was

the contribution for the famine, c. A.D.
46, Ac 15''"*' the apostolic Council, A.D. 49,
or
four, adding to the three former Ac IS'", the flying
visit at the end of the 2nd M.J., A.D. 52.
In the

rightly placed in a.d. 47, the fourteen years will
come to an end in A.D. 61.
(b) The Epistles of St. Paul.
Of these tlie Pastoral Epistles fall outside the
Acts, and have been dealt with already (p. 421").
The two to the Thess. were written in tlie company
of Silas and Tituothy, the first not long after
leaving Athens, 1 Th 1' 3>- »•«, 2 Th 1' ; tliat is to
gay, during the long stay at Corinth on the 2nd
M.J., A.D. 51 (50-52). The two to the Cor. fall, the
one just before, the other soon after, the departure from Ephesus for Macedonia, towards the end
of the 3rd M.J., a.d. 55 (see above, p. 422'').
Tlie
Epistle to the Rom. belongs to the winter residenc*
at Corinth, A.D. 55-56 (Ho le^ 15^-^ = Ac 19^).
The Epistles to Philippi, Ephesus, Colossaj, and to
Philemon belong in all probal)ility to the Roman
imprisonment, A.D. 59-61.
But the one Epistle
which contains something of a chronology of St.
Paul's life (Gal l'»-2'), the one Epistle which
would bring together a point in the second half
of the Acts with a point
the first, is also, from
the absence of allusions to contemporary history,
nnfortunately the most difficult to date of all the
Epistles.
Date of the Galatian Epistle. (i.) Resemblance
of style and subject-matter has generally led critics
to assign Gal to the second group of Epistles, with
1, 2 Co and Ro, or even to a particular place in

on the other hand, two visits only are
first a fortnight's visit to Cephas (Gal
1'*), the second an official visit of the repreaeuta
tives of Gentile to the representatives of Jewish
Christianity (Gal 2'""'). Ihus, even if St. Luke's
enumeration is exhaustive, St. Paul omits either
one or two visits altogether. But if this seems
a diffi?ulty, the solution is simple; St. Paul is
enumerating, not his visits to Jerus. per se, but his
visits for intercourse with the elder apostles, xptK
Toi'js TTpi ip.oO djro(7T6Xous ((!al I"), and would necessarily omit any visit when they were absent.
What, then, of the occasion when the famine contribution was brought to Jerusalem ? If St. Luke
mentions only elders or presbyters as the recipients
of the bounty (Ac 11*"), the natural, though of
course not the only possible, explanation is that tlie
elders that is, the local ministry with St. Jaincs
the Lord's brother at their head were by that
time the supreme authority. Certain it is that,
whether gradually or at some definite moment,
the Twelve did separate themselves from the
Church at Jerus., and became'more completely the
niis.sionaries which after all their commission from
Christ and their very title of 'apostles' meant
them to be. After the persecution of Herod they
are never mentioned at Jerus. save during tlio
Council of ch. 15. Doubtless, they returned from
time to time, as opportunity olfered, to keep the
but neither at St. Paul's
feasts like other Jews

of the Acts,

;

m

—

that group, between 2 Co and Ro (so l.ightfoot,
Galatinn.r, jip. 44-56), i.e. on tlie chronology above
adopted, in the latter part of A.D. 55. But perhaps
too much stress has been laid on such resemblances
taken alone, as though St. Paul's history was so
strictly uniform that a given topic can only have
been handled at a given moment, and too little on
the intluenco of external circumstances to revive
old ideasor call out new ones.
Thus the I'liilippian
and Eiihesian letters belong to the same period
but tlie dill'erence of conditions between the
'Asiatic' province and a Romanized community in
Macedonia has produced a marked dill'erence of
topics and
illustrated
a marked progress of

—

—

;

—

Epi.stle,

named, the

—

—

;

fourth nor at his fifth visit is there the least hint
[If the ancient tradition that
of their presence.
the aiiostles, according todivine command, remained
at Jerus. for twelve years after the Ascension
(Prailicdtio Petri, ap. Clem. Al. Strom, vi. 5;
Ajiollonius an. Eus. IJE v. 18: Hamack, o.e. p.
von Dobscliiitz, Tcxte u. Unters. xi. 1, pp. 'j'J,
2-1 H
148) 8ul)staiitially represents historic fact, as mav
well be the case, then A.D. 41 or thereabouts will
mark their departure.] Here is ample reason for
St. Paul's silence about the visit of Ac 11. 12 and
(if the Epistle was written after the summer of
A.D. 52) tliat of Ac 18.
Thus the first visit of Gal
;

—
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corresponds with the first of Ac ; the second of Ac
is omitted
and the second of Gal answers to the
;

third of

Ac

(A.D. 49).

rniis connexion of Gal Zi-io with Ac 16 Is generally accepted,
and a strong argument for it is the common atmosphere of crisis
which pervades both narratives, told though they are from
different points of view.
Ilamsay, however {St. Paul, pp. 153166), strongly maintains that the second visit of Gal can only be
the second of Acts. Some of his points have been answered here
by anticipation ; some illustrate the viicrotogie which Hamack,
not wholly without cause, attributes to him, e.g., that the same
visit cannot be said in St. Paul to have been »a.ra. tcirojMAi^f*,
Oal 2'-^, in St. Luke to have been by commission from the Church
of Antioch, as though the Spirit and the Church never spoke in
harmony. Very attractive, however, is the identification of St.
Paul's 'emissaries from James* ^Gal 213 Toi- ixtJi7» mati irri
'XoLxiiSov) with St. Luke's * emissaries from Judsea (Ac 161 ruit
mmTikllotrtt aci Wf 'lotjot^af), for this would make St. Peter's
destrtion of the Gentile Christians at Antioch to precede and not
to follow his championship of their cause at Jerus., and would be
a real point of superiority over the common view that St. Peter
'

and

i

,St.

James gave a formal pledge

of brotherhood,

and then

violated it. But this identification of the two Judaizing missions
from Jerus. to .\ntioch may be accepted side by side with the
ordinary view that Gal 2'ff- = Ac 16, \f Gal. 211-1'* i^ allowed in
order of time to precede Gal 21-10. There is nothing like the
i«-ijTa of Gal 118- 2l 21 to suggest that the chronological series
is continued.
On the contrary, St. Paul's argument may perhaps he best paraphrased as follows : ' I have not received my
gospel from the elder apostles. I went up to their headquarters
at Jerus., not on my conversion, but first at an interval of 3
years, and then at one of 14 ; the first a private visit, the second
an official one, when I treated with them, and was recognized
by them, on equal terms. So far from simply submitting to
them, I once publicly rebuked their chief on the occasion when
he was on my ground at Antioch, and backed out of his own
liberal principles under pressure from representatives of James.*
If this interpretation be correct, Ramsay has failed indeed
to prove his main point, but has shown the way to a subsidiary
rearrangement of much importance. The dispute at Antioch
may then be placed in the winter (A.D. 48-49) before the Council,
at w-hich St. Peter 'employs to others the argument that had

convinced himself.*]

—

Paul's Conversion. The second visit
of Galatians being thus identified with the Council,
the date has already been fixed as in all probability
A.D. 49 (above, p. 422») and this visit itself was
at an interval of 14 years {5(A SeKareaaipuv irCiv,
Gal 21), while the first visit was 3 years after' the
conversion [lieri. rpla trri. Gal 1'^). But are the 14
years of the ''econd visit also to be reckoned from
the conversion (11 years, therefore, from the first
visit), with Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 382, or from the

Date of

St.

;

'
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from tlie conversion), with Lightfoot,
ad lor. ? The Greek suits either alternative the
argument favours the former, for St. Paul would
natural ly state the intervals at the highest possible
The first of the synchronisms established
figure.
above (p. 416") gives weight to the same side when
;

Paul came to Jems, on his first visit, he liad
just fled from the ethnarch of Aretas at Damascus
(2 Co 11*' = Ac 9"- *"), and Aretas probably did not
become master of Damascus till A.D. 37. But the
addition of the 3 to the 14 years would throw
back the first visit to A.D. 35-36, probably beyond
the time of Aretas, and the conversion to A.D. 3'2-33,
whereas the inclusion of the 3 in the 14 would put
St.

the conversion in A.D. 35-36, and the

first

visit

nnder Aretas

in A.D. 38.
first half of the

The
Acts : chs. 1-12.
Tlius, from the dates established in the second
half of the Acts, it is possible, by means of the
Epistles, to argue back to the first half of the
Acts and to reach two rough dates for the conversion of St. Paul (Ac 9"^'), A.D. 35-36, and for
his first visit to Jerus. (Ac 9™), A.D. 38.
It remains only to adjust, by the help of the.se points,
the division into perio<ls (see p. jil""), which is the
single hint at a chronology supplied by St. Luke
in the earlier part of liis work.
St. Paul's conversion apparently followed not very long after
St. Stephen's martyrdom, and that, in turn, is the
the
first event recordeil in the 2nd section of
Acts (91 8* 6'"). The first period of relatively
will
undisturbed progress
then end about A.D. 35,
having covered six years from A.D. 29. The second
(C)

TEST.

marking a commencement, but only a commencement, of conflict, begins in A.D. 35, and the
last event mentioned in it is St. Paul's first visit
to Jerus., A.D. 38 but the peaceful development
period,

;

implied in the summary of tnis period (9") justifies, perhaps, the extension of the period as far
as A.D. 39-40. The third period ends with the
record of advance in 12", after the death of Herod
in A.D. 44, and before St. Paul's second visit (at
any rate before its conclusion) at the time of the
famine in A.D. 46, and lasts altogether from
That the chronology
A.D. 39-40 to, say, A.D. 45.
here adopted results in a more or less even division
of periods i. from a.d. 29 ; ii. from A.D. 35
iv. from A.D. 45-46 ; v. from
iiL from A.D. 39-40
A.D. 50 vi. from A.D. 55 (to A.D. 61) such as St.
Luke seems to be contemplating, must be considered a slight step towards its verification.
On
the other hand, Harnack's chronology, which puts
St. Paul's conversion in the same year as the
Crucifixion, or, at latest, in the following, allotting
even in the latter case no more than about 18
months to Ac li-9", neglects these period-divisions

—

;

—

;

altogether.
Conclusion.

—

This article may be concluded by
a comparison of the dates here adopted (col. ii.)
with schemes preferred by three representative
writers Hamack (col. i.), who throws everything
early; Lightfoot (col. iv.), who throws all the
latter part late
and Ramsay (col. iii.), who investigates independently, but is nearer to Light-

—

;

foot than to

Hamack.
H.

Cruoiflxion
.
.
St Paul's conversion
Ist visit to Jerus.

Ml.

2nd
1st M.J

.

.» or 80

.

.

.

.

.

Council at Jerus., 2nd M.J. .
Corinth reached late in
.
4th visit to Jerus., 3rd M.J.

Ephesus

left

....
....

6th visit to Jerus., arrest at
Pentecost
Rome reached early in .
.

Acts closes earlv in

.

St. Peter's martvrdom.
St. Paul's martyrdom .

If these several

first visit (17

;

;;

.

.

.

SO
83
[44]

46
47
48
60
63
64
67
69
64
64

29
86-36
38
46
47
49
60
62
66
6«
69
61

64-68
64-«6

B.
80
83
86-36
46
47
60

L.
[30]

34
87

46
48

63
66

61
62
64
67

67
60
62
80
66

63
64
67

61

schemes are brought to the

68
61

test

of agreement with the ten results established on
a balance of probabilities in the first half of this
article, it follows with regard to each in turn
1. That certainly Harnack (A.D. 33), and probably Ramsay (A.D. 35-36), put St. Paul's first visit
to Jerus., and therefore his flight from Damascus,
earlier than it seems that Aretas can have obtained possession of the latter city.
Herod Agrippa I.,
2. That for the death of
A.D. 44 is accepted in all schemes.
3. "That Harnack, at least, puts the return from
the second or famine visit to Jerus. [A.D. 44 1] considerably before the famine can have begun.

That no scheme puts the 1st M.J. and visit
Cyprus (A.D. 45, 47, 48) in either of the two
years which are impossible for Sergius Paulus'
4.

to

governorship.
St. Paul to Corinth
of 51, of 52) under
Claudius but that if Orosius' date for the expulsion of the Jews from Rome (A.D. 49-50) is correct,
then, .since Aquila's arrival immediately preceded
St. Paul's (Ac 18^ 7rpo<r(/>dTu5 ^Xt/Xi/SoVo), Harnack's
date is certainly too early ; Lightfoot's certainly,
and Ramsay's possibly, too late.
6. That all schemes make St. Paul appear before
Gallio at Corinth (A.D. 49-50, 51-52, 52-53, 53-54)
in a possible year for the latter's proconsulship
but that the earliest of these years, Harnack s,
is not a likely one.
7. That, in the same way, Harnack's scheme
makes St. Paul aiipear before Felix and his wif«
6. That all schemes bring
(autumn of A.D. 48, of 5U,
;

—

;

'
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DmsUIa at Ctesarea (a.d. 54), in the earliest possible year of the marriage.
8. That Harnack puts the recall of Felix and
arrival of P'estus too early (A.D. 56) to suit the

but of a collection of individuals.
So
Paul says the Church is the body or
bride* of Christ, he is really expressing under
the figure of a single entity, the Church, the
relation in which Christ stands to the individual
members. There is, however, a real dillerence between the conception of actual and ideal Clmrch

evidence of Josephus, just as Light foot puts it too
late (A.D. 60) to suit the evidence of Tacitus, and
that a date equally distant from these two (a.d.
58) is perhaps best of all.
9. That ilarnack's year for St. PauFs arrest
(A.D. 54), and still more Lightfoot's (A.D. 58), are
less easy to reconcile ^v'ith the chronology of the
passover at Philippi than A.D. 56 or 57.
10. That Lightfoot's year, and, to a less extent,
Ramsay's year, for the release of St. Paul from the
first Koman captivity, are ditiicult to reconcile with

martyrdom in A.D.
The evidence from

his

64-C5.

these synchronisms, taken
does not pretend to amount to
demonstrative proof but the whole of Harnack's
scheme, and all the latter part of Lightfoot's,
appear to contradict them at too many points
to be entertained.
Of the other two, Kamsay's
is perhaps nowhere superior, and at several points
inferior, to that of the present article, which is
recommended as a consistent and fairly satisfactory harmonization of a good many results
which, like the sticks in the faggot, are separately
weak, but together strong.
individually,

;

— The

received view depends on Wieseler's
Chrtmol. d. apost. ZeitatUrs, 1848.
The Engliah reader may
find it expouuded iii Veriables* tr. of Wieselcr, in Lewin'e Fa»ti
Sacri, 1865, or in Lightfoot'a Biblical Essays, pp. 216-233,
posthumously printed from notes of a course of lectures delivered in 1363, but seeinin)?, in essentials, to represent his
latest views.
Most recent Kn^Iish wriicrt> hod accepted tliis
chronolog-y without question, until Riinisay, St. Paul the
TravtUfr and. the Roman Citizen, lb9."» (see also for some
point* his Church in the Roman Umpire, 1893), subjected it
partial re-examination and restatement.
Uis main contention, the identification of the visits of Gal 21-10 and Ac 12^,

LrrBRATURS.

»

has not met, and is perhaps not likely to meet, with much
acceptance ; but in spite of this, and in spite of an unneces•arily dogmatic tone, his contribution to the subject is a real
and substantial one, and the present article is very much more
Indebted to him than to any other writer. German books have
Id the main acquiesced in Wieseler's results, e.g. Schiirer's
InTaluab'e Geschtchte de$ judischen VoUces im Zeitalter Jemi
Christi, ed. 2, 1886-lb90.
Some Roman Catholic writers, indeed, clune to the system which throws back the chronolog-y
of St. Paurs later life by four or five years behind Wieseler's
and these have been now reinforced by Hlass, Acta Apostolorum, 1896, pp. 21-24, who does not commit himself beyond
a trenchant criticism of the received view, and by Harnack,
Chronol. d. altchrUtl. Litteraturbis EusebixisX 1897, pp. 23^^-244,
whose adhesion is thorou^ht^oiiij^, though his treatment of the
•vidence U unequal and unsatisfactory.
C. H. TURNER,
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word
as

{4KK\ri<Tia).~YoT the

history of the

and its relation to such Heb.
niy, see art. Congregation.

iKK\-T)(Tla

and

"^ns

we

In the present art.

terms

i.

li.

The Public Worship,
Christian Rule of Conduct.
Single Community. It« Funotloiit uut Orffani-

'

'

two respects.
Church regards

(1) The concei)tion of the attual
it as it really is, i.e. a body of individuals of various degrees of imperfection; while the
ideal Church is a body whose members represent tlie
ideal of membership, i.e. it is a perfect Churcb, or
at least one free from tlie negative aspect of evil,
(2) The actual Church is composed of the members
who are still alive and in the world at the time of
speaking; while the conception of the ideal Church
does not denote a definite number of members at
a definite time, but implies a membership independent of time. The latter is, in fact, an ideal,
not an empirical, body. Hence it splits otr from
the later conception of the invisible Church, i.e.
tlie Church as composed of all its members, deail
and living; for it refers neither to dead nor living

in

'

Cliristians, but to an indelinite body of membera
belonging to no time, present, past, or future,
because it is a timeless ideal conception.

The conception of the Church in NT stands in so close a
two other conceptions, viz. the people of Israel
and the 'kingdom of God,' that it is necessary here to say
something as to the connexion between these ideas.
(a) Th' Church and the People of /xrael.—lhe Jewish nation,
by the crucillxion of the Messiah, brought down upon themselves their final and irrevocable rejection. Jews were called
upon to save themselves from 'this crooked generation (Ac 'Z*'^).
Since Christ came there was none other name under heaven
which is given amons; men wherein we mvist be saved' (4i2),
It was no longer enough to live after Moses; it was only
relation to

'

'

'

by accepting the baptism of Christ that the Jew could obtain
remission of sins. liut at the outset the Christian still remained
a Jew. Ilia new profession did not absolve him from the law
and the institutions of Moses. So the Church starts aa a society
within the Jewish nation. The distinction is already to hand
between the actual Isr. and the true people of (Joil. The believers are the remnant" (cf. Uo llO) in the actual Israel, which
is the preparation (or the restored and perfected Isr. of the
prophets.
The Christ, who has already once appeared, is
waiting for * Israel' to repent and believe on Him, that He
may come again and all things be restore*! (Ac S'^f '^i 631), aU
that do not accept Him shall be utterly destroyed from amon^
the people (323). Here, then, we see the Churcli identified wiiii
the people of Israel, but distinguished, on the one band, from
the existing Jewish nation, and, on the other, from the restored
Isr. of prophecy.
The 'second coming' is to see the identification of the actual with the ideal Isr., by the incorporation of
those who believe on Christ with the latter, and the aestruction
of the unbelievers. So in the ilessianic age, Church and ideal
Isr. and actual Isr. will be one and the same, but at present
they are distinguished. It was necessary, however, that this
view should be uio<]ihed when the admission of Uentiles wa^
pennitted without demanding circumcision from them.
Tiie
'

In the Pauline conception, however, the Church is still regarded
as the chosen folk, but a distinction appears between Isr. ' after
the flesh (1 Co
and the ' Isr. of God (Gal tji8). God hiis
10»»J
taken from the heathen a 'peonle for his name' (Ac 151*), ami
In this new Isr.
they are not all Isr. which are of Isr.' (Ko 9").
Ttie faithful remnant within Isr., which before wa« identified
with the Church, is now but a small part of it. The 'oracles of
God are no longer entrusted to the Jewish nation, for the
Christians have succeeded ibe Jews as tlie vehicles of inspiration
(Eph 36, He V'i, cf. with 2^*). The Church, then, stands over
against the actual Isr. as a non-Jewish spiritual Israel. In the
picture of Ro lU^^^, the Church is an olive tree in which the
patriarchs are the 'root,* the unbelieving Jews are rejected
branches, and the Gentiles new branches grafted in from *)>»
wild olive.
At the same time, to the Jewish and prmiilive
Christian, belief in a restoration of the natural Isr. to the position of a world-sulMiuiiig kingdom (cf. Ac \*^) succeeds the idea
of the kinifdom of God aa Christ Himself conceived it, i.e. ibe
universal rule of Christian principles, a cosmopolitan instead
of a national conception.
'

'

'

Tub IuRALCut*Bcu.

Dkfinition of THE Church IN

NT

'^KKXijcia is used in
Christians, or of the

of

sum

NT.

—

a single community of
of tlie single

communi-

the whole body of Christians. In the last
sense, two points oi view are possible, and both
may think of the Church
are found in NT.
as an enipiric matter of fact,' i.e. as a collection
actual
Church, or we m:iv
individuals,
the
of
cease to tliink of the Cluirch aa a noun of multitude and regard it a.s a single individual entity,
the idctil Church. The second point of view is
If we a-sk what is in
closely related to the lirst.
the minds of the writers in this u.sage, we find
that ultimately they are thinking, nut of a single
ties,

We

*

St.

*

'

zalion.

I.

when

'

(D) The whole Church.
IIL

entity,

firevious conccjition of the Church and of the future restored
sr. was confined to the exclusively national ideals of Jewish
tradition.
It did not travel beyond the Israel after the fie.sh.'

shall discus*

L Dbfinition of Ciuirch w NT.
IL Tub AtTi'AL CiM'Hcn.
(A) Conditions of Membership.
\B) The Life of the Church.

(O The
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(^) Thr Church and the Kinndom (of Heaven) af Oorf.— The
fundamental concej>tion underlying the various meanings o(
the kingdom of God is that of the Kinnship {fSxfiXttei) of Uo<l
lU^Ai^a in Greek was a word with a wider range of
or Christ.
significaricp than we genenilly attach to the Eng. word kingdom.' and the shades of meaning which it bore determine also
tin* <JiiTerent conceptions of the kingdom ot heaven.
Wo have
thus («) the abstract »cnse of ^atnui; i.e. those moral and
spiritual qualitiea which are In consonance vith the will ol
'

; '
:
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God. It 1b thus that St. Paul says, 'the kingdom of God is
righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost (Ro 1417)
or that Christ compares it to the hid treasure and the pearl of
or that He says, *Seelt ye finst his
great price (Mt la**--*'^)
'The k.
kiiifclom and his righteousness' (Mt 633, Lk 12'1).
It is prohably also used in this
of God is \vithin you' (Lk IT^i).
sense in the expressions, the glad tidings (or the gospel) of
the kingdom' (Mt 4-', Lk &i etc.), 'to preach the kinjjdom'
(Lk 4-*3. Ac 2025 etc.). (J) In a concrete sense the estjibhshing
We have here two
or such a rule considered as an rvt^nt.
(>ointa of view from which such an event might be considered.
(1) As soon as Christ's teaching found disciples, the kingdom
was already established or if we regard the miraculous power
if I by the
of Christ over nature, we might say with Him,
spirit of God cast out devils, then is the k. of God come upon
you' (Mt 1-228, cf. Lk 1120). From the point of view of the
kingdom already established, it is compared to the rapid growth
of a mustard tree (Mt 1331-82), or leaven spreading through
meal (lb. 83). (2) A future establishment of the kingdom. This
idea is especially connected with the second coming of Christ
'with the angels of his power, in flaming flre' (2 Th 1*, cf.
6.810)^ tile establishment of the kingdom in power (cf.
ift.
Mt 32 610, Lk 17ai, 1 Co 15W4J). A third but rare use is (3) the
present rule of God in heaven (2Ti 418, cf. Lk 23''2.43, Jn 188«).
(>•) Ba.iriUii^ = sphere of rule, not so much local, as in the
prevailing use of kingdom,' but in the sense of the society or
community over which the rule extends. This meaning has
also two variations corresponding to the first two meanings
.

.

i.

*

;

'

;

'

'

They are (1) the actual society of professing Christians,
(>3).
including good and bad members so in Parables of the Tares
132*30), the Draw-net (ib. «-60), and the Wedding Garment
\ib. 221 18), but always with a reference to (2) the blessed society
of those who are admitted to the kin^om at the second coming,
As the
its perfection.
when it is established with power
society of the blessed, to be rejected from which is eternal
misery, its membership is the reward of faithful service cf.
Theirs is the k. of heaven (Mt 68. 10, cf.
the expressions,
Lk 620), -to enter into, to inherit the k." (Mt 620, Ac 1422,
Gal 621, Col 113, and many other places).
Of these meanings ix»Xr,r'cx. coincides only with the last. It
does not per se connote any moral or spiritual qualities, e.g. we
would not say, 'The Church is righteousness and peace and
Nor could we use the word ixxkr.e-iix. of an event. It
joy,' etc.
Even
IS properly a collective noun, denoting the people of God.
when it is spoken of ideally or as a person, the fundamental
meaning is still that of God's folk.* The 'kingdom of God'
Where
is then a very much wider conception than 'Church.*
che two occur side by side (Mt 1018), the 'kingdom' appears
as the future and heavenly counter^iart of the Church. The
'bindings' and 'loosings' of the latter shall be counted valid
in the former; cf. the words 'on earth' ("Church), 'in heaven'
of

:

(Mt

m

;

*

'

(

= kingdom),
II.

ib. 19 1818, cf.

Jn

2023.

The Actual Church

Christians, or a part of

is

the society of

it.

— The

necessary qualifications
of former sins and
submission to baptism in the name of Jesus Christ
(Ac 28*), which carried with it the demand of faith
The privilefies of membership acquired
in Christ.
at baptism were (1) The Christian became reconciled with God through appropriating to himself
Christ's satisfaction for sin (Ro S"" 6*"', Col l^-"').
His past life of sin no longer stood ar;ainst him in
He was justified. (2) He
his account with God.
was sanctified, and henceforth was called holy
(47105), because he belonged to God by the consecration of baptism (1 Co 6").
(3) He received the
gift of the Holy Ghost (Ac 28*) as a supernatural
power within him. (4) He was admitted to the common life and sacraments of the Christian brotherhood. On his part, in turn, he was bound, so far
as he could, to live up to the high standard of
that life, ' to put on the new man, which after God
hath been created in righteousness and holiness of
truth' (Eph42<).
{B) The Life of the Church.— The new life, to
• hich the convert was introduced by his baptism,
was the practical expression of the relation in
which he stood to God as a member of His 'people.'
His life was henceforth given up to the service of
God. And that service was the worship of God
in the public gatherings of worship and in the
holiness of his private life.
So we may consider
the life of the Church under these two aspects
worship,
public
the
Christian conduct.
the
(2)
(1)
• He 12® wetrnytipii ictti iicxXr;a-iei wparrerijutf is not to the point
{A) Membership.

for

memhership were repentance

:

'

as an instance of a distinctively Christian usage of ixxArriK.
It is plain from the connexion with xattiyjfiu that ixxXr,e,a is
used here in a quite general meaning, ' assembly,' without refereDC« to it« technical Christian significance.

The Public Worship.

This subject divides itself into two branches (11
The.se were the rites of
Occasional ceremonies.
baptism and ordination. We hear nothing of special
forms of service in connexion with marriage or
These were also of
burial.
(2) Ordinary services.
two kinds (a) a public {i.e. not confined to Christians) service, which was of a didactic (' edification,'
14'-*)
and missionary character ; ib) the
1 Co
breaking of the bread,' a private (i.e. confined
:

:

'

to Christians) act of worship.

—

Occasional Ceremonies. (a) Baptism was the
by wliich the convert was formally admitted
It was
as a member of the Church (Ac 2*1- «).
(1)

ite

therefore (Mt 28") to be administered to every
St. Paul always
Christian without exception.
takes it for granted that his hearers have been
gs^
H).
211.
is indeed
Coj
baptized {e.g. Ac 198, r,
regarded as necessary for salvation that a man
should have undergone this ceremony (Jn 3'), which
saves the Christian as the ark saved Noah (1 P
320. 31)
^t the same time, it is never regarded as
a merely mechanical means of salvation, but is
contrasted with circumcision by its spiritual
significance (Col 2"' 12), and the subjective element
{i.e. faith and a good conscience) is insisted upon
as the necessary accompaniment of the ceremonial
act, if the receiver would obtain its advantages
The ritual of baptism consisted of an
(1 P 3*').
immersion of the baptized person in water (Mt 3i8,
Tije baptizer accompanied the act
l'^ Ac 888).
with the formula 'in tne name of Jesus Christ'
gia
1048 195^ cf. ja 2'), or more fully in the
(Ac 288
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Ghost' (Mt28'', Didache 1). No limitations are
which forbid us to
expressly mentioned in
suppose that the right to baptize did not belong to
matter
of fact we find no
every Christian, but as a
instances of persons baptizing except those with
some sort of recognized position of authority. Our
Lord (Jn 4') and the apostles (Ac I0«, I Co 1")
generally avoided baptizing in person, and relegated
the duty to helpers and assistants. See BAPTISM.
Every Christian had a charisma
(6) Ordination.

U

Mk

'

NT

—

= gift,

talent), the nature and degree of which
determined his position and duties in the community. But while the charisma in most cases is
(

considered as coming direct from the Holy Ghost
to the individual at the time of or after his
baptism, without any further human agency, in
some instances a charisma was bestowed through
tlie 'laying on of hands.' The 'laying on of hands'
in OT was the symbolic act of conveying a gift (as
in blessing Gn 48", appointing to othce Nu 2728) or
a curse (as the scapegoat Lv 16-'). In the case of
our Lord the ' laying on of liands was especially
attached to the miracles of healing {e.g. Mt Q'',
5-" etc.), and He left to His disciples the uower
In tlie
of healing through the same act (Mk 16"*).
'

Mk

apostolic age

it

is

also found in connexion with

healing (Ac 9'*- " 28'). It thus had the significance
In tie passages where it
of a miraculous power.
is mentioned as an accompanying or supplementary
ceremony to baptism, the miraculous gift of the
Holy Ghost attends its employment (cf. Ac 8" Sid,
i.e. the
laying on of hands' is the instrument by
which the Holy Ghost was given in this instance),
and is contrasted with the ordinary gift of the
So, too, when a
Holy Ghost through baptism.
man was to be 'set apart' for a particular work,
'

for its performance
gift
lie receives a special
through the laying on of hands.' This is especially
mentioned of the Seven (.Ac 6'), the mission of
B.arnabas and Saul (Ac 13'), and the work of
Timothy at Ephesus (1 Ti 4", 2 Ti 1«), and it appears
in the Pastoral Epp. as the regular form of ordainIt was accoming a bisliop or deacon (ITiS--).
'

'

'

;
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fastiii'' (13»).

nod the layiiij; on of hands jiui toniiud by ajiostles
(Ac 6" 8" I'J", 2Ti I"), by an ordinaiy disciple at
'

the i-omniand of the lloly Gliost (Ac D'-- "), by tlie
prophcta and teachers at Autioch under similar
circumstances (id. 13^), by the presbytery at
Ephesu8(lTi4'«).
turn now to tlie
(2) The Regular Worship.
regular services of the early Christian Church.
At the first the community met fo: the purpose of
worship daily (Ac 1" 2^"), and we find no intimation
or allusion that any day was marked with more
solemnity than the others. But at a later period
the first day of the week is singled out from the
The first
rest and observed with especial honour.
occasion on which we meet with this is in 1 Co 16^
upon the first day of the week let each one of you
lay by him in store' his contribution to the collection.
Then Ac 20' we notice the disciples of Troas
fathered together on the first day of the week to
reak bread. By themselves these two instances
could not be pressed. But in Ilev 1'° there is a
mention of tlie Lord's day,' tJ KvpiaK^ Vl^Pf< which
apjiears as Aripioirf) nvplov in the Didache 14', and as
Kvpi.aK-fi simply in Ignatius (ad Mag. ix. 1).
These
all hang together with the fact recorded by all the
evangelists that on the first day of the week Christ
rose from the dead (Mt 28', Mk 16^ Lk 24', Jn
20'). The resurrection of Christ was the foundation
of Christian hope (1 Co 15""'"), and therefore the
day of the resurrection was par excellence the
Lord's day (see Ignatius, loc. cit., Ep. Barn. 15),
and when it became im|)racticable for the breaking
of the brea<l to be celebrated daily, it was celebrated with careful regularity on this day {Did. 14'
I'liny, Eiip. x. 96,
stato die convenire '). To what
precise date this practice goes back in Christian
nistory we cannot say. St. Paul (Uo 14°) speaks
of those who esteem one day above another, and
those who esteem every day alike, but he is here
The
Srobably referring to the Jewish Sabbath.
ewish Christians themselves observed the Sabbath,
and some attempted to force its observance upon
the Gentiles (Gal 4'°, Col 2'").
But the Sabbath
and metho<l of its observance are e8t)ecially distinguished from the Lord'B day [cf. Ign. loc. cit.
no longer sabbatizing (iraj3;3nWfoi'7-es), but living
according to the Lord's day,' and Ep. Barn. loc. cit.
Sabbaths are not pleasing to God, therefore wo
observe the eighth day for rejoicing ']. On the early
hi.story of the Christian Sunday, see esp. T. Zahn,
Skizziti fius dem Leben der alten Kirche, cap. vi.
Of the existence of yearly festivals we have no
intimation at all in N T. "The Jewish Christians
still observed the Jewish feasts (Ac 2' 20'*, 1 Co

— We

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

There

10').

is

no allusion

in

1

Co

5'- ' ('

Our

pass-

over also hath been sacrificed, even Christ, wherefore let us keep the feast,' etc. ) to the observance
of Easter.
The context sliows that the apostle is
not speaking literally. The starting-point of his
theme is the comparison of the Church to a new
lump from which the old leaven has been purged
We, too,' he says, as well as the Jews,
out.
have a Passover lamb therefore let us keep the
feast
with tlie unleavened breiul of sincerity
and truth.' His imagery is borrowed from the
distinctively Jewish passover, but the lesson drawn
applies to the whole Christian life, not to any
special occasion— ^oprdj'ai/itF is rather keep festival'
than 'keep the feast.' It is noticeable, however,
that in the later Paschal controversy both parties
referred to aiiostolic usage (see Eus. IIE v. 23, 24),
in view of which we are not justified in drawing
an argument from silence against the apostolic
foundation of the Easter festival, and the exact
date of its institution must be left an open
'

'

'

'

;

.

.

.

'

question.
In 1 Co

we

find that St.

Paul presents to us a
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picture of two kinds of Christian woisliip.
In cii.
14 is described a meeting wliose chief aim is mutual
ediiication; in 11"-" one of a very dillcrent character and ceremonial, the purpose of which is to
'eat the Lord's Supper' {KvpiaKiv Se'tiri'oi>).
In the
same way two kiiuis of religious observance are
di>liiiguislied in the account ol the primitive Church
(Ac 2-'-'), 'the breaking uf liread and the prayers.'
It is not quite certain whetlier rah jrpoffei/xais here
refers to tlie public prayers in tlie temple which
the Christians attended {e.g. 3'), or to the meetings
of the community
but as the writer is describing
the salient elements distinctive of the Christ inn
life, the latter has a slight balance in its favour.
In any case there is abundant evidence {e.<j. Ac 1"
Ol. 48. 47 42JM. 81
etg ) that the Christians at this time
held assemblies for worship distinct from the
breaking of the bread.'
This distinctively Christian worship was not
held to take the place of the temple services, which
were attended with scrupulous regularity (Ac 3').
Neither and this, of course, refers not only to the
first days of Christianity
did it take the place of
individual private prayer (cf. Ac 10" IG''', £ph 6'",
;

'

—

Ph

—

1^).

—

The public

service.
The purpose of this
thinjjs edification, and this not
only for those who were already believers, but also
for unbelievers.
It had, then, a missionary aspect,
and for this purpose was made as public and open
as possible.
At Jems, it took place especially in
the temple as long as this was purmitteu (Ac 2*' 3"
(a)

service

was uefore all

or in some public place (Ac 2^, cf. ").
Unbelievers were welcome to attend and listen (1 Co
14-^).
Every Christian had received the Holy
Ghost and a 'gift' as the 'manifestation of the
Spirit' within him (see 1 Co 12""-).
Whatever was
the gift he possessed, he was bound to put it at the
service of the community and use it in hanuonious

5'-'),

working with the whole

Hut

{ib.'-"-).

if

we look

through the lists of gifts in Ko 12«f-, 1 Co 12'"f- we
see that there are some (c.^. miracles, healings)
which would not qualify tlieir possessors to contribute to the worship of the community. So we find
a distinction drawn in 1 P 4'"' " between the gifts
of speaking and the gifts of ministering (oia>coi'ti;> =
contributing by personal help or ofi'erings to the
common support). To the former it fell to take
part in the public worship. St. Paul mentions
1 Co 14*") as constituent elements of this service
a
psalm,' a teaching,' a revelation,' a tong\ie,' ' an
interpretation.' 'fhe division is not a rigid one
a psalm might be also a tongue (cf. ib."'j. Nor
prayer is not inis the enumeration exhaustive
cluded, though it formed an integral p.art of the
service (cf. 11^).
may then, perhaps, divide as
follows : (o) teaching, (^) prayer, (7) praise.
'

(

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

;

We

—

We are only conaidcrinp here the plftce
(«) Ttaching.
occupied by teaching in the serviccB. We mtiat treat later ol
the wider quention ol teachinj^ in general. A di»f;ourse loniud
part o( tlie service in the Jewish Bynai;ogue where it waa connected with the reading of an aiipiiinted jwrtion of the OT
Bcripturcs (Lk *'""', Ac i:i"
me Vitringa, de .S;/n. Vet. Bk. tn.
We have several
ychiirer, liJ I*, i 27).
pt. i. c. 6, pt. ii. c. 12
;

;

uiHtancee of dittcourses in the Christian services {r.g Ac 207<i ),
and there is no doubt the 'teaching* in these a-sseniblies took
the form of one or more discourses. But the question of pnhlic
reeling is not q\lit« 80 obvious. It is, however, on il im'on
grounds quit« probable in itself, and is supportetl bv certain
supposed allusions in NT. Thus Tiuiotliv is told (1 Ti 4i3) to
'give heed to reading, to exhortation, and to teaching' and the
writer of the Apoc. alludes tfl the arrangenienU for the puhlir
reoding of bis book (Kev l^', cf. Col 4111). Somewhat later there
arose a separate ollice called that of the ' readier," whose duly it
was to read in the public services (see Harnaok, Die tog. apovl
,

Kirchrnordnung, 'Texte u. Unf Btl. II. Hft. 6).
(fi) PraiifT wtiH made stAndlng(Mk ir^)or kneenng(Ao 203*216)
with uplifted hands (1 Ti 2f). Kveu if the words of the prayer
were uttered by one person only, the nmyer was reganled a»
that of Ibe whole congregiitlon. Thus in Ac 4'i4-30 the prayer it
given verbally, but Is ascribed to the whole assembly iij^Oufx^iat
*!/>«. ^•r., ir/ioi T6, 6ii» ««i iiT«.
We must not press this too
It may
literally, as if all actually spoke In the words given.

^

CHURCH

CHURCH
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mean ibal they followed it, and by their 'amen' at the end
or ^>erhaps they
themselves with the speaker
repeated his words audibly after him cf. Ac 20^*^* *««•<» avT-nf
of definite
however,
consist
wp6<iY,;itt.ro.
All prayer did not,
lau^'uage. The indistin^ishable 'iflo3solalia' comprised prayer
14i-*),
'prayer
with
the spirit'
and such
as well as praise (1 Co
waji incomprehensible, both to the speaker and to the hearers,
of
inVeri>retunless it were interpreted by one who had the fcift
inj( tontjues.
The object of the prayers would vary with the
Church
supplied
the
ociitsion.
"The necessity of the moment
with the material for its daily supplications (cf. Ac Vl^). We
topics,
injunctions
find, however, in addition to these occasional
to establish certain prayers as a permanent part of the worship.
Such were prayers for the advance of the gospel preachiiit'
throurrh the apostle (Ro 15^", Eph Oi», Col 4». 2 Th 'M, cf. I Th S'',
He ia*«); pravers tor the civil rulers and all men (ITi 2')', prayers
for errinjj' members (Ja o^**, iJn 5i6). But no special form of prayer
Of a formulated liturgv of prayer we
is laid down to be followed.
find aa yet no 8ig;ns, but there are expressions in N'T which bear
the appearance of more or less ntereotyped formulsB. Such are
especially (I) the form of salutation, 'tirace to you (and mercy)
and peace from Ood the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ,'
which occurs with variations in the opening of all the i'auline
Epp.. and also of 1 F, 2 P, 2 Jn, Jude.and Rev: (2) the benethe grace
dictions, 'The God of peace be with you' (Ro 15^),
of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you' {ib. le^O), or the much
fuller form, the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of
God. and the communion of the Holy Ghost, be with j'ou all'
These occur also in similar form at the close of all
('i Co la'-*).
the Pauline Epp., He, I P, and Rev. The form of these opening
and concluding prayers is in all cases so much alike, that it may
very well represent the prayers of salutation and benediction
with which tht services were begun and finished, differing:
verbally in different churches, but agreeing in the main. Their
liturgical aspect in NT is heightened by the frequent addition
of 'amen'(e.3. Ro 1533, Gal i>i«). The long prayer with which
Clement of Rome concludes his Ep. to Uie Cor., and the set
forms of prayer given in the Didache (ch3. 9, 10), have a strong
alttnity with Jewish prayers, which suggests that the Church
may have for some time used forms of public prayer borrowed
from these sources.
It is remarkaijle that, except in the Gospels, we hear nothing
It is not quoted at all, nor can
in NT of the Lord's Prayer.
we find instances in NT language which can be said to conUiin
any distinct reminisceiRcs of it. But in the Didachp{ch. fe) the
Christian is commanded to repeat the Lord's Prayer three times
daily, which proves how uuiversal its use became in the subidentified

;

;

'

*

apostolic age.

the giving of thanks

the act of
blessing (iCxoyi7»), of praising (^ecUii*), or of glorifjing (iolaZii*)
God. Like prayer, it could be expressed in ordinary language.
or in the 'tongue' (1 Co Uti). (See ToKOUKS.) From its more
emotional cliaracter, it lent itself more to the latter than was
the case with prayer. Examples of praise are to be found in
the doxologies which occur with great frequency in the Epistles,
e.g. Ro 95 lti25, Gal 1^, Eph 3'^. Ph 42", iTi 1", 2 Ti 4^8, He IS'-^i,
These, again, are given a litur1 P411 5n, 2 P 3I8, Rev Iti.
gical form by the ' Amen ' which almost invariably follows, but
the language is not so stereotyped as in the case of the salutaWe see also in sublime outburst* of
tions and Denedictions.
praise, such as Ro li'*^'''- or the hjinns of the Apoc. (e.g. Rev 4^1
111' 153 etc.), examples of praise in freer and less stereotyped
form than in the doxologies. We perceive in them the most
intense religious emotion. Language of so sublime and ecstatic
The singing of a
strain easily passed into the form of song.
'
psalm or hymn by a member of the congregation was the
form which the giving of praise frequently took (Ac Ifi-'^, 1 Co
I4I6. Qti^ Kph 619, Col 3l«>, Ja 513).
Specimens of these extempore
hymns are preserved id Lk 1 or in Rev {loc. cit.Y Possibly, too,
in rhythmic passages such as 1 Ti 3l6, Rev 16^-* are preserved
fragments of hymns sung by the whole congregation together.
As in the case of prayer, the congregation made the ascription
of praise a corporate act bv saying 'Amen' at the close (1 Co
(y) i'raise,

'

i.e.

'

WK Rev 614

(iix*^'*"''''^*.)i

'

19^).

The forms in which the teaching or prayer or praise might be
delivered were three. From the prophet it came as a direct
revelation from God, with all the force of a verbally inspired
message, expressed in ordinary language, and therefore needing
no explanation of its meaning. From the speaker in a torujue
also it came as an 'inspired* utterance (Ac 2* 'to speak with
other tongues aa the Spirit gave them utterance'), but the language was incomprehensible to the hearers, and to the speaker
himself, unless they possessed a further gift, viz. the power to
lnter.pr*)t tongues (see I Co 14).
From the others it did not
come as an inspire<i utterance, but the teacher spoke with
greater weight and authority, aa one who had received, in a
special degree, the 'gift ol teaching* from the Holy Ghost.
The 'teacher,* by virtue of his gift, ranked higher than the
'speaker in a tongTie.* He stood next to the apostles and
prophets in the divinely appointed order of the Church
(1

O

1228).

To the necessity which St. Paul felt of correcting certain
abuses in the Cor. senices we are indebted for an interestinu'
picture of these meetings (1 Co 1429-Sfl). Jd their eagerness to
exercise the gifts of which they were conscious, the Cor. Christians had m&fle their services scenes of confusion.
Members
did not wait for one another to finish speaking.
If a prophet
received a 'revelation.' he stood up at once and delivered it
while another was still speaking, Agiiin, both the prophets and
the 'speakers in a tongue' had allowed their enthusiasm to lead
them to excess. The prophet unconsciously added a subjective

element to his message. The "speaker in a tongue' ineiwlt.'eil
his zeal without tronMing whelber the others midfrstood what
he meant. To prevent this coniujjioii, tlit- uj'oal.e lays down
the following checks (i) Nut nn^re than one tosptak at a time
each must wait his turn. (2) The one who is speaking to stop
revelation. (3) Tbe
if he perceives another waiting to deliver a
spfiker in tongues is not allowed to speak unless an interpreter
be present. (4) The * revelation of the prophet is to be checked
by those who possess the gift of 'discerning spirits' (hiux^tffit
irvEvpt«T4»y, cf. 12'").
St. Paul does not mention a president in
the meetings, and he addres»*es himself directly to thecongregatioti, as it everything were to be decided at their discretion.
But it is almost impossible to suppose that there was no one to
direct and manage the gathering, e.g. to appoint the time ol
meeting, to declare the opening and closing of the service, etc.
There is no doubt, that vvork of this kind is included io the
labour of tliose 'presidents' described in 1 Th 6i'^, though we
cannot go the length of saving that i> Kuptm is a special allusion
;

;

'

'

'

"

to these services.

Women were present at the services, and contributed to the
worship (1 Co 11', cf. Ac 2iy). St. Paul directs that they shall
keep their heads covered during worship, while the man shall
Both at Corinth
pray with uncovered head (1 Co 114-5).
(1 Co U'^) and at Ephesus (1 Ti 2ii-l2) he forbids women to
take an active part in the services, and the general language in
which he speaks shows that he enforced the same rule in all his
churches.

The

(b)

*

breaking of bread.

—The expression

^

TQv dprov in Ac 2^ refers to soiiiethin}_' more
It is inileetl
tlian an institution of common meals.
doubtful, in tlie liglit of 6^--, whether a system of
But in
universal common meals existed at all.
any case the double repetition of the article ^ xXdais

/cXdcrts

Toi; dfyrov

Avould be strange unless the term were

technical, and referred to a special breaking' of a
And such we find to be the case in
special bread.
i Co 10^^ where tiie expression * the bread which
we break' refers to a religious act, and in ll-'\
wiiere tlie eating of the bread forms part of an act
of worsliip called * eating the Lord's Supper,' and
its signiticance is to * proclaim the Lord's deatli
{ib. -*).
From the action of Christ at
till he come
the institution of this sacrament, the technical
'

it became known was the breaking of the bread.' The expression occurs sometimes without the article {e.g. Ac 20"^, Didarhe
14*), where there can be no doubt as to itstechni'-al
use.
In some places {e.g. Ac 2*^ 27^) it may refer
to an ordinary meal. The only other name which
1'-^^
is given to it in NT is the Lord's Supper, 1 Co 1
which refers, however, to the whole meal of which
the icXatrts tov dprov was the central act. As early,
however, as the Didache (9") the word €vxapi<7Tia is
used to t'x press the same thing (cf. also Ign. ad

name by which

Smym,

*

oh. 7).

nature this service was of a much more private character than the other. It was not held in public, with free
admission for non-members, but restricted to baptized Christians {Didache 9-^ Let none eat or drink of your Eucharist save
those who are baptized in the name of the Lord'). It was the
secrecy with which the Christians shrouded the Eucharist that
gave rise to the absurd accusations which were popularly
brought against them. At the same time, it seems, when possible, to have been made the occasion of a geneml meeting of
the whole Church, rich and poor (Ac 20', 1 Co uia-'ii-aa).
The breaking of bread originally took place daily ('2*«). In
the Didaehe, however, it is enjoined weekly, on the Lord's day
It was held in the evening, as on the
(cf. also Ac 207, 1 Co 162).
occasion of its institution (cf. Ac •ZO'ff- and the word SiiTi.#»
11W-21).
=
The whole ceremony was
evening meal) in 1 Co
(
a remembrance of the last supper which Christ ate with His
therefore
made a common
It was
disciples before His death.
meal, of which the breaking of the bread' and the 'drinking of
lol ^ri hi t« iu11*^^,
Didache
the cup* were a part (cf. 1 Co
irKftff^Oiiiai).
To this common meal each brought his share. Chryof the original
that
in
place
sostom (Horn. 27 in 1 Co 11, § 1) says
community of goods the Christians 'obser\e<l common meals on
a(t«r
sharing the
together
gathered
appointed 'days, and having
mysteries, they partook of a common feast, the rich bringing
invited by
being
nothing,
who
had
tlie viands, and the poor,
them, and all feasting together.' The aspect of the meal aa
by the
supported
rich
is
the
an act of love on the part of
words KATocta-xi'ftTi rtvt fxr. lx»*f*< in 1 Co 11", whicli mean the
common
The
houses.
who
have
not
l>oor generally, not those
meal was called the Move-feast* (iyaa-r, found in NT only in
Judel2 The right reading in 2V'i^^ is probably a»«T«if WH,
not i>aTaif). Though at first occurring at the same time aa
the breaking of bread,' which fonned jart of it, the two were
afterwards separated, and the Eucharist held in the early
morning, while the Agapa) still took place in the evening; so
first in i'liny, Upp. x. 96. See Lightfoot, Jynaiitut, ii. 312.
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free (e.g. he Bays of himself, ' not being myself under
But he rated far above this
[the principle ofj law,* 1 Co 9'^).
abstract claim to freedom, the love which he owed to his
*
flesh,'
and
brethren in the
so to the Jew he became as a Jew,
and obsen'ed the commands of the law {e.g. Ac 13"^ 2018 21«

attitude of favour observed by Christian teachera
towards the civil authorities, although they do not
wholly account for it, since the principles upon
which civU obedience is enjoined are independent
'
of personal like or dislike.
The powers that be
are ordained of God,' says St. Paul (Ro 13'). The
Christians are exhorted to obey and respect them
as the representatives of divine justice (Ro 13''*,
Tit 3', 1 P 2"-"), to pray for them 1 Ti 2^), to pay
them tribute as their due (Lk 20-^, Ro 13«- ').
From Pliny's letter to Trajan {Epp. x. 96) we
find that the government regarded tne Christian
communities as clubs (hetcerix), and the Christians acquiesced in this official definition of their

430
mode him

although he recognized that a man could be saved, not
by the works of the law, but only by faith cf. Gal 21^.
Ae
regards the Gentile, however, the apostle of the Gentiles fought
for tile freedom which he thought the Jew should abstain
from claiming. His position, that the Gentile should be free
from circumcision and the law, was confirmed by the conference at Jerus., and at the same time the further question
of daily intercourse between Jew and Gentile was also settled.
It was assumed, as a matter of course, that the two should
but to lessen the oflence
Jiix freely and without restraint
which this intercourse would give to Jewish instinctSj the
Gentile was required to abstain from things offered to idols,
from blood, and from things strangled.
(These prohibitions
were possibly conceived as concrete indications of a pure and
only
indirectly
concessions
true religion,' and
as
to Judaism as
This explains the
they were specially reverenced by Jews.
fornication.'
perjilexinij addition 'and from
See Hort, JudaiJttic
Christianity, pp. 6S-73.) Thus was established a modus vivendi
which
Jew
and
Gentile
converts were
for those communities in
to be found together.
It is too much to assume from Ja 2^
Jews
had
their
that in such communities the
separate synagogue,' and lived apart. The author is writing from the standpoint of things as they were in his own church, i.e. where the
community included only Jews who had formed themselves
The incidents related in Gal
into a synagogue congregation.
2il'i* presuppose a close and daily intercourse (especially in
the way of meals) between the Je^s-ish and Gentile communities.

2817),

;

;

*

'

Paul condemned so strongly in this instance a reaction
to the exclusiveness from which a break had been made, it is
certain that he would not have encouraged the establishment
We are therefore
of such a system in any of his own churches.
oonildent that in ail Pauline churches the Jews, like the apostle,
10*3
even
Peter
himself
(cf.
Ac
did
and
St.
113),
not refuse to
mix with the Gentiles, even if to some extent the two did fall
into separate congregations. And intercourse of any kind implied a mutual give-and-take. The Jew resigned his instinctive
and traditional hatred of the Gentile and lived as a Gentile (iflvixaJf
Cf », Gal 2i*). The Gentile had to subordinate his 7»Wif to the
principle of love (1 Co 81), that he might give no cause of
stumbling to Jews. And there were grades between the pure
Jew and the pure Gentile. The 'proselyte of the gate on
becoming a (Jhristian naturally felt an instinctive sense of
obhgation towards the whole or parts of the law. St. Paul has
In his mind, not only Jews, but the class of rti^e/xivin in Ro 14^
And Bo 14'. a, 1 Co 8i-'» !()»« must be understood generally
without exclusive reference to Jew or proselyte.
In the mixture of religions from which Christianity drew
converts, there were many scruples, serious enough to those in
whom they were ingrained from childhood, but which might
draw a smile of contempt from the man of * knowledge.' St.
Paul's line of teaching is that their observance or non-observance
is accidental, but that the principle of love, which enjoins
respect and forbearance towards them, is essential (see Bo 14i^i7,
If St.

ICoS^X
(3) The Christian and

the

World.— The

earliest

persecQtions proceeded, not from the Romans, but
from the Jews, either publicly, where they were
allowed a measure of local authority {e.g. Ac 4'"*"
5i7(r. Qi. 1^
2 Co 11"), or in the way of private maltreatment. The Jews succeeded in some instances
in raising Gentile mobs against their enemies {e.g.
Ac Q""- IS" 14'). On rarer occasions the hatred
of the Gentiles was aroused by personal losses
occasioned through Christian teaching (Ac le""'
IV^'-).
But the Roman government and its responsible representatives neither originated nor
supported these persecutions. Its attitude was one
of IndifTerence {e.g. Gallio in Ac 18") or active protection (cf. Pilate 8 attitude Mt 27"'**, the authorities at Tbessalonica Ac 17', Ephesus 10"*-, Jerus.
21" 23'"'-). The Jewish accusation, that the Cliristians were rebelling against the Romans and setting
np another king, was never regarded seriously by
the government (cf. Lk 23', Jn 18»», Ac 17').
On
occasions of tumult, indeed. Christians were apprehended aa the apparent causes of disturbance, and
treated with the rough-and-ready method of Roman
provincial justice (Ac 16^ 22")
but this was a
universal practice, and not confined to Christians.
The period of official persecution did not begin till
Nero opened it in 64. So the Church looked to the
Roman government as a protector rather than a
persecutor (cf 2 Th 2'). Those especially who were
fortunate enough to possess the Roman citizenship
found it a great safeguard against injustice (Ac
These facts prepare us for the
le" 22» 26'*-").
;

.

(

position.

As regards the social and industrial world
around tliem, the Christians did not cut themselves off from their former ties to a greater
extent than was necessary.
The regulation of
St. Paul was, that each should remain as he was
until the Lord came.
So the believing husband
or wife is not to leave an unbelieving spouse
If the unbeliever depart,
(1 Co V^-, cf. 1 P 31).
the believer is, however, not under bondage to
But this applies only to marriages contracted before the conversion of the one party.
When this is not the case the believer is enjoined
not to marry with an unbeliever (1 Co 7*" 'she
is free to marry whom she will only in the Lord,'
i.e. a Christian husband, cf. 2 Co 6").
On the
same grounds the slave is advised not to seek
follow.

Co 7")i but to do his duty to an
unbelieving master as to a believer.
hear of
Christians, too, carrying on their former professions, e.g. physician (Col 4"), tentmakers (Ac 18'),
soldiers (Ac 10', Ph 1"), public officers (Ac 16^,
Ro 1628), purple dyers (Ac 16'^), lawyer (Tit 3"),
and as traders generally (Ja 4").
his freedom (1

We

A difficult question was the extent to which a Christian
should Join in heathen social gatherings. There was a danger
in so doing, not only because of the actual immorality connected with them (1 P 48- *), but also on the grounds of the
ordinances against eating meat sacrificed to idols. St. Paul
does not wish to cut iiis congregations entirely off from their
former connexions (e.g. 1 Co 6l0). He does not forbid them to
accept an invitation to dine with a heathen (1 Co 102'^ but
leaves it to the individual Judgment, 'if ye are disposed.' In
regard to the scruple against ilimXoBvfa., he recommends the
Christian to eat what is given without question but if the fact
be forced upon iiim that it is an iti^xiBvrot to refuse it for the
sake of conscience and example (1 Co 10^- 38). We find that
some of the advanced liberal party at Corinth even attended the
feasts in heathen temples.
Tliis St. Paul forbids, not only as
'sinning against the brethren and wounding their conscience
whea it is weak (1 Co 812), but also on the deeper ground that,
in the interpretation put upon it, it is really an act of idolatry
(16. IQl'^'^-).
At a later penod it was made a general ground of
complaint against the Christian that he held aloof from social
gatherings (1 P 4<),
;

,

'

In his contact with unbelievers the Christian

had to remember that the law of love extends to
all men, although it found a greater outlet for
expression in the relation of Christian to
Christian (Mt 5"-«, Ro 12»', Tit 3'). The same
principles of honesty and charity were, accordingly, to be observed also towards them which
are without' (Ro 12", Gal 6'°, Col 4», Ph 4»,
ITh 3" 4"), even towards the persecutor (Ro 12"),
that thus the believers, by their life and conduct,
might appeal to and touch tlie best conscience of
the heathen world (1 Ti 3', 1 P 2").
The first centre of
(C) The single Community.
the Christian community immediately after the
ascension of Christ was the upper room in a
house.
Hither they returned immediately after
parting from Christ to wait steadfastly in prayer
for the coming of the promised Holy Ghost (Ao
ps-iS)
Thus the Christian community was in its
origin a house-congregation and when it outgrew
the limits of a single house, it did not form a
'synagogue' (such as those, e.g., in Ac 6'), but
spread as a number of house-congregations (cf. tar
its

'

—

'

;

'
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2" 5"). For their general assemblies and
their missionary preaching the disciples were able
to meet in the temple or its precincts (5"- "•'-),
but for their private worship they were divided
into groups, the centre of each being the household of a convert, who was able and willing to
provide the necessary accommodation in his house.
Thus the Church presented the aspect of a number
The same principle of diof household groups.
vision was estaolislied in other places besides Jerus.,
«8 Christianity spread farther. It appears, e.(j., at

the distinctive elements of the new
the words (2*^) irpouKaprtpouyTts rj
diSaxi Twi» iToiTTdXuif Ka.1 Trj koivuvI^, rp K\dae^ roi
dprov Kal Toij rpoaevxah (WH), 'abiding in the
teaching of the apostles and the fellowship, in
the breaking of the bread and the prayers.' The
words go by pairs, the ' breaking of the bread
and the prayers making up the common worship
of the community, while the 'teaching' and the
fellowship cover the ground of their common
life.
No community can exist without organization, lea.st of all a community in which are

ttior, ib.

Thessalonica (Ac 17'), Troas (20^), Ephesus (20'"),
Laodicoea
Corinth (1 Co 16"), Colossas (Philem
(Col 4"), and in Rome (assuming that Ro le^'"* is
&n integral part of the Epistle see w.°- '*• " rout
These house congregations
ffiy oiVoif i5e\<pci!).
also bear the name of iKK\ri<Tla (e.g. Ho 16°, 1 Co
16'", Col 4", Philem «).
The condition of the
household in ancient society favoured this feature.
The master of the house was its lord, and his
conversion was generally followed by that of his
family and dependants (e.g. Ac lO'"-" 16^ IS",
1 Co 1").
In this way the nucleus was at once
formed for a house-congregation, and doubtless
isolated converts attached themselves to the
church in the house of a wealthier convert.
The only passage in NT which seems to imply
the existence of a church, i.e. a building set apart
if there come
for purposes of worship, is Ja 2'
into your synagogue,' etc.
In this passage we
have a picture of a Christian place of worship,
with seats of honour like the irparoKadcSplai in
Jewish synagogues.
Apparently, then, by the
time this Ep. was written, the Jewish Christians
of Jerus. (for the writer speaks from the standpoint of the conditions in his own church) had
formed themselves into a synagogue and built a

\

:

-

'

place of meetin"

(cf.

Ac

6' 9').

The

'

school of

Tyrannus,' in which St. Paul taught at Ephesus
(Ac 19'), was, however, not of this kind. It did
not supersede the house-congregations (20*', 1 Co
16"), but was used, as the context shows (v.'"),
for the missionary preaching, which had hitherto
taken place in the Jewish sj'nagogues.
Tiie city - church was comjiosed of a ntimber
of these house-churches, and it grew by the addition of new congregations.
The first household

which had received the apostle gener.ally became
the centre of these smaller groups. To its members, the first-fruits {d.Trapx'n) of the city, a special
respect was due (1 Co 16'''-"').
It hud been tlic
home of the apostle during his visit, and, in con.sequence, the centre of guidance and direction.
In
ca-ses the prominence of some other member
caused the centre of the community to shift from
the original household
e.g. the house of Mary,
the mother of Mark, waa at first tlie centre of
church life in Jerus. (Ac 12'^), but later (Ac 21'»)
James' house appears as the ollicial place of meeting.
The whole community met together on occasions of necessity either at this central house or
some other convenient place {e.g. Ac 15** 21'",
1 Co 6*,
1 Th 5", Col 4").
Thus, apparently,
Gains received the community in his house when
they a-ssembled to meet their apostle and founder
JRo 16'*). The same community met on occasions
or common worship (1 Co H'^), though their numbers do not allow us to supj>(>se that this could
always have been the case. For the purpose of
worsiiip the house must liave been the unit.
I5ut
for the purpose of direction and administration
the unit was not the house- but the city-congregation (cf. Ac 11" 13' 20^).
So the apostle directs his
letters to the church of the city, e.g. at Corinth
(k>
because
the
city-church and not tlic
(1
l'*),
house-church w8l8 the primary unit in the regula-

some

;

tion of alTairs.

The Organization of the Community.

—The writer

of
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Ac sums up

Christian

life in

'

'

'

'

combined a religion and a common life.
But
before passing on to a.sk what was the nature
organization, we must first see what
of the work to be done. This
will be found to group itself under four main
heads: (1) The instruction of converts, (2) the
collection and administration of the common
funds, (3) general a<lmiuistration and direction,

of

this

was the nature

(4) discipline.
(1) Imtruction.—\V]\ea we remember bow slowly the disoiplei
assimilated the teachin|r of their Master, and what patient and
caretui labour it needed to perfect their faith, we ehall realize
the work which was involved in the instruction of new convert*
when the nunihcrB cf the Church were counted by thousands.
And if this is true with regard to Jews, bow much greater must
have been the lal>our when the community included pura
Gentiles, who had scarcely any knowledge of Jewish scriptures,
and lacked the sound foundation of Jewish monotheism. The
labour of 'watering* was not leas than the toil cA 'planting.'
The instruction cannot have been confined to the discourse of
the services, or the teaching of the apostle in person or by letter.
Such a knowledge of the ()T as St. I'aul presupposes in Qentile
converts (f.j. RoT', lCo«i«9is lOHr.Gal 4'iii')could only be the
fruit of long and systematic instruction. This waa the main

work of men like Aquila and ApoUos. There waa a special
gift' of teaching,' and a special class of men in the Christian
Church who were called teachers' from the exercise of this gift.
Of the content of this leaching we can only say on tX priori
grounds that it must have embraced the historical facts on which
'

'

'

Christianity is based, together with their doctrinal significance,
and the practical rule of life directly grounded on the doctrine.
A systeniaLic instruction in the OT writings must have been
necessary for Gentiles to understand the very frequent allusions
to them and interpretations of them which occur in the Pauline
Epp. (e.a. Ro 9ii>r-, I Co UH ", 2 Co 3' i», Oal 42i 31, cf. also 2 Ti
SI"*).
This last passage shows bow the doctrinal and hortatory
elements ore mextricably interwoven with instruction in a
narrower sense. St. Paul's Epp. also are a good example of the
same. The historical facts of OT and of Christ's life are regarded
as facts of doctrinal significance {e.g. Gal 421-31), and from
doctrinal truths practical injunctions are drawn as their consequences (cf. the ' therefore ' in I Co 16M. Eph 41', Col S'- '2).
'ihe instruction proceeded on the Jevi'iib method of repeated
oral teaching (cf. the word ««Tti;(i«, Lk I-*, Ac IS^*, 1 Co 1419,
Oal ^). In N'T a convert was baptized as soon as he dedarea
his belief in Christ (Ac '24i and often), but later the practice
arose of deferring baptism until the convert had been instructed
in the rudiments of the faith, and during this period he wa«
called a 'catechumen' {xx-T^x^^f^^^f)The content of the
teaching had for its kernel first and foremost sayiiigg qf the
Lord wiiicli were remembered and treasured up by those who
hiul known Him {of. 1 Co T"- '»- » 9" 1123 nar, i xh 42. 1 Ti 6'»).
These floating sayings were at an early date collected into a hook
of the 'oracles of the Lord'(Papias ap. Ens. iii. 39), which waa
one of the main sources of the Gospels of .Mt arid Lk. To these
sayings of Christ were added the divinely inspired teaching of the
apostles and propheta. So there arose gradually a fixefl body of
teaching bearing the stamp of Christ's authoritv (I Ti 03, 2 Jn 9)
or the apostolic approval (Gal 1*", 1 Th 4l- 2, 2 'Ih 21», 2 TI 1'3 22
3'*, Tit 1").
The danger arising from the free activity of the
teacher
was thus lessened oy this firm and unalterable
foundation of 'tradition,' rspsdcrtt, the faith handed on from
iJ), ^nd
one to another (2 Th 2" 30, Ko (117, 1 Co 163 no,
guarded by each as a sacred dejiosit (T«^«fi^«,,. 1 Ti 620, g xi V*
This accredited teaching is also expressea by phrases such
J2).
as riirc: iiinx'lt (Ro 61'), ut^tit*,^,; uytmitttr^t Xty^r (2 Ti 1'3, cf.
The especial frequency of eucb
22), M l^iyyH T^c wurruH (1 Ti 41).
expressions in the PasUiral Epp. illustrates the more stereotyped
'

'

n

fonn which this teaching assumed when death and imprison
inent were removing the apostles from personal contjict with

The frequent recurrence of isolated dicta with
the Introduction nrrti , ktyM (1 Ti li» S' 4», 2 TI 2", Tit S»),
showi that such saylnga were highly valued and carefully
Finally, after the death of the apostles we have a
l»reserved.
-pccimen of the way in which their teachings were collected, In
a work which baa been preiterved to us under the title "The
Teaching of the l^rd through the Twelve Apostles' (/>nf. V).
(2) 7'/i« .Mana'jemmt o/ Comitum Fuiuit.
(a) Sources qf the
rommon rsuemis. In the early days of enthusiasm nothing but
the surrender of all privat« property would satisfy the eagerness
of the converta (Ac 2" 434).
Those who had possessiuns sold
ihi-m and laid the monay at the apoatlaa' feet oa a oontributioo
their churches.

—

—

;
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common fund. This condition of things was, however,
the result of purely voluntary action in each individual case,
to the

and is not to be confused with a compulsory couuuunity of
?oods (4^'^ &•*). It was i»robably not uni\frsal thus, e.g., we find
Mary the mother of Mark in possession of a private house
(121*), and Tabitha at Joppa renowned for her many alms-deeds
(93tj), which implies that she did not hand over all her property
to the Church at llie time of her conversion. It differed iu degree
only from a later condition of things in which poor and rich
were to be seen in the church (<»..7. IColl'^^^, Ephfi^, CoUMTi6i7,
Ja 22). It was a voluntary alms'iitnnri (Ac 4^^). but collective
and organized instead of being "individual and sporadic. The
sole source of the Church's revenue remainea always the
voluntary offerinj^a of the congregation. Under the head of
such voluntary orferingB we must include the contributions of
food brought by the rich to the Agapw (implied in 1 Co ll"'^'- 2^),
;

the furnishing of the necessary occessoriea (e.g. seats, lights,
the jiuhlic worship, which was probably undertaken by
the owner of the iiouse in which the services were held, tlie
exercise of private hospitality on behalf of the Church towards
visitors from other Churches (of. 1 Ti 3* * given to hospitality,'
5>0 ' if she hath used hospitality to strangers, if she hath washed
the feet of the saints'), and tlie practice of private charity (Ac
ew*, 1 Ti 5iti).
(b) The expenses.—the money thus offered to
the communitj' was spent mainly in the support of the poor and
helpless in the Chunih. Part of this charity was permanent and
regular (^.f?. the support of widows, Ac 6', 1 Ti 6Sff., except so
far as they were provided for by private charity, 1 Ti 516, ja i27 ;
the support of the poor generally, Ac 2^6 436)^ and part extraordinary and occasional \e.g. the offerings sent to the poor
brethren in Judaia. Ac 1129 94", Ro ir.2.v27. 31, i Co 16itr., 2 Co
8-0. Gal 2'").
Another source of expenditure was the support
Of the ministers of the g03i)eL The labourer was worthy of hia
hire.
Thev who proclaimed the gospel had the right to live of
the gospel' (cf. 1 Co Q*-i\ Gal 6», 1 Ti 6I8, 1 p 52).
St. Paul
remarks that he was an exception in this respect (1 Co 9^), and
resigned what was his right in order to avoid offence (2 Co ll^ff12iair., 1 Th '26. 2 Th 3»).
From the PhUippians alone did he
receive any help (2 Co U^, Ph 4i0ff). In the Didache (11-13)
order is given to receive and lodge the prophet, and send him
on his way with foorJ enough to last him until the evening, but
no ntoney gifts are allowed. The resident prophets are to receive
the first-fruits of corn, wine, and oxen. AVe see from this that
the burden of supporting these otficers fell on certain individuals rather than on the community as a whole, and so came
only in a limited degree from public funds. To these charges
we must add also the indefinite adininistrative expenses which
would inevitably be incurred from time to time in the management of affairs. See further on this subject Alms. Communion.
(3) General Administration and Direction.
Under this head
we must include all such work aa the arrangement of times for
the services and other common meetings, the ordering of the
services, and the management of the thousand and one details
invohed in the general direction of the conmion affairs. To
this class of duties St. Paul would add the task of arbitrating
in the case of disputes among brethren (1 Co 6^) to avoid the
scandal of Christian attacking Christian before the pubhc law
etc.) for

—

courts.

The ET\forcing of Discipline.—To the apostles (Mt 16i»- 19,
jn 2i»2-i. 2*) and to the Church aa a whole (Mt 18>8) Christ
solemnly committed the power which He Himself possessed
(Mt 9** etc.) of remitting or retaining sins. These words laid on
the Church the duty of enforcing discipline, of pronouncing
punishment upon the sinner, or declaring hia forgiveness when
the punishment had buen followed by repentance. Punishment
and forgiveness were dealt out in the name and in the person of
Christ (1 Co .S4, 2 Co 21")^ This was, then, no arbitrarj- exercise
of authority, bat rested upon the guarantee that the decision
coincided with the will of God in the matter. The disciplinary
power thus belonging to the Church was in practice only
exercised against sins which were a public offence to the community. It was only when an act of sinfulness became public,
and therefore a scandal to the community, that the Church felt
itself called upon to take cognisance of the matter.
The search(4)

ing out of private offfnces w;is no part of the common discipline,
nor was the system of public confession yet instituted for such
offences. Christians are encouraged to confess their ains to one
another (Ja 6*^), that they may receive the benefit of others'

nrayers for their forgiveness

(cf.

ib.

**,

1

Jn

6'«).

From

thia

last passage we see that there are 'sina unto death' which
cannot thus find forgiveness (cf. Mk 323, j;^ 1210). But above
all. the Christian must settle his sins with God by confession to
Uim and prayer for pardon (1 Jn l"), and the punishment for
sin comes direct from heaven (1 Co 113'>) as well as through the
Church. Taking cognisance, then, only of these pul)lic offences,
public punishment was administered in proportion t<i the wrong.
nie lightest punishment was simple reproof. This could be
administered by any Christian to a fellow-Christian (Mt I810,
1 Th 51**).
It assumed an official form when the rebuke was
publicly administered by a person of recognized authority (1 Ti
620, Ga! 2^1) or by the community.
In case of obstinacy on the
part of the sinner, or of more serious faults, the oflTender might
be expelled from the community, and its members forbidden to
F]ieak, or eat, or have any communication with him (Uo 1BJ7,
1 Co 6^"-l», 2 Jn iO).
l-^nally, when the sin was particularly
grievous the same sent^?nce of excommunication might be
accompanied with the miraculous infliction of a physical punishment (Ac fiMO 8H 1 Co 55, 1 Ti 120), or with the imprecation of
a curse (i.«(*i;/«) on the offender (1 Co 1622, Oal 18).
Christ
Himself «Urected that in the case of brother wronging brother
the injured pervon shAJI (1) reprove the wrong-doer in private

if that fails, it la to be followed by formal reproof in th«
presence of witneseea ; (8) in case he atill refuses to repair the
wrong, the matter is to be reported to the Church, by whom
the offender shall be excommunicated, be to thee as the GentiU
and the publican (Mt IS^*-''''). The object of the punishment is
always refonnatory and not retributory. This is tne case even
with the most severe sentences (1 Co 6^, 1 Ti 120). Their purpose
is not destruction, but rept^ntance, and repentance is followed by
forgiveness on the part of the injured conummity (2 Co 2'^iO,
Gal 01, Jvide 22. 23).
During the tune that the ban of the ccmmunity is upon him the offender ia not t^ be regarded as an
enemy, but pitied as an erring brother (2 Th 3^^).

(2)

'

'

Under the four heads of teaching, administratioii
of funds, direction, and discipline, we have summarized the work to be done in the government
of the community.
Now the question arises, In
whose hands did this work he? The problem
here is wider than that of the right to take part
in the public worship.
There the ri^ht of speech
was limited only by the nature and degree of th«
'gift* received by the individual.
All did not
possess the higher gifts (1 Co 12^-") of prophecy
and teaching, or even the lower gift of tongues
{lb. **).
Some there were who, without being
unbelievers, did not possess the special gifts which
fitted a man to tatce part in the services (the
unlearned of 14"^- -*, cf. ib. ^^ Ja 1°). He who
had not a *gift* of speaking (I P 4*<''") was not
called upon to speak.
In a case, then, where the
number of those qualified to take part in the
service was so indefinite, we cannot press th
*each one' of 1 Co 14^ to mean 'every one.
There were other gifts of ministration (see Ro
I2«ff-, 1 Co 12*'ff-, and cf. 1 Co 7^) besides those of
the word ; every Christian had received his gift
according to the will of the Giver (1 Co 12^,
Eph 4"^), and each exercised it in its appropriate
sphere. But though the number of those qualified to speak in the services was limited, the limit
was quite indefinite as far as human recognition
was concerned. How far was this so in regard to
'

'

teaching and general administration ?
At the head of all stand the apostles. This term
is not confined to
the Twelve.
The two are
expressly distinguished in 1 Co 15* *then to the
twelve,' ib.''
then to all the apostles,' and others
besides the Twelve are called apostles (Ro 16^ 1 Co
9^-^, Gal V^).
The conditions of apostleship were
to have seen the Lord and to have done missionary work (1 Co 9'-^).
The superiority of the
apostle's authority rested on this personal contact
1^*),
with Christ (cf. Ac
and for this reason he was
of higher rank tlian the prophet.
He received his
authority from the Lord (2 Co
IZ^%
Hia
teaching was irrefutable because it came to him
from the Lord (1 Co U^, Gal P^). The apostles
then occupied the first rank in the Church (1 Co
12^, Eph 4*'). There was no branch of government
in which they had not the supreme right to command. In teaching their doctrine is the norm of
truth (Gal 1®-^). Ihey lay down directions in all
matters affecting the religious and social life of the
community they pronounce punishments (1 Co 6"),
and forgive in tne person of Christ (2 Co 2^).
Next to the apostles come the propfwJs, who
constitute the second order in the Church (1 Co
12'^, Eph 4").
find them, like the apostles,
claiming and exercising an authority in every
department of church airection, e.g. teaching (Ac
15% 1 Co 14^'", cf. Didache U), general direction
*

'

'

W

:

*

'

We

(Ac S^

9>'*'^'

13»^-,

1

Phifnd. 7; Didache

Ti 1" 4".

cf.

Ignatius, ctd

11).

These two classes of Church rulers

(apostles,

prophets) stand entirely al)ove all others in the
pole possession of a divine revelation {axoK6.\v^Ls),
Their command was more than human, because
they spoke not of themselves, but as the direct
To them have
mouthpieces of the Holy Ghost.
been revealed the mysteries of the gospel (cf. GaJ
1^2
t^hg gospel
came to me throagh revelation
<

.

.

.

'

'
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of Jesus Christ,' Eph 3' ' whicli, i.e. tlie my.-^tury of
Christ . .
liath now been revealed unto his holy
apostles and projihets in the Spirit,' cf. 1 Co i;5-).
-whatever department of the
Actordin;,'ly, in
Church's government they issue their injunctions,
they speak in the Spirit (^v irKi'^utn, i.e. under the
power of the Spirit, Eph 3', Kev l'» 4'^ cf. Ac 21^).
The Holy Ghost resided in every Christian as a
power of supernatural strength ; but He resided in
the apostles ami prophets as a revealer of God's
The words and actions of
will and ]iurpose.
apostles and prophets are often spoken of as the
avtiun.i
words and
of the Hoh/ Ghost Himself (e.g.

letter embodying this decision is drawn up by the
committee ot apostles and elders (v.''" the reading

.

13», cf.« 15=8 20=3- « 21", 1 "ri 4', cf. Ignatius, ad
Philad. 7). They represent, therefore, the pure
theocracy in the same way as the prophets of OT,
and in tne same way their authority stood above
all other as the direct rule of God.
In the matter
of government thev were the only possessors of
what we should calf a supernatural gift, and therefore in a pre-eminent degree had the right to rule.
(The other supernatural gifts, e.g. tongues, interf)retations of tongues, working of miracles, gifts of
lealing, 1 Co V2'^- ^, are not gifts connected with
government, and need not be considered here.) In
making this division, supernatural and natural
gifts, we are, indeed, guilty of drawin" a distinction
which was not present to the minds of the first
Christians.
To them every gift was supernatural,
because it was the manifestation of the Holy Ghost
in the individual.
But it is a distinction which
exists in the nature of things
and when the
Christians regarded revelation as the paramount
source of authority, they were unconsciously drawing a distinction between
supernatural
and
natural government.
see, then, that in the apostles and prophets
rested an authority which was supreme, because it
wa-s based on revelation.
Here we have the funda-

Ac

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

We
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church government, viz.
direct divine rule of the Holy Ghost as expressing
itself through its human mouthpieces the recipients
of revelation.
But the question we have now to
consider is. To what extent was this principle
carried out in practice?
Did the apo.stles and
prophets monopolize all the direction of the
Church ? If we look at the early chapters of Ac,
we shall see that this was at lirst the ca.se. Not
only the general supervision, but al.so the executive
mental principle of

work in all
2« 4M. 37 5ij

its details, falls

upon the apostles

(cf.

jjnj \vhen the work grew too largo
for them, a division of labour became necessary,
and this led to the ajipointment of officers called
'
the Seven,' whose work was to receive the ollerings
and attend to the 'daily ministration' of alms to
the needy (6').
Here we see the delegation of a
definite department of administration.
While retaining their supremacy, the apostles surrender the
actual daily working of this department to a new
claas of officers, who were not necessarily aijostles
or prophets, but ajinointed by popular election (ih.
••
hear nothing furtlier of this ollice after
').
the persecution by which one of its holders lost his
life, and the rest were driven away from Jcrus. (8')When the community is reassembled, the ' pres••Vters' appear in connexion with the administration
of funds (11**).
This cla.s3 of persons is mentioned

We

without introduction, and indeed government by
e'lJers was .so fainiliar to Jews, that it is highly
probable that from the lirst the 'heads of famili(^s'
iiad held a recognized position of induence.
Later
we find clicse same persons forming with the
apostles a committee 01 general management with
the widest powers. The great question of (ientile
circumcision was first threshed out by them (15";
.'' Trav ri jrXijflos iloes not necessarily iMi|ily the
whole community), and their deci.sion put before
the whole Church for approval (v.''-). Then the
vou I.— 28
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Kai do^Xtpovs is now generally abandoned). At their next appearance we find them
in a similar position of authority ('21 ""'•).
The
government of the Church at Jerus. appears in tUf
hands of a body of presbyters with James at their
head.
cannot avoid seeing here an imitation
of the synagogal government among the Jews.
irpiff^vripovs

We

We

with them also a body of ehlers who manage
the allairs of the synagogue (Lk 7').
We may
notice in this connexion that the Jewish Christians
call their place of worship a synagogue (Ja 2'^).
Government by elders was a tradition among Jews
(Nu 11", Jg 8", 1 S 16^) which had not declined, as
with the Greeks and Romans, but was still active
find

Mt 21», Ac 4»- ^ 6'="
When we find the term,

(cf.

etc.

;

Schiirer,

JIJP

§ 27).

then, used as the name of
the governing body in Jerus., it is almost certain
that it had a technical meaning.
The elders
were not merely the old men,' but those among
the old men who were selected to manage the allairs
of the community. How, or on what principle, they
were selected at Jerus. we do not know. But we
find the presbyteral organization in other Christian communities also,— Paul and Barnabas introduced it into the Churches founded on the
first missionary journey (Ac 14^),
and in this
case they appointed the officers at their own
discretion.*
Whether St. Paul coatinued this
practice in all his Churches is at least doubtful.
He speaks of those in the Church at Thessalonica
w^ho labour among you, and are over you in the
Lord, and admonish you' (1 Th 5'-); but we
cannot prove, except by the analogy of other
Churches, that these were not prophets. Writing
to the Corinthian Church (1 Co 12^), but 8peakin<T
of the Church as a whole, he mentions ' helps
'

'

—

'

(d^TiXTj/'fi?)

list

of gifts

and 'governments' {Kv^ipy^aeii) in a
and workers. The names are vague,

which suggests that he

is using general terms to
describe ollicers bearing dill'erent titles in different

But he has already mentioned

place.s.

in his list

apostles' and 'prophets,' so that he is thinking oj
This is important,
persons distinct from these.
because he is here describing a divinely appointed
'

arrangement,

(lOcTo 6 Oc6i)

i.e.

one which

in its

outlines he understood to be universal.
In Ro I'2'
he mentions 6 irpoi<TTa.p.evoi, but he is here speaking
of 'gifts,' some of them common to all Christians,
not of officers, and the same men may have combined the gifts, cf. the list of gifts in 1 Co 12""-.
He includes, e.g., 'giving' (o p-eraOidov!), 'pitying'
(A AeiK).
iind, however, another list 01 officers
in Eph 4", where the division is apostles, prophets,
From the
evangelists,! shepherds, and teachers.
Gr. Tovs Si TroiiUvat Kal SiSaffxaXovs we see that he is
referring to one class of persons only, and the

We

• The idea of popular election had become by no meAns
an csauntia] eleiiieiil in the raeanin^ of x*'^*^***'* '" later
Greek.
It is still seen in some insUinces, e.g. 2 Co 8'^,
.los.
Ant. VII. xi. 1, but hris quite (JiBiipperired in many
Othere, «.9. Jos. Ant. VI. xiii. 9, t«* vri nZ Ulav Kl^fi^cTant^ivei
.iflMTjJ.i*.
It is immaterial to our present pun>oHe whetiier r^i*-is here the naino of the ollicers created or of the
persons front whom the.v were chosen, Imt it would be a
8int,'nlarly abrupt way of speakinc to Boy, 'They ajipnint'-d

^fT.^ouf

them

(i.e. to t)e rulers), x*'^****'''**"* «M*a7f t^i««t«.
^*» .
In a somewliut similar passii>;e, Tit
TeXj* irfiff,iu7tpoi/:, it woulif be Just possible that
Tptffflvrifitv, reprosentfl tlie class from which selection is made,
liecauso «aO,^Ta»ou (= to set down in a place) had a more
technics] meaning 'to put into offlce'; but even here the
oniisHion wovild be stranpe. With xi'/>*^**>*. which bad a votjuer
nieaniii)^, ' to appoint,' the omission would be still more remark-

elders for

'

P

g-fioTtpotft.

iTTr.a^f

.

.

x»tk

alile.
t The evangelist woa a wanderinp missionary working on new
ii. 3, iii. 37), and not concerned with
ITTound (Ac 21t* ; Eus.
In 2 Ti 4'
tlie orvranir-ation of Churolies already established.
the wortl is useil in a (general ( = ^>roacher of the gospel) ond
not in a special sense. The application to the writers ol Qoepels

US

is

much

lal«r.

'
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general language {Troi/iijv is never used as the name
of an officer, but to describe his position and work,
cf. Ac 20^, 1 P 5=, Jude ") shows that he is thinking of functions which were universal, while the
persons performing them perhaps bore ditt'erent
names.
find, however, presbyters at Ephesus
(Ac 2U"), whom St. Paul calls iwic-Kdirovs, 'overseers' or bishops (v.^).
Tlie letter to the Philipplans, written some years later than the events
described in Ac 20, is addressed to the saints
at Philippi, with the bishops and deacons.' This
is the first certain mention of these officers, for
imcrKdirovs in Ac 20^ has probably only a general
sense overseers,' and it is by no means certain
that SidKOfos in Ro 16' is used technically (cf. ib.
15' 12'), while identifications of the Seven with
the deacons, though as early as 2nd cent., are only
conjectural (see Deacon).
In the Pastoral Epp.
(1 li 3'"") the bishops and deacons appear as the
two local officers. (For the relation of presbyters
to bishops, see Bishop.)
see from these
letters that it was the desire of the writer to
establish a uniform organization of bishops and
deacons (cf. Tit 1°), such as we find as an accomplished fact in the next generation (cf. the Ep. of

good.
Here we have a status, unofficial indeed,
but recognized by the community and the apostle.
Compare the position of Stephanas at Corinth
(c) This position becomes gradually of
(1 Co le").
a more definite and official character. The work
of ruling gravitates more exclusively to these
presidents, and the appointment becomes more
definitely regarded as an appointment.
In the
Churches of the first missionary journey such a
well-marked and definite official position followed
after the lapse of, at most, a few months from the
first preaching.
At Thessalonica (1 Th 5"- ") such
a definite position is perhaps not yet established,
but there are persons possessed of a recognized
authority to preside and admonish. In Corinth
the indefiniteness of authoritative rule, suggested
by 1 Co le"*- '*, is quite supported by the condition
of things described in the Epistle, of which we
have already spoken.
Then in the later Epp.
(Phil, and the Pastoral Epp.) we see the gradual
tendency to a uniform organization of presbyterbishops (cf. Ac 20^ at Ephesus also) and deacons
establishing itself in all the Pauline Churches.
Later, as we know from the earliest Christian
writings, outside NT, which have come down to
us, this organization of bishops and deacons became
more and more universal. Among Jewish Christians, where previous writers had spoken only
of presbyters, e.g. Ja 5", 1 P 5'*- (with perhaps a
hint at the name bishop in 2^), Rev 4*, et scepe,
we find in the Didache the Pauline system of
bishops and deacons in full exercise (Did. 14'*-).
Among Gentile Churches Clement of Rome (Ep.
ad Cor. 42, 44) supposes it to be universal. The
single bishop as the centre of all authority in the
community appears first at Antioch and in the
Asiatic Churches of the Ignatian Epi.stles.*
Over against the authority of these local officers,
which did not extend beyond the single community, stands the universal authority of the
apostles and prophets, who constitute the foundation of the whole Church (Eph 2^), whose sphere
of action is not limited to the single Churcn (cf.
Ac 11" 21"', Did. 11), though they might settle
down for some length of time in one place (e.g.
Ac 13' 18" 15'», Did. 13). What was the practical
relation of these two authorities in the actual
working of afTairs in the community ?
It will be useful, first, to compare the two in
regard to the method of their appointment. Every
Christian possessed one or more gifts of the Holy
Ghost (1 Co 7'). These gifts were of many kinds,
including all the mental, moral, and spiritual endowments of the Christian. Thus we find mercy,'
'almsgiving' (Ro 12«), 'faith' (Ro 12»», 1 Co 12"),
'wisdom," knowledge' (1 Co 12'). Thej-are the manifestations of the Spirit in the individual (16. 12').
Every one possessing a gift is called to exercise
Every one,
it for the benefit of the community.
therefore, is a minister to the community in his
branch of service
each one as he has received a
gift, ministering it towards one another as good
stewards of the manifold grace of God '(IP 4'°).
According, then, to the ideal of the Christian
Church, there would have been no appointed
officers, but each Christian would have performed
his proper part of the work according to the gift
or gifts granted to him. In the same way as the
Christian was called by the grace of God to be
a believer, so he was called by the gift of God to
perform certain functions within the community.
Among the.se gifts was that of 'prophecy.' He
who jiossessed, then, the gift of prophecy was
(For distinccalled to be an apostle or prophet.

i6i

We

'

.

.

.

'

We

Clement

of

Kome

to the Cor., esp. chs. 42, 44).

Amongst the Jewish Churches we

find the presbyteral organization still in force (Ja 5") ; so, too, in
1 P 5'"-.
see, then, in the local Churches of
the apostolic age various stages of organization,

We

tending towards the end of that period to assume
a uniform aspect. In the earlier history we find
the greatest contrasts in this respect.
In the
Church of Jerus. we see a highly developed organization with well-marked distinctions of rulers and
ruled.
But if we turn to the Corinthian Church
of the same time, the state of things there presented to us implies organization of a most rudimentary type. In the proud consciousness of knowledge (cf. 1 Co 1' 8' 14-*) the individual member
placed too great reliance on his ovm judgment.
The result was a forwardness and independence of
action on the part of the individual in his private
life and in the meetings for public worship {e./;. 8'°
14>o-8«j^
which indicates the absence of firm central
control and obedience to authority. The apostle
has to teach them that love is better than knowledge or any other gift (8' 13), that gifts are to be
exercised for the benefit of the whole, each in its
'

'

We

place and measure (12'-').
have not, then, to
deal with an iron uniformity of local organization,
but with a variety of degrees.
can trace in
the Pauline Epp. the following stages in the growth
of organization,
(a) At the outset the idea of
ruling does not appear. Earnest believers come
forward and, according as their gifts permit them,
volunteer their services in the work of carrying
out the necessary arrangements for the community,
in the way of teaching, collecting, and distributing
the public alms, etc.
The incentive is not the
desire to rule, for as yet no position of command
is attached to the work, but a purely disinterested labour of love.
They set themselves to
minister to the saints,' 6($ SiaKovlav rois 07/015

We

'

Iraiav fai-roi'-s
\& passim, Ph

(1

Co

16",

cf.

Ac 16"

*'

I8=»-«-^,

Ro

2™ 4^ 1 P 4'"). (6) Those who thus
volunteered were accepted by the apostle in the
first instance.
They worked under him in the
task of cons'ructing the new community. Wliat
would be, the»i, more natural than that in departing he should leave them in charge with instructions how to carry on the work?
We cannot
suppose that he went away without leaving anyone
to superintend the atl'airs of the infant Church.
Such persons are tho.se to whom he alludes as
'iiresiding in the Lord,' irpoiVrrd^ifi'oi 4f Ki^v, ' Th
6", for whom he claims the respect and gratituvie
due to those who have laboured for the common

"
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'

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'
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not probable that the
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and prophet see separate articles.
authority ranked higher because of
his personal contact with the Lord.) So St. Paul
6j)eaks of himself, Paul, called to be an apostle of
Jesu^ Christ throufrh the will of Cod (1 Co 1'). He
insists stiuu^'ly on the direct nature of that call,
'an apostle, not from men, nor throu''li man, but
through .le.sus Christ and tiod the Patlier (Gal 1',
cf. Ac '?0-\ 'the ministry whicli I received from
the l^rd Jesus'). These facts show that he does
oo« consider the events of Ac 13'"-, but those of
hie conversion, as the occasinu of his appointment
The ajipoiiilmeiit of Matthias
to the apustolate.
In the hrst place,
is not to be taken as typical.
the appointment was for a detinite position, i.e.
secondly,
to fill up the number of twelve apostles
the descent of the Holy (_; host had not yet taken
place, and the method of determining by 'charisma'
was not yet [lo.ssible. So the method here adopted
(i.e. popular election, followed by lliehnal selection
by lot between the two thus chosen) is extraordinary.
Like the apostle, the propliet was a prophet
The
becau.se he posse.'tsed the f;ifl of 'prophecy.'
Holy Spirit divideth 'to each one severally even
It follows, then. ,..at the
as he will (1 Co 12").
irophet, like the aiioslle, received his appointment
i;:
jy a subjective 'call,' i.e. he exercised his authority
without reference to human appointment or permission. St. Paul gives instruclions to Tinu)thy
about the a[ipoiutment of bishops and deacons,
but says nothing of prophets. 'Ihe Diilache also
L'ives instructions to elect bishops and deacons,
but is equally silent as to projihets. Nor is this
surprising, for the prophet was not an othcer, but
the exerciser of a spiritual gift. There could be
no more question of electing him than of electing
St. Pauls
those who should speak with tongues.
language in 1 Co 14 (e.<j. " if nU prophesy,' " if
any Ihinketh himself to be a prophet or spiritual,'
"'dciire earnestly to prophesy') would be perplexing if those only were prophets who were
appointed to the ojfice of prophet. It presupposes
that the number of prophets is not fixed, but
But, on the other hand, the gift
indefinite.
might on occasions be rcg.irded as coming through
We find instances in which men
'ordination.'
were appointed to carry out a special work through
a projmecy put in the mouth of others, e.(j. Paul
and Barnabas, Ac 13^ (but, as we said above, Paul
did not regard this as an appointment to the
In the
also Timothy (1 Ti 1'" 4").
apostutatc)
case of the latter the 'gift' is described as coming
to him through prophecy, with the laying on of
hands by the presbytery' (4"), or through the
We
laying on of the apostle's hands (2 Ti 1").
have here a solemn transmission of gifts hy the
'laying on of hands' (cf. Ac 8'* 19"), which illustrates the absence of strict uniformity so characterAb-solutely
istic of the first age of the Church.
but,
fixed rules (jid not yet exist in either way
aj)parently like the possessor of any other gift,'
the prophet, ordinarily, was neither appointed nor
onlained to office, but the bearer of a revelation,'
of which he was subjectively conscious.
But with the apjiointnient of those who were to manage the
tion of apostle

The

aiiostle's

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

The early conlAily ndaire u( the coniniunit.v it won dilTorenl.
dition c( thines In wliich this work woa |>ertormeit l).v the
ti.div' I'jal in the vohintArj' exen'i»e ot his i-ill, led (a« in
Cnniith)tod.»o.^er. For the niannt'enientol cvervilay a>lniinistration, it wan nure»sar>-, in the nature o( thincii, thot definitely
The 'puhrecnj^nized persons should utuierlako the work.
Ji-etive" apjtoinlnient wos found to lie impractityihle and productive of confusion, unlcM confirmed liy an ohjective recognition.
And so, somewhat in the manner de8crihe<l alwve, the
vohmtary worker became an ofiU-er, since, from the moment that
his appointment waa determined by the community, or an
apostle, or his delenate, organization ha<i tiepun, and an office
was created. The actual machinery of apiKiintment varies considerably In NT.
find a svsteni of popular election in the
appointment of the Seven (Ac (V>), of Bamabai! and Saul to

chance
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carry alms to Jerusalem f Ac H30), and of the officers appointed
by the Churches of Maceaoniaand Corinth to take the collection
Presbyters tbishous) and
to Jerusalem (2 Co »"*, 1 Co 16^).
deacons are apitointed by the apostle (Ac U'-^) or his aelegate
In the Didache
(1 Ti 31 18 622, Tit I'u, Clem. Rom. ad Cor. i2).'
we find a system of popular election for bishops and deacons.
These appointed otticers have this in common with the apostles
and proplu't^s, that they are appointed Oecatme they have already
shown themselves qualified for the work, i.e. because they have
the necessary 'gifts,' and the will to exercise them (cf. I Ti
36. 10^ i)id. 15I).
The Seven were especially selected because
they were 'of good report, full of the Spirit and of wiwlom.'
Those to whom St. Paul gives a semi-orticial position by enjoining the community to pay respect to them, had already shown
their ability for the position. Clement of itouie, Ep. ad Cor. 42,
says the apostle 'appointed their flnst-fruite as bishops and
deacons after testing them with the Spirit" (>«*;u««-«»t« t^
Tn^u«T,) or, in other words, by first making certain that they
When he speaks of the
rially possessed the necessary giftfl.
appo'intment of first converts to be bishops and deacons as a
uiiilurm practice of the apostles, his language is more universal
than tlie evidence of NT warrants. This iiiay ha\ e been oct-asionally true (e.g. Ro 16*, 1 Co Itii^), but not necessarily universal.

In the significance of the word office we find
the keynote of the relation between the prophetic
authority and that of the officers in .actual practice.
Theoretically, the sphere of 'revelation' covered
in practice, the actual
every brancli of work
details of the daily management fell upon the
officers,' while the superior authority of revelation
aiipeared in occasional direction on great questions
{e.g. Ac 13'" ), or negatively in checking an abuse.
The
Another fact is here brought before us.
a|iostles and prophets were largely an itinerant
Church,
not
They belonged to the whole
Older.
Only occasionally did
to any particular Cimrch.
they settle in a particular place for any length
It was, then, impossible for them to
of time.
carry on the daily adniinislration of a Church
In no case does this come
in all its details.
out more clearly than with regard to the collecThis department
tion and distribution of alms.
was the first to be separated from the original
centralization of all work in the hands of the
apostles and put into the hands of officers.' Later
we find it in the hands of ]>resbyters' at Jerusalem (Ac U**). In Galatia (1 Co 16'), Achaia {ih.,
2 Co 8. 9), Macedonia (2 Co 8'"), the apostle gives
general instructions about the collection for the
poor brethren of Juda;a, but the carrying out is
In 1 Ti 3'-», Tit I' the
left to local workers.
qualification for the office of bishops and deacons,
that they should not be lovers of money,' greedy
of filthy lucre,' suggests that dealing with public
moneys formed a part of their duties. In Clem.
Kom. Ep. ad Cor. 44, they are spoken of as those
vpoaeveyKdrTas t4
who 'oiler the gifts,' tous
The management of finance constituted in
o^pa.
later times also one of the most important of the
In the same way as the managebishop's duties.t
'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

.

.

.

u

the person
have here a double aspect, according
a 'revelation* or his own discretion. Thus, on the one hand, St. Paul speaks of the presbyters of Ephesus as those whom the Holy tihost had appointed
bishops' ; on the other, he gives Timothy and Titus directions
as to the character of those whom they are to select for offlce
not to proceed with
(1 Ti 31 ". Tit l""). and exhorts Timothv
too great haste in this mutter (1 Ti 6»), both of which suggest
that he has in view a system of appointment by their human
discretion, not one in vihich the proper perecne were denoted
hy a revelation.
.
.,

We

who appointed proceeded on
'

73 IT.) assigns to the prophet this
I.
t Sohui (KirchmreM,
function of collection and distribution on the strength of
shall
be lirought to the prophets.'
first-fruits
'The
Did. l:!8
But this passage is treating of the support of prophets and
It
not
of financial management.
community,
by
the
teachers
directs that it there are no prophets in the communily, tliese
is no other
And
there
poor.
given
to
the
l>e
to
are
first- fruit*
passage in which the jntrphrlt at tuch appear undertaking these
Occasional injunctions given by the propliet as a
duties.
'revelation' (e.g. Did. 11» 12) are dilTerent from permanent
management. Still less Is Sohm's case proved from Did. l.'i'
XHporo*v,f^rt »Zt ietvru~( iirirxirtvt kmI iixKoitin «£<<*( r«v Ki.p.iu.
XiiToufiywfif «aj miroi ri,* XiircfpyiKf tw, Tp»0r,Tii K/ti >,>ctr««>*i'.
in this passage is most naturally referred_ hack to
ifieut T»v Kt/oiov; this is the main thought which r/>«i7(, iC''-'^"
But If the
ii^oKiuMffAit*vt descrilie more exactly.
and
yt^fm,

The y»p
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ment

of finance, the daily administration of discipline fell upon the local officers (cf. 1 Tli 5'-'), as
ivell as all those general duties included in presi-

dency.

The exact

division of labour between the proand the local rulers naturally varied with
the strength and efficiency of the local organization.
In .lerua., where the local organization was
very strong, the work of the |)rophct sinks into the
hackground. There were prophets at Jerus. (cf.
Ac II"), and their voice was heard on great occasions (e.g. ib. 15^ 'it seemed good to the Holy
Ghost and to us '), but the presbyters are more
prominent in the administration of affairs.
In
Corinth, where the local organization was lax to a
degree, St. Paul finds it necessary to issue commands on the arrangement of a variety of matters
I)hetic

'

'

connected with their private life anil assemblies
for worship, which, in a more organized community,
would have been determined by the local officers.
Another feature which would atiect the relation of
apostle and prophet to the local community, is the
possibility that, in cases where the prophet was
settled in a place, he was also a local ruler, i.e. not
gud prophet, but appointed in the regular way
e.g.

Judas and

Silas,

who were

chief

men among

the brethren (Ac 15^), appear also as prophets
(it. *-).
In general, the direct rule by revelation
appears as initiative in great steps {e.g. Ac 8^ 9'"
10'""- 13- 16«etc.).

—

Growth of the local Ministry. The closing days
of the apostolic age witnessed a rapid advance in
the importance of the local officers. The immense
gTowth of the Church made the personal supervision of the apostle more and more intermittent,
and naturally threw more initiative on the bishops.
Again, certain dangers develojjcd themselves in
regard to jjrophecy.
There had always been a
ri.sk that the prophet should introduce a subjective
element into the message as it was revealed to
him.
But this was not all.
There arose false
apostles (2 Co II'-'*) and false prophets (Mt 24",
>lk 13--, 1 ,Jn 4', Rev lO'^). Against these dangers
there existed a special gift called the discernment

of sjiirlts (1

Co

12'").

In Thessalonica

(1

Th

5"'-'^')

and Corinth (1 Co 14^) St. Paul found it necessary
to remind the Christians to exercise discrimination
in regard to the prophet's mess.age.
lie lays <iown
also (1 Co 12') an objective criterion by which the
false projjhet may be detected (cf. 1 Jn 4'"-, Rev 219'°).
Tlie great rise of false prophets in later
d.'iys necessarily weakened the authority of the
j)ro]iliet, anil this, again, tended to strengthen tlie
bishojis.
There are three directions in which this
increased authority developed.
Of course the apostles and pro(1) Teaching.
phets were also teachers. Teaching was one of
their main functions.
Hut, exactly as in the case
of other local administration, the daily burden of
drilling new converts probably did not fall on
them. Their teaching was occasional. On whom,
then, fell the duty of regular teaching ? The existence of a regular class of persons called ' teachers

—

answers the question for us. These were persons
possessing in an eminent degree the 'gift' of
teaching (Ro 12', 1 Co 12'), i.e. a jiower of grasping
and imparting the truths of the Christian religion.
They were not, like the apostles and prophets,
guided by direct revelations, but they counted,
next to these, as the third order in the Church
They appear, too, in the Didnchc, as
(1 Co 12^).
vnndering ministers, possessing authority in all
Churches, and not confined to any one single
Church. Again, they were not appointed to an
office of teaching, but became teachers by the
yip refora to

no more with regard to the
that the [jrophel must not

it^iXapyCpout, thi.s implies

pmphcl Hum iBSaiil in ch. 11,
demand niotietary payment.

viz.

voluntary exercise of their 'gift' (cf. Ja 3', 1 Co
They appear, then, as a middle stage between the prophetic order and the local administrators, connected with the former by their voluntary e.xercise of an authority e.\tending over the
whole Church, but having, in common with the
latter, no claim to a
revelation.' Teachers, in
fact, represent (except that they were not confined
to the single Church) the position of the local
ruler, before it became transformed, by apiiointment, into an office. Their right to teach lay in
their possession of the gift, and submission to them
was the result of a voluntary respect. But every
Christian was in some degree a teacher, because
every Cliristian had the responsibility of edifying
his brethren (cf. Col 3'*). And the local ruler was,
from the very nature of his position, a teacher in
a higher degree (cf. 1 Th 5'^). With the growth
of the tendency, already described, of incorporating
the apostolic teaching into an approved oody of
tradition, the work of handing on this sacred
'deposit' became part of the bishop's duty.
Timothy is enjoined to select faithful men, and
instruct them carefully in this apostolic teaching
(2 Ti 2"). At the same time, the voluntary teacher,
who was teaching on his own lines, became discredited, in a similar manner as the prophet, by
the rise of false teachers (1 Ti 4' 6^ etc.). Everything tended, therefore, to throw extra weight
upon these accredited teachers, and diminish the
authority of the others. But in 1 Ti 3-', Tit I' St.
Paul expresses the desire that the bishops shall be
persons who possess, in an eminent degree, the
gift of teaching
in 1 Ti 5" he crders that elders
who 'labour in the word and in teaching' (i.e. who
are also teachers) shall be especially honoured (cf.
Eph 4" Toui d^ TTOL/j-dfas Kai SidaaKaXovSy i.e. local
officers of administration and teadiing).
Finally,
he regards these rulers as the special <ruardians of
the faith, the supporters of true and destroyers
of false doctrine (Ac 20'"-^', Tit l""", cf. He 13").
Thus, on the one hand, the voluntary teacher was
tending to become merged into the official bishop
and, on the other, the bishop was acciuiring an
authoritative right to teach.
In the Diilache the
teacher still ajjjiears by the side of the prophet,
but nothing is said of him separately, which shows
that his importance was of the nature of a survival
lather than active.
The bishops and deacons,
however, are spoken of as also performing the
Thus we
service of the prophets and teachers (15').
see in the Didache that what St. Paul desired had
come to pass, viz. the bishojis were all teachers.
4'°).

'

'

:

'

;

—

The 'ruler' had at first
(2) Spiritual Functions.
no exclusive right within the assemblies for worThe right of the
ship except that he presided.
word belonged to every one who iiossessed a gift
of speaking, and this was possessed in an eminent
degree by the pro]]hets,' who were regarded with
a higher respect than any other jjossessors of 'gifts
of speaking.
Now, when we turn to the Didache
'

'

'

1(1) we find a fixed liturgy p/escribed for
the Eucharist, with formal prayers for the consecration of the cup and the breaking of the bread,
and, at the close of the service, the whole is followed
by the injunction, But permit the prophets to
give thanks as much as they will,' tois 5i Tpo<f>T)Ta.U

(chs. 9.

'

The contr.ast rots
fxed formula
not by a prophet,' but by

tVtrp^iTfTc cuxapiffT^r*' 3(ra BiXovai.
5^ Trpo<pT)Ta.h, k.t.X., implies that

of prayer

was

uttered,

the
'

a bishop in his absence, or in addition to the free
giving of thanks.' This prominence of the bishop
in spiritual functions, which he shared with the
'prophet 'and teacher,' is alluded to in the sentence already quoted (Did. 15'), 'For they also
perform for you the service of the prophets and
teachers.' There were cases in which no 'prophet'
or 'teacher' was pre.sent in the community (Z>irf.
'

'

I

;
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13'), and in their absence functions which were
mainly entrusted to tliem fell upon the bishops
and deacons. Tliis applies, not only to spiritual,
but also to other functions.
The advance of bishops and deacons to something approaching an exclusive right to certain
ministerial acts seems to have arisen somewhat as
follows.
In certain cases there were actions to be
performed on behalf of the community which it
was more convenient to carry out by means of a
few representatives than by the whole body. This
was, e.g., especially the case with the 'laying on
of hands' at ordination.
These acts were then
naturally transferred to the acknowledged representatives of the assembly (the presbytery, 1 Ti

4").

In the same

anyone

way James

(o") directs that

if

and desires the help of others' praj'ers
for his physical and spiritual healing, he shall send
for the presbj-ters of the Church
not that the
presbyters possess any exclusive privilege in this
respect, for it is as 'believers' and 'just men'
is ill

'

'

;

(vv."-") that their prayers are [lOtent, but because
they are the natural representatives of the Church.
In the Apoc. it is the elders who lead in the
heavenly worship (4'" S" 11"- '* 19^), and present the
prayers of the saints on behalf of the Church (5*).
(3) Disrijiline.—Aa the apostles one by one died
or were hindered by imprisonment, etc., from
personal communication with their Churches, and
the position of the prophets and teachers began
to decline, it was inevitable that the bishops and
deacons, who were absorbing teaching and spiritual
functions, should increa.se their powers of disIf we may argue from natural causes and
the analogy of the Jewish elders, it will appear
extremely probable that the presbyter from the
first ha<l enjoyed a recognized authority in matters
of daily discipline.
The maintenance of discipline
W68 indeed part of the duty of every Christian,
because every gift entitled the possessor to
admonish and e.\hort. It belonged to the projihet
or teacher in a special way, because these were
gifted in a special degree, and to the elder through
the respect due to old age.
Hut the Pastoral
Epistles mark the appearance of u. public discipline
to be exercised bj' the bishops.
This is the signilicance of the direction that the bishop is to be no
striker, but gentle, not contentious (1 Ti 3', cf.
Tit 1').
see here a foundation laid for the
establishment of public discipline, with its authority
residing in the hands of the bishops.

cipline.

'

'

'

We
—

LirKRATTRK. For furtlior details on the separate offlcera see
the artt. on Apohtlk, Hishop. Dracon, Propukt, Tbaciier. On
the question of Cluirch or^'anization the following may be con.
suited ;— Rothe, i>(> A n/inii/« d. chrintL Kircfie, 1S;J7 ; Baur,
L'fl.fr
Crgnr. d. Kpukopnts, 1838; UitschI, Die Enntth. d.
allkathol. Kirche, 1857; LiKhtloot, "The Christian Jlinistrv,'
In Cmnin. on Phitipp. 18(18 (also in Dissert, on Ap. Age, 189ti)
Beyschla^, Dit ehnstl. Gemeiudeverfassung im ZeilaUer des
ST., 1876; Hatch, Orpanizalion of the Karl)/ Christian
Churches, 1880; Kiihl, Die Gemnudeordnung in den Pastoralbrie/en, 1885 ; Lonin^, />i> d'eineimleper/assiinfj des CrchristenIhums, 1888; Lefroy, The Christian Ministrj/, 18flO; Sohm,
Kirchenrecht, Iter Band, Die gesch. (rn(«(//rt^/fn, ISO'i (reviewed
bv E. Kohler in ThL., No. 24. 18'.H)
r{4iinsav, The Church in
the Roman Empire, 1803 ; Gore, The ilinisiry of the Church,
lsn3; Hamack. Die Lehre der nc6l,f Apmlel, 1893: Cmmer,
Die Fortdnuer der Geiste.vjaben in der alten Kirche ; Il^ville.
Les origines de PEpiscojtat., 1894 ; Hupfeld, Die apost. Urgemeinde uach der Ap. <iesch. 1894 ; Kahl, Lehrsystem dee Kirrhenreehls u. der Kirchenpolitik, Ite Ilalfte, 1894 ; also the Hiatoriea
Of the Apostolic Age given at the end.*

dm

;

—

(D) The whole Church. Everj- baptized believer
is a member of the Church.
The Church universal
is therefore the company of all the believers, 'all
that call upon the name of the Lord Jesus in every
^ace' (1 Co 1'), i.e. the sum of all the single
thurches. Christ prayed for the unity of His
• Wliile this article is in the press, another very important
oontribution to the literature of the subject has appeared in
Hort' s Christian Ecelesia, 1887.
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17^- ^), that they might be
( Jn
'(Dther sheep have I wfiich are not
of this fold
them also 1 must bring, and they shall
hear my voice ; and they shall become one Hock, one
shei>herd.' And imder the training of His apostles
the local communities, wherever situated, regarded
themselves as members of one body. Each was a
Church of God (1 Co 1-, 1 Th 2", 2 Th l-") in Jesus
Christ (Ro 16", Gall*'). All bolieversare 'brethren'
and fellow -saints without respect of nation or
rank. On this feature of the Christian teaching
St. Paul dwells most strongly, both as regards the
individual Christians (e.g. 1 Co 12) and the individual communities (e.g. Eph 2="- •!'• '- '"). What,
then, were the grounds on which this consciousness
of unity were based ?
1. Strongest of all was the identity of relation
between all believers and the Persons of the Holy
Trinity (Eph 4*). By baptism all entered into
a corporate society (Ac 2^', Gal 3-''), and that
society is the 'body of Christ' (1 Co 12").
Faith
has cleansed all from their former sins, has reconciled all to God, united all to Christ, and procured
for each the presence of the Holy Ghost and His
gifts within him.
Every Christian has been called
with the same calling to the same faith, enters by
the same baptism into unity with the siime Christ,
receives the gifts of the same Spirit, owns the same

future believers

one,

cf.

Jn

1(J"
:

Lord, worships the same God the Father, and is
filled with the same hopes (Eph 4'"').
This is far
more than a mere unity of belief it is the consciousness of a common spiritual power (Eph 1'°) working
mightily and manifestly in each one.
Hand in
hand with it follows its |)ractical result in
2. PartirijKitivn of a common Life.
The adoption
of Christianity, which snapped so many of the old
social ties both for Jew and for heathen, at the
same time opened to the convert conditions and
precepts of life for the most part new to ancient
ideals.
The hatred of the Jews and the conteiujit
of the Gentiles, which drove the Christians into one
another's arms, at the same time accentuated the
division which separated them from the rest of the
world.
Common unpopularity made them feel
their own unity. This alVected primarily the single
community, but in a lesser degree the whole
Church.
Within the community the persecuted
Christians found an ideal of conduct which drew
them together with the ties of brotherhood
The first Christian community started
(6.oe\<l>ol).
with the principles of a family life, and when the
practical conditions of these early days died out,
the idea of the household of faith still remained
active.
It expressed itself in the common worship
and in the common daily life which we have
described aliove. The sketch of that life, as we
have given it, is in many respects an ideal. It is
drawn not only from the statements, but al.so from
the injunctions of NT, and thurefoio we must not
suppose that it was always faithfully carried out.
In fact, comiilaints of failings, and even cases of
serious wickedness (esp. 1 Co S'"-), prove that it
was not so. But it was an authoritative ideal, and
an ideal the acceptance of which ini|>lied a great
separation from the heathen world, and was therefore one of the most potent factors in contirming
the consciousness of Christian unity.
have described the basis of Christian unity
tttider the two headings of a common belief and
:

—

'

'

We

It remains to see how this was
a common life.
strengthened by more personal means. These were
(a) a ciimvum ijuvemmcnt. To its founder a Church
naturally looked for guidance in the creation of
its first institutions.
But beyond its respect to
the founder was the universal respect due to the
and
above
all
to the ajio.stle.
And the
f)ro]ihet,
atter stood at the head of the Clnirch government
because he had derived his teaching from the Lord

;
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have, then, in the apostolic fjovernrule of a uniteil band
which traced ita authority back to (jhrist.
In
spite of ditferences due to individual character
and scope of work, the apostolic teaching agreed
in its main outlines, so tliat the Church can be
said to have been under the |;overninent of one
directly.
ment of the

common

Church the

The intercourse beliveen
no higher proof of the
by the Roman government for
travel and intercourse, than the evidence to be
seen in NT of the close relations which the early
Churches kept up with one another. (See esp. on
this subject Th. Zahn, Skizzen aus dem Lebcn der
altcn Kirche.)
This intercourse was kept up
mainly by those who were travelling for the Church
or on private business.
Amongst the first class,
of course, the apostles stand out most prominently,
b\it only second to the extent of their ioumeyings
comes that of their helpers and attendants. The
prophets, too, were great travellers {e.g. Ac 11"
etc.).
As conspicuous examples of the extent of
private travels we may point to the wanderings
of Aquila and Priscilla, whom we find first in
Italy (Ac 18'), then in succession at Corinth (ib.),
Ephesus (18'«, 1 Co 16'"), Rome (?) (Ro 16'), Ephesus
or those of Onesiphorus (2 Ti !"• l*) ; or
(2 Ti 4'»)
the journeys involved in the collection and delivery
of the Gentile collection for the poor of Judaja
{e.g. Ac IP", 1 Co 16', 2 Co 8"- "), and the carriage
of the apostles" letters.
And besides the wanderings of official or well-known Christians, it must
be remembered that there was a constant stream
of other Christians moving from place to place on
principle.

Churches.

There

(A)

e.xists

facilities afforded

;

private business,

who attached themselves

community, and found

in it

tality until they passed

to the

a welcome and hospi-

on farther (cf. Did. 12
Ti 5", He 13-). Intercourse by letter was also
very frequent.
A fruitful cause of this correspondence was the practice of furnishing travellers
with letters of recommendation {trvarartKal ^i(TToXai
cf. Ac 18=', 2 Co 3').
We have instances of
other correspondence in the letter of the Jerusalem
Church to that of Antioch (Ac 15^), and the letter
of the Roman to the Corinthian Church (Clem.
Rom. Ep. ad Cor.).
;

1

;

How

far, then, did all this lead to the establishof one organic unity, or of a higher unity of
organization than the city-Church? We find, indeed, in a sense, an organic unity embracing the
whole Church in the earliest period. In the Church
of Jerus., and esp. in the apostles, is to be seen a
centralization of government stretching over all
the existinj^ Church, viz. Judaea, Samaria, Galilee,
and the district around Antioch, i.e. Syria and
CUicia (cf. Ac 8" y» 11'- »• ^).
This condition of
things continued nominally until the time of the
conference at Jerus. (Ac 15-').
But St. Paul's
visit to Jerus. on this occasion (which must be
taken as identical with that described in Gal 2'-'"),
beyond establishin" the freedom of the Gi ntiles
from circumcision, led to a further very important
result.
Now that a purely Gentile Church was
possible, St. Paul saw that not only the separation
of diiitance, but also in a greater degree the vast
difference cf life and thought, between the Pal.
Jew and the ordinary Greek or Roman, made it
impolitic tliat the centralization of power in the
Church of Jerus. should continue. And the 'pillar'

ment

apostles,

after
convincin{j
themselves of his
authority and ability, resigned to him the care
of the Gentiles, while they contented themselves
with the management of the Jewish Churches (Gal
2""').
The partition of authority here described
wa.s not regarded by either side as a rigid separation of spheres.
Tlie main work of the Apostle of
the Gentiles was witli Gentiles, while that of the
pillax apostles was with Jews.
Thus it was the

practice of St. Paul to preach to the

when breaking up new ground

(see

Jews

Ac

first

13-end,

passim), and he occasionally, though very rarely,
addressed himself to Jews in his epistles (e.^. Ro
2"). Again we find St. Peter active at Antioch (Gal
2"), Corinth (?) (I Co 1"), and Rome.
St. James
addressed his Epistle to the Jews of the Dispersion,
1' ; and 1 P is addressed, not only to Jews, out also
to Gentiles throuj^hout Asia Minor (cf. I' 4') at a
time when St. Paul was probably still living.

Nor was the separation accompanied by any bitterness in the relations between the two parties.
The pillar apostles gave to St. Paul and Barnabas
the right hand of fellowship.'
These promised
in turn to remember the poor of Judaea, and we
know that the promise was faithfully kept. St.
Paul always speaks with deep affection and respect
of the Juda;an Christians {e.g. 1 Th 2", Ro 15").
The momentary break with St. Peter (Gal 2"), and
the efforts of some to exaggerate and prolong its
efl'ects (1 Co 1'^ 3='), did not impede his recognition
of the deeper truth, that all differences found their
unity in Christ (3").
Within these two great divisions, each of which
had something of an organic unity in its common
rule, resulting to a large extent in common practice {e.g. 1 Co li" 14^), appear smaller divisions,
according to the Roman provinces. Such are the
Churches of Judaea (Gal 1^, 1 Th 2"), Galatia (Gal
'

Macedonia (2 Co 8'), Achaia (Ro 15»
Asia (1 Co 16"), Syria and Cilicia (Ac
J52S.4I)
This grouping was also something more
than a mere form of speech. The Churches of
Galatia (1 Co 16'), Macedonia (2 Co 8'»), and Achaia
(1 Co 16^ 2 Co 8-9) each formed a separate whole
for the purposes of gathering and delivering to
V,

2

1

Co

Co

161),

1' 9=),

Jerus. the collection for the poor of Judsea. Officers
were appointed by each province to act for and represent the province in tnis respect (1 Co 16', 2 Co
&"• ^).
St. Paul particularly notes the close and
affectionate relationship which bound together the

Macedonian Churches (1 Th 4'").
These provincial Churches (it is to be noted that
4KK\ri(rta is never used of the Church of a province,
but always ^(cxXijcrfai,
the Churches ') had their
natural centre in the capital city {e.g. Corinth, 2 Co
19'°
1'
Ephesus, Ac
cf. Rev 2' where it comes
'

;

;

first in the list of the seven Churches).
At a later
period these districts were in some cases temporarily
put under the authority of an apostolic delegate,
e.g. Timothy in Asia (1 Ti 1"), Titus in Crete (Tit
P).
At the end of the apostolic age we find the
Churches of Asia under the guidance of St. John

(Rev

P).

The extent

of the apostolic Church included
Palestine, Phoenicia (Ac 15'), Syria (the region

around Antioch), Asia Minor (1 P 1'), Macedonia,
Achaia,'Illyricum (Ro 15'», 2 Ti 4»), Italy (Ac 28"),
Crete, and Cyprus.
Thus much we know from
certain evidence in NT.
But there were doubtless
many other Churches which are not mentioned, and
which, nevertheless, were founded before the close

NT period. It is quite probable that St.
Paul himself preached in Spain (cf. Ko 15^- *
Clem. Rom. ad Cor. 5 Murat. Fragment, 1. 38).
The Church of Alexandria ascribed its foundation
to St. Mark (Eus.
ii. 16, 24
Epiph. Hocr. li.
Nicephorus,
ii. 43 ;
6
Jer. de vir. illust. 8
Acta Bamabm).
And without setting any value
on the traditions {e.q. in Eus.
i.
13, iii. 1)
current in the later Church, we may well refrain
from drawing any arguments from the silence of
of the

;

HE

;

;

HE

;

HE

NT

in this respect.

III.

The Ideal Church. —So far

as

we have

pro-

ceeded hitherto, we have considered the word inK\7)<rla always in the sense of the Christian body

We

in its actual state of imperfection.
come now
to a conception of the Church in which the empirical

'

;'
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idea disappears and an ideal Church appears, still
capable ol proj^Tess, indeed, in some of the similes
under which it is depicted {e.r;. Eph 4'"), but free
from all the negative elements of evil. From one
point of view, every Christian can be regarded as
pcrfe t.
lie was washed by baptism from every
sUin (cf. 1 Co 6", He 10'*, 1 Jn 3"), and from henceforth is holy (fivios).
The Christians are the
saints' (ol aytoi). So the distinction of the ideal
from the actual body of Christians was a thought
w hich lay near at hand. It is the actual Church to
which reproof and blame are addressed the ideal
which shall judge tlie world,' I Co 6-.
It is the
actual Cliurcli upon the foundation of which some
build badly ami some well (1 Co 3'"-"), the great
hou.se
in which some are
vessels unto honour
and some vcs.sels unto dishonour (2 Ti 2-°) it is
the ideal which is a holy temple of God (i'aii! =
shrine) (1 Co 3"), sanctified and cleansed by 'the
wa.shing of water with the word ... a glorious
Church not having sjjot or wrinkle or any such
thing
holy and without blemish (Eph 5-°'").
The metaphors under which the ideal Church is
sjKjken of, and its relation to Christ expressed, are
of three kinds (a) the Church as a building, (6)
the Church as a body (nwiia), (c) the Church as a
'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

.

.

'

.

—

bride.

—

Thf Church as a Building. This very natural comparison
according to St. Matt., as old as tiie lime of Christ Himself
Ift"
On this rock I will build my Church ). St. I'aul (1 Co
310-Ifl) compares the growth of the Corinthian community with
that of a building, of which he himself laid the foundation, and
upon which others are building. He then (still referring primarily
to the Coriiuhian community) passes directly in v.iti to tne idea of
the finished building, Ye are a temple of God.' The word used
for
temple,* »««,-, means properly an inner shrine or sanctuary-,
and St. I'aul evidently has in his'mind the Holy of Holies in the
temple at Jerusalem where the Lord sittt-th upon the cheruliims'(2K 19"), as the Holy Ghost has Uisslirine in theUiXtiWa
(cf. 2 Co 0**, and for the same thought in regard to the individual
believer 1 Co 6"). Then follows
the Ephesian Kp. the conception of the whole Church as a holy temple,' a habitation of
God in which the individual Christians or communities are the
parts, each fitting into his proper place and the whole held
together by Christ, the chief cornerstone (Eph 220-22). Here,
where the thought is that in Christ Jew and Gentile are made
one building by the breaking down of the middle wall of
partition' (V. I-*), Christ is the cornerstone and the apostles and
prophets the foundation. But in 1 Co 310, where the thought is
the building up of the community, Christ is the foundation, and
the apostles, etc., the liuilders.
(2) The Church as a Body (^*i/*«).— The idea of the Christian
unity in Christ seems to have suggested the comparison ol the
society to a human body, in which the individuals are members.
each performing, according to his gift,' his proper function, ana
accepting his proper position (Ro 12*). Then conies the identification of this Christian body with the body of Christ (1 Co
1212. 27, cf. ©it^, Jn 151^.), a conception which culminates in the
Idea of the believers all partaking in the one body of Christ in
the Eucharist (1 Co 10'7.Jn (fi^f). Not until the later Epp. is the
u^nri'o called outright the "body of Christ' (Eph 123 412 623,
Col 118. 24 21&), In the earlier Epp. it is the vaguer we,' you,*
i,€. primarily the community to which the apostle is writing,
although the secondarv idea of the whole (jhurch was probably
also present to his mind (Ko 12', 1 Co 12'3- 27, cf. e").
In this
relation Christ is sometimes identified with the whole bofly
(1 Co 12'»- IT), but in the later Epii. He is called the Hca<l. as the
guardian and director (Eph sii. *!), as the source of its life,
filling it with His fulness (Eph l'-"), as the centre of its unity
and the cause of its growth (Eph 4", Col 218). Tiiese last two
pa-ixsoges represent the actual Church as growing gradually to
(1)

is,

(Mt

•

'

'

'

m

'

*

*

'

'

'

this

itieal

perfection.

'

—

(;J) The church as a Brid*.
We have to do here, not only with
an ideal conception, but also with the further st^-p of a personification.
The comparison of the single community to a virgin is
found first in 2 Co 112 i espoused you to one husband that I
Slight present you as a pure virgin to Christ.' Here the idea
of Christ as the bridegroom is also present.
The expressions tj
•

rv*l«>lsr^ (I I* 613^, ^ i«AucTvi adiX^ (2 Jn H), n ixXi«T») xupiet
ore also applied to single communities. But the application of this personiflcation to the whole Church as the Itride of
Christ is a step t)eyond these. We are here, says .St. Paul (Ei>h
632)^ face to face with a great mystery.
Man and wife become
one Mesh, so that a man should love his wife as his own body.
The Church is the Bride of Christ ; the two arc one l)odv. Just
as man and wife are one Itody ; and as Christ loved the (jhurch
and gave Himself up for it, so the husband should love his
wife.
We see here how closely conncct<'d is this conception
with that of the Church as the body of Christ. The union of
the two ideas is seen also in the relation of the individual
Christian to Christ (1 Co 9><^\ A« man and nnfe become one
flesh, so he who cleaveth to (;hri8t (the expression i M*\Uiiu*»t

(td.i),

T4 Kf^.'«

is

parallel to « x«AA^^ui>«( r^

^h*^) l)econie3 one
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'

spirit

(m;uf)uith Him, and belongs to His (spiritual) bwlv,— 'your
bodies are members (/luah) of Christ.' The idea of the Church as
bride

is found also in the iuKigerv of the Apocaly^»se.
The
marriage table is spread (Rev 10'), the bride is arrayed in fine
linen, which is the righteous acts of the saints (vA.»).
In c. 20
the powers of evil are bound or destroyed, and the New Jerusalem comes down out of heaven as a bride adorned for her
husband (212) ; • she is the Bride, the wife of the Lamb lib »
'

'

'

*

'

cf. •221').

Summary. — Such were
of the

Church

in

NT

times.

the

and teaching

life

If

we compare them

with that of the succeeding age, two features
stand out as specially characteristic of the earlier

The

first is the much more vivid consciousthe power and presence of God in His
Church. The apostles, who were daily with them,
had all been in close contact with tlie Lord, and
most of them during a period of some years. "The
ri.sen Lord was to them a living memory, and they
imparted to the Church the force of tliat memory
in all its freshness.
The power of the Holy Ghost

jieriod.

ness

also

of

was a

fact of

which men were more directly

conscious in themselves than at any other time.
Never have the central truths of Christianity the
position of Christ and the significance of His death
been more powerfully realized, and at no time
has the Christian life in its practice been more
closely connected with, and derived from, that
belief.
To the fixed apostolic tradition of doctrine
and life all succeeding ages have looked as their
authority. But in the strongest contrast with this
fixedness of doctrine and moral life, stands the
freedom from formal conditions in questions outside these. Thus, if we turn to the organization we
notice the informal way in which ollices grew up,
and the comparative absence (until the close of the
period) of a fixed division of labour.
It is characteristic also of the time, that most of the technical
terms are used also in a general sense, e.g. irpfa^impos, SiaKOfOi {StaKovia, diaKov^u) SiSdaKaXos.
Or,
if we turn to the worship, we are struck by the
freedom of speech, the absence of exclusive ministerial rights, of a formal liturgy and fixed ritual,
excejit in the case of baptism, faying on of hands,
and the Eucharist.
In the tran.'iition period
immediately following the apostolic age came the
fixing of organization with its clear-cut division
of labour, and the stereotyping of liturgies and

—

—

And

ritual.

along with

the.se

developments came,

at once their cause and their
of the prophet and prophecy.

the decline

ell'ect,

Oenkral LiTBRATimB ON CHURCH. —The Church

Histories of

the Apostolic age esp Neander, Hist. 0/ the i'lajitiug and
Training 0/ tlm Christian Church (Eng.), 1861 Thiersch, Uist.
of Chritttittn Church in Ap. Aye (Eng.), 1852; llaur, Church
Uist. 0/ the First Three Centuries (Kng.\ 1879
Renan, Ori^jities
du Christitmistne, 1S33 ; Schaff, hist, qf Ap. Affe, 1886; Lechler,
Ap. Age (Eng.), 188(1 Fressens6, L« sifcie apostolupu, 1889
iloller, Ch. Utst. (Eng.), 1892; Weirsiicker, Ap. Age (Eng.),
18i)5.
Further, Kostlin. Das Wesen der hirche naeh Lehre
und (iesch. des NT, 1872 Secberg, Der Bfgrif der christlichcn
Kirclie, 1887
Uamack, Ilist. 0/ Dogma (Eng.), 1894.
S. C. Gayfohd.
;

;

;

;

;

;

CHURCH GOVERNMENT

AGE. — Our knowledge
the
the

ajiostolic

Nf

.

We

IN

THE APOSTOLIC

Church government in
age comes almost entirely from
can glean something from Clement
of

and the Teaching

but with Ignatius we are
;
age, and later writers are too
full of later ideas to help us much.
Besides this,
things were in a lluid and transitional state, comjilicated on one side by the indefinite autliority
held in reserve by the apostles, on the other by the
ministry of gifts, which was crossed, but not yet
displaced, by the local ministry of ollice.
'fhe general development is clear, though its
later stages may fall outside
times.
The
apostles were of necessity the first rulers of tiio
C^iurch ; then were lulded gnulually divers local
and unlocal rulers; then the unloiafdied out, and
the local settled down into the three permanent

already in a

new

NT

';
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orders of bishops, elders, and deacons. The chief
disputed questions are of the origin of the local
ministry, of its relation to the other, and of the

apostles; second, |)ro|ihets ; third, teadiers;
then powers ; then t;ift.s of healings, hel|i.s, governments, kinds of tongues.'
few years later
(Ejih 4") his list of gifts for the work of service
{SuLwia) is 'some apostles, some prophets, some
evangelists, some pastors and teachers.' At the
head, then, of both lists is the Apostle.
Tlie
apostles were not limited to the Eleven, or to tlie
numljer twelve. Whether our Lord ever recognized
Matthias or not, Paul and Harnabas {e.g. 1 Co 9')
were certainly apostles, and we may safelj' add
(Gal !''') James the Lords brother.
There are
traces of others, and the old disciples Andronicus
and Junias (Ko 16") even seem to be called notable
'first,

A

'

On

the other hand, Timothy is tacitly
('2 Co I') excluded.
The apostle's qualification was
fir.st and foremost to have seen (Ac I—, 1 Co 9''-)
the risen Lord, and to have been sent out by Him
secondly, to have wrought (2 Co 12'-) 'the apostle's
signs.' His work was to bear witness of the things
he had seen and heard {e.g. Ac 1') in short, to
preach and this implied the founding and general
care of Churches, though not their ordinary administration. St. Paul interferes only with gross
errors or with corporate disorder ; and he does not
advise the Corinthians on further questions without hinting that they might have settled them for
themselves. His mission was (1 Co 1") simply to
preach, so that he had no Iccal ties, but moved
from city to city, sometimes working for a while
from a centre, but more commonlj' moving about.
Next to the apostle comes the Prophet. He, too,
sustained the Church, and shared with him (Eph
2-'" 3') the revelation
of the mystery. He spoke in
the Spirit' words of warning, of comfort, or it might
be of prediction. His work was universal like the
apostle's, but he was not like him an ej'e-witness of
the resurrection, so that he needed not to have
'seen the Lord.' Nor did 'the care of all the
Churches' rest on him. His office, so far as we
know, was i)urely spiritual, and there is nowhere
any hint that he tooK a share in the administration
of the Churches. Women, too, might prophesy, like
Pliilip's daughters (Ac 21") at Ciesarea, or the
mystic Jezebel (Rev 2^') at Thj-atira. Yet even
in the ajiostolic age we see the beginnings (1 Th
5'^)
of discredit, and false prophets flourishing
After the prophet comes a group of
(2 P, Jude).
preachers, followed in 1 Co 12'-^ by special gifts of
healings, helps, governments, kinds of tongues.'
It will be seen that the lists have to do with a
ministry of special gifts, and leave no place for an
orilinary local ministry of office, unless it comes in
under helps and governments,' or pastors and
teachers.'
Any such ministry must therefore
have teen subordinate to the other yet there is
ample proof that one existed from a very early
time.
vVe have (1) the appointment of the Seven
in Ac 6
(2) elders at Jerusalem in 44, in 50, and
again in 58
mentioned liy James and Peter
appointed by Paul and Barnabas in every Church
ttliout 48; "at Ephesus in 58: (3) bishops and
deacons at Pliilippi in 63 Phtebe a deaconess at
Cenchreoe in 58. Also (4) in the Pastoral Epistles,
Timothy and Titus are in charge of four distinct
orders of bishops (or elders), deacons, deaconesses
(1 Ti 3" yvvaiKas, not tAj 7Ki'arKa5, cannot be the
wives of deacons), and widows.
This great development, which some think points to a much
later date, seems fairly accounted for by the
vigorous growth of Church life and the need of
organization which must have been felt near the
apostles.

;

—

;

'

'

'

'

:

:

;

;

state-

of the evidence, we may add (5) the viurrepoi
who carried out Ananias (Ac 5^), though the tacit
contrast with Trpiafiirnpoi is clearly one of age, not

ment

lime and manner in which it settled down.
Twice over St. Paul gives somethinj; like a list of
thechiefpersonsof the Church. In ICo l2''*hecounts

up

To complete our

end of the apostolic age.

we note that ireavicKoi buried Sapphira
the prominent position of James at Jerus. in 44
(Ac 12"), in 50, and in 58 ; and (7) of Timothy and
Titus at Ephesus and in Crete (8) the indefinite
TrpoijTinevoL of 1 Th 5" and the equally indefinite
rulers (:77oi;/xei'oi) of an unknown Ciiurch (He 13'" ")
of Heb. Christians shortly before 70 ; and (9) the
angels of the seven Churches in Asia.
Uur questions may be conveniently grouped
round the later orders of bishops, eiders, and
deacons taken, however, in reverse order.
Deacon's.
i.
The traditional view, that the
choice of the Seven in Ac 6 is the formal institution of a permanent order of deacons, does not
seem unassailable.
The opinion of Irenajus,
Cyprian, and later writers is not decisive on a
(luestion of this kind
and the vague word SiaKOfia
(used too in the context of the apostles themselves)
is more than balanced by the avoidance of the
word deacon in the Ac {e.g. 21* <Pi\iTnrov roS ivayytXicTToO Si/T-os ix tCiv iirri).
If we add that the
Seven seem to rank next in the Church to the
apostles, we may be tempted to see in them (if
they are a permanent office at all) the elders whom
we find at Jerus. in precisely this position from 44
onward. In this case we are tliown back on the
Philippian Church in 63 for the first mention of
deacons.
As, however, Phujbe (Ro 16') was
deaconess at CenchreiB in 58, there were probably
deacons before this at Corinth, though there is
no trace of them in St. Paul's Epistles to that
of office, for

;

(6)

;

—

—

;

Church.

Elders.

— We

first find elders at Jems. (Ac
receiving the oHerings from Barnabas and
Saul in 44. They are joined (15*^) with the apostles
at the Conference in 50, and with James in 58
(21"*).
As Paul and Barnabas appoint elders (14^)
in every city on their first missionary journey, we
may infer that Churches generally had elders,
lliijugh there is no other express mention of them
before 1 Peter and the Pastoral Epistles, unless
we adopt an early date for Ja 5", where, however,
it is not certain that the word is official.
The dili'erence of name between elders and
bishojis may point to some dillerence of origin
or function but in
(and Clement) the terms
are more or less equivalent. Thus the elders of
Ephesus are reminded (Ac 20^) that they are
bishoi)S.
So, too, we find sundry bishops in the
single Church of Pliilippi. In the Pastoral Epistles,
Timothy appoints bishops and deacons, Titua
elders and deacons, though (1 Ti 5") Timothy
also has elders under him.
The qualifications also
of a bishop as laid down for Timothy are practically tliose of the elder as described to Titus, and
enually point to ministerial duties in contrast to
what we call episcopal. Though the elder's propel
duly is to 'rule' (1 Ti 5"), he does it subject to
Timothy, much as a modem elder rules subject to
his bishop.
iii.
Bishops. Is there any trace of an order of
bishops in
The name of a bishop, as we have
?
seen, is applied to elders but are there i)ermanent
local oflicials, each ruling singly the elders of hia
own city? This is the definition of the bishop
when he first ajqiears distinct from his elders and
if we find this, we find a bishop, whatever he may
be called.
The instarces commonly given are
James the I/ord's brother at Jerus., Timothy and
Titus in Ephesus and Crete, and the angels of the
seven Churches. The plural rulers (He 13'- ^) of a
Now,
single Church are hardly worth mention.
.lames was clearly the leading man of the Chtirch
at .lenisaleni.
His strictness of life and his neai
ii.

11*")

NT

;

NT

—

;

;

—

—

;

CHURCHES, ROBBERS OF

CIELED, CIELIXG

more important matter witli
Easterns than witli us) must have given him enornious influence. But inlluence is one tiling, olUce
is another.
No doubt he had very much of a

Ephesus points out to the riotous
the theatre that St. Paul and his
friends are not guilty of sacrilege, the category
of crime under which it was natural for St. Paul's
accusers to bring his action. After the word do^/Seio
had been apj)ropriated to translate the Rom. legal
term Im.fa m-ijcstris
treason,' UpoauXla was the
natural rendering for the Lat. sncrilcgium and here
for emphasis the speaker uses the double term oCre
tepofft'Xous oCtc ^\a,a(p-qfiovifTa% tt]v Ondv, which implies
guilty neither in act nor in language of disrespect
to the established religion of our city.'
In 2 Mac 4^- the epithet 'church-robber' (AV,
author of the sacrilege RV) is ajijilied to Lysiinachus, brother of Menelaus the high priest, who
perished in a riot (B.C. 170) provoked by the theft
of sacred vessels committed by his brother and

relation to the Lord (a

bishop's position, and his succe.ss at Jerus. may
have suggested imitation elsewhere but there is
nothing recorded of him which requires us to
The
believe that he held any <iclinile local olBce.
ea.se of Timothy and Titus is a stronger one, for we
know that they ajijiointed and governed elders like
a modern bishop. But this is work which must be
ione in every Church, so that a man who does it is
not necessarily a bishop. Neither Timothy nor
Titus is a permanent otlicial, and Titus is not connected with any particular city. They are rather
temporary vicars-apostolic, sent on special missions to Lphesus and Crete. The letters by which
we know them are (2 Tl 4', Tit S"") letters of recall
and there is no serious evidence that they ever saw
Ephesus and Crete again. Titus is hist heard of
;

Ti 4'") in Dalmatia, Timothy from the writer to
the Hebrews 13^), a work which there is no reason
to connect ^vith Ephesus. There remain the angels
of the seven Churches and it would be very bold
In addition to
to take these for literal bishops.
the generul presumption from the symbolic character of the Apoc, tliere is the particular argument
that the woman .Iczebel at Thyatira (Rev 2-'" the
rea/iing T-iji' ywaUd <rov would make her the angel s
wife) can hardly be taken literally.
Moreover,
these an<'els are praised and blamed for the doin'rs
of their Churches in a way no literal bishop justly
can l)e. It is safer to take them as personifications
of the Churches.
Our general conclusion is, that while we find
deacons and elders (or bishops in NT .sense) in the
apostolic age, there is no clear trace of bishops (in
the later sense), or of any apostolic ordinance that
•very Church was to have its bishop. This conclu»i m is fully confirmed by Clement and Ignatius.
If Corinth had had a bishop in Clement's lime, or
been remarkable or blameworthy in having no
bishop, we should scarcely have failed to hear of it
in a letter called forth by the unjust deposition of
Instead of this, it seems clear that
certain elders.
the eUlers at Corinth had no authority of any sort
Ignatius
over them to comi)ose their (iuarrel.s.
certainly uses the most empliatic language in
urging obedience to the bishop but the greater
his emphasis the more signilicant is the .absence of
anj' aii]jeal (Trull. 7 is not one) to any institution
of &norili:roi bishops by the apo-stles. The absenic
of an argument which would have rendered all the
rest superfluous, seems nothing less than an admission that he knew of no such institution.
Nevertheless, his earnestness implies anostolic
Episcopacy must have originated before
sanction.
the apostles had all p.issed away and its early
strength in Asia cannot well be explained without
some encouragement from St. John. But it must
have lieen at first local and partial, and due perhaps to more causes than one. On one side, the
need of firmer government after the apostles and
prophets died out, would often tend to raise the
chairman of the elders into something like a
bishop's po.siticm
on the other, vicars - apostolic
of the type of Timothy might occasionally be left
stranded by the apostle's death, and if they remained at their post would settle down into genuine
bishops.
See also Hort, Chrixtinn Erclesia (1897),
published too late for use in this article,

TTjs

;

'

'

'

himself.

—

LiTEEATCTiR. Neumann, Der rom. Stnat und die allgemeinA
i. pp. 14, 17 ; llajiisay, Church in Horn. Emp. pp 260, 401.

Kircfie,

W. M. Ramsav.
CHORCHES, SEVEN.—See Revelation.

(

CHURL. — 'The Saxons made

;

—

'

;

;

;

II.

CHURCHES, ROBBERS

AV

OF,

is

M. (iWATKIN.
the misleading

rendering in
Ac 10" of the word Upb<n<\oi
(applying the word 'churches' in the wider oM
Eng. sense to jiagan temples), while in RV the
rendering is robliers of temples'; but both arc
unsatisfactory. The .secretary of the city (7pa/i;iarei''!
'

of

in

'

(2

'

irbXtwi)

.us.sembly
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free-men

three degrees of

— an earl, a thane, and a churl

to wit

;

'

Ri.sdon (1630).
And soon 'churl' and 'churlish'
were .applied to any boorish person.
In this sense
churlish is used of Nabal, 1 S 25", and of Nicanor
14™.
But 'churlish' as applied to Nabal
2 Mac
being popularlj' taken in the sense of niggardly,
helped to give the meaning of niggard, miser, to
In this sen.se alone churl occurs. Is 32°-',
'churl.'

though the Heb.
(so

RVm)

probably means crafty

('V?, 'bs)

or fraudulent (Vulg.).

CHUSI

(XoiJs

Xowei A).—Jth

B,

Hastincs.

J.

"'«

mentioned

with Ekrebel (Akrnhch) is possibly Ki'izrih, 5 miles
S. of Shecliem and 5 miles W. of 'Akrabch.
Se«
vol, ii. sh. xiv.
C. R. Co.vdeb.

SWF

CHUZA(XoKf5s, Amer. RVChuzas).— The steward
of Herod Antipas.
His wife JoANNA
(which see) was one of the women who ministered
to our Lord and His disciples (Lk 8').
(^Trir/MTTos)

—

("ir;), 'round.'
A name for the middle
the .lordan Valley (so Buhl, Pal.
Driver
on
Dt
34^),
On lli'"-''' igi'-M-as-a
112; cf.
Dt 34^ 2 S IS-^, IK 7«, 2 Ch 4", Ezk 47». See
Palestine. The term is also, perhaps, used of the
neighbourhood of Jerus. in a later age, Neh 3''^ 12^
(A'^ 'plain,' 'plain country').

CICCAR

broader

iiart of

CIELED, CIELING.— This

is

the spelling of the

AV of

1629, the ed. of 1611 having
sided and siding in all tlie pa.ssages. Amer.
Wright (Biblt
prefers the mod. ceiled, enling.
Wurd Boole-, p. 134) identities the word with led,
to close a hawlc's eyes, and () notes

Camb.

ed. of

•

But when we

O

misery on't

in
I

RV

our \nciou8nc88
Shaka.

A /if. and

•Come, seeling
Scarf

jj^row

hard,

— the wine ^w\s aeel our eyes.*

up the tender eye

Cltop.

UL

xllL

lU.

ni(;)it,

of pitiful day.*

MacUth, m.

11.

M.

I>ut Skcat (Etijmol. Diet.' s.n.) denies the identiCid, he holds, is from
fication or connexion.
rirluin, ' heaven,' ' sky,' and has no connexion with
Its meaning, therefore, is 'a
.fill, .leal,
or seel.
canoypy : then, as vb., 'to canopy' or 'cover';
.ind the only meaning in AV, as in mod. Eng., viz.
'

to cover with timber or iilnst«r, i.e. wainscot, is a
Th<i Heb. alwaj's means 'to
later derivation.
gives 'cieled' (text,
cover.'
In Ut 33'-'
'
reserved,' the Heb. being .fAphan ' to
seated,'
Driver's
note and Add. in Deut' ad
panel' [see
I'lr.], tr-' 'cicl' in Jer '22'^ Hag 1*).
The 'cieling'
(iiiily 1 K 0", Ezk 41'°'") is any ]iart cieled, wall«

AVm

'

RV

;'

CIRCUMCISION

CILICIA
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as well as roof, tlie roof indeed being formerly
distinguished as 'the upper cieling.'

CILICIA

(KiXi/c/a),

J. Hastings.
a country in the S.E. comer

Asia Minor, on the coast, adjoining Syria,
always closely connected with Syria in manners,
religion, and nationality, and generally more
closely united with Syria than with Asia Minor
in political and in Byzantine ecclesiastical arrangement.
It was commonly divided into two territoiies— (1) on the W. (reaching as far as Pampliylia), Cilicia Tracheia {Aspera), a land of lofty
and rugged mountains, drained by the considerable
river Calycadnus
(2) on the L., Cilicia Pedias
(Campestris), a low-lying and very fertile plain
between the sea and the mountain ranges Taurus
and Amanus.
The entire double country is
summed up as C. in Ac 27°, a geographical description or the lands touching the Cyprian Sea.
But elsewhere it is clear that only the civilized
and peaceful C. Pedias (in other words, the part
of

;

subject

to

Roman

rule)

intended

is

when

C.

mentioned in NT, whereas C. Tracheia was
inhabited by fierce and dangerous tribes, loosely
ruled by king Archelaus of Cappadocia from B.C.
20 to A.D. 17, and by king Antiochus of Commagene from A.D. 37 to 74. C. Pedias had been
Roman territory from B.C. 103 and, after many
changing arrangements for its administration, it
was merged by Augustus in the great joint province
SyriaCilicia-Phoenice probably in B.C. 27
and
this system probably lasted
through the 1st
cent, after Christ (though temporary variations
may possibly have occurred). Hence Syria and
C. are mentioned together in such a way as to
imply close connexion in Gal P', Ac IS*"- •'
the combined Rom. province is there meant, over
which the influence of Christianity spread from
the two centres, Tarsus in C. and, above all,
Antioch in Syria. The close connexion of C. with
Syria arose from two causes (1) C. communicates
with it by a very easy pass, the Syrian Gates

is

;

;

—

'

SyrvE, Beilan, summit level 1980 ft.),
whereas the passes crossing Taurus into Lycaonia
and Cappadocia are all difficult, incomparably the
best being the
Cilician Gates' (Pyl(S Cilicite,
Gulek Boghaz, summit level 4300 ft.); (2) C.
Pedias was long separated from Roman territory
on the W. and N. oy a great extent of independent country, while it adjoined Rom. Syria. C.
has been identified wrongly with the Tarshish
which is so often mentioned in OT (Gn 10* etc.),
by some modem scholars, following Jos. Ant. (I.
vi.
who says that C. was originally called
1),

(Pylce

'

0aLpcr6t.

That a large Jewish population existed in C. is
Ac 6* and it is rather strange that
Cilician Jews are not mentioned in Ac 2'"".
The
evident from

;

existence of Jewish colonists in the Seleucid cities
of C. would be in itself highly probable, for they
were always the most faithful and trusted adherents of the Seleucid kings in their foreign settlements and the Cilician Jews are alhided to by
Philo, Leg. ad Gaium, § 36 (ii. p. 587, Mang.).
St.
Paul had the rights of a citizen of Tarsus (which
see), as he mentions in Ac 21^
these rights must
have been inherited, and they imply, beyond
doubt, that there was a colony of Jews forrainfi
part of the Tarsian State. An interesting memorial
of the religious influence exerted by the Jews in
C. is attested by the society of Sabbatistai, mentioned in an inscription, probably dating aliout the
time of Christ, which was found near Elaioussa
;

;

and

;'

Korykos

(see

Canon

Hicks

in

Joum. of

Hellenic Studies, 1891, pp. 234-236)
this society
was evidently an association of non-Jews in the
of
rites
modelled,
in
part
at
least, on
Sractice
udaistic ceremonial.
;

—

Literature. Cilioia is very sli":htly described in MoiLmsen,
Provinces 0/ Rom. Emp. (Uoyni^me Geschichte, vol. v.) ch. viii.
See Marquardt, limninche Stautxverwattung, \. pp. 379-392;
Kanisay, Uui. Gcog. Asia Minor, pp. Stil-Syf Bent and Uickl
in Joiim. of Hellenic Studies, 1S90, op. 231-254, 1891, pp. 209273 Sterrett, \Vol.fe Exped. in .4 na Minor, pp. l-12ft ; Lan^lois,
Explor. A rchiol. de la Cilicie (1857), and I oyaae daru la (^icit
(IbbO) Davis, Lije in Asiatic Turkey (1879) Kotschy, Reitt in
den cilici^chen Taurus iiber Tarsus (1858) Barker, Vilicia and
Ritter, KUinasien (1859), ii. pp. 66-236
its Governors (1863)
Heberdey and Wilhelm in Denkschri/ten der Akadjnnie, Wien,
;

;

;

;

;

;

W. M. RAMSAV.

1898.

CINNAMON

kinTi&mdn,

(I'lDjp

— The

cin-

Ktvviiuoiwv,

identity of name makes it
impossible to mistake the substance intended.
It was early kno\vn to the Hebrews, as it entered
into the composition of the holy anointing oil
(Ex 30'^).
It is represented as being used to
perfume a bed (Pr 7"). The Oriental women use
musk for a similar purpose. Like other tropical
plants, it seems to nave been cultivated in the
botanical gardens of Solomon (Ca 4").
It is the
product of Cinnamomum Zeylanicum, Nees, a plant
of the Laurel family, indigenous in Ceylon and
other E. India islands, and in China. The tree
attains a height of 30 ft., and has panicled clusters
of white blossoms, and ovate, acute leaves. The
cinnamon is the inner bark, separated from the
outer, and dried in the sun, in the shape of
cylindrical rolls.
The best oil is obtained by boiling the ripe fruit. In Rev 18" it is enumerated
among the merchandise of the Great Babylon.
G. E. Post.
CIRCLE. In
c. means the vault of heaven.
It occurs Is 40^
It is he that sitteth upon the
c. of the earth,' i.e. the c. overarching the earth
{im, also in Job 22",
and
'circuit,'
'circle'); and
'vault'; Pr 8"
'compass,'
Wis 13^ 'the c. of the stars' {kvkXos darpuv,
circling stars,'
c. of stars ').

namomum).

— AV
'

AV

AV

RVm

'

RVm
BV

RV
RV

'

J.

Hastinqs.

occurs 4 times in AV, 1 S 7>« (a late
and doubtful passage ace. to which Samuel went
on circuit [335] to various high-places). Job 22"
(jm
and Amer. RV 'vault,' i.e. the vault of
heaven), Ps 19' (ncip?, of the sun's course in the
heavens), Ec 1* (3';p, of the circuits of the wind).
Besides retaining these instances, RV substitutes

CIRCUIT

RVm

'

made [make] a

in 2

Budde
loose,'

AV

'
fetch a compass
circuit ' for
Dcn read with Driver and
for
' cast
3», Ac 28" (jrepteXSii-res,

MT

S 5^ (where
DD), 2 K
following

WH irep«X4>Tes).

CIRCUMCISION

(n^iD

Ex

RVm

See COMPASS.
J. A. Selbie.

4^, «p.To/i7)

Jn

7*" etc.).

— The cutting oB' of the foreskin, an initiation

rite
races, such aa
the Jews, Arabians, and Colchians in Asia, the
Egyptians, Mandingos, Gallas, P'alashas, Abyssinians, and some Bantu tribes in Africa, the
Otaheitans, Tonga Islanders, and some Melanesiana
South Wales tribes in
in Polj-nesia, certain

or religious ceremony

among many

New

Australia, and the Athabascans, Nahuatl, Aztecs,
and certain Amazonian tribes in America.
In Egypt its practice dates back at least to the
14th cent. B.C., and probably much farther. The
circumcising of two cnildren is represented on the
wall of the temple of Klionsu at Karnak. The
re(^ord of the invasion of Egypt by Mediterranean
tribes in the time of Merenptah states that as the
Aquashua (supposed to be Achaians) were circumcised, their dead were not mutilated by the
Egyptians, except by cutting off a hand (Lepsius,

Den km.

iii.

19).

Like other mutilations, such as tattooing, catting
off a linger-joint, filing or chiselling out of teeth, the
operation may be a tribal mark. In all these there
is the twofold idea of a sacrifice to the tribal god,
and the marking of his followers so that they may
be known by him and by each other. The sacrifice
is a representative one, a part given for the re-

CIRCUMCISIOX

CIRCUMCISION

Stade {ZA W, 18S6) has colmany peoples, from
which he infers that circumcision is not so much a
mark of membership in atribeas initiatiunintumnn4oo(/andacquircmeutof thefull rightsof citizenship.
However originated, the rite is said to have been
ap|)ointed by God as the token of the covenant
between Him andAbraham.shortlyafter Abraham's
sojourn in Egypt. It was ordained to be performed
on himself, on his descendants and slaves, as well as
on strangers joining themselves to the Ileb. nation
(Un 17'- etc. Ex 12" both P), to signify their participation in the benefits of the covenant and their
acceptance of its obligations. It was practised
by the Jews during their captivity in Egypt (Jos
5° D-), but discontinued in the wilderness.
Even
Moses neglected to circumcise his son (Ex 4** JE).
On this occasion Zipporah recognized the cause of
God's displeasure, and removed the reproach by
operating (Ex 4^). She thus showed her acquaintance witJo the ceremony and as she called Moses
on this account a hatknn of blood, which may mean
one brought into a family by a blood-rite, it has
been conjectured that the Jews received the rite
from the Midianites.
There is, however, no
evidence that this was so, and it is contrary to the
whole weight of tradition. As women were not
permitted by the Rabbins to circumcise, the case of
Zipporah is explained away in the Tosephta on
Ex 4 as meaning that she caused Moses to operate.

In former days the flow of blood was
encouraged by suction, and the bleeding stopped by
wine, with which the Mohel's mouth is lilled
but
these practices, called by the Jews Mizizah, are not
now adopted in many places, where the operation
is performed with antiseptic precautions.
Chloroform may be used if the Aloliel think it neces.sary.
The night before the rite the parents keep watch,
a survival of the precautions formerly adopted to
prevent the child being stolen by Lilitli, the devil's
mother they are visited by their friends and all
the little children of the community are gathered
together, and the teacher reads the IShema or verses
from Dt 6*-» ll""-' and Nu 15"-". On the day of
the operation the child is carried to the door of the
room by a ladj', who is called the Baalath Berith,
and is taken by a godfather or sfindek, called also
Baal Berith, who sits in a chair, beside which is a
vacant seat dedicated to the prophet Elijah, in
memorial of his jealousy for the maintenance of
the coven.ant of which this rite is the token. The
Mohel sets this chair apart with prayer, asking that
the example of Elijah, the messenger of the cove-

demption of the
lected a

rest.

number of

notices from

;

The characteristic of Hebrew circumcision is its
being performed in infancy. Wellhausen (Hist.
340) sees in Ex 4* the substitution of this for the
older and more severe operation in youth or manhood. (See the same writer's Skizzen, iii. 154, 215
and cf. Nowack, Heb. Archdol. i. 167 ff.; Cheyne,
an. Circumcision in Encyc. Brit.')
On the arrival of the Jews in Canaan the rite
was renewed at Gilgal (Jos 5'), the operation being
performed at a place named Gib'atk )uidrAl6th, or
the hill of the fore-skins,' with Hint knives, which,
according to the Sept. addition to Jos 24", were
buried with Joshua.
Although the ceremony is
scarcely again mentioned in the hi-storical part of
OT, yet it was probably observed continuously, and
there is no real ground for the statement made by
the Rabbins Ycakut on Jos), that on the separation
of the two kingdoms circumcision was forbidden in
Ephraim. The Midrash on La 1' conjectures that
the priests were uncircumcised in the days of
Zedekiah (see 1 Mac 1") but this is doubtful.
Abraham was circumcised at the age of 99, and,
according to Pirke H. Eliezer, the anniversary of
the ceremony is the great Day of Atonement.
Ishinael was circumcised at 13, and among Islamite
nations it is performed at some age between 6 and
16, as soon as the child can pronounce the religious
forinulie.
It is not enjoined in the Koran, but,
according to the Arabian tradition, the Prophet
declared it to be meritorious, though not an
obligatory rite.
As Isaac was circumcised on the eighth day, so
that period was named in the institution (Gn 17'^),
and is observed as the proper date by the Jews to
this day.
The child is named at the ceremony in
iremory of the change in Abraham's name (Lk 2-').
At the present day the rite is performed either in
the house of the jiarents or in the 8ynaj;ogue, and
either by the father or by a Mohel or circumciser,
who is usually a surgeon, and must be a Jew of
unblemished character, who is not paid for his
services.
In former times the Rabbins prefericd
(lint or glass knives, but now steel is almost invariably used, lilood must be shed in the operation,
and the inner layer must be torn with the thumbnail
this supplemental operation is called wtri'aA,
and is said to have been introduced by Joshua.
The plri'ah is peculiar to the Jewish mode of
;

'

'

'

(

;

;
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operating.

;

;

;

nant, may sustain him in his task. Prayers, according to a set form, are recited in Heb. by him, and
the child's name is given, then the father and bystanders join in the recitation of formulte. After
the operation a blessin" is invoked by the Mohel, and
the event is celebrated by feasting in the parents'
house.
The prayers for the occasion are set forth
in the works of Bergson, Asher, Brecher, and Auerbach. The portion cut oH' is eitlier burned or buried
in accordance with ancient rabbinical directions.
After the defeat of Haman's plot, many are said
to have been circumcised 'for fear of the Jews'
(Est 8" LXX). Circumcision was also imposed by
Ilyrcanus upon the Idumaeans (Jos. Ant. XIII. ix. 1).
Occasionally Gentiles submitted to it. Elagabalus,
Antoninus, and the two sons of Ptolemy Epiphanes
(Midrash Bereshith) were circumcised but in the
Justinian Code the performance of the operation
on a Rom. citizen was prohibited on pain of death
(i.
9. 10).
Antiochus Epiphanes also prohibited
the rite, and many Jews were tortured and put
to death on this account (1 Mac 1", 2 Mac 6'°).
Similar prohibitions were issued by Hadrian and
Constantius, as well as by the Spanish Inquisition
;

in later years.

In apostolic times the Judaizing section of the
to enforce circumcision on Gentile
in order to avoid contention, St.
Paul circumcised Timothy as he was a Jew by his
mother's side (Ac 16'). He refused to perform the
rite on Titus (Gal 2'), and argues in the Ep. to the
Rom. (4'") that Abraham was as yet uncircumcised
when God made His covenant with him. On this
subject the Council of Jerusalem gave a final
decision adverse to the Judaizers (Ac IS"'"").
In
some of the Ethiopian and Abyssinian Churches,
however, the operation was continued, being the
persistence of a nre-Christian ethnic practice.
In
the 12th cent, a sliort-lived Christian sect of circumcisi arose in Italy (Schrbkh, Christl. Kirchengesch.
xxix. 655).
Among the Jewish teachers circumcision was
regarded as an operation of purification, and the
won! foreskin has come to be synonymous with
obstinacy and imperfection. The rite was regarded
as a token in the llesh of the ell'ect of Divine grace
in the heart, hence the phra.ses used in Dt 30*.
Pliili) speaks of it as a symbolic inculcation of
purity of heart, and having the advantage of pro-

Church wished
converts
and
;

moting
disea.se.

cleanliness, fruitfulne-ss, and avoidance of
Jeremiah (9^- " RV) recognized that the

outward rite and the inward grace do not always
go together, and he grou[>8 together Egypt, Judali,
and Edom as races which, though circumcised in
the flesh, are uncircumcised in heart.

,;

CISTERN
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St. Paul also contrasts stroni,'ly the circumcision
in the flesh and the puritication of the spirit (Ko
2'-^- -*),
and hence in Ph 3^ he calls the flcslily cir-

cistern of the temple with plates of brass .Sir 50*).
When a cistern was empty it formed a convenient
prison.
It was into one of the roadside cisterns
(A ' pit '), which had become dry, that Joseph was
'"
") ; and it was
cast by his brethren (Gn ST""into a cistern in the court of the guard, near the
temple, in which the muddy deposit was still
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cumcision KaTaTo/j,-/), or Concision, a paronomasia,
probably indicating, as Theophylact suggests, that
those who insist on the fleslily circumcision are
endeavouring to cut in sunder the Church of Christ.

—

LiTKRATQRK. Sohechter, Studies in Judaism, 1S96, p. 343
Letourneau, Bulletin Soc. An(Aroj»., Paris, l&f>3 and Zaborowski,
ibid. 1694; Brough Sniylh, Ahnriijin^s of Victoria; Curr, The
Australian Race The Karnak uionument is figured by Chabas,
Hevuf Archt'ot. 1861, p. 29S Auteiirieth, Ueber den ilrgpruntf
der Bcschneidun^t Tiibingtn, 1S29 ; Collin, IHe Beschneuiung
Leipzig,
l>^43
Bc'nison, Die Bcitchueidvn'j, Berlin, 1844
Salomon, Z>i* Benc/int-idung, Bnmswiok, 1844; Brecher, Die
Be^chneiduTiff, Vienna, 1845 ; Stcinschneider, Ueber die Benchtieiduiuj der Araber, Vienna, 1S45 Asher, The Jewish Bite of
Circumcision, London, 1873. For operations fordecircumcision
jee Celsus, de Arte Sled. vii. 25, and other authors cited in
Qroddeck, deJudeeis prceput. attrah., Leipzig, 1699, and Lossius,
de Episyagtno Judaico, Jena, 1U05.
See also Philo, edit.
Mangey, ii. 211 ; Cohen, Dim. «ur la circoncision, Paris, 1816
Terqueni, Die Beschneidumj etc., e<iited by Hejinann, Magdeburg, 1844; Meiners, in Cominentationeg Soc. Reg.,QotXiTiQ^n,
xiv. 207.
For Circumcision of Elagabalus, etc., see Basnape,
Histoire det Juijt, Taylor's transl. p. 532 Jost, Ge^ch. der Isr.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

V

Jeremiah was let down with cords
The custom of confinin" prisoners in
an empty cistern is alluded to in Zee 9'' and it may
be noted that the word iia cistern is used for the
dungeon in which Joseph was confined in Egypt
(Gn 40" 41'-'). In Ec 12" there is an allusion to the
wheel used in drawing water from a cistern. Jos.
mentions the rock-hewn cisterns at Masada {Ant.
XIV. xiv. 6 BJ VII. viii. 3) and at Machierus {BJ
VII. vi. 2), and describes those constructed in the
soft,

that

(Jer

38'"'-).

;

'

'

;

towers of the walls of Jerus. for the collection of
rain-water.
In the smaller towers the cisterns
were above the apartments, but in the tower
Hippicus the cistern was on the solid masonry, and
the apartments were built above it {B.I v. iv. 3, 4)

;

li-
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(-fi2,

XditKos,

cistema, locus).

—A

tank

for the collection and storage of rain-water, or,
occasionall3', of spring-water brought from a dis-

tance by a Conduit. It was always covered, and
80 distinguished from the Pool (•"i?''.3, Ko\vp.p-q8pa.,
piscina), which was a reservoir open to the air.
Cisterns must always have been necessary in
Pal., where there are large areas ill supplied with
natural springs, a long dry summer, and a small
annual ramfall. They were required not only for
domestic purposes, but for ceremonial ablutions,
irrigation, the watering of animals, and the convenience of travellers. The cisterns in Pal. vary in
•ize and character, and may be classified as follows
1. Cisterns wholly excavated in the rock.
These are
the most ancient, and the oldest form is probably
the bottle-shaped tank, with a long neck or shaft,
which is common in Jems., the Hauran, and elsewhere. Small rectangular tanks, with draw-holes,
are found by the wayside and in vineyards. At
Jerus. there are some very large cisterns, and in
these the roofs are supported by rude rock-pillars.
The finest example is the Great Sea in the Haram
esh-Sherif, which has .several rock-pillars, and is
estimated to hold 3,000,000 gallons. It derived its
supply partly from surface drainage and partly
from water brought by a conduit from Solomon's
Pools, near Bethlehem. 2. Rock-hewn tanks with
vaulted roofs are found in many localities. A few
of these may po.ssibly be as old as the 3rd cent. B.C.
S. Cisterns or masonry built in the soil are found
everywhere. Some of them are of large size, and
have vaulted roofs, supported by pillars arranged in
parallel rows. They are of all ages, from the Rom.
occupation to the present day. Mo.st of the cisterns
have their sides and floors coated witli cement,
which is often very hard and durable. All have
one or more openings in their roofs, through which
water is drawn to the surface and many have a
flight of steps leading to the floor, partly to facilitate cleansing operations. The rain-water, which
falls OD the flat roofs of the houses and the paved
court-yards, is conveyed to the cisterns by surface
gutters and pipes, and carries with it many impurities.
This renders periodical cleaning necessary, as the water would othenvise become foul,
:

'

'

;

full of animal life, and dangerous to health. Much
of the fever and sickness so prevalent in Pal. is
due to the neglected state of the cisterns.
.Jer 2" alludes to the rock-hewn cisterns of Jerus.,
18*' that every house
and it would appear from 2
in the city had its own cistern for the collection of
rain-water (cf. Pr 5">, Is 36'*). One of the great
works of Simon, son of Onias, was to cover the Targe

K

W. Wilson.

CITHERN.— See Music.
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So
for iroXirefa, Ac 2«»,
instead of the vague
rendering freedom. Here
Claudius Lysias says that he had obtained his c.
by purchase, possibly from the wife or the freedman
of the Emperor Claudius whose name he bore.
Cf. Dio Cass. Ix. 17, where, however, it is said
that the price of the franchise had fallen to a mere
trifle.
But the interest of ci\-ic pri\'ileges in
lies in their importance in the career of St. Paul.
Rom. citizenship was one of the special qualifications
of the 'chosen vessel,' and it is a chief purpose cf
St. Luke (in Ac) to exhibit the apostle as a citizen
who, though a Christian, receives for the most part
courtesj' and justice from the Rom. officials,
llis
citizenship, however, was double, of Tarsus and of
Rome. That the former did not carry with it the
latter, we know from independent sources
hence a
comparison of Ac 21'' with 22", by which the separateness of Tarsian and Rom. citizenship is made
evident, furnishes proof of the accuracy of the
narrative.
Tarsus was not a 'colonia' or 'muniv.21 (22), that
cipium,' but an 'urbs libera,' Plin.
is to say, a city within a Rom. province, yet enjoying self-government (Marquardt, Rom. Staatsverw.
i. 349-353).
St. Paul's citizenship of Tarsus was of
no substantial advantage outside that city. But his
Rom. citizenship availed throughout the Rom. world,
including, besides private rights, (1) exemption from
all degrading pnnisliments, e.q. scourging and
crucifixion
(2) right of appeal to the emperor
after sentence in all cases (3) right to be sent to
Rome for trial before the emperor if charged with
a cEuiital oflence (cf. Plin. Epp. x. 96 Schurer,
These rights, at least (1) and (3),
II. ii. 278).
are illustrated by Ac 16" 22^-» 25". But there is
nothing to show whether he possessed the full
citizenship, including the public rights of voting
and qualihcation for office. It was by birth that

AV

'

'

NT

;

NH

;

;

;

HJP

St.
is

Paul had become a Roman.' The word citiien
not used in describing his status. 'Vuiiotos alone
'

enough (cf. cive di quella lioina onde Cristo fe
Romano,' Dante, Purg. xxxii. 101-2). There were
several ways in which St. Paul's father or ancestor
might have obtained citizensliip. The most probable are by manumission (cf. Philo, Leg. ad G.
§ 23), or as a reward of merit bestowed by the
emperor (cf. case of Jos. Vit. 76), or by purchase,
in which case the contrast implied in Ac 22^ would
have had less force. The large number of Jews in
Asia Minor who were Rom. citizens appears from
is

'

the decrees quoted in Jos. Ant. XIV. x.
Lastly, the metaphorical use of the words citizen
and citizenship requires notice. This use is closely

'

CITY

CITY

connected with Plato's conception of tlie lieavenly
city {lU/i. ix. 5!)2 B), ami with later Stoic thonfjht.
It appoars in I'h S'-", where for 'conversation we

wall and the courage and fidelity of its inhabitants.
The agricultural life of Palestine kneiv nothing of
separate farmsteatls dotting the landscape. The
peasants had to retire for the night to the village,
like the shee]) to the fold.
It was customary for
the smaller villages to recoCTiize the motherhood
or sujierior protection of a large city. Thus the
inhabitants of Laish looked to Zidon the Great
(Jg 18^), and at the present day every inhabitant
of Syria is considered to belong to Esh-Sh.lm
(Damascus). Hence the expression 'cities and
tlieir villages,'
cities and their daughters,' in Nu
2r'" 32", Jos 15 and 19.
The feudal lords or the
superior cities, in return for protection oll'ered
against nomad invasions and other dangers, received payment in service and produce (see
Taxes). The service rendered by the peasant to
his superior was originally of the nature of a son's
obedience to the fathers command, and passed
eventually into coi-vie labour.'
3. Cluiracterislics.
The chief feature of an
Oriental city was its wall. This gave it the right to
be so named (Lv25''"-), though in later times the title
turned upon the ecclesiastical distinction of having
ten men of leisure and suitability for the services of
the synagogue. The wall had one or more gates,
which were closed from sunset to sunrise Tience
the explanation of their rem.Tining open where
there is uo night (Rev 21^). All within the wall
were of one mind, pledged to obey the laws of the
city, and seek the welfare of its inhabitants.
The
newspaper office and court of tribunal were found
at the city gate by which strangers entered and
the inhabitants went out to their daily occupation
in the fields.
Domestic news circulated around
the fountain while the women waited their turn to
1)11 the water-jar.
The bank was represented by
the seat of the money-changer, while our modern
factories of organized labour appeared as special
streets allocated to special trades.
This last
arrangement was due to the dill'erent artisan giiilils,
in which the son usually followed the occupation
of his father ; it was also of fiscal convenience in
the collection of taxes through a recognized and
responsible head. On occasions of general taxation,
each man, wherever he nii'dit be living and working, was reckoned as still belonging to the city of

See
Bhould substitute 'couinionwealtli (RVni).
Saints on
parallels given by Lightfoot, in Inc.
earth are to live as worthy citizens of the heavenly
commonwealth (I'h 1'-'' KVni)- The concc^ition of
the Churcli, not as a kiiigilom subjugating the
worhl, but as a comnu)nweaIth gradually extending its citizenship to otiier lands and alien tribes (cf.
Ejih 2'- and I's 87), and thus making them fellowcitizens with the saints (Eph 2'"), ran parallel
with the extension of Kom. citizensliip whicli was
goin" on at the time, and was to culminate in
the inclusion of all Honi. subjects by the edict
The preference for Civiof Caracalla (A.D. '21'2).
t«3 Dei' over Kegnum Dei,' as the aspect of the
Church and of its goal, was, however, also due to
'

'

'

OT

inlluence.

The

picture of the restored Jerus.

6U-62 combined easily with the Platonic
pattern of a heavenly city, and it is this combination in varj'ing proportions which we have
before us in He II, 12, and 13, in the 'Jerusalem
which is above' of Gal 4^, and, perhaps, in Kev 21.
It is worth noticin<r that it is only in tlie writings
of St. Luke, thorough Greek as he was, that the
word 'citizen' occurs, Lk 15" 19" (add RV reading
in

Is

'

in

'

a

LXX

ijuotation in

He

8").

—

I.ITERATTRB. For the historical question, in addition to the
Authorities cited, see Deylitix, Obsn. Sacrte, iii. 40, De S. Pauli
Homaiia civitate (very full); Winer, liWD, art, * IJurjjerrecht
(nmny reff.) ; Ramsay, 6"(. l*aMl thf TrarflUr, p. 30 (very brief) ;
Wendt's ed. of Meyer's Apo»Ulgc*chichtf on Ac 163'.

E. R.

Beunard.

On'nin.— The Oriental city
owed nothing to org.anizeu manufacture, and was
only in a few instances, such as Arvad, Sidon, Tyre,
It
anil .lop|ia, dependent upon maritime trade.
was a creation of agriculture, wliicli was an outoome of tlie pastoral life. Aa the country .settled

CITY

(Ty, iriXis).— 1.

down

to the cultivation of the soil, the peasantry
themselves In constant danger from the
wandering tribes of the desert, who often sent
their flocks among the standing crops, and carried
The neces.sity of prooff tlie cattle ami grain.
tecting life and property from such enemies was
the chief factor in the creation of the village, out
These would
of whi<-li in turn grew the city.
naturally be found near those who could protect
them, or in gr.aingrowing districts, or in positions
of natural strcnj:tli and in pos.session of a siiflicient
water-supply.
Hence the village or town was
often named from the local well (Beer-, En-), the
liill on whicli it w.as built (Gibeah-), or its sanctity
as 'a high place' (Baal-), or became distinguished by
the name of its ruling (family, or of some conspicuous house (Beth-).
The city grew out of the
2. D'-vclo/iiiicnt.
village, as tlie village owed its origin to the house.
The expansion was on the same lines as that of the
nation from the tribe, and the tribe from the
family.
Looking, therefore, to these ultimate

found

—

factors, we find that each house had its ba'al or
lord, and under him (lie family was an indepenits own livelihood and
act of hospitality to a stranger gave
him the sacred privileges of t)ie family guild, and
the sanctity of the guest became the right of later

organism, seeking

dent

An

welfare.

citizenship.
The gr.adual slackening of this
brother
is given in the Arab, proverb, '

My

against

my

cousin,

my

cousin and

I

bond
and I

against the

stranger.'

These two facts of auth/>rity and romhirtntion
the aristocratic and democratic elements
of the village an<l city.
It iiii','lit be under the protection of a feudal lonl living in a fortress around
which the city clustered, or near which it was
built
or it might depend entirely upon its own

made up

;
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'

—

;

his birth.

Thus Joseph went up from Nazareth

to

IJethlchem, the city of his family (Lk '2^).
In an Oriental city each house had its own inviolabilitj-, its power to admit and exclude.
The
passer-by in the narrow street could know nothing or what was going on within those dead
walls, with their windows and balconies all opening on the central court. He was as much outside
as the dog at his feet.
It is probable that the
streets of Oriental towns have alwaj's by jireference been narrow, suflicient for the foot passenger

and baggage-animal, and

from

afl'ordiiig shelter

the sun to the merchants and tradesmen. Such
are the streets of Hebron ami Zidon
and in
Damascus the 'street called straight (Ac 9"), once
a broad Roman carriage-way, with a foot-path on
each side of the stately colonnade, now shows a
return to the Oriental type.
Again, each quarter of a large city might have
its own homogeneousness.
At the present day the
distinction is generally a religious one, as (Christian, Jewish, Moslem
or of race, as Western and
Oriental.
In Damascus, for example, the ringing
of an alarm bell in the (Jreek church can cause the
gates of the Christian quarter to be closed, and the
district in a few minutes to assume the character
of a fortress.
;

'

;

• Any payment made froiu time to time hv the Kmir or.Sti«i1<b
of tlie uiHlL'liiied nature of a (fnituity, tile tenn for whicli in
Araljic, /uill-inSn'amah, is the equivaleut of St. I'aul's lurceMi
u'a.s

'

inff

richer f^ gract'

—

CLAUDIUS

CITY OF DAVID
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Then, lastly, the entire city, with its massive
girdling wall, had the attitude both of friendly
enclosure and hostile exclusion.

Rufina from
the
to

Poiiii)onia,

the wife of Aulus Plautus,

Roman commander in Britain, and had come
Rome in her train (T. Williams, Clnudia and

Pudens, Llandovery, 1848; E. H. Phimptre in
Ellicott, N.T. Comm. ii. p. 185; but against the
theorv, Lightfoot, Apost. Fathers, Clem. i. pp. 29
W. LocK.
and 76 -79).

CLAUDIUS (KXoi'ffios), the name by which the
fourth emperor of Rome is commonly known.
Tiberius Claudius Dnisus Nero Germanicus was
the son of Nero Claudius Drusus and of Antonia,
whose mother, Octavia, was a sister of the emperor
Augustus. Bom at Lyons on 1st August, B.C. 10,
he was of weak health and apparently feeble
intellect (see the opinion of Augustus as given
in Suet. Claud. 4, and the excuse of C. himself
consequently he was kept
in Suet. Claud. 38)
in retirement, without being allowed to hold any
offices,
until the reign of Gains,
but unimportant
while the honours conferred upon him by the
latter would scarcely seem to have been senously
meant. His time was occupied in historical and
literary studies, as well as in less creditable
occupations (Suet. Claud. 33. 41-42), until the
praetorian guards, by a freak which disappointed
DAMUOtm CITT-SATE KNTRANCE TO STRAIGHT STREET.
all previous expectations (cf. Tac. Ann. iii. 18.
to the principate on 24th Jan.
7), raised him
The chief meaTiinps of an Oriental city are thus A.D. 41 a position which he occupied until he
found to be Snfety, Socir.ty, Service. Thus we '"ad was murdered by his wife Agrippina, on 12th
in Ps 107' of a city to dwell in,' a city of habitaOct. 54.
tions,' around which men 'sow fields' (vv.*- **•*').
Recent inquiry has conclusively shown that the
Abraham, dwelling in his black movable tent, government of the Roman Empire under Claudius
journeyed by faith tx)wards a fair city which hath compares not unfavourably with that of the other
foundations'* (He II'").
In Rev 21. 22 these early emperors. It is pointed out that C, although
various features appear as borrowed from the green originally appointed through military influence at
earth in the glorified vision of the Holy City. a time when the restoration of the republic was
There the tabernacle of God is with men the city being seriously discussed, managed to conciliate
has its wall and gates as an extended family- the Senate and to obtain a permanent reputahouse it has foundations' like the special corner- tion as a constitutional
while, at
princeps
stone
it is a
place of safety into which the the same time, considerable advances were made
nations bring their glory and honour
it has its
under his rule towards concentrating power more
own fountain-head siipply of water, and abundant completely in the hands of imperial officers.
means of sustaining life; there the servants serve The views of C. on the citizenship (see the
their Lord
and all who are hostile to its order speech quoted in Fumeaux, Annals of Tacitus, ii.
and interests shall in no wise enter into it. (See 208) show him to have been very different from the
Citizenship, Elder, (Jovernment, Palestine, colourless figure to which traditional historians,
Refuge (Cities of), and cf. Benzinger, Heh. Arch. following exclusively one side of the picture drawn
124 H'.)
G. M. Mackie.
by Tacitus and Suetonius, have reduced him. It
might, however, be argued that the present reCITY OF DAVID See .TrnnsALEM. CITY OF action in his favour is going too far. He allowed
SALT.— See Salt City. CITY OF WATERS and his wives, Messalina and Agrippina, whether
CITY ROYAL.-See Rabbah.
through their influence over him, or even without his knowledge, to interfere with the course of
CLASPS.—
ht
for
Taches (wh. see).
justice, and to do incalculable harm in Rome
entrusted power to subordinates in a way which
CLAUDIA (KXai<J/a).— A Christian lady at Rome, (in spite of the just remarks of Bury, Student'*
who, with Eubulus, Pudens, and Linus, was on Mom. Emp. 244) shows him to have been but a
intimate terms of friendship with St. Paul and weak ruler and it is probable that C. should be
Timothy at the time of St. Paul's second imprison- considered to have haA good intentions in certain
ment (2 Ti 4^'). The name suggests a connexion respects, but to have been, for most practical purwith the imperial household, but whether as a poses, powerless while the efifects of his reign, for
member of the gens Claudia or as a slave there is good or evil, will have to be mainly set down to
nothing to decide. Tradition treats her as the the credit of his leading freedmen, over whom he
mother or, less probably, the sister of Linus {Apost. had proverbially little control (cf. Seneca, Ludut
Const, vii. 46, AiVos 6 KXai'Slas) she may also nave de morte Ctaudii, vi. 2).
become wife of Pudens, if they are to be identified
which fall in
For the events mentioned in
with Claudius Pudens and Claudia Quinctilla, the reign of Claudius, see Chronolooy OF THB
whose inscription to the memory of their infant New Te.stament.
child has been found between Rome and C)»tia
The emperor is twice mentioned by name
{CIL yi. 15,000).
Another very ingenious but
(I) In Ac 11"* the prophecy by Agabus of a
precarious conjecture identifies her with Claudia famine over the whole world is said to have been
Rulina, wife of Martial's friend, Aulus Pudens fulfilled 'in the time of C.
Meyer and others
(Martial, Epirrr. iv. 1,3, xi. 53).
On this theory she protest against interpreting these words of any
would be of British origin, a lady of high character other famine than that to which Joseohus refers
end cultivation, and the mother of three sons; (Ant. XX. ii. 5, v. 2) as occurring uimer Cuspius
perhap the daughter of the British king Tiberius Fadiis and TiWrius Alexander. Wieseler (Chron.
Claudius Cogidubnus, who had taken the name of apost. Zeit. p. 159), though puzzled by the allusion
;
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;

;
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CLAUDIUS LYSIAS
III. xv. 3 to the high priest Ishmael, fixes
the date of this famine, with considerable probability, at A.D. 45, adding that it may well have
lasted for more than one year. There seems to be
no reason to doubt that this famine is the one
referred to in Ac 11^. At the same time it must be
noted that famines seem to have been unusually
prevalent during the reign of C. (see, for instance,
Suet.
Dio, Ix. 11
Eus. Chron. ii. p. 152, ed. Seh.
Claud. 18, 'assiduie sterilitates ') the person of C.
was in danger from this cause (Tac. An7i. xii. 43),
and the emperor became so sensitive on the point
as to allow a dream, which was interpreted as
foretelling dearth, to bring about the ruin of two
Kom. knights (Tac. Ann. xi. 4). The carelessness
of Gaius as regards the com supply (Sen. de Brev.
Vit. xviii. 5
Dio, lix. 17. 2) catised great difficulties
to C. on his accession, and very vigorous measures
were at once taken by the latter, and continued
throughout his reign (Suet. Claud, xviii. 20 cf.
Lehnjann, Claudius, p. 135). When it was noticed
that, in spite of the.se special precautions, famines
were a characteristic of^ the time of C, it is not
hard to see how the prophecy may have come to
be regarded as amply fulfilled, even if taken in
the widest sense.
(2) St. Paul met at Corinth two Jews, Aquila
and his wife Pri.scilla, who had come thither because C. had commanded all the Jews to depart
from Rome' (Ac IS''). Suetonius says (Claud. 25)
that C. Juda'08 iirijiulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes expulit.' Dio (LX. vi. 6), perhaps correcting Suet., asserts that the Jews, whose numbers
were so great as to make expulsion difficult,
were not indeed expelled, but only forbidden
to assemble together.
The general policy of C.
towards the Jews was favourable, as is shown
by the two edicts, one relating to Alexandria,
the other to the whole empire (Jos. Ant. xix.
V. 2, 3
cf. the edict of Petronius in XIX. vi. 3),
which granted to them religious toleration, exemption from the hated military service, and some
measure of self-government. But we are expressly
told that he wjis influenced by his jiersonal feeling
towards Herod Agrippa I. (id. ib. XX. i. 1 cf. XIX.
V. 2), to whom the emperor was indebted at the
time of his accession (XIX. iv. 5). Not only did
Agrippa receive consular honours and such extensions of territory as to make his dominions
coincide with those of Herod the Great, but his
brother was given praetorian rank,' the rule over
Chalcia, and, subsequently, certain other di.stricts,
as well as the oversight of the temple Dio, LX. viii.
Jos. Ant. XX. vii. 1, i. 3), while his son is described
as having ^eat influence at court (Jos. Ant. XX.
i. 2; cf. VI. lii. ).
Anger has accordingly shown that
the edict of Ac 18' must be put during the years
when Agrippa II. was absent from Home. As he
remained
the capital till A.D. 50 (Wieseler,
p. 67 n., 124), and had relumed before the end of
52 (Jos. Ant. XX. vi. 3), tlie.se limits may be regarded as reasonably certain but the attemnt of
Wieseler (pp. 125-8) to fix the date absolutely by
a coni]iarison with Tac. Ann. xii. 52. 3, though
interesting and ingenious, is hardly convincing. \t
Ij no doubt true that the Jews often practised
magic (e.q. Ac 8"), and Jews and magicians are
often mentioned together, but they are, as Wieseler
admits, clearly distinct, and "facitus does not
mention the Jews at all in this connexion.
IjtTRRATt'RR.— l^hniann, CUiudixu und Mine Ztit, Lcipzic,

in Ant.
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;

l-*ifl p'ivf an ftcc^iint of the ori(final authoritioM)
FiirTH-aux, The AunaU of Tacitiu, vol. ii,; Mulniiisen, ProviiiCft
of limn. Evip. ch. xi. (Knc- tr. ); Wieseler, Ckronol. d. apogt.
X^tnlt.
NoHireii, Ajn*»ti-lttnichic.hte (on Ac U.cc., where re*
lertncca to modern works iire niven).
P. V. M. Ben'ecke.
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tary tribune of the

the milicohort in Jerus., who is

(KXai'.5io5 Awrfoj),
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in Ac 21-23.
Hearing that all Jerus.
in confusion, he came down with soldiers and
centurions to investigate the cause of the uproar, and
bound St. Paul with two chains. As the ' sicarii

mentioned

was

had recently become very prominent in Juda-a
(cf. Jos. Ant. XX. viii. 5, 6), and were especially
in evidence

during the great festivals (id. liJ II.
he imagined, the .season being Pentecost, that St. Paul was an Egyptian who had
recently led out 4000 'assassins' mto the wilderness (Ac 21**), and who is descril)ed by Jos.
(BJ II. xiii. 5) as having had .SO, 000 associates
in all.
On discovering his mistake, L. allowed
St. Paul to address the people from the castle
stairs but the mention of the Gentiles renewed the
disturbance, so that the tribime w.as obliged to
bring him into the castle, and was onlj' prevented
from examining him by scourging through receiving the news that he was a Rom. citizen, and
therefore by the Lex Porcia exempt from such
treatment. L. next arranged an interview between
St. Paul and the Jewish Council, but a dispute between the Sadducees and Pharisees was the only
result subsequently he learned that a conspiracy
had been formed with the object of killing St.
Paul, so he sent him to Ciesarea by night under an
escort of 200 foot-soldiers, 70 horsemen, and 2t)0
(5f{ioXd/3oi, see
spearmen
Meyer on Ac 23=^).
The letter given in Ac 23-''"*' as written by L. to
the procurator Felix on this occasion has been considered by some eminent critics to be an invention
by the historian.
The letter would alnmst certainly have been WTitten in Latin, and the word
TiSiros (v.*") would seem to imply that only the
general sense is given.
But it must be noticed
that in v." L. represents himself as having rescued
St. Paul because he discovered him to be a Roman,
a falsification and inconsistency with Ac 23^'-'' of
which the author of Ac, had he been inventing,
would not have been guilty (see, on opposite sides,
Wendt and Nosgen on Ac 23-'). The admission of
L. that he had gained Rom. citizenship 'for a
large sum (implying his incredulity that a native
of Tarsus should be a citizen and yet apparently so
poor) illustrates the avarice of the Claudian times,'
and the traffic in honours by Messalina and the
imperial freedmen, partly due, no doubt, to a
desire to replenish the trea-sury, partly to even
more questionable motives, on which Dio Cassius
indignantly comments (Ix. 17. 6).
See Citizenship.
P. V. M. Benecke.
xiii.

3,

4),
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'
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CLAW. In older Eng. c. was used for an animal's
and for any of the parts into which a cloven
we read, 'And
hoof is divided. So in Dt 14°
every beast that parteth the hoof, and cleaveth
the cleft into two claws,
that ye shall eat'
(RV 'and hath the hoof cloven in two'); and in
Zee 11" he shall eat the flesh of the fat, and tear
their claws in iiieces'(RV 'hoofs').
The Heb. is
hoof,' in l>otli
parsnh, the ordinary word for
Cf. Lovell (1661)
passages.
'With claws like a
Cow; but quadrifide.' The bird's c. is mentioned
only Dn 4" 'his [Nebuchadrezzar's] nails like
birds' rlmrs' (no word in Heb., 'nails' [prs] being
understood).
J. Hastincs.
honf,

AV

.

.

.

'

'

:

—

CLAY, (K's, i-h, irjjXis). This word is frequently
used in the Bible either in a literal or a metaphorical sense, in which latter it is parallel with
'dust' (conip. Gn 2' and Is 64"). Clay is widely
di.striliuted over the surfnce of nearly all countries,
especially in valleys, and from the earliest tinier
of the human race was tised both for the con
struction of buihlings and habitations and for
the maniifacture of pottery ami works of art.
It is a mixture of decomposed minerals of various
kinds, and hence is exceedingly variable in com

;;

'
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position.
Alumina, silica, and potash are tlie
principal constituents; but along Avitli these may
tie variable quantities of linie, ma^gnesia, and iron,
which give variety both to the quality and colour.
Hence various kinds of clay are suited for dili'erent
uses in the arts.

As a

building material, clay has been used
from the earliest ages. Ancient Babylon, as described by Herodotus, and verified by modern discovery, was buUt altogether of brick, either baked
in kilns or dried in the sun
and amongst the
jther remains is the great quadrilateral pile of
brickwork, known as Babil, the Gate of God, corrupted by the Jews to Babel,' * which might well
have been supposed to be the Tower of Babel
described in Gn 11'"', but that the inscriptions
found thereon, by Sir Henry Rawlinson, show
it to have been the famous Tower of the Seven
Planets buUt by Nebuchadrezzar II. (B.C. 604-562).
Of similar materials was built, in the main, the
capital of Assyria, though blocks of limestone,
alabaster, and other materials were also employed.
The clay used in Nineveh was derived from the
alluvia of the Tigris.t The brickmaking in Lower
Egypt of the time of the Exodus is still carried on,
the clay used being derived from the silt of the
Nile and bricks in the British Museum, inscribed
with the names of Tahutmes I., B.C. 1700, and
Kamses II., B.C. 1400, show straw mixed with the
clay in order to bind it together as described in
OT (Ex 1" 5'). Most of the \'illages both in
Lower Egypt and in the Nile Valley are built
of sun-dried clay
bricks of clay were also largely
used in the construction of ancient Troy.J
2. The use of clay for pottery was coeval with
its use for building purposes.
Remains of jars,
vases, bowls, and other vessels are found amongst
the most ancient ruins of Assyria, Babylonia, and
1.

;

—

—

'

'

;

;

Egj'pt.

The

wheel was corumonly em-

potter's

ployed in such works, and is often referred to
but of all the purposes for which
in the Bible
clay was employed in very ancient times, none
was more interesting than its use for imprinting
letters of cuneiform characters on tablets which
liave been discovered in immense numbers amongst
the ruins of As.syria and Babylonia § they were
either in the form of bricks or cylinders of clay,
;

;

baked after the inscription had been impresscd.H

Amongst the

inscrijitions is the story of the Creathe Fall, and the Deluge, deciphered by the
George Smith of the British Museum H of
only less interest are the Tel el-Amarna tablets
in Egypt, one of which has been discovered by
Bliss amongst the ruins at Tell el-Hesy in Southern
Palestine (supposed to be Lachish, one of the live
Amorite cities, Jos 10°), and dating as far back
tion,
late

:

as B.C. 1480.**

E.

Hull.

passing from its physical uses we
notice an early application in the sense of
complete, still retained in such a phrase as ' a c.
sweep.' The only example of the adj. is Lv 23'*
thou shalt not make c. riddance of the comers of
thy field when thou reapest (RV ' shalt not wholly
reap the coraers of thy field '). But the adv. is
more frequent, Jos 3" all the peoj)le were passed
c. over Jordan' (lu^S !sri were Jinished crossing),
so 4'-", Ps 77" 'Is his mercy c. gone for ever?'
Jl 1' ' he hath made it c. bare' ; Zee 11" his arm
shall be c. dried up ; Wis 2'- ' he is c. contrary to
2.

Before

may
'

'

'

'

'

our doings
c.

(^i-ai-xtoDrai)

'

e.scaped

(TR

'

RV

dTo(peijyoi'ras,

RV

and Ezk 37"

2

;

P

'

who

those

'we are

c.

that were
edd. dMyios

tliose

iiro^'vydnTas,

ivruis
'

2'"

are just escaping ')
cut oU' (AV 'cut off

for our parts').
Cf. Hooker, Eccl. Pol. III. i. 13
Excommunication neither shutteth out from the
mystical, nor clean from the visible Church.'
3. At a very early period the word passed into
the language of religion to designate (1) that which
does not ceremonially defile, whether (a) beasta, as
Gn 7^ of every c. beast thou shalt take to thee by
sevens'; Dt 14" 'Of all c. birds ye shall eat'; or
without the camp untx) a
(6) places, as Lv 4'^ 6"
c. place
or (c) things, as Is 66'-* the children of
Ezk
Israel shall bring an ofl'ering in a c. vessel
36^ I will sprinkle c. water upon you
Lk 1 1"
'all things are c. unto you' (where the ethical
' All
[see 4] closely approaches)
and Ro 14*'
'pure'); (2)
things indeed are c' (/caSap6s,
persons who are not ceremonially defiled, as Lv 7"
'all that be (RV 'every one that is') c. shall eat
thereof
Something hath befallen him,
1 S 20-"
he is not c.
surely be is not c.'; Ezk 36^ (see
above) 'ye shall be c' (passing into 4).
4. Closely related to this ceremonial use is the
ethicnl, and quite as old.
In passages like Ezk 36*
Lk 11-", and esp. Jn IS'""*" 15' we see the one
passing into the other
in others the ethically
stands out from the ceremonially religious meaning.
Take first of all some passajjes where the
Heb. is the usual vb. {idlier) or adj. (tdhdr) used
for ceremonial cleanness: Ps 19* 'The fear of the
Lord is c' (that is, the religion of J" is morally
ct.
undefiled, in contrast to heathen religions
Ps 12" the words of the Lord are pure words,'
where the Heb. is the same, a word freq. applied
Lv le** 'from all your sins sluill
to 'pure' gold)
ye be c' Gn 35'-' Put away the strange gods that
are among you, and be c., and change your
garments'; Ps 51' 'purge me with hyssop, and
I
sliall be c.'; 51'"" 'Create in me a clean lieart.'
Next, where the Heb. is bar, that is, 'clean'
because cleansed, 'bright' because polislied (as a
such as are of c. heart
p. arrow. Is 49-) ; Ps 73'
Job 11* I am c. in tliine eyes' cf. Is 52" be ye
Finally,
c. that bear the vessels of the LORD (-n.;).
where the Heb. is zAklidh or zitk/iak, 'bee.,' zak,
'

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

'

;

AV

RV

'

;

'

;

;

;

;

'

:

'

;

'

'

'
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CLEAN
The

Unclean, Uncleanness).— 1.

(see also

meaning

of the word is clear, free from
impurity, as applied to glass, gold, and the like,
as Wyclif's tr. of Rev 21'* The citee it silf was of
cleene gold, lijk to cleene glas.' Whence it is
used of the transparent jsuWiy of white garments.
Rev 19"" 'fine linen, c. and; white (xatfapis,
'pure').
And then it is applied to anything that
Where no
is not dirty (its modern use), as Pr 14'
oxen are, the crib is c' (i;) ; Is SO'-'* 'c. provender'
orig.

'

RV

'

'

(j-3.7,

%

c.

salted,

RV

mitre'

(-luv,

linen cloth

c.
•

'

'savoury'): Zee 3"'" Amer.

AV

'fair');

Mt 27»»

'a

yin^jeh and

ii. 521, ed. 1879.
it$ lieinaint, passim

Layiird,

Schlifinann, Troja, ch.

i.

Iliiwlinson, Anf, Mon. i. ch. iv.
Layorii, Sinereh, U. 185 (cd. 18-19).

"

5.

of

In

heads

;

'

;

man are c. in his own eyes.'
Ac 18" Your blood be upon your own
I am c.,' the sense is guiltless, a very rare
a

'

Skene (1G09) says, Gif
for this word.
he be made quit, and cleane all his gudes salbo
under
CLEAR.
restored to him.' See

meaning

'

:

words (from

J.
orig.

Hastings.
meanings oj

Lat. claras) are ' bright,'
But the Eng.
'manifest,' 'famous.'
words early lulopted the moral sense of ' pure,'
'guiltless,' i)artly through the natural association
of these ideas, and partly through confusion with
the native words clean, cleanness. 1. Of the orig.

these

(1840X

et seq. (1&34).

Smith, ChaliifEnn account of Genesis.
Savce, RP, N. Ser. ii. iii. i». and v.; PEFSt, 1892-93. The
Vel el-Amarns tablets have been translated by Wincklcr (1896).
il

ways

lie

CLEAR, CLEARNESS.— The

Rawlinson, Anc. Man.

t

j

RV

always

that

(KaBapbs).

t

9

and

RV

in a moral sense. Job 15" 'What is
should be c. ?' 9** If I wash myself
with snow water, and make my hands never so c' j
15" 'the heavens are not c. in his sight'; 33' 'I
am c, without transgression'; Pr 16''' 'all the
'c.,'

man

'brilliant,'

;;
'

CLOlvE

CLEAVK, CLEFT, CLIFF, CLIFT

AV

meanings, we find in
(in aJd. to tlie mod. sense
of ' manifest') (a) Bi iyhtness, 2 S 23' I5y c. sliining
8"
I will darken the earth in the
after rnin ;
Zee 14' ' the light shall not he c.' (KV with
c. day
brightness'); Is ItC "like a c. heat uiion lierhs'
(H},
'like c. heat in sunshine'); Kev 22' 'c.
'briglit'); 21"
c. as
as crystal' {Xan-rpis,
so with 'clearness,' Ex 24'°
crj'stal {KprcrraWliUf)
'as it were the body of heaven in bis c' (KV 'the
very heaven for c.') ; 2 Es 2-' ' let the bliml man
c.' (KV 'glory'); (6)
come into the sight of
'

Am

'

'

'

'

KV

UV

'

:
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Nor

Rome.

is it likely that the former can have
A.D. 110, that is, about 50 jears after the
date of the Philippian Epistle, and before which
date we cannot well place the death of the Kom.
bishop.
Again, as proving the commonness of

lived

till

the name, it has been pointed out that Tacitus
alone mentions five Clements (Ann. i. 23, ii. 39,
XV. 73
Hist. i. 86, iv. 68).
(See Lightfoot on
Ph 4', and detached note p. 166 and the same
writer's Si. Clement of Home.)
G. Milligan.
;

;

my

Job 11" 'thine age (KV 'thy life')
shall be clearer than the noonday' (cp, KVm
arise above '). Cf. Wyclifs tr. of Wis 6'^ Wisdom

CLEOPAS

I'nl/i'ince,
'

'

is

cler' {Xafiirpos,

A

thing

AV

'glorious,'

KV

'radiant').

bright often because it is unspotted,
is easy to moral spotlessness.
fair
.see the transition taking place in Ca G'"
as the moon, c. as the sun ("C) and Kev 21" th i
city was pure gold, like unto c. glass' (KaSapus,
K\ 'pure'). 2. Purity, innocence, I's 51* 'that
thou mightest be ... c. when thou judgest' ('J!);
Gn 24"^ *' '" thou shalt be c. from my oath (ifjj)
Sus *• I am c. from the blood of this woman
{ieC'oi)
2 Co 7" ' ye have ai)prove(I yourselves to
be c. in this matter' (i.-yt>!)i). In this sense only is
the verb used, Ex 34' 'that will by no means c.'
[the guilty] = >'u 14'» ; Gn 44'« 'how shall we c.
ourselves
(p'us") 2 Co 7" what clearing of yourselves' (diroXiry/a).
And in this sense there is a
clearly,' Job 33'
solitary instance of the nse of
my lips shall utter knowledge c' (ti;,
speak
sincerely'), with which cf. Tillotson (1694),
L)eal

of

(KXtiira?).— Only

Lk 24" whether
;

to

idciitilied with Clopas ot Jn 19^
10^ etc., see AXPHi£US and

and Alphaeus
Bretur£N of

Mt

THE Lord.

is

whence the transition

We

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

':

'

;

'

'

RV

'

'

'

and imjiartially with yourselves.'
.1. Hastings.
CLEAVE, CLEFT, CLIFF, CLIFT.—There are
two verbs to cleave distinct in origin and meanclearly

'

'

Cleave, to split asunder, clave, cloven.
But
(2) Cleave, to aiihere, cling, cleaved, cleaved.
the one lias afl'ected the other so as to cause some
ctmfusioQ. Thus c. = to split, has also a past ptcp.
cleft, Mic 1* 'the valleys shall be cleft'; ami c. =
to stick, has the quite irregular past tense clave,
more common in
than any other form of either
verb.
Clift, meaning a fissure or crevice, is a word
of distinct origin from either verb.
It occurs in
A V Ex 33^ ' I will put thee in a clift of the rock
8j>d Is 5"° ' under the clifts of the rocks.'
In other
places where it occurs in mod. edd. of
it is
spelt cleft (and
so spells it in these passages)
through confusion with the verbr^vfoe, ' to split.'
Thus Ca 2", Jer 49'«, Ob », Is 2=' (KV 'caverns').
G".
In Dt 14' ' Every beast that partetli the
hoof, and cleaveth the cleft into two claws' (lit.
' cleaveth
the cleft of the two hoofs '), the word
•cleft' no doubt means the division of the hoof,
but it is formed directly from 'cleave' in imitation
of the Ileb. (cf. Lv 11' nps vcy t'Ci-"), the division
or toe of the hoof being properly represented by
'claws.' This word 'clift' has been further confused witli cliff, a steep face of rock ; whence in
Job 3i»« it is .spelt 'clifr* in mod. edd. of
(1611
ing.

be

(1)

AV

'

AV

KV

Am

'rlift.s,'

KV

occurs once,
7.ii{rh;p,

AV

The word 'clill' itself
2 Ch 20" they come up by the c. of
'clefts').

'

RV

'ascent').

J.

Hastings.

CLEMENT (K\:)/i7;s), a fellow-labourer with St.
Paul lit I'hiliiipi (I'll 4'). It was commonly held
In the earlj- Cliurch tliat this C. is to be identified
witii Clemens Komanus, one of the first bishops
of Home, who wrote the well-known Epi-ille to
the Church of Corinth (cf. Orig. In Joan. i. 29;
Eus.
iii. 4).
But, though in the absence of
fuller information it is impossible to say for certain, there are serious ditticullies both as to (dace
and time in accepting this view. Thus we hear of
Kt. Paul's fellow-lalwarer in connexion only
inly with
I'hilippi, while the ether C. is (us."^ciattcil with
VOL. I.
2Q

HE

—

CLEOPATRA

—A

(KXfoTrdr^,

female

'

sprung from a famous

name

of great antiquity
(Apollod. ii. 1. 5 //. ix. 556), and very common in
the families of the Ptolemies and Seleucida;.
In
1.
daughter of Antiochus the Great.
B.C. 193 she was married to Ptolemj' Epiphanes,
of
Cu;le-Syria
her
with the taxes
and Pal. as
father').

;

A

dowry (Jerome ad Dan. 11" Jos. Ant. Xll. iv. 1
App. Syr. 5; Liv. xxxvii. 3; Polyb. xxviii. 17).
;

;

Alter her husband's dea*h she ruled with vigour aa
regent for her son until her own death, in B.C. 173.
2. A daughter of Cleopatra and Ptolemy Epiphanes. She married in B.C. 17S her own brother
Ptolemy Pliilometor (Ad. Est 11';, jnd afterwards
her second brother Ptolemy Physcon (Liv. xlv. 13;
Epit. 59 Justin, xxxviii. 8). Sne greatly favoured
the Jews in Egypt (Jos. c. Apion. ii. 5), and encouraged Onias iv. in the erection of the temple
at Leontoiiolis (,Jos. Ant. Xlll. iii. '2).
3. A daughter of Cleopatra and Ptolemy Philometor. In B.C. 150 she was given in marriage by
her father to Alexander Balas (1 Mac 10"- *" ; Jos.
Ant. XIII. iv. 1). When Balas was driven into
Arabia she became (B.C. 146) at her father's
bidding the wife of his rival, Demetrius Nikator
(1 Mac 11 '2; Jos. Ant. XIII. iv. 7; Liv. Epit. 52).
Whilst Demetrius was detained in captivity
amongst the Parthians, she married (B.C. 140) his
brother, Antiochus Sidetes (Jos. Ant. XIII. vii. 1).
Sidetes died in B.C. 128
but when Demetrius,
after his restoration, sought helj) from Cleopatra,
she refused to see him, and possibly instigated his
murder (Jos. Ant. Xlll. ix. 3; Justin, xxxix. 1;
Liv. Ejiit. 60).
Ajip. Syr. 68
Her son, Antiochus
Giypus, became king through her influence but,
being detected in treason, she was compelled to
take poison in B.C. 120 (Justin, xxxix. 2).
;

;

;

;

A

native of Jerus., and wife of Herod the
Ant. xvii. i. 3). She was the mother of
Philip, telrarch of Itura'a (Lk 3').
R. W. Moss.
and
instead of mod.
CLOKE, so in both
mi'il,
•i^ijv'
simlah,
I^dTioi", (rroXii,
etc.
cloak (S'l'O
The cloke was
etc., Arab, jubheh, ah6n\ etc.).
the ordinary upper garment worn over the coat
(ki'thOncth).
The two occur together in MtS*", Lk
6^.
The prominent meanings in these dili'erent
terms are those of spaciousness, length, ornament,
envelopment.
Hence they are used to represent
clothing in general, and translated 'apparel,'
'garment,' 'raiment,' 'vesture,' and metai)horically aa the cloke of zeal (Is 59") or the robe oi
righteousness (Is 61"). In size and material it
varied according to age and sex, the class and
occupation of the wearer as shepherd, tradesman,
jiriest, prince.
In shape it miglit be sewn up to
liave the surplice fonii of the robe of the eplioil (Ex
39^), or be worn loose and open, like a Geneva
gown or Spanish cloak. It was the garment' not
to be kept as a forfeited pledge (Ex '22 ', Dt 24'^|,
the 'garment' of Joseph in Potiphar's house (Gn
39'''').
It is the equivalent of
mantle,' robe.' a»
4.

Great

(Jos.

AV

RV

—

;

:

'

'

'

'

CLOPAS

CLOUD

the robe that Jonathan gave to David (1 S 18^),
Saul's cut robe (1 S 24*), Samuel's robe (1 S 28'*),
the 'best robe' of tlie parable (Lk 15--).
The cloke
of 2 Ti 4" (^cXAktjs) may have been a light mantle
like a cashmere dust-cloak, in which the books and
parchments were wrapped. The use of cloke in
1 Th 2° (T/)i0affis), 1 P 2'" (fViKdXu/i/ia) is general for

Sucli attention to the clouds is in fact not held
high repute as the Arab proverb says, The
man who will not work becomes an astrologer.'
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covering, excuse.

CLOPAS (AV

See Dress, under me'il.
G. M. Mackie.
Cleophas) is named only in Jn

ToD KXwTra.
Mapid/ti
As to his identity
Alpha;us and Brethren of the Lord.
J9-'

7)

CLOSE
kept

it

Lk 9" they

in the sense of secret occurs

c, and told no man'

see

'

{iaiyriaat',

RV

'they

held their peace'). Cf. Pref. to 1611, How shall
they understand that which is kept close in an
unknown tongue?' The 'close places' of 2 S 22**
= Ps 18" are castles or holds, places shut in with
high walls, and so deemed safe. Cf. More (1529),
'

'

aJ close religious houses.'

J.

HASTINGS.

CLOSET (from Lat. claudere, through Fr. closet,
dim. of clos, an enclosed space '). Any private
apartment, as Shaks. Jul. Cses. III. ii. 134^

—

'

*

But here's a parchment with the
I

found

Hamlet, u.

it

'

As

I

was sewing:

in

;

my closet

The

king's private secretary was called 'clerk of
the closet.' Closet occurs Jl 2'° (nsn fr. .irn 'to
cover,' prob. of the bridal tent, used also of the bridegroom's c, Ps 19»); Mt 6«, Lk 123 (^y 'inner
chamber.' Gr. rane'iov, properly 'a storeroom,' as in
Lk 12**: 'store-chambers,' says Plummer in loc.,
'are commonly inner-chambers, secret looms, esp.
In the East, where outer walls are so °asily dug
through'). See House.
J.Hastings.

CLOTH, CLOTHING.—See Dress.

CLOTHED UPON in 2 Co 5= has been chosen
to express the force of the {iri in iwcvbiofiai (only
here in NT), to put on something in addition to
what is already on. In Jn 21' Peter ' girt his coat
(iirtvovTqi) about him,' without which he was
•naked,' that is, had on only the light undergarment, perhaps only the loin cloth. See Dress.
*

CLOUD

(iji;

'dnAn

;

v((poi).

—

J. Hastings.
Much of the precious

and beautiful thought of the Bible is written on
the clouds, and in the sky of Syria this writing of
religious symbolism and moral teaching is as readable to-day as the inscriptions engraved on Assyrian
brick or Egyptian granite. Though the Hebrews
had various names for clouds, it is probable that
their knowledge of the weather, like that of the
modern Syrians, was confined to such general ami
obvious ointB as the <lirection of the wind and the
1

deeper flame of the evening sky. This indillerence
is partly due to the uniformity of the climate, with
its recognized season of rainfall from Oct. to April,
and of sunshine from Maj' to Sept. Forecasting
the changes of the weather would also be ditiicult
on account of their suddenness in that narrow
land of mountains and valleys, with a desert on
one side and the sea on the other. Except to the
fishermen of Galilee, and the husbandmen at the
time of sowing, the interpretation of the signs of
the skv was a matter of small importance. Further,
the Moslems, who generally i)reserve most of the
ancient piety of the land, disapprove of criticising
the weather, as savouring of irreverence.
Any
pointed reference to the weather or inquiry about
It usually finds a Syrian surprised and unprejiared
for comment, as it is a matter out of the usual

Toond of his salutations.

'

:

I.

Clouds as an Indication of Kain.— 1. 'A

—

cloud rising in the West' (Lk 1'2'*). The rainy
quarters are W. and S.W.
Hence Gehazi was
told (1 K 18") to look toward the sea for the first
sign of rain.
He saw wli.it is still often seen at
the end of Sept., when the dry summer season is
about to end in the early rain, namely, a small
cloud of cool ashy-grey colour rising over the
It is the first token that a
glittering horizon.
strong steady S.W. wind has set in, and will carry
In a few hours the sky
everything before it.
becomes a course of swiftly moving black clouds,
which congregate in dense masses on the mountains, and before long the storm breaks with a
grand prelude of thunder peals .and incessant
2.
Clouds of the latter rain
flashes of lightning.
(Pr 16"). Such is the king's favour. This refers to
the light showers in March and AprU. These do not
atiect the deep roots of the fruit trees, which depend
on the more continuous winter rains, but they refresh the ripening fields of barley and wheat, delaying the harvest, and causing the ears to mature into
a heavier crop in May and June. 3< Clouds of dew
The season is
in the heat of harvest' (Is 18'').
here the autumn harvest of fruits, when unusual
moisture in the sky, or a wandering shower, is an
unwelcome phenomenon, causing withering heat in
the vineyards and feverish symptoms among the
people (see, however, Del. ad loc). 4. 'Heat by the
shadow of a cloud' (Is 25'). This is most likely an
allusion to the prostrating wind from the Syrian
desert, S. and S.E., which covers the sky with hot
sand-clouds (Sirocco, from Arab, shirk, East). It
is this that gives the 'sky of brass' (Dt 28^), and
the 'cloud without water' (Jude v.'-).
'

—

'

seal of Cffisar

in his closet, 'tis his will ;*

77—

i.

in

—

—

II.

— It

Clouds as a Symhol of the Transitory.
a common phenomenon of the Syrian sky to

is

borne eastward by the sea-breeze,
suddenly and mysteriously dissolve as it encounters
the hot dry air of the inland district. The cloud
is something that melts and leaves no vestige of
see a cloud,

its existence.
The artistic appreciation of landscape did not exist in ancient times the thought
had not been expressed that the floating clouds
can lend their state and grace of motion to those
:

communion with them. The eye was
Thus the cloud
moral issues.
becomes a text on life's brevity (Job 7"). Such was
prosperity (Job 30").
In the same way, it repre-

who

live in

occupied

with

sents the deep reality of forgiveness (Is 44-^).
Such evanescence is tne special peculiarity of the
morning cloud, which appears at sunrise in the
It
valleys and melts away an hour afterwards.
was the moral emblem and historical epitome of
6*).
Its companions
were the chaff of the threshing-floor and the smoke
of the chimney (Hos 13').
In this conIII. Clouds as a Covering.
nexion the meaning passes from the screening of
the sun's rays (Ezk 32'), to imply shadow, obscurity,
and oblivion. Job prays that a cloud may rest
upon the day of his birth (Job 3°). Again (Job 38')
we have the majestic metaphor of the cloud as the
The
swaddling-clothes of the new-born world.
union of power and humility in the king, when
mercy seasons justice,' is likened to the bright
benediction of a morning witliout clouds in springtime (2 S 23<).

Ephraim and Judah (Hos

—

'

IV. Clouds a.s the Dwelling-place of thf
Etkunal.— The hifihest stratum of cloud-imagery

was reached when, in addition to what was merely
high and wonilerful and mysterious in nature,
clouds came to be recognized as a means of revelation the vesture of the divine presence, and the
'The bow in the
vehicle of the divine purpose.

CUAL

CLOUT
cloud' (Gn 9") was so far in the line of the old
astrology, which saw a divine meaning in the
heavens. The cloud {'dndn) seems here to mean
the whole circle of the sky hence yni'Unen, soothsayer cf. Arab, faldk aky,' /alaki 'astrologer.'
Throughout the Bible the cloud often appears as the
indication and emblem of God's pre.sence, power, and
protection. He keeps the rain-clouds suspended (Job
26").
He numbers, balances, commands them, and
has a pari]Ose in their inj-sterious spreadings and
motions (Job 36=» 37'" 38", Ps TS-^"). The cloud of
Jlis presence settled upon the mount, and left there
the light of His commandments.
In this form
His presence crowned the preparations of tlie
sanctuary, rested upon it when it rested, led its
marches in the wiltiemess, and reappeared in the
completed temple (Ex 13-" 40", 1 k 8'»). Clouds
are the chariot of God (Ps 104», Is 19', Ezk W),
and the dust of His feet (Nah 1'). The same
emblem of intercepted light, partial knowledge, and
hidden glory appears in N'l where a cloud closes
the story of the Incarnation (Ac 1"), and clouds are
the heralds of the Second Advent (Rev 1').
See
also Pillar,
G. M. Mackie.
:

'

;

,

CLODT.— As subst. Jer 38" " So Ebed-melech
took thence old cast clouts and old rotten rags,
and
said unto Jeremiah, Put now tliese old
cast clouts and rotten rags under thine armlioles
'

.

.

.

under the cords.' As vb. .los 9°
clouted upon their feet' (Anier.
Cf. Shaks. 2
'

Henry

VI. IV.

ii.

'

oki

RV

shoes and
'patched').

195—

Spare none but such as go in clouted shoon

;'

diligence they should use in the expedition of
matters.' The word is Celtic, and came in early,
bit Wyclif, in Jos 9°, has 'sowid with iJatchis.'

Hastings.
CLDB (Job 41» RV).—The 'club' was a common
weapon among shepherds. See Hand-STAVES and
al-w under Uart (Heb. shebhet).
J.

or club of iron {shebhr.t
barzel, Ps 2") was carried by kings, as seen in the
Assyr. reliefs in the Kouyunjik Gallery, B.M.,
esp. the 6gure of Assur-na?ir-pal.
Cf. Is 10° 'Ho
Assyrian, the rod (shebhe() of mine anger.'
W. E. Barne-s.
CNIDUS (KWioj), a city of Caria, a Dorian
colony, was situated at the extremity of a narrow
peninsula which juts far out towards the W. into
the .I'^gean Sea.
In this situation it was the
dividing point between the western and southern
coast of Asia Minor.
Hence a coasting vDvage
westward along the southern coast of Asia >finor
came to an end ofT C. and from thence the ship
had to begin a new period and method in its course
towards Rome (Ac 2V).
The city was situated
partly on the peninsula, partly on a small island
off tne peninsula on its south side; the island
was connected with the mainland by a causeway
in ancient times, and is now joined to it by a sandy
isthmus. There were two excellent harbours at
C, one of which could be closed by a chain. Like
Chios (winch see), C. had the rank of a free city.
It contained Jewish inhabitants as early as the
2nd cent. (I Mac IS-^" see Caria, Delos).
rod,

sceptre,

;

;

LlTBRATlTRB.

of Ditcov.

at

fjalicamanmui,

etc.,

COAL

—The

(rhnf, d^s, .ipn,

variety, esp. in

AV

; AfSpai, ivSpaKtd).
of the words rendered
advisable to consider them
For philological details the

^1,
uT,

'coal in
makes it
separately, first of all.
lexicons must be consultcil.
'

ring seventeen times.

i^nv"

and

qlmving fuel,

It designates

sometimes found in the full
fire,' or
burning coals of fire.'
Its special meaning is well seen in Pr 26^" (RV
eiTibers), where it evidently denotes burning, as
contrasted with fresh unbumt fuel (see Peham
below).
In Pr 6=», Is 44>9 47>'', Ezk 24" it is used
of a tire in reference to such ordinary etlects as
burning, baking, warming, boiling. In 2 S 14' it
describes figuratively the life of a family as
embodied in the last surviving member of its line
(Vulg. scintilla).
In 2 S 22»- " and the parallel Ps
18*-'-, and also in Ezk 1" 10^ 'coals of fire' are
associated with the manifestation of God, the
em/icrs,

live

expressions

'

is

coals of

'

reference being to lightning, or to the elemental
fires from which lightning is supposed to proceed.
Gahelcth occurs in Job 4P' in a inet.aphor (similar
to that in Ps 18 above) descriptive of the fiery
breath of leviathan.
In Ps 120^ we find ' coals of
broom (cnh, genista monospemui, not Juniper,
which see) used to denote either the punishment of
the false tongue's speech, or its devouring character,
the embers of the plant in question being known
In
to retain their heat for a specially long time.
Ps 140'" 'coals of fire' form one of the punishments
of the wicked, as also in the famous figure of
retribution by kindness in Pr 25^, repeated in
'

NT

Ro

12-".

2.

Pchnm(ljXX /(rxipa, ivBpa.^ Vul^. carbo, pruna)

In the passage
referred to above (I'r 2G''") it clearly means unburnt
44'54'", however,
coals put on live embers.
In Is
the reference is to the live coals used in smiths'
work. In Ps 11', if the conjectural reading •?cs
(for c'-5) be correct, we have' coals of fire' (so

AVm)

rained on the wicked, along with brimstone,
instead of the less congruous snares, fire,' etc.
3. Rizpah is found twice, in the phrases
a cake
baken on the coals' (I
19°), and 'a live coal
from oH' the altar' (Is 6"). It is probable that in
both cases the word means a hot stone (RVm). In
the latter,
has it>$pai and Vulg. calculus, while
^Kpv<plat
in the former both V.SS are less literal
d\vpel-n]f, Vulg. subcinerici^is panis), with a general
allusion to the process of Baking (which see).
coal in AV, Ca 8'
i. Reshfph is twice ren<lered
'

'

K

.

.

.

LXX

(

'

LXX

'

Vulg. lampas, RV flash '), Hab3'
omits the subject in clause b, Vulg. diabolus,
'burning disea.ses,' RV fiery bolts'). The
word occurs elsewhere in OT (I)t 32", Job 5', Ps
76' 78'*), and means 'a pointed, darting flame.'
In
Dt and Hab it seems to denote the fiery bolts by
which J" was imagined to produce pestilence or
fever' (Driver).
In connexion with this it is
suggestive that Resheph appears to have been the
name of a Phoen. fire-gotl. He is referred to as an
Asiatic deity in inscriptions found in Egypt and
elsewhere, particularly in certain bilinguiu (Gr.
and Phcen.) ones in Cypnis, where he is identified
with Apollo. (For this noint see the note in Driver,
Dcut.Mi. 367, 3G8, and tne authorities there given.)

(LXX
(LXX

TcplTrTepov,

'

AVm

'

'

5.

Slichor is
of the

tr.

'

coal

in

'

La

4*.

The

literal

blackness (RVm).
carbuncle To 13", Sir .^2") means
6. di-ffpaf (tr.
'coal in Sir 8" {ivOpcKa^ d^iopruiXoD), Ro 12''*' (from
Pr 2.5=2). i^OpaKii is found in Sir II*", 4 Mac 9*,
Jnl8'»21».
Co.il
therefore is, strictly speaking, a correct
rendering only of qnhclcfh and pc/irnn and their
G'ffi^i/c/A may denote the glowing
Gr. equivalents.
embers of any kind of fuel (wood, bones, etc., Ezk
24"), but by it and pclntm, apart from their ])oetio
and figurative use, we are generally to understand
charcoal, which is a common artidi; of fuel in the
E., and in the prejiaration of wlii<h the forests of
Pal., as well as those of other districts, are rapidly

meaning

word
'

'

'

liixt.

and TravtU and Didcoo. in the Lfvant, HuperHcdes
older dMcription*.
\V. M. liAMSAY.

Cnuiiu.
all

— Newton,

Gahdcth (LXX uniformly d^Opai, Vulg. jiruna,
is the most frequently used, occur

1.

carbo, scintilla)

occurs three, perha]is four, times.

and Latimer, Serm. p. 110, 'Paul yea, and Peter
too, had more skill in mending an old net, and in
clouting an old tent, than to teach lawyers what

The
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'

is

'

'

'

COAST

COCKLE

disappearing. The subject of fuel will be more
fully dealt with under Fire.
True mineral coal has not been found in Pal.
proper, where tlie geological formation as a wliole
The rocks of the carboniferous period, if
IS recent.
they exist, are not near the s>irface. Two strata
of this age, however, have been reco^inized.
Tliey
are those known as the Desert Sandstone and the
Wady Nasb limestone, but they are not accompanied by any coal. Coal of an inferior quality
lias been found at Sidon, and coal-mining was also
carried on for a time in Lebanon, but was abandoned
after some 12,000 tons liad been extracted (Conder,
Tent Wark in Pal. ii. 326. For the geology of Pal.
see Il\ill, Survey of W. Pal. and the literature there

Aristophanes calls it a Persian bird.
for a cock.
It may have been introduced into Pal. before it came
Nevertheless, unless in this doubtful
to Greece.
passage, it is not mentioned in OT.
Commentators have tried various other renderings ol
barbiirSm, as swcns, guinea fowls, geese, capons,
and flitted fish. But these are pure conjectures.
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mentioned, pp.

James Patrick.

5, 6).

COAST (Lat. costa, rib, side) is now confined to
the sea-shore, but formerly was used of the side of
any person, place, or thing, and in
is freq.
used lor the border or neighbourhood of any place,
2"
Thus Mt
sent
inland or other.
Herod
forth, and slew all the children that were in Bethlehem, and in all the coasts thereof.'

AV

'

.

.

.

• 't would
be unreasonable,' says Lig^htfoot {On a Fresh Revision?, p. 104), ' 'o expect the English reader to understand

when St.
MvaiTi^ixa. u-hr,)

Paul passes "through the upver coasts" (ri
on bis way to Ephesus (Ac 19i), he does in fact
traverse the hi;^h land which Ues in the interior of Asia Minor.
Again, in the gospels, when he reads of our Loni \isiting '* the
coasts of Tyre and Sidon " (Mt 1521, jik 73'), he naturally thinks
of the sea-board, knowing these to bo maritime cities, whereas
the word in one passa^^e stands for /*5oti " parts," and in the
other for tpiec "borders," and the circumstances sugc<»8t rather
the eastern than the western frontier of the region. ADd perhaps also his notions of the geography of Pal. may be utterly
^on^lsed bv reading that Capernaum is situate " upon the zi^K)a3t"(Mt*18).'
J. HASTIkSS.
that

COAT (n}h5 kSthdneth, x"'<i»'), made of cotton,
linen, fine wool, and probably silk.
The ^:ltzizzl\
of home-life and ordinary work, worn under the
3loak and over the undershirt, or sheet (I'"?;), and
sometimes instead of it, drawn tightly round the
waist by belt or girdle, in shape like a dressingpo^^•n or cassock (see Dress, imder kcthineth).
It
IS the coat of Joseph (Gn 37'), of the priests (Ex
28*, Lv 8"), of women's dress (Ca 5»), of Christ (Jn
19^), of the disciples (Mt S", Lk 6»).
Coat is
translated ' garment in 2 S IS'*- '», Ezr 2«^ Neh
'
7™, Jude ^
clothes' in
robe in Is 22='.
The coat of 1 S 2'*, the annual present to Samuel,
was a woollen cloak (mS'il) that of Jn 21', fisher's c.
{iTrefSiiTT]!), would be a large cloak for covering in
public and protection at night, the fisherman
merely wearing a large apron or waist-clotli when
busy with the net. The coat of Dn 3'-',
hoscn
Arab, sirw&l), was the skirt-trousers of
C'S-iS,
Persian costume.
Coat of Mail.— See Brigandine and Breastplate.
G. M. Mackie.
'

;

Mk W^

'

'

;

;

RV

COCK

(i\iicTup,

alertor, rjalhts).

— The

K
HY

domestic

fowl may be the bird mentioned 1
4^, c-ii-13 bnrhurim, and tran.'slated in
and
fatted fotcts.
It is not unlikely that Solomon, who had commerce with the far E., and inijjorted peacocks and
apes from Ophir 1 K 10'-"-), might have brought barnyard fowls from the same direction. The original
stock of these fowls is usually supposed to be indigenous in farther India and China. Gnlhis gignnteits,
of Malacca, seems to be the feral state of some of
the larger tame breeds, and G. hnnkiva, of Java,
which is regarded by many as specifically the same
as G. ferriiffineit.1, the juvrjle fowl, is supposed to
be the parent of our ordinary poultry. In India,
poultry have been domesticatea from the earliest
times.
But no representation of them is found
on the Egj'ptian monuments. Pindar mentions the
cock, and Homer names a man 'AX^/crwp, the word

AV

(

The Konians were very mucdi given to raising
fowls, both for food ana for cock-fighting.
The
Mishna states that cocks were not allowed in
Jerus., for fear of polluting the holy things.
But there is rabbinic evidence that the Jews kept
fowls.
The Romans and other foreigners also kept
them.

NT

in connexion with
The cock is mentioned in
Peter's denial of Christ (Mt 26"-" etc.).
Cockcrowing (Mk 13^) refers to the habit of crowing
before the dawn. This is the second cock-crowing
(Mk 14*"), the first being at midnight, but less
certain or less heard than the second. Hence the
other evangelists speak of the crowing of the cock
without specifying tliat it was to be a second one
In point of fact,
(Mt 26**, Lk'22^, Jn 135^).
cocks crow somewhat irregularly at intervals in
the night. The hen is alluded to (Lk 13") with
reference to her motherly care of her brood, with
which the Saviour compares his solicitude for

G. E. Post.

Jerusalem.

COCKATRICE.— See Serpent.

COCK-CROWING

{i\(icTopo(pui>la,

Mk

J3»).—See

Cock, Time.

COCKER

Sir 30» '0. thy child, and he shall
thee afraid,' that is 'pamper' (Gr. Ti6i)viu>,
nurse, suckle). Cf. Shaks. A ing John V. i. 70—

make

'

Shall a beardless boy,

A cocker'd silken wanton, brave our fields?*
and Hull (IGll) 'No creatures more cocker their
young than the Asse and the Ape.' The word is
not found earlier than the 15th cent. Its origin is
J. HASTINGS.
obscure.

COCKLE

(nv^xy bo'shdh, /Sdrot, spina).— The last
of the second member of a parallelism (Job
31"), ' instead of wheat let thistles grow, and instead
of barley, cockle.' The signification of the parallel
word nin h6ah is general, brier or bramble. Therefore this word should be general. And as the first

word

harmful, the second should be the same. The
root of the word is b'.x3 = stink,' hence the
stinking weeds,
marginal renderings,
noimme weeds, suit the case well. There is no
want of such in the Holy Land. There are a
number of ill-smelling goose weeds, Solanum nigrum, L., Datura Stramonium, L. (the stink-weed i^ax
excellence), D. Metel, L., and several fetid arums,
and henbane, and mandrake. Neglected fields are
overrun by the host of thorny and unsavoury weeds
which atllict the farmer in all parts of Pal. and
Syria.
Some have thouglit that bo'sh&h means
There is,
ergot or smut or Inint, and others tares.
is

'

AV

RV

however, no ground for this.
word from the same root, dVx? b^Hshlm
(Is 5'-*), is tr. in
and RV wild grapes.
The context and the etymology are against this

A

AV

rendering.
The terrible judgment pronounced
against thevineyard (vv.'-')miglit seem unjust if the
product were simply inferior. The contrast must
be as sharp as in v.' between judgment and
oppression, between right eousne.is and the cry 0}
the oppressed.
should therefore look for some
ill-smelling fruit, having some resemblance to a
grape, and occurring in vineyards. Such plants
are Solanum nigrum, L., and its congeners S.
mini'itum, Berb., and S. villosum. Lam., called in
They are of
Arali. 'inab-edhdhib, wolf's grapes.

—

We

)

;

'

CODEX

COLLEGE

a heavy narcotic odour, and poisonoos, and prow

above passages the word has the article, some have
inferred that an 'argdz was an apjiendage to every
cart ('(((//id/rtA), but this is not necessary (Driver,
Heb. Text of Sa7n. p. 43 f.). The argAz appears to
have been a small chest which contained (?) the
golden figures sent by the Philistines as a guiltottering.
(Cf., however, the LXX, and see Wellbausen and Budde on the text of the passage.
J. A. Selbie.
COFFIN.— See BuRlAL.

commonly,

vineyards.
Celsius sujiposes
aconite; but the latter is not found south of Anianus,
and hence would not be known to the readers of
Isaiah.
It is [lerhaps better to regard bi'iishim as
itinking fruits in general, and bo's/uih as stinking
G. E. Post.
weeds.
in

the

CODEX.-See

K,

A, B, C,

D

;

also

TEXT.

C(ELE-SYRIA (Ko/Xt; ^vpla, 'hollow Syria') was
the name L'iven under the Seleucids to the valley
between

tlie

Am

COGITATION (Dn 7=», Wis I2'», Sir 17").— Not
the action of thinking, but the thought itself. Cf.
Hobbes 162S) Being terrified with the cogitation,
that not any of those which had been formerly
sent had ever returned.'
J. HASTINGS.

Lebanons (I'olj-b. i. 3; Dionysius,
900), and this restricted meaning is
Es 4*'. The same restriction appears

Perieg. SOU,
retained in 1
1', where, however,
in

'

the valley of

Aven

'

'

(which see) cannot be certainl3' identilied with
Ccele-Syria,
'The valley of Lebanon' (Jos 11"
12') denotes the same district.
Strabo (xvi. 2)
confines the term to this valley in describing the
boundaries of the separate parts of Syria but he
also uses it more widely as covering the whole of
Syria of l)amascus.' Theophrastus;
PfSTC!!; or

COIN.—See Money.

COL-HOZEH
COLIUS (A

'

too (Hist, plant, ii. 6. 2; see also ii. 6. 8), e.\tends
the name to the valley of the Lower Jordan, and
in ii. 6. 5 to the neighbourhood of the Ked Sea.
Under the later Seleucida> it almost loses geogr.
limitations altogether, and becomes a convenient
name for a political division of the empire, the
central valley always being included, out the
boumlaries being extended or contracted with
every change in the relative influence of the local
governors.
For some time I'hcenicia and CoeleSyria include between them the whole of the
southern part of the Seleucid kingdom, and the
latter term covers the entire district E. and S. of
Lebanon. The term is so used ia 1 Es 2"- •** ^ 6-'*
7' 8"', 2 Mac .S' i* 8» 10"
and the relation between
the two provinces is so close that a single governor
generally sufiices for both.
In 1 Mac 10"" the
settlement of Jewish afl'airs is entrusted almost as
a matter of course to the governor of Coele-Syri.-i,
and in 2 Mac 3"" Jcrus. is expressly reiircsented
In later times Jos. {Ant.
as within that province.
XIV. iv. 5) wrote of the province as stretching from
the Euphrates to Egypt; and within it were the
Phil, coast towns of Kaphia (Jos. Wars, IV. xi. 5;
But he
Polyb. v. 80) and .loppa (I)iodor. xix. 50).
generally confines the term to the districts E. of the
Jordan, including Moab and Amnion [Ant. I. xi. 5
Ptol. V. 15), and admitting Scytliopolis (Bethshan)
because of its connexion with the Decapolis (Ant.
XIII. xiii. 2).
He mentions also si>eoiliially Gadara
(Ant. XIII. xiii. 3) as in the province, wliil.nt the
evidence of coins jilaces within it also the neighbouring towns of Abila and Philadelphia (Babbali)
and Stephen of Byzantium adds IJium, Gera.sa,
and Pbiloteria (Polyb. v. 70). Strictly, therefore,
the term does i.ot cover Judtea and Samaria, but
was made to do so when it was wished to ajwert or
In Jos.
enforce Syrian claims to those districts.
Ant. XII. IV. 1-4, in the time of Ptolemy Euergetcs,
the fi.scal system and prob. the entire ndniinistration of C. are distinct from those of Judiea ami
Samaria. In the civil wars between the sons of
Antiochus Grjpus (ii.c. 95-83), C, with l)ama.scus
5 rob. as its ciqiital, waa the name of a transordanic kingdom, .se]iarate from that of Syria
proper.
In li.c. 47 Herod was appointed by Sextus
Ca'sar (Jos. Ant. XIV. ix. 5; II'km, I. x. 8), and
again by Cassius in B.C. 43 (Jos. Ant. xiv. xi. 4
Wars, I. xi. 4), military governor of C.
but on
neither of these occasions did his ft[)pointnicut
carry the exercise of any authority within Judaea.
K. W. Mos.-!.
COFFER occurs only in I S 6«- "• ", and the Heb.
term (ipx,
9(iiia), of which it is the tr°, is also
found nowhere else. From the fact that in the
;

;

j

LXX

'seeing all').—

(nih-'??

time of Xehemiah (Neh 3"

in

;

;
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KiiXios,

B

A

Judahite

11°).

Kd^os),

Ea 9».— See

1

Calitas, Kelaiah.

COLLAR.— 1. The collars of Jg 8=« (rfs-pj) are
2. The ref. in
golden ear-drops, KV pendants.
Job 30'" is to the collar-band (nj) of the undergarment or coat [kcthuneth). In v." the symptoms
of high fever ar<j pierced bones and gnawing pains
hence in v.'" the complaint that his large outergannent or cloak (i?'3^), in which he vainly tried to
>leep, had become so completely soaked through
with the fever-sweats that it clung around him like
It is frequently assumed
tlie collar of his coat.
that the reference is to Job's emaciated condition,
which causes his outer garment to cling to him
like the neck of the close-fitting inner tunic.
Davitlson suggests that the idea may be that
through Job's writhing under his pains Lis clothes
Dillinann finds a
are twisted lightly about him.
reference to the unnatural swelling of Job's body
;

elcph.Tntiasis,

V)V

like

a

COLLECTION
of

his

till

collar.

nN;;'T

garment becomes tight
G. M. Mackie.

AV of

occurs in

[nias'eth),

and

in

1

Ch

24«- » as tr"
as tr° of \oyla
the reference is to

Co

2

16'

a drr'. Xe7.) [all]. In OT
the tax prescribed in Ex 30'^- " (P), and IIV more
suitably tr" 'tax.' The NT reference is to the
collection made by St. Paul in the Gentile Churches
KV retains the word
for the poor at Jerusalem.
and nUo substitutes 'collections' in v.* for
'gatherings' (where the same Gr. word occurs in
the plur. \oyl<u).
See COMMUNION 3, Triuute(login,

AV

MoNEV.

J.

COLLEGE

LXX

K

22"

A. Selbie.

2 Ch
Vulg.
This word properly denotes the
in scciind^i).
'second quarter' of the city; KV 'the second
quarter,' m. 'Heb. Mishneh' comp. AVra 'in
the second part' in 2 Ch ^i-' AVm. gives also ' the
I'lom Zeph 1'", where the term occurs
school.'
again (AV 'the second'), it appears that this
quarter of Jerusalem was not far from the Fishgate, which lay on the north or north-west of the
It was perhaps first enclosed
city (Neb '.¥ l^J'").
within the walls in the time of Mana.sseh (2 Ch
.33'^).
Probably the 'second tiuarter lay to the
west of the temple-mount, in the hollow between
this and the northern portion of the western bill,
It would thus occuiiy the upper
the modern Sion.
end of the Tyropccan Valley (comp. Jos. Ant. XV.
34'^-'

fj.ao.(java.l

(nj;'5;

;

—

Zcph

1'"

2

iitb riji

luiatyi;

Stirripas

;

—

j

'

xi. 5).

The Targ. Jonathan on 2

K

22'* rcmlers

by

n-j

hou.so of instruction.' This Jewish trailltion is clearly the origin of the rendering ' college
"<!/'"' •'•

'

COLLOP

COLOSSIANS

AV. It is doubtless due to the influence of
post-biblical Ileb. word Mishna, which, meaning originally repetition,' 5evT^pu(ns, came to signify
the doctrine of the law, and especially the oral

whole Lycus valley. Paul himself had not been
at Laodicea or at C. (Col 2i).
C, like Laodicea
(which see), stood on the most important route of
commerce and intercourse in the eastern part of
the Rom. Empire
it w-as therefore a place where
new ideas and new thoughts were always likely to
be simmering, and the new religion seems to liave
developed there with feverish rapidity, and not in
a direction that .satisfied St. Paul.
During his
first imprisonment in Rome, the report which was
brought to him by Epaphras of the religious views
and practices in C. called forth an Epistle, in which
he rebuked the tendency of the Colossians to stray
from the straight path imder the influence partly
of Judaism (observance of Sabhaths, etc.. Col 2"*;
circumcision hinted at, 2'i), and partly of a species
of theosophic speculation, which sought to find

454
ill

the

tlie

'

H. A. WuiTE.

law.

;

COLLOP. — A

collop is a slice of meat, but in
he
maketh coUops of fat on his flanks,'
it is used in the now obsolete sense
(except in
dialects) of ' a thick fold of flt'sh on the body as
evidence of a well-fed condition.'
Cf. Fuller,
Worthies, i. lOfi, Fat folk (whose collops stick to
tlieir sides) are generally lazy.'
J. HASTINGS.

Job

lu-"

•

.

.

'

COLONY.

—

Colony (KoXwi/Io, a literal transcript
well-known Latin designation) occurs in
NT only at Ac 16'-, where it is applied to
Philippi.
The Roman colonies belonged to three
periods and classes (1) those of the earlier republic
of

the

—

:

100 n.c. the burgess and Latin colonies,
served a.s curb fortresses and influential
Roman authority in conquered or
centres of
annexed territory
(2) those of the Gracchan
times
the agrarian colonies, provided as an
outlet for the starving and clamorous proletariat
of the capital
and (3) those of the Civil wars
and the Empire, termed military colonies, intended
for the reception and settlement of soldiers disbanded at the end of their service or at the close
While in the former classes the colony
of war.
was initiated by a formal law (/ex), and carried
out by a commission (generally of three), the
later, or military colony, was established simply
by the imperator, in the exercise of his imperium,
nominating a legate to give effect to his will. To
this latter class Philippi belonged.
It had already
received (as we learn from Strabo, vii. fr. 41) something of this character after the defeat of Brutus
and Cassius in tlie adjoining plain in the year
42 li.c. but its full organization as a colony was
the work of Augustus, who, having to provide for
his soldiers after the battle of Actiura (15.0. 31),
gifted to them (as we learn from Dio Cassius, li. 4)
cities and lands in Italy which had belonged to
partisans of Antonius, and transferred most of
the inhabitants thereby dispossessed to other
before

which

—

;

;

;

quarters, esp. to

Dyrrhachium and

Philippi.

The

thenceforth bore, in inscriptions and on
coins, the name Coloiiia Atiff. Jul. Philippi or
The community thus constituted
Philippensis.
possessed (Dig. 50, tit. 15, sec. 8) the privileged
position known to jurists as that of the ius Italicnm,
which apparently carried, in addition to the right
of freedom {libfirtas), and that of exemption from
poll-tax and tribute (immnnitas'), the right of
Imldiiig the soil in full ownership under the forms
(On the deof Unman law (ex inre Quiritittni).
velopment of the Roman colonial system, see
JIar(]iuirdt, Hamlh. iv. 427 ff., on the military
latter

colonies, pp. 449-50

Mommsen, CIL

III.

;

i.

and on Philippi

(KoXoffffoi)

—

attempt to express the ideas of Clu'istianity in the
terms and forms of the philosophic and religious
thought current in Phrygia and in Asia generally.
The Judaic elements in this Colossian development
of Christianity show that Jewish teachers had
visited it, and that Jewish religion and thought
had influenced the population
and from the
position of the city such influence is natural, and
Jewish traders had probably settled in it for commercial purposes (especially trade in the beautiful
wool of the peculiar colour called Colossiiins, perhaps dark purple). There is, however, no evidence
;

that an actual settlement of Jews at C. as colonists
by any of the Seleucid lungs ever occurred (as is
probable or certain at Laodicea, Tarsus, etc.,
which see); for such a settlement was considered
as a re-foundation, and was usually accompanied
by change of name. Again, the semi-Gnostic style
of Colossian speculation revealed to us by the
Epistle shows that the Lycus valley was the seat
of some philosophic activity, which had doubtless
its centre at Laodicea (which see), but extended to
the other cities.
The same kind of speculation
long clung to the valley, as Theodorct mentions
in the 5th century
and in the 9th and 10th
centuries Michael, the leader of the host of angels,
was worshipped as the great saint of C. (and of its
later representative Chonai), and a legend was told
of his appearance to save the city from a great
inundation. C. disappeared from history during
the 7th or 8th cent., being too much exposed
and it was
to the terrible raids of the Saracens
succeeded by Chona; (now called Chona.s), a fortress
about three miles farther south, in a lofty situatiim, with an impregnable castle upon the steep
slope of Mount Cadmus (summit 8013 ft.).
In 787
;

;

Bishop Dositheus took his title from C, but had
home in Chon;e (iirlffKovos KoXoo-o-ii' ^roi
Xupwv) but in 870 and 879 Samuel was bishop
(afterwards archbishop) of Chonje, and C. had been

his actual
;

practically forgotten.

p. 120.)

Wu.LI.m
C0LOSS./G

in particular,

demonic or angelic powers intermediate between
the supreme unapproachable God and human
beings,
a kind of speculation springing from an

P.

DICKSOX.

was an ancient

city

of

Pliryj;ia (very important in early history, dwindling in the later centuries as Laodicea waxed
greater), overhanging the river Lycus (a tributary
of the Marauder) on the upper part of its couree.
It was distant only about ten miles from Laodicea
and thirteen from Hierapolis and hence the three
cities funned a single sphere of missionary labour
for Epaphras, an inhabitant of C. (Col 4'-- ").
Churches were formed in these three cities at a
very early period, partly by the work of Epaphras,
but also through the work of Timolliy, who had
evidently come into personal relations with C.
(Col 1'), and probably of other preachers.
In
Rev 1" 3" the single Church of Laodicea must be
taken as representative of the Churches of the
;

"P>/ri;tlit, 1*9^.

''.V

Colossa; is a grecized form of a Phrygian word
(modified to give an apparent meaning in (ireek, as
and the native form
if connected with Ko\o(r<rds)
Hence the ethnic
was more like KoXavaal.
Ko\off<rati;s occurs in the (not original) title of the
Epistle, and in several Byzantine lists of bishops.
KoXoo-ffTji-is is the invariable ethnic on coins.
;

LiTERATrRE.— The exact

site

of C.

was

first

deterinined by

Hamiltuu. Iienearchen in A/tia Minor, i. p. !JOS Arundel and
travellers hud previously visited the modern C'honas.
and believed it to be C. The 'situation and history of C. and
Chonje are very fully described in Kamsay. Citiett and Binhojiric*
of Phrt/niit. chs, i.' and vi,, and C?t. in'thfi R-im. Emp. cli. xix.
;

otlu'r

W. M. R.V.MS AY.
"COLOSSIANS, EPISTLE TO THE.— This Epi-stle
forms one of a closely connected group of three.
It is linked on the one hand to the little letter
to Philemon by the group of personal salutations
t^li'ir'rf Srrilitter^i: S'"n.i

COLOSSIAXS

COLOSSIAXS

cominon

formulated metaphysical or cosraological

'the

The term

to the twu, and on the other to the Ep. to
Kphesiaiis' by a remarkable and intricate
community of contents, by the fact that the
two letters are entrusted to the same messenger
(4', cf. Eph (i-i), and probably by an express reference in the Colossians to the sister Epistle under
the title of "the Ep. from Laodicea' in 4'".
Arriiocsiill" AMI Datk.
The various quesI.
tions which have been raised during the present

—

cent, witli respect to the autliorship of tliis group
of Epp., and the particular stage in St. Paul's
first

imprisonment (assuming them

to

have been

written by him) to wliich they may be most suit^
ably assigned, can be best dealt with in conne-^ion
with the Ep. to the Kphes. (which see). For the
present it will be enough to say (1) that the admitted differences in language, .style, and, to a
certain e.'ctent, in doctrine, between this group of
Epp. and those of the central period, 1 and 2 Co,
Gal, Ko, are by no means sufficient to establish a
diversity of authorship
and ('2) that two facts,
(a) the conversion of Onesimus, who, as far as we
know, could hardly have had access to St. I'aul in
C;esarea, and (b) the remarkable development in
the doctrine of the Eoclesia, wliich marks Eph,
make it on the whole most probable that the
whole group was written from Rome shortly before
the outbreak of the Neronian persecution.
DErfTlNATlD.V.
II.
The situation of Colos-saj
and the chief elements in its population have
already been described (see Coldss.e).
It will be
enough here to notice that whatever may have
been the proportion of resident Jews in the place,
St. Paul treats the Church througiiout a.s specifically a Gentile Church (I-').
It is this fact which
brings them within his sphere of influence, and
explains the tone in which he addresses them.
The difficult and obscure references in 2^* rh xf'pA7Pa0oi/ 7015 Sdyfiafftv 6 ^v vnivavrlov rj^ilv^ and in 2^
to TO. crroixfro tou kIujiwv, both of which must refer
chiefly, if not excliLsively, to the law of Moses,
are not really inconsistent with this.
Language
of fundamentally the same import occurs in Gal
3--* 4^, esp. 4^ (tttwxo. ffTotx^ta oU irdXiv dvwdev dovXtOtrai WXere).
Before the coming of Christ the
only way by which a Gentile could enjoy the
privileges of the covenant people was by accepting
circumci.sion and submitting to all the ordinances
of the law.
St. Paul's language in the Epistle leaves no
doubt that the Clmrch at Colo.s.sie had not been
directly founded by him, and that he was pereonally unknown to the bulk of its members, though
individuals among them, such as Pliilemon, may
have met him during his long stay at Ephesus,
and have owed their conversion to him.
;

—

KAinnay'K Intt-rpretatioii of ra avujTtpiita uipit (Ac 10*) would
ninku il |>r<)l>ubl<* thiit St. I'liiil liiui luil, evun on h\s Ibinl
inisstormry Jonnii'y, traverse*! the vulley of the Lycu;*.
But in
any case there Is no lilnt of the existence of a i'hristlnn Church
in that locality at the ttine of that .iourney, and still less of any
evangelistic activity of St. Paul's there, anil so, by whatever
road St. PanI reached Efihestis. there is notliing in Ac Inconsistent with the obvious meanini^ of the Epistle.

and Coktents.—The object of this
to bring before the Colossians a true ideal
of Christian life and practice, ba.sed on a true conception of the relation of Christ to the universe
and to the Church.
It was occasioned by the
III.

Ep.

Ob.iect

is

appearance in Colossaj of a form of false teaching,
which, under the garb of a philo.sophy (2"), was
enticing men back to the trammels of an outward
asceticism. The practices to which reference is
made (2"''') are in some cases, perhaps in all, di.stinctively .lewish.
And it is probable that they
Were put forward as the gateway to a higher state of
I)urilication than that which w;us accessible to the
ordinary believer. It is uncertain to what extent
these practices were connected with any definitely
'

'
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tlieories.

'philosophy,' as Ilort hits shown {JmlaChristianity, p. P20ff.), does not necessarily
imply more than an ethical system.
Yet the
Colossians were in danger, actual or prospective
(23- *), of doctrinal error respecting the Person of
Christ.
And some of St. Paul's language regarding Christ's relation to
the principalities and
islio

'

powers' (l"- 21") would gain in point if we might
suppose that a speculative justification of the
'woi-ship of angels' had already been put forward,
involving
nature to

expressly

'either a limitation of His
sphere, or at most a counting
of
angels.'
On the other hand,
substantially similar language occurs in Eph 1-',
where there is no necessity to postulate any
polemic reference. And it is hard to believe that
St. Paul would have contented himself with this
indirect method of attack, if the error had already
taken such definite shape.
In any case there
seems no sufficient ground for postulating a
specifically Gnostic or Oriental (non-Jewish) influence on the Church at Colossi.
Above all, the
later Valentiiuan u.sage of nKvpuna throws back no
light on the meaning of the term in llie cardinal
passages in which it occurs in Col l'-' 2'-' and Eph

human
Him among the
tlie

3w 413
The key

12a

to the positive teaching of the Ep. is
be found in the conception of the
Person and the Work of Christ which it unfolds.
Over against the false philosophy, and as the
assurance of the perfect satisfaction of the genuine
human need of assistance in the attainment of
truth to which that philosophy appealed, St. Paul
sets the thought of Christ as the Image of the
Invisible God (1'^), the perfect manifestation in
human form of the Eternal Truth, ' the Mystery
of (Jod' (2-), in whom are hid all the treasures of
wisdom and knowledge. Did men aspire after a
new ideal of moral development ? Their aspirations were not in vain, because the fulness of the

certainly to

divine perfections had found a permanent embodi-

ment and home

in One who had taken our nature
upon Him, and borne and bears a human form
(2», cf. 1'').
Did they quail befon' •i" material
forces of this world's potentates thr' were arrayed

against them, or lose their holiJ ot tiie inherent dignity that belonged to them, as men in
the presence of the countless multitudes of the
hosts of heaven ?
There was no power in the
univer.se but from Him.
And He had revealed
upon the Cross the impotence of all the powers
that had set themselves in array to thwart His
purposes (2"'). The evil from which they were
longing to get free clung so clo.se that il might
seem almost an integral part of their being and
they were willing to submit to any di-scipline that
would .set llieni free. In the death of Christ they
could attain to the reality of that di'liverance from
the corruption of their nature which had been
foreshadowed by circumcision (2"), as they realized
the newness of life-which was theirs by union with
His resurrection.
The following analysis may help to bring out
the setiuence of thought, and to show how this
central conception is interwoven with the whole of
the Epistle.
;

.1.

The opening

section, ofler

tlie

salutation (vv.

.

'), Is

de-

voted to an elaborately exiianded thanksjrivin^ (•''-*<). St. I'aul
out for speeiai mention the ft-ultfniness Of the Ivnowied^'e
of tlie truth aiuonk' tlie Cidosstans as witnessed by their evanirellst Epaphras (•''-^l. and prays f*ir a further development,
s|ulni,'lnu' mini the siune source, to lake riraetleal ell'ect In waikInt: worthily of the Lord, as they (five thanks to the Eatlier fur
their deliverance from the power of darkness Into tlie kln^rdotn
of the Son of His love ("-'»). This reference to tlie Son leads to
a full, thouirh condensed, statement of tiie iillice of tlie Son
(lO In relation to the universe ns the source and Koal. and thu
present principle of coherence for all creation (I'-t?)^ anil
(>j) In relation to the Church as being, now in Ills risen state
sint'les

—

.
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not only tbo permanent home of all the divine perfections, but
also the source of an all-eaibracinff reconciliation by His death
(is-iO)^_a reconciliation the power of which the Colossians had
already experienced, and which woul<l not fail of its final conlunirn'ation if thev continued as they had benun, faithful adherents of the world-wide gospel, of which St. Paul was in a special
sense the minister.
B. This personal reference forms the startinp-point of the
second section of the Ep. (l"*-'-'^), in which St. Paul introduces
hiniseif to his correspondents, e.xplainintr his nniiiue position in
relation to the con.suninuition of the divine revelation, and his
etforts to brine the hearts of all men under the full power of its
influence (!=*-»). This will help them to understand the interest
that he takes in them and in their neifjhbours, even thoutrh
thev had never mot in the flesh, and also the ground i'or his
praVer for their enliuhtonment ('i'-*). This section closes with
a brief warning against some plausible deceiver, coupled with a
renewed assurance of his close sympathy with them, and his
joy in their constanc.v (*-^).
Ho passes now to a series of special exhortations and
warnings, which occupy two chapters (•2''-4»), and fall Into Ave
subdivisions.
(((1 The lirst of these (S"-"* is in its main purpose an exhortation to retain their hold on and to develop Into all its practical
consequences the personal relation to Christ which the gospel
As this was the point on which the
hiid made known to them.
Colossians liad most to fear from false teachers, the exhortation
(". ") is accompanied by an explicit warning t»), and a careful
statement of the grounds on which the Christian who grasps the
true conception of the Person of Christ is assured of a complete

C

moral development, and receives, by union in baptism with the
death and resurrection of Christ, the reality of that separation
fro[n his evil nature which had been foreshadowed by circumIn the light of this thought, the attractiveness of
cision (i^").
outward observances for the attainment of purity and the
necessitv for angelic mediation disapi)ear ('»-'»).
(6) lit the second subdivision (i»-S«) union with the death of
Christ is shown to be a deliverance from formal and material
restrictions, and union with His resurrection determines the
true sphere of Christian thought and life.
(c) The third subdivision develops the same thought in its
present practical application to moral etfort, with relation (1) to
the appetites and passions (the members on the earth) which
need to be done to death, and the evil habits which must be
and (2) to the new graces which the Chrisstri[>ped off (3^*1)
tian must seek to acquire i*^"), and the new principles by which
he should regulate his practice i}P-^'')
(8i»-4') applies the new principle
(d) The fourth subdivision
to the fundamental relations of family life, husbands and wives,
parents and children, masters and servants.
(«) The last ^ubrtivision (i"-*) contains an exhortation to perseverance in prayer, and to discretion in their relations with the
heathen world.
D. The letter closes with a commendation of the messengers,
Tychicus and Onesimus, by whose hands it was sent (-l^-*), and
a "group of personal salutations O**-^"^).
;

—

Now, if this be a true account
connexion between the different parts of

IV. Integrity.
of the

there is little room left for questioning
the substantial intejjrity of the document as it
has come down to us, least of all for any .such
theory as that of Holtzmann, even in the modified
form "proposed by von Soden, which requires us to
believe that its most characteristic christological

tlie letter,

—

])assages have been added by an interpolator.
letter must clearly be accepted or rejected

The

a
Holtzmann's theory no doubt deserves all
whole.
the respect which is due to honest and scholarly
workmanship. But it has failed to find support
even in the land in which it was produced. And
after Sanday's criticism of it in Smith's DB- no
useful end would be served by a detailed examination of

it

a.s

here.

There remains, however, the subordinate question

of

the intesrity of the

text.

And

here

it

is

by no means so easy to speak with confidence. In
one or two cases, notably in 2'* and ^, it is
difficult, if not impossible, to accept any of the

We

are therefore forced to
readings.
accept Hort's conclusion (App. p. 127), that 'this
Epistle, and more especially its second chapter,
appears to have been ill preserved in ancient
times.'
And it may well be, as Sanday ha.s suggested, that some of the harshnesses which have
led to suspicion of interpolation may be due to
primitive corruptions in the transmitted text.
attested

—

Of Eng. Coinm. the most complete
whose conclusions should, however, be

is that of
carefully
ChviittianHij,
cheeked bv reference to the sections in Jndaitttic
In which flort examines minutely into the characteristics of tlie

T.iTEKATi'RE.

I-i::litfool.

teaching prevalent at Colossae. Other commentaries :—
Harrv, .1. LI. Davies, H. C. G. Moide, Alexander Maclaren : and
(Oerinan) I>e Wette. Ewald, Lange. Meyer. See also Pfleiderer,
rrchriKtentfiiit/i, I'iSS; von Soden tin Jahrb. f. prot. Theol.
Holtzmann, Krit. d. Epk. ».
IS'.l.i, pp. :VJii It'.. 4'J7 ff., 6T2 ff.)
Kolimxerhrieff : Weizsackcr. Apoi^t. Age. i. 2ls, ii. 240 If., 383,
ayi, and refer to the Literature at end of Ei'iiksi.vns.
fal^e

;

J. O. F.

COLOUR

Mdkrat.

used in the sense of 'pretence' or
'pretext,' Ac 27*' 'under c. as though they wouUl
have cast anchors' {ix€\\6in-uiv iKTclyem) and 2 Mac
3" under a c. of visiting the cities
(ttJ (^(piirei is
is

,

'

'

^^oSfi/ffwr).

pack

but

Cf. Greene (1592) 'You carry your
for a coulour, to shadow your other
J.

villainies.'

Hastings.

—

COLOURS. In his Juventus Mttiidi (p. 540)
Gladstone sums up the main conclusions of his
investigations into the sense of colour in Homer
(cf. Studies on Homer and the Hamerie Ar/e, iii.
' 1.
His perceptions of colour, considered
457 ff. )
as light decomposed, though highly poetical, are
2.
His perceptions of
also very indetermiuate.
light not decomposed as varying between light
and dark, white and black, are most vivid and
effective. .3. Accordingly, his descriptions of colour
generally tend a good deal to range themselves in
a scale (so to speak) of degrees rather than of
kinds of light.' Very much the same may be said
Even in
of the colour-sense among the Hebrews.
Mesopotamia the colours used in the painting and
enamelling of walls were only some five or six in
number, and were used for effects of brilliance
rather than of actual representation of natural
coloured objects (Perrot and Chipiez, History of
Art in Chaldeea and Assyria, vol. ii. p. 296).
Among the Hebrews the pictorial arts seem to

—

:

have been at first unknown, and later were discouraged on religious grounds. Dyeing was the
only art connected with colours known to them
before the time of Ezekiel, and even here the
Conresult rather than the process was familiar.
se(piently, the references to colour in the oldest
In the Song of Deborah
literature are very .simple.
(.Ig S**) dyed stuffs and embroideries (of various
colours) are mentioned without any further distinction. In the Song of the Bow (2 S 1^*), ' scarlet'
Oldest
raiment is the gift of the king. In the
Book of Hebrew Hist.' (JE), the only colours mentioned are black (Gn 3032ff.), vfhite (Gn 49'-), scarlet
(Gn 3828- »), red (Gn 25^6) and grey (Gn 44-'). All
'

_

these are used of natural objects. Later, the dyed
wares of Phoenicia were introduced and largely
used among the Hebrews, whose acquaintance
with colours was thus enlarged, though at no time
was it very precise in its nature or extensive in its

comprehension.
In like

and

NT

is

manner the symbolism
very simple.

It

may

of colours in

OT

be classed as (a)

literary, (h) apocalyptic, (c) ritual.

(a) Illustrations of the finst use will be found
under the individual colours. It is to be found in
the literature of most nations, especially in poetical

language.
(b) The apocalyptic use of colour as symbol is
foimd in a simple form in Zee, in a more developed
in Dn, and in its most complete form in the
Apocalypse.
(c) In matters pertaining to ritual (esp. in the
tabernacle), colours are frequently used, but it has
not yet been satisfactorily shown that they were
used .symbolically, or thai they were other than
the most brilliant colours procurable when the
They are only thus
descriptions were given.
mentioned in P and Ch. In Alexandria, however, in the 1st cent, they were all interpreted
symliolically by Philo, who says (de Vila JIos.
elements— fine
iii.
0) lliat tiiey rei)reseiit the
flax (white), the earth; purple, water; hyacinth

.'

COLOUKS
air;

(blue),

scarlet,

COLOURS

(so also

fire

Jos.

Ant.

III.

Black

OT

only of natural olijects.
.5", horses Zee G-'-', .skin
that is burnt with the sun Ca 1°, and that peels oil
Din
(Jisea.se
in
Job 3U™. (2)
is used of sheep only
Gn 3U''-'-", and is rendered in LXX by 0ai4s, a
word denoting the groyness of twilight, or any
mixture of black and white. In v.''" it is an inlerpol.'ition.
(3) The verb T}i3 (originally to be dirty,
foul ') is used of the darkened sky Jer 4-', 1 K 1S^°,
and from its original meaning comes to signify
mourning Jer 8=' 14^ Ezk 31", Mai 3'^. It is also
used of tlie dark colour of ice-covered water Job
is

used in

nnp of hair

(1)

Lv

Ca

13-«,

'

6"'.

In I'r 7° blackne.ss of ni";ht is literally as in
pupil of eye of night.' In Ep. Jer (v.") faces
'

'

RVm

'

are blackened {tuiieXavuiidfOi) by smoke. In NT
lU\as is used of hair Mt 5''', of horses Rev 6', and
especially of ink 2 Co 3' etc.; yv6ipos for the darkness of night He 12'» (cf. Dt 4"), and fo>os for the
darkness of the nether world 2 P 2* (cf. Ilomer, H.
xxi. 56).
It is used symbolically for afliiction and
6'''

famine in consequence of a siege,'
La 4", and as above
'mourning' generally Mai 3".
Blue (nVrn, LXX Wm^Soj, AXoirip^i/pos only in

death Zee
cf.

('

Hitzig-Steiner's Comm.),

for

Nu

JCen. Cyrop. VIII.

NT

In
there
13).
In As.syr. the word
ta-kil-tu occurs in .several inscriptions (Delitzsch,
Assyr. Hwh. p. 70(i). This colour .seems to have
been a violet-purple as distinguislied from [ca^N
(see PUKPLE), but even in early times there was
great indefiniteness in its use (cf. Talra. Bab.
ahnnchvth 44*, and for use of vaKivBoi and hyacinthu.1 in classical writers see Kitto, Cyclop, of
Bilil. Lit.' i. 40 f.).
It was obtained from a shellfish found on the Phten. coa.st attached to the
rocks.
The Targ. pseudo-Jonathan to Dt 33'"
calls it p\~, and this is usually identified with
Helix inntliina. (For other purple-i>roducing shellfish see Pi;]iPLE.)
Blue was used often with
purple (see below) and scarlet (see Scaklet) in the
curtains of the tabernacle (Ex 26'), the veil of the
ark (26"), the screen of the tent-door (26**), the
screen of the gates of the court (27'"), parts connected with the ejihod (28), the mitre (28"), and
the girdle (3',)-") of the priest, also in the coverings
of tTie table of shewbread, the candlesticks, the
golden altar, and the vessels of the sanctuary
(Nu 4).
cord of blue was to be jmt on the
fringes or ta.ssels of the Israelites' jjarinents (Nu
If)*").
In the veil, before the holiest place in
Solomon's temple, blue was inwrought with purple
and crini-son according to the Chronicler (2 Ch 3").
It wa« also used in the clothing of idols (Jer 10").
In Ezk it is the colour of the clothing of young
As.sj'r. nobles (23°), and in his descrijition of the
luxury of Tyre, awnings of blue and purjde were
their coverings on shi[js
and hales of blue and
broidered work were among their inerchandi.se
(27'' ").
Hangings of white and blue cloth figure in
the palace of Ahasuerus (Est 1"), and royal apparel
is of^ blue and white (Est 8'").
In Pr 20™ the
' blueness
of a wound is correctly given in
as
"stripes that wound.'
ClilM-soN is identical with scarlet.
It occurs in
is

4', cf.

iii.

no mention of this colour.

A

;

AV
RV

'

RV

only in Is
in 2 Ch 2'-"

1'" a-s tr.

3'*

for

SCAULKT), and
which seems to be a

of I'Sn (see

V'?-i3,

Peisian word, from *,S 'a worm,' and thus equivalent to

See separate art.
Ikb. various derivatives of the root

py'jiB (cf. Ces-Iliihl.).

<;i!Ei;n' (in

pT,

Assyr.

to be pale

[Delitzscli, Assyr.
used exclusively of
vegetation (In 1™ !)', Mk &', Rev 8' 9* etc.
Greenish, pin;, tbat is, inclining to yellow, is used
ol the plague of leprosy in skin or garniunt Lv 13'"
14". 'The same word is used of gold Ps 08" (RV
cf.

'

yellow

In the

').

many

word 'green' occurs

vii. 7).

Ihi'h. p. 243].

iirnlni,

Cr.

'

X'^^wp'i').

—

It is

'

457

other passages where the

KV, the Ueh. equivalent

in

contains no reference to colour.
Uhev is used only of grey hair,' Heb. ^^'v
'

Un 44"

etc.

Puni'LE

(LXX and NT

Top<pvpa, 7rup0upoDs,

Heb.

Aram, i*;;;"'!', Assyr. Argnmnnnu, Del. A.i.iyt
Ihrh. p. 129).
This was a precious dye of a redpurple colour obtained from the sliell-lish MiirKX
trunrulus, near Tyre, and Murcx hrnnditris on the
shores of Taranto and the Pelojionnesus.
The
]'p!<,

—

Phcenicians soein to have long monopolized the
sale (and perhaps the preparation) of it, not only
on their ow n coasts, but on those of the isles of
Elisliah
(ace. to Targ. on (In 10^ = Italy, more
'

'

= Greece,'E\\as

prolial)ly
27", and in

;

cf.

Smen<rs

Kzk

6V/»ihi.),

the manufactories of Syria (Kzk 27'").
In later times the dye was sold (and manufactured ?) in Asia (Ac 16'''), and in Pliny's time in
the islands on the N. coast of Africa and Madeira
(HN ix. 36, vi. 36 cf. Strabo, 83j). For other
methods of preparing purple see Vitruvius, vii. 13,
14.
Purple was used generallj' in Cdinbiiiatiou
w itli blue and scarlet in the curtains and veils of
the tabernacle, in (certain parts of the priests' dress
and ornaments, and alone in the cloth spread on
the altar (Ex 26-28. 35. 39, Nu 4'^ cf. Sir 45'"), also
;

—

—

in Solomon's temple (see BLUE).
It was especially
the colour used in the raiment and trap|)ings of
royalty.
The kings of Midian wore purple raiment
(Jg 8*), so did the royal courtiers of Persia (E.st
8"), of Babylon (Dn 5'-'"- ^), and of Syria (2 Mac
4^).
The Uttings of Solomon's palanquin (Ca 3'")
and the cords in the hangings of the palace of
Ahasuerus (Est 1") were of purple ; and the absence
of this colour from the dress of the all-powerful
Rom.ins was noted with surprise (1 Alac 8").
Purple is thus the sign of royalty and nobility (Pr
31--, Rev 17* 18'"- '"), and hence it is iised in the
dressing of idols (Jer 10", F^p. .ler"').
puriile
robe was put on our Lord in mockery before his
crucifixion (Mk 15" [iropipvpav], Ju 19''' {linaTiov
TTopfpvpovi'], but Mt 27^ reads ' scarlet
[x^^anvda
KOKKifijp]).
In Ca 7° the brilliance of the hair is
compared with that of purple (see Graetz, Comm.).
Ked (mx and '^idtn ; for other words see below,
In Assyr.
and
Trvfifji!, wfiadKTis, Trc/S/lifwi/.
the root <idin is used lor dark red as of blood

A

'

LXX

NT

[Delitzscli, Assyr. llwb. p. 26]).

— This

colour

is

in

most passages used

of natural objects, as of pott.ige
Gn 25**, a heifer Nu 19-, water discoloured 2 3-,
wine Pr 23^' (cf.
to Ps 75', Heb. apri), horses
Zee 1* 6", Rev 6'', the face red with weeping Job
16"> (RVm), and the sky Mt 16^".
But it was

K

RVm

also artificially produced (Flinders Petrie says that
red-dyed leather was made in Egypt before B.C.
Rams' skins dyed red were used for the
3000).
covering of the tent of the tabernacle Ex 25° 35'- ^
36'" 39'-" (see TABERNACLE).
Garments dyed red

are mentioned in Is 63-'. In Nah 2^ the words
made red mean dyed red according to Oxf. Heb.
Lex. and Siegfried-Stade, but lit up by the sun
(cf. 1 Mac 6"') according to Hitzig-Steiner's Cumin.
In Gn 49'" the word translated red means dull
(cf. Oxf. Heb. Lex. to 'V'^?Ci, and Assyr. <i/:alu), and
poriihyiy
(K\iii, cf.
in Est 1' 'red' is either
Oxf. Heb. Lex. to onj) or inalacliite (Uyssel's Cvmincntary).
In one passage (Wis 13'*, see VkkMILION) it is the RV remlcring of ipvOifvat.
A lighter shade of the .sjinio colour is expressed
by the word reddish (o'^^'in), used of leprous spots
on the tlesh Lv 13, or on the wall of a house Lv
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

14".

Scarlet (yi>'in, .-iv^^b, ")5», and very commonly nv'i'^B
LX.X oni! NT ndxKivot. See also Crimson). —

'Vf,

denotes he source of t he colour, 'W the brilliance
of it(cf. Pliny, 7/ A' xxxiii.40, 'Cocci nitor'; Martial,
70.
X.
cocco mulio ftUqet '). It is an artilicial colour
yS'in

t

'

'

CUMFOKT

COLT
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from the female of an insect {Coccus ilicis)
which is found attaclied to a species of oak, and
forms a berry-like protuberance about the size of a
cherry-stone.
It was found chietly in Palestine,
Asia Minor, and South Europe. The poor of Spain
at the time of I'liny paid half their tribute by means
of this insect (//A xvi. 12).
In OT scarlet is used
chiefly of thread (Gn 38^- «», Jos 2'8- "). cloth (Nu
4*, 2 S 1**), and wool (He 9").
In the coverings of
the tabernacle it was used sometimes alone Nu 4',
oftener with purple and blue Ex SG'- " etc.
So

ol)t;iined

also in the dress of the priests Ex 28' etc., cf. Sir
45".
In ordinary life scarlet clothing was a sign
of prosperity 2 S 1", Pr 31=', La 4".
Its brilliance
made it a source of attraction Jer 4*^, and led to
the figurative use for what was glaring Is 1".
(Jnce only it is used of a natural object, when the
lips are compared to a thread of scarlet Ca 4'.
Sorrel (piy) occurs once of horses in Zee 1',
where
translates by xj/aabs, 'dappled grey,' cf.

LXX

6»

(LXX).

in Ezk]).

li^, Gr. ^i/Xtos [but iv ypa(plSi

— A pigment used among the Assyrians (for
DB

Rooms were painted
623).
with it Jer 22", images of the Chaldaians are portrayed on a wall with it in a description in Ezk
23", and wooden idols are smeared with it in Wis
IS".
The Vulg. translates by sinopide in Jer,
colorihus in Ezk, and rubrica in Wis.
Virgil (Eel.
X. 26 f.) and Vlmy
xxxv. 45, cf. xxxiii. 36)
describe Roman Images of deities thus adorned.
see Smith,

refl'.

i.

(HN

White.

— In OT

the most usual word employed
It is used of such objects as
snow Is 1'*, milk Gn 49'^, manna Ex 16", horses
6'Zee 1'
Lebanon
leprous hair Lv 13.
', and
seems to have received its name either from the
white snow on its summits or the limestone of
which it was composed (see Delitzsch, Wo lag das
Paradies, p. 103).
In Ca 5'° the word ns 'white'
(RV) denotes dazzling, and in Dn 7" a late word
"i;n is used of raiment.
The same root is used in
tlie word translated ' white bread
Gn 40". In
NT Xeusis is used of natural objects and of linen,
but chiefly as the symbol of purity or innocence
and holiness, as in the Transfiguration, or of angels
Jn 20'^, etc., the saints Rev 6", or the throne of
God Rev 20", or of victory Rev 6^ 19"- " (cf Virgil,
Aen. iii 537 L).
Yellow (dYij, fai-fllfowa) is used in OT only of
is^o-sa. S6 (jjyj ggg
tlie hair in leprous sores Lv
Greenish). In Est 1' the word -q tv^ yellow in
KV, alabaster in RVm, probably means pearl
or mother-of-pearl' (Ox/. Heb. Lex. and Ges-Buhl
p^,

LXX

COME. — 1. Come about, i.e. 'come round,' either
2 Ch 13" '.Jeroboam caused an ambusliment to

lit.

'when
about behind them' (nri) ; or fig. 1 S
c. about' (D'n;ri nisj^S on the return of
the days).
2. Come again, i.e. 'come back' (see
Again), as Jg 15" when he had drunk, his spirit
came a. and he revived' (n's*).
3. Come at, (1)
come near,' reach,' Dn 6'-'' ' the lions had the
mastery of them, and brake all their bones in
pieces or ever they came at the bottom of the den'
Lk 8" they could not c. at him for the crowd
(2) 'come near,' 'touch,' Nu 6' 'he shall c. at
no dead body (RV c. near to ') (3) so as to have
sexual intercourse. Ex 19" ' c. not at your wives
(RV 'c. not near a woman'). 4. Come by, 'come
we had
near,' esp. so as to get bold of, Ac 27"
much work to c. by the boat' (RV, ' we were able,
with difficulty, to secure the boat') cf. Pref. to
AV 'Translation it is . . that removeth the
cover of the well, that we may c. by the water ;
and Shaks. Two Gent, of Ver. in. i. 125—
1'-^"

c.

the time was

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

.

•

'

:

.

'

'

That longs

Love

like a child.
can come by.'

is

for ever>-thing that he

Come in, 'enter upon,' 'begin,' Ro 11^ 'until
the fulness of the GentUes be c. in' (da^pxofuu).
Cf. Shaks. 2 Henry IV. v. iii. 52—
S.

*

Now comes

in the

sweet of the night.*

\eu)t65.

'

'

'

'

'

under

young ass, and once (Gn 32") to
the young camel.
Outside the Bible it is not
applied to the 3'oung of any animal but the horse
J. HASTINGS.
See Ass.
horse, but to the

'

Vermilion (Heb.

is

;'

-q).

In addition to the words denoting specific colours,
there are a few used in OT to indicate a mixture,
generally of black and white. The chief of these
are
I. Speckled I'p.;, literally dotted or si)otted,
used of slieep and goats, Gn 30. 31. In Jer 12' it
is used of birds and is a tr. of yoy, lit.
dyed.' 2.
Spotted Ni'??, i.e. covered with patches, Gn 30. The
same Heb. word is used in Ezk 16" of high placee,
and is translated in
decked with divers
colours.' 3. Ringstraked npi', marked with rings
or bands Gn 30. 31. 4. Grisled nn;, marked with
white spots resembling hail, used of he-goats Gn
31">", of horses Zee 6»- «.
In .Ig 5** the word n'vis is tr. of divers colours
in RV, or dyed garments in
(cf. also under
Speckled).
The word ncp-i is tr. 'of divers
colours in 1 Ch 29% of precious stones, similarly in
Ezk 17' of feathers. In other places it is generally translated
broidered work.'
It is derived
from a root which, according to Fleischer, originally meant to make a thing many-coloured by
engraving, drawing, writing, or broillering.
G. W. Thatcher.
COLT is not applied in the Bible to the young
:

'

RV

'

'

'

'

RVm

phrase ' He that should come
(6
ipxi/J-eyoi, RV
he that cometh ') see Jesus Christ,
and Messiah. And for the Second Coming see

For

the

'

'

Paeousia.

Hastings.

J.

COMELY, COMELINESS These words, wjyn
slightly archaic in any sense, are quite obscl. in
the sense of moral fitness or beauty, a meanin"
which they have a few times in EV, as Ps 33*
'praise is c. for the upright.' Dr. Murray (Oxf.
Eng. Diet, s.v.) thinks the earliest meaning of
'comely' may have been 'delicately fashioned,' so
that we may compare Jer 6- ' the c. and delicate
one, the daughter of Zion.' But the usage of

AV

by RV) gives us: (1) Beftting, Ec 5" 'it is
good and c. for one to eat and to drink and to
enjoy the good of all his labour' 1 Co 11" is it c.
(foil,

'

;

that a

RV

woman

'is it

pray unto God uncovered?' (jrp^Tfi,
seemly?').
(2) Pleasing to the eye,

because befitting, Job 41'= 'his c. proportion'
(Amer. RV 'goodly frame'); Ezk 27" 'they set
Then (3) handsome,
forth thy comeliness' (Tin).
beautiful, majestic (the distinction 'might be
rather caJled comely than beautiful being quite
modern), Ca 6* 'Thou art beautiful, O my love, as
Tirzah, c. as Jerusalem, terrible as an army with
banners' Is 53- he hath no form nor comeliness.'
'

'

;

J.

COMFORT

(ninj, D-cns, iropd/tXTjo-is

Hastings.

').— The state

In
of relief from trouble, or the means of solace.
the evils to which the consolations of God are
most characteristically opposed are the calamities of
the divine comfort ia
the chosen people, while in
mainly represented as enabling the individual Christian to endure, and even to rejoice under, the natural
ills of liuman life and the persecutions to which
the faithful are subjected. As the sources of comfort

OT

NT

'

'

• In AV, ritfiKKnris is tr. ' consolation ' in Lk 2^ 6^, Ac 49«
1531 (,n.
exliorlation 0, Ro 165, 2 Co I'' 6- ' T-" 7', Ph 21, 2 Tb
216 I'hilem', He
'comforf in Ac 931, Ko \b*, 2 Co Vi*
;
•
Vexhortation in Ac 13l\ Ro 12», 1 Co 14', 2 Co 8", 1 Th 23,
;
'
changes
1322
413,
121
intreaty in 2 Co S<.
1 Ti
He
; and
'consolation' into 'comfort,' except in Lk 2^5 6»*, Ac lj3l,
'),
consolation
618
43<>
('
m.
exhortation,'
'
He
(encouragement), Ac
•

m

"

RV

'

and, except in

1

Co

(Ro 128 'exhorting'!.

148,

keeps

*

exhortation

'

where

AV

haa

it

—

——

;'

COMMON

(JOMFOKTEi:
are mentioned the word of Go<l (Ps 1 19*"), the lovingkindness of God (Ps 119"), the Holy Ghost (Ac 9»').
the lellowship and synniathy of Christ (2 Co 1",
Ph 2' ), God the Father (2 Co H). The OT comfort of
the individual is, in the main, hope in tlie eventual
manifestation of the retrihutive justice of God of
the nation, the prophetic promise of the deliverance,
The
purification, and exaltation of Israel.
doctrine specially emphasizes aa comfort {a) uiiuer
sorrow for sin, that it works repentance (2 Co 7'");
(6) under alliiction, that it is a paternal discipline,
a token of the divine love, designed to purity the
character of the suli'erer (He 12), and to (qualify
while, generally, it confor ministration (2 Co 1*)
trasts the present sufferings, as temporary and
Kght, with the future joys of the redeemed, as
eternal and weighty (2 Co 4"). The divine comforts are strong (He 6"), all-embracing (2 Co P),
and everlasting (2 Th 2"). See Paraclete.
;

NT

;

W.

P. Pateiison.
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COMMENTARY.—Thus RV translates
A V story in the only passages

(c'-i-i-:,

•

that word

is

')

Ch

found, 2

midhrOsh
in which

13-- 24-*.

*Tlie temi il uir<uh,' s&ys Driver (LOT^ 497), 'is common in
post-Hibl. literature. Darash is *' to search out," " investignte,"
"explore"; as applied to Scripture, to discover or develop a
thou^'ht not apparent on the surface, for instance, the hidden
iiieauiiig of a word, or the particulars implied by an allusion
{f-.g. what Ahraliam did in Ur of the Chaldees, what Eldad and
Aledad said when they prophesied, the circumstances of Moses'

—

death, etc.). The Midrash may be defined as an imaginative
develoi>meut of a thought or theme suggested by Scripture,
especially a did.ictic or homiletic exposition, or an eouying
religious story (Tobit and Susanna are thus Midrashim).'

OT

The two Midrasliim of
are (1) 'The Midrash
of the Propliet Iddo' (2 Ch 13-), and (2) 'The
Midrash of the Book of Kings (24-''). They were
probably didactic developments of the historical
narratives we possess, making use of these narratives to emphasize some religious truth ;
but
nothing is known of them beyond their titles. See
under Chronicles.
J. Hastings.
'

COMFORTER.—See Paraclete.

COMMERCE.— See Trade.
COMING OF CHRIST.—See Pakousia.

COMMANDMENT.— The
mand,'
'

order of a

the

distinction bet. 'comsecular authority, and

commandment,' a divine charge,

is

modern.

In

older Eng. we hnd, e.g., Rogers (1642) saying, 'As
Papists have done with the second Command';
and in
coiniiiandment' is freely used for the
orders of a king or other secular power.
Thus,
Est 2" Esther did the commandment of Mordecai
Mt 15' 'teaching for doctrines the commandments
of men' (^cTdX/iara, liV 'precepts'); Ac 25^ 'at
Festus' commandment Paul was brought forth
(KV 'at the command of Festus'). 7'u give com'iianil/ncnt is an archaic phrase often used for the
eimple vb.
to command,' and even
to give in
commandment' Ex 34'- (n;>-). The vb. to command
U itself used in many obsol. constructions. Besides
the mod. use to command one to do a thing, or a
thing to be done, we lind 'c. to do' without the
person, Ac 5" Gamaliel ... c*^ to put the men
tortli.'
Sometimes the pers. only is mentioned, as
Gn 18'" 'he will c. his children and liis household
after him'; sometimes the thing only, as Ps 133'
there the Lord c"' the blessing
or the pers. and
thing without the inlin. as 1 S 21- the king liath
Tlie subst. 'command' occurs
c"^ mo a business.'
once in AV, .Job 39-'^ Doth the eagle mount up at

AV

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

thyc. ?' and only one earlier occurrence is found
in Eng. literature, .Shaks. Two Gent. IV. iii. 5
*

Une that attends your Ladyship's conunand.'

approve

speak well

of,

AV,

used in

Gn

as

c. is

and

in this sense it is
'The princes also of

of,
12'°

and C^ her before Pharaoh' (h'?n
RV praised ') Pr 12' A m,an sliall be c"' ace. to
his wisilom (S'jn)
Ec 8" I C' mirth (njp') Lk
16' 'the Lord c"^ the unjust steward' (^iraic^w).
But in older Eng. 'c' also signilied (1) to i)re.sent a
person or thing to another ils worthy of aii|)rovaI
(mod. recommend)
thus, Ro IG'
1 c. unto you
Phoebe, our sister (awlar-niu. * So S" 5", 2 Co 3' 4- 5'10iii»i>i< 12")
8'
us
'meat
c""
not to God'
1 Co

Pharaoh

s,aw her,

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

;

'

:

'

;

In this sense is commendation used,
'epistles of c'
(2) To entrust, Lk
23" Father, into thj' hands I c. my spirit,' and .\c
14^20'- (all TrapaTiBr,^).
Cf. Shaks. IJenri/ VIII.
(ToplaTriiu).

2C;o S"""

unclean.

Thus Ac

Lord

{Koip6t),

is

c.

in

10'*- ">

'

But Peter

said.

Not

so,

have never eaten anjrthing that is c. or
unclean.* And the voice spake unto him again tho
second time, What God hath cleansed [iKaffipure),
that call not thou c' {<rv /iri Kolfov, RV make not
thou c.'). In this sense c. is twice (1 S 21*°) the
tr. of Heb. hdl (never tr" by xoivis however in LXX,
but always by /S^/JijXor), elsewhere rendered in AV
'unholy' (Lv 10'") or 'profane' (Ezk 2-2-'« 42» 44-»
48'"' [all]), but by RV alw.iys
common.'
;

for I

'

'

In

Lv

4-''

we

lind the expression ' the c. people.'
The Heb. (pijn Ci', 'am hA'Arez) is lit. the people
of the land,' and is so tr'' Gn 23' (where it describes
the Hittites), 2
ll'""' IG" 21-''', Jer !'», Ezk 7-^
The phrase was cliosen by the Pharisees to describe
2.

'

K

the people dwelling in the Holy Land who were
not tjaberim. See under Piiauisees, and consult
the foil, literature on the subject

—Schiirer,

IIJP

ii.

ii.

8.

22

ff.

;

Euenen, Rel. of

Piumhmahl

liraetz, Uiet. qf Jews ii. 152, 367. iii. 114 ; Edersthe Messiah i. 85, 230 ; Chwolson, Das tetzts
Chrisli p. 73 n ; Monteflore, IliU/. beet. 497 fl. ;

Friedliinder,

Znr Entstehuwjsgesch.

iii.

heim,

to

Following the Gr.

chief senses.
1. That is 'c'
which is
all, aa Ac 2" 4'^ ' they had all
things c.' ; Tit 1* 'Titus, mine own son after the
c. faith'; Jude' "the common salvation.'
2. That
which is common to all is distinguished from that
which is peculiar to the few ; whence the application to the religious practices of the heathen in
contrast with those of the Jews ; or of the ordinary
people, 'the people of the land' (]";Nn os;), in contrast with those of the Pharisees i.e. ceremonially

LiTKRATURK.

now

1.

two
shared by

Inr.

For the Ten Commandments see Decalogue.
J. Hastings.

COMMEND, COMMENDATION.— To

COMMON
NT

used in

3.

251

;

Jesua

For 'common hall'

Mt

ties

C'hristenthums, ch. L

27" see PR,eTOKIUM.

In Ac 5'", the c. prison,' c. is used in the old sense
of public.
This is after Wyclif, who tr. Vulg. in
custodia puhlica, in coraun kepyng' (1388 'in the
comyn warde'). Cf. Eng. Gilds (14G7), .391, 'That
no citezen be putt in comyn prisone, hut in one of
tlie chambers of the halle benelhforth
CoverPaul stode on the myddes
dale's tr. of .\c 17-^
Latimer's Scrm. p. 320.
of the comon idace
I
told you tho diversity of prayer, namely, of the
coininon prayer, and the private'; and 'the Book
of Common Prayer.' See Prison.
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

J.

[all],

Hastings.

'

V.

L 17—
'

And

I

love

durst oonmiend a secret to 3'our
J.

•

On

the

meaning

where, as in

*

RV

gives '0.

and andean,'

readinf^

«m*«» imJ i>ui0xpTct

edii., instead of Tit jk. ;i ««,
Nevertheless xatut and
«x<i(/«pT»; linvc the same meaning.
The classical piLs.sage is
7*, MiiccJV TVir/, rovr' trrit At.wToic, 'with dellle<i (AVni, RVin
'
conimon '), that is, unwashen, hanils.' With which cf. vv.'.H. li>,
where Je>JM» says, 'whatsoever from without goeth into tho
man, it cannot dcllle him' (aCrtt ««t,vr«i, lit. 'make him c.'):
and St. Mark adds the comment, * [this he said], making all
meats clean ' (futSafiiZf*). See Page on Ac 10^4.

with

Qt),

you

Mk

;

ear.'

Hastings.

of this verb see Sanday-lleiullam on Ro 3*,
the meaning is rather ' prove,* 'establish.'

!

;;

COMMUNION

COMMUNE

^60

—

It is explained, howIn its earliest use 'commune' The order is remarkable.
had the same origin as 'common') siguilied ever, when we observe that we have here an
This maj- be expansion of the final salutation with which St.
to make common property, to share.
Paul regularly closes his epistles. Thus in 2 Th
eitlier by giving, as Wyclif s tr. of I'h 4''' Ye lian
The greeting of me Paul with
or by 317. 18 ^vg read
don wel, comunynge to my trihulaciouu
rercivinq, as his tr. of 2 .In "
He tliat saith to mine own hand, which is the token in every
thus I write The grace of our Lord
him, lleyl, comuneth with his yuele werkis.' epistle
Being by and by restricted to speech, it meant Jesus Christ be with you all.' It was his invarisometimes simply tallc to,' as Gn 42-'' [Joseph] able habit to take the pen from his amanuensis
at the close and write a parting salutation as his
returned to them again, and communed with them
sign-manual.
This was always a prayer that
(dhSn "iji;!, RV and spake to them '). liut generally
grace might be with his readers the word tvas
the sense of Iwlh giving and receiving is present,
either with others, as Lk 6" 'tliey communed one characteristic of his teaching, and it always occurs,
with another what they might do to Jesus' even in the briefest form of the closing salutation.
To understand the enlarged form of this saluta{5ta.\a\(u)
or with oneself, as \'s i* c. with your
own heart upon your bed, and be .still a meaning tion in 2 Co, we nmst recall the circumstances of
Party divisions were
which Dr. Murray {Oxf. Eng. Diet, s.v.) describes the Corinthian Church.
as 'now only literary, devotional, and poetic' In distracting it all its manifold troubles St. Paul
And David sent and communed with traces to this root. Unity must be restored this
1 S 20" (AV
Abigail') the Heb. ('3-.s^:!) is lit. 'spake eoncerning is the first injunction of the first epistle (1 Co 1'"),
and the last injunction of the second (2 Co 13").
A.,' and has the special meaning of 'asked in
marriage,' as in Ca 8» (same Heb. AV and RV the His remedy for disunion was his doctrine of the
One Body, which he brought to bear on their sin
day w hen she shall be spoken for.'
of fornication, their difficulty about idol-meats,
J. Hashngs.
COMMUNICATE Like commune (wh. see), to c. their jealousy as to spiritual gifts, their profana-

COMMUNE.

(wliirli

'

:

;

'

'

'

:

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

—

:

'

:

'

)

make common

to
larly
is

property, either

more

particu-

by giving, as Gal 2- I c'*' unto them that
gospel (avaTldf/uii., 'RV laid before them ') Ro 12"
R V o'"' to the necessities of the saints ( AV distributing'); He 13"> 'to do good and to c. forget
not
or by receiving, as Ph 4" ye did c. with my
affliction (RV had fellowship with '). Cf. Fenton
Ca'sar the Dictator, of whom you beare the
(1579)
surname, and communicate in his fortunes.' But
generally by giving and receiving equally, as Ph
4'°
no church C'' with me as concerning giving
and receiving' (RV 'had fellowship with me').
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

generally conversation,* as 2 K
9" Ye know the man, and his c' (RV what his
talk was'); Col 3' 'filthy c. out of your mouth'

Communication

is

'

'

RV

(al(7xpo\oyla,

shameful speaking ').

'

In 1 Co 1533 evil c« corrupt good mannera,* RV takes the Gr.
the sense of 'evil company,' Amer. RV 'evil
companionships.' This is a new tr., Vulg. having 'colloquia
mala'; Wyclif. 'yuel s|>echis'; Tindale, malicious speakinges';
Cranmer, 'evil wordes'; the Geneva, 'evil speakinges'; the
Rheims and AV 'evil communicationB.' And it is not certain
that it is a correct tr°. The vb. oi^ktm occurs in NT only in the
sense of speak with (as in LXX, Jos. and mod. Greek see
Grerk p. IS.")), and otux^at, which occurs
Kennedy, Sources of
only here, may well have the same meaning a meaning towards
which it tends more and more in later Greek. In eccles, usage
it is the sermon {homily) of the Christian preacher.
J. Hastings.

m

'

'

—

'

NT

—

COMMUNION. — The word

koivwAo.

rendered in the English Bible by
'fellowship,'

'

is

variously

communion,'

'contribution,' 'distribution.'

It is

used in relation to the Christian Society to express
the idea of the fellowship in which it is united, and
the acts of fellowship in which the idea is realized.
Its general NT use deserves to be considered as introductory to its specific application to the Eucharist,
or Holy Communion (see Lord's Supper).
The corresponding verb Komuviiii has two senses
(1) 'to have a share in,' (2) 'to give a share to';
BO that we are prepared for a twofold meaning of
KOivuvla.
(1) 'fellowship' as recognized and enjoyed, (2) fellowship as manifested in acts which
give it expression.
Four passages, or groups of
passages, deserve special examination.
1. 2 Co 13" The fellowship of the Holy Spirit'
Ph 2' If there be any fellow.ship of the Spirit.'
The first of these passages is one of the few in
which, as in the Baptismal formula (Mt 28'^),
the three Persons of the Holy Trinity are brought
into emphatic juxtaposition
The grace of the
Lord Jesus Christ and the lo%'e of God and the
fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with you all.'
• In Mt 6>7 Lk 24", Eph 4» the Or. is simply xiyi, word,
:

'

'

'

'

:

speech.

'

'

'

'

'

:

and the true sense of membership
God
which the One Spirit gives to the One Body is
prayed for in the words the fellowship of the
Holy Spirit.' It is clear, then, that the genitive
and this
here is subjective and not objective
The grace
is confirmed by the parallel clauses.
which is of the Lord Jesus,' and the love which
is 'of God,' are parallel with 'the fellowship' which
is of the Holy Spirit.'
The meaning in this place seems to decide the
otherwise doubtful sense of Ph 2' if there be any

love of

'

;

'

•

(«jU4X/«f iuixui)

The secona epistle
tion of the Lord's Supper.
opens with an outburst of relief at their return
to obedience. Y'et at the close he shows that his
fears are still alive. What will he find when he comes
'
Strife, jealousy, wraths, factions, backbitings,
If so, he warns
whisperings, swellings, tumults ?
them that he will not spare. He closes with
exhortations to unity and peace, and promises the
presence of the God of love and peace.' Then his
final salutation runs at first in its accustomed
form, the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ ; but
it is expanded to meet the occasion and its needs
'the God of love' suggests the addition 'the

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

fellowship of the Spirit.' Here, again, the context
speaks of love and unity.
So that it is most
natural to interpret the phrase in both places of
the sense of unity, membership or fellowship,
which it is the peculiar work of the Holy Spirit to
preserve in the Christian Church.
They continued steadfastly in the
2. Ac 2^"
teaching of the apostles and the fellowship, the
breaking of bread and the prayers.' This is the
first de.scription given us of the newly-baptized
converts after Pentecost, when they numbered
already about 3000. It is expanded in the next
verses, in which two at least of its phrases are
the breaking of bread
almost verbally repeated
breaking bread house by house,'
is represented "by
and the fellowship or communion (noii'ui'ia) it
echoed in the words, all they that believed together held all things common {Kotyd).
Thus the fellowship seems to refer to the
tinity of recognized membership, the comraunity,'
Tlie
in which the first brethren lived together.
words they held all things common are illustrated by the statement that they sold their goods,
and distributed to all according as any had need.'
No systematic plan of relief for the poorer brethren
is implied: the wealthier were moved to supply
their nccils as they occurred, in a way that must
have been reckless had they not looked for a
speedy return of Christ. The method was incom
'

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;'''

'

COMMUNION

COMMUNION

patible with the liigher organization of the Body ;
but it was a strikin" exeinplilication of the new
spirit of ffllowsliij), tne sense of tommon interest,
the realization of oneness. This oneness is again
Of tlie whole company of
emphasized in 4*"'them that believed there was one heart and soul :
and not one said that anj' of his possussions was
his own ; but they held all things common . . .
nor was there any in need among them for as
many as were owners of lands or houses sold them,
and brought the prices of the things sold and
and dislaid them at the feet of the apostles
tribution was made to each, according as any had
need.'
Then follows the account of Barnabas,
who thus disposed of his estate and of Ananias
and his wife, who sold a possession and otlcrcd a
part of the price as the whole. St. I'eter makes it
plain that Ananias need not have parted with his
property at all. It was his own, and in his own
power. Ills oH'unce lay, not in niggardliness, but
:

meats oD'ered to
tinuously.

with

'

These
metaphors borrowed from the Christian Sacraments. They were aU 'baptized into Moses,' as
when the Cloud overshadowed them, and when
they passed through the Sea
spiritual food
and spiritual drink they all partook of, namely,
the Manna and the Water from the Kock
the
Kock was the Messiah. These words are of
importance as showing incidentally that St. Paul,
John, thought of the Eucharist as
like St.
spiritual food and drink,' although this is not
the side of it on which he ordinarily insists. The
idolatry into which the Israelites fell in spite of

evident that

'

their spiritual privileges is the starting-point of the
warning of 10". From two sides the apostle has
approached the dani^er of idolatry the idolatry
ol the Gentiles of his own day, the idolatry of
Worship, whether true or
Israel in the past.
The Christian fellowfalse, implies a fellowship.
ship must be recognized and vindicated from con-

—

of goods was not a j)art of the apostolic teaching
nor is this the meaning of the term Kotvuvla. The
reference to laying the price at the feet of the apostles
'

shows that indiscriminate almsgiving was quickly
yielding place to a central fund for common relief.

The events

of ch. 6 indicate that a

tamination.

common

members was one method

for the poorer

'

'
The cup of blessing which we bless, is it not
Koifuvia of the blood of Christ ? the bread which
we break, is it not Koivufia of the body of Christ J

table
of their

clief, and so one sign of
the fellowship which
characterized tlie Body. This daily ministration
led to ditliculties which imperilled the sense of
unity itself, and so necessitated a more developed
organization of the Body.
Turning back to Ac 2*", we now see that the
words the breakin" of bread and the prayers
are not to be regarded as an exjilanatory clause
exhau-iting tlie meaning of the phrase the fellowiihip,' whicli precedes them.
have four phrases,
which fall into two groups: (1) 'the teaching
of the apostles and the fellowship,' (2) the breaking of the bread and the prayers.' Tlie breaking
of bread took place in the homes of the brethren
the praj-ers are perhaps those which they ofi'ered
Tlie
fellowship
in the leniple (cf. 2*^ and 3').
was exemplified, no doubt, in these acts but it was
wider than any of its special manifestations it
was the unity and membership in which the whole
Body was constituted and maintained.
3. The third group of passages needing special
investigation is that in which the word KOivuvia, is
used in the limited sense of the contribution
or distribution of alms. As a general duty this
is enforced in Ro 12", He 13'«, 1 Ti 6'», in each of
which places the radical meaning of the word
employed is that of 'fellowship.'
Each act of
Christian almsgiving was a witness to the central
principle of fellowship in the Christian Society,
^lost conspicuously is this the case with the great
collection for the poor saints at .lerusaleni,' upon
which St. Paul expended so much labour and
anxiety.
He regar(le<l this as of supreme importance, as the external pledge of the living fellowship of the whole Christian Church.
He insisted
on carrj'ing it in person, even though he was aware
that the visit to .Jerusalem endrcn.'i'red his liberty
9Jid his life.
The Gentiles had enjoyed fellowship
»ith the spiritual blessings of the Jews: it was
hilt right that they should oUer a return of fellow,
ship such as was in their power (Koivuvlav rivit
TOi^iratrOai, Bo 15», cf. 2 Co 8* 9").
The stress
which the apostle lays on this collection is only
explained when we regard it as the emblem and
the instrument of the corporate fellowship of the
locally scattered Christian Society.
4.
come, lastly, to the passage (1 Co lO"- ")
in which the word is iLsed in connexion with the
Holy Eucharist. To understand this passage, the
whole section, commencing at 8',
Concerning
'

'

because one bread, one body,

'

?

The

AV

a communion of,' with tlie marg. alternative ' a participation in.'
In the Greek the word, being a
predicate, does not take the article ; but in English
the definite article is in such cases usually
supplied so that in this respect syntax makes
no demand for alterin" the AV. Secondly, as
It is no doubt tempting
to the word itself.
partaking
to take it in the simple sense of
but this loses the force of its aerivation
of
from Koiv6s, which implies jointness, or community of some kind. In this very place St.
Paul expresses mere ' partaking by /lerix"", not
Kotvuveiy.
Fellowship is the ruling idea of tha
In
word, and we must not lose sight of it.

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

'

"

'

;

;

'

:

'

regard to the second of the clauses, the apostle
himself interprets his meaning to us. The single
loaf, broken and distributed and eaten, linked
are one
all who partook of it into unit}'.
for of the
loaf, one body, many though we be
Thus the loaf was
one loaf we all partake.'
nothing less than fellowship with the Body of
the Chri.st.'
This interpretation is borne out by the apostle's
Israel
next words You are God's new Israel
look at Israel after the flesh
after the Spirit
they bring their sacrihces to the temple, they eat
of them, and thereby they are in fellowship with
the altar. Then, recurring to the Gentile sacrifices, he points out that to partake of tliem is to
be in fellow,sliip with the demons to whom they
are ofl'ered. lie contrasts the cup of the Lord
and the cup of the demons,' the table of the
Lord' (i.e. the Bread) and 'the table of thedemons'
I would not have you to
{i.e. the idol -meats).
enter into fellowship with the demons (koo/wfoi)!
It is in sharp contrast with
TuJi' iatiioylwv ylfejOat).'
such a conception as this that St. Paul declares
that to partake of the Eucliaristic Cup is to be
in fellowship with the Blood of Christ, and to
partake of the Eucliaristic Bread is to be in fellowship with the Body of Christ. Thus interpreting
St. Paul by himself, we see once more the side of
the truth on which he peculiarly insisted fellowship in the New Covenant made by the Death of
fellowship in the Body of Christ, that
Christ
'

'

We
;

'

—

:

;

'

:

'

'

'

'

'

We

'

are,

one bread.'

RV

'

We

'

we the many

for all of us partake (/ierfxcMf) of the
What is the meaning of noiyui'ia here
renders ' the communion of ; the

'

'

'

;

community

'

'

:

'

;

it

history of the Chosen
spiritual privileges were
privileges are described in

so in the

who had

saved thereby.

;

This makes

needs to be studied con-

The more immediate context begins
Just as not all who run receive the

victor's crown,
I'eople not all

:

in deceit.

9'^.

idols,'
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I

;

''
;

COMPANY

CO.MPEL

living corporate unity of which, to his view, Christ
is at once the Head and, in a deeper, fuller sense,
the Wliole (1 Co 12", Eph 4'»).

become entirely sj'nonymous, and, with two ex.
V. But in 1 P 3'
ceptions, they are so employed in
and He ICP, compassion retains its original meaning of si/n\pa1h>j, being used to tr. respectively

462

J.

Armitage Robinson.

COMPANY was

formerly used with more freedom
than now, ' a great c' being loosely employed where
we should say 'a great number,' or 'a great crowd.'
Thus 2 Ch 20'^ this great c. that cometh against
us (/UlnUJn, crowd) Ac 6' a great c. of the priests
were obedient to the faith {6x^os so Lk 5-* 6" 9^"
II-'' 12", Jn 60)
Lk 23^ there followed him a great
c. of people' (irX^Sos, RV 'multitude'); and He
12~ 'an innumerable c. of angels' (^lupids, RV
'
innuni. hosts '). Even when the Heb. is a military
term, as mahdneh, camp (Gn 32"''" -i 50^ 1 K 5",
1 Ch 9"), hayll, force, army (2 Ch 9'), gedhudh,
troop (1 S 30""'=», 2
5-), ?dbh/i\ host (Ps 68"
great was the c. of tliose that published it,' RV
'the women that publish the tidings area great
host '), the meaning is quite indetinite.
'

'

;

'

'

;

'

;

K

'

AV

in the
In P» 6830 the word hayydh has been taken by
Bense of * c.' (* Rebuke the c. of spearmen '), after Ibn Ezra,
Calvin, etc. : but there is no absolutely certain instance of this
meaning of the word (see Driver, Notes on Sam.^ on 1 S 1&^^ 2 S
2313, and Oa/. Heb. Lex. i.v.), and RV returns to the tr. of Vultf.
Increpa feroa arundinis,' and Wyclif ' Blame thou the wielde
beestis of the reheed,* givin^r * Rebuke the wild beast of the
reeds,' the reference then being to the crocodile or hippopotamus
of the Nile as sj-mbolical of the power of Egj-pt.
Ca 613 A V renders * What will ye see in the Shulamite ? As
it were the c. of two armies,' tiiis time following Wyclif (* ^^^lat
echalt thou se in the Sunamj'te, no but cumpenj'es of ooetis ? '),
who takes the * nisi choros castrorum ' of Vulg. in that sense,
which is the sense given by most of the VSS and Jewish commentators. But RV takes the Heb. mih6ldh in its in\ariable
meaning of 'dance 'and mahilnHi/imaB a proper name, 'Why will
ye look upon the Shulammite, as upon the dance of Mahanaim ?
'

The vb. ' to c. together is used in Apoor. (Sus
'
1"- <" ") in the sense of ' to cohabit.'
In
to c.
with ' is simply to associate with ; 1 Co 5° I WTote
unto you in an epistle not to c. with fornicators
(RV ' to have no c.') ; Ac 1-' ' these men which have
'

NT
'

companied with us all the time that the Lord Jesus
went in and out among us.'
J. HASTINGS.

COMPASS (cum

together, passus step, hence a
Skeat)
route that comes together or Joins itself
1. As subst. c. =
is used both as subst. and as vb.
(a) a circle,' sphere,' the vault of heaven (Is 40^,
see Circle), or the horizon, PrS-'' 'he set ac. upon
'circle')
(b) instruthe face of the depth (:!n,
ment for making a circle. Is 44" the carpenter
marketh it [the image] out \rith thee' (njinp,
'
the compasses ')
(c) circumference, margin
round. Ex 27' 38* (nS-ij), 1 K 7^ (r??); (d) the
space within a circle, range, limit, 1 Es I'' within
the c. of their holy temple (jrcpucituXv,
round
about their holy temple ), 1 Mac 14" within the c.
'
The
of the sanctuary' (irepl^oXo^,
precinct').
phrase fetch a c. is
make a circuit or 'go
round about,' Heb. ajp, Ku 34», Jos 15», 2 S 5^,
2 K 3» Gr. ir«pt^pxo;xai, Ac 28" from thence we
fetched a c., and came to Rhegium (RV made a
circuit').
2.
As verb the meaning is either
(a) make a circle round, surround, or (A) make a
circuit round, go round.
Thus (a) 1 S 23'-*' Saul
and his men c"* David and his men round about to
take them'; Lk 21^ 'When ve shall see Jerus.
c** with armies'
2 S 2'2^=Ps "l8' the sorrows of
hell c"'' me about
the cords of Sheol
(3J5,
were round about me'); Ps 139' 'Thou c"' my
searchest out ')
Sath and mj- lying down (•tt,
er SI*' 'A woman shall c. a man' (i.e. prob. as
protector, cf. Dt 32'<', Ps 32">).
And (6) Dt 2' ' we
c"* mount Seir many days' ; Jos 6"
so the ark of
the Lord c"" the city, going about it once
Jer
31" 'the measuring line
shall c. about to
Goah" (3;?,
'shall turn about unto Goah');
Mt 23'° 'ye c. sea and land to make one proselyte.'
'

'

'

—

'

RV

'

;

'

.

.

.

RV

;

'

RV

'

'

'

RV

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

RV

'

'

RV

'

'

'

'

.

.

;

.

RV

J.

COMPASSION OR PITY.

— These

Hastings.
words have

A

R\ m) and

(see

(Ti'/iTaCiis

a-vfiTradelv.

With

these exceptions the words are used inand RVof the OT to translate
differently both in
the Heb. verbs V"n and cr-i (and adj. and subst.
from latter). The second of them is frequently
rendered 'have mercy.'
The plural D'CDt (Gr.
bowels.' ' Pity tr. also D'n,
ffirXdTx^a) is also tr.
po (usually = to be gracious'), ifn (once Job 6"),
The
and 153 (once Ps 69^ marg. ' lament ').
equivalents in the
are olKTclpeiv, with the

AV

'

'

'

LXX

cognates oUTLpfxitSf olKrlpfiwv, ^Xceti', and ^efSftr^at,
used indifferently. In Ezk 24'-' that which your
soul pitieth (marg. ' pity of your soul ') is equiva'

'

lent to 'object of affection'

There

(cf. v.*").

is

a

play upon words in the Hebrew.
In NT <o be moved icith c. tr. aTrXayxytl^fcSai, while
iXfeip is twice represented by have c. (Mt 18"^,
Ro 910 quoted from Ex 33" LS:X:). In the former
of these passages, on its repetition, iXeeiv is rendered
hnvepity.
ith this exception j3i<y only appears in

NT

W

P

where pitiful tr. f (SffirXayx""". an<l in
Ja 5", where the Lord is very pitiful and of tender
mercy represents the common Heb. formula Dirn
in

1

3*,

'

'

i!:n)(Ex34«etc.).
C. is in the Bible a Di\ine as well as a human quality. But
attribution to God has raised certain questions among
theologians.
The relation between pity and ^raa {iKtot and x*m) 'B one of
these.
In the Divine mind, it is said, and in the order of our
salvation pity precedes grace, but in the order of the manifestation of Goa's purposes of salvation the grace must go before
the pity (Trench, N.T. Synonymi, p. 205).
Another point was raised by the ilanichseans. who objected that
to call God compassionate was to make Him capable of suffering
The Latin miar ricnrs lent itself to such a perversion of truth.
and Augustine brushes it aside as a mere pretence of logomacbT
{De Civ. Dei, ix. b; De Div. Qucest. ii. 2 ; Lib. de mar. EccL
Cath. 27). See the question also discussed in Aquinas (.^umrntf
QucESt. xxi. art. iii.).
It is not God, but only Nature, that is
pitiless ; only the stars that ' would as soon look down on a
may be thankful that the OT
Gethsemane as an Eden.'
exulted in speaking of the compassion of God for human misery
and human sin, and that the NT tells how the Divine pity went
forth in the fulness of time, incarnate in the Son, to seek and to
its

We

save that which was

With

lost.

was in the
heart of God, the prophets could not do other than
impress on the Heorews the duty of pity for each
Religion without kindness was unmeanin"
other.
(Hos 6'). It became a proverb that he who pitied
the poor lent to the Lord (Pr 19"). 'To him that
is afflicted,' said Job, ' pity should be showed from
their sense of the pity that

his friend' (6").
The fatherless and widow were
to be to man, as they were to God, special objects
of compassion (Ps 146°, cf. Ja 1^),
But in regard to foreigners Heb. morality was
that common to all the ancients. There is no
trace in
of compassion towards a beaten foe.
The solitary stranger who might be in their gates'
was respected, but for aliens generally pity did not
exist.
'Thine eye shall have no pity on them'
(Dt 7") was the law of Israel in regard to enemies.
It needed the revelation of NT, the parable of the
good Samaritan, and the example of Christ's ' compassion for the multitude' to create the modem
religiom
idea of general benevolence. The
and ethical standard on the subject is presented in

OT

'

OT

Execute true judgment, ana show mercy
and compassion every man to his brother' (Zee 7').
the verse

'

A. S. Aglen.
verb was sometimes used without any threatening or thought of force, simply in
the sense of urge successfully.' It is doubtful if
Hence we may misunderstand
it is so used now.
1 S 28-*, where it is said that Saul's sen-ants, together with the woman of Endor, 'c''' him to eat'
and esp.
(uii-ir', in 2 S 13^-'''' tr'' 'pressed him ')
Lk 14'^ c. them to come in, that my house may

COMPEL. — This
'

;

'

I

—

——

—

COMPOUND

CONDUIT

cf.
Earl
be filled {drayKdi'u, RV constrain ')
hath compelled
Rivers (1477), ' Wliiehe grace
ini^atitude.'
Kohertson
me to sette a parte alle
{Charles V. III. xi. 335) saj-s, 'As they could not
persuade they tried to compel men to believe'
and this passage in St. Luke was quoted as their
Bulhority but neither the Gr. nor the Eng. sanctions more than 'urging' cf. RV even of Ac 20"
'
I strove to make them blaspheme,' where Gr. and
'

'

;

.

.

.

;

us

called

ing

3.

').

'

AV

(tvn^i^aiovrts,
decide, Ac 21^

To

Mt

Lk

14^.

^

6*1

'

assuredly gather-

c''' that they observe no such thing' (Kplvairrei, RV
'giving judgment'); and with direct object=
'determine upon,' Jth 2Nebuch.
c"^ the
alliicting of the whole earth (aweriXfaev, cf. 1 S 20'
'evil is determined by him,'
awTfTiXecrm),
'

.

.

.

'

LXX

CONCOURSE.—A

is

c.

J. Hastings.
'running together'

a

(cnncurrcrc) of people, as Wyclif's tr. (1382) of Ac
24'- makinge concurs or rennyng to gidere of the
cunipany of peple
In this orig. sense c. occurs
in AV, .Jth lo'" 'Then was there a c. throughout
all the camp ' (axivSpofii)) ; Pr 1^ ' She crieth in the
chief pl.ace of c' (nv:n -.jn-is, Oxf. Heb. Lex. 'at the
head of bustling streets'); Ac 19''*' 'we may give
an account of this c' {avarpoip^).
J. Hastings.
'

\niosoever shall c. thee to
a mile,' 273^ 'him
thev c. one Sunoii a
c**! to bear his cross,' and ilk l.V-i
Cyrenian ... to bear his cross,* the Gr. vh. {ayyafuCu) has the
technical meaninfi: of iiressinp into the kinp's service (RVm
always 'impreM"). The word is of Pers. ori^^in, the iyyotpet
In
thev

'

we have written and

'

:

AV are the same as in

-163

'

the puMic couhera of the kint^s of Persia, who had
authority to press into their service in any emert,'ency whatever
The word was adopted also into
honies or men they met.
*«tin anffariarv, and is used by Vultf. in pass.npe~ named above.
beiii^'

J.

'

Hastings.

CONCUBINE.— See Marriage.

COMPOUND.— Ex

3(P 'an ointment compound
after the art of the apothecary = compounded,'
Compound is the orig. and only accurate
as RV.
form of the ptcp., the verb being compunen in
middle Eng., from Lat. componere.
'

'

COMPREHEND. — C.

J. Ha.sting.s.

used lit. = hold together,
contain, in Is 40'- 'and c''' the dust of the earth in
a measure' an<I in the same sense, but fig., in Ro
13' it is briefly C^ in the saying' (RV
summed
up in this word '). See APPREHEND.
is

;

'

'

CpNCUPISCENCE.— C. is intense desire {concupisccre intensive of concupere), always in a bad
sense (so that cml c' of Col 3° is a redundancy in
English), and nearly always meaning sexual lust.
The Gr. is always i-iriOvixla, a more gener-al word
thivn the Eng. 'concuiiiseence.'
The passages are
Wis 4'- (RV 'desire '), .Sir'23'(RV ' concu])i.scence '),
Ro 7» (RV 'coveting'), Col 3" (RV 'desire'), 1 Th
'

4'

(RV

'lust').

J.

— See

CONDEMNATION.

OONANIAH ().-t:j;S;).— 1. A

Levite who had charge
of the tithes and offerings in the time of Hezekiah
31'»'»,
('2 Cli
Cononiah).
2. A chief of the
On the form
I.evites in .Jotiali's reign (2 Ch 35').
of the word see Kittel, ad loc. in Haupt.
J. A. Selbie.
CONCEIT. A c. is something conceived, a
thought, as Sir 27' The fruit declareth if the tree
hate been dres.sed so is the utterance of a c. in
the heart of man (d'OvuL-q^a, RV 'thought') 20"
'graces,'
'pleasant conceits' (x^p'Tts,
RV 'pleasantries'); I'r 18" (RV 'imagination');
Ro 11^ 12" 'wise in your own conceits' (irap
faiTois, TR).
Though c. is found very early in the
sense of self-conceit, that is not its meaning in anjIn Ro 1 1™ 12" conof the foregoing pa.ssages.
ceits' is due to Tindale and Coverdale ('con.saytes'),
but they probably meant simply opinions,' the
word used in 12" by Tindale, Cranmer, and
Geneva. (The phi. 'conceits 'is used of more than
one person). liut in Pr 26'- "-"28" ('wise in his
own c' Heb. pv 'ayin, 'eye') the meaning is no
doubt the same as in mod. us.age. In Wis 8" c. is
used in the ob.sol. sense of power of conceiving,'
mental capacity,' I shall be found of a quick c.
cf. Shaks. As You Like It, v. ii. 48,
in judgment'
'I know you are a gentleman of good conceit';

AV

—

'

;

'

;

AV

AVm

'

Hastings.

Damnation, Judg-

ment.

CONDITION.— In the obsol. sense of disposition,
condition occurs 2 Mac 15" 'gentle in c' (RV
'm.anner'; Gr. rpiiro^, in this sense also He 13'
'conversation,'
'turn of mind').
Cf.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1431

AV

RVm

'

He was so centil of condicioun,
That thurgliout al the court was

his renoun.*

J. Hastings.
was ashamed to ask the
king footmen, and horsemen, and c. for safeguard
against our ad versaries
mod. escort. So Shaks.
Cymb. lU. v. 8—

CONDUCT.— 1 Es 8"

'

'

*

So, sir,

A conduct
See Ethics.

I

I

—

desire of

'

'

you

over land to SlUtord-Haven.'

Hastings.

J.

'

;

'

'

'

;

and

Ltu:rcce, 701
•

O

deeper Bin than bottomless conceit

Can comprehend

in still

imagination.'

J.

Hastings.

CONCERT.— See Consort.
CONCISION.— See Circumcision.

CONCLUDE.-

1.

In the sense of 'shut up,' 'en-

mod. include, Ro 11'* 'God hath c'-'tlicm all
in unbelief,' and Gal 3*" the Scripture hath C^ all
under sin' (RV 'shut up,' Gr. av-iK\tLw, u.sed lit. in
Lk 5' 'they tm-Zoierf a great multitude of lishos' and
Ucgnve his peojile
fig. as al>ove from Ps 78" LXX,
over unto the sword
used with the pregnant sen.se
of giving over so that there can be no escape
Sanday and Headlam). 2. To come to a conclusion
by reasoning, infer, Ro 3^ 'Therefore we c. that a
man is justified by faith' {'hcryi^liiuOa, RV 'we
reckon') and in RV, Ac
c"" that (iod had
close,'

'

;

'

'

;

—

W

'

CONDUIT

{n))ir\,

iSpayuy6i,

aqvirducttis).

—A

channel for the convej-ance of water from the
source whence it was derived to the place where it
was delivered. It wound round hills, or passed
through them by means of tunnels and crossed
valleys upon arches or upon a substructure of solid
masonry. The channel, when not itself a tunnel
of varying height, was rectangular in form, and
either cut out of the solid rock or constructed of
masonry. It was covered by slabs of stone to keep
the water pure and cool, and its floor had a alight
ami fairly uniform fall.
The remains of ancient conduits constructed for
the conveyance of water to towns, or for purposes
of irrigation, are common in Pal., but it will only
be necessary here to allude to those connected with
the water supply of Jerusalem. Amongst the oldest
of the ,Ierus. conduits are the rock-hewn channel
that entered the temple area from the north, and was
cut through when the ditch that separated Bezetha
from the Antonia was excavated one at a low
level, beneath 'Robinson's Arch,' which was de
stroyed when Herod built the west periholos wall
and the well-known tunnel that
of tlie temple
conveyed water from the Fountain of the Virgin to
the Pool of Siloam. An inscription in Phcon. characters in the last conduit carries the date of itscou
struction back to the Hth cent. B.C.
Kquiilly interesting and, iierlinps, in part of
;

;

;

'

CONEY
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COXfESSIOlN

greater age, is the conduit about ISJ miles long
which convev«>i water from the Pools of Solomon,'
beyond Betlilohem, to the temple enclosure at
Jerus., and is known as the 'low-level aqueduct.'
Tradition, with great probability, ascribes the construction of this conduit to Solomon, who must have
found himself obliged to increase the water supply
when the temple services were instituted. The
channel, which is about 2 ft. deep and IJ ft. wide,
It has been
pa.s.ses under Bethlehem by a tunnel.
conjectured that this conduit was called 'Tannin'
by the Jews from its serpentine course, and that
the Dragon's Well of Neh 2" was an outflow
from it in the Valley of Hinnom. At a later date
a pool {piscina) was constructed in the Wdily
Arriib to collect the water from springs in that
valley, and this was connected with the low -level
aqueduct' by a conduit about 28 miles in length,
wliich, near Tekoa, passed through a long tunnel.
This conduit is apparently that alluded to by Jos.
(Ant. XVIII. iii. 2, BJ II. ix. 4) as having been made
by Pontius Pilate with the Corban.
The most remarkable work, however, is the
high-level aqueduct,' which probably entered
It was apparently conJerus. at the Jatfa Gate.
structed by Herod for the supply of the citadel
and palace which he built on tlie W. hill, and of
the fountains and irrigation channels in his palace
gardens (BJ v. iv. 4) and it displays a very high
degree of engineering skill. It derived no portion
of its supply from the Pools of Solomon,' but had
valley of wells,' where
its head in Wddy Bk'tr,
it passed through a tunnel about four miles Ion",
which collected the water from several small
springs, awl had numerous shafts leading to the
surface.
On issuing from the tunnel it entered a
piscina, where any sediment contained in the water
was deposited, and it aftervvards passed through a
second tunnel 1700 ft. long, which had nine shafts,
one 115 ft. deep. The conduit crossed the valley
in which the
Pools of Solomon lie, above the
upper pool, and at this point its level is 150 ft.
above that of the low-level aqueduct.' One of
its most interesting details is the inverted syphon,
compo.sed of perforated limestone blocks, cased in
rubble masonry, which crosses the valley between
'

'

'

'

•

;

'

'

—

'

'

'

Mdr

Eli&s.
No details have come
manner in which the water conveyed by the numerous conduits was distributed

Bethlehem unA

down

to us of the

after it reached Jerus. ; but there were probably
fountains, supplied by small conduits of lead or
earthenware, as well as cisterns and pools, to which
the public had access.

Amongst the conduits mentioned

in the Bible
the conduit of the upper pool,' at the end
of which Isaiah was commanded to meet Ahaz
(Is 7'), and beside which Sennacherib's messengers
stood when they spoke to the people on the wall
that bv which the waters of
(2 K 18", Is 36^)
Gihon were brought straight down to the \\". side
of the city of David (2 Ch 32*') and that connected
with the pool made by Hezekiah (2 K 20=°). The
existence of conduits is also implied in Sir 48",
Is 22^- ".
In Sir 24*" there is an allusion to a
conduit made for irrigating a garden.

are

:

'

;

;

C.

CONEY

(155'

cfurrogryllus).

sMph&n,

—The

coney

W. Wilson.

xo'POTP"^^"'',
is

chews the cud, but does not

di%-ide the hoof (Lt
not a ruminant, but has a
motion of the jaws similar to that of the ruminants.
Bruce the traveller kept a tame one, and supposed,
from the motion of its jaws, that it was a ruminant.
Cowper made a similar mistake in regard to hij
)

Dt

1',

It

14').

is

tame hares.
The conies are among the four 'exceeding wise'
animals (Pr 30"--"); they are 'but a feeble folk,
yet make they their houses in the rocks.' 'The
rocks are a refuse for the conies (Ps 104"). They
do not burrow like rabbits, but live in clefts and
'

holes of the rocks. They are gregarious in habit,
strictly herbivorous.
They are very shy, and
usually come out of their holes towards evening.
When feeding, an old male sits as sentry, and, on
the approach of danger, gives a whistle or squeak
as a warning to his companions, and they immediately take ' refuge in the rocks. They are found
all the way from Ras-Muhammed to Lebanon.
The natives esteem their flesh a delicacy.
G. E. Post.

and

'

CONFECTION, CON FECTIONARY.— Confection

AV only E.x 31)** a c. after the art of the
apothecary (npi rCkah, RV perfume '), and Sir 38'
Uf such doth the apothecary make a c' (ij.iy/ia, RV
as A V)
to which RV adds 1 Ch 9* the sons of the
priests prepared the c. of the spices (nos^SO 'C!>\
AV 'made the ointment'). Thus 'c' is always
something made vp, a compound, and always of
perfume or medicine, never sweetmeats. So confectionary is a perfumer ; only 188" 'he will take
your daughters to be confectionaries, and to be
cooks, and to be bakers (ninji, RVm perfumers ').
Of. Bp. Mountagu (1641), Acts and Mon. 298, 'the
woman was an excellent Confectionary, very
cunning in poisons.' See MEDICINE, Perfumes.
occurs in

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

J.

Hastings.

CONFEDERACY

in the common sense of league,
alliance, is found Ob ' All the men of thy c' (n~ij),
1 Mac 8"- ™- -- ((7vn)iaxla).
In Is 8" "» the meai.ing
'

'conspiracy,'* which

is

is

nearly obsol., thoagh

D'Israeli (Charles I. II. ii. 39) has 'in a perpetual
state of confederacy and rebellion.' Confederate
is both ailj. and subst.
As adj. Gn 14" these were
c. with Abrara
;
Ps 83° ' they are c. against thee
'

'

(RV
Is 7=

'

'against thee do they make a covenant');
Syria is c. with Ephraim (RVm after Heb.
'

Mac

'

rcsteth on E.')

'

Your confederates and

;

1

As

10".

friends.'

1 Mac 8"
HASTINGS.

subst.
J.

CONFERENCE

is what we should now call con.
almost the same as conversation, which in
Bacon's meaning in the passage, Essays
01

verse,

'

'Reading
maketh a full man Conference a ready man and
Writing an exact man.' C. occurs Wis 8" (A/uXia,
Vulg. Iiiquel'i) and Gal 2* they who seemed to be
somewhat inc. added nothing to me' (where the
word has no proper equivalent in the Greek, RV
they, I say, who were of repute imparted nothing
tome'; but in 1" 'I conferreanot'isthesameGreek
word as is here tr'' imparted (irpixravaTlB-qiu). In
the Pref. to AV c. is used in the more prim, sense
of comparison (con-fero, bring togetlier '), * We
cannot be holpen by c. of places. J. HASTINGS.
Studies'

(p.

Gold.

'205,

"Treas.

;

ed.),

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Socriirout,

undoubtedly Hyrnx

Syriacus.
It is known by the S. Arabs as thtifn,
evidently the same as sfulpkdn.
In Pal. it is
known as wnbr, and in Lebanon as tobsun. The
Arabs also call it ghanam-Beni-Israil, the sheep of
the Children of Israel.
It is a perissodactyl, with
dentition and feet strongly resembling those of the
rhinoceros.
It is as larpe as a rabbit, has short
ears and a very short tail.
Its colour is greyishbrown on the back and whitish on the belly, "it is
declared unclean bj' the Mosaic law, because it

CONFESSION (TiiB, ino\oyeTi', 4^0X07(0).— Both
the Heb. and the Gr. words are capable of the
same double application as the English.
To
'
confess is to acknowledge by either word or deed
the existence and authority of a divine power, or
the sins .-ind ofl'ences of which one has been ^ilty.
The biblical use of the verb and ita derivatives is
'

*

This

IB

in his 4th

the meaninf? of the Heb. ("ur'p) alflo, which Delitisch
e<l. successfully defends against the substitution ol
by Seclter, rerived by Gratz, and

holy thing,' mode
accepted by Cheyne.
trip

'

—

—

CONFESSION

CONFIRMATION

about equally divided between these two

{\) proas the true God
or of Jeau) as the Christ, (2) confession or open
acknowledgment of sin. (For the distinction of.
further Cic. {>ru Sesliu, 51, 109.)
1. Confession of God as their God, acknowledgment of iliui as tlie true God, was required of the
menibera of the Chosen Family before it became a
nation.
It was rendered by Abraliam when he
'called upon the name of the Lord' (Gn 13*

/esi-ion or

acknowledgment

of

God

etc. ), and by him and his descendants when they
claimed the covenant relationship through the rite
In process of time this outward
of circi'jucision.
confession tended to become conventional, and
The consciousness of common
only external.
nationality superseded that of personal relation to
God. In the subsequent reaction of individualism,

465

instinct of the heart and a principle of God's kingdom, was consistently recognized and inculcated
by tlie Mosaic ritual. It was required of the individual whenever he had committed a trespass
(Lv S'" 26*''), and its necessity in regard to both
individual and national sins was exhibited in the
ceremony of the Scapegoat, over whose head tlie
high-priest was to confess all the iniquities of the
whole people (Lv 16-'). Confession of sin became
the natural and regular accompaniment of prayer
(cf. Ezr 10').
At the same time representative

men

felt

themselves to be partakers in national sins

Such confession is the natural result of deep conviction (cf. Jn 4", Mt 12**), and when Jesus had
brought His disciples to the point of recognizing
Him as the Christ, He drew from one of them that
acknowledgment which is specilically known as St.
Peter's Confession (Mt 16"'*). He announced that
it was on the rock of such conviction and confession
that His Church should be built and He made
tliis open acknowledgment of Himself, His dignity
and authority, a sine gud non of true discipleship
(Lk IS').
In tlie Apostolic Clmrcb this confession vras
insisted upon as a sign of true conversion and a
condition of baptism.
Its contents were at first

and disobedience, and bound to confess
these as well as their own (Dn g-'"). The whole
prayer in Dn 9 shows the nature and contents of
sue 11 a confession.
The connexion between repentance and confession was so ingrained in the Jewish conscience
that when, under the Baptist's preaching, many
were led to repent, open confession accompanied
their baptism (Mk 1°), and doubtless the Apostolic
baptism was prefaced by a confession in tins sense
as well as the other. Such a confession was understood to be made to God, but commonly it would
be made in the hearing of men (cf. Ac 17*).
It is
plain also that Christ taught the necessity of
acknowledging, and obtaining forgiveness for,
oU'ences committed against other men (Mt 5-*,
Lk 17*). As to the mode of confession or the
person to receive it, no instruction is given. It is
clear, however, from the language of St. John (1 Jn
1') and St. James that it was specific, definite, and
mutual. In Ja 5" the reading of
(rds atiapTtat
ri, irapairTuiiaTa) puts it beyond doubt that
for
reference is made to sins against God
but the
interpretation (Chrysostom and others) which
infers that the confession was to be made to the
Presbyters, involves an inadmissible tautology.
'AXXtJXois can only refer to the relation of individual
believers to one another, so that Cajetan from the
Roman standpoint riglitly admits 'ncc hie est
sermo de confessione sacramentali.'

very general, varying with the circumstances of tlie
conversion and the experience of the convert, but
with a growing tendency to include certain constant elements. From the beginning it must have
included the recognition of Jesus as 'the Lord'
(cf. Ito 10*, 1 Co 12'), and an expression of con-

C. A. Scott.
verb 'confirm' is u.sed
in a very general sense in the AV, serving as a
rendering of no fewer than eleven words in the
original languages seven Heb. (I'Tij, "gj, piij, [o,
x'Pt. """V. ^'P in their proper conjugations) and four

men

of special piety, or in special circumstances,
constrained to make specilic confession of their
personal adherence to J" (cf. I's 63', Is 44"). The
passage in Isaiah shows that this confession was
felt

accompanied bv an open act of self-dedication, if
not, as some think, by the cutting of some permanent mark on the head or forehead. At other
times, after a period of national apostasy, the
general repentance and return was marked by a
solemn renewal of the national confession (cf.
1

K

8», 2

Ch

6^*).

;

fidence

and hope

in

Him

(cf.

He

3" 10-^).

Such

general acknowledgment of allegiance to Christ is
referred to in 1 Ti 6'=, He 3'
but even He 4'*, let
us hold fast our confession' (AV 'profession') does
not involve a formulated confession. An acknowledgmentof theUesurrection doubtless founda place
both early and often (Ko 10'), and prejiared the way
for a confession including belief of the historical
facts of Christianity. Of theological inference there
is an early trace in the interpolated confession
of the Ethiopian (Ac 8"), but the early appearance
of false teaching and imperfect views of Christ
accentuated the necessity of more dogmatic expression.
Signs of this are found in the Epistles of
St. John (1 Jn 4", cf. 2'^ 4^ », 2 Jn ').
Here we
have the necessary antithesis to gnostic docetism
the deepened consciou.sness of the Church corresponded to a fuller confession, involving both the
Fatherhood of (lod and the true Sonship of Jesus.
2. Hoth in OT and NT, confession of sin before
God is recognized as a condition of forgiveness,
being the guarantee of genuine penitence and
purpose of amendment. Thus Joshua exhorted
Achan to make confession unto the Lord (Jos 7'");
the Psalmist 'acknowledged his sin' (Ps 32'; cf.
51*); Pr 28" lays it down as a general principle
that whoso confca.seth and forsakcth liia siii shall
have mercy,' and Jesus exhibits the prodigal son
as moved tjy a natural impulse to confess to his
lather.
Confes.sion, therefore, as at once an
VOL. I.— so
;

'

;

'

of unbelief

WH

TK

;

CONFIRMATION.— The

—

Gr.

(^e^aiitij, ^iriarripi^ui,

Kvpduj,

fjL(iTiTevtij).

The OT

group of words suggests the idea of establishing and
strengthening though in some cases the more technical notion of a legal or authoritative confirmation
comes in, esp. when the word D'p is used {e.g. Ru 4',
Est 9="- "'• =^). In the NT /9e/3oi6a> and ^irdTTTjpifu are
used in the general sense of strengthening and estab;

lishing, while

Ki'/)6ui

is

used in the sense of giving

power or validity (2 Co 2', Gal 3"), and /jifiriTeuw is
employed in its natural meaning of acting as a
mediator (He 6").
The substantive 'confirmation' (/3t;3a/uiri!) is used in the two senses of making
firm, establishing (Ph 1"), and givinj; authoritative
validity (He G'").
It is not used in the Bible to
describe an ecclesiastical rite.
In the Acts reference is made to St. Paul confirming the souls of
the disciples' (14'-''-), and confirming the Churches'
(1,')*')
and it is stated that Judas and Silas, being
prophets also themselves, exhorted the brethren
with many words, and confirmed them' (15'''')
forms of ^TiaTTipl^u being used in each case. There
is no indication that any ceremony was performed
the narrative would ratlicT
on these occasions
suggest the jjencral idea of strengthening and estaU
lishing Bpintuully.
But although the laj-ing on
of hands (^Trifltirit tuv x'^P^") is not connected with
confirmation,
it appears in as.sociation
the word
with the gift of the Holy Spirit to discijiles by
apostles subsequent to baptism (Ac 8""'' 19°- '),
and as a rite following baptism, in He 6'.
This
'

'

'

;

;

—

—

);

CONGREGATION

CONFISCATION

1R6

after the example of the Jewish method of
blessing {e.g. CJn 48''' '*), which was recognized by
the mothers who brought their children to Jesus
thiit He might 'lay his hands on them,' etc. (Mt
19").
According to the Talmud, a father laid his
bunds on his child, after which the elders also
blessed him (I'u.vtorf., i'yn. jKrf. 138). As late as
TertuUian the laj'ing on of hands was closely
ast^ociated with baptism as almost part of the same

was

rite {de

Bnp.

8

c.

Cam.

Rcsurr.

rfe

;

W.

c. 8).

F.

Adeney.

CONFISCATION. — See Ceimes akd Punish-

CONFOUND. —This

vb. is used in three senses.
stray, shatter, Jer 1" 'be not dismayed at
The
their faces, lest I c. thee before them.'
Geneva and Bishops' Bibles have ' destroy ' here,
and it is possible that
chose a milder word
on jiurpose, as
has a still milder ' lest I
1.

l)i

AV

RV

dismay thee before them'; but the Heb.

(!iri~S!-[3,

nnn in hi[)h.) has the meaning of 'shatter,' as in
the yoke of his burden . . . thou hast
Is 9*
broken (RV) and the Eng. word has this meaning also, as Milton, Par. Lost, ii. 380
'

'

;

'

^\Tience,

But from the author of all ill, could spring
So deep a malice, to confound the race
Of Mankind in one rooty

Put

2.

to

shnme.

This

the most frequent meanc"* into ' ashamed,' but
to shame.' Earlier verwliere
has ashamed,'

is

RV often changes
Amer. RV prefers 'put
ing.

'

'

AV

'
sions sometimes had 'c"''
as 2 S 10" Douay, ' The men were confounded very
fowly, and David commanded them, Tary in
Jeridio, til your beard be growen.' 3. Throw into
confu.'don (stronger than mod. confiute. Dr. Murray
suggests the colloq. dumfound), as Gn II'-" (see
Tongues, Confusion of), 2 Mac 13=^ 14^ 'he

was much

Ac

'

igs*

himself

c*^ in

21"

'

was

;

Ac

in confusion

'

2* 9^' (criryx^u, cf.

Hastings.

confusion were much
stronger words in Elizabethan than in mod. Eng.,
Ac 19*2 the assembly was c"" (RV in confusion ')
Is 9» with c. noise (ftV in the tumult '). See CONFOUND 3. Confusion 1. Tmnulluoiis disorder, as
Ac 19^ the whole city was filled with c' {adyximi),
I Co I4», Ja 3'" (drarao-Tofflo), 2 Es 16", Lv 18'='20'2
(S3F1), Is 24i» 34" 41=» (inn).
The Oxf. Eng. Dirt.
quotes Is 34" he shall stretch out upon it the line
of c.' as an example of e. in the sense of destruction
(see Confound 1) and that meaning was common
in 1611, as Shaks. Afid. Aight's Dream, I. i. 149
'

'

'

'

:

'

'

;

'So quick bright things come to confusioo.'

But the Heb. (which

RV

form,'

that in

all

dliorder.
to c' (iDij,

the word

is

tr.

'without

Gn

V) makes it probable
the passages from I.saiah the meaning is
2. Shnme, di'tgrare, as Ps 35'- *
brought
'confounded,' Cbeyne 'abashed');
'

waste,' in

'

RV

am full of c.' (\S^;>, RV 'ignominy');
with Heb. bCshcth, 1 S 20«'"», Ezr 9', Ps 109-=',
Jer 7", Dn 9'- 8.
(Except Ps 70», Is 61', Jer 7'",
Job 10"

'I

esp.

Mic

by alaxmr, in LXX.
See Tongues, Confusion of.
J. Hastings.
1", Zepli 3»-

'«,

b6sheth

CONGREGATION
Heb. terms,
necessary to
usage of
1.

OT

esj).

is

-r;\a,

examine

is tr.

AV

rendering of

and hn^.
minutely the

ny;,

several

It will

be

linguistic

in regard to each of these.

ijto (mu'i-d).

The

root-idea contained in this

word

is that of a fixed appointed meeting or tryst
between (Jod and man. Hence it is frequently
employed to mean a 'set time,' or to designate the
sacred .sca.ions {mS'ftdim) when all the males in
Israel had to present themselves at J"'8 sanctuary (Hos 9» 12», Lv 2.32- ••
«).
It is but a step

«

'

'

.

AV

Smith, OTJC^ 246.) The Sept. aK-qvfi tov nafrrvpioi
and VuJg. tabemaeulum testiinonii, as well as
Luther's Stift.ihiitte, have arisen, as Ges. explains,
from improperly regarding i^to as synonymous with
nny (see Nu 9'', where tabernacle of the testimony
lyiD '?ni< is used with great
is the correct rendering).
frequency by P(131 times)and bythe Chronicler(l Ch
632 g.:! 0333, 2 Ch P- "• '3 5°), but it is emiJoyed also
by E (Ex 33', where its meaning is explained cf.
Nu 11"-^ J), and occurs in at least two passages
which belong to JE, viz. Nu 11" 12*. The source
of Dt 31" is uncertain, and 1 S 2" and 1 K 8* can
scarcely be taken into consideration, because both
'-j^to-S;
contain elements of late date. In Ps 74'
= all the synagogues of God, and in La 2* nyto is
'

'

;

W

eniployed as a designation for the temple.
It may be worth while to remind the reader that
in the expression solemn assembly, which is occasionally used by
as a rendering of 11:^0, solemn
has its archaic sense of fixed or ' stated,' Lat.
io^enni? (Driver, Qeut. 189).
In Is 14" mouiLTt of the congregation probably
refers to the assembly of the gods, whose dwellingplace, according to Bab. mythology, was located
the far north, upon the mountain of the world
(Driver, Isaiah^ 129 n.
Delitzsch, Isaiah, new ed.

AV

'

'

'

m

'

;

See Babylonia,

p. 216'.
2. nyj_ ('cdt'th) and hn^ (kahal).
Before examining the linguistic usage of
it may be well to
refer to a distinction between these two words which
has been contended for by some. Vitringa {de
Synngoga vetere, 80, 88), with whom Trench (Synonyms of NT, 3f.) agrees, expresses the difference
thus, 'notat proprie 7.717 universam alicujus populi
multitudiiiem vinculis societatis unitam et remi.

310).

OT

RV).
J.

CONFUSED. — Confuse and

this when ne find the word used to designate
the assembly that celebrated the festival, or indeed
In Job 30^" we
as a designation for any assembly.
have "n-VpS t;\o n'3 'the place of assembly^ for all
living,' used of Sheol, while in Is 33-" Zion is called
uii'iD n;-)p
the city of our assemblies (cf Pa 74*,
La 1*, Ezk 44^''). In particular, lyto occurs very
frequently in the phrase lyiD '^nx {'Ohel mO'ed) the
Tent of Meeting (between J" and Israel). The
familinr
tabernacle of the congregation fails
entirely to suggest the true idea conveyed by the
phrase as this is explained in Ex 29*-'- (Cf. W. R

from

publieam quandara constituentem

;

cum vocabulum

ex indole et vi signiflcationis suae tantum dicat
quemcuv^'2ue hominum ccetum et conventum sive
avraywyi) ut et .tij;
minorem sive majorem.
semjier signilicat ccetum conjunctum et congregatum
etinin.ti nullo forte vinculo ligatum, Bed 4KK\rj<ria
(Srii;) designat multitudinera aliquam quae yo/w/um
constituit, per leges et vincula inter se jicnctam,
etsi snejie liat ut non sit coacta vel cogi possit.'
This is certainly far more plausible and reasonable
than the famous distinction which Augustine
nii!

.

.

.

sought to establish between <rwayioYfi and iKK\ri<rla,
or rather between their Latin equivalents, congregatio and eonvocatio, the latter being the nobler
term, because used of calling together msn, while
cnngreqntio designated the gathering together of
cattle (grex)
Vitringa's distinction comes, in fact,
pretty near to that of Schiirer, to which we shall
advert presently but it seems a mistake to endeavour to carry such a distinction back to OT.
!

;

It may fairly be questioned whether in a single
instance the contention of Vitringa can be established. Rather are we inclined to see in the choice
of the one or the other of these terms
mark of
authorship.
It is remarkable that .inj; finds favour
in certain books, while ShiT is prevailingly, if not

employed in others.
from the same root as ivte, occurs vari(Ex 12'), Snt^- 'j? trij^ (Ex 16'-'-»),
ni.T n-i; (Nu 27"), and absolutely, rnv.i (Lv 4")
It belongs, like ii'io, to the vocabulary of P, nevet
exclusively,
(")

ously,

'7i'i

(is Sx-iif ni:;^

;
'

CONGREGATION

CONSCIE.NCE

occurrinc in D or JE, and its use in the other
histonyil Injoks is rare, Jg 20', 21i»- '»• '«, 1 K 8"
(=2 Ch 5"), 12" being the only instances (Driver,

the latter of which Kutnen (liel. of Israel, ii. 214)
remarks,
In very weighty matters the decision
even rested with the whole community, which was

LOT

summoned

128).

(6) >r.i]
ni.T •?!!?

occurs variously, as

(Nu

absolutely,

'?K-;f:

(Dt

31*"),

c-.T^xri ^rif (Xeh
13'), and
(Ex 16', Lv 4"). It is frequently
In the
Dt, 1 and 2 Ch, Ezr, and Neh.
and Srij are used without any per-

16', 20^),

'^n-n

employed in
Ps both Ti;;

Snp

467

'

to Jerus. for that purpose.'
(All that
concerns the OT congregation as a worshipping
body wUl be dealt with under CHURCH, SYNAGOGUE,
and Tf;MPLK.)
For the sake of completeness it may be well to
note the usage of some other words of kindred
import to the three we have discussed.
(o) rnxi^ ('dzereth), from a root containing the
idea of enclosing or confining, is frequently applied
to the congregation that celebrates the festivals

diti'ercnce of meaning to designate the
congregation of Israel.
In the Sept. (rwayuyri generally answers to nis;,
&nd iKicX-njla to 'Jns. The latter statement holds
5=', 2
10=", Is 1", in which last
good uniformly in Jos, Jg, S, K, Ch, Ezr, and (Jl 1'* 2",
Neh, also in IJt (with the exception of 6*", where passage it is coupled with N"ip?). The nearest Gr.
Snj is rendered irvfayay^).
On the other hand, '?n7 e<iuivalent is Trarfiyvpit (by which it is rendered in
5"', and which occurs in the
the Sept. of
is rendered by avyayuyfi in E.\, Lv, Nu, probably in
order to secure uniformity in the (ir., for ni;;; in NT once, He 12^ the general assembly '). n-ixj;^
these books is always ffwa-, nryi). Once in the Ps designates especially such assemblies as were
Snj is rendered avvayiiryT} (40'") elsewhere we find convened on the seventh day of the Feast of UntKKXrjcia, except in 26°, where it is (riWiSpioi'.
leavened Bread (Dt 16"), and the eighth day of the
While we ciiinut admit tliat the di.stiiution con- F. of Tabernacles (Lv 2S^, Nu 29*>, Neh 8'*, 2 Ch 7»)
(b) ey K-;pp {mil:rd' kodesh), which occurs so
tended for by \'itrin';a is traceable in (.IT, yet a
somewhat siniiliir distinction is discovered by frequently in the holy convocation of AV, is a
Schiirer in the usage of the terras by later Judaism.
favourite expression in the priestly sections of Ex,
awayiityri was the term applicable to the empirical
Lv, and Nu, particularly in H (Lv 17-26). The
reslity, the actual congregation existing in any
Sept. usually renders it kXtttt] ayta (cf. Sanday,
The simple !^^,-.p occurs in Nu 10^
one place, while iKK\i]irla designated the ulcnl, the Romans, 12 1. ).
It
assembi}' of those called by God to salvation.
and Is 1". It is hard to discover any difl'erence
is easy to see how, on this account, ^KKX-qala disbetween this term and n-ii;;.
In classical
placed irvvaywy^ in Christian circles.
(c) nto (s6d), originally = friendly conversation
Greek, as is well known, 4KK\r]crla was the name for (SfiiXla), then on the one hand = friendliness,
the l)ody of free citizens summoned by a herald, friendship, and on the other = a bocly of friends
3').
and in this sense it is used in Ac 19 of the assembly (cf. Driver on
It is used of a gathering for
at Ephesus.
A statutory meeting was designated familiar converse (Jer 6" 15", in the latter of \vliieh
Kvpla or (vfofim (the latter in Ac 19**), one specially
the Sept. has (nviSpiOf), of a deliberative council
Bummoned was ffir/nXirros. It can hardly be saiu, (Job 15», Jer 23", Ps 89', in all these used of the
however, that classical usage throws much light Privy Council of the Almighty), of a secret comnpm the nature of the iKKK-rinia, or 'congregation,' pany of wicked men plotting evil (Ps 6*'), or of the
The word may be used select assembly of the upright (Ps 111', where nin
«o often spoken of in OT.
of an assembly summoned for a definite purpose
is coupled with nnj, as it is in Gu 49' with Snj).
(1 K 8") or met on a festal occasion (Dt 23'), but
LiTERATTBB.—Schfirer. BJP II. il. 69 n. Driver. LOT lie,
far more frequently it has in view the community
Drut. 188, 195, 2:i4 Thayer, A'T Lex. and Creiner, Bib.-Theol.
of Israel collectively regarded as a congregation. Lex. s. ixKXrf"^ and iru»a>«»>-r Wellhaiisen, Camp, d- Uex. 206;
CVellhausen (Comp. d. Hex. 205) finds this last Hort, diriitian Krdesia (1S97), 1-21 Vitrinjca, de Syn. Vet.
usage distinctive of P, denying that the nation is 77 f. Trench, Syn. df AT, 1 i.\ Holzingcr, XA W (188(0. P- 106 If.
J. A. Selbie.
viewed from such a purolj' rhurchly standpoint in
CONIAH.— See Jehoiachin.
JE, or even in D. See A.'^SEMliLY.
In OT A])Ocr. iKuXriaia occurs in the sense of a
CONJECTURE. Only Wis 8» '[Wisdom] C"
popular assembly (Jth 6" 14*, Sir 15'), more rarely
as a designation for the people as a whole aright what is to come (eiVcifci). KV has 'divineth
But it is
the things to come,' with c'"" in marg.
(1 Mac 4™).
= divineth,' as Scot (1584),
In NT iKK\7fala is applied to the congregation of probable that in AV c'"'
Conjecture unto me by thy familiar spirit.'
the people of Isr. in tiie speech of Stephen (Ac 7"),
J. Hastings.
but awaytiTfii came gradually to be employed to
CONSCIENCE.—The word is not found in OT
distinguish Isr. from other nations. (It is characwickedness
it occurs in Apocr., Wis 17"
teristic of the Ep. of James that in 2" awayuryit is
used of an a.ssemlily of Jewish Christians, and of the being pressed with c, always forecasteth grievous
Kp. tothe Hebrews that in 10'-'°firi<7i;i'a7u>7J) [the word things (awclinaii). Sir 14' Blessed is he whose c.
has a ditl'erent meaning in 2 Th 2'] is spoken of a hath not c.omlemned him' (ficci. KV 'soul'), and
Hence, apart from the 2 Mac 6" they made a c. to help themselves
Christian community.)
reason noted above, it was natural that ^McXijjfo {evKapCii (x"", 'tV 'scrupled'; cf. Pure has [1625],
They will
make more
should be chosen as the designatiim of the Christian Pilgrimes, ii. 1276,
Church, owing to the Judaistic associations of conscience to brcake a I'ast, than to commit a
times,
times
(KV
omit30
In NT 32
Murther').
ffvyayoTfij.
While there is little about OT 'congregation' ting Jn 8', and reading cvrijOdif Co S') always for
to recall the popular assembly of a Gr. community avydSrtaif, of which it is the invariable and a|)proriate tr. But mod. usage would prefer conscious(for the elders, or in post-exific times at Jerus., the
hi"h priest and his counsellors, seem to have gener- ness in 1 Co 8' 'some with c. of the idol unto lliit
hour eat it as a thing olVercd unto an idol' (KV
ally acted alone), there are «me or two examples of
an op]iosite kincl. In Nti 35-^"- (P) it is the 'con- with edd. reads ari-riOtlgi, hence hi'ing n.^ed until
gregation' that decides the case of the luanslayer now to the idol ') and in He 10' no more c. of
who has rciiclicd a city of refuge, altliough even sins.' Cf. Milton, Par. Lost, viii. 502 —
here the decision according to I)' rests with the
Uer virtue and the conscience of her worth.'
elders (cf. the above pas.sage with Jos 20^ [D'], or
Similar functions are See Sanday-Headlara on Uo 2"> P. Ewald, De
the latter with v."* [P]).
('» nc potrstatl
Vorui 2i/>'«i5i)irecjs apud Script.
a.scribed to the 'congregation' in the late and
J. Hastings.
peculiar narrative of Jg 20, 21, and in Ezr 10, on (1883) and the next article.
ccj)tible
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B. Christian Doctrine.
i.

ii.

uL
Iv.

The Nature of Conscience,
The Competence of Conscience.
Tile Education of Conscience.
1.

Social.

2.

Imiividual.
of Conscience.

The Witness

A. Historical SKETCn.—yfhen man begins to
on his experience as a moral agent, two
questions emerge. (1) Wliat is the highest good
for man ?
What is the chief end in attainment of which man finds satisfaction ? (2) What
is the source of moral obligation?
What power
commands and regulates human action ? In the
history of thought, these two questions occur
in the order stated
and it is not till the second
has been asked that a doctrine of conscience is
reflect

'

'

;

possible.
1. Greek philosophy in its prime is mainly concerned with the first of these. The ethics of Plato
and Aristotle are largely occupied \vith discussing
the nature of the Good and practically their doctrine amounts to this, that man finds his highest
welfare in the duties of citizenship.
Man is
regarded as part of the pnysical and social world
in which he finds himself
and his welfare lies in
playing his due part therein. This doctrine was
sufficient as long as the Greek State lasted.
When
this was broken up, however, and there was no
longer a life of free and ennobling activity open
to men, the moral problem assumed the second
form.
Man is thrust back on himself. His
indiriiuality becomes emphasized over against
the world, in which he can now no longer realize
himself.
Turning in upon himself, he seeks within
the guidance he has hitherto found in the life which
waited for him without. This type of mind, so characteristic of thoughtful and earnest men under the
Roman Empire, finds e.xpression in the philosophical doctrines of the Stoics and Epicureans.
These are as intensely subjective as the systems of
Plato and Aristotle "had been comprehensive and
objective.
Not, therefore, till man has become
aware of himself as an individual, and looks out
on life from the standpoint of his subjectivity,
does the question of the rule of conduct clearly
emerge. In discussing this question, the Stoics
found the rule in reason, the Epicureans in sense.
The Stoics made wide the opposition between
reason and sense. Virtue, according to them, is
reasonableness, and is exercised in absolute control
of sense, utter indillerence to material things, and
austere rejection of pleasure. Noble things are
said by them in praise of virtue, and eloquent
testimony is borne against the views of a corrupt
age.
But by their own admission the leading
principle of their thought and action is sublime
;

;

The moral world needed an active
principle which should regenerate character and
reconstitute society.
This power came with
Christianity.
2. In the history of religion as set forth in the
Christian Scriptures, we find a similar succession
in the order in which the above-mentioned problems
emerge.
doctrine of conscience is not found till
late in the development of Christian thought, when
the consciousness of individuality is strong and
full.
There are indeed traces of the operations of
conscience.
Man is always treated as a moral
being (so in the prophets, and especially in Ezekiel,
whose sense of individual responsibility is new and
strong), susceptible of communications from a
personal God, and amenable to His judgment.
Itut conscience, or the source of obligation for the
individual, is not made a subject of special treatbut powerless.

A

the earlier stages of man's spiritual history
is no doctrine of conscienca
in the ()T.
The heart is the centre of man's
whole spiritual energy, whether intellectual or
moral and no subtle analysis of mental or moral
powers is attempted. The characteristic work of
conscience, that of condemning us when we do
wrong, is ascribed to the heart, Job 27*. The
absence of a doctrine of conscience from the OT
is to be explained, not by any reference to the
alleged disinclination of the Heb. mind for psychological study, but by the fact that the stage
of religious development at which the Hebrews
were under Mosaism, precluded the question to
which the doctrine of conscience is an answer.
The law may be compared to the systems of Plato
and Aristotle, inasmuch as it answers the first of
the moral questions which arise on consideration
of man's life, viz. What is the Good ? The Good
is the will of God expressed in this body of legislation.
The question of principle of action, or an
organ of moral judgment, cannot emerge till the
conception of the Good has been made explicit.
The law is the conscience of the Heb. community.
Hence, as Oehler points out, the idea of a yi^os
ypavrbs (v KapSlais is wholly alien to the OT. This
absence of a doctrine of conscience is to be found
also in our Lord's teaching.
He never uses the
word, and for a similar reason. His teaching is
essentially revelation.
He is dealing with the
highest good for man, stating it in words, exhibiting it in life. His teaching and example are
addressed to conscience, and are meant to awaken
conscience and for this very reason He does not
in

Broadly speaking, there

A. Historical Sketch.

;

;

and cannot discuss conscience. Many of His sayings apply to conscience, and cast light on it, e.g.
'the lamp of the body,' Mt 6---^ but con.seience
itself does not form part of His express teaching.
With Christ's work as Redeemer a new stage of
man's history is entered on. The first question
is answered
the first need is met. The tlood is
;

;

revealed as truth it is accomplished in act it is
present as power. What Greek philosophy sought
after in the speculations of I'l.ato and Aristotle,
is possessed in the kingdom of God.
The parallel
is more than fanciful.
As the Greek realized the
good in the duties of citizenship in the State, the
Christian realizes it in the duties and privileges of
Tlie virtue of
citizenship in the kingdom of God.
the Gree'r:, narrowed by the limitations of the Gr.
State, is the obligation and possibility of mankind
in the wide realm of grace, which no political
change can restrict or destroy.
Now, accortlingly, man as an individual gets his
rights, and becomes the subject of special study.
The NT, apart from the teaching of our Lord, is
largely occupied with the consideration of man in
relation to the grace of God which has come with
Christ.
Human nature is studied as it could not
be .at an earlier stage. It is true that there is no
merely speculative treatment, the interest of the
NT being practical and not technical. References, however, to various aspects of man's moral
In particular, the question
constitution abound.
of man's relation to the Good as the will of God
receives special treatment, and is answered by an
Man is confronted
explicit doctrine of conscience.
by the revealed will of God, revealed not only in a
book, but in a Person. How does this will make
itiself felt in the sphere of man's individual conHow is man guided and impelled
sciousness?
towards the fulfilment of this will? The answer
of St. Paul, and other writers in the NT, is conscience.
Conscience, therefore, at once becomes
the object of special practical interest. It is the
great aim of a Christian to have a conscience that
shall be 'good,' 'void of oll'ence,' or 'pure'; and
it
is of paramount importance that conscience
;

;

I
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should be maintained in a condition of enlightenment and power adequate to the discharge of its
great function as the organ of moral apprehension
and moral Jud^'ment.
3. After the varied Christian life of the earlycenturies of our era had died away, Christian
ethic, like Christian theology, fell under the blight
of niediii'val scholasticism.
Christiau truth was
stilfened into a system of dogma.
Christian
morality was elaborated into a legal system more
cumbrous and wearisome than ever the Mosaic
code had been. Under this double burden the
souls of men groaned in bondage. Yet even in the
darkest ages there were not wanting sjmptoms of
revolt.
Mysticism claimed the power of holding
fellowship with God, without the intervention of
ecclesiastical machinery
but it failed to base its
protest on a sound conception of human nature,
and so never rose beyond the position of a secret
in possession of a few uniijue spirits.
Final
deliverance came in the epoch of the Reformation.
The Reformation was in essence a religious revival.

llobbes depicts to the life. Reason, accordingly,
intervenes to stop this intolerable state of matters,
and does so by enjoining submission to a strong
government. Hobbes thus pushes individualism

;

The cumbrous

ecclesiastical

machinery by which

the mediajval Churcli, while professing to unite
God and man, had really held them apart, was
swept away in a burst of righteous wTath. The
relations of God and man came to be re-stated
under the inspiration of original Christian ideas.
In this process conscience necessarily played an
im]>ortant part. Conscience accentuated the an-

tagonism between man and God, and showed man
in a degree for which indulgences and
priestly absolutions brought no sound relief.
Conscience, in like manner, in view of the complete
atonement wrought by Christ, testified, to him who
rested on Christ alone for salvation, perfect peace
with God. Conscience, accordingly, occupies large
6]>ace in the writings of the Reformers, as it must
do in all Christian teaching. It is not made, howguilty

ever, the subject of special theoretical treatment.
Speculative interest in the question of the source
of moral judgment has not awakened ; and the
necessity of its discussion is not yet felt. The
Reformation, in fact, was not an individualistic
movement. It is a misrepresentation to describe
it as such, or to quote such phrases as ' the right
of private judginunt,' as embodying its characteri.-itic ideas.
Those philosophical writers who most
fully express in the domain of pure thought the
I'rotestant spirit
Descartes and Spinoza are by
no means individualists. At the same time, there

—

—

can be no doubt that the Reformation contained
the ])Ossibility of individualism.
The external
unity of the Church had been broken up. Before
a conception of spiritual unity could be formed and
wrought out in moral and political life, it was
inevitable that an ejioch of indiWdualism should
sui)ervene, in which man should seek to find the
solution of intellectual and moral problems within
bis own subjectivity.
This movement predominated most largely in England, and obtained almost
exclusive sway, till within the present century it
has met a counter current of thought. Ethical
tlii'iiy during such a period is largely occupied
with the (luestion of the source of moral obligation,
and the faculty of moral judgment.
British
mornlists may be distinguished and classified
mainly by their views on this toi)ic. At the head
of the long line stands Thomas Ilobbes(l,')88-1079),

a writer whose fertile supgestivene.«s, virile force,
and daring ]iaradox, made him a paramount influence in the dcvelojiment of ethical doctrine in
Britain.
His fundamental position is that man's
natural tendencies are only and altogether ' selfregarding.' The pood for the individual is simply
what he desires for himself. The result of eacii
individual seeking the gratification of his own
dosireajs, of course, a state of war, whose miseries

to
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an extreme in which it becomes intolerable, and
replaced by an iron system in which the indi-

vidual

practically extinguished.
In such a
is no place for conscience, properly
speaking.
llobbes uses the word only in connexion with the analogous phrase 'conscious.'
is

system there

Conscience is no more than opinion shared by
various individuals. Any higher sense is mere
metaphor. The moral faculty is no other than
reason, calculating how best to secure individual
advantage, and deciding upon submission to the
State as the best means of securin<r the end aimed
at.
Such a doctrine was rather tlie projiounding
of a problem than its solution.
Accordingly, we
find that ethical thought in England consists
mainly in answers to Hobbes, or ratlier in answers
to the moral problem so acutely stated by him
What is the source of moral obligation ? What is
the nature of the moral faculty ? These answers
:

follow three rflistinct lines.
Appeal is made to reason. Reason is regarded
( 1
as the power by which universal truths and principles
are perceived and proclaimed. This is, in general,
the view of Cudworth (1617-1088), whose Treatise
concerning Eternal and Immutable Morality, not
published tQl 1731, is directed against the teaching
of Hobbes as destructive of the e.ssential distinctions of good and evil; and of Clarke (IG751729).
Both the.se writers claim for man this
facidty of recognizing truths, ideas, or relations of
things, prior to and apart from the .suggestions of
sensation.
Here we have a real answer to Hobbes,
and a most hopeful line of ethical thought. If man
have this power, then we are lifted at once above
the degrading view of man as a creature of merwly
selfish instincts, and have morality based, not on
conventions, but on eternal fact.
The value of such ' dianoetic ethics,' to use
Martineau's designation, depends obviously on the
view taken of reason ; and in the above-mentioned
writers, reason is conceived too much as a mere
formal power, limited to the recognition of truths
submitted to it. Thus, while phrases in Cudworth,
for instance, remind one of Kant, there is no
approach to the Kantian doctrine of knowledge,
still less to its subsviiuent idealist development.
fuller analysis of human instincts is at(2)
temjited. Hobbes had said man's primary instincts
are self-regarding. It was obviously open to reply
that they were not, or that they all were not. Accordingly, we have such writers as Shaftesbury
(1071-1713) and Hutcheson (1G94-1747) elaborately
proving that man possesses social as well as scllish
instincts, and placing virtue in the proper balance
of the two.
'rtie perception of this balance or proportion is due to a moral sense, which, like the
8en.se of beauty in things artistio, ^ides us in
things moral. At a first glance it might appear,
as no doubt it did to the writers themselves, that
they were answering Hobbes, and giving a more
dignified conception of human nature.
Really,
however, they are in substantial agreement with
Hobbes, entirely so as to presuppositions, and
practically so as to result. They also appeal to
instincts as providing motives and impulses. Some
of these, indeed, they say are not selfish
but
if we press them we find that the special power
of unsiUish instincts is the superior gratification
they all'ord, i.e. they are at bottom selfish still.
Scllishne.ss, or, to give it a more refined but more
misleading title. Utility, is the spring and standard
The psychological and even the ethical
of action.
principles of
Hobbes are really continued in
Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, Adam Smith, Hume

A

;

'
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is made to a distinct power of
nature, viz. to Conscience, as supreme
Butler (1092-1752) is disarbiter in morals.
tinguished among British moralists for the empliasis he lays on this faculty.
He sees that
Shaftesbury's reply to Hobbcs is defective in
moral sense lacks the
this respect, that his
quality of supremacjf, which is reciuired to face
and quell the imperiousness of sellish instincts.
He labours, therefore, to establish the supremacy
of conscience, and to vindicate for it mat;istcrial
Of the inipressiveness
position and authority.
and moral strength of Butler's writings it is
impo.ssible to speak too highly.
As a practical
protest against the immorality of his own age,
they are deeply interesting ; and as a moral tonic
in any age, they are invaluable. As ethical
theory, or doctrine of conscience, however, they
cannot be said to be final or satisfactory. Butler
the
was, to quote the words of T. H. Green,
victim of the current psychology.'* To him, as
much as to Hobbes, Shaftesbury, Locke, or Hume,
feeling was the source of action, as of knowledge.
Objects of desire are given. Then conscience, a
power whose origin and nature are unexplained and
inexplicable, appears to decide among the competing motives. It speaks with authority, but is
unable to make its authority felt. Ultimately,
Butler is driven to admit practical supremacy to
self-love, and takes refuge in the identity of duty
higher principle does indeed
and self-interest.
appear in Butler, viz. the love of God. But as he
never reconsidered his psychology, this rather
eontributes additional confusion to his scheme.
Human nature remains a cross of unreconciled
principles,' self-love, benevolence, conscience, the
love oi God.
Plainly, such a view of man cannot
provide a sure basis of ethics. The whole moral
problem must be reconsidered. What is implied
If it shall appear that the
in moral action ?
sensationalist psychology is at fault, If feeling
cannot present objects of desire, if in the simplest
aiction there is implied the presence of a Self,
making itself its own object, then we are led to
a view of man as a being who finds his true good
in the good of others, and of conscience as not
merely authoritative, but also mighty to carry
its preceits into effect, being indeed the presence
within the individual consciousness of that Reason,
Mind, Spirit, or Personality whose revelation is
found in all reality and all good.
It is not needful to pursue the line of British
Whoever they happen
moralists any further.
to be, Paley, Bentham, James Mill, J. S. Mill,
minor differences or
whatever
their
or Bain,
their special excellences, they unite in retaining the psychology which reifjned throughout
In vam for them did
the eighteenth century.
Hume carry the conclusions of that psycliology
to a scepticism which provoked Kant to a reply,
which introduced a new conception of man and
the spiritual world. All alike they cling to the
conviction that it is possible by dissection to
arrive at the living man, and by analyzing his
sensations to account for knowledge and morality.
They may vary in detail, but they are in suuThe chief end of
stantial agreement as to results.
man is liaiipiness. The moral faculty is a variously described compound of feelings, whose fiuidity 18 stiffened by tlie sanctions and punisliments
of society. This psychology has more recently
allied itself with the hypothesis of organic evolution, and made drauglits of illimitable time aid
in e8ta.blishing its conclusions.
Prolonged experience ai pleasure in connexion with actions, which
eervo social ends, has resulted in certain physio-

(3)

changes in the brain and nervous system,
render these actions constant.
Thus,
according to Spencer, is begotten a conscience ci
faculty, to whicli lie ven gives the name of intui

Kefercnce

logical

human

'

whicli

i

Phis sensational ist psychology, thus strenj^thened by evolution, has called forth various replies.
(a) Intuitionism enters its earnest denial.
Dr.
Martineau's strictures on evolutionary ethics
are powerful, and his general ethical doctrine is
most earnest and impressive. His position dosely
resembles that of Butler in last century. Like
Butler, he gives an account of the springs of moral
action.
But whereas Butler only mentions two,
Self-love and Benevolence, Martineau's list is most
elaborate, containing no fewer than thirteen passions, propensions, sentiments, or affections. Quito
as Butler had done, he gives to conscience a
judicial function in respect to these springs of
Distinctive in Rlarttneau, however, is his
action.
doctrine that conscience judges, not of the ri"htness of acts, but of the rank of motives. Conscience he defines to be
the critical perception
we have of the relative authority of our several
tion.

'

'

'

principles of action.'

thus

The most
is

Butler with which I am
contained in Green's Works, vol. iii. pp. 98-104.

illumiiifttlDf; critique of

Every action

Right and wrong he defines
is

ri"ht whicli, in presence

every
a lower principle, follows a higher
action is wrong whicli, in presence of a higher
principle, follows a lower.' Eloquent and powerful
as Dr. Martineau's exposition is, it is open to the
objection which may be brought against Butler.
Wh'^nce come these springs of action ? Do they
;

simply appear before the judgment-seat of conscience, without any prior determination by se f-

'

*

'

of

A

acquainted

:

consciousness ? Then we are thrown back, as we
were by Butler, upon current sensational psychology. And whence comes conscience ? Does
it simply appear, and seat itself in judicial state,
a separate, unique faculty, inexplicable and
mysterious, owning no organic relation to selfconsciousness ? Then its authority is blind, and, as
in Butler's doctrine, is unsupported by power.
conclusive answer can be reached only
(6)
through % consideration of the po.ssibility of
experience in general, and of moral experience in
particular.
Such an answer is to be fourd in
Green's Prolegomena to Ethics. Press the analysis
of sensation as far back as we please, make
our list of feelings and instincts as detailed
as possible, we never get a mere sensation or
instinct, such as we might suppose it to be in the
lower animals, but always the sensation as it is to
a self, already modified by its relation to selfconsciousness.
In the simplest sensation, there is
implied the operation of a spiritual principle,
which is the basis of the possibility at once of
knowledge and of morality.
The sensationalist
psycholo^ is thus deprived of its whole raison
d'etre.
It exists in order to get personality out of
sensations.
It can do so, only because personality
is therein already implied.
The hypothesis of evolution is of no use to sensationalism, and does not invalidate the argument of
idealism.
That countless generations should have
passed during which a transmitted organism was
progressively modified by reaction on its surroundings, by struggle for existence or otherwise, till its
functions became such that an eternal consciousness could realize or reproduce itself through them,
this might add to tlie wonder Nvith which the
consideration of what we do and are mu.st always
fill us, but it could not alter the resulta of that
consideration.
If such be discovered to be the
case, the discovery cannot affect the analysis of
knowledge of what is implied in there being a
world to be known, and in our knowing it, on
which we found our theory of the action of a free
or self-conditioned and eternal raind in man
(Prolegomena, p. 82). Man. therefore, is a self or

A

.

'
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is not, however, an incident in
rooted in an infinite self or perindividual self-consciousness derives

personality, which

a

but

series,

is

Uur

sonality.

is maintained by an infinite, eternal,
UMversal, self-consciousness Green would say, is
a reproduction of it, a phrase open to misconKnowledge, therefore, is the gradual
struction.
discovery of mind or spirit in tliin;;s, the e.xliibitioii of tlie world as tlie self-manifestation of an
infinite per.sonality, with wliom the finite intelligence of man is one. Morality is the progressive
accomplishment of an eternal purpose, with which
the individual is and ought to be at one, wliose
poal is the perfection of man. The good for man
IS self-realization, but it is the realization of an
inlinite self, and is thus identical with the widest
possible range of good for others, and is attained
l)y the [irofoundest self -.surrender.
The moral
faculty in man, the practical rea.son or conscience,
is
no special inexplicable endowment, a vox
ctiimanti.i in dcsi-Ho.
It is the man himself, conscious in all action of a good, which he either
reaches or fails to reach, which in either case
stands above his separate impulses, in the one case
apjiroWng and beckoning him onward and upward,
in tlie otlier condemning him and binding on him
the penalty due to one who has broken the law of
his own being.
Conscience, thus conceived, may
also with equal truth be described as the revelation
of inlinite good to man, or the voice of God witnessing to eternal right within the individual soul.
It is the voice of the man's true self, and his true
self is ideally one with God.
On such lines alone
is the sen.sationalist attack on ab.solute right and
on conscience successfully met, and room found for
Christian ethic, and a Christian doctrine of con-

from an

I

'

'

—

;

science.

i.

B. OuTLiSE OF Christian Doctrine.
The Nature of Conscience. — The locus

here is Ro 2'*- ".
the responsibility of all

ctn.txicus
is

condemnation

The connexion of thought
men for their actions, their

acceptance in righteousThis apjilies to Gentiles as well as Jews.
ness.
It would not apply had Gentiles no revelation
of absolute good made to them, as the Jews had in
in sin, their

the Law. Such a revelation, however, the Gentiles
have. They (v.") do by nature, i.e. instinctively,
the things wliicli are articulately prescribed in the
Law, and accordinglj' while they have not the Law
as a ^\^^tten code, yet they have it in another sense.
In what sense is now explained (v.").
The
comparison in the apostle's mind is between Jew
and Gentile, in respect of the delivery to each
of God's Law.
To the Jews, this delivery was
made at Sinai, and so in speaking of its delivery
to the Gentiles he uses Sinaitic imagery.
The
apostle's description involves three points.
(I) The
delivery of the Law in the dictates of natural
impulse
the work of the law,' i.e. a course of
conduct conforming to the will of God, being
written in their hearts,' as in the case of the
Jews it was written on tables of stone. (2) The
recognition of the Law in its binding obligations
by a moral faculty, just as the Jews heard with
bodily ear t!io proclamation of the Ten Commandments
their conscience bearing witness therewith,' i.e. along with the heart, when it speaks and
prompts to duty. (3) .Judgments passed u|>on actions
in the light of the witness of conscience, some
being favourable, others (as the emphasis implies,
the greater number) being unfavourable
their
thou<ditsone with another, accusing or else excusing them.'
The doctrine of this passage, borne out by
other Scripture usage, tlierefore, is
(a) That
man has received a revelation of good, sullicient
to make biin morally responsible.
This reve'

;

'

'

;

'

;
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lation conies in dilferent forms to men differently
placed in the providential disposition of affairs.
Kven those who seem least advantageously situ,
ated have the revelation of 'nature.'
Man is
so made that he finds the satisfaction of his true
self in moral good only ; and towards this the
forward imi)ulse of his heart goes forth.
The
race, charged with the special function of guarding
and triiusmitting the spiritual heritage of humanity, has ajipropriately a special revelation of good,
explicitly hearing the stamp of superhuman origin.
Finally, when 'the fulness of time' in the moral
disci]iline of mankind is reached, the good linds
complete revelation in a person, the man Christ
' Nature,' with its few rudimentary
.lesus.
facts of
moral life, and ' Law,' with its greater articulateness, are summed up in
Christ,' in whom moral
good is perfectly realized. (/3) That man possesses
a moral facultj', or is jjossessed by it, that he l^s
a conscience, which is indeed his .self-consciousness
in respect of moral action, in virtue of which he
recognizes, ajjproves, and binds upon himself the
Goocl, in whatsoever form it is revealed to him, and
by the authority of which he pronounces judgment
upon himself. This doctrine obviously rests upon
the general scriptural doctrine of man as made in
the image of Go<l, of man as spirit even as God is
spirit or personality, a conception which we have
seen to be the suggestion of philosophy in its
criticism of unphilosophical sensationalist psychology.
God reveals His will to man, partially in
Nature and Law, fully in Christ.
Man as a
spiritual being is susceptible of this revelation ; his
consciousness of it in things moral is conscience.
This view of conscience greatly simplifies it, and
reduces it from the position of an inexplicable
faculty, fulminating in impotent majesty above
the warring impulses of man s nature. It is simply
the faculty, if we must u.se the term, through
which we apprehend the divine will so that it
'

may

govern our lives. It is no more a separate
faculty than faith, and deserves no more thap
faith the credit of its operations.
As faith lays
hold of Christ, and thus saves and sanctifies
sc
conscience lays hold of the divine will, and thus
legislates and judges.
It is not an independent
source of law and judgment. It voices the will
;

of God.

however, that this view, if in one
deprives conscience of the proud position
which an intuitionist theory would confer u])()n
it, in another confers ujion it unique and awful
supremacy. When conscience wakes and speaks,
it means that man is in spiritual contact with
God, that God is making His will felt in the
depths of man's constitution. Thus it is that to
him that knoweth to do good, and doeth it net,
to him it is sin
sin, not error or mistake, nor
only shortcoming, but tres[iass against the law of
God, which is recognized as the law of our own
being, in keeping which our welfare lies.
The practical result is that conscience claims,
and must receive if we are to be true to our
very nature, a position of absolute supremacy.
I'Acry action must be brought beneath its sway
in popular phrase, we must make conscience of
all
we do. Actions laiil upon us by outward
authority, we arc to do, not because the authority
is supported by force, but because con.scienco recognizes the good of which this authority is an
cxjiression
ami .so we obey for conscience' sake
It is plain,

sense

it

'

'

;

;

'

'

;

Actions which seemingly lie outsi<le
the moral judgment, bavin" apparently no relation
to moral questions, are toTie brought before conscience and carefully scrutinized, so that even in
such matters as what wo are to eat or refrain from
eating, we are still to act 'for conscience' sake'
lO^-*).
The whole domain of life is to
(I Co

(Ro

l.'l").

—
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be brou^lit within the sweep of conscience, and
every element in it is to be made subject to that
great and just arbitrament.

phenomena of conscience on the hypothesis of
evolution, and facts are urged in disproof of the
claim of original authority. It must be remembered, however, what it is that is claimed bj- the
It is
Christian doctrine on behalf of conscience.
not the infallible authority of an independent
faculty, but the ability on the part of a being made
in God's image to recognize God's will as it is progressively revealed to him.
Much of the sensationalist and evolutionary
attack on conscience really applies only to the
intuitionist theoiy of conscience, and does not touch
the Christian doctrine or the idealist philosophy,
whose criticism of sensationalist psychology we have
The special ditliculties which call
noticed above.
for consideration are these
1. The diversity of moral judgments, as among
different nations now, or at aifferent stages of the
world's history. The heathen conscience enjoins
what the Christian conscience condemns. Jewish
feeling rejoiced in deeds at which Christian sentiment shudders. Amid such divergences, is not the
supremacy of conscience lost? The answer to this
puzzle lies in our general %new of man and his conIf man be a personal being in
science of good.
constant communication with the infinite Person,
God, we can understand how his moral history is an
education or development, each step in advance
being gained through obedience to conscience, which
proclaims as absolute the will of God. The stages of
the revelation of good are marked by advance up
Con
to the full realization of good in Christ.
science at each stage is supreme, though its
deliverances, compared together, vary according
Combined with this view
to the stage reached.
is the fact of deterioration through disobedience,
so that the conscience of a nation or religious
community may become perverted, and proclaim
as duty a bloody crime or an unnatural offence.
Even among races which have formed the most
mistaken standard of duty, it is found, as
missionary records amply show, that the revelation of higher excellence meets with ready
response, and conscience, revivified by the light,
In order to prove the
calls upon man to follow it.
supremacy of conscience, we do not need to prove
uniformity amid the deliverances of conscience,
from age to age. The very divergences set its persistent authority in more vivid light.
2. The alleged conflict of duties, which occasionally arises, reducing conscience to perplexity
and silence. This certainly would be a fatal
objection, not to the supremacy of conscience
If there arise
only, but to morality as a whole.
circumstances, not due to any human crime or
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It may be true that in a society so largely Christianized as ours, tlie man who acta from conscience
will not behave in a manner markedly distinct from
the behaviour of those who simply tollow the conventions of society. There will, however, be very
distinct differences on a closer scrutiny. He will discover new meaning's in actions prescribed by convention, and will perform them the better that he
does them with conscience. He will be on t lie outlook
for new duties and new means of realizing the gooil
which he apprehends, not as a code, but as an inner
spiritual inijjulse. Apart from specific differences of
action, there is a dill'erence in spring of action, which
cannot but tell in the long run. Perceiving the
disparity between his own attainments and that
good of which conscience is the witness, and to
which it summons him, he has within him a divine
discontent which drives him to further efforts, and
secures for him greater excellences. The morality
of a code is rigid, self-satisfied, pharisaic.
The
morality of conscience is ever aspiring, humble,

with self. A conscience thus kept in
supremacy is described as
good (Ac 23',

dissatisfied
its

'

'

Ti P- ^, He 13", I P 3"*- ^), not in the sense that
he who has it has never sinned, but because he
has yielded himself to the will of God, and is
living in the spirit and aim of his career for the
glory of God, while he never permits unforgiven
sin to lie upon his heart
'void of offence toward
God and toward man (Ac 24'^), because the pleasing of God in all things, and his neighbour in all
things for his good unto edification, is the man's
constant aim and exercise: 'inire' (1 Ti 3',
2 Ti 1"), bevause there is no doubleness of mind,
or secret nlicnation from the will of God, but a
1

:

'

sincere desire, an unwavering resolution to live so
that He may approve.
It is, of course, always open to man as a free
agent to disobey conscience, reject its supremacy,
disiegard its witness, and defy its authority. (3n
an intuitionist theory, which regards conscience
as a part of man, separable from other parts, it
would be dillicult to ^'indicate the terrible consequences of such conduct. It is because the conscience is the man himself in his consciousness of
the divine will, that the ccnseiiuences are so
injurious, penetrate so deeply, and extend so

widely.

and

Conscience disobeyed is:
may be either

this defilement

Co

(1) Defiled;
(a) occasional

(/3) permanent and pervasive (Tit 1").
(2) Branded or seared (1 Ti 4*), where the figure
is either the branding of a slave with a stamp,
or the extinction of faculty by the use of hot iron,
in any case expressing the reduction of conscience

(1

8'),

or

state of moral incapacity.
(3) Perverted
so that conscience, the light of the
soul, gives, not merely no deliverance, but a
to a

(Mt

O'-*),

deliverance on the wrong side, the man being now,
not a servant of the good, but of the evil, hai-ing
sinned against the Holy Spirit.
That conscience is disobeyed in countless instances is patent fact and these consequences may
be traced in the history of indiNaduals. It is more
ditlicult to see the fact and to trace the consequence in the records of the race. Yet it is
certain that sin is not merely an incident in the
career of an individual, but a quality inherent
in the conduct of man universally, and that tlie
effects of sin are traceable, to what extent it is
impossible to define, in the general conscience of
;

mankind.
ii.THE COMPETENCK ofConscience.— In all that
the supremacy of conscience its competence
i8,of course, presupposed. This, however, is precisely
what is denied by those who desire to explain the

is said of

in which duty confronts duty in absolute
contradiction, so that merely to act is to transgress,
not only is conscience proved incompetent, but the
moral sphere is shown not to include the whole of
life, and righteousness by being demonstrated to
be impossible is made unnecessary. The question
can be met only by analyses of cases. Those cases
must, of course, be excluded which are not, properly
speaking, cases of conscience. One case only needs
to be stated to be dismissed, that in which a verdict
of conscience, in itself clear and distinct, is opposed
by strong passion or self-interest which clamorously
Here, plainly, there is
demands to be obeyed.
no question of the competence of conscience, or its
Another case is that in
claim to be obeyed.
which the clear testimony of conscience is confronted by some instinct of the soul, itself true and
noble.
Here also there is, strictly speaking, no
perplexity of conscience, and it is admitted
that there is no wavering in its demand to ba
obeye<l.
Hesitation arises from the strong appeal
of feeling.
Sir Walter Scott has presented such a
situation in the classic instance of Jeanie Dean»
error,

COXSCIKXCE
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falsehood in order to .save her
<>lili;.'ation of truth is conalViition.
Tlie
action of
Jeanie Deans uniinestionalily represents the true
Bolution.
Conscience is oheyed, while love goes
forth in nohlest sjurilice on hehalf of the heloved.
The dilliculty of such cases is not speculative, but
practical, and is to be met, not by intellectual
discus>i(>n on the occasi<m when the dilliculty
arises, for which, indeed, there would be no time,
Imt by the life habit of obedience, begetting an
insight into the nature of the highest f;ood for
others, even our best beloved, as well as for
ourselves, which will be available in the sudden
emergency as an intuitive judgment.
Ceases which do affect conscience and seem to
perjilex it, are those in which there is a ' coiillict
Detween diil'erent formuhe for expressing the ideal
of good in human conduct, or between dilVerent
institutions for furthering its realization, which
have alike obtained authority over men's minds
without being intrinsically entitled to more than
a nartial and relative obe<iience,' or an incompatibility of some such formula or institution, on the
one side, with some moral impulse of the individual
on the other, which is really an impulse towards
the attainment of human perfection, but cannot
adjust itself to recognized rules and established
institutions' {Prolegomena, p. :U'2).
In such eases
the requirements of conscience seem to be in
conflict with each other.
However disposed to do
what his conscience enjoins, the man finds it
difficult to decide what its injunction is' (ibid.
p. ."iSl). Such cases may, indeed, become peculiarlj'
complicated, and exceedingly painful. But they
do not really constitute a conflict of duties. Ilight
seems to be divided against itself, when in reality
it is only rising through contest of opposite oneaided views to a fuller conception, or through the
break-np of a system to a higher realization than
could be contained within its limits.
There is no
such thing really as a conflict of duties.
'A man's
duty under any particular set of circumstances is
always one, though the conditions of the case may
be so complicated and obs<
as to make it difficult
to decide what the duty really is {ibid. p. 355).
Here, in like manner, the ability and claim of
conscience are not involved.
It is true that there
is no extant formula which will serve by its mere
Conscience is not so
? notation to settle the case.
ormal and unnatural a faculty as such a view
would im|ily. Yet it is not incompetent, becau.so
moves slowly and grows in knowledge and
it
power through the discipline of life and the
practice of obedience. With characteristic caution
IJutler states the matter, Let any plain, honest
man, before he engages in any course of action,
ask himself. Is this I am going about right, or is it
wrong ? Is it good, or is it evil ? I do not in the
least doubt but that this question would be
answered agreeably to truth and virtue by almost

speaks of faith as the Christian conscience. Cmi
science, accordingly, is involved in man'? moral
history.
It suffers in his sin and alienation from
(;od, becoming clouded in its insight, feeble in its
testimony, anil may even come to be jjrievously
pervertea in its judgments. It gains in hu restoration through grace, its knowledge is clarified, its
judgment strengthened. The deepest characteristic
of sin is a liberty, which is, in truth, the bondage of
man's will or person.ality. The deepest characteristic
of grace is a service, which is perfect freedom.
Man, in yielding himself to God, accepts a law,
which is the law of his o«ti being.
He is therefore
free, self-determining, and self-realizing; a person as
(!od is a person, realizin<' the fulness of personal
life in harmony with God.
Con.scicnce shares in
this subjection which is also emancipation.'
Th
NT ever3'where claims for conscience this indi^pendence of action, this immediacy and certainty of
Its deliverances, undetermined by a formal code or
the voice of a spiritual director (Ro 141- »• '''Oj Col
2'", Ja 1''"*). Toward this point, therefore, the growt h
of conscience must be directed under the guidance
of special education.
This education is twofold.
The highest good for man ahvay-ii
1. Social.

tempti'ii

to tell

fronted

IV

Here the

sister's life.

sisterly

l>y

'

'

me

'

'

any

fair

(Sermon

man

in

almost

any circumstances

'

A

recent essayist, to the question,
How am I to know what is right ? makes answer,
By the ate8rj(rii of the ippSfifiot (Bradley's Ethical
Sttidie.i, p.
If any man willeth to do his
177).
will, he snail know of the teaching,' or system, or institution, or formula, 'whether it be of Uod'(.Jn7").
III).

'

'

'

iii.

The Education of Con.scienck.— We

thus

see that objections, which might be valid against a
doctrine which made conscience an infallible oracle,
are not valid against the view which regards conscience as man's consciousness of the will of (lod.
It is now to be regarded, not as an inexplicable
part of man, but as man himself in relation to the
revelation of right.
It is the apprehension of God
as Kightcousness, just as faith is the apprehension
of God as Grace ; and Luther, as Dorner points out.
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'

—

'
involves the relation of man to man.
Through
society,' saj's Professor Green, ' is personality
actnalized.'
Hence it follows that the human
spirit can only realize itself, or fulfil its idea, in
persons ; and that it can only do so tlirouL;h
society, since society is the condition of the
development of a personality {Prolegomena, pp.
Conscience, therefore, being per.sonalitv
200, 201).
in its relation to right, is also socially conditioned.
There is no such thing as a merely individual
conscience. Even when seemingly most individual,
as when a reformer rises to protest against the
'

'

injustice of some institution, its testimony is still
on behalf of a good for man, which this institution,
founded, no doubt, to further it, now fails to express

and practically

oppo.ses.

It

is

plain,

therefore,

no individual can make a conscience for
He always needs a society to make it for
himself.
him' (Prolegomena, p. 351). Conscience is born
and cradled in the home, trained and exercised in
the Church, in civil society, and the State. The
enormous importance of this social education of
that

'

conscience is thus evident. The ethical functions
of parent, teacher, pastor, employer, statesman,
are seen to be the highest and most sacred. Umler
their influence, the conscience of the individual
receives its revelation of duty, and its preparation
for the exercise of its legislative and judicial
vocation.
2. Individual.
Man cannot be merely passive
in education.
All true education is self education.
The education of conscience, in particular, must
be the work of the individual, consciously fitting
himself for the service in which freedom and life
for him lie.
The means at his disposal are mainly

—

three.

The institutions of society, the sacred rights of
honour, property, reputation, with all tue detailed obligations to which these give rise.
Only
through the most careful obedience to these elementary conditions of moral life can conscience be kept
Negligence here, even in name
clear and strong.
of high spirituality, has always produced a terrible
Nemesis, and those who have claimed emancipation
in name of religion have sunk beneath the load of
that mere morality they affected to despise. Hence
the NT ethic is remarkable for its abundance of
commonplace, and has the homeliest directions to
give to children, servants, citizens, to fulfil the
duties of their station, while it frequently recalls
those who are thrilling with consciousness of new
light and life to the rudiments of morality, truth,
honesty, purity, industry, etc.
The attempt
(a)

life,

'
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to be religious at tlie expense of morality is very
ancient and is still very prevalent, and requires
continually the prophetic rebuke (Mic C°').
(i) The literature in which the conscience of
humanity has given utterance to itself. Tlie whole
field of liistory, biography, and fiction is ojiened up
By diligent study,
for the education of conscience.
conscience grows informed, and becomes more sure of
Alon" with such general literature we may
itself.
class the Bible.
It reouires no a priori doctrine of
inspiration to establisn the supremacy of biblical
Here we have a revelation of right, wliich
ethic.
has never been seriously questioned, and has commanded the unaffected approval even of unbelievers.
The Bible is the touchstone of conscience. Conscience can only be maintained in truth and
vigour, according as it is continually refreshed by
earnest study of the unveiling of the ideal contained in Scripture and principally in the character
of Jesus Christ.
(c) Communion with God.
Here we are on the
borderland of ethic and religion. The education of
books becomes the education of li^nng intercourse.
The conscience whose sole sources of information
have been natural laws, or the records of literature,
fails of the highest light, breaks down in critical
instances, and is, besides, gloomy stern and hopeless.
The conscience which rises through obedience to
mor.al law and study of ethic into fellowship with
Him who is Righteousness and Truth, becomes clear
and full in its testimony, a reliable guide in the
perplexities of life.
Or course this result is not
reached by a leap. It implies a process carried on
through life. The growth of conscience will have
its periods of weakness, onesidedness, acrid fanaticism, morbid tenderness, all of which must be
most patiently borne ^^^th, not only by observers,
but by the individual himself. Conscience will
even pronounce judgments that are needless, foolish,
or actually erroneous.
The utmost care must be
taken not to wound conscience at such times.
Specially must it not be overborne by those who
rejoice in higher light and claim a larger liberty.
Their higlier duty, indeed, may be to deny
themselves a liberty which is their right (1 Co
g7-i3 io-3-s3^ Ro 15'The stage of weakness is,
2).
however, in itself an effect of sin, and to continue
sin.
Strength and truth of
in it is added
conscience are the aim to be consciously striven
after (He 5").
The testimony of conscience is
meant to be part of our assurance toward God

of right within us, or the voice of God speaking
in the soul of man.
In moral action we are dealing with more than tlxe judgments of our fellow-
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Thr Witness of Conscience.—The work

of

conscience lies, no doubt, within the moral sphere.
But in considering the basis of ethics, we are led
to see that moral action implies a reference to an
infinite Personality as the ground and origin of
man's personal being. Morality presupposes religion as the basis of its possibility, ana prepares
for religion through its incompleteness.
Conscience, accordingly, as the supreme moral faculty,
points beyond the merely moral sphere, and becomes a witness to the truth of religion.
The
witness of conscience is not to be regarded as
logical demonstration.
In point of fact, spiritual
realities cannot be reached by logical processes.
The only valid argument for religious truth is that
which proceeds by consideration of the constitution
of man, and discerns in that con.stitution the
necessity of the existence of a Divine Being in
whose image man has been made. In that argument, the witness of conscience forms an important
element. To trace this witness fully belongs to
dogmatics.
conclude this article by a bare
outline of the direction which this witness takes.
Conscience we have seen to he man's
1. God.
consciousness in action of right to be done. This
with
eotial
truth to be described as the revelntinn
U

We

—

men, with more even than our own judgment upoD
ourselves.
There is present in the court of conscience an inNasible Assessor, who is, indeed, the
ultimate source and standard of right by which
Individual experience
the judgment proceeds.
presents this line of proof with an intensity which
Biography and his13 best expressed in silence.
tory present the demonstration often vvith tragic
articulateness.
In conscience, the consciousness
of God cannot be got rid of.
It haunts the sinner
in his revolt as shadow of doom.
It accompanies
the seeker in his upward movement with evergrowing confirmation. All other arguments for
the being of God find their force increased by
being combined with this.
If the ontological
argument leads us to a reason or universal selfconsciousness, through man's relation to which
knowledge is possible ; if the argument e contingentia Tnunai brings us to an eternal substance
in which all things inhere ; if the teleological argument requires a purpose fulfilling itself in creation,
thi moral argumen* enables us to define that
reason, substance, purpose, as a Person whose very
nature is righteousness. (See suggestive treatment
in lUingworth, Personality, Lect. iv.)
2. Christ.
The constitution of man requires as its
root a Personal God, to whom conscience in man
ascribes moral perfection. But Personality is inconceivable apart from Self-revelation and Self-communication. An Incarnation of God, therefore, ia
profoundly congruous with thedemand for God which
arises out of the constitution of man. Jesus Christ
is presented to the mind of man as such an Incarnation.
It vnll scarcely be denied that He used
language regarding Himself which implies such a
claim.
It is certain that the Church with growing
fulness has made it on His behalf.
Conscience
makes in in tensest form the demand for a Personal God.
It is fair, therefore, to ask if conscience is satisfied with the claim advanced for
Christ.
Here there is no hesitation in the answer.
The conscience of humanity has recognized in
Christ, in His teaching and in His life, the final
revelation of Good.
Christ is the conscience of
humanity. The words of J. S. Mill are often and
justly adduced as consenting to this dictum.
' Even
now it would not be easy, even for an
unbeliever, to find a better translation of the rule
of virtue from the abstract into the concrete than
to endeavour so to live that Christ would approve

—

—

our life.' Here we have a moral argument, not
only for Theism, but for Christianity. Conscience,
as Domer finely says, becomes our iraiSayuiyis
(Gal 3**), and "leads us through obedience into
knowledge (Jn 7").
Faith in Christ, accordingly,
is no longer an act unrelated to our moral life,
but is itself a moral obligation.
Con.science, especially as en3. Atonement.
'

—

lightened by Christianity, witnesses to infinite
perfection.
At tlie same time, it pronounces upon
Between the
all our actions sentence of failure.
absolute good and the individual will there is ever a
want of complete harmony. Conscience abates none
of its condemnation, when action is largely harmonized with social institutions or codes of moral law.
The more entirely it wins the mastery, the more
stern is its refusal to be satisfied.
Its demand is
Any
for absolute harmony with infinite good.
breach it treats as infinite ; and lays upon the
heart the burden, not of shortcoming merely, hut
of guilt.
The question of salvation, therefore, ia
a moral question, ft is stated in Hebrews in this

form. How can the conscience be cleansed from
dead works to seree the living God? (He 9")
How can the incubus of guilt be removed, so that

';
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the will of

man may

with the will of Uocl
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act in unhindered harmony
Two solutions conscience

?

declines.
First, that of gratuitous

forgiveness.
God is
saying, in virtue of

ponietimes represented as
I lorgive.'
But mere
His bare almighty will,
sovereignty is mere unieason. And if to this be
added, 'at the pronijiting of His tender heart,' the
reply is still, mere feeling is mere unreason.
In
either case, the bupreme arbiter of life is repre.sented as mere caprice
and in order to save man
from consequences of immoral act, we have confounded the whole moral sphere. To conscience,
sin is a moral fact, and not until sin is dealt with
can the relations of God and man be adjusted on a
permanent, i.e. on a moral, biisis.
Second, that of ritual observance. Action that
is good, i.e. in absolute moral ((uality, can spring
only from harmony with absolute good.
lience
no action of a merely external kind can produce
the requisite h.armony.
The historic demonstration of this incapacity is the Jewish ceremonial
law.
It did, indeed, cleanse, but the cleansing
reached only to the flesh (He 9"), and had to be
constantly repeated (He lU'-').
The practical
Soint is that the most elaborate scheme ever
evised devised, be it observed, by divine wisdom
failed consciously and intentionally to reach the
springs of action, emancipate the will, and purge
tne conscience. Is it likely that any other sclieme
will succeed, that any niondity which human
wisdom can devise or individual care execute, will
accomplish what the law failed to do? Conscience
steadily pronounces against every such attempt,
in name, not of arbitrary creed, but of essential
righteousness.
third solution presents itself.
Jesus Christ
perfectly reveals God to man, because He is
Himself true and perfect man. Accordingly, He
not only unveils to men the Absolute Good, but
as man He Himself fullils this Good.
If, then, He
who is thus in inmost being one with the Good,
that is, God, and perfectly satisfactory to Him,
shall in virtue of His humanity take man's place,
and bear as a substitute man's burden, ollering
Himself a sacrilice for sin, will not this meet the
rcriuirements of conscience? It is now possible,
through faith in the Sin-bearer, to enter into that
moral union with God which is the condition of
good action. Sin no more interposes its barrier.
It has been recognized and dealt with by One
competent to do so. The blood of Christ, who
through the eternal Spirit ofl'ered Himself without
blemish unto God, avails to cleanse the conscience
from dead works, and qualifies us to serve the living
God (He 0"). In the death of Christ the demand
of con.science is satisfied through atonement being
made for sin. In union to Christ through faith,
the ideal to which conscience witnesses is no longer
an impossiljility for ever condemning us, but an
artual realization upon the ba.sis of which we are
justified, and through the power of which we are
enabled to fulfil the will of God (Ro .T-* 5»- '» C'"8*"").
The witness of conscience, which brings us
to God and Christ, directs us also to that which
is central in Christianity, atonement made by
'

;

—

—

A

sacrifice.

—
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CONSECRATE, CONSECRATION.-InOT several
Heb. wolds arc so tr"" 1. imz'tr Nu G" or nrzcr Nu
:

G'", better 'separate,' 'separation'; see Naziuite.
2. kiddfish as in Ex 28' 3lP, 2 Ch 31«, Ezr 3», or
kodesh Jos 6'», 2 Ch 29**, better sanctify,' sanctiiication
(wh. see). 3. hrhcrlm Mic 4", better
'
devote ' (see CUKSE). 4. milla' yAd ; this is the
commonest and only characteristic expression for
'consecrate' (with inillu'im for 'consecration');
'

'

'

hand.' The origin of the phrase is
fill the
The Heb. millu'im being plu.,
quite obscure.*
has consecrations' (Ex 29^, Lv 7" S'^- »') withIn
sing, always.
out difterenee of meaning
E.K 29" 'the flesh of the consecrations,' the c. is
took
transferred to the ollering by which the c.
they [the cake of unleavened
Elace so Lv 8^
reail, etc.] were consecrations for a sweet savour.'
'

lit.

AV

'

;

KV

'

;

J.

CONSENT. —To

is

c.

Hastings.

now no more than

to ac-

often included approval.
Hence (I) to a[)prove of a thing, Ac 8' Saul was
(awcv5oK(u, so 22^ ; in Lk 11"
c'"* unto his death
allow
ye allow the deeds of your fathers,'
tr''
IIV 'consent unto); Ro 7" 'I c. unto the law
that it is good {<rviiipr]iu). Cf. Shaks. 1 Henry VI.

quiesce

Eng.

in earlier

;

it

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

I.

34—

V.

'

Or
'

(2)

You

all consented unto Salisbury's death.
For none would strike a stroke in his revenge.

sympathy with a person, Ps 50"

to be in

When

then thou consentedst
not only do the
with them that practise them
Cf.
have pleasure in them ').

thou sawcst a

with him (ny-i)
same, but also
'

(avvevioKiu},

;

Ro

c.

AV

'

thief,

1"^,

AVm, RV

'

Eord (1633)—
'

"T

had been pity

To sunder hearts

so equally consented.'

J.

CONSIDER. — To

Hastings.

either to look carefully at
or think carefully about. The former sense is now
She c""" a field and
I'r 31"
obsol. or archaic
buyetli it'; Lv 13" 'the priest shall c' (i.e. examine
'look'); Sir SS^* 'The smith
the lejier, nx-;,
also Hitting by the anvil, and c""' the iron work
He 13' c"« the end of their conversation (ara0(ijipoOi/Tfs)
Gal 6' 'c. thyself, lest thou also be
looking to '). So Covertempted (aKoiriw,
dale s tr. of Neh 2" Then wente I on in the nighte
and considered the wall' (AV 'viewed').
Consider of is now rare Jg 19* c. of it, take
[they]
Ts 64" Pref. to
advice, and speak
set them forth openly to be c'' of and perused by
c. is

'

:

RV

'

'

'

;

RV

'

'

'

.

.

.

'

'

:

'

'

;

AV

;

J.

all.'

'

Hastings.

CONSIST.— Col 1"

'
by him all things c' [<Tvi>{<r'hold together ') = mod. 'subsist.' This
is the oldest meaning of thf word and the tr. of the
Tindale gives have their being,'
Rhemish
;

TrjKi,

RVni

NT

'

and is followed by Cranmer and the Geneva
J. Hastings.
Wyclif simply ben '=are.
'

CONSOLATION.— See Comfort.

CONSORT.— To

c.

with

is

to associato with, cast

ones lot with {ritn together, sors, .^or/tm lot);
Ac H'' 'Some of them believed, and c"' with Paul
and Silas' (a good idiomatic tr. of the Gr. TrpoutXnin

Ifl

lAiiv7.\g,
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(Dm Gfwufn,

;

Hallo,

Lfhr^ ron dfin

mm (ierritien,
Kin Vortrag,
1878),

F.

I).

(tewi/mtru,

Berlin,

Islili),

Bonn, 1870),
Maurice (Tl<e
Pavison (TA^

;
Lfetnrfii on Ca*ui*try\ W. T.
Christian Conaeienee Fernley Lecture for 1888). An edition of
BuUer'i Tkrt4 Sermon) hu been publiihcd by T. & T. Olark

CnrtMrirnre

;

though the form is pa.ss.,
were allotted to'). Up to the end of the 18th
cent, a concert of music was, by a mistaken associa-

puu,
lit.

fr. Trpis to, nXijpoi lot,

'

• It is used of the consecration of the priftt only (except Exk
the altar), and the most probable explanation is that the
things to 1)0 offered were pttC into the priest's ha?id«. a synibolio
act bv which he was installed or consecrated. 8oine(esp. Vatke,
Allli-'xt. Throt. i>. 273 f., and Wellhausen, ProL* p. 130) think
that the priest's hand was filled with money as * earnest (Bcotcb
arlU). &ee I'aiisn and Livitis.
432fl

'

—

—

CONTENTMENT

CONSTANT

476

tion with this word, spelt ' consort,' though it
comes through Fr. concert, It. concerto from Lat.
concertare to contend (or, as Skeat decidedly prefers,
Cf. Mom. and Jul. III. L 48
conserere to unite).
• Tybalt,
Mercutio, thou consort'st with Romeo,

—

Mer.

—Consort

In Sir 32°
in

AV

what

I

we have

1611

a banquet of wine

edd. spell

'

*

For
Antl

See Music.

but mod.
Hastings.

J.

to do my comCf. Shaks.
(p!r;-DK=if he he Jirm).

CONSTANT
Jul. Cces.

'

{<rvyKpifia /xovaiKii-v),

*

concert.'

mandments

make us minstrelflT'
A consort of musick

doat thou

1

'

Ch

1

III. i.

28'

'

if

he be

c.

72—

was constant Cimber should be banish'd,
constant do remain to keep him so.'

I

Constantly
Pr 21^ the man that heareth speaketh c, i.e. 'confidently,' not 'frequently' (nsj, KV
' unch.illenged,'
RVra so as to endiue ) Ac 12"
she c. attirmed that it was even so {5it<rxvpltrro,
RV contidently affirmed ') Tit 3* these things I
will that thou affirm c' (Jia^t/SaioDcrfloi, RV affirm
confidently'). Cf. the Collect for St. John Baptist's
Day, Aft«r his example c. speak the truth,' i.e.

Be content, take two talents.' Evidently he did
mean be satisfied,' but be pleased, let it be
your pleasure.' So also Ex 2-', Jos 7', Jg 17" 19',
2 K 6\ .lob 6-» (RV be pleased ') where the Heb.
is I*?!*;] yi'"^ in liiph. = acquiesce,' and where the
Eng. is obsol. except in the phrase ' well c.,' as
Stevenson, Undenvoods, I. xxv. 55 (1887), 'So sits
the while at home the mother well content.' Cf.
the voting formula 'Content' or 'non-Content'
'

not

'

'

'

'

used in the House of Lords. In this sense the vb.
able to
content is also used. Wis 16-" bread
c. every man's delight
(RV having the virtue of
every pleasant savour '), with which cf. Bacon,
Essays, 'He that questioneth much, shall learne
much, and content much.'
J. HASTINGS.
'

.

.

.

'

'

'

:

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

J.

firmly, consistently.

Hastings.

CONTENTMENT.—This is a peculiarly Christian
grace, and the form it assumes in the Bible, and
esp. in the NT, differentiates it from the allied
pagan virtues. It is quite distinct from Oriental
apathy, which is pessimistic, while Christian contentment is nearer optimism ; and it is almost
equally distinct from tlie calm of Stoicism, because
it does not regard external things with absolute
indifference, despise pain and pleasure, and rest in its

CONSULT. —1. To take counsel, deliberate, used self-sufficiency. It is more cheerful than Buddhism,
Neh 5' Then I C^ with my- more human than Stoicism. While it implies a just
self; Lk 14" 'Or what king, going to make aj'preciation of the good and ill of life, it does not
war against another king, sitteth not down base itself on the balance of fortune, but finds its
first, and c'"" whether he be able' (RV 'will not
source and its sustenance in the unseen world.
2. To devise, contrive, with a
take counsel
The most elementary form of contentment is
simple object, as Mic 6° remember now what Balak extolled in the Book of Proverbs as a certain
Hab 2'" Thou hast c"" shame discreet expediency. Here the secret of domestic
king of Moab c"*
of a single person, as

.

.

'

').

.

'

'

'

;

to thy house ; or with an infin., as Ps 62'' ' They
only c. to cast him down from his excellency.'
'

J.

CONSUMPTION.— In Lv 26", Dt

Hastings.
the

28-'--'

But

to the disease (see MEDICINE).

ref.

in Is 10-

and 10^ 28^ (n^j, RV consummation,' as Dn 9-''
A V) the meaning is thorough ending.' So Foxe
Christ shall sit
{Act. and Mon. iii. 56) says,
at the ri<'ht hand of God, tUl the consumption of
J.HASTINGS.
the world.'
'

'

.

.

.

CONTAIN.— 1 Co 7" if they

cannot c, let them
they have not continency,' ijKpaTei'oiMii, fr. iv, Kpdros powers' have self-control';
be temperate 9^). Cf. Young, Paraphr.
it is tr^
Job (1719), 'Then Job contained no more; but
curs'd his fate
and for the meaning here. Swift,
Letters (1710), 'No wonder she married when she

marry (KV
'

'

if

'

'

'

;

was

so ill at containing.' Wyclif's tr. (after the
For if thei conVulg. si nnn se continent) is,
teynen not hem silf, or ben not chast, weddid be thei.'
'

J.

CONTEND.— Generally

Hastings.

with' in the mod.
sense of fight with,' as Is 49^ I will c. with him
that c""" with thee'; or 'argue with,' as Ac 11^
'
they that were of the circumcision c'^ with him,
sajang.' But in the latter sense c. is also found
witliout with,' as Is 57" I will not c. for ever
(prob. = argue with, accuse, condemn); Job 13*
'
will ye c. for God
( = argue with others for God,
7*
the Lord God
be an advocate for God),
called to c. by fire' (=argue, and so Mic 6' 'c. thou
before the mountains, and let the hills hear thy
voice').
In all these passages the Heb. is Dn ribh.
In Jude * ' ye should earnestly c. for the faith
{iirayuA(oiui.i), the meaning passes out of strife or
argument into the wider sphere of earnest endeavour as with the simple d7ui'(fo^i in Lk 13^ Strive
to enter in at the strait gate,' and Col 4'^ labouring fervently for you in prayers' (RV 'always
striving for yon '), and as Bacon, Essays, Let a man
contend, to excell any Competitors of his in Honour.'
'c.

'

'

'

'

'

'

'I

Am

'

'

'

;

'

'

J. Hastings.
in his greed begged
a talent of silver, Naaman said (2
5^),

CONTENT.— When
of

Naaman

Gehazi

K

'

'

is

(p''':)

'

Better is a
content is given in the apothegm,
dinner of herbs where love is, than a stalled ox and
hatred therewith (Pr 15"), and the superiority
of moral to material grounds of content in the
saying,
Better is the poor that walketh in his
integrity, than he that is perverse in his lips, and
is a fool' (Pr 19').
In the Psalms we meet with
more indications of the contentment which is
derived directly from faith in God. This is seen
in two forms.
(1) Trust in Providence, which
leads to the conviction that the righteous man's
life is rightly ordered so that no evil can befall him
{e.cf. Ps 23).
(2) An appreciation of the supreme
blessedness of union with God, which is independent of external fortune, God Himself being the
The prophets
portion of the soul {e.g. Ps 73^).
concern themselves largely with public affairs, and
in
so
doing never encourage injustice and
oppression by preaching an ignoble acquiescence in
wrong.
In them we .see the di\ine discontent
which cannot endure the triumph of the rich and
Still the
over
strong
their unliappy victims.
essence of the higlier contentment is also present
in the faith which is assured of God's care for Hia
people and His coming redemption of them, and
the promise of the Messianic age, the hope of which
should check impatience and prevent despair.
Our Lord's teachings carry tlie higher forms of
'

contentment up to their supreme excellency. He
did not come into contact with those ideas of the
prophets which concern the more public treatment
of social wrongs, because His metliod was to work
from within, and perhaps because the contemporary
condition of the Roman world did not admit of a
sudden social revolution. Accordingly He did not
contradict the preaching of John the Baptist,
who discouraged restless agitation (Lk 3"); and
He said nothing directly against the institution
of slavery.
On the other nand. He inculcated
principles of justice, charity, and brotherhood, the
effect of which must be tc sweep away the wrongs
which provoke the raci-t reasonable discontent.
In training His disiples personally He rebuked
greed of gain and anxiety about temporal affairs,
encouraging contentment, 1 by giving the assur(

)

'

CO^TRARY

CONVERSATION

auce that our Father knows of our needs, and will
pro\-ide for tnem, since He provides even for lliose

will not despise a broken
but more than that, He will
not despise a broken and a crushed heart: Blessed
are the poor in spirit.'
J. HASTINGS.

and (lowers ; (2) by directing attention to
true riches, the heavenly treasures, wliich can
alone satisfy the soul of man ; and (3) by urging
tlie duty of seeking first the kingdom of God and
His righteousness, discontent being a phase of selfseeking, and therefore a sin (Lk 12"'''-).
St.
Paul inculcates the patient endurance of present
sufferings on the grounds of Iwpe, these sunerings
not being worthy to be compared with the future
glory (K« 8"), and even working for that glory
and of faith, all things working
(2 Co 4")
together for good to them that love God (Uo 8*).
Towards the end of his life, when a prisoner at
Rome, he claims to have learned the secret of
contentment, and he implies that this is found in
a certain independence of external things he has
learned to be independent (oiyTd/nT/s), and be has
reached this attainment, as also all others to which
he has come, because Christ has strengthened him
(Ph 4'>-").
The author of the Epistle to the
Hebrews encourages contentment by reference to
God's fatherly chastisement of His children (12'"").
St. James reoukes covetousness and contentiousof birds
tlie

;

—

'

'

ness, and encourages a humble, restful spirit with
especial reference to the ellicacy of prayer (Ja 4'"'"
5''^*).
St. Peter inculcates patience by dwelling
on the example of Christ (1 P 2""^); and St. John
endurance of the world's hatred by considering the
W. F. Adenky.
love of God (IJn 3'- '^).

CONTRARY.— 1,

In the sense of 'antagonistic,'

now

obsol. or dialectic, except in ref. to wind
c. is
or weather, where the phrase in NT, ' the wind
waac.,' has kei)t the meaning alive. This is tlie
meaning of c. in Lv 26, where it is used as tr. of "ip
"• =»• «• *»), ' if
IclTi in all its occurrences (20-'- ^-

"

ye walk c. unto me,' lit. ' in an encounter,' in
hostile meeting and revolt, inimically, as Kalisch
explains. In XT this is the only meaning, whether

Mk

6^,
of wind (Mt 14-\
Ac 27') ; of Saul's opposition, Ac 26" ' I verily
thought with my.self that I ought to do many
things c. to the name of Jesus of Nazareth ' ; of
the opponents of Christianity, 1 Th 2" (the Jews),
Tit 2' ' he that is of the c. part' ; or uirej-oi-Wos, Col
2'* the handwriting
which was c. to us (3 fiv
.
vTO'cwTiov i]fiiv describes its active hostility Light17'
aTrivavTi,
these all do c. to the
foot) ; or
Ac
decrees of Cicsar,' a charge of treason ; or dvrfare c.
Ktifiai, Gal 5" ' the Spirit and the flesh . .
the one to the other ; 1 Ti 1"* ; or even iropd, Ac
18", Ko 11^ 16". 2. In 2 Es 11»- " c. is used in the
sense of opposite in position or direction, ' out of
her feathers there grew other c. feathers.' Contrariwise (a liybrid, fr. Lat. contraritis and Eng.
wise, way) = on thee.,' occurs 2 Co 2', (lal 2', 1 I' 3".

the Gr. be

iyai/rio^,

'

'

c.'

.

.

—

'

.

'

Hastings.
CONTRIBUTION.— See COMMtTNION.
J.

CONTRITE

(Lat. contritus, bruised, crushed)
appears early in Eng. in a (ig.* sense, ' bruised in
heart,' jirob. through the inlliience of the Vulg.
and tlie Eng. versions, and nearly always with the
meaning of penitent. Thus Wyclif (1380), Select
Works, ii. 400, ' To assoile men that ben contrite' ;
Milton, Par. Lost, x. lO'JI

—

Pardon beg, with tean
Watorin^ the ground, and with otir si;.'hs the air
Freciuenlinjj, Bent from heart* contrilc'
•

This is the meaning of c. in AV and RV. But
popular as the tr. has been, it is inaccurate, for the
Heb. (xr: Ps 34'" 51 ", Is 57" "", nji Is 66-) so tr^ never
describes penitence, but always humility, abase• CfmtritMX \M never fl(f. until under the Influence of the Vultf.,
while the Heb. word tr* contrite four times out of five in A V is
never literal.
*

'

ment.

God

Certainly,

and a penitent heart

477

'

;

'

'

CONVENIENT, now ^eatly restricted in meanis freely used in A\ in the sense of befitting,

ing,

becoming, seemly, as Eph 5* Neither filthiness, nor
foolish talking, nor jesting, which are not c' (RV
befitting ')
so Pr 30* (RV that is needful '), Jei
40*-', Wis 13" 'a c. room,' not 'commodious,' but
'befitting' {diios, RV 'worthy'), Sir lO^* (RV
'right'), 2 Mac 4'" (RV 'fit'), Ro 1=* (RV 'be'

'

'

:

fitting'), Philem « (RV befitting').
In Merchant
of Venice, III. iv. 52, Portia says, 'Bring them, I
pray thee, with imagined speed,' i.e. quick as
thouglit to which Balthasar replies,
Madam, I
go with all convenient speed,' i.e. speed befitting
the urgency. In the sense of morally becoming
(as Ro 1^, Eph 5*, Philem*) the word was once
quite common, as 'Trans, of Agrippa's Van Artcs
(1684), She sang and danc'd more exquisitely than
was convenient for an honest woman.
'

'

;

'

'

J.

CONVENT

Hastings.

AVm, who wiU c. me
AVm, 'who will c. me

Jer 49"

'

in

judgment?' and 50"
to
plead?' an obsolete vb. =summon (convenire). Cf.
Elsing, Debates House of Lords (1621),
The Commons have convented Flood, examyned him, and
sentenced him.'
J. Hastings.

—

'

CONVERSATION. — The word

modem

never occurs in
always

.A.V in its
sense of colloquy, but
in its earlier sense of conduct, beh.aviour.

But as
intercourse by speech is a large jiart of conduct, the
word was specialized to its present limited sense at
an early date (not much later than the date of AV).
See Oxf. Eng, Diet. * Conversation in V is probably due to Vulg. conversatio, conversor.
'These
usually stand in Vulg. for N'T avairTpotj>-fi, ivaarpi'

(peaBai,

though

in

two

A

'

cases,

Ph 1" and

they

3*',

represent ttoXit^vo^i and TroXfrci-^.
On these
latter passages see CITIZENSHIP.
In one instance
where Vulg. renders TroXireia bycon!'<!r«(<io(Eph2'°),
V departs from the guidance of Vulg. and correctly
renders 'commonwealth.' In a few other places
does not render by 'have our c.' but by
behave,' live,' pa-ss the time of.'
The true equivalent of am<rrpo(fi-^ in mod. Eng. is
conduct
and it is an unfortunate result of the
archaism 'conversation' that the real prominence of conduct in NT teaching isob.'scured (see
Ethics).
Indeed, the substantive 'conduct' nowhere occurs in AV, though
wisely introduces
it in 2 Ti 3'" to represent dyuy^.
There are but two passages in OT where c.
occurs (I's 37" and 50'-^).
In both it represents
i]-i^
way.' Conduct in OT is thought of under the
metaphor of walking, and the words describing it are
literally tr^, hence abstract nouns to express moral
conduct do not occur. Hatch (Essai/s
liibl. Gr.
p. 9) sees the conditions of Syr. and dr. life respectively mirrored in the metaphors wliich the two
nations severally emploj-cd for conduct, viz. irepi-

A

AV
'

'

'

'

AV

'

;

RV

'

m

waTfTv

and

dvacrrp^tparffai.

'

Whereas

in

Athens and

Rome

the bustling activity of the streets gave rise
to the conception of life as a quick movement to
and fro the constant intercourse on foot between
village and village in Syria, and the difficulties of
travel on the stony tracks over the hills, gave rise
to the metaphors which regard life as a jouniev'
But the OT metaphor naturally runs on into t1i<'
;

NT, and in Epp. of St. Paul TtpiTarttp is far more
frequent than dta<rrpi(pea$ai. Christianity is 'the
Way.' Cf. Hort, * IVai/, Truth, and Life,' Lect. I.
* a good example of conversation in tlic old ai dirtinffuiaht-^t
from the mod. sense, is in Bunyan's Pilgrim'$ Prog.
Voiir
Conversation gives this your Mouth-profession, the lye.'
*

;'

CONVERSION
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NT

The

o.^Xfii'

Ac

I

words for converse in
(Lk 24'''- " they talked
'

its

COKAL

modern sense are

tof;etlier

K. K.

10-'').

'),

awo/iiKeiy

Bernard.

CONYERSION The nonn (^incrrpo^i?) occurs only
once in Scripture, Ac 15' (ef. Sir id-), where it
need not denote the definite spiritual chan;;e
belonging to the word in the verb-form. The verbform (iTnaTpi<pii.ii) is frequently found both in OT
and NT, answering in the former to such Heb.
terms as Tijn, a]c_ and esp. z;v. The point to be
noted i-i that it almost invariably denotes an act of
laan
Turn ye, turn ye (;3 c-) from your evil ways
(Ezk 33")
Except ye turn (Mt 18') ; When thou
hast turned agam
(Lk 22^-), etc. It is worth
noting also that 'convert' is merely a synonym
for turn,' and answers to the same originals.
In
Ps 19' converting is a mistrans!. of nj's'? (RV
correctly
restoring,' i.e.
refreshing,' cf. Ps 23'
and La 1"). In Is 1" 'her converts' (AVm,
tlicy that return of her') is too technical a tr" of
n-:y'.
Wliatever the causes lying behind the act of
turning, the act itself is man's. The idea is esp. prominent in OT and, while in NT it is often brought
into connexion with repentance, in OT the term
rr/init seldom occurs in reference to man.
Manj'
times it is used to denote an a|iparent change of
0"
Iiurpo.se on the part of God (Gn
etc.), but very
seklom in the same sense of man (1 K 8", Job 42").
It never there becomes a standing term, as in NT.
Twice at least in NT, turn is associated with
'repent' (Ac S'" 26=<').
We find the term also
similarly associated with faith
A great number
that believed turned to thi» Lord' (Ac IF'). As
the very idea of the word implies both a turning
from and a turning to something, it seems equally
natural to make the former aspect coincide with
repentance, which is a turning from e\'il, and the
latter coincide with faith, which is a turning to
God. In other words, conversion on its negative
side is repentance, and on its positive side is faith.
In some cases one element will be emphasized, in
some the other and in some both will be included.
This interpretation will, we believe, explain all the
passages of Scripture.
Repentance toward God,
and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ' (Ac 20-'),
though the term conversion does not occur, expresses
the contents of the idea.
Nor is the divine ground of these acts of man
overlooked
Unto you first, God, haWng raised
up his Servant, sent him to bless you, in turning
away every one of you from your iniquities (Ac
3="
cf. Jn 6-"). The ancient prophet held the same
faith
Turn thou me, and I shall be turned * (Jer
31").
Sinful man turns, but the power by which
he does so is God's, given him for Christ s sake
just as the stretching out of the withered hand was
man's act, but the power by which it was done was
divine.
The prophets are addressing, not the
good, but the wicked the wicked are to turn and
live.
In like manner the apostolic exhortations are
addressed to those who have not yet come to God.
There is thus little ditficulty in fixing both the
nature of conversion and its place in the order of salvation in biblical teaching.
It is man's first act
under the leading of divine grace in the process of
salvation, the initial step in the transition from
evil to good.
A universal presence and operation
of grace is a necessary corollarv of universal atonement the universal work of tlie Spirit goes along
with the universal work of the Redeemer, always,
of course, assuming the necessity of conditions on
man's part.
The fulfilment of the conditions,
divine grace supplying the power, is biblical con'

:

;

'

'

'

'

'

Subsequently conversion has been identi
with regeneration and there is less objection
to such use, if tlie term is so defined and accepted.
Scripture recognizes not only divine grace as the
efficient cause of conversion, but also human agency
in bringing it about.
This is the preaching of the
truth by prophets and apostles in other words, the
proclamation of God's truth by men who are
themselves witnesses to its power. This is not
onlj' implied in the passages already referred to, but
is expressly mentioned in other places, e.g. Ac 10**
14'.
The importance of the channel whicii conveys
the water, or of the wire which conveys the force,
although secondary, is still great. While recognizing that, as a rule, divine grace works through
human means and instruments, we need not doubt
that it also can and does often work independently.
version.
fied

;

:

'

'

'

'

RVm

'

;

'

'

'

:

;

'

:

'

'

;

:

'

'

;

;

• The Heb. is simply ' I will turn.' Cf. La S", where the
same
passive tonn is adopted in both AV and RV. This unfortunate
misttansi implies a technical dogmatic sense, which is not in the
origuikl.

Of.

RV of

Ps

61'3,

Mt

13ii>,

Lk 22M.

Banks.

J. S.

CONVERT. — In

AV

used once intransitively,
Is 6'" lest they see with their eyes
and convert and be healed' (RV 'turn again').
Cf.
Wyclif's tr. of Jn 1'^ (1382) Sothli Ihesu convertid
and sejTige hem suwynge him, seith to hem, What
seken ve ?
The most frequent meaning of c. in
early Lng. (and in AV) is simply to turn {e.g. Is
60") but the mod. use was known, as Shaks. Merck,
in converting Jews to Christians
of Ven. IIL v. 37
you raise the price of pork.' In Ps23^ for
he
restoreth my soul,' Douay reads 'he hath conuerted
my soule,' with the remark, 'which is the first
justification.'
See Conversion. J. Hastings.
c. is

'

.

.

.

'

'

;

:

'

AV

'

CONVINCE.— Certainly in most, probably in all
the examples of c. in AV, the meaning is to
convict.
Job 32" There was none of you that
convin(ted Job (n-:"in, cf. Ps 50-', Pr 30" where EV
have 'reprove,' but 'con\'ict' would be better);
Job's friends did not try to convince him merely,
but to convict him, find him in the Avrong, and that
is probably the meanin" both of the Heb. and of
the English. In
the Gr. is either the simple
'

'

NT

iXeyxa Jn 8** Which of you c""" me of sin ! ; 1 Co
14^ he is ce" of all, he is judged of all ; Tit I'
to c. the gainsayers (not merely refute in argument, but convict in conscience) Ja 2" ' are c'^oi
the law' Jude''(edd.; TR ('feX^Tx") 'toe. all that
are ungodly among them of their ungodly deeds' or
SiaKaTeX^yxofuit, a compound occurring here only in
all Gr. literature, Ac 18^ he mightily c"^ the Jews'
(RV 'powerfully confuted' but from the analogy
of other passages it is prob. that St. Luke means
that the apostle brougnt home moral blame to
them, not merelj' that he refuted their arguments).
Cf. Milton, Par. Reg. iii. 3,
Satan stood
confuted, and convinc't' and Adams, Serm. ii. 38,
Whatsoever is written is written either for our
instruction or destruction
to convert us if we
embrace it, to convince us if we despise it.'
'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

'

;

'

.

.

.

;

'

;

CONVOCATION.— See Conoreoation.
COPPER.— See Brass.

COOK-

INC.- See Food.

COPTIC VERSION.— See Egyptian Versions.
COR.— See Weights and Measures.

CORAL

(n'ON-i) is twice (or thrice, if we include Pr
24' where too high is tr. of s.ame word) mentioned
in OT, Job 28"* and Ezk 27"; and aa coral is
abundant in the waters of the Rlediterranean, the
reference in the latter to Syria as a merchant in
coral is peculiarly appropriate (cf. Dillm. Job 28").
'

'

'

'

Red coral (Corallitim nwrutn) is proliably meant,
as being specially suited for ornament
out from
the rareness of ornaments of this material, found
amongst those of Egypt and Phcenicia, we may
conclude that it was not in much request, at least
in OT times
on the other hand, the material
may have crumbled away, or been cisaolved.
;

;

.

COR-ASHAN

CORINTH

The

polyps, or animals producing coral, belong
members of the Actinozoa which secrete
They
a hard, generally calcareous, skeleton.
flourish in the warm v«aiers of the Mediterranean
and Indian (,*cean, where these are clear and free
fioni sediment, at various depths down to about
80 fathoms or more. The most important fisheries
are off the coast of Tunis, Algeria, Naples, Genoa,
Sardinia, and Corsica.
E. ill'LL.
to those

COR-ASHAN (AV Chor-ashan, 1 S 30*>) is the
pnsinl nailing (I'fv""''") of MT, but the orig.
text was undoubtedly Bor-ashan (';'"i'3), as is
evident from the LXX (A Bupao-di/, B liripadpec)
Cf. notes of Budde, Driver, and Wellh. ad loc. The
place may be the same as Ashan of Jos 16^^ 19".
J. A. SKl.lilE.
CORBAN (Ileb. ^TPr iorbSn) means (1) an
obUilion * (2) a gift.
The word occurs Mk 7" 'If
a nuvn shall say to his father or his mother, That
wherewith thou mightest have been profited by
me is Corban, that is to say, Given (to God), ye
no longer suffer him to do aught for his father
or his mother' (cf. Mt 15' RV). The Talmudic
treatise Xidarim (=vows) discloses that the Jews
were nmcli addicted to rash vows and t?"[^, or its
ei|uivalent -'V = iOnas, which according to Levy is
a corruption of ^J'l', iondin), was in constant use so
that it gradually became a mere formula of interdiction, without any intention of making the thing
;

;

(^

;

interdicted

'a gift to God.'

A man

seeing his

says, ' My tallith shall be (forban, if
In making a vow of
it is not burnt,' AW. iii. (!.
abstinence he says, ' Konas be the food (vi. I) or
the wine (viii. 1) which I taste.'
When a man
resolves not to plough a field, he says, ' Konas be
the field, if I plough it,' iv. 7. Repudiation of a
wife is thus expressed, ' What my wife migiit be

house on

tire

benefited by me is konas ("^ ^Jl! 'O'i'f "J'^), because
she has stolen my cup' or 'struck my son,' iii. 2;
while the preei.se Ileb. formula of our text is IJ'Ji^
*? "'!;?! ?!?':•. viii. 11 (Lowe's Mishiia).
In Ned'irim, c. ix., retractation of, and absolution from, vows is considered.
The problem wa.'i a
knotty one.
Oblations were needed for the
sanctuary, and vows were a fruitful source of
income and besides this, Dt 2:!-'-^ most rigorously
forbade any retractation of vows ; and therefore
the Rabbis, while they did not encourage vows,
ruled that when made they mu.it be kept.
Here
arises an extreme case.
man in haste or passion
has vowed that nothing of his shall ever again go
to the maintenance of his parents.
Must that vow
hold good? 'Certainly,' the Rabbissay. 'It is hard
for the parents, but the law is clear, vows must
be kept.' Thus, as often, did they allow the literal
Jesus revealed a different
to override the ethical.
'spirit,' as He rulid that 'duty to parents is a far
higher law than fnllilinent of a rash vow.'
R. Eliezer ben llyrkanos (c. .\.l). 90), who felt in
several ways the influence of Christianity, was
apparently the first Rabbi to advocate retracta'
tion of vows.
render Xedarim !>' thus
I
R.
ICliezcr said that when rash vows infringe at all on
parcnial obligations,
Rabbis should suggest a
retractation (lit. open a door) by apjiealing to the
honour duo to pareliLs. The sages dissented. R.
Zadok said, instead of appealing to the honour due
to parents let them appeal to the honour due to
God then might rash vows cease. The sages at
li-ngth agreed with R. Kliezer, that if the case be
directly between a man and his parents (as in Mt
Lj"), they might suggest retractation by appealing
to the honour due to parents.'
;

A

:

;

Litkhati'KE.— Tliobcstchiddntlon
* In thlM 501190 very frequently tn
F.zk

•-•(iM

Is

direct ft'om the

Lv and Nu

lo** only.

••

(all

Mishnn;

P), olsowkcro

47'j

next fnim

Kderslielm, Li/e ami Tinier nf .fmus, c. xx\i. ;
1.V and Mk "" arc diversely discussed tiy Wctsadn, Grotius,
LiKhtfoot {Uvr. IJtO.}, Morisoii, and in Wunselie's Krliiiiternng.

Mt

J. T.

Marshall.

CORD. —

1. '^Pn, Arab, habl, the common name
for rope in Syria.
It is translated in
'cord'
2'^,
Jos
in
Job ;i6» etc. 'line' in Jlic 2^ 2 S 8-,
20'*'
7", Zee 2' ; ' ropes ' in 1
I's Ki'' 78''",
;
and 'tacklings' in Is SS-". In Syria ropes and
cords are made of goat's or camel's hair spun into
threads, and then plaited or twisted.
Sometimes
they are made of strips of goat's skins or cow's hide
twisted together.
In modern times ropes of hemp
are more commonly used. 2. '"'J.,, Arab, ruhiif,
•band,' a binding or fastening.
It is so translated
in Ezk 3-», Job '89'', Hos ll*
but 'ropes' in J"
1513. i»; 'cords' in Ps 118-: 129*; and 'cart rope'
in Is 3'*.
The word has the meaning of something
interlaced or twisted.
See Band.
Besides the

RV

;

Am

K

;

common

ropes mentioned above, ropes for temporary fastenings are often made from branches of
vines interlaced or twisted together, and also from
the bark of branches of the mulberry tree.
3. ">;'",
Arab, alnab, lent ropes, trans, 'cords' in Ex 85"*
39-'
Is 04-, and .Ter 10-'.
Tent ropes, among the
Bedawin, are made of goat's or camel's hair. 4.
c;in, Arab, khait, line, tr. 'cord' in Ec 4'-.
5. "i.,",,
Arab, iclttar, catgut.
In Jg 10' this word is
translated 'withes,' in
'bowstring,' which is
'
probably correct. In Job 30'i
my cord' may
mean 'bowstring' or the 'rein' of a bridle; in Ps
U'-* -bowstring.'
Catgut is often made in the
villages of Lebanon.
In the NT crxofwoi', ropes of
rushes, is translated 'cord' in Jn 2''', and 'ropes'
',

RVm

in

Ac

AV

W. Cai:slaw.

2T'-.

CORIANDER SEED C?

— The fruit of

rind, Kbpiof,

coriandrum).

an umbelliferous

plant, Coriandrum
sativum, L., extensively cultivated in the East.
It
is an annual, with two kinds of leaves, the lower
divided into two to three jiairs of ovate-cuneate,

dentate segments, the upper much dissected into
linear-setaceous lobes.
The fruits are ovateglobular, straw-coloured, twice a.s large a.? a hemp
seed, and striate.
They have a warm, aromatic
taste, and .stomachic, carminative properties.
Avicenna recites (ii. 198) a long list of virtues attributed
to it, in a variety of diseases. The only inemion
of it in the Bible is in comparison with the size
and colour of manna (Ex 10'", Nu 11"). The Arabic
name of it is kuzbarah.
G. E. Post.
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(Kdioii-ffoO

most im]iortant

city of

was

in

Greece

many

respects the
Achaia, accordAc 20- with 19-')

(i.e.

ing to the Rom. appellation, cf.
under the Rom. Empire.
Whereas Athens wa.s
the educational centre, the seat of the greatest
university in the world at that time, and the city
to which the memories of Greek freedom and oliler
history clung most pereistently, C. was the capital
of the Rom. province (see AcilAIA), the centre of
government and commerce, of actual life and
political development in the country
while its
situation, again, on the great central route between
Rome and the East, made it one of the knots towards which converged a number of suhordinale
roads.
In this bust respect it was the next stai;e Xn
Ephesus (wh. see) on this great highway, and nuist
h.ave been in very close and fieiiuent eommunieation w:th it.
The situation of C. (jualified it to be
the most important centre whence any new movement in thought or society might radiate over the
entire province of Achaia; ami therefore it became
one of the small list of cities (along with Syrian
;

Antioeh and Ephesus) which were most closely
connected with the early spread of Christianity
towards the West.
C. occupied a striking and powerful position.

rnvuriqbl, 18*8, 6v Charlu Serihiifr's

,'^ont

'

;

CORINTH
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It was situated at the southern extremity of the
narrow isthmus wliicli connected the Peloponnesus
witli the mainland of Greece, on a slightly raised
terrace, sloping up from the low-lyiiig plain to a
bold rock, the Acrocorinthus, which rises abruptly
on the south side of the city to the height of
Thus the city was
over 1800 ft. above sea-level.
easy of access from both east and west, and
at the same time possessed of great military imIts
portance, on account of its powerful citadel.
strength was increased by its forlilications, which
not merely suiTounded the city, but also connected
it by the 'Long Walls' with its harbour Lechieum
on the western sea, about 11 miles (12 stadia)

Its situation enabled it to command all
land communication between central (Jreece and
the Peloponnesus. Along the southern edge of the
isthnuis stretches a ridge called Oneion from E. to
W. and the Acrocorinthus, which from the north
seems to be an isolated rock, is really a spur of
Oneion, though separated from the ridge by a deep
This riilge makes communication
cleft or ravine.
with the Peloponnesus difficult, leaving only three
paths one along the western sea (Corinthian Gulf),
commanded by Lechseura and the Long Walls, one
close under the walls of Corinth, and one along the
eastern sea (Saronic Gulf), commanded by the
other harbour of Corinth named C'enchre<e (Ac 18'*,
Ro Itji), about 8i miles (70 stadia) distant from the
city,
'i'he Acrocorinthus commands a wonderful
view over both seas, on the E. the Saronic Gulf,
and on the W. the Corinthian,* and over the low
lands bordering the two seas, up to the mountains
both in the Peloponnesus and in central Greece the
acropolis of Athens, Mount Parnassus, and many
other famous points are clearly visible.
Through its two harbours C. bestrode the
isthmus, with one foot planted on each sea and
(bimaris
hence it is called two-sea'd Corinth
and Philip IV. of
Corinthi moenia, Horace, Od. i. 7)
Macedon called it one of the fetters of Greece '
the other two being Chalcis in Euboea and DemeBut the territory belonging to
trias in Thessaly.
the city was confined and unproductive (except the
fertile though narrow strip of .soil extending along
the low
the Corinthian Gulf towards Sicyon)
ground of the Isthmus was poor and stony and
mere
Hence
the
population
was
(Oneion was
rock.
at once tempted by two quiet seas, and compelled
by the churlish land, to turn to maritime enterand there lay the greatness of C. so long as
prise
Greece was free. Only when Greece was enslaved

distant.

;

—

;

;

'

'

;

'

;

;

;

;

become one of the fetters of the countr}-.
was customary in ancient times to haul .ships
across the low and narrow Isthmus by a made route,
called Diolkos (o/oXkos) between the W. and the E.
sea.
Owing to the dread entertained by ancient
sailors for the voyage round the southern capes of
did C.
It

,

the Peloponnesus (especially Malea), as well as to
the .saving of time effected on the voyage from Italy
to the Asian coast by the Corinthian route, many
smaller ships were thus carried bodily across the
Isthmus though the larger ships (such as that in
which St. Paul sailed, Ac 27"- ") could never have
been treated in that way. Many travellers along
the great route from Italy to the East came to
LechiEuro in one ship, and sailed east in another
from Cenchreie, while the merchandise of large
ships must have been transhipped
and thus
;

;

Corinth was thronged with travellers. Under Nero
an attempt was made about A. I). (5G-67 to cut a
ship-canal across the Isthmus (after several earlier
schemes had been frustrated as an impious interference with the divine will)
and traces of the
works were observable before the present ship;

• A bold hill, prnjectinc a little dlstAnco on the west of the
Aerocoiinthus, seriously Interferes with the view on that side
Leake calls It the eyesore of Corinth."
'

was made.* The canal was intended to be
some distance north of the two harbours, and
would have damaged their prosiierily. In such a
city any new movement of thought originating in
the East was certain to become known rai)idly, in
the frequent intercourse that was maintained between Rome and the East. Moreover, Christians
canal

travelling for various reasons were often likely to
pass through C. ; and hence St. Paul calls Gains of
Corinth
host and of the whole Church
(Ro 10-3). In (lie end of the 1st cent. Clement,
writing to the Church at C, alludes several times
(§ 1, § 10, § 35), to the frequent occasion which the
people had to show hospitality to travellers.
In this situation C. had generally been the leading commercial city of Greece.
Historical reasons,
indeed, occasionally endangered its trading supremacy for a time sometimes the energy of the
Athenians, or of some other rivals, challenged it
ami at last the Romans destroyed the city in B.C.
140.
But the favourable situation which had made
it the originator in Greek history of great fleets
and of commercial enterprise on a large scale, and
enabled it to become the mother-city of many
colonies in the central and western parts of the
Mediterranean, could not allow it to remain a ruin
and a mere historical memory. For a time, indeed,
Delos succeeded to its commercial supremacy, and
Sicyon to its presidency at the Isthmian (James
but in B.C. 46 it was refounded by Julius Caisar as
'

my

;

;

;

a Rom. colony, under the name Colanin Laus Julia
Hence a considerable proportion of the
Coriv.thus.
small number of names in NT connected with C.
are Roman: Crispus, Titius Justus (Ac 18'-^),
Lucius, Tertius, Gaius, Quartus (Ho 16'^>-^), ForSince Greece was
tunatus, Achaicus (1 Co lO^").
revived as an independent country in modern
times, the claim of C. to be the site of the capital,
though mentioned, has been always rejected, partly
through the suriia-ssing historical memories that
cluster round Athens, and paitly through the fact
that C. is subject to earthquakes.
The oration of Dion Chrysostom, delivered in
C. in the early part of the 2nd cent. (Or. .?7), gives
a lively idea of the prosperity of C. he de.scribes
it as the most prominent and the richest city of
Greece (vol. ii. p. 120, ed. Reiske), and alludes to
its library, but enlarges chiefly on the historical
Half a century
and mythological associations.
later Aelius Aristides in an oration ' to Poseidon,'
del'.vered at C. in connexion with the Isthmian
Gaines, also draws a picture of the city, enlarging
more on the educated and literary spirit manifested
there.
About the same period Pausanias describes its history and monuments and public
buildings (ii. c. 1-4) the old temple of Aphrodite,
on the top of the Acrocorinthus ; the sacred
fountain Peirene on its side, close under the
summit below this the Sisypheum in the lower
city the Agora, with its temples and statues, and
.so on.
The coinage of the Rom. colony proves, by
the numerous types taken from old Corinthian
history and mythology, the pride which was felt
by the Roman C. in the ancient memories of the
and at once illustrates aiid conlirms the
city
testimony of Dion and Aristides. This feeling in
the colony must be taken into account in estimatand
ing its character when St. Paul visited it
the subject is admirably treated by Imhoof-Blumer
and Gardner in their Xiimisindtic CoiiDiirntdry an
Pati.ianias (see Journal of Hellenic tlludies, vi.
It must, however, be remembered
1885, pp. 69-77).
that the colonial coins used by them are generally
later than the timet of St. Paul, and that this feel;

:

;

;

;

;

• The.ie traces, which have been entirely obliterated by the
canal, are docribed, and a map plven showing' the line
Intended to be followed bv Nero's canal, In SuUetin de Corrtr
sjwnd. BelUnique, viU, (iSM) p. 22S f.

modern

;
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iiig grew stronger in the 2nd cent, as the Horn,
blood and spirit died out on a foreign and uncongenial soil. The circumference of the lower city
was 40 stadia, and the circumference of the forliticalions, including in their circuit the Acrocorinthus,
was 85 stadia (about 10 uiilcs), ;us I'ausanias and
Strabo agree. Only scanty and unimpressive remains of ancient buildings now remain.
The population of such a colony as C. would
consist (1) of the descendants of the Koni. coloni,
established there in li.c. 4(>, who would on the
whole constitute a sort of local aristocracy (2) of
;

resident ' liomans' who came for Commercial
reasons, in addition to a few resident officials of
the government ; (3) of a large Greek population,
who ranked as incoke ; (4) of many other resident
strangers of various nationalities, attracted to C.
for various reasons, amid the busy intercourse that
characterized the Kom. world. The Kom. colonial
blood had not yet had time to melt into the tireek
stock, as it probably did in the cent, or two following St. Paul's visit.
Among the resident strangers
it is clear that a considerable
colony of Jews
existed at C, where they had a synagogue (Ac 18*);
and in such a commercial centre a .Jewish settlement was a matter of course. Among the Corinthian Jews a certain number of converts, including
some of the most prominent persons, joined St.
I'aul (Ac 18*- », Ko lG-\ 1 Co 9'^) ; and thus was,
doubtless, one of the reasons why the feeling
against St. Paul was so strong in the city, leatling
even to a plot against his life (Ac 20*). It is clear,
however, both from Ac and from the two letters of
Cr>rinthians, that the Church con.•^t. Paul to the
sisted chiefly of non-Jews (see esp. 1 Co 12^).
But
the presence in the Church of some influential
Jews, and proljably of a considerable number of
(iintiles who had previously been brought under
thi^
influence of the synagogue (such as I'itus
Justus, Ac 18'), constituted an element always
likely to caiLSC that strong Judaizing tendency
which is revealed in St. Paul's letters.

many

St.

Paul visited C. at

lirst

without any definite

a great centre of his work
(Ac 18'). He Wiis still under the impression that
his call to Macedonia (Ac Hi'-'- '") was operative
and he was eager to return to Macedonia, and
sjiecially to Thessalonica (1 Th 2'"- "), but was prevented by various circumstances and imi)ediments
(which he sums up in the expression 'Satan hindered
us').
It would appear fr<mi the narrative of Ac
17' , I«'r- that in Athens, and at first in C, St. Paul
was still strongly posses.scd with the JIaccdonian
scheme, and was only delaying his return thither
until the difficulties were cleared away.
But a
special revelation (Ac 18"- ''') altered his plans, when
in a night-vision the Lord directed him to speak
freely and boldly in C, 'for I have much people in
St. Paul regarded this as releasing I'im
this city.'
from the Macedonian duty, and now directed his
work entirely towards the new sphere, in which he
remained altogether for a year and six months.
It is not state<l what period had elapsed between
Init, in all probhis arrival and this revelation
ability, no very long time intervened.
It is at
least clear that the new governor Junius Gallio
arrived after the revelation, and during the second
pi'riod of work, which was directed towards the
new Achaian sphere. But evidently even during
the first period St. Paul had been encouraged by
considerable success in C. In the Jewish synagogue,
indeed, he had met with strong opposition, and
had already found himself obliged to break off his
connexion delinitely with his own nation, and to
go unto the fientilis (Ac 18") from henceforth (i.e.
during the rest of his slay in C). But even among
the .lews, Crispus, the ruler of the synagogue,
believed with all his house
while among the
intention of

making

it

;

;

yf<\

.

I.

—

:
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general population of C. many were baptized (Ac
18*).
None of the b.iptisms in C. were performed
by St. Paul himself, except those of Crispus and of
Gaius.andof the household of Stephanas (1 Co 1"- "i).
It is not certain whether this abstention from
personally baptizing was something peculiar in the
special case of C, or was commonly practised by
but the other apostles seem to have
St. Paul
often left the work of baptizing to ministers and
subordinates (Ac 10<» 13^); and St. Paul probably
did the same. The three exceptions mentioned by
him are noteworthy the circumstances show why
St. Paul was likely to attach special importance
Stephanas was
to them
the first - fruits of
Achaia' (1 Co IG""); Gains was his host on his
later visit (Ro 10-^), and therefore probably a
specially beloved friend
Crispus, the ruler of the
synagogue, was a convert of uncommon importance.
About five or six weeks, perliaps, after St.
Paul's arrival at C, he was rejoined by Silas and
Timothy, returning from Macedonia. He had left
them at Bercoa, and tlu'y had joined him probably in Athens, and been immediately sent away
on a missiiin to Thessalonica (1 Th 3', Ac 17'^ IS'')
;

;

'

;

;

and probably also to Philippi.* Tlie fact that
Timothy alone is quoted as authority for news
from Thessalonica (1 Th 'i''), and as messenger to
Thessalonica, shows that Silas had been sent to
some other city of Macedonia (douljtless to Philippi).
Inunediately on receipt of Timothy's news St. Paid

Th

wrote his First Ep. to the Thess.

(1

The date of the second is not so
it also was probably composed

clearly fixed
but
in the early part

S")

from C.
;

of the Corinthian work, immediately on reccijit
of news about the reception of the first letter in

Thessalonica.

During

St. Paul's residence in

C,

Gallio

came

to

govern Achaia as proconsul of praitorian rank.
There is no evidence, except what can be derived
from the life of St. Paul, to fix the year in wliich
Gallio administered the province
but he may
probably have come (luring the summer of a ii,
fiU, though .some authorities tix the date differently
(o-'i, Henan, Lightfoot
see (iAl.l.ld).
During his
administration, the Jews
angry at the defection of
at least one leading compatriot, at the manner in
which St. Paul had turned away from them with a
very exasperating gesture, and at the institution
of a rival nieeting-liouse next door to the synagogue, in the house of 'I'itus Justus, a Roman, and
a God-fearing proselyte' (Ac 18"-*)
brought an
accusation against St. Paul before the procoTisul.
In order that such an accusation might be admitted
for trial, the Jews nuist have tried to give to it a
;

;

—

—

'

colouring of offence against Koman law, for the
.Jews still po.sscssed the right to try among themselves in their own way any offence against i)urely
Jewish religious observance. But the attempt to
give colour to a charge which w.as essenlially
religious did not deceive Gallio; ho refused to
admit the case to trial, and 'drave them from tlie
judgment-seat.'
His action wa-s highly imjiortant
it amounted to an authoritative decision that SI.
Paul's preaching could not be construed as an
offence against Kom. law, and that, if there was
anything wrong in it, the wrong w.as only in
respect of Jewish law, and therefore .shouhl ciune
before a .Jewi.sh court, and could not be admilled
before the proconsular court.
This decision by an
official of such rank formed a precedent which
might be appealed to in later trials and it is not
too much to .say that it had iiractically the force of
a declaration of freedom to preach in llie province.
According to our view, this incident had a marked
effect in directing SI. Paul's attention to the i>rotection which the Koman state might give him
;

• W<> Kiv tlmt rbilippi
Si.

Paul

(I'll

l'''-l.

was

In

frequent comnninlcatlon with

;;
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against the Jews. Hitherto his position had been
so humble that liis relation to the state had probably not entered consciously into his mind, or
formed any part of his calculations but the decision of the first Koinan imperial official before
whom he had been accused (combined with the
favourable memory of the other high imperial
official, Sergius Paulus, with whom he had come
in contact), was calculated to make a strong impression on his mind.
When St. I'aul ceased to preach in the synagogue, lie began to use the house qf Titus Justus,
a God-fearing proselyte (evidently Roman frt)m
In the followhis name), as a centre for teaching.
ing months he was evidently understood by the
Corinthian population to be one of those lecturers
on philosophy and morals, so common in the Greek
world, who often travelled, and settled in new
cities where there seemed a good opening for a
teacher and scornful remarks were made contrasting the high fees charged by teachers of established reputation with the gratis lectures of this
new a-spirant, and an impression was common that
St. I'aul (like other beginners in philosophy) was
workint; to obtain a reputation and position such
as would justify him, after a time, in beginning to
charge fees, and make a livelihood by his brains
The effect produced on
instead of by his hands.
St. Paul by these remarks is shown in 1 Co.
As was the case in most other cities, the Greek
populace of C. disliked the Jews and the marked
reprimand administered to the latter by Gallio, in
refusing to entertain the case against St. Paul,
seems to have been popular in the city (Ac IS'').
Tlie Greeks took and beat Sosthenes, the ruler of the
synagogue (who had apparently succeeded Crispus
when the latter became a Christian);* and Gallio
took no notice of an act which he may probably
have considered as a piece of rough justice, and
also as a mark of popular approval (which was
always grateful to a Rom. official). At this time
there can be no doubt that in the popular mind
Christianity was looked on merely as an obscure
variety of .ludaism.
In C. at his first arrival °t. Paul became
aci:|uainted with two persons who played an imthese were
portant part in subsequent event,s
I'riscilla and .Vquila (to follow the noteworthy
18'*'^.t and by St.
order ob.served by St. Luke, .\c
Paul himself, Ro lti>, 2 Ti 4'9). Aijuila, a Jew of
the province Pontus, had left Iv/nu> in consequence
of Claudius' edict (perhaps issued in the latter part
of AD. oO); t and the commercial advantages of C.
St. Paul resided in their
attracted hini thitlier.
house during his long stay in C. and they accompanied him to KphesLis, where they were still residing when he came thither after visiting Pal., Syrian
PrisciUa
Antioch, and the Galatian churches.
bears a good Rom. name, and was probably a lady
of good family (which would explain why she is so
often mentioned before her husband); and Aquila
doubtless had acquired a wide knowledge of the
Rom. world during his life and they would therefore be well suited to suggest to St. Paul the
central importance of Rome in the development of
the Church, and form a medium of communication
with the great city. We may fairly as.sociate with
this friendship the maturing of St. Paul's plan
for evangelizing Rome and the West, which we
find already fully arranged a little later (Ac 192>,
,

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

AV

• So in
but in TtV it seems to be implietl that the Jews
beat Sostlienes (implying tliat he was a Christian, as either lie
or another Sosthenes afterwards was. 1 t'o IM. but it seems inconceivable that Gallio should have permitted such an act on
the part of those whom ho had just snubbe<l so emi>hatically.
+ So in RV biU .\V has the wronir order in 1S*«.
* The dates assigned vary.
Orosius names 49 as the year;
and it has been contended that his dates at this nerlod are all
uniformly one year too early (Kamsay. St. Paul t/te Trtirellur^
pp. (>S, 2Mi. Liphtfoot t'ives the date o-i, lU-nan 51, Lewin 6-.i.
;

;

Ro

15-*).
In this respect, also, the Corinthian
residence was an epoch in St. Paul's conception of
the development of the Church in the Rom. world.
In C. the development of the Church might be

expected to move rapidly.

East and West met
where Rom. colonists, (ireek residents, and
Jewish settlers all dwelt and thought progressed
in the contact of race with race.
But rai)id development always implies dissension and conflict
of opinions
and hence we find the existence of
warring factions mentioned far more emphatically
in C. than in any other Church
some were of
Paul (the founder), some of ApoUos (Paul's
eloquent succes.sor), some of Cephas (i.e. the
Judaizing party), some of Christ (presumably persons who claimed to be above mere apostolic
there,

;

;

;

partisanship), as we read in 1 Co 1^^.
t)f these
parties it is perhaps a permissible conjecture that
the Rom. colonists, and the freedmen who naturally agreed with them, formed the bulk of the first,
while the Greek residents had been more attracted
by the Alexandrian philosophy, and perhaps the
mysticism of ApoUos the Jews and some proselytes
would comprise the Judaizing adherents of Cephas.
St. Paul, when he came to C, seems to have been
moved by the want of success that had attended
his very philosophic style of address in Athens
and he deliberately adopted a specially simple
style of address.
As he says (1 Co 2i--, cf. Ac 18*),
he came not with oratorical power or philosophic
subtlety, expounding the mysterious nature of
God he did not declare to the Corinthians, as he
had done to the Athenian audience, the Divine
Nature' (Ac 17-^- -^); he determined not to know
anything among his he.arers at C. save Jesus
Christ and Him crucified.
To the Greeks, who
sought after philosophy, such preaching must have
seemed imeducated and unintellectual (1 Co 1— --s);
and we might conjecture that, as a rule, they
would prefer the message as delivered by Apollos.
But there is no evidence to confirm this conjecture
and in the only slight description of ApoUos'
preaching in Achaia, he is said to have been
specially successfid among the Jews (Ac 18'^^).
It
seems, therefore, not possible to feel any confidence
in the details of an hypothesis connecting the
parties in the Church with the nationalities that
were mingled in the population of C, though we
admit the strong probability that the variety of
races contributed to cause the variety of parties,
and that there would be a tendency for each race
to become concentrated in one party.
The preceding paragrajihs show that we are
justified in attaching great importance to St.
Paul's stay in C, as constituting an epoch in his
preaching, in his plans, and in his conscious
attitude towards the Rom. government, and also
as resulting in the formation of a new Church in
the track of ready communication alike with the
East and with Italy. As to the constitution of
this new Church, it is evident that a verj' considerable congregation had been formed in C. within a
few years after St. Paul first entered it, and some
on the
of the converts were men of position
whole, however, he declares that there were among
them not many that were deeply educatetl in
philosophy, not many possessing official dignity
and i>ower, not many of aristocratic birth (1 Co 1-*);
the bulk of the Church was humble, but these
words (-not many') may fairly be taken as implying that there were in it some few members of
higher position.
St. Paul seems to have departed from C. for the
purpose of celebrating the fea-st at Jems. (Ac IS-^,
where
omits the words intimating his intention
but probably they are original); we cannot
doubt that this w;is the Passover, which fixes his
departure to early spring, and his arrival in C. to
;

;

'

;

—
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;
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autumn,

I.

our view Sept. 61-March u3 (o248-aO Harnack).
Perhap.s his
vow, in accordance with whicli he cut his hair
in Cenchreaj, when on tlie point of going on board
the ship, was completed and discharged at the
Passover in Jerusalem. Doubtless, he performed
the voyage on a ship whose special purpose was to
64

ace.

many

to

.siiiolars,

carry pilgrims to Jerus. for the feast fioin Achaia
and Asia. In 20" he probably again thought of
performing the voy;ige on sucli a ship, and found
that the Jews were too incensed against him to
make the voyage .safe.
The subsequent history of the Corinthian Cliurcli
is lightly passed over by St. Luke.
Apollos was
sent over from Kphesus with a letter of recommendation to the brethren in Achaia (Ac 18-',
2 Co 3'),* and his intiuen(;e in C was powerful (Ac
182'- •", 1 Co 1'-).
It is generally admitted that St.
Paul, during the early part of his stay in Ephesus,
sent to C. a letter which has not been preserved
and it may be regarded as highly prob(1 Co 5')
able that this is not the only one of his letters
that has perished. The view has also been strongly
maintained that St. Paul paid a short visit to C.
from Kphesus, and returned to lOphesus (2 Co
12" i:?!) but, more probibly, such a short visit
was paid later from Macedonia (.see Drescher in
18!)", pp. 50 ff.").
.S'A',
In the latter part of St.
Paul's stay in Ephesus, however, the report that
;

;

was brought to him from C. by envoys (1 Co
1(517. 18^ drew from him the letter which has been
preserved, and is commonly cited as 1 Co.
It
seems probable that this letter was sent by the
hands of Titus at least it is certain that he was
sent by St. Paul on a mi.ssion to C. about this
time (2 Co7''^- "); and St. I'aul several times refers
to the strong interest which Titus took in the
Corinthians (2 Co T"" 8'''). 'I'imothy also was sent
on a mission to C. from Ephesus (1 Co 4'"). When
St. Paul left Ephesus and came to Macedonia, he
met there Titus on his return from C. (probably at
:

after having been disappointed in the
finding him at Troas.
Evidently, Titus
returned from C. by the land route or by a coiistiiig vessel by way of Macedonia and Troas.
On
this report the second letter to C. was now dispatched ; and Titus went on a second mission,
accompanied this time by ' the brother whose
praise in the gospel is spread through all the
Churches' (identified by an early tradition, which
may i)robably be correct, as St. Luke). Timothy
also returned by the land route from C, and met
St. Paul in Macedonia (2 Co l').
After .spending
some months in Macedonia, apparently in several
Philippi),

hope

fif

(Ac 20-, 1 Co 10^, Ko lo''j, St. Paul entered
Greece, where he spent three months, chiefly,
no doubt, at C, during the winter of 5(5-67
(or 57-58 ace. to Lightfoot and many others).
IJuring the years 56-56 St. Paul bad been much
occui)ied with a scheme for a general contribution
from his new Churches in the four provinces
Achaia, Macedonia, (jalatia, and Asia,t which w,as
to be devoted to the benefit of the poor ('hristians
in Jerusalem.
To this scheme St. Paul attached the
utmost importance, as marking the solidarity of
the new foundations with the original Church
and he pays a high compliment to the (Corinthians
for the readiness with which they h,ad begun to
respmid to the call (2 Co SI'--'). No envoy from C.
is named among the delegates sent In charge of
cities

In the pQssiitfe of 2 Co 8, probably other .Tow« who camo
with letters of reeominendatlon IVum .lerus. are referred to, as
an AniiHo.s with hlH Kpheslan recointnetulation.
+ 8t, Paul iiH'Dtlon!^ the cimtrlhiitlon of Macedonia and
Ai-hala In Itn l.V". 2 I'o s»- " ;i>, of (iaiatia and Corinth. I Co Hi'.
lie has no occnHiiMi to iilhiile to that of .\sia
and lie alludes to
that of (Jalatia only perha[>s as beln^r the first and suiipivln^
the model, 'i'ho Asian contribution is in)[itled in Ac 20*. where
the euvoya wlio carried it to .lerus, are mentioned (cf. Ac 24").
\%ell

;
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the money to Jerus. (Ac 20-'); but it seems possible
that the Corinthians asked either St. Paul himself
or one of the envoys mentioned in 2 Co 8'*"-- to act
as their stewartl.
The develo|)ment of tlie Church in C. between
A.I). 53 and 57, and the kinds of difficulties that
beset the early steps of this young congregation,
are closely connected with the letters of St. Paul
(which form our sole authority), and will be
more appropriately treated under the heading of
Ei'isTi.i';s to the; but we must
here refer to the probable influence of the character of society in the city on the Church.
C. had
always been a great seat of the worship of
Aphrodite and tltat goddess retained in her seat
on the Isthmus much of the abominable (and
really non-Greek) character of the A.sian and esp.
PhuBnician religion from which she sprang, particularly the system of hierodouloi who lived a life
of vice as part of the religious ceremonial of the
goddess.
Hence the viciousness of C. was proverbial through the Koman world
and we can
realize how vile was the society out of which the
Corinthian congregation arose, how hard it was for
them to shake off the influence of early and long
association with vicious surroundings, how deep
they were likely to sink in cas(! of any lapse from
religion.
It is no wonder that St. Paul wrote
(1 Co 5'") that, if they were to cut themselves off
altogether from vicious persons, they must needs
go out of the world.'
Near C. was the scene of the Isthmian- Games,
one of the foin- great athletic contests and festivals
of (Jreece.
These games were held at the shrine
of Poseidon, a ilule way N.E. of the city, about
the narrowest p.trt of the Isthmus, and close to the
shore of the Saronic (Julf. They were of the usual
Greek style, including foot-races, chariot-races,
boxing, etc., and the victor's prize was a wreath of

CoinxTiiiANs,

;

;

'

the foliage of the pine-trees, which grow abundantly on the coast.
It is usual to say that St.
Paul borrows his imagery in such passages as
1 Co <yi*''^ from these games
but games were universal in all (ireek or semi-Greek cities; and St.
Paul, who had lived long in such cities as Tarsus
and Antioch, anil had already visited many others,
did not require to visit the Isthmian Games in
order to write that they which run in a race run
all, but one receiveth the prize,' or that
they do
it to receive a corruptible crown.'
Such allusions
would be as luminous to the inhabitants of every
other (Jreek city in the Mediteri'anean lands as
they were to the Corinthians.
;

'

'

—

LiTKKATriiR. Of peneral works on treof^raphy the best are
I.*ake'8 Morea, ill. '.f2!i-^iil4, aiid his PeUtimnneitiactt.^^i fl,\
Curtius, rtlojHiuiitnoH, ii. .M4 fl". ; Clark, PelopotmeHUH, 42-(tl.
The puide-houks, especially Hiedelter, are cood ; and the articles
In works on fJreek ireography are in penerni excellent In regard
to Greece proper (fur superior to tho.se on the cities of Asia).
The works on the life of St. Paul by Coiiybenre and llowson, ami
a host of others, are. as a rule, very (.'ood In their treatment of
Corinth. l)n the colnaKe, besides tmhooMlIlliner and Cnrdner
already (|iioted, see tiie works of Miunnet, Kckhel, and ealiilo).'ues' like that of the Hritish Museiiin.

W. M. Kamsay.

CORINTHIANS, FIRST EPISTLE TO THE.—
1,

Place of the Kplstle in Tradition.

2.

'I'raiismlsslon of the Text.

Internal Kvldence and Genuineness.
Keeelil Criticism.
Helatlons with Corinth.
fi.
The Place of the I'.pistle in Pauline Chronolojry.
Condition of tlie Corinthian Church.
7.
H.
Immediate Circiimstanees and Subjects of the EpUtlc
!).
Analysis of the ICpistlo.
10. Importance of the K|ilstlo (general).
11. Doctrinal Importance.
12. The Christian Life, Individual and corporate. In the
H.
4.
^.

St. Paul's earlier

K.pistle.
1:1.

Scleei iilMloirrnphy.

1.
The two companion Epistles to the Corinthians have occupied from the lirst an unchallenged

;
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I.

place among the acknowledged writings of St.
Paul. These writings, as is well known, formed a
recognized group, under the name of 'the Apostle,' *
before the date at which we have evidence of a
complete
Canon. The well-known response t
of the Seillitan MartjTS (A.D. 180) at once includes
and distinguishes the letters of Paul a just man
among the books carried about by Christians.
That a collection of Pauline letters existed at
least as early as the reign of Trajan is a strong
inference from the now generally accepted date of
the Ignatian letters. J Whether or no the whole
thirteen letters, already included in the Muratorian
list, were part of this collection from the lirst
cannot be discussed here but it is of special interest for our purpose to note that, although eventually superseded by the modern order, traceable as far
back as Origen, a very ancient order of the thirteen Epp., preserved in Can. Marat, and attested
from other quarters, places the Epp. to Corinth at
the head of the list. Zahn infers that this order
is the primitive one, and that the collection of
Pauline Epp. was first made at Corinth.§ In any
case, the recognition of our Epistle is coeval with
the evidence for any collection of the apostle
in fact it goes back beyond any clear evidence of
the kind. The reference in Clement of Rome (xlvii.
1) is, unlike most of the early references to
books, a formal appeal to our letter. Echoes of
the Ep. are too numerous to be quoted here (a
fairly full collection is in Charteris Canonicity, p.
222 If.); they occur in Clement of Rome (seven),
Ignatius (nine), Polycarp (three, or with the

NT

'

'

'

'

;

NT

Martyrdom,
Sim. V.

four),

Justin (at least

five)

doubtful, and the same

[Hermas,

may

be said
of Didaehe x. fiapiv dfld], and others.
From the
citations in Hippolj tus we know that the Ophites
knew our Ep. ; tlie same is true of Basilides as well
as of the later Gnostics.
It is unnecessary to set
out in detail the evidence for an undisputed fact
(see below, § 4).
2. The Epistle has been
transmitted in the
Peshitta, Old Lat., Copt., and other oldest versions
of
as well as in the principal Gr. MSS.
vii. 2, is

NT

Of the
(1413-22

latter,

'manu

but

3»-l« 67 i<
1223-1.35 1423-39.

ExUhaUana,

the Epistle

is

contained entire in kBADp»"1

alia antiqua'), E (copy of D), L. FG contain all
C all except 718-96 13»-15J0, P all excejit 7i» '"
Fragments are contained in F»,
(cf. Robinson,

H

60f.), 12,

K (considerable). M. Q, S,

2.

Of thecursives,

may

suffice to refer to 67", 6, 47, 37 as of special interest.
The Old Lat. of our Epistle is transmitltcl in the Lat. VS of the
Gr.-I^tin MSS
(d e ; on f and g see Grej^ory. I'mteijomeiui,
p. 9C9, and Sanday-Headlam, Romans, pp. Ixvi ff.), and in x,,
a 9th cent.
at Oxford ; fragments only in
and r.
it

DE

m

MS

The

Epistle then comes down to us with every
possible external attestation of genuineness, and
its integrity (see on 2 Co, § 8) is equally free from
suspicion.
3. But external attestation is hardly enough to
determine the authorship of a book in the face of
internal evidence.
What then does the Epistle
tell us of its authorship?
may remark
generally that no
writing bears a more convincing stamp of ori'dnality than tliis letter it is
clearly the reflex of a great and markedly individual personality.
Manifold as are its contents,
its several parts hang naturally together, and are
strongly homogeneous in treatment and style.
Moreover, as we shall see presently, the Ep., read
in conjunction with our other .sources of knowledge, yielils a detinitely
realizable historical
situation, without a particle of evidence to suggest that it stands to those sources in a secondary
relation
Until quite modem times, and except

NT

We

;

Zahn, Oesch. d. NT Knnimt, 1. 263, n. 8.
Zahn, II. ii. 996. I. 82. 80 nn.
J The question will be found discussed under OABOir, Paul:
cf. Sandav, BL p. 363 fl.
But see Clemen, BinheitlichkeU «ar PB, 11, 178.
% I. 835'ff.
•
t
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within a limited area, this has not been questioned.
Our Ep., with 2 Co, Ro, and Gal, have, as is well
known, formed the unimpeached and unassailable
nucleus of admitted Pauline \\Titings, and have
furnished to criticism the standard by which the
claims of all other sujipo.sed Pauline literature
have been estimated. Tliis was conspicuously the
case in the period of the Tubingen school.
With
the exception of the free - lance Bruno Bauer,
whose isolated attack is recorded rather as a
literary curiosity than as a contribution to historical criticism, the four Epp. were allowed on all
sides, even by the most radical criticism, to be the
genuine work of St. Paul. This was characteristic
of the genuine psychological insight which, in
spite of admitted extravagances of subjective
criticism, marks the work of F. C. Baur and his
ablest followers.
4. Of late years, however, the genuineness o!
the four ' Pavuine homologumena ' has been called

by a somewliat more imposing body of
the one hand, a somewhat numerous
band of Dutch writers (Loma.n,Quaestiones Paulinae
in Th. T. 1882-1886
Pierson and Naber, Veriin question

opinion.*

On

;

similia, 1886 ; Van Manen in Jahrbb. f. Prot.
Thcol. 1883-1887, and others) have, by subjective
criticism of the wildest kind, endeavoured to dissolve the personality of St. Paul and of Jesus
Christ, and resolve the teaching of the Epp. into
the i>roduct of vague and arbitrarily-assumed
movements of Jewish religious thought. Kuenen,

Scholten, and others have thought the arguments
by which these views are supported worthy of
refutation, but any detailed notice of extravagances, tending only to bring rational historical
criticism into discredit, would be out of place in an
article like the present.
The same must be said of
a somewhat less fanciful critic, Rudolf Steck,
professor at Bern, who published (Berlin, 1888)
Der Galaterbricf nach seiner Echtheit untersTicht.
His arguments reach our Ep. through that to the
Galatians.
The latter is condemned, partly on
the ground of its discrepancies with Ac (exactly
reversing the argument of Baur and his followers,
.Steck allows Ac a relative superiority as a source),
lartly on that of its literary dependence upon
^,
tlo, and 1 and 2 Co.
Extending the method to the
latter, Steck t finds in our Epistles signs of dependence on Ro (e.g. the 4 yiypairrai of 1 Co 4'
refers to Ro 12^ !), while the latter in turn presupposes the Gospels, and such post-Christian
Apocr. as 2 Es and the Assumption of Moses.
Accordingly, all the Pauline homologumena fall
to the r^round.
Our Ep. in particular is dependent
upon tlie synoptic Gospels, especially ou Lk, as
appears from the accounts of the Last Supper (1 Co
1 1
and of the post-Resurrection appearances of
Christ 1 Co 15). Steck appears to have gained a
con vert in J. Friedrich {Die UneclUlieit des Galater'

'

)

(

Briefes, 1891).
Those who wish to follow the questions raised by
Loman, Steck, and iheir adherents into further
detail, may be referred *fi the works quoted in the
previous notes. A general weakness of all the
writers in question appears to be a defective
ap]ireciation of personality, carrying with it an
inabihty to distinguish the spontaneous from the
artificiiu.
In common with tlie representatives of
•

A

careful account of the aixuments of the Dutch h.vperand of Steck. is ^'iven by Knowling, The WitiuiM

critical school,

0/ the EjnstteSfCh.

iii.

;

cf. al.'Jo

Schmiedel

in

Harui-Kojnmentar,

ii.; Zahn, Die Briefe de» Pauhu seit 50 Jahren im Fever der
Kritik (in ZKW, 1889). The ar^ments of Vdlter (Eompogitian
der paid. H.-Brie/e. 1800) reach a similar conclusion by a super-

vol.

ivliiied

method

of analysis.

Steck

is answered by Glocl, Die jnn/jgte Kritik de* Galaterand Lindemann, Die Echtheii tier p. Ilauptbrie/e for
what specially refers to our Epistle see Knowling, pp. 190-207.
The question has been debated from time to time, especially to
t

brie/e^,

the Pro'. Kirehen.Zeiiuiifj.

;

;
;
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everv influential school of criticism, we regard the
Pniifine authorship of our Ep. as uniiniieached and

found

Here

in articles Chronology ok NT, and l'K.sru.^.
will suffice to state that the prevalent view,

it

aniiiipcachable.

as reiirescnted (e.g.) by Wicscler,

St. I'nul first visited Corinth durini,' his first
European 'nission (Ac 18'''*). The ciriuiiistances

and Lightfoot (on

5.

have been stated under COHINTH. In modilication
of the view there tjiken, it should lie noted that at
any rate the arrival of Timothy and Sihis from
Macedonia convinced him that Corinth was to he
lie ' became engrossed in
a great centre of work.
the word (irwflxfo rep X67<(), v.'). The vision of
TV."- '" had reference rather to alarms arising on
the s])ot (1 Co 2") than to any remaining doubt as
Mis earliest
to his mission to the Corinlliians.
'

made by liis addresses in the sj'nafogue, and comprised 'Jews and Greeks' (Ac 18^).
Crispus
'o the former class belonged
but the
baptism of the household of Stephanas must have
been his first conquest (1 Co 16"). S. and tiaius
were probably proselytes (i.e. aefiS/ieyoi). After the
arrival of his companions, St. Paul, engrossed in
preaching, entrusted the baptism of his converts to
them (1 Co 1"- '"). St. I'aul was the first to preach
the gospel at Corinth.
Hence he describes himself
as the planter (1 Co 3'), the first builder (vv.""),
the father (•!'") of the Cor. Church.
He laid, as
its foundation, '.Jesus Christ' (3"), teaching the
significance of His death (2-, 2 Co l'"8") and resurrection (1 Co 15'-"), of the Eucharist (10""- U-^").
the fundamental principles of the Christian life
(3'" 6"- '*), and the hope beyond the grave (15'»»'
1", cf. 6').
The composition of the Cor. Church
was mainly Gentile, but not without Jews (Ro 16'^',
1 Co7'«9* 12"); and heathenish antecedents (1-26") were the cause of most of the troubles of the
community. The Christians of Corinth were of
the lower ranks of life (l^"-^ 7"). though there were
marked dillciences of wealth among them (11'-');
Gaius and Krastus (I'o IG-^) may be added to
Crisjius and Stephanas (above) as persons of higher
converts were

;

MK'ial position.

Of the numbers of the Cor. Clmrch we cannot
form any safe conjecture. St. Paul preached at
first in the house of Titius Justus (Ac 18') while
residing with Aquila and Pri.scilla (v.').
l*ter
(1 Co 16") we hear of an ^kkXtj^io at the house of
the latter, which probably implies that the
Christians were no longer capable of being contained in any one house. In any case, the language
of 1 Co 3, 4 suggests continued growth under other
teachers after the departure of St. Paul himself.
Chief among these was Apollos (Ac 18"-'^). The
Acts hints at two lines of his activity at Corinth
:

and successfi.; conthe yip here cannot fairly be

edification of the believers

('•"),

troversy with Jews (",
held to restrict the 8Coi)e of ori-e/JciXfTo to his success
with the Jews). Por both purposes his Alexandrian
training was a high qualification.
The contrast
between his style of preaching and the severe
simplicity of St. Paul was laid hold of by frivolous
minds as a basis of party spirit {infra, § 7). The
date of Apollos' arrival at Corinth is uncertain,
except that it precedes St. Paul's arrival at
Ephesus (Ac 19').
To Eiihesus, at some time
during St. Paul's Tpterla there, Apollos returneil.
The remaining points in the history of the Church
of Corinth enter into the situation out of which
our Ep. arises. Before dealing with this, it is
desiiablc to consider the dates.
6. The chronology of St. Paul's life has recently
been the subject of renewed investigations, whicli
have tended to disturb the scheme which, in its
broad features, may be described as in possession
Among the most
of the field previous to 1893.
important of recent discussions are those of Clemen
(Cfiroiifd. il. Pnvl. Driffr., 1893) and of llamsay (.SV.
Paul the Traveller, 1895, also in Expositor, .May
1806).
discussion of the questions raised will be

A
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Ads

Lewin

(/•Vw^t.S'.),

Smith

DB'-, and Bihlical
Essays, p. 223), used the arrival of Pestus in Palestine as tlio pivot date for the reconstruction of the
period.
It was argued, on grounds not to be
entered on here (see Festus), that this pivot,
though not absolutelj' rigid, j-et oscillated only as
between the years A.D. 60 and 61, and that of
in

these two, the year 60 was the mere probably
Subtracting, then, the two years of St.
Pauls imprisonment at Casarea, we obtained 58 as
the year of his last journey from Corinth to Jerusalem.
As he left Corinth before the Passover
(Ac 20'), the three months spent there carried us
Ijack to his arrival it Corinth in Nov. 57 (see
Corinthians, Second Ep. to, § 6).
This, corresponding as it does with the intention of winteriuL' at Corinth e.\iiresse<l 1 Co 16', made the spring
of 57 the probable date of 1 Co.
correct.

iloreovLT, if 37 was thu earliest possible dftte for St. Paul's
fscape from Damascus (2 Co 11^-, Ac 9'-i*, see Aretas), and 14
years elapsed lietween this and the apostolic conference of Ao
I.'*, identified with that of Gal 2, the
latter must have occurred
alioul 51.
Subtracting;, then, from 57, the date of 1 Co, the
Ibree .years (Ac 203*) of his Ephesian ministry, we had 64 a^ the
date of St. Paul's arrival at Ephesus (Ac 191), and three years
remained for all the event* of Ac 1(J-18, or hardly eighteen months
for his movements before and after the year and a half claimed
(Ao isn. IS) by his first sojourn at Corinth. And this residual
space of time was certainly none too lartfe for the movements of
the ai>oslle which had to be fitted into it. Now the arj,'unu*nt
of Hanisay, from the days of the week which the data of Ac 2(K'f''*
require, in relation to the calendar of the year 67 (Exvox. May
IbOO, A Fixed Date in tlie Life of St. Paul '), if accepted, pushes
back our Epistles by a year. He insists on the absolute looseness, amounting; to uselessness, of the pivot date referred to
above (a question to be discussed under Fk,stcb), and, identifying the conference of Oal 2 with St. Paul's famine visit
(dated by him in 46) to Jerus. (Ac U^o 1'2'-^), pushes pack
St. Paul's conversion to the year 32 (.St. Paul the Traofllcr,
ch. 14 and note).
The latter dat« is too early to satisfy
the reference to Arbtas in 2 Co 1P2; while the objections to Ramsay's identification of the conference of Gal 2
seem overwhelming.
But (Jalatians rather than our Ep.
is
the battle - proimd of this controversy, which after all
affects the absolute rather than the relative chronoloj^y of the
Epp. to the Corinthians.
It may sullice for our purpose to
remark that Ramsay's 'fixed date' depends on the twofold
a-saumption that St. Paul and his party left Philippi (Ac 20^) on
the very morning after the last day of unleavened bread, a mere
matter" of inference, and that the night on which St. Paul
preached at Troa:* was, as Meyer, etc., assume, a Sunday night,
not (as Haekett, Conybeare and Howson, etc.) a Saturday night,
a very dubious point in view of the Jewish phraseology used to
denote the day.
We do not think, therefore, that the accepted
chronology has been shattered by Ramsay's assault. Tltat of
Clemen proceeds on far more nuiical lines. Hero again the
battle-ground is ultimately the Ep. to the Oalatians. But wo
may sketch the outlines of Clemen 8 construction as bearing on
our Ejiistle. Accepting tiO aa the date for Festus, and coiisoquentlv '»S as that of St. Paul's arrest, he yet brings St. Paul to
Jerusalem (Ac 20-2121) jn 54, where the conference of Gal 2 is
inserted between 64 and 68 the apostle is lost to our ken the
rebuke of Cejihas at Antioch and the Ep. to the Gal belong to
this nebulous interval. The winter of 63-54 was spent at Cor.,
the previous summer in the evangelization of Illyricum (Ro Ifi'**),
the winter 62-63 at Nicopolis (Tit 312) in the summer of 62 the
apostle left Ephesus, where he had been since the lieginning of
This is the period of our Epp. to the Corinthians, which
50.
may be conveniently rtnumberea as follows; a.h. 50, early
'

—

—

—

;

;

;

spring, lit tftlrr (that of 1 Co 6») later s]iring, 2n<f letter { = 1 Co)
51, summer, Titus carries to Corinth the Srrf letter (2 Co 9)
then, after a revolt in the Cor. Church, and a painful visit of the
apostle to Corinth, comes a *th (painful) letter ( = 2 Co 10-131");
;

when St. Paul has already reached Macedonia, in
summer of 6'2, the 6(/l letter ( = 2 Co 1-S» 13ll-end). (On
lastly,

above details compare

the
the
2CoR[NTI1Ianb, §84(.'(). 8) The vision
that at the conversion, which thus falls
in 37, two years after the crucifixion

art.

referred to in 2 Co 122 is
14 veani before 61, i.e.
(A.D. 35).

To discuss this scheme in detail Is out of place here. The
present writer, holding that the Pauline chapters of the Acta
give a tnistwnrthv consecutive outline of the apostle's life ; that
Ac 15 is meant to describe the conference of Gal 2, and thai tho
liiatus left between A.I>. 64 and 68, with the dislocation of the
sequence of events in Ac 2in-40, amounts lo a failure of the
entire scheme, is not predisposed in favour of the proposeil readjustment of the chronology of our Epistles. In particular,
that 1 Co comes at the beginning rather than at the cnil of the
Kpbesian ministry of St. Paul, is not only contrary to the indi
cations of Ac 101.21 20*, a consideration which woulil weigh
lightly with CIcmon, but Is contrary to the spirit of 1 Co 4if <ii>il
,

;
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That 168-9 are anything but natural In the
especially 16.
closing period of the 'Epbeaian sojourn^ is surely a desperate
arg^ument.

The time has not arrived, then, to abandon the
year 57, and the latter end of St. Paul's three
years' ministry at Ephesus, as the date of 1 Co,
unless, indeed, it be held (as Godet and others
maintain, but without conclusive reasons) that it
must have preceded 2 Co by at least a complete
year (see 2 Corinthians, § 6V
7. The history of
the Cor. Church after the
departure of Apollos for Ephesus is knoA\-n to
ns solely from the two Epp. to the Corinthians.
That communications passed from time to time
between St. Paul and this Church is only what
we might expect from our general knowledge of
In one letter, written not very
St. Paul's life.
long Defore 1 Co, he had had occasion to warn the
Corinthians not to allow themselves to associate
This warning,
{(rvrafaijdyi'vffScu) with fornicators.
in view of the conditions of the place (CORINTH),
or
special
urgency
does not indicate circumstances
there.
But we gather that there was a tendency
in Corinth to treat the apostle's command as
impracticable in its severity (1 Co 5""") the tone
of public opinion in the Cor. Church was ominously low (cf. 1 Co 6"'^)
and when a case of
;

;

exceptional repulsiveness occurred, it was treated
by tbe community with a tolerance amounting

almost to levity (o'"'). How St. Paul heard of
this, of the litigious recourse to heathen tribunals
(6"-), and of other matters for blame (11'* 15'*),
we do not know. Speaking broadly, these were
all anxieties of a kind likely to occur, in a more
or less acute form, in any community whose
Christianity was recent, while the heathen instincts of its members were bred in the bone
and not to be overcome except by time.
It was somewhat diti'erent AWth the (rx'^/uiTa or
dissensions which occupy the early chapters of
the Epistle. Partly no doubt, and specially as
regards the use of the names of St. Paul and
Apollos as party watchwords, they are explicable
by the frivolous and excitable temper of the
people.
The Epistle of Clement shows us that
forty years later than St. Paul's time, although
the party watchwords of the year 57 have disappeared, the tendency to faction is still at work
In communities of this kind, as
(S§ 1, 47, etc.).
Renan observes {St. Paul, p. 373 f.), 'divisions,
parties, are a social necessity
life would seem dull
without them.'
The talent of Apollos turned all
their heads.'
The contrast between the Alexandrian methods of Apollos and the simpler
spiritual preaching of St. Paul, would, in fact,
furnish this tendency with an irresistible temptation.
But in Corinth we are in the presence of
a more serious and far - reaching plienomenon.
Apart from the question of the personal presence
there at any time of one of the older apostles
(see below), it is clear from the data of our Ep.,
combined with those of 2 Co (§ 4 [e] there), that
Corinth was the scene of an anti-Pauline mission
identical in its source and aims, though naturally
diflering in tactics, with that which troubled the
Churches of Galatia. At Corinth the demand for
ciroimcision would appear to have been dropped
or held back the point of attack was the apostolic
mission of St. Paiil (1 Co 9"-), whose conduct and
position had become the object of suspicious criticism {ifaKpivetp, 1 Co 4' 9' etc.).
The .Judaic
movement against St. Paul is probably responsible for the two watchwords iyu di Kri<pS.- &yui Si
Xpiirrov.
This is clearly the case with the former
(cf. Hort, Judaistic Christ ianitt/, p. 96 f.).
'K7U)
ii Ki](pa must have been, in the first in.stance, the
utterance of n person who knew St. Pet«r by his
Pal. name.
Such persons must have found their
;

'

;
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and attached to themselves parwhether Gentile or Jewish, who were impressed by the prior claim of St. Peter to apostolic
rank, or perh.ops repelled by the lengths to which
emancipation from Jewish prejudices had carried
some of the Christians at (jorinth (1 Co 8"-). It
to Corinth,

tisans,

does not follow that, in order to say iyu di Ktj^S, it
was necessary to be a personal pupil of St. Peter.
The name of Cephas must have become a aousehold word in every Church visited by the Pal.
propagandists there is nothing in 1 (5o 1", even
combined with 9°, to justify us in inferring, as a
2nd cent, bishop of Corinth inferred (iJijnys.
ii. 25), that St. Peter had actuady
ap. Euseb.
visited Corinth and shared with St. Paul the claim
to rank as founder of the Church there. St. Paul's
silence would in that case suggest a more painful
relation between himself and the partisans of
Cephas than we need otherwise assume.
He
blames the partisans of Cephas indeed, but neither
more nor less than he blames those of Apollos and
of himself there is nothing to suggest any special
hostility between St. Paul and any one of the
three.
This would equally apply to the fourth
;

HE

;

party, whose

watchword was

iyii

Si

Xpiarov,

had

we only our

present Ep. to go by. But on them
the second Ep. throws a peculiar light, which
reduces the other three parties to a comparatively
unimportant rank. It is true that the Cephasparty must have been under the influence of the
Judaizing propaganda but the second Ep. shows
that it is not among them (cf. 1 Co 3-) that we
are to look for its extreme and dangerous par;

tisans.
In considering the Caj-ttt-party,' it will be needless to di9CUfl»
the endless sui^estions that have been made apart from the
li^ht derived from 2 Co. That iyi 3t Xpirrou were the words
of St. Paul himself, or of Christians who formed a party against
party spirit, etc., are Wews for which the reader must consult
the Commentaries (see also Rabiger, Krit. Ur*t«j suchuiigen Hber
den Inhalt der beiden Briefe an die Kor. Gerneinde, etc., 1886.
RaVji;^er denies the existence of a Christ-party). Quite certainly
there were men in Corinth who put forward the name of Christ
as a party watchword, as others put forward that of Cephas,
Apollos, or St. Paul.
It is instructive to note the absolute
contrast between the i/uui it Xpie-rov of 323 (cf. 1523 etc.). where
the apostle asserts to XfiirTpv uymt as true of all, and the i>i it
\piincZ of 11"- where he stamps its falsehood (v. 13 *ifl Christ
portioned off to any) as the exclusive claim of some.
'

'

There were, then, those at Corinth who falsely
claimed a monopoly of Christ, and the renewed
this claim in 2 Co 10' lets in a
The claim
of light upon their position.
stands in tlie closest connexion with the disparHe bad
agement of St. Paul's apostolic rank.
not, like the Twelve, known Christ personally
while his witness of Christ, therefore, was secondhand, theirs was direct ; they were, and he was
not, appointed to the apostolate by Christ Himself.
This contention was due in the first instance, no doubt, to newcomers at Corinth (2 Co
Ijn. 23j^ but appears to have imposed upon some
native members of the Church (1 Co 1'" f/caoTo?
V1J.UIV).
This view of the matter is clinched by
St. Paul's depreciation of a knowledge of Chri.st
'
By the time the
after the flesh
(2 Co 5'«).
second Ep. was written, this agitation had grown
to far more alarming dimensions than we can
trace in our present letter (see CORINTHIANS,

repudiation of

flood

'

Second Ep. to the,
While

§

4

[e]).

fully recognizing the nature

ance of these

trxi<rfJJiTa,

and import-

we must not exaggerate

by sup[)Osing that they constituted
schisms in the modein sense of the word. They
were dissensions within the society, not separately
organized bodies. Our Ep. presupposes throughout a corporate life, impaired indeed, but not
destroyed, by these dissensions, and the other
burning questions which- existed at Corinth seem
to have had no party relation to the <Txi^^ulTa
their inten.sity
'

'

—

—
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some cases tliey may have mitigated their
iDtensity by causing cross-divisions. The attempt
has indeed been made to connect each of the
several evils touched upon in 1 Co with one or
other of the parties (e.g. in the work of Rabiger
mentioned above), but this entirely outruns the
evidence, and assigns to the parties a too fundamental significance in the life of the Cor. Church.
That the enlightened persons, wlio went too far
in their emancipation from prejudice about elSwXiSi/To, were not under Judaizinj' influence is no
doubt pretty certain ; but that does not connect
in

them without more ado with the

party of St.
Paul or Apollos that the th-^s of 15" embody
a thoroughly Or. prejudice does not prove that
Apollos was their watchword. Nothmg in the
morbid exaltation of the gift of tongues (14) be'

'

;

trays (even in the light of

Ac 2"

11") the Petrine

partisan.

Tidings of the (rxdr/uiTo reached St. Paul for
time through some persons described by
him as ol X\6i;5 (1"). These were probably, by
the analogy of St. Paul's language elsewhere,
slaves.
\V nether their mistress was a Christian,
and where she lived, are uncertain points (Chloe).
Stephanas, who had a household of his own ( I'" 16"),
can hardly have been one of o! X\67)j. Stephanas
and his companions must have reached St. Paul
they to some extent allayed
after Chloe's people
the disquieting impression which the news of the
Whether they were
latter had produced (16"").
the carriers of a letter from Corinth is not quite
clear.
Such a letter, in any case, reached the
He begins to answer
apostle about this time.
its contents may be inferred to be unit in 7'
connected with the matters dealt with in 1-6
even, probably, with the misunderstood injuncThe Corinthians contion of the apostle in b"'-.
sulted him about marriage and its problems (7),
probably about fiSaXoBirra (8-10), about the veiling
of women in public worship (IP'), and not improbably about Tvcv/iaTiKd
the Xoyia (16") was
verj' likely another matter upon which they consulted St. Paul— probably in reply to some previous indication of^ his wish that something should
be done for the purpose. Before the receipt of
the letter from Corinth, as it would seem, but
after the arrival of Chloe's people, St. Paul had
instructed Timotliv, whom he was cuiiiloying for
a mission to Macedonia (Ac 19-^), to proceed afterwards to Corinth and endeavour to restore discipline (4" IB'"- ").
But the task required a strong
man, and St. Paul is evidently anxious as to
And as an opportunity,
Timothy's reception.
probably the Cor. letter and the visit ot Stcplian.is
ind his party, offered itself, shortly after Timothy's
departure, for tlie dispatch of a letter, tlie apostle
penned the Epistle before us. After a preamble of
guarded but sincere general commendation (1*'),
he deals (l"'-0) with the more urgent matters for
blame: the a-xlafuiTa (1-4), the case of incest (.5),
litigation before heathen courts (6'""), and immorality generally (6'"").
He then takes up the Cor.
letter, and answers its inquiries about marriajj;e
in general (7''), the duties of various classes in
relation to marriage ('**), and specially the duty
of the unmarried, or rather of the parents of
virgins, as regards the question of marrying (^o-w).
Then follows the difficult question of the eiSu\6t>vr„, which brings out the principle that privilege
is to be exercised only subject to considerations of
the higher expediency (8-10) to exercise it without regard to this, leads men to overstep its lawful
limits UO"'*").
Next follows a series of matters relating to public worsliip (U'-H): first, the veiling
of women (U'''"'); then the disorders connectea
with the Eucharist (11"-"); then (12-14) the ir«i/iMTmi. The principle whicli emerges here is closely
8.

the

first

;

;

;

;
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analogous to that whicli determines the discussion
of the (iSuMOvra.
Chapter 13 occupies the same
place here as does ch. 9 in the former subject only
the principle of forbearance from privilege eiiiorced
in 9 IS here carried to the higher and deeper ground
of aydiTTi, itself the greatest of the Spirit's gifts.
then reach the only properly doctrinal subject
dealt with ex profcsso in the Epistle, that of the
Resurrection.
Our account of this must be a little
more full. The question arises from the denial,
on the part of 'some' (15"), of the future resurrection of the body.
St. Paul's rej)ly is, that if
Christ has risen, if the tnith of His resurrection
is part of the gospel common to St. Paul and
the Twelve (15'-"),— then the dead in Christ will
rise also.
The denial of the tik^s, some,' extended
to the latter or consequent proposition, not to its
antecedent. St. Paul's argument is (""'"), that
their denial of the consequent truth overthrows
the antecedent, viz. the resurrection of Christ. On
the other hand (™'^), if the latter is a certain
truth of the gospel, the resurrection of the dead
in Christ, denied by the nvit, follows as effect
from cause. This is supplemented (2*-28) by an
explanation which puts the resurrection of the
dead into context with the return of Christ and
the consummation of all things. Two practical
:

We

—

'

and corroboratory arguments {^^) complete the
refutation.
Then follows the answer to the obfounded on the nature of the resurrection
triumphant vindication
of the hope of a resurrection as the basis of
quiet Christian perseverance.
St. Paul now turns
to purely epistoliry matters
directions as to the
\oyla (IG'"'') lead to a statement of his plans of
travel {''').
Thee follows a recommendation of
Timothy ('"•")> * message on behalf of Apollos
('-), a brief generai exhortation ("• '^), a commendation of Stephanas and his household, and an expression of thankfulness for his presence, with
Fortunatus and Achaicus, at Epliesus ('""). Salutations (1"-'^) form the close, the solemn anathema
of V.-' comes in abruptly in their midst.
That it
is directed against the Judaizing agitators (cf.
2 Co 11'^"") is not inijirobable, but can hardly be
jection,

body

("'*), issuing in the

:

proved.

Such

the general plan of the letter.

is

tents can be exhibited
of

a

more

in detail

Its con-

by the aid

table.

Aruilijsi* of the Epistle.
EPlBTOLARy iNTIlOnUCTlON (ll**).
A. TiiK Salutatio.s (1-3). (ae. The writer 0)

9.
I.

(5);

5-.

I

fi.

the readers

theL'reetinK(3).)

The

apostle's thankfulness for the
work of (frace at Corinth, eapecially in regard to Xtytt
and y*^tts (^-"i).
$. The end 10 which this should tend, and which will
not fail for lack of anything on God's part (7-9)t

B. PRKAMni.B

(*-»).

at.

U. UnoKNT Matters for Rlamk (I'O-fl^X
A. Party SrniiT(li»-l'Ji).
(1) Tlie facts stated

O"")-

characterized (1H7»). [Christ degraded to
Paul exalted as if the
the leadership of some
saviour of any.)
0. Party spirit Jur^jH* the euentiai nature qf the Christian tfachinil (1' 1^3*).
(1) The gospel naa no room for nfim (lo the lower aense,
(2) Tlie facts

;

f.

i^«i,)(l"l»-20).

This shown by (n) the facts in general

(tS-38)
;

(ft)

the

histAjry of the growth of tlie Coriiilliian Church
(36 31)
and l)V (c) the way In which the aposlle

;

;

founded it(2">).
(2) The tfospcl is »•«« In the true sense (». DmS) (2»-3<).
(a) This wisdom hidden from the world, but revealed
to the saints
(J""').
Spirit ol God tbe vehicle of Ita revelation
(101^.
(o) Hence it Is revealed to spiritual i}^\ but not to
unspiritual ^1-* "i), nor, exce])t in a rudimentary
fonn, to unnpe hearers (:fl-*),
y. Party gjiirit forijcts thf eseenliat character oj tht
(ft)

The

C/trijitian teaclirr (36-4HI).
(1) All alike,

to Omi,

whatever their ministry, are but secondary
who detcnnines the result (*-**•).

—
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This In no

(8)

way diminishes their several responsibility

idolatry, for all their enllghtenmenb, a
real one to the Corinthians (13 s^).
There is no necessity to 3'ield (13).
The partaking of a sacrificial feast (cf. 81") ia an act
of idolatry, as is evident (}*• i^) from ihe parallels of
(a) The Christian Eucharist, a partaking of the blood-

The danger of

fi.

(8b- 1&).

Paul the (planter v.^, father 4i6) founder, others
the after -builders (10, waterera 6, guardiana 4^^).
The Day wiU test the work of all alike.
The temple of God destroyed by those who practicallv deny the above truths by 'glorying in men*

^)

(1)
(E)

ehedding of Christ

(4) All teachers, like all that enters into the existence
and experience of the Christian, are part of God's
gift to nim, means to the one end, God in Christ

to be regarded as an underling
Christ, to whose judgment alone he is
ultimately subject (•li'*).
(8) The Corinthians have only too good cause to look
down on the apostles from a higher level (46-13);
yet the apostle's aim is not to crush by sarcasm,
but to reclaim them as their father (i*-i«).
The mission of Timothy,
9. Spilogue on the party spirit.
and the coming visit of Paul (17-21).
(fiiiS).
B. Thk Moral Sca^ndal
(6)

The Christian teacher

The

facts (i).
Fal.se attitxule of the Corinthians (3, of. *>.
fi.
(^-ly.
y. The proper way to deal with the cane
Cl) The i'aschal metaphor of the leaven (^b-S).
repetition, with removal of an objection, of
(2)

A

ft

former injunction on the subject (''IS).
LlTIOATIOX EKFORB THB UNRIOHTEOUS (G^-^'). ThiS
Unworthy
m.
of the eternal destiny of Chritstians (1-*).
Speaks ill for the wisdom (& t>), but still worse for the
fi.
moral tone, of the community C-*).
y. The injustice, or unrighteousness, thus shown to exiflt
among them is part of a heathen past (*^il, transitional, working the argument back to B).
D. Fornication.
•. li'ot a legitimate use of the body (12. 13*), but
A denial of the true destiny of the body (iSb-20).
fi.
(i2b:u),
(1) This destiny described
12) Fornication desecrates the limbs of Christ (15-17).
(3) Fornication, beyond any other sin, assails (the
eternal destiny of) the body (18. 19) in which we are
to glorify God (^0).

construction

The unman-ied

(^•^).

Those u'ho have inarried (as Christians) G"- ")•
The rest {i.e. those who have been converted as married
'

persons)

'

(}'-'^).

General principle
existing relations to be loyally
maintained (i2. 13^ cf. 17.5».24) [a reason for this, as
regards family life, v.l*].
4S) This general principle not to enslave a Christian to
union with a reluctant heathen partner (i^" ^^)
(1)

;

this

y.

principle to be observed

principle

is

all

rom nature

They

(o)
(Jl>}

reception

hunger

—

/to envy

W
/

(36^38).

principle applies to

Food OFFERED TO Idols
A. General Principlks
right

widows

(39- *0).

only

(8-111).
:

to act

on mere knowledge not
(6)

(8).

Knotvtedae does not guarantee truth of instinct (i-*).
The truth about idols (*-6).
y. This truth not equally grasped by all (^-^^y.
(1) Some, influenced by association of ideas, cannot eat
without sin C).
(2) No one sins by abstaining (S).
(3) The enliirhtened may by eating injure the weak (^-i*).
B. Tbe orxat Principle that of Forbearanob in view of the
higher expediency (9).
a. The Apostolic position (l"^). ^^^ rights (<-l2») to maintenance, of St. Paul (13- 1* a supplementary corrobora-

^

tliose

who have

lack (i^ 20).
despise those

who lack

which

giSta

which

(i-«X

'"* mus
musical instruments
{of

inutility of tongues
illustrated by analogy

The

of

m.

huuman

language

(911).

with
the understanding' O*!^).
(«>»).
above
application
of
the
(d) Practical
(2) Concluding directions (a) as to the exercise of rnt^

fi.

(«)

Consequent

practical superiority of worship

(d) as to the silence of
(.14

(8)

Epilogue

:

(a) Gainsavere

'

women

30).

rebuked

(3?- 88),

(6) Eesult'psi.-ll)).

Tub Rbhurbbction of the Dead (15).
A. las Ke8i;bkection of Ciiiust as essbntial Articlx opthb

VI.

tion).

His forbearance to exercise these rights (i^b. 15-18).
His motive in this (I923ii) to save othere.
(23b-27) to save himself.
C. The above Principlrs ai'Plird(IOI-II').
«. The example of the Israeli/es warns us of the danger,
fi.

y.

gifts

we

principles (2^-30).
(Transition to (,3) (31).]
the greatest gift of all, the principle defi. Charity,
termining the use of ail the rest (123i 13).
(1) No gift, miraculous or moral, of any value without
charity (13).
(*-i3).
(2) Charity, its nature and pre-eminence
(a) Charitv described (4-7).
knowledge,
tongues,
prophecy,
outlasts
{b) Charity
all of which belong to our childhood, i.e. our
(8-12).
truth
vision
of
and
partial
dim
present
(c) Conclusion, of the three lasting gifts, charity the
(13).
chief
Spiritual gifts to be valued
y. Practical application.
only as means to edification (14).
(1) Prophecy preferable to tongues (125).
(a) Prophecy edifies »U present, tongues the speaker

:

IV.

Ki^ ua-i
J
i-orDias

\ 1?

we have (2i).
l^
(22-27).
(6) Implies organic interdependence of all
(4) Church organization and functions based on these

principle (y. 1) makes this way (S'-SS),
especially
In view of the precariousness of all earthly
relations, given the 'shortness of the time'
(jat> 35) ;
the unmarried are freer to serve the

The same

the feast not to be used to satisfy
other directions postponed till the

:

The general

(4)

(2y-32).
:

;

C, The
•. General principles : The purpose of these gifts forbids
their use as ends-in-themselves (12).
(1) A caution necessitated by the reader's heathen ante*
cedents the nature of the utterance the criterion
of its divine origin (i^).
(2) Diversity of these gifts, but all from one source, and
for one aim the hi;,'her expediency (^H).
(i*27)
(3) The organic unity of the body of Christ

(25- Si).

Lord undividedly.
This applied to the duty of the parent of a virgin

(16).

apostle's arrival (33. 34),
Spiritual Gifts (13-14).

relations

(8)

(i*-*")'

(^^

Conclusion

(4)

;

for this

(ii- 13).

W

of life.

celibacy

(*!'').

not lowered by this

(1719).

Circumcision or uncircumcision (l*^).
this does not forbid an opportunity
(fc) Slavery 0" 23
of emancipation being accepted, ^^).
I Virgins (25^).
(1) St. Paul's opinion tentative, but he decidedly advises

Reasons

mine.

substitute their own feast for the Lord'e (M-«X
y. Unseemliness of the above
(1) In the spirit displaved (22).
fthe history 0^25), and of
/o\ T ^
tJ the significance C^- 27) of the eucharistic
"» !«» oi-j
^(,^ (which are the central feature of
the xvpiaxi>i 2fiT*ovX
\_
worthy, and dangers of unworthy,
Precautions
for
(I)
fi.

(a)

(2)

prinmple

Women

Churches

where possible

the same as is to govern

thej' are

B, Disorders connected with the Eicuarist (1117-34).
•. The assemblies of the Church marked by dissensions

(17).

U) This

God and the higher

iffrom the custom of the

but

The general

of

V. Matters relating to Public Worship (U^-U).
112. O'encral commendatory jyreamble to this section,
A, The Veiling op Women (U^iS).
«. Principle oj organic subordination (3V
jS. The covering or uncovering the heaa <k recognition of

'*

(8)

The glory

expediency to be your guides, as

Reply to the Corinthian Lbttrr : Makriaqb and rrs
Problems (7).
A. Preamble (i-7). While the single state Is preferable,
marriage is meant for some, and its obligations are to
be maiiitaineti.

(29b. 30. 32).

<4) Epilogue (-ii-lli).

III.

m.
^.
y.

(23-24).

the history of the food is not forced on youi
attention, it may be freely eaten (^- '-*).
(8) Where tbe history of the food is forced on your
attention, better abstain for the sake of others
(27 '2iia)^ and to avoid exposing yourselves to mis-

Where

(2)

C

B. Advice to Difi'ERBNT Classbs.

17).

The

expediency

{irrr.piTYi) of

m.

(iti-

Jewisii sacrifices, to eat of which is to partake
of the altar (IS).
(8) Result ; to eat ceremonially of ilimkidvrm totally
forbidden 0^'^).
y. Practical rules for other cases.
(1) Preliminary repetition of the principle of the hlghei
(6)

(1621).

even to ourselves,

of

presuming on privilege

(lOi

i'-^).

_„

GOSI'EL(>")-

:

^
oriirinallv delivered to the Corinthians (!-•).
tn the resurrection o/ Chritt from Cepha* to

j3.

Th' creed
WitnrMes

r.

PautatapmUe

•.

St.

Paul

(i»).

»>»)

;

:

L CORINTHIANS

L CORINTHIANS

ThU

truth eoininon to all thf ajtostilf* (11).
).
B. It CilKIHT IB RIHB.S, TKB I'KAD IN CHRIST BUALL RI8X(13^).
deny
the coiueifttriU uperfhrutcs the antecedent (l^^^X
«. To
(1) The denial of a redurrtn:tioQ of the duul by 'some

Kmon;; you
(2)

What

*

(12).

this denial

The resrirrection of ChrUt
who are Christ's (^*^).

0.

(1) Christ leads the
in death C'>'> '•2).

(2)

way

The resurrection

period to which it belongs.
The only express
reference to the subject is 15^ the strength of sin
is the law (cf. Ko 7'"^).
But the foundatioii-.stone
of his preacliing in Corinth, Jesus Christ, ami that
crucified' (2" S'"-"), is the root of the apo-stle's
whole mind and thought on the subject, (b) The
doctrine of the Person of Christ, indissolubly correlated with that of His work, is touched upon
8", where the 5i oO to irdpra anticipates Col l'"The redelivery of the kingdom (l,')--'-**) by the
glorified Christ, and His final 'subjection' to Ilia
rather, is a thought not elsewhere brought out
(but see I Co 3'^ S", lio US').
With regard to the
pre-existcnce and human nature of Christ, the
passage IS"''' is of great importance, and has
given rise, from Baur onwards, to startling interpretations (Pfleiderer, Paulinijim, Eng. tr. i. 13911'.;
'

'

'

involvM

The

falsification of apostoUo preachlngr
Christian faith (U-i"»).
destruction
of (Christian hope ("•'»).
(6) The

(a)

489

carries with

it

in resurrection

fn relation to

and

of

that ofthote

M

Adam

did

the conBumuiatioD

of Christ's mediatorial reipn ('^ '^).
Resurrection of Christ.
2. Return of Christ and resurrection
of His people.
il.
3. The end,
or re-delivery of the
kinirdom to God (» ").
Before
the
end
must
come
the subjugation of all
(6)
powers, all enemies to Christ, and, last of ail,
that of death («»-»')•
(•) The end it-self, and subJectioQ of the Son to the

Schmiedel in

loc.).

(c)

The Holy

Spirit

(2""'-

and

the vehicle of all true enlightenment and
receptivity to revealed truth (2'- ''), and of all the
9% Siiiiidiary arguments: (a) Baptism for the dead (29).
(t) The motive of the Christian
Xapia/iara which enable Christians to live their
life (»«).
corporate life. The language of 12" involves the
0. A!«8WBR TO Objections Tns Body or tub Risen (»«>).
personality of the Spirit (see further the art. on
a. One kind of bodu is sown, another is raised up (3^^^X
2 Corinthians, § 7). The Spirit is a,ssumed to bo
(1) The seed differs from the fruit (^^).
(2) Flesh differs from flesh, heavenly bodies from earthly
the active power in bai)tism, and to be present in
(3SH2).
all baptized persons (12" tj")
though this is
(3) The spiritual body differs from the natural as the
ideally rather than actually true of all (3").
second Adam from the first (*^*-*^).
0, The change from the one to the other, at the cominf^ of
With regard to the sacraments, baptism
((/)
Christ, ^^-ilJ destroy the strength and sting of death
and its signilicance are touched upon in the
(60-M).
[lassages just mentioned.
It was aduiinistered in
y. Byilogue
(1) Sin and the law (M^.
the name of Christ (1", cf. Ac 19').
(2) Our victorj- in Christ (671
An enig<S) Re«ult(»«)i
matical practice of baptizing
for the dead
is
referred to (15-") ; the conte.xt (inrfp avrCip) forbids
Vn. Epistolary Cosctrsiox (16).
A. Directions /or the \tyi a. (}-i).
us to regard this as merely an aspect of ordinary
B. Personal plans of the apostle (*-9),
baptism. On the doctrine of the Eucharist a sideC. Personal notices (lO-'s).
light is thrown in lu"'".
Tlie reference is intro•. The mission of Timothy ("> ").
Apollos
(12).
f.
duced to illustrate the principle that to eat the
». A closing exhortation interjected (H. M).
sacrifice is to take part in the sacrificial act.
The
t. SU'plianas (15-18).
sacrifice here is that of the cross, oll'ered by Christ
(1) His household (I'-")(!'•
18).
His
mission
to
Elihesus
the
Eucharist
has
.sacrificial
(2)
a
character analogous
J). Concluxion of the Epistle.
to that of the Jewish or heathen sacrificial meal,
«. SaluUtions (11^21).
like
and
them
has
the
efi'ect
of
establishing a comfi. Anathema against false brethren (^
munion between the worshipper and his God. The
>. (including benediction (23. **).
reference involves the belief on St. Paul's part
10. Importance of the Episti-e.— The above
that the body of Christ is eaten (cf. 1 !-''••-«).
In
gynoj'sis is enough to show the richness and diwhat sense this is so, St. Paul does not define,
versity of the light thro\vn by our letter upon the (e) With reference to the resurrection (see above,
spirit and circumstances of tne apostolic age.
In § 8), that of Christ is the premise of St. Paul's arguit8 fulness of light and shadow it vividly reproment in IS''". In vv.»-* we have the germ of a
duces the life of a typical Gentile-Christian com- creed. In vv.°-' we have the earliest record of the
munity, seethin" with the beginnings of that age- post-resurrection appearances of the Ix>rd
v." is
long warfare of the highest and lowest in man, of special importance. That He rose with a iriJi^La.
which constitutes the history of the Church of TrvivixaTiKliv is implied in v.""- The whole arguChrist from the time when His fire was kindled on ment is addressed, not to the general resurrection
the earth down to this day. To do justice to the of all men, but to that of ol XpiffroO, the xeKoimanifold lessons of the Epistle would require a IxTjiiivoi, whose rising again is the ell'ect of their
commentary but without trespassing beyond the being quickened in Christ. From other places we
limits of this article, a few salient points may be
know that St. Paul taught a future life and judgnoted.
ment for all, good and bad alike but (except in the
Pastoral character. The two Epistles to the Cor- hypothetical dirii\oi'To of v.") this chaiiter has no
inthians are the most pastoral of the Epistles. Eor word applicable to the latter. (/) Eschatology
details of pastoral work and organization, indeed, wo in general the Ep. touches upon 7"' '^ 15", whence
CO to the letters to Timothy and Titus. IJut for the we see that the apostle still expected tlie early
deep-seated principles, for the essential relations return of Christ, and especially in 15-^'^ (see
between pastor and peoiile, for the conception of analysis, § 9). In this latter pa.>isage the coming
the apostolic oflice, and the nature of apostolic of Christ ajipears as the last and final act of His
antliority, these Epp. are our primary source.
reign, immediately usherinj; in the end.
At His
The questions touched ujion in our Ep. furnish a coming Christ will, liy raising His dead to infair sample of the ditliculties of Church governcoriujition, destroy death (v."), and thus complete
ment and as each is taken up in turn some deep- the subjugation or all inimical powers (2"). Then
lying principle siirings naturally to the niioslle's all is really for the redelivery of the kingdom, that
lips, and is brought to hear with all its power upon
God maybe all in all. This seems incoinpatiMo
the matter in hand. The letter is unique as an with the millennial reign after the resui reetioii of
oliject-lesson In the bishopric of souls.
the just, which some commentators (Godet, etc.)
would read into our pa.s.sage from the Apocalyjise.
II. Doctrinal importance.
It is impossible within
our limits to do more than glance at the main
12. The Christian life.
The whole Eji. is 'an
points of interest, (a) The Ejiistle bears fewer inexhaustible mine of Christian thougUt and life.'
traces than 2 Co of the great controversy of the Nowhere else in the NT is there a more many-sided
Father

(2"- •*)).

12) is

:

;

:

'

'

;

;

;

—

;

—

—
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I.

embodiment

of the imperishable principles and
instincts which should insjjire each member of the
With regard to
body of Christ for all time.
personal life, it may be noted that the ascetic
instinct wliich has ever asserted itself in the
Christian Church finds its first utterance in 7 ('•
" diXu, yojj.1^01 Sn KdXoK, etc.); but coupled with a
solemn and loftj' insistence (oiV ^70; d\X4 6 kiV'os)
on the obligations of married life, and founded on
This
the simple ground of the higher expediency.
latter principle (ri a viiifi4poy) is the keynote of the
The whole content of life is
ethics of the Epistle.
free
to the Christian but means to a supreme end
in his sole responsibility to God (3-' 2" KP), the
spiritual man limits his own freedom (6'- 9") for
the building up of others and the discipline of
self (9^"''").
The corporate life of the Church is
reflected in our Epistle as nowhere else in
(see

"

;

NT

Weizsacker, Ap. Zeit. pp. 567-605, Eng. tr. ii. 24611".,
for a careful and interestinwdiscussion, mainly on
vVe note especially the
the data of our Epistle).
discipline, of organization, and of
to discipline, the leading

development of

With regard

worship.

passage
where &re described, not indeed
the actual proceedings against the immoral person,
but those which might and ought to have been
carried out.
St. Paul sees the Corinthian Church
assemble he himself is with them in spirit the
power of the Lord Jesus is in their midst.
In
the name of the Lord Jesus they expel the offender,
'deliver him to Satan for the destruction of his
fleoh, that his spirit may be saved in the day of
the Lord.' We have here the beginning of ecclesiastical censures, inflicted by the community as a
whole, and it is not surprising in the apostolic
age (1 Co ll*", Ac 5'"-) to find physical suflering
associated with the spiritual penalty. Such an
aesembly as St. Paul here pictmes could, a. fortiori,
dispose of such matters of personal rights as should
arise (6''°5'-).
The organization of the Cor.
Churcl) is e^ddently in a very early stage.
hear
bishop,
of no
presbyter,ordeacon(contrastPhl'),but
of prophets and teachers, as the ranks immediately
following the apostles. This is in remarkable conformity with what we hear of at Antioch (Ac 13'),
and its correspondence with the lists given in other
Epistles is too close to be accidental.
The following list compares the data of 12-*''- with those of
is 5'"-,

;

;

We

Ilo 12«",

Eph 4" :—
1.

etrirroXai (Co, Eph).

2. a-Cftf^Tai (Co, Eph,
(•iayyiAjff-T*/ (Eph)
reifAtint

-b'cB

Ro).

(Eph)

Sis.««.;« (Ro)i.
I.

iiidriutU, (Co, Eph, -mt Ro)
[wctfixxa^iu^ (Ho)
iuvaiuiii, .a^lAATa
«fTtX*;-4'('f
Kvfiiptv.irtts

[iJj;i.

(Ro))

_

St. Paul at Corinth, were therefore probprophets and teachers' but the Ep. makes
little reference to them (perhaps 16'", cf. 1 fh 5'^'-).
Public worship is the subject of a long section ol
the Epistle (see analysis, § 9). At some ^/ckXtjitIoi,
ISidrai (possibly unbaptized persons) might be
present (H'"-^) this would not be at the KvpiaKbn
SuTvov. The Amen is in use as the response to
prayer or praise (14"). The discussion 11-*- would
suggest that women might, under certain conditions, pray or prophesy in public
but 14" shows
that the apostle was merely holding in reserve a
total prohibition, at any rate as regards speaking
iv iKKX-ijcrif.
Otherwise, the liberty of propliesyina
belonged to all the utterances were to be tested
(14'-*), but the test was simply the character of the
utterance (12'"-). Prayer or praise iy 7X010-^7; (see
Tongues) was a marked feature of public worship,
but St. Paul insists on its inferiority to prophecy.
Sunday is mentioned as a day for settin" apart
alms (16°), and was therefore probably a day for
common worship but this is not expressly stated.
To come together for common worship constituted
an {KKKriaia (11"). It is possible that assemblies
for prophecy and teaching (14-*) were distinct from
those held els rb ipayely (11^). This was the case
apparently in Pliny's time (see Weizsacker, Apost.
Zeitalter, p. 568 f.).
The purpose of the latter
assembly was to break the bread and bless the
cup of the Lord. In ll"-*" we have the lonu
classicus for the Eucharist of the apostolic age.
Two views may be referred to which appear to be
erroneous. One, represented, for example, by Beet
in his commentary on the passage, is founded on
the abuse censured in v.*' (cf.**), that each one
taketh before other his own supper,' thereby
destroying the character of the meal as a I.ord s
Supper.' If, it is argued, previous consecration of
the bread and wine by the wpoeaTw, and reception
at his hands, had been an essential of the Eucharist
then, as we find it to be in the age of Justin
(Apol. i. § 65), the abuse in question could not
have occurred and St. Paul's remedy would have
been wait foi the consecration,' not wait for each
other (v.*^). This argument a.ssumes, firstly, a
departure from the procedure of Christ in instituting the sacrament, which is quite incredible. That
in carrying out His command, toCto iroieirf, the
apostolic Churches omitted precisely the actions
which accompanied His words, and that the presence of those actions in Justin's Eucharist is due
to a reversion, not to continuous repetition, is improbable to the last degree.
The argument is
really due to a second erroneous assumption that
the Lord's Supper' in v.^ 'can be no other tl.an
the bread and the cup of the Lord in v.".' This
assumption is a reaction from the anachronism of
introducin'' the Agape of later times* to explain the
passage. The Lord's Supper is not the Eucharist
proper, still less the Agape, but the entire reenactment of the Last Supper, with the eucharistic acts occurring in the course of it, as tliev do
in the paschal meal of the sj'noptic (iospels. "The
name 'Lord's Supiier' is not elsewhere used in the
NT, but in the Church the Lord's Supper was
neither the earliest nor the commonest name for
the Eucharist
it primarily, though not exclasively, meant the annual re-enactment of the Last
Supper, which survived after the Agape had first
been separated from the Eucharist, and then li.ad
gradually dropped out of use (see Smith's Diet.
Christ. Antiq. s.v. 'Lord's Supper').
In any case,
then, the ' Lord's Supper
at Corinth would be
already in progress when the bread and cup were
blessed; St. Paul's censure and remedy (w.^-")
'

;

;

'

'

;

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

are evidently not to be regarded as
statistical, and their variations are clearly due
to the unstudied spontaneity with which each
enumeration is made. All the more significant,
then, is it that prophets everywhere take rank
next after the apostles, while
teachers,' who
stand high in all these lists, are the only other
class common to all.
In our Epistle these three
classes alone are expressly as.signed an order,
'first,' 'second,' 'third.'
To interpret these facts
would take us beyond our limits, but it is worth
noting that the prophetic gift is not strictly
limited to a class, but potentially belongs to all
(I430-3J)
That administrative gifts ((cu/SEpviio-f't)
come 80 low, perhaps implies that they are still
voluntary (cf. tne rpoicTi/xevot of Ro). 1 o organize
the \oyla (16'") the presence of Titus was required
The ivoiKoSo/xoOyTti or TnuSaywyol of 3'"
(2 Co 8").
4'», who, like Apollos (3«), carried on the work
lists

'

begun by

ably

'

(Kph)]
(Co) [uiTahiicu( (Ro)]
(Co) [ir^trrdftAtot (Bo)]

ylMJ y>Jrfffiir (Co).

These
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I.

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

* The name Agape is occasionally used for the Eucharist
but more properly for the meal from which the Eucharist
has been entirely separated (Z>tc(, Christ. Ant. «.u. ' Apat)e').
ItAelf,

;
;

L GORINTHIAXS
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are entirely compatible with the closest adherence
to the procedure of the Last Supper. Who presiiied,
we do not know, but it may oe taken as certain
that someone did. In v.** we see the first impulse
toward the separation of the Eucharist proner
from the common meal in whicli it was embedded
(see Weizsacker, p. 601).
St, Paul's account of
the words of institution has probably crept into
the text of St. Luke's account of the Last Supper
{see Hort's critical note).
But it has recently been

aryued by Percy Gardner The Origin of the Lord's
Supper^ 1893) that a revelation to St. Paul at
Corinth (so he very questionably understands 11^)
may have been the sole source of the institution of
tlie Eucharist ; and it is suggested furtlier, that
this revelation was larj^ely coloured by the neighbouring mysteries of Eleusis. The tradition of
the institution in the first two Gospels is enough
to refute this view.
That they have derived it
from Pauline influence is not to be believed for a
moment nor, in view of its thoroughly Palestinian
and Jewish antecedents, can great weight be
assigned to the fact that they do not expressly
record a command to repeat the ordinance (ci.
Bickell, Messe und Pascha; Anrich, Antike Mysterienwesen, p. 127).
AVe note the stress laid by
the apostle on previous preparation (11^). The
solemnity of the rit« in St. Paul's eyes can hardly
be exaggerated.
(

;

LiTBftATi:RE.—<For complete commentaries on the XT see
Tbstamk.vt; (or commentaries on the Epp. of St. Paul
and Introductions to them, see Paul, Romans; for
grammuUcal works, see Lanouaok op tub NT.) A very com'"
plete list
lUtof
of works con the Kpp.
will be found in
to the Cor.
Slete
leyer's Commentan
tary (Kng. tr.), also in Plummer's articles on
Corinthians in Stni
nith DB'i, see also Wald. Schmidt in PREi xL
8<Wflf., 378; Reuss, Gtsch. der U. SchH/ten NT, §88£f.
In a
•elect bibliography* we must be content with mentioning a few
books of special importance without implying in any way that
those omitted are without (often great) value, (a) On both
Epistles The historical Bittiation bos been specially discussed
(amon;! others) by Bleek, UK 1830 Baur, Tub. Z. liWl (important for the *-r«>/«tT<x), Pa\dvjfiy pp. 2S7-3-13; Rabiger (see
above, S 7); Scnenkel, De eccl. Cor. factionxbux turbata, ls;J8;
Beyschlag, De eccl. Cor. factione Christiana, 1861, and in SK,
1865, 1871; Hilgenfeld in his /AVTh. 1805, 18tJ0, 1871, 1872;
Ht-inrici, da* ergte SS. des Ap. P. an die Kor. 1880, and in his
edd. of Meyer (see below) Kldpper (see next article) Krenkel,
B^traae z. An/hellujio d. Ges'-h. u. d. Brv^e det P. WM) Eviau,
Zur Chron. d. P. Dritfe, 1873 Ilagge in J. prot. Th. 1870
Weizsacker (as cited above and) in J. Th. 1876; Pfleiderer,
Urehnvtentum, pp. 8&-117, 1887; Ilauarath, Paulu^, 1805 (see
also his llirt. of N.T. Tiims, Eng. tr. 1S95); Lisco, Paulu*
Antipaulinut {& very novel theory on 1 Co 1-4), 1894; Ektdal,
Jjiter Paul, et Corr. quce intercengerint rationes utq. ad [1 Cor]
(London), 1887 Godet, iMrod. (txiin.) 1894 Clemen (see above,
I 6), and Schmiedel in Iland-Komtnentar^, 1891, 2 umji, the most
•earching and accurate digest of the iminy complicated questions involved 7jxhn,Einleit. ind.MT.'i. 195 fT. Of commentaries
on both Epp. the homilies of Cbrysostonj have ever been con*
Bidere«i by devout men as among the moat perfect specimens of
his mind and teaching' (see Ni^ene and P. N. JAlrrary, series i.
vol. xii.)
they were delivered at Antioch, i.e. before 308 44 are
on 1 Co, SO on 2 Co. On the commentaries of Tlieodoret, John
Damascene, Theophylact, Oecumenius, Euthymius, Ambrosiaster,' I*etagius, Thomas Aquinas, the reader may be referred to
the remarks in Sanday- Headlam, Romang, p. xcixff.
The
'Postils' of Nic. deLyra(flr8t in 1471-1472) mark a revival of excgctical insight upon some points in our Ep]>. Melanclithon wrote
on both Epp., but 2 Co was not flnialied. Of more modem
writers, Ix)cke*8 Paraphrase and Essay on St. Paul (170.'»-1707)
dealt with 1 and 2 Co. For lists of 17th and I8th cent, commentators, see the references given above. The list of strictly
modem commentaries opens with Pott, 1820; Billroth, 1853;
Riickert^ 1830.
Olshausen, de Wette, Meyer dealt with the
Epistles in their general works on the NT. Meyer remains the
nearest approach to a standard commentary; his latest edd.
have been revised by Heinrici, who had previously publislu-d a
(y)mmentary of his own. Osiander, 1847-1858; Ncander, IH'.O
Kling In I-ange's Hibelwrrk, isr.l Maior(Itom. Cath.). 1857-1806
Schne'lcnnann (in Stnu:k-Z<ickier). 1887 Si;hniieflel (see above).
On both Epistles, in EngliHh, the best mo<lem works are those
of Hodje (New York), ls57-lS0J); K. W. Robertson (Ictures)
eUnley, < 1976 J. A. Beet. 3iss5; Kay. 1887 (scholarly but
light, posthumous) Lias (in Cainb. Greek Test.). 18.S0-18U2. We
may add T. K.AblM»tt, Short Notes on St. Paul's Kpp. 1892. Several
excellent coraiuentarics exist on 1 Co only.
Dean Colct's (cd, by
LupT^n). 1874; Hoydonreich. 1825-1823; IIoIsten(in Dag K vat* q.
des PatUtut), 18S0
T. C. Kdwarrls. 1S85 (ven.' valuable); ElUoott, 1887 (possibly the most thorough Engh'sh commentary);
Evans (In Speaker's Coinin.\ 1881 (unsurpassed insight in many
passages); >odet, 1887 (•xccllent) ; Bois, Adwrsaria Critica,
12.

Kbw

generally,

-

'

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

'

;

;

;

i>

;

;
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1887; Milligan, The Resurrection of the Dead (on 1 Co 15),
1894 ; Lightfoot's Notes on Epistles of St. Paul, 1895, contain
notes on 1 Co 1-7. References to Field's Otium Norvicense, to
articles in the Expositor^ etc., a.re given by Plumraer in DIT',8.v.
1 and 2 Co ; the articles give interesting and valuable details as to
The art. Paulus in PREi by
style, coincidences with Acts, etc.
W. Schmidt, contains some useful references ; that in Ersch and
Qruber (1880) is by Schmiedel, and represents his earlier viewf

on both

A. ROBERTSON.

Epistlee.

CORINTHIANS, SECOND EPISTLE TO THE.—
External TraUilion.
Transmission of the Text.
Internal Evidence and GenuineneBA.

1.

2.
5.

Elements of the Historical Situation^
(a) Timothy, (6) Titus and the A.>'/«,

4.

8.

(c) the troubles at
Corinth, (d) the Offender, (c) the Judaizers, (/) St.
Paul's plans of travel, (^) letters of St. Paul, (h)
visits of St. Paul to Corinth, (i) summary.
The Situation reconstructed.
Chronological Relation of 1 and 8 Oo.
Purpose of the Epistle.
Intejjrity of the Lpi-stle.

9.

Contents and Analysis.

6.
6.
7.

10. ImporUmce of the Epistle.
11. Apo(-Ty)ihal Correspondence o(

St.

Paul and the Oorin<

thians.
12. Select Bibliography.

The

traces of this Epistle in the post-apostolio
slij^ht as those of the first Epistle are
exceptionally strong. Clement of Koine does not
quote it.
Where the Epistle would have fur1.

age are as

nished him with most apposite material {e.g. Clem.
v. 6), he makes no use of it.
It is not
referred to by Ignatius.
Polycarp, on the other
4'''
hand, distinctly quotes 2 Co
(Polyc. ad Phil.
ii.
xal iiiiaa tyepel), ami ap4, A M iydpas
8^'
parently
(ad Phil. vi. 1, comparing Pr S*).
ad. Cor.

.

.

.

The

letter to Diognetus v.' shows a knowledge
of 2 Co e'"'" l(fi.
The reference of Athenagoras
(de Resurr. 18) ^o v.'" is fairly clear; two references, at least in Theonhilus (ad Antul. i. 2, iii. 4),
The 'Presbyters'
to 7* 11'* are quite distinct.
quoted by Iren;eus (V. v. 1) refer to 12*. Moreover, the Epistle was in the canon of Marcion,
and appears to have been used by the Sethites,
(ap. Hippol. Philos. V. iii. 19, p. 21(5, Cruice) and

by the Ophites, who quoted 2 Co 1'2--* (ih. p. 160).
I'he above references fairly cover' the period prior
to the Muratorian Canon, Irenaeus, Clement of
Ale.xandria, and Tertullian, all of which authorities
bear full witness to the Epistle. Tlie utmost we
can say is that there is no evidence that our Ep.
was absent from any list of writings of St. Paul.
This would hardly hold good if we were to follow
Zalin (Kanon, 2. 83.3(1.) in his view that a deiinitive collection of Pauline Epp. had been compiled
before the date of Clemens Honi.-inus.
For, as we
have seen, his knowledge of our Epistle is more
than doubtful.
2. The text of the Epistle has been transmitted by
the same versions and MSS as 1 Co (see last art.),
lacks 4" (-vov
with the following exceptions:
iriaTema) -12' kclI t. ; C lacks all from 10*; it is
contained entire in FGKL; H contains 4-'', lO""'^ '"H'-'a-lo-, th.) first fragment at St. Petersburg,
the rest at Mt. Athos ; V contains no part of

—A

M

contains the first fifteen ver.se.s
our Epistle;
of chapter 1, and 10"-12» (l?rit. Mus.); O lias
l»'-2"; P lacks only 2'-'->« Q has no part of the
Ep. R has 1 !»-'». I'or the old Latin, r lacks 2";

;

31S 52.79 gi3_9»

iiM_i2<» IS""-

Althou^;h inferior in its external attesta3.
tion to the first Epistle, the internal character of
removes
it far above any susjiicion as to it."
2 Co
On whatever ground its integrity
authenticity.
may be called in question (see § 8), the several parts
of the Epistle are acknowledged as Pauline by
all sober criticism (.see 1 Cor. § 3).
In fact, in ita
individuality of style, intensity of feeling, inimitable expression of the writer's idiosyncrasy, it may
be said to stand at the head of all the Pauline
Epistles, Galatians not excented.
Moreover, iti

;
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As

historical references are so unstudied, so manifold,
BO intricate, tliat difficult as it is to reconstnict

simple.

fiistorical situation (§§ 4, 5),

left St.

with any certainty the

the difficulty is rather analogous to the 'subtilitas
Naturae,' than such as would result from the
It is
inconsistencies of a literary fabrication.
the most personal, least doctrinal, of all the
Ejiistlea except Philemon ; but at the same time
it is saturated with the characteristic theological
The personal relation
conceptions of St. Paul.
of the apostle to the comnmnity is viewed in
the light of the apostolic otKce as such, and this
in turn in that of the distinctive ciiaracter of
the gos|jel the profoundest conceptions of grace,
reconciliation, consummation, thus enter into the
This interpenetration of
very tibre of chs. 1-7.
practical detail with first principles of the faith Is
a characteristic which our Epistle shares with 1 Co.
:

But here it is even more strongly marked. Not
only do the relations between the Old and New
Covenants (3), the Earthly and the Future Life (4),
not only do the doctrines of Redemption and the
Incarnation (5. 7. 8) find classical expression, but
not the smallest matter mentioned in the
letter which does not carry us ba.^k to the highest
and most ultimate laws ; the mere organization of
the \oyla is sowing for eternity (9), a carrying out
from the
of the principle of the Incarnation (8) ;
surface of things he everywhere penetrates to the
tliere is

'

depths.'
The Epistle is a letter of many moods, but all
Joy and hea^nness, anxiety
under strong control.
and hope, trust and resentment, anger and love,
follow one another, the one as intense as the other.
Yet there is no touch of changeablecess, nor any
The circumstances dictate and
cuntradiction.
justify it all, and he is master of it all, the same
throughout, and always his whole self. An extraordinary susceptibility of feeling and impression,
such as only an extraordinary character can hold
in control ' (Weizsacker, Apost. Ztlter, p. 328
'

the whole section).
In the discussions (art. 1 CORINTHIANS, § 4)
raised by the Dutch hypercritical school, and by
Steck, on the genuineness of the Haupt-briefe,'
our Epistle has played a somewhat subordinate
part (see Knowling, ubi supra, pp. 192, 174).
may therefore dispense with any discussion on
the subject, and postpone the question of Integrity
until we have dealt witii the difficulties connected
with the historical situation.
4. As we have seen above (on 1 COR. § 7), the
complete elucidation of the circumstances of 1 Co
depends on the recovery of the thread of events
connected with and ascertainable from the second
Here we enter upon what the most
Epistle.
accurate of explorers has compared to a 'track-

cf.

'

We

less forest.'

The problem

especially tantalizing,
of material at once stimulis

because the abundance
ates and mocks the attempt at a complete combination.

The broad
situation in 2

many

question.

How

Co

from that in

differ

does the historical
1

Co? how

how many visits, of St. Paul to
how many estrangements and recon-

letters,

Corinth,

ciliations, are to be traced or assumed? depends
for its solution on our success or failure in un-

ravelling several distinct threads.

Such are the

of Timothy, the movements of Titus,
the history of the \ayia (1 Co 16^ at Corinth, the
sequel of the case of the ofl'ender of 1 Co S'"', the
progress of party spirit and of opposition to St.

movements

PaiU at Connth, and,
to his plans of travel,
his

Paul's references
to letters and visits of

la.stly, St.

and

own.

We

will briefly sketch the position of each of
these questions, and then consider the possibilities
of a satisfactory reconstruction of the history.

(a)

CORINTHIANS

Timothy, the case is comparatively
have seen (on 1 CoR. § 7) that Timolliy
Paul at Ephesus for Macedonia, probably
to

We

not long before the dispatch of 1 Co. He was to
reach Corinth eventually (1 Co 4"), though St.
Paul implies some doubt {iav f\6ri, 16'") as to
the prospect of his doing so. St. Paul expected
him to return to Ephesus with the bearers of
His return
by Pentecost (16'^).
1 Co (16")
from Corinth would in that case be by sea
direct.
The expression of Luke (Ac 19^ els rijv
JIait. onlj') is, however, easily understood if he
Liglitfoot (Bibl. Ess.
Corinth.
that he probably did not
do so, suggested that Titus might have overtaken
him on the way to Corinth, or, if he went thither
by sea, have met Timothy on the way back.
we have
Cfertainty on this point is not possible
to weigh the total silence of St. Paul in 2 Co (in
the face of 1 Co 4") as to any result of Timothy's
mission to Cor., against the absence from 2 Co
of any explanation (in face, again, of 1 Co 4")
of the non-arrival of a messenger so impressively
The latter argument seems to the
announced.
present writer to be slightly outweighed by the
'It is patent th.at the mission had in
former.
some way miscarried' (Waite) but that Timothy
had failed painfully at Corinth is hardly to be
assumed (as by Jiilicher, Einl. p. 61) without more
Anyhow, Timothy was
proof than we possess.
with St. Paul wTien he wrote 2 Co. They may
have met either at Ephesus or in Macedonia.
(6) Of Titus (Gal 2^) we do not hear by name
From 2 Co we learn that he was the
in 1 Co.
bearer of our letter (8°- '^-'), accompanied by two
unnamed brethren, one of whom, whose praise
is in the Gospel,' may or may not have been Luke.
From 2 Co 12'* we see that Titus had been to
Corinth before, as we should also gather from 8'
This also follows independently
Koflus irpoevripiaTO.
from 7"-'* 2'^ Titus, then, paid at any rate two
visits to Corinth ; and on one of them, previous
to 2 Co, he had been accompanied by a (single,
unnamed) brother (2 Co 12'"*).
will come back to Titus after briefly con
sidering the history of the Xoyio at Corinth. The
directions given 1 Co 16'"* were possibly in answer
to some inquiry on the part of the Corinthians
They had offered (2 Co 9» Trpo(supra, 1 Cor. § 7).
(irriYY(\lj.itir]>') to contribute, and, ace. to 8", Titus
had assisted in the preliminary organization of
To this
their efforts (8'°, cf. v.' irpoer^pfaro).
reference appears to be made 2 Co 12" (cf. iirXeoviKT-qafv with 9°).
not, then, identify (as
Lighlfoot, Bibl. Ess. 281) Titus and the brother'
with the brethren who carried 1 Co ? (supra,

to reach

failed
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ff.),

who maintained

;

;

'

We

Why

'

'

'

This combination seems free from any
and the note of time, avb -nipmi (8'" 9"),
pushes back this \dsit of Titus to a date in any
case very near 1 Co (see 1 CoR. § 6). Titus visited
Corinth, then, in connexion u-ith the \oyia on two
occasions on the second occasion he was one of
the bearers of 2 Co on the first, not improbably
he was one of the bearers of 1 Co.
1

Cor.

§ 7).

objection,

j

;

((•)

The person

of Titus

(cf.

in/r. §§ 6, 7)

forms the

link between the \oyia and the more painful ijuestions
between St. Paul and the Church of Corinth. The
question whether Titus paid yet a third visit thither
depends upon the consideration of the troubles
which threatened to estrange St. Paul and the
Firstly, the ca.se of incest (1 Co 5'")
Corinthi.ans.
was dealt with in 1 Co, and the expulsion there
ordered would naturally follow upon the airi al
Did it? It is the preva.ent view
of the letter.
(the grounds for it are stated with admirable
conciseness by Holtzmann, Eiii/.' p. 25.t) that
2 Co 2'-" ( =7"") records the seiiuel. Stung by St.
Paul's summons, the Corinthians, by a majority

;;

IL
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Paul pronounces
should drive the
ofl'ender to desperation, advises the Corinthians
The punishment had been inflicted in
to relax.
(2*), inflict a punishment wUich St.
luflicient, and, lest the pain of it

the presence and at the summons (7'°) of Titus,
reported the contrition, zeal, and loyalty
wrou''ht by the letter he had bonie. This letter
would accordintjly be 1 Co, unless we should have,
on further consideration, to infer that the inatt«;ntion or disali'ection with which that letter
had been leceived, or some other cause, had
necessitated the dispatch by the hand of Titus
of a sharper summons (see below, g).
[d) liut a closer examination of the pa.ssages we
are considering makes it doubtful whether they
really relate to the ofleuder of 1 Co 5'.
The
object in view, in St. Paul's treatment of the
case now in question, had been to prove the
loyalty of the Corinthians to himself ("'-'' 2'-').
To have persisted in withholding pardon would
have been to give Satan an advantage over them
all, St. Paul included
i.e. to have inten.silied the

'

himself.
The oix foexev toC i5iK-q(ramo! of the latter
verse contradicts the tva of 1 Co 5"" even more
sharply than the notion of a personal wrv7u/, the
prominent thought in 2 Co 2. 7, contrasts with
that of a sin against God, such as the vopytia of
There are, then, weighty grounds for
1 Co 5.
eliminating from these verses any reference to
incestuous
offender (who may none the less
the
be glanced at among the irpoijMapTTjvAres of 12^' 13-),
and for referring tliem to some other individual.
Here, again, it is a question of probability ; but the
view adopted by very many scholars,* that the
ofl'ender of 2 Co 2. 7 is a personal opponent of
St. Paul, who has grossly slandered him, and has
temporarily succeeded in undermining the loyalty of
the Corinthians, has much to recommend it. On this
view, which is as old as Tertullian, de Pud. xiii. U'.,
this mission of Titus, and the letter then carried by
him, must be quite independent of, and subseThe ayvovs of 2 Co 7" then harquent tu. 1 Co.

H".

rxl'itaTa of 1 Co 1-4 have undergone
a changB of aspect in 2 Co. Of the watchwords
Paul, Apollos, Cei)haa, we hear no more.
It is
otherwise with the name of Christ. In the section
10-13'° a distinct group of opponents are iu view
who arrogate the distinction X/)«rTo5 (hat (10').
The final consideration of this movement must
For our present purbe deferred (see below, § 7).
pose it is enough to dwell on the marked change
of situation.
In 1 Co indeed we trace tlie tendency to arraign (ivaKplvuy, 4") the apostle, and
But it is
to question his apostolic rank ('J'"-)
disposed of briefly and quietly ; it is not as in 2 Co
the subject of a long and passionate indictment.
The first (1-7) and last (10-13"') sections of the
Epistle present somewhat dill'erent aspects of the
case.
In the former, wo have references to the
many who tradic in the word of God (2" ; cf.
4')
to ' certain, who need letters of introduction
to the Corinthians (3') to imputations against the
apostle of tleslily motives, of duplicity (l"' " 4^ 6").

Tbp

'

'

'

;

;

Inese imputations proceed, it would seem, from
men blinded by worldliness to the light
of the gospel (4*), who yet, as we infer from 5'",
lay great stress on having known Christ after the
flesh.
The last two points throw light on the

diTKrToi,

• It Ib well put by Dr. Llewelyn Davies in Smith's DD, g.r.
Paul, It had been maintained tjy Bieelc. Cre'iner, Olnhaiiaen.
Neander, Kwald
and is also aflnpt«d by llilj;enfcld, Weizl.acker, Jiilicher, Otxiet, etc.
Krenkel and Clemen Hvippnse tlmt
the Blander wan directly aimed, not at St. Paul, but at a fellowworker. Sm Schmiedcl, Exa. oo 2 Co 2U.
;

—

—

.

very evil St. Paul was combating. Moreover, St.
Paul is specially careful to depreciate the grief
inflicted upon himself (2'), which strongly suggests
that the iStKijOfls of 7" is also none other than

iu sen.se witli

purpose of such passages as 1" 2'*'", above all
S"". The Judaizing tendencies faintly traceable in 1 Co have assumed a doctrinal character.
Still, the polemic of these chapters is not direct
St. Paul assumes that his readers are with him ;
so far as they are concerned (ef ns iv Xpiirrv, contrast IS'-') 'old things are passed away, and new
things have come.' We seem to hear 'not the
threatenings of a coming so much as the rumblings
of a departing storm.'
But wlien we turn to the
concluding chapters (10-13'") the brightness and
confidence of tone is gone. The features of the
opposition of 1-7 are still there.
St. Paul is
charged with fleshly motives (10^), with lording
13'»
(10«
it over the Church
cf. l*"), with decei*
(IP').
llis opponents
still
come armed with
letters of introduction (lO'""*), they are not now
iiriiTTOi
ministers of Satan, false apostles
but
(1113-15)
they preach another Jesus, another gospel
(11^); they claim to be ministers of Christ, to be
Christ's (IF-" 10' ; cf. 1 Co I'-).
All the features
of the opponents of 1-7 are here, but they are
heightened, and the polemic against them is more
jiainfuUy intense. Their accusations against St.
;

;

(«)
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who

monizes
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'

Paul, too, are

more direct and

audaciou.s,

— em-

bezzlement (12'""), bullying by letters (lO'") in
contr:ist with weakness when lace to face, reckless folly (11"), are imputed to him
if he refuses
direct sustentation, it is because he knows he has
no right to it, being no true apostle (11° 12"-"').
liut, worse than all, St. Paul is conscious that his
readers are not with him their loyalty is undermined. Their obedience is unfulfilled
Ye look at
;

—

;

'

the outside of things (10°- '). They are in imminent
peril of being corrupted, in fact they tolerate another gospel, yes, gladly tolerate the yoke of the
fools' who are tyrannizing over them (ll'"*-'"--"")
they accept the invidious construction put upon St.
Paul's conduct, are prepared to doubt his love for
them (11''"; cf. 12'""'"). They are wavering in
faith, Christ can hardly be in them St. Paul drcails
to think of the impenitent state in which he will
find them, dreads the humiliation which awaits
hira at Corinth, dreads the unsparing severity he
'

—

'

;

will

have to

e.\ercise (12'*-13'"),— his last

hope

is

the letter may pave the way to better things.
Note that St. Paul is addressing the community
as a whole throughout, not the Judaizing rii-^s, not
a minority still under their influence of this the
chapters give no hint. Can the situation still be
that of 1-7, or even that of 8. 9? There is sorne
plausibility, priind fiicie, in the severance of 1013'" from the rest of the Epistle.
But in any
case the situation in these chapters is a new one
as compared with that in 1 Co
and from its
nature can hardly have been revealed to St.
Paul by the arrival of Titus in Macedonia, for
ho brought news of quite a dill'erent kind (7").
(/) St. Paul entertained, at dillerent times, two
The simpler of the two
distinct plans of travel.
is that announced in 1 Co 10°, and carried out
Ac 20', viz. from Ephesus to Macedonia and thence
But from 2 Co l'"-" we learn that
to Corinth.
he had at one time entertained, but (v." in order
to spare the Corinthians) had abandoned, the more
conmlicated plan of proceeding direct from Asia
to Corinth, thence to Macedonia, and thence to
Corinth again. This plan had been communicated
to the Corinthians, at least in the form of a promise
of a prompt visit. This is not satisfied by 1 Co 4";
for if so, the withdrawal would be announced in
1 Co 10°", a passage totally out of correspondence
(v.'*) with the situation presupposed in 2 Co l-'^.
Moreover, in defemling his change of plan (2 Co
1"*"), St. Paul would not have failed to appeal to
the clear statement of his intentions in 1 Co 16'.
The inference seems irresistible that the change
of plan was tubscquent to 1 Co, and that the
tliat

;

;

;

n.
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Complicated Plan was formed in consequence of
Bomething that had transpired after 1 Co was
dispatched, and that further events caused St.
Paul to fall back upon the original Simple Plan.
(g) We have now to take note of St. Paul's
references to letters written by himself to Corinth.
That there were three such is certain, viz. the two
canonical letters, and the 'pie-canonical' or lost
But we have seen
letter referred to in 1 Co 5'.
that the Complicated Plan of travel was communicated to the Corinthians after 1 Co whether
this was by letter or not, depends on the interpretation of 2 Co l"^"'*. At any rate the promise
of a direct visit was given in the confidence {ireToltfi)(ri5,v.'')of happy relations between the apostle and
the Corinthians, and the promised visit was looked
forward to as a 'joy'(xapii). But something occurred
to npset this conhdence, and to demand that the
visit, if paid, should be one of stem judgment.
to spare
them, and not to
St. Paul decided
return to them in sorrow (2'). And this he had
(2^-*),
stated in a letter
written in affliction and
distress of heart and many tears,
a letter calculated to cause pain, and one which he for a time
regretted having written (V**-), but which, aided
by the presence of Titus (supra, c, rf), produced a
happy revoliution in the temper of the Corinthians.
Two questions arise (1) Did the letter announce
the abandonment of the Complicated Plan, or did
the latter merely follow tacitly by way of postponement? This depends on the sense of toDto
;

'

'

—

—

may merely mean for this very
2 P l" ; Winer, III. § xxi. /n.).
(2) Can
this letter be our 1 Co?
Certainly not, if, as we
have argued, it arose out of a situation subsequent
to that of 1 Co. But, quite independently of this,
1 Co is hardly a letter which St. Paul could even
temporarily have repented \vTiting. Stern passages
it contains, but they are relieved by frequent
encouragement, calm discussion, quiet practical
advice ; its emotioiuil tension is not to oe compared with that of 2 Co 10-13, or even 1-7
it
does not correspond to the description 2 Co 2*
(see Waite, p. 383).
This is a vital point, but it
seems hardly doubtful. The one stronjj counterargument, the supposed identity of reference in
2 Co 2**- and 1 Co 5^-, has already been examined
(rf), and found to be of very dubious validity.
must therefore insert a stem and highly
painful letter between 1 and 2 Co and if 2 Co
J13-U refers to a letter at all, it is certainly not to
1 Co, and still less to the painful letter just menoi>t4 (2*),

cause

'

which

'

(cf.

;

We

;

St. Paul then, who in any case \vrote
not fewer than three, can be fairly proved to Iiave
written /our, and may very probaMy have written
Jive letters to the Corinthians, including our two
canonical Epistles (cf. Clemen, Einheitl. p. 66

tioned.

and

see below, § 8).
Lastly, we consider the references to his
visits to Corinth.
First of all, in 2 Co 12" 13'
{\dtiv wpbs vfiat
he says, lioi> rplrov tovto erotfitvt
TpiTov TOVTO ipxo^iax vpits v/xaSp
Taken by
.
.
(h)

^w

themselves, these words would be held by anyone to establish two previous visits. And the more
rii ixri TrdXiK
natural interpretation of 2' (Kpiva.
if Xi/TTj/ Tpbi v/ias iXBtlv, connects iriXiv with {y XinrTj
rather than with tXdtiv. If so, a previous visit
iv Xwrj) is implied
the attempt to explain this
by 1 Co 2' i\duv rpbt u/iaj, is unworthy of serious
discussion.
are therefore obliged to assume
provisionally that, when the painful letter was
written, St. Paul had visited Corinth twice, and
the second time iy Xirrj). Only if this assumption
proves so improbable as to outweigh the more
obvious sense of the passages just quoted, shall
we be justified in throwing into the scale against
them the Sevrtpa xip*" of 1", the ut irapwr rd Bevrepof of 13'.
As a matter of fact, the a-ssumption
.

;

We

;
'

.

.

of a visit iy

\virrj

does encounter hopeless obstacles,
it before or after 1 Co.

whether we seek to place

Let us consider the latter possibility first. St. Paul abandoned
(i.«. the Complicated Plan) ' in order to spare
the Corinthians. This excludes at once from consideration the
period between the painful letter and 2 Co. Let us suppose
then that St. Paul, on receiving from Corinth unfavourable news
(probably connected with the offender of 2^ 712), after he had
dispatched 1 Co, proceeded thither in person. If so, St. Paul,
unsuccessful (12^) at Corinth, returns to Ephesus (still i* Xi^>i)
receives better news ; announces another immediate visit (i.e.
the Complicated Plan) 'i» irnrgtdr.ini' {l^*); another estrangement, connected again with the offender of 2^ 712, breaks out
St. Paul writes again i» KCrv^ and this time with more permanent success, which he at last learns from Titus in Macedonia. The improbability of this duplication of events condemns
the entire hypothesis,, and drives us back on the other alternative, that St. Paul's visit i» Xv^ti must have preceded 1 Co.
But
here we are encountered by the total ignorance of such a visit
which that Epistle betrays. Not only is there * not a single
trace of it (Weizsacker, pp. 277, 300) ; we are compelled to asK,
and ask in vain, to what, on this assumption, was the Xuw; due ?
Not to the rx'^f'^Tx, of which St. Paul knew only from Chloe's
people. Not to the Tepuiet nor to the disorders in their assembling together,' of which he knew only by report (61 lli»). Not
to the litigiousness (1 Co 6) nor to the denial of the Resurrection, of both of which he speaks with indignant surprise.
If
the distressing second visit preceded 1 Co, the xiiTri which
occasioned it was dead and buried when I Co was written, it
had nothing to do with any of the subjects touched upon in
1 Co, and St. Paul's references to it in 2 Co are inexplicable.
In fact, the main ground on which Weizsiicker, Clemen, and
others place it after 1 Co is the inadmissibility of placing it
earlier ; while Schmiedel follows Neander, Olshausen, Reuss,
Wiiseler, Meyer, Klopper, and many others in placing it earlier,
because the attempt to find room for it later breaks down. He
justly obsen'es that in a complicated h\-pothesis we cannot
expect to harmonize all details satisfactorily, but must be content with certainty where possible. But this may justify us in
questioning the finality of the inferences drawn at first sight
his direct visit

'

'

from

2

Co

21

12"
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Against the probability of either of the two
hypotheses just discussed, we must weigh that of
the interpretation of those verses ailopted by Paley
(Horae Paul.), Baur, de Wette, Renan, Hilgenfeld,
Davidson, Farrar, and others, that by rplroy tovto
IpXofmi St. Paul means this is the third time I am
coming' (i.e. meaning to come), while 2' simply
'

states his resolve that his new visit (iriXiF iXSeiy)
shall not be iv Xi'irj).
This interpretation is at
first sight of inferior probability to the more
obvious sense of the words, but it harmonizes
well with 13' (RVm) and with the ouKin of 1=^
(RV ;
is against the idiom).
(t)
Summary.
Timotliy's visit, then, hardly
enters into our problem ; Titus visits Corinth
three times, first (possibly as bearer of 1 Co) to
organize the Xo7ia, the second time to cope with
the troubles there, thirdly as bearer of 2 Co, and
The troubles at Corinth
to complete the Xo^ia.
were mainly due to events subsequent to the situation of 1 Co, and the offender of 2 Co 2. 7 was more
probably an offender against St. Paul, connected
with the Judaizing party, than the incestuou?
person of 1 Co 5.
The troubles, however, had
taken root and hold in Corinth to a degree fai
beyond what is traceable in I Co. It is not altogetlier easy to combine the situation presupposed
in 2 Co 1C^13"> with that in 2 Co 1-9 ; it is quite
impossible to identify it with the situation of 1 Co.
St. Paul, then, dispatched Titus to cope with new
troubles at Corintli, the news of whicli had reached
him after the dispatch of 1 Co, and had induced
him to abandon an intended visit to Corinth, and to
write a painful letter instead. To insert a visit of
St. Paul to Corinth in connexion with this crisis ia
impossible, while the painful letter, and the abandonment of the Sevripa x^-P^t ^^e so closely bound
up with the visit iv \inrji, that the three must rest on
a single basis of/act. If so, the visit {y Xi/irjr was a
Still less
visit abandoned, not one actually paid.
can we find a probable place for a second visit
anterior to 1 C^o and connected with a painful crisis
not dealt with in that Epistle. Accordingly, as
the language of 2 Co is susceptible of a difierent

AV

though perhaps

—

less prepossessing explanation,

we

;
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remove the intermediate visit from the horizon of
either Epistle.
6. (a) A too timple scheme impossible.
are
now in a position to reconetruct tne order of events
from the etidence. The simpler such an order, the
fewer the events assumed, the better ; but we must
not be tempted by this consideration to force the
phenomena to combine where they do not naturally

— We

do so.
Let us begin by trying the combination suggested
in art. Corinth, which is in substance that of
Bishop Lightfoot {Bibl. Essays, p. 282 ff.).
The
order of events suggested is 1. Paul at Corinth
(A.D. 51?). 2. Apollos at Corinth (52-53!). S.Paul
at Ephesus (53-56). [Here Lightfoot inserts the
second visit of Paul to Corinth.] 4. Lost letter of
1 Co 5' ['announcing the plan of 2 Co 1",' Lightfoot].
('Possible, but not proved') Second
8.
visit of Paul to Cor.
6.
Stephanas, etc., to
Ephesus (1 Co 16"- '»). (Letter of the Corinthians.)
8. Dispatch by Titus of I Co [' with the brother,

—

2 Co 12'»,' Lightf.]
or 9. Titus sent close after
1 Co.
10. Titus returns to Macedonia (2 Co 7").
n. Titus and the brother (2 Co 12'« or 8'*?) sent
back, with 2 Co, to Corinth.
The schemes of Waite (in Speaker's Comm.)
and of Weiss (most recently in die Paul. Briefe,
1896, pp. 9, 10) are in substantial agreement with
the above, but Waite inserts the painful letter
after 8.
The arguments against the view taken
below are best put by Holtzmann, Einl.^ p. 254 f.
To begin with, we must insert here, before 6,
the arrival at Ephesus of ol XXA?;? (1 Co l'"). But
more important is the need for further links between 8 and 10.
It seems, indeed, needless to
distinguish 9 from 8.
But between the mission of
Titus (possibly as one of the bearers of 1 Co) to
begin tne organization (2 Co S*- '") of the \oyla, and
bis mission (v.*) to complete it, i.e. the dispatch of
2 Co, many events, as we have seen, demand room.
The iilKT]iwL of 2 Co 2° 7", almost certainly a visit
of Titus in connexion therewith (2 Co 7'), quite certainly and a letter, not corresponding in its character («m/). %i,g) with 1 Co, probably carried by Titus
on the same occasion. Titus, then, had returned to
Ephesus before that and since St. Paul, though he
eventually carried out the plan of travel announced
1 Co 16°, yet has to defena himself from the charge
of fickleness with respect to his plans, we must
find room for his adoption of the plan of two
visits to Corinth, for the announcement of this,
and for its abaniionment.
If the latter coincides, as we have shown to be probable, with the
painful letter, we have to insert the first change
of plan between 8 and the return of Titus to
Ephesus.
therefore revise the
(6) liesullant scheme.
scheme as follows: 1-8 (as above). 9 or 10. St. Paul
determines to pay a double visit to Corinth (Seinipa
U. Painful news from Corinth
Xap<j, 2 Co 1").
(possibly brought back by Titus) changes this plan
tne iti/Wpa x"^ given up, the visit now painful
;

;

;

;

— We

A

—

;

painfully severe
in prospect— abandoned ; and 12.
letter sent.
13. Titus at Corinth (2 Co 7''''), with
happy results. 14. Titus meets St. Paul in Macedonia ; and 15. Returns to Corinth with 2 Co.
6. The above seems to be the simplest scheme
that permits the insertion of all the events implied
in 2 (Jo. (For a comparison of the views of dilFerent
critics, see SchmiedeVs Table in Hand- Kommentar,
pp. xii, xiii). It remains to consider the interval of
tune required between the letters 1 and 2 Co.

We have to provide time for Titua mftklnfr one double Journey
between Kphesus and Corinlh, a iecond Journey to Corinth, and
a return Journey aa far as, nay, Philippi. And, OMiuniing the
eorrertnesfl of the view takon above (6 i.b) aa to the connexion
of the first journey with tiu- A«yKe, we have BO to place the
journeys that, In diHpat^'hitif; Titus for the third time (3 6 16),
Paul could BDoak of bis first visit (I 6 8, 0) as having talcon place
:

:
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Mast year (i»« Ti/it/«^,., 2 Co S«- 1" 9^. This latter condition is
it only implies in strictness that the be^^ning of a new
year had intervened and the interval between the two letters
18 80 far left open within somewhat wuie limits.
The movements of Titus, however, require a considerable minimum of
time. As 1 Co was likely to reach Corinth before Timothy, who
was on his way tlirou^jh Macedonia, it was probably dispatched
(8) by sea direct. This was possible at any time after .Mar. 6, when
the mar« c/atwi/m properly ended. 'The voya;;e was often accomplished in three or four days' (Con. and" llowson, ch. xii. p.
449 n.
for full details see 'Schmiedel in
xvi. 3a)
let us
allow seven. Titus may, but need not, have returned (11) by
Macedonia. This route would require, with rapid travelling,
about a month let us allow six weeks. Another week will then
be claimed by the second journey (r2) to Corinth, and four weeks,
let us suppose, for Titus at last to meet St. Paul in Macedonia
We thus require almost 12 weeks for the actual jcurne>8
(14).
'

elastic

;

;

UK

;

;

;

and for hia two visits (8, 13) to Corinth, in default of
any statement as to their duration, we should allow about four
weeks in all as a miniumm. Accordingly we require 10 weeks
for tlie movements of Titus, allowing lum but little repose.
But .St. Paul (assuming' the year to be 57) must have reached
Corinth by the end of November (Ac '203. 6)^ and this pushes
of Titus

;

back the dispatch (15) of 2 Co into the month of October. Now
the new year, according to the Macedonian calendar, bej^an on
and the civil reckoning of the Jews (1 Tisri) coincided
within a few days. St. Paul, therefore, could easily speak of
the first mission of Titus (S) as last year.' I-Yom the bef/inning
of October (which we adopt in order to deal liberally with the
time) the 20 weeks carry us back to the midsummer solstice, or
over three weeks after Pentecost (May 28). These three weeks
then are at our disposal as spare time. To these we add the
time between Pentecost and the previous (1 Co 16">) dispatch o(
1 Co (8)
to this interval we cannot assign a definite value, unless (following a possible suggestion from 1 Co 6) we place i Co
about the paschal season. If so, there is time for Titus to rejoin
St. P.aul (11) at Eph., even if he returned through Macedonia;
but there is no strong reason to suppose that he aid not return,
as he probably went, by sea (supr. § 4, a, cf. 6)
Sept. 21,

'

;

There is thus no impcssibility in the view taken
by the majority of critics, that 2 Co was written in
the

autumn

of the limtuin year, in the spring of

which the apostle had written I Co. The separation of the two Epistles by a longer interval is not,
indeed, forbidden by their contents but the necessity of finding a place here for an evangelization of
;

Illyricum (Godet, Clemen), in order to satisfy Ko
15'", is not so apjinrenl as to claim a voice in the
settlement of our question. 1 Co IG' ia prima /a<-ie,
evidence that St. Paul's three months at Corinth
belong to the winter next following that Epistle
nor are his changes of plan revealed in 2 Co such
as to affect the broad outline.
At the same time,
the question as to the interval between the two
Epistles must be finally decided, if at all, by reference to the general chronology of St. Paul's Epistles
;

(see on 1 Cor. § 6, and art. Chhonolooy of NT)
always recollecting that the two must, by 2 Co 8'"
9^ 1 Co 16"' (assuming' the integrity of 2 Co 1-9,

see below, §
years.

8), fall

within two successive calendar

7. The purpose of the Epistle follows from the
circumstances of its origin. The ell'uct of 1 Co had
been, it would seem, good at first.
Titus had
begun actively the organization of the \oyla (2 Co H'
9-) in a spirit to the purity of which the apostle
appeals as a fact above question (the exact force of
2 Co 12" is often overlooked, e.g. by Clemen). Titus
had needed encouragement(irape)[ii\f(ra), and St. Paul
had given this in the form of a warm recommendation of the Corinthians (7'*), which was fully justified only after serious disappointments.
Meanwhile, api)arently, St. Paul was incurring the

dani^er at Ephesus described 1' (cf. Ko l(i*[?], Ac
19»S. ^vy]) of which he characteristically first
infortns the Corinthians when the worst of the
crisis at Corinth is over.
St. Paul had formed the
plan of visiting Corinth earlier tlian he had intended
when
the
return
of
Titus with bad news
(§ '*./).
of a quite unlooked-for character convinced him
that such a visit would be most painful to both
sides.
Hence the painful letter, again dispatched
by Titus, and the reversion to the Simple Plan of
This was before the apostle's departure
1 Co 16'.
from Eiihesus and the period immediately succeed;

ing,

during which St Paul moved

first

toTro«s{2"'"

—
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and then on to Macedonia, anxiously awaiting the
return of Titus to put an end to his suspense, is
the time of intense mental strain of which our
Epistle is the outcome. The relief expressed in
1-7 finds its outlet along with much of the pent-up
indignation and self-vindication (10-13) which had
been all the while accumulatinir in the apostle's
mind.
The main purpose of tlie Epistle, then,
turns upon the new troubles at Corinth, which
ditt'erentiate our Epistle from 1 Co.
These have
been touched upon above (§ 4, e), but require a
little further examination in this connexion.

The difference between the new troubles at Corinth and those
connected with the Christ-party of 1 Co is one of degree, not
of Itind.
But the difference of de^ee is very great, and is probably due to the arrival of a fresh agitator (lOl"* ^a-Zv) or fresh
agitators (1012 114) on the scene. Can we identify them with
any closeness? The trip** liocyyiXiov of ll-* links them on to the
agitators of Gal 16. At Corinth, this is rather in prospect than
actually preached but 11'^ siiows that we have to do with
Christians of Jewish birth.
Were they personal disciples of
Christ? (107, cf. 1118 612). This is matter for conjecture rather
than proof. The original Twelve seem to be referred to in the
twice- recurring phrase u^ipxia.* awetrraXot (115 1211); but to
suppose that any of the Twelve were personally concerned is out
of tile question, St. Paul would not in that case have stigma*

'

;

them

as '^ivZoLTcffToXoi, etc. (1113). But did the agitators
represent the Twelve, to whose superior authority- they
made appeal? In this connexion, the Letters of Introduction (31, cf. Ko 161) are of importance. As the i{ i^» of
31 is meant rather to point the contrast with 3^ than to positively describe the ri,:f, we must understand that the claims of
the latter were backed hy these letters. These claim." would have
lost all their danger and prestige had not the letters come from
some well-known names. That the agitators used letters of
merely personal commend.ation for purposes bej'ond the scope
of such letters is, of course, possible (Gal 212, Ac 151- ^). At any
rate St. Paul ignores any real connexion between the agitators
and the Twelve. In loyal conformity to his side of the Jerusalem agreement (Gal 210) he pushes forward the Xoy/ac (cf. 911 18
with Ro 1530'.), in the assurance that his uncompromising warfare
against the agitators will in no way compromise his relation
with the older apostles.
Chapters 8. 9 therefore stand in a
close relation to the main purpose of the Epistle. The first
(even chapters, with their suggestive passages on the relation
,'»f
the Law to the Gospel, their profound glances into the
ioctrine of Redemption, also lead up to the same principal
purpose {tup. i 3). Whether the ixxi 'UireSi of 11* (cf. 51- lia)
refers to a lower view of the Person of Christ, cannot be regarded as certain. Unquestionably, the question of Christology
underlies the question of Law and Grace, of Faith and Works";
but this fundamental issue is felt rather than perceived in the
NT as a rule. At any rate it was necessary to throw aside all
tized

claim

to

certainly

thoughts of compromise, and to endeavour to stamp out from
Corinth a movement which bade fair to result in complete
apostasy (11^).
Hence the peculiar transition in the i^pistle
from thankful reconciliation (1-7) to bitter polemic (10-13), the
alternating tones of endearment and rebuke, first the appeal to
Ibe higher, then the withering exposure of the lower tendencies
at work among the Corinthians.

We must now,

accordingly, endeavour to reach
a result with regard to the Integrity of the Epistle.
have seen that the canonical £pp. to the Corinthians are the remains of a correspondence which
comprised other letters now lost (§ 4, g), and that
liossibly not fewer than three lost letters were addressed by St. Paul to the Corinthians. The temptation to rediscover all or part of these in our extant
letters, coupled with undeniable difficulties in their
sequence of ideas (cf. § 4, e), has naturally been
strong.
Clemen (whose Einhcitlkhkeit der Paul.
Briefe, 1894, contains the most searching and acute
of recent essays in this direction) has redivided
our Epistles into live (see 1 CORINTHIANS, § 6),
thus providing wliolly or in part for each letter of St.
Paul to the Corinthians of which we have any trace
whatever. As aftecting 1 Co, his result consists
merely in the relegation to the lost letter of 1 Co
5' of certain passages in chs. 3. 7. 9. 14, where the
connexion is ditlicult, and of the whole of 15 (except
the rejected v.").
venture to think that a little
more patience, orexegetical penetration, niiglit have
very greatly reduced the compass of these fragments. But with regard to 2 Co the difficulties are
more serious. They fall into three main heads
(1) The interjected warning (see below, § 9, .(4 2, 6 ;S)
6"-7'. The direct continuity of 6"
is too obvious
to be mistaken ; the interjected appeal simply
8.

—

We

We

T
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breaks the connexion. Accordingly Clemen, following Hilgenfeld and others, refers it to the lost
letter of 1 Co 5^, while many other critics (see
Heinrici, Das zweite SS. u.a.w. pp. .329-334) agree
that it is out of place here. It must be allowed
that if this is the case, the insertion was made at
a date prior to the first circulation of the Epistle,
for textual tradition of any kind is totally silent as

Whether

this objection is fatal in limine
close of this section. Waiving it for the present, the question becomes one
(a) of exegesis, which on the whole has hitherto
failed to find a clear line of connexion \\'ith the
context before or after ; and (6) of the general
analogy of St. Paul's style, and of this Epistle
especially.
True, 'there is no literary work in
wliich the cross-currents are so violent and so
frequent' ; but there is no other ' cross-current' in
the Epistle which cuts with so clean an edge as
this.
On the whole, if we may assume an interpolation at all witbout textual evidence, this is
perhaps dignus vindice nodus. Whether, if out of
place here, the section is part of the letter of 1 Co
5', is not so clear ; the injunction of 6" does not fit
so exactly with 1 Co 5'° as to preclude all doubt. To
reject the passage as un-Pauline (Holsten, etc.) is
quite arbitrary. (See the discussions of Whitelaw,
(Tliase, and Sanday in Class. Review, 1890, pp. 12,
150, 248, 317, 359; Schmiedel's Exc. in toe.; Clemen,

to

it.

wUl be considered at the

Einh. 58 f.)
All allow chapter 8 to
(2) Chapters 8 and 9.
remain part of otir (the Fifth ') Epistle, but
chapter 9 is thrown back to the 'Third.'
Tliis
divorce, in which Clemen follows Semler and a
long series of later critics, is mainly on grounds
which are more suitable for discussion in a com-

—

'

(see Waite in loc).
That chs. 8 and 9,
especially in view of 9' (yip), are impossible in one

mentary

and the same letter, is an assumption founded,
surely, upon a somewhat narrow view of St. Paul's
logic.
(Z)

The great invective, or

'

Vierkapitelbrief.'

The main grounds

for relegating this to a difl'erenl
Epistle are given above (§ 4, e).
If tliey have any
validity they make for its identification with the

'Fourth' or Painful Letter (§ 4, g). This is the
view of Hausrath Vierkapitelbrief, 1870) and of
Schmiedel (in Ersch and Gruber, and in HandKmnmentar). The arguments are not easy to meet
directly
they are not indeed conclusive we know
less of the circumstances than did St. Paul's
readers (cf. Jiilicher, Einleil. § 7
Weizsacker.
(

—

;

;

Apost. Zeitalter, 314-316). The difficulty is that
in 1-9 the Corinthi.ans are reconciled, whereas in
10-13 they are still in a state of hostility, or at
That the apostle is
best of aubious fidelity.
addressing a section only of the Corintliians ia
against all the eWdence.
That after the good
news brought by Titus, some worse news again
arrived to change the apostle's tone, is unproved
and improbable. The opening of chapter 10, auris
(yCi IIoCXos, is of importance as bearing on the
question.
Assuming that the words mark, not
tlie beginning of an interpolated document, but
the opening of a new section in the letter, they
indicate some change of treatment.
Possibly, St.
Paul may have sent Timothy (1') away and begun
to write, either by his own hand or by a confidential
amanuensis, words that had been maturing in his
mind (S 7) in the period of suspense before t).'e
arriv.al of Titus, and which not even the good
news brought by Titus could jiersuade liim to leave
unwritten. If this view be correct, we can, with
Weizsacker and others, regard these chapters as the
final assault, prepared for in the whole previous
course of the letter, which is decisively to secure
for the apostle the allegiance of the Corinthians,
and to dnve the interlopers (11*), who bad gained

a

;;
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II.

—

(St. Paul's self-vin(lio.ation (21*-3<).

The
fi$.

rf.

;

;

10-13, and even perhaps of 6"-7'.
9. Contmtt of the BpiitU.—Tbt nature of the Lett«r (i| S, 7)
mokes it far U-.-iM readilj divisible into well-marked sections than
the flrst Epistle. The onler of Ideo^ is emotional rather than
lo^cal a subject U not taken up, dealt with, and disposed of,
but, like some strain In a piece of inipajisioned music, occurs, is lost
)q a maze of crowding harmonies, and recurs attain and again.
This is es]>eciaily the cose in chs. 10-13. But certain broad lines
of division may he reco(;:nii'.ed, and we snail exhibit these, with;

out piirauinK the analysis into it« subtler mibdivisions.
4. Anhwbe to To! wbu'omb TintNos or Trrus <l-7).
1. Kputotary Introduction (1' i').
S.

Bbtiew op

ebcknt

Rrlationb

Twith

rm

wrru

ref^rtJ to his

promised

WS^f.v^ndi«,,ioni ^ili'''^^ to th.
[

the Offender

(*) Ttu trrat Digrfiuim (2'*-7'').
•. Apoatleshlp(^>t-<i<°)

vol..

I.

— 32

CoaiNrniAKB

c.

of

The

life Of an ai<o«tle (Wi-eiH).
motive (6" »).

W"-*^
}

Ha Wobi (61<-8>X

Appeal of the reconciled apostle to his readers (6^1-7*).
[Interjected appeal airainst heathenish defllements

(Bli-71).l
(c) Tht Tfconciliation cmnpleted (7*-l«).
«. Arrival of Titus f"»6).
/8.

y.

The Offender and the Painful Latt«p(7-U).
The joy of Titus (Is-H).

B. ThB COLIBCTIO.N POB TUB SaINTS (8. »).
(a) The example of Macedonia (»! I).
(6) The example of Christ, and th« oaw mlBBlon of Titos
(c)

C.

the brethren (S**-!)^).
Exhortation to liberality

ud

(9«-i»).

ThB ORBAT l:fTECTIVB (101-13"').
St. Paul and hit opponents (10^-1219).

1.

£.

(a) Self.vindication of St. Paul as an apostle (lO^-U),
{b) St. Paul and the area of his mission (lO^^l^
(c) Reply to opponent* (10l*-12l8).
«. The question of personal loyalty (ll*-*),
/S. The question of maintenance (ll'ls)*.
». The apostolic ««i;xi«-i( (n'*-12'»).
I. Completion ot the kirtkryjcL (12'iH).
Wamingt in view of hit coming visit (121>-181'X

D. FniAL SALtrrATiONS ahd BBKBSicnoif

(isii H).

Importance of the Epistle.— The

10.

Epistle

various in its contents than 1 Co, and
throws correspondingly less direct light on the
theology of St. Paul and on the life of the
apostolic Church.
All the more important is its
contribution to our personal knowledge of St.
Paul. The most important biographical material
is far less

is

Some

supplied in ll^-".

of the details (v.^) are

not easy to tit into the othersvise known life of the
apostle hut this is only what one would expect
from a genuine source. The notice of Aretas i?
exceptionally important for chronological reasons.
Whether the same can be said of 12" (.see Clemen's
view, referred to in 1 Corinthians, § 6) may be
doubted. The attempts to identify the vision with
any point of contact in Ac have been various and
precarious.
The apostle's KaOxvi^ (1 Co 9'"'-), of
taking no sustenance from the Corinthians, is more
fully elucidated 2 Co 11'" 12'-"'.
Of a more
personal kind are the notices of the apostle's
12'"
miracles
of the much-debated o-itiXo^ ry trapxl
;

;

(12') (see Lightfoot,

Galatians,

p. 18311'.

;

Lias, p.

xxiv liamsay, Ch. in Rom. Emp.* pp. 62-66 St.
Paul', p. 94 f^), and the references to St. Paul's
comparative inferiority aa a speaker (II' 10'°) and
lack of commanding presence (Plunimer in DB, p.
658*; Kanisay, CPE\ p. 30 f.). But the interest
of such details is far transcended by the Epistle's
;

;

revelation of the writer's personality. To draw
out this in detail is superfluous ; let it suffice to
say that to this Epistle, more than to any other,
we owe our knowledge of the true ' pectus Paulinum,'— our intimacy with the apostle's inmo.st
From this iK)int of view it takes its jilace
self.
side by side with 1 Co aa the most pastoral of all
' What
an admirable Epistle is the
Epistles.
second to the Corinthians how full of afl'ections
is
sorry,
he grieves and he glories
he joys and he
never was there such care of a flock expressed,
save in the great Shepherd of the Fold, \\)\o first
shed tears over JeruKalcm, and afterwards blood
(George Herbert ; cf. Lightfoot, Gnliitians, pp.
The doctrinal interest of the Epistle must
44, 51).
I

I

;

be very briefly inilicated.
.'j"

is difficult,

The eschatoiogy

and involves at any rate a

fident expectation of

1

NKW (3ft-18).

RBDKiKm and

0^

We

We

MiNIBTRV A.VD THK

Its basis in tub
Its credentials (63-10).)

'

'
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StU-vindicatiou completed (4* 6).]
Buflerinj.'S of an apostle (4'-5'l').
(In relation to the work of an apostle (4'-I»).
In relation to the Hora op KBaifRRECTlON (41*-68),
In relation to life, death, and jud^^ment (6^10X1
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MM. The oHlce of an apostle (21M»).

a partial hold over them, headlong from the field.
The Corinthians are already won 'in part' (I"),
but a leaven of dialoyalty exists among them, and
the success reported "by Titus must be followed up
to be lasting, and the disloyal leaven ellectually
stamped out. Add to this that the identilication
of these chapters with the Painful Letter (§ 4, g)
would seem to demand that they should refer to
the {ex hypothesi) still unsettled case of the Offender
But no such reference can be traced ;
(chs. 2. 7).
the argument for separating 10-13 from the rest of
the Epistle thus loses a very strong positive factor.
On the whole, then, as regards internal evidence, we
may say that the case for separation is not proved
but it would be going too far to say that it is
absolutely disproved. Whether this is so or not must
depend on the weight to be attached to the entire
lack of external evidence. Can we suppose that
interpolations *o serious as to amount (if we accept
all the three hypotheses discussed above) to the
formation of an entire Epistle out of heterogeneous
fragments or even the interpolation of any one
of the passages in question can have taken place
without leaving so much as a ripple upon the
stream of textual tradition ? Certainly, there exist
• primitive corruptions
of the NT text, i.e. changes
which occurred so early that the original text has left
no documentary traces of itself. But these are small
in number and in scale.
cannot too strongly
express our disbelief in the existence of undetected
interpolations of any moment
(Westcott and
Hort).
The strongest internal evidence might
conceivably modify this in an exceptional case
only our witnesses to the text push its history back
BO very early as to leave very scanty room for the
occurrence of such interpolations. But the literary
relations of the sjmoptic Gospels furnish an analogy
which warns us against too summary a rejection
of any such hypothesis in this case.
The ijuestion
is whether the Second Epistle to the Corinthians
pas.sed into general circulation as soon as the first.
The latter, formally appealed to within forty years
of its origin, was circulated too early to permit us
to a.ssumo interpolations in it on any large scale
nnreflected in the textual tradition.
But Clement
appears to know nothing of 2 Co, and ita comparatively late appearance in the stream of attestation (see above, § 1) b perhaps compatible with
some process of editing on the part of the Corinthian Church before it was copied for public
reading and imparted to other Cliurches.
This
would De easier to suppose, if the autographs were
written on leaves or tablets rather than on rolls.
(See Sir E. M. Thompson, Handbook of Paleography, pp. 20 ff., 54-61.)
do not therefore
regard the absence of textual evidence in this
particular case as absolutely fatal in limine to the
nypotheses we have been considering but it must
be allowed to weigh heavily against them and we
believe that a patient and circumspect exegesis
will gradually dissolve the arguments, at first
sight very tempting, for the segregation of chs.

CORINTHIANS

of

4"-

less con-

living until the return of
Christ than is expressed 1 Co 15" (for a very
a<:curate exegesis of the passage see Waite in
The contrast of the spirit and letter (3'"'")
loc.).
leads to the difficult passage 3"- ", apparently

,;

;

CORINTHIANS

IL
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identifying the ' I«rd with the ' Spirit,' a thought
with a long sequel in the history of theology (see
Gebhardt ^uid Hamack on Ilerm. Sim. v. 2 Swete
in Diet. Chr. Biog. iii. 1 15'; Bull, Def. Fid. Nic. I. ii.
Harnack, Dogmengesch.^ 494 n.; Athan.
5, II. ii. 3
de Syn. 27 [Anath. 21]) and so to the Christology of
St. Paul, which receives striking sideliglits from the
Epistle.
The glory of the exalted Christ is the
dominant thought of S'^-i", a glory which shines
ujjon ind transforms (Ac ^') the Christian, constituting in the life of grace a foretaste of the life
of glory (v.'8, see Ro 6»-" 8"«- -'» etc.).
The
doctrine of renovation (5") and of the Christian life
(4'"") thus rests upon the agency of a living Christ
as the sustaining force but there is presupposed,
as the fountainhead of union with Christ, forgiveness of sin (3'), founded on the reconciling work of
the Sinless (5"') Christ (S"-"").
The last-mentioned passage is a most important contribution to
8*
the thought of Ph 2»ffSt Paul's soteriology. In
is anticipated.
The concluding verse of the Epistle
is not a doctrinal annoxmcement of the doctrine of
the Holy Trinity, but may fairly be combined with
other passages in which tnat doctrine is implicit.
do not directly know the effect this Epistle
produced at Corinth ; but from the fact that St.
Paul's promised visit was carried out, and that our
two Epistles were treasured up at Corinth and
thence eventually found their way into the Church's
canon, we infer that the Epistle produced the
effect of which such a letter was worthy.
11. Apocryphal CoKRESPONDENCE OF St. Paul
AND THE Corinthians.— letter of the Corinthian
Church to St. Paul, and a reply by the apostle,
formed part of the
of the Syrian Church in the
time of Aphraates and Ephraim. From the Syrian
Church the letters passed over into the Armenian,
which retained them to a late date (they are still
quoted by a writer of the 7th cent.). The Corinthians ask St. Paul to condemn certain false
/eaehers who have appeared amon" them, and the
apostle duly replies. Ephraim, in Tiis oonimentary
on St. Paul (given in Zahn, Gesch. d. N.T. K. ii.
695 ff.), already noticed that the false doctrine is
that taught by the school of Bardesanes, who lived
from A.D. 155 to 223. The letters are accordingly
in all probability a product of the 3rd cent., and
directed against the school in question.
They
'

Other work! sa quoted

pp. 43-111.
"t'cie-

body of the abon
A. Robertson.

to the

;

;

;

;

We

A
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first made kno^vn in Europe by Usher, 1644,
(Sylloge Annotat. p. 29), from an imperfect Arm.
MS; then in 1736 Whiston nublished a Gr. and
Lat. transl. from a complete MS. The Arm. text
was printed by Zohrab in 1805. The commentary
of Ephraim on St. Paul (where our Epp. follow
2 Co) was printed from an Arm.
of A. D. 999 at
Venice in 1836. At last, in 1890, Berger discovered
at Milan a Latin
of the Bible ('saec. x. ut

were

MS

MS

videtur ') containiug our two Epp. (after He), and
a second Lat.
(saec. xiii.) has been discovered at
Laon by Bratke, where the Epp. come after the
Apoc. and Cath. Epp. The text of the Milan
is given in ThL, 1892, p. 7 ff., that of the Laon
in the same volume, p. 586 ff.
The existence in a
\,atin version of letters known only to Syrian and
Aimenian tradition, and which have left no trace in
(Jreek Christian literature, is not as yet explained.
See Hamack, Gesch. d. altchrist. Lit. i. 37 ft'.
CarriJ^re et Berger, Correap. Apocr. de S. P. et des
Corinthiens, 1891 ; V'jtter, D. apokr. 3 KorinthcrAr»«/(Tub.), 1894 also in Th. Quartahchrift (1895)
iv.
Zahn (uhi sup maintains that the correspondence comes from the lost Acta Pauli), PRE' xi.
378 Jiilicher in ThL. 1889, p. 164.

MS

MS
MS

;

;

;

,

;

LlTERATrRB.

On

!

locU

—For works on both Epistlea see previous articif.

Co oiilv, Emmerling (Comnicntarv), 1823 Fritzs.he, lie
nmmuUit, 182< Burger, 1800; Klbpper, Untersuchtiiujen,
;

;

Kommmtar, 1874 (important); Waite (in Spmki-r't
Comm.y 1881 (excellent); Denney (in Expositor t Bible), lsS4
Uaco, BntitehMtg d. t Kor.-bri^a. ISM Dr«scber in SK (1897)
1869,

;

CORMORANT
Heb. words,

is

nxij

the rendering of

Jcd'ath

(see

AV

two

for

PELICAN), and

njij*

shdldk, KarapdKTr]!, mergulus.
ShAldk occurs only in the list of unclean birds
(Lv 11", Dt 14"), with no context to assist in
determining its meaning except its association
with kd'ath. From its etymology it should be a
plunging bird. The difficulty of identifying it is
enhanced by the uncertainty of the meaning of
the
rendering KarapdKTtis, which is also a
plunging bird. Tristram is inclined to the rendering of AV, which is also that of RV, saying that
the cormorant, Phalacrocorax carbo, is common

LXX

along the coast, coming up the Kishon, and visiting the Sea of Galilee. It is likewise abundant
along the Jordan.
G. E. Post.

—

CORN. In Jn 12" ' a com of wheat,' we have
a solitary instance of 'com' used for a particle.
The AV went back for it to Wyclif, intermediate
versions having the wheat com,' except Rlieims,
'the graine of wheat,' which RV ('a grain of
'

wheat ') adopts.
It is the earliest meaning of
the word 'corn.' Cf. Jewel, On Tkess. (1611), We
must understand this authoritie with a com of salt
(cum grano salts), otherwise it may bee vnsauorie
and Hall (1656), Occas. Med. 11, 'He, that cannot
make one spire of {jrass, or corn of sand, wUl yet
'

'

be framing of worlds.'

where

else

tr''

'

The Gr.

grain.'

is kokkos,

J.

every-

HASTINGS.

CORN

(ijn ddgdn, <r(Tos, /ruf/c,?).— The generic (?)
Those cultivated in
for the cereal grains.
Bible lands are
Wheat, ncn hittdh. the same as

name

:

The Arab., with its usual
wealth of names for familiar objects, has also burr
and komh for wheat. Barley, !t<J!v s6'6rdh. The
Arab, for this grain is sha'ir. Yetch, n-D3 kussemeth, called in
(Ex 9»^ Is 2S'^) rye,"(fezk "i*)
ftehes.
The kirsenneh of the Arab, is a modified
form, with n substituted for m, and r inserted
This grain is Vicia Ervilia, L. It is extensively
cultivated in the East.
Fitches, nsj kezah (la
28^- '), the seeds of the nutmeg Jlower, Nigella
saliva, L., which is known in the E. as el-habbat
es-saudd, the black seed, or habbat el-barakat, the
seed of blessing. This seed, which has carminative
properties, is sprinkled on the top of loaves of
bread.
Millet, IDT dohan (Ezk 4*), which is the
same as the Arab, dukhn, Panicutn miliaceum, L.
also Milium Italicum, L.
Beans, '?'is p6l, Arab.
Lentils, D'tpfv' addshfm Arab. 'ados.
ful.
Pulse,
D'vii zeroim (Dn P*- "), seeds, probably refers to
edible seeds in general, corresponding to the Arab.
kutniyah, plur. katdni, which includes not only the
leguminous seeds which we know as pulse, but
millet, etc. ; but excludes wheat.
Rye, as above
stated, is an incorrect rendering for vetch, and is
not otherwise mentioned in Scripture, nor cultivated in the Holy Land. Oats, also, are not mentioned nor cultivated.
Com of all kinds is carried in sheaves from the
harvest-fields on asses, mules, horses, or camels.
It
is threshed by the nauraj or mauraj (Heb. mOrag),
and vnnnowed, and stored in earthen, barrel-shaped
receptacles or oblong bins in the houses (2 S 4"),
or in pits under the floor (2 S 17'"), or in storehouses (2 Ch 32^).
It is now often stored in
underground chambers, with domed roofs, at the
top of which is an opening to introduce the com
and remove it.
These chambers, contrary to
what might be expected, are dry and free from
vermin. They are sometimes excavated in the rock,
at other times in a sort of soft marl called huwthe Arab,

(iititah.

AV

,

tcdrah.

CORPSE

COKNELIUS
The oom

ia liable

to mildew, pPT yi'rdkCn (the

equivalent of the Arab, yerakdn, which means
jaundice), and blasting, ps-r shiddAjMn (1
8"),
causeii by the hot and withering east wind (Hos
13", Jon 4*).
When the corn was burned by careAlso
lessness, restitution was enjoined (Ex 22").
if the corn land was made pasture CTound for flocks
other than those of the owners of the land (Ex 22*).
Palestine exported com in Solomon's time (2 Ch

K

2»»-'5)

and

in

Ezekiel's (Ezk 27").

Even now

it

exports some corn, althou''h its imports of grain
exceed its exports. See further under B.^RLEY,
Wheat, etc.
G. E. Post.

A

CORNELIUS (Kopn}Xio5).— centurion in the
garrison of Ctesarea (Ac 10').
He was probably
EUi Italian, the Italian Cohort (cf. Ulass ad loc),
bein;; so named to distinguish it from companies
locally enrolled, while his name is pure Roman,
having been borne by the Scipios and Sulla. In
Ac 10 he flits across the line of apostolic history,
being brought, in consequence of a series of
mutually supplementary visions, into contact with
St. Peter, and admitted by baptism into the
Church. According to a later tradition he founded
a church at Ciesarea, while another legend makes
him bishop of Scamandros. The baptism of C.
has generally been regarded as the first step
in the admission of the uncircumcised into the
Church but before this can be definitely maintained, we should have to assume that the
events related in Ac 8-11 are narrated chronologically.
The eunuch's baptism by Philip (8^),
that of C. by St. Peter (10'''), and the admission of
the Greeks (RV) at Antioch (11"), may all have
occurred coincidently, or in any order ; the events
are dovetailed into each other without any necessary implication of historical sequence. There is
no evidence that the eunuch was circumcised,
though he was probably a proselyte of the wider
class (proselytes of the Gate)
while the Greeks at
Antioch may also have belonged to this class.
But C, too, is described as (po^ovueyoi riy ffeoV, the
regular phrase in Ac for such proselytes (Ramsay,
St. Paul, p. 43), though Renan (TVte Apostles,
ch. xi.) says he was not a proselyte in any degree
whatever. Now, if C. was a proselyte, the question
regarding the admission of the unmitigated heathen
still remained, since the apostles could hardly wish
tomakethedoorof theChurch narrower than thatof
the Synagogue. Some have therefore conjectured
that St. Peter simply gave C. a standing in the
Church similar to that which he had in the Synagogue (see Weizsiicker, Apostolic Age, i. 103f. );
others, that his case was pa.'*sed asan exceptional one
(Ramsay). St. Peter, however, according to Ac 11""-,
uses it as a true precedent, though, had it been
accepted as such, what was the purpose of the
subsequent Council at Jerusalem (Ac 15)? Arguing
from this, and from the fact that St. Peter was
blamed, not for admitting the Gentiles, but for
eating with them, Pfleidurer (Urchrislentum,
Apostclgesrhifhte) holds that the case of C. is given
to show the cessation of ceremonial exclusiveness
from the Jevish standpoint.
But if so, it is
strange to find St. Peter later on (Gal 2"") hesitating about this veiy point.
On the whole, it is
A priori unlikely that a terse writer like St. Luke
would have bestowed such pains upon anything
but a matter of prime importance, which the
relaxing of Jewish exclusiveness could hardly ha»e
aiipeared to him
may,
a Gentile
to be.
therefore, most safely infer that he looked on tlio
baptism of C. as an all-important step in the admission of the Gentiles, while a long cidvance still
remained to be made.
A. Gkieve.
;

;

—

CORNER

—

See Agriculture.

We
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CORNER-STONE

(in Job 38« njj jsk, XWos yuK/iiun,
Jer 51 (Gr. 28)^ .1)?^ [;n, Xi^oj (h yuHav).—T:ht
corner - stones of important buildings, such as

in

palaces or temples, were sometimes of an exceedmgly ornate and costly description, and of extraWith the view of giving
ordinary dimensions.
greater strength to the two walls which they
connected, they were generally arranged lengthways and endways alternately, or a single angular
stone might be inserted at the corner (Layard, A'»n.
u. 254).

There are two passages in the OT where comerstones are spoken of, which are of primary importance because of the use made of them in the NT.
These are Is 28'' 'Behold I lay in Zion,' etc., and
Ps 118^ 'The stone which the builders rejected,'
etc.
The first is quoted in 1 P 2" and underlies
Eph 2'*, in both of which \Woi aKpoyuvidto^ repre(On the unusual construcsents nj5 i^x of Is 28".
tion of the latter verse see Davidson's Ileb. Syntax,

The second

p. 37.)

Lk

nis ijK
•

Ac

20",

we

4",

is

and

find ajs

Ptin,

head of the comer.'

occurs,

nil.)

(Syr.

quoted in

P

1

Mt 21-", Mk

12'»,

Here instead of

2'.

answering to Ke^paXij yuvlas,
In Ps 144'' a diil'erent word

lAuOJ

),

which

in

Zee

9^'

ia

X

applied to the comers of the altar. It is doubtful
whether in the above psalm comer-.s<6i7!e« (accepted
and RV) is the correct rendering. The
by both
Sept. has simply KeKaWwinafjUyat, Aq. uii iirtyutvia,
Symm. tis ywyiat KeKoa^Tifji^vai, Vulg. qu(csi anguli,
liesenius understands the word of corner-co/umTW
Kautzsch,
beautifully carved,' or of Caryatides.
who in all the other OT passages offers the
In all
rendering Eckstein, has here Ecksaulen.
the NT passages Weizsacker gives Eckstein,
rightly treating 'corner-stone' and 'head of the
corner as synonymous expressions.
As to Is 28", Driver (Isaiah', p. 52) finds in the
prophet's language an allusion to the huge and
5"),
costly foundation stones of the temjde (1
the i)rominent thought of the passage being that
of the permanent element in Zion (the theocracy or
It is easy to understand
the Davidic dynasty).
St. Peter's application of the words. (Cf. Delitzsch,
vol.
ii.
Isaiah, new ed.
p. 9.) Similarly, the expressions used of Israel in Ps 118^ were readily transThe figure of Eph '2-" is well
ferred to Christ.
As
explained by Grimm {Clavis, s. iKpoyumaTos).
the corner-stone is inserted at the angle of a
building, holding two walls together aHd supporting the superstructure, so Christ unites Jew and
Gentile, and is the support of the Church. The
additional thought of 1 P 2* can be without
As one
violence derived from the same figure.
recklessly turning the corner of a building may
stumble over the corner-stone, so, while some find in
Christ their supjiort, others stumble at Hira and
For
(Cf. Allord and Ellicott on Eph 2™.)
perish.
various superstitions and religious rites connected
with the cornerstone, comp. Trumbull, Threshold
Covenant, 22, 61, 55, and see Foundation.

AV

'

'

K

J.

CORNET.— See

A. Seldie.

MusiC.

CORONATION.— Only 2 Mac 4" 'the coronation of
'entlironizing'
king Ptolemeus I'hilometor,'
(Rawlinson in Speaker's Com. ' inthrouization ),
RV enthronement.'

AVm

'

rp^rrutXinx In found only here, and itJi meaning
duutilful It hoM been iduntiflcd, as by Bi»icll in loc., with ii
wtnTOMXtft^, the 'chief seat' (AV 'hiifhunt room*) at a feast,

The Greek r»

is

whiih occura Ml

2,1«,

oiilv in occles. wrilem.
lUr.ffirt. in our paaaaKe,

12*. Lk 20*', iinil I.k W", elsewhere
But cod. A (foW hy .Swete) haa wpmro-

Mk
*a

first

assembly,' wlien^-e Luther's fr$tfn

Ueichttag.

CORPSE, from

,].

Lat. corpus,

is

HASTINGS.

in earliest

Eng.

a

—

CORRECT, CORRECTION
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COS

body, living * or dead, and

is so found as late as
193» = Is 37^, as
Hence 'dead corpses,' 2
1707.
in Fuller, Holy War, iv. 27, 'the cruditie of a
dead corpse.'
retains ' dead corpses' because

K

RV

of the Heb. (O'TO onj?) of
translation.

which

it

J.

a literal
Hastings.
is

CORRECT, CORRECTION Both vb. and subst.
are used in the (nearly) obsol. sense of chastisement, and it is doubtful if in any other. Thus
Jer 10^ O Lord, correct me, but with jud<rment
not in thine anger, lest thou bring me to nothing
'

'

Sir IG"" ' As his mercy is great, so is his correction also ' (Aeyxos)- In Job 37" the Heb. is 'a
rod (Bag*) as it is tr"* in 21'. The Heb., however,
is generally ipiD mUsAr (or vb. ip;), a word very
characteristic of Pr, in
most freq. tr'' ' instruction,' but
prefers 'correction,
though not
consistently.
In He 12' iratJewijs is tr^ by a verb,
' which
'
corrected us,'
to chasten us (as
the vb. -raticiu is tr* in v.") ; but the same word is
'
'
rendered in Ro 2*"
an instructor,'
a
corrector.'
In 2 Ti 3" Scripture is said to be profitable for 'correction.'
The Eng. word prob.
means ' chastening (if not ' chastisement,' Wyclif
has to chastise '), and this is prob. the meaning of
the Gr. ivavbpBwats, which occurs only here in NT,
though in the classics it ia common for ' amend-

and

'

AV

KV

AV

RV

'

AV

RV

'

'

ment.'

J.

CORRDPT.—In
derivatives)

Hastings.

older English 'corrupt' (audits

had the meaning of

destroy, consume,

and in that sense, not in the sense of taint, it is
most freq. in AV. Thus Mt 6" where moth and
rust doth corrupt' (d<^a>'if«, 'causes to disappear,'
RV 'doth consume'); Lk 12'' 'neither moth
corrupteth' {Sia<p$flpei, RV
destroyeth ')
Ja 5'
Your riches are corrupted (<r4arirr(). Corrupter
'

'

'

;

'

:

children that are corrupters (RV that deal
corruptly '), but the Heb. (D'n'n»'5 d')3) means
'sons that deal or act corruptly.'
Corrupt as
Is 1*

'

'

'

RV

participial adj., Job 17' 'My breath is c' (n^?n,
'my spirit is consumed') ; Eph 4'-"' 'c. ace' to the
deceitful lusts' (0S«p4;iei'o>'= 'morally decaying, on
the way to final ruin ' Moule).
Corruptible :
Wis 19'^' 'the flesh of c. living things' (cv(pei.prwv
fi/uc) ; Ro 1^ c. man,' i.e. liable to decay, mortal
(0So/)t4?) ; 1 Co 9^
a c. crown,' referring to the
garland of bay leaves with which the victors in the
games were crowned, and which soon went to

—

'

'

decay.
Corruption: Ps 16"> 'Neither wilt thou
sull'er thine Holy One to see c' (RVm norrsetly 'the
pit,' nnv,
5ia4>eopi, whence Ac 2" 13")
Ro 8^'
'the bondage of c' {SovXela rij! <p0opai,
the state
of subjection or thraldom to dissolution and decay'
Sanday-Headlam, in loc.

LXX

:

'

—

There Is an obsol. meaning of ' comint' =adultfratf, of which
Oxf. Enrf. Diet, has found two exnmples : Act 2;i Elizah. c. 8,
I 4 (1681), ' Everj'e Person and Persons that shall cornipt the
Ilonny . . . with any d. rtvptfull mvxture, shall forfevte the
Barrell"; and View Penal J.aivK, 244 (1697), 'If any . . Vintners
shall Corrupt or Adulterntp any Wine.'
Of this rare usa^e
there !• an InsUnce In AV, 2 Co 2" For we are not as many,
which corrupt the word of God.' This tr" is a change troin
that of the Rheniish Bible 'adulterating,' which again resemhlea Wyclif's ' for we hon not as many that don avoutorie
( = a<lnltery) bi the word of god.'
The Gr." yerb (latnXii^ from
itc^trrkK, a yintner, huckster, Is 122, Sir 262") signifies to make
money by trading, esp. by trading basely in anything; and
some prefer that more oonunon meaning here ; hence Tinitale's
tr" 'many
which choppe and chaunge with the word of
.
.
God,' foil** by Crunmer. Bat as such hucksters sought to increase their gain by adulterating their goods (the reference is
eap. to wine) the word came to mean ' adulterate,' and is taken
in that sense by moiit here.
.

'

.

In 2 K 23" the Mount of Olives is called, on
account of the high places which Solomon built
'

* T.
sf

;

;

'

whom

the
of corruption' (RVm 'destruction'
Heb.
n'n.;rrr-n,
tA opos toC Jloffodtf, Vulg. iiwm
offenniunis, whence the name of a part of Olivet
in later Christian writings 'Mount of Oti'ence.' See
Olives, Mount of.
J. Hastings.

mount

Ravies, Bible Enrilith, p. 161) speaks
'orchards, fishponds, parks, warrens, and
is

a

'

;

LXX

CORRUPTION

(usual rendering of nnj>, Sia(t>eopi,
only a literal and physical meaning, though tlie verb is also emblematical and
moral (Gn 6", Jg 2", Dn 2'). In profane Gr. both
(pBopi. and 5ia<j>dopd bear the physico-moral sense of
sensual corruption (Xen. Apol. 19; Plut. 2. 712c)
and Sia4>0opi, the more strictly moral corruption
of bribery (Arist. Hhet. i. 12. 8).
Both the verbs
are used of bribery and also of the degradation
of the judgment (iEsch. Ag. 932), the preference bein^, both in class. Greek and in LXX, for
SiatpBelpu
the moral region.
StacpBopi,
In
(six times) denotes only physical decompositioc
09o/)d)

has in

OT

m

NT

13'**), while <t>0opi. stands ip
and decay (Ac
p i« 2'2- '», Jude », Gal 6», Ro 8'', for the natural
decay of the world, the unreasoning animals, or
the nesh, as emblematic of the immoral, sin being
behind the decomposition of the natural body and
nature generally (2 P 1*, Ro 8"; cf. Gn 3'^- "),
fettering free development and keeping the creation
in slavery (Ro 8^').
Both verbs (with a balance in
favour of (pBelpa) are used morally without any
medium of metaphor (1 Ti 6», 1 Co IS**, Rev 19*,
Jude>", 2 Co IP).
In Gal 6* (of the flesh reap
2*'

2

... of the spirit reap l^aiiv aluyiov) <p8opa
antithetical to eternal life and all that is therein
contained. But while ipBopi in this connexion in<pSopdi>
is

cludes the moral death, which is the lowest depth
and decay, and the kindred
verba mean not only to make worse, but also to
destroy [Sia<p8eipu in
only in two passages,
Rev S' ll'»; ipedpu perhaps in three, 1 Co "3",
2'^,
2 P
Jude '"), there is nothing in NT usage
which involves the substitution of annihilation,
literal destruction of spirit, for the continuation of
the miserable and penal existence which, according
to later OT ideas and the more definite Jewish
views in NT times, was the destiny of the wicked
after the death of the body.
(Cf. for the general
misery of after existence. Job 14*" penal for the
wicked, Ps9"; the righteous rescued from it, Ps 16'";
of moral deterioration

NT

;

climax for both in resurrection,

Dn
Lk

12^

;

Jewish

16=^,
Hades in NT times,
Ps-Sol
14« 15" 16^ Enoch 63>».
In the Talm., Sheol has
become synonymous with Gehenna. Weber, L. d. T.
326'.'
Charles, £« ocA, p. 69.) The corrupted state

idea

of

'

of the moral functions. Drought to a kind of completion (cf. perfect participle Si^pSap/i^not), may be
already reached in this life (1 Ti 6"; cf. 2 Co 11',
2 P 2", Eph 4").
J. Massie.

—

COS (Kus). An island off the Carian coast, nearly
blocking the entrance to the Ceramic gulf, very
fertile (producing ointments, wheat, wines, and,
above all, silk), famous for its rich and comfortable
country life and tl»e beauty and character of its
people, with a city of the same name at its eastern
end.
It was one of the six Dorian colonies.
Its
famous temple of ilisculapius was the centre of
one of the oldest and greatest medical schools in
Greece, adorned especially by the genius of Hippocrates in the 5th century.
Amid the busy and
frequent trade and intercourse between the .'I'^gean
cities and the Syrian and Egyp. coasts, which existed
for many centuries after the time of Alexander the
Great (336-321), C, which lay on the path of all
ships engaged in that trade, S. of Miletus and
Samos, and N. of Rhodes (Ac 21' Lucan, viii.
243 f. Livy, xxxvii. 16), became a place of great
importance and wealth.
In the 3rd cent C.
clung closely to the Egyp. kings
but in the
;

Adams (quoted by

those to

whataoever may yield pleai^urable stuffing to the ccrpse,
rery beayen upon earth.' Hermont (Pur. Divines), 1. i76.

there, or, rather, turned to idolatrous tises,

;

;

—
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2iid

cent,

it

was a good deal under the

fluence of Rhodes, and like

it

in-

a staunch ally of

Rome. It IB uncertain whether C. was incorporated in the Rom. province Asia in B.C. 129 along
with the rest of Caria (which see) it had always
the dignity of a free city (see Chios) as a reward
for its faithful alliance and this perhaps implied
a position of approximate autonomy until the time
of^ Augustus, when C. became detinitely a part
of the province (after the death or deposition of
the tyrant Nicias). It suffered from earthquakes
in B.C. 6, under Pius (A.D. 138-lGl), and in A.D.
554 (Agathias, p. 98, gives a vivid description of
the latter). There is a famous plane tree of great
size and age in the square of the modern city,
declared by tradition to be over 2000 years old.
From it^ Sj-rian and Alexandrian trading connexion, C. was one of the great Jewish centres in
the Alge&n. In B.C. 139-138 the Romans wrote to
it« government in favour of the Jews (1 Mac
IS" ; see Cawa).
The position of C. naturally made it one of the great banking and financial
centres of the E. commercial world
and the
treasure of Cleojiatra, which Mithridates seized in
B.C. 87, is thought by Rayet to have been deposited
with the Jewish bankers of C, as certainly were
the 800 talents (£192,000) belonging to Jews of
Asia Minor, which Mithridates also seized there
(Jos. Ant. XIV. vii. 2).
In B.C. 49, C. Fannius,
governor of the province Asia, wrote to the Coans
urging them to observe the decree of the Rom.
Senate,* and provide for the safe passage of Jewish
pilgrims through C. (which lay on their route)
to Jerusalem (Jos. Ant. XIV. x. 15).
The poet
Meleager, who lived in C. in that century, complains that his mistress deserted him for a Jewish
lover (Ep. 83, Antlwl. Gr. v. 160). Herod the Great
was a benefactor of the Coans and the inscription
of a statue to bis son Herod the Tetrarcb has been
found at Cos.
;

;

;

;

LiTKRATUR*.—Strabo, p. eS7 f. The latest and best account la
by Paton and Hicka, Imtcriptiont oj Con Rayet, Mimoire tur
;

Vile tie Kot {tztr. dei archive* de* mifswtis, iii. 3); Dubois, De
Co itifiUa ; Koss, Reuen nach Kot, u.t.w.. and his lieUen auj
den yriech. lutein, ii. pp. 86-tf2, iii. pp. 126-139, are also useful.
list of other works is given, Paton-Uicks, p. ix.

W. M. Ram.say.

COSAM

(Ku(yd/i).— An ancestor of Jesus

(Lk

3").

See Genealogy.

—

COSMOGONY. I. Two cosmogonies or narratives
of creatiiin confront us in the ojicning chapters of
the Bible. The first, contained
the first chapter
of the Book of Genesis, is a part of the document
P, belonging to the early nost-exilic period ; while
the second, contained in Gn 2*"^', forms the introduction to the Jahwistic document (J), redacted in
the pre-exilic period, and therefore earlier than

m

the

first.

(A)

The First Creation Narrative.— The

writer t of the opening chapter of the Book of
Genesis (Gn l'-2**) set oefore himself the task of
giving a comprehensive survey of the origins of
IsraePs history.
It was his purpose to show
that the theocracy which became historically
realized in Israel as hierocracy was the end and
aim of the creation of the world' (Holzinger).
To his consciousness Israel and Israel's saceraotal
institutions stand central to the great movement
of history, and he consistently works out this
grandiose conception to its ultimate origins. Accordingly, he unfolds the narrative in successive
gradations, the scope of which narrows from the
'

•

The decree

ritics

is

erroneously termed by some

modem

autho.

an edict of Julius Cu;sar.

The work of this writer constitutes the fundamental document of the lander work, V, hence called by Holzinifer, I'itOj =
t

QruruUchryft), by Wellhausen, Q. A clear and cojniirchensive
statement of the specialities of language and stvlu of this document may be found lo Uolxlnger's Uexattuch, pp. !i3&-3&4.

universal to the particular as

it
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passes from heaven

and earth to Adam, from Adam to Noah, from
Noah to Abraham, and, lastly, from Abraham to
Israel and his descendants.
Beginning each section we find an entuueration of
fCUddth or
generations.' First we have the "Tfileddth of the
universe (heaven and earth) of which God is the
Creator, then of man (Adam), then of Noah, then
of Abraham.
are here concerned only with
tlie first of the series, which deals with the prehuman stages in the drama of the world.
The following is a brief summary of the First
Creation Story. The week of seven days forms a
calendar into which the dill'erent successive stages
of the work of creation are divided.
The creation
of man forms the climax and conclusion of the
work on the sixth day, while the close of the
narrative describes the seventh or day of rest, when
J" ceased from His creation- work.
'

We

Firti

day (Gn

11-*).

Light created amid the waste and void

of the primal chaos. Division of day and night.
.Second day (vv.*^. Creation of the firmament, dividing the

upper from Ihe lower waters.
Third day (vv.y-l^). Dr>- land and seas formed. Vegetation.
Fourth day (vv.i^l»). Heavenly bodies created.
Fifth day (vv, 20-21). Waters swarm with living creatures
flying things, monsters of the deep, reptiles and birds created.
Sixth day (w.2+51). Creation of land animals cattle, reptiles, wild beasts.
Man fashioned in divine image and placed
as head and lord of creates! things.
Seventh day (21-3). Sabbath of divine rest.

—

(B) The Second Creation Narrative is the
Jahwistic account contained in Gn 2">"', and follows
immediately upon the preceding. It belongs to
an earlier document, composed during the national
and pre-exilic period of Hebrew life, before the
Jewish nation became merged in an ecclesiastical
polity, and at a time when the traditions of patriarchal story, which clustered around certain sacred
spots, were still vivid. Religious conceptions were
tlien sini|)le and concrete, and the representations
of God were strongly anthropomorphic.
The interests of the writer are national and human.
Not a priestly system, but a people, is the centre
of his universe.
Moreover, his thought moves
along the lines of prophetic rather than priestly
ideas.
Accordingly, the creation of man plays a
much more important part in the Jahwistic cosmogony. We hear nothing of moon and stars
to regulate festival sea-sons, but of plants and
animals.
Nor is man's position made so distinct
from that of animated nature around him (cf.
Wellhausen, Prolegg.' p. 32.'!).
It is exceedingly doubtful whether we have the
Jahwistic cosmogony complete, and the abrupt
introduction to v.» i) rv S:] suggests that something between vv.* and " has been omitted by
the redactor, and perhaps also between * and *,
either because it repeated or because it was inconsistent with the preceding creation narrative. The
succession of circumstantial clauses in vv.* and '

certainly presents an interesting parallel to Gn 1-.
But what we actually ])ossess of the Jahwistic
cosmogony in the biblical record is in striking
Vv." and * in external
contrast to the work of P.
form bear a certain resemblance to the NewBabylonian version of the creation story,' di.^'

covered

by Pinches and published

in

JHAS

vol.

xxiii. (1891) p. 39311'.

The

sacred hou.se of the gods had not been
erected in the Holy Place,
No reed had yet budded, no tree had been
formed,' etc.
The dryness of the earth before the growth of
plants, the mention of the ascending mist, the
creation of man, and the descriiition of Paradise
in which man wa-s placed, as well as the creation
of woman, of which a special account is given in
2'"'-, stAnd in remarkable contrast to the precedin;,'
post-exilic cosmogony.
In language we speciallj
'

)
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note tlie use of ns; (or .•^v) in place of «;? in Gn 1.
(See Dillmann's conunentJary for a complete list of
divergencies in style.)
II. We shall now proceed to examine in greater
The narrative
detail the first creation account.
in Gn I'-2" opens with a reference to a preIn the heexistent dark chaos {tohu wabohu).
ginning, when God created the heavens and the
earth now the earth was waste and void, and
darkness was over the watery abyss (tikum), and
the breath of God was brooding over the waters
This
then God said: Let there oe light.'
rendering, which is adopted by Ewald, DUlmann,
and Schrader (following Rashi), regards v.^ as a
circumstantial or parenthetic clause. This yields
the best construction as well as meaning, and is
parallel to the opening of the Jahwistic creation
account 2**'- '• ', and also of the Bab. creation tablet
All these are curiously
to be presently cited.
similar in the form of the opening, which consists
of a series of temporal clauses.
How long the pre-existing waste and emptiness
of chaos existed, and how long the darkness prevailed over the primal waters tiefore the quickening spirit or breath of God brooded over its surface,
we do not know. The remarkable phrase in the
first cosmogony, the spirit (or breath) of God was
brooding over the waters,' is probably intended to
indicate the ultimate origin of the generating influences that operated during creation as grounded
in the divine spiritual activity.
That the form,
however, in which this conception is conveyed
was suggested by ancient Semitic cosmogonies, is
a fact w-hich we shall subsequently have occasi»n
'

—

—

'

to confirm.

The immediate cause

of light, in the mind of the
clearly indicated as the divine word
which went forth as a Jiat, and it is this divine
word regarded as an agent that ushers in each
succeeding act in the divine drama of creation.
The creation of light in itself involves a distinction
between light and darkness ; but the division between light and darkness in v.* implies that this
was a division, not in space but in time, aa the
context immediately shows : ' and God called the
It
light day, and the darkness he called night.'
was therefore through the creation of light that
the first creation-day was constituted. What, then,
constituted the night and what the daytime?
Was it the primal darkness of chaos that constituted the night, to which day succeeded ? If so,
we might compare the conception of the first day
and of the succeeding ones to the ecclesiastical
day of Judaism, which begins with the darkness
after sunset and continues till the sunset which in-

writer,

is

augurates the following day. Some colour is given
to this view by the specification of evening before
the morning in the concluding formula in describing
each stage of creation ' and there was evening and
.'
there was morning.
But the difficulties which
stand in the way of accepting this view have been
He
clearly set forth in Dillmann's Commentary.
emphasizes the fact that the darkness of chaos
lay entirely outside the reckoning of day and
night [properly, we might add, outside the actual
work of divine creation here recorded]. Evening
first arises after light has been created.
In fact,
the word from its very etymology ("erefi, derived from
the root aiy, in Assyrian 'eribu, enter,' 'pass under *
implies that 'day' had preceded. Alorcover, the
fact that we are reading a post-exilic narrative in
which the months of the calendar were regulated
by the Bab. system, which reckoned from Nisan (a
name of Bab. origin), would lead us to the supposition that the Bab. tradition would also affect the
reckoning of the day in the creation account. Now,
•n the testimony of Pliny {UN ii. 79, cited by Del.)
:

.

.

'

*

Thus

erib

iamii

in

Ajerrian means

'

*

sunset.*

the Babylonians reckoned the day from snnrise to
may therefore infer that the creawas also reckoned from sunrise to sunrise,
according to the tradition of the Jewish civil day.
Vv.*'" portray the second day's creation-work,
viz. the separation of the upper from the lower
waters by the formation of a heavenly firmament
(Heb. rdkia') which divides them. The Hebrew
word V'PT properly signifies something beaten oj
hammered out,* fairly represented by LXX, Aq.,
Symm. arepiaim, Vulg. Jirmamcntum. That the
ancient Greeks conceived of this vault as consisting
of burnished metal is shown by the epithets <rtSripcot
Pindar,
(Od. XV. 329) and x^^^fo' (I^- xvii. 425
Pyth. X. 42 ; Nem. vi. 5) occurring in their early
literature.
And these conceptions have their
parallels in the lan^age of the OT.
Numerous
passages may be cited to prove that the Heb.
Semite regarded the sky as a solid vault or arched
dome. In Job 37'* it is compared to a firm molten
mirror, the hue of which in Ex 24'° is described aa
9', Job26"'- ",
resembling sapphire, while from
Pr 8"' ^ we gather the additional details that this
solid compacted vault or arched dome was supported
on the loftiest mountains as pillars (Job 26"). It
was also provided with windows and gates (Gn 7"
28", 2
V- '», Ps IS^). Above this solid rakia'
flowed the upper or heavenly waters (v.'), which
descended in rain through these openings (Ps 104'

We

sunrise.
tion -day

;

Am

K

K

148*, 2
7"). DUlmann, from whose clear exposition of these conceptions we have borrowed, compares also the lan^age of the Vedas and of the
Avesta, where we likewise meet with this conception
of an upper or heavenly sea. Similarly, the ancient
Egyptians believed that the sun - god Ra daily
traverses the celestial waters in his boat. The
Assyrians and Babylonians also had their conceptions of a deep which rolled over the firmament of heaven. These we shall Ulustrate in some
measure from their creation-epic. Of. Sayce, Hib.

Led.

Jensen, Cosmol. der Bab. p. 254.
p. 374
Vv.*"" portray the work of the third creative
day, which involves two separate acts (1) the creation of dry land and the segregation of the waters
into seas (2) the creation of plants. According to
the writer of 2 P 3' land was created from water
by divine command. This is not distinctly stated
in the biblical narrative, which simply affirms
that the waters were gathered together into one
place, and that the land thereby appeared.
But
from subsequent considerations and the parallels
from ancient religions which will be cited, it will
appear tliat water was undoubtedly regarded as
the primitive element out of which created things,
including land, emerged, and there can be no
question that this conception underlies the first
creation narrative, though it is not clearly ex;

:

;

pressed.
Vv.'-"-" describe the work of the fourth day, the
creation of heavenly bodies. Light in a diffused
form (niK) had been summoned into existence by
God's first creative fiat. How it emerged we are
not told, but are left to infer that it was the
immediate outflow of divine energy. The heavenly
bodies are naturally regarded purely from the
terrestrial standpoint.
To the naive conceptions
of antiquity it was necessary that the creation of
a firmament should have preceded that of the
luminaries.
For these luminaries were placed on
or attached to the firmament or solid vault, and
It should be
their courses prescribed thereon.
• From the Hebrew root ypn beat or stamp (hence extend,
or Btretoh out) we have an interesting derivative VpTD preserved
in the Pncen. inscriptions meaning plate or dish. Of. CIS, Par9
'

Prima, Tom.

i.

p. 107,

'

'

'

No 90—

pn

yp-o
•n3 -ho in'DSo nSo p" rx
(the gold plate (or bowl) which king Melecbjathon, king of
Citium, gave).

'
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observed that in Job 38*'' the underlying tradition
respecting the stars is very dilferent.
In the
iatler the stars, personified as sons of God,' take
their part in the work of creation at the beginning,
and vry aloud with exultant strains (cf. .Ig 5^).
Passing over the work of the fifth day (vv. *'""),
which includes the creation of the lowest forms of
animal life that swarm in the water, as well as of
the flying creatures, we come to the sixth day
(w.**"'), on which the larger land animals as well
as reptiles and sea and river monsters were created.
The creation of man in the divine image concludes
the narrative. This is not the place to enter into the
theological aspects of the parallel phrases image
jfe/eni) and 'likeness' (dimvth), which misplaced
ingenuity has separated by hard-and-fast lines of
demarcation.* It is necessary, however, to enter
a caveat against the view recently propounded by
Gnnkel in his stimulating work, Sc/wp/ung u. Chaos,
p. 11 ff., who, in opposition to the interpretation
osually adopted (sustain-id by Dillmann and Wellhausen), which regards the likeness as internal
and spiritual, argues from a comparison of 5'''
and Q*'-, where tne same expressions occur, that
the resemblance here refers to external form or
itiape. But such an inference is altogether gratuitous.
Though it is quite conceivable that in some
ancient form of the tradition, or in another connexion as 5', such terms as zdem might connote
external shape, such a meaning here in relation
to God is altogether out of harmony with the
spirit of this post-exilic document.
Another point
to which we must refer is the much discussed
let
.'
us make man
The plural is here best explained in reference to angels who participate in
the work of creation (in Job called 'sons of God,'
and identihed with stars Job 38*"', cf. Jg 5^, and
elsewhere called niKji, cf. 1 K 2'2"'). Such an interjiretation is sustained by Gn 11' (J) and Is 6*.
For other explanations see Spurrell, ad loc.
III. In interpreting this first cosmogony the
greatest difiiculties encounter us at the earlier
stages of the drama a.s it unfolds to us, and the
only means of dispelling the obscurity is a closer
ana, moreover, a comparative study of the Heb.
Semitic cosmos. An endeavour will therefore be
made to throw light on this subject from the data
of Phoen. as well as Bab. mythology, preserved for
us either in Greek writings or upon inscriptions,
BO as to present as clear and vivid a conception as
possible of the ancient Heb. cosmos.
The Ph(En., like the Heb. and the Bab. cosmogony, starts with the concei)tion of a dark abyss of
waters or chaos, called by the Hebrews nj-j oVnn
great TchOm (Gn 7")i or simply oVin, and by the
Babylonians Tidmat (Tifiintu). According to the
Pha;n. cosmogony cited by Eusebius (Praep. Evang.
i.
10) from Philo Byblius, this watery material
was generated from desire (ird(?os) and spirit
(iryeuiia).
Here we find a point of contact with
the D'n^(; ij" of Gn 1", though in the biblical cosmogony the water is not regarded as a product of
the action of spirit, but appears to stand as a
coelficient with si)irit of the subsequent generative
proces.se8.
Now the three clauses,
The earth was waste and void,
And darkness was upon the face of the deep

work there was no distinction between
day and night, (i) heaven and earth, (c) dry
land (earth) and sea. All that existed were (1)

'

'

'
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creative
(a)

darkness; (2) Tchi'im = T6hu wabohu = waters, i.e.
the chaotic watery abyss (3) the brooding spirit
of God materialized as air.
(a) The first distinction emerges with the creation of light, whereby
day is separated from night (v."). (6) The second
distinction arises when the firmament or heavens
are formed (v.*).
(c) The third distinction was
effectuated by the separation of water from land,
whereby 'dry land,' or 'earth' in the narrower
sense, was formed.
The T6h6m (njT o'lnri) was no mere figment of the
imagination, or the conception of some far distant
cosmic condition, to the mind of the ancient Hebrew. Though it apparent ly assumed the latter character in cosmogonic narrative, it was also a very
present and vivid reality.
The accompanying
diagram will enable the reader to comprehend the
;

'

'

.

'

.

'

(Tehrtm),

And

the breath (spirit) of God was brooding
over the waters,
conduct us to the conclusion that the writer regards waste and void (tf)hu wabohu), deep (TchOm),
and waters, as three epithets designating the same
thing, viz. the chaotic watery abyss. Accordingly,
we may infer that when God entered upon the
* On the distinction between image and nmilUude amonj;
Rom. CAth, tbeoloiruuu, see Nilzach, Kvang. Dogmatik, v.

871

ff.

ordinary conceptions of an ancient Semite (whethei
Babylonian or Hebrew) resjjecting the universe in
which he lived. The writer of this article sketched
this outline from a study of numerous OT passages
about twelve years ago, and found in Jensen's
Cosmoloqie der Bab., published in 1890, a diagram
almost identical in character, descriptive of the
universe according to Bab. conceptions, and based
purely upon the data of the cuneiform inscriptions.
In both we have a heavenly upper ocean, and in
both the earth was conceived as resting upon a
vast water-depth or Tiihflm (called also in babyIonian apsu). The Hebrews thought of the world
as a disc (Jin, cf. Is 40") and to this earthly dise
corresponded the heavenly disc (also called «n, cf.
Job 22", Pr 8"). Beneath the earth rested the
unknown and mysterious TfhOm RnhhAh (cf. the
lang\iage of Ps 24'). The flood not only descended
through the windows of heaven (see above), but also
ascended from the deep nether springs, called
springs of the great Tcliftm (Gn 7" P«), which
were cleft open. These deep springs were accordingly called TlhOmCth (Pr 3*), and were believed to
communicate through the depths of the earth by
means of passages with the great Tohrtm which
In a striking jia.ssage in Am (7*) the
lay below.
prophet portrays a jiulgment in which the fire of
devour
this great water-depth.
Within the
J" will
earth itself lay the realm of the ueparted, Shedl or
Hades.
That mythical ideasand personifications clust«red
round this mysterious chaotic water-depth in the
thoughts of the ancient Semites, is abundantly
;

'

'

—
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shown, not only in the legends of the Babylonians,
preserved in their inscriptions, to which we shall
presently refer, but also in the references to be
found in Heb. literature. The dark water-depth
was represented as a dragon or serpent, and was
Images were formed of
called by various names.
Sometimes it is called Rahnb, a
it* (E.1C 20^).
dragon which entered into conflict with J" and was
destroyed by Him (Is SI*"-, Job 2&-<'-). At other
time." it is named Leviathani (Job 41, cf. Ps
74""''), or again it is simply called the 'serpent'

Greek sources, which have been ob.?cured by transmission through a Christian writing, and we also
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(Am

9^- •).

We shall now proceed to quote from those
Sem. cosmogonies, which should be brought into
comparison with the Heb. narrative. Since the
Hebrews were Semites, and were nurtured from a
common stock of ancient Sem. inheritance, both as
to beliefs and usages, such a comparison will be
IV.

fertile of results.

(A) The Phanictan cosmogony has come down
to us in a very fragmentary and dubious condition.
It is contained in the Prceparatio Evangelica of

Eusebius (I. chs. ii. x. and IV. ch. xvi.). He obtained
his materials from the 0oi>'i»n} laropla of Philo
Byblius. According to Eusebius, i. 6, as well as
Porphyry, Philo of Byblus translated these fragments from a Phcen. original by Sanchuniathon.
It is not possible for us to enter into the discussion
respecting Sanchuniathon. (It will be sutiicient to
refer the reader to Baudissin's elaborate essay in
his Studien zur Sem. Jieligiongeschichte, i. pp. 1-46,
where references to the literature on this subject
shall content ourselves with
are fully given. )
citing in summarized form the Phcen. cosmogony
so far as it can be intelligibly presented from the
obscure pages of Eusebius.
At the bej^inning of things nothing existed but limitless Chaos
and Spirit (n-KtJtta). A third lactor is introduced in the form of
Desire (toI}*;), correspondinp to the ipoti of Greek legend. Desire
arose an a blending (tXox*,) of the 'spirit with love.' The ultimate issue, obscurely described and difficult to interpret, was M*rT.
This name M«t is a feminine abstract form from iD = 'iP water.;

We

'

'

T^om

of the biblical
all probability to the
of this," says the account from which we are
all the seed of the Creation.' All these seeds or

Thia correaponda in
narrative.

quoting,

'

'Out
sprang

germs of things were formed into an egg (and, acconiing to
Damascius, broke into two parts, heaven and earth). From Moir
gleamed forth sun, moon, and stars and these became endowed
with intelligence, and received the name ZatipArfi^r, C'Cy' *^i
heavenly watchers or guardians. As soon as air, land, and sea
were heated by the sun, winds arose as well as clo\ids and violent
downpours of the heavenly waters, thunder and lightning.
By these thunderstorms animated shapes, male and female,
began to stir in sea and on land. It may be remarked that
the conception of the origin of the universe from water is
Berosus, as we shall have occasion
thoroufbly Semitic.
to M«, Inten^reis the name of the primal matter, 'O/mpmu or
eikmrt, by »iX«ir«^«.
;

Another cosmogony cited by Eusebius makes the
two mortals Aluiv and Hpurdyovot begotten of
KoXrio and his wife BaoO. The word KoXTrio has
been variously interpreted as n; •$ Sip, voice of J"'s
mouth, and as n-E ""p voice of breath. Neither of
these explanations lias much probability, but it is
generally held that BaoC is tlie Heb. tnla or chaos,
ft is not neces.sary to cite further varieties of tlie
Phoenician cosmo;;i)nic legend, as they fail to throw
any light on the biblical narrative.
(n) More imjiortant for the biblical student is the
Babylonum cusinoguny. Not only are its features
more significant in their bearing on the first
creation narrative, but it has come down to us in
a more complete form, and through two distinct
sources.
It has been handed down to us through
• Comp. the ref. by Berosus to animal shapes in the temple
of Bel (cited below), and Ounkel, Schdpf. p. 2K.
t The diagram clearly exhibits the close connexion between
009i\o and the water-depth.
Leviathan embodies the idea of a
serpent, lUte Oceanus, coiled round the earth. Jensen, Cotmotogu, p. 281 ; Sayce, Uibb. Uct. pp. 104, llfl ; Gunkel, SchOp/.
p. 46.
I

Baudissin, Studim, i. p. 12. Ct. Schroder, PhUn. Sprathe,
Philo adds the explanation that Mur was explained by
mud tjid by others as a putret}-ing nater; mixture.
>

p. 133.

u

possess it in a series of tablets containing the
original cuneiform Bab. creation epic.
Before the discovery, in 187.5, by tlie late George
Smith, of the fragments of the Bab. creation
account in the ruined library of Asurbanipal (published in TSBA iv. 1876), this legend was known
to us only in the mutilated records of Berosus.
Berosus was a priest of Bel in Babylon about
His recital of the Bab. story of creation
B.C. 300.
was handed down by Alexander Polyhistor, and it

from this source that Eusebius (in liis Chronicon,
shall now give the
bk. i.) has borrowed.
translation of the more salient passages in the
words of Gunkel, who has carefully examined the
is

We

te.\t.
'
Primarily all consisted of darkness and water, and strange
creatures of peculiar form arose therein. There were men with
two wings, some also with four wings and two faces, and soma
which liad one body but two heads, one male and the other
other men with goat's feet and horns, or with
female . .
horse's feet, or like horses behind and like men in front, and
Besides these there
.
therefore in the form of hippocentaurs. .
were fish, creeping things, serpents, and all kinds of strange
creatures of varied shapes. The images of them are to be seen
Over them tliere
in the temple of Bel as dedication ^fts.
Orka,* which in Chaldee is Thamte t
reigned a woman,
[Ti^mat], in Greek ©aX«wff«. Under this condition of the world
Bel came over [i.e. the Marduk of the cuneiform narrative],
cleft the woman in twain, and made from one half of her the earth,
and from the other the heavens, and destroyed the beasts which
.

.

Om

belonged to her.
Now this narrative, as he asserts [i.e. Berosus, for at this
point Eusebius interrupts the citation in order to give an allegorical explanation], is intended to be an allegorical representation of the processes of nature. The universe was formerly in
a state of flux, and the creatures above described arose in it.
Bel, however (in Greek Ziuf), cleft the darkness in the midst, and
so divided heaven and earth from one another, and thereby
established the order of the universe. The creatures, however, could not endure the power of light, and perished [so far
the allegorical interpretation, then follows the remainder of the
myth].
So when Bel saw the earth destitute of inhabitants and fruit,
he commanded one of the gods to cut off his [Bel's] head, and to
mix the earth with the blood which flowed from it, and thereby
to fashion men and animals that should be capable of enduring
the air. Bel also completed the creation of the stars, sun,
'

'

moon, and

five planets.'

Unfortunately, the polemical bias of ;Eusebiua
mars the rational consistency of his quotations.
He appears to make his excerpts in order to hold
them up to ridicule. Thus Bel creates heavenly
bodies after his decapitation. There seems to be
a confusion here between Bel and Tiamat, as the
It is quite
cuneiform record appears to show.
possible that some of the confusions in the narrative may have existed in the text cf Alexander
Polyhistor.

We shall now proceed to give a summary of the
Babylonian creation epic brought to light by the
discovery of the original cuneiform texts.
In the beginning, before heaven and earth existed, when the
primal father Apsu (ocean) and the iiriinal mother Ti&mat
mingled their waters, the gods arose, Labmu, Lahamu, Anshar,
Kiahar, and Anu. This is the summary of the fragmentary
creation account cited by Schroder in COT i. on Gn 1'. The
following translation of the first tablet in the Babylonian creation
epic we give approximately in the words of Prof. Friedrich
Delitzsch.who has recently published a carefully edited text of
the entire Creation Epic Series (Dot Baliylonitclit WelUchdpJungs Epo$t Leipzig Hirzel, 1896)
' M'hen above the heaven was not named
I
Beneath the earth did not record a name.
The ocean {Apmi) the primeval was their begettaf
;

The tumult

S

Tiamat was mother

of

them

all,

Their waters in one united together
Fields H were not bounded, marshes were not yet to be seen.
*

Gunkel rightly interprets Oixipnm as npiK CH mother of
See his long and instructive note, p. 18.
The texts give e«ilT(*. Roberuon Smith, however, correct*

the depth.
t

to e<u.Ti,

ZA

vi. p.

339.

existence and power.
J To a Semite name connotes
JSo Schroder and Jensen (' Wirrwarr ') Dehtzsob renders
;

mummu

Delitzsch
is verj' doubtful.
'Oetose.' The meaning of
questions the derivation of the word from the root O'.l or CDl.
Again a doubtful passage. On giparu see Delitisoh, Dai
Bab. Sch(ipfung$epoe, p. 119 ; Jensen, Votinol. p 326.
II
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At a time when

No name

of the gods none had come forth
did they bear, destinations were not [detenniDed]

Then were the gods bom
L:ihnii] l^hamu came forth.
Great pehmls vanished [of times many passed by]
Aiidhur, Kitftiar

were

Long days passe<1 by
became long '].
(The rest

'

Jensen and Zimmera

*

:

the days

We

can only infer from the context what the lost remainder of
Probably, it described how the nods of
this tablet contained.
the upper world and of the depth came into being, and possibly
the creation of light. Then must have fotlowed ttie rcheUiou
of the lower deities, arrayed under Ti&mat, against the upper

We have a fragrnent describing a conversation between
Ti&iuat, in which the end of their consultation is that
plan evil against the gods. Gunkel thinks that the
creation of light was the cause of their insurrection, but of this
we liave not sufficient evidence. The legible portion of the
tablet then proceeds to describe the conflict between Ti&mat
and the gods.
In their war against Tiamat and the deities
ranged under her leadership, the gods are commanded by
Anshar, father of Anu. lie is supported, not only by Anu, but
also by Ea and his son Marduk.
La^mu and I^hamu bring up
the rear. Anshar at first sends Anu and then Ea to conduct the
battle against Ti&mat, hut as both shrink back in terror, Marduk
the son of Ea is eventually commissioned to undertake the
struggle with TiAmat. He is armed with a net, bow. Javelin,
and apparently a trident (rntt/u), and so advances to the conflict.
The go<ldeB8 of the deep is skilfully caught by Marduk in a net,
a hurricane is driven mto her open throat, and he smites her
body with his Javelin. Her allies flee, but are overtaken, and
their weapons broken. The body of TiAraat is then divided into
two parts, Mike that of a fish.' With one part Manhik made
and covered' the heaven.* Bars are placed, and sentinels, so
that the waters may not stream through. The arch of heaven
After this Manluk created
Is placed opposite the primal waters.
the heavenly bodies out the fifth tablet of the creation epic on
which this is described is very obscure. The first few lines may
bs rendered
deities.

Apsu and
they

'

'

;

He erected the station for the ^reat gods
Stars like
.
He appointed the year, divided off sections
He divided the twelve months [each] by three stars.
.

On another doubtful tablet we read that he created three
classes of land animals fleld-cattle, wild beasts of the field, and
creeping things. The conclusion of the Bab. creation pcem is
recorded on the sixth tablet, which contains a h.Mnn to the
God of pure Ufe, Oo<i of kindly breath.
tlory of Marduk.
Lord of hearing and grace, creator of fulness, maker of abundMay one
ance, Ood of the pure crown, raiser of the deati.
rejoice over the Lord of Gods, Marduk, cause one's land to
alK>und, himself enjoy peace. Firm abideth His word, His command changetb not. No god hath caused the utterance of His

—

'

.

mouth

to

.

.

fail.'

to study the features of this
epic without noting remarkable parallels to tlie
first biblical cosmoj^ony.
What, then, is the actual
relation which subsists between thera?
If the
creation account in Gn 1 and this Bab. epic were
the only points of contact between Israel and
Babylonia, it might be possible to e.\plain the Bab.
mj'tn aa a development from the simpler and purer
tradition contained in the Bible.
But such an
explanation is untenable in view of the established results (1) Of a critical examination of the
It is impossible

OT

—

which cannot allow an earlier date
document P» than the period of the Exile.

literature,

for the

The discovery of the Tel eltablets in 1887, and of a cuneiform tablet
at Lachish belonging to the same period as those
of Tel el-Araama, renders it absolutely certain that
Bab. influence widely prevailed in Palestine about
(.'!)
\\ e have many other remarkB.C. 1500-1400.
able paraUels, viz. in the l'"lood story and other
elements in the pre-exilian Jahwistic document
(including the account of Paradise and the story of
the Fall) between the Scripture records and those
of the cuneiform tablets.
All this renders it
extremely probable that the biblical form in which
these narrotions have been preserved, with their
unquestionably Palestinian colouring, is the result
of many centuries of growth on Palastinion soil
(2)

pp.

43

ff.,

This

52-r)5).

Gn

1

from which quotation has already been made.
This writer does full justice to the glaring contrasts.
In the Bab. epic we have wild, grotesque,
tumultuous mythology expressed in poetic form.
In the biblical account we have serene majestic
calm and sober prose. In the one, the gods rise
into being in the course of the drama. In the other,
God pre-exists and remains from the first the
creative source whose command summons each new
order of created things into existence.
Yet the parallels are as remarkable aa the contrasts.
For (1) in both the world at the beginning
consists of water and darkness.
(2) The Tehftm of
the 2nd verse is the Babylonian Tidmtu (Tiamat).
(3) God divides the primal waters by means of the
firmament into two parts.
This feature corresponds to the episode in the 4th tablet of the
creation

Of Assyriolopy.

Amama

• How widespread this conception was of a primeval rending
afunder of sky and earth Into an upper and lower half may be
gathered from the New Zealand Maori myth quoted in Tylor,
Prim, Cuiture, 1. 32'.! IT.
This feature, we are told, is *a farspread Polynesian legend.'

epic (lines 137ff.

in

Fried.

Delitzsch's

version)—
He cleft her (Tiftmat) like a fish ... in two halves.
From the one half he made and covered the heaven
He drew a barrier, placed sentinels,
*

Ck)mmanded them not

'

.

i.

recently been made the subject of a searching investigation by Gunkel, Scliopf. u. Chaos,'

fragmenbary, u>d simply contains the names
Aosbar].

is

Anu and

COT

problem of the relation of the Bab. epic to
lias

bom
[or as

Schrader,

(cf.

505

(4)

In

Gn

1

to let

its

:

waters through.'

light arises before the creation of the

heavenly bodies. Also in the Bab. myth we may
suppose that light appeared before the coming of
Marduk the youngest of the gods, since light belongs to the essence of the 'upper gods.' (5) The
creation of sun, moon, and stars on the fourth day
may be placed parallel with the creation of the
heavenly bodies by Marduk, recorded in the 5th
creation tablet, special mention being made of the
moon-god (Nannaru) as ruler of the night (lines
12tJ'. in Fried. Delitzsch's ed.).
(6) God beholds all,

Compare the hymn of praise to
(already quoted) at the conclusion of the
Bab. epic. (7) Creation of the beasts of the field,
wild animals, and creeping things is also found on
a fragment (copied in cuneiform by Delitzsch,
Assj/i: Lesest.'), but it is not certain whether it
belongs to the same Creation Epic Series above
quoted. (8) Lastly, the seventh day, or Sabbath of
divine rest, is essentially of Bao. origin.
See
Schrader, COT i. p. 1811. ; Sayce, Expos. Times,
and

calls it good.

Marduk

March

1896, p. 204.

has been forcibly argued by Gunkel that the
Bab. creation myth, involving a conflict between
Tiftmat, the dragon of chaotic darkness, and
Marduk, the god of light and order, had influenced
Israel Ion" before the Exile period.
It is true that
passages Tike Is SI""- (where Kahab the dragon is
a reminiscence of TiAniat) belong to the Exile
period, and Cheyne thinks there is suflicient evidence that there was a great revival of the mythologic spirit among the Jews in the Bab. and "Pers.
periods, and it is very possible that the old myths
assumed more definite forms through the direct
and indirect influence of Babylonia.' t On the
other hand, it must be remembered that Jer 4^"'*
(cf. 5'^-) is a genuine proiluct of the 7th cent. (cf.
It

'

Cornill's ed. in SJiO'J'), and this nii|iarently reflects
the same tradition of J"'s conflict with watery
chaos (an idea which we also meet in Nah 1*), while
the reference in
ff' to the serpent at the bottom
of the ocean belongs to the 8lh cent., and the
7"*'"), with it-s
brazen sea of Solomon's temple ( I
twelve supporting oxen, carries us back to the
This last was evidently ba.sed on the apst
loth.
or ocean-abysses of the temples of Marduk.^ (Cf.
Schra<ier, JilB iiL 1, pp. 13, 143, and footnotes.)

Am

K

See the discriminating review of this work by Prot Oheyns
Cn(. Jiev. July 1805.
CHI. Hen. ih. p. 2«).
I Cf. Sayce, Jixpo: Timu, March ISIKI, p. 2«4.
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These facts, as well as the features in the Jahwistic narrative above referred to, justify us in
seeking a much earlier period than the Exile for
the original adoption by primitive Israel of the
elements of Bab. tradition. The most probable
theory is that these influences found their way into
Palestine, together with certain features of Bab.
civilization (including measures of weight and
money) some time before B.C. 1450 (the age of the
Tel el-Amama inscr.), and along this path passed
ultimately into the possession of ancient Israel,
and became assimilated into their stock of intelIt then became, in the course
lectual possessions.
of centuries, gradually modified and stripped of
In Gn 1' we have it in
its mythological features.
the purified Judaic form.
There ia a complete
obliteration of the polytheistic elements of the
genesis of the gods, and the titanic struggle be-

the creation of man. From the same treatise
9) we learn that a curious inference was drawn
from the words, God saw all that he had made,
and behold it was very good' (Gn 1^'), liz. that
God had previously created worlds, and they did
not please Him, so He destroyed them. According
to sliemoth Rabba, c. 30, these reverted to the
primal Tohu Wabohu until the present world was
created.
Moreover, there are undoubted traces in
the Talmud of the influence of the old Bab. tra^litions.
For later Jewish writers held that prima)
matter exercised certain powers of resistance until
God's creative energy coerced them by the limitations it imposed.
They believed in the existence of
primeval monstrous animal forms, and in a female
Leviathan (cf. Tidmat), who was slaughtered in order
to prevent the increase of the monstrous brood.
The doctrine respecting the Heavens and the
Earth, taught in later Judaism, also possesses its
points of contact with ancient Babylonian tradition

506

tween Ti&mat and Marduk, which preceded the
On the other
creative process in the Bab. myth.
hand, it contains certain features which clearly
Driver {Guardian,
reveal a primitive Bab. type.
July 29, 1896) accurately states the true relation
of the biblical to the Bab. cosmogony when he
says
The narrative of Gn 1 comes at the end of
a long process of gradual elimination of heathen
elements, and of gradual assimilation to the purer
teachings of Israelitish theology, carried on under
:

'

the spiritual influences of the religion of Israel.'
V. According to the biblical narrative, the world
was created by a divine command, and every new
stage in the creative process is introduced by the
formula God said.' Another noteworthy feature
to which attention has already been called, is the
phrase ' l«t us make man (v.*), wherein we have a
point «i contact ivith the conception of subordinate
angelic powers ('sons of God ), who co-operated
with God in the work of creation (Job 38*"'). Here
we observe the germ of that belief in intermediate agencies between God and the universe
which was destined in later times to become a
most important factor in Jewish theology. This
conception became developed into the 'Wisdom
which was with God in the beginning, before the
creation of the cosmos, and was with God when He
This
jstablished the heavens (Pr S"-^', cf. S"-*).
third cosmogony,' as Cheyne not inaptly calls it,*
is the product of that growing belief in the
transcendent greatness of God which began with
Amos, and received a great impulse from the
sublime teachings of the Deutero- Isaiah (cf. esp.
Is 40).
The influence of Greek philosophy more
particularly of Platonism made itself felt in
Judaism, and in proportion as God came to be regarded as transcendent and absolute, a Logos
doctrine became a necessary factor of thought.
Philo became the representative in Judaism of the
Alexandrine philosophy. On one side, from eternity
we have God as the absolutely active principle on
the other, matter formless and without qualities,
the principle of absolute passivity. God produces
first the world of ideas. Logos or /ciir/ios KMjris.
This Logos becomes the mediating cause, between
the absolute and transcendent Deity and the
passive formless matter, in the generation of the
world. This is not the place to indicate the transition from this position to that occupied by the
writer of the Ep. to the Hebrews or the Logos
doctrine of the Fourth Gospel, for this subject
belong to Christology.
In Judaic theology the place of the Logos in the
creation of the world is partly occupied by the
doctrine of the pre-existent emanation of the T6rah
from God, partly by Memra. This principle of
the Tfirah as a mediating element or occasion in
the creation of the world is expressed in Berfishith
Rabba 1, for the Tfirah cannot be realized without
* Id hia article Coamogony (EncycL BriL).
'

'

'

—

—

;

'

'

(c.

'

though founded upon

To one

biblical record.

of

these we shall refer presently. Meanwhile it may
be observed that while Scripture regards the
universe as one, having the earth as its centre,
later Judaism did not adhere to this unity.
read of the upper world and the under world, of
God's world and man's world.
In the Targ.
Jerusal. 1, Gn IS** Abraham calls J"
Lord of tOl
worlds.' Aboda Zara S*" reckons 18,000 worlds.
But the most remarkable cosmic doctrine is that
of the Seven Heavens.
Jewish Rabbis were not
quite agreed as to this number. According to
Rabbi Jehuda there were only two, but according
to the common doctrine there were seven.
R. H.
Charles has recently contributed two exceedingly
instructive papers on this subject to the Expos
Times (Nov. and Dec. 1895), in which he draw^
special attention to the Bab. conception of th«
sevenfold division of the Lower World. (On this
point interesting information may be obtained
from Jensen's Cosmologie der Bab. p. 232 S.)
Readers of the Babylonian mythic romance (in the
Gilgamtsh [Izdubar] series), called the Descent of
Islitar to Hades,' will remember that she was
obliged to pass through seven gateways in order
to reach the interior of the infernal city. Though
the inscriptions do not expressly state that the
heavens were so divided, it is legitimate to surmise
either that the Babylonians themselves conceived
of a similar division of the heavens, or that this
correlative became subsequently developed.
The
former is more probable, for not only do we find
the doctrine of the Seven Heavens among the Jews,
but also among the Parsees.
find the same
conception in the recently discovered Slavonic
Enoch (translated by Mornll), and also in other
apocalyptic literature, as the 'Testament of the
Twelve Patriarchs.' 'This later cosmic conception,
which grew up in connexion with the doctni e of
God's absolute transcendence, is of some imporxAuce
in its bearing upon such passages as 2 Co 12'- ', He
4"'- '*.
In reference to the difficult passage Eph 6",
Charles most usefully cites from Slavonic Enoch
2£H- '.
(Further information respecting the Jewish
doctrine may be found in Weber, Syitem der
Altsynaa. Paldst. Theol. p. 197 S.)
VI.
have now concluded our task of expounding the biblical conceptions respecting cosmogony
and the cosmos. It is manifestly beyond the true
scope of this article to deal with the cosmogonies
of Egypt, Persia, and India, though these also
exhibit interesting parallels with the Scripture
narrative.
Undoubtedly there were points of
historic contact, and these of no little importance,
between Egypt and ancient Israel, but the course
of recent investigation has not strengthened the
impression that Egypt exercised any deep or

We

'

'

We

We

lasting inflnence on

Hebrew cosmogony.

It is to
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Bxbylonia, the land of the highest and most
ancient Sem. culture, we must look for the most
fruitful clues to ancient Heb. thought and life.
Nor is it necessary to refer to Persian cosmogonies,
for Pers. influence entered into the sphere of
Jewish life too late to all'ect the cosmogonic conceptions of Genesis. It may here be remarlved that
no chaos exists in the Persian cosmogon}' as it is
preoented in the Bundehesh.
separation is made
between the creation of the present world and of
the other world
.'\Ioreover, in the former we
find a distinct creation by the Good and by the
Evil deity.
But those conceptions have a comparatively late origin. Respecting the creation
legends of E<'ypt, Persia, and India, the reader is
referred to Dillmann's introductory remarks to
Genesis, ch. i. in his great commentary (6th ed.
pp. 5-10), and also to Otto Zockler's article Schdp-

value of our biblical cosmogony lies in the fact thai
furnishes us with the only key that can solve the
dark riddle of life. It sets God auove the great com
plex world-process, and yet closely linked with it,
as a personal intelligence and will that rules victoriously and without a rival. And as the supreme object
of His creative enerjnr, it sets man, fashioned in His
divine likeness, to be the ruler of created thingb.
All else is secondary, and it is for scientific investigation to determine the exact details of those
intermediate steps in the stupendous ascent
whereby God's work advanced along the vistas of
past time to the dawn of human existence. But
without that clear and sublime attestation at the
threshold of the inspired record of the personal
source from which all has flowed, and of the unique
worth and dignity of man, and his near kinship
with that source, surely human life would have
been far darker and more hopeless, and its deepest
Eroblems would have remained unsolved. Upon this
asis, laid broad and clear in Genesis, the revelation of the New Covenant of Redemption in Christ
Jesus rests. For the mediatorial work of Christ
rests on the Fatherhood of the Creator of all things,
and on the supreme worth of man, whom Jesus

A

'

rung

Herzo^ and

E£P, where a comprehensive survey is given of these cosmogonies as
well as those of savage races.
Nor have we thought it necessary to describe
the various apologetic schemes whereoy the statements that are contained in Genesis are brought
into supposed harmony with the ascertained results
'

in

Plitt,

A

moaem science.
history of these successive
attempts, with a succinct classification of them,
will he found in the article by Zbckler to which
reference has been made. This eminent evangelical
scholar and divine concludes his examination of
these varied theories with the significant and just
remarks
The Mosaic account postulates a
graduated advance of organic life from plants to
animals, and among the latter, from water animals
to creeping things and birds, and after that to land
animals in the proper sense. But geology regards
animals and plants as coming into existence
together from the first.
These considerations
plainly reveal that the first chapter of Genesis is
not intended to teach us the elements of geology,
but to reveal to us the fundamental ideas of all
theology, those ideas being religious in their
essence.
It is out of place, therefore, to insist on
carrying out the parallel between the Bible and
geology into every detail.
can only hope to
exhibit a concordance of both in their large
bearings and main outlines.'
very useful article
on the same subject, written in a deeply reverent
spirit, will be found
in the Expasilor, Jan.
1886, by Driver ('The Cosmogony of Genesis'), in
which the results of geological rescarcli are carefully examined and compared with the statements
of

:

it

came

COTE.—2 Ch 32* 'stalls for
and cotes
folds

').

The

Probably, the most fatal objection, however, is
the creation of the heavenly bodies on the fourth
day. The language here clearly shows that in the
mind of the writer they had not previously existed.
It is obvious, therefore, that day and niglit were not
regarded as standing in any causal connexion with
the sun. In fact, the sun is no more regarded as
causal than the moon. The sun rules or regulates
the day, and the moon regulates the night.
Much as we value the remarkable harmonies
that nevertheless exist between science and Scripture, there is clear proof that biblical apologetic
is proceeding on false lines when it seeks to constrain the biblical narrative into harmony with the
results of modem science.
The preceding exposition shows tluit that narrative emerged from a
divinely guided history and a divinely moulded
process of tliouglit not isolated from the currents
of the world of human life around it, but charged
witli a great mi.ssion to gamer out of all the ellorts
of humanity to spell out the awful enigma of the
universe, that which was most vital and precious
for the good of man, to purify it fr'm all mythologic taint and inform it with the spiritual
monotheLstic conceptions of Judaism. The supreme

C.

all

Whitehousb.

manner

(1611 ' coats ') for flocks
Cf. Milton, Comus, 344—

(RV

'

of beasts,
flocks in

'

' Mi(;ht we but heitr
folded flocks, penned in their wattled oote*

which Matthew Arnold borrowed

in

;

The Scholar

Gipsy—
'

Oo, shepherd, and untie the wattled cotes.'

The word was

orig. used of any small house, like
the mod. use of cot (which was the same word in
Old Eng. in the neuter, cote being fem.) and
cottage (which was perhaps a cote and its appendages Murray). Thus Langland, Piers PI. viii. 16

—

*

Bothe prynces poleyses and pore mennes

cotes.'

No doubt
'

We

of Scripture.

Owen

to save.

'

A

607

the sheep often shared the shepherd's
cote,' as in the Shep. Calender, Deo. 77, 78
And learned of light«r timber cotes to frame,
Such as might save my sheep and me fro ttname.'
•

In course of time the word was restricted to a
slight building for sheltering small animals in, esp.
'Slieepcote' occurs 1 S 24', 2 S 7", 1 Ch 17'.
sheep.
Cottage is used in the sense of hut in Is 1' (RV
booth ') 24-'" (RV hut '), Zeph 2« (RVm caves '),
Sir 29-' a mean cottage (RV a shelter of logs '),
much as cote above.
J. Hastinqs.
'

'

'

'

'

'

COTTON (on? Icarpaf).—The word

karpof (Est 1")
rendered by AV, as also by RV, green, but
It is certainly
in the marg. of the latter, cotton.
Karpn^ is a loan-word.
either cotton or linen stuff.
Sansk. karpdsa, 'cotton'; Persian karpa^, 'fine
linen (Richardson's Lex.) hence also Kdpiraaot and
carbasus.
Pa.s»nge3 have been quoted from Arriim
and others to prove that it grew and was used for
clothing in India.
G. £. VonT.

is

;

'

COUCH.- See

As a

Bed.

verb, 'couch,' which

means to stooj),' 'to lie down' (or transitively 'to
lay down '), and is now used only of beasts, and
esp. in the sense of lurking to s|)ring, was formerly
used also of persons and things.
Thus Shaks.
Come, come, we'll coudi i'
Merry Wives, V. ii. 1
the castle-ditch till we see the light of our fairies.'
So Dt 33" 'the deep that coucheth beneath,' where
'

;

'

is possible, however, as Driver suggests, that
the subterranean deep is pictured as a gigantic
monster (cf p. 605 f. above).
J. HASTINGS.
it

.

COULTER.— 'The
the share in a plough

iron blade fixed in front of
; it makes a vertical out
in

—
COURAGE

COUNCIL, COUNSEL

508
the

which

soil,

occurs 1 S 13»-2' as tr° of
Heb. 'ith (nx), which is tr^ 'plowshare,' Is 2* =
6» '^HJCnix,
Mic 4», Jl 3"> [all, but Klost. adds 2
taking n(< thus for the instrument ( = the axe of
iron), not as the sign of the accusative]. See Agri-

K

culture.

J.

Hastings.

COUNCIL, COUNSEL.— These words

are distinct

from concilium, (cun-calere, to call
together) ' an assembly ; counsel from consilium
in origin, council

'

to consult) 'consultation,' 'advice.'
And they are now kept distinct in spelling and in
meaning, their meaning nearly correspondmg with
the Lat. words from wnich they come. But from
{con-sulere,

the earliest times they were completely confused
in the Eng. lang. ; and although enorts were made
from the beg. of the 16th cent, to separate them, it
In
took two centuries to effect the separation.
of 1611 counsel is once (2S 17'') spelt 'counsel,'
elsewhere always 'counsell' (with a cap., Counsell,
in Is 11'). The plu. is always 'counsels,' except
But council appears in a
Pr 22* 'counsaifes.'
great variety of forms: Council, Councilf, Councels,
councell, Councell, counsel, counsell, Counsell.
Subsequent edd. varied these indefinitely, but for
the last century or thereby the spelling has been

AV

nniformly
Coanoll
*

compaoy

the word

li
'

;

council.'

'

th» tr» of— 1. nrp righmah, P» ag" only, (EVm
Wellh. tays
see Q0t«8 in Perowne and Delitzsch
;

prob. corrupt, and certainly unintelligible). 2. rvf*Ac 25i». In Mt 12H RV gives (with AVm) ' took
coonsel (for AV * held a council '), which ia the trn of r, where it
occun elaewhere in the Oo8peUCMt22« 271' ggia, uk S6 16i,
held a coniultotion,' AV, RV). But in Ac 2612 both AV and R V
render 'council.* The Lat. ccmsiliuiniol which rvw^auXtoi is a
trn) had this twofold meaning of * deliberation (mod. * counsel '),
and ' a deliberating body (still retained in law as * counsel
8. Elsewhere
rvttifttt, for which
see
(or tba defence ').
»M,\iu,

is

Mt

12i«,

'

'

'

—

Goansel.
In OT mostly n^cy ''^A, 'advic*,' then (at in
Ps 11) resolution, bent of will, character,' Del. and iSo, a most
conlnt«re6ting word, whose primary meaning ia that of
whereupon the two meanings already
fid*ntial communion
seen in rv/xticuXjot emerge, viz. (1) those who are in confidential
communication, council ; and (2) the communication itself,
counsel. The most freq. tro in EV is secret,' as Ps 25** • the

—

'

;

'

*

;

'

secret of the Lord is with them that fear him.' Where AV has
'counsel' RV retains, except Jer 231^- *^, RV 'council.' In NT
either ^ei.A^ (which, though it is the usual trn of 'tzah in LXX,
rarely in NT means admce, almost always ipiil, purpose, as Ac
2^ the determinate counsel and foreknowledge of God ') or
nfA^tuKitf as above.
'

ConnselloF. — This
edd. of AV.
1611, thourfi

Pr

12**

15^

;

'

the only spelling in mod.
It does not, however, occur in AV of
counsellours is found thrice, Ezr8",
there the spelling is always counis

'

'

Counseller,' Is 1*» 9», Dn 6', 1 Es 8").
The Oxf. and Camb. Parallel Bibles restore ' coun15^, Lk 23" (both
seller' everywliere except
fiouXfvT^t, used of .Joseph of Arimatli«a as a
' councillor
member of the Sanhedrin,
') and
Ro 11" (rtJ^i/Soi-Xo!, the
word in Is 40", of
which this is a quotation).
J. HASTINGS.
seller' (or

COUNTERFEIT.— Only

then sliced horizontally by the

is

The Eng. word

share.'

;;

'

Mk

RV
LXX

Wis

15' '[the potter]

in Apocr.
1. As adj.
endeavoureth to do like the

in brass, and countetli it his glory to make
things
Gr. k(/35i)Xo, things made in imitation
of other more valuable things, hence spurious, the
mod. meaning of the word. This reference is to
earthenware figures made and glazed so as to
resemble the precious metals.* 2. As subst. Wis
2" 'We are esteemed of him as counterfeits' (ei«
/c(j3Ji)Xo^ ; Vulg. tamquam nugaces, the only occurrence of nngax in Vulg.) ; 14" they took the c. of
his visage from far' (rjix rb^l>uSeii 6\j/iti ivarviruailuvoi, ItV ' imagining the likeness from afar ').
Here c. is used in the obsol. sense of a representation of any person or thing by painting, sculpture,
etc., a likeness, image.
Cf. Shaks. Merch. oj
Venice, Ul. ii. 115
'What find I here J

workers

c.

'

;

'

Fair Portia's counterfeit

and Holland

(1606), Sueton.

*
;

39,

'An

olde

little

in brasse representing him being a
child.'
3. As vb. Sir 38" ' They that cut and grave
seals . . . give themselves to c. imagery ' (o^oiio-at
'
^(•rypaiplay,
to preserve likeness in his portraiture').
Cf. Tindale's Address to the Reader
(NT 15'25), ' I had no man to counterfet, nether
was holpe wth englysshe of eny that had interpreted the same.'
J. HASTINGS.

counterfeit

RV

COUNTERVAIL

Est 7* 'the enemy could not
the king's damage' (RV 'the adversary could
not have compensated for the king's damage ')
0.

and Sir 6" Nothing doth c. a faithful friend '(RV
there is nothing tliat can be taken in exchange
for a faithful friend ').
In Est 7* the meaning ia
'make an equivalent return for' (Geneva 'recompense '), as Stubbes(1583), Aruit. Abus. 63, though
I be unable with any benefit to countervail youi
great pains.' In Sir 6"c. has the older meaning of
'equal in value'; cf. More, Utopia (Robinson's tr.
'

'

'

1551), 'All the

goodes in the worlde are not liable

to countervayle man's hfe.'

J.

Hastings.

COUNTRYMAN.— 1.

Of the same ncUion, 2 Co
by mine own countrymen ((k y^i-oi/j,
Wyclif 'of kyn,' other VSS 'mine own nation').
2. Of the same tribe, 1 Th 2'''
ye also have suftered
like things of your oAvn countrymen
(rCiy lolwr
ll*" 'in perils

'

'

'

the Jewish inhabitants of Macedonia).
The word is only here in eccles. writers Wytlif,
=
'lynagis' (
lineage,' Rheims), Tindale 'kinsmen
Geneva and Bishops' as AV). 3. Of the
same citi/, 2 Es lu-" {cives, AV, RV ' neighbours,'
ffvfKpvXfTwv,

;

'

'

RVm

;

'

townsmen

J.

').

Hastings.

COUPLE is now used only of two persons or
things having some affinity, or wont to be considered in pairs.
But in older Eng. the usage was
free, as Steele, Sped. No. 8,
I shall here communicate to the world a couple of letters.' So in
AV, 2 S 13' make me a c. of cakes.'
'

'

COUNTENANCE.— As a

subst. frequent, always
= face. As a vb. only Ex 23* 'Neither slialt thou
' favour,'
c. a poor man in liis cause,'
older
versions 'esteem.' Cf. Brinsley (1612), ' tliat the
painfull and obedient be . .
countenanced, in-

RV

.

couraged, and preferred ; and Shaks. 2 Henry IV.
V. i. 41,
I beseech you,
sir, to
countenance
William Visor of Wincot against Clement Perkes
of the hill.'
'

'

The Heb. vb. Is hddhar, 'honour,' which is used in a bad
sense again in Lv lO'Sb 'nor honour the person of the mighty.'
Rnobel would make Ex 23^ correspond with Lv IQ^&b by r^uling
Si3 'great,' for Sni 'and a poor man.' But the versions do not
support any change (L.XX reads K«i winirm), and the statement
is parallel to Lv I'.tio* 'thou shalt not respect the person of the

As the Bishops' Bible explains. Trueth of the matter,
sad not respect of any person is to oe esteemed in judgement.'

poor.'

'

J.

Hastings.

J.

Hastings.

COURAGE

ranks as one of the four cardinal
virtues (Wis 8') ace. to the classification derived
from Gr. philosophers. In the early days of Israel's
battles, courage in its simplest sense was naturally
rated very highly. Much stress is laid on it in Dt
31 and Jos 1
neither of these passages, however,
;

*

Many

(counterfeit gems], in the form of beads, have been
met with in different parts of Egypt, particularly at Thebes
and BO far did the Egyptians carry tliia spirit of imitation, that
even small figures, scarabsDi, and objects made of ortlinary
porcelain, were counterfeited, being coniimsed of still cheuper
materials. A figure which was entirely of earthenware, with a
glazed exterior, underwent a somewhat more comphcat«d
process than when cut out of stone and simply covered with a
vitrified coating ; this last could therefore be sold at a low
price it otfereo all the brilliancy of the former, and its weight
alone betrayed its inferiority.' Wilkinson, Ajicient Jtgi/ptianf,
'

;

li.

148.

—

COUKSE

COVENANT

belongs to the earlier parts of the Pentateuch. The
conrageous feats of Jonathan and David and
others are related with admiration (e.g. 1 S 14. 17).
We hear much of men of valour' (Jg, S, etc., and
The faint-hearted are not to be allowed
esp. Ch).
to serve in battle (Jg 7^ Dt 20«, 1 Mac 3"). Between the earlier kings and the Maccabees we
hear little or nothine of courage in war.
The

in To 6» 7»-", 2 Mac ll'", Lk l"".
C. is also
applied by a sovereign to one whose rank is the
lyime, or is courteously assumed to be the same.
In this sense is c. in 1 Es 3' 4" (' thou shalt sit next
me, and shalt be called my c.'), 1 Mac 11". The

'

coura<je of endurance shown by martyrs is a lea<lint;
Dn, Mac, and parts of KT, esp. He II,
topic

m

1

P and

Rev.

of the virtue also have
their place in the Bible.
Man is not to fear ung)pularity nor the blame of his fellow-men (Is 51',

Pr 29" etc.). This moral courage is esp.
demanded of the prophets {e.g. Ezk 3', cf. ^Ik
they were therefore encouraged for their
IS*"")
work by special revelations and calls (Ex 4'°'", Jer
I', Ezk 2*).
Men must not be daunted by tribulation (Ps 27" 31")
nor give way to any superzr 10*,

:

;

stitious fear of false gods (Jos 23*-', 2 Ch 15*, Jer
10").
Again, David charges Solomon to be of good
courage in building the temple (I Ch 22" 28").
Jehosliaphat bids his judges of assize deal courageou.tly (2 Ch 19").
The spiritual conflict with
the hosts of evil demands courage (Eph 6'°"").
words
for
courage
The Heb.
and kindred ideas(e.^.
r5?> P!9) suggest firmness, strength, power of resistance. The man is to be himself, his best self, in
Here the
spite of all that might unman him.
thought is close to that of dvSpela, manliness (not
in NT, but dySpiCo/iai occurs I Co 10", and is common
That which will enable a man to stand
in LXX).
firm is faith, which is expressly connected with
8* etc. (cf. 2 S 10"). Faith
courage in Ps 5G»,
implies the consciousness of God's sympathy, which
is the secret of all courage that is more than natural
spirit and the love of fighting (see Is 50', Pr 28',
1 Ti 3").
In a secondary degree the knowledge of

Mt

man's sympathy confirms courage Ac28", He
In Rev 21° cowardice is coupled with unbelief, and
the two head the list of deadly sins (cf. Sir 2"- ").
W. O. Burrows.
See also Pear.
12''").

(

—

COURSE

(from cursum, running, race). 1. Onin a jiarticular piith, as of a ship,
Ac 10" 21'- ' of the stars, Jg S'" the stars in their
courses fought against Sisera
of the sun, 1 Es 4"
'swi t is the sun in his c' and tig. of the gospel,
2 Tb V that the word of the Lord may have free
may run '). 2. The path in which
c.' (Tflxv, liV
the onward movement is made, of a riiier. Is 44*
' willows by
the watercourses' fig. of one's manner
of life, Jer 8" 23'"; and of the manner of the
'age') of
present age, Eph 2- 'the c. [aluiv,
this world."
3. The space over which a race extends, a.s the duration of life (or perhaps rather of
special servire), Ac 13*'20»*, 2 Ti 4" I have (iiiished
my c' 4. The fixed order of things, Ps .S"J"' the
foundations of the earth art; out of c' (RV are
moved ') ; or regular succession, Ezr 3" they sang
togetlier by c' (RV 'one to another'), 1 Co 14"
'in turn'), and esjjccially
'by c' (dyi lUpos,
See
the Courses of the Priests and Levites.

ward movement

*

;

'

;

;

'

'

;

KVm

'

'

'

RV

Priests and Levites.

COURT

J.

HASTiNoa

COUSIN. — This word was formerly used

of any
kinswoman, except those of the
Shakespeare uses it of a nephew

kiii.-nian or

first

degree.

(King John, III.
iii.
5), an uncle
It,

I.
'

iii.

iii.

6),

a niece (Tturlflh Night,

(I.

v.

131),

U

etc.

Tlius,

I.

As You

44—

dJeX^it, 7".

Ro$alind

—

—

Me, uncle ?
You, couslo.

In this older and wider sense that
• For Ja 3^ iee Mayor in toe.

c. is

Lk

!»>•",

1

Es

;

AV

is

it

;

only in

RV

cousin as
that the change is made
1";
'kinsI"; 'kinsfolk,'
'

'

Lk
6'»,
Mac 11", 2 Mac ll'«>; and
1
To 7": while 'cousin' is retained in
To 7'. On the relationship bet. Elisabeth and Mary, who are called cousins in AV, see
Plummer on Lk I'', and art. Elisabeth.

into 'kinswoman,'

To

'brother,'
I Es 3' 4*^

'

'

J.

COVENANT

LXX

Hastings.

other
Gr. versions sometimes (rivO-fiKri). The Eng. word
covenant (from Lat. convenire) means a convention,
(nna bSrith,

Stad^Kii, in

—

agreement, compact, etc., and may thus embrace
a variety of agreements, from a treaty or league
between two nations down to a contract between
two persons. The Heb. term is used with the
same latitude, though properly birith is employed
only of the more important class of conventions,
at the forming of which a religious rite was performed, by which the Deity was involved as a
party to the covenant, or as the guardian of it.
Other uses are derived, and are either less strict
or metaphorical.
The term bfrith occurs well

OT, ana

is

on to 300 times in
covenant in AV with a few
'league,' Jos 9"'-, 2S 3'^-, and

rendered

exceptions, e.g.
some other places

'

'

'

;

confederacy,'

Ob',

cf.

Gn

14".
The word is used in a variety of significations, appearing to mean not only covenant but
also appointment, ordinance, law ; and opinions
differ

on the question what

its

primary meaning

that the word i)roperly
means a bUateral covenant with reciprocal obligi
tions or undertakings, and that tlien being applied
to the conditions of the covenant, which were of
the nature of binding ordinances, it thus came to
have the general sense of ordinance or law. Not
very difl'erent from this idea is the other, that,
seeing among the Shemitic peoples no authority
existed from which law could emanate, the only
idea they had of a binding law was that of a
contract or agreement on the part of those who
were to be bound by it. Others have supposed
that the original meaning of birith was ordmance
or apiiointment laid down by a single party, but
that, as in all such cases a second party necessarily
existed, the term came to have the sense of a
The transition from the
reci|irocal arrangement.
primary to the derived sense would on this last
supposition be much less natural than it is on the
The derivation of the word is uncertain.
other.
Ges. assumed a root n^j to cut, after Arab., supposing the term derived from the i)rimitive rite of
cutting victims into pieces, between which the
contracting parties passed (Gn 15", Jer 34"- '").
It is probable that the early phrase to make a
covenant, viz. to cut (nnj) a covenant, was derive<l
from this usage but it is more natural to suppose
that both the idea of birith and the term itself
existed independently of the rites employed at its
formation in particular instances (cf. Lat. firdus
More recently it has been suggested
iccre, etc.)
that the word may be connected with the As-syr.
It
birtu 'a fetter,' bcritu a fettering, enclosing.
does not quite appear, however, whether the 8ui>posed verb from wliich fetter' is derive<l meant to
enclose' or to bind (Del. Assyr. llll'll).
At any
rate, the word bund woulil api)roximat« more
nearly towards expressing the various usages of
bfrith than any other word, for the term is used
not only where two parties reciprocally bind them
is.

Some have assumed

'

'

'

'

JMJce Frfderick

It

To 4", 1 Mac

is auryeuT,^,

;

See Templk.

near

Like

3' 4**,

U", 2 Mac 11'- «; d^^f-iit, To V and
The older VSS nearly always have

Greek

man,'

The secondary forms

509

nsed

'

'

;

COVENANT
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selves, but where one party
the other, or where a party

imposes a bond upon
assumes a bond upon

himself.

There are two classes of covenants mentioned in
between men and men, and those between God and men. It m,ay be assumed that the
ideas associated with the latter class, the divine
covenants, are secondary, and transferred from
covenants among men.
In Gn 26^'- meni. Covenants among Men.
tion is made of a covenant between Abimelech,
Ahuzzath, and Phicol on the one side, and Isaac on
the other. (1) The proposal came from Abimelech,
Let there now be an oath (or curse, .^^^<) betwixt
us, betwixt us and thee, and let us make a
covenant with thee' (v.^).
(2) The contents or
terms of the covenant were that they should
mutually abstain from hurting one another, or
positively do as Abimelech had done to Isaac, we
have done unto thee nothing but good, and sent
thee away in peace' (v.'*). (3) The covenant was
contracted by an oath taken bv both parties, they
sware one to another' (v.")- Reference is made to
a meal or feast provided by Isaac but as this took
place the night before the covenant was sworn, it
formed no part of the covenant ceremonies. What

OT — those

—

'

'

'

;

appears to be another version of the same transaction is given in Gn 21-*- in the history of
Abraham. If the transaction there be a different
one, the passage has probably suffered interpola-

LXX

Ahuzzath as well as
tion from 26-*''- (in
Phicol appears). The covenant in these passages
was an international treaty between the two
peoples, Israel and the Philistines.
similar covenant is described in the history of

A

Jacob (Gn

The passage

SI""*).

is

composite,and

it

is not ea^^y to apportion the verses between the
sources J and E. The most important part of the
passage is v."'- (E). (1) The initiative was taken
by Laban, Come, let us make a covenant, I and
cairn was raised by Laban (or
thou' (v.**). (2)
by both) to be a witness, and apparently also a
boundary landmark. (3) The terms of the covenant
were that neither party should overstep this
boundary for harm to the other. (4) Both parties
bound themselves by a solemn oath, Laban taking
to witness the God of Abraham and Nahor, and
Jacob swearing by the Fear of his father Isaac. In
v." (possibly J) an addition or a variation appears,
having a more personal character, and referrmg to
Jacob 8 treatment of Laban's daughters. Reference is twice made to a meal (vv.''*- "), but in
neither case does the meal appear part of the
covenant ceremonies in the second case it was a
sacriKcial meal, of which Jacob and his brethren,'
that is, the Hebrews, alone partook. It is obvious
that the covenant here is again an international
treaty between Hebrews and Aramieans, to establish Gilead as a boundary-line between the two
'

A

;

'

peoples.
'1

nese two cases

OQ.sB.

may

be taken as types.

In

Gn

made of the curse (n^ij). The
word may also mean oath,' and was used just like
oath as a general name for covenant (Ezk 17")
in l)t29""and Neh 10-"' both words, 'oath' and
mention

'

is

'

'

'

'

curse,' are used, though the expressions may
merely be cumulative to denote one thing (Ezk
17").
It may be supjiosed, however, that 'curse'
was originally used in its literal sense. Very probably, the ceremonies originally in use in concluding covenants were in later times abridged or full
into disuse.
If the details of the two covenants
just referred to were supplemented from the solemn
ceremony described in Gn 15 of passinf; between
the pieces of the victim, a ceremony still in use in
Jeremiah's days (31'*), we might suppose a covenant
concluded with all the rites to have consisted of
three things— (1) the agreement on the terms;
'

:

the positive oath (^V'^v') taken by each party to
the other (Gn 26^') to perform tlitm and (3) the
impiecation or curse (compare 'cursed,' 1 S 14-*,
Dt 27"") invoked by each party on himself in
case of failure, this curse being, at the same time,
symbolically expressed by passing between the
pieces of the slaughtered animal.*
It is evident, tirst, that the essential thing in
the covenant, distinguishing it from ordinary contracts or agreements, was the oath under the
solemn and terrible rites in use a covenant is an
intensified oath, and in later times the teim oath
And, secondly,
is usual as synonym of covenant.
as the consequence of these solemnities, that the
covenant was an inviolable and immutable deed.
Hence a frequent epithet applied to covenants ia
eternal (2 S 23», Lv 24»). The penalty of breaking the covenant was death through the curse
taking effect. And this explains the terrible imThe language is not
precation of David, 2 S 3^'-.
that of mere psission, though there may be passion
it is the invocation on Joab's nead of the
in it
curse due to his violating the covenant, and the
safe-conduct granted to Abner.
Some other covenants of a similar kind are referred to in OT
(2)

;

—

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

a covenant of Israel with the natives of Canaan (Ex 2332 3411 16,
Dt 72, Jg 22). Such covenants would imply mutual commerce
and intermarriage, but are forbidden. The covenant between
Joshua and the Oibeonites (Jos 9), the conditions of which were
that he should spare their lives, and that they should be servants
to Israel. Though Israel found that it had been deceived, the
sacredness of the oath was such that its terms, at least in the
The story reposes on the supposition
letter, were held binding.
that Israel was putting the native population to the sword.
A covenant between the people of Jabesh and king Nahash of
Animon, with similar conaitionsn S lllff). A covenant between
Jonathan and David (1 S 183 20^), the only one mentioned be'

'

tween two persons, though 1 S 23i6ff-, if it referred to the same
thing, might put a different complexion on the covenant. A
covenant oetween Da\id and Abner (2 S 312), and between David
and the elders of Israel (2 S 53); and some others, e.g. that
between Nebuchadrezzar and Zedekiah (Ezk 17), and that
between Zedekiah and the people to set free their slaves, ir
conformity with the law, Ebi

Am

1», 1

In

K

212,

Dt

1612 (Jer 348T)

;

cf. 1

K W"

161».

the above cases the covenant appears two-

all

sided, there being two parties incurring mutual
obligations. The terra bcrith is used, however, in
some cases where only one of the parties accepts
an obligation, while the other suggests or imposes
No doubt in these cases the party imposing the
it.
obligation or line of conduct is already committed
or commits himself to the same course, as, for
example, Jehoiada is said to have taken the
In
princes with him into the covenant (2 Ch '23').
Jos 24 Joshua is said to have 'made a covenant

with the people' (v.-*). The covenant is not one
between the people and God, made by Joshua as
mediator, but a solemn bond laid by Joshua on
the people, or rather assumed by the people at hia
suggestion, that they would 'serve J" their God.'
Joshua had already announced his own resolution
It is added that Joshua set the
to serve J" (v.").
people a statute and an ordinance in Shechem
(v.-*)
but this appears to be something additional
to the covenant. An instance of a similar kiud
U*, where Jehoiada is said to
is recorded in 2
have made a covenant with the centurions and
In explanation it is added
chiefs of the guard.
that he made them swear,' and then sliowed them
Again, in 2 K 23^ we read that
tlie young king.
Josiah stood by the pillar and made a covenant
before the Lord, to walk after the Lord and to
;

K

'

'

keep his commandments.' This covenant was not
made with the Lord, but before the Lord neither
was it made with the people, although the peojjle
afterward also entered into the covenant (v.').
;

• Liv.

I.

24,

'tum

illo die,

Juppiter,

populum Romanum

9.;

ut ego hunc porcum hie hodie feriam, taiitoffue magta
(erito qtianto magis potes pollesque.' The Heb. formula of
oath, *God do so to me and more also,' may be connected with
such ceremonies.
ferito,

"

;

COVENAOT"

COVENANT

The covenant was an en^jjeraent or bond assumed
by Josiah, and dill'ers little in idea from a vow
and this sen.ie is even clearer when Hezekiah says,
It is in min«> heart to make a covenant with J'
the God of Israel (2 Ch 29'», cf. Ezr 10»). From

therefore ' sure ' (cf. Gal 3"- ", He 6"- ").
In
23' it is called eternal (cf. 7"). In later writings
this covenant is referred to as an oath (I's 89*132"), and spoken of as the ' sure mercies of David
(Is 55').
But it appears to be alluded to as early as
Is 16°, and the idea of it is what gives meaning to
whole
Messianic passage. Is 7'-9'. The setting
the
apart of the tribe of Levi for priestly functions is
several times alluded to. Ex 32^, Dt 10" 18" (cf.
Nu 25'^"); and elsewhere this appointment is
called a covenant, Dt 33», Jer 33=S Mai ^"'•.

'

'

these passaces it appears that hirith is used, not
only wnen the engajjement or obligation is mutual,
but also when it is imposed on one party by
another, or when one assumes it on himself.
Some points
ii. God's Covenants with Men.
are common to covenants in general (I) Every
covenant implies two parties, and that the parties
are free moral agents, and that, wliether the engagement be mutual or not, both parties acquiesce.
the relation
(2) Every covenant is made in bonum
formed is always friendly, and for the benefit at
covenant creates
least of one of the parties.
(3)
a new relation between the parties, not existing
previously.
covenant creates also a jun or
(4)
right on the side of each party against the other.
These general points belong also to divine covenants, though the introduction of God as one of
For
the parties may cause some modification.
example, God always initiates the covenant and
evil
conscience
Israel,
a-s
reflected
in
the
the
of
prophets, restrains it from claiming the protection
It does go .so far as to plead that
of J' as a right.
it is His people (Is 64"), and for that reason it
claims to be treated diflerently from the nations,
and chastened in measure and with restraint of
His anger (Jer 10**). But it usually finds its |jleas,
not in itself, but in God. It beseeches Him to
remember His covenant and His grace, and to deal

—

—

;

A

A

;

with

it

His name's sake

for

— His

name

of

God

alone, already begun to be revealed to the world
in the great acts of Israel's redemptive history.
If in later times Israel pleads its ' righteousness,'
»nd invokes God's righteousness in its behalf, this
is not a plea of moral righteousness, but of being in
the right as against the world a plea that it has
In it the true religion, and represents the cause of

—

God.
In Gn 15 (cf. 22'»* 26") J" makes a covenant
with Abram. The passage, though perhaps composite, is sufficiently connected, v.'"' having reference to the question who should be Abram s heir,

and v."- to the question what the inheritance
should

be.

The covenant

lias

reference to the in-

important verses beinjj *'"• "• ".
The pas-sage is strongly anthropomorphic, though
what occurred may have been of the nature of a
vision.
Certain animals were slain and divided
into their parts, the corresponding parts being
placed opposite each other with a space between.
At night-fall there passed between the pieces a
smoke as of a furnace and a flaming torch. The
smoke and flame was a syaboj of the Divine Being.
The explanation follows
In that day J made a
covenant with Abram, saying. Unto thy .seed have
I given this land' (cf. 13'').
Now this covenant is
a promise on the part of J". The promi.se has the
form of an oath or curse symbolized by the act of
passing between the ])iecesof the victims. Among
men this would have meant the most solemn invocation of J as guardian of the covenant, but here it
bicause He
Is J" Himself who performs the rite
could swear by no greater, He swarc by Himself.
Two other covenants of a siiiiil.ar nature are
mentioned the covenant with David, constituting
his seed perpetual rulers of the kingdom of God,
and that with Levi, bestowing inalienably the
priesthood on that family.
In 2 S 7 David, becau.se of his purpo.se to build an li(>\ise to the Lord,
heritance,

the

:

"

"

'

—

—

receives throuL'h Nathan the pniinisr that J" will
build him a liou.se, i.e. establish his dynasty as
periietual rulers in Israel. In 2 S 2:i' tliis inoniise is
spoken of as 'a covenant ordered in all things,' i.e.
constituted with all the due and solemn rites, and

'
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These three covenants bear upon three great

OT

—

facts or institutions in
religious history the
inalienable right of Israel to the possession of
Canaan, the perpetual monarchy in the house of

David, and the perpetual priesthood in the family
In the mind of one standing far down in
the history of Israel in the midst of these established institutions, and conceiving of them as due
to covenants made in the distant past by J", one
main conception in covenant must have appeared its
immutability. This idea of unchangeableness belongs so much to the conception of covenant that
any established custom, such as the e.vhibition of
the shewbread. is called 'an everlasting covenant'
(Lv 24"). Similarly, the observance of the Sabbath
is so called (Ex SI"- "), and Jer 33-" applies the term
covenant to the laws of nature, speaking of J"'8
covenant with the day and with the night and
the covenants with David and Levi have the same
security as this law of nature. But the conception
of J implied in the idea of such covenants is remarkable.
J" is conceived of as a free moral
Being, having power to dispose of the world to

of Levi.

;

"

whom He will (Gn 15), and to select among men
whom He wills for His ends (2 S 7), standing
above men and the world, but entering graciously
into their history, and initiatin" consciously great
movements that are to govern all the future.
Some modem writers on OT religion contend that
these conceptions regarding J" im[ilied in the notion
of covenant cannot have existed so early as the dates
assigned to these various covenants. They argue
that such covenants as those with Abram, David,
and Levi, not to mention the Sinaitic covenant, the
basis of which is the Moral Law, arc antedated, they
all presuppose an established and permanent condition of things, and are merely a religious Wew
taken of existing conditions. The covenant of J"
with Abram to give his seed the land of Canaan is
just the fact that Israel was now firmly in possession of Canaan brought under the religious idea
that all Israel's ble.ssiiigs were due to their God.
And the covenant with David is merely a religious
view of the fact that his dynasty, unlike those in
the northern kingdom, was established and secure.
J" is the author of all Israel's blessings. He is selfconscious, and foresees the end from the beginning,
and therefore that which is seen to be established
has been a determination of His from of old, and
His determinations He communic^ates gracious'.y
to those who are the subjects of them (Am 3').
But this mode of thinking regarding J", and this
mode of interpreting institutions and facts that
have historically arisen, are modes of thinking luil
quite early in Israel's religious history. The relation of J" to Israel must originally have been
similar to that of the gods of the hcallKn to their
particular peoples the relation existed, but it was
never formed; it was natural, and not the result of
a conscious act or a historical transaction. Even
admitting that from the earliest times some ethics'
elements enteroi into the conception of J", tin.
idea of a covenant with Israel implying, as it did,
a concciition of a Divine Being entirely free and
unconnected with Israel, and entering into voluntary relation with that puo|ile, could not have
arisen before the conception of J'' was couipletelv
;

:
'
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and He was recognized as God over all.
such views of J", it is contended, are to be observed first among the canonical prophets, or at
earliest in the sub-prophetic age, the times of
Elijah and Elisha.
It is enough to state the
question here (its discussion falls under other
rubrics, DECALOGUE, GoD, Israel), though a
reference to it was necessary in order to indicate
what place the idea of covenant holds in the
history of OT religion.
The question of the
covenant runs np into what is the main question
of OT religious history, viz., To what date Is the
conception of J* as an absolutely ethical Being to
be assigned !

hardly be because the idea of a divine covenant
was as yet little current that the early propheta
avoid the use of the term, for later prophets (Zeph,
Nah, Hab, Hag, Jon, Jl, Zee 1-8) also fail to use
it ; the retison must rather be that their thoughts
moved on different lines. The prophets have to do
with an existing people, and their main conceptions are (1) that there is a relation between J'
and Israel He is their God and they are His
people.
(2) This relation of J" and the people was
formed by His act of redeeming them from Egypt
I am J" thy God from the land of Egypt (Hos 12"),
This was the day of Israel's birth (Hos 2» 11' 12«
knew her (Am 3»). (3) In
13*), the time when J'
this as in all His other acts towards Israel the
motive of J" was His goodness (Am 2"'-), His love
(Hos IP, cf. Is V S"-). (4) The nature of this relation between J' and the people is perfectly well
understood. It is given in the conception of J', and
is purely ethical.
\Vhat is required of the people
is to seek
civil and moral righteousness
good
and the service of J" alone. In demanding this from
the people the prophets do not found on a book or
on laws, they speak off their o^vn minds.
To
themselves their principles are axiomatic, and wherever these principles were learned they coincide
with the Moral Law (Hos 4'"'). Thus the prophets
dealing with an existing people have no occasion
to go further back than the Exodus, when the
people came into existence. It is doubtful if Isaiah
goes further up than David and Zion. The jud-
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iii.

History of the Divine Covenants.

—

1.

The passage Ex 19-34 (apart from 25'-31", assigned
to P), givmg an account of the transactions at

—

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Sinai, is extremely, almost hopelessly, complicated (see Exodus). In Ex 34 (assigned to J)
mention is made of a covenant which appears to be
constituted on the basis of certain laws, partly
moral and partly ritnal, and differing considerably
from the ordinary Decalogue of Ex 20. Several
scholars detect under this passage (Ex 34"*), now
considerably retouched, the Decalogue as given by
J (v.'*). The main parts of Ex 19 S. are usually
assigned to E.
As the passage now stands, no
covenant is connected witn the simple Decalogue
of Ex 20, but Dt (S"- 9'«') affirms that the covenant at Horeb was made on the basis of the Decalogue written on the tables of stone (4" 5^). It
also appears to say that no laws were promulgated ges, as at the first' (1^), are supreme rulers like
at Horeb beyond the Decalogue (5") Moses re- David
He
'the Lord hath founded Zion (14^^);
ceived 'judgments' at Horeb (4'-" S^-e'), which dwelleth in Mount Zion (8'"). J", who is universaj
•*
he promulgated first in the plains of Moab (4'Sovereign, has founded His kingdom of righteous51. 11 J21).
In Ex 24 mention is made of a covenant ness in Israel (28"*). If Isaiah has any covenant ia
and a Book of the Covenant. This covenant seems his mind it is the Davidic, on which his Messianic
made (or renewed) when Moses received the second prophecies repose (7'-9' 11). Thus the proplietic idea
tables of stone. The Book of the Covenant appears differs from the idea of a covenant as real differs from
to be Ex 20-23, but the testimony of Dt makes it
formal the assurance of redemption reposes, not on
probable that E_ 21 ff. did not originally stand in the divine promi.se, but on the divine nature, on God
connexion with the events at Horeb, but witli Himself as men have historically found Him in
those in the plains of Moab. When Moses told His acts of redemption already done, and as He is
the people the words of J" they answered with one kno\vn in the heart of man. (5) And the nature
voice, all the words which J" hath spoken will we
of God, as it explains the present, guarantees the
do ; and the covenant thus formed was followed future. However Hosea came by his ideas, whether
by a sacrifice and a ceremony with the blood, half in the course of his domestic trials he discovered
of whi^h was sprinkled on the altar and the other in his own heart a love which could not let its
hall on the people.
This rite has been supposed object go, however degraded she might become,
to be an instance of the ancient way of making a and rose by inspiration to the intuition that such
covenant by both parties having communion in the was God's love, however this be, he has the idea
same blood (W. K. Smith, JiS 461). This may of a love which is stronger than custom or law, or
be l)ut in the main the sacrifice, being an offering even than moral repugnance, a love which nothing
to J", was piacular, atoning for and consecrating can overcome.
And this is God's love to Israel.
the people on their entering upon their new rela- The relation between J" and Israel, of God and
tion to J" (He Q"").*
The words, I am J" thy people, is indissoluble, because J" has loved (Hos
(Jod (Ex 20-), form no part of the Decalogue, they 2=»3).
rather express the one side of the covenant, the
3. Deuteronomy.
Dt knows of three covenants
Decalogue proper expressing the other side. In
that with the fathers, that at Horeb, and that in
brief, the covenant is,
I am J' thy God, and thou
The covenant with the
the plains of Moab.
art my people,' and the Decalogue (Ex 20^-") is the fathers (4" 7'-), specifically Abraham, Isaac, and
expression or the analysis of what this means.
Jacob (1* 6">), was a promise to increase their seed
2. The prophets.
The idea of the divine cove- (13") and give them the land of Canaan (6"). Thi
nant appears very little in the prophets down to covenant is called an oath (?'), and is often said
Jer and Ezk, two propliets directly under the influ- to have been sworn. The covenant at Horeb waa
ence of Dt. The notion of covenant in general is based on the Decalogue (4" S-" g""-, cf. 4-»).
Id
not unfamiliar to them (Am 1», Hos 2", Is 28'»-" addition to these Dt mentions a covenant in thb
3.3'), but a covenant of God with men is not replains of Moab, which is expressly distinguished
'erred to except Hos 6' 8'.
The former of these from the covenant at Horeb (29' [Heb. 28**], cf.
12. u. 21 26"-'»).
299.
The contents of this covenant
Cassages is obscure, and the second is considered
y some an interpolation, though mainly just be- are formed by Dt itself (i.e. ch. 12-26, 28), which ia
23-- -', cf. Jer
cause it does refer to the divine covenant, t It can called the Book of the Covenant (2
I P-'").
Dt is in the main an expansion of Ex 21 IT.,
• It Is doubtful If Ps 50» refcre to this covenant
the ptcp.
may have a present sense thoge that make a covenant, ref. being the place of which it is meant to take. The terraa
to the sacrificial worship, which is a continuous making ormainof this covenant are given in 26"'* 'Thou hast
taining of the covenant with J". Cf. S iii. (4) etut.
avouched * J" this day that he shall be thy God,
forsaken thy covenant,* 1 K 19'0 LXX reads forsaken
t For
'

'

—

'

'

;

'

;

'

;

'

'

—

;

'

'

—

—

'

—

'

'

K

;

'

tJue.

and

in

vM

'

thv covenant and seemfl a dupUoftte of tJue ia
is wanting in A.

previous cUuae, and

'

• The word, occurring only here, is very obscure ; LXX
'chosen,' so Vulg. and virtually Targ. ; Aq. AvvijAAai*, e#-

a'
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and that thon wilt walk in his ways, and keep his
statutes and commandments and iud<;ments, and
hearken unto his voice.
And J" has this day
avouched thee that thou shalt be his particular
people
and thot he will make thee hiyh above
all nations
and that thou slialt be an holy
people unto J' thy God.' It is obvious that the
essential tiling in the people's undertaking is tliat
J" shall be their (!od, and the eiisential part of His
undertaking is that they shall be His peculiar

promise on God's part in regard to the human race
but in regard to individuals the
Penalty of violating it was death (9°- '), and in
later law even a beast that shed human blood was
to be slain (Ex 21^).
This covenant was a law for
mankind (Is 24'), and in later times abstinence
from blood was imposed on proselytes, and even
on Gentiles in the early Church (Ac lo'-"*). The
covenant of Noah is not referred to in J E, but
Is 54* is proof that knowled^'e of it was current
before the date usually assigned to P.
It is

.

.

.

.

.

.

people (cf. Ex 19°) all else is but the exposition
or analysis of what these terms imijly.
Like the
prophets, Dt greatly insists on the duties of the
people, tiiough with surprising inwardness it sums
up all duties in love to J" their God (6' 10'^). Like
the prophets also, it fills up the formal outline of
the dinne covenant (On 15) with contents from the
nature of God J" loved thy fathers (4"), and
this love continues to their descendants (7*).
The
' covenant
and the grace ("i:n) are coupled the
covenant was an expression of grace (7'-'). Dt also
lays great emphasis on the uniformity of the divine
mind and the continuity of His operations. It was
because He loved the fathers that He chose their
seed, the people Israel
this choice meaning, not
election beforehand, but the concrete act of separating Israel to Himself from among the nations at
the Exodus (4" 7' 10"). J" keepeth covenant,'
though this again is explained from His nature
—'He is the faithful God' (7"'=). All Israel's
blessings, its deliverance from Egypt, entrance to
Canaan, and prosperity there, are but the first
covenant (Gn 15) unfolding itself
to uphold His
covenant which he sware unto thy fathers (8'* 9*
10").
And this first covenant, as it has operated
in the past and operates now, will continue operaIsrael may be scattered among
tive in the future
the nations, but J" will not forget His covenant,
for He is merciful (4"). The term Krith is used in
IH for the terms or contents of the covenant, e.g.
the Decalogue or any of its laws (4^ 17'- ') ; so Dt
speaks of the tables of the covenant,' the ark of
8-' 'the ark wherein is the
tlie covenant,' cf. 1
covenant of the Lord.' The prophets Jer. and Ezk.
follow Dt in their use of the term covenant, though
they draw no distinction between the covenant at
Horfeb and that in the plains of Moab (Jer 11'- *•
3131 -jn. a
Ezk igs. W).
jg curious that in his
prophecies anterior to the promulgation of Dt (ch.
1-6) Jer., like other prophets, does not make use
of the covenant idea (cf., however, 3").
See § iv.
4. The Priests' Code.
P is a historical account
of the rise and completion of Israel's sacra, its
;

'

:

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

—

'

'

:

'

'
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—

n
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religious institutions and rites.
When it was
written, these sacred institutions had run through
tlieir full development, and could be described in
their historical sucees-sion, cij. the law in regard
to blood (Gn 9), the law of circumcision (Gn 17),
tlie tabernacle as the dwelling-place of God among
His people (Ex 25 fi'.), and the like. In this history
P records two covenants that with Noah (Gn 9)
and that with Abraham (Gn 17). The former was
a covenant with man and all creation, consisting
of a promise or oath (Is .'54'') on God's side that He
vould no more destroy the world with a flood, and
laying on men the obligation of abstaining from
human bloodshed and the eating of blood. It is
very much a question of words whether tliis
Of course being made
covenant was two-sided.
with mankind and all creation, it was an absolute

—

changed, conncctinjc perhaps with TO'n (Jer 2"), Aa
Btatcfl what the people underuke, and v. is wlmt J" undertal<efl,
the renderin(f, thou iinat nnnxed J" to imy,' couid onlv mean
that the people hy tlieir words or demeanour hiui eauHcd J" to
undenitan<l ond rejieat tliuir pleilt^es In rejranl to tliin, while He
hud raiiHed or enahli'd them to reiH'at His pled^'eB to them
The poMiaKe ia dittlcult
Btranirely roundabout form of thouu'ht.
in other'ways, the exact l>*«rin(f of thetuhoriimat«clauaea heiuf;
tn lonie cases olMcure.
See Avouou.
VOL. I.
Kt
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—

and the world

;

was the increasing intercourse
and the heathen, and the fact that
were accepting the religion of
which induced the author of P to preserve a
that

Eossible

ctween

many
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it

Israel

of the latter

Israel,

The Abrahamic covenant
was made with Abraham and his seed. It
consisted of a promise of God, called also an oath
Ex 6*), to multiply Abraham, to give Canaan to
him and his seed, and to be their God (Gn 17*- ' *)
and it imposed on him and his seed the obligation
record of this covenant.

(Gn

17)

(

;

of circumcision (v.'").
Circumcision is called the
sign of the covenant but also the covenant itself
"•
(v.'""), just as the Sabbath is both the co\enant
and the sign of it (Ex 31'*-").
As in Noah's
covenant, the promise to Abraham and his seed
regarded as a people was absolute (v.'), but in
regard to individuals the penalty of neglecting
circumcision was death (v.^*).
'I'he
idea ia
hardly that Abraham represented his seed ; his
seed are conceived as existing as they were when
the author wrote (cf. Dt 29"). The Decalogue
does not now stand in P, neither does it speak of
any covenant at Sinai, except in the general
reference Lv 26" 'the covenant of their ancestors,'
at the Exodus; theonly partof the Decalogue spoken
of as a covenant is the ^al.^)ath (Ex 31'")."
The
ark of the covenant becomes ' the ark of the
testimony' (my). P gives an account of the historical revelati(/n of the divine names, Eloliim, El

OT

—

'

'

Shaddai, and J". The covenant with Noah was
made by Elohim, that with Abraham by El
Shaddai, and a covenant made by J" might have
been expected. It is wanting; the covenant in
Ex 6'-' is the Abiahainic. Thus in P, (1) the only
covenant with Israel is the Abrahamic all Israel's
subsequent history, their mnltiplication in Egyjit
and their entrance into Canaan, is but the fullil
ment of this covenant (Ex 2^6<», cf. Ps 105'").
In P, as everywhere else, the essence of the covenant is, I will be their God' (Gn 17'"), or mori^
will take you to me for people, and
fully,
I
In the idea of P
will be to you God (Ex 6').
this promise was realized by God dwelling among
the people on the one hand, and accepting their
Hence the need of the
offerings on the other.
tabernacle, God's dwelling-place, oflerings, and
These are all divine institutions,
ministrants.
creations and gifts of God, the fultilineut in detail
And (2) the
of the covenant to be their God.
covenant is everlasting (Gn 17') it continues valid
in the Exile and at all times, and it will yet prove
effectual in the restoration of the people and in
their being the people of God in truth (Lv 2B'""'"').
Neither in P nor in Ezk are the ritual institutions
the means of salvation, they e-xjiress the stale of
salvation, which is altogether of God
and their
performance merely conserves it.
If a different
way of thinking ever came to prevail, it arose long
;

'

'

I

'^

;

;

after P.
• Ai the history of creation (On V-V) ia written mainly to
introduce the rest of the Sabbath, in which creation issueii, the
Sabbath mit'iit have l»cen expected to be a covenant with
creation and Adam. This is not the case, nor does OT speak of
a covenant with Adam (Hos 6^ is obscure). In Sir 1417 tba
covenant from the beginning was, tliou shalt die the death,'
covenant appears « appointment, orvlinanco and death, t>cinK
universal, la regarded «• the destiny of man from the be
ginning.
'

;

'
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The New Ojvenant.— As

iv.

religiouo liistory of Israel tlie

an idea in the

new covenant means:

that Israel's national existence and all lier
institutions, civil and sacred, shall be dissolved
(Hos 3") ; J" shall say of her,
She is not my
people, neither am I hers' (Hos 1* 2').
And
secondly, that this divorce of Israel shall be but
temporary as it is, in fact, merely apparent (Is 40'
49"* 50'*- SI*"-)
the relation between her and
J" shall be renewed
I will say unto them which
were not my people, Thou art my people
and
tirst,

'

—

;

:

'

;

they shall say. Thou art my God' (Hos 2^ l'»).
This is the faith and prediction of all the prophets,
of Dt and of P (above in § iii.).
The Exile was
the dissolution of the relation between Israel and
J", the rupture of the old covenant (Jer 31*^)
the
Restoration shall be the renewal of the relation,
the establishment of a new covenant. But around
the renewal of the relation gather all the religious
ideals and aspirations of the prophets, the for;

giveness of sin, righteousness and peace, and everlasting joy the relation is renewed amidst the
tumultuous jubilation of creation (Is 42'" 44-''^).
In its visions of the new covenant OT becomes
Christian. Jer. is the tirst to use the word new,
but the term adds nothin" to what had been already
said in the words spoken by J" to her who had been
cast off ' I will betroth thee unto me for ever
(Hos 2'" 3'). In terms the new covenant is nothing
but the old ' I will be their God, and they shall be
my people (Jer 31^) its novelty (apart from the
reference to the future) lies in its subjective
reality
its terms are realized in their deepest
sense.
It is in this view only that its promises are
'better' (He 8').
The prophets and Dt insist
greatly on the duties of the people, and assume
that they are able to perform them. But when
Jer. and Ezk. review the people's history, which
has been one long act of unfaithfulness, they despair of the people (Jer 13^). To Jeremiah's expostulations the reply seems to come back, It is hopeless' (2^).
Hope is now only in God. J" will
make a new covenant with Israel, that is, forgive
their sins and write His law on their hearts the
one in His free grace, the other by His creative
act and thus the covenant idea shall be realized,
I will be their God,' etc.
The second part of the
promise is developed in Deutero-Is. This is my covenant, saith J", my spirit which is upon thee, and my
words which I have put in thy mouth (.'j9^') and
even more fully in Ezk SG-^""-, cf. 11". In 20=""Ezk. describes the act of making the new covenant,
which is a repetition of that at the Exodus.
This
new, everlasting covenant is due to God's remem-

—

:

:

'

;

;

'

—

;

'

'

'

;

brance of His former covenant (16'""). Both Jer.
and Ezk. bring the new covenant into connexion
with the DaWdic or Messianic covenant (Jer 33'*'"»-»,

Ezk SV'-^, cf. 17-'^).
In Deutero-Is. (40 ff. the assurance of a new
covenant reposes on two great conceptions the
universalistic conception of J"asGod, and that of the
invincible power of the knowledge of the true God
once implanted in the heart of mankind. J" is God
alone. Creator, He that giveth breath unto the people,
and in this all is said He shall yet be acknowledged
by all, 'By myself have I sworn that to me every
knee shall bow' (45-^ 42"). And Israel is His witness
)

—

:

(43'").

There

is

no mention of former covenants with

the fathers or Israel. J" called Israel (4I» 42» 49'-'
51'), and in theact of calling He planted in Israel the
consciousness of its meaning in the moral history

—

mankind
I said unto thee. Thou art my servant (41*"). There is no God but J', and Israel is
His servant, to bring forth judgment to the nations,
of

'

'

to be the light of the Gentiles, that the salvation
of J" may be to the end of the earth (49*).
The
knowledge of the true God has been given to mankind once for all in Israel and this idea of the
;

true knowledge or word of the true God implanted
this
in Israel, incarnated in the seed of Abraham
idea personilied into a Being is the Servant of the
Lord. One might not be able anywhere or at any
time to lay his finger on this Being, but he was
there, had always been there since Israel's call and
the creation of its consciousness (49'"*). And the
religious history of mankind was a Process at Law,
the conduct of the great Cause of the Servant against
In this
the nations, their wrongs and idolatries.
cause he was righteous, that is, in the right his
cause was that of J", and though he stood contra
mundum he would surely prevail
I know that I
shall not be put to shame' (50^"').
So the Servant
becomes a covenant of the people, to restore the
tribes of Jacob (42' 49").
And this is too light a
thing, he shall also be the light of the nations.
The new covenant is one of peace (54'°), is everlasting (55' 61*), and the Gentiles may take hold of

—

:

:

'

it (Sti'-" 44»).

in the above and all late writings bertth is used
in a general way, not of the act of agreement, but
of its conditions or any one of them, and thus of
the religion of Israel as a whole (Is 56*, Ps 103").
So it is used of the relation created by the
covenant ; the new covenant is not thought of as a
formal act of agreement, but as the realizing in
The term
history of the true covenant idea.
biritk had a charm and power, and was clung to,
partly because it expressed the most solemn and
unalterable assurance on God's part that He would
be the people's salvation, and partly, perhaps,
because it suggested that He acted with men after
the manner of men, graciously engaging Himself to
them, and entering into their life. The covenant
thus took form in their heart, awakening hopes
and ideals towards which, kindled and elevated by
And
the divine fellowship, they might strive.
thus the covenants were not only promises of
redemption, but stages in its attainment. For
God's covenants were not isolated and unmolived
interpositions, they attached themselves to lofty
spiritual conditions of men's minds,— to the 'faith'
of Abraham (Gn 15'), to David's absorbing purpose
to prepare an house for J" (2 S 7, Ps 132), to the
zeal of LeW and Phinehas, and to the elevated religious mind of Israel in the hour of its redemption.
By the time of the LXX translation birith had
become a religious term in the sense of a onesided
engagement on the part of God, as in P and late
writings and to this may be due the use of the
word StadriKT), disposition or appointment, though
the term was then somewhat inappropriately
applied to reciprocal engagements among men.*
In the Ep. to the Hebrews the word is used both for
covenant and testament, the idea of covenant as a
onesided disposition naturally sliding into that of
testament when the other ideas of inheritance and
The Ep. develops in
death are involved (9'""").
I will
detail Jer 31"" particularly the promise,
remember their sins no more.' The Day of Atonement (Lv 16), in which the piacular rites of OT
culminated, is used as a frame into which to insert
the work of Christ and the rites and actions of
the high priest on that day, which could never
realize the idea they embodied, serve as a foil to
the sacrifice and hich priesthood of Christ, which
for ever perfected the sanetitied.' The other half
In their hearts I will write my
of the promise,
law,' is not developed in the Ep. (cf. ref. to the
St. Paul employs the
Spirit, Is 59=', Ezk 36"").
term Sia$-/iKri (Gal 3"), but in the sense of an engagement on the part of God, which is, as he calls
In the main he follows P, «.?. (1)
It, a promise.
in assuming that there is but one covenant, the
'

'

;

'

,

;

'

'

• Aristoph. A 0. 439, is quoted as an ex, of the meaning ' conHad this sense estabUshed itaelf
vention.' nnjt\ial enpapenient.
•common dialect of tlie 3rd cent. B.C. ?

in the

"

';

CRACKNELS

COVEK
Abrahamic (Gn

17)
(2) in regarding circumcision
as the sign of it and (3) in regarding the Sinaitic
revelation as subordinate to the covenant and a
means of realizing it though in a different sense
from P.
The revelation at Sinai was not the
making of a covenant, but the giWng of a law.
With Gn 17, however, he combines Gn 15, and the
wider promise that all nations should be blessed
in the seed of Abraham.
The covenant with
Abraham was a purely spiritual deed, and contcniplated only spiritual ends. The promise of heirship of the world was given to Abraham and to his
seed, which seed is CTirLst, in whom the promise
has been fulfilled. Further, the promise was given
to Abraham, the believer, and to his seed, which
seed all believers are, who are heirs according to
the promise, being, as one with Christ, joint-heirs
with Him. In the institution of the Supper the
t«rm Sia9-^KTi is also used, and combined with the
sacrificial idea as in Ex 24°'-, cf. He 9''"-.
;

;

—

—

Phrasboloot. The usu&l phra«e to make a covenant U to
cut (n"!;)
in 2 S 'is*
to appoint (DX').
In P to give (jn;
*

'

;

'

'

'

'

On 812 iTTf^ and to set up a covenant' (D'pn), are common.
The latter word often means to uphold,' but the sense set up
or make is undoubted; the determination of 'covenant' by
pron. occurs also with |n; and nij (2 S 312). of both parties it is
said, 'they made a covenant '(On 213^31**); the superior, or
whoever takes the initiative, make« a covenant xtnth (riN, c>)
the other (2 8 8I', On itf). To make a covenant to or /or (S)
mav mean to 'submit a covenant to,' i.e. for acceptance (Jos
243&), or to make a covenant or undertake an obli[^ation
for the
*

'

'

'

advantage of one (Ex 2^1^, 2 S &S). This construction is always
used of covenants with the natives of Canaan (Ex 2332 3412. la^
Dt 7^, Jg 2^, and becomes very common in later st.vle in conformitv with the extended usage of prep. to. See "more fully
Valeton, xii. 2 ft., 227 a.
Knstacb. "^
pp. 60 f., 206 S., 247 a. ; Oxf.
^
U-b. /..J-. «..-.
'

:

i^mRATUKa.— Art. 'Bund' in Schenkel's and Riehm'a DB.
The OT Theologies Riehm. p. 68 fl. Schultz(Eng. tr.), ii. 1 fl.
:

;

Smend, pp. 24 9.,294fl. Iiillmann.pp. 107 ff.,419ff. H. Outhe,
Df foodjerit nofione Jerrmiana, Leip. 1877; Valeton, ZA W xii.
;

(lS»a-93); Candlish, Kxpoirilory Timet, 1892 (Oct., Nov.);
Krajtzschmar, IHe Bunden-urtitfUuiig im Alt. Trj<t., Marburg,
IStta.
On the Federal Tbeologv see an art. bv T. M. Lindsay,
BrU. and For. Bv. Rev. July 1879.
X. B. DAVIDSON.
liii.

COYER.— 1. Following Sa'adya, Talm., and most
Eng. VSS, AV gives covers ... to cover withal,'
as one of the vessels used in the tabernacle. Ex 25''*
'

37",

Nn

RV

(after

LXX, Vulg.,
... to pour

Syr., Targ.,
Luther) gives 'flagons
out withal.'
The same word (ni^-,-) is used in 1 Ch 28" of one
kind of vessels given by David to Solomon for the
'
temple ;
cups.' 2. In Jg 3«, 1 S 24» ' to cover
one's feet' is a literal tr. of the Heb. (v^:-i tic.i)
euphemistically used for performing the offices of
nature (so LaX, Jg 3** iroKtvovv rovi 7r65aj, but
vapcuTKevdffaadai
1 S 24****
Vulg. pnrfjnre alrum,
4'.

EV

;

and p. ventrem Luther in Jg, zu Stiihl geganqcn,
but in 1 S, Fiisse zu f/er/cen). On the scrupulous
regard for decency among Orientals, see Ges. Lex.
».t). ]n^.
J. Hastings.
;

COYERT. —Scarcely now in nse, except for game,
and then generallv spelt raver, 'covert' is used in
AV for— 1. 'A covered place,' 2 K 1(>"; 'the c.
for the sabbath that they had built in the house
(Heb. Klh. T|5'p, kerg ^po, LXX t4» BeijUXiov t^s
'

KV 'the covered
'covered place'). 2.

<ra9rt/)oi,

RVm

way for the sabbath,'
Any shelter, as Is 4" 'a

c. from storm and from rain'; or hiding place, as
Job 38" the young lions
abide in the c. to lie
in wait
S 25* she [Abigail] came down by the
c. of the hill,' that is, where the hill hid her from
view cf. 1 Mac 9" hid themselves under the c. of
the moontain.'
J. Hastings.
'

.

'

;

;

I

.

.

tion

;

he uses two different words,

Co

AV

615
4iri$vfUu in Ro,

The

older Eng.
VS.S have generally 'lu.st' in quoting the commandment, or where they have 'covet' they give
some other word in 1 Co, as 1 Co 12" Wyclif sue,'
Kheims 'pursue'; 14*" W. 'love,' R. 'be earnest.'
has desire earnestly in 1 Co. ' Covet' (from
Fr. convoiter, Lat. cupere, cupiditare), scarcely
used now in a good sense, was at first quite
neutral = eagerly desire, as Caxton (1483), She ever
covey ted the pees and love of her lord.' 'Covet
(The Gr. in this place
after,' as 1 Ti 6'", is obsolete.
reach after,' a happy
is dpiyiji, and RV gives
change, ipiyu and reach being phonetically as
well as idiomatically identical.)
J. HASTINGS.
s'7;X6u

in

1

;

it

is

only.

'

RV

'

'

'

'

'

'

C0YET0OSNES8 The verb covet and its parts
are used in a wider .sense in the Scriptures than the
noun covetousness, which has alw ays a reference to
property, and is a rendering of the Heb. Vi? and
the Gr. TrXtopt^la. In OT there are found frequent
denunciations of this sin, which is brought into
close connexion on the one hand with violence (Jer
2'2", Hab 2"), and on the other with fraud (Jer 8'°);
and this connexion shows that action as well as
desire to get another's goods is meant (Mie 2").
The forms of the sin singled out for rebuke are
usurj-, seizing the land of the weak and poor,
selling debtors into slavery, and taking bribes to
pervert justice. The judges to be chosen by Moses
were to be men 'hating unjust gain' (Ex 18'^).
Covetousness brought ruin on Achan and his house
(Jos 7''")- Samuel in laying down office asserted his
innocence of this sin

S

(1

Turning to NT, we

12*).

find that Jesus

warned men

against covetousness, wherewith His opponents
the Pharisees were charged (Lk 16"), and enforced
His warning with the parable of the Rich Fool (Lk
joia-si).
St. Paul in several of his letters includes
covetousness, which he calls idolatry (Col 3'),
among the very worst sins (Ro l"", Epli 5', 1 Co 6'°).
He had to defend himself against the charge of
covetousness in connexion with the collection for the
poor at Jerus. (I Th 2», 2 Co 8 cf. Ac 20^'). There
were some teachers in the Church whose aim was
worldly gain (2 P 2*) and accordingly one of the
necessary qualificationsof a bishop was freedom from
the love of money 1 Ti 3'). The remedy for covetousness as for the anxiety about food and raiment,
which hinders undivided service (Mt C""**), is trust
in God's fatherly care and abiding faithfulness (He
13°).
Regarding the sense of 'covet' in the tenth
commandment (Ex 20"), it is held by some that it
includes not only the desire to have another's
property, but also the effort to make it one's own
(Schultz, O.T. Theol., Eng. tr. ii. p. 52). In Dt 5"
with its more inward morality, only the desire may
be referred to. In St. Paul's reference the inwardness
He might claim to
of the law is asserted (Ro 7').
be blameless in outward acts, but this commandment convicted him of sinfulness in his wishes, not
for gain simply, but also for other unlawful objects.
A. £. Garvie.
;

;

(

—

COW. See Cattle.
COZBI
slain

Csi; 'deceitful,' Xairi9().— The Midianitess
25"'- " P).

by Pliinehas (Nu

COZEBA

(I

Ch 4").— See Achzib.

'

'

COYET 'The law had said. Thou shalt not
covet' (Ko 7'); 'Covet earnestly the best gifts'
(1 Co I'2"), and 'covet to prophesy' (14»).
It is
not St. Paul that offers this startling contradic-

CRACKNELS.— Only

K

14» 'take

with thee ten
(nni-j) is found
elsewhere only Jos 9°, of the bread the Gibeonites
carried with tiiem on their pretended long journey.
It is supposed to mean bread that rrumblcs easily,
hence the Eng. tr., 'cracknel' being a dialectic
variety of crackling. See Rkead.
loaves and cracknels.

1

The Heb.
'

'

J.

Hastings.

—

;

CRAFT
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CREED

CRAFT.— In
Mac 12'^ Mk

the mod. sense of guile, Dn 8",
14' ; for already by 1611 the word
had lost its orig. sense of 'power,' 'strenj^th,'
n'hen it could be distinctly set against cunning,'
as Caxton (1474), C'/tcsse, ''ihou bast vayntiuisslied
them ... by subtilnes. .
Hut I that am a
roniayn ghal vaynquisshe them by craft and
strength of armes.' Elsewhere in
'c' means
'trade,' an early application of the word = Uiat
to which a man gives his strength). So 'Craftsman = tradesman,' as llev 18-- no craftsman of
whatsoever craft he be.' In Bic/i. II. I. iv. 28,
Shaks. plays upon the double sense of craft

2

'

.

.

AV

(

'

'

'

'

'

Wooing poor craftemen with the

'

AV

or

O'p

^,

tr.

in

crane, should be tr. swallow (so RV).
first of these words occurs in Hezekiah's
prayer (Is 38"). Here (isrsg is iijj did?) sus is
a swallow, and 'agvr possibly an adjective which
means twittering. The passage would then be tr.
' as
a twittering swallow I chatter.' In the second
passage (Jer 8') occurs the second form ("i"Jj;i o'p?),
and here ^is is again a swallow, and 'agiir the txvittererC.).
If the passage be tr. 'as a swallow and
a tmtterer,' the latter probably refers to another
species of swallow, or one of the twittering birds
01 passage, of which there are many in the Holy
Land.
In the passage in Jer. the allusion is to
the migratory habits of the bird, and its note ; in
Isaiah to its note alone. Some of the swallows, as
the swift or martin, are known to the Arabs by the
name ^m or sis, and utter a piercing shriek as they
fly, but the allusion here is to the twittering of the
birds in nesting time. By no stretch of imagination
could the whoop or trumpeting of the crane be called
twittering. Some have supposed that the yanshiiph
(Lv 11", Dt 14'«), tr. in AV and RV great owl, and
yansMph (Is 34"), tr. in both owl, are the crane.
But, in the absence of evidence in its favour, we
must drop the crane from the fauna of the Bible.
G. E. Post.
CRATES (K/xiT77r), a deputy left in charge of the
citadel at Jerusalem (Acra) when the regular
governor, Sostratus, was summoned to Antioeh by
Antiochus Epiphanes, in consequence of a dispute
with the high priest Menelaus (2 Mac 4^). Crates
is termed the governor of the Cyprians (t4v {tI tCiv
Kt/vpluy, RV who was over the Cyprians')
probably he was sent to Cyprus shortly afterwards,
when, in 1C8 B.C., Antiochus obtained possession
of the island.
Some MSS read here 'ZuiTTparos
di Kparriaas twv iirl r. Kiw. ; 80 Vulg. Sostratus
prwlatus est Cypriis.
H. A. White.
'

:

CREATION.— See Cosmogony,
the

CRE-TtrRE.

somewhat

loose rendering of
On and Lv (once
in Gn
swarming
beinij, or, as
(\'~«f),
it is there put, moving creature), and, in Ezk, of
hai (T), living being (rendered, in each case, living
creature).
In NT, quite accurately, it represents
Kriaim, and shares with creation the representation
of KTlais. Neither /crdr/na nor ktIcis is ever emjiloyed
by the
as a tr. of nephesh, sherez, or hai, the
favourite equivalents for these words respectively
being f t^i), fpirerliy, and fwov. In Gn the verb bdra'
(k-;5, 'create') is tr. solely by iroieiK: nTlftii' represents
it first in Dt 4''''', and afterwards more usually than
iroieTii ; while both stand for it, sometimes side by
side, in Deutero-Isaiah {e.g. 45').
Since iroieri' is

nephesh

is

(c;j), breathitig
l**
of sherez

— —

)

;

;

oib jiJf,

The

CREATURE

(

;

craft of nnileB.'

Crafty and Craftiness are always used in the
modern degenerated sense.
J. HASTINGS.

CRANE.—The word

out of nothing), Krlieiv is especially fitted to express
God's creative activity not only in the physical
(Ec 12', Ro 1^), but also in the spiritual sphere
(Col 3'".
For an OT premonition of the spiritual
sense, see Ps bV, where create, KTl^av, and renew,
iyKaivticiv, recall together the /taii'Tj
ktI<tis, new
creature, of 2 Co 5").
The use of the subst. kWcth
exactly corresponds. In contradistinction to KTlafia,
which points to the creative act completed and
embodied, it denotes sometimes the creative act in
process (Ro P"), at other times the thing created,
regard being paid to the process of its production.
It is used 1 physically (a) of the whole creation
(so invariably in OT and Apocr.
in NT, Ro 8^),
often with special reference to mankind as the
creation (Mk 16", Col 1==) (6) of the individual
creation, the creature (like the purely physical
KTla/ia of the Apocr. and NT), Ro 8^ (2) spiritually,
of the new creature (2 Co 5", Gal 6"), and the new
creation (Ro 8^'^) in Christ Jesus, the original and
originator of the new race, and the renovator of
nature as a whole. Cf. the rabbinical expressions
berlyah huddshah, 'new creation,' of a man converted to Judaism ; and hiddush ha'Olam, the new
age (lit. newness of the age) to be ushered in by
the Messiah also Isaiah's new heavens and new
earth' (65"), the TroXiTvextffia, regeneration (Mt
19^), and the diroKaTiaraatt iravTuy, restitution of all
things (Ac 3-'). The classical sense of KTi^eiv, to
found, occurs only in 1 Es 4**, but is traceable in
the meaning of ktIiii% in 1 P 2", xdo-j ipBpuirlyjj
KTltrei, 'every institution, i.e. ordinance, of man.'
J. Massie.
CREDIT.— 1 Mac 10" ' Wlien Jonathan and the
people heard these words, they gave no credit
unto them' {ovk iTTlar^vaav airoU, RV 'credence').

being, in

LXX

simply tomnke, while /criffivis (classically) to found
(a city, a colony), and so to mnke from the beginning, originally, for the first time (not necessarily

'

'

'

;

Cf.

Introd. to

Rhemish NT, 'The discerning

of

Canonical from not Canonical, and of their infallible truth, and sense, commeth unto us, only by
the credite we give unto the Catholike Churche.'
J.

Hastings.

CREDITOR.— See Debt.

—A

CREED.
creed is an authorized statement or
definition of religious beliefs. The name is usually
limited in its application to the three formulas
known as the Apostles', the Nioene (or Constantinopolitan), and the Athanasian.
The history of
these documents has been the subject of minute
and elaborate investigation. The most convenient
collection of the materials for study is to be found
in Hahn's Biblioth. d. Symb. u. Glaubensreq. d. alt.
Kirche', 1897.
The earliest traces of the Apostles'
Creed are investigated in vol. i. pt. 2, of Gebhardt,
Harnack, and Zahn's Patr. Apost. Op. and Hamack,
2) and the recent controversy
as to its original meaning, and the source of certain
clauses, is accessible in Harnack, Apost. Glaubensbek., and Swete, Apostles' Creed.
As Swainson has
observed, it is necessary to remark that until the
,

A nhang to Hahn (ed.

tenth century the

;

name

'apostles" or 'apostolic'

was applied to the Nicene as well as to the Western
symbol to which it is now appropriated both were
regarded as embodying the apostolic teaching, and
the epithet 'apostolic does not always entitle us
to say that the Latin symbol is the one meant.
But the purpose of this article is not to enter in
the origin and history of the creeds, but to indi;

cate their biblical suggestions or anticipations.
Pagan religion was a rite rather than a doctrine
if
the ceremonial were duly performed, tJie
worshipfjcr was at liberty to interpret it, or leave
it unexplained, as he pleased.
The myths which
in a certain sense rationalize ritual do not amount
to a doctrine
there is nothing in them binding
the reason or faith of the worshipper and pagan
Neither 1«19
religion has no theology or creed.
it a historical basis, which might be exUibif«l and
;

;

I

—

—
CREED

CREEPING THINGS

guarded by a sok-iiin recital of sacred facts. In
both respects it is distiii^lshed from the relifrion
of revelation.
This rests upon facts, which have
to be perpetually made visible, and upon an interl)retatiiin of those facts, without which they lo.se
their vahie and power as a basis for religion.
This
is true b^itli of ()T and NT sla<;es in revelation, but
it is in the latter only that we can lie said to see
the first approaches to the formation of a creed.
The Ten \Vords, with their demand for monolatry,
if not their proclamation of monotheism, might be
regarded as the symbol ' of the ancient religion
the Sliema
Hear, O Israel, J" our God is one J
in l)t (i' is the nearest approach to the enunciation
'

:

—

'

NT

of a doctrine.
In
there are various more
distinct indications, sometimes of the existence,
sometimes of the contents, of what would now be
called a creed.
The emphasis which Jesus lavs
upiin faith in Him.self makes Mini, naturally, tlie
l>rincipal subject in these.
The Cliristian creed is
a confession of faith in Him
there is nothing in
;
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St. Paul delights, sometimes objective as in Ro W;
sometimes subjective a-s in 2 Th 2'''f-, Tit H*-'', in-

fluenced the formulation of Christian truth for
catechetical purposes, or were themselves due to
the need for it but it is obvious that outlines of
gospel teaching, such as the apostles delivered
;

everywhere, must soon have been required and
supplied.
Such an outline may be referred to in
vnoTviroiaiv exc vytaivdm-wv \6y(i}v
though
2 Ti 1'**
it may well be the case that something is denoted
much more copious than anything we call a creed
a catechist's manual, for instance, such as might
contain the bulk of one of our gospels. It is usual
to assume that by TrapadrjKTj or irapaKarad-qHT) ( 1 'lii
C-', 2 Ti 1''') is meant 'the faith once delivered to
the saints,' in the sense of a creed or deposit of
doctrine
and though good scholars dispute this,
and suppose the ref. to be to Timothy's vocation as
a minister of the gospel, the a.ssumption is probably
correct.
For in the first passage the rapadriKr) is
opposed to profane babblings and oppositions of

—

:

;

•

which is not a more or less immediate inference
from what He is, or teaches, or does. The early
confession of Nathanael (.In l*'-*), Kabbi, thou art
the Son of tiod tlinu art the King of Israel,' is the
germ of a creed. There is probably more, thongh

knowledge falsely so called, which some professing
have erred concerning the faith
and in the second,
it is evidently parallel to the
form or outline of
sound words.' There are several passages in which

not everything, in Peter's confession at Caesarea
I'hilippi (Mt 16''0, 'Thou art the Christ, the Son of
the living God.' The exclamation of Thoma.s in
Jn 20'''» goes further still. We may infer from such
])assagesas 1 Co 12* (' Jesus is Lord ') and Uo 10'-* (' If
thnushalt confess with thy mouth that Jesus is Lord,
and believe in thy heart that God raised him from
the dead '), that a confession of the exaltation of the
crucilied Jesus was the earliest form of Christian
creed.
Cf. Ac 2"*.
Some such confession seems to
have been connected from the beginning with the
administration of baptism. This appears from the
ancient interpolation in Ac 8'^' in wliich the eunuch
is made, before his baptism, to say,
I believe that
Jesus ("lirist is the Son of God
but still more
from Mt 28''-'. The formula, into the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy .Spirit,'
which is here prescribed for baptism, is undcmbtedly
the outline on which both the We.stern (Apostolic)
and the Kastern (Nicene) symbols were moulded
and candidates for baptism were at a very early
date required to profess their faith, sometimes in
the very words of those .symbols, .sometimes in forms
virtually equivalent to them.
(See 15 vi'TisM.)
It
ha.s indeed been pointed out that where baptism is

tents

it

'

;

'

'

;

'

;

mentioned historically in NT, it
of the Lord Jesus' (Ac 8'" 19'

is

'

into the name
not into the

etc.),

name of Mt 28" but the surprise of St.
Paul in Ac 10^ that any one could have been
baptized without hearing of the Holy .Spirit, is
fair evidence that the Holy Spirit teas mentioned
whenever Christian baptism was dispensed (observe
the force of oSi' in Ac 10').
Expansions of this
trinitarian formula constituted what Iremeus calls
the canon of the truth which one receives at
baptism' (Iren. J/xr. 1. x. 1, and the note in
Harvey's ed. vol. i. p. 87 f.).
Such expansions,
however, are hardly to be found in NT. The brief
summaries of Chri.stian fundamentals are usually
of a ililTerenl character.
Thus St. Paul mentions,
as the elements of his go.spel in 1 Co lij^'' Chri.st's
death for sins. His burial, and His resurrection.
In 1 Ti ;i"' there is what is usually considered a
liturgical fragment, defining at least for devotional
purpo.ses the contents of 'tlie mystery of gndliness,'
the open secret of the true religion. There the
lir.st emphasis is laid on the Incarnation
He who
wa.s manifested in the fle.sli
and the last on the
triune

;

'

—

;

Ascension— He who was received up

in glory.
As
individual conlessions mentioned above,
is the subjeet throughout.
It is difficidt to
say whether the summaries of his gospel in which
in the
Christ

'

'onirinht, 1S9S,

hi,

'

;

'

'

St.

Paul uses the word

K-f/pvy/xa

'

to denote the con-

(Ko 16-'', Tit 1^ Krtpvyp.a 8
i-ma-TeiSrip ^t!>) in a way which suggests that idea
of the gospel which woidd naturally find embodiment in a creed. The tuttos SiSaxv^ of Ro 6'" is
evidently wider than anything we mean by creed.
There is one passage in NT (He 6'f) in wluch
of

his

gospel

the elementary doctrines of the Christian religion
are enunu'iated, partly from a subjective point of
view (repentance and faiih), partly more objectively (resurrection and judgment).
In one place
the reality of the Incarnation is expressly asserted
as the foundation of the Christian religion, and as
a test of all 'spirits,' in a tone which had immense
influence im early Christian dogma (1 Jn 4-''). The
creeds of Christendom go back to these small beginning.s.
The tendency to produce them is plainly
as old as the work of Christian preaching and
teaching and their legitimate use, as all these NT
passages suggest, is to exhibit and giuird the truth
as it has been revealed in and by .Tesus. If it be
true that the dogma of Christianity is the Trinity,
and that this is the central content of the creeds,
it nuist be remembered that the trinitarian conception of God depends upon the revelation of the
Father, and the gift of tlic Sjiirit, both of which
are dependent on the knowledge of the Son. In
other words, it is truth 'as truth is in Je.sus.' But
on this view of the content of the creeds, we
should have to refer for the Scripture basis of
them to such pa.ssages (besides those quoted above)
as 1 Co 12*-<>, 2 Co 13'*, Kph 2i», Jude ^-", Jn 14-1(1.
;

Apart from the authenticity of Mt

281", these are

suflicient to show how instinctive is the combination of Father, Son, and Spirit in the thought of

NT

writers, and how completely the problem is
set in Christian experience to which the Church
doctrine of the Trinity, as embodied in the NiceneConstantinopolitan creed, is an answer. The historical, as oppo.sed to theological, statements in the
creeds claim to rest on direct Scripture authority.
LiTKRATCKR.

— Swtilnsolt.

Apontotic

Hciirllt-y, tltirinonitl Siimliotictt

nnd Xicfne

Ci'ffda;

rnffftlrucA-le. etc. ;
(r/tiubenHreifet Luiiiby,
//ist, of CrfetiH
Ziilui. Apoat. Sijmb. (1st>*2) ; nnd tlic works of
llalin, Harnack, and Swt'tu rt-ferrtMl to above,

OHi-lleu

e.

fr'fH. it.

;

Ciisjiiiii,

y'liii/ftt/nitiolM u. if.

',

;

J.

••CREEPING THINGS.—Much

Dknsky.

confusion

is

some-

cccasiuned liy the fact that two distinct
Ileb. terms are (frequently) represented by this
expression in the l".V.
timis

(I)

sented

The term which
is

rimes

cliarlei Si-rilmer'n

(''^'?';),

Srtm

is

mo.st correctly so repre-

from ramas, to ylidc or cncp

:

;

CREMATION

CREEPING THINGS

018

term 'creeping things' are mentioned
(as created, together with ' cattle,' and
'beasts of the earth' [i.e. speaking generally,
herbivora and carnivora], on the sixth day) 1-'' (as
given into the dominion of man, together with the
tish of the sea,' the 'fowl of the air,' the 'cattle
and all beasts [Pesh.] of the earth'); C>'-^ 7"-^
yiT. 19 ^as spared, usually together with ' cattle ' and
'
in other allusions
fowl,' on occasion of the Flood)
to the animarf kingdom, often by the side of
4''* (o")
'beasts,' 'cattle,' 'fowl,' or 'fishes,' 1
' lie
spake also of cattle, and of fowl, and of
Hab 1'*
creepinij tliint/s, and of fishes,' Hos 2i"('-')
(the Ciialdiuan makes men to be ' as the fislies of
the sea, as the creepiny things, over whom is no
ruler'), Kzk 8'" (figures of them worshipped by

under
(in

;;

this

1-*- -^

;

•

;

K

;

Israelites), 38",

Ps

148"'.

In

Gn

9^

[HV moving

thing], where the term stands by itself, it is used
more generally of all gliding or creeping things (cf.
Ps
the verb in Gn 1-^ 7-' 8''-' [RV mnveth, moved]
104-")
and in Ps 104-^ of gliding aquatic creatures (cf. the verb in Gn 1-1, Lv ll«,Ps69*'(3^)[RV
inoveth'\) ; so also perhaps (note the context, esp.
v.i=) in Hab 1".
The corresponding verb is often
found closely joined to it, Gn l-^' 7" »', Ezk 38-'
or used synonymously, Gn 1*' 7* 9- (RV teemeth),
Lv 202» (RV id.), l3t 4i8 (by the side of cattle,
fowl, and fish), cf. Lv ll** (RV moveth). These are
all the occurrences of either the subst. or the verb.
From a survey of the passages in which rimes
4*) in which
occurs, especially those (as Gn 1-'', 1
it stands beside beasts, fowls, and fishes, in popular
classifications of the animal kingdom, it is evident
that it is the most general term denoting reptiles,
which, especially in the East, would be the most
conspicuous and characteristic of living species,
when beasts, fowls, and fishes had been excluded.
DiUm. and Keil (on Gn 1**) both define it as denoting creatures moving on the ground ' either without
It is often defined
feet, or with imperceptible feet.'
more precisely by the addition of ' that creepeth
upon the earth,' or (Gn l-^ 6-", Hos 2>*) 'upon the
ground.' The term not being a scientific one, it in;

:

K

cluded also, perhaps, creeping insects, and posaibl'i
even very small quadrupeds but the limitation of
remes to the smaller quadrupeds of the earth (to
the exclusion of reptiles), which has been devised
(Dawson, Modern Science in Bible Lands, 1888, p. 28)
harmonizing Gn 1 with the
for the purpose of
teachings of palaeontology, is arbitrary, and cannot
:

'

'

'

'

be sustained.
(2) The other term, also sometimes unfortunately
this
rendered 'creeping things,' is sherez {'"i^)

applied to creatures, whether terrestrial or
aquatic, which appear in swarms, and is accordIt
ingly best represented by swarming things.
occurs (sometimes with the cognate verb) Gn 1'^'
is

water swarm with sicarming things,' cf.
'every living soul [see Son.] that creepeth,
wherewith the waters sioarmed' 7-' (beside fowl
and cattle and beast) every swarming thing that
swarmed upon the earth' Lv 5- 'the carcases of
' of
all the sicarmunclean swarming things''
ing things of the waters' v.-> (= Dt U^'), vv.^i- =3
'let the

V.21

;

'

;

;

IV

;

'winged swarming things' (i.e. flying insects:
locusts are instanced) ; v." 'swarming things, that
swarm upon the earth ' (the weasel, the mouse, and
various kinds of lizards are instanced), cf. v.'"
'among all sivarming things' vv. "•'-• '^ 'every
swarming thing that swarmeth upon the earth'
including (v.^-) insects with more than four feet
v.<* 'any siDarming thing that creepeth upon the
earth ' ; v.-"* ' every living soul that glideth (ef.
above, No. 1) in the waters, and every living soul
that sicarmeth upon tlie earth' 22' whoso touclieth any swarming thing by wliich he may become
The cognate verb shi'iraz occurs also
unclean.'
lix 8^ (7-*) 'the river shall sicarm with frogs' (cf.

—

;

'

;

•• ri,piiri(iht, 189S,

hy

Ps

Ezk

every living soul that swarmeth'
and fig., of animals generally,
(RV breed abundantly), and of men, 9' (RV
Gn
id.) Ex 1" (of the Israelites multiplying in Egypt:
RV increased abundantly). Sherez thus denotes
creatures that appear in swarms, whether such as
teem in the water, or those which swarm on the
ground or in the air, i.e. creeping and flying
insects, small reptiles, such as lizards, and small
quadrupeds, as the wea.sel and the mouse. Shi'rez
and remes are not co-extensive for, though particular animals, as small reptiles, would no doubt
be included under eitlier designation, remes would
not be applied to flying insects, or (at lea.st
properly) to aquatic creatures, nor is it certain
that it was applied to small quadrupeds, or even to
creeping insects while sherez would not i)robably
be used of large reptiles, or of any, in fact, which
did not usually appear in swarms.
S. U. Driver.
'•CREMATION.— It is sometimes stated that burning was the ordinary mode of disposing of the dead
among all ancient nations, except the Egyptians,
who embalmed them the Chinese, who buried them
in the earth
and the Jews, who buried them in
the sepulchres.
This statement requires a gotid
deal of qualification.
Lucian tells us that the
Greeks burned their dead while the Persians buried
them (Ve Luctu, xxi.) and it is certain that among
the Greeks bodies were often buried without being
burned (Thuc. i. 134.6; Plat. Pha-do, 115 E
Pint. Lye. xxvii.).
Among the Romans both
methods were in use and Cicero believed that
was
the
burial
more ancient (De Legibus, ii. 22.
56). So that Persians, Greeks, and Romans must be
added as, at any rate, partial exceptions. Wliether
religious, or sanitary, or practical reasons were
uppermost in deciding between the different
105'°)

;

47'

a river)

(viz. in
81"

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

methods

is

uncertain.

Where

fuel

was

scarce,

cremation would be difficult or impossible.
That the Jews' preference for sepulchres was
determined by a belief in the resurrection of the
body is very doubtful. The doctrine itself seems
to have been of late development; and modern
Jews, who accept the doctrine, do not object to
cremation. Nevertheless, their forefathers rarely
practised it, and ]>erh;ips then only as an alternative to what would be more distasteful.
The
bodies of Said and his sons were burned by the
men of Jabesh-gilead (1 S SV-), perhaps to secure
them from further insult by the Philistines, and to
6''
m-ike it more easy to conceal the bones.
gives a horrible (licture of a whole household
having died, and a man's uncle and a servant
being the only survivors left to burn the last body.
But we are probably to iniderstand a plague, or
something exceptional. That bodies were burned
in the valley of Ilinnom in times of pe.'^tilence is
an assertion which lacks support. However large
the number of the dead, burial was the manner of

Am

disposing of them (Ezk 39'i-"').

The very great
burning' made for Asa at his burial (2 Cii 10'*)
is not a case of cremation, but of burning spices
and furniture in his honour (comp. Jer .34'').
'When R. Gamaliel the elder died, Onkelos the
pro.selyte burned in his honour the worth of seventy
min(e of Tyrian money' (T. B. Alioda Zara lla).
Comp.

2

Ch

21'".

Nor

is

1

K

'

V.i-

an allusion

to

cremation. Bones of men previously buried are to
be burned on the altar to pollute it and render it
abominable.
In the NT there is no instance of cremation,
whether .Jewish, Christian, or heathen and there
that the early Christians
is abundant evidence
followed the .Tewi.sh pr.actice of burial, with or
without embalming (Minue. Felix, Oitav. xxxix.
Tert. Apol. xlii.;'Aug. De Civ. Dei, i. 12, l'5).
It was to outrage this well-known Christian senti;

'hnrJes Scrihtier's

Sous

;

CRETE

CRESCENS
nient that persecutors sometimes burned the bodies
of the martyrs aud scattered their ashes in mockery
of the resurrection (lius. H.E. v. 1.02, 63; comp.
The example of the .Jews,
Lact. Inst. vi. 12).
the fact that Christ was buried, the association of
burning with heathen practices, and perhaps rather
material views respecting the resurrection, have

make cremation unpopular among

contributed to

But there is notliing es.'sentially antiand charity reipiires us to adopt
it
any reverent manner of disposing of the dead
which science may prove to be least injurious to
A. PLUMMEU.
the living.
Christians.
christian in

:

CRESCENS. — A companion

St.

Paul

his

in

—

;

;

;

Gal. pp. -i and oO).
A late Western tradition treats
him as the founder of the Churches of Vienne and
of .Mayence ((iams. Series Episc).
Ills memory
is honoured in the Roman martyrology on .Tune
27, in the Greek .Menologion on May 30, and there
he is treated as one of the .seventy disciples, and
a bishop of Chalcedon. [Acta tSaneturuyn, June
The name is Latin,
27
Menolo(iion, May 30.1
and is found among the freedmen of Nero (Tac.
Hist. i. 76), the centurions (Ann. xv. 11), and the
priests of Phoebus (Inscr. Grcecce, Sic. et Ital.
;

W. Lock.

102(1).

CRESCENTS.— RV
mnon';.

As

Is

tr.

of

.Jg 8='- "^

^T-y^

3" (AV 'round
by

tires

(AV
the

like

etym. (from
Aram. suhrU, 'moon,' with nn as diminutive termination,
for which .see Barth, XomindUiiUly.
the .sttAai-on was a crescent or moon-slia))ed
§ 212),
ornament of gold (Jg 8-'''), introduced presumably
by Syrian traders from Babylonia. In OT we find
these crescents worn by Midianite chiefs (Jg 8-") by
the ladies of Jeru.s. (Is 3"), and hung by the former
on the necks of their camels (.Ig 8-'). They were
in all pmbability worn on the breast by a chain
rnun<l the neck, like the crescents (hilitlat) of a
modern Arab, belle (see Del. and Dillra. on Is 3'"
Keil, Bihl. Arrlueol. Kng. tr. ii. 149
Nowack, Ileb.
Arch. i. 129 cf. Jg 8-''', where the crescents seem
to be distinguished from the chains by which they
were suspended). Others {e.y. Moore, C'nmm. in
loc.) consider the latter to have been 'necklaces or
collars, the elements of which were little golden
crescents.'
Originally the crescents were amulets or
charms (W. U. Smith in Journ. of riiiloloi/ii, xiv.
122-123;* Wellh. Skizzen, iii. 144), although by
Lsaiali's time they may have become more purely
ornamental.
A. R. S. KiCN.nkky.
elearly indicated

its

—

—

,

;

;

CRETE. — Crete,

the modern Candia, is an island
.Mediterranean, 60 miles to the S. of Greece.
greatest
from
Its
length
K. to W. is loO miles, while
it.s
width varies from .30 to 7 miles. 'I'he orig.
inhabitants were prob. a kindred race with those
of Asia .Minor.
C. plays a prominent part in the
legendary, lus well as in tin; early historical period.
Lying as a convenient stepping-stone between the
continents of the Old World, the island was jirobably coloni.sed by the Dcuians in the 3rd gi'iieration
after their conquest of the Peloponnesus.
Homer
in the

numbers them together with
•

Smith

nlin«* fnrrii,

ofti-n

*

^4l

found on

the Achieans

and

Mahilrniiiin miu' liave heon of horscttml tlii^ Ik the Aaine kind of ninulel which 1b still
stable duors.'

siiirt't'sts ttifit

tile

Pelasgians among the inhabitants.
Some striking
points of resemblance are noticed by Aristotle
( Politics, ii. 10) between the institutions of Sparta
and those of C, prominent among them being the
military training, and the system of common
meals.
The mythical king .Minos, round whom so
many legends cluster, is alluded to as a 'historical
person by Tliucyd. (i. 4. 8) and Aristotle,
lie was
the first to gain command of the sea he insured
the payment of tribute by the suppression of piracy,
;

and
C.

tiiially failed

in

was mountainous,

an attempt
fertile, and

to

conquer

.Sicily.

populated.
Its cities were said to be 100 in number (Horn. //.
V'irg. Aen. iii. 100), and elsewhere 90 (lloin.
ii. 049
Od. xix. 174), the most iiniiortant beitig Gnossus,
Gortyiia (1 Mac 15-^), Cydonia, and Lyctus.
The
warlike spirit of the inhabitants, due to their
thii-kly

;

of

final imprisonment, sent by him to (jalatia (2 Ti
4'), i.e. either to Asiatic Galatia,
a view supported by 8t. Paul's usage elsewhere, and by the
context, in which all the otiier places mentioned
Tillelie east of Kome (so Const. Apast. vii. 40
Smith,
niont, Memoires stir St. Paul, Note 81
Dli- S.V.); or possibly to Gaul (so n C, reading
raXX/ov; Kuseb. Ht! iii. 4; Kpiph. H(jer. 51. 11;
Theodore and Theodoret ad 2 'I'i 4"'
IJghtfoot,

'oriiaiiieiits'),

519

])osition and training, was fostered by their internal
disputes and their fondne.ss for service as mercenaries.
Tacitus (Hist. v. 2) says that the Jews were
fugitives from C, and connects their name, lovSaToi,
with the mountain in the island called Ida. 'Ibis
probably arose frotn a confusion between the Jews
and Philistines, the latter of whom are called
Caphtorim, fiom ('aphtor (l)t 2-'', Am. 9'), the
country from which they migrated to Pal., and
may possibly be identified with the Cherethites
mentioned! S30", Ezk 20"'. InJer47* the passage
the I'hilistines, the remnant of the isle of Caplitor,'
has marginal alternative in
'of the sea-coast'
for 'isle'; and in the
(Zeph 2'') wdpoiKOL
found
KpiiTuii' is
and is tr. iiilial)itants of the .seacoast, the nation of the Cherethites' (HV), and
(Zeph
2<^)=^th(i
sea-coast.'
Caphtor may
Kprirrt
have been a part of Crete, possibly Cydonia on tlie
N. coast, which contained a river, Jardanus (cf.
.Jordan), Horn. Od. iii. 202.
In any case C. was
prob. a primitive .settlement of the Caphtorim, and
the Cretan character resembles in some resi)ects
what we know that of the Philistines to have been.
The capture of Jerus. by Ptolemy Soter, and the
forced emigration of the Jews, U.t'. .320, drove many
dotibtless to C. as well as to Kgypt.
C. is mentioned
in 1 Mac 10".
Demetrius Soter, an enemy of the
Jews, had retired to a life of self-indulgence in
Antioch, and was defeated and killed by the
usurper Balas.
The latter was in turn attacked
by Demetrius Nikator, the son of Soter, wlio
invaded Cilicia from C, and, though joined by
Apollonius, the Rom. governor of Cmle-Syria,
was defeated by Jonathan Maccabaius near Azotus,
'

'

RV
LXX
'

li.c.

148-

H.C. 141 Simon Maccabaeus, on the recognition
of his authority, renewed the old friendship with
the Romans, and obtained from the consul Lucius
the promise of iirotection for tlie Jews from the
iidi.abitants of (Jin'tyna in C. (1 .Mac !.'>-').
There
is no doubt that, after this date, the luitnber of
Jews in the island increased greatly.
Internal
quarrels among the Cretans led to the invitation to
Philip IV. of M.acedon to act as mediator, but the
effects of his intervention were not lasting.
C. was
t,aken by the Romans under Metellus, it.c. 07, and
joined to Cyrene and made a Roman province.
Under Atigustus, Crela-Cyrene became a senatorial
province governed by a jiroprietiU' and a legatus.
Cretans are mentioned (Ac 2") among the
strangers present at Jerus. at the Feast of I'entecost.
St. Paul ttmched at C. in the course of his disStarting from Myra in
astrous voyage to Rome.
Lycia, in tlie charge of a centurion, on board a corn
ship of Alexandria, since the winds prevented a
straight course, he sailed uniler the lee of (,"., i.e.
S. instead of N. of the island.
Skirting the Jiroinontcu'y of Salmonc (Ac 27'), on the K. side, and
coa.sting along the S., the vessel re.ai'hed an anchorage called Fair Havens, a little to the E. of Cai)e
Matala. Five miles to the K. some ruins have

In

—

CELB

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS

been discovered wliich may be those of Lasea.
This harbour was not considered safe for wintering
in, though St. Paul recommended keeping to it.
The Fast, i.e. the
It was getting late in the year.

CRIER. In this form the word is not found in
the Bible, but the verb from which it is derived
(•<^i!> ^odu) is sometimes used in the sense of crying aloud, or proclaiming. Of Wisdom it is said
that she crieth in the chief place of concourse,'
Pr I*' and in answer to the (jucstion of the Jews,
Who art thou ? the Baptist calls himself the
In
voice of one crying in the wilderness,' Jn 1**.
ancient times, when men were illiterate, and could
not read written mandates, public criers proclaimed
the orders of the king or men of authority. In the
Middle Ages heralds, preceded by trumpeters who
announced their mission, made public proclamations.
This custom is still carried out in the E.
In every town and village a public crier, distinguished for his loud voice, is appointed to give
notice on the part of governors or other authorities
of some fresh order. Or, going through the streets,
or standing on some height, he announces the
sometimes the straying of a
loss of some article,
young child, giving a description of the lost
sometimes
ottering
a reward, and always
object,
concluding with a reminder of the divine promise
of a 'reward in heaven.' Of this class of public
criers is the muezzin among Moslems, who at the
five appointed times of prayer mounts the minaret,
and, after proclaiming the unity and greatness of
God, calls men to 'prayer and eternal happiness.'
In the quiet watches of the night this cry, heard
from many a minaret, is often very impressive.
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Day of Atonement, on the

10th day of the 7th
the time of the autumnal
equinox, had passed, and the ancients did not
usually sail after the setting of the Pleiades, Oct. 20
(Hesiod, Works arid Days, 619) or the beginning of
Nov. The centurion, however, preferred the advice
of the master and the owner of the vessel, who
wished to reach the shelter of Phcenix on the S.W.
of the island.
This has usually been identified
with Lutro, said to have been called by the ancients
Plncnike, the only secure harbour on the S. coast
There is no harbour
which faced E. (RV).
existing at that spot now, but one is marked in
some Admiralty charts of the middle of the last
cent., and called Lutro.
In order to identify
Phoenix (Ac 27"') with this roadstead, the forced
interpretation of the words Kara Xi;3a icaJ kot4
xw/jor, 'down the S.W. wind and down the N.W.
ia adopted.
It is better,
wind,' found in the
in their usual
however, to take the words as in
sense, lying toward S.W. and N.W.,' esp. as there
is a harbour opposite Lutro called PhineKa in that

great

month

Tisri,

about

RVm

AV

'

position.

On a

gentle S. wind springing up, the attempt
to reach Phoenix, and the vessel coasted
along the S. shore of C. There suddenly, however,
blew down from the island ((tar' aur^t) a wind,
Euraquilo E.N.E., in the teeth of which it was
found inipos.sible to sail, so the ship was allowed to
ecud before the pale to the lee of Cauda (or Clauda,
AV), 20 miles S. of Cape Matala, the southernFourteen days
mo.st promontory of the island.
later the vessel was wrecked on the coast of
Melita.
It is not knovm who planted Christianity in C.
If St. Paul did so, it must have been before his
first imprisonment, possibly in the course of a visit
while he was staying at Corinth or Ephesus.
Perhaps the Church in the island had been founded
by Christian converts. St. Paul seems to imply
from his words to Titus (Tit 1°), For this cause
left I thee in C.,' that he had been to the island.
The fact that Titus was left to supply all omissions
and appoint elders in every city, shows that the
Church had been established long enough to admit
the presence of irregularities, and had been imperfectly organised.
The untrustworthy character of the Cretans
(Kp^es, Ac 2"
Cretes, Tit 1"
Cretians) was
proverbial.
St. Paul quotes from one of their own

was made

'

AV

AV

poets, Epimenides (Tit 1'"),
600, and is called by Plato

who
'

lived about B.C.
a divine man,' that

they were always liars, evil beasts, idle gluttons.'
Witness to their avarice is also borne by Livy
(xliv. 45) and Plutarch .iEmilius (§ 23), 'the Cretans

—
'

;

'

'

'

—

—

;

;

LmtRATrRR. — Runbury,

of Ancient Qeog. ; Weldon'e tr.
of Aristotle 8 Potitu-s; Rawlinson, Uerodotwi; and the Comm.
00 Acts, esp. Page, Bla^s, and Kendall.
Hi'jrt.

C. H. Prichard.
(W3H:).— The earliest meaning of the Eng.
word (of which the origin is unknown) is ' a barred
receptacle for fodder used in cowsheds and foldyards also in fields, for beasts lying out during
the winter.' And that is precisely the meaning
of the Heb. word 'ebhiis (fr. cjx to feed), which
is used Is 1' of a crib for the ass, Pr 14* for the
ox. Job 39' for the 'unicorn,' i.e. wild ox.

CRIB

;

J.

CRICKET.— See Locust.

Hastings.

WOKTABET.

1611 and earlier, 'crime' was
used, like Lat. crimen, in the sense of charge or
accusation; as Grafton (1568), Chron. ii. 92, 'The
common people raysed a great cryme upon the
Archbishop,' and Milton, Par. Lost, ix. 1181
But I rue
That error now, which is become my crime
'

And thou

th' accuser.'

In three out of the four occurrences of c. in AV,
meaning. In Job 31" (i?!) the Heb.,
and presumably the Eng., is crime in the mod.
sense.
But in Ezk 7" the land is full of bloody
crimes,' the Heb. (d'd^ b;;'?) is 'accusation of
bloodshed,' or as RVm, 'judgment of blood.' In
Ac 25"* 'the c. (RV 'matter') laid against him,'
the Gr. lynXrifui means an accusation, and is so
used distinctly in the only other occurrence in
Lastly, in
'charge').
NT, Ac 23^ (AV and
Ac 25^ to signify the crimes laid against him,'
the Gr. aMa certainly means 'accusation' (RV
charge ') as always in class. Greek. Cf Ac 25"
Geneva, Against whom when the accusers st<iod
up, they brought no criire of such things as I
J. Hastings.
supposed.'
this is the

'

RV

'

'

.

'

CRIMES AND PDNISHMEN'TS.—.4. CRIMES.

'

are as eager for riches as bees for honey' to their
ferocity and fraud by Polybius and Strabo and to
their mendacity by Callimachus, Hymn in Jov.
8, who begins a line KpijTet del <j/eO<rrcu with the
same words as Epimenides.

J.

CRIME. —About

— The

term occurs in tlie Scriptures as a tr. of
words :—B?;fP, Ezk 7^; .1^. Job 31";
DVK, Gn 26"'; alHa, Ac 25", changed in RV to
to
'charges,' and 'fault' in AV Jn 18»
Ac 25", changed in RV to
crime
(yKXitfui,
'matter.' Crime is an act that subjects the doer
to legal punishment a grave oltence against the
the

foil,

W"

'

'

;

;

In the Bible
against (1)
God or (2) man. The distinction cannot always be
maintained, for an injury to the creature is obnoxious to the Creator. For convenience of reference the list appears in alphabetical order.
Adultery in general terms was forbidden in the
It usually deseventli commandment (Ex 20").
notes sexual intercourse of a married woman with
any otlier man than her husband, or of a married
man with any other than his wife. More specifically in the Isr. as well as Rom. law, the term was
coniined to illicit intercourse of a married or betrothed woman with any other man than hei
legal order

;

such an act

wickedne.ss

is

;

iniquity.

regarded as an

otl'ence

CRIMES AXD PUNISHMENTS
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husband.
Other unchaste relations were disapproved, but they were described by ditrerent
words.
It was deemed an outrageous crime,
triking at the laws of inheritance and indicting a
spurious ollspring on the husband, and was to be
punished with death, Lv 20'" 19^*', Ezk 16^- ", by
the act of stoning, Jn 8'. It has been seriously
doubted whether the extreme penalty was executed, Lightfoot failing to lind the record of a
single instance, except of a priest's daughter who was
burnt according to tne order, but she was unmarried.
A bondmaid was only scourged (Lv 19-"). Mutilation of nose and ears is mentioned (Ezk 23").
See Mutilation. Divorce became a substitute for
severer j^enalties. The word is used to describe
the unfaithfulness of the covenant people who dissolved their relation with God (Jer 2' 3" IS" 3F»,

for expiation (Lv
be included breach of contract,
which was also severely condemned in the religion
of the ancient Persians (Zend. Fa7-g. iv.).
The
removal of landmarks as set by God is an oll'ence
that exposes to the divine curse, Ut 19''' 27'' (Jos.
Ant. IV. viii. 18.). It was wrong to move them
when set by the fathers (Pr 22'" 23'").
Bribery in general was forbidden, Ex 23', Dt

Hos 8'), and those who rejected Christ are described
as an adulterous generation (Mt 12^' 16*,
S**).
Affray. He who inflicted an injury was required
to pay for loss of time and the medical expenses,
ana an especial consideration for a pregnant woman
indirectly injured (Ex 21"- "• "'").
certain form
of vicious attempt was to be summarily and pitilessly punislied (Ut 25"- ").
Assassination. See Murder.
Assault, resulting in damage, incurred the penalty
The 7''r as well as the home-born
of retaliation.
was protected (Lv 24'''-^).
Bestiality, treated as a rank and mortal ofTence
(Ex 22'», Lv IS'o 20"'- "). The Talm. gives as a reason
for slaughter of the beast, that all memory of the
low transaction might be obliterated. The crime
was charged on the Canaanites, and was said to

Mk

'

'

—

A

—

exist in Egypt.

—

Blasphemy. An irreverent use of the name of
God, accompanied with cursing (Lv 24'"''') a presumptuous deed, or, KV, an act done with a high
hand (Nu IS'")
contempt towards God. bee
;

'

;

'

•rparate article.
Breach of Covenant. In this term are included
(1) A failure to observe the Day of Atonement
(Lv 23»)
work on that day (Lv 23=»). (2) The
Sacrifice of Children to Molech (Lv 20^). (3) Neglect
to Circumcise the holy seed (Gn 17", Ex 4").
(4)
An unauthorized manufacture of the holy Oil
(Ex 3lP), and (5) Anointing a Stranger therewth
(Ex ^(f). (6) Neglect of the Passover (Nu 9'^).
Breach of Ritual. (1) Eating Hlood, whether of
fowl or beast (Lv T'" 17") because God has sanctified the life to Himself.
(2) Eating Fat of the
beast of sacrifice (Lv 7") regarded as insanitary.
(3) Eating Leavened Bread during the passover
(Ex 12"- '^).
(4) OU'ering a sacrifice after the appointed time (Lv 19"). See7"'"'". (5) l''ailure to bring
an Ollering when an animal is slaughtered for food
(Lv 17*). The notion that such was dedicated to a
deity existed even in Egypt. (6) OU'ering a sacrifice while the worshipper is in an Unclean condition (Lv 7"-" 22^-*-").
(7) Manufacturing holy
Ointment for private use (Ex 30^-'- ^). I'erfume was
regarded by the Semites as a holy thing (I'liny,
xii. 54
see W. R. Smith, JiSp. 433).
(8) Using the

—

:

;

—

;

;

;

eatne for Perfume (Ex 30^).
(9) Neglect of Purification in general (Nu U)"-"). The offender 'defileth the tabernacle of the l^rd."
Cf. 1 Co 3".
(10) Slaughtering an animal for food away from the
door of the Tabernacle (Lv 17*-"). The order was
designed to enforce religious proprieties in eating,
and to prevent formal worship elsewhere. ICven
the jr/'r must comply. (II) Touching holy things
(RV the sanctuary) illegally (Nu 4"- '»"»'). See
2 S 6', 2 Ch 2G'-".
Breach or Betrayal of Trust, including false
dealing in a matter of deposit, or of bargain, or
of robliery, or oppression,' and involving ilio concealment of stolen goods, was regarded as a crime
to which not only a penalty was attached, but a
'

sacrificial

6'^'').

service
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was required

may

In this

and condemned, 2 Ch 19', Job 15", Ps 26'",
Pr 6»= H'^, Is 1^ 33", Ezk 22'^. It was a vice to
which rulers seem to have been addicted (1 S 8' 12'
16"*,

Am

5'").

—

Burglary. See Robbery.
Deb[, while it might be a misfortune, could bo
incurred so as to expose to penalty where the insolvency was the result of fraud or neglect (Mt b"
jjj-is-wj
Perhaps punishment was inflicted to deter
others, rather than as a vindictive act against the
oliender. In Egypt he was subjected to the bastinado (Wilkinson, Ancient Eiji/jitians, 1854, ii. 211).
See se[iarate article.
Divination. See MAGIC and sep. art.
Drunkenness, a vice which, in view of its consequences, may be regarded as a crime (Is 28'-'*'
56"^, Ezk 23" RV). Religious abstinence from strong
drink was viewed in the same liglit as refraining from
unclean meats (W. R. Smith, 7i^' 465). Teetotalism was required of a Nazirite, Jg 13*, and commended, Jer 35'". Inebriety is forbidden in the
Koran. See STRONG DitiNK and Drunkenness.
Fornication, a sexual vice that was common
before the time of Moses, being grossly prevalent
in Egypt, as shown in Gn 39' and tlie evidence of
the monuments; also in Babylonia (Rawlinson,
Ancient Monarchies, iii. 30). Prostitution, a heinous crime (Jos. Ant. IV. viii. 9), was not tolerated by
the Sin. code, being an abomination in the sight of
God (Lv 19», in 23"-i«). Its price could not be
accepted in the sanctuary, Mic 1', and death by
stoning was the penalty (or an unmarried woman
who had concealed her crime, Dt 22*- "'. It would
seem from the term strange woman,' in Pr 2'°,
that harlots were procured from foreigners. By
the Koran a courtesan was not allowed to testify,
and, according to the Zendavesta, she might be
killed without warrant, like a snake.
Her vile

—

'

methods and their terrible eflects are severely portrayed in Pr 2'""' 5'"' 7''", and as arousing the displeasure of God, Jer 5', Am 2' 7". Such excesses
were very common among the heathen in the
time of the apostles (I Co S'-'- '" 6", Gal 5'», Eph 5»).
Terms for this vice are frequently used in a symbolical sense, the chosen nation being represented
as a harlot or adulteress (Is l'", Jer 2*', Ezk 16,
Hos F 3'). Idolatry itself is so designated (Jer
3>'-",
Ezk le*'-" 23").
Fornication is a type of
unholy alliances in the Bk. of Rev, especially in

and 19.
Homicide, which consists in taking human life
without hatred or thirst of blood, or bj' mistake or

chs. 17, 18,

accident, included cases like that of the

owner

ot

an ox which gored a man when it was not known to
bo vicious (Ex 21^) the slaying of a thief overtaken
in the night (Ex 22^-'); taking life without premeditation, or by casting a stone or missile ut
random (Nu 35-'^''^), or by the slipping of an a.\<
:''";
19').
head from its helve (Dt
See Dt
in 22"
22 and ajt.
GOKL.
Idolatry. See separate article.
Incest. Carnal intercourse is treated as criminal
when between a man and his mother, steii-mother,
half-sister, grand-daughter, stepsister, aunt, wife
of an uncle, daughter-in-law, sister-in-law, stepdaughter, step-graiid-daughter (Lv 18""'*) or hia
niolJierinlaw (Dt 27-'"- ''').
Mention of an own
sister is omitted as too gross to consider.
Infanticide. See Murder.
;

"

—

—

;

—

'
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Kidnapping was a mortal offence (Dt 24').
Lying, an attempt to deceive by speaking an untrutli, was forbidden in the Mosaic law (Lv 19"), and
includc'l in the category of sins against God. It was

Hence the
parents are dishonoured (Ex 22'*).
following are prohibited: (1) Cursing father or

522

common evil among Oriental people, but considered very disgraceful {WUkinson, .i4 nc.j^(7y/)?ianj,
The prophets especially fulminated
1854, ii. 207).
against the efTort to lead the people astray by false
a

teaching
21^,

Falsehood

1",
is

a 196. »_
to God (Ac
gospel (1 Jn
j4t.

Jer 14" 27'"- >*• »• '», Ezk
Zee 13^ and many other passages).
severely rebuked m Ps 62* 119"", Pr
In NT it is regarded as a sin odious

(Is 9i» 28"'- ",

Mic

contrary to the essence of the
and disqualifying the perpeIt is
trator for the new order (Rev 21''- » 22'»).
See OATH,
associated with perjury (1 Ti 1">).
5'-*)

;

1' 2^'- "')

;

Witness, and Lying.
Malice, that was made apparent

in tale-bearing,

lying in wait for blood, secret hatred, and bearing
a grudge, is condemned (Lv 19'"''*).
Murder, according to the divine word, is a crime
against wliich all nature revolts (Gn 4"'-^- "). The
sanctity of human life is founded on the fact that
man was made in the image of God (Gn 9°).
Murder may be instigated by hatred (Nu 35^- -')
or by thirst for blood, prompted by premeditated
design (Dt 19")
or accomplished oy deceitful
stratagem (Ex 21"). Assassination is an aggravated form in which life is destroyed by surprise or
unexpected assault and treacherous violence (2 S
4'Eglon, Jg
'), and the following instances occur
3«'-^
15"- ^
Ishbosheth, 2 § 4»- « Nadab, 1
32-i
19^', 2 Ch
Gedaliah, Jer 41^.
Sennacherib, 2
In the times of Felix and Festus there appeared a
fanatical faction of Jewish patriots known as
Sicarii, armed with daggers, sicc(E, who, flitting
about unobserved among the crowds during festival
;

;

:

K

;

;

K

;

;

removed opponents by assassination, and
then feigned deep sorrow to avert suspicion. See
Ac 21^ (Jos. Ant. XX. viii. 5, Wars, II. xiii. 3, II.

seasons,

xvii. 6, IV. vii. 2, ix. 5,vil. viii. 1, x. 1, xi. 1; Schiirer,
There is no mention of
IIJP I. ii. 178, 185).

parricide and infanticide in the Mosaic code, as if
these crimes were not known to exist or be possible.
In Egypt the parent was doomed to embrace the
corpse of the child for three days (Wilkinson, Anc.
and while the Koran condemned
Egyp. ii. 209)
prenatal murder as well, E. H. Palmer states in
a note to Koran vi. 137, that female children were
The following cases of
buried alive in Arabia.
Saul and his armour-bearer, 1 S
suicide appear
31*- »; AluUiophel, 2 S 17**;
16";
Zimri, 1
;

:

K

Judas

Iscariot,

Mt

27° ; also
Razis, 2 Mac

Ptolemy Macron,

H"-"".
It could
Mac 10'^ and
be treated as a crime by the Jews (Jos. Wars, III.
viii. 5), but there is no mention of penalty in the
Murder in all its forms is forbidden in
Scriptures.
Ex 20", Dt 5". No sanctuary was to be allowed
to the criminal (Ex 21'-, Lv24"--', Nu 35"'- '», Dt
19''», 1 K 2^*').
In poetic thought the voice of
blood shed cried for vengeance until the murderer
was punished (Gn 4'°).
woe is pronounced on
the city that is regarded as guilty (Ezk 24'"*) and
when unsuccessful, after the most diligent efforts, in
detecting the criminal (Jos. Ant. IV. viii. 16), it
must by an elaborate and impressive ceremony
exonerate itself (Dt 21'"').
So sacred was tlie
regard for human life, that the owner of an ox
known to be vicious and causing death was held
guilty of a capital crime, and the ox was stoned
(Ex 21^). In Egypt, he who witnessed a murder
without giving information of it was considered

2

A

;

particeps

criniini.i.

—The

Irreverence and Dnkindness to Parents.
command to honour father and mother (Ex

20'-),

also inculcated in the Koran (xvii. 24. 25), rests on
a Sillied relation corresponding to that of the
divine creation. God's majesty is violated when

Lv 20^). Examples of this otl'ence
condemned in Mt 15*"", Mk 7^"".
Striking (Ex 21'^). This was a capital crime

mother (Ex

21'*,

in practice are
(2)

(Dt

21'*"*').

It is possible

that insolence to parents

was condonable by reformation, and there are
evidences that the laws were not invariably
executed with extreme rigour. Jos. {Ant. XVI. xi.
2) recounts an ineffectual attemiit of Herod at
Berytus to get rid of his sons on this charge.
Prophesying Falsely.— See Prophecy.
Prostitution. See Fomicatiun.
Rape, a foul crime that demanded capital punishment (Dt 222»). S:6& Seduction.
Robbery, when the act is accompanied with
violence, as burglary, placed the offender beyond
protection (Ex 22-). The Egyp. law was similar.
Various degrees of the crime were recognized, it
being a capital offence to take the devoted thing
(Jos 7"), or to steal a man (Ex 21'«, Dt 24').
See Kidnapping.
Sabbath-Breaking.— See Sabbath.
Seduction consisted in the enticement of an unbetrothed virgin, for which restitution was to be
made by subsequent marriage, unless the father
interposed an obstacle, but then the usual dowry
was exacted (Ex 22>«). In Dt 22=8 jj, [3 stated that
a fine of 50 shekels was required, and there is no
hint of possible compromise. Selden (Heb. Laws)
states that the Sannedrin added other mulcts,
one for the
because this was so insignificant
shame and dishonour one for the loss of virginity
and the vitiating of the body, and still another if
force had been used ; and some account was taken

—

'

:

;

of the quality and station of the person injured
offending bond(see
R. Smith,
276).
maid was scourged, and her enticer, besides paying

RS

W.

An

fine, must make a trespass-offering (Lv Iff"""^).
Slander was prohibited, though no punishment is
named (Ex 23') except when a wife's chastity was
falsely impeached (Dt 32''""). See separate article.
Sodomy was delicately but positively condemned
in Gn 13" 19°-', and regarded as an abomination
(Lv 18^ 20").
Ob this crime the Koran and
Zendavesta likewise are very severe. The Israelites
were not always innocent. It was an evil practised
in religious ceremonies, as appears from the terms c'"^
and nviip (Gn 38-' and Hos 4'*), which show that
both males and females were set apart for such
flagitious uses
but if allowed in heathen temples,
it was never to be permitted in the worship ot J

the

;

',

Dt 23",

1

K

14"-*

4" (W. R. Smith,
Speaking Evil

15'"- 22*",

BS

133).

2

K

23',

Job

36'*,

IIos

—

of Rulers. In the theocracy
rulers are regarded as standing in the place of God,
and so all reproachful words are ])roliibited. In

Ex 22*- 2«, Jg 5*, 1 S 2**, Ps 82'- '• ^ the term D-nSx is
used so as to imply that judges or legal officers are
divine representatives.
Swearing Falsely was never excusable even on
behalf of the poor (Ex 20'" 23'"') but when it was
directed against the innocent, it was so aggravated
a crime as to permit of no reprieve or pity (Dt
;

See Lying and Oath.
Theft involved the culprit, when convicted, in
fines of varying grades, and it has been thought,
from Pr e'"-" compared with Ex 22', that the
19'«"2').

evil

was more prevalent

in the later history of the

Ma.rmcr (Obscrviitions, ii. 194) shows that
It was shameful to steal in a c.-iiavanserai (Sir 41"*).
In later times it was not considered a crime to
steal from a Samaritan or another thief.
people.

Uncleanness as the result of incontinence, lack
of restraint, or self-abuse, was forbidden directly
(Lv 18'" 20") marked with the divine displea.sure
;

and indirectly disapproved (Lv IS'"'").
The Zendavesta pronouuces a similar condemnation,
(Gn

38"')

;

—

'
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See separate

for the
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last-named.

articlt^.

Usary migho not be taken from lar. brethren,
although the foreigner {nvkhri) was expressly excluded from this and similar privileges (Kx 22^, Dt
23». ai), Xhe practice was forbidden by Egyp- laws,
and is reproved in the Koran (xxx. 38). In various

who

abstain from the evil are commended (Dt 15'" 24", Psl5»37»i-«' 112», Pr 19",
Ezk 18"). Extortionate and oppressive dealing is
condemned (Job 22" 24'- '). See sep. article.
B. PUNISHMENTS.— Punishment is defined as
pain or any other penalty on a person for a crime
or otl'ence by an autiiority to which the oUender is
subject
any pain or detriment suflered in con-

passages those

'

;

sequence of wrong-doing
article will describe
flicted

on victims

Various words

offences.

[Standard

'

This

Diet.).

some forms

of sufl'ering inguilty of legal
are tr. by ' punish-

who might not be
in

OT

ment,' but the Heb. word that most frequently
represents the idea is ij?, in the sense of visit.' In
NT the word is employed generally as a tr. of itiXairit
'

and

Tifiupia

;

also of

P

Jisi)

(2

Th

1"),

iviTiida (2

Co

not so much
to execute vengeance as to deter from further
violations, so that the oflender will hear and fear
and do no more presumptuously' (Dt IT'* 19^). It
was the belief of the Israelites that crimes were enThe
couraged bj' indulgence (Jos. Ant. VI. vii. 4).
ancient Parsees taught that crime was punished in
the next as well as in this world (Darmesteter, i'ac.
Sks. E. p. xcvi).
The term is properly restricted to
penalty for violation of law; but sufl'ering has often
been imposed on the irmocent and weak, as if these
had transgressed order, when it meant no more than
the arbitrary will of one in superior authority.
Punishment may extend to the forfeiture of life,
In
and is then known in common law as Capital.
the Bible one thus liable is described as having
committed a sin of death (Dt22'^); a sin worthy
of death (Dt 21'-''').
Such as he are said to be sons
of death (1 S 20" 26", 2 S \2^), or men of death
(19®).
He shall be put to death for his own sin
SceakoJn 8-'-^: 'Ye shall
(Dt 24>«, 2 K 14").
die in your sin.'
Varicus modes of inflicting the
penalty are mentioned, some of them as legally
authorized among the chosen people, and others as
administered by other nations or without regular
warrant.
The larger class of penalties was of
secondary grade, and various means were devised
to piinisli the otl'ender and deter others from
repeatini; the crime.
2"), iKSiicTiais (1

2").

Its

purpose

is

'

'

'

'

'

'

The f()llowing are either alluded to or mentioned
in the liihle and the historical or literary works of
the i>eople of Israel :
Anathema (ivaOena). See sep. art. Curse.
Banishment. Tliere was no provision in the
Mosaic code for exile, unless it is to be understood
that in some instances he wlio was cut oil' from the
congregation was expelled from his country as well
as from his people.
Tem|iorary exclusion was
In the
ordered in the ca.se of Miriiun (Nu VI").
Pers. period it appears as a possible penalty, Ezr

—

—

7" (Kawlinson, Anc. Mun.

iii.

194).

The Kom.

authority resorted to this measure in the case of
John, the author of the Apoc. (1"), an<l it was much
dreaded by the Jews (Jos. Ant. xvi. i. 1). A
wholesale deportation, as a military measure, was
made by Sarj'on, king of Assyria (2 K 18"). The
flight of Absalom to Geshur to escape his father's
displeasure after Amnon's assassination (2 S 13"'
14'*"), and of Jeroboam to l'"gyi>t to avoid king
Solomon (1 K 11*), are cases of voluntary exile, but
not formal punishment.
Beating (Tvniraviaiib^, He 11"). The bastinado
was in common use among the Egyptians for thefts,
petty frauds, and breach of trust.
With it the
male adulterer was ounished. In minor oU'ences a

—
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A

stick was used.
debtor was often beaten (Wilkinson, Anc. Egyp. ii. 21011'.).
In As.syria a mace
was used to crush the skull (Layard, iVtn. and Bab.
Though designed as a chastisement for
458).
slaves by the Greeks, a criminal might be beaten to

death (2 Mac 6'»- »•*'). See Braying.
Beheading. A capital punishment not sanctioned in Mosaic law, but frequently practised

—

among

the Assyr., Pers., Gr., Kom., and others.
cut in Rawhnson's Ancient Monarchies shows
the victim standing upright, while the executioner
seizes him by a lock of the hair in despatching
him. In this way the chief baker who incurred
Pharaoh's displeasure may have suflered (Gn 40''-'),
the subsequent suspension of the body being an
added reproach (see Hanging).
It is doubtful
whether the seven sons of Gideon were thus slain,
Jg 9° (see Slaying with Spear or Sword. Ahab's
seventy sons lost their heads by command of Jehu
The head of John the Baptist was
(2 K lO^-S).
severed by order of Herod (Mt 14»-'»,
6").
Thus also suflered James the Apostle (Ac 12-).
Many of the early martyrs were beheaded (Rev
20*).
The head of Ishbosheth was removed after
death (2 S 4'). Whether Sheba was slain before
he was beheaded is not stated (2 S 20"-^).
Blinding. The only legal authority for putting
out the eyes under the Mosaic dispensation would
be found indirectly in the law of retaliation an
eve for an eye' (Ex 21«, Lv 24=», Dt 19"-2»), and
therefore the punishment would be seldom inflicted.
There is an indistinct reference to something of
this sort in boring out the eyes of the spies (Nu
16"). As practised by foreign nations, the Assyrians
and Babylonians sometimes using hot irons U)r the
purpose, it was rather designed to incapacitate the
victim from rebellion, revolt, or the power of doing
further harm.
Thus Samson suflered (Jg 16*').
Zedekiah lost his eyes partly as a vindiitive

A

Mk

—

'

visitation,

but more to ell'ectually unfit him foi
K 25' and Jer 52"). In Persia it was

rulership (2
inflicted

for

rascality,

and

thieving,

rebellion.

Criminals were not permitted to look on the face
of the king (Est 7°).
Nah.ash the Ammonite
threatened that he would thrust out the right eyes
of the inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead as a reproach
on Israel, 1 S U'' (Rawlinsou, .^nc. .A/on. ; Harmer,
Observations).

—

Branding and Burning. It has been surmised
that in some cases where burning was inflicted as
the punishment for unchastity, it meant branding
on the forehead as a mark of sliame. If, however,
the extreme penalty is intended, it is represented
as of pre-Mosaic authority, and was proposed for
Tamar (Gn 38-'''). The Sinaitie law directs that a
priest's daughter shall be burned for fornication
(Lv 21") and that this shall be the form of punishnient for incest with a wife's mother (Lv 2U''').
Eire from the Lord supcmaturally slew Nadaband
Abiliu (Lv 10'').
Burning alive or scorching was
practised by the Phil. (Jg 14"), and !is.sociated with a
sortof confiscation (12'); alsohythe liab. and Chakl.
(Jer 29-''').
Esarhaddon burned a king alive [('•.
Smith, Assyr. Discov.), and buriiin'' was attempted
on Shadiacli and his companions (Dn 3). There ia
an allusion to the practice in Is 43^ .see also 2 Mac
7'.
Tradition states that Nimrod cast Abraham
into the fiery furnace for refusing to worshiji
Chald. gods (Layard, Bab. and Niti.; Koran xxi.
08, xxx vii. 95). Cf. Gn IP' with Neh 9', where iw,
'iir, may be interjjreted as light (of a flame).
The
[louring of molten lead down the throat (Jalin, Bib.
Arch.) has no other authority than that of liabbin.
statement. Slaves were sometimes brande<i on the
hand (Is 44'), but such disfigurement was forbidden
by Jewish law (Lv !!)=»; cf. Gal 6").
Branding
accompanied deportation by the Persians (liawlin
son. Anc. Mon. lii. Ifl4).
;

;

t

'
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—

—

Braying or Pounding in a Mortar. This act U
mentioned in Pr 27'^ as unavailing in the cure of a

Divine Yiaitation. In the theocratic economy
there were certain sins for which the nation at
large suffered. The punishment was considered
as inflicted by the divine hand, the visitation
itself being manifestly due to no human instrumentality, though man was sometimes the
executioner of God's will. Divine condemnation
was executed against idolatry. Sabbath-breaking,
ojipression of the poor, covetousness, and other sins
w hich betokened a rebellious or unholy spirit, or
for which an individual could not obtain redress.
Human agencies might be employed in the administration of the penalty, but God Himself was
regarded as the avenger of the wron". He it was
who led the people, for their wickedness, into
captivity (Ezr 9', Jer 15-,
^*), threatened them
with the curse (Dt 28""^, Jer 24'-'), with consumption and fever (Lv 26'*), and inflammation and
fiery heat (Dt 28-^), caused the drought (Dt 11"

KV Bpecilies that the victim may be bruised as
with a pestle among corn (see Nestle, Cheyne, etc.
in Expos. Times, 1897, viii. 287, 335,etc.
fennant
is authority for the statement that it still remains as
a Cingalese penalty. The Turks have been charged
with such cruelty, and a king of Canday is said to
have compelled a wife to pound her infant cliild
There is probable allusion to this form
to death.
of punishment in He ll'"-'*, where the faithful
are said to have been tortured or beaten (irufj-vapla-

fool.

).

and to have had trial of scourgings. It is
said that Eleazar was beaten on an instrument
like a drum (2 Mae G*'), and Jos. (De. Mace. 5, 9)
mentions a wheel (rpoxii) as an instrument of torture.
Hazael put men under sledges with iron
8" W--^, with
l"-*), to which also
spikes (2
S-Qdai'),

Am

Am

K

Ammonites were probably subjected (2S 12*',
The Talra. is quoted by Lightfoot as
1 Ch 20').
saying that Nebuzaradan used iron rakes on stme

2S='-2^, Is 5s,

Jer 14''

5tf«,

(Lv

26"«,

24'"

Rev

of his captives (Jer 39'

fire

(Dt4=^, Is 66'",

the

52-"'*').

—

Lk

pieces.

12*', is S'xtnotulv,

The verb used
which in

its

in

Mt

etymology

two parts.
from the People (i'?;?, n"?i,'p nij, '3,*
LXX ^f dXoflpet/oi). A term used in Gn 17" as
penalty for neglect of circumcision, and in the law
to be employed as a punisliment for certain
breaches (1) in morals, (2) in the Abrahamic covenant, and (3) in the Levitical ritual.
For immorality such as filial irreverence, incest, and unclean
signifies severing in

Cutting

oflP

—

connexions, the offender, in at least seven cases,
was unquestionably exposed to death (Lv 18^
In like manner he who does aught presumptuously (RV 'with a high hand'), that is,
wilful sin in general, was liable (Nu IS*"'*'). In the
breach of the covenant it may be doubted whether
the extreme penalty of death was invariably
inflicted, as in Ex 30=», Lv 2321- *>, and Nu 9". There
are instances where the punishment for offences that
were kindred to such as are expressly designated
as a breach of ritual, meant death. Such are the
cases of (1) Nadaband Abihu (Lv 10'- -) (2) Korah,
Dathan, and Abiram (Nu 16^). These perished
from the congregation (see Nu 12'^, in which it is
stated that Miriam, for leprosy, was as one dead
in her temporary exclusion).
The punishment
in general seems so severe that it has been suggested that it was possibly voidable either by an
elaborate atonement on the offender's part (Nu
IS"'"), or by a divine commutation, the penalty
being recorded but not executed.
In some inst^inccs it meant, perhaps, only deprivation of
cftrtain civil and social privileges.
There are two
such cases ( 1 ) when the people ate of the blood in
one of Saul's campaigns (1 S 14'*); (2) when king
Uzziah offered incense (2 Ch 26"'- »>). On the other
hand, in Ex SI''"- the meaning of the penalty as
attached bo Sabbath-breaking is interpreted as
death.

the opinion that human foes are described, but
there is some plausible argument in favour of the
literal view. 'The inroads of wild animals, as by an
act of God, are to be regarded as a punishment of
17^).
Israel for unfaithfulness (Lv 26=2, Dt 32«, 2
The disobedient prophet, named Jadon according
to Jos. (Ant. VIII. ix. 1), met death from God by a
lion (1
13*).
Contrariwise, the righteous are
protected (Job 5P, Hos 2"*).
Fines were permitted at the option of the injured
party as a special privilege to freedmen (slaves
being punished), and in earliest times the money
was presented to the priest or at the sanctuary. It
was not in accordance with Sem. doctrine to compel the aggrieved to accept material compensation
(\V. R. Smith, RS 329, 378).
In the case of a
mortal result, the mulct which might be in lieu of
corporal penalty was called ransom (RV redemption') of life' (fix 21*'), but was never allowed for

;

'

'

'

K

K

:

plural 0*py apparently means 'kinsfolk,' 'relatives.' so
that 'rut off from his (their) people* ia a better renderin^f
tlian ' from the people.'
tit may be questioned whether, when 'cut off from his
people stands alone, anythint; more is intended than to express
Btronplv the di\ine diwmpproval under threat of excommunication. Ct. '/willcutoff,' LV1710 203 » "(all Ill,and8eeNowack,
Beb. Arck.i.ias t. uid Dillm. on On 17>«.

and famine

—

20'"").

•

l'"-"),

kindled a consuming
12^), showed His indignation

with the sword in the hands of enemies, as shown
in so many passages that the reader may consult a
concordance for a complete view of these and all
other providential punishments named. His displeasure at Korah was shown by the earthquake
(Nu IG*"). Idolatry was punished by captivity.
Delay of justice provoked war. Perjury invited
wild "beasts. Neglect of tithes was attended with
drought and famine (Schiirer, HJP II. ii. 91).
Drowning was not distinctively a Jewish punishment.
It was the penalty in "Babylonia for tlie
wife who repudiated her husband (Encyc. Brit. art.
'Babylonia ). Jerome, however, says that oflendtrs
were thus sometimes put to death among the Jew-'
as well as among the Romans. There is an allusion
Jos.
to this mode of dying in Mt 18', Mk 9".
{Ant. XIV. XV. 10) states that some Galileans
revolted and drowned the partisans of Herod.
Daniel and his
Exposure to Wild Beasts.
enemies were cast into a den of lions (Dn 6), and
the practice of thus dealing with offenders is said to
be still in vogue in Fez and Morocco. In the use of
a strong figure in Mic 4" human beings are represented as being gored or trodden by beasts. The
lion from whom St. Paul was said to be delivered
No conclusive
(2 Ti 4") undoubtedly means Nero.
exegesis has been given of 1 Co 15'^. Many are of

—

more than two

24",

He

Hag
6»),

by

;

in

34''",

hail and tempest (Is 30*", Hag 2"), inflicted
pestilence and plague (Ezk 6" 7"), exposed to the
taunt of proverb and reproach (Dt 28", 2 Ch 7*",
Jer •24"'), smote with scourge (Is 10=»28'»-"), and

Confiscation. An act for which no provision is
made in the Mosaic economy, but authorized in a
modified form by Pers. rule, so that a residence
might be destroyed but no mention is made of
the forfeiture or property for the benefit of the
State (Ezr 6", Dn 2= 3-='). The act described in Ezr
"i^ seems to convey the idea of modem confiscation.
Crucifixion. See sep. art. CROSS.
Cutting Asunder. In carrying out the threat as
recorded in Dn 2^ and 3'-''', the body might be cut

—

Jer

'

The

'

murder (Nu 35"-'^). The specific amount
was generally left to be determined oy the judicial
wilful

'

I

tribunal (Ex 21—-*'), but the sum for fatal injury
by an ox to a servant was fixed at 30 shekels
(fcx 21'*), for humbling an unbetrothed virgin at
50 shekels (Dt 22*"), and the highest amount named
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is for

slander against a wife's chastity, 100 shekels

(Dt 2-2'"). See Restitution.
Flaying is mentioned (fig.) Mic 3*-K It was a
practice in Assyria, though the victim may have
£revioiisIy died (Itawlinson, Anc. Mun. i. 478
Mon. of Nin.). Tlie
layard, yin. and Bub.
Persians would flay and tlien crucify (Rawlinson,
;

;

in the Zendavesta).
Herodotus (iv. 64, v. 25) states that Persians and
Scythians used the skins so obtained.
Hanging consisted usually in the suspension of
By this
the lifeless form as a mark of reproach.
David showed his disapproval of the slaughter of
Ishbosheth (2 S 4"). 1 he person whose body was
so exposed was accursed of God (Dt 21^, Gal 3"),
and lor this reason it mi"ht not remain in view
over ni^ht (Jos S'" 10^). Ihis word is used for the
act of impaling (d>'o(r/toXorrii'ei», Ezr 6"), a common
sharp-pointed stake in a
custom in Assyria.
perpendicular position penetrated the body just
below the breast- bone (Rawlinson, Anc. Mon. i.
It was frequent in Persia.
Darius impaled
477).
Lii.

246

;

recognized

also

'

'

A

3000 Babj'lonians (Layard, Kin. and Bab. 295 n.
Herodotus, iii. 159). The Philistines gibbeted (on
crosses, Jos. Ant, VI. xiv. 8) the dead bodies of Saul
and Jonathan (1 S 31'«, 2 S 21"- "). Other Greek
words used to represent this act are ^fvXidj'fii' and
rapaStiyitarlitty, for which the Vulg. uses crucifigcre
(see Cross); and so St. Paul, according to the
accepted exegesis of the time, applied Dt 21^ to
the Ignominy of Jesus. Execution on the gallows
was not prescribed for any crime in the Jlosaic
code. There is a dill'erence of opinion whether the
chief baker (Gn 41") lost his life by being hanged by
theneck, or whether his liody.afterbeingdespatcheu,
was exposed to shame (Wilkinson, Anc. Egyptians,
ii. 213).
In later history ollenders were hanged by
the hands (La 5", Targ. 12), and in 1 Mac P' it is
stated that dead children were hanged to the necks
Ahithophel (2 S 17^) and Judas
jf their mothers.
(Mt 27', Ac 1'*) voluntarily, in chagrin and remorse, took their lives by hanging. There is an
apparent allusion to this form of punishment in
The Gibeonites may have adopted this
1 K 2CP').
method of avengeraent on the sons of Saul (2 S 21"),
because it was in vogue among the alrariginal
nations of the land. Stanley (Hist. Jew. Ch. ii. 37)
says the victims were first crucified, then suspended.
Under tlie Persian rule there was resort to the
allows (j'V, but called 'tree' in Gn 40'", Dt21")
fc
or punishing the conspirators against Ahasuerus
Est 2-^), Hainan ("'• '") and his ten sons (9") possibly
the same as impalement.
Imprisonment. Ollenders were confined by the
Israelites as well as other nations. The prison was
often used merely for keeping a person in ward until
the pleasure of the judicial power should be known.
So Joseph by Potiphar (Gn 39-''-='); the son of
Shelomith, for blasphemy (Lv 24") the m.an who
gathered sticks on the Sabbath (Nu 15**) the
apostles after healing the lame man (Ac 4')
St.
Peter, by order of Herod, till a convenient time
for his execution (Ac 12'). Incarceration was often
accompanied with other punishments (cf. Samson
grinding for the Philistines, Jg 16-'), or it was regardcMl as an alternative (Kzr 7'-'").
Jeremiah was
smitten as well as imprisoned (Jer 37").
The
murderer and debtor might be delivered both to
prison and the tormentors (Mt IS*^). Zedekiah used
the prison for the protection of Jeremiah from his
enemies (.Jer 37").
He was then transferred to
the princes, who cast him into the dungeon or ]iit
(Jer 38').
For the Eng. word 'dungeon' or
prison' in On 40" 39*>, 1 K 22-'^, 2 K 25", 2 Ch
16", Ps 142', Ec 4", Is 24« 42', Jer 37*-" 52",
there are eight difl'erent roots in the Heb. which
would imply that detention of those under accusation or in disfavour was regular and ([uite common,
;

(

;

—

;

;

;

62&

the confinement itself being for the purpose

oi

punishment. Confinement in jail was inflicted as
a preliminary punishment by Ahab on Micaiah,
accompanied with spare bread and water diet 1 K
2-I-'')
by Asa on Hanani (2 Ch 16'">). The motive
of Herod in imprisoning John the Baptist is un(

;

certain (Mt 4'^).
insurrection, and

Baralibas was committed for
would appear as if this were
intended to be final (Lk 23'"). In the prison-house,
which might contain cells (Jer 37"), there was
sometimes a pit with or without water (Jer 38",
Zee 9"), and the court of the prison is mentioned
in Jer 37, 38, 39, and elsewhere.
In some pri.sons
there were stocks (Jer 2U'' 29-", Ac 16-^). To the
Kom. prison there were three parts communiora,
uUeriura, where Paul and Silas were kept, and the
Tullianum or dungeon, the place of execution
(Conybeare and Howson, St. Paul, i. 304 n.).
There is an allusion to prisoners at labour in Job
3", and they might be held in chains (Ps 105"* 107'",
Jer 40^).
Indignities. There was resort to various means
of heajiing contumely on an ofl'ender
such as
ignominious or obscure burial for a blasphemer (Jos.
9'" 21'»- -«, 2 Ch 24''»,
Ant. IV. viii. 6 1 K 14", 2
Jer 22'"). Some victims were slain and left in the
street or cast behind the walls (Ps 79-- ^ To 2').
Heads of the slain were removed and carried in
triumph (1 S 17" 31").
Dead bodies were burned
2>.
(Jos 7"- ", Lv 20'*,
See Burning) or hanged
it

:

—

;

K

;

Am

S 4", Gn 40""' [see Hanging], Nu 25*- », Dt 2P-- ^).
Stones were thrown on the corpse, as on that of
Achan (Jos 7"-'*), the king of Ai (Jos 8^), and on
the tomb of Absalom (2 S 18"). Mohammedans still
maintain the custom when passing by its supposed
site (Thomson, Land and Book, i. 61)
but Harmer
plausil)ly suggests that the
heap of stones was
erected in honour. Some forms of execution were
regarded as more disgraceful than others, as crucifixion Jn 19"), but it was not the design of the Mosaic
law to cover a sutt'erer with perpetual infamy. In
Egypt a calumniator of the dead was subject to
severe punishment (Wilkinson, Anc. Egup.).
Mutilation was practised, but not under direct sanction of the covenant law. The thumbs and great toes
of Adonibezek were severed (Jg !"•').
The slayers
of Ishbosheth (2 S 4'") lost their hands, but pos.sibly
after death.
Nebuchadrezzar threatened to cut in
pieces his oQending counsellors (Dn 2°).
At the
command of Antiochus Epiphanes (ace. to 2 Mac
(2

;

'

'

(

seven brothers sutlered horrible outrages,

7''*'),

among others that of tearing out the tongue, a very
common cruelty among the Assyrians. In Egj'pt
robbers were sometimes deprived of the right hand
for the first ollence, the left foot for the second,
and the left hand for the third though the theft
of food not quickly perishable was not so severely
punished (Lane, ilud. Erjijp.). To this act our
Saviour's statement in Mt 24°', Lk 12", seems to
;

allude.

An

Egyptian victor was known to

severed hands as proof of the

number

dis[ilay
of his trojihies

1 S 18-'').
The town of Rhinocolura was said to
be peopled b}' robbers who had lost their noses. The
nose and ears of an adulterer were cut olI( Diod. Sic. i.
78), and from E/.k 23^ it aiipcars that the usage was
in vogue among the liabyloiiiana.
(On the horrible
cruel tiesofAssurbani[)al, as recorded on hiscylinder,
Kings were put in the lips <.i
see HP iii. 39-50.)
noses of captives (2 Ch 31!" among the thorns,'
KV 'in chains,' Is 37^, Ezk 19*-"; Rawlinson, Anc.

(see

'

Mon.

iii.

7

;

and see

Am

4").

Plucking off the Hair was a punishment inflicted
on Jews who had indulged in mixed marriages
(Neh 13"°). It may have been intended simply for
disfigurement.
The prophet in Is 50' alludes to
the ju<licial practice as common in his time. The
was so vicious as de.scrilicd in 2 Mac 7', that
tlic skin was torn oil" with the hair
but in scalping,

efl'ort

;

'
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as practised by the N. American Indians, a knife
was used. As an insult to David's servants, half
The head
of the beard was shaven off (2 S 10*).
was subjected to other indignities (Job 30", Mt
27*',

Mk

12*).

—

Precipitation. It is stated in 2 Ch 25" that
10,000 Edomites were cast from a rock by the
children of Judah. So two Jewish women are said
Of the same sort are
to have sufiered (2 Mac 6'").
S'^, Hos 10" 13'«.
On
the acts mentioned in 2
column iv. 100, 101 of Assurbanipal (G. Smith), it
is stated that certain persons were thrown on tlie
stone lions and bulls in a quarry, the fall designed
Calmet is of opinion, with Jerome
to be fatal.
as authority, that this was the fate of Oreb and
Zeeb (Jg 7^). An attempt after this manner was
made on the life of Jesus (Lk 4^).
Restitution. There was enacted an elaborate
system for compensating an injured party under
the sanction of Mosaism. As far as possible the
restoration was identical with, or analogous to, the
loss of time or power (Ex 21'8-m, Lv 24;8-2i, Dt lO^').
He who stole and then slew or sold a live ox had to

K

—

restore fivefold

;

if it

The

was a live sheep fourfold.

penalty was designed in part to be prohibitory,
because sheep were more exposed in the desert,
while oxen were necesPAry and not so easily taken.
In later history it appears as if sevenfold might
be exacted (Pr 6". See also the LXX tr. of 2 S
12*, where seven is substituted for four). If the identical animal was restored, another of equal value
was all that the law required besides. Burglary
doomed the culprit to oniequited death or to
slavery. For breach of trust. r for trespass, twenty
per cent, additional to M"j original sum was
demanded (Lv 6'"°, Nu 5' "•). He who was detected in the theft of a pledge, ir was found guilty
in the matter of trespass while the property was
Pecuniary comin his hand, must pay double.
pensation must be furnished for damages by an
animal, when not on its own ground (Ex 22') and
when a fatality occurred in the case of a servant,
thirty shekels must be paid to the loser (Ex 21'^
One case only is mentioned of persee Dt 22").
mitted commutation for biul-goring (Ex 21^'*').
In case a married woman was killed, the fine was
paid to her father's (instead of her own) family
Akin to restoration is
(Lewis, Heb. Ant.).
redemption, referred to in Lv 25''- "*, Ezk 18'- ".
Remuneration was expected for loss by fire,
through negligence, of a standing grain field or for
the loss or damage of a pledge (Ex 22'- "• ").
Under Rom. law a jailer losing his prisoner was
liable to the punishment which was to be inflicted
for the crime on which the arrest had been made
(Ac .12" 16"). In NT morals it was taught that
the guilt of theft could not be compounded by
restitution.
Let him that stole steal no more
(Eph 4^) but Zacchaeus, on the occasion of his
pardon, proposed to restore fourfold (Lk 19*).
Retaliation was authorized in the code of Ex
2124. 23
jj ^yj^g ij, ^gg among other nations, esp. the
Egyptians (cf. the lex talionis of the Romans). It
was not unequivocally approved by ancient authors,
because it was apt to degenerate into mere revenge
and would often be unfair in its operation. The
possibility of its baneful consequences is shown by
Thomson (Land and Book, i. 447, 449).
Diodorus
Siculus instances a one-eyed man as suffering more
than the victim with two eyes.
Favorinus shows
the injustice of this principle in operation as contained in one of the Twelve Tables, in that the same
member may be worth more to one man than to
another, as the right hand of a scribe or painter
comjiared with that of a singer.
Hence it had to
be administered with certain modifications. Thus
Heb. law adopted the principle, but lodged the application with the judge (Ex ^l"^'^-, Lv 24'»-22) and an
-.

<

;

;

;

'

;

;

by the payment of a ransom, could compound with the aggrieved and be relieved from thp

aggresRor,

A

full penaltj'of thelaw.
false accuser was required
to sutler the same penalty that he proposed against

the accused (Dt 19"). Heo. law was milder in spirit
than that of heathen jurisprudence. Moses would
not allow parents or children to sutler for the oft'ences
of each otlier (Dt 24"").
This equitable exemption
was not regarded by the Chald.-cans (Dn 6"), or even
by the kings of Israel (1 K 21^1, 2 K 9=').
Sawing Asunder. In He 11" the term is used to
describe an ancient form of punishment, which was
possibly a crushing under instruments of iron (Am
1')
and it is said, on the authority of Justin
Martyr (Dial, with Trypho), to have been practised

—

;

There is an allusion to something of
Pr 20^ (RV) He bringeth the threshing
wheel over them (cf. Is 28^- ^). Saws are mentioned in 2 S 12", 1 Ch 20^ and while it is painful
to admit that David may have been guilty of such
severity, the literal interpretation is the most
plausible and accords with the usages of the times.

on Isaiah.

this sort in

'

'

;

however. Driver, Heb. Text of Sam. 226 11'. ).
In Shaw's Travels a case is described where the
victim was placed between two boards and dis
severed longitudinally (Smith, DB), and anothei
case is mentioned by Harmer (Observations) aa
occurring on Stewart's journey to Mequinez.
Scourging with Thorns (see also Stripes). In
the marginal reading of Jg 8', Gideon is represented as threatening to thresh the men of Succoth
with thorns and briers, and in the margin to
8" it is stated that they were thiis punished, as
Stanley (Hist. Jew. Ch. ) suggests, with the acacia.
The scorpions (O'jipi') mentioned in 1 K 12" may
have been knotted sticks, or ropes into which wire
wa« plaited, or iron points or nails or cutting pieces
of lead were inserted.
Calmet guesses that David
Some attempt to
so treated the Moabites (2 S 8').
solve the much-mooted difficulties of 2 S 12" by a
reference to this mode of punishment.
SlaYery. In Heb. law it was possible for a
person to fall into servitude for a limited time. A
thief, when unable to make restitution, was sold
with wife and children (Ex 22'). The misfortune
4', Neh 5').
of debt led to the same result (2
The statute of limitations mercifully provided
against oppressive usage and permanent enslavement (Lv 25^-«, Dt 15", Jer 34"). The Rabbins
say a woman could not be sold for theft. Joseph
proposed, as an Egj-ptian procedure, to make a slave
See
of the detected pilferer of his cup (Gn 44").
separate article.
Slaying by Spear or Sword.— This was an expeditious method, sometimes adopted in an emergency. The spear, javelin, or dart (He 12™) was to
be used on trespassers at the foot of Sinai (Ex 19").
Phinehas went so armed in eager and immediate
punishment of the man found with a Midianitish
woman (Nu 25'-'). The sword was taken by the
Levites against the worshippers of the golden calf
(See,

—

—

K

(Ex 32"), and in Dt

13"-'* authority is given for
use in the wholesale slaughter of a city for
idolatry.
Some cutting instrument was employed
by Abimelech in the murder of his brethren (Jg
9*).
Samuel hewed Agag to pieces with the sword
(1 S 15"), and with the same Doeg massacred the
According to the lex
priests in Nob (I S 22"- "»).
tnlionis, the young Amalekite who claimed tliat he
drew the sword to kill Saul was put to death with
the same kind of implement (2 S 1"), with which or
the spear Ishbosheth was assassinated (2 S 4'-'). Tlie
sword was used in the summary executions ordered
by Solomon (1 K2*-"-"-"). By it Elijah slew the
prophets of Baal (1 K 19'), and it was common in
regal and martial proceedings, Iweoming still more
its

prominent in post- Bab. times. The sword or axe was
employed to carry out the order of Jehu on Ahab's

:,;
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Thus Jehornni
10') (see Beheading).
his brethren (2 Ch 21'), and Julioiakini
despatched Urijah (Jer 26^). Tlie sword as an
instniMient of punishment is specifically mentioned
See also Divine Visitation.
in Job 19'^.
This
The Stocks (nj?'7'?> ivXdf vtirrfavpiY'/o'')BODS

(2

murdered

machine, though probably of Egyp. ori-^in, is not
described in the Mosaic legislation, but in it Hanani,
the seer, was put by Asa (2 Ch 16'°), and Jeremiah
In Jer 27' KV uses
was punished (Jer 20^).
'bars
for AV 'yokes,' and in Jer 29* changes
'priiion' to 'stoclcs,' and 'stocks' to 'shackles,'
that is, the pillory. It usually contained five holes
for the neck, arms, and legs, which sometimes were
One form (np) was designed for
inserted crosswiBe.
the legs only. The word stocks is employed in
33'f
Job 13"
and Pr 7", and this form of torture
was probably in mind when Ps 105" was written.
It was an infliction among the Romans as indicated
'

'

by Ac 16".
Stoning was the ordinary formal and legal mode
of indicting punishment in the earlier history of
the children of Israel, and was in vogue before the
departure from ECTpt (Ex 8"). Even beasts might
be the victims, evidently as a spectacular example
(Ex 19" 21»«- " "). Stoning was the penalty for
taking the accursed thing (Jos 7*°); for adultery
and unchastity,the death sentence bein^ pronounced
in Lv 20'°, and the means of carrying it out stated
for blasphemy (Lv 24'""),
in Dt 22"- ", Jn 9.^- '
and on this specious charge Nauoth (1 K 21'°) and
Stephen (Ac 7'*) suffered, and an effort was made
to show Jesus guilty by a feint to stone Hiui (Jn
10")
for divination (Lv 20"'- "), idolatry (Dt 13'°),
dishonour to parents (Dt 21*'), i>rophesying falsely
(Dt 13»-'°), and Sabbath - breaking (Ex 31" 35^
Nu 15"- "•). Doubtless other capital crimes would
thus be punished, and the city of Jerusalem was so
threatened as if it were an individual culprit (Ezk
M"). In an orderly proceeding the witness was to
east the first stone (Dt 17', J n 8'), and as the Rabbins
Kky. on the chest and if others were necessary to
produce death, the bystanders hurled them. Lawless movements are mentioned or suggested, like
that to which Moses thought himself exposed (Ex
17*), the accomplished acts on Adoram (1 K 12'")
and Zechariah (2 Ch 24^'), in the danger dreaded by
the priests on account of their estimate of the
Baptist (Lk 20'), and the assault on St. Paul in
Iconium (Ac 14'). Poisoners among the Persians
were laid on one stone and crushed by another
(Rawlinson, Anc. Mon. iii. 247 see M^ 21**, Lk
'

'

;

;

;

;

20'").

Strangling was a later form of capital punishment
the Jews (W. R. Smith, RS .398), but there is
no scriptural authority for it. The convict was
immersed in clay or mud, and a cloth was twisted
around the neck and drawn in oi>posite directions
by two lictors, so as to take the breath. During
the operation molten lead might be poured down
the throat (Sanhedr. 10. 3). Tlie proposed humiliation of the Syrians before Israel (1 K 20") may
hint at the jiractice. See Hanging,
Stripes. The Mosaic economy ordained that an
ofTendcr might be puniHhe<l with strines (Lv 19=",
Dt 22'"), not exceeding forty (Dt 2.5*) and this
limit was carefully observed, as on St. Paul (2 Co
11"), for a single stroke in excess subjected the
executioner to punishment. The scourge was composed of three thongs, of which 39 was the largest
multiple within the limit.
It was the most common mode of secondary punishment, and the idea
of disgrace did not seem to attach to it (but see
Jos. Ant. IV. viii. 21).
No station of life was
exempt (see from Pr 17", indicating that the noble
may be smitten, and 10" that a rod is proper for
the vacant-minded). The Viastinado may nave been
iiKed on Jeremiah (20' 37").
Scourging was in-

among

—

;

CRISPUS
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on a bondmaid overtaken

flicted

in illegal inter-

course (Lv 19^), on a husband who falsely accused
his wife, on a person who used abusive language

Ant.

(Jos.

XIII. X. 6),

on ecclesiastical

ofi'enders in

the synagogue (Mt 10", Ac 26"), and it might be
used on the debtor (Mt S"* 18**). As to the method
the culjjrit lay on the ground while under castigation, in the presence of the judge, who during
the infliction proclaimed the words in Dt 28'''- '",
and concluded with those in Ps 78**.
In later
times an adult male was stripped to the waist and
in a bending posture lashed to a pillar
a female
received the stripes while sitting with head and
shoulders bent forward and a boy was punished
with his hands tied behind him. The Alosaic regulations were in pleasing contrast with those of
the Zendavesta, which authorizes as many as 10,000
strijjes for the murder of a water dog (Darmesteter,
Intro.).
The Porcian law forbade the scourging
:

;

;

of

Rom.

Ac

citizens (Cic. in Verr. v. 53,

Nevertheless,

16^' 22^).

was regarded as a wholesome

it

punishment, and is zealously advocated in Pr 13"
23"- '* see also Sir 30'"'*.
It is a symbol of divine
correction (Ps 89^=), and is regarded as a purifier
(Pr20*').
The Moslems have a proverb that the
stick is from heaven, a blessing from God.
Suffocation was a recognized Pers. mode of dealing
with ofi'enders.
case is described (2 Mac 13*"')
Menelaus was fastened to a revolving wheel in a
standpipe 50 cubits high, filled with ashes, in
which ne was repeatedly immersed, until death
ensued. Another description attributes a similar
method to the Macedonians, the victim being
;

A

placed on a beam, under which the ashes were
constantly stirred untQ he was overcome with heat
and dust (see Rawlinson, Anc. Mon. iii. 246).
LiTEEATUBE.— In addition to the authorities cited in the art
may consult Hamburger, RE. art. *Lohn u. Strafe'
and *Vergeltung" (pp. 1252-57) artt. on the varioui
and
punishments enumerated above, in Riehm, II WB,
cnmes
lienogt KEt and Srhenkel, liiljeUex.;Sa3.liii:hutz,da«Mo/tautehe
Rpcht
the Bib. ArchaoL of Keil, Henziiiger, and Nowack
Po8l, Familienrecht, 358 f. ; Hartmann, Kw/f. Verbind. d. A.T.
W. R Smith,
mit d. N. 197 S. Schiirer. IIJP ll. ii. 90 (T.
the reader

(pp. 691 -703)

;

;

;

;

OT./C

340

I.,
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;

f.

;

J.

W. Haley, Etther

(1885), pp. 122-130
(jjansim),

DiUmann, Com. on the Pent., and Driver, Vent,

J. POUCHER,
CRIIISON.
Two words are tr. crimson in
both AV and RV, ySh tCla (Is l'«), LXX k6kkipos,
and S-p-ij /cnrmil (2 (jh 2'- '* 3'*). Karmtl is a later
word used in place of the earlier 'W sMni. ShAnl
In the same
is rendered once (Jer 4*° AV) crimson.
passage in RV, and in all other passages where it
occurs in both VSS, it is rendered scarlet.
In
Is 1" tj'jp' is rendered scarlet, LXX (poiviKow, and

—

ySih

crimson,

LXX

'

KbKKivov.

It is

'

probable that the

distinction of these two colours was not accurately
made at that time, as indeed it has not been i)re-

and for the
served in the VSS. See CoLOUR.s
insect producing both these colours see Scarlet.
G. E. Post.
;

CRIPPLE.— See MEDiaNE.
CRISPING PINS

RV

Is 3",

'satchels,'
see Bao 3//).— To
crisp is in mod. l/inguage to crimp,' that is, curl
The word is often used in
in short wavy folds.
Shaks., Milton, and others, of the curl a breeze
makes on the water, as Par. Lust, iv. 237, ' the
crisped brooks'; cf. Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 211,
'
I would not their vile breath should crisp the
stream.' But the earliest ref. is to the hair; and
a 'crisping pin' is an instrument for crimping

and 2
'

K

."i^,

(o-o-!p.

AV and RV 'bags';
'

'

Cf. Pocklington (1037), 'Fetch
the hair.
Crisping [linnes to curie my lockes.'

CRISPUS

(Kplffirot).

— The

J.

chief

me my

Hastings.
ruler

of

the

Jewish synagogue at Corinth (Ac 18'). Convinced
by the reasonings of St. Paul that Jesus was the
Messiah, he believed with all his house.
The

;

CROCODILE
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CROSS

him (1 Co 1'*) as one of the few
persons wliom he himself had baptized. Tradition
represents him as havinj; afterwards become bishop
R. M. BOYU.
of ^Egina (^Coiist. Apost. vii. 46).

apostle mentions

CROCODILE (RVm Job
doubtli'ss

41>).— The crocodile is
in the above passage

meant by leviathan

ami Job o*. In Ps 74'* leviathan refers to I'iiaraoli,
under the simile of a crocodile. Cf Ezk 29^, where
Pharaoh is called the great dragon (taiimm, for the
.

'

usual tanuhi) that lieth in the midst of his rivers,'
and 32-, wliere he is compared to a whale (also
tannim AVm, KV text 'dragon') in the seas,'
the reference being to the crocodile of the river
(Arab. 6a/tc = sea, the usual Arab, way of speaking
See Lkvi.vtha.n.
of tlieir great river the Nile).
Dr.voon'. The crocodile is a saurian, sometimes
His back and sides
attaining a length of 20 feet.
are covered with an armour, impenetrable to spears,
swords, siingsiones, and arrows( Job 4 1 '' '^i'- '-" '^- -^)
darts' v.^S),
not to be injured by clubs (RV for
or even spherical bullets. The scales of which this
HLs
armour is composed are beautifully marked.
jaws are set with numerous sharp-pointed teeth(v.i^).
His neck is extremely powerful (v.--). His tail is
also very muscular, and a blow from it will crush
a man. His legs are short. The toes of the fore
The
feet are five, and of the hind feet only four.
inner two toes of the fore feet and the inner one
destitute
of
claws.
The
rest
of the hind feet are
The crocodile is well
have strong claws (v.^").
characterized as a king over all the chililren of
In one other passa<;e '^.Ter U") KVcx
pride' (v.**).
dragons.'
gives crocodile for tannim,
The Land Crocodile (Lv 11*^ UV) is not a crocodile, but probably the MoxiTOE (see Ch.vmeleon).
G. E. Post.
'

AV

'

'

CROOKBACKT
'21-".

AY

'

'

See

(Amer.

RV

'

'crook-backed'),

Lv

Mkduine.

'*CROSS is the tr. of the Gr. irravpds, the name
applied in X 1' to the instrument upon which Jesus
Christ suffered death. Owing to the variety of the
methods in wliioli crucifixion might be inflicted, and
the indetiniteness of the terms employed, it is impossible to determine with certainty the exact
nature of the cross used in Ills case, irravpis means
properly a stake, and is the tr. not merely of the
Lat. crux (cross), but of pa?Hs (stake) as well.
As
used in XT, however, it refers evidently not to
the simple stake used for impaling, of which widesprcatl punishment crucifixion was a refinement, but
to the more elaborate cross used by tlie Romans in
the time of Christ. Besides the crux simplex, or
simple stake, we may exclude from consideration
the so-called cross of St. Andrew, shaped like an X>
the origin of which is much later, and concerning
the actual use of which there is much doul)t.
Tliere remain of the four varieties of cross usually
enumerated only two, between which the choice
must lie the crux commissa or St. Anthony's cross,
shaped like a Xi ^^'^ consisting of a single upright
post, across the top of which is fastened a horizontal cross-bar; and the crux immissa or Lat.
cross, in which the top of the upright sliaft projects
aoove the cross-bar, as in the form with which we
are most familiar.
In favour of the latter is not
only the testimony of the oldest tradition, which
in such a matter is entitled to great weight, but
also the statements of the evangelists concerning
the title nailed to the cross (Mt 273', Mk 16^, Lk
23«, Jn 19'»--^).
Tlie upright post to which alone the name
properly belongs, was usually a piece of some
strong, cheap wood, olive or oak, of such length
that wlien firmly planted in tlie ground the top

—

was from

71 to ii ft. high.
Most
tions err in making the upright
••

modern

much

illustra-

too high.

Copvriohl. 1S9S,

bi/

It was erected on some spot outside the city, convenient for the execution, and remained tliere as
a permanent fixture, only the cross-bar or patibulum being carried to the spot, usually by tlie
This consisted
person who was to suffer death.
sometimes of a single piece of wood, more often of
two parallel bars joined at one end, between which
the head of the victim passed, and to the ends of

which his hands were fastened.

The

cross which

Jesus carried was doubtless simply the cross-bar in
one of these two forms. Keim argues in favour of
the simpler, partly because Jesus is represented as
clothed, which would hardly have been tlie case
had He carried the double patibulum partly because of the carrying of it by Simon, which he
regards rather as a rude joke of the soldiers than
as rendered necessary by the weight of the crossbar, which could in no case have been very heavy
(JesK voii Sazara, iii. 398, Eng. tr. vi. 125). Besides the patibulum, the cross was fm-nished with
This was
a support for tlie body called the sedile.
a small piece of wood projecting at right angles
victim
sat as
from the upright, upon which the
upon a saddle. It was designed to bear part of
the weight of the body, which would otherwise
have been too great to be supported by the hands
alone.
Whether there was also a support for the
;

feet, the so-called iwoTriSiov, is still in dispute.
The origin of crucifixion must be sought in the E.,

probably among the Phoen., from whom it passed to
The long list of peoples
the Greeks and" Romans.
givpii by Winer {R'tVS i. CSO), and often copied,
includes aany cases which prove no more than
impaling (so the Persians, Egyptians, Indians).
For the practice among the Phoenicians, Carthaginians, and Numidians we have good authority.
We hear of Alexander on one occasion crucifying
Among the Romans
as many as 2000 T>'rians.
At first
this was a very common punishment.
they confined it to slaves and seditious persons,
but gradually extended its use, especially in the
provinces, here following I'uuic examples. In Sicily,
Verres crucified even Roman citizens. The same
was done by Galba in Spain. But these were rare
exceptions,

and excited universal

indignation.

In

Judaea the pmiishment was frequently used. Thus
Varus crucified 2000 rioters after the death of Herod
Under Claudius
the Great (.Jos. Ant. xvil. x. 10).
and Nero, various governors, Tiberius Alexander,
Quadratus, Felix, Flonis, crucified robbers and

and religious character, includBJ
ing two sons of Judas Galilasus (^Ant. XX. v. 2
II. xii. 6, U. xiii. 2), and even respectable citizens
Titus cruciand Roman knights (SJ U. xiv. 9).
fied so many after the destruction of Jerus. that
there was neither wood for the crosses nor place
Especially under
to set them up (BJ v. xi. 1).
Tiberius, who held that simple death was escape,
was this method of punishment frequent.
Tlie .lews did not practise the crucifixion of living
persons. The case of Janua?us, referred to by Jos.
(BJ I. iv. 6), was an exception which called forth
But tlie hanging up of dead
universal reprobation.
See Jos 10*
bodies meets us frequently in OT.
(the five kings), 2 S 4i- (the murderers of Ishbosheth), 1 S 3iw (the Philistines and Saul, cf.
2 S 21'-), Ezr 0" (the decree of Darius), and is
distinctly authorized in the law (Dt 21-, cf. Nu
25-', where J" commands this punishment in the
case of the men who have led the people away to
Baal-peor).
In such cases the dead body became
accursed, and must be buried before nightfall,
that the land might not suffer pollution (l)t21-'').
Those wlio suffered crucifixion came under this curse,
and hence the passage in Dt is applied to Jesus not
only in the 'I'alm., but also by NT writers. This
explains the frequent reference to the cro.ss in XT
tr. of the
as the tree (JuXor), iliat being the
rioters of political

;

LXX

Charles Scribner^s Sons

;

CROWN

CROSS
yZ.
(Cf. Ac 6«» 1(F» IS'-"", 1 P 2-S and csp. Gal
Christ redeemed us from tlie curse of the law,
for it is written,
liavinij become a curse for us
Cui-Sfd is every one ihat haniieth on a tree.')
is
clearly
described in
The method of crucilixion
NT. After condemnation, the victim was scourged
with the jlagellum, a punishment so terrible that
men often died under it. In Jesus' case the scourging
seems to have taken place before rather than after,
The cross-bar was
possibly to excite pity (.Jn 19').
then bound on the victim's back, or his head inserted in the patihidum, and he was led thront;h
the city accompanied by the centurion and four
soldiers det<iiled to conduct the execution.
The
title, a piece of wood covered with while gypsum
on whicli the nature of his offence was set forth in
letters of black, w;i.s usually carried before the condemned person, so that all might know the reason
This custom of carrying
for which he was to die.
the cross gave rise to the proverb alpeiv or XomjiipeLV or fiaardj^uv riv CTavpbv auToi which was wont
to be used of those who on behalf of tiod's cause
do not hesitate cheerfully and manfully to bear
persecutions, troubles, distresses, thus recalling
the fate of Christ, and the spirit in which lie encountered it' (Thayer, Lex. p. 586). In this sense
Himself in the well-known
it is used by Jesus

Htb.

3"

'

;

'

If any man would come after me, let him
deny himself, and take up his cross and follow

-saying,

'

(.Mt 10-*, Mk 8", Lk !i^ cf. Mt 10'-, Lk U^').
Arrived at the place of execution, the prisoner was

me

'"

;

stripped, his garments falling to the soldiers as
their booty,
lie was then bound to the patibulum,
and both were raised on ladders until the cross-bar
rested on the notch prepared to receive it.
This
was the more common custom. In a few cases the
(TOSS piece wa.s fastened to the upright lying on
the ground, and the whole then raised together.
.\fter the paliltnlnm was firmly fastened, the
hands were nailed to its extremities, and possibly
the feet to the upright, although this was less
Aftfrwards the title was fastened to the
frequent.
head of the cro.ss, and the victim Wiis left to the
slow agonies of a death which might endure many
hours, and even days.
All authorities agree that of all deaths crucifixion
was the most abhorred. This was due not only to
its pain, which was of the most intense character (see
the account of Richter, quoted in .Smith, DB), but
also to its shatne, which in the case of the Koman
w.TS due to its servile association, in that of the Jew
to its rendering the sufferer accursed.
Cicero in his
oration against Verres (v. 0(>) declares that it is
impossible to find a fit word to descrilje such an
outrage as the crucilixion of a Koman citizen.
' Fnrinus
ent vinciri rivrm Uomnnum : scelus r^erberari: prope. parriridinm ne.cari; quid dicam
in cnicem loUif
Verba nalis digiio tarn nefaria res
appellnri nulla modn potest.'
The shame of this death is often referred to in
NT. .So lie 12- 'Jesus, who endured the cross, despising shame ' ; He 13''' ' Let us therefore go forth
unto him without the camp, bearing his reproach'
cf. He U'^.
With more particular reference to its
relation to the ceremonial law, Gal 3" ' Christ
redeemed us from the curse of the law, having
become a curse for us fcu' it is written. Cursed is
every one that hangeth on a tree'; 1 Co 12" 'No
man speaking in the Spirit of God saith Jesus is
anathema.' Because of this character, the death
if
Jesus upon the cro.ss, viewed in the light of
His Messianic claims, became not merely foolishness to Greeks, but a stumbling-block to Jews (1 Co
l'"-2», cf. Gal 6").
It was an outr.age to JewLsh
propriety that He who had become accursed in the
sight of the livw by His death on the cross should
claim to be the .Messiah in whom the law was fulfilled.
This element of ceremonial defilement has
;

;

I
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been particularly emphasized by C. C. Everett in
The Gospel of Paul (Boston, 18'.)3), as a clue to
the understanding of St. Paul's view of the significance of Christ's death.
This significance he
finds not at all in its ])en,al character, but in its
character as ceremonial defilement. Christ by His
death on the cross became accursed (anathema).
Those Christians who accepted this accursed
sufferer as the Messiah of God, shared His curse,
and were in like manner cut off by the law. But
this cutting off by the law brought with it also
freedom from the law, since those who were thus
outcast were no longer within its realm.
Thus
Christ's death under the law, followed by His
resurrection, was (iod's way of showing that the
Jewish law was done away, and a new method of
.salvation, even
that through faith in Christ,
ushered in.
The use of the word cross ' in a theological sense, as
a brief designation of Christ's saving work, is char'

St. Paul.
The gospel of salvation is
the word of the cross (1 Co l'"). Those who suffer
persecution because of their faith in the saving
efficacy of Christ's death, do so
for the cross of
Christ' (Gal Ci-).
They who refuse this gospel
are enemies of the cross of Christ' (Ph 3'^).
The
cross is not only the instrument of the reconciliation between God and man (Col 1-', Eph 2"=),
through the death of Him who there sutfered
(Col 1-" the blood of the cross '), but also between
Jew and Gentile (Col 2i'' the bond nailed to the
cross), since by it the bond written in ordinances,'
which up to that time had barred the way of the
Gentiles to God, is put out of the way. " It was
through the cross, i.e. acceptance of the crucified
Christ as Saviour, that the world was crucified to
Paul, and Paul to the world (Gal 0"). Thus crucifixion becomes not merely the means of salvation,
but the type of that absolute renunciation of the
world which characterizes the true Christian life
(Gal 5-*).

acteristic of
'

'

'

'

'

'

LiTKHATURE.—The articles on Cronii and CniciJixio7ila9m\lb,
his and In Ileraop, RE. Monopraphs by Lipslus, D» Vrtwe,
Antwerp, I.'iU5; Nlc(iuetus, TUuIuk m.' Crticin, .\nt., lOTu
Vilnius, JJeClaviiiJJominiciK, Ant., 107(1; UnnuMui, De Ci iice,
Amsterdam, 1G70 and more recently by Zockler, fJatt Kreuz
;

and Fnlda. />Uf, A'reiis itiid die Kreminung,
informntlon Is contahied In the Lives of Christ of
Keiin and liase. On the theological slpnlOeanco of the cross,
cf. besides the ^iWicafrAeototrj'ea.Evereit, The Ooitpelof I'uul,
C/tristi,
I'-TS.

1875,

Much

W. ADA.MS BROWN.

l!..ston, 1SU3.

CROW

occurs once in Apocr. (Bar Q^*) where the
helplessness of idols is illustrated by tlie remark
that ' they are * as crows (ko/jwtoi) between heaven
and earth.'
In Jer .3- the L.XX has wad Ko/iiip-q
"'?';?? '?>;,." ('as an Arabian in
(pyjliovfiiuri for
tlie wilderness,' RV), which implies the punctuatioi! 2-y': ('raven') instead of '?;>:,(' Arabian ').
The common
equivalent of aiV is /(6po{. See
,

MT

LXX

Havkx.

j.

CROWN.— In OT
used to translate

(both

AV

.several llcb.

and

A. SEMilK.

RV) Crown

is

words, the particular

meanings of which must bo distinguished. 1. The
fillets or mouldings placed around the ark
of the covenant (Kx 25'i 37-), the table of shewbread (Kx 2f)-'* 37") and its border (Kx 25-5 37'-),
and the altar of incenst^ (Kx :!Of-'i 37-"-'''') in the
golden

Mosaic tahern.acle are called Crowns (RVm 'rim or
monhliiig'). The Heb. word (i.!) means a cincture
a wreath, and describes rather the foliated
appearance of the Ijand than its position on the
object to which it was attached.
(LXX tr. it by a
phra.se meaning twisted golden wavelets ' \_Kvix6.Tia
arpeirTi]
or
twisted
XpvaS.
golden crown ' [o-TpeirTJ)i>
(TTttfiifriv xpfff^i"]
Pal. Targ. by ''"? a wreath Vulg.
by corona, whence Kng. translation.
The later
Rabbins also describe it as ""v? a crown).
The
like

'

'

;

•

The

;

Syr.

VS

roads 'are not.'

CROWN

CROWN

brevity of the description in Ex has occasioned
differences of opinion among archieologists as to
both its purpose and its position. Some imagine it a
rim to prevent objects from falling off. But the
border which passed round the table of shewbread,
as well as the table itself, had a crown ; nor would
the ark need a rim for the purpose suggested. The
crown therefore was ornamental. As to its position,
Bahr (Symbolik, 1. 377, 378) regards the crown of
the ark as an ornamental design placed round its
middle, but bis arguments are not conclusive ; and
since the crown is said to be upon (i"^^) the ark,
we should doubtless imagine it as placed round
the top of the sacred chest as it was round the
top of the table of shewbread (see Neumann, Die
Stiftshiitte, p. 127). Biihr, however, also denies that
the border of a handbreadth round about the
table (Ex 25^) had a crown of itsown (Sijmb. i. 409,
citing also the Rabbins Jarcbi and Aben-Ezra so
Keil, ArchcBol. § 19, but not in his Comm.
Nowack, He.b. Arch. ii. 60), but the language of
Exodus seems clearly to state that it had (Jahn,
Archaol. p. 421 Abarbanal cited by Eiihr Neumann, p. 96; Bissell, Bibl. Antiq. p. 292). The
crown of the altar of incense likewise is placed by
some round its top (Carpzov, Appar. Crit. p. 273 ;
Neumann, p. 120), by others round its middle
(Bahr, i. 378, 419). But, whatever their positions,
tliese crowns were evidently golden wTeaths intended for decoration. Assyr. monuments afford
examples of similar ornamentations (Neumann, p.
27 Layard, Nineveh, ii. 236, 354).

Est 1" 2" 6' 8", the tiaras of the
king and queen of Persia, probably high, jewelled
turbans
see also Is 62^, Jer IS'*", Ezk 21")
to
wreaths worn at banquets (Ca 3", Is28'-*-', Ezk
23") and fig. as an emblem of honour or victory
(Job 19» 31^, Ps 8» 21« 65" 103^ Pr 4« 12* 14i« [ina]
" 16« 17«, La 5", Ezk 16"). In Is 23' Tyre is called
the crowning city because ruling over kingdoms
and dispensing crowns. Some have supposed that
the kings of Israel had two crowns the light
diadem mentioned above, and a heavier one for
state occasions.
It has also been inferred from 2 S
12** that the crown taken by David from the king
of Rabbah became the state crown, and Jos. {Ant.
vn. vii. 5) enlarges the biblical account by stating
that this crown David ever after wore on his own
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'

'

'

'

;

;

;

:

;

talent of gold

;

;

;

;

'

'

—

'

But there is no positive evidence for this,
and only the term lu is used in the Bible for the
crown of the Heb. kings. In Zee 6"- " a crown
head.'

(•"HPi^) is

represented as placed on Joshua, the high

priest, to indicate the union of the royal and priestly
offices ; but the usual word for the kingly crown of
Israel is in this instance apparently avoided because
it described also, as has been stated, that of the

high priest. The crowns used at banquets were
doubtless wreaths of flowers (see Is 28', also Wis 2*,
Heroes were also received with them
3 Mac 4* 7").
(Jth 3'), and dwellings decorated (1 Mac 4").
i. In 1 Mac 10® 11" 13^ allusion is made to
crowns due from the Jews to the Syrian kings,
by which are meant, not coins so named, but
money tribute, which represented allegiance as
formerly the presentation of a crown had done
Jos. Ant. XII. iii. 3, are(1 Mac 13", 2 Mac U*
(papirris tpopoi; see Levy, Gesch. der Jiid. Mitnzen;

Another word tr. Crown (nij) means conseand is applied to the symbolic ornament
worn by the high priest upon his forehead over the
mitre (Ex 29« 39»>, Lv 8* 21i») and to that worn Madden, Jewish Coinage).
upon the head by the Heb. monarch (2 S 1'°, 2 K
The Heb. has other words synonymous with those
n", 2 Ch 23", Ps 89»» 132i8, so also Zee 9"). It is mentioned (as ix? head-dress I'iy turban m/jj diaalso u.sed figuratively for dignity or honour (Pr 27",
dem n;i'? garland), but their consideration does not
Nah 3" 'crowned ones'). The high priest's crown fall here. The later Jews spoke of three crowns,
(LXX rh TriroKov, Vulg. lamina) was a narrow plate of the law, the priesthood, and the king, and added
Holy to
the crown of a good name' as best of all (Carpzov,
(J"jt) of pure gold, on which was engraved
.1".'
Tradition represents it as about two fingers Appar. Crit. p. 60 Braunius, De Vestitu, p. 634).
broad. It was fastened upon the mitre above by The word is also used in A V for the top of the head
a piece of blue lace (Ex 28" 39»i). The Rabbin, com- (Gn 49», Dt 33», 2 S 14^, Is 3", Jer 2" 48« tr.
mentators suppose three ribbons of lace — two from pate Ps 7", head [RV crown of the head '] Dt 33",
the ends and one from the top of the front of the scalp Ps 68'»).
crown all tied together at the back of the head.
In NT the A V gives Crown for two words {<rriJos. (Ant. III. vii. 6) describes the high priest's (pavos and SidSrjfia) which RV properly distinguishes.
crown as of three rows, one above another, upon ZT^<payos was not applied by the Greeks to a king's
which were carved cups of ^old like the calyx of crown.
It is the crown of victory in the games,
the plant Hyoscyamus, while the plate with the of civic worth, of military valour, of nuptial joy,
2.

cration,

;

;

;

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

—

'

'

'

inscription covered the forehead ; but he probably
refers to an ornamentation introduced at a late
period.
Ace. to 1 Mac 10" a crown was given to the
nigh priest Jonathan by Alex. Epiphanes. Braunius
(De Vestitu Sacerd. Heb. ch. xxii.) admits that Ex
gives no support to Josephus' description. The
crown was the symbol of the high priest's special
consecration, as the people's representative, to
make atonement for sin (Ex 28"). The same terji
is also applied to the symbolic headtire of the Heb.
king, but no description of it is given (LXX rd
Paa'iXeiov, UfPt H^P< ''^ a-ylaaiw.). It was prob. a light,
narrow fillet of silk, perhaps studded with jewels,
like the early diadems of E. kings (see DiAUEM).
It was light enough to be worn in battle (2 S 1'").
The term indicates that the king, as well as the
priest, was divinely consecrated to his office.
Hence it is attributed to tlie ideal DaWdic King
(Ps 8',)" 132'*), and His people are called the stones
of their Saviour's Crovm (Zee 9'*).
3. The commonest use of Croton in
(generally as tr. of .Tiya,,
ot^^toj, but in Est of
V"!,
Gr. KiSapis or Klrapis,
SidSujna) corresponds with the use of the word in mod. times. It
is applied to crowns worn by kings (2 S 12^, 1 Ch 2U",
the crown of the king of Rabbah, which weighed a

OT

LXX

LXX

the wreath in fact, or the
but never, any more than corona in
Latin, the emblem and sign of royalty' (Trench,
Si/n. of NT, xxiii.
see, too, Lightfoot on Ph 4').
Roman law likewise regulated tTie bestow ment o(
special coronce as rewards of military valour and
civic seirice
and while it was customary to use
crowns on ceremonial and festive occasions, they
never symbolized royalty. The word for the latter
of festal gladness

garland

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

was diadema

DiADEM).

(see

Tliis distinction

is

obsen-ed in NT, though not always in the LXX
(see 2 S 12*', 1 Ch 20^ Ps 21(20)*, Ezk 2]'», Zee
6"' ").
In NT a crown is an emblem of victory or
reward. It describes the Christi.an's final recompense (1 Co 9^, Rev 3" 4*-"'), specifically called a
crown of righteou.sness (2 Ti 4'), of life (Ja 1'*, Rev
V), of glory (1 P 5*). St. Paul applies it to his
converts as being his reward (I'h 4', 1 Th 2").
Hence in the Apoc. a crown is represented on the
conquering Christ (Rev 6' 14'''), on the symbolic
locusts (Rev 9'), and on the 'woman' of ch. 12,
as a sign of >'ictory.
In 12' 13' 19'^, on the other
liund, the dragon and the beast and the kingly
Christ have diadems, the 'many diadems' signiThus
fying Christ's universal empire (see v.'*).
Crovm in NT is the emblem of attainment, tha
'

'

'

'

'

CUCUMBER

CROWN OF THORNS
reward of service. Even the ' crown of thorns was
probably a mock symbol of victory, suggested to
the soldiers by the corona of military or civic
service
though Trench remarks that woven of
such materials as it was, SiiSrum could not be
'

'

;

jar for holding liquids less freq. for drinking from,
as Skelton (1526), 'Then he may drink out of a
it holds water (1 S 26"- " ".
stone cruyse.' In
17'^ '*•'«), honey (1
14-'), and
19"), oU (1
1
;

K

salt (2

K

K 2»).

AV

K

Hastings.

J.

ajifilied to it.'

of crowns among the Greeks and
to have originated with the athletic
games, allusions to which are made by St. Paul
and while the crown
in the places cited above,
docs not appear in Homer as an emblem of victory,
later traditions attributed its invention to one or
other of the gods. Tliose traditions are collected
by Tertullian in his tract De Corona, in which he
violently inveighs against the use of crowns by
Christians.

While the use

Romans seems

—

—

LmSATCRB. — PaachaHuB, Corona
FabriciuB,

;

De

;

AntiguUat€»

Keland,

\'fttHu itacerU, Bfbr.

;

Jiihn's

Symboiik det iloKaUrhen CuUlui
G. T. I'L'KVES.

CROWN OF THORNS.— See
FIXION

D« Coronis

Meuraiiis,

Bibliographia Antiqvaria\

tacr. vttn-. Hettr. ; BriLuniua.
ftnd Keil's Bib. Arch. ; Bahr,
Nowack, Hil/r. Archaol.

Thorn.

;

CRUCI-

See Cross.

—

The habits and sentiments of
CRUELTY.
Gentiles and average Israelites, both in OT and
NT, are often tainted with gross cruelty. Even
acta of divinely atipointed leaders of Israel, utterances of the psalmists and prophets, and ordinLaw, sometimes seem
ances of the inspired
inhuman when juilged by the highest standards of
modem Christianity. These standards require the
righteous man to treat hiuaan life as sacred, and
to refrain scrupulously from inliicting unnecessary
But Christianity has only rei^entlj' secured
pain.
any widespread practical recognition of these
and even now they prevail only with
minorities in a few of the most advanced comMoreover, cirilization has developed a
munities.
sensitiveness which often renders the punishment
of a criminal really as severe as in ancient
principles,

the mitigation of physical cruelty has
times
been compensated for by the rehnement of mental
The constant tendency of inspired
torture.
teaching is towards humanity, and ordinances
which seem inhuman often mitigate prevailing
;

CRYSTAL.— 1.

In Job 28" n-jo)

is

rendered in

AV

'crystal' (i.e. rock-crystal); and aa it occurs
in a passage descriptive of the treasures of mines,
(See,
this 18 probably to be accepted as correct.
which tr. 'glass').
however, Oxf. Heb. Lex. and
2. In Ezk 1^ another word n-;,^ is also tr. ' crystal
(RVm ice '), and, in this case, there is no certainty
whether rock - crystal or ice is referred to (cf.
Davidson, ad loc.) ; the same remark applies to
KpOaraXKoi in Rev 4' 21" 22' ; but this is immaterial
in the case of poetic imagery, as the two substances are similar as regards transparency and
absence of colour ; hence the Greeks applied the
same word (n-pi/oraWos) to both. 3. In Job 28'"
as
substitutes ' crystal for ' pearls of
tr. of ii-ZiRock - crystal is pure quartz, crystallizing in
hexagonal prisms with pyramidal apices, and ia
abundant in veins amongst the older rocks in
nearly all countries. It was used in ancient times
for ornamental purposes, and being softer, could
It is poslie cut by the diamond or corundum.
sible that the Heb. word (cSq:) tr. 'diamond as
on
the
breastplate
of
the high
one of the stones
priest was really rock-crystal, as it was engraveil
with the name of one of the tribes (Ex 28-'). [See,
however, art. Stones (Precious), and Ox/. Heb.
Lex., where the jasper or the onyx are suggested
E. Hull.
as equivalents of cSq:.]

KV

'

KV

CUB

'

AV

(313,

AV

'

Chub), in Ezk

30°,

is

almost

cer-

tainly a corruption of 3i^ (i.e. Lybia) as was read
Tiie 'Lybia' of
is a mistranslaby LXX.
tion of Put (see RV).
Cf. Nah 3^ where Lybians
are mentioned along with Cush (Ethiopia), Egypt,
Identihcaand Put, as here also 2 Ch 12» 1G».
tions which assume the correctness of the text
lead to no satisfactory result, and hardly deserve
J. SKINNER.
notice.

AV

;

CUBIT

See

Weights and Measures.

barbarity.

The

The extermination of
commanded, Dt 20" etc.,

facts are as follows.

enemies is frequently
and such extermination is described with apparent
approval, Jos 6" etc. David massacred the Ammonites with great barbarity, 2 S 12", 1 Ch 20", cf. 2 K
15".
Amongst the Israelites themselves the Law
ventures to impose only a moderate limitation of

Ex 2r*'- '' (JE) forbids the actual
death of a male or female slave, but does
not feel it po.ssible to deal with ca.ses in which the
victim survives a day or two.
Death is to be
inflicted for a large number of oflences, some of
them slight, e.g. sabbath-breaking, Ex 35^ (P).
An incestuous person, Lv 20" (H), and an unchaste

blood-revenge.
bciiting to

woman

of the priestly clan,

Lv

21" (H),

were to be

burnt to death. The OT records great cruelty on
the part of (ientiles, barbarous outrages on women
ami children, 2 K 8", Hos 13", Am I", and cniel
mutilation, 2 K 25'. These are more than borne out
by the sculptures of the A.ssyrians, who dcli;.'liti'd
to dei>ict Haying alive and other tortures iiillicted
upon their enemies, e.g. upon the Elainitu prisoners
on sliibs 48-.')0 in the Kouvunjik Gallery of the
British Museum.
In the S'T we meet with the
barbiirous Homan punishments of scourging and

W.

cruciti.xion.

CRUSE.— See

Food.

II.

The English word, now

archaic though not quite obsolete,
of

Bennett.

is npimrcntly
Scandinavian origin, and means an eartnenware

shahaph, Xa'poj, /rents). —The
from a root signifying leanness. It
occurs only in Lv 11" and Dt 14'°, in the list of unNo scholar now renders it by ciwlcuw
clean birds.
{cuckoo). Various slender birds have been proposed,
as the stormy petrel, the shearwater, the tern, and
the gull or seamew. The RV, following the LXX
and the Vulg., has seamew. It is probably to be
understood generically for birds of the Lariuce, the
G. E. PosT.
gull family.

CUCKOW

Heb. word

(irj*

is

CUCUMBER (D'Kij^p kishshu'tm,

— Cucumbers

aUvoi, cucuTrures).

are universally cultivated in the E.,
and are a favourite article of food. Two species or
varieties are common, Cucumis sativus, L. which
is the ordinary green or whitish cucumber, ami C.
C/uite, L., which is originally an Egyptian plant.
The former is called in Arab, khiudr. It lias a
very delicate flavour, and is more wliolesome than
the Eurojiean variety. The latter is known by
the name kiththd or inikti, which is a modilication
of the Heb. K»p, and is doubtless the vegetable
referred to as one of the good things of Egypt (Nu
11').
It is longer and more slemler than tlie common cucuiiilier, being often more than a foot long,
and sonieliines liss than an inch thick, and pointed
It has a thick, hairy, mottled or
at both ends.
striped green rind, with a less juicy pulp than the
k/iii/Ar, but a similar, though less delicate, tlavour.
Although originating in Egypt, it is everywhere
,

'

CULTURE

CUNNING

cultivated in the East.
It is esteemed coarser than
the khiyAr, and sold cheaper.
cardinal dili'erence between the kiththd and
the khiyAr is that the latter cannot be cultivated
without constant irrigation. The kiththd, while
often cultivated on watered soil, and then attaining a large size, grows on perfectly dry soil also,
without a drop of water through the hot summer

seed unto our heart, and culture to our understanding, that there may come fruit of it.' The
Eng. word is a direct and accurate tr. of the Lat.
(cultura), and is used in its own earliest sense of
the cultivation or tillage of the soil. Coverdale,
Matthew, and the Bishops have build,' Geneva
prepare,' but Dooay 'give tillage to' the understanding.
J. Hastings.

532

A

months, during which it flourishes.
khiydr i« said to be of Persiui origin.

'

'

The word

CUMBER
which

(from old Fr. combrer, 'to hinder,'

from low Lat. cumbrus, i.e. cumulus, 'a
heap' thus c. = 'put a heap in the way'). 1. To
harass, worry, Lk 10*"
ilartha was cumbered
about much serving.' Cf. Coverdale's tr. of 1 K
'
21'
What is ye matter that thy sprete is so
combred ?
The usual prep, is with ; here
'about' is a lit. tr. of the Gr. irepi (7repie<nraTo irfpi
is

—

;

'

'

'

'

RVm
AV and RV (dTrfpto-irdo-Twt).

gives
distracted,' like
Ostervald's distraite, and as 1 Co "^ without dis-

ttoWtiv

iiaKovlav).

traction,'

'

'

'

Cumbered

Tindale's Wyclif has martha bisied aboute the
oft seruyse ; Coverdale, ' Martha made hir self
moch to do to serue him.' 2. To 'block up,'
burden,' Lk 13' Cut it down
why cumbereth
it the ground ?
again from Tindale (and scarcely
obsolete in this sense); Wyclif 'ocupieth,' fr.
Vulg. occupat Geneva, why feepeth it the ground
baren?' a better tr. of the Gr. here {Karapyiu, a
favourite word with St. Paul, elsewhere only in
this passage and He 2",
destroy,'
bring
Cf. Bunyan, ffoly War (Clar. Press
to nought ).
ed. p. 47), 'Thou hast been a Cumber-ground long
already.' Cumbrance, only Dt 1" 'your c' (crtnp),
and Is 1"
your new moons
.
are a c.
unto me (irioS •'?v v.i,
and
trouble '). Tlie
mod. forms 'encumber,' etc., are not quite equivalent, being too wholly passive.
As Davies
{Bible Eng. p. 211) remarks, Spenser's 'cumbrous gnattes '(F. Q. I. i. 23) seems now a singularly inappropriate epithet.
J. Hastings.
is

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

AV

RVm

'

.

AV

'

COMI

See

CDMMIN

A *LODOI

Cf

A GARDEN OP OUODUBBSB.'

The expression 'garden

of cucumbers' (Is

1') is

nj'PC mikshdh, a noun of place, meaning the place
of kisltshu, and is exactly reproduced in the Arab.
is the booth of the man who
This booth is made of four
upright poles, 6 or 8 ft. high, planted in the ground,
and tied by withes of flexible bark to four horizontal poles at their tip. Over the frame made

miktha'at.

Tlie lodge

watches the patch.

by these horizontal poles are

RV

'

.

'

Tautha.
kammSn,

([i!3

Hiiuror,

eyminum).

—The

seed of Cuminum eyminum, L., an umbelliferous
plant cultivated in Bible lands.
It is known in
Arab, by the same name as in Heb., kammiin, and
is used in cookery as a condiment, esp. in the dislies
prepared during the fasts, which, being made without meat, require more seasoning to make them
palatable.
It has also carminative
properties,
and is used in poultices for the dissijiation of
swellings.
It has a penetrating odour and savour,
not over-agreeable to most Europeans.
It is
mentioned
in Scripture.
Once the reference
twice
is to the mode of threshing it (Is 28"-") by a
rod instead of the m6rag. 'This is still practised
with this and other seeds of plants cultivated in
small quantities. It is also mentioned as subject
G. E. Post.
to tithe (Mt 23=»).

laid cross poles, and,

branches of trees. Sometimes a floor is
made by tying four other horizontal poles at a few
inches or feet above the ground, and laying over
them a flooring of cross poles. Walls are sometimes made of wattled branches, more or less
enclosing the frail tenement. Such booths are to
be seen in all the cucumber and melon patclies,
and in vineyards and other cultivated land which
requires watching. They are fitting emblems of
instability, as the withes with which they are tied
together give way before the winds of autumn, the
branches are scattered, and the whole structure
soon drops into a shapeless heap of poles and
wattles, themselves soon to be carried ofl' and used
as firewood, or left to rot on the ground.
G. E. Post.
CDLTDRE.— Only 2 Es 8« AV and RV, give us
over

RV

'

all,

'

CUN

(ps), 1

Oh 18'.—See Berothal

CUNNING. — The Anglo-Saxon cunnan meant
and to be able,' whence both
to know

both

'

'

'

can, which Bacon uses as a finite verb. Essays
(Gold Treas. ed. p. 40), 'In Evill, the best condition
and also
is, not to will
"The Second, not to Can '
cunning, which is really the pres. Ptcp. of the
A.-S. cunnnn as it appears in its Middle-Eng. form
cunnen, to know.
Cunning,' then, up to and
Cf.
after 1611, is generally knowledge, skill.
Purvey's Preface to tfie Wycliflite Version of
l.SSS,
the Holy Spyrit author of all wisdom and
Bp. Barlowe's translation
cunnynv'e and truth
;

;

'

'

'

;

of .Ia3'M/)«j/o.7e(;i531],

that

among you

and

Sliaks.

e<l.

is v\-yse

Othello,

III.

of 1897, p. 34),

'Who

endued with connynge';
iii.

50,

'

That

errs

in

;'

CUP

CURIOUS
AV

ignorance, and not in canning.' In
the subst.
•cunning' ocean only Ps 137', 'If I forget thee,
O JenuuiJem, let my right band forget ner cunning.' * The adj. is common, applied to men who
are skilful in some work, or to the work they do
Bkilfully.
Thus Ex 35*> 'the c. workman
those that devise o. work.'
Once to
and
.
women, Jer 9", in ref. to their skill as hired
moumerB (on which see Thomson, Land and
Book, iii. 403). But in Eph 4" c. craftiness,' 2 P
I'* ' cunningly devised fables,' the meaning is
.

.

.

.

.

'

probably 'wily,' 'deceitful.' Amer. KV prefers
skilful where cunning has that meaning (except
Is 3* expert ').
J. Hastings.
'

'

'

CDP.

—

on this occasion.

an extended
and NT. (a) As

received

figurative application in both OT
in various other literatures, 'cup' stands, esp. in
Psalms, for the happy fortune or experience of
one's earthly lot, mankind being thought of as
receiving this lot from tlie hand of God, as the
guest the wine-cup from the hand of his host, Ps
16' 23» 73" etc.
But al.so conversely for the bitter
lot of the wicked, Ps 11' (cf. c, below), and in particular for the Buflerings of Jesus Christ, Mt 20^- '",
lO"- •» 14», Lk 22«^ Jn 18".
(6) Another figure
is the 'cup of salvation' (lit. 'of deliverances'),
Ps 116".
The reference is to the wine of the
thank-offerings (D'pi>f ), part of the ritual of which

Mk

festal

meal before J" (cf. vv."^"'). A
is found in the inscription of iSoin"

striking parallel
•

!• limply
let my right hand forget ( "J'C; njiffi),
be dealt with in three ways, 1. Ab a passive; eo
Vulg., olilivionl delur dexlera mea

The Heb.

wtilch

LXX,

may

'

iwtXnrSii^ n ixiti fi^v

'

;

;

Luth., 80 werde meiner Recht*n vergessr-n Ostervald. que ma
droite s'oublie elle-mOme
Coverdale, let my right iiande be
(orKotten.* Hut the fleb. as It stands cannot be tH pajuively.
X. As a corrupt t«xt.
The simplest emendation is profmsed by
Delitzach, njj'B, which gives the pain, at once, and with which
may be compared Jer 23«. Other suggested emendations will
be round In Cheyne, Book of f'galtnt, crit. n. in Inc. Hut Wellhausen (in Ilaupt) leaves the Hch. untouched and unnoticed.
8. As an elUpnls.
80 [>«1. as an alternative, let my right hand
•how lt«elf forgetful (cf. WycUf's tr. *my rigt bond be gouun
[given] to foryoting
Cheyne, let my right hand deny iu
service' (but in parchment ed. 1H84, 'let the strength of my
right hand dry up') Geneva. forget to play' JJistiuiMi' Bible,
V, and RV forget ner cunmnff.'
;

'

;

'

•

'

:

*

d. Tode, § 8).
S. Kennedy.
officer of considerable

A. R.

CUPBEARER

An

(.1^?'?).—

importance at Oriental courts, whose duty it was
to serve the wine at the table of the king. The
first mention of this officer is in the story of
Joseph (Gn 40''"), where the term rendered butler
(wh. see) in EV is the Heb. word above, rendered in other passages cupbearer (Arabic essdki).
The holder of this office was brought
into confidential relations with the king, and must
have been thoroughly trustworthy, as part of his
duty was to guard against poison iu the Icing's cup.
In some cases he was required to taste the wine
'

before presenting it. The position of Nehemiah as
cupbearer to Artaxerxes Longimanus was evidently
high.
Herodotus (iii. 34) speaks of the office at
the court of Cambyses, king of Persia, as an
honour of no small account,' and the narrative of
Neh. shows the high esteem of the king for him,
who is so solicitous for his welfare that he asks the
cause of his sadness (2'^). The cupbearers among
the officers of king Solomon's household (1 K 10°)
impressed the queen of Sheba, and they are mentioned among other indications of the grandeur
of his court, which was modelled upon courts ot
other Oriental kings. The Rabshakeh, who was
sent to Hezekiah (2 K 18"), was formerly supposed
to have been cupbearer to Sennacherio, but the
word (np\f^3n) means chi^ of the princes (see Del.
on Is 36', and Sayce,
Among the
p. 441).
Assyrians, the cupbearers, like other attendants of
the king, were commonly eunuchs, as may be seen
from the monuments and such was the case generally at Oriental courts. The Persians, however, did
not so uniformlv employ eunuchs, and probably
never so degraifed tlieir own people or tlie Jews
who served tliem. Certainly, Nehemiah was not a
eunuch. Herod the Great had a cupbearer who
was a eunuch (Jos. Ant. XVI. viii. 1).
'

HCM

;

The word cnp has

was the

RV

Das Leben nach
In

RV

2.

of Gebal (Byblus), who is figured on his stele in
the act of presenting such a cup of thanksgiving
to the local deity (see his inscription in CiS i. 1).
(c) By a still bolder figure the punitive wrath of
the ollended Ueity is spoken of as a cup which the
guilty, Israelites and heathen alike, must drain to
the dregs. So Jer 25""- (the wine-cup [of] fury),
Ezk 23'-'-»', Is 51"«- ('the cup of trembling'
'staggering'). Zee 12' (RV 'cup of reeling'), Ps
758, Rev 14" 16'" 18", for all wliicli see the commentaries, (d) Lastly, we have ' the cup of consolation (Trortipiov eh TrapdK\rt<riv)' ofl'ered to tue mourners
after the funeral-rites were performed, Jer 16' (cf.
Pr 31' and see Commentaries in loc. and Schwally,

OT

the rendering of rarious words,
the precise distinction between which, either as to
form or use, is unknown to us. The usual word is
B\s k6i {wor-/ipioy, calix), the ordinary drinkingvessel of rich (Gn 40"- '»• ") and poor (2 S 12») alike,
the material of which varied, no doubt, with the
rank and wealth of the owner. Numerous illustrations are found on the reliefs of the Assyrian
palaces, such, e.g., as the cups in the hands of
Assurbanipal and his queen, in a scene often reproduced. With these compare the specimens of
pottery actually found on Jewish sou, in Bliss,
Mound 0^ Many Cities, Nos. 174, 181, etc., and the
illustration cited below.
Joseph's divining cup (V'3; Gn 44'*) was of silver,
and, we may infer, of elaborate workmanship, since
the same word is used for the bowls (AV) or cups
(RV), i.e. the flower-shaped ornamentation, on the
candlestick of tlie tabernacle (which see for details,
also Bowl). That the yjj was larger than the k6^
is clear from Jer 35».
The nV"i? klsdvCth, of 1 Ch
28" (Phoen. cop, see Bloch's /"Aosn. Glossar, sub voce),
were more probably flagons, as RV in Ex 25* 37"
cups).
(but Nu 4'
The 'aggan (\m Is 22«) was
rather a basin, as Ex 24°, than a cup (EV).
In NT ToHipiov is the corresponding name of the
ordinary drinking-cup (water Mt 10** etc., wine
23*>etc.).
The 'cup of blessing' (1 Co 10") is so
named from the •iji^n o'lS k6^ hahhirdkhah of the
Jewish Passover (which see, also Lord's Supper).
The cup represented on the obverse of the so-called
Maccabeeau shekels may be a cup such as was used
1.

63S

'

;

•

;

H. Porter.

CUPBOARD

Mac 15").—A

sideboard
used for the display of gold and silver plate. This
is the earliest meaning of cuiiboard, a board or table
for disi)laying cups and otlier ve.ssela
cf. Greene
Her mistress
set all her plate on
(1592),
the cubboorde for shewe.'
J. Hastings.
(Kv\lKtor,

1

;

'

—

CURIOUS. Of the many meanings which once
belonged to this word only two now remain, inquisilii'C anil peculiar.
Of these the lirst is found
in Apocr., 2 Es 4'^ (interrngarc) 9" (cnrinsus esse).
Sir 3'^ (m*) repiepydj:ov, RV
Be not over busy '),
2 Mac 2*' (iroXinrpaytioveii'). In OT curious occurs as
a description of the girdle of the epliod in Ex
'

'

'

28H.»7.» 29» 39»-»'",

Lv

for

8',

stitutes 'cunningly woven,'
woven.'
'Curious girdle'

whi.h

Amer.
(AV)

KV
or

RV

sub-

'skilfully

'cunningly

woven band' (KV) represents one word in Heb.,
35'n Mshebh, which comes from 3pij hdshnbh, to
think, deNTse, invent ingenious or artistic things
whence also Dt'n hOshfhh, tr" cunning workman
and i??'qo mahitsh/ihhnh, device, invention, tr*
curious works,' Ex 35" (RV cunning works ').
'

'

'

'

—

;

CURSE

CUESE
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•Crafty,' 'cunning,' and 'curious' were all used
formerly in the sense of clever, ingeniouB ; of.

Barbour

(1375), Bruce, x.
'

A

crafty

and as a good
Shaka. Cymb. v.

359—

man and a ourionn

'

parallel to the passages in
v.

Ex,

361—
'

He,

air,

The same thought is found in Ps 139" 'I was
made in secret, and curiously wrought in the
lowest parts of the earth.' The Heb. here (T-Oi?";)
means variegated
the body or the f cetus is
described as woven together of so many different'

'

;

colonred threads, like a cunning ana beautiful
network or tapestry
Perowne.
The only other occurrence of 'curious' is in
Ac 19" 'c. arts,' meaning 'magical arts,' as
(Gr. t4 repUpya, lit.
superfluous things,' things
better left alone (Page)
cf. Sir 3^ above, and
•
see Busybody).
Curious here is due to Wyclif,
'
curiouse thingis,' a literal tr. of Vulg. curiosa ;
Tindale, 'c. crafts'; Geneva, 'c. artes'( vulg. marg.
curiosas artes). From this place it has passed into
English literature, as Bacon, Essays, 35, the Q.
Mother, who was given to Curious Arts, caused
the King her Husbands Nativitie, to be Calcu'

—

RVm

'

'

'

;

'

'

lated,

under a false Name.'

J.

Hastings.

—

CURSE. Under this title an account is given of
the ideas connected primarily n-ith the Heb. words
D-igiJ and u-m (herem), and vdth
the Gr. word
i.viB(IM (anathema), so far as it is representative of
the latter. The Heb. words are variously rendered
in
the accursed thing in Jos V- " '*"• ; everything devoted' in Nu 18" 'every dedicated' thing

AV

:

'

'

'

;

Ezk 44^

and

consecrate their apoU in
has in all these places ' devote or
devote^ thing
where the object is personal, it
has usufflly utterly destroy (see Driver on Dt 2'*
"•'
or Sam. p. 100 f. ).
thing which is a-r. is irrevocably withdrawn from common use. This may be
done in two ways, or at least may have two kmds
of result.
In the one case, the dievoted thing becomes God's it falls irredeemably to Him, or to
His sanctuarr or His priests. In this sense, as has
been pointed out, to devote a thing is to make
a peculiar kind of vow concerning it. The most
in

Mic

'

;

I will

'

RV

4".

'

'

'

;

'

'

A

;

'

in ancient warfare to devote,' or put
under the ban, the enemy and anything oreverything
All wars were holy wars ;
wliich belonged to him.
warriors were consecrated (Is 13') ; and the ban,
which seemed natural in the circumstances, might
be of greater or less extent. In Dt 2^, which
speaks of the conquest of Silion's kingdom, we are
told that Israel utterly destroyed (devoted) every
Inhabited city, with the women and the little ones,'
and the same terrible account is given in Dt 3* of
Og ana Bashan. In Dt V this is even laid down
as the law for the conduct of the sacred war against
the Canaanites. But it is only human beings that
The cattle we took
are here put under the ban
for a prey unto ourselvos, with the spoil of the
In some cases the
cities which we had taken.'
ban was more stringent. In Dt 7" it is specially
extended to the precious metal on the images of
the Canaanites this is an abomination to J ; and
'thou shalt not bring an abomination into thy
house, and become a devoted thing (c-;-) like it .
It was a ban, or curse,
for it is a devoted thing.'
of this stringent type which Achan violated at the
conquest of Jericho, and Hiel the BetheUte, long
He who
aftenvards, when he rebuilt the town.
appropriates what is D"in, as Achan did, becomes
himself (Dt 7**, Jos 6") d-iiI the ban, or sentence of
extermination, is extended to him, and he is ruthlessly destroyed, with all the persons and property
that attach to him. It was a similar ban whicn
Saul violated, or allowed the people to violate, in
the war with Amaick and his action is represented
as equally serious, though not followed on the
instant by such tragical results. In point of fact,
it was not practicable for the Israelites to devote'
and the prothe Canaanites wliolesale (1 K 9^')
clamation of ruthless warfare, under the auspices of
a god, was no peculiarity of theirs. The same thing
is affirmed of tlie Assyrians in 2 K 19", and of Mesha
on the Moabite stone. It is more interesting to
note that God Himself is sometimes the subject
who proclaims this war, or pronounces this sentence
Thus in Is 34\'The Lord hath
of destruction.
indignation against all the nations . . He hath
devoted them (aiion), He hath given them up to
the slaughter.'
So in v.' Edom is -c-ixdj; the
people whom I have devoted. And in Mai 4* God
threatens to come and lay the earth under a ban.
It is usual to point to Ezr 10' as an instance
marking the transition between the ancient and
awful use of onn, and tliat post-biblical use in
which it is equivalent to Excommunication. We
are told here that all the substance of a man
who did not answer a certain summons should be
forfeited (mn;), and he himself separated (Vn;:) from
the congregation. Probably this is the first trace of
Jewish ecclesiastical usages, of which hints are to
be found in NT in such passages as Mt 18", Jn 9"
12*^ 16^ Lk 6*".
Though such usages, no doubt,
would influence the practice of the Christian
Church, it is not likely that they have anything to
do with that delivering of oflenders to Satan,'
The sugof which we read in 1 Co 5», 1 Ti l*.
gestion in both these cases, and especially in the
first, which has been interpreted of a sentence of
death, is rather of a severity resembling that of the
ancient 'ban' ; but with tlie significant difTerence,
that in both the purpose of this solemn exclusion
from the Christian community is remedial. Both
'

'

was lapp'd

In a moat curious mantle, wrought by tbe hand
Of blB queen mother.'

'

was common

'

instructive passage, in illustration of this sense, is
Lv 27'*'- ' No devoted thing, that a man shall devote
unto the Lord of all that he hath, whether of man
or beast, or of the field of his possession, shall be
sold or redeemed every devoted thing is most holy
nnto the Lord. None devoted, which shall be
devoted from among men, shall be ransomed ; he
shall surely be put to death.' In the second and
third of the passages quoted above (Nu 18", Ezk
44*'), it is said expressly that every devoted thing
in Israel is the priest s : this might include the
spoil of conquerecf nations, carried into tlie temple
treasury, as perhaps in Mic 4", or property of any
other description which a man irrevocably alienated.
But the last words in Lv 27" (he shall surely be
put to death) point to the second, and much tlie
commoner, use of the words Dinn and D-iri. To
' devote
a thing means to put it tinder the ban, to
make and to execute a vow of extermination, so
far as that thing is concerned.
It is this meaning
:

'

that has occasioned the Eng. rendering for c-;n
the accursed thing. Whatever is devoted to utter
destruction is regarded as under a curse. Things
which are so devoted are in a sense inviolable in
the old, morally neutral sense of holiness, it may
be said that a poculinr degree of holiness attaches
to them.
The thing called n-iri is at the same time
fn.T7 D'pii) dnp (compare the seemingly opp. meanings of laeer in Latin, and the idea of taboo).
It
;

:

'

:

"

.

.

:

;

'

;

.

'

'

'

'

the incestuous person at Corinth, and Hymenieus
are to profit eventually by
in

and Alexander

A^,

their discipline.
The true succession to u-n

NT

by
is represented in
those passagesin which iviOeiia (Anathema) is found.
rendering of the word. Thus
This is the usual
in Dt 7^" referred to above, theGr. is iviBcfia (<rrj Cxnref
Kal toOto
thou shsilt be accursed like the accursed

LXX

'

:

thing which thou takest.

'

Cf. Jos O'"-, Zee 14".

'

CUKSE

CUSH

I'lace-name Hormah (Nu 21') is rendered
a variant is 4io\iOptu<Tit. In NT the word
is used only by St. Luke and St. Paul (liev 22^
quotes Zee 14", but with the form KariOefia). In
Ac 23"- "• " we read of men who dfaS^fmn iueOttiaTicaiKv iavTovi'
bound themselves with imprecations on their own lieads neither to eat nor to
drink till they liad killed Paul. The same verb is
used in Mk 14" with i^/'wai to describe Peter's
profane denial of Christ he wished he niiyht be
cursed or damned if he knew the man. But the
serious passages are in St. Paul.
In 1 Co 12^ we
have, No man speaking in the spirit of God says,
Jesus is ifiOcfia. This may mean that no man
speaking in the spirit of God can do what Paul
once tried to get Christians to do
blaspheme
Christ, i.e. speak profanely of Him, without delining
Evi'ii

;

'

—

—

:

—

more

was

till.'

dyi$<iia

precisely

how (Ac

2G").

Or

it

may mean

that no one speaking in the spirit of God can
speak of Christ as an object of hatred to God, as
Jews with the cross in their minds niiglit do. For
illustrations of the passage, see Edwards, ad loc.
{Cum. on 1 Cor.), and Harnack's note on Didnihe,
xvi. 5 (ii-w' avToi) tou Ka.Tad(tmToi).
In lio 9' St. Paul
says he could wish himself to be av6.6efm from
Christ for his brethren's sake. This is e.xactly the
o-n of OT
he could wish to perish that they might
be saved 'a spark from the fire of Christ's substitutionary love.' It is only the other side of
this pa.ssion which is seen in the other passages
where the word is used: 1 Co 16", Gal l"-. 'If
any man love not the Lord Jesus Christ, let him
be av&Otna
the apostle assents to God's will that
no part in bliss, but only utter perdition, can be
his who does not love the Saviour.
So again,
when he says, and saj's deliberately and repeatedly,
of the man or the angel who preaches another
cospel than he has preached, let him be ifdef/xa,'

—
:

'

:

'

expresses in the strongest possible style his
assurance that the gospel he preaches is the one
way of salvation, that to preach another is to make
the grate of God vain, to stultify the death of
Christ and to delude men, and that for such sins
there can be notliing but a final irremediable
tie

judgment, to which he assents. The vehemence
IS like that with which Christ says, that better than
a man should make one of His little ones stumble
would it be for that man to have a millstone
han},'cd about his neck, and beca-st into tlie depths of
In both cases the passion of indignation is
the passion of .sympathy with the love of God, and
with the weak, to whom an irreparable injury is
being done.
The word 'curse' is also nsed in the English
Bible as the tr. of ni>^p and (tardpa. The interest
of this centres in the passage Gal 3""", and in the
ref. there to Dt 2r-''.
The non-observance of the
law, St. Paul teaches, puts men (some limit it to
the Jews) under a curse from this curse Christ
redeems them by becoming Himself a curse (xordpa)
on their behalf. The proof that Christ did become
a curse is given in the form of a reference to the
Crucifixion: it is written, 'cursed is every one
that hangeth on a tree' (Dt 21'*). The lleb. is
O'nSi; n'j^p, the
and it
ftKarrtpaix^fot livi StoB
has been often remarked that St. Paul does not
introduce by God into his quotation. Some seem
to think that he shrank from doing it, as if it
would have been equivalent to saying aviOffw,
'Iriaovt.
Hilt he does not shrink from saying that
God made Christ to be sin for us (2 Co 5-'), which,
in its identitiialion of Christ with, or it« substitution of Christ for, tiie sinner^ is exactly the
same as His becoming a curse in Gal 3". The
ImfKirtant thing is not that St. Paul omits the vri
9«oD, but that, as Cremcr remarks, he avoids the
personal KtKdTTjpaiiivot of the LXX, and employs
the abstract icard/xi. In His death on the cross He
tli6 sea.

;

LXX

'

'

;

identified under God's dispensation with the
of sin
He became curse for us ; and it is on

doom
this
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;

our redemption depends.

See Cuoss.

LrrsEATCu. — Besides the comm. on the various paAsaflM
quoted, see Merx in Schenkel, Bibel-Lex. l.v. ISaun
Ewaid,
Ant. o/Jsr. pp. "6-70 (EriK. tr.) Sumnd, A.T. HetigiomgaichicJite,
5 334; W, u. Smith, Its, o. 431 f.
Weber, DU Lehren da
Talmud, 137-139; Schurcr, UJP il il. BOS., 167.
'

'

;

;

:

J.

—

CURTAIN 1. The ordinary tent of
nomad, in modem times, is made by

Denney.
the Semitic

sowing

to-

gether a number of narrow lengths of a waterresisting' material, as a rule cloth woven from yarn
of goats' and camels' hair mixed with sheeps'
wool. And so it must have been in ancient times.*
Hence we read of a Heb. country maid being
bhick as the tents of Kedar' (Ca 1°). The name
of ilicjp lengths of tent-cloth was in the lleb. niy'"!;
(AV and KV curtains '). The weaving of them, as
well as the previous spinning of the yam, was and
is one of the chief occupations of the women of
the tribe (Ex SS"-'"; Palmer, Desert of the
'

'

Exudm, i. pp. 81, 125 Doughty, see footnote).
With a more advanced civilization men also took
to weaving as a trade (1 Ch 4")
indeed this
;

;

particular branch, the weaving of goats' hair cloth,
18 well known to have been one of the staple
industries of Tarsus, which has led many scholars
to interpret (rK-rfu 01x0^6% (Ac 18*) as ' a weaver of tentcloth (see art. ' Paulus in PRE? xi. 359).t In OT
we find that ten of these yiri'Oth or curtains, of
special width and workmanship, were to be
' coupled
together,' in two sets of fave, to form the
innermost covering of the tabernacle proper (the
Mishkdn), as given in detail Ex 26"'-. Above this
was a more ordinary covering, composed of eleven
curtains of the usual goats' hair, and constituting
the "^riN or tent of the tabernacle (Ex 26'"). Eor
further particulars about these curtains see 'rABEKNACLE. Yirf6th is also used in OT of the curtains
or tent-cloth of ordinary nomad tents (Jer 49^) and
of the gala-tents of king Solomon (Cal'), and often
stands in poetic parallelism with Sni< 'tent,' Is 54*,
Jer 4*' 10^, Hab 3'. The sing. n:;-i; is even used of
the tent erected by David for the ark on Mt.
Zion, 2 S T'' (LXX iy lUaif r^t HK-qrqi, but 1 Ch 17'
'

'

niv'i;

plur.

).

AV

In
the portii'-re ('^?c) which closed the
entrance to the Holy Place of the tabernacle, and
ti^
hanging,' is once rendered
is elsewhere in
curtain (Nu 3^).
The same Heb. word is also
applied to the similar curtain at the entrance of the
court of the tabernacle. The uniform tr"" in UV
is 'screen,' even when the name is ajjulied to the
which separated the Holy
veil of the screen
Place from the Holy of Holies, cf. Ex 26** 35'" etc.
See further Tabkhnacle.
3. Is 40** the word tr^ curtain (p'l) seems from its
etymology to denote some fine material such as
2.

AV

'

'

'

gauze

(so

KVm,

Dillm.,

Duhm).

In the Hook of Judith we read of Holofemes
possessing a very magnificent kuvuviXov (EV
'canopy,' Jth 10*' 13» " lli"') 'of purple and gold
and emerald and precious stones inwoven.' '1 his,
as the name and the context of 1(J*' imply, must
have been a mosquito-curtain. See CANtirv.
A. R. S. Kennedy.
CUSH (t'i3).—l. In the hieroglyphs Kash, Kaish,
Kish, Keshi, Kesh, or Kc-flia, a nation to which
frequent reference is made in the Itible.
Its
4.

• "The tent-fltulT is seamed of nftrrow lenifths of the housewives' nide worsted weftviiig ; the yam is tlieir own spinning,
of the nitn((Ied wool of the sheep and camels' and gouts' hair
Thus it is that the oloth il biackLih,' Doughty,
tO|,'elher.
A rahia Dejfrta. i. p. 225.
f fKv»crcfa, Inr. af.. is more prolmhly a s>-nonym of rnitici^aftc,
one wlin prepared and put together the lenprttm Hiipplied hv the
weavcni. Sue llamsay and Nestle in Bxp04. 2'tntM, WiL (180^)
1(1»,

1B3, 280.

CUSHAN-RISHATHABI

CUSH
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invasion of Pal., terminating most probably in th«
is given in the ethnological tables of Gn
(IC) as son of Ham, and brotlier of Mizraim defeat of the Egyp. forces at Altaku, although, eis
(Egypt), Put, and Canaan. Though the form Kush is the Assyr. were unable to follow up their victory,
not found in the hieroglyphs, there is no doubt of peace was made between the two powers, giving
the identity of the natiou ordinarily referred to in Taharka time to consolidate his authority until in
the Bible, and located by Ezk id'" S. of Egypt, with 671 a fresh quarrel with the Assyr. led to the inthe Kesh, whose home was in Ethiopia, but who vasion of Egj'pt by Esarhaddon, who conquered the
were known to the Hebrews through the prominent country as far S. as Thebes and a fresh attempt of
part they played in Egyp. ail'airs. This country, Taharka to turn out the Assyr. at the accession of
embracing the territories S. of Egypt originally Assurbanipal in 668 led only to a fresh invasion and
inhabited by negro tribes called Nabs, u (Brugsch, renewed disasters in the following year. Taharka's
Gevgraphie der Nachbarldnder ^gyptens, p. 4), son and successor Tanuatama, or Urdamani, who
and extending S. from the first cataract, though acceded in 664, would seem to have made one
repeatedly invaded by Egyp. kings of the early more attempt to free the country from the Assyr.,
dynasties, was formally enrolled in Egypt by but without more success than his predecessois,
Tahutmes I. of the 18th dynasty, and put under a and in the following year the Eth. rule came
governor called the prince of Kesh (Egyp. set en-si finally to an end. Their own country was invaded by
en Kesh, king's-son of Cush), who from the 18th Cambyses in B.C. 525, whence in the lists of Dariua
dynasty regularly figures in the Egyp. records by the the Cushiya figure as a subject race. Though the
Somewhere about 1000 Persians could not permanently occupy the country,
side of the king of Egypt.
they would seem to have destroyed Napata, the
B.C., during the wars between the higb priests of
Amon (descendants of Hrihor) and the Tanites, the chief town after this time being Meroe or Barua,
Upper Nile was lost to Egypt, and it is probable that slightly N. of Shendi on the Upper Nile, which
descendants of Hrihor, escaping to Napata, on Mt. Herodotus regards as the chief city, although
Barkal (according to some authorities, the Heb. "j:, Napata was long regarded as the sacred city. The
which is more probably to be identified with Mem- ancients tell us about the elective nature of the
phis), founded a dynasty. These kings took the same
Eth. monarchy, their statements being, in part,
titles as the Egyp. monarchs
at about B.C. 800, at confirmed by the monuments of Napata and it
the end of the reign of Sheshonk II., they occupied would seem that the kings were chosen out of
Thebes and about 775, under the king Pi'anchi, certain families by the god, i.e. by the priests, who
they had spread as far S. as Hermopolis, while all also had the right to command the king to put an
important towns had Eth. garrisons. An attempt end to his life if they thought fit a right which
made by Tefnaht of Sais (whose name survives in Gr. was finally abolished by king Erkamon, or Ergaauthors under the form Tv^^ax^os) to unite the petty menes, early In the 3rd cent. B.C. This custom,
princes under whose rule Lower Egypt had now which has been illustrated from the practice of
fallen, in resisting them, was defeated at Memphis,
tribes still existing in Africa, may be regarded as
(the great stele of Pi'anchi, edited by Mariette, specifically Eth., as also the female rule, which at
iI/on«m«n<iZ)»i'ers,andtr.by Brugsch, Gesch. /Egyp. most periods of Eth. history seems to have had
682-707, in which this event is described, is one of theoretical or practical recognition in Rom. times
the most important of the hieroglyphic monuments), they were governed by queens, called always Caualthough for reasons not known Pi anchi afterwards dace (cf. Ac 8*'), apparently associated with their
made terms with Tefnaht, whose son Bokenranf or sons but even in tlieir earlier history the importBocchoris, is represented by Manetho as the founder ant position given to the kings' mothers and sisters
During the reign of this anticipates this practice. Otherwise, Eth. culture,
of the 24th dynasty.
king (about B.C. 728), a successor of Pi'anchi (prob- art, and religion, as well as the official language,
ably after some intermediate reigns), Shabaka, would seem to have been directly borrowed from
17*,
Egypt and while the idea that Egyp. culture was
son of Kashtu, called in the Bible kio So' (2
which should rather be read Sava, representing the Eth. in origin must be distinctly rejected, the
name without the definite article), himself on the theory of Lepsius, that the Cush were the nation
mother's side a descendant of Osorkon III. of the who circulated that culture through the ancient
23rd dynasty, invaded Lower Egypt, defeated Boc- world, would seem to rest on no secure foundation.
and, unlike his 2. The fact that Cush in Gn 10' is represented as
choris, and put him to death
predecessor Pi'anchi, succeeded in obtaining a per- the father of Nimrod, probably comes from the
manent hold on the country, whence he and his two confusion of the Kesh with the Cusscei, or Kashshu,
successors are regarded as constituting a 25th, or a tribe who had possession of Babylonia between
The conspiracy between this king the 16th and 13th cent. B.C.* 3. For the names of
Eth. dynasty.
and Hosea of Isr. against the Assyr. led to the defeat the sons of Cush in Gn 10'', see Seba, Havilah,
of the former at Raphia in 720, and to the captivity Sabtah, Raamah, and Sabtaca.
D. S. MARGOLIOtTTH.
of the ten tribes and the identification of Egypt
Xowe/)- Mentioned only in the
with Ethiopia at this time is alluded to in Is 7'*,
CUSH (E'13,
The older translators appear to
where the fly that is in the uttermost part of the title of Ps 7.
'As the
river of Egj-jjt,' i.e. Ethiopia, is made co-ordinate have read V'^ (Aq. Symm. Theod. Jer.).
with Assyria as a first-rate power and in Is 20'"- the name of a person, the word is of uncertain meannames Cush and Mizraim are used as synonyms. (See ing' (Delitzsch). Cush is described as a Benjamite,
e.specially Lenormant, M6moire sur I'epoque Eth.'
and was probably a follower of Saul who opposed
Under Shabaka's son David, 'rhe seventh psalm sheds no light on name,
Rev. Archiolugique, 1870).
W. T. Davison.
Shabataka, or Sebichos (perhaps the Sabteca of Gn person, or character.
10'), it is probable that anarchy again broke out in
CUSHAN-RISHATHAIM (D-nipr! 1«''3. 'S.ovcapcathe Delta, a state of things reflected in the prophecy
Chushan-rishathaim), king of Mesopoof Is 19. The king Shabataka, who had acceded in
66.1)1.,
.ip.jin
of the
716, was followed in 704 by Taharka (the
• Hommel, however (Ezpofiton/ Timet [1897], vUl. 878) would
Bible, 2 K 19"), who is said to have murdered his
the tribe mentioned here &a one existing in Central
predecessor and to have married Shabaka's widow, rejfard
Arattla, to which he tinda further reference in 2 Ch 14^, where
19" Zerah the Cushite is said to liave invaded Judah iu the days of
acknowledging her son as co-regent. As in 2
he is ofljcially described as king of Cush only, it is Asa (cf. LXX hoth here and in 2 Ch 21i«, where he finds the
The name Zerah (or
probable that his authority was not at first Arab, tribe Mxfin7Teti, Mazin, mentioned).
It ma^ M
Dirrih) is found as a title of early Ssbnan kings.
recognized in Egypt. During his reign occurred the doulited, however, if the LXX readiDKfl really preserve eithei
famous conspiracy which led to Sennacherib's the ori^al text or an ancient tra^iition respecting its meaning

founder

;

;

'

'

;

;

;

—

;

,

K

;

;

;

;

LXX

'

;

'

AV

K

—

;

CUSm, CUSHITE

CUTTINGS

tamia or Arain-naharaim, was the tirst of those
oppressors iiilo whose hands Ciod delivered Israel
for their apostasy in the days of the Judges
(Jg S'"'"). For eight years they were in bondage
to this king, till they were delivered by Caleb's
younger brother Othniel. Of Cuslian-rishathaim
nothing more is known directly, and his name has
The
not yet been found on the monuments.
country over which he ruled, Aram of the Two
'

was

in all probability the territory lying
between the Euphrates and the Chaboraa, the last
(See Aramof the tributaries of the Great River.
naharaim in art. Aram, p. 13S'.) Its two cities

Rivers,'

mentioned in Scripture are Ilaran (Gn 28'°) and
PethoT {VfiS*, Nu 22'). It is known as Nahrina on
the Egyptian monuments, and Is'ahrima in the Tel
el-Ajuarna tablets, the native name of its people
being Mitanni. Sayce (the soundness of whose
ar^tunent, however, is denied by Moore and
Dnver) tinds a remarkable correspondence between
the notice of Cushan-rishathaim in Jg and the
history of the reign of liamsea III.
The eight
years, he says, during which the king of Aramnaharaim oppressed Israel would exactly agree
with the interval between the beginning of the
Libyan attack npon Egypt and the campaign
know from
of the Pharaoh against Syria.
the Egyptian records that Mitanni of Artunnaharaim took part in the invasion of Egypt we
also know from them that the king of Mitanni
was not among those who actually marched into
the Delta. He participated in the southward movement of the peoples of the north, and nevertheless
What is more probable
lingered on the way.
than that he a^^ain sought to secure that dominion
in Canaan which had belonged to some of his
predecessors ?
See further Othniel.
'

'

We

;

'

LmitATCiii.— Moore, Judga, pp. 84-89; Driver, Contemp.
Bsw (1884), p. 420 S. Sayce, UCit, pp. 297-304.
T. NicoL.
;

CUSHI, CDSHITE (T'S, 's'ljn).— The word occurs
with the article in Nu 12', 2 S 18" ; without the
article in Jer 36", Zeph 1'.
1. With the article it
is probably merely an expression of nationality,
'the Cushite' (see CusH). That in both instances
it was a sutiicient designation of the person in
question, seems to show that there were but few
Cushites among the Israelites. In both, the foreign
character of the person intended is indicated by
the narrative. It was looked upon as a disgrace
that Moses should have married a Cushite.
In
2 S 18" the stranger is unacquainted with the
ahort-cut ma<ie use of by Ahimaaz. 2. Without the
article the word is used merely as a proper name.
It is borne by (1) the great-grandfather of Jehudi,
the latter one of Jehoiakim's courtiers (Jer 3(5")
(2) the father of the prophet Zephaniah (Zeph 1').
K. H. WooD.s.
CUSTOM (rAot, Mt 17», Ro 13', comp. 1 Mac
10" 1 1"), toll, tax upon goods, generally aa valorem,
as distinguished from Krjyaoi and <fi6pos, tribute,
an annual tax on houses, lands, and persons.
Costom ordinarily went into the treasury of the
native government. Thus in Palestine the Herods
in Galilee and Per»a received the custom, whereas
in Judffia it was paid to the procurator for behoof
The custom (HXoi)
of the Roman government.
was collected by the tax-gatherer (tiXui'tis). For
full details see PUBLICAN and Taxe-S.
J.

Macpiikrson.

CUTH, CUTHAH (ntws, ma H Xoi*ed, Xo6e
A Xowt). — One of the cities from which Sargon
;

;

brought colonists to take the place of the Israelites
whom he had deported from Samaria, B.C. 722
The.se colonists intermingled with
(2 K n"-").
the Israelite inhabitants who were left by Sar^n and their descendants, the Samaritans, were
in consequence termed by the Jews Cuthseans
;
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According to the old Arabic geographers,
Cutliah was .situated not far from Babylon, and
there seem to have been two cities of the same
name close to each other (de Sacy, Chrest. Arab.
i.
This view as to the site of Cuthah ia
331).
borne out by the Assyrian inscriptions, from which
we learn that Kuti (or Kutu) was a city of
Middle-Babylonia.
It has now been identified
with the modem Tell-Ibrdhim, N.E. of Babylon,
where remains of the temple of Nergal (cf. v.")
have been discovered (see Schrader, COT, i. 270 f.).
Cuthah has also been identified as the name
of a country near Kurdistan, possibly = Ur
Kasdim (Gn 11") Neubauer, Giogr. p. 371) while
others consider Cutheans to be another form of
Cossseans,' a tribe dwellinjj in the Persian province Jutipa, the modem Kbuzistan, E. of the
mouth of the Tigris.
J. F. Stenninq.
(D'fn;).

—

;

'

'

'

AV

CUTHA

Coutha), 1 Ea S".
(A Koved, B om.,
sons were among the temple servants who
returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel. There is
no corresponding name in the lists of Ezra and
Neh. The name may be taken from the Babylonian
town Cuthah or Cuth (2 K 17"- *').

— His

H St

J Thackeray

CUTTINGS IN THE FLESH.—i.

In the legislaas the
'Law of Holiness' (H), the Hebrews are forbidden to 'cut themselves' (n-iinn tiV Dt 14') or
to make any cutting' (lit. an incision o-jy Lv 19",
noi? Lv 21°,
iirroidt) in their flesh 'for the
dead.' The prohibition in question is aimed at
widely-spread
tokens of grief at
one of the most
the loss of relatives or friends. To scratch and
beat one's self to the eflusion of blood, nay, to
gash and hack one's self of set purpose, may be
said to be an all but universal custom among uncivilized and semi-civilized races at the present
day.
It must suffice to refer to such well-known
works as Waltz's Anthropologie der Naturvolker
[passim), and H. Spencer's Principles of Sociology,
3rd ed. vol. i. pp. 16311., 277, 292, etc. (see also
authorities named at the close of this art.). The
prevalence of the custom is equally attested for
nearly all the nations of antiquity, the Egyptians
being the most notable exception (Herod, ok. ii.
61, 85 Wilkinson, Anc. Egyp. [1854] vol. ii. p. 374).
Thus Herodotus tells us that the Scythians of his
time on the death of their king cut oil" their ears,
shear their hair, and make incisions all over(irfpird/tcoiTai) their arms' (iv. 71).
Xenophon gives a
similar account of the Armenians and Assyrians
{Cyrop. iii. 1. 13). The legislation of Solon, aco. to
Plutarch, forbade the women of Athens to beat
themselves to the elliision of blood (d/iwx4» norrotUvuv
i<t>e!\fy, Sol. 21), and the same is affirmed
of the laws of the Twelve Tables (' mulieres genas
ne radunto' quoted by Cicero, de Leg. ii. 23).
Among the ancient Arabs, further, the practice
forbidden at Athens and Rome was associated,
as it was among the Heb. (see below), with the
cuttinjj otr of Wie htdx (Kitdb ol-AghAni, xiv. 101,
28 this and other reU'. in Wellh. Skizzen, iii.
160 f.). Thus the poet Lebid 'says to his daughters,
When I die, do not scratch your faces or shave oft
your hair,' xxi. 4 [ed. Huber and Brockelmann].*
The earliest reference to this custom of making
cuttings in the flesh among the Hebrews is in what
appears to be the orig. reading in Hos 7" (see RVm),
where several MSS (see De Rossi, Var. Leett.
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which was also

(itamWMtime
of Jeremiah, not only among his countni'men of
the South (16*) and those of tlie central highlands
the
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widely prevalent in
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* Quoted by Driver, Comm. on Deut. 14^, p. 166, from a
note of the lat« Professor W. R. Smith.
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but also among the neighbouring Philistines
and Moabites upon all the hands shall be
cuttings' n'n-jj 48". The passages cited, taken along
with the abundant evidence for the usually associated practice of shaving the head (Am 8'", Is 3"
15^22", Mic 1", Jer 48", Ezk 7"), clearly prove that
the customs in question were universally practised

developed ancestor-worship was practised by the
primitive Hebrews or not, there can be little doubt
that the gashing of the body and the shaving of
the head as practised by the Semitic peoples generally must, in the last resort, be traced to the desire
to propitiate the manes of the departed, and ' to
make an enduring covenant with the dead ( W. R.
by the Hebrews in pre-exilic times. And further, Smith, iJ6'' p. 305). But while we are forced by
22"
the remarkable phraseology of Is
J" called to the evidence to this conclusion as to the ultimate
weeping and to mourning and to baldness' (with origin of the practices in question, we would not
which cf. Mic 1"), seems to show that the prohibi- have it supposed that any such animistic conception was present to the minds of the contemportion of D was unknown in the age of Hezekiah.
The attitude of this code to both the above-men- aries of Isaiah and Jeremiah. In nothing is mantioned practices is very decide
Ye shall not cut kind so conservative as in all that concerns the
yourselves, nor make any baniness between your respect due to the dead, and so, to the spirituallyeyes for the dead (Dt 14').
H, incorporated in minded at least, the practices prohibited were but
the priestly legislation of P, re-states the pro- the wonted outward signs of excessive grief. All
hibition in more technical language, both for the excesses, then so we conclude such as making
people generally (Lv 19^) and d fortiori for the incisions in the hand (Jer 48") or other part of the
body to the effusion of blood, and sfiaving the
priests in particular (21').
head in whole or in part, were strictly forbidden
ii. When we inquire as to the raison d'Hre of
these prohibitions we find considerable difference by the legislation of D and of H, not merely or
of opinion.
We may, however, at once set aside even chiefly qiiA excesses, but as being alike in
as entirely inadequate the view that their purpose origin and association unworthy of those who had
was to restrain that exuberance of emotion which attained to the dignity of the sons of J".
iii. Under the head of
cuttings in the flesh falls
the Hebrews shared with other Oriental peoples in
other words, to prohibit certain extravagant mani- to be considered also the particular practice forbidden
Lv
festations of grief as such. To say, for example,
in
ISP'' [Ye shall not]
print any marks
that the practices here (Dt 14') named seem to be (VtUfi "Jnj, LXX yp&iifiaTa (micri, Vulg. stigmata)
forbidden
because such excessee of grief would upon you.' The expression does not occur elsewhere,
be inconsistent in those who as children of a but we may be sure that the reference is to the
heavenly Father had prospects beyond this world
ancient and widely -spread cu.stom of tattooing or
branding. Which of these two modes of marking
{Speaker's Comm. on Dt 14'), is quite unscientific,
inasmuch as considerations are here introduced is to be understood here it is impossible to say with
altogether foreign to this stage of revelation. absolute certainty, the verbal stem, SPi'P, having
Nor yet ia it sufficient to regard these prohibitions both meanings in post-biblical Heb., while the same
for we must remember that artificial baldness ambiguity attaches to orifu and its derivatives,
and tattooing the skin (see below) stand in the arlyiw., etc. In favour of tattooing, however, the
same category with the more drastic cuttings in the following may be urged (1) the exegetical tradiflesh
as primarily directed against the disfigure- tion Rashi, for example, explains the marks in
ment of the human body which is God's handi- question as made \rith a needle Comm. in loc. )
work. It cannot be denied that both the explana- (2) the probable origin of the custom, as advocated
tions just adduced have a certain amount of force by the acute author of ES.
'In Lv 19**, where
and truth, but they do not seem to reach the original tattooing is condemned as a heathenish practice, it
is immediately associated with incisions in the
significance of the prohibitions in question.
In our search for the real origin of the latter, two flesh made in mourning or in honour of the dead,
points have to be kept in mind both the cuttings and this suggests that in their ultimate origin the
and the baldness are expressly stated to lie for stigmata are nothing more than the permanent
the dead,' and, not less explicitly, to be incom- scars of punctures made to draw blood for a cerepatible with Israel's unique relation to J", a mony of self-dedication to the deity (p. 316, note 1 ).
The best-known illustration of the prevalence of
relation at once of sonship (Dt 41') and of consecration ("S tnji 14').
Now it is admitted on all the practice of tattooing or making stigmata in
hands ( 1 ) that such mutilations of the body as are Syria is supplied by the priests of the Syrian
here condemned have in almost all countries goddess' in Lucian's treatise of that name, who were
formed part of the religious rites of heathenism. tattooed on wrist and neck (ch. 59 on which cf.
And, in particular, they must have been familiar the classical work of John Spencer, below). Philo
enough in the Pal. of tnose days where such self- (De Monarch, i.) refers to the allied practice of
branding, familiar to us in the case of slaves and
inflicted bloodshed formed part of the everyday
criminals, as practised by certain misguided idolritual of the Canaanite Baal (see 1 K IS**, the only
passage not already cited where the Heb. word has worshippers in his own time. In 3 Mac, also,
Ptolemy IV. (Philopator) is represented as having
this signification, and note 'after their manner ').
the contumacious Jews branded with the i^-y-leaf,
(2) Both the shedding of the blood and the dedicaThese passages,
tion of the hair are found, as we have seen, in the the symbol of Dionysus (2^).
most intimate connexion with the ritual of heathen then, show that it was not an unusual practice to
bui ial and the belief in the necessity of propitiat- have tattooed or branded in one's flesh the name or
ing the spirit of the deceased. Thus (to give but symbol of the deity to whom one was specially
a single example) we are told that 'a Samoan devoted a practice which at once gives us the true
ceremony, on the occasion of a decease, was " beat- explanation of the interesting passage. Is 44'
ing the head with stones till the blood runs " ; (another shall mark on his hand Yahweh's,' cf.
and this they called "an offering of blood" for KVni, also Gal 6" <nlyixa.Ta 'IijcroC). Jewish tradithe dead (quoted from Turner's Samoa by Spencer, tion, we may add, has it that the obscure phrase of
Princip. of Social, p. 166).
the Chronicler with regard to Jehoiakim,
that
In view of the facts now stated, we are led to which was found in him (2 Ch 36'), refers to his
the conclusion that both the tokens of grief pro- breach of the command in Lv ig-^*", letters having
hibited by the Heb. legislation were so prohibited been discovered tattooed on his flesh, pre.suiiiably
because they carried with them associations of a the name of some heathen deity (Micirash Lcvit.
character incompatible with the pure religion of J". Babbn 19 quoted by Strack, Comm. in loc.;
Whether we hold with Stade and others that a Jerome, Queest. Heb. in Paraiipom. I.e.).
(41'),

'

(47'),

'

'

'

'
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CYAMON

CYPKU8

Here, then, we have another heathen cnstom
forbidden to the worahippers of J" ; and the unmistakable evidence of its unworthy associations
being tlie cause of its prohibition although in
itself a thing indifferent (Dillm. Theol. d. A.T.
strengthens the view above advanced
p. 428)
oa to the historical raison d'etre of the ancient
custom, here (Lv 9^**) forbidden along with it, as
alike incompatible with whole -heuted loyalty

extends along the N. and N.E. side oi
Alakhaera from the Bay of M6rphu to that of
Famagdsta. A very low watershed divides the
basin of the SerAkhis, flowing towards M6rpliu,
from that of the Pediks(lIc6iaios)and YaliAs, which
rise from the N. side of Mdkhaera and reach the
sea at Salamis through extensive marshes. (3) The
N. range is a straight, narrow, and abrupt ridge
of the Anatolian limestone, and extends lOO miles
from Cape Kormakiti to Cape Andrea. Its highest
peak is Bufi'avcinto (3135 ft.), crowned by a Byzantine fortress.
U. Elias or K6mo3 (3106 ft.) and
Tr/pa Vun6 (3085 ft.) are conspicuous peaks in the
West. Pentedilktylo, farther E., rises to 2405 ft.,
and Olyiiibos to 2431 f t^; but in the Karpass nothing
is higher than Sina Uros (2380 ft.), close to the
fortress of Kantdra (161 ft.).
Pdmbulos, near
Rhizokirpaso, reaches only 1194 ft. The northern
coastland E. and W. of Keryuia is narrow, but
well watered and very fertile.

—

—

to J'.

—

LrTBRATTRK.
Martin Geier, De Ebraorum Luctu (ed. 3,
1CS3), and (esp. for the ftiginata) John Spencer, Da Leg. Hebr.
(ed. 2. 1680) hb. ii- cap. xiii. L^x contra carnit incisuram lata
and cap. xiv. Lexsti'jmalaj/rohit/eru; Enohel-I'illmann, ExodusLfciiicuM on Lv Iv'^ Driver, Detit. on 14'
Li^litfoot, Gal. on
6" ; W. R. Smith, U.S. I,cct. ix. ; Schw,-illj-, Oii.i L.hrn nach d.
Tadt,
Kap. i. S8 :i. 6 ; Benzinger. Uth A rch. § 23 ; Nowack,
lieb. A rch. i. 4 33.
See also the works of Wait/, and H. Spencer
(mentioued abuveXaudTylur'A Fritnitiw CuJture lur the cuatoma
of lavage tribes.
R. S.
;
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CTAHON

(Kvaiiiiy),

NBAM, which

KkNNKDY.

Jth 7*.—The same as JoE-

see.

CTUBAL.—See Mnsia
CTPRESB (npn tiraih, ilex).—AB in the case of
the box tree {tiash^hur), there is nothing in the
philolopy to indicate what tree is Bipnilied. The
root, which is obsolete in Heb., signifies in Arab.
to be strong or hard. The tree is mentioned (Is
44") in connexion with the cedar and the oak. It
might be any of the numerous coniferous or cnpuliferous trees of Bible lands, but there is no means
of telling which.
The LXX gives us no help, the
sentence being confused, and not a tr. of the Hebrew.
The cypress, Cuprestus semjtervirens, L., is abundant, and suitable as to hardness, but we have no
certainty that it is intended.
Furthermore, it is
probable that Ctipressus aempervirens is the fir.
See FlH. Under these circumstances, the best way
would be to transliterate, as in tlie case of the
algum and almug, and call the tree tirzah.
G. E. Post.
CYPRUS lies in the N.E. comer of the Levant
33'— 35° 41' N. lat., 32° 17'— 34° 36' E. long.),
between the convergent coasts of Cilicia and Syria.
On its N. coast Cape Kormakiti is only 46 Eng. miles
from Cape Anamur, in Cilicia, and its E. extremity.
Cape Andrea, only 60 (miles) from Latakia on the
Syrian coast. Consequently, the whole line of the
CUieian coast is easily visible from the sea-level in
C, and vice versd, while the Lebanon can be seen
at sunrise even from Stavroviini near Larnaka
(2260 ft.).* Its greatest breadth, from Cape Gata
to Cape Konnaktti, is 60 Eng. miles, and its extreme length, from Cape Drepano to Cape Andrea,
is 145
but the latter includes the Karpass promontory, which, though 45 miles long, is nowhere
more than 10 miles across. Tlie nearly straight
N. coast from Cape Kormakiti to Cape Andrea
measures about 100 miles. The area of C. is 3707
square miles, or about equal to that of Norfolk and
Sullolk
it is larger than Corsica or Crete, but
smaller than Sicily or Sardinia.
C. consists of two mountain masses, separated by
a broad low-lying plain (1) The S.W. half of the
Island ia occupied Ly a range composed of crystalline and metalliferous rocks, which in its western
acd highest section is called Troodo.s (6406 ft.), and
is continued through Midhari (5305 ft.), I'apiitsa
(5124 ft.), and the iMAkhaeru range (4674 ft.) to the
almost isolated Stavroviini (2260 ft.), about 12
miles from Lamaka. The same rocks reaiipear in
the plateau of limestone and gypsum beds between
Larnaka and Eamngiista, but never rise to more
than 300 ft. (2) The Alessaoriil or midland
(34"

;

;

:

'

when) the homeward-bound merchantmen flrat
ee the sniokc of bumin(( Tyre from Mieir \iktit ntivhoroge at
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:
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The only accurate map of C. is the Government
Trigonometrical Survey (Stanford, 1885), incorporated in the subsequent editions of the Admiralty
Chart of Cyprus (No. 2074).
The principal resources of C. in ancient and
mediaeval times were copper and timber. The
former, which in fact derives its name from that of
the island, was worked in great abundance on the
N. side of Tr6odos and Mdkhaera, from Lfmni near
the Bay of Klir^sokhu, to Frdngissa (Tamassos)
and LithrodcSnda and in less quantity near Tremi;

thushd (Treniithus).
The principal centres of
export were Soloi (Karavostdsi) and Marion (Poli
dis Khr/sokhu). The supply was finally exhausted
some time in the Middle Ages. Iron was worked
from the 9th cent. n.C. onwards in the country
about Mdkhaera, though it never rivalled copper
in commercial importance.
Pliny (xxxiv. 2) says
that only inferior qualities were worked in his
time.
Aluch glass was made in Roman times at
Tamassos and elsewhere (Pliny, xxxvi. 193).
The forests of C. had not wholly disappeared
even in imperial times, though they were already
very much reduced in area by the continuous
export of timber (Strabo, xiv. 5). The cypress A
(

fir ') or Karamanian pine is the principal forest
tree; and the juniper (?, the 'cypress Itirzn/i.']
ofIs44'*') probably formerly attained great size
'

in

C, and

still

grows freely oetween Larnaka and
Besides these, C. has always pro-

Famagiista.

duced much wine and

;
and carobs, anise, and
crops.
It grew enough
population in the time of Augustus

oil

madder are considerable

com

for its

own

(Strabo, xiv. 5), and exports it now.
Ladanum
and resin were exported under the Roman Emjiire
(Pliny, xii. 74, xiv. 123, xxiv. 34).
Both Pliny
(xxvii. 23. 58. 121, etc.) and Strabo (iii. 15) reooid
the occurrence of precious stones and the former,
mines of alum and gyiisum (xxx\d. 183). Salt is
made in lagoons near Larnaka (Kition), and Pliny
records the manufacture here (xxxi. 75) and at
Salamis (xxxi. 84).
History. The copper and the timber of C, so
long as the supply lasted, gave the i.sland an importance in c<minierce and civilization out of all
proportion to it« size. From the earlier part of tlie
Bronze Age Cyprus maintained a large population
and an art and culture distinct and in many res|]e<'ts
highly developed, and ex])orted copper to Syria,
Cilicia, and probal)ly to Egypt, to tlie farther parts
of Asia Minor, and even to Central Europe.
The
influence also of Cypriote pottery was felt in Syria,
and widely in A.><ia Minor ; some of the liner
varieties have been found in Egypt, South Palestine, Tliera, Athens, and the Tioad.
C. was invaded by Tahutiiies ill. of the 18th
dynasty of Egypt (n.C. 1503-1440), and appears to
have remained tributary to Egypt for some time.
;

—

;
;

CYPRUS

GYRENE

by Maspero and others that
the Keftiu (cf. OT 'Caphtor') include the inhabitants of C. ; but the usual Egyp. name for C.
is Asi (Flinders Petrie, Hist. Eg. ii. 118. 124).
The next period of Cypriote art and civilization
Myceis of great importance, but very obscure.
naean settlements have been found on a number of
sites, and the contact with their higher art and
culture brought about a profound change in that of
Cyprus. About the same time the abundant deposits
or iron began to be worked, at fir.st for ornaments,
but very soon for weapons and tools. Greek tradition asserted a very early colonization of C, and
esp. of Kurion and Salamis, both of which are now
known to have been Mycenaean centres and tradition is confirmed by the primitive iEoIic dialect
of Greek which was spoken, and the peculiar
syllabic script, which was not displaced by the
Greek alphabet until the 4th cent. On the other
hand, Phoen. inscriptions have been found in C. of
the 9th cent, and onwards, and there are indications that the culture of the Syrian coast had
influence in C. even earlier. The natural centre of
Phoen. influence was Kition (mod. Lamaka), but
Phoenicians and Greeks seem to have settled side
by side aU over the island. Kition (and perliaps
ail C. ) appears to have been irregularly tributary
to Tyre in the 10th to 8th cent. (Jos. c. Ap. I. 18
Ant. YVa. V. 3, X. xiv.). Consequently, C. was
involved in the conquest of Phoenicia in 709 by
Sargon, an important inscription of whom has been
found at Kition (Berlin Museum). Later, Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal record tribute received
from twelve kings of C. some of whom appear to
bear Greek names, while the island itself appears
as Jaiman (' Ionian ').
About 660 C. was conquered and attached to
Egypt by Amasis (Hd. ii. 182), and on his fall in
525 passed, with Egypt, to Cambyses of Persia
In 501 the Greeks of C, in sym(id. ui. 19. 21).
pathy with those of Ionia, rebelled against Persia (irf.
V. 105 f.), but in so mixed a population united eflbrt
was impracticable the revolt was soon put do^vn,
and in 480 C. furnished 150 ships to the fleet of
Xerxes [id. vii. 90). During the 5th cent. C. remained under Persia, in spite of Cimon's repeated
attempts to attach it to the Athenian League but
a brisk copper trade was maintained with Athens,
which sent fine pottery and bronze work in return.
Early in the 4th cent. Evagoras succeeded in
makmg Salamis the leading state in C, and in 387
openly revolted from Persia. But the Phoenician
the Greeks, as
interest was wholly against him
osnal, were divided, and the attempt failed. Alexander the Great, however, received the voluntary
submission of all the states of C. after the battle
of Issufl, and efiScient help at the siege of Tyre
from their fleets, and supplies of timber. At nis
death (323) C. fell, with Egypt, to the share of
Ptolemy, but was seized by Demetrius Poliorcetes,
after a desperate sea-fight (Diod. Sic. xx. 759-761)
and vigorous siege of Salamis. In 295, however,
Ptolemy reconquered the island, which long remained closely attached to Egypt. It is under
this regime that we first hear of Je^vish settlers in
C. (1 Mac 15"). It was for a few years (B.C. 10789) a separate but dependent kingdom under
Ptolemy Lathyrus, but in B.C. 58 was annexed by
Rome, as security for financial loans to the bankrupt Ptolemy Auletes. After reorganization by
M. Cato it was first attached to the province of
Cilicia, but was made a separate province by
Augustus after Actium. As long as serious danger
waa to be apprehended in the East, the new province, with its neighbours, remained imperial, and
was governed by a proprietor (Dio. Cass. liii. 12
Strabo, xiv. 683 [/coi fw]). No monuments remain of
But very soon afterwards C. was
this period.

transferred to the Senate (Dio. Cass. liii. 12. liv. 4);
consequently, Ac 13' is strictly accurate in describ
ing Sergius Paulus as proconsul {dyBi'iraTos) in A.D
46.
Of this Sergius Paulus no coins are kno'vvn,
but an inscription exists at Karavostasi, which ia
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It has been snggeated
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dated irl QavXov [drBv] irdrou (Hogarth, Devia Cypria
Several other names of proconsuls are
p. 114).
known, e.p. Julius Cordus, CIG 2631, L. Annius
Bassus, his successor, A.D. 52, CIG 2632 (quoted
Conybeare and Howson, i. p. 187). See Hogarth,
Devia Cypria, Appx., for a complete list.

The seat of government was at Paphos (wh. see),
which had been the capital of the Ptolemaic priestking, deposed in B.C. 68, and was most easUy
accessible from the west, though Salamis (wh. see)
was by far the largest and most important town in
the island, owing to its proximity to the Syrian
coast.
Paphos was connected with Salamis by two
roads one inland and north of Tr6odos, vid Soloi,
Tamassos, and Tremithus, about four days' journey
the other easier, and along the south coast, vi&
Kurion, Amathus, and Kition, about three days.*
Neither of these was a Roman military road, but

—

both followed well-worn native tracks.
Jews appear to have settled in C. in large numbers
under the Ptolemaic regime, and probably more
were attracted thither under the early Empire by
the fact that Herod the Great farmed the Cypriote
copper mines (Jos. Ant. xvi. iv. 5, cf. xix. 26, 28).
They seem to have had more than one synagogue
in Salamis (Ac 13°).
The dispersion after the death of Stephen carried
Christians as far as Cyprus (Ac 11"), and shortly
afterwards Cypriotes were preaching in Antioch
(Ac 11"). Of'^ Cypriote Christians, two are known
by name: Mnason, 'an original convert' (dpxaiof
fiadrrr-fis, Ac 21"), and Joseph the Levite, surnamed
Barnabas, the friend and companion of St. Paul
(Ac 4'«).
In A.D. 117 the Jews of C. revolted, massaoied
240,000 pagans, and destroyed a large part of
Salamis. Hadrian, afterwards emperor, suppressed
the disorder, and expelled all Jews from Cyprus
(Milman, iii. Ill, 112).

The Cliristian Church of C. was divided into thirteen bishoprics ; in the 4th cent. in consequence
of the supposed discovery at Salamis (wh. see)
of St. Matthew's Gospel in the tomb of Barnabas, it
was made autonomous, and the Patriarch has ever
since enjoyed the right to sign his name in red ink.
The Council of C. in 401 was summoned, on the
suggestion of Theophilus of Alexandria, to prohibit the reading of the works of Origen.
The word Cyprus does not occur in OT, but the
island and the town Kition are frequently alluded
to as ' Kittim,' which is identified with Cyprus by
Ki'/irpos aCrij yOn
Jos. {Ant. I. vi. 1), Xidi/w.
See Kittim.
(taXfiToi (cf. Epiph. Mar. xxx. 25).
,

'

'

.

.

.
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;

:

;

;

mi

;

CYRENE
Africa,

the chief city in Libya in N.
half-way between Carthage and

{Kv/y^vii),

about

• The
Peutinger Table gives
ivi
CPalR)papho8)
xiil— Curio
(xxiii)—Salamina : (xovi in allX

—

xxix— Tamiso— xxiili
mina

:

(cxvi in

all).

—

(«)

Paphos

—li— Palffiphats

— Amathus — xxiiil — Cito —
03)

Paphoe— ixiii—SoIoa>—

— Thremitus — xvlii— Cito — (xiliij — Sal»

;

CTREXIUS

CYRUS

Alexandria, was the capital of a small province
Although
oorrcsponiling to the modem Tripoli.

Harpagus by giving him the mutilated limbs of his
to eat.
Harpagus therefore persuaded
Cyrus to lead the Persians into revolt after which
the infatuated Astyages appointed him the general
of the Median army.
"Tne result was an easy
victory on the part of Cyrus Astyages, however,
impaled the magi who had advised him to let his
adversary go, raised another army, and himself led
it into the field.
But he was defeated and captured,
though his life was spared, and Cyrus became king
of Media as well as of Persia.
Xenophon, in the romance of the Cyropmdia,

Afnca, it was a Greek city, dating from B.C. G31.
was famous for its heauty of .situation, its
commerce, and its culture. Alexander the Great
in
It

granted the rights of citizenship in it to Jews
on equal terms with Greeks, and it became an
important centre of the Jews of the Dispersion, the
fourth of the population being Jewish according
In the reign of Manasseh, Psamto Josephus.
mitichus, king of E"ypt, carried off many Jews
and settled them in the parts of Libya about C.,
while one of the Ptolemies transported 100,000
Jews to Pentapolis in the same district.
Like
other communities of the Hel. Jews, the Cyrenians
had a synagogue of their own in Jerus., and seem
to have been more Jewish than the Jews themselves (Ac 6'). There were Cyrenians among the
first preachers of the gospel, and they were associated with the great forward movement of preaching; it for the first time to the Gentiles (Ac 1 1"*-").
Lucius of C. (Ac 13') is said by tradition to have
been the first bishop of his native district. Tradition also connects St. Mark with the first establishment of Christianity in this part of Africa.
An interesting speculation gathers round the name

Simon

(Mt

referred to as the
father of Alexander and Kufus, evidently well
known to Mark's readers (Mk 15") ; while .St. Paul
in his Epistle to the Romans refers to one Rufus as
holding an honourable position among the brethren
there, Salute Rufus, chosen in the Lord, and his
of

of C.

27'*).

lie

is

'

mother and mine (Ro 16"). From this it has been
conjectured that while St. Paul was studying at
Jenis. he enjoyed the motherly care of Simon's wife.
After Alexander's death, the district of which
'

C was

capital became a dependency of Egypt.
Under the Kom. rule it was called Cyrenaica, and
was politically connected with Crete. In the 4th
cent, the city was destroyed by the Saracens, and
is now desolate.
Cyrenian (Kupiji/aioj). — Two Cyrenians are mentioned in Scripture Simon who bore our Lord's cross
(Mt 27"), ami Lucius a Christitui teacher (Ac 13').
W. MUIK.
:

CYRENID8.— See

QuiRlNius.

CYRUS i^i,

KOpoj).— The name of Cjrms Is
written Kuras in Bab. cuneiform, Kurush in Old
Persian.
Ctesias stated on the authority of Parysatis, the wife of the Persian king Ochus, that
her youn''er son was named Cyrus from the sun,
as 'the Persians call the sun KOpos' {Epit. PKot.
80; Plut. Artax. 1). In Zend, however, the 'sun'
is hwnrc, which could not take the form KOpos in
Old Persian, though in modem Persian it is khur,
and in certain Aram, dialects of the Pamir it is
khir and kher. According to Strabo (xv. 3), the
original

name

of

Cyrus was Aprailates,

his later

name

being adopted from that of the river Cjtus.
But this is contrary to the fact that his grandfather's name was also Cyrus.
The cla-ssical writers nave given contradictory
accounts of his birth and rise to power. Herodotus
(L 95) says that he knew of three accounts ditrerent
from the one he himself adopted, which was that
Cyrus was the son of a Persian nobleman named
Cambyses and Mandanfi, a daughter of the Median
king Astyages, who had caiised her to marry
beneath her station in consequence of a dream
which the magi interpreted as predicting danger to
himself from her son.
A si'cnnd dreain induced
him to order his relative Harpagus to kill the child.
HajpaguB gave it to the herdsman Mithridates to
expose, but he and liis wife Spako brought it up as

Subsequently Cyrus was reco^jnizen by
Astyages, who, in consequence of the advice of the
magi, sent him back to liis parents, but punished
their o^vn.
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own son

;

;

a wholly difl'erent account.
He makes
Cambyses, the father of Cyrus, king of Persia.
CyruB is educated first in Persia and then by his
grandfather Astyages and when the latter is succeeded by his son Cyaxares, Cyrus acts as his
general, subduing the Lydians, Babylonians, and
other nations, and finally succeeding him in the
natural course of things.
His first victory over the
Babylonians was when he was sixteen years old,
when Evil-Merod£ich wantonly invaded Media; the
second when he was forty, when Neriglissar, the ally
of Croesus of Lydia, attacked Cyaxares.
His final
conquest of Babylonia took place before the death
gives

j

of the king of Media.
Nicolaus of Damascus (vii. fr. 66) asserts that
Cyrus was the son of a Mardian bandit named
Atradates, whose wife Argostfl tended goats. He
began his career as a servant in the palace of

Astyages. Here he was adopted by Artembares,
the cupbearer, and recommende<i to Astyages,
who raised him to power and wealth. Cyrus now
made his father Atradates satrap of Persia, and
urged by a Chalda>an began to plot against
Astyages, with the help of Oibares a Persian.
Eventually, after obtaining leave to visit Persia,
where evervthing had been prepared for a revolt,
he defeated, at Hyrba the troops which had been
sent against him.
In a battle before Pasarpadie,
however, he and his general CEbares were driven
within the walls, and Lis father was captured and
soon afterwards died. The Persians now fled to the
'

'

precipitous mountain-peak where Cyrus had been
reared, and there, excited by the taunts of their
wives, they utterly overthrew their Median assail-

ants and destroyed the kingdom of Astyages.
Ctesias calls Astyages Astjngas, and states that
after his defeat by Cyrus he fled to Ecbatana, where
he was concealed in the palace by his daujjhter
Amytls and her husband Spitamas, whom Cyrus
ordered to be tortured, along with their children
Spitakes and Megabemes, to make them confess
where he was. Astyages was put into fetters by
(Etiares, but released by Cyrus, wlio married Aniytis
after putting her husband to death.
All these versions have been shown to be nnhistorical by contemporaneous cuneiform inscriptions.
The most important of these are (1) a cylinder
inscription of Is'abonidus, the last king of the Hah.
empire, from Abu Habba (Sippara); (2) an annalistic tablet written shortly after the conquest of
Babylonia by Cyrus; (3) a proclamation of Cyrus of
the same date.
The inscription of Nabonidus was composed soon
after the conquest of Astyages by Cjtus in B.C. .549.
Nabonidus rails Astyages (Istuvigu) king of the
Manda or 'Nomads,' whom the Assyr. texts identify
with the Gimirr.1 or Cimmerians. He states that
the temple of the moon-god at Harran had been
destroyed by the Manda, but that Merodach hml
(inlori'd liini in a dream to restore it, assuring him
that within three years Cyrus the king of Anzan,
their little servant, with his small army, shall
overthrow the widespread people of the Manda
Istuvigu, the king of^ the people of the Manda, he
shall capture, and bring him a prisoner to his own

—

'

CdUMtry.'

;;

CYRUS

CYRUS

The annalistic tablet, which, when complete,
bejraa with the first year of the rei^ of Nabonidus,
tells us that in the seventh year of the latter's
reign (B.C. 549) Astyajres had marched against
'
Cyrus, king of Ansan,' but that his army revolted
against him and delivered him to Cyrus, who then
marched to Eebatana, captured it, and carried its
Three years later (B.C. 546), Cyrus
spoil to Ansan.
bears for the first time the title of king of Persia,'
so that he must have gained possession of Persia
between B.C. 549 and 546. In the latter year he

Darius Hystaspis. The date of the conquest of
The conquest of Crtesus
Astyages is also fixed.
and'the Lydian empire probably took place before
that of Babjlon, as well as the reduction of the
Greek cities in Asia Minor by the Medes, Mazares
and Harpa^us.
Before his death the empire of Cyrus extended
from the Mediterranean to Bactria, and was thus
Different stories
larger than that of the Assyrians.
Herodotus, who knew of mure
are told of his death.
than one, says that he was slain when invading
According to Ctesias, he had
the MassagetfE.
invaded the Derbikes, and after gaining a victory
over them by stratagem, and capturing the son of
their queen, Tomyris, was killed in a second
engagement in which his troops were defeated.
Diodorus asserts that he was taken prisoner by
while Xenophon
Tomyris, who crucified him
makes him die peacefully, and be buried at Pasargada, seven years after the death of C3'axares.
The Bab. contract-tablets, on the contrary, prove
that he reigned nine j-ears over Babylon and the
A year before his
empire,' dying in July B.C. 529.
death he had made his son, Camtnses, king of
Babylon. According to Herodotus, Cambyses was
the son of Cassandana, the dau"liter of PharnaspSs.
The supposed tomb of Cyrus at Murghab can hardly
belong to the ^eat conqueror it is difficult to
reconcile its character and position with the
account given by Arrian (vi. 29), and the figure
on a neighbouring column, above whose head is
the inscription, I am Cyrus, the king, the Akhaemenian,' is that of a winged demigod who wears
an ECTptian head-dress. It can hardly, therefore,
have Deen sculptured before the conquest of Egypt
by Cambyses. The most probable view is that it
represents Cyrus the younger.
The proclamation of Cyrus shows that he was not
a Zoroastrian like Darius and Xerxes, but that as
he claimed to be the successor of the Bab. kings,
so also he acknowled^d the supremacy of BelMerodach the supreme Babylonian god. tience the
restoration of the Jewish exiles was not due to
any sympathy with monotheism, but was part of
a general policy. Experience had taught him the
danger of allowing a disaffected population to exist
in a country which might be invaded by an enemy
his own conquest of Babylonia had been assisted
by the revolt of a part of its population and he
therefore reversed the policy of deportation and
denationalization which had been attempted by the
Assyr. and Bab. kings. The exiles and the images of
their gods were sent back to their old homes only
in the case of the Jews, who had no images, it was
the sacred vessels of the temple which were restored
(Ezr 1'-"). See RP, New Series, v. pp. 143 a".
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the Tigris below Arbela and conquered
northern Mesopotamia as well as Armenia.
In B.C. 538, aided by a revolt in southern Bab3'A
loiiia, he attacked Nabonidus from the north.
battle was fought at Opis, which resulted in the
defeat of the Bab. army and a few days later, on
the 14th of Tammuz (June), Sipnara was taken
without fighting.' Nabonidus fled and concealed
himself in Babylon, followed by Cobryas, the
governor of Kurdistan, with the army of Cyrus.
On the 16th, Gobrvas entered Babylon without
The
resistance, and Na"bonidus was captured.
daily services went on as usual in the temples of
the city, and the contract-tablets show that there
On the 3rd of
was no disturbance of trade.
Marcheshvan (October), Cyrus came to Babylon, and
henceforth bore the title of 'king of Babylonia.'
Peace to the city did Cyrus establish peace to
all
the province of Babylon did Gobryas his
Governors in Babylon he
governor proclaim.
appointed.
On the 11th of the month the wife *
of Nabonidus died, and for six days there was
mourning for her. On the 4th of Nisan, Cambyses
conducted her funeral in the temple of Nebo.
After this, offerings to ten times the usual amount
were made to the Bab. deities.
The proclamation of Cyrus justifies his seizure of
the Bat), crown, and declares that he had been

crossed

;

'

'

;

by BelMerodach, who was angry with
Nabonidus. He describes himself as king of the
city of Ansan,' the son of Cambyses, king of Ansan,
grandson of Cyrus, king of Ansan, and great-grandson of Teispes, king of Ansan, and says that he
had restored to their homes the exiles who were in
Babylonia as well as their gods. He concludes by
praying that the deities he has thus restored may
daify intercede for him before Bel-Merodach and
Nebo, whose worshipper Cyrus professes himself
called to it

'

'

'

to be.
It is clear that the Greek writers have confounded the Manda or nomad Scyths and Cimmerians with the Mada or Medes. Cyrus, moreover,
like his ancestors, was not king of Persia, but of
Ansan or Anzan, one of the most important divisions of Elam, which is stated in a cuneiform
tablet to be the equivalent of Elam, and of which
the native kings of Susa called themselves ruler.s.
Teispes, the son of the Persian Achoemenes, seems
to have con(iuered it at the time of the fall of the

Assyr. empire. The fact explains Is 21', as well
as tne use of Susian as one of the three official
languages of the Persian empire. At Behistun,
Parius states that eight of his ancestors had been
kings in a double line.' As Teispes was the father
of his great-grandfather Ariaramnes, we should
have exactly the eight kings, if we suppose that
while the line of Cyrus was ruling in Anzan, that of
Darius was reigning in Persia.
Another fact which is due to the cuneiform
texts is, that the account of the siege of Babylon
by Cyrus, given bj' Herodotus, is a fiction, derived
probably from one of the sieges of the city by
'

*

Or, Aooorcling to the reading of Pinches, the boo.

;

'

:

'

;

;

LnKRATCRg.— Herodotus 1. 95, 108-130, 177-214 ; Xen. Cymp. \
Ctesias, Persika, ed. Gilmore, vii.-xi. Nicotaua Dama$e*nus,
(rg. 6ft-68 (Muller'8 Fragm. iiL pp. 406 ff.); L>io<ioru8 Sioilua,
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i»d. 19, Exc. pp. 239 f.;
references are given to the various editions of the cuneiform
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D
— In

notes on the text of the Gospels
symbol is used to indicate the readings
of C'orfex Beza, a Grseco-Latin MS of the Gth cent,
presen-ed in the Cambridge University Library.
The text, both Greek and Latin, is wTitten stichometrically, i.e. in lines of unequal len^'th, divided
according to the sense the Greek on the left, the
Latin on the right hand pa"e of each opening.
The Gospels are arranged in the order, Mt, Jn,
Lk, Mk an order found also in many old Latin
MSS, the Gothic version, and in Const. Apost. ii. 57.
Between Mk and Ac there is a gap wliich,
according to the original numbering of the quires,
must have contained 67 leaves (8 quires and 3
leaves).
It closes with a fragment of a Latin
D.

and Acta

critical

this

—

—

version of 3 Jn """. Clearly, therefore, the Epp.
of Jn occuj^icd part of the vacant space (14 or 15
\\ liat else the missing leaves contained
leaves).
it is impossible to say. The other Catholic Epistle.s,
were
if they
all present, would require about 30
leaves.
This would leave 16 leaves (=2 quires)
tinaccounted for and it is pos.sible, though not
veiT likelj', that, as Scrivener suggests, the scribe
had made a mistake of 2 in numbering bis quires
at this point in the MS.
About 37 leavi-s are missing in other parts of the
MS, and 12 are more or less mutilated. It is also
mutilated at the end. The following passages are
in consequence wanting in the (ireek Text Mt
;

—

gai.gj

P'-S^" [18"-20'-J, [Mk
22» end. The gaps
le"-*], Ac 8^-10"
1'""
6»-8" 26"-27', Jn l°-3'"
In the Latin are Mt
[18»-20'], [Mk W-'^l
The passages in square
brackets have been supplied by a 9tli cent. hand.
ji-jo

[37.1JJ

27-''-",

The MS was written in all probability in Gaul,
and Ilendel Harris has given good reason for
believing that it did not travel far from its birthplace for the first 1000 years of its existence.
During this period it was corrected at various
times by eight or nine ditt'erent hands.
Its modern history begins with the Council of
Trent, whither apparently it was taken in 1546 by
the Bishop of Clermont in Auvergne. Stephens, in
his 1550 edition, published readings from it derived
from collations made for him by his friends in
Italy ^perhaps during this visit to the Council.
When Beza pre.sented the
to the University of
Cambridge in I.')81, he stated that it had been
taken from the Abbey of St. Irenseus in Lyons at
the sack of that city in 1562. It is for the most
part the only witness among Greek MSS to a type
of text which we know from the evidence of
patristic quotations and the earliest versions to
have been widely current as early as the 2nd cent.
It has in consequence, especially in recent years,
received a great deal of attention, notably in a
most ingenious work by J. Kendel Harris, A Study

MS

of Codex Bezm ("Texts and .Studies'), 18!ll, and
in two careful but not altogether convincing
volumes. The Old Syrinc Element in Codex Bezn^,
1893, and The Syro-Lotin Text of the Goxpds, by
The problems raised by these
F. H. Chase, 1895.
writers will rui|uiro fuller treatment in connexion
with the whole subject of the Textual Criticism
of the New Testament.
An excellent e<lition of the MS, incln<ling a complete traiisiriiitiun of the text and a full introduction, was pulilished by Scrivener in 1S64, and this
year (1897) the University of Cambridge has
undertaken to bring out an edition in photographic
facsimile.

St. Panl the same symbol
properly Dj to avoid confusion is
used to denote the readings of the MS in the
National Library at Paris, the Codex Claromontanus. This is also a Graeco-Latin MS of the
6th cent, written stichometrically. It seems clear
that it was the work of a Greek scribe, and that it
remained for some time in scholarly Greek hands
but there seems no decisive evidence to fix either
the place where it was written or its hist home.
The remarkable list of the canonical Imoks of Ol

—

;

and

NT

inserted between Philemon and

Hebrews

— known as the Claromontane sticliomutry— points
on the whole to a Western origin, — Carthage,
Rome, or Gaul. The Latin version is of great
importance throughout.
In Hebrews it is the
main representative of the old Latin version of the

epistle.
It contains all the

Pauline epistles virtually complete including Hebrews.
It has been most carefully collated both by Tischendorf and Tregelles,
edited
Tischendorf,
and sumptuously
by
1852.
J. O. P. Murray.
D. The symbol ordinarily used in criticism of
Hex. to signify the work of the Deuteronomist
often so as to include also his school, although
this creates confusion, which may be avoided by
usin" for this sense tfi, D', and similar symbols.
P. H. Woods.
See Uexateucu.

—

—

Jn

21ii>-'8 22'»-»'

—

Dj.— In the Epistles of

— written more

A

DABBESHETH (n^-jn), Jos 19".— place on the
borders of Zcbulun. The line is difficult to follow,
but the extreme limits on N. and S. seem to he
defined by the names Dabbesheth and Jokneam.
In this case the ruin Dabs)ieh, on the hills E. of
Acco, may be intended, the only place where this
name (meaning
SiVP,

vol.

i.

'

hump,'

occurs.
See
C. R. CONDER.

Is 30")

cf.

sheet iiL

DABERATH

(n-jD^n),

Jos 19" 21f,

1

Ch 6".—

city of Zebulun given to the LeWtes, noticed as
the extreme point on the S. E. border; now the
village Dihiirieh at the foot of Tabor on the W.
In the record of the connuests of Ramses II.
(Brugsch, Hist. ii. p. 64) we learn that, about 1325
B.C., he attacked places in the Amorite country,

named Dapur, Slialama(Shunein),Maroma(Meirfln),
Ain Anamim, Kalopu (jpcrhaps Slialahftn), and
Beitha Antha (Beth Anath) and of these places
Shunem was in Lower Galilee, and Beth Anath
and Meirfln in Upper Galilee. Dapur is thought
;

Tabor or Dauerath, and is represented aa a
walled town. But in Egyjitian the letters Land
R are not distinguished, and the name may have
been Dapul.
In the latter ca.se Dihl in Upi>er
Galilee would be the site.
See Diblaii.
The
site of Daheiath on Tabor was known in the 4tli
cent. A.D. (Unumn.it icon, s.v. Dabiia), but wrongly
identified with Debir.
See S]VP vol. i. sheet vi.
C. R. CONDKR.
DABRIA. One of the five scribes who wrote to
the dictation of Ezra (2 Es 14«).
to be

—

DACUBKA Aa«oi';3/,Bom.,AVDacobI) = AKKUB,
Ezr 2*^ Neh 7«.
DAGGER

(Jg 3"

AV, 'sword' RV, Heb. a^n
Heb. word means in most cases
a short wcajion used for stabbing (cf. 2 S 20'- '").
hcrebh).

— The

The Arab

khinjar,'
a curved blade, and
'

still

in

inllicts

use E. of Jordan, has
by a downward stab

'

DAGON
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a horrible wound aa

jnst rach

2

8

20'".

DAGON

Aayiir).

la

W.

See SwoRD.
(I'ln,

DALMATIA
described in
E. Babnks.

—The principal deity of the

whose worship, however, seems to have
extended beyond the Pliil. country, as is proved
by the geographical name Beth-dagon (which see),
and perhaps by the later name Dagon (Jos. Ant.
XIII. viii. 1
Wart, I. ii. 3).
It has commonly been held by scholars that the
name is a diminntive, and so a term of endearment,
from daff, which signifies fish, and hence that D.
was worshipped tmder the form of a fish. He has
been generally identified with a Bab. god who is
represented on seals and elsewhere as having in
part that form. And though there is nothing in
Philistines,

;

the biblical account to confirm this view, there is
also nothing to contradict it.
D. had face and
hands, and, according to the Sept., feet also (1 S
5*) ; but this is not inconsistent with his having in
part the shape of a fish. The pictures of the Bab.
fish-god show face and hands, and in some instances
feet.
Indeed, one is strongly tempted to find in
the phrase only D. remained,' the meaning only
little fish remained,' the point being that, after the
head and hands of D. were cut off, nothing was left
Nevertheless,
of him save the fish-shaped part.
Sayce and others now insist that D. was not a fishgod, and that the resemblance of name is a mere
coincidence. The Bab. fish-god was Ea, the patron
god of the city of Eridu, the god of the ocean, of
water, of -nTsdom. In some sense Ea was god of
the sea, Anu of the sky, and Bel (Baal) of the
earth and the under- world. Bel is closely associated
with Anu, but not with Ea. And D. appears in
the inscriptions as one of the names or one of the
'

Apparently, the worship of D. among the Philistines was conducted with a highly developed and
may infer this from the
technical ritual.
elaborate discussions and arrangements for returnark,
described
in 1 S 5. 6, the golden
ing the
as

We

mice and golden tumours as a guilt-otfering, the
cart, the new milch kine with their calves
shut up at home. The worship of D. at Gaza continued to a late period. During the Maccabasan
wars Jonathan destroyed the temple of D. there
(1 Mac 10«"« 11*; Jos. ArU. XUI. iv. 4, 5).
LiTKRATUEB.—Sayce, BCM 326-327 Sayce in S5 Timet, May

new

;

HQHL

; Smith,
164 ; Moore, Judga, 368 1. ; Wellh. and
Driver on 1 8 6< ; Oj/. Beb. Lex. $.v.
J. BeECHER.

27, 1893

W.

DAISAN (B Aaicrar, A A«<r-), 1 Es 5".— Called
Rezin, Ezr 2«, Neh 7". The form in 1 Eb is due
to confusion of i

DALAN

and

(A AaXdr,

=Delaiah, Ezr

DALE.—See

l.

B 'K<ri.r, AY

Ladan),

1

Es

6**

2*'.

EiNO's Dale.

'

forms of Bel.

DALETH

(n).— Fourth letter of Heb. alphabet,
in the 119th Psalm to designate
the 4th part, each verse of which begins with this

and as such used
letter.

DALLY. — Only Wis 12" correction, wherein he
By a bold anthropomorphism
'

dallied with them.'

God

is described
as only sporting with the
Egyptians in the lighter plagues that fell on them.
The Gr. is iraiyvlois ^iriTi^iijfffwt, lit. play-games of
correction' ; Vulg. ludibriia et increpationibus, Cov.
scornes and rebukes,' Geneva 'scornful rebukes,'
RV a mocking correction as of children.' Dally
has now chiefly tlie sense of 'delay,' which easily
arose from the older sense of sport,' as in Milton,
Of Reformation (Prose Works, li. 410), 'Let us not
dally with God when he offers us a full blessing
and Bunyan, Heavenly Footman (Clar. Press ed.
it is not good dallying with things of so
p. 270),
great concernment, as the Salvation or Damnation
of thy Soul.'
J. Hastings.
'

'

'

The name and worship

of D.

were upon either

theory imported into Pal. from Babylonia. The
name is held to have been originally Sumerian,
but a Semitic derivation was found for it in connexion with its use to designate the god of aijriculture.
D. was identified with dagan, the iJeb.
word for com, when corn is thought of as an
agricultural product.

'

'

'

j

'

Presumably, D. was worshipped in Phoenicia as
well as in Philistia.
There is a Phoen. cylindrical
seal of crystal now in the Ashmolean Museum at
Oxford, on which, according to Sayce, the name
Baal-dagon is written in Phoen. letters, with an
ear of com engraved near it, and other symbols,
such as the winged solar disc, a gazelle, and
several stars, but no figure of a fish.
Eusebius
{Prcep. Evang. i. 6) quotes Philo Byblius of the
2nd cent. A.D. as citing the ancient Phcen. legends
that go under the name of Sanchoniathon, to the

that Ouranos (Anu) married his sister the
earth, 'and by her had four sons, Ilus (El), who is
called Kronos, and Betylus, and D., which signifies
"com," and Atlas.' 'I)., after he had discovered
bread-corn and the plough, was called Zens
Arotrios.'
The Phoen. Dagon, then, like the Bab., is properly
Zeus of the plough.'
With this agree all the
notices found
in regard to the Phil. Dagon.
He had temples in Gaza and Ashdod (Jg 16^, 1 S
5'-'), and presumably in the other PhU. cities.
His worship among the Philistines was national,
efiiect

m OT

and not merely local (I Ch 10'", 1 S 5'-6'»). His
worship did not exclude that of other Baals (2 K
I'-').
The Philistines regarded him as giWng

them victory over their enemies, rejoicing before
liini when Samson was in their power, and placing
Saul's head in his temple (Jg 16^, 1 Ch lO'").
But
he was eminently the god of agriculture
they
acknowledged J"'s victory over him through the
mice that marred their fields, and offered golden
mice in token of the acknowledgment (I S 6'-').
;

in

DALMANDTHA (laKimrovei.) is mentioned only
Mk 8'". The corresponding statement of Alt

(15^

RV)

gives

Magadan.

In Tatian, Vuitessarun

Rendel Harris
(Hill's ed. p. 134), it is Magheda.
(Study of Codex Bezce, p. 178) suggests that Dal-

manutha may be simply a corruption from the
Syriac

;

but see Chase, Bezan Text of the Acts,

p.

the variants in Mk see Chase, SyroLatin Text of the Gospels, p. 97 f. The common
reading Magdala is probably a substitution of a
Ewald suggested
better for a less known place.
that Magadan stands here for Megidon = Megiddj;
but Eusebius says this Magadan was near Gera.sa.
Thomson placesDalmanutha at Ed-Delemtyeh, one
mile N. of the Jarmflk, at the S.E. comer of the
Sea of Galilee. As the scene of the second Feeding
of the Multitude is uncertain, and as there is
nothing said to indicate in what direction the
boat into which our Lord went was steered, ilie
site of Dalmanutha cannot be determined with
Tristram sufjgests a site IJ mile from
certainty.
Migdel (Magdala), and Sir C. Wilson thinks it was
not far from that.
145
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On

LiTKRATURB.

— Besides

the worlts mentioned above, consult

Keiin. Jesux of A'a2ara(Kng. Tr.), iv. 23«ri.; Ederaheim, JesuM
the Mfjsiah' (1887), ii. 07 fl. : Andrews. Life of our Lord, ed.
1»1)2, p. 338 ; Herz and Nestle
Expot. Times, viii. 663, ix. 45, 96.

m

A. Hender-son.

DALMATIA

(AaX/iarfa) in apostolic times was an
Ul-defined mountainous district on the E. coast of

the Adriatic, stretching towards Macedonia. In
its more exact use, the name, which is not known

DALPIION

DAMASCUS

to the earlier Greek writers, was used of the S.
portion of the Rora. province lUyricum, between
the Drinus and the sea.
In its more indefinite use
it was practically another name for
Illyricuiu.
St. Paul preached the L'ospel in the district, or,
at any rate, in its nei^-libourhood (Ro 15"), and

his last imprisonment in Home it was
by Titus (2 Ti 4'"). In our ignorance of the
place where the apostle was arrested, we cannot
determine either the exact time when Titus w as
sent to D. or the reason why he was sent but it
has been conjectured that, having failed to (ind
St. Paul at Nicopolis as he expected (Ti 3"), he
went on to Dalmatia.
W. MuiB.

duriuK
visited

;

DALPHON
Haman, put

(i>eS Est ff), the second son of
to death by the Jews.
In the LiXX

—

DAM ARIS (Aduapi^). The name of a woman
who, with Dionysius the Areopagite and certain
others, is mentioned as having been converted by
St. Paul at Athens (Ac 17").
Ramsay (iit. Paul
the Trav. p. 252) points out that it is not stated
that she was of good birth (in contrast with 17"
and 13"); that this arose from the fact that
women of social position in Athens would certainly not have tlie opportunity of hearing St.

Paul

and that her name suggests that she was a

;

foreigner, perhaps one of the class of educated
Hetairai.'
This suggestion seems to go rather
beyond the evidence.
The name is said to be
a corruption of Sitia\i%, a heifer, which is the
reading of one Lat.
(et mulier nomine Damalis,
'

MS

Chrys. (ad loc.) suggests quite erroneously
that she was the wife of Dionysius this could
not be the tr. of «al yw^ dyipjirt A. These words
and all mention of this woman are omitted by
Flor.).

;

Beza;.
Ramsay {Church in Bom. Emp.
161) quotes this in proof of his assertion that
the reviser to whom we owe the Western text was
a Catholic who objected to the prominent position assigned to women in the Acts ; ' this was,

Codex
p.

firstly,

pagan rather than Christian

;

and, secondly,

n"

heretical rather than Catholic' (See also
and
the variation there.)
A. C. HSACLAM.

DAMASCUS

(plrvi!,

Aa^crx^O.

the contemporary of all history. Ita origin Is
lost io antiquity.
Jo«. (Ant. I. vi. 4) ttayu it was founded by
1*£, f^randson of Shem.
It is Qrst nientinn<-(! in connexion with
Abraham's pursuit of the defeated Chi-dorlaomer (On 14^8).
Then (<ln l&'-f) his servant is called Daniniesek Kliczer, where
both the Chaldee and the Syr. have Hliezer the Liamascene.'
ItoocuninSSSiaa pv'Cl 0'?t<, Aram Dammesek, which HU^Kests
oompftrison with the modem Arabic name, IHmaalik eth-Shdm.
As It was the capital of Aram, so it is the chief city of e*h-SUAm,
the modem Syria. if»A.A'A<tn»=* the left,* ».«. the country on
the left; as «/.}'#msn, Arabia Felix, is on the ri^'ht of the
Arabian looking northward.
A Moslem tradition makes
Kliezcr the founder of the city, and Abraham king for some
Tears before he went south to Palestine. So alBO Nlcolaus of
He mentions a villajre
P.. quoted by Jos. (Ant. 1. vii. 2).
called
the Habitation of Abraham,' which may be identical
with tlBurzth, 3 miles N. of the city, where there is a well/
sacred to the patriarch.

This city

ia

'

'

I.

History.

—The

history of D.

for us with its capture by
cour Hailadci^cr, king of

1

lavid.

really begins
to suc-

Coming

Zobah, the Daniascenes
were themselves overthrown. David smote of the
Syrians 22,'MXJ men, took and garrisoned the city,
and the Syrians became servants to David, and
brought presents' (2 S 8'"'). Nicolausof Diiniascus
says the battle was fought on the Kuphrates.
Rezon, son of Eliada, a follower of Hadadczer,
escaped, gathered a company around him, possibly
fugitives like himself, and obtained possession of
Damascus.
He was an adversary to Israel all the
days of Solomon.' His experience on the Euphrates
Hut
possibly led him to abhor Israel (1 K ll»-'»).
'

'

aoon again the sceptre passed to the family of
VOL. I.— I";
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Hadad. Syria and Israel were in league against
Judah. Hard pressed by the king of Israel, Asa
bought the friendship of Benhadad with cosily
presents, and induced him to break with liaasha
and invade his territory. A successful raid into
the northern dominions of Lsrael called off liaasha
and relieved Judah (1 K 15'°"-'). Benhadad seems
to have followed up his advantage in the reign of
Omri. Retaining the captured cities, he held the
right

'make

to

Samaria

(1

K

streets'

20*").

in

'Streets'

new

the

capital,

may have meant

for a permanent embassy, or siiiiplj
for Syrian merchants, who, like
the Tyrians in Memphis, would congregate in one
quarter.
It was a concesbion to a power which
could enforce it if necessary. Benhadad, son of
this monarch, led a great expedition against
Samaria. There were with him lliirty-two subject
kings, with horses and chariots.
Conducting the
siege with a contemptuous carelessness, born of a
sense of absolute superiority, he was surprised by
a sudden attack, and his army routed, he himself
escaping with difficulty on horseback. Meeting
Israel again at Aphek, he was defeated and his
army destroyed. Taken by Ahab, his freedom
was granted on most humiliating terms (1 K 20).
In about three years' time we find them again at
war, fighting for possession of Ramothgilead and
there Ahab was slain (1 K 22).
From D. came
Naaman, to be healed of leprosy (2 K 5). Again
the Syrians invaded Israel, and a company sent to
arrest Elisha at Dothan was led by him, blinded,
into Samaria (2
li"-'^).
Unaffected by their
chivalrous treatment, we find Benhadad directly
again besieging Samaria. The city was reduced
to the most appalling straits by famine, when, by
a miraculous uisconititure of the Syrians, it was
delivered, and plentiful supplies provided (2 K 6^7*").
From the cimeiforin inscriptions we learn that
the Assyrians also harassed Benhadad, and were
too strong for him and his allies. His reputation
Buffered heavily from these disasters, making it
easier for a strong man to usurp his place.
Falling
sick, he sent a messenger laden with gifts to consult Elisha.
To this man, Hazael, the prophet
promised the kingdom. On his return he secured
the swift fullilment of the promise by the murder
of his master (2 K 8'°).
In his encounters with
the great Assyr. power, the new king was not more
fortunate than his predecessor
out elsewhere
success waited upon liis standards. Jehoram of
Israel and Ahaziah of Judah attacked Ramothgilead.
Hazael repulsed them, the former being
seriously wounded (2 K 8^^).
He then laid
waste the whole country east of the Jordan (2 K
10»^").
He captured Gath {ib. 12"), and threatJehoash purchased immunity
ened Jerusalem.
from attack, stripping the temple and the palace
of all valuables for this purpose (ti. 12").
Hazael
also prevailed against Israel, and superiority was
maintained by his son Benhadad {ib. Vi"). Ultimately Jehoash, son of Jehuahaz, a.<>serted liis
independence, and recovered the cities Hazael had
Jeroboam II., son of Jehoash,
taken (ti. IS*').
the great warrior-king of the northern monarc)
ictiy.
extended the borders of Israel, recovering
and Hamath, probably making their kings tribuD. and Samaria next
tary to Israel {ib. 14 •).
appear in league against Jerusalem (2 K 1.5" Ki").
Rezin of D. reconquered Elath, driving out the
Jews.' Meantime the As.syrians, under Tiglathpileser III., whose Bab. name was Pul or I'ulu
(2 K 15"), were rapi<lly extending their sway,
threatening the independence of D. and Samaria
alike. To consolidate their power against As.syria,
Kezin and Pekali sought to attach Judali to iheir
cause by dethroning Aheiz, and setting up a king
in the midst of it, the son of Tabeel (Is 7")
The

quarters

accommodation

;

K

;

'

'

'
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attempt not only failed it hastened the disaster
they wished to avert. Ahaz appealed to Tiglathwent up against D. and
pileser, who at once
took it, and carried the people of it captive to
Kir,' Rezin himself bein" slain (2 K 16*)
and
Assyr. colonists were placed in it (Jos.^nt. IX. xii. 3).
This was the heaviest blow the city had yet received, and for a time she seems to have been
crushed by it. To this period probably refer the
prophecies of Isaiah and Amos,
The riches of
shall be carried away before the king
D.
of Assyria' (Is 8''), Behold, D. is taken away from
being a city, and it shall be a ruinous heap (Is 17'),
I will send a fire into the house of Hazael, and it
and
shall devour the palaces of Benhadad
the people of Syria shall go into captivity to Kir,
!*•
49-"'").
saith the Lord (Am
see also Jer
'
Ahaz came to D. to do homage to Tiglathpileser.
Here he saw the great altar, of which, at
his order, a duplicate waa made by Urijah the
priest, and put in the temple to supplant the
brazen altar (2 K 16'°""). For the important issues
of this act see W. R. Smith, OTJ&- 265, 443, RS
:

'

;

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

.

.

.

;

'

359, 466 ff.
city occupying the position of D. could not

A

be permanently ovem'helmed. During the Persian
period she displayed afresh her perennial vigour,
playing a distinguished part (Strabo, xvi. 2. 9).
When Darius advanced against Alexander at
Issus, he sent his harem and treasures to D.
for safety.
After his defeat and in'dorious flight,
the city was treacherously surrendered to Alexander's general, Parnienio (Arrian, Exped. Al.
During the Greek occupation D. yielded
ii.
11).
to Antioch on the Orontes the rank of first city in
Syria.
In the course of the wars with Egypt, D.,
with Palestine and Ccelesyria, fell at times into
the hands of the Ptolemies. On the division of
Syria (B.C. Ill) between Antiochus Grypus and
Antiochus Cj-zicenus, D. fell to the latter.
Against this prince Hyrcanus made a successful
stand (Jos. Ant. xill. x. 1-3).
The next king
was Demetrius Eucserus, who, assisted by Ptolemy
Lathyrus, establislied himself in D., and divided
the rule of Syria with liis brother Philip {Ant.
Invited by discontented Jews, he
XIII. xiii. 4).
marched against Alexander Jannieus, and defeated
that prince near Sheclieiu, returning immediately
to war with Philip.
The latter, assisted by Arabs
and Parthians, was victorious.
Demetrius was
sent to Mithridates, king of Parthia, and remained
with him till his death.
A younger brother,
Antiochus Dionysus, now seized the throne of
Damascus. He fell in an encounter witli Aretas,
king of Arabia; and this monarch, invited by the
inhabitants, entered D. and assumed the reins of
Against Ptolemy Menuipus, ' who
government.
waa such a bad neiglibour to the city,' Alexandra,
widow of Janmeus, sent an expedition to D.,
under her son Aristobulus, which achieved nothing
{Ant. XIII. xvi. 3).
Tigranes, king of Armenia,
obtained temporary possession.
The Romans
under Metelhis took the city, and here, B.C. 64,
Pompey received ambassadors from the neighbourin" kings, who brought him presents
among
others, a golden vine from Aristobulus, valued at
500 talents. In B.C. 63 the whole of Syria became
a Roman province
and, while the proconsul
usually resided in Antioch, D. began to assume
her old ascendency. Herod, while still a young
man, escaping judgment from the Sanhedrin, came
here to visit Sextus Cassar, and was made by him
general of the army of Ccelesyria {Ant. XIV. ix. 5).
Later, according to Jos. {JIJ I. xxi. 11), he showed
his magnanimity by adorning many cities, not
only within but also beyond his own dominions.
To D. he added the attractions of a gymnasium
and a theatre. It was on the way to D. that the
;

;

miraculous event occurred through which Saul
of Tarsus was converted to Christianity ; and in
this city he first testified for Christ (Ac 9-").
It

was then under the Arabian Aretas, and governed
by an ethnarch, whose vigilance Paul escaped, being
let down over the wall in a basket (2 Co IP^).
Hither the apostle returned, after his sojourn in
Arabia (Gal 1"). It was reckoned to the Decapolia
v. 16).
Josephus curiously remarks
(Pliny,
that Scythopolis was the greatest of these citie«

HN

After Herod's time he says little of D. but there
must have been a strong Jewish colony there
at one time some 10,000 of these were slain by
Under Trajan, D.
the populace {BJ II. xx. 2).
attained the rank of a Roman provincial city.
Since that time, although she has often changed
hands, her career of prosperity has hardly been
interrupted, save perhaps when she fell before the
ferocious Tamerlane (1399). D. is still the chief city
in Syria, with a population of not less than 150,000.
Christians have always been fairly numerous
in the city.
Theodosius transformed the great
temple into a Christian church. On the advent of
Islam it was changed into a Moslem mosque. D.
was originally subordinate to Antioch, which was
the seat of the patriarch but this official, still
taking his title from Antioch, now resides in
Damascus. The darkest blot on the history of the
city is the massacre of some 6000 Christians in
the summer of 1860.
One of the most beautiful and
ii. Geography.
fertile plains in the world is that which lies to the
east of the Anti-Lebanon range, at an elevation of
about 2200 ft. above sea-level. Great Hermon,
Jebel esh-Sheikh, a vast snowy bank filling all the
horizon, forms the western boundary.
A chain of
hills, thrown off to eastward from Anti-Libanus,
runs along the northern edge. Jebel el-Aswad and
Three marshy
Jebel Mdni' shut it in on the south.
lakes mark the eastern frontier of fertility and
away beyond them rises a range of low hills,
which definitely cuts off this district from the
sandy wastes of the Arabian desert. These surrounding hills, all bare and forbidding, save in
the deeper and shadier wadies, enclose within
their rocky arms a broad expanse of rich wa\'ing
;

:

;

—

;

green.

This plain owes its fertility almost entirely to the
river el-Barada, 'the cool,' which bursts through
the limestone ramparts on the north, to fling itself
in many a refreshing stream over its surface ; and
to the waters of el-A'waj, 'the crooked,' which,
comin"; down from the eastern slopes of Gt. Hermon, flows through the southern meadows. Something is also due to the protection of the desert
hills in the east, which in a measure bar the way
against the drifting sand-storms from the wilderness.
In the plain the natives distinguish five
districts.
The western portion, extending about
two hours east of the gorge of the Barada, is
di\'ided by that river into the northern and southern
Ghautah. To the east is the Merj, also divided by
the Barada into north and south while all lyinji
between these districts and Jebel el-Asicad and
the valley of el-A'icaJ, is known as Wady el'Ajam.
Scattered over this tract are some 140 villages.
population of about 50,000 are engaged almost exClumps of
clusively in agricultural pursuits.
olives, and many varieties of fruit trees pleasantly
diversify the landscape, while between them, iu
season, far and wide, wave seas of golden grain.
On the edge of the plain, east of et-Barnda, just
under Jebel Ka.nun, which rises some 1700 ft., lie
;

A

some 30 miles in circumwhich encircle with luxuriant foliage the
ancient city of Damascus. From afar are seen the
white roofs, domes, and minarets, in striking relief
against the green. The scene of rich beauty here
the famous orchards,

ference,

;;
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presented, with the shade of fruitful trees, and on
every hand the music of running water, has ever
lnB(>ired the Arab with admiration
and when he
dr-^amed of Paradise 'the garden' mr excellence
his imagery was drawn from the gardens and streams
Nor need we wonder if, coming
of Damascus.
from the dreary monotony of the burning desert,
the Bedawi, fascinated by its delights, thinks
himself in the midst of an earthly Paradise. Even
for the eye accustomed to the fresh beauty and
fruitfulness of the West, it possesses many a charm,
although the descriptive language of the Arab
may appear somewhat exaggerated. There are
few places where so rich a variety of fruits is
brought to maturity within a similar area. In
the vicinity of the city are large vegetable gardens
and in the fields beyond diflerent kinds of grain,
tobacco, cotton, tia.x, hemp, madder - roots, and
vicinus are grown. The olive is plentiful, and
much of the oil used in the city is made in the
neighbourhood.
Tall, graceful poplars line the
baincs of the streams, yielding excellent timber for
building purposes. Firewooa is mostly made of

—

;

—

There are also the
the olive and the apricot.
cypress, the plane tree, and the stately palm.
But the charm of D. is felt chiefly in her
^rdens, and under the shadow of her far-stretchthickets of fruit trees.
There, in generous
rivalry, are found the orange, the lemon, and the
citron ; the apple, the pear, and the quince
plums and prunes, grapes and figs, pomegranate

mg

and mulberry, almonds and walnuts, hazel-nuts
and pistachios.
D. is situated about 60 miles from the coast.
Its exact position is 33° 30' N. lat., 36° 18' E. long.
It is now most easily approached by the magnificent P'rench diligence road from Beirflt, which

Mount Lebanon,

and then
follows the easy passes through Anti-Lebanon to
the plain of Damascus. The routes by which of old
she communicated with the sealxjaru varied with

scales

crosses el-Bcka,

The way to
Baalbek and Bosherreh. That to
political conditions.

Tripoli lay past
Beirflt followed

closely the line of the present road ; while the
great height of the two Lebanons lay also between

D.

and Tyre and Sidon.
When the way was
she found the most convenient outlet at

clear,

Acre.

This road led to the south-west past Sa'sa'

and Kuneiterah over the Jediir uplands, crossed
the Jordan below lake H&Uh by Jisr Bendt Yn'kub,
traversed the rolling downs of the upper Jordan
valley, and splitting towards the west, one arm
took the difficult but direct route by way of Snfcd
the other swept southward past KhAn Jubb Yusif
to the plain of Gennesarct at KhAn Minyeh, and,
following an ca.sy line by the wadies to the northwest, joined the Sn/ed road at Er-RAmeh.
From
Gennesaret a branch of this hijihway ascended the
uplands west of the Sea of Galilee to KhAn etTujjAr, and, passing round the base of Tabor,
crossed the plain of Esdraelon to Mcgiddo, and
thence to the Philistine plain and Kgj-pt. Another
;

branch kept the valley along the shore of the
lake, and southward past Bethshan to Jericho.
This was cros.ied by a road, which, leaving D.
in a more southerlj' direction, traversed the level
reaches of the HnurAn, came down into the valley
from the Jau/dn highlands ea.'^t of the sea, by way
of Aphck, and here dividing, one limb crossed the
Jordan below the lake, climbed the hills to westward, and reached Acre by way of Kcfr Kennah
the other passed up the vale of Jezreel, and again
bifurcating, one branch went straight to the sea
over Esdraelon
the other, bending to the southwest, is identified with the ancient caravan road
from Gilead, which iia.'<ses by Dotlian, and comes
down upon the plain of Sharon. The old gold and
frankincense caravan road from Arabia the Happy
;

:
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has frequently changed its course in the northern
reaches.
The traffic has long been confined to the
passing of the Haf, the Moslem pilgrimage to and
from LlHaramein, El-Medinah, and Mecca. The
great road from Aleppo in the north is split as
with a wedge at Emcsa by the Anti-Lebanon ridge.
It throws an arm round either side of the mountain, that on the west traversing the valley of
Cadesyria by way of Ba'albck, and unites again at

Damascus.

Eastward lay the highways across the
Palmyra and Baghdad. Thus the great
avenues of communication between north and
south, east and west, along which flowed the commerce and marche<i the armies of the ancient
desert to

world, lay through the heart of the city. Resting
midst of a beautiful oasis on the edge of the
changeless desert, surrounded by desert hills, she
formed the natural harbour whither steered the
argosies from the sea of sand, bearing the treasures
of the East
whence again the sombre mariners set
forth upon their dreary voyage homeward.
Herein
we have the secret of her perennial greatness.
strong position she never was, and often has she
bowed beneath the stroke of the conqueror, becoming 'a servant to task work.' But, ever as the
tides of war rolled back, she has arisen again, fresh
and vigorous as of yore. She has been the meeting
place and mart of the nations and as she has been
of use to all, to the desert nomad and to the more
civilized and settled peoples alike, so the necessities
of all have conspired to perpetuate her prosperity.
iii. Trade.
It seems probable that the chief
source of income to the people of D. would be
the constantly passing caravans. But that they
also traded on their own account is shown in EzK
27'*, the
handy works of Tyre beinfr exchanged
for the wine of Helbon and white wool.' Hatbun,
a Wllage about 12 miles north of D., is still
famous for its vine produce and the mountain
in the

•

A

;

—

'

'

'

;

shepherds of Anti-Lebanon would always have a
B\ipply of white wool for the 1). merchants.
From Am 3'" (RV) we may gather that the citj'
was already known for silken manufactures. Our
word Damask is derived from a product of the
looms of Damascus. At a later time her armourers
also achieved wide fame, and the Damascus blade'
was highly prized. They were carried off en masse
by Tamerlane, and settled in Samarkand.
iv. AntiQUITIKS.
The main stream of El-Barada, the true creator of the city, enters from
the N.W., and, passing under the great square,
part escapes to water the gardens on the north,
while the rest is carried off through multitudinous
conduits to supply the houses of the inhabitants.
The distribution of the water has always been a
matter requiring the exercise of both care and
tact among these excitable people so it has come
to be a common savin;;, that 'every drop of the
water of KlBarada lias to run according to
law.' The ancient city was built on the southern
'

'

'

—

:

bank of the stream. Much more grounil is now
covered to the north, and especially to the S.
and S.W., while the long limb of ElMcdi'in, terminating in the 'Gate of {joA,' Bnxmvabet Ullah,
whence issue the pilgrims for Mecca, stretches
far to the S.
The old walls may he traced, however, along the edge of the stream, and through tlie
centre of the modern city, in circumference about
4 miles.
For a city of such extraordinary age,
D. is not rich in antiquities. The castle, a rectangular building of great extent, standing at the
N.W. corner of the old wall, probably dates only
from the Middle Ages, although the substructures
are ancient. To the S. of the eiuitcrn gate iiart
of the wall is very old.
The gate itself dates from
Koiiian times ami the lino of the Vin Hcctn, the
street called straight,' may be traced from this to
It is still called Derb ei-Uus
the western gate.
'

;

';
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DAN

takim, straight street, by the natives {Derb es.
thu kind's hijjhway,' is the name given
This is
to every inijioilaiit road, in tlie country).
the straight street common to all Syro-Greek and
Syro- Roman cities, of which line examples are still
The great
to be seen at Bosrah and Shuhbah.
mosque possibly occupies the site of the temple
5'*).
It is in accordance with
of liimmon (2
the conservatism of the Orient, that the spot
has preserved its religious character under the
dominion of successive faiths. It was a spacious
Greek temple, then a Christian church, and finally
it became a Moslem mosque ; the only remaining
evidence of Christian use being the Greek inscription over the southern gateway, Thy kingdom, O

^uMrqi,

is

the

of xa-ratiixri

tr.

Wis

(RV condemnation ')

1227

•

fully

Roberts in Expos.

Tijruis,

iii.

&4dff.,

and the

:

George, the kindly porter who connived at St.
Paul's escape, and suffered martyrdom. The spot
where the apostle was let down over the wall in a
basket,
the house of Judas in Straight street,
and also the house of Ananias, are pomted out
but considerable uncertainty attaches to them
St.

'

'

W. EwiNG.

all.

DAMN,

DAMHABLE, DAMNATION.

— These

words have

in the course of time suffered a process
of degeneration, for which, says Bishop Sanderson,
' we
are not so much beholden to good acts as
to bad manners.'
The Lat. damnare signified
'to inflict loss on one,' 'to condemn.' But, under

the influence of theology, the Eng. words thence
derived soon acquired the sense of condemnation
to eternal punishment j and this special application ran alongside the orig. meaning from the
14th cent, to the 18th. In the 1619 ed. of the
Bishops' NT, the translation of 1 Ti 5'^ is having
damnation, because they have cast away their first
faith
and there is added this note
S. Paul doth
not here speake of the everlasting damnation, but
by this word damnation, doeth rather understand
the shame that those wanton widowes shall have
in the world for breaking their promise.' Thus
even then the sense to which the words are now
wholly confined was the most familiar. But in
earlier English it was not so.
To Wyclif's ear the
words must have had a veir different suggestion,
for he not only uses 'damn freely in the sense of
condemn,' as in his tr. of Job 9*° If I wole make
me iust, my mouth shall dampne me,' but even
uses it of our Lord Himself, as in
U*" For lo
we stien to Jerusalem, and mannns sone schal be
bitraied to the princis of prestis, and to scribis,
and to the eldre men ; and thei schulen dampne
'

'

'

'

;

'

:

'

'

Mk

hym

!

hi delli.'

archaic or poetical, is freely used
retained in RV, except where the
Or. is waiSLov (Mk 539-«M'.« 'child') or iraidt<rKv
(Mt 26«», Jn 18", Ac 12" 16" ' maid ').* In Gn 34«

AV

;

and

it is

one word (thj na'dn'th) is tivice tr'' in AV d.,' in
v.* another {:r!):yalddh); and again in MkS***"*-"
we have one word {iratSioe), in w.^'-** another
'

RV

{Kopdaiov}.

preserves the distinction in St.

Mark.

—

are given in the patriarchal narratives. Modern
critics usually regard him as, like the other sons
of Jacob, the eponymous ancestor of the tribe of
Dan.
These tribes are divided into two main
branches, the Leah tribes and the Rachel tribes.
Dan belongs to the latter but the representation
of Dan and Naplitali as sons of Bilhah implies
that they were inferior members of the Rachel
group. That the tribe was quite small appears
from various indications. Only one son is mentioned in Gn 46=^ Hushim (in Nu 26'=^ Shuliam),
that is, the tribe consisted of a single clan. It
family in the important
is referred to as a
narrative of its migration to Laish, Jg 18*- " ".
The fighting men on this expedition are only 600,
and they seem to have been the majority of the tribe.
It is unnecessary to attach much importance to
the characteristic statement of P, wnich places
the fighting men of Dan, during the wilderness
wandering, at more than 60,000 (Nu I'" 26").
After tne settlement in Canaan, the clan seems
to have broken oft" from the main Joseph CTonp
In this it
in order to secure a district for itself.
was only partially successful. Its territory lay
to the S. W. of Ephraim, and joined that of BenIt seems to have stretched
jamin and Judah.
forward towards the fertUe lowlands, but whether
it ever occupied any portion of them or not is
uncertain. "The reference in the Song of Deborah
(Jg 5") is itself very obscure, and the chronology
of the period so uncertain, that we learn little
from it.
do not know whether it refers to the
northern or the southern settlements. The most
obvious sense of the words is that Dan had pushed
forward to the sea. But we have no other evidence
that it ever reached the coast. Nor is it certain
that the words require this interpretation. Moore
translates
Dan, why does he live neighbour to
ships?' and explains Why does he live as a dependent under the protection of Phoenician seafarers?
He thinks the northern Danites are
meant. G. A. Smith thinks Deborah may apeak
in scorn of futile ambitions westward, which
were stirred in Dan by the sight of the sea from
the Shephelah,' but admits Uiat Dan may have
reached the coast at some time (Hist. Geog. p. 220).
RV, 'Dan, why did he remain in ships?' is not
satisfactory.
It is most probable that the tribe
never reached the sea but even if it did so, it
• The spelling of .\V 1611 is never damsel
damsell occurs
in Gn 24. 34, and Damsell Mt 1411, while 'damsels' is found On
246I, Jg 198.
ElsewhTe it is either 'damosel' or (most freq.)
;

'

'

We

:

'

—

'

;

'

occurs

u

tr.

of »«t««^;.»

Mk

(RV condemned '), ot ufi.i 2 Th 2ia(RV 'judged ').
IS found only 2 P 21 'damnable heresies,' Or. aufiivttt

16i«,

'

'deatructlve heresies,'

RVm

'sects of perdition.'

'

Ro

Damnable

itriuiat,
'

1428

KV

Damnation'

Has'HNOS.

J.

DAN (n 'judge,' Mf). The elder of the two sons
borne to Jacob by Bilhah, Rachel's handmaid. The
origin of the name, given in Gn 30" (E), is that, after
her long barrenness, God had judged Rachel and
had given her a son, the son of her handmaid
counting as her own. No details of his histoi-y

'

AV 'damned'

In

'

art. JuDO.Ma.NT,

DAMSEL, now

in

'

A

of m.^iiXu»

J. HA.STINOS.

K

Christ, is an everlasting kingdom, and Thy dominion endureth for all generations.' The Moslems
say that the head of John the Baptist was buried
here ; but Christian tradition has it that the
church was dedicated to John Damascenus, whose
tomb was within it ; and there his body was miraculously retained, when an effort was made to
remove it. Of this mosque, which for centuries
had been the pride of the Moslem world, a large
part was destroyed by fire in October 1893.
The traditions associating certain spots with
Abraham, Naaman, and Elisha are of the most
shadowy character.
Hardly more reliable are
those relating to the experiences of St. Paul.
spot about half a mile E. of the city is shown as the
scene of his conversion. It is now the Christian
burying-ground. But tradition has several times
contradicted itself as to the scene of this miracle
in any case it could not be here, as the traveller
from the S. would not enter the city from the
E.
Between this and the gate is the grave of

;

2 P 28 (RV 'destruction'); of xpurit Mt 23^, Jn 6» (RV 'Judgment'), Mk 329 (liV 'sin,' reading i/*it^f>),uoe) ; and of *^j>ot Mk
ll^", Lk 2(^', Ro 3», 1 Ti 612 (KV 'condemnation'), Ko 132, l Co
1129 (RV 'judgment'), while Mt 23lJ is omitted from RV. Thus
the words are never used in AV in the sense now attaching to
them, and thej' are completely banished Irom RV. See more

'

;

'

'

'damosell,' with 'damosels' (or plural and possessive, Ttiis is
nearer the Lat, doininicftla, dim of doininat 'mistress,' and
the Fr, danoUelU.

—

—
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Not
niUHt have been soon conipeUed to retreat.
only so, but we learn that it was forced back even

with the other tribes in defending Israel.
probably has Samson in mind. The
comparison in v." is to the stealthy tactics adopted
by Dan in war or on marauding expeditions, by
which, weak tribe though it was, it secured a

from the lowlands by the Aniorites (Jg l*""*").
Wellhausen thinks that it was really the Philistines who drove them back into the hill country.
But it seems safer to accept the statement of the
Mcxt, though possibly the Philistines forced back
the Araorites, who, in turn, pushed Dan back.

his part

The

^vrite^

'

towns (IS^s).
Although the tribe still retained this small
district, it was so cramped in it that it became
necessary to seek a new home. We have a most
valuable account of this expedition in .Ig 18. The
narrative in this chapter and the preceding, of
which it is a continuation, is probably composite.
Budde prints his analysis (which has been followed in the main both by Kittel and by Moore)
in his Rir.hier vnd Samuel.
It ie not, however,
important for our purpose to follow the analysis,
as the outlines of the story are quite clear.
A small party of spies wa-s sent nortliward, and
found in LaLtli (Leahein, Jos 19", which Wellhausen thinks was originally Leshara), a city
which from the fertility of the district was very
inviting, and from its isolation, and the peaceful,
unsuspecting cliaracter of the inhabitants, was
likely to fall an ea-sy prey.
Six hundred armed
men with tlieir families and goods set out for
Laish. On their way they plundered the sanctuary
of Micah, an Ephraimite, of its images, and took
his priest with them.
lie pursued them with a
few neighbours but his remonstrance was met
with a grimly humorous warning that unless he
was silent he might irritate them into killing him
and his family, a hint whicli Micah discreetly
took. The Danites then moved on to Laish, wliicli
they captured and burnt, while they butchered
the inhabitants. They built a new city and called
it Dan.
Probably only a small remnant was left
behind in the south, but at least a remnant, with
it« home between Zorah and Eshtaol in the canij)
of Dan (Jg 13", in Jg 18''' Matianeh-dan is said to
be in Kiriath-jearim, but this is less likely). That
a remnant was left is made probable by the story
;

Samson, who l)elonged to this tribe. That it
was small seems clear from the subsequent history.
It plays no part in the later history of Israel.
It
is omitted from the tribes in the genealogies of
Chronicles and in the list of the Apocalypse.
of

The character
bles.sing8 of

of the tribe

Jacob and Moses.

sketched in the
In the former we

is

read
'

I

O

lion's

whelp.

Here, too, the point of the metaphor is the
suddenness with which the tribe would attack.
The reference is not so much to war, probably,
as to attacks on caravans, for which it would lie
in wait.
Although the second line refers to the
lion's whelp,' yet the mention of Rashan makes
it probable that the northern portion of the tribe
is in the author's mind.
From 2 S 20'", where we
should probably read 'in Abel and in Dan,' it
seems that Dan was regarded as a tribe that held
fast to the good old Israelite customs.
The gentilic name Danites (T?) occurs Jg l.S'
18'- ", 1 Ch 12».
A. S. Peake.
'

—A

city which marked the most
DAN ([^, Ady).
N. point of Pal., and naturally became linked with
Beersheba, the boundary town in the south. The
phrase from Dan to Beersheba was at once picturesque and suggestive of dimension, and in times of
national crisis emphasized the fact that amid all
tribal distinctions there was a common inheritance
—the whole land of Israel (Jg 20', 1 S S™, 2 S 3'").
The chief independent notice is the account of the
Danite invasion given in Jg 18, where the change
of namt! from Laish or Leshem is accounted for.
In all likelihood it is the same place that is referred
to in the census-journey of Joab as Danjaan, 2 S
24".
If
the reading ja'ar instead of ja'an be
accepted, it would indicate the first point of
contact with the rocky ground and oak scrub of
Lebanon, which the Arabs call wn'ar.
At Dan Jeroboam set up one of the calves of gold
Dan di-sajipears from Scripture after
(1 K 12*').
the invasion of Benliadad (I K \S^, 2 Ch 16*). It
is referred to by Josephus, Eusebius, and .ferome in
terms that identify it with the present Tell el-^^adi
(although G. A. Smith prefers to locate Dan at
Banias).
The mound rises out of a close jungle of
tall bushes and rank reeds, with larger trees on the
higher slopes, until an irregular oblong plateau is
reached, about 40 ft. high on the N. side and 80 ft.
on the S., and resting upon one of the broad fringelike terraces with wliicli the skirts of Herinon sweep
down towards the i>lain of Huleh (L. Merora). On
the W. side, amid the rough boulders and blocks
of ancient masonry that cover the ground, there
gushes out the immense fountain (Leddan) that
forms by far the largest source of the Jordan
current, where 6 miles down it meets the waters
from the upper springs of Hiusteya and Banias.
'

'

I^iTKitATv'RR.— Uobinson, BfiP; Thomson, Latid a}ut Book;
Smith, IKlllL 473, 48Uf.; Moore, Jvulijft, .filil; see also art.
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Mack IB.

in its origin, an expression of the
of the botfy more or less
It was practised,
controlled by a sense of rhythm.
therefore, long before it was raised to the dignity
of an art, being aimplv a natural development of
the tendency to employ gesture, either as an

feelings by

is,

movements

to,

or a substitute for,

speech.

dislinguisli three stages in the early history of dancing, as exemplified in the practice of

adtlur in lliu palh,

have waited for thy aalvalion,

Lord

'

(On

491*'»).

sentence has l>een variously umlcrstood,
bnt probably the meaning is that Dan shall take
first

a

We may

That hitcth the home's heels,
Bo that liiH ri<ler falleth t)ar:)<wA1^.

The

is

accompaniment

Dan Hhall jiidi;'' tiis people,
As nne of th<* lnlt<?n t'l Nnir'I.
Dan Hhall be n Herix'nt in tlio way.

An

Dan

That leapetb forth from Basfaan ' (Dt 33>^

of Aijalon

more. But it cannot be taken as proving that
Dan's territory ever included, even in idea, during
It is
its actual history, all the towns mentioned.
the work of the Priestly Writer, and therefore
very lat«. Not only so, but the general account
of the territories of the tribes makes it clear that
the whole land of Palestine was regarded as occupied by the Hebrews, though the actual history
waa very dillerent. In this case the metliod of
the writer has been to specify places actually
occupied by Dan (Zorah, Eshtaol, Shaalabbin,
Aijalon), and to add all tlie adjacent places which
were not a.ssigned to other tribes, though strangely
Eshtaol and Zorah are assigned to Judah as border

The attack
In the Blessing of

victory over foes of superior strength.

on Laish is a good example.
Moses we read

We

find the tribe after this living in the vales
and Surek, in and about the towns of
Zorah and Eshtaol (Jg 18, cf. 13). The lot of
the tribe as ^ven in Jos 19*''*' includes very much
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ancient nations: (1) Us rudest ami most unstudied
form, the outward e.yprcssion of exuberant feeling; (2) the pantoiiiimic dance, in which, e.g., the
movements of hostile armies were represented
(3) the dance pure and simple, the exhibition of
;

—

—

—

;;
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DANCING

the poetry of motion, of all the grace of attitude
and all the flexibility of which the body is capable.
Social dancing, as we now understand it, was
almost, if not altogether, unknown in ancient
times.
Whatever view we may hold of the presence or
position of Israel in Egypt, we have no evidence to
show that the Hebrews borrowed thence their love
or their methods of dancing. They never seem,
in ancient times, to have reached the third of the
hear
stages which we have enumerated.
nothing of performances by professional artists,
similar to those representea on the Egyp. monuments, and supposed by Lane to have been the
There
direct ancestors of the modem Ghawazee.
is no mention of solo or figure dancing, of contradances (unless we attach this meaning to the n'jino
c"j"~n, Ca 6"), or
of anything approaching in
elaboration the performances associated with the
Still less can we expect a
Feast of Eternity.
reasoned appreciation of the exercise as a means
of developing the mind and body, such as we have
All the allusions point to sponin Plato's Laws.
in processions these would
taneous movements
be impromptu on the part of the leaders, and more
or less closely imitated by the others. Three ideas
are represented in the vocabulary leaping, circThus i:r>, ^Pl (Ec 3*,
ling, and making merry.
iriD, to circle (2 S 6"- '")
SVin
1 Ch 15^), to leap
(Jg 21^, Ps 87'), to twist oneself pnif, p-v (Jg 16^,
It is self-evident
1 S 18', 1 Ch 152»), lit. to laugh.
that these words might be used in a looser and in
a more technical sense. They were applied to the
artless play of the children (Job 21'"), as well as
to the dancing of the adults.
Few as are the references in the Bible, they show
that almost any occurrence might be associated
with dancing the return of the prodigal, the
commemoration of an hist, event, the welcoming
of a hero on his return from battle, the ingathering of the vintage, whatever called for an expression of joy or excited the heart to gladness.
Of
dancing for its own sake, of its practice as an art,
there is no trace. Leyrer sees a possible exception
to this in Ca 6", but the passage is too obscure
to admit positively of such an explanation.
Whether we should look on Mahanaim as the
name of a place, or as descriptive of a dancing
in which two rows of performers took part, or
whether, with Delitzsch, we should understand
an allusion to the angels, must remain a matter
The only unmistakable instance of
of doubt.
artistic dancing is that mentioned in Mt 14", the
performance of Herodias' daughter 'in the midst'
of the guests assembled on Herod's birthday.
This was due, however, to the introduction of
Greek fashions, through contact with the Romans,
who had adopted them, and hardly belongs to our

however, that we find comparatively few reference-S
to this part of the cultus in OT, or that no provision is made for it in the regulations contained
in the recognized standards of the priests.
There
is no trace of the existence among the Hebrews
of any class of priests corresponding to the Salii
of ancient Rome, and their vintage and other
festivals are far from possessing the significance of
the great carnivals of the pagan world. The fact
seems to be that the priestly historians and legis-
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We

;

:

;

;

;

:

—

subject.
It is with dancing in connexion with the religions
rites and ceremonies of the Hebrews tliat we are
mainly concerned in this article. Their religion
was, esp. in preexilic times, predominantly social
and joyful. It found its proper ^.sthetic expression in a merry sacrificial feast, which was the
Then the
public ceremony of a township or clan.
crowds streamed into the sanctuary from all sides,
dressed in their gayest attire, marching joyfully

Universal hilarity preto the sound of music.
vailed
men ate and drank and made merry together, rejoicing before their god (W. R. Smith,
lis 2.36 fT. ). To such a religion dancing would be a
natural adjunct. The cultus was not a system of
rites, artificially contrived to express and maintain
theological doctrines, but the free outcome of the
religious feelings, which found vent in the way
suggested by, and in harmony with, the disposiIt is not surprising.
tion and genius of the people.
;

lators resolutely excluded, as far as possible, everything that could infer any similarity between the
worship of J" and that of heathen deities. Nevertheless, enough remains to show that dancing
was practised and acknowledged as part of the
Heb. ritual.
The dancing of Miriam and the
women of Israel (Ex 15^'-) may have been due to

an ancient ceremony connected with the Passover.
In any view of it, the dance formed an essential part
of an act of worship (cf. Is 30^).
At the annual
vintage festival at Sliiloh
a feast of the Lord
the maidens came out and joined in dances in the
vineyards (Jg 21'*"^'). When David took part in
the procession at the removal of the ark, he did
so in a priestly capacity he wore the linen ephod,
These
the official dress of the priests (2 S e").
passages exhaust the list of religious dances in OT.
But the allusions in the Psalms and Prophets, and
the references to the rites in honour of idols, point in
tlie same direction
e.g. the dance round the golden
calf (Ex 32'"), and at tlie altar of Baal (1 K IS'*).

—

'

'

:

;

The people

retained in later times their fondness

dancing in connexion with religious rites, as
is shown by the ceremonies connected with the
Feast of Tabernacles and the Day of Atonement.
On the latter day, and on the 15th Abib, the maidens
of Jerus. are said to have gone in white garments,
specially lent them for the purpose so that rich
and poor might be on an equality, into the vineyards close to the city, where they danced and
sang.
The following fragment of one of their
songs has been preserved, and is thus given by
Edersheim
Around in circle ^y, the Hebrew maidens see
for

'

From them our happy youths their partners chooM.
Remember Beauty soon its charm must lose
And seek to win a maid of fair degree.
!

^Tien fading grace and beauty low are laid,
Then praise shall her who feare the Lord await
God does bless her handiwork and, in the gate,
" Her works do follow her," it shall be said.'

—

The other dance festival was held on the day
preceding the Feast of Tabernacles, and is said tc
nave been instituted by Judas Maccabseus. At
the appointed time everyone went to the house
of the Sho'ebah,' carrying branches with lemons
In
attached, for the procession round the altar.
the court were large candelabra, each with four
'

arms; four

priests, or youths of priestly descent,
climbed ladders, filled tlie vessels with oil, and lit
the wicks, which were made of cast-olf belts of the
priests.
All .lerus. was lighted from the fires.
The whole multitude joined in the laudations that
followed.
Men famous for their piety and good
works danced with lighted torches, and {jreat
scholars like Hillel were not above exhibiting
their dexterity and agility to the admiring crowd.
Meanwhile the LeWtes, standing on the steps that
led from the court of the men to that of the
women, accompanied the performance with psalms
and canticles, and the sound of the kinnOrs and
cymbals was heard, with trumpets and other
musical instruments. The whole festival is proof
of that irrepressible love of display and hilarity
which revealed itself in the popular religion of
J udaism.

Ln-BRATCRS.—Spencer, Df Leg. Hit. 1». 4 Vose. Gftch. der
Tamtcunut Grove (etc.). Dancing, in 'B*dminton Libran-';
Levrer PKE^ iv. pp. 206-208; Wetitein, ZeiUcltr. /ur Btk
;

:

—

'

;'

;
;

DANDLE

DANIEL

Smith. RS^ p. 432 Tristram, Haitem
ff.
Cuttomt. pp. 207-210; Uelilisch, Irit, pp. 18»-20« Conder,
Tent Work, pp. 306, 820, 346.
J. MiLLAK.
nologit, 1873, p. 285

;

;

;

DANDLE

(prob. from It. dandola or dondola, a
toss gently,' is found Is 66" be dandled
her knees.' Cf. Palsgrave (1530), I dandyll,

doll), to

'

'

upon
as a mother or nourryce doth a childe upon her
lappe'; and Bp. Hall (1614), 'If our Church, on
WDUse lappe the vilest miscreants are dandled.'
'

It

however,

doubtful,

is

enough, though

RV

this tr.

if

retains

it.

is

accurate

The Heb.

(I'lV) is

to stroke or caress, rather tlian to toss or dandle.
be joyful upon her
older versions have
knees'; except Wye. 1380, 'daunte you,' 13S8,
'
speke plesauntly to you,' and Douay, speake

The

'

'

you

fayre.'

J.

Hastings.

DANGER.— In Apocr. (Ad. Est 14*, Sir 3'^ 29"
34" 43", 2 Mac 15') and in Ac 19"- •^ 'danger' has
its modern meaning
and so the adj. 'dangerous,'
Sir 9", Ac 27'. But in the other passages in which
'danger' occurs (Mt S-'-^*^, Mk 3^) it is used in
;

Gr. ^oxos,
the obsol. sense of power,' control
fr. irlxi^, held in the power of some person or thing,
2>°,
11"
hence (1) 'guilty of,' as Ja
1 Co
(2) liable
Rv retains in danger of,' except Mk
to,' as here.
3'* 'guilty of an eternal sin,' for
in danger of
eternal damnation,' reading i/iapr^iuiTo! for Kpljeus.
Tho LAt. dominiu lord,' was coDCract«d in old French in
'

'

' ;

'

;

'

AV

'

*

ariouB ways,

of

which one waa dans, and was thence adopted
Spenser, F. Q, iv, ii, 32, has

lato £ng. in the form dan.
*

Dan Chaucer,

well of English undefyld.'

Chaucer himself uses 'dan' freely as a title of respect = sir.
from this word was formed dawjer (first in late Lat. or Fr., and
then adopted into Eng.) by adding the t«rm. get, seen in
pftasenger, messenger.
This 'danger' became a great legal
word In medisval Eng., signifying a lord's rights or sway, the
^poi
Hence "power,'

extent of his Jurisdiction.
PnL 863 (Oxf. ed.
*

In daunger hadde he at his

The yonge

•

—

control,'. ae Chaucer,
.

owne gyse

girles of the diocyse.'

More, Utopia, p. 116, 1. 6 (Lumby), 'so disdaining to be in
her daunger, that he renouncetb and refuseth all her benefltes

Cf.

'

and Shalu. Uer. o/ Fm.
'

Tou stand

i.

ISO—

within his danger, do you notT

to be in one's danger passed easily into the meaning of
be liable to ' punishment or the like, anil then ' be exposed to

Thus
*

it.

'

'

any harm, the mod. meaning.

J.

HASTINGS.
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in understanding and wisdom to all tho magicians
and enchanters of the realm (Dn l**). In the
second year of Nebuchadnezzar, D. revealed and interpreted, on the failure of all the other wise men,
the king's dream of the composite image, and was
made ruler over the whole pro^Tnce of Babylon
and chief ruler over all the wise men (Dn 2). He
also interpreted the king's dream of the tree
(Dn 4). After the death of Nebucli. he seems to
have lost his higli office and gone into retirement

but when the handwriting appeared on tlie wall of
the palace during Belshazzar's feast (Dn 5'-°), again
D. was, on the failure of the other magicians, summoned at the instigation of the queen (vv.'""'-). He
interpreted the writing, and was then clothed with
purple, decked with a chain, and proclaimed the
third ruler in the kingdom (v.^). Under Darius tlie
Mede, D. was appointed one of three presidents
over 120 satraps, and was distinguished above all
the others
and the king thought to set him over
the whole realm (Dn 6'). Through this favour he
incurred the enmity of his fellow-officers, who, finding no occasion of accusing him, persuaded Darius
to pass a decree that for 30 days no one should
present a petition unto any god or man except
himself on pain of being cast into a den of lions.
As they expected, D. faithfully continued his
custom of praying unto his God three times a day.
Thus an accusation was brought against D. and
although the king tried to rescue him, yet he was
cast into the den of lions (w.'^"'°), but was miraculously saved (v.'''").
D.'s accusers were then cast
into the den and quickly devoured, and the king
decreed that all men should fear and tremble before
the God of D. (w.^'").
So this D. prospered
in the reign of Darius and the reign of Cyrus the
Persian' (v.'*). This is the story of D. in Dn 1-6.
In chs. 7-12 he appears as the recipient of a series
'

;

'

;

'

of divine apocalyptic revelations respecting the
future of Israel, for whose welfare he is extremely
concerned. Two additional stories, that of Bel
and the Dragon and that of Susanna, are also
related concerning him in the Apocrypha.
This narrative of D. is evidently an example of
Jewish Ilaggadoth (see next art.). Whether I),
represents in any way a real hist, character cannot
be absolutely determined. In Ezk 14"- * a D. is

Nehemiah (Neh

mentioned with Noah and Job as a pre-eminently
righteous character, and in Ezk 28' as an example
This association and
of the highest wisdom.
allusion imply that the D. in the mind of the
prophet was an ancient worthy in the traditions of
Israel.
(We can with difficulty conceive of Ezekiel
speaking thus of a younger contemporary. See
Cheyne in Ei-po.iilor, July 1897, p. 25.) Of tliis
D. of Jewish tradition we are entirely ignorant
yet probably lie was the prototype of the D. of the
Exile, and many features of this ancient character
probably reappear in the later one. Ewald supposed
that the D. of Ezk was a Jewish exile of the ten
tribes who lived at the court of Nineveh and had
acquired there a reputation for wisdom and righteousness, and whom later Jewisli tradition transOr it is possible that there
ferred to Babylon.

are mentioned.

was such a aistinguished Jew at Babylon, who

DANIEL,

Ezk

14>*-

»

28' Sun, ker^ Sx-n),
meaning 'God is
judge,' occurs in
as the
name of three (or four) persons.
1. David's second son,
bom unto him in HebIn
ron' 'of Abigail the Carmelitess (1 Ch 3').
3^,
the parallel passage, 2 S
the name is Chileab
(^K^j)
evident
source
of
the
and since this is the
chronicler's list, the name D. probably arose from
a corruption of the text. This apparently can be
traced through the LXX, which in each pa.ssage
has AoXowd (B Aa/iviTiX in 1 Ch 3') (ax'js, .ikSi, Sn-n)
(Kittel on 1 Ch 3' in Haupt's OT).
2.
priest of the lino of Itliamar who returned
in the time of Artaxerxes with Ezra to Judaea
Sk-j^i

(in

OT

my

'

'

J

A

(Ezr

8'),

and sealed the covenant drawn up by
10°), unless two distinct persons

The hero and

traditional author of the Bk. of
Daniel.
According to this took, D. was a youth
of noble descent and high physical and intellectual
endowments, carried by Nebuchadnezzar in the
third year of Jehoiakim from .Jems, to Babylon, and
with other Jewish youths, esp. three companions,
3.

Hananiah, Mi.shac'l, and Azariah, a-ssigned for
education at the king's court (Un I'"'). D. and
his companions refused to dctilo themselves with
the royal food, and for their fidelity were rewarded
by being fairer in appearance than all the youths
which ciid eat of the king's meat,' and in their
final examination before the king by licing superior

first of Nebuch. and then of the
Persian conquerors, who was actually named D., or
owing to his wisilom and righteousness was so called
by his countrymen after the ancient worthy alluded
to by Ezk, and thus a real historical character may
have been the basisof theheroof the Bk. of Daniel."
The story of D. appears to have been written
history, however,
in imitation of that of Joseiih
often repeats itself yet, if the story is liistorical, it
is strange that no reference is made to D. in the

enjoyed the favour

—

;

'

*

Cheyne

miggeflt*

a connexion between D. and Zoroaster, the
of the Zend ddnu,
wise oi
on Psalter, 106 IT.).

name having been coined out
'wisdom' {Bamp.

Lfct.

'

'

—

"

;
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narrative of the restoration that no post-exilic
writer liefore the Maccabiean age knows anything
about him tliat no one else shared his expectations
and that he, with all his patriotism, did not avail
himself of the opportunity of returning to Pal.
and that Ben-Sirach, writing about B.C. 170, should

OT

;

;

;

and
entirely omit him from tlie worthies of Israel,
bom
also write (Sir 49"), ' Neither was there a man
stay
like unto Joseph, a governor of his brethren, a
E. L. CURTIS.
of the people.-^

DANIEL, THE BOOK OF, in the Heb. Canon,
placed among the Hagiographa, between Est
and Ezr, but in the LXX, Vulg., and En^. Bible
is

immediately after
ass one of the four great prophets,
chs. 1-6, the
It falls into two divisions
Ezekiel.
history of Daniel ; chs. 7-12, visions and revelaIn the original, 2"'-i^ la
tions given to Daniel.
wTitten in Aramaic instead of Hebrew. In literary
character the Bk. of Dn is mainly an apocalypse,
representing in visions under symbolical forrns
various historical epochs. The beginning of this
kind of writing appears in Ezk and Zee; but Dn
and exercised
is far more complete and elaborate,
:

a great influence upon subsequent Jewish and
Christian literature.
. .

snch a revelation of the future is without analog?
elsewhere in Scripture, and without any apparent
moral or spiritual import, this chapter or insertions
regard
in it are now allowed, even by those who
Daniel as the author of his visions or the rest of the
book, to belong to the period of Antiochus Epiphanes.* Similar references elsewhere, however,
seem to require these to be taken with their natural
and
force, indicating the true date of the entire book,
not as later additions. In ch. 8 is a clear descrip(w.o-s-'M and
tion of the conquests of Alexander
'''), and of Antiochus
the division of his empire (vv.sEpiphanes (w.'-'^- ^-a*). These appear again, ace.
to the most probable interpretation (see below),
Alexanders
ch. 7, the fourth beast representing
the Seleucid dynasty
kingdom and its succession
(with which alone the writer here is concerned),
culminating in Antiochus Epiphanes (v^-.*-^* ).
While the
The descriptions are very exact.
numbers of the kings, ten and three (v."), might be
taken relatively or symbolically, yet the correspondence to the Seleucidas is so precise that these
The eleventh
kings seem evidently meant.f
corresponds exactly to Antiochus Epiphanes.
Another clear reference to this sovereign seems
these
also to appear in 9^'-.t Thus throughout all

Authorship and Date.—The visions (chs.
^ven in the words of

i.

7-12) are represented as

hence the inference that he wrote
Dn
the entire book. This was the ancient Jeivish
opinion,* and the prevailing Christian one, until
within recent years.t Now, however, it has genequite a
rally been abandoned, and in its place are
book
variety of views all agreeing in this, that the
in its present form, must be assigned to the age of
AntiochuB Epiphanes (B.C. 175-163) and there is
a "TO«ing consensus of opinion that the book as
a whole belongs to that period, for the foUowang
(7" 8' 9' 10^),

;

reasons:

„

.

,

ou

n

Acquaintance vnth Ant. Epiphanes.— i^h. 11
shows a clear acquaintance with minor events in his
In the
rei"!! and in those of his predecessors.
it gives
.„»„.-.v..v- future
of the
„- -ic»cia,i.iuu vr.
of a,
a revelation
lorm oi
veuea form
veiTed
an outline of history from the tune of tyrus to
near the death of Antiochus.J There are sketched
the Persian period (v.'), the rise and conquest of
Alexander the Great (v.'), the dismemberment of
varying
his empire (v.*), and then principally the
relations of the Ptolemaic and Seleucid dynasties
(vv.»»»).
to each other and of the latter to the Jews
Attention is called in succession to Ptolemy I. and
Seleucus Nikator (v.»), Ptolemy Philadelplius and
Antiochus II. (v.«), Ptolemy Euergetes (vv.'-"),
Antiochus the Great (w.'"-"), Seleucus Philopator
While,
(v.*), and Antiochus Epiphanes (w."'").
from the obscurity of the history and the difficulty
some
of determining the meaning of tiie Heb. text,
references are not perfectly plain, yet it is easy
these
to point out definitely the accessions of
sovereigns, their alliances, intrigues, campaigns,
victories, defeats, bestowment of gifts, treacheries,
acts of violence, and frequently untimely deaths.
The older commentators regarded these details as
signal examples of divine prediction ; but since
•TheTalm. «tat«inent (Baba bathra 16), that the men of the
1.

Dn, does not necessarily impl^v the
contrary or express the idea of a later editing : it may simply
mean a recording ' of the hook.
denvnng
t Porphvrv, the .ScoPlatonist (t SOS), wrote a treatise
His views arc known
the genuine'ness of Daniel's prophecy.
Por]ihyry
them.
refuted
who
Jerome,
Commentary
of
from the
had no followers in Oie Christian Church. The Brst systematic
1783
modem rejection of Daniel's authorship was by Corrodi
and 1792. He was followed by Bertholdt, Eichhom, (lesenms,
was
genumencss
the
while
et
at.
Ewald,
;
Wette,
Bleek, De
.^uherlcn, keil,
stoutly defended by Hengstenberg, Havemick.
/•.'in/cifunj;
Hleek's
criticism.
histor\of
the
for
Ct.
Pusey etal.
on
Zockler"* Comm. In the Lange Scries, and Hengslenberg
GenuinetvM of Danu'l.
... .^
the
Vv.tou are perhaps an ideal deicription of eranta which
I

Great Synagogue
'

'

wrote

'

...

m

m

;

,
»,.
,
J
just how the author reckoned
t We do not know, of course,
these kings. Two main schemes have been suggested : (a) (Hitag,
I.
Seleucus
Alexander.
(2)
Kuenen, Comill, Bevan, «t al.). (1)
Nikator, (3) Antiochus l. Soter, (4) Antiochus ll. Theos, (6)
Antiochua
Ceraunus,
(7)
Seleucus ll. Callinicus, (6) Seleucus UL
Dethe Great, (8) Seleucus IV. Philopator, (9) Heliodorus, (10)
metrius I. Soter, or an unknown elder brother ; (b) (Bertholdt
Von Lengerke, DeliUsch, Meinhold, «( al.). (1) Seleucus L
Nikator, (2)-(9)=(3H10) of (o) (10) Ptolemaus vi. Philometor.
the conditions of the three
(8) (9) (10) of either (o) or (6) fulfil
kings put down (v.W). Seleucus rv. Philopator was assassmated
Epi(the Jews mav have thought by the connivance of Ant.
phanes). Heliodorus, who seized the government, was overthrown by Antiochus ; Demetrius, the rightful heir, was thrust
humbled.
aside, and Ptolemv, who laid claim to it, was bitterly
For Demetrius, who never became king, Kuenen, after von
incUned
to
176-179).
was
Guuchmidt {Kleiiie Schriften, vol. ii. pp.
place an elder brother who ace. to a (raiment of John of Antioch
was put to death bv Antiochus.
Epiphanes, to the Jewish mind, was the incarnat Antiochus
Mac l'"tion of wickedness, arrogance, and blasiihemy (cf. 1
262 2 Mac 9'-i^- 28). and every term mentioned in the above
and his
him
describe
references in Dn is most appropriate to
'
(823)
career. The eves (79») and understanding dark sentences
'
than
his
stout
more
indicate his vigilance and cunning ; the look
he infellows and ' the fierce countenance ' (7*> 8^3), the terror
things
great
the mouth speaking
spired, and his cruelty ;
the
(78. 30 u*-"). his boastful arrogance, seen in the assumption of
Epimanes tLe
title Epiphanes, 'the illustrious'—changed to
mad by his subjects.—and the title Theos, the god,' on some of
His fearful persecution of the Jews and his suppreshis coins.
indicated lu 7-»
sion of their laws and sacred days are clearly
gu.
The following outline (abridged from LOT p. 461 f.) givea
the leading events of his reign and the references to them
'

'

'

'

'

m

Dn:—

»

89 2» 11«
176. Accession (1 Mac l"), Dn 78. ".
^ .
.
Antiochus
procures from
i.vu* «..v.v^«"111. ^mrt^uico
Onias m.
intriguing against vMiitto
n intnguingagainst
176. Jason
ll,>ll,i,ti7ino'
.u.. u:..u ..-:..
..rV..^.^^
Riac
nt
TiArt.v in Jerus.
Jerua.
Hellenizing
party
Rise of
the high priesthood.
4" 22).
(1 Mac 111", 2 Mac
4»S5),
92»«
ll'"'.,,.^,^^
Dn
172 [1711. Onias in. murdered (2 Mac
171. Ist expedition of

Dn

170.

Antiochus against Egypt

(1

Mao

l'"-""),

11'^ 24.

Snd expedition against Egypt (1 Mac 1»), Dn U*>-^.
Antiochus on his return plunders the temple and
6n-4i, Dn
massacres many Jews (1 Mac 121 2.^, 2 Mac
8i1b.1i),

169

8rd

n2«).

expedition

LiBiia-s oliliges

Kom. legate Popiliua
against Egypt.
AntiochuB to retire, I'olyb. xxix. 1 Livy,

xliv. 19, xlv. 12

;

;

Dn

112>30..

surprised on
169-8. rresh measures against Jerusalem. City
Sabbath dav. Many inhabitantaslain or captured and sold

as slaves.

Syrian garrison placed

in citadel.

God-fearing

religion prohibited.
16 Chislev. B.C. UlS.
'
the abomination of desolation (a small heathen altar
law
erected on the altar of bumt-oflering). Books of the

Jews flee. All practices of Jewish
Temple worship suspended, and, on

m

writer expected.

C. H. H.Wright, Introd.
Kohler, Lehrbuch der Biblischen Gesch. voL li.

• Zockler in Lange's Bibelwerk, 1869
to OT, 1890;
p. 645, 1893.

'

their children circum;ised
gilf
«b
put to death (1 Mac 129 <«. 2 Mac 6-7, Dn 721. "i>^"
(the
t3h.a4.3s iiaib. ??• ii30l,-32» (renegade Jews)
^").
faithful) ^^^ 12'Revolt of the Maccabees (1 Mac 2). Dn ll" (the little help)
AfUr victories by the Maccabees (1 Mac 42»S5), Mmple puri

burnt, and

167
105.

women who had

»

J
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chapters there are indications of the same kind of
knowledge of Antiochus and of previous history
as in ch. 11. Antiochus and his persecution of tlie
Jews and defilement of their sanctuary seem ever
resent before the writer (cf. 1 Mac 1).
When,
E
owever, he touches uj)on a subsequent period he
gives nothing which need be interpreted as referring to specific historical events, but only symbolizes
the general Messianic hope of Israel (2"'- 7" 12'"-)Hence the conclusion that chs. 7-12 belong to the age
of Antiochus Epiphanes appears warranted, and
then also chs. 1-6 if by the same author.
Unity of Authorship has been the prevailing

view among scholars of all schools.* That
1-6 belong to one author is evident. Ch. 1

clis.

is

a

necessary introduction to the others. Without it
and 2" would be unintelligible, and 3"^ requires
and S'""- require chs. 2 and 4. Ch. 6 is closely
connected with the preceding ones. The visions
(chs. 7-12) require an account of D.'s personality
and life, and tlie unity of the two sections is seen
from the fact that the substance of the dream of
the composite image (ch. 2) is repeated in tlie
vision of tlie four beasts (ch. 7), and that
they
shall mingle themselves with the seed of men (2")
is eWdcntly a reference to the unhappy marriages
of the Ptolemies and Seleucidie (11'- "). The homiletical or didactic purpose of each section is also
the sanie.t
2. Historical Statements. Daniel, according to 1',
began his career as a youthful student at the Bab.
court in the 3rd year of Jehoiakim, and lived at
least until the 3rd year of Cyrus, i.e. from 606 or
605 to 536 or 535 B.C. Within this period are mentioned as kings of Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar (2'),
Belahazzar (5'- *>), Darius the Mede (5^' 6=»- ^), and
Cyrus (6**). Events are dated by the years of
these kings (2' 7' 8' 9' 10'), showing that the writer
mast have regarded all of them as reigning sovereigns, and not in any way as subordinate rulers.
Belshazzar is further described as the son of
Nebuchadnezzar (5"' ") and king of Babylon at its
capture by the Medes and Persians, when (ace. to
5*''-) he was slain and Darius received the kingdom. But history knows nothing of a Babylonian
king Darius the Mede preceding Cyrus.
The
reigning nionarchs within this period were Nebuchadnezzar, Evil-Merodacli, Nenglissar, Nabunahid,
and Cyrus. No Darius reigned in Babylon until a
Bcore of years later. The person whom Belshazzar
represents was undoubtenly Bil-sar-usur, son of
Nabunahid and commander of the Babylonian army
during the last years of his father's reign (COT
Being more active and energetic
ii.
p. 130 f.).

2^*"-

2**

;

'

'

and public worship re-pstabliBhed Just thrte yeart
»tter iU) ilesccration (1 Mac <3<>-«i), Dn S''"'-.
Antiochus dies somewhat suddenly in Persia (1 Mac
fled

164

(16.S1.

6> >«, butseealno Polyb. xxxi. 11), Dn 71'» y^i"- »»•»'>
9»b. 37b n4Bb
(The explanation of ll^a-a* i§ uncertain, for we do not know
whether they refer to an EjoT- campaij^n or to conduct in
Aseyria. On Antiochus the student should consult J. F. Iloft-

mann, Ant. Ejtiph., Leipzi^f, 187;l)
• That of Uesenius, Dc Wettc, lileek, Comill, Kuenen, Driver,
Konig, et ai., a« well as Havemick, HenffstenlKrrp, Keil, I'usey,
Fuller, ^( 0^.
Diversity of authorship has, however, been held,
both by those holding the late authorship and by those reffapdinp
Of the former, llerlholdt Ihoupht the book
cha. 7-12 3A genuine.
to have l»een written by nine authors. Strack and Meinhold
regard 1*^-^ oji by an earlier writer, al>out B.C. 300. Of the latter,
Sir Isaac Newton thouirht Daniel wrote only chs. 6-12.
Kuhler
(Lf-hrlntch dtr hihUschen Oejichickle, ii. p. 637, 1893) holds that
chs. 1-6 were written some time after the rei(;n of Gyrus by the

editor of chs. 7-12.
t No reason is clearly perceptible why the book Is partly
written in lleb. and partly in Aramaic. The following have been
«U(f ifesU'd;(l) Diversity of orik'in (St rack, Meinhold. see fn. above);
(2) jmrtinn of the o^i^rt^aI Heb. lost and rep!ace<l by the Aram,
translation (I.,enomiant, lievan, Haupt) (3) the Aram, lan^ua^'o
a secret sij^n that the Ch^ldiDans represented the Syrians, i.e.
Antiochus and his followers (mentioned by Kfinijf. A'r'nArif. p.
B82) ; (4) author preferred to give the speeches of the heathen
In Aram, rather than in the sacred Ileb., and heina more at
home in that language continued to use it (Behmiann).
;
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than his father, he seems to have supplanted him

in

tradition as sovereign.
In reality, however, he
was never king. This is proved by the long series
of contract tablets, 'which, dated month by mouth
and almost day by day from the reign of Nebueh
adnezzar to that of Xer.xes,' makt. no mention of an
intermediate ruler between Nabunahid and Cyrus
(Sayce,
Belshazzar also was not a son
p. 528).
of Nebuchadnezzar even by descent, for his fallier,
Nabunahid, belonged to a dillerent family.* In
introducing Darius the Mede the writer shows t he
same conftised idea of the order of events as the
Greek writers.t Cyrus, we now know from Iht

UCM

cuneiform

inseription.-i,

obtained

i)osses.sion

oi

Babylon peaceably. Duriu" the reign of Darius
(B.C. 521-4S6) Babylon rebelled, and Darius was
obliged to besiege the city, and took it by strat:i
gem. In the tradition followed by Herodotus tinsiege is transferred to Cyrus (Her. i. 191).
In Jin
both the king and the siege seem to have been transferred to the earlier period.

A

further confusion about Darius appears in !>',
is called the son of Aliasuerus or Xer.\e.>.
Darius I. was the father of Xerxes.
Another apparently inaccurate statement is thai
of Nebucliailnezzar's .siege and capture of Jerus. in
the 3rd year of .lelioiakim, B.C. 6(J5 (Dn 1')- Tlir
historical books relate no such event, and that it did
not happen seems implied in .Jer25'"'', and necessary
from the movements of Nebuchadnezzar. Shortly
after the battle of Carcheniisli (605) he returned lii
Babylon to secure liis accession to the tlirone. The
conquest of tlie West occupied four years more,
.since not until 601 or 600 did Jehoiakim licgin to pay
tribute (Tiele, Bab. unci Ansijr. Gcsrh. p. 425 f. ).S
class of wi.se men or magicians are called
.xiiis signiUcation is
Chaldaians (O'^. 4. lo 47 57. uj
foreign to Assyrian and Babylonian usage, and did
not arise till after the fall of tlie Babylonian
These Chald.-eans are
empire' (COT ii. p. 125).
also represented as addressing Nebuchadnezzar in

where he

A

Aramaic (2''), which probably was not spoken then
at the Bab. court, and, in no case, in the western
Aramaic dialect which the writer gives.H
In y- D. is said to iiave 'understood by the books
the number of the years whereof the word of the
Lord came toJeremiah the prophet.' Thisexpre.ssion
• The remote possibility that B. was a gnvndson of N. on hia
mother's side has been uri^^ed as an explanation of the author's
statements. This, however, is highly improbable, and an unnatural interpretAtion (cf. Bar inf-).
t They have given four different accounts of the origin of
Cynis and his relation to the last king of Media, no one of which
is entirely correct (art. 'Cyrus,' Kncy. Brit. !tth ed.).
fi
implies no peaceable surrender of Babylon, but its
1 Ch.
capture by assault or stratagem. That Darius should be called
a Mede may have arisen from is 1317, Jer 6111- '^, where it is
predicted that the Medes will coiKjuor Babylon. The Medes
also were allies of Cyrus, and Gobryos, to whom the city surrendered, and whom Cyrtis placed in command, was governor of
Qutiuin,' a Median province (lintrdge z. Ass]/riiUo<jie, l»elit/.sch
Tlie older commentators generally
and Haupt, vol. ii. p. 223).
saw in Darius, Cyaxares 11. of Xenophon's Cyrrnxxdia. "This proliably was the view of Jos. {Ant. x. xi. 4). But the Cyyuptt'tlia
is a romance, and modern hist, investigation has failed to find a
place for this king. The story of festivities at the time of the
The cuneiform
fall of Babylon is given in Herodotus, i. 1113.
tablets mention a religious festival in connexion with the acBabylon,
of
but
earlier
than
the entraiii'e
count of the capture
of Cyrus or tJobryoa into the city.
§ 'i'he writer perhaps drew his statement from a combination
of 2 K 24if- and 2 Ch 30'1, misunderstanding the three years in
Kings and reckoning them from the beginning of Jehoiakim's
reign, or by reckoning backwani he may have reganied the 3rd
year of Jeboiukim as the beginning of the 70 years of cal>ti^ ity.
^at the author of Dn, both here and elsewhere, does not si-eiu
to have rightly apprehended or presented recordiil facts of tiT
history, is no more surprising than the similar variations lietween
the stiitcnients of Kings and Ch, and esp. the departures in NT
from the Heb. text. Cf. Cn 11" 121- * (Haran) with Ac T> (Ur),
'

Wf

("0 souls) with Ac 7" (76), On •J3(i:phron in Hebron)
Dt
with Ac 710 (Ilauior in Shechem), Kx r2-i" (1311 years in Kgypt)
with Oal 3'" (430 years in Canaan and Egypt).
The word n'DlK"'ln Aramaic' (v.* KVm), may be a gloss
Bo Lenormant, Bevan, Kautzsch-Marti, P. Uaupt {Bk. oj IM
Crit. Heb. Text, p. Ifl). rt ill
[I
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OJb

implies that the prophecies of Jer. belonged to a
well-known collection of sacred books, and suggests (this is the prevailing interpretation) the
second division of the Heb. Canon, which was
formed a century or more after the Exile.
See

Canon.
Thus the Bk.

art.

of Dn contains a series of historical
statements which imply a misconception of the
exilic period, and that their author lived considerably later, and may well have written during the
reign of Antiochua Epiphanes.

Dn points likewise in the
direction.* The Heb. is distinguished from
that of the exilic Ezk and the immediately
following Hag and Zee, and resembles more nearly
that of 1 and 2 Ch WTitten about B.C. 300, and
certainly does not belong to an earlier period. The
Aram, also, as far as can be determined, is of the
same late date. Persian words appear in both
sections, some in connexion with the description of
Bab. institutions before the conquest of Cyrus (see
list,
p. 469). This indicates a period long enough
after that conq uest for Persian words to have become
a part of the Jewish language.
Three Gr. words,
the names of musical instruments (Din-p, KlBapit,
flute ;
I'VDCB, yj/aKHipiov, psaltery ;
and .tjBOio,
avij.tpu>vLa, dulcimer or bagpipe, 3'- '• '"• "), also occur.
One of these, avuipuvla, as the name of a musical
instrument, is peciiliar to late Gr., and according to
Polybius was a favourite instrument with Antiochus
TKe Language of

3.

same

LOT

Epiphanes (Bevan, p. 41). This evidence brings
the composition of Dn to a date at least later than
the conquest of Alexander, unless the supposition
be made that the Gr. musical instruments had at
an earlier period through channels of trade found
their way into the East, and their names become
domesticated in the Aram, language. This, however, is unlikely, t
4. The. Doctrines of Dn with respect to angels and
the resurrection are the most developed in the OT.
Angels have special personal names (8" 9'-' 10"- -'
12'), special ranks (lO''-*' 12'), and the guardianship of diflerent countries (10"- ^- '"). These representations go far beyond those of Ezk and Zee, and
are relatively identical with those of Tobit and
other Jewish writings of the 1st cent. B.C. Dn
plainly teaches a personal resurrection both of the
This also is a
righteous and the wicked (12-).
decided advance upon the doctrine elsewhere in OT,
and is mentioned by later Jewish tradition in connexion with the Maccabees (cf. 2 Mac 12^'''-).
Thus, while the determination of the date of an OT
writing from its religious doctrines is always a
delicate procedure, yet, as far as a doctrinal development can be found in OT, the Bk. of Dn
comes after all the other OT writings, and approximates most closely to the Jewish literature of the
1st cent. B.C.
5. The Homiletical Purpose of the Bk. of
most agreeable to the Antiochian period.

Dn

is

The

narratives in chs. 1. 3. 6 are exhortations to keep
the Jewish law and to remain faithful to the
worship of J".
While such teaching might be
appropriate at all times, it was esp. so then in its
peculiar form. The question of eating meat was at
that time a test of faith. Then iiious Jews 'chose
to die that they might not be defiled with food, and
that they might not profane the covenant' (1 Mac
jiBf.)
fijg lessons of the ' fiery furnace and the
'lions' den,' chs. 3and6, never could have been more
fitly presented than when ' came there forth out
'

LOT

• Delitzsch, art. • Daniel." PliBnS^S), Driver,
pp. 469-476
(1891); Konig, Einleit. { 80 (1S93) ; Bevan, Cam. pp. 26-42
(1892); Rehmiann, Komm. pp. i-x(lS94).
t Additional evidence in language appears alao in the proper

names Nebvichadnezzar 1', Belteahazzar 17, and Abed-Nepo 17,
lince their spelling and formation show a laclE of acquaintance
vith the language and goda of Babylon during the Exile {coT
a.

I2*t.

;

Sayoe,

HCM p.

532)

of Isr. transgressors of the law, and persuaded many,
saying. Let us go and make a covenant with the

nations that are round about us' (1 Mac 1"), and
when Antiochus commanded the worship of foreign
deities on pain of death (1 Mac 1*''*').
The stories
of the humbling of Nehuch. (ch- 4) and the fall of
Belshazzar (ch. 5) would also be fraught «ith particular consolation when Israel was oppressed by the
heathen. The visions (chs. 7-12), whatever view is
taken of their date, are universally acknowledged
to have been primarily designed for consolation
during the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes.
6. The External History of the Bk. of Dn likewise
favours its composition at the time of Antiochus.
There is no evidence in any OT or Apocr. writing
of its earlier existence. The testimony of Josephus,
written near the close of the 1st cent. A.D., that
the book was sho^vn to Alexander the Great {Ant.
XI. viii. 5), prob. represents only a Jewish legend, and
historically is of no decisive value.
The earliest
possible reference is in the Sibylline Verses, iii.

388

(about B.C.

tj'.

140),

where there may be an
and the ten horna

allusion to Antiochus Epiphanes

(Dn

7'- "•

"

HJP

Schurer,
div. u. vol. iii. p. 280).
reference is 1 Mac 2"'- where Matthias is
reported in his dying exhortation to have said
• that Hananiah, Azariah,
and Mishael believed and
were saved out of the flame. Daniel for hia
innocency was delivered from the mouth of lions.'
While this might simply indicate a knowledge of
these stories, it is probable that the author of
1 Mac (about B.C. 100), who evidently composed
the speech of Matthias, was acquainted with our
book.
From this period on there are abundant
evidences of its bein" well known. Its influence is
very appreciable in NT, esp. in Rev, but it is only
once directly mentioned (Mt 24").*
The place of the Bk. of Dn among the Hagiographa favours also its late composition. If it had
been written during the ExUe, notwithstanding its
apocalyptic character, it naturally would have
been placed among the Prophets.
The Conclusion then, in favour of the Maccabaean
date, in view of this accumulation of concurrent
;

The next

,

The exact
usually placed within the
aliomination of desolation,'
168, is clearly before the writer, and also the
Maccaba?an uprising in 167, but not the n- iledication of the temple in Dec. 165, and the ucath of
facts,

seems abundantly warranted.

date of composition
year B.C. 165. The

Antiochus in

The great
Bk. of

is
'

163.
difficulty, of course, in assigning

the

Dn

to the late date is the fact that chs.
7-12 are represented as revelations of the future
given to Daniel during the Exile. But this ditticulty
vanishes the moment one considers how prevailing
in
and among Jewish writers was the custom
of representing present messages as given in the
past through ancient worthies. Thus the law of

OT

Deut. is given as though spoken by Moses in the
land of Moab, and the legislation of P as though
revealed to Moses in the wilderness. The Bk. of
Eccles. is written as the experience of Solomon.
While in 2 Es, Bar, the Bk. of Enoch, and the
Jewish Apocalypses generally, this method of composition

is

abundantly

illustrated,

and was

evi-

dently a favourite one with the devout and pious
of the centuries immediately preceding and following Christ.
Assigning the entire book to the Maccabopan
period,destroys, it is true, the hist, reliability of chs.
1-6. These chapters must be regarded as a species
• This passage, lilte other similar NT ones, reflect* the Jewish
opinion of the Ist cent. A.D., but has no further weight in
deciding the question of authorship. Christ or the writer of the
Gospel naturally expressed hinieelf according to this opinion,
for we have no reason to believe that the Divine Spirit ever led
either of them to instruct or correct their contemporariea ol
questions of literary and historical criticism.

—
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of the later Jewish Hajjgada, or method of inculcating moral and spiritual lessons by tales of the
imagination. Here, again, we meet with striking
parallels in the OT Ilk. of Jonah and in the Apocr.
quasi defence oi chs.
stories of Tobit and J udith.
1-6 is frenuently made on the ground that the
writer useu authentic written material of the Exile
which he revised. This, of course, is possible, but
it is a mere hypothesis, and it is more probable
that his material was only traditions or tales.*
Tlie view which has been presented of the 15k. of
Dn doubtless will appear to some to destroy its
religious value and render it unworthy of a place
within the sacred Canon. No one, however, under
the modem view can read the book witliout being

B.

—

follows

:

Oh. 2

Ch. 7
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breast
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belly

„

and

Ihiphs
Iron leff9 = The fourth
and iron
beast
and clay
feet

An argument often repeated rest« on the assertion that the
whole colourinjf and character of the book are Oriental and esp.
Babylonian, imposHibte to on a^e so tinfaniiliur with them as
the Maccabiean, and reference is made to the colossal image,
*

the flery furnace, the martyr-like hnldnesa of the three ctnifeasors, the decree of Darius, the lions' den, the dreams of
Nebuch., and his demands of the Clmldaana, etc. (Fuller, art.
Daniel, Smith, DB"^. Such a view hatl the countenance and
authority of Lenommnt (La Dimnation, pp. 109-'J07).
The
tnith is, however, that the Bk, of Dn contains no allusions to
Bab. customs which might not have been known to a Jewinh
writer of the 2nd cent. B.C. (who even might have vibited
Babylon), or have been preserved in the tales from which he
drew his material while, on the other hand, there are the
statements olready piven which seem to prove the author's real
lack of acquaintance with Babylon during the Exile. In a<ldition
to these may be mentioned the statement of Daniel's appointment as chief governor over all the wise men of Babylon {'1^).
This, owing to the exclusiveness of Bab. sacred caste, even
Lenormant regarded as impos.si))le, and hence held the words
all tlie wise men to be an mt<-Ti»(tlation.
Indeed, Lenormant's
or any sinnlar theory of the compnsitioii of the book {i.e. an early
work thoroughly revised in the (Jreek periofi) is worthless for
a defence either of the truth of its narrative or of its genuineness,
because the line of separation between the early and late contents
cannot be determined.
The account of Nebuchadnezzar's insanity (ch. 4) has been thought to receive connnnalJon by a
story given in a fragment of tne historian Abydenus (i>reHerved
In EusebiuH, Prcep. Kvanff. ix. 41).
The "story relates that
Nebuch. on the roof of his palace was in^ipired by some god
or other, and announced the future calainities of Babylon and
then suddenly vanished. In this announcement there is a wish
that the author of these calamities might t>e driven into the
desert wticre the wild beasts seek their foofl, and wander among
the mountains and rocks alone.
The similarity between this
and tlie hihlical narrative is not very great, and yet enough
perhaps to show that the same story originally was the basis
of each (Bevan, p. 87 ft.
Schroder, JPT, 1»S1, pp. 618-029).
t The following from Farrar Is worthy of iiuolalion in this
connexion
Though I am compelled to regard the IJk. of Dn as
a work which In its present form first saw the light in the days
of Antiochus Kpiphanes, and though I believe that its six magnificent opening chapters were never meant to be regarded in
any other light than that of moral and religious Uaggadoth,
yet no words of mine can exaggerate the value which I atlarh
to this part of our Canonical 8rrli>ture8. The book, as we »liall
Me. has exercised a iwwerful inllurnco over Christian conduct
and Christian thougot.
Its right to a place in the Canuu is
'

;

*

'

'

;

:

'

o

Ch. 2
Ch. 7
I d e n = The lion

Ch. 8
e=

Babylon Ian Empire

head

Silver =The

:The ram

bear

=Medo-Per8i&o „

breast

A

taught lessons of sublime faith, and having a
firmer assurance of the ultimate triumph of the
kingdom of God. The book has in the ^jast been
blessed as an instrument of the Holy Spirit for the
strengthening of the Church, and, interpreted in the
light of its real origin, this will contmue and be
enhanced. Great difficulties in receiving its lessons
will be removed, and the Church will be spared
endless profitless discussion and exegesis necessitated by the old view.f
ii. The Interpretation.
The Bk. of Dn contains three representations of the world's history
more or less closely related to each other, which,
with their interpretations, may be outlined as

O
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parallelism between the composite image (ch.
and the four beasts (ch. 7) shows that they were
desired to represent the same world-powers. In
2)

this mterpreters are generally agreed. The historic
fact that after the fall of the Bab. kingdom there
was no distinct Median kingdom, but Media was
united to Persia, naturally gave the interpretation
of Medo-Persian to the silver breast and the bear,

and such a united kingdom appeared

homed ram

in the two-

Tlie brazen belly and thi^dis
and tiie leopard then well symbolized the Grecian
kingdom of Alexander and his successors, who ace.
to ch. 8 were represented by the he-goat. While tlie
legs of iron and feet of iron and clay and the fourth
beast with the ten horns, in connexion with wiiich
appeared the final everlasting kin'^dom (2** 7^),
of ch. 8.

would represent the Roman Empire

in

whose days

the Christ appeared.
Elsewhere, both in OT and
NT, there were indication.s of great wars and distress, and even an Antichrist to precede the tinal
consummation of the kingdom oi J". Hence the
interpretation
was most plausible, and became
almost universal in the early Jewish and the
Christian Church.*
The prevailing modem interpretation is C (B has
had few advocates).
The reasons for the adoption
of C are as follows
Whatever may have been the
facts of history, the author does distinguish between
the Median and Persian kingdoms.
After tlie
iJabylonian he places the Median represented in the
reign of Darius (o*"* 6' 9^), who has the position of
an independent and absolute sovereign, and then
follows the reign of Cyrus tlie Persian (G*^ 10').
Medo-Persian Kingdom could scarcely have been
designated by the writer as ir^fcrlor to Nebucliailnezzar or the Babylonian (2^"), wliile this would
aptly describe the short-lived Median of his
scheme. This kingdom seems also well represented
in the bear (7^).
The kingdom of brass which
shall rule over all the earth {2^"), or the leopard to
which douiinion was given (7*), with its four wings

A

:

A

undisputed and indisputable, and there is scarcely a single book
of the OT which can l)e more richly pr<»fltahle for tcarbing,
for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness, that
the man of God may be complete, completely furnished to every
good work. Such religious lessons .
are not In the slightest
degree impaired by those results of archtoological discovery uml
criticism which are almost universally accepted by the scliolars
of the Continent and maii^* of our chief English critics.
Kiiially
unfavourable to authenticity, they are yet in no way derogatory
to the preciousness of this OT Apocalypse {Uk. of i)an. jt. 3 f.)'.
• In'teed it is ditllcull to see how a different inter^iretation
ooutd have been (jiven according to the prevailing exegesis which
ignurrd tile original historicjil situation and meaning of OT
prnphecies, and sought some fulfihiient agreeable t<> the actual
iiistory or exi»eclcd future of the Church,
(vhrist had applied
to His second coming the words of Dn 7*8 (Mk 13'* 14<W), hence
Ilis parousia waw reganlcd as prece<i«l by the little horn of v.n,
which IhuH l)e<'aiiie the Antichrist. Many commentators sought
liist. kingdoms to represent the 10 liorns, and since the Reformation the pai>al power has very often been regarde<i as the
Antichrist. Tlu- numbers three, four, and ten iiave alwo l>eeD
freq. Interpreted symbolically (so Briggs, Me4». Prvph. g 106).
.

'
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representing rapid and successive couq nests, and
its four heads (corresponding to tlie four kings
of 11'), symbolizes particularly well the Persian
kingdom which advanced so widely and rajiidly

God, just as the stone cut out of the mountain
without hands ('2*^- ") stands in conliaaC to the
image, an evidently human or earthly product.
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with

under Cyrus and Cambyses, and whose dominion
was so great under Darius I. and his successors.
It must also be noted that the two horns of 8', one
of wliich comes up last, which are interpreted as
tlie kings of Media and Persia (8*), can as well
represent two successive kingdoms, the power of
one of which entered into the other, as one consolidated empire. The fourth kingdom of the image,
which shall be strong as iron and break in pieces
and crush (2'"'), and the beast terrible and powerful
with great iron teeth, that devoured and brake in
pieces and stamped the residue with his feet ("'),
seem identical with the he-goat of furious power
(8'"') interpreted as Alexander {8^').
The feet, part
of clay and part of iron (2^-), represent well the
successors of Alexander, often
externally allied
but inwardly disunited
and the ten toes (2^-) seem
to be reproduced in the ten horns, which fitly
'

'

;

represent the Seleucidas (see footnote,

The

p. 552).

mmgling of the seed seems to refer to the futUe
endeavours of the Ptolemies and Seleucida; to form
stable alliances by marriages (cf. II*-'").
But the
clear description of Antiuchus Epiphxines in the
little horn (T"' *•*") is decisive for the modem inter-.
pretation.
The introduction of the Messianic
kingdom immediately in connexion with or following events of the author's o\vn time, is fully in
accord with other OT representations. Isaiah places
the advent of the Messianic king in Immediate connexion with a deliverance from Assyr. oppression
(Is 8i»-9' 10^-1 1'"-), likewise Micah (S-"*)
and
Deutero-Isaiah blends in one picture the release
and restoration from Bab. captivity, and the final
consummation of the divine purposes for Israel.
The same principle is illustrated in Christ's eschatological discourse in Mt 24.
Corresponding with the interpretations of the
four beasts are those of one luce unto a son of
man (7™"). The prevailing Christian and Jewish
interpretation has referred these words to the
Messiah. In favour of this view is their application
by Christ to Himself (Mt 26", Mk
Lk 22«», cf.
;

'

'

Mk

W,

Lk

I3«,

21",

Mt W^, Lk

l^"" 18«,

Rev 14"

et

and the repeated desiOTation of Christ in NT
by the term the Son of Alan.' The Bk. of Enoch
applies the same expression to the Messiah (46'"*
48'"' 62'''' 69^"^),* and this is the general exposition
of our passage by the Jewish Rabbins, also in the
Talm. {Sanh. p. 98, col. 1). A growing modern
view, however, finds in 7" a symbolization of the
kingdom of Israel, and this probably was the in-

al.),

'

tention of the writer.

(Aram.

djK i3

= Heb.

of man
common Heb.

'

The expression son
'

n-ix-ja) ace.

to a

idiom is synonymous for man or one of mankind
(cf. Ps 8*, Ezk 2' 3'- *• '"• " et al.), and stands here
evidently for one in human form representing Israel,
in contrast with the beasts symbolizing the heathen
powers.
striking parallel occurs in Ps 80, where
in v." 'boo of man symbolizes Israel, and 'the
boar' v." the heathen. The interpretation in v."
seems also decisive for this view.
The kingdom is
given to the people of the saints of the Most High
nis(the people s) kingdom is an everlastingkingdoni,
and all dominions shall serve and obey him (the
people).'
Again, no other possible similar Messianic allusion appears elsewhere in Daniel. The
coming with tne clouds of the heaven is in
evident contrast to the heathen kingdoms rising
out of the8ea'(7'). The latter appearance is fig.,
iudioating earthly origin the former indicates then,
by parallelism, a source in the special power of

A

'

;

'

'
'

;

• The references (riven from the Hk. of Knoch are by some
reeanleil as helonpn^ to a Christian addition to the original
Jewinb work (see art. £kocu, Book ok).

esp. those of the NT, siiould find
in this passage a direct allusion to the Messiah, ia
in exact accord with their interpretation of other
figures which primarily denote mankind or
2",
Israel (cf. Ps S-""- and He 2«-», Hos U' and

That later writers,

or

Mt

Gn

12'

iii.

and Gal

3'^ et al.).

The Times of Daniel
'

'

(7" 8"

9""

12"- ")

They

are mainly
an endeavour under tlie Antiochian persecution ti
answer the anxious thought and piercing cry,
'Lord, how long?
When wilt Thou restore the
kingdom to Israel? When wUl the Messianic
hope be realized ?
They e.xpress the thouglit that
the time of the fuldlment of the divine promise is
very near at hand. The glorious assurances of
are difficult of interpretation.

'

U

40-66 had never been realized. The Jews, in their
pitiful poverty and national smalluess, and above
all in this hour of persecution, seemed still in their
captivity, still within the period of the seventy
years mentioned by Jeremiah (Jer 29'°), and an
expl.anation of their duration and the announcement of their end is the evident endeavour of our
author in 9^-^.
Of the weeks subdivided into 7 -I- 62 -t- 1 (9''-*'), as in
the case of the image (ch. 2), and the four beasts
(ch. 7), there are two main interpretations diflering
generally according to the view taken of the Bk. of
Dn as a whole, or esp. according to the historical
and prophetic references in (a) the anointed one,
the prince' (^), (b) 'the anointed one cut otl'
(^), (c) the destruction («"), (rf) the maker of the
covenant ("*), (e) the desolation ('"'•).
The prevailing Wew in the past in the Christian Church
has seen in (a) (6) and [d) the Messiah, and in (c)
and (c) the destruction of Jerus. by Titus, 70 A.D.
•The view received at present, agreeably to the
Maccabaean date of I)n, refers (a) to Cyrus (cf. Is
45'), (6) to Onias III. (2 Mac 4"), (rf) to Antiochus
Epiphanes, (c) and (e) to the havoc and desolation
wrought by Antiochus at Jerusalem. In the case of
both interpretations a week has usually been held
to represent seven years, but a difficulty has always
been experienced in fixing the termini, and the
various solutions proposed for adjusting the49-(434 + 7 years have been almost endless. The more
prevailing one, in the old view, places the advent
of Christ at the end of 69 weeks (v.'"
and
RVm), and refers the commandment to the decree
of the 7th year of Artaxerxes, B.C. 457 or 458 (cf.
Ezr T-'^), and then 483 yrs. later is A.D. 25 or 26,
the date usually assigned for Christ's baptism,
which, from His anointing with the Holy Spirit,
might represent His proper Messianic advent
(Pusey, Lect. IV.).
This view and all other
similar ones presented by those holding the genuDn
contain their own refuineness of the Bk. of
tation, for the termini a quo must be later than
the period of the prophet, who would have died
many years at the latest before the commencement
of the 490 years or the 70 weeks B.C., and such a
date could not have been taken as the basis of hia
reckoning, unless the history of Israel after his
death had been revealed to him in detail.
Under the other view the natural interpretation
would be as follows To the decree of Cyrus seven
weeks (v.^"), i.e. 586-49 = 537. From this decree
the city stands rebuilt during 62 weeks of 434
years, but after this period (v.*) the anointed
priest Onias III. shall be cut off in B.C. 171 (i.e. 537 434 = 103. This should be 171 see below). During
the next seven years, the last week (v. "*'•), occur
the havoc and niin wrought by Antiochus. The
.sacrifice cea.sed, and the heathen altar was set up
in the sanctuary.
The latter event was in Dec.
168 (1 Mic 1")
but the former, with the terrible
'

AV

:

;

;
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ruin and slaughter (1 Mac 1"""), occurred probably
some months earlier. The temple was re-dedicatea
These three years and
in Dec. Itio (1 Mac 4").
some months represent the half week of the ceasioK
of the oblation, mentioned in the time, times, and
half a time (7^), in the 2300 evenings and mornings
(8"), i.e. 1150 davs, and in the 1290 days (12") and
the 1335 days (12"). The representations, of course,
are not exact, i.e. the number of days exceed in
each instance SJ years, or half a week. Did we
know all the circiunstances of the times, we might

Hndb.). IS.'iO; Stuart, 1850; Ewald (Projih. d. AB), 1807, Eng.
tr., 1881; Keil, ISiJ'J, Enc. tr., 1872; Zockler (Langcs Bibel
Eng. tr. and add. by Strong, 1876 Fuller {Speaker's
Com.), 187B Jleinhold {Kgf. Kom.), 18SB; Bevan, 1802; Behrmann (lland-Emn,), 1894 Karrar {Expositm'g BittU), 1895.
.Special Treatitf^ and A rticles.
Hengstenberg, Beitrdgt,
1831, Eng. tr., 1848; Tregelles, Defence o.f Authenticity, 1852;
Auberleu, Der Prophet Daniel und Oifeubaruiu) Johannes,
1854-67, Eng. tr., 1867 ; I'usey, Dan. the Prophet, 1884, 3rd
ed. 1809; Fuller, Estay on the Authenticity of Daniel, 1884;
Lenomiant, La Divination chez teg ChaUi. (pp. 101>-2;J6), 1876
Coniill,
Die Siebzig Jahrwocheu Daniels,' in Theol. Stiui. u.
iikizzeii, 1889; Schrader, 'Die Sage vom Wahnsinn Nebuch.'
JJ'T, ISSl; Kamphausen, Das Buch Daniel,' in Neu. Geitehiehtg/orxchung, 1893
Margoiiouth in Expos. Apr. 1890
l-'uller in
Expos. 3rd series, vols. i. and ii. Sayce,
(pp. 495-637), 1893
Terry, Prriph. of Dan. Expounded, 1893
0. Bruston, Etudes
tur Dan. et CApoc. 1890.
In add. to these works, the student will find valuable material
on Dn in Kamphauscn's Daniel in Haupt's OT, in the OT IntrodU'-dons of Cornill, Driver, Kbuig, Strack, et al., and the OT
Tlicutifjiesot Dillmann, Schultz, Smend, c( al., and the Hessianic
or OT I*ropheeies of Briggs, DeliLzsch, Hofni.ann (ii*ei"jt.s'a/7»7if/

see a clear solntion, or possibly the author designed
an enigmatic surplus or remainder to be interpreted only through the future course of events, even
as he had endeavoured to interpret the 70 weeks.
In the above interpretation the actual period
between the decree of Cyrus and the deatli of
Onias is shorter than the 62 weeks, i.e. 3G6 years
instead of 434. This probably has arisen from the
defective chronology of the writer.
He placed the
reign of Cyrus too early * (Bevan, Comill, Schiirer).
Owing to the great difficulty of finding any consistent explanation of the 'times' of Dn, many
writers have regarded the numbers as entirely

symbolical.
iv. Veksions.— The LXX text of Dn has been
preserved only in one MS, Codex Chisianua, which
cannot be older than the 9th cent., and is perhaps

much

later (Bevan).

LXX

In place of the

the

Greek VS of Theodotion was used (even by Irenaeus,
+ 202). There is no Targ. on Daniel. The followIng diagram (from Behrmanu, p. xxx) shows tentatively the relation of the VSS to the original
text and to each other :
Original Text (IM B.C.)

Text with

gl<

irer*), 1870,

;

;

(0.

100

1.0.).

—

;

;

*

'

;

;

UCM

;

;

;

u. Erfulluiuj),OT^\\\, Riehm, f(a/., and in the Uiatori^is of Israel
or the Jews of Ewold, Gratz, Kohler, Kittel, Stade, Schiirer,
etaL See also art. AroOKTTUA.
E. L. CUUTIS.

DAN-JAAN. —Joab and
census came

his officers in taking the

Dan-jaan and round about to
Zidon (j'lTi-Vx 3';di [i;; nj^), 2 S 24». No such place
is mentioned anywhere
else in OT, and it is
generally assumed that the text is corrupt.
It
has indeed been proposed to locate Dan-jaan at a
ruin N. of Achzib which is said to bear the name
Khan Ddnidn but this identification, although
accepted by Conder, has not made headway. The
reference is more ])robaljly to the city of Dan
which appears so frequently as the northern limit
of the kingdom.
Tliree leading emendations of
the text have been proposed.
(1) Wellhausen
(Sam. adloc.) instead of tlie MT J'jj; IK would read
1355 pc) ('They came to "Da-n) and from Dan they
went about.' This is accepted by Driver (Sam. ad
loc, cf. Deut. p. 421), Budde (in Haupt's OT),
Kittel (in Kautzsch's A T). (2) Klostermann would
read 120;!
and to Ijon and they went
about.' Ijon and Dan are associated in 1 K IS-""
(cf. 2 K 15-").
(3) Gesenius would change |y: into
iv:
'to Dan in t/ie wood' (cf. Vulg. silvcstria).
'

to

'

;

I'i,'l

T.XT.
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.

.

After

.

.

.

'

.

LXX

reads,

^i.v
'lopiK Kal'loviiv.
els

B

B/5di'

ital

OiSiv,

A

This does not help us much, but
Wellh. points out that it indicates at least that
the translators found p twice in their text and had
a verb in place of s-sdi.
J. A. Selbie.

—

Tatnplar Text

(a.

220

A.II.).

DANNAH (nn), Jos 15*». A town of Judah
mentioned next to Debir and Socoh. It was clearly
in the mountains S.W. of Hebron, probably the
present Idhnnh. This place is noticed in the 4th
cent. A.D. (Onvmnaticon, s.v. ,)ediia) as six Honian
miles from lileutheropolis (licit Jibrin).
It is now
a small village on the W. slopes. See SWP, vol.
iii. sheet xxi.
LXX has Peffd. C. R. Conder.

—

DAPHNE

(Ad(/>»7;).
A place mentioned in 2 Mac
which Onias withdrew for refuge, but from
which he was decoyed by Andronicus and treacherously slain.
Its site, which has been identilied
with the mod. Beit el-MA, or House of Waters, is
placed by Strain) und the ,Jerus. Itinerary at a
distance of 40 stadia, or about 5 miles, from
Antioch.
This grove, which owed its establishment to Seleucus Nikator, was famous for its
fountains, ita temple in honour of Apollo and
Diana, its oracle, and its right of asylum. (See

4'* to

Oodex Chislaniu
(llth ctnt.).

—

Additions. Thereare three Apocr. additions
to Dn (1) The Song of the Three ChUdren, preceded by the Prayer of Azarias, in LXX and Vulg.
T.

:

at 3"*'

(2) The Story of Susanna, in Vulg. ch. 13,
a separate book (?) (3) The Story of Bel
and the Dragon, in Vulg. ch. 14, in LXX a separate book (?). (See sep. artt.)

in

LXX

;

LiTKRATCM.

j

— The

on

literature

Daniel

excee<lint,'Iy

l«

voiuminoun. 'On no other book (saye C. II. II. Wright) liiui
much worthless niatt4.>r been written in the Rhujie of exeifcHiH,'
'

'

•o

The most iniportant Commentaru* are tiiose
1806-8 Von Lengerke, 18S6 ; Havemick, 1882
;

• Josejihus fell Into a similar error, also the
Dnnetnus (Schiirer,
ii. ToL liL p. 68 1.X

HJP

BertnuUlt,
Hitilg (A'a?.

tiibbon, Decline

and

Fall,

c.

xxiii.)

R.

M. Boyd.

Adpa AB ; but codd. Heb.,
Luc. AapaS^, Pesb., Targ. presuppose »T1^ Darda
(which see).

DARA,

jrrj 1

Ch

2«,

of
;

Jewish UeUenist,

DARDA (vni, AapaXi B, Aopad A, Aaplai Luc.)—
Mentioned with Ethan the Ezrahite, lleman, and
Calcol as a son of Mahol, and a proverbial type of

DARIC
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DARIUS

wisdom, but yet surpassed by Solomon

(1

K

4^').

]n 1 Ch 2' apparently the same four (l)ara is probably an error for Darda.
See Daka) are mentioned with Zimri as sons of Zerah, the son of
4^1
Judah by Tamar (Gn ;!830). So Targ. in 1
interprets
the Ezraliite
as mi id
the son of
Zerah.'
This statement of Ch need not conflict
with that of K, 'sons of Mahul,' since Zerah, as is
suii^ested by the title 'the Ezrahite,' may have
been the remoter ancestor, Mahol the immediate
father.
See Maiiol.
C. F. Bukney.

K

'

'

'

DARIC— See Monet.
"DARIUS

(^^iV^, Aaperos)— 1. Darius, the son of
(Vistashpa), written Darayavaush in
Old I'ersian, was the true founder of the Persian
empire.
The usurpation of the crown by the
Marian Gaumata, who pretended to be Smerdis
the brother of Cambyses, had thoroughly shaken
the empire of Cyrus, and the murder of the usurper
by Darius and six others (H.c. 521) caused it to
break up. The nations of which it was composed
revolted under different pretenders, and had to
be reeijnquered and reorganized by Darius. The
history of all this is given in the trilingual inscription he caused to be engraved on the rock of
Behistun (Bagistana).
First Susiana rebelled
under Atrina, then Babylon under Nidiuta-Bel,
who pretended to be Nebuchadrezzar, son of Nabonidus. Contract-tablets show that the latter pretender reigned from i_)ctober li.c 521 to August
B.C. 520, when Babylon was taken and Nidinta-Bel
himself put to death. Xext came the revolts of
Martiya in Susiana
of Phraortes in Media, who
sailed himself liiishathrita, descendant of Uvakhof Chitrantakhma in
of the Armenians
shatara
Sagartia, who said he was a descendant of Uvakhshatara
of Phraortes in Parthia and Hyrcania,
where Hystaspes was satrap of Friida in Margiana
of a second false Smerdis in Persia itself and of
the Armenian Arakha, son of Khaldita, in Babylon,
who professed to be Nebuchadrezzar, the son of
Rut the revolts were all suppressed
Nabonidus.
and the leaders impaled, though many months of
hard fighting were needed for the work. D. ascribes
all
his successes to the help of Ahuramazda
(Oriuazd), the supreme god of the Zoroastrian faith.
Ill' now set about the organization of the empire,
which he placed under a bureaucracy centralized
in himself. The provinces were governed by satraps
appointed by the king, and each province was
re(|uired to furnish the royal treasury with a fixed
amount of annual tribute. .Tustice was administered by royal judges who went on circuit.
The second revolt of Babylon probably took
jilace in n.c. 514, iis no Bab. contract-tablets have
been found dated in the seventh year of Darius, and
after its suppression a part of the walls of the city
were pulled down. Soon afterwards Darius overcame Iskuuka the Sakian or Scyth, and henceforward the Sakians formed part of the Persian army.
The expedition against the Scyths of Europe was still
later.
Darius crossed the Danube near Ismail by a
bridge constructed by the lonians, who had already
performed the same service in the case of the
Bosphorus, and, leaving it in charge of the Ionian
tyrants,' he marched eastward to the Don.
Eight
fortresses were built on the banks of the Oarus
(probably the Volga), and Darius then returned
through a desert country to the Danube, harassed
by the Scyths.
Histiieus of Miletus .saved his
army by dissuading the Greeks from destroying
Uisti;ens was afterwanis tlie indirect
the bridge.
cause of the Ionian revolt, which led to the burning
of Sardis by the Athenians, and the determination
of Darius to punish Athens and aimex Greece.
Thrace and Macedonia had already submitted.

HystasjH'S

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

••

Mardonius, the son of Gobryas, was sent against
Attica; but his ships were wrecked ofl Mount
Athos, and he was compelled to return. Another
army was despatched accordingly the following
year.
Eretria was pillaged but the Persian host
was utterly defeatetl by the Athenians at Marathon
;

and compelled to retreat. Darius now
out another expedition on a larger scale, but
just as it was ready to start Egypt revolted.
D. had already explored the Indian Ocean.
Skylax of Karyandria sailed down the Indus, and,
after a voyage of thirty months, reached Suez.
One of the results of the expedition was the subjugation of the Indians.
The Egyptian revolt was followed by the death
of the king, B.t'. 48'!. He had married the daughter
of Gobryas in early life, and Artobarzanes, his eldest
son by her, was not allowed to succeed him, as lie
had been born w'hile Darius was still a private
citizen.
After his accession he married Atossa,
the daughter of Cyrus and wife of Camby.ses and
of the pseudo-Smerdis, as well as Parmys the
daughter of Smerdis, and Phfedyma the daughter
of Otanes.
Xerxes, his son by Atossa, was hia
successor to the crown.
It was in the reign of Darius that the second
(B.C. 491),

fitted

temple of Jerusalem was finished. The work had
languished till the second year of his reign, when
Haggai and Zechariah excited Zerubbabel,
the
governor of Judah,' and the high priest Joshua to
undertake it afresh (Ezr S'f-). This made Tattenai,
the Persian governor of Syria, inquire by what
authority they acted (v.'*'-). On being told that it
was a decree of Cyrus, he wrote to Darius, who had
search made for the decree, which was found in the
palace of Ecbatana.
Darius caused it to be published, and added that money for the building should
be given out of the reveiuie of the province, as well
as cattle and other things for the temple services,
tliat they may offer sacrifice
and pray for
the life of the king and of his sons.'
Accordingly,
the temple was completed on the 3rd of Adar, in
(6'-i*).
the sixth year of Darius
According to Joseph us {Ant. XI. i. 3), whose narra'

'

.

tive rests

on

clis.

2

and 3

of

1

.

.

Es, the goodwill of

Darius towards the Jews went back to the time when
he was a pri"ate individual, and had vowed that if
he became king he would restore the sacred vessels
to the temple of Jerusalem.
He and Zerubbabel
were old friends, and, after the return of the Jewish
prince from Jerusalem, Darius made him one of
ills bodyguard.
In this cai>acity Zerubbabel was
called on to amuse the king one night when he
was slee))less, in the first year of his reign, by
determining the relative strength of 'wine, kings,
women, and truth.'
His explanation that truth
was the stror.gest pleased Darius, who promised
to grant whatever he asked.
He therefore reminded the king of bis ])romise to build .lerusaleni
and its temple, and Darius thereupon did all he
could to further the work, giving fifty talents
towards it, and relieving the Jews of all taxation.
Which king
2. DAUlUri the Persian (Neh 12--).
of Persia is meant is uncertain.
Some commentators have supposed it to be Darius II. (Nothus)

423-404, but it was more probably Darius
(Codomannus), the last king of Persia, and
contemporary of the high priest Jaddua,
Darius
who is mentioned in the same veree.
III. reigned from B.C. 33() to 330, when he was
overthrown by Alexander of Macedon in the
decisive battle of Arbela, and the Persian empire
B.C.

HI.
the

destroyed.
3.

4.

Mac

12"

AV

is a false reading
See AlilUS.
Dai:ii"S the Mede.—See next article.

I)Ai;ii's in

for the

1

Eacedivmonian Areus.
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CopyTight. 1698, hy Charles Scribrur't Soru

DAEIUS THE MEDE
DARIUS THE MEDE

Dn

(n^n rin^

DARKNESS
11',

Aram.

(Kere)'& [Eng. 5"]),
son of Aliasuerua ( = Xerxes), of the seed of
Medes' (9'), is said (5") to have succeeded to
Bab. kingdom after Belshazzar's violent death,
to have Deen 62 years old when he received
kingdom.' His hrst year only is mentioned
•«;7?

'"

{Kcthibh),

.iK-if

'I

'

'

DARKNESS

nates],

the
(5"

;

;

God

is

incomprehensible,

H'ls

ways mysterious,

K

self-manifestations generally (Ps 97^, 1
S'",
2 Ch 6'), even as the guiding 'pillar' was light to
Israel but darkness to the Egyptians (Ex li'"),
and Sinai was covered with dark clouds when
J" descended on it (Ex 2U", Dt 4" 5", Heb 12'»).
darkness is prevailingly the emblem of
In
sin as a state of spiritual ignorance and moral

'

NT

depravity (Mt
12'".

",

Ac

Lk

4'« 6'^,
2'»

Ro
l'^ 1 Th

2G'8,

V

13",

1

11«22", Jn 1' 3'" 8'»
Co i\ 2 Co 6", Eph

5^ " 6'», Col
o''- »,
P 2», 1 Jn 1'- « 2«- »• f"),
but also of the desolation of divine punishment
(Mt 8" 22" 25*', 2 P 2". ", Jude «• ").
1

Two instances of special darkness, recorded in the
Bible, call for notice.
(1) The ninth of the plagues
sent by

God upon the Egyptians was a plague

darkness (Ex

lU-'- ^).

of

Many commentators explain

due to a storm of tine dust and sand driven
from the desert by the S. wind, the Ifamsin, noted
The LXX seems to
for such effects in the spring.
have taken such a view, describing it as darkness,
thick cloud (yv6(po^), storm (BOiWa.).' Some have
regarded it as wholly miraculous but the other
plagues seem due to God's use of natural agencies.
(2) riie darkness at the crucifixion from the sixth
to the ninth hour (Mt 27", Mk lu*-, Lk 23"- ").
This the evangelists seem plainly to represent as
supernatural. The true text of Lk 23" (roO i)\lo\i
this as

'

and there is also the possibility that one of Gobryas' names was Darius,t
Under
which would account for the mistake.
these circumstances we must accept, until further
proof, the explanation, that D. tiie Mede was no
other than Gobryas of Gutium, who, being practi;

;

cally viceroy, may have been regarded as king
during the absence of Cyrus from Babylon, and
who, under the name of D. the Mede, by which he
was known to the Hebrews later on, conquered
and entered Babylon on the lOtli Tammuz, called
Daniel to the very high dignity of 'one of the
three presidents who were placed over the hundred
and twenty satraps,' and issued a decree, after
Daniel's miraculous deliverance, enjoining reverthrougliout his
ence for the God of Daniel
dominions. Jose)>huB gets rid of all ditliculties
presented by the title of king which is given to
D. the Mede in Daniel, by explaining that he took
Daniel the prophet with tiini into Media, and that
it was there that he appointed him one of the
thrt« presidents whom he set over his
three
hundred and sixty provinces. According to this

'the sun failing' or 'hav'the sun's light fading') has
indeed been thought to describe it as an eclipse.
This reading and interpretation were noted by
Origen, from whose remarks it appears that
objectors to Christianity had so explained it.
Origen rejected the reading, attributing it either
to a scribe's wish to provide an explanation or to
an enemy's wish to pervert the evangelical account
^kXiItoi-toj or ^xXurdn-os,

ing

'

'

failed';

RV

WII, Notes on selected readings). Origen also
rejected the view itself that an eclipse, natural or
miraculous (for so some explained it), was intended
(see

'

'

'75X

severe, darkne.ss is sometimes
associated with His operations in providence (Ps
18". "), in punishing (Am 5'*, Zeph 1'*), and in His

being Gobryas, who may thus be regarded as
having received the kingdom for him.' * Gobryas,
like Darius the Mede (6'), appointed governors in
Babj'lon, and seems also to have been in the
attack which resulted in Belshazzar's death [Bah.
Chronicle, Rev. col. i. 1. 22).
It will thus be seen
that Cyrus gave great power to (iobryas, who was,
viceroy,
Apparently,
therefore, the
in fact, his
t
later Jewish writers looked upon Gobryas as having as much authority as Belshazzar, whom they
regarded likewise as king, though he does not
appear ever to have reigned. The confusion of
the names of I), the Mede and Gobryas of Gutium
(he being governor of that place, which is regarded
as having included a part of Media), may have
been due to the scribes, who, being more familiar
with the Gr. form of the name of D. (the end of
which, when carelessly pronounced, bears a certain
resemblance to that of Gobrvas in that language)
than with the Heb. form Daryawesh, wrote one
other

riyn

crKirrot, (Tkot/o, ^"0005).

and His judgments

city,

for the

Gr.

OT

identitications

name

nc';;, ^:.-si^,

;

but all these
Astyages himself
seem quite untenable. It is true
that D. Hystaspis conquered Babylon, but that
was some thirty years later. Besides this, he was a
Persian, not a Alede and he was about thirty-six
years old, not sixty-two, when he began to reign.
The passage in Dn 5" where he is described as
havine received the kingdom (RV) leads one to
ask whether, in spite of the title of king which is
given to him (6'-' etc.), he may not have been
In the Gr. historians and
really governor only.
in the Bab. Chronule the name of D. the Mede
does not occur, he who preceded Cyrus to Babylon,
on the occasion of the siege and capture of that
(3)

and

fact

the perfect embodiment of rational and moral
truth, and since the knowledge of Him is man's
light, darkness is the natural antithesis of these
ideas. Hence in
it is emblematic of uothinguess
(Job 3*- '• ') more freq. it is equivalent to death (Job
1021. a 15a 1712-u, 1S29, Ec IPetc), and to the unknown or undiscovered (Job 12'^ 28', Is 45' etc. ).
So, too, it is the emblem of mysterious affliction,
and of the ignorance and frailty of human life
(2 S 22=», Job 19» 23", Ps 18-^ 107'"- '*, Is 9» 29"
42'. '8 etc.) ; of moral depravity (Is 5™ 60^ Pr 2'^),
and of confu.sion and destruction visited on the
wicked (Job 5'^ 15»" 20»', Ps 82», Pr 4'" 20", Is 8-=
59^ Ec 2'<, Jer 2^' etc.). It is also the symbol of
that which causes terror and distress (Gn 15'",
Is 5*" 47', La 3^, Ezk 32"* etc.).
Since, moreover,

this D. was, is difficult to ascertain with
Besides other proposals, D. the Mede
certainty.
has l>een identilied witli (1) Cyaxares II., the son
and successor of Astyages (Jos. Ant. X. xi. 4), but
no proof is given to support this theory ; (2) Darius

^Vho

;

(Heb.

in

A. PINCHES.

I.

[and their cogBesiies
its literal meaning, darkness is frequently used in
Scrip, metaphorically. Since God is light, because

and

9' 11').

Hystaspis

Mede was

authority, therefore, D. the
never ruler of Babylonia.*

the
the
the
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by Luke, though his language elsewhere seems to
imply the true text. Ihe charge that it was a
natural eclipse is put into the mouth of the Jews

'

in the

'

Acts of 1 ilaie, contained in the pseudowho in LOTi pp. 469, 479 n. maintAined a cautious

• Driver,

• He brought
Tammuz, Cynis

the array of Cyrus to Babylon on the 16th
arriving^ nearly four months later, on the 3rd
Marcheshvan.
N. 6) aaya that
t It is noteworthy that Xcnophon (Cyrxtp.
Oohryaa waa a man in yean*.'
I .los. {A nt. X. xi. 4, days that Darius (the Mrde). whom he
represcnta aa the kinsman of Oynis, ha'i another name amon^
the Ort-eka.' Apparently, the name of Uobryaa waa present to
bis mind when be wrote this.

reserve, adniittinj; the {>08sibility that D. the Mede nii^ht prove
to be a hist^triral character, acrees in his later editions with
Sayce, that the existence of such a ruler is completely excluded
The latter, as
by the monuments (cf. Sayce,
5^fT.).
well as 1'. llaupt (note on Dn Ci in Haupt's OT^, and a host <>f
modem scholars, argue that 1>. the Medo is due to confusitin
with I). IlystjLspis, who conijuered Ilahylnn (B.C. 620). On the
theory of the .\hiCcabnao date of Daniel, such a coofuidoa ! held
to be quit4. explicable.

UCM

'

'

'

I

'

—

'
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DAVID

Gospel of Xicodemiis. Eusebius {Chronicon) and
appealed also to the stateini'iit of

later Fathers

Phlegon of Tralles (of the 2nd cent.) that in the
202ud Olympiad (July A.l). 29 to 33) there was
the greatest eclipse of the sun over known, that it
became night at the sixth hour of the day, so that
stars appeared, and that there was a great earthquake in Bitliynia. These writers differ as to the
and Ideler place
year of the Olympiad, but

Wurm

29 (Wieseler, Hyuopsis of Four
3ol see, on the other hand, Whiston,
of Phlegon Vindicateil, Lond. 1732).
The insuperable objections to its identification with
the darkness at the crucili.Kion are, even apart from
the above date, that at passover the moon was full,
and the darkness lasted three hours. Seyffarth's
view (ChroH. Sacr. pp. 58, 59), that the Jewish
calendar was so deflected that the passover actually
fell at a new moon, ha.s founil no advocates, and
is wholly improbable, since the Jewish calendar
depended on observations of the moon. There is,
however, no need to interpret Luke of an eclipse in
the astronomical sense (WH, Notes on selected
readings). It is simply a statement that the sun's
See also LUiHT, PLAGUE*.
light failed.
G. T. PfUVF.s.
DARKON (; "y.). 'Children of D.' were among
those who returned with Zerubbabel (Kzr 2",
Neh 758). D. is called in 1 Es 5-23 Lozon. See
it

on Nov.

2-1, \.\>.

(rospels. p.
Teslimi)ivj

;

—

Ge.vealogy.

DARK SAYING.—This
/iidhdh, in

Ps 49*

dark speech
•hard question'

tr*

'

1412.

';.

13. 14.

15.

10.

'

Nu

12*

K

1

17.

Pr

78'-,

18.

is
1^.
'

;

Elsewhere /ndliHk is
dark sentence Dn 8-^
'

;

IQi,

2

Ezk

19^

the tr" of Heb. ^-^V

Ch
17^

9';
;

'riddle'

.Tg

and 'proverb'

RV

AV

41^'
give 'dart' for /f?
and
Hirai Xcyd/xcmi' of uncertain meaning.
In 1 Mac G^' two kinds of darts are referred to
(a)
as employed at a siege, and cast by engines
ordinary bolts or large arrows ; (b) darts wrapped

In Job
massa, a

—

Ancient defences, being
in some burning material.
built largely of wood, were easily set on fire.
In Kph e'" the suggestions of the evil one are
called ^^\j) nevvpuiiiva, with an obvious allusion to
the practice mentioned above. St. Paul opposes
Faith to the suggestions, as the soldier would
oppose the great shield (_Svpe6s) to the darts.
W. E. BAKNES.

DATHAN.—See

Kokaii.

DATHEMA

(^MBefia), 1 Mac 5«.— A fortress in
Baslian.
It may perhaps be the modern Dclmeh
on the S. border of tlie Lejjah district, N. of Ashteroth-karnaim.
The Peshitta reads liametlia
(Ramolh-gilead ?). See G. A! Smith, Hint. Geng.
588 f.
C. R. CoNDEK.

DAUB.—To

from Lat. dealbare (de down,
properly to rub down a wall with
whitewash. But in Engli.sh the word has always
been u.sed for wa.shing or plastering with any availnow used, even in its
able substance.
It
is
literal sense, contemptuously.
It has always been
used to describe bad writing, as Mnrprel. Ep.
(1589), 'When men have a gift in writing, howe
easie it is for them to daube paper'; or painting,
as Foote (1752), Works, i. 9, How high did your
genius soar? To the daubing diabolical angels for
ale-houses'
or besmearing of any kind, but esp.
with flattery, as South (171G), 'Let every one
therefore attend the sentence of his conscience
for, he may be sure, it will not daub, nor flatter
or to hide deformity.
In
daub occurs once
literally. Ex 2-' 'she took for him an ark of bulwith
and
It
slime
and with pitch
rushes,
daubed
"'"', mortar, clay).
Elsewhere onlv
(^'J?'''-!';, from
in Ezk (iSiD-is-K-isw 22-*) ^g, of whilewa.shing
Jerus. to hide its corruption, Heb. ['?'-]. whicli
(j?hi<s

white),

daul),

is

'

;

;

See RIDDLE.
In Wis 8^ we find 'dark
in first Prologue to Sir d. sentences'
tr.
of
(ahly/mra.
This Gr. word is the
it is
ildlmh in Nu 12*, 1 K 10', 2 Ch 9i, Pr l^
found in NT only 1 Co 13i- 4i/ aivlyixan, 'darkly,'
marg. in a riddle '). In Jn 16'-"- -^ Amer. RV has
and RV 'proverb' {napoinla.).
'dark saying' for
Cf. Coverdale, Letter to Cromwell of Dec. 13, 1538,
'Pitie it were that the darck places of the text
(upon the which I have alwaye set a hande) shulde
J. Hastings.
so passe undeclared.'

Hab

2".

and

sayings,'

'

LXX

;

'

AV

is also found in Lv l4<--«-<*
29* (EV 'overlay'). Is 44'*

13'^

the tr" of Heb. ""n; yd/ndh, in
my d. from the power of the
Ps 22- Diliver
my d. from the lions'
dog,' and 35" 'rescue
(marg. 'my only one'). 'My darlings' is also
is

'

'

(FV 'plaister'), Ch
(EV 'shut,' margins
1

subst. daubing occurs only Ezk
the d. wherewith ye have daubed
(0"r) for the plaster itself, a tr" which has

'daubed').
it ?

DARLING.— This

'

AV

where

come from

The

is

VVyclif.

J.

HASTINGS.

'

'

.

.

.

.

AVm

.

RV

(AV and
'my delicate
in Bar 4-'
Cf. Ko 1' VVyclif, 'to
ones.' Gr. oi rpv^epoi ^ou).
alle that ben at rome, derlyngis of god and clepid
holy'; and Latimer (irorits, ii. 438), 'Christ
Jesus, the dear darling and only begotten and
beloved son of God.' The word, now too familiar
for such usage, is formed from dear with suffix
-inrj, which became -ling through its freq. addition
to words ending in I; so nestling, seedling, etc.
The Heb. )/Qf/idh is used for an only son, but in
Ps 22'^' 35'" it is poetically transferred to the
psalmist's own life ' as the one unique and priceless posses.sion which can never be rejtlaced '
Oyf.
Heb. Lex. For the Eng. use compare Shaks. Othello,
HI. iv. 70—
Make k a darling like your precious eve.'
J. Hastings.
found

•

DART.

—

.loab is said to have thrust three ' darts
shebhU/hn, I^XX /SAtj) into the heart of
Absalom (2 S 18'<). Shehhel is, however, rather
a shepherd's rod, which might be used as a club if
one end were heavy and studded with nails (cf.
Cheyne on Ps 23*), or as a rough spear if one end
(-'r;'-^'

DAUGHTER.—See

.

Family.

but ''; 1 K 3" 11*- ^, Ezk 34", Hos,
Neh, Ch [except 1 Ch 138]
but TR Ao;3i5).— The name,
which in the Bible is given to no one e.xcept the
great king of Israel, Is perhaps a shortened form
of nodavahu ('^'T'' 2 Ch 20"), 'beloved of J",' or
Dodo ('-I'T 2 S 23-^*, ':'< 2 S 239, Heihibh), beloved
of him'; but, according to Sayce, was originally
Dodo, a title of the sun-god (cf. •i-'i-' on Moablte
In the Tel cl-Ainarna tablets of the
Stone, 1. 12).

"DAVID

('!•;,

Am, Zee, Ca, Ezr,
LXX, NT, Aoue;5,

'

Dudu is found. Our
B.C. the form
1.5th cent.
authorities for the life of David are derived entirely
from the OT.
The extra-biblical narratives, of
which the earliest are the fragments of Fupolemus
in ICuscbius, Pr(ep. Evang. ix. 30, and of Nicolas
of Damascus in Josephus, Ant. vil. v. 2, are either
dependent upon the OT, or are entirely legendary
The
(cf. Stanley, art. 'David' in Sniith's "/)/?).
reign of D., according to the traditional chronology,
but from Assyr. inscriptions
is dated li.C. 1055-1015
;

appears that Jehu is placed about 40 years too
early in Us.sher's chronology, and we must accordingly bring down the reign of D. by a period of
Hezckiah (2 Ch 32^) made darts, from 30 to 50 years.
were pointed.
ni?"f shela/i, in abundance for the defence of JeruThe biblical account of D. is to be found (i.) in
(ii.) in 1 Ch 2. 3.
salem.
the narrative of 1 S 16- I K 2
" Copi/right, 1S9S, by I 'harles Srribner's Sons
it

;

';
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Hu 41''--- and (^iii.) in the titles of
Of these three sources the first is
alike the oldest and the primary authority
information derived from the other two can be used
10-29; see also

many

;

psalnis.

;

only sparingly.
A considerable portion of the history in 1 Ch
is derived directly or ultimately from the Books of
Samuel, and cannot be cited as an independent
narrative, though it is often valuable for the
restoration of the text.
The fresh information
given by the Chronicler consist.s mainly of lists of

names and statistical details. In many cases the
numbers given condemn themselves
where we
have to deal with scries of names, there is no
;

absolute criterion to guide us
but it is to be
noticed that the new narratives are nearly always
marked by their late Ileb. style, and by the characteristic language of the Chronicler, while the
statements made are often more or less at variance
with the older account in Samuel.
It is rarely clear
that the author had access to ancient documents
other than the Books of Samuel, and his unverified
statements umst tlierefore be received with caution.
The picture of I), presented by him differs in
important respects from the earlier portrait it is
indeed the picture of an idealized David, such as
was present to the minds of devout .Jews of the
;ird cent. B.C.. when the true founder of the Isr.
monarchy was regarded as a model of piety and
the recognition of the full Priestly Code in the
time of I), was a fact never questioned (see
CllIiOSIOLES).
Seventy-three psalms bear the title to David,'
and in many cases, especially in Book II., there
is a fuller in.scription connecting the psalm with
some particular event in D.'s life. Many of these
titles recall the language of the Books of Sam., from
which indeed they may be derived.
The picture
of D. which they .suggest is not unlike that of
Chronicles.
On clo.ser examination, however,
it is seen that the contents of the psalm are often
not suitable to the alleged occasion
and so frc<iuenlly is this the ca.se, that it becomes unsafe to
accept the superscriptions, or even the Davidic
authorship of 'Davidic' psalnis, \inless the titles
are directly supported by internal evidence.
But,
without entering upon the wide question of the
date and authorship of the Psalter (.see PSALMS),
it may be said that in a large number of cases
the thoughts and language even of
Davidic
psalms remind us of the teaching of the great
l)roiihets, and seem to be largely dependent on it
the circumstances of the psalmists are often those
of the post-exilic Jews
and the religious ideas
and spiritual tone of the Psalter as a whole differ
widely from tho.se which the most trustworthy
authorities ascribe to D. himself, or to the period
The tendency among the
of the early monarchy.
best .scholars of the present day is to reduce the
directly Davidic element in the P.salter to the
narrowest limits. Hence it does not seem advisable
to illustrate the history or character of D. by
quotations from the Psalms.
For the history of D. we are thus practically
reduced to the Books of Samuel (with 1 K 1. 2); but
even this work contains elements of unequal historical value, and it is necessary to consider briefly
the structure of the book, and to form a critical
estimate of its contents.
;

;

;

'

;

'

;

One noticeable feature of the D. narratives contained In 1 S
is the existence of a number of *iloubIet«.' i.«. aeconntti
of very similar events, or dlverffent accounts i>f the sanie event.
These mav be here ernnneraled. (1) The Introduction of I>. to
.Saul. 1 S ir,"-»anil IT'-ls'; (2) the slavlni; of Oollalh of rtath,
1 S W-IH" and -i S 'Jl'";
(H) Saul easts his spear at I)., 1 8
IsiMianil 111". '»; (4) .lonalhan's Intercession for I)., lH'-' and
'in; (.'»! the covenant between I^. and •lonatban, -iuii-is. 4a and
o;^ifl_iH
(,.,j ti,^, nrliriti of the
proverb, Is Saul also am4)n^ the
prophets?' ill"', and lll>»-13; (7) I), at the court of Achlsh,
.'!">-'» ond 2"-a?> 21); (8) D. spores Saul's life, -£4 and
20; (9)
lfi-:ll

*

.
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the death of Saul, 1 S 31 and 2 S li-i«. These paroUels are not
equally convincing ; in certain cases the diver{;ent narratives
bo harmonized more or less satisfactorily in others It is
possible that an event occurred more than once In D.'s life,
though it would be strange that with reference, e.g., to D.'s
llicht to Gath. or his sparing Saul's life, no allusion should be
iu.ide in the narrative to a previous similar occurrence.
cannot, however, separate these peculiarities in the historv of
I>. from similar phenomena in the hi.story of Saul, where wefind
two accounts of his appointment as kiiij;. and of his rejection.
are therefore obliged to recognize the existence of two
I)arallel narratives in the present 1 S, and these must be separated as far as possible, and coini)ared, if we would gain a clear
idea of D.'s earlier life.
In 2 S the case is somewhat ditlerent.
Of a double narrative there we have hardly any traces. On the
other hand, we have a detailed and continuous narrative {ch
11-20 with 1 K I. 2), the work of a single writer, which describes
the history of D.'s family and court at Jerus., and is a document
of the highest importance.
The earlier chapters (.1-S) and
the a[>i)endix (21-'i4) are of composite origin ; there are indications that their contents have been partially rearranged ; and
later editors or redactors have left their mark on these chapters.
The following analysis, taken mainly from Budde {liichter uiid
all

may

;

We

We

Snmuel)y will be found useftll. Some comments upon it will be
found in the course of this article
for fuller particulars see
Sa-muel, Hooks of.
A. ( Budde. ,1) IS 16I»-M1S5. 2«-»(,«-8i''-» 20.22. •23l-"«->«-l»2.'.2-'*
24. 27, 28'. ' 29. 80. 2s*-26 8], 2 S ]i~*.l'-2i 0, 8*. '^-3" 4, 51-3. i7_:o
(^y21llsJ2'23»-»») 6i>->2 6. S"',V.i-i» s'«-i» = 20M-M9--Jn,
K 1 2
B. (Hudde, E) 1 8 17. Ib'-» i»-") '-'» lu'-" 21'-» 2.S'«i^'8i'' 26,
2 S !»-«.
Det.iched narratives of various dotes
2 S 21'-" 24, 1 9 IC-"
19"«-" 21"'-">, 2 S 7. 22. 231-'.
Editorial additions, based in part on older material
2 9 S*-"",
;

1

:

—

;

1

K

—

'2(1-12).

No account

is

taken here of minor interpolations and editorial

additions.
Of these different outhorities the oldest and most voluable is
the family history of D. referred to above (2 9 9-20, 1
1. 2);
its det.iiled descriptions and graphic touclies do not indeed
prove the writer to have been a contemporar,v of the events
but be clearly possessed trustworthy sources oflnformation, and
must he placed not very long after D.'s time. The remaining
jtortions of .\ are not so detailed, and are apparently of somewhat later date.
B is still later, and in several points less
reliable than A
while of the shorter sections some are shown
by their contents, and by the hleas there expressed, to be of
high antiquity (2 S 21. '24), others are certainly later than B,
ami in part dependent on B. All, however, are earlier than the
lime of .losiah ; and only in 2 S 7 (pre-exilici, in the Songs
(2 S 22. 281-") and the editorial additions, can we trace the
influence of Deuteronomy.

K

,

;

David was the youngest .son of Jesse, a Judajan
of Bethlehem, who seems to have belonged to one
of the principal families of his native town (yet cf.
S 18'*).
1
No particulars as to the ancestry of
Jesse are given in 1 Sam. (contrast the case of Saul,
1 SO'); but in the (later) genealogy in Kuth he is
called the son of Obed, and grandson of Boaz, and
his descent is traced back to the familv of Perez
(Ru 4"'-2- see also 1 Ch 2»-"). The name of D.'s
mother is nowhere given his three elder brothers
were called Eliab ('.' Kliliu, 1 Ch 27i»), Abinadab,
and Shammah (Shimeah, 2 S \S^ -Shimei, 2 S2r-i),
see 1 S !(>''-'> 17i».
1 S Kii'f- and I7i- .speak of eight
sons of Jesse, and in 1 Ch 21-'-"' three more names
are given, Nethanel the 4th, Haddai the oth, and
Ozem the (!th, D. being there termed the 7th. The
si.sters of I)., Zeruiah (the mother of Joab, Abishai,
and Asahel) and Abigail (the mother of Ainasa),
were probably half-sister.s, for in 2 S IT^ Abigail is
called daughter of Nahash and sister to Zeruiah
cf. 1 Ch 2i«- ").
first hear of D. when he was introduced
to the court of Saul.
The king had been attacked
with morliid melancholy, called by the histiu'ian
His servants suggested
'an evil spirit from J".'
that a skilful player ui)on the harp should bo
brought to soothe the king with his music, and
1)., tlie son of Jes.se, was chosen for this ollice.
The narrative (1 .S Ki'''-'') is probably to be ci'iinected with tlie statement of H''-, that Saul
gathered round liim every valiant warrior in
Israel
and in like manner I)., who is described
as 'a mighty man of valour and a man of war,'
was summoned to the court. In addition to being
a skilful iimsician, he was prudent in sjieecli (or
business), a comely j)er.sun, and one who enjoyed
the favour of J".
The young minstrel won the
;

;

;

;

We

;

'

;
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favour of the king, who made him his armourhearer (of. 1 S 14iff- 31<-«, 2 S 18'5 23"), and kept
him in attendance upon his person.
From another source, however, we have a different account of
D.'s first introduction
to
Saul,

in

the beautiful and familiar story of the

encounter with Goliath (ch. 17^-18*). Here David
is represented as a mere lad, a goodly youth of
fair countenance, inexperienced in war (17^- *'^),
wlio used to tend his father's sheep. During a
war with the Philistines, I), was sent by his father
with a present to liis tliree brothers, who were
serving in Saul's army in the Valley of Elah. On
reaching the camp he heard the defiant words of
the giant, Goliath of Gath, and, undeterred by his
eldest brother's reproaches, he inquired among
the soldiers concerning the king's reward promised
to any man who would overcome the Philistine
When brought before the king, the
champion.
youth at once offered to go out against the Philistine, relating how he had protected his father's
sheep from the lions and bears which had attacked

them

17*'"-

frequentative, see Driver,
Text of Sam.). Putting aside the armour offered
by the king, he advanced to meet the giant. He
brought his opponent to the ground by a stone
slung against his forehead, and then cut off his
liead with his own sword.
The fall of their
champion was followed by the rout of the PhilisSo far was D. at this time unknown
tine army.
to Saul, that the king instructed his chief commander, Abner, to inquire concerning the 'stripling's' parentage,
a question which D. answered
for himself as he returned from the fray with the
From this time forward
giant's head in his hand.
D. was kept at the court of Saul, while a close
friendship sprang up at once between him and the
king's son Jonathan.
(tenses in

—

Many

attempts have been made to harmonize
It is suggested that D. had

the two narratives.

returned home from his position as minstrel, and
had since grown out of recognition or that Saul's
;

question to Abner related to D.'s family, but that
known to Saul. Neither of
lie personally was
these explanations can be regarded as satisfactory,
nor do they account for the discrepancy between
the .skilled warrior of 16'* and the shepherd lad of
The difficulty attracted attention at an
'[l^^-*''.
17'^ seems to be a harmonistic addiearly period.
tion by some later editor, and represents D. as
going backwards and forwards between his home
which is with the
and the court. Similarly,
sheep,' a clause which does not agree with v.'",
must be regarded as a later gloss. The
(cod.
B) offers a more violent solution of the problem,
so.
ss.jg^
1712-31.
«.
omitting
it thus gets rid of the
description of 1). as sent to the camp by his father,
of
question
concerning
the young hero,
and
Saul's
D. being represented (v. ^-) as already in attendtext has been accepted
ance upon Saul. The
as original by competent .scholars (W. K. Smith,
Stade, Cornill)
but others with good reason adhere
to the MT, and regard the omissions of the LXX

W

'

LXX

;

LXX

;

as due to an attempt to reconcile chs. 16 and 17
(Driver, Cheyne, Wellhausen [Compii.'<ition], Kuencn, Budde, etc.).
Even in the
text D. is
a shepherd lad (vv. ^- *-), not the warrior of 16"- -1
in language and style the onutted paragraphs do
not differ from the rest of the chapter, while certain expressions wliioh suggest a later hand (e.f/.
a.ts-embly v. ", Jerusalem '^) are found also in the
and the original covenant between 1). and
Jonathan, to which allusion is made more than
once subsequently, is related only in 18'"*. In fact
all tliese attempts to reconcile the two accounts of
the first meeting of D. and Saul are unsuccessful
we can only recognize them as two versions of the
history, and choose between them.
And here we

LXX

LXX

;

;

see the importance of the statement of 2 S 21"
that ' Elhanan the sou of Jair (cf. Driver, Text oj
Sam.) the Bethlehemite, slew Goliath the Gittite,
the staff of whose spear was like a weaver's beam
(cf. 1 S 17").
The Chronicler indeed states that
' Elhanan
slew Lahmi the brother of Goliath
(1 Ch 20^), but the 'harder' reading of 2 Sam. is
certainly to be preferred.
It has been .suggested
that Elhanan was the original name of David
but of this there is no hint in
(Bottcher, Sayce),
either passage, and the father of Elhanan is .lair
or that the name of Goliath
(or Jafir), not Jesse
has been wrongly transferred to D.'s enemy, who,
in 1 S 17, is usually termed simply the Philistine.'
On the whole, however, it seems more probable
that Goliath of Gath was slain at a later period by
one of D.'s warriors, also a native of Bethlehem
and subsequently the victory was by tradition ascribed to D. himself, and put back to the period of
his boyhood.
In this case we must accept 1 S
16'^*^ as giving the true narrative of D.'s first
introduction to Saul
but the popular tradition
has left its mark on other parts of the history of

—
;

—

'

;

;

David.

A

story of D.'s earliest

life is

given in

1

S

16'-i',

where we read how, after Said's rejection, Sanmel
was sent in accordance with J"'s instructions to
Bethlehem. There he invited Jesse to a sacrifice,
and, after sending a special summons to the young
David, who was tending the sheep, anointed him in
the midst of his brothers.
This narrative now
forms the introduction to the history of D. it is
the counterpart to 1 S lO'ff- (the anointing of Saul
by Samuel), and explains the coming of the Spirit
of God upon D., and its departure from Saul
but,
as it stands, the account can hardly be aocepted as
historical.
Independently of any difficulties raised
by the character and position here assigned to
Samuel, which resemble what we find in the later
narrative of the choice of Saul, the fact that D.'s
anointing attracted so little attention has more
than once been remarked as strange.
His own
brother Eliab seems unaware of it (17^), while
D. himself appears unconscious of his destiny (18"),
and always regards Saul as the Anointed of J" (1 S
24« 26'*, 2 S 1").
The explanation that this anointing was only a mark of favour bestowed on the
most honoured guest, and that D. was here given
a place like that assigned to Saul at Ramah (9'^-, so
Klostermann, Ewald, W. R. Smith), does not do
justice to the narrative, and anointing in the OT
implies the conferring of some office.
Our authorities do not enable us to say how long
D. continued in the position of Saul's min.strel and
armour-bearer.
His success in war against the
the
Philistines
his popularity among the soldiers
the
love of Michal and her marriage with D.
strong friendship between D. and Jonathan, who
these
entered into a covenant of brotherhood,
facts are all attested by more than one passage in
both the main narratives. But it is not quite easy
to trace and explain the begiiniing of the distrust
which Saul conceived for his young favourite, who
had been immioted to the position of captain of the
bodyguard (1 S 22'* LXX). It is only natural that
there should be some want of definiteness in the
narratives.
The facts could be known only to
tho.se belonging to the innermost circle of the
court, and all our records are written from the
If any illpoint of view of friends of David.
advised action on his part contributed to excite
The
Saul's ill-will, we are told nothing about it.
main rea.son alleged for Saul's enmity is his
jealousy of D.'s popularity and success in war,
which is said to have been excited by the song of
the women, who met the victorious warriors with
the words, Saul hath slain his thousands, and 1).
But besides this there are hints
his ten thousands.'
;

;

;

;

;

—

'
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of a suspicion thai D. had conspired with Jonathan
to dethrone liini (cf. 1 S 203 f- 22'^).
Everything
that we are told of Jonathan goes to prove the
baselessness of such a suspicion, and his continued
affection for I), is evidence of D.'s innocence ; but
we can well imagine that the melancholy from
which Saul suffered served to increase any jealousy
or distrust when once aroused, and it is possible
that he feared that his subjects might regard him,
owmg to his occasional attacks of madness, as no
longer a fit ruler of the nation.
The chapter which describes the growth of the

estrangement between Saul and D. lies before us
in two forms.
Here again the LXX lias a shorter
text, omitting from ch. 18 w.^-"- i-'d. ii-io. 211,. m. 31.
Tims the account of Saul's casting his spear at D.
is omitted, and tlie promi.se of marriage with the
elder daughter Merab
the gradual growth of Saul's
jealousy is described, and each stage is appropriately emphasized with the words
Saul was afraid
of D.' (v.'-), 'Stood in awe of him' (v.'°), 'was
yet more afraid (v.'^) and on account of the clear
;

'

'

;

and consistent picture given

in this version,

many

scholars accept the LXX text as original (so Wellh.,
Kueneii, Stade, Driver, W. R. Smith, Kirkpatrick).
IJut Cornill allows that the promise of Merab is
the proper fultilnient of the king's promise to the
slayer of tJoliath (17-''); and Budde urges the inconsistency of adopting the
recension in
ch. la, and rejecting it (as Wellh., Kuenen, Driver
do) in ch. 17.
He accounts for the difficulties preby analysing the chapter into
sented by the
sections derived from the two principal documents
(.so also Cheyne)
and this seems to be the most
satisfactory solution of the problem. Comparing
the parallel narratives, we gather that D. was
placed by Saul at the head of an armed force,
either as a mark of favour (18' A), or because of his
growing distru.st (v.'-'B) that Saul's jealousy was
excited on some occasion when D. returned from
a victory over the Philistines (vv.*-'*, probably A
and B, note the double introduction to v.*') that
this did not prevent the marriage of D. to Saul's
younger daughter Michal (vv.-"-^' A, cf. '"-'s B). Indeed it is not improbable that the estrangement is
placed too early, and that Saul gave his daughter
to the popular and successful officer in order to
bind him to his interests, rather than that he alre.idy desired to comjiass D.'s death.
Jonathan's
intercession for his friend failed to effect a real reconciliation (I'.f 7 B, 20 A)
and when Saul, in a
madness, hurled his spear at D. while he
lit of
played the harp before the king, D. felt that his
life was in danger, and that he mu.st flee from
the court (1 !•'' " B, 18"- " A, probably removed
from its original position when A and B were

LXX

MT
;

;

—

;

;

combined).
Tlip rletAlla triven

A. Sunt

by the two narrntivos

According to
a luure »nare, hoping thai
difTcr.

ntlVrt'fl IiIm flau^'htcr u> I>. a,-,
tmttle, us the dowry was llxed at ItHt forcHklns
of lilt' I'hllKtltic.H ; l)iit I)., without loft!* of time, procured twlcii
thp required number (l'-"200, .MT; Km, 1,.\.\). and won his
bride.
After this (vv.»-"), Saul Ina frenzy attempted the life of
Ids sondn-law, and, wlieti 1). coinplalneil t4i tlonathan, the latter
repudlatiHl the Idea that his father hail any real Intention of
harmlni; him. To deterndne the klntf'.s true feelings. It was
then ak'reeil that 1). should stay In hiding during the new-moon
festival, while •Jonathan was to e.\cU!>e his friend's absence from
the royal table on the prelexl that he harl been summoned to a
family feast at Bethlehem. On the lirst day of D.'s absence
nothing was said : on the next dav, in answer to Saul's ln<iulries.
•lonathan made the excuse agreed upon, whereat the king burst
forth lnt() furious reproaches against I>. and his son, and hurled
his spear at .Tonathati, who alteinpted to intercede for his fHend.
In anger .Tonathnn left tiie table, and next Tnornlng went to the
ai>polnted place In the tlelil.
I'mler pretence of shooting at a
mark, he sent an arrow beyond the stone where L>. lay concealed ;
and while the boy carrksl back his niaster's weapons, the two
friends took an atfectionate farewell. t>n ch. 20, which has perha;is not reiicheil us ipille in Its original form, it may be remarked
tlial .liinalhan's denial of aiiv wish on tile part of Saul to harm
li. r:ii:) 1, iinr.iiy apprcjr.riaie after I'.n-;. m.iT; „„,| tliat while a
niere act of frenzy US'"*- \V^-) iidght leave L). uncertain as to
Haul's Intentions, ho could not have any doubt after Saul had
hi- riiii..'hl riilll[i
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deliberately sent messengers to kill him (19"-"), or be expected
to appear at the king's table Cio^' "• "1.
According to the second narrative (H), It was owing to Saul's
jealousy that D. was removed from the position of aruiourbearer to that of captain of a thousand (Is'^t. and when the time
came for his promised marriage (cf !""», Merob the elder
daughter was given to .\drlel of Meholah. Our account of D.'s
marriage with .Michal seems to be derived from the other source,
but the obscure words at the end of v.'i are perhaps a fragment
of the second narrative. Saul's ill-wlll towards his former
favourite increased so greatly that he i)urposed to put him to
death, .lonathan. however, "pleaded to his father D.'s good
deeds, and especially his victory over the Philistine (Goliath);
and on Saul's relenting he brought D. out of his hiding-place ia
the Held, and presented him to bis father (11)'-'). The reconciliation, however, was of no long duration, for, shortly a/fer
-Jonathan's appeal, Saul, in a tit of madness, east his speiir at D.
as he played on the harp before him.
D. lied to his house, but
that night (ly" LX)X Saul sent messengers to watch the house,
and. while respecting his sleeping enetuy in accordance with
Oriental custom, he ordered tliem to kill him in the morning.
1). was ^aved by the faithful Miclial, who lowered him through
the window, while she placed in his bed the teraphim or household image, and covered It with the bed-clothes. Next morning
tlie messengers brought word that D. was ill ; but. when charged
to bring him In the bed, the frauil was discovered, and Michal
had to plead In self-defence that 1). had threatened her life if she
hindered his escape. With regard to this series of narratives it
may be pointed out that the similarities between portions oj
in'-' and eb. 'iO suggest, though they do not prove, that we have
before us two dltferent versions of the same event, while the
reference to the victory over Goliath connects the former passage with ch. 17. Further, the dilference of phrase. )logy in IS'"I'J"*- (cf. also '.'U^) favours the view that these verses are the
work of independeut writers, rather than tliat the former passage has merely been borrowed from the latter afl«-r the time of

the

LXX.

For the

rest of Saul's reign D. was an exile from
home, and an outlaw (1 S 21-31). Some incidents during this period of his life are described
with minute and graphic touches, which bear the
evident stamp of geiiuiiiene.ss in other cases the

his

;

accuracy of the narrative is more doubtful. The
analysis of these chapters does not present many
difficulties, and more than once the existence of
double versions of the same story can hardly be
doubted.
It is only natural that many stories of
D.'s adventures should have been current among
the people long before they were written down
and many a place in the wilds of Judah would
doubtless claim to be the site of some memorable
event in the outlaw life of the great national hero
while from ch. 30'*-3' it is clear that we possess but
a fragmentary account of his many wanderings.
According to the present Book of" Samuel, D,,
after e.sca|>ing from Saul's messengers, lied first to
Kamah, where he took refuge with Samuel at a
prophetic school. Thrice Saul sent messengers to
capture him (cf. 2 K 1), but each time the men
were overcome by the sacred minstrelsy of the
prophets and when Saul came in per.son, he too
was filled with prophetic frenzy, and stripping off
;

;

;

his clothes lay naked all the night (lO'*-'-'*).
Grave
doubts, however, have been raised against this

narrative.
For a Judiean like D., flight southwards Wits more natural from Gibeah tlian northwards to Kamah the connexion between Samuel
and the jiropliets is not that presented by the
older history of Saul ami Samuel, where indeed
;

another explanation given of the proverb
also among the prophets? ' (lOH'-)
while
the present narrative can hardly be by the author
of ch. 1&, who implies (v.!") that Saul and Samuel
did not meet again. The conception of the prophetic school ;us here described is probably later
than the time of D. and we must regard it as at
lea.st doubtful whether D. had any dealings with
Samuel.
If we reject this narr.ative as of later origin, the
first place visited by 1). in his flight will be the
priestly city of Nob, which lay south of Gibeah
and due north of Jerusalem. To Ahimelech, the
head of the priests of Eli's family, he alleged that
he was bound on urgent business for the king, and
accordingly obuiined thrc.igh him, as on previous
occasions (22"), an answer from the oracle. The
there
'

is

Is .Saul

;

;

;
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only provisions wliich the priest could ofier was
tlie sacred shewbread, removed that day from tlie
sanctuary and tliis David accepted, stating that
lie and his companions were ceremonially clean.
Ahimelech is said also to have given to I), the
sword of Goliath, which was kept wrapped in a
cloth behind the Ki'lloD. This visit to Nob was
followed by important consequences.
Shortly
afterwards, while Saul was holding court under
the tamarisk in Gibeali, he complained to his Benjaniite followers of their ingratitude in taking part
Hereagainst him with his own son and David.
upon the Edomite Doeg, the chief herdman of Saul,
or rather 'the mightiest of his runners' (21", so
Griitz, Driver), declared that he had seen D. at
Nob, where Ahiraelech had consulted the oracle on
his behalf, and supplied him with food and weapons.
Saul at once suspected that the priest also was
party to a conspiracy against him, and perhaps
that he had been consulting the oracle as to its
success.
He summoned to his presence Ahimelech and the priests of his family, and, refusing to
accept their denial of any knowledge of a conspiracy, ordered his guards to put them to death.
The guards hesitated, but Doeg carried out the
;

king's orders. Eighty-five priests were slain, and
the city of Nob completely destroyed.
Only one
member of Eli's family escaped the massacre, Abiathar, a son of Ahimelech, who fled to D., probably
and the latter, feeling that the disaster
to AduUara
was in some measure due to himself, promised the
;

According to Budde, %ve
his iirotection.
have underlying 1 S 21'-' 22'^--^ two versions of D.'s
visit to Nob, and the denunciation of Doeg
notice
that 22' '* imply that Ahimelech consulted the
oracle for David, whereas nothing is said of this in
21'-^.
Budde connects the earlier passage with B,
the second with A, and regards the allusions to
Goliath's sword in 22''- '^ as added to connect the
two narratives. Others (Wellb., Kuenen, Stade)
ascribe both chapters to the same writer, and
reject 2V- " (Heb. s. !•)) 22"''> as later glosses.
In
any case, these verses presupposed the account of
D. and Goliath in ch. 17.
Our present narrative represents D. as fleeing
from Nob to Gath. Here, it is said, at the court of
Achisli, he was recognized as the Isr. warrior, and
in consequence he feigned madking of the land
ness, drumming (v.''' LXX) on the doors, and letting
the spittle fall on his beard, so that at the command of Achish he was driven away (21 '"-'5). It
is doubtful, liowever, whether D. W(mld really have
taken refuge among the Philistines at such an
early period of his wanderings
and wlien he appears at Gath at a later time, no hint is given of
this earlier visit.
Probably we have here again a
doublet,' and our narrative represents a popular
legend, the product of a desire to represent in a
fugitive

:

'•

'

'

;

;

'

patriotic light D.'s residence among the
Philistines.
Far more reliable is the account in
22'<''-, according to which D. fled (from Nob) to the
cave, or stronghold (so Wellh., Stade, Budde ; cf.
v.-"), of AduUam.
This place must be looked for,
not, according to a tradition dating from the 12tli
cent. All., on the south of Bethlehem in the Wmlij
Khareitun, but in the Shephelah west of Hebron
(cf. On 38', .Jos 1535; and see G. A. Smith, Hist,
iieog. p. 229 f.).
Here the wild character of the

more

country afforded him a hiding-place he was among
his own tribesmen, and on the extremity of Judah
Saul's authority was weakest.
The brothers and
kinsmen of 1)., who had to fear Saul's vengeance,
gathered round him, together with distressed
debtors and discontented men of every class, so
that D. soon found himself the leader of a band of
some 400 men. Of tliese, several doubtless were
not of Israelitish origin (cf. 1 S 2I>" and perhaps
according to 1 Ch 12*-'8 certain valiant
2 S 2;?'"-"')
;

;

men of Judah and Benjamin joined
here, and not long afterwards (1 S 23") D.'s
followers are reckoned at GOO.
His parents he
l)laced under the protection of the king of Moab, a
step which may perhaps be explained by reference
to the Book of Ruth, where D.'s descent is traced
from Kuth the Moabitess. According to 22'', a
verse of which the connexion is somewhat obscure,
D., at the advice of the prophet Gad, removed from
his stronghold to the forest of Hareth
but he is
certainly again in the Shephelah when we next
hear of him. News came to I), that the Phili.stines
were raiding Keilah, doubtless a frontier town west
of Hebron, and perhaps south of Adidlam.
An
opportunity now offered itself to him of at once
a-ssisting his countrymen and making a fresh name
as a warrior.
Having inquired of the priestly
Gadites and

him

;

ephod, which Abiathar had brought from Nob, and
received a favourable answer, D. marched down
with his band, and drove away the Philistines from
Keilah. To Saul it seemed that the time for capturing his enemy had now come.
He summoned
his army in order to besiege Keilah
but D., learning from the oracle that the inhabitants would save
themselves by delivering over him and his men to
Saul, escaped betimes, and Saul abandoned his
;

expedition.

D. is next found in the wild and partially desert
country to the south of Judah, or in tlie neighbourhood of the Dead Sea. The wilderness of Ziph and
of Maon are especially connected with his wanderings.
Here doubtless D. was welcome, and probably he was able to protect the inhabitants from
the inroads of wild
the south and east.

nomad

tribes living farther to

At this point the double narrative reappears, as is specially
noticeable in the case of the two accounts of D. sparing Saul's
That ch. "26 refers to a second occasion, althou^'h no reference is there made to a former proof of D.'s generosity, seems
life.

antecedently improbable; and this impression is confirmed on
cnniparin;; the two narratives.
Each is introduced by an ufl'er
of the Zipliites to betray D.'s liidinp-jilace to Saul (2:5" 2r.»)
each ends with a confession of D.'s nol)le conduct placed in the
mouth of Saul and a careful comparison of the lan(;iia^e (see
Kuenen, Budde) shows either literary dependence of one upon
the other, or the dependence of both on some cinnmon tradition.
Owing to the occurrence in ch. '20 of certain antiijue conceptions
U'sp. v.'"). it has commonly been supposed that this is the earlier
chapter iso Kuenen, Wellli., Stade, Driver) Biulde, on the other
hand (so Cheyne), shows good reason for connecting ch. 24 with
the.V narratives, in which case it belongs to tlie earlier document,
while the archaic colouring of ch. 2t', may be due to the fact that
it has undergone less editorial revision tlian the earlier chapter
(see esp. 242'*'-)liudde further argues Irom tlic scene of ch. 25
(.\laon V.2 L.\X'. cf. 2o2*ff-) that this chapter came originally
between chs. '2:i and 24. probably having been transposed in order
to sejjarate the doublets, eiis. 24 and 26.
There are other traces
of editorial revision in ch. 2:i. especially in the somewhat e.\iiggerated language of v.'*'-. and the reduHdant description of D.'s
haunts {ih.) is probably the result of contlation. Many regard
the covenant of the two friends (vv.^o-'S) as a mere doublet of
2on-23 |j);e that passage, the ver.ses suggest the objection that
.lonathan couhl hardly have thus definitely regarded D. as his
However this may be, the narrative proceeds
father's successin-.
smoothly alter the account of .Jonathan's visit, when the transposition above mentioned has been made.
;

;

;

While D. was hiding in the hill of Hachilah and
the neighbouring desert, the Ziphites sent word of
his haunts to Saul, ami at the king's rei|uest began
to watch his movement.s, while an army was being
collected.
D. meanwhile withdrew southwards
to the wilderness of JIaon, on the edge of the
Arabah, whither he was jiursued by Saul. At one
time, we are told, a single rocky ridge separated
the two forces but while D. was endeavouring to
make good his escape before his band was completely surrounded, Saul was unexpectedly recalled
to repel a sudden raiii of the Philistines.
Popular
tr.adition pointed out the cliff known as Selaof
Divisions') as
hammahUkiith {i.e. prob. Kock
the scene of this narrow escape (23'''"''-').
detailed
and
most
One of the most
reliable accounts wliieli we possess of the whole period of
D.'s wanderings relates to the time when he was
;

*

:
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Here dwelt a wealthy

uamed Nabal, belonging

to the Calebthat of Judah,

a tribe closely connected with
llis large
though originally distinct from it.
liocks were pastured on Carniel, S. K. of Hebron;
and not only were they unniok-sted by D.'.s men,
but the latter had served to protect them from the
Hearing that Nabal Wiis
attacks of nomad tribes.
ites,

shearing his sheep, I), sent ten men with a courteous request for a present for liis band, but was met
with a churlish refusal. In wrath D. at once commanded llis men to arm and while a third of the
company was left in charge of the baggage, he
marched with the rest to avenge the insult reFortunately, Abigail, Nabal's
ceived from Xabal.
beautiful and prudent wife, had been warned by a
of
her
husband's
unseemly conduct. (She
.servant
immediately caused a large supply of provisions to
be prepared, and without informing her husband
rode to meet 1). with her jire.sent. She met the
;

armed band coming down

the mountain side,

and

throwing herself at D.'s feet begged him to accept
the gift, and to pay no heed to her husband's insults, while she expressed a hope that in time to
come no remembrance of blood needlessly shed
might rise up to trouble his mind. Her discretion
and her [ileadings were not lost on D.; he accepted
the present from her hand, and abandoned his purpose of vengeance and bloodshed. When Abigail
returned home, she found her husband drunk at a
shearing feast, but next morning slie told him of
l-'ear and
the danger which he had just escaped,
vexation caused a shock, of which he died ten days
later; and I)., who now felt that J" had indeed
defended his cause, took .Abigail to wife. He thus
established a powerful family connexion with the
south of Judah, and he further increased his influence by marriage with Ahinoam of the southern
At the same time his first
.Jezreel (cf. .Jos 15''').
wife, .Michal, was given by Saul to Paltiel, the son
of (iallim (1 S25).
seems to have been after this, according to the
original history of A, that David removed to the
desert tract west of the Dead Sea, and made his
abode in ICngedi, whither he was followed by Saul,
of

r.ai.sh,

It

We

are told
after the retreat of the Philistines.
that on one occasion Saul entered a large cave for
a necessary purpose, at a time when D. and his
men were hidden in the reces.ses of the cave.
Though urged by his followers to slay his pursuer,
Anointed of J",' and conI), refused to harm the
tented himself with cutting off a corner of the long
robe which lay spread out before and behind the
owner. D. followed Saul as he left the cave, and,
holding out the portion of his njlje, showed the king
how he had been at the mercy of the man whom
he was so relentlessly pursuing and he begged
'

;

who charged D.
with conspiring against him. Saul Wiis touched at
and in language which clearly
this generosity
reflects the thoughts of a historian of a later time,
he is ma<le to openly acknowledge his rival's
superiority, and to recognize him as the future
king of Israel (1 S 24). The other version of this
story (cli. 2(i), which, though coming from a later
document, has preserved many original features
him no longer

to listen to those

;

lost in ch. 24, places D. in the hill of Ilachilah,

and

his pursuit hither by Saul
to
the
One night Saul
information of the Ziphites.
encamped in a deep valley surrounded by slcu])

attributes

but the place being discovered by D.'s
D., accompanied by Abishai, descended
from the hills, and entereil unob.served into the
Kefusing to
laager where Saul lay slee|iing.
allow Abishai to smite a sleeping enemy, he b.ade
him carry away Saul's spear and water-cruse and
when they had again climbed the hill above the
camp, D. shouted aloud, and thus aroused first

cliffs;

spies,

;
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whom he blamed severely for his careless
watch, and then Said himself.
To Saul, who
recognized his voice, D. made a passionate appeal
'Why did the king continually pursue him ? if ,)"
had stirred him up to do so, might he be propitiated
with an offering or were men seeking to drive I).
out of J"'s laud ?
The king confessed that he had
sinned, and promised to do 1). no more harm, and
the two parted their several ways.
Whatever be the exact details of this meeting, it
is clear that 1). felt himself
no longer safe in
Judah, and as a last resort he passed over to the
national enemy, and took refuge with liis family
and his followers at the court of Achish, son of
Maoch, king of Gath. A tried warrior at the head of
tiOO men, he was readily welcomed
but, not liking
to dwell in the cajiital, he asked for a .settlement of
received
town
his own, and
the southern
of Ziklag,
where he established himself as the vassal of his
protector.
It wa.s now necessary for IJavid
to
devise some means of ensuring the confidence of
his master without injuring or estranging his own
people. Accordingly, he made asucce.ssion of raids
upon the Amalekites, Girzites, and other desert
tribes living between Egypt and the south of
Palestine.
By putting to death all who fell into
his Iiands, D. was able to represent to Achish that
his frays were directed against Judah, and against
the allied tribes of the Kenites and Jerahnieelitts
He had been living at Ziklag some Ki
(1 S 27).
months (v.'), when the Philistines prepared for a
Abuer,

:

'

;

decisive struggle against Israel.
Achish called
upon his vassal to accompany him to the war, and
D. with professions of fidelity responded to the

He had now placed him.self in a false and
dangerous position. Even if he were willing to aid
his fellow-countrymen,
the
Philistines against
success ill the war would liave effectually prevented
him from becoming the accepted leader of Israel.
Fortunately, the other Phil, leaders were less ready
than Acliish to trust him. When D. and his troops
appeared in the rearguard with Achish at Aphek,
the
Philistine
hosts were mustering, the
as
princes protested against the presence of the famed
Lsraelitish leader, and urged that treachery to them
in battle would be the surest way to a reconciliation
Achish was therefore
with the king of Isi-ael.
reluctantly compelled to bid D. dejiart, and next
morning he turned homewards with his men (clis.
28'f- 2i»).
Two days later they reached Ziklag, to
find that a sudden raid of the Amalekites had laid
call.

town

in ruins and carried the inhabitants capD. was the first to recover his composure,
and, encouraged by an answer from J" given
through the epiiod of Abiathar, he started to pursue the foe.
At the brook He.sor, probably the
W'aibj h'sheria south of Gaza, 2(10 of his men were
compelled to remain, overcome by fatigue. The
pursuit, however, wa.s continued, and .an Kgyp.
slave, who was found half di'ad in the way, offered
in return for a promise of life and liberty to guide
The Amalekites
D. to the enemy's encampment.

the

tive.

were surprised at dusk while

feasting, and few of
All the captives were recovereil,
and a large booty was taken. On the return to the
brook Hesor, a (lispute arose as to the right of the
men who liad been left there to share in the spoil.
D., however, decided in their favour, and thus
established the |)rinciple that those who fought
and those who guarded the baggage should share
Of the rich spoil 1). had a further u.se to
alike.
make, for he sent costly presents to the elders of
Hebron and other towns in the south of Jii<lali,
where he had been accustomed to find shelter
during his earlier outlaw life (ch. .SO). In this way
he .secured friends whose assistance was soon to be
of the highest imiiortance to him.
It would seem,
indeed, that these presents were sent after the

the

men

escaped.

;
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battle of Gilboa, for it was only two days after his
to Ziklai; that 1). heard of the defeat
of Israel and the death of Saul and his three eldest
The tidings were brought by a young
sons.
Amalekite, who is said to have presented to D.
but the account
the royal crown and bracelet
given by him of the death of Saul (2 S 1'"'") cannot
be reconciled with the more reliable narrative in
The messenger was rewarded for his tid1 S 31.

return

;

ings by being at once put to death (2 S li^"">, cf.
the defeat of Israel was commemorated with
mourning and fasting, while ]). himself expressed
in a beautiful ode his grief for Saul and Jt>nathan.
Of both he speaks in tones of warmest respect and
affection ; his love for Jonathan is expressed in a
burst of passionate feeling ; but it is noticeable
that no religious thoughts are contained in the
4'")

;

Its genuineness is not unquestioned, but
Davidic authorship is accepted by Kuenen,
Wellh., Stade, Budde, Cheyne, Driver, and others.
The opportunity had at last arrived for D. to
return to his native country. After inquiring of
J", he removed to Hebron, the ancient sacred city
of Judah, accompanied by his family and his
His presents had
followers with their households.
already gained hira the goodwill of the .ludisan
elders a renowned warrior of their own tribe was
more likely to defend their interests than a younger
and D. was
descendant of the house of Saul
We
forthwith anointed king in Hebron (2 S 21-').
hear of no opposition on the part of the Philistines.
V. still retained Ziklag (1 S 27"!), and doubtless
continued to be a Philistine vassal. A division of
the Isr. kingdom was conducive to the Philistine
supremacy. According to the Chronicler, he had
received accessions to his forces, outside his own
twenty-two men are
tribe, while still at Ziklag
named of Saul's tribe (1 Ch 12i-'), while of the tribe
of Mana.sseh several chiefs are said to have deserted
to D., when he came with the Phil, array against
him against the
to have assisted
Saul, and

poem.
its

;

;

;

Amalekites (ih. vv. i^--). The Chronicler, indeed,
makes no direct mention of the reign of Eshbaal
(Islibosheth), or of the division of the kingdom, but
in reality there were still several years of fighting
and waiting before D. was recognized as king over
all Israel.

D.'s

first

politic.

He

public act was at once generous and
sent messengers to the men of Jabesh-

and thanked them for their loyal and
courageous conduct in rescuing tlie bodies of Saul
and his sons. But the adherents of the house of
The
Saul still remained true to the family.
natural heir to the throne was the only surviving
legitimate son of the late king, Ishljosheth, or
rather Eshbaal (1 Ch 8**), who was perhaps still
inider age for the later gloss in 2 S'i''' is certainly
incorrect.
His kinsman Abner, Saul's powerful
general, retired with him across the .Jordan to the
ancient city of Malianaim, and tliere made Eshbaal
king.
His dominions e,\tended over Gilead and
(Jesliur (Vulg. and Syr.), and on the west of
Jordan over Jezreel, Ephraim, and Benjamin but
Abner was the real niler and the support of the
dynasty, and perhaps he, too, was compelled to

gilead,

;

;

recognize the over-lordship of the Philistines (so
Kamphausen). Hegarding the seven years during
which I), reigned at Hebron we have but the
scantiest information.
He seems to have acted on
the defensive, and probably felt that his cau.se
would gain by waiting. Possibly, it was only by
degrees tliat Abner extended his authority, so that
some time elapsed before the rival forces were

brought into collision. Only of one engagement is
.loab's followers were vicany account given
torious, but in the flight Abner killed Asahel,
Joab's youngest brother. The cause of Eshbaal
was declining even before he alienated his pro;

tector Abner, whom he reproached for taking one
of his father's concubines. In anger Abner entered
into communication with D., offering to bring over
the whole kingdom into his hands.
The only condition made by D. was the restoration of his wife

Michal, through whom he doubtless hoped to support his claim as Saul's successor. Michal was sent
back by Eshbaal's orders, and Abner conferred with
tlie ciders of the various tribes, who had already
begun to recognize tlie inability of the house of
Saul to defend them against their foes, and to look
to I), as the one hope of the nation.
Abner then
visited Hebron, where he was entertained by D.;
but on his departure he was murdered by Joab, in
revenge for his brother Asahel. D. already began
to find his loyal but unscrupulous nephew too
strong for him. He could only express his abhorrence of the murder, which was indeed likely to
alienate the supporters of Saul's house, and cause
Abner to be honourably buried in Hebron, while
he himself composed the funeral dirge conduct
which further increased the king's popularity
The death of Abner could not long delay
(2 S 3).
the fall of Eshbaal
two Benjamite captains
shortly afterwards murdered him during his midday sleep, and brought his head to D. in Hebron.
The king commanded the instant execution of the
murderers, while Eshbaal's head was buried in the
tomb of Abner (ch. 4). D., who had formerly led
Israel to victory against the Philistines, was now
recognized as the natural leader of the people
the elders of the nation assembled at Hebron, a
solemn league was made, and J), anointed king
over the whole of Israel. He is said to have been
at this time 37 years of age (2 S S^-^).
The
Chronicler gives an account of the bodies of men
sent by the different tribes to make D. king, and
of the three days' feast which they kept at Hebron
12-3-*))
but the language lised is that of a
( 1 Ch
later time, the numbers given are in most cases
certainly too large, while the position assigned to
the contingent of priests and Levites does not
increase our confidence in the narrative.
Except for the important record of events in Il.'s
family, our accounts of his reign are fragmentary
and incomplete our history is not arranged in a
strictly chronological manner, and the time and
order of events must be to some extent a matter
of conjecture.
In spite of the present arrangement
of 2 S 5, there can be little doubt that the I'hil.
wars were the first important events after D.'s
recognition by the whole nation. The task imposed upon him by his election as king was that
It
of freeing his country from Phil, domination.
was no longer possible for him to continue a vassal
to a foreign power, nor were the Philistines likely
to acipiiesce, when without their consent he a.ssumed
sovereignty over all I.srael. When, therefore, the
Phil, heard that they had anointed 1). king over
Israel' (2 S 5'"), they at once invaded the country.
D. seems to have been unprepared, and was compelled ' to go down to the hold,' i.e. probably the old
stronghold of AduUain, of such importance during
his outlaw life, while the Philistines penetrated
to the heart of the country and occupied Bethlehem and the Valley of Repliaim, probably between
Bethlehem and Jerusalem (2 S 2:^^*'- so Stade, and
Kittel who places the valley of Kephaim north
of Jerusalem). Of the duration and progress of the
war we have no certain information, but some
detached notices of it have been preserved. It
was while the Philistines had a garri.son in Bethlehem that the tliree ' mighty men forced their
way to the well by the gate, to bring D. a draught
but
of water for wliich he had expressed a wish
the gift obtained at such a risk was too precious
to tirink, and D. poured out the water as an
oSering to J" (2 S 23>»-"). Other incidents of the

—

;

;

;

'

;

'

;

'
;
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war are recorded in 2 S 21'*-''^. At Gob D. was
nearly slain in combat with a giant, but rescued by
Abisliai, and in consequence D.'s men declared
he should no longer risk his life in battle.
occasion Klhanau of Betlilehem slew
Goliath of G.ath, and other feats of D.'s heroes are
recorded (2 S 23'-'-). A decisive battle was fought
at Baal-perazini, where I)., encouraged by an oracle,
attacked his enemies, and dispersed them like a
breach of waters,' and the images of the enemy
were carried off as booty (2 S 5'*--', cf. Is 28-').
Another decisive engagement took place in the
valley of Kephaim.
I), on inquiring of J" was
bidden not to make a direct attack, i.e. from the
south, but to take the enemy in the rear, and attack
them when a rustling noise was heard in the Hitca
trees.
He was again completely successful, and
the Philistines were defeated from Gibeon to Gezer
14'*-'",
2 S r>---'^)
Following up his victories,
( 1 Ch
L). destroyed the Philistine supremacy, taking from
them, as is said, the bridle of the mother city
The importance of the.se victories nmst
(2 S 8').
liave been far greater than tlie scanty notices of
that

On another

'

.

'

them would at first suggest.
The nation was now freed from external oppression
the next task was to weld it into one wliole.
A great step towards this end was the capture of
Jebus, and the creation of a new capital.
A Can.
tribe still unsubdued occupied the district between
Judah and Benjamin, settled round the city of
.lebus. from which they derived their name.
The
:

strong fortress of Zion, .standing on the ea-stern
ridge between the Kidron and the so-called Tyropoean valley, protected their city (see .Iinjfs.M.KM).
Situated as it was in the centre of the land, and
commanding the principal lines of communication
benveen north and south, and between east and west,
it was admirably suited for a capital
and here I).
marclie<i with his forces.
The inhabitants, trusting in their strong walls, derisively declared that
the blind and lame would be .sufficient to defend
them.
Nevertheless, the place was taken by storm
According to 1 Ch 11« Joab was the
(2 S 5'-'").
first to scale the walls, and received in reward
the post of commander-in-chief.
The city was
newly fortified, and here D. removed with his
family and court.
The importance of this step
can hardly be overestimated. Gibeah of Saul and
Hebron were merely tribal capitals .lerus. stood
on neutral ground, and was the capital of the
wliole nation, while, bordering alike on .Judah and
Benjamin, it would be regarded witli favour by
the king's own tribe and by that of his predecessor.
The choice of the site is a signal proof of D.'s
genius and statesmanship.
Here gathered now
iidiabitants from all Israel, but mainly, no doubt,
from .hidah and Benjamin, while, to judge from
the case of Araiinah (2 S 24"*-^), the original
Jebusite population was allowed to retain its
former po.s.scssions. The effects of the capture of
Jems, were felt beyond the borders of Israel.
Hirain, king of Tyre, entered into friendly relations
with D., and .supplied him with builders ami
material for a palace in his new capital.
In true
Driental fashion I), marked the fresh increase of
his power by increasing his harem.
While still in
Hebron he had married four more wives, and had
already six sons: Amnon the firstborn, the son of
Ahinoam of Jezreel
Chileab the son of the
prudent Abigail
Ab.salom the son of Maacah,
daughter of Talinai, the Arannfan king of Geshur
Ailonijah the son of llaggith
Sheplialiah the .son
of Ahilal
and Ithream the son of Kglah (2 S ;i--"
cf. 1 Ch .i'-^, where
Daniel is put for C^hileab).
Michal, who liad been restored to David, unfortunately bore no chihlren
<Uherwise the grandson of
Saul would have been the natural heir to the
throne, and the siibsc(|ni'nt disputes with regard to
;

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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the succession would have been avoided.
On removing to Jerusalem D. look fresh wives and concubines from this place, and the names of several
more sons are recorded (2 S S'^"-, 1 Ch 3^' 14*-" on
variations in the three lists, cf. Driver, Text of
Sam.).
We umst not judge 1). herein from a
modern Western standpoint. In the East a man's
wealth and power are to a great extent measured
by the number of his wives and the size of his
family
and by politic alliances, as, for example,
with the daughter of the king of Geshur, 1). increased his influence at home and abroad.
At the
same time he introduced into his capital the source
of many of the dangers and corruptions of an
Oiiintal court, and the evil was increased by the
weak affection with which D. treated his favourite
;

;

sons.

The next measure was to make the political
capital also the religious centre of the nation
and
for this purpose 1). resolved to bring up to ,Jerus.
the old sacred ark, which had for many years been
left at Kiriath-jearim (1 S 7', or liaal-judah (2 S
62; cf. Jos lo^i"), 1 Ch IS"). Thither D. went with
a large number of Israelites the ark was drawn in
a new cart, accompanied by two of its attendants,
Uzzah and Ahio
while D. and his subjects
marched behind to the strains of festal music.
But at Nacon's threshing-floor, probably not far
from Jerus., Uzzah, while attempting to steady the
ark, suddenly fell dead.
Dismayed at this occurrence, D. was afraid to have so dangerous a symbol
;

;

;

near him, and the ark was placed in the house of
Obed-edom the Gittite, probably one of David's
Philistine mercenaries.
Three months later, however, on hearing that the ark

had brought blessing
took courage to carry out his
original design.
This time the ark was safely
carried in triumph into the city of David,' while
the king him.self. wearing a priestly linen ephod,
danced in the procession before it.
A tent had
already been jirejiared for its reception in the
citadel; here solemn sacrifices were offered, after
which the people were dismi.s.sed with the king's
blessing and gifts of food.
When D. returned to
his house, he had to meet the scoffs of Michal,
who taunted him with his undignified appearance
in th(^ procession that day
but the king with true
dignity expressed his readiness to dance before J",
who had chosen him above the house of .Saul. To
this irreverence of Michal's was attributed the fact
that .she remained childless
but she had at this
time been married some fifteen or twenty years.

upon

this house,

I),

'

;

:

Instructive to rninpare with Hio imrrdtive of '2 S 6 tlio
by tlie Chronicler of llie lirinpliip of llie nrk to
1.3. l."i. 101.
The old history Is lurufly rewritten to
acconlanco with later ideas and Inslltutloiis. An
ininortant place in the ceremonial is a.ssipned to the priests
and Lcvites, who in the older version are conspicuous by their
absence ; Obed-edoui of Gatb bccoinos a Levitical musician and
It Is

acc'oiiiil 1,'iven

.terns. (1 Ch
brinjr it Into

doorkeeper.

The

contrast between the simple tent for the ark
own palace suggested to D. the need of
building some more permanent tem]ile; lint the
king's adviser, the prophet Nathan, who had at
first approved of the design, siili.sci|ueiitly indnced
D. to abandon it.
Possibly, both prophet and
people feared the effects of innovations in religions
matters.
Nathan's message to I), is contained in

and

his

2 S 7, a chapter which in its jiresent form shows
the indiience of Dent., but is in the main of somi>what earlier date (see Bud<le). There wo are told
how Nathan, the night after his apjiroval of D.'s
design, received from God a message for the king
Never yet hiid J" required <a temple of the judges
of His iieople
tent and tabernacle h.ad been
snfUcienl hitherto.
D. should not build a hon.se
for Him
He would build a house (i.e. a line of
descendants) for I).
and though D.'s seed might
need to be chastised, God's mercy should not depart
:

;

;

;

—

;
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lliera, (v.i', which speaks of D.'s successor, who
to build a temple for J", seems not to belong
it weakens
to the orifjinal form of the chapter
This message is
the antithesis of vv.'- and ").
followed by a beautiful prayer, in which D.
thanks God for all His goodness to himself and his

from

was

;

people.
It

was probably soon after his settlement in
D., in remembrance of his covenant

Jerus. that

with Jonathan, inquired whether there remained
yet any survivors of Saul's house, whom he might
benefit for the sake of his friend.
He was told
that there was still a son of Jonathan, and at 11. 's
orders Mephibosheth or Meribaal (1 Ch 8'" 9*') was
brought from the house of Machir at Lo-debar
the properly of Saul, apparently confiscated, was
restored to him, and given to Ziba, a former
servant of Saul's family, who was to till the ground
for his master, while Meribaal dwelt at Jerus.,
where his conduct would be under the royal superMeribaal
vision, and ate at the king's table.
was lame, having been dropped by his nurse as
she fled on hearing of the Israelite defeat at Mt.
(Jilboa.
He was then five years old now he is
descrilied as having a young son, an indication
that these events took place some ten years after
With other
became king over all Israel.
I>.
descendants of Saul, however, D. was compelled
shortly afterwards to deal in a different manner.
The land was afflicteii with drought, and consequent famine, fur three years, and D., on inquiring of the sacred oracle, was told that a curse of
blood rested upon the land, because of an attempt
made by Saul to exterminate the Gibeonites, an
Amorite tribe bound by a covenant to Israel. The
only compensation which the Gibeonites would
accept was that seven of Saul's sons should be put
and D. delivered to them the two sons
to death
of Saul's concubine Rizpah, and five sons of his
These
daughter Merab (MT wrongly Michal).
were accordingly hanged to J" in the sacred hill
of Gibeon (cf. Driver, Text of Sam.), while the
corpses were lovingly watched by the devoted
Rizpah, till the first rains showed that the atone;

;

accepted.
Then U., in recognition of
the mother's devotion, gave orders for the burial of
the corpses and the bones, as well as those of Saul
and Jonathan, were interred in the ancestral
This occurrence
sepulchre of Kish ('2 S 21'-'*).
nm.st be placed after the recognition of Meribaal
(v."), but before the rebellion of Absalom (2 S 10*).
AVe have no right to blame D.'s action in this
matter he acted in accordance with the religious
beliefs of his time, and with what he conceived to
and, in spite of
be the best interests of the nation
Shimei's reproaches, we may believe that D.'s contemporaries regarded the matter in the same light
as himself.
Under D. the kingdom was more completely
organized than it liad been under his predecessor,
and the administration was intrusted to royal
officers (2 S S^''-'^, 20-^2')Foremost of these was
Joab the .son of Zeruiah, D.'s nephew, who was
connnander-in-chief of the whole army the scribe
or cbanci'llor, to whom belonged the control of all
4''; corrupt
official documents, was Shisha
readings in 2 S 8" 20-^, 1 Ch 18'0)
the slate historian or chronicler {mmklr, i.e. remembrancer),
Jehoshaphat the son of Ahilud Adoram controlled
the levy, i.e. the forced service exacted by the king
from his subjects at the head of the priesthood,
beside Abiathar, tlie representative of the house of
Eli, stood Zadok, the ancestor of the later priestly
house, but of his origin or aiipointment no
authentic information is preserved
Ira, a .Manassite of the family of Jair, was another prie.st, and
Traces
D.'s sons also performed priestly duties.
of a royal council are to be fnund in allusions to

ment was

;

;

;

;

(IK
;

;

;

;

Ahilliophel, D.'s counsellor (2 S 15'-), and to
Hushai, D.'s friend {ib. v."', cf. 1 K 4^). A very
important institution was that of the royal bodyguard, taking the placid of the ' runners of Saul
The nucleus of it was doubtless David's
(1 S 22'").
old band, which had accompanied him during his
wanderings and his residence at Ziklag.
The
technical name of this force was the Gibborim,
heroes or mighty men
and their numbers were
probably kept at the traditional (iOO. They were
now largely recruited from foreigners, especially
Philistines and Cherethites, a people of the south of
Palestine (1 S SO'*, Zeph 2°), perhaps originally connecte<l with Crete hence the guards were commonly
called ihe Cherethites and Pelethites (wh. see).
That these were the same body as the Gibborim
appears from 1
l^- ")• as
the text of 2 S 15'* is too
uncertain to form an argument to the contrary.
The whole corps was under the command of
Benaiah the son of Jehoiada.
Included in or
distinct from this guard, was a select body of
Thirtij distinguished for special valour, over whom
was Abishai, the brother of Joab; while Three
warriors are named as ranking even higher than
Abishai and Benaiah (2 S 23*-^^, and cf. Driver,
ad lot:.'). This guard of experienced soldiers formed
the only standing army in the kingdom ; and being
stationed in the capital (cf. 2 S ll*"'-, Neh Z^'') they
became a powerful support to the king's authority,
and ensured the discharge of his orders. As will
appear later, they played an important part at the
accession of Solomon.
For war on a large scale the army still consisted
of the whole male population of military age, who
were summoned to arms in time of danger. The
force seems to have consisted wholly of infantry,
except for a few chariots and horses retained after
the defeat of Hadadezer (2 S 8<).
But when D.'s
wars of foreign conquest began to involve protracted campaigns, and long absence from home,
some new system became desirable. It was perhaps partly to meet these requirements that D.
instituted the census, which was carried out evidently after the completion of the Syrian wars,
for his officers travelled as far north as the Hittite
The military
city of Kadesh (2 S 24", LXX. Luc. ).
aspect of this measure is clear from its being
intrusted to Joab and the captains of the host
(v.-i, 1 Ch 21-)
but the census may have been also
intended as a basis for a regitlar system of fixed
taxation, to meet the needs of an organized
'

;

;

K

:

;

The measure was regarded with
government.
suspicion, perhaps as involving an undue increase
of royal authority, and even Joab protested against
it
nevertheless, he carried out his task in it
months and 20 days. A severe pestilence, which
visited the land immediately afterwards, was regarded by I), and the people as a sign of the
We are told that the prophet
divine displeasure.
(iad offered D. the choice of three punishments
three years' famine (LXX, 1 Ch), three months' flight
;

before his enemies, or three days' ])estilence
and
that the king chose the hust, preferring to fall into
But when
the hand of God rather than of man.
Ihe destroying .angel reached Jerus., he was bidden,
in consequence of D.'s penitence, to stay his hand
and D., at Gad's bidding, bought the threshingfloor of Araunah or Oman (Ch) the Jebusite, and
offered there a sacrifice, whereby he obtained from
God mercy for the land (2 S 24). The place of
sacrifice became afterwards the site of Solomon's
The narrative shows that we
temple (2 Ch .'?').
must not expect to (ind for D.'s reign careful
records of the numbers and divisions of the people.
Yet such statistics are presupposed by the Chronicler, who in his account of David's armies and
officers (1 Ch 23-27) describes a far more numerous
and elaborately organized body of religious and
;

;

;
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and military officials than is likely to have
existed in the time of David. Fragments of old
records may be incorporated in his work (p.y. I Ch
:)7Ji-ai)
but the older history shows no trace of the
thousands of Levitis, or of the bodies of 24,000
nun continually under arms (1 Ch 27i-i») of which
the later historian speaks.

civil

;

a short summary In 2 S S
Atniiionltc war, on account of its connexion witli Bntli-

Of most of D. '8 wors wo possess but
111.-

The complete victory over
slu-Nn's liiftory, is related at Ion<rtli.
For some untlif Phtli.stines C^'t has been already name<l.
i-\plaine<l reas«ni l>. made war on Muab, where his parents hat\
furrnerlv tjiken refupe. and. on contiuerintr the country, treated
with" preat severitv, puttinp to death two-thirds of the
prisoners. The exploits of Beuaiah (2 S •Jii") may be referred to
Moab now became tributary. The next war
this campaign.
was provoked liv tlie neiKhbouriiii; Ammonites. Their kinj;,
Nahnsh. Saul's enemy (I S 11), had shown himself friendly to
1>.. ami on liis death" 1>. sent an emilassy of condolence to his
liut llanun, suspicious of D.'s intentions,
successor llanun.
and perhaps alarmed by the subjus^ation of Moab. dismissed the
messeiisers with i,'niss"insults. The Ammonites knew that they
must now prepare for war, and sou(?ht for alliances among the
small .\ramiean kincdoms of Zobah. lieth-reliob, Maacah, and
Tob. which were united in a common interest to check the
Joab, «ith the Isr. army, marched out
rlsintj power of Israel.
to Kabbah, the .Vmmonite capital, and, linding an enemy
With the
opposlnir him on both sides, divided his forces.
].lcked troops he prepared to meet the Araiuiean allies, .SS.duO
stront'. while the rest of the army he placed under the command of his brother Abishai, to confront the Ammonites. The
rout of the ^^vrians by Joab was the siu'nal for the Hipht of the
Ammonites within tlie walls of their ca[iitjil. and thus ended
the tirst campait:n. The next year Iladadezer, kint: of Zobah,
summoned to Ills assistance allies from beyond the Kuj)hrates.
Tile whole Aramiean force, under his general Shobach. was
encamped at llelam, where D. himself, having crossed vho
.)or<lan at the lie:ul of the whole Isr. army, attacked them, and
delealed tlu-in with ffreat slaufrhtcr. Shobach beint; ainonj; the
slain.
All the cluiriot-horses which were captured were disatileii, with tlie exception of suHlcient for a hundred chariots.
Tlie summar>- (s=) seems to speak of another frreat victory won
bv I)., when'the Svrians of Damascus came to the assistance of
llmladezer. Zobafi now made peace with Israel ; prefects were
ajipointed in Damascus and elsewhere, and. in addition to
Dumerous jiresents, D. brought back to .lerus. thegoltlen shields
of Ila4la4le/er's guard, and large quantities of brass from two of
An alliance was made between I), and Tou
his treasure cities.
(v."- LX.K, 1 Ch ls«-), king of llamath. and liadoram (I t'h Is'")
the son of Tou was sent with presents and greetings to David.
Tliese and other treasures, including spoil taken from the
.1
" (2 S &'").
.\ malekltes, D. is said to have dedicAle*! to
remained unsubdued, but in a third cjimpalgn ,Ioab besieged
Kabbah, and at last succeeded In capturing the part known as
'
the city of waters,' As the fall of tlie whole city was now
assured,' Joab summoned D. from .Jerus., that the king himself
I), a/lvanced with a
might have the glory of the conquest.
A largo
fresh armv. and coiiiplctod the capture of Kabl>ah.
amount of spoil fell into ills hands, Inclinling the costly gold
crown of the Idol Mllcoin (ilVm, see 2 S l-J^*-"'). The [irisoners,
acconling to the ordinary translation of 12'*, were tortured and
There are. however, ditticulties
treated with great cruelty.
about the rendering of the verse ; a slight change of reading tT*3y'T for T*?!?^, see RVm) would give the meaning that
it

Ammon

the peojdo were reduce<l to servitude (so Ilotrmann, Kautzsch,
Itriver rdoul>tfully] ; Stado regards the verse as cornijit).
The
last of D.'s foreign conquests was tliat of Kdom, but we have
It
appears
only a few disconnected allusions to the war.
that D. gainecl a great victory in the Valley of Salt alter his

Syrian campaign (2 S S'"- LXX. 1 Ch Isu'-. !>» (11) Utle). Ity this
conquest he obtained command of the ports on the Ked Sea.
Prelects were appointed throughout the country, and for six
miuiths .loab remaineil in Kdom, to destrov the male population
tl K ll'«).

now remains

to relate certain events in D.'s
troubled the later years of
During the Aniiiinnile war, D., who
his rei'.'ii.
had remaini-d in .lerus., coniniilted adultery with
Batlisheba, the wife of one of his officers then
In hopes of concealing his
serviiif; before Kabbah.
but the latter, who had
puilt lie sent for I'riali
perha))s heard rumours of what had tjiken place,
refiused. on the plea of niililary duty, to see his
wife.
Thcreupnn I), sent orders to .loab to place
Uriali in a post of danger, and ensure his death.
When the husband was dead, and the time of
mourning past, IJathsheba was taken into the
royal harem.
The story was doubtless not unknown in Jerus. the moral sense of the people
found expression through Nathan the iirophet, who
by means of a parable boldly relinked David and
tlinu','h
on the king's confessing his guilt tlie
It

own

family which

;

;

;

5t5'J

prophet assured him of forgiveness, he predicted
the death of Bathsheba's newly-bom child.
(2 S
1210-iJ ate perha|is a later edition, a true comment
pointed
on the subsequent history for it has been
out that with the old Ileb. ideas of guilt and
penalty it is hardly consistent to regard the sin as
forgiven [v.i''J while the curse remains. So Kuenen,
Weilh., Stade.)
In spite of all D.'s prayers and
but in due time a second
fastings, the child died
son was born to Bath.sheba, the future king
;

;

Solomon (2 S 11. 12i-^).
It was probably not long afterwards that the
His eldest
fruit of D.'s evil example appeared.
son Amnon outraged his half-sister Tamar, and

when

D., though greatly displeased, yet partly
from partiality for his firstborn (13-' LXX), partly
perhaps from the remembrance of his own guilt,
failed to punish the offender, the duty of avenging

maiden's wrong fell to her own brother
Absalom.
He waited his opportunity for two
years, and then caused Amnon to be murdered at a
sheep-shearing feast, to which all the king's sons
Absalom fled to the court of
had been invited.
D. mourned
his grandfather, the king of Ijeshur.

the

long for his firstborn, then his longings turned to
the son in exile but out of season he coulil sliow
For three years Absalom remained in
severity.
banishment then .loab, divining the king's secret
;

;

by the instrumentality of the woman of
Tekoa procured his recall. For two years longer
Absalom was excluded from the court, until he
compelled Joab to intercede for him then he was
brought to the king, and received a kiss of reconAfter the death of Amnon,
ciliaticm (2 S i:!. 14).
and probably also of Chileab, Absalom was the
He was now comnatural heir to the throne.
])letely estranged from his father, and soon began
To impress the
to endeavour to supjilant him.
to gain their
people, he assumed royal state
favour, he would stand by the gate to meet all who
came to the king with their suits, and lament that
Thus he
he was not king to do them justice.
There is
'stole the hearts of tlie men of Israel.'
no evidence that 1)., who used to 'execute judgments and justice to .all his people' (2 S 8'*), now
The stories of Nathan and
neglected to do .so.
feelings,

;

;

the woman of Tekoa iniiily the contrary, but with
the extension of tlie borders of Israel the number
of suits may well have increased beyond the king's
power to deal with them. We cannot say whether
the crimes in the royal household had shaken the
in certain matters the
loyalty of the people,
nation at large did not show itself very sensitive to
moral irregularities (2 S Ki-i--'), but it is probable
that at Hebron the removal of the capital to Jerus.
was still a grievance, and the tribesmen of .ludah
seem to have considered themselves not sufficiently
Absalom made preparafavoured by the king.
tions for four years (\i>' LXX, Luc), then under
pretence of a vow he visited the old sacred city of
Hebron. Here he was joined by D.'s counsellor,
Ahithophel of Giloli, perhaps the grandfather nf
Hath.sheba (of. 2 S ll^2:!'»), and Absalom's rebellion was proclaimed by messengers throughout the
country.
I), was taken entirely by sur|irise, and
If
resolved to withdraw at once from Jerusalem.
he escaped the first .attack of the conspirators, he
pcssessed better troops than were to be found <in
Delay would increase the dillioulthe other side.
ties of his op])onents, and give his supporters time
Leaving the palace in charge of ten
to rally.
concubines, he cro.ssed the Kidron, accompanied
by his household .and bodyguard, amid the weejiingof Ihe whole lanil, and took the ro.ad by Olivet
Many traits of D.'s character are
to Jordan.
brought out during this llight, the devotion which

—

—

—

he inspired in his folluweis, when Ittai of (J.ath,
thinigli but a .short time in his service, refused to
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piety and confitU-nce, when he
the priests to carry back the ark,
trusting to J", without any outward symbol of Ills
his craft and dissimulation, when lie
presence
bade Ilushai ingratiate himself with Absalom, and
his prudence, in estabtry to frustrate his plans
lishing communications between himself and the
capital by means of Aliimaaz and Jonathan; his

ing in Jerus. in hopes of recovering his grandfather's
throne.
It was not easy to decide where the truth
lay, and D. hastily dismissed the matter by bidding the two divide the land. Tlie king appears
in a more favourable light when he turns to
reward his benefactors. He pressed the aged Bar-

D70
him

leave

;

his

commanded
;

;

impetuous lia.sliness in judgment, when he promised
and at the same
Ziba the lands of Meribaal
time his submission and forbearance, when he
Shimei
because J" had
endured the curses of
bidden him, and urged that a Benjamite had more
riglit than his own son to seek his life (2 S 15.
;

lU'-").

D.'s plan of meeting treachery by treachery was
By Ahithophel's advice, Absalom did
take over his father's concubines as a token of
succession to his throne but, instead of pursuing
D. at once, he accepted the counsel of Hushai, to
wait till he could muster troops from the whole
Ahithophel, who realized the artificial
country.
nature of the enthusiasm for Absalom, foresaw
that this delay was fatal to the rebellion, and
Warned by the two
forthwith hanged himself.
priests' sons, Ahimaaz and Jonathan, of the need
of haste, 1). and his followers crossed the Jordan
He took up his headin safety before daybreak.
quarters at Mahanaim, the former capital of
Eshbaal, and there received support from Shobi,
the son of his old protector the king of Ammon,
who may now have been a vassal prince from
Machir, the guardian of Meribaal, and from a
wealthy Gileadite named Barzillai (Iti'^-IT). Absalom was the first to act on the offensive, and
D. was precrossed the Jordan with his army.
vented from going into battle by the entreaty of
the people, who urged that he was worth 10,000 of
them but he publicly charged his generals, Joab,
Abishai, and Ittai, to deal gently with Absalom.
Joab knew that he was strong enough to disobey,
and tliat the death of the leader would put an end
D.'s soldiers were victorious,
to the rebellion.
and Joab himself slew Absalom as he hung in the
branches of a large terebinth. D. by the gate of
Mahanaim awaited anxiously the issue of the
then he forgot all else in his passionate
day
Joab, however,
grief for his ungrateful son.
roused him to put his duty as a king above his
private feelings as a father, and 1). returned to the
gate to receive the greetings of his servants who
had risked their lives for him (18-198).
Only tact and diplomacy were now required to
Among the tribes
bring about the king's return.
of Israel a speedy revulsion of feeling took place,
repented
of
their
ingratitude
to the king
and they
who had saved them from their enemies. But
Judah still stood aloof D. therefore sent to Zadok
and Abiatbar, to influence in his behalf the elder.s of
his own tribe, and to urge them not to be behind the
At the
rest of Israel in bringing back their king.
same time he sent a special message to Amasa, the
successful.

;

;

;

;

;

son of his sister Abigail, whom Absalom had made
commander-in-chief, and swore to give him the
The men
office now held by the self-willed Joab.
of Judah were soon won over
and when, in response to their invitation, tlie king returned
homewards, the trihe assembled at Gilgal on the
Jordan to welcome him. Shimei came with them
at the head of a thousand Benjamites, and implored D.'s pardon, which was freely granted.
In
spite of Abishai's remonstrance, D. would not have
the day of his triunqih marred by putting any
man to death. To Meribaal, however, who also
came to meet the king, D. gave less than justice.
Meribaal charged Ziba with slandering him, and
failing to provide him with an ass to follow D. in
Ziba had said that his master was waithis flight
;

;

who accompanied him

to Jordan, to come
with liim in Jerus.
and when Barzillai
pleaded to be excused, on the ground of his great
age, his son Chimhaui was allowed to take his place
and be the recipient of the royal favours. But
even before the king reached Jerus. it appeared
that he had not succeeded in conciliating Judah
without exciting the jealousy of the other tribes.
While he had sent special messengers to his own
tribesmen, he had taken no notice of the halfzillai,

and

live

;

When
expres.sed goodwill of the rest of Israel.
therefore, at Gilgal, half the host of Israel came to
escort D. liome, they complained that the men of
Judah had stolen him away
they had been
slighted, although they had ten parts in the king,
and the rights of the firstborn (2 S 19*' LXX).
sharp disjjute arose between the two sections of
the nation, and a Benjamite, Sheba the son of
Bichri, gave the signal for a fresh revolt.
The men
of Israel followed him, renouncing all part in the son
of Jesse, while the men of Judah accompanied D.
It wa-s necessary to take immediate
to Jerusalem.
steps against the rebels.
D. therefore bade Amasa
assemble the forces of Judah within three days,
thus tacitly depriving Joab of the supreme command. Amasa delayed beyond the appointed time,
and 1). was compelled to have recourse again to his
Abishai)
old tried general.
Joab (20*' Pesh.,
was bidden to take the royal bodyguard, ' the
mighty men,' and pursue after Sheba. At Gibeon
;

A

MT

Amasa met him. It might have been expected
how Joab would treat his rival he took his oppor;

murder him, and then, with his troops,
hastened to Abel-beth-maacah, a town in the far
north of the country, where Sheba had taken
refuge.
To save the town the inhabitants delivered
up Slieba's head, and the rebellion was at an end
(10'-20").
From 2 S 24i' we may perhaps infer
with Ewald that Absalom's rebellion lasted for
tunity to

three months.
Some years
scene of D.'s

must have elapsed before the closing
life.
The old warrior, who at the
time of Absalom's rebellion was never without
resource, and had to be kept back by his soldiers
from the battle, is now seen in the feebleness of
extreme old age, kept within the palace, where no
clothing will supply warmth to his bodily frame,
and he is nursed by a fair young damsel of Shunem,
named Abishag. He had neglected to make any
definite arrangements with regard to the succession
to the throne, but his eldest surviving son was
generally regarded as the heir. This was ^Vdoiiijah,
a young man of great beauty, who had always
been indulged by liis fond father. Like Absalom
before him, he assumed the state appropriate to the
heir-apparent. On his side were most of D.'s older
supporters, including Joab and Abiathar, but
another party in the palace favoured Solomon, the
To the
son of D.'s favourite wife, Bathsheba.
latter belonged the prophet Nathan, who perhaps
felt that Adonijah was not the tittest man to rule,
Zadok, the younger and probably rival ))riest, and
Benaiah the captain of the bodyguard. An obvious
danger awaited the unsuccessful aspirant to the
throne after D.'s death (cf. 1 K 1-'). and Adonijah
resolved to make in good time a public declaration
of his claims.
He invited his supporters, including
the king's sons and the royal othcers of the tribe
of Judah, to a feast at the .sacred stone of Zoheleth,
at the lower end of the Kidrou Valley, and here the
guests are said to have greeted Adonijah as already
king.
But tidings of this step were brought by
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Nathan to Batlislieba, and at the prophet's advice
she informed tlie king, and reminded him of a
promise tliat her son should rei^n. liy agreement
Nathan came iu and confirmed lier words, whereupon D. repeated with an oath to Bathsheba the
Then,
promise that Solomon should succeed.
rousing himself to act, the old king commanded
Nathan, Zadok, and Benaiah to place Solomon on
the royal mule, conduct him to the spring of
Gihon, and solemnly proclaim him king.
The
support of Benaiah and the troops would make
opposition useless.
D.'s orders were carried out,
Solomon was anointed, and a rejoicing crowd
escorted the young king back to the city to set
him on the royal throne. The shouts from Gihon.
half-way up the Kidron Valley, had reached
Adonijah at his feast, when Jonathan the son of
Abialhar came in with news of Solomon's coronation.
The guests fled, and Adonijah took sanctuary
at the altar, but received from Solomon a promise
of his life on condition of good conduct (1 K 1).
Our narrative in 1 K 2'-'- gives us an unplcasing
picture of D.'s last days, lie is represented as
counselling Solomon to do good to Barzillai, but
not to let Joab or Shimei die in peace.
The
genuineness of the narrative is much disputed.
Vv.--' are doubtle.ss a later edition by a Deuteronomic editor; Wellh.. Stade, Kautz.sch reject the
whole of vv.i-«; but it seems more probable that
w.^« formed part of the original document (.so
Kuenen, Budde, Kittel. Cheyne). Their historical
character is another question, which can only be
judged on subjective grounds. It is argued, with
considerable exaggeration, that 1). was too infirm
to trouble about public matters, or to counsel his
successor
and that another tradition gives us a
religious song under the title of D.'s Last Words'
We must not measure the advice
(2 S 28'-").
ascribed to D. by our own standard.
A young and
untried ruler like Solomon might be endangered
by opponents whom D. was strong enough to spare
and the king, who had delivered up to death Saul's
seven sons to atone for their father's guilt, may
have feared that the curse of Shimei, or the
murders of Joab, unless avenged, would bring
down punishment on some other man. To us the
words put into D.'s mouth do not appear seemly
for a dying man, or in accordance with the noblest
traits of D.'s character
it cannot be said they are
impossible.
Many would be glad to think that
they are only due to the historian, who represented
D. as the real author of some of Solomon's earliest
acts, hoping to glorify the aged king, or else to
clear the memory of the buihler of the temple.
It
is easy to understand why a later historian preferred to a.scribe to D. far nobler .sentiments when
he recorded the king's last words and his final
charge to SoIonKm (1 Ch 28. 2y).
D. is recorded to have reigned 7 years and 6
months in Hebron, and '.i3 years in Jerus. (2 S 2"
5*', 1 K 2").
Forty years is a conventional round
number in lleb. chronology, but the figure is
approximately correct. Ab.salom, who was born
in Hebron (2 S ;5-), was grown up at the time of
Amnon's outrage his rebellion look place some
10 or 11 years later (13-'- »» 14-» 1,">";, and, as was
remarked above, several years mu.st have intervened
between this and D.'s death. Again, the Philistines and Moabiles had been subdued before the
Ammonite war; the marriage of Bathsheba took
;

'

;

;

;

the third campaign against Animnn
and
Solomon, her second son by D., was of full age

)ilace in

when he came
first

;

to the throne.

appears before Saul,

is

Since

1).,

when he

a tried warrior, he

must have died at an advanced age.
According
to 2 S .1*' he reached 70 years.
Ho was buried in
the capital, which received from him tlie name of
the city of David
and after the return from exile
'

'

;
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the sepulchres of D. were still pointed out between
Siloam and the house of the mighty men ' (Neh
3'W-; cf. AC2"-').
'

Later biblical writers and editors describe D. as he appearLMi
Jews of their own a^'e. To the compiler of tlie IJooks of
whom his successors are
was perfect with J "
K
save in the matter of

to the

Kiiit;s I), is a standard of piety, with
com i)ared ; he is the kin^ whose * heart
11* etc.), 'who turned not aside
(1

tlriah the Hittite

The

1.')'').

(*7>.

'

'

Chronicler, from fcelinps easily

understood, passes entirely over the darker side of D.'s life, anil
the troubles in his family (see esp. 1 Ch '20).
He represents the
pious kinp in his later years as absorbed in preparations for the
temple for this he has .accumulated vast treasures, and he
exhorts the people to f^ive freely for the same purpose (1 Ch '2'2.
'2y).
He arranjres for the services of the future sanctuary,
ortranizinp the sacred choirs, and determininf^ tlie courses of
;

and Levltes, porters and treasurers (chs. '2"2-2ti). Finally,
hands to Solomon the pattern of the temple, which has been
revealed to him by God ('25i>-'*'). and admonislies his sou on the
creatness of the sacred duty which has been laid upon him
^.j'jo-is 2S1-I0. 30f.^_
I'ljt, figures given in these chapters, as in
many parts of Chronicles, are incredibly larpe ; the arrangements
described for the .sacred ministers and services are those of
Zerubbabel's temple, though ou a {grander scale. In the older
records the only direct connexion between D. and the temple is
that implied in his sacriiice at Araunah's thresliinf,'.floor ('2 8
241S-26), and possibly in his dedication of his spoils ((ft. S'").
Older material may well underlie the narrative ol the t'hronicler
or his authority ; but for our general estimate of D. and his
times we must rely entirely on the Books of Samuel.
priests

tie

Allusion has been made earlier in this article to
D.'s connexion with the Psalter.
Minuter study
makes it more and more difficult to conceive of
him as the author of some of the most spiritual
This is not merely
products of the OT religion.
on account of D.'s sins, acknowledged and repented
of, but because of his crude ideas on religions
matters which appear from time to time in the old
records, and becau.se the historians attribute to
him, apparently without blame, both words and
acts, which from the standard of a higher religion
must be emphatically condemned.
D. was first
introduced to Saul as a minstrel .is a deviser of
musical instruments he is named in
(i°.
The
Lament over Saul and .Jonathan, a .secular song,
reveals to us D.'s poetic power; a.s a composer of
sacred poems he appears in the appendix to Samuel
(2 S 22. 23'-") and in Chronicles (esp. 1 Ch IC.'-as).
How much older this representation may be is hard
to say
but it points to a tradition that D. was
the father of Heb. jisalmody, and it would be rash
to deny the possibility that some psalms or portions
of psalms of Davidic authorship are to be found in
the P.salter.
If such there be, we may expect to
find them in the group of psalms which Kwald
selected as being genuinely Davidic, viz. Ps 3. 4. 7.
;

Am

;

8. 11. 15. 18. 10'-»24i-«' -"'

ments

29. 32. 101,

and the

frag-

144i-^-»

but probably this list
refpiires to be considerably reduced.
By the titles
73 psalms are assigned to 1)., the principal groups
being Ps3-41 (omitting 10. 33) and 51-70 (omitting
In the LXX the number is somewhat
00. 07).
larger, the title 'to David' being added to 14 more
(including 93-90 lleb.), but omitted in some MSS
from 3 or 4 others. The following special occasions
are named in the Heb. titles
3, when he fled from
Ab.salom
Cu.sh, a
7, concerning the words of
606-'->

G813-1*

;

:

—

;

Benjamite
18, when J' delivered him from his
enemies and from Saul 30, at th(^ dedication of
the House
34, when he changed his behaviour
before Abimelech 61, after his rebuke by Nathan
;

;

;

;

52,

;

when Doeg denounced him

to Saul

;

54,

when

the Zii)hites betrayed his hiding-place
50, when
the Philistines took him in (J.atli
57. when he Hed
from Sanl, in the cave 59, when Saul's messengers
watched the hcmse to kill him 00, after the defeat
of I'^dom ill the Valley of Salt
03, in the wilderness of Judali
142, when he w.is in the cav^^
The character of D. has been very variously
estimated, exaggerated praise naturally proilucing
a revulsion to the opposite extreme. Undue weight
ha-s often been attached to the description of I), ius
the man after God's own heart '
but the phnose,
;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

'

;
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in 1 S 13'* (quoted thence in Ac
seen in the original context to denote
one accordnig to God's mind or purpose, one who
possesses the necessary qualities for a ruler of
God's people (of. Jer 3'"). It has been more difficult
to do justice to U. on account of the difierent
representations, found together in the Bible, but
belonging to very different dates. The picture in
Chron. of a Jewish saint has led many to censure
unfairly the warrior king of a rude age. But if a
critical examination of our authorities compels us
to reject as unhistorieal some pious deeds or noble
words attributed to 1)., on the other hand it affords
a more trustworthy standard by which to measure
1). 's position among his contemporaries, and removes
many of the glaring inconsistencies which have
occasioned difficulties to students and historians.
We may first look at the darker side of his
character and its numerous limitations, which show
that he did not rise entirely above the level of the
barbarous age in which he lived. His foreign wars
are sometimes marked by very great cruelty.
Even if the Ammonites were not tortured, yet in
his desert raids no life was spared (1 S 27'''*), and
the victories over Moab and Kdom were followed
by massacres. The story of the patriarch Jacob
suggests that deception and cunning were part of
the Isr. character certainly they often appear in
The deceit practised at Nob may be
D.'s history.
excused by his circumstances his professions of

which occurs only
18--),

may be

;

;

S 28- 29*) may have been
cautious words used to one who has power to
compel
but the continued fraud practised at
Ziklag points to a man who was used to crooked
dealing
he could induce Hushai to counteract
Ahithophel's advice by mean and treacherous ways
and after his sin with Bathsheba he stooped to
base and cowardly means to conceal his guilt and
Moreover, D.'s
remove Uriah from his path.
loyalty to Achish (1
;

;

;

the teaching of
the great prophets.
If he did not himself worship
idols, he at least allowed Michal to keep the
teraphim in his house and to determine the will
of God he had constant recourse to the sacred
ephod. He associated the worship of J" with His
presence in the land of Israel, could think that J"
had stirred up Saul to pursue him, and that His
displeasure might be removed by the fragrance of
religious beliefs fell far short of

;

a sacrifice (IS 2Gi') and he put to death seven
innocent men to procure J"'s favour for the land
And there are other blemishes in D.'s
(2 S 21'-'*).
character.
He can judge a case on the impulse of
a moment (2 S lU'), or dismiss one but half heard
and breaks out against Nabal into a pas(li)'^)
sionate desire for vengeance.
The great sins of
his life, his adultery with Bathsheba and murder
of Uriah, are perhaps but the common crimes of an
Oriental despot but, so far as we can judge, they
were not common to Israel, and D. as well as
his subjects knew of a higher moral standard.
Lastly, his weakness in dealing with his own
family is little to his credit. The imperious Joab
too hard
is
for him
Anuion and Adonijah are
indulged and spoiled, and even the outrageous
conduct of the former meets with no punishment
Absalom and Adonijah are allowed to declare their
pretensions to the crown, while D. neglects to take
proper measures to determine the succession to
the throne.
Hut in justice to D. it must be remembered that his family difficulties were in part the
natural outcome of polygamy, and partly due to
the state of culture of his time.
In the East the
same unwise and selfish love is still often manifested by a brave father to his children.
The last
charge to Solomon (IK 2'-») has been already
;

;

;

'

'

;

sufficiently discussed.
It is now necessary to turn to the other side of
the picture, remembering that we must not expect

and a man. No
D. could be more eloquent than that
of the charm he exerted on all who had to do with
Everywhere he inspires love and devotion.
him.
Jonathan is his closest friend
Saul, Michal, all
Israel love him.
It is the same in later years.
Achish pronounces him blameless (IS 29''- '') whatever D. does pleases the people (2 S 3**)
the three
mighty men risk their life to bring him a draught
of water
his soldiers call him the lamp of Israel,'
and will not let him endanger himself in battle
to find a saint, but a king, a hero,

testimony

tti

;

;

;

'

;

(2

S

21'" 183)

or death

(i7*.

;

Ittai of Gath will follow him in life
15-').
Nor was this devotion and

admiration undeserved. A brave and successful
warrior, who had fought many a campaign against
his country's foes, he safely led and ruled the
rough men who gathered round him as an outlaw.
His justice was experienced alike by Nabal's shepherds and his own followers (IS 25'- '"f- 30-^^)
his concern for his followers' lives is seen when he
cannot drink the water from the well of Bethlehem.
Hasty and passionate he could be, even in his zeal
for justice (2 S 4^'- 12'''')
but far more marked is
;

;

his signal generosity.
He spares Saul's life when
he is in his power (1 S 24. 26), and laments for his
death in a noble song (2 S 1 ) the messenger fnmi
Mt. (Jilboa and the murderers of Eshbaal are put
to death, when they think that they are bringing
D. good tidings. He can bear with Shimei's curses
during his flight, and forgive him freely on his
return.
For the sake of Jonathan he spares and
shows favour to his son, and in the person of
(^himham he repays the kindness of Barzillai.
The warmth and tenderness of D.'s affection is
revealed in his lamentation for his ' brother
Jonathan and still more in his own family, as in
his distress at the illness of Batbsheba's child, or
at the death of Amnon and Ab.^aloni.
Nor are
higher elements wanting in D.'s religion as may
be seen from his simple but pious faith, when he
dances before the ark, and is ready to abase
;

;

;

himself before J" who has exalted him (2 S 6^1)
or still more when he prepares to leave Jerus.
without the protection of the ark.
He accepts his
misfortunes with resignation, and acknowledges
them as the consequence of his sins while he
;

;

retains his trust in God's goodness (2 S 12'--'- lo-^'16''-'- 24'-'- ').
And even in the record of his sin
for not many rulers
his better qualities come out
would have accepted such a plain rebuke, or maniWhen compared
fested such sincere repentance.
with a Joab or a Gideon, we recognize the greatness of David's character.
But it is especially as a niler that D. left his
;

He
his own generation and on posterity.
set himself to free his country from its enemies, to
secure it against invasion, and to make the people
he strove
Jerus. was virtually his creati<m
one.
to make it the religious and political centre of his
kingdom ; and the discontent of Judah bears witness
to the zeal with which he laboured for the whole
His
nation, and not only for his own tribe.
efforts were the more successful, because with remarkable penetration (cf. 2 S 14''') he always knew
the right measures to adopt.
He wins the Judican
elders by judicious presents, but can wait at Hebron
for Eshbaal's fall
he thanks the men of Jabeshgilead, disavows all part in Abner's nmrder, retires
mark on

;

;

from the first attack of Absalom, but keeps uj)
communication with the capital. In all the varied
difficulties of his eventful life

he

is

never without

resource.
Nor was he negligent of the administration of his kingdom.
It is said that he 'executed
judgment and justice to all his people ' (2 S 8'^)
and this statement is borne out by the readiness
with which he listened to Nathan or the woman
of Tekoa.
Doubtless he once forced a census on
an unwilling people, but except in one instance
;
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we never Lear of him using his power for selfish
emis.
In two respects the reign of D. became an ideal
{•>r hiter times.
lie was remembered as a just and
patriotic ruler ; and when oppression and injustice
became only too common iu Israel, the great
prophets looked forward to a time when again a
righteous king should sit on his throne (Jer 23^,
cf. Is 10')

;

and the name

of

D. became the symbol

of the ideal ruler of his line, who they believed
must come (Jer 30", Ezk 34'-'3''- HI-"-), and who was
afterwards termed the Messiah.
Again, it was
throuuli D. that the group of Isr. tribes became a
nation,
e.ttendeci
powerful
and
its sway over the
neighbouring peoples. Thus Israel began to feel
world
that it had a mission in the
and though
D.'s empire began to melt away even before his successor's death, this conviction never died, even in
Still the people believed that in
the darkest hour.
God's own time they would be called upon once
more to subdue the surrounding nations (cf.
9'-), or like a second 1). to proclaim to heathen
races J"'s great and holy name (cf. Is 55*-').
;

Am
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'the day,' He 10-" 'that day," Mt 7--, 2 Th 1";
the last day,' Jn &" 1 !-<
the dav of judument,'
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2 Co 1", Uev 0'" etc.
I'rob. it is with allusion to the day of the Lord
or
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that St. Paul uses the
;

'

'

» 37-IV2. 72

;

;
;
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Klllel. IHhI. of the Ifeljreirn, Kng. tr. (Is9i;), ii. 35-49, 119-1S2 ;
;
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DAY
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—

In Hebrew the word 'day' is
rinfpa).
fn-i|iiiiitly ased in phrases such as
day of distress,'

(:,

'

'of evil,' 'of calamity,'
of ileath ' (cf.
day of
salvation,' Is 40"), which for the most part exjilain
themselves. It is also iLsed more widely of time
in general, esp. when some event is described
vividly as that of a single day, e.g. Dt 16', .Jg 18''\
'

'

Mai
which

(-'''3 with infin. or perf., but not
refers to .some particular day, 2 S lO''
Est 0'). With a personal genitive we
singular used to express ( 1 ) the birthday,
dav, .lob .'!', IIos "^ ; and (2) the time of
'.i-

or'death, Jer 50^',

Ezk

2r-'', 1

S 20", Ps

='''?,

"'P'.f

(-oiieb.),

find the
or festal

calamity

Job

;i7'\

The

plural 'days,' according to a very common usage, denotes the lifetime, reign, or period of
10'-', Is 1^
activity of any one, Gn 20', .Jg 5", 1
etc.
Hence the repeated '^''-",1 ''i!?''. of K and
With a local proper name the
Ch
Annals.
'd.ay' implies some notable battle, a signal judgment or tli.saster, e.ij. Is 9' the day of the defeat of
Midian ; Ps l.'i7" the day of the fall of Jerus.
Ezk
;iU' the day of Egj'pt
IIos H' the day of Jezreel.
With the i)ropliets 'In that day' is a common
formula in describing what is to come at some
future period of blessing or retribution. Is 2",
2'" etc. etc.
Jer -J'',
Cf. also the phrases ' Lo,
days are coming' (esp. in Jer and Am), and 'in
the Latter end of the days' {-'T,"^ ^"^'^.V}), i.e. at the
end of the period to which the prophet's vision
extends, e./j. Gn 4'J' (the time of the settlement in
18-".

'

phrase of man's day {utrb dvffpuirivijs riiifpas) to
denote mere human judgment (1 Co 4^).
The contrast between day and night gives rise
to certain metaphorical expressions.
Thus day '
is the period of life during which there is opportunity for working (Jn ',H, cf. H'-*).
Christians are
said to belong to the day, since they should abstain
from evil deeds, which are usually done under the
cover of darkness, 1 Th 6=-*, cf. Ho 13'^.
On the
other hand, this life, with its ignorance, trials, and
<iifficulties, is contrasted with the future day of
fuller knowledge (2 P 1'*) and of completed salvation (Ro 13''^).
See also Tl.MK; for the Creative
Day see Cos.MOGONY ; and for Day of the Lord
'

'

'

'

'

see

ESCH.\TOLOGT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
II. A. White.

DAY OF ATONEMENT.—See ATONEMENT, Day

lilldde,

'

.'4-2lBi

'

'

DAY'S JOURNEY (Gn

;

111.

'

;

'

Ondetvo^k (1681),^,

Jtivhtfr and SiiriiufI (l-iili). pp. JIO-iTli. For the text. Driver,
Uth. TtJ-taf Sum. (151)11) Wellhauseu, '/'eJ't d. Buchtr Sum.
(l-^il).
For the criticistu of t'hroniele.-*, ib. Profeffomena, Kn^.
tr. (H-i.'!). p. ITlff.
See, further, W. K. Siuith,
UavM,' iu
/i)tri/rl, Itrit.^; Dillmann in Schenkel's Bihel-L^xieon
Kamp*
hiiu.'en,
Phillster uml Hebraer,' ZA TW, Issi;, pp. +(-97
Kwald,

Eng.tr.

'

;

— For the analysis of Samuel $eo csp. Wellhauseu,

O>inr/otiition (IS**!*), pn. 24^^"iG6; Kuenon,
3m; If., or Hill. Krit. EiuUituin) (IS'IO). >•

JltHlori/.
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K

=

;

;

Am

Caanan), I)t 4" (Israel's repentance in exile),
IIos ;J^ Mic 4' (the Messianic i)eriod).
\Liny of these ex|)re.ssion» hiive passed into the
language of NT, e.g. in the days of Herod,' Mt 2',
'

1X\'>; 'inthese(t'hose)ilays,' Lkl3i'2i, Ac.}-' 'in
the last days,' 2 Ti :5', Ja o^ .also my day,' the day
when Christ appeared among men, Jn 8*' the day of
salvation,' the time during' which salvation is offered
to mankind, 2 Co 0'the evil day' of trial and
temptation, I'-jdi ti"
in that il.ay,' e.g. when Christ
reveals Himself more fully to His di.sciples, Jn 14-"
10-3- -'.
In particular, the hast flay of the piv.sent
dispensation, when Christ shall return to earth for
the final judgment, is described in various phrases
;

'

;

;

'

;

'

;

:

Lk 2"

30'" =" 1?"',

— When

Jon

c>' n':::,

?.*

the nuaking of a day's
journey is imclicaled of any one, we are not to
understand merely that the person travelled for a
day or for so many hours thereof.
Day's journey
is no mere indication of time, but a real though
very indefinite mea.sure of space. Its length would
vary according to the nature of the ground traversed on a level plain it would be longer than
over a country broken by hills or water-courses.
Its distance would, again, be conditioned by the
circumstances or capabilities of the traveller
a
messenger on a hasty errand (cf. Gn 31'-") would
achieve bettor results than a caravan, the rate of
which would be regulated by the slowest beast of
burden. A .sturdy courier, without undue exertion,
might put 25 to 30 miles behind him in a day;
while a caravan, with its encumbrances, would not
be able to overtake more than abiuit 20 miles at the
most. The camel usually proceeds at a rate of
about 2k miles an hour, and as
to 8 hours would
be suflicient for a day, a caravan (probably implied Lk 2'''') might accomplish 15 to 20 miles witli
much impedimenta, as recorded in the travels of
the patriarchs Gn 311'''', or of the Israelites Nu lO-",
the day's journey would necessarily be much less.
In the i^rescnt-day i)ilgrimages to Mecca, 22i
miles is said to be a common day's journey for a
caravan.
We may perhaps safely figure to ourselves
in connexion with the expression 'day's journey'
an average distance of 20 to 25 miles. See further
Tjfiepai 65os).

'

'

;

;

;

S.VUlt.VTII

D.VYS JOflCXEY.

DAYSMAN.— In

Co

A. GUIEVE.

'man's judgment is lit.
'm.-ni's day' (avUponrlyr; T)ixipa)^ and is so tr" in
Wydif, Tind., Cov., and Kheinis for the word
day,' or its equivalent, has been used in many
languages in the special sense of a d.ay for hearing
(See D.\y.) Prom
causes and giving judgment.
'd,ay' ill this .seii.se was formed the word 'daysman,' after the exaiiiple of craftsman, hei-dsman,
and the like, to signify a judge, umpire, or arbiter.
The oldest instance given in Oj/. Eng. Dirt, is
1

4'>

'

;

'

Sir, the dayesririmptnn Corresp. (1480) p. 82,
agre us'
the next, Coverdale's tr. of
.lob O-is Nether is there eny dayes man to reprove
both the partes, or to l.aye his lioiule betwixte us,'
from whom it has been retained in AV and UV.
J. H.VSTINGS.
'

men cannot

;

'

DAYSPRING.—Job 38«
the ilay.spring to

know

'

Hast thou

his pl.tce ?

'

.

C-V)

caused

.

.

;

Wis

10-"

—

;
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at the dayspiring pray unto thee {rpdt iyaroXiir
RV at the dawning of the day ') ; and
Lk V* the d. from on high hath visited us (avaroX^
The word is of freq. occurrence for the
i^ v\)io\n).
dawn of day, as Eden, Decades (1555), p. 264, The
day aprynge or dawnynge of the daye gyveth a
certeyne lyght before the rysinge of the soonne.'
Davies (Bible Eng. p. 249) points out that virtually
the same expression occurs in Jg 19*" when the day
began to spring, they let her go, and 18 9-"' it came
to pass about the spring of the day.' In Gn 32" the
marg. has 'ascending of the morning' for 'breakinj^
of the day ; and in Ps 65' east and west are called
the outgoings of the morning and evening.'
'

'

'

(fxjrrbi,

'

'

'

'

'

'

DAY-STAR.—This is Wyclif 's
4>ua(pipot in 2 P 1", and he has
all

J. Hastings.
transl. of the Gr.

been followed by

The Eng. word

subaequent translators.

VSS

RV

(in all

there are two sep. words, day star,'
'day-star') was used in two senses. (1) It
signified the planet Venus (Lat. Lucifer), that
star which preceded or accompanied the rising
of the sun, the morning star, as in Lydgate,
O
Temple of Glas (1355), 'Fairest of sterres
Venus . . O mighti goddes, daister after nyght
and Holland's Ptmy, ii. 8, For all the while that
shee [the planet Venus] preventeth the morning,
and riseth Orientall before, she taketh the name of
Lucifer (or Day Starre) as a second sun hastening
the day.' (2) It was applied poetically to the sun,
especially by Milton, as Lycidas, 168
till

RV

'

.

.

.

.

'

'

einks the day-star in the ocean bed,
And yet anon repairs his drooping head.
And tricks his beams.'

;Ai

'

In 2 P the word is used in the first sense, the
morning star. The passage is therefore parallel to
Rev 2^ the morning star,' and 22" the bright,
These passages, Plumptre
the morning star.'
thinks, are evidence that this had come to be
'

'

recognized among the apostolic Christians as a
Bymbolic name of the Lord Jesus as manifested to
tne souls of His people.
Wyclif has 'day-star' in Job 38*" Whether
thou bryngist forth Lucifer, that is, dai-sterre, in
;

his
'

:

tyme

O day

and

'
;

star,'

it is

found in Is 14"

AV text O
*

Lucifer.'

AVm and RV
See LuciFER.

J.

—

Hastings.

DEACON. The words SidKorot (-eu>-fa) refer to
service rendered without regard to the quality of
it.
Thus the SidKovot at a
either bond or free ; and any one
doing such service is a 5id/t. for the time being.
Thus, in
they are used (1) of service generally (Ac 12=», Ro 152», 1 Co 16") ; (2) of our Lord's
work in particular (Mt 20^) ; (3) of the temporal
ruler (Ro 13*) as deoO Siix. ; (4) of the work of the
apostles (e.^. Ac 1" 6', 1 Co 3», 1 Ti 1") but in
none of these places is there any trace of SidKovos
as an official title. The transition is found Ro
12^, where the StaKovla in contrast with rpo<firiTela.,
SiSoffxaXia, TapaxXijcrii, seems to indicate specific

the person rendering
feast

may be

—

NT

:

Jk^kovos himself is not men(Cf. Hort, Christian Ecclesia, 198 f.).
Where do we first find oflBcial StdKovoi T In Ac
6' oi veurrepoi are of course tacitly contrasted (as

services,

though the

tioned.

Lk

with ol rpea^vrepoi
but the parallel
in 6'" seems to show that the contrast is
only of age, not of o£Bce. Coming to Ac 6, were
' the seven
deacons ? Permanent officials of some
sort they probably were if we take account of
St. Luke's way of recording
beginnings
of
22-*)

;

riavlaKOi

'

;

'

movements.
For the common

'

identification of them with the
later deacons, we have (1) The general correspondence of their duties. (2) The word JiaKo^fii'
Tpair^fait used of them, though this is balanced by
JiaKoc/a ToD Xii7oi' of the apostles themselves in
the next verse. (3) Common opinion from Irenajus

[ScBr.

iii.

onward.

12. 10, iv. 15.
(4)

1

'Stephanus primus diac'l
of deacons limited to

The number

HE

vi. 43
Rome (Cornelius ap. Eus.
vji. 19, referring to Ac 6), and by
also Soz.
Cone. Neocses. Can. 15, also referring to Ac 6,
though Cone. Trull. Can. 16 rejects it.
called
Against it, (1) They are nowhere in
Smkovm, and Philip in Ac 21' is simply ' one of tb •
Seven.' So neither is their work called Jia««Wa.
(2) The qualitications laid down Ac 6' for the

seven at

HE

NT

seven are higher than those required by St. Paul,
1 Ti 3', for deacons.
(3) Of the Seven, Stephen
was largely a preacher, and Philip in Ac 21" (some
twenty-five years later) holds the much higher
rank of an evangelist.
(4) The Seven evidently
rank next to the apostles, and have much the
same position at Jerusalem as the presbyters we
The arguments are not very
find a little later.
but, upon the whole, the
strong either way
adverse one seems the stronger, for this is a question on which tradition (150 years to Irenaeus)
would seem specially liable to slip. The Seven,
then, would seem to have been neither (a) deacons,
nor (6) temporary officers (Weizsacker), and concern us no further if they were (c) almoners pure
and simple (Cone. Trull, supra), or (d) presbyters
(Ritschl), though they may have been (e) the
original from which both the two later orders
diverged, of deacons and presbyters (Lange).
In any case, the first explicit mention of deacons
(Ph 1') is at Philippi, about A.D. 63 and again
They are
(1 Ti 3') at Ephesus a few years later.
not mentioned with Titus in Crete, but afterwards
every cliurch seems to have had its deacons.
Concerning Jewish parallels to the office. The
deacon has no likeness to the Le\'ite, who
was rather a porter of the temple, who looked
Neither
after the beasts, and sang in the choir.
do the deacons resemble the single no (Lk 4-'",
vrripiT-qi) of the synagogue, who was more like oui
verger, opening and shutting the doors, cleaning
the building, handing the roll of the Law to the
reader, etc. The nearest Jewish parallel is the 'Kja
n^-i-i or collectors of the alms.
'This phrase, however, rather suggests the tax-gatherer (Kn'3JD koti
23^ Targ., with which compare
KViNT KCV Si', 2
Clement, Ep. 42, misquoting Is 60"), than the
deacon whose duties lay so much among the poor.
Upon the whole, the office was substantially new.
Qualifications are laid down by St. Paul (1 Ti 3)
Generifirst for the bishop, then for the deacon.
caUy they are alike, but with clear specific difl'erences.
Each must be grave, temperate, and free
from greed of money, the husband of one wife,
and a good ruler of his own house. But while the
deacon may serve, if there is no actual charge
against him, the bishop must be iveTrLX-qpLTrros one
against whom no just charge can be made. The
deacon's temperance and gravity are emphasized
for the bishop, who is further reminded that if he
cannot rule his o^vn house well, he cannot be
trusted to rule the house of God. The deacon is
specially told not to be double-tongued or a lover
of dirty gain, whereas it is enough to say generally
that tlie bishop is not to be a lover of money.
Then the bishop must have sundry qualifications
He must be apt to
for dealing with other men.
teach others, whereas it is enough for the deacon
to hold the mystery of faith in a pure conscience.
He must also be a lover of hospitality, and a
moderate and peaceable man, with some experience,
and a good character even among the heathen.
Dillurent qualifications point to ditt'erent duties.
The deacon's work evidently consists very much
in visiting and relieving the poor, where his
special temptations would be in one direction to
gossij) and slander, in the other to picking and
If he uses his office well,
stealing from tlie alms.
;

;

K

—

DEACONESS

DEAD SEA

he may look forward to a good footing towards
God, and much boldness towards men. On the
other band, the teaching, the hospitality, and the
general intercourse with Christians and heathens,
which are so conspicuous in the bishop's work,
eem no regular part of the deacon's.
Of the appointment of deacons we are told very
little.
In tne case of the Seven (Ac 6), first the
apostles lay down the qualifications required, then
tne Church elects seven, then the apostles approve
and admit them. In the Pastoral Epistles St.
Paul does not get beyond the first stage of laying
down qualifications, though Timothy is plainly
intended to approve the candidates, and there is
no hint given that the Church did not elect them.
The process wpuld most likely be the same as for
the bishops or elders.
H. M. Gwatkin.

B7S

E., and the Kidron (En-Nar) and several lessei
streams from the W. and as the Dea»i Sea, like
all salt lakes, has no outlet, the consequence is that
the waters which enter it pass off in the form of
vapour into the atmosphere. The quantity of water
poured into the Dead Sea basin must be very
great, especially during the months of April and
fliay, when the Jordan is swollen by the melting of
the snow in the Lebanon range
out such is the
dryness of the air and the heat of the sun's rays in
the Ghor that this increased supply fails permanently to raise the level of the surface, which
seems only to rLse and fall within the limits of 10
to 15 ft., between the months of October and Maj-,
as estimated by Dr. Robinson from the position of
the driftwood along the shote.
;

;

DEACONESS.—See Wohah.
DEAOIiT haa now only an active meaning,
'cansing death'; but formerly was passive also,
'subject to death.' Thus Wyclif's tr. of 1 Co 15"
Is,
r or it byhoueth this corruptible thing to clothe
vncorrupcioun, and this deedli thing to putte awei
vndeedlinesse. Wyclif has 'deadly in all passages
in which
has mortal (except that in Job 4"
he omits the adj.), as well as often elsewhere, as
He 7' heere deedi men taken tithi.s,' Ja 5" Elye
was a deedli man lijk vs.' In
d. occurs in
this sense Rev IS*-" 'his d. wound was healed'
death-stroke ') and as an
(rXriyri rod daiirov,
adv. Ezk 30»* a d. wounded man (S^n).
'

'

AV

'

'

'

'

AV

RV

'

;

'

DEAD SEA

— This

'

(Arab.

BaKr

or

Lii(,'

remarkable inland lake

'Sea

of

the
deepest part of the depression of the earth's surface
which stretches from the Gulf of Akabah northwards into the Jordan Valley (see Arabah). The
name Dead Sea is not found in the Bible, and
appears first to have been used in Gr. {B(i\a<r<ra riKpd)
by Pausanias and Galen, and in Lat. by Justin. In
OT it is known as the Salt Sea (Gn \i', Dt 3") and
Both these
as the Sea of the Arabah (Jos 3").
names are appropriate and expressive of its physical
With reference to its geograpu. situaconditions.
tion, it is called the East Sea (Ezk 47", Jl 2*). The
name 'Asphaltites' given to it by Josephus {Ant. I.
ii. is derived from the deposits of bitumen which
are found in some of the valleys entering the W.
and, lastly, the name Dead Sea (Mare
shore
mortuum) is used to indicate the absence of animal
life in its waters.
This is owing, not so much to
the high salinity of the waters, as to the large proportion of bromide of magnesium which they contain.
In the streams, often of a liigli temperature,
which enter the lake to the S. of the promontory
of El-Lls&n, some living forms are exceedingly
abundant, especially '.hose of small fishes of the
Lot').

'

lies

in

'

)

;

Bahr Lflt,' by
genua Cijprinodon. The name
which the Dead Sea is known amongst the Arabs,
is a remarkable instance of the persistence of
'

names amongst these E. tribes, if,
believed by not a few, it comes down to us
through a period of nearly 4000 years, and has
been preserved by the descendants of the patriarch
Lot, who took possession of the tcrritorj' of Moab
and Ammon on the borders of tlio Arabian desert
overlooking the Dead Sea l)asin, and who naturally
associated this inland lake with the name of their
progenitor who hfui lived on its shores {(Jn 13").
Physical Features. The Dead Sea lies nearly
N.-S. along a line corre^sponding to tliat of the
its length is 47 miles, and its
Jordan Valley
greatest breaflth about 10 inile.s.
It receives the
waters of the Jordan from the N. those of ElHessi, El-Jeib, and El-Fikreh from the S.
those
of the Kerak, Amon (Mojib), Zerka Ma'in from the

ira<litionary

as

is

—

;

;

j

—

El-Lisdn. The Dead Sea is di\-ided Into two
portions by a remarkable promontory
as El-Lisln (the tongue), which projects
outwards from the E. shore for a distance of
half the breadth of the lake.
This proniontorjseems to be referred to in the passage describing
the boundary of the lot of the tribe of Judah (Jos
15",
marg. 'tongue').
El - Lis.ln is composed,
according to Lartet, of white calcareous marl with
beds of salt and gypsum.
It breaks off in a dill
facing the W., 300 ft. high and 9 miles lon|j,
terminating northwards at Point Costigan, and is
connected \vith the Moabite coast by a narrow neck
The terraced form, as well as the
of marshy land.
composition, of EI-LisAn show that it was once part
of the bed of the lake when its waters rose several
hundred feet higher than at present and it corre
sponds in character and composition to the terraced
ndge of Khashm Usdura now to be described.
Kha.ihm Usdum (or Salt-mountain). This remarkable ridge follows the W. shore of the
lake from Umiti Zoglial southwards to the banks
of Wady el Fikreh at the S. margin of the
Gh5r, a distance of 7 miles. Its upper surface is
about 600 ft. above the lake, and seen from a
distance appears flat
but it is deeply furrowed
and seamed by streamlets, which have penetrated
The upper part of Khashm
into the mass below.
Usdum is formed of strata of white saliferous and
ami
gj'pseous marl, the lower of solid salt-rock
these materials are laid open to view in the nearly
vertical cliff along which the ridge breaks off on
There can be no doubt that this
the E. side.
terrace, like that of El-Li.sftn, and others to be found
at intervals on both sides of the lake, were parts of
the bed of the lake itself when its waters stood at a
much higher level than at present. It is separated
from the base of the limestone tableland by a
valley of broken ground, strewn with blocks of
rock, about half a mile in width, and eroded by

unequal

known

'

;

—

-

;

;

torrential action.

—

The Ascent of AhrabbimC scar^nons'). From the
an extensive tract, composed
partly of slitiie, partly of woods and postures,
ext^Tids as far as the semicircular terrace which
bounds the Ghor in that direction. This marsh is
liable to floods, and its surface is strewn with
trunks of trees brought down by the torrents. The
terrace by which it is boundetl is 500 ft. high, and
is foriiied of in.irls overlaid by liods of sand, gravel,
and loam, which extend southw.irds into the
Arabah. They are deposits formeil over the old
bed of the lalie when its waters were 5iKMi00 ft.
above their present level. The terrace seems X/e
S. shore of the lake

:
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ajiower to the ' Ascent of Akrabbim referred to in
Jos 15* in connexion with the boundary of Judah.
Robinson regards the edge of the terrace as marking
the limits of the Ghor and the Arabah respectively
a view in which the present writer concurs.
Level of the Surface. The Dead Sea was sounded
in 1848 by Lieut. Lynch, who found that it descended to a depth of 1278 ft. at a point about 5

The W.

miles N. of Costigan.
It is now known that the
surface itself descends to a greater depth below that
of the ocean than any sheet of water on the globe.
Thb fact remained unrecognized until 1836-7, when
H. von Schubert and Prof. Roth visited Palestine,
and made barometric observations in the Jordanic
basin.
These were followed and confirmed by CoL
Wilson (now Gen. Sir C. W. Wilson) and the
officers of the Ordnance Survey of Palestine by
actual levelling from the shore of the Mediterranean
to that of the Dead Sea itself, and have established
the fact that the surface of the latter falls to a
depth of 1292 ft. below that of the former. Nor
is it surprising that this result was not detected
before the barometer and the level were brought to
bear on its determination ; for there is nothing in the
atmosphere around the lake which suggests to the
traveller, by his sensations alone, that lie sustains
a more than ordinary atmospheric pressure ; and the
two seas being shut off from each other by a high
table-land 50 mUes across, comparison of levels by
means of the eye is impossible. With the increase
of barometric pressure there is a corresponding
Hence, while in winter
increase of temperature.
snow frequently lies on the plateaux of Jud«a and
of Moab, it is unknown on the shores of the Dead
Sea ; and the Arab tribes go down to the Ghor
\vith their flocks of sheep and goats, and camp over
the plain during the winter months. Thus when,
in December 1893, the writer found himself standing
on the edge of the terrace overlooking the Ghor, he
beheld at his feet a wide plain stretching away
northwards towards the margin of the Dead Sea,
and to a large extent green with vegetation and
thickets of small trees.
To the rio:ht in an open
space were seen several large Beda^^^n camps, from
which the shouts of wild men, the barking of dogs,
and the bellowing of camels ascended. Numerous
flocks of black goats and white sheep were being
tended by women in long blue cloaks ; and on the
party of travellers being obsen'ed, groups of merry
children came trippinc; up towards the path accompanied by a few of the elders, and, ranging tlieraselves in a line, courteously returned salutations.
Here the Arabs remain enjoyiu" the warmth of the
plain lUl the increasing heat of the summer's sun
calls them away to their high pasture grounds on
the table-land of Edom and Moab. At a short
distance farther towards the shore of the lake is
the village of Es-Safieh, inhabited by a tribe of
fellahin called the Ghawameh, who by means of
irrigation from the Wady el-Hessi cultivate with
success fields of wheat, maize, dhurah, indijjo, and
cotton, while they rear herds of camels and flocks
of sheep and goats.
On the produce of these fields
the Arabs largely depend for their supplies of food
and raiment, which they obtain by a kind of rude,
often compulsory, barter.
BounJarUs of the Ghor. The Dead Sea basin
*nd its ancient deposits are bounded along the E.
by the high plateau of Moab, and on the W. by
the nearly equally high table-land of Judaea.
The
fllain of El-Ammaya in Moab reaches a level of
3100 ft. above the Mediterranean, and, consequently, of about 4400 ft. above the Dead Sea.
The slopes of the escarpment along which the
plateau urcaks off are sometimes terraced, sometimes precipitous, and are eroded by numerous
streams with thermal springs, of which that of the
Zerka Main (or Callirboe) is the most celebrated.

side.

'

—

—

slopes of the Ghor are equally seamed
river courses which cut deep into the limestone
strata, and have their sources in springs near the
summit of the table-land. The cliffs of K&s Mersed,
Engedi, and Masada,* the latter crowned by th«
ruined fortress, are prominent features of the
W. shore; while the walled city of Kerak, the
capital of Moab, crowns the heights on the

by

E

—

Geology.
Investigations by geologists in recent
times have dispelled some of the old ideas regarding
the origin of this mysterious inland lake. It is
now known not to be the crater of a volcano, and it
is almost equally certain that Sodom and Gomorrah
were not overwhelmed in its waters. These researches have also resulted in showing that the
area of the Dead Sea waters is not very different
from what it was in the days of Abraham and Lot.
It is now known, through the observations of
Tristram, Lartet, Hull, and others, that the Dead
Sea occupies a part of the trough, or depression in
the crust, produced by subsidence along the line of
a 'fault' or system of 'faults' (fractures accompanied by displacement of the strata) wliich has
been traced from the G. of Akabah along the
line of the Jordan-Arabah Valley to the base of
Hermon (see Arabah). This fracture was produced
owing to the terrestrial movements which resulted
in the whole region being elevated out of the sea
In conafter the close of the Eocene period.
sequence of this faulting and displacement, the
formations on the opposite sides of the Ghor do
not correspond with each other; those on the E.,
or Moabite, side being more ancient than those on
the W. side at similar levels.
Thus, while
the whole W. side of the Ghor is formed of
Cretaceous limestones, the flanks of the Moabite
escarpment are composed of very ancient volcanic
overlain successively by Carrocks at the base
boniferous and older Cretaceous beds, ana only
surmounted at a level of about 3000-4000 ft.
above the lake by the Cretaceous limestones
which come down to the water's edge along the
;

W.

shore.

The fundamental rocks

laid open on the flanks of
Jebel Shomar, a massive and precipitous mountain
which rises behind Es-Safieh, and runs along the
E. side of the Ghor for several miles, are
composed of great beds of volcanic materials
(agglomerates, tuffs, and sheets of porphyry, penetrated by numerous dj'kes).
They have a slight
dip northwards, and are overlain by red and purple
sandstones and conglomerates of C arboniferous age
('Desert sandstone'), then by Carboniferous limestone formint' the terrace of Lebrusch, and this by
the red and variegated sandstones of Lower
Cretaceous age ('Nubian sandstone') which form
the greater part of the mountain flanks, and are
ultimately overlain by the Cretaceous limestones
composing the crest of the Moabite and Edomite
escarpment.
Such is the general geological structure as far as
regards the more ancient formations. The form
and features of the Ghor were considerably modified
by rain and river action in Pliocene and Pleistocene
times.
At the latter stage, corresponding to the
close of the Glacial epoch, the waters of the Jordanic
Valley appear to have risen to such a degree as to
have formed a lake whose area included those of
Merom, Galilee, and the Dead Sea, and whose
into the Arabah as far
S. margin extended
as the 'Ain Abu Werideli
thus producing a lake
which had a length from N. to S. of 200 miles,
and whose surface rose to the level of the Mediter;

* The fortress of MasAdft wafl the last refuge of the band of
Zea'ota of tlie Jews who defended themselves against flilva, tha
Roman general (a.d. 71), and at last destroyod theniselrea to
escape capture (Jos. War*, Vll. viii. ix.X

%
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DEAFXESS

DEBIR

Tlie evidence for thus conclusion is to be
found in the occurrence of terraces of lacustrine
materials at intervals dowTi the Arabah from 'Ain
Abu Werideh, a locality nearly 40 miles S. of
the marj,'in of the Glior. These terraces contain
numerous semi-fossil shells of the genera Melania
and Melimopsis.' It is easy to understand that
during the Glacial epoch the large rainfall and the
melting of the snows of the Lebanon, accompanied
by a clunate less tropical than that which now
prevails, may have added enormously to the supplies
of water poured into the Jordanic basin, thus rais-

DEAR, DEARTH.— Dear is used in
in two
senses: (1) Beluved, as Eph 5' 'Be ye therefore
followers of God as dear children (d^oirTrriS!,
beloved '). In this sense is Col 1" the kingdom
of his d. Son,' which AV, along with Gov., Cran.,
Gen., and Bishops', retained from Tindale, though
Wyclif's the sone of his louynge was nearer the
(Jreek (6 fldsr^s d7ii7r7;sai>roC; Kheims, KV, 'the Son
of his love ').
See Beloved. (2) Precious, Ac 20-"
'neither count I my life d. unto myself {rifuos).
Cf. Ps 72''' Gov. deare slial their bloude be in his
sight,' and 116'° 'right deare in the sight of the
Lorde is the death of his sayntes,' both preserved in
I'r. Bk. version, the meaning being that he counts
it too precious to leave it unavenged.

ranean.

With
ing the surface to the level indicated.
the subsequent diminishing rainfall, and the recurrence of sub-tropical conditions of climate, evaporaand
tion would <7radually gain upon precipitation
the surface of the waters, contracting stage by stage,
would ultimately fall to their present limits, where
evaporation anif supply have nearly balanced each
other.
It was during such successive stages of
diminution in volume, and lowering of the surface,
that the terraces of lacustrine materials were
formed, and converted into land surfaces ; these
commence at their highest limit with those of Abu
Werideh, and are succeeded by others at lower and
lower levels till the present margin of the Dead Sea
shore is reached. The salinification of the waters
necessarily accompanied this process because the
salts dLssolved in tiie waters remained behind durin"
the process of evaporation, and consequently tended
The Dead
to augment till saturation was reached.
Sea waters, therefore, resemble those of all closed
lakes which are more or less saline owing to similar
;

;

catises.t
LiTBRATUR«,
>n<I

tUm

and Dead

Lartet, Voyagt tfExplornReport of U.S. Exjmlilwn to

;

1852 ; Robinsnn, HR, lS(i6 ; Di- Saulcy,
Voyagt dnns la Syrit, 1853; Schubert, Reiie in den iforgcnlund,
Tristram,
/yind
Isratl, 2nd ed. 1872. Ixind of Mood,
1837;
1878, ' Fauna and Flora of Palestine," in Hem. PEF, 1S'<4 ; O. A.
Smith, i/u<. Geo;;. 499 fl.
E. HuLL.

tki Jitrdan

AV

Se-i,

V

DEAFNESS.—See Medicine.

—

DEAL. A 'deal' is a part or share (A.-S. dael,
Ger. theil), and it may be a large or small part.
In mod. Enc. we are allowed to say only he gave
a great deal, or a good deal, of trouble,' scarcely
he gave a deal of trouble,' and never a small
In older Eng. Chaucer could say (Hotutt of
deal.
Famt, i. .S31)—

'

'

'

'

—

Dearth. That which is precious is rare, as 1 S Si Gov. "The
worde of y« Lorde waa deare at the same tyme ; and from
'dear' in this sense waa formed 'dcartir = 8carcity, famine.
'

Dearth occure in AV Gn 41Mi>", 2 K 4**, 2 Ch 623, Neh 63 (all
dearth 'in 2 K, Neh)
21^1, RV famine in Gn, 2 Ch, keeping
Jer 141 (n-lX5, RV 'drought'); Ac 7" 1128 (X/^it, rv 'famine');
and RV adds Job 5^ (\t^, AV 'famine'), though it retains
famine for the same Heb. in 303.
J_ HASTINGS.
'

'

'

'

;

'

DEATH,—See Eschatolooy,
DEBATE.— To

'

O, have ye men awich goodliheed
In speche, and never a deel of troutheT*

'

And Latimer

that 'God walked up and down in Heaven, and
thinketh never a deal of our affairs.' In
deal
tenth deal or tenth deals,'
is used in the phrase
for Heb. ['nyy U.iArCn, wherever that word occurs
(RV tenth part or tenth parts '). See Wbiqhts

AV

'

'

'

'

'

'

AND Measures.
to divide or distribute (A.-S. datlan), a< In 2 S 6i>
all the people ... to every one a cake':
1 Ch 18>, Is 687 'd. thy bread to the hunitry'; and Ro 123
'accordinjf as Ood hatii dealt to every man the measure of
faith.*
Cf. Wyolif, Lk 01^ 'And whanne he hadde take the fyue
looves and twel flschia, he bihccld in to hcuene, and blesfiide
hem, anri brnk and delide to hiee didciplis, that thel schulden
•ette forth bifor the cumpanyea"; and Coverdale. Dn b"^ 'Thy
kynifdonie i» dcit in partes.' From this the verb Ttaj»ed into
the si'iirte of dealing well or ill with a person, and then havint:
any tranwiction with, meanings that are freelv found in AV
as in mod. use, Ac 25^ ' this man, about whom ail the multitude
of the Jews iiave dealt with me'(irirvx" f**'t ^^ 'made suit

To

'

deal'

•he dealt

Is

among

—

tome').
•
t

J.

Hastings.

Mount Seir, p. 98 ; P\yi. OeoL Arabia Pttroea, rtc pp. 16-79.
The waters of the Dead Sea yiel.l 24-57 lbs. of salt in 100 lbs.

of water, those of the Atlantic yiebiinn only fl lbs. of salt in
the same quantity; the fi'ntier consist of chlorirl.-s nf lime,
msKin'sia, sodium, nnil jsitassiura, and in Hinsller proportions of
snljilmtes ami bniinidcs rif the same nubHtances. The larse
quantity of bromine (occurring as bromide of magnesium) has
attrmct«Hl the attention of naturallsta, and la supposed to be a
volcanic emanation.

VOU

I.

— ^7

Life.

old Fr. debatre, Lat.
to discuss, and a
is e.\pected to be amicable. But in earlier Eng. ' to debate was to light
or wrangle, and 'debate' was strife, quarrelling.
(fr.

means

'

Thus Gn 1 3' Geneva there was debate betweene the
heardmen of Abrams cattell, and the heardmen of
Lots cattell
and Lk 12" Gov. Thynke ye that
I am come to brynge peace upon earth— I tell you
'

'

;

nay, but rather debate.' In this sense only is
debate used in AV, whether as vb. or subst. As
vb. Pr 25' Debate thy cause with thy neighbour
(so RV), and Is 27« (RV 'contend'; both 3-i =
As subst. Is .58'' (ly?, RV
'strive,' 'go to law').
contention ')
Sir 28* A sinful man disquieteth
friends, and maketh d. among them that be at
piace' {iKSdWet Sid^i)^ ; cf. 2 Ti 3» AVm, Tit 2»
AVm, and see Makebate) Ro 1», 2 Co 12* {Ipit,
'

'

'

;

;

UV

'

strife

J.

').

Hastings.

—

("I'S^).
The king of Eglon, who ace. to
joined other four kings against Joshua, but
was defeated and put to deatu along with his
allies at Makkedah.

DEBIR

Jos

10*

—

AaSdp, Dabir). 1. The name is
supposed to mean 'back'; hence =
hindmast chamber, innermost room of a temple,
and so it is used in 1 K 6' to denote the Holy of
Holies.
The city must have been a sacred one,
This is borne out
with a well-known temple.
by its two other names, Kiriath-scpher or Booktown' (.los 15", Sept. iriXit ypaiiiATuv), and Kir-

DEBIR

could represent philosophers saying

debate

do down, hatuere beat) now
'd.' is a discussion, which

'

'

HV

'

'

'

—Conder, Tent Work, 1880; Hull, 'Arabia Petrsa

I'aleatlno.' In tftm. PEF, lS8a
(It la MtT Mortt, 1880 ; Lyni-h,

5/7

(Tji,

generally

'

city of instruction (?) (Jos 15*")
Miifler (^*iVn und Kuropa, 1894) has
shown that in an Ejryptian papjTus, known as the
Travels of the Moliar,' which was written in the
time of Ramses ll. (B.C. 13U0), and is a sarcastic
account of an Egyptian traveller's misadventures
The
in Canaan, reference is made to the town.

iath-sannah,

and W.

'

'

Max

'

Thou ha.st not .seen Kiriath-anab
writer remarks
near Beth-thupar, nor dost thou know Adullam
and Zidiputa.' We learn from the geographical list
of Shishak that the last-named place was in the
south of Judali, and the Egyptian Tluipar, which
hy the <leteriinnative of 'writing,'
is followed
would represent a Hebrew Sujthfr or 'scribe.' As
>vith Kiriath-scpher in Jos 11''
a-ssociated
Anab is
I5°", we must conclude that the Egyptian writer
has interchanged the equivalent terms Kiriath
and Both, and that the Rlassoret^s have wrongly
vocalised the second element in the name of tha
:

'

=

'

DEBORAH

DEBOKAH

678

which should be sopher, 'scribe,' instead of
book.' It was a city of scribes,' where a
library must have existed, hlled with clay books

city,

sep/ier,

'

'

with cuneiform characters similar to
those found at Tel el-Amama, and in the libraries
of Assyria and Babylonia, The latter were usually
established in the chamber of a temple.*
It is possible that the name of Kiriath-sannah
may be found in one of the Tel el-Amarna tablets

inscribed

(Mittheilungm aus den orientalischen Sammhingen,
'
The country of
iiL No. 199), where we read
Gath-carmel has fallen away to Ta^i, and the
men of the city of Gath he is in Beth-sanL'
Tills would locate the city in the nei^jhbourhood of
Gath.
In the OT Debir Is described as in the mountains of Judah, like Socoh and Eshtemoh (Jos 15
""), and not far from Hebron, from whence Caleb
'went up' to it (v.''). It was in 'the Negeb' of
Judah, and near it were 'the upper springs and
the nether springs of water. After lea\'ing Lacbish (Tell el-Hesy) and Eglon (Tell en-Nejilehl),
Joshua marched to Hebron, and then returned
Unfortunately, these passages
to Debir (Jos lu").
do not enable us to fix the exact position of the
city, though the expression 'went up' may imply
that it lay to the north. This would certainly
have been the case if it is the same as the Beth:

;

'

'

el-Amama

eani of the Tel
tion with the

The

tablet.

identifica-

modem

Dhaheriyeh (from Arab.
dhahr, back ') rests upon a mistaken interpretaPetrie found there
tion of the name of Debir
no traces of anything older than the Roman
'

:

period.

Debir was taken by Othniel the Kenizzite, in
return for which Caleb gave him his daughter

Achsah in marriage (Jos IS'"-", Jg 1"-'"). There
must consequently be some error in the text of
Jos lO*"-'*, where it is said that Joshua had
already taken Debir, and destroyed all its inhabitMoreover, the city of Debir is not menants.
tioned among the confederates in vv.'-°, where,
on the contrary, Debir is stated to be the king of
Eglon.
13«).
The border of Debir
2. Debir (Jos
(or Lidebir) is stated to have formed part of the
frontiers of Gad, not far from Malianaim.
If the
reading Lidebir is accepted, the place may perhaps
be identified with Lodebar of 2 S 9''.
3. Debir in Jos 15' is described as in
the
direction of the north-eastern comer of Judah,
towards the valley of Achor and Gilgal.
The
Sept. however, reads irl tA Th-a/nor ttjs <pdpayyoi
Ace. to Hupfeld
'Axup, and the Vulg. has Debera.
(Ps 28») and Wellh. (Sam. 146 n.) .tj-si here =

A. H. Sayce.

westward.

DEBORAH

(T!\3'i

'a bee').

—

1.

The nurse

of

Rebekah, died on Jacob's return to Can., and was
buried under the terebinth (' Allon-bacuth ') below
Bethel (Gn SS* E). 2. The heroine of the great
battle by the Kishon in which Sisera and his allies
were defeated (Jg 4 and 5). After a period of
oppression and insecurity, which had lasted since
the days of Shamgar (Jg5'), and had fallen heavily
upon tne tribes bordering on the plain of Jezreel,
D., a woman of martial and determined spirit,
together with Barak, resolved to free their people
from the aggressions of the Canaanites. Issachar,
their tribe (Jg 5"), had been the principal suH'erer,
but could not cope with the enemy unaided.
Accordingly, the summons was sent round to all
* A full discussion of the meaning of the name Is ^ven by
Moore (Jvdget, p. ii ff.X who formerly connected TEO in TDD p
with Aramaic T?p 'border, frontier.' Kiriatb-sepber would on
this etjTnolo^ be Frontier-town,' a suitable enough meaninpr.
But for phonetic diflicuUies that st*nd in the way Moore has
sow abandoned this derivation.
'

the tribes,* claiming their assistance in the cause
Ephraim, Benjamin,
J" the national God.
West Manasseh, Zebulun, Naphtali, with their
Reuben, Gilead
chiefs, rallied round Issachar
Gad), Dan, andAsher refused to respond (Jg 5""").
For the first time after the settlement in Canaan
the tribes of Isr. acted in something like a national
capacity it was the genius and courage of D. that
instigated this united action. To meet the Isr.
conf ederation,the kings of Canaan, under the leadership of Sisera, marched to the attack ; the battle
took place in the neighbourhood of Taanach and
Megiddo, along the right bank of the Kishon
(Jg 5"). A great storm came on, and the swollen
torrent worked havoc among the Can. forces, so
that it seemed as if the powers of nature were
Sisera had to
fighting against them (Jg 5'"'*')
woman had successfully
seek safety in flight.
initiated the war, and a woman brought it to a
victorious conclusion. Jael, by a bold stratagem,
slew Sisera with a shattering blow from a tentmallet as he stood drinking in her tent (Jg 5**"").
Such is the history of the event which has made
D. famous among the women of the Bible, as it
may be gathered from the song in Jg 5. This
splendid ode was prob. not written by D. herself
the verbs in v."" are to be rendered by the 2nd pers.
rather than by the 1st cf. v.'^. V.' merely says,
'
then sang D. and Barak,' a remark due to the
later editor.
But the song may well be the work
of a contemporary, as its style and contents
suggest it may claim, therefore, to be the highest
authority for the events which it records.
Another account, a prose version, is contained in
chapter 4. The two accounts agree in the main
features, but exhibit considerable difl'erences in
detail.
In 4'''*' D. is styled both prophetess and
judge, while her seat is under the palm-treeof D.,
Detween Kamah and Bethel, in the hill country of
Ephraim,' whither the children of Israel resorted

of

;

(

;

;

A

;

;

;

'

judgment.

for

It is here implied that her authority had been
long established, and that it extended over Israel
('she was judging Israel at that time,' 4*). This
generalization of her position reflects the theory of
the compiler of Judges a late writer.f Furtner,
her seat is placed in the S., in the territory of
Benjamin, far from the area of the troubles. This
necessitates distant negotiations with Barak, and
introduces serious difficulties into the narrative.
It is possible that D.'s connexion with Ramah and
Bethel may be due to a confusion based on Gn 35",
for which, again, the compiler may be responsible.
We may conclude from 4*"' that her home was
somewhere near Kadesh, the city of Barak J thus
both would belong to Issachar (as 5'°), the chief
suiierer under the oppression.
See Barak.
In the prose version (4''"^ in the main) she is
styled a prophetess. Thus, in the manner of prophecy, she announces the plan of the attack (4'''''),
jiroinises success (v.""), and declares who shall carry
oil the honours of the victory (v.*).
All these are
features not found in ch. 5, and as coming from ch.
4 must be pronounced of inferior historical value.
For the other divergences connected with the
mention of Jabin, the position of the battle, the
deed of Jael, the authorities must be consulted.

—

;

—

LiTERATtmB. Hilliger, Das Dfitorah-JjUd UberKtzt u. erkldrt^
A. Miiller, Dat Lied der Deborah, 1887 (Konigiberger
M. Vemes
i.); Badde, Rieht. u. Sam. 66-72, 101-107

1807

;

Studim,

;

Except Simeon and Levi. Judah is not mentioned it had
not entered into any close connexion with the other tribes,
and was cut otT from them by a line of Canaanite strongholds
•

(Jg

;

12). as,

4IJ.

Job 9'0.

u

51. Sib belong to the Deuteronomlo compiler of
14*.
his hand may also r>e traced in 4<*>
I Itarak = ii^A(mn*7,"Lappidoth=/Iam#*(4*) ; hence some think
that l)oth are names of the some person, and that Barak was
l>el>urah'e husband.
This is merely a tanc>
(

Judcrea

23.

;

9^

;

DEBT, DEBTOR

DEBT, DEBTOR

bilUvut(k4Auda JuiK4, xxiv. 1892 O. A. Cooke, Bitt. and
Song 0/ Deb. 1892; O. Niebuhr, Vrrmch finer litcomt. da

mercial credit naturally resulted from the fact that
the Israelites of the monarchy were not a commercial
people, and that their trade was mostly in the
hands of the Phoen. and other foreigners. The
other ordinary causes of debt must have operated
in Israel.
Passing exigencies would create debts
speedily paid (Gn 38'") misfortune, extravagance,
and suretyship gave rise to more serious indebtedness.
Such misiortunes specially arose from failure
of crops (Neh 5^), foreign raids, pressure of taxation for the home government or for the payment
of foreign tribute (Neh 5^). Though debt cannot be

;

Judga (1895), 127-173.
8. Deborah (AV Debora), the grandmother of
Tobit, To 1».
G. A. Cooke.

DtboraliaU4, 189i

;

O. F. Moore,

is OT.— L Termt.—mh In Qal, EV
pu:p. b'Trvu^r^ LX5 lani^xr&at, Vulp, fotnus accipio,
tutno p<'cuniaft mutuor, mutuum accipio; in Hiph. EV
Un*i (i.e. cauae to borrow), ptcp. Under, LXX ietti^m, t*Ja»<C*.

DEBT, DEBTOR.—-^-

bomnt,

mxUuo

pecuniam muluam do, Jmneror.
m^ is also
used in the sense o( ^oin, and the sense of borrow may be
derived from the dependence of the borrower on the lender
but ,'n'? join, and .n'y borrow, may be independent roots of
''x/*W*'i ^'uIk-

different origin (so Fuerst).

connected with either.
nuo (also in form kc'j)

'•^ Levi, Ltvite, is

C^

EV

and Hiph.,

not necessarily
fend on utury,

take usury, exact {usury); Qo^ ptcp. creditor, extortioner, also

given In Dt 153 (or in; .iffg ^yj possessor of a loan of his
hand,' in Dt 24" thy debtor is 'la nyj .t^n 1^|j P'xn, »'•«. 'the
'

to whom thou are lending,' or *a creditor.' So Is 24^
»^i -if^, cf. 1 S 22> 'be to whom anyone is a usurer,' i.e.
one who borrows on usury,' EV the giver of usury to him.
LXJC m.wmjrut, paraphrases with «tfijAjj* (3we), and (for ptcp.)
imtitrriit, and in la 501 ^ij^^t^t (debtor^ Vulg. commodo, exiijo,
vsuras exigo, and for ptcp. creditor, /cenerator. VJ 2 K 4~ E V

man
\z

LXX «-«»mv, Vulg. ereditori (reading the ptcp.X ^^'^Q,
EY dj^t, loan, LXZ iftiXrifut, Vulg. debitum.
tqh}, EV usury, exaction, LXX ira.irrrii, Vulg. cu alienum,

debt,

This root has been connected with leJj bite, cf.
or with ,ic*3
to the nature and effects of usury
forget, because payment of a debt is remitted for a time (Oes.
Thts.l
In Dt
bite) EV usury, LXX t«'««, Vulg. usura.
Tfj) (IB^J
txaetio.

H^^

In ref.

;

=

2S»' >l(Eng.l».«)thefftpA.of "PI is used for 'lend on usury,"
Hiph. i«r«m7(, Qal
and the tial for ' borrow on usury.'
\mia.itrvn ; Vulg. Hiph. ftxnero, commodo.
increase (and in
of
n'3"ifl, n'ST-p (HDl become great),

LXX

AV

EV

Pr 281^ unjust gain), LXX w\u<m'ftii, iwi wXti»u, Vijlg. superabundantia, foenus, amplius. i^^r J and n'3in are often coupled
together, Lv 25«i, Elk IS*" etc'; Nowack,' Heb. Arch. i. 854,
is^i as interest on a loan of money, and n'3'in as Interest
cr a loan of cora, efc* etc., but in Dt2320(Eng. I9)wehave-]e*3 'of
money ... of food ... of anything.'
3^n, Ezk 187, EV debtor, Oxt Heb. Lex. d«<>I, LXX ifilXsrrH,
Vulg. debitori.
ODV Q^< borrow on pledge, EV ftorrow, LXX 3«*ij^«,u«i, Vulg.
accipio mutuum Hiph. lend on pledge, EV tend, LXX 3«*i<'C«,
Vulfg./cenero, mutuum do. e'lay anything given as security for

takes

;

,

the payment of a loan or the fulfilment of any obligation, EV
pto^e, LXX iFixw^«», Vulg. pij7n««. In Dt 24^0 a Qaidenora. occurs
^secure (the security). B'pnjJ Hab 2«, BV pfedg« = Dby AV
thick clay, Vulg. densum fu(«m, is due to a mistaken etymology.
In Jl 27 ikelot cDy- twist, bind; so the root=' borrow,' because
the borrower was bound to the lender ; but Wellhausen regards
B3V as an Anun. loan word, and Driver proposes to connect with
;

B3i 'hold

firmly.'

(lit. Wnd, cl D3P), EV taJce or lay a pledge, LXX
Ifi^i/^Ca, Vuig. phrases with pignus ; Siq, 't^iq, EV pledge,
LXX iuxl'l"'!^, -h^i, Voif. pirtnus.
imrety, give pledges, mortgage, make
3-1V Qal, Hithpa., EY t»
m vager, LXX 3h»viii, Vulg. spondo, fidem facio, fidejv^mr
srsto, vadtm me ojfero.
p3*iy, EV pledge, LXX it-^f^fiir, Vulg.

San Qal

urrhabo, pignus.

LXX

itj'iy

^li' 0*r 1718),

EV

beeometh surety,

Sh^ {ask) obtains from the context the sense of borrow
Ex 22", 2 K 4> EV, and similarly the Hiph. may -fend
I 8 1» EVm.

—

in
In

—

There is no
ii. In History.
1. Causa of Debt.
trace in OT of any system of commercial credit.
Loans of money or large purchases on credit do not
occur as ordinary and natural incidents of trade.
Debt (except of the most temporary character, see
below on Pledges, and on Gn 38" and cf. E,\ 22")
;

always the poor

an exceptional misfortune it is
iMjrrows, Ex 22*'.
The existence of a
developed credit system in Babylonia is no proof of
the existence of any similar system in Israel. In
such, as in many other matters, it is as iirefjirious to
argue from Babylon to Israel as it would lie now from
This absence of comEngland to Afghanistan.

man who

;

;

—

have been uncommon in Israel, Is 24'
mentions the borrower and the lender as social
tj'pes,
yet it seems to have been comparatively
rare, so that it was never accepted as natural and
legitimate. This appears from the paucity of references to debt, and of terras connected with debt,
and also from the primitive character of these terms,
e.g. 'he who has a creditor' for 'debtor' (1 S 22").
2. Leading Cases.
In Gn 38'" .ludah promi.sua
Tamar a kid, and gives her his signet, etc., as a
pledge that he wUl discharge the debt thus created.
said to

—

—

He

forthwith sends her the kid.

In 2

K

4'"'

a

widow's late husband had incurred a moderate debt,
it could be paid by selling a quantity of oil,
his
family were still liable for tlie debt. 'I'he creditors
were expected to recoup themselves by selling her

—

—

two sons

for slaves.

Elisha accepts this as a

matter of course, and can only relieve his friend by
a miracle. In Neh 5 the farmers are in distress
through drought and taxes, they have borrowed
money at 1 p. c. per month on their land. (Nowack,
i.

354, proposes to read nttvo for nuD.)

The debtors

had defaulted, their lands had been seized, and
some had been compelled to sell their children.
In response to a solemn appeal from Nehemiah
(he and his suite being among the leiickr^l the
lands and interest were restored, possibly the debts
were wholly or partially cancelled.
The only
other mention of actual debt is 1 S 22*, where
debtors resort to David in his exile.
iii. In the Law, Prophets, etc.
The necessity of
borrowing is regarded as a misfortune, sometimes
a punishment for sin (Dt 15' 28'*- "), oftener undeserved, and therefore entitling the borrower to
assistance.
His richer brethren should assist him

—

with loans (Dt 15'""), even in view of the approaching year of release (Ps 37'"' 112», Pr 10"); without interest (Ex 22» [JE], Dt 23«'- *' [Eng. '»• »<], Lv
053.1. S7 [H], Ps 15», Pr 28', Ezk IS*-" 22", Neh
5).
Nowack, i. 354, and Benzinger, 350, understand
that Ex 22*° only forbids excessive usurv (B. takes
*" as gloss), so that the abso'ute proliiliition of
Such proliibitions
interest first appears in Dt.
do not extend to loans to foreigners. No provision
law
recovery
of debt, tut nonis made in the
for the
payment of debt is condemned in Ps 37". Both
the law and the prophets are chiefly concerned to
protect the debtor.
The law restricts the exaction
of pledges a widow's clothing (Ut24"), the nether
:

iyyvmtUftt \yyvmr6tu, Vulg. fpondo.

is
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or upper millstone (Dt 24"), the widow's ox (Job
The creditor
24'), should not be taken in pledge.
(Dt 24'"'") may not go into the debtor's house to
fetch a pledge, but must wait outside till the
debtor brings him a pledge of the debtor's choosing
This pledge would often consist
(Dillm., Benz.).
of clothing (Am 2». Pr '20'" 27", Job 22«); and might
not be kept overnight (Ex 2'2*" [JE], Dt 24").
Pledges are rather tolerated than approved of »
pious Israelite would not require a idcdgo (Job 22*
'24°), or,
at any rate, would promptly restore it
(Ezk I8'"33")— whetlicr with or willioul payment
obvious.
The law also limits claims on
not
is
debtors by the laws of .lubilee and of the Seventh
Year.
In Ex 23'"- ""• (JE) the land is to be
reliiised (.ij20;;'n 'thou shalt relea.'ie it'), i.e left
fallow, every seventh year; cf. Lv 25 '"' {)!). Thi»
;

——
'
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provision does not occur in Dt, but Dt 15'"" appoints
a release, •!'?», of debt every seventh year. This
nc-:fi has been understood (a) as a cancelling of
interest during the seventh year, which is impossible in view of the absolute prohibition of
interest in the inunediate context
(b) as moratorium, the creditor being forbidden to demand
payment during the seventh year, but being
allowed to do so at its close ; (c) as an absolute and
final cancelling of debt, as in Solon's xp^^" ajroKOTri).
In any case, some relief in the matter of debt
would be specially welcome for the year during
which the land lay fallow.
The nspf' did not
extend to foreigners.
As the debtor or his family might be sold to pay
debt (cf. above and Lv 25^'- •*', Is 50'), the provisions
for the humane treatment of Heb. slaves, for their
release in the seventh year (Ex 21'), or (with the
land) at the Jubilee (Lv 25'""), are a further
limitation of the rights of creditors.
iv. Actual Practice.
Apart from Neh 5 and the
vague engagement in Neh 10" we do not read of
these benevolent laws being observed. Probably,
they were never consistently enforced as public
law for any long period. When the Jews conceived themselves bound by the letter of the law,
they at once devised a means of systematically

contain a variety of extraordinary particulars in
attestation of its immediate divine origin and of
The nation gathered at
its sovereign authority.
the foot of Sinai to receive a revelation (Ex 19").
Amid thunder and lightning, and with the sound
of a trumpet, the Lord descended upon the smoking

560

;

—

evading the Deuteronomic rmzi^. This and other
laws represent a standard favoured by public opinion
and sometimes observed by generous and pious
Israelites (Ezk IS').
Creditors generally took
pledges, required sureties, exacted interest, and
seized the land, family, and person of their debtors.
Is 24' mentions the giver and taker of usury as
social types.
The warnings against suretyship
(Pr 6' 111* 20" 22=»27") indicate severe treatment
of debtors ; according to Pr 22' the borrower is the
slave of the lender, and Jer 15'° indicates a bitter
feeling between borrower and lender quite at
variance with the ideal of charitable loans.
B. Apocr. and NT.— No actual case of debt
occurs in either. Both, like OT, inculcate duty of
lending and paying (Sir 29, Lk &^- », Ro 13«).
Mt 6" suggests a generous treatment of debtors.
Sir IS'' points out the danger of borrowing.
In NT debt occurs chiefly in the parables, The
Two Debtors (Lk 7"- «), the Two Creditors (Mt
jgan»)
Iq jijg latter we find that, as in Greece
and Rome, the slave could have property of his
ONvn, and thus become a debtor to his master.
The treatment of a defaulter is entirely at his
master's disposal. Here too, however, the person
of the ordinary debtor may be seized for debt.
In
the iiarables of the Talents (Mt 25"-'") and Pounds
(Lk 19""^), and the narratives of the Cleansing of
the Temple (Mt21i"-, Mk ll'i>-'9,Lk 19«-«, Jn2""),
we come upon the advanced commercial system of
the Rom. Empire, with money-changers, bankers,
and commercial usury, which Christ mentions without condemning. In the parable of the Unjust
Steward (Lk 16''") we trace a credit system in connexion witli agriculture.
Interest is not con-

demned

in

NT.

(19'"'-). and from thence proclaimed the
words of the law in articulate tones in the ears of
the terrified people (20", Dt 4'^). The words thus
uttered by the very voice were thereafter graven
by the very finger of God on two tables of stone
These tables, which were
(Ex 31'^ Dt 4").
broken by Moses on witnessing the temporary
apostasy of the people (Ex 32"), were replaced by
another pair on which God had promised to rewrite
the former words (Ex 34'), and which were tliereafter deposited in the ark with a view to their
safe-keeping and in token of their paramount
importance (Dt 10°).*
In consideration of these details, in which so
much stress is laid on the authority of the D. and
on the precautions taken for preserving it in its
purity, it is remarkable that the Pent, contains
two versions of it which exhibit not a few, or
altogether unimportant, variations
the classic
version, as it may be called, of Ex 20'"", and the

—

less-regarded version of Dt 5'"". The principal
divergences occur in the reasons annexed to the
fourth and fifth commandments. Under the fourth
Dt founds the duty of Sabbath observance, not
upon the example of the God of Creation who
rested from His works on the seventh day (Ex 20"),
but upon the dictates of humanity and of gratitude.
'Observe the Sabbath-day to keep it holy
that
thy man-servant and thy maid-servant may rest as
well as thou. And thou shalt remember tuat thou
wast a servant in the land of Egypt, and J" thy
.

.

.

God brought thee out thence by a mighty hand and
by a stretched out arm therefore J" thy God commanded thee to keep the Sabbath-day (Dt 5'-"").
The fifth commandment, in the Deuteronomic text,
:

sanctions filial conduct with the promise of prosperity as well as of long life (5").
In the tenth, it
may be added, Dt has a different order from Ex
the wife being placed at the head of the series, while
the coveting of the neighbour's field, which would
count for much with a peasant people, is expressly
prohibited (5").t
That the Exodus version of the D. is on the whoU
superior to, i.e. older and purer than, the text of Dt,
is the opinion of the great majority of modern
scholars, including Delitzsch, Dillmann, W. R.
Smith, Driver.! For this opinion the principal
ground is that the variations in Dt are obviously
a personal contribution from this author, some
bemg mere amplifications in his wonted style,
others instances of the intrusion of his cliaracteristic ideas or expressions (cf. Dillmann, Exod,
p. 200 ; Driver, LUT p. 31).
The account in Ex of tiie Sinaitic revelation is higiily comand many details of the critical analysis ore etill luiaettled.
The Decalo^e l3 imbedded in E, wliich furnishes most of th«
matter in Ex 19-24 but this is not decisive aa to its date
one section regarding it oa derived by E from pre-existing
•

posite.

;

—

LiTRRATCRB. See oommentaries on passages cited, eep.
Driver on Dt IS'-fl, and gectious on debt in Heb. Arch, of
Bcnzinger and o( Nowaclc
H. BENNETT.
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DECALOGUE.—The law of the Ten Words,
virtually a transl.ition of the original Heb. name
n-r^y. Dt 4" 10*, cf. Ex 31-») is the most
suitable title of the ethical code prefi.xed to the
Sinaitic legislation. The name 'Ten Commandments' is a less accurate rendering, and it prejudges the disputed question as to whether all of
the ten words are of the nature of commandments.
It is also called the Testimony (i\:-i-i Ex 25^'), and
the Covenant (n-i;, Dt 9').
Th« •ccounts of the first publication of the D.

B"-!?^"

mount

sources (Driver, LOT p. 30), while another assumes its intrusioa
into the E stratum after the formulation of the Decalogue
The J narrative is more
of Dt (Meisner, Der Dekalog p. 11).
prominent in Ex 32-34, and has often been alleged to set
forth an older summary as the kernel of the legislation (see
it\fra).
This latter inference, apart from other grounds, is
rendered very precarious by the fact that a preat part of the
orifxinal contents of J is no lonfrer before us. The final redaction
does not determine whether the words were rewritten by God
(Ex 34") or by Moses (Ex 342»).
t Other Dt variations are multiplication of connecting particles, and of details (the ox and the ass entitled to Sanbath
rest), verbal changes ( observe for remember in c. 4, desire
for covet in the main body of o. 10), and allusive phiiues (' As
the Ix>rd thy God commanded thee in cs. 4 and 5).
however, 'protests against the d priori and
t Wellhausen,
and
consistent preference of the Exod. text,' Comp. d. Hex.
evidence that his view is spreading is furnished by the argument of Ueisner's painstaking monograph (Der Dekalog).
'

'

*

'

*

'

'

'

:

—

'
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In opi>osition to the traditional conception of the
D. as striitly Mosaic, tliree theories are widely
represented in modem criticism (1) that it is a
prophetic compendium or manifesto belonging at
the earliest to the 8th cent. B.C. (2) that it is in
eubstJince Mosaic, but that it was enlarged at a later
period by the addition of one or more commandments, or at least (3) of amplitications and sanctions

golden calves, and that the prophetic conscience
ajipears first to have revolted against them in the
8th cent, in .ludah (Kuenen, liel. Isr., Eng. tr. i.
283 tf.). To this it is replied, in general, that the
non-observance of a religious law is no proof of its
non-existence and, in particular, that as the central
sanctuaries posses.sed no image in the times of Eli,
David, and Solomon, the prohibition must have
been early operative as a recognized part of the
pure Mosaic system (cf. Kittel, Ilist. Heb., Eng. tr.
1. pp. 248, 249).
It may be added that contact with
Eg3'ptian idolatry is likely to have made Moses
recoil from image-worship.
It must, however, be
granted that the liistorical facts are perplexing and
it is at lea-st possible that c. 2 is a development by
the prophetical school of a consequence originally
only latent in the Mosaic prohibition of the worship
of other gods.
(3) A tliird view leaves undisturbed the tradition
that Moses was the author of an essentially
spiritual and ethical code of ten precepts, but
alleges the probability of this having originally
existed in a briefer form, to which from time to
time various reflexions and promises were added
which strengthened their appeal to the mind and
will.
(Jn this theory, widely held by scholars

—
;

of the original

'

words.'

Against the Mosaic origin it is argued that
the tradition does not consistently maintain its
claim, but edternatively exhibits a summary of a
widely did'erent character (Ex 34"") aa the Mosaic
D. (Wellhausen, Comp. d. Hex. p. 331 11'.)* that
the ancient
Book of the Covenant shows no
acquaintance with its content (Baentsch, Das
Bundesbuch, p. 92 IF.), and especially that both in
general spirit and in detail it is out of harmony
with the essentiallv ritualistic religion of preprophetic times (following Wellhausen, Kayser,
(1)

;

'

'

Smend, Baentsch,

up. cit. 98).
Upon this it is
sufficient here to observe that the cardinal a.ssumption of this group of scholars, viz. that tlie D. was

impossible before the prophetical teaching of the
8th cent., exaggerates the part played by the
prophets in lixing the character of tlie OT religion.
Assuredly, the prophets did not lirst enunciate, but
inherited, the doctrine that true religion utters
itself in morality
and it is an obvious inference
from the broad facts of the tradition that this
fundamental idea was affirmed by and descended
from Moses. That as the founder or reformer of a
religion he should have embodied its leading principles in
terse sentences is not only possible but
probable, and the testimony to the fact that in the
D. we possess such a summary is too strong to be
et aside in the interests of a historical theory.t
(2) A second group of critics, while holding tliat
' Moses in the
name of J" prescribed to the Israelites such a law as is contained in the ten words
(Kuenen, Bel. Isr., Eng. tr. i. r>. 285), support tlie
contention of the first group, tliat one or more of
the commandments are post-Mosaic. The main
objection to the Mosaic authorship of c. 4 that it
presupposes conditions of agricultural life unlike
those under which Moses could have conceived and
promulgated it (Monteliore, Ilib. Led. p. 554 cf.
omenA, Reliriionsgesch. p. 139) is at the most valid
against certain of the amplitications. More serious
Is the case against the Mosaic origin of c. 2, founded
on the facts tliat its prohibition of graven images
was disregarded in the time of the judges and of the
early monarchy, that the prophets of the Northern
Kingdom ottered no opposition to the cult of tlie
;

'

'

—

—

•The
been
p.

j

hu

(o-called Jahwistio D,, flnt Indicated by Ooethe,
reconstructed by WeUlmusen as follows iltr, Oeich.

finally

W) :-

Thou shaU not worship any Btranpe god.
Thou nhalt not make unto thee molten ^odl.
Thou shatt keep the feaitt of Unleavened Bread.

1.

2.
8.

All the flret-born are mine.
Tliou Bhalt keep the feaat of Weeka.
Tbou Shalt keep the feast of Ingathering In the tan of the

4.

6.

A.

fear.

Thou

7.

thalt not mingle leavened bread with the blood of

my

•«rlflie.

Thou

8.

Shalt not retain until the

morning the

tat of

my

feast.

Thou

».

Ifae

house

ahalt bring the best of the first-fruits of thy field to
ol J"

thy Ood.

Thou shalt not seethe a kid In Its mother's milk.
In Ex the cmje really contains 12 precepts, hence there la no
•ffreeinent as to the selection to l»e made.
It may be noted that
it la not claimed that it is Mosaic, but only that it is older than
the n. of Ex 20 (cf. amend, lirliijinmiietch. p. <7).
f or this evidence an important element is the tradition that
two lAldes of stone conlainini; the I), were placed bv Mom-s in
the ark (Ex ^i<*>, Dt W'). The ar);uments UM-d to discredit the
traditir>n are set forth fully by Stable, Gettch. d. V. Iitr. L
L4.S7fT., where its existence Is explained b> the suppoHition
t the ark originally contained sacred stones associaltHl with
the presence of J". Hut surely Mosaism cannot have heipieathed
to post^-rity as its most precious legacy a stone-fetish (see Ark
OF TlIS C0VK>li.VT).
10.
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;

;

since

Ewald

ments

2,

(Gesck. Isr.'
5 originally

command-

231),

ii.

wanted the

reasons
annexed,' while 10 may have stoi)j>ed at 'house.'
It is strongly supported by the variations of the
two texts, and seems irresistible in consideration
of the fact that c. 4 presupposes acquaintance with
Gn l'-2*. It may be added that the terser version
gives a better balance to the two tables, and
was more suited to the capacity of the popular
memory: and in particular that it represents
material common to. and thus attested by, the
joint testimony of the two divergent recensions.*
4,

3,

'

The division of the D. into its ten constituent parts has
occA-sioned considerable ditticulty.
The three systems, as
a<loptcd by different religious communities, may be thus re
presented

Greek and
Eeformed.

Qod the
of

R. 0.

and

|.
Jewisn.
.

Lutheran.

Deliverer out

Eg^pt

.

.

.

...

Prohibition of

theism

1

c

t

.

Prohibitions of ooret- I
o. lo
ousness .

•
(" ^

,

I

(^

•*^**«o«.8-S
.

"1

"j

a

Prohibition of graven

images

aL

Preface

Preface

poly-

(.«

'

J

J

C8.S-8

it

c»,8-».
-o. 10.

lOt

The second

of these divisionn. introduced after Jewish precedent
by Auifustine (ad iCxod.) is slightly Mupportt-d by the fact that
and have a Joint Baiiction, and aUo by the Dt text of c. 10,
but is equally unhappy in combining the two distinct prohibitiona
of polytheif:i»i and idolatrj", and in separatinR- the particulars,
posdibly not oriKinol, of the precept a^ainwt coveUmsnesa. The
Tulinudic diviuion, which treats the preface a8 the first word,
C8. 1

'I

is liable to the objection, not only that it affecU the unity of the
cmJe, but that the same formula appears elsewhere aa introducIn view of these objections the
tion or conclusion (Lv 18S itfSfi).
GrL-ek-Hefonued division, represented in antiquity by Philo,
Jost-phuB, and many Fathers (Orifren, In Ex. HmniJia, 12), is
favoured hy the majority of modem critics ^Oehler, Ewald,
DelitzBch, Dillmann). See also Nestle in Kxp. T'irncjt, June 1897.
The ong^inal sequence of the 'words* is disturbed in LXX,
where the two conunandments which bear upon the life of tlie
family (5 and 7) are brouj^'ht together, and the sixth becomes the
eighth.
In NT the order is variable, but usually the seventh
precedes the sixth (Mk 10l», Ro 18»).
Theclassiflration of the coninmndment« la suggested by theli
distribution between two tables. Obviously, they fall Into two
groups
(1) the relin'ous n-4), which define certain dutiet
which man owes to God ; and (2) the cthiciU (5-10), which define
cerl/iin duties which ho owes to his brother man.
It has, however, been frequently pointed out that, in the antique nimle ol
thought, niial duty was more closely allied to the religious than

—

• The view that the * torso' waa the original D. Is assailed by
Meisner on the ground that the irredurihle niininium of tho
words of the lirst table has been 'inundated' by Di [Dfk. p, lo),
but it is at least as probable that the vocabulary of Ut wiui
enriched by the original l>.
f While the B.C. and Liith. Chnrchea agree in subdividing the

probihitious of covetousncss, the foruicr
neighbour'i wife, tho latter b^s houae.

makes

o.

W protect th'
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to the ethical obligation, and that the first five commandmenta
may accordingly be 6uital)ly grouped as precepts of piety, the
Luil five as laws of probity.
The precepts of piety, which may fairly be assigned to the
The first, while not unflrst table, are on the whole clear.
ambiguously sounding the monotheistic note, at least excludes
polytheism from Israel. The second prohibits the worship of
the true God under a visible form idolatry. That the third
had an dqually definite aim is probable, and it is a plausible
suggestion that its point was directed against the use of God's

—

name

in spiritualistic

and other magical

rites

(Smend), though

—

include various abuses of God's name as
perjury, lying, cursing, and other forma of profanity. In the
reasons annexed to the words of this table may be noticed the
two remarkable features of c. 2, the profound insight into the
law of heredity, and the intimation that the soul of religion is
the love of God ; the Deut. grounding of c. 4, which breathes
oompassion towards man and Deast ; and the confident assertion
tn c. 5 of the doctrine of temporal retribution.
The laws of probity take under their protection human life
(a 6), the institution of marriage (o. 7), property (c. 8), and
character or reputation (c. 9) ; while c. 10 strikes at the roots of
wrong.doing by proscribing the lawless desire. They may be
further classified according as they condemn c riminali ty in act

most exegetes make

it

_

(03. 6-8), in

word

(c. 9),

and

in

thought (c

10).

and crime, and as such of the highest
value in the training of a primitive people, it does
not meet the demand of the enlightened conscience
superstition

a positive moral ideal. For this we must advance to Christ's interpretation or revision of
the Decalogue.
Tlie frequent references of Christ to the D. are
marked by two main features (1) a hearty refor

—

its divine authority (Mt 5"); (2) a
purpose of so interpreting its precepts as to widen
Its inadetheir range and exalt their demands.
quacy as an ideal, due to its preponderantly
negative character, He rectified by condensing the
law into the two positive commandments to love
God with all our heart, and our neighbour as oursel ves ( Mt 22''"*'). Indeed so closely did the teaching
of Jesus lean on the Mosaic form that it is possible
to construct with scarcely a gap the D. according
to Christ. The following are the principal additions C. 1. Thou shalt love the Lord witn all thy
heart (Mt 22"). C. 2. They that worship, worship
in spirit and truth (Jn 4^).
C. 3. Swear not at all

cognition of

,

:

From this brief sketch of the contents of the D. we

may obtain an impression both of its greatness and
Its first distinction is that within
its limitations.
the brief compass of the ten words it lays down
the fundamental articles of religion (sovereignty
and spirituality of God), and asserts the claims of
morality in the chief spheres of human relationship
(home, calling, society). Its ethical precepts are
the most far-reaching and the most indispensable.
It is, again, a further testimony to the moral value
of the code that it provided forms capable of receiving a richer and fuller content than that which
they originally held. But the sovereign distinction of the 15. lies less in its exhibition of the
foundations of religion and of the landmarks of
morality, than in its representation of religion and
morality as knit together by a vital and indissoluble bond.
The D. is, in brief, the charter
of ethical piety, or, in other words, the great
g re-Christian advocate for righteousness as the
ighest form of ritual.
In an age of the world's
history when popular religion found satisfaction
in an ethically indifferent ceremonialism, in a
country where Mosaic sanction was claimed for an
elaborate system of sacrifices and festivals, the D.
excluded from the summary of duty almost every
reference to this class of owigations, and made it
clear that what God above all required was justice
and mercy. Consistently with this, the one religious duty, narrowly so called, which hnds a
place in the code, is Sabbath observance for this
commandment not only had in view tlie provision
of an opportunity for meditation and wor.sliip, but
was equally conceived, if we may follow Dt, as a
;

beneficent institution founded in compassion toward
the weary and heavy laden.
The limitations of the D. lie on the surface. Its
brevity forbids us to expect exhaustiveness, and,
as a fact, its ethical requirements may almost all
be connected \\ith the single virtue of justice.
Wisdom and fortitude, which figure prominently
in the Greek scheme of virtue, are not recognized,
and even in the prohibitions of adultery and
covetousness it is less temperance or self-control
than justice that appears to interpose to forbid
the sin. Again, it followed from the undisciiilined
character of the people to whom it was first given,
that the D. should be elementary in its teaching.
They were children who had need to be tauglit the
first principles of the oracles of God. The demands
accordingly are not very high-pitched witli the
exception of the tentli, tue moral precepts belong
exclusively to the region of conduct where actions
condemned by the conscience as sins are also
punished by tne state as crimes. Further, of the
ten, eight are prohibitions, two only are positive
Injunctions. And herein lies the principal limitation of the D.
In the main a condemnation of
:

C. 4. The Sabbath was made for man
C. 5. Duty to parents paramount over
other religious obligation (Mt 15''"'). C. 6. Murder
includes anger (Mt 5*"). C. 7. Adultery includes
lust (5^).
Of c. 8 we have not Christ's exposition,
but the absence is readily explained by the fact
that c. 10 had already extended the prohibition of
Simitheft in the spirit of the teaching of Jesus.
larly, the false witness of c. 9 is referred to a foul
heart (Mt 12**), while the idle is included in con-

(Mt

(Mk

5").
2").

demnation with the calumnious word (12"). Of
Christ's definite consciousness of a mission to handle
the D. in the light of the final revelation there is
further evidence in His announcement of the new
commandment of brotherly love (Jn 13**), by which
He re-emphasizes the nature of the positive ideal
substituted for the warnings of the second table.*
Of the apostolic references to the D. those of St.
Paul are most noteworthy. Like Jesus, he employs
it as a standard to test conduct and measure
wickedness.
He supposes the law to have been
communicated to Moses through angelic mediation
(Gal 3'», cf. He 2^). What St. Paul held as to the
p\ace of the D. in the Christian dispensation is a
question of some difficulty. He nowhere draws
a distinction between the ceremonial and the moral
elements of the Mosaic law, and declares that,
while the former are repealed, the latter remain
binding: his general thesis is that the law as such has
no longer dominion over the Christian (Ko 7').
But as certainly it follows for St. Paul that the
Christian, while placed in a new attitude to the
law, voluntarily and joyfully re-subjects himself to
and obeys its ethical commandments. Filled by the
Spirit and animated with gratitude, he exhibits
towards his fellow-men a mea.sure of love to whicli
it is a small thing to forbear from injustice, as required in the second table of the ancient law

(Ro

13").

In Christian theology the D. is commonly regarded as a revelation, or as a republication, of
the fundamentals of religion and morality. It
is the most important part of the OT or legal
economy, and as such was designed to show the
path of duty, to deepen the sense of guilt, and
to awaken a profound sense of human inability.
The question of its continued validity for the Christian, whUe capable of being diversely grounded,
po.ssesses practical importance only in the case of c.
4, where the issue is whether the Sabbath is to be
•

The perfection

of the D.

was a favourite

thesis of 17th cent,

orthodoxy as against the Socinians and Arminians, who declared
that Christian ethics added three principles abncKatio nostri,
The
tolerantia crucis propter Christum, imitatio Christi.
orthodox view was that it did not require to be supplemented
or corrected, but only properly intenTeted, to furnish the fuU
Christian ideal (see Turretin, fheot. Elenc liut. Locus 11).

—

—

;

DECAPOLIS

DECISIUX

kept as a divine command or as a measure of
Christian expediency and a dictate of Christian feeling (see Sabbath). The latter view, energetically
maintained by Luther, and favoured in the Federal
School of IJeformed theology, is most in harmonj'
-n-ith the Pauline doctrines of law and Christian

DECENTLY. 'Decent' and 'decently' have
deteriorated with use. From Lat. decens, they
expressed originally that which is becoming, as
Latimer, \st Sorni. bef. Ediv. VI. (1647) 'God
teacheth what honoure is decente for the kynge
and generally that which, by being seemly, adds
lustre, hence comely, handsome (cf. Lat. decus),
as Pref. to Pr. Bk. (1549) 'this godly and decent
Order of the ancient Fathers
Bacon, Essays,
p. 177, 'the Principall part of Beauty is in decent
motion ; Milton, II Pens. 36

See Law.

liberty.

— Ewald,

HUt.

Kuenen, Reiigum of
K. Smith, art. 'Decalogiie'
Wellhausen, Composition (Us Hex. Driver,
LOT; H. SchulU, OT Thf ologi/ iSmend, Lehrbxich der
Religionggt*cMcht« ; Baentach, Dtia Bundesbuch
Meisner,
Vrr Drkalog SUde, Getch. Itraeti Kittsl, Hist, of Israel
Hibbert
Driver,
Deu/.
Monteflore,
Led.
Dillmaiu). Exod. ;
Harper, Deut. For the treatment of the D. in the old polemical
reference
made
to
F.
Turretin,
Institutio
divinity,
may be
TheologioB ElencticcB', H. Grotius, Explicatio Itecatogi, and
Oocceius, De Sabbato for homiletical treatment, to R. W. Dale,
LiTRRATURi.

Inxul\

L>eliler*8

In Eitcycl. Brit.9
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;

;
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'

\
•

And

sable Btole of cypreaa lawn
Over thy decent ehouldera drawn.'

;

;

Tht

Tm CommandmenU.

W.

PATERSON.

P.

Now, the meaning is no more than

'fair,'

'passable,

as Darwin, Life, i. 151, If I keep decently well.' In
decent does not occur, and decently only
1 Co 14'"'
Let all things be done d. and in order,'
for which all previous VSS have
honestly,' after
'

AV

'

'

'

'

'

'

Mt

DEC&POLIS

4*>,
(Af«£xo\it), 'ten cities,'
5*" 7".
region of allied cities (see Palestine) E. of Jordan in Bashan, but including Bethsbean W. of the river. Such leagues existed in
other parts of the Roman Empire for purposes of
trade and of defence. The mention of swine kept

Vulg. kuneUe, Luther ehrlich{QiV. ei<rxwi>'w'i which
occurs also Ro 13", 1 Th 4'^ where all Ene. VSS
have 'honestly,' with 'decently' in
of

by the people

between man and man necessarily depends on the
form of authority recognized in each successive
stage of society.
In the nomadic condition a
patriarchal government is tempered by custom
and the counsels of tribal headsmen.
It can
scarcely be altogether as a reflection from later
times, that Moses continually appears in the
Pentateuch accompanied by elders. The appoint-

—A

Mk

of Decapolis suggests the presence

and the region had a Gr. -speaking
population, mingled with natives, as early as the
time of Herod the Great. The cities of Decapolis,
according tp Pliny (HN v. IS), were Scythopolis
of a Or. colony

Gadara (Umm Keis),
{'Ammdn), Gerasa
Cunatha (Kanawdt), Dam-

Hippos

{Bcis<in),

Pella

;

(FliIiU),

{Siisieh),

Philadelphia

Dion {Adiin),
and Kaphana.
The region thus included
In the Onomasticon (j.».)
all Bashan and Gilead.
it is defined as the region round Hippos, Pella,
and Gadara.
(Cf. further, Schiirer, ilJP 11. i.
9-iff.
G. A. Smith, Hist. Geog. 593 if.)
(JercLsh),

ascus,

;

C. R.

DECEASE.— In OT

Is

26" only,

CONDER.
'they

are

The Heb. is r^/)/iii'm ([:•!<;?•)), 'shades,'
which RV translates they that are deceased in
Job 26°, Ps 88">. See Rephaim. In NT 'decease' is
naed as an intrans. vb. in Mt 22** the first, when
he had married a wife, deceased (T(\tvrdu, come
to an end,' used with dardrii!, Mt IS''). Cf. Fuller,
Holt/ War (1639), HI. x. 132, 'Queen Sibyll who
deceased.'

'

'

'

'

'

the plague.'
'The subst. is found
his decease which he should accomplish
at Jerusalem,' and 2 P 1" (both l^oSos, exodus,

deceased of

Lk 9"

'

outgoing
used of death also Wis 3' 7°, Sir
38"; cf. tfa-oSoj = ' entering into' the world, Ac
'

'

;

13").

Hastings.

J.

DECEIT. — The misleading
which case

of another

by word or

equivalent to falsehood
;Pr 14*°, Hos 12') or the overreaching of another,
as when a false balance is used.
Every kind of
wickedness, as a rule, involves deceit, since the
just and hol^ must be assumed as a mask, in order
to gain credit with men, and make the accomplishment of the evil design possible (Pr 12*" and 26").
D. shows itself not merely in isolated acts, but also
as a settled habit of mind (Jer 23'^).
It is so characteristic an element of evil that it is frequently
nsed in Scripture as synonymous with it (Ps 119"",
Jer 7").
W. MoKGAN.
leed, in

it

is

;

DECEIVABLENESS

Th 2" With

-Only in 2

'

unrighteousness "(ItV 'deceit'). The ad i.
deceivable also occurs only once, Sir 10" a u.

all d. of
'

'

'

The meaning is

'able to deceive,' 'deceitful';
and that is the u.sual meaning of the words, as
2 P 1" Tind. 'we followed not deceivable fables,'
and Gouge (IB.'iS) on He 3" 'Sin prevails tlie more
by the doceiveablenesse thereof.' But Milton uses
the adj. in the sense of
liable to be deceived' in
Samson Agonistcs, 942, blind, and thereby deceivseed.'

'

'

able.'

J.

Hastings.

AVm

Ro

J.

IS'").

DECISION

1.

The decision

Hastings.

of questions of right

ment

of the 70 is distinctly described as designed
to atlord relief to the leader in the decision of cases of
dispute between Israelites (Nu IP"'"). The judges
appear as dictators, who would necessarily add to
their military rule the administrative and judicial

functions that accompany supreme power, though
the local influence of heads and lainilies must
always have tempered their authority.
It is as
judge to settle disputes that Samuel is represented
as making his annual visitation of Bethel, Gilgal,

and Mizpah
kings

A

of^

(1

S 7", which

Judah and

judicial

decision

Solomon's wisdom

Israel
is

is

of late origin).

The

were supreme judges.

the

typical

instance

of

K 3""''*).

After the Captivity,
since the Jews were now a subject race, the
decision
of important
the
supreme authority for
cases rested with an alien government but the
transformation of the nation into a Church led to
the private settlement of internal all'airs on the
advice of the scribes. The development of the synagogue may have given shape to this method, the
The
local court of elders settling minor cases.
formation of the Sanhedriu at Jerus. as both a civil
and an ecclesiastical court led to the decision there
of cases allecting Judeea, though with various
powers at difl'erent times, the Romans recognizing
the legal authority of this court, but requiring
cases of life and death to bo referred to the j)rocurator (Jn 18"). Our Lord instructed His disciples to
avoid litigation and to settle disputes with their
brethren privately, or, if that were impossible, by
reference to the (jhurch as a court of judgment (Mt
18").
St. Paul expostulated with the Corinthians
for resorting to the heathen law courts on account
(

1

;

of quarrels among themselves, directing them to appoint their own judges within the Church (1 Co 6''").
2. The decision of questions of perplexity in
early times was determined by casting lots, with
the conviction that what seemed to be chance with
man was really directed by God (Pr 16"). This
method was employed in the division of the land
(Jos 14", P), and in the cases of Achan (Jos 7"), Saul

The Urim
S 10"), Saul and Jonathan (14'^).
andTliunimini and the ephod seem to have been used
This
for ca.sting lots (Ex 28*», Nu 27", 1 S 2S«).
method of decision was missed at the restoration
(1

—

'

':

DECK

DEDAN

The
its recovery anticipated (Ezr 2", Neh 7").
prophets, however, did not encourage it. Under
the influence of the inspiration they enjoyed, the
oracle was obtained more directly.
Thus, unlike
the choice of Saul, the choice of David was made by
means of the prophetic spirit in Samuel (1 S 16'"").
Kings would resort to prophets for advice on
questions of going into battle, etc., e.g. the case of
Ahab and Jeboshaphat, in which the contrast
between the lying spirit of the false prophet and
the true spirit of the genuine prophet of J" is
22''-'*).
illustrated ( 1
The decision of the prophet
is clearly distinguished from divination, witchcraft,
dealings with familiar spirits, and attempts to
con.sult the dead— dark practices which are severely
condemned (Dt 18'""). In
the lot reappears,
not only in the case of the division of the garments
of Jesus among the Rom. soldiers (Mk 15", Lk 23",
Jn 19**), but also in a solemn decision of the
Christians as a means of obtaining a successor to
Judas. In this case, however, it only decides between two men, each of whom has been chosen after
careful investigation has proved him to possess the
qualities essential to apostleship, and then with
prayer for divine guidance (Ac l'''""). Doubts have
been thrown on the wisdom of this course. It is
•gnificant fact that it never seems to have been
followed in subsequent elections of church o£Bcers
in the apostolic Churches.
For Valley of Decision see Jeboshaphat
(Valley).
W. F. Adeney.

the day declineth (see A Vm), 2 K 20'° ' It i« •
light thins for the shadow to decline ten steps
'
(
go down '), and Jer 6* ' the day declineth
(AV 'goeth away'). Tennyson combines both
meanings {Locksley HcUl, 1. 43)
HaviD£: known me, to decline
Od a nng^e of lower feellngB and a narrower heart than mine.'
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DECK. To deck ( = Lat. tegere, Ger. decken,
Eng. thatch) is simply to cover,' hence the deck
of a ship. Thus Cov. has (Hag 1') Ye decke youre
selves, but ye are not warme (Gen., AV, and RV
'
Ye clothe you '). In this sense possibly is Pr 7"
'
I have decked my bed ^vith coverings of tapestry
But Luther has
('P";31, LXX rircLKa, Vulg. intexui).
Ich habe mein Bette schon geschmikket, Wye. I
have arayed,' and it is certain that by 1611 'deck'
had taken on the sense of decorate, no doubt through
confusion with that word, with which it has no
proper connexion.
Thus Pr. Bk. (1552) Com.
Service (Keeling, p. 191), 'when a man hath prepared a rich feast, decked his table with all kind
of provision, so that there lacketh nothing but the
guests to sit down.' In this sense 'deck' is used
elsewhere in AV.
J. Hastings.
'

'

'

'

'

DECL&BE, DECLARATION

The oldest meandeclare is to make clear (de-clarus),
explain, expound, as in the Title of Ty lie's ed. of
Tindale's NT, • declaryng many harde places conteyned in the texte.' So perhaps Dt 1' (see Driver).
' declare
Elsewhere in
is the tr. of a great
number of different Heb. and Gr. words, but its
meaning is probably never more precise than make
known, as Hs 50° the heavens shall d. his righteousness,' Ac 17" 'Whom therefore ye ignorantly
worship, him d. I unto you (RV set forth '), Ro 1*
declared to be the Son of God with power
by the resurrection from the dead.' And this is
the meaning of declaration in its few occurrences,
Job 13", Est 10«(RV 'full account '), Sir 43", Lk 1'
(RV ' narrative'), 2 Co 8" (RV to shew ').

ing of the vb.

'

'

AV

'

'

'

'

'

'

.

.

.

*

J.

DECLINE.— In AV to

Hastings.

decline ' is always (except
Ps 1U2" 1U9-') used in the original but now obsolete
sense of 'turn aside.'
Thus, Job 23" 'His way
have I kept, and not declined (RV ' turned not
aside'); Ps liy" 'yet have I not declined from
thy law' (RV 'swerved'; so 119'"); Pr 7" 'Let
not thine heart decline to her ways (so RV). In
Ps 102" Mj' days are like a shadow that deolineth,' and 109'-^, the image is of the shadow
which lengthens as the sun goes down, till at last
It vanishes into night.
adds Jg 19' until
'

'

'

'

RV

'

'

AV

*

J.

DEDAN,

Hastings.

LXX

AaSdv, AeSiv (in Is, Jer,
Ezk, AaiSiv), according to Gn 10', a son of
Raamah, one of the sons of Cush. In Gn 25' he
is named along with Sheba, as in Gn 10', but ia
represented, not as a Cushite, but as a Keturtean.

Dedan
son of

is

]-n,

in this latter passage

Abraham by Keturah

;

a son of Jokshan,
but according to

Josephus {Ant. I. xv. 1) he was the son of Shuah
(or Sous), another of Keturah's sons. The Shuhitea
were neighbours of the Temanites (Job 2") in
North-Western Arabia. There are traces still of
the ruins of a city Daidan in that region, and the
Sab:ean inscriptions mention the Dedanites as a
tribe in that neighbourhood.
The Dedanites are represented as an important
commercial people, carrying on an extensive caravan trade with Damascus and Tyre. They frequented the highway that ran through the Arabian
desert as they journeyed northward with their
wares, and when driven back by a hostile force
they were thro^vn upon the charity of their
southern neighbours of Tema (Is 21'*). According to Jeremiah (25^) they formed an Arabian
tribe alongside of Tema and Buz, and were
accustomed on their business journeys to pass
through the land of Edom. The Dedanites share
in the judgments which fall upon the Edomites
and upon the kings of Arabia. In all these prophetic passages, as in the OT generally, Arabia
designates, not tha whole of the peninsula now
known by that name, but merely the northern
part, colonized by the Ishmaelite and Ketursean
descendants of Abraham.
In Jer 25^ the reference to Dedan follows immediately upon th*" mention of the kings of Tyre and Sidon, and the coast
beyond the sea. This does not seem to require the
locating of Dedan by the sea-coast. The connexion
with 'Tyre is quite suiiicient to justify such an
arrangement.
Besides, the order in which the
countries and peoples are named in w. "'"'' is
evidently in a broad way from west to east, with
an excursion midway northward and then southward, from Edom to Tyre and back again to
Arabia. In Ezk 25" Dedan is described as forming the extreme south of Edom, as Teman represents the farthest north. This may only mean
that the country of the Dedanites constituted the
southern frontier of Edom. Tlie destruction of all
Edom is described as a desolation extending from
Teman to Dedan. In Ezk 27-" Dedan is spoken
of as carrying to the market of the wealthy and
luxurious Tyre precious cloths for chariots or
saddle cloths for riding. From the place which it
occupies in this passage, it is evidently to be
regarded as a country of Northern Arabia. If we
accept the correction of some of the ablest modern
critics in the readinjr of v.", we find the mention
of Dedan preceded oy a reference to Southern
Arabia wliile v.'" names Arabia, in the narrower
acceptation of Northern Arabia, and the princes
of Kedar.
This precisely suits the locality assigned
in other passages to the Ketursean Dedanites.
Considerable diliioulty has arisen over the only
other allusion to Dedan in the OT, to wliich we
have not yet referred.
In Ezk 27'' we read
The men of Dedan were thy traffickers many
they brought
isles were the mart of thine band
thee in exchange horns of ivory and ebony.' The
;

'

;

:

ivory and ebony are represented as tribute due to
the supreme importance of Tyre as mistress of the

'

DEEM

DEDICATION
commercial world. There is no reason why the
Dedanit€8 of Northern Arabia should not have acted
as intermediaries in transporting to the western
markets the products of the far East. But the mention of the isles is supposed to make the assumption
The
of a Dedanite people on the sea necessary.
LXX reads lihodians, R (i) and D (i) in the wTiting
easily
mistaken
one
another.
In
of Heb. being
for
this case, however, it has all the appearance of a
correction made by the Gr. translators, so as to
make the whole verse refer to islands and islanders.
But the order in which the names are given in
this passage seems unfavourable to such a view.
The list of those who brought their goods to the
market of Tyre begins witli Tarshish in the far
West, passing on to Javan, Tubal, Meshech (Asia
Minor and the coasts of the Black Sea), Togarmah
(Armenia). With Dedan there is clearly a fresh
start made, whether we understand it of Rhodes
or of a part of North- Western Arabia.
But if
in V." we read Edom instead of Aram (Syria),
and D is
where again only the interchange of
required, we have in w.'^"'* the order from south
north
Seeing,
then,
to
(Edom, Judah, Damascus).
that Dedan lay south of Edom, it would form the
appropriate starting-point for this second list.
Thus in all the prophetic passages the only
theory that easily and naturally tits mto the text
is tliat wliich places Dedan on the south border of
Edom, and regards the Dedanites as a Keturaean
tribe, occupying a position alongside of other allied
tribes in the north-west of Arabia.
The only
trace, therefore, that we have of a Cushite Dedan
It is quite impossible to conjecture
is in Gn 10'.
with any confidence now it came about that both
Shel>a and Dedan should be names recurring in
two families so far removed from one anotlier as
that of the Cushite Kaamah and that of the
Keturican Jokshan. Possibly, a branch of the
Keturajan Dedanites may have settled among
Cushites near the Persian Gulf, and, while retaining their ancestral name, may have been included
in the genealogy with their Cushite neighbours.
It is, however, difficult to assume that the same
had happened with respect to the sons of Sheba.
The Dedan of the Edomite border is placed by
Eusebius in the neighbourhood of Phana on the
east of Mount Seir, between I'etra and Zoar, the
ancient Punon or Phunon, at which the Israelites
encamped during their wanderings (Nu 33'"'-).

oflering

LrrrBATtiRC.— Besidea Dillmann and Delitzsch on On and
and Davidnon on Ezk, see Winer. Re^VwifTUfbuch,^ 203 f.,
article is much more Batiafactory than tliose of Sterner
(Schenkel, BiMi«xvv)n, I. 59i f.) and Kautzsch (Riehm, HandwAr(«r6ucA, 2C6). See also Hommel, Anc. tlffi. Trad. 23y f.
J. MACrHEIlSON.

whoM

DEDICATION.— The idea of withdrawing (persons, places, things) from a common and setting
apart to a sacred use, which seems to be the
original connotation of the important Sem. root
thp, is embodied in various expressions of EV,
Bach as consecrate, dedicate, devote, hallow (holy,
etc.), sanctify.
Of the first two we may say that
the general usage is to apply 'consecrate' and 'consecration
to the setting apart of persons, and
'dedicate' and 'dedication' to the setting apart of
things.
Accordingly, we read of silver being
'dedicated unto J"' (Jg 17'), so that it could no
longer be used for other than sacred purposes, of
'vessels of silver, and ves.sels of gold, and vessels
of briiss (nyn))' so dedicated or set apart by David
(2SS'"-" = 1 Ch I8'«", 1 K7'"=2Ch5'), just as wo
read of the dedication of a liowl 'of the first (quality)
of copper (n^'nj)' to Haal-I.ebaiion {VIS, Tab. iv.;
cf. Mesha's inscription, lines 17, 18, m.T -^^ vessels
of J" dedicated to Cheinosli). The same Hob. word
is used of the dedication of the 'tent of meeting'
(Ex 29",
'sanctify'), of the altar of burnt'

EV

(Ex 29"), and of other parts of the
40'"), all as described in Lv 8'""-.

fur-

niture (Ex

In
to this dedication (so EV, but KVra
7»*.
saj
dedication-gift, Nu
^yg jj^gj meet with the
."ijjq Hdnuklcah (for wh. see Dillmann in loro, Jo.
Synedriis,
Selden, De
1679, bk. iii. p. 148 fi'., and
the next art.). Other dedication ceremonies in OT
are the dedication of Solomon's temple, related in
detail, 1 K8 (where note v."" -^jri, {v^Kalviaii/, EV dedicate, but v.*'cnp,i77la<je>', EV hallow), the dedication
of the second temple (Ezr 6'"")* and of the wall
of Jerusalem (Neh 12^).
The last passage is of interest, moreover, as showing that the completion
of buildings of a more secular character was also
the occasion of a dedicatory service. That this
holds good, even of a private house, is to be inferred from Dt2(P. For much curious information
on this practice among other ancient peoples, and
on its continuation in later times, see Selden,

another

ref.

op. cit. (cf.

Consecration).

A. R. S. Kennedy.
DEDICATION, The Feast of the (rb. c^raioia Jn

R

la.
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10^, 6 dyKaivta^o^ toO dvuiaar-qpiov 1 M.ac 4"*^), was
instituted by Judas Maccabajus (B.C. 104) in commemoration of the purification of the temple and
altar after they had been [lolluted by Antiochus
E])i[)hanes (1 Mac 4°").
It was to be 'kept from
year to year by the space of eight days from the
live and twentieth day of the month Chislev
(about the time of the winter solstice). The Feast
of the Ded. is only once mentioned in
(Jn lO-''),
and in this passage there is an incidental reference
to the season of the year, apparently to explain

NT

why

it was that Jesus was walking under cover
instead of in the open air. This is one of the
numerous instances in which the author of the

Fourth Gospel shows a close acquaintance with
Jewish customs.
Westcott thinks that the title
chosen by our Lord in Jn 9' may refer to the
lighting of lamj)S at this feast, no less than to the
ceremonies of the Feast of Tabernacles. This illumination was so prominent a feature in the Feast of
the Ded. that it was sometimes called the Feast of
Lights (Jos. Ant. XII. vii. 7). Josephus, however,
does not mention the illumination in private houses,
which has been a marked feature of the feast from
the end of the 1st cent, to the present time.
According to Maimonides, every house should set
up at least one light. Those who did honour to the
command should set up a light for each person in
the house, and those who aid mon^ honour still
should begin with one light for each per.ion, and
double the number each night (Liglitfoot, Hnr.
Heb. in loc). Another school directed that eight
lights should be used on the first night, and the
number diminished by one each night.
The
feast lasted eight days.
The reference in 2 Mac
10" seems to show that the points of resemblance
between some of the ordinances of this feast
and the Feast of Tabernacles were not accidental,
but were designed from the first.
The Feast of

Dedication, however, was unlike the great feasts,
that it could be celebrated anywhere and
did not require the worshipper to go up to
Jerusalem.
The words of the Jews in Jn IC would naturally be suggested by the direction which this fiast
would give to mens thoughts. The hymn wliich
is at present used in Jewish synagogues during
its continuance records the successive deliverances of Israel, and contains a prayer for yet
another.
J. II. KENNEDY.
in

DEEM was once
extinct.
'

deemed
•

The

Even
either

title of

in

in freq. use,

AV

lire

or

it

but

is

now almost
Wis 13'

occurs but twice.

wind or the swift

air, or

the

Pa 30 moat probahly refers to the dedicatioD by
(see Baelhi;en in'loco, and next art.).

Judua Maccaba)u8

—

'

—

'

DEEP

DEGREE

of the stars, or the violent water, or the
lights of heaven, to be the gods which govern the

dis apart, and ferre to carry, to
properly to put aside,' and this meaning
The mod. meaning is
is found in early English.
to postpone j
to put off to another occasion,'
but in older Eng. the word was loosely used in the
general sense of put of,' delay,' as Dn 9" defer
not, for thine o^vn sake, O my God' (nnxn-SN ' delay
not,' tarry not,' the vb. is never used in the sense
of putting off to another occasion so Gn 34",
Ec 5<) ; Pr 13" ' Hope deferred maketh the heart
sick' (nji^cD 'drawn out,' protracted,' cf. Is 18''
where same part of vb. is tr. tall in RV) ; Is 48'
For my name's sake will I defer mine anger'
(^IKS, not postpone to another occasion, but delay
so as not to vent it at all if possible, so Pr 19'').
Delay is the meaning also in Apocr., Jth 2" (iw.k-

586
circle

RV

thought'), and Ac 27" the
shipmen deemed (ujrffo'ow) that they drew near to
some country,' though Wyclif has the word and
its cognates often, and uses it with fine effect.
Thus 1 Co 112»si-»a 'for he thatetith and drynkith
onworthili etith and drinkith dome to hym, not
wiseli demynge the bodi of the Lord.
And if we
demeden wiseli us silf we schulden not be demed,
but while we ben denied of the Lord we ben chastisid, that we be not dampned with this world.'
gives ' surmised
for
deemed in Ac 27",
but 'deemed' for 'as' in Ezr 2«^ Neh 7"
therefore were they deemed polluted and put
from the priesthood' (Heb. simply 'and were
polluted from the priesthood ').
J. Hastings.

world

{iviiuaav,

'

RV

'

'

'

'

'

'

DEFER.— From

defer

used fie. in the sense of
' profound
without any thought of malevolence,
as Ps 92° Thy thoughts are very deep ; Ec 7"*
that which is far off, and exceeding deep (poy
pby deep, deep ')
Is 29"*
woe unto them that
seek deep to hide their counsel from the Lord
(cv'v«,eO) ; Dn 2^ He revealeth the deep and secret
things ; 1 Co 2'° ' the deep things of God
(Wyclif 8 tr. ; Tind.
the bottome of Goddes
secretes,' so Cranmer, Geneva (1557)
but Gen.
1560 restored
the deepe things of God,' and so
Bishops' Rhem. ' the profoundities of God '). Cf.
Bacon, Essays, ' the more deepe and sober sort of
adj.

is

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

NT

Sir 4' (Trapi\Ku), 18" (/wii-w).
But in
only) the meaning is postpone to another
occasion, viz. to a fuller neanng ; the obsol. construction is, however, employed of having a person
as the object, 'Felix
deterred them (ive^dXert

pOvui),

(Ac

DEEP. —The

is

24^-'

.

.

.

'

Rogers (1642), Naaman, 137,
seem goode to thy wisdome to deferre me.'
Cf.

airrois).

'

gives 'deferred' for

prolonged' Ezk 12^-

'

J.

'

'•^

If it

RV

("Ft).

Hastings.

DEFILEMENT.— See Unclkanness.

'

'

;

'

;

Politique persons.'
'

Deep

'

IS

a

common

of that day,

and

CcBS. IV.

226—

iii.
*

The deep

is

subst. in Shake, and others
often used figuratively, as Jul.

Goliath ' defied the armies of
probable that the translators of
understood him to challenge them to combat,
though the Heb. (I'm) means to taunt or scorn (so
1 S 17'»- "> »• "• «, 2 S 21=' 239, 1 Ch 20').
But when
Balaam is summoned to Balak's camp with the

words (Nu

23''

of night

Ifi

crept upon our talk."

AV

But

DEFY. — When

where ' the deep is not the sea, it
in
refers to the wast« of waters (the primitive tehvm),
or to the bottomless pit. The Heb. words are oinn
tikCm, as Gn 1" ' daiKness was upon the face of the
deep (see COSMOGONY) ; rh\)i zuldh. Is 44", and nSiso
mizuldh, Job 41", Ps 69" 107'", or nViic meziidh (in
the plu. ' deeps '), Neh 9", Ps 88«. The Gr. words
are djSwrffos (see Abyss), ^iffot, Lk 5*, 2 Co 8^ ; and
fivedi, 2 Co 11^.
Deepness, now almost replaced by 'depth,' is
retained from Wye. in Mt 13' ' they had no deepness of earth ' (RV retains, and restores ' deepness
4', which Wye. had also ;
to the par. passage
Tind. has ' depth ' in both places). J. Hastings.
'

'

Mk

'

AV

Israel, it is

»),

Come, curee me Jacob,

And come, defj'
manifest that 'defy'

Israel,'

used in some other
(c;;) means to be
indignant, then express indignation against one,
denounce, curse
and that is the meaning the
parallelism would require (LXX {iriKaTipaaai., Vulg.
detestare, Luth. schelten).
Now defy (from late
Lat. dis -Jldare, dis - trust) primarily means to
renounce allegiance or affiance, to pronounce all
bonds of faith and fellowship dissolved (whence
war would generally follow, and so the modern
sense of the word).
Thus Tindale's tr. of 1 Co
12' 'no man speakynge in the sprete of God deiieth Jesus.'
'This is probably the sense in wliich
defy should be taken in Nu, since it is Tindale's
word though there is a meaning of the word that
despise,'
set at
is closer to the Greek, viz.
nought,' as Olde (1549), £rasm. Par. Thess. 4, 'I
detie ail thinges in comparison of the gospel of
Christ'; and a rare use nearer still, viz. 'curse,'
as Hiill (1548), Chron. 526, The faire damoselles
defied that dale [at Agincourt] in the whiche thei
had lost their paramors. Geneva and Douay have
detest in its old sense of denounce.
it is

and now

obsol. sense.

is

The HeV.

;

'

'

'

'

;

DEER.—See Fallowdekk.

'

DEFECTIVE.- Sir

49< only, and the meaning
' All,
except David and
Ezechias and Josias, were defective : for they forsook the law of the Most High ' ( TrXrifi/ieXelav
iTr\riiJLiii\ri<rai>, lit. 'erred an error,' i.e. ace. to the
Heb. idiom ' erred greatly,'
committed
trespass.'
Lv 5",
The same Gr. is found in
Jos 7' 22'''-").
Bissell (in loc.) says 'were defective is not strong enough.
Noi is it now, but
in older Eng. it was used for positive transgression or wrongdoing, as Act 10 Henry VIII. 1518,
'
Persons ... so founden defective or trespassing
'
in any of the said statutes.'
Defect' in the mod.
sense of a shortcoming is given by
in 1 Co 6'
(firniim,
after Wye. 'fault,' Gen. 'impatience,'
' loss
see Sanday-Headlam on Ro 11").
:
is

'guilty of WTongdoing,'

RV

'

RVm

'

is

used in

we should now say

'

AV

J. Hastings.
(only of cities) where

fortified,'

the Heb.

'

'

RV

'

'

RV

Hastings.

J.

DEGREE. — Late

Lat. degradus (de down, gradua
a step) gave Fr. rft'yr^, whence Eng. 'degree.' So
a 'degree' is simply a step, whether up or down,
and esp. one of a flight of steps, or the rung of a
ladder. Thus Chaucer, Romaunt of Rose, 486
'

Into that gardyn, wel y-wrought,

Who-so that me coude have brought,
By laddre, or eiles by depree,
It

And

wolde wel have lyked

Shaks. Jul. Ccesar,
'

II. i.

lue.*

26

attains the upmost round.
then unto the ladder turns his back,
Looks in the clouds, scorning the base degree*
By which he did ascend.'

But when he once

He

being

either tlie vb. [nj:] bdzar (Is 25» 27"' 36' 37=%
Ezk 21") 'to cut oil', render inaccessible,' or the
Bubst. i)i;p mibhzdr (Jer 1" 4" 8" 34', always with
I'V 'ir, city), 'a place cut off.'
gives fenced
in Is 36' 37^ and in Jer 4» 34' ; Auier.
has
'
fortilicd in all the passages.
i. Hastings.
'

'

'

RV

AV

DEFENCED

'

LXX

'

'

AV

wherever
is the meaning of 'degree' in
occurs in the plur. the ref. being either to the
degrees of Ahaz^s dial (2 K 20'"'" '"'*'• ", Is 38"^,
see Dial) or to the Songs of Degrees (Ps 120-134
titles, see PsALMS) and the Heb. .ij-j;? mndlAh.
This
it

:

—

—"

DELICACY

SO^GS OF

DEGllEES,

But from signifying a step literally, ' degree soon
passed to express also a step in rank, whence 1 Ch
15" 'their brethren of the second d.' (c-jfsn, lit.
17" a man of high degree (ciKn
the seconds ')
'

'

'

;

"i"i'i:r),

Ps

OS*

'

men

of high d.'

(tJ-N-'i;)

62"

men

'

of

wisdom lifteth up the head
il.' (c-iij-ir), Sir 11'
him that is of low d.' (rarfii'is so Lk P-, Ja 1');
Ti 3" they that have used the otlice of a deacon

low

'

of
1

;

which was afterwards spelt delightby a mistaken association with lit/hi ; later
forms are 'delightsome' and 'delightful.' Onlj
the last has held its ground but delectable u
remembered by Bunyan's 'delectable Mountains'

lit.

step,'

RV

themselves a good
standing ').

to
'

m

'

'

EccUtia

(1897), p. 202.

HASTINGS.

J.

{Pil.

Making

tJie

;

J.

'

;

;

(adj. and subst.),
delicately,' ' delicatedelicious,' ' deliciously,' all of which except
'
delicious are found in AV.
Delicacy. Rev 18' ' the merchants of the earth

delicate

;

'

.

'

'

'

'

—

DEHAITES (AV

Dehavites, Kim, ^iri K-rn,
Dehaites were among the peoples
settled in Samaria by Osnappar, i.e. probably tlie
AssjT. king Assurbanipal. They joined with their
fellow-colonists in sending the letter written by
Kehum and Shimshai to king Artaxerxes, to complain of the attempt made bv the Jews to rebuild
the walls of Jeru.salem (probabW about 447 B.C.).
The name has been connected with that of a
nomadic Persian tribe, the Adoi, mentioned in
Herod, i. 125 (Rawlinson), or with the name of the
city Du'-fla, mentioned on Assyrian contractbut according to
tablets (Fried. Uelitzsch)
S'jhrader these identifications are very doubtful.
The LXX reads t^auatm (A), but in B the text runs
the ShushanZouo'ui'axo'oi ot elalv 'HXa^iaioi (for
chites, the Dehaites, the Elamites ; cf Meyer,
H. A. White.
Judenthum, 36).

Hastings.

over us by unmarked degrees, so there creeps over
the words that designate it a subtle change they
come to contain less and less of rebuke and blame
the thing itself being tolerated, nay allowed, it
must needs be that the words which express it
should be received into favour too. It has been
thus with luxury it has been thus also with this
whole group of words.' The words are 'delicacy,'
ness,'

— The

7—

DELICACY.—Trench {Select Glossary, p. 52 i.)
In the same way as self-indulgence creeps
says,

'

4').

'

cf. Shaks. Pick. II. II. iii.
fair discourse hath been as sugar.
hard way sweet and delectable.'

Prog. p. 52)
And yet your
'

'

DEGREES, SONGS OF.— See Psalms.
Ezr

'

;

(^a9/i6s,

d.'

In the last pusaffe the meaning is ^uit« exceptiODAl in the
in the Greek. The Eng. word is WycUf's, who has been
tollowed by all the versions except KV. It is simply a literal
The Gr.
tr. ot the Vulg. gradut, itself a literal tr. of the Greek.
word occurs here onlv in NT. In the LXX it is used either as
ii)
10
i.t«.
H>.
miphtdn
S
5»), the
or o(
(1
tr. o( iTia'uIdh (2 K 209
(omier being the 'steps' or 'degrees' of Ahaz's dial, the
*
once
it
is
also
found
latter the threshold of Dagon's temple :
See
in Apocr. (Sir 6*i) for the ' steps of the wise man's door.
(Cainb.
Bible),
and
Hort,
further Humphrey's note in loc.

Eng.

'

'

'

'

;

587

delitable,'

'

able

:

will purchase

a

are

waxed

delicacies'

luxury

'

rich

through the abundance of her

{(rrpfivos

').

RV

sing.,

Delicacies

'

'

is

'

wantonness,'

Rhemish

tr.,

RVm

after Vulg.

Wyclif butTind. and others 'pleasures.'
Voluptuousness is the oldest meaning of delicacy';
see Delicate, and cf. Chaucer, Former Age, 58

delicice, so

;

'

That

'Jupiter the likerous, [ = lecherous]
was fader of delicacye.'

first

—

Delicate. The adj. has two meanings in AV.
Softly nurtured, as Sus " Now Susanna was a
very d. woman, and beauteous to behold' (Tpv<t)epii);
'

1.

Bar 4^

my

d. ones (ol Tpv<t>€pol piov) ; and probably
Is 47' (all j;v,
rpv^xpds), Jer e"'
and d.
' (.ijjy-in,
different read'

'

LXX

Dt 28"-",

woman
comely
LXX
ing), and Mic 1" (juj^b, LXX Tpv(pep6s). 2. Luxurious, as Wis 19" 'they asked d. meats' (io^v/j-ara
RV luxurious dainties ') Sir 29^
rpv(f>7Ji,
Better is the life of a poor man in a mean cottage,
than d. fare in another man's house {idiirnaTa
sumptuous fare ') and Pr 19'" RV
\aij.irpd, RV
delicate living (msiP, A V delight ').
As a subst.
delicates occurs Jer 51" he hath filled his belly
with my d.' (o";'iy,, Amer. RV delicacies ') ; Sir 30'"
{ayaOi, RV 'good things'), 3V (Tpvip-^iiara, RV
good things'). Cf. Ps 141* Gen. 'let mee not eate
of their delicates' (AV 'dainties'); W. Brough
(1050), Hunger cooks all meats to delicates,' which
Herrick seems to copy (Country Life), 'Hunger
makes coarse meats delicates.' Delicately means
'

;

'

DEHORT.— Only

Mac

1

9»

they dehorted

'

We

hiin,

shall never be able (i.iro(npi<pw) and in
saying.
Dehort (fr. Lat.
the headings of some chapters.
" Exhort
dehortari) is the opposite of exhort.'
continues, but " dehort," a word whose place " dis*
suade " does not exactly supply, has escaped us
'

;

'

'

'

'

'

Trench, Eng. Pa.H and Pres.'' 179. Ussher (1656)
in Ann. iv. 24 has 'Exhorting them to observe
and dehortin" them the
the law of (iod
J. HASTINGS.
breach of that law.'
.

.

.

—

DELAIAH (.i;i'';, "j^^). 1. One of the sons of
Elioenai, a descendant of David (1 Ch 3",
Dalaiah). 2. A priest and leader of the 23d course
3. The
of priests in tlie time of David (1 Ch 24>»).
son of Shemaiah, one of tlie 'princes' or ofTicers
36"'-*).
(Jer
of state at the court of Jehoiakim
4. The son of Mehetabel, and father of Shemaiah, who was associated witli Neh. in the rebuilding of Jerus. (Neh 6'°). 8. The head of the children
of D., who returned with Zerub. from Babylon
The name in 1 Es 5" is
(Ezr 2*= Neh 7"^).

AV

R- M. Boyd.

Dalan.

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

luxuriously

'

in the foil, passages in

AV, La

4'

^^ ^^^^ '^- Sringeth up his servant
from a child, shall have him become bis son at the
length' (p35 = fondle,' 'induljze'; 'delicately is
Wyclif's tr., who, followinf^ Vulg., renders 'who
delicatli fro childbed nursliith his seruaunt, afterward shal feelen hym vnobeisaimt,' V. contumacem) ;
Lk 7" they which are gorijeously apparelled, and
live delicately, are in kings courts {rpvipJi, as LXX
La 4», and at 2 P 2'» where AV riot,' RV revel ');
'she that liveth delicjitely (text 'in
1 Ti 5'
fileasure,' Gr, 17 <r7raTaXuJ(ra), is dead while she
iveth
and add 2 S 1" Ja 5' RV. But in Ad.
Est 15»(AVm and RV 'carrying lierself d.,' AV
(ni',")> P''

'^^*'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

AVm

•

;

DELECTABLE.— Ib

44» only, 'Their d. things
retain the word from
and
thall notj>rolit.'
Geneva Bible, which explains, ' Whatsoever they
bestow upon their idoles to make them to seeme
glorious.
But it is the idols themselves that are
called 'the d. things' (c-ion lidmUdMrn), which
the Bishops' exuressed by the (too) free tr. ' the
carved image that they love can doe no good.'

AV

'Delectable.'
old

through
•Yet

from
Fr.,

RV

Lat.

delcctabilis,

whence came

also

came

in

the form

Oj^. Ung. Diet, quote* from Cheyne, Iiaiah (1882X
rcMOD ... to dehort the Jew* from

p. XX, 'iHoioh had good
ftn Egyptian alliance.'

'daintily,' Gr.

TpiKptptvofun)

the meaning

one that was tender (Cov.), that
so perliaps 1 S 15'-' 'Agag came unto

is

'as

is,

weak; and

liira

delicately.'

the onlv doubtful pa-tsage. AV took 'delicately'
from the Bishops' Bible; Cov. 'tenderly,' Oen. 'pleasantly.'
The Bishops' marg. is * in bondcs,' and KVm 'cheerfully.' The
LXX gives rfiifjLttf ; Vulg. pinguiigimiu, tt trenu-jul, whence
Douay 'very fatto, trembling'; Luther, getrost {eonfldontly^;
Oetervald, ga\einn\t. The possible ways of taking the lieu.
(nl"iy v) are given by Driver (NoUt on Sam. p. 90), who decides
that it Is safest, on the whole, to acquiesce in delicately,'
'
voluptuously.' And, undoubtedly, voluptuously or luxuriously
is the most natural meaning of the Heb. (for which ie« La i^X

The

last is

'

;;

;

DELIGHTSOME

DEMAND

but its use in this place is not verj' apparent.
The Eng.
expression 'delicately' is probably meant to express weakness
%nd fear (as Ad. Est 153) rather than pride or voluptuousness.

Italian) merchants and traders in the Mediler.
lands mainly through their ettbrts and wealtli ita
rather poor harbour was greatly improved in theii
interest it was declared a free port by tlic Roman
state in B.C. 166 in order to strike a blow at their
commercial rivals, the merchants of Rhodes ; and
to satisfy them their other commercial rival
Corinth (which see) was destroyed utterly by the

5SS

;

;

Delicateness.— Only Dt 28" ' the tender and
delicate woman
which would not adventure
to set the sole of her foot upon the ground for d.
(:;irin5) and tenderness,' i.e. not 'weakness,' but
.

.

.

' lineness.'
Deliciously = luxuriously, Rev 18'-" 'lived
'
deliciously ' (uT-pijuciu,
lived wantonly ').
Cf.
Latiiner, li. 412,
I am more inclined to feed many
grossly and necessarily, than a few deliciously and
voluptuously'; and Lk 16" Tind. a certaine rich
man, which . . . fared deliciously every daye.'

RV

'

'

J.

DELIGHTSOME, now

Hastings.

only poet, for 'delightful,'

and occurs in Mai 3''^ ye shall
be a d. land (y^n j-in). Davies {Bible En^. p. 236)
quotes appositely from T. Adams, Works, i. 273, If
tliis gentle physic make thee madder. He hath a dark
chamber to put thee in a dungeon is more lightsome and delightsome the grave.'
J. Hastings.

was once good

prose,

'

'

'

—

DELILAH

—

AaXeiSd).— The woman who beinto the hands of the Philistines.
The account as given in Jg 16 does not say whether
she was an Israelite or a Philistine but she was
doubtless the latter, and Sorek, her place of residence, was then within the Philistine territory.
Samson often sought her society, and allowed her
to gain a great influence over him.
That she was
trayed

(nV^'i,

Samson

;

his wife is very improbable, notwithstanding that
that is the opinion of Chrysostom and other patristic writers.
See Samson.
W. J. Beecher.

DELOS ( A^Xos), a famous island in the j^Jgean Sea,
has played a part in history quite out of proportion
to its tiny size and rocky unproductive character.
It was considered to have been anchored by Zeus to
the bottom of the sea, and therefore not to be exposed to ordinary earthquakes. * It was the seat of a
very ancient and widelj'-spread worship of Apollo,
who, with his twin sister Artemis, was said to have
been bom there ; and the Gr. peoples flocked from
a great distance to the annual festival on the
island, which is celebrated in the Homeric hymn
to the Delian Apollo. The festival of the Virgin
on the neighbouring island of Tenos is the modem
representative of the ancient feast of Apollo.
D.,
in B.C. 478, was selected as the meeting-place of
the great confederacy of Gr. states on the ^gean
coasts and islands for defence against the Persians
but after a time Athens, the presiding city of the
confederacy, became also its centre. The Athenians
treated D. as a rival to their own interests. As
Athens became great, D. lost its importance but
when Athens grew weak, D. recovered. During
the 2nd and Ist cent. B.C. it became one of the
greatest harbours of the jEgean Sea, playing the
same part in ancient trade that the island of Syra
has played in modem commerce, and being favoured
by the Romans after B.C. 190 as a rival to the
maritime power of Rhodes. It was a nominally
independent state under Rom. protection from B.C.
197 to 167. Then it was punished, for coquetting
with Macedonia, with the loss of freedom ; it was
given to Athens, and its natives fled and settled in
Achaia ; and the Delian archons came to an end.
The bland was repeopled by Athenian colonists
(K\ripovxoi.), along with many Roman settlers
and
henceforth its inscriptions are dated by the Athenian
archons and it was always considered to be part
of the Roman province Achaia (which see).
The
earliest trace of a Roman settler in I), is contained
in an inscription of B.C. 250. During the 2nd cent,
it lyecame the largest settlement of Roman (or
;

;

;

• An earthquake at D. was considered a specially grave expression of the will and power of the god ; see Herod, vi. 08

Thuuyd.

li.

8.

Romans in B.C. 146.
Owing to its great importance

in the E. Mediter-

ranean trade, D. is mentioned in the list of states
to which the Roman government addressed letters
in favour of the Jews in B.C. 138-137, 1 Mac 15'*-^
and the inscriptions of D. form the best commentary on that important historical document. D.
was the great exchange where the products and
the slaves of all the states of the E. were bought
for the Italian market, and most of the names
mentioned in the passage of 1 Mac occur in the
Delian documents.
The strange omission of the
kingdoms of Pontus and Bithynia in 1 Mac
becomes all the more remarkable by comparison
with the frequent mention of them at Delos. As
:

Homolle

says,

'Among

the Orientals

who

fre-

quented D., the Jews doubtless held a considerable
Elace' (Bulletin de Corresp. Hellin. viii. 1884, p. 98)
ut, as the inscriptions are to a large extent concerned with religious purposes, it is not easy to tind
the traces of their presence.
decree of the Delians
confirming the immunity of the Jews from military
service is quoted in full by Jos. (Ant. xrv. x. 14).
frightful calamity brought the prosperity of
D., and especially of the Roman settlers, to an end.
In the Mithridatic war Athens took part with the
king, whUe D., where the Roman settlers were so
numerous, naturally remained true to the Roman
interest. After maintaining itself for a short time,
D. was captured in B.C. 87 by the enemy; '20,0110
Italians were massacred there and in the neigh-

A

A

bouring Cyclades
and, when the Romans recovered it
the course of the war, they found it,
as Strabo says, deserted. It recovered to a certain
extent in the following years
but direct trade
between Italy and the E. harbours now became
more common Ostia and Puteoli took the place
of D. as the great emporia for the purchase of E.
products required in Italy, and under the Roman
;

m

;

;

Empire D. became utterly

insignificant.

—

LiTERATUUB. The excavations conducted at Delos for many
years by the French School of Athens have thrown a flood of
lij,'ht on the history of the island.
An excellent summary and
estimate of their earlier results, as published in many scattered
works, ia given by Jebb in Journai o/ Hellenic Studiett, IsSO,
pp. 7-^2. Since then numerous articles in the BulUtin de
Corresp. BelUn., by Homolle, S. Reinach, and others, have added

much

information, especially

S29-373,

viii.

pp.

76-l."i8,

pp. 1-167, vii. pp. 103-125,
pp. 389-511, xv. pp. 113-168.

vi.

xiV.

See also Homolle, Archives de t Intetidaiice Sacriie d DeioM\
Scbceffer, de Deli Imulce rebut.
M. RaMSAY.

W,

DELUGE

See Flood.

DEMAND. —Throughout AV demand
'

'

is

simply

to ask, as Fr. detnander, without the sense of
authority. This is manifest from the Heb. and
Gr. words so tr'', which have all this simple meaning.
In Introd. to Gen. Bible we read, The Catechisme,
or nianer to teache children the Christian religion,
wherein the minister demandcth the question, and
the childe maketh answer.' See Field, O.V iii. on
Mt 2*. As a subst. d. occurs only Dn 4" ^vith tha
same simple meaning. Cf. Chaucer, Troilut, r.
'

859—
*

And

of th' assege (siege) he gan hir eek byiecba.
telle hiin what was hir opinioun.
Fro that demaunde he so descendeth doun
To asken hir, if that hir strauni^e thoughte
The Grekes gyse, and werkes that they wroughte.'

To

Once

AV

RV

introduces d. in mod. sense (Neh 5") foi
'require' (see Ryle's note).
J. Hastings.

DEMAS

DEMETRIUS

DEMAS

( AijAiaj, possibly an abbrev. of DemetriuB)
described by the Apostle Paul as a fellowlabourer, and unites with him in sending salutations
from Home to the ColossianB and to Philemon
(Col 4", PhUem v.").
In the 2nd Ep. to Timothy
(4'") he is described as having forsaken the apostle
when he was awaiting bis tritil before Nero,
becaose he 'loved tliis present world.' Whether
he was discouraged by the hardships of the
Christian life, or allured by the hope of some
earthly advantage, and whetner his apostasy was
temporary or final, we have no means of knowing.
Tradition leans to the darker view of his character,
and classes him among the apostates from the faith
rEpiph. H(Br. 51).
R. M. Boyd.

is

DEMETRIUS

sumamed

I.,

2i*j->fp,

'

Saviour,'

by

the Babylonians in gratitude for the removal of
their satrap Heraclides, was the son of Seleucus
Philopator.
In his boyhood he was sent (B.C. 175)
to Rome as a hostage, and remained there during
the reign of his uncle, Antiochus Epiphanes.
When the Senate several times refused his request
to be recognized as the king of Syria, he fled from
Rome, with the assistance chiefly of the historian
Pol vbius( Poly b. xxxi. Justin, xxxiv. 3). Landing
at Tripolis, he was joined by large bodies of the
people, and even by tlie bodyguard of his cousin,
Antiochus Eupator. Eupator was soon defeated
and pnt to death, and in B.C. 162 D. was proclaimed king (1 Mac 7'"*, 2 Mac 14'- '; Jos. Ant.
;

xn. X. 1 Liv. Epit. xlvi.). He conciliated Rome
by valuable presents (Polyb. xxxi. 23), and, after
interfering in the afliairs of Babylon (App. Stir. 47
Polyb. xxxii. 4), turned his attention to Judaea.
Alcunus (wh. see) was established in the high
priesthood, and the Syrian lordship was for a time
completely renewed.
In the seven years that
followed, D. at'ain oflended the Romans by putting
a supporter of nis own in the place of Ariarathes on
the throne of Cappadocia (Polyb. xxxii. 20 Liv.
Epit. xlvii.), whilst his tyranny and excesses
alienated his own people. Alexander Balas (wh.
see) was set up as a claimant to the crown of Syria
(B.C. 153) and he and D. competed for the support of
Jonathan (1 Mac 10'-" Jos. Ant. XIII. ii. 1-3). The
former, offering princely rank and the high priesthood, won at the first bid and when the latter
mcule a further promise of exemption from taxation and investment with privilege (1 Mac 10^""),
the people gave no credence ' to his words, which
are very important for the light they cast upon the
nature of the im[>ost8 exacted by the Syrian kings.
The salt tax, the king's share of the crops and
fruits, the poll-tax, the pressed service, wiih a
variety of otner burdens, were to be remitted, and
the expenses of the temple to be met from the
royal revenue (see Mahatl'y, Emp. of Ptolemies,
;

;

;

;

;

;

'

With the help of the Jews, Balas was able
to recover from the reverses he suffered during the
two years' war that followed; and in B.C. 150 a
decisive engagement took place, in which D. displayed the utmost personal bravery, but was
defeated and slain (1 JIac lO"-* Jos. Ant. XIII.
ii. 4
App. Syr. 67 Polyb. iii. 5 Justin, xxxv. 1 ;
8 117).

;

;

;

Euseb. Chron. ed. Schocne,

DEMETRIUS

;

i.

283 so. ).
R.

lU sumamed

W.

XniTup,

Moss.
'Con-

queror,' wa.s sent by liis father, O. Soter, for safety
to Cnidus after the success of Balas seemed probable (Justin, xxxv. 2). For several years he remained in exile ; but as soon as the unpoiiularity
of Balas gave him an opportunity, he landed (B.C.
147) with an army of Cretan mercenaries on the
Cilician cotust.
The entire country rallied to him

except
Balas.
favour,

Judsea, where

Jonathan still supported
But Ptolemy Philoniotor declared in his
and their combined forces inflicted a fatal

IIL

58s

defeat upon Balas (B.C. 145) on the banks of th«
CEnoparas, from which event D. derived his
surname (1 Mac 11""" ; Jos. Ant. xm. iv. 8 App.
Syr. 67 Liv. Epit. Iii.). Jonathan now set himself to separate Judica from the Syrian Empire,
and besieged the citadel in Jems.
but D. persuaded him to raise the siege on the addition of
three Samaritan provinces to Judaea, and the
exemption of the country thus enlarged from
tribute (1 Mac ll*"'^ ; Jos. Ant. XIII. iv. 9). When
the excesses of D. had estranged his subjects.
Try phon Diodotus), a former general of Balas, set
up the latter's son as a pretender to the throne
but D. obtained the help of Jonathan by promising
the removal of the Syrian garrisons from Jud;ea,
and put down the revolt (1 Mac 11"""; Jos. Ant.
XIII. V. 2, 3).
On Jonathan's return to Judaea the
revolt broke out again, and Tryphon made himself
master of Antioch.
As D. failed to keep hia
promise to the Jews, they now took the side of
Tryphon, and drove the royal forces out of CceleSyria (1 Mac IP^"'*; Jos. Ant. XIU. v. 6-11). D.
withdrew from the S. part of his kingdom ; but
when Tryphon, who had secured the Syrian cro\vn
for himself, attempted to reduce Judaea, Jonathan's
brother Simon attached himself to D., and extracted from him a formal recognition of independence (I Mac 13**"*^; Jos. Ant. XIU. vi. 7).
Soon
after D. invaded the dominions of the king of
Parthia, by whom, in B.C. 138, he was taken
prisoner (1 Mac 14''* though Jos. Ant. XIII. v. 11,
Justin, xxxvi. 1, and App. Syr. 67, 68, arrange the
events in a different order, and support B.C. 140 as
the date of the disaster). The imprisonment lasted
for ten years, at the close of which D. was liberated
by the Parthian king, who was engaged in war
with Antiochus Sidetes, brother of D. (Jos. Ant.
XIII. viii. 4
Ens. Chron. ed. Schoene, i. 255). D.
recovered the kingdom (B.C. 128), and at once
undertook a war against Ptolemy Physkon of
Egypt. Ptolemy thereupon claimed the Syrian
;

;

;

(

;

:

;

crown

for

Alexander Zabmas, who was announced

to be the son of Balas (Eus. Chron. i. 257), or of
Sidetes (Justin, xxxix. 1).
D. was conquered by
Zabinas at Damascus, and fled to Ptolemais, and
thence to Tyre, where in B.C. 125 he was murdered
(Jos. Ant. XUI. ix. 3), possibly at the instigation of
his wife Cleopatra (App. Syr. 68 ; Liv. Epit. Ix.).

R.

DEMETRIUS

III.

(sumamed

W.

Moss.

Eflxaipos,

'

Pros-

and on coins Theos, Soter, Philometor,
was a son of Antiochus Grypus, and grand-

perous,'
etc.)

son of D. Nikator. On the death of his father civil
wars ensued, in the course of wliieh two of his
elder brothers lost their lives, whilst Philip, the
third, secured a part of Syria, and D. established
himself in Coele-Syria, with Damascus as his
capital, by the aid of Ptolemy Lathyrus, king of
Cyprus (Jos. Ant. XIII. xiii. 4). In Judaea, too,
civil

and

war broke out between Alexander Jannaeuii
Pharisee subjects.
The latter invited

his

the assistance of D. (Jos. Ant. XIII. xiii. 5; Wars,
iv. 4), who possibly regarded it as a good
I.
opportunity to extend his kingdom to its ancient
limits on tiie West and the South. He entered the
country with a large army, was joined by the
insurgent Jews, and defeated Jannicus in a pitched
battle near Shechem (Jos. Ant. XIII. xiv. 1
Wars,
But the desertion of the Jews, who either
I. iv. 5).
pitied the plight of Jannieus (Jos. Wars, ib.) or
more probably feared the re-establishment of
Syrian supremacy, made it impossible for D. to
follow up the victory, and he withdrew to Beroea
(Aleppo). The town was occupied by Philip, who,
when bo.sieged by his brother, called the I'arthiana
D. was in turn shut up closely within
to his aid.
his encampment and starved into surrender.
Ha
was sent as a prisoner to Arsacea IX., by whom ha
;

—

'

DEMETRIUS

DEMON, DEVIL

in captivity until his death (Jos.
Ant. xm. xiv. 3). The dates of the reign of D.
cannot be fixed with precision ; bat coins of his are
known, dated from the Seleucid year 217 to 224,
i.e. approximately from B.C. 95 to 88 (Eckhel, iii.
245 ; Gardner, Catalogue of Gr. Coins in the Brit.
Mut. 101).
R. W. Moss.

Jinns, who were held to be the inhabitants of
lonely spots, and Mohammed himself recognized
their existence just as fully as his heathen contemporaries did.
Various names were given to
them, viz. Ghul, 'Ifrit, Slid, 'AIM and we have
likewise feminine names. The word Ifrit, which
occurs so frequently in the One thousand and one
nights,' is also found in the KorS,n (Sur. 27. 39),
and according to Wellhausen means, like the Heb.
Tyj?, 'hairy.' *
The desert is full of these spectral
shapes.
whoever spends his time there as a
traveller must steel his heart against them.
child of the desert must be on friendly terms with
the wolf and on terms of intimacy with the ghul.'
On this subject consult W. R. Smith, RS', p. 119 f.
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was detained

DEMETRIUS

(Ai;mi)t/«os).—

Two

m NT — the

name

are mentioned
the riot at Ephesus (Ac

;

'

persons of the
ringleader in

'

and a

disciple
commended by St. John (3 Jn v."). Both of
these dwelt either in Ephesus or its vicinity,
the very name is redolent of Ephesian surroundings, and there is nothing impossible in the suggestion that the agitator had become the disciple of
good report, and that, therefore, both leferences
are to the same man.
In its contracted form of
Demas this is also the name of one who has an

unhappy notoriety as a

19**),

recreant,

'

A

A.

Demas hath

forsaken me (2 Ti 4"). He is also mentioned in
Col 4" and Philem v.'*, and it is not certain that
St.

Paul meant to imply anything like utter

DEMON, DETIL,
Assyr. Hdu).

'

W. MuiB.
Gr.

ialiuav,

or Sunbnov (more

frequently), Heb. i^, Syr.
'\'>X»,

The supposed Heb.

Aram,
root

ten} (cf.

is [nis*]

'

to

paral-

'

'

apostasy.

The Demonolooy of the OT. —The

which we find in OT to the Jinn of ancient as
well as modem Arabia may now be noted. Isaiah,
in an oracle describing the doom of Edom, portrays a scene among Edom's ruined fortresses,
when one I'lV (hairy satyr) shall call out to another, and Lilith (the night hag) shall take up her
abode (Is 34"). This Lilith is a demon of feminine
sex.
The same mythical creature meets us in the
cuneiform inscriptions (see Schrader, C'OJii. p. 311).
In one of the magical texts cited by Horamel
(Seiniten, p. 367) occurs the line (iv. Rawl. 29, No 1,
lels

Rev. 23)—
'The lUu, the lilat, the handmaid of LUu,'
lildtu or lilitu is placed in tnis
incantation in close connexion with the pla{;ue-

The Babylonian

be mighty,' hence

to rule,' Arab.

jLj (cf. ti^ to
treat violently, to destroy ').
Demoniac, Jai/uofif6/«m. For 'devil' (properly Jid/}o\os, see Satan)
rightly substitutes 'demon' wherever the
Greek text has iaiiiMvwv.
Both physical and moral evil may be regarded
from two standpoints (1) As existing in man
physically in the form of bodily disease, or spiritually as moral evil ; (2) as having a source outside
man. It is with physical and moral evil in the
latter aspect that we are now dealing. Among the
Hebrews, both in pre-exHic and post-exUic times
down to a comparatively late period of the Christian
era, both moral and physical evil were attributed
to personal agencies. This conception of personal
evil agencies, that affected man's body and soul,
exercised a profound and enduring influence over
the minds of Christ and the apostles, and played a
very considerable part in the writings of the
Church Fathers.
In tracing this conception of evil spirits influencing man to its primitive sources, we shall find that
it has its springs in early Semitic ideas which
surrounded the Israelite people in the dawn of
their history.
Baudissin has clearly shown how
the demonology of the Grseco-Roman period of
Judaism emerged out of the earlier polytheism.
On this we shall have more to say later on. But
'

'

RV

—

should be noted that that polytheism was itself
the outcome of the principle called by Tylor, in his
well-known work Primitive Culture, by the name
'animism.'
Even early mankind instinctively
Bought for causes, and interpreted the forces and
other manifwtations of nature as personal, i.e. as
emanating from beings analogous to himself (cf.
Siebeck, Lehrb. d. Religionsphilosophie, p. 58 ff. ).
Thus primitive man dwelt in a cosmic society of
superhuman agencies, some of which ministered to
his well-being and others to his injury.
At the
dawn of human consciousness man found himself
confronted by forces which he was unable to
control, and which exercised a baleful or destructive
influence. Hurricane, lightning, sunstroke, plague,
flood, and earthquake were ascribed to wrathful
Sersonal agencies, whose malignity man would eneavour to avert or appease.
The nomadic Arabs of the time of Mohammed
believed in the existence of hostile powers or
it

demon Namtar.

There can be little doubt that
plague-demon was connected in the popular
imagination with the Semitic • Babylonian word
lildtu, which means
night,' and so became a
word of terror, denoting the night-demon, who
sucked the blood of her sleeping victims. This
grim feminine personality became a subject for
later Jewish legends (see Sayce, Hibbert Led. p.
146), which multiplied these night-demons (lilin).
this

'

* Skizzen «. Vorarbeiten,

thuma '),
doubtful,

p. 136

ad fin.

But

iii. ('

this

and the connexion

Reste dea Arabischen Heidenview appears to me somewhat

of l>;:>^^yft£ with

r'i.C

0$V)

seems more probable. When we bear in mind the close
connexion between the Jinn and the serpent according^ to
'

dust,'

Araliic belief (see Noldeice, Zntgchr. fur V 6lkerp8ycholog%e u.
Sprachirussen^chaft, vol. i. 1860, p. 412 fF.; and Baudissin, Stud,
Sernit. Iteligimigesch. i. 279 fif.), we mi(jht connect with this
the curse pronounced on the serpent in Gn 3'* ' Dust thou shalt
eat* . . . Wincliler, it is true, reffards this as simply an expression of dishonour or disgrace, and compares the phrase tikatu
ijtra in one of the Tel el-Amama letters (AUorUnt, Forjfch.
iii. 271).
But a hint which we obtain from Doughtj-'s Arabia
Deierta (i. p. 136) places us on the right traoii both for the
explanation of the word '//rtt and of Gn 31^ * Malignity of the
soil is ascribed to jdn, ground demons, ahl el-ard. or earth-folk.'
Malignant demons are believed to inhabit the seven stages of
the under-world (i7). p. 259). I should therefore prefer to cite,
as an Assyrian illustration of On S^*, the 8th hne
the Descent
of IStar to Hades. tiMr ipru madu biibuttgunu akaliunu tifu, *»
place where much dust is their siistnnance, mire their food.' Mr.
Buchanan Gray of Mansfield College, Oxford, in a letter which
he kindly sent to me on this subject, says, ' I have looked through

zur

m

the article in the Lisdn

el

'Arab on

JiC.,

and cui

find ootiiing

that wcewitatei giving to 'I/reet the sense " hairy." I daresay
you tiave noticed that some of the derivatives of the root
\

-tc, i_f^Al

or the

(in

plu.)

denote

the

mane, or the front hairs

dted by Wellh. from Hudh. 227"
used of the hair of women.

neck

feathers of the

In the Une

of a horse.

^Ur

The feminine

(plu. of

of

whence, according to Arabic lexicographers,

O/S-C)

i_5r^ ^

—

kj;

.

'S!

i»

T*^

J.C- (I/rtt),

through quiescence of the yd, and subsequent change of the
S into

iSJ.

This

Is all

the connexion with hair which

I

have

yet been able to find, and thus there seems less in favour of
connecting 'I/reet with hairiness, than of your attractive
alternative view of connecting it with dust.' In the new ed
(181)7) of WeUhausen's Jiette, see pp. 161 ff., and footnote 1
p. 182.

—
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See Weber, Syst. der altsynagog. Pnlastin. Theol. p.
246; ^is^nmeageT, EntdeckteaJudenth.W p. 413tf.
Even conservative critics like Dillmann and Kbnig
assiLTi Is 34 (together with 35) to a period not
Cheyne, indeed,
earlier than the end of the exile
would regard it as post-exilic (Intrud. to Isaiah,
In the case of this chapter, as well as
p. 205 ff.).
IS'-U", it is impossible to deny the existence of

water, or breathed in -with the air, and until he
could be expelled there was no chance of recovery
Specimens of these magical texts may
(p. 310).
be seen in the translations given in Appendix 3 of
subjoin the followSayce's Hibbert Lectures.
ing specimen

;

'

We

:

*

'

are led to infer that demons
were held to reside more or less in all these animal
denizens of the ruined solitude. From Lv IT' we also
learn that in post-ex. times sacrifices were ottered
to c-i'ii^ a practice which is expressly forbidden.
On the other hand, the curious rite respecting
'Azftzel (^iKlif), detailed in Lv le"-, formed an integral part oi the ceremonies on the great Day of
Atonement, and clearly shows how firmly embedded
its parallel

13"'-,

we

—

popular imagination was this belief in evil
powers of tlie solitude. 'Azftzel is here an evil
See AzAZEL.
spirit, and stands opposed to J". *
The belief that certain animals were endowed
with demonic powers, somewhat like the Arabic
Jinn, must have existed in comparatively early

in

pre-ex. times, since Gn 3''", containing the temptation of Eve by the serjient, belongs to tlie earlier
might compare with this Nu
stratum of J.
22^"**, coming from the same documentary source.
But in the narrative of the temptation of Eve by

We

the serpent there is no hint that an evil spirit
resided in the serpent. The serpent is identified
with it, and we have no suggestion tliat a demon
was able to detach itself from the animal and pass
Into something else. This was a later developThe animal was itself the demonic power,
ment.
and the latter is not abstracted or treated as a
separable personality.
The Jewish exile, covering the larger part of the
8th cent. ac. and the close of the 7th, wrought a
great change. It is probably to this period that
we owe the Heb. word i^. This word, occurring
in the plural form u-\^ in Dt 32", like the Aram.
KiV, is probably a loan-word, taken from the

The word Hdu in
Assyro Babylonian (Hdu).
Assyr. means good or evil genius, represented in
the monuments in the form of a colossal bull. The
word occurs only twice in OT(Dt32"and Ps 106").
The Song of Moses (Dt 32) in its present form can
hardly be earlier than the time of Jeremiah and
Indeed, its retrospective and
Ezekiel (Kuenen).
didactic character, as well as the references to
Israel's past sins of idolatry, would point quite as
well to the 6ih cent, as to the 7th for the date of
In other words, it may be held,
its composition.
with considerable probability, to reflect the feelthe exile period.
ings of pious Jews
Now, magic played a very considerable part in
Babylonian religion. Magic rests on the basis of
a belief in evil and destructive spirits, to whose
baleful influences man is daily exposed, and which
can be counteracted by certain incantations,
whereby the countervailing name and power of the
higher oenilicent gods are invoked. As Sayce has
clearly shown (Uibbert Lr.ct. p. 317), ma^c was
closely bound up with medicine, since all sickness
was ascribed to demoniacal possession the demon
had been eaten with the food and drunk with the
-

m

,

\

'

I

;

• 8pc
In

SchulU, A Ittett.

ZATW,

1896, He(t

i.

and al*o Cheyne
Tlie rurioin rits ot lendinK

Thteiln<i<t «(1888), p. 308;
P.

ISi'lT.

Into the wildcm(!M(Lv 18»> >')«hould
brf-oiii)<arril with \\\f denvat'-h of the bird Into th« fUld In the
amnion; mpectJng loproc; (Ufy

forth the KOnt for

AiImI

The plague (namtarX the fever which wUl carry the people
away,
sickness, the consumption which will trouble mankind,
Ilarmlul to the flesh, injurious to the body,
The evil incubus, the evil alu, the evil inatikum.
The ev\\ nian, the evil eye, the evil mouth, the evil tonglM .
Against my body never may they come.
My eye never may they injure
Into my house never may they enter,
•
spirit of heaven conjure, O spirit of earth conjure.'

The

But
clear traces of direct Babylonian infliience.
th? date of authorship of these passages does not
determine the question when the belief in demonic
personalities embodied in animal shapes first became prevalent in Israel. From the mention of
jackals, ostriches, wild cats, and hysenas in connexion with the cn'1'7 satyrs,' both in 34'"'- and

591

.

.

.

O

A

comparison of this vast system of belief in
and in incantations, which prevailed in
Babyionia, with the later Jewish traditions of
demonology, at once reveals the close connexion
between the two. During the exile these Babylonian traditions efl'ected an entrance into the
Jewish world of ideas, and there became per-

evil spirits

manently domiciled.
But while tj' is obviously borrowed from the
Bab. iidu, its signification was by no means the
same. For on^ is used in the sense of deities of

Now, the attitude of
the heathen, diok cnS.x.
ancient Israel towards foreign deities varied considerably in diflerent periods of the nation's history.
The continued declension of the people towards
idolatry in the pre-exilic times clearly shows that, in
the popular mind, belief in the power as well as
existence of foreign deities was firmly rooted.
Many OT passages clearly indicate this, Jg 6" 9**,
Nu 21» (cf. Jer 48« 49'), 1 S 26'», Ru 1" 2" (see
Baudissin, Stud, zur Semit. Religiunsgesch. Hefti.).
In other words, the religion of Israel in early
times was henotheism rather than monotheism.
In fact, monotheism came very slowly to displace
the monarchic polytheistic beli£f of primitive
Israel.
It is true that, from the 8th cent. B.C.
downwards, the 'other gods' are called 'no gods,'
'vanity' (or 'breath'),
'wind,'
'emptiness,'
dead
but these are terms which
corpses,' and
are rather selected to express the utter powerlessness and insutiiciency oi foreign deities in comparison with tlie supreme miglit of J", the true
living God of Israel, than to assert their absolute
'

'

'

'

'

;

non-existence, t

Accordingly, in the two passages Dt 32" and
Ps 106", the word nnp demons is used to describe
the subordinate position, as compared with J", of
the Moabite deities, to whom the Hebrews sacri'

'

Baudissin rightly
in the time of Moses.
observes in reference to Dt 32" ' when in the Song
of Moses it is said that J" alone has led Israel,
and no strange god (ijj Sk) was with Him, we
must merely understand that the active influence
of strange gods over Israel is excluded, but
that their existence was rather recognized than
ficed

denied.'

The use

of

o-iif*

in these

two passages may,

in
Israel

fact, be regarded as tlie first step taken by
in the direction of demonology, under Babylonian
• See Tiele, Babj/lon-Auyr. Getch. p. 648 ff. ; Hommcl, OacK
Babul. Atlur. p. 383 ft. The subject was first comprehensively
dealt with in Lenomiant's ChaUUxan Magic, about twenty yean

The latist work is L. W. Kinif's llab. Magic and Horceri/,
Cunt\farm Trzln/rojn the Koui/unjik CoUectimtt in B.M.
t Baudissin (it. p. Ti) in our opinion errs in holding that, In
all passages which describe the victorious conflict in which J'

utto.

engages with the gods of the heathen, we have merely poetic
personification ot the latter, e.g. Is 10', Jer 46*>. The langusjfe
Who is like unto thee, O J", among the gods
ol Ei 1511
(C'^t<5, cf. Ps 77"*'' lO-SS 00*, In which comparison is made be
tween God and the deities of other nations), clearly i[)dicat«i
that trnns kind ot existence and power, however slight, Is
assigned to the latter. That the terms D7'7i<, '>jn, ifly, i*S
'

DM^K,

eto.,

denial of
p. 101

ad

cannot be pressed Into signifying the absolute
by Baudissin himself (A
Is recognised

existence.
/In.).

'^
^

y
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the deities of foreign nations being
to this subordinate rank, and designated by this lenii. Elsewhere in OT and in the
literature ol a l:iter period, we find the deities of
the heathen identified with the host of stars. Of
this we have an example in the apocalyptic section
in Isaiah (24-26), which is placed by many critics,
with good reason, in the Greek period, not much
In
earlier than the Maccabaean book of Daniel.
Is 24" we read And it shall come to pass in that
day, that J" \vil\ visit the host of the height in the
height, and the kings of the earth upon the earth,
and they shall be carried away captive to the pit,
and shut up in the prison, and the moon shall

world, these mediating personalities became a quasi.
intellectual necessity.
Accordingly, the
renders o'Y^x in Ps 95 [Heb. 96]' by Sai/iina, and so
D-iBi
32",
also
Ps 105 [Heb. 106] ", ti in la
in t)t
65", and dv51 in Is 34'^. Similarly, in the Bk. of
Baruch heathen deities are called Scu/Miria or evil
spirits.
The Ethiopic Bk. of Enoch designates the
gods Aganent, ' demons,' while in the proem to the
Sibylline books the gods of the heathen are called

592
influence,

relegated

'

grow

pale,' etc.

This

is

a fresh development of

the old pre-exilic Heb. conception of the heavenly
host of attendant personal powers or angels, represented as stars. This belief is reflected in Micaiah's
22"), Deborah's song (Jg S**"), and
vision (I
embodied in the name niKj^ m.T, which frequently
recurs in prophetic literature (AJm 5", Is 1' 6* etc.),*
and thence passed into post-exilic psalm liturgy
(Ps 103" 148^). In the apocalyptic passage Is 24-',
the host of the height are the heathen deities
Here, again, the
identified with fallen angels.
roots of the conception of fallen national deities
may be found in the influences of the exUe (cf.
It is impossible to mistake the significance
Is 46').
of the passage la 14"^

K

'

Oh how
1

the

art thou (alien from heaven Lucifer (Vj'n) son of

dawn

I

How art thou hewn down

to earth who didst laj peoples low I
And thou saidst in thy heart To the heavenewjl I mount up,
Above the Btars of God will I set my throne on high . . .
:

'

B.

The Dkmonolooy of later Judaism.—

During the Greek period the conception of the
gods of the heathen as demons became firmly established, and its development was no doubt largely
helped by a growing tendency to assume an interIts
mediate realm of Sai/ioves (later Sat/iivia).
beginnings may be traced even in Hesiod, who
mEuie a distinction between Oeol and Sal/xoyes the
latter being good, and the survivors of the happy
golden race whom the Olympic gods first made.
But in the 5th cent. B.C. £mpedocles widened the

—

gap between gods and demons. The gods were
powerful and good, without appetite or passion
the demons, on the other hand, held a middle
position between men and gods, and were the
ministers from the latter to the former. These
Salfions lived long, but were not immortal like the
gods. They had passions like men, and there
existed varying grades among them, some being
It was the
beneficent and others malignant.
demons who communicated dreams and oracles to
men, and inspired them towards good and evil
;

Stoic
(Grote, Hist, of Greece, L pp. 66, 409 fT.).
theology subsequently adopted into its system this
Sai^ii-ia,
intermediate
realm
of
conception of an
in order that polytheism, as a moral power, miglit
be rehabilitated. This finds full expression in
the 2nd cent A.D. in such writers as Plutarch,
Apuleius, and Maximus of Tyre.
The demons
stand between men and gods, and all the elements
of mythology that were derogatory to the character of the national deities were referred to the

demons.

Greek
of

influence, therefore, stimulated the

Hebrew angelology and demonology.

growth
Inter-

mediate personal agencies became interpolated
between the absolute transcendent God and the
phenomenal world. As God in His transcendence
became removed from participation in the material
• I disagree, however, with Smend in his conclusion that this
speciality of prophetic literature, borrowed, as
d. Atttsst. Reiigumtgeteh. p. 186 IT.).
The
of the phrase was undoubtedly

name was a

Wellhausen suggests, from Amos {Lfhrii^uh

orl^

much more

primitive.

LXX

It should be noted, moreover,
that both in the Sibylline books and in the Bk.
of Enoch the deities are regarded as evil spirits.
PhUo, on the other hand, who came more directly
and completely under Greek influence, occupied an
exceptional position. He treats the gods of the
heathen as good heavenly powers, identified with
stars, in opposition to the prevalent Jewish -Alexandrine conception.*
notice again in '^ 6"**
the evil spirit Asmodaeus is called simply Scu/idrtor,
ialfioves ol iv dSj].

We

in
" rovripiv 5ai/i6;'ioi<. Similarly, in
Sain^viov is used of the ghostly evil spirit.

and

3''

Josephus

The subject of Jewish demonology is too rast to
compress into the compass of this article. We
shall therefore cite a few only among the salient
features which may be gathered from Weber's
System der altsynagog. Paldst. Theol. § 54.
The ordinary word for ' devil in later Heb. is
'

Similarly, in the Peshittft ]>(-• is the rendering of the SaiiiMviov of NT.+ Another term employed by the Jews was I'p'i?, meaning destructive'
or 'injurious ones' (cf. Pael P'lj 'injure'). Thus
the Targ. renders a-i-'g in Ps i06" by k.S"'?. In
fact, the Trvev/iara aKaBaprra (irovripi) of NT is merely
a rendering of [V? fa'"' or .inp d 'nn and just as
pm-i is sometimes used by itself to express this, so

IS*.

'

;

NT with Tnievnara.
According to Jewish conjceptions, Satan stands
at the head of the demons. From BcrachOth 51a
we learn that they form societies or bands which
lie in wait for men.
The sick, women in menstruation, bridegrooms and brides, those in sorrow,
and even disciples (D'Pjq I'P^p), are liable to their
assaults.
According to Pesachim 1124 the nightly
wanderer is specially open to danger, for the night
season until cock-crow is the time when demons
walk abroad.
They surround the house, and
also in

injure those who fall into their hands.
More
particularly, they destroy children who during the
night pass outside the bouse. As soon as the

cock crows this power ceases, and the demons
return to their place of abode. Also there are
special animals which, according to Jewish belief,
are united with demons, viz. serpents, asses, bulls,
mosquitos, etc. We are here again reminded of
the Jinn of the desert in primitive as well <u
modem Arabian belief.! Don't remain standing,'
when the bull
is the warning of Pesachim 1 124,
comes from the meadow, for Satan dances between
his horns.'
God alone has power to quell the
demons. His protection is always bestowed on
the congregation when the priest recites the 'nPy':
of Nu 6^, an expression which, according to Sifre
12a, bears special reference to evil thoughts and
demons. The protection is aflbrded bj* means of
the guardian angels whom God assigns to His pious
BerachCth 40a gives the advice that
followers.
covenant salt (Lv 2", Nu 18'*) should be eaten and
drunk at every meal as a protection against
demons. Certain formulffi or passages from Holy
'

'

* Philo also identifies the heroes and demons of Oreek specn.
Hia tendency was to rationalize
lation with the angels of Moses.
myth, * In souls and demons and ansela we have, it is true,
diiferent names, but, in conceiving the thing represented by
them all to be one and the same, you will set aside a heavy
bunU'n. viz. superstition (Conybeare in J^R, Oct 1H9C, p. 79X
t This is the Syr. equivalent of laufjun In Lk 8*, and iouiMuir
IS" M").
(Mt I7i« etc), and Tif (Lt 177,
'

u

:

Cf.

Mk lU

)i>

AMVa

T<:> ir:tmt.
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Writ were considered specially potent against
demons. Berach. 51a recommends the passage from
Zee 3^ The Lord rebuke thee, Satan, as specially
A boaa Zara
eflective ajjainst the Angel of Death.
126, Pesachim 1126, warn the reader against drinking wat«r in the night, for he runs the risk of death,
or of the demon Shabriri, who can make men
blind.
The remedy is to strike the water-jug with
the lid, and say to oneself, 'Thou N., son of N.,
thy mother hath warned thee, and said. Guard
thyself from tlie Shabriri, beriri riri, in, ri,' the
pronunciation of the namewith a syllable short each
time beini; a potent spell to drive the demon away.
'

We

shall

now

cite

an interesting

passage from Josephus {Ant.
signihcant because it shows

vill.

ii.

illustrative

which

5),

how profoundly

is

the

demonology ati'ected even the most cultivated and cosmopolitan of Jews. In his account
of Solomon's wisdom * we are informed that God
enabled him to learn that skill which expels
demons,' and that Solomon composed such inbelief in

'

And he left
cantations as alleviate distempers.
behind him the mode of using exorcism by which
they drive away demons so that they never return.
And this method is prevalent unto this day, for I
have seen a certain man of my own country, whose
name was Eleazar, releasing people that were deThe
moniacal in the presence of Vespasian.
He put a ring
manner of the cure was as follows
that had a root, of one of those sorts mentioned
by Solomon, to the nostrils of the demoniac, after
\vhich he drew the demon out through his nostrils
and when the man fell down at once, he adjured
him (the demon) to return unto him no more,
making still mention of Solomon, and reciting the
incantations which he composed.' Another passage
shows that Josephus con.sidered demons to be the
Bpirit« of departed wicked men {BJ vu. vi. 3).
Passing for a few moments to the Jewish
(apocryphal literature of the age preceding the
ybirth of Jesus, we observe that according to the
Book of Enoch the demons are lost angels. They
assail men's bodies, cause convulsions, and in other
ways vex and oppress mankind (ch. 15) and this
war of the demons on men will continue until the
day of consummation the great judgment (16),
when they will receive dire chastisement, t In 19'
we learn that evil spirits in various shapes shall
corrupt men, and leaxi them astray to sacrifice to
demons as if to gods until the great judgment day.
In 53' we read of the iron chains prepared for the
angelic hosts who are hurled down into the abyss
'

:

.

—

.

.

;

;

—

of

condemnation

(cf.

2

P

2*,

Rev

20-'-

»).

In the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs (test.
Reuben) we are informed that there are seven evil
spirits sent out from Beliar against mankind, viz.
those of life, seeing, hearing, smell, talking, taste,
and the proereative impulses. Another group of
even is mentioned, viz. of fornication, gluttony,
combativeness, flattery, pride, falsehood, injustice.
C. TlIK Dkmonolouy ofthk Nkw Testamknt.
This is in all its broad characteristics the demonology of the contemporary Judaism stripped of its
cruder and exaggerated features. Evil demons or
unclean demons, SaifjUtvta (D"ip), wevfiaTa dKidapra or
^ovr)pi (]V'; I'lj"), hover about the world, and these
are umler subicctlon to Satan {ipxuy rwy Satfioyluv),

—

• ReBpectinp Solomon (u a nucleus of lat«r lepend, see SUde,
Grtch. p. 3lrt)ff., and the Arabic story of Bilkis (given in the
rhr<--8tomathy of Socin's Arabic Grnmmar).
t Conyheare, in quotini; this, appositely cites the cry of the
demons to jMua, Art thou come hither to tomifnt us hfjort
our tijneV 1 desire hero to express my ohligations to this
WTiter. whose Interesting articles on the Denionolojo* of the
New Testament' (J<^H. July and October I8i)0) contain much
valuable information. Thfv are octaisionally marked, however,
by a certain tendency to acrentuato unduly some of the details
of the NT narrative.
Note, for example, his renderin); of
irivirf as 'fell iHxlily' in Ac 10**, whereas it has no more
physical significance than in Eurip. Androm. 1Q42. r«/ fju,^
'

'

vol..

I.
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Mk

Mt

9" 12",
3", Lk 11". The demon was said
to enter (e/a^px"'^'") into a man somewhat as
though it were a physical entity, and similarly was
said to pass out Ui^pxecOai), or was forcibly expelled
by some superior power who had authority to cast
out (^K^dWeif) demons. The demons may pass into
other animals, e.y. into the Gadarcne swine.
man possessed with a devil was said to have or
hold a demon (fx" Sai/jUivioy), or to be a demoniac
(ooi^oi-tf^/ifxo!, cf. the Arabic mcjnim, said of a
man possessed by a Jinn, Doughty, i. p. 259).
Mt (4-^ 17") also employs the verb <re\-iti>tif«x6at, to

A

'

be a lunatic,' as though
distinct

from

expressed something
1^ 5» the
(4").
In

it

Mk

Saifioyl^eaOcu

phrase used is (tivdpuTroi) iv TrveO/iaTt dKaddprtf, where
the preposition iy means in the power or under the
influence of ; cf. Winer, § xlviii. (Eng. ed. p. 483a).
'

Luke also uses ^coxXeiffflat of demon possession (6'").
The manifestations of demoniac possession are
very varied in NT. In the case of the Gadarene
he IS compelled to dwell amon^ the tombs, whicli
are associated with solitude and uncleanness. As
cleansing,
is connected with purity and
the demons have a preference for waterless spots.
Demons are, however, chiefly associated with

water

abnormal forms of human life, especially disease.
Dumbness (Lk 9**, Mk 9"), deafness and dumbness
(Mk 9^), blindness and deafness combined (Mt 12^),
and epilepsy (Mk l-« 9-'°, Lk 9^), are the mani
Of all the
festations of demoniac influence.
synoptic evangelists, Luke is the most powerEven high
fully impressed with this conception.
fever is attributed to demoniac agency, as we can
clearly infer from the fact that, in the case of
Peter's mother-in-law, Jesus stood over her and
rebuked the fever which possessed her (Lk 4"'-^",
It is to be noted, however, that in this
Gospel a saying of our Lord is reported which
expressly distinguishes between ordinary cures and
expulsion of demons, ^A;/3dXXw Sai/j-ityia Kal Idffsis
The demons, moreover, were
dTTOTcXui (Lk 13'-).
able to speak, and exerci.'ied mastery over the vocal
organs of the human subject. Thus in one case,
as the demon came forth, it cried with a loud voice
cf. 13'").

(

Mk 1"").

a

It was possible for many demons to possess
human being at the same time. Seven demons were

froniMaryMagdalenebyJesus(Lk8-), while
the Gadarene demoniac was possessed by a legion.
As regards the method of procedure adopted by
Jesus, we observe the stress which is laid upon His
own personality. The power which He wielded in
His person is- placed in direct oiipositiou to the
kingdom of moral and physical anarchy. Faith
was necessary in order tliat the exorcist should
accomplish his task (Mt l"'*-'"), and this was aided
by prayer (Mk 9'-*). Faith was sometimes required
on the part of near relatives, as in the case of the
father of the epileptic patient (Mk 9''''--^), in order
that the cure might be efl'ected. In the.se circiimstances Jesus relied upon a simple direct command
addressed to the demon, Thou dumb and deaf
spirit, I charge thee come out of him (Mk 9^), or
'be nmzzled and depart' (Mk 1^). 'He cast out
spirits with a word, and healcil all who were sick.'
He Himself declared that He did this by the
There
linger or spirit of God (l.k 11", Mt 12").
was no use of magic formuhc. In the case of the
woman who had been bound by Satan for eighteen
years. He merely laid His hand upon her (Lk 13'').
In Mt 12-'' He appears to place His own expulsions
of demons on a footing of equality witli those
ere it is imworked by Jewish exorcists; out her
possible to deny that there is irony latent in the
!'
question, By whom do your sons east them out
way
of
argument
rather
than
direct
by
a.--ked
is
It
statement, and is intended to apply to tlic special
belief and standpoint held by His Jewisli opponents.
This power of delivering men from unclean
cast out

'

'

'

;

'

;
:

Jesus bequeathed to His disciples (Mt 10').
effected tlieir cures simply by naming the
Tliis belief in the
of Jesus (Mk 16", Ac 3").
powerful efficacy of the name comes from a hoary
Semitic past (see Sayce's Hihbert Lcct. pp. 302-307).
It should be remembered that name meant to an
ancient Semite personal power and existence, and
hence involved to those who invoked the name of
Jesus belief in the actual presence and might of
tlie divine Saviour of mankind.
Before passing from the subject of the Gospel
narratives in tlieir relation to demonology, it

Bnirit3

They
name

should not be forgotten (1) that we are dealing
with the reports of chroniclers whose minds were
necessarily coloured by the prevailing beliefs of the
age, psychic and cosmic; (2) that the properly
demoniac element is almost wholly absent from the
Fourth Gospel. In S'" 10™ the language employed
by the Jews is quoted, while in 6'" Judas is called
Jid;3oXot and not 5ai^6>'io>'.
St. Paul, however, sliared the conceptions of his
contemporaries respecting devils. Several passages
may be cited in illustration. In the first place,
the much ditiputed passage I Co 10''- ^ points, in
our opinion, to the conclusion adopted by Baudissin,
and more recently by Everling {Die Paulinische
Anqclologie u. Ddmonologie, p. 27 ff.), that St. Paul
had borrowed from Alexandrian Judaism the belief
that the offerings to heathen deities were offerings
to demons (cf. above the demonology of the Bk.
In 1 Co 10*"
of Enoch and the Sibylline books).
Paul argues, ' But I say, that the things which the
Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils, and not
and I would not that ye should have
to God
communion with devils. Ye cannot drink the cup
He is pleading
of the Lord and the cup of devils.'
that it is not permissihle to partake of the heathen
sacrificial offerings.
He quotes the two examples
of the Christian Lord's Supper and the Jewish
sacrifice.
In both cases there is a real communion between the participator and the object of
worship.
The statement in 8* 'We know that
no idol is anything in the world,' does not involve
any inconsistency. For St. Paul the gods as such
are creatures of the imagination yet he does not
hold that nothing at all exists behind the imageworship of the heathen, but that demons lurk
there and the kingdom of Satan, and that participators in heathen feasts are drawn into the circle
of their evil influence (so Holsten).* Moreover,
Everling (i6. p. 33 ff.) has shown with considerable
probability tnat the reference in the obscure
phrase 1 Co 11" 'for this cause ouglit the woman
to have power over her head on account of the
angels is to be found in the legend of the intercourse of the fallen angels with the daugliters of
men. Book of Enoch (ch. 6) and other citations
from the Book of Jubilees, Apocalypse of Baruch
50" in Charles' ed., and the Testaments of tlie
Twelve Patriarchs (test. Reuben 5), show the important place held by this tradition in the literature that preceded the time of St. Paul.
It would lie beyond the scope of this article to
tiace the development of demonology in postapostolic Christian writers.
The elaborate demonology of Origen is portrayed in Conybeare's interesting article {JQR, Oct. 1890), to which the reader
is referred.
The enormous range of this belief in
all its varieties, and the extent to which it penetrated into [lopular belief and practice from the
hoarj antiquity of Babylonian and Egj-ptian
magic down to the time of the Reformation and
beyond, is a fact of which this modern age of
:

;

'

• The opposite view is taken by Beyschlac in his rropramrae,
Did the Apoatk' Paul regard the gods of the neathen osuemonB?'
and he is followed by MareuB Doda {Expositor, March 1895,
But on the subject of Demonolopj' in the NT, and
p. 237(1.).
the belief of Jesus in a personal devil, Bi-yschlag is an unsafe
l^ide, as 1 shall attempt to show in my article Satan.
'
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but dimly conscious. Readers
of Xioxighty'e Arabia De.serta, however, soon become
aware how fervently the modem Arab of the desert
believes in the Jdn (see especially vol. ii. p. 188 ff.).
Monumental eWdence presents a vast array of
consideraole mass of Aramaic inexamples.
scriptions could be cited, if space permitted, consistin" of nothing else than conjurations, charms,
or spells. See, for example, the transcription and
translation by Jos. Wolilstein, in Zeitschr. fur
Assyriologie, AprU 1894, of Aramaic inscriptions
on clay vessels preserved in the Royal Museum at
Berlin, No. 2416 (consisting of nearly 100 lines);
See also
also in Dec. 1893, No. 2422 (of 44 lines).
the interesting Greek form in Deissmann, BibelRespectstudien, p. 20 tf., and cf. art. EXORCISM.
ing modem examples of demoniacal possession and
exorcism it is dilficult to speak ^vlth certainty,
scientific discovery is

A

though some examples appear well authenticated.
One of the most striking is to be found in the
account given by the missionary Waldmeier of hia
ten years' labour in Abyssinia, Autobiography of
Thomas Waldmeier, pp. 64-66. 'Though the shadows
of such beliefs have been slowly passmg away from
Western Europe, the gloom still invests a large
portion of the world, and fills the hearts of many
millions of our fellow-men with anguish and terror.
Like our first parents, we behold
'

all

the eastern side
fiery arms."

With dreadful faces thronged and

Owen C. Whitehodse.
DEMOPHON {Arino(pu>y, 2 Mac 12-), a Syrian commandant in Palestine under Antiochus Eupator.
According to tlie author of 2 Mac, after terms of
Eeace had been agreed upon for the first time
etween Judas Maccabceus and Lysias (see Absalom IN Apocr.), some of the provincial commandants, and Demophon among them, continued
to act in a hostile manner towards the Jews.
H. A. White.

DEN
37'

;

(3^x the lurking-place of wild beasts, Job
a cave where robbers hide, Jer 7" ; ".?}?

n-ij,'3

Jg
IS perhaps [but see Moore, ad loc] a deep
<rir7)Xaioc).
The
In
valley or water-course.
lions den into which Daniel was cast (Dn 6' etc.)
was doubtless that in which the king's lions were
kept, in accordance with a custom known to prevail
Layard {Nin. and Bab.) shows
at Oriental courts.
tliat these beasts were used for purposes of sport
royal lion hunt is
by the kings of Assyria.
depicted in a bas-relief of the palace of Assur
na^ir-pal (B.C. 885-860) discovered at Nimroud.
seal of Darius has
now in the British Museum.
also been found, on which the king is represented
in the act of shooting an arrow at a lion rampant.
in

6^*
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A

A

Walker.

G.

DENARIUS.—See Money.

DENOUNCE.— In AV Dt

30" only,

'

I

d.

unto

this day, that ye shall surely perlsli (•pisr', tr''
'
I'his is the orig. meaning of the
I profess 2(3^).
word (fr. Lat. denuntiare, to give official intimation '). So Peacock (1449), 'The Euangelie of
which to alle men ouglite be denouncid
God .
and 2 Th 3"" Wye. (1380) 'we denounceden this

you

'

'

'

'

.

.

tiling to you, that if ony man wole not worche
nether ete he' (after Vulg. hoc denunciabamus

J.

vobis).

Hastings.

DENY.— In the sense of 'refuse,' deny (Lat.
de-ncgare, 'say no,' 'refuse') is not yet obsolete.
2" ' I ask one petition of
Exau'iples in
are 1

AV

K

thee, deny me not ' ('i^Titt "jpcrSi* ' turn not away
face ; in v." the same phraise is twice tr^ in
'deny not'; cf. Lk 12-'') ; 1
'say not nay,'
20',
Pr 30' Two things have I required (RV
'asked') of thee ; deny me them not before I die'
(both Vj^).
But we cannot now say deny to do

my

AV

'

K

RV

'

•

'

;

DESCRY

l^EPART
a

Wis li-' 'tlie true God, whom before
know {iipfoOirro dSh'ai, Vul;^. ncgabant

as

tiling,

they denied to

KV

'

RVm

denied that
refused to know,'
so 16" the ungodly that denied to
know thee"; and 1 Mac st^di-w He destroyeth
Ephron for denying him to pass through it.' Cf.
You denied to
Shiiks. Winter's Tale, v. ii. 128
figlit witli me this other day, because I was no
gentlemsin born'; and Knox, llistorie, 88, *the
plainely denyed to charge again.'
Lord Gray
se nosse,

tliey

knew

')

'

'

'

j

<

:

.

.

'

.

J. Hastings.
earliest meaning of 'depart' is
'diviile into parts (dls-parlire), as Nlaundeville, xi.
43 ' The yerde of Moyses, with the wliilk he departid the Keed See.' Then to ' distribute,' as Jn

DEPART. — The

'

:

They departed my rayment among
Next came separate,' whicli occurs once

19" Gen.
them.'

'

'

(intrans.) in

AV, Ac

'they departed asunder
[iiroxiipiioiiai, KV ' parted

15^^

from the other
asunder'). This is the meanin" (but trans.) of
'depart' in the Pr. Bk., 'till death us depart,'
which was retained from 1549 till 1662, when
' depart
was changed into do part.' Cf. Ra 1"
Gov. death onely sbal departe us.'
one

'

'

'

'

J.

DEPUTY,

the rendering once

elsewhere in UT of
nor subordinate to

.ins.

tlie

K

(1

Hastings.
22") of

3VJ,

was a goversatrap (which see), and is
I'he latter

mentioned umler botli the Assyr. aud the Chald.
governments (2 K 1S=", Ezk 2.3'>- ^), althougli the
office seems to have been better delined under the
Persian rule (Est 8°

9", cf. Dehist. Inscr. col. iii.
par. 3, § 4 ; par. 9, § 2).
The deputies who were
set over the lesser districts and cities within the
satrap's proWnce occupied a position of con-

siderable dignity and authority (Rawlinson, ..'Ijic.
Man. iv. 416; cf. Xen. Hell. iii. 1. § 10-12; iv. 1.
§1).
In
'deputy' is
tr. in Ac 13' 18" 19»» of
ipSirarot, which is more accurately rendered in

AV

NT

IIV

*

proconsul

'

(which

see).

G.

Walkeb.

occasion he went northward

from the 'Gates'
through Cappadocia towards N. Galatia).
Gaiua
of D. was one of the delegation which accomjianied St. Paul to Jerusalem in charge of the
contributions of the Pauline Churches for the
benefit of the poor in Jems. (Ac 20').
According
to the text of Codex Bezm, Gains is styled liou/Jpios;
this is the ethnic derived from Doubra, doubtless
a local pronunciation of the name (which may be
compared with Seiblia or Silbion or Soublaion). A
third form, AiXfifca, is mentioned by Stephanus
Byzant. aa meaning 'juniper' in the Lycaonian
tongue (cf. Ac 14"). Very little is recorded of D.
in NT
it is rarely mentioned in general history
and in Christian history it hardly reapjiears until
A.D. 381, when its bishop, Daphnus, was present at
;

;

the Council of Constantinople.
The site of D., after many diverse conjectures,
was placed by Prof. Sterrett at Zosta or Losta
though the evidence is still not perfect, yet general
considerations point conclusively to this neighbourhood, and especially to a large mound called
Gudelissin, evidently in great part artificial, from
which protrude numerous remains of a city, about
three miles N.W. of Zosta. The buildings that
remain above ground at Gudelissin are all of the
Byzantine period but the mound has the appearance of great antiquity, as one of those sites where
city has been built over city, until a liill is formed
(like the 'mounds of Semiraniis' at Tyana and
The statement of
Zela, Strab. pp. 537, 559).
Steplianus Byzant., that Derbe was a fortress
(Xi/htji')
Isauria
is erroneous
and harbour
of
aud
the proposed change of text {Xlfi'V) b'" no
authority.
;

;

LiTKRATiiRB about Derbe begins with Sterrett, Wo{fe ExpeMinor, pp. 22 yu ; Losta was visited by .MM.
liadct and Paris, who, however, wrontrlv identified it with
Lystra, Bulletin de Conegpond. UelUnujur-, 188«, pp 60B-5I2
Tlie reasons for the identification of D with ZoatA are stat<!d
by lianisay, Hist. Geog. of Asia Minor, p. 336 f., and more
definitely (after a visit to the place) in Church in Rom, Ktnp.
pp. 54-68 : St. Paul tht Trav. pp. 110 ft., 178 it. Sev Oalatia.
dili'in in Atiia

W. M. RAMSAY.

DERBE

(A^p/St,, ethnic
Atp^a7ot, Ac 20«, but
in Strabo, p. 569, and Cicero, ad Fam.
liii. 73) was a city or Lycaonia, on the main road
from Iconium (or Lystra), S.E. to Laranda. Of its
early history nothmg is recorded.
It was in the
part of Lycaonia that was added to Cappadocia as
an 'eleventh Strategia' by the Romans (prob. in
B.C. 65) ; but, under the weak rule of theCappadocian
kings, it was seized bv a native ruler, Antipater
(called 'the roblier' by Strabo, p. 569, which merely

AtppT/T-rit

shows that he opposed the Rom. policy he was a
friend of Cicero, ad Fam. xiii. 73). Amyntaa, king
of (ialatia, conquered Derbe and Laranda, and at
his deatli in B.C. 25 they passed with his kingdom
to the Romans, were incorporated in the province
Galatia, and sujipliud soldiers to the Rom. legions
(CIL iii. 2709, 2818). In A.D. 37 or 41 Laranda
was probably transferred to the kingdom of
Antioclius, and the coins of king Antioclius
mentioning the Lycaones mu.st have been struck
there hence from 41 to 72 Derbe became the frontier city of the Rom. province, and was honoured
with tlie title Claudio-Derbe.
Soon after, it
was visited by St. Paul (Ac 14"), who, having here
;

;

reached the extremity of Rom. territory, now
turned back and retraced his former steps to
Lystra, Iconium, Antioch, and Perga.
Nothing
is said in Ac about any sufferings of St. Paul at
P., nor is it mentioned among the places (like
Antioch, Toonium, and Lystra) where he had
Butl'ered (2 Ti 3").
f'n his second journey, coming
from Ciliiia (doulitlcss through the
Cilici.'in
Gates'), St. Paul pa.ssed through 1). to Lystra, etc.,
and on his third journey lie took tlie same route
(ace. to those who maintain the
S. Galatian'
view, tliough most scholars consider that on this
'

'
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DERISION.

— With

one exception,

all instances
of the phrase ' have in derision represent a simide
' mock,'
verb : either ill'; l&'agh,
Ps 2» 59*, Ezk
p^n tu'liz,
2:P'';
pn-f sAImIc 'laugh at,' Job 30';
'
'
1"
(RV ' mocked ').
deride ; or livimjpi^oi, 1 Es

This was he whom we
is Wis 5'
had sometimes in derision (S* (axo/Uv rare ds
derisum).
habuimus
in
yiXurra, Vulg.

The exception

'

'

J. Hastino.s.

DESCRIBE.— In Jos 18*- ••"'*'" to describe is
to map out, or divide into lots, as Jos 18' Ye shall
'

'

therefore describe the land into seven parts, and
bring the description hither to me, that I may
cast lots for you here before the Lord our God.'
This is Coverdale's tr., from Vulg. describere (in
Jos 18* •• ' •"", in • divisei-unt, scribentes). In Jp 8"
the same Ilcb. (3?; 'write') is again tr. 'describe'
(Vulg. describere), but the meaning is write a list
gives ypitpui, the word
of.'
In this passage the
used in Ro 10° Aloses describeth the righteousness
writeth that,' etc.);
wbi.li is of the law' (RV
descrilietli the blessedness the vb. is
wliile in 4'
\(yu (RV pronounceth blessing upon ').
IJesides Jos 18' (above), where there is no eorrcsp.
Heb., description occurs only 1 Es 5^ with the
the descrijition of the kindred
meaning of list
(t^j ycfiKris ypa(pTJs, i.e. the genealogy').
'

LXX

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

DESCRY. — 'Describe' and
Lat. d'scribcre,

tlie

J.

Hastings.

'descry' are both from
former immediately, the lattei

through the old Pr. dc.irrire. And in earlier Eng.
their meanings were often very close, to 'descry'
being to 'reveal, 'even as late as MiIton,Con)U(,141—
And to the tcll-tnic Sun deiory
Our concealed

Bolcmiiity.'

'

'
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But Milton uses the word

also in the sense of re-

and foreknowledge

connoitre, as Par. Lost,

530^

mark a buund^uy, fix, apiioint.
The closest
parallel is Lk 22-'- the Son of man indeed goeth,
as it hath been determined
RV, Gr. Kara r j

*

And

vi.

scouts each coast light-armed Booar,

Each quarter, to descry the distant

the meaning of

is

'

(•^pufi^vos, fr. optfu, to

'

foe.'

'

descry in AV, where it
occurs only .Ig 1-^ And the house of Joseph sent
to descry Bethel ('i'n;l, RV ' sent to spy out ').

This

God'

of

'

'

'

J.

Hastings.

Determinate' is Tindale's word, whom
all the VSS follow
but Wyclif has the form we
should now employ 'determyned.'
Chaucer has
determinat in the same sense, as Astrolabe, I.
xxi. 7
sterres fixes, with hir longitudes and latitudes determinat ; and cf. Shaks. Twelfth Night,
II. i. 10
My determinate voj'age is mere extravagancy.'
Determination, Zeph 3' 'my d. is to
gather the nations (ts^y'a, lit.
judgement,' as
RVm) 2 Es 10" if thou shalt acknowledge the
d. of God to be just' {terminus, lit. 'end,' RV
decree ; cf. Ja 5"
ye have seen the end of the
Lord,' tAos).
Determine was common about 1611
in the sense of 'end,' terminate
but in AV only
the derived meanings are found, fix, decide, resolve.
In AV Pref. the obsolete construction with of is
used
For as it is a fault of incredulity, to doubt
of those things that are evident so to determine
of such things as the Spirit of God hath left (even
in the judgement of the judicious) questionable, can
be no less than presumption.'
J. Hastings.
'

i}piaixivov).

;

'

DESERT.— See Wilderness.

'

'

:

'

DESIRE.—' To

says Trench {Sel. Gloss.
is only to look forward with longing now
56),
the word has lost the sense of regret or looking
back upon the lost but still loved.
This it once
possessed in common with desiderium and desiderare,
from which more remotely, and dfsirer, from which
more immediately, we derive it.' And he quotes as
an example 2 Cn 21™ ' and [Jehoram] departed
without being desired.' Now this sense of desire
b certainly found, as Bemers (1533), ' Of the death
of suche an entierly desyred husbande ; Jer.
Taylor, ' she shall be pleasant while she lives, and
desired when the dies.' But it is not so certain that
2 Ch 21*" is an example. The Heb. is lit. ' he went
desire,'

'

:

'

'

walked] without desire (^Dij rfVa Tihn LXX xal
oiK iv iraifif
Vulg. Amhulavitque non
recte, whence Gov. ' and walked not well '), and the
tr. of
is taken from Gen. Bible, which has and
lived without being desired,' with the gloss he was
not regarded, but deposed for his wickedness."
[or

'

iiropcvffri

;

'

'

J.

—

Hastings.

DESOLATE. An example of the primary meaning (de-solus, alone) left alone,' 'solitary,' is Ad.
Est 14' help me, d. woman, which have no helper
but thee ; and an example of the obsolete constr.
with of,' is Bar 2^ the whole land shall be d. of
inhabitants' (RV d. without inh. '). So I Ti 5»
Wye. sche that is a widewe verili, and desolate ;
ana Ru 1' Gov. ' the woman reraayned desolate of
both hir sonnes and hir huszbande. For Desolation
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Abomination of Desolation.

DESPITE

J.
prep.,

now only a

is

Hastings.
though as a

used in poetry.
The subst.
actively shown, 'dishonour,' from
Lat. d- spicere, to look down on) occurs Ezk
25' rejoiced in heart with all thy despite against
the land of Israel (c»5J3 -f^K-^-^^^,
with all the
d. of thy soul ') ; and He 10^
hath done despite
unto the Spirit of grace' {iyvfipWai 'doith dispit'
is Wyclif's word; Tin., Gov., Gran., Gen. 'doth
subst.
(

it

is

still

= 'contempt'
'

RV

'

'

'

;

dishonour'; Rhem. hath done contumelie '). Of.
Jer. Tajlor,
Liberality
consists in the despite and neglect of money.'
As a vb. 'd.' occurs
'

'

.

.

.

in Pref. to AV, 'The Romanists . . . did
lesse then despite the spirit of grace,' that
'

'

'a

d.
d. 'V7crd5

(Xi>70»' dvuStap-ov, RV
a word of
and Ro l* (v^purral, RV insolent ').
Despitefully, 1 Mac 9*
used them d.' (Mvatfov
oiVois); Mt 5", Lk 6" 'which d. u.se J'ou' (^tpt;peo'fw)
Ac 14' to use them d.' {u^pi<rai aiVot't, RV
'to entreat them shamefully').
Despitefulness,
Wis 2" Let us examine him with d. and torture

reproach

'

')

'

'

;

'

'

tr" in
and
in Jer 16'«, Ezk 5" T" IP"-" 37^, the
reference being either to actual idols or to objects
connected with idolatry. Elsewhere the word is
tr"" Abomination (see the references above, p. 12,
D'jnpif*

—adding Nah
9" IP'

12'>,

Ch

n^i'in (see p. 11)

RV

[AV,

3«

2

15«),

'abominable filtli J, Dn
which usually represents

but as in the

;

first five

passages

words occur together, detestable
things is adopted for o'sipfi for the sake of dls
tinction.
It would have conduced to accuracy and
clearness, had it been adopted uniformly.
The
cited both Heb.

'

'

cognate verb ypv,

Dt

to treat as detestable, is

rendered

have in
abomination' in Lv 11"'", and 'to make abominable' (for 'make detestable') in Lv U-" 202= (in
these four passages, in connexion with x;>^, the
technical term for the flesh of prohibited animals.
See Abomination, No. 3).
'

to detest

'

in

7^',

but unfortunately

'

to

that detestable ringleader
In 2 Mac 5*^
(Apollonius) stands for Thv /j.vjdpxv
lord of
Gr. Mysarch, which may
pollutions,' with marg.
also mean ruler of the Mysians.' The tr- of the
text is, no doubt, correct (similarly Grimm, Rawl.,
Zockler
Pesh.
ruler of all the unclean ')
the
term is evidently one of disparagement, framed on
model
of
titles
such
as
arparoTreSdpxrift
the
iSvapxt^,
S. R. Driver.
etc.
'

RV

i

'

'

'

:

;

DEDEL

('?Nijn

'

knowledge of God,'

'Vayoi4\).

—

Father of Eliasaph, prince of Gad (Nu 1"7«--" lO-")
= Reuel, Nu 2'^ (perhaps the original name, see
G. H. Battersby.
LXX, 1 being put lor i) P.

'

'

'

'

Vulg. contumelin, RV 'outrage').
Here,
and in the passage.s where 'despitefully' occurs,
the idea is cruelty more than contempt but the
meani-ig of spite,' spitefulness,' is never present
in these words.
In Est 1" Gov., thus shall there
aryse despytefulness and wrath ynough,' d. = contempt, as AV and RV.
J. Hastinqs.
(D/3pei,

;

'

'

'

DESTRUCTION

DETERMINATE

(fiijit).— See

Ahaddon.

Only Ac 2» 'the

d.

counsel

the eente In which the paasage ia tal(en by
riiDr\\ ' ha lived as do one desired.'

0^. Heb.

is

AV

DETESTABLE THINGS.—The

RV of

;

;

{9.V.

;

'

:

DEUTERONOMY.— The Name

'

Lax.

'

'

is,

Despiteful is found Ezk
heart,' 3G* 'd. min.ls"; Sir 31" 'give

him no

• This

'

no

treated with contempt.'

25'»

'

'

'

;

;

AV

see

'

:

— The

i.

n.iuie

Deuteronomy

is

of the Book.

taken from the Lat.

Deuterononiium,' which transliterated the Gr.
AevTepovip.ioi'.
This Gr. word apjiears in the
LXX of Dt 17"*, where the words a copy of this
law' {nA-.ri rrfnn .ijf'?) are incorrectly tr'' rd Aeurepothis copy
vufuor TouTo, as if the Heb. had been
The word also occurs,
of the law (ni.T .i-i'in.T nj;'p).
9"
8*"].
Jos
[Heb.
with the same error of tr°, in
Though the word was a mistranslation, it furnished an appropriate title to a book which in
a large measure reformulated previous laws.
The book is referred to by this name in the
writings of Philo (Leg. Allcgor. iii. § 61, i. 121,
Quod Dens immutab. § 10, i. 280), although that
writer also quotes it by the iijinie of Tlie Appendix to the Laws,' ii 'ETrivoidi {Quis rer. dives hwrea
'

wonl

'

'

'

'

'

'

§ 33.

i.

495).

—

:
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that should ensue upon the neglect and observance of these laws (20). (3) The third address is
an additional exhortation urging tlie people to
keep the covenant with J", promising restoration
even after relapse into idolatry, and offering the
alternatives of obedience or disloyalty to J (29.

Now, at the close of Dt we find in 32«" And
the Lord spake unto Moses that self-same day,
saying. Get thee up into this mountain of Aharim
and behold the land of Canaan, which I yive
.
unto the children of Israel for a possession and
die in the mount whither thou goest up, and be
gathered unto thy people ; as Aaron thy brother
died in Mount Hor, and was gathered unto his
people.'
Again, we find in 31'*'^ the charge given
to Joshua, 'And the Lord said unto Moses, Behold, thy days approach that thou must die ; call
Joshua, an(l present yourselves in the tent of
meeting, etc. And he gave Joshua the son of
Nun a charge, and said. Be strong and of a good
courage.'
Dt thus practically repeats the incidents which have already been recorded in Nu
whole work, which intervenes between
and
the
27
the two commands to Moses to prepare for death,
presents the appearance of a great parenthesis,
interrupting the main thread of the narrative.
The command to go up to the heights of Abariiu,
in Dt 32, is followed almost immediately by the
narrative, in Dt 34, of the death of Moses. The
same command has occurred in Nu 27 ; but between the two commands is interposed the series
of three addresses which were given, according to
Dt P, on the first day of the eleventh month of
the fortieth year.
Not only, however, has the Book of Dt all the
ajjpearance of a parenthesis, but it is rendered distinct from the other books of the Pent, by its very

30).

clearly

In Heb. lit«nCure the book waa known by a title taken from
opening word*, "These are the words' (Olj^n nJ'K), or,

Its

atmply, 'word*' (C'n5^> In Rabbinic writing it ia sometimea
cited aM 'The book of Threatening^' (n^np'B TJ:?); but in such
the reference is to the latter portion of the book, which
also appean to have been known to Philo as The Curses (eu
See Leg. AUegoT. Vu. i 35, i. 10«, quoting Dt 2"!' ; De
'AftOy.
PotteriU Caini, i 8, i. 230, quotine Dt 28<». (Kyle's Philo and
Boly Scripture, Introd. p. xxiiif.)
I

'

ii.

'

The Contents of the Book.— The book

purports to contain the last utterances of Moses,
delivered in the plains of Moab just before his
death. The historical position is delined by the
brief Introduction (1'') and by the Ej)ilo<;ue (34),
which narrates the death of Moses. The utterances of Moses comprise three main discourses
(1) The first is chiefly historical, reviewing the
life of Israel in the wilderness, l'-***.
(2) The
second, which has a brief historical preface (i""'*"),
is, at first, hortatory (5-11), but is chiefly taken
op with the legislation (12-26), i.e. the code of
laws which constitutes the nucleus of the whole
work. To this is appended the description of a
ceremony which was to symbolize the popular
ratification of the laws in the land of Canaan
(27),

and a rehearsal

of warnings

and blessings

These three addresses to the people are followed
by a collection of more miscellaneous materials,
such as Moses' farewell, his deliverance of the
Deut. law to the priests, his commission to Joshua,
the Song of Moses, the Blessing of Moses (31-33).
The whole is concluded by an account of the

Death of Moses (34).
Although it is true to say that the

treatment which is found in tlio liistorical and
no less than in the directly homiletical

legislative,

A

very cursory perusal enables us to
passages.
see that the writer is neither historian nor jurist,
religious
teacher.
but a
When we investigate Dt in relation to the
book* which immediately precede and follow it
in the Hex., we cannot fail to be struck by tlie
general unity of its composition, and by the distinctiveness of its character and style.

Nu

has already been said, And the
LOKD said unto Mo.ses, Get thee up into this
mountain of Aharim, and behold the land which
And
I have given unto the cliildren of Israel.
when thou hast seen it, thou also shalt be gathered
unto thy people, as Aaron thy brother was
Again, in Nu 27"*' we find the
gathered.'
commis.siun to Joshua thus described, And the
Lord said unto Moses, Take thee Joshua the
son of Nun, a man in whom is the spirit, and
lay thine hand upon him, etc.
And Moses did
as the Lord commamled him and he took Joshua
set
him
before
Eleazar
the
priest,
and before
and
and he laid his hands upon
all the congregation
him, and gave him a charge, as the LoRD spake,
by the hand of Moses.'
27'-'- it

.

.

;

;

marked characteristics of style and diction.
These will require fuller consideration later on.
But they are so distinct and so obvious to the
reader, whether of the original or of a translation,
that they inevitably contribute very largely to
the general impression that Dt represents a work
in some way separate from the rest of the Pentateuch.

legislation

constitutes the nucleus of the book, the character
of the writing is very far from being that of a
The tone of exliortation which runs
legal work.
through the earlier and later addresses, pervades
The laws are not
also tlie legislative portion.
systematically and technically stated. They are
ethically expounded in order to set forth their
relation to the theocratic principles laid down
The purpose of the book is thus,
in chs. 6-11.
practically, wholly 'hortatory,' or, as it has been
termed, 'parenetic'; and its 'parcnetic' aim accounts for the dill'use and somewhat discursive

In

'

The same general impression is produced by a
comparison of the laws in Dt with the three
principal groups of laws contained in Ex, Lv, and
Nu. The Deut. legislation stands in a diliereut
relation to each of the three codes referred to
it is an expansion of that in Ex 20-23 ; it is, in
several features, parallel to that in Lv 17-26 it
contains allusions to laws such as those codified
'

j

;

in the rest of Lv-Nu (Driver, s.v. Deuteronomy
in Smith's DB').
The legislative section of Dt
is distinct in contents and treatment from the
parallel sections in Ex-Nu.
The principal historical allusions in Dt (as pre'

'

'

sented by Driver) are the following
(and frequently) the oath to the patharchs
43 (Ha al-peor)
4iiiri r;-« 18i« delivery at Decalogue, etc
IS

61" (Maji.sah)
uiul elsewhere (deliverance
U''^!!-

from

:

22iu

mt 29.

On

161°

Nu

251-».

Ex
Ex
Ex

193-20»1.

Ex

16*

».

Nu

'il"

and Ex

177.

13i4 li>0.

ICgyi't)

83 '"(thenianna)
8"> (fiery serpent*

;

and rock

(TIX) of

\1*.

(A.B. In Nu 20*11 (P)
the term for rock
is vVd, not 11X.J

flint)

*

'

'

9Z> Tab'«rilh,

Uaaaah, (^ibroth-hatt4't-

119 (Duthan

23"

(«'

)

Ex

Red 8ea)

and Abiram)

lialtt'am)

24' (Miriam's leprosy)
261"" (omiosition of Amaiek)
'

200-0

Nu

111 ',

Ex

IT*,

Nu

vah)
11 (pa««afc'e of the

(allliction

and deliverance

from

11".
14«.

Nu

l«i'> 2">-

Nu
Nu

22'^24».

Ex
Ex

» M«.

121'.

17*'».
l'-

» V- * etc

'

;

;

2923

(S^ ^overthrow

o(

Sodom and Oo- On

igMf.

morran)

An

investigation of the historical allusions in

Dt confirms the impression produced by the legisThe references are, almost withlative portion.
out exception, made to events recorded in those
portions of Ex and Nu which scholars assi^'n to
.IK, or the 'prophetic'

group of narratives incor-
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porated in the Pentateuch.

The other main group

of narratives in the Pent., denoiuinated P from
its generally 'priestly' cliaracteristics, does not
appear to have supi)Iied the foundation for the
treatment of the history in D. Thus in !*> tlie
reader notices that Caleh alone is mentioned as
the recipient of especial favour ; there is no mention made of Joshua.
In the Book of Nu the
passage which records the favour granted to Caleb
alone (Nu 14") belongs to JE, the passage which
associates Joshua with Caleb (Nu H™) belongs
to P. Similarly, in 1 1« we find mention of Dathan
and Abiram, but not of Korah, who figures so
conspicuously in Nu 16. Bat in Nu 16 the Korali
passages are assigned by scholars to P ; the J E
portion of the narrative speaks only of Dathan

and Abiram.
There are only

three incidents in the historical
references of Dt which are to be found in the P
and not in the JE narrative of the Pentateuch.
These are (1) the mention of the number 'twelve,'
of the spies, Dt 1=», cf. Nu 13'--i«; (2) the mention
of the number seventy,' of the family of Jacob,
Dt 10", cf. Gn 46", Ex 1» (3) the mention of
acacia-wood as the material of which the ark was
made, Dt lO^, cf. Ex 25'°. But it is to be remembered that these facts may have been recorded in
JE, but have been preserved to ns only in the
excerpts from the P narrative.
Assuming the correctness of the general proposition, which is universally admitted by modern
scholars, that the Pent, is of composite origin, we
are brought, by a consideration of the distinctiveness in D's treatment and style, to the opinion
that
must take rank with JE and P as one
of the component elements of the Pentateuch.
Not, of course, that D should necessarily be
assigned any more than J, or E, or P, to any
one writer or author, but only that in style and
treatment it may be attributed to a literary
source, representing the influence of a particular
period, or of particular circumstances, upon a
writer, or a school, or a succession of writers.
'

;

DEUTEEONOMY
belonged to the conclusion of the book, and that it was trans
f erred from that position by the redactor
for confirmation 04
this view, he appealed to the disordered and inconsecutive condition of cha. 2y. 30, and to the use of the past tense in 4^, whicb
seemed to imply ihat the legislative portion had already beea
recorded, and waa present to the reader's mind.
It may, however, be doubted whether there is not a danger of
too great ingenuity in the h>-potlietical rearrangement of the
original materials. Taking into consideration (I) the very close
resembKance of style, and (2) the absence of any serious contradiction in statement between the diflerent portions, there is
not room for any confident theory of different authorship for
1-4, though it may have been composed at a later time than the
:

rest,

to consider the
question of chs. 29-34, it is impossible not to admit
tliat we have there to deal with materials widely

diliering in origin.
One passage in particular, SO'"", obviously has
no direct connexion with tlie section 30""'", which
immediately follows ; 31""-' interrupts the thread

of the narrative ; whUe 32'"''' and 33, two lyrical
pieces, have evidently been derived from some
independent collection of early Heb. songs.
few portions of 32 and 34 (32*»-»' and 34i»- »'''-»)
are, on literary grounds, assigned with great
probability to P as their original source.
The most reasonable explanation of the history of the structure
of the book is excellently summarised in Driver's Deuteronomy
'Some little time after the kernel [chs. 5-26. 28) of
(p. Ixxvii).
Dt waa composed, it was enlarged by a second Deuteronomic
writer (or writers), D2, who (1) supplemented the work of D by

A

adding the passages indicated (2) incorporated, with additions
of his (or their) own, the exceriits from JE, and (taking it
probably from a separate source) the Song 321^, with the historical notices belonging to it, Sl^J-^a 32+*.
Finally, at a still
later date, the whole thus constituted was brought formally into
relation with the literary framework of the Hexateuch as a
whole by the addition of the extracts from P.'
;

D

iii.

The Unity of the Book.—Though we

have hitherto spoken of Dt as if it were a unity in
itself, it would be a mistake to suppose that it
presents an unbroken homogeneous piece of literature written by a single person.
There is good
reason to suppose that the same kind of literary
history is to be attributed to D as to JE and P.
The original nucleus of writing has been revised,
expanded, and modified.
It is not difficult to
indicate poitions which could hardly have worn
their present appearance if from the first they had
been part of a consecutive piece of writing.
It appears the most probable view that Dt 5-26
(27». 10). 28 represent the original work, either in
part or in

its entirety.

formed

introduction

tlie

;

In this work chs. 5-11
ch. 28 the peroration.

Wellhausen, indeed, limiu the ori^nal work of Dt to ch».
12-26.
liut tliere seenis no sullloient ground for separating 5-11
from 12-20. The style and diction are in marked agreement;
and the ditTerences which have been detected in the two flections
are only those which might b« expected to arise Irom the difler-

ence of subject-matter.
With regard to chs. 1-4 doubts have been more generally
expressed. It has seemed to many improbable that the Introduction, consisting of 5-11, should have oeen precejtd by a long
prefatory section. It is objected that the arrangement is loo
cumbrous to be the oripnal one ; that the awkwardness of the
present arrangement is emphasized by the presence of two
formal headings, 11* and 4«-«>. Moreover, the absence in the
bortatorj' passage 41-w of any allusion to the preceding historical
summary lias suggested a doubt whether ch. 4 could be homogeneous with chs. 1-3. On the other haml, the style is admittedly
Deuteronomic and it is dilllcult to believe that 1-4 did not
come in some form or another from the some writer or school as
the contents of 5-20. 28.
Uillmann baa made the suggestion that 1-3 formed originally
the hist, introduction, which was written in the third person,
and that this was altered in character from narrative into a
speech by the redactor of the Pent., who incorjiorated Dt into
the main work. Dilliu. also considered that 4i-x> orit;iually
;

and prefixed afterwards.

When, however, we come

iv.

The Religious Teaching of Deuter-

0N05IY.

— The

characteristics

of

the

religious

thought of this book are very marked.
Tliey
exercised a profound influence upon the religious
development of the people.

The great lessons of the spirituality of the
Godhead (4'-), and the uniqueness of J", and His
absolute unity (4™*' 6* 7' 10"), are strongly and
impressively taught.
pass from the older
conception of ' monolatry into the fuller and
deeper thought of 'nionotlieism.' The relation in
which the God of the people stands to the people
is represented primarily as one of love rather than
of law.
The thouglit of the love of Israel towards
her God, which is indeed laid down in the words of
the Decalogue (Ex 20°, Dt 5'°), is not required elsewhere in the Pent., but in Dt it is earnestly insisted on as the basis of faithful service on the
part of the creature to the Creator and of the
redeemed to the Deliverer (cf. 10" 12'- "• *" 13» 19«
306. 16. ao)
Appeals made to Israel to keep the commandments are, it is true, often based on the recollection of God's might and of His terrible visitation,
on motives of awe and fear ; but the highest
appeal is made to the consciousness of J"'8 love, in
that He had chosen Israel, not for Israel's greatness
or goodness, but out of Ilis own free love (Dt 7' *

We

'

8"

%*-').

The

love

and

all'ection of

God towards

the nation, as distinguished from His love towards
individuals, constitutes an especial feature in Dt
(4" 7" 23« 33') and Dt shares with Hosea (3' 11'
14*) the distinction of first familiarizing Israel with
tlie thought and teaching that underlie so much
of NT theology (cf. 1 K 10», 2 Ch 2" 9«, Mai P).
Again, love as indicating the people's affection and
devotion to .1" is again and again insisted on as
the true spring of all liuman action (cf. 5'° 6' V
1012. 18 11'- "• -' 13s 19" 30''- '"• 2").
This teaching of
the reciprocal relation of love between J" and
Israel lias left the mark of Dt deeply impressed
It is this whicii leads more
ui)on or theology.
directly than any other line of OT teaching to the
revelation ultimately contained in the words,
God so loved the world,' etc. (Jn 3").
;

'

—

;

DKUTKKONOMY

JJEUTKKUXO.MY

"/J9

As the outcome of the thought of the divine
love which Israel has enjoyed, there also conica
into view the consideration of Israel as the son
and of J as the people's Father. The loving God
had given Israel life by redemption from Egypt

It is to preserve unimpaired the
recollection of their spiritual relation to J that so
much stress is laid upon the training of the
children (4» e'-*;"* 11"); while provision is also
made, that even in the dress and the dwellings of

He had

individuals (C»- " ll"-™ 22'-) the people should be
reminded of their spiritual duties.

'

'

"

brought Israel up and educated him in the

wilderness (see

Dt

14^

and

8--

'• "^).

The intimacj' of the relation between J" and Isr.
emphasizes the demand that Israel should also
cleave' to J" (11^ IS''), and not follow other gods
'

'

'

»

7* 8"-

"•

^ 30"-

'»).
Idolatry is the great
temptations must be resisted with ruthless
severity (IS""'" 17') no compromise is to be allowed
nor alliance struck with the idolater (7- SO'"'").
The inducements to yield to superstitious
practices are pictured as strong and numerous
out to yield is fatal. J""8 wrath and Uis just
punishment are the nation's penalty, and will be
The
ita extermination (6">-"> S"-"" ll'"-" 31"»).
alternative between obedience and disobedience,
between the service of J" and the serrice of other
gods,' constitutes the theme of the great passage
of warning and denunciation which is presented in

(6"-

peril

=» ll'o-

its

;

;

'

ch. 28.

The holiness of the people is another chief
thought, the prominence of^ which is a marked
feature in this oook, resulting from the conception
of the close relationship between Israel and J" the
Holy One. The people are holy to J", and cannot
therefore join themselves to other gods (7'). It
is this
holiness which should prevent them from
bodily mutilation as a sign of mourning ; for such
behaviour was the mark of a nation serving other
gods' (14'). This 'holiness' is the reason for
which the people must refrain from food that
would render unclean those who were J'"s possession (14"').
God has chosen His people, not
only to make them high above all nations which
be hath made, in praise, and in name, and in
honour ; but also that they may be an holy
The 'holiness' of the
people' unto J" (26'").
people depends upon its obedience (28°).
The
spirit of 'holiness' to J" is ethically to be expressed by the observance of love towards the
neighbour, and by kindness and charity towards
the poor, the wicfow, the orphan, the Levite, and
the stranger (lO'"-'" 24""'). The millstone was
never to be taken in pledge the garment taken
in pledge was to be returned before nightfall
(24'- "''•).
Feelings of humanity were to be extended towards the animals the ox treading out
the com was not to be muzzled {25') and thought
was even given to the bird and its young ones
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

(22«-').

In outward worship the holiness of the people
can be adequately safeguarded only by worsliip at
the central sanctuary chosen by J". This regulation, which is laid down in ch. 12, is repeated
In connexion with the laws of tithe (14"" etc.), the
'

'

firstliom (IS""), the festivals (16'(26";,

the judges

(17'-

'").

"•

"),

23-' 24'" 25").

"

v.

Language and Style of Deuteronomy.

— The style in which the book

K

Very full and complet* lists of the characterifltic Deut words
aod phnises have tjeen drawn up hy Driver {Deut. Introd.
The following
p. Ixjts iii If.) and llulzinger (iiVn/Wf. in d. Hex.).
are instances of words perfectly simple in themselves, but used
with great frequency or with marked effect in Dt, though elsewhere not found, or only used with ^reat rareness, in the
Uexateuch
Thif {your) gaU4 ( = citie8)L
A miijMu hand and a stretched out arm.
The land whiihfr thou goejit in to pogsesi it.
Statute* and jmlijm^ntt : cointnajuttnentt and ttatuU*.
:

With

all

—

youT heart and vith

all i/ifur toui.

the priejitjt the Levitet.
observe to do.
that it may be well for thee.
a peculiar people.
to make- his name to dwell there.
to do that ichich
ri^ht {good or evil) in the eye* of
as J" hath tnmken.
to walk in the wayit o.fj".
to hearken to the voice.

u

J*

hv

Under
(a)

this head should be noticed the use o( 3{if to
with God as obj. (6) of God's love to Uis peoplt,
;

onoi! O-n'SK other god*.
IjnKH to prolong (of dayi),

^nin toditpoueu,

T?

toehooee,

pS'i

to cleave to.

D*C'ri

thorour/hli/.

f

So long as worship was

mentioned illustrate how the high mission of Israel
is to be interpreted in daily life.
Thene laws are
The blessing for obedience is
no formal code.
promised as a reward for particular acts, and for
the whole regulation of life; and the blcssin;^
promised is expressed in terms which Israel could
understand ami appreciate, outward prosperity
and length of life (12"-"8 13" 14=» 15'»-'» 16* 19'»

written has very

characteristics of its own.
It is
quite distinct, and easily recognizable. It bears
no resemblance to the style of r, nor does it show
any likeness to the narrative style of JE. In
certain hortatory passages of JE there may be
noticed ' an approximation to the stvie of L)t ; and
these sections [Gn 26», Ex 13'"' 15"° l9»-», parts of
20"-" 23-';-^ 34"'-^] appear to have been the source
from which the author of Dt adopted some of the
expressions currently used by him' (Driver).
The style of Dt is remarkable for its command
of rich and efl'ective periods, in which the sentences are framed with great oratorical skill.
They are rhythmical without being tedious ; and
copious without being shallow and rhetorical.
Some of the writing of Jeremiah approaches most
closely in style to Dt ; and the influence of Dt
upon subsequent Heb. literature was very marked.
The Deut. style was imitated and adopted by a
group or succession of writers in and after the
days of the exile. The Deut. passages in Jos, Jg,
and
are easily distinguishable ; they are generally of a hortatory character, and represent a
particular attitude of fervent patriotism and
religious thought, expressed witu considerable
redundancy of language, and with the use of
certain characteristic phrases.

the Urstlings

carried on at local shrines, on the high-places,
and under trees (12"), it was inevitably tainted
with heathenism ; the hearts of the people would
be alienated from the service of J" ; and the moral
purity of the nation would bo corrupted by the
assimilation of idolatrous practices.
Thus the relationship oi Israel to J" is asserted
as the spiritual priiicijile which must animate the
people's whole existence.
The laws which are

is

marked

clearly

"jlj^ [n;

nip
in;

n'j:f'9

TQ^n
mrr n3^'^B
jnn 1V5

to deliver

up

before.

rantom,
that to which thou putteet thine Aond,
to

to destroy.

the

abomination

iff

J"

(ol

tdoUtiTX

'0 root out the eviL

nin cvj (U of thie day.
D'v;n"'?5 continually.

trnj oy o holy people

Other characteristics of
(1)

The preference
use of

'1(1

in the

same hand as

1).

his style

•3;i< (6fl

times) abort •»)

Song 82"-

»»

and Si"

"

0** tB")

Is

;

the

not from th<

W

SD» '8),
preference for 3;7 («7 time8)above DJ («>'
of the empbatlo p* In tb* Znd and 8rd p«r. plur
of the impf.

(2) Tlie

(3)

for

The une

——

(6)

•

;
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(i)

—

The frequent empIojTnent of the reflexive dative.
The coUocatioQ of words without the conjunction

C.

Criminal Law.
(o)
(6)
(c)

{asittuUta).
(«)

The

fern,

form of the

infln.

n^',, njqS, ni}p.

The following words or phrases are found

Dt only

in

(see

Murder and homicide, lOii* ai-».
Property, 191*.
Witness, 191*^21.

((/) War, 20.
D. MiscELLANEors

21101*.

LAWS,

e.g,

primogeniture,

divorce, 21i'-2i 22i3-so 24i5

Driver, Deut. p. IxxxivX

26i>-ii,

seduction,

interest

and

loans,

2320. 21 246. 10-13.

hV} 19S28*).

[IK 231*.

T?Nn

25".

r-j;;;?

28».

1^3X1 2S«5.

nip

-IS 288».

n'li^^y

24ll>-

U.

JK

O-jn 28»'.

Ssi"?

7" 28*- 18- a

Ex 20!"7.
2021.*
cf. 2321.

ni
H'fJlK

IjV

cL 2219

IHfp;^'

2S8».
18.

n.

*The following expressions, occurring mostly only once in Dt,
vn more or less frequent in subsequent writers, esp. those of
the Deuteronomic school :
0''7<V3 and O'Vpa 29i« " ; rrjy 28a»
D'l'J.T to vex (esp. by
IdolatryX 4» 918 81» 32'« (cf. Dyj v.ai) ; ijnn to expel (from
;

vi.

;

the

28";

name

nnn^

to be called over, 2g"> ; ^'^^'il? i'T
29i8i9 ; Bin; 292'.' (Driver f6.)

The Legislation

Turning

to the subject of the laws contained in

development of Mosaic principles' ( Driver, ZJeuteronomy, Introd. p. Ivi).
The following outline will serve as a rough

(year of release).

(Hebrew

„

No

251 '.*
253I»-46.»

slaves).

ox and sheep: N'ul81"-*(Ct Ex
131f- ;
1423).
Lv

n.

18

(the three annual pilgrim-

161-1'

22.24.

Lv 2S'

Nu

;

28-

29.*

ages).

(appointment of judges).
1619-20 (just judgment).
1621-22 (AshSrahs and 'pillars'
1618

231 J.

u.

„
„

191».
261.

prohibited).
171

(sacrifices

blemish

;

to

be

without

2ai'-»t.

cf. 1521).

2219(201

20» 17*-' (worship of 'other gods,'
2313 34".
or of the host of heaven)L

(supreme tribunal).

178-13

(law of the king).
and revenues of the
tribe of Levi).
189-22 (law of the prophetX

..

18io» (Molech-worship ; cf. 12>1).
IglOb-ll (dillereut kinds of divi-

„
„

171-1-20

181-8 (rights

Hi

181-7. B.»>.-

isai

20".

1926b. »1.

208-n.

nation and magicX

(asylum tor manslayer

191 13

7»"«*;

:

Nu 859«;
24170.

murder).
1914 (the landmark).
1916-21 (law of witness).
ch. 20 (military service and

Lt 1»1».
war

cf. 24^).

an untrmced
murder).
(treatment of female cap-

211-9 (e.xpiation of
2110-1*

tives).
2115-17 (primogenitureX
2118-21 (undutiful son).

2122.23
221-*

cJ.

Lv

tO».

(body of malefactor).

(animal straying or fallen

;

lost property).
225 (sexes not to interchange

gannents).
22«- ' (bird's nest).

22s (battlement).
2'29ii (against

noD-natural mix- Lrl»19.

tures).

2212 (law of 'tassels').
2213-21 (slander against

NaUC-O.
a newly-

married maidenX
20".
22i»a«)t

Lr 18»

222227 (adultery).
222sf (sciuction).
231 (it^) (incest

with

step-

tOl«.

„ 18»a)i

mother).
23*9 (18) (conditions of admittance into the theocratic

:

J*tthlic Worfthip.
(a) L.aw of single 8anctuar>', 121».
(h) Law against idolatry, 122»-131».

comnmnitv).
231018 (9 u) (cleanliness In the

NuW-f.*

camp).
23I8

(15)

(~

(humanity to escaped

slave).

23I8

(17)

r.

(against religious pro-

stitution).

22«(»).

2320

2229

crops).
241-' (divorce).
248 10-13 (pledges).
247 (inan-steaiingX
248'- (leprosy).

Civil Oficere.
(a) Judseg, 16i»» 17»-U
King. 171«-».

m

Relioiouji.
(a) Priests, lS'-8
(6) Prophets, 189-ai

11*0.

817).

nuL

ajw*

2.

8.

„ 273WB;

2726;Nu3H
231*-!'

A. N/TIONAL Rrlioious LlPS.

L

„ 1716

1422-29 (tithes).

cf. 126-

'

A

„ 11*21 20».

1421* (food improperly killed).
1421b (kid in mother's milk).

3419.

;

HflifiUnu l>utiet.
(a) reraonal purity, 141-1,
(b) Charity, 1422-1618.
8. Helitfiorut Obnervancee.
Offering and festivals, 1519-191T.
National Admi.vistration.

LvlQffl'.

1S12 1518-23 (firstlinf^ of

:

1.

NuSS".

(cases of seduction to

13

1512-18

(30(

Dt, we have only space to make the following
general observations
(1) The laws are arranged upon a rough general
plan, in which the order observed is that of
(a) religious duties, clis. 12-16; (6) civil ordinances, ens. 17-20 ; (c) rules for social and domestic
(18| (sorBut the reader will notice that 22"
life, chs. 21-25.
ceress
there is no strict aJlierence to orderly arrangealoneX
2112.1*.'
ment.
(2) The language in which the laws recorded in
12-20 are written is, as a rule, somewhat diffuse 281.
and hortatory but in 21-25 tliere are many passages having a close resemblance to the style of
Ex 21-23, terse, and evidently often reproJucing
the precise terms of the ancient codes.
(3) The laws make no claim to be a new code.
So far as they are peculiar to D, they have, with
cf. 2111>-".
very few exceptions, the appearance either of
taken
directly,
with
being
unessential modifica- 23*- ».
tions of form, from older law-books (especially
many of those in 2Ii"-25'9), or else of being
accepted applications of long-established principles (as 17*"'^ ig'^'-i), or the formulation of
ancient customs (as 21'"' 22"'^i 2o''i'') expressed in
Deuteronomic phraseology. And such laws as are
really new in Dt are but the logical and consistent

analysis of the principal laws

ch.

15I-II

Deuteronomy. —

of

Lv 17H.«

rites).

lg2i«.«
2310'..*
212-11.

2>« 8« (cf. Jgr 20«).

301, cf. v.*

(the Decalogue).

mals).
2230(31).

15i»-»Slio.

1610.

n-jp, nj'jy'

II>,

idolatry).

222s

;

(ffl)

I41-2 (disfigurement in mourning).
143-20 (clean and unclean ani-

2318b 342eb.

"5 34'.
n^'^D 23»(BV»1

SS*

(»).

28«.

713 28*.

66.18

121-28 (place of sacrifice).
1229^1 (not to imitate Canaanite

3412-lM.

>fj5 977.

Kjo 261«28»-".
n^ j 283".

Canaan),

P (noLusiNe

DiCTKBONOUT.

211*24'.

•qi nn;; 23'* 241.
1X5 24*).

23«.

'jvh 2518.

TJ

15» 8

p-jl^n 151*.

Tn-iri 28aa.

0<n!J

B3V

ngj!^? 228.

Spo 28».

nsp

279.

TSjj^iri

1*1.

^p-]ri 169

n;j

rith'hji^ 221-'- 17.

*15^

n^J^ 2Sa.

pnn

SrTfOPSifi op Lawb in Dbuteronout
(taken from Driver's Cammentarj/, pp. It-tU),

2B17.U.

DV'i?

2111)

(26) r.

(usurv).
232iS* |21 ill (vows).
2325 (Ui t. (regard for neighbour's
1191

(-

Lv25»^

NuSW

LtU-I^

.

L»
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d. The laws in Dt re{julatin;j national worship
represent a later stage of Isr. history than those
This is consjncuously shown in
in Ex 20-23.
regard to the place of sacrilice. In Ex 2U-* an
Israelite may erect local altars: 'in every place
where I record my name, I will come unto thee
and bless thee.' The practice of sacrificing at
local altars and shrines was apparently universal
from the time of Joshua (Jos 2i^- ^, 18 7" 9'""
103-8 Ills 1435 20», 2S IS"'^-*") until the days of
Hezekiah, who endeavoured to centralize all worship at Jerus. as the one national sanctuary (2 K

The law

IS*-*').

Dt

of

insists (12'-'« etc.)

upon

the necessity of sacrificing at one place which J"
shall have chosen 'to set his name there.'
It
expresses in the terms of direct injunction the
for which Hezekiah contended and which
Josiah finally carried into execution.
e. It may be granted that the laws of worship
in Dt are quite too incomplete to be regarded as
containing any exhaustive account.
Thus the
precise dates for the Festivals of Passover and
Tabernacles are not given. In the former case
the month is given, hut not the day in the latter
case, neither month nor day.
In the description
of the Passover no direction is given that everyone should partake of it whUe the command to
observe the 7th day of Passover as * a solemn
assembly and a day of rest is not applied to
the other two feasts.
But, making all allowance for the general and
fragmentary character of the reliinous legislation
in Dt, we cannot pretend to be able to reconcile
the discrepancies between the law of Dt and that
of the (so-called) Priestly Code.
The most notable
discrepancy b in reference to the status of the
Levite, and the provision for his maintenance.
In Dt the regular expression
the priests, the
Levites (17'- '* U' 24' 27'), does not seem to recognize the distinctitn between 'the sons of Aaron'
and ' the Levites,' which is found in the priestly
laws.
The Levites are pictured as wanderers and

change

;

;

'

'

'

objects of Israelite charity, for which special regulations are laid down (12""" 14"- «> 16"" 18" 26"- ")
there is no reference to the provision in Nu 18 for
the maintenance of priests and Levites, and in
Nu 35 for the reservation of 48 cities for their
place of residence.
complete difference is also expressed in the
laws relating to firstlings and to tithes. In Dt
12«.i7ff. isiBir.
the firstlings are to be presented at
the central sanctuary, and there eaten by the
owner. In Nu 18" the firstlings are pronounced
to belong to Aaron, And the flesh of them shall
be thine
as the wave-breast and as the right
thigh it shall be thine.' In Dt (12'™- 14*") it is
enjoined that a tithe of the vegetable produce
is to be set aside, and to be consumed by the
offerer at the central sanctuary
while, in every
third year, the tithe is to be devoted to the poor
or the destitute and the Levite.
In (his there is
no resemblance to the tithe law of Nu IS''"** and
Lv 27*'- *", according to which the titlie was to be
paid of animal as well as of vegetable produce
it was to be paid to the Levites, who, in their
turn, were enjoined to render a tenth to the

A

'

;

;

;

priests.

Another instance of

ritual dkcrepancy is found
the priestly dues. In Dt 18''
the sacrificing priest received as his share ' the
shoulder, two cheeks, and
;
in Lv 7"-*' ' the
'
in the description of

maw

wave-breast and heave-thigh ' or shoulder are
assigned to the priest.
Added to this, there is the argument from silence,
in that Dt makes no mention of the year of jubilee,
the great Day of Atonement, the Levitical cities,
the meal-offenng, guilt-ottering, or sin-ofl'ering, nor
even of the tent of meeting (Dt 31'*'- is from JE).
'

'

And

incredible to suppose that the Levitical
formulated as we have it in P, should
have been so wholly overlooked in an address to
the people.
It is impossible to resist the impression that the
law of Dt represents an expansion and development of tlie ancient code contained in Ex 20-23,
and precedes the final formulation of the priestly
ritual, which only received its ultimate form in
the last period of revising the structure of the
it is

system,

if

Pentateucn.
In order to approach more nearly the limits of
time within which it is reasonable to suppose that
Dt was composed, we may take into consideration
the further possible indications of time, and judge
of them not as individually convincing items of
evidence, but as collectively carrying considerable
weight.
(a) It was written on the W. side of the Jordan
cf. the
use of
beyond Jordan in Dt !' • 3'
441. 46. «. 4», as in Jos 2>» 7'
etc.
See Beyond.
(6) The law of the kingdom, 17""*", is expressed
in language indicating acquaintance with the evils
of Solomon's rei^.
(c) The law of the judicial tribunal in l?''** does
not ordain a new institution, but describes a court
already existing, and having a close resemblance
to the one described in 2 Ch 19*- " as appointed
by Jehoshaphat.
(d) Isaiah, who speaks of the erection of an
obelisk (mazzcbdh) for a sacred purpose in connexion with tiie worship of J" in Egypt, could
hardly have been acquainted with the law of
Dt 16^ 'Thou shalt not set thee up an obelisk,
which J" thy God hateth.'
(e) Dt refers to the worship of 'the host of
heaven as a dangerous form of idolatry (4" 17').
We do not find in the historical books any mention of this superstition being a source of religions temptation until the days of Ahaz ; see 2 K
;

'

'

'

'

'

23".

(^ The style of Jeremiah's writing shows abundant traces

the influence of Dt.
these hints together, we arrive
at the probability of Dt having been composed
during the period which intervenes between the
accession of Ahaz and the literary activity of
Jeremiah.
A terminus ad quern for the composition of Dt
is supplied by the discovery of
the book of the
law in the 18th year of the reign of Josiah
(B.C. 621).
There can be no manner of doubt
that this book corresponded to a work practically
identical with the main portion of Dt (5-26. 28).
This work contained denunciations and curses,
such as are found in Dt 28 (cf. 2 K 22"- "• '») it
contained mention of the covenant with J", with
23- » ^). The
clear reference to Dt 28»» (cf. 2
reforms instituted by Josiah are such as would
be required by conformity with the law of Dt,
es^iecially in regard to the centralization of wor23'- •; the prohibition of the worship of
ship,
the heavenly bodies, 2 K 23''- ' " the prohibition
of the high-places, obelLsks, Ash^rim, etc., 2 K
23* ». 14. 16 tije prohibition of religious prostitutes,
2 K 23' the maintenance of the priests ejected
23'from the local shrines, 2
the prohibition
"
23" the celebration of
of Molecli worship, 2
the Passover in Jerusalem as it is written in this
23""^ the ejection
book of the covenant,' 2
of diviners and consulters with familiar spirits,
2 K 23«.
The finding of this ' book of the law in the
temple is described as a fortuitous occurrence.
Tliere is no foundation for the suggestion that
Hilkiah himself had written the boclk, and that
the story of its finding was a fabrication. The
It is
account is straightforward and natural.
01

we may take

If

'

'

;

K

2K

;

J

;

K

K

;

;

'

K

;

'
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DEVOTION

DEUTEliO^O.MY
generally agreed that tlie book may have been
writton in tne reign of Manasseh, or in the early
Hezekiali, who had
part of the reign of Josiah.
commanded all Isr. worship to be oil'ered at the
sanctuary in Jerus. (2 K IS'^- 21'), commenced the
Manasseh's
policy of removin" the high-places.
It is
reign reversed all Uiat Hezekiali had done.
thought probable that the comiMJsition of Dt was
protest
Manasseh,
to
intended, in the days of
against the religious evils of that time, against
tlie forms of Buperatition that had begun to tind
their way into Judah from Babylonia, as well as
against the corruptions and disorders at the highplaces which presented a form of J" worship wholly
alien to the teaching and spirit of the prophets

cent.
t.

Dt

Thus 1 S 28^ has been compared with
Hos 4" with Dt 23'», Hos S'" with Dt lU",
with Dt 25^ Neh 2' with Dt 1", while

B.C.

18"
18",

Am
2

8'

K

But

14° refers to the law contained in Dt 24".
line of objection assumes that the existence

tliis

of the laws is contemporaneous with the composition of Dt, and it ignores the fact, which criticisn
has clearly revealed and strenuously reiterated,
that Dt contains and expands laws of very much

greater antiquity than its own composition.
In the following passages, in which the words
the prophetical writers have been regarded
referring to Dt, it is obvious that Dt, as well
the proiihets, refers back to the older law
Ex 20-23 :—

U I"- 23 10»= Ex 2221,
= „ 2»9
„ JVS 623
= „ 22-»
Am 28

of Israel.

Such a work, written in the troublous reign of
Manasseh, may well have been deposited for safety
within the (.recincts of the temple. The description of its discovery leads the reader to suppose
that the book was one that liad been written some
considerable time before the 18th year of Josiah's
The character of Dt agrees exactly with
reign.
iJi'*-*", where
the spirit of Iluldah's warning in 2
she speaks of the people of Judah having forsaken
J", and burned incense to other gods, etc.
The traditional view, that the work in its present
form was written by Moses, is now generally
recognized by critical scholarship as inipo.ssible.
The fact that Moses is described in Dt 31'- ** as
having committed the Deut. legislation to writing, wa-s, in former times, regarded as sufhcient
proof that the whole work came from hia hand.
The writer (Dt 31') narrates the fact that Moses
he also narrates the fact that
wrote this law
Moses delivered farewell discourses to the people.
There is no appearance of autobiography in Dt.
Tliere is no claim to Mosaic authorship for the
whole work. A copy of the Deut. law is stated
(Dt 31-°) to have been committed by Mo.ses to the
keeping of the priests by the side of the ark.'
Ileb. laws went back to the founding of the
nation under Moses. The name of Moses embraced
the whole legislation, both in its earlier forms and
The
in their later expansion and modilication.
writer of Dt employed the nucleus of ancient law
teaching
needed
by
conveying
the
as the means of
The authority of Moses is invoked as
his time.
impersonating the spirit of Isr. law in its later
applicatiuii, no less than in its original framing.
Aloses is made to plead with his people, and to
show the abiding principles of the worship of J".
The work is that of a prophet, a religious teacher,
not of a jurist or a statesman. In language, in
thought, and in character, it is most easily understooiT as the composition of one who lived in the
7th cent., and who sought, by a dramatic use of
the last words of Moses, to recall his countrymen
It has
to a holier life, and a purer service of J".
been objected that the allusions to the dwellers
(-'»
eo"-'"),
in Canaan, and to the Amalekites
would be unintelligible and unnecessary at so late
the
writer's
But
a period as tlie 7th cent. B.C.
purpose is to transfer himself to the age of Moses,
appeal to the
standpoint
to
and from that hi-storic
If Mo.ses were reiiresented as
nation's conscience.
speaking in the plains of Moab, it would he natural

K

'

'

;

'

'

make him

'

refer to the C'anaanites, and to introduce suitable local allusions.
And the writer's argument was perfectly intelligible. If severity of the sternest kind was traditionally said to have been inculcated by Moses against
the idolatrous inhabitants of the land, how much
more waa it required in dealing with those who, in
Israel itself, had proved so faitlilc-sa to J", in spite
of the warnings of the pr()])hel8
It has been objected that the substance of Deut.
laws is alluded to in writings earlier than the 7th
for the writer to

!
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„ 5H

=

„ 230

of
as
as
of

Dt 241'.
„ 16"'.
„ 24H.
„ 1610.

There are, of course, in Dt abundant allusions
to offerings {e.g. ch. 12), tithes (1422-28), distinctions
'unclean' (12"- » H'"*), the
of 'clean' and
'solemn assembly' (16*), law of leprosy (24*), and
kindred topics, which show the familiarity of Dt
with the national religious observances ; they do
not exhibit acquaintance with the distinctive
ordinances of P, although reference to them is
necessarily made with technical terms.
Certain words and phrases have also been
adduced from the prophetical WTiters, which it is
alleged must have been taken from Dt, e.g. Hos 5"
8" theij shall return to
oppressed from Dt 28^
;

Egypt from Dt 28"'; 11* Admak and Zeboim from
Dt 29^ Am 4" blasting and mildew from Dt 28-4" overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah from Dt 29'^
5' wormwood from Dt 29" etc.
But the occurrence
of such words and phrases is not sufficient to
;

;

justify the claim for direct citation. They are
expressions, most of them, which would guite
naturally occur independently to the writers.
Nor is tliere any means of showing that there is
more probability of these writers having borrowed
a phrase from Dt than of Dt having borrowed a

phrase from them. Considering the resemblance of
Dt's style to the writing in Jer and Kings, it would
be more natural to expect Dt to have borrowed
from Hosea or Amos than for Hosea or Amos to have
borrowed from Dt. The Deuteronoinic style in
Jer, Jos, Jg, Kings, shows at once the inlfueiicu
of Dt; but there is no clear proof of the earlier
prophets having been acquainted with Dt.

—

For a fuller discussion of the aubject the reader
referred to the admirable truatincnt of It by Driver, in his
Critical Coin.
mentdTy, T. k 1. Clarl<, EdinlmrKti). in his LOT, and in hia
Deuteronomy ' in Smith's Visi; U) all of which the writer
art.
Other worl<9 deahng
of the prcsLMit article is largely indebted.
with the same subject, t<> which reference may bo made, are the
LiTKRATU&R.

la

commentary on 'Deuteronomy' (Jntcniationai
'

of Octtli and Harper, and Einleitungen ot Kiehm,
Comlll, KoniL'. Strack, Kuenen, Ilolzinger Cheyne, Jeremiah
(•Men of the liible scries) W. U. Smith, OTJCi; Kyle, Caiwn
of the OT; Montoflorc, lidifjion 0/ the Ancient UeUrewa
Wildcboer, LU. d.A.T.; Picpenbring, La Kctomio et le Codede
josiaa,' in Revue d. tUittoiie det Itetigiom, t xxix. 1894.

commentaries

;

'

;

'

H. E. Kyle.

— See

DEYOTED

DEMON,

Satan.
THINGS.—See Accursed, Cuksk.

DEVIL.

—

AV

RV gives ' devotion for
DEVOTION.
the word is
In
'prayer' in .lob 15* (nij-i;).
found only Ac 17"* as I passed by, and beheld
your devotions,' Or. ri acjidaiuxTix v/iuir, KV the
'

AV

'

'

objects of your worship.'
gives the meaning of the Greek there la no doubt
Tliat
'
a (tod,'
Ttie same Or. won! occurs Wis 142" (Vulg. deue,
object of devotion '), IS" (Vulg. quof colil, A V ' the things
worship');
Bel"
'object
of
his
which ho worshippeth,'

RV

KV

AV

'

RV

'the gods ye worship'); and '2 Th '2^ (I'V 'that il
worahippccl/ KVm "an object of worship'). Did the AV transobjects of worlators understand 'devotions' in the sense of
Aldis Wright (.Bible WordJiook,* p. 198 t.), after •
ship,' then?

(EV

'

;

DEW
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He qnotes, howArcadia (ed. 1698, p. 282 [ed. 1622, p. 277J),
voyce, to looke
lowd
speaice
his
AS /oUow* : Dametos began to
big, to march up and downe, and in his march to lift his leggea
that
devotions,
by
no
meane
waa
wont,
swearing
higher than he
the walls should not keepe the coward from him.' The Ox/.
£tuj. Diet, gives *an object of religious worship' as one of tlie
meanings of devotion,' quoting the above from Sidney, Ac IT^*,
and a passage from Fletcher (1625), Double Marriage, it. iv.:
* Churches and
altars, priests and all devotions, Tumbled tofull

ducuBslon, concludes that they did not.

ever, from Sidney,
*

'

gether into one rude chaos'; but saya, 'this sense is not very
certain, the meaning of the quotations being in every case
doubtful.' As Wright points out, AV took the word from Oen.
Tind. the maner
Bible of 1660 Wyclif (1380) having mawmetis
how ye worship your goddes,' so Cran., Gen. of 1657 (WTiittingham). Bishops' ; Gov. youre gods seruyce (from Zurich Bible,
euwre Gotttidienit) Rhem. 'your Idols.' But it has not been
observed that Tomson's NT of 1576, wliich from 1587 onwards
supplanted the NT of 1560 in most copies of the Gen. Bible, has
the marg. note : * \Vhatsoever men worship for religion's sake,
that we oill devotion.' That note, which removes all doubt of
this meaning from the word, was before the translators of AV,
and they would have no hesitation in using an abstract word in
this concrete sense : cf. Ac lO^ Gr. ri fjui.ra.toL, AV vanities,'
RV 'vain things.' OoverdAle has 'devotion in Ja 1™ for AV
;

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

BV

»nd

'

religion.'

J.

HASTINGS.

—

DEW

(^, tal). i. The atmosphere is capable of
holding in suspension a certain amount of aqueous
vapour proportionate to its temperature under a
fiven pressure. The greatest amount is taken up
uring the daytime ; but on the approach of
sunset, when the temperature is lowered, part of
the vapour is precipitated in the form of dew, till
the dew-point is reached.
This process is enhanced in Eastern countries
like Palestine, where the surface of the ground and
the air in contact therewith are highly heated
during the daytime, but where at night, and particularly under a cloudless sky, the heat of the
ground is radiated into space and the air becomes
rapidly cooled down. The excess of moisture in
the air then gently falls as dew on the tender
'

herb,'
life

of

and sometimes so copiously as to sustain tlie
many plants which would otherwise peri.sh

during the rainless season ; or even, as in the case
of Gideon, to saturate a fleece of wool (Jg 6^).
When the sky is clouded, radiation is retarded, and
Thus rain and dew alternately
rain may fall.
and to the latter agent
benefit the vegetation
may possibly be ascribed the presence of a
beauteous, though dwarfed, flora amongst the
waterless valleys of the Sinaitic Peninsula, which
;

mom

sparkles in the sunshine, owing
in the early
to the multitudes of dewdrops which have settled
on the leaves and stems of the plants during the
cool hours of the night.
ii. Thus deprivation of dew, as well as of rain,
becomes a terrible calamity in the East. On this
account ' dew and rain are associated in the
imprecation called down by David on the mountains
of Gilboa in his distress at the tidings of the death
of Saul and Jonathan (2 S 1-') and in the curse
pronounced on Ahab and his kingdom by Elijah
17')
a^ also by the prophet Haggai on the
(1
Jews after the Restoration (Hag I'") owing to their
unwillingness to rebuild the temple.
iii. In the Book of Job the formation of dew is
pointed to as one of the mysteries of nature
insoluble by man (Job 38^) but in Pr it is ascribed
to the omniscience and power of the Lord (Pr 3^).
iv. Dew is a favourite emblem in Scripture ; the
following are examples (a) Richness and Fertility,
' God
give thee of the dew of heaven (Gn 27^,
'

;

K

;

;

:

Dt

33**).

'My

(6)

Refreshing

speech shall

distil

and ViWfying effects,
as the dew' (Dt 32^);

•Like a cloud of dew in the heat of summer' (Is
18*).
(c) Stealth,
We will liglit upon hira as the
dew falleth on the ground' (2 S 17'-). (d) Incon'

stancy; the goodness of Judah is 'as the early
dew, it goeth away' (Hos G<); Ephraim
shall
be 'as the early dew that pnsseth away' (ch. 13').
(e) The ysung warriors of the Messianic king.
.

.

.

Thou
flashing weapons like dewdrops,
dew of thy youth (Ps 110»).
E. HtTLL.
DIADEM. This term (SiiSjjiw.) was applied by
the Greeks to the emblem of royalty wora on the
head by Pers. monarchs (Xen. Cyr. viii. 3. 13). It
consisted of a silken fillet, 2 inches broad, of blue
or purple, mixed with white, tied at the back of
the head. Originally intended to confine the hair,
and worn by all Persians, it became an ornamental
head-dress, the king's being distinguished by its
It was
colour, and perhaps by jewels studding it.
tied round the lower part of the khshatram (Heb.
ins, Gr. KiSapis or (ciropij ; see Rawlinson, Anc.
Mon. iii. 204 note), a tall, stifl" cap, probably of
felt, and of bright colours, which formed the tiara
or turban of the king (Q. Curt. iii. 3. 18, 19 ; see
head from Persepolis in Rawlinson, iii. 166). The
head-dress of soldiers other than the king was soft,
and fell back on the head (Suidas, Lexicon, ndpa.
See also the Pompeian mosaic of the battle of Issus,
given in Ain6, Berculaneum and Pompeii). Later,

with

'

hast the

'

—

the fillet was enlarged by broad pendants falling
on the shoulders. The Persian diadem was adopted

by Alexander and

his

successors

(1

Mac

1'

Herodian, i. 3. 7). To the Greeks and Romans it
was the distinctive badge of royalty, unlike the
WTeath, and is commonly described as white (Tac.
Annales, vi. 37). Its presentation to Julius CiEsar
was therefore specially oUensive (Cic. Phil. ii. 34
Pliny [Nil vii. 57) attributes
Sueton. Jul. 79).
its invention to Father Liber (the supposed Latin
Dionysus), and it was long confined in art to him
but later artists placed it on the head of other
Diocletian was the first Rom. emperor
deities.
;

to wear

it

Out

permanently and publicly.

in combination with the

of

it.

corona,' the later royal
crowns were developed.
In
SiiSriiw. is used loosely to translate not
only 'crown royal' (no^a ins Est I" 2") but
psllium (XXf^ Est 8" SiiSriiui ^vaaivov iropipvpovv)
and 'tiara' (TJ> Is 62'. But not so in Job 29'*,
in Zee 3' I'JJf is tr. itiSopis, a rendering also
Is 3^
28*,
given to the high priest's turban in Ezk 21"
Lv 16*). In 1 Mac P 13** it describes the strictly
royal insignia for the head adopted by the Greeks
of OT,
from the Persians (StdSTjjoa t^s 'Ao-ias). In
diadem is again used loosely for the high priest's
turban (Ezk 21* n?JSP), a royal tiara (Job 29",
'

LXX

'

'

;

*

AV

Is 62'

>)•};()

and a crown

(Is 28' iTss).

RV

more

properly confines diadem to the last three passages,
using mitre in Ezk 21^, and also turban in the
marg. of Job 29". But tliough tlius the royal
head-dress of the kings of Israel is not described as
a diadem, there can be but little doubt that it was
such (see Crown). In NT the distinction between
crown and diadem is accurately observed in the
Gr. and in RV, but not in AV. Diadem should be
read in Rev 12^ 13' 19'^, where it symbolizes respectively the empire of 'the dragon,' 'the beast, and
of the royal Christ.
The phrase ' on his head
were many diadems,' describes Christ's universal
dominion (see Crown ; also for bibliography).
G. T. PURVES.
Heb.
DIAL (n'l'pv?, i.va§a9ii.ol, horologium),
tteps,' 2 K 2t)", Is 38«.— The Heb. word commonly
denotes steps (see Ex 20^, 1 K 10"), and is so rendered elsewhere in this narrative (2 K 2U*"", Is 38';
degrees).
Tlie steps referred to are doubtless not simply the steps of the palace (so LXX,
Jos. Ant. X. ii. 1), but formed part of some kind
of sun-clock (so Targ., Vulg., Jerome on Is 38', and
'

'

'

'

RVm

'

AV

'

'

'

'

most commentators). According to Herod, ii. 109,
tlie Babylonians were the inventors of the iroXo'i
or concave dial, the yviifiuy, and the division of
the day into 12 hours. The introduction by Ahai
of a device for meas\iring the time may be regarded as a result of his intercourse with the

'

:;

DIAMOND

DIANA OF THE EPHESIANS

Assyrians (2 K 16"'"), but it is uncertain what
kind of clock is intended. Some have supposed
that it was in the form of a dial witli concentric
circles, and a central gnomon (Ges., Ilitz., Keil,
etc.) ; but it is doubtful whether niVi^t can denote
'degrees.' Hence it seems simpler to think of
actual 'steps' arranged round a pillar or obelisk,
the time of day being then indicated by the posiSince in 2 K I.e.
tion of the shadow on the steps.
it is regarded as possible for the shadow to go
down or to return 10 steps, it is clear that these
steps did nDt each mark an hour of the day, but

US from coins, statues, and statuettes, the goddess
appears as a standing idol, in shape partly
human the upper part of the body in front is
covered with rows of breasts (symbolizing her
function as the nourishing mother of all life) the
lower part is merely an upright block, without
distinction of le;js or feet, covered with symbols
and figures of animals the arms from below the
elbows are extended on each side, and the hands
are supported by props the head is surmounted
either by a lofty ornament, polos, or by a mural
crown, and something like a heavy veil hangs on
each side of the face down to the shoulders the
ligure stands on a peculiarly shaped pedestal, generally low on coins, out sometimes high
frequently
stags accompany the goddess, one on each side.
A similar representation of the native goddess is
found very widely both in Lydia and in Phrygia.
The Gr. colonists in Ephesus identified this Oriental
deity with their own Artemis, on account of
certain analogies between them they represented
her on their coins in the Gr. character, and introduced some of the Gr. mythology of the twins
Artemis and Apollo but they never succeeded in

some smaller period of time. In biblical Heb.,
indeed, no word denoting an hour is found n^'y
first appears in the Aram, of Dn 4" (Eng. '") 5'.
Our ignorance of the real form of the 'dial' of Aliaz
;

renders precarious all attempts at explaining the
phenomenon of the recession of the sun's shadow.
Moreover, a discussion of the problem requires a
critical comparison of the parallel accounts in Is
and 2 K and it must be recognized as probable on
independent grounds, that our narrative is considerably later than the time of Hezekiah. Cf. esp.
;

Dillmann and Cheyne on

Is 38'"'.

DIANA OF THE EPHESIANS
'E(p(aiai'),

the

IphesuB.

the Latinized

Artemis {'Apreius tCiv
the Greeks designated a

by which

The

is

name

foddess whose sanctuary was
situation

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

H. A. White.

DIAMOND.—See Stones (Precious).
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situated close to
of the

and splendour

and the part that the sanctuary and
its priests played in the history of the city, through
temple,

the influence of the conservative anti-Greek parly,

which favoured the interests of the temple and
the power of the goddess, are described under
Ephesus. The goddess, who had her seat in the
rich valley near the mouth of the Cayster long
before Gr. colonists had set foot on the Asian
coast, had little in common with the chaste virgin
goddess Artemis of Greek poetry and mythology.
She Avas the impersonation of the vitality and
power of nature, of the reproductive power which
Keeps up the race of man and animals in an unbroken series of oll'spring, and of the nourishing
power by which the earth tenders to the use of
mail and animals all that they require to keep

them in life. She was worshipped, with almost
complete identity of character and image, over
the whole of Lydia
and the Lydian Artemis
prcsenta such close analogies with the Phrygian
Cybele, and with other feminine envisagements of
the divine power in Asiatic countries, like the
Cappadocian Ma, the Phccnician A.starto or Ashtaroth, the Syrian Atarg.atis and Mylitta, as to
suggest that these are all mere varieties of one
ultimate religious conception, presenting in dill'erent
countries certain dillerences, due to varying development according to local circumstances and national
;

character.
The old hypothesis that this widespread similarity was due to I'hicn. colonists, wlio
carried their own goddess with them to new lands,
is now discredited
there is no evidence that
Phoenicians ever si ttled in the Cayster Volley, still
less in other parts >f Lydia.
The Kphesian goddess was represented by a rude
idol, which was said to have fallen from heaven
(Ac 19"") a tradition which attached to many
sacred and rude old statues, such as that of
Cybele at Pessinus (said to be merely a shapeless
stone), Athena Polias on the Athenian Acropolis,
In the representation which is familiar to
etc.
:

—

really aflectiug

tlie

cultus,

which remained always

purely Asian and non-Greek. The chief priest bore
the Persian title lilegabyzos, and in earlier time he
had to be a eunuch but Strabo seems perhaps to
imply that this condition was no longer required,
when he was writing (about A.D. 19). Some
authorities think that there was a body of Megabyzoi in the ritual but Canon Hicks seems rightly
to argue that the title was appropriated to the
single chief priest, who represented the divine
associate of the goddess, Attis or Atys, whom she
herself mutilated.
large body of priestesses
were under his authority, divided into three
;

;

A

classes (Plutarch, Anseni sit per. resp. p. 795, § 24),
called MeOierai, Hierai, and Parierai ; and according to Strabo they originally had to be virgins.
Some authorities seem to apply the name Melissai,
Bees,' to them ; and the bee is the most characteristic type on earlier Gr. coins of Ephesus.
single priestess {Upaa) is mentioned in inscriptions,
who was probably the head of the cultus and
represcntativa of the goddess.
There was also a body of priests (some wrongly
say a single high priest), to whom was given tlie
The Essenes were appointed for a
title Essenes.
year only (Paus. viii. 13. 1) ; and they seem to have
been othcials at once of the city and of the sar.ctuary, for they allotted new citizens to their proper
tribe and division, sacrificed to the go<ldess on
behalf of the city, and seem in general to have
guarded the relations between the State and the
goddess. Various other bodies of ministers at'

A

tended the sanctuary, such as the Kouretes, the
Akrohatai, the Hieroi, whose nature and duties
are obscure (the first two, perhaps, colleges similar
to the modern dervishes, the la.st a Greek form of
hierodouloi).
There can be no doubt that the ritual
was of an orgiastic type, and accompanied with
ceremonial prostitution and other abominations
traces of the ritual and its accomi>animents are
collected in the works on Eiihesus (which see) the
Lydian ritual of the Mysteries, which are mentioned
at Ephesus in inscriptions (Hicks, p. 147, CIG 30U2
Strabo, p. (JIO), a.-* well as in many other cities,
is described in Cities and Bishoprics of Phri/<jiir
(Ramsay), i. p. 91 11'., and the general character of
the religion in Lyd. et le Monde Grec. (Radet), p.
;

;

2(il

If.

The epithets 'Qiicen of Ephesus' and 'i^roat' or '(greatest*
teem to liave l)cen specially appropriutt'<l to Artemis m Asia

;

• In this place the rendering • which fell down from Jupiter
a wron^ iniprewion the word ittynrtZt merely
indicates that the image waa helieved to have fallen from the
cleftr sky.
In Kuhp. I ph. T. t>77, 13S4, «u^»«u virtjiMi is ^ven
tfl the equivalent and explanation of iivwtrlt kyeiXij.^.

(AY and U\ ) tri^ e8

:

so CJ(r 29U3 c. r^( /uyitiv (liii "A., 11707, 'E;iir«u i.»rr«
Achillea,
Xen. Evh. i. 11. p. 15, rr.r fMy^Xyt* 'l\,Tiffitn "A.
lliiks, No. 481, 1. 278
<iiy<i>i Ci«t
Tat. viii. 9. p. 601, J "A.
Further, the expression ^i>-«x»i ' A;>tiuh
rjte iMyirrvA Slit 'A.
seems to have been a formula of an invocatory character see
;

li

:

;

—

—
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the inecriptionfl given in Bulletin de Corrtsp. HelUnujue^ 1880,
Lesbos
and in Ramsay, Uist. Geogr. oj As.

&430, from
in.

p. 410,

;

from

I'isidia

(cf.

;
'

^ya; *A»*W*»,

id.

and

Cities

Bishoprics of I'hrj/gia, p. 151, No. 49, fuyec>.yi ' Ateurif ; ilous.
It is therefore probable
et Bihliotheca Sjnyrji, No. vX^').
that the shoutfl o( the excited crowd in the Ephesian theatre
19**)
invocations
the
goddess, as her worwere
really
to
(Ac
shippers repeated a formula familiar in her ritual (see Ramsay,
in
Horn.
Bmp.
138
f.).
Church
p.
The Nao! or Shrines of Artemis, which were made in silver
by artis.'ins such as Demetrius, and in other less expensive
the workmen of
materials (esp. marble and terra-cotta) by
like occupation (rt,u( rt/>l ra Ttteturai ipyaTete, Ac 19'^), were first
correctly explained by Prof. E. Curtiufl {Athen. Mittheil. d.
Instituts, ii. p. 49 f.). They were not mere statuettes of the
Ephesian Diana,* for such could not be called * shrines." The
worshippers of the goddess dedicated to her representations of
herself in her shrine * a great city erected a great temple with
a colossal statue of the goddess private indi\iduals propitiated
her with miniature shrines containing embodiments of her
living presence. The vast temple and the tiny terra-cotta shrine
were equally acceptable to Artemis she accepted from her
votaries offerings according to their means ; she dwelt neither
in the temple nor in the terra-cotta shrine ; she lived in the
mother of all, and nurse of all, she was most
life of nature
really present wherever the unrestrained Ufe of nature was most
freely manifested
in the woods, on the mountains, among the
wild beasts. Her worshippers expressed their devotion, and
their belief in her omnipresence, by offering shrines to her,
and doubtless by keeping shrines of the same kind in their own
homes, certainly also by placing such shrines in graves beside the
corpse, as a sign that the dead had gone back to the mother
who bore them (Church in Bom. Emp. p. 125 f.). These
small dedicatory shrines were not modelled after the splendid
Gr. temple of Artemis for the creations of Gr. art in sculpture
and architecture, beautiful as they were, were never so holy in
the estimation of devotees as the simple and rude tj'pes of
primitive art and religion. The t>'pe most familiar to us from
extant remains shows the goddess seated in a niche or naiskos,
sometimes alone, sometimes accompanied by one or two figures
(among them her favourite Atys). In the ruder examples, she sits
in stiff fashion, holding in one hand the tambourine (rv^vctiot),
Beside her are one or two lions. In
in the otlier a cup ($j<eA»;).
some more artistic examples, she has laid aside the stiff s^'mbols,
and sometimes caresses with one hand the lion which climbs to
her knee or lies in her lap. Sometimes the lion serves her as a
footstool in other cases two sit in stiff sjTnmetry, one on each
side of her throne. Works of this class are found very widely both
at Ephesus and elsewhere, in marble and in terra-cotta the
examples in marble are usually marked by inscriptions as dedicatory no examples in silver have been preserved, but naturally
their intrinsic value led to their being melted down. The precise relation between this t.N'pe and the Lydian t^'pe already
described (commonly designated, wherever found, as the Eph.
Artemis) has not .vet been determined. It is highly probable
that the whole class of sacred dedicatory objects fabricated by
the artisans for use in the cultus of Artemis were designated
by the generic term naoi, taken from the most commoo and
'

'

:

;

more closely the Hebrew word foi
blood (Dam), and support the play on words in
that verse.
The modem name of the town is Dhiban, aboat
half an hour N. of 'Ara'ir, which is on the edge of
the Amon Valley. It is a dreary and featureless
ruin on two adjacent knolls, but has acquired
notoriety in consequence of the discovery there of
the Moabite Stone. See Tristram, Land of Moab,
p. 132 f., Seetzen, Reisen, i. 400, and cf. RIOAB.
2. A town in Judah inhabited in Nchemiah's
time by some of the children of Judah (Neh 11").
Perhaps it is the same as Dimonah (Jos 15*'^) among
If this identithe southernmost cities of Judah.
fication be correct, it illustrates the passage Is 15*
to resemble

referred to in

;

(1).

Dibon-gad (Nu 33" only)

;

(^yi). — A

DIBRI

blasphemer who was

see above.
A. T. Chapman.
Danite, grandfather of the
death,
Lv 24''.
stoned to
;

:

'

;

;

;

:

characteristic type.

LmsRATCRB.

(which

is

W. M. Ramsay.
Ezk 6'*.— Four MSS read Riblah
accepted by Cheyne, Davidson, Hitzie,
(.1^?^),

Smend, Comill, Sie^'fried-Stade, and Or/. Heb.
Lex.).
It was near a wilderness, and this would
has also been supposed to
There is a village in
be Beth-Piblathaim.
vol. i. sh. iu.
Upper Galilee called Dibl. See
C. R. CONDER.
DIBLAIM (n-'?!'!, Aipri'Xalti), the father of Gomer,
Hosea's wife. See Gomer, Hosea.
suit for Riblah.

MT, but

the spelling p"i of
the Moabite Stone and Atu^wr of LXX indicate
see Driver,
that the • had a consonantal va'ue
Notes on Heb. Text of Samuel, Ixxxix. ). A city east
of the Dead Sea and north of the Amon in the land
which, before the coming of the Israelites, Sihon,
king of the Amorites, had taken from a former
king of Moab (Nu21'**'). The Israelites disnossessed Sihon, and the territory was assi^ed to
Reuben (Jos 13'- "), but the city Dibon is mentioned among those built (or rebuilt) by Gad (Nu
32'- "), hence the name Dibon-gad by which it is
once called (Nu 33"). The children of Israel were
not able to retain possession of the land, and in
the time of Isaiah Dibon is reckoned among the
In Is 15" Dimon is supposed
cities of Moab (Is 15).
to be a mudilied form of Dibon, adopted in order
1.

(jbn in

;

*

Canon

Iiicks,

different view.

— To die

by a specified form of death is a
as Caxton (1477), Jason, 42
expression
If I dye not of bodily deth I shal dye of spirituel
Your
deth' ; and so Caxton, G. de la Tour, Gv v.
sone deyd this nyght of a good dethe.' Similar is
the phrase Nu 16-'" If these men die the common
and 23" Let me die the death
death of all men
of the righteous,' and other examples in which the
But the expression 'die the
prep, is omitted.
death is un-English, and is prob. everywhere due
It occurs
to a literal rendering of the Heb. idiom.
Sir 14" the covenant from the beginning is, Thot
i.Troda.v%,
from
(Gr. 6ava.Tif
shalt die the death
Gn 2" 'thou shalt surely die,' Heb. mon nio, lit.
DIE.

common

Expositor, June

1890,

p.

403

ff.,

takes a

:

;

'

'

:

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

dying thou shalt die,' LXX 9av6.T<f diro8avet<rt>e)
and Mt 15* He that curseth father or mother, let
him die the death (Gr. SaKdrv TcXtwdTu, lit. let
him end by death, Vulg. morte moriatur, Cov.
'shal dye the death,' after whom Cran., Gen.,
Bish., AV, RV
but Rhem. 'dying let him dye ').
'

'

'

'

;

die the death ' is not uncommon in
Shaks., and is generally interpreted as meaning
'
die the death appointed for the particular otl'ence
but it is probably a reminiscence of the phrase in
'

'

Mt,* and means 'let him assuredly
Midi. Night's Dream, I. i. 65

die.'

Thus

Either to die the death, or to abjur«
For ever the society of men.'

•

It

SWP

DIBON

DIDYMUS.— See Thomas.

The phrase

—See under Ephbsub.

DIBLAH

DIDRACHMA.—See Money.

Hastings.
through late
the obsol. sense of an
J.

DIET

(fr.

Gr. Slaira,

mode

of

life,

Lat. dieta) is used in AV in
allowance of food,' Jer 52" And for his [Jehoiachin's] diet, there was a continual diet given him
'

'

AV

RV

in par.
'allowance,' as
In Pr 15" the same Heb. is tr.
in Jer 40'
'dinner,' with 'portion' in
'victuals,'
'an allowance'). The Eng. word
is rare in this sense, and is not used in any previous
version here.
In the more usual sense it occurs Sir
30^ A cheerful and good heart will have a care of
(Tcij noii;

'inrint;,

passage 2

K 25*".

RVm

;

RVm

'

his

meat and
*

diet

'

;

cf.

Chaucer {Prol. 435)

Of his diet measurable was he.
For it was of no superfiuilee.
But of greet norianng and digestible.*
J. HA.sTraos.

DIKLAH (•iSi?'!, AcicXd).—The name of a son of
Joktan (Gn 10", 1 Ch 1-'), probably representing
a nation or community. The Aramaic name for
the river "Tigris (Dildath) is practically identical
with this form, aiid hence the conjecture ol
Michaelis, that Diklah signified the dwellers on
• Cf. Macbeth, it. iii. Ill : '
lection, no doubt, of 1 Co 15"

Died everj- day (he
'

I

die daily.'

lived,"

a leool

;

DILAN
that riTer,

DIONTSIA

not wholly improbable

is

;

;

Dek&l&b rather than Uiklah. The names immediately preceding and following Diklah give no
clue to its identihcation.
D. S. Margoliouth.

DILAN (li'^-i), Jos 15".— A town of Judah in
the same group with Lachish and Eglon.
The
is unknown.
C. R. CONDEE.

mte

—

DILIGENCE.
'Derived from diligo, to love,
"diligence " reminds us that the secret of true industry in onr work is love of that work (Trench,
Study of Words, p. 314).
But as diligence has
gradually forgotten the rock whence it was hewn.
It has also lost some of its proper meaning.
It is
a synonym now for ' industry ; but formerly it
was also a syn. for 'carefulness,' since our love of
a work may express itself as readily in care or
caution as in perseverance. Hence Wyclifs tr. of
If ony man kan not goueme his hous, how
1 Ti 3'
schal he haue diligence of the chirche of God
and
Coverdale's tr. of Pr 4^ Kepe thine hert with all
diligence,' which is retained in
and RV. Cf.
Kncx, Historie, 15 'He declared what diligence
ancients
the
took to trjy true miracles from false.'
Diligent and diliqentli/ had the same range of
meaning. Thus Job 42° Cov. ' I have geuen dili'I have heard of
gent eare unto the' (Gen.,
thee by the hearing of the ear,' RV ' I had heard,'
thus reversing Coverdale's meaning)
etc.
1611 Title, 'with the former Translations diligently compared and revised ; Shaks. Tempest,
'

'

'

'

;

'

AV

:

AV

—

;

AV

'

42—

Ul. L

'The h&rmony of their tonnes bath into bondage
Brought my too diligent ear.'
J.

Hastings.

—

DIMINISH. To diminish is to make less, and
that primary meaning is alone in use now. We
do not even use the word fiL;uratively, to lessen
the influence of,' 'belittle,' as Ezk 5" 'therefore will
I alsod. thee
I will d. them, that they shall
; 29"
no more rule over the nations' ls21" the mighty
men
shall be diminished (RV shall be few ')
the diminishing of them [be] the
Ro 11" 'if
riches of the Gentiles (ri ij-mj/ia airrCm, RV their
loss,' Sanday-Headlam
their defeat ').
Cf. ArguFor seing the
ment of Ep. to Heb. in Gen. NT
Spirit of God is the autor thereof, it diminisheth
nothing the autoritie, althofjh we knowe not with
what penne he wrote it.' Still less can we speak of
diminishing one thing from another, i.e. witlulrawing or withholding, so as to cause diminution, as
Dt 4- 'Ye shall not add unto the word which I
oommand you, neither .shall ye d. ouglit from it'
Jer 26" d. not a word (KV keep not back '). So
in Atkinson's tr. (1504) of De Imitatione, IV. ix.
' Take
from our hertis ... all that may .
'

'

.

.

.

.

'

;

.

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

:

.

dimynyshe vg from thy
(nici).—

A

.

eternal! loue.'
J.

DIMNAH

(n;-'!).- The

daughter of Jacob by Leah

The composite and verj- obscure narraGn 34 relates how, when Jacob was en-

30-').

tive of

camped at Shechem, after his return from Mesopotamia, she was seduced by Shechem the son of
Hamor, a Hivite prince. This outrage was bitterly
resented by her lull brothers, Simeon and Levi.
Shechem was ready to prove his attachment by
marrying the maiden, and offered to pay any
marriage price or dowry that might be fixed by hcV
family. I'o this her brothers consented, but only
on condition that all the men of Shechem should
be circumcised. This being conceded, her brotlicis
made it the means of inflicting a barbarous reveii;;c
for their sister's dishonour, by killing all the nuti
of the place on the third day, when the efiects of

the circvimcision made them incapable of selfdefence.
Both at the time and on his death-bed,
their father Jacob (according to J) spoke of this
with
act
indignation and abhorrence (Gn 34'° 49*"').
It was, however, approved by later Jewish fanatics
(Jth O''). (l'"or the tribal significance of Dinah and
the historical incidents which may underlie the
above narrative, see Simeon).
R. M. Boyd.

LXX

DINAITES (N:n.
Aeiratoi,
Ezr 4»), a
people settled in Samaria by Osnappar (i.e. probably Assurbanipal).
They joined with the
other Samaritans in denouncing the Jews to
Artaxerxes.
The Dinaites have been variously
identified with the Da-ja-6ni, a tribe of western
Armenia, mentioned in inscriptions of Tiglathpileser I. (Schrader)
and with the inhabitants of
Deinaver, a Median city (Ewald), or of Din-Sharru
near Susa (Fried. Delitzsch). On account of the
other peoples named in the same verse, the last
view seems the most probable. See further Meyer,
Judenthum, 39 f.
H. A. White.
;

DINHABAH(n?nn).—Thecapital

city of king Bela

Ch 1«). There is some doubt
as to its identification. The name, which is accented
so as to mean 'Give judgment' (Ball, Genesis, ad
loc.), occurs in Palmyrene as Danabn or Dahl)i!)na
in

Edoin (Gn 36'^=

1

(K3:m)
cf. Aavd^ri in Babylonia, and see Dillm.
and Del. on Gn SO*". It has been proposed by
Neuhauer (Academy, 1891, p. 200) to identify
Dinlmbah with Tennib.
Tiiis is accepted by
Tomkins (ib. p. 284), who further identifies Tennib
«-ith Thenih, E.N.E. from Heshbon, describeil in
Tristram's Moab, p. 222. See further Honirnil,

Anc.

Ileb. Tradition,

223

n.

J.

A. Selbik.

DINNER.— See FOOD.

'

;

'

.

(Gn

;

DILL.— See ANISE.

'

DINAH

we know,

however, of no community so called, and the home
of such of the Joktanidne as can be identified with
certainty is in Arabia.
The word dakal (in Syr.
dekli', ' palm ') is well kno«Ti in Arabic, and
signifies dry dat«s of bad quality
as they possess
no cohesive power, to 'scatter like rlnhal' is a
proverbial phrase. The geo'rraphcr Yakut knows
of a place in Yemamah called Daknlnh, ' where
there were palm trees,' of too little importance to
be connected with the son of Joktan ; moreover,
the corresponding form in Hebrew should be

607

Hastings.

Levitical city in Zebulun,

Jos '2\^.
Dillmann, followed by licniictt in
nau]it» OT, emends to .tis-i, Riramon (cf.
Ch G-"-',
J. A. Selbie.
Jos 19").
1

DIMON, DIMONAH.— See Dibon.

EV

DIONYSIA {Aioviaia, Bacchanalia,
Feast of
festival in honour of
Bacchus'), 2 Mac 6'.
Dionysus. Dionj'sus is usually regarded as the god
of the vine, but, as Fiazer shows in the Golden
Bou(jh, he was a god of trees in general. As he comes
before us in Greek worship, he is quite clearly a
vegetation deity but Jevons may be right in thinking that two cults have been combined, that of
the vegetation spirit and that of the wine-god
Dionysus, the latter lending its name to the former,
which at first w.as naturally nameless. The character of the god is to bo determined, not from the
myths told about him, which are tales invented
to explain the ritual, but from the ritual itself,
interpreted through comparison with parallel rites
among other peoples. The festival was intended
to celebrate the revival of vegetation in spring
after the long sleep of winter.
Not only to cele-

—A

;

liialc

it,

'

—

however, but by sympathetic magic to

secure the fertility of the fielils.
This imitation
of the processes of nature was associated with the
wildest orgies and excesses, stimulated no doubt,
in this instance, by the connexion of Dionysus

:

DIONYSIUS

608

DIOSCURI

Jevons givea a reconstruction
with the vine.
of the festival as it was held at Thebes and other
places.
A branch, or something else representing
the vegetation spirit, was carried round the cultivated fields, to secure his blessing on the crops.

A human

figure, also representing this spirit, was
fastened to the top of a tree trunk, wliich had
been felled and prepared for the purpose. This
was hoisted up and then pelted till it fell. The
women then tore it in pieces, and the woman who
got the head raced with it to the temple or cliief
But in many
liouse and nailed it to the door.
cases the rites were much more savage, and bulls
himself, were
which
represented
the
god
or goats,
torn to pieces by the worshippers in a mad scramble to possess themselves of portions of the flesh,
and even human beings suffered at times in this

way.

The

flesh

was taken home and some

of

it

buried in the fields. (For parallels to this custom
of killing the god the Golden Bough should be
consulted.
It secured a certain communion with
the deity, the preservation of his vigour through
the deatb of his temporary representative and his
re-incarnation in a fresh life, and the fertility of
the land in which the flesh was buried). The most
famous festivals of Dionysus were held in Attica.
Besides the Anthesteria and Lencea there were
two, known as the Lesser and the Greater DionThe former was held in country districts in
ysia.
December, and was a vintage festival, accompanied
by dancing, songs, improvised dramatic performances, and a procession, in which the phallus was
borne. The utmost licence of speech and conduct
characterized it. The Greater Dionysia were held
in the city, and were chiefly important from the
fact that at them the great dramas of the tragic
and comic poets were produced. Before the dramatic performances there was a great public procession of worshippers, wearing masks and singing
the dithyramb, in which an image of Dionysus
was carried from one temple to another. This
was followed by a chorus of boys. According to
2 Mac 6' Antioclius compelled the Jews, when the
feast of Dionysia (RVm) came, to go in procession
in honour of Dionysus, wearing wTeaths of ivy.
The ivy was specially sacred to the god. See
A. S. Peake.
further xmder DiONYSUS.

—

DIONYSIUS. Dionysius, designated the Areopagite (6 'ApewraylT-qs), is mentioned as one of the
few converts made by St. Paul at Athens (Ac 17'*).
He is probably thus specially named as having been
a member of the Council of Areopagus (see AreoTAGUS). Nothing further is known of him. It
has been suggested that St. I.uke, who apparently
was not at Athens, may have owed to Dionysius
According
his report of the speech on Mars' hill.
in. 4)
to Dionysius of (^lorinth (in Euseb.
he became the first bishop of the church at
accordin"; to one account (Niceph. IIE
Athens
iii.
11) he suflered martyrdom at Athens under
Domitian according to another {Martyr. Rum.),
having come to Rome, he was sent by Clemens I.
(about 95) to Paris, and there beheaded on the
Martyrs' Monnt (Montmartre) and no small controversy has arisen in France over his title to be
regarded as St. Denys, the patron saint of France.
Various mystical writings, circulated in the Middle
Ages under his name, are still extant but they have
long been regarded as non-genuine, and are now
generally supposed to have been put into circulation
about the 5th century.
William P. Dickson.

HE

;

as well as the old, who possess any cultivated
plants.
This stratum is probably not older than
the separation of the European from the other members of the Aryan family, for it was only after
that separation that the Aryans began to domesticate plants.
The next consists in the worshijp
associated with the cultivation of the vine tliifl
originated where, according to the most recent
researches, the vine was first cultivated by the
European branch of the Aryans, viz. in Thrace.
The process of syncretism by which these rites
were amalgamated \\'ith those of the vegetation:

spirit was not
in the time of

completed,

Homer

;

DIONYSUS (Bacchus).—A Greek god, in whose
worship there are three distinct strata.
The first
consists of those rites with wliieh spirits of vegetation (originally probably plant-totems) are wor''hipped by all primitive peoples, in the new world

if

it had begun,
Homeric poems

indeed

for in the

D. occurs as a god, but is not associated with the
vine, e.\cept in passages generally admitted to
be comparatively late interpolations. The third
stratum belongs to the 7th cent. B.C., the period
in which, amon" the E. nations conquered by the
Assyrians and Babylonians, national calamity led
men to look for assistance tx> a ritual more potent
than that in daily use. This more potent ritual
was found in the older and more awful forms of
sacrifice which lingered on in connexion with outof-the-way altars. To the form of worsliip thus
revived, only those were admitted who were
formally initiated into these 'mysteries.' From
the East the institution of mysteries spread to
Greece
and the reason why it attached itself
particularly to the worship of such deities as
Demeter and Dionysus was that that worship was
an evolved form of the rites (common to many
Aryan and Semitic and other peoples) with which
vegetation-spirits were originally worshipped. The
resemblances which thus made possible the spread
of
mysteries from the East to the West also
facilitated that dissemination of the worship of
Dionysus over the E., for which mytholcgists
{e.g. Nonnus) accounted by the hypothesis of aa E.
campaign on the part of the god. It is in the
readiness with which the worship of D. was received in many parts of Syria and Pal. that we
find the explanation of tlie attempts or threats to
establish the worship of D. amongst the Jews
it was presumed, e.g. by Nicanor (2 ^lac 14") arid
Antiochus Epiphanes (2 Mac 6'), that it would be
acceptable to them as to otlier |ieoples, while
Ptolemy Philopator, who branded tlie Jews with
the i\'y-leaf of Dionysus (3 Mac 2^), had an
additional motive, in the fact that D. was the
family God of the Ptolemies, for forcing his worship
on tliem by a means analogous to that which many
Hindoo sects adopt to symbolize their devotion to
their particular god, and which has a further
'

'

;

'

'

the common barbaric custom of tattooing the worshipper's body with the symbol of the
god under whose protection and power he is. See
F. B. jEVONS.
further under DiONYSIA.
jiarallel In

DIOSCORINTHIUS (Aiis KopirOlov [rfrpdJi
Divscurus, 2 Mac 11"). See TIME.

«al

f/xdoi],

;

;

;

DIOSCURI

RVm at Ac 28"
AV, Castor and Pollux)
their name to the ship

(Ai(5ff/toi/poi,

Twin Brothers

;

;

text,

The

are men-

in which
Paul sailed from Melita to Puteoli, on his way
were
the sons of
The D. in mythology
to Rome.
Zeus and Leda, and brothers of Helen. Castor was
the horse-tamer, and Pollux the prince of boxers.
For their brotherly atl'ection they were placed in
the sky as the constellation of the Twins (Gemini).
They were worshipped from early times in Greece,
('Grtecia Castoris niemor' Hor. Od. iv. 5. 35), in
Cyrene in Africa (Find. Fyth. v.), not far from
Alexandria, in Southern Itaiy, and enjoyed especial
lionour at Rome on account of tlieir supernatural
appearance at the battle of Lake Regillus. Their
image was printed on the reverse of the earliest

tioned as giving
St.

;

DiOTKJiPHES

DISCIPLE

Romans {dennrii) as that of two
They were, however, best
tutelary gods of sailors, who iilcnti-

silver coins of the

youths on horseback.

known

as the
lied their presence with the pale blue lliime or
li;;ht seen in thundery weather at the mast head.
Sic
They are tlius mentioned Hor. Oil. i. 3. 2
fratres Helenoe lucida sidera' ; also Od. iii. 29. 64
tutuiii feret geminus Pollux'; also Cat nil. iv. 27
and Ixviii. 65 and Eurip. Helen. 1663-65. It was
a common practice to put, as a irapdirrifiov (Ac 28")
or insirjne, some device for a figure-head to a ship,
in imitation of the person or object (not alwavs
complimentary, Virg. ./En. x. 188) after which the
vessel was named.
See Virg. yJSn. v. 116, Mnestheus agit Prlstin ' ; ^w. x. 166, 195, 209, 'Hunc
vehit inimanis Triton,' etc. This figure-head was
to be distinguished from the Uitela (Ov. Trist. i.
tutela Minervae,' or image of the protecting
10. 1),
genius, under which the ship sailed, placed generIn later times the
ally in the stem of the vessel.
distinction appears to have been effaced, and, in
the vessel which carried St. Paul, the Dioscuri
were probably intended for the 'tutela' as well as
insigne,' and
their heads were probably
the
fastened, one on each side, in front.
:

'

:

'

;

'

'

'

—

LrrKfL&TURB. Se>'ffart, Diet, of Clast. Antvj. by Nettleship
and SandyB*, Bicb, DicL qf Antiq. ; Pa^e, AcU of the Apoatiei,

<nUx.

C. H.

Prichard.
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mod. English, Job 5" 'He disapjiointeth
the devices of the crafty (-i:d,
frustrateth,'
as Is 44=5 ^^ V, HV ; so Pr 15^)
Ps 17'^ Arise, O
Lord, d. him' (v.; .ir^p,
'confront him,'
'forestall him,' Chcyne 'intercept him'); Jth 16'
the Almighty Lord hath disappointed them by
the hand of a woman {ridiTT)<rev aiiroii,
brought
them to nought
see under Dlsannul). Cf. Hall,
Hard Text.i (1633), 311: 'All those curious and
wealthy Trades . . shall be utterly undone and
tlian in

RV

'

'

'

;

RV

RVm

'

RV

'

'

'

:

.

di.sappointed.'

J.

Hastings.

—

DISCERN. To discern (Lat. dis apart, cemert
separate) is to separate things so as to distinguish
them, as Coverdale, Erasm. Par. 1 Jn, p. 48 ' It is
not the sacramentes that di.sceme the children of
God from the cliildren of the devyll ; but the
puritie of lyfe and charitie.' So Ezr3" ' the people
could not discern the noise of the shout of joy from
the noise of the weeping.'
:

To discern a person or thing la therefore, In biblical lang., to
separate out from others, so as to recognize, as On 2T^ he discerned him not, because his hands were hairy, as his brother
Esau's hands' ; He 413 'the word of God ... is a discerner of
the thoughts and intents of the heart (x^jT,jeef, UV 'quick to
discern'); I Co 1129 'not discerning the Lord's l)ody' ((**j itaxpi*an T» r J.tMt tow Kvpiou ; Vulg. non dijudicang corjnis Domini ;
Calvin, non discemens ; Wye. 'not wiseli deinynge'; Lulher,
dati er nicht unterscheidet ; Tind. * because he maketh no difference of ; 90 Cov., Cran., Gen. 1567 ; but Gen. 1560, because he
discerneth not,' with marg. note, * But as thogh these holie
mysteries of the Lopdes bodie and blood were commune meats,
so without reverence he comnieth unto them'; so Tomson ;
Bish. 'making no difference of; Rhem. 'not disceniing the
bo<iy of our Ix>rd ' ; whence A V ; but HV ' if he discern not the
tx)dy ' omitting rtS Kv/tito with edd.
J , HASTINGS,
'

'

'

'

DIOTREPHES

(Aicrrpf0))»,

WH-^^j).— A

person,

other\\ise unknown, who is introduced in 3 John
(w.'") as ambitious, resisting the writer's authority, and standing in the way of the hospitable reception of brethren who visited the Church
probably
travelling evangelists, such as are mentioned in
the Didachi. It has been inferred by some that he
was a presbyter or a deacon in the Church. It
has also been supposed that he was in conflict with

—

the Jewish-Christian party ; or, on the other hand,
that he was a teacher of false doctrine, Judaistic
But all is matter of conjecture.
or Gnostic.
Others think that his action indicates an illegitimate assumption of authority over the Church, connected with the tendency to the establishment of a
monarchical episcopate, which may have begun
during the lifetime of St. John.
S.

DIPHATH

D. F. Salmond.

AVm
AV

RV

occurs in
and
of 1 Ch
1', but it is practically certain that
Riphath is
the correct reading. By an easily explicable scribal
error nsi has arisen from nsn, the reading of
in
the parallel pa.ssage Gn lO*. See RlPllATll.
J. A. Selbik.
(ns-i)

MT

DISALLOW.

—

'Allow'

is

in

AV

either

to
'disallow 'is

approve or accept (see ALLOW);
always distinctly to 'reject.'
So Nu 3i)»''<*. 8. ii
(»c').T refuse, reject
see Ps 141" IIV)
and 1 P a*-'
(dwoio/ti^dfo), RV 'reject').
So Latimer {Scrm.
and Bern., 11), 'I must not sutler the devil to have
I must disallow his inthe victory over me.
structions and suggestions.'
J. Hastings.
'

'

'

'

;

;

DISANNUL, which scarcely difTers in meaning
from 'annul,' the prefix being only intensive, is
now going out of use. RV removes it only from
Gal 3'°, giving 'make void' instead (Gr. aOeriio, of
the subst. adlTTtait is tr'' 'disannulling'
retained by RV). Amer. RV prefers
'annul' in Job 40», Is 14" 28'».
The use of the
word in biblical English may be illustrated by
Coverdale's tr" of Is 14" ' Kor yf the Lordb of
hoostes determe a thing, who wyl dysanullo it?'
and Tindale's tr° of He 8" 'In that ho sayth a
new testament he hath abrogat (veraXalaKev) the
olde.
Now that which is disanulled (TTaKaioiinevor)
and wexed olde, is redy to vannysche awaye.'
ivhich

He 7" and

J.

DISAPPOINT
VOL.

I.

— SQ

Hastings.

has a stronger meaning

in

AV

—

DISCIPLE.—This word—in Greek /Mffrp-fis fem.
(occurring only Ac 9*') verb, /iaOrjTeiia
;

liadijTpia

;

—

(occurring four times) is in sacred literature confined to tne Gospels and the Acts, though it often
appears in Attic Greek (esp. Plato) as denoting the
pupil of a philosopher or rhetorician, in contradistinction to the mfister, SiSdcKaXos (just as in NT,
have a
Mt 10**), or to the discoverer, cvpeHi^.
similar contrast in OT, e.g. 1 Ch 25' reXetuv /col
fmvSafiiTwv, the perfect and the learning (AV and
RV, the teacher and the scholar), referring to the
senior and junior members of David's trained
Likewise, in tlie case of the
musical guilds.
prophetic guilds superintended by Samuel and more
fully organized by Elijah and Elisha, in order that
by spiritual force they might cherish the theocratic
spirit among the people, and check the tendency
to ajiostasy, the general company is contrasted
with him who stood as head over them '(IS 19™),
' '", and
2' (i.e. pupils
cf. Pr 4
and the sons,' 2
4**,
passim) with him before whom they sat,' 2

We

'

'

'

'

K

;

'

their master

K
LXX

(xi/pios),

2

K

'

'

6'.

['J'eac)ier, JiSdcrxaXos,

only in connexion witJ>
however, occurs in
heathen monarchs, and then but twice Est 6' (the
teacher of Ahasuerus) and 2 Mac 1'° (the teacher of
Ptolemy) ; and the phrase schools of the prophets'
(however truly it may re])resent facts) is 'a pure
invention of the coinmcntators (Smith, Prophets of
Israel, 85).] In Talniudic literature talmidc hAkhdmim, pupils of the learned (i.e. the scribes), is a
frequently recurring phra.se, and of these St. Paul
was one when he was brought up at the feet of
Gamaliel,' sitting, i.e. with the rest of the pupiln
on the lower benches in front of him (Ac '22^
:

'

'

'

cf.

Mt 5').

word in NT is very simpie.
the cllgiiplos of John the Baptist
(Mk 2"), of the Pharisees (same place), of Moses,
Jn O"* (only by way of contrast to .le.sus), but
most of all of Jesus, to whose disci]ilcs, in fact,
the subst. is almost entirely, and the verb entirely,
The word maintains its classical connotalimited.
the
tion of comnliance with the instruction given

The usage

We

of the

read of

:

—
DISHON

DlSClPLIiSIK
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^aO^r

is

Bib. Theol.

^a.™a

are called

Hos

4-

mV

J
upon thy face. So B^^on, A-eio
discovered
129: 'At the beginnina he
land ;
4e face of the deep, and brought lorth dry
Chapman, Hesiod, i. 161

will d. thy skirts

Atlanta

"^

'

'

on«elvea
1 S U" 'we wUl dheard that DaMd
Saul
'when
unto them':
'revealed
^a^discOTered' (y^^) 'made known,'
of dark22'

)

rbl^'Hediscl;vereth deep things out
another
n^i'; Pr 25» 'd. not a f"<=tto

instrucDISCIPLINE.-* Discipline' ia properly
to tne drsctpulusOT^
tion that which belongs
distinguisned ^f^°°? ' d»f "°^^
scholar, and
In this
teacher
which pertains to the doctor or
shalt finde
'Thou
Pr
^ves
(1382)
inse\^-yclif
befor
' teching
)
CTacl an^ good discipline (1388
and Chaucer <Skeat's btudents

U

^

shaltov.

anderstonde, that

oj ,tecl""S«;^^^y
^'diFy peyne stant in disciplyne
But under
word or by -vvrytinge, or in ensample Church, d^and tde
The influence of the Vulg.
cipline- came early to
^.^^^i'^' '"^^C'^^TAmv
In Pr 3" Wye ha« 'the d^«"P^« "Ig^J^lJ^^lT^
See CHASTISEMENT.
Bone, ne caste thou awey.'

(RV

another ); bir b ii ,
'disclose not the secret of
diswhen he saw that his

~el w^

7-

1 Mac
/evealea,
known,
covered' {iircKaKixpBr,, 'made
6" others that ha^ run
not 'found out') 2 Mac
to keep the babbatu
to<rether into caves near by,
Philip, were all burnt
sefret IV bein.' discovered U>
Cf. Bacon, Essays,
to^ethe;' (R^ 'betrayed').
best discover Vice
^^7 'For Prosperity doth
discover Vertue ; and
But Adversity doth best
190—
Shaks. Merry Wives, II. u.
'

;

'

me»n. Instruction or
In AV whether -discipUnedeci^
rneSt i^istot e«y.,w|ltp

tiew

Disclose or reveal,

3.

in accorda^^^^^

^ven

'

lid
When the woman the unwieldy
hid
Had once discover-d. aU the misene*
. dispersed and
.
About the world.'

the vhrase
the usual dative construction,
disciple of th^ kingdmnof
(See Meyer and Meyer-Weiss^^^^^
personified).

?od and m^en';
«i n 716), Thanne

the

'

^

7gni&Ta

,

(RV

WWch

n™

with

God

that list to behold ;
discovered to the eyes of aU
discovering ^^^^^^^^^^
ra'shly
who
250.
and p.
2. VVituaraw
Trenches, was shot in the head.
as t« uncover),
(Vpoken of the cover itself, so
of his garment?
Job 41" 'who can d. the face '-see Davidson
his outer garment
'strip off
"^"
of
!; /„/r^8
'he discovered the covering
13^ ( = Nai;3V
j"udah''(RV 'took away',; Jer

^

Sid onceCnenM?) (Mt IS'Swhere

80

Knox, H^st. p. 182,
revelation of his deeds'). Cf.
hatfi now
'
God of his infinite goodness

•

f

will I

d. thy secrets (RV
11" 'his deeds shall be discovered

... and

i'^^^^^l'.
avph^ed .no.l
sii-elimes with
^"'^.^^J^f^V'^^grLk
S''
«-f"»
12',
»".
thev are 'the disciples," Mt IC
confine the plural to
Jn 3>» Mt seems, indeed, to
them (Weiss), unless 8- and 5' as in
^^\%^'^^^
Lk (parWhen it denotes the wider circle,
ad''^"^of
sense
same
the
has
ticuirrly 6- 7"), it
Gospels (Mt 10",
Hence it stands, occasionally in
Ac, as a synoin
invariably
and
18»)
taken with
Anstot n.pi ao0.
fo" -..tt^^Lk, a believer (cf.
thejea^^r
°X^. 1610 3-SerT.aT.Oa. rhv ^avBivovra,
^c 19 .
where,
even
faith),
have
J°
to
isT^nd
half-instructed believers
to
applied
is
the word
as greater
who while belFeVing apparently in Jesus
"?^'
were
^1 <<« .\t
Baptist,
the
John
Than
««f
and
the Me.s.ah
Bure that Je-sus was absolutely
(Jit
11 ).
another
that thev had not to look for
the verb ^u^S^e..So also, qui^ distinctly, with
once
in Ac) wiiich ..
fthree toes in Mt, once
28'», Ac 14 ),
ntrans (Mt 27"), t^vice trans. Mt

/«

now

1-

"'"^f./,^^
it M
Hence

Mk

'

Ezk

;

of Ephraim was disher lovers' ; 7' 'the iniquity
Exalt^ot thysef lest hou^faU
co'vered" Sir'
reveal

// ye abide ,n "'?

8".

"'»

1539, p. 2,1)

wickedness was discovered ;
the sight of
d. her lewdness in

thy

Before

•

Ui"

where
Lex.; cf. Xen. Mem. 1. 6.3,
the >^^>^nrai .imUators. oithe^v

'
5.o<ir«aXos ; so Jn
cf. .15').
are ve tn'l'J "'V disciples,'
to the Twelve in all

wood '-Earle, Psalter of

of the

"dherevt{^e<,
not only ap«Pt? but an

Cremer

;; '

^^t«e^

1

ih&U discover a thing to you.'

'The moie

Fvhibit disDlav, as Blount (1600):
discovered his incapac.Ue
hemountea
he mounted, the more he
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^
''>

2

'^«"f

""u

'

M RV

U --^J*„^1«S

openeth also their

f" <"/ '"TZ Heb

has nowhere else this

discovered a
perceived ).

t:$^''\.y

RV

[hrii.

He

121>.«-8-:

«e

Kennedy. Sourc« «/

'discomfit is to
and conficere to mit together. U>
archaic if not
nndo destroy. Both words, now
in battle^

AV

of defeat
Xol'ete. are°Ilways used in
become liable to
for
Is 31« being a mistrans.
Utopi^_ (Rob tr ), p
orced service.' Cf. More,
discumfeted and
their whole armie be
•

140: 'if

al

overcum'

and Chaucer, Knight

;

'

RV

s Tale,

'.J^^trov,'

Introducee 'discomfit' for

•trouble ').'the

(the

'to discover

'

is

i>8

29«

which

son of Seir, Gn
the reacting IP"^

36='-

Bhouli be' emended to
following article.

DISHON.-l.

"2.

A

^1.

after

1

Ch

of
1".

•

=

MT
See

= iy-'!
A son of Seir. jWn Gn 36"
of Seir
son of Anah and grandson

1

CI

t

r ^bo^::^ ind

'The

'^2 a^e%f

co-.^-t

indi-

s^rt1•o<^tfon^^r/'mrr":f^uneJc
a
14» (only) a. the name of
^^
fTL!^l Dtiri>yo<ryo5,
AV and RV pygart
oniinal (LXX
).

is

voice of tlie Lori

.

.

.

dis-

I
stnppeth bare
covereth the forests' (^."n, HV
the fol age
do not understand thi. of stni.ping
breaclies and ojienings
merely, but rather of the
in the heart
by the lightning and the wind
'

S

A

'to

a late use of the >vord^
'ay hare
meanings in AV are: 1. Lncoyer.
cover, Ir
'
primary sense, lit. U, Uke oH the
find out,'

dfclrHr),

dc'-^).—

,^l,^u Tn Gn36»

Ex 23"

Heb. being always y^^^^'^;;'^;^-

DISCOVER.-In mod Eng.
The

niSH&N

After the bataille and disconflture.'

144« (a,n). Dt 7" (°") ' f"^.;^™"^b,AV •
deae
,», 1 S 5 (AV
(jjn); and 'discomfiture.' Dt
'vexation'), Is ^-^MAV
Btruciion'), Dt 28* (AV

•

-^^^^r

cine.

loO-

Pa

detect,'

cert^

MediDISCUS.-See Games. DISEASE.-See
DISH.-See Food.

'"

J; ^jj'^«*j'/c,s

DISCOMFIT, DISCOMFITURE.-From du^Wt

'

Jenvin
Hommel (Na,ncn der S<'i'gethiere,m)
Ass^^
u^^ = sprrn^, leap «>«•
the word from a root
the^
of
.W,„), thinks
-°^°«"^"T,^r .is^nc:'^
Delitzsch (Assyr. Stiui. I. 54)^ J,"«
oe
the HorUes has j^gn
amongst
names
Buch animal
in lavcur »
argument
an
as
Smith
R.
ttseil by W.

^

.

''
'
:

DISHONESTY

divi:n'ation

toteniism.
See Journal of Pliilulugy, be. 75 If.,
Kiruthip and Marriage in Early Arabia, and liS
(passim) and for the contrary opinion, Noldeke in
Cf. also Jacobs, Studies
(1886), 148-187.
in Bib. Arc/ueol. (1894), and Gray, Heb. Prop.
J. A. Sklbie.
Names (1896), p. 86 ff.

might dispute with him' (nj'i), RV 'reason');
'What was it that ye disputed among
Mk
yourselves by the way?' (510X07(^0^01, BV 'were
ye reasoning,' as 2"-* AV) 9^ 'for by the way
they had disputed among themselves who should

;

ZDMG

used in the obsolet«
DISHONESTY in 2 Co
sense of 'disjiruce' (alaxivt],
'sliaiue,' after
followed Rhemish NT; Tindale
Wye, Gen. ;
has URhonp.'ity '). Cf. Coverdale's tr. of Rii 2" Let
her gatlier belwene the sheues also, and do her no
dishonestye' ; and of Sir 3" 'Where the father is
without honoure, it is the dishonesty of the sonne.'
' Dislionest
dishonestly 22^, are
Sir 26**, and
DBed in the same sense.
J. UastING.s.
4' is

RV

AV

'

'

'

'

'

611

^

;

be the greatest (5ioW7o/tai) :
here, but the disciples' shame
'

RV

keeps

'

dispute

was not that they
had wrangled, but that they had discussed sucn
The same Greek is similarly
a question at all.

AV

Ac 17" (RV

'reasoned'), 19*- » (RV
24", Jude» (so RV).
The subst.
Jia\o7i(r^6s is once tr. ' disputing,' Ph 2" AV, RV,
*
Do all things without murmurings and disputings
but even here Thayer prefers hesitation,'
'doubting,' Lightfoot 'inward quest ionin'js.' In
Ac tf* (irufijWw) the meaning is plainly discuss,'
argue ; so 15' (irufTiTTjcris) and 1 Co 1* (irufjrrTp-iJs).
The only passage in which dispute seems to have
the meaning of wrangle is 1 Ti 6' Perverse disputiugs of men of corrupt minds' (TR iropaSiowranglings'). Here
Tpifial, edd. Siairaparpifial,
Wye. has lightyngis and Rhem. contlictes
after Vulg. conjiirtationes, but Tind. and the rest
disputations,' a word which never seems to signify
'altercation,' 'wrangling.' The Gr. word is found
tr''

in

of

'reasoning'),

'

'

;

&

'

'

'

DISPATCH

To

'dispatch bnsiness' is still in
be dispatched,'
2 Mac 12" 'before he hadd. anything he departed.'
But to ' d. a journey,' i.e. expedite,' is out of use ;
nor is any example given in Ox/. Eng. Diet.,
2 Mac 9* being missed
Therefore commanded he
his chariot man to drive without ceasing, and to
dispatch the journey.'
To 'diBpatcb,' i.e. 'pet rid of quickly* by death, is found
use, as in

To

7'

'

let this business
'

'

:

W\t 111", »nd In Ezk 23^', where BV gives 'despatch,' a spellinj,'
which is incorrect, and which wa« unknown till the beg. of tlie
19th cent. It seeins to have arisen from Johnson having
accidentally ent«red the word no in hia Diet., thout;h he hinuelf
alwayi Bp«lU it dispatch.' See O^. Kng, Diet. ».v.
J. Hastings.
*

DISPERSION

See Israel.

Ac 7"' Who have received the
angels ' (Gr. fit 510x070! a.yii\u>i
was ordained by angels'
unto

RV

'as

it

d. of

RVm

;

;

'

ordinances of augels,' cf. Ro l.i'^ tou deou Siarayfi,
A V and
the ordinance of (Jod ).
Disposition
U the Rhemish word here (Wye, Tind., Gen. have
'ordinance' Cov., Cran. 'ministration'), and it is
used in the arcliaic sense of administration. In
the same sense disposer is used by Tind. in 1 Co 4'
'Let men this wise esteeme us, even as the
ministers of Christ, and disposers of the secretes
of God' (EV 'stewards,' Gr. oUovb/jiOi)
and by
Gen. (1560) in 1 1' 4"" 'Let euerie man as he hathe
received the gifte, minister the same one to
stnother, as good disposers of the manifolde grace
of God (Y.\
stewards ').
Disposing in Pr 1G»^
The lot is cast into the lap but the whole
disposing thereof is of the Lord,' is used in the
earlier sense of control, disposal
while the vb.
dispose in Job 34" 37",2 Es 5« 8", Sir 16'»ha.s the

RV

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

still

earlier

and primary meaning of 'arriingo

in

proper order.' Tliis primary meaninfj (as Lat. disponere) seeins to be intended by 'disposition' in
2 Es S" (pldsmii) 8** (Jigmentum), tlie Lat. words so
tr. having ref. to the creation of man
but in Jth 8^,
Ad. Est 16", Sir '20^, the word is used in the familiar
sense of bent of mind,' character,' a sense which is
found an early as 1387 Trevisa, Iligilen, iii. 113
Nought by chaungynge of body, but by chaungynge of disposicioun of wit and of seniynge.'
;

'

'

:

:

'

J.

Hastinqs.

DISPUTE, piSPDTATION.— As 'debate' has
lost the meaning of wrangling, so 'dispute' has
acquired it. In older Eng. to 'dispute' was to
discuss or argue, witliout strife.
Thus B]).
Carleton (1610), Jurisd. Pref., 'I have disputed
the Kings right with a good conscience, from the
rules of Gods word,' i.e. I have discussed it, argued
for it cf. Sir T. More, Utopia, p. 53,
that tliey
maye in everye matter despute and reason for the
kynges right' Knox, lllit. p. 25, 'after that Sir
James Hamilton was beheaded (justly or unjustly
we disput* not),' and p. 213
He [Knox] did
gravely dispute uijon the nature of the blinde
world.' So in AV, Job 23' Tliere the righteous
'

:

;

'

'

'

'

'

RV

'

'

'

'

'

nowhere

else.

'Disputation' occurs in AV, Ac 15' (TR o-ufiirTjffis,
questioning '), and Ro 14^ Him
edd. ^rrnjcyis,
that is weak in the faith receive ye, but not to
doubtful disputations (eis SioKp/ffcu SiaKor/iijfjLuii' ;
for delit.
unto discussions of doubts

RV

'

'

'

'

'

RVm

;

'

Sanday-Headlam

cisions of doubts'; see

DISPOSITION
law by the

'

'

in loc).

Bp. Bonner's injunction for the reading of the
he is not to expound, nor
Bible (1541) ends thus
to reaxle with a lowde voyce, and witliout disputacion,' where, as elsewhere, d. means discusthe reader is neither to expound the meansion
ing himself, nor to discuss it with others.
'

:

'

'

:

J. Hastings.
term occurs in AV only
'The Hebrew word is found repeatedly
in Pr
part or district of
in Neh 3, where it means
cut on or divided from
the city, something
the rest. It is found also in 2 S 3"*, where it is

DISTAFF

(11^5).— This

31'".

'

'

rendered
note).

but

'statt','

\>xoh.

'

'

'

'

'

'

= distaff

RV renders the word in Pr 31"

(see Driver's
'
spindle,' for

but if we may
which it may no doubt be used
judge from the cognate Arab, word (falk(tt),ii means
the ufiAjrl of the spindle, a piece of wood or cJlher
material, of hemispherical form, through which
the spindle-pin passes, and above which is the
;

The design of this piece
to give steadiness to the circular motion 01 the
spindle.
This form of spindle is in common use
among the women of Syria to-day.
hook holding the thread.
is

H. PoRTF.n.

DIVERS, DIVERSE.—'

Divers' has

now

drojiped

used archaically, is restricted to
the sense of 'several.' But formerly 'divers' and

out of use,

or,

if

'diverse' were indilferent spellings of the same
which expressed either 'varied,' diUerent
Thus
(Lat. diversus) i or 'various,' 'several.'
Ridley, A Brefe Declaration (Moule's ed. p. 106)
'
in the matter of thys Sacrament tlier be diverse
be
[ = several] ])oyntes, wherein menne (counted to
Grindal, Letter to Q. Eliz.
learned) can not agree
(1577): 'divers [ = dilTerent] men make divers
1611
senses of one sentence of Scripture.' In
'diverse' occurs Lv 19", Est 3'', Dn 7>»-"-", Mt4";
elsewhere 'divers.' The conjunction of 'divers'
with 'sundry,' as in He 1', is common in old
Eng., as in tne Act authorizing Matthew's Bible
(Hen. VIII. 1543) 'divers and sundrye his subjects
J. Hastings.
of this his realme.'
adj.,

'

'

;

AV

:

DIVES.—See LaZARDS.
DIVINATION has many dilTerent modes amongM

'

DIVINATION

DIVINATION

the different peoples of the earth, but all are in their
Methods
ori(,'in either natural or supernatural.
which orij^inally were supernatural may come to
lose their supernatural character ; methods which
were at first natural may come to be regarded as
supernatural ; and, from lack of evidence, it may
be difficult or impossible to say with regard to any
given method whether in its origin it was a natural
or a supernatural method.
We sLiiU begin with the supernatural methods
as being those first suggested by the word divination,' and we shall define them as those by which
man gains foreknowledge ef the future from a
supernatural source, e.g. by inspiration, possession, or direct interrogation of the divine wUl.
These methods, the supernatural, again fall into
two classes, the licit and the illicit, according as
the supernatural source is or is not a god of the
community. We may think what we will of the
honesty of the priests of Apollo, and entertain what
idea we like aa to the way in which the oracle of
Delphi or of Baal-zebub (2 K I'"') was worked, but
the worshipper of Apollo who consulted the oracle
was doing what was approved of by the religious
consciousness of his age and race (however low we
rank it in the scale of religion) his action was
licit.
On the other hand, we may pity both the
witch and the witch-fijider of the time of James I.
of England, but we cannot deny that witchcraft
was considered, both by those who practised and
those who persecuted it, to be irreligious it was
illicit.
And the same distinction has prevailed
over the world savages, however low, distinguish
in their way between the worship of their tribal
gods and commerce with supernatural spirits who
are no gods of theirs.
But before proceeding to inquire more closely
into the licit modes of divination, i.e. those which
are religious, we must notice that these, again, fall
into two classes, viz. those which are objectively
religious and those which are only subjectively

god the Pythia, by eating the leaves ol
Apollo's sacred plant, the laurel.
Or the worshipper may be (like the idol of the god) clad in
the skin or smeared \vith the blood or fat of the
animal, or the juice or oil of the plant, which is
the corporate manifestation of the deity, or be
robed in the insignia of the god, and so be 'invested by the power of the divinity. Possession,
then (whether by means of the sacred meal or of
sacramental investiture), U one of the licit and
subjectively religious ways in which foreknowledge of the future may be derived from a supernatural source. It is the way peculiarli^ appropriate
to gods which manifest themselves
animal or
vegetable form. But it is not the only way there
are deities of earth, air, fire, and water, who may
or must be interrogated In another way.
In one
cult a draught of a sacred stream may have the
same effect as a draught of sacred blood in producing inspiration ; but in another cult the deity
of the stream may be consulted by casting offerings
into the sacred waters, and inferring that the
prayer made at the time will or will not be granted,
according as the offering is or is not accepted by the
sacred waters. And the ordeal by fire is based on
the same principle as this ordeal by water. Divination by a i)Owl or cup of sacred water (Gn 44'),
again, has the same origin. The leaves of a sacred
tree may be eaten to produce inspiration, but their
voice in the wind may speak directly to the worshipper, as did the rustling of the leaves of the
sacred oaks of Dodona. Or the branches and twigs
themselves, being of the substance of the divinity,
may be made to give indications of the divine
will our word ' lot,' like the Gr. xX^pos, originally

612

'

:

:

:

That
which is

is

objectively right,

so,

whether a

true, or
thinks it so
or not that is subjectively right, true, or religious which is honestly believed to be so, whether it
really is so or not. All peoples of the earth have
honestly believed that their gods communicated
supernatural foresight to certain favoured men,
and so divine inspiration or possession is a subreligious.

religious

man

;

jectively religious

method

of divination.

When

and where the

belief is not merely subjectively
objectively true, the divine inspiration

but also
takes the form, not of 'divination,' but of PROPHECY (which see). In this article the only side
of inspiration we have to deal with is the subjectively religious
without prejudice to the
question whether any given example is or is not,
as it is honestly believed to be, really divine.

—

this class of diviners we must place
the sacred scribes of Gn 41' and the ' magicians of
Ex 7", as also the Sibyl of Virgil or the Pytliia of
Delphi, and the inspired priests or ' divine kings
All are believed by
of savages all over the world.
themselves and their fellow-worshippers to be inspired by one of their respective national or tribal
gods ; and in all eases possession or inspiration is
conditioned by some kind of sacrament or com-

Amongst

'

munion.

That communion may take the form

either of a sacramental meal or of a sacramental
investiture.
The worshipper may partake of the
substance of the animal or plant in the shape of
which his deity habitually manifests himself, and
which is sacrificed to the deity : thus the priestess of
Apollo Diradiotes at Argos and tlie priestess of
Earth at Aegira became inspired by drinking the
bloo<l of the animals offereu to tliose deities respectively ; the Baccha; of Dionysus obtained inspiration by tasting the blood of the grape, sacred

to that

;

'

m

:

:

meant simply a twig.' See Lot. Rhabdomancy
or xylomancy (Hos 4") and belomancy (Ezk 21'')
are out forms of divining by the aid of a tree-god.
StUl more, when a deity liabitually manifests him*

animal form, may the inward disposition of
the deity be augured by the sacrificing priest, according as the entrails of the victim have or have
not anything extraordinary in their appearance
(Ezk 21'"). In the same way and for the same
reason the flight of a sacred bird may be auspicious' or inauspicious' (Ps 58», 2 K 17" 21«).
The illicit or irreligious forms of divination need
not detain us long. They are those in which the
supernatural Being consulted is one who is not a
fod of the community, has no bond of lovlngindness with the community, and is accordingly
regarded by it, not merely as a strange god, but as
a malevolent and evU spirit. No man consults
such a spirit except for purposes which the national
gods, as being theguardians of the nation's interests
and the national morality, cannot sanction. Commerce with such a spirit is anti-social as well aa
anti-religious and the man who is guilty of it is
a wizard (Lv 19* 20"), and has alwaysbeen punished
as a criminal all over the world by the peoples who
believe in the possibility of such commerce.
Necromancy, consulting the spirits of the dead
(Lv 19", Is 8" 19"), is a way of obtaining foreknowledge from a supernatural source which was
illicit among the Jews (to whom ancestor-worship
was forbidden), but licit amongst all other peoples.
Consultation of tlie teraphim (Ezk 21", Zee 10»)
seems to have persisted amongst the Jews in spite
of the fact that it was, strictly speaking, idolatrous
the teraphim were images (1 S 19"), like
the altar-stones of the Scandinavians and the clay
or wooden idols of the Balonda and Barotse, whicn
could be made to prophesy by smearing them with
tor oneiromancy see
the blood of sacrifice.
Dreams. All we need here remark is that it is a
form of divination which may be licit (Jg 7") or
illicit (Dt 13''), according a.*! the source of the
dream Is a divine or an evil spirit. We have now
self in

'

'

;

:

—

:

DIZAHAB

DIVINATION
finiishcd

oar account of the superuataral methods
and may sum it up in tabular form

until he finds out their incorrectness, they are to
him just as scientihc as the rest of his stock of
acquired and inherited knowledge ; and conse-

i

of divination,

as follows

:

61-

I

Supenifttural Melboda
I

Udt

Vumbl*

lUicit

(Witcbc&ar)
1

Objectively

8ublectiTel7

reli^'iouB

(PsoruiCT)
Int«rTogation
"!

1.

I

Sacramental
meal

Sacramental

By Are

By

By water

Oneiromancy

Necromancy

lot

Terapblm

investiture

We have now to consider the natural methods
they are, in a word, exploded science. The modem
:

man

of science makes forecasts of the future which
are not sujiernatural, but strictly scientific. So,
too, the savaye and primitive man make forecasts
{e.g. as to the rising and the setting of the sun and
stars) which may not be exact but are certainly
scientific, and wliich, even when wholly erroneous,
are not su]iernatural or superstitious. The science
of the savant has been evolved by slow and im[)erceptible degrees out of the science of the savage.
The difference between them is, not that the
savant uses methods of obser\'ation and experiment
unknown to the savage, for the savage em]iloy8
all four of the Inductive Methods,
but that the
savage, when he goes wrong (wliich he does not do
always, el.se he would speedily perish), does so
because he has not yet learned the limits within
which the method or lo^'ical conception is valid.
Thus he observes that in many cases the etl'ect
resembles the cause lire causes fire ; to make a
thing moist, or to make it move, you must impart
moisture or movement to it ; and lie jumps to the
coiiclu.sion that in all ca.ses 'like produces like.'

—

—

:

Tlius he becomes armed with a very simple and
ready means of forecasting the future the ellect
of anything which strikingly arrests his attention
will resemble the cause
a faery comet will be followed by conflagrations, the mention of the name
of what 18 evil will be followed by the appearance
of the evil thing, that which moves as the sun
moves {i.e. E., S., W., N., clock-wise') wUl follow
the same glorious and beneficent course as the sun,
and so on. In the same way the savage unduly extends the sphere of the Inductive Method which is
known as tiie Method of Concomitant Variations
according to that method, things which vary togetlier are causally related to one another.
Thus
the movement of the great tidal wave varies with
the movement of the muun round the earth, and
it is therefore inferred that the motion of the
moon causes the movement of the tides. But the
savage jumps to the conclusion that all things
which are related together (according to his nutiun
of relation) vary together and are cause and ellect,
the one of the other.
A footprint and the foot
which makes it vary together, ami what all'ucts the
one affects the other, and therefore a knife stuck
in a footprint will cau.se a wound in the foot.
And so, if you can observe one of two things
which are thus related to each other, you can, by
walihing the changes in it, tell what changes are
going on in the oilier a lock of a person s hair
will inform you by the changes in its condition of
the changes in the fortunes of the person from
whose head it was cut.
In makinj^ these and
similar primitive foreca-sts the savage is but acting
on the same theory of causation, and employing
the same methods of induction, as he uses, c.//.,
in judging as' to the probable behaviour of the
animal he is hunting. In a word, at first, and

it would be as erroneous to call them
divination as it would be to apply that term to
the predictions in the Nautical Almanac. But as
these primitive modes of forecasting the future
come to be discarded, with the advance of knowledge, as erroneous and unscientific, their character also changes.
They still continue to be
practised in holes and corners not yet illumined by
the rising sun of science they are known to be
wholly unscientific, and yet the ignorant to whom

quently
'

'

;

they nave descended believe in them more sincerely than in the science which they do not comErehend. The exploded science of primitive times
ecomes the divination of a later age. It is then
literally a superstition,' something which 'stands
over and survives into a period and environment
with which it is wholly incongruous. Finally, a
deeper shade than that cast by mere ignorance is
freijueutly imparted to the character of this antiquated science because it is practised by the same
persons who give themselves up to the illicit and
irreligious forms of divination described above.
See also EXORCISM, Maoic, Soothsaying.
'

'

—

LiTKRATuaB. A. BouchS Leclerq, llistuire de la divinatuvn
R. Smith, US, 246, 407, 427 ; F. B. Jevons,
; W.
IntTod. to hut. 0/ Religion ; Driver on Dt IS'W-.

daiui t'antimdti

:

F. B. Jevons.

DIVORCE.—See Marriaqk.

—

'

DIZAHAB
plurimum).

(anr"!

Karaxpi^fffa

!

;

ubi

auri

est

— The name of a place mentioned in the

obscure topographical notice Dt 1', which is intended apparently to define the locality in the
steppes of Moao,' in which the Deuteronomic
discourses were delivered, but several of the names
in which resemble those of places pa-ssed by the
Israelites in the previous stages of their wanderings.
If it be the name of a place in the 'stepjies
of Moab,' the situation is unknown.
Upon the
supposition that it is the name of some previous
camping-place of the Israelites, it has been identified by Burckhardt, Syria (1822), p. 523, Knobel,
and others, with Minn edh-Dhah/w, the third of
seven boat-harbours between the Ras Muliamiiiad
and 'Akaba, nearly due E. of Jebel Mftsa. Keil
objects that this is too inaccessible on the side of
!?inai for the Israelites to have made it one of their
halting-places, and considers it to be the name of
a place otherwise unknown in the desert of the
wanderings. The same view is taken by Dillm.
(who supposes the verse to have originally formed
part of an itinerary of the Israelites). The form
of the name is curious
the "T suggests naturally
'

;

:

the oblique case of
of places)

;

but

.

j

it is

possessor of (often in

names

not apparent how an Arabic

j__^j ,J would become

in

Hebrew 3^l^, the j

being representcil dill'erently in the two parts of
Jerome, in rendering nbi auri est
the name.
jilitriinutn,' probably thought jf 'l, constr. of '3
enough.
S. U. Drivkr.
'

—

— Most

of the forms and uses are familiar.
to foT-m, notice ' doeth ' in the plu. Sir 35'*
(AV 1611) 'Doeth not the teares run dowue the
widowes cheeks?' (mod. edd. 'do'). Cf. Pr. BIc.
(1549) Com. Ser. : 'And whosoever willingly upon

DO.

But aa

no just cause, doth absent tliemselves or doth
ungodly in the Pari.sh church occupy themselves
:

... to be excommunicate
Piera Plounnan, v. 44

'

;

and

in the iniperat.

That ye prechen to the peple preue it on yowre-seluen.
And doth it in dede it ehal drawe yow to good.'
•

•

As to usa^e,

notice that

do

'

is

We

'

'

RV

'

RV

RV

RVm

'

3ki', lit.
for the health of Joab and for
'
how Joab did and
health of the people,'
how the people fared '), so Est 2'' ; Ac 15^ Let us
and see how
.
go again and visit our brethren

c;i^

'

c'l^:;'?!

RV

tlie

'

.

verily to wit he is not dead.' That is, ' I caoso
to know,' mod. Eng. ' I would have you
know.' This phrase is found in AV, 2 Co 8' ' we do
you to wit of the grace of God bestowed on the
'we
churches of Macedonia' (yvujpl%op.tv iiiuv,
make known to you,' which was Wyclif's tr. ; 'do
Rheims
has
'we
Tindale;
you to wit' came from
doe you to understand '). The Eng. auxiliary and
this form are sometimes found togetlier ; an interesting example being in Caxton s Game of the
CAcise (1474), Pref. : I delybered in myself tc transAnd whan I se
late it in to our maternal tonge.
had achyeued [achieved] the sayd translacion, I
dyde doo set in enprynte [I caused to be printed] a
certyn nombre of theym. Which anone were depesshed and solde.' 7. Lastly, notice the phrase
'
should the name of our
do away,' Nu 27' '
father be done away from amon" his family,

you
you

RV

'

steadily losing its
now prefer
active and independent power.
1.
a stronger word like ' perform ' in such phrases as
'do sacrifice,' Is 19" 'the Ejnrptians . . . shall do
sacrifice* and oblatioa ' (RV 'shall worship with
sac. and obi.'); or 'do a trespass' Nu 5' ; or 'do
goodness ' Nu 10" (RV do good ') ; or do service
(Heb. n-iby^-n^i liyV, 'it. 'to serve the service'), a
freq. phrase in liu ; cf. also Jn 16* 'whosoever
killeth you will think that he doeth God service
'
(Xarpelar rpoaipipetr,
offereth service unto
God'). 2. 'Do meaning to act is still in use, but
'
scarcely as Ac IV these all do contrary to the
decrees of Caesar' (TR irpdrrowTi, edd. Tpiaaovmr)
Ph 2" ' it is God which worketh in you both to
will and to do of his good pleasure (r4 ivepryelv,
3. But 'do well' is good En".
'to work').
BtUl, as Jn 11" 'if he sleep, he shall do well'
(o-ufl7)fffToi, Tindale 'he shall do well ynough,' and
so Cov., Cran., Gen. 1557 ; but Wye. ' he schal be
saaf,' and so Gen. 1560, Tomsoik, Rheims ;
'be saved'). 4. To 'do,'
'he ^vill recover,'
meaning to ' fare,' is in use in the phrase ' how
d'ye do?' but not as 2 S 11' ' David demanded of
him how Joab did and how the people did (i'^y'?
'

Why

be taken
because he hath no son ? {]nx, RV
1 Ch 21' 'I beseech thee, do away the
iniquity of thy servant' (kj-tj;'", RV 'put away')
1 Co 13'», 2 Co 3'-"-" (all TOTa;>v^a.=' render inoperative,' a peculiarly Pauline word ; St. Paul
uses it 25 times, elsewhere in NT Lk 13', He 2"
only RV in 2 Co 3'- " pass away '). Cf. Wyclif s
he doith awei thi first, that he make
tr. of He 10'
stidfast the secunde,' and of 12' do we aweie al
J. HASTINGS.
charge and synne.'
'

;

'

'

DOCTOR, DOCTRINE.— Doctor
teacher' in Lk 2"

used in the old
(SiiiaKa\o%) ; and
'
doctor of the law for ' teacher of the law in Lk
5", Ac 6** (vop.oSi.5iaKa\o^).
Cf. MelvilVs Diary
(Wodrow, p. 95), ' to the Doctor is giffen the word

Eng. sense of

'

•

RV

tense,

now

it rpinroy dyeiXtj,
repeated, iyeXeiv
as thou killedst)
(2) to express the
used in negative sentences, as I do

is
'

.

.

'

:

'

'
In Malory's Kintj Arthur we read
And so they
looked upon him and felt his pulse, to wit
(i.e. to know) whether there were anj' life in him.
In the nanie of God, said an old man.
For I do
:

* Cf.

ShakB. Jul. Cat. IL

ii.

&

:

'Go bid the

priests

do present

L

'

24^

(jToiSeia),

SiSaaKoXla.

(SiSaaKoXla.)

Still

more

;

and

freq.

NT

for Gr.
freq. in
for ' the process of

teaching,' 'instruction' (SiSaxfi), as Ac 2" 'they
continued stedfastly in the apostles' doctrine and
fellowship.' Cf. Chaucer, Non. Preest. Tale, 622—
For seint Paul

seith, that al that wrlten
it is y-write, y-wis.'

is.

To our doctrjne

J.

.

know' and

wcnhce.'

soundest casuists doubt, like you and me T
Ep, to Ltd, Batkurst, L

Doctrine (.see next art.) is
See nnder Scribe.
similarly used for 'teaching' in Dt 32', Job 11*,
Pr 4*, Is 29** (all npS, lit. something received,'
elsewhere only Pr V' 4» 9» 16^- "») ; Is 28» (^^o-:/.

Hastings.

DOCTRINE, etymologically regarded, signifies the

;

interrog. 'do you know?' but
fornieiij' in affirm, also, as Gn 22' ' God did tempt
Abralmiii.' This is a peculiarly Eng. idiom; but
cloiicly akin to it is another, which is older, and is
common to French, but now quite obsolete. As
Fr. lias/«tre savoir 'cause to know,' so Eng. had
'
I do you to know ' with the same meaning.
Thus
'
North, Plutarch, p. 501
I do thee to understand
that I had rather excell others iu excellency of
knowledge than in greatness of power'; Chaucer,
Troilus, li. 1022—
And we 8ha1 speke of thee somwhat, 1 trowe.
When tliou art goon, to do thine eres glowel*

not

Who shall decide, when doctors disagree,
And

'

hence

'

of knawlage, to open upe, be simple doctrine, the
mysteries of fathe.' So Bacon {Essays, p. 9) calls
St. Paul 'the Doctor of the Gentiles,' and Latimer
{Worses, i. 430) calls the devil 'that old Doctor,'
and this is the use in Pope's lines

'

'

is

'

'

'

;

'

'

away');

.

they do (iriis fxow. RV how they fare ') ; Eph 6-'
'
that ye also may know my attairs and how I
do' (tI rpiaaai).
5. The phrase 'to have to do
with' is still good idiomatic Eug., but notice the
Greek Mt 8^ 'what have we to do with thee?' {tI
lit. ' what to us and to thee ? as Wye.
ijliie koJ <rol
has it, after Vulg. quid nobis et tihi > the idiom of
AV being Tindale's) ; He 4" ' all things are naked
and opened unto the ej'es of him with whom we
have to do' (vpbi Sr rj/uy i XA705, lit. as Wye. 'to
whom a word to us,' Vulg. ad quem nobis sermo,
Tind. 'of whom we speake,' Gen. 1557 'with
wliome we have to do '). 6. As an auxiliary, do
is noted by the grammarians as (1) the vicegerent
for any antecedent verb, Ac 7^
Wilt thou kill
me, as thou diddest the Egyptian yesterday?' (in
Gr. the vb.

;;

'

DOCTRINE

DO

614

*

—

:'
;'

of a doctor or teacher, from dnceo, to teach
hence it denotes sometimes the act of teaching,
sometimes the substance or matter of that which
It may also be theoretical or practical,
is taught.
refer, that is, to either truth or duty— that which
b to be believed, or that w hich is to be done.
On the theoretical side, doctrine may be compared with, and distinguished from, dogma or

work

Dogma and doctrine, especially in the
tenet.
plural, are often identified, but the latter is really
It differs
a wider conception than the former.
from it in two respects a doctrine is less formal,
dogma,
and
less of a scientific construction than a
there is implied in the latter a reference to some
religious community on whose authority it is maintained.
By some the distinction is thus stated
Doctrine summarizes the statements of Scripture
on a particular point, adding and diminishing
nothing
dogma formulates ^he principles and
relations involved in the doctrine, and the infer-

—

:

'

;

'

Every do;;ma, therefore,
encea following from it.
of the nature of a theory, giving the ratioruilc of
the facts.' The word dogma does not occur in KV
nor in the original, except in the sense of a 'decree
or ordinance (Lk 2', Ac 16' 17', Eph 2", Col 2",
is

'

'

He ll^fLachm.

but

Sdytia,

TK and

WH

Siirayfui.]).

The modern meaning

of the word is foreign to the
sacred book.
On its practical side, doctrine is
almost synonymous with precept or principle.
In OT, doctrine occurs chieHy as tr. of nj? (mostly
in Wisdom literature) that which is received' (Dt
32", Job U*, Pr 4', Is 29") ; it appears once only in
each case as tr" of lyio discipline ( Jer 10*), and TffiDf
'

named from

east to west Elishah and Tarshish
Kittim (Cyprus) and Dodanim (Rhodes).
The
inhabitants of Rhodes from B.C. 800 onward were
Ionian Greeks, sons of Javan, who took the place of
the earlier Phumician population. The Rnodians
are certainly in their proper place alongside of the
Kittim. They were known even to Homer, and
were visited from a very early period by all the
tra<ling peoples of the
Mediterranean coasts.
Bochart's idea that they might be identified with

'

'

—

Literature. Baudisain In Herzog3, UL 6S4, antler Dodanim,'
treats ably of the four sons of Juvau. See alno Winer, Schenliel,
Rithm ; and Bertheau OD 1 Cb
in his Commentary.

—

AV

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

AV

'

;

.

(n-jil, LXX 'PMio., Gn 10«).— Fourth
Javan (lonians, Greeks), and therefore
undoubtedly intended to designate a Gr. tribe or
colony. Tliere can be no connexion, beyond an

DODANIM

•on

of

accidents- similarity in sound, with the inland
town of Dodona in Kpirus.
Nor can it mean
Danlanians, as Uelilzscli still maintains, for the
Trojan province of Dardaiiia was never of such
consequence as to give its niiiiie to a leading family
in the genealogy of mankind.
Dillmann and
others are inclined to accept the reading of tlie
(which is also that of the Samaritan translation of the Pent, and of .Jerome, as well as the
of I Ch 1'), and identify the Dodanim with
the Hhodians or the inliahitiints of the isl.ands of
the ./Egean Sea.
If Elishah be Southern Italy and
Sicily, the two pairs of sons of Javan will be

LXX

MT

'

V

J.

DODAVAHU

;

'

j

the Gr. colonists on the banks of the Rhone
(Rhodanas) has not commended itself to anyone.

'

'that which is heard (Is 28*, RV message ').
In
Apocr. there are several occurrences of the word. It
appears in Sir as tr.of raiSela, as when 16"* the writer
says
'I will show forth doctrine in weight' (RV
' instruction
by weight '), that is, as is made apparent
by the parallel clause, 'with exactness.' In 1 Es5*°
'
doctrine and truth appear for the Gr. SijKuKnt xai
dX<tf«a, which in their turn represent the onm
'Lights and PerDTCI, Urim and Thummira
fections (!) ' of the parallel passage Neh 7".
In
NT, with one exception (He 6', where for
'the principles of the doctrine of Christ' RV
reads
the first principles of Christ '), doctrine
is employed to represent either SiSaxfi or SiSaunoXia, both of which words are used in active
and passive sense, the active bein^ predominant
in the case of SiSaaKaXia, the passive in that of
The latter emphasizes the authority, the
iiiaxhformer the act (Cremer
but see Hort, Chr.
Ecclesia, 191).
Both words are employed in an
absolute way for the teaching (SiSaxh in Tit 1',
2 Jn » RV SLSaaKoXla in 1 Ti 4'» 6', Tit 2'). It is
worth noting that out of 21 occurrences of iiSacr«oX/o in NT, no fewer than 15 are in the Pastoral
Epistles.
RV has almost uniformly substituted
' teaching
for doctrine as tr. of SiSaxfi, but has
only occasionally made the same substitution in
the case of MaaKoKla. In only one instance lias it
introduced the word doctrine when it does not
appear in A V, viz. in 1 Ti 6' where it reails 'If any
man teacheth a different doctrine,' for
If any
man teach otherwise.'
The intimate relation between doctrine and
practice, between right thoughts and right action,
18 fully and constantly recognized in Scripture.
The warnings against false doctrine and its evU
eflTecta are numerous (1 Ti l'» 4', Tit 2', He 13»,
2Jn' etc.). Christ's hearers were astonished at
His doctrine (Mk 1^) not less than at His wonderwhile, on the other hand. He Himself
ful works
indicated that His doctrine is only to be truly
known through obedience (Jn 7"). The forms of
teatrhing characteristic of the Bible as a whole, as
well as of its individual writers, will fall to be
considered in the article Theolooy.
A. Stkwakt.
DOD&I.—See D

:

vah).

Macpherson.

'beloved of

('ni'ii

J",'

— Father of Eliezer of Mareshah,

AV

Doda-

the proijhet
who censured Jehoshaphat for entering into
alliance with Ahaziah (2 Ch 20").
Gray (Ueb.
Prop. Names, 62, 232) contends that the correct
Heb. text is n;-)^^. So also Kittel in SBOT (cf.
Nestle, Eigennamen, 70).
J. A. Sblbie.

DODO

the Ker6

(so

possibly Dodi (n^^)
lating,

vli)%

;

li'i^,

Kethibh Dodal

LXX combines the

iraTpadfK<pov avroO vl6s

('^f\^), or
two, trans-

Xovaei).

—

1.

The

father of Eleazar, the second of the three captains
who were over the thirty (2 S 23'). In the
parallel list (1 Ch 11") the name is given as Dodo
(rti,
AwJoi), and also 'the Ahohite' for the
erroneous 'son of Ahohi.' In the third list (1 Ch27'')
AoiSeii) is described as general of
Dodai (•tn,
the second division of the army, but tlie words
Eleazar theson of appear to have been accidentally
omitted.
Bertheau considers that Dodai is the
more correct form, and appeals to the
and
Jos. {AuSelov) he accordingly restores this form in
2 S 23" and 1 Ch 11".
The traditional spelling (Dodo), however, is most
probably right the name Dudu has been found
on the Tel elAmama tablets, apparently as that
In the
of an Amorite official at the Egyp. court.
Inscription of Mesha (I. 12) we also find nrn (probably nni-i = Dodo)
it appears to be the name of
Bethlehemite, father of Elhanan,
some deity. 2.
one of 'the thirty' (2 S 23", 1 Ch 11» ^^^-l). 3.
man of Issachar, the forefather of Tola the
and Vul^. tr. TrarpaSiXipov
judge (Jg 10').
airroi ; patrui Abimelech.
S. F. Stenninq.
'

'

LXX

LXX

'

'

LXX

;

:

;

A

A

LXX

DOE.— RV

(Pr 5"),

AV

ya'dlAh, the/emale ibex.

'roe,' is in Heb. n^XSee GOAT, under o'^v;-

DOEO {Ml, JK'n, y^1*).— An Edomite, and chief of
the herdmen [or better,'runners,'reading with Griitz
•v^^ for D'pn] of king Saul. When David fled to Nob,
to Ahinielech (or Aliijah) the priest, D. was there
'detained before the Lord.' Having witnessed the
aid given to the fugitive, he reported what he had
seen to the king, who summoned Ahiinelceh before
him, and accused him of treason. Regardless of
his i)rotestations of innocence, Saul ordered him to
bo slain. The king's guard shrank from laying
hands upon the sacred person of a priest, and the
order was then given to D., who not only slew all
the priests, but perpetrated a general massacre of
all the inhabitants of Nob, destroying even the
D. is mentioned in the title
cattle (1 S 21' '22"-").
K. M. BOVD.
of Ps 52.

DOG

(3^'?

keleb,

icwif,

M^dpto)/, canis).

—The dog

many

places in the Bible, and (with
the somewhat uncertain exception of the greyhound, Pr 30^', where the lieu, signifies slender
in the toin.i, and is rendered in the marg. horse,
is

mentioned

RVm

in

tDar-horse)
*

On

always with contempt.

this

form see Driver oq

I

8 22».

The doy

—

DOGMA

616

buMIXION

doubtless the pariah animal so
the streets of all villai;es and cities

rete.Ted

to is

common

in

Bible lands.
The original of this degenerate
race of do<j» is probably the shepherd dog (Job 30'),
which differs from the town animal chiefly in his
long fur and bushy tail, and his far greater
All of these
strength, courage, and ferocity.
qualities are the natural result of the hardships
of his life.
Compelled to go long distances,
to guard the flocks from the wolves and other
savage beasts, to face the cold winds of \vinter, and
its pelting rains or sleet or snow, he needs all the
endowments which he possesses over those of his idle,
cowardly relative, who spends most of the time,
when not in search of his carrion food, in sleeping
under the shelter of walls or vaulted passages, or

in

sprawling in the soft

The

mud

or dust of the streets.

small eyes,

stiff fur,

and usually with little or no bushiness to the
These dogs usually occupy defined quartail.
ters of the towns, and any dog intruding into
a quarter not his own is certain to be set upon
They act as public
and very severely bitten.

9'»14" 16* 21'»- ^ 22»8, 2
scavengers (1
Jer 15*). They wander from place to place, especially in the neighbourhood of the city walls, and
make the night hideous with their barking (Ps
59'-").
They not infrequently attack passers in
lonely places, especially in the neighbourhood of
Arab encampments. Violent men are compared to
them (Ps 22"''*'). They are used to watch houses

K

K

(Is 56'°).
The name
(1 S 24'*, 2 S 3« 9» 16», 2

and tents

dog

is

^

Rev

22"').

'

K

The

Driver ad loc. and Hommel, Anc. Heb. Trad. 114).
In a word, the Eastern street dog is a type of all
that is cowardly, lazy, filthy, treacherous, and contemptible. They seem to have been omnipresent
in the time of Christ (Mt 15", Mk 7", Lk 16^'), as
the former citations prove them to have been in
more ancient times.
With the doubtful exception before given (Pr
30"), there is no allusion to hunting dogs in
Scripture.
As the friend of man, endowed wth
noble intelligence, the dog had no place in Heb. life.
G. E. Post.
DOGMA, properly an opinion or judgment ; then,
as a decision of one in authority, a decree of

—

rulers

Col

(Lk

2'*),

2',

Ac

17',

He

of apostles (Ac

Moses (Eph 2",
The same word in

11^), of

16*).

verbal form is used of the decisions of the
elders (Ac 15^ »»»).
Hatch {Hib. Lect. 1888,
pp. 119-120) has very well shown how, from this
original meaning of ' personal opinion,' the word
came to signify ' decrees in the case of rulers, and
•doctrines in the case of teachers.
By far the
most important
use of the term is in Eph
and Col. All the early Gr. commentators understand by ' dogmas in both passages the doctrines
or precepts of the gospel.
Lightfoot correctly
insists upon renderii g the word, as in all other
passages, decree, ordinance in Eph it is restricted
to Mosaic ordinances, but in Col it is applied more
generally to all decrees in which moral principles
and religious precepts are set forth. The reits

'

NT
'

NT

;

striction in the

one case, however.

Is

not in the

word, but only in the context.
In Eph the
j&y/iara as authoritative decrees ' are distinguished
from irroXal as separate precepts, by both of which
'

terms the Mosaic law is characterized from different points of view.
By styling these precepts
dogmas the apostle empha.->izes the point that
they were imposed by external authority. This is
in keeping with the ecclesiastical use of the word
'

'

SWP

13='

'

BRP

A. Selbie.

J.

DOLEFUL.— Is

their houses shall be full of

and Mic 2*
and lament with a doleful lamentation ('.i} nnj)
•Til), AVra
lament with a lamentation of lamentations,' RVm lament with the lamentation. It ia
done,' after Ewald, Cheyne, and others, taking
the last word as Niph. of r^-^n, instead of a subst.
from nrt) to wail). Ihere is a general agreement

doleful creatures' (Heb. c-nx 'Ohiin);
'

'

'

that the '6/iim of Is 13^' are jackals, as there is the
Assyr. akU used in the bilingual texts for Bab. likbarra, lit. 'evil-dog.' The older Eng. VSS mostly
give ' great owls,' the Geneva keeping the Heb.
him, with a note sujrgesting the possibility that
they and the Ziim (AV wild beasts ') are ' wicked
spirits whereby Satan deluded man, as by the
fairies, gobblins, and suche like fantasies,' which
probably suggested the ' doleful creatures of AV
'

'

Wye, Douay,

'dragons'). The Heb. is probably
onomatopoetic, from [nnK] to howl ; but doleful ' is
mournful (fr. Lat. dolere), as in Shaks. Pa*», Pit.
xxi.
(cf.

'

•

a term of

8», Is 66', Ph 3',
price of a dog' (Dt 23") probably
refers to the practices of the male Ifideshlm (see

reproach

—A

DOK

'

dog is 2 to 3 ft. long, exclusive
of his tail, and from 18 inches to 2 ft. high,
usually tawny in colour, but often cream-coloured,
street

whit«, or black, with short,

to indicate doctrines which are enunciated authoritatively by the Church.
See DOCTRINE.
J. MACrHERSON.
(Aiiit).
fortress near Jericho, where
Simon the Maccabee, along with two of his sons,
was murdered by his son-in-law Ptolemy, 1 Mao
16".
The name survives in the modern 'Ain Dtik,
\i. 309;
4 miles N.W. of Jericho (Robinson,
Ritter, Erdkunde, XV. i. 460;
iii. 1)3, 191,
209).
In Jos. {Ant. XIII. viii. 1 ; Wars, I. ii. 3) it
appears as Dagon (cf. G. A. Smith, Hist. Geog. 250).

She, poor bird, as all forlorn,
Lean'd her breast up till a thorn.
And there sang the dolefull'st ditty.'

Shaks. UBes ' dole

'

in the

same

sense, as

Hamlet,

I.

13—

u.

*

In equal scale weighing delight and dole.'

J.

HASTINOa.

DOLPHIN.— See Badger.
DOMINION, used

in the ordinary sense, is the
and NT, and only noteof various words in
worthy as the rendering of Kvpiirris in Eph 1"^,

OT

tr.

and, perhaps, 2 P 2'<' and Jude'
Associated as it is in Col 1" with apxai
and i^ovirlai, and in Eph 1" with these and SOva/us
words used elsewhere {e.g. Eph 6",
(all sing.),
Col 2", Ro 8»», 1 Co 15^) primarily, at any rate, of
the angelic powers, good or bad or both, it stands,
without doubt, in Eph (ascensively) and Col (descensively) for a grade in the angelic hierarchy
probably, along \vith Bpiyoi (Col), the highest
grade (as Lightfoot concludes from the earliest
lists; see his note on Col 1'*), being at the same
time second in that grade, while dpx"' Bad i(ov<Tlai
belong to the next grade below just as kingship,
suggested in Spdnt, is naturally superior to lordship ((ciiptinjs), (compare the $eol and xipiM of
8°), and both are superior to the ordinary
1 Co

Col 1"

(pi.),

(sing.).

—

—

;

;

rule

and authority.

and

Sufaius,

GpA^ot, Kv^tmjt, ipx^t ^iovffla,
or their linguistic equivalents, are
orders of angels in Jewish or
period or
Jewish-Chr. liooks ranging over the

found among the

NT

immediate neighbourhood. Thus in Jubilees,
Over all [the Gentile nations] hath [God]
§ 15
set spirits as lords' (cf. Sir 17"); in Test. XII.
Patr. Levi 3,
In the heaven next to God are
thrones (Bplmoi), powers {iiovalai),' angels being, in
its

:

'

'

tlie same passage, assigned to each of the first six
out of the seven heavens, in descending order in
Enoch 6'", 'The host of the heavens and all the
holy ones above, and the host of God ... all th«
angels of power, and all the angels of principnlities,'
etc.
Christian Fathers, such as Origen, Ephrein
Syrus, Pseudo-Dionysius, accept similar though
varying gratlations (see I>ightfoot, Col 1"). Th«
;

;'

'

'

DOOM

DORCAS

such gradations may be traced to the OT,
with its Eloliim and sons of Eloliiai (Pss58 and 82),
the mighty beings of the same class as God, yet
ruled by Him (Ps 103""), His host, led by His

every appearance of being taken from a regular
pilgrim book, we should say that, on the hypothesis
that Mount Sinai and Kephidim [ = l''eiran] have
been correctly located, the position of Dophkah
cannot be far from the entrance to the Wady
Maghara ; this wady contains the oldest Egjptian
mines, and as the blue-stone which the Egyptians
quarried is known by the name of Mafkat, and
gave its name to the district of Mafkat, it is a
tempting suggestion to identify Doplikah as an
erroneous transcription of Mafkah. Alush would
then lie half-way between this and l'"eiran
it
does not appear that any more exact location ciu
be suggested.
The identification suggested foi
Dophkah was made, in the first instance, by
Ebers I arrived at it independently.

belief in

captain (Jos

5^**** dpxttrrpdTTjyo^ Swifjieojs KvpioUf cf.

Being originally, in all
ipxdyye\oi, 1 Th 4").
probability, the nature-spirits of Semitic heathenism, they were physical rather than ethical (Gn
6'''), and are sometimes connected or identified
with the stars of heaven (Job 38', Is 45'' ; cf.
Enoch 18'»-", and see article ELEMENT).
As
the knowledge of God advanced, these ' gods
ce^ised to have any religious importance, and
receded more and more into the position of comparative nonentities (Ps 89'), but were still regarded as superintending the nations under Him
(Dn 10", fs 24^'), though in some special sense God
reserved Israel for Himself (Dt 32''- LXX), making
Michael, the chief archangel (Dn 12'), their prince.
Being thus distinguished from God, and not irrevocably bound by the moral law, they could come
into opposition to Him, not merely relative but
actual, either by blameworthy conduct of the
charges committed to them (Is 24^', Job 4", cf.
Enoch 18"-'" ; also the ' angels in Kev 2, 3), or by
diametrical contravention of God's purposes (Dn
10". 2 Co 4*, Eph 6"-'« ; and see Anqel, Demon,
'

and Satan).

The

interpretation of Kvpiirris in Jude ' and its
parallel 2 F 2'° is perplexing, and is much disputed.
reference to angelic powers unseen
dignities worthy of reverence (cf. 1 Co 11'°) is
supported by the contiguous Jifai (' beings in light
like God '), and by the example of the sin of the
Sodomites (Gn 19)
while a reference to the
lordsliii) of Christ or God is suggested by Jude *,
and 2 P 2* (angels that sinned, i.e. ajrainst God).
See Spitta on the two passages, and Uarnack,
Texte, ii. 14.

—

A

—

;

LlTBRiTTOR.—Schultz, Old Tat. Theology (Eng.

tr.),

i.

216

ff.
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;

;

J.

DOR

Rendel Harms.

K

f^), Jos 11> 12^ 17", Jg 1», 1
4",
1 Ch 7^.
Can. city in Galilee, in the 'uplands'
(nsj,
Naphath-[or Naphoth-]dor) towards the
W. Its king is noticed between Jokneam and Gilgai
of the Goiim which was in Sharon.
It seems to
have been in Issachar or in Asher, and is noticed
as attacked by Manasseh with Taanach.
The
'uplands' of Dor formed that part of Solomon's kingdom, which seems to correspond with Zebulun, the
next province to Issachar but, according to the last
cited passage. Dor belonged to Manasseh, though
noticed with to\vns of Issachar. The.se indications
do not suffice to fix the site. Jos. makes it a .seaside town (Ant. V. i. 22, vill. ii. 3) near Carniel
{Contra Apion., ii. 10).
It was at Dor that
Tryphon (c. B.C. 139) was besieged by Antiochus
Sidetes, 1 Mac 15'"'-.
In the 4th cent. a.d.
(1^1,

—A

RVm

—

;

s.v.
Domai)heth) it is identified
with Tantiirah on the sea-co.ost, 9 Roman miles
from CiEsarea Palestina on the way to Tyre but
the names have no connexion, and the site is not

[Onomii.'iticon,

;

on the uplands. The low hills S. of Carmel may
be intended, but the name has not been recovered.
C. R.

IHr I'aiUuiijiche Ajigeioiogie uiui Vatnonologie, pp. S8,
Lightfoot, ColoMiana.
J. MASSIE.

Everliiig,

122

ff.

;

DORCAS.—' Tabitha, which
called Dorcas

DOOM.— In AV,
shall

2 Es 7*" only,
the end of this time

1)6

'

the day of judgment

'

the day of

doom

judicii,

((Uf.i

HV

RV

to which
adds Ezk 7'
'Thy doom is come unto thee, O inhabitant of the
lan(f,' v.'" ' thy doom is gone forth ' (iTPfn,
'

')

;

AV

'the morning,' IlVra the turn or the crownin''
time
see Davidson), and the vb. 1 Co 4"
God
hath set forth us the apostles last of all, as men
doomeil to death' (cit iinOafaTlout),
1611
'approved to death,' mod. editions 'appointed,' of
which Scrivener (t'amft. Parag. liihtc, p. xcvii) says
'A deliberate but needless correction [in KilO]
derived from Tind., Cov., the Great and the
Bishops' Bibles. The Gen. (1557) has "destinate to
death."
'

'

'

'

—

'

AV

:

For 'doom' in the sense of •Judgment,* cf. WycliTs tr. of
Ps 9** He mode re<ii his trone in dome,' and of Rev 19^ trewe
iiiHt ben the domes of hyra."
Shiiks. (Machrth, ii. iii. 5U)
ipeakH of the great doom,' i.e. the day of Judgment and In
JuL CceM. III. L 98—
'

'

and

*

;

stora, ory out, and mn
As it weredoomtMiay.'
The word isconnectetl with 'deem* to Judge, whence the 'Deemsters' of Ule of Man and Jersey, and pinlologiratly with Or. titfj^t
law, fr. ritftj^ place, whence 'something laid down, 'a decision.'
*

Bee

Men, wives, and children

Craili's Knj. of Shake, p. .i26
and art. 1)krm.

Ii8f.;

;

Verity, Shakii. Jul. Cae. p.

J.

HASTINGS.

DOOR, DOORKEEPER, DOORPOST.—SeeHousE.

—A

DOPHKAH (ii7!;7).
station in the itinerary of
the children of Israel (Nu 33'"). This station and
the next one, Alush, which lie between the
'encampment by the sea' and Hcphidini, have not
been identiliud, and they an
are not alluded to in
Exodus. As, however, tlie itinerary in Nu has

is

Conder.

by interpretation

Kn'jo is Aram, for Heb.
'
(Ac
;
"5:;, by regular interchange of D for s (see Driver,
Hebrew Tennes', y. 225 f. ).
occurring as the
9*")

When

name

AV

of an animal, it is tr"* in
roebuck
or 'roe,' in
'gazelle.'
Aop/cds is the Gr.
equivalent, used in LXX. Both the Aramaic and
the Greek were, also, not uncommon names for
women: the former denoting 'beauty,' the latter
the animal's gaze (fr. SipKoimi). For instances see
Wetstein's Comm. on Ac 9** ; Job.
IV. iii. 6 may
be mentioned as one.
The raising of Dorcas of Joppa Is the second of three narra-

RV

'

BJ

(Ac 932 3S 3(M3 10-1118) connected with St. Peter's visit
to the towns of the Maritime I'lain on the W. cooj^t of l*al.,
whither he came in the course of a Journey un<]iTtaken l>y
him after the Church at Jerus. was 8catt«re<l tiirough 'the
persecution which arose about Stephen.' The first of the.se
narratives, like the second, relates a miracle ; they are told
to illustrate the supernatural powen* granted to St. Peter,
whose miracles in Jems, have alreatly been described Ao 311'
tives

TheChurehes in Lydda and Joppa were not founded
St. Peter (Ac 9^*2. aa). but on this occasion his presence and
his miracles served to strengthen an<i extend them.
Ue does
not seem to have visited Joppa till the Ciiurch there, In its
distress on account of Dorcas death, sent to fetch him from
51-11.10.

by

Lydda

(»'<).

Dorcas was a 'disciple' {ftaff-Zirpta, this fern, form
occurs in NT only here). She must have been a
person of some worldly substance so as to have had
leisure for the 'good works' and means for the 'almsdeeds' of which she was 'full.' The former term is
more cominehensive tlian the latter. Nevertheless,
by it also in all probability, according to Jewish
associations, works of charity are more especially
<lonoted (cf. the Talm. expression d'dio s'VD, and
see on it Weber, Tkcol. d. Hynnfjaqe, § 61
sue
also Td iyaOi p.ov at Sir 20'", and c/. 16. 18'° and
12'^).
Dorea.s'
To
labours for the good of others
were instances.
may note that they weie the
;

We

—

—

;

—

'

DOUBT

DORYMEXES

618

more creditalile in one who was able to give alms,
and niifjlit have contented herself with doing this.
The garments which the widows showed to St.
Peter may most naturally be supposed to be those
The
which she had previously given to them.
widows are thus seen here, as in 6', to form a recognized class, dependent upon bounty. The account
of the actual raising of Dorcas (vv.*'-*') bears a

stood on the top of a mound, as the language of
2 K 6'*-'" would suggest. There are still two large
ancient cisterns, into one of which possibly Joseph

close resemblance to that of the raising of Jairus'
daughter (Mt 9", Mk 5*)- ", Lk 8").
V. H. Stantox.

w,as the residence of Elislia when the incident of
It is several times mentioned in
2 KO'-"'- occurred.
the account of the siege of Bethulia (Jth 4" 7»- '« 8^).

DORYMENES (lopvufftis), the father of Ptolemy
Macron, who was a trusted friend of Antiochus
Epiphanes (2 Mac i*^), and was chosen by Lysias
to

command

with Nicauor and Gorgias (1 Mac S'**). Ptolemy
had formerly been in the service of the Kgyp. king
Ptiilemy vi. Philometor (2 Mac 10"); and his
father, Dorymenes, may perhaps be identified with
the ^Ktolian Dorymenes who fought for Ptolemy IV.
against Antiochus the Great (Polybius, v. 01).

wells, as the

name

implies,

bursts

It

from the foot of the hill (^Sur. Mem. ii. 109, 210).
Most probably, Joseph's brethren were gathered
watering their flocks when he approached. Dothan

DOUBT. — See
douten most
for

meant to fear, after dnhitare in
meaning is still very common

freq.

And

A. IlENDKUSO.-*
The middle Eng.

article.

this

doubt' in Shaks., as Macbeth,

'

'

In

next

I

IV.

ii.

doubt some danger does approach you

AV this meaning

is

evident in Sir

60

nearly.'

9" Keep thee
'

from the man that hath power to kill so shalt
thou not doubt the fear of death (ou ^i viroirTevcrrit
thou shalt have no suspicion of
(p6^ov ffafdrov, RV
the fear of death'). But in >.'T also it is often
more than hesitate or mistrust,' esp. where the
far

;

'

'

H. A. White.

(AoffWeos)— !• The priest who,

There are two

cast.

but only one of them seems ancient.

late Lat.

the Syrian array in Pal. in conjunction

DOSITHEUS

was

'

ac-

cording to a note in one of the Greek recensions of
Esther, brought the book to Alexandria in the 4th
year of Ptolemy Philometor (?) and Cleopatra, c.
BX. 178 (Ad. Est 11'). 2. A soldier of Judas Maccabfeus, who (2 Mac 12^°) laid hold, in the heat of
battle, of Gorgias the general of the enemy, and
sought to take him alive. T'he attempt was frustrated by a Thracian horseman, who cut off the arm
3. A renegade .lew who frustrated
of Dositheus.
the plot of Theodotus to assassinate king I'toleray
Philopator (3 Mac 1^). 4. An officer of Judas
j. a. SliLlilK.
Maccabsius (2 Mac 12i9- ay

'

'

Gr.

is iwopiofiai,

Gal

4'-''),

'

be at a loss

to

'

(Jn

13'--,

Ac

25-',

or the stronger Siawopia, 'to be utterly at

(Ac 2'- 5-< 10''). In like manner doubtful
means perplexing' or perplexed,' Sir 18' {iwoptofiai,

a loss'

'

'

RV

perplexity ') ; Lk 12-'3 ' neither be ye of
doubtful mind' (Mi nerew/jifeo-Se, a word of disputed
meaning here, see Plummer, ad loc.} ; Ro 14' ' d.
disputations' (see under DISPUTE).
'

in

**D0OBT.

—The Heb. of OT seems

J.

Hastings,
an exact

to lack

equivalent to our term 'doubt,' when u.sed in a
Some have, indeed, underreligious reference.
stood 'doubters,' sceptics' to be meant when the
Psalmist, who loves God's law and hopes in His
'

DOTJEA

(AwTala).

AV

(which see).

—The

— Another

form of Dotiian

has incorrectly Judiea.

meaning of to dote is to be
and Scotch 'doited'), as in
Chaucer, Legend of Good Women, 201

DOTE.

orig.

'

'

foolish (cf. 'dotage,'

Wei wot I ther-by thou beginnest dote
As olde tbles, whan hir spirit fayleth

'

'

and Piers Plowman, i. 138
Thow doted daffe, quod she,
'

dull arne thi wlttes.*

A

sword is
In this .sense occurs dote ' in Jer 50*>
upon the liars, and they shall dote (Gov. they
shall become fooles,' Heb. i^si, the vb. ["^.x-] is only
'

'

'

'

found in Niph., and always = be fooli.sh, or act
foolishly, whether innocently as Jer 5', or not as Is
19>')
Sir 25- an old adulterer that dotelh {iXarToviumv <!vvi<T(i., RV lacking understanding') and
doting about questions and strifes of words
1 Ti 0*
'

'

;

'

;

'

(AVm

'a

fool,'

R\^m

'sick,' Gr. voaSiv, only here

only .In S'' TR but the sense is
mad,' a common meaning of
unsound,'
the word Tind. tr. freely wasteth his braynes
Elsewhere
'doteth' is the (Jeneva word of 1560).
'
dote occurs only in the sense of be (foolishly)
in NT,
clearly

and

v6<!rit/.a

;

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

fond,'

;

Ezk

235-

'• 9- 12- 1«-

"-'>

(^J?).

J.

HASTINGS.

DOTHAN (r^i and i;i, A«9(£cim), Gn ZV'
(Dothaim, in Jth 4* etc.), now Tell DothSn, was
an ancient town situated 10 miles N. of Samaria.
Thither Joseph followed his brethren from Shechem
(Gn 37'''). The pasturage about it is still the best
and freshest in a time of drought (Thomson, Land
and Book, p. 400). The site of Dothan, known in
earlier times by Eusebius, who placed it 12 miles
IC. of Samaria, had for some centuries been lost till
recovered by Van de Velde (vol. i. p. .'{(Uff.). It
lay on an ancient (Jewish ?) road, of which Van de
Velde found the remains, cro.ssing from the plain
of Esdraelon into the plain of Sharon, and must
have always been an important military post. It
"

CopiirirtH, 189S,

fcy

word and delights in keeping His commandments,
declares that he ' hates them that are of a double
mind' (Ps US'" ^'9iP). Apparently, however, it
is rather hypocrites, what we should call ' doubleand it seems to be
faced men,' who are meant
hypocrisy, rather than doubt, which is in mind
also in 1 K 18-', where the kindred term ^'pvo
occurs, and in 1 Ch 1233, ps 12-, where the simi;

lar phra-se 'double heart' (^i?) ^I?) appeai-s, .as well
as in Hos 10-, where the comm. differ as to whether
the words =?'' P.^? are to be tr'' ' their heart is di-

vided,' or, perhaps better,
i.e.

'

their heart is smooth,'

deceitful.

In NT, on the other hand, we meet with a series
which run through the shades of meaning
expressed by our words, perplexity, suspense, distraction, hesitation, questioning, scepticism, shadof terms

ing down into unbelief.
Perplexity is expressed

(Mk
4-"),

0-io,

Lk

with

24',

its

Jn

\?,-^,

by

strengthened

the

verb

&Trop4a

Co 4", Gal
compound, Siavopiu

Ac

253', 2

(Lk 9% Ac 2'- 62< 16'"), expressing thorough perplexity, when one is utterly at a loss, and the
still stronger compound iiairopiui (2 Co 1* 4*), in
which perplexity has passed into despair. This
perplexity is never assigned in NT to the sphere
Even in such instances as Lk 24*,
of religion.
where we are told that the women, finding the
'

Lord's tomb empty, were perplexed thereabout
over
6-", Lk 9'', "where Herod's per|ilexity
John's preaching and the subsequent preaching
and
of Jesus and His followers is spoken of
Ac 2'-, where the extreme perplexity of those who
Pentecost
witnessed the wonders of the Day of
is adverted to, it is not a state of religious doubt
but of pure mental bewilderment which is deThe women merely had no explanation
scribed.
of the empty tomb ready, they were at a loss how
Herod simply found John's
to account for it
preaching and the reports concerning the preachCharJa Scribner^s .9ons
'

;

Mk

;

;

DOVE

DOUBT
ins and work of Jesus and Mis disciples inexplicable, he had no theory ready for their explanation
the marvels of Pentecost, before I'eter's
explanation of them, were wholly without meaning to their witnesses and, similarly, in Ac 10'",
Peter was just at a complete loss to understand
what the vision he had received could mean, and
required a revelation to make it signilieaut to him.
It was this state of mind, a state of what we may
cad objective suspense due to lack of lisht, which
the Jews claimed for themselves when in Jn 10-^
How Ions dost thou
they demanded of Jesus
;

;

:

'

If thou
lift up our soul {Ti)i> 'I'vxv" ^uw" alptis) ?
They would sugart the Christ, tell us plainly.'
gest that they were In a state of strained expectation regarding His claims, and that the lagging
of their decision was due, not to subjective causes
rooted in an evil heart of unbelief, but to a lack of
bold frankne.ss on His part.
Jesus, in His reply,
repels this in-sinuation and ascribes the fault to
They were not eager seekers
their own unbelief.
after truth, held in suspense by His ambiguous
speech they were men in possession of full evidence, who would not follow it to a conclusion
they were therefore not
opposing their wishes
:

;

perplexed, but unbelieving.

For the doubt of the distracted mind the NT
appears to have two expressions, lUTcupl^eadai (Lk
12-^) and iiariitio (Mt 14" 28").
This .state of
mind is .superinduced on faith, and is a witness
only those who
to the faith which lies behind it
have faith can waver or be distracted from it. Hut
the faith to which it witnesses is equally neces.sarily an incomplete and imperfect faith
only an
imperfect faith can waver or be distracted from
exhortation,
The
Be ye not
iis firm assurance.
of a wavering mind,' is appropriately given, therefore, in Lk 12-"', to those who are addressed as
'of liitle faith' ((!Xi7(i7ri<rToi). of whom it is the
specific characteristic.
It is to trust in God's providential care without carking anxiety as to our
food and drink and clothing that the Saviour is
exhorting His hearers in this context to fulness
of faith, which, according to its ilefinition in Ho
111, jg absorbed in the unseen and future in conThose who have
trast with the seen and present.
full faith will have their whole life hid with God
and ill proportion as care for earthly things enters,
in that proportion do we fall away from the heights
of faith and exhibit a wavering mind.
It was a
similar weakness which attacked Peter, when,
walking, by virtue of faith, upon the water to
come to Jesus, he saw the wind and was afraid
(Mt 14^1) and, accordingly, our Saviour addres.sed
him similarly, '() thou of little faith, wherefore
Here, again, is
didst thou doubt {(Shraaa!)
real faith though weak, but a faith that is distracted by the entrance of fear. The same term,
and surely with similar implications, is u.sed again
and on an even more interesting occa-sion. When
the disciples of Jesus came to the mountain where
He had appointed them and there saw their risen
Lord, we are told (Mt 28''), 'They worshipped:
but some doubted (idlirTaaap).'' It is this .same
doubt of imperfect and distracted faith, and not
the sceptii'al doubt of unbelief, that is intended.
All woi-sliipped Him, though .some not without that
;

;

'

—

;

;

'.'

'

doubt of the distracted mind which is no more
psychologically absurd here than in Lk 12-' and
^lt 14".
Whence the distraction arose, whether
])i)ssil)ly from joy itself, as in Lk 24", or from a
less noble emotion, as possibly in .hi 20-^, we do not
know, lint the ipiality of doubt resulting from it,
•

'

aitliough manifesting the incompleteness of the disciples' faith, was not inconsislent with ils reality
and the reoorfl of it is valuable to us as showing,
along with such pas.sages as Lk 24''- *', Jn 2iy'-',
that the apostles' testimony to the resurrection
;

was that
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of convinced rather

than

of credulous

witnesses.

A

kindred product of weak faith, the doubt of
questioning hesitation, is expressed in NT by the
term 5m\oyia)i6i (Lk 243s, IJo 14', Ph 2", 1 Ti 2").
is the Nemesis of weakness of faith that
it
pursued by anxious (luestionings and mental
doubts. Thus, when Christ appeared to His disthey were terrified and affrighteil,
ciples in Jerus.,
and supposed that lliey had beheld a spirit' (Lk
24*^), provoking their Master's rebuke,
Wherefore do questionings arise in your heart ?
And in

It

is

'

'

'

St.

Paul's Epistles, the timid outlook of the

weak

in faith is recognized as their chief characteristic.

This seems to be the meaning of Ko 14', where
he that is weak in faith is to be received into
full Christian brotherhood, but not
for the ad'

'

'

judication of questionings '
and the Kplpuv of v.<) here
:

is

crowded with

.scruples

(cf.

the Hpivirw of v.'

is a man whose mind
and doubts, he is to

—

be received, of course, but not as if his agitated
conscience were to be law to the community he
is to be borne with, not to be obeyed.
The same
;

Ph 2'*, where the contra.st
murmurings and disputings seems to
be not so much between moral and intellectual
rebellion, as between violent and timid obstacles
in the Christian pathway,
a contrast which apIt would seem that those
pears also in I Ti 2'.
implication underlies

between

'

'

—

who

with

are troubled

ijuestionings

every-

are

where recognized as men who possess faith, but
who are deterred from a proper entrance into their
privileges and a proper performance
of
their
Christian duties by a settled habit of hesitant
casuistry, which argues lack of robustness in their
faith.

The NT term which expresses that deeper doubt
which argues not merely the weakness but the
lack of faith is the verb SiaKplti«r$ai (Mt 21-',
Jlk IT--', Ko 4-', M->, Ja 1''"', Jude -=).
Wherever
this critical attitude towards divine things is found,
there faith is absent.
The term may be used in
contrast to that faith by which miracles are wrought,
or in which God is approached in prayer (Mt 21-',
Mk 11-3, Ja I6(.i«) in either case it implies the
absence of the faith in question and the consequent failure of the result, he that 'doubteth'
in this sense cannot expect to receive anything
It
may be used of a frame of
of the Lord.
mind in which one lives his life out in the Chrisin this case, the intrutian profession (Ho 14-^)
sion of this critical spirit vitiates the whole course
I

—

;

—

because they are no longer of
of his activities,
and 'what.soever is not of faith is sin.' Or
it may be used as the extreme contrast to that
fulness of faith which Abraham exhibited in his
typical act of faith
and then it is represented as
the outgrowth of unbelief (Ho 4-').
From the
full description of its opposite here, and the ccpially
full description of it itself in Ja l'-"'- (.see Mayor's
note), we may attain a tolerably complete conception of its nature as the critical, self-debating habit
of the tyjiical sceptic, which casts him uiion life
like a derelict ship upon the .sea, and makes him
in all things 'doulihvmiiuled ' and' unstable.'
Such
a habit of mimi is the extreme contradiclion of
faith, and cannot coexist with it
and it is therefore treated everywhere with condemnation
unless
-"Jude
be an exception, and there the reading is
too uncertain to justify its citation as such.
See
further, F.VITH.
B. B. WarfieM).
faith,

;

;

—

DOVE

C^,''"

y'lnith,

irepiGTcpi,

columhn).

—There

are several species of wild doves in Bible lands,
which all go by the name of /lamam in Arabic. (1)
The ring dove or wood pigeon (Co/h»i/<(i I'nhimhufi,
L.), which appears twice a year, at the spring and
autumn migration, in all the wooded districts of

DOVE
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DRAGON

Palestine. It is taken by means of a decoy bird, tied
considerto a perch, with its eyelids sewn up.
able number remain through the winter. (2) The

A

stock dove (Columba mnas, L.), which is common in
Gilead and Bashan, and in the Jordan Valley. (3)
The rock dove (Columba livia, Bonnat), which is
found along the coast, and in the highlands W. of
the Jordan and in Lebanon. (4) The ash-rumped
rock dove [Columba Schimperi, Bp.), which is found
in the interior of VaX., and makes its nests in the
caves and fissures of the chalk precipices. The
name ham,&m is associated with a number of
wadis and other natural features of the country.
Tame doves are found in every city and village,
often in immense numbers. They have been kept
from most ancient times. The writer discovered
in Wady Sir, in Gilead, a rock-hewn dove-cot of
It is described and figured in PEFSt,
large size.
It is a favourite amusement of boys
Oct. 1886.
and young men, especially in the interior cities, as
Damascus, IJems, Ijamath, etc., to spend the later
afternoon hours in superintending the flight of
They train them to wheel about over the
pigeons.
their own home a centre, and to
come back and alight on their owner's hand,
and, with a shrill whistle, to be tossed off into
the air again for a short whirl. It is one of the
It
earliest mentioned birds in the Bible (Gn 8^"'^).
is a bird capable of distant flight (Ps 55*).

houses,

making

A

domesticated variety has yellow plumage (Ps 68'').
The wild doves make their nests in the cliB's overhanging the wadis (Ca 2'*, Jer 48-«, Ezk 7'^). The
mournful cooing of the dove is well known, and
often alluded to in Scripture (Is 38" 59", Nah 2').
Its harmlessness is proverbial JIt 10'*). Its foolishness is used to illustrate the stupidity of Ephraim
(

(Hos 7"). Its lovable qualities are also proverbial
(Ca 1" etc.). Young pigeons were used in sacrifice
(Gn 15').
Dove's Dnng accumulates in immense quantities
around the dove-cots, and is an invaluable manure,
especially for cantelopes.
It is owing to the use
of this fertilizer that the melons of Persia are so
renowned for their excellence. The talus in front
of the cliffs where wild doves nest in large numbers
is covered with thick deposits of their excrement,
which is almost as powerful a fertilizer as guano. *
G. E. Post.
•

There seems to be no doubt of the etymologrical sigrnificance
Udri means literof the word D*;v*nD A***^ yOnlm, (2 K 6^).
ally dung.
The Arab, preserves the word exactly, heri, with
the same signification. It is, however, now regarded as obscene,
and constantly so used by low-Uved people in the East. What
was the substance which was sold at the rate of five pieces of
silver the

quarter cab, that

is,

6a. 4d.

the pint?

Many

efTorts

have been made to find some plant which miffht have been
called by this name. Avicenna says (ii. 141) that the bestquality
of ushndn, a name for several species of SaUotacecB, is called
hfri el-'aifOJir, that is, fparroufi dung.
There are numerous
instances of a similar nomenclature. Nevertheless, no one h.as
as yet found a plant that bears the name of dove's dutiq, or
which can be identified with the material which was sold so
dear ; and nothing is gained for science by mere conjecture. It
is better to accept the literal interpretation, and conclude that,
in the last resort, the dove-cots were dravm upon to satisfy the
cravings of starving men. The ordure and urine of almost all
kinds uf animals and birds, domestic and wild, were administered by the ancients as medicine among them dove's dung.
There are long unsavoury articles in the ancient medical
treatises of Avicenna and others on their virtues.
They were
and are still used as collyria in the treatment of ophthalmia.
llou^'hton cites a statement from a Spanish author, who sa.^'s
that in the year 1316 so great a famine distressed the English
that 'men ate their own children, dogs, mice, and pi'jcons'
dung.* With this statement compare Habshakeh's threat (2 K
18^\ Is SC'"^). It is well known that pigeons and other birds
often pass seeds unchanged through their alimentary canal.
When the Dutch tried to enlianee the price of nutmegs in their
E. Indian possessions by liuuting the growth of the trees, the
large wild pigeons of those regions thwarted their purpose by

—

carrying the nutmegs in their crops, and depositing them in
their excrement at points far removed from the Dutch possesaions. The seeds took root, and produced nutmeg trees.
Birds
are a recognized factor in the propagation of plants in this
manner. The flora of the coral islands is largely indebted to
them for species thus introduced. The existence of such un-

DOYE'S DUNG.— See Dove and Food.

DOWRY.—See Marriaqe.
DOXOLOGY, which
name which has been

is not a biblical word. Is tb«
applied to any formal ascrip-

tion of praise or glory to God [So^oXoyla, glorificatio).
Such are the closing sentences of several apostolic
prayers, e.g. Ko 16-'', Jude'', Eph 3-".
In particular, the name is given to the last sentence ol
the Lord's Prayer as it stands in
and our
of Matthew (cf. 1 Ch 29").
This verse, however,
is omitted in the parallel passage of St. Luke,
neither is it found in the earlier Uncials or tlie
Vulg., but first in the Teaching of the Twelve

AV

TR

Apostles and Chrysostom.
Hence it has been
omitted from the text of
and RV (text, not
margin). See Chase, Lord's Prayer, 168 ff.

WH

'angels' hymn' (Lk 2'^), Gloria in Excelsis,
has been made the foundation of another
doxology by the addition of several non-biblical

The

etc.,

This, which is known liturgically as
the greater do.Kology,' occurs in one of its forma
in the Psalter of Codex
(LXX), while the lesser'
{Gloria Patri, etc.) is wholly extra-biblical.
sentences.
'

A

DRACHMA

'

See Money.

DRAG.— See Net!

DRAGON. — Four Heb. words

AV

are rendered in

name.
1. cjn tanntm,
dragons, the plural of ]S tan, which latter is not used
This word signifies a howler, and
in Scriptiue.

by

this

fabulous

RV

refers to a beast inhabiting the desert.
tr. it
But in Is 13^* 34"- '^
in every instance hy jackals.
it is found associated with d'^s Hi/i/im (which would
seem to be the same as ibn-dwa in Arab., vulgo
wdwi). This animal is undoubtedly the jackal. It
is clear that the same animal would not be mentioned twice in a short list of animals, and by two
We must therefore seek
totally different names.
for another desert howler, than which none could
The
fulfil the conditions better than the wolf.
Arab, word tindn is one of the names of the wolf
The LXX renders tannlm variously. Thus Job
30^, Is 34" 43™ aeiptji/is, Ps 44" itditMiris, Is 13-'
^?m, Jer 10=^ 49^ arpovdol, Jer 9" 14« 51", Mic
1* SpdKovret.
2. D'jg tannim, a singular form,
which is probably a clerical slip for I'jn tannin
(Ezk 29' 32-'), as the latter is the reading in several
MSS. This is properly rendered dragon in both
AV and RV of the first passage, and in RV of the
second, where AV has whale in text and dragon in
marg., the reference being to the crocodile, and
applied to Pharaoh. 3. ni;J3 tannOth (Mai P), a
fern, plural of tan, rendered by RV jackals, but
preferably, for the reason given above 1 ), /e»»a/e
(

tannin, pi. O'i'i'i tanninlm. This
word is the exact equivalent of the Arab, tannin,
pi. tanitnin, which signifies
a great serpent,' or a
dragon,' or some mytliical sea monster, of which it
is said that it was two leagues in length, of a colour
like that of a leopard, with scales like those of a
fish, two great fins, a head of the size of a hill, but
in shape like a man's, two great ears, and two
round eyes, and from its neck branched six other
necks, every one nearly 20 cubits long, and
every one with a head like a serpent. The
translates this Spinuv, dragon, in every case except
wolves,

i. pji?

'

'

LXX

Gn

1",

where

it

is

k^tos,

AV

tchales,

RV

sea

digested seeds would account for the alimentary value (slight
Furthermore, doves
though it might be) of dove's dung.
convey nourishment to their squabs by disgorging some of the
partiallydigested food from their crops. Someof the grams would
occvsionally be spilled. In addition, the dung contains feathers,
scale.H of epiilcrmis, and other organic d6bris. When it is remembered that such substances as tanned leather, qhte. ground
ivood, and all manner of tainted garbage are greedily devoured
by starving men, it is not strange, or beyond belief, that dove'l
dung was eaten in Samaria in the last agony of despair.

—

;

;'

DRAGON'S WELL
monstert.

In

AV

(Job 7")

DREAD, DREADFUL

rendered whale,

it is

and in RV sea monster.
It is applied to sea
monsters under the name dragons, in AV and RV
(Fs 74" 148', Is 27') and to land serpents, even of
the smaller sort (Ex "'• '" ", where it is tr. serpents
[RVm Heb. tannin, any lar^'e reptile,'] Dt 32-'»,
Ps 91", where it is tr. in A\ dragon, and in RV
serpent).
In every case it might have been translated 'dragon' as in LXX (see Serpent, 2).
It
is applied metaphorically to Pharaoh (Ps 74", Is
51*
cf. o'^B (2) above).
In the comparison of
Nebuchmlnezzar with a dragon (Jer 51"), we may
still imagine the reference to be to a crocodile,
which may well have existed in the Euphrates
;

'

;

at that time.

The word ps? tannin (La 4') is either the Aram,
form of C'js tanntm or a textual error for it (Siegf.Stade), or a defective scription for OTi? (Lbhr).
It is rendered in AV sea monsters, and in RV

The reference is prob. to some fierce desert
mammalian. The same objection obtains to the
jackal as that stated in the case of o'jg tannlm 1 ).
The word is preferably rendered wolves. It might,
as in AV, refer to some cetacean sea monster were
it not for the comparison with the ostrich, which
would seem to imply that it was a land animal.
In
the word dragon (Rev 12"'-) clearly
refers to a symbolical, serpent • like monster.
Modifications ot this ideal have obtained credence
in the legends of almost all civilized nations.
Dragons of all shapes and sizes have been described
and figured, and their lairs are still pointed out in
every land. Representations of them are found on
coins, in pictures, sculptures, and even on the
banners of nations, aa on that of China to-day.
Dragon worship has prevailed in many lands. The
serpent of Gn 3 was transformed ultimately into
the 'old serpent called the Devil and Satan' (Rev
20^).
Apollo slew the Python. The story of Bel
and the Dragon shows how the idea of this monster
was lodged in the Hebrew mind.
G. E. Post.
jackals.
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DRAWER OF WATER (c:? 3Ky).—According to
Jos 9-'- ^- -' the humiliating drudgery of bringing
water for the service of the sanctuary, coupled with
the task of providing wood, was the price paid by
the Gibeonites for being allowed to live (cf. Dt 29"
and Driver's note there). The business of carrying
water to the dili'erent houses in a towTi or village is
one of the humblest and most poorly paid in
Oriental

It requires little skill or capital.
carried in a goat-skin, slung on the
back ; or two skins are loaded, one on each side of
a small donkey, usually driven along by an infirm
old man.
His clothes are splashed and soiled ; the
fountain is often some distance away, and on
account of the number of women impatiently
waiting to fill each one her jar in turn, he has
often to bring some of the water at night or very
early in the morning.
He is engaged continually
in what the Samaritan woman found irksome even
as an occasional duty (Jn 4").
life.

The water

is

(

NT

DRAGON'S WELL.—See Jerusalem and Well.

DRAM.— See Money.

CAmtlVS AKD WMI-BkIH.

DREAD, DREADFUL

G. M. Mackik.
words have

These

1.

Bp.
gained in intensity during their history.
Fisher says: I well perceived it in myself, but all
possible
to
and it once was
too late, 1 dread me
say ' without dread ' for without doubt,' as in
2199—
Rose,
B.
Chaucer (?) Mom. of
'

;

DRAUGHT, DRAUGHT HODSE.— The 'dranghf
(i.<t>tipuv) of Mt 15", Mk 7'" is a privy, as in Burton,
Anat. of Mel. 165
Muck hills, araughts, sinks,
:

And

the
d. house ("Hjn.qr) of 2 K 10" is the same (lit. ' place
prevy house.
In
of lulri,' see p. 620 n.); Gov.
earlier writers this and other words in ugh are
generally spelt with /(see Earle, Philology, § 153)
thus Wyclifs tr. of Ps 40" he ledde out me fro the
lake of wretchidnesse, and fro the filtlie of draft.'
J. Hastin(;s.
DRAW. In mod. usage draw is too mild a
word for tlie action expressed by 305 i/Aluibh, in Jer
40*" 50" (RV 'draw out')
or by aipw in Ac 14"
having stoned Paul, drew him out of the city
lies.'

'

'

—

'

'

;

'

(RV dragged '), 17' they drew Jason and certain
men nnto tne rulers of tlie city (RV dragged
'

'

Rev

'

'

where any carcasses or carrion

'

'

'

')

;

For cert«vniy, withouten drede,
A cherie is deemed by his dede.*

By 1611 the word had gained somewhat of its preswhere
ent strength, so that fear' is used in
dread was used by Wyclif, as Mt 2" he hirde
that ArchUaus regnede in Judee for Eroude, his

AV

'

'

'

'

thei
fadir, and dredde to go thidir'; 14» 21"
Lk '2" thei dredden with
dredden the punle
But
great drede' (AV they were sore afraid').
even in AV dread is used with scarce more intensity
than modern fear,' as 1 Ch 22" dread not, nor l>e
2. But the
dismayed' (ktitVn, RV 'fear not').
change is not in intensity only there is also a
change in quality. We may still say that we fear
Ciod, but we must not say that we dread Him, or
that He is our dread, as in Is 8" let him be your
(ki.t^ ojijito
ki.t
fear, and let him be your dread
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

drew the third part of the stars of
(RV
heaven, and did cast them to the earth
'draweth'): or by ?X/tu in Ac 16" 'they caught Djjn^iJ), for drea<l has lost the sense of awe or
reverential fear it once possessed, and signifies
Paul and Silaj<, and drew them into the marketJacob's exclathat which shocks or terrifies.
place (RV dragged ') 21*' they took Paul and
drew him out of the temple (RV dragged '). In mation, Gn 28" how dreadful is tliis place,' conveys
awful would be
older Eng. 'draw 'bad astronger sense than now; the a wrong imi)ression to our ears
verb to drag,' wliich sprang from the same Anglo- a nearer word now. So in Dn 9* 'the great and
Saxon dragan, having in course of time carrie<l ofl' dreadful God.' Dreadful in A V is simiily that which
may be feared, as Wis 10"" d. kings {tpofSeods, RV
some of its strength. Cf. Spenser, F.Q. II. v. 23
'terrible'); 17' 'a fire kindled by it«elf,very d.'(oi>ToTho g«n that villein wex bo flcrs and Htron(f,
12*

'

his tail

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

•

That nothing mli^ht Bustaine his furioiiH for8«
Hb caat him downc to (ground, and ali along
Draw him throutrh durt and myre without romoree,
Snd fowly battcrBd hk oomely oorw.'
J.

Hastings.

fiarri irupA

<p6^ov

irXr)pj)«,

RV

'

full of fear

').

Cf. Act.

'by lawes drcdful and penall,
to take awaye, purg, and dense this his higlmea
J. Hastings.
realme.'

Henry Vlll.

(1543)
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are regarded by men in the lowest stage
of culture ns objective realities, and all dreams are
to them equally true : in the case of every dream
the savage believes tiiat he really visits the places
he dreams of, or is visited by the persons of whom

every science is strewed with the ruins of abau
The question then arises
doned hypotheses.
whether the Jews also struggled through error into
In the first place, dreams are recorded
truth.
both in NT (Mt 1»' 2"- ^) and in OT (Dn 2=») which
are expressly said to be communications from God
though it is only in OT, and there only in Gn
(Lis'-, Jacob's ladder), that God is said to appear
Himself.
In the next place there are dreams
recorded (e.g. those of the chief butler and baker
and of Pharaoh, Gn 40 and 41) which, though
prophetic, are not expressly said to come from
God ; indeed, from Gn 40" it appears that in the
case of such dreams it is rather the interpretations that belong to God.' Third, all the dreams
actually mentioned in the Bible are dreams which
came unsought, but the words of Saul (1 S 28"
God is departed from me and answereth me
no more, neither by prophets nor by dreams ')
seem to indicate the existence of the practice
(whether approved or disapproved of by the higher
religious consciousness of the community) of deliberately seekin" supernatural dreams, as they
were sought in the cave of Trophonius. Fourth,
it would appear from Jer 27' that there was amongst
the Israelites a tendency, which the prophets
opposed, to regard the mere dreaming of dreams as
itself an indication that the dreamer was a chosen
medium of divine communications, as the Zulus
regard a 'house of dreams' as a chosen medium also.
On the other hand, we do not find in the Bible any
traces of the superstitious interpretation of dreams
such as was known to the Arabs on the contrary,
Joseph declares (Gn 40') with emphasis that interand we do not find that
pretations belong to God
dreams, when sought, were induced by artificial
means. Thus, to sum up, on the one hand the
Scriptures start from a spiritual height to which
the religious consciousness of the heathen world
attained only after a long course of evolution, and
then only in the case of an isolated genius like
Plato on the other hand, there are indications
that the Israelites passed through several of the
same stages of error as the rest oimankind.
Thus far we have said nothing of the psychoThe
logical and physiological laws of dreams.
connexion between bodily states and dreams is
recognized in practice if not in theory by the savage
who induces dreams by fasting or the use of drugs.
CiWlized man, even in the prescientitic period,
further recognizes that the experiences of the day
furnish most of the material for our fancies of
the night: dreams, says Lily, 'come either by
things we see in the day or meates that we
eat'
Herodotus makes Artabanus explain Xerxes'
dream as due to his anxiety about his projected
invasion of Greece
and the dream of Pharaoh
may similarly have been due to the anxiety which
a 'low Nile' must cause in any one responsible for
the government of Egj'pt. Hippocrates discovered
that certain diseases announce their approach by
disturbing dreams, and modem medical science confirms the discovery. Without going further into the
physiological theory of dreams, we may note that
the ordinary concomitant of dreaming is probably
an excessive or a deficient supply of blood to the
brain. Now, the recognition of tlie fact that dreaming has its laws, combmed with the belief that some
dreams are supernatural coninmnications, sometimes leads to the statement that some dreams are
sent by God, .some (most) not and this statement
conveys a truth in a form open to serious misapprehension. It may be taken to imply two things, both
false, viz. (1) that dreams which "happen according
to natural laws are not part of God's will and
design
(2) that dreams which are divine are
irreconcilable with the laws by which He governs
the universe.
less misleading way of stating
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Hence those savages whose gods are,
for instance, animal-totems, believe that wien they
dream of the animal they have been visited by the
god : thus the youn^ lied Indian adopts as his
manitou the animal of which he dreams during his
puberty-fast.
person who is visited by frequent
he dreams.

j

A

dreams is regarded as a chosen medium between men
and gods the Zulus term a person thus chosen a
house of dreams.' For the purpose of obtaining
supernatural commimications of this kind, dreams
are induced by artificial means, e.g. by fasting or
the use of drugs. Then dreams come to be considered less as objective experiences than as visions,
warnings, revelations of the future sent by the gods.
Such revelations may be sought, e.g. as by those
who visit«d and slept in the cave of Trophonius for
the express purpose of obtaining supernatural com'

:

'

'

'

munications, or they may come unsought, as, e.g., the
dream sent by Zeus to Agamemnon in the Iliad
(ii. 1-34), or that of Xerxes described by Herodotus
(vii. 12).
To Homer and Herodotus it seems quite
natural that the gods should, to accomplish their
larger ends, send dreams to the individual which
are intended to deceive him, and the dreams of
Agamemnon and Xerxes are deceptive dreams of
this kind.
But to the deeper spiritual insight of
Plato it appears a manifest impossibility, a violation, so to speak, of the laws of religious thought,
that a god should deceive men in any way (Hep.
382 E), whether by waking visions or by dreams
in the night while at the same time he does not
deny Uiat dreams may come from the gods, and
elsewhere (Tim. cc. 46 and 47) he assigns a
prophetic character to some dreams. But side by
eide with this, the religious view of dreams, there
existed and exists the superstitious view the religious view discriminates between dreams (which
are sub-conscious states) just as it discriminates

;

'

'

;

:

;

—

;

;

:

interpretation (as, for instance, among the Arabs,
the Persians, and in the Oneirocritica of Arteniidorus) by means of which anyone can interpret
his own dreams, and thus the uneducated classes
in a civilized people relapse into a stage of thought
as low as that of the savage.
Assuming it, for the moment, to be true that
the state of partial consciousness which we call
dreaming may, in exoei>tional cases, be chosen as
the moment for divine communications to man,
we see from the above sketch that the human race
generally has reached the truth only after, and
in consequence of, making many mistakes, just as
Kepler invented and rejected fourteen theories to
account for the apparent position of Mars before
he bit apoD the right one, and just as the path of

;

;

between our waking states of full consciousness,
and marks off some of them as moments in which
the spirit of man is in direct communication with his
god the superstitious view, however, makes no such
discrimination, it regards all dreams as omens,
none as having a religious import. Its object is
not to know the will of God, but to forecast the
future ; and its method of doing so is neither
religious nor scientific
not religious, for it makes
no attempt humbly to approach the throne of
heavenly grace ; and not scientific, because for the
patient study of the laws by which God rules the
universe it substitutes a system of jumping at conclusions. It applies to dreams the same mode of interpretation as to other omens it blindly assumes
that things casually connected in thought are
causally connected in fact, and draws its erroneous
conclusions accordingly. These illogical processes
frequently become developed into regular codes of
;

'

;

;

I
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;
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the facts would seem to be to say that His laws
act in such a way tliat we tiuJ oursehes at some
times in closer communion with Him than at
otliers.
AH our states of consciousness (whether
of complete or of partial consciousness) have their
psycholojriciil laws and also tlieir physical counterparts in the chemical processes of the brain and
nervous tissue the mental processes which issued
in the production of the Iliad or Hamlet were all
it accordance with psychological laws, and all had
their physiological counterparts.
So, too, every
process of reasoning has its psychological and
phy.-iulogical laws, but we do not consider that
this fact impedes us in any way from distinguishing good rca-soniiig from bad, or that it prevents
OS from recognizing the truth when it is presented
to us, or that any study of either of those sciences
will enable us to dispense with lo^c or supply us
with a better means of distinguishing, say, between a correct syllogistic inference and an illicit
process of the minor than logic already alibrds us.
So, too, the fact that our states of partial consciousness are all under law
phj'siological and
p.sychological does not constitute any impediment
to OUT distinguishing those states which do from
those states which do not possess the characteristics of divine revelations ; nor can it impeach
the validity of the distinction thus drawn by the
religious consciousness of mankind. Christian, Jew,
and Gentile, any more than it can imjieach the
validity drawn by logic between correct and incorrect inferences.
The question is one of fact.
Do sub-conscious states, possessing the characteristics in (Question, occur ? And to recognize those
characteristics is the prerogative of the religious
oonsciousness.
If it be said that in the waking
tate such recognition is possible, but not in a
•tate of partial consciousness, we must inquire on
what grounds the statement is made. It on the
ground that oui sub-conscious states are under
physiological laws, then our reply is that so also
If on the
are states of complete consciousness.
ground that in a state of partial consciousne.ss the
very faculty whose function is recognition of the
kind in question may be dormant, to this our reply
is that in the vast number of cases it undoubtedly
is dormant
but just as Condorcet, in an exceptional abnormal condition, could, in sub-conscious

for food, 13»' meat, 19" the feet=wash, 1
17" a
cake, 18^- ^- '^ a bullock for sacrifice.
The other
words are ij;' 'AbhadU, to work,' Gn 2" the garden
of Eden (in 2= tr. till '), Dt 28=* vineyards ; cf. Lk
13' aixiriXovfribt,
dresser of his vineyard,' R V
' vinedresser
7eiip7ioi' ivKov, Sir 27',
if the
tree h.ive been dressed,'
the husbandry,' as in
1 Co 3«
yeupyiui He 6',
dress,'
tUl'
prepare (lit.
3'P'n /u-lilih,
do good to '), Ex 30'
lamps. Cf. Tindale, tl'urks, p. 453: 'Thelampemust
be dressed and snulfed dayly.'
gives dresser
7''' (o^u, see Driver's
for
V gatherer
note).

;

—

—

;

work out a mathematical problem which
awaKe he could not solve, and just as Coleridge
could compose in sleep the poem of Kubla Khan,
sleep,

so in abnormal cases the power of spiritual perception, relieved from the pressure of external
sensations, may conceivably be heightened to a
pitch of exaltation as far above its ordinary degree
of activity and receptivity as the imagination of
Coleridge or the mathematical rea-son of Condorcet
The fact that all or
was in the cases alluded to.
most men suppose some significance in dreams constitutes a ground for believing that the supposition
is based on experience' (Aristotle, i>tD./)er5o»in. i.).
'

—

LrmuTTTKH. Camenter, Mfntal Phynoloffy Olodd, Myths
and Vnanu Ladd, Doctrine o/ Sacrfd Scripture (18S3). ii.
429-436; Kej-noldii (J. W.), i>'at\tral Uittory of Immortaliti/
(1391), 1U-1S9: Driver on UU 13».
F. B. JEVONS.
\

;

DRESS.— To 'dress' (fr. Lat. rfirer<iM, through
old Fr. dresser) is in meaning an in deriv. the same
as ' direct.' Thus Wyclif translates I's 5' ' dresse
thou my weie in thi sight,' 40" ' he dresside my
goyngis ; Lk 1™ to dresse oure feet in to the weie
of pees.'
(Cf. the use still of 'dress' as a military
technical term.) In
the word is used in the
general sense of 'put right,' much as we now use
Indeed thelleb. mostfreq. translated 'dress
'do.'
is the ordinary verb 'to do' (npy YisAh), Gn 18'-'
a call for food Lv 7* meat-oHering, 'dreased in the
frying-pan,' 1 S 25" sheep for food, 2 S 12"*' a lamb
'

AV

'

;
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A

AV

;

RV
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'

Hastings.

study of Oriental dress serves

to explain particular allusions to clothing in the
Bible ; it imparts a fresh interest to the narrative
by presenting to the eye a picture of those written
aoout J and through a knowledge of the various
articles of costume and of Oriental usage and

sentiment
follow the
ings they
about the

connected with them, it enables us t«
sacred writers into the figurative mean-

sought to convey when common facta
outward garments were applied to the

clothing of the inner man. Special attention is
rendered necessary by the fact that while the
feneral character of Oriental dress is recognized
y all, it is often difficult to pronounce upon
particular articles as to origin, material, and usage.
In this respect the subject resembles that of I'al.
architecture, inasmuch as an ancient wall may
have stones of Phienician, Jewish, Greek, Roman,
Saracenic, and Crusading styles, and yet the experienced archaeologist may have much ditficulty
in naming the builder and assigning the date
of actual construction.
So with regard to dress,
amid certain features that were characteristic of
Israel, the separated people copied largely from the
customs of Canaan, Egypt, Babylon, Greece, and
Rome. The chief points of inquiry are those that
2. Articles of
deal with 1. Materials of Dress
Dress 3. Oriental Custom and thought about Dress.
1. Materials OF Drkss. —These were(l) wool and
hair; (2) linen and cotton; (3) silk.
1. Wool (ijy),
Hair (ij;?). One of the earliest forms of clothing
in the East would be that of a sheejiskin worn as a
vest or jacket, or in the larger form of a cloak
made of several sewn together, with the wool left
on.
These are still in use with the wool either
inside or outside. The next stage was the removal
of the wool and the art of weaving (which see).
;

;

Sheep-shearing is mentioned in Gn 31'" .38", 1 S
The hair of the goat has also
io^"-, 2 S 13'^''- etc.
been used from time immemorial, especially for
material that had to bear much exposure and
The shepherds' tents are made of it, also
strain.
bags for holding grain and flour. Hence it is called
sackcloth (pe).
The hair of the camel was also
manufactured into cloth, rougher than that made
from wool, but softer than sackcloth. At present
it is largely employed for cloaks and rugs, and
naturally for camel harness. The term ny^H (1 K
19'»'», 2 K 2", Jos 7'-' ", Jon 3«) may either indicate
that the cloak was originally taken from a skin, or
may be simply descriptive of its size. The com
bination i^e" nn^x occurs Gn 25", Zee 13*.
2. Cotton, Linen, dj^ (Arab, shas/i), a'R^fs; "i;,
pa (Arab, hazz), piacot njnj (Arab, kitun), dffiviop,
X/«os.
The warmth of the Oriental climate and
the a<lvance of civilization bringing more of indoorlife and social gradation, tended to create a widesjiread demand for this manufacture.
Egypt and
Syria sent their merchandise of linen and broidered
goods to Tyre, E/.k 27'- ". The Indian source of
sujiiily is preserved in the Arab, name S/teshHindi
(Imlian cambric). The word karpus (of Persian
origin) should also be translated 'cotton' in Est 1".
See Cotton. Cotton and linen were not carefully
distinguished.
At the present day the Indian
;

;
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cotton cloth with stamped brijjlit patterns, used for
hangings and dados, is very like the linen of the
Egyptian mummy-cloths. For the Israelites it was
enough to know that those stuli's were both of
vegetable fibre, and not of wool. The mixture of
wool and linen was called ubiv (Dt 22", Lv 19"
only), a word of uncertain (perhaps Egyi'tian)
origin (see Driver, ad loc). Garments made of it
were forbidden to the Israelites.

SUk.

3.

2^pf s, the

of trade and agriculture.
consisted in having the entire
front cut open, long sleeves attached, and the
shape more adapted to the figure. The two fronts
were drawn tightly round the body overlapping
each other, and the waist was firmly bound with a

town under conditions

The

alterations

T?* Ezk 16'<'•'^ aiipi.Kbi', Rev 18" (from
name of an Indian people from whom, ace.

to Strabo [516, 701], the ancients got the first silk).
in Arabic is harir, a word
whose derivation la most uncertain (see Friinkel,
incorrectly
Aram. Frenulioorter, 39. In Pr 31-^
gives 'silk' as tr° of ^7 (RV correctly fine linen').
1. Shirt, Sheet, Linen
II. Articles of Dress.
Garment (inj sadin, aiySuy, Jg 14'»- '», Pr SI'', Is S^*,
14").
was
worn next to the
This
1 Mac IC,
body, and was nearest in purpose to the first cover-

A common name for silk

AV
'

—

Mk

ings mentioned in

only garment,

Gn 3'- ". When it

it is

appears as the

a cotton or linen wrapper of

various sizes. Once representing all, it continued
to give something of its character to all the other
articles of Oriental dress.
It would be the waistcloth of the Israelites in the brick-fields of Egypt as
shown in the monuments,a towel, whiteor coloured,
wrapped tightly round the loins or reaching do\vii
towards the knees. Of similar material and shape,
though somewhat larger, it was worn in Palestine
by boatmen, fishermen, wood-sawyers, and drawers
of water. It was also found as a simple large sheet
thro>vn round the body (Mk 14"), with an end flung
over the shoulaer, with or without a girdle.
When worn with other garments it took the form
of a night shirt, of white cotton or linen, or coarse
It was made by
silk, reaching below the knees.

•

dressing-gown.

EOTPTIAN LOIS-CIXVTH AND 8TRIAN

taking a long piece of the material and folding it
into two equal lengths, with the sides eewn up,
and holes at the top comers for the arms, or with
sleeves inserted. At the present day it is usually
sold without any opening for the head.
This is
the proof that it is new, and allows the purchaser
to please himself as to whether the opening is to be
small or large, plain oromamental. It is the same for
nienandwomen.thelatterrequiringalargeropening
for convenience in nursing.
Anyone wearing only
called naked (Jn 21').
It is undress.
2. Coat (njh? kUhSneth, x'ruf, tunica).
The shirt
passed by easy transition to the tunic-coat or second
garment.
It completed the indoor costume for
family life, the shop, and familiar outdoor surroundings.
It was not needed in the simple
privacy of pastoral or Bedawi life, and its presence
marked the change to the life of the village and
• Bilk ]t Kcept«d by Sicff riedStade aa the meaning:
of V^,
but A. R Davidson ^Comm. ad toe.) doubts i( mlk was worn as

the

sliirt is

'

'

early as the time ot Ezekkl. 'The L.\.\ (T^.t«''"Oand ancienw
thought ot some ven- thin and delicate muterial. The kind ot
gannent was probably some large wrapper or veil oovering the

whole penon.^

<\T(Kith6neth).

thus resemhlt-il a caisock ot
fact of its covering and
supplementing the shirt, and being like it in tonn,
it was obviously meant to be superior to it in
material and appearance. It was most frequently

belt or sash.

made

It

From the

BIIIRT.

striped and bright-coloured cotton or
and sometimes of woollen cloth. The overlapping front confined by the girdle formed a
recess for carrying any small parcel, snch as bread
for the journey.
A slit was made on each side of
of

linen,

the skirt, about a foot long, so as to allow greater
freedom in walking. See CoAT.
3. Cloak (Vyo mi- il, rht^v siml&h, nia beged, liiAnor
Arab, jubbeh, mtshlah, abAa').
Yhe outermost
garment was distinguished by its greater size, and
the absence of the girdle. There was much variety
in shape, quality, and material caused by the
social position of the wearer and the style of Babylonia, Egypt, or Syria, which it most resembled.
It was called 19, roSripnris, from its length ; ^n^,
niDJ, n-S*, (irevii^rrii, rfpi^iiXator, from its enveloping

—

Hence it represents clothing generally,
translated 'apparel,' 'raiment,' 'vesture,'
' attire,'
etc.
To it especially refer the expressions
'changes of raiment,' 'suits of apparel.' Two
varieties may be distinguished,
(a) S-yp, (rroXij.
This wa.1 a long loose robe with very wide sleeves
worn over the belted ooat and shirt. It was a dress
fulness.

and

is

DRESS
that expressed dijinity, culture, and distinction,
and was expressly the mark of the priestly,
educated, -ttealthy, and oiruial classes. Itrescuililcd
(2) in len^'th, and
was to the shirt.

vas as much sujierior
While a public dress,

to it as
it

was

it
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made

of one entire jiiece.

hnest kind, however, is
Such, most likely, was

'garment without
seam'(Jn 19^). I'lie 'hairy garment'(n'ii»<),Gn 2d-\
may have been a camebhair simldh. The Arabs
Clirist's

of

and more ornamental material than tlie
wiuare simlali, w hich was ])re-eniinently the o\itdoor cloak. It was the characteristic robe of the
professions (1 Ch U-'', 1 S 2"> IS-''), the mark of hi-li
yank and station 1 S 1S-''2I''), the ny^qD mnhillAzah,
lifihter

(

suit of exchan^'e of the llcljrews (Is3--, ZecS-*), the
In E^'vpt it is
ilt'uib or buddUh of the Arabs.

sometimes worn as a long black sur[)li(-e, but
usually it is ojjen and unconfined. Such was tlie
robe of the Ephod with its f rinjics and bells swaying with the motion of the figure. The Jewisli
tiillith and the Arabic bunwiis resemble it in
ornamental lightness, but the stripes of the one
and the form of the other point rather to the
AiHiMA. It was worn by Saul (1 S24^), was given
by Jonathan to David (I S IS*), was the long robe
of the Pharisees (Lk 20^^), and of those arrayed in
white robes' (Hev 7'*). It was always emblenuitic
of social intercourse and high rank. It was tlie
'

CLOAK (Simldh,

SIML.ill

'ifUCIM).

A3 WORS.

their black tents huiiscs of hair, and the term
usually distinguislies cloth of camel or goat hair
from that made of sheep s wool. Cloaks of camel
hair are common at the i)resent day, tlio.se made in
the neighbourhood of ancient Cilicia having a
rough surface like that of Scotch shooting tweed,
but much lirmer and heavier in the m:ike. They
are often of a coppery- brown colour, and the comparison in On '2.5-* would be easily suggested.
They are also made of wool and of goats' h,-iir. Ornamentation of coloured silk or red wool is frequently

c.-lll

and back. The general
by its being woven
darker ami lighter, or black and

sewn upon the neck,
surface

is

front,

often further relicveil

in broad strijies of
In the ordinary niinlAh of the
white colour.s.
Syrian she|iherd and farmer this is the most
cliar.a<'teristie feature.

Elijah's m.antle

and John

the Baptist's raiment were of the S(|uare cloak
The IJab. g.arment in .Icriiho was an
pattern.

ornamental one,

jiossilily

those described xu Ezli

CLOAK OR KOBE (_M^'U,

of crimson colour,
23'''.

like

The large outer

ffTOk*l).

full dress of ancient limes. At present in Syria it
is almost conhncd to the Oriental clergy, and to

Moslems of tlie ollicial and merchant classes, tlie
latter often having it faced and ]iartly lined with
Joseph's coat (cpj ni.-i?) was most likely
soft fur.
an open long im'-'U. It was an unusual artiile of
jiastoralor Hedawi dress, which general! v com prises
the shirt with belt, and the sipiare cloak or aiinli'ih.
of wool or haircloth, with frequently a sheeiiskin
vest between. Such a special garment worn by
Joseph would be a mark of favour and an oecasion
of jealous comiiarison. The coat (I'V 'robe'),
1 S2'", annually brought to Samuel would also be
of this sort.
This was the largest
(/*) T\'^zx> simWi, IiiAtiov.
am! heaviest article of Oriental dress, being the
dress of travel, of the sheiilierd, worn for protection
against cold and rain, and used as a covering
during sleep (Kx 22-"). It consisted of a jiicce of
cloth about 7 ft. from right to left, and 4J from
width of
ft. was folded in at
top to bottom.
each side, and sewn along the top, with a slit at

A

U

each topiorner through wliiili tin' band and wrist
could pass. The garment thus losing about l.J ft.
on caili side became a siiuare. Usually, two pieces,
each 7 ft. long and 2 ft. wide, were sewn together
to make the block material, and the over-edged
The
joining is seen running across the back.
vol.. I.— 40

SUEEPSKIN COAT.

garments of shepherds on the

hills

and inward

often made of sheep skins with the llccce
left on
but as frciiucntly this is a vest, and the
ordinary cloak is worn over it. See Cl.oKK.
4. liircrlii-.i (if liiiiii (13 'ppO mikhui.'ji'. brtcl. Ex
/«/.sv» ; Ccs. y'/i..v.
2S''-; I-'7JiU.wW«)^';i,])n 3-';
iilains is
;

KV

feminalia vid i>allia'). The first word indicates that which is iirawn together, (hat is, by the
waist-cold passing insiiio the hem of the gathers.
The second means most likely the Persian ilivicb'd
skirt or loose trousers, Arab, xinriil, as tho
]>rinci|>al article of the common dress when such
In modern Arab, it is called
trousers are worn.
'

vel
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liMs=' clotliinp,' for the same reason. It was evidently a nioililication of the long shirt or tuniccoat, dividing it into two parts at the belt, the
«p])er]iartbi'inj;asliort Zouave jacket, often liighly
ornamented, and the lower part being the sarbiilii),
'hosen.' A long piece of cloth was made into a wide

poses of activity, although the IJedawin occasionally apply it to this purpose.
The simlCih, cloak.

1.

LOISa GIRT.

2.

GIRDLE WITH INKHORS.

was then

ratlier folded over the arm, or thrown
shoulder, or laid aside, as at the stoning

over the
of Stephen.
TRANSITION FROM

*

KftTnGNEXn

*

TO

*

But when a large bundle had to be
considerable distance, the cloak was
drawn up somewhat, and the belt fastened ti"htly
around it over the waist, thus forming a large
pouch or sack behind. This was prob. the way in
which the Israelites carried their kneading-troughs
carried a

SARBSLIN.'

open bag by sewing up the bottom, except a hole
at each corner for the feet to ]iass through. The
upper edge was hemmed, and drawn together by a
cord or sash witliin the hem. A mass of plaited (E.X 12">^).
AV Bonnet, RV Head-tire (n^jP
6. Head-dress
cloth thus hung down between the knees, and even
trailed between the feet, as a sign of leisure and inigM'ith (see Bonnet); ixs peer, Is 3-°; I'Jjf
luxury. During active exercise, such as hoeing, zdniph. Is 3-^). The head-dress of the Israelites in
•« alking, running, these folds were tucked up under
early pastoral times would be the same as that
the belt in front or behind or at the sides. This which is worn by their successors the Bedawin.
It is a piece of cotton or linen, white, blue, or
was to have the loins girt.
black, or of brightly coloured silk, about a yard
5. Girdle.
1. n;n 1 .S IS'.
2. bjin 'afinp^, only of
22-',
prob.
square, folded diagonally, and laid on the liead so
high priest or a high official, E.\2S*, Is
a sash wound round the waist several times and as to screen the eyes, protect the cheek-bones and
the back of the neck. It is held in its place by a
falling to the feet; cf. Stade, TliL (1S94), p. 2.36
cord (Vn3 Gn 38"*) of soft elastic wool, visually dark
3. mix 'waistband,' see W.
.los. Ant. III. vii. 2.
K. Smith as quoted in 0.cf. Ihh. Lex. s.v., also brown or black, or of twisted cotton whipped ^\ ith
The girdle threads of silk and gold, coiled in several rings
Expos. Times, iii. (1893), 243, 2.36.
was worn over (1) and (2), and was sometimes a tightly round the head, making a covering at once
cord, often a leather belt as now worn bj^ Eastern picturesque, comfortable, and protective. The rich
monks. For the jmrse arrangement in it, see Bag. colours of the Bab. head-dress are described as
dyed attire,' c-'-iag (Ezk 23'^). The article is now
Tlie girdle braced the hip-joints for prolonged
exertion, and under it the hanging skirts were called /ciifi)/eh {from the town of Kufah). Afterdrawn up. It served to hold tlie ink-horn of the wards a skull-cap canio to be worn, with a napkin
usually white, or white with gold thread, folded
scribe, with its box of atraiitrntuni or black fluid,
soaked up into sponge or ]iitli, and its ca.se for into a long band and wound round it. In K 30^- •"
holding reed pens. The sash was ihc (irrler nf tli'- tlie lindllirind is drawn over the face to conceal
(farter in Oriental costume, the ends being richly tlie features, after the manner of Bedawin robbers.
"ornamented with needlework in silk and gold (see The i-p'B9 of Dn 3^ (KV tunics, KVm turbans.
;

;

'

1

UAX.E JIEAD-DRBS3 (1. PASTORAL.

2.

PERSIAN.

3.

SYRIAN PEASANT).

The military girdle (2 S 20«) was see Bevan, ad loc.) may have been the Persian
a baldrick, often set with gems. The girdle was fez, named from the mould in which the felt was
not used to bind up the loose outer garment for pur- pressed. In the case of the royal crown the cord

Embroidery).

DRESS
of the original head-dress
gold circlet, and the ecarf

the coronatioQ

veil.

DKESS

was represented by the
by the cap of cloth and

For military head-dreas see

Helmet.

Hem,

Border,

7.

thai.

Ex

ment had

Skirt (n:?

Mndph,

1

S

24*

;

Sis'

KpiaireSov, Rlt 9"*).
The outer parfour corda vith tassela (n'v'V ?izith,

39*

;

Nu

IS*", c'V"i3 Dt 22^'', see Driver's note) at the
comers. To make the border and frinj^es large
and conspicuous wa-s part of the Pliarisaic form
(Mt 23°). The corner fringes are seen on the large
(allith of synago;;!!'- w cm -Mi', uuJ on the small one

more
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The wooden sandal in very
ase has a strap nailed on to hold the foot
across the toes, showing the beginning of the upper.
Those worn by brides at the marriage feast are
made 7 or 8 inches high to give the dignity of the
cothurnus. Sandals are removed when entering a
house or church, or any place where prayer is
ollered.
The shoe being associated with outside
deiilement, and being the lowest article of dress,
is used as an epithet of contempt and vituperation,
and as an implement of beating. Socks are seldom
worn, and in walking the shoe is often removed, or
the foot vnth the shoe on is held up to shake out
the dust.
10. Female Dress. This ao far resembled male
attire as to make interchange possible and prohibited, Dt 22°.
There was the sAdin or shirtdress, Is3^; oveTitakith/ineth or tunic-robe, Ca 5',
like a sandal.

common

bound with a girdle. Is 3". Over this, ladies of
nobility wore an ungirded mi-' i^ or robe after the
jiattern of Joseph's 'coat,' 2 S 13".
Social life
made it possible also for women to have festival
robes

(AV

There

is

'changeable suits of apparel,' Is 3^).
mention of turbans, ornamental bands of
silk, or embroidered linen. Is 3^, probably rather
deeper than those commonly worn by men.
Another ornamental head-ilress Ls described by the
tciMi used for the priestly head-dress, in?.
These
must have been very elaborate, judging from those

of white cotton

worn

like

an unseen ephod next

to

the shirt.
In the large lallith, about 2 yds. sq., of
white cotton or wool with black border or stripes,
a sq. inch of coloured silk is sown on each corner
inside, and through a hole made precisely in the
middle of the patch, so as to make the opening a
mathematical comer, there is passed a cord composed of eight threads and live knots. This, with
the numerical value of n'V'V, 600, makes up 613,
the rabbinical number of commandments in the
Law. During worship the tassel is taken in the
hand and raisnd to the lips. The histo y and signiticance of the Fringes will be found fully dis-

under the art. FuiNOKS, vol. li. p. Gbi''; see
also thf litfriiture cited there.
Nrtpkin
{(rovSdpior, Lk 19*, Jn 20', Ac 19").
8.
In a climate like that of Palestine the need of a
napkin was occasioned not by cold so much as by
dust and heat, as its name implies. At the present
day it is used to wipe the face and the back of the
hands, and is often partly folded in around the
neck to protect the collar of the coat from perThe same name is
spiration and to give coolness.
given by the Arabs to the small cotton cap which
cu.Hsed

they wear under the woollen

fez,

and

call

an arkiyeh

(sweat-cloth).
9.

Ac

Sandals

The

(C'^5;j,

O'VV),

n'i''VJ,

aavSi^ia,

Mk

6»,

primitive shoe or sandal was a flat
sole of leather, wood, or matted grass with loops
attached, through which the shoe-latchet, a leather
thong, pa.s9ed and strajiped in the foot.
The
Arab, nit'al means the sole of the shoe, as being
the principal part, thus pointing to the sandal
Even with the shoes or slippers of red,
origin.
black, and yellow leather in common usage, the
ancient habits survive, as the natives like to bond
down the leather behind the heel, and nuike it
12").

BLKVATKI)

IlOiUr,

monuments, and the tardiness with
which tlie metal head-bowl and horn (Arab, tantur)
were given up by the women of Syria in modern
times.
The horn was worn erect, day and night,
of the Egyptian

the

a Avidow being black, others while.
chief articles of si)ecially fem. attire were

veil of

The

the veils and mantles. There were miij/lrrs (rfSif;),
Is 3'", thin face-veils like gauze-muslin and nun'sveiling, the former brightly coloured with Moral
designs, used for the face and breast (Arab.
barka'a, mandil).
It is impossible to say precisely what sort of
mantle-robe the n;yi"; mantle, Is 3**, may have
been.
The rfny-.f-? shawls (AV wimples), Is 3*",
were large veils of white lace, or tough muslin
(white or indigo at present), worn over the head
an<l falling down the back. Those worn by Hedawi
and jjcasant women are often used for carrying
gra.ss, vegetables, or various ])arcels, Ku 3".
The veils (ctti Is 3^) were the largest envelopinir veils, now called by the Arabs izars, mach; of

;
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for women, and the love of respectful attention
and of highly ornamental and dignity makes the third equally so for men.

•white cotton, black twilled silk, or rich silk stvifls

of the brightest colours

|

|

FACE VEIL3

(1.

SYRIAN MOSLEM.

patterns. This veil is one of the most familiar
objects in the streets of Eastern towns. About

2.

EOYPriAS.

3.

LEBANON DRUZE).

Clothing distinguishes man from the beast.
To l>e
unclothed is not merelj' to sutler cold, but to be
found naked '('2 Co 5^). The phrase 'naked, and
ye clothed me' (Mt 25*^), over and above personal
comfort to the individual, means restoration to
human society and human dignity. 'Clothul and
in his right mind (Mk 5'^) were two equal indications that Legion >\as no longer an outcast.
So
to have line ajjparel was apt to carry the assump'

'

'

'

tion of all inward graces

(.Ja 2^).

Eastern clothing is througliout an adaptation
not only to climate but to character. Clothes are
thing ott' and on with the same rapidity as that
with which heat changes to cold and sunshine to
starlight; .so it is with the quickly-varying moods
of the people.
Oriental clothes appear to the
Euro|)ean to be cuniber.some and prohibitive of
exercise.
This to the ordinary Oriental mind
carries a subtle recommendation, implying that
HEAD AXD BACK VEIL (Mltpahath).
common
the wearer does not need to work.
the caul (RVm 'networks,' D'c'??" Is 3'^) there is no Arab proverb .says, ' There is a blessing in being
certainty ; possibly it was a light netted veil covering busy,' but it is usually the spectator that quotes
it.
The loose and ornamental style of Oriental
dress emphasizes the thought that the chief good
of life is not in active achievement, but in rest and
the privilege of rest. Among the trades a work
loses in jiulilic respect in projiortion as the worker
has to take off clothing when engaged in it. All
clothing above the undermost easily takes on

A

office, investiture, and ]irecedence.
and colour are synonymous with
and prosperity, and grief of soul is
expressed by the darkest object seen in nature,
the intense black of goat hair (Kev 0'-). Orientals
always travel in their best clothes it was scarcely
necessary fm- the (Jibeoiiites to assure Joshua that
their raiment had been new when they started,

meanings of
Ih'ightncss
iKqipiness

;

LARGE VKTL

(R'idi^f).

the hair and falling over the shoulders, set with
tiny discs of silver and gold and other pendants,
souiethinglike wliatis still worn. So with reganl to
st(>iiiac/icr{':''yns), IsS-''; as the antithesis suggests
some sort of girdle, highly or even fantastically
ornamental in contrast with sackcloth, it niny
have been the loose apron-sasli with dangling ribbons and att.achments worn by dancing girls.
III. OniE\T.\L Custom a\d tiioiimit co\CERXlXf! DitKs.s.— Food and clothing are the two
great requisites of the natural life, 1 Ti «*. t'lotliing is the second necessity. Of its three services,
jiiofeftiov, dercnc)!, and ornniticnt, the warmth of
the climate of I'alestine causes the first to he less
important than it is in colder countries, while the
domestic customs make the second very important

except as indicating the length of their journey.
In public worship Orientals are impressed and
apparently satislied by changed vestments and
spectacular ritual to a degree that always pu/zles
the more ethical and introspective mind of the
West.
In the Bible there are numberless instances of
theemployment of facts concerning dress for the ex
jiression of spiritual
aiqilication is carried

truth.

The

nielaphorical

out in much detail, showing
that the subject was at once familiar and of
extreme interest.
We have such phrases as
'clothed with humility '(1 V S'), 'the garment of
salvation, the robe of righteousness' (Is 01'"), into
wliich is meant to be liorne all that Oriental
dress means with regard to com|iletcness of covering and digaiitied grace. The girdle, head-dress,
and sand.ils are es]ic<iallv rich in similitudes of
strength, honour, and delilement. Thus with rcf.
to the qirrf/i;, there is the signilicance of its cleaving
to the loins (.Jer 13") of its being loosened ( Is5-"')
its strengthening value (Is 2i>-'', 1 P 1'^ Eph 6");
;

;

;

DRIXK

DRUNKENNESS

there is the pathos of being compulsorily girded
(Jn 21"); and the mystery of invisible support

Like the Gr. word, it has in it the idea of a social
feast as a gathering where men drink together.
This shows that the idea of social drinking is
older than the dillerentiation of the Heb. language.
Hence it is the more remarkable that the words of
these Heb. stems never, of themselves, denote

(la 45").

LrmLATUKi.

— Kell,

HJP (see

and Nowftck, Heb.

Benziiiff«r,

Arch.

;

Clothing'^ in Index) ; Oonder, Handbook to
tKe llesriah * (1887), i. 621-626
vols. 1881-1886 (see 'Garments'
in Index to each vol.) ; Tristram,
Eattem Outtatnt in Bible Lande (1894), pp. 155-176 : Maspero,
Davn qf Civilization (1886), p. 718t; Lagarde, Guamineile
AbhandHungeniWeoy, p. 209 £f.
G. M. MaCKIE.
Bchiirer,
the Bible

'

Edf rahelm, Jetue
Thomson, Land and Book, 8
under Manner* and Oustoms
;

'

A

DROMEDARY.— Besides the word (n;3) rendered
dromedary, but which ouaht to have been tt'.
youn^ camel (see Camel), there are two words, ^dt

K

4^*

dromedaries, and in
beasts), and
young dromedaries).

Est S"- " mules, and in Mic 1" ntn/t
II'JT

rammAk

Rekesh

(Est

8'°

AV

synonym

of cno) probably denoted a
species of horse noted for some choice quality.
That this (Quality was tunftness is quite uncertain.
Jiammdk is Pers. raman, ' flock or ' herd (see
Ges. Thes. ).
In Est S'" 'n -j?, lit. ' sons of the herd,'
'
is tr^ in
bred of the stud.' To all appearance,
then, we must drop the dromedary from the list of
(a rare

'

'

RV

Bible animals.

ti.

£. Post.

DROPST.—See Medicikk.
DROSS

only in Ezk 22"*,
c':p).
For the
process whereby dross was separated from the pure
(I'p,

Kethibh

elsewhere always plur.

no, sing,
D-j-p,

—

D')p,

metal, see Furnace, Refiner.
The word is
severcJ times used in the OT metaphorically for
what is base and worthless, e.g. Ps 119"' (of the
wicked). Is !"• » Ezk 22'«- >» (of degenerate Israel).
J. A. Selbie.

DROUGHT.- See Crimks and Punishments,
Famine.

also

DROVE

This word

AV

the equivalent in
of
'Ider (Gn 32'»- ">). 'Eder is
elsewhere rendered yfocA (see Flock), except in one
place (Jl 1"), where it occurs twice in the construct
state, ii3?""i.iy, which is tr^ ' herds of cattle,' and
jdvn -r\^ 'Jtocks of sheep.'
2. njqo mahdneh.
This
drove, is
word, although rendered in Gn 33'

two Heb. words.

1.

They are

sometimes used in connexion with carousal or
intoxication, but in such cases the author always
adds other words to indicat* the vicious meaning.
Even Ec 10" is not an exception to this. See

DRINK-OFFERING.—See Banquet.

DRINK.— See Food.

1

either vicious carousal or intoxication.

'

Sacrifice.

re/cesh (rendered in

629

is

i-\]i

AV

rendered once in the same connexion (32^) bands,
and twice (32*) company. This last, which is the
correct tr., is adopted by RV (cf. Gn 50").
See
Herd.
G. E. Post.

DROWNING.— See Crimes and Punishments.

DRUNKENNESS.—The

spectacle of

men

beside

themselves through alcoholic drink has been
familiar from the beginning of history, and all
languages have terms in wliich to describe it. It
is a subject that appears in the Bible, as in other
ancient writings.
1. Some of the terms used in the Scriptures in
connexion with drunkenness. The Heb. has no
word tliat describes this vice, like the Eng. wonls
•drunken,' 'drunkard,' 'drunkenness,' 'inebriate,'
In terms derived from the phynical act of drinking.
It has two stems in common use {[shAkdh] and
ihAtlUih, .ijp and ni\v) referring to the act of drink,
ing and each denotes inilitlcrently the drinking
of water or wine or other liquids, drinking by men
or by animals or by the ground.
From one of
these stems comes the word mashkeh, not often
nsed, denoting a butler or cupbearer, one who
serves wine at table (Neh 1", Gn 40' etc.).
From
the other comes the word mishteh, much used,
denoting a formal feast, a banquet. This is often
tr* by tlie Gr. tAt-oj, and once Est T') by avturbmov.

—

J

(

different stem is rdwdh ("n-i), occurring 14
times as a verb, and 6 times in all in the form of
three different nouns. The idea is that of being
brimful, or saturated, or soaked (Ps 23°, Job 37",
It is possible to tr. the
Is 58" 16» 34"' etc.).
Heb., in every passage where these words occur,
without recognizing an allusion to drunkenness.

LXX

commonly tr. them by derivatives of
or viva, and they are no doubt to be regarded as denoting drunkenness. It is as when
we speak of a habitually drunken man as a soaker,
or as sodden with drink (Jer 46'", La 3").
Another stem, sdbhA (k??), is used in all 8 or 9
times.
Its meaning is nearly that of our Eng. ' to
guzzle,' that is, to drink intoxicants greedily, with
stupefying effect. The active participle denotes
the guzzler as in the act, the passive participle
describes him as affected by the liquor, the noun
denotes either the liquor or the act of guzzling (Is
56", Dt 2r'», Pr 23'»-^', Nah l'«. Is !», Hos 4'»).
More important than all these is the stem
sh/ikhar {-\iv)The verb means to become intoxicated, and in common use are the nouns
shekhdr, 'intoxicating liquor' (see STRONG Drink);
shikkor, 'drunkard,' and *Ai^^r(5n, 'drunkenness.'
Many hold that the word is the same with our
sugar, and that group of words in the Western
languages. If so, the Heb. word and the Western
word start together with the fact that sugar is
present at the formation of alcohol, but follow
entirely different lines of meaning. The usage of
the Heb. stem is abundant and clear, leaving no
doubt as to its meaning. Hebrew-speaking people
were familiar with the spectacle of men overcome
by alcohol, and they used the words of this stem
to express this familiar fact.
In NT, and in Gr. VSS of OT, qnite a variety
of terms are used, but we need mention only one
ntBiiw,
to
group iJU9ri, habitual intoxication
iieBvaKui,
to make intoxicated
be intoxicated
/uSia/m, 'an intoxicant'; fUdvaoi, 'intoxicated.'
In their meaning and use (both literal and metaphorical) the words of this groui) are similar to
those of the Heb. group last mentioned.
the Bible concerning
2. Particulars given in
passages that
drunkenness.
The OT and
give these particulars, though numerous, are too
If one needs to
familiar to need direct citation.
refer to them, they are easily found by the help
Of apocr. passages one will
of a concordance.
ea.sily recall the contest concerning wine, kings,
women, and truth, in 1 Es S*"- tlic drunkenneR.s
of Holofemes, as described in Jtli 12*' 13'; tlie
many references to drinking usages in Sir and
other like passages.
These various canon, or apocr. passages mention
abundantly many of the familiar physical effects
staggering, reefing, dizziness,
of drunkenness
incoherent speech, redness of eyes, vomiting, stupid
sleep, insensibility to blows, insatiable appetite
They speak of its mental
for more stimulant.
exhilaration, jollity, loss of good judgeffects
ment, inconseiiiience of tnonght anil purpose,
inability to kee]) secrets, quarrelsomeness, shamelessness, failure to remember afterwards what
occurred while one was drunk, the purposed forBut

fieffvcii

'

'

'

:

;

'

'

'

;

—

NT

;

;

;

:

;
'

DRUNKENNESS

DUMAH

getting of one's misery, such facts as the nakedness of Noah, the helplessness of Amnon, the
sodden condition of Nabal. They speak of festal
drinking, of usages compelling one to drink, or
exempting him from compiDsion (Est 1^), of
carousals, dissipations, excess, riot, of the Syrian
king drinking uimself drunk in his tent in the
face of the enemy, many times of the high-born
people of both Israel and Judah as wasting their
property and energies in costly drinking feasts,
of the connexion of drunkenness with licentiousness and gambling, of orgies in which the three
were mingled (Jl 3^). They speak of the permanent
effects of these things on one's condition of life, of
the guzzler and the glutton who bring themselves
to poverty, to loss of energy, to rags.
They speak
of sociological effects, of men who by reason of
private dissipations neglect public duty, of men
who ought to be ambitious to serve God and their
country, but whose actual ambitions run in the

vast modem extension of the domain of intemperance should not be forgotten when we study the
Bible for practical light on the subject. To this
mi^ht be added a large number of important
ditlerences of detail between ancient life and
modem life that have bearings on the question in
hand. The outcome of such a companson ia that
drunkenness and its attendant evils, inexcusable,
widespread, harmful, and dangerous as they were
in the civilizations in which the Scriptures were
written, are immeasurably more so in our existing
civilization, and we ought to deal with the problem
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W.

accordingly.

DRUSILLA

(Apa(!<rtXXa).—See

J.

BeeCHEB.

Hekod.

—

DDEE. This word being applied in AV with
two exceptions * to the chiefs of Edom, the impression 18 formed that in the family of Esau this
was a hereditary title, as it is in Britain now.
It is, however, never a title in AV, but a general
expression for chief,' being formed from Lat. dux
(the word in the Vulg.), and the tr. of a word (qjni
or 'f^^ 'alluph) which is also applied to the princes
of Judah (Zee 9' 12»- «.
See CHIEF, u. 3).
'

at home, and boundless defeat and
slaughter by foreign invaders.
these
In
and oilier particulars no one can fail
to recognize the widespread prevalence of drunkenness and its evils in the biolical times, and their
identity with the same evils as now existing.
Especial importance attaches, therefore, to anything the Biole has to say in regard to the remedy.
The author of Sir says
Wine drunk in season
and to satisfy is joy of "heart and gladness of soul
wine drimk largely is bitterness of soul, with
provocation and conflict' (31^**). Similar passages
abound in ancient literature. They commend the
moderate use of intoxicants, and condemn the
excessive use generally drawing the line, however, not between exhilaration and drunkenness,
but between dnmkenness that is regarded as occasional and seasonable and drunkenness that is
habitual and unseasonable. In view of this, it is
worth noting that our canonical books contain no
such passage. On the other hand, they unqualifiedly condemn drunkenness.
They lay down the
proposition, Look not on the wine when it is red
(Pr 23").
In such cases as those of the priests (Lv
10°), of Daniel, of the Rechabites, of the Nazirites,
they teach that even total abstinence is sometimes
a duty.
An account of the intoxicating liquors mentioned
in the Bible will be found under the titles Strong
injustice

:

'

;

'

Drink and Wine.
3.

T/t*

difference

modem

—

See also Food.
between the ancient and the

problem. With all their many points of
identity, there is a large and important group of

differences.

Any

one

w-lio will carefully

study

all

the passages in the Bible which speak of this
matter will note that, in a large majority of them,
drunkenness is explicitly spoken of as the vice of
the wealthy. Perhaps there is not an instance in
which habitual drunlcenness is attributed to any
who are not wealthy. In modem times, on the
contrary, drunkenness is supposed to be muclt
more prevalent among the poor than among the
well-to-do.
This difference is not an accident. It
is mainly the result of the cheapening of intoxicants, through improved processes of distilling and
brewing, introduced within the past two or three
centuries.
When the price of enough wine or
beer to make a man drunk was equal to half a
month's wages, and no other intoxicants were to
be had, it was impossible for most men to become
sodden drunkards. The case is diflerent when an
hour's labour will pay for an intoxicating quantity
of cheap liquor.
In the older time, habitual

drunkenness was possible for thousands where it
U now possible for hundreds of thousands. This

The Heb. woni

ia probably more epectflc tlmn ite Eng. equlvft.
being held by Dillmaon (on On 361^) to be derived from r]7f^
*«2epA, a thousand
bo properly 'a chiliarch,' and understood by
Dnver (Expos, in. ii. 9) to denote properly the leader o/ a
clan,' and a& 'probably the indigenous name borne in luiom by
while in Eng. duke wal
the chiefs of the several ^uXa-t or clans
freely applied to any leader or chief of any rank and nation. Thus
Sir T. Elyot, The Gov^rtutur,
Annibal, duke of CarthoL'ineusis
Chaucer,
Ther was a auk that hichte Theseus
U. 233 :
Knight's TaU, i after whom Shaks. ilids. Nighfg Dream, l. L
20
Happy be Theseus, our renowned duke !' Latimer {Works,
i. 31) calls Gideon
a duke'; and WycUf uses the word of the
Messiah, Mt 2^ And thou, Bethleem, the lond of Juda, art not
the leest among the prynces of Juda ; for of thee a duyk schal
go out, that Bchal goueme my puple of Israel ; and Select
Works, ill. 137, Jesus Christ, duke of oure batel, tagbt us lawe
of pacience, and not to feght bodily.' Between 1572 and H)?3
(that is, when AV was made) the title was extinct in England
J. Hastings.

lent,

;

*

'

'

'

'

*

;

—

'

*

—

;

:

'

;

*

'

*

'

DULCIMER

DUMAH

See Music.

(ncn).— 1. Son of Ishmael (Gn 25",

1

Ch

representing some Arabian tribe or locality.
There are many places of this name mentioned by
the Arabian geographers, its signification in Arabic
(daumun, nom. unit. dau!natun)hemg the branched
wild nut, common in Arabia Deserta (Doughty,
Travels in A. D., Index). The most important of
the places called after it, Dutnat al-Jandal (also
written Daumat and Daumd') was identified by the
earlier Mohammedan arclijeologists mth the place
mentioned in Gn (Yakut, s.v.) and it is probable
that the same place is referred to by Pliny (HN vi.
32), who is acquainted with a Donuitha in the neighbourhood of the Thamudeni (as well as a Thumati),
and Ptolemy, who mentions a city Aoviie$d or
Aovfuudi in Arabia Deserta (v. 19, 7), as well as a
city of importance of the same name in Arabia
Felix (viii. 22, 3).
Stephanus Byz. 3. v. quotes
Glaucus in the second book of l\ia Arabian Antiquities as mentioning a city of the name, and
Porphyry, De Abstinent, ii. 56, asserts tliat an
l"),

;

tribe named Dumathii sacrificed a boy
every year, and buried him under the altar whicn
they used aa an idol, probably with reference to
the same place. Its site is fixed by tlie geograjiher
Al-Bekri (i. 353) as 'ten daj-s' journey from
Medina, ten from Cufa, eight from Damascuw, and
twelve from Misr'; but by Mas'udi {Bibl Geog.

Arabian

vii. 248) aa 'five from Medina, and fifteen
or thirteen from Damascus,' the hitter numbers
being probably more correct. The suk Duma,'

Arab.

'

The

one exception U Jo* ISn 'dake* of SIhon' (0'?'P^
prince* "), and the other 1 Mao lO*. where Jonathan Mao
is said to have been made a ' duke by king Alexandei
(rrpaniytff , KV * captain *).

RV

'

cabsus

'

DUMB

DYEING

discovered by Burckhardt in the Janf {Travels in
Syria, 662), Iiaa been identified witli it partly on
the groand of the correspondence of the names of
the surrounding villages with those mentioned by
the geographers (cf. KitteT.Erdkundcvon Arabien,
ii. 360-388).
The only further reference to it in
the Bible is perhaps to be found in the heading of
Is 21", where an obscure oracle in a strange

by endure.' It occurs in AV Mt 13=' only ' Yet
hath he not root in himself, but dureth for a
while (RV ' endureth for a while,' Gr. rpocKaipoi
4m, lit. 'is temporary'; Wye. 'is tempera!,'
Rhem. is for a time' 'dureth' is Tindale's word,
who tran.slates the same expression in Mk 4" by
endure,' and is followed by AV).
During,' still

dialect is introduced with the words ' the massa'
substitutes Iduina;a,
of Dumah ' ; for this the
and many modem critics are inclined to interpret
the name Dumah (in Heb. 'silence') allegorically.
It is probable that more accurate knowledge of
the purport of the oracle would show the geographical interpretation to be right. 2. Name of
one of the mountain cities of Judah (Jos 15'-)
according to the readin" of most of the editions
but in that of Ginsburg, Runiah (nDn)i8 substituted,
('Pe/ini
and this reading is supported by the
or '?ovfid) and the Vulg.
It is probable, however,
that the ordinary reading Dumah is correct. In
the Onomast. Aovfid is given as the name of a large
\illage in the Daroma, seventeen miles from
Eleutheropolis (Beit Jibrin) ; and it was identified

LXX

;

LXX

by Robinson with Khirbet Daumah, in the neighbourhood of Beit Jibrin, where are to be seen the
ruins of a village situated on two hills separated
by a valley, with remains of many cisterns and
caves excavated in the rock, belonging to the
Canaanit« or Jewish epoch, as well as vestiges of
Christian buildings.
The 'seventeen miles' of
the Onomast. is an overstatement, due to the tortuous routes followed in the mountain country
(Gu^rin, Judie, ilL 359-361).
D. S. MARaOLIOUTH.

DUMB.—See

'

:

'

'

;

'

'

in u.se, is the pres. ptcp. of this verb ; cf. Tindale,
Works, p. 476 ' when the disciples were come
together vnto the breakyng of the bread, Paule
made a sermon duryng to myduight.' Not in AV,
:

'during' is introduced by RV into Mt 26', Jn 2'-'^
13^ Rev 11*. Durable is still in use, and applicable
to clothing, as Is 23", but scarcely now to riches, as
They might
in Pr 8'".
Cf. Purchas, Pil. p. 28
take up their Crosse, and follow the second Adam
unto a durable happinesse.*
J. HastINQS.
:

AV

;

;

abhorrence, as in the case of the carcase of Jezebel
(2 K ff") and in that of the Jews (Jer 9^, Zeph 1").
(6) To spread dung upon the face was a sign of
humiliation (Mai 2'). (c) As representing worthlessness, St. Paul counted all things but dung that
he might win Christ (Ph 3»).
E. HULL.

'

'

'

'

:

is

DDRA

See Jerusalem.

Dn 3', a plain
Etym. uncertain.

(k^ii

'in the province of

The word may be
connected with the Bab. duru, a strong wall or
fortification, possibly also with Dor (Jg 1") and
with iHs. Ammianus Marcellinus (xxv. 6) mentions
Babylon

').

as situated E. of the Tigris. The distance of
Buch a locality from Babylon seems to preclude the
posHibility of its being the same as that alluded to
in Danief.
The validity of this objection depends
upon the extent of territory which may be regarded as included in the expre.ssion Sjj nj-)D3. The
same objection of distance applies to the place of
this name which occurs in I'olybius (v. 48), which
was on the Euphrates near the mouth of the
Chaboras, more than 200 miles N.W. of Babylon.
A third (and the most probable) locality suggested is to the E. of Babylon, where Oppert found
what appears to be the base of a great statue, near
a mound known as Ddair.
G. WALKER.

it

the rendering in

simple vb. 'dure' (fr. Lat. durare,
be hard,' 'last') is nowobsol., its place being filled

AV and RV

of

pi,

denoting one of the j)hysical
disqualifications by whicli a priest was unfitted foi

The word means thin, lean, small. 1 1 is
applied to Pharaoh's lean kine (Gn 41' etc.), to
the minute grains of manna (Ex 16"), to the still,
small voice (1
19"), and in other like instances.
The conjecture that it here means a dwarf is plausible.
But others regard it as meaning an unnaturally thin man
a consumptive, perhaps. The Sept.
service.

K

—

and Vulg. connect

this specification with
the one that follows, as indicating defective eyes.
So the meaning must be regarded as uncertain.
((<t>ri\oi)

DYEING. — The

W.

J. Beeciier.

art of dyeing is not mentioned
in Scripture, but dyed stuffs are referred to in
various passages, and hence it is altogether
probable that dyeing was known to the Israelites.
The coloured stud's mentioned are blue, purple,
and scarlet
these all occurring together in
the description of the hangings of the tabernacle
(Ex 26*"). It would seem tliat the yam was dyed
before weaving (cf. Ex 35®), as we know wa.s the
custom of the Egyptians (cf. Wilk. Atic. Kg. ii.
p. 166, ed. 1878), from whom the Israelitish women
may have acquired the art. The Egj'ptians were
certainly ac<iuainted with the art of dyeing by the
use of cnemic.ils, though they may not have understood the chemical properties of the materials employed (cf. Pliny, XXXV. 11, and Wilk. ii. 168, 109),
ana the Hebrews no doubt knew something of it at
the time of the Exodus. At a later period they may
have learned from the Phoenicians the process of
making the Tyriiin jmrple, so renowned among the
ancients; but it is not probable that they produced
it, as they could not readily procure the shell-fish
used in its manufacture. "The purple of the tabernacle, if made by the Hebrews, must have been
obtaineil from other sources and by other methods.
Purple occurs in I'r 31" as the clothing of the
virtuous woman and as it stjinds in a long list of
items of her handiwork, it may indicate tliat she
knew how to make it. Scarlet was obtained by a
;

;

DURE.— The

'

21*')

;

DDNO GATE

:

'

'

a word (Lv

DONG.— 1. Used in the East as manure (Lk 13')
and for fiiel especially that of cattle, where wood
and charcoal are scarce or unattainable. In Eastern
cities there is usually a receptacle for the offal of
cattle, whence it is carried out and either burnt or
used as manure. Directions for personal cleanliness
are given in Dt23"'""
and in tne case of sacrifices
the dung of the animals was burnt outside the
4"'»
29",
Lv
8", Nu 19»).
camp (Ex
2. The word is used (a) to express contempt and

'

DDTY is that which is due. In mod. Eng. it is
only that which is due by one, but formerly expressed
also that which is due to one. This is the meaning
of Ex 21'°,
If he take him another wife ; her
food, her raiment, and her duty of marriage shall
he not diminish (so RV).
Cf. Tindale's tr. of Mt
20'''
Take that which is thy duty, and go thy
12^^
waye,' and of Lk
to geve them their deutie
of meate at due season ; and Knox, Hist. p. 117
I will serve my Prince with body, heart, goods,
strength, and all that is in my power, except that
which is God's duty, which I will reserve to him
alone.'
Shaks. uses the word in both senses, Tarn,
of Shrew, IV. L 40
Do thy duty, and have thy
duty.' For the biblical conception of Duty, see
Ethics.
J. Hastings.

DWARF

Medicine.
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'

mentioned in Ex 25'. This process the Hebrews
could have learned also from the Egyptians (cf.
Wilk. ii. 185). The art is still carried on in Syria,
and large quantities of skins are tanned red for th«
native shoes and saddles.
H. Pobtkb.

process similar to that of purple, as we leam
from Kenriek, Phosn. oh. viii., and Rawlinson,
Phcen. ch. viii. Blue wa.s doubtless obtained from
indigo, which was known to the Egyptians from
their commerce with India (Wilk. ii. 164).
See

Colours.
Bams' Bkina 'dyed' red (o'Qj^

d^'b

n^i;)

DYSENTEBT.—See

are

Mkcicikk.

£
—

E. The symbol ordinarily nsed in criticism of
Hex. to signify the work of the [second] Elohist.
See Hexateuch.

—

EAGLE (tfi nesher, drrAi, aquila). The Arab,
retains the same name, in a modi6ed form, nisr,
enbstituting sin for sMn.
This term is used by
the Arabs for the vxiltures, of which there are four
species in the Holy Land.
(1) Gypcetus barbatus,
Cuv., the lammergeier, the o-j^ peres of the Hebrews,
ossifrage, Arab, 'aniik.
(2) Gyps fvlxms, Sav.,
the griHbn. (3) Neophron percnoptertus, L., the
Egyptian \'nltnre, called in Arab, raham or dejdjFir'aun, Pharaoh's hen.
It is the gier eagle of
AV, not of RV. (4) Vultur monachus, L.
It is also used for the true eagles, of which there
are eight species in the Holy Land. (1) Aquila
ehrysietus, L., the ospray of AV, which is the golden
eagle, n-ysj 'ozniyydh.
(2) A. heliaca, Sar., the
imperial eagle.
(3) A. clanga, Pall.', the greater
spotted eagle, and perhaps .(4 . poT/iartmi, Brehra, the
lesser spotted eagle, of^ which, however, only one
specimen has been noted. (4) A. rapax, Temm.,

AV

the tawny eagle. (5) A. pcnnata, Gmel.
Nipnlensis, Hodges, the steppe eagle.

(6)

(7)

A.
A.

bonelli, Temm.
(8) Circcetus Gallicus, Gmel., the
short-toed eagle. The last is easily recognized by
its large flat head, its huge golden eyes, and
brightly spotted breast. Its short toes and tarsi
are covered with tesselated scales to protect it
from the serpents on which it preys.
It is the
most abundant of the eagle tribe in Palestine. All
the above birds are included by the Arabs nnder
the generic term nisr= nesher, even those which
have also specific names, as the ossifrage, the
ospray, and the Egyptian vulture. They agree in
swiftness of flight (Dt 28** etc), in soaring high
into the air (Pr 23" 30'», Is 40"), in making their
nests in high trees or inaccessible rocks (Job 39-'"*',

Jer 49"), and in keenness of vision (Job 39^).
The expression 'enlarge thy baldness as the
eagle' (Mic 1'*), refers to the griflon, which has its
head and neck free from feathers. The references
to feeding on the slain (Job 39*", Mt 24^) are not to
be understood of vultures alone, as eagles also will
feed on dead animals if they find them.
But it is
especially ajiplicable to the griflon and Pharaoh's
hen.
Tiierelore in such pa.<i.sages (cf. Pr 30",
Mt 24®) the allusion is generic. The 'ravenous
bird from the East' (Is 46") describes Cyrus, probably in allusion to the fact that the griffon was
the emblem of Persia, and embroidered on its
standard. This emblem in various forms has been
copied by the Romans, Russians, Austrians, Germans, and by the United States.
The renewal of the youth of the eagle (Ps 103')
is an allusion to its longenty, which sometimes
reaches a hundred years. The eagle is one of the
' living creatures
of Ezk 1">, Rev 4'.
It has been
adopted as an emblem of St. John (in Ireneens of
owing
St. Mark),
to his insight into the divine character, and his power of looking at the divine glory.
'

The ' bearing on eagles' wings ' (Ex 19*) is clearly
metaphorical, and does not refer to any habit of
the eagle. 'The passage in Dt 32" 'As an eagle
stirreth up her nest, fluttereth over her young,
spreadeth abroad her wings, taketh them, bearetn
them on her wings,' is explained by the preceding
a desert land,
verse, which reads, He found him
and in the waste, howling wilderness ; he led him
about, he instructed him, he kept him as the apple
and in the followmg verse, So the
of his eye
Lord alone did lead him, and there was no strange
god with him.' The allusion is to the fostering
care of the eagles for their young, and the pains
they take to lure them from the nest and teach
It
them to fly. These are well-known facts.
would be no wise difficult for an observer to fancy,
in their evolutions, that the old birds actually bore
up the younger ones in the air, as well as fluttered
G. E. Post.
over them.

m

'

'

'

;

—

EAR (!!*<, '6zen, oSs). Hearing is associated with
obedience as seeing is with conviction. In the
East when an order is given, the responsive gesture
is to lift the hand to the head and breast, implying
that the order is understood and will be carried
out.
Thus also in the Arabian Nights, after a
command by a superior, the invariable reply is,
Hearing and obeymg
Eye, ear, and heart are concrete terms for
understanding, will, and affection, and the gospel
is declared
to be something beyond human
thoughts, desires, and passions. Men had at all
'

!

times offered sacrifices to influence the will of the
gods appealed to, but here God made the sacrifice
Ear hath not
to lead captive the will of man.
heard' (1 Co 2'). Its limit is in man's willingness
Assurance
to listen (Mt 139, Rgy 2^- "• ", etc.).
concerning God's ability to hear is drawn from
'

the fact that He planted the ear (Ps 94»). The alienated heart is called an uncircumcised ear (Jer 6'°).
The boring of a slave's ear by his consent was
the token of life-long surrender and ownership
(Ex 21" but not Ps i^, see Kirkpatrick, ad lac.);
the tip of the ear was touched with blood in
the consecration of Aaron and his sons (Lv S™-)
and in the cleansing of a leper (14"- "•»«-») ; the
cutting oflof the ears is mentioned as one of the
to
atrocities perpetrated by an enemy (Ezk 23^)
incline the ear is a frequent expression for to give
attention (Ps 45'", Pr 22" etc.); the ears tingle
(S^sr) at dreadful news (1 S 3", 2 K 21", Jer 19*);
to open one's ear (ijn •1^3) is a common expres;

;

sion for to reveal a secret to one (1 S
G. M.
2 S 7", 1 Ch l-" etc.).

9"

20*-^'-

",

Mackik.

EAR.—To 'ear' is to plough (Old Eng. erian,
connected with ipbtir ana arare), as 'After that
he tempereth it with dong, then eareth it, soweth
it,

A

and haroweth

it'

(/%r.

Perf. 1526, n. 23);
'

was eared up by a plough
(Harrison, England, i. 361). In AV, Dt 21' 'A
rough valley, which is neither eared nor sown
'

silver saucer

.

.

.

—

—

;

EAKXEST

EAKTll

bo at Gn 45', Ex 34", 1 S 8");
the young assea that ear the ground (RV
Heb. T3« work,' as in Dt 21*).

(RV 'plowed';
Is 30**
•

Ear-rings are now confined to women,
being regarded as barbaric and ell'eminate when
worn by men. Among the Bedawin, in the case
of an only son, the ear-ring \a sometimes worn
rings.

'

'

'

till,'

•

Hastings.

J.
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are three well-known NT
patu-yi^'es in which thia word occurs
Eph 1" The
earueHt of our inheritance'
2 Co P' and 2 Co 5'
The earnest of the Spirit.' In all three instances
the Greek word (introduced perhaps by Phoenician
traders) is the same, d(ipa(iuiv.
Ita Lat. e(]uivalent
is arrha or arrhnbo (not pignus), and its Enj;.
arlti, now obsolete except in Scotland.
The corre-

EARNEST.—There

'

:

;

'

sponding word in Heb. p::"H (Gn 38"- " ™) means a
pledge or token, something to be returned when
the t«rni9 of the contract liave been observeil
but by ifiliapiiv, ar^habo, artes, we are to understand a lirst instalment, given as a sure and
binding engagement that the rest sliall follow
in due time.
The earnest is a pledge, but it is a

pledge consisting of part of tlie possession, or
LeneUt, or blessing with which the contracting
parties are concerned. The arlcs given to a servant
signifies that a contract has been entered into, and
it is a binding promise that the wages agreed
upon will be forthcoming when the term of engagement has expired. It is really a part of the wages,
and it is tlie same in kind as the money payment
to be afterwards made.
In very olden times a
similar formality used to obtain In connexion with
conveyance
the
of land, or houses, or mills.
In
buying a held, the purchaser had given him a clod
of earth as an earnest that, at the appointed time,
he should enter upon complete possession. When
houses were transferred from one owner to another,
the purchaser or receiver had handed him some of
the thatch as artes or earnest that by and by the
whole property should pass over into his possession. In tue case of a mill, some small piece of the
machinery was passed from hand to hand. These
(Imple ceremonies were as binding as an agreement written upon parchment and made valid by
the impression of a Government stamp. The idea
underlying them all appears in various forms in
Scripture liistory. Abraham's sojourn in Canaan
was a kind of earnest to a wanderer like him tliat
bis seed sliould by and by possess the land.
When
Abraliam's servant, having gone to Mesopotamia
wife
fetch
for
Isaac,
gave
to
a
Rebekali a nosering
and bracelets and jewels of gold and silver, these
were to her an earnest of Isaac's wealth, and the
evidence of a comfortable home in Canaan.
Using
the wonl in the sense above explained and illustrated, the apostle tells us that the work of the
Holy Spirit in our hearts is an earnest of our
heavenly inheritance. Christian knowledge, holiness, and happiness are not only a pledge, but also
a foretaste of heaven'a bliaa. See Eadie, Enh. p. 68f.
G. M. i'HILPS.
EAR-RING. cjj nezem, orig. no.se-ring (Djjn o'sij)
n9i<-'?y Gn 24", iijrr 'q^ Ig 3", cf. Ezk 16", where
first clause should read as in RV
I put a ring
upon thy nose'), perhaps equiv. to nij in Ex 35''''
(AV bracelet, RV brooch) also ap|>lied to ear-

8TSUII ua-Kraas.

an amulet in the form of a large silver ring suspended round the outer ear, with discs or balls
attached to the lower half of the ring, hanging
Rings for nose
visible below the lobe of the ear.
and ear formed the material of the golden calf (Ex
32*), of Gideon's image (Jg 8"), and were offered
for the furnishing of the tabernacle (Ex 35''^).
LlTERATntg.

T'rantU, L 821

D'PI)!7.

Gn

35*.

In

RV

it is tr.

man Gn

AV

'ear-rings,'

RV

first

purchase

is

ring,

Harmer, Ob:

Iv.

811, 814

;

is

animals

2',

v.'»,

vessels

Is

45*

(see

;

gives 'amulets' (see

usually that of the ear-

;

'

cf.

Such rings forme<i an important part
of the bride's ornaments (Gn 24").
At the present
day in Syria, when a young peasant woman comes
into town with her friends to buy the marriage
the

Modfrn

'

Amulet).

outfit,

Ijine,

Wilkinson, .4nc.
205; WellsUKl,
Moore on Jg »".

I'OTTKRY), of which at times altars were made
Ex 20'^, cf. 2 K 5", and which was put upon the
head as a token of woe or of contrition 1 S 4",
2 S 1', Neh 9'. In this last reference the term more
frequently employed is i?i; = dust, which is rendered
earth in such passages as Gn 26", Job 8'» 19"' 28'
30' il^, la 2", Dn 12».
(3) Of earth as the visible
surface of the globe, in such phrases as 'everything that creepeth upon the face of the earth (RV
ground ') Gn 1^ 6*" etc. (4) Of earth as = land or
country Gn 47", la 19", esp. of the Holy Land
Zee 2".
(5) Of earth as = whole earth Gn 12' 28'*.
This last usage is rare, and, like the preceding,
belongs rather to
2. nti (in Aram, portions of Err and T)n ni<,
Syr. iir'd'), which is used (1) of earth as oiijiosed to
heaven Gn 1', cf. Mt 28"; (2) of earth a.-* opposec
to sea Gn 1", cf. Mk 4' 6*' (3) of the whole earth
Gn 18", or its inhabitante Gn 1", cf. Lk 18»21'»;
(4) = land, country, district Gn 10'" 19-«, cf. Mt 2»
4"; (5) as synonymous with n5i'ifl = Boil Gn 1"-",

where the text makes no special reference to nose or
ear.
For the nose the nezem was a plain rinp of
gold worn either in the wing or central cartilage
of the nose.
For the ear tiie circular form (S'JV
Ezk 16") was the most common, but usually
ornamented wit'i some sacred or tnliHinanic symbol,
or having one «.. more balls attached, hence called
niD^j Is 3'» (AV chtiins, RV pendants).
In Is 3*
for ax'!^

;

the tr. of varions Heb. and Gr. terms,
the most notable of which are
1. no-i^ (deriv. uncertain, perhaps from a root
containing notion of being tilled, or of smootMy
See Oxf. Heb. Lex.
covering and closely fitting.
».v. ), which with its LXX and NT equivalent yv la
used (1) of the earth as tilled, Gn 2» 3'' etc. Hence
.iDiNri B>'.-< = a husbandman, Gn 9". (2) Of earth as a
material substance, from which were fashioned

;

K? V!<

107

G. M. Mackie.

EARTH

'

D.i-j

Arch.

Eeb.

'

—

ring,

— Benzinger,

Female OrnamenU ') ;
E(fi/ptiaji« (A\>pend. A.
H'll/p. iu 33B9. ; Hartmann, Hebrderin, iii.

Mt

13».

^productive

I

See Cround.

A poetic aynon.

of pji is Sjb (perhaps fr. a root
according to Homniel, Exjms. Tivus,
1897, viii. 472, it had originally a mythological
Hotli P(i and Sjn are
sense), 1 S 2", Is 14" etc.
rei)ro<luced in the LXX by -^ and olKoo/Uyii, the
3.

;

—

EARTHQUAKE
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See farther Cosmogony,

times also

World.
J.

—
country

A. Sblbie.

EARTHQUAKE

Palestine has from time immemorial been a
subject to earthquakes, and
it is '.Iierefore not surprising that several references
to these phenomena should be found in Holy Writ.
Nor is it improbable that during prehistoric times,
especially during the Miocene and Pliocene epochs,
it was even more liable to seismic shocks than
in the former period, when we con-iiider that the
regions beyond the Jordan witnessed volcanic
eruptions on a vast scale from craters and foci
which are now altogether dormant.*
The references in this article will be restricted
to the region of Pal. and the adjoining territories
of Syria, Asia Minor, and Arabia Petra^a, and the
subject will be treated under the foil, heads
1. Historical.
2. Prophetic.
3. Earthquakes
of the Christian Era. 4. Origin of Earthquake
Phenomena. 6. Literature.
1. Historical.
(a) Earthquake at Mount Sinai
on the giving of the Law ' the whole mount
quaked greatly' (Ex 19'*).
:

—

:

(6)

Earthquake accompanied by

fissures

and

sinking of the ground, by which Korah and his
companions were destroyed (Nu 16" ; also Jos.
Ant. IV. iii. 3).
(c) Earthquake in the days of Saul (1 S 14").
{d ) Elijah, fleeing from the wrath of Jezebel, finds
a refuge on the solitary heights of Horeb (Mount
Sinai) in Arabia Petrjea (1 K 19").
Assuming
Jebel Musa to be actually the mount in question,
tradition has handed down to us the name of the
cave from which the prophet witnessed tlie etiects
of the earthquake.
At about 200 feet below the
summit of this mountain there lies in a recess a
circular pool surrounded by rocks of granite and
porphyry penetrated at one spot by a cave, probably of artificial origin, kno^vn amonn:st the Arabs
and the monks of St. Catherine as Elijah's cave.'
The position and surroundings fit in so well with
the narrative that it would be useless to call in
question the truth of this identification.t The
solitude of the place would have alJbrded the
prophet protection ; the cave, shelter ; and the
'

water to quench his thirst.
Earthquake in the reign of Uzziah.
This
earthquake must have been one of extraordinary
severity, as it is twice referred to, Am 1' and Zeo
14°
and from the latter passage we may infer that
pool,
(e)

;

caused a precipitate flight of the inhabitants of
JeruB., and may have been accompanied by tissuring of the earth at the Mount of Olives. The
exact date cannot be determined, as Uzziah's reign
was long, extending from c. B.C. 790-740.
(/) B.C. 31, Sept. 2. In the reign of Herod an
earthquake occurred in Judsea, 'such as had not
happened at any other time,' destructive to men
and animals (Jos. Ant. XV. v. 2).
In this
(g) Earthquake at the Crucifixion.
case the earthquake described in Mt 27" was one
of the miraculous manifestations of divine power
which accompanied the death of our Lord on the
cross, and was followed by rending of the rocks
and of the veil of the temple, and opening of the
tombs, A.D. 29.
(h) Earthquake at Philippi. This has often been
considered a miraculous manifestation of divine
power, called forth for the release from prison of
it

Paul and

:

EARTHQUAKE

latter of which occurs a^ood many
in NT, e.g. Lk 4», Ro W^, Rev 16".

St.

X

Silas, a.d. 51.

u

* In Keith Johnston's Phyrical Atlas,
also lo Prestwlch's
Mcu) aj Active and Extinct Volcanoes {Geology, vol. 1.), the
region of Pal. and Syria ts shown as one greatly subject to
earthquake shocks.
t The only other rival Is that of SerbfU
bat the claims of
i Musft to be Uoreb far outweigh those of Serb&l. Bee Stanley,
Sinai and PaL, ad. 1860, p. 49 ; Picturesque Pal., p. 118.
:

—

2. Prophetic.
Earthquakes being amongst
the most terrible and impressive of natural phenomena, are made use of in the Bible for prophetic
imagery connected with future calamitous events
thus (a) * she (Ariel or Mount Zion) shall be
visited of the Lord of hosts with thunder and
j

—

with earthquake' (Is 29», RV). (b) 'And there
shall be famines and earthquakes in divers places'
(Mt 24'). (c.) 'And I saw when he opened the
sixth seal, and there was a great earthquake'
(Rev 6'2).
(d) 'And he (the angel) taketh the
censer, and he filled it with the fire of the altar,
and cast it upon the earth ; and there followed
thunders, and voices, and lightnings, and an
earthquake' (Rev 8°). (e) And there were killed
in the earthquake seven thousand persons' (Rev
II")(/) 'And there was a great earthquake,
such as was not since there were men upon the
earth' (Rev 16"*).
'

3.

Earthquakes of the Christian Era.—

Out

of the large number of recorded earthquakes,
of greater or less intensity, from which Pal. and
the neighbouring countries have sutiered, only a
few of special importance can be noticed here.
Syria and Asia Minor the cities of lAodicea,
Hierapolis, Tripolis, and Agathicum were overthrown
(ifar. Comes, p. 46, quot. by Mallet).
Felt over Pal., Arabia, and Syria (Theophanes,
(2) A.D. 661.

(1) A.D. 494.

;

p. 192).
(3) A.D. 658.

Month of June ; very destructive in PaL and
Syria (Theoph. p. 282).
Jerua. and surrounding regions suffered greatly

(4) A. D. 746.

(Theoph.
(5) a.D. 755.

Jerus.,

Omar ')

p. 363).

A severe shock of earthquake occurred at
whereby the Haram es-Sherif (' Mosque of
was much injured (Besant and Palmer, Hist.

Jerusalem, ed. 1888,

p. 97).

859.
Earthquaice throughout Syria
in Antloch
1500 houses were thrown down (AbulfaraJ, p. 166,
quot. by Mallet).
Earthquake by which Jerus. was much
(7) a.D. 1036.
Injured (Cedrenus, p. 737).
Succession of earthquakes passed through
(8) A.D. 1170.
Pal., which, by their violence and frequency, filled all
men's hearts with fear hundreds perished in the ruins
of their houses grief and consternation spread around
(6) A.D.

;

;

;

{Hist. Jerusalem, p. 352).
An earthquake shook Pal. from end
(9) A.D. 1202 (or 1204).
to end ; Damascus, Tyre, and NablOs were reduced to
heaps of ruins ; the walls of Acre and Tripoli fell
Jerus. alone seemed spared, and there Christian and
Mohammedan met together to thank God for their
safety {Hist. Jerusalem, p. 492; Abulfeda, Ann. iv.
p. 211).
(10) A.D. 1402.

Coast of Syria affected sea retired and then
Invaded the land ; several towns ruined (Muratori, t.
;

xviii. p. 974).

An earthquake

protracted through a period
which Acco, Saphat, Baalbek,
months,
were
severely injured (Fo/caTw^*,
Damascus, Sidon, etc.,
Past and Present, p. 219).
On Aug. 13 an earthquake occurred at
(12) A.D. 1822.
Aleppo, lasting only ten or twelve seconds, by which
this town, together with several others in Syria, were
converted into a heap of ruins, and 20,000 human beings
were destroyed (Chefiney, Survey of the Euphrates and

(11) A.D. 1759.
of three

m

Tigris).
(IS) A.D. 1837, 1st Jan.
Great earthquake in Pal. by which
the town of Safed was destroyed, with many of the
Inhabitants (Tristram, Land of Israel, p. 531

4. Origin
of Earthquake Phenomena.—
From the observations made by Hopkins, Lyell,
and others regarding the cause and nature of
earthquakes, it seems clearly established that they
have their origin in some sudden impact of gas,
steam, or molten matter, impelled by gas or steam
under high pressure, beneath the solid crust. The
eti'ect of such impact is to originate a wave of
translation througii the crust, travelling outwards
from a focus, and causing a movement of the
surface to greater or less distances. These waves
of translation can in some cases be represented on
a map by cnrved lines each line representing
;

approximately an equal degree of seismal intensity.
'That there is an intimate connexion between
earthquake shocks and volcanic action is proved
by the fact that eruptions from volcanic cratere

;;;;

are generally preceded by earthquake shocks, and
these latter are more frequent in those regions
where volcanoes, either active or extinct, abound.
At the same time, the most destructive earthquakes are not necessarily in the neighbourhood
of volcanoes, many of the most disastrous having
occurred in places far removed from centres of
eruption as, for example, those of Lisbon in 1755,
;

and of Charleston

K. America in 18S6.

in

Such

cases as these have given rise to the view that
active volcanoes act as safety-valves for the escape
of the elastic gases and vapour underlying the

cmst.*
Lrr»KiTn««.— Hopkins, • Theory of Earthquakes,' In Rep. Brit.
1847, p. S3
Mallet, EarOiquaie Catalogs, ibid. 18S8
Lyell, Principle oj Geolotjy, voL li.; Prestwich, Geology, vol. I.
cb. 13, with map of earthquake areas ; Judd, Voteanoe4, ed.
1888, p. MS; Uull, Volcanoet, Pcut and Pretenl, Contemp.
Science 8er. p. 417 (1882) : for the earthquakes referred to
Bible, Plumptre, BMicai Studia. 136 ; Andrews, Life o/ Our
Lord, 661, 676 ; Scbdrer, HJP, L L 403, 426 ; Puscj- on
4".
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EASE. — The

subst. is found chiefly in the
at ease,' which has both a good and a bad
meaning Ps 25" ' His soul shall dwell at ease
and his seed shall inherit the earth' (ato^i 'in
6' Woe to them that are at ease
eood ') but
{c'jjKjn), so Job 12», Ps 123*, Is 32»- ",
in Zion
Zee I" with same Hebrew.
Once 'ease' means
relief,' Sir 38"
that which they give for ease and
remedy to prolong life' {avdravaif,
'relief').
Elsewhere 'rest' or 'enjoyment,' as Dt 28"
amon" these nations shall thou find no ease'
(Vj-jri iiV)
Jth 1" there he took his ease, and
banqueted (^v ixel jia.8vpiuiv) Lk 12'" take thine
ease, eat, drink, and be merry (ivairavov).
But in
Apocr. the word occurs as the opposite of difficulty, as 2 Mac 2* that they that are desirous to
commit to memory might have ease (eiKorrla), 2"
it is no ease
(oix eixepi^).
In these places we
should now use the adverb 'easily.' But we stUl
have with ease,' as in Jg 20** they
chased
them, and trod them down with ease (1151:9,
at their resting place ').

phrase

'

phetes laye the yocke vpon them, but they ease
them not of their burthen.'
J. HASTINGS.

CHILDREN

EAST,

THE

OF

—

{cyrt?,

trfa

A general name for the inhabitants of
the country east of Palestine, especially the
Syrian desert, but also including what was known
of Arabia
in Jg 6» 7" and 8", the ChUdren of
the East are coupled with Midian and Anialek
in Jer 49^ with Kedar.
The mention of their
iyaroXwy).

;

;

Bedawin encampments (Ezk

nirp, or

which
they are to erect on the lands of Moab and
Ammon, identifies them with the Ishmaelites, of
whom the same technical term is used. To their
proverbial wisdom reference is made in 1 K 5'° and
Is 19", and it is probably the reason why the author
of the Book of Job made his hero one of them (Job

Gn

29'

25*-"'),

the land of the children of the E.'
but it is more
probable that ditl'erent views of the habitation of
Laban are conflated in that chapter.
D. S. Margoliouth.
In

1»).

'

might seem to be Mesopotamia

;

EAST SEA, EASTERN SEA.—See Bead

Sea.

:

Am

;

'

'

'

'

RV

EASTER, used in AV
Ac 12* intending after

as the tr. of tJ Ti<rx.a in
E. to bring him forth to
has substituted correctly
the

'

the people.' RV
Passover.' The anachronism of
was inlierited
from older Vss which avoided, as far as possible,
expressions which could not be understood by the
people.
A. C. Headlah.
'

AV

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

.

.

.

RV

'

'

But the meanine of this passage Is uncertain ; Moore thinks
the Heb. is corrupt. The word m^tthdh means a resting place,'
'

as

Nu

10>3,

and

is

often translated

'

rest

'

(see

Cox on Ru

l*)

be a olace-name here, as AVm from Menuchah,'
RVm *at Menuhan': there is, however, no prep. In the Heb.
The older versions are at a loss. The AV rendering is from the
Geneva Bible 'chased them at ease,' with riiarx. Mrove them
from their reste.' Tavemer K^^'es 'chased them to Menoah'*
Cov.
folowed upon them unto Menuah'; Bishops' 'chased
themdilif;entty,'m. 'from their rest' Wye, Douay, 'neither was
there any rest of men d>-ing,' Bft«r Vulg. nee erat ulla requies
morientium.' The LXX Is «n N.W I.uther bis gen Menuah
Ostervald 'depuis M^nuha.' On the whole it seems best, if we
are to accept the text, to take the word as a place-name ; and
then Ostervald is probably nearest the mark 'depuis M^nuha
Jusqu' 4 ropposite de Quibba.'

but

may

It

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

The verb has always the meaning of give
relief; but that may be either by lightening a
burden, as 2 Ch 10* ease thou somewhat the
(frievous servitude of thy father
or by removing
it altogether, as Is l"
1 will ease me of mine
adversaries' (crjf), 2 Es 7* 'if he did not so of
his goodness, that they which have committed
iniquities might be eased of them, the ten thou«indlli |>art of men should not remain living '(«/
'

'

'

;

'

Meventur). Cf. Jer. Taylor (1630), Works, iii. 90,
I am no sooner eased of him, but Gregory
CJandergoose

.

.

.

catches

me by

the

goU

'

;

and

I'ope, Vdyss. xxi. 342, ' Ease your bosoms of a
fear so vain.'
Tindale meant to express tlie
removal of the burden when he tr^ Mt
'Come
unto me all ye that laboure and are laden, and I
will ease you'; and so llos 11' Cov. 'their pro• The theory of Mr. B. Mallet differs somewhat from
the

U"

above briefly stated, he considers that earthquakes orlgitmte
In shocks caused by the strain oven-oming the resistance along
;

lines of fracture traversing the earth's crust : this strain being
due to the secular uooling of the crust and oonaequent con-

traction (Trans. Roy. Jriih Acad. voL

xxLX

EBAL
(Sjiy

Gn

OP
Iff"

OBAL.— 1. Name of a son of Joktan
MT, S?'y ib. Sam., Tai^oX Lnc, 1 Ch

1^), probably representing a place or tribe in
Arabia. There are several places in S. Arabia
with names approximating to the Hebrew forms,
e.g. 'Aibdn, a mountain near Sana frequently
mentioned by Uanidani 'Obal, a place in the
neijjhbourhood of_ Hujailah visitea by Glaser
(Skizze, ii. 427)
'Abil, mentioned by Hafevy
but
till more is known of the .source of the ethnological
tables in Gn, it is impossible to assi^ any probability to such identihcations.
Derivatives from
the root 'abl occur as tribal names at the comniencementof Islam (Taj al-'arus, viii. 4), and it is
likely that the author had in mind some tribe,
otherwise unknown, bearing such an aiipellation.
2. Name of a son of Shobal son of Seir Cjj'V Gn
;

;

36»

1

Ch

!*>).

;

D.

8.

Margououth.

—

EBAL (Sj'j, Arab, el - Islamiyeh). Ebal and
Gerizim, the mounts of Cursing and Blessing, form
the most conspicuous and important summits of
the hills of Samaria. This distinction is due partly
to their superior height and to their central position in the whole land, but chiefly to the deep cleft
between them which breaks the outline of the long
mountain ridge running N. and S. "This natural
pass between E. and vV., led up to by wheatgrowing plains on each side, became inevitably a
place of importance both for purposes of commerce
and in times of war. The existence of a branch of
tlio main road from N. to S. leading through the
narrow opening between Ebal and (ierizim, would
still further tend to make the locality familiar and
important. It needed only the additional circumstance of numerous fountains in the fertile hollow
where the bases met, to create an Oriental town
where the traveller might rest in safety and the
inliabitantw would jwissess all that was necessary
for man an<l beast.
Such a town was the ancient
Shechom (Gr. Neapolis, Arab. NablOs), occupying
the defile where it is only 150 yds. wide.
This attractiveness and convenience of the place
is exempliried in the lives of Abraham and Jacob;
the former arriving here on his tir.st entry into the
land of Canaan (Gn 12*-'), and Jacob resting at

—

retom from Paddan-aram
(Gn 33'«-»).
Ebal and Geriziiu face N. and S., the latter
being the more celebrated in religious history, but
the N. summit (3077 ft.) being 2U0 ft. higher, and
commanding a more free and extensive prospect.
The beginning
1. View of the Lund from Ebal.
of the ascent from Nablfls is over grass of intensest
green and enamelled lustre, through irrigated
vegetable gardens of rank luxuriance, and under

hollow of the hills rested the sacred ark that had
so unerringly guided them in their joumeyings^
and was now pointing to the final resting-place ol
secure possession. Up the opposing sides of Ebal
and Gerizim, six tribes to each, rising with the
mountain slopes and terraces in solid masses where
the ground was level, with fluttering groups and
sprinklings on points of advantage, all oright
colours mingling with the predominant white, the

foliage of juicy transparency sparkling in the sunlight—one of the most fertile and picturesque spots
in Palestine.

army

the same spot on hia

—

Above

one enters immediately upon the
the olive trees, which rapidly
become scanty and irregular as the path opens in
earnest upon the mountain climb. Then stony
terraces and rocky face, with thistles and thorny
this,

silvery grey of

shrubs, until the traveller reaches the broad, bare
summit, and stands upon the central height of the
whole land. Looking N., one sees Mt. Hermon
towering aloft in the distance, glimmering with
snow-streaked crests beyond the boundary lilain in
which lay Abel (Ibl), Baal-gad (Cfesarea Philippi,
On the E., rising
Banias), and Dan (Tell el-^adi).
steeply from the Jordan bed, is seen the long,
slumbrous, uniform ridge of Gilead and Moab. To
the S., conspicuous summits can be identified in
the neighbourhood of Jems. ; and to the W.,
beyond the lower hills and patchwork of broad
plain, the yellow coast-line sweeps from Jaffa to

Carmel.

Such a commanding view from such a central
point emphasizes at once the limitations of the
land and the grandeur of the events that have
given it immortality.
One of the most im2. Religious Connexion.
portant of those events was the arrival at this
spot of Abraham in his journey of faith to the
land of Canaan, and his receiving by the terebinth
of Moreh a promise from the Lord, unto thy seed
will I give this land (Gn 12').
It was fitting that
the fulfilment of the promise, after more than 400
years of waiting and preparation, should receive
its great public announcement at the very place
where it nad been given.
It was also deeply
appropriate that in a land where customs and
occupations, scenery and social life, were to be a
storehouse of parable and moral teaching to the
world, its central heights of Ebal and Gerizim
should be baptized into this service and be known
as the mountains of Cursing and Blessing.
It
was accordingly here that Joshua (Jos g"'"')
assembled the congregation, and erected the
memorial altar according to the command and

—

'

'

detailed instructions of Moses (Dt 11«'*> and 27.
In addition to the duty of formal compliance
with such a command, there was an inner urgency
of the hour that called for such an act of declaration and decision.
During the past 40 years the
Isr. had received the discipline oi adversity
they
were now to face the greater temptation of success.
The emergency was a suitable one for setting forth
the moral regalia of the kingdom, and the responsibilities of its service.
The recent experience
at Jericho and Ai had emphasized the plain conditions of triumph and failure.
Still further the
incident of the Gibeonites, and the rumour of
confederated opposition, set before them the
dangers and difficulties of the work. And so on
that memorable day, in the defile between Ebal
and Gerizim, the Isr. entered upon the inheritance
of the promises in the only way that it can be
entered through the door of complete and conscious surrender to the will of God.
They were to
possess the land, but not for themselves.
The
assemblage was on a scale of vastness suitable to
the moral elevation of the thought. In the central

28).

:

—

—

Israel was drawn up
an
in array for the battle of life.
It was the
Coronation Day of the Moral Law. God could
not do more for His people, and, to invert the

whole congregation of

familiar phrase, His extremity became man's
opportunity.
If righteousness could come by
law, it might have come then and continued. As
the solemn entaU of forfeiture was proclaimed from
Ebal, and the bright succession of blessings from
Gerizim, the announcement was received with an
acclamation of amens. It was a mingling of the

two voices of Destiny and Disposition, of Divine
purpose and human choice.
LlTERATlTRB.

— RobinsOQ,

Thomson, Land and Book
Bsdeker'a Guide Books.

BRP\
;

Stanley, Sinai and Pal.)
Smith, UUt. Geog. Murray's and
;

Q.

M. MaCKIE.

EBED (njj;).—1. The father of Gaal, who headed
the rebellion against Abimelech (Jg Q^-"). 2. One
of those who returned from Babylon with Ezra
(Ezr 8«), called in 1 Es 8'^ Obeth.
EBED-MELECH (Tj^n-ijj;).—An Ethiop. eunuch,
at whose intercession and by whose personal
exertions Jeremiah was released from the pitprison of Malchiah. For this kindly service E. was
promised immunity from the fate of his companions
It is posat the capture of Jems. (Jer 38'*- SQ""-).
sible that the name E., which means 'servant of
have been an official title. A verr
fig. on p. 258 of Benzinger's Beb.
Arch.) is inscribed 'Obadiah servant of the king'
More probable,
(Obadfahu 'ebhed hammelekh).
however, is the view of Gray {Heb. Prop. Names,
117, 147), who takes Melech as a di\ane name.
J. A. Selbie.
[the] king,' may
ancient seal (see

EBENEZER

(\iJ2ij px or
ijn.t 'Stone of help').
three times in 1 S. According to 4'
5' it is the scene of a great defeat of the Isr. at the
hands of the Phil, in the time of Eli, while in 7" it
is the name of a stone set up by Samuel to commemorate a great victory over the Philistines ; it is
further noticeable that in 7" the name is apparently given for the first time, though the victory
there described happened some twenty years after
the events of ch. 4' 5'. In 7", which belongs to a
somewhat later document, E. is placed under
Beth-car, and between Mizpah and Hasshen ('the
(r^«
tooth ') ; but we must here follow the
xaXaias), and read between Mizpah and Jashan (or
the latter (cf. 2 Ch 13'") is probably the
Jeshanah )
modem "Ain Sinia, to the N. of Bethel. On this
view, E. would lie somewhere at the head of the
valley of Aijalon this site is further favoured by
the notice in 4"-. The more generally accepted
theory, however, places E. more to the south, at the
head of the vale of Sorek, and either identities the
stone set up by Samuel with the great stone at
Bethsheraesh (6") or places it in the immediate
neighbourhood. But this identification does not
suit 7", and is hardly compatible witli the narrative of 4'-7'.
See G. A. Smith, lfi.9t. Geogr.
J. F. Stennino.
p. 223 f.

—Mentioned

LXX

'

'

;

;

EBER

1. The eponymous ancestor of the
(which see), great-grandson of Shem,
son of Shelah, and father of Peleg and Joktan
(Gn 10'«- ll""-, 1 Ch !'«• '»•"), perhaps used noetic
ally for Israel in Nu 24" (but see Dillm. act he.)

(Tjy).

Hebrews

'

ECCLESIASTES

EBEZ
S.

The

Amok

representative of the priestly family of
the days of Joiakim, Neh 12*. 3.

A

in

Gadite family name, 1 Ch
two Ueuj
Ueujamite families,

S"*.

1

Ch

ALOOV

EBEZ

4. 5. The name of
8"- ". See GeneJ. A. Selgie.

'white.'

—A

site is uncertain.

SWP

EBIASAPH.—See Abiasapb.

EBONT

^6nf7n).—The Arab, name for
very near the Heb., being ebnUs.
There can be no reasonable doubt of the identity
of the wood intended in the single passage in which
it is mentioned (Ezk 27").
It was brought to Tyre
by merchants from Dedan, on the Pers. Gulf. It
is the black heart-wood of Diospyros Ehcntim, L.,
and several other species of the same genus, trees
growing to a large size in Ceylon and S. India.
D. Ebenum, however, furnishes the best wood. It
resembles the common and the Japanese pemmmon
this

(D'jnn

wood

is

mode

growth and inflorescence, and in
fruit, between a pome and a
berry.
The sap-wood is white and valueless, but
the heart often yields a log 2 ft. in diameter, and
10 to 15 ft. long.
G. E. Post.
in its

of

bearing an edible

EBRON
to

(i't?!^).

— A town in the territory assigned

Aeher (Jos 19"

RV

AV, as if from f"ari,

;

the

wrongly written Hebron in
the famous J udaan

name of

city).
It is lust possible that we should read
'Ebdon, for "Ebron, the latter form having arisen
from the substitution, not uncommon, of t for i.
It is noteworthy that this name, 'Ebron, occurs
but once, while in the other name-lists for Aaher
(Jos 21"^, 1 Ch 6") we have an 'Ebdon or 'Abdon,
which is absent here. This supposition has the

MSS

npport

of twenty
(Gesenius).
It is, however, in conflict with the ancient versions, all of
which give Ebron, with the single exception of B,
'

which unaccountably has 'E\pu>y. From the order
in which the towns are mentioned, we should seek
for E. somewhere north of Cabrtl, and south of
Rehob, Hammon, and J^anah. No certain identification has yet been made
in position the ruin
of 'Abdeh answers well enougli the condition
indicated.
Twelve miles north of Cabfll, about
10 miles N.N.E. of Acre, and 3 miles ea.st of
Achzib, the modem Ez-Zib, it occupies a slight
eminence on the northern edge of the Plain of
Acre, the mountains rising like grim giianlians
behind.
If we accept the identification of 'Ebron
with 'Abdon, this seems to be the most probable
:

—

—

philosophers, Stoic, Epicurean, and others, whose
opinions were influential at the time when the book
was composed' (Tyler, Ec. 59). But this is too
artificial to be probable, and it seems best to fall
back on the common view, that K. means the
convener of an assembly.'
greater difficulty is
caused by the fem. form. This has been explained
on the hypothesis that the speaker is Wisdom,
impersonated in Solomon, and K. is fem. as agreeing with the fem. word for Wisdom. This view has
been taken by Ewald, Hitzi^, Ginsburg, and others.
Against this, however, serious objections may be
urged. It is strange that Wisdom should be nowhere mentioned as the speaker.
Further, it is
barely conceivable that Wisdom should have used
some of the language put into the mouth of K.
(I"- " 7® etc.), or that Solomon should be regarded
as her impersonation, considering the experiences
through which the speaker says that he has passed.
Again, the tone oi the discourses is so difl'erent
from what we find in those passages where Wisdom
is actually represented as speaking, that if the
writer had intended to make Solomon the e;>okesman of Wisdom he would have felt it necessary,
in view of this striking difl'erence, to say so
explicitly.
It is also to be observed that the verb
used with K. is masc, and on the view we are
discussing it is explained by the theory that the
fem. Wisdom speaks through the mtosc. Solomon.
The objections already urged against the identification of K. with Wisdom have led to the view
that we are to find in the fem. form, not a
distinction of sex, but a variation in meaning.
In other words, the Preacher is a male, but the
fem. termination conveys a special shade of meaning.
This gives a better account of the use of
the masc. verb. The word may then mean one
who holds the office of a teacher or preacher
(Delitzsch, Nowack, Cheyne), or, if the fem. has an
intensive force, 'the great orator' (W. Wriglit,
RVm). Kuenen feels himself unable to decide
between the view that K. is Wisdom and that the
fem. does not express distinction of sex.
The
arguments for the latter view seem to be stronger,
and we should probably interpret K. to mean one
who holds the office of teacher.' The title Ecclesiastes comes from the LXX.
That by K. the author means Solomon has been
subject to dispute, but should admit of none.
He
is identified with 'the son of David, king in Jems.'
I, If., was king over
(1'), and says of himself,
Israel in Jerusalem.'
The son of David who was
king is best explained strictly and not loosely to
mean descendant. After the division of the kingdom a king could not have spoken of himself as
reigning over Israel in Jerusalem. It is also clear
that Solomon is the king whose varied experiences
of wisdom and luxury are referred to in chs. 1
'

A

city of Issachar (Jos
Probably the ruin
El-Beidhth, 'the white," east of Carmel.
vol. i. sheet v.
C. R. CONDER.
(fjtf).
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AuTnOR-sniP and Datb.— The book was, till
the period of critical investigation, almost universally ascribed to Solomon. Some writers still sujijiort

2.

2.

(n^np

Kohehtk,

LXX

"EkkX.,*!-

Aq. KuW9).— 1,'Th'e TiTLK.— This pre.sents
which have scarcely as yet been
satisfactorily exjilained. The word is a fem. part.
of the Qal conj. The verb is not found elsewhere in
this conj.
In the Hiph. the word means to call
an a.-t-senibly together.' It is commonly held that
here tlie Qal is u.sed with the force of the Hiph.,
and tliat ^oheleth means 'one who convenes an
assembly.' There have been other interpretations,
such as
a collector of sayings,' or
one who
gathers wisdom from various quarters.' But since
the verb is always used with ref. to persons and
never with ref. to things, these are untenable.
Tyler urges that the causative force cannot be put
into the word, and he explains it to mean one wlio
is an assembly.' Koheleth would thus be a personification of ' an ideal a.ssembly of those Jewish

a<rri)t,

some

difficulties,

'

'

'

'

this view,

though

it is

abandoned by

all critics of

eminence.
The main reason is that Kuheleth
speaks in the first person, and therefore if the
Solomon he would be deceiving his
was
not
author
This does not follow. The author of Jot
reatiers.
u.ses the literary vehicle of a debate to reach the
Here the writer has
solution of his problem.
chosen an autobiograpliical sketch of Solomon as
And he has done so for
his literary vehicle.
reasons which are ciuite obvious. Solomon was the
typical representative of Wisdom, and the author
wished to set forth his conclusions as tlioae of a
man wlio had brought the deepest and sanest
But it was also imrcMcction to boar upon life.
portant that his ex|>cricncc sliould be wide, and his
opportunities of testing the value of life in itt
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various forms of the fullest. Here Solomon admirably served his purpose. Not only was he the wise
man, but he was a king whose magnificence has
passed into a proverb, and who was able to gratify
every wish. He was thus able to wring the most
out of life, and from him the sentence All is
v.anity would come with greater force tlian from
any other. This is no proof that he is not the
author, but it removes any antecedent prejudice
ajjainst the denial of the Solomonic authorship,
based on the statements of the book.
The objections to tlie Solomonic authorship are
overwhelming. The verj' language quoted to prove
it is seen on e.xamination to be unfavourable to it.
Solomon can hardly have said 'I was king,' as if he
had ceased to be so, for he reigned till his death.
The words 'over Israel in Jerus.' are most naturally
explained by the writer's knowledge of kings of
Israel who did not reign in Jerusalem. And since it
was his own father wlio had made Jerus. the royal
city, and Solomon had not been |)receded by a long
line of kings, he could scarcely have spoken of all
that were before me in Jerus. (1" 2'- "). There are
also many passages which do not suit the Solomon
of history. The writer speaks with bitterness of the
oppression of the weak and the perversion of
judgment. Solomon would not have tolerated such
abuses if he had felt them so keenly as the author.
Certainly, so far from feeling any keen distress at
oppression, his government was systematically
oppressive. The words of the author do not impress
us as those of a king who stands above his subjects,
but as those of a subject symjiathizing with the
misery of his fellow-subjects. Instead of judgment
and righteousness he sees wickedness, and bids his
rftaders not to wonder at oppression and violence.
The State is not well-ordered and prosperous as in the
time of Solomon. ' Folly is set in great dignity,
and the rich sit in low [>laces.' This is an error which
proceeds from the ruler. Servants ride on horses,
and princes walk on the earth.
Nor can the
reference to the king's system of spies, and the
writer's bitter advice based upon it, be seriously
regarded as from a king (lO**). Other references
to kings (4""" 10"-") are equally inconceivable in
Solomon's mouth. Nor has the popular view, that
Solomon wrote the book in his old age after
repentinw of his idolatry, any support in the book
itself.
From beginning to end there is no confession of wrong-doing, no ref. to idolatry, no hint
of repentance. It dwells on the unsatisfying nature
of lite, but penitent confession is quite alien to its
whole spirit and purpose. The author is certainly
not a satisfactory or edifying penitent.
But the same conclusion tliat Solomon cannot
be the author is shown by the language.
The
linguistic evidence is so decisive that Delitzsch has
said, in words that have been quoted with approval
by many critics since
If the Book of K. be of oldSolomonio origin, then there is no history of the
Heb. language.' And Driver, whose opinion on
such a matter is of exceptional value, says ' Linguistically, K. stands by itself in OT.
The Heb.
in which it is written has numerous features in
common with the latest parts of OT, Ezr, Neh, Ch,
Est, but it has in addition many not met with in
these books, but found first in the fragments of
Ben-Sira(c. B.C. 200)orin the Mishnah (c. a.d. 200).
The characteristic of the Hebrew in which these
latest parts of OT are written is, that while many
of the old classical words and expressions still continue in use, and, in fact, still preponderate, the
syntax is deteriorated, the structure of sentences is
cumbrous and inelegant, and there is a very
decided admi.xture of words and idioms not found
before, having usually affinities with the Aramaic,
or being such as are in constant and regular use in
the Heb. of post-Christian times (the Mislinah, etc. ).
'

'

'

:

'

:

And

this latter

element

is

decidedly larger and

more prominent in Ec than in either Est oi
Ezr- Neh-Ch {LOT, 444). The phenomena, in fact,
'

are consistent only with the po-st-exUic date, and
the Solomonic authorship is therefore out of the
question. The detailed evidence may be found
in Delitzsch's Com. (Germ, ed.), or in Wright's
Eiclcsiastes, Excursus iv. (see also Driver, LOT
as above).
Critics who deny the Solomonic authorship, i.e.
all critics who need be taken into account, are
unanimous in assigning the book to the post-ex.
period.
There are two main theories one that it
belongs to the later years of the Pers. period, which
came to a close B.C. 332 the other, tnat it comes
from the Gr. period, and should be dated about B.C.
200.
The former is the view of Ewald, Delitzsch,

—

;

Ginsburg, and Cheyne in his Job and Solomon. Id
favour of the latter are Noldeke, Kuenen, Hitzig,
Tyler, Plumptre, Cornill, and Toy while Cheyne
in his Founders thinks it is probably correct.
Nowack and Driver think the language points to
the later date, but is not decisive and so much is
undoubtedly correct, if we ought not to accept the
later date on the ground of the linguistic evidence
alone.
There are other criteria of importance.
The political conditions implied yield valuable
data.
Cornill says ' The general picture of the
circumstances makes us fix on a period of complete
anarchy, in which well-ordered political life cannot
be spoken of, worthless revolutionaries seize the
government and exhaust the country, and political
wisdom is recognized to consist in a dull, listless
submission to despotism and tyranny' (Einleit.
;

;

:

The justice of this description is clear from
these passages, 4''' 5' 10°"'- ". This comjiels us to
place it at the earliest in the later years of the
Pers. period, and precludes a date in the earlier
part 01 that period. But it will suit equally well
the date in the Gr. period, about B.C. 200. Hitzig
thinks on account of 10" that its date is B.C. 204,
when Ptolemy Epiphanes ascended the throne at
the age of five. He takes 9""" to be an allusion to
the siege of Dora in B.C. 218. But this did not
succeed owing to the strength of the place, not
because a poor Avise man delivered it. He explains
4""" of the high priest Onias (' the old and foolish
king') and his nephew Joseph ('the poor and wise
youth '), but the statements of the passage are not
true of them. The political circumstances admit of
either date. Kuenen thinks that the cosmopolitan
tone of the book speaks for its origin in the Gr.
period but, as Nowack points out, this is characterIn its attitude
istic of Heb. Wisdom generally.
to the doctrine of a future life Kuenen regards it
writer's views,
The
as a forerunner of Sadduceeism.
it is true, are those of the older Heb. theology, but
they are put forth in opposition to the newer
Nowack thinks that these arguments
doctrine.
would tell rather in favour of a Maccab.-ean dat«,
when the two tendencies of Pharisaism and Sadduceeism became explicit. This does not follow, since,
as Kuenen points out, while he is a forerunner of
the Sadducees, he is so little a Sadducee that
Graetz could regard him €is a disciple of Hillel.
This is most naturally explained by the view that
he wrote before the rise of these distinct parties.
251).

;

The most plausible ai^uraent In favour of the laWr date li
derived from the supposed influence of Gr. philosojihy. Tyler
waa the first to work out in detail the supposed influences of
post-.Aristotelian philosophy, and he was followed by Plumptre
his Commentary.
A full and ai)p,irently conclusive refutation
may be found in Che.vne's Job ana Sol. (see also Nowack). Tyler"!
view is that the sij^ns of acquaintance with Stoicism and EpicureThe author, however, he takes to be
anism are unmistakable.
neither Stoic nor Epicurean, but one who leaves the doctrines of
the two schools side by side in order to warn his readers against
studies which could 'conduct to no certain goal, but led to
The following points of contact with
opinions so opposed.
The doctrine that man should Uvs
Stoicism are aaduced.

m
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is set forth in the catalo^^e of Times and
The doctrine of cycles, acconiing to which
progress,
but only movement in a circle, is
history presents no
found in the description of the endless round in which the aUairs
secures no progress but only
all
effort
of men move, so that

ftocording to OAture

Seasons

(31-**).

return to a former condition (1»'0). Fatalism is present in both
both regard the weaknesses of men as a kind of insanity, and
both dwell on the nothingness of life. But no weight can be
The dreary repetition which characterattached to these.
izes life is not put forward as a philosophical doctrine, but as
bv
observation and experience. The sense of
something taught
the emptmess of Viie is due to disillusion, and was not learnt
philosophy,
but in the hard school of life. Fatahsm
in a school of
is only a coincidence, the Semite has a natural tendency to it.
weaknesses
of men are a kind of insanitv is a
view
that
the
The
genuine idea of Ueb. Wisdom, which treats wisdom and folly as
moral rather than intellectuaL And the catalogue of Times and
BeflMns contains in its main idea nothing that cannot be well
The traces of Epicureanism are
derived from Heb. thought.
equally unsatisfactory. Men are as beasts, coming from the dust
and returning to it pleasure is the highest good, esp. in the
form of undisturbed tranquillity. The rivers run into the sea,
yet the sea does not fill, the hoily is dissolved into its elements.
;

:

)«rallels are commonplace, and no distinctively Epicurean
It needled no acquaintance with Gr.
doc-trine is to be found.
philosophy to learn that man returned to dust, or that the sea
was not filled by the rivere that fed it, or that pleasure was good
The comparison of man to the beasts
if enjoyed in moderation.
that perish might occur to a Uebrew who did not accept the
newer view of the future life. For traces of either Epicureanism
or Stoicism tlie appeal is often to late authorities. And the
coincidences are either unreal or insignificant, or readily excan therefore
Elained from ileb. as well as Gr. ideas.
ardly rely on this alleged influence of Gr. philosophy as a
crit«non of date. Kuenen thinks that the proofs break down,
and that the philosophical element in the stricter sense is
But a general influence, he thinks, may be detected.
absent.
And if the date in the Gr. period is accepted, we may believe
that the writer was susceplibte to the influence of the atmo•phere of Gr. thought, rather than of any special \iew.

The

We

So far, then, as the arguments for the two dates
The lingo, they cannot be said to be decisive.
gniBtic argument pleads strongly for the later date,
and there is no argument to set against it on the
other side. The balance of probability, therefore,
dips towards a date c. B.C. 200, though the book may
possibly belong to the Persian period.
Renan has
put forward the view that the date is B.C. 125.
But it was probably quoted as scripture shortly
afterwards, which implies a longer previous history
than Renan assigns to it. And after the Maccaba;an struggle we should expect greater religious
fervour.
Graetz' view, that it belongs to the reign
of Herod the Great (whom he identities with K.), is
probably excluded by the fact that it seems to have
been quoted a.s scripture before that time and
apart from this it is questionable if the history
ot the Canon will permit of its composition bo
;

late.
3. The Integmty of thb Book.— Certain passages have been suspected by several critics as later
interpolations.
The Epilogue (12*'*) was the lirst
to be suspected, but later the authenticity of the
following has also been denied, 3" 7' 8"' " ll*"
12'*-'*'.
The whole of 12»-", however, does not
stand or fall together, since vv.'"" are denied on
other grounds than vv."-'*.
It will be most convenient to take 12*'" first. The substance of the
book evidently ends at 12*. K. ends on the same
note as that on which he began,
Vanity of
vanities, all is vanity.'
In itself, however, this
does not mark these verses as due to another hand.
To the end of 12'Solomon is represented as speaking,
and in 12"'* the real author may be regarded as
speaking in his own person, and commending the
lKX)k as the work of one of
the wise.' Nor is it
any serious argument against this that the author
is represented in the body of the book as a king,
bat here as a wise man, for Solomon was the chief
representative of 'the wise.'
It is tnie that there
are dilliculties in the pa.s,snge, and some uncommon
'

'

ex]>re.s.sion»,

but in tliem.selves they do not warrant

the view that the verses are the work of another
writer.
Those who think so regard them as a
recommendation atGxed to the work by a later
hand. Uut the writer speaks of the author as if he

eaa

were another than himself, in order to keep up the
assumption of Solomonic authorship.
The other alleged interpolations raise a much

more

12"- '* are suspected
difficult question.
partly on account of their general tenor, partly
from their reference to the judgment. It seems
strange to announce as the conclusion of the
matter, that the teaching of the book may be
summed up in the injunctions to 'fear God and
keep his commandments.' Its teaching is rather
that all is vanity and striving after wind,' and
that man's wisest course is to recognize this and
extract as much pleasure from life as he can. It is
not denied that the fear of God is advised in the
book, but that it is its main theme, or the chief
lesson to be drawn from it.
Kuenen, wlio gives
a very long and elaborate defence of the authenticity of the entire Epilogue, admits that if this
were interpreted in the highest sense as the one
thing about which man had to concern himself, we
shotild be compelled to deny 12'*- '* to the author
of the rest of the book.
He argues, however, that
the writer simply means that the fear of God and
keeping of His commandments is the indispen.sable
condition of enjoying life.
But it is questionable
whether the exijlicit words, for this is the whole
duty of man,' do not compel us to interpret the
command in the larger sense whi;h Kuenen denies.
This passage has been also suspected because of
its ret. to a judgment. And the same objection lies
against 3" and U'-'^Cbut know thou that for all these
If
things God will bring tliee into judgment').
the reference is to a judgment after death, it seems
improbable that they can be harmonized with other
passages in the book (cf. 3"'-2' 9»- «• '»).
But it is
possible that a judgment in this life is referred to.
This requires a change of reading in 3", when
instead of there (y' sham), he hath appointed
'

'

'

'

'

'

sdm) would be read. It is not clear, however,
that this yields so good a sense, and it is not improbable tliat in all the passages a jmignient after
In 12'* the ditliiuUy arises
death is spoken of.
partly from the idea, which is thought to be alien
to the general tenor of the book, partly from its
(D^'

incongruity with the context. The counsel, Remember thy Creator in the days of thy youth,' is
not what we expect from the author of such a
book. Nor do the preceding counsels lead up to
this.
The young man is bidden to rejoice in all
the days of his life, esp. in the days of his youth,
remembering the dark days that await him in
Sheol.
But remembering not only these, but all
the failure of manly vigour and his [ihysical powers,
and of the zest for pleasure that will come upon
him with old age, he would do well to make the
This gives a connected
mo.st of his prime of life.
sense, and one in harmony with the rest of the
book, and we obtain it by deleting 12'* and connecting 12"" with 11'°. The meaning in that case
will be make the best of your youth in the enjoyment of pleasures before the evil days of old
age come, when you will say, I have no delight in
them. It is true that the connexion of 12"" with
11'° is a little awkward if 12'* is omitted, but the
connexion in the text is even more awkward.
Graetz proposes to retain the words with a slight
alteration of the Hebrew, and to read, Remember
abso thy fountain (i.e. tliy wife) in tlie days of thy
youth.' This is not grotesque, though it has been
nor even unworthy, for it is an
criticized as such
exhortation to a life of conjugal purity (in opposition to illicit amours), such as we have also in 9*.
Bickell
But it is .scarcely a happy suggestion.
not only adopts the correction of the text, but
attempts to improve the connexion by transposition.
12"' ("and the spirit return unto God who gave
it ') may be retained on the ground that it simply
implies the dissolution of the personality into its
'

—

'

;
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original sources, the body will return to dnst, the
spirit to God. The 'spirit probably means nothing
more than the breath of life (cf. Ps 104").
No
very serious objection need be felt to 7' or S'*- ".
While Knenen retains these passages (except 12"*,
which he regards as altered on dogmatic grounds)
by denying that they contain anything of a higher
point of view than we generally find in the book,
several critics defend the genuineness of the whole,
with the obvious interpretation.
Sanday in his

Bampton Lectures argues that they must have

not be pa»ed over in silence. He regarded 1211- •> or liiii« (11
not clear which) as appended to the whole o< the third
division of the Canon (the Kethubim or Ha^ojfrapha), and not
simply to Ec. Oraetz adopted the view that 12"-'* was added
as the conclusion of the Kethubim, but thought also tiiat the
collectors of the third Canon added 129- 10 as an apology for Ea
Renan accepte 129- '0 as by the author of Eo, and agrees with
Krochmal as to 12'1- 1», and also considers 121S- 1« as unauthentic.
It is unnecessary to discuss this \iew, which rests on pure
hypothesis, and has been almost universally rejected.
Before leaving this part of the subject, it remains only to
speak of the bold and original theory of Bickell.
Eng. readen
may find it presented in Dillon's Sceptia of OT, with a tr. of
the book as rearranged, and in Claeyne's Job and SoUrmon
is

been included, for other^vise a scribe would have (p. 273 ft.), where it is criticized. It is that the Heb. MS from
which our text is descended met with an accident. The sheeta
passed it by, and it would have been simply left became disconnected,
and, in replacing them, owing to a turning
out of the Canon. This, however, is (questionable. of the 2nd and Srd sbeeU inside out, the text was completely
A book professing Solomonic authorship would not dislocated, and passages were brought into juxtaposition which
Two seta of
be lightly rejected; it would be assumed that it must had originally no connexion with each other.
interpolations were then made.
One series was designed to
really teach true religion, and a few interpolations connect the verses which had been thus brought together. The
would bring this out more clearly. He also urges other interpolations were intended to give the book an orthodox
that it is psychologically more probable that an tone. The detailed working-out, which is very brilliant and
ingenious, cannot be exhibited here. We may, however, give
Isr. would ' have this reserve in the bottom of his
bis results aa to the original book and its order.
He make!
soul, than that he should give way to blank and
the orig. K. to consist of the following passages in the order
unrelieved pessimism.' It is more remarkable to given:— 1»-21» 6»-67 3a-49 2H-S8 88-93 815 91l-10> 6a-7*>-» «l*-58
1018-lls. » 72i-8s» 102-1»- 1« 93-10 117-128.
The theory is open to
find so radical a critic as Comill defending their
very serious objections.
It is questionable whether it will
authenticity. He maintains that the same thoughts stand the teat of exegesis and to quote Cheyne's words Apart
run through the whole book ; the fear of God and from other difficulties in the way of the theory, the number
arbitrariness of the transpositions, additions, and alterations
God the Judge are cardinal conceptions. In his and
are reason enough to make one hesitate to accept it' Kuenen
very striking passage on the contents of the book also sa>'B that it is as good as unthinkable that aJl the accidents
he says
OT piety has never achieved a greater assumed should have taken place together, and combined to
triumph than in the Bk of K.' (Einleit. 251). While produce our Bk of Ec. Euringer has urged an objection, which
if valid is fatal to the supposition that such an accident could
the author sees the misery of the world as clearly have occurred.
It is that, at so early a period, the codex form
as our modem pessimists, he is so penetrated by would not be used, but the roll form, and therefore there
the piety of OT that he does not hit on the simplest would be no sheets to be dislocated by such accidents as are
and most obvious solution, that the world is the postulated by the theory.
plaything of blind chance.
He returns to the
4. Contents and Thought.— It is very difiBcult
faith of uis childhood in a personal God and a to give an account of the contents of Ec which
moral order of the world.
shall be at once clear, brief, and adequate.
1'here
These views, and they are shared by other critics, is very little strict development of the thought,
are of weight. Yet it is doubtful if they do justice and the endless repetition which the writer sees in
to the phenomena on the other side.
nature and life has its partial counterpart in his
It is very
significant that the author's meditations end as
book. The difficulty is increased by the uncerthey began 'Vanity of vanities, all is vanity.' tainty as to interpolations and the exegesis of
Would this have been so if he had really fought his particular passages. The following outline may be
way back to the faith of his childhood ? Comill given. Vanity of vanities, all is vanity. No profit
seems to overstate the case when he says that similar comes to man from all his toil.
Nature and man
passages run through the book, and that the fear of go ceaselessly round and round in the same conise
God and God the Judge are cardinal conceptions. with utterly wearisome monotony, and there is no
The theism of the book is not very pronounced. new thing under the sun ( H"). K. being king over
Cheyne says with justice ' To me, K. is not a Jerus. uses his wisdom to understand the life of men,
t heist in any vital sense in his philosophic meditaand finds that all is vanity (I""). He finds, too,
tions.
He certainly never lost his theism, that the search to know >\'isdom and folly is vanity,
though pale and cheerless it was indeed, and utterly and that wisdom brings sorrow (1"").
He tries
unable to stand against the assaults of doubt and to find happiness in pleasure, and exhausts every
despondency.' Looking at his speculations from a source of enjoyment, but finds it is all vanity
somewhat different viewpoint, it might even be (21-11). Wisdom far excels folly, yet wise and fool
alleged that T^.'e theism is the source of all his per- fierish and are forgotten alike (2"""). The accuniuplexities.
To every Hebrew, God and Providence ation of wealth is vanity, for the man who has
were convertible notions, and this God, which to Job gathered it by toil and wisdom must die and le.ave
was an immorality, might be to K. a puzzle. Upon it to another, it may be to a fool (2"'^). The best
this theory it may,of course, be urged that rigid conthing in life is to eat and drink, as God permits.
sistency is not to oe expected in a man of the writer's Yet even this is vanity (2"'^). A time is allotted
temperament, who would speak according to his for everything. This is the doing of God, who has
mood. Yet we may surely think that a man of his set the world [or eternity] in man's heart, yet so
intellectual power and close observation of life that His plan cannot be understood.
Since man
would have some fixed principles
and we find cannot understand the plan by which the season
tliem running through most of his meditations.
for everything is appointed, he will do well to
''Vhen we find a few sayings that seem to run enjoy life as much as lie can. All is fixed unaltercontrary to these, we may either try to explain ably by God, that men should fear Him (3'"). The
thera in harmony with the general view of the sight of oppression makes him think that God will
author, or regard them as interpolations due to a judge the righteous and the wicked. But man dies
working over in the interests of orthodoxy. Either like the bea.'fts, and should enjoy life while he may,
course seems preferable to that of leaving them as for he cannot return to it after he is dead (3"'^).
unreconciled contradictions. It seems on the whole The oppression of the helpless convinces him that
most probable that at least 12'*- "•• " are later the dead are in better case than the living, and
interpolations (assuming that ' thy Creator
best of all is not to have been bom at all (4'''),
is
correctly read in 12'*), and possibly also 3" and Successful labour is vanity, for it only causes a man
ll**.
On the other hand, 12^ can be explained so to be env-ed (4*-'). The eflbrts of the lonely man
as to avoid any conflict with the author's views.
to attain Tealth are vanity and there is safety
Tbv view of KrochQiAl with re(er«Doe to the Epilogue must and comfort in the possession of a friend (4''").
A
;

;
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poor wise j-oiith succeeded an old and foolish king,
yet the bright expectations of his rejoicing subjects
were disa|i[)ointed (4""'"). Be very circumspect in
your service of God and the vows you make to
Him, or it will be worse for you (5'"'). Do not be
surprised at oppression, for the opjiressors themselves are under tjTanny.
Far better the stale
which depends for prosperity on the pursuit of
agriculture [or men are much more on a level than
they seem the king himself depends like all his
subjects on the products of the earth] (5'' ').
Accumulation of wealth is vanity, for it brings
little pleasure and much anxiety (5'°"").
Sometimes wealth is accumulated by labour and lost by
misfortune, so that the possessor has no enjoyment
out of it (5"'"). It is best to eat and drink and
enjoy life, so far as God gives one the power, and
thus make life pass without too much reflexion
(5'*"*).
God sometimes gives the means of enjoying life, but withholds the power of enjoyment
(6'"').
Toil is for the aj)petite which is insatiable,
the wise is no better otl than the fool possession
is better than inordinate desire, but this too is
vanity (&''). The destiny of man has been determined for him, he cannot 8tru';gle against it, nor
does he know what is good for him (6'°"").
food name is better than ointment, death than
The end is better
irth, sorrow than mirth ("''').
than the beginning, patience than vexation, wisdom
\Vliether prosperity or adversity
than property.
be your lot, consider that both come from God, and
cannot be altered (7'""). Do not go to extremes in
;

;

A

virtue or vice, in wisdom or folly (T"'"). Yet wisdom
strength, since all sin and may need it. Gossip
should not be listened to, for a man is sure to hear
something unpleasant about himself (7"'^).
K.
sought wisilom, but could not fully attain it. But
tliis,
that woman was more bitter than
he lounil
death, and only the man who pleased God would
escape her snares.
good man was as one in a
thousand, but a good woman he had not found at
all.
This was not the fault of God, but of man, who
had sought out many inventions (7'^'^). Wisdom
is the best.
Be obedient to the king, and in time of
oppression do not be tempted to rebel, for judgment
is

A

come on the tyrant (8'"°).
The wicked sometimes fare as the righteous, and the righteous as
the wicked, yet it is better with the righteous than
with the wicked but since all is vanity, it is best
to eat, drink, and be merry, for that, at any rate,
will last as long as life (8'°'").
However wise a
man may be, he cannot understand the work of God.
All men are in His hand, and cannot e.scape the
universal lot.
Life is bad, but it has hope ; death
comes to all, and with it the lo.S3 of consciousness,
feeling, and activity (8'"-9*). Enjoy life to the full,
nnvexed by scruple as to the approval of God (?) get
the most out of this life, for there is nothing to be
looked for beyond it (O'"'").
In the conflict of life
merit does not ensure success, but it is matter of
chance and circumstance.
Men are snared by
misfortune as fish are caught in a net. Wisdom. is
better than strength, yet, as in the case of the poor
man who delivered the city, it meets with ingratitude and forgetfulness (9"'''). Wisdom is far better
than folly, it will guide man ariglit in his relations
with princes, save him from danger by putting him
on his guard, and guide him in practical life.
Yet
a capricious ruler may exalt folly (9"-10"). A
fool's talk is worthless, and his laWur wearisome
,10"").
Unhappy is the land whose king is a
child and whose princes are slothful and gluttonous while that countrj' is blessed whose king is of
noble character am! whose princes are temi)erate.
But if the king be bad, it is ]irudent not to curse him
even in secrecy, for his spies are everj'where, and
will tell him of it (lO'*"").
Be benevolent [or
prudent], so that you may be safe in time of
VOL. I. 41
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Do the work you have to do without
waiting for the exact circumstances you woulil like.
The laws of nature are above you, and the attempt
to attain too close conformity with them is likely
to paralyze industry (1 !'«). Life is sweet, but let
man remember also the days of darkness that
await him after death. And, remembering these,
let him enjoy life to the full in his youth, befoie
the evil days of old age come on him, when all his
physical powers will fail, and all appetite for
Pleasure be gone; before his life be shattered, and
e pass away.
Vanity of vanities, all is vanity
calamity.

(ll'-12'').

So end the meditations of K. for the Epilogue,
whether in whole or part authentic or not, lies
outside the work itself.
There can be little
question as to the fundamental thought of the
book. All is vanity, life yields no real satisfaction.
If we had unlimited means at our disposal to
secure happiness, it is quite unattainable. The best
thing is to seek for enjoyment, to eat, drink, and
be merry. Yet we should do the author an injustice
if we regarded him as a mere sensualist.
From
gross indulgence he would have turned with disgust.
It was madness, and no man who valued his peace of
mind would be enticed by it (cf. his words on the
woman whose heart is snares and nets,' 7"). He urges
rather a moderate enjoyment of the good things of
life
Eat thy bread with joy, and drink thy wine
with a merry lieart;
Let thy garments always
be white and let not thy head lack ointment.
Live joyfully with the wife whom thou lovest all
the days of the life of thy vanity.'
Life is a bad
business at the best, but it lies within our power
to palliate its misery by prudence and the du"
enjoyment of what little pleasure we can get. And
we should be all the more eager to make the most
;

'

:

'

.

.

.

;

of our opportunities for pleasure that in the dreary
darkness of Sheol no possibility of enjoyment will
be found. His motto is Cnrpe diem and if in the
;

abstract it be not a high motto, we must remember
the misery of his time, and the absence of anj
hope of iiuprovement in this world or immortality
in the next.
If we a.sk the cause of this misery,
and of the general vanity of life and uselessness of
all endeavour, it lies in the conditions of human
life.
God has a plan of the world, everything has
its time and season.
But man cannot find out
what this plan is, and hence rarely orders his life
in accordance with it.
He may think that a
certain line of conduct will produce a certain
but it may be quite ditl'erent, so that life
result
may seem ruled by chance, not by law. And he is
not master of his own fate. God has ordained this,
and he helplessly struggles against it.
He is
caught in an evil snare and cannot escape. But
when Iv. speaks of God, we may easily read more
into his language than he meant. J", the national
name of the God of Israel, nowhere occurs. I^. is
certainly a theist, and the name of God frequently
occurs.
But God is withdrawn from the life of men
(' God is in heaven, and thou upon earth,' 5').
God
is to be regarded with fear, and man must be very
;

circumspect in his approaches to Him (5'-'). Man
should be very careful in his utterances, and especially avoid a hasty vow.
If he vows he should not
defer to pay, for God hath no pleasure in fools,'
and if provoked to anger may destroy the work of
his hands (5-"°). l;C.'s conception of God has nothing
attractive or winnin". He is rather set before us as
the omnijiotent Kuler who has ordained all the
course of liistory, which man vainly seeks to comprehend, and OS the austere Deity on who.se favour
or forbearance none may venture to presume. Such
enjoyment as may be gained from life in harmony
with His laws is legitimate, hence the gratification
of appetite in a legitimate manner ha.8 His
approval, it is His gift (2" 3" 5"- " »' etc.l.
'
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EDEN

His view of the future is equally gloomy, but in
he stands upon the old ways of thought.
Men are beasts.
l-'or that which befalloth the
sons of men befalleth beasts
even one thing befalleth them
as tlie one dieth, so dieth the other
yea they have all one spirit and man hath no
pre-eminence above the beasts for all is vanity.
All go unto one place all are of the dust, and all
this

'

;

:

;

;

:

j

turn to dust again (3"-™).
On this follows the
question
Who knoweth the sitirit of man whether
it goeth upward, and the spirit of the beast whether
it goeth downward to the earth ? (3-').
This has
been interpreted as if the writer meant to say that
such a distinction really existed. But in face of
the plain statements just quoted, it is hard to see
how such a view can be maintained. The state of
the dead is described in the most cheerless language.
The dead know not anything, neither
have they any more a reward for the memory of

LrrERATruE.— The Comm. of Ewald, Hitzig, Oinsburg, OreeU,
Delitzsch. Tyler, Nowack, Plumptre, 0. H. H. Wriuht. Th«
JjUroducliviit to UT by Kueaen, Driver, Cornill, Wildeboer:
A. B. Davidson in Book by Book ; W. T. Davison, H'w. Lit. o)
Cheyne, Job ami Sol. ; Uenan, L'eccUnattt trad, de thib.
;
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etc.
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well their love as their

ECCLESIASTICUS.— See Sirach.

ECLIPSE.—See Astronomy and Astroloqy.
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ED. In the Hebrew (and also in the Greek)
text of Jos 22*" the name given by the two and a
half tribes to the altar erected by them on the east
bank * of the Jordan has dropped out. Our English
tran.slators have tilled the gap by inserting Ed aa
the name of the altar in question. For this they
have the authority of a few MSS (see de Rossi,
Varies Lectiones Vet. Test., in lot ).
The Syriac (Peshitta) reads Nnnnin Knmo 'altar
of witness.' The suggestion of Dillmann in his
commentary. Die, Bitcher Num. Deut. u. Josua
(1886), that the original text had 1H^3 Gal'ed (aa
Gn 31", EV Galeed), ' Mound of witness,' has been
very favourably received Oettli, Kautzsch, Bennett.

hatred and envy is now perished
neither have
they any more a portion for ever in anything that
'
is done under the sun {Q'- ').
There is no work,
nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom in Sheol,
whither thou goest (9'").
Let him remember
the days of darkness, for they shall be many' (11').
Sometunos he speaks as though life were worse
than death, and as if it had been best never to See footnote). This name was probably dropped by
have been bom at all (4"- ' 7') sometimes as if some later copyist or editor wlio detected therein
death were worse than life (&*• '), though for the a possible inconsistency with the earlier narrative
in its present form can only
frim reason that the living know that they shall in Gn 31. The
ie
but the dead know not anything.' There is mean that the name of the altar was the whole
no fundamental inconsistency both life and death sentence : It -is -a- witness -between -us -that -J"- iswere so evil, that there was little to choose between God
A. R. S. Kennedy.
them, and now one, now the other, might according
to his mood be esteemed the worse.
It would be
EDDINUS ('ESSfixoCt B, '^SBivovi A), one of the
different if we could assume, as some do, that he
'holy singers' at Josiahs passover, 1 Es 1". In
reached a higher point of view.
Some of tlie the parallel passage 2 Ch 35'° the corresponding
passages already discussed under the head of the name is Jeduthun, which is read also, contrary
integrity of the Book might be so interpreted. But to MS authority, by
in 1 Es.
The text of
it seems quite decisive against this that he ends his
the latter is probably corrupt. EiSeivoSi may have
work with the words, 'Vanity of vanities, saith K., arisen from one or other of the numerous Gr.
aU is vanity.' Another passage which has been equivalents (perhaps 'ESeiSow) of the name Jeduvariously interpreted, is 3" Also He hath set the thun, but a more difficult question is the subworld [or eternity] in their heart.' The word tr
stitution in the same verse of Zacharias (wh. see)
world is D^iiv, and it is found in this sense in later for Heman.
J. A. Selbie.
Heb., but nowhere else in OT. It is true that this
pleads for the sense
eternity
EDEN ipv)adopted by
Levite in the time of Hezekiah
Delitzsch, Wright, and others. And this would (2 Ch 29'= 31").
point to belief in a future life in the higher sense.
Man has the lon^ng for immortality placed in his
EDEN (ni;)-— !• 'The children of E. which are
heart by God.
But the context speaks rather for (not were as in EV) in Telassar' are enumerated
the other rendering. God has a plan for the course in 2 K 19" ( = Is 37") amongst the peoples conof history, and has given men their labour in which quered by Sennacherib's predecessors.
Telassar,
they toil. He has set the world in their heart in if Schrader is right in identifying it with Tilother words. He has imjjlanted in men the instinct Ahirri of the inscriptions, lay on the east of the
which causes them to busy themselves with the Tigris, and must have been the district to which
things of the world.
the conquered had been deported, in accordance
8. Canonicity of the Book.— It does not fall
with the custom introduced by Tiglath-pileser Ul.
within the province of this article to discuss From their being mentioned along with Gozan,
whether Ec is or is not rightly included in the Haran, and Rezeph, we naturally seek for the
Canon. But the question of its canonicity is of con- original home of the Bgn6-Eden in Mesopotamia.
siderable historical interest. It is well known that They are doubtless the Bit- .i din i of the inscripin the 2nd cent. A.D. there was dispute about it in
tions, an Aramsean principality in the far west
the Jewish schools.
The evidence may he con- of Mesopotamia, some 200 miles N.N.E. of
veniently seen in Wildeboer's Origin of Can. ofOT. Damascus, which we know to have offered a
The question which is disputed by scholars is stubborn resistance to Assur-na?ir-pal, and to
whether it was regarded as canonical in the 1st have been conquered by Shalmaneser II., B.C. 856
cent. B.C., and whether the later discussions con(see Assyria, pp. 183^ 184'').
In Ezk 27*' Eden
cerned the question of its right to retain the is mentioned amongst the traders with Tyr»
The
position it had already attained, or wliether it was
name here also occurs in connexion with Haran,
first admitted into tne Canon in consequence of
and is therefore probably Bit- Adini, although the
these discussions.
The question hardly admits of
* This
U required by the whole t«nor of the narrative.
examination in our space, but the evidence seems The westlocation
bank is sugrpested by v. 10 in its present form, and
to us to favour the latter view.
The reader may maintained also by UV in v. 11, by a translation of doubtful
consult the art. Old Testament Canon, and the admissibility, in tne forefront of the land of Canaan, ork tJie tid*
See further th«
thai pertaineth to the chiUiren of Itrofl.'
works of Ilyle, Buhl, and Wildeboer, especially the Comm.
in too., and Bennett'i edition of Joshua in Baupl'i
;
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polychrome OT.

eonjecture of Margoliouth (see Arabia, p. 131''),
that it may be the modem Aden in S. AJ-abia, is

not without plausibility.

;

LiTERATm*.—Schrader, KAT>, 827; DeUtisch on
DavidsoD od Ezk 27^
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BethX The house of Eden (AVm and
1*.
The context has led
eden) is mentioned in
to the inference that it was in the neighbourhood
of Damascus, some royal paradise in that region
which is still the Paradise of the Arab world'
Ewuld (Pro(G. A. Smitli, Twelve Prnph. 125).
phets, i. 159, Eng. tr.) identities it with the Paradue of Strabo, xvi. 2 - 19 and Farrar (Minor
Prophets, 53) thinks it may be Beit el -janne
'
House of Paradise (see, however, Driver's note
on
1'), about eight miles from Damascus,
referring in support of this view to Porter (Five
Years in Damascus, i. 313). Driver considers the
most probable identifications to be (1) the modern
Ehden, 20 mUes N.W. of Ba.albek ; or (2) BitWellhausen (Kl. Proph.
'Adini, described above.
68) considers it improbable that Beth-eden is to be
sought near Dtunascus, and is sceptical also about
identifying Aven of the same passage with Baalbek.
(See, further, G. Hoffmann in ZAW, 1883, p. 97 ;
Schroder, KA
p. 442 ; and esp. Driver, Joel and
Amos, 132 f., 228 f.)
J. A. Selbie.
'

'
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EDEN (ny,'E3fM).— We read that ' the Lord God
planted a garden in Eden, eastward, and there put
And a
the man whom he had formed (Gn 2*).
river went out of Eden to water the garden and
from thence it was parted, and became four heads'
(v.'").
Two of these were the Tigris and Euphrates
a third was the Pison, which compassed the land of
Havilah the fourth being the Gihon, which compassed Gush. After Adam had been expelled from
he Paradise, his firstborn, Cain, 'dwelt in the
land of Nod, on the east of Eden,' and there built
the city of Enoch (Gn 4'").
Eden means deli;;ht in Hebrew, and the position of its garden has been assiraed to various
P2ven the North Pole and
parts of the world.
Australia have found advocates. Josephus (Ant.
L i 3), the Book of Enoch (xxxii), and Cosmas
Indicopleustes place it in the extreme north-east,
towards the Altai mountains of Mongolia.
Sanson, Keland, Calmet, Bunsen, Keil, and von Raumer
locate it in Armenia, between the sources of the
Tigris and Euphrates, the Araxes and the Phasis.
Calvin, Bochart, Huet, Rask, and the modem
Assyriolo^ts assign it to Chaldoea.
Le Clercq
places it in the neighbourhood of Damascus, between the Chrysorrlioas and the Orontes while
Heidegger seeks for it in Palestine, near the sources
of the Jordan; and Haniouin and HalAvy in southern
Arabia. Renan identiliu.s Eden with CdyAna, the
garden,' near Kashmir; Bertheau, La-ssen, Obry,
pie^el, and Lenormant, with the Meru of the
Hinilu Puranas, and the Ain'ana-VaOja and Har.1Berezaiti of the Zoroastrian VendidAd and Avesta.
Meru seems primarily to have denoted the mountains alK)ve tlie Pamir, Airj-ana-Va6ja being the
country between the sources of the Oxus and
Jaxartcs, and Har.1 - Berezaiti the Belur - dagh.
Ezk 28'* is appealed to in behalf of the theory
that the garden of Eden was on a mountain, though
the text may be difTerently explained.
The rivers Pison and (!ihon have been the snbsimilar variety of identifications. Josephus,
i'ect of a
Jusebius, Augustine, Ambrose, and Jerome make
the Pison the Ganges, Cosmas Indicopleustes iclentifies it with the Indus, while the Jewish commentators, Sa'adyaand Rashi, as well as the Samaritans,
declare it to bo the Nile.
The Nile, on the other
hand, is iden'ified with the Gihon by Joscplius
(Ant. I. i. 3,, most of the Fathers, Kalisch,
'

'

;

;

;

'

Gesenius, Lengerke, and Bertheau, as well as in
The Sept. also, in Jer 2'«, substitutes
Gihon (Vtiuv) for Sihor, the .Nile. Cosmas makes
Gihon the Ganges the Samaritan version calls it
the Askiiph, which seems to be the Cho-aspes.
Mohamnieilan wTilers identified the Gihon and
Pison with the 0.\us and Jaxartes, whence their
Sir 24"».

'

;

'

modern names

and Sihtin, which were
Turks to the Pyramus
and Sarus in Cilicia. St. Martin identities the
Pison with the waterless Wady er-Kuma in Arabia.
of Jilifln

transferred by the Seljuk

The cuneiform

inscriptions have, however, cleared

up the geography of the garden of Eden. The
Sumerian name of the 'plain' of Babylonia was
Ediii, which was adopted by the Semites under
the form of Edinu.
Its A.SS3T. equivalent was
Zeru, corresponding to the Arab. Zor, the name still
applied to the depression between the Tigris and
Euphrates. These rivers formerly flowed immediately into the Persian Gulf, thoui;li, owing to the
silt annually deposited by them, theirancient mouths
are now more than eiglity miles distant from the
sea.
The seaport of primitive Chald;ea was Eridu,
' the
good city,' now AbuShalirein, which stood
near the mouth of the Euphrates. In its neighbourhood was a garden, 'a holy place,' wherein
grew the sacred palm-tree the tree of life whose
roots of bright lapis lazuli were planted in the cosmic abyss, whose position marked the centre of the
world, and whose foliage was tlie couch of the
goddess I'aliu, while the god Tanimuz dwelt in
the shrine under the shadow of its branches, within
which no mortal had ever entered. An oracle was
attached to the holy tree of Eridu,' and Eri-Aku
(Arioch) calls himself its 'executor.'
This tree
of life is frequently represented in the Assyr.
sculptures, where it ls dej)icted with two guardian
spints or chenibs, kneeling or standing on either
side of it.
They are winged, with the heads
sometimes of eagles, sometimes of men. Lenormant states that on an Ass3Tian talisman in the
collection of M. de Clercq he found the word
Kirubu in place of the ordinary sedu or protecting
genius' (Les Urinines de VHistoire, \. p. 118). The
flaming sword of the cherubim has its counterpart
in the sword of Merodach with fifty heads,' whose
light gleams forth like the day
and Sumerian
texts speak of the wicked serpent,' the serpent
of darkness.' See further, art. Cherubim.
The statement of Genesis, that the river which
went out of Eden was parted into four heads, is
explained by the fact that the Persian Gulf was
held to be a river by the Babylonians, and was
accordingly called by them nar marratum,
the
bitter river.' In the second millennium B.C., not only
the Tigris and Euphrates, but other rivers besides
flowed into it but the tide, which carried the salt
water a long wav up their channels, made it possible
'

'

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

to speak of their
was called Idi'da

mouths as 'heads.' The Ti-jris
and Idigna, the encircling, in
'

Sumerian, and irf signified 'a river.' The Pison
and Gihon were identified by Sir Henry Rawlinsoii
with the Uknu and Surappu, which Tiglatlipileser III. couples with the Tigris in southern
Babylonia (Report of Fortieth Meeting of British
Subsequently he held the Pison to
Assoc, p. 173).
be the Arakhtu or canal on which Babylon was
built; and the (Jihon the modem Jfikh.l, which
flows westward from the Euplirates towards AbuFriedrich Delitzsch also identifies the
(iihon with the Arakhtu, which he believes to be
the Shattrn-Nll of to-day ; but the Pison with the
Pallukat, the Pallacopaa of classical geography.

Shahrein.

The names

of the

two

rivers are, nowever, still
But the land of

unidentified in the inscriptions.

Havilah encompassed by tiio Pison was the sandy'
region of northern Arabia, which extended westward towards the frontier of Egypt (Gn 2;')",
'

'

—

a;

EDER

EDOM, EDOMITES

The ' bdellium that came from it may
1 S IS').
be the budilkhati of tlie cuneiform inscriptions,
which is preceded by the determinative of vegetable;
the ' onj'x-stone or shoham is the Assyr. sArntu,
which we are told was brought from the desert
wliich lay to the east of Egypt.
The Gilion is perhaps the Kerkha, which rises
east of the Tigris among the mountains of Liiristan,
formerly inhabited by the Kosaieans, called Kassi
in the cuneiform texts.
The whole of Susiana was
termed Kissia or Kyssia by the classical ^vriters,
and its two chief rivers were the Euljeus or Choaspes,
the modern Kerklia, and the Pasi-tisris, the niodem
Kardn. In a cuneiform text the Ulai or EuIjeus
is described as entering 'the sea.'
The land of
Nod or the ' Nomads,' to tlie east of Edom, would
correspond ^vith the country of the nomad Sute and
Manda in the Babylonian inscriptions.
Pinches has found the name of Pardfisu or ' Paradise as that of a country, apparently mythological,

The word 'edification' seems to have been introduced into
Enj;. direct from the Lat. (pdijicatio, but edify more probably
through the Vr. Miner. They were used early, and probably
first of all in a literal sense.
Thus Paston, Lett. (1462), A plase
late be the said Sir John edified at Caster' Thomas, Hist. Jtal.
(1549), 'About 700 yeres after the edification of Rome."
The
spiritual sense was due perimps entirely to the influence of the
Vulg., which sometimes was the cause of the literal use, as
Wyclifs tr. of On S'^^'and the Lord God edified the rib. tha
whiche he toke of Adam, into a woman,' after Vulg. ajditicavit.'
Trench (En(i. Past and Prcs. p. 161) states that the mod. ua«
of * edify arid * edification began wiUi the Puritans ; it is more
correct to say that by Ihera the words were first used freely and
extensively in the spiritual sense, whence Oldham's complaint
'The graver sort dislike all poetry.
Which does not, as they call it, edify.'
J. Hastings.
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'

'

'

in

some Babylonian cuneiform

tablets

{PSBA,

Dec. 1S96). It is coupled with the land of BitNapsanu,' and in one passage, by a punning etymology, is derived from the name of ' the god Esu.'
'

LiTERATCBE.— Friedr. Delitlsch, Wo lag das Parodies H18S1)
HCM 96 It.; Hommel, Ana. Heb. Traditum, p. 314.

Sayoe,

'

'

;

'

*

'

EDNA

(E5to = .ij-!!; 'delight,' but Fagius nj-iy)
of Raguel'of Ecbatana, and mother of
Sarah, who became wife of Tobias. She gave
a cordial welcome to Tobias and his attendant
Raphael in disguise, and questioned them as to
their kindred (To 7^), weeping over the recital of
Tobit's adversities (7*).
She prepared once more
the ill-fated bridal chamber (7"), and led Sarah
thither.
Her maternal blessing (om. in Vulg.) was
given on thedeparture of the bridal pair (10'-); and
(B only) she received the blessing of Tobias in
return (11'). Vulg. and Itala call her Anna.

was wife

A. H. Sayce.

EDER

(iiy).— 1. Gn 35" 'And Israel journeyed,
and spread his tent beyond the tower of Eder' (
Edar). 'Eder means a flock
and the phrase
Migdal-eder ('flock-tower,' cf. Mic 4') would liave
been the appellation given to a tower occupied by
shepherds for the protection of their flocks against

AV

'

'

;

robbers (cf. 2 K IS*, 2 Ch 26">). The tower here
mentioned lay between Bethlehem and Hebron
cf. w."- ").
Jerome mentions a Jewish tradition
that this Eder was the site of the temple, hunc
locum Hebrsei esse volunt, nbi postea templum
tedificatum est
et turrim Ader, turrim gregis
significare, hoc est, congregationis et coettis quod
et Michseas Propheta testatur, dicens Et tu turris
gregis nebulosa, filia Sion.' Jerome himself, however, prefers to think that it was the spot on which
'

:

:

;

the shepherds received the angels' message, ' pastorum juxta Bethleem locus est, ubi vel Angelonim
rex in ortu Domini cecinit' {Qucest. in Gen.). The
tradition that the locality was near Jerusalem
probablj accounts for the verse ("i) appearing in
the
before v.". This transposition would
favour any identification which placed ' MigdalEder' between Bethel and Bethlehem. The LXX
transliterates -n-i as TiSfp.
2. Jos 15".
The name
of one of the towns of Judah ' in the south,' close
to the Edomite frontier.
For Eder, the LXX (B)
gives 'kpa. ; and (A) 'ESpal.
Conder (PEF Mem.
liL 236) identifies with Kh. el-'Addr, 5 miles S. of
Gaza. 3. 1 Ch 23=» 24«'. The name of one of the
Levites in the days of David, of the house of
Merari, and the son of Muhi. For Eder we find
in the LXX (B) of 1 Ch 232» AKoS, and of 1 Ch 24*>
"HXd, where (A) has'ESfp in both instances,
i. A
Benjamite, 1 Ch 8"> (AV Ader), where
(B)
gives"fi5j)5and (A)'n5ep.
H. E. Rylb.

LXX

LXX

EDIFICATION,

EDIFY,

words are always used

EDIFYING.

AV in

— These

the sense of buildin" up spiritually, either (a) the Church, or (6) the
individual Christian.
The Or. vb. •'so)«u4ai and subst. Jaciti^ are used in NT, as in
class. Greek and in the LXX, in the
Ul. sense of buildini,'—
in

house (Ac 7«), tomhs (Sft 2329). etc.
But our Lord havin"
employed the llpire of buildinfr His Church, which Ls expressed
In 8t. Mttthew's report (Mt lelf) by the verb «;».a.ui«,
the
metaphor was uken up, and gradually both verb and subst.
were used with more and more freedom in this spiritual sense,
•sp. by St. Paul, to whom the metaphor mav almost be
said
to belong.
The Vulg. renders tnuitfun by" adificare, and
•.»)<wi by irdificatio; and Wyclif, and all VSS foUowing,
render ttdxficare by 'edify,' axlificalw bv
ediBcation.' or
sdUyirg.' Se6 £c« Homo, ch. xviii.
'

'

J. T.

Marshall.

EDOM, EDOMITES (Di?<,'E5ii/t, /rf«7n(Ea).— Edom,
the 'Red' Land, so called from the red colour of
sandstone clills, embraced the ranges of Mount
Seir on either side of the 'Arabah, or depression
which runs southward from the Dead Sea to the
head of the Gulf of Akabah. The name corresponds
with that of Deser or
Red,' applied by the
Egyptians to the desert to the east of their country
which was inhabited by the Sliasu or Bedawin, and
included Mount Seir.
In the time of the Twelfth
Dynasty, as we learn from the story of Sinuhit,
the country in which Edom was situated went by
the name of Tonu (or Tennu), the portion to the
north-east of it being called ^adflmil, the ^^edera
of the OT, whence the
Kadmonites of Gn
15" (see also 1
4*").
Sinuhit received in it
the district of Aia.
In one of the Tel el-Araama
tablets (The Tel el-Aniarna Tablet) in the British
Museum, No. 64) the city of Udumu or Edom is
mentioned as hostile to the Egyptian king, and as
being in a foreign land, together with the cities of
Aduri (Addar), Magdalim (Migdol), and Khini-snabi (En-ha(n)-nabi).
Udumu is sometimes called
a 'city 'in the later Assyr. inscriptions, though it
is also spoken of in them as a 'country.'
may
conclude, therefore, that tlie country took its name
from its capital. In tlie Leyden Papyrus (L 343, 7)
the wife of the Semitic fire-god Reslipu is said to
be Edom [Etum], and at Kamak both Anienophis
II. and Thothnies lll. mention the city of ShemeshEdom {Shems/iu-Edum), which is coupled with
Anukhertu, the Analiarath in Issachar of Jos
19"".
Retlipana, the EgjT>tian name of the
Dead Sea, may be a derivative from Reshpu (cf.
Job 5', where sparks are called the sons of
Resheph').
The name Obed-edom, 'servant of
Edom,' occurs in the OT (2 S e'"). Edom, therefore, was probably (but not certainly [see Driver,
Text of Sam. 205]) the name of a deity ; and since
both Udura and Etum correspond to the same
Hebrew word, it would seem that the local and
divine names were connected with one another.
Tlie original inhabitants of Mount Seir were
Horites (which see), who were ' destroyed by the
cliiklren of Esau (Dt 2*^).
The genealogies in
Gn 36, however, show that the destruction was not
complete, and that the two races intennarried.
Esau himself married a descendant of ' Seir the
Horite' (36'', where 36"-" show that we must read
'Horite' for 'Hivite'). When the campaign of
its

'

K

We

'

'

'

'

'

'

Chedorlaomer and

his

Babylonian

allies

took place

i

—

'

EDOM, EDOMITES

EDOM, EDO.MITES
the Horites had not yet been ili»i)i)ssessed (Gn 14').
The Horites were governed by 'ailii/ihim or dukes,'
and both the olhceand name were handed on to their
Edomite successors (Gn 3U-'-'- *"*'). As the 'alliipli im
of Edoiii are ahme referred to in tlie son" of Moses
(Ex 15) after the overthrow of the Ejj'yptians,
we may perhaps infer that at the time of the
Exodus a Icinj' had not been established in Edom ;
at any rate tlie reference is an indication of the
antiquity of the passable in which it occurs. Before
the Israelites had quitted the desert, however, there
was a kin;^ in Edom. Moses sent messenj;ers from
Kadesliliarnea to the kin;; of Edom asking liini to
permit liia brother Israel to pass through his
territories, promising that they would march along
the highway and do no injiirj' to the country. But
the Eclomites refused permission, and came out
with an army, so tliat the Israelites were obliged
to compass the land of Edom (Nu 20"-^' 21^).
The kings of Edom who reigned before there
reigned any king over the children of Israel are
enumerated; in (U\ SG^''**. The first, Hela the son
of Beor, seems to be identical witli Bahiam the son
If so, this would
of Beor, the seer of Petbor.
account for his having been slain in the war with
the Miilianites (Nu 31").
Kehoboth by the river,'
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

which Sliaul came (Gn 30"), must have
stood on the Euphrates, as that is 'the river' of
conseciuently it cannot be the Hehobotli
the OT
or ' Suburbs' of Kineveh (Assyr. liibit), which were
on the Tigris. The list of Eilomite kings must
have been extracted from the royal annals, and, as
Hadar (Gn 36*")
It breaks off in the reign of
(or Hadad, 1 Ch 1**), may have been composed
from

;

%t that time.

It will be noticed

was elective, not
The children

that the monarchy

hereditary.

'

'

;

'

the tenth generation.
Ramses m. of the Twentieth Egyptian Dynasty,
after defeating the northern hordes who had
attacked Egj'pt, and overrunning the south of
Palestine, smote the people of Seir who belong to
the Shasu (Bedawin), and plundered their tents.'
Amon^ the pictures of his pri.soner8 at Medinet
Habu IB that of the Edomite chief,' who, it must
be observed, is not called 'king.' So far as we
know, it was the only campaign ever undertaken
by a Pharaoh against Mount .Seir. Its date was
aoout B.C. 1230-1200, some thirty years after the
Exodus, so that the Israelites might have been in
the neighbourhood of Edom at the time (ef. Nu 2I''').
Edomite tribes settled in the south of Judah,
and even Othiiiel the brother of Caleb, and the
first judge, was a Keniz/.ite (Nu 32", Jos I.'i",
Gn ,3(i"-">). Saul warred with Edom (IS 14");
and David conquered the country, putting garri.sons
throughout it, and occupying its ])()rts in the Gulf
of Al>abah (2 S H"- ", where we must read Edom
for 'Aram,' AV 'Syrians').
It was in these ports
that .Solomon with the help of the Tyrians conBtnicted the merchant ve-si-cls which traded to
Ophir for gold (1 K U"'-*). Throughout his reign,
however, Kdom was in a state of revolt umler
Hadad, 'of the king's seed,' who had escapcrd to
Midian when Joab was for six months cutting 'oil
every male in Edom after David's conquest of the
'

'

'

'

countrj".
From Midian he and his companionswent to Parau, and from thence to the court ol
Egypt, where the Pharaoh gave him his sister-inlaw as a wife, and his son Genubath was brought
up as an Egj-ptian prince. But on the death of
David and Joah, Ilatlad obtained leave to return to

Edom, and became 'an adversary unto Solomon'

K

(1

11""^).

He

does not seem to have succeeded

in making himself independent, however, as we
find Edom still subject to Judah after the revolt of

Ten

Tribes.
Jehoshaphat still held Ezionwhere he built ships to trade to Ophir and
it La stated that
there was then no king in Edom
a deputy was king' (1 K 22'"). This means that
there was no independent king there, since, in the
war against Moao, when Edom had to follow its

the

j^eber,

;

'

:

K

3'- "•• ''• ''').
suzerain, its ruler is calle<l king ' (2
In the reign of Jehoram, Jehoshaphat's successor,
Edom revolted, 'and made a king over themselves.'
The revolt spread to the south of Judah, where
Libnah was the centre of disall'ection ; and though
Jehoram defeated the Edomites at Zair, he was
unable to reduce them to obedience (2
S*"'")
'

K

years later Ainaziah invaded Edom,
slaying 10,000 of the enemy in the Valley of Salt,
an<l taking Sela (or Petra), which he named
Joktheel (2 K 14').
Edom seems to liave been
crushed by this defeat, as Amaziah's successor,
Uzziah, 'restored' Elath to Judah, and rebuilt it

About

fifty

It remained in Jewish hands tUl it was
(2 K 14'-').
captured by Uezin of Damascus, who colonized it
with Syrians* ('2 K 10"). This was in the reign of
Ahaz, wlien 'the Edomites had come and smitten

Judah, and carried away captives' (2 Ch 28").
Kezin, however, was conquered and put to deiith
732 by Tiglath-pileser HI. of Assyria, who
thereupon held a court at Dama.scus, where he
received the homage and tribute of numerous
in B.C.

of Israel were ordered not to
contend with their ' brethren the children of Esau,
which dwell in Seir,' for God had 'given Mount
Seir unto Esau for a possession
anu accordingly
they turned eastward after passing the Edomite
ports of Elath and Eziongeber (now 'Akabah and
kala'at el-'A^abah), at the head of the Gulf of
Akabah, and ma<le their way to Moab along the
eastern edge of Mount Seir (Dt 2^").
Similarly,
the Edomite, like the Egyptian, was allowed to
enter into the congregation of the Lord in the
third generation' (Dt 'JS'-'), in contrast to the
Ammonite and Moabite, who could not do so till
'
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among them being 'Jehoahaz (Ahaz) of
the land of the Jews,' and ^Causmalaka (I,vaiismelech) of the land of the Edomites.' Schr.uler
has pointed out that I^aus is the name of a god
which appears as Kos in Greek inscriptions, with
which Ilal6vy compares the name of the early
In B.C.
Arab, deity "^ais (Heb. Kish, Kishon).
711, Edom joined the league against Sargon along
princes,

'

Judah, Philistia, Moab, Egypt, and Merodachbut Aslidod, the Syrian
baladan of Babylon
centre of the league, was taken by the Assyrians,
and Edom, like Moab and Judah, paid tribute to the
conqueror.
Edom again joineil the revolt against
Assyria
.ssyri
in B.C. 701, of which Hezekiah was the
when
Sennacherib marched into Palesead but
tine, A-rammu of Edom submitted like thokini^H of
Moab and Amnion. Esarhaddon caused kausgabri, king of the city of Edom,' together with the
other va-ssal kings of the west, including Manasseh
the city of
of the city of Judah and the king of
Moab,' to convey to Nineveh timber from Lebanon
witli

;

;

'

'

'

'

the construction of his
was destroyed by
ebuehadrezzar, the ICcUimites took jiart with the
enemy, and rejoiced over the calamities of .Iiulah,
conduct which arouseil hitter feelings against them
on the part of the Jews (La i'"-*', Ezk 35'-'»,
These feelings were not dimiuislKMi by
Ob'"''").
their occupation of southern Judah, with Hebron
capital,
and their attacks upon the Jews
their
as
during the Maccaba-an war. Judas Maorabu'us,
however, drove them from the south of Judah (II. C.
various stones for

anil

When

lace.

^

Jerusalem

and John Hyrcanus, in B.C. 109, conquered
countrj", and compelled
them to adopt
Judaism. Alount Seir, as far north lus Petra, had
already fallen into the hands of the Nabata'ans,
who spoke an Aramaic dialect. Hyrcanus II the
1()4)

;

their

,

So the Kcthibh C'DnM. The Ker6. however, rends O'C'ng
and this, whieh baa the snpiMirt of Ihe LXX
(Edolnitefl)
'Um/^m/*!, u adopted by Slo^fried-Stade and Ox/. Utb. Lexxoon.
•

;

—

;

EDOS
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grandson of John Hyrcanus, on being driven out of
Jerusalem, was induced by the Iduiiitvan Antipater
to seek the help of Aretas, the king of I etra.
Porapey, however, intervened, and after sacking
Jerusalem, made Hyrcanus high priest (B.C. 63),
while
Antipater was subsequently (B.C. 47)
appointed by Julius Csesar procurator of Juda-a,
Samaria, and Galilee on account of his sen-ices
against Pompey.
His son was Herod the Great.
Edoniite proper names show that the language
of Edom was practically identical with Hebrew.
Of Edomite deities we know only the names of
Hadad (also Dad), ^aus, Koz6, Edom, and A. The
name of Esau's son Jeush (Gn 36'), however, corresponds phonetically with that of Yaghftth, a pre-

Mohammedan
getchichte, 10
;

deity of Arabia.

— Beth^en,

Beitrdge zur semitischen RetigioTisReland, Pal 230 fl. Robinson, BRP ii. 117 £f.,
Baedeker, PaL 1839. ; Palmer, Desert o/ the Ezodut,

LrrcaATnnB.
168 fl.

ft. ;

;

HuU, Mount Seir, 85fl. TrumbuU, Eadeth-Bamai
Hommel, Ancient Hebrew Traditum, 263 f.

42911.;

:

EDOS (B 'HJ«f, A'HJoit,
IDDO, Ezr 10*».
EDREI

('p-inK,

'ESpdetp,

AV

Edes),

1

Es 9»=

Edrai).—!. Edrei was a

city of Bashan (now the HaurAn, eastward of Lake
Tiberias), where the Amorite king Gg was defeated
and slain by the Israelites (Nu 21**, Dt 3', Jos
13'-).
It was then given to Machir, the son of
Manasseh (Jos 13", see Jg 5'*), the district in
which it was situated being known as Gilead (Nu
3289).
The Amorites do not seem to have been long
in possession of it, as one of the letters of Tel elAmama, about a century and a half before the
Exodus, is from Artaiua-Samas,* the governor of
Ziri-Basana, 'the field of Bashan.' Edrei is the
Adraha of clas.sical geography, and in Christian
times was the seat of a bishop.
It has been
identified with the modem Der'fit or Der'a, where
there is a large reservoir, as well as an aqueduct
and mausoleum. About 10 miles to the north of it
is Tell 'Ashtera, the supposed site of Ashtaroth,
which is associated \vith Edrei, and in the time of

Abraham was

inhabited by the Rephaim (Gn 14').
In one of the Tel el-Aniama letters (B. M. 43. 10)
it is (ailed Astartu, and the writer of the despatch
accuses a certain Eiridasyi of taking the chariots
out of it and ^ving them to the Bedawin. The
neighbouring city of Buzruna (Bostra) was at the

kmg

of its ovra.
W. Ma.\ Miiller
identifies the city of Autar.l in the
List of
Thothmes III. (No. 91) with EdreL Philologically
the names would corre-spond, but the identifica-

time under a

Kamak

impossible, as Autarft is enumerated among
towns of southern Palestine.
Astartu or
Ashtaroth is in an earlier part of the list (No. 28).
2. Edrei
is
mentioned in Jos 19'' between
Ka*lesh and En-hazor, in the tribe of NaphtalL
The site of it is unknown.
Literature.—Tomkins In BeconU of the Poet, New Series, t.
is

the

p. 43 ff.;

Wetzstein, ReUeberxeht

ilo.

liauran,

etc.,

47,

77,

123 Porter, Giant CUiee o/ Boihan, 93 ff. Baedeker, Pal. 201
Bchumachcr, Acrou the Jordan, 121-147 Dillmunn on Nu 21^3
and Dl 31" Driver on Dt 1* 3' 3">, and his art. Aijiitarotu in
;

;

:

;

;

present vol.

;

O. A. Smith, Hitt. Geog. 628 n., 676.

A. H. Sayce.
student of the history of
education will endorse the judgment of the Alexandrian scholar (Prol. to Sirach), that Israel must
needs be commendud for its zeal in the cause of
moral and intellectual culture (irotSe/a nal (ro0ia),
since the canonical Books of Deuteronomy and
Proverbs, the deutero-canonical Wisdom of Jesus
ben-Sira, .and the Mi.shna treati.se commonly called
the Sayinrjs of the Fathers (nSiti -pis PirM ^Abulh),
provide a catena of pedagogic principles' without a
parallel in ancient literature.
Two sentences only
• Now read Artama-Ya or Artamaanja by Winckler.

EDUCATION.— Every

may

be selected for quotation at this stage. The
the motto prefixed to the Book of Proverbs
fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge'
(Pr 1', cf. 9'°) the other is attributed to Simeon,
the son of the famous Gamaliel
Not learning but
doing is the chief thing' (Ab. i. 17).* In these
maxims we find the two distinguishing notes of

one
'

is

The

;

:

'

Hebrew education, which from first to last was at
once religious and practical an education which
sought to combine instruction in the positive truths
of the ancestral faithf with preparation for the prac-

—

tical duties of life.

It

was

this successful

com-

bination which led Josephus in his treatise Against
Apion to contrast the education of his countrymen
with that of the Lacediemonians and Creta,ns on
the one hand, and mth that of the Athenians on
the other the former being too severely practical,
the latter too exclusively theoretical.
But our
lawgiver with great care combined these two
methods, for he neither left the practice of right
habits without oral instruction (lit. dnmh,' Kaip^r),
nor did he permit the rules thus taught to remain
unpractised.'
We propose here to study the educational
methods ot the Israelites historically. For this
purpose it will be convenient to group the material
at our disposal under three historical periods, as
follows

—

'

'

A. H. Sayck.

tion

:

:

Hebrew Education from the Conquest to
THE Exile. — When the Hebrews came to settle in
i.

the valleys west of the Jordan, they found themselves among a race or races immensely their
superiors in all the arts of civilization and culture.
Of this there can be no reasonable doubt, though
we may doubt whether the country was so thickly
studded with schools, teachers, and libraries as
has recently been maintained.? In any case the
troublous times of the conquest were not the most
suitable for assimilating tlie higher civilization of
the Canaanites. Reading and still more writing
(Jg S") must rather have been the accomplishment
Howof the few than the custom of the many.
ever that may be, one fact of Hebrew history
remains indisputal)le, namely, that throughout
the long period closing with the exile, education
was exclusively domestic and private. It is true
that the late Jewish writings, Talmud, Targum,
and Midrash
those storehouses of magnificent
anachronisms represent even the patriarchs as
attending school and college, but sucli statements
In the
are merely harmless flights of fancy.
whole range of pre-exilic literature there is no
trace of any provision by public authority for
either elementary or higher education. The word
school
occurs neither in tlie OT nor in the
Apocrypha, and in the NT only of the lectureroom of a Greek rhetorician at Ephesus (Ac 19").
The explanation is that the home was the school, and
the parents, in all but the highest ranks of societj',
were the only teachers. The duty of reverence
for and obedience to parents imposed on children
by the oldest legislation (Ex 20''^), had its counterpart in the duty incumbent on the parents (and in
particular on the father) to instruct their children
This aspect of parental
in religion and morals.

—
—

'

'

responsibility is rejieateilly emphasized in tiic Book
of Deuteronomy (4" 6'), 'Thou shalt teach them
diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of
them when thou sittost in thine house, and when
Quotations from Aboth will be made from 'The Authorized
Prayer-Book of the United Hebrew Congretfutions of the
Empire' (ed. Singer), as providing the most easily
Refereiit-es to other treatisea
acoes-sible text and translation.
of the .Mishna are given ace. to the sections of Jost's edition.
Special
f Contrast this with the statement of Ivvan Miiller
instruction in religion was not known to either the Oreeks or thfl
AUrrthumgicieeeiuchaJt^
Romans of antiquity '(i/OTMift. d. ktats.
•

Dail^v

British

;

451 6).
Esp. by Sayce in Patriarchal Paleitine ipauim),

'

iv. p.
1

where.

and elvy

;
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EDUCATION
thou walkest by the way, and when thou
down, anil when thou risest up' (C*""" ll'"

liest
3i2«).

special provision of Dt SI'"'", requiring the
presence of the children at the reading of the law
in the year of release,' i.e. every seventh year, can
have had only a very limited application before the
great calamity of tlie exile (cf. Dt 31"" with Neh
8").
In the families of the aristocracy the place of
the parents, the child's natural teachers, was taken
by tutors (O'jjx 2 K 10'- '). The infant Solomon,
according to the simplest rendering of 2 S 12",
was entrusted to the care of the prophet Nathan.
It is now impossible to form an exact estimate
of the extent to which education, as tested by the
ability to read and write, was common among the
people.
The standard of learning would naturally
be liigher in the cities than in the country districts, highest of all in the neighbourhood of the
ooort.
Yet such facta as that Amos and Micah
among the literary prophets belonged to the ranks
that Mesha, king of Moab, could
of the people
count on readers for the stele commemorating his
victories
that the workmen who excavated the
tunnel from the Virgin's spring to the pool of
Siloam carved in the rock the manner of their
work, these facts, taken along with more than one
passage of Isaiah (8' 10" 'a child may writ* them'
cf. 29"- " the distinction between the literate and
the illiterate), should make us j)ause before drawing
the line of illiteracy too high
the social scale.
single word must sutUce for the schools of
the prophets (an expression with no scriptural

The
'

;

;

—

m

A

authority), of which so much was made by scliolars
of former days.
All that the Scripture narrative
warrants ns
holding is that in a few centres,
Buch as Bethel (2
2>), Jericho (2»), and Gilgal
(4®), men of prophetic spirit formed associations
or brotherhoods (hence the name 'sons of the prophets ') for the purpose of stimulating their devotion to J" through the common life of the brotherhood. Edification, not education, was the main
purpose of these so-called 'schools.'

m

ii.

K

From the Exile to Simon nEN-SHETACii,

—

The arrival in Jerusalem of Ezra the
ready scribe (n?5) in the law of Moses Ezr 7*) was
an event of epoch-making importance in the educational not less than in the reli'^ious history of the
Jews. For Ezra had set his heart to sttt^ij (a-\-\h)
the law {Torafi) of J" and to do it, and to teach
e.

u.C. 75.

•

'

(

Israel statutes and judgments (Ezr 7'°).
The story of Ezra's activity belongs to the
genersJ history of the period. For our present
purpose it is enough to recall the fact that the
culmination of that activity was the acceptance by
the Jewish community of the Torah, in its written
form, as the regulating norm in every relation of
life.
From this time onwards the Jews were preeminently 'the people of the book.' But in order
(1?^^) in

that the moral precepts of a book

may

be obeyed,
and its ritual requirements duly observed, the
book must be circulated, must be read and studied.
The first step in this direction was the great
assembly of which we read in Neh 8 ff. The centre
of interest throughout is not the living word
of a prophet, but the book of the law and the exposition of its contents by accredited teachers
(note Neh 8'- ' d'vjc, the same word as is rendered
teacher' in 1 Ch 25" and in Kzr 8" UV).
would
gladly know what measures were taken by Ezra
and his associates for the continuance of the puldic
instruction so auspiciously begun.
Unfortunately,
we have no information on this point from contemporary records, and what a late age has to tell
of the work of the so-called 'Great Svnagcjgue'
belongs to the world of fahle.* There can be little
'

We

doubt, however, that one of the oldest institutions
of Judaism, the synagogue, goes back to the time
of tzra, if not indeed to the days of the exile.
The synagogue, it is important to remember, was
not originally a place of worship but a place of religious instruction, and indeed it is so named by a
writer so late as Philo of Alexandria ( Vita Mosi.^,
iii. 27, tA TrpoaiVKTfjpia ri Hepov iffriv ij otSacTKaXeia,
K.T.X.).
With this agrees the fact that in
times
SiSiffKeiv, to teach, is still used to express the
function of the preacher in the synagogue (Mt 4^,
P', Lk 4" and often).* But whether we regard
Ezra as the immediate founder of the synagogue or
not, there can be no doubt of the fact that, by
securing the recognition by the public authorities
of the need of organized religious instruction, he
accomjilished a work of supreme importance in the
educational history of the Jews. 'The Bible
became the spelling-book, the community a school,
religion an aii'air of teaching and learning.
Piety

NT

Mk

and education were inseparable ; whoever could
not read was no true Jew. We may say that in
this way were created the beginnings of popular
education.
In what way this took place is, it is
true, wrapjied in mystery
in the synagogue
men did not learn to write and read, and the
scribes were not elementary teachers.
But the
ideal of education for religion's sake was set up
and awoke emulation, even though the goal was
not reached all at once (Wellhausen, Isr. u. jiid.
;

'

Gesch.^

p. 159).

During the whole of the period under review the
early education of the Jemsh child continued, even
more than before, to be the business of his parents.
Elementary schools were still unknown. Now, as
in much later times, it was the duty of the father
to instruct his .son in the Torah (Kiddushin, 20'?),'
a duty in which the mother took her share (Pr (i'^
31', .Sus'). The obligation extended even to 'children's children (Dt 4").
noteworthy feature of
the pentateuchal precepts, from the view-point of
the
extent
to which certain
pedagogic method, is
religious rites are to be used as object-lessons to
the children [Ex 12=«'- IS^passover) 13" (lirst-fruits),
cf. Jos 4*]. Their interest and attention are first to
be aroused, and only after question asked is the explanation of the rite to be given. In the case of
the passover the question, ' What mean ye by this
service?' (Ex 12=°) now expanded to four has remained as part of the ceremony to the present day.
The leading feature of the educational history of
this period is tlie rise of a body of men as proThese are the SophCrim (cirb,
fessional teachers.
For the circumliterally book men '), or scribes.
stances which led during the exile to a species of
literary renaissance, or rather to a new interest in
the literature of the past, and thereby to the
growth of a body of literati (ypaniuxTeh), students,
we must refer to the article
copyists, and teachers,
'

A

'

—

—

'

—

—

We have seen, however, under what
Sciiliiics.
circumstances the study and the exposition of the
the
Torah, in particular, were begun among
children of the captivity' in the new community at
Jerusalem. From that time to the end of the
Jewish state and beyond it, the ollice of the scribe
was one of ever-increasing importance. But to
identify, as is too often done, the scrihoa of the
Persian and early Greek period with those who^e
character and aims are familiar to us from the
For
Gosjicls, is to do the former great injustice.
these ancient scribes have shared in the rehabiliearljGreek
perimls
tation of the late Persian and
of Jewish history, which is so remarkable a feature
of the critical scholarsliip of the day.t Here we
'

•

• See cap. Ktienen's cla«4[ca1 eewiy, 'On the Men of the (}rc»t
BynogOL^ie,' now occeSHiblo in Gennon in Buddo'l GwamintiU
A'lhaTtdlungen, tte., von Dr. A. A'ii«n<n (1804).
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For further testimony by I'liilo and Joseptuis to the teacliing
svnaKOnue »ee Schiirer, ////' il. ii. p. .''4.

funi-tion of the
I

See. intrr a«o<,

clilchtti.p.

IM.

WelUuiuea, Ifoetitifcht

u.
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are concerned with them only in so far as they
continued the work of instruction committed to
them by Ezra. Unfortunately, from the lack of
historical material, it is now impossible to trace the
development of education under their guidance.
know, however, that by the time of the
Chronicler (1 Ch 2") they had been 'organized in
regular " families," or as we should now say
"guilds," an institution quite in accordance with
the whole spirit of the East, which forms a guild
or trades-union of every class possessing special
technical knowledge' (W. R. Smith, OTJC^ p. 44).
From the proverbial form of 1 Ch SS**" ' as well
the small as the great, the teacher as the scholar
we may further infer that the relation of master
and pupil was by this time (c. B.C. 300) a familiar
one ; which, of course, implies facilities for education
other than the Levitical music schools to which the
proverb is here applied.
Here we are met by one of the most interesting
but difficult problems in the history of Hebrew
education. Not the least important of the critical
results above referred to, is the bringin^down of
the compilation of our present Book of Proverbs,
and so of the Golden Age of the Wisdom Literature, to the Persian period.
In this case, who are
the Wise (o'^jn), the sages of whom this department of Hebrew literature is the characteristic and
enduring memorial ? May we identify them with
the older race of Sopherira, the book-men or literati
of the period ? * The temptation is great.
Thus
the scnbes were the accredited teachers of the
people (see above), and the most venerable of the
traditions preserved by the fraternity from the
'men of the Great Syn.igogue' was the obligation
to 'raise up many disciples' (Ab. i. 1).
But the
sages were also teachers (onto, D'Tj'pa Pr 5"), who
address a pupil as my son,' and whose teaching is
kno^vn as tlie words of the wise (Pr 1* 22", Ec 9"
12" see also the Oxf. Heb. Lex. sub d:ij). Again,
the scribes formed, as we have seen, a guild or
corporation.
But we have abundant evidence that
the sages are also to be regarded as forming a
distinct fraternity (Pr 1« 13" 22" 24=3, gg lo".
Cf

repository of their pedagogic experience (see esp.
P"'), and so the oldest handbook of education. Life
is
here conceived as a discipline (^^'0, a word
occurring 30 times in the book ace. to Driver, LO'D
The whole of
This is its central thought.
380).
life is considered from the view-point of a pedagogic
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We

—

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

;

Cheyne, tAoJanrfio^omon.p. 123andpamm; Kiehm,
Handivort. d. Bibl. Alt.^sub Weise't Kautzsch,
Abriss d. Gesch. d. AT Schrifttum.i\ 1897, P.
135 flf.). Wellhausen in his recent history, while
maintaining their original independence, admits
that by the time of Jesus ben-Sira (B.C. 200-180)
the scribes ' were scarcely any longer to be distinguished from the sages {Gesch. p. 154, note 1). This
admission is due to the factr— and here perhaps we
have the strongest argument for the identity of the
two classes that Ben-Sira, the last of the sages,
was himself a scribe. Of this there can be no
doubt one has but to read his glowing panegyric
on the wisdom of the scribe,' and the glory of his
calling (Sir 38"-39").
It is therefore but natural
that the best, and almost the only data, regarding
the earlier scribes, are to be found in the I$ook of
Ecclesiasticus, G"'- g""- U^'- 38"«-' (Wellhausen,
'

;

'

—

;

'

'

'

God educates men, and men educate
each other' (O. Holtzraann in Stade's GVP ii.
296-97). Father and mother are the child's natural
instructors (1» 4'-* S'" 13> 30") from them he shall
first learn that
fear of the Lord which is the
beginning or it may be the chief part^—of wisdom'
(9'").
Their duty in this respect is emphasized ;
they are to study tlieir child, since his character la
known by his conduct (20"). To them is addressed
the golden maxim, ' train up a child in the way he
should go, and even when he is old he will not depart from it (22» RV). The child is by nature
foolish, and needs the
rod of correction (22").
Corporal punishment is repeatedly advocated ('he
that spareth his rod hateth his son,' 13**, cf. 19"
231s. 14 29i»- ", also La
3"), yet with the intelligent
child reproof is better than ' a hundred stripes
(17"*).
From the parents' care the child of the
upper classes only, in all probability, cf. 17" 4'
(kV) with Sir 51^ if he would attain to 'wisdom,'
institution.

;

'

—

'

'

'

—

—

passes into the hands of professional teachers (5"),
the sages, whose words 'spoken in quiet' (Ec 9"
RV) 'are as goads' (Ec 12"), and whose direction
(m» is ' a fountain of life ' (Pr 13"). The pupil's
Erogress in religion and morality Is the teacher's
ighest joy (23'°- "), but not all are capable of
receiving this higher instruction (27**). Prudence
and forethought (24"), temperance (21" 23-»- "• =»"•»)
and chastity (7^^- 29' and oft.), diligence (6'"") and
truthfulness (17'), consideration for the poor (14"
19" 22"), and a truly noble charity towards
enemies (25"- *" = Ro 12*), the value of tme
friendship (17" 18** 27'°), and the dignity of womanhood (SI"'''), these are some of the moral lessons
the house of discipline (oUi^
to be learned in
the lips of the wise (Pr
Traidetas, Sir 51^) from

—

'

'

'

'

15').*

The foundin" of Alexandria was an event the
importance of which for the history of Jewish life and
tliought even in Palestine it is impossible to overestimate. What would we not give to be able to
trace the working of the subtle influences on the
religious thought of the time, in particular, of those
forces of Hellenism by which the little Jewish state
For
was girt about on every side (cf. 1 Mac 1")
something like a century Alexandria, with its great
library and university, its brilliant array of scholars
and litterateurs, was the capital of Southern Syria
How was popular education
as well as of Egj-pt.
afl^ected by this close connexion of Alexandria and
Jerusalem ? A solitary notice, so far as we have
been able to discover, from the period in question,
almost warrants us in believing that the Greek
educational methods had penetrated to Jerusalem.
The infamous tax-farmer Joseph (c. B.C. 220),t
1

we

severally to those
are told, sent his sons
that had the best reputation for instructing youth
The education re(Josephus, Ant. XII. iv. 6).
quired was certainly of the Greek type, and this
fact, taken in connexion with the rapid jirogress
of Hellenism at this particular eiiocli, even under
the shadow of the temple (see 1 Alac 1, 2 Mac
2-4), makes it very probable that schools on the
(Jreek model were then established in Jerusalem.
When the author of Ps 119 says, 'I have more
'

'

lo:. cit).

For our present jmrpose the final answer to our
query regarding the personnel of the sages is
immaterial for whether we hold that they are
identical with the Sopherim or book-men, or regard
them as forming a distinct but allied class in the
pre-Maccab.'ean community, the fact remains that
the sages represent a great educational force in the
period under review. The Book of Proverbs is the
;

• This identification was flret proposed by A. T. Hartmann(/)i>
tnge Verbindumj d. A T. mil d. Nfuem, 1831), and more rev-cntly
ftnd indei>endentlv liv .'^nund in his Altfe^t. Hrlif/inrunjfiichichle,
1893, p. 512

tr.

They (the

Ct. Miinteflore,

UM.

Lrct. SflOf.

sabres) orriipy in the everyday life of ancient
iK>8ition precisely similar to that of tiie scrihes in later
Judaism.' Riehm is. of course, assuming the prt'exilic date of
t

*

Israel

a

Proverbs.

understanding than all my teachers,' etc. (vv.*"- '""),
there is good reason for thinking that he wishes
•

How much, one wonders, of what is best in our Scottish char-

arter to-day
threat

book

(ii

is

due

to llie use till almost the other day of thi^
ro^t«) as the reading-book of our parish

»at,.)t,«T»<

schools?
(

For this corrected date see Wellhausen, op.

cit.

pp. 197-98.
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to exalt the study of Holy Scripture above the
However
secular learning of the Greek ecfiools.
this may be, Ben-Sira was still true to Jewish
traditions and uninlluenced by Hellenistic culture.
He had travelled in other countries, and studied

perhaps in other literatures, but he remained a
true "scribe," and gloried in the name' (38").
The object his translator had in view, as we learn
from his preface to his grandfather's work, 'was to
correct the inequalities of moral and religious
'

culture (watdeia) among the Jews of Egj-pt by
setting before them a standard and a lesson book
of true religious wisdom
(Cheyne, Job and
Solomon), 'llie Wisdom of Jesus the son of Sirach,'
or * Ecclesiasticus,' is therefore avowedly a manual
of ethics, and as such deserves more space than we
can give it in this review of Jewish educational
history.
Draw near unto me, ye unlearned,' we
read in the ei)ilogue, and lodge in the house of
instruction.
Say, wherefore are ye lacking in
these thinjjs, and your souls are very thirsty ? (Sir
BV"-).
His religious standpoint is essentially that
of the Book of Proverbs, on which his own is
modelled.
Thus the fear of the Lord is not only
'the beginning of wisdom (1"), but also wisdom's
fulness (1") and crown (1").
Yet the author's
ethical tone is distinctly lower than that of his
model. As a disciplin.arian he is severe even to
excess (30'"" 7"- **).
Tlie principles of humane
conduct are exhibited in many lights, including
even the 'manners' of the dinner table (31""^').
The notable passa<j;e (38°^-39") in wliich he sketches
his ideal of the scribe has been already adverted to.
One point, however, must be further emphasized,
viz. the assertion that learning is the monopoly of
the wealthy: 'Tlie wisdom of the scribe cometh
'

'

'

'

'

of leisure.
How shall he become
wise that holdeth the plough,' etc. ? (SS-*"-) Education is costly (SI'"), but he himself oilers the means of
culture 'withoutmoney and without price' (cf. 51**).
Many questions regarding the practical aspects
of education in this period suggest themselves, to
which only tentative answers can be given.
Where, for example, did the teachers of whom we
read (Pr 5», Ps 1199», perhaps Dn 12')— be they
sages or scribes meet their pupils? What were

by opportunity

—

methods of instruction ? The synagogues
first occur to one as the scene of those expositions
of Scripture to which the name of MUlrash was
already applied (2 Ch 13-- 24'"). There the people
were instructed on Sabbaths and fea-st-days oy
competent expounders of the .Scriptures, as a rule,
no doubt, by the scribes, although these never
had a monopoly of the synagogue teaching. As
their

early as the beginning of the Srd cent, the scribes
had apparently facilities for teaching within the
temple precincts such, at least, seems the legitimate inference from their description as 'scribes
of the temple' in the edict of Antiochus III. (Jos.
Ant. XII. iii. 3). 'Within the massive city gates
or in the adjacent squares or " broad places
on
which the streets converged (Pr l""", cf. Job 29')
"
"
wi.se men
the
awaited their disciples (Cheyne,
op. cil. p. 124).
Most of the in.struction, however,
was doubtless given by sage and scribe alike in
private houses, their own or those of wealthy dis:

'

My

'
son,' saj's Hen-.Sira, ' if thou .secst a
of understanding, get thee betimes unto him,
an<i let thy foot wear out the steps of his house'

ciples.

man
(Sir

6^

K\').

With

this advice

wo compare

that

of Jos6 l>en-Joezer of Zeredah, in the early Maccaba'an days: 'Let thy hou.se be a meeting-place
sit amidst the du.st of their
("lit'! n'3) for the wise ;
feet, and drink their words with thirst' {Ab. i. 4).*
"

The

n'lS^S;;'^

which,

u

occorilins,'

'

to Solo,

Ix.

9,

coued

since
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Here was found the opportunity for those words
spoken in quiet' that were like nails fastened by
the masters of a-ssemblies' (Ec 12").
As to methods, we have still less information.
To judge from the practice of a later aL-e, the
pupus would learn by frequent repetition tlie proverbs of the wise (cf. Cheyne, loc. cit.).
The
alphabet was already used in ways calculated to
'

'

memory, as

in the 119th Psalm.
To
be assigned the invention of the
mnemonic device known as Athba.ih (irnnx), of
which the pre.sent text of Jer 25-' 51' aHbrds the
classical examples (see Giesebrecht's Comm. in loc),
as also the introduction of the numerical ' proverbs, so much In vogue in later times (cf. Pr 30"""
with A both, v.).
Finally, we may assume that, at least from the
beginning of the Creek period, a fairly high
standard of general culture prevailed.
It was now
that the editor, if not the author, of Ecclesiastes
could write
Of making many books there is no
end and much study is a weariness of the tlesli
(Ec 12'-). At the beginning of the Maccaba-an
revolt, also, the possession of copies of the book
of the covenant' was certainlj' not the exclusive

assist the
this period

may

'

:

'

;

'

and scribe (1 Mac 1").
From Simon hkn-Shbtacii (c. b.c. 75) to
THE END OF THK JEWI.SH STATE (A.D. 70).—Just
privilege of priest

HI.

as the synagogue was the novel feature of the
preceding period from the educational point of
view, so is the elementary school the feature of
this third period.
Such, at least, is the tradition
preserved in the so-called Talmud of Jerusalem.
In a pas.sa"e comintmorating the merits of the
famous scribe and leader of the Phari.see.s, Simon
ben-Shetach (or Shatach),* brother of ([iieen Alexandra, we read that three additions were made
by him to the statute-book, so to say, the second
of which runs thus
-i!:d.-t
n-a'j i-^Sin nipu-ri.T rn'e* ' that the children
shall attend the elementary school
(Tnlm. .ler.
Kethuboth, viii. 11, p. 326; see the whole passage
'

The words quoted,
op. cit. p. 108).
be seen, are not altogether free from ambiguity.
They may also be interpreted to mean
that attendance on schools already existing was
henceforth to bo compulsory. In view of wluit
was said above regarding tne spread of Greek
ideas in pre-MacciUja!an days, it is dilHcult to
believe that schools preparatory to the more advanced instruction in the scribal college (.see
below) were not to be found at least in .lerusaleni.
One can hardly escape the conviction that the
erection of the Greek gymnasium at Jerusalem
(1 Mac 1", cf. 2 Mac 4'"'-) was not the lirst step, but
the last, in the assimilation of Jewish and Greek
eilucation.
Be this as it may, there is no good
reason for rejecting the tradition reganling Simon
ben-Shetach's eilorts on behalf of popular education.
All that we know regarding the predominant inlluenco of the scribes in the reign of Alexandra (B.C. 78-69) prepares us for more aggressive
measures for the extension of their priMeijiles
among the people. According to unanimous tradition, the elementary school (icr.T n'S
house of
the book,' see below) was always in intimate conwith
.synagogue.
nexion
the
Either the synagogue
jiroper — in this period to be found in every comsi<lerable village in the land
Wius used for this
[mrpose (Liiw, Div Lcben.s-n/tcr in jiid. Literatur, u.
287, where the rcH". are to licrarhnth, \Tn, Titnvitli,
2:iA, Kiddn.ihin, .SOn), or a room in the same buililing. The school might also be held in the teacher's
house (Hamburger).
liy all writers on Jewi.sh education it is stated
in

Derenbourg,

it will

—

'

—

JoHd> ttme, cannot,
somo have thouKhl. mean Dchools (r^'Aii
—In late Ueb. '7^3px); Me Dcrenljourg, Hint, dt la PaUttint,

* See .Sohiirer. II.I P. index
Dcrenbourc, l\>tmi
riiixtoirt
df la PaUntiiie. pp. tWV-lU, and Ihu Jei^iah hiiilorians Orut^

p. 4MIIT.

llerzfeld,

;

el<;.

mr

—

'
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that the gynagoKue officer (njjsn jin) the minister consequence of this, it was ordained that teachers
of Lk 4"
was the teacher of the should be appointed in every district. To tliem
syna"OOTie school. This uniform tradition seema the children were sent when they were 16-17
founded on a precept regarding Sabbatli observ- years of age. When a teacher became angry with
ance in the Mishna treatise of that name, where, a scholar, the latter stamped his feet and ran
even on the sacred day, 'the [iri (^azzan) is away. In this condition education remained until
allowed to look on where the children are reading, the time of Joshua ben-Gamala, who ordained that
but he may not read himself {Shahbath, i. 3). in every province and in every town there should
Now it will be observed that the proper title of be teacliers appointed, to whom children should be
the synagogue official, as given above, is not found brought at the age of six or seven years' {Baba
here a fact hitherto overlooked. For [in is a word bathra, 21a).*
inIt is not now possible to speak with certainty
overseer,'
of general application, meaning
spector,' or the like, and its exact significance has regarding the condition of the elementary school
to be decided by the context (see the Lexx. of at the period of which one would most like to
Buxtorf, Levy, and Jastrow).
In the passage know, tne period of the childhood of our blessed
quoted the context requires us to render 'over- Lord. The Mishna, almost our only authority, is
Accordingly,
seer' or 'master (of the school).' This rendering not, as a whole, older than A.D. 200.
we must be content to infer and always with
is supported by a passage in the treatise Sota (ix.
Since the destruction caution that some, at least, of the methods '.here
15), wnere R. Eliezer says
of the temple the sage (k-cdh) has become like the referred to as of long standing may have been
operative in the 1st cent. But before attempting
scribe (k'tsd), and the scribe like the Hazzan (N:>n),
and the ^azzan like the uneducated man.' Here even such hesitating results, it will be convenient
we have evidently the hierarchy of the teaching to give at this point what requires to be said of
the education to be got beyond the synagogue
profession, and it may fairly be assumed that they
schools.
For the great mass of the boys for the
all belong to the ranks of those who, in the NT,
girls no public provision was made (see below)
are kno\vn as po/ioSiSdaKaXoi, doctors of the law
(Lk S'"), i.e. the scribes. Now this passage of St. these schools sufficed. Only those destined for the
Luke (cf. Mt 9*) is of the utmost importance, as study of the Law were sent to the Beth ham- Midra.sh
showing that these doctors or teachers were to be (cj^^5.^ n'3) or house of study,' as the colleges of
found in 'every village (kw/";) of Galilee and the scribes were caUed. These colleges were probThey were,
Judaea.' It is absurd to suppose even granting ably a development of this period.
the hyperbolic nature of the evangelist s state- naturally, most numerous in Jerusalem, where the
ment that the higher colleges, where alone the most famous scribes seem to have had each his
house of study.' Josephus mentions two by name
scribes are usually supposed to have taught, were
to be found in such numbers througliout the (Wars, I. xxxiii. 2; Ant. XVIII. x. 5) who drew
country. But there would, at this time, be an crowds of students in the last days of HeroJ the
elementary school wherever there was a sj'nagogue. Great.
But by far the most famous of these
conclude, therefore, that teachers of all grades
doctors of the law were the two heads of the
were members of tlie powerful guild of the scribes rival schools, Hillel and Shammai, although for
(o! ypafjLtiaTeU, cf. ypaixijanarfi^, 'a schoolmaster').
Christian students a greater interest attaenes to
In the Aramaic of the period trite no doubt already Hillel's grandson, himself the most respected
meant teacher in general, since we find ni2d tvi teacher of his day, Gamaliel I., who numbered
= school' (see the Lexx., and cf. Targum on 1 Ch the young Saul of Tarsus among his pupils (Ac 22').
25*, where the teacher as the scholar is rendered
At these colleges the scribe-aspirant received a
KToVn av KiDD). It follows, therefore, that the professional rather than a general education, for
Hazzdn or master, who conducted the elementary which reason the further discus.'iion of their subschool, was an official of a higher social grade than jects and methods of study belongs rather to the
the Hazzan of the synagogue,' who had to perform article Scribe.
such menial offices as the wliippiug of criminals
Returning now to the elementary school, we
(Makkoth, iu. 12).
propose to touch briefly on such of the outstanding
The most usual form of address to a teacher was teatures of the school system as we have rea-son to
Rabbi ('ST my master,' lit. my great one '), but it believe existed in the century preceding the
does not seem to have been used as a title [e.g. destruction of Jerusalem. As regar '^ the age of
Rabbi Eliezer, Rabbi Akiba, etc.] till after the the pupils on admission, our authority, though
time of Christ (Schiirer). In the N'T our Lord is often quoted, is unfortunately too late to be of
addressed by His disciples as jiafi^el [Im^^ovuel), xupie, value for the period in question.
At five years the
StSi(TKa\(, and
in Lk only as ^irio-rdra.
age is reached for the study of the Scripture
The opinion just stated, that in the time of our (N-ipp), at ten for the study of the Mishna, at
Saviour every place of any size in the country was tliirteen for the fulfilment ol the Commandments,
provided with an elementary school, does not at fifteen for the study of tlie Talmud, at eighteen
quite coincide with that of the Jewish doctors of for marriage,' etc. {Ab. v. 24). There is a cona later day, unless we suppose (as is not unreason- sensus of opinion, on the other hand, in the Talable) that the political and religious troubles of mudic writings that six was the earliest age at
the period injuriously aflected the provincial which school life should begin. t The child had
schools.
refer to the oft-quoted eulogium on
already learned from his parent to repeat the
Joshua ben-Gamala (Gamaliel), who was high Shema (see Driver on Dt 6*), selected proverbs,
priest about a.d. 63-65
and verses from the Psalms. He had also had the
Verily let it be remembered to that man for liistorical significance of various rites and ceregood, II. Joshua ben-Gamala is his name, for had monies explained to him (see p. 647'' above).
he not been, the Law would have been forgotten in
It is extremely unlikely tnat the subjects ot
Israel.
At first every one that had a father (alive) instruction included more than reading, writing,
received from him instruction in the Law, but he and, perhaps, the elements of arithmetic. The
that had no father (alive) learned not the Law.
first of these was by far the most important, and
Thereafter teachers for the children were appointed
In Jerusalem.
* The above Ib Wdnsche's tmnsladon In Der babpL Txlmnd,
But even this measure sufficed
etc,
not, for he that had a father was brought by him
t For the curious ceremonies observed at a later period on the
to school, and was taught there, but he that had
child's flmt appearance at school, tee Schecbter, SttLdiet in
no father was not brouglit to be taught there.
In Judaixin, p. 3(i8.
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EDUCATION

EDUCATION

the fact that the much esteemed privilege of reading, anJ even of exiioundin", the law in the synagogue was open to all, must have acted as an incentive to diligent study.
The only text-book waa the
Scriptures hence tlie most usual name for the
elementary school Tjrn n'j the house of the Book
mostly out not exclusively the Pentateuch.
'Turn it (the Torah), and turn it over again, for
everything is in it' (Ab. v. 25), well expresses the
attitude of the orthodox Judaism of the time to
secular literature.
Even bo early as the beginning
of our era, it was probably usual to begin with the
Book of Leviticus, as the book whose contents it
was neces.sary for every Jew to know. Care would
be taken that the words of the sacred tongue (for
only Hebrew was allowed in school) should bo correctly pronounced * and reverently read.
Foreign
languages were no part of an ordinary Jewish
education, as Josephus expressly informs us {Ant.
XX. xii. 1) ; yet few lads can have grown up in the
bus-y cities of Palestine without learning to speak
both Aramaic and Greek, and at least to read
Hebrew. Tradition has it that a knowledge of

—

'

—

Greek was an

essential qualification for membership of the Sanhedrin (Sanhed. 17a). +
The Latin maxim, repetitio mater studiorum,'
may be taken as the keynote of Jewish educational
method. So great was the importance attached to
constant repetition, that the verb njp 'to repeat'
came ultimately to mean both to learn and to
teach.' J
After the letters were mastered § the
teacher copied a verse which the child had already
learned by heart, and taught him to identify tlie
individual words.
The absence of vowel signs in
Hebrew, as then written, prevented the child from
learning to read syllaliles as he does in the Talmud
Torah schools of the Jew ish communities in the
East at the present day. In one point, however,
the schools of 1900 years ago resembled those
schools of to-day, namely, the babel of childish
voi<:ea that rose from every corner of the sclioolro(un, for 'avidible study and distinct pronunciation' (Ab. vi. 6) were the first of numerous requisites for the proper study of the Torah.
Was
tnere not once a pujal who learned his tasks without repeating the words aloud, and who, in consequence, forgot all he had learned in three years?
{Enthin, 54<-«). The ideal schoolboy of the period
was R. Eliezer, whom his teachers likened to a
cemented cistern whicli loses not a drop (^ 6. ii. 11).
The scholar sat on the ground facing the teacher
(cf. Ac 22', Ab. i. 4), who sat slightly raised above
his pupils.
Benches were a later invention. The
old conception of education as aliove all a discipline was not forgotten, and probably never
before was education so exclusively religioiis an<l
scri|)tural, with so little reference to the teachings
of nature and history.
The teacher's function, as
then conceived, was not to inform the mind or to
impart knowledge for its own sake, but to train up
his pupils in the fear of the Lord, and so to prepare
them for the ceremonial and moral duties incumbent on them as the true sons of the covenant of
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Abraham.
It has become a commonplace that the scribes
taught gratuitously. This may have been true of
the great doctors of the capital, although even

—

then,
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perhaps, only as regards judicial work
but scarcely of the elementary teachers
the i)rovinces.
It ha-s been suggested that the
honorariiuu was paid under some pretext, such
as comjiensation for loss of time, etc. (Lewit,
This is quite in the spirit of the casuistry
p. 26).
of the time.
Still, as is well known, the scholars
of the day had a much worthier conception of the
dignity of work than had Jesus the son of Sirach
(Sir 38^"-), and taught that the study of the Law
should be combined with the exercise of a trade
(Ab. ii. 2).
must not suppose that the educational system
here outlined was tlie only system then to be found
in Palestine.
It was the system adopted by the
strict Jews, it is true, but there were other schools
of the Greek type, not only in the many Hellenistic
centres,
whence came some of the most famous
poets, philosojihers, and orators of that age (see
(Schiirer),

—

in

We

—

II. i. 28),— but even in Jerusalem itself.
Such a school was that which the youthful Herod

Schiirer,

attended (Josephus, Ant. XV. x. 5). In nothing,
however, did the Jewish educational ideal (for
which cf. Josephus, Ant. XX. xii. \, ^kois 5i
(jotplav

fMafyrvpoOffi

rots

tA.

vdfxifia

aafpu/i

^trifrra^voLSf

so widely from the Greek as in the value
attached to physical training. For the ordinary
forms of gymnastic exercise the Jew apparently
had little inclination, unless, perhaps, for swimming (Kiddiishin, 29a), while wrestling in public
was peculiarly abhorrent to his sense both of
dignity and decency (1 Mac 1""-, 2 Mac 4'"'^).
have said nothing hitherto of the education
of Jewish girls.
These were from their birth to
their marriage their mother's sjiecial care, by
whom they were taught, like their brothers, to
ic.T.X.jditi'er

We

'

fear

God and keep

add,

is

commandments.' By her,
too, they were taught to read, and perhaps to
write, as boys in former days were taugiit by their
father, and thereafter instructed in the domestic
arts corresponding to their station.
The deepei
study of the Torah, and still more the higher
secular learning, were discouraged.
The ideal to
which every Jewish daughter was and we may
his

—

— taught

to aspire is that of the ' virtuous
woman' who 'looketli well to the ways of her
household, and eateth not the bread of idleness.
Her children arise up, and call her blessed; her
husband also, and he praiseth her, saying M.any
daughters have done virtuously, but thou excellest
them air (Pr SI""**). Truly a noble ideal of
:

womanhood

I

—

LiTKRATUKl. A critii^l history of Hebrew education is still a
desideratum. The 8tiin(lard works of the hiHturians, Jewish
and ChrlKtian, contain only in<MdfnLul rcferctioes.
Professor
Laurie's Ilintorual Surt'ei/ 0/ Pre-Christian Education, 1S95,
pp. OD-105, (fives a good account of the subject from the conservative standpoint. Quite a number of Jewish writers have
fl(-alt with it in recent years, mainly, however, as organized by
the Jewish authorities from the 2nd cent. a.d. onwanls. The
foll'iwinjf are the best of these special works ^only those with
the number of pat'cs mlded have been consultca); M. Uuschak,
.Srhul'fxrtZijelmitii uini Mrthodik d. alten luroflitrn, 1872; E.
van (lildur, Die V •IkHs.hule d. jOd. Aiterthuim, 1802, 31 pp. ;
Seidel, Ufl/er die I'iFdatjiHjik d. Proverbien, 1875 ; S. ManMig,
Die i'iedatjo<fik des Israrl. Volkes, 1877 ; J. ISinion, L' Kdncation
<

'

et I'ijuitructwn deg Eiifantjt ettfz leg ancicnn .lui/t^, 1879,03 pp.;
Ensrignment chrz tetiancienlt Juifg, 18S1 ; U. Spiers,
A. Astruc,

V

The

Taltmul, 1882, 27 pp.; B. Slrnssl)ur>fer,
Erziehttwt und d. Uuterrirhtg bei d, Ittraeiiten,
310 pp. (Pre-'ralnuidic period, up. 1-24; bibliography
of Jewish pedo^o^ncs, pp. 273-77)
J. Ijewit, Dartteltumj a.
thenretigehen u, prak'igchen Paxlagoijik injiid. Al!frtume, i896,
80 pp.; Oehler's I'adaL'oi.'ik d. Alten Test, in Scbmid's Knct/cloptidie d. {leeammten hrziehungt und thiterriehtnu'e.irri, vol. v.
.^'chiml .^unlerrtit/the

Genrhirfile d.
etc., ISS.^,

•

;

On

th« detect* of the Oalllcan pronunciation (Mt 28"), see
tub 7*^3, and Ltghtfoot's ditwertatioD tn U^. Uebr.
(ed. Oandell) I. 170 IT.
( See also Sota, \x. 14, for a Htatement that the stndy of Greek
had only het-n utopped Hiiice the war of Titua
for which road
'war of Uiiletus,' with most modem Hcholara.
the IntercatinK quoUition from St^ Jerome In Schtlrcr,
1 Cf.

Buxtorf

'

'

—

324.
later metho<l of tvacliiiiv; the alphabet on the * A-waaan-Archcr' principle dee Shahhath, 104a. i^iven in full in
Wl\ni«che'a Der liahyU>n. Talmud, etc., I. pp. lf>5-&7, cf. Lowit

•p.

I

<n'(.

n.

I.

On the

'title

below), p. 47.

'

pp. (Vill-finfi (1883, pp. 637-ri78). is full and su(fi,'e8tive, but
great part antiquated; Oustav Uaur in S<:tiruid's Grgctl. d.
1892, pp. 654-570 (not seen).
Ilamburtrer's liial-

188''.,

in

Erzifhutifi,

d. JudenthumM, 18.S3 (vol. 1. art.
I'Ir/.iehunj;'
Ix-hrer,' 'Schule,' Unterricht, etc.). is a mine of informafor the later perio^l ; see also .SchUreKs
u. I. 25,

eru-i/<-'"j>'tdif
ii.

'

'

'

tion

UJ P

'.Soribisiu.' vol.

of

II.

'

und Svnago^'ue' (older literatur«
Uinsburg In Kitto'e liiUiral Ci/ctnKilersheim, Skttehet of Jewish Suciai

27, 'School

the subject, p.

pijedia^, art.

40);

Education

*

;

'

EFFECT
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the Dai/t of Christ (esp. chs. \ni. vlii.), and Life and
Lift
Tinu4 of Jesxu the Messiah
L. Low, Die Lebensnlter in d.
*
jiid.
Literature 1876, passim (esp. p. 130 S.
Education Id
Bible Times,' and relative notes); S. Schechter, Studies in
Judairm, 1896 (p. 343 IT.: 'The Child in Jewish Literature').
The standard authorities for Jewish education in the Middle
Ages (which may be ad(l'_d forcomplet^'ness' sake)are the works
of M. (tudemann, Geschichle d. Krziehuiigsu^esen u. d. Kultur
;

:

d. Jud-n, etc., France and Germany, 1880; Italy, 1884; Spain,
1888.
See also I. Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Aga,
1896 (esp. cha. xix. xx.\
R.

A.

KENNEDY.

S.

EFFECT

In 2 Es 9« ' effect' is used in the
obsolete sense of deed,' ' the times also of the
Highest have
endings in effects and signs
(consummatio in actu et in signis) ; cf. Shaka.
Lear, u. iv. 182—
'

.

.

•Thou better know'st
offices of nature, bond of childhood.
Effects of courtesy, dues of gratitude.'

Ezk 12^ the

sense

purport, significance.

is

'The days are at hand, and the effect oi every
vision (i?i word,' as RV^m).
So Chaucer, Merck.
'

'

Tale,

153—
*

And
To

for his freendefl

tellen

hem

on a day he sente.

th* effect of his entente.*

With those exceptions, the use of ' effect is much as In mod.
English, though the phrase in Ko 9^ may be noticed, *aa though
the word of God hath taken none effect' {ixTtw-ruxtr. lit. 'has
fallen out,' RV ' hath come to nought '). The usual phrase Is ' to
make of none effect,' always a single vb. in the original, of
which the most interesting is xavafi^ia' (Ro 41*, Gal 317; tr^
' make
without effect Ro 3^), a characteristically Pauline word.
Its opposite is i*if>yi^, a word always in NT of some principle or
power at work, esp. in the soul (see Mayor on Ja 61"). Wherever 'effectual* and 'effectuallv* occur in NT they translat«
either iri^)-<r>, as Gal 2S, 1 Th 213 -work effectually'; 2 Co 1«
' be
effectual ; Ja 61" ' the effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much (RV ' the supplication of a righteous
man availeth much in its working, Rendel Harris, ' the
energized prayer of a righteous man is of great force ' *) ; it«
ad], itifiyin, as 1 Co 16^, Philem " ; or its sul^t. i*i/fyvit, whence
Eng. ' energj',* as Eph 37 4i" 'effectual working,' RV 'working.'
In all these places we should now
'effective,' effectively.'
'

'

'

'

UM

'

Hastings.

J.

EGGS.— See Fowl.

—

EGLAH (."i^;t; 'a heifer'). One of the wives of
David, and mother of Ithream (2 S 3'). Both here
and in 1 Ch 3^ she is distinguished by the title
' David's
wife.' Jewish tradition (cf. Jer. Qutest.
Heb. in libros Begum) identified E. with Michal,
since the latter was his fir.st and best-loved wife.
More probably the name of E.'s first husband is concealed in the word David.'
J. F. Stennino.
'

EGLAIM

(D-^iN),

Is 15'.

The name has not been
masticon (a.v. Agallim)
south of Areopolis.

it

— Noticed

with Moab.

recovered.
In the Onois placed 8 Roman miles
R.
Conder.
C.

EGLATH-SHELISHIT&H (.t?>V f^K} occurs in
an ancient oracle against Moab, which is quoted
in Is 15' and Jer 48".
In both these passages RV
takes the word to be a proper name, giving in
margin the alternative tr° [as] an heifer of tnree
years old,' which is AV in Jer 48** and AVm in
Is 15'.
In the latter passage, AV text omits '[as].'
It is still somewhat uncertain whether the word
is an appellative or a proper name, although the
]att«r view has commended itself to the majority
of modem scholars (Ewald, Reuss, Graf, Rothstein
in Kautzsch's A.T. etc.).
Delitzsch {Isaiah, ad
loc.) defends the rendering of AV and Luther,
laying stress upon the fact that both in Is and
Jer '7if' 'y^ occurs asyndetically. He points out
that it might be an appellative of Moab (cf.
'

Having given earnest as one meaning of effectual when
used of prayers, the Oi^f. Eng. Diet. («.p.) adds: 'Of. Anglo*

'

'

'

'

'

Lat. effectuose suirplicantfs "earnestly entreating," a.d. 1229 in
Rymer, I. 308. Perhaus this use was originally due to confusion
with affectual; but the translators of AV ingeniously availed
themselves of it in Ja 6ii to render Gr. iHp>«fum.' It is to be
observe<I, howexer, that AV uses two words, 'effectual fervent,'
for this one Or. word.
Tindale'i tr. ia ' if it be fer\-ent.'

LXX

(Zoar)
has
In
referring to Moab.
Jer 48 [Gr. 31] the MSS show a perple.\ing variety
of readings (see Swete).
B has, after HorDnaim,
cities.

ddjuaXts

In Is 15' after

yiip

i(jTtv

'Z-qyuip

rpierTjs,

**

Kai

had

dyveWav
5d/xa\is

Literature.
p. 609

ff.;

Aq. and Symm., however,

SaXacrtid.

rpimis (see Field).

—Comm. on

Is

BaudlsaiQ In SK, 1888,
8420.
J. A. Selbie.

and Jer

Dietrich lo Ment" Arehiv,

.

The

In

Jer 46™ 50", Hos 4" 10", in all of which heifer
is similarly used), but thinks it more probahle
that the reference is to Zoar (Is) or Horonaim
(Jer) as beautiful, strong, and hitherto unsubdued

—A

i.

;

EGLON (t'l'?!!.;).
king of Moab who, upon the
relapse of the children of Israel into idolatry after
the death of Othniel, was the divine instrument
for punishing them.
He is represented as forming
a confederation with Amalek and Ammon,* and
in conjunction with them taking possession of
Jericho ('the city of palm trees, Jg 3").t For
eighteen years he ruled over tliem, till a deliverer
arose in the person of Ehud, of the clan of Gera
of the tribe of Benjamin.
With the excuse oi
taking Eglon his tribute (or, perhaps, a present),
Ehud with a retinue of servants went to the
king's court.
The king, we are told, in ordei
that we may understand what is coming, was a
very fat man. The present was offered, and tlie
whole party started on their way home again.
When they reached the graven images (LXX,
Vulg. AVm, RVm), or perhaps graven stones (by
some connected with the twelve stones of Jos 4*),
or the quarries (AV, RV, following Tar". Syr.),!
Ehud went back to the king by himself, and, l)y
giving hira to believe that he had a secret to commimicate to him, obtained an interview with hira
by himself alone.
He was sitting in his cool
upper-chamber.
Now that he has the king by
himself, Ehud claims that his message for the
king is from God, upon which Eglon rises out of
respect to the source of the message.
Ehud then
draws his two-edged dagger, taking advantage of
his left -handedness, which would enable him to
do so without much notice being taken of his act,
and stabs E. with such force that the dagger, haft
and all, goes into him, while tlie fat closes upon
the blade.§
It is some little time before the

murder

of E. is discovered,

and meanwhile Ehud

has escaped and summoned his countrymen to the
destruction of the Moabites on the W. of Jordan
with such success, that the land had rest fourscore
'

years.'
Jos. {Ant. V. iv.) makes several additions to, and
variations in, the story told in the Book of Judges ;
that E. built a palace at Jericho ; that Ehud also
dwelt there, and became familiar with E. by means
of his presents, and was beloved by E.'s courtiers.
Ehud gathers the Israelites together to destroy
Moab almost before his murder of E. is known.

—

LrrRRATURB, For the latest description of the history of
Eglon, see Moore, yu<2ge<, 89 ft.
H. A. RedPATH.

EGLON (fsSji;).— An ancient town in the Shephelah, close to Lachish. Its king, Debir, joined in
the alliance formed by the kin" of Jerus. against
the Isr. underJoshua, and after the battle of Aijalon
it was captured and destroyed (Jos IQi*' 12'-).
It
is not again named in Scripture, so that it was prob.
utterly destroyed.
In LXX, cf. Jos 10, Adullam
takes its place by some (prob.) early mistake, they
• This is held to be an exaggeration of D by those who distinguish various hands in this book ; see, however, Ps 838- 7,
which seems to refer to the period of the Judges.
t The fortifications, at anv rate, of Jericho must have beei
in niins (cf. Jos fi* n-ith 1 K 18"), but we are never told that
the ruins left from the burning of Jericho were pulled down.
notion that they were iKjundary stones or iniagei
I The
scan-ely deserved mention.
} For the meaning of the last clause of verw '^ see Mocrft
pp. 97, 98.

EGYPT

EGYPT
are in consequence identified in the Onomasticon.
The name remains in 'Ajldn, some 15 miles N.E.
from Gaza and 2 miles N. of Tell Hesy, now conclusively identified with the ancient Lachish.
But Flinders Petrie (PEFSt, 1S90, pp. 161-103)
points out Tell Nejileh as probahly the true site.
KhUrbet 'AjlAn his practised eye pronounced unOn the
likely to be the site of an ancient town.
that Tell
it is certain,' he savs,
other hand,
Hesy and subordinately Tell Nejilch must have
been positions of lirst-rate importance from the
time of the earliest settlements ; they would then
a^ree to the character of Lachish and Eglon. The
history of Tell Hesy begins about B.C. 1500, and
ends about B.C. 500 while Tell Nejileh, as far as
can be seen on the surface, is of the same age, or
mined even earlier.' 'There are no sites in the
country around bo suited to the importance of
Lachisli and Eglon as these two Tells.' To this may
be added, that the course of Joshua (ch. 10) brought
him first to Lacliish Eglon lying between Lacliish
and Hebron and the position of Tell Nejileh suits
this account better than that of 'AjUn.
See
'

'

;

—

;

Lachish.
LmmiTCiti.— Robinson,

Bathan, 808 PBF St
CUitt (IBM), Ui.
;

BRP

U.
(1895), 166

49
;

;

Porter, Giant Citiei of
Hound qf ilany

BUm,

A

A. HkNDEBSOM.

EGYPT.L Name.
li.

Physical

ohirTtw,

UL Fauna.
It.

Flora.

.

Ethnology,

t1

Lan^a^.

TiL Chronology,
tUL History.
Ix. Relations with Asia.
s. Religion.

L Name.

—The

name by which the Egyptians

at all times designated their country was Ktinc<
(Copt. KHMC. xutfi ), a word of which the prob.ible
etymology root km 'black' would confirm the
statements of Herodotus and Plutarcli, who connect it with the dark colour of tlie soil. The
contrasting redness of the neighbouring desert
sand gave to that the name of tlie Red Land.'
It is phonetically impossible to connect Ktme<
with tne name Ham (ori). To the Semites the
country was known as Alizraira (onp, seldom iW?,
MfOTpaf/i, fiUaapaifi), the termination here being no
doubt locative and not a dual. The older cuneiform texts vocalize Mujr, the later Mi?r ; tlio
letters have generally Mijrl, pi.'
For
this word a favourite though undeiiionstrable
derivation is that from ^'ls? fort.' The (ireek name
Afyi'irTof (Arab. fCibt, Eth. Gchf, and European
Copt) is of equally obscure origin. It cannot be
satisfactorily derived from any Egyptian or Semitic
word or combination of words. In the earliest
Greek writers (Odyssey generally) it is the name
of the river, for which NeiXot (cf. 7nj, -irij ?) is first
found in Hesiod. In the later epoclis and in
poetical texts we meet with many other names for
Egypt. Of such V mri is among the most frequent,

—

—

'

Amama

'

ann seems connected specially with Lower r'gj'pt
and the inundation.
The Land of the Sycamore,'
'

'of the Olive,' 'of the Sacred Eye,' are names whicli
require for their explanation a greater knowledge
of the geogra[)hical myths than we possess.
ii.

Physical Character.

—The

geological con-

• Aooordinft to W. Max Muller (Z. Au. v\\l. 200), Mn?ru,
whence Shalmaiioscr ii. received prcRonts. was Ej^ypt. nol a
N. Syrian or Annrnian diatrii t (Winckler, Iloiiinicl, etc.).

Winckler has suj^j^estcd {Alt. For. 24 (T.) that another Klufri,
which he locates in J-^Iom or Sinai, may have been the real
ori^n of the Kxodtis tradition, renilniscences of wandcringv in
that district havitits' ffot confused with the name of ICL'-j'^it. In
Arabian Inscriptions this Miisri and K^>-pt are di<ttit)gutshed

8.

a pxD and "ViD (dommel In FutKhriftf.

Eben,

27).
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U
bed of rock (limestone for the
most part, with sandstone and granite in the
S.), which stretches across the N.E. corner of
Africa j then the sand which lies upon this, and
extends from the Arabian desert bills on the E. to
the Libyan range on the W.
lastly, the black
Nile mud, resting upon the sand in the centre of
the valley, and foriiung the highroad for the great
stream on which the prosperity of the country
de{ieiid8.
The number and dimensions of the
buildings erected at aU periods gave a high importance to the geological elements of the countrj-.
The limestone obtained near Memphis (Turrali)
furnished the material for the principal works of
the early periods. The great temples hi"her up
the valley, especially those of Thebes, are built of
sandstone, conveniently obtainable at Silsileh. Red
granite for statues, sarcophagi, etc., was worked
at the first Cataract (Aswftn) ; black granite and
diorite for similar purposes came from the eastern
desert (Ilamni.'iniat).
Alabaster, a favourite
material, usually for smaller objects, was quarried
opposite Dahshflr, or (a better quality) at Htnb, near
Beni-Uasan, whence it was extracted under the
earliest Dynasties.
In metals the Nile valley itself
is poor; those most valued come from abroad,
gold
in plenty from Nubia or the eastern desert ; silver,
which was rarer, probably from Cilicia ; copper
from Sinai, later also from Cyprus ; malachite and
lapis lazuli from Sin.ai and Mesopotamia.
Bronze,
familiar during all later epochs, was made with tin,
the provenance of which is uncertain, but which
was already used under the Gth Dynasty. Nor can
we tell whence iron, well known at any rate from
about 800 B.C., was obtained, though a limited
amount could be got from the western desert.
The course of the Nile through Nubia is hindered
by a succession of rocky barriers, the last or
northernmost of which— the first Cataract has
often been the political as it is the natural frontier
of Egypt.
Between the Cataracts and the Delta
the country is of a very uniform character. The
valley is extensive or narrow as the two hill-ranges
recede from or approach the stream. Its breadth
varies from about nine to four miles.
As the river
progresses northward, the hills gradually fall back
and the valley expands into the plain of the Delta,
across which the river makes its way by various
channels to the Mediterranean. Although the
surface-denudation recognizable at certain points
of the river's course and the petrified forests still
extant testify to very diU'erent climatic conditions at a remote geological period, it is unlikely
that during the five or six thousand )'ear8 of
historic Egypt there has been much change in the
aspect of the country.
By the opening of that
period the valley had been dried, the river-bed
raised, and the stream's course fixed practically to
are three

— the

__'pt

;

—

—

its

actual extent, though the

was greater than

number

of its inoutlis

it is to-d;vy.

History is concerned during the earlier periods
almost exclusively with the upper valley
the
Delta was evidently still but partially reclaimed,
though certain towns there are already met with
;

in the myths and in the earliest liiatory.
Phj-sical
contrasts are coincident with that divi.sion into
Upper and Lower Egy|)t which we find an establislied fact of the remutest historic times
already
the two kingdoms— for such undoubtedly tliey
once had been are united, each, however, retaining its own tutelary deity, and its independent
capital, Nlih (El-Kab) and liuto.
Beyond this twofold partition, Egypt appears
from the earliest times subdivided into a number
(about 22 in south and north resiiectively) of
Hiiialler districts (nomoH, from i-o^As), which become
later the basis of au administrative system, bnt
;

—

—
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which originated probably

in the vaguely defined
Bettlements of dilterent tribes. The lists of the
nomes are our chief source of topographical knowledge
but no full lists are preserved from early
periods, although several most ancient documents
;

(tomb of M(n, Pyramid texts) mention a few of
the nomes.

were held sacred from the earliest timesApis at Memphis, Mnevis at Heliopolis, Bacis at
Hermonthis.
Sheep were no doubt kept, but
occur rarely on the monuments. Varieties of the
long- and the spiral-horned ram were sacred. The
ass was the usual beast of burden, and was not
rivalled by the camel till a very late date.
It will
be remembered that in Gn 12'" (Abraham and
Pharaoh) and Ex y (Moses) camels are nevertheless mentioned
both by J as if known in Egypt.
ings,

In the later lists each nonie is perguardian deity, fetish, or emblem,
which serves as a kind of coat-of-arms.
nome
was held to be composed of four elements (1) the
metropolis, the seat of the tribal religion and The horse is likewise unknown in the older epochs
residence of the chief ; (2) the cultivated land
as it appears first after the Hyksos period, it is
(3) the canals by which the fields were fed witii
assumed to have been introduced by those inriver-water ; (4) the marshes which, rarely cul- vaders. The reference to Egyptian horse-breeding
tivable, served as a hunti ng-grou nd for the local
10^ should more probably be applied to
in 1
nobles.
The hieroglyphic -l-i-l-r which expressed some Asiatic country (Winckler, Altt. Unt. 173 A).
one of the words for 'nome,' is a testimony to The Egj'ptian name for the horse meant properly
some primitive irrigation system, representing as
a pair, and was due i)robably to its first employit does a canal-divided field, and the founder of
ment in the war-chariot. Foreign names, among
the 1st Dynasty is credited with the construction them Semit. did, once borrowed, became even more
of the great dyke which stUl protects the province usual.
The horse appears to have been seldom
of Gizeh from a too extensive inundation, while ridden.
Several breeds of dogs were known ;
his successors had all to occupy themselves with
some were valued for the chase. The names of
the regulation of the water, the cutting of canals, some breeds are preserved, and show that certain
and the satisfaction of local claims upon the Libyan (or Nubian ?) varieties were popular. The
benefits of proximity to the river itself.
Varia- cat, sacred to the goddess B'stt, was larger in
tions in the annual height of the inundation were ancient than in modem Egypt.
It figures in a very
no doubt carefully observed in the remotest ages
ancient solar myth {Book of the Dead, ch. 17). The
we know that they were recorded in the Cataract pig, except for its mention in the sacred books, is
district by the kings of the 12th Dynasty, and
not met with until late times. Of birds a great
at Kamak in later times.
number are depicted geese, ducks, herons of many
The Nile is not only the great fertilizer ; it is also, sorts; migratory birds, e.g. swallows, plovers,
now as formerly, the main highway.
hear quails. Eagle, vulture, hawk, and owl are among
relatively little of journej^s by road
locomotion the most constantly recurring hieroglyphics, while
was normally by water, either upon the river or the vulture, Iiawk, and ibis were sacred to proupon the subsidiary canals. The commonest words minent divinities, and were embalmed in numbers
for journeying implied the idea of sailing up or (in the base epochs) in the localities of which those
down stream. The dead were drawn to tlieir divinities were the patrons. It is remarkable that,
rock-cut tombs on boat-formed cars
the solar though hen-breeding is universal in Egypt to-day,
gods were thought to traverse the sky in a divine that bird was apparently unkno\vn to the ancients.
bark. Such roads as we do hear of are chiefly Of the larger reptiles the most important was the
those leading from the Nile across the desert
crocodile, now no longer to be met with below the
eastwards (from Coptos) to the Red Sea, west- Cataracts. There is a variety of snakes, the best
wards to the Natron Lakes, or southwards into known being the urceus, emblem of the patronthe Soudan.
goddess of Lower Egypt and hence of the king,
iii. Fauna.
The bones of sacrificial animals and the homed viper. From the importance and
from various periods, and countless animal mum- frequency in the earliest religious literature of
mies from the base epochs, might, if carefully charms against large snakes, it may be inferred
preserved and located, teach much as to the that their numbers and dimensions were once
ultimate homes of several species, while an exten- greater than they are at present.
sive knowledge of both the domesticated and wild
The texts show us several insects, notably the
animals might be had from the frescoes of the scarabmus -h^etXe, regarded, especially in later
tombs especially those of the Middle Kingdom. times, as a symbol of eternity and of the sun-god,
Each animal is there accompanied by its name, and the bee, associated in writing from the remotthough it is often difficult to find for these their est times with royalty in Lower Egypt.
modem equivalents. For the earliest times the
Fish are often represented. The most peculiar
hieroglyphic signs themselves would supply a is the oxyrrhynchus, the badge of the 19th nome
considerable list, giving evidence that the species of Upper Egypt.
Fish were much eaten some of
then known have since changed little. The lion is the oldest frescoes depict them speared in the
freouently depicted, though probably seldom met marshes, landed in drag-nets, and then split for
with until the desert had been reached. The lion drying while texts equally ancient tell of the
hunts recorded in the New Kingdom refer mainly to construction of fish-ponds.
Syria or Nubia, though Thutraosis rv. hunted lions
iv. Flora.
Egypt is remarkably poor in variety
in the neighbourhood of Memphis.
Leopards (or of vegetation. Many of the cultii ated plants most
panthers ?) seem to have been seen in the south
common now cotton, sugar, rice— are modem imelephants and giraffes were not unknown to those portations.
who traded on the Upper Nile jackals, then as
In prehistoric ages the valley was no doubt connow, were very familiar desert wolves and hyienas siderably wooded but to-day, with the exception
somewhat less so many kinds of antelopes were of the various palm species, trees occur only singly
well known. The hippopotamus, once commonly or in small groups. The representations of the
met in the river and hunted in the swamps, has by flora of trees especially in the frescoes, carvnow been driven far up the Nile. Of oxen various ings, or hieroglyphics are generally too far convenbreeds were kept the familiar long-homed species tionalized to be instructive. More can be learned
existed until the plague in the middle of the from extant remains of edible grains or funerary
present century.
Oxen are often represented floral wreaths (from the New Kingdom onwards),
ploughing or threshing.
Certain varieties, or or of woodwork (from all periods). From these it
rather individual members of certain varieties, is clear that the native vegetation has altered very
distinguished by peculiar, carefully sought mark- little during the course of history. The Egyptians
sonified
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were at all times ill oir for workable woods, and
were compelled where the stalks of river plants
would not serve to make the best of their own
BTcomore or acacia (the latter especially in the
older epochs), or to imiiort yew from C'ilicia (?) and
ebony from Nubia.
More than one Pharaoh of
the New Kingdom brought specimens of trees and
vegetables from Syria or the Ked Sea coasts, either
as curiosities or with a view to their propagation.

mid) is derived from Babylonia. It must be owned
that the oldest remains of Me.sopotainian civilization appear to exceed in antiquity aui' hitherto
brought to light in Egypt.
Most are agreed that, whatever be the case with
their forerunners, the Egyptians from the 3rd or
4th Dynasty onwards were not a negroid race
that they came, on the contrary, from Asia. But
the questions of their previous home there and the
route by which they reached the Nile, whetlier b3'
Bab el-Mandeb and Abyssinia or the Wady Hammamat and Coptos, or by the Syrian desert and the
Isthmus, are as yet unanswered. The route b.
Arabia-HainiiiAmat-Coptos has for it the eviilence
(a) of prehistoric remains at Coptos, pointing to a
people coming direct from the Ked Sea (6) of
certain facts physical resemblance, peaceful relations, and the ajiparently reverential attitude of
the Egyptians which have been held to point to
Ptont, I.e. the country about the southern end of
the Red Sea, as a former home of the race. To
this maj' be added the tradition that the founders
of the monarchy came from Tliinis, a town
not far distant from Coptos a tradition which
has been confirmed by the recent discovery
of the First Dj-nasty tombs in the same neighbourhood (Abydos).
No reminiscence has been
discerned in the literature of a prehistoric
immigration. The people apparently considered
themselves aborigenes, and called themselves
merely R6me(t),
men par excellence. Traces
of a stone age,
undeniable though compliby
cated
the long historic survival of flint-working, show that the country has been inhabited
since the Pliocene period.
Palaeolithic remains
are rare, but some half-dozen stations are said
to have been recognized.
Considerable evidence
has been adduced (though contested) to demonstrate a New Stone age. That a Hebrew writer
of the 6th or 7th
cent, speaks (Gn 10«) of

—

—

From

the nature of the soil, agriculture must
have been the main occujiation of the
population, and we learn from the monuments the

always

names

of several cereals, of which wheat and barley were the commonest, dhurah being well known
since the New Kingdom.
Gardens were laid out,
and much interest was shown in them since the

4th Dynasty. Many vegetables are represented
in the frescoes and as hieroglyphic signs, e.specially
the bulbous sorts onions, leeks, etc. (of. Nu xi. 5).
The vine was always largely cultivated, and from
the Delta came several famous wines of Greek and
Koman times. The fig, too, is early represented.
Many plants were valued medicinally, as can be
shown from the numbers occurring in the medical
works, notably in the Papyrus Ebers others were
nsed for dyeing. The most important of all plants
to the Egyptians was the papyrus, which, unknown
now in the Delta, grew there once in vast thickets
where the nobles hunted, and whence was obtained
the material, not only for writing, but also for
numerous other purposes, decorative and useful.
A« the papyrus became one of the pictorial
emblems of Lower Egypt, so the lotus was often
that of the southern country, although a sort
of water-reed seems also to have been so employed.
y. Ethnology.— The problem of the origin and
relationships of the Egj'ptian race is still unsolved.
Its solution is to be sought in the evidence of (I)
philology
(2) mytholoCTT
(3) physical anthropology and (4) material culture. Investigations
in these various fields have hitherto given results
partially discordant.
(1) The most ancient linguistic documents point to an undeniable though
already very remote relationship with the Semitic

—

:

;

;

;

languages (see below).

(2)

The divinities and myths

familiar to the earliest texts were, until recently,
accepted as ^owths of the Egyptian soil, the
inclination bemg to recognize in extraneous elements, if any, the influence of neighbouring African races.
Hommel indeed invites us to take
other considerations into account by pointing
out certain coincidences between the ancient
religions of Egj'pt and Babylonia.
Racial
(3)
types, SM depicted on the monuments, and the
measurements, etc., of mummies, have led to no
uniform results.
Formerly, anthropologists saw
in the sculptures and paintings one race, identical
with the Copts of to-day now they generally
discern various types among the most ancient
portraits, and seek on such evidence to distinguish
at least two races.
Few mummies remain from
the oldest epochs one of the most ancient is that
from MedQm, at present in the Koyal College of
;

—

—

Surgeons, London, and tliose from later times
point apiiarently to a short-skulled, while the
modem Egyi>tian is of a long -skulled typo. Probably the oldest group of remains (from Abydos,
1895-96) seems to point to a long-skulled, orthognathous, smooth-haired race but the type there is
not homogeneous, neither is that of ttie MedQm
mummies, and their relationship to the race of
historic Egypt is not yet clear.
(4) There is certainly evidence of African elements, whether due
to primitive kinship or to mere proximity, in some
branches of the material civilization, sucn as dress,
weapons, possibly circumcision.
On the other
hand, Hommel seeks to show that a very earlj'
form of religious or sepulchral architecture (pyra;

065

—

—

;

—

—
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'

'

Mizraira as related to Cush (Ethiopia), Put
(S. Arabia, Pumt), and Canaan, is not a fact of
much ethnological importance. By the earlier
annalist (i6.'") eight names mostly unidentifiable
are given which may preserve a then current
Hebrew view of Egypt's ethnological relationships.
vi. Lanquaoe.
The relative position of the

—

—

—

Egyptian language among its neighbours is a
question closely associated with that as to the
racial connexions of the people.
Our means of
comparison with the surrounding idioms are not
For the Semitic languages— for
of eqiial value.
the Mesopotamian dialects at least
we have
documents perhaps as ancient as any from Egypt.
For the Berber and Cushite languages of Africa
we can but infer from quite modern evidence the
linguistic conditions of earlier ages; and im this
important field, therefore, little has as yet been
attempted.
The lOgyptian language, together with certain
languages of Barbary, Nubia, and Abyssinia, used
to be regarded as forming one of the aistinct main
divisions of human speech now it is clear that
this isolating cla.ssilication cannot be justified.
The group is not independent. Since Benfoy's
attempt to demonstrate the affinity of the Egyptian and Semitic languages, his main contention
has received increasing confirmation, until it is no
longer possible to deny an originally very close
relationship— collateral rather than filial— betweev
the proto-IIamitic and proto-Semitic groups. The

—

;

atlinity

is

specially

prominent

in

grammatical

features common to both.
Of the.se the i>riiicipal
the same {;ender-endings, masc. w, fern, t
are
I
(2) an all but identical series of pronominal suffixes
(3) the use in both of a peculiar adjectival termination, 'nisbeli'; (4) identity in four or five ( f the
numerals (5) analogous treatment of the weali

—
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)

;

;

;

;
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of an old
verb and derivatives ; (6) the identity
perfect
form of Ejryp- verbal flection and the Sem.
prefixed
(8) the import(7) verbalnouns with
or
word
ance of a single accent-vowel in each
'construct
syntactical group, and the resultant
There is, moreBtate of the remaining vowels.
between the
over, to be noted the correspondence
some
Sem. and Egyp. consonants, extending to
(which embrace the
fifteen undoubted equations
more
important series K, i, \ V) «lso two or three
lack
which are almost certain.* h urther, the same
in
vowels,
of any written representatives of the
affinity is less
the vocabulary the case for Sem.

m

;

;

strong.

The number

of

Egyp. roots for which

into dxsam,
from the older epochs had then fallen
many employed later had not yet appeared.
obiect*signs are pictures of material

The

such o^je«t8.
natural and artificial,-^r of parts of
PrimarUy, each sign must have had for i.t« P'^o^^t
J
depicted. But
value merely the name of the object
for expr^sing
since no provision was thus made
needs of the
abstract Weas or the grammatical
signs had been
language, a secondary use of the
expressed by the
developed, and abstractions were
wluclithe
same signs as those material objecU of
tor
contained the identical consonants,

^

names

.^vritten by
is the picture of a rib
example,
' reach
is also spelt
the consonants sp r j the verb
written with the s'g" 'T;^:
s p r ; it. too, is therefore
unassisted of
Besides such signs as these, capable
many with
expressing complete words, there are
consonant
only the value of single syllables (i.e.
primitive
consonant). These are, no doubt
vowel
function,
word-signs which have lost their origmal
for the
and so become available as pure phonetics of the
still remoter stage
writing of longer words.
called by us
language is recalled by the 24 signs
representation
the 'alphabet,' and reduced from the
vowel) to
consonant
of 24 monosyllabic words (?
those forgotten
that of 24 consonants, the initials of
elements is to be
words. To these three phonetic
complementary.
added one purely ideographic and
'determinaTo avoid Ambiguities certain signs,
Babylonian and Chinese,
tives,' are added, as in

any
correspondents can reasonably be claimed in
element in
Sem. dialect is smaU the large Sem.
owes its prethe language of the New Kingdom
but mere v
sence, not to any primitive relationship,
time. 1 he bulK
to the political circumstances of the
non-Sem. type.
of Egyp. roots is of a decidedly
bera.
One of the most distinctive features of therootslanguages-the preponderance of trihteral
oldest
rate, not paralleled, even in the
is, at
sugEt^ptian documents, though it has been
to early
gested that the divergence here is due
anotlier
phonetic degeneration. Horamel offers
certain
explanation of the facts. By the aid of
institutes comvery potent phonetic laws he
Sumenan
parisons between a number of Egyp. and
an import
words, the latter being, in his view,
words in order to indiimmigration to phonetically written
dating from the prehistoric (Semitic)
to which such words
ideas
of
class
the
least cate
would be followed
from Mesopotamia. It is a question of at
age
or
dignity
Thus,
refer.
the roots
equal difficulty how large a proportion of
old man, strength or power
an
of
figure
the
by
negroid,
should be regarded as of African, i.e.
hand, literature or learnremoter, pre- by that of an armed
The absence of
orioin, and so as vestiges of a stiU
roll.
papyrus
a
of
that
by
ing
was
Semitic period, during which the valley
us ignorant of the correct
leaves
vowels
written
linwhose
peopled by an African race, part of
Egyptian words ; our "nly
amalgamated witn pronunciation of
vocalized f ore^m
guistic stock was subsequently
are the transcriptions in
Guides
that of the invading Asiatics.
.
_,
or Greek,-or in Coptic,
.u
lan<mages-cuneiform
trie
certainty
If it were possible to trace with
stage of Egyptian
we might whfch is but the youngest
Yet by these
genealogy of the hieroglyphic script,
in the Greek alphabet
expressed
of
birthplace
ixpect to find ourselves nearer the
merely approximate to the ,7-^^.^^^^°"
we
aiJs
ignore
not
do
the language. Hommel's theories
for that of the Old Kmgdom
came, he holds, of tlie later epochs ;
this problem ; the hieroglyphics
The Egyptians themselves
have no guide.
we
the
of
equipment
their intimacy
like the rest of the intellectual
did indeed, during the period of
true
were
this
If
feel the
Egyptians, from Mesopotamia.
with Asia (18th and following Dynasties)
be
nevertheless
would
and
it
vowel-transcnption,
of the script as a whole,
of
system
some
their origin in need of
the cuneiform
model.
ob^-ious that many of the signs had
their
aa
took
naturally
be met they
Africa; they represent natural objects, to
common use in Syria. Ihe
evident syllabary, already in
with only there. Be this as it may, it is
this influence they aimed at
under
which
vowels
systems had,
hierothat the Babylonian and Egyptian
a, i, and «, and for their
them, followed representing were
for ages before we first meet with
the signs for three approxirepresentation
glyphic
SimiJ"
wdely divergent lines of development. The former,
were selected.
materials had nite weak consonants
influenced by the nature of its writing
at later periods (the Persian
met
were
necessities
the
which
character
lost almost entirely the pictorial
Roman supremacies) by similar
the beginning Ptolemaic, and
of the
latter, on the contrary, retained from
though during these the elements
means,
conventionalizing,
osing
to the end of hUtoric times.
hieroglyphic system were speedily
ancient
il
inevitable
irregularity
abbreviating tendency was, of course,
originaf Values, and complete
their
but
any
to
put
foreign
a script so ponderous was to be
in the transcription of
But the abbre^aated already feigned as vowels.
occasional decorative uses.
consonants as well
'demotic
the
later
forms -first the 'hieratic,'
of the problems invii. CHROSOLOGY.-Many
side
await satisfactory
script— grew and found employment side by
volved in this subject still
wtiich
hieroglyphics,
the
with their prototypes,
Astronomical calculations combined
lolution.
sacred
for
suitable
held
have doubtless
to the end were alone
with the monumental evidence
literature or ornamental inscriptions.
dates of later epochs
the
fix
to
already
much
done
The signs in general employment during the but beyond the age of the New Kmsdora 't seems
for more
the Middle and earlier ^ew
classical period
impossible to fini ""animousaccept.ance
are estimated at about 500; some
Kingdoms
Mucli obscurity stiU
approximate dates.
;
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and a form of ft are without
Url'y nncertaln). The Egj-p- /
and « represent secondary forms of • i.
Bemitio equivalent*.
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T

by

methods employed
prevails as to the eras and
the Etrs'ptians in their calculations.
are-(l)
A The available Egj-ptian documents
or private
The li.sts of kings inscribed in temples
(at Aby^os Kartombs. The three most important
and 19, and
nak Sakkara) date from Dynasties 18 respectively^
and 47 kings

gh e the nam.; of 76, 61,
preserv^
Tombs and MSS of the same penodliave of namei
shorter

li«ts.

In such lists the sequence
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not always correct, nor

is more than a gelection
from the full series of past
kings given. They aupjjly no data as to lengtii of
reign.
(2) The lists in a dilapidated papyrus of
the Ramesside period at Turin, which probably
enumerated when complete all kings from the 1st
to the Uyksos Dynasty.
(3) Dates are found in,
or can be reckoned from, the annals inscribed in
the temples by certain kings, or incidentally in
the tombs of private persons. This is the most
reliable class of document, and the records in
private tombs are the sole contemporary source
for a chronology of the early Dynasties.
B. Of Greek writers, by far the most important
ia Manetho, a native priest, e. B.C. 250, whose
works are known only by the excerpts preserved
by Josephus, Africanus, and Ensebius, or by the

is

(political or ritualistic?)

Sothis period began in A.D. 139 enables us to fix its
preWous occurrences in B.C. 1322, 27H4, 4242, etc.
With tliese points for a basis, and taking into consideration the recorded Sothis ri.sings under kings
Mrnpth (Merenptah) and Amenophia I., Ed. Mahler
fixes the reign of Thutmosis III. at 1.503-144U.
He has, indeed, also calculated exact dates for the
remainder of the 18th and 19th Dynasties l>ut
results drawn from documents still often disputable
cannot be relied on. To such astronomical dates
Flinders Petrie has contributed 34 10 as the probable
commencement of the 6th Dynasty. The following
are selected dates, from those provisionally adopted
by Petrie,* Ed. Meyer, Mahler, and Steindorti (in
'Baedeker,' 1897):—
;

We

medium

panied the names.

Many

scholars have occupied tliemselves with
these Greek chronologists.
Hbckh sought to
demonstrate an astronomical era as the basis of
Lepsius appealed to the
Manetlio's calculations.
'
Sothis ' book,
which
a Christian forgery,
ascribed 35.55 years as total duration to the
Egyptian monarchy ; while, according to Unger,
Manetho'e system gave 5613 as the date of its
foundation.
Brugsch has attempted reckoning
from the basis of average length of generations
and reigns, and thus arrives at 4400 for the same
event.
Ed. Meyer lays stress cliielly on data as to
length of reigns actually recorded on the monuments, and has thus constructed a series of ' minidates,' i.e. dates bcluw whicli, at any rate,
the various periods could not be brought down ;
but C. Torr has since re-examined the monuments
with the result of a possible further reduction of

—

—

mum

Mever's figures.
I'he most important a.ssistance towards the establishment of indisimtable dates is derived from
astronomical calculations, based on the following
a.scertained facts as to the Egyptian calendar. The
Egyptians did not use a leap year. Consequently
in every four years a day was lost, and in 1400 years
these los.se» had resulted in aoomplcte shift of all
the nominal months througlumt the seiisonal year.
An absolute method of reckoninj,' couhl, however,
be obtained by observing the variation in the sun's
position.
Tins variation was gauged by the first
visible (heliacal) rising of Sothis (.Sirins), an event
which coincided with the beginning of the Inundation.
When the natural years, reckoned from
'

'

this point, amount to 14(10, that tottil is therefore
called a Sothis period.
The natural or Sothic year
was probably of importance to the Egyptians only
for agricultural ann ritualistic calculations but to
ns it is of great value.
For the known fact that a
;
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Petrie.

Meyer.

B.C.

B.C.

4777
3998
3410
2985
2778
2565
1587
1327

3180
2830
2530

Dynasty.

chronologista.
are
upon which his AlyvimaKi
was based ; presumably, he had at his disposal
documents far fuller and more reliable than any
now available, though his chronology of the remoter
periods can be proved much at fault.
Nor can we
judge how far ne manipulated his authorities to
suit his own views ; and it is, moreover, probable
that his Jewish and Christian abbreviators had
their own systems to harmonize with his statements.
The misfortunes inevitable in the long
transmission of such writings must also be considered in estimating their present value. The
lists appended to Alanetho's history divided the
Egyptian kings into 31 DjTiasties. The grounds
for such divisions are often ditlicult to appreciate ;
they do not always coincide with the divisions in
the Turin papyrus. The lists compiled by Eratosthenes, B.C. 275-194, in which pretended Greek
Interpretations of the royal names are jjiven, contain in reality many words which are but inaccurate
transcriptions of titles, formulae, etc., which accomof still later
ignorant of the sources
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I.

IT.

n.
XI.

xn.
Xin.

xvm.
XIX.

2130
1930
1530
1320

Mahler,
1575

XX.

1240
1089

XXI.
XXII.

1060
930
728
663
625

XXV.
XXVI.

xxvn.
XXX.

Stelndorff.

382
332
30

Macedonians.

Romans.

—

viii. History.
Modem historians conveniently
partition Manetho's series of 31 l)yna.sties into the
(a) the Old kinrjdom, Dyns.
following groups
:

Middle Kingdom, Dyns. xi.-xiii.
(d) the
Dyns. xviii.-xx.
(r) the New Kingdom,
(c) the EcsForeign Dominion, Dyns. xxii.-xxv.
toratlon, Dyn. xxvi.
(/) the Persian Supremacy,
Dyn. xxxi. Between these lie obscure, disturbed
periods, not assignable to any of the more distinctly

i.-vi.

;

(A) t/ie

;

;

;

;

defined groups.
(a)

Tlic

Old Kingdom.

— Although

nothing

is

known

of the history of the earliest I'haraohs,
the tombs of the 1st and 2nd Dynasties have
lately been discovered at Abydos (Om cl-Gu'.ib),
the legendary cradle, it will be remembered, of
Unfamiliar royal names of the
the monarchy.
same remote age have come to light somewhat

south (Negadeh);t while the so-calleil
cemetery the remains of a very rude
stage of culture in the latter locality, is regarded
In
as dating from at least as distant a period.
Greek times legends could still be collected, attributing to some of these early kings notable
achievements, such as the first damminfj of the
river, the establishment of a certain divine cult,
or the regulation of succession to the throne to
others, some memorable experience a devastating
plague, or an earthquake.
It is to be reiiiembered that, while the first
historic Dynasty and that of demigods which preceded it are said to be native to Upper Egypt, the
legends of the still remoter Dynasty of gods are
the great gods were at
localized in the North
home first in Heliopolis and the Delta. This iniiv
point, it is said, to a racial contrast which. Mowever strong at first, was early obliterated. One ol
farther
'

New Race

—

'

—

;

—

;

* So far aa yi-t published see Hutory, voU. L iL
the miniinuin dntea referred to above.
I See jUg. ZeiUchr. xxxv. 1 0.
;

;

Meyer's

u«

—
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the prehistoric races had occupied districts about
the river's mouth ; another that, perhaps, to which
had
the rude monuments at Coptos are due
arrived in the upper valley, and one of its chiefs,
attaining, we may suppose, at Abydos, or more
properly Thinis, to a position of supremacy, had
been able to extend tnence his power down the
river, settling near the later Memphis, subduing
or absorbing the Delta tribes, and finally identifying himself with the religion of the district
which became thenceforth the state religion of
Relics of a possibly pre - dynastic
tne nation.
nwnarchy can be traced in archaic survivals in the
but
titles, functions, dress, etc., of the later kings
of the people ruled by these primitive Pharaohs,
or of the limits of their domains, little can as yet
be said. Interments, flints, pottery, regarded by
some as prehistoric, are by others assigned to far

the gigantic but barren erections of earlier reigns i
for in it are inscribed the most aricient texts of all
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—

—

;

later ages.

History properly so called opens with Dyn. 3.
Yet here still we have knowledge of only one or
two out of half a dozen kings. Some fragments
on which the name of Nbk' (Nebka) occurs are
Dsr (Zezer), his sucheld to belong to his time
;

cessor, in all probability built (possibly usurped)
the step-pyramid of Sakkara. He was a monarch
of some power, for he extended his activity to
tlie mines of Sinai, where his name is found, and
The
Ills cult was reWved at quite a late epoch.
Dynasty closes (or the next begins) with a better

known King, Sn/noSoris, whose name survives on
numerous monuments, the most important bein^
He, too, exploited
his pyramid-torab at MedHm.
the Sinaitic copper, not, however, as his inscriptions there show, until he had crushed the hostile
nomads of the neighbourhood.
The tombs of
several of his nobles are extant In the cemeteries
of Abusir, Dahshur, and Medflm. The 4th Dynasty
has left a memorial more indelible than that of
any that followed it ; for the successors of Soris
built as their tombs the three great pyramids of
Gizeh. Their relationships to Soris and to one
another are uncertain. Some close blood connexion
can be argued from genealo^es in contemjjorary
tombs and from later tradition.
Hwfw-Cheo^s,
/r/V'-Chephren, and iWnA:'M>r'-Mykerinus appear
have
their
energies
chiefly
fo
spent
on the conWith this object
struction of their pyramids.
they brought granite from Aswfln and alabaster
from quarries near Tel el-Amarna. Cheops, however, continued the work in Sinai, and built in the
Delta (Tideh and Bubastis). Indeed we learn from
the inscriptions of Mtn (Methen), a magnate of the
time, that the Delta was already, at any rate in
part, reclaimed and worked for the crown by great
functionaries.
Of the remaining three or four
kings of the Dyna.sty, one at least is known to
have built a pyramid. The great Sphinx is usually
attributed to this period, though it possibly belongs
to a considerably later age.
The relative scarcity
of remains of the 4th Dynasty probably points to
the small development of the custom of building

monumental tombs.
Tradition regarded the 5th Dynasty as a new
family, possibly as one of usurpers.
One legend
probably not without interested motives ascribes
to it an origin half-priestly, half-divine, and places
its home in the neighbourhood of Heliopolis
elsewhereitiscalled native to Elephantine. The Dynasty
jonsisted of some nine kings, mostly little more
now than names ; for we know of no achievements
more remarkable than work in the mines of Sinai
or Hammftmat and a trading expedition down the
coasts of the Red Sea. The pyramids of all but
one of the kings are identified mostly at Abusir.
That of IKni'-s-Onnos, the last of the Dynasty, is at
Sakkara, and, though smaller than most tombs of
Us class, is to us of much greater importance than

—

;

—

Egyptian literature (see below).
The 6th Dynasty, in its widespread activity
abroad and at home, is a strong contrast to its
forerunner.
Inscriptions of its kings meet us in
all parts of Upper and Lower Egypt, as well a.'' in
Sinai and the desert quarries. And now, moreover, we may read in the earliest of narrative inscriptions those of IKni (Una) and J^r^icf (Herkhuf), the generals and ambassadors of kmgs Ppy
(Pepy) I. and Mrnr (Merenera) of expeditions

—

—

against both the Syrian and Nubian barbarians.
These resulted, indeed, in little but booty and
conciliatory presents from the tribes over whon.
a temporary victory could probably be achieved
with little trouble, by the (at least partially) disciplined troops of Egypt.
One of the latter kings
of this Dynasty, Ppy II., sat longer on the throne
than any monarch in the world's history native
and Greek documents assign him a reign of over
90 years.
We know not under what circumstances the 6th
Dynasty had reached the throne, whether through
some blood claim or by vi'olence, nor do we know
amidst what events its rule closed. Evidently,
however, it had no peaceful end. The last of its
kings are but empty names, and indeed in the
latter years of Ppy II. complete obscurity surrounds the political and social existence of Egypt.
When, some two or three centuries later, that
obscurity is dissipated, the country has assumed a
new face, the capital is no longer at Memphis, the
centre of gravity is several hundred miles farther
;

—
—

south.

The outward characteristics of the Egyptian
polity show little change under the 3rd, 4tli, and
5th Dynasties. The southern and northern kingdoms, bound together, it has been said, in a sort
of personal union, each retains to some extent its
separate organization, although important offices,
once proper to one or other of them, are often
found united in the hands of a single functionary,
just as the official nomenclature of the P!iaraoh
combined the royal titles of both South and North.
The king is omnipotent ; his ministers a mere
bureaucracy are members of the royal house or of
the great territorial families. The ancient division
of the country into nomes forms the basis of an
elaborate financial and judicial administration, yet
controlled by the court through officials dependent
on the central government, by whom the royal
dues are collected and legal questions settled
independently of the local authorities. But as
time goes on, and (as we may infer) weak rulers
succeed the strong, the old provincial independence
reasserts itself, and the nomarchs begin to mov«
beneath the weight of central despotism. One of
the first signs of this decentralizing tendency is
the growth of the custom of burial, now no longer
at Memphis, beside the king, but at home, in the
cemeteries of the provincial capitals, at Akhmim,
Abydos, Thebes, Elephantine, and elsewhere.
The court of the nomarch was modelled \\\mn that

—

—

of the king ; its officials grew in number, its
militia in strength. The kings of the 6th Dynasty
are left surrounded only by courtiers and placemen ;
the magnates seem to have withdrawn, and to be
ready, when opportunity offers, to reassert the
primitive independence of their position.
The period between the6th and the 1 1th Dynasties

one of the most obscure in Egypt's history yet
complete dearth of monuments can scarcely be
fnrtuitous.
Manetho localizes the 7th and 8th
Dynasties still at Memphis, and we may indeed
suppose tliat there was no sudden break with the
past.
The provincial nobles could only gradually
assert their strength, and the Pharaohs alill
is

tlie

;

I

—

—
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reigiied, at least nominallj-.in their ancient capital.
of these kinjrs we know nothing, scarcely
Possihly they were, in later times,
their names.

veins
their portraits show features singularly
dillerent from the accustomed type of the age.

But

regarded

certain
tombs (ElBersheh) appear to reach back to their
times, and show how the nomarchs already

as

Genealojries

usurpers.

in

flourished. The succeeding DjTiasties, the 9th and
10th, would be equally unknown were it not for
the inscriptions of Siut, whose princes record their
participation in the struggle of the petty Dynasty
of Ueracleopolis (Ahnas) against 'the South.'

The

9th ana 10th Dynasties are indeed currently
ascribed to Heracleopolis, while subsequent events
make it evident that by the South is here meant
the principality of Thebes. Tliat town had been
the seat of a noble family under the 6th Dynasty
and while the royal power had grown weak, tiie
Theban nomarchs had nursed their strength, till
at lengtli, having overcome the Heradeopolites,
they by degrees re-established unity and order.
The claims of these
(0) the Mittdle Kingdom.
first Theban Pharaohs
the Utli Dynasty to be
the legitimate successors of the Memphite kings
were recognized in their own and future genera'

'

;

—

—

—

Their number and sequence isnotclear. They
bear alternately the names Mntw/itp (Mentuhotep)
and /«(/( Intef), though it is pretty certain this does
not imply the imdisturbed succession of one family.
The ro^'al honours were not attained by the first
member of the series, who bears merely the title
of nomarch
the kingly titles are assumed by his
successors.
One at least of them Mntwhtp III.
had a long reign, and left evidence of his power
from the Cataracts to the Delta. Another records
a trading expedition on the Ked Sea as well as
quarrying work in the eastern desert.
Whether the 12th Dynasty succeeded the 11th
without disturbance is not certain. It gave to
Egypt seven of the most active, powerful, and
long-lived of her kings, and seems in every sense
to have been worthy of the admiration bestowed
tions.

;

after ages.
To /mnm/t'<-Amcnemes I.
fell the task of completing the work of union and
pacification initiated by his predecessors.
The
magnates of Middle Egypt (lieni-Hasan) have
recorded his intervention to settle local disputes
as to territory on tlie basis of former arrangements,
and to confirm his faitliful vassals in their possessions.
Elsewhere we read of revolts suppressed
and of conquests abroad. Indeed, Egypt had now
for the first time a royal house whose aspiration it
was to extend the frontiers of their dominions.
It is true that booty or tribute were still the chief
inducements to war ; but the campaigns were now
upon a larger scale, the enemies attacked more
distant, and the results of victory more lasting.
The energies of the kings were turned chiefly
southward, towards the gold mines of Nubia. That
country, once subdued, mainly by the exertions of
Wsr(fn (Usertesen) III., was to be held by means of
fortresses, of which two can still be traced beyond
the second Cataract. All E^'ypt contains scattered
remains of the building activity of the 12tli Dyna.sty,
whoso kings resirled in various cajiitals the earlier
in Tliebes, where the nucleus of the Amon temiile
dates from their time, and jiossibly at Memphis

on

it

in

—
—

—

;

the la*«r, in tlie Kayyflm, where Amencmes III.
built the most colossal of Egyptian funerary
temples, known in later ages as the Labyrinth,
and where he utilized an extensive natural lake
(L. Moeris) to fertilize the whole district.
The
custom of burial in pyramids, maintained on a
modest scale by the 11th Dyniusty at Thebes, was

by their successors, who built largo
tombs of this cla.ss near Memphis (Lislit, Turrali,
Dahshur) or in the Fayyrtm (Illahun, llawarah).
There are grounds for sujiposing the later kings of
the Dynasty to have hml foreign blood in their
carried on
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:

The

internal history of the middle kingdom is the
history of the development of the decentralizing
tendencies which had their rise in the conditions

The development can ba
tombs of the noble families
buried at Beni- Hasan, El Bersheh, Siut, and
Aswftn. The nomes of Middle and Upper Egypt
are the centres of interest, each of them in the
hands of a family of which the genealogy can, in
some cases, be traced back to the Old Kingdom.
The nomarchs were still, however, under certain
obligations to the central power.
Hut the crown
was no longer in the position of irresponsible
despotism which it had enjoyed in furmer times.
Its powers were restricted on all sides by the
growth of the provincial resources. The nomarchs,
some of whom by judicious marriages had become
lords of several provinces at once, had their own
courts, ofticials, and levies, though the latter were
of the 6th Dynasty.
traced in the inscribed

-

apparently at the king's disposal for external wars.
So far, however, as we can judge, the country
sufTered little as yet from these conditions.
The
age of the Middle Kin<jdom, though differing rather
in degree than in kind from that of the Memphite
Dynasties, was one of probably greater material,
artistic, and literary wealth, and appeared, not
undeservedly, to succeeding generations as a
golden age.
The obscurity which gradually follows the extinction of the 12tli Dynasty is no less impenetrable
than that which follows on the Dynasties of the
Old Kingdom. On some sides, indeed, the decline
is scarcely perceptible
the outward aspect of the
kingdom is little changed the southern conquests
;

;

are maintaineii, commerce on the Red Sea continues, and the art of the period does not fall far
short of the high standard lately set.
But of the
individual Pharaohs of the 13th Dyna.sty we know
scarcely anything of those of the 14th, absolutely
nothing.
The former series, with the n.ames
(.iniong others) of Sblchtp (Sebekhotep) and Shkms'f
(Sebekemsef), is localized in Thebes the latter in
Chois, an obscure Delta town, though it is quite
possible that the Theban tradition was beiuL' uplield
by a contemporary Dynasty in the soutli. The
whole interval, inaeed, between the 12th and 17th
Dynasties may have been occupied by the struggles
of rival houses, each claiming legitiiutate rights to
the throne, yet none strong enough to vindicate its
;

;

claims permanently.

We

QO not know at what point in

period of some

this

dark

years the internal troubles
were first complicated by foreign invasion. The
name of one of the kings lussigned to this time is
regarded as evidence for an Ethiopic supremacy
on the other hand, there is perhaps ground for
placing here one of the frequent Libyan inviision.s.
Of trustworthy contemjiorary documents there is
the Turin papyrus and the
a complete dearth
Mancthonian fragments are our sole authorities.
In Manetho's arrangement these two obscure
Dynasties are followed by two more of which still
yet they are of greater interest, for
less is known
they are drawn from those foreign invaders who by
this tiiue had subdued at least a part of northern
150

;

;

;

Kgj'pt,

and

whom Manetho names

?pl. 'tKovaauii).

The

Ilyk.sos ('Tuffuir,
racial position of this people

unknown. Their Greek = Egyptian) name
means merely 'Sheikhs of the (south Syrian) Bedawin,' ' and it has been supposed that they consisted of mixed hordes, partly Semite, partly of
some other race. Another hypothesis, Wseil on
the fact that the worship of Swtli (Set) was common
to Ilyksos and Hittites, and on the occurrence in
is still

* ThL> kIo^ *Hlu-plRTcl' for i'nB \t
later period of thu lariKuuge.

(

demonstnMe

only at a

far

;
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cnneifonn documents of ^y'n (Khyan) as a Hittite
kinp's name, while his namesake in Egypt is regarded as a Hyksos king, would make of Ilyksos
and Hittites one race.
From the language we
ean draw no arguments, for we know notlimg of
it save a few Greek transcriptions of the royal
names. Nor can we appeal to the portraits of the
kings
for the Sphinxes, etc., formerly regarded
as sucli, are now held by many to belong rather
to the latter kings of the 12th Dynasty.
Asiatics had undoubtedly been crossing the
frontier for ages past ; but only in small numbers.
Now they appear to have made a much more
formidable onslaught upon the eastern Delta, and,
after slaying, plundering, and burning, to have
established themselves there in a dominant position.
The events which had produced this southward migration from Asia are quite unknown
possibly, the contemporary attack of Elam on
Mesopotamia gave the immediate impetus.
Egypt was weak, and the earlier at least of the
Hyksos princes were strong rulers and though
resistance was persistent farther south, northern
Egypt remained in their hands for two or three
;

;

centuries, possibly longer.
They resided in the
eastern Delta, in the fortress of fftw'rt-Kvtma or
at P'nt Tanis (Zoan), where they soon so far
assimilated Egyptian civilization that the remains
of their work is indistinguishable from that of
the native kings.
(c) The New Kingdom.
Just as the disorders of
a former period had been ended by the energy or
fortunate position of the Theban nomarchs, so
now resistance to the Hyksos oppression centred
at Thebes, which may even itself have suffered at
their hands, since traces of them have come to
light still farther south.
Their expulsion necessitated a Ion" struggle, and they probably only
finally quitted the Delta many years after being

—

driven from Upper E^ypt.
The 17th Dynasty,
which began the war or liberation, seems for some
time to have been contemporarjr with the Hyksos
kings.
It is, however, only of its later members
that we have any knowledge. There is preserved
from this period the autobiography of an Egyptian
officer, /'A»/is-Amosis, who took part in the war,
and from it we learn that, Avaris having been
captured, the foreigners were not merely expelled
from Egypt, but pursued into S. Palestine and
their stronghold (or, perhaps, place of temporary
retreat) Sharuhen (Jos ig") taken.
The military expeditions here described are the
first-fruits ol a new tendency in the history of the
nation. The art, language, and social organization
of the early period of the New Kingdom bear a
close resemblance to those of the age that had
sunk in the obscurity of the Hyksos invasion.
Indeed, that the change had been so slight may
be an argument for the relatively short duration
of the foreign occupation. But the political history of Egypt, with the rise of the new Theban
Dynasty, begins to follow a new course. Instead
of a nation content with victories over the wild
tribes of Nubia and the Soudan, both kings and
people a[)pear now to be eager for conquest among
races of quite other attainments, in the arts both
of jieace and war.
The nations of Syria had not,
so far as we know, seen an Egj'ptian invasion
since that conducted by IVni (Gth Dynasty).
The
Pharaohs of the New Kingdom, however, mitiated
into Asiatic warfare by tiie circumstances of the
Hyksos expulsion, soon came to regard such campaigns—aggressive now as their most important
occupation.
But first they set about the reconquest of Nubia, and before long carried their
bouthem frontier as far as DongolaTlie decisive strokes in the war of liberation
irere fought under the first king of the 18th

—

F hms- Amoais, who seems to have been
the lineal descendant of his predecessors.
The
relationships and sequence of the kings and queens
the latter, heiresses in their own right who
followed him are much disputed. His son and
successor, /mnA/ln-Amenophis I., was a king of no
great political importance, though popularly revered, as we see from his special deification in
later times.
His chief occupation was the reorganization of the Nubian dependencies. He was
Dynasty,

—

—

foUowed by his son, Dhwtims-Thutmosis I., though
this prince's succession was only legitimized by
marriage with a half-sister, the direct heiress.
Whether he was the father of his three successors
Th. II., Th. III., and queen JTtipstot (Hatasu)
or only of Th. II. and tlie queen, Th. lU. being
a generation farther off, it is difficult to decide.
The queen, though certainly daughter and heiress
to Th. I. and wife of her brother Th. II., may
have been either half-sister or aunt (and stepShe was, at any rate, a
mother) to Th. ni.
princess of strong character, and a very important
factor in the politics of the time, acting at least
once as co - regent and, during the minority of
have evidence,
Th. III., rulin" on his behalf.
however, in the successive erasure of these royal
names upon the monuments, that, whatever was
the sequence of the changes of rule amon<; them,
such changes were not made in any spirit of niendly
acquiescence. Queen Iftipswt never really reigned
alone, though for years, whether owing to the
insignificance or youth of the king, the fortunes of
the country were in her hands. Beyond the proofs
of her activity recorded at Deir el-Bahri (Thebes),
we know little of the direction her energies took.

We

The Hyksos were no doubt not yet completely
expelled, and there is again mention of a Nubian
campaign. The event of which we know most,
however,

is

her expedition to Pwnt,

i.e.

the Somali

Her fleet had, like its predecessors from the
Gth Dynasty onwards, solely a commercial object.
Pwnt (Punt), the Land of the Gods,' the home of
coast.

'

the 'bearded' people,* w.as rich in frankincense,
and a market for ebony, ivory, and panther skins.
Beyond the vast temple, on whose walls tlie expeclition is depicted, tlie queen found opjiortunity
to build also in other quarters of Thebes, and
erected at Kamak the loftiest (with one exception)
of extant Egyptian obelisks.
Left free liy the death or final retirement of
H'tSpsivt, Thutmosis III., who had already reached
the age of thirty, at once set about a campaign
in Syria wliicli culminated in a great defeat at
Megiddo of the confederated Syrian princes, who
fortliwith recognized the Pharaoh as overlord, and
professed themselves, Avith more or less sincerity,
the vassals of Egypt. Not, however, that one
campaign sufficed to ensure this condition of things.
During twenty years Thutmosis III. himself led
some fifteen expeditions into Syria, where the
witlidrawal of his armies was repeatedly the signal
His
for a rising among the subjugated states.
most distant vassals at the time of his death were
in the neighbourhood of Mt. Amanus and the
upper Euphrates; lie was suzerain of the Canaanite
plain antl coasts and of the Amorite hill-country,
while Egypt's 'sphere of influence' en) braced, moreover, the isles of the Great Sea,' i.e. the yEgean
islands, as well as Cyprus, the nearer parts of
Asia Minor, and the Hittite territory around
'Tribute' is recorded
Kadesli (on the Orontes).
from Assyria, though here, as often elsewhere, the
annalist probably refers but to propitiatory gifts,
which indicated a desire to stand well wnth the
powerful invader. The Nubian dependencies were
'

*

So W. Max

siniana.

Uiiller, Z.

Au. zL

82,

and not

c«»Ju>.

Abys

;
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extended in this reign as far sonth as Gebel
Baikal and probably far across the Soudan, wbile
we hear, too, of campaigns against the Libyan
nomads. Thutmosis III. wa.s not less active as a
boilder than as a warrior his architecture meets
nfl on all hands.
In every considerable town he
built or enlarged a temple, as at Thebes, wliere
he surrounded the central shrine of Amon with
extensive halls and corridors. His name, engraved
on scarabs, etc., is more frequent than that of any
other king, and seems, in later ages, to have been
regarded as a talisman.
He was succeeded peacefully by his son, Amenophis n., whose long reign is not remarkable.
His
father's enerjn- had secured, for the time, the Syrian
conquests.
Nubia seems to have occupied him
somewhat more, and from his reign date the most
southerly of Egyptian monuments (Ben-Naga).
The reign of the next king, Thutmosis IV., was
hort and still less remarkable. There were occasional demonstrations of supremacy to be made in
Syria and Nubia, and tributes of respect to be paid
to the gods by some additions to their temples.
That the contact with Asia was already of influence is shown by this king's marriage with a
princess of J/fn-Klitanni, the then leading power
oeyond the Euphrates.
Amenophis III. sat for thirty-five years on liis
father's throne.
He seems to nave been still able
without much exertion to maintain abroad the
position he inherited, for we hear nothing of Asiatic
and but once of Nubian campaigns. Extensive
building and much observance of religious cere-

out the remains of the great palace and temple
which Amenophis, no longer content to reside at
Thebes, had built at el-Amama in Middle Egypt.
Place and personal names were changed, in accordance with the reformed cult; the new residence
was called Horizon of the Sun,' the king took
the name //in i7n (Khuenaten), 'Spirit of the Sun,'
the names of his wife another princess of Mitanni
and his own cousin and daughters being likewise
altered.
There has been much speculation as to
the king's personality, owing to the wide divergence between his youthful and mature portraits.
The peculiar, almost deformed, type of the latter
has been thought in some way connected with the
religious change.
It is scarcely likely that the
very similar portraits of his courtiers are due to
more than imitative Hattery.
On the death of the reformer-king, he was prosuinably interred in the great tomb hewn for him
at el-Amama.
His courtiers had planned to lie
around him there but only some of them were
destined to complete their tombs. For in a short
time it was clear that the schism had depended
on the energies of its originator with him dead,
the ancient religion quickly rea-sserted itself. His
two sons-in-law, who succeeded him, were not the
men to resist the reaction which, within twenty
years of Amenophis' death, was complete, and left
the 18th Dynasty to end its course where it had
begun it, at Thebes.
The most conspicuous results of the intercourse
with Asia of which the 18tli Dynasty had witnessed the growth, are naturally seen in the
military character of the age, the new basis on
which the army was levied,— dependent no longer
on the feudal nomarchs, but immediately on the
king, and the new methods of warfare taught by
the introduction of the hitherto unknown horse
and chariot into Egypt. The gradual extinction
of the nomarchs an effect perhaps of civil warimplied a corresponding exaltation of the crown
their lands seem mostly to have passed into the
king's hands. Conquest gave to the new monarchy a prestige and resources (treasure and slavelabour) which placed it in a position of hitherto
unattained magnihcenco. The country became, as
under the early Dynasties, filled with royal officials
and favourites, who soon rose to form a new nobility
a royal tax was levied upon all land, and
royal justice administered by mixed courts of

ftlao

;

—

—

mr<nies are for us, at least the characteristics
ol the reign.
At tliis period of the 18th Dynasty
the royal marriages are among the most significant
and infiuentiol in Egj-ptian history. Amenophis
III., himself possibly the son of his father's foreign
wife, took into his harem Kirgip' (cuneif. GUuhipa), another daughter of the house of Mitanni,
while we know that among his wives was al.so a
Babylonian princess. He had, moreover, already
married a lady named Tiji, who may or may not
have been of foreign parentage, but who, at an^
rat«, took a prominent share in the public life
both of her husband and son. It is thought, indeed, that Amenophis IV. was influenced by his
mother towards those reforms in the state religion,
initiated a few years after his accession, which
have left to his name a peculiar interest. (See
below.)
The marriages, domestic relations, and foreign
history of this period can be followed in exceptional detail owing to the records dei>osited at
el-Amama, where a portion of the correspondence
between the Egyptian court and its allies, envoys,
and vassals in Syria lay stored until its discovery
1887.
The correspondence was almost wholly
in the Babylonian language,
clearly the diplomatic
medium of the age, though the writers were not,
with one or two exceptions, Babylonians. Some
of the letters are from the kings of Mitanni, but
in

—

—

most are from the Syrians entrusted with the
government of the subjugated provinces. Those
letters which belong to the reign of Amenophis
HI. show a condition still of peaceful allegiance to
Egypt and respect for its king. Those, however,
dating from his son's reign bear witness to the
defection of the vassals and speedy loss of the
Asiatic empire, which resulted from the neglect
and incapacity of the suzerain power. Amenopliis
rv. was t'Kj fully engrossed at home to spend time
or money upon external afTairs.
Although this king reigned for some seventeen
years, there is nothing recorded of him beyond his
religious activity.
1 he religious revolution was
accompanied by an ephemeral, though for the
time complete, revolution in art, traceable through-
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—

;

;

—

—
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and priests. The Asiatic vassal-provinces
were governed chiefly by native viceroys, whom
the Egyptian court controlled by means of envoys.
Nubia and part of S. Egypt were entrusted to
an official known as the Prince of Kush.' The
evils of the irresponsible security attained by the
capacity and fortune of the earlior Pharaons of
the New Kingdom and those resulting from their
close alliance with the all-jjowerful priesthood,
become visible first under the following Dynasty.
otncials

'

Whether //rm/i6-Armais be reckoned the hist
king of the 18th or the first of the 19th Dynasty,
it is he who really initiates the new epoch.
The
disturbance for which Amenophis iv. had been
responsible could not be quieted without vigorous
reorganization, and this was the main work of
Armais, a strong ruler, and probably already acting
regent when called by his patrons, the priests of
Thebes, to the throne. Beyond reconstructive
work at home, we hear of one Asiatic war in
which the principal enemy is the Hittite power,
now advanced southward (probably from the
Armenian highlands) and making havoc among
Egypt's allies and vassals in N. Syria. It is
uncertain whether this reign saw a treaty between
Armais was followed by the
tliem and Egypt.
first of the famous Ramesside Pharaohs who ruled
But
Egypt during the following 200 years.

—

;
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I. died after a short and uneventhil reign,
and his son Sti/Sethds was the first whose liands
were free enough at home to allow of any real
attempt to regain abroad the ground of late lost.
Yet now even SethOs was unable to do more than
assure his hold upon such districts as the Hittites
had not already annexed.
A march through
Palestine to the Orontes and back by the Phoenician coast overawed Bedawins and Canaanites
but he made no fresh conquests, and finally came
to terms \vith the Hittite king, who was to be
suzerain from the Lebanon northwards, while
Palestine remained in allegiance to E^pt. Nubia,
Libya, and, with the last, the ^Iediter^anean
pirate hordes who now begin to appear on the N.
and W. for the first time, were like\vise chastised
or repelled but most of the reign must have been

legitimate Ramesside descent, left the throne to hia
son, Ramses III., whose reign lasted over 30 years.
During its first decade, three formidable attacki
from without had to be repelled two by Libyan
coalitions, and one by a host of the northern maritime invaders, whom the wealth of Egypt had
more than once attracted under former kings.
This time, however, they approached the eastern
Delta by land through SjTia as well as by sea, and
it was only after a destructive battle at the frontier
fortress of Magdolos that they were repulsed.
The hold of each successive Pliaraoh upon the
Asiatic provinces was growing weaker, and it is
doubtful how far the authority of Ramses III. was
effective there, even though the Hittite empire
had long been dissipated. At home the king's t ranquUlity was broken by a widespread and mysterious
conspiracy, originating in the palace, and suppressed with great severity. Otherwise, the reign
appears to have been peaceful. The king's chief
ambition was the imitation in all points of his
ancestor, Ramses II.
The wealth of^ the country
was enormous. The king lived the life of a selfindulgent despot, while the real power was with
the Tlieban priests and^ the foreign mercenaries
mainly Libyans and S'rdin', i.e. Sardinians, of
whom the latter had already served the Pharaohs
of the preceding Dynasty.
Ramses III. was followed by a series of his sons
and grandsons, who each bore the name of Ramses.
Under their weak rule Egypt finally lost her
Syrian dependencies, and lett them open to the
conquests of Assyria. Each king seems to have
been principally occupied with the preparation of
a vast rock-tomb (BIban el-Muldk), and meanwhile
the ascendency of the priests of Amon grew always
greater, until ^rhr (Herhor), who had already
added to the office of chief priest the principal
political and military titles, felt strong enough to
mount the throne and thus put an end to the
Ramesside rule. The Ramesside Pharaohs had,
with even greater resources at their command, rarely
displayed the capacity or vigour of the 18tli Dynasty, and the nation "had readily relapsed into the
unwarlike apathy and distaste for foreign intercourse which had marked its earlier history. Mercenary troops became therefore the only means of
retaining a nold on the foreign provinces, and the
king grew more and more completely the tool of the
military leaders. On the other hand, the recent
triumph of orthodoxy had further strengthened
the position of the priesthood, on whom royal piety
heaped untold quantities of treasure, the product
of the foreign trioutaries. The great offices of state
in the hands of a mere bureaucracy were effective
only in tilling the royal treasury, while the population at large was starving and discontented.
But the 21st Dynasty
(d) The Foreign Dominion.
does not, according to Manetho, consist of the
The legitimate
priestly successors of Ifrhr.
Pharaohs he held to be the Tanite princes (S'mntwSmendes, P'«6Vnn<-Psousennes, etc.) who rebelled
against this usurpation, and were acknowledged
Befirst in the North, then also in the Thebaid.
fore long the rival families intermarried and so
and
sequence
restored unity but their relationships
are not clearly ascertained. On the monuments
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;

spent peacefully, as the king's colossal monuments
at Thebes and Abydos testify.
His son, Ramses il. the best known of Egyptian
Pharaohs, because the most industrious in recording his own glory,— succeeded young, and reigned
Of these the first score were occupied
for 67 years.
in the war with the Hittites, till it became eviaent
that a peace, similar to that of the last rei^,
could alone end a struggle in which neither side
was strong enough to retain the mastery. An
alliance, oU'ensive and defensive, was at the same
time concluded and cemented, some years later, by
a marriage. The war had been signalized by at
in Avliich
least one great battle that at Kadesh,
prodigies of valour are ascribed to the king. But
the position of Egypt in Asia, as defined by the
peace of the king s 21st year, wai far inferior to
that attained two centuries earlier by Thutmosis
III.
Instead of the frontier at the Euphrates and
Mt. Amanus, Ramses II. had to be content with
one which crossed the Lebanon about Beirflt. As
a means of controlling Phoenicia and Palestine, he
erected a series of forts across the desert, while
strengthening various Delta towns (cf. the Hebrew
tradition of ' Pithom and Raamses,' Ex 1"), and
choosing for his favourite residence Tanis (Zoan),
a much more apt centre than Thebes for the
direction of operations in Syria.
After the Hittite peace, Ramses ll. appears to
have devoted himself principally to architecture.
Not only did he build endless temples to the gods
(and some even to himself) throughout the country,
but he did not scruple,- while restoring, to appropriate the work of his predecessors, w'hose names
he frequently replaced on their buildings and
statues by his own.
He had more than 150
children.
His successor was his fourteenth son,
Mrnpth (Merenptah), whose reign is as yet the only
one in which reference has been found to the
Israelites (see below). As well as his famous Libyan
war, Mrnpth boasts of a campaign in Syria, where
he still claimed the allegiance of tlie southern Iialf
of the country,
The great Libyan host, defeated
in his 5th year, had come allied again with those
pirate hordes which had appeared in the Delta
under Setlios, and whose homes it is impossible to
localize, owing to the difficulty in exactly identifying their names. They came, at any rate, from
the Mediterranean coasts; but whether Asia Minor,
the ^gean islands, and the Italic countries all
sent contingents, cannot be decided.
The name
of Mrnpth is found on numerous monuments, but
we know little of his doings.
The long reign of Ramses II., and perhaps
apathy and self-indulgence in his latter years, had
enfeebled the royal power, and by the time of
Mmpth's death the country was ready for revoluPower fell into the "hands of tne magnates
tion.
and great officials, and only after half a century of
disturbance did Stnht succeed in re-establishing

—

—

order.

—

This prince, who presumably had claimed

—

—

;

little

more than

their

names

occur,

though

mum-

the priestly family) and much genealogical evidence were found in the famous caehelte
at Deir el-Bahri.
The next Dynasty, the 22nd, owed its rise to the
The captains of
political conditions of the period.
the Libyan mercenaries had by this time attained
a position, territorial as well as military, which
made usurpation easy, and, when the opportunity
offered, their cliief ,?'^'nA-Sousakim-Shishak was
able without serious opposition to assume the royal

mies

(of

—
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He was ambitious, and had pretensions to a
His inscription records a raid
reconquest of Syria.
against both the Hebrew kingdoms not against
Judah only (1 K U^"). The Dynasty resided at
Bubastis, and built extensively upon the ancient
temple of the goddess B'stt (Bast) but we know
little of its kings beyond their names, S'i'n/c,
UVr/.n-Osorkon, T^^T^Takelothis. Tlie D3-nasty
by which thej' were (presumably) overthrown sliows
likewise Libyan names, but ruled from Tanis.
The times may well have been too disturbed by
dynastic rivalries to leave leisure for building; at
any rate, the history of the 23rd Dynasty is as yet

powerless. An Assyrian army proceeded therefore
southwards, and, while Tirhakah fled to Ethiopia
and the minor princes submitted, Esarhadoon
advanced as far as Thebes and subsequently organized a government under twenty local regents, of
whom tlie most notable was Nk'w-'^echo of Sais.
Yet still Tirhakah had hopes, and his advances
from the south, abetted by some of the local
princes on whom Assyria relied, resulted at length
in the expulsion of the invaders from Memphis.
Assurbanipal, the son of Esarhaddon, thereupon
liastened to Egypt, and, with small trouble, reestablislied the Assyrian supremacy, while Necho,
who had joined Tirhakah, became a temporary
captive in Nineveh. At length Tirhakah died,

titles.

—

;

totally obscure.

During the period of weakness and dissension
through which Egypt had been passin", the Nubian
princes of Napata (Gebel liarkal) had been growing
in Gtrenrjth, and were able now to shake oil' tlie
Pharaoh s sovereignty, and even to contemplate the
invasion of Egj'pt.
This adventure was not diiticult to carry out in the southern country, where
there was no leader to withstand them but as
they advanced northward, the Ethiopians found
an obstinate opponent in 7/»/i^Tnephachthos, the
powerful prince of Sais (W. Delta), whose supremacy was recognized as far south as Uermopolis
(Eshmunein). To this town the Ethiopian king,
;

P'nhy (Piankhi) (775) laid siege. The Saites capitulated, and Tnephachthos fled, while the victors
advanced to Memphis. A treaty was, however.
Boon arranged, neither party being strong enough
to suppress the other.
The Ethiopians retired up
the river, nominally in possession of the wliole
valley but the Delta remained in the hands of
Tnephachthos and his son /i^rernZ-Bocehoris, who
seems to have finally extinguished tlie old legitimist families, extended his authority up to Thebes,
and reigned for some time in comparative tranquillity.
The Ethiopians, however, liad not abanaoned their ambitions, and, strengtliened by a
;

marriage with a Tanite princess, and favoured by
the Btill powerful Tlieban priesthood, they again
marched northward and put an end to the rule of
Bocchoris. This time their conquest was more
complete. Their family, whose relationships and
history are as yet far from clear, constitutes
Manetho's 25th Dj'nasty, and its most conspicuous

member

is its first king, .S'6^•'-Sabakon (707-695).
His successors were not, however, strong enougli,
at such a distance from home, to maintain a
dominant position in llie North, though the petty
princes of the Delta towns accepted for the
moment the Ethiopian suzerainty. One of the
latter and probably not Sabakon liimself, as was
formerly assumed was the So (Kio = Sewe*) of
17', who ventured, in alliance with Gaza and
2
Israel, to withstand the threatening growth of the
Assyrian power in Palestine. Sargon, however,
defeated the coalition at Kaphia, though he seems
afterwards to have made a treaty with Egypt.
Throughout this period the hopes of the small
Syrian states were placed on Egypt, whence, however, in the confusion of party strife, no etl'ectiial
help could come. Yet it was toward Syria that the
ambitions of Sabakon's son, 7"Ar/.-Tharaka-Tirhakah (690-664), wore directed. He was there
brought, however, into speedy collision with Sarton's successor, Sennacherib, who, at Eltekeh,
efeated the combined troops of several Egyptian
princes.
Attempts at interference in Asia were
thus for a time cnecked, and Tirhakah hud leisure
for considerable building, both at Napata and at
Thebes. But the Syrians still counted on an
Egyptian alliance, and it was clear that, if the
Assyrian rule was ever to be peacefully accepted
by them, Egypt must once and for all be rendered

—

—
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his successor, Tnwtimn (cuncif. Tandamanie),
having failed to recover the lost position, the Ethiopians finally retired homeward, while iVssurbanipal
requited the sympathy his opponent had received
in Upper Egypt by devastating Thebes.
For
two or three years Assurbanipal was undisputed
master of Egypt.
Then came an Elamite war
and simultaneous revolts in Babylon, Arabia,

and

and Lydia.
(e)

Tlie

Restoration.

— Incited

by Gyges, king

of the last country, P«niA;-Psammiticlius of Sais
(663-610), son of Necho, whom the Assyrians had
reinstated, seized this opportunity to raise a fresh
insurrection.
He was himself of either Libyan or
Nubian descent, and the success of his policy

depended wholly on the foreign troops he emWith the help of Lydia and of Ionian
ployed.
ana Carian mercenaries (the xa-^ffoi duSpes of the
prophecy, Herod, ii. 152), Fsaiiimitichus overthrew
the Dodecarchy, i.e. tlio Assyrian regents, and, by
marriage with a niece of Sabakon's, gained the
approval of the Theban priests and so of Ui>])ei
Egypt. He pursued the Assyrians into Palestine,
and captured after a long siege the town of Ashdod.
The misfortunes of Assyria favoured the attempts
of the Saite Pharaohs to re-establish their dominance in Asia, and during this and the following
reign (Necho II.) Syria was again brought under
Egypt's sovereignty.
But the rise of Babylon
under Nebucliadrezzar put a check on this revival,
and Necho II. (610-594), after defeating Josiali
of Judah at Megiddo,* was himself routed by
Nebucliadrezzar at Carchemish, and expelled from
Syria.

The energies of the 26th Dynasty were directed
before all things to taking advantage of Egypt's
geographical situation and bringing her, by the
help of hired Phoenician ships, witiiin the sphere
of
Mediterranean commerce.
Kelations were
opened with Periander of Oorinth and with other
Greek states. Greek traders were assigned special
quarters in Memphis, where a Tyrian colony had
indeed, rUms-Amash, a
already been settled
later king of the Dynasty, allowed them to found a
separate town on the (!ruek model Naucratis in
the W. Delta to which their ojierations were to
;

—

—

be restricted, and which only waned in importance
Aiiiasis had been
before the rise of Alexandria.
the general of ir'/u^/Apries-Hophra (588-569),
whom tho troops had driven from the throne in
his favour.
About this time Nebuchadrezzar
appears to have invaded Egypt, though the history
ol the campaign is not known.
His object was
})resumably vengeance for the iiart whicli Apries
lad recently played in Syria, where Judah, again
trusting to Egyptian support, had begun the
hostilities which ended in the fall of Jerusalem
(586) and the flight of many of the inhabitants
among them Jeremiah— to Egypt, where they
were settled in Tahi>anhe8 ('fell Defeneh), a
frontier fort in the E. Delta.
*

Presumably

diapuU-sI.

8.

of

Carmel, though this IdentiflcatioD
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The characteristics of the Saite period are, in all
bat commercial aspects, those or an archaizing

the political fortunes of Egypt began again to
decline and anarchy to spread throughout the
country.
Insurrections followed each other in
constant succession, whUe treachery and murder
shortened tlie reigns of many of the kings. At
length the Romans, under whose toleration the
Lagides liiul for a century and a half existed, were
able, by the victory of Octavius over Anthony
and Cleopatra (30), to assume the actual government of the country, which remained thenceforth
a part of the empire, either of Rome or of Byzantium, until conquered by the Saracens A.D. 642.
ix. Egypt's Relations with Asia.— Our sources
of knowledge are (1) for the primitive periods,
chiefly inferences from the foreign words already
in use in the ancient (religious) texts, especially
tlie names of cereals, woods, oils, etc., known to
have been not native (2) under the Dynasties of
tlie Old Kingdom we have early evidence from the
mines of Sinai,* where the troublesome nomad
tribes were known as Ss (cf. ? nf»'), from a 5th (?)
Dynasty fresco depicting the capture of a Syrian
fortress, and from at least one biographical narrative
that of Wni, Dyn. 6 recounting several military and commercial expeditions to Syria, the land
of the "miv (root probably "to, 'boomerang,' not
Dj;).
here read of the fruitfulness of the land

664

renaissance.
titles, etc.,

To jud^'e by art, literature, names,
we might imagine ourselves again in

the age of the Pyramid builders, though on closer
inspection the resemblance is seen to be but
superficial.

—

This prosperous
(/) The Persian Supremacy.
and uneventful period was suddenly terminated by
an invasion by the great power which was now
overturning the political balance of W. Asia.
Cyrus had seen the formation of a hostile league
between Lydia, Babylon, and Egypt
but his
death had delayed chastisement, and tlie expedition against Egypt was left for his son, Cambyses
(525), who appears not to have acted with the
customary clemency of Persian conquerors for
his memory was execrated throughout Egypt.
The Saites had gro>vn weak, and the country lay
an easy prey to the invaders. The conquest was
turned to full advantage by his successor Darius
(521-486), who set about the reorganization of the
country on its former lines, and won the acquiescence of priests and people by assuming the
ancient titles and functions of the native kings.
The check gufl'ered by the Persians at Marathon,
however, gave courage to the patriotic party in
Egypt, ana under the leadership of a Libyan, HbbS
(Cliabash), the Persians were for a time expelled.
But a fresh expedition was undertaken by Xerxes
(486-46S), and the insurrection suppressed with
severity, Egypt being constituted a satrapy under
the king's brother Achsemenes.
Some years of
?uiet followed, and then, in the W. Delta, came a
resh revolt led by Inaros possibly a Saite prince
and aided by the Athenians (463). This in turn
was suppressed by Megabyzus, the general of
Artaxerxes, while the leadership of the party fell
to Amyrtseus, for whose support Cimon, on his
Cyprian expedition, sent a fleet (449).
;

;

—

—

The

history of this period is fragmentary and
obscure
of native records we have none.
The
chronology of events cannot be accurately settled.
gather that, throughout the time of Persia's
decline, various revolts of the national party took
place in northern Egypt the upper valley plays
;

We

—

no historical part. Manetho intromidst of the Persian supremacy, two
more native Dynasties, the 28tli and 29th, of which
we know very little, and then another, the 30th,
to which belong two kings, iV^/)<ArAA<-Nektanebes

by

this time
duces, in the

(382-364) and A^4<n6/-Nektaneb'o (361-343), the
former of whom succeeded in su|)pressing his

while the latter, during a long reign, was
active as a builder throughout the country (PhUiE,
Edfu, Thebes, Heliopolis, the Delta).
Persia,
however, by a 6nal eliort, was able to reinstate
herself (343), and Nektanebo, the last of the
Pharaohs, abandoned his Greek allies and fled to
rivals,

Elliiopia.

But the Persian domination, too, was at an end.
In a few years Alexander of Macedon had dismembered the empire of the Acha'menides, and in
332 he led his armies into Egypt, which submitted
without resistance.
2 lie Macedonians.

— The rule of Alexander's suc-

brought Egypt again into the
advantageous position attained for her in some
degree by the 26th Dynasty. Now, however, the
Greek element became the dominant factor in her
cessors, the Ptolemies,

prosperity

ancient native culture gradually
faded and retreated from the North, where Alexandria, the new capital, had become tlie centre of
the Hellenic world. But the wide dominions of
the Ptolemies were not to be retained by a series
of rulers so degenerate as those of the house of
Lagus soon became. After a century of good
government and unequalled prosperity (323-222),
;

tlie

;

—

—

We

through which the Egyptian army marched, and

it

evident the description is that of S. Palestine.
The same text teUs, too, of a journey by sea to the
Phoenician coast (3) under the Middle Kingdom
Dynasties we can see that a considerable intercourse
Embassies come with presents from
is arising.
Semitic chiefs and are received by the king or the
nobles (Beni-Hasan), and no doubt many groups of
nomads had by this time crossed the frontier and
got leave, as they did later (^Eg. Zeitschr. xxvii.
Journeys into Pales125), to settle in the Delta.
tine became so frequent that they formed the subject for a story founded, no doubt, upon fact, and
popular for many centuries whence many details
of Syrian desert life at the time may be learned
(S'nht).
The tribes among which the hero of this
story passes many years are called by the general
term sti, 'archers (cf. Babyl. sutl). Egyptian
traders visited them, and the conditions of life
appear very similar to those of the modern Bedawin.
(4) But the relations of Egypt with her
northern neighbours were revolutionized by the
Hyksos invasion and the long series of military
expeditions which followed. The language receives
a very strong admixture of foreign (not exclusively
Semitic) loan-words, and is forced even to evolve
a new system of orthography for their reproduction.
Syrian slaves females, at least, 'ml— met
with in the households of the Middle Kingdom,
Asiatic
are now employed in great numbers.
textile work, weapons, vases (pottery and metal),
musical instruments, besides various wines, beers,
oils, breads, etc., are imported from Syria, Asia
Minor, and possibly even lands farther west, and
preferred to the native products. The native
names even of many objects are discarded and
replaced by corresponding foreign terms. Syrian
deities
Baal, Astarte, Anat, Resheph are gradually admitted to places beside the Egyptian gods,
and the Pharaohs appear now and then under
is

;

—

—

—

'

—

—

their special protection.

The countries whence

these

new

influences

emanate, bear in the Egyptian texts of different
epochs difl'erent names, many of which are confusing and elude exact definition. All Syria, as fat
as the Euphrates, is divided into the countries ol
Upper (Southern) and Lower (Northern) Blnic (cf
the more ancient Tnw and the cuneif. Ticlnu).
Palestine proper bears also the name U'rw, origin
ally only the designation of the southern (later
• See .iEg. ZeUschr.

xxiv. 78.

;
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PhcEnicia, on the other hand,

was known by the name D'hi, and, together with
the still more northerly coast, by the vaguer term
^Ldi, 'the Circular (land),' perhaps from the form
of the Gulf of Issus. Kft was the name, perhaps,
of Cilicia, perhaps of the N. Syrian coasts. Certain

whom we find, under the 19th Dj'nasty,
the allies of the Hittites, have been localized in \V. Asia Minor
the Ewk' Lycians, D'rdny
Dardanians, Yicnn' lonians, J/c't/iv's' Achsans,*
and others.
The ditticult designation Jf'icnbw,
found in the oldest literature, appears to embrace
the peoples of the North in the vaguest way only
in late epochs was it used for the Hellenic race.
C3'pru8, whence much copjjcr was imported, is 'sy,
a i)art of it /r«'-Alasia. Mesopotamia was, until
the New Kingdom, practically unknown to Ejryiit
then we begin to read of presents passing; between
the court of Egypt and those of iiftr-Babyfon, called
in the Ainarna letters Shankhar {6"ng'r ^i•:c') or
Karduniash, and /wwr- Assyria. Asia east of these
peoples

among

;

;

was always unknown to Egypt.
The votive inscriptions, in which the 18th and
19tli Dyntisties recorded their conquests, have preserved the names of many towns, etc., in SjTia, of
which, however, the majority are still unidentilied.
The campaigns of Thutmosis III. furnish the best of
such material the lists of his successors are often
mere copies of his, and of relatively small value.
The Amarna tablets show several of these same
names in a cuneiform transcription.
Of the
localities identilied the following are among the
best known
Aleppo, Carchemish, Kadesli (on
Orontes), Damascus, Hamath, liyblos, Simyra,
Beirflt, Sidon, Tyre, Megiddo, Akko, Joppa, Gaza,
Ashkelon, Janoah, Tatmak. In one group of the
Amarna letters Jerusalem is often mentioned, but
in hieroglyphic texts it has not been found. Certain
Dames, though not yet identified, are compounded
;

:

of interesting elements
for example, Jl'rir Vni.i,
in which the divine names appear
the
second already (Dyn. 18) abbreviated or Y'^bi'r,
Yi'pir, in which have been recognized the names
3)3;^; and 'js'' combined with ^{((asin Israel, Ishmael).
These much-discussed names are more likely to
have then had local than ethnic significance.t
connexion between tliem and the names of the
patriarchs, Jacob and Joseph, cannot of course be
:

—

jB'<y' .Tn'3,

;

A

proved indeed the equation YS'p = '\'iy has considerable phonetic difficulties. It may here be noted
that certain scarabs, probably of the Hyksos period,
appear to bear royal (?) names compounded of
y'kb and kr (? Sk), which might pomt, at any
rate, to the Semitic name Jacob at an unexpectedly early period.
The whole tradition of
Israel's early connexion with Egypt
the sojourn
there of the patriarchs and the exodus of their
descendants
is still obscure,
and the recent
discovery for the first time of Israel in a hieroglyphic text seems but further to complicate the
;

—

—

'

'

prolilem.
The facts as to this

document are the following
In 1896 an immense stele was discovered, one text
of which commemorates the victory of MrnjUh,
son and successor of Ramses II., over the Libyans
in his 5th year.; In the latter part of the text
where other triumphs are enumerated, the localities subjugated occur in the following order
the
Hittite land, Canaan (? land or town), Ashkelon,
Gezer, Janoah (?), y>ir«'r-Israel, S. Palestine, 'all
lands.' There is no corroborative evidence for an
Asiatic campaign of Mrnpth
possibly, in the
fashion of the age, he is here merely assuming to
himself the conquests of his predecessors. The
:

:

;

•

8m

t

The (omier, which oocun twice, c&n b« localized
Ephmlm-Dan (aee W. M. .Mullcr, Alien, 164).
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written so as unmistakably to
not, like the other names, a
locality.
Further, the words used of its condition
imply devastation and the destruction of crops.
The obvious and only safe conclusions to be drawn
from these facts are that Israel, or a part of that
people, was already in some part of Syria, and had
been in hostile contact with Egypt.
On the
assumption that 'Pithom and Haamses' were built
for Ramses U., whose long reign answereil the
requirements of Ex ii. 23, the Pharaoh of the
Exodus has been identified as Mmjdh * though,
owing to the supposed more appropriate political
conditions, others would place the Exodus 30 or 40
years later, about the time of Stnht.
If we assume that by the reign of Mrnpth the
Exodus had already been accomplished, the name
Isrw is found in the previous reigns in the territory
of the tribe of Asher,
we have an argument for
the jjroposed identification of the Hebrews with
the Khabiri, of whose invasion of Palestine, some
150 years earlier, the Amarna letters say so much,
and whom it is proposed to identify with the S'sw
chastised by Sethos l.t The story of the priest
Osarsiph (? = Osiris + z) and the impious lepers,
whose revolt he led, converted by Josephus into
a history of Moses and the Hebrew struggle
for freedom, has been with some probability referred rather to a reminiscence of the expulsion of
the heretics of Amenophis iv.J The name Hebrews
Israel

indicate

is

a people,

;

—

—

has not been met with in Egyptian texts. That
tribe of
prw, found variously

of the foreign

'

employed throughout the 19th Dynasty, is rarely
now held to represent it, and may be merely a
form of a familiar Egyptian term for 'workmen.'
The Egyptian names given to Joseph, his wife,
and father-in-law in Gn xli. 45 have received
various inadmissible interpretations. The only
transcriptions which conform to Egyptian grammar and u.sage are 1 ) JcphnouttfOncfi, God speaks
(and) he lives'; (2) \^N]asncith, 'devoted to (the
goddess) Neith
he whom the sun(3) Pedephri,
j;od gives.'
AU three names are cast in forms
increasingly frequent from the time of the 22nd
Dynasty onwards, but |>ractically unknown earlier
except, indeed, the .second and this fact agrees
with tlie date (8th cent.) to which the document
E is assigned. § For a dilficult word used in the
story of Joseph, ^iik Gn xli. 43, a parallel expression has been noticed in a text of the 21st
Dynasty, where the words ib rk seem to form an
interjection, 'Give hccdl' or the like.H
X. Kklioion.
Our sources of information on
this subject are very numerous, but at the same
time very inadequate. Egyptian texts not bearing, even indirectly, upon some aspect of the
religion are in an extremely small minority; yet
some primary questions remain un.solved for lack
of explanatory documents.
Since it is wholly
owing to the supremo importance attached to
the preparation tor a future life that Egyptian
antiquitj' has come again within our reach, it is
natural that the side of religious life upon which
we are best informed should be that dealing with
the dead. Of the everyday religion of the [jcople
we know practically notliing.
have the
'

(

'

'

;

—

;

—

W»

of many deities, and can enumerate their
functions, attributes, and temples ; but we are
quite ignorant as to the way in which they were
worshipped. It has been mentioned that llomnkol

names

On

the still less demonslrahle assumption that the Ilehrow
hod been a part of the Hyksos invasion, Mahtet
calculations which (five lllll.'i (t.r. Ramses ll.) oa tlio year,
and, with the help of Itabhinical tradition, March 27 ae the da;
of the Exmlus {Der Pharao dtt Hzodu*, 1806).
t See Ed. Meyer In FetUchr./. Eliirt, 75.
J Ed. Meyer, Ouch. jKg 278; WUckcn in Ftittehr./. Sbtrs
*

inimi^,'ration
lia.s<.-8

146.

I See StelndorfT, .iKg. Zeiltchr. xxvil. 41.
See Spieifelberg In Sot. el Bxtr. xxxiv. 261.
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eager to demonstrate a Babylonian origin for
the civilization of E"ypt. One of his chief contentions is that some of the principal Egyptian deities
can be proved identical with those of Babylon,
from the identity of their attributes, distinctive
animals, legends, etc. It is, however, as yet in
many cases impossible to recognize what were the
original roles and functions of the Egyptian gods,
and it seems more probable that, should a prehistoric immigration from Mesopotamia ever be
demonstrated, the invaders will be found to have
at most adopted certain of the native divinities
and combined them with corresponding figures
la

from their own Pantheon.
religious document of the earlier ages compares in importance with the great body of texts
some 4000 lines collected and copied on the
interiors of the otli and 6th Dynasty Pyramids, but
in partial use, too, in all succeeding ages.
Some of

—

the documents thus brought together belong »indoubtedly to a far earlier period, and give evidence
that the official religion was even then completely
developed, many of the gods having already the
roles by which they are characterized throughout
history, and several of the most popular myths—
notably that of Osiris
being referred to as
already current. Certain of the gods are conspicuously absent from the Pyramid texts Amon,
for exainple, who being originally but the local
god of Thebes, remained obscure until hia city
rose (Dyn. 11) to political importance.
Indeed the local divinities as such play a remarkably small part in these texts. Yet the local cults
were the real basis of the popular religion, which
did not, so far as we can see, recognize any single
unifying element before the various tribal districts
had been united under the first historic Dynasties.
The nomes (see above) corresponded to independent
cults, each centred in the shrine of the local god,
who revealed himself to his worshippers in an
anincal, tree, or other material object
perhaps
once the tribal totem. One aspect of the advance
from this primitive stage of fetish worship can be
seen in the semi-human and finally completely
human representations of certain of"^ the gods in
art.
Yet the sacred animal was revered side by
side with the anthropomorphic god, receiving, as
we know, much honour even in Greek and Roman

—

;

—

times.

Beyond the famous story of Osiris and many
otherwise unknown legends, the Pyramids contain
countless allusions to that cycle of myths which
subsequently produced the doctrines of the other
great school of theology.
For as Abydos appears
very early though probably not originally as
the home of the Osirian legend and of the allimportant views of future life and retribution
attached to it, so does Heliopolis ('ily, I'm) become
the centre of the solar theology represented by the
myth of Re', the sun-god, and his daily contest with
the dragon of darkness.
number of tlie gods many merely local deities
once had been gradually drawn within the cycles
of Osiris or of Re'.
The chief actors in the former
story are, besides Osiris himself (whose original
locality and character are very obscure), his brother
S6t-Typhon, regarded now as the impersonation of
darkness (when Osiris is a solar god), now as the god
of the barren desert (when Osiris is the fruitful
river- valley ) ; Isis, wife of Osiris, a goddess (from
the Delta or Phila;) of merely mythological importance until the base epochs Horus, his son and
avenger, a puzzling figure owing to the variety of
his local forms and Thouth, the god of Hermopolis,
the ally of Uorus.
The myths of the sno-god are concerned either
with the phases of the sun s daily and also supposed
nightly, invisible journeys, or with cosmic plieno-

—

—

A

—

—

;

;

now as

;

'

No

—

In the former, Horus again plays a part,
the son of Re'; in the latter, local divinities
such as Jim (Turn) of Heliopolis, or elemental
gods, as ^h, Ntct, Sw, Tfnwt, are introduced.
Cosmic speculations produced a variety of myths.
In one heaven and earth are female and male ; in
another the sky is a cow with spotted hide (the
stars)
another held the earth to be a box,
with the sky for its raised lid, supported on the
encircling hills or on four tree-stems.
The goda
and goddesses associated with Re' are 9 in number
(Ennead), and are regarded as a related family,
just as later tlieology grouped several of tlie local
deities into family triads.'
Not all cosmic doctrines, however, were concerned with the Heliopolitan gods; various local
fods had once been regarded as creators, e.ff.
^rn772ic-Chnoubi3 who, in the clay districts near
the Cataracts, had formed the world upon a potter's
wheel and Ptah of Memphis was a similar artisan
god.
Other and very ancient divinities were the local
earth and harvest gods, e.g. MSn of Coptos and
(perhaps) Amon of Thebes. Others, again, were
water deities, e.ff. Sbk-Soachoa of the Fayyftm
and Ombos for the same god is frequently met
with in several localities, though originally proper,
Several were
no doubt, to but one of them.
guardians of the local cemeteries, e.g. Sokaris at
Memphis, Anubis at Siut, 'The Lord of those in
the West at Abydos.
The doctrines and practices of which the Osirian
legend was at once the pattern and consequence
are chiefly to be studied beyond very numerous
in the great
Eassages in the Pyramid texts
eterogeneous collection of incantations known to
us as the Book of the Dead,' but to the Egyptians
probably as ('the Book of) coming out from (i.e.
departing from) the Day and from the Necropolis.'

mena.

;

—

'

—

—

'

The work

is composed of texts (' chapters'), some
as ancient as those of the Pyramids, others much
later, and was intended as a guide through the
various difficulties, and a magical protection against
the enemies to be encountered by the dead, with
whom a copy of it was buried. Some of the texts
seem to be remnants of primitive rituals, but all
had been by the time of their definite collection
(beginning of the New Kingdom) edited for the
use of the dead himself. It is this more than once
repeated editing which has rendered the Book for
the most part unintelligible to us. It may be
asserted that none of the older chapters are now
available in their first simplicity. The oldest MS&
(Dyn. 12, 13) already show the glosses of more than
one redactor, and each successive gloss seems but
to obscure the original text.
Several totally divergent views. Solar and Osirian,
as to the future life are represented in the work.
The soul is, according to some chapters, to take
the form of a bird and quit tlie tomb, and may
accompany the sun bark on its heavenly journey ;
elsewhere it is regarded as appearing before Osiris,
and, after the famous 'negative confession,' receiving merited justice. If judged 'of true voice,' i.e.
correctly pronouncing the potent ma^ic formulae,
Fields of I'rw,'
the deceased proceeds to the
and spends eternity in a verr materialistic
paradise, conceived upon the moael of rural life
'

in Egypt.

The elements in man which survived death were
four
b' soul, ihw spirit (?), ^' ybt shadow, and k'
double. What were intended by the first three of
tliese it is difficult to say ; the fourth is that of
which we hear most for its maintenance was the
object of all the funerary rites which from the
earliest times occupied so much attention among
all classes.
The double, in appearance the exact
counterpart of the man, after accompanying him
:

;

—

—

;
;
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through life, lived on in the tomb so long as the
corpse remained intact, and the piety of the
Hence
Bursivors provided sufficient noiuishment.
the processes of mummification, the inscriptions
supplies failed, call up food,
the portrait-statues into which the double could

whose magic could,

;

if

enter.

Certain of the Pyramid texts and recent excavations do indeed recall an age in which funerary practices diO'ered much from those of historic times
an age in which cannibalism and
human sacrifice were not extinct, and in which
all but the most rudimentary embalmment was

—

unknown.
Confusion of doctrines is not characteristic of
the funerary literature alone it is common to all
The priestly
aspects of the Egyptian religion.
tendency, discernible from the first TheVjan supremacy onwards, to assimilate all secondary deities
to those at the bead of the Pantheon, and, finally,
to teach that all were but manifestations of the
supreme deity (i.e. the sun-god), introduced, indeed,
a kind of order, though for us the course of the
foregoing development is thereby but obscured.
The supremacy of the Theban Amon, assimilated
in the farst place to the sun-god, led to his identification with such a host of other deities, while the
wealth and power of his priests became so threatening a dauiger to the state, that Amenophis IV., urged
perhaps by the ancient hierarchy of Ileliopolis, was
tempted to a reform which should replace as the
state religion the worship of Amon and his associated divinities by that of the sun's orb, itn, alone.
This is the only conscious movement towards
monotheism recorded in the religious history of
Eeypt.
It is not necessary to seek in it the
retfexion of some of the foreign influences of the
time the itn was a recognized aspect of the sungod in Egypt in previous periods. The reformed
doctrine contained conceptions far more lofty
and enlightened than those of the ancient
religion
yet it had but an ephemeral success,
and became extinct shortly after the reforming
;

;

;

king's death.
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Ptolt. (1895):
For Herodotus,
Hist^ Geography, Diim-

(1890).

ichen, Geogr. d. Alt. jEg. (1878). (J) Ublations with Asia :—
\V. Mux Muller, Asien u. Kuropa (1893, cf. Jensen in Z. Ass. x.).
For relations with OT, Ebers, ^Hg. u. Buck. Stone's (1868) do.
iJiirch Gnxen z. Sinai (ls72) ; 0. Niebuhr, Gesch. d. Ebr. Zeitalters (1894); Sayce, Patr. Palestine (1895); Ed. Meyer in
Festsehr. /. Ebers (1897)
(A") liEtioiON :— Erman's .£gypten\
Maspero's and Meyer's Histories {passim) ; Maspero, Ets;

de Mythol. (1893), the most important work on the subject;,
do. Pyramides de Sagijarah (1894 -/(ec. de Trav. iiL-xiv.), with
transl.
Le P. Renoul, The Book of the Dead, transl {PSBA
xiv. fl.) Lange in C. de la Saussaye, Lehrb."^ (1897), an ex<-ellent
summary. {L) Art: Perrot-t'liipiez, Uist. de VArt, i. (1882);
Maspero. L'A rchiologie in. (1887) chapters in Erman's j^gyptm,
Maspero's Uistoire.
{al) Pudlisukd Monl'MH.stw, ktc.
The
chief collections are those of Champolhon, Uosellini, Lepsius,
Sharpe, Prisse, de Roug6, Mariette, the Mission /ran^. au
Caire, Eg. Expl&r. Fund, the Leyden Museum. Catalogues of
the museums of Oizeh-Boulak (Maspero), Berlin (Erman), Louvre
(de Uoug^, Pierret, Dev6ria), Florence (Scliiiiparelli). Turin
(Rossi, Lanzone), St. Petersburg (Golenischeff).
Further, the
works of Fl. Petrie; de Morgan, etc., Catal. de Mons. et Insert.
(1804 flf.); do. Dahshour (189,5); Translations in Uecords of the
Past (first and second series). (iV) Periodicals
Zeitschr. /.
ag. .Spr. (Leipz.) liec. de trav. ret. d la phii. 'tg. et ass. (Paris)
i'SJJ4(Lond.); S/iAina:(Up8ala, Leipz.).
E. CBUM.
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occnrs repeatedly in
8»»,
2 K 24', 2 Ch

IK

",

AV
7>,

27") as tr" of onii5 ^'i (jrora^Jt AiyvirTov, Jth 1').
The term is used to designate not the Nile, whose
common title is ni<;ri, and which cd. never be called
'7'S, the latter word being the exact equivalent of
the modern wady. (See Brook.
In all the above
OT passages (cf. also Ezk 47'" 48^)
substitutes
'brook' for 'river,' but inconsistently retains
'river' in Jth 1*.
"The stream referred to is the
Wady el-ArUh, which flows tlirough the northern
portion of the Sinaitic peninsula, draining into
itself the waters of many other wadies, and flows
into the Mediterranean midway between Pelusium
and Gaza (Maspero, Dawv. of Civilization, 348).
It derives its name from the village el-'Arlsh (the
ancient lihinncolura, Diodor. i. 60), situated near
its mouth.
Tlie
river of Egypt is repeatedly
specified in OT as the S.W. boundary of Canaan.
The same stream is called nahal Muzur by the
Assyrian king Esarhaddon, who apparently means
to distinguish it from the Nile by adding ashar
nam Id Uhu, wliere no river is,' i.e. no continuous
stream (Hommel, Anc. Heb. Trad. 257).
Once in OT (Gn 15'") the river of Egypt (in)
'^9, not ^nj) means the Nile if
is correct, but
we slid, probably emend to hm (so Lagarde, followed by Ball in Haunt's OT).
Shi/iCr, which
elsewhere (Is 23', Jer 2'') is applied to the Nile,
appears to be a designation of the Wady el-'Arish
in Jos 13», 'Shihor (UV 'the Shihor') which is
before Egypt,' and 1 Ch 13" (cf. 1 K 8"),
from
Shihor of Efrypt (KV Shihor tlie brook of Egypt')
even unto tlie entering in of Haniath.' (So Del.
on Gn 15'" and llommel, Anc. Heb. Trad. 242 f.,
altliough Frd. Delitzsch and Dillmann prefer to
understand it of the most easterly arm of tlie Nile.)
J. A. Sei.bik.
Is

)
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'

'
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colossal publication, the result of the Napotcoiiic expedi'liou, contoining monographs upon many branches of K|^^)-ptolo^, ancient
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TlSOO and lbl7); Wilkinson, Mann, ami Oust., ed.
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Myinrrio^).

— In

Ac 21»

Claudius Lysias the chief captain (Chiliarch) is
represented as saying to St. Paul, 'Art thou not
then the Ej^ptian, wMiich before these days stirred
up to sedition and led out into the wilderness the
four thousand men of the Assassins?'
This E. is mentioned by Jo.sephus in both his
works. While describing the procuratorsliip of
Felix, he mentions the Sicarii or Assassin.s, then
in distinction to these the religious impostors, then
a certain Egyptian. The latter profcf.scd to bo a
propliet, and collected together a body of 30,000
persons, whom he led to the Mount of (Jlives, asserting that the wall of Jerus. would fall down before

him, and that liu could capture tlie city.
I'VIix
attacked him with a considerable force, and dispersed his followers, slaying 400, and taking
prisoner 200.

Tlie Egyptian himself escaped.

— —

;

:
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EGYPTIAN VERSIONS

Krenkel, followTng HoUzmann, Hausrath, Keim,
mnd the author of Supernatural Religion, attempts
to show that the author of the Acts is indebted to
Josephus for his knowledge of this event. He
There are no signs of
is quite unsuccessful.
literary obligation, and very definite discrepancies.
he does not
Josephus gives difl'erent numbers

same as those sometimes called
Thebaic and Memphitic. But what was the lastl
Was it to be identified with the third dialect known
to us? Or was it the name of a still unknown
dialect ? Before this question could be answered,
the position of Bushmur had to be determined.
Quatrem^re proved tliat it could not be placed in
the South of Egj-pt, nor in the Oasis and neighbouring deserts, but that it must be situated in
the North.;3 It is the country in the east of the
Delta bordering on the sea.7
Quairemfere wa?
of opinion that our third dialect had no con
nexion with Bushmuric, of which we had only a
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;

Egyptian with the Sicarii, but
rather contrasts him and he does not represent the
wilderness as the place to which the people were
It may be quite
led, but the Mount of Olives.
definitely connect the

;

possible to explain these discrepancies so as to save
the historical accuracy of both writers, but they
are fatal to our regarding Josephus as the source
The only rea-sonable opinion that
of information.

can be held is that we have two independent
and contemporary accounts of the same event,
and that the resemblances arise from this fact.

—

LiTRRATTRK. Jos. Ant. XX. viii. 6 BJ n.
EJP L iL 180 Kreakel, Josephua und Lucas,
;

;

5

;

Schurer,

p. 240.

A. C. Headlam.
various Egyptian
in them are a
Bubject of so much confusion that it will be well
for the sake of distinctness to deal in this article
first with the Dialects and their proximate dates,
and then with the extant remains of the Versions
We will conclude
and their proximate dates.
with a short study of the Greek Text implied by
the Versions, ana the history of the criticism of
them.

and the Versions contained

1. Dialects of Coptic— The latest stage of
the Egyptian language, and that which was spoken
in Christian times, is now known by the name of
Coptic. The word itself comes from a corruption
Coptic was written in
of the Greek Ar7inrTos.
Greek characters, with the addition of some extra
letters representing sounds which could only imperfectly be expressed by the Greek alphabet.
These letters were modifications of characters
found in Demotic the popular form of the old
Egyptian language spoken in the centuries immediately before the Christian era. Although it
is still used in the services of the Church, Coptic is
now practically a dead language. Our knowledge,
therefore, of it must be derived from manuscripts
and inscriptions. When these began to be studied
by European scholars, it soon became evident that
the language as spoken in diti'erent parts of the
country presented certain dialectical peculiarities.
Not only was it early recognized that the dialect
nsed in the North differed considerably from that
used in the South, but a third dialect was also
detected, which, as a general rule, resembled the
southern it had, however, many northern forms,

—

:

and sometimes showed

single

word preserved

But

to us. 5

if

was not

it

Bushmuric, now came it not to be mentioned
by Athanasius! Quatremfere answered the question by supposing that it was in use not exactly
Egypt, but in a country close by

m

the great and little Oases,
whicli, situated at
a little distance from Egj-pt, stretch from north
to south, from the parallel of Assouan as far as
the frontier of the Fayflm.'e Since Quatremiire's
time a large number of fragments have come to
light which prove that he was riglit in refusing
Whether or not
to call the dialect Bushmuric.
it was spoken in the southern Oasis, we now
know for certain that it was used in the neighand a
bourhood of the Fayftm and Memphis
study of Middle Egyptian shows us that the
reason why Athanasius did not mention it may
have been that he did not regard it as a separate
dialect.
This third dialect, lying as it does geographically and linguistically between Sahidic and
Bohairic.f may conveniently be termed Middle
Egyptian. When we come to examine it more
carefully, we are confronted with fresh difficulties.
Whilst Sahidic and Bohairic are for the most part
clearly defined and regular dialects. Middle Egyptian presents us with an almost bewildering number
When spoken in the Nile
of alternative forms.
Valley the dialect is a kind of mixture between
Sahidic and Bohairic. But in some of the fragments which come from the Fayflm a district
some distance to the west the dialect has developed more decided peculiarities of its own.
It is dangerous, however, to draw any hard-andfast distinction between the forms of the language
current in the two places for at a later date the
dialect used in the Fayflm bore a considerable
resemblance to that used at one time in Memphis.!;
Many of the other varieties are no doubt due to
ignorance or indifference on the part of scribes,
some of whom in the Fayftm belonged to the
peasant and artisan class. S Such an explanation
does not, however, cover the case of some fragments recently found in Akhmlm and in the
Faylim, which present further dialectical peculiariStern has carefully
ties unknown to us before.
examined the dialect of these fragments, and has
shown good reason to believe that it presents us
with an earlier form of Middle Egyptian, closely
allied to the dialect found in fragments written
at Memphis.i
may sura up these results as follows
Sahidic = Dialect of Southern (or Upper) Egypt
'

xiii.
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dialects

out,a clearly the

peculiarities of its

own.

A

long controversy, lasting for more than a century, was waged over the district to which this
third dialect was to be assigned. The attention of
Coptic scholars was early directed to a noteworthy
passage from Athanasius, a bishop of Kos in the
Thebaid, who flourished in the 11th century.
In his Arabic-Coptic Grammar, Athanasius says
' Know that the Coptic
language is divided into
three branches. One of them is tne Coptic of Misr,
which is the Sahidic and another is tne Bohairic
Coptic, which gets its name from El-Bohaira a
and the other is the Bushmuric Coptic, which is
nsed in the country of El-Bushmur, as thou knowest.
But those now in use are only the Bohairic
Coptic and the Sahidic. And the origin of them
is one language. '/3
Here we have a mention of
three dialects
Sahidic, Bohairic, and BushThe first two are, as Quatrem^re pointed
kiuric.
;

;

—

—

;

We

;

sometimes called

'

Thebaic'

;

—

•

the district south of Alexandria.
The original of the passage is ^ven in Ouatrem^re, Rfiehfrche$ ntr ta Langu* et la LitUrature de I'EjypU (Paris,
I.e.

1808), p.

tL

« Quatremfere,
lb. p. 147

op. eit. p. 22.

ff.

y See Y&kOt,

i.

«S4.

i

(^uatrem^re, op.

1

lb. p. 217.

cit. p. 214.

Sometimes It very
dialect of the Fragment
C

Coptic

closely
of the

resemblefl Bohalrio.

See the

Song of Moses given by Crum,
Faymtrn, p. 12 ff.
the Favflm (racment published by Quatre-

MSS brought from the

r CI. the dialect of
m^re, op. cit. p. 248 fl.. with the dialect of those edited bj
Revilloul, Paptrrua Copies (Paris, 1870), p. 101 ft.
6 See Krall, Mittheiiungen aut der Sammtung dtr Papyna
Brzherzog Rainer (Vienna, 18^7), i. p. 66.
I ZeiUchrtft fur AgyptiKhe Spraeht, 1886, p. 1208.

9:

;
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Memphis and

(a)

the Fayflm.
Bohairic= Dialectuf districtsouth of Alexandria
(t)

sometimes called 'Memphitic' (or 'Coptic').
2. Relative Dates of Dialects.— The Arabic
historian Macrizi, who flourished at the beginning
of the 15th century, speaks of Sahidic as
the
primitive source of the Coptic language, and tliat
from which is derived the Bobairic dialect.' a Such
evidence as there is conlirms his statement as to
the late date of Bohairic. Bobairic (wliich was
originally confined to the district south of Alexandria) is the most literary and artificial of Coptic
dialects.
The form of many of its words, when
compared with the corresponding Saliidic, points to
a later stage of development. Its frequent use of
connecting particles, reminding us of Greek rather
than Egyptian, seems also to point in the same
direction.
It was most probably developed from
Middle Egyptian, which at one time may possibly
have been spoken in the neighbourhood of Alexandria itself.^
To what extent it was used for
'

other than ecclesiastical purposes we have at
present no means of ascertaining.7 But if it was
in the main a literary ratlier than a popular
language, this fact would explain why it died out,
except for ecclesiastical purposes, earlier than
Middle Egyptian and Sahidic. S There is, on the
contrary, no doubt that the last-named dialects
were tne language of the people.
We have

numerous fragments of letters m Middle Egyptian
and remains of school-books in Sahidic.t The line
of demarcation between the two dialects was not
sharp, and sometimes pieces of writing are found
in which single sentences are almost entirely
\*Tittcn in Sahidic, whilst others are almost
entirely in Middle Egyptian. f Thus, whilst we
find Saliidic forms in use in documents written
in the neighbourhood of Hermopolis Magna and
A-tinoe,ij we have evidence that as far south as
Thobes pure Saliidic was not always written.
AVhen Aliddle Egyptian and Sahidic began to be

we do not know.

written

s Quatrerafere,

op.

As

far as the evidence

cit. p. 42,

See the interesting,' fra^ient published by Rrall, at the end
an art. " iiber die Anfimf^e der Koptischen Sclirift," op. cit. i.
where an Alexandrian in sitjrninjf his name makes use of
the FayOinic dialect. Too much streas, however, must not be
laid on this passajfe
for, as Moinmscn points out,
the belon^'inL'
to an Eu'yptian district was itidcpenflentof dwcllinif-place, and
hereditJtr>'.
The Ki^yjitian from the Chemmitic nome beion(;ed
to it with his dependents. Just as much \s')icn he hiul his
abode in Alexandria as the Alexandrian dwelliiii; in Chemniis
belonged to the bur^ess-ljody of Alexandria (.Monniisen, The
Promncei o» the Roman Empire, c. xii. Kng. trans, p. Has), The
ftrfoimentfl put forward in that article in favour of an early date
for the Bohairic dialect (see also llcadlam in Scrivener's Introfi

of

p. 112.

'

;

*

'
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documents is concerned, we have fragments in
Middle Egyptian (earlier and later) and Sahidic,
some of which take us back to the 4th or 5th
centuries.o But as early as the 2nd century etlorts
were made to write Egyptian in characters not
of

unlike our present Coptic ones./3
3. Extant Remains of Veiwions.— We have
remains of biblical versions in all three dialects
but a considerable portion of the Saliidic has disappeared, whilst only very short fragments of the
Aliddle Egyptian are extant. A useful list of MSS
containing portions of the Coptic Bible has been
given by M. Hyvemat in the Hecue ISiblique
Internationale for 1896, No. 4, p. 540 tf.
We

shall here confine ourselves to editions of the
versions.
(a) Sahidic.
The fullest collections of extant
fragments of the version of the
are those published by Woide7 and Am61ineau.5 Some frag-

—

NT

ments of the Apocalypse have recently been brought

A

together \>y Goussen.f
complete collection,
together with a translation, is urgently needed.
The best collections of the remains of the OT have
been made by Ciasca,f Maspero,?; and Lagarde.S
Quotations from the Sahidic Bible are found in
the Pistis Sophia,'i and other Sahidic books. The
Psalms quoted in the former work resemble the
Sahidic version. In fact, as a general rule citations
in either the Bohairic or Sahidic dialect agree with
the version of the Bible current in that dialect./c
Other collections of fragments of the Sahidic Bible
are described in the lievue Biblique Internationale,
'

1897, No.

1,

pp. 55-02.

—

Middle Egyptian, That there was a separate Middle Egyptian recension of part, at lea-tt, of
the Bible is proved by the text of some of the NT
fragments publi.slied by ZoegaX and Miispero./j
These are w ritten in tne dialect as spoken in he
Faj'llm, and sometimes in text and translation diller
considerably from the corre.sijonding Sahidic and
Bohairic.
How far all the biblical fragments
extant in Middle Egyjitian really con.stitute a
separate version, we shall be able to judge with
greater certainty when inure frngiiieiit» have been
discovered, and when the Saliidic NT lias been
edited.
Meanwhile, it is unsafe to conclude that
a fragment written in this dialect necessarily
It may give, with
presents a distinct recension.
merely dialectical changes, exactly the same version
as the S.'ihidic.i' We shall here simply state where
specimens of the Bible written in MiJdle Egjptian
(6)

t

may

be found, witliuut venturing to deleniiino

'

XT*, ii. 126f., and llyvirnat, Ilemu Itihlique, 1897,
p. 67) ore valueless.
(1) The abbreviations found in
MSS for • Oofi and Lord * need not have oricfinated
in Bohairic.
If they occurred (and they never do, as far a.s I
know) in
written in pure S.ahidic, they mi{;ht as easily

diu-tion to

Ko. 1,
Coptic

'

'

MSS

have been taken from M.E. as from Bohairic.
Indeed an
Lord,' which is almost exactly the same oa the
one in common use in Bohairic, is fotmd in a M.K. .MS, which
In it« writintf,* says Krall (p. llOf.), reminds us of the Codex
abbreviation of

'

'

'

Sinaiticus.' {2) Even if Krall's iiypothesis of the orit^dn of the
Ual letter of the Coptic alphabet were satisfactory, it does not
prove hia point. The contraction mi^ht have arisen in M.E.
OS easily as in Bohairic.
But most iirot>ably his liypntliesis is
wronij, and the letter is derived from Demotic (see StcindorlT,
KoptiKche (rraininatik, 9 -1).
V Attempts to use Iluhairic for letter-writing, usln^ throujrhout Orcek characters, are ^fiven by Kntll, op. ctt. ii.-iii. p. 50, v.
41; Crum, op. cit. n. 69f. Unfortunately, as Krall says, 'the
ir?ojfrapbicjil and climatic conditions of the Delta are not favourable to the preservation of papyrus,'
cannot therefore be

We

certain of the exact dialect which the hermitA near Lake MenSAleh spoke, when Oasslan visited them at the end of the 4th
c«ntury. It may have been a form of .M.E. or Bohairic. We
.Migno, P.L. xlix. 850,
leather from Cossian {CoU. xi. .3, xvi. 1
1011) that some of them did not know Oreek.
;

i

Ouatrem^re, op.

I

Krall, op. cH.

C Krall, op. eil.

cit. p.

Ii.-iii.
I.

41

f.

430.,

(H.

n Kmll, op. cU. i. 61, it es
f ZAS, 1884, p. 140 S.

I.

iv.

lajS.

whether they are parts of a single version. Hesiiles
the fragments already alluded to,J Bouriant has
published two Go.spel fragments, together with a
No. 2 Kenyon, Our tiiitte aiid the
a Crum, op. cit. plate
I.

;

M.SS, p. 163 (itlate xvii.); Krall, op. cit. i. 110;
hHlhrer durch dve AuKnteltun^ (Vienna, 1892), p. 33, Tofel iii. ;
Stern, ZAS. 1880, p. 135.

Ancient

fi

Stcindorff, Koptijtche Grammatik, S 2.
editionejn yooi Testamenti

y Appendix ad

Graci (Oxford,

1709).
) /.AS, 1880-1888.
I A pocaij/psiJf S. Johannig Apoittoli (Lelprip, ISO.'i).
J-'ru'jmenta C'oplo..SaJiuIica tlusei
^ Sacrorum liibliorxun
Dortjiani. Home, vol. i., 1S85 ; vol. ii., 1889.
Meinhreti de la ilitnion Arohio,1 M^inoire« pubti-^ea par leg
logiqtte Franrai.tf aw Caire (Paris, 1892), vol. vL
S A^'jypii^ial ((iottin(fen, Iss::), p. 05 (T.
Vntcrs. vii. 2. 2ff.
< Cf. ilarnack, Tfite u.
s See e.g. V. Robinson, Texts and Studies, vol. (v. No. 2,
p. xlx.
A Catatofjus Codicum Copticorum (Ilome_, 1810), p. 140 IT. ;
cf. Engelbreth, Fratjmenta lifittniurico.Coptica I'etens et
Teetatnenii {Cn\tcu\iaKVt\, ISII), p. 20 IT.
u lircueil de Traiaux rt'lat\f$ d la J'hii. et d I'Arch. &tjypt.
et Atinir. (1889), xi. p. 110,
the translation In old M,R. of .lude
> Cf.
with the
corresponding' Sahidic. See Crum, op, cit. p, 4,
I Zoe(;a pviblishes tlie Ilrst half of 1 Th and part of the follow*
Inj chuplers; Is 1, 6, ,ln 4, 1 Co tt-9, 14. 15, Kph 6, Ph 1. 2,
He f>-lll (Engellireth (fives the same). 1 Co 9 10-16 had
already been edited by Oiortri [froifmentum Hftnujetii S.
Johannit, etc.. Rome, 1789, p. 55 ff.), and Miiuter (Cointnsntatie

yod

'»

"
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BmaJl portion of Isaiah, the end of 2 Co and the
single verse from Jon 2
beeinnmg of Hebrews, a
will be found in Tuki ;j3 the last |iart of La and
most of the Epistle of Jer. (with Latin translations)
in Quatremfere.7
Crum has given a few verses
from Mt U. 12,J and Krall some verses of Ro
11.
12.C
Besides these, Von Lemm has made
another short collection of fragments in this

told that he was an Egyptian, that his parents
were Cliristians, and that as a cliikl he went with
them to church, and gave attendance to the read
ings' {i.e. from the Scripturesj.a When about 20
years of age ' he went into the church, and it

670

A

'

happened that the Gospel was then being read.';3
Ue heard a text which influenced him profoundly.
On other occasions, also, he heard passages read,
and he gave such attendance to the reading that
none of those things which were written fell from
him to the ground, but he retained all, and

dialect.f To this list must be added some interesting biblical remains written in Old Middle
Small portions of Exoilus, Sirach,
Egyptian. 1)

'

and 2 Mac are published by Bouriant.S
We
have an incomplete MS of the Minor Prophets,
from which Krall has published specimen verses.i
briefly enumerating the contents of the rest,
which he will shortly publish, k Part of the same
MS has recently been edited by Bouriant.X The
NT fragments published by Crumju are unfortunately very minute. Jude '''"^ and part of Ja 4""-

thereafter his memory served him for books.'
From these passages it has been argued that,
since we further know that St. Antony as a boy
refused to learn letters, 5 and was unable throughout life to speak Greek, e there must have been
in his boyhood a translation of the Scriptures in
the Egyptian tongue. This, it is m.aintained, is
confirmed by other passages in his Life, especially
are
bj' the discourse which begins at c. xvi.
there told that he spoke to the monks in the
Egyptian tongue, saying,
The Scriptures are

We

alone survive.
(c) Bohairic.
The best edition of the Gospels is
that of Schwartze,!- and of the Acts and Epistles,
that of Lagarde.f The NT as a whole has never
been satisfactorily edited. A serviceable edition
was made by Wilkins, but the Latin translation
new
which it contains is unsatisfactory. o
edition of the Gospels is being prepared for the
Clarendon Pressby G. Horner. The Pentateuch was
first published by Wilkins (^vith a translation), t
and then more carefully by Lagarde.^ Tattam
has edited and translated (but uncritically) the
Major and Minor Prophets and the Book of
Job.cr The best editions of the Psalms have been
made by Schwartzer and Lagarde,u the latter
edition being unfortunately printed in Latin
characters.
F. Rossi has lately edited a MS
containing part of the Psalter.i^
Only small
portions of tne rest of the OT have been printed.
For a list of these portions and of editions not
•nentioned here, see Hyvemat, op. cit. 1897, No 1,
p. 48 ff.
4. Date of Versions.— The earliest evidence
for the existence of a Coptic version is usually
said to be afforded by the Life of St. Antony, commonly attributed to St. Athanasius.
are there

—

'

;

with words.' f

A

there are quotations from, or allusions to, texts
from various parts of the Bible. Since Antony,
shortly before his death in A.D. 356, said, I am wellnigh one hundred and five years old,'ij he must
have been bom about A. D. 250. Therefore there must
have been a translation of the Bible into Egyptian
about the middle of the 3rd century. But such
reasoning is not conclusive. This Life never speaks
of Antony as reading the Bible.
He only hears it
The Coptic translation which he heard
read.
might well have been made at the time by au
interpreter.
The need of a written translation in
the 8er\'ice8 of the Church would not at once l>e
Gospel
would first be read in Greek,
felt. 9
The
and then the Greek would be rendered into Coptic,
as at a later date the Coptic was rendered into
Arabic by anj-one who had the gift of speaking,
so that he could interpret aright. « In so far as
Antony was in the habit of repeating texts in his
'

'

'

We

was enabled to do so by his remarkFor we have no reason to suppose
able memory.
that he had a Bible of his o>vn. But the speeches
put into the mouth of the hermit cannot be used
For, even if we admit
as evidence in such a case.
the historical character of the biography, it does
not in the least follow that the discourses are
verbatim reports.X On the authority, therefore, of
this Life alone it is unsafe to base any conclusion as
to the existence of a Coptic version of the Bible in
the 3rd century.
There is, however, good ground for believing that
It was at the
a version existed in the 4th cent.
beginning of this century that St. Pachomius first
gathered solitary ascetics together in the south of
Egypt under a common rule. If we may trust the
discourses, he

de I-ndoU Versionit Novi TestameTiti Sahidicce^ Copenhagen,
Maspero has published Mt 5M-61»«.
1789, p. 78 ff.).
a Bouriant, Mhnoire« de Vl-nstUut ^g^rptien, vol. 11. (Cairo,
The Gospel fragTuents are parts of Mt 13. 14,
1889), p. 5fi7 S.
and of Mk 8. 9. The dithculty of drawing a sharp line of distinction between the various forms of the M.E. dialect is
shown by the fact that Headlam is inclined to regard two parts
of one MS of the Gospels as belonging to separate versions and
dialects (see
cit. 1S90, No.

Ueadlam,
4, p.

op, cit. u. p. 141

f. ;

cf.

Hyvemat,

op.

666a,),

^ Rudiinenia Lingxux Cpp((B (Rome,

1778), p, 448.

y (^u.atremferej op.

e\t. p. 228 ff.
op. at. p. 1 f.
Cf. also the fragments of the Bong of
of the Three Children on p, 12 ff.
I Ov.
«(. U.-iii. p. 69 a.
In i, p. 60 he gives quotations in
this dialect from Mt 11", Ps 148*.

i

Crum,

Moses and the Song

{ MittHaegyptuche Bi^ei/ra/jmcnte, ^tudtt ArcAiotogiquet
hirujuistiqu^g et HitAoriques ciidUet d M. U Dr. C. Leemans,
Leyden, 1885.
n Old M.E. is often called Akhmimio, because most of kbe
fragments of it come from Akmim.

• Athan. Vit Ant. 1 (Migne, PO, xxvi. 840 f.X
There was the
Tb. 2.
The Syriac version of the Life has
reading in the church
and at the end of all the Scriptures
the Gospel was read (see Schulthess, Probe einer Syrinchen
Version der Vita St. Antonii (Leipzig, 1894), Syriac text, p. 6,
Unes 12 f.
y Vit. Ant. a.

Mihftoires MU$. A rch. \. p. 246 ff.
Krall op. ct<. u.-iii. (1887) p. 265 ff.
A list of the verses will
be found in Hyvernat, op. at. (1896), No. 4, p. 668, under the
(y

:

/

' Version
Akhmlmienne.'
• lb. iv. p. 143 f.
A Recuext de Travaux, xix. (1897) p.

.

1

ft.

;

c<.

also

tUL 0886)

ff.

M Crum,

i lb.

op.

cit. p. 2ff.

;

HB. SO

(Tall. IL 81)

;

Pallad. Hilt.

Law.

I

C r((. ArU. 16.
n tb. 89.

£
1852).

Xov. Tett. ^jivptium vulgo Copticum (Oxford, 1718).
• Qriinqti^ libn Mm/tit Prophetce (London, 1731).

«

9

See Renaudot, Liturgiarum Orientalium ColUctio (Paris,

1716), vol. 1, p. 203 ff.
J Ih. pp. cxxiii, 207.
« lb. p. 204.

^ Her I'eTUati*uch KoptisrJi (Leipzig, 18*17).
» t'ruphcliT jWa /ore* (Oxford, 1S,'S2) ; Diwd. Propk. ifin. Libr.
(Oxford, 1S:!M The Ancient Coptic Veraion of the Book of Job

X E.g. the discourse in chapter 74. Robertson, who believes in
the geituineness of the Life, admits that even an Athanasius
would not so entirely rise out of the bio;rraphical habits of
his d.iy as to mingle nothing of his own with the 6i>rorhe3
of his 'hero '('Athanasius' in Sicene and Post-Nicene Fathers,

;

1S43).
u Pgatleni Vergio

1.

1 lb.
74 Hier. Vit.
26 (PG, xxxiv. 1076).

QMatuorEniTuji-lia in Dial, ifmiph. (Leipzig, 1848-7).
Acta Apott. Coptice, Episl Novi Tett. Coptiee (Halle,

(London, ISKi).
T Ptalterium in Dialectum

'

;

'

title

p. 181

good for us to
and encourage
In the discourse which follows

but it is
sufficient for teaching
exhort one another in the faith,

'

Mcmph. trantlatum

MemphHica (Oottingen, 1876).
^ l)i Alcuni Manugcritti Copti (Turin, 1893).

(Leipzig,
V
r «..

I

p. 191).

I
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given in his Life, he himself spoke
E(,'y[jtian, and only acnuireU Greek in later years.o
Uis monks as a rule were eoiniiion E<^yptian
peasants, who knew no langua^'e Ijut their own.
The Greeks and Romans of his settlement were in
a separate house, presided over by Theodore of
Alexandria.^ Yet throughout his Life great stress
is laid on the study of the Bible, and there are
frequent allusions to learning passages by heart.7
Pachomius himself was in the habit of speaking
from the Scriptures to his nioiiks.J When a
novice first came, according to the rules of the
monastery extant in Greek, lie began by receiving
' the Prayer
(ttjx fuxiiy toO ciayyeof the Go.'pel
\lov) and learning certain Psalras.e
Unless our
accounts of Pachomius' life and work are most
misleading, we can scarcely doubt that there was,
early in the 4th cent., a Coptic version of the
Bible.
The attempt to trace the translation
further back is beset with difficulties.
We know

the Great has given in his letters a vivid picture
of the Alexandrian Church of his time, but has
told us little of the rest of Egypt.
In his day no
imperial edict was needed to start a persecution
of Christians (A.D. 21'J).
large part of the population of Alexandria was still pagan, and only needed
a leader to revive ' their native superstition (ttjk
iirix^piov Sadioaiixoviav). When the Decian persecution (A.D. 250) broke out, he specially mentions
four 'Egyptians' as among the sull'erers.a
The
persecution was not confined to Alexandria, but
many others in cities and villages were martyred,
and the bishop of Nilus (in Middle Egj'pt) fled
from his see.;3 Coptic traditions of this persecution are scanty, 7 and we do not precisely know
how far it extended.
find the same bishop
WTiting letters to the brethren in Egypt S and to
bishops.e
Egyptian
He also went to the FayHni
district.
Here the teaching of Nepos, an Egyptian bishop (^Trifl-KOTTos ruv kclt AtyvTrrov), had for a
long time prevailed, so that schisms and defections of whole churches had taken place.'
Dionysius therefore called together
the presbyters and
teachers of the brethren in the villages,' and
discussed their dilliculties with them for three
successive days.f
cannot gather, from any
letters of his which have come down to us, information regarding Christianity farther south.
have to wait for such information till the
beginning of the next cent. In the latter part of

accoonts

'

little concerning Christianity in Upper Egjpt
before the time of Pachomius.
Eusebius indeed
tells us that in the persecution under Severus (A.D.
202), which was especially felt at Alexandria,
martyrs were brought to that city from Egypt and
all the Thebaid.'f
But no such tiadition survives
in Coptic literature.
have no evidince that in
early days the Alexandrian C'lurch seriously

very

'

We

attempted missionary work.
If the Alexandrians
to do so, it would have been no easy
task.
For they were regarded as foreigners by the

had wished

Egypt
and their position was not unlike
that which Englishmen occupy in India to-day. 6
rest of

;

17

Besides the difficulty of the language,i they found
as Origen says, no easy task to persuade an
Egyptian to give up idolatry and despise those
things which Tie had received from his fathers.' /t
Heathen worship down to a late time retained its
firmest stronghold in the pious land of Egypt.'
The increase of the Episcopate under Demetrius
189-232 A.D.), and more especially under his
(c.
miccessor Heraclas (c. 233-218 A.D.), must indeed be
regarded as an indication of missionary activity.yu
If Christianity in the time of Demetrius had spread
as far south as Antinoe,*' the Church was evidently
becoming too large for the personal supervision of
a. single bishop at Alexandria.
The bishop who succeeded Heraclas Dionysius
it,

'

'

—

a Ct. Am^lineau, Annalet du Mwiie Ouimtt, rvU. pp. 147, 629;
Act* 88. Mai. liv. VU. Path. 60; Parai. de SS. I'ach. et
Theodor.

27.

g Amtl. op. cit. pp. 147, 160.
r See e.g. Ain«l. op. cit. pp.

12, 18, 22, S7, 41

1.,

60t., 78

1.,

92,

W.
I lb. p. 141

:

Miuion Arch. Mtmoirtt,

Iv. p. B53.

Mif^e, PO,

x\. 049.
For the correapondinp Ethiopio Bee
viil. (1896) p. 31.
Tile Latin form
(Heron. VaU. ii. 62.
{ Eusebius, UK, vi. 1.
n In the Life of Theodore we hear of brethren * who Inter>reted his words in Greelc to those who did not know
SpJl'tian, because they were strangers (gixcoO and AlexAm^I. AnnaU* du MG,
andrians.* See Zoegu, op. cit. p. 871
I

Basset, Let Apoc. Elhiopiene,

U found

In

I

;

ivii.

p 302.
e Ct. lilommsen, Provineet
Eni;. trans.), il. p. 262.

of th»

Roman Smpin

(Dlcluon's

See the account of MocariuB, bishop of Antaeopolis, In
Aln61. Miction Arch. Mimoire*, iv. pp. 93. 95 f. ; Zoega, op. eit.
I

p. 99.

s oriKen, Contra Celt. I. 62 (Ixjmm. ivlll. p. 97).
X Monimscn, op. cit. ii. p. 260.
See also Ainiil. Let Acttt det
Martvrt de f^iflite eopte (Paris, 1890), p. 7, note 2; Erman,
ZA.S, 1896, p 43 n
u Eutvcbiua, Annalet (Pococke, Oxford, 1866), I. p. S.'i" (sec
The fact that before tlie
LiBhtloot. rhilippiant, p. 231 f).
time of l>emetnus there was no E(0'l>tian iiishop out«ido of
Alexandria nee<l not gu^f^rest thnl tlio prn^reHS of Christianity
was for a long time confined witliin the tiniits of a single city
(see Gilibon, Decline and Fait 0/ the Roman Hmjnrr, c.
For the Alexandrian diocese might
XV. Bnn-'s ed. ii. p. 60).
have been, like the early dioceses of Oanl atid N. Italy
(DuohtHiie, Faetet /jriecojtaux de t'ancienn* Gaule, I. p. 33 IT.),
See Pearson, Vindicitt Epint.
of very consideralde extent.
S, /i/mifii (Cambridge, 1672) I. p. 170.
w between the ^vears c. 212-216 A.D. we find Alexander, bishop
tt Jerusalem, wnting to the Antinoites and exhorting them to
'

'

en

—

A

'

'

'

We

'

'

We

We

Diocletian

the

Eusebius

persecution

in

person

visited the Thebaid.
He was an eye-witne.ss of
the massacres, and of the fanatical enthusiasm of
the
martyrs.
many of
The persecution continued,
'
not for a few days or for a short time, but for
a long period of whole years {ivl ixaKpbv 5\av H-Civ
SiddT-qiia).
Most of the sufferers apparently belonged to the lower classes of society, but there
were some of high birth and distinction.?; Many
bisliops suffered for the faith,
but Eusebius does
not s;iy whether any of them came from the south.
He has described the .suflerings of the rest of the
Egyptian Church in Egypt itself 1 and elsewhere ;«
'

and

lias preserved an account by an eyewitness of
the persecution in Alexandria.X But when we
bring together all the historian's statements, it is
singularly difiicult to determine how far they
imply the existence of a widespread native Chriscan only conjecture that amongst
tianity.
the numerous martyrs some of those in a lower
station of life were natives. A century had pa.ssed
since the bishop of Jerusalem wrote to the Greekspeaking population of the capital of the Thebaid.^
In the meantime the Christians in that town may
have done good work amongst the
barbarians,'
even if they had not attempted such work at first,
be of one mind (i/xe^ptt^rat). See Kus. II E, vi. 11, In the next

We

'

century a bishop of Antlnoe was present at the Council of

Nicsa (Zoega, op. cit. p. 244).
« Dion. ap. Eus. Z/c, vi. 41. Their names were Heron, Ater,
Isidore, ana Nemcsion.
Dlon.vsius seems to imply that most of
the others at Alexandria were Greeks. Argiinients cannot l>e
safely based on the absence of EgjTitian names.
Thus we have
in tlie FayOm a son of Satabus bearing a I.atin and Greek
name Aurelius Diogenes.' See Benson, Cyprian, Appendix B,
*

p. 542.

IMon. ap. Ens. HE, vi. 42.
>• Sec Am61. Actee dee if. pp. 14-17.
'Matm'(p. IS) is probably the same as 'Metros,' who sudered the yeiir liefore the
Dei-ian pcrtiecution (Eus. HE, vi. 41). See also Malan, Calentiar
Qjf the Coptic Church, p. 10.
) Eus. HE, vi. 46, vii. 22.
The bishop of UermopoUs (tL 46), BieiKZ, an Egyptian
blshoj)(vii. 21).
C 11 E, vii. 24.
^ HE, viii. 9.
e HE, viil. 9, 13, Ix. 8

De Mart. Pal. 13. We gatlier from
;
Epiphanius, H<rr. Ixviil. 8 {PO, xlii. 197), that I'otamo of tieraclea lost an eye in the persenitinn.
Dc Mart. Pal. 8, IS.
. ///•;. viii. 8. 8, 13, ix. 11 ;
* HE, viii. 6f.; De Marl. Pal. 8, in, 13.
X I'hileas, an. Eus. HE, viil. 10.
The occount of Phileas' OWB
trial is given by Kuinart, Ad. Sine. 2ud ud. p. 494 fl.
ft Eus. HE, vi. 11.

t

''

;

EGYPTIAN VERSIONS

EGYPTIAN VERSIONS

Oojitic accounts of this persecution were
writtfn at a later date, and are disfigured by
legendary additions. Yet the traditions of martyrdoms having taken place in the towns lying
between Antinoe and Latopoliso must have some
They point to the fact
historical foundation.
that the persecution was particularly severe in
Many of the martyrs bear Greek
the south.
names, and are connected with the army.jS ComDiocleparatively few bishops are mentioned. 7
tian is hated with a wild, unreasoning hatred, due
no doubt in part to political considerations.
religion must nave gained in popularity among the
fanatical, disorderly natives of Upper Egypt,
simply because Diocletian and the Government
were opposed to it. In fact we find, as we study
these Coptic traditions, that however much the
new religion had already appealed to the natives,
a fresh era began with Diocletian, 5 and Christianity became, in a fuller sense than ever
Hatred of Diobefore, the reli^ou of the people.
cletian, the faith of the martyrs, the sufferings
which they endured, all contributed to this result.
The consequence was that, when the persecution
was over, the repentance of the heathen [tuv
i0yQi/) was multiplied in the Church, the bishops
leading the way unto God, according to the
teaching of the apostles.'
It wiB be evident from this brief study of the
subject, that but little is known of Egyptian
Christianity outside of Ale.xandria before the
tune of Pachomius. The state of the Church in
his time the history and legends of the Diocletian
persecution the increase of the Egyptian episcopate under Demetrius and Heraclas suggest,
but do not prove, that some time before the end
of the 3rd cent, there was a considerable number
They would soon feel the
of native Christians.
Historical
-leed of a translation of the Bible.
evidence, then, on the whole, points to the 3rd
cent, as the period when the first Coptic translaBut this view can only be
tion was made.f
In the light of future
regarded as tentative.
This
discoveries it may have to be modified.
translation was most probably made, not in the
neighbourliood of Alexandria, but in Middle or
Here the native element was
Upper Egypt.
stronger than in the north and, as Greek was
less spoken, the need for a translation would
be more keenly felt. All the evidence that we
possess at present goes to prove that Coptic
literature, whether orthodox or heretical, took
its development being
its rise in the south
assisted by the hatred felt towards the foreign or

implied by Versions.— All
5. Greek Text
three versions of the NT must be more carefully
edited before we can determine with certainty the
contains
underlying Greek text. The Sahidic
some remarkable interpolations, usually classed as
Western. Two striking ones are found in Lk.
The parable of Dives and Lazarus begins thus in
Now there was a certain rich
the Sahidic Bible
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The

A

NT

'

:

man, whose name was (lit. is) Nineveh' (16'").o
When Joseph had laid the body of Jesus in the
Now when he had
tomb (23°^), the Sahidic adds
:

'

laid him, he placed (or laid) a stone at the door of

the sepulchre, which twenty men could not have
Several interesting Western
rolled '/S (cf. Dc).
interpolations are found in the Acts. Three examples may be quoted.7 After the words ye
shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost not many
days hence, the Sahidic has a strange gloss, ' but
(dWi) untU Pentecost (1», cf. D). The negative
form of the Golden Rule is placed at the end of
the apostolic injunctions to Gentile converts
(15«'-^, cf. D).
After the vision of the man of
Macedonia to St. Paul, the tenth verse of Ac 16
runs thus • And when he had risen, he told us
the vision. Straijjhtway we sought to go forth
into Macedonia, telling (or showing) them that the
Lord had called us for to preach unto them' (cf. D).
On the other hand, several 'Western' interpolations, which we might have expected to find, are
absent from the Sahidic.
The text of the Bohairie version, as is well
known, corresponds in general with that of Codex
Vaticanus. Whether it is yet more closely allied
to the text used by Cyril of Alexandria is a matter
which still remains to Ije determined. There can be
but little doubt that in their original form both the
Bohairie and Sahidic were free from Antiochian
collation of the versions in
interpoli.tions.
those parts of the NT, wliere all three are extant
together, proves that the iliddle Egyptian is often
This is most clearly
closely related to the Sahidic.
seen in the Pauline Epistles. Thus an examination of the three versions in I Co proves that the
Sahidic and Middle Egyptian are not entirely
Sometimes they are
independent translations.
based on a ditierent Greek text from tluit which
But, even when they are
underlies the Bohairie.
translating the same oririnal, their rendering ia
often strikingly different from that of the Northern
version.
We may take 1 Co 15'-"'^ as an example.
Here the Sah. and M.E. translations are practically
identical
Hut S if Christ is preached that he rose
from the dead, in what manner do some amon"
you say that the dead do not rise? If the dead
Greek element.ij
do not rise, then Clirist did not rise. If Christ
did not rise, then is our preaching vain, and vain
X Am^l. Actes des M. p. SO fl.
is our c faith also.' J" The Boh. translation is not so
,3 lb. pp. 26, 30, 103, 219.
free
But if Christ is preached that he was raised
y Zoepi (Cat. pp. 237, 239) and Amillneaa (op. eit. pp. 89,
53 f.) apeak of the martyrdom of the bishops of Ptolemaia ana
from the dead, how (iruit) do some among you say
Ilermoiwlis Magna. Ara^lineau {op. cit. p. 47fT.) tells of the
that there is no resurrection (di-iiffTatris) of the deadi
martyrdom of the bishop of Latopolis. Fisura and three other
But if there is no resurrection (dfdirTaffis) of the
bishops (Zoega, Cat. p. 52; Hyvernat, Actes dfi M.
p.
1 14 fl.), and the bishop of Prosopis in Lower Eg>'pt (Zoega, Cat.
dead, then not even (ovSi) was Christ raised.
p. 225 ff.), were also
pp. 62, 133; Il^-vemat, Actei d«« it.
But if Christ was not raised, then (ioa) vain is
martyred. The bishop of Akinim fled (Amelineau, Actes deJi M.
This
our preachin", vain also is your faith.' ij
means
32).
The
bishop
Lycopolis
used
the
pereecution
as
a
of
I).
instance and it is one among many shows us that
of self-agfjrandisenient (Hyvernat, Acies det M. i. 260), and.
aG(-ordintr to Athanasius '{Apol. e. Arianos, 69) and Socrates
the Sah. and M.E. must in some way be related
(HB, a), actually sacriflced.
A cursory examination might
to one another.
i The era of the martyrs, on which Coptic chronolo^ is
suggest that they are practically the same version,
usually hosed, begins with A.D. 284, the year of the accession of
'

'

'

'

'

:

'

—

—

—

'

A

;

'

:

;

:

'

i.

i.

—

—

I.

Diocletian.
I See Am61. Vie de PakMme, Annala du ifO. xvii. pp. 2, 83!)
Acta 88. Mai. xlT. Vit. Pach. Prolog.; of. aUo Mime, PL, Ixxiil.

231.

:

Th« evidence

MS8

docs not help us much. Our oldest
M98 are frapnentary, and their date a matter of uncertainty.
But a Sahidic MS of part of 2 Th 3 (Kenyon, op. cit. plate xviii),
and fragments in Old Middle Eg>-ptian"of Jnde (Crum, op. cit.
plate 1, No. 2), and of the Minor Prophets (Krall, t'Ohrer, p. 33,
Tufel iii.) take us back to the 4th or 5th cent«. Cf. also Stem,
C

• Of. tlamack, Texte u. Untrrt. xiii. 1, 75 fl.
^ In the biliiiLiial MS described by Amelineau (Notice de» iISS
Coptu de la Bib!. Xalionale, Paris, 189.1) the Or. runs thus xm

ZAS,

of

iwitlriKot*

t*.

uyr,u,,v kiOov fj^ycct

W

»

i
t

»

M.K. omits 'but.'

So Engelbreth's Sah. Amilinean baa

'

yoiir.'

C Sah. oinita 'also.'

l&Sfl, p. 135.

« Cf. Ouidi, Sachriehtn
1SS9, No. 8, p. eot.

n uayir ux»ri »*ifiu
The corresponding Sahidic is not published.
tKvXiti.
* Other intcriiolations will he found in Ac 1* i" 8" 6" 6*
34 isli-m IQli20" 21'.
9«Si27 1410 161
^»,Ter xvreu

<on dtr K. O.

d.

W. tu Ofttinqen,

V

A

Oreek

Coptic word for
tjVt,c.

'

faith

'

is

used.

B.

and M.E. employ tin

—
A7

l:,GVi'i'lA^

EITHER

VKKSIO^'S

and that the dillerences between them are purely
But when we inquire more closely
into the passages where all three are extant, we
find that such an explanation ia not satisfactory.
Sometimes each version is apparently an independOccasionally the Sahidic and
ent translation.
dialectical.

IJohairic agree in rendering or in underlying text
as against the Middle Egj'ptian. In other places
and this is especially the case in the Gospels a the
Uohairic and Middle Egj-ptian are opposed to the
Sahidic.
Thus, in St. Matthew's account of the
Lord's Prayer the dillicult word ^7rioi5(7ios is represented in Sahidic by that which is cominq, in tlie

—

other two versions by of to-morrow.^ AVlicn we
have recovered a larger portion of the Middle
Egyptian version, and when the fragments already
known have been collected and edited, we shall be
able to speak with greater security. Meanwhile
we may provisionally state our view as follows.

The New Testament was

first translated
into
Sahidic from a text containing a considerable
Western element. The translation was idiomatic
and in some cases inexact. The Middle Egyptian,
probably made very soon afterwards, was largely
influenced by the Sahidic.
The Bohairic, made
last of all, tliough in places influenced by the two
previous translations, represented an ellort to
translate with more literal exactness what was
felt to be a superior Greek text.
The Coptic versions of the Old Testament are
The study of them is of
based upon the LXX.
great interest, because it may help us to reconstruct the edition of the LXX made by Hesychius,
which, as we learn from Jerome, was well known
Whether any of the
in Alexandria and E^-ynt-S
versions of the Coptic Old Testament are free from
the influence of Origen's revision is doubtful.
Some Sahidic MSS give the Book of Job in a
shortened form. The claim has been put forward f
that we have in these MSS a witness to the original
text of the LXX, before Origen made his copious
additions from Theodotion's version, f But the
(Cf.
last word on this subject has not been said.
Burkitt, Texts and Studies, iv. 3, p. 8.) The relation of the Middle Egyp. of OT to the Sah. has
yet to be worked out.?;
of Cimticism of VEn.sioN.s.—
5. History
careful study of the Coptic versions of the New
Testament is given by Lightfoot in Scrivener's
Introd. to the Netr Test. 6
Lightfoot, as many
distinguished scholars before him,i believed that
we should probably not be exaggerating, if we
'

'

'

« An examination of
trulh of this assertion.

Mt

6*-15

and Jn i^30

will

prove the

the Bohairic of Mt Is probably the
result of a deliberate revision. The older rendtrinn (cf. Lat.
Vul;;.) Htill remains in Lk, where the Boh. has that which is
comiiu/ {}t\.K. is wanting in Lk U). At the end of the prayer
the Doxology is wanting' in Boh. The .Sah. hoa, For thine is
the power and the dominion for ever and ever, Amen,' The
M.E. has, For thine is the power and the priory for ever, Amen'
fi

Tills translation

in

'

•

(cf.

liidaohe viii. en reZ imt
fraKTnents of the

*The
minute

for claflsillcation.

amc

ii

'

iii^Ktui tULi n loioc ili rt'vt otiai»xt).
written in < Hd M.E. are too

NT

The little that remains shows the
But when wc recover more, we may

text as the Sahidic.
And that It diflera only dialectically from the ordinary M.b.
Terslon.
i fT<rJ. in Par. (VaU. Ix. J405); A-p<A. adv. Rufln. ii. 27 CV'»11-
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placed one or both of the principal Egyptian
versions,' i.e. the Bohairic and the Sahidic, 'or at
least parts of them, before the close of the 2nd
cent. 'a
This view has been followed by Westcott
and Hort, who maintain that 'the greater part of
the Bohairic ' version cannot well be later than the
2nd cent.,' whilst 'the Version of Upper Egypt
was probably little if at all inferior
antiquity.' /J Ileadlam, who, in the last edition
(1S94) of Scrivener's Introduction, has given a
summary of the history of the criticism of the
Coptic NT from the point where Lightfoot
stopped, considers that it has been sufficiently
proved tliat translations into Coptic existed in the
3rd cent., very prolably in the 'Jnd.'7 Ciasca, in
the introd. to Ins edition of the Sahidic OT (where
references will be found to the work of former
editors 5), discusses the text and date of the Book
of Job.e
His examination of the book confirms
him in the belief that Lightfoot was riglit in
assigning part at least of the Coptic versions to
the 2nd cent.f It is with the greatest dillidence
that wo have ventured to suggest that this early
date (even if it is right) has not been proved.
Our belief in the historical evidence for stich a
date was shaken by an article tmlilished by Prof.
Guidi, to which reference hat. already been made
and subsequent study has confirmed us in the
view that there is, as yet, no adequate evidence of
the existence of a Coptic version at such an early
date as is often maintained.
'

.

.

m

.

'

ij

;

EHI

Gn

—The eponym of

Forbes Robinson.

a Benjamite family,
where, however, cjo biii; 'ntj must be

("!<).

46-',

corrected after Nu 26'"- to c;5-'i dtck.
The corruption was perhaps prior to the adoption of the
square character ; o and c in the old script being
similar and liable to confusion.
It may, however,
be due to mere transposition of the two letters
Haupt's
Genesis,
(Ball in
ad loc.). See further
'

Gray, Ueb. Prop. Names, 35.
J. A. Selbie.
EHUD (i>n(<), son of Gera, a left-handed Benjamite,
delivered his jicoplo by a bold exploit from Eglon,
king of Moab, who had captured Jericho and
oppressed Israel for eighteen years. This history
The compiler has furnished
is given in >Ig 3'-'*'.

AuiRAM, and

cf.

in bis usual manner
narrative itself (vv."''"''*) is one
of the most ancient in the book, and a cliaracteristic specimen of the best style of Heb. storyDoubts have been cast upon the name of
telling.
the hero, because Ehud and Gora elsewhere are
names of Benjamite clans. Gera is a son (Gn 4C-')
or grandson (1 Ch 8'), Ehud is a great-grandson
(1 Ch 7'°), of Benjamin (Noldeke, Untersuch. p.
But E. may well
179 f.; Stado, Gesrh. i. C8).
have been the name of the hero before it was the
name of the dun called after him (Budde, liicht. u
Sam. 100). Wellliausen {Gott. Nachriohten. 189o,
p. 480) suggests that ninx may be an abbreviation
G. A. Cooke.
of ii.TZN in 1 Ch 8'.

an introduction and conclusion
(Vy, u-i6a. 80b)

.

ti,e

Now

alternative, one or the other
EITHER.— L
in older Kng. 'either' was comprehensive, eocA <;/

U. S22).

Sec Clasca, op. cU. vol. U. p. xvUl ff. ; Batch, BMiays in
BilM-al Grefk, p. 216.
C llier. /Vo/. tn Jo6(\'an. Ix. 1097).
nThe translations of Zee 13' in Sah. and Old M.E. cannot
be Inflependent. Both add (? cf. Field) ««< i?ii{i f*i— a readinff
evidently derived from Tlieodotion, and omitted In Boh. The
wortls ^icT, «»Opwvd< i/>7«{cju4»«r Tr.i yiit iyit tlfM Are found In the
Old M.K., but not in Boh. and Sah.
Scrivener, IHain Introduction to the Criticism of the XT,
III. p. S8S(I.; see also (IreRory, Prolcdomena (Issi), 8.'.ltlT.
For an Interetttinvj and concise account of these verMirtns see
(189 ), p. 71.1 WO II.
Kenyon, (Hit Bible and the Ancient .11
A useful Bununary of the literature of the subject Is iriven by
Nestle, Urtcxt unit (Jbertetzungen dcr /;iV;<-/ (IsliT), p. 114 IT.
See t^uatreuiere, op. eil. p. 9. Cf. Schwartze, /I'p. in Dial.

•d.

.'-•.s'

,

Mmnph.

p. xviii.

vol..

I.— 43

c Scrivener, op. eit. cd. ill. n. 371.
Westcott and Hort, The A T in Ih* Original Oreek,
ed. p.

aiialler

f)74.

ed. Iv. vol. 11. p. 105 1.
1 Ciasca, op. eit. vol. I. ji. viil t.
t Op. eit. vol. 11. p. xvili IT.
t Op. cU. vol. II. p. xxxvi f
ron dcr K.O. d. W. tti OMtinifen, 1889, No. S,
•I Xachriehlen
StcindorlT (op. eil. i 2) suiryicsta the end of the »r»'.
p. 4911.
cent, as the date of tin* Coptic translation of the Bible.. Stern
In his Critinche Antnfrkunijen zu der boheirischcn V'herKet.
zttnij der I'rocerbia Salom'onii (ZAS, 1882, p. 101 fT.) conjectures that the Boh. Version may be much later than the
Sah., wliich, In part at least, was mudo In th" 3rd cent. (p. 201!).

y Scrivener,

He

thinks

It

to he based

op.

eit.

possible that the Boh. and Sah. Versions

on some form

of the

M.E. {ZAS,

may prov«

18SII, p. 136).

—

;

EKLR
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ELAM, ELA.MITES

German equivalent

'jeder.'
Thus
ami Abiliu, the sons of Aaron, took
19'"
either of them his censer
1 K 7"
Jn
on
on either side of
eitlier side one,' and Rev 23"

turn, like its
Lv 10' ' Nailab

'

;

'

;

'

the river was there the tree of life.' Cf. Ridley,
Bre/e Declaration (155D), p. 102 (Moule's ed.), 'as
some of them do odiously call cither other
changed in the Oxf. ed. 1GS8 into each other.'
Either was formerly u.sed to introduce the
2.
second or any later alternative, as well as the first
so Ja 3'" and Ph 3'^ Not as though I had already
attained, either were already perfect' (RV 'or');
and so Lk 6^^ Either how canst thou say to thy
brother' (RV 'Or'). In this sense 'either else' is
also found, as Stubbes, Anat. Abus. ii. 10, 'Either
else they would never be so desirous of revenge.'
'

'

'

'

'

'

Hastings.

J.

EKER

(iHy).—

A

Jerahmeelite

Ch

(1

See

2").

Genealogy.

EKREBEL
town

('EK/)e;9i5X),

of 'Akrabeh,

Akrabattine

EERON

(SWF

Jth 7".— Apparently the
Shechem, the capital of

E. of
ii.

d'npv, 'Ax/copiiv),

;

inflicted (see, e.g., Smith's Assijr. Disc. pp. 304-306).
It is found in the Apocrypha (1 Mac 10^,

AV

Accaron) as a place given by Alexander Balas to
Jonathan MaccabiEus in reward for his services.
It is spoken of in connexion with a march of king
Baldwin the crusader, A.D. 1100 (Robinson, BRP
It is apparently identified with 'Akir,
ii. 228).
4 miles E. of Ycona, and is now a station on the
railway from Jafi'a to .Jerusalem. (See PHILISTINES.
See also Smith, HGHL 193, 218). Ekronite
A
citizen of Ekron. The word is used in the singular
is spoken of,
in Jos 13', where ' the Ekronite
meaning the people of Ekron collectively, and in
the plur.al in 1 S 5'°, where the citizens are siioken
'

W.

J.

Beecher.

EL.— See GoD.

ELA

CnXci).
1. 1 Es 9»'=Elam, Ezr 10».
2.
4" kSx, AV Elah) Father of Shimei, who was
Solomon's commissariat officer in Benjamin.

K

;

K

Am

'

:

A

N.

J.

D. White.

ELAH, THE VALLEY OF (rhm

«.Xas
t,
p;s)
'the valley of the terebinth').
The scene of the defeat of the Phil, champion
Goliath at the hands of David (1 S 17»- '* 219). '>ri,e
valley of E. is probably the modem Wady esSunt ( = terebinth), the third and most southerly of
the valleys which cut through the Shephelah, and
so lead up from the Phil, plain into the heart of
'
Judfea.
An hour's ride from Tell es-Safi (at the
entrance to the Phil, plain) up the winding vale of
E. brings us through the Shephelah to the spot
where the Wady es-Sur turns S. towards Hebron,
and the narrow Wady el-Jindy strikes up towards
Bethlehem. At the junction of the three there is
a level plain, a quarter of a mile broad, cut by two
streams, which combine to form the stream dowc
Wady es-Sunt. This plain is probably the scene
of David's encounter with Goliath (G. A. Smith,
Bist. Geogr. p. 227).
The Philistines had pitched their camp between
Socoh and Azekah, i.e. on a ridge separated from
the rest of the low hills, and facing the Israelites
across the vaUey. The gai (n;?) or ravine, which
separated the two armies, is the deep trench formed
by the combination of the two streams this, in fact,
formed a valley within the valley. The Israelites
had taken up their position on the farther or eastern
side of the vale, somewhere on the slopes of the
Wady el-Jindy, thus securing their line of retreat
up the Wady. The natural stren";th of both
positions was thus very great, since, if either army
attacked, they must not only cross the ravine, but
also climb the opposite slopes, and so place themthe long delay of
selves at a great disadvantage
the two armies, in face of each other, was probably

—

one of the five principal
cities of the Philistines, the one farthest to the N.
(Jos 13').
It was a centre, having towns and
villages dependent upon it (Jos 15").
In the first
division of the land W. of the Jordan it was
assigned to Judah, being on the N. boundary of
that tribe (Jos IS'"- •"•"), but in the later division
the boundaries were so rectified as to give it to
Dan (Jos 19"). It is mentioned as among the
After
cities not captured under Joshua (Jos 13^).
his death it was taken by Judah (Jg 1")
but the
possession was not permanent, for we afterwards
find it in the hands of the Philistines till the time
of David.
It is prominently mentioned in the
history of the time when the ark was in the land
of the Philistines (1 S 5. 6), and in connexion with
Like the rest of the Phil,
later events (1 S 7'*
17'>f).
cities, it became practically indfjpendent soon after
the disruption. It is mentioned in history in the
time of Jehoshaphat (2 K P- ' "• "), in the time
of Amos (Am 1°, Zee 9'-'), and in the time of
Jeremiah (Jer 25-°). The records of Sennacherib,
king of Assyria, mention a revolt of E. from the
Assyrians to Hezekiah, and the condign punishment

(1

K

'H\a,

sh. 12).

of individually.

that he was a worthless sot ('drinking himself
in the house of Arza his steward, I K 16").
Jos. [A7it. VIII. xii. 4) says that Zimri took advantage of the absence of the army at Gibbethon (1 K
16") to kill Elah while unprotected. His death wag
followed by the extirpation of his family, in fulfil16'-^)
but tlie
ment of the prophecy of Jehu (1
sacred narrative reminds us that the fact of a man's
being the rod of God's anger does not exempt him
from punishment for tlie crimes he commits in
16'),
accomplishing the design of Providence (1
cf. Hos I'',
1^ The office which Arza held was
a very high one, see 1 K 4-' *. 3. Father of Hoshea,
last king of Israel (2 K \5^ 17' 18'-»). 4. (1 Ch 4")
Second son of Caleb. Rawlinson suggests that the
and the sons
last words of the verse should be
of Elah, Jehallelel and Kenaz.' (So KeU.) Similar
8="
9-".
Benomissions occur in &^
5. (1 Cli 9")
iamite who dwelt in Jerus. in tlie time of Neh.
He is not mentioned in the parallel list, Neh 11.

drunk

A

Tri%

;

Spvis

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

due

J. F.

to this fact.

StenninO.

(D^T).— 1. A son of Shera (Gn 10'» = 1 Ch
the eponymous ancestor of the Elamites (see
Korahite (1 Ch 26')following article).
2.
4. The eponym of a
3. A Benjamite (1 Ch 8-^).
family of which 1254 returned with Zerub. (Ezr 2',
Neh 7", 1 Es 5'-) and 71 with Ezra (Ezr 8', 1 Es 8").
It was one of the BenC-Elam that urged Ezra to
take action against mixed marriages (Ezr 10^), and
six of the same family are reported to have put
away their foreign wives (Ezr 10-*). Elam ace. to
Neh lO" sealed the covenant.' 5. In the parallel
has also
the other Elam
lists Ezr 2^', Neh 7**
It
1254 descendants who return with Zerubbabel.
api)ears certain that there is some confusion here
(cf. Berth. -Ryssel,nfZ toe, and Smend,iw<cn, p. 19).
6. A priest who took part in the dedication of the
J. A. Selbie.
walls (Neh 12*-').

ELAM

1"),

A

'

'

'

ELAH
The
'

fifth

itlcate

(.i^N

'

terebinth ').—!. (Gn 36«,

Ch

1»«)

'duke of Edom.' These names prob.
districts called after certain chieftains.

..^mp. the use of

King

1

Mamr£, Caleb,

etc.

2. (1

K

IG'^'*)

of Israel, son of Baasha.
His reign can
scarcely have lasted two years, since he came to
the throne in the 26th year of Asa, and was killed
The story of Elah's death suggests
in the 27th.

(o^'y, "EXd/i, Elymai.t).— The
the Assyr. Elamtu, 'the Highlands

ELAM, ELAMITES
Heb. Elam

is

KLAMITES

ELA^^,

ELAxM,

(a name also applied to the Amorite Hi;,'lilanils'
Elamtu is the
in the west), ElamO, 'an Elaraite.'
Semitic translation of the Suraerian Nuninia or
Ninima, which has the same signilication, and wjis
the name applied by the Proto-chalda'ans to the
Elara
mountainous land to the east of them.
'

two ruling cities, Susa or Shushan,
called Susun ('the old') in the native texts (now
Shuster), on the Ulai or Euhius, and Anzan or

possessed

Ansan, nearer Babylonia in the south-west. The
two cities gave their names to the districts in which
thcv were situated, an inhabitant of Susiana being
called Susunka, the 'Susanchite' of Ezr 4'.
The
district of Anzan was more extensive than that of
Susa, and at one time was equivalent to the land
of Eiam amon" the Babylonians [JV. A. I. ii. 47.
Cyrus and his immediate predecessors were
18).
kings of Anzan, the countrj- having apparently
been conquered by the Persian Teispes during the
'

'

decline of the Assyr. empire.
Sir H. Itawlinson
notices that an early Arab, writer, Ibn en-Nad!m,
states that writing was invented by Jenishid, who
lived at Assan, one of the districts of Shuster.
The kings of Susa, however, eventually got posBe».sion of Anzan, and so founded the kingdom of
They call themselves lords of the kingElain.
dom of Anzan and as this title is found on their
bricks at Bushire, the kingdom must have extended as far as the sea.
To the east is the plain of Mai-Amir, where
there are sculptures and cuneiform inscriptions,
from which we learn that here was another kinj;dom called Apirti, the Apharsites' of Ezr i'. In
the agglutinative language of the second transcript
of the Acha>menian texts the name is written
Khapirti, and it has there taken the place of
\nzan or Susa as the ecpiivalent of the Bab.
"Ilamtu.
The equivalent in the Persian transcript
9 Uwaja, whence the modern Khuzistan.
The dialects of Mal-Aniir, of Susa, and of the
Becond Ach.fmenian transcripts differ but slightly
from one another. They are agglutinative, and,
BO far as can be judged, unrelated to any other
known language. Tlie statement in Gn 10-'-, that
Elam was the son of Sheni, does not imply any
racial or linguistic connexion, the object of the
'

'

;

'

chapter being purely geograjjliical.
According to Ncarchu.s, as reported bv Strabo
(xi. 13. 3, (i), 'four bandit nations' inhabited the
mountainous region east of the Euphrates, the
Aniardians or Mardians who bordered on the
Persians, the Uxians and Elyiiieans on tlie frontiers
of Persia and Susa, and the Kossfcans contiguous
to the Medea.
The Amardians may be the people
of
Khapirti, the Uxians belonged to Uwaja,
Elyniais (1 Mac 6') is Elam, and the Kossa^ans
are the Kassi of the Assyr. inscriptions of whose
language many wonls are preserved, which, however, seem to have no connexion with the dialects
of Elam.
'Ansan, in the land of Nunima* or Elam, was
,Oonc|iiercd by Gudea, an early viceroy of southern
IBabylonia (in B.C. 270U), whose monuments have
keen found at Telloh and Mutabil, another early
riceroy (of Durilu on the eastern frontier), broke
the head of the armies of Ansan.' Kudur-Mabug,
the prince of lamutbal, a district of Elam immeclifctely east'vard of Cliahhia, was the father of EriAku or Arioch (whi<li see), and 'father of the land
of the Aniorites' or Syria.
At the same period
Cheihirlaomer (Kudiir-Lagamar) was suzerain of
Babylonia and Palestine ((Jn 14'""), and the
notices in the Bab. a8trolo''ieal tablets which refer
to the king of Anzan and Subarti or Mesopotamia
probably belong to the same date. The defeat of
the Elamitcs by Khammurabi, king of Babylon,
enabled him to overcome Eri-Aku, and make
Babylonia a nnited monarchy (B.C. 2330). In B.C.
;

'

'

'

2-2SU the
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Elamite king Kudur-Nankhundi made

a

raid into Babylonia, and carried away the image
of the goddess Nana-a (sue 2 Mac 1"), which Assurbanipal recovered l():!5 years afterwards. Nearly
a thousiind years later we tind Khurba-tilaof Elam
going to war with Kuri-galzu ll. of Babylonia (B.C.
134IJ) ; but his own men revolted from him, and he
was defeated and captured at Dur-Dungi by Kurigalzu.
About a century afterwards (c. B.C. 123u)
Kidin-Kliutru invaded Babylonia, and, after taking
Durilu, put an end to the Kassite dj-na.sty at

A

invasion by the same king
In B.C. 11I5(?) Babylonia
seems to have been conquered by the Elamites, as
a dynasty of two Elamite kings then began to rule
it.
In B.C. 742 Umman-nigas or Klminba-nigas

Babylon.

was not

second

so successful.

became king

Elam, and in 721 assisted MerodachSargon of Assyria, whom he
repulsed at Durilu.
He died in 718, and was
succeeded by his sister's son, Sutruk-Nankhundi,
who in 711 again as.sisted Merodaeh-baladan, but
this time to no purpose.
Sargon defeated and
captured his general Singusibu, and added the
Elamite districts of latbur, Lakliiru, and Rasi to
baladan

of

against

After a reign of eighteen years Sutrukhis brother Khalludus, who seized the crown.
Jle captured Babylon
in the rear of Sennacherib, who haa gone by sea to
Na^itu, on the Elamite coast, in order to destroy a
settlement made there by the fugitive Merodaehbaladan, an<i the Bab. king, who was a son of
Sennacherib, was carried captive to Elam. A year
and a half afterwards (B.C. 093) the Elamite
nominee at Babylon was captured by the Assyrians,
and in the following Siptumber Khalludus was
murdered.
Kudur - Nankhumii succeeded him,
and Sennacherib ravaged Elam, capturing even
Madaktu north of Susa, until driven back oy the
winter.
The following July, Kudur-Nankh. was
killed in an insurrection, and Umman-menanu put
on the throne. In B.C. 690 came the great battle
of Khalulci, when Sennacherib met the combined
forces of Elam and Babylonia, and both sides
claimed the victory. The king of Elam had under
him the troops of Parsuas (Persia), Anzan,
Pasiru, and Ellipi (where Ecbatana afterwards
stood), besides the Arara.cans and Kaldi or Chald.cans of southern Babylonia.
On the l.'ith of
Nisan, B.C. 689, he was paralyzed, and died the
following November.
Uniman-Klialdas 1., his
successor, reined eight years, when he was burnt
death
on
the
3rd
to
of 'I'isri, and Uniman-Khaldas
II. ascended the throne.
He was murdered in 67")
by his two brothers, Urtaki and Te-Umman, the
elder of whom took the crown, and about ten years
later made an unprovoked raid into Babylonia.
The result was the conquest of Elam by the Assj'r.
king Assurbanipal, who placed Uninian-igas the
son of Urtaki on the throne as a tributary prince.
He joined the great revolt against Assyria, which
was lieaded by the viceroy of Babylonia; but ho
had hardly sent his army into that country when
his son Tammaritu conspired again.st him, and,
cutting off his head, sent it to Assurbanipal.
Tammaritu then joined the Babylonians, and,
during his absence, one of his servants, Inda-bigas,
usurped the throne. Thereupon Tammaritu surrendered to the Assyrians.
Shortly afterwards
Inda-bigas was munlercd by another military adAssyria.

Nankhundi was imprisoned by

venturer, Umman-Khaldaa in., and the Assyr.
army again entered Elam, took Ma<laktu, and
restored Tammaritu to the throne.
He was soon

found to be i>lotting against his masters and as
Umman-Khaldas once more possessed himself of
the country, the Assyr. general wasted it with fire
and sword. Su.sa and the other cities were levelled
with the ground, the temples and palacai destroyed,
and the sacred groves out down.
Thirty-twu
;

—

—
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statues of the kings were carried to Assyria, as
well as the images of all the Elamite deities
Sosinak, the god who delivered oracles, and whose
image was concealed from the sight of the laity,
Sumudu, Lagamar, Part'kira, Araman-Kasinias,
Udiiran, Sapak, Ra^ba, Sungursara, Karsa and
Kirsamas, Sudanu, Apak-sina, Bilala, Panintimri,
Silagara, Napsa, Nabritu, and Kindakaibu (to
whom we have to add also Laguda, Nakhkhunte
or Nankhundi, and Khumba).
The kingdom of
Elara perished, and a desolated province was added
to the Assyr. empire.
But the empire was already
on the decline, and in a few years Elam ceased to
belong to it. In B.C. 600, the year probably of the
destruction of Nineveh, Jeremiah refers to ' the
kings of Elam ' (Jer 25"), and eight years later he
declares that Elam is about to be consumed by its
enemies, its king and princes destroyed, and its
people scattered (49"''°). This would, fit in with
the conquest of Anzan by Teispes the Persian, the
ancestor of Cyrus (which see). When Elam and
Media are called upon to besiege Babylon in Is
21', Cyrus, king of Anzan, must be meant, as
Anzan was synonymous with Elam among the
Babylonians. It would appear from Ac 2* that the
old language of Elam was still spoken there in the
first

century of our era.

—

LrraRATTTBE. Billerbcck, Suta (1893); Dieulafoy, L'AcropoU
de Suse (IS&O); Sayce, 'The Inscriptions of Mai-Amir,' in the
Tramactions of the Leyden Oriental Congress (liSS)
LofLus,
;

CToWaa oikJ Susiana (18S7).

A. H. SaYCE.

93 n.

;

Baudissin in

EL-BETHEL

Mac 9».—The

('AXa<rd), 1

the ruin IVasa, near Bethhoron

site

may

(SWP iii.

the son of Hilkiah, carried a message from king
Zedekiah to Babylon (Jer 29"). For no apparent
spelling Elasah in both
reason,
retains the
the above passages, althoutjh both
and
give for the same Heb. the form Eleasah (wh. see)
elsewhere.
J. A. Selbie.

AV

ELATH or ELOTH
extreme
Akabah.

S. of
It is

(nVi?,

AV

mVi?).—

mentioned in Dt

RV

A seaport in the

Edom, at the head
2* in

of the Gulf of

connexion with

Ezion-geber, one of tlie stations of the Israelites.
Elath, Eloth, and Elim may possibly be various
names of one and the same place, tho palm-grove'
which was the second halting - place after the
passage of the Red Sea. (See Sayce,
p. 268).
'

'

'

HCM

probably identical with El-paran of Gn H'
and Elah of Gn 36". It has also been suggested
that it is referred to in 1 Ch 4", where for ' Iru,
Elah (nSi(, n-y) we might read Ir and Elah (Ty
.-i^Ki).
See further Dillmann on Gn 36".
The
history of E. was a chequered one. Coming into the
fe.

is

'

'

'

when Edom was subdued by
was an important naval station
during the reign of Solomon (1 E 9-'). When the
disiuption of the kingdom took place, Edom contin led to be a vassal of the house of David, until
possession of Israel

David

(2

S

8"), it

recovered its independence in the time of
Tehoram the son of Jehoshaphat (2
S^).
The
port of E. passed once more mto the possession of

it

K

Jndah, when Amaziah and Uzziah had

inflicted

a

upon Edom (2 K 14^). It
was wrested permanently from Jndah during the
operations undertaken against Aliaz by I'ekah
and Rezin (2 K 10"), and either the Syrians
{Kethihh) or the Edomites (Kere) became its possuccession of defeats

sessors.

With

this event

history as far as

xaoAeTa'Alabah.

EL-BERITH

OT

ia

(c.

B.C.

734) ends its

concerned.
J.

K.

^k)-—The name which Jacob

LXX
may

have been corrupted from k^'^'^ that,' which
would naturally be attached to D-p-ph (so in Pesh.
and Vulg.). Ball justly adds that God of Betliel li
an extraordinary name for a place. See, however,
the note (*) om p. 278' of the present volume.

A

'

J. A. Selbie.
perhaps 'God hath called').
1").
See Geneson of Midian (Gn 25^ 1 Ch

ELDAAH

(n^i^^,

alogy.

—

ELDAD (tj^n).
One of the seventy elders
appointed to assist Moses in the government of the
people.
On a memorable occasion in the wilderness journey, he and another named Medad were
not present with Moses and tlie rest of the elders
at the door of the tabernacle to hear God's
message and receive His spirit. But the spirit of
the Lord came upon them where they were, and
Joshua regarded
they prophesied in the camp.
this as an irre^larity, and appealed to Moses to
forbid them.
But he received the reply, 'Art
thou jealous for my sake? would God that all the
Lord's people were prophets, that the Lord would
spirit

upon them

!

'

(Nu

11"''®).

R. M. Boyd.
The fact
OF.

is

—

ELDAD AND MODAD, BOOK

(nf'V^N 'God hath made').— 1. One of
who had married a foreign wife (Ezr 10-).
The son of Shaphan, who along with Gemariah,

the

A. Selbik.

(Jg 9«).— See Baal-Berith, and

A9

said to have given to the scene of his ^asion on
The
his way back from Paddan-aram, Gn 35' (P ?).
(Bai9^X), Vulg. (Dormis Dei), Pesh. and Arab.
VSS omit ' El,' which Ball (in Haupt's OT) suggests

sh. 17).

ELASAH

RV

(pirn's

R. Smith,

p. 334.

be at

those
2.

PRE? iL

is

put his

ELASi

W.

Moore, Judges, 242, 265;

cf.

that the prophecies of these men are unrecorded in
Nu 1128-2S furnished an invitin" theme for imarinaHis book
tion to some unkno\vn seer and author.
Thou shalt say to
is quoted in Hermas, Vis. ii. 3
Maximus. Behold the tribulation cometh
.
" The Lord is near to them that turn to Him," as
it is written in the (book) of Eldad and Modad.'
The Pal. Targums (Jcrus. i. and Jems. ii. ) both
supply us with the subject of E. and M.'s prophecy,
filling in, as is their wont, the supposed hiatus
the Heb. Bible. They a^ee with Hermas that it
'

:

.

.

m

had reference to pre-JIessianic tribulation, which is
described under the coming of Magog against Israel
Jerus. ii. says that Gog and
at the end of days.
ftlagog shall both fall by the h.ind of King Messiah.
Jerus. i. omits this but adds, 'The Lord (see Levy, s.v.
O'Tp) is near to them that are in the hour of tribulaThe close resemblance thus pointed out betion.'
tween Hermas and the two Targums seems certainly
to indicate tliat all three authors were acquainted
with the same Bk of E. and M. and renders the
hesitancy of Schiirer and Ziickler no longer necessary.
In 1 Clem, xxiii. 3. 4 and 2 Clem. xi. 2. 3 is
a long quotation, called in the one case ypa(j>i], in
the other wpo(pr]TiK6s \irfos, but not in OT, which
Lightfoot and Holtzmann conjecture to have been
taken from our book. In both cases, as well as in
Hermas, the quotation is designed to refute one
who is sceptical about the approaching tribulations
at the end of the days.' Our book is found in the
Stichometry of Nicephorus (400 ffrlxot), and in the
;

;

'

Synopsis Athanasii (see
LiTERATtmB. — FabriciuB,

Abraham, Book

of).

801-804;
Cod^
Schurer, Il./P ll. iii. 29; Zdckler, Apoc da A.T. 439; Weber,
tht
mistranslates
however,
Lehren det Talm. 18S6, p. 370 (who,
Targ. Jeru*. i. in the line cited); Holtzman';, Kinlritung, 55S.
pteudep.

J. T.

V.T.

1.

Mar-shall.

ELDER (IN OT).— In ancient days the institution
was not peculiar to the Jewish people,
and the word elder did not suggest those purely
ecclesiastical and religious functions with which it
of Elders

now associated. The origin of the office is easily
traced.
Under the primitive conditions of society
that prevail in the early history of all nations 'iq«

is

;;
;

ELDER

ELEAZAR

la an indispensable condition of investment with
authority
[Vi. the yiMms so freijuently mentioned by Homer (e.g. U. xviii. 503), the yepovala
of the Dorian states, the Patres and Senutus of
the Romans, the rptafius at Sparta, and the Sheikh,
i.e. elder, in Arabia].
Hence from the be^'inning
of Israel's history downwards we hear of elders
(C"jjl,

rpea^vTtpoi) as

an

The

official class.

title,

which at first is inseparably associated with the
idea of age, came afterivards to desijjnate merely
the dij,'nity to which age was formerly the necessary pa.s.«port.* In the narratives of the Hex. both
J and E are acquainted with the institution of
elders (Ex 3" 19' 24', Nu ll""-, etc.), and that not
only in Israel but amongst the Egyptians (Gn 50')
and the Moabites and Midianites (rsu 22'). Their
position and functions in early times are thus
described by Wellhausen {Ilist. of Jsr. and Jud.
15), 'What t here was of permanent official authority
lay in the hands of the elders and heads of houses;
in time of war they commanded each his own
household, and in peace they dispensed justice
each within his own circle.' They are frequently
referred to in Deut. as discharging the functions
of local authorities (Dt 10'" 2\' 22"' 25', cf. also
Jos 20*, Jg 8", Ku 4"). Tlieir number varied with
the locality, it must sometimes have been considerable e.g. the elders of Succoth who came into
collision with Gideon (Jg 8") numbered seventyseven. At a later period they appear in connexion
with the adoption of the kingly form of government (1 S 8*), with the intrigues of David and
Abner about the succession to the throne (I S 30-'°,
2 S 3"), while the part they played in the judicial
murder of Naboth is well known (I K 21'""). It
was from amongst the previously existing body of
elders that Moses, according to Nu U'**- (JE),
cho.se an inner circle of seventy
to bear with him
the burden of the people.'
(The important part
played by this incident in late Jewish traditions
will be referred to under Sanhedkin).
The elders of the city (Tin "jpi) acted as judges (Dt
22"), just as the village ^ddi and his assistants do
in an Arab community at the present day (Driver,
Deut. 199).
It is true that in Dt 16" 'judges'
(exit') and 'officers' (o-T^f) appear to be distinguished from elders but Scliiirer is prob. right
in his suggestion, that both these classes were
selected from the general bodyof elders, the 'judges'
being entrusted with the administration of justice,
while the officers took charge of the executive
department. Elders reappear in the Persian and
Greek periods (Ezr 5»-» 6*-^* 10«, Jth 6" 1'° 8'" 10'
13", 1 Mac 12", and in the story of Susanna),
while the rpea^vrepot toD XooD during the Kom.
period are often mentioned by Josephus and NT.
The authority which the elders of any community possessed as the municipal council in civil
affairs extended also to religious matters, particularly after the synagogue (see Synaqooi;e) had
become a flourishing institution.
In purely
Jewish localities the elders of the place would
be also the elders of the synagogue (Schiirer). As
a general nile, at least, they had absolute jurisdiction, and had not to take the sense of the congregation or the community. In Nu 35'''"-, Jg 20. 21,
Ezr 10, we have rare exceptions to this rule (see
CON'OREOATION). The right of exercising religious
di.Mcipline was in their hands, and in particular it
lay with them to pass the sentence of cxcluHion
from the .synagogue, to which allusion is frequently
;

tory, will be found

'

'

'

'

made

NT

Lk 6» Jn

9-"'' 12" 16»).
contained on the NT
Elder in art. Bl.siiop, various details regarding
this ofhce, esp. in the later periods of Jewish his-
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(e.g.

addition to
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is

The
tr. of D*)PI •omctimes by •elders* and sometimes by
'ftncients* (f.g. Is 31^, Jer 101) jg unfortunate and misleading,
•
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NT

(nv^-x

Ch

See Bishop.

'God hath testified ').— An Eph
See GENEALOGY.

7"').

ELEADAH (rxyi)^ 'God hath adorned,' AV
Eladah).— An Ephraimite (1 Ch 7*'). See Genealogy.
ELEALEH

(n^vS in Nu 32" m _ '), Nu 32»- ", Is
Jer 48=".— A town of the Moabite plateau,
conquered by Gad and Reuben, and rebuilt by the
15* 16",

The expression (v.**), their names
being changed,' referring to this and other towns,
is rendered by Knobel (following the LXX), 'enclosing them with walls' ; but this is very improbable {y.v 'wall is only poetic). See Dillni. ad loc.
Elealeh is noticed with Heshbon, and in the 4th
cent. A.D. was known (Onomasticon, s.v.) as being
a Roman mile from Heshbon. It is now the ruined
mound of El-'Al, about a mile N. of Heshbon.
See SEP vol. i. under the Arab. name.
latter tribe.

'

'

ELEASAH

(n^y^'x

C. R. CONDER.
'God hath made ').
1.

—

A

Judalute (1 Ch 2»«). 2. A descendant of Saul
(lCh8"9*'). SeeELASAH.

ELEAZAR

'

;
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1
'

(i.n'-N

'God has helped.'— Cf. Azarel,

Ch 12", and the Phoen. names Eshmunazar =
Eshmun has helped,' CIS I. 3, 1. 1 13aalazar =
i.

;

Haal has helped,' CIS I. i. 256, 1. 2).
Ten or eleven persons bearing this name are
mentioned in the canonical and apocryphal books.
1. The third son of Aaron by Elisheba (Ex 6-^,
Nu 3-), who, with his father and three brothers,
was admitted to the priestly ofiice (Ex 28'). After
the death of Nadab and Abiliu by tire, E. and
Ithamar were the chief assistants of Aaron
(Lv 10"- "). The former is represented as the chief
of the Levites in the time of Moses (Nu S"). When
Aaron died, E. succeeded him in his functions
(Nu 20'*- ", Dt 10"). He is spoken of as taking part
with Moses in the numuering of the people
(Nu 26'- '"); and after the death of Moses he
aided Joshua in the work of partitioning the newly
conquered land of Canaan amongst the twelve
His burial-place is
tribes (Jos 14' 17' 19" 21').
mentioned in Jos 24". From Elcazar and his wife,
a daughter of Putiel (Ex e-"), were descended all
succeeding high priests down to the Maccabnmn
the only exceptions being the high priests
l>criod
who lived in the ])eriod between Kli and Solomon,
when, for some unexplained reason, the office was
held by members of the family of Ithamar. 2. A
son of Abinadab, who was sanctified to take charge
of the ark at Kiriathjoarini, after its return from
the country of the Philistines (1 S 7'). 3. Son of
Dodo, one of David's three principal mighty men
The name shoul.i probably
(2 S 23", 1 Ch II'-").
4.
A Levite, son of
be inserted in 1 Ch 27*.
Mahli, and grandson of Merari(l Ch 23"- >" 24").
5. A priest of the time of Ezra (Ezr 8'", Neh T-"-).
(There may be here two distinct persons.) 6. Due
of the family of Parosh, who had married a
strange wimian,' i.e. one of non-Israelitish descent,
in the timeof Ezra (E/r 10"). 7. The fourth son of
Mattathias, and bmlher of Judas Maccaba-ue,
sumamed Avaran (1 Mac 2°). He foU in the battle
'

;

'

'
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fought at Bethzaeliaiias against Antiochus v.
Eupator, B.C. 163(1 Mac 6** "). His name occurs
also in 2 Mac S-^.
8.
One of the principal scribes
martyred during the persecution of Antiochus
'

Ejiiphaues, B.C. 168 (2 Mac 6"-^'). 9. The father
01^ that Jason wlio was sent
on an embassy to
Rome by Judas Maocab.x'us in B.C. 161 (1 Mac 8").
10. An E. is mentioned in the genealogy of our

Lord given by

Matthew

St.

(1").

"W C ALL£N
ELECTION [4K\or^. The aubst. is rare, not
found in LXX(yet Aq. Is 22', Symm. Th. Is 37*^, cf.
Ps.-Sol 9' 18«).
In NT, Ac 9'», Ro 9" IP'- 2", 1 Th
1*, 2 P 1>».
Cf. ^KX^70Mai (in LXX generally for
in3) = to 'choose,' implying (see Cremer's Lex.)

purpo.se in creation. His eternal
TrpoOeaa Turn aiuivuv, Eph 3"), is revealed
Scripture as working to its end by the
of election.
It is in St. Paul's language

In fact, God's

purpose

Holy
method

in

(r;

KaT iKKoxV TpdSeffis, Ro 9". The two thoughts are
can understand, therein reality inseparable.
fore, how it is that St. Paul should say that God
chose His elect before the foundation of the world
in His Son (Eph I*).
He is only expressing the
truth that underlies our Lord's words when He
says, ' To sit on my right hand and on my left
hand is not mine to give, but it is for them for
whom it hath been prepared of my Father' (Mt
20^).
Our first conclusion then, the one lixed point
in the whole discussion, is this
God is the author
of election.
He Himself chooses His own elect.
When we go on to ask on what grounds His
election is based, by what considerations, in accordance with what law His choice is determined, we
find ourselves at once on debatable ground.
To
some minds, indeed, the question put in this form
seems foolish, not to say irreverent. It involves in
their judgment a pitiable blindness in regard to
the inexorable limits of human knowledge. In
the spirit, sometimes in the very words of Zophar
the Naamatliite (Job 11'), they ask, 'Canst thou

We

:

a special relation between the chooser and the
object of his choice, and (2) the selection of one
object out of many ^xXesTds (in
for iina or
Tnj, also fairly often for var. forms of -ri^, besides
being used occasionally, sometimes by a misreading
of the Heb. text, for 17 other Heb. roots=' chosen
or ' choice (adj.)]. The word is common in Dt and
It is not in Hos,
II Is.
(but idea in 3'), or Is
Is 28", which is the source of 1 P 2»).
(yet cf.
It is used chiefly to describe God's choice of Israel
ont of all the nations of the world to be His own
people, Dt 4^7' etc. and of Jems, to be the covenant by searching find out God ? canst thou find out
home of worship, Dt 12* etc. It is used also of the Almighty to perfection ?
The main facts
God's choice of individuals to the chief oflices in of the divine government may, indeed, be known,
the nation, e.g. His choice of Aaron and his family but the reasons which underlie them, the motives
for the service of the sanctuary. His choice of which prompt them, are unfathomable ; only
the king, and especially of David.
It is once an uncnastened curiosity can seek to intrude
used of Abraliam
and in Is 40-66 it passes into such secrets.' To some minds, again, the
naturally from its use in connexion with Israel question involves an assumption inconsistent with
to the
Servant of the Lord.'
one of their primary philosophical or theological
It is rare in the Apocrypha
yet cf. Wis 3', Sir postulates. It seems to them inconsistent with
46' etc.
It is constant in Enoch.
Cf. Ps-Sol 9' W.
the reality of the divine freedom, which in this
In NT it is used once of God's choice of OT connexion is only another name for the divine
Israel (Ac 13"), but for the most part it passes omnipotence, to suppose that God should acknowover with other theocratic titles to the Israel of ledge any law as regulating His choice.
God,' and describes either the Church as a whole,
If either of these objections is well grounded,
or individual members of it, sometimes merely in further discussion of the question is, of course,
virtue of their membership, sometimes as chosen
precluded.
must therefore begin by defining
to some special office or work, e.g. the Twelve,
the position we are prepared to take up with
St. Peter, St. Paul. It is twee used as part of the
regard to them. Let us consider the second objectitle of our Lord (Lk 9» [var. led.] 2S^, Jn 1^).
tion first.
No doubt, if in its ultimate analysis
The word appears constantly in the Apostolic our conception of God resolves itself into a conKathers, especially in 1 Clement and Hermas.
ception of abstract omnipotence, or of an absolutely
The thought of election has formed so promi- sovereign will, and if omnipotence means the
nent a feature in all the most important attempts power to do antjthinq, and if no will can be abthat have been made in We.stem Christendom for solutely sovereign which is not as free to do wrong
the last 1500 years to provide a complete and as to do right, it is meaningless if not profane to
formulated scheme of Christian doctrine, that it inqtiire into the laws wliich regulate the clioice of
is peculiarly hard for us to approach the consideraGod. An abstract omnipotence must be inscruttion of the original meaning of the term in Holy able.
M'e cannot even begin to understand the
Scripture without distracting associations.
And action of a will in this sense 'absolute.' Rut if
yet the effort is worth making. The only hope of goodness, and not power, lies at the heart of our
any further progress in the elucidation of the prob- conception of God, then we shall not be ashamed
lem, the only prospect of extricating its discussion to confess that for us, in Westcott's magnificept
from the deadlock at which it has arrived, lies in a phrase, 'Truth and jitstice define omnipotence.'
careful reconsideration of the scriptural premisses And we shall not shrink from pressing to the full
on which the whole argument has been based.
the human analogy which is present, though latent,
The questions that require examination fall every time we use the word will in relation to
naturally into three divisions,
i. The questions
shall contend tliat the action of the
God.
touching the author of election— who chooses the divine will, like the action of the human will, of
fleet?
What can we know of His character? which it is the archetype, must be at once deterWhat are the grounds of His choice so far as He mined by, and reveal, the character which lies
ha.-( vouchsafed to reveal them ?
iL The questions
behind it.
shall maintain the paradox, if
touching the jiersons of the elect who are they ? paradox it be, that the will of God is free, only
and for wliat end are they chosen ? iii. The ques- because, by the blessed necessity of His being, He
tion behmging to the effect of election— wliat cannot will anything but that which is perfectly
influence does the fact that they have been chosen holy and righteous and good.
And we shall claim
by God exert over the elect ?
every revelation that He has given us of His
i.
On the first i)art of this question there is no character as a revelation of the principles which
diflference of opinion.
Every theory of election is regulate His choice, the laws of His election.
based on the fact, constantly emphasized in Holy
And if we are met at this point l)y the warning,
Scrijiture, that election is the immediate work
that as men our powers of apprehending ind
of God.
It is His act as dire'-tjy as creation is.
expressing truth are limited, and that there most
(1)
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be infinite depths of mystery in the divine nature
which we are powerlesa to fathom, we sliall hope
to learn humility and patience from tlie caution.
But we sliall not desist from pushing our inc|uiries
to the utmost limit of the power that is given to
ns. We believe that, in spite of all our limitations,
we yet were created to know God. And it is a
matter of life and death for us that we should be
able to bring this revealed method of His working
into harmony with the rest of the revelation that
He has given us of His character. Nor can we
doubt that He will justify us as He justified Job
for refusing to be satisfied with any exi)lanation

special divisions of the nation, e.g. the tribe of
Levi and the house of Aaron, are chosen to
perform certain functions on behalf of the whole
body ; and certain prominent individuals, e.g.

of the facts of the divine government w liich cannot be reconciled with the sense of justice which

He

hats

Himself implanted

in us.

He

has revealed

method

of His working.
There can be no presumption in asking whetlier
in making this revelation He has given us any
help to enable us to understand His purpose and
enter into His plan.
When in this spirit we approach the examination of the scriptural evidence, the result may
well, at first sight, seem disappointing.
Great
pains are taken to negative what we are naturally
inclined to regard as tlie simplest and most obvious
solution.
The ground of a man's choice lies not
60 much in himself as in the object that he chooses.
It is, of course, true that his own character determines what qualities in an object will, and what
But,
Dualities will not, prove attractive to him.
or all that, it is the real or supposed loveliness of
the object that rules his choice. It would be
natural, therefore, to assume tliat the choice of
God is in like manner determined by the loveliness
of its object.
But it is just at this jioint that the
analogy of the human will is necessarily imperfect.
It is not, indeed, that we are required to believe
that God can love that which is, in itself, neither
lovely nor capable of developing loveliness
but
that since the root of all loveliness is in God, and
since there can be no goodness apart from Him,
we cannot argue as if it were possible for man to
Sossess or develop any goodness or loveliness inependent of, and so constituting a claim on, the
choice of God.
ought not, therefore, to be
surprised when we find Israel expressly warned in
Holy Scripture to reject the flattering assumption
that they had been chosen on tlie ground of their
own inherent attractiveness. They were not as a
nation either more numerous or more amenable to
the divine discipline than other nations (Dt 7' 9').
election to us as the

;

We

We

can understand

why

Paul declares that
the election of Christians does not depend on the
will or the energy of men (Uo D").
It is not of
works but of grace (Ro 11', cf. .In 1").
It must therefore bo a mistake to try to discover the ultimate ground of God's choice in any
consideration drawn from outside Himself, even
though it be in His foreknowledge of the faith and
obedience of His chosen
for the goodness in
which He takes delight is, after all, from first to
last His own creation.
The testimony of Scripture
is not, however, really limited to this negative
result.
The choice which is not determined from
without is all the more certainly determined from
within.
And the ground of the choice whicli we
St.

;

are forbidden to look for in ourselves or in human
nature is expressly declared to lie in tlie lovo
(Dt 7») and the faithfulne.is (Dt 9», Ito 11'*) and
the mercy of our God (Ko 9").
ii.
pass on now to consider the second group
of questions connected with our subject.
Who are
the elect? and for what end are they chosen? In
OT the term 'elect' is most often applied to the
nation of Israel, regarded as a whole. They are at
all periods of their history taught to regard themselves as the 'chosen people.' At the same time
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Abraham and David, are regarded as the objects
of a special election.
In Is 40-66 the term is
applied to the nation generally and to the ' servant
or J"' in all the different connotations of that
many-sided title, so little is the prophet conscious of any fundamental contradiction between
the thought of a national and an individual
election.
In
the universal Church takes the
Elaco of Israel as the 'chosen race,' and not only
er head and her most prominent ministers, but
also all her individual members, sometimes by
name, sometimes by an inclusive form of address,
which it is impossible to narrow down, are described
as 'elect,' just as they are described in similar
connexions as 'called' and 'holy' and 'faithful'
and 'beloved." It does not seem possible to determine on
evidence whether the individuals are
regarded as owing their membership in the Church
to their election, or as becoming elect by virtue of
their membership.
Three points are clear (1)
that they were chosen before the foundation of

—

NT

NT

—

the world ; (2) that they were chosen in Clirist
(3) that membership in the Church is treated as
an objective assurance to each individual of his
personal interest in this eternal election.
Such in outline are the diflcient classes described
as elect in Holy Scripture.
must consider
next what can be learnt with regard to the liurjiose
for which they were chosen. We must not, of course,
assume that the purpose is the same, or even in all
points analogous in the dillbrent cases.
Still it is
not unnatural to suppose that we shall gain some
help towards understanding the apjilication of the
method in any one case by a careful study of its
application to the rest.
The selection of the family of Aaron and the
tribe of Levi need not detain us loni;.
It is a
simple case of the choice of certain indiviclu.als to fill
an ollice of trust, a position at once of privilege and
responsibility on behalf of their fellow-counliymcn.
The choice of Israel presents a more complicated problem.
The choice in the first instance
involved a call to occupy a special position in relation to J" to be, and to be acknowledged before
Ye are my
the world as. His peculiar people.
witnesses,' saith the Lord,
my servant w hom 1
have cliosen that ye may know and believe me,
and understand that I am he' (Is 43""). And this
position of privilege involved a special responsibility towards God and towards the rest of mankind.
On the one side, they were the trustees of
his witnesses,'
the
God's glory in the world,
peoj)le which he formed for himself, to show forth
his i>iaise.' On the other, they were the heirs of the
promise made at the call of the Father of the elect,
that in him and in his seed should all the families
of the earth be blessed (cf. Gn 18"). And this work
for others is the characteristic function of the ideal
'servant of the Lord,' who embodies in himself all
that is most characteristic of the chosen Israel.
In NT comparatively little is told us of the
purpose of election.
'fhe poor in this world,' St.
.lames writes, 'God chose (to be) rich in faith and
heirs of the kingdom which he promised to them
tliat love him.'
'God chose you,' writes St. Paul
to the Thessalonians, 'from the beginning {or "a.s
a firstfruit," diropx')'' for air' apxvs) unto .salvation.'
Hechose us,' he writes again (Eph 1') 'in him {i.e.
in Christ) that we should be holy and without
'
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• There \a, indeed, one poflsoKe in the Gospels, which will call
for notice later on, in which a distinction ia drawn between the
many 'called' and the (cw 'chosen.' Hut the existence of thit
one imssuKc does not invalidate the statement in the t.'xt, whicli
merely asserts that there arc other passages Ui which this narrow
sil^QiQcation for elect is excluded.
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blemish before him in love.' The Christian, there- means required to ensure its attainment. The
irresistibl*
elect, therefore, receive first a gift of
fore, stands as the Israelite stood before him in a
special relation of intimacy with God, receiving grace to raise them out of their naturally depraved
from Him the spiritual gifts and graces, together state, and then a gift of final perseverance,'
the result of which they are assured, whatever
witli the responsibility for appropriating them
(Col 3''), which such an intimacy presupposes, and their intervening lapses may have been, of being
the assurance of eternal salvation, of which that found at the moment of death in a state of grace.
These systems do not seem to find room, at least
intimacy is at once the foretaste and the pledge.
Tlie indications of a wider purpose in the election in the all-important moment of conversion, for any
true act of self-determination on the part of the
of the Christian are not, indeed, as definite as in
doctrine of reprobation forms an
the ease of OT Israel. It would, however, be a human will.
mistake to regard them as altogether wanting. inevitable, however unwelcome, complement to the
Our Lord (Jn 15) Himself told His apostles that doctrine of election so defined.
It is impossible not to regard with the deepest
He had chosen them that they might bear much
respect systems which embody the conclusions of
fruit. The chosen race exists, as St. Peter reminds
us (1 P 2'), appropriating the words of Is 43, 'to the most strenuous thinkers on this subject, from
sliOw forth the excellencies of him who called them St. Augustine to Calvin and Jonathan Edwards.
out of darkness into his glorious light.' And St. At the same time it is a remarkable fact that these
Paul, in the same sentence (Eph 1*"") in which he conclusions have never been able to secure general
speaks of our election in Christ 'to the praise of acceptance. Unassailable as they may be in logic,
the glory of his grace,' reveals as the final goal of it is felt that somehow they fail to fit the facts of
the eternal [>urpose, ' the summing up of all tilings life. There are elements in human experience and
elements in the divine revelation for which they
in Clirist, tlie things in heaven and the things
a goal towards tlie attainment fail to account. And the general result is one from
upon the earth
which the Christian consciousness seems instinctof which our election cannot be regarded as more
ively to shrink in horror. It can only be accepted,
than a preparatory stage.
We conclude, therefore, that according to the if it is accepted at all, as a dark enigma, which our
predominant use of the term in Holy Scripture, present faculties have no power to solve.
What, then, we seem forced to ask, are the
election is an attribute of the visible Church, and
foundations on which these conclusions rest? Can
finds its true goal, not simply in the salvation of
the evangelization it be that the results of the argument are vitiated
certain elect individuals, but
of the race.
There is indeed good scriptural by any unsuspected flaw in the premisses ?
The premisses are these (1) God is omnipotent.
analogy for a concurrent use of the term in a
narrower sense, to describe as it were an election (2) Because God is omnipotent, the final goal of
within the elect. For St. Paul uses it (Eo 11') to creation must correspond at all points to His
describe the inner circle in Israel who accepted the original purpose.
(3) The final goal of creation,
gospel when it came to them 'the remnant' to as far as it affects the human race, involves the
which alone an immediate salvation had been division of mankind at the day of judgment into
promised by Isaiah (Ro 9*', Is 10^). And our two sharply defined classes, the saved and the lost.
Lord again and again warns us in His parables (4) The position of any individual man in one or
that the members of His Church will be subjected other of these two classes must be traced back in
to a searching judgment as the result of which the last resort to the original purpose of God with
the unworthy will be cast into the outer darkness. regard to him.
It is in this connexion that He uses the warning
It seems impossible to take exception to either
words about the many called and the few chosen of the first two of these premisses. It is part of
to which allusion has already been made.
But the idea of God, that He must be able to eflect
there seems no authority for restricting the use of what He purposes. To speak in human language,
the term, as some theological systems do to this there may be enormous difiiculties to overcome in
narrower sense refusing to recognize as elect in the tasks to which He sets Himself.
We have
any real sense, either those Israelites who in St. therefore no right to assume that at any moment
Haul's day were disobedient to the gospel, or those before the end all things are as He would have
members of the visible Church who fail to stand them to be. But the end must be a perfect embodiStill less justification is there
in the judgment.
ment of His original design.
for assuming that the object of the election of tliis
Again, if the third of these premisses is sound,
restricted circle has no end beyond the personal
the fourth seems to follow from it by an inevitable
salvation of the individuals who compose it.
deduction. Everything, therefore, depends on the
iii. We pass on now
to the last stage in our validity of the third premiss.
Is it, or is it not, a
inquiry, the consideration of the efiect of election.
true and complete statement of the end towards
We aak what influence does the fact that they which the whole creation moves ? Now, there
have been chosen by God exert over the elect? can be no doubt that it expresses accurately one
May we assume that the divine purpose working side of the scriptural teaching on the subject. It
through election must of necessity attain its goal ? is, however, very far from expressing the whole.
Can we, granting this assumption, find a place in On this point, as is well known,* the evidence of
our system for any self-determining power in the Holy Scripture seems divided against itself. It
human will ?
speaks of eternal punishment (Mt 25^).
It
"The theological systems, which adopt the re- speaks also of the divine will that all men
stricted sense of the term election, and limit the
should be saved 1 Ti 2''). It speaks of those who
scope of its operation to its effect on this limited shall be cast into the outer darkness on their
circle, find no difficulty in supplying a logically
Lord's return (Mt 24" etc.).
It speaks also of an
coherent set of answers to these questions. It is end, when God shall be all in all (ICo 15^). It
ineonsistimt with any real faith in tlie divine Omni- seems clear that to our apprehension these two
potence to suppose that any deliberate purpose of sets of statements must be mutually exclusive,
God can finally fail of its accomplislnncnt. The unless we may regard the judgment as being not
elect, therefore, bcins; chosen for salvation, cannot
the end, but only a means towards the end.
If
fail to attain salvation.
No power from without we reject tins solution of the difficulty, we must
or from within can prevent this result.
The fact remain content with an unreconciled antinomy
that they have been chosen for tliis end carries But, in any case, it is important to remember whick
ivith it the divin/> determination to provide all the
• Westcott, Biitarie Faith, p. 50 S.
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dde of the antinomy was dominant in St. Paul's
mind in the chapters (Ro9-ll) which contain his
most explicit teaching on the subject of election.
These chapters are devoted to a consideration of
the problems raised by the failure of Israel to
accept the offer of salvation made to them in the
gospel.
The first line of solution is suggested by
the thought, to which attention has already been
called,

(Ro

of

9* 11').

an election within the chosen people
Such an election has parallels in the

It is in
history of the patriarchal family ('J'"").
acc-orJance with express utterances of prophecy
(9").
It is therefore no evidence of a final defeat
of the divine plan that Israel, as a whole, should
for a time be shut out from salvation, and only the
election should attain it.
St. Paul, however, expressly and indignantly refuses to accept this as a
complete solution (U"). It is very far from the
perfect triumph, the vision of wliich has been
opened before him. He finds in the salvation of
the part a sure pledge of the ultimate deliverance
of the whole.
If the iirst-fruit be holy, tlie lump
However much the nation as a
is holy too' (11").
whole had incurred the divine wTath by their
opposition to the gospel, they were yet dear to
God for their fathers' sake (ll''"). The power of
their original election was by no means exhausted.
The gifts and the calling of God are without
repentance (11^). In the end all Israel shall be
saved (11"). And lest we should think that in
this respect Israel stands on adill'erent footing from
the rest of the world, he adds
God hath shut up
all men unto disobedience, that he may have
'

—

mercy upon

all

'

(1

'

1^-*).

In the face of these utterances no scheme of
election which assumes the doctrine of everlasting
puuislnnent as one of its fundamental postulates,
can claim to rest on the authority of St. Paul.
Leaving, then, on one side the attempt to consider the effect of election in its relation to the
elect in the narrower sense of the term, what are
we to say of its influence in the ca.se of the wider
circlet St. Paul's argument in relation to Israel
(ir^"'') is sufficient to show that in his view, even
in the wider sense, the fact of God's election carries
with it an unalterable declaration of the divine
purpose for good towards those to whom His call
came. He believed also that the will of each man
was in its natural state so utterly enslaved to evil
that nothing but the divine power could set it
free (Uo 7"'^).
At the same time, the action of
the divine will on the human was not to over-

but to restore its power of action. He
to work out their own salvation, just
it is God who is working in them both to
will and to do of His good pleasure (Ph 2").
The
love of Christ is indeed a constraining motive

whelm

exhorts
because

it,

men

Co 5").
Without faith in that love as its
abiding source and spring the Christian life is
imjios.Mible (Gal 2", cf. 1 Jn 4").*
And surrender
to that love is the last act for which a man could
dream of claiming any credit to himself. It is the
gift of God (Eph 2').
Yet the refusal to surrender
IB not due to defect of grace.
It is possible to
receive the grace of God in vain (2 Co 6')Again, the presence of the divine grace does
not supersede the necessity for con.stant watchfulness (cf. Mk 13" etc.).
Even the 'chosen
ves-sel' (Ac 9'") contemplates the possibility of
becoming himself a castaway (1 Co O-"). Branches
have been cut out of the good olive tree before now
and what has been done once may be done again
(Ro ll'").
While, however, his language does not
leave us room to believe that he regarded himself,
at Icastat this (lart of his career, as possessing any

(2

—

• Cf- Council of
di/i/jere Ucitin.
itUigit.

ut

Orange,

a.d.

620,

Canon xxv^ Donum Dei

Jpteut diiigentvr tUdit qu\ non dilectus

inalienable

gift

of
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perseverance,' or ai

'final

absolved from the necessity for strenuous effort
on his own part to make his own calling and
election sure' (2 P V), it is clear that he had an
unfaltering faith in the perseverance of God.
He
knows whom he has trusted (2Ti 1'-), and is convinced that He is able to keep what has been
entrusted to Him. He can trust God to bring to
perfection any good work in a man w hen He has
once set His hand to it (Ph 1'). Even the human
potter, whom the prophet watched at his work
(Jer 18^), when the vessel that he made of clay
was marred in his hand, made it again another
vessel, as seemed good to the potter to make it.
If anything like this is the truth about the
doctrine of election, we need no longer shrink from
the contemplation of it as if it were a portion of
eternity too gicat for the eye of man.'
The
favoured few are not chosen, while the rest of
their race are left to their doom in hopeless misery.
The existence of the Church, however much it
may, nay must, witness to a coming judgment,
has in it a promise of hope, not a message of
despair for the world. As Israel of old w.as chosen
to keep alive in the hearts of men the hope of a
coming Saviour of the world, so the Church is
chosen to bear abroad into all the world the
gospel of a universal redemption, forbidden to
leave out one single soul from the vast circle of her
intercessions and her giving of thanks, because
she is called to live in the light of a revelation
which bi<ls her believe and act in the belief that God
will have all men to be saved and come to the
knowledge of the truth (1 Ti 2'-*). We can enter
with full hearts into the spirit of the marvellous
doxology with which .St. Paul concludes his study
of the subject, and cry with him in exultant adoration,
Oh, the depth of the riches, both of the
wisdom and knowledge of God how unsearchable
are his judgments and his ways past finding out.
'

'

'

1

.

.

are

.

all

For of him and through liim and to him
things to whom be glory for ever.'
;

LlTBRATitRB.— The history of the various controversies connected with Election is given in outline in various treatises on
the history of Christian Doctrine aa a whole, e.g. Hagcnbach,
Shcdd, and O. P. Fisher. The Pelagian controversy is treated at
lcnj,'th, in Latin, by O. T. Vossius, ItilS ; and, in German, by
Wiggers, 1821, 1S33 Part I. tr. by U. Emerson, Andover, V.S.,
1840.
The Anli-Pelaf/ian Treatitieg of St. Anfjuxline have been
edited tor the Oxford University Press by W. Uright, D.D. (18S0),
and for 1). Nutt by Woods and Johnston (liS88) cf. J. B. Mozley
on The Awjuatinian Doctrine oj rredeatination (3rd ed. 1(>S3)
Cassian's Vunj'crciicee, tr. by E. O. Gibson in Library of Nicene
and Post-Nicene Fathers, 1894. A full collection of document*
connected with the Gottschalk controversy in 0th cent, in
Mau^in. Paris, 1050, 2 vols. 4to cf. Archbp. Ussher, Works,
vol. lii.
The Scholastic Theories are discussed in chs. ix. and x.
Special treatises by St. Anselm, De cone.
of J. B. Mozlev.
Prirse. et J'rtva. etc. (1100). and Thomas of Bradwardine, De
caxuta Dei c. I'elarj. etc. 1325.
For Refonnation and PostHeformation controversies see esp. the various collections of
Confessions and Iioctrinal Standards, esp. Winer, Conjetariona of
Christeiiiirtm
Niemeyer, Ci/,7. coi\fF. ecci. rejonn. in Latin cf.
Melanchthon's Loci Cornmuneg, 1621 Luther, De eervo arbiirio,
Calvin, Christiaiux [Utiijioni$
with Erasums* reply, 1525
Ijietitutio, 1536 ; Arminius, Dijtputat tones, xxiv. 1U09.
For the
Jansenist controversy see Molina, Cone. tib. arb. etc. 1588, and
Jansenius, Angustinus,' 104O. The most important treatise of
Ibth cent, is J. Edwards on Free Will, lo luih cent, note esp.
Whately, Euays on some digicuUies in the vritintje qf St. I'aul,
1828 O. S. Faber, The Primitive Doctrine of Klnfion, 1835 T.
Erak'ne, The Doctrine o/ litectinn. 1837 T. Chnluiers, Five hert.
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

*

:

;

;

on Predestination, 1837; W. Channiiig, The Moral Aryuiiiriit
aiiainst t'ati-inijrm ; Mtiller, The t'hruitian Doctrine o/ .S'l/i,
183U ; M'Cosh, The Method of the Divine Government, 1850
Ooplnger, A Treatise on Predestination, Election, and Grace,
The relevant
1880, including a full biblioijrophy, pp. ccxvi.
sections in Mtirtcnsen's C7irut(wtH J}oijniutics and Cunningham's
Thculo<j}i

repap/

lleadlam on Uotnatu

\x.-%i.

llislurical

careful

ELECT LADY. -See John
EL-ELOHE-ISRAEL

study ;
J. (J,

cf.

1<\

also

.Saiiday-

AluitUAY.

(Epistles).

("-v-p: 'rhs

Vx).— Upon the

'parcel of ground' whicii he had bought from the
RCnd-Hamor, Jacob erected a. Tna^fibdh (so
vW.

W

—
;;

EL ELYON

ELEMENT

Kautzsch - Socin, Ball, Dillm., etc.), and built
an altar, giving to the latter the name El-eloheIsrael, 'El, the god of Israel,' Gn332"(E).
This
appears a strange name for an altar, hence Delitzsch
((((? loc.) supposes it to be meant, as it were, of its

fications march with the usage of the word IB
secular Greek and follow from its original signification
that which stands in a (rroixos,
row,'
series
then (1) in pi. the letters of the alphabet,
not as written signs, but as the primary elements
of words (Plat., Aristot.)
(2) the primary elements
of the universe (from Plat, downwards) (3) as
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'lapaiiX,
is

'

LXX

The

inscription.

reads ^jr£Ko\^<raTo rbf 0{ov

he called upon the God of Israel

just possible that this

should

MT

emend the

is

^s

S'?

God.

EL ELYON

'

;

and

it

correct, and that we
trjjj'i to Sn^ ki.P'!.
See
J. A. Selbie.

RVm

occurs in
of Gn 14"„.iiere
(text) has God most High,' and
the most high God.' It is probably a proper
name, the appellation of a Canaanite deity. In
19. au.

a

AV

'

v.*^

'

I

Sn)

(iV^y

KV

have

lift

'

up mine hand unto

J",

God most

High,' there can be little doubt that the introduction of the word J" and the identification of tlie
latter with El Elyon are due to a redactor (so
Ball, Kautzsch-Socin, Hommel, etc.).
The word
J" is wanting in the
{Oebp rbv O^iotov), and tlie
collocation of names reminds one of
JahwehElohim of Gn 2*-3. See further under GoD.
It has been proposed by Sayce to identify El
Elyon with the ' mighty king referred to in the
letters of Ebed-tob (or, as Hommel writes the
name, Abdi-khiba) to the Pharaoh Amenflphis
(c. B.C. 1400).
This 'mighty king' is indeed generally supposed to be the king of Egypt but Hommel,
while agreeing with Driver, against Sayce, that an
earthly potentate is meant, argues, from the use of
the term in the letter of Rib-Adda of Gebal, that it
cannot be intended to designate the Pharaoh,
but was more probably the king of the Hittites.
He suggests, further, that the title 'mighty king'
had originnlbj a religious significance. He remarks
tliat tlie thrice- repeated asseveration of Abdikhiba, that he owed his exalted position not to
his father or his motlier, but to the arm of the
mighty king,' sounds like the eclio of some ancient
sacreil formula.
To the Pharaoh, of course, the
'

'

LXX

'

'

'

;

'

'

"mii^hty king" meant nothing more than his rival
tlie king of the Hittites; but in Jerusalem the
original signihcance of the words " not my father
and not ray mother, but the arm of the mighty
king" (i.e. of El Elyon), must still have been perfcittly familiar.'
It is well, however, to remember
that this is pure conjecture. There is no reason
why a title lilce the mighty king should not have
been applied to more monarchs than one. In the
letters of Abdi-khiba it may refer to the Hittite
king, as elsewhere it may designate the king of
Egypt or tlie kin" of Babylon, but that it has
ever anything to do with El Elyon remains to he
'

'

proved.

U

LiTKKATUHE.— Dillm. and Del. on On
Kittel, Hiet. of
nebTfws, i. 179 t. Hommel, Anc. Ueb. Tradilion (1807), 161 ff.,
226; a series of papers in the Expository Times, vols,
vii.-viii. (1896-97), on 'Melchizedek,' by Sayce, Driver, and
HommeL
J. A. SeLBIE.
;

I

InOff.,

ELEMENT. — A

word, with

its original uroixfiov
derivative (rroixf'wiris,
entirely confined in sacred literature to the Apocr.
and n't.
renders the Greek variously six
times as 'elements' (Wis 7" 19'S Gal 4»- »,
2 P y- "=), twice as rudiments (Col 2s- -"»), once
as
princiides
(He 5'-), once {aTOix^twcris) as
members ^ (2 Mac 7*^).
gives elements in
Wis, 2 Mac, and 2 P
elsewhere (St. Paul and
He)
rudiments.'
In the untranslated (LXX)
Apocr. it occurs once, 4 Mae 12", plainly meaning
elements.
In Wis, as in 2 P, it means unmistakably the physioAl elements of which the cosmos is
composed; in 2 and 4 Mac those of which the

(always

in

pi.)

and

its

AV

:

'

'

'

'

RV

'

'

'

;

'

human body is composed in Hebrews its dehning
show that it stands with them for the
elements of Christian knowledge. All these signi;

genitives

—

'

'

'

;

;

;

usage in Xenoph. {Mem. II. i. 1)
and Aristot. (see Bonitz, Index Arist. p. 702),
where it occurs as the simplest elements of an
argument or demonstration, but definitely only
in later Greek from Cornutus (Ist cent. A.D.),
Plut., Diog. L., downwards, the primary elements,
the first principles, of knowledge, almost always
with a defining genitive or a guide from tne
context determining wliat the knowledge is.
The passages in St. Paul alone remain. Gal 4'- ',
Col 2'- ^. In each of these there is the defining
genitive toS KSa^ov, except in Gal 4*, where, however, the ToO K&a 11.0V of v.' clearly fixes the context.
The first natural impression, therefore, is that the
oToixf'o in all these places should be interpreted in
the same way and the second is that, as toC
Kbujiov is not a branch of instruction, like Xoylwv
in He, or dper^j in Plut. (Z>e puer. educ. 16), the
basis of the interpretation should be physical, as
with the other instances in biblical literature (of.
for the influence of Wis upon St. Paul, SandayHeadlara, Romans, p. 51), rather than ethical;
elements of the material world (cf. Philo, De
Vita Contempl. ii. 472), rather than elements [ol
religious knowledge] furnished by the material
world
(Lightfoot), or
elements [of religious
knowledge] characteristic of the non-Christian
world,' i.e. elements of religious truth belonging
suggested by

tlie

—

;

'

'

'

'

'

to

mankind

knowledge

'

in general (Meyei).
The 'religious
and ' religious tiuth,' with theii'

alleged relation to toG Kbaixov, seem to be imported
to help interpreters out of a difficulty.
The impression in favour of the pliysical interpretation (the interpretation of the word in Clem.
Mom. X. 9) is confirmed by the context of the
passages.
In Col 2" wliat is referred to is not an

elementary knowledge from which a moral and
advance could be made, not a circumcision
and a ceremonial law with which the heathen
cultus would in its ritual have something in
common, but a 'philosophy' and a 'deceit,' a
spiritual

speculation oH'ered as superior to the
ordinary belief in Christ, and spoken of later
(v.'") as characterized by a false humility and a
worship of angels. In Gal 4"- " the elements of
the world,' ' the weak and beggarly elements,' to
whose service Jew and lieatlien Christians were
set oil returning, are put parallel to 'them that
by nature are not gods, and such service is
exemplified in the keeping of days and months and
seasons and years. This context at once suggests
the worsliip of the heavenly bodies, which were
called especially oroixfia as elements of the
universe (Just. Mart. Dinl. 23 ; Polycrates in
Euseb.
iii. 31
Epiphanius, adv. Hmr. i. in
delusive

'

HE

hcer.

;

Pharismomm,

'2),

and whose movements

regulated the calendar (Just. Mart. Apol. ii. 5
Letter to Diognetus, 4)
the Colossian worship of
angels finding its explanation in the fact that the
heavenly bodies were supposed by Jew and lieatlien
to be animated heavenly beings cf. Philo, Mundi
op. i. 34
Enoch 41. 43 Clem. Alex. Strom. vL 5
Orig. on Jn 4- and, within the Scriptures themselves, Job 38' (wiomin'7 stars = sons <^ God), 1 Co
IS-" {bodies clothing spirits), Ja 1" {Father of the
lights).
Cf. also Iloltzmann, Neutest. Theol. 52L,
and Meyer-Haupt on Col 2*.
But a philosophy of astral spirits (which reminds
na of modem theosophical speculation) is not quit«
homogeneous, after all, with the reference to food
and drink in Col 2", though, no doubt, food and
;

;

;

;

;
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drink were features of tlie world's life,' which,
for its times and seasons, was under tlie governAnd, further,
ance of the henvenly m-wxt'o.
Koatiot, as predoininiintly used in bihiic.il Greek,
seems to lead us away from rather than towards
ovpavot, and must, at any rate, emphatically
Hence,
include the world inhabited by men.
apparentl}', we must seek a consistent interpretation for tlie Pauline passages in a meaning of
oToixf 'a clearly sanctioned bj- usage at a later date,
and also in harmony with ideas prevalent in St.
Paul's day.
It may be called an extension of the
meaning we have just been considering, for it
maintained that not only the heavenly bodies,
but all things, in the heavens and in the earth
alike, had their angels, and were under the governance of spirits. This view reveals itself not only in
the later Jewish literature, but also in OT and NT.
In the former region we find, for exami)le, in the
Book of Jubilees, a Jewish comi)osition belonging to the century immediately preceding the
Christian era (see Charles, Eth. Version of the
Heb. Book of Jubilees, Oxford, 1895), the following
On the first day created he the
fiassage (c. 2)
leavens which are above and the earth and the
waters and all the spirits that serve before him,
and the angels of the face (or presence), and the
angels that cry " holy," and the angels of the
spirit of fire, and the angels of the spirit of wind,
and the angels of the spirit of the clouds of darkness and of hail and of hoarfrost, and the angels of
the depths and of thunder and of lightning, and the
angels of the spirits of cold and of heat, of winter
'

'

:

and of spring,

of

autumn and

of

summer, and

of

the spirits of his works in the heavens and on
the earth and in all depths, and of darkness and
of light, and of dawn and of evening, which he has
prepared according to the discernment of his
all

nnclerstandin<^'

Everlin"; (see

appended

literature)

quotes also Enoch 82'""^* (angels of the stars,
with names of leaders), 60"*- (angels appointed
over the various phenomena of nature) Ascensin
Isnia: {2nd cent. A.D., according to Harnack) 4'*
(angel of the sun, etc.), 2 Es (81-9G A.D., ace. to
Schiirer) 8'"- (army of angels ... in wind and
;

and

fire),

Sihtjll.

Omc. (2nd

cent.) 1'°-^ (angels of

rivers, citie.s, winds).

fire,

The same view is found in the region of OT and
NT. In Ps 104* (according to the LXX, as quoted

He

angels take the shape of winds and
the four angels of the four
winds, in 14" there is an angel of the fire, in IG' an
angel of the waters (cf. the angel of the pool of
licthesda in the spurious passage Jn 5').
In Dn
10"- " we have angels as princes of Persia and
Greece, and in 12' Michael as the great prince
'stiinding' for Israel, just as he stands for the
Church as a whole (Rev 12'), and as each of the
seven Churches has its angel (Rev 2. 3), and perhaps
also each individual human being (Mt 18'"). Everything that hapjiens is wrought by angels: 'tlicre are
no secondary causes.' Angel powers are the invisible background of human life and of nature.
Such angels are sometimes called gods,' as in
Ps 82'- «, being 'sons of the Most High' (the
Pe.shitta actually gives anr/cls in both clauses of
the first ver.><e), and God Himself is tlie 'God of
also in
fire

;

in

Kev

1')

T' there are

'

of lords' Dt 10", I's i;!(i-'; cf.
'
A/mc. of Ziphnniiih.
In the fifth heaven . . .
angels called lords,' quoted by Clem. Alex. Strom.
V. xi. 77
Hence St. Paul's expression I Co 8' 'are
called gods, whether in heaven or on earth, ju.st as
there are gods many and lords many,' yet (Gal 4")
' by nature
not gods like the ' one (Jod and the
goils'

and 'Lord

'

'

'one Lord' (1 Co 8"). Thus there was common
pround for heathen nature worship and for Jewish
legnlism, for the law liml lieen administered by
angels Gal 3". He 2», Ac 7*^ " (cf. Jos. Aut. xv. v.
'

'
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II. i. 3), and was thus on a level lower than the
dispensation He 2^ For not to angels did he
subject the world to come, whereof we speak.'
Angels were the media of God's government and,
havin" 'a certain independence in the discharge of
their functions, could stand (to use Ritschl's phrase)
in " relative opposition to God," so that, in some
cases, their service was an imperfect representation
of God, in other cases an actual misrepresentation
of Him, and consequently a veiling rather than an
unveiling of Him.
In this light we can moie
easily under.stand how St. Paul can attribute to
angels the imperfect and transitory dispensation
and the perplexing passage Col 2",
of the law
where Christ is said to have " stripped off from
himself the principalities and the powers, and
made a show of them openly, triumphing over
them in [his cross]," or, as it may be otherwise
worded, "exhibited them in their real nature,
leading them in his triumphal train," may possibly lind its elucidation in tlie idea that these dp^ai

3

;

new

'

;

;

;

—

—

iiovaiai (cf. ^^ovtrlav 4irl tQiv voo-tuv Rev 1 1^) had
hidden His personal activity, and even attracted
worship to themselves.' * This relative opposition
may become absolute, the relative independence

and

may become

absolute insubordination, as in the
case of the Prince of Persia (Dn 10"), and Satan
and his angels (2 P 2*, Jude "), yet never in the
Accordingly, Christ can speak of
dualistic sense.
the prince of this world (Jn 12^'), and St. Paul of
the god of this age (2 Co 4'') both can attribute
evils and hindrances to Satan (Lk 13",
S^, 2 Co
12', I Th 2'*), and St. Paul can see the Saiixivia. in the
dark background of idolatry (1 Co lO™'). Over all
these powers Christ is to triumph (1 Co 15-''), either
'

'

'

'

:

Mk

by crushing insubordination and destroying the
insubordinate (Rev lO™), or by displaying His
real headship, which by the 'tradition of men'
has been concealed (Ph

and delivering the
iirlTpoTToi,

the

'

'

Eph

2'°,

heirs

Col 2"-

l->"-,

'»),

from the tutelage of the

'

governors,* the aroLxf^o. toD koV/xou,

whom

they had been enslaved (Gal 4'"*) (cf.
Everling, Angelulogie, 74 n., for Michael as called
iTrirpoiroi of Israel in later .Jewish literature, the
word being transliterated into Hebrew).
The suggestion by St. Paul in his tois <f>6<ret ht)
otffi deoh ((jal 4*), that by his o-Toixeia he means
angelic powers, is not illustrated by any actual
use of the word in this sense in the extant literabut Everling (p. 70)
ture of the 1st cent.
quotes the following passage from the Testament
of Solomon (date uncertain, probably not very

under

;

Harnack, Gcsch. Alt. Christ. Lit. 1. 2, 858),
where the spirits that appear to Solomon say,

early
'

;

We are

the so-called sroix^'a, the world rulers of

this world.'

For the Stoicheiolatry
and their belief that there
'

to be jiropitiated, see
(1897) 514.
LiTKRATUBi!.— Klopper,

'

of the

is

a

Kean

in

Bnr/andlt

modern Greeks

(rroiXfiof

everywhere

Expos. Times,

viii.

Kol. 18S2; .Spitta, Zweitt

Brief df* I'etnu, lb8.'> ; .Me.vcr-Iiuiipt, />iV (ifjantjpiutcht^fubrie/e, 1807 ; Everling, Die I'aulinijfche A nietot»jiir utid llnmonologie, 1888; Iliiicks, Journal of Bib. Lit., Bosu>n, ISUli, pp.
183-192

;

and Kean, as above quoted.

MaSSIE.

J.

ELEPH (I^Ni?), Jos 18»»only.— A town of Benjamin, proliably the present village Lifta \V. of
Jerus., which has often been wrongly identified
vol. iii. slieet xvii.
with Nephtoah. See

SWP

C. R.

ELEPHANT

CONDKR.

animal ia
and 2 Mac as employed in war.
of
AV
t)T,
except
in
the
marg.
It is not found in
for beliemiith (Job 40"), and ele/ih'tnts' terth for
ivory (1 K 10", 2 Ch 9'"). The word is 0'?n}y shen-

mentioned

*

in

('E\/(^af, tlephas).—'V\\\a

1

QuntcMl from an article by the present writ^rin the Thinker,
18U5, on * SU Paul's view of tb« Greek Kods.'

May

—

A

'

ELEUTHEEUS
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ELI, ELI

The word shen is the ordinary word for
ivory in OT, and hahbim seems to be the same as
the modern vernacular word for elephant in the
languages of Malabar and Ceylon. See IvORY.
G. E. Post.
ELEUTHEROS ("EXfiieepos), 1 Mac 11' IS*".—
river which separated Syria and Phajnicia (Strabo,
xvi. ), and appears to be the mod. Nahr el-Keblr or
'
Great River,' which divides the Lebanon in two
north of Tripoli.
C. R. CONDER.

habbtm.

ELHANAN (i;ci^n).— 1. In 2 S 21" we read 'and
Elhanan the son of Jaare-oregim the Betlilehemite
slew Goliath the Gittite, the statt' of whose spear
was like a weaver's lieam
in the parallel passage,
this
1 Ch 20°, by a slight change in the Heb.
becomes 'and Elhanan the son of Jair slew
:

'

;

Lahmi the
The ductus

brother of Goliath the Gittite, etc'
litterarum in each case is so similar
tliat most moderns agree that the two passages
It is evident that
represent but one original text.
the superlluous 'orefjim' in 2 S has merely crept
into tlie text from the following line (' 'oregim' =
weavers) ; for the rest, it can hardly be disputed
that Lahmi the brother of ('n>< 'Pn'p-nK, 1 Ch) is a
corruption or harmonistic correction of ' the Bethlehemite'(rN •pn'jrT n-3, 2S), whilst ' Jaare' ('ij!,:, 2 S)
Jair
is merely a transposition of the letters of
(I'y;, 1 Cii).
It is impossible that any one who had
a similar text to that of 1 Ch before him, and who
knew the story of 1 S 17, should have altered it
into direct contradiction with the earlier narrative,
whilst the correction of 2 S by the Chronicler is
It is admitted
clearly due to harmonistic motives.
by most modern critics that the story of David and
Goliath in 1 S I7'-18° embodies a later tradition as
to the introduction of David to Saul (as opposed to
the earlier account, IB"'**), in which the exploit
of the warrior Elhanan was transfeiTed to his royal
master.
The reading of 1 Ch, then, is merely
an attempt to harmonize the two independent
narratives.
2. Son of Dodo the Betlilehemite,
one of David's 'Thirty' (2 S 23=^ = 1 Ch IV^). See
J. F. Stennino.
Dodo (2).
'

'

ELI ('^y) belonged to the house of Ithamar, the
fourth son of Aaron, and was apparently the first
high priest of that line cf. 1 Ch 24", where Ahimelech the son of Abiathar (2 S 8"), who escaped
from the massacre at Nob (1 S 22*), is expressly
stated to be one 'of the sons of Ithamar.' It
is owing to this fact that neither E. nor his immediate successors in the high priestly office, up to
and including Abiathar, are mentioned in the
fenealogy of the high priests from Aaron and
lleazar down to the destruction of the temple
The last high priest mentioned before
1 Ch 6''").
E., Phinehas, belonged to the house of Eleazar
(Jg 2C) but no account is given of how or when
this change in the priestly succession took place,
though it would seem to have had the divine sancThe high priesthood returned to the
tion (1 S 2**).
descendants of the house of Eleazar in the reign of
Solomon, when Abiathar was deprived of his office
and banished from Jerus. because of his participahis place was filled
tion in the revolt of Adonijah
2*«'-).
the
by Zadok, of the house of Eleazar (1
;

(

;

;

K

'

of 1 S 2*>.
In the person of E. were united for the first time
in the history of Israel the two offices of high priest
and judge. He is stated to have judged Israel 40
elKoai (rri); but this chronof'ears
ogical notice, as also the statement of his age (4"),
is prob. due to a later deuteronomic redactor.
learn little of the life and character of E. from
the first eight cliapters of which are mainly
I S,
concerned with the history of Samuel.
gather,
however, that he was a man of kindly disposition,
faithful priest

'

(1S4"LXX

We

We

and, setting aside the treatment of his sons,
sincere and upright in the performance of hia
twofold office while his ready submission to the
divine sentence pronounced against his house,
proves the reality of his belief in the God of Israel.
Thus while officiating, by Wrtue of his priestly
office, at Shiloh, he first reproves Hannah, and
then, on discovering his error, gives her his blessing whilst the kindliness of his disposition showa
It
itself in his treatment of the youthful Samuel.
was, however, the kindliness, not of a strong but
of a weak character, and as such was destined to
come into conflict with the stem dictates of duty.
His two sons, Hophni and Phinehas, were, in the
language of Scripture, men of Belial (or worthlessness) ; they knew not the Lord,' and profaned
their sacred calling by their greed and licentiousNevertheless, their father shrank from the
ness.
distasteful task of punishing their conduct in the
way that it deserved, and contented himself with
administering a mUd rebuke. Their punishment,
therefore, must be left to a higher tribunal, and on
two occasions was the aged priest warned of the
fate that would befall his sons in consequence of
their neglect of duty.
At the first an anonymous
prophet is sent to show him his sin in honouring
his sons above God, and to announce the downfall
of his house (' there shall not be an old man in thy
house for ever '). In token of the certainty of this
impending doom, E. is given a sign, viz. the
death of his two sons in one day (1 S 2^"''). The
text of this section is apparently in disorder, and
;

;

'

'

'

would seem to have been expanded by a

later

deuteronomic author.
On the second occasion,
the Lord Himself appears to the child Samuel and
confirms the sentence which had previously been
announced. His faith unshaken, E. submits without a murmur to the divine decree (1 S S"-)The end is not far ofl'; the Philistines once more
swarm across the Shephelah, and at the first attack
defeat the Israelites. In vain is the ark of the
covenant brought from Shiloh by Hophni and
Phinehas. The Philistines renew the battle, and
inflict a further crushing defeat on the Israelites
the ark is captured, and Eli's two sons are slain.
Overcome by the terrible news, the aged E. fell
his neck
from his seat by the gate of the city
J. F. Stenning.
brake, and he died '(IS 4").
;

'

;

LAMA SABACHTHANI

ELI, ELI,
ELOI, LAMA

and ELOI,

SABACHTHANI.— Slightly

different

forms of the exclamation uttered by Jesus, according to the evangelists Matt. (27") and Mark (15")
Both evanrespectively, shortly before his death.
gelists follow it with the translation, in sliglitly
'
Gospel of
God
(in
varying terms
My God, my
St. Peter ^ Sivaidt )iov my power ') why hast thou
forsaken me (or why didst thou forsake me ')
which shows the cry to be a reminiscence of Ps 22'.
But the Heb. of the psalm ("KQiv^, i=i' 'h>! 'bv, »«
eli, eli, lama azabhtani) agrees with neither form
Indeed
of the saying as given by the evan<;elists.
the MSS of the Gospels exhibit cousidemble
variety of spelling in the case of nearly every
word (see Tischendorf, Nov. Test. Gr. eel. octava
These variations start interestcrit. maior, ll.cc).
ing inquiries, which this is not the place to follow
Suffice it to say, that there is m tli" words a
out.
singular and somewhat perplexing combination of
A\ hether, tor instance, the
Heb. and Aramaic.
Eloi CEXoii) represents a provincial (Galilean?) pronunciation of the Heb. Eli (iiM), or the (poetic)
:

'

'

'

cf.
sing. Eloah (even the reading iXaeln occurs
too, i\aet, Jg 5' Sept.), or is intended for a transliteration of the Aram, alohi (elahi), has been
;

questioned. Either form, we must suppose, could be
so perverted as to serve the mocking jiretence that
the sufferer was invoking Elijah. For the form

J

ELIAKIM

ELIAB
lama
1557,

some

or lammn (so in Mark the Geneva version of
and Rlieims), representing the Heb. (?), even

modem

read

translators

lema, after

the

Aramaic. Tlie Aram, shebaktani reappears in o-o/Sorrord or aa^aKOaul (so Laclimann in Matt.): the
substitution in the majority of texts of x for «
bein" due, perhaps, simply to the ordinary law of
GreeK euphony or, should the spelling with x be
equally ancient, it may indicate a variant pronunciation for the Heb. p is transliterated by x in
other words also (as axe'KSanix Tdf. Treg., paxi
Tdf. see Dalman, Gram. d. ptdisch-pal. Aramaisch,

—

;

;

;

The curious readmgs ^a^Oavel and fa/3op. 304).
ipBaird (see Tischendorf, u.s.) show the influence of
This mixture of tongues points, perhaps, to independent traditions see the ed. of
the Vulg. by Wordsworth and White, esp. the
note on Matt. I.e. It seems, however, to afford
but equivocal support to the theory that an Aram,
version was current in our Lord's day, as the
ecclesiastical or popular Hible [cf. Gesenius, Gesrh.
d. Hebr. Sprache u. Schri/t., Leip. 1815, p. 73; Do
Wette, Einl. ins A.T. § 57 (ed. Sclirader, 18G9,
§ 68) ; E. Bohl, FoTsch. nach ein. Vullcsbibel zur
Zeit Jesu, Wien, 1873].
J. H. Thayer.
the Hebrew.

;
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ELIAHBA (i«:n-.;>(( ' God hideth '), one of David's
'Thirty,' 2S23'», IChll*'; •ja'-v^j'r. 'the Shaalbonite of the Heb. text, should be more correctly
pointed

•ii^u.VO

'

the Shaalabbiunite

(cf.

'

Jos 19").

Stennino.
God sets up
cf.
J. F.

ELIAKIM
Saba?an

(D'p;7(<

'

whom

'

;

Susp' ; 'EXioxei/i ('EXiaKlii M ti* in Is
1. Son of Hilkiah, and prefect of the palace
in succession to Shebna during the latter or middle
18""- = Is
portion of Ilezekiah's reign (Is 22-'"'-, 2

22-*)).

—

'>NDpn,

K

Tliis prefecture, described as n:;rr'7y over
the household,' seems to have embraced the discharge of all the domestic aflfairs of the king, and
was a position of the highest rank, being held by
Jotham the heir to the throne, after his father
king Azariah had been smitten with leprosy (2 K
15').
First mention of the oflice occurs during
Solomon's reign (1
4'), and it existed, apparently
with similar powers and dignity, in the kingdom of
Israel as in Judah (1 K Iff* 1S^ 2 K 10»).
Delitzsch
and others compare the Merovingian office of major
domus (maire du palais). The prefect appears to
have also been known as [Db sO/cen, rendered by
treasurer,'
steward.' This title is connected by
Cheyne {Is. ii. 153) with the Assyr. saknu 'a high
officer,' from sakin
to set up, place' ; but the fact
tliat the fem. nj:b ^okineth is used of Abishag in
1 K 1- seems rather to connect the word with the
verb pj^n Aw/jjn, 'deal familiarly with,' from which
was derived the general meaning of caretaker or
attendant (see the writer's note on 1 K 1'). The
title occurs in a Plioen. inscription from Lebanon
belonging probably to the 8th cent. B.C.
Soken
of the New City, servant of Hiram, king of the
Sidonians' {CIS I. i. 5).
E. appears to have been a disciple or political
ally of tlie prophet Isaiah, who predicts in glowing
terms his succession to the office of prefect in place
of his unworthy predecessor (Is 22-"'').
At his
institution lie is to be invested with long tunic and
girdle, the insignia [uoper to his office, and is to
receive as prime minister the title of ' Father of
the kingdom (v.a', cf. Gn 45», 1 Mac 11'").
In
figure, if not literally, as part of the ceremony of
institution, the key of the house of David is said
to be laid on his back, i.e. he is to act with full
powers as the king's vizier or representative (v.'",
quoted as a Messianic type Rev 3'
cf. Mt 16").
At Sennacherib's invasion of Judaea, B.C. 701,
Isaiah's prediction has come to fullilment, and E.
appears as prefect, while Shebna holds merely the
lower office of scribe.
The last two vv. of the prophecy (Is 22"-*') are
involved in considerable obscurity.
(o) Most obviously
the nail tliat was fastened
in a sure place,' v.^, must refer, as in v.", to E.,
whose fall will result from the abuse of his Iiigh
position by the undue exercise of nepotism (v.**, the
vessels large and small denote the various members
'?3
of his family of greater or less ini|)ortance.
n'l^?, RV 'all the glory,' is rendered by Delitzsch
the whole heai-i/ lot '). Such a iirediction, however,
is scarcely consistent with tlie enthusiasm of w.*''
*, HUp]iosiiig the whole prophecy to have been
written down by Isaiah at one sitting, either prior
to E.'s elevation ((Jitlli), or 'after the fate of Doth
dignitaries, revealed to liim at two difl'erent times,
had found its fuUihnenl' (Delitzsch). If, therefore,
yy a4.a» refer to E., we must conclude (Hitzig,
Cheyne) that they were jienned subsequently to
the former part of the prophecy, whether by Isaiah
himself, or ijy some other lianu.
(6) Gesenius, Ewald, Driver, Dillniann consider
the 'nail' of v.^ to be dillerent from that of v.",
and to refer back to Shebna, whose fall is to take
place 'in that day,' i.e. simultaneously with the
"Sty"'-).

'

K

'

m

RV

'

'

ELIAB

'God is father,' A 'E\irf/3, except
B K> 'EXiaX •«* 'EXtiSrf, 2 Ch l!'* B

(3i<''?K

in 1 Ch 15",
'EKidv, Jth 8' B 'E\fid^, K 'Efd^).—i. According to
P, son of Helon, and prince of Zebulun, who represented his tribe at the census and on certain other
1» 2' 7»*- " lO" (P).
occasions,
2.
Reubenite,
father of Dathan and Abiram,
IG"--" (.IE), Dt
11'.
P gives, as further details, Eliab's father's
name, Pallu, and the name of another son, Nemuel
(Nu 2(5"-). The fatlier's name, Pallu, probably stood
16"".
in the original text of
See DUlmann, ad
loc, and art. Korah.
3, Eldest son of Jesse, and
brother of David. His appearance led Samuel to
suppose that he must be the chosen of J" to succeed
Saul.
With his two brothers, Abinadab and
Shammah, he joined Saul's army at the time that
Goliath was insulting Israel ; during this time
David visited his brother in the camp, and was
addressed by E. in insulting terms. E. had a
daughter named Abihail (see art.), 1 S 16'''- 17""''',
1 Ch 2", 2 Ch 11": on 1 Ch 27" see Elihu.
4.
According to the reading of 1 Ch 6" (Heb. ") the
name of an ancestor of Samuel an Ephraimite.

A

Nu

Nu

Nu

—

Variants are Eliel, 1 Ch 6" (Heb. '»), and Elihu,
1 S 1'.
See El.inu. 3. One of the Gadite warriors
who joined David during his wanderings, 1 Cli 12'.
These warriors and their doings are described in
1 Ch 12"- '"•.
6. A Levite who, according to the
Chronicler, was a musician appointed in the time
of David to play the psaltery (Sjj), in the first
instance in connexion with the bringing up of the
ark to Jerus., 1 Ch IS*"-. Perhaps the name was
that of a (post-exilic) family of singers. Cf. references in Ammiel (No. 3).
7. According to the
genealogy in .Ith 8', a remote ancestor of Judith,
and consequently a Simeonite, cf. 9'; and with
'Salamicl, the son of Salasadai (8'), cf. Nu l«(Heb.
'

and LXX).

ELIADA
'cares for';

G. B.
(v;:^ti

'whom God takes

Gray.

notice

of,'

or

'knows.'

For tliis nuctnrc of tthe
verb, cf. Gn 18", Ex 2-", Ps 1» RV).— 1. EmSai,
repeated as BaaXtiMdS B, "EXiJai^ A, BaoXiXdff Luc.
A son of David (2 S S'"), called yn;^;? Beeliada
(whicli seel in 1 Ch 14'.
2. ('EXinJo^'A, om. B
Luc.) Father of Rezon, a Syrian, captain of a
marauding band which resisted Solomon's authority (1 K ir^j.
3. CK\tt5i B, 'EXcaSd A Luc.) A
Itt.

warrior of Benjamin (2

ELIADAS
€lioenai.

Ch

(EXtaJai),

17").
1

Es

C. F.
9".

BURNEY.

-In

Ear

10"

:

'

'

;

'

'

rise of E.
2. The orig.

name

of Jehoiakim, king of Judah,

A

ELIEZER

ELIALI

686

K

A

23'* = 2 Ch 36*).
3.
priest who
(2
took part in the dedication of the wall of Jems,
under Nehemiah (Neh 12").
i. 5. In
Mt 1"
and in Lk 3*"- " ; ancestors of our Lord (.see

which see

Genealogy).

C. F.

Burney.

ELIALI (A'EXiaXd, B 'EJiaXris), 1 Es O*".— The
name either corresponds to Binnui in Ezr 10^ or Is
unrepresented there.

ELIAM (oySx God is kinsman 'KXirfjS, BA in
2 S IP, and B in 2 S 23", where A has Oile\m0).*
—1. Father of Bath-sheba, whose iirst husband was
'

'

;

a Hittite, 1 8 11M = 1 Ch 3', where Eliara is called
Anuniel see below).
Eliam himself, therefore,
may have been a foreigner. 2. Son of Ahithophel
It is not
the Gilonite, and one of David's heroes.
impossible that this Eliam is the same as tlie preceding, but there is no evidence that such was the
ca,se (2 S 23**). The omission of the name from the
parallel list in 1 Ch 11 is probably due to textual
corruption.
See Driver, Samuel, note on 2 S 23**.

9^ Eliasimus)
Bani (Ezr

and

;

another of the family

4.

who had married

HI-"),

<A

foreign wives.

A

son of Elioenai and descendant of David.
the position of the name in the genealogy
this E. must have lived after the Exile, and possiUy
as late as the middle of the 4th cent. (1 Ch S").
6. According to the Chronicler (1 Ch 24'^), E. was
the name of a priestly house in the time of David.
But see the references and the literature cited in
Ammiel 3. 7. Father of Jehohanan, to whose
chamber in the temple Ezra resorted (Ezr 10*).
But the suggestion (see, e.rj., Ry\e on Ezr 10") that
this E. is identical with No. 1 is not improbable.
See art. JoiiANAN.
G. B. GRAY.

5.

From

;

ELIAONIAS (A

'E\iowr(as,

— A descendant of

B

G. B. Gray.
'EXiaXwWaj), 1 Es

Phaath-moab, who returned
from Babylon with Esdras. In Ezr 8* Eliehoenai.
8".

ELIAS.— See Elijah.

ELIASIB (A

ELIASIBUS

NafffijSos), 1

Ezr

(A

10",

B

'EXiaVijSos,

Es 9'.—
Eliasuib.

AV

-(Tf/3os,

—

ELIASIMUS (A'EXirfffi/tos, B
1

-«-ei-,

AVElisimus),

Es 9-».— In Ezr 10" Eliashib.

1 Es 9".— This name and
be duplicate forms answering to
Eliashib in Ezr 10^ (Speaker's Comm.).

ELIASIS

(nD;^>t 'God has added,' 'EXi<r<i0).—
Son of Deuel, and prince of Gad at the first
census (Nu 1" 2» 7*- " lO** P). 2. Son of Lael,
and prince of the Gershonites (Nu 3^" P).

B

Eleazurus, perhaps from the Aldine 'E\ias"'oii0o5, p
being read for 0), 1 Es 9^. One of the 'holy
singers,' who put away his strange wife.
In Ezr
10-* Eliashib.

Enasibus

ELIASAPH

'EXit£o-ij3o!,

high priest in the time of Neh.

('EXioffris),

may

1.

ELIASHIB

'God

(or, does) bring
the most frequent
(B), 'EXuroO^ (K A), 'EXfio(re(/9
(N B), 'EXio(re(;3 (AB)].
popular name after the
ExUe perhaps, in spite of I Ch 24'^ it was not in
in
preexUic
The
use
times.
persons of this name
mentioned in OT are 1. The high priest who
was contemporary with Nehemiah. He was son
of Joiakim, grandson of Jeshua the son of
Jozadak, the contemporary of Zerubbabel (Neh
12'°, Ezr 3>), and father of Joiada (Neh 12" 132»).
He assisted in the rebuilding of the walls of Jerus.
during Nehemiah's governorship (Neh 3').
He
can have had no sympathy \vith the exclusive
policy of Ezra and iJehemiali, for both he himself
and members of his family allied themselves with
the leading foreign opponents of Neheni iah Neh 2'").
The exact nature of Eliashib's own alliance with
Tobiah the Ammonite is not stated (Neh 13*), but
a son of his son Joiada, during the period of
Nehemiah's recall to the Pers. court, married a
daughter of Sanballat the Horonite, and was in
consequence driven away by Nehemiah on his
return (Neh 13^). This, combined with the expulsion of Tobiah from the temple-chamber provided for him by E. (Neh 13*"-), must have created,
even if it had not existed before, an open schism
between E. and Nehemiah.
Cf. furtlier below
(No. 7), and Kyle's notes on the passages cited
above in the Cam. Bible ed. of Ezr-Neh.
2. A
singer of the time of Ezra, who had married a
foreign wife (Ezr 10"), called in 1 Es 9^ Eliasibus.
3. An Isr. of the family of Zattu (Ezr 10", in 1 Es

[3ir;^N

back (or, restore).'
forms are 'EXenrov^

will

LXX

In

—A

;

—

{

—

• Xote on the gmuinenesi of the name.
The name occure but
twice in MT in one case (2 S IP) all VSS except the Vulg., and
In the other the LXX. show a different name. In spite of this a
close comparison of the VSS conflrms the correctness of the
Maaaoretic tradition of the rare name Eliam, which certainly
ocoun in Phcon. (CIS 147, DySx, on a Sardinian inscription) as
ag&lnst the commoner names which appear in the VSS. Ammiel
(1 Ch 35) may be an
actual alternative name of the same
man (cf. Jehoiachin and Coniah), or may be the alteration of an
offensive, because misunderstood, name (Eliam being regarded
as—' God of the peof le ') into a less exceptional form (Ammiel
regarded ««=' People Df God ') see further, Gray, Stxid. in Beb.
Proper Same; p. ib
;

ELIATHAH

(nox'^tt or nn'^x 'God hath come').—
Hemanite, whose family formed the twentieth
division of the temple service (1 Ch 25*- ").

A

ELIDAD
Son of

(Ti'Vs

Cliislon,

'God has

'EXSdJ).—

loved,'

and Benjamin's representative

dividing the land, Nu
the elders, Nu 11»'- E).

34^

P

(perh.

= Eldad,

for

one of

ELIEHOENAI

('n'^T'-x ' to 3" are mine eyes •).—!.
Korahite (1 Ch 26', AV Elioenai). 2. The head
of a family of exiles that returned (Ezr 8*, AV

A

Elihoenai), called in

ELIEL
Ch 6^*),

(Sx-'jx,

1

prob.

Es 8"
'

El

is

Eliaonias.

God ').—!. A Korahite

= Eliab of v." and Elihu of 1 S 1'.
2. 3. 4. Mighty men in the service of David (1 Ch
1146.47 i2u_
5, A chief of eastern Manasseh (1 Ch
5"). 6. 7. Two Benjamite chiefs
Ch 8-»- ^). 8. A
(1

prob.

1

(

Legate mentioned in connexion with the removal
of the ark from the house of Ohed-edom (1 Ch
IS'- ")•
Levite in time of Hezekiah (2 Ch
»•

A

31i»).

ELIENAI

error

textual

("J'S'^N,

Elioenai).— A Benjamite

(1

Ch

8*).

for

'i)iy)t;

See Genk.

ALOGY.

ELIEZER
1.

("i,n;''r?< 'God is help"). —See Eleazar.
Abraham's chief servant, a Damascene (Gn 15^

AV, RVm).

(The construction here is diiiioult,
but the words can hardly be rendered as a double
proper name as RV, Damniesek Eliezer.' Whatever the exact construction, the words, unless there
is a corruption in the text, must be intended to
suggest that E. was in some way connected with
Damascus.
See Delitzsch, New Com. on Gen.
This same E. is prob. the servant referred
ii. 4).
so
to in Gn 24.
2. A son of Moses by Zipporah
named to commemorate the deliverance of Moses
23"").
son
of
3. The
from Pharaoh (Ex 18*, 1 Ch
4. The son of
Becher a Benjamite (1 Ch 7').
Zichri, captain of the tribe of Reuben in David's
reign (1 Ch 27"). 5. The son of Dodavahu of
Mareshah, who prophesied the destruction of the
'

;

fleet

of

sliii)s

which Jehoshaphat built

;

operation with Ahaziah (2

Ch

20").

6.

An

in co-

E.

ia

—
ELIUOKEI'H

ELIJAH

mentioned among the 'chief men' whom Ezra
sent from Almva to Casiphia to find Lerites and
Nethiniiii willing to join the expedition to Jeru-

salem (Ezr 8""-). 7. 8. 9. A priest, a Levite, and a
son of Harim, who ha<l married 'stranjie women,'
i.e. wives of non-Israclitish descent, in the time of
Ezra (Ezr 10'»- ^- ").
10. One of the priests
appointed to blow with the tnimpets before the
arfc of God when David brought it from the house
of

Obed-edom

to Jerus.

(1

Ch

15").

A

11.

Levite

mentioned in 1 Ch 26^. 12. An E. is mentioned in
the genealogy of our Lord given by St. Luke {S'^).

W.

C.

Allen.

ELIHOREPH (Tin'^K, possibly God of autumn,' or
'

•of ripe age'

'EXidp Luc).

ELIHU

;

cf.

Job 29* RV. 'EXid0 B,

A,

'Ei'apf<^

— One of Solomon's scribes K
(1

4').

An ancestor of Samuel, 1 S 1',
Eliel and in 1 Ch O" Fliab (wli.
variation in 1 Cli 27'" for Eliab, David's
see).
2.
eldest son, 1 S
Kittel (in Haupt's
emends the text of Ch to DN-'yx. 3.
Manassite
who joined David at Zilclag, 1 Ch 12". i.
Korahite porter, 1 Ch 20'. 5. See next article.
(HXetou) an ancestor of Judith, Jth 8'.
called in

("•'K).— 1.

1

Ch G"
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'EXioOs, 'my God is He,' cf.
ELIHD (Kn-i-K,
Elijah, 'my God is J"').
Described in Job 32- as
'son of Barachel the Buzite, of the family of
Ram ; he would therefore be descended from
Nahor, brother of Abraham (Gn 22'-', J). E. is
introduced as an interlocutor in the Book of Job,
speaking after the three friends Eliphaz, Bildad,
and Zopliar have failed to convince Job by their
arguments. He is described as younger than the
three; he undertakes, however, to act as moderator
between the disputants, and speaks at length in
clis. 32-37.
But the fact that E. is mentioned
neither in the prologue nor in the epilogue of the
book ; that his arguments do not add substantially
to the discussion ; tliat the transition from ch. 38 to
ch. 39 is abrupt and awkward together with certain
features of style in the sjieeches assigned to E.,
have led most critics to the conclusion that clis.
.32-37 represent a later addition to the book.
Lightfoot, Rosenmiiller, Derenbourg, and others
BU]jport the strange conjecture that E. is the name
of the author himself (see Job, Book of).
W. T. Davison.
ELIJAH ('.t'7N; .t^k in2K l»•8'^ Mai 3=3[Eng. 4i>]

—

'

;

'J"
1.

is

God'; LXX'HX«(o<;; NTHXtiaj, AVElias).—
loftiest prophet of the OT, rai.sed up by J" at

The

a crisis in the history of Israel to save the nation
from lapsing into heathenism. His public life is
sketched in a few narratives wonderful for their
vivid representations and graphic details.
His
personal hi.story is full of human interest, and
presents les.sons of the highest ethical and spiritual
value.
His first appearance is surrounded with an
element of mystery which is in keeping with his
whole history. There is but a single brief reference (1 K 17') to his origin, and even that is not
without ambiguity. The words are tr. by AV, in
accordance with the MT, E. the Tishhite, who
'

was

of the inliabitants of Gilead.'
If this rendercorrect, it signifies that a certain place called
Tishbeh or Tishbi of Gilead, not named elsewhere,
had the distinction of giving l)irth to the prophet.
Some have sought to identify it with Tliisbe of
Naphtali, mentioned in To 1'. They point out that
the correct rendering of 'adBD (on the a.ssumption
that it is a common, not a proper name) is not of
the inhabitants,' but 'of tiie sojourners' (so RV),
which would imply that E. came from another or

ing

is

'

foreign district.
But the LXX makes the disputed word a projier name, and reads
E. the
Tishbite from Thesbon of Gilead.' This reading
ii«ems to be followed by Josephus {Ant. vin.
'

G87

by the fact that, whena common noun, it is written
DCJin.
There seems therefore little reason to doubt
that E. was a native of the wild but beautiful
mountain district of GUead, the highlands of
Palestine, on the eastern side of the Jordan,
bordering on the ^eat desert.
There he had a
prophet's nurture in solitude.
He alwa3's loved
the wild deliles and rushing torrents of his native
land.
Lonely mountains and bleak deserts were
xiii.

2).

It is supported

ever the word

is

congenial to his spirit.
He learned to dwell
familiarly on the sterner aspects of religion and
morality.
He had the austere, a-scetic, monoHe learned the fear
theistic spirit of the desert.
of J" which knew no other fear.
Nothing is s.iid of his parentage, and the omission is in .striking contrast to the wealth of detail
with which the descent of some other prophets is
E. occupied from the first a unique and
stated.
exalted position in the goodly fellowsliip.
He
.seemed to be like Melchizedek ' without father,
without mother, without genealogy, haWng neither
beginning of days nor end of life.' Strange traditions arose in later times among the Rabbis, as
that he was Phinehas, the grandson of Aaron,
returned to life, or an angel in human form.
E.'s whole manner of life is meant to be a protest
against a corrupt civilisation. He has some of the
habits of the ancient Nazirite, and not a few of
the characteristics of the modern Bedawin. His
unshorn locks streaming down his shoulders and
1') alone
his rough mantle of camel's hair (2
make him a remarkable figure in Israel. He has
the fleet foot of a true son of the desert (1 K IS*),
and an iron frame which enables him to endure a
He dwells in the clefts of
forty days' fast (19").
the Clierith (17'), sleeps under a desert broom (19*),
lodges in the cave of Horeb(19'), and haunts the
If he enters a city, it is only to
slopes of Carmel.
deliver the message of J" and be gone. His startling appearances, abrupt speeches, and sudden disappearances create around his personality a profound air of mystery. He is believed to lie borne
hither and thither by the Spirit of J" (1 K 18'-', 2
K 2'*). He comes down from the hills of Gilead as
the cliampion and prophet of J" in the dark days
of Israel's apostasy.
He comes to bear witness to
truths which ought never to have been denied in
Like every true reformer, he takes his
Israel.
stand upon old principles. He is the personified
He comes, a prophet of
conscience of the nation.
heroic mould, to witness by deeds rather than by
words.
The spiritual danger which E. was called to
avert arose out of a political alliance formed

K

between Israel and Phoenicia, and cemented by
the marriage of Ahab and Jezebel, the son and
A covenant
the daughter of the allied kings.
between two Semitic peoples was always supposed
Its
to imply a friendship between their gods.
natural sequel was a syncretism of faith an''
worship.

"That

Ahab

did not at

first

think of

denying J" is proved by the names he gave his
sons Ahaziah (J" holds) and Jehoram (J"is high).
But his religious instincts were aa dull as his
Brave enough in
political instincts were keen.
battle, and on the whole a successful ruler, he was
morally weak, and came completely under the
h.incful influence of his strong-minded Tyri.in
It was to pUa.se
wife, a fanatic in her own faith.
her that he not only erected a temple to Baal at
Samaria (1 K 10'-) and introduced a multitude of
foreign priests (IS'"), but allowed a religious persecution, in which many of the prophets of J" are
The effect of
said to have been slain (IS*").
these events on the religious life of Israel could not
be small. The people hod hitherto been ensnared
only by the gods of the hostile tribes of Caaoar

—
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Thorn they had subdued. They were now tempted
to adopt the cultus of a great allied nation, and
the temptation proved too stron" to be resisted.
Baal-worship became the court religion, and, if its
progress had not been effectually checked, would
soon have become the national religion.
To prevent this disastrous consummation is E.'s
life-task.
His fiery zeal against the Tyrian cultus
springs from moral at least as much as religious
considerations. That superstition had such accompaniments as would soon sap the moral vijjour of
any nation. A patriot as well as a prophet, E.
comes to save his country. His ruling passion is
He
jealousy for the Lord God of hosts (1 K 19'°).
knows the God of Israel as a moral and spiritual
being, and all his demands on behalf of J" are

moral and spiritual. The details of ritual do not
trammel a man of his spiritual force. He knows
nothing of the Deutcronomic law wLich condemns
local altars (1 K 18'-).
It is not recorded that
But Gilgal, Bethel,
he ever visits Jerusalem.
Carmel, and otlier ancient sanctuaries of tlie
true religion, are dear to him. Sinai is, from its
associations, the holiest ground.
He believes in
a covenant in virtue of which J" became the God
of Israel, and Israel the people of J".
And the
conviction is burned into his mind that there can
be no alliance between the God of Israel and any
other divinity. His jealousy for J" is tlie counterpart of J"'s jealousy for Israel. It is to E. an
intuitive truth that J" can brook no rival in His
kingdom, and he is amazed that any can doubt it
his spirit blazes with contempt against all weakkneed persons (1 K 18") who hSt between two
'

'

Jordan

by some critics (Wellhausen,
that E. was not a monotheist, like

Amos, Hosea, and the other literary prophets that
he was like the mass of the people of his time in
:

—

regarding J" as only the God of Israel a local
god and believing that every other nation had
us own deity. It is affirmed that E. was a * henoiheist.' Now, it is sufficiently clear that the faith
ot many of his contemporaries is of this rudimentary order : the contest between J" and Baal is to
fhem a real struggle between rival deities. But
E.'s lofty conception of J" virtually excludes all
other objects of worship makes all the gods idols.
It is difficult to believe that the Baal whom he
18-'') has
treats with such irony and contempt (I
to his mind any reality.
At any rate, it is but a
short step from E.'s 'henotheism' to absolute

—

—

K

monotheism.

The memoirs of E. seem to be derived from
several sources.
17-19. 21,
The narratives in 1
2
They took shape in Northern
2, form a unity.
Israel, as is indicated by the remark that Beersheba
•belongeth to Judah' (1
19^).
They were probably written under the influence of the literary
prophets of the Northern Kingdom, about the
beginning of the 7th cent. B.C. These narratives
are composed in the highest style of literary art.
Their distinctly popular character is apparent, and

K

K

K

has been noted by

W.

R. Smith that they read

like a transcript of a vivid oral tradition (Prophets
of I^ael, 116). Like other historical parts of the
OT, they may have lived in the mouths of the
people for generations, forming a powerful means
of religious education, before they were committed
to writing.
E. comes on the stage of history with the same
startling abruptne.ss with which he makes his
first appearance
before Ahab.
He is sent to
announce that J' is about to avenge the aposIsrael
tasy of
by bringing a long drought on the
This message delivered, he vanishes into
land.
solitude.
He is guided by the Spirit of J" to the
brook Cherith 'that is before,' i.e. to the east of.

K

They

story.

17'),

probably in his native Gilead.

to the fact that the
so pointed in the
as to
ravens,' signifies with another set of vowel-

word

D'3iy,

mean

'

call attention

which

MT

is

points Arabs,' with another merchants,' or ' inhabitants of Oreb.' But, not to emphasize the
fact that ravens eat flesh, which Arabs generally
avoid, it is to be noted that the marvellous element
is quite in keeping with other parts of E.'s story.
In the oral tradition the prophet's friends were
doubtless 'ravens': the narrative would not have
been thouglit worth preserving but for the
miraculous feature, which is reproduced in all the
'

'

ancient versions.
When the brook Cherith dries up in the long
drought, the prophet goes, under divine direction,
to Zarephath, a city of heathen Tyre (17*), where
he is hospitably received by a poor widow whom
the famine has reduced to her last meal (v.'^). The
prophet finds a well-spring of kindness in the
heart of a heathen ccuntry. He learns to sympathize with one of another race and a strange
religion, and his stem nature is in some degree
He
softened by contact with human sufl'ering.
rewards the widow's charity first by miraculously
increasing her small store of meal and oU, and
later by restoring her child to life (w."'").
His
experience begins to prepare him for a higher

which he is in due time to receive.
Meanwhile the king, in his rage against the

revelation,

prophet of

opinions.
It is contended

it

(1

There his life is miraculouslj
sustained by ravens, which bring him flesh every
morning and evening (w.''"'). Prosaic critics have
tried to eliminate the marvellous element from tha

'

Stade, etc.)

'

See Cherith.

(1

K

IS'")

evil, sends messengers into all nations
to search for E., but they report that

their quest has been fruitless.
For three years
there falls no rain or dew in Israel. The famine
is so severe that the king and his chamberlain,
Obadiah, have to scour the country in search of
provender for the royal stables (v."). While they
are engaged in this quest, E. suddenly appears
before Obadiah and bids him summon his master
(v.'*).
The meeting of the prophet and the king
is very dramatic.
Ahab has never been able to
stifle the conscience of an Israelite, and cannot
witlihold his respect from the prophet of J".
He
bitterly accuses E. of being the troubler of Israel

but when the prophet flings back the charge, the
king is silenced (v."*). E. challenges, or rather
commands, him to summon the pronliets of Baal to
a contest between J" and Baal on Alount Carmel.
The worshippers of Baal sliall sacrifice to their
God E. himself will sacrifice to J" the god v^ho
answers by fire, he shall be the God. Ihe king
consents (v.™-). The narrative of the contest (1 K
Apart
I8-"') is one of the grandest in the OT.
from its historical value, it is precious a« ao
ideal representation of the conflict which is always
being waged between true and false religion, and
On the
of combatants who are always meeting.
appointed day the king and the 400 prophets of
Baal, E. and 'all the people,' assemble on Carmel.
The propliets of Baal, ha\-i»g built an altar and
laid their sacrifice, pray to tlieir god from morning
till evening, and are excited to a frenw by their
In the
fruitless ellbrts and the biting sarcasm of E.
evening E. rebuilds the ancient altar of J" thrown
down in these times of persecution and utters a
few calm words of prayer to J". The lightning
falls and consumes not only the sacrifice, out tlie
altar and the water poured into trenches around
it. The people fall on their faces, and with loud
voices acknowledge that J* is God. Then, in an
access of irrepressible zeal, thev fall upon the 400
propliets who have deceived the nation, and put
them all to the sword. E. prays that the drought
may cease, and before nightfall there is a tempest
;

:

—

—

:
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of rain, in the midst of wliich tlie strange prophet,
eeizcd by a sudden impulse, carried away by the
emotion of triumph, rolla his mantle together and
runs like an avant -courier in front of the royal
chariot all the sixteen miles from Carmel to
the gates of Jezreel (w.*^"").
E. imagines that the battle for truth has been
fought and won, and that his task is virtually
When
accomplished. But his triumph is brief.
he receives a message that Jezebel has sworn to
have his life (19^), his sanguine hope for the restoration of the true religion is changed in a
moment into blank despair. He feels with a sinking heart that he has laboured for naught and in
vain.
God Himself has contended in vain with
human folly. Nothing can be made of a king
whom miracles will not convince, but who is
tamed round the finger of a woman. The apostate nation will remain apostate.
Seeing all this
and other ancient versions, instead
(the
of ' and he saw it,' read ' and he was afraid,'
\9), E. flees for his life to Judsea, and, leaving
his servant at Beersheba, plunges into the desert,

miracles, but through quiet human agencies and in
the slow movements of history. E. is therefore
8ho%vn that J" has still a great work for him to do
he must shape the destinies of two great nations,
and provide for the continuance of the prophetic

LXX

where he is alone with J". Weary, famished, and
heavy of heart, he lies down under a desert broom
see Juniper], and is willing to die.
He
[80 RVm
;

feels that his

life

has been a

He

has
and something

failure.

been worsted in the battle of life,
tells him that he has deserved to be.
He is no
He has now nothing more
better than his fathers.
live
is
vain
for.
It
to continue the unequal
to
strug^'le.
All men have forsaken him.
He has
no friend but J and he prays that He would
release him from his fruitless t,a.sk (vv.'-*).
God is very kind to his servant, first satisfj'ing
his bodily wants, and then givin" him a new
revelation such as his soul needs.
As the prophet
sleeps under the desert bush, he is awakened by
the touch of an angel, who sets meat and drink
before him, and on the strength of that food he
goes a forty days' journey (forty bein^, as usual,
a round number) to Horeb (vv.'-"). It is not difficult to understand what the prophet seeks at
",

that mountain sanctuary.

He

desires to meet J".
Men have failed him : he wants to make sure
of God.
He goes to Horeb to stand where Moses
stood.
His heart cries out for the vindication of
the moral law. Finding a cave, he lodges there
(v.*).
(In the Heb. it is the cave, either as already
a place to which pilgrims resorted, or from the f.ame
of^tliis single visit: the traditional cave is in a
secluded plain under the highest peak of Jebel
Mftsa; see SiNAI.)
The narrative which follows
(w."-W) is spiritually one of the profoundest in the
OT. J" represents to E., by a magnificent acted
parable, the contrast between law and grace, judgment and mercy. As the prophet of J", E. has been
nsing the weapon of force.
He has never conceived it possible to defeat the enemies of God by

my other weapon.

He has magnified God's strictHe will not own. And he has
has left men hard and indiU'erent.

ness with a zeal

Force
makes experiment upon E. with his own
weapon.
He visits the mountain with a hurricane, with an earthquake, and with a fire.
The
prophet's wounded spirit is not moved by any of
these.
J" is not in them.
But in the calm
which follows the tumult he hears a still small
roice (UVtn 'a sound of gentle stillness') which
thrills his inmost being; he feels that God is
there self-abased, he wraps his face in his mantle
and waits to receive the divine communications,
lie is tlius taught the meaning of his failure.
Ho
is shown in a parable 'a more excellent way.'
In
the heart of Sinai he learns the gentleness of God.
Others like him.self may be won by grace, whom
might and wrath have failed to move.
The
kingdom of God comes not so much by startling
VOL, I. ii
failed.

J" here

;

—

succession.

Three commands are

«R9

laid

upon him

:

to

anoint Hazael to be king over Syria, Jehu to be
king over Israel, and Klisha to be his own successor.
And he is comforted with the assurance
that the work in which he has been engaged has
not been a failure J" reserves for Himself seven
thousand who have not bowed the knee to Baal.
With faith restored E. returns to his task (w. "'"-').
On his way to Damascus he finds Elisha at the
plough, and throws his mantle over him a symbol u;
action by which he claims him as his son and invests
him with the prophetic office. Elisha leaves all, and
ministers unto him. From this time E. is never
alone he has a companion to whom he becomes a
:

—

:

K

true spiritual father (2
2"), w^nning his filial
allection as well as profound veneration.
Here there is a oreak in the narrative. It is
nowhere stated by what means E. sought to fulfil
the other two parts of the commission which he
received at Horeb.
The account of the actual
completion of his task by Elisha in 2
9. 10 is
apparently by another narrator. Nor is it directly
recorded what means E. afterwards used for the
advancement of the true religion. But there are
deeply interesting hints in the memoirs. Cheync's
singular statements (fi'a/toiOTn_7o/'CW(icw7?i, p. 143),
that E. was weak in spiritual intuition, and that the
lesson of Horeb was lost upon him, do not seem to
be warranted.
On the contrary, there are not
wanting indications that from the day on which
E. heard the still small voice there was another
spirit in him.
He does not again attempt to
sujiprcss Ahab's idolatry by force.
He leaves the
apostate king alone, and waits the course of events.
If he does not entirely abandon his lonely desert
life, he at least becomes a familiar figure in the
schools of the prophets at Gilgal, Bethel, and
2'"').
His personality, and probably
Jericho (2
his teaching, make a profound impression upon the
He kindles in their minds his
young prophets.
own zeal for J" he transfuses his spirit into them
2'°) is
the homage which they pay to Klisha (2
entirely due to the fact that they perceive in him
the spirit of the greater prophet.
When E.'s moral indignation once more flashes
out against the house of Ahab (1
21), it is
not now for the destruction of idolatry but in
the cause of justice and humanity that he appears,
lie has become the champion of the civil and
Ahab vioKates the
mor.al ri"hts of the people.
ancient laws of property, which are the charter
of the people's liberties, by forcibly alienating the
vineyard of Naboth.
He deepens his guilt by
allowing his wife to compass the innocent man s
21").
ruin by peculiarly nefarious means (1
This crime is the signal for K.'s reajipearance
On the day after Naboth's murder,
at Jezreel.
the king is proceeding in state to take posses.sion
of the coveted gardens, when he is confronted by
the prophet, and quails once more before his
His enemy has found hini
moral indignation.
His own sin finds him out.
(v.-").
His conscience condemns him. He stands spcccliless wiiile
the prophet's words of doom smite him like
thunilerbolts Ahab's house shall fall; dogs shall
cat the carcase of Jezebel the king's whole posterity shall iierish, and their bodies be given In
the dogs of the city or the fowls of tlio air (ho \y'
In the chariot behind Ahab on that
in vv.™''"*').

K

K

;

;

K

K

K

:

;

memorable day was an ofiicer named Jehu, on
whoso mind the words of E. left an indelible iniand though the execution of the
pres-sion (2 K 9^)
sentence was deferred in consideiation of the
;

—
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king's penitence, this man was the instrument
chosen by J" for tlie overthrow of the house of
Aliab.
The episode of Naboth's vineyard produced a
great cliange in the popular sentiment. It revealed
the true cliaracter ot the issues in E.'s conflict
a<;ainst idolatry. It showed the people, that while
idolatry went hand in hand with injustice and
crime, the religion of J" was the bulwark of righteousness and liberty. At the same time, it opened
their eyes to the real grandeur of the propliet in
their midst, and doubtless we are to date from
this event a great increase in his power as the
prophet of J".
It is impossible to determine the extent and
duration oi E. 's subsequent labours. There are two
other narratives, one of which brings him into contact with Ahaziah, son of Ahab (B.C. c. 853), while
the other implies that he lived on till the reign of
Jehoram of Judah (c. 849-844). It is difficult to
harmonize this chronology with that of 2 K 3,
which makes it clear that E.'s career ended and
Elisha's began before the death of Jehoshaphat
(c. 874-849).
It is possible, however, that Jehoram
reigned for a time during the life of liis father
Jehoshaphat (2 K 8" the text is doubtful).
According to the narrative in 2 K 1, Ahaziah,
son of Ahab, having injured himself by falling
from a balcony of his palace, sends messengers to
the shrine of Baal-zebub, god of Ekron, to inquire
if he shall recover.
On their way they are intercepted by Elijah, who indignantly asks them if
there is not a God in Israel of whom they might
inquire, and commands them to go back and tell
the king that his injuries will certainly prove
fatal.
When the messengers describe to the king
the person who waylaid tliem, he immediately
recognizes in him the old enemy of his house, and
xB the true spirit of Jezebel, his mother, sends out
a band of fifty men to capture him. They find
the prophet seated on the top of the hill (name

the story itself can hardly be regarded as history. It
is rather one of those imaginative apologues
abundant in the schools of the scribes
which
borrowed the names of ancient heroes to lend
vividness and concreteness to abstract doctrines.
The other narrative (2 Ch 21'-*) is given only
by the Chronicler, and bears distinct marks of lateness. Jehoram, king of Judah, son-in-law of Ahab
and Jezebel, having fallen under the siiell of
sensuous Baal-worship, E. is represented as %end
ing him a letter warning him that J" will bring a
plague upon Judah, by which all the king's house
will be afflicted, and to which the king himself
will early fall a victim.
This is the only narrative
which brings E. into connexion with the kingdom
of Judah, and the only one which represents him
as carrying on his work by means of writing.
The style and language of tlie letter correspond
very closely with those of the Chronicler.
Ihe narrative of E.'s translation (2 K 2'-") re17turns to the lofty style of the writer of 1
19. 21.
Ewald, indeed, regarded it as the work of
the same great narrator more recent critics consider that from a literary point of view it is more
closely connected with the history of Elisha (2 K
2'"'-).
E.'s end is still more mysterious than his
beginning. He alone shares with Enoch the glory
of being translated,' so that he should not ta.ste
death (He 11°). Of him alone is it recorded, as of
Christ (Lk 24"), that he was carried up into
heaven. He is residing at the ancient sanctuary
of Gilgal (now Jiljilia, between Sheehem and
Bethel, not the town of the same name on the
Jordan), where a prophetic guild is established,
when he is warned that the time of his departure
His inWsible Guide calls him for the
is come.
The appointed place is
last time into solitude.
beyond Jorilan, not now in the ravines of his
native Gilead, but southward in the wild region
of Nebo, where his greatest forerunner fell asleep.
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not given Carme!, say some critics, but it is not
on the way to Ekron). At his word, fire comes
:

down from heaven and consumes them all. Another
band of the same number meet the same fate. A
third company is sent out, but their leader takes
warning, adopts a humble tone, and he and his
are spared. E. then goes in person to the
king, and repeats the declaration that his doom is

men

sealed.

This narrative

differs

widely in language,

style,

and spirit from those of the preceding group.

The

prophet's personal appearance has altered (1*) his
name has changed from i.t^k to the later form .t'?n
and instead of being directly inspired and guided
by J* as hitherto, he receives the word of prophecy
from an angel (l*-"). 'The representation of the
prophet assumes gigantic proportions, but at the
same time becomes rigid and lifeless it ceases to
he available as a pattern of human action (Ewald).
The narrator tells the story, without apology, for
the glorification of his hero but no narrative in
the OT presents greater moral difficulties.
If it
is regarded as literal history, one's moral sense is
shocked at the destruction of a great number of
•nen whose only fault is obedience to the orders of
their captain and their king.
One cannot conceive
the story to have been penned by the historian
who related the parable of the still small voice at
Iloreb.
The best comment on the story was sun;

;

:

'

;

by Christ.

He condemned with unmistakable
which His disciples,
hy citing the example of Eliiali, sought to justify
(I-k 9"").
Others besides the disciides have used
the story as an argument for persecution.
E. was
the patron of the Inquisitors.
Even Calvin and
Beza argued from this narrative that fire was the
(iroper instrument of punishment for heretics. But
lilied

I'lainness the vindictive spirit

—

K

;

'

As he went to Horeb for inspiration in his time
of spiritual storm and stress, so he is drawn in
the final crisis of his life to the mountain region
Moses was summoned to die, away
in which
But he begins his last
from the face of man.
journey by visiting the prophetic guilds at Bethel
and Jericho, probably for the purpose of confirming the young prophets in the faitn. Wishing to
spare Elisha the pain of witnessing the last fiery
ordeal, he tenderly entreats him to remain at
His faithful companion cannot brook the
Gilgal.
he solemnly vows that he
idea of separation
At Bethel the sons
will never leave his master.
of the prophets, foreboding E.'s coming removal,
ask Elisha if he knows that his master is to be
taken away from him. He knows it well, but is
too straitened in spirit to speak of it, and entreats
them to hold tlieir peace. Erom Bethel E. proceeds to Jericho, where he again endeavours to
persuade his disciple to let him go on this journey
At Jeric^ho
alone ; but Elisha repeats his vow.
some of the prophetic guild wish to question
Elisha about the impending event, but he begs
Fifty sons of tlie prophets
them to be silent.
ascend the heights above the city to watch the
prophet as he descends with his disciple to the
Jordan. They see him strike the river with his
mantle ; the waters part ; the two men cross by
the bed of the river and pass out of sight. As they
approach their destination, E. asks his disciple if
he has any last request to make. Elisha seeKs '»
double portion ' of his master's spirit not twice
E.'s inspiration, but the portion of an eldest son,
who received twice as much as the younger sons
(Dt 21").
E. replies that it is a hard request.
Siiiritual gifts are the most difficult of all to transNevertheless, lie assures his follower that if
mit.
he prove his fitness for prophetic gif'-s by remain:

—

ELIJAH

ELIJAH

ing with his master to the end, and lookinjr without
fear on the dread messengers of the invisible world,
They now enter
his request will not be denied.
Somewhere here
the dark mountains of Moab.
Himself
servant
Moses
laid His
to rest. No man
J"
'The whole region is a
knew the exact place.
sepulchre.'
As tliey still advance and talk together, black clouds gather, a tempest descends,
the air is filled with tire, and, 'beholcl, there appear
chariots of tire and horses of lire, and E. is taken
np to heaven in a whirlwind.' Elisha sees him no
more.
He rends his clothes, and mourns for his
pia-ster as one mourns for the dead.
He is bereft
of the prophet who has been to him a father, and
to Israel a power as great as its cliariots and
horsemen. But he has stood the severe test imposed npon him, and receives the reward the
spirit of E. rests upon him.
Taking up the mantle
which has fallen from his master, he returns from
tlie scene of the translation to the Jordan, and
puts his new power to the proof liy striking the
waters with the mantle and calling upon the God
The waters divide as before, and he
of Elijah.
When the sons of the
passes over on dry land.
prophets at Jericho hear of what has liapjiened,
antf perceive that the sjiirit of E. rests ujion his
disciple, they bow themselves to the earth and
acknowledge Elisha as their new ma.ster. Hut the
story of the translation awakens their scepticism,
and they send out Hfty strong men to make search
for the missing prophet, Eli.slia trying in vain to
dissuade them.
For three days they prosecute
the search among the mountains of Moab, expecting to lind E. on some lonely peak or in some dark
valley, cast away as at other times by the .Sjiirit
When tliey return and confess tliat the
of J
search has been vain, Elisha gently chides their
unbelief (2 K 2'»).
E. is thus removed from the scene of his labours
before the whole task laid upon him (1 K 19") is
finished.
But Elisha and others enter into his
lal)Ours, sons of the prophets animated by his
spirit are raised up in hundreds, his teaching
spreads, his spirit penetrates the nation.
Then
ttie harvest is reaped.
After two short reigns tlie
idolatrous house of Ahab falls (2 K 9).
The
enemies of J" and of E. perish. Superstition dies
hard, but there is never again any question of
rivalry l)ctween J' and Baal. There is no more
danger of Baal-worship becominjj the national
religion.
It sinks into the superstition of a sect,
known to later prophets as the remnant of Baal

that readers of his story are not unthankful for
'E. was a man of like passions with
his failings.
us' (JaS").
Critics difTer widely in their estimates of the
Wellhausen thinks
historical importance of E.
that his influence is appraised too higlily in the
His struggle with liaal cannot
biblical narratives.
have possessed the importance attributed to it
from the point of view of a later time. Israel was
never torn asunder by such a religious commotion
It was not Baal that
as that described in 1 K 18.
brought about the fall of the house of Ahab, but
common trea.son on the part of Jehu (Proteg. 291).
Wellhau-sen is given to depreciating the part played
by prophecy in the history of Israel. 'In the eyes
of their contemporaries,' he says, ' the prophets
were completely overshadowed by the kin^s only
to later times did they become the principal personages.'
E. must hide his diminished head
He efieeted nothing against the
before Ahab.
king, and quite failed to draw the people over to his
Wellhausen states no convincing reasons
side.'
There is probably more
for this interesting view.
truth in the opinion of those who .s.ay that the
history of Israel is essentially the history of
prophecy. And Kuenen's estimate of E. appears
The consequences of the struggle
much fairer
with the .Syrian Baal and the victory of Jahvism
were most important. Had the is-sue of the conflict been dillerent, the existence of J"-worship
woiiM liave been at stake the averting of this
danger was an important result. From this period
onward the belief in "J" the God of Israel" is
The prophets of the eighth
a.ssailed no longer.
century are able to start from it as a universal
conviction.
For this foundation for their preaching they have to thank Elijah and his school'
{Jirlii/iiDi of Isrnrl, i. HGU).
No OT hero tills a larger place in Jewish tradi
How he impressed the mit;ds of
tion than Elijah.
his own people in after-ages is shown by the
striking eulogium pronounced upon him by the
It became a li.\-ed belief
son of Sirach (Sir 48'").
that E. would appear again for the deliverance
This is expressed in
and restoration of Israel.
the very last words of the OT (Mai 4''-"). Jesus
teaches that this expectation was fulfilled by the
appearance of John the Baptist (Mt 17"'-). Jesus'
cry on the cross, Eli, Eli, was mistaken for a call
to Elijah to come for His deliverance (Mt 27'",
Mk 15»»). No prophet is mentioned so frenuently
The priests and Levites
in the NT as Elijah.
(.In 1^) cannot understand John's right to baptize,
if he is neither the Christ, nor Elijah, nor that
As E. was
proiihet (like unto Moses, Dt 18").

—

.

(Zcj.h

!•).

'1 he weapons
by which this reformation was accomplished were mainly spiritual.
It cannot be
denied that some of h.'a own actions may have
furnished an excuse for certain deeds of violence.
It is like a Nemesis that the finishing touch has to
be given to the work by a man of blood like Jehu.
Yet it was not the tire and sword of Carmel, but
the still small voice speaking in the schools of the
prophets and the hearts of the faithful that again
made Israel a people prepared for J".
K.'s moral power fies in the simplicity of his

faith.
He realizes the belief in J" intensely, and
lives a heroic life in the strength of it.
'J" before
17'
I stand' is his favourite formula (1
18").
He stands erect and haughty before kinj's ;
but in the presence of J" he wraps his head in iiis
mantle, or crouches to the ground with his face
18'- 19").
between his knees (1
Stern and
rugged by nature, a prophet moulded for heroic
work in evil days, he is led Ihrougli an experience
which awakens in him the tenderness that is only

K

whom

K

His personal
to be found in union with strength.
history, especially the narrative of the breakdown
and restoration of his faith, brings him into touch
with human beings in all ages.
He is so great
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;

'

:

'

;

'

witli

Moses

in spirit at Sinai

and Nebo, so these two

prophets appear together conversing with Jesus
im the Mount of the Transfiguration (Mt 17', Mk
9',

Lk

O*").

only remains to be said that E. occupies a
conspicuous place in the legends and rites of many
Among the Jews he is the expecteil
l)eoples.
guest at every passover, for whom a vacant seat
Among the Greeks he is the jiatron
18 reserved.
saint of mountains, anil many summits in Greece
In the Koman
are now calleil by his name.
Catholic Church bo is revered as the founder of
By the
the Order of the Barefooted Carmelites.
Mohammedans he is often confounded with the
Eternal
great and mysterious I'.l-Khuilr, the
Wanderer, who having drunk the water of life
retains everlasting youth, and appears ever and
anon to right the wrongs of men. E. is canonized
both in uie Greek and the Latin Church, his
festival being on the 20th July.
It

I,iTKlUTCRR.— Driver, LOT 184 !T.; Wollhnuiien, Comp. 281
nut. of Itr. and Judah, tUfT. SUwie, tie*
It. 1. bit IT.; W. R. 8n\itli, OTJC* KXIf., Proph

Protfil. 21HirT..

V.

;

If.,

d.
<tf

;
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ItT. 76 IT., 116 IT.: Comill, /«r. Proph. 12, 16, 20, 29-36, 157;
Kittel, Uut.of Ueh.vt. 213, 266 ff., 275, 279 ; Ewald, £// iv. &!9.;
Oraetz, Hi»t. o/ Jeirs (tr. by B. Lowy), i. 2iMtf.; Maurice, FrovheU and Kitiyi, y. 126 ff. ; Schiirer,
ii.
ii.
166 (. iu.
129 ff.; Kuent-n, Rel. of Isr. i. 354 ff.; Kenan, Uiet. of People of
llrr. (Eng. tr.) ii. 229-242; Monteflore, Uihbert Lett. p. 911.;
Liddon, Sennom on OT Sultjecta, 185, 209 ; Milli^an, Elijah
("Men of Bible'); Clieyne, Uallowing of Criticvtin ; Farrar,
Boijkg of Kitujtt, U.cit.i Walker and Pateraoo In Kxpoi. Timei,
Iv. 252ff.,321.

UJP

AV Eliah) A

Benjamite chief, 1 Ch 8".
and a layman who had married
"*.
foreign wives, Ezr lO"'J. Strachan.
2.

3.

(n;'?!<,

4.

A

prie-st

ELIJAH, APOCALYPSE OF.— This is the title
work which stands eighth in

of a lost pseudepigr.

the stichometrical

list

an anonymous early
is

HMa

called

of Nicephorus

list.

In the

and tenth

in

of the.se

it

first

Hazeroth, Nu 1I», and Hazerim, Dt 22^). If this
be so, then the camp by the sea is to be sought for
in the neighbourhood of Akabah, the position of
Mt. Sinai is unknown, and the earlier stages of the
journey of the children of Israel are to be sought
in the line of the present Haj routo from Egypt
See Beke, Origines Biblicre, 1839
to Mecca.
Baker Greene, The Hebrew Migration from Egypt,
1879; Sayce, HCM, 1894; and the art. ExoDCTS
J. Rendel Harris.
(Route).

irpoip^ov,

The

Constitut. Ajwst. vi. 16 also contain
a reference to a writing bearin" the name of
Elijah.
Origen (Cormn. Alt 27") informs us that
this work was the source of the quotation in
which eye saw not, and ear
I Co 2* ' Things

heard not,' etc. Similar testLmony is borne by
Euthalius and others, and it is probable that the
statement is correct, although Jerome (Comm.
Is 64', Ep. 57 ad Pamm.) denies it for apologetic
reasons.
On the other hand, there seems to be
less probability in the statement of Epiphanius
(Hmr. ch. 43), that Eph 5" 'Awake thou that
sleepest,' etc., was quoted from the same Apoc.
of Elijah. Origen makes no mention of this where
he might be expected to do so, and Euthalius
alleges that the words of Eph ."i" are derived
from a lost apocryphon which bore the name of
Jeremiah. For further information and for the
patristic quotations in full, see Fabricius, Cod.
Pseud. V.T. i. 1070-1086 ; Schiirer, HJP II. ui.
129ff.
J. A. Selbie.

ELIRA (Nij'Vx), the Harodite, one of David's
'Thirty' (2 S 232*).— The name is omitted in B,
and in the parallel passage 1 Ch 11, possibly owing
to the repetition of the gentilic 'the Harodite.'
J. F.

ELIM

(D'V??).

33, is

gulf of Akabah, and whose name still survives in
the Arabic Aileh (cf. the suggestive doublet of

and said to consist of
In the other its title is 'HWou airoKii-

316 verses.
Xu^it.

has been suggested that the Elim of Ex 16.
only a variant form of the jilural name
Eloth which we find in 1 K G-*, 2 Ch S", a place
which was certainly situated near the head of the
It

Nu

ELIMELECH
name

;

and then Elim by means of Sinai.

king,'* so

is

husband of

the

Naomi and

Mahlon and Chilion, Ephrathites of
Beth-lehem-judah (cf. 1 S 17'-). He was driven by
a famine into the country of Moab, where, after a
residence of undefined length, he died.
He is
spoken of as if he were the head of a clan in the
This would be the
tribe of Judah (cf. Ru 2'-').
Hezronites (1 Ch 2», cf. Gn 46").
H. A. Redpath.
ELIOENAI ('if\^ 'to J" are mine eyes').— 1. A
Simeonite chief (1 Ch i^). 2. A Benjamite (1 Ch
7*).
3. A descendant of David who lived after the
Exile (1 Ch 3^-^). i. A son of Pashhur who had
married a foreign wife (Ezr 10--), called in 1 Es 9^
Elionas.
5. A son of Zattu who had committed
the same ofl'ence (Ezr 10^), called
Eliadas.

6.

A priest (Neh

in

1

Es

9»*

12^').

ELIONAS.—1. (A "EXiavis, B 'EXiwraJf), 1 Es g".
—In Ezr 10", ElioeNAI. 2. (A 'EXtu^dt, B -Sat),
1 Es 9^- = Ezr Iff" Eliezer.

ELIPHAL
David

s

(Su'Sn 'God hath judged').— One of
mighty men (1 Ch 11«>), called in 2 S 23«

Eliphelet (wh. see).

ELIPHALAT. — 1. (A

Stennino.

;

—The

father of

— One of the stations in the wander- AV

ings of the children of Israel (Ex 15-'', Nu 33')
apparently the fourth station after the pa-ssage of
the Ked Sea, and the first place where the Israelites
met with fresh water. It was also marked by an
abundant growth of pahn trees (cf. Ex 15", twelve
wells and seventy palms).
If the traditional site of Mt. Sinai be correct, the
likeliest place for Elim is the Wady Ghuruiidel,
where there is a good deal of vegetation, especially
stunted palms, and a number of water-holes in the
sand ; but some travellers have pushed the site of
Elim farther on, and placed it almost a day's
journey nearer to Sinai, in the Wady Tayibeh,
where there are again palm trees and a scanty
sui)ply of brackish water.
The Greek monks who
have located Elim at T6r were probably guide<l
thereto by the luxuriant palms and a special taste
for the extravagant in miracle.
The biblical
account takes the Israelites from Elim to a camp
by the sea and this accords very well with the
experience of travellers who go to Mt. Sinai by the
SMUthern route, camping one night in the N\ acly
(ihurundel, and the next night by the shore of the
Ked Sea.
It should be remembered, however, that grave
doubts have been cast upon the poptilar identification of Mt. Sinai (see SlNAl); and as these doubts
turn, in part, upon the identification of Elim and
of the encampment by the sea, we must be careful
not to fall into a toi)ogra|)hical reasoning in a
circle, so as to identify Sinai by means of Elim,

'God

(^hvh^

Malchiel).

2.

Eliphalet),
CEXfi^aXar),

ELIPHAZ

1
1

'EXi^cfXaTos,

B

'EXft^oXa,

Es 8«».— In Ezr 8" Eliphelet.
Es 9^ = Ezr 10** ELIPHELET.
possibly

[i5''?f!,

God is fine gold
but
meanings this must be

'

'

in the absence of analogous

;

LXX

generally 'EXi^ii
considered very doubtful.
(so
in Gn) or 'EXfi^as (so B in Ch and Job,
iu Ch and Job, and D
except 2") or 'EXi^a'f (so
in Gn 36'*)] is the name of two foreigners (Arabs)
mentioned in OT. 1. E. appears in the Edomite
genealogy of Gn 36 (and hence 1 Ch 1^') as son of
Esau by Adah (vv.'' '"), and father of Amaiek by
In v.'"his Horite concubine Timnali (vv.'^-^).
various other sons are mentioned, as the dukes
that came of E. in the land of Edom,' noticeable
among them being Duke Teman,' and another is
the well-known tribal name Kenaz. See further,
G. B. Gray.
art. Edom.
2. See next article.

A

A

'

'

ELIPHAZ (i5'^i«, LXX 'EXi^rfj, an Idumaean
name, tiansposed"=I'h!is,ael?). Descrilied as the
first, and apparently the oldest and most important,

—

'the Temanite.'
lie
Job.
son of Eliphaz, the eldest son of
and jc-n was a district of
Esau (Gn Z&°- '°)
Iduma;a, proverbially known for its wisdom (Jer
friend

of

is

called

Teman was a

;

49').

Edom

It IS mentioned in close
E. sjieaks at
in Jer 49''".

than either Bildad or Zophar

;

connexion with
greater length

his speeches are

recorded in Job 4. 5. 15. and 22. He is al.so more
moderate in tone than tlie otliers his first speech,
especially, is gravely tender towards what he holds
;

•

Or

Bcc. to others,

'

My

god

is

Melek' (the god-kingX

—

ELIPHKLEHU
Many of his utterances, taken
but his
by tbemselves, contain important truth
orthojox statements and maxims fail to cover the

in itself nothing.

In his later speeches E. speaks
fact« of Job's case.
more directly and sharjily, but he never becomes
violent or cruel.
For an outline of his arguments,

again, for

to be Job's errors.

;

ee

Job,

Book

ELIPHELEHU
bim,'

AV

(""??•>

U

to a scribal error.

2.

S 23"=Eliphal of
Jonathan (1 Ch 8**).
(2

1

E., is

probably due

returned from exile (Ezr 8"=Eliphalat
EsS"). S. A son of Hashum who hail married
a fondgn wife (Ezr lff»=Eliphalat of 1 Es 9*").

ELISABETH {'EXurdper [WH ;E\fi.]

—

;

Heb. pjy-^K

'God is an oath,' Ex 6'^). Thewifeof Zacharias, and
the mother of John the Baptist (Lk l"*-)- E- herself
belonge<l to the priestly family of Aaron, and was a
kinswoman {(rvyyeyls) of the Virgin Mary, though we
do not know what the actual relationship was. She
along with Zacharias, as 'righteous
before God, walking in all the commandments and
ordinances of the Lord blameless.'
Upon her,
however, had fallen what to a Jewish woman was
the heaviest of misfortunes, the reproach of barrenness.
And not till she and her husl)and were
'well stricken in years' was the promise of a son
given them.
Five months later Elisabeth was
visited in lier home in the hill-country of Judah
by her kinswoman Mary, and the degree of illumination which she had readied is proved by her
addressing Mary as 'the mother of my Lora' (Lk
1*).
See Zacharias.
G. AIilliqan.
IB described,

ELISEUS.—See Elisha.

ELI8HA (jy-^K God is salvation'

;

NT 'E\i(ratot, AV Eliseus). — Tlie son

LXX 'E\ei<raU

;

of SImphat, of
the tribe of Issachar, the disciple and 8Ucces.sor of
the proi]het Elijah. He is first mentioned in the
threefold commission with whicli Elijah is charged
by J" at Horeb (1 K I'.t'").
Obeying the divine
voice, Elijaligoesto Abel-meholah (' nieailow of the
dance,' probably 'Ain Ildweli) in the N. part of the
Jordan Valley, not far from his native Gilead,
where he finds E. ploughing with twelve yoke of
oxen in one of the rich level fields of his tatlier's
heritage, eleven yoke being witli his servants, and
he last with the twelfth (19"). Leaving tlie highway, Elijah paases over to him, and tlirows liis
mantle over his shoulders a symlKjlic act of
double significance he adopts E. as his son, and
invests him with the prophetic office.
No word is
spoken, but the symbol is understood. Elijah,
probably resuming his mantle, strides on, leaving
E. amazed at the sudden call, and bewildered by
the necessity of making so tremcmlous a deci.sion.
But the young man's natural shrinking from so
high a calling a hesitation similar to that of
Moses, Isaiah, Jeremiah is (juickly overcome by
the consciousness that this is a call from Go<r.
Running after Elijah, he declares his readiness to
follow him, only begging permission to return and
give the kiss of farewell to his father and mother.
The mention of domestic ties onens Elijah's eyes
to the greatness of the sacrifice lie is calling E. to
make perhaps it is too great for the youth at
any rate his choice must be voluntary and delil)orate
the casting of the mantle over him was

—

:

:

—

;

;

'

Go back

fuel, roasts tlie tlesh of the oxen, and invites his
people to a farewell feast. Then, having kissed

1

—

:

deliverance').—!.

One of David's mighty men
Ch 1 1"). 3. A descendant of
4. One of the sons of Adoni-

'

natural feelings,

words

taking the plough, the goad and the yokes for

kam who

of

in the austere [iiophel's testing

IS'*-").

(1

5'«, 1 Ch 14' (AV
One of
The
Eliphalet), 1 Ch 3''»=Elpelet of 1 Ch 14»).
doulile occurrence of the name in Chronicles, as if

David had had two sons named

no accent of rebuke,
E.'s

Ch

'may God

'God
David's sons (2 S
(d'tjSs

is

for

distinguish

T. Davison.

EUpheleh).— A doorkeeper

ELIPHELET

There

but tender eonsider.ition

what have I done unto thee?' E. how.
ever, has made his choice.
He is ready to leave
father and mother, and houses and lands, and
marks his act of self-renunciation by a sacrifice
which has sacramental significance.
Unyoking
the oxen from his plough, he slays them, and

W.

of.
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he follows Elijah, and ministers unto
him. One graphic touch indicates his relation to
the greater prophet he is referred to as E. the
son of Shaphat, who poured water on the hands of
Elijah (2 K3"). They seem to have been together
some six or seven years (1 K 22', 2 K 1"). How
and where this time was spent is not definitely
stated.
There is no evidence that Elijah ever
called E. to be a dweller in desert solitudes. There
are rather indications that during these years they
lived in familiar intercourse with the sons of the
prophets (2 K 2). The narrative of Elijah's last
journey shows tlie deep filial afl'ection, as well as
reverence, which he had awakened in his disciple.
See Elijah. From the scene of the translation,
Elisha returns bearing Elijah's mantle, and endued
with a double portion of his spirit. Thus began
a prophetic career in N. Israel which lasted for
more than half a century, during the reigns of
Jehoram, Jehu, Jehoahaz, and Joasli.
E. is Elijah's spiritual successor, but he presents
in many respects a striking contrast to his teacher.
Only metaphorically does he wear Elijah's mantle
after its first display it appears no more.
He
wears the common garments (O'lj? 2 K 2'-'),
and carries the walking-staff of 'ordinary grave
citizens,' sometimes using it for working miracles
With his bald head, he does not escape
(2 K 4*).
unfavourable comparison with the prophet of the
flowing locks (2 K 2-^). E. is no son of the desert.
Brouglit up at a peaceful farm in the Jordan
Valley, amid the sweet charities of liome(l K 19-'"),
he always prefers human companionship. He is
generally found in cities, sojourning at Jericho
among tlie sons of the prophets, or dwelling in his
own house at Samaria or at Dothan (2 K 6"'-).
A prophet's chamber is built for him by a lady of
Shunem (4'°). Elijah's power was derived from
communion with J" in lonely mountains and
valleys
E. is helped by the strains of music
the hand of J" is upon him when the minstrel
plays (2 K 3'»).
Klijah's short career was memorable for a few
grand and impressive scenes, E.'s long career is
marked by innumerable deeds of mercy. Both in
his jjarents,

'

:

'

'

'

:

;

'

'

public and in private life his activity is inee.s.sant.
lie enters palaces not as an enemy, but as a frien<l
and counsellor. Kings reverently address him as
father (2 K G'-' 13"). The kings of Israel, Judah,
and Moab come to seek his advice in war (3""'").
The king of Syria consults him in sickness, and
oilers him costly presents (8'- '). The king of Israel
comes to receive iiis parting counsels (LS""'"). Hit
influence at court and in the army would immcdi
ately secure a boon for a friend from the king or
the captain of the host (4"). He is exjiert in
camp-Iife, ambush, and scouting, and more than
once is the means of saving the life of the king
Even more than in palaces is he welcome in
(G'").
the homes of the people. He is the holy man of
God who passeth ty us continually' (4*). Most of
his miracles are deeds of gracious and homely
beneficence.
Elijah began his career by predicting a famine in the land E. begins his by liealing
a spring, that there might not be from thence any
more death or barren land (2^').
'

'

'

;

'

'

; ;

ELISHA

ELISHA

Several of E.'s recorded words and deeds seem to
show how much he profited by the chastening
experience and it may be by the direct teaching

experiences are set do«Ti before the account of
Jehu's revolution but the jirophet lived 45 years
after that event, and his influence in the nation
was certainly greater, and his deeds of beneficence
probably more numerous, after than before the
overthrow of his enemies.
The narratives are for the most part a record of
E.'s activity as a seer, diviner, and worker of
miracles, rather than as a prophet in the usual
The ordinary prophet is a
sense of the word.
revealer of spiritual truth, and a preacher of
If he is represented as working
righteousness.
miracles at all, they are entirely subsidiary to his
teaching functions. But the reminiscences and traditions of E. represent him chiefly as a wonderworker. He suspends the laws of nature (6°), foresees future events (8'-), divines the secret thoughts
of men (5-* 6'-), and knows what events are happenin" out of sight or at a distance (G**).
It will be convenient (A) to group together E.'s
deeds in his more private capacity, and afterwards
(B) refer to his achievements as the friend and
adviser of kings.
A. (1) Recrossing the Jordan after Elijah's translation, E. either dwells or sojourns {2a-)a.t Jericho,
lately rebuilt (1 K 16*^) in a 'pleasant situation'
(2 K 2"), the fertility of whose groves and gardens
was due then, as always, to its perennial spring.s.
At the time of E.'s visit one of these springs has
noxious properties, which make it unfit for drinkThe citizens
ing, and injurious to the land (2'').
represent the facts to E. who, taking salt in a new
vessel, casts it into the spring, and in the name of
J" declares the water healed (2-^). (2) From Jericho
E. goes to Bethel, which he had lately visited
with Elijah (2^*). Passing through the wooded
gorge (now called the Wady Suweinit), which
leads up to the town, he is met by a noisy troop of
boys, who, though they were probably very respectful to the great and awful Elijah, stand in no fear
of his youthful successor, and rudely greet him
E. turns
with shouts of Go up, thou bald head
and curses them in the name of J", and two shebears come out of the wood and rend forty-two of
them in pieces. One naturally asks if this narra-
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—of Elijah.

He has learned the lesson of tolerawhen Naanian inquires if it is possible to
tion
reconcile the homage due to Rimmon with loyalty
to J", E. sends him away with a word of peace
(5'").
He knows how to temper justice with mercy
he forgives his own and liis country's tierce enemies
when he has them entirely in his hands (6-^). Yet
he has his master's sternness when it is needed.
He refuses to speak to Jehoram king of Israel, that
'
son of a murderer (3" 6*-). Not in vain was it
prophesied at Horeb, him that escaiieth from the
sword of Jehu shall E. slay.' It is E. who devises
the plot that leads to the overthrow of the house
of Ahab (9'"').
And though he weeps for his
country wlien he foresees the evil which the
ferocious Hazael will bring upon Israel, yet he
does not shrink from anointing him king of
:

'

'

Syria (8"- ").
As a prophet E. had no new truth to proclaim.
But he exercised a wide and lasting intiuence as
the head of the prophetic guilds for more than
The sons of the prophets regard
half a centtiry.
him with profound reverence (2"), and obey him
implicitly (9').
E.'s single aim is to complete the
reforms begun by Elijah
to re-establish the
ancient truth, and repel heathen superstition. He
Among all
is a statesman as well as a prophet.
the prophets, none intervene in the highest national
aft'airs more boldly than E., and none so successfully.
For many years he eagerly watches every
When the nation is ripe for
turn of events.
revolution, he summons the destined man at an
opportune moment, puts an end to the Tyrian
domination, and extirpates the base Tyrian superstition.
After the fail of the Omrite dynasty, he
is the trusted friend and sagacious adviser of the
house of Jehu, and the strength and inspiration of

—

Even to old age his zeal
in the closing scene of his
life the patriot is as evident as the seer ; and his
bequest to Israel is hope (IS"*""*). E. has no stormy
spiritual experience like his master, and does not
Israel in all its trials.

bums unquenchable

:

hold such immediate converse with J", yet he too
has visions. He sees Elijah borne away to heaven
by chariots and horses of fire and at Dothan,
wlien the town is surrounded by enemies, and his
servant cries out to him in fear, he bids the young
man look to the mountains, and see that they are
full of chariots and horses of fire round about
Elisha (6").
It is impossible to arrange the events of E.'s life
While the topography
in chronological sequence.
of the narrative is often precise, there is a singular
want of detiniteness as to personal names and
dates.
The only indication of time afforded by
several of the anecdotes is the mention of the
but as no name is specified, the
king of Israel
reader is left to conjecture which of the four kings
who were the prophet's contemporaries may be
referred to.
It is imjiossible to say in whose reign
the cure of Naaman, or the attempt of the Sjrrians
to capture E., took place. In .some cases occurrences
are obviously grouped together, according to the
connexion of their contents (2
In others
2. 4).
no principle of arrangement is apparent, and the
loose connexion of the narratives becomes very
awkward. For instance, the siege of Samaria by the
Syrians is described immediately after it has been
stated that the bands of Syria came no more into
the land of Israel (6'-^'- ). Gehazi appears in familiar
intercourse with
the king of Israel
after the
account of his punishment with leprosy (5-'' 8')
and the visit of Joash to B. during the prophet's
last illness is related just after the mention of the
;

'

'

;

K

'

'

'

death of Joash (13"').

'

Most

of

F.'s deeds

and

;

,

!

'

tive is literal history.

'

The extreme

severity of

the punishment is evidently out of all proportion
to the ott'ence. The deed is strikingly in contrast to
E.'s conduct on other occasions (see especially 2 K
6^-").
One MS of the Sept. inserts the word
iXWa^ov ('they pelted him with stones'), the transcriber evidently feeling the moral difficulty. Some
of the Rabbis say that E. was punished with sickness for the deed. The story probably had some
basis in fact, but in its present form it reads like a
folklore tale, of the kmd familiar in all lands,
intended for the admonition of rude and naughty
children.
(3) The widow of one of the sons of the
prophets the name and place are wanting is in
debt, and her sons are about to be taken away by
her creditor and sold as slaves. She has nothing
left in her house but a pot of oil, but E. causes the
oil to multiply till it fills all the vessels she can
HaWng sold the
borrow from her neighbours.
oil, she pays her debt, and lives with her sons on
the surplus (2 K 4'-'). (4) The next reminiscence
(2 K 4*"") gives a charming picture of private life
in Israel.
As E. chances to pass the village of
Sliunem (now S61am, three miles from Jezreel.on
the slopes of little Hermon), be is pressed to accept
Whenever he
hospitality by a lady of substance.
passes that way again, he turns in to eat bread.
The lady is so impressed by the character of the
man of God that she persuades her husband to
build a chamber on the roof of the house, to which
the prophet may have free access at all times. As
a recompense for her kindness, E. grants her fondest
wish a child is bom to her. After some years—

—

:

—

'
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the narrative goes on without break

— her son

dies

of sunstroke.
The la<ly riiles to Carniel, and
Buniiiions E., wlio comes and restores the boy to
life.
(5) E. is next found re.siding at Gilgal, with

the Bona of the prophets, during a famine (4^-*').
People are subsisting on any roots tliat can be
found. One of the young propliets brings home
some wild gourds (ni',?5, Vulg. coloci/tithic/ds agri),
and shreils them into the caldron, uut when they
begin to eat, the taste reveals the presence of
poison, and they cry out, 'O man of God, there is
IJring meal,' answers the
death in the pot.
wonder-worker, and forthwith the dish is rendered
harmless and wholesome. (6) Apparently during
the same famine, wliile E. is still living at Gilg.il,
'

he

is visited

by a farmer from IJaal-shalisliah

(4^-"

),

who

brings him a present of lirst-fruits— twenty
loaves of new barley and a sack full of fresh ears of
com (Lv 2" as"). E. bids his servant set them
before a hundred men. The servant hesitates, but
the small sup|ily is miraculously rendered .sutticient
for the whole company.
(7) The next narrative
(2 K 5) gives an account of the healing of Naaman
the only miracle of E. which is referred to in the

—

NT

(Lk

the

army

Naaman, commander-in-chief of
of Syria, being alllicted with the most
malignant kind of leprosy (the white variety, v.^),
hears of the prophet in Samaria through a Hebrew
maiil, kidnapped in a border foray and taken into
his household. He resolves to visit the great healer.
Wlien he arrives at the prophet's door, attended by
his train of horses and chariots, E. sends a servant
to direct him to go and bathe seven times in the
Jordan. Naaman, who has expected a deferential
reception and a striking ceremonial, is enraged by
the .seeming want of courtesy, and even more by
the nature of the prescription.
But his servants
calm his rutiled temper; and when he obeys the
projphct's command, liis flesh comes again as the
flesh of a little child.
He returns to thank and
reward his benefactor, but E. refuses to touch any
of the presents which are pressed on his acceptance.
Naaman, made to feel by E.'s self-denial
that the glory is due to E.'s God, resolves to become a worshipper of .)". He asks permission to
take earth from Israel, that he may erect an altar
to the God of Israel ; his idea being the popular
one, that J" was a local deity, and could only be
worshipped on his own soil. E. does not seel< to
correct his mistake.
He even gives the proselyte
fermission to continue to pay outward homage to
{iiiiTiion, the god worshipped by the king of Syria
(5"-'").
Naaman having departed in peace, E.'s
servant Gehazi follows him, and by dint of lying
obtains the trea.sure which E. refused. But E.
divines his dishonesty, and dooms him and his
house to be alllicted with the leprosy of Naaman
for evi'r (5").
(8) The sons of tlie prophets, who
are inrrea.sing in numbers, resolve to build a larger
dwelling-place by the Jordan,
While they are
engageil in felling trees, the head of a borrowed axe
Hies oir and falls into the water. It would be vain
to search for it in the deep and turbid river.
Hut
a cry brings the man of God to the spot. He
breaks oil' a stick and casts it into the stream, and
forthwith the iron comes to the surface, and is
restored to its jiosscssor.
B. The remaining narratives exhibit E. in his
relation to kings and rulers, and recount some of
his services to his country as an inspired seer and
wise counsellor. (1) E. is with the confederate
armies of Israel, Judali, and Edom, in a campaign
3"'").
again.st Mesha, king of Moah (2
His
4^).

K

presence is not discovered till the armies are
perishing for lack of water. When the three kings,
in their extremity, come to him for counsel, ho
refuses to have anything to do with the king of
Israel, bidding him go to the prophet.sof his father
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Ahab and his mother Jezebel. Bnt out of retpect
for Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, he con.sents to give
When a minstrel plays before Tiir,.
his advice.
and the hand of J" is upon him, he commands that
deep trenches be dug, and prophesies that though
they shall see no rain, yet the valley will be tilled
with water. His orders are obeyed, and next
morning, owing to a plentiful fall of rain high
among tlie mountains of Moab, the torrents swell.
itry IS
is 111
tilled with water.
and all the country
(2) The
next narrative 2 K G"-^ presents the iirophet in
a very pleasing light, fearless though an host
encamps against him, conlident though war rises
against him, and magnanimous in his treatment of
Marauding bands of Syrians
his ballled enemies.
have made numerous incursions into the north
country, but all their movements have been
mysteriously checkmated. Whenever they have
laid an ambush in such and such a place,' Pj. has
warned the king of Israel to avoid thesi)ot, thereby
saving the king's life 'not once nor twice.' Benhadad, finding all his designs frustrated, begins to
suspect treachery in his camp. When he hears
the true explanation, he sends a strong force of
hor.ses and chariots to Dothan to capture Elisha.
After comforting his alarmed servant with a vision
of the spiritual hosts that always surround the
dwellings of the just, the prophet goes down to
meet the Syrians, and in answer to his prayer
they are struck with blindness (Q""!iiC, a word fouiul
only here and in (Jn ID", probably meaning
Then telling them, evidently
illusion, d/3Xei/'(o).
not witliout a relish of the ludicrous aspect of tlie
situation, that they have lost their way and come
to the wrong city, he otrers to conduct them to the
person whom they are seeking. He leads them
\\lien their eyes are
into the heart of Samaria,
opened in answer to E.'s prayer, they lind themThe king
selves at the mercy of the enemy.
would have destroyed them, but E. enjoins him
to set food before them, and send them back to
An enemy at once so ijowerful and
their master.
so merciful makes such an im[iression upon tlie
Syrians that their marauding expeditions entirely
cease.
(3) The next incident ((>=•"'), though introduced witliout remark immediately after the last,
evidently occurred at a dill'erent time. The king
of Syria gathers a great army to besiege Samaria.
E. encourages the men of Israel to defend their
When the besieged are reduced
city to the last.
to famine, he still counsels no surrender, and
heartens the people with the prophecy of coming
The king of Israel who is not
deliverance.
named— wishes to capitulate. He vents his helpless rage upon E., and vows to take his life,
because the prophet will not swerve from his
purpose even when the people of the city are eat(

'

—

ing the flesh of their own children. While E. is in
his hou.se giving counsel to the elders of Israel, he
divines that a messenger of the king is on his way
to lake his life, and that the king is following
When the king enters, the prophet
close behind.
declares that on the morrow there will bo abundance of food at the gate of the city. One of the
king's ollicers sneers at the sanguine prediction
Yes, no doubt, J" will open windows in heaven
And yet can this thing be?' E. retorts that the
officer will see the abundance, but shall not eat of
it.
During the night there is a panic in the Syrian
host, the camp is deserted, and eveiy part of the
next lind E. at Damascus.
prophecy fullilled. (4)
Having heard of the mortal sickness of Benhadad,
he realizes that the time has come to execute the
commission which Elijah received at Sinai, by
anointing Ilazael to be king of Syria. No sooner
does E., who.se fame as a iir(>i)liet has now spread
far beyond Israel, enter the city of Damascus, than
the tidings are carried to the palace. King Ben:

'

I

Wo

;
;
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hadad immediately sends Hazael,

his

commander-

with presents, to inquire of the seer
E.'s reply is unif he may recover of his sickness.
certain according to one reading, he bicfs Hazael
return and tell the king that he shall surely
recover according to another readin'' {the h'thibh,
and therefore probably authentic), Hazael is to
reply that Benhadad shall surely die. At any
rate, E. leaves Hazael in no doubt that the king is
not to recover, and that his succe-ssor is none other
than Hazael himself. But it is a hard task which
J has laid upon E. to anoint the man whom he
knows as the destined scourge of Israel. E. as he
looks steadfastly in the fierce captain's face and
Wlien
foresees the coming evil, bursts into tears.
in-chief, laden

:

;

"

—

,

Hazael inquires what this weeping means, E. shows
him his future. The Syrian, wlio has no ear for the
tale of Israel's sufferings, and thinks only of the
promise of personal distinction, replies ironically
that the task is too great for a dog like him. But
E. assures him in plain words that J" has chosen
him to be king of Syria. (5) The chief business of
E.'s life is to avenge the crimes and apostasy of
the house of Ahab. The mission to anoint Jeliu
king over Israel, which Elijah did not live to fultil,
must be carried out by his successor. During a
war between Israel and Syria for the possession of
Ramoth-gilead, Ahab's son Jehoram is wounded,
His
and goes home to Samaria to be cured.
ally the king of Judah leaves the army, and goes
During their absence E. calls
to visit him (S'-'*').
one of the sons of the prophets, and sends him to
Ramoth-gilead, with instructions to seek out Jehu,
and secretly anoint him king. As soon as Jehu
divulges the secret to his brother officers, they
proclaim him king, and the whole army at once
The nation has long been
espou.ses his cause.
ready for a change, and the house of Omri falls
without being able to strike a blow in self-defence
(y-).
(6) E. lives to extreme old age, and his last
thoughts are given to his country. It is sad to
reflect that, in spite of all his labours, Israel has
become feeble and dependent. During the reigns
of the pusillanimous sons of Jehu, the S^Tians have
done to Israel according to their will, and the
nation has more than once been brought to the
verge of extinction. But Jehu's grandson Joash is
a youth of great promise, and E. sees in him one
capable of making Israel once more independent
and prosperous. 'I'he young king comes down to
visit the aged prophet as he lies on his peaceful
death-bed (13"°-). The king is moved tx) tears.
No words could be more appropriate than those in
which he addresses the prophet
My father, my
father, the chariots of Israel and the horsemen
thereof.'
E. has still the spirit of the master to
whom he first applied these words (2 K 2'-). To
impress on the young king's mind a sense of his
iluty, he uses a hne piece of symbolism.
The
window is opened eastward, toward the country
of the enemy, the king's bow is pointed in that
direction, the prophet's consecrating hand is laid
on the king's right hand, and 'the arrow of J"'8
deliverance, of deliverance from Syria,' is discharged. "The king is then commanded to take up
a sheaf of arrows and smite the ground. He smites
only three times, and halts. This does not please
the zealous old prophet before closing his eyes he
would fain have foreseen that the enemies of
the people of J" would be defeated five or six
times ; as it is, the king has only energy enough to
:

'

:

smite them thrice.
There is one other tradition regarding E., and
tliat the most marvellous of all.
His wonderworking power does not terminate with his life. In
the spring of the year after his decease a burial is
taking place in the cemetery which contains his
sepulchre, when it chances that a band of maraud-

ing Moabites comes in sight. The moumeis, In
their eagerness either to attack or to escape from
the invaders, hastily place the corpse in the tomb
No sooner does the body touch the
of Elisha.
bones of the prophet than the dead man revives
and stands upon his feet (IS-*')
Tlie foundation of E.'s character is laid in the
He
strong attections of his home-life (1 K 19").
learns to call the great ascetic propliet his father,'
but he never ceases to be attached to his fellowmen. While his career is less impressive than tliat
of Elijah, his achievement is to make a common life
illustrious.
It cannot be said that all the narratives show him in an equally favourable light,
but on the whole he is represented as humane,
large-minded, tender-hearted, a prophet called to
Interesting sidecomfort, heaJ, and reconcile.
lights are thro^^^^ on his character. His (juick perception of the litness of things is evidenced by his
choice of beasts for a burnt-oU'ering and fuel for
his sacrifice (1 K 19-'), his sense of humour by his
treatment of the Sjrrian emissaries (2 K 6"), and
his tenderness of heart by his tears over Israel's
coming misfortunes (2 K 8"). He is constantly (29
times in all) called the man of God, and he proves
His religion is to
his love of God by loving men.
visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction
And amid all the seductions of court
(2 K 4').
favour he retains the true prophetic simplicity of
character and contempt for worldly wealth (5").
Like his great master Elijah, he is eulogized by
the son of Sirach (Sir 48"-^*}.
Some of E.'s miracles the dividing of the
Jordan, the increase of the widow's oil, the restoration of the Shunammite's son are almost identical
with the recorded miracles of Elijah. The healing of the leper and the multiplying of the barley
loaves bring to mind some of tne miracles of Jesus.
But it has often been remarked that to find
parallels to the miracles of the iron axe-head made
to swim, the noxious well healed with salt, the
poisoned pot rendered harmless with meal, and the
dead man quickened by the touch of the prophet's
bone.s, we must go outside the Scriptures. Stanley
says that E.'s works stand alone in their likeness
to the acts of the mediaeval saints. There alone in
the sacred history the gulf between biblical and
And
ecclesiastical miracles almost disappears.'
Farrar compares the stories of E. to other Jewish
of
schools
haggadoth, written for edification in the
the prophets, but no more intended for perfectly
literal acceptance in all their details than the lire
of St. Anthony or St. Francis.'
Elisha is canonized in the Greek Church, his
festival being on the 14th of June.
'

—

—

'

'
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£/Ma).— The
In Ezk
eldest son of Javan according to Gn lU'.
their
procured
27' the Tyrians are said to have
piirple dye from the 'isles' or 'coastlands' of E.,
which shows that we must look for the locality in
the Greek seas. Josephus (Ant. I. vi. 1) identified

ELISHAH

(r^tS^,

*EX.<rd,

'EXeKrai,

phonetically, however, this
impossible
moreover. Greek ethnolo^ made
iii;olus the brother, and not the son, of Ton, the
Hcb. Javan. Many modern writers have seen Elis
in E. but the name of Elis properly began with
digamma, and is probably the same as the Lat.
vril/i.s.
Dillmann proposed to identify E. with
Southern Italy, and Movers with Carthage; both
identifications, however, are inconsistent with the
E. with the iEolians

is

;

;

;

';

ELISHAMA
statement

and

ELKUSHITE

was the source of the purple dye,
to tind any name on either the

tliat it

it is difficult

Italian or the African coast which can be compared with that of misluih.
The Tel el-Amarna tablets have thrown a new
Several of them are letters
light on the question.
to the Pharaoh from ' the kinj; of Alasia,' a
country which a hieratic docket attached to one
Alsa,
of them identilies with the Ejiyptian Alsa.

sometimes read Arosa, was overrun byTliotbmeslll.,
and is mentioned in the list of his Syrian conquests
enijTaved on the walls of Karnak (Nos. 213 and
.Mospero {Kecueil de Travaux, x. p. 21U)
23li)
makes Alsa or Alasia the northern part of CoeleSyria.
An unpublished hieratic papyrus, however,
now in the Ilermilage of St. Petersbur;^, which describes an embassy sent by sea to the king of
Gebal in the time of the high priest Hir-Hor,
states that the Egyptian envoys were wrecked on
the coast of Alsa, where they were afterwards
hospitably entertained by the queen of the country.
Alsa or Alasia therefore must have adjoined the
Mediterranean, and Winckler and W. ftlax Miiller
aecordingly propose to see in it the island of
Cyprus.
Conder had already suggested that
AJusia and E. are one and the same. The two
chief objections to the identihcation with Cyprus
are that the ordinary Egyptian nanic of that
island was Asi, and that Thothmes UI. includes the
country among his Syrian conquests.
It \B tempting to identify E., on the phonetic
Bide, with the Greek Helhus.
We might assume
that the Egyptian form of the name, Alsa, was
taken from the cuneiform Alasia, in which the
initial aspirate of the Greek would not be expres-sed.
But the Homeric poems seem to show that the
name of Hellas could not have migrated from
its original home in northern Greece to the eastern
basin of the Mediterranean so early as the age of
the Tel el-Amarna tablets.
Moreover, as late as
the reign of the Assyrian Sargon, Cyprus was still
known to the inhabitants of Asia as the country
of the lonians,' not of the Hellenes, while a Yivana
or
Ionian is mentioned in two of the Tel elAmarna letters. The termination of Alasia implies a Greek adjective in -<rios, and it is possible
that Crete, rather than Cyprus, is intended by the
'

'

'

name.
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due to the similar name occurring in the
J. P. Stenninq.

,?. is

next line

(EXioi/S).—An ancestor of Jesus

ELIUD

(Mt 1"X

See Genealogy.

ELIZAPHAN (i?y^K 'God has protected'; cf.
Phoen. '?y3:Ds, 'EXfura^dx).
1. Prince of the Koliathites, son of Uzziel, Nu S*", 1 Ch 15» ('EXi(ra<^T),

—

2Ch 29" = Elzaphan
10* P.

2. Zi'biilun's

([?>i'x,

laud (Nu 34^ P).

ELIZUR
'EXetffoi'p).

~^-

'EXenro^di-),

6-«,

Lv

G. H. BATTEitsuY.

'God

(TsSij

is

a Rock,'

— Prince of Reuben at the

cf.

first

A

Zukiel,

census (Nu

similar name occurs in the
Zinjerli inscriptions (8th cent. B.C.), Bir-tsftr, 'the
god Bir is a rock' (Hommel, Anc. Heh. Trad,
320), or Har-tsdr, 'son of a rock' (D. H. Miiller).
1" 2'"

"

Ex

representative for dividing the

10'» P).

ELKANAH

(njij^Hi

G. II. Battersby.
'God has possessed ').—!. The

second son of Korah, brother to Assir and Abiasaph, one of the clans of the Korahites (Ex 6**).
We are told that the children of Korah died not
in the overthrow of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram
(Nu 26"). 2. The son of Jeroliam, the son of Eliliu,
the son of Tohu, the son of Zuph, an Ephraimite
of Ramathaim-zophim, * of the hill country of
Ephraim, the husband of Hannah, his favourite
wife, and Peninnah. Hannah felt her childlessness
very much, especially as Peninnah mocked her
for it
but E. endeavoured to comfort her. At
length, after several yearly visits to the temple at
Shiloh, Hannah was promised a son. Tliis son was
called Samuel, and Hannah and her husband offered
him to the Lord when he was but an infant, and
left him with Eli on tlieir return to Ramah (1 S 1'2").
3. The son of Assir, the son of Korah (1 Ch
6^), apparently identical with (1), and an ancestor
'

;

father of Zuph or Zophai (1 Ch
ancestor of Berechiah, the son of
Asa, that dwelt in the villages of the Netophathites' (I Ch 9").
6. One of David's mighty men,
a Korahite (1 Ch 12"). 7. One of the two doorkeepers for the ark (1 Ch 15^), perhaps identical
with (6). 8. That was next to the king,' slain in
the reign of Ahaz with Maaseiah tlie king's son,
and Azrikam the ruler of the house,' by Zicliri, a
of (2).
6^-").

4.

5.

The

An

'

'

'

'

LiTBUTCKi.—Skyoe,

BCM 130

;

Oonder,

BMe and

the Eatt.

mighty man of Ephraim'

(2

Ch

28').

H. A. Redpath.
A. H. Sayce.
ELKIAH ('EX«eid). — An ancestor of Judith,
'God ha« heard').— 1. A
prince of the tribe of Ephraim at the census in the Jth 8'.
wilderness, son of Ammihud, and grandfather of
ELKOSHITE (v'p^'Nri, LXX'EX«<raros).— A gentilio
Joshua (Nu l'» 2'«, 1 Ch T*). 2. One of David's
sons, born in Jerusalem (2 S 5", 1 Ch 3' 14').
adjective employed to describe the prophet Nalium
3.
In 1 Ch 3" by mistake for Elishua (which see) of 2 S (1'), implying that a place named Elkosh was his
6", 1 Ch 14'.
birthplace.
Three identifications have been pro4. A descendant of Judah, son of
Jekamiah (1 Ch 2*'). 5. The father of Nethaniah, posed for the latter. (1) Jerome (in his Comm.)
locates Elkosli at a village in Galilee named Elcesi
eind grandfather of Ishmael,
of the seed royal,'
who killed Gedaliah at the time of the Exile (2 Iv (cf. also Capernaum = 0'nj is? (?), 'village of
25'*, Jer 41'). Jerome, following Jewish tradition,
Nahum '). (2) In a work ascribed to Epiphanius,
identities him with No. 4.
See Sayce HUM 3SU f. Un the Pruphcts, huw they died and where tliey
'"
were buried, we are told that
Nahum was of
6. A scribe or secretary to Jehoiakim (Jer 36'^
"').

ELISHAMA

{V!;v*!K

'

'

A

priest sent by Jehoslmphat to teach the law
in the cities of Judah (2 Ch 17").
li. M. BOVD.

7.

ELISHAPHAT
of the c<iptains

Joash

(2

Ch

(D;r^!<

'God hath judged').— One

who helped Jehoiada

to inatal king

23').

ELISHEBA

is an oath'), LXX,
AJ (cf. Lk 1'), daughter of
Amrainadab, sister of Nahshon, a prince of the
tribe of Judah, and wife of Aaron.
The name

EXfLadiieO

15.

[vzth^ 'God

•EXicraySfr

occurs only in

Elkosh, beyond B6t GabrC, of the tribe of Simeon.'
This B6t GabrS is Beit Jibrin, the ancient Eleuthcropolis, N.E. of Lachish. (3) Mediii'val traditiim
connected Nahum with Elkush on a tributary of the
We
Tigris, 2 days' journey N. of Mosul (Nineveh).
must be content to leave the prophet's birtliplaci'
uncertain, although weighty considerations plead

Ex 6"

(P).

W.

C.

Allen.

• For this mtme see »rt. RAUATnAiM-iornni.
In I Oh e*^"
**>fi Samuel is repre»ented as a Invite, and the three nanieo,
Klihu, Tohu, Zu|>h, appear as Eliub, NahaUl, Zophai ((1»H")
Eliel, Toah, Zupli {Kflhihh Zlph) (IP^SO).
It ia noliceolile that
in the first of tiiese places there is no connectintr link twtwei-n

and

nirnli(>iie<l and Samuel.
The usual explanation
of this apparent discrepancy ia that the Invites in any
[urtieutar city were counted om port of the tribe amonifst whom
they wero dwelling; ; but this doec Dot seem very satisfactory.

the Elkanah

ELISHUA {rt>-^s, 2 8 6",! Ch 14»).— A son
David bom at Jerusalem. The variant in 1 Ch

of
3",

^ven

ELLASAR

698

ELYAIAIS

the second of the above identifica-

in favour of
tions.

—

LlTBRATTTRI. A. B, Davidson, Xahum, Introd. S 1 ; Nestle,
Zeitach. d. deutsch. Pal. Vemins, i. 222 ff. (tranaU in
(1879), p. 138 ff.) ; O. A. Smith, Hist. Geog. 231 n.

PEFSt

J. A. Selbie.
"EWaaip, Pontus).
Arioch,
king of Ellasar, was one of the vassal Babylonian
kings wlio took part along witli their suzerain,
Chedor-laomer of Elara, in his campaign against
In the early days of Assyri(Janaan (Gn 14').
ology (see F. Lenormant, La Lntiffue primitive de
la Chaldie (1875), pp. 377-379) he was already
identified by the decipherers of the cuneiform
inscriptions with Eri-Aku, king of Larsa, who
was called Rim-Sin (or Rim-Agu) by liis Semitic
subjects.
The identification has now been verified
by further discoveries, which have shown that
Kri-Aku was a contemporary of Kudur-Lagamar
(Chedor-laomer) of Elam, Tudghula or Tid'al, and
Kbammurabi or Ammi-rabi, wliom recent research
has proved to be the Ara-raphel of Genesis. Larsa
is now represented by the mounds of Senkereh, in
Lower Babylonia, on the east bank of the Euphrates
and about midway between the sites of Erech
JVarka) and Ur (Mukayijar). One of its early

ELLASAR

—

(if^K,

(

Zebulun, one of the minor judges ( Jg 12"- "). All
that i.s told of him is simply that he judged Israel
for ten years, that he died, and was buried in Elon
(p^'K) in Zebulun.
The
points pV;¥ Aijalon;
but the distinction thus made between the name
of the judge and his burj'ingplace is quite arbitrary.
Baer, Libri Jos. et Jud. p. 98, reads ]% Elon, in
son of Zebulun (Gn 46", Nu 26*,
both verses. 2.
Hittite,
where gentilic name Elonites occurs). 3.
the father-in-law of Esau (Gn 26^ 36-).
G. A. Cooke.

MT

A

ELON (I'lS't?), Jos 19".— A town of Dan, perhaps
the same as Elon-beth-hanan (1 K 4*), wliich was
in Solomon's province corresponding to the territory of Dan. The site of Ananiah seems too far
In some MSS Elon and
E., being in Benjamin.
Beth-hanan are made distinct places, in which case
the latter may be Ananiah, and the former la
unkno^vn unless Aijalon was the original reading.
C. R. CONDER.

ELON-BETH-HANAN.— See Elon.

Religion of the Ancient Babuloninns, pp. 166, 167).
called Bil-Uri by the Semites, was of
very ancient date, and had been restored by UrxJau (?), B.C. 2700, by Kharamurabi, by Nebucliadrezzar, and by Nabonidus.
Amon" the ruins of
its library and tombs Loftus found fragments of a
mathematical work (Ckaldwa and Susiann, pp.
The biblical form of the name probably
255, 256).
represents &l Larsa, 'the city of Larsa' (but see
Ball's note on Gn 14> in Haupt's OT).

—

HCM

LiTERATURB.
Sayce,
165 ff. ; Loftus, Chaldaa and
Sueiana, 240 ff. Delitzsch, Mo lag dat Parattui I 223 f. Tiele,
Ge^ch. L 86 Schrader, COT on Gn 14. See also Hommel's art.
Babylonia, p. 226'> in present voL, and his AncierU Hebrew
Tradition, 148 L
A. H. SAYCE.
;

;

;

ELM. —A

mistranslation

of

ELPAAL

ELMADAM

for

terebinth

AVElmodam, perh. =n'iD'-!<
10'^).— An ancestor of Jesus (Lk 3^).
See

ELNAAM

(oyj^N

two

'God

of David's

ELNATHAN

is

pleasantness').— The

mighty men

(1

Ch U").

God has given cf. jruV), 2 K
(toj'^x
Jer 26^^ :?6'2-=», Ezr 8".— 1. The father of
Nehushta, the mother of Jehoiachin. 2. The son
of Achbor.
A person of influence in Jehoiakim's
'

'

;

24»,

court.
He was the chief of those sent to Egypt to
fetch Uriah, who had offended Jehoiakim by his
prophecy, and one of tho.se who had entreated
Jehoiakim not to
the roll. It is possible that

bum

are the same person, but by no means
when we consider the commonness of the
name. 3. The name occurs no fewer than three
times in the list of those sent for by Ezra when he
encamped near Ahava in the course of his journey
to Jerus., twice among the chief men, and also as
one of the teacliers. But it is extremely probable
that the second occurrence of the name is a corrupt
reading, arising out of the foUoAving name Nathan.
F. H. Woods.
ELOHIM.—See GOD. ELOHIST.—See Hexa(1)

and

•

ELPARAN

of doing' (?)).— The head of
Ch 8"- »8). See GENE-

God

"

(1

(Gn 14«).—See Paran.

AV Elpalet).— One of

ELPELET (ob^N,
sons = ELlPHELET No.

David's

1.

EL-SHADDAL— See

GoD.

ELTEKEH

(Jos 19« npn^x, 21» K;ii?)tf).—A town
of the territory of Dan, mentioned in connexion

with Ekron and Gibbethon.

It is

probably the

towTi mentioned in
the Prism Inseri[)tion of Sennacherib as the scene
of the defeat of the Pliilistines and their Egyp.
allies by the Assyrians in the days of Hezekiaii.
G. A. Smith {Hist. Geog. p. 236) urges that Altal>u
(Eltekeli) cannot have been situated up the valley
map,
of Aijalon, where it is marked on the
for such a site is unsuitable as the meeting-place
The
of the main Assyr. and Egyp. armies.
identification may, however, be correct, and the

same as Altaku (Al-ta-ku-u), a

PEF

("EX/iaSrf^,

(lENEALOOY.

father of

{W^'jif

a Benjamite family
ALOGY.

PEF

AV

(Hos4").

(tU

ELOTH.—

See Elath.

names was Ararma, and it was celebrated for its
temple and worship of the Sun-god (see Sayce,

The temple,

A

may have

been between detachments. Yet
near Ekron suits Sennacherib's narrative,
for after taking Altalju he tells us next that he
In any case it is
took Ekron (Amlfar-ru-na).
improbable that the retreat of Sennacherib was
W. E. BARNES.
the result of the encounter.
fight

a

site

ELTEKON

(Ipn^?),

Jos 15™.- A town of Judah,

noticed with Maarath and Beth-anoth. It was in
the mountains. The site is unknown. Possibly

Tekoa.
(i'?'iB^Si). Jos 15".— A town in the exJudah, given to Simeon (W*) probably

ELTOLAD
treme
Tolad

S. of
(1

Ch

;

4^).

The

site is

unknown.

(2)

certain

TEUCll.

ELOI.— See Eu.

ELON

ELUL

ELDZAI
the mighty

'a terebinth').—!. Of the tribe of

Neh

6",

1

Mao

14»').—

Ci'V^y

is my strength ').— One of
joined David at Ziklag (1 Ch

'God

men who

VI').

ELYMAEANS.— See

Elamites.

ELYMAIS CEXi/Mais).-This name, which repre
sents the OT Elam, was given to a district of
Persia, lying, according to Strabo (xvi. p. 744),
alonjr the southern spurs of Mt. Zagros, S of Media
In 1 Mac 6', according to the
and
of Susiana.
common reading, which is adopted by the AV,

N

(i^u

Elul,

(S)^g, 'EXoi/X,

See Time.

'

ELYMAS
Elymais

is

named

EMERODS

as a rich city in Persia,

No

eucli cit}*, however, is mentioned elsewliere, except
by Josejilius (Anl. XII. ix. 1), wlio is simply follow-

There can be no doubt, therefore, that
correct the text with
{iy 'EXiz/ies),
« {iv Av^att), and most cursives, and read ' in Elj'mais in Persia there was a city ; so P'ritzsche and
RV. In the year B.C. 164 Antiochus Epiphanes
made an unsuccessful attack upon the rich treasures of a temple of Artemis in this province, but
the name of the place is unknown.
Polj'bius
(xxxi. 11), like 1 Mac, merely speaks of the temple
while Persepolis, which is
as being in Elymais
ing

1

Mac.

A

we should

'

;

in 2 Mac 9'^, was
not situated in this district. Comp. Kawlinson
(Speaker's Comment.), and Strack and Zockler on
1 Mac 6'.
H. A. White.

mentioned by the later account

ELYMAS

See Barjksus.

what more generally)
35*"- ",

designs')

work

2",

Ex 31*
Ex 35''

:rn

nj;;^^::

Ch

2

69C

cf.

to devisp
('designed

('

').

Where

the process was that of needlework, the
was stretched and held in a frame, and the
sewn work in coloured thread was added or it
might be introduced during the weaving.
Anything in nature or art that was variegated
by spots, lines, squares, etc., was rikmAli, somecloth

;

Where a principal part of the
to originality of decorative design,
or successful drawing of resemblances, the intellectual distinction would give it the name
cunning-work (' work of the designer').
Oriental broidered cloth, whetlier hand-wrought
or woven, is usually the same on both sides.
In Damascus, prayer-cloths are made in stripes
of crimson, sky-blue, white, purple, etc., with
gold thread interwoven, after the manner of the
thing embroidered.

charm was due

tabernacle fabrics.

ELYON.— See El Elvon, God.

LiTKRATURE.

ELZABAD (n;i^K God hath given •).—!. A Gadite
'

chief

who

joined David

doorkeeper

Ch

(1

(1

Ch

12").

A

2.

Korahite

—Wilkinson,

Hartriiann, tlebraerin,

inulu'rum,
Dillm. on

:':ll t.

Ex

;

Ane. Egyp.

401

i.

ff., iii.

138

U. 81 ; Moore
tfcliroeder,

ff.;

Braun, De vestUu sacerdutum,

-261 31

28H.

on Jg

be

;j()l ff.

;

5iW;

le^titu

Knob.-

G. M. MaCKIE.

20").

Valley of
(j-vi? P^y), Jos 18", AV
mentioned among the towns of Benjamin.
A place apparently in the Jordan Valley near
Jericho.
The site is nnknown. See Dillmann,

EMEK-KEZIZ

EMADABUN

{'UiiaSa^oir,
text MaSia/ioC^),

AV

Madiabun, after

1 Es .5»« (" LXX).— E.,
the sous of Madiabun'),
is mentioned
among the Levites who superintended the restoration of the temple. There is
no corresponding name in the parallel Ezr 3°, and
it is omitted in the Vulg.
it is probably due to a
repetition of the namo wliich follows, EiXiadouv.
H. St. J. Thackeray.

the Aldine
of the sons of Jesua

(AV

'

'

Keziz,'

—

ad

C. R.

loc.

Conder.

EMERALD.—See Stones (Pkecious).

:

EMATHEIS
theis),

1

(B

'E/uieeis,

A

'Efiaeds,

Es 9».— Called Athlai, Ezr

EMBALMING

AV

Ama-

Iff".

See Medicine.

EMBROIDERY was

the ornamentation of cloth,
u.sually linen, by means of variegated colour and
artistic design.
(1) rSif'n tashbef (the verb in Pi. and Pu. occurs Ex
28*- •» [all], the noun n'i^yV 8 times in Ex 28. 39,
and in Ps 45") is used (only) of the high priest's
coat (n;n|).
has
broidered,'
chequerwork,' Ex 28*. This was simply a surface device of
lustre upon one colour giving an eflect of broken
lii;ht, like the sparkle of jetbead ornament. Work
ofthis kind is still done by hand by the Jewish
women of Damascus, and by the people around
Iconiuni. The coat is cut in two kinds of material,
the outer one often of silk or of shining linen, the
inner of white or coloured cotton. Then threads
of cotton-twist are inserted between the two, and
are carefully and patiently stitched in according
to pattern. This has been copied in modern manufacture in such articles as the white honeycomb
bedcover, except that the hand-wrought article is
the same on both sides.
This ornamental ellect of
light ujion a uniform surface seems to be the origin
of damask in all its beautiful varieties. The coat
of the high priest would be of this description,
either sewn by hand or woven in squares and
lines, BO as to give the ellect of chequer and lustre.
(2) n^p-i rikmi'th, needle -work, broidered-work,

AV

RV

'

'

'

Jg

S"",

Ezk

I'e'"-

'>•

'»

20'" 27' "•

Ps 45"). The same word

"

(cf.

Ex

2G*> 35=»,

used in 1 Ch 29- of stones,
In both instances AV
RV tr. 'of divers colours.' nph nfvo 'work of
the variegator' (^Z"/? uses this term consistently)
occurs 6 times in Kx, and opT the variegator' by
itself twice (of. Ps 139" 'POpi
I
was curiously
wrought.' AV. RV).
work of the designer (of artistic
(3) spn niri'C
designs in weaving; QPB 'pattern weaver'). Ex
'»«
!>«'• «*
'» 36» » 39»- '. cf.
3B>n Ex 38-» and (some-

and
and

in

Ezk

is

17* of feathers.

'

'

'

'

EMERODS

hiEmorrhoids).— The word
brought upon the
tlie ark (1 S 5).
Two Heb. words are used for this disease. One of
these is 'onhel (Tri').
It is supjiosed to mean something swollen,
it is the name of a portion of the
useil in

AV

Philistines

(that

is,

to denote the disease

when they had captured

fovtilications of Jerus. (2 Ch 27' 33". Neb ,3-«- -' ll-^')The verb of the stem is used twice, in the sense of

being pufVed up, presumptuous (Hab 2*, Nu 14**).
This exhausts the use of the stem, except in the six
places where 'ophel, in the plural, is used for the
disease in question (Dt 28-'', 1 S 5''- "• '» f)*- ").
So
far, the disease seems to be something tumid, a
swelling of some sort.
The other word, iehorlm (o'l'ins), is the only word
It is used in the six
of its stem in the language.
places last mentioned, as the kerf, or marginal
reading, to be substituted for 'Ophel, and is also
used in 1 S 6"- ".
Cognate words in Syr. and
Arab, convey the idea of breathing hard, of easing
the belly with violent eflort, of tenesmus with How
of blood.
It is said that the Massoretcs directed
this word to be substituted for the other as being
a le.ss indelicate term.
As to the nature of the disease, not much can be
tr. 'They had
inferred from 1 S 5", where

AV

RV

parts,' and
tumours
for the verb there used
else.
That the disea.se was

emerods in their secret
brake out upon thum,'

'

nowlicre
externally loathsome
ap|iears

where

it

is cla-ssed

evident from Dt 28-',
is
with the boil of Egypt, the

scurvy and the itch.
seems to be implied

in

That
1 S

it

was

5'°'".

terrilily fatal

That

it

had

Tiarticularly noteworthy symptom apjiears
from tlie fact that they maile golden images of it.
The traditions handed down in Joseplius, and in
the ailiie<l specilications in the Sept. and Vulg.. are
According to the
sulticiently specitic and horrible.

some

Vulg. 'compulrescebant prominentcsextalcseorum.'
Joseplius says. 'They died of the dy.sentery,
a sore distemper that brought death u]H)n them

very suddenly

for
they brought up their
which were eaten thiongli. and vomited
them up entirely rotted away by the disease (A nt.
VI. i. 1). Joseplius is imaginative, but the evidence
;

.

.

.

entrails,

'

;

indicates some form of dysenteric or typhoid
disease, in which a loathsome rectal protrusion

was a prominent symptom.

See Medicine.

'

Conder, Tent Work in Pal. 8. 140 Bible Placet, 73, 103 Keim,
Jenui of Xazara, vi. 306 ; Caspari, Chronot.-Geog. Leffn Jetu
Andrevn, Life of our Lord, 617-619.
C. R. CONDKR.

LlTKRATlTRli.— Driver and Dillm. on Dt 28« ; Thenius, Wellhausen.and Driver on 1 8 6«- » a* ; Hitzie, Urgesch. d. PhUtaUier
Beb. Lex. and
(1845) p. 20! : Oeiger. Ortchfift, 408 f.; Ox/.
J.
Siegfried-SUule, s.tJO.

EMIM

(D-CK, 'On/iaeli','Ootielv;

W.

BeECHER.

AV

Emims).— The

peojile,
is tliat of a body of Rephaiin or giant
living E. of the Jordan, in the S. half of the territory
The name
between Bashan and Seir (Dt a'"- ")•
Bignihes ' formidable ones,' and we are told that it

name

was given them by the Moabites. The Emim were
in this region in Abraham's time, and were attacked
by the four invading kings during their march S.
They are said to have been a jjeople
(Gn 14").
great and numerous, and tall as the Anakim.' We
are not told what became of them, but the natural
'

Buggestions of the narrative are to the effect that
the Moabites destroyed and superseded them. See

W.

Giant.

EMINENT

AV

but in

Ezk

is

it is

now only
always

Beecher.

metaphorical, 'exalted,'

literal

RVm

16*'-"-*' (33,

J.

:

an

eminent

'

place,'

'a vaulted chamber,' see

Davidson on Ezk 16'"), 2 Es 15" {locus e?ntnens)
'an high mountain and eminent,' Ezk 17" (7'7i?).
Cf Elyot, The Governour, i. 4, he made not only
herbes to gamisshe the erthe, but also trees of a
more eminent stature than herbes.' Eminence
'

.

occurs in

AV only in

(Ec 3", Sir

eminency
eminency among
gives

'

'

them,' so

the

\

EMMER
Iff"

compound pre-eminence'
'

RV

Mac

AV

'

RVm), using the word

in its

modern

sense, and following the Arab, for the translation.
J. HASTINGS.
See Davidson, ad loe.

EMMANUEL.— See Immanukl.

—

This
1- Lk 24" only.
CE^AMoiJs).
place was 60 furlongs from Jerusalem. Some MSS
but
follow K in reading an hundred and sixty
this is probably a corruption, to suit the views held
for a journey
the 4th cent. A.D.
as to the site
of 320 furlongs, or 40 miles, in one day (see
y^u. as, ». ss)^ would have been improbable. In the
OnoTnasticon (s.v.) it is placed at Emraaus Nicopolis— now 'AmwOs, 20 miles from Jerus., near
Aijalon. Josephus, however, speaks of an Emmaus

EMMAUS

'

'

m

;

;

60 furlongs from Jerusalem (Wars, VII. vi. 6),
the habitation of a colony of Titus' soldiers. The
The name Kuldnieh or
direction is unknown.
'Colony,' and the distance from Jerus. (which,
however, is not exact), have suggested the village
80 named in the valley W. of the Holy City. In
the twelfth cent. Emmaus was shown at another
village, Kubeibeh, to the N.W., at about the required distance. To the S.W. of Jerus., near the
main road to the plain, is a ruin called Khnmasah,

The distance
recalls the name of Emmaus.
more than 60 furlongs, but perhaps not too
The site, however,
great for a rough estimate.
which

is

SWP vol.

(A

'EAiMiip.

B

'E/i7)p),

Es 9=".— In Ezr

1

IMMEK.

EMMERUTH

(A

—

'E/i/ivpo^'e,

B

'Epuvpot,

AV

Meruth), 1 Es S". A corruption of Inimer in
Ezr 2". Probably 'E/ifirjp was first Grecized into
'E/iMW'. and the form in A arose from mistaking
is due to the
The
'Efi/i-fipov for a nominative.
Aldine text, which has viol (k 'MripovS for v. 'Efi/x.
H. St. J. Thackeray.
EMULATION is now used only in a good sense,
healthy rivah-y. But about Itill it wavered between that and a distinctly bad meaning, 'ammalicious envy.' Shakespeare
bitious strife,' or
uses it in both ways, and of the three occurrences
in AV, two are bad (1 Mac 8'«, Gal 5™, both (ijXos)
and one good (Ro 11" 'If by any means I iiiay
provoke to e.', ft ttus Trapa^i}\iJi(Tu, RV to jealThe Douay Bible uses 'emulation' of
ousy').
God, after Vulg. cemulatio, in Ps 78"" in their
grauens they provoked him to emulation,' where
AV has 'jealousy' ('moved him to jealousy with
For the sense of 'malitheir graven images').
cious envy' take the Rheims tr. of Ac 7' 'the
Patriarches through emulation, sold Joseph into

11^, Col l^, 3 Jn ").
in Ezk 7" ' neither shall there be
' wailing for
them (en? tiyK%

SS**, 1

;

;

sheet xvii.

AV

'

'

'

Emulation and envy are distinguished
^Etrypt.'
and discussed by Trench, NT Synonyms, p. 83 fl'.,
in his article on the Gr. words irjKoi and ipedvos.
J. Hastings.
ENABLE occurs only 1 Ti 1", and it is used,
without an infinitive following, in the obsolete or
Cf. Mulat least archaic sense of 'strengthen.'
caster (1581), Positions, xli. 232, 'Exercise to enable the body'; and Melvill, Diary (Wodrow, p.
280), ' obteining of God's mercie that night's reiio.se,
quhilk I luiked nocht for, to inable me for the
J. Hastings.
morne's action.

ENAIM

(c'j-j!),

probably the same

as

Enam

which is mentioned among the towns of
lowland Judah in Jos 15". From the reference
to Enaim in Gn 38"- " we gather that it was the
name of a village on the road to Timnah and, as

(c;-V')

;

the incident recorded in this chapter is prefaced
by the mention of the sojourn of Judah with his
friend Hirah the Adullamite, the village possibly
stood on the road between Timnah and AduUam.
In Jos 15" Enam stands in the same group of towns

with Tappuah and Adullam and Azekah.
The AV in its rendering Gn 38" 'in an open
place' (RV 'in the gate of Enaim'), and Gn 3S^'
openly by the way side (RV at Enaim by the
way side ), has followed the explanation adopted
by the Targums, the Pesh. Syriac, and the Latin
Vulgate {in bivio itineris), on the supposition that
'enayim had its usual meaning 'eyes,' and was
not a proper name. Cf. Jerome, who, commenting on the words 'Et sedit ad portam Enam,'
remarks Sermo Hebraicus Enaim transfertur in
sed est
Non est ijjitur nonien loci
oculos.
'

'

'

'

;

2. Emmaus Nicopolis is not mentioned in OT,
but appears as a place of importance in the time of
the Maccabees. It was in the neighbouring plain
that the Syrian army was defeated by Judas
3«- n 4»--»).
Emmaus was one of the towTis
(I Mac
fortified by Bacchides in order to 'vex' Israel
(1 Mac 9*"-, Jos. Ant. XIII. i. 3).
LmmATORB.— Robinson, liliP Iii. 147 f.; OuSrin, Jvdte, L

sensus: sedit in bivio, sive in compito, ubi diligentius debet viator aspicere, quod iter gradiendi
capiat.' The Old Latin (Lyons Pant.) and the LXX
(Khiv) rightly rendered the word as a proper name.
The double form Enaim and Enam may be compared with Dothain and Dothan (Gn 37" and 2 K
6").
The meaning of the name was [iresuiiiably
Conder has identified it with
'the two springs.
Kh. Wady Alin, which is close to Beth-shemesh
H. E. Ryle.
and En-gannim.

to Pal. 141 ; Sepp, Das heU. Land, I. 42 ; PUfSt, 1876, 172, 174 ;
1879, 105; 1881, 46, 237, 274 ; 1882, 24, 69; 1883, 63. 66 ; 1884.
214;
83, 189, 243; 1886, 116, 160; 1886, 17; Smith,
L 1. 215, 236. iL 231, 253. 3869., II. I. I57ff.;
Schiirer,

ENAN (try 'having fountains,' or 'eyes' i.e. 'keeneyed,' Alvi'p).— Prince of Naphtali at the first census
(Nu li»2^7™-'' Iff"?).

remains uncertain.

See

iii.

»(.. 801 1.; Reland, Pal. 427, 758; Thomson. Land and Book,
L 116, 123 ff., l:!2. ii. 69; Sehwarz, Dot heil. Land, p. 98; Neubauer, Gtog. du Talmud, 101 (., 162 f.; Bacdcker-Socin, Hdbk.

BGHl

HJP

V

EXDEAVOUB

EXASIBUS
'Evdat^os,

B

The form

is

ENASIBUS (A
lO*" Kliasiiib.

Es 9".— In Ezr
probably due to read-

-«-), 1

ing A I as X.

NT

In

Mt

cf.

241"

Ti^ara

'from one end of heaven to the other" (iV
Ko lu'^ the euds of the world'
See EARTH, WOKLD.

ixfatt suT^t),

aez.-At* t\,pa.yit 'utf

(t(e

701

'

ryit •isot/u!*.)fX

the noise
3. The end may also be the eonciwfion, as Is 24^
Of them that rejoice endeth
{hddhai). The Heb. is nearly
always kii^dh and its derivatives but once we find pd2dhy to
go out,' Ex '2;11<1 in ttie end of the year' and twice the subst.
*

'

—

ENCAMPMENT BY THE SEA. One of the
stations in the itinerary of the children of Israel,
where they encamp after leavinj; Eliin, Nu 33'" [see
Emm]. If the position of Elini be in the Wady
Ghuruiidel, then the camp by the sea is on the shore
of the Gulf of Suez, somewhere south of the point
where the Wady Tayibeh opens to the coast. The
curious return of the line of march to the seashore
is a phenomenon that has always arrested the
attention of travellers to Mt. Sinai and if Mt.
Sinai be really in the so-called Sinaitic peninsula, the
camp can be located within a half-mile. [But it is
within the bounds of a reasonable probability that
the Encampment by the Sea may mean the Gulf
of 'Akabah, and Sinai be out of the peninsula.] St.
Silvia of Aquitaine [? in the year 388] returned
from the traditional Sinai, anil especially notices
the approach of the line of march to the seashore
(' pervenimus ad maiisionem, quai erat jam super
mare, id est in eo loco, ubi iam de inter montes
exitur, et incipitur denuo totum iam iu.vta mare
ambulari ; sic tamen iuxta mare, ut subito tluctus
animalibus pedes cedat').
Her identihcation is
that of an accepted tradition which must be many
years older than herself.
It is very valuable
evidence for a Christian tradition which is sensibly
constant in her time, and shows no signs of liavin;^
undergone any revision at the hands of ecclesiastics.
:

'

'

J.

Rendel

'

;

'

;

tt^kuphdh, 'the circuit' (of the sun, Ps 190), used of the year.
•
Ex 34*^, 2 Ch 24-0 (AVm and
revolution '). In NT the
chief word is «>.«, but the more precise rvtri>^tci is found in
Mt (133».*). 49 243 as*), always followed by nZ «;;.»,-, EV 'end
*
of the world,'
consummation of the age ') and in He 9^
{ff.
T«» «,'».«(, A V ' end of the world,' R V ' end of the ages,'
' consmnmation
of the ages').
See Eschatoloov ; also
MiLLKNNltJM, Parousia, World, and B. W. Bacon in Old and
yew Tea. Student, xiii. 225-233. * End in the sense of conwas
clusion is common in Apocr., as 1 Es 9'7 'their cause
.
brought to an end ' {ri^^Brt it* ripctt) ; with which cf. He 6'^ ' an
oath for confirmation is to them an end of all strife' (rtpaf nV
In the end of the
;Si.SKmrif, RV * is final for confirmation').
Sabbath (Mt 28') is lit. ' lat« of the SabUtb (e^i ».,3,3aT«.).

RVm

RVm

RVm

'

.

.

'

'

'

A work may be ended,

not merely because it is concluded
or terminated, but because it is completed or perfected. In this
sense end occurs Iwth as vb. and subst. The Heb. is mostly
either kdldh or tdrnam in some of their parts and the meanuig
is either completeness, as of the end of sin (I)n 9'^), or perfecThe subst.
tion, as of the end of God's creative work (Gn 22).
MUih is tr. 'a full end' in Jer 4^7 6IO.I8 3011M» 4«»<!>*», Ezk 11'3,
and an utter end 'in Nab 18. » (RV a full end '). The phrase
lit TiXof carries the sense both of termination and of completeness, so that in Jn 131 it is ditficult to decide between he loved
them to the end' and 'he loved them to the uttermost.' In
1 Th 218
to the uttermost is clear in Lk 18* to the end is
most natural. In 1 1* 1'3 the adv. riXtiatf, which occurs in bibL
Or. only here, is tr'* in AV to the end,' in KV more probably
perfectly.' These meanings easily pass into that of perpetuily,
which is manifest in Ps 11!)33. U2, kv tmto the end' (Heh.
\:kehh); Job 34-"i (adh-nezah);, Jer 3» (Idneza't); and 'world
4.

'

'

;

'

'

'

*

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

without end'

RV

«*•*•!,

for ever

'

py

Is 4617

"C^ljriy),

Eph 3^

(r«i;

ri,

tilitK

and ever ').
'

llABlilS.

Like Lat. finis (and probably owing to it), ' end
used in ling, for the pur)iii.fe, as in Tomson's

ENCHANTMENT.—See Divination.

is

END. —The

end of this Epistle is.' In AV this meaning is
or
found only in the phrase to the end ...
,'
and once to what end ?
to this end
5'").
is
sometime?
(.\m
In old Eng. this phra.se
fdllowed by the inlin., as Bacon's Essny.^, p. 'JUl,
Some undertake Sutes . . to the end to gratify
the adverse partie.' But in AV it is followed by

NT (1570)

nses of this word are not so often
obsolete as bihlintl, and demand attention from
their very familiarity.
The end

as opposed to the beginning. To the Heb. mind,
e87>ei;ially in the later and more rij^orous dnyH of the liistory of
Israel, the most pen^Iexiti}^ problem wa3 the prosperit}' of the
wieked ; and the conclusion which cave the most satiafyinjf
shelter, wa» the thought o( the end.
Pb 31^-^ ' Mark' the
perfect man, and behold the upright ; for the end (KV latter
of
that
peace.
end")
man ia
But the transtrressors shall be
destroyed together; the end (RV 'latter end') of the wicketi
even
Bhall be cut off.' So
the author of Pa 73, who, though a
trvie worshipper, felt the perplexity so keenly that he said,
vain
have
•Surely in
1 cleansed my heart' (v. '3), found rest
when he went into the sanctuary of God and 'considered tfieir
(v.i^
end
Moreover,
this is the solution of the Book
Utter
of Job, if (apart from the Eliliu chapters) that i>ook may be
accepted aa a unity. It is Bildad who utters the prophecy
(Job 8^, unconsciously as Caiaphas ; but it is fulfilled to the
letter (*2*2), for the won! used of Job's ' latter end is the same
And it is a truly religious solution, since it is
In both places.
God that declares the end from the beginning (Is 40***). Nor
wait it so precarious as we may su|)pose, for the word (Vi/ulrff/t)
had a certain elaMticity of nieanmg, and did not absolutely
restrict the thought to the end of this present life.
Its sense
varied with the context, but it was capable of standing for
even the great Me^isianic future. Still, we must observe that
this source of encouragement, while frequent in the Apocr.
(Wis l!l» B*. Sir 1" 7« 0" 1127 (iu22) igu ulK. 10), is scarcely found
In N'T; cf. (doubtfully) He iy7 'considering the end of their
conversation (rr. tK-lairt* riit it»rTfi»^v<, Wye. ' the govnge out
of lyuynge' ; but liendall takes it in another sense, tne issue,
«e. of the word which they had preache<l, presente<l to the
oliserver by their daily course of life ') ; and 2 P '.i^o the latter
end is worse with them than the beginning' (t-ii irx»r», HV
* the lost state
').
is used to denote the extremity.
The Heb.
2. The ' end
words arc (1) g<ilMutli. only Ex -Ig^ 301» (AV 'at the ends,'
RV like conls.' fr. fgilhhat] to twist). (2) peh, lit. ' mouth,'
i K lo'ii 21H, Ezr 911 'full from one end to another' (AVm
* full
from mouth to mouth,' but Kyle thinks the metaphor
1.

'

'

'

'

•

'

has been taken from a drinking vessel).

(:j)

p-''dh,

Ezk

41'"^

2Ch

Ec 3"

y

12i», Jl -P", and in I)n).
Hut the most
'fpkfn, only in the phrase 'aph*f 'rrez, 'ends of
which is also the tr. of (7) kaiu'-phAth hi'dre^, lit.
'wings of the earth' in Job ;J73 HSi'-J. On the last passage
Da^ idson says, 'The figure is beautiful; the dawn as it pours
forth along the whole horizon, on both sides of the l»eholder,
lays hold of the borders of the earth, over which night lay like
acovering anrl seizing this covering bv its extremities it shakes
the wickeil out of it. The wicked llee from the light. The

freq.

'iOiti,

is

(6)

the earth'

;

'The

to lie,

and

drift

'

'

'

.

.

.

'

'

.

'
The constnu-tions
that,' or the conj. is omitted.
in order that,' Ex 8-'
1. 11'-^
in the orig. are
Lv 17°, Dt l?'"- '",
to the end thou mayest know
'

:

'

'

sake

man

Ezk

2u-'«

(see

Ec

Oh

;

n^r'^y 'for the
'to the end that
should find nothing after him.' 3. toD with

30'",

I's

of

31",

2.

».

Ec

3'» 8=),

7'''

5.
4. dirus, 1 Mac 14«.
7", Ko 1" 4'«, 1 Th 3".
6. eh ToCrro, ' to this end,' Jn 18", Ro 14», 2 Co 2».
to this end that men ought
7. Tcp&s t4, Lk 18'
always to l>ray (KV 'to the end that').
has shown much fondness for this jihrase, introducing 'to the end that' in place of the simple
'that^ of AV, for ]iir:) in Gn 18"""', Ex 33'»,
Nu IG* ; for els t6 with inlin. (on which see Votaw,
T/u: Use 0/ the hi/in. in BM. Gr., 189U, p. '21) in

13"
1 Mac
with inUn.,

inlin.,

ri

€l,

14=".

Ac

'

KV

'

Ro
in

Eph

4'»,

Eph

3'',

l'^

2

Th

'2Th

1» 2''-',

3", Tit

3».

1

P

3'

;

and

for X^a

KV also introduces
Mk 1*", Ti 4'" (A

1
to this end for di toktto in
'therefore'), Ac 'ili'", 1 Jn 3" (AV 'for this purpose'), and Jn 18" (AV 'for this cause'); 'unto
'for this
this end' in I 1* 4* (Gr. els tovto,
cause'); and 'to which end' in 2 Th 1" (Gr. tit
'

'

AV

«,

'

(usually 'side,' as KV here). (4) rtTrh, 'bead,' I K S» = 2Ch .'.»
'the ends of the staves' of the ark. (.'j) ti<'>ph (a late word,

Heading of Ep.

AV

'wherefore').

J.

ENDAMAGE.— Ezr 4"

'thou shalt

HASTINGS.

e.

the revenue

of the kings' (?'}""), and 1 Es iy" that streUheth
out his hand to hinder or e. that house of the
'

(/toKojroi^ffat).
The word is
somewhat old-fashioned. Cf.
Devil
smilcth
'The
l^ii.arles,
1.
xi. 47,
and H. Vauglian, Silcx,
tli.it he may endamage'

Lord

still

in

Jerusalem'

used, but

is

Eiiili/i'in.i,

;

'No

loss is so doleful as that gain that
J. Hastings.
will endamage the soul.*

i.

I'ref.,

;

dawn

is

not a physical phenomenon merely,

it is

a moral agent.'

ENDEAVOUR.—

'

Endeavour' seems a very

in-

;''

'

ENDIEONS

702

'

ENFLAME

tr. of irirovSdia, which in 2 Ti 4*- ° \a
reniiered 'do thy diligence,' in Tit 3" ' be diligent,'
(KV 'give diligence'), and in Gal 2"' 'was forward'
(KV 'was zealous'). But 'endeavour once denoted
all possible tension, the highest energy that could
be directed to an object. With us it means the
last feeble hopeless attempt of a person who knows
that he cannot accomplish his aim, but makes a
conscience of going through some formalities for
the purpose of showing that the failure is not
liis fault' (Maurice, Lincoln's Inn Ser. quoted by
Trench, On the A V, p. 43). One of the places
where in
atrovSi^u is tr. ' endeavour is Eph 4'
' endeavouring
to keep the unity of the Spirit in
the bond of peace,' and in his comment on that
passage, Abp. Laud {Sermons, i. 155) shows the
force of 'endeavour' in his day: 'If you will
keep it you must endeavour to keep it. For it
is not so easy a thing to keep unity in great bodies
as it is thought ; there goes much labour and
endeavour to it.'
Cf. also Act 7, Henry vil.
c. 22, ' Endevoir youre self and put to your hand
and spare no cost.' The subst. occurs only Ps 28*
according to the wickedness of their endeavours
(cn-^^VD,
'doings').
The vb. is found for Gr.
S>Ww Ad. Est 16', Ac 16" (RV ' seek ') for jreipdj'-a)
2 Mac ll"; for airovSa^u, Eph 4' (RV 'give diligence'), 1 Th 2", 2 P 1"> (RV 'give diligence').

adequate

AV

'

'

RV

;

Tristram, Land of Itrael, p. 127 Conder, Tent-Wovle in Pal
63 ; Porter, Giant Cities 0} Bashan, 247, 250.
;

C. R.

ENDOW, ENDUE.— These
Endow

Conder.

words are distinct

in

Lat. in-datere (fr. dotem, a
Fr. en-douer.
Its proper
meaning is, therefore, to provide with a dowrv.
Endue is fr. Lat. indiicere, through the old hr.
induire, and properly means
to lead on,' introduce.'
But a supposed derivation from Lat. induere, 'to put on (clothing),' helped to give tho
word its meanings of 'clothe,' and then 'invest'
with some quality or spiritual gift. Then this
was so close to the meaning of ' endow,' and the
spelling was so uncertain, that the two words were
often confounded.
When the spelling is 'endow'
the meaning is rarely wrong but endue (often
spelt 'indue' from the influence of Lat. indtiere)
took on all the meanings of botli words.

origin.

is

fr.

dowry), through the

'

'

'

'

;

In AV tliey occur
with a good dowry'

Gn

God hath endued me
'endowed'); Ex 22"
'he shall surely endow her to be his wife' (in:
iraP". RV 'pay a dowTy for her'); 2 Ch 2'2-i«
endued (1611 indued ') with prudence
understanding' (i'lV)
Sir 17' 'he endued them with
strength' (iviSvaip)
Lk 24^' 'till ye be endued
(1611 'indued') with power from on high' (eis ov
4pSv(7-qaBe, RV 'be clothed'); and Ja 3" 'endued
(1611 'indued') with knowledge' (iiriaT-fjixiiip RV
'understanding'). That the distinction between
the words was not always forgotten about 1611 is
shown by this quot. from Hieron (1616), Works,
Was it with what religion is the woman
ii.
37,
endewed, or with what portion is shee endowed ?
'

3u-"

(iji,

'

RV

'

.

.

.

;

;

,

To 'endeavour* is 'to do one's devoir' or duty : en having a
verba] and active force as in 'encumber,' 'enforce,' etc., it is
tlie expression in one word of Chaucer's 'II>oth now your devoir'
(Cant. Tales, 1600). ' Devoir ' is the FV. form ot Lat. debere,
to owe, and 'en' is the Fr. form of Lat. in. The spelling in
AV 1611 is always 'endeuour' (except 2 Th 2^7, by accident
'endeuor'). But about this time it was customary to affect
the Latin form, so in Pref. we find 'that hath bene our indeauour, that our marke.'

ENDIRONS.— Ezk
m.

see]

'

J^

'hooks' [which

(text

two hearth-stones ').

The spelling of 1611 is 'andirons.' The change into 'endwas first made in 183S. under the impression, nodoubt, as
Wright says, that being the iron standards, one at each end of
the fireplace, to support the log of wood that was burning, this
was the derivation, and should be the spelling. But this is not
the derivation. It cannot be traced farther back than old Fr.
andier and late Lat. anderia and the form -iron is an Eng.
corruption as much as end-. Another false spelling is 'handirons'

;

Florio (1691),
the handiron."

upon

EN-DOR

(i'nj*y

.Seo.

Fnttet, 169,

'Set that firebrand

J_

Jos 17",

-in 'p

1

S

HASTINGS.
28',

iiJi 'p

Ps

83'°.— A town in Issachar belonging to Manasseh,
mentioned with Dor as one of three countries
(AV; the text nj: is undoubtedly corrupt) which
appear to have been in the Jordan Valley (Bethshean and Ibleam), in the Esdraelon plateau (Dor
and En-dor), and in the low hills to the W. (Taanach) but for countries we may read 'heights'
RV), as referring only to Dor, En-dor, and Taanach.
It was not far from Shunem and Gilboa, and
near the Kishon and Tabor, where Sisera is said
in the last passage (Ps 83'") to have perished.
In
the fourth cent. A.D. it was kno^\'n as a large
village 4 Roman miles south of Tabor now the
hamlet Endiir in this position, on the N. slope of
the conical hill of Nebi Dhahy. Possibly the site
of Dor should be placed near En-dor, which means
the spring of Dor
but it may be objected that
both are noticed in a single passage (cf., however,
'

'

;

'

(

—

'

'

j

Sheba and Beersheba
See

SWP vol.

Jos 19*).* En-dor was one
by Tahutmes in. about 1600
sheet viii. See Dor.

in

of the places conquered
B.C.

ii.

LrrERATuKii.— Lagarde, Onom. 96, 121,228; Robinson, BRP lii.
f. ; BaedekerSocin, Pal.* 460
Van do Velde, iL 383
1.

460, 468

;

• W. H. Bennett In Haupt's OT remarks on Jos 17"
As the
Endor clause does not occur in Jg 127, and Endor is about 26
E. of Dor, the clause is probablv due to accidental
rei>etition of the Dor clause.'
In Jos 102 in like manner Sheba,
which is wanting in 1 Ch 42s and in some Heb. MSS, may be an

miles

accidental repetition of the

EN-EGLAIH

HASTINGS.

(d-^?j.T!.').—

A

J. HA.STINOS.
locality on the Dead

Ezk

Sea, mentioned along with En-gedi,
40«°'

or endirons, or the

iron,' as

'

V^v

in

V3r

nM3'

47"*.

It

has not been identified, but is not improbably 'A in
Fcshkah (Robinson, BRP ii. 489). Tristram "(/3i We
Places, 93) would make it 'Ain Hajluh (lictlihcglah).
In any case, it probably lay to the N.
towards the mouth of the Jordan. Eglaim of Is
15* is a different place, its initial letter being
K, not V, and its situation apparently to the south
of the Dead Sea (cf. Davidson on Ezk 47'°).
J. A. Srlbie.
ENEMESSAR ('E^-f/ifirirdp).-The name of a king
of Assyria, found in Gr. codd. of To 1-, where
Heb., Aram., and Lat. codd. all read Shalniane.ser.
Shalmaneser is explained by recent Assyriologists
to mean 'Salman (the god) is chief; but, in
accounting for the form Enemessar, it is possible
that the Hebrews interpreted the name to mean
Esar (or Assur) is peaceful' (cf. Esarhaddon)
then the Gr. translator capriciously altered ]rha
TON Esar is peaceful to "On pn F.sar is gracious,'
toning down the final to as in llanamel (Jer 32')
for Sk pn ' El is gracious.
Other explanations are 1. That Enemessar is
for Senemessar (sh changed to s, and then to the
'

;

'

'

'

|

:

Arkeanos for Sargon), I
m and n transposed (.so
Pinches). 2. That Shalmaneserdrops the '7i?(wlii<-h
was possibly mistaken for the genitive) and then
transposes m and n (so Rawlinson). 3. It is an
light breathing,

as in

being dropped, and the

unrecorded private name of Sargon, for Anuiiiasir
= 'the god Ann is gracious' (so Oppert). 4. It is
a corruption of Sarru-kinu = Sargon reversed (so
J. T.

Bickell).

ENENEUS

CE.'Tii.io?,

AV Enenius),

Marshall.
1

Es 5».— One
Babylon

of the twelve leaders of the return from

under Zerubbabel.
The name is omitted in the
parallel list in Ezr 2, which gives only eleven
leaders but answers to Nahamani, Neh 7'.
;

ENFLAME

AV

in Is 67°,

This is the spelling of mod. edd. ol
though that of l^ll was inllame.'
'

—

ENGAGE
In Is 5" 1611 had

The word

also

ENGRAVING

enflame,' mod. edd. 'inflame.'
occurs Sir 28'", Su.s ', 1 Mac '2-'
'

and mod. edd. 'iiillame').
Tlie iiieanin;;
always 'e.xcite,' and the ref. is to lust in
Is 57', Sus»; to w-ine Is 5"; to anger Sir 28'°;
while the sense is good in 1 Mac iP* Mattatliias
with zeal (^rtXuo-f).
Wyclif
. was intlamed
.
.
uses the word in Ja 3" of the tongue, 'it is enflawmed of helle, and entlawmeth the wheel of
oore birthe.'
J. Hastings.
(1611
is

'

'

marl envelop their ba.<ies to a height of several
hundred feet, and mark the level at wliicli the
waters of the lake formerly stond. (Inly a few
bushes of acacia, tamarisk, Snianum, and C'n/'ifmpii
procera (Apple of Smlom) decorate the spot «liere
palms and vines were formerly cultivated (Ca
l'<).
The district Is tenanted by a few Arabs of
the Jfthalin and K;u>hfiybeh tribes, and is the safe
retreat of the I/iex ('wild goat,' 1 S 24'). the
coney [Hyrax syriacus), ami numerous birds of prey.

The

ENGAGE.—Jer

30" only, 'who is this that
engageth his heart to approach unto me?' (3"!J(
Sa'j-n^ ;
Vulg. 'applicet cor suum').
Engage is
ased in the sense of 'pledge,' though to 'engage
one's heart' seems to be a unique expression.
Sliaks. has I do engage my life,' and
I will engage my words,' where the meaning is nearly the
same. The older VSS vary Gov. what is he, that
feveth over his herte'; Gen. tliat directt'th his
eart'; Dou. 'that applieth his hart.' KV tr.
that hath had boldness to approach unto them,'
with marg. Ueb. hath been surety for his heart.'
J. Hastivos.
'

'

'

:

'

'

'

—

EN-GANNIM (n-jj ps). Two places so named are
noticed in the Book of Joshua, the name signifying the spring of {jardens.' I.Jos 15".
town
of Judah noticed with Zanoah and Eshtaol.
It is
Bujiiiosed by Clemiont-Ganneau to be the ruin
Jttin in the valley near Zanoah a suitable site.
See SiyP vol. ui. sheet xvii. 2. Jos 19-' 21=" (in
1 Ch 6°* Anem).
A town of Issachar given to the
Levites, now Jenin, a to\vn on the S. border of
Esdraelon, with a fine spring, gardens and palms.
It marked the S. limit of Galilee, and appears
to have been always a flourishing town.
The
'
garden house,' Bcth-hng-gan, in 2 K 9'-'' has been
thought to be En-gannim, but it is more probably
Beit Jenn E. of Tabor. See IBLEAM. See
vol. iL sheet viii.

A

'

Umm

—

HWP

BRP

LiTKRATtTRR.—fluirin, Samarie, I. 827; Robinson,
lii.
116, 3:)7; Bacdeker-Sociii, Pat,^ 2.17; Van de Vt-lde, p. 350;
Tristram, Land o/ UraH, 65, 130; Conder, Tent-Work xn Pal.
68 BiliU Placet (ed. 1S07), 67, 180, 265.
;

EN-GEDI (n; j-y,

C. R. Conder.
Arab. 'Ain Jidi, ' fountain of the

kid'), the name of a spring of warm water which
bursts forth from the clitrs overlooking the W.
shore of the Dead Sea near its centre, and 2 miles
S. of Hfls Mersed.
The ancient name of the spot

was Hazazon-tamar

(2 Ch 20-), by which it was
in thedaj-sof Abraham (Gn 14')
and it has
su;jge.sted by Tristram that a group of niins

known
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is amongst the wildest and most desolate
whole of Palestine.

spot

in the

— Lanarde,

LiTERATCRK.

227(1.; Robinson,

BRP

Onom.
ii.

439II.

119. 254; Seetien, Hfirrn. ii.
Baedelier-.Socin, Pal.'i IT:.;
;

Tristram, Latul o/ Israel. 28(111.. 296; Schurcr, U.il' n. i. lo'l;
Neubauer, (ifag. du Talimui, ItlU; O. A. Siiiitli. Hint. Grog.
269 ff. ; Conder, TeiU-U'urh in Pat. 266 ; Bible Place/ (1897), 8,
113; Sayce, Patriarchal Pal. 40.
E. UulL.

—

Besides the battering-ram, 'forts'
ENGINE.
dayek, p;;i (LXX irpoixaxOivei, Uxf. Heb. Lex. bulwark,' 'siege-wall'), are mentioned as used in
sieges in the Chalda-an era (2 K 25' = Jer .li^, Ezk 4^
17" 21" i"i 215" [all]). These forts were prob. towers
on wheels manned with archers, and pushed forward by degrees against the wall to be attacked
(cf. 1 Alac la*''").
Such a tower might be combined
with a battering-ram, or at least used to cover the
attack of the ram. See Batterino-ram.
In 1 Ch 26'° Uzziah is said to have
made in
Jerusalem engines invented by cunning men (lit.
contrivances, the invention of inventive men,'
^s-in nj^'ijo nijiif-n, see Oxf. Heb. Lex. s. ftysr-) t<j
be on the towers and upon the battlements, to
shoot arrows and great stones withal.'
These
'engines' were probably similar to the Koman
entnpulta an<l bnlitta.
The only other occurrence
God iii.ade man
of the word p:;' n is in Ec 7^
upright, but they have sought out many invcn'

'

'

'

ttuns.'

In Maccaba>an times several difl'erent kinds of
engines were in use. 'He encamjied,' writes the
author of 1 Mae, 'against the sanctuary many
days, and set there artillery, and engines, and
instruments to cast fire (or liery darts'), and
others to cast stones, and tormenta {gKopviSia) to
'

cast darts,

and

slings'

W.

(6°').

ENGRAFTED.—Ja 1"

E.

Barnes.

only, the e. word.' This
he traced from Tind. 'grafted' (which
would be the mod. form), through (ien. 'graded,'
'

may

tr"

Rhem.

'

engrailed.'

*

Hastings.

J.

;

been
below the ca-scade near the shore of the Dead Sea
may majk the site of a town through which marched
the Assyrian host of Chedorlaomer (Gn 14'). The
5 lace was included in the wide skirts of the tribe of
udah (Jos 15°^), and is as.sociated with the City
of Salt, which probably lay a few miles farther
S. on the shore of the Lake near Kliashm Usdum
(the Salt-mountain).
The name Wilderness of
En-gedi' applies to the wild rocky di.strict forming
the E. part of the Wilderness of Judah ; and
here amongst the <Ieep ravines, rocky gorges, and
the caves, which nature or art have hewn out in
their sides, David found a safe hiding-i>lace from
the vengeance of Saul (1 S 24').
At a later
period it was the scene of the slaughter of the
hordes of Amnion, Moab, and Kdoni, who had
invaded the kingdom of Judah in the reign of
Jehosliaphat (2 Ch 20'').
The limestone cliffs
of En-gedi are deeply intersected by numerous river
channels which descend from tlie table-land of
Judah towards the Dead Sea. At the place itself
two strcaiUH, the Wadv Sudeir and Waily el-'Areyeh, enclose a small plateau, nearly 20(M) ft. above
the waters and bounded by nearly vertical walls of
rock
Terraces of shingle and white calcareous
'

ENGRAVING.— 1.

nyin hilrr,sheth. Ex 31» 35"- "«
32'" is prob. text, error tor cnn, cf. Jer
2. nns pittiinh, Ex 28"- "• *• 39'*- s". Zee 3"
6», Ps 74«. 3. n^ippo mi/da nth,
Ch 2«- '"), 1

[nnij in
17'].

1

K

2

(cf.

K

Ex

6'»-=»-«

V\^i.

mfhuHeh,

npT':

1

K

(i" (cf.

Is

8. x<ip"7Ma. Ac 17^.
possibly refers to the
artistic skill of the worker, and the others to
indicate the process or result of etching, punching,
gouging, relief, etc. The material used was stone,

49",

Ezk

8'" '23'«;

Job

13-'').

Of these terms, the

(2S5"=lCh

wood

first

14'),

metal

(IS

13'"),

and

jewels (Ex 28"). The ellect sought was either
that of engraving into tlio surface, as in the signetring, and the jewels of the high jiriest's dress, m
that of relief liy the removal of the surrounding
material, as in the cherubim carvings on the temide
doors.

The

Ex

32*)

made by the graving-tool (o-in.
gradually led to ornamental inlaying in

incisions

• Tlic Or. (Iu^wT«). which occurs oniy here in
late I,iit. iffi/(o/w*. whence our V.i\^. word * imp.*
o^i^^ a ^ratl, an Piert Plowman, v. 137

NT,

ifave the

An 'imp*

I waa Bum-t\-mc a frere.
the Oouent«s [Convent's} Cianiyner, for to gralto yntpea.'
'

And

So an imp
*

il

of Satan

*

is

a graft, ecion, child of the devil.

,
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metal, and to mosaic of marble, ivory, and mothernf- pearl in palaces (Ps 45°).

with a large spring between Tell el-Leklyeh
N. of Beersheba) and Khuweilfeh.

(4

milea

—

LiTRRATURB. Conder, Tent-Work, i. 277, BihU Places,
87 ; Ou«rin, Judie, ii. 318 1., 390 S. ; Van de Velde, J/emoir,
S43 Moore, Judges, 3460. ; Beiua, .ir i. 15S PKFSt, 1869,
;

;

182.

J.

A. Selbik.

EN-HAZOR (i^sn py), 'spring of Razor,' Jos 19".

—A town of

Naplitali, noticed between Kedcsh,
Edrei, and Iron. There were three Hazors in
Upper Galilee, and the site is uncertain ; but the
most probable place for En-hazor seems to b«
Hazireh, on the W. slopes of the mountains ol
vol. i.
Upper Galilee, W. of Kedesh. See
sheet iii.
C. R. Conder.

SWP

—

ENJOIN. To enjoin is first to 'join together'
fLat. in-jungere), as Mt IQ" Wye. (1380),"' therefore a man departe nat that tiling that God enjoyngde, or knytte to gidre.' But it early came
to mean to ' impose ' something on some one.
Generally it is a duty or penalty ; but in Jot
36^ it is used in the rare sense of commanding
or directing one's way, '
hath enjoyned
him his way?' (n?). The later and mod. sense
of 'command' is found in Est 9", He 9™ ('en'
joined unto you ' ;
commanded to youward '), and Philem ' ' I might be much bold in
Clirist to enjoin thee.'
J. Hastings.

Who

RV

ENLARGE, ENLARGEMENT.—To 'enlarge' is
to cause to be large that which is narrow or
confined.
It also sio;nifies ' to make larger that
which may be considered large already, as Mt
23°
they make broad their phylacteries, and
enlarge the borders of their garments' (/ieyaXww)
but the prefix en- ( = Lat. in) has properly a strong
causative force, as in 'enable,' 'enfeeble,' 'enrich.'
Hence arises the meaning of
set at large,'
'liberate,' as in Sidney, Arcadia, (1622), 329, 'Like
a Liones.se lately enlarged.' This is undoubtedly
the meaning of enlargement initsonly occurrence
Est 4''' For if thou altogether boldest thy peaceat
this time, then shall there e. and deliverance arise
'
respirato the Jews from another place (ni-i,
relief ').
Cf. Act 32, Henry viIl. c. 2, § 9
tion,'
'

'

'

'

'

'

WOOD, JTORT, AlfD METAL •RNGRAVINO.*

The final form of en^aving, amounting to complete separation, was that of tlie i:s (Arab, fasl)
graven image (see Carving).

—

LlTBRATURK. Benzinger, Ileb. Arch. 2.'>5ff.; Wilkinson, Anc
Egyp. iL 337; Herod, vii. 69; Mullcr, Uilb. d. Archaol. der
Kuntt, i 311.
G. M. MaCKIE.

EN-HADDAH

(.Tin

Jos

py),

IQ^".

—A

city

of

Tasachar noticed with En-gannim and Remeth.
It
is perhaps the present village Kefr Adh&n on the
edge of the Dothan plain, W. of En-gannini. See
vol. li. sheet viii.
C. K. CONDKR.

SWP

EN-HAKKORE (K-i\'n py 'spring of the partridge ; of. IS 26^, Jer 17").
The name of a
fountain at Lehi (Jg 15"). The narrator (J (?)) of
the stoiy characteristically connects halkore with
the word yikra ('he callea') of v.", and evidently
interprets En-hakhore as the spring of him that
called.' The whole narrative is rather obscure, and
the tr. in some instances doubtful, but probably
the story is something to the following ell'ect.
After Ilia exertions in slaughtering the Philistines,
Samson was very tliirsty, and, finding no water, he
cried to J", who clave the mnktex/i ('mortar' or
hollow place') which is in Lehi, and from a cleft
in one of its sides water flowed (so Moore).
This
certainly seems preferable to the interpretation reresented by AV, which understands the water to
E
ave sprung from a hollow place in the jaw {lehi).
There is much ditlerence of opinion regarding
the situation of 'En-hakkore. In Jerome's time it
was shown at Eleutheropolis Conder identities

—

'

'

'

'

;

it

with 'Ayun I^aia, N. W. of Zorali

;

Van de Velde

AVm

'

RV

'

After his enlargement and commyng out
And that 'enlarge' is used in this
is evident, as Ps 4' 'thou hast ensense in
larged me when I was in distress' (RV 'hast set
me at large'); prob. also 2S •22" = Ps 18^" 'thou
So when
hast enlarged my steps under me.'
applied to the heart, Ps llff" (n-rnn). Is 60» (an-;),
2 Co 6" (TrXarwu), the sen.se is first of all freedom,
and then the joy that flows from it (cf. 2 Co G"
n\aTvv<a, and 10* /iFyaXiVw), the opp. being 'to be
straitened,' as in La l** (cf. Jer 4'» 'I am pained at
'the walls of my
my very heart,' lit., as
heart 1 '), and 2 Co 6".
J. HASTINGS.
(

1540),

'

of prison.'

AV

RVm

EN-MISHPAT

(BSfi? py),

or 'decision' (by oracle),

'spring of judgment,'

Gn

14'.

Kadesh — probably Kadesh-barnea.
(*»

ENNATAN ('EvvaTdr, AV
LXX).—See Elnathan.
ENOCH

The

—A

name

for

See Kadesh.

Eunatan),

1

Es 8«

eldest son of Cain (Gn
said to have built a city and
Its identity is quite
it after his son's name.
uncertain (cf. DiUm. and Del. adloc, also Budde,
Urqesch. 12011'.). 2. The son of Jared, and father
of Methuselah, seventh in descent from Adam in
the line of Seth. His life is described by the
remarkable expres.sion, ' Enoch walked with
God' (Gn 5**). Not less remarkable is the brief
After 365 years
account given of his death.
'
ho was not, for God took him.' This is unde'
4"- ").
called

(^bq).— 1.

His father

is

—

e:noch in NT

E^'OCH, (ETHIOPIC)

utood bj the wiiter to the Hebrews to mean, 'By
faith Knoch was translated tliat he shouhl not see
death and he was not found, because God transIn Jewish tradition many
lated him' (He IP).
He was
fabulous legends gathered around Enocli.
represented as the inventor of letters, arithmetic,
and astronomy, and as tlie first author. A book
containing his visions and prophecies was said to
have been preserved by Jsoali in the ark, and
handed down through succes.sive generations. (See
Ryie in Expos. Times, iii. (1892), 355, and E'irli/
Narratives of Genesis, p. 90 f.; and the next three
;

R.

articles.)

M. Boyd.

IN NT.— Enoch, the son of Jared (Gn
mentioned in three passages of the NT
traditional exegesis has found an allusion to him

ENOCH

S""),

is

;

in a fourth.
1.

Lk 3" he has a

In

place

among

the ancestors

of our Lord.
2.

He

In

11' it is said

that

by

'

faith

Enoch was

His faith is inferred (v.') from the
LXX word einjpia-niffev (Gn 5-- ** this verb is used
in translating the Heb. 'to walk with [before]' in
Genesis II. cc. 6» 17' 24« 48", Ps 114», Sir 44'«, cf.
Ps 2.">^ 34"). Nothing is added in He 11» to tlie
record of Gen. I.e. (LXX), except the explanatory
phrase toO ^tj ISeif Bdvarov. \\ ith tliis exposition
in the Alexandrian Epistle to the Hebrews it is

and ungodly have wrought
and ungodly committed against Him.' It is clear
that Jude* quotes loosely and abbreviates, but
it will be noticed that (1) in ISou Jude agrees with
Novat. Eth. against Gr. (2) in iXiy^ai he coincides
with Novat. alone, as possibly (for the tense of to'?!«7
On the importance of the
is ambiguous) in ffxde.
citation in nd Novat. and its independence of Jude
(contrast Westcott, Canon, p. 374), see Harnack,
op. fit. p. 57, and especially Zahn, Uesch. des Nf.nt.
It may be added that Jude's
Katwns, ii. p. 797
quotation from Enoch was regarded (a) by Tertullian, De Cult. Fern. i. 3, as upholding Enocli ; (j3) by
some referred to by Jerome, De Vir. Illust. 4, at
condemning Jude.
4. A very common Patristic opinion, found as
early as Tert. Do A nima, 50 Hippol. De A ntichr. 43
(cf. Bonwetsch, Texte u. Untersuch. xvi. 2, p. 48),
identified 'the two witne.sses of Rev 11 with Enoch
r.nd Elijah (see the references in Speaker's Com;

11'.

;

'

\ncntary,

xfxapicr/x^i'O!

The

i;n).

-i:n
is
connected with
explained as vph rb pfKnov

(i.e.

/ifrdffeffu is

the ovx rfvplaiKTo as signifying either
that after repentance the old evU life is blotted
out as though it had never been, or that the good
man (6 dffTeios) uwoxwpet Kal fxbvuciv iyair^. Though
in the original Hebrew of Sir 44'* Enoch is described as "an exanijile {lit. sign) of knowledge'
(ef. aiireaiy ai'roO, Wis 4"), yet in the Greek and
Old Latin (Cod. Am. 'ut det gentilms pa-nitentiam '), as in PhUo, he is repre.sented as an example of repentance.' In Sir 49" {ifeX-fiiKpBri dTrA
translatus est in
T^t yJif cf- Cod. Am. in 44"
SaraJdiso') his translation is interpreted literally,
osephus {Ant. I. iii. 4) uses an ambiguous classical
plira.se,
He went unto the Deity {anexupriJey irpis
tA flfioi')
hence neither is his death recorded.'
For Jewish and Christian legends about Enoch,
II.
i. 342,
see the references in Schiirer,

/ktojSoXt)

;

'

'

;

'

;

HJP

11. iii.

70.

the description f/3J»^of iwA 'ASipi is
taken from the Book of Enoch (60* 9:)'), and a
passage from that book (!'• ') is quoted as a warning actually uttered by the patriarch, dealing prophetically {iirpoip. Kal Toi>Tois) with the false teachers
The text of the passage in
of the apostolic age.
(a) The
Enoch comes to ns in three forms,
Akliintm fragment Srt Ipxerai aily toU [.Vf] fivpidam
airrov Koi toU ayioi^ auTou noi^aat KpLjip Kara TrdfTojy,
Kal dwo\^(Tei wiyras rous dtre^eU Kal 4K^y^(i (MS
Xfcfft) TratTaf adpKa repl rdyrwi' tpyitiu t^s dirtfitias
eiVru)*' Ctv rjff^^rjaav
Kal aKXrjpujv wf ^XdXrjffay X67w»'
3.

In

Jude

'*

:

xal W(pl irdyruyy
iaepeis.
{h)

thy

KaTeXd\r](rav Kar* aiVroC dpJlpTwXol

Ad Novatinnum

16 (Hartel, Ci/prinn,
Harnack, Texte u. Untersurh. xiii. 1,
67
the treatise to Sixtus II. of Rome, cf.
'?enson, Ctj/iruin, p. .5.i7ir. ):
Sicut scriptum est:
Ecce venit cum multis milihus nuntiorum suorum
facere judicium de omnibus et perdere onines
impios et arguere omnem camem de oninihus
factis imiiiorum quie fecerunt impie et de omnibus
verbis inipiis qua> de Deo locuti sunt pcccatores.'
And
(c) Tile Etliiopic version (ed. Charles, p. r>'.\)
lo
He comes with ton thousands of (His) holy
p.

iii.

;

B-ssigns

'

:

'

I

ones to exc(^ute judgment upon them, and lie will
destroy the ungodly, and will convict all llesh
vru_

I.

di

F.

p. 651).

H. Chasb.
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of all that the sinners

translated.'

interesting to compare the allegorical interpretaThe name 'E^wx 's
tion of PhUo de Ahr. §§ 3, 4.
exjilained by him as meaning (lis hv 'EXXTj^-ts

BOOK OF

it

This
said of Enoch that he walked with God.
expres.sion was taken in later times to mean that
he enjoyed superhuman privileges, by means of
which he received special revelations as to the
origin of evil, the relations of men and angels in
the past, their future destinies, and particularly
It was not
the ultimate triumph of righteousness.
unnatural, therefore, that an ajiocalyptic literature
began to circulate under his name in the centuries
when such literature became current. In the Hook
of Enoch, translated from the Etliiopic, we have
large fragments of such a literature proceeding from
a variety of Pharisaic writers in Palestine, and in
the Book of the Secrets of Enoch (see next art.),
translated from the Slavonic, we have additional
portions of this literature. The latter book was
written for the most part by Hellenistic Jews in
is

Efjypt.

of Enoch was written in
centuries li.C.
It was
well known to the writers of NT, and to
some extent influenced alike their thought and
diction.
Thus it is quoted as a genuine work
Phrases, and at times
of Enoch by Jude ('''•).
entire clauses, belonging to it are reproduced
in NT, but without acknowle<lgiiient of their
Barnabas {Ep. iv. 3, xvi. 5) ([uotes it as
source.
Scripture. It was much used by the .Jewish authors
of the Book of the Secrets of h. and of the Book of
Jubilees in tlie Testaments of the XII Patriarchs
its citations are treated as Scripture, and in the
later apocalypses of Barucli and 4 Ezra there are
many tokens of its inlluence. Thus during the
1st cent, of the Christian era it jios.sessed, alike
with Jew and Christian, the authority of adeuteroIn the 2nd cent, of our era it was
canonical book.
rejected by the Jews, as were also many other
.Jewish Messianic writings that had been tr^ into
Greek and well receiveil in the Christian Church
But witli the earlier Fathers and apologists of
Christianity it preserved its high position till aliout
Henceforth it gradually
the close of the 3rd cent.
fell into discredit, and finally was banned by the
Thus the hook
chief teachers of the Church.
cea-sed to circulate in all but the Church of
Aby.ssinia, where it was rediscovered in 1773 by
Bruce. This traveller brought home two MSS of
this book, and from one of these Lawrence made
the first modern translation of Enoch in 1H'21.

The Ethiopic Book

the

second

II.

and

first

OrioiNAI. LANOUAitE.

— Apocalyptic scliolare

cliicf

the text of Judo tlifre are Boino iniportiint variiuita, ilia
(1) in v.K K cur.^ tiiili. ami. rfu<i i» tuipmfn
beiiitc the«y

aiyinn

«»I/An

• In

rLMul

:

Cera*

(cf.

^-^x^'*.

.Vouat.); (2)

111

V.IB

K O&h.

fOr w.

rmt irtSu>

—
;
'

'
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are now practicallj' a^eed tliat E. was derived from
a Sem. orij,'inal. The only question at issue now
Was the orijjinal in Heb. or Aramaic ? Halevy,
is
in the Journal Asintique, 1867, pp. 352-395, decides
in favour of the former ; and, so far as our present
materials i;o, this view may be regarded as valid.
:

Some Dutch and German

scholars, it is true, think
that it is po.ssible to prove an Aram, original by
Aram,
forms preserved in the Gizeh
means of tne
Greek fragment, i.e. ^ouxa in 18', fiaySo^apa in 28',
and pa^Sripa in 29'. The first is undoubtedly an
Aram, form of ~'3, and the two latter of "ij"!?. But
it is over-hasty to conclude from the presence of
these two Aramaisms upon an Aram, original : for

exactly on the same grounds we should be obliged
to conclude to an Aram, original of Neh 2", where
as a,
the Aram, form Alvi is found in the
transliteration of ]•]!.
In the Eth. VS also of Jos
5', 1 K 5" [En". "], and Ezk 1'* there are transliterations of Heb. words in Aram, forms.
Greek, Latin, and Ethiopic.
III. Versions.
The Heb. original was translated into Greek, and
the Greek in turn into Ethiopic and Latin. Of
the Gr. VS chs. 6-9* 8*-10'* 15-16' have been preserved in the Chronography of George Syncellus
89^-« in a Vatican MS published by
(c. A.D. 800)
Mai in the Patrum Nova Bibliotheca, vol. ii. ; and
1-32 in the Gizeh MS discovered only a few years
critical edition of
ago, and published in 1892.
this last fragment by M. Lods appeared shortly
afterwards, and in 1893 it was edited by the present
writer with an exhaustive comparison of the Eth.
and Gr. VSS of 1-32 as an appendix to his work
on Enoch. This study led to the foUomng conclusions
' The Eth. VS preserves a more
ancient
and trustworthy form of text than the Gizeh
Greek MS it has fewer additions, fewer omissions,
and fewer and less seriou>> corruptions of the text
(Charles, Book of Enoch, p. 324).
The other two
Gr. fra":ments will be found in the same work.
wholly
with
The Lat. VS is
lost
the exception
of two small fragments of these the first is 1°,
and is found in the pseudo-Cyprian treatise. Ad
Novatianum (see Zahn's Gescfi. des Neutest.
Kanons, ii. 797-801). The second, which embraces
106'"'*, was found by James in an 8th cent. MS
in the British Museum, and published in his

LXX

—

—

;

A

:

—

;

:

Apocrypha Anecdota,

vol.

i.

A

critical ed. of its

text will be found in Charles, Book of Enoch, pp.
372-375. To these we miwht also add TertuUian's
Cult. Fern. i. 2, and De Idol, iv., which may
point to a Latin text of 8' and 99'.
The Eth. VS alone preserves the entire text, and
that in a most trustworthy condition, (a) The
Ethiopic MSS. There are twenty or more of these
in the different libraries of Europe.
Of these
about half are in the British Museum alone, which
happily also possesses the most valuable of all the
that designated Orient. 485 in its catalogue
of Eth. MSS.
(b) Editions of the Eth. Text.—On\y
two edd. have appeared that of Lawrence in 1838
from one MS, and that of Dillmann in 1851 from
five MSS.
Unhappily, these
were late and
corrupt.
The present WTiter hopes to issue later

De

—

MSS —

—

MSS

a text based on the incomparably better MSS now
accessible to scholars.
Such a text is actually
presupposed in his translation and commentary of
1893.
(c) Translations and Comrncntariet.
Translations accompanied by commentaries have been
edited bv Lawrence (1821), Hofmann (1833-1838),
Dillmann (1853), Schodde (1882), and Charles (1893).
Of Dillmann's and Schodde's translations the
reader will find a short review in Charles (pp. 6-9).
(rf) Critical Inquiries.
Some account of these will
be found in Scliiirer, HJP II. iii. 70-73, and in
Charles, Book of Enoch, 9-21, 309-311.
Of the many soholara who have written on this hook, the works

—

—

al the following

deserv; ipecial mention here :— Lucke, Einleit.

ind. OfTenb.
B.
'

(f.

Johanna'', IS52

Ewald, Abhandl. uberd. afhtop.

;

Henokh Entsteh., Sinn, und Zxutaminensetzung 1S55
d. Entsteh. d. B. Henoch (Theol. lahrb. IS5«,
,

Ueber

'

;

Kustlin,
pp. 240-

ZKf Jiid. Apakalyptik, 1857, pp. 91184 Oebhardt, Dif 70 Hirten d. B. Henoch u. ihre Deutun/jfr.
(ilerx' Archiv, 1872. vol. ii. Heft ii. pp. 163-246); Drummond,
Jewish Messiah, 1887, 17-73
Lipsius in Smith and Wace'a
279, 370-3SO); Hil^enteld,
;

;

HJP

Diet. Chr. Biajr. 18S0, ii. 124-128 ; Sohurer,
n.
Lawlor in Jaum. of Philology, xxv. (1897) 194-228.
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IV. The different Elements in the Book,
WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS AND
Dates. The Bk. of E. is a fragmentary survival

—

of an entire literature tliat once circulated under
his name.
To tliis fact the plurality of books
assigned to E. from the first may in some degree
point
as, for instance, the expression ' books
in lOii^ ; Test. XII Patriarch. Jiid. 18 ; Origen,
;

c.

Celsum,

elsewhere.

v. 54,

In Num. Homil.

xxx-iii.

2,

and

Of

this literature five distinct fragments have been preserved in the five books into
which the Bk. of E. is divided (i.e. 1-37. 37-71.
72-82. 83-90. 91-108).
These books were originally separate treatises j in later times they were
collected and edited, but were much mutilated in
the course of redaction and incorporation into a
single work.
In addition to this E. literature, the
final editor of the book made use of a lost Apocalypse, the Bk. of Noah, from which, as well as from
otiier sources, he drew 6'-8' 9' 10'-»- " 17-20 39'- »•
413-8 43-44. 50. 54'-553 56'-57»* 59-60. 65-69" 71.
80-81. 105-107.
This Bk. of Noah is mentioned
in the Bk. of Jubilees 10" 21'".
Another large
fragment of the Bk. of Noah is <x> be found in the
latter.

We have alread.v remarked that in the five hooks Into which
the whole work is divided we have the writings of five different
authors. Before we proceed to give some of the grounds for
this statement, we shall give in merest outline the different
constituents which the chief scholars on this subject have found
in this work.
Liicke in his Einl. in dif O^enb. d. Johamwi
regards the book as consisting of two parta. The first part
embraces 1-36. 72-105, written at the beg. of the Maccab. revolt,
or, according to his later \-iew, in the reign of John Hyrcanus the
second consists of the Similitudes, 36-71, and was written in the
early days of Herod the Great.
In the latter, however, there
are some interpolations. Hofmann (J. Chr. K.) ascribes the
entire work to a Christian author of the 2nd cent. In this view
he was followed later by Weisse and Philippi. Hofmann deserves
mention in this connexion on the ground of his having been the
first to give the correct interpretation of the seventy eliepherds
in 89-90.
Ewald {Abhandl. 1855) gives the following scheme
Bk. I. 37-71, e. B.C. 144 Bk. II. 1-16. 81H 84. 91-105, c. B.O. 135
Bk. til. 20-36. 72-90. 106-107, c B.C. 128; 108 later. Bk. IV.,
»
the Bk. of Noah, 6»« S'-s 9' 101 » 11. J2b 17-19. 54'-662 60"064-6918, somewhat later than the preceding.
Eostlin in his
Jahrb.
1856), a
essay, Ueber d. Entsteh. d. B. Henoch' (TAfof.
contribution of great worth, arrives at the following analvsis
;

:

;

;

M

'

:

1-16. 21-34. 72-105, c B.C. 110. The Similitudes, 37-71 and 17-19, before B.C. 64. Noachic fragments, 547.552 60. 65-6928, possibly also 20. 823 2" 106-107.
108 is an Essene
addition. Hilgenfeld (Jiid. Apok. 1857) regards the groundwork,
consisting of 1-18. 20-36. 72-105, as written before B.C. 08 ; and
the reraaming chapters as coming from the hand of a Christian
Gnostic after the time of Saturninus. We should mention also
the interesting studies of Tideman. ThT. 1375, pp. 261-296;
Lipsius, art. 'Enoch' in Smith's Diet. Chr. Biog. ; Schiirer,
Drummond. The Jeiciih ilesnah, 1877, pp.
n. iii. 64-73
17-23 ; and Schodde, The Book of Enoch, 1882. As Dillmann
changed his mind three times, and in each instance for the
better, it will be enough to give his final analysis. The groundwork, 1-36. 72-105. in the time of John Hyrcanus the Similitudes and 17-19, before B.C. 64 the Noachic fragments, 6^-8 8'^
9' 101 U 20. 391.
54'-662 60. 65-692» 106-107. 108, from a later

The groundwork,

HJP

;

;

*

:

hand.

We

shall now proceed to discuss this question
directly, and try to carry the criticism of the book

one stage further towards finality. Disregarding
the interpolations from the Bk. of Noah already
mentioned, as well as the closing chapter, we shaU
adduce a few of the grounds on which the compositeness of the rest of the book is determined.
First of all, critics are agreed in ascribing the
Similitudes (37-71) to a different autliorship from
the rest. This is done on the following grounds :—
(a) Certain names of God are found frequently in
37-71, but not elsf where in the book. (6) The
(c) The deraonology differs.
angelology ditiers.
(d) The Messianic doctrine not only differs from

;
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that of the rest of the book, but U uciqae in
apocalyptic literature.
As for the remaining chs. 1-36, 72-104, all critics
but Ewald and Lipsius have regarded them as the
work of one and the same author. But these
scholars have diii'ered much from each other on the
determination of the diflureut elements present in
these chapters, and have failed to gain the sutl'rage
of other scholars as to the justness of their views.
In one respect they are undoubtedly right. These
the more
chapters are of a composite nature
closely they are examined, the more clearly they
When subexhibit conflicting characteristics.
mitted to a searching criticism they fall naturally
into four distinct parts, i.e. 1-3G. 72-82, 83-90,
91-104, differing from each other in authorship,
Bystem of thought, and date.
;

For the flrounds for theee conclusiona the reader must refer
to Charlea^ Boofc 0/ Enoch, pp. 65-56, 187-189, 22()-221, 260-2(53.
It will be ButBcient here to give some of the reasons for tlilTerentiating' 83-90 and 91-104, as an illustration of the metliod
there pursued in the criticiam of the earlier scrtiona. (o) The
Heflsianic kingdom in 91-104 is finite in duration, whereas in
63-90 it is etemaL (6) In the former the Mu&sianic jud^nnent
takes place at the close of the Messianic kingdom, in the Intter
kt its beginning, (c) In the former there is a resurrection of
the righteous only, in the latter a resurrection of apostate
Jews also, (d^ In the former the building of the temple precedes the final Judgment, in the latter it is subsequent to the
final iudgment.
(O In the former the scene of the Mc»aianic
kingaom is apparently heaven, in the latter a purified earth.
Now, our conclusion as to the distinct authorship of these two
•ections on the grounds just given is strikingly conflrmcd
when we observe the forcible dislocations that 91-104 have
undergone at the hands of the final editor in order to adapt
them to the chapters that precede. Former critics have remarked that 93 must originally have preceded 911*17, because
we have in 93 an account of the first seven weeks of the ten
into which the world's hi8tor>- is divided, and in 9U2-17 the
account of the remaining three weeks. They failed, huwe-./r,
to observe that 92i, Written by Enoch the scribe, this compitte
doctrine of wisdom,' etc., formed originally the real buginning of
this section.
Next, on 92 follows 91' i" as a natural sequel,
where E. summons his children to receive his parting words.
Then comes the short Apocalypse of ten weeks, l>:ii-'0 OP*-'?,
while 91"* l** form a natural transition to 94.
This section
nnderweiit these derangements in the process of its incorporation into a larger work.
As our space does not admit dealing further with the actual
criticism of the book, we shall confine ourselves to the statement of results, and to a brief sketch of the various independent
writings contained in the entire work, with their probable
*

dates.
Part I., consisting of chs. 1-36 (for the Noachic interpolations
•ee above), was wntten at latest B.C. 170, and mainly from the
Srophetic standnoint of such chs. as Is 65-66. This is, unouDtedly, the oldi-wt part of the book, being anterior to 72-82.
68-90. 91-104, as it is used by the writers of these sections.
As 83-90 was written not later than b.c. 161, 1-3A must be some
years earher; and as there is no allusion to the massacres of
Antiochufl Epiphanes, the above date (170) is the latest reasonable limit for its composition. This book, i.e. 1-36, is the oldest
piece of Jewish literature that teaches the general resurrection
of Israel, that de8cril>eH iSheol according to the conception that
grcvaJls in NT as opTioaed to that of OT, and that represents
ehenna as a flna! place of punishment. The problem of the
author is to Jvistify the ways of God to men. The rigJiteous
will not always suffer (V).
Sin is the cause of this Buffering,
and the sin of man Is due, not to Adam, but to the lust of the
angels— the watchers (9« * '0 108). Hence the watchers, their
companions, and their children will be destroyed (10*l*>. 12)^
and their destruction will form the prelude to the first worldJudgment, of which the Dehii^e will form the completion (10' 3).
But sin still prevails after the Deluge, through the inlluence
of the evil spirits that go forth from the slaughtered children
of the watchers and the daughters of men (16i).
These act
with impunity till the final judgment. In the meantime, char•i.ter flntls its recomnenst-, tn some measure, iniiiiediately after
death {'Z'l). In the last Judgment the watcherM, the demons,
and all classes of Isr, with one exception, will receive their
final award (1* 22'*X
This Judgment is preceded bv a general
nsur. of Israel (22). The wicked are cast into Oelienna (*.;7^,
the earth Is cleansed from sin (102022)^ the Mess, kingdom is
established with Jerus. as its centre (25'^), and God abides with
men (26>). The Gentiles become righteous and worship God
(lOa^X The righteous cat of the tree of life(2M«), and thereby
enjoj patriarchal lives {b'J). As to whot befalls the righteovis
after the second death, there is no hint in tliis fragmentary
section.

consisting of 83-90, was written between b.o. 160-161
the Moccab. movement, and nminly
as Daniel. On a variety of ground's
we are obliged to discriminate this section from the preceding.
It will be enough to mention that, whereas there is a Messiah
In the latter, there is none in the former ; in the latter the

Part

II.,

by a ^asld In support of
from the same standpoint
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life of the righteous is apparently unending, in the former it
is finite
in the latter the scene of the kingdom is the New
Jerus. set up by God Himself, in the former it is Jerus. and
the entire earth unchanged though purified. Finally, the picture in 83-90 is developed and spiritual, while that in 1-30 ia
naive, primitive, and sensuous.
The date assigned above is not difficult to fix. The Haaidim,
symbolized by the lambs that are born to the white sheep (9u''),
are already an organized party in the Maccab. revolt. The
lambs that become horned are the Maccab. family, and the
great horn who is still warring while the author of the section
18 writing, is Judas the Maccabee (90^), who died B.C. 161.
Chs. 83-yO recount two visions, 83-84 deal with the first worldJudLinent, 85-90 with the entire history of tlie world till the
final judgment.
In the second vision the interest centres
mainly in the calamities that befall Isr. from the exile onwanls.
Why has Isr. become a by-word among the nations, and the
servont of one Gentile power after anotherV Is there no recompense for the righteous nation and the righteous individual?
Isr. has indeed sinned, but the punishment inuueasurubly transcends the guilt. But these undue severities, according to the
author, liave not come upon Isr. from God's hand, but from the
seventy shepherds into whose care God conmiitted Isr. (895'*)These shepherds or angels have proved faithless to their trust,
;

An account has been taken of all
but not with impunity.
their deeds and of all whom they have wickedly destroyed
Moreover, when the outlook is darkest, a righteous
league will be established in Isr. (906), and from a family belonging to it will come forth the deliverer, i.e. Judas Maccabaous
(9U»-I6).
Every effort of the Gentiles to destroy him will prove
vain, and God's intervention personally will be the signal for
The wicked shepherds and fallen
their destruction (901").
watchers will be cast into the abyss of fire (Tartarus), and
Tnen Go<i Himself will
the apostates into Gehenna (ito'^^^S),
set up the New Jerus. (902^ 2H)^ the dispersion will be brought
i>ack to Jems., the righteous dead raised to take part in the
kingdom, and the surviving Gentiles will be converted and
serve Isr. (90^'').
Finally, the Messiah will appear amongst
them (90^), and His Itingdom will endure for ever. It shouUl
be observed that we have here the earliest appearance of the
Messiah in non-canonical literature.
Part III., consisting of 91-104, was written between b.o.
134-95. The clearly defined opposition between the riglitt'ous
and their 8adducean opponents which appears so frciiuently in
this section cannot have been earlier than the breach between
John Ilyrcanus and the Pharisees, hence not earlier than
for it is not reasonable
B.o. 134, onti not subsequent to B.C. 95
to suppose that the savage cruelties that won for Jannajus the
title 'slayer of the pious' could have been referred to only
once, and that incidentally, in the general terms of 103'^. On
the derangements which this section bos sustained at the hands
of the final editor we have already touched above.
The internal difference that subsists between this section and
Part II. is very remarkable. As we pass from 83-90 to 91-104 we
In all
feel we are entering into a world of new conceptions.
(ygfli-W).

;

previous apocalj-ptic writings the resur. and tne final judgment have been' the prelude to an everlasting Mesa, kingdom,
and not till then, in fact, do the righteous enter on their
reward. Rut the Mess, kingdom to which this writer looks
forward is only of temporary duration (911"'*-!''). In this kingdom
no place is found for a Messiah the righteous, with God's lielp,
vindicate iheir Just cause and destroy their oppressors. On the
close of this kingdom follow the final Judgment and the risen
;

From
spiritual life of blessedness in a new heaven (91'^ 92^).
such a view of the future it is obvious that, for the writer, the
centre of interest has passed from the material world to the
spiritual, and the Mess, kingdom is no longer the goal of the
hopes of the righteous. Their faith finds its satisfat^tion only
The righteous, it
in a blessed immortality in heaven itself.
is true, who are living on the advent of the Mess, kingdom
will Indeed be recompensed with all good things, but the departed righteous will not rise thereto, but to the everlasting
This blessed
sjiiritual life which will follow the final Judgment.
immortality after the final judgment is an immortality of the
soul nrily (in.'l.'i *), a view that is inii>lied also in the later books,
the Ps-Sol and the Book of Jubilees. As for the wicked, they
shall descend into the 8heol of darkness and flame, and abide
there evt-rlantingly (1)83 10 1047- **). In this sectitjn Shool appears
as hell, iiossibly for the first time in Iit<-rature (103'X
Part iV. The Similitudes, consisting of 37-70, were written
between B.C. 94-79 or B.C. 70-04. With some of the characteristics which distinguish these chapters from the rest of the
book we have already dealt above. We are here concerned
mainly with the detenninatlon of the date. 'The kings and
the niighty,' so often denounced in the Similitudes, are the
latrr Maccab. princes and their Sadduccon supporters; for the

blood of the righteous was not shed, as the writer complainH,
before D.c. 96 :— the later Maccab. i>r)ncc8 and not the Heroils
for the Sadducces were not allies of the latter, a'jd Rome was
not as yet known to the writer as one of the great worldpowers. This last fact necessitates an earlier iXWa. than b.o. 04,
when Rome interposed authoritatively in the al^a^rs of Judwa.
If the reader will turn to the list of Noa/-b[c i.it^Tpolations ho
will find that many of them are to be found In this section.
These have, as a rule, been drawn from an u'.ready existing
Apoc. of Noah and a<lapt«d by their editor to their" adjoining
contexts in Enoch. This ho docs by borrowing characteristio
tenns, such as l/ord of S)>irit8,' Head of Days.' Son of Man,
to which, either through ignorance or of set intentfoQi he gonon
ally gives a new connotation.
in Ills attempt to solve the problem of the sufFeriDg of the
'

'

'

—
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righteous, this author haa no interest save in the moml and
spiritual worlds.
His view, too, is strongly apocaI>T)tic, and
follows closely in the wake of Daniel. The orijpn" of ain is
traced one st-iije farther lack than in 1-30. The first authors of
in were the Sitans (407). The watchers fell through becoming
subject to those, and leadinj,' mankind astray (546). Though the
watchers were forthwith confined in a deep abyss, sin still
flourishes in the world, and sinners deny the name of the Lord

and of His Anointed (48'"), and the kings and the
miffhty oppress the children of God (6211). But suddenly there
will appear the Head of Days, and with Him the Son of Man
(46^ 3. 4 4^:^)^ to execute judgment upon all alike. And to this
end th.re will be a resur. ofall Isr. (511 eis)^ and all judgment
will be committed to the Son of Man (41', 69"), who will judije
all accortling to their deeds (411).
gjn and wTong.doing nnll be
banished from the earth (4'.'-), and heaven and earth will be
transformed (45*. &), and the righteous will have their mansions
therein (398 uly The Elect One will dwell amongst them (454) ;
they will be clad in garments of hfe (6215- 16), and become
angels in heaven (51*), and continue to grow in knowledge and
righteousness (6S&X
It will be observed that the Messianic doctrine in this section
Ifl unique, not only as regards the other sections of
E., but also
In Jewish literature as a whole.
The Messiah pre-erists from
the beginning (4S2) ; He sitfi on the throne of God (453 473)^
and possesses univereal dominion (626), and all judgment is committed unto Him (6927). If we turn to the other sections we
find that in 1-36 and 91-104 there is no Messiah at all, while in
83-90 the Messiah is evidently human, and has no real r61e to
play in the doctrine of the last things.
Before we pass to Part V. it will be advantageous to observe
that the varj'ing relations in which the Maccabees stood to the
Hasid or Pharisaic party are faithfully reflected in the Books of
t., i.e. Parts II., III., and IV.
In Part II., i.e. 8.3-90, the Maccabees are the leaders of the righteous, and their efforts form the
prelude to the Mess, kingdom. In Part III., i.e. 91-104, they
are no longer at the head of the Uasids, but as yet they have
not become their declared foes : they are the secret abettors of
their Sadducean oppressors. But when we come to Part IV.,
i.e. the .Similitudes, the Maccab. princes have ceased to disguise
their enmity, and now take the lead in every act of oppression
and murder practised on the Pharisees.
Part V. The Book of Celestial Physics consists of 72-78. 82.
79.
Here, as in Part III., the order of the chapters has been
changed by the final editor ; 79, which forms the true conclusion
of this work, has been placed immediately after 78, and two
chapters, 80-81, which are quite alien in spirit and statement,
have been interpolated.
The chronological system of this book, which is most perplexing, constitutes an attempt to establish an essentially Heb.
calendar over-against the heathen calendars in vogue around.
Though quite valueless in itself, it gives us some knowledge of
the chronological systems that were known to Pal. Jews. Thus
the writer is acqviainted with the signs of the zodiac, the spring
and autumn equinoxes, the summer and winter solstices, and
the synodic months. He is familiar also with the (>r. eightyear cycle, and the seventy-six years' cycle of Calippus.
Part VI. The interpolations from the Book of Noah. These
have been enumerated above. By moans of these fragments,
and of the large section of this lost book preserved in the Book
of Jubilees, and of othera still surviving in later Heb. literature,
it would be possible to restore the Book of Noah in some of its
of spirits (382)

main
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outlines.

V. Influence

on Later Literatdtie.—The

influence of E. on Jewish literature, to exclude for
the moment the NT, is seen in the Bk. of Jubilees
(written about the beginning of the Christian era),

the Slavonic Enoch (A.D. 1-50), the Testaments
of the XII Patriarchs, the Apocalypse of Baruch,
and 4 Ezra. It is important to observe that, in
the last two books just enumerated, E. is not
mentioned by name, although their writers laid
the Enoehic books not infrequently under contribution.
This silence, however, was intentional.
E. 's acceptance among Christians as a Messianic
prophet was the eround of his rejection among
the Jews and although, prior to A.D. 40, he was
the chief figure, next to Daniel, in Jewish apocalyptic, in subsequent Jewish literature his functions and achievements are assigned to others,
such as Moses, Ezra, Baruch. This opposition to
E. is unswervingly pursued in the Talra., and his
name and works are always studiously ignored
;

(see Charles, Apocali/p.ieo/Banich,])\). 21-22, 101).
On these facts we rai^^ht found an Enoehic canon.
early Jeioiih book which extols E. could have
been written after A.D. 50, and the attribution of E.'s

No

words and achievements in early Jewish works to
tome other OT hero is a sign that they were written
tubsiHiuent to the Pauline preaching of Christianity.
In Patristic literature
Scrijiture in the Ep. of

Enoch is twice cited as
Barnabas (4' 16''). It is

also quoted \vith ajmroval, though not always by
name, by Justin Slartyr, Iren;eus, Athenagoras,
Tertullian, Clement Alex., Origen, Anatolius.

Thenceforward it is mentioned \^'ith disapproval
by Hilary, Chrysostom, Jerome, Augustine, and
finally condemned in explicit terms in the Const.
Ap. vL 16.
Far surpassing in importance the preceding was
its influence on NT (a) diction and (o) doctrine.

We

(a)
shall here draw attention only to the
indubitable instances. It is quoted directly in
Jude'*-". Phrases, clauses, or thoughts derived
from it are found also in Jude *, Rev 2^ 3>» 4" B"
91 J420 2013, Ro 83« g-i, Eph 1=1, He U", Ac 3", Jn
S^"", Lk 9« 169 23'», Mt ig^* 25" 26»*.
(6) The doctrines in E. that had a share in
moulding the corresponding NT doctrines, or
formed a necessary link in the development of
doctrine from OT to NT, are tliose concerning the
Messianic kingdom and the Messiah, Sheol and
the Resurrection, and demonology. As we cannot
here enter into a discussion of these questions, we
shall confine our remarks to the doctrine of the
Messiah in Enoch. First, we should observe that
four titles, applied, for the first time in literature,
to the personal Jlessiah in the Similitudes, are
afterwards reproduced in NT. These are Christ'
(or 'the Anointed One'), 'the Righteous One,'
the Elect One,' and the Son of Man.' The first
title, found repeatedly in earlier writings, but
always in reference to actual contemporary kings
or priests, is now for the first time (48"'' 52^) applied
It is here
to the Messianic king that is to come.
In Psassociated with supernatural attributes.
Sol, written a few years later, it is applied to a
merely human Messiah.
The second and third
titles,
the Righteous One,' the Elect One,' wliich
are found first in E., have passed over into NT,
the former occurring in Ac 3" 7" 22'*, the latter in
Lk ff» 23=". The last title, the Son of Man,'
appears for the first time in Jewish literature in
E., and is historically the source of the NT designation.
To the latter it contributes some of its
most characteristic contents, particularly those
relating to judgment and universal authority.
Thus statements in E. respecting the Son of Man
are quoted by the evangelists respecting the
'

'

'

'

'

'

NT

Son of Man. Jn S**- "
judgment unto the Son

'

.

He hath committed
.

.

because he

is

all

the Son

of Man,' is a quotation from Enoch 69" ' The sum
of judgment was committed unto him, the Son of
Man.' It should be here observed that in E. the
Messiah is represented for the first time as Judge
Again, Mt 19™ When the Son of
of mankind.
Man shall sit on the throne of his glon? ' is from
'
Enoch 62^ When thev see the Son of Afan sitting
on the throne of his glory.' It is well known that
the use of this phrase as a Mess, title is confined in
NT, with two exceptions, to the Gospels, and in
them it ia used only by our Lord in speaking of
Himself. Its survival, however, as a Mess, designation among the Jews, is attested by a passage in
the Talm. Jer., Taanith ii. 1: ' Abbahu said:
" If a man says to thee I am God, he lies ; I am
the Son of Alan he will at last repent it : I
he will not
lie said
it,
if
a.scend to heaven
prove it."' See further, Eschat. of Apocr.
R. H. Charles.
'

—

—
—

ENOCH, BOOK OF THE SECRETS OF.— In
Origen's de Princip. i. 3. 2 we Ihid the following
statement in reference to the Bk. of Enoch
(juem Hennas conscripsit,
Nam et in eo libello
Prinio omnium crede, quia unus est
ita refertur
sed et in Enoch
omnia
Deus, qui
esse fecit
Now, as a matter
libro his similia describuntur.'
of fact, this statement cannot be justified from the
Ethiopic Enoch. Accordingly, till the discovery of
the present book it was necessary to assume «itliei
:

'

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.
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we liad liere a mistake of Driven, or else tliat
he liail before liini a portion of the Enocli literature
nnknuwii to later generations. That the latter
as.suMi|ition was the true one we are now aVile to
that

'

of tlie Secrets of Enoch
we have an elaborate account of the creation, 2429^', and an insistence on the unity of God, 33* 36'.
Further, in the Testaments of the XII Patriarc/is
there are several direct references to the Uk. of
Enoch.
Some of them have clearly to do with
the Ethiopic Enoch, but others have as clearly no
connexion with it. Now, the bulk of the latter

see

lor in tlie

:

'

The Book

be traced to the book with which we are at
present dealing. This book, as it has been preserved only in Slavonic, it will be convenient to
call
the Slavonic Enoch in contradistinction to
the older book, which we may fitly designate the
Ethiopic Enoch,' seeing that it has come down to
us in Its entirety only in that language.
This new fragment of the Enoch literature has
onlv recently come to light through certain MSS
whicli were found in Russia and Servia.
Although
the very knowledge that such a book ever existed
was lost for probably I'JOO years, it was nevertheless
much used both by Christian and heretic in the
early centuries. Thus citations appear from it,
though without acknowledgiiient, in the liook of
Adam and Eve, the Apocalypses of Moses and
I'aul (A.D. 400-500), the Sibylline Oracles, the
Ascension of Isaiah, and the Ep. of Barnabas (A.D.
70-90).
It is quoted by name in the apocalyptic
portions of the Testaments of the A'll Patriarclis
It was referred to by Origen, and
(c. A.D. 1).
probably by Clement of Alexamlria, and was used
by Iren.eua. Some phrases of
may be derived

may

'

'

'

NT

from

it.

Jf.5.?.—There are ave Slav. MS8.
The first
A) belonK'8 to the 17th cent., and contains the complete
It was cditcHl by Popov in ISSU, and forms tlie basis of
text.
the text which appears in the Morflll.Charles ed. of 18;»0. Tlie
ccond M.S— ft IKth cent, one— was discovered by Sokolov in
1886.
This also preserves the complete text. The remaining
three MSS are very incomplete. The most important of these

Tht Slaronie

(i.t.

B) is preserved in the Public Library of Belgrade.
Ediliojis and TTanslations. The present writer, learning
throiifh a German review in 1802 of the existence of a Slav. VS
of the Ethiopic Bk. of Enoch, at once proceeded by Mr. MorfllTs
help to make himself ac()uainted with two distinct recensions
This speedily led to the discovery that it was not
of this work.
a Slav. VS of the Ethiopic Enoch, but of a hitherto unknown and
extremely valuable nseudepitfrnph. By means of Mr. Morflll's
tr. of the .M.^S A ana B and of Sokolov's t6xt«, an En^. V8 and
Six
ed. of this book was issued in the bcfrinninfc of 180G.
months later Bonwetsch's Da* .^tav. Ilenochtntch appeared, in
which German tr*. of the M.SS A and B are given side by side,
preceiled by a short introdiietion, founded professedly in the
main ou Ctiarles' edition. This is a serviceable work.

{i.e,

—

in their references to and quotations from the
Slavonic Enoch.
The l>ook was written in Eg3'pt. This is
deducible from the following facts: (1) From the
variety of speculations which it holds in common
with I'hilo and other Hellenistic writers thus souls
were created before the foundation of the world,
23» ; cf. Philo, <k Homno, i. 22 ; Wis 8>"-».
Again,
man has seven natures, 30"; cf. I'hilo, de Mundi
Op. 40. (2) The whole Messianic teaching of OT
linds not a single echo in the work of this Hcllcnized

—

:

Israelite of Egypt, although he shows familiarity
with most of its books. (3) The I'hceni.xes and
Clialkydries of ch. 12 are natural products of the
Egjp. imagination.
(4) The syncretistic character of the creation narrative in 25-26 betrays
Egyp. elements.
III.

Language and Place of Writing.— The

ilaterials originally derived from this t>ook are discoverable
in Cedrciius and Joel (a.d. lu50-l-.iU0), though in these authors
these materials are assigned to other names. Two p-ossages of
the Book of
and Eve in I. vi. and viii. are alt but quotations from 29^- * and al- of our book. Again, in the Apoc of
Moses (ed. Tisch. 1806), p. 19, we have a further development
of 14^4 of our text. Just as in the Apoc. of Paul, p. 64, curct
irrit i wetfiuiti^Of, Ivfdc
ilviper . .
i, w iT«,iTat,(To T» Tttv/j.x
TO «>-j«>, is a Christian adaptation of 8^ * And in the midst (of
Paradise is) the tree of Ufe ... on which God_ rests when lie
comes unto Paradise.' Again, the words, p. 64, ix rr.t pl^y-.e tcirou

Adam

.

*i^'PX*^'

TOTxutt

of this book was written at the first
This is clear from such statements
30"
'And
I gave him a name {i.e. Adam)
(1)
from the four substances the East, the West, the
North, and the South.'
Adam's name is thus
derived from the initial letters of the Gr. names

Greek.

as

:

of

the

four quarters,

i.e.
dvoroXii, iuatt, ipKTos,
Tills fanciful
derivation was first
elaboritcd in Greek, as it is impossible in the Sem.

luTTiuppla.

languages; but the iilea that Adam was created
from dust belonging to the four quarters of the
earth is Jewish. (2) The writer follows the chronologj- of the lyXX.
(3) In 50' be rc|iroduce8 the
LX.\ text of I)t 32» against the Hebrew. (4) He
constantly uses Sir, which wa.s chiclly current in
Egypt. Ihit though tlie main pari of the book

was written

originiilly in (!rccU, certain portions of
llcb. originals.
Such an hyponecessary
thesis is
to account for the quotations
from or references to it which appear in the
Testaments of tlir XII Patrinrihs.
1 he fact that
the latter work was written in Hebrew obliges us to
ooncludo that its authors drew upon Ueb. originals
it

were based on

.

.

.

i/iatp,

Tirrtcfit;

.

.

.

lit

fj,t/>i^o;At*»>

.

.

f:c*Ttt

.

rtffffaipn

fj^tXi Ktti

and

epiyuxret,

y«.Xet tut*

I

p.

62,

Xeeie* xa't olvo*^

are

reproductions ot 8* Erom its root in the garden there
go furth four streams which pour honey and milk, oil and wine,
and are separated in four directions.* The passage in the
aiionymoiia De Montibiis Sina et ^km, 4, is ultimately derived
from ;ilii^, and Augustine's peculiar speculation on the eighth
verlial

'

eternal day (De Civ. xxii.

0)

3)1.

from

SS'.

Still earlier we find almost a verbal reproduction of 50^-611 Id
the Sibylline Dracles, ii. 76. In Iren»us, Contra Ufjer. v. 28. 3,
the Jewish speculation of 33* ^ is reproduced, and possibly in

Origen (see Loiiiinatiwch, ed. xxi. 69). However this may be,
there is no doubt as to the direct reference to 24-30. 33**, in the
In a still
Df- I'ri7u-ip. i, 3. 2. as we have already shown above.
earlier period, a.d. 60-100. the writer of the Ascension of Isaiah
^is was most probabtv ac()uainted with 19^, and the writer of
the Apoc. Bar 69j » 10 11 with various passages of this book.
In the Ep. of Barnabas 155-8, and probably in 181, the thought

and diction are dependent on 32^33 and

30'*.

NT

the similarity of matter and language is
Bufliciently great to establish a close connexion, if
not a literary dependence. With Mt 5' Blessed
are the peacemakers,' cf. 52" Blessed is he who
with Mt 5"" "• " Swear not at
establishes peace
all,' etc., cf. 49'
I will not swear by a single oath,
neither by heaven, nor by earth, nor by any other
creature which God made. ... If there is no truth
in man, let them swear by a word, yea, yea, or
nay, nay.' Again, with Mt 7" and 25" cf. 42'* and
In

'

'

'

;

'

'

with Jn 14^

;

Kev

main part
in

and Cueistian

Kelation to Jewish

Litep.atuue.

9'

II.

T09

9'

and

still earlier

name

6P

cf.

10»-« ef. 42'

we

in the Test.

find this

Dan.

6,

;

with Eph 4»

and

cf. 42'»

;

with

65'.

book not only Ofled. but quoted by
where the statement, rit vhi/m^tw*

'Ef«y r«v itnmim, 'in i »fx*"
18^ "These are the Ongorl
their prince Satanail reject^-d the
holy Ijord.' Finally, the references to Enoch in Te^t. A'avh. i^
*!>-(«* i* ypa^ dc/i« *E»^x* **' *A'V* *' vf^it mrtr^vrtroi ir4
Knpiev. wtptvc/^utot lutTdt wirtit wutrtpittt iStaiw, maii vm*)«-iti MMfii wirmt
Imt it
«»*^<a* loiauo"- Mu iroc^u ufMt KupiH etixu^Xi»r'»r
«,«XM<r^ KupitK v«icfT«( vf^e, arc an adaptation of 34' ^ I know the
wirki ilriess of men
that tliey will cost o(T my yoke . . and
sodomy and all other impure practices
flu all the world with
and on thisaiu-oiint t will bring a deluge upon the earth, and
In the Tejit. Sim. 6, Text. Ben). 9, we Ilnd
I will di-'Stroy all.'
ailditiorial references to this prophecy, in which Enoch foretoUI
Test Jud. 18 may be derived
the iniimre pnietices of men.
from the same sourc*.

cAa*rr itlyi^f ykf

riii

l/Av*

irT»

(i.«.

'V..ypKyapi>')

«

2<xT«*«c, is

i*

^<^Aa>

drawn from

who with

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

IV. Date and AuTiionsHrp. The question of
the date has to a large extent been determined
alrc.uly.
The nortions which have a lleb. background are at latest pre-Christian. This follows
fioiii the fact of their quotation in the Tcstainents
nf the XII Patriarchs. Turning to the rest of the
book, the terminus a quo is (letermined by the
fact that it frequently uses Sir, cf. 43"' 47» 52*
61''- ' etc.
The Ethiopic Enoch, further, is oontinu-
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heaven (20-21), where he sees God sittingon His throne^
Its phrase- seventh
steps of ths
and the heavenly hosts in their ten orders on the
"""
And t- (-.!)
' 33*reproduced,
Vare
throne, and the seraphim singing the tnsagion.
Oiogy and conceptions
worshipped and Michael, at God s command, took
At times its views are put forward in a fell down and
35^'etc.
with the holy oU
'' 40'» 64» ; and occasionally from him his earthly robe and anointed hun that stood in the
8>form,
developed
from the or6or muerUardicB, the olive tree
16'
18
of Ood s glory.
enunciated,
raiment
are
the
conceptions
with
him
divergent
garden, and clothed
glorious ones. And b. (li),
Finally, explanations are claimed to have been And thus E, became Uke one of the
"i thirty dayj
books
a«5
wrote
Vretil,
of
the instruction
about
given by this writer which, as a matter of fact, are underthirty
nights about things in heaven and earth, and
and
not to be found in his writings, but in the Ethiopic the souls if men created from eternity, and their future dwellingthe
created
to E. how He
Enoch, see 4U°- '• '• ". It is possible that Wis was places. In 24-26 God makes knowncommanded
Adoil (possibly
Since, therefore, invisible out of the visible how He
also used by our author, see 65^.
forth
come
=
of God) and Arkhas to
this a corruption of Uriel light
world below
Sir, Eth. Enoch, and Wis (!) were used by
and buret asunder, and so the light on high and the
author, his work cannot have been earlier than were produced. And God divided the light and the darkness
the waters
caused
(iod
And
heavens.
seven
(27), and made the
B.C. 30.
place, and
,
^
are under the heavwis to be gathered into one
its midst
The terminus ad quern must be set down as which
in
abyss
an
and
earth
the
made
out of the waters He
still
is
second
temple
the
For (1) the
earlier than 70 A.D.
Such was the work of the first day. And on
C'S)
hke that
nature
hosts
a
the
heavenly
used
by
the
and
for
all
day God fashioned
standing. (2) This book was known
and
rebelled
(291-3), and one of the archangels, Satanail,
writers of the Ep. of Barnabas and the Ascension of fire
And on the third
cast him down from the heights (29»
God
of
writers
of
the
and
some
herbs
and
of Isaiah, and probably by
dav God (30i 2) caused the earth to produce trees
Paradise. And on the
may therefore with reasonable certainty every seed that U sown, and planted be
NT.
circle*
in the various
great lighU to
assign the composition of this book in Greek to the fourth (303-6) God ordered Aphrodite, Ares, the Sun, Zeus, Hennes,
of the heaven3,i.e. Kruno,
period A.D. 1-50, to an author who is thus a con- the Moon. And Ood appointed the sun and moon to give light to
temporary of Philo, and who holds many specula- the earth, and to proceed through the twelve signs of the zodiac
sea and the fowl
And on the fifth (30' W) God created the fish of the
tions in common with him.
earth And on the
heaven, and everything that moveth on the
The author was an orthodox Hellenistic Jew of
and railed him Adam,
sixth He made man from seven substances,
two
who lived in Egypt. He believed in the value of from the four quarters of the worid, and showed to him the
was m 1 aradise
Bacrihces, 42« SQ"- * 66^ (but he is careful to enforce wavs of light and darkness. And while Adam
angels
the
see
could
he
that
open
so
^^
enlightened views with regard to them, 45'- * 61'- °), the heavens were
deceived Eve. And uoa
50^ heaven (31) but Satan envied hun, and
*'"'=^
»'
(331the
in the law, 52'-», and in a blessed immortality,
at
day
»),
>-if.'"'"'"e;
established the eighth
Hmise f to E^ M
65*- '"'°, in which the righteous will wear 'the
time should be no more. And God announced
My '^°^
the eternal One. and the One not made with hands.
raiment of God's glory,' 22^ In Questions affectcoiTUption of the
my counsellor, and my word is reality.' "Thethe
on of
preseri-at
ing the origin of the earth, sin, death, he allows is
and
foretold,
then
earth and the Deluge are
himself the most unrestricted freedom, and borrows Noah ch 35. God bids E. to return to the earth for thirtj days
admonishes
L
(36-38).
time
30'«,
Egyptian
that
during
and teach his sons
from every quarter. Thus Platonic
he ^as seen the
incorporated in and instmcts his sons, and tells them what
25'-', and Zend SS""' elements are
winds, the thunder
courses of the sun and moon, the seasons the
syncretistic.
highly
gives uttenuice
The result is
this system.
and lightning. Hades and hell and Paradise, and
He impresses on them the incomto nine beatitudes (39-42).
short
with
a
opens
book
—
The
Contents.
V. Analysis of
than he who fears
parable dignity of goodness-' none is greater
account of Enoch as 'a very wise man" whom God loved and
They are not to re^ Ue the person of man, for he who
God
(43).
the
abodes,
heavenly
the
see
should
he
received, so that
are to make their
reviles man in reality reviles God: they
kingdoms of the wise, great, and never-changing God.' In ch. 1 offerings, and yet not to value them unduly, but consider the
ascend
ready
to
make
to
bid
him
and
E.,
L. gives his
two an!,'tl8 appear to
motive mther from which they spring (44-16).
swear, neither by
with them unto heaven. In ch. 2 E. admonishes his sons not to
books to his sons (47) instructs them not to
walk

ally presupposed in the background.

;

.

'

:

•

<•).

We

;

•

'

'

worship vain gods; not to turn aside from God, but to
before the face of the Lord and keep his judgments,' and directs
them not to seek for him till he is brought hack to them.
Thereupon (3-8) the angels carry E, aloft through the air to the
greater than the
first heaven, where he sees a verj- great sea,

;

which G(xi
heaven nor by earth nor by any other ^rea are
number
made (49) bids them in meekness to accomplish the
themselves, and to be
of their davs, to refrain from avenging
"'"nciates
he
Again
(.iO-61).
need
in
open-handed to those
"The
woes (62).
seven beatitudes and their corresponding
At the
earthly sea likewise the elders and the rulers of the stars, and
departed saints do not intercede for the hving (63).
lliat
angels
dread
the
and
and
ice
snow
the treasuries of the
again addresses his sons.
close of the appointed time (65-69) E.
giiard them, and the treasuries of the clouds and of the dew and
to the highest
He announces to them his coming departure
their guardian angels. Thence (7) he is carried to the second
soul shall pensh till the final
no
that
declares
He
heavens.
bring charges
heaven, where he sees 'the prisoners suspended, reserved for,
then
will
beasts
of
souls
iud.inent, and that the
and awaiting the eternal Ju<igment.' And these angels, who Snst the men who ill-treated them. He gives further instrucaiid warns
together with their prince had rebelled against Crtxi, besought
needy,
the
to
duty
their
And E. tion as to sacrifice, and
Peop^
E. (Just as in Eth. Enoch IS-") to intercede for them.
. J^e
gainst uimatural sins, contempt and lying ('«-63)them
addreMes
answered, Who am I, a mortal man, that I should pray for
He
of
E
leave
take
assemble in Achuzan to
He
angels? Who knows whither I go, or what awaits mcY' Next
exhorts them to faithfulness.
and
topics,
various
on
the
shall
times
'the
E. is carried up to the third heaven (8), and placed 'in
«hi^^h
after
judgment,
announces the great
beautiful
of
trees
all
the
sees
there
he
And
ana
midst of a garden."
be no year, nor month, nor daJ.
and the tree of perish, and there shall
colours, and their fruits ripe and fragrant
Moreover, there shall be no labour
there shall be no hours.'
Paradise,' and
lite ... on which God rest* when he comes into
anxiety, nor need, nor night nor
sorrow,
nor
sickness,
nor
the four streams which go forth from its root, 'pouring honey
He is then earned oH W the
light.'
darkness, but a great
Paradise
the
down
to
go
And
these
wine.
and milk, oil and
build an altar m
.'
And hi-hest heaven. And his sons thereupon
of Eden, between corruptibility and incorruptibility.
rejoicmg and praismg God
'.estival,
and hold high
Achuzan
eternal
an
prepared
as
la
place
this
E.
that
the angels inform
(64-fl8).
inheriUnce for those who turn their eyes from unrighteousness and accomplish a righteous Judgment, and give bread to
VI The AtJTHOK's Views on Anthropology.
and
before the
the hungrv, and clothe the naked, and raise the fallen,
Ali tlie souls of men were created
then
E.
is
the
Lord.'
of
face
before
the
blame
walk without
future
foundation of the world, 23», and also a
taken to the northern region of this heaven (10), and show-n
every indi'a very terrible place of savage darkness and impenetrable
place of abode in heaven or hell for
body was made
gloom,' with fire on all sides, and on all sides cold and ice.' He
vidual eoul, 49» 58» 61».
u then told that this place is prepared as an eternal inheritance |
his name, as we
of seven substances, 30«, and
for those who commit evil deeds on earth, sodomy, witchcraft,"
God from
who oppress the poor, who are guilty of 'stealing, flying, liave already seen, was given to him by
.
originally
calumnies, envy, evil thoughts, fornication, murder,' who
the four quarters. Man was created
'worship gods without life.' Thence E. is conduoted to the
the
good free will was bestowed upon him, with
fourth heaven, where he is shown the courses of the sun and
He was instructed
moon (11), and the phoenixes and the chalkadri (12), 'withtlie knowledge of good and evil.
darkness and then
feet and tails of fions and the heads of crocodiles; their
in tlie two ways of light and
liut
appearance was of purple colour like the rainbow their size
his own destiny, 30'».
mould
to
permitted
nine hundred measures. Their wings were like those of angels,
his preferencea
his connexion with the body biassed
each with twelve, and they attend the chariot of the sun.' And
ensued as the
the angels show him also the eastern and western pates of the
in tlie direction of evil, and death
sun (13-16), and 'an anned host serving the Lord with cymbals
All men will be judged hnal y,
sin, oO'".
of
wa.'es
where
and organs' (17). In 18 E. is taken up to the fifth heaven,
4Qi?.is. ti,e ri.rliteous will e.scjii)e tlie last judghe sees the watchers who had rebelled, and whose bretliren
bu«
ment, (i,^.» UG', and be gathered to eternal life j
were alreadv confined in torment in the second heaven. Then
the wicked, lO;^he passes to the sixth heaven (19), where are the angels who
hell will be the eternal abode of
stars,
the
regulate all the powers of nature and the courses of
death, iZ
there is no place of repentance after
and write down the deeds of men. Finally, E. ia raised to the and
;

;
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ENOCH

EX-ROGEL

(CITY)

^^I. Value of the Book rx f.i.ucidatijtg coxTF.MI'ORARY AND SUllSEliUENT THOUGHT. Fresh
evidence on the following beliefs is contributed by
This Jewish conthis book.
i. The millennium.
From this its
ception is first found in 32--33°.
oriirin is clear.
The account in Gn of the first
week of creation came in pre-Christian times to be
regarded, not only as a historj- of the past, but as a
forecast of the future history of the world so created.
Thus, as the world was created in six days, its history was to last 6000 for 1000 years wifli God are
as one day Ps 90\ Jub. 4», 2 P 3») and as God rested
on the seventh day, so at the close of 6000 years
there shoulil be a rest of 1000 years, i.e. the millennium. Thereupon followed tlie future world of
eternal bliss, designated as the eighth eternal day.
ii.
The seven heavens. The detailed account of
the seven heavens in this book has served to
explain diflioulties in OT conceptions of the
heavens, and has shown beyond the reach of
controversy that the sevenfold division of the
heavens was accepted by St. Paul and the author
of Hebrews, and probably in Rev. From this book,
further, it is clear that a feature impossible in
modem conceptions of heaven shows itself from
time to time in pre-Christian and also in early
Cliristian conceptions, i.e. the belief in the presence
of evil, or in the possibility of its appearance in
the heavens. For a discussion of this question the
reader should consult Expository Times (art. The
Seven Heavens '), Nov. and Dec. 1895, and Charles,
The Book of the Secrets of Enoch, pp. xxx-xlvii.
R. H. ChaelES.
ENOCH (City).—See ENOCH 1 (p. 704'').
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ENOS

(so
in Lk Z^), the same as EhosB
the name of the son of Seth (Gn 4*). He
was the father of Kenan ; and the length of his
life is stated as fiOo years (Gn 5").
It is said in
connexion with the mention of his birth,
then
began men to call upon the name of J"' (4^).
(3•;^<),

'

'
man in his frailty and weakfact of prayer being made to J" first
when Enosh was bom, perhaps indicates allegoric.illy the belief that men were then first driven by
sickness, and by a sense of frailty and dependence,
to crv for help to the invisible Creator. The LXX,
whicli translates the second clauseof 4" oJtos fj\n<r€v
'

Enosh

nesis.'

'

denotes

The

i-KiKoXtiaeai K.T.X.,

a.s.«ociates

Enosh himself with

this step in the spiritual life of the human race
(cf. parallels 4^ and 10*).
Tl-.e advance thus made
by the generation of Enosh the son of Seth is
evidentl}' intended to stand as the counterpart to
the advance in another aspect of life represented
by Enoch the parallel generation in the line of
Cain (4"). It has been suggested that this mention of Enosh and of the first recourse to prayer to
J" must have been derived from a source of J
tradition distinct from that which records the
sacrifices of Cain and Abel, inasmuch aa sacrifice
would imply supplication to the Deity.

—

EN-RIMMON

—

(Jtel

H. E. RyLK.
pa 'spring of [the] pome-

granate').
One of the settlements of Judahites
after the return from the Exile, Neh 11*.
In Jos
iri*-' amongst the towns assigned to Judah we find
' Ain
and Rimmon,' and in 19' (cf. 1 Ch 4")
amongst those assigned to Simon are 'Ain, Rimmon.' In all these instances there can be little
doubt that we ought to read neither itoi] pv nor py
This reading is
py^, but ib-i pv (En-rimmon).
accepted by Uennctt and Kittel in Joshua and
Chronicles in Uaupt's OT.
En-riramon is probably
to be identified with tliemoderuUmjn-er-Jiumdmin,
about 9 miles N. of Beersheba.
LlT«aiTO»l.— Ij»(r»rde, Onom. 120, 2,16 Robinson, BRP lU.
tSS : Tu da Vtlda, Memoir, 344 ; PSf Mem. UL 892, SW).
;

J.

A. Sklbik.

EN-ROGEL (SjT

'

py
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spring of the fuller

'),

a spring

immediate vicinity of Jerus., on the boundbetween Judah and Benjamin (Jos 15' IS'*).

in the
arj'

Owing to its position close to but yet out of view
of the city, Jonathan and Ahlmaaz, the sons
cf the priests, were stationed there during the
rebellion of Absalom, in order that they might
secretly receive and carry news from Hushai in
Jerus. to David in his camp by the Jordan (2 S
17").
At a later period of history it was the scene
of a great feast given by Adonijah, the eldest son
of David, presumably with a view to forcibly
1" by the stone of Zoheleth,
seizing the crown (1
which is beside E.').
Jos. {Ant. \ai. xiv. 4)
describes it as being ' without the city, in the
royal gardens'; and again (Ant. EX. x. 4) speaks
of a place called Eroge (clearly, as Mr. Grove has
pointed out, a mistake for En-rogel), at which the
earthquake consequent on the sacrilegious act of
Uzzian dislodged a portion of the eastern hill, 'so
as to obstruct the roads and the royal gardens.'
Modem authorities are somewhat divided as to
the exact site of the spring but the bulk of the
evidence is certainly in favour of the identification
of E. with 'the Fountain of the Virgin.' This
ed-Deraj = ' the
spring, now called 'Ain
siiring of the steps,' lies in the Kidron valley,
close to the village of Siloam, and is, in fact, the
source from which the Upper Pool of Siloam
derives its supply of water ; the latter flows

K

;

Umm

through a rock-newn tunnel dating from the time
The latter authoof the Kings' (Sir C. Wilson).
rity further considers that originally this supply of
water was carried as far as the Lower Pool (Hirket
el-Hamra), and that it was stored there for irrigating the king's gardens. The arguments brought
forward in support of this identification are,
briefly, as follows:^!) The 'Fountain of the
Virgin is the only real spring near to Jerusalem.
(2) Immediately fronting it, on the farther side of
the valley, tliere is a rude flight of steps, cut out
of the precipitous face of the cliff, which leads to
the village of Siloam; this place is called at the
present time ez-Zehwclch, and is identified by M.
Clermont-Ganneau (PEFSt, 1869-70, p. 253) with
the stone of Zoheleth. (3) The spring must have
always been well known, and so would naturally
form a landmark on the boundary-line between
Judah and Benjamin. (4) In the account of St.
James' martyrdom, he is said to have been cast
from the temple wall into the valley of Kidron,
and finally slain by a fuller with his stick. From
this it has been inferred that St. James was cast
down near the spot where the fullers were working.
(5) This spring is still the great resort of the
'

'

women

of Jerus. for

washing and treading their

clothes.

Others, however, identify E. with Blr Eyiib =
the well of Job,' or ' the well of Nehemiah (ace.
Three points are urged in
to a later tradition).
favour of this view (1) that in the Arab. vS of
Jos 15' E. is translated by 'Ain Eyflb (2) that in an
early Jewish itinerary (Uri of liiel in Hottinger's
t'ijipi Hebrairi) it is called 'the well of Joab,' as if
and
referring to Joab's connexion >vith Adonijah
(3) that its situation agrees better with the common
But these
boundary of Judah and Benjamin.
arguments are not sufficiently weighty to counterbalance the following objections: (I) The liir
Eyiib is a well, not a spring, its waters, aa a rule,
being 70 to 80 ft. below the level of the ground.
(2) Its situation does not snit the narrative of
2 S 17. Lying below the junction of the valleys
of Kidron and Hinnom, it is at once too far from
the city and from the direct road over the Mt. of
and if ez-Zehweleh is the
Olives to the Jordan
game as Zoheleth, it would also be too far from
but it
this latter spot.
(3) Its date is uncertain
'

:

;

;

;

;
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hardly probable that
Joshua.

goes back to the time of

it

is

the authorities cited above, see
Robinson, BRP i. 331 f. Williams,
Mem. 'Jerusalem,' p. Sir, tf. ;
Ho/j/ Vily, U. 489 fl.;
Benzinger, Beb. Arch. 42; W. R. Smith, US^ \~i, 48fl I'EF.St,
1874, 70; 1884, 186; 1885, 20, 184, 228; ISSC, SB; 18S9, 45 3.;
Pat.'' 113

;

PEF

J. F.

1890, 125.

ENROLMENT.—See

QuiRlNIUS.

ENSAMPLE.— This

is

lu",

3",

I'll

P

2

i)r(i5ei7/ia,

1

2"

;

the

tr.

*

AV

in

Th 1% 2 Th 3»,
whUe example

STENNINQ.

P

1
'

is

of ti^os,
;
and of
the tr. of

5'

He 4"

Ti 4"

; of uwdSayfia, Jn 13'»,
Jude ' of the vb. rapaoeiyand
/uioTifo) (' make a publick example '), Mt 1""
of inroypayLiibi, 1 P 2^'.
Both forms have the same
always
synonymous
meaning, and in AV they are
Thus in He 8° ujriwith 'pattern' or 'model.'
Jfiy/xa is tr** 'example,' and riiros 'pattern,' after
Tindale's 'ensample' and 'patrone,' though in

TVTToi,
8',

Co

1

Ja

5'°

10», 1

of SciypLa,

;

;

;

both places Wyclif has 'saumi)ler,' Gen. (1560)
But the pattern
paterne,' Rhem. 'exampler.'
'

may

be either for imitation or avoidance. In mod.
Eng. wherever ensample is used, it has a biblical
Hence RV
flavour, and suggests a good example.
retains 'ensample' in Ph Z", 1 Th 1', 2 Tli 3»,
1 P 5^ but gives
example in 1 Co 10", 2 P 2«.
'

'

'

'

Ensample

'

spelling.
The Lat. exemthis becomes in Eng.
;
Diet, quotes a single instance

seems to be an Eng.

'

plum appears

in old Fr. as

essampte

asaumple,' of which Oj^. Eng.
(but it may be noticed that Wye.
*

has the u always,
en'ensample.'
Skeat
'que ele soil ensample de vertu,'
evidently after Vulg. ' ut sit exemplum virtutis (cf. Gov. that
she maye be an ensample of vertue '). But O^if. Eng. Diet.
rejecoj this French spelling, and reckons 'ensample' only
English. The earliest mstance of
example that has been
found is dated 1447 (though there is a various reading exeaumple' in the Wyclitite version of 13S2 at Jiule7), while
ensample is found as early as 1250. And ensample is most
common by far till it began to be fashionable to spell Eng.
words after their Lat. originals.
Tindale has 'ensample'
(though he spells it thrice insample ') in all the passages given
above ; and he is followed by all the Eng. VSS till the llhemish.
J. Ha.stings.

saumple

'

Then 'asaumple' becomes

').

quotes an old Fr.

tr.

of

Uu

4^1

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

*

EN-SHEMESH

—A

{tlc^

yv),

'sun-spring,' Jos

15'

spring E. of Enrogel, on the way to
It is believed to be the spring on the
Jericho road, E. of Olivet, generally known as the
vol. iii.
'apostles' fountain (Ain Hod).
See
sheet xvii.
also Tristram, Land of I.irnd, 196 ;
PEFSt, 1874, 70; and Dillraann on Jos 15'.
C. R. CONDER.

18".
Jericho.

SWF

'

;

ENSIGN.—See Banner.

ENSUE Coverdale's
seke peace and ensue it

'

tr.

of Ps 34'* is ' Let him
this was retained in

and

;

the Bishops' Bible, and is now read in the Pr. Bk.
But
adopted the Douay word 'pursue.' In
1 P 3", however, which is a quot. of Ps 34''',
accepted 'ensue,' which had come from Tindale,
the Rheniish having here 'follow.' 'Ensue' is
thus used with the unusual force of 'strive after'
or 'pursue' (Gr. JiM^dTu), as Caxton, Cato, 24,
Eschewe alle vyces and ensiewe vertue.'
fives pursue.' As intrana. vb. ensue is found in
th 9" 'the things
which ensued after' (so
.
Gr. t4 /ier^jreiro).
still use the word in
dates, as the ensuing year.'
J. Hastings.

AV

AV

RV

'

'

'

.

RV

'

.

We

;

'

EN-TAPPUAK (nisri'S!
— A place on the

'

amile').

(.Ids 17').

which

is

the spring of citron or

boundary of Manassch
mentioned between Micliinclli.ath,
before (east of) Shechem,' and the brook
It is

'

'

of ^ianah.'
Michmethath is generally (hut see
Dillm. ndlor. ) identilicd with Mnklin'i, E. of Nilblus,

and the brook

l;kanali is W'liihi Ki'inah.
Conder's
idcntilication of En-tajipuah with a spring, near
YAxi'if, in a valley to the S. of Mukhna, which

drains into

ENTREAT.—See

;

;

Co

W

— Besides

LiTERATt'RB-

BaedokcrSocin,

1

authorities.
The place is probably the Tappnah
(which see) of Jos
Vt\
C. \V. Wilson.

Wady

I^&nah,

is

accepted by most

ENYY

Intreat.

a feeling of uneasiness or displeasure
occasioned by beholding the prosperity or advantages enjoyeif by others. Butler, in a note to the
first of his Sermons on Human Nature, indicates it
as the vice of that quality of soul of which EmulaThe latter is that
tion is the corresponding virtue.
desire and hojie of equality with, or superiority
over, others, with whom we compare ourselves,'
which not only may be free from any unworthy
feeling towards them, but is obviously the very
is

'

human

The

characteristic of
to desire the attainment of this equality or superiority by the particular means of others being brought down to oui
own level or below it.'
The scriptural use of the term is quite in accordance with this description of it, and of its relation
Of the
to the emotion of which it is a perversion.
three words, one in OT and two in NT, of which
it appears as a translation, only one, ip06i>os (vnth
its cognate verb ipdofiw), has uniformly the evil
signification.
The difficult verse Ja 4° Do you
think that the Scripture saith in vain. The spirit
that dwelleth in us lusteth to envy ? is scarcely
an exception. If, as seems probable, having regard
to the context, the rendering of the second clause
That spirit which he
given in
is correct
made to dwell in us yeameth for us even unto
the phrase must be held as merely
jealous envy
illustrating the intensity of the divine afi'ection,
which requires the exclusive devotion of its
object, by a reference to the human passion of
jealou.sy or envy.
(See Expos. Times, viii. [1896]
p. 76f.)
The other two words, of which mention has been
made, are Kjff (noun riKip) in OT, and f^Xos (verb
fijXcfu) in
and of each of these wor'is both meanings, the worthy and the unworthy, often appear.
the original force of which is, apparently,
Njfj,
burning, glowing, naturally denotes, in the first
It is used to express
instance, intense emotion.
the indignation of Joshua (Nu IP"), the zeal of
Phinehas (Nu 25"), and the jealousy of Elijah
(1 K 19"'- '*), as well as the envy of Rachel for her

spring of

progress.

Envy, on the other hand,

'

is

'

'

—

RVm
'

NT

'

—

;

(Gn 30'), of his brethren for Joseph (Gn37"),
of the people for Moses (Ps 106''), or the mutual
envy of Judah and Ephraim (Is 11"). In the Book
Conof Proverbs the evil sense alone appears.
trasted with ' a sound heart,' which is ' the life of
of
the
bones'
rottenness
the flesh,' Envy is 'the
(Pr 14*") ; it is more formidable than wrath or
anger, for ' who is able to stand before envy ?
sister

'

The corresponding NT term is f^Xot, in which the
same variation of sense is found. In 1 Co 14' (RV)
in Gal
we read Desire earnestly spiritual gifts
'

'

;

good to be zealously atl'ected (RV 'sought')
and in Rev 3" the comalways in a good thing
mano Be zealous is coupled with an admonition
4'* 'it is

'

;

'

'

to repent.

In like

manner the

'

zeal

'

Jn

of

2",

Ro

Col 4", the fervent mind' of
2 Co 7', and the jealousy of 2 Co IV, illustrate
the commendable -vspect of the emotion indicated.
In lists of vices, on the other band, such as those in
Ro 1"", 1 "Ti 6*, en\'y has a conspicuous place
Trench, in Nexc Testavient S;/non!/in.<i, points out
that in the list given in Mk 7^'- ** the place of 09oVos
is taken by the circumlocution 6(t>6a\pi.6s irovqpbi, 'an
evil eye (compare Mt 20">, also 1 S IS" Saul eyed
D.avid '), which reminds us of the derivation of the
envy,' from invidco ' to look
Lat. inindia, Eng.
closely at,' so to look maliciou-lv
It may be noted that in the following passages,
Job 5-, Pr 27'. Ac 7» 13« 17». Ro 13", 1 Co 3», 2 Cc
10',

2 Co 7"

9'^

Ph

3«,

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

=

"

EPAEXETtJS

EPHESIAN

RV

12", Ja 3'*-"
substitutes 'jealousy,' or its
co"rnates, for 'envy.'
For the iliffurence between f^Xot and ^(Jixot see
Trench, Syrian, of NT, p. 83 U., and art. Zeal.

and fellow-worker and
words being arranged

;
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fellow-soldier,' the three
in an aseendini; scale to

denote 'common .sympathy, conuuun work, cummon
danger and toil and suU'ering (Lightfoot on I'h 2").
'

A. Stewart.

EPAENETUS CY.nltrro%).—One of the Christians
greeted by St. I'aul at the end of the Ep. to the
Koinans 16'). He is mentioned at the beginning of
the list immediately after Prisca and Aquila, is described as my beloved {t6v aya-r-qrbv /xoy), and as the
first fruits (airapxh) of Asia unto Christ (the reading Achaia of TK is clearly wrong, being derived
from 1 Co 16"). The name, which is Greek, is not
uncommon, occurring in inscriptions both of Rome
and Asia. One from the former place mentions an
E. who was a native of Ephesus [CIL vi. 17171).
The mention of Prisca, Aquila, and E. forms the
basis of the theory that Ro 16*''* was addressed to
the Church at Ephesus but three names two of
them belonging to persons original Ij' resident at
Rome out of a totnl of more than twenty, are not
sufficient evidence for it.
It was natural that the
Christian body in the capital should consist largely
at first of foreigners and even one hundred j'ears
later, in tlie time of Justin Martyr, out of a body
of seven Christians condenmcd to death in Rome,
three are foreigners (Acta Justini, § 4).
(

Literature.— The Coinm. on Ph 2». e«p. Liuhtfoot, p fli
122; Ellicctt, p. 80; Moulc, p. 79; and VinLcnl. |ip. xviii,
Also Thayer,

AT Lex.

ft.,

75.

'ETaj^it Wnier, liWIi.n. E|ia|ihras'
and lieet in Ezpositur, 3rd Ser. ix. (ISS'J) (il-75, Kpa|ihr<Hlicua
and the pit (rom Phillppf
G. MlLLIQAN.
t.

;

'

*

'

'

'

—

;

—

EPHAH (i?'y).— 1. A son of Midian, descended
from Abraliam and Keturah (Gn 'Jo'=lCh 1^),
the eponymous ancestor of an Arabian tribe whose
identity is uncertain. This tribe appears in Is 6U'
as engag'ed in the transport of gold and fraiikincen.se from Sheba.
According to Frd. Delitzsch
(Parndie.i, 304), and Schrader (KAT^ 146 f., 613),
followed by Hommel (Anc. Ileh. Trad. 2:58 n.),
'Kji/ta/i is ])roperly 'Ayappn, the Kh.ayapj)a Arabs
of the time of Tiglatli-pileser III. and Sargon (see
further, Dillmann on Gn 25*).
2. A concubine
of Caleb,
1

Ch

2*'.

1

Ch

2".

3.

A Judahite,

See Genealoqv.

son of Jalidai,
A. Selbik.

J.

;

LrriRATURB.— Kenan, St. Paul, p. Ixv Li),'htfoot, Biblical
Euaps, p. 301 ; S&nday and tleadlani, iluinanx, p. 421.
A. C. Headlam.
('Ero^pof, a shortened form of "ETaiPpbiiToi ; see El'APHROiiiTUS) was a native of
Colossffi (i ii ii/iJj» Col 4"), and as we learn from
the correct reading of Col 1' the founder of the
Col. Church (Kaduit iiuiOtre airb 'Ewa(ppd, even as ye
learned of Epaphras,' where the omission of Kal
(also) of Tli makes Epaphras more than an
acces-sory teacher). It is prob. that he was also the
evangelist of the neighbouring towns of Laodicea
and Hierapolis (Col 4''-'^). He visited St. Paul
during his first Rom. imprisonment, bringing him
an encouraging report of the state of tlie Colossian
Church (Col I*''), and for liis zeal would seem to
have been condemned to share the apostle's im;

EPAPHRAS

'

prisonment

(6 ffwaijyuiXuiTit /iou

the reference

may

be to

Ro

Pliilem^), though

spiritual

ratlier

than

Col 4'°). To him
alone (except once Timothy, Ph l')doe3 St. Paul
apply the designation he uses several times of
himself, 'a bond-servant of Jesus Christ' (5ou\os
XpiffToC 'iTjffoO Col 4'^)
while the extent of his
services is further proved by the description
a
faithful minister OI Christ' {viaris StiKovos toO
XpurroO, Col 1').
MiLLlOAN.
G.
pliysical captivity (cf.

'

EPAPHR0DITU3 (•ETo0p65trot 'handsome'
Lat.
venustus,' a common name in the Rom.
period; see, e.g. Tacit. Ann. xv. 55; Suet. Dumit.
Jos. Life, § 76), to be distinguished from
14
Epaphras [which see], and known to us only from
one or two allusions in the Kp. to the Philiiipians.
From these we learn that he visited St. I'aul
during his first Roman imprisonment, bringing
pecuniary aid to him from the Church at Philippi,
and that instead of at once returning home ne
remained with the apostle in Rome, devotin" himself to the ministry under his guiilance (Pli ii**"
4'""").
The strain, however, was too great for
him. He lost his health, ami 'was sick nigh unto
death'; but the danger pa-iseil. 'God had mercy
on liim,' says St. Paul, "and not on him only, but
on me also, that I might not have sorrow upon
sorrow' (Pli 2-''). On his recovery K. was anxious
to return to Philippi to quiet his friends' alarm on
his behalf (Ph '2-")
and this St. Paul api)roveil,
making him at the sanu- time the bearer of the Ep.
to the Philippians.
St. Paul's sense of E.'s services
is marked by his description of him as ' my brother
;

;

EPHAI,

but Ophai, -eiv {Kethibh)
described in Jer 40 (tir. 47)" av
the Netophatite,' whose sons were amongst the
'captains of the forces' who joined (iedaliah at
Mi/pah, and were murdered alou" with him by
Ishmael (Jer 41').
J. A. Selbie.

Sept.

(Ij^erS),

'B-s

'\ui(pi, 'Uipi),

'

EPHER (n?K

'

a [deer]

calf ').—!.

The name

of the

second of the sons of Midian nientioiiod in Gn 25',
1 Ch 1", and recorded as one of the descendants of
Abraham by his wife Keturah (Gn 25'). For precarious attempts to identify this Epher with
'Ofr in Arabia (Wetzstein), with Appiir-u men
tioned in Assurbanipal's Inscriptions ((ihiser), see
the references in Dillmann. 2. The name of one
of the sons of Ezrali, a branch of the family of
3. The first of a gro;ip of live
(1 Ch 4").
heads of fathers' houses belonging to the half tribe
of Manasseh, who dwelt in the land between Hashan
and Mt. Hermon (1 Ch 5").
H. E. Rvle.

Judah

16',

;

'

EPHAH.— See Weights and Measures.

EPHES - DAMMIM

(a-r}-i

— The place in Judah

dex,

"E^fpy^"',

'hfta-

where the Philistines
were encaniped at the time when David slow
Goliath (1 S 17').
The same name appears in
1 Ch 11" a-s Pas-Dammim.
The form O'si cjn is
strange and probably corrupt (see Driver, .SVi;n. 292).
W. J. Hk ECU Eli.
EPHESIAN ('E(^<riot), an inhabitant of the city
of Ephesus (which see), is a term used in Ac 19'"- **•
21™. The usage of St. Luke is more correct than
that of Stephanus Ryzant. the latter gives 'Eipiatvi
as the ethnic but the coins and inscriptions show
that in the local and universal us-ige '&<piaio%
meant an inhabitant of the city, while 'E^jo-ees
denoted a member of the tribe V^iptath, the first of
the six tribes into which the E. jwpulation was
divided (the other five were called iefJatrTij, T>j'ioi,
KapT}valoi, VjVi^vvpiOi, MfpL^Lvaloi, of which — f^aar?) was
added in compliment to Augustus, the total number
having jireviously been five).
"The term '^<piaioi.
is also applied in the Bezan and Philoxenian Syr.
texts of Ac 20* to Tychicus and Trophinius, wlirn>
ioixixdv).

;

;

the true reading is 'Asians' ('kaiavol, men of the
province Asia). Trophimus was an E. (Ac 21-')
but we may fairly understand that St. LiiUe
refrained from using that term about both Tychicus
and Troiihiiiius, on the ground that it was not
strictly applicable to the former.
The reiuson can
hardly be that Tychicus belonged to some other
city of Asia, for tlie u.sage in this verse leads the
writer to state the city where each delegate was
:

—

—

EPHESIAXS, EPISTLE TO

EPIIESIANS, EPISTLE TO

il4

and we sliould expect that lie would
have mentioned Tychicus by the ethnic of liis
own city. Moreover, Tychicus {)rol)ably inliahited
Ephesus.* We may, then, perliaps conclude that
Tychicus, though a resident (incola), did not possess
the citizenshiij of Ephesus
and lience 'li^^irios,
which strictly is restricted to citizens of Epiiesus,
could not properly be used about him. There were
many fauiilios of residents who, for various reasons,
were not enrolled in any of the tribes, and were
therefore not entitled to be called citizens of
Ephesus.
The entry 'Afffa ^ 'E^eiros in a late
Byzantine list of cities which had changed their
names (pul)lished by Partliey, Hierodis Synecd. et
yotUiat, p. 316 Burckhardt, Hierodis Synecd. p.
08) cannot be relied on to justify the taking of
'katavbi in 20^ as a mere synonym for E^^crtos the
document is not earlier than the 12th cent. (cf. the
entries EiXixfa, KoXwvia, etc.), and aHbrds no
trustworthy evidence for the usage of the time of
St. Luke.
W. M. Ramsay.

a citizen

;

;

;

:

EPHESIANS, EPISTLE

;

TO—

L Substance and purpose, as gathered
(a) From internal evidence.
(6) From a comparison with Colossiana.
tt. Authorship and Date, aa gather^ from
(a) Internal evidence.
(6) Externa] tradition.
IIL Destination.

the Jewish nation, especially as summed up in the year ol
and they are described in what may be called a hymo
of three stanzas, ending with the same refrain ; the three
stanzas expressing the work of Father, Son, and Uoly Spirit.
For these blessirgs were (1) predestined by the Father, who
chose us to be sons, holy and without blemish, before the
foundation of the world, for Ote praite <tf the glory of Bit grac*

.Uibilee,

(I*-').

(2) Communicated in Christ at the right moment, conveymg
redemption, forgiveness, knowledge of God's universal purpose
for all creation, and inheritance among the saints to the praiM

of Uis glory (lo-H).
(3) Sealed first to the

Jews (*/*«(), then to the Gentiles {xaU
itfutt), ijy the Holy Spirit, as an earnest of the complete redemption which lies in the future—-/or the praise of Uis glory
(112.13).

Thanksgiving to God for the spiritual state of the
and a prayer to the Father of this ^lory that tliey
a yet fuller knowledge of their privileges and of ths

(6) 115-II>.

readers,

may have
power

of God.
(c) 120- .>2i. A dogmatic statement of this power of God, which
has shown itself in a threefold way.
(1) As exerted upon Christ Himself, granting Him
Resurrection from death (^).
Ascension to God's right hand (^).
Supremacy over the whole universe and Headship
over the Church (22. 23).
(2) As exerted upon individuals, whether Gentile (2>. •) Of
Jew (23), granting them a similar threefold gift, viz. Resurrection from spiritual death (2^).
Ascension mth Christ to a spiritual sphere above the
world (2J).
The power to do good works and manifest God's grace
through the coming ages (2*>-10).
(3) As exerted upon the whole of Humanity.
The Gentiles who formerly were alienated from God have been
brought nigh by the Cross so that both Gentile and Jew have
they form one
peace with' God and peace with each other
city, one family, one temple, built on the foundation of apostles
and prophets, and the Gentiles are now being built into that
;

Place of Composition.
Doctrinal Importance,
vi Literature.

It.

:

v.

(211-2'i).

Substance and Purpo.se.— The questions

of
the authorship, date, and destination of this Epistle
have been, and are still, so much disputed that it
will be well to deal first with the subject-matter
and the purpose which reveals itself on a close
examination of that.
The Ep. might be summed
up in the words of the Angelic song (Lk 2")
i.

ddfa iv
fifyqi'Tj

Or, again,

it

u^plffTots

Get^ Kal

iiri

yTJr

iv dvdfujnroLS evooKias.

might be described as an expression

of thanksgiving that the Lord's prayer for His
Church as embodied in Jn 17 was in process of fulfilment.
For the writer's tone is eucharistic and
his main theme is unity : he does not argue, he

makes dogmatic statements

;

he blesses God for

the great truths revealed in the Gospel ; and calls
ui)on his readers to rise to the high dignity of their
calling and, as he does so, there emerges a picture
of the Church as the body predestined before the
ages to unite Jew and Gentile together, which
through ages yet to come has to exhibit before the
universe the fulness of the Divine life, living the
life of God, imitating God's character, wearing
(Jod's panoply, lighting God's battles, forgiving as
God forgives, educating as God educates ana all
this that it may fulfil the wider work whereby
Christ is to be the centre of the universe. Two
dangers seem to threaten it when the writer writes,
the danger lest it should slip back into the lower
moral standard of the surrounding heathendom,
and the danger of a want of unity between the
Jewish and Gentile Christians. To meet these, the
writer presents the ideal of a body predestined
before all ages and to last to all ages, whose aim it
is to make men holy and without blemish, and to
unite all mankind in peace and love.
;

;

—

A

3'1».

(rf)

Personal relations iMtween

the

writer

and

his

retiders.

writer, who emphasizes his authority to preach this great
truth of God's choice of a universal Church intended to e.\liibit
his richly-variegat^d wisdom to the universe (3112), begs his
readers not to be faint-hearted owing to his imprisonment (31^),
and once more prays for them to the Father, that they may
have spiritual strength so that Christ may dwell in them in
love and knowledge to understand the greatness of their
privileges, so that the fulness of the Divine liie may tie exhibited
tlirough them (3'-n»).
(e) 3»-2l. This section of the Ep. ends with a doxology,
emphasizing the power of God manifested in man, ond the
eternal duty of praise to Him both in heaven and OD earth.

The

4-<i Hortatory.
A. An appeal to the whole Church
(1) To live a life worthy of the members

of a Society whose
essential characteristic is unity (4ll«). (This is hosed on l'*211-22 ; cf. also 4«-52.)
An appeal for the moral qualities which preserve unity (41')
is followed by a fuller description of the unity, as one of both
form and spirit, and resting upon the unity of God (4*-6)
and a recognition of the variety of gifts, especially the ministrj',
given to the Church by the Risen Christ, the Ixird of the whole
universe, in order to produce unity and spiritual perfection

and steadfastness

in

truth

;

so that the body

"

may

ever

grow

into closer union with its Head (4"-i'0.
(41' -').
(2) To live a life different from the old evil Gentile life
(This is based on 1" » 2110, cf. 63-21 .^
aimlessness,
one
of
Gentile
life
as
A description of the old

ignorance, impurity (4i'-li') is contrasted with
A description of" the Christian life as implying renewal of
intellect, ntrhteousness, and holiness in confonnity with God's

standard (4»24).
(3) To cultivate certain particular virtues and avoid porticulor
vices (425-521). The choice of these rises out of the two preceding paragraphs they are either such virtues as make for
unity and such vices as destrov it (so mainly 42-^-62, cf. the
motives appealed to in 25- 2^- 28. 29. 82), or such virtues as form the
antithesis to the old Gentile life, either on the side of morality
or of knowledge (so mainly 6*22 ; cf. the motives in 4*> 63 ««*«
;

These virtues are— 1. Truthfnlnees based upon our dose uoloa
with each other (425).
2. A right use of anger : based upon the harm which the devil
:

may do (4-'-).
8.
4.

Honest toll based on the duty of helping others (f\
Pure conversation based on the duty of helping thoee
the danger of grieving the indwelling Spirit
:

:

who hear (42a), and
fuller analj-sia will l>ear

out these oatliDM,

1-3 Doctrinal.
11.2 greeting.

1H<. ThankBgivlng to God for the blesrings given to the
whole Chr. Church. Tlieae blessings are represented as correponding in spiritual form to the material blessings granted to
(o)

We

reg»rd the Beian and Syr. reading as founded on a
(cf. 2 Ti «H; Ramsay, Church in Ram. Emp.
while Butii uid others consider it to originate from SL

good tradition
164)

E.uke

:

himself.

(42s).
6.

us

Gentleness and forgiveness

:

based on God's forgiveness o<

(431 32).

Love based on Christ's love and self-sacriflce (61. •).
7. Avoidance of all impurity and covetousnees as unworthy of
our consecration (63), and of all foolish Jesting and talk, as excluding from the kingdom of Christ and of God (ft-K), as sure to
incur God's wrath (6^, as Inconsistent with the Christian life,
which is one of light (68-14).
^^
tba liin*
8. Wise use of opportunities : based upon th* arU
«.

:

«

(5U.i«>.

—

;
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11.
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Intelligent understanding of Ood's will (S^Oin wine perhaps especially at the Love-feastA

—

Temper&nce

PuloeM

of spiritual joy

and thankful praise

of

Qod

perhaps especially at the meetings for common worship (S't*--').
This leads back through the thoujfht of the common worship
of the Church to the ideal of umty and subjection, and ao
fomia a transition to
B. &23.^. An ajipeal to various classes in the Church.
H'lr*"* exhort^-'l to sutmiission to their husbands (5*.^)
Because of the relation of man to woman (5'^),
And the analog}' of the Church's submission to Christ (59*).
HwsitaniU exhorted to love their wives (d^)
Because of the analogy of Christ's love for Hifl Church (5*5-27

And the closeness of the union between man and wife (628. »).
Children exnorted to obey their parents
Because of the natural sense of right (0^^
And God's commandment and promise (6^^.
Parents exhorted to train their children patiently
Because of the analogy of God's traininjf of His sons (6^
Slates exhorted to loyal obedience to their mosters (6^0
Because of the impartiality of God's judgment (6^).
Matters to avoid threatening
Because of the thought of their own Master In heaven (69).
{N.B, This is no accidental digression, nor is it mert-ly an
attempt to lay down a new decalogue or moral code for Gentile
Christians (Ewald), which should draw them nearer to the
Jewish Christians by removing one of the great stumhlingblocks (Ac 1&-^) but tlie writer takes a Christian household
with aU it« members, and treats it as a type of the Church, in
which the duties of subjection, love, obedience, forbearance,
which are needled for the unity of the Church, may be first

—

;

Cf. 6»*. »5-w 61- »• ?• », 1 Ti 8'. The thought of Sis r£r>
is the link between the two.
C. Addressed to the whole Church.
An exhortation to be true soldiers, to put on the full armour
of God, that they may realize Ujs strength and fight His
battles (610. ii, cf. lis -Ifi).
Description of the seriousness of the conflict (613).
Description of the armour, as complete (i^), as consisting of
truth an<i righteou.sness (cf. 4^), of peace (cf. 21.''), and faith
(of. 113), 01 Ood's saving grace (cf. 1'^ 2*), of God's word of
truth (cf. 421 sai), of jjrayer and watchfulness (8i»-i«).
The
choice of the weapons is partly motived by the descrijition of
J"'s armour in Is.iiah (.'i9, etc.), partly by the virtues already
emphasized in this Kpistle, partly perhaps by the armour of
the soldier to whom the writer is chained ('.^).
request for their prayer for himself (Gil*. 20).
An (I'-coimt of the purpose of the mission of Tychicns (fi^>.'3)
Final snlntntion, with prsyer for peace, love, and faith, to
those who have love for the Lord (B'^^-^*).

laarned.
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in each
the same phrases
they are both conveyed by
Tychicus (cf. Iloltzmann, Einleitung'' p. 291, foi
exact details). But there are important tliiferences
the personal element is strongly marked in Col
(2i-< 411) ")
and almost absent here the controversial
tone (Col 2'''^) is dropped the stress there was on
Christ's relation to the universe, here on His
relation to the Church
there Christ was spoken
of as the irXiipwpa of God, here the Church as the
7r\);pw/io of Christ and of God.
Again, there are
new points emphasized in this Ep. the sense of
the continuity of the Church throughout the agea
(Eph p-»), the work of the Holy Spirit (12 times
in Eph, 1 in Col), the unity of the Church (2"-""
4*"'), the analogy between family life and
the

familj' life are laid

and words recur

;

;

;

;

;

;

(5''*-G''), the simUe of the (Christian armour
are all additions in this Ep., or at best are
expansions of very slight references there.
The points of similarity justify us in finding
below the surface allusions to the Col. controversy.
That arose from teaching which either grew simjily
out of Jewish soil, or perhaps was influenced by
extraneous Oriental speculation (cf. Lightfoot,
Colussians: 'The Colossian Heresy'; and Hort,
Judaistic Christianity, pp. 116-129), laying great
stress on a system of elaborate rules, termed a
philosophy, and separating God from the material
world by the introduction of the worship of angels.
In answer to this the Ep. to the Col emphasized
the cosmic work of Christ, and the need of a truer
and higher wisdom, and of faith as the means of
approach to God. This controversy is now in the
background but it is justifiable to (ill out the
vague allusions in such jiiissiiges as I'-i"-*' 2"" 3'"'

Church
(6'"""),

;

18. IS

41U. 14. 21 gia^

Col

(cf.

On

by the more detailed parallels

in

Findlay in Expositors Bible).
the other hand, the points of dissimilarity
esp.

which cover the larger part of the Ep. sliow that
the stress of that controversy is absent here, and
that other motives are juominent.

The Ep.

is

thus marked by extraordinary unity

structure and interlacing of para^jrajili witli
(laragraph, and the analysis shows that there is no
sense of controversy on the surface of it 2" liints
at the controversial nicknames of tlie Jewish and
Gentile stru^jgle (ol \ey6iicyoi anpo^varia iiirb ttj^
4" and perliajis 4'''i point to
\fyofLii>ris TTtfiiTo/xij!)
the danger of false teaching, but the allusions are
vague. The purpose is to emphasize the moral and
K|>iritual fulness of the Chris-tian life (cf. irXripovf
and wXjipuixa, li''-2»3i»4io. iS5i«)_ a,„l ^i,„ closeness of
the union which binds Christiana to (jlirist and to
each other: cf, ip Kvplip or iy Xpiartp (Kjih .'iU
times, Col 11) imrrfi (4'" here only) dydwri an<l
dYajraf (19 times in EjjIi as comp.-ircd with 16 in
Ito and 1 Co); tlpi/ivri (8 times Eidi, 11 Ro, in
no other Ep. oftener than 3) and the many
compounds of <ri'/i', eiiipliasizing the with -riess
of Christians with Chri.st cvyKaBl^tiv (2" only),
aviw<rwoiiXv (2' and Col "2"), awiytlpeiv (2", Col 2'*
3')
or with each other, avyKX-nponoiiot (3\ Ro 7'),
<ri/M|8i^df«c (4'«, Col 2^- »), ctumm^toxos (3" 5' only),
9vnTo\lrr)s (2" only), avvappLoKoyttv (2'-" 4" only),
<riySeapu>t (4', Col 2'" 3"), avvoiKoSoixuv (2^'' only),
)f

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

The purnose of all this,
The Churcn must he one,

aviraup.0% (3" only).

too, lies

beyond
a great

ln'cau.so

itself.

conllict lies before it ; the s]iii itual forces
of evil are gulhering, and it must be on its giiaril.
conipiirisDii with (Jolossians will partly confirm, partly supplement this result.
Wlioever may
be the author of lliis Kp., it is clear that there is a
clii>e relation between it and that. The salulations
are almost identical
the structure of the Epistles

A

:

the same the Hiihjt'cts are mainly the same, the
n(!cd of knowled;;e is empliasi>;eil, and the relation
of Christ to the universe and to the ('hiiich
the
same moral virtues are inculcated ; the laws of
is

;

;

The purpose, then, is primnrHy to stir up the
readers to a higher activity and a closer unity by
reminding them of the ideal of the Church in God s
eteru.al

iiur[)0ses

;

sccdiularily,

to

them

guard

against false teaching that was current at the time,
tending to take a low view of the created world.

AUTHOR.SHIP AND Dati:.— Three imssihle
ii.
alternatives are ojien to us either the author is .St.
Haul, or some friend writing for him and with his
knowledge, or some later writer assuming after .St.
Paul's death that he is justilied in writing in his
name. The second of these altenuitives may be
put a.side ; it is only another form of the liist, an
the Eji. would pniclically be St. I'aul's and have all
Now, as the third alternative is
his authority.
possible, we must eliminate at hrst from the discussion all that speaks of the e.\«ct situation in
St. I'aul's life; for on that alternative, that will
be part of an imngimiry situation.
Itut, apart
from this, we have a few indications of date and
writer.
Diite.
The terminus n qyo is A.I). ."iS or ."iO, llie
earliest date at which St. I'aul could he described
as having sull'ereil a lung imprisonment (3''" 4') as
the champion of the Cciitilcs.
The tcnnuius ad f/ift'm is more doubtful. The
Church oiganizatioii implied is very sliglit there
is a ministry, both of apostles and prophi'ts for the
first foimdation of Churches (2* 3" 4"), anil of
evangelists, shepherds and teachers for the hiiiMIng
up of diurches once founded (4"). Tliere is stress
laid on itaptism, pcrliiips an allusion to the profession at liaptisni of f.'iith in (iod, the l.onl, and
:

—

;

(cf.
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5'«-" with

1

Co

10".

Tert. Apul. 39).

But

this evidence is indeterminate ; it might all be
wliile the
illustrated from 1 Co (6" 12^-'- ^s 14-«)
absence of mention of iirLuKOTroi, Trpfc!,ivTepot, and
oiaKovm is af;ainst a late date.
The aksence of the
freer xapLaiWiTa of 1 Co 12 is no objection, as they
were esp. characteri.stic of the Corinthian Church,
and as, even there, St. Paul discouraged them in
comparison with the more fixed ministry.
The controversies referred to are again undecisive.
The attempt to see allusions to a developed
2nd cent. Gnosticism are now abandoned, for its
technical words aiii^'es, TrXripufia, yeveal are clearly
used here in a less technical sense ; again, possible
allusions to a false Docetism in 4" 5"' are too uncertain to build upon.
On the doctrinal side there is
notliing whicli may not be e.xiilained as falling
within the 1st century. So ^^ith the struggle of
parties within the Church.
There is still a certain
friction between the Jewish and Gentile Christians,
;

and the danger is that the Gentiles may despise
the Jewish Christians; they need reminding that
they have been brought into a commonwealth
« liich e.\isted before (1'^ 2").
Such a condition
would have been possible even in the 2nd cent. (cf.
Justin Martyr, Tri/pho, ch. 47) but it would also
have been possible at any date after St. Paul's
missionary work (cf. Ro 11""^), and the language
used seems to imply that the readers belonged to
the first generation of converts, who had themselves come over from paganism to Christianity
;

Again, tlie absence of any mention of the destruction of Jems, possibly points to a date earlier
than A.D. 70, and the absence of any clear allusion
to any danger of persecution by the state (though
that may be included in the dangers against which
the Christian has to arm himself, 6") is, when
compared with 1 P, a strong indication of a date
before A.D. 70 if St. Peter refers to the Neronian,
before A.D. 80 if to the Flavian persecution.
On
internal grounds, therefore, A.D. 70 forms the most
probable limit, though a date even in the 2nd cent,
would be conceivable.
The use of the letter in other Christian literature
supports an early date. Bv A.D. 150 it was known
widely by Catholics and heretics, and treated by
both as Scripture for it was included in the Lat.
;

and Syr. versions its destination was discussed by
Marcion (see below) it was used by the Ophites,
Valentinians, and Basilideans, prob. by Basilides
and Valentinus themselves, perhaps even commented upon by them (Westcott, Canon, 291, 295).
It was included with the title to the Laodiceans'
in Marcion's Canon (c. 140) a canon the existence
of which implies a Church Canon, to which it was
;

;

'

:

placed in opposition (Sanday, BL p. 19). In the years
we have probable reminiscences of its language in Clement, cf. xxxvi. with Eph 1", xxxviii.,

95-150

<roi^^tT0fV oOv 6\ov t6 ffw/xa iv Xpurrt^ 'Irjaov Kal vttoTacaio6ia iKaaroi Tip T\-^<riov aOrov, with 5^*"^, xlvi.
with 4*-', Ixiv. with 1*(?) in Ignatius, ad Epkes. i. 1
with Eph 1' ff. ; ix. and xv. with Eph2''' ; xii. with
;

3*, riai^Xov avtiti^trrax

.

.

.

8s ^v irdffjj ivierbX-Q /^mjfio-

a direct reference to the letter
(Smith, DR'p. 952 n; but see Lightfoot, arffoc.and
Hart, Ro and Eph, p. 113) ad Pulijc. v. with 5".
In The Two Ways the document which underlies
the Didachd (iv. 10)and Ep. Barnabas (xix.) there
seems a reminiscence of Epn 6".
In Polycarp, ad Phil. ch. i. may be compared
with Eph 2»- » », and xii. with Eph 4^. In Hennas,
cf. Mand. iii. 4 and x. 2-5 with 4**, and v. and xii.
6 with 4-* Similitude ix. 13 with 4-'- '.
Moreover, in nearly all these sub-apo.st. writings
there is an advance in thonglit or church life. The
stress on episcopacy, the development of Docetism,
the elaboration of the metaphor of the Church as a
reiei v^iuy, possilily

—

:

;

temple in the Ignatian letters ; the stress on tlie
threefold ministry and the more marked use of
liturgical language in Clement of Rome above all,
the fuller working out into detail of the many
;

similes in this Ep. in the Sheplicrd of Herma.s, all
seem to imply a later date. In this latter treatise,
the phrase giving place to the devil' is elaborately
drawn out in Mand. v. and xii. 5. The conception
of the Church as existing through all ages iexpanded in Vis. ii. 4 of the Church as a briile
witliout spot or wrinkle in Vis. iii. 10-13 as a
building in Vis. iii. 2, Sim. ix. 9 as resting upon
the apostles as foundation in Sim. ix. 15. In each
case the simile is at a later stage of development.
It is all but certain on this eWdence that the
Epistle was in existence by A.D. 95, quite certain
that it was in existence by about 15 years later, or
conceivably a little more' (Hort, p. 118). But
there is possibly other evidence to be drawn from
NT. The points of comparison with the Synoptic
'

;

;

;

'

Lk 21» with Eph 6'», Mk 4" with Eph
with Eph 2-'", Mt 16>» with Eph 2-"" 4"),
or with the Acts (2^ with Eph 2", 2^ with Eph i\
10^ with Eph 2"), do not prove literary dependence
nor go beyond parallels found in the earlier Epistles.
[For details cf. Holtzmann, Kritik, pp. 248-255, but
For possible
his analogies are often fanciful.
allusions to Agrapha of our Lord in 2'*- " 3"
456.37.86 gf
There are
Resch, Agrapha, p. 109.]
striking similarities between the Ep. and the
Fourth Gospel e.g. the stress on x«P"> t''^ "^^ of
Tr\-/ipufm, the contrast between light and darkness,
the continuity of the work of the Logos, the preGospels
3*,

Mk

(e.g.

12'»

;

destination of the disciples, the activities of tlie
Holy Spirit, the purifying power of baptism and
The most striking similarity in
of the word.
thouglit is with Jn 17, where almost every verse
otters a parallel to this Ep. e.g. ' the stress on
God's fatlierhood, ' the power over all flesh, • life
identified with knowledge, • the pre-existent glory
of Christ, • the revelation to a few, '" Christ
florified in His disciples, " the prayer for unity
ased on God's unity, " Christ's joy fulfilled in His
disciples, ' the antagonism of the world, " the
protection from the evil one, " sanctification by
truth, ^ the unity of Christians as a means of promoting Christ's work, ^ God's love for Christians
like His love for Christ, " God's love for Christ
So again
before the foundation of the world.
between the Ep. and the Apoc. [e.g. the city with
(21'''),
apostles
foundations, which are the twelve
the Church as a bride (21'), the prominence of the
prophets (10' 11" 18")]: even more frequent are
the points of contact with 1 P; e.g. 1 P 1» with Eph
;

1" with Eph 3", 2* with Eph 2**, 2'«-3' with
3" with Eph 4», 3^ with Eph l*.
It is doubtful whether in any case the amount
of similarity is sufficient to preve literary dependThe similarity with St. John is one mainly
ence.
It is possible that the language of
of thought.
St. .lolm was influenced by this Ep., but it is more
Erobable that this Ep. was \vritten by one who
May
ad heard of that great prayer of our Lord.
not St. Paul have heard it direct from St. John's
di.scuss
to
lips, pos.sibly at Jerus., when they met
the terms of unity between Jew and Gentile in
the one Church or possibly at Rome, if, as Renan
suggests, St. John had been there, or even was
there when St. Paul was writing ? In the ca.se of
1
Peter there is a stronger probability of literary
dependence if so, and if we assume the priority of
1 Peter (but see Weiss, Introd. i. p. 355), we should
have indication that our Ep. was in existence
1»-",

Eph

5='-6»,

;

;

—

before A.D. 70 or 80 at leaat it proves that the
tone of thought and phraseology is such as was
possible and natural before that date.
Author. The author must have been a Jewish
Christian, proud of his Jewish privilege*, steeped

—

;;

,' ;
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OT symbolism (1'" 6'*"). Fiuther, he must
have been an ori^nal tliinker, able to trace out
a philosoiiliy of history througli the a^'es, able to

broken, rather more elal>orate and complicated by paren
theses ; • but this apjtlies miiinly to the earlier part ol the Kp.
where we have great statements of doctrine rather than cuii
troversial arguments, so that it may be adequately explaiiii.l
as due to the quieter tone in which St. Paul was writinSo. too, of verbal differences: there is a large number of «Ta;
Xirsf.ux (76), but not proportionately larger than in the ollu
Epp. (for details cf. Von Soden, p. 87 ; Uoltzmann, EiiUeitvii.!.
Some of them occur in quotations ; the majority <>t
p. '2811).
tbem rise naturally out ol the subject-matter ol the Ep. ; even
where the application is different from that in the earlier Epp.
less

in

mystical sphere of heavenly places,
to pass thence into the lower region
Lastly,
of simple daily duties and of family life.
he was one who cared that his writing should
appear under the name and with all the authority
There is, then, ajmrnd facie probaof St. Paul.
bility that it was St. Paul himself ; and a detailed
examination will bear this out.
(o) Toe Btructure of the Ep. a clearly Pauline. The commencenient with words ot thanksgiving (ct. Ro l», 1 Co 1^, 2 Co

move

in tlie

and yet able

i

in «'«a*«^.'«,rX>;**,ttx,xip«A*j,yiu.iXjo». this, too, grows natumllv
out of the change of subject and certainly there is no one word
which St. Paul could not have u8e<l. The two that have bcin
most objected to are the use ol • 8/«/3oXi>< (4'^' 6") and «' ii-yiu
itrtrroXit (3').
To the first it is objected that St. Pwil elsewheic
uses • <r»Ta*af or • Tn^aC** hut St. Mt, St. Lk, St. Jn (Gosp.
and Apoc.), the writer of 1 Ti, and St. Paul himself as reporte.l
bv St. Luke in the Acts (13i» 2618), use both • a.i^«x« and i
rxTa.¥ii ; and the stress on unity in this Ep. makes the use of
Jm^rtot, ».«. the slanderer, more appropriate than r«T«.i,-.
any human slanderer
Possibly, too, the word means here
(Zahn, Einl. 367). Again, the phra.se the holy apostles sounds
looking baiU
generation
later
formula
of
a
ecclesiojitical
the
like
on its canonized founders; but, aiiart from the consideratimi
DESmith,
(cf.
doubtful
pp. 956 ami
a
little
reading
is
the
that
consecrntir.ii
904). the context shows that Styiti refers to special
of the apostles and prophets as recipients of the new revelation,
I'O).
in contrast to the sons of men (cf. Rev 2114 and Lk
the
(d) The relation of the Ep. to that to the Col adds to
complexity of the problem. The extent of this has been brought
out already, and the fuller details may be seen in Uoltzmann,
Kritik der Epheser- und Kolosser-briefe, cap. ii., or in Von
There is nothing exactly like the problem
Soden, pp. 94, 96.
elsewhere in NT. The nearest parallels are the relation ot the
Synoptic Gospels to each other, or the relation of 2 Peter
and Jude : in those cases the similarity is due partly to the
use ot common documents, partly to the deliberate use of the

«.(/.

;

:

l*); the ^reat statement ot doctrine as the basis for moral
exhortation (ct. llo l'»-8) the moral exhortation, introduced
by •!. (cf. Ro 121, Gal 5'), and passing from the general to the
the apparent digression on family
particular (ct. Ro 12-16)
Ute which really proves to be an important illustration of the
7>?«
91-1013, Bo 9-llX »U find parallels
whole subject (ct. 1 Ck>
;

;

in

ist.

'

'

I'auL

The main thought* often show an advance on the earlier
Epp., but it is an atham-e on a line alre-idy marked out. Tlius
the contmtiitv of the Christian Church with the Jewish, as a
((<)

part ol Ood'8 itenial plan (l^l-*). finds parallels in Ro 9-11. 162^2;,
the conception of Christ as the original source of
Old 41"*
creation ami the restorer ot its unity (11<>). in 1 Co 86, 2 Co
ot
S18- 1», Ro 8l*2S ; the conception of the Church as the body
Christ, which receives His life and shows it forth to the universe,
12'-''
of
the
the unity
is an exi>aiision of the genus in 1 Co 49
Church IS prcsuppo.'icd in the whole argumont of 1 Co, where
6t. Paul is anxious to keep the customs and doctrines of the
Corinthian Church in a line %vith those ot all the Churches of
the Sainu (1 Co 1^ 41" 71' 111" IS*") even tlie use of i»«A.i»^;«
122J
for the Church universal is probable in 1 Co 12 lO-nm
the stress laid on the Holy Spirit as the inspirerot the Church's
the identification ot the events of
life is analogous to 1 Co 12
Christ's death and resurrection with those ot the life of each
15
the residence of sin in the
Christian (21 i"), to Ro 8 and 1
;

;

—

'

In this case a somewhat similar
by the later.
theory has been propounded by Uoltzmann he holds that St.
Poul himself wrote a short letter to the Col., that some latei
writer elaborated this into the Ep. to the Eph, and that the
same writer, or another, subsequently composed our present
Ep. to the Col, based upon the two preceding letters. Such a
theory rests upon the fact that in some resemblances priority
seems to he on the side of Eph, in others on the side of Col
but such an argument is very subjective and precarious ; it has
not met with any acceptance, and may safely be set aside as
too artiflci-al (see Smith, Dlfl pp. 959, 960, for a fuller eiaminaearlier writer

;

O
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;

;

«/!£ (2'), and its eticct on intellect as well as will, to Ro 7
the univeraal sinfulness ol Jew and Gentile alike as the basis
118-2^',
it a universal redemption (21-4) is a summary ol Ro
of. Gal 211^21 ; the destruction ol the barrier between Jew and
Gentile (2"^ is St. Paul's most favourite doctrine.
But it is urged that here the parts are changed: elsewhere
Bt. Paul is the champion of the (Sentile a^inst Jewish narrowness ; here he reniintis Gentiles of the privileges of the Jews,
tion of it).
and appears as the champion ol Jewish Christians against
The more probable theorv, then, is that of simultaneous authorThis is true, but the balance between
Gentile exclusiveness.
ship by one writer and that such a similarity is not unworthy
differ
in
each
the preponderance of Jew and Gentile might
of St. Paul may be seen by comjiaring instances of similar
CJhurch, or even at different moments in the history ol one
though less marked resemblance between Ko and Gal (cf.
Church and St. Paul was bent always, not on viphoUliiig one side, Lighttoot, Gaialiam, Introd. cap. iii.), and between 1 Ti and
but on securing the rights of both within the Church. Further,
Titus.
writer are
this attitude on his part towards the Gentile Christians finds
(e) The indications of the personal character of the
an emct parallel in Ro 111" 2t. Indeed the strongest argument naturally lew in so general an Ep. yet such as they are, they
coincidences
lor the Pauline authorship lies in the undesigned
are quite true to the character ol St. Paul as revealed in the
tietwecn Eph and the Ep. to the Romans. Both are of the nature
The spirit ol thankfulness bursting out into
earlier letters.
ol a general treatise both are an attempt to show that Jew
doxologies (13 321), the courteous recognition ol good in his conand Gentile are united by the work ol Christ both base this verts (115), the proverfulness lor them (116 3IS. 14), the longing
on the sinlulneas ol Jew and Gentile alike both emphasize the lor their intercession (6i»). the tonrlncss for applying great
both build up a new morality, centring
jrivileges ol the Jews
principles to the details of daily life (.V-^"), the sense ol his own
both bint at
.n love and made possible by the gilt ol the Spirit
K
personal unworthiness (a sense which has grown stronger with
the extension ol Christ's work beyond man to the whole
advancing years, but yet was destined to grow stronger still, 38,
ji ), combined with the bold apjieal to his
creation both emphasize the eternal plan ol God, hidtlen lor
cl. 1 Co 159, 1 Ti
ages, hinted at in prophetic writings and revealed at the due
authority as based ui>on revelation and upon his sufferings lor
moment both express the writer's amazement at the depths ol the trutii (31 4I).— all these may indeed be the accidenul outthe wisdom ol Owl, and in each case the style rises into the
come of borrowing from the early letters, hut far more proljably
beautv and cadence ol a poem (Ro S31-*9).
are they the natural outcome of the work ol the same man.
There are two points indeed which present a rather striking
difference from the earlier Epistles. The thought ol the quick
There can, then, be little doubt that the >vrit«r is
return ol the Ixird is atieent, and in ito steail we have a vista ol
The alternative is a .Jewish-Christian
St. Paul.
genemtinns vet to <»me. through which the Church Is to glorify
But it is conceivable that these generations arc
God (r;21).
Paulinist, steeped in St. Paul's lanfoui^'e, doctrine,
is
return
it
thought of by the writer as following the Lord's
and cliaiactcr, coiniidsin^ ' a mosaic out of the
conceivable, In accord with this, that the struggle which lies
material of the ratiliiio Epistles' (Von Soden),
tielore the Church ((1'2) is that which Is to precede thecnnung of
the l»nl(cl. 2Th 2*12); and further, it is clear that .St. Paul,
(jiving a slightly wiilcr scope to his conceptions of
the
hail
contemplaU'd
when he wrote the Ep. to the Romans,
Christ and of the Church, emphasizing the unipossibility of some long period of Church hUtory before the
versal character of the Church as a part of God's
Lord's coining (Ro 112S).
Once more, the high conception ol lamily life Is at first sight eternal jmrpo.se, 'in the spirit of the Fourth
discourageand
Inconsistent with the preference for celiha«\v
It would be a tenable
fiospel' (Uort, p. 120).
ment of marriage in 1 Co 7. But that wiis written in the view that the writer was the author of the Kotirth
Srenence of a pressing necessity even there St. Paul recognizes
liut if
of St. Paul,
(Jospel, writing in the
lat lioth the celibate and the married have a gift from Cod;
time went on and the I.«rd did not return, it became
»nd
our altenuitives are limited so narrowly as this.
neces-sart to build up a tnie conception of marriage in the face
be
regarded
the witnes.s of the early Church
It is as likely that St. Paul should organize
ol heathen laxity.
have seen how early
as absolutely decisive.
lainilv life as thiit he should organize church order, and tliis he
the evidence is of the existence of the Ep., and
bad (lone Irom the first.
"There
(c) The style Is again admittedly Pauline up to a pomt
evidence of existence is in this case evidence of
are sonie twenty words peculiar to St. Paul in his earlier Epp.
others common to Eph with the Poatoral Ejip. (cl. Iloltzniann,
• There are scarcely any Interrogatory sentences
one only
Kritik, p. '2->7) there Is the love of iianwloxical antithesis (cl.
In Eiih, as coni|>ared with 88 in llo 1-11, and 4 in Ro 12-16.
61.%. »))
the plav upon cognate wortis (4'*-10 61*- 1*) the same tree
Inlernalional Commfniari/ on Iht
lleadlam,
and
(Sanday
(is^'l.
same
unaiknow.
1(1"");
cl
Ro
the
paraphrasing ol ()T
4*i.
yfontaiis, the best discussion In English ol tie difference al
62 flU 01418, cf.
Cige<l Oilaputlon ol OT language (122 2liH7
3i»i").
On the other hand the sentences are style between Ro and Eph.)
1 (jo 310-1', 2 Co
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

name

u

may

We

;

;

:

;

;

»

"
;
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belief in the Pauline authorship.

The work is not
Fourth Gospel or the Ep. to
the Hebrews) it has not merely a salutation easily
separable from the Ep.
the claim to Pauline
authr"-ship is knit into the very fabric of the letter,
and some of the earliest reminiscences of its
language are of the parts which imply the autliorehip.
It was, then, written by St. Paul himself.

(cf.

anonymous

jToifiJi/as

Destination.— The readers to whom the
was addressed were mainly Gentiles (1" 2"
31
i,„j jjjjg does not, any more tlian Ro
1
1 ", exclude the presence of some J ewish Christians.
Indeed, 2" seems to require the presence of Jewish

as a type of the Church),

(like the
;

;

iii.

letter

417 58)

.

Christians as forming a minority in the Church.
St. Paul is laying dovra guidance to tlie Gentiles
in their treatment of the Jewish Christians.
Hence some commentators have treated the Ep.
as a general encyclical to bU GentUe converts
throughout the world.
But there are personal bonds between him and
them lie has had recent news of their faith and
love (1"); they have heard of his imprisonment
and are sad at heart about it (3"), and are anxious
as to the issue of it (6^') they seem acquainted
with Tychicus (6^'- ^) and they are distinguished
from other Christians (1" 3'* 6'*). There is little
doubt, then, that the destination must be localized.
But in 1' the words ^i" 'E(pi(r(fi are of very doubtful
authority. They are absent in the first hand of
t< and B, and are marked as an interpolation in 67
but found in all other MSS. Further, BasU (c.
Eunom. ii. 19) says that there was a tradition of
their absence, and that he found them omitted in
the old copies known to him. Again, the interpretation of Toi! oiai as 'those who have true life,'
'those who really are,' an interpretation which
presupposes the omission of the words, is quoted
by Basil as a traditional interpretation, and is found
in Origen (Cramer, Cat. ad loc), and is repeated
by Victorinus Afer, Jerome, and Hilary. Further,
Tertullian, in arguing against Marcion that the
Ep. was addressed to the Eph., does not appeal to
the salutation. It is, then, a fair inference that the
words were absent from some copies in the 2nd
cent., as it is a certainty that they were absent
from many in the 3rd and 4th centuries.
The title rpbs 'E(f>e(riovi gives us surer ground,
and yet not quite sure. It is universally found
;

;

;

;

—

in all

MSS

and

versions,

—

and

Church tradition

all

has connected the Epistle with Ephesus.
But
Tertullian tells us that some heretics, and notably
Marcion {adv. Marc. v. 11 and 17, cf. Epiphanius,
Hcer. 42), had a different title ad Laodieenos
now
this may have been a mere critical conjecture bj
Marcion, based upon the obvious likeness of this
Ep. with the Col, and the indication of Col 4" that
there was a letter written to Laodicea at this time.
If so, this at least implies the absence of iv "&<jiiaif
from the copies but it is equally probable that
the alternative title is a real fact, and that the Ep.
'

'

:

:

was

originally sent to Laodicea.
Tradition, then, points to two Churches of Proconsular Asia, Ephesus and Laodicea, and internal
evidence is consistent with this. As long as it was
regarded as addressed only to Ephesus, the language of 1" 3^ 4" and the absence of any special
ref. to the circumstances of a Church in which St.
Paul had spent three years, and on which he had
been on the intimate terms implied in Ac 20, was a
stumbling-block but this difficulty entirely disappears on the theory that the letter was intended
for several Churclies.
That Ephesus was one of these Churches is practically certain
the unanimity of Church tradition
in its favour is conclusive itself
but besides this
the points of similarity with the speech to the
;

;

;

elders of Ephesus (Ac 20" TaiT(,vo<ppoaiur]i—i'). H)^'
th« stress on x^P's v." itaui (of. 3'), v." fiovKiiv
;

v.'-" Trtfiieirotriaaro (c£.
r'j, Troi)iaiv(W (ci
4"), KXripoyo/dav (cf. !"• ")); with the Gospel
of St. John and esp. with the Prologue (see aOove),
with the letter of Ignatius to the Eph. (see above)
in a less marked degree with 1 Ti (e.g. 2'"' 4'' the
stress on the universality of creation and redemp3"" 5^' the appeal to the angels as witnessing
tion
the Christian life ; 3° the treatment of the family

1"),

i

;

—

all

strongly confirm the

tradition.

may be added that the mention of Tychicus
Ac 20^, 2 Ti 41='), the ref. to the power of tlie
spirits of evil (cf Ac 20"""), the stress on the unity
of Baptism (cf. Ac 20'"'), all fall in mth the sama
It

(cf.

tradition, though too indeterminate in themselve'*
to prove the destination.
1 he address to Laodicea is borne out by Col 2'
4""", which A\'itness to St. Paul's anxiety for
Laodicea at this moment, and show tliat he was
writing at the same time a general letter not
necessarily addressed to Laodicea only, but one
which could be obtained from Laodicea (7-r;c ^k

—

AaoSiKilas),

wliere the

and is quite consistent with Rev 3"'^,
Church at Laodicea is rebuked for luke-

warmness.

Nor is there any reason why the destination
should be limited to these two Churches. Col 4"
suggests that it may also have been sent to Hierapolis, while the analogy of Rev 1-3 and 1 P 1'
might lead us to infer that it was intended for all
the Gentile converts of Proconsular Asia (cf. Ac
19'»).

iv. Place of Composition.— St. Paul was at the
time a prisoner, suffering imprisonment on behalf
of the Gentiles (3' 4'), and an imprisonment lasting
long enough to have caused anxiety to his converts
(31s

gM)

Hence the place must be

(Ac 24") or

Rome

2S**).

{ib.

either Ccesarea

As between

these

this Ep. gives no guidance, save that
the points of similarity with the Pastoral Epp.
(cf. Salmon, Introd. cap. xx. ) indicate the later date,
and the tone of imperialism (see below) suits Rome
But owing to the great similarity with
better.
Col we may certainly use any indications of date
found there ; and this is linked on by the personal
allusions in it to the Ep. to Philemon (Col 4'with Philem **), so that indications there too
may be used ; again, the allusions to the imprisonment in Ph 1'^' make it probable that
Some
that too was written at the same place.
commentators would place Ph at Cu'sarea, the

two places

other three at Rome, but more probably all are to
for the phrase iv o\if tQ
be placed at Rome
TpaiTupl(fi (Ph 1'^), though applicable to Herod's
priBtorium at Caesarea (Ac 23"), is equally applicable to the praetorian soldiers or the Supremo
the phrase ol iK rfi^ Kalaapot
Court at Rome
the
ok/as (Ph 4-^) is more applicable to Rome
state of feeling between Jewish and Gentile
Christians as reflected in Ph l""*" corresponds
well with that implied in the Ep. to the Romans
the freedom for preaching which St. Paul enjoys,
and the importance which he attaclies to it
(Ph 1", Eph 6*'), are more natural at Rome the
expectation of a speedy release (Philem '") points
the same way and, although C.T>sarea was nearer
for a runaway slave from Colossa?, yet there were
more frequent opportunities of communication
with Rome, a greater chance of hiding, and an
Finally, the points
easier access there to St. Paul.
of contact between all four Epp. and the Pastoral
Epp. in phraseology, in stress on organized church
and family life, and in Christology, all favour the
later date. We place, then, all four Epp. at Rome.
Of their relative order it is again impossible to
but most probably (so
speak with certainty
Hort, Eom. and Eph. p. 102
Lightfoot, Phil.
but see on the other side, Ramsay, St. Paul ths
;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;
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Traveller, p. 357) the Ep. to tlie Phil, stands by
comparatively early in the Rom. imprisonment ; for it oilers more points of comparison in
phraseology and doctrinal discussion with tlie
earlier group ; there is more discussion of the
doctrine of iustilication by faith, more protest
against the Judaizing Chn.stians. On the other
hand, Eph Col Philem form a j^roup by tliemselves, written comparatively late in the imprisonment with fewer points of contact with the
earlier group, and witli more agreement with the
Pastoral E[>istles. They may, then, be all placed
about A.D. 63 at Rome.
By that time St. Paul had been in prison for
three or four years. That imprisonment had been
incurred at Jems, just at the moment when he
had taken up the alms of the Gentile Churches to
the Churches of Jud.Ta ; his anxiety about his
itself

—

reception by the brethren there (Ro

15^*) had been
removed he had been welcomed, misunderstandings had been smoothed over, he had shown his
willingness to work with them (Ac 21""*). The
unity Detween Jewish and Gentile Christians was
assured. But an outburst of Jewish fanaticism,
on the false charge that he had taken a Gentile
;

Christian, an Ephesian, within the centre wall of
partition in the temple precincts (cf. Ejih 2" t6
luabroixo'), had led to his arrest ; he had been kept
two years at Ciesarea, thence on his own appeal
had been transferred to Rome on his way he had
been marvellously protected from danger of sliip;

he had been welcomed once more by the
brethren at Rome on his arrival (Ac 28'°), and
since he had been in prison he had liad freedom
to preach and wonderful success in preaching.
Naturally, then, one of his main thoughts was of
God's overruling power, which could bring good
out 01 apparent evil, and turn even imprisonment
into the means of furthering His work (Ph 1",

^Teck

;
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gifts to his followers (4', cf. 2
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who

2"),

him-

was the source of peace (Eph 2"), who was the
head of the body that, tjo, liad its enemies to
conquer, and therefore needed its soldiers ever prepared to fight (Eph 2- 6'°-") but its citizenship was
self

;

;

in heaven, its eneiriies were spiritual, the scene of
battle was in the heavenly places ; its aim was wider,
for it had once more to oring to a unity (ava.Ki<pa.\a.iw(7a(rdai,
recapitulare,' Iren. adv. Hmr. iii. 18 ;
'

;

ad initinm reciprocare, "Tertul.
Monog. c. 5) the whole universe as it was founded
on all past history, so its rule was to embrace all
future time (Ejili 3^'). Dead as well as living were
'

instaurare,' Vulg.

'

;

subjects

its

(4" (?)).

Such thouglits might

of themselves almost account for tlie genesis of this Ep. but a new turn
was given to tliem by the arrival of Epaphras from
Colossje.
He brought news of the deveropinent of
teaching there tendin" to degrade the dignity of
Christ, to substitute tlie worship of angels, to take
low views of tlie material worhf, to lay an undue
stress upon knowledge as the one method of access
to Christ.
At the same time he brought news of
the neighbouring Churches of Proconsular Asia
their faith was sound, their love strong but they
were disheartened by the apostle's imprisonment,
and, as in all Churches in Gentile cities, there was
the danger lest the surrounding heathenism should
;

;

draw tliem back, lest empty arguments {Kivoi.
X6701, Eph 5°) should lead them to treat immorality
lightly and indifferently
and, as in all mixed
Churches of Jews and Gentiles, there was the
'

'

;

danger

lest racial jealousy should destroy unity.
Witli the special danger at ColossiE, St. Paul dealt
in the Ep. to the Col then he turned to the ^vider
condition of the Asiatic Churches, with his thoughts
perhaps mainly fixed on Ephesus, his favourite
abode, the centre of Gentile Christendom in that
neighbourhood.
No longer associating Timothy
Eph S").
witli him (contrast Col 1', Ph 1'), but speaking
Further, he was now in Rome, the great centre only in his own name, he writes what is rather an
of the enipire, whi<-h he had for many years longed
encyclical treatise, a Cath. Ep., than a mere letter
He would look, with the eyes of a pro- (cf Ro and 1 P). Dropping all tone of controversy,
to see.
rincial, upon the centre of the world's administraand with only side allusions to false teaching, he
tion
he would see a power, small at first, confined tries to vnn them to a higher standard by a picture
to one Italian town, growing by steaxly growth of the ideal Church which had been growing in his
till it launched itself forth on tlie whole world,
mind. He had d(me something of the kind to the
brought all nations under its subjection, opened Romans before but that was an elaborate arguits franchise freely to all, and allowed them to
ment trying to convince them that all needed reenjoy its privileges, yet still requiring its prae- demption, and that it had been brought to all by
torian soldiers ready to defend its emperor or to the power of Clirist. This is a statement that the remove out against any enemies that might attack demption has come, and that it has come for here he
its borders
while as ultimate source of authority is writing to Orientals as part of a diWne wisdom,
stood the one man, the Emperor, the head, the and leading men to a fuller knowle<lge (iTrLyyijiai.i,
ruler, the court of appeal for the oppressed, set cf. 1 Co 1'^ avToU Si Toif (cXttto?!, 'loi'Sa/oii re xoi
forward more and more even as an object of "EXXtjo-i, Spiffxi;" QfoO bvvaiuv [the theme of Romans]
worship. At the same time St. Paul would hear Koi Qtov <ro(pla.i> [the theme of Ephesians]).
He is
more of the teaching of Seneca and of the great anxious that they too (tal v/iiit, you in the recesses
Stoic conception of a universal city, of whicli all of Provincial Asia as well as the brethren at Rome,'
men were citizens, and in which each true citizen Hort) should know what is haiijiening in his imrofle above the limitations of place and of environprisonment, that it is bringing fresh glory to the
ment, and became independent, self centred Gentile Christians (3") they need not be out of
(airdp/cijs), the master and not the slave of circumheart, for God is watching his fortunes with that
stances (cf. Lightfoot, Phil., 'St. Paul and same overruling |)ower which has ordered all hisSeneca').
tory.
He it wa.s thanks be to Him who eterNaturally, then, his thoughts would dwell upon nally planned our redemption who chose the Jews
the new brotherhood of the Church, the kingdom for special privileges and promises who at the
of Christ and of God (Eph 5*), the citizenship in right moment revealed His Son an<l broke down
the heavens' (Ph 1" 3", Eph 2"). That, too, had the division between Jew and Gentile who has
CTOwn out of a small centre, and by a longer growth, now drawn luith Jew and Gentile into one body
for it had begun before the foundation of the
who raised Christ and made Him Head of the
world
that, too, had at the right moment
Cliurch
who enabled individuals to do good
launched itself on the world, and all divisions of works; who is now building up His Church and
race had been broken down in it that, too, centred watching over His apostle. Therefore, you must
in its king, who had won his triumplis and given lift up your hearts and minds you must keep the
unity which He ha« given you must not be drawn
• Von Soden, while rejecting the Pauline authorship of Eph.
bark into the old impure aimless life you must
hesitates between Borne and Ajia Minor aa the place of iu
ocmpositlon.
build up family life and you must remember tb/)*
;

.

;

;

—

—

;

'

-

;

—

—

;

'

;

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;
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tlie Jews of old or about
the Rora. Empire now, there are enemies, spiritual
enemies you must be ready botli for defence and
for attack, for you have to tight God's battles, and
to represent His cause and to illustrate His wisdom
in the eyes of the angels. Peace, Love, and Faith
these are the graces wliich I ask for you.
Such was the substance of the letter whether
St. Paul inserted any address must be uncertain.
Either he inserted iv 'E0^<rv, but as Tychicus was
intended to leave it at other Churches too, other
names were inserted by these Churches in their
own copies, or more prooably a blank was left from
the first that Tychicus might fill it up with the
name of each Church to which he read the letter
possibly, again, several copies may have been made
at Rome for the dili'erent Churches, and carried
by Tychicus. It ia a legacy of peace left to the
CJnurch by Paul the aged, 'das Testament des
'one of the divinest
greisen Apostels' (Jiilicher)
compositions of man (Coleridge, Table Talk) vorifidruv ^(TTTj 7] iTTiffToXi] v-'priKGiv Kal 6oyiiA.T(av{%. Chrys.
Comm.) ; truth expressed 'sub specie gratiarum
(Theod. Mops, on 1^).
actionis
Though the
vehement moods of tlie earlier contests have subsided, many parts of the Ep. glow with a steady
white heat (Hort, p. 153). It is a letter rising at
times to the level of a poem, the Christian's (iSth
Psalm * (Dr. Kay) ; ipso verhorum tenore et quasi
rhythmo canticum imitatur' (Bengel on S""'*)
'der ganze erste Haupttheil (1-3) liat liturgischen Charakter und erscheint in seinen Hrihepnnkten wie einer jener B/Mvoi durch welche nacli
Col 3'*, Eph .5-', die Christen sieh belebren
goUen' (Von Soden). When St. Paul wrote this
letter, he was, as at Philippi, singing hymns in

round about you, as about
;

:

:

;

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

prison.

—

v. Doctrinal
Importance.
The doctrines
implied in the whole group of tlie Epp. of the
Captivity are well analyzed, and tlieir relation to
that of tne prerious Epp. dra«Ti out, in B. Weiss,
Bibl. Theol. part iii. § lii.
Those whicli are most
prominent in this particular Ep. are
(a) The Universal Fatherhood of God {iraHip applied to God eight times ; in Ro only four times).
While the unity of God's nature is the startingpoint of the whole argument (4'), yet He is
represented as the Fatlier of the Lord Jesus
Christ (1'), i.e. there is within the Godhead a
relationship of Father and Son, there is a giving
forth of lire and love (1' tu rryairTj/x4v(f)), there is a
social bond, so that every community, whether of
an"els or of men, is named after and reflects the
fatherhood of God (3" jrarpid here only in St.
Paul).
He is in the widest and most absolute
sense the Father (2'» 3" 5» 6^) the Father of
the glory manifested in men (1")
the Father
of all (4«) the Father of us Christians (P).
'

'

;

;

;

—

and this not
(6) The Pre-existence of Christ
merely in relation to God, as elsewhere, but in
relation to man, so that before the foundation of
the world He contains within Himself ideal
Humanity (1*), and men have only to grow up
into that which He already is (4'*- ") and also
in relation to the whole universe which centred
:

re-centred in Him by the
ivaKapaXaiiiaaadai, 2" 4" <Iti;X-

originally in

Him, and

Incarnation

(1>*

is

The Diqnity of Human Nature, as redeemed

\vithin the Cliurch, lifted above this earthly sphere
'nto tlie heavenlies, showing forth the attributes of
God Himself to the world, and becoming a link for
the wliole creation (1=» 2» 3"- '» 4« [r^j f(ii,j toC Gtou]

4"

6' funvral ToO eeoD, 6* 6").

(rf)

complement

of

Kaipol

TrXJipuna. tCiv Kaipu>i> [cf.
(c)

be complete

sliall

Mk

1",

The Essential Unity of

upon the unity of

Lk

tlie

21-*J

and

(1'"

ri

3").

Church, as based

an ideal already realized,
yet needing to be secured (4'), and in a sense still
future (4'°) ; as practically begun by baptism (4*),
and as secured by the gift of an organized ministry,
whose purpose is to fit all Christians for the work
<!od, as

of servnce (wpds Karaprta^bp tCjv ayiwv c/s fpyov iiaKovlas), to build up Church life until the complete
unity is secured (4"' ").

(/) The Insistence on Wisdom and Knowledge,
as an integral and necessary part of the true relife.
This truth, which St. Paul had first
proclaimed in the centre of Gr. philosophy at
Athens (Ac 17^, cf. Hort, Hulsean Lect. p. 62), is
here more explicitly laid down in an epistle to
Gentiles. The value of this insistence is all the
more striking as addressed to converts who were inclined to give an apparently undue value to knowledge.
The remedy for a little knowledge is more
knowledge.
Family
(g) The Consecration of Family Life.
life is regulated in Col (3"-4')
it is dignified in
1 P (2"-3') as a means whereby Christians may
hope to attract heathens to the faith but here it
is lifted to a higher level still, as a type and
nurseiy of Church life.
(h) The Picture of the Christian at a Soldier,
and his life as a warfare, which finds its fullest
expression here, has had a wonderful influence
both on Christian history and on Cliristian literature, enriching the latter with poems and allegories
such as the Psychomachia of Prudentius, and the
Pilgrim's Progress and the Taking of Mansottl
by Bunyan, and nerving many a Christian hero

ligious

:

;

and martyr

for his task.

—

Literathrb. If we may see a literary dependence of 1 P
and of the Apoc. upon our Ep., ita importance must have been
recognized at once, and it must have been at once known in
Rome the reminiscences found In the sub-apos. writers show
a knowledge of it at least in Asia Minor ana Italy. There is
some evidence that it was commented upon by the Gnostics in
the 2nd cent. Origen wrote three books upon it, large fragment*
probably a
of which are preser\'ed in Cramer's Catena^ vol. vi.
much larger part is embodied in Jerome's Commentarj/. In
the next cent. Ephraem the Syrian, Victorinus the African,
Ambrosiaater, St. Chrysostom, and Severianus, and rather later
Theodore of Mopsues'tia, Theodoret, and Jerome, treated it in
their general comm. on St. Paul's Epp.
For an account of
these comm. see Lightfoot, G(U. (pp. 217 ff.), and Swete's ed. of
Theodore of Mopsuestia (vol. i. pp. lix-lxxix). For later comm.
cf. Meyer's Comm. (Introd.), or Macpherson, pp. 96-106.
St. Chrysostom remains still the best comm. for his combination of exegetical, doctrinal, and spiritual power, and for
sympathy with the writer's mind and character. He want*
exact treatment of exegetical difficulties, and is at times fanciful
but he seizes well the whole drift of a passage ; he never
avoids discussing a difficulty he has a Ann hold on doctrine,
and is especially strong in the spiritual application of truth,
dwelling on the contrast between virtue and vice ; on the
strength of the will, on the beauty of the Christian character
Theoin contrast to the unnaturalness and impotence of sin.
dore of Mopsuestia is acute as an exegete, but has leas spiritual
insight: e.g. he explains all the blessings spoken of in the Ep. a4
referring to a future life.
Of mod. comm. Macpherson (Edinr. 1892) is full and useful,
but not very stimulating; Ellicott, Alford, Moule(Camb. Bible),
Beet, are "all good
Bishop Lijthtfoofa notes on 1'" have
been published posthumously (A o(#s on the Kpp. of St. Paid,
1895). W. Schmidt in Meyer's Comm. on yx, and Von Soden in
(Freiburg, 1891), are excellent
the HarulkomTnentar zum
vi.

;

;

;

;

;

XT

in exegesis.

Xorpioi^^fOl).
(c)

in the future.
Each itaipiSt is regarded as contributing its quota to the whole, until tlie wlioU

and

The Continuity of all History in the past

P, 6819 ia quoted In 48 ; there are other possible reminiecences o[ it ; e.g. cf. Pa * with 51^ 10 with l-»8 17 with 2'.!3
w »d »• with 1» ; 37 Mid with sa. M ; «j and *> with 3" 6ii>
•

For the doctrinal treatment of the Ep., Dale, Lectures oi*
Eph., and Findlay in The b'xpot. Bible, are equally good,
though both fail to rise to the writer's conception of the Church.
For devotional use, Bemardine of Picquii:ny. in l.at. or In
Eng. (tr. by A. H. Pritchard. 18S.S), is most useful. The introductory questions are best dealt with by PHoiderer, PaulinOtm.
lloltzmann. Kritik
ii. pp. 102-193; Von Soden, ubis%ij)ra\ and
der Rjihexer- und Kolotnter-bri^fe, Leipzig. 1882, aa against the
Pauline authorship on behalf of it. by Lightfoot, Bil'l. Ktmy
Hort, I'rnUtiomena to the Ho. and Eph. 189.*» A. Robcrtsoo in
Zahn, Einl.
Smith's Z)£f2 Weiss. Introd. to
:

;

'

•

;

W. Lock.

•

»

;

;

NT

;

EPHESUS

('E^<ro«)

was the metropolis

of th«

—

;

Koman {)rovince of Asia (wh. see), and one of the
three great cities of the East Mediterranean lands
(along ^vith Antioch in Syria and Alexandria in
Egypt), a rank to which geographical and hisIt was
raise it.
torical causes conspired to
situated within 3 miles of the sea, on the river
Cayster, which was navigable as far up as the city
It stood at the entrance to
in the liom. period.
one of the four river valleys that extend upwards
and eastwards like long narrow clefts in the high
plateau forming the main muss of Asia Minor
these valleys are separated by chains of mountains, which are really prolongations, like fingers,
stretching out towards the \V. from the main
plateau. The roads connecting the western sea,
the JEgeaa, with the central and eastern lands,
must necessarily follow the lines of these four
valleys and near the mouth of each of them stood
a Gr. city, in which the importance of the valley
was centred. The four vaJleys are those of the
river Caicus with the city Pergamus, of the
Hermus with Smyrna, of the Cayster with E., and
The four cities
of the Ma-ander with Miletus.
played a prominent part in the early history of
Christianity in Asia Alinor. The shorter courses
of the Caicus and Cayster make their vallejys unBuited for routes of communication with the far
East and natural circumstances make the road
that leads up from the Hermus valley to the plateau
too dilticult. Hence the route up the M.Tander to its
junction with the Lycus, and thence up tlie Lycus
i)y Laoilicea (wh. see) towards Apamea, has been
the great road of history, and was one of the chief

;

which, doubtless, St. Paul's helpers, like Timothy
and others, were sent by him. Corinth was the
next great knot on the way to Rome, and conimuniiation between E. and Corintli must have
been very frequent. The ship that conveyed St.
Paul to Jerus. from Corinth, doubtless a pUgriin
ship carrying Jews to Jerus. ex])rcssly for tlie
Passover, crossed first to E. (Ac 18''), ami theme
coasted round Asia Minor, and crossed, doubtless
by the W. side of Cyprus, to the Syrian coast >as
The same character, as a pilgrim shi]),
in Ac 21').
doubtless belonged to the ship by which St. Paul
intended to sail from Corinth tor the Passover four
on board of such a ship
years later (Ac 20^)
Jewish fanaticism would have been specially
strong, and the conspiracy which was dreaded by
St. Paul's friends would have had every chance of
;

being successful.
After St. Paul's work in Asia was ended,
Timothy seems to have been stationed in E. for a
time (1 Ti 1'), with general authority, extending
probably over the wTiole province, as is implied
throughout the first Epistle ; and he was summoned thence by St. Paul to join him in Rome
during his second imprisonment (2 Ti 4") and Jolin
Mark must have been in Asia, perhaps in or
at least near E., at that time, as Timothy
was charged (4") to bring Mark with him to
wide acquaintance of Mark with the
Rome.
Asian Churches is implied in Col 4'", 1 P 5" and
on each of the journeys between Rome and Asia
which are implied in these pas.s.ages, he must have
liassod through Ephesus. The rank of the Ephe.4an
avenues of intercourse, of commerce, and of advanc- Church in the province is attested further by its
ing civilization and thought under the Rom. Empire. being named first in Rev 1" 2'. It became the
Now E., from the bef'inning, competed with Miletus home of St. .John in the latter part of the century
as the seaport towards which the trade of that great and a few incidents of his residence in E. are preronH wa.s attracted for, owing to the configuration served by Eusebius. According to tradition, not
merely 'limothy and John, but also the Virgin
ot the coa-st and of the valley, the line from the
I-yrus down the Mseander, and across the moun- Mary, were buried at Ephesus.*
The connexion of the Ephesian city harbour with
tains by a pass only about 600 ft. high to E., is
shorter by many miles than the line down the the sea deiiended on the jiroper maintenance of the
Ma-ander to Miletus.
The superior energy and diannel of the Cayster but this was dithcult, for
more thoroughly Gr. character of the people of the river, which drains a valley of fertile alluvial
Miletus, combined with their more advantageous soil, carried much silt in its water, and dei)Osited
this toward its mouth, as the current became weak.
harbour, gave them the advantage in earlier times
but under the later Gr. kings, and still more de- According to Strabo (p. 641), an ill-advised engineering scheme under tlie Pergamenian king Attains
cisively under the Roman rule, E. had established
Philadelphus (n.C. 159-138), when a breakwater
itself in undisputed sujiremacy as the sea-end of the
great eastern highway, while the silting up of the was built to narrow the entrance from the river,
Mseander seems to have been permitted to interfere increased the tendency to silt up the mouth of the
with the excellence of the liarbour of Miletus. city harbour; and in A.D. 65 measures had to be
Thus E. became the great commercial centre for taken by the governor of Asia to iriiiuovo the conthe whole country within, i.e. on the Roman side nexion Letween the harbour and the sea (Tacit.
Ann. xvi. 23). Either then or at some other time,
of, Mt. Taurus, as Slrabo mentions (p. 641, cf. pp.
an embankment, which can still be seen as one
640, 603).
On the great line of communication between rides down from E. to the sea (see Weber, p. 52),
Rome and the East in general, E. was one of the was built along the lower course of the river, to
knots where many side roads converged to feed the help the action of the stream in sweeping the silt
The harbour of E. was
main route. From the N. and the S. coa.sting out towards the sea.
ships and land roads (Ac 19'' 20'-", 1 Ti 1', 2 Ti 4") maintained, ajiparently, under the Rom. Empire
brought travellers to the city on their way to but in later centuries the care and energy needed
Rome, or carried away travellers and oilicials who for so great a task failed, the harbour became a
were going from Rome to other parts of the pro- mere marsh, and with it E. necessarily decayed,
Thus it was a regulation that the Rom. as its qualifications for being the sea-end of the great
vince.
governors under the empire must land at E. and higliway had ceased. Even in the time of St. Paul,
,he Hystem of roads was such as to make the city
• Ab to the Biipposerf connexion o( St Luko with K.,noancient
the most ea-sily accessible from all quarters of Asia. evidence for it fXislB (l)ut raliicr only contrary evidence); in
pcrHonal Itnowledife of the city
Hence it was naturally marked out as the centre Ac there is nothing to Bug^eHt
and the 80-called Toinlt of St. Luke'
tite part of the autlior
where St. I'aul should station hiiii.sulf in order to on
iH liie creation of a mere error on tiie part of Mr. J. T. Woo<i,
aUcct that great province
and from thence the who niist4>ok a rude cross, incised in lat<jr tiincB on the murhle
new religion radiated over the whole of the pro- door of an old Gr. polyandrion or fnniily toniii, for a proof of
ori^'in of the monuniont, inm;;inin(; tliut the
vince (Ac 19'"), partly through the fact that great the ChriMtian
flmire of a hull (a tir. ornament) wliidi was sculptured on it was
numbers of the provincials came to E. for various the symbol of St. Luke, and coniplelitiK tiis delusion hy ttle
purposes {e.g. to trade, to see the great Rom. false belief that the moilern name Avassuluk (on which see
Vet from his idea
below) was derived from "Aj-iof \ovxitt.
festivals and shows, to worship the great goddess,
and in recent years
tltere ha« been develope'l a tno*lern leu'cnd
etc.), and heard the word, and carried it back to
there hoA been some attempt to institute a ceremonial at tliU
their homes, partly through special missions on false tomb of St. Luke.'
;

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;
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was somewhat troublesome to ascend the channel
harbour and ships which were trading between the N. jEgean ports and Syria, avoided E.,

partly on a low isolated hill, called Pion or Prion
(about 500 ft.), which rises in the plain.
The history of E. turns, to a ^eat extent, on
the opposition between the Greeks, the party of
progress and freedom and maritime enterprise,
and the non-Gr. population, centred at the temple,
and championed by the priesthood, the party of
stagnation and ignorance and Asiatic submission.
The Lydian conquest by Croesus for a time enslaved the city to the temple
the new foundation of E. by Lysimachus in B. C. 295 again redressed
*
but
the
proximity
of the temple
the balance ;
gave it always an immense power in the city. The
city owed its pre-eminence in the province in part
to the temple, for the temple was the greatest and
most influential in Asia, and the city boasted of
the title 'warden of the temple of Artemis veuKbpot
r^t 'Apri/uSot, Ac 19^, lit.
temple-sweeper,' in
'temple-keeper,' in
'worshipper.' The title
Temple- Warden is more commonly applied to
E., and to many other Asian cities, as warden of a
temple of the imperial cultus in the time of St.
Paul, E. was warden of one such temple, and later
she became warden of two temples, and finally
of three temples of the imperial religion (Sis, rpis,
peuKipo!)
and when the Eph. Neocorate simply is
mentioned, that is the sense in which it is ordinarily to be understood, t But the ref. to the Eph.

722
it

to the

;

unless the exigencies of loading or discharging
freight req uired them to enter the harbour (Ac 20"").
While the road up the Cayster valley towards
the East was too difficult to be a commercial route,
it afforded decidedly the shorter path from E. to
Pisidian Antioch and the East in general
and
naturally foot-passengers, to whom precipitous
crescents causea no difficulty, would prefer that
road to the longer but more level route by
Apamea and Laodicea. The Cayster route leads
over higher ground than the other, and does not
descend into the low coast valley till it comes nearer
E.
and this also would make it preferable in
the summer. Hence St. Paul, jouxneying from
Pisidian Antioch to E., preferred the Cayster
route, and traversed the higher-lying districts (i-d
dvi^fpiKi. iiipri, Ac 19') * and the statement of Ac
on this point is confirmed by Col 2', which shows
that the apostle had never visited Colossae or
Laodicea (which were situated on the great highway).
He had doubtless entered on the same path
in his second journey, when, after re\-isiting Derbe,
Lystra, Iconium, and Antioch, he advanced into
Asia, but found himself
forbidden of the Holy
Ghost to preach the word in Asia' (Ac 16').
The lower end of the Cayster valley is di\nded
from the middle valley (called the Caystrian plain)
by the projection of the bounding mountain
ranges, for Mt. Gallesus on the N. stretches down
towards the S., as if trying to reach across the
valley to Mt. Messogis (the part of which overlooking E. was called Pactyas), and forces the Cayster
to wind southward, when it is coming near the sealevel.
Below this narrow pass, the valley opens
again to form a low marsny plain, raised very
little above the sea, from wLicn the hills spring
very sharply, as Mt. Coressus, the outermost peak
of Pactyas, overhanging the site of E., extends in
a long sharp ridge westward towards the sea and
the Cayster turns again sharply to the W. through
this 13 miles long plain to the sea.
In the open
plain, about 5 miles from the sea, on the S. side of
the river, stands a little hill, close on the W., above
the modem raOway station this hill has always
been the religious centre of the valley
below
its S.W. slope stood the sacred precinct of the
Asian goddess, who was identified by the Greeks
with their own Artemis (see DiANA) on the hill
Justinian built one of his greatest ecclesiastical
foundations,t the church (whose ruins, projecting
out of the hill, can still be traced) dedicated to St.
;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

John the Evangelist (6 (S7105 BeoXbyoi, from
the hill and the little village beside is still

whom
called

Ayo-soliik or Ayas-saliik, i.e. Ayo-tholog) and
between the two was built a fine mosque, formerly
one of the most exquisite monuments of late Arab.Pers. art, now seriously dilapidated (founded probably by one of the Seljuk princes, who reigned
and coined money with Lat. inscription X at Ayosoliik).
Round this religious centre the earliest
and the latest inhabitants have congregated
whereas, in opposition to the religious foundation,
the Gr. colonists built the city of E., at a distance
of 1 to 2 miles S.-W., partly on the slope of
Coressus, partly on the low ground at its foot, and
;

In this senUnce we speftk onlv on the South Galatian
theory (Ramsay, Church in Rom. 'Bmp. p. 93 f., esp. ed. 2 or
luter editions); those who hold the 'North Galati&n' view may
omit tills one sentence.
t It IB brielly described by Procopius, ^dific. t. 1, as etjualling
In size and magnificence Justinian's great foundation in Conatantinople, the Church o( the Holy Apostles. Justinian built
it in place of an earlier church 00 the same site, dedicated to St.
John.
Several of these coins were
1 Mimtta qua fit in theologo.
among a find made In the soil, a little to the north of the
t«mple, by ilr. Wood. The coins had been buried about 1370.
*

'

;

'

KV

'

AV

'

'

;

;

Neocorate of Artemis in Ac 19^ is justified by an
inscription of the 2nd cent., in which E. is said to
be ' doubly temple-warden of the Emperors, and
warden of Artemis ' (Sis i/euKo'pos rir Se^acrrwi' /tai
feuKdpot T^s 'kprtiuSos, Wood, Appendix Inscr.
vi. 6, p. 50) ; and coins of the 3rd cent, have the
legend 'Eipeaiuv rpU vecjKdpwv Kal ttjs ^Apr^fuSoSj i.e.
triply temple-warden (of the emperors), and
(temple-warden) t of Artemis.' The festivals of
the goddess were thronged by pilgrims and devotees from the Cayster valley and from the
whole of Asia. The crowds which attended these
festivals contributed greatly to the wealth of
the city
many trades were mainly dependent
on the pilgrims, who required entertainment, food,
amusement, victims to sacrifice, otlerings to dedicate, curiosities and images for worship to carry
home.§
The order of events during St. Paul s
long residence in E. of 2 years and 3 months
\9^'",
called 3 years by the apostle himself,
(Ac
Ac 20^', in the usual ancient style of reckoning an
intermediate period by the superior round number)
illustrates in a striking way the relation of the
priestly centre to the preaching of Christianity.
At first there was no opposition for new religions,
which were often brought in from the east, had
never been found prejudicial to the influence of
Artemis and her priests. Then the missionaries
were brought into collision with the practisers and
votaries of magic E. was one of the great centres
of magical art, and a kind of magic formulae,
'

;

;

;

• Even under the Delian confederacy It seems clear that the
Eph. contribution of 6 to 7^ talents v>-as paid only under
compulsion (Head, p. 18), and the Gr. spirit was nearly dead.
Lysimachus called his new city Arsiuoe, aft«r his wife, but thi«
name lasted onlv a few years.
Eph. Neocorate in the Imperial cultus is first ment The
tioned on coins of Nero ; probably the ref. is to the Auijutteum.
a temple built in tiie precinct of Artemis to Romeand Augustus
by the city E. (not by the Commune Agio;, see Asia, asiarcii)
Buchner, de Neocoria,
before B.c" 6 (\Vood. Appendix, L 1)
p. 38, indeed considers that the reference is to a temple of
Claudius, which he supposes to have been dedicated by the
Cfimmune Agi£B, on account of aid given to the city by the
out there is no evidence
emi^eror, MaJalas. p. 246, ed. Bonn
that such a temple ever existed. The second imperial neocorate was granted under Hadrian, and the third under Caraculla.
A decree of the Senat* was required to grant this distinction (08 Asia was a senatorial province).
refer* to this
I The phrase rirpaxic lu^xcpM on the later coinj
;

;

same

fact.

g Artemis Ephesia wos worshipped more widely by private
persons thiui any other deity known to Pausanias (iv. 3L 8 cl
also Xen. Anab. v. 3. 4X
;

—

;

EPHESUS

EPHESUS
called Epiiesian Letters {'Etp^aia ypd^ifmra), liecnme

famous:*

the

were

nirt<;:icians

naturallv

soon

to the reli^j^ion wliieli freed
the hninan mind from such superstitions but their
disrouilituie (Ac 19'^-"*) would not directly and
ininie<liately allcct the priests and the temple.
As time passed and the new reli^non became more
powerful, it began to allect the worsliippers, who
aid not need so many artit^es for dedication (dm^;«ira), and ceased to purchase the small repre•cntAtiou.s of the goddess in her shrine, which were
produced in vast numbers and in various materials
Thus
gUver, marble, and terra-cotta, (see Diana).
several trades were seriously attected, and the
roiavra
^/rydras,
(rot)?
w€pl
tA
associated trades
Ac ly-^), under the leadersliip of one of their
wealthy merchants (who dealt in silver shrines,'
and therefore needed more capital for his business
in the precious metal), Demetrius, probably master
of the guild for the year.t eager to defend their
against the
interests, raised a demonstration
Christian preachers. It is clear that in the riot
the Christians ran serious risk (Itf**). and that,
even after (and also before) the riot, the passions
and superstitions of the vulgar mob, having once
been roused against the puritanic tendencies of the
Chrwtians, continued to be a serious danger to St.
Paul (1 Co 15=*^ W, 2 Co 1«-'").
The early stagt-s of the riot involve some reference to the topoarrnj'cti in oj>i>osition

;

*

graphy of ki'h(.su8. It Is obvious that the in(Iammator>- speech of
Demetrius w:ia deliverer! at a meetinj; of the associated trades,
doubtUiis held in a buildinjr bt-Ion^riny to the guild {VJ'^^). The
text of the Bczan Codc\ explicitly states (wha* obviously must
have occurred) that the OiwemUed tradesmen and craftsmen
then rushe^J out Into the street (vt t« ittt^do*), and at last congregmted in the theatre. The ruins of the theatre are on a lar^^e
cafe ; and it has been calculated that the building could hold
24,000 people. It was situated on the western slope of Mount
Pico, overfookinjr the city harbour (which is now a marsh).
It is an int4.-resting and iraporUint point that the Asiarchs
wtn friendly to St. Paul, and intcr\eiicd to save him from
wiventuring himself in the crowd. They doubtless pointed out
to him that his presence would still further enrage the excited
crowd that if the mob once proceetled to violence, they were
more likely to extend their violence to his companions; and
that the t>esl course therefore was for St. Paul not to show biniThe attitude of the Asiarchs may be taken
telf at the moment.
as a fair indication of the feeling entertained towards St. Paul
by the eitucatcd and influential cla^ in the city, and also of the
attitude of the imperial administration, for they were othcials of
they were part of the Horn.
the province, not of the city
;

;

Imperial machinery.

It is

perhaps implied In Ac 1931 that they

were present as a body or council in the city this may be
accounted (or either by a festival which was in progress aW>ut
the same time, or by the natural apjiroprtateness of a provincial
bo<Jy orcoun'ril meeting in the capital of the province. A council
:

of the Asiarchs is probably referred to in an Apamean Inscription
(Ramsay, VUif^ aiul liuhoprics of J'hrygia, ii. No. 290).
In the narrative (Ac 191^*1) allusions occur to the government
o( E., and also of the whole province of Asia. The Town-Clerk,
or Secretary of the City (ypxfM.aMTiCt), appears as an otHcial of
rreatauUiority ; the assembly of the citizens (isaXtjri'a) is menand the Roman
tioned as the highest munici^ authority
oourt« (lonventus, mi my*pti7ot, i.e. i.yofi»i lixCt) and proconsuls
are declared to be the final Judicial authority in case of any
complaint a^inst Individuals. Tlie government of the nitmicipalityof E.. like that of the other great A»ian cities, was lodged
in Uie haiidM of two deliberative bodies, the Senate (^«f Af) and
the Assembly (U«>-r^.«), and of certain boanls of magistrates,
notably the .Strategoi (rrflxryry*!). All power ultimately resided
In the Assenibly of the citizens; and m the old free Or. cityconstitution the Awtenitily had really held the reins of {K>wer, and
•xerciMed the final control over all the other departments of the
gorenimcnt. But its meetings under the Rom. system tended
in J»©c*»nie mere fnnnalities, at which the Bills sent to it by the
for (he imperial governiuenl,
J)eiiat« were merely approved
whi'ii had abolished the powers of the popular assembly in
'

'

;

;

Eonie, naturally discouraged popular aHseinSlies in the cities of
the empire; when 8t. Paul, however, was at K., the Aiwfmbly
was still, in name at least, the supreme and final authority in
the city (Ac 19^), where tlie liut decision lay on niatt4:r8 that
did not properly fall within the cognizance of the Koin. courts and
• Perhaps an example of thew Ephftia f^rammata occur* on
a coin of the ImiKjrial time, as Mr. Head suggests in his Cat.
Brit. Ahts. (Ionia), p. 70.
t At K. the guilas of the

Woolworkers (Katwrnpiti), the Surveyors (v«ujv<w), and the Workmen before the Uatc (i^yaiTaj
A
wfi*ruki'iT»i ffitt f-M n«ri«%vH) are mentioned in inscriptions.
list of trade guilds in the Asian cities is givi>ri by Oohler in

Branng

Viiulot/oiu'tviiSf

Vtreiixnoeten, p. 167.

p.

^7(J

t.

;

cl.

Liebeuam*

Hotni*cftr»
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and it is also regularly mentioned in the preamble to
;
decrees, along with the Sen;.te, as giving validity and authority
to tlecrees wliich had been prepared by tbe Senate and submitted to it for itH a]>pro\al.*
The Senate (^tuXt,) in the
Asian cities was transfonned by gnidual steps from the old Or.
form of a body elected annually by the citizens, to the Rom.
form of a body tille<i up by dibtiiigui^hed citizens (esu. all who
had held any of the higher magiistrucics), retaining ineir seats
for life. Concurrently with this change in its constitution, it
encroached more and more on the powers of the Assembly. But
at the same time another transfurming process went on simultaneously, as the Horn, imperial authority encroached OD the
municipal privilege of self-administration and in this transfonnatum tiie Senate was made by slow steps a mere instrument
of the Itom. imperial government.
The Secretary of the city (>'^at,u^Asru>< r^t wotitax, called also
offlcerB

;

'E^i*'/*'!' ypctfj-fMLTti/f, or yfiOLfjLfjM.Ttu( Tou iy.fM>v) was perhaps
the most influential individual in the city. Mr. Hicks well says
that • OS the real vigour of the Assembly declined in the atmosphere of imperial rule, it was more and more left to the
Secretary to arrange the business of the Assembly. Together with
the Strategoi he drafted the decrees to be propo-scd.t He had tlie
decrees engraved. He took charge of money left to the people
Further, it is clear that he acted as a channel of
of Epheaus.'
communication between the Rom. provincial administration and
themunioii)ality (tf.a. intlie inscription. Hicks, p. 154) and thus,
as the Rom. central authority encroached on the municipality,
the Secretary l>ecame more and more important. These facts
explain the part played by this ollicial in Ac llP^-**, an incident
which throws a clear light on this obscure subject, and is in
perfect accord with all that we learn about it from other sources.
He came forword as the agent of the municipal government,
and calmed the mob by a skilful speech ; he spoke of the close
relation between the city and the temple, and the sacredness of
the gmidess, as universally acknowledged ; he mentioned, as an
obvious and familiar fact, that Paui and his associates had not
been guilty of acts or words disresjiectful to the goddess (see
KcnKtt.' RomiBkS of); he pointed out that there was an
establitilu'd method of legal procedure, whereby they should
seek redress for any injury of which they complained, but that
persistence in their riotous conduct was criminal, and likely to
call down severe punishment; and then he dismissed the
assembly. His recognition of the meeting as an ixxXr.ffm was
important : he did so in order to shield it, so far as he could,
from lioiiian censure.
The Sei-Tetary advised the concourse to disperse, and wait
until Uie lawful Ecclesia (8o AV, regular asseniblv RV) should
meet, and settle anything furihcr which they wislud to bring
before it. The old" Gr. distinction between regular ordinary
meetings on days agreed beforehand {*o/Muai ixKXvrteti, Hicks,
No. 481, 1. 34U) and extraorditiary meetings, specially suiunioned, had been modified by the Rom. government in such a
way that pennis.sion of the Rom. olhcials was reipiired before a
meeting of the Kcclesia could be legally held ; and from this it
resulted that no extniordinary A8semi)ly could be sunuuoned
except by the Rom. othcials tliemselves, who had the right to
Hence this suddenly
call the people together at any time.l
conxened meeting was not legal, and couhl not carry any business through ; and, moreover, it might provoke inquiry from the
Romans (who were always jealous ot the right of free meeting),
and even result in punishment (such as the prohil>ition for a time
for, as the Secn-tary pointed
of all right of holding the Ect^lesia)
out, the city could not Justify it by pleaduig any rause for it.
i

;

Cm

;

In the city of E., then, there were three distinct
powers, which were broii^dit into contactor conflict
the hierarcliy of the
in the 1st and 2nd cent.
tcmjile, t!ie government of the city, and the new
At hrst it is clear
reli<,'ion preached by St. Paul.
that there was no opposition on the part of the
municipal government to Christianity. The Secretary of the city speaks for tlie government, and
points out that the Christians have not been guilty
of disrespect in act or word towunls the established
system, while the rioters have brought the city
into danger of reprimand and imnishnient from
Thi; wliule tone is one of
the imperial rule.
superiority to, and aliiuist of contempt for, the
8uperstitii)us vtilgar, together witli recognition
of the right of St. Paul to preach, so lon^x as he
showed proper respect to the laws and in.stitutions
convinced Cliristian, who was at
of the city.
the same time a man of atlairs, could not have
taken a line tliat wa,s better calculated to put St.
I'aul in the right and tlie rioters in the wron-:
and we shall probably not err in believing that the
general tone of the educated otiieials and tlie
priests of high rank at this time was one of perfect
:

A

• It Is best described by M. L6vy, lievue cfes £'fui/c>
Grrcjuff. IH!»f>, p. 2u:itt.
of the Strategol aa an
t This implies that he sat on the board
as.sessor (or perhaps as ly chairman).
Urecquet,
Jievue
de*
Etude*
1805,
LAvy
In
p 216.
t

;

EPHESUS

EPHESUS

equanimity and general philosophic interest in the
preaching of St. Paul, whereas the superstitions
and vulfiar mob were strongly opposed to him.
This state of opinion lasted till near the end of the
Ist century. But the violent feelings roused during
the persecution of Domitian, combined with the
realization on the part of the officials and the
higher i)iiesthood that the growing power of

but not finally completed until alwut B.C. 400,
was burnt to the ground in B.C. 356, on the sama
night that Alexander the Great was born and a
vast temple, measuring, according to Pliny, 425 ft.
by 220,* was built in its place with the help of
contributions from the whole of Asia (tota Asia
cf.
exstruente, Pliny, Nat. Hist. xvi. 40, 213
Hicks, p. 174) a fact which attests the veneration
19",
paid to the goddess by the whole province (Ac
see also CIG, No. 2954, and Hicks, p. 144, No. 482,
Owing to
on the reading of which see above).
the marshy soU on which it stood, it required much
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Christianity threatened the existing order of
things, and would, if successful, sweep it away,
led to a union among all the classes which were
not opposed to the existing order, i.e. among all
may confidently
who were not Christians.
assume, also, that at first Christianity spread with
great rapidity and produced a neglect of the Eph.
ritual similar to that which Pliny describes as
ha\Tng existed in Bithynia, until the measures
carried outbyhiminA.D. 112 caused a reri val of
the pagan worship [Epist. ad Trajan. 95).
similar revival of paganism in E. about the same
period is attested oy ancient documents, as Canon
great
Hicks was the first to recognize clearly.
inscription, dating A.D. 104 (Hicks, No. 481,
p. 135), contains a series of decrees honouring C.
Vibius Salutaris, a Rom. citizen resident in E.,
who had presented to the goddess and the city
government a number of statues, images, and
moneys, and arranging for the acceptance and use
of the gifts and for the institution of a new
festival and procession which should unite and
bind more closely together the sanctuary and
From this time onwards
the city of Artemis.
the city began to boast more than before of its

We

A

A

temple-guardian of Artemis {veuKipoi
'Apr^/iiSot)
and the imperial government also
allied itself with the religion of Artemis, for under
Hadrian imperial silver coins bear the type and
legend of DIANA EPHESIA, showing that the
vindication of the goddess was accepted as a duty
by the emperor as Pontifex Maximus (for Rom.
coins could not bear the effigy and title of any
but a Rom. deity). This agreement of the imperial
government, tlie municipal authorities, the templehierarchy, and the superstitious mob of the city,
It
lasted unbroken until Christianity triumphed.
is true that the text of a decree, passed by the
Senate and Assembly of E. in A.D. 161, is commonly
quoted as an involuntary confession of the decline
of the Artemis-worshijj under the growing influence
of the new faith,' and as an indication that the
title

of

'

'

:

'

reaction visible in A.D. 104 had ceased. The text
(Hicks, No. 482, p. 145), according to the usually
accepted interpretation, states that
the Eph.
goddess, whose worship had hitherto been universally recognized, was now being dishonoured,
not only in her own city {iy tj iat/rij! Trarpioi
dTijuarai), but also amon" Greeks and barbarians.'
But, as has been urged in Classical Eev. 1S".)3,
p. 100, it is impossible to accept the idea that a
decree in honour of the goddess had such an illomi!ned introduction (for to ancient feeling it was
profane and impious and dangerous to use such
words) and probably there has been a slight error
of the engiaver, who wrote 5i once instead of twice,
thus reversing the meaning the true text, then,
states that Artemis is honoured in her own city
'

;

;

and everywhere

The

(irarplSi Siariyaarai).*

Artemis at E. was one of the
and most famous architectural works

temi)le of

greatest

known to the ancient world. The building wliidi
existed when St. Paul lived in E. was not the
oldest temple.
An earlier temple, containing
columns dedicated by Croesus, king of Lydia, B.C.
560-539 (frajTments of which are now exhibited in
the Brit. Mus. containing parts of the king's
dedicatory inscriptions Ilicks, p. 173, No. 518),

—

* In his (ufrftfrufa,

Bograver'0 blunder

CaDOD Hicks

also iB disposed to recognize on

;

;

—

care and contrivance to lay the foundations firmly
(Pliny, Nat. Hist, xxxvi. 95). Possibly, the impressiveness of this great temple suggested to St. Paul
the allegory in 1 Co 3">-" (written from E.), and
gave point to his words addressed to the Ephesians
(220-22)
^,^t jt, jg unnecessary to suppose that on
each occasion, when he refers to the ideas of
foundation or building, as in 1 Ti 3"> 6'», 2 Ti 2i9-»,
Ac 20''*, he was thinkmg of this temple. The sito
of this temple was discovered by Mr. J. T. Wood
in 1870, after many years' patient and laborious
search ; but, unfortunately, he has given no
sufficient indications as to what remains of the
building he found actually in situ, and has left
no plan of the site as it was when he uncovered
it.
He merely gives his own restorations, and his
ovm theories as to what the temple must have been
when it was perfect but his knowledge of Gr.
architecture was not so thorough as to make liis
.

;

views trustworthy

;

and it is hardly possible now
knowledge of the facts to form

to acquire sufficient
a clear conception of the building. Officials called
vewTToiai or vfoTToiol were charged ' to take care of
tlie fabric and repairs of the temple, and to superintend any additions such as the setting up of
inscriptions' (Hicks, p. 80).
There can be no doubt that the Temple of
Ephesian Artemis was used as a place of deposit for
treasure both by the city and by private individuals
This function
(as, e.g., by Xenophon.^-l/Kift. v. 3. 4).
strengthened the bonds that united the city and
It is uncertain how the treasure
the temple.
deposited in the temple by the city was managed,
but, as Canon Hicks says (p. 82), it is remarkable
how little is said in the Ephesian inscriptions about
any financial officers.' Tlie temple and its precinct
were inviolable no arms niiglit be borne within
the sacred precinct (implying that in primitive
times, when arms were commonly carried, the
goddess provided that her worship should be a
'

:

The Rom. government, in
peaceful influence).
A.D. 22, recognized the right of a.sylum that belonged to the soil of Artemis (Tacit. Ann. iii. 63)
but the local limits of asylum varied widely at
different periods.

The twelve disciiiles of the baptism of John whom St. Paul
found at E. (Ac \V>) had possibly been converted by Apollos
during his recent visit; though it is more probable that a
small sect of Jews had emigrated to E., as a great centre of
commerce and intercourse, soon after the coming of St. John.
St. Paul, on his first brief visit, seems to have found tlie Jews
in E. very well disposed towards the new teaching and, though
a rupture between him and tliem is recorded (Ac 199), it is
hardly described in such terms as to suggest that it was so
serious as those that occurred in Corinth or Thessalonica. The
existence of a Jewish colonv at E. in B.C. 44 is vouched for by
Jos. Ami. iiv. X. 12 (cf. x'lv. x. 25, xn. vi. 2 and 7), when
Dolabella granted them religious freedom (esp. from engasrenients inconsistent with proi>er observance of the Sabbath) iiikI
When Augustus aftvrwanls
e.\eniption from military service.
contlrmed the privileges of the Asian Jews, esp. guaranteeing
;

them safe-conduct for transmission of their offerings to Jerus.,
he doubtless had E. prominent in his mind (Jos. Ant. xvi. vi. 2,
Ac. 2y P^). Jewish inscriptions at Eph. are published. Hicks,
Nos. 676, 617. Some of these Jews appear to have m.ide a
practice of exorcism and nKi;,'ic, Ac lO^^l", like Bar-jesus at
Paphos, Ac 136 (see Sckva). Similar practices were engaged in
by the Jewish settlers at Thyatira (wh. see).

cf.

• According to Mr. Wood's measurement* the temple itsell
ft. by 164, and the stylobate or basement 41S ft

measured 343
by

239.

—

;
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When St. Paul broke with the Jews, he passed
forth beyond the narrower circle which had come
within the influence of the synagopie, and addressed the entire Eph. population. He was underBtootl by the Ephesians to be the teaclier of a new
school of philosopliy ; and, arrreeably to this view,
he lectured daily in the school of Tyrannus (wh. see),
juBt as other philosophers gave public lectures.
In the Bezan Text there is added the statement
that he tau^'ht from the 5th to the 10th hour. It
probable that this is correct, showin" that St.
Paul employed the hours when the building would
no longer be in use for the business in the A.sian
cities seems to have ended at the 5tli hour (one
hour before midday).* We may, then, picture
Paul's life in Eph. aa spent thus he wrought
'ni^ht and day' with his hands, i.e. he started his
craft before sunrise and continued at work through
the earlier hours of the day (Ac 20", 1 Co 4''-,t
1 Th 2*)
then, after the ordinary day's work was
finished, he began to teach publicly in this building, and expounded his philosophy to all comers
freely.
Tlie.se public lectures were, as we might
naturally expect, supplemented by teaching in
private houses (Ac 20^).
The name St. Paul's Primn, which is applied to
a Gr. tower forming part of the line of fortitioation
along the ridge of Coressus, near its W. end, is
purely fanciful. There is no record tliat St. Paul
was imprisoned in E. and, if he had been imprisoneii, this tower is not tlie kind of place where
he would have been immured.
It is a twostorejed
fort with eight chambers, and the upper storey is
reached by an external staircase (A\ ilson, Hnndbook, p. 99).
There are some important Christian
remains in the city, notably the double church
near the gj-mnasium adjoining the theatre. This
church is older than the great Basilica of St. John
the Evangelist on the hill at Ayo-Soluk and may
well be the verj- church where tJie Council was held
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the Traveller, pp. 267-282. On the coinage, see Head's
excellent Hist, of the Coinage o/ E. (which unfortunately end!
with the Christian era, but may be completed from his ' CatAlog^e of the Gr. Coins in the Briu Mus." Ionia, pp. 70-116.
On the {treat highway between E. and the East see 0. Hir^chfeld, 'Kelainai-Apameia-lvibotos,' in Abhandi. Akad., Berlin,
1875 ; Ramsay, lliet. Geog. of As. Min. pp. a5-51. On the supposed ' tomb of St. Luke, see Weber, Rylands, and Falkener,
Trans. Soc. Bit. Arch. viL 1881, and Siiiipsiin, ibid. vi. p. 323.
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descendant of Judah
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See Genealogy.

is

;

:

;

;

'

'

j

On

the E. side of Mount Pion, overhanging the road that leads from the temple of
Diana to the Magnesian Gate of the city, is a rockhewn church, close to a cave in which the 'Seven
Sleepers of E.' were, according to tlie legend, saved
from the Rom. persecution by a slumber of some
centuries' duration.
The actual foundation of a Christian community
in E. may be a.scribed to Priscilla and Aquila
(wh. see), whom St. Paul left there at his hrst
hnrried visit (Ac IS"), and whom he found there on
in A.D. 431. J

his return.

—

LiTKRATt'RB. The vast niofls of lit. about E. is to a g^reat
extent antiquated by recent works. The inscriptions, with
the coninienlarics of Iloeckh and ilioks, must fomi the founOn the topography, see
dation of nil nieth<xlieal Htudy.
e»p. Weber, tiuide du Voyatjeur A KpMM, Smyme, 1891 (exoehenl maps) also Sir C. Wilson, UandUtok to Ania Minor, et^.
Qhlurrav) 1W).'» on the antiijuities, Hicks, Or. hiscrip. of Oif
Brit. Sfug. iii. p. 67 (T.
.Menadier, Qua condicionf Ephfgii
UMi tint
Ziuimermann, Kph. im erat. chrittl. Jahrh.; lAyy, in
Revue dee Etude* tirrt^qwe, 1S0&, p. 203 f., and subsequent artt.,
gives a careful and admirattle study of tlie constitution of the
AsUn cities and Itamsay, Citxeeand Uinhtrpric* of Phri/gia, ch.
Ou'hl's hpkfjtiaca
U., frivee a brief sketch of the same subject.
\m not wholly antiquated, and Falkener's B. and the. Trrnple
of Diana contains some thin^ to reward study.
WwhI's
DiMooveriee at E. is almost purely a ftopular book (except for the
appendix of inscriptions, most of which are republished by
Hicks, I.e.) and the scientific account of his discoveries, whicFi
doubtless he contemplated, was never published. The sketch of
the history, esp. the early history, ^iven by E. Curtius in
* Belthi^e
Topo^. Kleinosiens' in Abhandi. Akad.
z. Oes. u.
Berlin. 1872(repub. in his Gttam. Alihandt. i. 233-286), is sinpiUrly charminf; and instructive. Lightfoot's Discoveries illustrating the Act* of the Apostles* in Conlemp. Rev. May 1878
(repub. aa app. to his Ettnayt on Supemat. Rel. p. 291 ff.), is
QMful : Bee also Ramsay, CAurcA in Rom. Emp. pp. 112-166, and
;

:

•

;

;

;

*

* See

Illustrations collected
lly Travftler, p. 271.

SxpotHor, March 1892,

p.

223

St Paul

Tins Kpistle was written from Ephesus.
t The Council was held in E. (not outside the city) U rf
kyurnr^ izM^iteif, rn saAai/^us Ma^.fi, as is stated in the Acta.
t

EPHOD

(I'iSN, -itx; fTrufils
Ex, Lv, but i<puS,
Jg and 1 S). In tre.iting of this term, which
apparently used in dillerent meanings, it will be
convenient to consider hrst the pn.ssages in which
there is least doubt about the siguilication of the
word.
1. The
ephod was a priestly garment made of
white linen (nr), and attached to the body by a
girdle (lun).
An ephod such as tliis was worn by
Samuel as a temple-servant (1 S 2"), by the 85
priests belonging to the sancluai-y at Nob, who

—

i(l>ov5,

is

'

'

were slain by Doeg (1 S 22'"), and by David when
he danced before the ark (2 S 6'" cf. 1 Ch 15-'''').
The nature of this priestly garment is not furtlier
described but it may be assumed to have been a
simpler form of the more ornate garment of the
same name described in P(Ex2S''-''- "' 29= 39--' "«•,
Lv 8') among the vestments ]ieculiar to the High
Priest.
This more ornate ephod was, in a word,
an ornamental kind of tciistcvat. It consisted of
oblong
an
jiiece of richly variegated material (blue,
purple, scarlet, and hue twined linen, interwoven
with gold threail, the 'work of the designer'),
bound round the body under the arms, and reaching
down as far (apparentlj-) as the waist. The ephou
was supported oy two shoulder-jiieces,' i.e. two
Haps or straps attached to it behind, and passing
over the shoulders to the front, wheae they were
again fastened to the ephod on the top of each of
these shoulder-pieces was an onyx-stone, engraven
with the names of six of the tribes of I.srael. Round
the body, the ephod was further held in its place
by a band (nixn y^'n, i.e. prob. the ingenious work
of the ephod *), of the same material as the ephod,
and woven in one jiiece with it, Viy which it was
Ihe ephod was
'girt' (Lv 8') round the waist.
worn over a blue frock, woven entiiely of blue, and
over
the
head,
something
drawn
put on by being
in the manner of a cassock (but without arms),
;

;

'

'

'

:

'

'

called the
this robe

robe ('?'V9) of the ephod.' The skirt of
was adorned with a border of pome'

granates in colours, with golden bells between
them, the sound of which was to be heard whenever
the High Priest was ministering in tlie Holy Place
(Ex 28»''"). On the front of the ephod was fiustened
the jewelled BREAST-PLATK, containing the pocket
or pouch in which were put the Urim and

Thumniim, or sacred lots (Ex 28i«- an., Lv 8»).t
2. There is, however, a second group of passages
which 'ephod has been supposed to denote, not
some Kind of idol or image,
a. In Jg 8^'- Gideon is said to have msAe an
'ephod' of the gold rings J: taken from the
set
Ishmaelites and Midianites, which he
or stood (is:!, implying location somewhat more
definitely than cif;\
see Gn ."JO" 43", and of the
in

'

a priestly garment, but

'

'

'

'

;

•

According to others, the batut of the ephod,' 370 Iieing
supposed to be transixised from V^O, Tlie verb S*J^ is, however (in connexion with dreu), used only of binding on head'

gear.

At
t It is possible that the ephod was of Egyptian origin.
least V. Ancessi (Annaiee de ^ihilos. thrHief\ne, 1872, pp. 46, 47)
gives illustrations from Lepsius, Denknmter, iii. plates '2:lia, d,
iHb (cf. '-2'iA), of dinne and royal personages having similarly
a richly decorated garment round the body, supported by two
shoulder-straps, fastened at tlie top by a gem. ana securvd round
the waist by a girdle.
It' in v.37i refers naturally only to the 'gold' of 1 .* ; th«
I
crescents, etc., of v.^^ do not si-em to be included.
'

'

';

:
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ark, 1 S 5', 2 S 6")— in Ophrah. That this was an
object of idolatrous worship seems plain from the
comment of the later historian (v."), who states
that ' all Israel wctU a wfionng after it,' and that
'
it became a snare to Gideon and to his house.
The
amount of gold spent upon this ephod (1700 shekels
= about 75 lbs. troy, which would be worth now
some £3GU0) points also to something more than
an ornamental vestment for a priest indeed the
ephod appears to be the chief object in the sanctuary.* b. In other passages also the ephod
tigures as part of the regular equipment of a
sanctuary. In Jg ll"- IS"- "• '* *", Micah provides
for his private shrine in Ephraim a graven and
molten im.age {pesel and massekhdh),\ and an ephod
and terapliim and in Hos 3* the prophet speaks
'

:

;

a time when Israel should be left without king
and prince, without sacrifice and pillar (mazzebah),
and without ephod and teraphim.' The juxtaposition of ephod and teraphim in these passages
IS noticeable.
The latter were idols (Gn 31",
of. v.*"), apparently of human form (1 S 19"''*),
and were used in divination (Ezk 2P' <•"•, Zee 10cf. Hab 2'^)
hence it is reasonable to conclude
that the ephod was in some way associated with
the teraphmi in divination. It does not, however,
follow that it was any kind of image rather, as
the teraphim were idols, the ephod wUl have been
something different, c. In 1 S 21« [Heb.'"] the
sword of Goliath was preserved at Nob as a
trophy,
wrapped in a mantle
behind the
ephod,' which therefore would seem to have been
something having a fixed place by the wall, but
standing free from it. d. In the Books of Samuel,
the ephod is several times mentioned as a means of
ascertaining the will of J" ; the verb used in connexion with it, when thus employed, is not put
on,' but— 'bring near' (is'-jri IS 14" LXX,t 23'
30'-'): the priest (whose privilege it is to possess
it) is said to
carry or bear it {ttys 1 S 2* 14'- '«
LXX,§— not 'wear'); and Abiathar brings it down
with him in his hand to David in IJe'ila (1 S 23').
These passages seem to imply that the ephod
was somethmg moved about or carried, rather
than something worn as a garment,
e. The
derivative i^ck— the same word which is used in
connexion wiui the high priest's ephod in the
phrase (Ex 28* S^) the band of its attachment
IS used actually of some part of the metal plating
of an idol in Is 30*" the silver overlaying (iev) of
thy graven images, and the gold attachment, or
casing (.i^sx), of thy molten images.' On the
of

'

:

:

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

strength of these passages, WeUhausen (Ilist.
130 n.), summarizing the conclusions of Vatke
(Bill. Theol. 1835, pp. 267, 269), writes,
Outside
the Priestly Code, ephod is the image, ephod bad
the priestly garment
the term, when used in the
latter sense, being thus distinguished by the addition of linen (Stade, Kautzsch, Smena, Nowack,
Benzinger).
'

'

'

—

'

The places in which ephod bad occura are 1 8 218 2218, J 8 »i«
BO that, taken strictly, the passages in which ephod denotes, upon
this view, an image would be J^ 8. 17(., 1 S 2'^ 143 21» 23** » 307
Hos 3* (to which 1 S 1418 LXX must naturally be added) ; though
Vatke excludes 1 S 14S, and Smend, Kittel, and Budde (' perhaps ') exclude 1 S 228 (' to bear the ephod Oe/ore me 'X It may,
however, be doubted whether, the connexion being so similar
(esp. in the Sam. passages,— though 1 8 2** is, no doubt, later
than the rest), the term must not be undentood throughout in
the same sense.
• It is argued (e.g. by Berth, ttd toe.) that the money
may
have been used tor defraying the entire cost of establishing the
sanctuary
but the expression is distinctly made into an
ephod
and set (or Btood) is hardly applicable to a movable
priestly garment.
t In reality, it may be, only a peiel: see IS"", and
cf.
Moore, Judfjee, p. 375 f.
Bring hither the ephod. For he beu« the ephod at that
I
lime before Israel.'
§ ReatI also by Klost. in 1 K 2* (' ephod
for [llK
ark ')
The same verb is used in 1 8 2218 of the linen ephod.
'

;

'

;

•

'

'

'

'

The explanation

of

the

possible, but not certain.

quoted

passages

The

(1)

it

difficulty that

the same term should be used to denote both a
vestment and an image is not insuperable.
The ephod was essentially a casing round the
body and hence the same word might well have
denoted the casing of precious metal, which (as
was usual in ancient images) was spread over a
wooden core (cf. Is 40'*)
the derivative ••ncij
appears actually to be used in this sense in
Is 30-^ (quoted above)
and a term denoting
properly the decorated casing of an image, might
easily have come gradually to be used for the
entire figure.
(2) It is true, Ki': (to carry or bear)
is not elsewhere used of garments, but only of
shields, weapons, burdens, etc.
if, however, at the
time to whicli Jg 17 f. and 1 S refer, the ephod worn
by the principal priest at a sanctuary was in any
sense a prototype of the later high priest's ephod,
and had a pouch containing the sacred lots (cf.

priestly
'

'

;

;

:

:

1

S

LXX

14^"-, esp. v.'"

[Urim and Thummim],—

provided, at least, as seems a natural inference
from what is stated on other similar occasions, and
i9-3«'-,
from v. 18
the ephod may be presumed
to have been used in Saiil's inquiry, and 28°),
it might be fairly described as
carried or borne,'
and mentioned (in Jg 17 f., Hos 3, for instance) aa
a prominent and essential part of the priest's dress,
without which the oracle could not be consulted.
It is, however, strange that the same term m?}
should be used also of the linen ephods of the
priests at Nob.* (3) In 1 S 2P, as also in 14'-"

LXX

—

'

'

'

LXX, 23'- ' 30', the term does seem to denote
something different from what it does in 22'*
in 21' the ephod is spoken of in terms implying
that there was but one at a sanctuary (here Nod) ;+
and M*- " (LXX) mention one as being, apparently
'

'

kot' iiox/i", in the possession of the principal priest
in Israel ; whereas 85 priests, belonging to the
same sanctuary as the one named in 2P, are said
in 22'* to have borne linen ephods.
The single

ephod may, of course, have been the more elaborate
ephod of the high priest (though this would hardly
suit well in 2P)
but for those who doubt whether
the high priest's dress had yet acquired the ornate
character described in P, the way is open for the
inference that it was an oracular image.
;

On the whole, we can hardly be said to possess
the data for deciding this controverted question
with confidence. There is, however, a decided
probabUity that, at least in Jg 8'^, the term
ephod is used of the gold casing of an oracular
image. And if it has this nieanin;,' (in addition to
that of a priestly linen waistcoit) in one passage,
the presumption against its having the same second
meaning in other passages is lessened, though,
naturally, it is not proved that it has it actually.
'

'

The opinion that l^SN denotes a plated image is adopted by
Oes. (for Jg 8. 17 f., Hos 8) ; Studer, Coinm. on Jud. (for Jg 8
only) ; Stade, GmcA. 4ti8 (for Jg 8. 17, 1 S 21i' : with reijard to
the ephod * in which the sacred lots were kept, he merely says,
p. 471 oottom, that it is disputed whether it was an ima^'e, or
the priestly vestment); cf. (for Jg 8) Ewald, AU.» 298 n. :
generally for these and the other passages named (sometimes
with the exception of 1 8 2«) by Vatke, l.e. (except 1 S 143),
Wellh. I.e.; Reusa, Oetch. d. Ueit. Sctir. AT.ti, {J 102, 139;
*

• Smend, Nowack, and Benzinper explain the identity of
the conjecture that originally the body of the image
was dressed in an 'ephod 'of linen, wiiich was afterwards replaced
by one of precious metal, while the ephod of linen became the
priest's garment, and think consistently that 'bear the linen
ephod in 1 S 22*8 is a survival from the time in which the
expression was applied, as they consider it still is in 1 S 14^ 18

name by

'

LXX

lAX,

omits * linen ' in
to carryinjj the oracular image.
;
but this does not seem to be ri^'ht : as said above
(No 3), the ephod of 22^8 appears (upon grounfls independent of
the word ' linen ') to have denoted something different from the
epho<l of 143- '» LXX, 236- 9 SO".
t Whether this was the same ephod as that which was brougbl
afterwards from Nob by Abiathar to David (238 e 307), is uncer
tain; (or in 23i> both
have 'on ephod' (not ' tlu
and
1

8 2218

MT

ephod ').

LXX

;;;

EPHOD

EPHRAIM

Knenen, Bibb. Led. 82 ('probablv'): K»utzsch In Herzog's
ivi. (1885), 229; Budde, Jiic/it. u. Sam. 116 1.
KitMl,
OmcA. U. ITln. Smend, AT Ufl.-Hetch. 41 Nowack, Arch. ii.

PHK',

;

;

;

OWCa
AT

Bcnzinger, Arch. 382; c(. W. B. Smith,
241
;
Theol.
A. Sn.ilh, rA<! J/y PropA. 23, 38; DiUm.
See further Moore. Judga, 232, 379, 381, who adopts
the same view without hesitation for Jg 8, and seems to prefer
it for some of ttie other passages, but allows that they do not
' impermtively
require it, and that all that can with certainty
be ^thered from them is that the ephod was a portable object
which was employed or manipulat«u by the priest in consulting
the oracle (p. 379). It has been opposed by Thenius on 1 S 211*^
Bertheau. lixchUr^, 1G4 ; Nowack on Hos 3* (in his Comm. of
18S0) ; Riehm, HWB, a.v. ; and especially by Konig, UauptTproblemt, 59-63 (who does not, however, appear to maintain
more than that the view is not * undoubtedly correct).

n(.

O.

136, 163.

'

'

'
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should assign the subdivision of Joseph it is im
possible to discover.
All we can say is that it
would naturally result from the ever-increa-sing
extent of territory occupied by the tribe, and the
emergence of dillerent and conflicting interests in
the separate regions of it.
E., like the other tribes of Israel (see ALLIANCE),
was far from owing its territory entirely to force
of arms (see Tribe).
Can. elements are found in
its midst at a comparatively late date (Jos 16'"),
and Jg 5", though very corrupt, may imply that
the population was composed to some extent of

'

The etymology of i^sx is too uncertain to throw
light on the meaning of the word.
The Heb. verb
i5« (Ex 29*, Lv 8') seems to be a denominative.
Lagarde {Bildung der JVoin. 178 Mittheil. iv. 17)
derived tdx from the root preserved in the Arab.
wnfnda, to came as an envoy (to a ruler, etc.),
supposing that e/(Aorf= ' approach was abbreviated
(garment of) approach («c. to God),' and
for
comparing Syr. pedtka (which would be another
derivative of the same root), a long robe (oft. in
Pesh. for i^bk).
But this etymology, though
ingenious, cannot claim to be more than a conjecture.
In usage, the word was probably felt to
denote something closely surrounding or enciLiing.
S. R. Driver.
EPHOD (itK).— Father of Hanniel, Manas.seh's
;

'

'

representative

ifor

dividing the land

EPHPHATHA.—The

(Nu

34''''

P).

word spoken by onr Lord

to St. Mark, 7''*) to a deaf and dumb man
brought to Him on His return through Decapolis to
the Sea of Galilee. It is the Ithpeel (or Ethpa'al)
imperat. of an Aram, verb meaning to open
the n
of the prefix being assimilated to the foil. consonant
but as respects philological details the specialists
are not agreed (see Dalman, Gram, des j'iidischpaldst. Aratmiisch, p. 222 n.).
The evangelist interprets it in Greek by the 2 pers. sing. 1 aor. pass,
impv. Be (thou) opened.' Tlie word was used in
(ace.

'

'

—

'

the Western rites of baptism

EPHRAIM

(cncK).
tribe in l.srael.
E.

(cf.

Ambr. de Myst. 3).
J. H. Thayer.

— The name of a patriarch and

was the second son of Joseph
and Asenalh, the daughter of I'otipliera, priest of
On, and was bom in Egypt (Gn 41'""'). He was
adopted, along with his elder brother Manasseh,
by Jacob, who thus gave his favourite son Joseph
two tribes among his descendants. At the ceremony of adoption (Gn 48'"') Jacob, in spite of
Joseph's resistance, reversed the order of birth,
gave E. the precedence over Manasseh, and prophesied that the younger should be the greater.
In
Jacob's testament (Gn 49) E. and M. are included
nnder the name of Joseph, their future fortunes
being conjoined. The tribe of E. is said (Nu 1")
to have, at the Exodus, contributed 40,500 men to
tbe army of Israel, a number reduced, presumably
>/y war and privations, to 32,500 at the dose of the
wanilcrings in the desert (Nu 26^). The value of
thewi ligures may be estimated by the fact that
during ilie same period the warriors of Manasseh
increa-sed from 32,200 to 52,700 (Nu 1» 20*^).
Apart from this, however, there is sufficient
evidence to show that, in the earliest period of Isr.
history in Canaan, the tribe of Joseph, or of
Rachel, was still undivided.
It embraced not
only E. and M., but Benjamin and therefore we
fina Shimei the Henjamitu regarding himself as a
member of the house of Joseph (2 S 19-"). After
Benjamin constituted a separate tribe, E. and M.
Btill remained undistinguished for a considerable
time they formed together the house of Joseph in
the more general sense and this can alone explain
their union for administrative purposes under
Rolomon (I
H"). To what precise period we
;

;

;

K

The earliest settlement was in Mt.
Ephraim, which was densely wooded. Hence when
a complaint was made to Joshua that the territory
Amalekites.

assigned was too small for the tribe, he advised
them to make clearances, and thus make good the
defect (Jos 17'*"'*).
From this point E. extended
northwards over the wooded hill -country of
Samaria to the borders of the plain of Jezreel.
The boundary between E. and Manasseh is stated
to have been the brook Kanali (Jos 16"), but this
line of demarcation was not strictly observed.
The S. limit was lixed at the two fortresses of
Upper and Nether Beth-horon, on the borders of
Benjamin. To the W. of these lay the territory of
the Can. town of Gezer, received by Solomon on his
marriage with the daughter of Pharaoh (1 K 9""").
The Ephrairaites were the most jiowerful tribe
in Israel, and their ambition and sense of superiority
are continually in evidence in the history. Their
later characteristics and conduct are foreshadowed
in the Bk. of Jg.
Here we find them attacking
Gideon for going to war with the Midianites without summoning them to his aid their resentment
is allayed only with the greatest difficulty Jg 8'"^).
In the same way they complain against Jephthah,
and on this occasion they actually come to blows
with their kinsmen, with the most disastrous conseijuences to themselves (Jg 12'"').
But they not
only aspire to leadersiiip in war. Shiloh, the seat
of the 'house of God until the destruction of this
sanctuary by the Philistines, is within their borders.
Samuel still further adds to the prestige of the
tribe from whose midst it was only natural that
the kingmaker should arise, thus realizing the
idea of monarchy in the land, if not among the
After Saul's
people, of Jerubbiuil and Abiraelech.
death E. set up Ishbosheth, and in.stigated, or at
least joined in, the oppo.sition to David and the
out after the assassination
tribe of Judah (2 S 2')
of their prince they yielded to the force of circum;

(

'

;

stances, and gave in their adherence to David.
The traditional jealousy of Judah was not, however, allayed.
It can hardly be doubted that this
had much to do with the initial success of
Absalom's revolt, and it found expression after the
failure of the conspiracy in a formal complaint
The succession of Rehoboam to the
(2 S 19*'"*').
throne furnished a favourable oiiportunity for a
'1 he first
final attempt at obtaining independence.
intimation of the meditated secession is stated to
have come from Shiloh, the ancient headciuarters
The
of the priesthood and of the first kiiiginaker.
revolt was precipitated by the tyranny of Solomon

and Rehoboam, and was consummated under the
leadership of Jeroboam, who became the first ruler
E. and
of the N. kingdom.
I'"ron» that date
Judah were irrevocably divided, and the history of
The
the former tribe is merged in that of Israel.
capital, whether Slicchem, Tirzali, or Samaria,
was always situated in E., and the name of tliat
tribe was constantly applied, especially by the
proiihets, to the whole kingdom.
See I.skakl.

Mount Ephraim occurs repeat«dlv in AV (Joa
17" l'.l=» 20', Jg 2-' :!-' etc., 32 times in all) as tr. of
on-¥ >•?, which \l\' more correctly tr. the hill
country of Ephraim.' It designates the moun'ain'

—

:

ous

EPICUREANS

ErHRAl.M

7^8

Central Palestine, stretcliing N. to

rid''e in

S.

from the Great Plain to the neighbourhood of
Jerusalem, occupied by West Manasseh, Ephraim,
and Benjamin. It had fruitful land on both slopes,
especially the western (see Moore on Jg 3-'', Dillm.
on Jos 16', and G. A. Smith, HGHL 325, 338).
u.

Lrr8RATi-RB.- Moore, Jtidga, 152, 205, 31411. ; Budde, Richt.
Sam. (jKUusim); Kitte), Hist, of Ueb. (see Inde.x).
J. Millar.

EPHRAIM ('Ei/)po(/i). —A

can hardly have originated 'out of nothing.' It
has been suggested that the K. of E.' got its name
from the battle recorded Jg 12'^-. It is more prob.
that it was from a settlement of Ephraimites on
the east of Jordan, an attempt to have a lot there
as well as Manasseh, for tlie Ephraimites were from
the first dissatisfied with their portion (Jos 17""'").
To this the obscure words of Jg 12'' may refer. See
Smith,
A. Henderson.
p. 335 n.'.
'

HGHL

town not mentioned in
the .Synoptic Gospels, nor in any other part of the

NT e.xcept

Jn

In tliat passage we are told
that, in consequence of the plots formed by the
rulers of the J'-ws after the raising of Lazarus,
Jesus went from the neighbourhood of Jerus. and
Bethany ' into the country near to the wildeme.ss,
into a city called Ephraim, and there he tarried
with his disciples.'
The 'wilderness' {ri iprnioi)
apparently means the grassy mountain lands near
Jerus.
and Josephus { Wars, IV. be. 9) mentions a
small fort named Ephraim in the mountain district
north of Juda;a, which he couples with Bethel. In
2 Ch 13" we have Ephrain (['ey) instead of Ephron
([nrj;) suggested in the Kere and
as the correct name of one of the towns taken by Abijah
and in this verse we again find it coupled with
Bethel, if the suggestion be adopted.
Lightfoot
remarks that, whether the Kere be the right reading or not, it shows that such a place existed just
in the region where from St. John's account we
should expect it to be.
Robinson suggests that
it is the same as Ophrah mentioned in 1 S 13",
and enumerated by Joshua among the cities of
Benjamin (Jos 18^). He identifies it with a village
now called et-Taiyibeh, situated on a conspicuous
conical hill commanding a view over the valley of
the Jordan and the Dead Sea (Robinson, i. 444).
This site is a very probable one it is 4 miles N.E.
of Bethel, with which Ephraim is coupled both in
2 Ch and by Josephus ; and it is about 14 mUes
from Jerusalem.
Ewald identifies it with the Ephraim in the
neighbourhood of which Absalom's sheep farm was
situated (2 S 13^) but the Ephraim there referred
to is diHerently spelled, beginning with R, whereas
Ephraim of Benjamin begins with v. If Ewald is
right in accepting as genuine the words which the
puts in the watchman's mouth in 2 S 13**,
and in interpreting them as referring to Beth-horon,
this would in reality put a further dilficulty in the
way of the identification which he proposes ; for
this would indicate a site N.W. of Jerus., whereas
et-Taiyibeh lies N.E. of the capital, and the
neighbourhood of Bethel seems to show that
Ephraim of Benjamin must have been in the same
locality.
Jerome describes it as being 'In tribu
Juda, villa pnegrandis, Ephrsea nomine, contra
septentrionem in vicesimo ab .£lia mUliario.'

EPHRAIM, GATE OF.—See Jerusalem.

11**.

;

RVm

;

;

;

LXX

LiTTOATTR*.— Robinson, BRP i. 444-147 Ou^rin, Juiie, iii
45-51 ; Ewald, HI, Eng. tr. iii. 172
Schiirer, BJP I. i. 240
PEFSt, 1886, p. 67 Andrews, Life oj Our Lord, 409-411

EPHRATHAH (n.n-!??, LXX'E.^pa9d, AV wrongly
Ephratah) in Ps 132" is prob. not an ancient name
of Bethlehem, but means the territory bordering on
Judah and Benjamin, in which lay Kirialh-jearim,
where the ark rested for a time, and where it is
represented as being 'heard of,' found 'in the field
of Jaar.'
So Ges., Del., and see RVm. 2. A place
near Bethel where Rachel died and was buried,
Gn 35'° 48' (in both of which pas.sages the same
is Bethlehem is a gloss).
3. A name of Bethlehem,
Ru 4", Mic 5=. 4. The wife of Caleb (1 Ch 2«' 4*.
abbrev. in 1 Ch 2" to Ephrath). See Caleb.
W. T. Davison.
'

'

[cf.

Driver,

;

;

Driver,

Sam.

233.

J.

H. KENNEDY.

EPHRAIM, FOREST OF (D-jirK ij,;)._The scene
of the battle between the forces of David and the
followers of Absalom (2 S 18"). As ' the city (18»)
out of wliich David was to succour Joab, if needed,
'

was Mahanaim

(17"), the battle must have been
fou<'ht on the other side of a plain from that city
(18'-^).
Though the site of Mahanaim has not been
certainly determined, it must have been in Gileail
(see Mahanaim).
The most probable site is Mukh-

nah on the eastern
keia.'

side of the circular plain ' El-BuInsteaxl of E^piiya of LXX, Luc. has Madivar

This is accepted by Klosterm., and Budde
Haupt's OT] remarks that Mahanaim would be
good, but is perhaps a guess.' a-itK is unquestionably wrong and could well be dispensed with, but
= Q';n5.

(In

'

'

'

ad

and

loc,

see art.

Beth-

of

S

12*. 1

Samuel],

1

K

1'

11*).

;

of silver (23"')
coined
exist at that time.
If
:

money apparently did
we compare the sale of

with other instances (Gn 33", 1 K
seems to have made a good bargain.
site

The presence

of

not
the

Ephron

16"),

Palestine in the

Hittites in

days of Abraham is noticeable. It is possible that
Epliron belonged to a different group of H i ttites from
Indeed it seems
those who dwelt in Asia Minor.
probable that before either Canaanites or Aramaeans appeared west of the Euphrates, the Hittites
had settled throughout Syria, and the Amorites in
Palestine ... It is also not without a special
'

to the distant past that the learned
Ezekiel (16'") says of ancient Jerusalem, "the
Amorite was thy father and thy mother a Hittite"
(McCurdy, History, Prophecy, and Monuments, vol.
i. p. 196).
See further under HiTTlTES.

allusion

'

EPHRON
containing

H. E. Ryle.
Jos 15^ A mountain district,
on the border of Judah, between

(p-iEi;),

cities,

Nephtoah and Kiriath-jearim.
Bethlehem seems intended.
5*>-52^

;

HGHL 352

2.

1=).

EPHRON (pi?;;).—The son of Zohar the Hittite,
from whom Abraham purchased the field or plot of
ground over-against Alamre, in which was the cave
of Machpelah (Gu 23).
The purchase is described
with great particularity
and the transactions
between Ephron and Abraham are conducted with
an elaborate courtesy characteristic of Oriental
proceedings. Ephron received 4CI0 shekels' weight

;

Smith,

(-mrx).— 1. A native
An Epliraimite (Jg

EPHRATHITE
lehem (Ru

2

Mac

12'-".

A

The
2.

W. of
Mac
the W. part

ridge

('E(ppwv)

strong fortress in

1

Bashan between Ashteroth-karnaim and Bethshean. The site is unknown. 3. See Ephraim in
preceding col.
C. R. CONDER.
of

EPICUREANS ('EiriKoi'petoO.— We read in Ac 17"
that when St. Paul came to Athens certain of the
Epicurean and Stoic philosophers encountered him.'
A\ liether he discussed their tenets with them is not
related, nor what they thought of his for we need
not refer to the two sects tlie unfavourable criticisms, that St. Paul w£is a babbler and a setter
forth of strange gods.
E;i)icurus was born B.C. 342, and spent his early
In 307 he domiciled
life in the Ionian Islands.
himself at Athens, and soon gathered round him
a group of friends and pupils who never forsook
him. Their meeting-place was a small garden and
villa which he o\\-ned in the suburbs, and which h«
'

;

"

El'ICUREANS

EP18TLE

aftem'ards bequeatlieU to tlie sect or 'thiasus.'
He UieU in B.C. 270 of stoue, the pain of which he
bore with philosophic ciilmuess.
The moral or ethical theory of Epicurus was
eugt;e.steJ by that of his predecessor Aristippus of
Cyrene, who formulated the human good or end of
life as consisting in the pleasure of each moment.
E. adopted pleasure as tiie end but insisted that
it is the pleasure of an entire life at which we must
aim, and taught that this can he secured, not by indulging whims and instincts as they momentarily
arise in us and solicit us, but only by reconciling
them into a systematic whole, in which each will
receive the amount of satisfaction which belongs
to each.
Before indulging any instinct, bodily or
mental, we are to consider, said Epicurus, what
will be the consequences to ourselves and those
whose happiness or pleasure is bound up with our
own. Tlius the general upshot of his teaching is
not unlike that of liishop Butler and the charge
made against him by the ancient Stoics, that he
encouraged sloth and sensuality, was unjust.
Conybeare and Howson are right when they speak
{Life and Letters of St. Paul, ch. x. 'of the quiet
garden, where E. lived a life of philosophic contentment, and taujjht his disciples tluit the enjoyment of tranquil pleasure was the highest end of
;

;

)

human
The

existence.
Stoics also stigmatized E. as an atheist,
because he held that the gods live a sublime life of
divine calm, as far removed from the passions and

hatreds which make men unhappy as from the
tnrmoil of the elements. The contemporaries of
E., like the Greek or Italian peasantry of today,
believed that every clap of thunder, every flash of
lightning, every earthquake, was a direct act of a
god, who, except in abnormal paroxj-sms, never
acted at all.
U a man was blind from birth, the
gods were angry with him or his forefathers. If
there was a drought, the gods meant to signify
their displeasure with someone or other. The goifs
were perpetually meddling with nature and man,
and oitener in a malign tlian in a loving manner.
An instinctive dislike for such peddling views of
Providence inclined E. to the philosophy of secondary causes, which Anaxagoras and Democritus had
already broached in an earlier generation and he
elalwrated a philosophy of nature according to
;

which all phenomena, especially tlie thunder and
lightning, in which Zeus was popularly supposed
to vent liis ire, were referred to the play of atoms
moving about in a void space. To this regular
action and interaction of atoms were to be ascribed
the stars and their movements. Here, again, Epicureanism struck at the widespread superstition of
astrology, and rendere<l a great service to humanity.
For if a man's whole life and destiny depended on
the position of the stars at his birth, he was not
free to mould his own character, but was the slave
of alien forces.
In opposition to such a degrading
and paralyzing fatalism, E. taught that man has
a free will, and can make the best of himself.
A modem writer (Mr. Pater, in his work Mnrius
the Epicurean) has shown how naturally Epicureanism, the most humane of ancient creeds, could
in the 2nd cent, pass into Christianity.
And
indeed the two had much in common. Both were
opposed to the vulgar mythology of antiquity
both ascribed to the Deity a lofty immunity and
repose from every lower passion and feeling both
taught the doctrine of free will in opposition to
the astrologers
both inculcated kimlncss and
gentleness to man and beast both frugality and
;

;

;

;

contentment with moderate circunislances. And
as Epicureanism, l>eing the oM'spriiig of an aire
when the intense but narrowing patriotism of tne
ancient city-state was gone by, was capable of
being practised under any form of political institu-

'29

so the moral

sj-stem of Christianity was
in detachment from any special set of
institutions, and even in deliance of many which,
tions,

formed

both before and since, have been held essential.
LiTERATi-RB. — The best short account of Kpicureanlam u
Wal lace's A'^iicurca/iiifin in 'Chief Ancient l'hilosophiei)'(.S.P.C.K.)k
See alao his article in Encuc Brit.^. For a fuller treatinenl of the
subject, and for a

knowledge of the Greek sources, consult Uitter
Philoxophice Orceca, or Zeller's Ui»t. of
also H. Usener's Epicurea, Anioii^' older works,
Gassendi's i>f I'ita, Slorilnuet Voctrirta Epieuri ; 't'lw LijeoJ E.,
by l>iogeneH Laerliufl ; the poem of Lucretius in L-itin, or as tr.
by Munro. I-ate in the last cent, on entire library o( Epicurear
writings was found at Herculaneum. .Many of thest' rolls have
been deciphered and printed since 179;i.wlien the ta&k of unrolling them was first essayed.
But many of them are too much
charred by the hot lava which overwlK^ltued the city in a.d. 79
to be of much use. Still many writiiiu's of E. and of the leading
membera of his school, which would have been lost except for
this famoua catacl>'sm of nature, have been thus preserved
and

I*reller'» Iliatoria

iir. rftHnjtopfii/

;

W us.

y. C.

EPIPHANES

See Antiochus
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CEi.flK,

Mac

CONVBEAKK.

iv.

6»8).— See Time.

EPISTLE.— 1. In OT.— The

epistle is so spontaneous a form of literature that it may be regarded as
one of the earlier applications of the art of writing
(see Writi.vo).
Letter-wTiting must, however,
have been coiilined at tirst to the few and official
rather than private correspondence would be the
prevailing tj'pe.
In OT verbal messages alone
appear prior to the Kingdom in Israel, the letter of
David to Joab toucliin'' Uriah (2 S ll'''-"') being
the first recorded example. Here the message was
one which could not have been sent verbally
through Uriah
and a similar need for secrecy
explains the use of sealed letters by Jezebel in the
;

;

(1 K 21»-», cf. 2 K lOi', Jehu
and the sons of Ahab also 2 Ch 21'*). The answer
in each case was verbal
hence we infer that
writing was still the rare exception even in high
ollicial matters.
Other rea.sons for resorting to

matter of Naboth

;

;

written messages were the desire to be emjiliatic
or peremptory, as in the cases of Benhadad's letter
sent with Naaman to Jehoram of Israel (2 K 5°"'),
and of Sennacherib's open letter to Hezekiah (2
19'*, Is ZV*, 2 Ch 32")
or the wish to be specially
courteous, as with the letters and present sent by
Merodachlialadan on hearing of Ilezekiah's recovery from sickness (2 K 20'- = Is S'j'). So far letters
have been chiefly those of kings. Akin to these,
in formal or authoritative character, is the letter
sent by Jeremiah to the exiles in Babylon (Jer29'),
whichalso alludes to similar letters sent by a certain
Sheniaiah, a false prophet, to Jerusalem in order to
undermine .leremiah's own position (vv^'"). Krom
this it would seem fair to infer that the conditions
of the Captivity gave a marked stimulus to the use
of letters by the Hebrews as a medium for important messages. Certain it is that hereafter we find
not only more frequent reference to such correspondence, but also a new and more precise terminology used to express the notion 'epistle' as a
specilic
form of writing.
Hitherto the term
employed, as in 2 S, K, ( = I8), and even Jer, has
been quite vague and general.
letter is simply
'a book' (TJB, Si^\iov, /3//3Xos), its precise nature
being learnt only from the context.
But henceforth there emerge, in Ch, Ezr, Neb, Est, certain
specialized terms, the most distinctive coining
from foreign tongues.
Besides words for a
'writin-;' (30?> 2 Ch 2" 3095
iriii, Est S"'
.
H'"- '* with 0-159 hard by in either case
or ai;;.?,
2 Ch 21'" =7,»^i), as in Dt 10*), we find the strange
n-;3K of Aiwyr. (fgirtu, so VxA. Delitzsch) or at least
I'ers. origin (2 Ch 30'- », Ezr ->'"'•, Neh 2'-'' 6*- "• ",
Cf. d-rropiiw, Herod, viii. 98; Xen.
Est 9»-^.

K

;

A

.

.

;

,

Cyrop.

viii. 6. 9),

where

fif^i^

and

30? (v.')

|in;f'},

=

a Pers. form [Err

irjiK

(w.»-") =

4'"'-,

K;!n;'} (v.'^i

—

»''

,;
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while Artaxerxes' ncjn? (rescript, v.") also = K:!riv'} epistles owe their birth to St. Paul as pioneer. B«
The two latter terms are regularly rendered this as it may, the relevant data can best be grouped
{^ .'^)].
by e-KKTroK-fi in the LXX. From all this it seems as (a) pre-Pauline, (6) Pauline, (c) post- Pauline.
(a) Pre-Pauline Epi.stle.s.— Letters of instrucprobable that familiarity with the royal posting
system of the Persians (cf. d-jrya/jeivcic in Alt 5^') tion to the synagogal authorities even outside Pal.
helped to make the lett«r stand out more clearly to were sent by the supreme court of the motherthe Jewish mind as a distinct literary type. In the city as occasion arose (Ac 9^ with 22', cf. 28-'). It
was, perhaps, not without some vague sense of this
post-exilic historical books the exact epistolary form
analogy that the Jems, community, acting through
18 often preserved, including a formal address in
certain cases.
This is a marked feature in the the apostles and the elder brethren (Ac lo'^- ^, cf.
Bks. of Mac, belonging to the Greek period, where 2 Mac !'• '"), addressed their Gentile brethren of the
province Syria -Cdicia touching terms of comalso a closin" Farewell occurs, sometimes with the
addition of the exact date (e.g. 2 Mac 1 1"-3^-»« ^'^Ipetv munion. Common use of letters of introduction
IppwaSc or iiyialfere).
As yet, however, we is implied in 2 Co 3' (see Ac 18-'', and cf. Ro 16',
have no models of private correspondence among as a sample), and in a slightly different sense in
the Hebrews ; so that here, as often, we are 1 Co 16'. No doubt, too, foreign synagogues were
wont to refer doubtful points to Jems, and thus
dependent upon the light shed backwards by NT.
In view of the numbers and influence elicit wTitten responses. But we cannot view the
2. In NT.
letter of the Cor. Church to its spiritual father or
of the Diaspora, the collateral eWdence of non-Heb.
But the ajjostle (1 Co "', 4"-" 9»-'-'=) exactly in this light.
analogies now becomes of moment.
Rather it seems a natural result of the unique
letters of literary men, like Cicero or Seneca, are
"
relation which St. Paul's personality, at once
hardly to our purpose. It is rather to the
papyri, and to the collections of epistles mostly strong and tender, caused to grow up between him
fathered upon great Greek names during the Alex- and his children in the gospel.' This is the secret
andrine age, that we must look for hints of real of the Pauline letters.
There was an imperavalue.*
The evidence has been well collected by
(6) Pauline Epistles.
G. A. Deissmann, who, in his Bibdstudien (pp. tive need for the single Apostle of the Gentiles to
broad line multiply his presence, as it were. This he did in
189-252), reaches the following results.
part by trusted companions, but in part also by
is to be drawn between the letter and the epistle.
The one is essentially a spontaneous product, letters. Doubtless, their exact form would have been
dominated throughout by the image of the reader, other than it is had the current models been other
But existing literary usages,
his sympathies and interests, iostinct also with the than they were.*
whether Jewish or Gentile, gave to them no more
it is virtually one half of an
writer's own soul
imaginary dialogue, the suppressed responses of the than Rabbinism gave to his gospel certain vehicles
What his
other party sliaping the course of what is actually of thought that lay readiest to use.
gospel adopted, it transfigured and nowhere more
written
it is confidential in the sense that it is
meant for particular readers known to the writer. strilcingly than in the conventionalities of the
The other has a general aim, addressing all and epistolary form. Address, salutation, final benesundry whom it may concern it is like a public diction, all pulsate with life, and expand at his
But pub- touch into clauses charged with emotion, every
speech, and looks towards publication.
word of which reveals his estimate of some group
lication is the very note of literature proper.
Hence the letter, as private, differs from the epistle of souls that were ever in his heart's prayers. One
in being a pre-literary type of self-expression, akin may well see in 2 Th 3" (cf. 2-) tokens that
to a diary. But, like a diary, if meant ultimately Thessalonica was not the first Church addressed by
for the public eye a letter may, in spite of its St. Paul. Yet it is equally certain that the true cause
original use, be in fact an epistle (e.g. certain letters of his very first letter lay deep in the same spirit
The literary epistle as breathes in 1 Th, the essentially ' pastoral
of Cicero, Seneca, and Pliny).
would arise from actual experience of the postnum- instinct. His letters were indeed the life-blood of a
ous value placed on a great man's letters, and might noble spirit, ever ready to be poured forth to nourish
Of a temper too
its spiiitual offspring (1 Th 2'-*).
take one of two forms
1 ) those written to make
or enhance one's own fame (2) those forged under ardent for the more studied forms of writing, St.
some great name, either for practice, after the Paul could yet by letter, and so on the spur of occafashion of the schools of rhetoric, or to give weight sion, concentrate all his wealth of thougnt, feeling,
But in any case it and maturing experience upon some particular reto propaganda of some sort.
ligious situation, and sweep away the difficulty or
will betray care, efibrt after finish— in a word, art
whereas the letter proper is unstudied, a thing of danger. Such waiting upon Providence was the
nature.
This being so, letters require an exegesis attitude of the apostolic age, which took no thought
for a future the next event of which might be the
all their own, one which seta their contents in vital
In
relations with author and readers. Thus only can return of Jesus Messiah in heavenly power.
this sense, likewise, the occasional epistlo was the
their proper sense be ascertained.
These principles have a real bearing on NT epp.
typical form of its literature.
The Pauline letters have a style all their own
and must rank among the tests of authenticity.
But certain special features of primitive Christianity though style was far from the writer's thoughts.
Hence their enormous
modify their application and the universal nature It was indeed the man.
value first, as the data for his juumal intime and
of the interests involved makes the line between
letter and ej)istle a fainter one, as we see by placing Life all in one and next as the immovable critical
Just as certain of
1 Th alongside an epistle like Romans, or even the
basis of historical Christianity.
encyclical Epliesians.
these letters articulate a unique personality, maniIt was, no doubt, by wTiting
letters that St. Paul came to feel an epistle a fit
fold yet mastered by one absorbing pa.-ision, so
medium of exposition. And it seems tliat he, surely must all theories reckon with what they
partly in virtue of his unique missionary labours,
* Renan, relying apparently on Talmudic and medieval data,
partly as a Jew of Gr. -Rom. culture, was the creator
aaserta that 'correspondence between synagoffues already
of the NT type of epistle, itaelf the most characterexisted in Judaism tne envoy charged with sucn letters waf
i«tic blossom of the New Life in the souls of
even a dignitary drawn from the synaKOj^ues,' and he iniplie*
men, the most notable differentia of NT among that doubtful pointa of doctrine or practice were thus disBut he gives no reference*
cussed
\st. Paul, 228, 229 and n3).
It is even possible that all otlier NT
sacred books.
and indeed doubts if *thfl
'

'

'
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.

—
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—
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;

:

'

'

(

:

;

'

'

;

:

;

;

• A certain proportion of the Alexandrine pseudo-epistlea,
balas Onoco-Jewisli in orijcin have a special claim to attention.

Sanday speaks more guardedly,
writing of doctrinal epp. would come to the first generation
Christians as a matter of course' {Bamp. Lect. 336, S*4i.
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—
;
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imply as to the origins of Christianity.
Thev
reflect the mood of the time and given circle with
perfect vividness of light and shade, ere it fades
No
into the neutral tints of a set narrative.
But neither can
critici.sm can ignore them.
Christian theology. This means that they are to
be read first of all as letters, and by the canons
which govern such a reading. Until any reading
can be put into relation to both writer and correspondents, so far as yet known, it cannot be held
We must reach the theology, if
real and valid.
we reach it truly, through the missionary and man
of God. So reached, it is full of qualilication, of the
flexibility that marks spirit oil' from letter.
And,
most valuable of all, a feeling for the practical

of full knowledge, though in a public or literary
fashion, in the Bk. of llev (2^).
2 Jn is surely •
real letter, in due form, to one such Church by the
same apostle, whose cryptic use of 6 jrptirjSiVepos
and ^kXcktt) Kvpla. is due to fear of a hostile State
(v.''').
So is it with 3 Jn (v."), a sequel (cf. ") sent
to a private friend when access to this Church was
cut oil' by an ambitious official. In all of the above
one seems to feel personality going forth in subtle
ways to reach its proper audience. This is hardly
so with Jude, whose address is quite vague ; still
less with 2 Peter, which as it stands seems dependent on Jude. Nor need this surprise, when its
author, in implying anxious study of certain Pauline
epistles, can rank them as Scripture (3"- '").
To sum up. While we gam new insight into
differences of type among
epistles by placing

—

reference of Christian truth the ideal of 'being,'
even more than knowing or even doing
can
never be lacking when these writings are read as
letters. To this end their very ordering contributes.
'

'

'

'

—

For the body of the contents falls into two parts.
The prophet— for herein lies their continuity with
OT (cf. Jer 29) carries the soul, on the wings of
vision, to a level where the will finds its feet free to
run in the ways of God, and life is seen sub specie

—

the light of God. But then the
apostle never fails to depict what this means for
daily life, ere he turns the eye once more to the
founts of inspiration with a closing Doxology or
Benediction.
It is in such applications that the
actual face-to-face nature of the Pauline letter
allows certain self-revelations to be elicited by the
virtual dialogue.
Some of these are among our
most precious hints towards a theory of biblical
inspiration, which by its very recognition of human
limitations stands out in contrast to the pagan
notion of insjiiration as uniform dictation throuf,'h
a passive organ an idea which soon tainted tlie
ecclesiastical theory from Justin onwards (see
Sanday, BL 350 IT., cf. 31 fl., 391 fH.).
Finally, it may be noted, even aa regards the
growth of thought marked by certain Pauline
epistles, that of all literary forms the letter least
professes to exhaust a writer's ideas the limit
being given rather by the reader's conditions or
commits the writer to his own past. It is, in fact,
the ideal form of utterance for a spirit in which
great germs are ever being quickened by the touch
of practical problems.
(c) Post-Paulink Epistles, in a broad sense
at least, we may style the other
epistles (for
James, see Sanday, BL 344).
Some of them
largely partake of the
epistle
in contrast to
'letter.'
Deissmann, indeed, goes too far when he
puts at least half of them into the former class
in such a sense as to infer their pscudonymity (pp.
242 ff. ). But we may group them as letters and
epistles
according as they were or were not
meant originally for readers more or less known to
the writer.
Here Hebrews first claims notice for,
though not actually Pauline, it was most likely
enggested by St. Paul'sexainple, seeing that Timothy
is known to its author (13^).
Its closing greetings
mark it a true letter ; yet its abrupt opening makes
cctemitatis, in

;

—

—

NT

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

even more than some Pauline epistles, hover
between a letter and a homily.
Possibly, the
writer does not feel his name weighty enough to
prefix in formal fashion (cf. Ep. J-arn. I'-').
On
the other hand, Jamts has a formal address, but no
final greetings
which marks it an epistle proper,
meant for a class, not for given circles personally
known to the writer. Otherwise is it with 1 Peter
(I'-' S"""), which is quite on the lines of an epistle
like Ro, and involves some fiuiiiliarity with the
readers' concrete relations.
Ami this seems true
even of I Jn, devoid as it is of the usual marks
for the tone of paternal allcction (rtKvla.) seems
best to suit a Church or Chunlies that knew and
revered the writer probably tljosi' addressed out
it,

;

;

—

rsi

NT

them

with other ancient

in line

epistles,

yet on

re-

we

see afresh the strange distinctiveness of
the former as a whole. It turns on the special
nature both of the originating impulse and of the
ties binding writer and readers in virtue of their
common faith. Outside Judaism, religion meant
neither passionate belief nor elevated conduct so
much as correct ritual. From this could spring no
literature of persuasion, least of all in epistolary
form. But given the new motive for the religious

flexion

native form could hardly stop short
began, in the splendidly personal proplie.^iyings and exhortations of St. Paul the inspired
missionary.
Even in him new and more settled
conditions evoked a new manner the sermon gets
the upper hand, changing Christian letter into
Christian epistle. Of the later, or strictly r)astoral
Placed alongside
type, 1 Jn seems a true sample.
1 Th, it, or even I P, miglit appear marked oil as
Deissmann's 'artistic epistle' from his pre-literary
letter.'
But, with all intervening stages supplied
in even acknowledged Pauline letters, these categories cannot apply with such rigour as to be
sj'nonymous with Catholic and Pauline epistles
respectively.
Various problems remain, e.g. as to
the Pauline Pastoral Epp., whose integrity is open
to doubt
but flexibility and nice di.serimination
must here be the order of the day. This is not the
place to see how the NT epistles became, first literaBut it here
ture, and then canonical literature.
falls to note that even the most personal Pauline
letters thereby became for the Church pure epistles
or theological pamphlets. They were, that is, read
for the most part in abstractu, their writer and
original readers and therefore the original sense
letter,

its

where

it

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

—

moment.

alike becoming of little or no

—

LiTBRATt'HB,
Karraf, MeniKujeji of the Books (1S84), ch. vil.;
Sandav, ItL 834 ff., ii44 ; and esp. J'roUa. zu den biOl. Brif/en
und hpidUln, in O. A. DeissnuuiD's Bil/eUttuIieH. 181)5.

J. V. Bahtlet.
the sense of impartial,'
17' 'Let thine eyes be(
hold the things tiiat are equal (o-if'-p, either the
Let thine eyes
obj. of the vb. hence AV, and
or, more probably, an adv.
look upon equity
'"Thine eyes behold
as Del. and
[ = oi5^-;:9]
with equity ). This meaning of equal is elsewhere in OT found only in Ezk IS^""- a<i.u 331761, :o_
Ileb. |:n-, lit. is proportioned or adjusted ') in ruf.
In Apocr. it is found 2 Mac
to God's dealings.
13"* sware to all eiiual conditions
(t4 SUoia, R\'

EQUAL. — 1. As adj. in
'fair' = Lat. ceqiius), Ps

'

'

RV

'

'

;

RVm

'

'

'

(

'

'

'

'

'

to

'

acknowledge
4'

all

their

rights

')

;

and

in

NT,

Masters, give unto your servants that which
(t-Jjk
latmrra,
equality,'
is just and equal
Tindale in Vrol. to
Lightft. equity,' fairness ').
Genesis, says that Joseph brought the Egyptians
into soch subjection wold seme unto some a very
cruel demle, howbeit it was a very equal waye
and in The Obedience of a Christian M^an If 'orA-.?,
it is impossilile llmt a man should
i. 209) he says,
be a righteous, an egal, or an indillerent judge i"

Col

'

RVm

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

(

;
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—

his own cause lusts and appetites so blind us.'
Cf. Milton,
X. 748—

PL

•

Concurred not to

Afl

mv

will

my being, it were but right
me to my dust.'

Aild equal to reduce

As

subst. in the sense of

a contemporary, one
mqituli-i). Gal I"
'And protited in the Jews' religion above many
my equals in mine own nation ((ri/i-i/XiKiamjs, KV
beyond many of mine own age '). In the argt. to
Samson Aqonistes, Samson is visited by certain
Iriends and equals of his tribe.' In Ps 55", how2.

'

of the

same generation

(

= L,at.
'

'

'

is one of my own rank, as AVm
Heb. "?-i;;| fux, a man after my valuation, i.e.
esteemed as I am esteemed. So Elj-ot, ii. 417, 'to
acquire by tlie executyng of iustice nat only an
opinion of tyrannye amonge tlie people, and consequently haterede, but also malignitie amonge
his equalles and superiours.'
3. As verb— (1) to 'come np to,' 'match,' Job
2817. i» < xhe gold and the crystal cannot
equal it
' The topaz of Ethiopia
shall not equal it (t^h)
and (2) to compare,' La 2" What thing shall I
liken to thee, O daughter of Jerusalem ? what

ever, 'equal'

'

'

;

'

'

shall I equal to thee

?

'

(^5''ni;f'S

J.

'

Hastings.

'

'

ERAN (ITS watchful ').— Grandson of
Nu 26^ P. Patronymic, Eranites, ib.
'

Ephraim,

ERASTUS

CEpoffTot) occurs three times as the
name of a companion of St. Paul. 1. From Ac
19*^ we learn that during St. Paul's long
stay at
Ephesus he sent Timothy and E., two of those
(5i;o

tCjv

SiaKovowTuv
16=^ E. 'the

into Macedonia.
2. In Ro
treasurer (olKofSnot) of the city
is
mentioned
among those who send their salutations.
His
office implies that he was a man of some considerable importance. 3. In 2 Ti 4"° E. is mentioned as
having 'remained in Corinth.'
Whether these reff. apply to one, two, or three
persons we have no means of conjecturing.
It
IS, however, not probable that the 'treasurer
of
the city,' who held an office which implied residence in one locality, should have been, like the
others, an itinerant companion of St. Paul.
A. C. Headlam.
ERECH (Tj-iN) was called by the Babylonians and
oi>rv),

'

Assyrians Uruk (or Arku), whence Heb. Erech and
Arab. Warka. A very ancient city, thought at
first to be Edessa or Calirrhoe (Urfah) in the N. W.
of Mesopotamia.
It is the second in the list of the
four towns of Gn lO'" (Babel, Erech, Accad, and
Calneh), comprising Nimrod's kingdom in the land
of Shinar (Babylonia). Erech (or Warka) lies halfway between Hillah and Korna, on the left bank of
the Euphrates, and W. of the Nile Canal. It is
supposed bv Fried. Delitzsch that this river must
have flowed nearer to the city at the time of Gilfames, as the legend relates that GilgameS and
la-b4nl washed
tlieir
hands in the stream
after having killed, in Erech, the divine bull
sent out by the goddess Ishtar. Its orig. name
was Unu, Unug, or Unuga, translated in the
bilingual texts by Svbtu • ' seat
dwelling.'
'

'

'Tbepronunciationofthe word wemi, from > Greek tnnacripdon,
3n, to have been tobthu.

god Merodach (iiP 2nd ser. vi. 107-114). Another
and important proof of its antiquity is given in the

number

of names it bears in the inscriptions.
Besides its original appellation of Unug, it was called
(or Illab) ((K^/ v. pi. 41. 15), Namerim
50. 58 ; v. 41. 16), Tir-ana 'the heavenly grove
(v. 41. 16), Ara-imina ' the seven districts (ii. 17),
Gipar-imina * ' the seven enclosures' (ib. 18), Ki-na(ii.

'

'

that ministered unto him

very important city the capital, is
mythical hero-king GUgameJ.
The
ruins found on its site show the remains of elegant
buildings with fluted walls, sometimes decorated
with patterns formed witli the circular ends of
various coloured cones imbedded in mortar, bricks
bearing archaic Accad. and Bab. inscriptions, etc.
Remains of canals traverse the mass of hillocks
(which in some parts are nearly 00 feet lii^li) and
the country around the city, sliowing that it must
have been well drained in ancient times. Those
portions of the walls of the city wliich can be
traced seem to have been in the form of an irregular circle about 40 feet high, and show that its
average circumference was about si.x miles. The
houses of the people are supposed to have extended
beyond the walls.
The antiquitj' of the city is indicated by the
non-Semitic (bilingual) version of the creationstory, in which its foundation is attributed to the

lUag

nf ).

ER (ly).- 1. The eldest son of Judah by his
Canaanitish wife, the daughter of Shua. He was
married to Tamar, who was apparently also of
Canaanite origin. For wickedness, the nature of
which is not described, J" slew him (Gn 38'',
Nu 26i»). 2. son of Shelah the son of Judah
(1 Ch 4").
3. The name of 'Er the son of Jesus
appears in the genealogy of our Lord (Lk 3^) in
the 7th generation before Zerubbabel, and the 15th
after David.
H. E. Ryle.

A

—

It was a
fact, of the

'

ana

heavenly resting-place'

'tlie

names implying that the

city

(ii.

and

its

19)

— poetical

surroundings

were regarded by the Babylonians as fertile and
beautiful in the extreme, and very difl'erent, naturally, from the scene of desolation which now meets
the traveller's eyes. The Archevites mentioned in
the Bk. of Ezra, 4', were inhabitants of the Bab.
Arku or Erech, which was the seat of a celebrated
school of learned men.
Strabo speaks of the
Orcheni (Archevites) as a sect of Chaldiean astronomers dwelling near Babylon (xxi. p. 739)
Ptolemy, as a people of Arabia near the Persian
Gulf (v. 19, § 2) and Pliny, as an agricultural
population, who banked up the waters of the
Euphrates and compeUed them to flow into the
;

;

Tigris

Two

27,
deities

(vi.

s.

31).

who had temples

in the city seem to
have been worshipped in E., namely, Ishtar and
Nana. The temple dedicated to Ishtar (Venus,
as the evening star) was called E-ulma§
the
house of the oracle
the other, dedicated to Nana
(the goddess whose image was carried off by the
Elamite king, Kudur-nankhundi, B.C. 2280, and
only restored to its place 1635 years later by
Assur-bani-pal, king of Assyria), was called E-ana
the house of heaven,' and is now represented by
the Buwariyya mound.
Among the inscribed and stamped bricks found
in Erech are many of the time of the historical kings
Dungi, Ur-Bau, Gudea, Sin-gasid, Merodachbaladan I., etc.
Tablets of the reigns of Nabopolas.sar, Nebuchadrezzar, Nabonidus, Cyrus, Darius,
and some of the Seleucidse, have been excavated in
the site. In the ruins of tlie town and the country
around, a large number of glazed earthenware
coflins and other receptacles, used no doubt for the
burial of the dead, mostly of the Parthian period,
has been found, showing that part of the town and
its neighbourhood must have been used as a necro'

'

;

'

—

polis.

—Schrader,

KA T^ 94 f. ; Loftus, Chaidtea and
Delitzsch, Parodies, 221 1. ; Smith, Chaldaan
;
Sayce. Uib. Led. on liel. of Anc. Babyloniant,
1841.,
102; Hommel, jlnc Ueb. Trad. 122 n., 129, 168,
177, also art. BABTiiOiiu, p. 224>>.
LiTERATxntB.

Stuiana, 162
Genent, 194

1.

;

HCM

I

Nu

A

PiXCHKS

(ny 'watcher'). —Son of Gad,
26", P.
Patronymic, Erites, ib.

ERI

Gn

46",

• Thia apparently re(er« to the great tower there, in aevea
•tages, similar to the tower ot Babel.
It wag called E-gipar
iminaCW^/u. 50. 20)

ESAU

ESAIAS
ESAIAS.—The
in

and

Ajiocr.

AV

spellinj: of Isaiah
familiar
only in
is retained by

NT

RV

ESAR-HADDON (I'ln-lCX, ^axepSorit, 'A(ropSiy).—
Esar-hadiioii, in Assyr. Assur-aKh-iddina, ' Assnr
hasj:iven aijrother.'st'eras to have heen the favourite
sou of Sennacherib, bj- whom his name was chan;,'ed
Assur, the hero, has
to Assur-etil-yukin-abla,
established the son.' Sennacherib bequeathed to
him golden bracelets, necklaces, and otlier valuables, li manehs, 2^ shekels in wei<;;ht, wliich were
stored up in the house of a certain Amuk, and
probably intended him to be his successor. In
B.C. G81 Esar-haddon was at the head of the Assyr.
army fi^'hting a^'ainst Erimenas of Ararat (Van),
'

when Sennacherib was murdered by
Adrammelech (or rather Arad-malik) and

sons
[NcrgaJ-]
his

K

sharezer (2
19", Is 37^") on the 20th of Tebet
(December). For forty-two days the conspirators
held the capital, but on the 2nd of Adar (Januarj')
they were compelled to fly to the Armenian king.
Esar-haddon met his brothers and the army of
Ararat near Malatiyeh on the 12th of lyyar
(April); the veterans of Assyria won the battle,
and at the end of it saluted Lsar-haddon as king.
Eusebius quotes from Abydenus tliat the battlefield was at
the city of the Byzantines,' which
von Gutschmidt correct-s into Bizana on the Caimudocian frontier. After the victory Esar-haddon
returned to Nineveh, and on the 8tli of Sivan
'

(May) was crowned king.
He was an able general, and by

his conciliatory
policy prevented such rebellions as had troubled
nis father's reign.
His first care was to rebuild
Babylon, which Sennacherib had de.stroyed (in B.C.
•589), and to make it the second capital of his
•imrire.
Manasseh of Judah became liLs vassal,
and wail called upon, along with the other kings of
the west, including those of Cyprus, to furnish
timber and stone for the palace of their Assyrian
lord.
The statement in 2 Cli 3.3", that he was
carried prisoner to Babylon after his revolt from
Assyria, is explained by the fact that Babylon had
bepome one or the residences of Esar-haddon.
The early part of Esarhaddon's reign was
occupied in defending his kingdom against the
hordes of (Jiniirra or Kimmerian.s, called Gomer
in OT, and inchided by the Assyrians under the
general title of iManda or 'Nomads,' who were
now pouring into Western Asia. For a time the
issue seemed doubtful, anil a hundrpd days of
humiliation and piayer to the gods were ordered
that the empire might bo protected against the
Kimmerians and their allies, Kastarit of Karka-ssi, Maniitiarsu the Mede, the Minni, and the
people of Saparda (Sfpliarad) and Asguza (AshKcnaz).
At last Teuspa the Kimnierian was
overthrown in a decisive battle on the northern
frontier of Assyria, and driven westward into Asia
Minor. Then came a campaign against the Medes.
In B.C. <!77 Sidon revolted, but was promptly
captured and destroyed, and another city, called

'the city

>>f

Esar-haadon,' was built in

i)lace of it,

and colonized with captives from Elam and Babylonia (see Ezr

Tlie following year the kin^' of
Sidon and his ally, a Cilici.an prince, were belieadeil,
and their heads sent to Nineveh. In the autumn
Esar-haddon marched into the heart of Arabia,
through a waterless desert, a distance of more than
(idO miles, and conquered the eight kings of Ba/u
and Khazu (the Buz and Hazo of Gn 22-'-'"). In
B.C. t)74 he invaded Egy|>t, and the invasion was
repeated in the February of the following year.
In 1)72 his wife died on the ."itli of Adar, and in (>70

came the

4^).

atlnck on I'-gyjit. The Egyptian
forces were driven before tlie .\.ssyr. army (from
thn 3rd to the ISth o( Tammuz or.lune) all the w.ay
final
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from the frontier to Memphis, being thrice defeated
with heavy loss; while I'Lrhakah, their king, was
wounded. On the 22nd of Tammuz, Memphis surrendered, Tirhakah and his son tied to Ethiopia,
and Egj-pt became an Assyr. province. In B.C. 668
it revolted, and while on the march to punish
it Esar-haddon fell ill, and died on the luth of
Marcheshvan (October). His empire was divided
between two of his sons, Samas-sum-ukin having
Babylonia, while the rest of the empire passed to
an older son, Assur-bani-pal, whose suzerainty
Samas-sum-ukin was called upon to acknowledge.

A

third son, Assur-mukin-paliya, was raised to
the priesthood, while a fourth became priest of
the moon-god at Harran.
Literature. — Records of the Pagt, new series, iv. Knudtaon,
Assyrische (jcbete an den Sonnengott (18Uy); Meyer, tiftrch. i.
;

Budge, History of Esarhaddi/n
Kagozin, Assyria,
331-346
Plumptre in Exjws. 2nd ser. iv. 448-401 ; Driver,
Isaiah'' ('Men of Bible'), 220; Buxton, Side-Lights, 207-213;
47;i

tr.

;

;

;

McCurdy,

Hist., Proph.,

—

and

the

Hon.

ii.

33:!-35i).

A. H. Satck.

The
ESAU.
elder of Isaac's t^vin sons.
name (' hairy ') * is said to have been suggested by
his appearance at birth (Gn 2')-", .1). The surname
Edom ('red'), applied chielly to his posterity,
commemorated, according to Gn 25* (J), the incident there related, but referred also, possibly,
to his red hair.
Sa3'ce [see Edom, p. 644''] derives
the name from the red colour of the .sandstone
dill's of Idumoea.
The struggle between E. and
Jacob, prior to birth,t foreshadowed subsequent
relations between the brothers as well as their
1. (ly'y),

descendants (see Edom), and was oracularly declared
to signify that 'the elder shall serve the younger.'
The premature tokens of manly strength were
When he grew up,
f)remonilory of E.'s future.
le preferred the wilder life of the chase to the
quieter routine of sheep-farming at Beersheba.
He became a 'man of the field,' an expert hunter,
and eventually chief of a tribe occupying the hilly
land of Seir, who.so Horite inhabitants were displaced or subdued by E., his followers, and their
I)osterity

The

25=' 32»-« 36,

(Gn

lu.iin

—

Dt

incidents of E.'s

2'-).

are

life

Sale of

(1)

birthrUjht.
Hungry, faint, .and feeling as if about
to die, he arrives one day, J after a (presumably)
unsuccessful hunt, at the patriarchal camp, finds
Let me
his brother cooking lentils, and cries,
Jacob,
devour some of that same red food.'§
taking mean advantage of E.'s condition, and
aware probably of the oracle in his own favour,
demands, as price of the pott.'ige, a renunciation
The latter included precedence,
of the birtliriglit.
and authority after his father's death (Gn27'-") perhaps, also, as in later times, a double portion of
the patrimony (Dt 21"), and the domestic priest'

||

;

hood (Nu

3''-').

Along therewith wouhl naturally,

in the case of the chosen family, be transmitted
the covenant blessing, which secured for its possessor the divine special favour, with ])romise of
Canaan for his posterity, and the honour of conveying a blessing, through future .seed, to all the
In E.'s eyes
families of the earth' (Gn 1'2^ 22"'-).
'

the temporal advantages of the birthright were
distant and sh.adowy
to spiritiuil jirivilcge he was
What profit shall the
api)arently insensible.
birthright do to me?' he cries, and barters it away
;

'

refuly
Ace. to Paeudo-Jon.'s Targ.
•Oe«., Kftlisch, etc.
was
made,' from n^'y to make, or make ready, beaiuuu E.
born with hair of bead, beard, and t«eth.'
twins Acrisius and Proetus, related by
t Cf. the Hlxjry of the
Apollodorus, lie Deor, Ori'i, ii. 2. 1.
tradition that it
the day of
I I's.-Jnn.'s Tar)(. recorus a
'

'

wu

Abraham's dealti.
; So Gc«. (EV'?).

he could not
wait lo recall the proper word.
Farinaceous fooil may have been a tempting luxury owing
to famine in the land (On '2U1, aasitfued lo Oie same J document OS •a'"").
'

I.ll.

II

*

'

that red, red thing,' as

if

;
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with a levity which even the oath exacted by Jacob
fails to turn into gravity.
(2) E.'s marnnge^.

—

One who

'despisea his birthright,' as heir of
Abraham, was not likely to value highly connexion vdth Abraham's kindred. He associated
freely with Canaanites, who were ' strangers from
the covenants of promise,' and, at the age of 40,
married two Hittite wives, Judith and Basemath,
to the grief of his parents, who could not forget
Abraham's anxiety to avoid such alliances. Afterwards, when Jacob had been directed by Isaac to
seek a wife among their kinsfolk in Paddan, E.,
in hope of propitiating his parents, married, in the
lifetime of liis first two wives, his cousin Malialath,
daughter of Ishmael.* Of these wives five sons were
boru (Gn Sd**-)- (3) Loss of patriarchal blessing.
When Isaac's death apparently approached, E.
seems to have realized tlie temporal profit of the
benediction.
Not for<;ettuig (Gn 27'*), but ignoring his bargain with Jacob, be enters readUy into
Isaac's plan for the bestowal of the blessing on
When the blessing is lost
his favourite first-born.
through Jacob's repulsive artifice, and E. receives
a lower benediction,t indicating that he would live
by the spoils of war and chase (27"), he resolves to
sJay his brother after Isaac's death, and thus
regain all he has lost.
(4) Reconciliation with
Jacob and Jinal departure from Canaan. During
Jacob's sojourn in Paddan, E., while retaining

—

—

connexion with Canaan (Gn 36°), seems to have
become a duke in Seir (Gn 32'). J When Jacob
is on his way back to the S. of Pal., E. meets him
with 400 men. It is not clear that his purpose
was hostile, as Jacob supposed
the men may
have been mustered for war against Horites.
Twenty years had intervened since J.'s departure
time is a great healer and E.'s wrath may have
been mollified by success. Any remaining animosity was appeased by Jacob's abundant gifts
(which had the aspect of tribute), and vanished at
E. ran to meet
the sight of the prostrate brother.
him, and embraced him, and fell on his neck, and
(Gn 33*). They met once more, in
kissed him
'

'

:

;

;

'

'

peace, at Isaac's funeral, after which E., partly
' because
their substance was too great for them
to dwell together,' severed his connexion with
Canaan, and made Seir his permanent abode (36*).
The epithet p4^v^os 'profane' (He 12"), § i.e.
unconsecrated, secular (Lv 10'", 1 S 21'', Soph.
CEd. Col. 10), rather than blasphemous, supplies a
Frank and
key to E.'s character and history.
manly, affectionate and impulsively generous,
irascible but not implacable, E. is naturally
lovable, and exhibits materials out of whicli a fine
But he
character might have been developed.
discloses no spiritual aspiration or God-ward bent
no sense of unworthiness or devout surrender to
divine ^idance, such as Jacob, amid grave faults,
exemplifies.
This lack of consecration leaves E.
subject to animal appetite
leads him into
secularizing, if not demoralizing, alliance with
Canaanites
renders him careless of spiritual
blessing and insensible to high ideals
causes
his conduct to be dominated by impulse, not
regulated by principle and prevents that moral

growth through which Jacob, originally far lest
amiable, is transformed from a tricky supplanter
Even E.'s natural
into Israel, a prince of God.
frankness and generosity fail him, when he tries,
'

witliout Jacob's knowledge, to obtain the blessing
virtually forfeited, and resolves to slay his brotlier,
not in tlie first heat of resentment, but prudently, in
cool blood, after Isaac's death has removed the peril
of paternal curse. His later pacification the outcome, directly, of atJ'ectionate impulse was probably due also to the conWction that the head of a
host of 400 had, after all, lost nothing through

—
—

being

by one

supplanted

whom

blessing, after twenty years,
successful cattle-breeder.

;

;

•

The

difTerencea in the n.%me8 and parentage of E.'8 wives, as
given In Gn 2ti»* 28^ and 3ti2 are due, perhaps, not to divergent
traditions (for these passages are all assi^^ed to the same
* source,' P), but
(1) to aouble names, (2) to errors in transcription by the editor of the documents.
t The worda in Gn 2'^ may mean either (partitively) that E.'s
dwelling would be ' of the fatness * or (privatively) ' away from
the fatness.' Tlie latter suits better the character of Seir.
: Gn '30 (P) suggest*, when taken by itself, that E.'s departure
to Seir took place only after Jacob's return to Canaan, not before
it, as 323 (J) intimates ; but if we suppose that, so long as Isaac
lived, E., while dwelling much in Seir, retained an abode in
Can., the discrepancy disappears.
this verse refer to E. (which is
i If wofiit; 'fornicator'
doubtful), the ref. is either to his marriages with idolatresses, or
to Heb. traditions e his gross immorality.

m

coveted

Some modern critics * regard the history of E.
Ewald
and Jacob as more or less mythical.
supposes the details about E. were suggested by
the rough nature of IduniEea (Tyer Seir = rough),
and by the later relations of Edom and Israel.
Kuenen

lays stress on the representation of E.
proin Gn) as
genitors of tribes
a theory of the origin of
nations which the historical sense of the present
day rejects.' Families, he declares, become nations,
not so much by multiplying as by conquest of
For
and combination with other populations.
discussion of the general question, see Tkibe. As
regards Esau in particular, (1) the roughness of
Edomite territory may be reasonably traced to
the disposition of a progenitor whose rougli
strength prompted him to choose an abode suited
to his habits.
(2) Nothing in Gn precludes tlie
supposition that the Edomites (as well as the
Israelites) included within their communities the
descendants of retainers and immigrants. (3) It
is difiicult to believe that legends containing so
much that is derogatory to the venerated Jacob,
and favourable (comparatively) to the ancestor of
unfriendly Edomites, should grow up among the
Jews.
Of the stories and features of character
which would naturally cluster round E.'s name in

and Jacob (with other personages
'

'

—

'

'

'

Heb. circles, we have specimens in Rabbinical
writings which represent E. as thief, fornicator,
blasphemer, etc., as committing five heinous sins in
one day, as giving his father dog's flesh for venison,
and biting Jacob after the latter's return. t The
impartiality of Gn in revealing much that is
attractive about E. and repulsive (even to an
Eastern mind) about Jacob, suggests a substantially historical record which could liold its ground
in spite of its (to the Jews) unpalatable character.

—

LiTERATUHB (in addition to works quoted above). Kalisch,
Yonge in Exponitor for
Dilhnann, and Delitzsch on Gerwsig
1884 Farrar in Fall of Man Doda, Igaac^ Jacob, and ./osrph ;
Cox, Hebrew TroiTis Lightfoot, Carniyridge .^ennowi. 3 Moinet,
Gre<tt Alternative, 119; Welldon, Fire upon Aitar, 79, 92;
Jacobs, Studies in Bibl. Archaeology, 4S-63.
;

;

;

;

;

2. CHffoi;), 1

Es 5»=ZlHA, Ezr 2", Neh

V".

H. Cowan.

;

;

the

had made only a

ESCHATOLOGY (t4 ((rxara, the last things).—
Eschatology gives an account of the final condition
of man and the world as this is represented in
scripture.
The idea of a final condition of mankind and the world rests on the other idea that
history is a moral process, with a jjoal towards
which it is moving. In scripture this moral process is specifically a redemptive process, of which
the author and the finisher is God, He Himself being
the end towards which mankind is being dra\vn, for
the perfection of man lies in full fellowship with
God and the perfection of man is reflected in, and
subserved by, a new condition of the world, which is
In this view
transfigured with his redemption.
;

Kuenen, Rfl. of 1st.
Ewald. nist. 0/ /«r. bk. i. sec. i. O
more moderately. Kittel, UiKt. of Hebrews, Enu'- tr. i. li;9.
1210, and bj
\ See instances collected by Wetetein, on He
Stanley, Jewish Church, i. p. 47.
•

oh.

;

ii.

;

—
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the Messianic idea and hope becomes an important
but in OT, at least in its
in eschatology
earlier portions, tlie Alessianic is not yet so developed as to be a constant feature in the eschatologieal picture, much less that which gives its
whole colour to the picture. The redeemer is God
'salvation belongetn unto the Lord' (Ps 3)
and
if the Messiah anjwhere be redeemer or king of
the redeemed people, he is so in virtue of the
divine in him, as bein" in some way God in manifestation (Is 9-'').
Tne nomenclature, therefore,

process of divine selection, the religious destinies
of mankind were entrusted to his family, some
eschatological intimations were given.
It is characteristic of all these earlj' intimations that they
are general both in meaning and in regard to time.
The earliest of tliem, tlie promise that the seed of
the woman would liruise the head of the serpent
(Gn 3"), bears upon the family of mankind universally.
It may not be easy to say what sense
our first parents or even Israelitish readers put
into these words.
The fulness of meaning which
we are now able to express by them, and the individual application of ' the seed of the woman
whicli we can make, can hardly have been sugBut they would be assured tliat
gested to thum.
the family of mankind would have the upper hand
struggle
against
the author of their calamiin the

element

;

;

of

some

writers,

who employ

eschatological and

Messianic as synonymous terms, is somewhat
confusing; for, though this terminology be more
and more justified as revelation advances, there
are many eschatological passages even in late
writings in which there is not only no mention of
the personal Messiah, but in which there is no
reason to suppose that the idea of a personal
Messiah lay a.s a presupposition in the background
of the autlior's thought.
The OT reveals its conceptions piecemeal.
Its writers are like subordinate workmen, each absorbed in his own particular
task, in polishing a comer or carving a chapiter or
WTeathing a pillar it is only when the masterbuilder appears, with the full idea of the house in
his mind, that each of the separate parts takes its
place in the building.
While, therefore, every
Messianic passage i.s eschatological, there are
many eschatological pa.isages not Messianic.
Besides exliibiting the scripture views of the
final condition of tilings, eschatology may take
notice of the phenomen.a, the physical convulsions,
or the national commotions amidst which the final
condition is ushered in or it may go a step farther
back and refer to the moral forces bringing about
these manifestations and revealed in them. In
OT physical nature has no meaning of its own it
U a mere medium for the transmi.ssion and manifestation of moral impulses ; and the same is true
in a sense of human history, for, though men and
nations act voluntarily, ultimately all their movements are inspired and led by God, the First and
the Last (Is 41'' 4S'-). Tlie final condition of men
and the world is therefore regarded in OT less as
the perfect issue of a gradual ethical advancement
in tne mind of men and the nations than as the
result of an interposition, or a chain of interpositions, on the part of God, though these interpositions, under whatever external forms they may
;

;

;

De revealed, are of cour.se

moral.
be treated under
two heads The eschatology of the People, and
the eschatology of the individual Person.
As the
People in their final condition have necessarily
some relation to the nations, the eschatology of
the People widens out in many passages to be an
eschatology of mankind and the world while, on
the other hand, owing to the idea prevalent in
OT, particularly in the prophets, that the religious
•ubject in relation with God is the People, the
eschatology of the individual Person in distinction
from the I'eonle is little developed, and some of
the passages tliat appear to relate to it are uncertain in meaning.
In other words, the eschatology
of the People is the doctrine of the j)erfection of
the kingdom of God upon tlie eartli, while the
e-schatology of the individual Person is the doctrine
of Immortality.
all

The Eschatology op OT may
:

;

I.

EsCHATOLOoy

OK

TKE PEOPLE.— Though

fonnally the peojile cnme into existence only at
the Exodus, yet ideally it already existed in the
patriarchal familj' from Abraham downwards
(Is 41"), and some of the widest hopes and aspirations cherished by the people in later times in
regard to their place in the religious history of
mankind are alrea<iy expressed in connexion with
Abrahanx.
But previous to the time when, by a

tous

transgression

;

and

the

as
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meaning and

consequences of what had befallen them became
clearer, so would their conception of what vas
meant by bruising the serpent's head, and how alone
that could be d(me. Equally universalistie, though
more definite in regard to the means of its accomplishment, is the promise given to Abraham, In
thee shall all the families of the earth be blessed
(Gn 12^). Such a promise could not soon be fulfilled, and there might be room for conjecture even
'

manner ol fullilment j'et tlie patriarch,
knowing wherein his own blessedness lay, in his
knowledge of God and fellowship with Him, would
surmise that through his seed this true kaowledge
of Go<l would reach all peoples.
The sense is
as to the

;

little altered
themselves,'
blessings as

enjoy

(cf.

Nu

for 'be blessed' we render 'bless
wish for themselves the same
Abraham and his seed are seen to
if

i.e.

Some other passages, such as
Noah (Gn 9^"-), are international,

23'").

the Blessing of

prominence being given to the family of
while others, such as the Blessing of Jacob
and Moses (Gn 49, Dt 33), are more national, having
respect to the place of the tribes in Canaan.
The
phra.se 'the last days' (C'5;n n-ins*) describes the
farthest future into which the eye of the seer
In Gn 49'
reaches, and may have dirt'erent senses.
religious

Sliem

it

;

refers to the final disposition of the tribes in
49'" may have a wider outlook

Canaan (though

;

see PuorilIXY) ; while in Is 2^ it refers to the final
condition of the family of mankind, when all
nations shall appeal to the God of Jacob as the
righteous arbiter in all international causes.
J)t 32 ends with the hope of the victory of Israel
over all its enemies, and in his Last Words (2 S 23)
David expresses the assurance that under his
family a kingdom of Righteousness will arise.
The Day of the Lord.— In the 8th century n.C.
the faith of Israel was virtually complete. Amos

taught that God is Righteousness llosca, that He
I.saiah, that lie is the Lord the King, who
is Love
has founded His kingdom in Zion, on the throne of
which shall sit for ever one of the house of Da\id,
the Prince of Peace, filled with the fulness of the
;

J

But besides this Messianic
Spirit of God (Is 9. 11).
eschatology belonging to the second period of
Isaiah's career, there is another belonging to the
the D.'iy
earliest period (clis. 2. 3), which he calls
of the Lord.' The prophet does not expressl\
combine the two, though they are jirobably to be
regarded the one as the dark side and the other as
the light side of the same cloud of judgment. In
the earlier chapters he moves more among prinin the second period
ciples, moral necessities
the actors are already on the scene who
(cli. 7fr.
shall carry out the programme which in his first
days he perceived to be inevitable.
The pliri-sc
the Day of the Lord is first heard in the mouths
of the people (Am S'"").
The term 'day' is much
used in Arabic of a battle day, as the day of Badr,
Ohod, and the like, and so in Heb. 'the day o)
'

;

)

'

'
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this may be its primary meanof the Lord to the popular mind
would be the day when J" their God would
interpose in their "behalf to deliver them. Tlie

Midian

'

(Is 9*),

and

The day

ing.

deliverance would be primarily from external
hostile oppression, but internal social miseries
might also be included. The idea and the phrase
maj' tlius be very ancient, though they appear
lirst in Amos.
All that the phrase connotes in tlie
mouth of the people is the sense of misery and
oppression, the belief that only their God can
deliver them, faith in His power, and a hope or
conviction of His approaching intervention, though
on what this conviction was founded does not
appear.
But to the prophets of this age J" is
a purely ethical Being, the moral ruler of Is'ael
and the nations, and the sin of Israel and the
Hence the first
world demands His intervention.
aspect of the day of the Lord is always a day of

But judgment is not an end in itself
only in order to redemption, and behind the
storm of judgment there always rises clear the day
of salvation.
The conception of the sin of the
world which compels the intervention of the Judge
In Amos it is social
ditters in different prophets.
and civil unrighteousness in Hosea, religious unIsaiah, insensibility to the majesty
faithfulness ;
of the great King, who must interpose to bring the
sense of Himself home to men's minds.
The day of the Lord is an eschatological idea
the phrase cannot be rendered a day of the Lord,'
as if any great calamity or judgment felt to be
impending might be so named the day ia that
of the final and universal judgment. But, of course,
a prophet's presentiment of its nearness might not
the crisis which he saw impending
be realized
and deemed the great day itself, or the beginning
of it, niiglit pass over and the day be deferred.
But this fact should not lead us to suppose that the
prophets call any great visitation of God by the
name of 'the daj' of the Lord.' Again, the terra
day,' if it originally meant battle day, suggests
the presence of some foe whom God uses as His instrument of judgment. This feature, however, is
not always present in descriptions of the day.
Sometimes the terrors of the day of the Lord are
represented as due to His manifestation of Himself
and the convulsions of nature that accompany His
appearing, when He arises to shake terribly the
earth (Is i^"'^). But at other times, besides the
supernatural gloom and terrors that surround Him
when He appears, He is represented as using some
fierce, distant nation as the instrument by which
He executes His judgment (Is 13, Zeph). The
judgment of the day of the Lord is a judgment on
the Known world, and the nation that executes the
judgment is some wUd people emerging from the
dark places of the earth lying beyond tlie confines
of the known world.* Once more, when the prophets speak of the day of the Lord they always
regard it as near (Is 13', Jl 1"> 2'). The coming of
the day itself was a settled belief, but of its time
knew no man the presentiment of its nearness
was awakened in the mind of the prophet by what
he saw ot the moral condition of mankind or of the
operations of God in the world. To one prophet
the insensibility of men to the niiijesty of the Lord
the King seems so frightful that He must interpose
to cast down everything that is high, so that He
alone shall be exalted in that day (Is 2. 3)
to
another He is so visibly operating in the convulsions
of the nations that His full manifestation of Himself seems at hand (Is 13, Zeph)
while to a third
the severe natural calamities with which He is
visiting His people seem the tokens and heralds of
judgment.
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The

prophets' hearts

Nah^ Hob, and Zeph in Cambridge
and Amos in same series, p. 185.

Driver, Joei

'

Bible,* p.

were filled with gieat religious issues, with presentiments of the future of the world in God's
hand. These presentiments were so vivid in their
hearts that they were constantly looking for the
fulfilment of them.
And thus when the currents
of providence, often too sluggish to their eager
eyes, received a sudden quickening, when great
events were moving and J" visibly interposing
in the atl'airs of the world, they felt that He was
taking to Ilim His great power. It was but a st«p
or two when the kingdom would be the Lord's.
(1) In the pre-exilic prophets the day of the Lord
is a judgment primarily on Israel (Am 3'-), though
It is Israel's national
it also embraces the nations.
dissolution, though the dissolution is only in order
to a new reconstruction. The sinners of the people
shall be destroyed, and a poor and humble people
left behind (Zeph 3", Is 2. 3, Hos 4> 2'»«-).
(2)
With the Exile the judgment on Israel seemed to
and
at
the
Exile
during
the
have been fulfilled, and
period of the Restoration the judgment of the day
of the Lord is represented as falling on the heathen
world, and its issue is Israel's redemption (Is 13,
Hag, Zee 1-S).
And this feeling is often expressed
in passages where the dav of the Lord is not
formally mentioned (Is 40 ff.," Ps 93-99). (3) Butafter
the Restoration, when Israel was again a people,
and the old internal antagonisms and wrongs once
more manifested themselves, prophets have to
threaten it anew with the refiner's fire of the Day
Still, though in the postof the Lord (Mai Z^).
exilic literature the judgment is also a sifting of
Israel itself (e.g. Ps 50), it is mainly regarded as
falling on the heathen world, and issues in Israel's
deliverance and the restoration of the Diaspora (Dn
7-"^).
This idea largely pervades the later Psalms.
Like the hymns of
Psalms differ from prophecy.
all peoples, they are not creative but representative.
They give back, in- thanksgiving, in praise, and
often in prayer, the faiths and hopes already
contained in the mind of the community and long
cherished. And these hopes and faiths are in the
When the Psalms speak of
main eschatological.
the judgment (1° T""" 35'-^ etc.), and of the meek
inheriting the earth (37"), of the nearness of the
day of the wicked (37''), of seeing God's face in
righteousness (17"), of the upright having dominiin
speedily over the unrighteous (49"), and much of
the same kind, they are not uttering vague hopes
never before expressed, but reflecting the certainties
of a faith as old at least as the prophets of the 8th
cent., the certainty of a judgment of God (Is l-^^2. 3), and of the rise behind it of a kingdom of
righteousness (Is l"* 9' 1 1-""), and peace (Is 2' 9' 11"),
and everlasting joy (Is 9', Hos 2'™-).
To follow tlie scripture statements regarding
the Day of the Lord through the three periods
it
just mentioned would lead to much repetition
will be enough to state some general points connected with the Day. The Day of the Lord is Hi^
time for manifesting Himself, for displaying His
character, for performing His work. His short and
The Lord of Hosts
strange work upon the earth.
:

'

hath a day upon every one that
and he shall be brought low

is
.

.

proud and lofty,
and the Lord
.

alone shall be exalted in that day (Is 2''-- ").
1. As it was a day of the manifestation of J',
God of Israel, in His fulness and tlierefore in a way
to realize His i)urposes, which with Israel and even
with the world were those of grace, it is fundamentally a day of joy to Israel, and even to the
world—' the Lord is king, let the earth rejoice,
let tlie multitude of the Isles be glad thereof.
Say among the nations. The Lord is King ; let the
heavens rejoice, and let the earth be glad (Ps 96).
That J" should reign, and that He should come to
the earth as king, must, in spite of all the terrors
that might attend His comint:, bring to the wor'-*
'

'

—

;

'
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For the falsehood and inhad cursed the earth so long would
disappear, and tlie lon^'ing of men, who were ever
in words or sighs saying, Show us the Father,
would be satisfied. But it would be a day of joy
above all to Israel, His people, when lie should
plead her cause, for the day of vengeance was in His
neart and the year of His redeemed was come.
Naturally, an accompaniment of the manifestation
On that
of J" was tlie disappearance of the idols
day men shall cjist their idols of silver and their
idols of gold to the moles and to the bats (Is 2-").
Hut in the view of the prophets those gigantic
oppressions, the empires of Assyria and Baliylon,
were but projections of their idolatry, with its
cruelties and licentiousness and pride.
The later

It has characteristics, but no internal development.
It is a period of light and peace
and the knowledge of God, which covers the
earth as the waters cover the sea. Subsequent
revelation has broken up the coming of the
Messiah into a coming and a coming again, and
history has intercalated between tlie two an
age full of developments and vast changes. But
the prophets embrace all in one period over which
there hangs a divine light.
Ihe characterisLics
they assign to the Messianic age or the period
the
introduced by the Day of the Lord are
main those characteristics which we assign to
the age which the second coming shall introduce.
These characteristics are the issue of the first
coming, the natural expansion of its principles
and to the prophets the principles and theii
realization all seem condensed into one point.
4.
The prophets are not interested in giving
mere predictions of external events or conditions
of the world, but in setting before the people
the moral development and issues of the kingdom ;
and just as the Day of the Lord seems to them to
issue out of the conditions of the world of their
own day, so they sometimes bring down the moral
issues of the kingdom upon an external condition of
the world such as it was in their own time. There
is perfect realizing of moral principles, but the
condition of the world in its kingdoms and the
like remains unchanged.
But ordinarily this is
not the case.
(a) A constant feature in the eschatological

a pervading gladness.
justice thit

—

'

'

prophet Daniel expresses this idea in a grapliic
represents the heathen monarchies
ander the symbol of various savage beasts, while
the kingdom of God is represented under the image
of a man.
2. To those in I.srael who looked for His coming,
apart from the natural terrors of it, it was unmi.xed

I^/ure when he

'oy

(Hab

And

would have been so

to all
universal.
But this was far from being the condition of Israel.
There were many who belonged to Israel only in
race.
They were filled from the East, and sooth3).

had

1:
'srael

it

God been

fidelity to their

sayers like the Philistines.
They imitated the
idolatries and jjractised the sins of the nations.
Hence the prophets warn the people against a
superficial conception of the Day of tiie Lord, as if
it would be a mere interference of J" in behalf of
His people as a nation, and not a revelation of His
righceous judgment
Woe unto you that desire
the day of the Lord. Wherefore will ye have the
day of the Lord 7 It is darkness and not light as
if a man did flee from a lion and a bear met him
(Am 5"). Hence the Day is first of all judgment,
and only through this salvation. Sometimes one
si<le is made iironiinent and sometimes another,
(he side of judgment (as has been said) in the preexile prophets, and the other side in prophets later
down {e.g. Ob "). It is around the Day as one of
judgment that all the terrible pictures of gloom
and the dissolution of nature are gathered (Is 2. 3.

—

'

;

13. 24,

Hos

10»,

Am 5",

Jl

2'- '» 3,

Zcph

1).

These

convulsions in nature which accompany the Day of
the Lord may not be all to be explained in the
same way, but the general idea seems this the
universe is a human world man is the head of
creation, and creation is virtually the earth
the
heavens are a more appendage of the earth, subserving the moral life of mankind being for signs
:

;

;

—

and seasons, and days and years. Hencu in man's
judgment the world suilers dissolution, and in his
redemption it is renewed and transfigured.
3. As has been said, the coming or the Day was
an article of faith as much as our belief in the
Last Day, but the presentiment of its nearness was
awakened by what the prophet perceived around
him the moral condition of the world (Is 2. 3,
Mic 3), God's ojierations among the nations of the
earth (Is 13, Zeph 1), His judgments on His people
:

1.
2), or the beginnings of their redemption
alreaily experienced at the Restoration, which
led to the hope of His full manifestation to dwell

(Jl

His Hou.se when it should be prepared (Hag,
Zee).
Naturally, though the Day of the Lord
was a crisis, and itself ofbrief duration, the phrase
' that
day is often used to cover the period
nshered in by the day.
This is the period of
in

'

final
witli

Bge,

and blessedness. It is identical
what in other pa.s,Mages is the Messianic
and with the ideal condition following the
perfection

as conceived by such prophets as
Deutero Isaiah (Is 00).
It is a period entirely
homogeneous. There are no occurr^uices w'thin

Kestoration
•

vol..

I.

At
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it.
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picture

is

The Lord

Israel's restoration to its
will say to the North, Give

own
up

;

land.

and to

the South, Keep not back bring my sons from far,
and my daughters from the ends of the earth even
every one that is called by my name (Is 43'). And
in tliis land all earthly blessings attend the peojilf
(Am Q""") they attain joy and gladness, and
sorrow and sighing shall nee away (Is 35'° 65"")
The people are also truly the people of God—
In the Lord
'Thy people shall be all righteous'
shall all tlie seed of Israel be justified, and shall
glory (Is 45"). The people's restoration to everlasting felicity and their righteousness are but
dilleront sides of the same thing. Cast out because
of their sins, they are restored because of their
righteousness, although the righteousness be one
:

;

;

'

;

'

bestowed on them by God

(Is 43'-'°")

;

and

tlieir

the outer side of their justification,
the token to their own heart and to the eyes of the
nations that they are in truth now the people of
God (Is 01" 65""). The question how in our day
we are to interpret such prophecies is a double
one.
It is a question, first, of wliat the prophets
meant. And to this question there can be but one
answer their meaning is the literal sense of their
words. They spoke of tlie people Israel and of the
land of Canaan, and predicted the restoration of
the people to their land, and their everlasting
abode there with their God in the midst of them.
Tliis was their view in tlieir day of the final condition of the people.
Of course, to the prophets
the es.scntial tning was the spiritual perfection and
bles.sedness of the people 'given by the presence

restoration

is

—

of their God in His fulness, but thej'
were unable to conceive this except as rellected in
an external condition of the people. The other

among them

question is hnw
to bo fulfilled

we iii.iy exjiect these OT prophecies
now that the NT disi)ensatioii is

is no question as to the meaning ol
prophecies; the nnestion is how far this
meaning is now valid. Tlic question is not one to
bo dogmatic on, but wo should naturally say that
it is to be decided by the principles of the NT
ilis]iensation.
The only NT writer who seems
formally to argue the question is St. Paul (Ko
Now, he argues only on the aoix'tual side
0-11).

come.
the

OT

There

—

—
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Abrahamif covenant, or ratlier he regards
covenant as an exclusively spiritual or redemptive instrument (see art. COVENANT, last par.).
Those, therefore, who, in advocating the idea of
the Restoration of Israel to their own land, think
themselves entitled to reason on the material side
of the covenant (the promise of the land), cannot
plead the apostle's authority nor his example.
It may be made a question, indeed, whether his
reasoning does not exclude theirs, for his view
appears to be that the covenant from the moment
it took ell'ect was a purely spiritual and redemptive
deed.
To his mind the covenant guarantees the
final salvation of Israel.
The church of God is
historical and continuous.
It was planted in
Abraham, and it is perennial.
Israel was the
church, and continues to be and if the Gentiles be
in it, they have been grafted in and if some of the
natural branches be meantime broken off, God is
able to graft them in again and this He will do,
'and 80 all Israel shall be saved.' This is St.
Paul's manner of stating the idea of Deutero-Isaiah,
that the true knowledge of the true God has been
given once for all to Israel, and given to be the
heritage of mankind. If the OT prophecies are to
be brought into the argument, the order in which
they place tilings must be observed. That order
is, first, righteousness and faith, and then restoration to Canaan.
A return of Jews to Canaan
whUe stUl in unbelief, however interesting a thin"
in itself, does not come into contact with OT
prophecy.
(6) Another feature in the eschatological picture
is the relation of the nations to Israel and their
God. In some prophecies, especially those that

bein" the Presence of God in the mid.st of them
this last point corresponding to the Christian idea
of heaven.
All this is said of the people as a
people.
The people is immortal and its life
eteni.al
and this life is conceived as lived in this
a new
world, though this world transfigured
heavens and a new earth (Is 05"). But are the
individuals of the people immortal, or is their
life, however prolonged and blessed, yet finally
closed by deatli 1 It is probable that in most
passages the prophets have in view the destinies
of the people as a unity, the ultimate fate of
In
individuals not being present to their mind.
some passages, however, the destiny of the individual is referred to, and a progress of idea
may be observed, though, owing to the uncertain
authorship of tlie passages, it may be precarious to
infer at once that the more advanced are the
later.
In Is do^"- only a very prolonged life
appears promised, the days of a tree,' ne that
dieth at a hundred years shall die a chUd (cf.
Zee 8*). But in the apocalyptic passage Is 24-27
death is represented as abolished, 'the Lord will
swallow up death for ever (25') and the promise
extends to the nations as well as to Israel (ver.'^).
The conception of a resurrection first appears in
the prophets, who speak of a resuscitation of the
dead nation (Hos 6, Ezk 37). In Is 26'», however,
the literal resurrection of individuals is predicted.
This is the complement of the Restoration of the
living members of the people.
And in Dn 12 a
resurrection both of the just and unjust is prophesied, though it remains somewhat uncertain
whether the resurrection be universal, or be only
of those who, in the preceding troublous times,
had been specially prominent, wnether on the side
of righteousness or of evU.
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;

;
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are apocal3ptic in their character, there is the
idea of a final attack on Israel by the nations,
and a great conflict near Jerusalem or in Canaan,
in which the nations are overthrown and destroyed
(Ezk 38. 39, Jl 3, Zee 14, Ob v.", Dn).
But
usually the nations are represented as attaching
themselves to Israel, drawn either by the righteousness and humanity of the Messianic King (Ps
72), or convinced that the God of Israel is God
alone (Is 2) a conviction which they receive in
various ways, as through J"'s terrible revelation of

—

Himself (Zeph S*-', Is GG'*"), but chiefly through
the teaching of Israel, the servant of the Lord,
who becomes the light of the nations, and tlie
peoples wait on His arm (Is 42» 49» 50"'- SI""- 60).
But while already in the OT the Gentiles are
fellow - heirs of salvation with Israel, the racial
distinction is not obliterated.
Jews and Gentiles
do not amalgamate into one people or church
Israel • inherits the Gentiles
(Is 54^), ' the kingdom is given to the people of the saints of the
Most High' (Dn 7").
The nations occupy a
subordinate place. There may be different shades
'

of view in diiierent passages.
Of course, when
the prophets ^vrote, Israel alone possessed the
knowledge of the true God, and its place was
that of benefactor of the nations, while theirs
was that of recipients of blessing from Israel.
Therefore the nations do homage to Israel, but
it is to Israel as having the only true God within
' they
it
shall make supplication unto thee,
saying, Surely God is in thee ; and there is none
else, no God (Is 45" 49'', cf. 14^ 60» 61»).

—

'

5.

From what has been

said,

it

can be seen

what general conceptions the OT contributes to
Christian Eschatology. They are such as these
(I) the manifestation or advent of God; (2) the
universal judgment (3) behind the judgment the
coming of the perfect kingdom of the Lord, when
all Israel shall be saved, and when the nations
:

;

shall be partakers of their salvation
and (4) the
finality and eternity of this condition, that which
constitutes the blessedness of the saved people
;

—

;

'

;

'

II.

ESCHATOLOGY OF THE INDIVIDUAL PERSON

— One of

the strangest things in OT is the little
place which the individual feels he has, and his
tendency to lose himself in larger wholes, such as
the tribe or the nation. When in earlier times th«
individual approached death, he felt that he had
received the olessing of life from God and had
enjoyed it in His communion his sojourn with
God had come to an end, he was old and full of
days, and he acquiesced in death, however strange
his acquiescence may seem to us.
He consoled
himself with the thought that he did not all die
The memory of the righteous is blessed (cf. Is
56^- ').
He lived, too, in his children and in his
people.
He saw the good of Israel ; his spirit
lived, and the work of nis hands was established.
The great subject was the people, the nation
J" had established His covenant with the nation,
and the individual was blessed in the blessing and
fortune of the whole. And he was content to have
poured his little stream of life and service into the
tide of national life, and in some degree to have
swelled it. This was particularly the case, so far as
can be judged, in earlier times. But when the nation
came to an end with the Captivity, when national
life and religion no more existea, the individual
rose to his own proper place and rights, and felt
Though the
his owTi worth and responsibility.
nation had fallen the individuals remained, and
J" and religion remained, though religion remained
only in the heart of the individual. The religious
unit, formerly the people, now became more and
more the single person, and the truths regarding
duty and responsibility, and the hopes of the future,
enunciated by the prophets in regard to the people,
were appropriated uy the individual to himself.
In regard to the Eschatology of the individual
person there are two things wliich require to lie
There are, first, certain
carefully distinguished.
ideas regarding death and the state of the dead
lying in the popular mind, though cherished by
;

'

'

j

;;
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all

rightecmsness

Thene ideas are common

from

classes, the righteous as well as otliers, alike.
to Israel with some other
They have in themselves no
Sheaiitic peoples.

But some of them, such as
8if,Tiilicance.
the idea that the person, though he died, was not
extinguished, but still subsisted as a person, howand
ever shadowy the state of subsistence was
the other idea, that the dead person, though still
gnbsistiiic, was in death cut oil from all fellowship
with the living, whether men or God, these ideas
formed points to which the aspirations of the pious
might attach themselves, whether in the way of
development, as of the first idea, or protest, as
against the second idea. And, secondly, there are
the aspirations, intuitions, or inferences of the
pious mind itself. It is only these that can properly be called OT teaching. Such aspirations
and intuitions may be either intellectual or emotional, that is, virtually, either ethical or religious,
thougli the basis even of the religious is ethical.
The fundamental idea is the moral one God and
man are moral beinjjs, their relation is moral the
universe is a moral constitution, the stage where
God displays His righteousness, and where man
Righteousness
Bees God's face in righteousness.
must win, and righteousness is eternal (Is 51').
This Is the idea tiiat underlies the Book of Job
and such Psalms as 37. 49. and 73. There are
thus three things to look at: (1) Death and the
state of the dead (2) Life ; and (3) the Reconciliamoral

;

—

:

;

;

tion of

Death and

(1) By death
nse the word.

Life.

OT

life';

OT

'

righteou-sness delivereth

.scriptures

occupy

chiefly with the condition of

man on

deatli.'

themselves

this side of
death, and they teach that whatever principles
are involved in the relations of men to God tliey
come always to light in this life death does not
change these relations ; on the contrar}-, by its
;

or circumstances

iiiaMiier

it

reveals

them (Ps

37.

73).
(3) Now, this conception of life naturally came
into collision with the fact of death.
And OT
doctrine of immortality, when death is had in
view, consists of the efforts made by the faith of
pious men to gain for the idea of life just referred
to the victory over the fact of death.
These
efforts are of two kinds
one consists of an appeal
against the fact of death, a demand for immortality
or not dying, a protest against the fellowship of
the living man here with God being interrupted,
or a lofty assurance that it cannot be interrupted.
It is quite possible that the examples of this may
have to be referred to particular circumstances,
when death might be actually threatening ; but
tlie language used, the demand made for the continuance of life, the lofty assurance of faith that
the relation of the person to God cannot be interrupted, rise to the expression of principles, and are
:

by no means merely tlie expression of an assurance
that God would save from death on this particular
This is the meaning of Ps 16, ' I have
set the Lord always before me because he is at my
ri^,'ht hand, 1 shall not be moved.
Thou wilt not
leave my soul over to SlieM thou wilt not let thine
holy one see the pit.' What the speaker is assured
of is deliverance from death.
But his assurance
has an absoluteness in it. It expresses principles.

occasion.

;

means what we mean when we
the phenomenon which we

It is

OT

Now, all parts of
indicate the view
observe.
that at death the person is not annihilated; he
continues to subsist in She61, the place of the
dead, tliough in a shadowy and feeble form occaIn
sioned by the withdrawal of the spirit of life.
this condition of subsistence, whicn is not life but
death, in Sheol, the common abode of all dead
perwns, there is no distinction in destiny between
the righteous and the ungodly. OT does not name
those in Shebl either souls or spirits, they are persons.
It is possible that they were conceived as retaining a shadowy flickering outline of their former
personality, for in Is 14 they sit on thrones, from
which they rise up and speak. Subsistence in Sheol

a feeble, nerveless reflection of life on earth.
These conceptions, as has been said, are not proIs

perly scripture teaching, only the popular notions

from which

is
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teaching starts.
such pas-sages as

Illustrations

its

these among
of them are
others, Ps 6. 30, Is 14. 38, Job 3. 10.
Thus, to
tart with,
is not materialistic, death is not the
extinction of the formerly living person.
Neither
is it philosophic, regarding the body as the pri.sonhonse of the soul, released from which it can spread
its wings and soar unfettered into regions of pure
and perfect life. Nor is it, to begin with at least,
Christian in the sense that the spirit attains to
perfection at death.
means what we
(2) As by death so by life
mean by it. It starts from the idea, not of the soul,
what
we
so call when
but of the person. Life is
we see it, the subsistence of the complete personality
in the unity of its parts, body and soul.
An
essential part of man's being is tlie body ; and life
is life in the body, sucli a.s it is before trie analysis
which we call death, and corresponds therefore to
the Christian synthesis called the re.surrection life.
Hence Job, wtien the idea of a second life first
dawns npon him, can conceive it only as a renewal
of the natural life ' If a man die, shall he live
again?' (ch. 14). But as life was due to the communication by God of the sjiirit of life, and death
to the withdrawal of this sjiirit, these operations
came under the moral idea, and life meant moral
life in the favour of God (Ezk 33)
' in
the way of

OT

OT

—

'

—

'

;

In his ecstasy of life in God he feels life to be
eternal.
The tie between him and J" is indissoluble.
With our more reflecting habits of
thought this ecstasy of faith is hard to conceive.
To us the fact of death is so inevitable that we
cannot imagine any one resisting it.
accept
the fact, and rest on what lies beyond.
But the
resistance of the pious Hebrew was due just to his

We

not kno^ving what lay beyond, and was but a
mode of making a demand for that which we now
know to lie beyond.
The other line of thought was somewhat diflerent
it was not so much a protest against dying, as a
protest that dying was not death
it was a denial
that death was to the saint of God that which the
popular mind regarded it to be a separation from
God and descent into SheM. The fellowsliip with
;

—

God had

which was life, would remain
This amounted to the faith
that the godly soul would overleap SheM and pass
to God.
This appears to be the faith exi)reHsed in
Ps 49 and 73, and in a certain sense in Job 19.
Before these poetical passages, which are obscure,
are briefly looked at, sometliing must be said of
Shc6I and the state of the dead; though, as has
been said, OT statements about She(M chiefly reflect the popular sentiments, and have little positive
value.
It might be surmised from the strong
expressions used many times of death in the OT
that in dcatli existence absolutely came to an end.
Thus Ps 14G* his breath goeth forth, he returneth
to his earth
in that very day his thoughts perish
Ps 39" O spare me, that I may recover strength,
before I go lience, and be no more.' And perhaps
most strongly of all Job 14'"- 'for a tree hatii liojje,
if it be cut down, it will sprout again
but man
lieth down, and riseth not
till the heavens be no
more, they shall not awake, nor be raised out of
their sleep (cf. 7^"). Hut these are only the strong
expres,sioii8 of despondency and regret over a life
mournfully soon ended, and that never returns to
be lived on this earth again. The conception of

unbroken

in life, and
in death.

'

'

;

'

;

;

'

':

'''
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is sufficient answer to the apparent doctrine
which they teach. The word Slie61 (S'lx;^, twice
written defectively, and usually fern., as nouns of
place mostly are), is of uncertain derivation. Its
root has been supposed to be a softened form of
another root (Syc*, represented by "^yy the hollow

of the persons in Shebl, there was naturally •
popular superstition that they could be reached.
This belief^ gave rise to the necromancy practised
among the Hebrews, as among most peoples,
though it is proscribed in the law and ridiculed
by the prophets (Is 8'*).
The practice probably

hand,

did not repose on any general idea that the dead
must have a wider knowledge than the living, that
'there must be wisdom witli great Death,' but on
the idea that great personages continued still to be
in death that whicli they had been in life.
This
appears to have been the idea of Saul in seeking
unto Samuel.
There is no record of any one
answering from the dead except Samuel.
The
question whether any connexion was thought to
exist between the person in Shebl and his body can
hardly be answered. No such connexion existed
as to interfere with the passage of the person into
Shebl, whatever befell the body. The want of
burial was in itself dishonouring, and the dishonour
continued to cleave to the person among the dead,
but it did not, as among some nations, prevent his
There are some
descent to the world of the dead.
passages which seem to speak of a sympathetic
rapport still existing between the body and the
person in Shebl, but probably they hardly go
further than to suggest the idea that the body,
though thrown off, was still part of the man, and
not mere common unrelated dust. (4) The main
point is that the relation between the dead person
and God is cut off. This is what gave death its
significance to the religious mind.
Fellowship
rnth God ceases 'In death there is no rememin Shebl who shall give thee
brance of thee
'
thanks ?
For Shebl cannot praise thee ; they
that go down to the pit cannot hope for thy truth

740
Bhebl

40") signifying perhaps 'to be hollow,' in

Is

which case it woulcl have the same meaning as our
word hell (Germ. Holh) and the name pit
with which it is interchanged in OT [ijiuaaos in
NT) might seem to favour this derivation. A corresponding Assyrian Sudlu (Fried. Del., Jeremias)
is denied by Jensen.
Shebl is the opposite of the
upper sphere of light and life it is deep Shebl
(Ps 86" 03°), the region of darkness, a land of
darkness as darkness itself, without any order, and
where the light is as darkness (Job 10"). There
is no strict topography to be sought for Shebl
it
is in great measure the creation of the imagination,
deep down under the earth or under the waters
'

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

;

(Job

It

26').

is

not to be identified with the grave,

though the grave be often regarded as the mouth
of it and it is sometimes represented as a vast
;

burying-place (Is 14", Ezk 32==).
Shebl is the
place of departed personalities ; the generations of
one's forefathers are there, and he who dies is
gathered unto his fathers the tribal divisions of
one's race are there, and the dead is gathered unto
his peoples, and if his descendants have died before
him, they are there and he goes down to them,
as Jacob to his son, and David to his child (Gn 37*°
42^, 2 S 122»).
As death con(1) The state of those in Shedl.
sists in the withdrawal by God of the spirit of life,
the source of energy ana vital power, the personalities in Shebl are feeble and flaccid.
They are
shades (o'i<5T Job 26°, Is 14'). Their abode is called
' silence
(Ps 94") it is the land of forgetf ulness
(Ps 88") ; the living know that they must die, the
dead know not anything (Ec 9°) ; his sons come
to honour, and he knoweth it not ; and they are
brought low, and he perceiveth it not of them'
(Job M'^').
But other pa.ssages represent the
existence of the dead in Shebl as a dreamy re;

—

'

'

;

'

'

'

flection of life on earth, in which self-consciousness
and ability to recognize others stUl remain ' Art
thou become weak as we ; art thou become like

—

unto us ?

the language addressed by the Shades
Babylon when he descends among
them. (2) There is no distinction of good and evil
in Shedl.
All must go into Shebl, and all alike are
there (Job 3"). Sheol itself is no place of punishment nor of reward (Ec 9*), neither IS it divided into
'

is

to the prince of

—

compartments having this meaning
To-morrow,'
said Samuel to the king whom God had rejected,
to-morrow shalt thou and thy sons be with me
The idea of a deeper or darker Shebl in
(I S 28").
anj' penal sense cannot be verified.
The farthest
recesses of the pit into which the prince of Babylon is thrust in death forms a mere antithesis to
the 'farthest recesses of the North,' the abode of
the gods, where he aspired to seat himself when
alive (Is 14">).
If the
prison referred to Is 24"
be Shebl, incarceration m Shebl, i.e. death, is regarded as the penal issue of the judgment. And
tlie state of the dead being a reflection of life on
earth, any dishonour done to one on earth, such as
:

'

•

'

'

'

'

being deprived of sepulture, ma^ still cleave to
him when he descends into the Underworld (Is 14,
Ezk 32). The language of Is 66*" 'their worm
dieth not, and their fire is not quenched,' refers to
the Imdies of the ungodly, which are cast out upon
earth, an abhorring to all flesh, and not to the
ungodly themselves in Shebl.
(3) All connexion
with the world of the living is broken off. The
dead can neither return to earth, nor does Tie know
anything of the events passing there (Job 7' 14'^
Ec 9°). Yet with the strong belief in the existence

—

—

;

'

(Is 38^«).

The passages relating to the eschatology of the
individual person are mostly poetical, and they are
in some points obscure. They are such passages as
Ps 16. 17. 22. 37. 49. 73, and many fragments of
Now, with regard to these pasothers, and Job.
sages several things must be said first, they are
all late, later at all events than the prophetic faith
This faith belief in the coming
of the 8th cent.
manifestation of God, in the judgment, and in the
eternal rest of the people in God's perfect kingdom
was the faith of tlie writers. Again, all the
passages repose upon an acknowledged distinction
among men, the distinction of the righteous and
the ungodly. This distinction is visible, men are
But the problem arose
difl>;rently related to God.
from the fact that men's destinies in the world
were not seen to correspond to this distinction
in a moral world morality was not triumphant, in
the government of the righteous God righteous:

—

—

ness was not acknowledged. No doubt, the pious
mind sometimes composed itself by a deeper analysis

—

of that wherein true prosperity or felicity lay the
portion falling to it, even God Himself, was a profounder good tlian all earthly possessions ( Ps 17. 73).

Nevertheless, the problem remained and

demanded

smution was always an eschatowas just the distinction between
the righteous and the ungodly truly realizing
itself.
In other words, immortality or eternal

solution.
The
logical one, and

the corollary of religion, as Christ, summing
OT teaching, said, God is not the
God of the dead, but of the living ; it might even
be said to be the corollary of morality if tha
universe be a moral world there is everlasting life.
The general position of OT saints, with their faitli
in the advent of God to judge, was very similar
to tliat of tlie early Cliristians, who looked for the
life is

up the whole

—

This coming would
speedy coming of Clirist.
change the world and tlie Church, but the Church
would pass living into perfect blessedness and, of
course, individuals would share the change- 'We
;

:;
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not all die, but

we

shall

all

the perfect and final state

be changed.'

Now, this was very like the feeling of OT
The individual would share the transition

eomraunity, the Day of the Lord would break, and
the living would enter into fulness of life without
tasting death. True individualism is little seen in
the individual
It is real to this extent
OT.
realized keenly his own personal life, and longed
earnestly to share for himself in the bles-sings upon
which the community would enter when God
appeared to abide for ever among them. He
longed that he, the living man, should see with
his people the glory of Uie Lord revealed, and
It was, perhaps,
enter with his people into life.
only the prospect of death, or reflection on it, tliat
rounded off individualism and revealed its energies.
The life of the community wa-s perennial, but with
death before him the individual could not share
this life, and he sought to forecast his own personal
:

destiny.

Thus there may be two

classes of passages: (1)
which, though spoken perhaiis by individuals, express the hope of the living people,
and refer to that great change which the Day of
the Lord shall introduce, and which the individual,
as part of the people, shall experience without
and (2) pas.saj'es where the intasting death
dividual contemplates death, nut expresses the
a-ssurance that he will not, like the ungodlj-, fall
Ps 37 belongs to the fir.'it
into SheM, but see life.
take
cl.a.ss, and po.ssibly Ps 73, though the phrase
me might, as in Ps 49, refer to escaping SheM at
Ps 49 has two peculiarities lirst, its opendeath.
ing verses imply that its teacliing on immortality
is no more an aspiration, but a firm conviction
and secondly, it seems to start from the assumption
that death is universal. If this be the ca.se, the
words, 'God will redeem my soul from Shehl,'
must refer to the Psalmist's hope in death. This
interpretation may certainly be supported by
reference to the parable of Lazarus in Abraliam s
bosom, which shows that the idea of a blessedness
of the spirit at death had been reached before the
time of our Lord. It is enough here to state some
general principles and give a classification of passages for details the commentaries must be consulted.* The prophets and saints of the OT were
not speculative men. They did not reason that the
this was not the
soul was immortal from its nature,
kind of immortality in which tliey were interested,
though, for all tnat appears, the idea that any
human person should become extinguished or be
annihilated never occurred to them. They did not
pa.s.«ages

;

ideal

was

iniperfeetl}' realized,

pro-

—

'

U

;

ESCHATOLOGY OF THE APOCRYPHAL AND
APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE.— We shall treat
1. The autliorities
this subject under four heads.
for Jewish Eschatology, B.C. 200-A.D. 80. 2. Some
of the conceptions which gave birth to and controlled the evolution of later Jewish Eschatology.
4. Its systematic
3. Its historical development.

exposition.
I.

The Authorities.
2nd cent.

B.C.

— Sirach.

„

Ethiopic Enoch 1-36.

„
„

Daniel.
Ethiopic Enoch 83-90

;

91-

104.

Tobit.
Sibylline

„
„

Oracles

— Pro-

ujmium and 3"""'.
Testaments of the

f,

Patriarchs

B.C.— Ethiopic Enoch 37-70.

„

„
„
Ist cent. A.D.

—

B.C.

Judith.

„
Ist cent.

XII

— Apocalyptic

Between
Sections.
140 and A. D. 30.

;

—

and was anew

LiTSRATtnti. Von Orelli, Prophecies of the C(mtumnuition oS
Kirujdom ; Bertheau, Die Altt. Weiiisagung von Israel't
Reichaherrlichkeit in seinem I-ande,' Jahrbb. fiir Deutiche
Theul. vols, iv. V.
The older literature on Immortality is piven
in Boettcher, De Iiyferis, 1846. and particularly in W. R. Alger,
v^tory of ths Doctrine of a Future Life, with a ComA Critical
Besides
plete Biblifxjrajihy tty Ezra Abbot, New Vork, 1871.
the relative sections in the Bib. Theolofjles, useful works are
Oehler, Vet. Test. Sententia de rebuji jtost mortem futurin,
1846; Perowne (Bp.), Immortality (Uulsean Lecture), 1SG9
Schultz, I'orauesetzuTujen der Chrmt. Lfhre v. d. UngterblichStode, Die Alttest. Vorstdlunnen vom Zustatid nach
keit, 18411
dem Tode, leG8, and relative section in Hist. vol. i.; .leremioB,
Die Babyt.-Assyr. Vorgtellungen voin Zustand nach dem Tode-,
1887 ; Schwally, Dae Leben nach dem Tode, 1892 ; A. B.
Davidson, * Modem Relitdon and OT Iiiunortality,' Expositor,
Mav 189.") ; especially Salmond, The Christian Doctrine of
ymmOTtoiity, 3rd ed.,' 1897.
A. B. DAVIDSON.
the

;

lay stress in a reflective way on man's instinctive
hopes of immortality, though they may be oViserved
giving these instinctive desires expression. So far
as they rea.soned, their assurance was ba-ned on the
So far as
moral idea— Righteousness is eternal.
they experienced and felt, their assurance was
religion is reciprocal, the consciousimmediate
ness of God is God's giving Himself in the con-

other words, of

jected into the future.

:

—

in

in

applied to the conditions of the actual Israel, the

'

'

;

what may be called its condition of
immortality. The legislation seeks to impose this
ideal on Israel of the present.
Of necessity, when
Israel

saints.
of the
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1 Maccabees.
Psalms of Solomon.

2 Maccabees.

— Book of Jubilees.

„

Assumption

„

I'liilo.

„

Slavonic Enoch.

Book

of

of Mosea.

Wisdom.

4 Maccabees.

Composite works
Apocalypse of Baruch
Book of Baruch
4 Ezra
Ascension of Isaiah

writ
ten partly before and
partly after A.D. 70.
Part of the Book of
Baruch may belong to
the 2nd cent. B.C.

Josephua.

iciousne.ss.

It

has ilways been

felt

strange that the Penta-

teuch, which gives the constitution of the people of

God, should be silent on death and immortality,
in
or only refer to the popular idea of Sliehl.
explanation it may be said tliat tlie earliest part
of the Pent, is anterior to the pro])licts of the 8lh
cent., while the later portions are the reflection of
the prophetic teaching. Deut. reposes on Isaiah
and the prophets of the Assyrian age, and the
The constitution which
Priests' Code on Kzekiel.
they furnish for Israel is the embo<linient of the
Hut the concejitions of the
prophetic conceptions.
prophets are ideal, their pictures of the true
Israel are pictures of Israel of the future, Israel of
•See particularly the Auhamj to
Bremen, Ib^l.

Sluilcr's

Dot

Iluch Uiob,

The above authorities vary indefinitely in the
degree of light they shed on the evolution of
Tims
escliatological thought among the Jews.
very little help in this direction is to be derived
from Sirach, the Book of Baruch, Judith, and
It is, in fact, to the pseudonymous
1 Maccabees.
apocalyptic writings that we are almost entirely
beholden for the materials of wliich we are in
quest. The.se not only supiily the missing links
which nuite in orderly devilopment the thought
of OT to tliat of NT, but also in not a few cases
are the only documentary authorities for views
and doctrines which in later times established
themselves securely in Christianity or Judaism.
Conckptions which gave
II. Some of the
BIRTH to and controlled THE EVOLUTION 0»
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Jewish Eschatoloov.— Tliese conceptions were already at work in OT, l)ut were aiiiilied
only sporadically, and in a partially developed
form. In the later period they gradually attain
to their full rights.
1. The enlnrfjed conception of God as the Creator
and Moral Governor of all the world, and its consequences.
When once this idea is fully comprehended, the
conception of Sheol can no longer
logically exist.
And yet these two conflicting
conceptions did exist side by side for several centuries.
So long as J' was conceived simply as the
tribal God of Israel, and as one amon^ other
gods, whose sole concern was the moral well-being
and prosperity of His people on earth, then Sheol
was naturally conceived as beyond the sphere of
His dominion, and so preserved its ancient nonmoral character.
It is not, indeed, till almost

Later

—

the

OT

Maccabasan period that the former concep-

sequent

centuries,
literature.

Another consequence of this enlarged conception
God was an enlarged conception of judCTnent.
Since God was the Creator and Ruler of afl men,
the idea of a final and world judgment, in which
of

the destinies of all should be decided, naturally
arose.
It must be conceded, however, that in
Judaism this idea was, so far as the Gentiles
went, always of the most one-sided and inequitable character. In their case, judgment, as a rule,

meant simply condemnation. At best they were
spared only to become subject to Israel.
2. Th^ conception of the mdiindual, and his growing claims. The doctrine of individual retribution
was evolved in OT.* It is the direct antithesis of

—

the earlier view of the solidarity of the family,
tribe, or nation.
The latter doctrme, which identified the responsibilities of the individual with his
family or nation, naturally led to strange consequences. Ezekiel (esp. in ch. 18) was tne first
to attack this doctrine in its entirety, and to
replace it by an equally exaggerated and false
individualism. As the consequences of sin were
still confined to this life, the difficulties of this
conception soon came to light. According to it
every misfortune is a divine punishment, and
every piece of prosperity a special instance of
God s favour. The antinomies arising from such
a view are discussed in Job and Ecclesiastes, and
its untenableness demonstrated no less certainly
than that of the doctrine it was intended to
supersede. As long as the consequences of man's
action were regarded as limited to this life, tliese
antinomies were incapable of solution, and God's
dealings with His righteous servants incapable
of justification.
But notwithstanding the bankruptcy of both these theories, or rather in consequence of it, the faith and religious thought of
Israel were set free to attempt a truer and profounder solution of the problem. On the one
hand, t\\e faithful servant of j" in due time came
to be assured that neither here nor hereafter could
he be separated from the love and presence of
God ; and that for liim the ancient Sheol would
stretch out its arms in vain.
On the other, the
religious thinker of Israel was equally assured
that since God's righteousness did not attain to
its full consequences here, it must do so elsewhere
and thus the doctrine of retribution was carried
into the after-life, and a personal blessed existence,
whether of limited or endless duration, whether
as a member of the Messianic kingdom or a direct
participant in a blessed immortality, became a
postulate of religious thought.
In due course the
moralization of the old conception of Sheol was
eff(x:ted, not indeed in OT times, but in the sub• Ct. On I8»->», Ex 32ffl, .\u 1622,
Dt 710 24H etc.
;

we

find

in

Apocalj'ftic

The growing transcendence of the Mesnanic
In OT the hopes of Israel were in
the main confined to this world and to the well-being
of the nation. Thus they looked for the destruction
3.

expectations.

—

of their national foes, for the purification of their
people, and the establishment of an earthly kingdom of limited or endless duration. The scene of
this kingdom was to be the earth purged from all
violence and sin.
But in the later period the
gulf between the present and future begins to
widen, and this process goes on till the last

resemblances vanish, and the present appears a
moral chaos under the rule of Satan and his
angels, and the future is conceived as an unending

kingdom
of

God

III.

of blessedness under the immediate
or the Messiah.

sway

The Historical Development of Jewish
ESCHATOLOGY.— (^ 2nd cent. B.C.
— The eschatology of tliis book belongs

tion has transformed the latter, and the abode
of the shades has become a place of moral retribution.

as

)

Sirach.

to

the OT. Hades is the place of the shades and the
region of death (9" 14"- '« 21" i\* 48°). There is no
delight there (14"), no praise of God (IV'""^), man
is plunged in an eternal sleep (46" 22" 30" 38=»).
Retribution does not follow a man into the afterlife (41*), but his sins are visited through the evil
remembrance of his name, and in the misfortunes
of his children after him (11=« 23«-« 40«> 41»-«). As
regards the future of the nation, the WTiter looks
forward to the Messianic kingdom of which Elijah
is to be the forerunner (48'"), when Israel will
be delivered from evU (50°'- **), the scattered tribes
restored (SS'*",
36"), the heathen nations duly
35"- '").
punished (32--",
He expects also the
eternal duration of Israel (37^), and likewise of
David's line (47").
Ethiopic Enoch* 1-36. This fragmentary wTiting
represents the earliest, and at all events the most
primitive, view of the last things' in the literature
According to this WTiter,
of the 2nd cent. B.C.
Thus
retribution inevitably dogs the heels of sin.
pimishment has already befallen sinful angels and
men (la"-'"-") in the first world-judgment (lO'"').
But tlie final judgment is yet to come. Meanwhile
all wlio die enter one of the four diWsions of Sheol,
where they have a foretaste of their ultimate bliss
or woe (22).
In due course the final judgment
comes, ushered in by the resurrection of the
righteous and the wic"ked (with the exception of
one class of the latter, 22"- "). The resurrection
seems to be limited to Israel and its progenitors.
The fallen angels, demons, and men tnen receive
The former are
their final award (10" 16' 1").
plunged into an abyss of fire = Tartarus, 10"- ''),
while the wickedamongst men are cast into Gehenna,
and their punishment is a spectacle for the righteous
(27"- ').
Then the eternal Messianic kingdom is
established, with Jerusalem and Palestine for its
centre (25°). God makes His abode with man (25')
there is no Messiah. All the Gentiles become
righteous and worship God (lO^'). Tlie righteous
eat of the tree of life, and enjoy patriarchal lives
(5' 25") and every material blessing (5' 10"*- " U»),
begetting each 1000 children (10"). There is no
hint as to what becomes of the righteous after the
second death.
Observe that (1) justice is done to the claims of
the righteous nation by the establishment of an
eternal Messianic kingdom
(2) and likewise to
those of the righteous individual by his resurrection
also (3) that Sheol
this kingdom
to a long life
has undergone transformation, and become an
intermediate place of moral retribution for the
righteous and the wicked for the first time in.
literature (4) Gehenna appears as the final place

AV
AV

—

'

(

—

;

m

;

;

•

For some treatment ot thu cr tical and exegetical queatloni
of this work, the readers shou Id oocsult the article on this book.
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of punishment for ai>ostate Jews, and Tartarus for
the fallen angels and (5) that the tinal jud^Tiient
precedes the Mtssianic kingdom, and is limited to

the future kingdom. Then its centre is not the
e.%rthly Jerusalem, but the New Jerusalem, brought
down from heaven obviously on the ground of the
unfitness of the former.
Yet the writers of Eth.
En. 1-36 and Daniel were not conscious of thii
unfitness. (2) As against the two preceding books,
Eth. En. 1-36 and Daniel, this book teaches the
resurrection of the righteous only. (3) We have
here the earliest reference to the Messiah in
Apocalyptic literature. But he has no real part to
play in the kingdom, and his introduction seems

;

Israel.

—

Daniel. The eschatology of this book in some
respects marks an advance on that of the WTiter
When the need of the ' saints of the
i'ust quoted.
.lost High ' is greatest (""• * 12', in the persecution under Antiochus), the Ancient of Days will
intervene, and His throne of judgment will be set
np (7*), and the kingdoms of the world will be
overthrown (7"' "), and supreme and everlasting
dominion given to His saints (7"- *"• ") ; and these
will
break in pieces and consume ' (2") all the
kingdoms of the world, and all ' peoples, nations,
and lan^ages shall serve ' them (7'*) ; their ' dominion IS an everlasting dominion which shall not
pass away (7"). Ana the righteous who ' sleep
in a land of dust * shall awake,' to share in the
eternal life and blessedness of this kingdom (12'"').
Observe that (1) the Messianic kingdom there
is no Messiah
is established not only through the
personal inter>'ention of God, but also through the
active efforts of His saints.
The latter feature
reappears frequently in the later Apocalypses as
the period of the sword.' (2) The resurrection is
a resurrection of the body, and embraces all Israel.
(3) The scene of the kingdom is the earth ; for ' all
peoples, nations, and languages are its subjects
'

'

—

—

'

'

(7").

(4)

The context does not decide whether the

body

will possess its natural appetites, as in
Eth. En. 1-36, but seems to favour this idea. (5)
'
Everlasting life' (12", or rather ' seonian life' "n

risen

dSu')

may mean

nothing more than a very long life,

as in Etli. En. 1-36.
(6) Nothing is said as to the
fnture abode of the Gentiles.
Elhiopic Enoch 83-90 (n.c. 166-161).— The writer
of this book has advanced considerably beyond the
naive and sensuous views presented in Eth. En.
1-56.
His views are more spiritual, and closely
allied to the Daniel Apocalypse, which was written

a few years

earlier.

His eschatology

is

developed

at greater length than that of Daniel. Like Daniel,
he regards every people under heaven as being
under the control of a guardian angel. But this
view is peculiarly applied in this author. The
undue severities that have befallen Israel are not
from God's hand, but are the doing of the 70 shepherds (i.e. angels) into whose care God had committed Israel (8SJ*). But these angels have not
wronged Israel with impunity ; for judgment is at
hand. When their oppression is sorest, a rigliteous
lea^e will be formed (i.e. the 5asidini, 90"), and
in It there will be a family from which will come
forth Judas the Maccabee (90'"'"), who will war
victoriously against all the enemies of Israel.
While the struggle is still ra":ing, God will appear
in person, and tiie earth will swallow tlie aifversaries of the righteous(90"'). The wicked shepherds
and the fallen watchers wiU then be cast into an
abyss of lire (i.e. Tartarus, 90'-"""), and the apostates into Gehenna (90*).
Then God Himself will
set up the New Jerusalem (90^- *), and the surviving Gentiles will be converted and serve Israel
(90*'), and the dispersion will be broujiht back, and
tlie riglitcmu Israelites will be raised to take part
in the kingdom (90"*).
When all is accomplished,
the Messiah will appear (90"), and all will be
transformed into his likeness.
Ob.serve (1) the growing consciousness of the
evils and imperfections of tlie present world. Thus
even Israel for a time is ruled by wicked angels.
This dualism manifests itself also in the picture of
Is the n&tiimt tmntilation of ipy"n7"lK.
For Shcol in
compare Job 17'". Stieol here seems to preserve its
sense as a ptnce of semi-cons^-ioiis existence where moral
retribution is unknown. Onlv by wakinfif from this condition
can man eater on tbe retribution that is bis due.

•

Thla

thiA sense

OX
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due merely to literary reminiscence.
Elhiopic Enoch 91-104 (B.C. 134-94).— As

we

pass

from the eschatological views of the three preceding
books to those of the present, we feel con.-^cious we
are entering into a world of new conceptions. In
the former books the resurrection and the final
judgment were the prelude to an everlasting
Messianic kingdom, but in this these great events
are relegated to its close.
The author acknowledges that the wicked are seemingly sinning with
impunity but this is not so their evil deeds are
recorded every day (104'), and for these they will
suffer endless retrioution in Sheol (99")
and from
this hell of darkness and of flame, into which their
souls enter on death, they will never escape (98*- '°
104'- *). In the eighth week, moreover, the Messianic
kingdom will be set up, and the righteous will slay
the wicked with the sword (91'= 95' 06' etc.). At
:

;

;

the close of this kingdom in the tenth week the
judOTnent will be held, and the former heaven
and earth will be destroyed, and a new lieaven
created (91"''°).
Then tlie righteous dead, wlio
have hitherto been guarded by angels (100'), will
be raised (91'" 92^), but not in the body, but as
spirits only (103*''), and they shall joy as the
angels (104''), and become companions of the
heavenly hosts (104'), and shine as the stars for
ever (104=).
Obsei-ve that (1) the dualism we have noticed
above has already led to its logical results. (2)
Thus the Messianic kingdom is apparently for the
first time in literature conceived of as temporary.
(3)Sheol has for the first time become the equivalent
of hell (yet see Eth. En. 22").
(4) The resurrection
is for the first time regarded as of the spirit only.
(5) Even the heavens need to be created anew.
Tobit.
The eschatology of this book, like that of
Sirach, belongs to the O'l
The same view of the
after-life prevails (4'°). It entertains, like the OT,
high hopes for the nation.
Thus Jerusalem and
the temple will be rebuilt with gold and precious
stones, the scattered tribes restored, and tlie
heathen, forsaking their idols, will worship the
final

—

.

of Israel (13"i-'8 14<"»).
Sibylline Oracles, Prooemium and 3"-«".
This
book contains many details concerning the last
times but as it belongs to Helleni-stic Judaism, it
is only of secondary interest in this study of Jewisli
Palestinian e-schatology.
It contains, however, a
vivid account of the Messianic kingdom.
Very
soon the i)eople of the Mighty God will prow

God

—

;

strong (3""'"*), and God will send the Me.^iah
from the East, who will put an end to evil war,
slaying some and fulfilling the promises in behalf
of others, and he will be guided in all things bv
God. And the temple will be resplendent witli
glory, and the earth teem with fruitfulness(3'''*"*'").
Then the nations will muster their forces and
but God will destroy
attack Palestine (S"*""*")
them, and their judgment will be accompanied l^v
(3*""»»').
fearful portente
But Israel will dwitl
safely under the divine protection (S"""'™); and the
rest of the cities and the islands will be converted,
and unite with Israel in praising God (3"°"'''").
The blessings of the Messianic age are recounted
3'«-'M
cf. also i*n-«a- «'»-6a>.
And the kings of
the earth will be at peace with one another (S'"'™)
;

;
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And God

will establish a universal kingdom over
mankind, with Jerusalem as centre (3"'"'"'"')> and
the prophets of God will lay down the sword and
become judges and kings of the earth (3"*'""*-), and
men will bring olJerings to the temple from all

all

Darts of the earth (S™-'").

—

XII Patriarchs. Until a
composite work is published,
While
is dangerous to quote it as an authority.
contains many sections that appear to be as

Testaments of the

critical edition of this
it
it

early as B.C. 140, the body of the work seems to
have been written about the beginning of the
Christian era.
There are, moreover, numerous
TUl a critical edition of
Christian interpolations.
the text and contents is published, it is best not to
Its
cite it as evidence on tne present subject.
evidence, though valuable, is in no respect extraordinary, or unvouched for elsewhere.
Judith. This book is singularly barren in eschatological thought.
It speaks of the judgment of
the heathen (16").
(B) 1st cent. B.C.
Ethiopic Enoch 37-70 (B.C. 94-64).— These chapSimilitudes,' the most
ters form the wellkno^vn
important element in the Book of Enoch. The
writer's eschatological views are as follows
In
the latter days sin will flourish in the world
sinners will deny the name of the Lord of Spirits
(38- 4P) and of His Anointed (48") ; and the kings
and the mighty wUl oppress the elect of the
But suddenly the Head of
children of (iod (62").
Days vnll appear, and \vith Him the Son of Man
(46-4S-), to execute universal judgment. And
all Israel will be raised from the dead (51' 61°), and
all judgment will be committed to the Son of Man
(41" 69^), who will possess universal dominion (62")
and sit on the throne of God (47' oP). And he will
judge all the angels, nnfallen and fallen (61* 55^),
and the righteous and the sinners amongst men
(62'^and the kings and the mighty (62»-"
'),
63'-*- ").
And the fallen angels will be cast into a
iiery furnace (54'), and the kings and the mighty
will be tortured in Gehenna by the angels of punishment (53'"° 54'- "), and the remaining sinners and
godless will be driven from off the face of the
earth (38* 4P 45«) ; the Son of Man will slay them
by the word of his mouth (62'). And heaven, and
earth will be transformed (45''- •), and the righteous
will have their mansions therein (39" 4P).
And
the Elect One wUl dwell amongst them (45^). And
they will be clad in garments of life (62"- "), and
become angels in heaven (51*), and grow in knowledge and righteousness (58°).
Observe that (1) the Messianic kingdom is here
of everlasting duration, but its scene is no longer
the present earth, as in the literature of the preceding century, but a transformed heaven and
Thus in the process of evolution Messianic
earth.
thought has become more transcendent. (2) The
Messiah for the first time in Je%vish literature is
represented as a supernatural being and as the
Judge of men and angels. (3) The hopes of a
Messiah, which in the 2nd cent. B.C. were practically dead, have, owing partly to the circumstances
of the time, risen to a new and vigorous life.
See
the review of the Pss. of Solomon, below.
(4)
Several Messianic titles appear in this book for the
first time in literature
Christ (48'" 52<), the
Kighteous One' (38^ 53°), 'the Elect One' (40° 45'- ),
'
*
48' etc. ). (5) All questions
the Son of Man (46^affecting the future destinies of the Gentiles are
ignored, if we regard 50 as an interpolation
but if
it belongs to the context, the \vriter teaches that
when the kings and the mighty and the sinners are
destroyed, the remaining Gentiles will be saved if
they repent and forsake their idols.
God will
have mercj on them, but give them no honour or

—

'

:

—

;

'

:

'

'

'

'

;

glory.

1

Maccabees.

— This

book

eschatological teaching, if
expectation of a prophet in

is

entirely

wanting

we except the
4''"

io

writer't

14*'.

—

Psalms of Solomon (B.C. 70-40). Like the Similiis of Pharisaic authorship.
They
proclaim in common a vigorous Messianic hope,
but on very divergent lines.
In the precedmg
century this hope was practically non-existent.
So long as Judas and Simon were chiefs of the
nation, the need of a Messiah was hardly felt.
But in the first half of the next century it was
very different. Suliject to ruthless oppression, the
righteous were in sore need of help. As their
princes were the leaders in this oppression, they
were forced to look for divine aid.
Thus the
bold and original thinker to whom we owe the
Similitudes conceived the Messiah as the supernatural Son of Man, who should enjoy universal

tudes, this book

dominion and e.xecute judgment on men and angels.

But other religious thinkers, returning afresh to the
study of OT, revived, as in the Psalms of Solomon,
the expectation of the prophetic Messiah, sprung
from the house and lineage of David (17^). As the
hopes of this Messiah are confined to Pss 17. 18, and
in all the Pss that precede there is not even the
remotest hint of such nopes, it is reasonable to infer
a dilJ'erence of authorship. There are other grounds
for the same inference, but we cannot deal with

them

here.
In recounting, therefore, the eschatology of P8.-S0I, we shall hrst deal with Pss 17. 18.
Pss 17. 18. The Messiah— specifically so called in
17°* 18'— is to spring from the lineage ot David (17^),
to be a righteous king (17°°), pure from sin (17").
He will gather the dispersed tribes together (17^' °°),
and Jjurify Israel (17^- ^), and will suffer no Gentile
to sojourn amongst them (17°'), nor any iniquity to
lodge in their midst, nor any that knoweth wickedness (17^- °") and all the people will be holy (17°*),
even sons of God (17°°). But as for the ungodly
nations, he will destroy them with the word of his
mouth (17'^, cf. 17^'), for his weapons will not be
carnal nor wUl he trust in horse or rider or bow, or
in silver or gold (17"), but he will overthrow sinners
by the might of his word (17*'). And the remaining Gentiles will become subject to him(17"''*);
and he will have mercy on all the nations that
;

;

in fear (17°*), and thej' will come
from the ends of the world to see liis glory (17°*),
and bring her sons as gifts to Zion (17^). And the
Messiah will not faint all his days (17*-).
Observe that (1) the Messiah is, however highly
endowed, a man and nothing more. (2) It follows
that his kingdom can only be of temporary duration.
(3) It falls in with both these observations,
that there is not a hint of the righteous rising from
the dead to share in it. This conclusion is confirmed by the beatitude of 17°°, Blessed are they
that shaJl be bom in those days to behold the
blessing of Israel which God shall bring to pass in
the gatnering together of the tribes.' Thus only
the surviving righteous share in this temporary
earthly kingdom. (4) The Gentiles are still mercifully dealt with.
Such as have not been hostile to
Israel are spared and become subject.
Pss 1-16. The bulk of these Pss are silent as to

come before him

'

the future. They are all absolutely silent as to
the Messiah. On the other hand, they paint in
glowing colours the restoration of the tribes (8°*
11°"').
Messianic kingdom was therefore probably expected at all events a period of prosperitj',
when God's help is promised (7°). But beyond
prophesying vengeance on the hostile nations and
the sinners, the psalmists do not dwell on thii
period.
The real recompense of the righteous is
not, in their thoughts, bound up with this eartUy
kingdom. The righteous rise not to any kingdom
of temporal prosperity, but to eternal life (3'" 13^),
they inherit life in gladness (14'), and li\e in tht

A

—
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righteousness of their God (15"). There seems to
be no resurrection of tlie body. As for tlie wicked,
on the other hand, 'their inheritance is Hades
(here = hell) and darkness and destruction' (14°),
destruction and darkness (15"), and into their
heritage in Hades they enter immediately on

the person of none, neither old nor young, nor any
one, for thej' are wicked and powerful, so that they
are more wicked than all the cliildren of men
And
they wUl use violence against Israel and transgression against Jacob, and much blood will be .shed
upon the earth, and there will be none to gather it
and none to bury. 24. In those days they will cry
aloud, and call and pray tliat they may be saved
from the hand of the sinful Gentiles; but none will
be saved.'
Then Israel will repent (23^).
And in those
days the children will begin to study the laws, and
to seek the commandments, and to return to tlie
paths of righteousness' (23"'- "-*>).
'16. And in
that generation the sons will convict their fathers
and tlieir elders of sin and unrighteousness, and
the words of their mouth and the great wickednesses
which they perpetrate, and concerning their forsaking the covenant which the Lord made between
them and Him, that they should observe and do all

and their iniquities pursue them
(16^),
thither (15"). Thus the eschatology of Pss 1-16
agrees in nearly every point with that of Eth. En.
91-104, and so calls for no further comment here.
2 Maccabees. There is no direct reference to a
Messianic kingdom in this book, thou;^li it might
be possible to reason back to it from the expectaThere is
tion of the restoration of the tribes (2").
On the other
certainly no hint of a Messiah.
hand, however, the doctrine of retribution, present
and future, plays a signihcant rdle. Present retribution follows sin alike in the case of Israel and
of the Gentiles, but in tlie case of Israel its purjjose
is corrective, whereas in that of the Gentiles it is
vindictive (6"""). Though God punish His people,
dying

—

He

does not withdraw His mercy from them (G'-'"'
14").
In order to show the certainty of retribu-

life, tliu writer rewrites liistory, and
individual sinners sull'er the penalties which
he thinks, in strict justice, tliey oajrht to have
suffered
thus compare the linal earthly destinies
of the heathen oppressors, Epiphanes (7" 9°"'-) and
Nicanor (IS^^'**); and of the Hellenizing Jews,
Jason (.5'"'") and Menelaus (13"). Even the martyrs
confess their suflerings to be due to sin (7'"' '' **).
Immediate retribution is a token of God's goodness
But our present concern is mainly with re(6").
tribution beyond the grave.
The rigliteous and
the wicked of Israel enter after death the intermediate state (Hade.-*), where they liave a foreta.ste
of their final doom (6^), which takes efl'ect after
the resurrection. There is to be a resurrection of
^- •'*• *>), possibly even of all
the righteous (TJews (12*'*<). The resurrection is to be clearly
that of the body (7"). Ai)parently, it is to accompany the final judgment. Of the heathen there
will be no resurrection
when tliey die they enter
at once on their eternal doom (7"). There appears
to be no blessed future for any of the Gentiles.
(C) 1st cent. A.D.
Book of Jubilees. Like many of the books just
reviewen, tlie Hook of Jubilees makes no mention
of a Messianic king.
It sketches, however, in
vigorous terms, the woes that are to be the prelude
of the Messianic kingdom, the attacks of the
heathen powers, and then the gradual introduction
of the kingdom cU'ected through devotion to and
observance of the Law. Thus the Messianic woes
are described in 23"- ••• '"
Calamity follows on
calamity, and wound on wound, and tribulation on
tribulation, and evil tidings on evil tidings, and
illness on illness, and all evil judgments such as
these, one witli another, illness and overthrow,

tion in this

makes

:

""

:

—

'

and snow and frost and ice, and fever, and chills,
and torpor, famine, and deatli, and sword, and
captivity, and all kimls of calaiirities and |iains.

Ami

they will strive one witli anotlier, the
ohl, and the old with the young,
the poor with the rich, and the lowly with the
great, and the beggar with the prince, on account
of the law and the covenant for tliey have forgotten His commandment, and the covenant and
the feasts, and the montlis, and the Sabbaths, and
the jubilees, and all judgment.s. 22. And a great
punishiiient will liefafl the deeds of this generation
from the Lord and he will give them over to the
Bword and to hidgnient and to captivity, and to be
plundered anu devoured.'
And thereupon will ensue the invasion of Palestine by the Gentiles (23-^- "^).
'And he will wake
n^i against them the sinners of the Gentiles, who
19.

young with the

;

;

will

show thera no mercy

or grace,

and who respect
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'

His commandments and His ordinances and

His

all

laws, without departing either to the right h.and
or the left. 27. And the days of the children of men
will begin to grow many, and increase from generation to generation and d.-iy to day, till their d.-iys
draw near to one thousand years, and to a greater
number of years than (before) were their days. 28.
And there will be no old in;in norone that is not satisfied with his days, for all will be (as) children and
youths. 29. And all their days they will comjilete
in peace and in joy, and they will live, and there
will l)e no Satan nor any evil destroyer ; for all
their days will be days of blessing and healing.
30. And at that time the Lord will heal His servants, and they will rise up and see great peace
and drive out His adversary, and the righteous will
see and be thankful, and rejoice with joy for ever
and ever, and will see all tlieir judgments and all
Fin.-illy, when the
their cur.ses on their enemies.'
righteous die their spirits will enter into a blessed
And tlieir bones will rest in
immortality (23").
the earth and their spirits will have much joy, and
they will know that it is the Lord who executes
'

judgments, and shows mercy to hundreds and
thousands of all that love Him.'
Observe that (1) apparently there is no resurrection of the dead, and that the soul enters at death
on its final destiny. (2) Sheol has thus become
hell (24").
For tiiough he ascend unto heaven,
thence will he be brought down and whithersoever
he flee on earth, thence will he be dragged forth
and though ho hide himself amongst the nations,
even from thence will he be rooted out
and
though he descend into Sheol, there al.so shall his
condemnation be great, and there also he will
have no peace.'
This book is
As.iuiHjitii/n of Moses (A.D. 7-29).
'

;

;

;

—

closely allied to tliat of Jubilees in many resiiocts.
Thus the prei)aration for the advent of the Theocratic or Me.ssianic kingdom will be a period of
rejientance (1'").
1750 years after the death of
Miises, God will intervene <m behalf of I.srael (10'-'),
and the ten tribes will be brouglit back from
During tliis kingdom Israel will
the captivity.*

destroy her natural enemies (lu"), and linally bo
exalted to heaven (10°), whence she shall see her

enemies in Gehenna (10'").
Observe that (1) there is no Me.ssiah. Indeed
the author in 10 aiipears to bo really inimical to

The eternal God alone
this expectation
will punish the Gentiles.'
(2) There appears to be
no resurrection of the body, Imt of the sjiirit only
after the final judgment, similarly as in Eth. En.
91-104, P.ss of Solomon, and .Jubilees.
(3)
:

'

Gehenna, which originally was the

.

si>ecific

.

.

place

of punislimcnt for apostate ilews, has now becom<
the final abode of the wicked generally.
* Sco Charles' Aiaumption q/ Moaea, pp. 69, OO.

:
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We

shall touch only on
PMlo (B.C. 25-A.D. 50).—
Philo
the main points of Philonic eschatology.
looked forward to the return of the tribes from
captivity, to the establishment of a Messianic

kingdom

of temporal prosperity, and even to a
Messiah.
The loci classici on this subject are
De Execrat. § 8-9, and De Pram, et Poen. § 15-20.
The inclusion of the Messiah and the Messianic
kingdom in Philo's eschatology, tliough really
foreign to his system, is strong evidence as to the
Srevalenceof these expectations even in Hellenistic
udaism. Apparently, he did not look forward to
a general and final judgment. All entered after
death into their final abode. The punishment of
the wicked was for everlasting {De Cherub. § 1);
even wicked Jews were committed to Tartarus
{De Execrat. § 6). As matter was incurably evU,
there could of course be no resurrection of the
body. Our present life in the body is death {De
Leg. Alle^. § 1).
Slavonic Enoch* (A.D. 1-50). As the earth was
created in six days, its history, according to this
book, \vill be accomplished in 6000 years and as
the six days of creation were followed by one of
rest, so the 6000 years of the world's history will
be followed by a rest of 1000 years— the millennium
or Messianic kingdom. Then time \v\\\ pass into
eternity (3'2--33').
In this Messianic kingdom
there is no Messiah. At the close of this kingdom
the final judgment is held, variously called
the
day of judgment' (39' 51'), 'the great day of the
Lord' (18«), the great judgment (52'= SS' 65« 66'),
the day of the great judgment' (SO''), the eternal
judgment (7'), the great judgment for ever (Bl)^),
'the terrible judgment' (48*), 'the immeasurable
judgment' (40'^). But prior to the final judgment
the souls of the departed are in intermediate places.
Thus the rebellious angels are confined to the
second heaven, awaiting in torment the eternal
judgment ("'"'). The fallen lustful angels are kept
Satan, being
in durance under the earth (18').
burled down from heaven, has the air as his habitaThere is no definite account of the
tion (29*°).
intermediate place for men's souls. The writer
declares, however, that places have been prepared
From the latter
for every human soul (4'J- 58°).
context these appear to constitute the intermediate
place for human souls. In 32' Adam is sent back
to this receptacle of souls on his death, and is
transferred from it to paradise in the third heaven
after the great judgment (42').
Even the souls of
beasts are preserved till the final judgment, in
order to testify against the ill-usage of man (58'*).
On the conclusion of the final judgment tlie righteous enter paradise as their eternal inheritance and
final abode (8. 9. 42»» 61' 65'").
The wicked are
cast into hell in the third heaven, where their
torment will be for everlasting (10. 40'^ 41' 42''*
61').
There is apparently no resurrection of the
body the righteous are clothed Arith the garments
of God's glory (22», cf. Eth. En. 62" 108").
The
seventh heaven is the final abode of Enoch (55'
67'), but this is an exceptional privilege.
Observe that (1) we have here the first mention
of the millennium.
(2) There is no resurrection of
the body but at the final judgment the souls of
the rigliteous, which have in the interval been in
the iiitermediatu place, are now clothed with God's
glory and admitted to paradise.
Book of Wisdum. In this Alexandrian work
there is no Messiah, but there is an expectation of
the Messianic or Theocratic kingdom, where the
righteous will judge the nations and have dominion
(3'- ').
There will be no resurrection of the body
for the soul is the proper self
the l)ody is a mere
burden taken up by the pre-existent soul, but in

—

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

;

—

;

:

For further details see Morflll and Charles' «(ftf to pnnetfjM
thu t>ook also the art. E.NOCU (Bk. of Secrets of)^

•

of

;

due season laid down again. Accordingly, there
is only an immortality of the soul.
The immor.
tality of the righteous soul and its future blessedness are set forth in terms remarkable at once for
their beauty and vigour (3''* 4'- '• '" 15').
As for
the wicked, they will be punished with death
(!"• '«• 2-*)
they >vUl be bereft of hope (3"- '«• 5'*)
the time for repentance is past (5') they will be
utterly destroyed (4"), yet not annihilated
for
they will be subject to pain (4'") and be awara
of the blessedness of the righteous (5'- ').
Observe that the righteous in Israel are to judge
the nations. This seems to be a later development
of the judgment by the sword frequently mentioned
in previous literature (cf. Dn 2"
Eth. En. 91"
Thus the judgment of the saints has become
etc. ).
s^ forensic one, as that of the Messiah (cf. 1 Co 6').
4 Maccabees.
This book is a philosophical
treatise on the supremacy of the reason.
The
wTiter adopts, so far as possible, the tenets of Stoicism. He teaches the eternal existence of all souls,
good and bad, but no resurrection of the body
the good will enjoy eternal blessedness in heaven
(92 1212 13" 15' 17»)
but the wicked will be tormented in fire for ever (9* 10").
Apocalypse of Baruch* (A.D. 50-80). Of this
composite work the six or more independent constituents may be ranged in three classes when
treated from the standpoint of their eschatology.
Thus the Messiah Apocalypses A' A' A', i.e. '2730' 36-40 53-74, form the first class.
This
i.
differs from the remaining part of the book in
being written prior to A.D. 70 and in teaching the
doctrine of a personal Messiah. The role of the
Messiah in A' is entirely a passive one, whereas in
A' and A' he is a warrior who slays the enemies of
Israel with his own hand.
In all three Apocal3-pse&
the Messiah-Kingdom is of temporary duration.
In A' his principate will stand for ever until the
world of corruption is at an end (40") in A' his
rei^ is described as the consummation of that
which is corruptible, and the beginning of that
which is incorruptible' (74-). In A' and A' the
kingdom is in.augurated with the judgment of the
sword (39'-40- T2^-«). Tlie Gentiles that had ruled
or oppressed Israel should be destroyed, but those
that had not done so should be spared, in order to
be subject to Israel (72""'). The final judgment
and the resurrection follow on the close of these
kingdoms.
Of the two remainui" cla.sses, the
second consists of B', and the third of B' and B',
written after A.D. 70.
1-9' 43-44' 45-46» 77-82. 84. 8ft-87,
ii. In B', i.e.
the writer looks forward to the rebuilding of Jerusalem (6'), the restoration of the exiles (77'' 78'), the
Messianic kingdom, but no Messiah (1' 46* 77").
There is no consideration shown for the Gentiles
;

;

;

;

;

—

:

;

—

'

'

;

'

(82'-').
iii. In B>, «.«. 13-25. 30'-35. 41-42. 44»-'» 47-52.
75-76. 83, the writer has relinquished all hope
as to the present corruptible world, and fixes his
regards wholly on tlie incorruptible world that is to
be.
The world wUl be renewed (32*), and in this
renewal, from being transitory and verging to its
close (48°" 85'°), it will become undying (51') and
everlasting (48°") ; from being a world of corruption
(40* 74' 21''-' etc.), it will become incorruptible and
invisible (74' 51*).
The teaching as to the resurrecThus in answer to
tion proceeds on parallel lines.
the question, Wilt thou perchance change these
'

man's material body) which have been
in tlie world, as also the world ? (49*), it is shown
in 50 that the dead will be raised with their bodie.s,
exactly in the same form in which they had been
committed to the earth, with a view to their recognition by those who knew them. When thi«
things

(i.e.

'

**

For a

fiiller

treatment of the quefltlons touched upon hert

see Charles' Ai>ocalypse of Baruch,

;;
'

;
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recognition is completed, the bodies of tlie righteous will be transformed, with a view to a spiritual
existence of unending duration and glory (5P- '• '"')
and they will be made like unto the angels and
equal to the stars, and changed from beauty into
loveliness, and from light into the splendour of
glory (51'°). They will surpass the angels in exIn B', i.e. 85, there is the same
cellency (51").
despair of a national restoration as in B^, and only
spiritual blessedness is looked for in the world of
incorruption (85*- •).
Observe that (1) in B' Sheol is the intermediate
abode of the souls of the departed prior to the final

the Messiali will destroy them, not with spear
or weapon of war (IS"- ™), but by the law, which is
like fire' (1."*' "').
And he will restore the ten
tribes 13*- "), and preserve the residue of God's
people tliat are in Palestine (13^).
\Ve shall now set forth the eschatological expectations which appear in the remaining three
constituents of this work, which were composed
between A.D. 70 and 100. (c) The Eagle Vision, i.e.
lCP-12^. Here the destruction of Kome is predicted, through the agency of the Messiah sprung
from the house of David (12*"), who will judge its
people and destroy them (12'"). He will save the
residue of God's people in Palestine, and he will till
them with joy to the end, even the day of judgment
I4i-i'«. is--'?, se-i?.
(12*').
((/) An Ezra fragment, i.e.
Ezra is to be translated and live with the Messiah till
the times are ended (14"). These times are twelve.
Of these, ten and a half have already elapsed (14").
There seems to be no Messianic kingdom.
(e) The Apocalypse of Salathiel, i.e. S'-'' 4'"" S""610 63o_7M 74if_g6. 9i3-I0»' \2^-^ 14=»-«>.
The world is

judgment

(23»

48" 52^

cf. 5G«).

This intermediate

place is one involving certain degrees of happiness
For the wicked it is an abode of
or torment.
pain (SO* 36"), but not to be compared with their
torments after the final judgment. As for the
righteous, these are preserved in certain chambers or treasuries' which are in Sheol (4 Ezr 4*'),
where they enjoy rest and peace and are guarded
by angels (Eth. En. 100», 4 Ezr V"). From these
they issue forth at the final judgment, to receive
their everlasting reward (30-)
From the
(2)
account of the resurrection in 49'-51, it is clear
Pauline
teaching
in
that the
1 Co IS"'" is in some
respects a developed and more spiritual expression
of ideas already current in Judaism.
Book of Baruch. In this composite work there
that demands our attention. 1-3' is
is little
undoubtedly derived from a Hebrew original, and
possibly part of 3'-5.
It is composed
of at
least tnree independent writings.
As to their
dates, nothing satisfactory has been yet arrived at.
It is noteworthy that in 2" Hades still possesses its
OT connotation. The restoration of Jerusalem is
looked for (4'"") and the return of the exiles (4^-5).
shall adopt provisionally some of
4 Ezra.
the critical results attained by Kabiscn on this
Of the live independent writings which
book.
he discovers in it, two were written prior to
A.D. 70, and three subsequently.
The two former
he designates respectively as an Ezra Apocalypse
and a Son-of-Man Vision, (a) The Ezra Apocalj'pse
consists of chapters 4»»-5'«' O"""- »» 7-«-" 8«3-9", and
is largely eschatological.
The signs of the last
times are recounted at great leuf'tli (5'"'' 6" 9'''' '),
the destruction of Rome (5'), and the advent of the
Messiah, the Son of God (5' 7"). Certain saints
will accompany the Messiah (7™), and all the faithful who have survived the troubles that jireceded
the kingdom will rejoice together with the Messiah
for 400 years.*
Then the Messiah and all men will
die (7'*), and in the course of seven days the world
will return into its primeval silence, even as in
seven days it was created (7*'). Then the next
world will awake and the corruptible will perish
(7")i and all mankind will be raised from the dead
(7") and appear at the last judgment (7**).
Then
— final abode of the righteous) and
Paradi.se
Gehenna will be revealed. And the judgment wiU
'

'

'

—

— We

(

seven years (7**).
Observe that besides the general resurrection in
-31. »j
there seems to be a iireliminary resurrecti<m
of some special saints to the Messianic kingdom
in 7", but this is doubtful.
This writing con.iists
(6) A Son-of-Man Vision.
of clmpter 13, and was probably composed before
A.D. 70.
Many signs will |)rccede the advent of
the Messiah (l.'j-^'-), who will appear in the clouds of
heaven (13'' ^'') and the nations will assemble from
the four winds of heaven to attack him i:i»- **), but
last

—

;

(

This number hiu orljfinftted as follown. Acooitlini^ to Gn
15'3 iHrnel waa to hv oppressed 400 years in I'^jfypt.
Now in
I'H 9*) tlic writer prays
Malco ns jflaH occorflitii; to the days
wherein thou haat ailiict^d us, and tiio years wiierein we have
seen evil.' From tiie eoinhination of lliese two piuwoKes it was
inferred that the Meuianic l(in^'<lom would lost 400 yean,
a
set otT o^tnst the period of oppruMiion in Kt^ypt.
•

:

'

«
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(

nearly at an end (4"""). As it was created, so it
Very few
will be judged by God alone (S" 6').
Judgment and all things
will be sayed (7'"-'" 8'- ').
creation
of
were
prepared
before
the
relating to it
the world and of man (7™). The day of judgment
will arrive when the number of the righteous is
completed (4^) for the sins of earth will not retard
it (4''-'").
In the meantime retribution sets in
Qn
immediately after death (70»- 7». w. ««. m 1435).
dying, the souls of the rijjhteous will be allowed
seven days to see what wall befall them (7""'- "")
they will be guarded by angels in the chambers
(776. 85. »». m)_
xhey will have the joy of rest in
These chambers form their
seven ways (7*'"'*).
after the final judgment
intermediate abode
glory and transfiguration await them (7°°' "). But
the souls of the wicked will not enter into the
'chambers,' but roam to and fro in torment in
After the final judgment
seven w.'iys ['J'"-!"- »').
they will be tormented more grievously still (7**).
;

'

:

Intercession,

though permissible now (7™""-),

will

not be allowed on the day of judgment (71"-:-!").
All things will then be finally determined {7"'-"'').
With the final judgment this world closes and the
next begins (7"''): it will be a new creation (7").
With its establishment the righteous enter on tlv'ir
They shall be bright as stars (7")
final reward.
and, beyond them (7'"), they shall shine as the sun
and be immortal (7"). Paradise will be their final
abode (7'-').
Josephus' interpretaJosephxis (A.D. 37-101).
tion of Messianic prophecy as pointing to Vespasian {BJ VI. V. 4) must be set down to the
exigencies of his position with regard to the
Romans. For it is clear from Ant. IV. vi. 5 that
he looked forward to a Messianic era. As tlie
troubles predicted by Daniel had befallen Israel,
so likewise would the prosperity (Ant. x. xi. 7).
Apparently, he believed in an intermediate state
Thus in Ant. xvm. i. 3 it is
for the righteous.
said that 'souls have an immortal vigour, and that

—

B.f II. viii. 14 khO'
be rewards and punisliments,
accordingly as they have lived virtuously or
and the latter are to be
this life
viciously
detained in an everlasting prison, but the former
uniler the earth
fSou) there will

m

(uirb x0of6s, cf.

;

have power to revive and live again.' Here
the wickc'U enter at once into everlasting punishment. Sheol is here hell. But the righteous rise
from the intermediate place of haiqiiiie.ss and enter
into other bodies, probably spiritual bodies (/>'./ II.
Such was the Pliarisaic doctrine accordiii!»
viii. 14).
The Essenes believed that a blessed
to Josephus.
immortality awaited the souls of the righteous (/{./
II. viii. 11), but that those of tlie wicked wore destined to a dark, cold regiim, full of undying torment.
will

J

;
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The abovt account of Pharisaic belief which we
derive from Josephus may be regarded as fairly
trustworthy but that which he gives in BJ III.
There he
viii. 5 is misleading in a high degree.
describes the soul as a particle of Divinity' (SeoO
lioipa) which has taken up its abode in a mortal
After death the souls of the righteous
body.
receive as their lot the most holy place in heaven,
from whence, in the revolution of ages, they are
again sent into pure bodies.'
For the souls of
suicides the darkest place in Hades is reserved.
IV. Systematic Exposition of Jewish EsCHATOLOGY (B.C. 200-A.D. 100). In the preceding
section we have given a suney of eschatological
ideas in the order of their historical attestation,
and consequently, in large measure, of their actual
evolution. By presenting the eschatological scheme
of each \mter oy itself in that section, we have
made it possible for the reader to see the various
conceptions, such as Sheol, Gehenna, Messiah,
Resurrection, in their actual organic relations and
In this section, however,
historical environment.
we shall isolate several of these conceptions, and
deal briefly with the various forms they assumed
from B.C. 200 to A.D. 100 in Jewish circles. These
conceptions are the Last Woes, the Messiah, the
Messianic Kingdom, the Return of the Dispersion,
the Resurrection, Judgment, Sheol or Hades,
Gehenna, Paradise, Heaven.

37-70).
This conception of the Messiah is logically in some measure a development of that in the
third division, and yet it is cnronologically antecedent to it. It is the most sublime conception oi
the Messiah to be found in all Jewish literature
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;

'

'

—

:

The Last

IKofts.

— It

^^•ill

be sufficient for our

present purpose to mention the passages where
these woes preluding the Messianic kingdom are
recounted. These are Dn 12', Or. Sibyll. 3™-»»,
2 Mac 52- ', Jubilees 23"- "• », Apoc. Bar 27. 48"-'"
70--», 4 Ezr 51-" 6'«-»» 9'-" 13»-".
For further information the reader should consult Dnimmond,
The Jeieish Messiah, in loc; Scliiirer,
II. ii.
154-156; Schoettgen, Hor. Hebr. ii. 509 sqq.
550 sqq.
The Messiah. As this subject will be treated
under the general art. MESSIAH, we shall sketch
here only its leading phases.
i.
The Messiah conceived merely as a passive
though supreme member of the Alessianic kingdom.
He is so represented in Eth. En. 83-90,
where his appearance is largely otiose, and due
probably to literary reminiscence. He rules over
a transhgured Israel, with the Heavenly Jerusalem
set up as the centre of his kingdom, and his reign
is apparently for ever.
In the 1st cent, of the
Chnstian era this conception reappears tT\ice in
27-30*
Apoc. Bar
where riis rule is of temporary
duration, and in 4 Ezr 7^ (i.e. in the Ezra Apoc.
See p. 747*), where he dies after a reign of 400
years.
In the second and third cases the Messiah
appears after the Messianic woes and judgment
in the third, simultaneously with the first resur:

HJP

—

—

rection.

—

The Messiah conceived as an active warrior,
slays his enemies with his own hand. This
conception is attested in the Or. Sibyll. 3«2-«<»j
which belongs to the 2nd cent. B.C. ; in the Pss. of
Sol n*'- ^, where the Messiah is to be of Davidic
descent— but this book belongs properly to the
next division
in Apoc.
Bar 36-40
also in
ii.

who

;

;

another independent writing in the same book,
5S-74 4 Ezr lO'"-!^". In the last the Messiah is
of Davidic origin.
In all these books save the
first (?) the Messianic kingdom is of temporary
;

duration.

—

The Messiah conceived more loftily as one
slays his enemies by the word of his mouth,
and rules by virtue of his justice, faith, and holiness (cf. Ps.-Sol 1727. »'• 87. s». 41)
similar conception is found in 4 Ezr 13.
In both writings his
reign is probably of temporary duration.
iv. Tlie Messiah
conceived as supernatural, as
eternal Ruler and Judge of mankind (Eth. En.
iii.

who

^

—

outside the Canon.

For further detaUs see above,

p. 744«.
Tlie Messianic

—

Kingdom. Three views in the
main prevailed amongst the Jews as to this
kingdom, i. It was to be of eternal duration,
iii. There
ii. It was to be of temporary duration,
was to be no Messianic kingdom.
The Messianic kingdom was to be of eternal
i.
duration.
(a)

On

SibwU.

earth as

it is

(Eth. En.

1-36,

Dn, Or.

S'*'-'*^ (?)).

(0) On a transformed earth and in heaven (Eth.
En. 37-70). As the Messianic kingdom is here
eternal, it is preceded in Palestinian literature by
the resurrection and the final judgment.
ii.
The Messianic kingdom was to be of temporary duration on earth (Eth. En. 91-104, Ps.hol 17. 18, 2 Mac, Jubilees, Slav. En., Assumption
of Moses, Book of Wisdom, Apoc. Bar parts A'
A" A' B', 4 Ezr all parts but Salathiel Apoc).
When the Messianic kingdom is of temporary
duration, there appears to be no transformation of
the earth. Tlie resurrection and final judgment
take place at its close. The resurrection is all but
universally a resurrection of the righteous only.
Hence in many of these books the wicked are held
to enter at once into their final abode.
Thus
Hades in these cases becomes Hell.
iii. No Messianic kingdom expected [4 Mac (?),
Apoc. Bar (B-), 4 Ezr, Salathiel Apoc.].
In these books man does not enter till after the
last judgment on his final award.
After death he
meets with a foretaste of his final lot in Hades or

—

—

—

Sheol.

—

The Return from the Dispersion. The promise
that God would turn again the captivity of Israel
is frequently made in the OT
also in Sir 33" (AV
Sibyll.
36"), To 13", Eth. En. 57"-' 90^, Or.
2170-m Bar 2"-» 4"" 5»-', Ps.-Sol 11, 2 Mac 2",
Apoc. Bar 77* 78' (cf. 84»- «• '»), 4 Ezr 13"- »»-",
Lift
Targ. Jon. on Jer 33'*, and Shcmoneh Esreh
up a banner to gather our dispersed, and assemble
us from the four ends of the earth.' Yet Rabbi
Akiba {Sank. 10*), in the 2nd cent. A.D., denied
;

:

this return.

'

—

The Resurrection.
The resurrection is very
variously conceived. The earliest attested view
in the 2nd cent. B.C. is that of (a) the resurrection
About the same period
of all Israel (Dn 12''').
the doctrine of (b) the resurrection of the righteous
only is taught in Eth. En. 83-90. Towards the
close of the same century another writer looks
forward, not to a resurrection of the body, but to
(c) a blessed immortality of the soul or spirit after
the final judgment (Eth. En. 91-104). These views
hold the field throughout the next century, and it
is not tin the 1st cent, of the Christian era that
they are in some measure displaced by others.
These latter, which are developments of the former,
are (rl) a blessed immortality for the souls of the
This is one side of the
righteous after death.
larger doctrine of an immediate and final retribution after death afiecting only the soul or spirit
(c) a general resunection of all mankind preceding
the final judgment.
(a) The resurrection of all Israel [Eth. En. 1-36
(.see 22), Dn 12'-«, Eth. En. 37-70 (see 51, etc.),
2 Mac V- "- »- etc. 12*"-", Apoc. Bar (B") (see 24.
;

;

30=-»50. 51)].

In 2 Mac 12"-" the possibility of a moral change
taking place in Sheol seems to be implied.
(4) Tlie resurrection of the righteous only [Eth.
En. 83-90 (see 90*>)].

—
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In this book the righteous liave no concern in
the last judguient, and do not rise till it is over.
(f)
blessed immortality for the souls of the
righteous after the final judgment [Eth. En. 91-104
(see 103»* 91'° 92» 104'- ••), Assumption of Moses
(see W), Slav. En. (?), Eth. En. 108 (?)].
(rf)
blessed immortality for the souls of the
righteous immediately after death [Jubilees (see

A

A

Philo, Book of \Visdom (see S'"* 4'-'- "> etc.),
4 Mao (see 5" 9* 13" etc.)], Essene doctrine accordin" to josephus, BJu. viii. 11.
Observe the expression in 4 Mac 13" davSvTat
riims 'Appaifi. Kal 'laaiK Kal 'laKufi iiiroS^^oyTtu (cf.
23),

Lk

le*").

(e)

Resurrection of

all

mankind [Apoc. Bar

50-51, 4 Ezr (Ezra Apoc.
Patr., Benj. 10].

See

30-"»

XII.

V*"-"), Test.

—

Judgment. Judgment is variously conceived,
either as retribution which takes effect from day
to day, or at great crises in national history, or as
retribution which is universal and final.
The last
may take place either at the bei;iuning or the
close of the Messianic kingdom,
tn Apocalyptic
literature little attention is paid to the hrst

A

division.

most emphatic presentation

doctrine of retribution in this

of the

pervades 2

life

Mac

and Jubilees. We shall here, however, confine our
attention to judgment as coimected with the consummation of the world. Now, in the last times
there were generally two stages in this judgment.
The former was executed by human agents, the
saints of Israel or these led by the ftlessiah,
and may be designated as the judgment by the
sword, or, better, the Messianic judgment
the
latter was administered by God or, in one instance
only, bv the Messiah, and constitutes in reality
the final judgment.
(o) The Messianic Judgment.
This judgment

—

;

—

may

be realistically conceived as involving the
destruction of the wicked by the personal prowess
of the Messiah or the saints; or (ii.) it may be
forensically conceived the word of the Messiah or
of the saints j<idges or destroys the wicked.
The
latter form of judgment is obviously a development of the former, but the two are not always
(1.)

:

kept 5Pirt.
The Messianic judgment
I.
cfiivcu

con-

realistically

'.

90»» 91'" 96' 9S'», Or. Sibyll. 3"', Jubilees,
ii.

(a)

Moses

Assump-

10*).

The Messianic judgment

ceived

forensically con-

:

Executed by the Messiah (Ps.-Sol

17.

18,

4 Ezr 13»»- »-").
(^)
ef.

1

(A)

Executed by the saints (Book of Wisdom

Co

6»).

The Final Judgment.

—This

ways administered by God save

judgment

3',

is al-

En. 37-70,
where it is committed to the Messiah, the Son of
Man. This judgment takes place either at the
beginning of the Messianic kingdom or, where this
kingdom is of temporary duration, at its close or,
where no such kingdom is expected, simply at the
end of this world (see section above on The Messianic
in Eth.

;

Kingdom,

As

nach dem Tode

is very stimuLitin^ on this period, though frequently misleading. The reader maj' consult also Salmood'l
Chrigtuin Doctrine o/ linmortatUy, and Stanton's The Jewiih
and the Chrinlian Mettiah, where they deal with our subject.

Abundant information, and copious, though undtscrimiiiatin^,
references to authorities will be found in Schiirer, HJ P ll. ii.
126-187. Marti also {IJfuchuihte der Igra^iHUchen lUligion,
pp. 270-310) is well worth consulting.
The present writer hopes to edit, towards the close of next
year (1898), a critical work on Jewish Eschatology from the
earliest OT times down to A.D. 100.
R. H. CIIA11LE.S.

ESCHATOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

—The

eschatology of the NT attaches itself
The
the first instance to that of the OT.
Heb. Scriptures do not contain anything like a
definite or complete doctrine of the things of the
end. They are the records, however, of an important contribution to the faith in a future life,
and that contribution was an ever-enlarging one.
It had its reason in the two fundamental articles
of Israel's faith the doctrine of one God a living,
personal, righteous, gracious God, who made Himself known to His people and entered into fellowancf the doctrine of Man as a
ship with them
creature different in origin and in end from other
creatures, the bearer of God's image, made for
communion with God, and for life in that communion.
These great truths, unfolding their
meaning more and more, and acting on the popular
conceptions of Death and the Hereafter which
Israel had in common with the Babylonians and
other nations, led by steps of gradual advance to a
clearer, more determinate, and more moral conception of existence beyond the grave.
The experiences and intuitions of saints, the visions and
forecasts and inferences of faith, seen in the
poetical books, combined with thoughts and words
of sublime suggestion occasionally found in the
historical books, and with tlie more definite teaching of the prophets, to further this enlargement of
belief and the march towards a definite doctrine.
So the popular ideas of a dark Sheof with a chill
attenuated existence in its sunless deeps gave way
to higher views the thought of the lot of the
individual jiisentangled itself from that of the
destiny of the community the belief in a moral
order with judicial awards following men into the
other world took shape and became increasingly
distinct
and at last the faith and the teaching of
the OT rose to the great hope of a resurrection to
life.
This eschatology of the OT, which grew
from less to more in the course of I.srael's history,
remained nevertheless incomplete at its highest,
The
and pointed to something beyond itself.
eschatology of the NT became its heir, passing
iievtmd its limits and carrying its principles to
in

—

:

;

;

;

;

Executed by the Messiah [Ps.-Sol 17. 18 (?),
Apoc. Har 39. 40. 72. 73, 4 Ezr 12*"-"].
by the saints (Dn 2«, Eth. En.
(/9) Executed
(a)

tion of

r4s

p. 748'').

to Sheol,

Gehenna, Paradise, Heaven, see the

separate articles.
LiTRRATi'RR.— Tlie Jewiah eacliatology of our period has been
^efttly nejilected In the post. Thin hwi been due partly to the
ignornnce of Chritftian iK^holara, and partly to the delibi-rale
i^noritift by Jewish Hcholara of thu chk'f sources of infonuation
on this sutijcct, i.e. tlie Apocalyntic books. To Liickc, llil^cnfeld, and Urummond belongs, tn larjfe measure, the merit of
emphasizing the importance of this literature. Drummond'e
work, Th* JnpxKh ilesnah, is a sjilcndid contriliution to our
knowledge of Jewish tiiought, thougli much of it is no longer
abreast of our knowledge of this subject. Schwally's Das Lewn

their issues.

But the eschatology of the NT attaches itself
way, to the popular faith
of the Jew s of its time, and to certain developments of thought and belief wliicli had taken
place in the ]>eriod following tliat which i)roduce(l
tlie last of the OT books.
These ilevelopiiients
were consiilerable. We gather what they were
from the literature of Judaism which has descended to us, the Apoir. of the OT, to some
extent tlie Rabbinical books, and most particularly
the pseudepigraphic and ajiocalj'ptic writings.
This literature furni.shes the key to much in tlie
NT doctrine of the Last Things. It shows in what
way the OT faith was retained and enlarged in
harmony with its essenti.il principles in what
way also it was materialized and sul)je<ted to
changes wliich were not consistent with its true
spirit
in what directions belief became more
positive and in what respects it became fanciful,
speculative, grotesque how certain OT terms and
ideas were modified in sense and ii|>plication, and
in what mea.sure new terms and ideius were intro
also, tliough in anotlier

;

;

;

;

;
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NT

benrs the
The escliatology of the
duced.
impress of these things. It cannot be understood
apart from them. From much that emerged in
Other
this intervening period it stands aloof.
things in this development, which were consistent
witli the principles of the OT revelation, are
reflected in it, purified of the gross, exaggerated,
and unspiritual elements which mixed themselves

with them.
The eschatology of the NT is not given in
systematic foim, neither is it expressed in the
precise and measured language of metaphysics or
theology. It appears in the shape of a number of
ideas which are common to the NT books, but
which are presented in different aspects and connexions by the several writers. It is given in
occasional form, in Christ's words, the discourses
in the Bk. of Acts, the records of evangelists, tlie
Epistles of apostles, on the promptings of circumstance" which from time to time called forth
declarations in speech or in writing on the matters
It is not given in the terms of the
of the end.
schools nor with a view to speculative interests,
but always for the purposes of life and practice,
and in the language of the people. It malces free
use of the figurative, parabolic, imaginative
phraseology in which the Eastern mind naturally
It never claims to give an exexpresses itself.
haustive disclosure or a constructive account of tlie
Last Things. The message of tlie NT also being
distinctively a message of hope, the eschatology
is occupied mainly with the issues of the kingdom
of

It says
tlie destiny of the righteous.
the graver issues of the future of the un-

God and

less of

righteous.
of the NT being conveyed in
and discontinuous form, we may
best understand it by following out the great
ideas as they appear first iu one and then in
another of tjie main groups of writing.s.
The
fundameutal question is that of Christ's own

The eschatology

this

occasional

mind on the

subject.
It will he convenient,
therefore, to deal with the eschatology /rs< as it
appears in Clirist's own words reported in the
Gospels, and tlif.n as it is found in the teaching of
the several divisions of the
writings
It will
thus be seen whether or how far the NT has a
consistent doctrine of the Last Things.
I.
Christ's Eschatology. There are questions
of criticism to which regard must be had in studying the eschatology of the NT. In the case of our
Lord's teaching there is the debated question of

NT

—

is primitive and what is secondary in the
records of His woids, with the various tests proposed for distinguishing between the one and the
other.
It is impossible to enter at length into
these things here. It is enough to say that the
Bubstance of Christ's teaching will be found to be
the same whichever of the leading theories of the
construction of the Gospels is followed. Its main
points belong to the large stream of narrative and
discourse wnich is common to the first three
Gospels, and in which the most primitive tradition
There is also the question
is probably preserved.
of the relation in which the report of Christ's
words given in the Fourth Gospel stands to that
Of this it must
contained in the Synoptists.
soiiice to say that the difference in the form is a
reason for taking the two accounts separately
from which, however, it does not follow that there

what

is

an essential ditlerence between them.

In the Synoptic Gospels the eschatology centres
in the great idea of the Kinodom of Gk)D (which
ee). Christ's whole disclosure of the Future has
its point of issue in this doctrine of the Divine
In this His
kingdom and its consummation.
teaching connects itself with the large ideas of the
OT, carrying them further and fulfilling them.

As the OT, too, in its conceptions of the future
knew nothing of the philosophy of the subject and
fvirnished no reasoned statement, but followed the
logic of experience and the heart, giving no dogma
of immortality, but the expression of a living
felIo\xship with God which involved the continuance of life ; so Christ's teaching lies apart from
all theoretic questions, all speculative discussions,
all that is of curious interest, and deals with
It
practical relations and broad moral issues.
offers no proof of the reality of a future existence,
but presupposes it, and speaks of life as man's
It unfolds the course of the Divine
destiny.
faith and
kingdom which had been the object of
the centre of
hope.
It presents that kingdom
as a thing of the actual present, brought to men
in and bj' the Teacher Himself, but also as a thing
of the future which looks through all historical fulfilments to a completer realization, a thing, too,
of gradual, unobtrusive growth, jet destined to
be finally established by a great conclusive event.
Christ's whole teaching on the subject of the Last

OT

OT

—

Things, as regards the Church, the world, and the
individual, is connected with this lofty OT idea
of a new order in which God shall be confessed to
be Sovereign, and has regard to it in its primaij
deliverances.
Among these deliverances a large place is given
In the OT the
to the promise of His own Return.
consummation of the Divine kingdom was to be
brought about by a descent of God to earth, and
in certain prophecies it was further connected with
the coming of an ideal King, the agent of J in the
So Christ connects the
fulfilment of His purpose.
completion of the kingdom with a decisive occurrence, the great event of His own Parousia (Mt
043. 37. 39^
The time of this new interposition is
not declared, it is not known even to the Son
'

RV, Mk 13^' RV). But it is to come
the times are ripe for it. and there are
This event of His coming
prelusive tokens of it.
is the burden of the great eschatological discourse
in Mt 24. 25. in which there are problems both for
In that discourse
criticism and for interpretation.
two distinct occurrences, the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the world, seem to be spoken
This is in accordance
of as coincident and as near.
with the n.ature of biblical prophecy as it is seen
in the OT, which brings together iu prophetic perspective or ' timeless sequence events which were
widely separated in actual occurrence (Is 8. 9,
Zeph, Ob). It does not require for its explanation
the affirmation of mistake on Christ's part (Strauss,
Kenan, Keim, Weizsacker, S. Davidson, etc.), the
supposition of misunderstanding or misreporting
on the part of the evangelists (Baur, Colani, De
yVette, Holtzmann, etc.), the limitation of the
whole declaration to the single catastrophe of the
fall of Jerusalem and the Jewish state (J. S.
Russell, etc. ), the theory of a double coming, or
the hypothesis either of a Jewish (Weizsacker) or
of a Jewish-Christian (Colani, Keim, Pflciderer,
Wendt, Weiffenbach, Vischer, etc.) apocalypse
Nor is this form of statement
in the discourse.
confined to this particular section of the Synoptic
Sayings of similar import are given elseGospels.
(Mt

24^*

when

'

where (Mk

Mk

IS*-,

Lk

218»,

Mt

lU-^

IG'"-

»;

cf.

also

In these Gospels, too, the
Return appears to be an objective event, the expre8.sion given to it being such as goes beyond any
figurative description simply of the final victory
of principles or the supersession of old forms of
In the Fourth Gospel the case is somereligion.
what different. It is the coming of the Sjiirit that
such measure as
chiefly appears there, and that
to suggest to many that only a dynamical coming
8»* 9',

Lk

9**- ").

m

is

in

tion

view (Neander, Godet, etc.). Yet a distincobserved between the coming of the Spirit
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and Christ's coining, and there are passages in
which the idea seems to be the same as that of the

Jn

The

Hrst
point, tlierefore, in Christ's teaching on the subject
of the future is the announcement of the objective
event of His own Return. But His dechirations

Synoptic records

on

this Parousia

(14' 21=', cf.

1

know nothing

2^).

of the

minute and

fantastic inventions of Jewish theology, as seen in

the Book of Enoch, the Assumption of Moses, the
Sibylline Oracles, and similar products of Jewish
thought, with their elaborate machinery of signs
and portents and mystic numbers, their extravagant chronologies, their grotesque descriptions of
the literal re-settlement of the Jews in taeir own

many eccentricities and ineptitudes.
as little of those Chiliaxtic conceptions
of the future, those curious calculations of the
duration of Messiah's kingdom, those puerile ideas
of the erection of a new Jerusalem on the ruins of
the old, which took hold of the Jewish mind before
Christian times, and, entering into Christian
thought, gave shape to the doctrine of a millennial
reign of Christ on earth which was to end in a
great apostasy and to herald the consummation.
With this doctrine of the second advent is
associated the doctrine of a Final Judgment. This
judgment is presented as the object of the coming;,
and it occupies a place of like prominence in
Christ's teacliing.
It is expressea in various of
His sayings, but at greatest length in the eschatologicaf discourse in the First Gospel.
According
to the consentient teaching of the Synoptic
Gospels, it is a judgment at the end of the world,
a judgment of individuals (Mt 22'" etc.), a judgment of universal scope (Mt IS*"-**- "-" 16-'' 25*'
etc.), and a judgment in which Christ, the Son
of Man, is Himself to be the Judge (Mt 25^' etc.).
In the Fourth Gospel the judgment appears for
the most part under anotner aspect.
In that
Gospel the emphasis is laid upon a judgment
which la present and subjective, fuUilling itself in
a probation of character and a self-verdict which
proceed now (3"' " 12"' **).
But this subjective
judgment of the present in life and conscience is
not inconsistent with an objective judgment of the
future.
And the latter is not strange to the
Fourth Gospel. The Johannine phrase 'the last
day (12") points to it, and it is contained in such
words as those in 5"- ^ (cf. 1 Jn 2'^ 4", in which
Johannine writing the judgment is connected, as
in the Synoptists, with Cbrist's coming).
"The
doctrine of a final judgment so declared by Christ
Btands in intimate relation to certain leading ideas
of the OT, completing these and giving them certainty.
"The Heb. Scriptures, penetrated through
and through by the idea of a Divine retribution,
have a large doctrine of judgment, a judgment for Israel, more frequently a judgment
for the nations or a world -judgment.
But for
the most part it is a world-judgment which has
its scene in this world, a triumph of the kingdom of God in the form of an overthrow of its
living adversaries on earth.
And in this J" llimeelf is the Judge.
In certain prophecies (Is 9. 11,
Mic 5, Jer 23. 33. 34. 36, Ezk 34. 37, Zee 9-11) the
triumi)h of the kingdom of God is connected with
the advent of a great Davidic Kin^, and Messiah
appears as the agent of J". But in the OT the
final arbitrament of men's lives is not committed
to the Messiah or the ideal King, as in Christ's
teaching it is given to the Son of Man.
Further,
while the foundations of the doctrine of a final
universal and individual judgment are laid in the
OT ideas of the righteousness of God, His covenant relations with Israel, and Hin sovereignty over
the nations, the conception of a judgment after
death does not take distinct and dttinite form till
near the close of the OT. Even when the idea of
land, their

They know

'

rsi

an indi\-idual judgment at the end of things
appears, the subjects of the judgment seem to bo
limited to those of I.srael.
Clirist's doctrine has
also its relations to the ideas of the non-canonical
literature. In tlie representative books of Judaism
the doctrine of a judgment bulks largely, and is
taught with much novel and peculiar detail. It
has also different forms. In certain books (e.g. the
Book of Enoch 90"-", the Assumption of Moses
3. 4, etc.) the OT idea of a destruction of living
enemies of J'"8 kingdom here on earth survives.
In many cases, though not in all, the Messiah is
the agent of God in this judgment and the judgment is placed usually at the beginning of His
reign, but sometimes (where a limited duration is
ascribed to that reign) at its close.
In other
books, however, and especially in the Book of
Enoch, this passes over into the idea of a final
judgment, in the forensic sense, occurring after
death, extending to all men and to angels as well.
In these books, too, God is the Judge and Messiah
His instrument. Only in the later section of the
Book of Enoch does the Messiah appear in any
certain and definite form as the Judge at the last
day. Christ's doctrine of a universal, individual
judjrnient at the en<i of things, in which judgment
He Himself is Arbiter of human destinies, carried
the OT conception to its proper issue, whUe it
gave a new certainty, consistency, and spirituality
to the developed ideas which had arisen in Judaism
in the period following the last of the Jewish
prophets.
In conjunction with these doctrines of the
Parousia and the Judgment, the doctrine of a
Resurrection has an essential place in Christ's
eschatological teaching. The doctrine of a resurrection from the dead is implied in the doctrine of
a final universal judgment at the end of things.
It lies also in the great principles of OT.
"The
Psalmists and the Prophets have their visions of a
limitation of the power of death, a destruction of
death, a deliverance from Sheol, a life superior to
death and, in the progress of the projjhetic teaching, the faith in a resurrection of the dead rises
gradually into distinctness. It appears first as a
belief in the re-animation of the dead nation, and
at last in Isaiah (26'") and Daniel as a belief in the
return of deceased individuals to life. In the final
utterance of OT on the subject (Dn 12^-') this
enlargement of the idea appears to have its occasion
in the question regardin;' the fate of departed
members of Israel whether there is reward for
the faithful among these, whether there is penalty
for the unfaithful.
But OT does not seem to go
beyond the case of Israel. It tarries with tlie
announcement that Israel's dead, true and false,
shall come forth from the dust of earth to receive the
awards of their truth or falsehood. In the period
between this and the Christian era the belief passed
through various fortunes. It did not become the
universal faith of the Jewish people.
In some of
the non canonical books the old idea of Sheol continues (Sir IT-''- ^ 41\ Bar 2").
In some the hope
ajipears to be that of an incorporeal immortality
;

;

—

(W

is

2^

3'-* 4'»-

'*

15', 4

Mac

14» 10'- IS-^).

But

in

others the belief in a resurrection is seen in more
or less definite form (Enoch gi'" 92', Ps.-Sol
3" 13' etc., most distinctly and most frequently
in 2 Mac, e.q. 7»- '*• " ; cf. also Sibyll. Oracles 1""
'ia.^
2.-74.
Apoc. Bar 30'-» 5U' 51', 2 Es T*-).
Rejected by the Sadducees, it became the belief of
the Pharisees and the majority of the Jewish
people.
It had become, too, a belief in the
resurrection of the unjust as well as the just,
although in certain cases the limited belief in a
rising only of the righteous seems to have per-

m 4m

sisted (Ps.-Sol 3" 14^ etc.).
Opinion varied^ to
some extent as to the object of the resurrection,

;
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whether it was for judgment or for participation
in tlie glories of Messiah's kingdom, and as to its
time, whether it was to be immediately before
Messiah's era or at its close (cf. on the one hand
Enoch 51, on the other Apoc. Bar and 2 Es). The
doctrine, then, which had its roots in the great
principles of the OT touching life, the nature of
man, and his relation to God which in the OT had
grown gradually in magnitude and in detiniteness
which also in Judaism had undergone changes in
part natural and consistent, in part forced and inharmonious, forms an inte^al part of Christ's
eschatological teaching.
It is ^ven in discourses
which belong to the triple tradition in the Synop12>»--'', Lk 20='-").
tic records (Mt 222=i-»
It
is implied in utterances reflecting current Jewish
opinion (Mt 8", Lk 13^-^).
It is presupposed
where it is not affirmed in terms {e.g. in Mt 24.
25).
It is stated in its essential relations to the
great principles of the OT, and is relieved of the
;

;

Mk

Most particularly in the Apocalyptic books
found to have assumed the sense of an intermediate state with relative rewards and penalties
(Enoch 10" 22. 100» 103'; cf. Jubilees 5^ 7""
22-n 24"- >«, 2 Es
Jewish
V"- «>, Apoc. Bar 52'').
thought seems thus to have occupied itself largely
with the idea of the period between death and
judgment, and with the conditions and the possibilities of an intermediate state.
Of all this there
is little or no recognition in Christ's words.
He
uses, it is true, the word Hades, the Greek equivalent to the Heb. Sheol, thrice. But in two of thest
cases the application is obviously metaphorical
(Mt 11^ 16'») and in the third (Lk 16=*) the term
forms part of the imagery of a parable intended to
teach the broad moral lesson of the penalty of a
selfish life, the retribution that pursues it and
changes its conditions in the other world. In the
same parable He uses the term Abraham's bosom
(Lk 16-"^), but in a connexion that does not suggest

etc.).
it is

;

extravagances, the crudities, and the literalities
with which it had become associated in Jewish
speculation and Jewish popular thought.
It is
the doctrine of a real bodily resurrection, far
removed from Hellenic or Essene ideas of a bare
immortality of soul, affirming in harmony with
the OT view of man's relation to God (Mt 22''-'-,
Mk 12=«", Lk 20»'-'») a continuance of life for
man in his entire self. In this the Synoptic
records and the Fourth Gospel agree.
In the
latter, it is true, the fact of the resurrection is
j)resented mainly in its spiritual aspects and its

a definite doctrinal intention. He also uses the
term Paradise, a term with which various and
uncertain ideas had been associated in Jewish
thought. But He uses it only once (Lk 23"), and
in a large and general sense, as a word of hope and
comfort ; in which sense also He uses the word
sleep,
not to inculcate the doctrine of an intermediate state as a space of unconsciousness, or as
a place for the detention, the recompense, or the

immediate relations.
Some of Christ's largest
words on the subject go beyond the idea of the
resurrection at the last day (11-'"-'); and others,
if they stood alone, might perhaps be taken as
strong descriptions of a spiritual renovation only
(525. 2«)
jjy(; Jq j)jg Johanuiue record there are
also words too definite to admit of being limited
to the expression of a purely spiritual resurrection

Father's glory (Jn 14^-' 17**). But in general His
attitude to the question of the condition between
death and judgment is one of reserve, and His
words convey nothing approaching to a doctrine
of the intermediate state.
It is otherwise with the question of what follows
the resurrection and the judgment.
The eschatology of
as it is given by Christ Himself has
a pronounced doctrine of the Moral Issues of life.
It speaks largely and distinctly of final reward for
the good, and final penalty for the evil. These
are expressed by a great variety of suggestive
terms.
The recompense of the righteous is
described as an inheritance, entrance into the
kingdom, treasure in heaven, an existence like
the angelic, a place prepared, the Father's house,
the joy of the Lord, life, eternal life, and the like
and there is no intimation that the reward is
capable of change, that the condition is a terminable one. The retribution of the wicked is described
as death, outer darkness, weeping and wailing and
gnashing of teeth, the undying worm, the quenchless fire, exclusion from the kingdom, eternal
punishment, and the like. Different measures of
reward and of penalty are intimated, according to
different degrees of merit and demerit (Lk 12^'- ''*).
In Christ's o^vn words there is no certain declaration of the terminableness of the penalty of the
finally impenitent, no indication either of an
intermediate purgatorial process or of an ultimate
universal restoration.
In the Synoptic Gospels,
and in the groundwork of their narrative, the term
Gehenna, Hell, is applied to the future condition
9«- •»••",
of the lost (Mt 5==*-*' 10=» 18» 23'5-»
Lk 12°). Tliis term, though in the later Judaism
it had at times the sense of an intermediate condition, whether as a temporary purgatory or as a
place of punishment, appears to have been in the
earlier Judaism and in our Lord's time a term for
the retributive state after judgment (cf. e.g. Enoch
27^.8 90M-2« etc., which are probably its first occurThe
cf. also 2 Es 6''* 7**).
rences in this sense
question whether Christ teaches the permanence of
tlie penal condition resulting from the judgment
Certain of His sayings are
is variously answere i.
'These,
taken to point to a terminable penalty.

Christ's doctrme, further, is the doctrine
of a universal resurrection.
Certain passages in
the Synoptic Gospels (Mt 22»',
13", Lk 20««- ^,
Mt 24", Lk 14"), indeed, have been supposed to
imply that Christ taught only a resurrection of
the righteous.
But there are others with a
different implication (Mt S-^- «> lO*").
The ' resurrection of the just' (Lk 14") sui^gests its o\vn
antithesis.
The Fourth Gospel, too, declares a
'
resurrection unto condemnation
as well as a
'resurrection unto life,' and in speaking of the
re-awakening of the dead uses terms too Targe for
the limited view. This resuiTection, which e.xtends
to just and unjust, is further referred to the last
day. In Christ's own words there is no statement
of a separation of the resurrection of the unrighteous
from tliat of the righteous as if they were events
V)elonging to different times.
In contrast with the fulness and explicitness of
Christ's declarations on the Parousia, the Judgment, and the Resurrection, is the reserve of His
teaching on the subject of the Intermediate State.
This is the more remarkable in view of the position
given to that topic in the theology and the
popular thought of the Jews of the time.
The
idea of bheol, originally that of an uniler.yorld forming the final abode of men, in course
of time passed through changes which are indicated to some extent in the canonical books
themselves, but which took larger ellect at a
later period, and are known to us from the non(5^'

**).
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OT

canonical

literature.
These changes followed
directions, and various ideas of Sheol
continued to prevail. In part the old conceiition

diti'erent

sur'dved, with some modilication (e.g. Sir 17-8-»>
41i-«, Bar 2",
To 3«- » 13^ 1 Mac 2* U**) in part
the term came to denote a place of relative retribution (Wis 3'-"> 5'-" 6"» 17", 2 Mac 7»- "• "• •» 12«-*>
;

—

purification of souls.
Some of His words appear
to point rather to the hope of an immediate entrance
of the just dead into the Father's house and the
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however, are few in number, and appear either to
be irrelevant (e.g. Lk 12^'- **, wliere the question is,
not the duration of the judicial awards, but their
adjustment to difFerent degrees of wrong), on to
suggest the opposite conclusion {e.g. Mt 5-*- *, Lk
12* *, where tlie idea seems to be tliat of a liability
that cannot be discliarged, and a justice that is inexorable Mt 12»>- *», Mk 3-» =», Lk 12'", where tlie
terms appear to be exclusive terms, expressing tlie
;

irreiiiediableness of the condition, the fact that there
can be no forgiveness at any period for the sin in
question).
It is urged, too, but on grounds open
to challenge, that the distinctive terms eternal
(a/iinot) and 'punishment' (ic4X<i<ris) may have in
this connexion other than their usual and obvious
applications.
But, on the other hand, the finality
of destiny appears to be expressed unmistakably
and in many different forms in the words with
which at the close of the great eschatological discourse the moral issues of life are summed up
(Mt 25"), in such contrasts as that between the
'
kingdom prepared from the foundation of the
world and ' the eternal fire which is prepared for
the devil and his angels '( Mt 25*' ) ; in the statements
of the issues of God's kingdom and of man's life
given in the parables {e.g. Mt IS*"-*"- "•*•) ; in the
figures of 'the unquenchable fire' (Mk 9"), the
•worm' that 'dieth not' (Mk 9«), tlie salting with
fire (Mk 9"), and the like; in the many other terms
of solemn moment by which the final lot of the
'

—

'

unworthy is described
7"-^), rejection (Mt

— banishment from Christ (Mt

Lk 9^), the loss of tlie
S"), dying in one's sins (Jn
8-'**), perishing (Jn 3"), being judged already (Jn
3"), its being good never to have been born (Mt 26**,
soul or the life

Mk

10^,

(Mk

These sayings are to be understood
in the light of the beliefs which prevailed among
Jews
the
on the nature and the duration of the
retribution of the wicked. Tliese are by no means
14='), etc.

easy

to determine, as they varied at different
periods and in different schools.
Yet the general
condition of opinion in our Lord's time and in tlie
immediately preceding period can be stated with
approximate certainty. The Je^^•ish books relevant
to the question contain little to bear out any large
belief in the final restoration of all.
They often
use terms death, perdition, destruction, and the
like, which might be taken to point to annihilation
as the final lot of the wicked, if interpreted apart
from the old popular ideas of Sheol {e.g. Ps.Sol 3"
9» 12« 13'» 15"; cf. 2 Es 7* S"-^^ Apoc. Bar 30).
But in many cases the language is definitely expressive of the finality of the retribution {e.g. Jth
16", 4 Mac 9«», Enoch 5»-« 10"-" 12»-» 22<-'' 27»etc. ). The schools of H illel and Shammai, too, seem
both to have tauglit, though in different ways, the
immediate sealing of certain classes of sinners to
Gehenna, or their puni-sliment there to ages of
ages.'
It would appear, therefore, that in Christ's
time, with certain variations and excejitions, the
belief was general in an enduring penalty in the
other world for the absolutely evil— unrighteous
Gentiles, guilty and apostate Jews.
Christ's
eschatology is one of grace.
His doctrine is a
revelation of life.
But it throws into strong relief
the responsibilities of the present existence, the
certainty of the retribution of sin, the possibility
of an eternal sin (Mk 3-'") witli an eternal penalty.
'

II.

The Apostolic

E.schatolooy.

— Under

tliis

title we include the eschatological ideas and truths
delivered in the various groups of
writings
outside the evangelical records of Christ's own
words. Taking each writer separately, we have to
ascertain what contribution ho makes to the e.schatolopical system, in what relation it stands to
Clinst's doctrine, in what sense it is in harmony

NT

with that, in what degree it is supplementary.
There are questions of literary criticism connected
VOL. I. 48
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with not a few of the wTitings, questions both of
genuineness and of integrity. Into these it is not
necessary to enter liere. In increasing measure
these writings are bein^ lifted above the uncertainties of criticism.
It is enough for our present
purpose to take them as representatives of different
types of NT doctrine, earlier and later. "Their
ideas exhibit certain characteristic differences in
form in the different groups. They bear the
impress of the beliefs, opinions, and ways of
speech that were current among the Jews of the
time. They have obvious points of affinity with the
ideas of the OT.
They stand in a special relation,
of dependence and agreement, to Christ's doctrine.
The Epistle of James, a notable product of
primitive Je^vish Christianity, says comparatively
little on the things of the end.
It speaks most
definitely of the Parousia, of that as an event nigh
at hand, and as liaWng judgment Eussociated with
it (5*).
It speaks also of a Kingdom that is promised (2*) ; of a Judge who standeth at the
door (5') ; of a judgment that will be according to
character and responsibility (2" 3')
of recompenses for the tried and proved (1'*), and retributions for the oppressive rich (5'- *• ') ; of a penalty
which appears to be eternal (S"*.
In the Epistle of Jude Christ's Return is the
great event of the future (v.*<) ; the reward of the
good is 'eternal life' (v.^') the truth of the final
judgment (vv.'- ") is asserted the doom of the
evil is described as the blackness of darkness,' a
doom ' reserved for ever' (v.").
peculiar feature
(appearing also in 2 Peter), in the eschatology of
this Epistle, is the place given to the judgment of
fallen angels a subject on wliich the Jewish
imagination ran riot (see especially the Book of
Enoch 6-10. 21
cf.
also Jubilees 5, Apoc.
Bar 56'°""). Here their doom is described, free
which
from the extravagances
meet us in the Apocalyptic books, as that of being ' kept in everlasting
bonds under darkness unto the judgment of the
great day' (HV v.").
The writings bearing Peter's name, together
w ith the discourses ascribed to that apostle in the
Bk. of Acts, represent a distinct type of eschatohjgical teaching, as of doctrinal statement generally.
The Second Epistle, the genuineness of \\liich has
been so largely questioned, exhibits an affinity in
many things with the Epistle of Jude. It has the
same conception of the coming of Christ as the
conclusive event of the future (1" 2*). It speaks in
mucli the same terms of the judgment, and of the
doom of evil men (2'' •• '• "• "). It designates the
recompense of the good as an eternal kingdom
It nas
(1"), as Jude designates it 'eternal life.'
tlie same exceptional doctrine of the punishment
of fallen angels, applying the unusual terra
Tartar-US to the intermediate place of their detention, and describing them as committed to pits of
darkness in reserve unto judgment (2*). But it
al.so makes ita own peculiar contribution to the
eschatology of the canonical writings in a remarkable paragraph, the most detailed of its kind in
NT, on the end of tlie world (3^-"). It teaclies
that Christ's Parousia is to bring the whole jiresent
sj'steni of things to its conclusion, and the world
With the great event
itself to its consummation.
of His coming the existing order shall be dissolved
the present heavens and earth are to give place to
and a reconfresh heavens and a fresh earth
Btruct4.'d world is to come forth as the abode of
scene
perfected
and
the
of
the
righteousness
In this 2 P attaches it.self to
kiiigdcmi of God.
t)T conceptions of a world-conflagration (PsSO'QT'.
Is GO"' '•• «, Dn 7» '»), and a dissolution of the
present system, effected by fire, in connexion with
J"'s judgment and the day of His recompense (I's
102>*- ", Job 14", Is 34* 66*^1.
'

'

;

;

;

'
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which

is an epistle of hope, looks at
the li};ht of the future. It has a
large eschatology, the central point of which is
Christ's Apocalypse,' His revelation or appearing
(1' 5').
Its dominant notes are the last time,' the
' end
of all things,' the judgment (1' 4'- ").
In the
judgment God Himself is Judge {!") Christ also
appears to be Judge (4°). The j udgment is universal,
alike of quick and of dead (4').
It begins with the
house of God now, and it has its fate reserved for the
'ungodly and the sinner' (4"-"). The judgment
of the unrigliteous is referred to only incidentally.
The reward of the good is declared in various terms,
as an 'inheritance,' 'honour,' 'life,' a cro\vn of
glory,' etc. (!*•' 5*).
The question of greatest
interest in the eschatology of this Epistle, however,
is its relation to the 'larger hope.'
This turns
upon the interpretation given to the two famous
passages touching the preaching to
the spirits
in prison (3""^), and the preaching of the gospel
the dead (4"). In connexion with these tlie
to
application which Peter makes of Ps 16 in his
Pentecostal discourse (Ac 2'') is also brought into
view. The terms in which Peter speaks here of
Christ, neither was he left in Hades, nor did his
flesh see corruption,' have been taken to point to a
visit of Christ to the under- world, and a consequent
activity of His grace there.
It is with Christ's
resurrection, however, that Peter is specially concerned in that discourse, and the words do not go
beyond the broad statement that Christ at His
death passed into the world of the departed like
other men, but passed thither only to rise again.
The two passages in the Epistle itself are of a
different nature, and rank among the chief crncet
interprctum in NT. The former passage has been
expounded in the interest of many different
theories those of the liberation of saints of OT
times ; Christ's penal endurance of God's wTath
the purgatorial detention and purification of souls
Christ's descent to Hades for the purpose of a
judicial manifestation of Himself, for a fresh proclamation of the gospel there, for the provision
of a continuous ministry of grace there, for the
prolongation of opportunities of repentance and
offers of forgiveness to the departed, and the like.
The latter pas.sage has also been very differently
interpreted.
On the basis of both, the eschatology
of this Epistle has been understood by many to
favour the 'larger hope,' and to suggest that this
life is not in every case the theatre of human fates,
if not to teach the doctrine of the existence of a
ministry of grrace in the world of the departed with
untold possibilities of after-death repentance and
salvation.
For the details of the interpretation
and for its history the commentaries must be consulted.
It must be enough here to say that, while
the view in question has been largely adopted,
it has not commended
itself to all scholars of
authority. The exegesis of these passages has
still many uncertainties, and waits yet for its key
while the passages themselves stand entirely alone
in NT.
(See especially Giider, Die Lehre von der
Erscheinung Chriiti unter den Todten Kcnig, Die
Lehre von Christi Hnllenfahrt Dietelmaier, Historin dogmntis de Descen.m Christi ad Inferos
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litteraria ; Hof mann, Schriftheteeis ; Usteri, Hinabgirfnhrcn ziir HolU ; Schweitzer, Hinahgefahren zur
Nolle
Spitta, Christi Predigt an die Geistcr
Bruston, La Descente du Christ aux Enfers.)
The further question has been raised whether
Peter's eschatology does not contain the doctrine
of a Universal Restoration. In his discourse to the
people in Solomon's porch (Ac S"-") he is reported
to have spoken of a restoration or restitution of all
things.
This has been sometimes supposed to
intimate the final restoration of all men.
But the
words have their key in the passage of Malachi
;

to which they refer, and in Christ's application of that passage (Mt IT"'").
So regarded, the
restoration of which Peter speaks becomes eithei
the moral renewal of Israel, as some explain it, or
the renovation of the world, as others think. It is
in any case a restoration, not of persons, but of
conditions.
Peter's eschatology, therefore, is in
general concord \vitli that which has so far been
recognized in NT. The points in which it has
been supposed to be different yet remain doubtful.
(4'- ")

associated with John's name have a
in their doctrine of
the end as in all things else. There is a marked

The writings

distinct

and peculiar character

between the Apocalypse and the
is an eschatological writing,
following the order of the Jewish Apocalyptic. In
the latter eschatological truths also appear, but in
a subordinate place. The Epistles of John, with

difference,
Epistles.

too,

The former

their ideal teaching, find the future in the present.
As in the version of Christ's teaching which is
given in the Fourth Gospel, their great conception
IS life, and that as opposed to death and perdition.
As in the one, so, too, in the other, this life is in

instance a present thing (1 Jn 5''^- ").
a thing of the future (I Jn 2**), and
it is an eternal life, life after the divine order, life
with the ethical quality of real, perfect life. But
it is none the less a life that looks to a future
to a manifestation yet to be made of what the
In these Epistles
children of God shall he (1 Jn 3^).
the
the eschatological relations are not lost
ideal.
They speak of the 'last hour' (1 Jn 2'*);
antichrist that
cometh as well as of
of an
antichrists that already are (1 Jn '2}^- '» ^- 4', 2 Jn ')
of a future 'full reward' (2Jn*); of a vision of
Christ and a conformity to Him which are not of
the present (1 Jn 3^-'); of a manifestation of
Christ yet to be made, of His expected Parousia
The use of the term Parousia, which
(1 Jn 2*).
elsewhere, and especially in the Pauline writings,
has a very definite sense, indicates that, while to
John Christ's Return was in one sense a spiritual
advent, a present act of grace or judgment, it was
in another sense an objective event of the future.
While in John's writings, too, the Resurrection and
the Judgment are for the most part spiritual processes and present conditions, they are also events
of the future associated, as they are elsewhere,
with the Parousia. That it is so ^vith regard to the
former is implied in what is said of the judgment
and the manifestation of the children of God.
That it is so with the judgment itself appears

the

first

But

it is also

m

'

especially in

'

'

1

Jn 2"

'

4".

In the Apocalypse of St. John we have a large
and impressive eschatology, in which Christian
truth appears in the garb of Jewish ideas and
Jewish terms. "This book is beyond all others the
book of the future. That future is near, and it is
Its
filled with the figure of the returning Christ.
whole doctrine of the end has its centre in the
event of the Parousia, and that doctrine is conveyed in a form which bears the stamp both of
the visions of OT prophets (especially Ezekiel,
Zechariah, and Daniel) and the symbolism of the
Jewish Apocalyptic books. The Parousia appears
occasionally as a spiritual advent taking efiect in
history (2' 3™), but usually as the objective return
which belongs to the end of things. It is regarded
it is to be an event of glory,
as near (2" 3" 22"'- ™)
and to have judgment for its object 1'). The Judge
but Christ also appears as
is God Himself (20'^)
Judge (I'^e"- "22"). Like the non-canonical books
of the same class, it speaks much of the signs of
the end, and of the prelusive events, but avoids
the trivialities and tlie gross im.aginings, the fanciful and long-drawn-out calculations, which are
characteristic of the ordinary Jewish Apocalyptio
(e.g. Enoch 10" 91"" 93, Assump. Moses 10*', Sibyll
;

(

;
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At times it seemB to
etc.).
different ideas which prevailed in Judaism
In one paragraph ('20'"'°),
of the things of the end.
of dillicult interpretation, it appears to follow a
view of the linal events which differs from tlie
general doctrine of the NT, but is given in certain
of the .Jewish books the idea of a millennial reign
of Clirist on earth, to be followed tirst by a finh.1
burst of Satanic power, and then b-jr Christ's
Tlie paragraph, which will not
judicial advent.
fit a purely fiMrative interpretation, represents
the Da3' of the Lord as consisting of two divisions,
Or. 4",

combine

—

with a double resurrection and a double judgment
first resurrection, which is only of the saints,
and more particularly the martyred saints, and a
a first
second, which is for the rest of the dead
judgment taking effect in the overthrow of Satan,
and a second, which is in forensic form, and for

—a

'

'

;
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the doctrine of the resurrection, having more of
Even this
the aspect of reasoned statement.
eschatoloCT. however, is not given in anything
like orderly or systematic form, but incidentally as
occasion arose from time to time in the discharge
of St. Paul's ministry.
Nor is it the fundament
doctrine of the Pauline writings. The questions
of its precise nature and measure, its consistency,
and its relations to what is found elsewhere in
Scripture, have been made dejiendent on questions
regarding the authenticity and inte^ity of the
Epistles and the growth of St. Paul's ideas. In its
main elements, however, it is unaffected by these
questions.
Its essential points would remain the
same had we only the four primary Epistles
accepted by Baur. They appear in all the four
distinct grouiis into which the Pauline writings
fall.
They do not appear in the same proportions and relations, or under precisely the same
aspects, in the several groups. IJut the differences
which have to be recognized do not amount to
inconsistency. They do not imply any es.sential
change of view, and do not appear to go beyond
what liiids its explanation in dill'erences of circum-

classes of the dead.
The l)ook is also understood to express two \iew8 of the lot of the rightwhich
one
tliey are presented as
eous dead
in
having immediate entrance into lieaven (13"), another in which they are presented as in the underworld, in consciousness and rest, waiting for their
complete reward (0""). In tlie latter ease, how- stance, occasion, and circle of readers.
As in other sections of NT, the doctrine of the
ever, the martyrs alune are in view, and in both
tilings of the end is closely related in the Pauline
cases the language is that of the imagination.
The Apocalypse, however, has a pronounced doc- writings to that of the kingdom of God, an idea
The reward of the which recurs in all the four groups of Epistles.
trine of the final awards.
righteous is conveyed in a varied imagery of tlie This kingdom,' though sometimes described as a
OT order hidden manna,' a new name,' the present kiii(,'dom (Ro 14", cf. 1 Co 4» Col 1"), is
crown of life,' riglit to the tree of life,' the place usually a kingdom of the future, and the idea of
of a 'pillar' in tlie temple, a reign witli Christ, a its consummation is the centre of the Pauline
foremost place is given in this
eschatology.
position before the throne, entrance into the city,
the vision of God's face, the heirship of all things e.schatology to the doctrine of Christ's coming,
(27.10.17 31U1 711.217 2-2'").
The penalty of the which event is described under a variety of terms
His 'day,' His revelation,' His Parousia,' etc.
unrighteous is described as
great tribulation,'
-a,
« 5», 1 Th 2"' 3'^ 4'» 5-2 Th 1' 2'- »• », Ph
being without,' killing with death, burning with (1 Co
fire (2^ » 18«- • 22")
but above all by two terms, 1'", 1 Ti6'*, 2Til"4'«, Tit2»etc.). This Parousia
tlie second death (2" 20«- " 21») and
the lake of is regarded as an objective event. The passages
in which this 'coming' is declared are not contire (19'-" 20'" 21"), which are peculiar to this book
among the
writings, but which occur in one fined to any one section of the writings and when
form or other in the Rabbinical and Apocalyptic compared with each other they do not suggest a
literature (e.g. Enoch 18" 21'-"' 90").
In this change in St. Paul's mind from a less spiritual
book they appear to denote a lasting retribution. idea in the earlier Epistles to a more spiritual in
Further, the Apoc. expresses the doctrine of a the later. The doctrines of the lictiirrertiun, the
perfected world as well as that of a perfected Judi/ment, and the Final Awards also appear in
essentially the same form in the Pauline writings,
society.
It has the vision of a new heaven and
a new earth (21'"') as well as that of a perfected and in the several groups of these writings, as
elsewhere in the NT. The resurrection finds its
city of God (21 '-22").
In the Epistle to the Hebrews, where we have a largest exposition in the primary Epistles, but it is
given also in otiiers, and it is a retiloodili/ resurrecseries of ideas and forms of expression in general
affinity with the Pauline type of doctrine, and not
tion, a return of the complete man to life (Ro 4",
8", 1 Co 15, 2Co PHi'iS'-', Ph3""). Thejudgment
less with the older ajiostolic type, e.schatology is
not the prominent subject. I?ven the rest and is the judgment of God (llo 2' 14", cf. 3'"), of C/irist
'the world to come' are not presented primarily as (2 Co 5'", 2 Ti 4'), of God through Christ (Ro 2'") a
of tlie future.
Yet the things of the end iiinke a future, final judgment (Ro 2^, 1 Co 3") a righteous
considerable element of the thought of the Kpistle. judgment, discovering the secrets of all hearts,
The doctrines of resurrection of the dead and giving to every man according to his works (Ro 2*,
'eternal judgment' are dealt with as things that 2 Til 1', 2 Ti 4") ; a universal judgment, for both
should be well understood (6"-). The day of Christ's (luick and dead (Ac 17", cf. Ro 14", 2Ti 4'). The
coming is in the writer's eye it is a day that issues of that judgment are declared with remarkdraws nigh, and with it the judgment is connected able frcqiiency and variety of statement they are
(Qia ioM.a«).
In the judgment it is God Himself, described as 'eternal' (aiwuos), which term in the
not the Son, that is Judge, and lie is 'Judge of Pauline Epistles is essentially, and in most applicaall' (12'" KV"").
The Epistle also has a definite tions, one of duration (cf. e.g. Ro IC*", 2 Co 5' etc.).
doctrine of final awards. The recompense of the The lot of the unrighteous has a subordinate place,
righteous is the 'heaven' into which the Fore- but is expressed as 'wrath,' 'the wrath to come,'
runner and High Priest has passed, an 'et«mal 'death,' punishment,' 'destruction,' 'eternal deinheritance,' an 'enduring substance,' a 'butter struction from the face of the Lord' (Ro 2°, 1 Th
The lot of the
country,' a city prepared,' a kingdom which can- l'», Ro 2« 6"', 2 Th 1", Ph 3'").
not be moved' (4* 6'»- »> 9"' KjaJ-*' ll'" 12^).
The righteous is a salvation with eternal jj;loiy,'
retribution of the unriphteous is 'judgment,' a prize,' a crown,' an inheritance,' a manifesta'
fierceness of fire,' "jierdition (lO"").
tion,' a reign,' a 'life' with Christ, 'eternal life,'
In the Pauline Epistles, together with the (lis- 'the life which is life indeed' ( Ro 2' S'- "' 6»- -'
cour.scs attributed to St. Paul in the Book of
1 Co 9-», Gal o> 6«, Ph 3'<, Col 1" 3", 1 Ti I" 6"- ",
Acts, we find u remarkable e.schatology, larger, 2Ti'2''«4", Tit Pete).
more developed, and in some points, especially in
The Pauline eschatology has elements which are,
all
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some sense, peculiar to itself. Among tliese versal adoration that is to be paid to the exalted
are the doctrines of the Kapture of the SaLats Christ (Ph 2'"- ") is also cited as a distinct witness
Of to the same in which, however, there is probably
(1 Th 4") and the Man of Sin (2 Th 2»-'»).
these the former has a certain affinity with one of nothing beyond the broad statement of a homage
the apocalyptic visions (Rev 11"- ^'), as well as with wide as universal nature, or an acknowledgment of
Christ's word regarding the 'gathering of the sovereignty made by three great classes of liWno
elect (Mt 24*^), and the narratives of the ascension,
beings.
The passages which are most definite and
especially those by Luke (Mk 16'», Lk 24", Ac P'").
most relevant are the one in Ephesians (!"• '") which
The latter takes its form from Daniel's predic- speaks of a summing up of all things in Christ,
tions (9" 11™- " 12"), and is in affinity with Clirist's and the one in Colossians (l-'^) which speaks of a
eschatological discourse (Mt 24^), and John's dereconcUiation of all things. In these the terms
claration on Antichrist (1 Jn 2'*).
are large enough to include all created things, and
There are also things in the Pauline escha- go beyond the case of universal man, or even the
tology on the interpretation and relations of which whole animate creation. They are passages which
opinion has been divided. It is thought by some express the cosmic effects of Christ's work, and
to depart from the general view of the NT, and to
appear best interpreted as declarations of the
join the Apocalypse (20''"') in teaching the interDivine purpose to bring back all things to their
vention of a millf.nnial period between two distinct pristine condition of harmony, through Christ as
resurrections.
But this idea, which is otherwise the centre of unity and bond of reconciliation.
alien to St. Paul's writings, turns upon the particular
The Pauline eschatology has its point of culinterpretation of a single passage (1 Co 15-^""), in mination in its doctrine of the resurrection. That
which the immediate question is not one of succes- doctrine is a consistent as well as a lofty one. It
sion or chronological order, and in which nothing does not limit itself to a resurrection of the just,
is said of any other resurrection than that of those
but has its place also for that of the unjust.
who are Christ's. The Pauline Epistles have also Neither does it regard the resurrection of the just
been supposed to contain a definite doctrine of the and that of the unjust as two successive acts,
intermediate state, with activities of grace in it. separated by a millennial period, the passage (1 Co
The doctrine of a, purgatory, or some provision for 15^0-28) chiefly relied on for that being insufficient
the purgation of souls in the other world, has been to sustain it. Nor does it seem to preilicate the
ascribed to the great paragraph in 1 Co 3'-'", in provision of an interim body, as some have argued
which, however, the 'day 'in question is that of on the basis of a single paragraph (2 Co 5'"*),
the judgment, and the action referred to is that of for the existence between death and the resurrectesting, not purifying.
The doctrine of a middle tion. Nor, again, does it entangle itself with
state, with a descent of Christ implying the extencurious questions regarding the how of the resurrecsion of grace and opportunity, is supposed to be tion, the nature of the risen body, or the conditions
contained, in particular, in certain passages of the of the future life, but contents itself with the
greater Epistles. One of these is the section in simplest analogies dra\vn from nature and from
Romans (lO*"'") in which use is made of Ut .W'''. Christ's own case. It consistently affirms for man
But the main idea there is the aecessibility of the a real and complete continuance of being, not an
Divine commandment, the nearness and attainn- incorporeal immortality like that to which Greek
bility of the righteousness of God, and the words
thought looked, but a bodily immortality, a persay nothing of a Hades-ministry of Christ, nothing manence of life in the integrity of man's entire
of the world of the dead, beyond the fact that nature.
It connects its doctrine of the resurrecChrist entered it and was raised from it. Another tion with other cardinal Pauline doctrines the inis the paragraph in Ephesians (4'-'") in which the
dwelling of the Spirit, the inward presence of
subject of gifts is dealt with, and the 68th Psalm Christ, the mystical union. It links it further
is introduced in that connexion.
It speaks of a with the doctrine of a renovated earth and a
descent of Christ, by which some understand the ransomed creation (Ro 8""").
descent from heaven in the incarnation, and others
The eschatology of the NT, therefore, is in its
the descent from earth to Hades. But even on broad outlines a consistent though not a systemthe latter interpretation the paragraph says no- atized doctrine. In the different sections of NT,
thing of any worlc of Christ, or any possibilities for and with all differences in detail, the eschatology
the dead in Hades. Of greater interest is the turns on the great truths of the Parousia, the bodily
question whether the Pauline eschatology contains resurrection, the universal, righteous judgment, the
the doctrine of a universal restoration.
The final awards of recompense and penalty. It is in
answer turns mainly on certain passages of large essential harmony with the faith and teaching of
suggestion in the Epistles of the Captivity, together the OT, and requires for its explanation no theories
with one or two in the earlier Epistles. The com- of derivation from ethnic thought. The distinctive
parison between Adam and Christ in 1 Co 15'-* is points in the Pauline eschatology are in affinity
cited in this interest.
The universality expressed with Hebrew faith, not, as some argue (Pfleiderer,
there, however, does not mean that all shall in the etc.), with Greek thought.
The same is even more
end be made certain of blessedness. The point is obviously the case with the eschatology of the NT
Essene or
either, as some take it, that all who are Christ's writings outside the Pauline circle.
shall be raised (the 'all' being limited by the Alexandrian (Philonic) ideas are not in place as
nature of the ca.se) or, as others think, that, as in sources of Clirist's teachin" on the things of the
Adam all are made subject to physical death, so in end. Even the doctrine of the resurrertion as it
Christ ail shall be raised out of it. The state- is given in the NT cannot be said to be dependent,
ment in the same chapter (1 Co 15""^) on the in the sense affinned by some (L. U. Mills, etc.),
subduing of all things, and the consummation in on the Zoroastrian theology. It is possible that
eschatology
wliich God shall be all in all,' is also supiioscd in some of its affirmat; ais the
to imrily PauTa hope of a final restoration of all.
has been influenced to a certain extent in its form
But tlie subjects to be subdued are not sinful men, by external modes of thought. In all that is ol
but 'all rule and all authority and power' all its sub.stance it is in relation to Hebrew faith,
powers opposed to God ; and the end expressed by and has its point of is-sue in the principles and
the all in all is a condition of things in which ideas of the Old Testament.
the world in all its parts will answer to God's
LiTKRATmn. — The variovis books on -Vr Theolofjy. the
will, or in which the wall of God will be recognized
BIblicni Theolniv of ST, the Tmchinn ot Christ and th€
as the sole authority. The declaration of the uni- Apostles, by Baur. Neander, Ueuss, Lechler, Schmid. Oosteraee,
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Mtyer, Weiss, B«7BchIag, Wendt, HolUiiiann, etc. the variouj
UvfttlKa llluatrmtive of NT TimeB and Jewish beliefs Colani,
Jitut-Chrut et U4 croyaixcfi rm^ianiqufi de gon tempg Kderehelm, Jesus the MestwJi ; Drummond, Jewish Mesniah Stautoii,
Jevish and Christian Messiah Hilgenfcld, Judisc/ie Apok. ;
Ofrort-r, Jahrhurulert dfs i?<i^
Schiirer, HJI'; Hausruth,
Sew Test. Tiin^i ; Weber, Jiid, Theolooie Delitzsch. BddicaL
PsycJtUogy S. DuvidtiOti, Doctrine o/ Last Thiiujg Saliiioiid,
Christum Doctrine 0/ hnmurtality; Pusey, What is 0/ Faith
as to Everlastinfj Punishment t White, Li/e in Christ I'etavelOIlifT,
Problem oS Immortality
Kabisch, Eachatoloijie. des
Pautus Russell, The Parousia Riemann, Lehre von der
Apocatastasis.
S. D. F. SaLMOND.
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ESCHEW. — In

the older versions
eschew is
used in two senses.
1.
To
'escape,' as Pr 11" Wye. 'He that escheweth
Bnaris, schal be sikur ; cf. Knox, HiM. p. 70,
'
If they will not convert themselves from their
wicked errour, there shall hastily come upon them
the wrath of God, which they shall not eschew.'
has retained no example.
Of this meaning
2. To 'turn away from,' as Pr 17'" Wye.
'He
that eschewith to lerne, schal falle in to yuels.'
Of this
preserves three examples in Or, Job
l'-" 2*, all in the phrase
to fear God and e. evil
(Heb. TiD) and one in NT, 1 P 3" Let him eschew
evil, and do good' (Gr. {kkKIvu).
Cf. Is 7"^ Gov.
'But or ener tliat childe come to knowledge, to
eschue the euel and cliose the good.' RV prefers
' turn away
from in 1 P, Amer. RV in Job also.
Eschew came into the Eng. lang. from the Old
High Ger. sciuhen (through the Fr. esc/iever),

common, and

'

—

is

'

'

AV

AV

'

'

;

'

whence came

also

'

shy,' adj.

and

Hastings.

J.

;

;

Valley.

For the most part, the plain consists of deep,
loamy soil. After the removal of the crops,
where it is cultivated, the autumnal suns burn uie
surface almost to brick and when the rains come,
it sucks them in like a huge sponge.
In winter it
becomes a nearly unbroken sheet of mud, extremely
dangerous to cross disaster not seldom befalling
those who travel even by tlie most frequented and
thoroughly beaten tracks. Its fertility has always
been remarkable, ever generously rewarding the
rich,

;

;

the husbandmen.
In season you may pass
acres where the man on horseback can
just see over the tall stalks of grain.
Where left
to itself, the rank luxuriance it produces is proof
toils of

many

Heb. name Jezreel ^n;p,]' 'God soweth'— the royal
city of Aliab and Jezebel, which, standing on the
E. edge, gave its name to 'the great plain' of central
Palestine.
It is variously given, e.g. Jth 3" n"*

enough of what

A

The low

'EaSpTiXwv)

;

(B 'EadpaTtXun)

B

4'

'EaprjXuy,

;

A

A

7'

'EffSpriXiiiJ.

(B K

Tlie

name

'Etrep-rjxuf.

by which it^is now known among the natives is
Merj Ibn-'Amr 'Meadow of the son of 'Amr.'
At one time the mountain range must have
stretched unbroken from the uplands of Samaria,
behind Jenln, to those of Galilee, which run N.
Lebanons. Now it is as if a gigantic
mass had been torn from the bo.som of the range,
leaving the rough protuberances of Gilboa, Little
Hermon, and Tabor, along the edge of the Jordan
Valley, and thrust violently towards the sea, in a
N.W. direction. This ma.ss forms llie wooded bulk
of Carmel, which, rising to a heiglit of over 1800
feet, terminates in a bold promontory, guarding
the S. end of the Bay of Acre. The undulating
floor of this great gaj) among the hills forms the
into the

valley
or plain of^ Esdraelon.
The name by
which it is mentioned 2 Ch 35*", Zee 12", nypa
an opening,' from pb;
to split
or
cleave
'

'

'

'

'

'

asunder,' as distinguished from p;y 'a depression
or 'deepening,' applied to its oirslioot, tlie vale of
Jezreel, suits the conditions admirably. The word
still persists in El-Bekd', tlie great hollow between
the Lebanons and in its dim. form, lU-Bakei'a, a
village with a tract of fertile land around it,
enclosed by ridges, high in the mountains of
Naphtali. So the plain of E. is shut in by hills on
every side.
It may be described generally as
triangular in form.
It is bounded oy irregular
lines, drawn from the foot of Carmel, along the N.
edge of the low hills wliich join Carmel to the
Samaritan mountains, to Jenin from Jentn to the
base of Mt. Tabor; and thence imder the Nazareth
'

;

;

back again to Carmel. The S. boundary is
the longest, extending some 20 miles the other
two are nearly equal, being each about 15 miles
in length.
From Jenin a little bay runs ea-st into
the bosom of (Jilboa, but linds no outlet. Between
Gillxia and Little llermon a broad and easy
descent passes down as far as BeisAn, and then.
hills,

;
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with a sudden leap, plunges to the level of the
Jordan Valley.
This is properly the vale of
Jezreel.
Between Little Hermon and Tabor
another oll'slioot of the plain makes its way down
to the Glii'tr, throwing oil' a spur to the N.E. of
Tabor. Westward the plain narrows to a gorge
between the lower hills of Galilee and Carmel,
tlirough which the Kishon forces a passage to the
plain of Acre, and thence to the sea.
We have
practically one continuous plain from the sea-shore
to the 11]) of the Jordan Valley. There is the plain
of Acre, running up to the gorge at the E. end of
Carmel the great central plain spreading N. and
S., and rolling E. to the base of Gilboa and Little
Hermon, the general elevation of which is about
'200 ft. above sea-level
then the vale of Jezreel,
which, in the 12 miles from Zer'in to Beiidn, sinks
about 600 ft., before falling steeply into the Jordan

over

verb.

ESDRAELON.—This is the Gr. way of writing the

'EaSpTiXiir

——

it might do in skilful liands.
Of
trees, in the plain there are few, but on its borders,
esp. at Jenin, there are clumps of olives and other

palm waving high over all.
run down towards Carmel from
the N. are thickly covered by oak trees, and are
fruit trees, the stately
hills tliat

known among the natives as the forest.'
The only stream of importance in the
'

iilain is

the Kishon, visible, for the most part, only from
its own steep banks.
Rising at Jenin, it pursues
its crooked course, justifying its name the tortuous,' along a deep muddy bed, gathering contributions from other parts of the plain, and carrying
all, through the gorge at Carmel, to the sea.
The
chief fountains are at Jenin, where, creating the
gardens, they gave rise to the ancient name EnGannim at Jezreel, where, in close proximity, are
three springs, the principal being '^tre Jaliia, just
under the northern dill" of Gilboa, identilied with
the well of Harod. The stream which these three
8U[)|)ly flows eastward to Jordan.
At Lejjiln, the
ancient Megiddo, there are also copious s])rin};s,
suHicient to form considerable marslies to the N.,
besides turning several mills, and serving largely for
'

;

irrigation.
The plain owed its importance chiefly to its
central position, and to the great highways that
lay athwart it. The main gateways of entrance
were live in number. (1) That coming down from

the N. between Tabor and the Nazareth hills,
guarded l>y the fortress on the mountain. (2) That
from the E. up the vale of Jezreel, commanded by
this city.
(3) The approach fnmi the S. by Jenin.
(4) That up ]\'<i(lij'Arnh into the plain by the old
stronghiild of Megiddo, now Lejjiin.
(5) That
through the pass under Carmel, from the plain of
Acre, dominated by Haroslieth Hiirithii/eh on
the N., and by Jokneam of Carmel on the edge of
the plain. By one or other of the.se ])ortals the
merchant caravans and the armies of contending
powers had to enter, an<l lind exit, on their pas.sage
N., S., E., or W.
These strongholds, together
with Ik'thshean Jieisdn, Shunem Sulam, Nain,
on the N.W. shoulder of Little Hermon, Daberath
DebHriyeh, on the W. slope of Tabor, and Chesul.

—

—

—

'

'

;
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loth Iksdl, ander the Nazareth hUls, were the
chief cities around the plain. At no time have
towns of any importance been built on the plain

of Ezra and Neliemiah.
In the Vulg., however,
Jerome had used the words Esdras I. and II. for the
canonical books ; Esdras
therefore became Esdras
III., Esdras IV. being the designation of the other
and later apocryplial book. In the sixth article of
the Book of Common Prayer, and in all the early
Eng. Bibles, the four books are numbered as in the
Vulgate. "The Geneva Bible (15UU) was the first to
adopt our present classification, which keeps the
Heb. names Ezra and Neheiiiiah for the canonical,
and gives the Latin names Esdras I. and Esdras II.
to the apocryphal books.
Another title, 6 UpeOs, appears as the headxg of
Esdras
in Cod.
of the LXX, which also has
Updis at the head of Esdras B ; the subscriptions
in both books give the ordinary names.
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—

itfielf.

E. formed the main part of the lot' ot Issachar
(Jos I9"'"). This tribe seems to have reverted
at once to the old nomadic life,
dwelling
(Dt 33'"), and the fatness of the land
in tents
becoming a snare to them, they were ignobly
content to secure its enjoyment b-y stooping as
servants under task-work (Gn 49"). The men
who had understanding of the times,' of the children of Issachar, who came to David at Hebron
(1 Ch 12'*), were probably astrologers, and skilled
in the arts of divination, so popular from of old
among the children of the wilds. This goes to
show how closely the inhabitants of the plam were
identified with their Bedawi neighbours.
In the
same chapter, v.*", we have an indication of the
character of its ancient produce.
The men of
Issachar, Zebulun, and Naphtali brought bread
on asses, and on camels, and on mules, and on oxen,
victual of meal, cakes of figs, and clusters of
raisins, and wine, and oil, and oxen, and sheep in
'

'

'

'

'

'

abundance.

Four

famous in

battles,

fought in this plain.
Sisera was overthrown,

On

were

Israel's history,

the banks of Kishon

the stars in their courses
contributing to his defeat (Jg 5^).
In the hollow
between GiJboa and Little Hermon, the swarms of
' the children of the East
perished in the midnight
alarm, before Gideon and his brave 300 (Jg 7).
Saul and Jonathan, driven back by the victorious
Philistines, retired to the heights, and were slain
on the 'high places' of GUboa (1 S 31). Josiah's
disastrous mistake, in attempting to arrest the
progress of Pharaoh - necoh in the valley of
Megiddo, was paid for with his life. Wounded in
23*")
the battle, he was carried to Jems, dead (2
Imperishable memories
or dying (2 Ch ZS"'^).
of Elijah's encounter with the prophets of Baal
cling to its western border.
Up from the way of
the Jordan came Jehu, driving furiously, to the
slaughter of Ahab's house, and across the plain
'

'

K

fled

of

Ahaziah, to perish by Megiddo.
Holofemes spread out from the

Cyamon

The army
hills

above

KaimHn

(Jth 7').
During
the long period of the Jewish wars, the plain often
resounded with the tramp of armies and the noise
of battle.
In the vision of the Jewish-Christian
seer (Rev 16'*- "), the most fitting place whither
'
the kings of the whole world shall be gathered
together unto the war of the great day of God, the
Almighty,' is the level reaches, so often drenched
in blood, which take their name from 'the place
which is called in the Heb. tongue Har-Magedon.'
Open of old to the eastern tribesmen, who kept
the peasants in constant fear, the Romans inaugurated a period of security, and the people made
progress
the arts of civilization. But with the
fall of the eastern empire, the Arab hordes rushed
back, and restored the ancient conditions.
In
recent years the Turks have established more
efl'ectual control over the nomads and the pea.sants,
delivered from the rapacity of the Arabs, have
been handed over to the tender mercies of certain

Jenin to

Tell

m

;

We

capitalists in Beirflt.
may doubt
their burdens have thus been lightened.
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ESDRAS, FIRST BOOK OF.—Title.— The

titles

of the books that deal with the history of Ezra are
In the Sept. this book is entitled
confusmg.

Esdras A, Esdras

B

embracing the canonical books

A

A

A

Yet another name

for our

book appears

in the

subscription to the Old Latin,
Explicit Esdrae
liber primus de templi restitutione,' which aptly
describes the contents of the book. To avoid con'

fu.sion,
The Greek Esdras has been suggested a.a
a suitable title.
Contents.
Except for one original section
(3'-5'), the book is made up wholly from materials
that exist in canonical books. It is a repetition
'

'

—

of the history of the rebuilding of the temple.
The first chapter corresponds to the last two of
2 Ch, the last to a portion of Neh 8 ; the intervening portion runs parallel to Ezra, and contains
the whole of that book, with one transposition and
one interpolation.
The following scheme gives the canonical parallels, and shows the chronological confusion of the
book. (The verses are those of the Camb. LXX.)
Es 1 = 2 Ch 35. 36.
Megiddo, and death

Great passover of Josiah his defeat at
the succeeding Jewish reigns and the
;

;

Captivity briefly sketched.
Es 21-14 = Ezr 1. Ci/ru*" proclamation. Delivery of the sacred
vessels to Sanabassar, and his return to Jerusalem.
Opposition to the rebuilding of the
Es 21^*5= Ezr 4*»-^.
temple.
Letter of Persian officials resident in Samaria to
Artax^rxit. The work abandoned till the reign oj I>iriu9,
Es 31-66. Original. Story of the three pages at the court of
Darius, who each maintain a thesis before the king. The third,
Zerubbabel, as a reward for his wisdom, is granted leave to lead
a body of Jews to Jerusalem. Departure of the caravan under
Joachim, son of Zerubbabel, and others.
Es 57-16= Ezr 2. Lists of those reluming with Zerubbabel.
Es 54^-70= Ezr 3-4*. Altar of burnt-offering set up; Feast of
Tabernacles celebrated ; foundation of temple laid offer of ' the
enemies to co-operate rejected. The work hindered through
their opposition till the reign oi Darius.
Es 6. 7=Ezr 5. 6. Work resumed in second year of Darius.
Letter of the Persian governors to Darius, and his favourable
rescript.
Completion of the temple.
Es 8-93^ =E2r 7-10. Return under Ezra in reign of .4 rtaj:err«.
The abuse of mixed marriages redressed. Names of the tran».
;

'

gressors.

Es 93rJ»= Neh

The

77»-8i3.

Reading of the law by Ezra.

history goes directly backwards

first ArtAxerxes (2"''''), then Danus (3-5*), lastly Cyrus
(5'"™), instead of Cyrus, Darius, Artaxerxes.
After
expressly stating that it was Darius who gave
permission to Zerubbabel to return, the writer in
568-70 calmly refers this return to the time of Cyrus.
The booK is incomplete. It breaks otl' in the
middle of a sentence, /cai iiriavv/ix^''l<'av (cf. Neh 8").
It probably continued the history to the Feast of
Taoernacles described in Neh 8, but no further
this is suggested by Jos. Ant. XI. v. 5, who describes that feast, using an Esdras word iTav6p8ii)<ris,
and at this point, having hitherto followed Es as
The
his authority, passes on to the Book of Neh.
Latin versions add a clause completing the broken
sentence of the Greek. There is no indication that
the took ever began at an earlier point in the
history than it does now.
:

Reception and Use of the Book.— The

first

witness to the existence of Es A is Josephus, who
uses it in place of the canonical book not only in
his description of the Return {Ant. XI. i.-v.), but
also in his account of Josiiih {Ant. x. iv. 5B'.).
He agrees with Es in shifting the first oppo.^ition to

;'
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the work, and the letter to the Persian king, from
it« place in the canonical Ezr, altering Artaxerxes
to Camliyses to correct the clironolofjical error lie
introduces the story of the three pages ; with Es
he passes directly from the end of Ezr to Neh 8
ana he borrows a good deal of the lanmiage of our
book.
His preference for it was proualily due to
its more elegant Gr. style, and a desire not to omit
He occathe additional matter contained in it.
sionally supplements his authority l)y information
derived apparently from the Heb. Ezr ; the indications of his knowledge of the Gr. Es B are too
(•light to warrant the supposition that he made
any use of that book (but see XI. i. 3, § 15, xpvitTTjpes
XI. V. 2, § 136).
His narrative is worthless as
history, since in trying to remove the inaccuracies
of his original he has only introduced greater con-

9" = Es B IS" ^yer.
iniquities deserve ' ; Es
1'° ical
Xnrd<rMaTo.
For (ii.) may be quoted Es
oih-ai t6 vpuivbr = 2 Ch 35" uroi oi'Tut eh t6 irpul,
against Heb. 'and so they did with the oxen.'

TaiwO-i),

fusion hiinself.

might

;

Our book is quoted fairly often by the early Christian Fathere,
both Or. and Latin. Among Or. Fathers, Clem. Alex. Strom.
392, Potter (itraifd« Zopc^at^iX ^O^.V nXY,ret{ rci/t itTuyattte-ritt,
«.T.X.)
Orijjen, Horn. ix. in Josuam, $ 10, Comm. in Johann,
ri. 1 ; EuBcbius, Comm. in Ps. 76, } 19
Athanosius, OrtU. cant.
Arianot, iL 20. Tertullian, De Cor. Mitit. 9, perhaps refers to
1 Ea &3
C^rian, Ep. 74, 9, quotes the jiassoge, Veritas nianet
et invAleecit in tetemum, et vivit et ol>tinet in sacula sieculoruin
(iv. 38); and Au^^istine, de Civ. Dei, x\iii. 36, refers to the same
passage, suggesting that it may be prophetical of Christ, who is
the Truth. No paj>sage has perhaps been more freq. quoted, or
misquoted, than iv, 41, Magna est Veritas et praevalet 'Great is
truth, and strong above all things' (utwi^vwu). (The patristic
references are collected in the Tiibiiujen Theol. Quartalachrift,
1859, p. 263 sq.) The first writer to throw discredit on the book
was Jerome. He refused to translate the dreams of 3 and 4
Esdrafl.
His words are {PratJ. in Kzram)^ 'Tertius annus est
quod semper scrihitis atque rescribitis, ut Esdne librum et
Esther vobis de Hebraio transferam.
Nee quenquam moveat
quod unus a nobis liber editus est nee apacry^'horum tertii et
q%iaTti $omnii» dcleetetur quia et apud Ilebra^os Ezras Nehemi1.

;

;

'

;

'

.

.

'

.

:

;

aique sennones in unum votumen coarctaiitur ; et qua non
faaoentur apud illos, nee de viginti qnatuor senibus sunt, procul
abjicienda.' Consequently, the Old Latin was left untouched by
him, and the book is absent from the older MSS of the Vulg.
'^e.g. Cod. Amiatinua).

It was probably owing to the influence of this
estimate of Jerome, that the Tridentine Fathers in
1546 excluded 1 Es from the Canon.
1 and 2 Eg,
with the Prayer of Manas.ses, are the only books
admitted as apocryplial into the Romish Bibles, the
rest of our Apocr. oeing declared canonical by the
Council of Trent. In modem editions of the Vulg.
tliey form an Appendix, being placed after the NT,
with a prefatory note stating that they are placed
hoc in loco extra scilicet seriem canonicorum
librorum
ne prorsus interirent, quippe qui a
UDnnullis Sanctis Patribus citantur, et in aliquibus
Itibliis tam manuscriptis quam inipressia reperiiintur.'
In the Eng. Bible our book stands first in
the Apocrypha.
'

.

.

.

Relation to the Canonical Ezra.— On
question,

the

most interesting

this
arises in

\\'hich

connexion with the book, the most opposite
opinions have been held. The various tiieories
resolve themselves into three.
1. It is regarded as a mere compilation from the
Gr. of the LXX (2 Ch and Es B). Those books,
according to this theory, have been worked over
and modified for the sake of Greek readers, to
whom the Hebraic style of the LXX version
rendered it unintelligible. Such is the view of
Keil, Schiircr (in Ilerzog, Encycl. i. 496, niicli der
Septuiiginta iibersetzung bearbeitet,' and
ll.
'

HJP

Eng. tr.), and Bisscll (in Langc's OT
Comm.). In favour of this view it is urged (i. ) that
book
often
agrees literally with tlie LXX in
our
the Gr. used, even in rare and unfamiliar words;
(ii.) that the LXX is often followed in its derintiun/i
from the Heb. text; and (iii.) that in tlie case of
deviations from both Hob. and LXX, the reatlings
of Es A are more easily referred to the latter than
iii.

17711'.

A

The best instances of (i.) are Es
to the former.
A xoi;<^(aat t4« atutprrLai ^pidv = Es B 9" iKoinpiaat
'
punished us less than our
itliiir tAs dro/j|at,
8"

RV

A
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A

The two Heb. words

155 ('oxen') and nijia ('mornare indistinguishable without the vowel
points; the agreement need not prove the use of
one version by the other. More striking is Es
1" litr' eiuSlas Kol irifiyeyKay, compared with 2 Ch
35" icai evu5Jj$ri xoi (Spaiiov. This looks like a confusion of tiuSiw and evoSbuj ; the Heb. equivalent is
'and in pans.' But here Es renders the Hiphil

ing')

A

correctly by iTrfiveyKCLv, which tSpanov fails to
do, thus showing independent knowledge of the
Hebrew.
Compare also Es
l"" voXefKin aiTi»
Hrexeipei^ and 2 Ch 35^ dXX' ^ iro\eiieiv avriv iKpais-!;i

A

with the Heb. 'disguised himself that he

fight ^vith him.'
comparison of the two books, however, renders
it impossible to maintain the view any longer, that
Es
is compiled solely from the Gr. of the other

A

A

books. There are numerous passages where Es
preserves the Heb. more closely than the LXX, or
points to a dillerent word in the Heb. original.
An examination of all the passages given by Uissell
(p. 69) in support of the opposite opinion will show
tnat there is not one where Es does not preserve
some touch in the Heb. which is missed in the
Ezr, which cannot therefore have been the
only authority possessed by our author in those
parts which agree with the canonical book.
It
still remains possible that Es
is a mere recension
of the canonical books by the help of the Heb.
but
the Gr. of the two books is of such a ditferent character as to make it improbable that this is the
true view of the relation between them.
2. It is regarded as a working over of an earlier
Gr. translation of Ch, Ezr, and Neh, but a translation quite distinct from the LXX.
This view is
held by Ewald {Hist, of Isr. v. 126-128, Eng. tr.).
He first gives the alternative that the writer was
either a translator of the books of Cli, or else
found them already translated, and worked up the
tr. ,' and then decides for the latter view (p. 128 n.).
He found the work of the chronicler tolerably
freely translated from the original.
This tr. was
difl'erent from that of the LXX, and no doubt

LXX

A

;

'

'

much

older.'

This theory admits an independent tr. of the
Heb. as the basis of the book, but denies that the
compiler was himself the translator it presuppo.ses
a lost Gr. version of Ch, Ezr, Nell. It gives a
;

satisfactory e.\i)Ianation of the coincidences in

tr.

and deviation from the Heb. in V,s A and Es B, if
we suppose that both are to some extent dependent
on a lost Gr. original. We should then have ir
the two books a parallel case to the two Gr.
versions

Dn,

of

Theod. fairly
earlier
'

version

Theodotion

LXX very para|)hrastic,
both being dependent on ai>
(Smith, Diet. Chnat. Biog. art.
the

literal,

').

be a direct and independent tr.
from the Heb., and from a text in some instances
superior to the Massoretic
Es B was entirely
unlinown to the writer. This view is held by
Micliaelis, Trendelenburg (in Eichhom's Allgemeine liibliolhek der bib/, lilt. 1787), Pohlmann (in
3.

It is held to

;

Tiibingen Qunrtnhrkrift, 1859, p. 2.')7), Herzfcld,
Fritzsche, and others.
It is simpler than the last,
fails to account for the coincidences in the
two books. The question whetlier (2) or (3) is the
true view depends also on the date which, on
linguistic and other grounds, we are led to a.-isign
It cannot be said to have lieen yet
to the work.
decided which is right, but (2) appears to satisfy
all the requirements of the problem, while (3) doea
not.
The two translations are of an essentially

but

—

—

—

;
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different character.
While the writer of Es B
bIiows a slavish adherence to the Hebrew, often
transliterating his original, and making no pretensions to stj'Ie, Es
is marked by a free style
of translation, an elegant and idiomatic Gr., a
happy renilering of Hebraisms, and an omission of
dilticulties, which make it a far more readable
book than the other. It was clearly intended for
Gr. readers unacquainted with Hebrew.
Tlie
writer was a litterateur in possession of a wide

important autliority for a critical emendation of
the Heb. text.
The most recent supporter of the third view, and
of the claims of tliis book to attention, is Sir H. H.
Howorth, in a series of six articles in W\e Academy
for 1893 on The real character and the importance
of the first book of Esdras.' His attempt to establisli the historical credibility of the book and its
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A

Or. vocabulary.

A few instances of hia manner may be jn^en. He consistently
translates the phrase ' beyond the river (the Persian name for
Palestine, Ea B irtpat r«u wotol^u) by K0i;^ii 2vpia xxi ^«i»/xi) (7
times in Ea A ; only 3 times elsewhere, viz. in the Books of
Mac). He writes iyttf to recf^ct for Ch reiiTr ri ifixrix- A good
instance of idiomatic Gr. style is 6®- "<> (contrast Es B 4*- *). A
list of some words peculiar to Ea A In the Gr. OT may not be
superfluous. ctxo>^iMit< c. dat. for xmri. (5 times), itnatytinrTfit
(of Ezra, i Uoiut xxi nt»y<iiffT^ r«v ro,ucu = Es B a tiptvf XXI e
yptttjLLutTiut, 6 times), ettafx^nr^rtrviratf ap^noiiif (of Ezra), 0iS>-iO'
CvXMXior, Z^UAyoiytgt, tyxaiffxtn^ txrati^u*, lu^ri9Uft iiretxsvr-TC(,
'

,

tTiiiltfS, itpeieuyo! (0

time3 = Es

B

SecSi^tiu,), liparrotryii, ttpa-iiakrr.t

(6 times, Es B otJttvrt;), xtcppot 'a car,' fiipjJa/Jx'* (* times), /juris.ytwirripot, ivo,UAZ»ypetfix,
wptLyfuarixif (subst.), m.L^^pxfiiCii^,
nin^apiMff^eti, ru*vovf, 3i« TxXamtv AaXiik, -i^etuxifrlTrif, yp^.ijutTirTvjpiot.
Other words rarely found elsewhere than in this book
(which may for the most part be paralleled from Est, Dn, and
Mac) are cttiiptZf 'confiscate,' «^i«uA, atrifiXn'i ioyfitaTi^iii^
lipytir, itxx^Cur, ivmiipBaiffit, imuif^MfVixi 'attack,' i-rinffrarii (ii\.
rvcTo^iC), liii^rct, luoSic, liifvr,! (Es
rz^'^)* tlipipof (Es B
wu^Mpif), iuLrmkcx'ff**C, K»Sm*i^lffSau, /xmtietMijt, fAiT»>jM^ffU9 vir
0it*, aixatoMt, oXoffx^P^^i *xrro^pict.

B

Tlie passages which point to a more accurate rendering of the
Heb., or a different Heb. original from that tr<i. by the LXX,
are collected by Trendelenburg (see also Bissell, 65-69). The
foil, instances, partly unnoticed before, may be given
In the account of the death of Josiah, Es A l'»-2' = 2 Ch 3521M.
:

Es 1^ iTj ykp TeZ ECifpxm a wiXtfj^if pLw irrtt Ch LXX omit;
Heb. 'but against the house of my war' ('nDn'?p n'3 Sn). Es
apparently read nns (Euphrates) for n'3. The Heb. as it stands
is harsh for 'the house with which I have war' ; and Es is a
decided improvement.
Es 126 ,1, xpofixai^ fnfJjxfif 'liptu-iw rpoi^rau ; Ch LXX «u»
^xM/fi r£w kiya,> Nixa*=Heb.
Es perhaps read K'5: for "133.
'ItatiMiou is a later insertion ; the Vulg. has * non attendens
;

verbum prophet®.'
Es

127 jMt, xxrifiitraf

iviiivrttt

a'l

*i

r*£orsi iri 0ar.

kpxamf raU fi»fiXim Ch LXX »«j
= Heb. Es read ^Ty\ and they came
;

'

down ')

for )i^ 'and they shot").
In Ea A 830 xati o-it" atiirav iri ype^f ktipu Immria wtrr^M4ar»,
the Heb. is more closely rendered (' and with him were reckoned
bt/ genralogy 0/ the mdlei') than in t.YY (Es B 8^) tut) fur' m.!naXi
r* rurTpifx-fjM ». uxi irivr.
In »*i a Martpii of
ia rightly given as AiyCwnai.
writer

working on the

LXX
LXX without

A

the Heb. could hardly Infer that
the people of Mizraim ').
In 8^ ippy>i» *« ifixTia xMi rr,f itpkt ifd^Tjt, the laat words of
the Heb. '7'ysi (' and my mantle are rightly given ; the LXX
twice miaconstruea them (9^ A), inpp^tlx rk Ifxaria titv mxi
Ma^tptt stood for

In 87* mm\ iv>

1'i*r.T ('

mmrk

warar

«

Vfdja iy%iiiBn iXtai

^a.pk rav

xupioti,

the

yj-JTSl'DJ (' for a little moment ') is rendered, and
the paaaive construction kept. Es B 9^ xcd iifr iwiuxiuran itfjua
i fiw, omits the phraae and changes the construction.

Heb. phraae

8^

3««-<u, are

break
8**

independent

and Es B

9'^ irirrpi^itfut iiatrxiversions of "ignS
3iE*jn (' shall we again
'

ktixx.i4/^aifji,u wctp«0^pei,,

?'^.

rat Mai 'aaai wiS^pxiiirmrn rav aifA4u rav Hvpiau, renders
the Heb. ('according to the council of my Lord and of those
that tremble at the command of our God ') where the LXX (Es B
103) departa from it, »« i> ^v>.<, i,krrr6i a<^ faiiipirat aiiravf i,
atf ixpiBr,

itraXjzit liiav

In

Ks

LXX

(10*1)

xxi iropauSn

Ea

A

«l.u4v*.

A pointa to a neat and

certain correction of the Hebrew.
runs, *«i tTaptvBvi u( >-aC#^A«au»f 'l»ar«>
.
.
where the second iwaptvd^ ia tautological,
haa iwapavHai lit ri wmrrvfapiaa '\ank .
.
nx'i m.v\iwQu( txu.

!l-

The

.

ixH,

.

The compiler

clearly read

op

|S;l

('and he passed the night

there") for D;* 5lSn. ('and he went there'). The lettera
are very liable to confusion ; and <t»i/'J«^«« ia the

I

and 1

constant
rendering of the verb p7 (' to dwell ") in the LXX.
91« Jr.. ^i>«i, if M,,; OOraK ix
upvm raivraui, is a literal
rendering of the Heb. ('jns '?'lp (-o'l 'and they said
with a loud
voice') LXX Q012) Is again wrong with xxi iTt..
MiV. ralr. ri
;

I

ran 19 ^ftMt wtinrma.

'

chronological accuracy, as against the canonical
Ezra, is beset by numerous difficulties, and cannot
be maintained. Thus he regards the Darius who
despatched Zerubbabel as Darius II. Nothus (424),

who was a century

later

to those events he regards Sanabassar or Sheshbazzar as a distinct person from Zerubbabel ; he
2""*' preserves
says that the misplaced section Es
the original order of the Aramaic chronicle from
which it is derived and he regards tlie story of
the three pages as 'equally valuable and worthy of
credit with the rest of the book.' It is lost labour
to attempt to reconcile this book with history
the compJer has put together his materials regardless of the inconsequences involved.
But Sir H.
Howorth's views on the relations between the two
Gr. books are far more deserving of notice ; he has
here been partly anticipated by Pohlmann (op. cit.
273-275).
He argues that Es
represents the
true
text Es B represents another tr., which
in all probability was that of Theodotion ; and he
quotes the parallel of the two versions of Daniel.
The existing evidence makes it probable that this
view is so far correct, that Es
represents the
first attempt to present the story of the Return in
a Gr. dress, the story of the three pages being
perhaps added by a later compiler. Subsequently
;

A

;

'

LXX

A

;

'

A

a complete and a more accurate rendering of tlie
Heb. was required, and this was supplied by what
is now called the LXX version of Ch, Ezr, Neh.
Whether this took place so late as the time of
Theodotion may be questioned.
In favour of the priority of Es A, these points
may be noted
1. The Position of the Book and its earliest Title
in the MSS ('EtrSpas a'). The explanation usually
given is that the events described in it precede in
part the events in the LXX Ezr. It is equally
probable that it was assigned the prior position
because it was the earlier of the two Gr. versions.
2. The Contents.
These point to a time when
Ch, Ezr, and Neh formed one continuous work,
and the division into sections had not yet been
made. Es
passes without a break from one
book to another, and does not contain the reduplication whereby the last two verses of Ch are
repeated as the first two of Ezra.
3. The Use of Es A by Jose/thus.
There is no
certain evidence of his acquaintance with the other
Gr. book, or of its existence before his time. This
looks as if he were usin^ the only Gr. materials
available to him
that is, that
the LXX aa
known to him this part of the Bible was represented by Es A.
4. During the first five centuries the Christian
Fathers quote the book with respect as canonical.
It was included in Origen's Hexapla.
5. As shown above, it has in many places preserved a better Heb. text than the LXX Ezra.
The Original Section (3'-5«).—The source of
the story of the tliree pages at the court of Darius
:

—

—

A

—

m

;

unknown. In what language it was originally
written is also doubtful but Ewald is prob. right
in holding that while the main body of the book is
a tr. from Heb., 'on the other hand the work from
which he took the story about Zerubbabel was
originally composed in Gr.' At any rate there are
is

These few instances ont of many show beyond a
doubt that the compiler, or the author of the
version he is using, had a knowledge of the Heb
as
against the other Gr. version, and that Es A is an

than Darius Hystaspes

and is forced to date the return under
Ezra, and that under Neliemiali, more than half
a century later than the dates ordinarily assigned
(522),

;

—
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(Fritzsclie a»Iiluces

4*

rd SUaia Totet dwit TdKTwv tuiv d5iKujv = i:2 Dp;;'? "'rV)*
and the paronomasia ir{<riy Kui i<p«ny in 4*^ points
to a Gr. original. The compiler seems to have been
acquainted with traditions of Persian history. The
account of Darius and Apame the dau};ht«r of
Bartacus (4*, Jos. pives his name as 'PajStj'dicTjs, so
the Latin versions Bezaces) is perhaps derived from
some book of Persian court stories.* The presence
of Zerubbabel at the court of Diirius is, of course,
it was Cyrus who despatched him
to Jerusalem.
It is noticeable that in 5°, ace. to
the most natural construction, it is Joachim the
Bon of Zerubbabel wlio spake wise words before
Darius.
In 4°* the speaker is merely called 4
rawleKot {a name hardly suitable to i.), and at
his first introduction in 4" the third speaker is
identified in a parenthesis only 6 rplroj .
oirbt

an anachronism

:

.

which

.

certainly a lat«r addition.
This has led to the conjecture that Joachim was
the hero of the story, and that there were two expeditions one in tlie time of Cyrus led by Zerubbabel, one under Darius led by Joachim (Fritzsche
and Keuss). But no Joachim is mentioned among
the sons of Z. in 1 Ch 3". These inconsistencies
certainly show the composite nature of the book.
It would appear that an earlier Pers. story was
adopted by the Jews of Alexandria and became
attached to Zerubbabel
the speakers in the
original story were Persian courtiers (3* ol aiii)uiTo<t>v\aK(t).
Tue second of the theses maintained by
the third speaker the superiority of the truth
may al.so be a Jewish addition to the original,
thougli the eulogy of truth would not be out of
place in a Persian story, since the Persians were
taught from boyhood to ride, to use the bow, and
/m-ir Zopo^ci,i(\,

is

—

;

—

'

to

ipeak the truth

(Hdt. L 136).

'

(61

securing to the .lews tlie favour of a Ptolemaic oi
other heathen power' (Ewald).
Time and Place of Compo.sition.— The extreme limits between which the book must ba
placed are given on the one hand by the date of
the composition of the Heb. books of Ezr and Neh,
which is fixed as late as B.C. 300(Ryle, Cam. Bible,
Introd. xxvi), on the other by the date of
Josephus, A.D. 100.
Within these rather wide
limits it is dillicult to define the time more accurwith
ately
any certainty. As Fritzsche remarks,
the writer h.us kept his own personality in the
'

background and nowhere
time (Einleitung, p. 9).

left

any traces

of his

own

there remain a few
The similarity to
indications to be mentioned.
Aristeas, as we have seen, shows nothing more
than that the Zerubbabel story is of the same
character and probably the same time as that book
Still

(circa B.C. 150).

But Ewald notes further (Abhand. iiber d.
was known and

1.

Sibyll. Bitch, p. 36) that this story

referred to by the wTiter of the oldest of tlie
Now, this book (iii. of the
Sibylline booKs.
Sibylline Oracles) is definitely fixed to the reign of
Ptolemy Philometor (B.C. 1S1-I46). In it is an
allusion to Persian kings helping forsvard the
rebuilding of the temple in consequence of a
dream iii. 293—4, AiStJs yap Swffd Beds (yyvxoy iyyor
:

Kal rdre

6v€ipov,

Sij

yabs TrdXiy

^fffrereu,

ths

jrdpos

^y

This, in Ewald's opinion, is suggested by Es
3-4. But in Es 4"-" there is no mention of a dream,
but only a vow, which influenced Darius. Still,
as the dream is not alluded to elsewhere, it is not
improbable that the Sibyllist had some older form
of this story before him, from which our Esdras
vep.

also borrowed.
has, further, some parallels with the
version of Dn and Est. The opening of Es
3 seems to be imitated from the opening of Est

The book

2.

LXX

The story !s told in what perhaps was tbonght a more
pUaiible way in Josephns {Ant. xi. iii, 2). There Darius, onable
to sleep, proposes a reward to that one of his three pajfea who
StuJl i)€at prove his thesis
to the flrst he pives the tliesis, that
* wine is the stronijest
the king is the strongest ';
'; to the second,
to the third,
whether women are the strongest or truth ts
stronger than they'T The speeches are held on the following
day. In Es the king makes no promise of rewards the three
pages su^'gest the idea to each other, and while he sleeps they
each write the subject which he means to maintain, and put
It under the king's pillow for him to find in the morning.
The
speeches l)efore the Pers. monarch are not unlike the answers
of the 72 translators at the court of Ptolemy Philadelphus, as
described in the letter of Aristeas.
The applause which
CTeets the thlrtl speech (4*'), and the feo-iting for seven days
with music and ^ladneiw* (4i3), may be illustrated from that
work. But there is hardly suflicient ground for saying, with
Ewald, that the book of Aristeas must have t)een already
known to the author.' The story in Es is a composition of
the same class, and probably of the same time as the Aristeas
:

'

*

1*'*

:

the phrases ^irol-qaey dox'^y, dird ttjs *lydLKrjs p-ixP^
and the hundred and seventy satrapies,'

AlBioirlas,

'

common

Cf. al.so Es 3' oi rpeii
with Est 1" LXX, Dn 6'^.
(Tlie Heb. of Est as also Ezr 7' name seven Persian

are

to both.

pLeyicrrayei ttjs Ilfpffloos

;

*

letter.

It shotild be
is

noted that in the third speech there

an allusion to

Gn2"(Es

warifxi irKaToXelrti
coXXaroi).

.

.

xal

.

4''"

iydpurot

rpis

Tdi- ^oin-oD

Tr)v ISlav

yvratxa

Object of thk Book.— The body of the book
appears, as has been shown, to be the earliest
version of the work of the Chronicler.
It was
written to render Gr. -speaking Jews acquainted
with the favour which through the Divine Providence was once shown to their nation by foreign
monarchs. The original section (3-4) is perhaps
the nucleus of the whole, round which the rest is
grouped. One object of the compiler was to give
currency to this story, from whatever source,
Persian or Jewish, he had derived it.
He may
also have hod an ulterior object in view.
The
exaggerated accounts of the munificence of Cyrus
and Darius lead us to suppose that he aimed at
* The name Apame Is Oriental, though not found till the
Macedonian perio<I. No such person occurs among the wives
of Darius
The first of the Dame was the wife of Scleucus
1.

NIkator,
^trabo).

Alexander's

Doe*

general,

this last

fiartacus or *P«3iC«»*k

?

name

and daughter

of

Artahazus

give the explanation of the iiaine

councillors.)

The agreements between Es and Dn LXX are
remarkable. Of these the most striking is a clause
which they have in common in the account of the
treasures which Nebuchadnezzar recovered from
Jerus. (Es 2®=Dn 1'^ LXX, Kal dwriptiffaTo ai'rd ^k
Ttf (I5a\iip

airov).

In this place, since d-jrcpditaOat

an Esdras word, occurring three times in this
connexion in Es and nowhere else in Dn, and
since elSuiXioy renders the Heb. of Ezr (vriS.j n-j)
but not of Dn (i'n*jx ijiiN n'3, Tlieod. fls rbv oXkop
Briaavpov Oeov auroC), it would seem that the obligation is on the side of the Dn translator.
But, in view of the other parallels between the
books, another explanation is more probable, that
the translntions are the work of one and the name
hand.
In one place the same Aramaic phrase,
is

And his house sliall be made a dunghill,' is mistranslated or paraphrased in the same way (K» 6"
Kal tA v-ndpxovra avrov tlvai ^affiKiKi, Dn 2* Kal
dyaXijfpO i)crtTai vfiutv rd i/Trdpxoyra els rd fiafftXtKdy).
It
may lie noted that both books are written in an
foreign
to
most
books
Gr.
stylo
of
the
idiomatic
LXX; both are very free translations; both liave
interpolations of a similar character (the three
pages in Es, tlie three children in Dn)
the
original Heb. of both books has Aramaic sections
If this theory be true, the
interspersed in it.
parallel between the two Gr. books of Es and the
two versions of Dn is very close.*
'

;

•The theory has already been 8iiggcst«d
Chritt. Bion., f.r. Theodo'tlon, p. 977) ; cf.
\^,iiim)
^«i*a't«.

:

by Dr. Ow>*nn (Diet

Dn 2"

i^.'Jij.iCEslH*

i^,A»THu, {pa 2>', Es S") Dn S>, Es 8^ •; wftyty
(Dn 33, Es ^^ lAJ only); use of imm c. inf. ia« t»
:

;
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3. Graetz {Gesch. der Juden, 1863, p. 445) points
to the use of Ototoi in 3'*, and says that the Roman
consulate is knowTi to the writer. This would
indicate a time later than the first interference of
the Komans in the East, i.e. later than B.C. 200.
Xvpia
4. On the other hand, the term KwXrj
which so frequently occurs is used in the sense
which it bore during the Gr. period, meaning all
Before the coming of
S. Syria except Phoenicia.
the Romans to Palestine (e. B.C. 63, the date of
Jerus.)
this
name had acquired
Pompey's taking of
a new significance, being restricted to the country
E. of the Jordan (G. A. Smith, Hist. Geug. p.

The way

in which this phrase is used
appears, therefore, to afford certain proof that the
book is at least as old as the first half of the last
538).

century before the Christian era.
Whether it goes back to the 2nd cent.

more uncertain.
5. That such is the case
feld {Ges. d.

Volk. Isr.

B.C.

is

is

the opinion of Herz-

1863, vol.

ii.

p.

who

73),

{^ixotov ti^ 4v 'l6po(ro\i5/toi5,

fUKpbrcpov S^

given in Jos. Ant. XIII. iii. 1 the
referred to the interesting remarks of

Kal irepixpirepoi') is

reader

is

;

Lupton {Speaker's Comm., Apoc. vol. i. 11-14).
is, of course, no more than conjectural, and
if the
it is unsafe to base any argument upon it
This

;

LXX

Dn be
theory about the relation to the
The
correct, the date given is rather too early.
limits within which the book may be placed may
be taken to be B.C. 170-100.
Most editors, however, assign it to the Ist cent. B.C. (De Wette,
Ewaid, Fritzsche).
As to the place where the compiler lived, the
character of the translation seems to show that it
was written for Alexandrian Jews rather than for
natives of Palestine, for whom the original Hebrew
of the Chronicler would suffice. One sfight allusion
'
in 4^^ to ' sailing upon the sea and upon the rivers
for the purpose of ' robbing and stealing ' is
thought to point to Egypt. Certain small peculiarities of the language also indicate Alexandria
as the place of writing ol 0iXoi toC ^aaMais (8-')
takes the place of Es B ol ffVfj.8ov\oi {ol vpCrroi
<p[\oi were tne third in the scale of courtiers at tlie
Alexandrian court) in 2'* &v ipalfriral aoi is inserted.
:

:

The phrase Mr

<paiirqTa.i

(' if

it

seem good

')

occurs

in Aristeas (in Merx' Archiv, i. 1870, p. 19), and
repeatedly in Egyptian papyri.
Fritzsche, on the otlier liand, concludes that the
writer was a Palestinian from his knowledge of
sites in Jerusalem, referring to 5'" e/s t4 dpixupov
ToC Tpuyrov vvKCtvoi toD Trp6s r% dvaroX^ (
E8 B eis
'lepoucroXii^).
Cf. also 9** ^jri t4 fvpvx<^pop toO irpAs

=

AMSr* (Dn

8*

tit

r6 rXdrof ri

ifdaros).

MSS AND Text.— Es A
oldest MSS of

two out

exists in

LXX,

the

the three

of

Cod.

viz.

Vaticanus (B) and Cod. Alexandrinus (A).
It is
not found in either of the portions of the Sinaitic
MS (k) discovered by Tischendorf (Cod. FridericoAugustanus and Cod. Sinaiticus Petropolitanus)
but this is perhaps due only to the fact that that
MS is incomplete, and, except for some few fragments of the Pent, and a portion of 1 Ch, contains
in its present form no part of the OT earlier than
j

Es B

wliich

after

9,

it

fairly

is

complete.

There has been a curious error in connexion with
the Esdras books
13 chapters of 1 Ch having
been apparently inserted in the middle of Es
B.
Cod. Sin. -Pet. contains one leaf with 1 Ch
gs7_ii22
Qoi_ F.-A. has four more leaves headed
;

.

in reality containing 1 Ch 11*'-19";
but in the fourth column of the verso of the fourth
leaf we suddenly pass in the middle of a line with
no break from Cn (/coi ivoKi/iriiriv aurbv) to Es B
9^ {kI 6 Si rj^iMV Kal (kK^v^v i(f> ijfiais Aeos).
note
at the bottom of that leaf in a later hand calls
attention to the seven superfluous leaves that are
'
not of Esdras {rd t^Xos tQv iirTo. <pvk\uv tS
^Tj tvTtjjv Tov iabpa).
ireptdffCiv
Of these seven
leaves we now possess five
and reckoning back
we find that the divergence must have begun
about 1 Ch &" (list of the sons of Aaron). This
error, whereby fragments of 1 Ch have been interpolated into the middle of Es B, is probably
due to a mistake in binding in the copy from
which the MS was transcribed (Westcott, Bible
in the Church, p. 307, Append. B)
a less probable
explanation is given by Lupton (Introd. p. 1).
The presence of the title Es B is not sufficient
by itself to prove, as Lupton supposes, that Ee
A ever stood in Cod. k since the same MS contains only the first and fourth books of Maccabees
with the headings iuikk. a, /uikk. S', and the two
intervening books certainly never found a place in
the MS.
An interesting problem is presented by the relation of the
texts of Codd. A and B in this Dook. The text of A is always the
smoother and more readable and wherever the reading of E
suggests a suspicion of corruption, A almost invariably gives the
Several of these corrections may be
requisite correction.

A

'

If

;

'

'

;

;

;

attributed to an * Alexandrian * revision of the text, removing
grammatical solecisms and harsh phrases ; such are 130 iSpv'«vi

(B

idpyitturact), 133 etrixarirrriTlt ai/rit . . . rtv ;*>i jSeu-tXtuur
rev /[*»)), 161 yi rxiit] iu^MTou(h rkt mBaiToCf), 31* •» Kpint) .

om.

cuTcv rafvTtpos (B » a* tipirti
338 llBXtTon Iri^C vpo! TO, 'iripef (B l7f rir

»Ti i ^oy»c

.

;

.

(B
.

.

trt ov i k. tci/Tou fe^.),

.

Vti^o*), 812 ixoXotfiav ii<

r£ refj^M (6 «»>\. i ixtt tofiM). But in Other places it is
hard to suppose that A does not preserve the original text.
122 (24; ,(„; i\Crr)fatt moret I* OLirHiru (' they grieved him to
the heart,' a phrase illustrated by Jth 1617 B xai i i>.Cmrm

ixti *'

Thus

;

a.C'rev

2

Ch

1*1

iirr't),

3fp,

'louiccioi),

Joachim at

his accession

fir

irit iiiut imrii

(ct.

B ^u irur enrtii), 4^ ri, pixoy 0, iiiirvpirett »1 '12«uuarM (B
6^ jucrs ri wpcrrxyfMt (B xai ri wpc^r.), S"*! twi rit
Stpetr wormfjut (B om. ^ukv). 8^ Ka.1 x^titiXm rtti

Al>-cul,ov
rpi-^iuputTat

(B Ko-riruitt rev rei^.).
Fritzsche (Einleituna, 1851,
remarks that B is on the whole a ver^ pure ana A an
but it Is noticeable that
his subsequent
text
critical edition (Lihri Apocryphi Vet. Te«t. 1871J in the passages given above and in numerous others he adopts the reading
of A and abandons the pure text of B.' Still more noticeable is
it that the earliest author to quote Es A supports the A text
against the B. It is not always possible to reconstruct the text
which Josephus used owing to his habit of paraphrasing the
authority which lay before him but out of 13 passages in thij
book where a comparison is possible, in 10 he agrees with A
against B, while in three only does he side with B against A
§ 8)

emended

m

;

'

;

. kjtitat. rkf ttMt4M4
Jos. Ant. W.m.Bvpestrtc^trc'ui 'Ihauf^ceiou*
.
(Es 4^ ««< <»s *i 'lioVfMCici et^ienrit rkt K^fjmt, B ei \aXict)oi). XI.
iv. 1 rev i,i2o(My fx^iot (Es 5^- ifiii^uou, B T^flirow), XI. iv. 6 Ktt'i tvpiH*.
.

if

'Exfietrtifoit rt)

«. iit.

B

if

rtwti
xtfxkii

'Kjk3-

i»

A

i-

f*''tt

;

B

iiptt
twpiat rev ,rX,
atfifiyjutfi

0apv

Tfi if

r^ 0<ipu r^

f>

Mfiii^
M,;2|jfi

&ifiKief. •*

X'i'P^

£

rouet

jt.r.A.
iTr

iv

(Es
or

6^
...

preserves the indefinite article ; cf. Es B 6^
of the Oreek of A^ ; x^ t. 1
0|« (Es 813 mntlytujf iSpm rm

a corruption
ri 'XcpatnXirit

is

B rf twpiv) ; id. KckAffDiirefrmt i' hrei Setteir^ 4
xfifiMtrixH (Es 82l fuKetrBrifftfreti lar r\ ssj 0«,wt« idc*
^r^f^p *] ^rayetyfj : B f*ii i^yvp. - C*I^V*
fl
XI. v. 2 fvfityetymf v< ri ripxf rev h^v^pt^rtm
;
(did Joa. read iwi re kiyofMfer wipaf wtrmusv in Es 8^ ? A 4^1M*
TcT«u6*, B wvTaLu.ef) ; vl. rixvpev< iaiiixa. virip xairiif rev X««S
Ct;.u/«

Es SfX); ««^<« = 'to bum" (Dn 8»8, Es «»')
A VwDi (Dn 4" 6», E8 IM) fji^„i,r,i (Dn 6', Es 3« only) Dn 61,
Es 31 ; use of imimif (8u» 61», Es 8").
The parallels are
chiefly in the first six chapters of Dn.
8>»,

;

(=:Neh

TrvXajvos

Es B, but

dates it before the Maccabiean wars, on the ground
that after that date, when the books of Ezr and
Neh had become canonical (Ryle, Cam. Bible, Ezr.
and Neh. Ixv), a translator would not have been
bold enough to excerpt and rearrange materials
from those books.
6. This view is also supported by Lupton, who
has an ingenious theory as to the occasion when the
book was written. He regards it as edited at the
time (B.C. 170) when Onias, having fled from the
persecution in Pal. under Antiochus Epiphanes,
Petitioned for leave from Ptolemy Philometor to
uUd a temple for the Alexandrian Jews at
Heliopolis on the site of a ruined Egyp. temple of
Bubastis. At that time 'a work which described
the rebuilding of the temple, and the beneficence
of foreign kings to the work, and which also
introduced the story of Josiah, slain in an invasion
of Syria by the Egyptians, would have a special
The account of the building of the
interest.'

Egyp. temple

&vaTo\&.s Upou

(^irpocrdev ttvXtjs toO

Mt rtf^Mpi». ecpyvptxri
A is undoubtedly best)

n

'
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rmr^f•t^t, Mfiitvt itif^xtfvrs, x.c.>.

throu^'h confusion, perhaiw, of

ESDRAS, SECOND BOOK OF

with A in Es S*^ (6 omiU a
KTPId and KPIOTI); ll.

line
».

8

TbeM

instances fonn a strong argument (or the early existThe chief passage
not the ori^n&lity of the A text.
Joe. appeara to favour B ij Es 6^ (B xa< r « ^ « rttt
Juimtiut CAJ Tvpttic u( r» watpxytii A M*ppa e cars
Jos. XL ir. 1
Tttt VI 2titfit*tt ni'u Mai ««i>^«f lir
marxyMjrit).

ence

ii

where

'

;

.

On

MSS

the

.

'

;

.

generally see Fritzache, Einleitung,

§8.
of

Of VSS, Sabatier prints two Lat. versions, one
whicU he calls the Vulg., and a versio altera'
'

MS

annonuu circiter 800'). In
reality they appear to be two distinct VSS of the
O.L. Jerome left the O.L. untouched, and the
Lat. now given in the Appendix to the Vulg. is
('ex

Colbertino

A

A

3-^
third Lat. version of Es
(abbreviated) and of a few verses elsewhere in the
book is given in Lagarde {Septuaginta Studien, ii.
1892) from a
in the cathedral of Lucca written
about 670. Tlie book did not exist in the Peshifta
Syriac, but is found in the Syro-Hexaplar of
Paul of Telia (A.D. 616)
the Syriac is given in
Walton's Polyglot, 1657. There is a free rendering of the book in the Armenian version.
LrnRATCWL— Fritzsche, Eifget. Handb. z. d. Apokr. I.

not his work.

MS

;

CLeipzig, 1851), Introd. and Uomm. ; Fritzsche, Libri Apocr,
Vtt. Tat. grace (Leipzig, 1871), a crit. ed. of the text ; Zockler,
Die Apokryphen, 156-161 (in Strack und Z6ckler*8 Kqjf, Komm,
1889) ; Schiirer, HJP, Eng. tr. n. iil. 177-181 ; Ewald, Hist, oj
It., Eng. tr. t. 126-128. Special treatises on the relation

between

Ea

AUgemnne

A and

Es

B

;

Trendelenburg

BiUiotlifk der Bibl. LUt.

1.

(in

Eichhorn's

178-232, Leipzig, 1787)

;

Pohlmann, Ueber das Ansehen des apokr. dritten Buchs Esras,
In Tubingen Theol. (^uartaUchrift, 1859, 267-276).
In English
the best edd. are Bissell (in Lan);e's Comm. on OT 1880) and
LaptOD in The Speaker^e Comm., Apocrypha, vol. 1. 1888. A
eriefl of papers on The Character and Importance of 1 Esdras,'
by Sir H. II. Iloworth in the Academj/, 1803, vol. 43 (pp. 13, 60,
For further
108, 174, 326, 624).
Jos. Ant. xi. 1-5 (Niese).
'

'

references see Schurer.

H. Sx,

ThaCKBRAV.

J.

ESDRAS.SECONDBOOKOF.—Title.—The title
this book bears in the English Apocrypha
derived from the opening words of ch. i., 'the
but it is more
second book of the propliet Esdras
commonly known by the name which is given it
in most Latin MSS, 'The/ourtA book of Esdras.'
The variation in the titles of the books of Esdras
is due to two causes
(1) The adoption of the
Latin name Esdras in the Vulg. for the canonical
EzT and Neh (2) the composite nature of this
book, the first two and tlie last two chapters being
later additions to the orig. work, and reckoned by
the MSS as separate books. The most frequent
arrangement in the MSS is 1 Es = Ezr-Neh 2 Ea =
2E8l. 2; 3E8=1 Es 4E8 = 2E8 3-14; 5E3 = 2Es
15. 10.
The central portion of the book bears

which
is

'

;

—

;

;

;

The original
every number from one to four.
Greek had probably no number attached to it.
Two suggestions have been made for the original
title
(li'Kfpof A rpoi^Ti)!, adopted by Hilgenfeld
in his restoration of the Greek, and based on a
quotation of Clem. Alex, from 'EtrSpat i ttdo^tJTiji, and of Ambrose from
propheta Ezra' (Afcss.
Jud. 18).
The title would then be parallel to
A lepfiJt attaclied to 1 Esin Cod. A.
(2) Airo<d\i>i|tit
"EirJpo, suggested by Dr. Westcott, and found in a
catalogue of the 60 books, canonical and apocryTlie
phal, made in Asia (Westcott, Canon', 559).
title is far the most suitable to the contents of the
book, but has already become appropriated to a
later and inferior Greek Apocalyjjse published by
Ti.schen<loi f (Ajmcal. Apocri/pha, 1800).

—

'

—

Original Imnouaoe and Ver.sions.
The
Es was undoubtedly Greek
quotations
from
exist,
two
the Greek
Clem. Alex.
Strom, iii. 16. 100 (= 2 Es 5"), and Apost. Conttitut. viii. 7 (=2 Es 8").
Otherwise we possess
the book only in versions.
The Latin version
original language of 2

abounds

j

in Grecisms, such as the use of the comparative with the genit. (' honim maiora,' 'omnium

maior,' etc.), the genit. abs.

76S

the prepositions

(10"),

ad and pro with the inf. (7'" IS**), e/<! and ea
followed by the genit., the double negative (• nihil
nemini,' nunquam nemo '), redundant prepositions
'

after verbs ('timere a,' 15'; ' niultiplicare super,'
9").
The theory of a Ueb. original, of which the

Greek was a tr°, has now been given up one
Hebraism, which, however, had become naturalized
;

in Greek, is of constant occunence, namely, the
use of the participle with a finite tense of the same
verb {e.g. e.xcedens exces.sit, 4'' ; proticiscens profectus sum, 4'^).
The popularity which this book has enjoyed is
shown by the number of versions that have been
made of it. For many years the text of t/ie Latin

depended on a few MSS, Codex Sangermanensia
Cod. Turicensis (T, 13th cent.). Cod.
Dresdensis (D, 15th cent.), which presented a text
from which it m as clear that a considerable section
was missing between w. 35 and 36 of the 7th
chapter.
iThe other versions contained 70 additional verses in this place.
In 1865 Prof. GUdemeister discovered that this missing fragment
had once been contained in Cod. S, from which a
leaf had been purposely cut out in early times ;
and drew the certain and imijortant conclusion
that all MSS of 4 Es which do not contain the
passages were ultimately derived from Cod. S.
The discovery of this missing fragment was made
by K. L. Bensly, who in 1874 found a MS of the
9th cent, in the Bibliotkiaue Communale of Amiens
containing the entire Latin text ; he thus had
the unique distinction of adding a chapter to the
Apocrypha, for hitherto the verses in the Oriental
VSS had not been universally considered genuine.
An account of the MS and its discovery, with a full
commentary on the new passage, was published by
him in the following year (The Missing Fragment
of the Fourth Book uf Ezra, Camb. 1875). It subsequently apjjeared that he had been anticipated
in the discovery, for a transcript of the lost passage, made in 1826 from a Siianish MS, was found
among the papers of Prof. Palmer this was not
published till 1877 (Journ. of Fhilol'igi/, vol. vii.
'Mi\.
The excision of 7"'"'"^ was probably inudc
for dogmatic reasons.
The verses contain a liescripti'Ui of tlie intermediate state of souls, :ind
an emphatic denial of the etlicacy of intercessions
for the dead (v.'""), a passage which called forth a
proponis mihi
severe reproof from Jerome (' Tu
librum apocryphum, qui sub nomine Esdxje a te et
siniilibus tuis iegitur
ubi scriptum est, quod post
mortem nullus pro aliis audeat deprecari quern
ego librum nunquam legi,' Cont. Vigilant, c. 7),
and this estimate not improbably accounts for the
di.sappearance of the section from Cod. S.
The
number of known MSS which give a complete text
through
2
Es
has
now
been
increased,
the
disof
coveries of M. Berger, to five. A complete text of
the book, based on four of these M.SS and Cod. S,
has at length been edited from IJenslys papers,
with an introd. by Dr. James (Texts and Htudies,
while the missing fragment
iii. 2, Camb.
1895)
has been restored to its place in the Eii'dish Bible
in the Revision of the Apocryjiha.
The Latin
MSS fall into two groups: (1) those which preserve a French text. S (Sangernianensis) once in
the Abbey of S. Germain des Priis, now in the
Bibl. Nat. Paris, 11504-5, Konds Latin, dated A.D.
822, the oldest extant MS, and the parent of
(S, A.D. 822),

'

:

.

.

.

:

:

;

numerous later MSS, and A (Ainbianensis),
Amiens, Bibl. Comm. 10, cent, ix., containing a
text very similar to but independent of S, and
agreeing with the quotations of Gildas the Briton in
his Epistle (Otii cent.)
(2) a Spanish text, perha|is
traceable to Priscillian (Texts ajidHtw/ics, xxxvi.),
represented by three MSS.
C (Complutensis),
umw at Miidrid, cent, ix., from which Prof. Pahnui
;

;
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copied the missing fragment in 1826.

Bwl. Mazarine,

inseus), Paris,

M (Mazarcent, ix.-x.,

V

M. Berger.

discovered by

3, 4,
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(Abulensis), Madrid,
Bibl. Nac. E. R. 8, cent, xiii., a copy of C, discovered by M. Berger, and a fourth, not yet fully
collated, out probably belonging to this group.
L (Legionensis), at Leon, of tlK year 1162. For
one section of the book, the Confessio Esdra; (S^*"),
which was often copied in collections of Cantica,
an additional group of MSS exists.
The two
groups ditl'er most widely from each other in the
mterpolated cliapters (1. 2, 15. 16).
An examination of their relative values in these chs.
has been made by Dr. James (T. and S. xliv.-

from which he concludes that in 1. 2. the
Spanish form of text is more accurate than the
French, which has corrected the text to agree
with the canonical Scriptures, whereas in 15. 16
the Spanish is on the whole an emended text, and
in IS'^-ie'- A, which has the support of Gildas, is
to be preferred to S C M.
The other versions agree in omitting the interpolated chapters at the beg. and end (1. 2. 15. 16).
Of tlie.se the best is the Svriac, which exists only
in a celebrated MS of the Peshitta in the Ambrosial) Library, Milan, B. 21 Inf.
The Syriac was
edited by Ceriani in 3[onnmenta Sacra et Pro/ana,
vol. v. fasc. 1 (1868), and tr^ into Latin in vol. i.
fasc. 2 of the same work (1866).
There are two
independent Arabic versions Ar.' in an Oxford
MS (Bodl. 251, A.D. 1354), of which an English tr°
was made by W. Whiston for his Primitive Christianity Eeviv'd, 1711, and the Arabic text was
edited by Ewald in 1863 (Ahhandl. der Kbnigl.
Gesellsch. d. Wissensch. zu Gottingen)
and Ar.'
preserved in toto in a Vatican MS Arab. 462, and
Ixxviii.),

:

;

in part in Bodl. 260.
The Ethiupic version

was first published in
by Dr. Richard Laurence from a Bodleian

1820

MS

(Mih.

ed.

7).

Dillmann collected readings from
are given at the end of Ewald's

MSS, which

other

of the Arabic.

The

Syr. Ar. Eth. versions

were probably all made directly from the Greek
the Armenian, however, given in Zohrab's ed. of
the Armenian Bible (1805, Venice) was perhaps
from the Synac. A reconstruction of the Greek
has been made by Hilgenfeld in his Messias JudcBorum.
Contents.
The original Apocalypse (3-14)
consists of a series of revelations or visions given
to Ezra by an angel.
;

—

\tt Vifion, Si-6»>.
Eir», In captivity at Babvlon In the
thirtieth year after the destruction of Jerus. [the date is nearly
a century too early], recounta God's favours to Isr. in their
earlier history, and while admitting their 'evil heart,' yet complains of their subjection to Babylon, which is more wicked
than they (ch. 8). The angel Uriel replies that E. should not
enquire into things beyond his understanding. E. pleads with
the angel as Abraham did at Mamre (' If I have found favour in
thy sight,' 4**; cf. Gn 181), and asks, further, whether the time
that is past exceeds the time to come ; and is told that it is so.
The signs of the end Ar« given, 61-1^ ; and he is ordered to fast
for seven days.
2ftd Vision, 621-6W.
E. renews his complaints, and Is told
why God 'doeth not all at once' so as to hasten the judgment
an<f of the degeneracy of the world, which cannot produce
such children as of old '(.^i^ff-). The next world is to follow this
as closely as Jacob followed Esau from the womb (610).
More
6igiis of the end follow, and E. il a^ain bidden to fast for seven

days.
3r(f Vimon, 6S»-9».
E. recounts the works of creation. Including the creatures Behemoth and Leviathan, who were reserved to be meat for the saints (6*»-i^ (this idea is met with
also in Enoch 60', Apoc. Bar 29*] and asks, why, if the world
was made for us, we do not possess our inheritance. He is
tnid that the narrow way must be traversed before the large
room of the next age be attained (71-*8). Then follows a picture
of the Messianic a^e, the appearance of ' My Son [or Mv Son
.lesus'
the nanie is omitted in the Oriental versions] witli His
attendants, their reign of 400 years, succeeded by the death of
.My Son Christ and all linnp, and the return of the world for
Bevrn days into 'the old silence," and then the resurrection
(7«>-S5).
The missing fragment describes the pit of torment
and the paradise of deliglit over-against it ineffectual intercession of E. for the wicked, leading him to exclaim that the
;

'

*

more fortunate than man the seven ways of punish
seven orders of blessings fol
for the wicked, and the
the righteous the seven days' respite after death, before tb
souls are gathered to their habitations and the severe declaration of the inelficacy of intercr-s.sion for the departed (786.108)^
K. says it were better if Adam had never been born {' O tu quid
fecisti Adam," cf. Apoc. B;ir48), but acknowledges Clod's mercy.
Ch. a contains the same theme, Many are created, but few
shall be saved,' and fresh intercession in the Confessio Esdro.
In answer to the question. When shall the end be? fresh isigns
are given.
4tA i wion, 9»-1060.
E. eats of the herbs in the Beld ol
Ardat,* and sees a vision of a woman mourning for her son,
who died on his marriage day. The woman, he is told, is Sion
lamenting the fall of her city, and her tliirty years* sterility represents the 3000 years before Solomon iiuilt the city. The
city in building, which appears after the woman vanishes, is the
heavenlv Jerusalem whicii is to replace the earthlv.
bth V'im>n, 111-1239. Of the Eagle (Rome) with 12 wings and
8 little wings {contraricB pemwe) and 3 heads, which bear rule in
turn, until sentence is pronounced on the eagle by a lion (the
Messiah), and it is burnt up. A partial interpretation is given
of the vision.
Uh Vision, 131-68. a man (the Messiah) arises from the sea,
and graves for himself a mountain (Sion) his enemies collect
to fight against him, and are burnt up and he gathers to him
a peaceable multitude,' i.e. the ten lost tribes, who are to
return from Arzareth (i.s. * another land' ninx Y^K, cf. Dt
beasts are

:

ment

'

'

:

:

*

:

:

'

2921).

Ith Vision, 141-47. E. is told he is to he taken from men ;
to console the people for his departure, he in forty days
writes ninety-four books (the twenty-four canonical books of
the OT that were lost, and seventy books of mysteries for the
wise among the people).

and

The

interpolation at the beginning (1. 2), "written
spirit, contains a reproof of the
Isr. for their desertion of God, and threatens the
transference of God's favours from them to the
Gentiles.
The concluding chs. (15. 16) are not
of an apocalyptic character, but a denunciation
of woe on the nations of the world (Egypt, Asia,
Babylon) in the style of the OT prophets. Both
sections have numerous reminiscences of the
l»» = Lk 11«'», 2" 'taber(e.g. l*'-'»=Mt 23"- »
nacula a;tema = Lk 16', 2" = Mt 7' and 25", 2»«- "" =
Rev7"''», 16"^- = 1 Co7^»-).
in

an anti-Jewish

NT

'

Character and Date. — The book

in

a tone of deep despondency, and

is

written

offers a marked
The
of Enoch.

contrast in this respect to the Book
prospect of ultimate triumph and blessedness is
almost lost in dismal forebodings about the immediate future and the destiny of the world. The
time and place in which the scene is laid demanded
that this should be so but the meaning of this
despairing tone is greatly enhanced if we suppose
that recent events are referred to, that Jerusalem
was in ruins at the time when it was written, and
that the whole work portrays the hopeless outlook
of the Jew after the terrible events of the year
A.D. 70. Hence the gloomy picture of the few that
shall be saved (8'), tlie dying of the Messiah and
all that draw breath (7^), the discussion of the
problem of the origin of evil ('quare cor malignum,' 4*), the oft-repeated cry that it were better
not to be born, or to be without consciousness of
our doom like the beasts (7«2-i" 4H 53i> c"), the consolation to be found in the permanence of the law
(9") though the city is gone.
The date of the book has been the subject of
much controversy. It is obviously not a genuine
work of the time of Ezra, as is shown, e.g., by the
error in Ezra's date (3') and the allusion to the
Book of Daniel (12"-"). An ultimate limit is
given by the quotation of Clem. Alex, from it
Internal notices
referred to above (A.D. 200).
must fix it more nearly. Hilgenfeld adduces for
Finis huius sa-culi
the earlier date (B.C. 30) 6'
Esau,' whicli he thinks proves the time of writing
to be the reign of the mumsean Herod. But Edom
is found in Rabbinical literature equally as a de;

'

:

'

'

'

'

:

• This name (In the Arm. Ardab) is explained by Rendel
Harris as a corruption of (Kiriath) Arba, the old name of
Hebron, which is the scene of the visions of Baruch in the
The oak
sister Apocah-pse (Rest of the Words of Baruch, 15).
(HI) is the terebinth of Mamre. Hilg. takes it to mean Arpad
(•Am«t, 2 K IS*").

—
:
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signation of Rome and the Herodian dynasty, if
that is referred to, lasted on througli the hrst

and did not die
to have done.

century of our era. He also draws an argument
from the description of the twelve ages of the
World, of which ten and a half are past (14"),
taken in connexion with 10" (Solomon built the
temple in the year of the world 3uiW), from which
he ciileulates about B.C. 30 as the date (Mens. Jud.
but the description of the world-ages is too
104)
uncertain (the Syr. omits the verses) to base any
inference upon it.
Another argument for the
early date is that a Jew, writing after the death
of Christ, would not have introduced a prophecy
of the death of the Messiah (7^) which would
have been employed against him by Christians.
No inference can be drawn from the signs of the
end (S'"- 6'*"- 9') as applicable rather to the portents that preceded the battle of Actium than to
those in the time of Vespasian.
On the otlier
band, the allusion to the pulling down of tlie walls
humiliasti muros eorum qui te
of Jerus. (11"
non nocuerunt') was true of Titus, but not of the
capture of the city by Pompey in B.C. 63.
But the question of the date really depends
upon the interpretation given to the Eagle Vision.
Tlie details given al)out the reign of the several
wings show that historic facts are here alluded
to the interpretation which follows the vision is
perhaps purposely ob.scure, and does not help

the generally accredited view, and
it has most arguments in its favour, that the book
sliould be dated in the reign of Domitian (a.D. 819U).
So Gfrorer, Dillmann, Volkmar, Ewald,
Schiirer, and others.
Tlie eagle represents Imperial Rome, the line of the emperors beginning
with J. C;esar. The second wing is certainly to
be identified with Augustus, who, reckoning from
his first consulate, held rule for 56 years (B.C. 43A.D. 14), i.e. more than twice the time of any of
his successors.
The three heads with equal probability are referred to the Flavian emperors
Ves[«isiau died on his bed in torment (Suet. Vesp.
24 2 Es 12-") Titus was commonly believed to

;

;

'

;

much

as to the solution of it. The vision describes
the reign of 12 feathered wings,' 8 subordinate
wings, and 3 heads
in all, of 23 kings
the
attempt to take the %ving8 in pairs, each pair representing a single king, their number being so
reduced to 10 (Volkmar), is opposed to the interpretation given to Esdras (12'*
regnabunt xii
reges, unus post unum,' 12*
exsurgent octo
The follomng points are to be borne in
rejjes ').
mind in the interpretation (Schiirer,
III. ii.
100).
(1) The autlior writes during the reign of
the third head, in which the Me-ssiah is to appear
the subsequent reign of the two last subordinate
wings is not history, but prophecy. (2) The second
wing reigns more than twice as long as any of the
rest (11").
(3) Several wings do not get so far as
to reign, and represent pretenders only.
(4) The
wings and heads all belong to one and the same
kingdom. (5) The first head dies a natural death
(12^) the second is murdered by the third, who
al.to is to die by the sword (11*° 12^).
Three main
explanations are proposed (i.) The wings represent Uome under the Kings and the republic, and
the 3 heads are Sulla, Pompey, and Caesar the date
of the work is shortly after Ciesar's death (Laur
enee, Van der Vlis, LUcke).
This view has no
probability.
Early Roman history would have no
interest to a Jew, and there is great diificulty in
adapting the 8 minor wings to the period before
Sulla,
(ii.) Hilgenfeld's view, that tiie wings represent the Greek empire reckoned from Alexander,
either, as he first held, the line of the Ptolemies
{Jud. Apokalyptik, 217 0".), or, according to his
later theory, tiiat of the Seleucidoo (Mess. Jud.
liv ff.)
in either case the three heads are Cffsar,
Antony, and Octavian, anil the book was written
*

—

;

'

'

HJP

;

;

—

;

:

directly after Antony's death in B.C. 30, thirty
years after the capture of Jerus. by Pompey (cf.
2 Ks 3' ' in the thirtieth year'). It is true that in
2 Es 11" the eagle is compared to the fourth
bea.st of Daniel (7' = the tJreek empire); but the
fourth kingdom was often referred to the Romans.
The chief objections to this view are (I) The
heads and the wings must all refer to a single
kingdom, not to a combination of Roman and
Creek rulers; (2) the rule of the second in the
dynasty, whether Ptolemy I. Lagi or Seleucus i.
Nikator, was not more than twice the length of
any succeeding reign ; (3) Cnesar was assassinated,

—

(iii.)

It is

in his bed, as the first

head

is

said

now

;

;

have been murdered by Domitian. The difficulty
lies in supplying the twenty rulers to precede
Vespasian.
The following proposals are made
(1) Gfrorer takes the twelve greater wings to be tlie
first nine emperors, Caesar to Vitellius, with three
usurpers, Vindex, Nymphidius, and Piso Licinianus the eight lesser wings are petty kings and
leaders in Pal. (Herod the Great, Agrippa I.,
Eleazar, John of Gischala, Simon Bar Giora, John
the IdumKan, Agrippa 11., and Berenice the last
two attached themselves to Rome in the war). (2)
Schiirer agrees as to the twelve, but regards six
of the lesser wings (the last two being matter of
propliecy) as Roman generals who laid claim to
the empire in the years of disorder, A.D. 68-70.
(3) Wieseler takes tne eight subordinate wings to
mean the Herodian dynasty, vassals of Rome
(Antipater, Herod I. and his three sons, Archelaus,
Antipas, Philip, Agrippa I. and II., and Berenice).
(4) Ewald, who is followed by Drummond (Jetcish
McsKiah, 107), takes the twelve wings to be the
twelve emperors up to Domitian the eight little
wings are the eignt emperors among these who
reigned less than ten years (Domitian included,
for whom a short reign was anticipated), and the
three heads are the Flavian princes, reckoned a
third time under a difi'erent aspect. The double
and triple repetition of the same names is unsatisfactory Schiirer's view (2) appears on the whole
the most free from objection.
The simpler theory, on the other hand, of
Gutschmid and Le Hir {Eludes lUbliques, i. 184(1".),
that twenty-three actual emperors are intended,
the three heads being Sept. Sevenis, Caracalla,
and Geta, is shown to bo wrong by the fact that
the book was quoted by Clem. Alex, at an earlier
date than these emperors, and can be maintained
only by supposing an interj>oIation, of which
there is no sign in the Eagle Vision.
In considering the date, reference should be
made to a companion volume to 2 Esdras, which
curiously reproduces the language and visions of
that book, namely, the Apocalypse of liaruch, first
pub. in 1866 by Ceriani from a Syr. MS at Milan
{Mon. sacra et pruf., torn. i. fasc. ii., and torn. v.
fasc. ii. also in Fritzsche, Libri Apiicr. V.T. 654).
It also is a product of the Jewish literature called
forth by the events of A.U. 70, but written before
tlie final destruction of Jerus. in 133, which is not
foreseen (Apoc. Bar 32 Jerus. is to l)e rebuilt, and
then again destroye<i [A.D. 70] for a time, and then
rebuilt for ever).
The similarities in tone and
language with 2 Es are so striking that Ewald ascribed it to the same naithor. Tlie general belief
now held is that Banicli is the later, and has u.sed
Es, because, e.g.. Bar corrects the crude notions of
Es about original sin (cf. Es 7"* O tu quid fecisti
:

:

:

;

;

;

'

Adam ?

eiiim tu peccasti non est factum soliua
tuns casus sed et nostrum,' with Bar 54, ' Non est
ergo Adam causa nisi animn^ sua; tantum ; noa
vero unusquisque fuit anima- sun; Adam'): and
si

whereas Ezra complains that Jems, should at

least

:
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have been punished by the hands of God

ESHCOL

(5**),

Bar

accordingly represents it as destroyed by four
angels before the entry of the Chaldiean army
(6-8).
Some of the parallels are tlie division of
each book into seven scenes, separated in most
cases by intervals of seven days of fasting the
division of time into twelve parts (Bar 27 = Es
14")
the legend of Behemoth and Leviathan
(Bar 29 = Es 6") the prayer of Baruch (48, cf. the
Confessio Esdrae 8*')
the importance of Adam's
transgression, prefaced in each by O quid fecisti
Adam?' (Bar 48 = Es 7"*): the vision of a cloud
ascending from the sea (Bar 53, cf. Es 13)
the
permanence of the law though the teachers depart (Bar 77, cf. Es 9")
the interest in the lost
tribes, to whom Baruch sends a letter of consolation (78-86, cf. Es 13"), besides frequent minute
resemblances of language.
The writing is a characteristically .Jewish work
in its apocalyptic form, its knowledge of .Jewish
traditions (Belieraoth, etc.), its interest in the ten
tribes, and its deep concern in the fate of Jerusalem. There is no ground for supposing that the
author was a Jewish Christian there is a marked
contrast between the Christian interpolations
(1-2, 15-16, and the insertion of the name Jesus in
7*) and the remainder of the book. The place of
writing is given as Rome (Ewald) or Alexandria
(Hilgenfeld, Ixii, and most edd.), from which the
added chapters certainly emanate
this would
account for the earliest quotation bein^ found in
Clem. Alex. On the other hand, the fall of Jerus.
would be more impressive to a Palestinian Jew
than to an Alexandrian and the geography (if
Ardat is rightly explained by Rendel Harris)
points the same way.
The date of the concluding chs. (15. 16) is
15"""
I-laced about A.D. 268 by most critics.
refers to the troubles of Alexandria under Gallienus (260-268), when two-thirds of the population
were destroyed by a plague following upon a
famine (Eus.
vii. 21. 22).
IS^*"'' refers to the
conquests of the Sassanidae (' Carmonii insanientes'), esp. Sapor 1. (240-273), who overran Syria
but was repulsed by Odenathus and Zenobia
(' dracones Arabum'), the
founders of Palmyra;
they, in turn, were defeated by Aurelian.
33
describes the murder of Odenathus at Emesa (266)
by his cousin Maeonius. 34 ff. are referred to the
invasion of Asia Minor by Goths and Scythians
from the N. of the Euxine Gallienus marched
against them, but was recalled by the revolt of
Aureolus (38 portio alia ab occidente '). 46 Asia
consors in specie Babylonis alludes to the association of Odenathus in the empire, A.D. 264 (Hilgenfeld, Mess. Jud. 208).
The chapters were written apparently as an
appendix to 3-14, and were never current in a
separate form.
Chs. 1. 2 are not fixed so definitely, but are
probably earlier than the close. They are a compilation from various sources, and perhaps a frag:

:

:

:

'

:

:

:

;

;

supposed references in Tert. {de priescr. haret. 3),
Cyprian, and Commodian (3rd cent., Cam. Apot.
But it is
943, on the lost tribes) are doubtful.
quoted very frequently by Ambrose (cfe bono
Mortis, 10-12, and elsewhere), who regards it as
prophetical in his time clis. 15. 16 were already
current in the Latin version, and probably attached
to 3-14.
In Spain it was known to PriscUlian and
Vigilantius; and in Britain to Gildas, who quotes
The legend of the restora15. 16 (Bensly, 36-40).
tion of the books of Scripture (2 Es 14) is widederived
from tradition apart
spread, and may be
from 2 Es (Iren. iii. 21. 2 Tert. de cult. /em. L
3 Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 22. 149). Jerome is alone
unfavourable to it {adv. Vigilantium, 6, Prof, in
vers. libr. Ezrce, quoted in last art.).
It was
perhaps owing to his estimate that the book was
excluded from the Canon by the Council of Trent
it now with 1 Es forms an appendix to the Vulg.
after the NT.
The liturgical use of the book
shows its popularity the words of 2**- " are employed in tlie Missa pro def unctis of the Breviary
ad Usum Sarum, and the word Requiem is derived
from this passage and 2™- " were formerly used
by the En". Church as an Introit for Whit
Tuesday. Otherwise no use is made of it in the
services of the Church.
:

;

;

:

'

;

—

LrrRRATiTRB. A full list of the wide lit. on the subject is
The beat critical edd. o(
in Schurer,
n. iii. 93-114.
the Lat. text are in the Camb. Texts and Studif«, vol. iii. 2. ed.
Bensly and James, 1895 and Bensly, The MUging Fragtaeni
of the Fourth Book of Ezra, 1875. The versions are collected
Eng. coinin Hilgenfeld's Messias Judce&nim (Lips. 18(19).
mentaries and introductions are Lupton in the Speaker's Comin.
on the Apoc. Bissell (in Lange's 01 Coinm.) Churton's CTnca/i.
and Ap9er. Scriptures ; and Druramond's Jewish Messiah,

'

HJP

^ven

;

;

;

H. St.

1877.

ESDRIS
The text
and

HE

:

'

Thackeray.

only 2 Mac 12^'.
probably corrupt. AV has Gorgias,
likely enough to be correct.
('E<rJpi5).— Mentioned

is

this is

ESEK

J.

'contention,'

(piry),

by

Isaac, in the region near
ITie site is nnkno\vn.

ESERE6I&S

('E<r<p6/3tat,

Gn 26*'.—A

well dug

Rehoboth and Gerar.

AV

Esebrias),

1

Es 8»

See Sherebiah.

ESHAN
Dumah.

Jos IS"".— A town of Judah in
mountains, noticed with Arab and

(IVfK),

the Hebron

The

site is doubtful.

ESHBAAL.—See Ishbosbeth.

'

'

ment

of a larger work
they show some relation
to an Apocalypse of Zephaniah (T. and S. Ixxix).
Keception.
The early quotations from the
book are collected by Dr. .lames (7". and S. xxviixliii).
The Ep. of Barnabas 12' (Sro* {liXox (tXiffp
KOi draoTj «roI Srav ix fiiXou alixa (rriH) is thought to
refer to 2 Es 5», and the Rest of the Words of
Baruch (A.D. 136), ch. 9, has similar words the last
scene of that book, where a stone takes the form
of Jeremiah and speaks to the people, may be an
amplification of ' lapis dabit vocem suara of 2 Es.
:

—

;

'

But the

express quotation is Clem. Alex.
Strom, iii. 16. 100, who regards it as the work of
' the
prophet Ezra.
It is made use of in an
Hippolytiean fragment irepl tov iroiT6j, and quoted
Greek
in
the
Apost.
in the
Constit. viii. 7.
The

ESHBAN
1

Ch

(i;?'K).—

An Edomite

chief

(Gn 86",

See g'enealoov.

1").

—

The brother of Mamre and
ESHCOL ('jSy'n).
Aner, the Amorite confederates of Abraham, who
assisted the patriarch in his pursuit and defeat of
Chedorlaoraer's forces (Gn M"-**). He lived in
the neighbourhood of Hebron (Gn 13") ; and
possibly gave his name to the valley of Eshcol,
that lay a little to the N. of Hebron (Nu 13»).
It is

noteworthy that Josephus, in recording the
Gn H'*"**, mentions Eshcol first.

event described in

The first of them was called Eshcol, the second
Enner, and the third Mambres' (Ant. I. x. 2). In
the Heb. of Gn 14** they are mentioned in the
order Aner, Eshcol, and Mamre. But in the LXX
'

the order
is
i.

is 'EirxiiX,

kivir,

tAaiippiii

;

and

this ordei

found also in Philo {De Migrat. Abrnh. § 30,
H. E. Ryle.
461).

first

'

ESHCOL

('?b?'ti),

Nn

13»-»* 32»,

Dt 1".— Awady,

with vineyards and pomegranates, apparently near
Hebron. E. is usually rendered bunch of grapes.'
The name has not been recovered, since the Air>
'

—

;

'

ESHEK

ESSENES

Keshkahh at Hebron has no connexion with the

lit.
'joined you unto,' and here the
seems to be to marri.age, not betrothal, I have
given you in marriage,' thougli the betrothal, which
was also carried out by the bridegroom's friend,
may be meant). Espousal is found Ca 3" 'in tlie
day of his espousals (wjnq 017, on the dav of his
marriage,' undoubtedly) and Jer 2' the love of
thine espousals' (TnSiVj njqN, as Cheyne,
tliy

{rjpixo<Tdtn)y,

Hebrew.

ref.

BRP

114; Tristram, Land 0/
Itrofl, SS8, 393: Conder, Tent-Work, 237; Bible Ptacat, 89;
6«8&Dt, Thirty ieanf Work «n lAo Holy Land, 70, 84.

LiTSiuTCai.— Robinson,

i.

C. R.

Conder.

(pys).— A descendant of Saul
See G E.N E A LOGY.

ESHEK

(1

Ch

'

'

Av

bridal state').
Thus it is probable that
(following older VSS.*) used these words indiscriminately, or at least with a less clear distinction than now obtains between betrothal and
marriage.
For the solemnity of betrothal in
Italy ( = England) in Shakespeare's day, see
Twelfth Night, IV. iii. 26
it enables Olivia to
speak of Seba.stian as 'husband' (v. 146).
It
was not less solemn and binding in Israel. See
:

Mabriaoe.

ESPY.

;

in
1

j

'

Palestine,

;

SWP

49;

Memoir),

A. Henderson.

lu- 2S-

E8HTEM0A

named

in Jos 15" (where
it is
Eshtemoh, ns^ff) among towns of
Judah. It was made afterwards a Levitical city
(21", 1 Ch 6").
During David's wanderings in .S.
Judah its inhabitants were on his side (1 S 30^).
It is said in 1 Ch 4" to have been inhabited by
the descendants of Ishbah ; and Eshtemoa, its
founder, is called (4") a Maacathite, which would
{v'^op^^tf),

called

naturally suggest that he came from the small
kingdom of Maacah (wh. see). It may have been
here the Maacathite among his heroes Joined
David (2 S 23"). The site was recovered by Robinson some 8 miles S. of Hebron. It is now EsSemua, a considerable village (BR ii. p. 204), and
full of ancient remains (PEF Memoirs, iii. 403,
'

'

A. Henderson.

412).

Ch

1

(

E8LI

perhaps uxoriouB ').—A JndahSee Genealogy.

(I^Bt'V.

4"- ").

('EffXfJ,

perhap8=<n;%e 'J" hath reserved').
See Genealogy.

— An ancestor of Jesus (Lk 3").

ESPOUSAL, ESPOUSE.—To
tponsiu,

ptcp. of
Fr. espnuser)

espouse (fr. Lat.
spondere, to betroth, through
meant either to betroth or to

Old
marry. Thus Camden, Hem. (1637) 414, 'Two
Lovers who being espoused, djed both before they
were married
but Shaks. litc/i. III. IV. v. 8
'

So

;

withal, Bay, that the Queono hath heartily consented,
He should espouse Elizabeth her dauKht<.'r.'

*

also

'

espousal

'

is

nsed

botli

in

senses,

and

{Ox/. Eng. Diet, .i.v.) thinks marriage is
e.ipouse occurs 2 S 3"
the primary sense. In A
'Deliver me my wife Michal, which I espoused to
mc' (RV, 'whom I betrothed to me,' Heb. '^ 'n^K,
whicli always means betroth ') Mt 1", Lk 1" 2",
all of the "Virgin Mary (RV 'betrothed'; Gr.
'

j

2

Co

always to atk or engage in marriage ')
have espoused 3'ou to one husband'

11' 'I

'

espy occurs only six times
'

'

RV

'

turns
espy of Jos 14'
into 'spy.' The word is apparently of Teutonic
origin (Old High Ger. spehon), though it is connected with Lat. specere, to look, Gr. aKiTrro^iai, and
entered Eng. through the Old Fr. espier.
1. The most common and the oldest meaning is
to inspect (secretly) a place, as Nu 21^'^
Moses
sent to spy out Jaazer,' when the Heb. is Sj-i,
except Nu 13"- " (Tn), and the Eng. is always
'.spy (Jos 14'
'espy') out,' except Jos 2' 'to
spy secretly' (O'ln w^no,
'as spies secretly'),
and Ezk 20° a land that I had espied for them
{^r^h •rnrr-i-sK).
Once the ref. is not to land but to
liberty, Gal 2*
false brethren .
who came in
'

'

'

AV

RV

'

'

.

.

privily to spy out our liberty' (Tindale's tm. ;
Wye. 'to asjiie oure fredom,' Gr. (tarocricoTr^o-oi).
2. but we also find the sense of keep ivatch, as
Jer 48" ' O, inhabitant of Aroer, stand by the
way, and espy ("55;). 3. More fren. is the idea of
suddenly perceiving anything, as Gn 42-'' ' And as
one of them opened his sack to give his ass provender in the inn, he e.spied his money
so Ex 2",
9" 13^1 23'" (all hnt 'see'). 4. Fm.ally, simply
2
23" 'All the abominato discover ot perceive, as 2
tions that were spied in the land of Judah
. did
Josiah put away ' ("!!<]).
Cf. Barlowe, Dialogs
(Lunn's ed. p. 73), ' Woulde God they were as
prest to remoue ye balk out of their owne eyes, as
they be prompte to aspye a lytle mote in other
'

'

;

K

K

.

.

mens.'

always

plu. 'spies,' except Sir ll"
'<•
generally D-^;-!n (Gn 42»Jos
1 s 26^, 2 S l,')'")
also wy^V (Jg 1«,
'watchers'), Dirii (Nu 21', RV ' Atharim as
place-name, wh. see). The Gr. words are KardirKOTros
(Sir ll*", 1 Mac 12«, He U»»), the usual LXX tr. of
mirnggllim and iyKddei-ot (Lk 20*, lit. sent down
into, and so, as I'lummer, suborned to lie in wait.'
The word is not found elsewhere in NT).

subst. is

The Heb.

"

is

(ja

16. 34. 81. S4_

;

RV

'

'

;

'

J.

ESSENES. — In

Hastings.

regard to the origin and nature
of this sect very various views liave been held.
It
is therefore best to confine oneself to stating
succinctly what is known about them from ancient
authors.

come

into personal contact witli
treatise Quod Omnis Probiis Liber,

tliem.

which

is

In his
one of

'

'

firrirrtvu,

Hastings.

Our earliest witness is Philo of Alexandria, who,
having visited .Jenisalem in his youth, may have

Murray

V

—The verb to

eighteen times, and

'spy.'

'

j.
'

AV, Gn 42'", Jos 14', Jer 48", Ezk 20», To 11»,
Mac 5**, while the mod. form to spy is found

The

E8HTEH0H.—See Eshtemoa.
ESHTON

'

;'

—A

LiTKKiTt-HK.— PBF5(, 1874, 17; Conder,
Smith, HGUL, 218; Gu6rin, Jvdie, ii. 129.

'

'

8").

ESHTAOL(Mk?;'k Job 15" 19*', Jg 13='16" 18>-»-»).
town in the Shephelah, first assigned to Judah,
afterwards to Dan, always named with Zorah,
now Sura'a, which is beside 'Ain Shems, where the
Wady es-Surar is joined by valleys from tlie N.
and S. and a great basin formed, fertile and wellwatered, iust Deneath the hill country of .Judnca.
Eshua', close to Sura'a, represents Eslitaol. Guerin
says he heard in the neighbourhood that it formerly
was called Eshu'al or Eshthu'al, which, if confinned, might be held decisive but the degeneration of Eslitaol into Eshua is not impossible.
Between Zorah and E. was the 'camp of Dan'
and there (Jg 13^) Samson's achievements began,
and there he was buried (16"). (See Smith's Ilkt.
Geog. p. 218.) The Eshtaolitcs (/»<. Eshtaolite')
were, according to 1 Ch 2'*, descended from the
families of Kiriath-jearim, etc., who are there
de-scribed as Calebites.
The narratives of Jos
15" and 19*" suggest how mingling of the tribes
of Judah and of Dan miglit arise, perhaps leading to the Danite migration from Zorah and
Eshtaol.

it«

767

•TIndale, In his

published in 1525-2fl, rendered the dr.
by inaried,' and in tins he \» followed by
ed. of 1M4, however, ho alteriKl it to
hetroutheil." In 2 S 9* Gov. has ni:iric d,' and so have the
Geneva and Bishops' lllbles. In the NT our translatorw were
probably influenced by the Rbemish Version, which in Mt 1*8
hns 'siwused,' or by Udall's tr. ot Erasmus' PsnpbrVM (1&48!
which nas esiH>use.
fA*nrT%vthi<nii

Coverdale.
'

tr.

(Mt

I'")

In

the

'

'

'

—

—
ESSENES

ESSENES

768

his earlier works, written probably before a.d. 20,

ing

he describee them as follows

among the

:

They were % sect of Jews, and lived In Syria Palestine, over
4000 in number, and called Esstei, because of their saintliness ;
Worshippers
for /io(ao« = 8aintIy, U the same word aa Essaeus.
of God, they yet did not eacriflce animals, re^rdinp a reverent
miod as the only true sacrifice. At first they lived in villages
and avoided cities, in order to escape the contagion of evils rife
tnereiu.
They pursued affriculture and other peaceful arts ;
but accumulated not gold or silver, nor o\\'nea mines.
No
maker of warlike weapons, no huckster or trader by land or
sea, was to be found among them.
Least of all were any slaves
found among them ; for they saw In slavery a violation of the
law of nature, which made all men free brethren, one of the
other.

Abstract philosophy and logic they eschewed, except so far as
could sutwerve ethical truth and practice. Natural philosophy
they only studied so far as it teaches that there is a Gwl who
made and watches over all things. Moral philosophy or ethic
waa their chief preoccupation, and their conduct was regulated
by their national (Jewish) laws. These laws they esp. studied
on the seventh day, which they held holy, leaving oCF all work
upon it and meeting in their synagogues, as these places of resort
were called. In them they sat down in ranks, the older ones
above the younger. Then one took and read the Bible, while
the rest hstenwi attentively ; and another, who was very
learned in the Bible, would expound whatever was obscure in
the lesson read, explaining most things in their time-honoured
fashion by means of symbols. They were taught piety, holiness,
justice, the art of regulating home and cit^y, knowledge of
it

what

is

really

good and bad and

ends to avoid, what to pursue,

and

of

what

is

what

mdiCferent,

—in short, love of Ood, of virtue,

man.
And such teaching bore
of

fruit.
Their life-long purity, their
avoiding o( oaths or falsehood, their recognition of a good
providence alone, showed their love of God.
Their love of
virtue revealed itself in their indifference to money, worldly
Their love of man in their kindliness,
position, and pleasure.
their equality, their fellowship passing all words.
For no one
had his private house, but shared his dwelling with all and,
living as they did in colonies (fliactf-auf), they threw open their
doors to any of their sect who came their way. They h.id a
storehouse, common expenditure, common raiments, coninion
footi eaten in Syssitia or common meals.
This wa« made
possible by their practice of putting whatever they each earned
day by day into a common fund, out of which also the sick
were supported when they could not work. The aged among
them were objects of reverence and honour, and treated by the
rest as parents by real children.
;

their

consummate

fellowship.

Perhaps in these last words Philo refers to
Herod the Great, whose subsequent rise to greatness was foretold to him as a child by an E. named
Manaemus (Menahem), and who in conscfjuence
befriended and honoured the sect { Josephus, A nt.
XV.

X. 5).

Eusebiua in his Prreparatio Evangelica has
reserved a fragment of Philo's 'Apology for the
S
ews,* which repeats much of the information
given by Philo, but also supplements it.
says, trains into fellowship and comhis disciples, who for their saintliness
They inhabit many cities of
iiniri^rot) are called Essenes.
^udsa, as well as many villages and populous tract«. Their
tenets are espoused by Uiem of free choice, and not as a matter
of race.

There are do children or youths among them, but only fullgrown men, or men already m the decline of life. They have no
private property, but put all they have into a common fund,
and live as members of a thiasus or philosophic colony, having
common meals. They are very industrious, and work hard
from early sunrise to sunset, as tillers of the soil, or henlsmen,
or bee-farmers, or as craftsmen. ^Tiatever they so earn they
hand over to the elected steward (rctt^Jm xii^«T***}di»rt), who at
once buys victuals for the common repast.
No Essene, adds Philo in this account, marries, but all
practise continence. For women are selfish and jealous, and
apt to pervert men's characters by ceaseless chicanery and
While, if they have children, they are pufi'ed up and
wile*.
bold Id speech driving their husbands to actions which are a
bar to any real fellowship with other men.
;

who

describes the Essenes is
Pliny the elder (t A.D. 79), in hi& Natural Huitory^
bk. V. ch. 17.
The Hessenes,' he says, live on
the W. side away from tlie shores (of the Dead
reach
of
of their baneful influences,
Sea), out
A
solitary race, and strange above all others in the
They live without women, renouncentire world
VNTiter
*

They eschew money, and Utc
Yet the number of their

palm-trees.

mation

:

calls them Essenl in BJ n. viiL 2, Ant. xra. . 9,
They arose
X. 6, etc., and with Philo, Essai in Ant. xr. x. 4.
along with the sects of Pharisees {Aiit. xiii. v. 9) and Sadducees, about B.C. 144, and formed from the first an ajptrtf or sect.
About B.C. 107 iAnt. xm. xi. 2) a certain Essene, named Judas,
had a school, it would seem, in the temple, in which he taught
Again,
his companions and pupils the art of predicting events.
about B.C. 21 we reaa (Ant. xv. x. 4) that Herod excused then:
along with the Pharisees from taking the oath of fidelity tc
himself.
In the Jewish war (BJ i\. xx. 4> we hear of one John
the Essene leading the Jewish rebels in Thamna. And at that
time (c. A.D. 70) there was a gate at the S.E. corner of the city of
David called the Gate of the E. (BJ V. iv. 2), which is proof that
they were tlit-n n numerous sect.
The E. were so called because of their holiness (ri/»»»T*!T«)
(BJ II. viii. 6 Ant. xvni. i. 5). They beheved that God controls
Sometimes, howall things, and committed all things to Him.
ever, Josephus says that they re^rded Fate (iiLutput>^) as the
supreme determinant of all human affairs (so a Mussulman
believes in Allah and Kismet both at once) {Ant. xvui. i. 3).
There was no single city oi the E., but they were sojourners
(utroiiceua;*)\n many, being in number over 4000 (^n(. xviii. i. 5).
They eschewed marriage, and, adopting others' children as their
own, imbued them with their own tenets (BJ lu viiL 2 ; Ant.

Josephus

;

i,

6).

There was, however, another sect (rayua) of E., who made
women for three j'ears and tlien married them if they
were fruitful (BJ n. viii. 13). They owned no slaves (Ant.
XVII. i. 5), and were wholly devoted to agricultural pursuits.
They despised wealth and shared their possessions, so th:it a rich
man among them had no more enjoj-ment of his own property
than had a member who owned nothing (BJ ii. viii 3 and Ant.
xvin. i. 5). For in entering their sect (ajpttra) a man made over
his property to the institution (tS rctyfxtt.T')(BJ ii. viii. 3). There
was no buying and selling between members but the elected
trial of

;

stewards administered the common fund,* impartially satisfying
the needs of all alike (BJ w. ^-iii. 3). In every city a special relieving otRcer (xvHtujm*) was appointed to take care of the garments and supplies of the sect and entertain its travelling

members.
But though 80 knit together among themselves the Essenes
succoured the deserxing, and pitied all men and fed the needy
(DJ u. viii. 6). This was a primary duty to be fuI611ed by each
on his own responsibility, and without waiting for a hint from
the overseer ^\Tiu.^\rTi.i or itirfi^-rrtt) without whose authority,
however, they might do nothing else, nor even give to their own
;

Our lawgiver, he
munion thousands of

The next

sexual love.

fellows (convenarum) is kept up and day by day
renewed ; for there flock to them from alar many
who, wearied of battling with the rough sea of life,
* Thus
for
drift into their system ' {ad mores).
thousands of ages (strange to tell) the race is perpetuated, and yet no one is bom in it. So does
the contrition felt by others for their past life
enrich this set of men. Below them lay Engadi,
a to^vn once second only to Jems, in its fertility
Now 'tis but one more
and groves of palms.
tomb. Next comes Masada, a fort on a rock, and,
And
like the former, not far from the Dead Sea.
here ends our account of Judoea.'
There are two passages in Josephus in which the
E. are described at length, and many minor references.
The following is an epitome of his infor-

xviu.

The most cruel and deceitful tyrants, says Philo,
that had been the scourge of their country, had
yet been moved to admiration of their quiet but
invincible freedom, of their common meals, of

all

*

kinsmen.
Their general mode of life (I'tcurm) Jos. in one place declares
to be the same as that which Pythagoras instituted among the
(Jreeks in another place he compares them to I)a<iatis. pre
surnably because of their sijuple and communal mode of Uving
(AM. xV. X. 4, XVUI. i. 5). Hethusdescribesaday of an Essenes
life inside his brotherhood :—
As for their piety towards God. it is very extraordinarj'. For
before the sun rises they speak not a word about profane matters,
hut address to the sun certain prayers, which they have received from their forefathers, as if they supplicated it to rise
(BJ II. viii. 6). After this every one of them is sent away by
their curators to exercise those arts wherein they are skilled, in
which they labour with great diligence till the fifth hour (11
After this they assemble together into one place, and
A.M.).
when they have clothed themselves in white veils, they bathe
;

And after this purification is over,
their bodies in cold water.
tliey meet together in an apartment of their own, into which it
is not permitted to any one of another persuasion to enter ; and

they themselves being pure enter the dining-room as if it were
some holy temple, and quietly sit down. Upon which the
baker lays them loaves in order, and the cook also brings a
single pfate of one sort of food anil sets it before every one of
them. But the priest says grace before meat, and It is unlawful
And
for any one to taste of the food before prayer is offered.
when they have made their breakfast, he again prays over thfim.
And when they begin and when they end, they praise God as
•

x*'^'^**^^*

**'

•*•

*»*»

ir(i**i. «*•«*.
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Him that bestoweth life. Afl«r which they lay aside their white
^mienta aa holy, and betjike themselves to their laboura a^iti
till the eveniDjf.
Then Uiey return home to supper after tlio

starved to death. To the same concern for ceremonial purity must prob. be ascribed tlieir attitude
of reserve towards the temple sacrifices.
They
send ollerings (a.vadi)ijjj.Ta) to the temple and perform siiciitices with superiority of purificatory
rites,* which they clauu to practise (Ant. xvili.
i. 5).
And being for this reason excluded from the
common court of the temple, they perform their
sacrifices by themselves.' t
These words are obscure, and barely reconcilable with Philo's statement that the E. did not sacrifice animals (Philo,
ii. 457 = Quod om. prob. lib. § 12).
The oflerings
sent, according to Jos., need not of course have
been blood-oll'erings and as to the nature of the

same maimer ; and if Uiere be any Htrun^ers there, they bit
Nor is there ever any clamour or disturlmnce
to pollute their house ; hut they give every one leave to speak in
their turn.
Which silence thus kept in tlieir house appears to

down with them.

and tlie same is due
outfiidere like some treuienduus mystery
to their unswerving; Bobriety, and to this, that their food and
drink is measured out to satisfy them and no more.
Like I'hilo, Joeephus is full of praise for their mora) quaL ..<:8,
and lauds their self-restraint in an;;er, their faithfulness, their
peace-making, their trutlifuJness, which made all oaths to them
;

a

mere

superfluity.

The lUfKle of Joining the sect was this. The intending member
remained outside the order one year, following, however, the
same discipline, and invested with ita symbols, namely a spud
wherewith to hide bis excrement out of sight of Go<l, the
girdJe and white raiment.
After the lapse of a year, if he had
given good proof of liis continence, he was allowed to join more
closely in their way of life and partake of a purer quality of the
water* of purification, though not yet to live entirely with them.
Two years of moral probation must vet be passed before he was
chosen a member of their band (»uj>j>t). And then before he
touched the common food he took tremendous oaths to them
first to reverence the Deitv, next to observe justice towards
men, to hate the wicked and assist the just. To be loyal ever to
all men, but in especial to those in authority, because none hath
authority except by God's help. He swore also, if he should
ever be in authority, not to abuse the same, nor outshine those
subject to him in his ganuents or in any other finery ; to love
truth and repel falsehood to keep his hands clean from theft
and his soul from unholy gain to conceal nothing from membem of tile sect, nor reveal aught to others, even at peril of
his life.
Moreover, he swore to communicate to none tiie
dogmas of the sect, otherwise than as he received them himself,
to abstain from brigandage, and to preserve with like care the
books of their sect and tile names of the angels.
:

;

;

Job. ^ves many indications that the E. were
very strict Jews (BJ ll. viii. 9). They revered the
name of tlie lawgiver next after God, and punished
with deatli one that blasphemed again.st Moses.
Above all other Jews they observed the Sabbath,
not only not cookin" on that day, and avoiding the
lighting of a fire, out forbearing also to move a
vessel, or even evacuate.
In the Jewish war many
died under torture at the hands of the Romans rather
Ihiin blaspheme tlie lawgiver or eat unclean food.
Many details supplied by Jcsephus prove how much
importance they attached to ceremonial purity.
We have seen how they bathed before each meal,
and wore linen garments linen, of course, being
prescribed because it was a vegetable substance,
and not made of dead animal refuse, as would be a
leathern or woollen tunic. That the waters of
purification in their purer quality were denied to
novices, proves that the water of the bath was
ceremonially cleansed, and probably exorcised,
liy immersion in it they were themselves rendered
Ka.Oa.pol or pure before they sat down to meat, by
contrast with the irepkio^oi, or persons of any
other persuasion (liJ ll. viii. 10). Tliey were distinguished ace. to their purity and seniority into four
grades and a senior member was polluted by the
very touch of a junior member, and had to wash
after being so touchi'd, as if he had been jostled by
Gentiles.
So an Indian Brahman is polluted by
the touch and even sight of a low-caste native.
They did not anoint themselves with oil, regarding it a.s a defilement prob. because they could
not easily get oil prepared by members of their
own caste. Josephus elsewhere assures us that no
Jew would anoint hiiii.self except with Jewish oil.
The same pursuit of ceremonial purity is to be
noticed in regard to their meals.
I'heir food and
viands were scecially prepared by their priests
(Ant. XVIII. i. 5); just as in s Hindoo pri.son the
cook must be a lirahman, because any lower-ca-ste
man may eat what a higher-ca-ste man has cooked,
but not vice versA. In each city a special ollicer
[KTfitiJ.wi') was appointed
to supjily travelling E.
with their ceremonially pure garments and food.
La-stly, an E. expelled for his sins by a court of
100 members from the brotherhood was still so
held by its oaths and customs that he cotild not
eat of food provided by others, and in consccpierico
VOL. I. xn
;

;

;
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'

;

sacrifices (dvala.s) which they performed by themselves, i.e. without the help of the temple priests,

but we should certainly
with a practice, which he elsewhere
attests, viz. that they elected their own priests for
the making of their own food and eatables. This
Jos.

tells

connect

much

us nothing

;

it

is clear,

that the ordinair lustrations of the

temple were not good enough for an E. and were
incompatible with his notions of ceremonial purity.
Presumably, they were excluded from the temple
court for thus flouting the usual lustrations.
Unable to enter it, they sent offerings, but did not
go themselves. At tlie same time they performed
their sacrifices by themselves.' There seems to be
some connexion between this statement and I'hilo's
that they offered up the sacrifice of a devout and
reverent mind.
They could not possibly have
offered up animal sacrifices save in the temple and
in the ordinary way
and Josephus' own statement
,

'

;

elsewhere, that tlieir mode of life was I'ythagorean, is in favour of Philo's declaration that they
did not sacrifice animals.
It is natural to suppose
that they regarded their common meals as of the
nati.re of a sacrifice, just as Christians regard the
eucharistic elements.
Only thus can we explain
the fact that they elected priests to prepare tliose
meals for a priest implies a sacrifice to be offered.
Their abstention from marriage must also be set
;

down

For
to their desire for a levitical purity.
Mosaic law sexual relations involved »
defilement of the person, and the uncleanness
lasted until the even (Lv 15'*).
Notwithstanding their attachment to the Mosaic
law and striving after levitical purity, there were
certainly many non - Jcwisli elements in their
religious jiractices and beliefs.
Thus they adored
tiie sun, and |irayed to him to rise.
In Appian
and other writers we find the phrase, ' the god
rose,' or ' the god set,' used instead of ' the sun
rose,' or ' the s^in set' ; and Philo regarded the sun
and stars as holy and divine natures.
The Esseue beliefs about the soul and a future
life were also non-.Iewish.
They believed that
they received their souls back after death (/?./ lI.
viii. 11), and so very cheerfully died for the faith.
'
The body is corruptible, they taught ; and the
ace. to the

it is composed is not lasting.
of'^ which
But souls are immortal, and last forever, and, proceeding out of tlie most .subtle ether, are entangled
in bodies as in prison-cells, being drawn down by
some natural yearning. But when tliey are set

matter

from the bonds of the flesh, as being nowa long bondage, they rejoice and
And in agreement with the
mount upwards.
opinions of the Greeks they declare that there lies
away across the ocean a liabitation for the good
souls, in a region that is oppressed neither with
storms of rain or snow, nor with intense heat a
region ever refreshed by the gentle breathing of a
breeze blowing from the ocean. But they allot to
bad .souls a dark aniltempestuoas den full of neverfree

released from

;

ceasing piinishments.*
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The Easenes had hereditary prayers to the sun, as
well as the usual Jewish sacred books they liad
purificatory rites of diti'erent sorts or degrees, and
utterances of the prophets. By diligent study of
these, some of them learned and protessed to read
the future. And their predictions, says Jos., were
rarely belied indeed he gives several instances up
and down his history of the fulfilment of their prophecies {liJ II. viii. 12). They also had compositions
of the ancients from which they chose out whatand they inquired
ever benefited soul and body
after such roots and peculiar stones as would
w ard ofl' tlieir distempers. The regular books and
dogmas of the sect, as we have seen, they took
jath to carefully keep, as also the names of the
angels.
These names, of course, were powerful
weapons against evil demons, with a belief in
which they must, like other Jews of the age, have
been imbued. The stones and roots were the
ordinary magic remedies against diseases.
This IS the sum of what Jos. has to say about
the Essenes. Hippolytus in the 9th Book of his
Refutation vf Heresies, % 18-28, substantially copies
ii. eh. 8, here and
out Josephus' account in the
there adding Christian touches in a way which
proves that he was not loth to assimilate them to
Christians.
Yet some of the information which
he adds is not of this sort, but serves to intensify
their Jewish complexion. Such are the statements
that on the Sabbath some Essenes would not so
much as leave their beds (§ 25) that some were so
scrupulous that they would not carry a coin, declaring it wrong to carry or look at or make an
that no one of them
ima.'e (§ 26, cf. Mt 22-")
would enter a city over the gate of wliich stood a
statue (§ 26) that others of them, if they heard
any one talking about God and His law, would
waylay him when alone, and threaten to slay
him unless he were circumcised, and slay him actually if he did not submit for which reason, says
Hippolytus, they got the name of Zealots and
Sicarii
that others would call no one Lord
(Kipiov) but only God, submitting to torment and
death rather than do so. It is difficult to believe
that Hippolytus had no authority for these state;

;

;

BJ

;

;

;

;

;

which indeed might seem to be taken
ments
from Jos., since they are embedded in his long
If so, they have been
citation of that author.
removed from all the MSS of Josephus. The same
excerpted
by Porphyry in the
of
Jos.
was
account
3rd cent, in his book on Abstinence from Meats,
and later by Eusebius in his De Prcep. Evnng.
The account given by Epiphanius of the E. is
It is clear
late, confused, and of little value.
that, even if the majority of the E. were cultivators
and voluntarily poor, that did not prevent some of
their number from occupying important posts in
*
the court and camp for we hear of one Simon
the interpreter of Archelaus' dream (Ant. XVII.
xiii. 3), and of John the strategus, and of Menaliem
;

;

Nor did tlieir gospel of
the friend of Herod.
peace and their prejudice against arms, as reported
by Philo, prevent them from taking part in the
Jos., morefinal stniugle against the Romans.
over, iTii]ilies that they were constantly moving
suppose
city
and
we
can
only
about from city to
that the object of this travelling was to preach
should like
their tenets and secure recruits.
to know if the sect was not mainly recruited from
Greek-.^peaking Jews, but on this point Jos. tells
us nothing. In his autobiog. Vita, 10) he implies
that as a youth he had tried the discipline of this
sect, aa also of the Pharisees and Sauducees, and
this inner acquaintance with them entitles his
account to our entire credit but just because he
and his countrymen knew the sect so well, he
omits to inform us about so essential a point as in
;

We

(

;

what language

their books were written, and what
tongue, whether Greek or Aramaic, they ueaaUy
spoke among themselves.
Some writers, impressed with the fact that Jesus
constantly inveighed against the Pliarisees and
Sadducees, but never against the members of the
third of the three great Jewish sects, who yet
must have everywhere confronted Him, have inferred that He and John the Baptist, His preThe silence of the Gospels
cursor, were Essenes.
about the E. is certainly remarkable and there
traits
in common between the
striking
are many
These are the
E. and the earliest Christians.
following
;

:

1.

of goods and voluntary poverty. 2. The
In the earliest Church, as we know from Acta

The community

art of prophecy.

and from the DiJach^, there was a rej,'ular order of propliets.
These
3. The teaching about the future life, and about a hell.
tenets, however, were equally found among the Pharisees nor
;

does Jos. support Hippolytus in the latter's statement that the
Essenes believed in the resurrection of the liesh, though the
picture of the Islands of the Blest implies as much, and answers
well enough to the Refrigerium of later Christian belief. As to
the teachmg of future punishment, we also And it in Philo.
This was equally a counsel o(
4. Abstention from marriage.
perfection in the early Church, but was there held to be right
in view of the impending second advent and end of the world
6. In8. Obedience to established authorities.
(1 Co 725ff).
ternal government. The officers of the E. community were variously termed aTcJi*Tot* tw» rooiroiMr receivers of the revenue,'
*

'relieving officers,' tk/mbu
'stewards' (in Philo). These otHcers were, like the bishops of
the early Church, elected by show of hands (;(;i*^«To*,)yi»Tic),
ace. to the testimony of both Philo and Josephus. It is significant
itri/j-tXtiTiti

'curators,'

xyM.u-ovtf

that Hippolytus calls them outright irpoiffriTit or presidents
bishop.*
ix. § 25), the regular 2nd cent, equivalent of
7. The common meals, with which we may compare the picture
of the early Church of Jerusalem given in the Acts. But whereas
the Es-^enes dined together because of their anxiety to eat no
food but what was ceremonially pure, the Christians were
chiefly actuated, it would seem, by charitable and communistic
reasons. Their love-feast, however, also had from an early date,
if not from the very first, a sacramental character and conclusion, and required, like the Essene common meal, the
presence of a priest both to prepare it and to give thanks before
and after it to God the Giver of Life." 8. The Eesene priests
inpt7!) were elected to preside at the common meal, and viak^
the food eaten thereat. Since the Essene common repasts had
plainly a sacramental character, the function of their priests,
as of Christian ones, was simply to prepare and preside over
a sacramental meal, to which none were admitted save those
rendered pure by previous baptism. 9. General organization,
The brethren in their
(a) Obedience to the Essene offlceiB.
deportment and bodily habit were like children under the eye of
a schoolmaster whom they feared (BJ ll. viii. 9). (J3) They were
all brethren, but the elder members were revered by the juniors
as if they were their parents, (y) The entire^ body or class of
Essenes (>-'**' *^ Jos. calls it) is a 8ieur»<, an «7^i*-if an e^Xae, a
Ttt-yMt.
The two former were generic names for any body of
co-reUgionists, and Christian congregations among the Gentiles
were so described.
(5) The travelling precepts of the E.
resembled those enjoined by Jesus on the Seventy. They were
to take nothing at all with them, but only to go armed tor fear
of robbers.*' (i) They were to wear their cloaks and shoes right
out, never changing them till they were quite worn out.
Hippolytus paraphrases this by saying that no E. owned two
cloaks or two pairs of shoes (Hipp. I.e. } 20). (t) The four
grades of E. resembled the steps of the catechumenate. Such
a distinction, however, of grades of initiation was common to
most ancient mysteries, and was not special to Christianity.
'The dUdpluia arcani of the E. was also reproduced in the
Christian Church, but equally in the pagan mysteries. 10. Like
the Christians, the Essenes were not content with the ordinary
lustrations («>»!<'«<) of Judaism, but had superior ones of
Whereas, however, the Christian baptism was
their oivn.
conferred once and for all, the Essene baptism was daily. The
Essene alTectation of a purity of food superior even to the
ordinary purity of the Jews, also recalls the eucharistic meal of
the Christians. From it the novice was excluded, just as was
the catechumen from the Eucharist. And just as 'Jie priest
among the E. was elected to make the food eaten in their
syssitia, so the priest in the Or. Church, even to this day, himJos. expressly
self prepares and bakes the eucharistic loaves.
They were therefore not
s.ays that the Essenes elected priests.
Judaism.
Levites
of
hereditary
the
content with
'

(lib.

'

,

More analogies between the Essenes and the
earliest Christians could no doubt be discerned.
But it is a fatal objection to any real identilica.
tion, that the Essenes were ultra-Jewish in the observance of the Sabbath, and, if we may credit
Hippolytus, in their insistence on the circumcision
The most wo can say is that the
of converts.
• tllU

fjXt

#XJK \wmfju^bu^t*i, '*«

li rout

Anrriv
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Christians copied many features of their organization and propagandist activity from the Essenes.
Tlie relation of tlie different sources on which
aur knowledge of the E. depends requires further
sifting than it has generally received.
Of course
there nave been attempts to prove the Philonean
sources to be not authentic, but they are based on
mere ignorance. There are occa-sional verbal resemblances * between the accounts of Philo and
Jos. which indicate that Jos., besides his own
personal experience of the sect, nsed either Philo
or else a document previously used by Philo. The
accounts of the two writers, however, do not
always agree. Thus Philo says that all the E.
were full-grown men, or verging on old age but
Jos. avers that they recruited their sect by adopting other people's children wliile they were still
supple and plastic to receive their teachings {BJ
Vet in the same context Jos. speaks of
II. viii. 2).
those who desired to become members of the .sect.t
and also of th^ir period of probation, in words suitable only to the view that these recruits were adult
men.
may perhaps infer that the sect was
recruited in both ways. Pliny's statement that the
men from all quarters joined it when they repented
of their lives, and left tlie world, agrees well
enough with Philo's statement and, if we translate /K«ni?en(ia as repentance rather than mere
ennui, offers a striking parallel to Jolin the
Baptist's preaching
Repent of your sins and be
baptized, because the kingdom of God is at hand.
There is reason to suspect some close affinity between John, who came fasting, and the E. the
more so as John's sphere of activity in the valley
of Jordan lay close to the Essene settlement on
the shores of the Dead Sea.
The reclu.se Bannus, with whom Jos. as a young
man spent three years as a disciple, resembled the
Essenes. For he lived in the desert, wore garments
made of the bark of trees, and lived on anything
he found growing about, washing himselt often
day and night with cold water by way of purificaHowever, Josephus' context rather implies
tion.
that he was not one. An almost certain reference
to the E. is contained in an eloquent pa.ssage of
Philo's, from the same treatise in which his longer
description of the sect is preserved.

they arose just at the time when the friendship
between Lacedaimon and .lerus. was at its highest.
Areus the king of Sparta had written as early as
B.C. 309-300 to Onias the high priest in these terms
It is found in writing that the Spartans and the
Jews are brethren, and that they are of the stock
of Abraham' (1 Mac 12='). And in B.C. 144 Jonathan
the high priest, in renewing the relations of his
country with Laceda;mon, reminded the Spartans
of this long-standing friendship based on ancient

;

We

;

'

'

:

;

Even in our own day, he writes, there are fltill men whose
only ffxiide in Ood men who live by the true reaBon of nature,
not only theniaelveti free, but tilling their nt^i^jhlMjura with a
pint of freedom. They are not very numerouH indeed. But
that ifl not Htranf^e. For the highest nobility is ever rare and
then these men have turned aside from the vulgar herd to
devote Iheinselvea to a contemplation of nature's verities. They
pray, if it were powible, that tnoy may reform our fallen lives
out. If they cannot, owing to the tide of e\nls and wrongs which
ur^'es up in citiea, they flee away, lest they too be swept off
Lbeir feel by the force of its current. And we, he continues, if
we hod a true zeal for self-improvement, would have to track
them to their nla^-es of retreat, and, halting as suppIianU before
them, would fjeseech them to come to us and tame our life,
frown too Aerce and wild preaching, instead of war and slavery
and untold ills, their gospel of peace and freedom, and all the
fulnea of other blessings.
;

;

;

;

The Therapeutw
has

of Alexandria, of whom Philo
a description in his tract iJe

left so striking

Vita Contemplativfi, in many ways resembled the
Essenes but were, as was natural in an
Egyp. sect, more addicted to contemplation. Here
is not the place for a detailed comparison between
them and the E. nor is it possible to review the
numerous theories which have been framed with
regard to the origin of the E. It, however, deserves
to l>e remarked that ace. to the evidence of Jos.
Pal.

;

;

T71

;

'

kinship.
Is it possible that the E. sect was partly
an outcome of this contact with the Peloponnese
an attempt to imitate on Jewish soil, and in a religious and moral sense only, the Syssitia and
organization of the Lycurgean polity ? That most
of the Jews mentioned in Jos. as belonging to the
Maccabiean period have Greek second names is
good evidence of the wide diffusion in Pal. at that

time of the Gr. language. And the very information proH'ered by Jos., that the E. were .Jews by
race, almost implies in its context that in language
tlicy were something el.'ie.
So Philo assures us
tli;it the holy places in which the E. met on the
Sabbath were calle<i (rwa-yorya/, stjnngogues. Unless they spoke (ireek, why .sliould this term
rather than the usual one aaSfio.Tetoi' * have been
employed?
Friedhinder {Ziir
EntsteliunffSf/esr/iirhte des Christenthums, Wien, 1894) has remarked that the very circuinstaiK'e of Jos. having
used, if not Philo's account, at least a Gr. description of the sect already used by Philo, is some
indication that they were a Gr. sect of Jews.
Their Pythagorean regime, their belief in the preexistence of the soul, their view of its nature and
incarnation, all point the same way. The statement also of Philo, not repeated by .los. that they
philosophized most things in the Bible allegorically or in a symbolic way with old-fashioned zeal,-t
is an almost certain proof of their Hellenism.
And Philo's own allegorization of the passage
I)t 2311'. is, as Friedhinder has seen (p. 118), an
allusion to the Es.sene probation and discipline
,

(Philo,

Legw

Allerj.

i.

117).

Again, Philo, when he states that the E. were
taught the art of regulating home and state, and
a knowledge of what things are really good and
bad and indifferent, how to choose what is right
and avoid the opposite courses, seems to inijily a
familiarity on tncir part with Greek, especially
with Stoic, moral i)liilo.sophy, inconceivable among
Jews who spoke Aramaic only.
But here we
must be cautious, for Philo would naturally describe any sect in terms of his own Gr. culture.
That he twice over described this Pal. sect, yet
apparently left unnoticed the purely .Jewish
schools of Pal., is in any case significant, and
suggests that they had a Gr. culture which interested him, and leu him to couple them, as he does,
with the Alexandrine Therapeutic.
Jos. eiiually implies that they were more or less
Would he have conspired with Philo
Hellenized.
Nothing is more imto misrepresent them ?
probable.
The conclusion, then, is probable that they owed
their origin to the introduction and diffusion of
Greek culture in the early part of tlie 2nd cent.
B.C.
They woj-" in some respects very strict Jews,
and even fanatical observers of the Mosaic Law
but in others, notably in their election of their
own priests,* and in the thereby implied supersession of the Levite hereditary priesthood, and in
j

* B.g. Ant, znil. i. 5 : t«9i r^tirrtvrif k<iflt irifi Ttrfituurx'i^**
wXriUet irwip rirpiuurx'^'tT»> kp46^Ui ifTU,
Cf. Philo, II. 4ri7
It is not likely that their numlH-rs were the same at the veiy
Again Jos. writes ^B7 ii. viii. 4): t#,<
bea. of our era as in a.d. 70.
tH^mSlt {ia«v#<> nlpfrtWTM T»tT' iimwiwratvau r» r*fi' s^rcTf. Cf.

• Jos. uses ff-«^^«Ti7»» {Ant. xvi. vi. 2).
It la found In a very
earlv Onooo-Jewish papyrus, edited by Mr. B. P. Grenfell, of

r«« Iri^it Ji^i»imfMi**f rmt

6; aw^ytHTui rSt w^triimi x*"'**"^^*^*'
If the h>senea di»
it^^t it ivi vaitirii rtrm rt «« Sfi*>u*rtii.
carded sacrifices, they had no need for priests of the old kind.

:

Philo

(11.

468)

:

«t«cjrr«r«4

Ji«i

Oxford.
t rk ^9f wXitrrm tik rvftfiiXjn
X

Ant,

XVIII.

1.

i^mvrfiwp

^tikmrv v«^' •un4l
•

•

'' ;
;
;

;;
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their repudiation of animal sacrifices, they were a
new dupai'ture in Judaism, and very closely akin
to Jesus and His disciples.
The literature relating to the Essenes is so vast
as to defy detailed reference. The student may
be advised to study for himself the very limited
documentary sources relating to them, and then to
draw his own conclusions.*
F. C. Conybearb.

always in the same sense as ' estimate,' that is,
valuation, price (Heb. ^"JB).
Only once is 'estimafound in the mod. sense of hi"h value,'
tion
'
8'°
repute,' Wis
For her sake I shall have
estimation amon^ the multitude, and honour with
elders,
though
the
1 be young' (54{a, RV 'glory').
Crannier ( Works, 1. 14) says,
But to mine
estimation, as much as I could view the ground,
there was not slain upon both parties two thousand men.' This meaning of estimation is not
found in AV, but it is the almost invariable sense
in which ' esteem is used, that is, to esteem is
to have an opinion (good or bad), reckon, as in
He 10'-'* Rhem. estemed the bloud of the testament
polluted,' where AV and most VSS have 'counted'
and as Knox, Hist. 312, ' he shall be esteemed and
holden a seditious person.' Thus Ro 14° 'One
man esteemeth one day above another another
esteemeth every day alike' (both Kpiva).
Then
the kind of juilgment is expressed by an adverb,
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AV

ESTATE In
(1611 and mod. edd.) 'estate'
occurs 19 times, state 14 times, without diUerence of meaning
thus Col 4' ' All my state
(to. Kar (fii rdfTa) shall Tychicus declare unto you,'
but v.' that he might know your estate (TR
rd jrtpl i/j.Qr) and again, Ph 2''- **
your state
'

'

;

'

'

'

;

We

(to Trepl iiiiCir).
Cf. Melvill, Diary, 289, '
fand
him in a miserable esteat ' ; Calderwood, History,
'
144,
I, Mr. Andrew Melville . . . most earnestly
hath prayed at all times, and specially in the foresaid Sermon, for the preservation and prosperous
estate of his Majestie.' The meaning is either
'
condition ' as in those examples, or ' position as
Ps 136^ '
remembered us in our low estate
'

Who

(uSep*?),

Ec 1"

'

I

am come

Cf. T. Elyot, The
man of the base

to great estate

Govemour

(Croft's ed.

'

(fi'rijn).

26),'

1.

'a

estate of the communaltie '
Calderwood, History, 149, They declare how some
have
of low estate, borne to no heritage
creeped in favour with the King.' But in Dn 11'*> »J- >* the meaning seems to be
high rank,'
•dignity,' as 11' Out of a branch of her roots shall
one stand up in his estate.' The Heb. is [j kSn,
which means ' place (as
here) or office (as
RVm), and the favourite translation before
was 'in his stead' (Cov. Gen. Bish.); once, however, the word is translated
state (Pr 28',
6-'
and RV). Akin to this meaning is
Herod
on his birthday made a supper to his lords, high
captains, and chief estates of Galilee (toU irpuirois,
the chief men '), where, however, the word is
used of the men to whom the dignity belongs.
Cf. Fuller, Ch. Hist V. iii. 28, 'Item, that God
never gave grace or knowledge of Holy Scripture
to any great estate or rich man.' See also Ac 22°
' The high priest doth bear me witness,
and all the
estate of the elders,' Gr. irav ri vpeff^vr^pioy, lit.
all the presbytery,' i.e. the Sanhedrin (which see).
Compare Communion Office in Pr. Bk. 1549, the
whole estate of Christ's Church militant here in
earth,' changed in 1552 into
state.'
In Ezk 36"
' I will settle
you after your old estates,' the plu.
is used simply because the ref. is to more than one
person ; so Pref. to
1611, 'support fit for their
'

.

.

.

'

'

'

RV

'

'

'

AV
AV

'

Mk

'

'

RV

'

'

'

'

AV

estates.'

J.

Hastings.

ESTEEM, ESTIMATION.—* Esteem
mate

'

and

'

esti-

both come from Lat. oestimare, the latter
directly, the former through Old Fr. estimer.
The meaning of cBstimare is to assign a value,
appraise, rate and that is the meaning of estimate (Heb. ^1^) in Lv 27"'"', its only occurrences in EV.
'Estimation occurs 20 times in the
same chapter elsewhere Lv S"* " 6', Nu 18", and
'

'

;

'

'

;

Schdrer (^HJP ii. iL 188 fl.) baa a full record of the literature.
The important names are Frankel, *Die Essaer," in
Zntschr. fur rfie retigiSsen InUrasen df* Judenthutn^, 1846,
441-4(tl ; and Die Essaer nach thalraud. Quellen,' in MonaUchr,
fur llach. u. Wisaemch. de» Judenlh. 1853, .'iO-iO, 61-73 Jost,
•

'

;

(lexch.

det

JudeiMuma

u. teiTKT Secten, 1857, i. 207-214 ; llerzdet Volk<-» Irr. (2nd ed. 1883), ii. 303 ff , 388 £r. 609 fl.
Lijihttoot in Colnxnam and Philemon, 82-98, 349-419; same in
Dumf^atv/ru, 323-4li7 ; Lucius, Der Kmeninimts, 1881 ; Uilpenfeld, Ki-'Ufnji'gcli. dfs Urchristejithuing, 1884, 87-149.
Schurer
may be supitlemented l)y adding ; Uinshurg in Smith and Wace,
Diet. Chr. UiiKj. 1880 Ohle, 'Die Essener.^in JPTh (1888) xiv
also Die PseiKlophilonischen Essaer und die Therapeuten.' in
JSntnujt zur KtrchenjKch. 1888; Thomson, Bwkt which
inlhii'nad our Lord. 18S9, 75-122; Morrison, Jew$ mider
Kmnan Rule, 1890. 323-347; Cheyne, Oriyin of the Psalter,
1891, 418-421. 448-449; Cohn in JQR, 1892, 38-42; Fricdl^mder,
2ur BnUtehungSfjeich. det Chrigtenthumt, 1894, 9S-142 ; Conybeare, Philo about the Contemplative Lift, 1695, 278 flf.— Editor.
feld,

Gi'iirJi.

.

;

'

,

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

lightly,' or the like.
' esteem
'
might appear to be used,
like 'estimation,' in the mod. sense of 'think highly
of.'
But this impression is probably due to the
context or the presence of some adverb. Thus

highly,'

'

'

Sometimes

Wis

that land which thou esteemest above all
Ti/uuTdrri yij,
is most precious ')
Sir 40^ Gold and silver make the foot stand sure
but counsel is esteemed above them both {eiSoKtnetrai)
Job 23" ' I have esteemed the wonls of
("fijsy,
his mouth more than my necessary food
Will he esteem
I have treasured up '), 36"
thy riches?' (T)i;^;q). Antf in particular. Is 53' He
was despised, and we esteemed him not,' is
generally taken in the sense of
highly value
but the Heb. verb (ss^^) is very rare in that sense,
and is used in the next verse in its familiar sense of
'
reckon
we did esteem him stricken.' Cf. Ridley, A Brefe Declaration, 1535 (Moule's ed. p. 101),
'
eateth and drynketh his owne damnacion, bycause he estemeth not the Lordes body ; that is,
he reuerenceth not the Lordes bodi with the
honour that is due unto him,' wliere the paraphrase contains more than the translation.
12'

'

other (^
'

.

RV

.

.

'

'

'

;

'

RV

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

J.

ESTHER (nnpN, "Eaeip, Pers. st&ra,

Hastings.

star '), originally named Hadassah (:!?];! 'myrtle').
Jewess
Avho has given her name to a l)ook of the OT, in
which she holds a prominent place. Sprung from
a family of the tribe of Benjamin, she spent her life
in the Captivity in Persia, where she was brought
up in humble circumstances as the orphan ward of
'

—A

her cousin Mordecai (Est 2'^). On the deposition
of the Pers. queen Vashti for refusing to come at
the command of her husband Ahasuerus (Xerxes,
B.C. 485-465), to show the peoples and the princes
her beauty,' on an occasion of high festivity at
the court of Susa (l'""-), E. was selected to fill the
vacant place of honour, as the fairest of many
beautiful maidens brought before the kin" (2"').
Shortly after her elevation a great disaster
threatened her countrymen.
The grand vizier,
Haman the Agagite,' enraged at the refusal of
Mordecai to do obeisance to liim, accused the wliole
nation of the Jews to the king as a disloyal and
unprofitable people, and undertook to pay 10,000
talents of silver into the treasury as the proceeds
of pillaging them.
An edict was tliereupon issued
for the extermination of all Jewish families
tliroughout the empire, and for the confiscation of
their property, on a certain day, which Haman
had previously detennined by lot (ch. 3). In tliis
crisis, moved by the tears of her fellow-countrymen, and incited by Mordecai, who urged her to
rise to the great opportunity set before her for the
deliverance of her nation, E. (after a fast of three
days on the part of the whole Jewish community)
resolved to venture uninvited, at the risk of her
'

'

ESTHES, BOOK OF

ESTHER
life, into the presence of Ahasuerus, in order to
A
intercede with him for her people (ch. 4).
gr&cious reception was accorded to ner by the king,
who held out the golden sceptre, and agreed to
dine with her in her apartments on two consecutive
days (eh. 5). On the night preceding the second
banquet (at which E. intended to make known her
request) it happened by a singular coincidence that
there was read to the king, to while away some
sleepless hours, a portion of the national archives,
which retarded a valuable serWce rendered by
Mordecai in the detection of a plot against the
king's life on the part of two of his chamberlains.

For this service Mordecai had never been rewarded ;
and when Uaman, elated with the high honour
shown him by the queen (who had invited him to
the banquet provided for the king), appeared at
the palace next morning in order to ask permissiion
to put Mordecai at once to an ignominious death,
he was met with the question from the royal lips,
What shall be done unto the man whom the king
Imagining, in his overdelighteth to honour ?
weening pride, that it must be himself that was
meant, he suggested a triumphal procession, in
which one of the chief noViIes should act the part of
attendant. To his surprise and mortilication he
found himself called upon to aerve in a menial
capacity in the triumph of his Jewish adversary
This, as hi.s wife divined, was only the
(ch. 6).
prelude to his downfall, which came to pass next
day at the second banquet, wlien the king, learning for the first time the nationality of the queen,
and the distres.sing position in whieii the edict had
placed her, ordered that Haman should be seized,
and hanged forthwith on a lofty gallows which (as
the king was at that moment informed by one of
his courtiers) had been erected by Haman for the
execution of Mordecai (ch. 7). The latter was at
the same time raised to the vacant post of honour,
and through his influence, and that of E., a second
edict was issued and circulated, granting to the
'

'

in the way of self-defence,
as had been conferred in the previous edict on their
enemies for the p\irpose of attack, a direct revocation of the former edict being impossible
according to the laws of the Medes and Persians.
In consequence of these proceedings a dread of
the Jews fell upon all peoples, many proselytes
being gained convinced, apparently, uy the logic
of events (ch. 8) and when the fatal day arrived,
the conflict issued in a great slaughter of their
enemies and a decisive victory for the Jews, who,
however, waived their right of plunder. To commemorate their great deliverance, the joyful Feast
of I'urim (which see) was instituted by E. and
Mordecai as an annual observance for the whole
nation.
How far E. is to be regarded as a historical
Sersonage, depends on the historicity of the
look of Est (see below), her name not being mentioned in any other tmok of the (>T, nor anywhere
The only queen of
else in pre-Alex. literature.
Xerxes mentioned by Herodotus (vii. 61, 82, 114;
ix. 108-112; cf. Ctesias, 20) is Amestris, a cruel
and superstitious woman, whom some (Scaliger,
PfeifTer, Eichhom, Bertholdt, Bunsen, Sliickard,
But Amestris
etc.) would identify with Esther.
was a daughter of a Pers. general connected with
and circumroyal
family,
and
the
chronology
the
stances of her reign cannot be reconciled with the
Xerxes
biblical account either of E. or of Vashti.
(like his predecessors) may have had more wives
than one, but, according to Pers. custom, they
must have been taken from some of the great
families connected with the throne, or from some
and the most tenable hypoother royal house
thesis seems to be that E. (as well as Vashti) was
merely the chief favourite of the seraglio, gaining

Jews the same powers,

—

—

;

;
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a remarkable influence over the foolish and cap
monarch, and using that influence at a
critical moment for the benefit of her Jewish comricious

patriots.
While there are some things recorded of
E. that offend our Christian feelin"
in particulai
her \'indictive treatment of the bodies of Haraan'a
sons (9"), and her request for an extension of time
to the Jews at Susa for the slaughter of their
enemies (9"), regard must be had to the spirit of
the age in which she lived, and to the passions that

—

—

had been excited by Haman's inhuman malignity.

On

the other hand, her devotion to the cause of
her oppressed nationality (' I will go in unto the
king and if I perish, I perish '), and her dutiful
bearin" towards her foster-father, notwithstanding
the sudden rise in her fortunes, explain the honour
in which her memory has been held by her country;

men.

J.

A. M'Clymont.

ESTHER, BOOK OF.— I. Canonicity.— Est is
one of the latest of the Uagiogranka or Kethuhim,
the third and latest accretion of the OT Canon. It
may have been among the other books of the
Fathers' which the Gr. translator of Sir (B.C. 132)
mentions (in his Prologue) along with the Law
and the Prophets' as well known to his grandfather, the author of that book (c. B.C. 180) ; but
this seems unlikely, in view of the fact that neither
Esther nor Mordecai is mentioned in the Traripuv
vfivoi towards the close of the book.
The earlie.st
undoubted reference to E. is in Jos. (c. Ap. i. 8),
who includes it among the 22 books long held
sacred (Snaius Sfia jreTricrrevfi^ya), as is evident from
the terminus ad quern which he assigns to the
'

'

history

{fiexpl ttj$

'Afna^^p^ov llepautv jSafftX^wy dpxvs),

Artaxerxes being, in Josephus as in the Sept.,
erroneously identified with Ahasuerus. The secular
and foreign character of the book * gave rise among
the Jews of the Ist and 2nd cent, of the Christian
era to questionin'js as to its right to a place in the
Canon. In the Jerus. Talm. [Meg. 70. 4) there is a
statement that 85 elders, including more than 30
prophets, had scruples about the recognition of the
Feast of Purim (at which the Book of Est was
publicly read) because there was no sanction for it
m the law of Moses and elsewhere {liab. Meg. la)
;

we

find traces of various difliculties felt by liabbis
It appears
as to the full inspiration of the book.
certain, however, that it formed an integral part
was
virtually,
of the Jewish Canon when the latter
if not formally, closed at the Councils of Jerus.
and Jamnia in the Ist cent. A.D., as the .same books

OT

that are in our
are implied (numerically) in
ch. 14 of 2 Es, which was written in end of 1st cent.,
anil are embodied in the Mishna, committed to
Breathing
writing by K. Judah I. about A.D. 200.

a sj)irit of intense patriotLsm, the book soon became
popular with the Jews, and its annual reading in the
synagogue was accompanied with lively tokens of
sympathy on the part of the congregation, while
the reader pronounced the names of Haman's 10 sons
in one breath to indicate that they all expired at
the same moment, the names being written by the
scribes in large letters in 3 perpendicular lines
of 3, 3, 4 to signify that the 10 men were hung on
Although the last of the 5
3 parallel cords.
Megillolh or Hulls which were read at 5 dilferent
feasts.t it came to be known as the Uoll {Megillah)
par excellence, and we may judge of the honour in
which it was held from a saymg of Maimonides
(Carpzov, Intr. xx. § G), that in the days of the
Messiah the only Scriptures left would be the Law
and the ItoU. I'he excessive love which the Jews
* The name of Oofl
never mentioned in it, but the king ol
if(

Persia 1^7

liinett,

and

h'm l<in^dom

'JO

timeii

;

while the nearest

ftI)Itn>aoh to any reco^'riition of relit,nnn is to be found in thi
ftustiii^ of 4'*, and jmssiitly also in the conrtdence expressed in

O*

t The order is dilTerent in the Kng. Bililo, as also
and Vulg., where Est closes the historical books.

Id the

Sept

;
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have ever 8ho^vn

for this book (of which Ewald has
said that in passing to it horn the other books of
' we
the
fall, as it were, from heaven to eartli ')
illustrates their complete surrender to tlie spirit of

or

the age in which it was produced. It was an age that
had fallen out of sjmpathy with the teaching of the
prophets, and was unprepared for the spiritual
conception of the gospel, when national pride and
a certain faith in their own fortunes as a people,
with a disposition to make the most of their heathen
masters by the use of such worldly wisdom as they
possessed, seem to have formed the chief characteristics of those who still claimed to be God's

—

people.
In the Christian

been less
the OT that are not quoted in the NT (nor in
Philo).
It has no place in the Canon of Melito of
Sardis, who had made careful inquiry among
the Jews of Syria regarding the books of the OT ;
of Theodore of Mopsuestia (followed by the
Nestorians) ; of Athanasius, who put it in the
second rank among the ivayivt^aKoiieva ; of Amphilochius, who mentions that some add the Book of
Esther'; of Gregory of Naz., and others. JunUius
in the 6th cent, mentions that there were grave
doubts on the subject in his day ; while Luther,
after referring to 2 Mac, says (Ttschreden), I have
so little favour for this book and the Book of Est
that I wish they did not exist ; they are too
Judaizing, and contain many heathenish improIn some of these cases, however, it may
Erieties.'
ave been the corrupt Sept. transl. that caused
suspicion, while in others it is possible that Est
may be included under the name of Ezra or
some other book. Est is recognized as canonical
by Origen, Cyril of Jerus., Jerome (who puts it
last in the list), Augustine, and others.
We may
also reckon it an indirect testimony to the authority
of the hook in the beginning of the Christian era,
that, according to 2 Mac (IS**), ' Mordecai's day'
{vt^^pa MapSoxai'ki)), doubtless the Feast of Purim, was
observed in the writer's lifetime. The fact that it
has a place (in an enlarged form) In the Sept., with
an epilogue stating that the tr. was brought (to
Alexandria) by one Dositheus in the 4th year of
Ptolemy and Cleopatra, is regarded by some as a
proof tliat the book existed in its Gr. form as early
as B.C. 178, in the reign of Ptolemy VI. (Philometor),
who was friendly to the Jews. But there were two
later kings of that name, and oneearlier B. C. 204-8 1 ),
whose wives were called Cleopatra and the inference is doubtful, even admitting the authenticity of
the statement in question(Riehm,
Fritzsche,
Handb. z. d. Apocr. i.).
While the Heb. text is
good, there are large interpolations in the Sept.,
of which there are two different texts,
and B, the
latter, according to Lagarde, Field, etc., being an
improved recension of the 3rd cent. These interpolations contradict the Heb. in several particulars,*
and betray their later Gr. origin by representing
'

'

(

;

B WB

;

A

Haman as a Macedonian who sought to transfer
the sovereirrnty from the Persians to the Macedonians (IG'"-"), and by other inconsistencies and
anacliionisms,t and were, no doubt, the work of
successive Hellenistic writers desirous to give a
religious character to the book, J and to supplement other apparent defects.§ In the Vulg. these
additions are all put by Jerome at the end of the
book, beginning with a portion that takes up the
narrative where the Heb. ends
with notes to
bIiow where the other additions occur in the Sept.
• Cf. 221 and Ad. Eat lia"., 63 and 12», SI- »
and 12«, 9H and 1518.
For example, 'month Adar' ie2», 'chosen people' 1C21,

—

13', 'I
•lYerings' 1417.
t
i

am

thy brother'

169,

'Aman's

table," 'drink-

lOi). 10. U. ir )» 1110 139.18 14»-» 16J8 1(54. n.
For example, by ifiving the terms of the royal edict*, which

Ad. Est

are not at

all

'

are given in the margin.

Owing to the influence of the Sept. and Vulp. (in the Syr.
they have no place) the additions were often read in church, and
even regarded as canonical (in common with other Apocr. boolta
of OT), receiving the sanction of several Oh. Councils, from tliat
They are
of Carthage in 397 to the Council of Trent in 1646.
composed of the following passages the twofold referencei
showing where they stand
the Sept. and tlie Rest of Est respectively :^1) Mordecai's pedi;jree, dream, and detection of
conspiracy, with his imme<iiate reward, exciting Haman's wrath
122-12«).
(Intr.
(2) Terms of the king's writ, authorizing the
destruction of the Jews (after 313 131-7). (3) Prayers of Mordecai
and Est (after 4 133-1419). (4) Fuller account of Est's Brst intercession with the kin^ (in place of 6i-3 16). (6) Terms of the
king's writ, authorizing the Jews to defend themselves (after
813 16), (6) Mordecai's devout interpretation of his di earn in the
light of events, and tiis permanent institution of the Feast of
Purim, followed by epilogue regarding the Gr. tr. (End 104-13
111).
In Josephus we can trace other additions to the story not
found in the Sept., which shows the popularity of the subject,
and the tendency to embroider the Ueb. narrative with Alex,
inventions.
Similar embellishments are to be found in the
'first' and 'second* Chaldiean Targums or commentaiies, independent of the Gr. additions, which only found their way into
the Midrashim at a much later time through the medium of the
writings ascribed to Josipon ben-Gorion (Zunz, GoUe«dienaUich4
Vortrage Fritzsche, (M above).

—

m

;

;

Church the book has naturally
esteemed. It is one of the few books of

Hades'

In the RV Eng. Apocr. (where they are similarlj
combined under the name of The Rest of th«
Chapters of the Bk. of Esther ') these explanation!

Oritntal in atyle, lSi-7 16.

;

;

—

Historicity.
On this subject the most
diverse opinions have been held,
^lany old and a
few modern writers * maintain the narrative to be
thoroughly historical. But an increasing number t
hold it to be more or less a work of imagination ;
while some J regard it as a poetical invention,
having no appreciable basis of fact to rest on.
The follow mg are the principal arguments for
II.

—

the historical character of the boolc. (1) The
narrative claims to be historical, referring more
than once to the chronicles of Persia as containing a record of the events in question (10- 2'^ 0')
and its admission to the Pal. Canon, notwithstanding the absence of any allusion to the Holy Land
or to Jewish ordinances, is so far a conKrmation
of its claim.
(2) The Feast of Purim, with which
it was so closely connected as to be known among
Alex, writers as the Epistle of Purim,' and which,
in the time of Jos. [Ant. XI. vi. 1,3) was observed
by Jews in all parts of the world, is a standing
memorial of the remarkable episode in Jewish
history which the book records.
(3) Its lifelike
representation of Pers. manners and customs,
especially in connexion with the palace at Susa
(ji. 10.14 .29.21.23 37.12.13 46.11 54
g8)_ isj i^inQ o\it by
the results of modern travel and researcli (RawMorier,
linson's ^?ic. Monarchies, iv. pp. •2G9-"2S7
Fergusson, Loftus, Dieulafoy), and tinds support
other
ancient
writers.
in Herodotus and
(4) The
conduct of Ahasuerus is in harmony with the
vain, capricious, passionate character of Xerxes
(the identification of the two names was the first
result obtained from the deciphering of the cuneiform inscriptions by Grotefend in 1802), as depicted
by heathen writers (Herod, vii. ix. ; ./Esch. Pers.
46711'.; Juv. X. 174-187); and this may account
for some things in the narrative that would otherwise seem almost incredible. (5) It appears from
'

'

'

;

• Kelle, VindicUe Est,; Havernick, Eini*-itu/io
Baumgarten,
Lib. Est.; Welte, Eirdntunq Keil, £inleitung ; Hervey, Smith's DB; Nickes, De Est. "Lxb.; Cas^el, K"m.; Rawlinson, .Speaker's Com.; Wordsworth, Com.; J. Oppert, AnnaieM
Phil. Chrit., and Remu des Et. Ju. 1804 ; J. W. Haley, Bk. 0/
Est.; and, in the main, F. W. Scbultz, Laiige'i Com.; and Orelli,
Pl:E, art. ' Esther.'
t Eichhom, Einleitujtg; De Wette, Einleitmtg; Bleek, Binleitung; Winer, BiW. iiirB i. Dillniann in .Schenkel's Bibeiiex.
SUihelin. Kinleitung Ryssel.
art. i'urini ; Ewald, Ge^ch. Isr.
Hertiieau, jExcy. Itnndb.; 0>iti\\,S. ami Z. Kg. Kom.; David.son,
Introduction; Hitzig, Gfsch. Jsr.; Herzfeld, Geech. Isr.; Stanley,
Jewish Ch.; Driver,
449 fl. ; Cheyne, Ene. Brit, art
Esther' ; Konig, Einleitujxg.
Appar. VT; Bertholdt, Einleitung; Kuenen,
I Semler,
Iteliii. Isr.. and Onderz.^l 661 ft. (Hint. Crit. vol. i.); N61d.-ke,
AUtMt. Lit.; Reuss, Geech. AT; Zunz, ZDMG. 1893; GraU,
ilG »'J, ISSii Bloch, ' Hel. Bestandth. iin Bib. Schr.,' Jud. Lit.
BL, 1877 ; Comill, EinitU.; Bertholet, Die SUUrig der Itr.
',

De Fide

-j

;

'

;

'

LOT

'

;

;
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vii. 8 that Xerxes held a great council of
in the third year of his reign before setting
out for Greece, and that he returned to Susa in
the spring of his seventli year, which agrees with

Neither Vashti
rative is beset with difficulties.
nor Esther can be identilieil with Amestris, the
only queen (judging from Herodotus and Ctesias)
that Xerxes ever had. Nor is it easy to reconcile
Ahasuerus' and Haman's ignorance of Esther's
nationality with the frequent presence of Mordecai (who was known to be a Jew, Z*) 'in the
king's gate,' and his constant communications with
Esther.
Moreover, Haman's description of the
Jews (3*-"), as 'dispersed among the people in
all the provinces of thy kingdom,' and of their
disobedience to ' the king's laws,' is not true of
the Pers. period (especially so early as the reign
of Xerxes), and betrays a Maced. -Greek origin, as
does also the stress laid on financial considerations
(cf. 9'°), and the part taken against the Jews by
'their enemies' (9'- "•**).
(5) In several respects
the writer's knowledge of Pers. customs is alleged
WJ, Dec. 1886), e.g.
to be defective (Gratz in
the 127 provinces,' cf. the 20 satrapies of Herod,
iii. 89; the command to 'kneel' (jn^) before Haman,
an act of worship due to God only and the king,
while the refusal to ' do him reverence by prostration (Tt\ursi7[z=Trpo(!Kviiiiv) betrays a Gr. spirit of
independence at variance with Gn 23' 33' (cf.
Herod, vii. 136) ; the un-Oriental toleration so long
shown to Mordecai by the vizier ; the queen's
difficulty of gaining access to the royal presence
the alleged Semitic character of some of the proper
names, suspiciously profuse, and very few of which
occur elsewhere and Mordecai's obscurity, notwithstanding his ofBcially-recorded services to the
king (2^, cf. Herod, viii. 85). Even admitting
the general consistency of the narrative, both
with itself and with Pers. surroundings, this is held
to be suliiciently accounted for by consummate
dramatic skill on the part of the writer, and his
possessing such a knowledge of Persia and its
ancient regime as was attainable by a Jew who
had lived in that country or even in Palestine in
the Mailed. -Gr. period. (6) The true explanation
of the silence of ancient Jewish writers (Ch, Ezr,
Neh, Sir, Dn, Philo) as well as of profane
writers, is held to lie in the fact that no such
facts as those related in the 15k. of Est ever took
place.
(7) The Ileb. of the book, which closely
resembles that of Ec, belongs to a much later time
than that of Xerxes ; and the way in which the
writer explains Pers. customs (1" 8") seems to
imply that the Pers. rule was over, while his
description of Ahasuerus, and of his wide dominions, and the magnificence of his coiut, gives the
impression that he is recalling the glories of a
bygone age. (8) In answer to the argument from
the Feast of Purim, it is alleged that the story of
Est was engrafted on a festival already in vogue
among the Jews, borrowed from a Pers. or a Gr.
source, for the purpose of promoting its wider
observance or imparting to it a more national
character and various attempts have been made
None of
to trace it to a dclinite heathen source.
these attempts, however (art. PURIM), can be
said to be successful, and the connexion of the
book with such an ancient Jewish observance still
forms a considerable presumption in favour of its
being founded on facts. It may be that fresh
conlirmiition of its truth will bo found in some
of the monumental discoveries which still await
the explorer, and that the suspicion attaching to
its contents will yet be removed.
Thedate generally
III. Datk and AuTiioit.sHlP.
assi{j;ned to the book by those who maintain it to
be historical is somewhere in the reign of Arlaxerxes
Lon"imanus, the successor of Xerxes (B.C. 464-425),
or a little later ; while most of those who regard the
story as more or less of a legend or romance bring
its composition down to the Gr. period, say in the
Uitzig traces its composition (a^
3rd cent. B.C.

Herod,

war

—

the dates assigned to the great feast and the choice
of a successor to Vashti (1' 2").
(6) Although the
narrative is minute and circumstantial, containing
many names (of courtiers, princes, 10 sons of
Hanian, etc., I'"-" 9'"") as well as other details,
it is remarkably free from literary and historical
discrepancies, such as have been detected in the
Apocr. books of To and Jth and Ad. Est. According to Oppert, there is not a single proper
name that may not be rejiarded as belonging to
the idiom of Cyrus and oif Darius, and after the
conquests of Alexander such writing was pliilologically impossible.
(7) The silence of contemporary and later writings regarding the events
narrated in the Bk. of tst is partly due to the
disappearance of literature bearmg on the history
of Persia, and partly to the interest of Herodotus
and Ctesias being centred in the points of contact
between Persia and Greece.
As for the Bk. of
Ezra, it leaves the period from B.C. 516 to 459
(between chs. 6 and 7) a blank, except in 4°-*.
On the other hand, the following are the chief
objections that have been taken to the historicity of the book.
(1) The story bears on the
face of it the appearance of a historical romance,
a number of its features being in themselves ex-

tremely improbable, e.g. the six months' feast,
involving such prolonged absence of the governors
from their duties in the provinces the summons
of Vashti before the assembled peoples and princes,
ftnd the subsequent decree, suggested by tlie wise
men,' that every man should bear rule in his own
tsuse, which would have been the publication of
Ahasuerus' folly; the long interval before the
choice of Vashti's successor; the decree for the
wholesale massacre of the Jews (not excepting
;

'

those in Judtea, and numbering proliably two millions) on account of the obstinacy of a single Jew ;
the publication of this decree eleven months before
the time for its execution the issue of a subsequent decree virtually sanctioning civil war ; the
immense slaughter of the Persians notwithstandin" their superiority in numbers, and the wonderful preservation of Jewish lives, as well as the
absence of revenge on the part of the Persians; the
institution by Alordecai and E. of a feast that
would perpetuate the disgrace of the sovereign in
the eyes of his subjects, and embitter the relations
between Jew and Persian (but cf. the annual
commemoration of the massacre of the Magians,
Herod, iii. 79 with which Niebuhr was dispo.sed to
connect the story). Add to this that the scries of
coincidences and contrasts culminating in the over;

—

throw

of

Haman

connects this

'the At/agite' (1

b 15

name with Agaz, a

— but Oppert

tribe of

Media

mentioned

in the inscriptions of Saigon) and the
exaltation of Mordecai of the tribe uf Benjamin,
is too perfect to have been drawn from real life.
(2) The manifest aim of the writer is to encourage
and glorify the Jews and the whole narrative,
whicii is marked by exaggeration and innuendo,
is artfully designed to serve that purpose (2"-"-'^
3>.i. 414 010.II.1J 7. 8»-"-" 9'»
10).
(3) The refer;

ences to 'the chronicles' may be merely a rhetorical device in imitation of similar allusions in Neh
and Ezr (in this connexion it is noteworthy that
the terms of the royal edicts are not given) ; or
the sources referred to may be like the Bab.-Pers.
chronicles, from

which Ctcsiaa professes to have
the story being 'an example
of Jewish Hnggada founded upon one of those
eemi-historical talcs of which the Pcrs. chronicles
Bceui to have been full' (Sayce, IICM p. 475).

derived information

(4)

—

A strictly historical

interpretation of the nar-
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'

'

'

;

;

;

—
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ESTHER, BOOK OF

ETHAN

well as the introduction of Purim) to the Parthian
B.C. 238, and in the description
of the Jews in 3' he finds evidence that it was
written subsequently to the colonizing activity of

i49ff.; Cheyne, art. 'Esther'
LrraRATORB.— Driver,
Critici^tm. 3olt ff. ; Kuenen,
Ejicyc. Brit. (1878), Fowiders of
W, 18«1, p. 168 ; La^'arde,
OruUrzoek''. 661 fl. ; Ziinmern 'in
W, 1890, p. 241 ff.; Diculatoj- in Rev. d. Et.
Purim ; Jacob in
p. 469 ff.
Ju. 1888; Savce, Ezr. Neh. and Est., also
Comill. EirMlunrii, 2.13 ff. 281 9. 308 Ryle, Canon oj OT. 1S»,
Schwallv,
Lebm
n. d.
AT.UiS.;
;
tke
LU.
d.
Wildeboer,
205
Todt,j,. 42 fl. ; Bertheau, Ezr. Neh. u. Est. (in Kgf. lldb.)W6%,
and
Zockler's
Oettli
Struck
(in
Kgf.
V.
Ryssel,
1887
2nd ei. by
;
vU. 193 ff. See also referencea
Eom. 18S9, p. 227 ff.); Beuss,
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ascendency after

Seleucus Nikator.

Others (Reuss,

Bloch,
etc.) give it a still later date, tracing it to the time
of the Maccabaean revolt (B.C. 167).
Bloch regards
it as an attempt to justify the Jewish party at
the Gr. court, who thought they could best promot* the interests of their country by conciliating
the heathen power but with this it is difficult to
reconcile Mordecai's attitude towards Haman, or
the slaughter of Pers. women and children and its
commemoration.
Griitz assigns the book to an
adherent of the Maccabaean party, and, with the
ingenuity of a special pleader, presents s great
array of arguments to prove that Ahasuerus represents Antiochus (with some intentional vagueness as to the identity of Ah. himself), and that
the book was intended to appeal to those who, like
the dejiuties to Tyre (2 Mac 4'*"**), were disposed
to resist the kind's attempt to force them into idolatry, although tliey had very little religion of their
own, hinting at the influences which they might
bring to bear upon the king, and at a possible
turn in the wheel of fortune, much as the Bk. of
Dn was meant, a year or two later, to tell upon the
more devout (Pasidim), who still believed in the
possibility of direct divine interpositions. Kuenen
and Comill find in it an echo of the same struggle
(cf. 3»- » and 1 Mac 1" 3"- ") after it was over {B.C.
135), when religious heroism had given place to
animosity and pride. Similarly, Zunz believes it to
have been an Eastern reflex (c. B.C. 130) of the
Maccabaean enthusiasm, and lays stress on the
lateness and servility of the language, as well as
OD the want of any recognition of the Jewish
community as a whole, Mordecai and Esther
being the only Jews who are credited with any
influence.
But the language, though late, is
?ery far from exhibiting the stage represented
by the Mishna ; * and as regards the supposed
Maccabfean origin for the story, it must be
remembered that even under the Pers. rule
(Jos. c. Ap. 1. 22) there had been times when the
Jews suffered persecution for their attachment to
their faith.
That the book was written by a
Persian Jew may fairly be inferred from its tone
and structure, notwithstanding Gratz' denial that
the use of Heb. for literary purposes was possible
outside of Palestine, except during the Bab.
Captivity.
It is vain, however, to attempt to
determine the authorship more particularly. The
references to Mordecai's writing in g"'" have given
rise to the idea that he may have been the author
but the peculiaritiesof the passage, both in language
and contents, stamp it as an interpolation or interpolations {w.*"^ *"*'), perhaps borrowed from
Griitz,

LOT

ZA

—

;

another book of Purim (v."). Moreover, some of
the allusions to Mordecai {e.g. S)"-*) preclude the idea
of his being the writer.
All that can be said with
confidence is that it was written by a Jew connected with Persia, and full of the nationalist
feeling of his time, the absence of religious phraseology being due partly to the decline in the
spiritual life of the nation, occasioned by centuries
of exposure to heathen influences, leading to reserve in the expression of religious sentiment,
partly to the secular character of the Feast of
Furim a-^sociated with it, which rested on no
divinp authority, and was marked by a gay connviality, varied with an occasional outburst of
passion that was not favourable to religious
solemnity. See further under PURIM.
•

At the

time It muat be adnittted that, even after the
was formed, books in imitation of the clsuwical
Ec would have to be plac-ed lon;r

flur-e

Ki<ihna style

ityle were "^'rittcn, otherwise
liter Sirttch.

BCM

;

AT

In footnotes above.

ESTHER

;

—
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(Apocryphal).

ESYELUS
1

in

J.

('H(ri>7)Xo5,

= Jehiel.— One
Josiah's time (2 Ch

Es

—

B*""

ri

<rijfoSof,

AV Syelns)

of the rulers of the temple

l''

ETAM

A. M'CLYMONT.

See preceding article.

35").

possibly 'place of birds of prey,'
It is uncertain whether
bird of prey').
there may not have been two places so called
The to\vn Etam (1 Ch i'-^') was
in Judah.
It may be the place
in Simeon, near Kimmon.
fortified by Rehoboam (2 Ch 11"), though there
The Rock
noticed with Bethlehem and Tekoa.
Etam (Jg 15'- ") was Samson's refuge, and had in
it a peculiar 'fissure' (I'y?) or 'cavern' (AV 'top').
In the Talm. an Etam near Bethlehem is noticed
These may
(see Neubauer, G^og. Talm. s.v.).
Etam of
1.
represent
three distinct sites.
tin near
'Ait
ruin
Simeon is very clearly the
Rimmon of Simeon, on the hUls N.W. of Beer2. Etam
vol. iii. sheet xxiv.
sheba.

from

B's;

(cn-y,

—

'

SWP

is represented by the present 'Ain
'A tan, at the so-called Pools of Solomon (Rom.
reservoirs connected with Pilate's aqueduct to
Jerus. ), the traditional site of the sealed fountain

near Bethlehem

'

(Ca

4'*),

SiVP

by the Rabbis with Nephtoah.
3. The Rock Etam is
sheet xvii.

identified

vol.

iii.

an undefined

site,

but

may have been near Samson's

at Zorah. There is a remarkable rocky hill
to the E., on which the village Beit 'At&h now
stands, nnder which is a curious cavern in the rock.

home

M

is not uncommon (cf.
of B for
this is a possible site for Samson's

The change

TiMNAH), and
refuge.

SWP vol.

sheet xvii.

iii.

LiTKKATtTRE.— Besides the above, see Robinson, BRF^ L 477
Guirin, Jvid)e, iii. 117 f.. 303; Baedeker-Socin, Pal.^ 134 f.;
;

Schick,

ZDPV

1881, 43, 323

;

i.

162f.

;

PEFSt,

1875, 12

Conder, Tent- Work, L 276

ff.

;
;

1876, 176

ETHAM
'.

(DciK,

LXX

'Oedfi,

The Coptic has

1878, 116

;

Moore, Judges, 342 ff.

C. R.
33«-

;

Conder.

Ex 13*> Bovedw, Nu
Ex 13^ [Wilkins],
;

nrfduij..

and epovSai. [Wilkins], epovBav [Sah. Ciasca]. LXX
and Cop. omit Ethara in Nu 33').— The station at
which the Israelites arrived after leaving Succoth.
It is described (Ex 13-'", Nu 33*) as being 'on the
edge of the wilderness.' This wilderness (called
W. of Etham, Nu 33«, and W. of Shur, Ex 15") was
traversed by the Israelites after crossing the sea.
It must therefore be east of the Isthmus of Suez,
and Etham would be on its W. edge. If on leaving
Egypt the Israelites went along Wady TumUat
[see

ExoDtrs (Route of),

§ i.], tliey

would make

for

the broad tract of dry ground to the N. of Lake
Timsali, and the position of Etham would be where
their route crossed the EgyP- frontier, i.e. in the
Naville
neighbourhood of the modern Ismailia.
places Etham here, but explains the word as
mentioned
designating the land of Atuma, which is
The land of Atuma
in the papyrus Anastasi vi.
there mentioned is generally supposed to be the
land of Edom. See Piuahiroth and the Literature under Exodus (Route of), § ii. [Brugsch's
Exodus and the Egyptian Monuments may lio
read in English in vol. li. of the translation (1879)
of his E<]tfpt tt-ndcr tke Pharaohs, or in New Ed.
A. T. CHAPMAN.
(1891, in' one vol.) p. 318ff.].
'

'

ETHAN

(lo'K).— 1.

'The Ezrahite'

of

1

K

4'

ETHANIM

ETHICS

and Ps 89 (title). In the first of these passages lie
U mentioneJ alon^ with other contom]ioraries(?)
of Solomon, who were all surpjissed in wisdom by
the Jewish monarch. In 1 Ch 2" he is .said to have
been a Judican of the family of Zcrah, which is
prob. another form of Ezrah (hence the patronymic
EzrahUe). Instead of the Ezrahite it has been
proposed to render 'n-ji^ of 1 K 4" 'the native,' i.e.
the Is'^Mlite, in opposition to some of the other
wise men named, who were foreigners (Cheyne, Job
and Solomon, p. 131). The ascribing of Ps 89 to
B. occasioned one of the curiosities of Rabbinical
m,ip (the east),
exej,'esig.
''X^,]>< was connected with
then 'the man from the east' of Is 4P was interpreted of Abraham, and Ethan the Ezrahite was
identified with the patriarch, who thus became the
author of the psalm (Driver, LOT p. xxxiii, n.).
2. An ancestor of Asaph (1 Ch 6").
In v." he is
called Joah. 3. The eponj'raous ancestor of a guild
of temple-singers (mentioned along with Heman
and Asaph in 1 Ch 6** 15"-" etc.). His genealogy
is traced by the Chronicler back to Merari, one of
the sons of Levi. He is generally identified with
Jeduthun. (See Jedutiiun.)
J. A. Selbie.
'

'

ETHANIM (c'lTNij, 'ABafuLr B, 'Aea»tl)i A, Ethanim,
1

K

See Time.

»').

ETHANUS, one of the ' swift scribes who wrote
to the dictation of Ezra (2 Es H").
The name
occurs in the MSS variously as Ecanus, Ecbanus,
'

Elkana,

etc.

ETHBAAL

(Sv^nn 'with Baal,' i.e. enjoying
and protection ; 'Ie0f()da\ B, 'la^daX A,
'I(9Sdii\ Luc.).— King of the Sidonians, and father
of Jezebel wife of Ahab king of Israel (1 K 16'').
According to Jos., Ittobaal ('IW/SaXoi, EiBuiPaXot, i.e. Vyj'iBK
Baal is with hira,' a form of the
name preferred by Thenius, Stade, etc.) was king
of the Tynans and Sidonians {Ant. VIII. xiii. 1), and
is stated by Menander the Eiihesian to have been a
priest of Astarte who attained to the throne by the
murder of the usurper Phelles (C. Ap. i. 18). This
identification with the Etlibaal of K is allowed by
modems. The Taylor cylinder, col. ii. 48, mentions
a later king of Sidon of the same name ; Assyr.
Tuba'lu (Schrader, COT, on Gn 10").
C. F. BlTRNEY.
ETHER (vii;), Jos 15" 19'.— A tovra of Judah
noticed with Libnah, apparently near the plain of
Philistia, given to Simeon, and near Rimmon. The

hi« favour

'

site is

unknown.

ETHICS.— The treatment of this subject is involved in a certain amount of dilficulty, from the
fact that while the ethical character of the whole
Jewish dispensation is strongly and unmistakably
marked, tiiere is no ethical system, strictly so
called, in the Bible at all.
The ethical ideas, like
the metaphysical ideas, underlie the histories, the
prophecies, the legislation, and the writings of the
apiMtles
they are not deduced or criticised, but
as.-<umed as premises.
For such a purpose as
that of the present article they have to be extracted and presented systematically
and there
is always danger that when this is done some
greater precision of definition may be given to
the ideas than they really possessed.
There is another difiiculty, even greater than
this, which arises from the critical discussions
recently raised over the authorship and date of
books. This pres.ses more hardly on the student
ol OT ideas than of Christianity.
For even if the
date of individual books of the NT be uncertain,
the margin of uncertainty is comparatively narrow
and the period within which they all must fall
is, comparatively speaking, a short one.
Hence
;

;

;

critical questions

serious loss.

We

may
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be neglected without any

But with the <)T

it

is

ditl'erent.

can no longer take for granted tlie traditional
order or date of the books; and, what is much
more serious, the period within which they must
all have been written is a very long one, so that
it would be unreasonable to expect tliat the ethical
foint of view can have suH'ered no serious change,
t is obviously impossible to discuss the various
critical questions by the way.
We can only call
attention to the part they play in the whole discussion of our present subject, and then leave
them aside. The plan of the present article is,
then, to set forth the ethical ideas in the Bible,
as far as possible, without reference to the literary
history of the books, following such order as the
subject itself seems to require.
I. In
the OT AND Apocbypha. The first
point requiring attention is one of great imjiortance, which will have decisive significance in
regard to our whole subject-matter.
With the
partial exception (considered later) of the Sapiential Books, tlie whole of the Jewish Scriptures are
under the sway of religion. The ruling idea of
life was conditioned by the prevalent conception
of God, and the peculiar relation in which the
Jewish people stood towards Him.
Hence the
larger portion of the discussions with which othei
ethical writings have ma<le us familiar, has no
place whatever in Jewish literature. Greek ethical speculation busied itself with the questions of
the end of life, or the ideal order of life, or the
nature of virtue, or the sanction of the moral
law.
But to the Jewish mind all these questions
were prejudged by the peculiarly close relation
of religion with life. The God they worshipped
was to the Jews the source and the sanction of
the moral law. Their moral evolution consisted
in their gradual discovery of the full meaning of
their primary ethical conviction.
Their notion of
the content of the ethical idea varied as time
went on their history is, in a sense, reflected in
their ethical evolution. Things which at one time
were thought compatible with the due worship of
God, cease to be thought so
but the general
relation in which they stand to God remains undisturbed
morality is, to them, the embodied
will of God.
It follows necessarily from this that there are,
roughly speaking, two, and only two, questions for
the Jewish moralists. (1) What conduct does God
command? (2) What conduct does God forbid?
Why He ordains or prohibits one or another line
of conduct does not matter to them. They are
concerned only with the fact. The answers to
these remoter questions may, to some extent, be
revealed in the process of moral evolution, but
they are not of {)rimary interest or importance.
The central question is that of the actiutl content
of the divine law.
It might seem, at first sight, as if this theory
of the moral law must exclude a people from

—

;

;

:

any marked development in ethical matters. The
most cursory glance, however, at the actual facts
would destroy this supposition. The law of God
adapted to various stages in the progre.is of the
and enforces the morality characteristic of
the stage at which they are. It is obvious that
this must nc(es.sarily have been the ca.se.
If, as
the Jews believed, (iod Himself revealed the moral
law to them, it must necessarily have been in
terms which they could understand.
It would
have been idle, for instance, to promulga'e to a
nation, as yet only in the tribal stage of its existence, a law which assumed the existence of settled

is

people,

civic ideas.

Thus the conviction

of the special

union of God with His people, and interest, in
their moral life, affects the character of the evolu-

;

;
:'
'
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bat does not prevent their

tion of ethical ideas,
real growth.

first,

(A) The Pentateuch
note of law

and

the Historical Books.
struck in the account
In this story we have
of Paradise and the Fall.
all the elements of the ethical idea as it presented
God gave a command wliich
itself to the Jews.
man disobeyed. In like manner the sin which
led to the Flood was disobedience or rebellion
against God. The law of murder, enacted after
the Flood has disappeared, is given as a definite
In
act of legislation on the part of God (Gn 9^"').
the same way the sin of Sodom is represented as
destruction
of
the
an outrage upon God and the
When we reach
cities as the judgment of God.
the times of Abraham the same phenomena appear
in a more complex form. The intercourse between
God and man, of which the covenant after the
Flood was typical, is concentrated and intensified
A demand
in the relation of God ^\'ith Abraham.
is made for a more complete and detailed obedience and the rite of circumcision has a special
The special covenant
significance assigned to it.
is based on the readiness of Abraham to accept
the guidance of God; cf. Gn 17'- ^ 'The Lord
appeared to Abram, and said unto him, I am God
Almighty walk before me, and be thou perfect.

— Tlie

is

;

;

:

my

covenant between me and
will make
thee, and will multiply thee exceedingly.' The
same idea of a covenant is sustained throughout

And 1

the whole history between Abraham and Aloses
the people are regarded as standing in a peculiar
relation to God, and bound by it to certain lines
of conduct.
The protection and interest of God
in tlie chosen family is represented as a thing
w hich they are bound to cherish with the greatest
care, and it is implied throughout that the arrangement is jjart of a larger scheme. The sin of Esau
consists in the neglect of this covenanted right of
access to God and the blessing of Jacob consists
in his fitness to be the vehicle of the covenantrelation, rather than in any commendation bestowed upon his own character.
Whatever may be the literary history of the
books in which this story is preserved, there is
no doubt that it represents the belief of the Jewish
l>eoi)le, and, that being so, it characterized their
ethical ideas.
But it is important to notice also
the area of moral action covered by the commands
of God.
have already noticed the prohibition
of murder, and the condemnation of Sodom. Apart
from these, the morality consistent with the stage
of civilization so far attained is implicitly permitted. There is no condemnation of polygamy
the fraud of Abraham upon Abimelech is not condemned, though its uselessness is displayed by the
action of God and, in like manner, Jacob's fraud
upon Isaac is shown to be unprofitable by the
fact of his exile.
At the same time the witness
of God is sought in order to preserve the validity
;

We

;

(Gn 26-''°^), and His worship is regarded
from that of many other deities. There
is little sign at present of any elaborate moral
reform depending on the covenant-relation and

of treaties
as distinct

;

the morality of the people as it is described is
governed by principles which prevail in
the patriarchal stage. What is new and has the
germs of much of the future development in it, is
the intensification of the idea of the tribal God.
The relation asserted between God and the family
of Abraham is peculiarly close and far-reaching
in ita character
and the ground is prepared for
the substitution of a moral for a physical or tribal
ba.sis of the covenant.
The ne.xt stage in the history as it is presented
in the OT books is marked by the Levittcal let/islation.
It is here, probably, that tlie dithcuUies
caused by critical discussions reach their highest
strictly

;

In pursuance of our plan we shall describe,
the facts of the legislation as they stand, and
reserve such discussion as there is space for, of
the bearing of criticism upon the matter. Under
the head of the Mosaic legislation we have to consider the Decalogue, the Priestly Code, and the
Deuteronomic exposition of the Mosaic law. This
will involve a brief consideration of the meaning
and character of Sacrifice, and the meaning of Sin.
Of the Decalogue it is not necessary to say
much.
need only call attention to the fact
one conthat it consists of two distinct parts
taining prohibitions concerning man's relations to
God, the other dealing more directly with ordinary

point.

We

:

Tlie Decalogue throws comparatively little light on the condition of society at
the time of its promulgation. It deals with acts
forbidden before, such as murder and idolatry
but its last three sections imply the existence of
a settled mode of life different from that of the
patriarchal family.
Theft, false witness, and
covetous desire belong to a social state in which
there existed within the social whole various
houses or families holding property. The process of
f I'voiKiff^As must have taken place ; but bej'ond this
there is nothing that can be said definitely. It is,
however, important to notice that the commandments come with the imprimatur of God upon
social questions.

them, and that the covenant-relation is alluded
to in the prefatory verse as it stands in Ex 20^
I am the Lord thy God, which brought thee out
of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage.'
The Priestly Code consists of a number of regulations which are largely ceremonial in character.
The laws of ceremonial uncleanness and other
kindred matters are precisely defined the great
occasions of the ecclesiastical year are ordained,
and the ritual due to them established. Further,
the various types of sacrifice are described, the
occasions on which they are to be performed, and
In regard to
the method of performing them.
the whole of this legislation, we need only for
our present purpose to call attention to two points.
In tlie first place, it is important to observe that
the whole order is rested upon the covenant
relation with God, and, more than this, that the
character of God is placed in definite connexion
with the rules laid down. The holiness of God
requires this elnljoiate ceremonial order to preserve it from the contamination of h.asty and
unfit intruders, and to retain the condition of
the peo]ile at a level high enough to enable tlicm
This is proved
to use their covenant privileges.
by the refrain which recurs at intervals in the
course of Leviticus 'I am the Lord'; and by
Ye shall
such marked [ihrases as the following
not profane my holy name ; but I will be hallowed
among the children of Israel I am the LORD
which hallow you, that brought you out of the
land of Egypt to be your God ; I am the LoRD
(Lv Sa'^-^). But, in the second place, it is no
less important to notice the extraordinarily limited
moral ranjjje of the laws enacted. In Lv 6 there
is a short list of moral delinquencies which require
the atonement of a guilt ollcring. These consist
chieily of broken pledge and other forms of dishonest dealing. Besides this there are sacrifices
If any one shall
ordained for sins of ignorance
.sin unwittingly, in any of the things which the
Lord hath commanded not to be done, and shall
do any one of them and if the anointed priest
'

:

—

:

'

;

:

'

;

shall sin so as to bring guilt upon the people
(Lv 4'-^).
If we are instilied in referring this
command to the legislation which appears in
Exodus, it will include a certain number of other

Thus, besides the Decathere are regulations concerning assault
and murder, the proper treatment of slaves, the

moral delinquencies.
logue,

;
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relations of parents and children, and specially
concerning idol-worship and magic. Besides these
there are ordinances referring to lost property
the duty of actively aiiiing the restoration of
straying animals is inculcated the poor are remembered, and severe condemnations passed upon
those who judge unjustly.
The service for the
Day of Atonement is placed in close connexion
with the unwarranted intrusion of the sons of
Aaron into the presence of the Lord (Lv 16'), and
is apparently intended to do away with ceremonial
breaches of the covenant relation, though the
ritual would lend itself easily to a deeper mean-

a.ssociation to minds lar^ly buried
The clmracleristic note of this legislation is that
takes command over life as a whole, and, while the actual
condition of the people is left unaltered, the way is prepared for
further progress. The fundaiuentJil ideas as to right and wrong
and the proper means of conununicating with the national God
are left unmodified ; but practices are condemned which degrade
and materialize the life of the nation and its conceptions of

;

;

-

Atonement (Day of).
legislation in the Book of Deuteronomy, as
it stands at present, covers a good deal of the
ground of the preceding books. It repeats and
further develops laws elsewhere laid down. There
is the same rigorous condemnation of idolatry, the
same care for justice and equality between man

ing.

See

The

and man, and the like. But there is a more pronounced insistence on the moral character of God,
and the close relation of God to the people in view
of His moral character.
He is repre.^ented as
demanding exclusive worship, but as being faithful
and long-suB'erinfj (Dt 7"), caring not only for the
people of His choice, but also in a special de^ee
tor the fatherless and stranger.
The characteristic
feature of Dt is that which it is now the f:isliion
to call its pnrenetic tone ; it goes so far, indeed,
as to find a spiritual meaning for circumcision as
opposed to that which is purely ceremonial.
Moreover, the relation of the people to God is
presented in a more spiritual manner the ' first
preat commandment of the law,' ' Thou shalt love
the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all
tliy soul, and with all thy mind,' is in Dt 6'.*
It has seemed hardly consistent with the subject
of the present article to go into any preciseness of
detail as regards the Pent, legishition.
Enough,
hoivever, has been said to establish the truth of
the position maintained at the outset, that morality
:

for the Jew meant that which God had commanded
immorality, that wliieh God forbade. It is obvious
that the 15k. of Dt takes a slightly diilerent view
of moral life from that which is expounded in Lv.
Tlie laws concerning the functions of judges
(12"- »), the kingly olhce (IT""-*), the single central
shrine, and the killing of animals for food (1'2"),
clearly contemplate, either in fact or in anticipation, the position of a settled nation.
Similar
cases might be quoted from the earlier books.
But whereas in Lv the largest portion of the look
concerns the ritual order in the land of Canaan,
the Bk. of Dt is chiefly concerned with the
religious effect upon the people.
One fact, however, U noticeable about a]l the tKX>k8 alike, and
;

that ia the highiy archaic character of the re^latiorm themelvea. The law and the ritual of sacrifice, the importance
ceremonial pollution, the pnicticca connected witfi the
avenprer of tilood, the ui*e of liie Uz taliunig, the le% irate law of
marriage, the use of the ordeal, are all of them archaic in charactor, and must have Bun-ived into later JudaiHm out of an
archaic state of society. As in other cases upon which anthropology haa thrown much light, practices have survived after their
primary mcanitig has been lost. It is therefore reasonable to
suppose that the evolution of ethics among the Jews followed
oniothing like the same course as among other progressive
nations.
Uaving been flr^t CTpressed in terms analogous to
those of early humanity all the world over, the distinctively
moral elementa were disentangled from the moss of nidimentary
ideas, and took their place as the ruling principles of the
religious polity of Juflma.
It has sometimes been maintained
that the elaborate cert-inoniat is a subsequent development to
the more spiritual attitude of iJeuteronomy. This is surely
Inconsistent with the t^'aching of anthropology.
The more
spiritu 4l conceiJtions rise naturally out of the less spiritual
the moral trutn breaks loose from the half-savage priictice in
which it was enshrined. It ia almost inconceivable that this
order should be reveracd ; and that the mind of the nation
should have passed from a lofty spiritual conception of life to

Ifiven to

The second, Tbou shalt love thy neighbour
Lv 1918.

*
Id

*

u thyself,

occurs
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one that belongs by natural
in

liialter.

God

God.*
It has often been obeerred that the indications
of the operation of the Levitical law are rare, if
not altogether non-existent, in the historical books.
It is certainly true that the sui)remacy of the
sanctuary at Shiloh, and then later at .Jerus., falls
considerably short of the unique sanctity ascribed
Further,
in the law to the central shrine of .J".
tliere are no records of the celebration of the legal
It is plain
feasts till the time of the later kings.
that the worship of J" had not established its hold

upon the common people; they are continually
liable to defections to the gods of neighbouring
Moreover, the unity of the people is hardly
races.
attained ; there are obviously differences of opinion
interest
between various tribes. These facts
and
and others like them have been quoted, reasonably
enough, as bearing on the literary history of the
books of the law. They do not affect what has
been said above as to the archaic character of
many of the legal enactments. And we may say
even more than this. The records contained in
the historical books are the records of a people
emerging from the tribal state into that of national
life.
The assumptions of such a state of thing's
underlie the action of Jael they are displayed in
the wars of extermination which form a somewhat
eyes) in the history
repellent feature (to
of the invasion of Canaan, and in Samuel's denunciation of the Amalekites ; they appear in the
attitude of the Jews towards the gods of the
neighbouring tribes, stUI more noticeably in such a
story as that of the Levite and his concubine (Jg
19. 20), or that of Micali the Ephraimite {ib. 17. 18).
The means by which the change is eflected is,
to a large extent, the institution of the Kingship.
It is this that prevents the separate action of the
separate tribes, and develops the idea of a justice
which is due to an individual, as opjiosed to the
tribal notion according to which the tribe, not the
At the same time it is
individual, is the unit.
clear that J" is regarded as the protector of moral
:

modem

David, for instance, commends Abigail
rights.
for preserving him from the sin against the Lord
that reckless vengeance implies (1 S 20""-). The
eating of blood is a sin against J" (1 S 14") there
is, to use a modem phra.se, a taboo upon the shewbread oit'ered to J" ; t and otlier cases might be
?uoted showing that, though evidence is lacking
or a complete ecclesiastical organization. rucIi as
is described in the Pent., much of tne legislation
embodied therein (and therefore the morality
implied by it) dates from a time in which these
;

social ideas prevailed.

—We

must now
{B) The Prophetical Literature.
turn to the prophets and endeavour to estimate
the importance ot their work in the ethical development of Israel. They are rightly identified with
the higher moral progress of the people but it is
neces.sary in dealing with them, more even than
with any of the otlier UT authors, to remember
that tluir writings are occasional and not sj-stemThey deal with the comlition of the people
atic.
as it appears to them, they comment on the vices
which arrest their attention, and they give special
weight to the ellcct of these lines of conduct on
the field of politics.
;

• Of.

Lv IS"

20'

«,

Dt 12" etc

t It is not accurate to say, with Wellhausen {Prolftj. p. ISl,
Eng. tr), that there is no dislinctioo between boly and unholy ia
the matter of the shew-brcad.
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explained on the.«e terms. Hence we find in le
and elsewhere the view expressed that God works
through evil, and leads men to higher things
This notion is involved in the idea of visitation
doctrine is their sense of the union of tlie nation it gives meaning to the metaphor of the refining
with God, and the interest of God in the moral fre and it expresses itself in the doctrine of the
development of men. Condemnations of idolatry faithful remnant. These are they on whom sufferand of all forms of defection from the proper ing and trouble have done their proper work they
allegiance to God are frequent in the prophetic have learnt the lessons which God was teaching
books. The nation is described under tlie figure them. This conception reaches a climax in Is 5.S.
of a bride, bound by the marriage-tie to J", and The boldness in language, which is so characteristic
continually breaking it. This appears in Is, Jer, of the prophets, is nowhere more noticeable than
Ezk, Hos
it will not be necessary to quote
in some isolated statements to be found on tin
passages in illustration of so familiar a phrase. subject of evU. Not content with describing the
The practices most frequently condemned are probationary functions of it in the divine order,
unrigliteous judgment, oppression of the poor, and both Amos and Deutero-Isaiah speak of it as the
various forms of luxury and extravagance, especi- direct etiect of God's action.
Shall evil befall a
'
3'.
These do not take us much city, and the Lord hath not done it ?
ally drunkenness.
I
which
form
beyond the ideas
appear in the earliest
the light, and create darkness ; I make peace,
legislation.
The development is to be found rather and create evil I am the Lord that doeth all
in the application of the ideas which have already
these things,' Is 45'. These passages, in which
prevailed, and in the appearance of some of the
'evil' has not the moral sense but =' calamity,'
problems which necessarily belong to moral life. ' misfortune,' are not inconsistent with the conThus the theory of evil receives some considera- demnation of sin ascribed to God, and with His
tion.
have seen that the ceremonial legis- character as elsewhere described. Their real aim
lation referred largely to ceremonial pollutions.
is to express in the sharpest form the absolute
It may possibly have teen due to this association
supremacy of God over the whole course of things.
that the presence of evil was treated as a taint
(A) A second point in regard to which the prowhich aflected others besides the actual sinner. phetic attitude is fairly consistent is the contrast
On the other hand, holiness or righteousness between ceremonial performance and real morality.
was also regarded as a state which was efl'ectual The emphasis laid by the prophets upon the moral
as a preservation against judgment.
Thus in law, the growing sense of the holiness of God, the
Abraham's colloquy with God (Gn 18) the presence comparative lacK of moral reference in the cereof righteous persons is admitted as a reason for monial legislation, are factors in this development.
suspending the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. Sacrifice in various parts of the world has tended
There is, of course, a real moral difficulty con- to pass from an act of communion into an act of
tained in this doctrine. It must be remembered commerce. Instead of being a means of reopening
that eWl is inseparably connected by the Jews with intercourse that had in some way become susacts of rebellion, i.e. with Individual self-will and pended, it is a process of barter by which somedisobedience.
If, therefore, others who have not
thing valuable is given up or destroyed in order
taken part in the sin are involved in its con- to secure some gain. Further, the tendency to
sequences, it is obrious that a serious question polytheism so rife in Palestine during the time
must be raised as to the definition of responsibility, of the kings rests upon an assumption that it ia
and the relation of responsibility to guilt. We worth while to make friends with a variety of
find in Is a sense of the polluting etiect of the
gods in hopes of bonefits to be received from them.
presence of evil. Thus in the account of his call This theory, as well as the other, is inconsistent
to the prophetic work (6') he says
Woe is me, alike with the ceremonial law as we now read it,
for I am undone
because I am a man of unclean and with the prophetic doctrine of God. In prolips, and I dwell among a people of unclean lips.'
portion, therefore, as the sense of moral conditions
Isaiah expresses the general etiect of evil in the to communion with God prevailed over every
people, and acknowledges its influence upon him- other, it became necessary to insist on the inself.
It is, further, a general doctrine of the OT
adequacy of sacrifice in itself as a means of rethat the guilt of sin extends to those who are con- ligious approach. This law is a common subject
nected with the sinner, as is expressed in the of the declamation of the prophets.
find it in
second commandment. These ideas give rise to Is (1'"-"), Jer (6'9-» etc.), Hos (2" 6«),
(ch. 6),
several lines of moral speculation.
In the first Mic (ch. 2), Zee (7"), and many other places,
p'^^i^e.
the sense of individual responsibility is and in a most elaborate form in II Is (58). In all
gieutly strengthened, so that we find in Ezk a these, the close relation of J" to His people, their
definite restriction or correction of the principle sinfulness and His hatred of sin, are the basal
laid down in the Decalogue.
Thus (ch. 18"), 'Tlie assumptions. It is the sense of the failure of
soul that sinneth, it shall die the son shall not material means of intercourse, and the difficulty
bear the ininuity of the father, neither shall the of the more spiritual view of moral life, that gives
father bear the iniquity of the son the righteous- force to the whole doctrine of salvation.
The
ness of the righteous shall be upon him, and the moral character of God was itself an assertion that
wickedness of the wicked shall be upon him.' evil was not final. If the means at hand of getting
This position is carried out on the side of virtue rid of it were inadequate, God Himself must take
also; the presence even of the three men, Noah, measures to remove it.
The one thing certain is
Daniel, and Job, shall not avail to suspend that it cannot remain unmodified the holiness if
judgment upon a sinful city (Ezk U"-^'), nor shall God forbids tliis. Hence we find God continually
righteousness at one time prevent judgment if a represented as longing to pardon rising up early
soul relapse into wickedness (Ezk SS'""- ). Responsi- and sending His prophets that men may come
bility belongs to the individual soul for actual
back to their allegiance, and realize the blessings
things done, and for nothing else.
of the covenant-union.
The two ideas are here
On the other hand, the prevalence of evil and held together the separation from God caused by
the uncertain incidence of affliction absolutely sin the prospect of forgiveness from the side of
prevent the adoption of the view that each man God. It would take us into the region of theology,
IS punished simply for his own sins.
Evil enters pure and simple, if we discussed this matiei
far too deeply into the constitution of things to be further ; but it is impossible to avoid reference to

The cycle of ideas in which tlie prophets move
much the same in outline, though of course
Bome speak more precisely and fully than others.
(a) The most conspicuous feature in their moral
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It, as it is the characteristic feature of the ethics
of the prophets, and is perhaps »n inevitjible
result 01 the peculiarly theoloj^ical tone of the
ethical thought of Israel.
It has already been observed that the ordinary
list of virtues and vices in the prophets falls
roughly under the same heads as those in the
law.
They are vices or virtues connected with
the intercourse of man with man in other words,
thev are political rather than ethical, in the

the condemnation of usury (Ps 15') and of unrighteous judgment (Ps 82 throughout). But the
Psalmists take us much further than this condemnation of wickedness. God is represented as
a God of loving-kindness that is, looking with

;

narrower sense.

They belong

the

to

political

activity of the prophets, and express their influence
upon the ordinary life of the State.
There are, besides these, certain other conditions
mentioned from time to time which are more
purely subjective. Such is the peace which comes

who

are in true union with God, which
the wicked can never share. But these are not
the most frequent types of virtue. For these and
such conditions we must go to the Psalms.
(C) The Psahru really require a treatise to
themselves to set forth their ethical contents
adequately. They have formed men's devotional
handbook for century after century and this, in
spite of the fact that they are full of national feeling, and are unmistakably Jewish.
There are
frequent allusions in them to the situation of the
Jewish people in politics or warfare they must
have been written, in many cases, like the prophecies, in close connexion with various political
events.
Yet their Bi;,'nifieance is never exhausted.
They have the twofold right to perpetuity, that
they regard the current history in the light of the
permanent principles that underlie all history and
all life, and that they present these in the form of the
highest poetry. The Psalmists see in the events
of their own day the manifestation of the divine
laws, and it is often this aspect of them alone
which they present. Hence the task of datin" the
Psalms is no easy one the particular immediate
event is often lost in the sense of the universal
laws, the working of which it displays.
In this
connexion, as before in this article, we must disclaim any intention of discussing or deciding the
dates of the individual psalms, and conline ourselves to a general presentation of the moral indications in the book as a whole.
As before in Jewish writings, we have to notice
the decisive way in which the character of God is
represented as the rule for the character of man.
very striking exi)ression is given to this principle in Ps 18*>-'» (KV)
With the merciful thou wilt
show thyself merciful with the perfect man thou
wilt show thyself perfect with the pure thou wilt
show thyself pure and with the perverse thou
wilt show thyself froward.' The reference of all
this is put beyond question by the next verse
For
thou wilt save the alllicted people ; but the haughty
eyes thou wilt bring down (cf. Ps 25"-"' Ol'"- ",
and many other passages). Here, therefore, in
the moat decisive way, the character of God is
represented as the moral ideal. If we ask, further,
for greater detail in regard to this divine character, we find many points of contact with the
books already considered. It is a commonplace
throughout the Psalms that God has a fiery hatred
of evil.
This is especially disjilaycd in a hatred of
»11 forms of oppression.
For the spoilin" of the
poor, for the Hi;;hing of the needy, now will I arise,
saith the Loud' (12").
'Depart from evil, and do
good seek peace, and pursue it. The eyes of the
Lord are toward the righteous, and his ears are
open unto their cry. . . The righteous cried, an<l
the Loud heard, and delivered thum out of all
their troubles.
"The Lord is nigh unto them that
are of a broken heart, and savcth such as be of a
contrite spirit (34"-'").
It is probably this care
for the poor that leads, both in the I's and I)t, to
to those
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interest and love upon mankind.
It is this character wliich, if tlie phrase may be used, accounts
for and is expressed in the special intimacy between the Lord and His people. ' Tlie earth is full
of the loving-kindness of the Lord' (Ps 33»)
it is 'in the multitude of the loving-kindness' of
God that the Psalmist goes to the temple (Ps 5')
' He
showeth loving-kindness to his anointed, to
David, and to his seed for evermore' (Ps IS"").
The merciful nature of God shows itself in two
directions in forgiveness and in judgment. "The
:

two are not apparently regarded as incompatible.
He is full of compassion and gracious, slow to
anger and plenteous in mercy Ps 103").
If thou,
'

(

Lord, shouldcst mark iniquities, O Lord, who shall
stand ? But there is forgiveness with thee, that
thou mayest be feared' (Ps ISO"-^). At the same
time, upon those who work wickedness, the judgment of God falls severely and relentlessly. ' Thou
settest them in slippeiy places thou casteth them
down to destruction (Ps 73" etc.).
The character of God as thus described forms
the model of the true follower of J". His central
motive is that of love and adoration to God but,
at the same time, he so far identifies himself with
the cause of God that he too burns with anger
against the wicked. This is partly the explanation of the tone of unmodilied hatred that
I)ervades certain psalms (esp. U9. 109).
It is not
merely the annoyance of a person whose will is
crossed, and who vents himself in petulant cursing
of those who stand in his way.
It is the wrath of
the person who feels that God's cause is attacked
throujjh him, and who is persecuted by the powers
of evu.
Such a condition is no doubt a perilous
one
but it is important to observe that these
psalms by no means stand alone.
The echo of
conflict pervades the whole book.
The course of
this world is largely atlected by the presence of
sin and unfaithfulness.
The followers of God are
not by any means in the majority ; nor do they
always prevail against their enemies. They pass
through times of oppression, of menace, of persecution they are the victims of treachery in the
house of friends they see the ungodly in apparent
prosperity, and the holy things of God de
"eliled and
insulted.
This condition of the world produces
the fury against the enemies of God, already mentioned, together with some other remarkable conditions of mind.
It is to this
the apjjarent
triumph of the enemy that we must assign the
sense of being forsaken by God Himself which
appears in Ps 22 to this also is to be traced the
perplexity of mind as regards the providence of
God which appears in Ps 73. The moods in which
this i)roblem is approached vary greatly.
At times
it produces deep depression, almost desjiair
at
times it is treated (as in Ps 37) with calm and
quiet triumph. But it is important, for it is to
the Jewish mind the fundamental problem of
ethics, to account for the lack of apparent balan.'e
between a man's lot and the life he leads. The
idea of the probationary value of suffering appears
but the full dLscussiun of the
in some iilaces
problem belongs rather to the Sapiential Books
than to the Psalms.
It would not, however, be true to suppose that
all the evil in the world is due to the action of the
enemies of God. There are in many places signs
that sinfulness is regarded as a trouble that
touches even the good.
It erects a barrier between
the soul and God which sacrifices and burnt-ofl'erings are powerless to break down.
In one place
;

'

;
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;
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he who does the exact opposite of all thest
See FooL.
It IS this notion of a wise ordering of practical
life which reappears in the far more magnificent
conception which we owe to these books of the
wisdom of God. This is conceived partly as an
attribute of God, partly as a counsellor standing,
as it were, by the throne of God.
According to
the latter view, which appears in some of the
finest passages in these books, wisdom was the

(Ps 51') it seems to be regarded as affecting the
actual birth of men. The man stands in solitary
responsibility before God (49' 51*)
and the essence
of sin consists in not having the heart right
Together with this sense of incapacity and
(78*).
weakness may be classed the yearning after God
which marks Pa 42, and the passionate enthusiasm
for the service of God whicli appears in Pss 119

fool is

things.

j

—

and 84.
There would be no

difficulty in extending largely
this account of the ethical features of the I'salms ;

but the space at our disposal does not permit it.
We therefore can only point out here the general
character of the whole oook. It is essentially a
book of reflective devotion. The whole of life is
viewed from the point of view of the worship of
and intercourse with J". It never reaches the
point of ethical theory, even in regard to the
ethical problem noticed above. The solution, so
far as any is oflered, is always spiritual and
religious, and not philosophical.
It is in these only
{!)) The Sapiential Books.
that we find any definite ethical philosophy among
the Jews and even in these, speculation moves over

—

;

As in otlier nations, speculation
restricted area.
begins in the proverbial form ; the farst moral
philosophers were men who spoke proverbs. These
trace their intellectual lineage to the wise king

a

Solomon, who was wiser than Ethan the Ezrahite,
and Heman, and Calcol, and Darda, the sons of
Mahol
and who spake three thousand i)roverbs (1 K 4'"-). These /)rowri*, if we may judge
from the Bk. of Pr as we have it, were of a somewhat utilitarian tone. They started with the
assumption that virtue leads to worldly success and
happiness and they dwelt on this relation with
various degrees of insistence. They were maxims
of ordinary prudence, rather than speculations as
to ultimate moral problems, and the religious view
of all these questions was somewhat left on one
Moral practice is still closely allied with
side.
the fear of the Lord, but its natural outcome is
expected to appear in the form of worldly prosThus 3*- "> Honour the LORD with thy
perity.
substance, and with the first-fmits of all thine
increase so shall thy barns be tilled with plenty,
The
and thy fats shall overflow with new wine.
reflections upon life which till up the larger
portion of the book are also somewhat subdued in
enthusiasm, and seera to lack in some degree high
moral inspiration. But it must not be supposed
.

.

.

;

'

:

that commonplace utilitarian reflections are the
sum of the contents of the Sapiental Books. It is
to these that we must trace the development of
two of the most striking of all the ethical figures
and the Fool. The wise
the Wise
of the

OT—

man

is

Man

he whose

life is

orderly and well arranged
the Lord. The

—the man who follows the law of
fool is

he

who

is

self-willed

and

sinful,

and whose

therefore lacks principle, and fails to attain
large portion of the antitheses in the
success.
Bks. of Pr and Sir present the contrasted pictures
They are seen in various
of these two characters.
relations of life but the essence of the two characters lies in their different relation to the law of
the Lord
for the fear of the LORD is the be'All
ginning of knowledge (Pr 1', Sir l'*"*).
wisdom is the fear of the Lord, and in all wisdom
The grossest
is the doing of tlie law' (Sir 19'*).
forms of transgression, as well as the less impressive, are regarded as acts of folly (see esp. Pr
7«-", and comp. Pr 10«- » 13" H*- " etc.).
It is
noticeable that the nature of wisdom and of folly
consists, not in an accurate intellectual knowledge
of things, but in a prudent or imprudent ordering
life

A

;

;

The wise man shows his wisdom by his
of life.
right choice, his far-seeing plans, his control of
The
passion, and avoidance of all self-assertion.

i

counsellor and helper of God in the creation of the
world (Pr 8, cf. Wis 10, Job 28^ etc. ), and has been
conspicuously embodied in the law (Sir 24^).
Wisdom is the power that guides the history of
man, and has watched over that of the chosen
people (cf. Wis lO'"-). Hence the previous connexion between morality and wisdom is explained.
Man's wisdom consists in following out the em
bodied wisdom of God in the law.
This particular character of the divine wisdom
brings us back to the consideration of the problems
which, as has been already pointed out, appear in
the Psalms. The problem of the true relation of
virtuous action or righteousness is set forth, ai"
The author
in a tragedy, in the Bk. of Job.
empha-sizes the fact that Job was free from all
blame in the truest and strictest sense. He bewails
his misery
the cruel change of fortune which

—

comes upon him; but

in it all

'he sinneii not.'

He

neither rejected the verdict of his conscience,
which acquitted him of wTong-doing, nor called in
question the supreme justice of God. In this he
proves superior to the popular opinion on such
matters, as it is represented in the utterances of
the friends. And the justification of his attitude
is found in the answer of J" out of the whirlwind,
the point of which consists in the assertion of the
variety and mysteriousness of the activity of God.
The question is not solved by any philosophical
formula, but is referred simply to the nature of
God Himself.
In the Bk. of Ec we find a much more gloomy
point of view. In this case the obscurity of the
whole matter presses very hard upon the author's
mind. He is impressed with the apparent futility
and lack of coherence in the life of man he can
see no purpose served and no object attained by
the pursuit of ^visdom, or the indulgence of pleasure,
Everytning lies
or tlie enjoyment of high place.
under the doom of vanity there is no profit under
nothing that endures, and can satisfy
the sun
Under these
man's desire for the enduring.
circumstances he approaches the form of ethical
thought which, in modem times, is called pessimism.
Indeed he only falls short of it in so far as he finds
the good of man in the giini adherence to the commandments of God (if Ec U'^ be genuine).
In both these works the general view of the life
of man is closely akin to that which we have had
occasion to notice before. It is noted (Job 1') that
Job rose up early in the morning and offered burntofferings according to the number of them all (i.e.
his family), for Job said, It may be that my sons
have sinned, and renoimced God in their hearts.'
He deemed it neces.sary to provide against inadvertences of this sort as regards God, and this
of course adds to the impression of his complete
virtue.
In later chapters we find the usual
emphasis laid upon the protection of the poor, and
the wickedness of oppression (cf. ch. 24. 31'* etc.),
upon purity (ch. 31), and justice (29"). In like
manner, oppression is one of the things which
attracts the attention of the preacher (Ec 4'"*), as
well £13 the vanity of the eflTorts of the righteous,
when death conies and cuts short all that he is
planning to achieve.
We may now review briefly the drift of this very
imperfect sketch of the ethical ideas of the OT,
;

;

—

'

;
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seems that the central feature of OT morality is
it is religious
it b grafted on to the national
faith and worship.
But this must not be taken to
imply that the ceremonial order was indissolubly
bound up with the moral ideas ; the various sacrifices, and the like, are, on the whole, held apart
from the definite scheme (so far as there is one
It would be truer
traceable) of virtues and vices.
to say that the ceremonial order and the ethical
code are two co-ordinate developments of the one

Christ ; the forgiveness, the laek of which so
seriously complicated the ancient religious etibrts,
has become possible through Christ. This is, in
fact, the central point in the comparison of the two
systems ; the note of the old covenant is promise,
that of the new is fuljilmcnt. From this most of
the other differences may be derived, directly or
indirectly.
As in connexion with the OT, so here, it will be
impossible to enter into the various critical questions
raised over the Gospels and Epistles.
Taking the
as it is, we shall endeavour to indicate its uearing on ethical questions.
(A ) The Sermon on the Mount. Different views
have been taken as to the actual history of this
sermon as it stands in the Gospels, and of its
meaning in relation to the purpose of Christ. All
are agreed that it stands to tlie new covenant as
the promulgation of the law on Sinai stood to the
old ; it contains the law of the new kinj;dom.
From this point of view two questions arise in
regard to it. (1) What is its relation to the old
law? (2) What new features does it add of its

It

that

;

— the

principle

God was

The character of
holiness of J".
the final rule of the life of man, and the

archaic details of sacrificial purification were tilled
with this meaning ; the great holiness of God
demanded cfvutious approach. On the other hand,
the general impression left upon the mind by the
history of the people and the reflections upon their
The acts
life is one of considerable simplicity.
condenmed, the ideals commended, belong to a
comparatively simple condition of society. Acts
of violence and oppression are the chief burden of
denunciation
the tendency is manifest to exact
usurious interest
and there are some few other
forms of sin noticed, such as drunkenness and
impurity. But the real depth and value of Jewish
moral teaching is found, not in the political or
social sphere, but in the religious life.
It is in the
Psalms and in those passages of the Prophets which
come nearest in tone to the Psalms that we find
the permanent and supreme value of the Jewish
notion of life. Varieties of religious emotion and
aspiration such as we find in these forms are possible only to a people whose whole ethical outlook
;

;

is religious.

—

II. In the NT.
Wlien we pass over into the
we come into an atmosphere which is in many
respects strikingly difrerent from that of the OT.
In the first place, the literature covers a comparatively small area in point of time, instead of
containing history and tradition from a long series
Hence the type of life and thought,
of ages.
though there are signs of rapid development in it,

NT

the same throughout.
is much
further, the
history in
describes in fragmentary style a
single life, and the results which flowed, from its
activity.
are not concerned with the history
of a people, but of a body that was included in,
but claimed to be wider than, the firmly estab-

NT

We

Roman

Empire.
Our knowledge of its
comparatively slight
is
the
empha.si.1 falls on the development of its mind.
Hence, while a large portion of OT requires to be
explained out of tlie political history of the time,
the tone of NT is more definitely moral, and deals
more positively with the qualities and errors of
individual minds it is ethical rather than political.
And once more, the NT stands in much closer
relation to our own modem experience than anything in the OT. At the best, it is always diflicult
to pet back to the point of view from which the OT
writers spoke and wrote there is much which it
requin'S careful argumentation to explain at all.
But with the NT this is different. In spite of the
lished

external

history

;

;

;

ob\'ious dill'erences of national character, and the
effects of all the history that has happened since,
feel that we understand and are in sympathy
with the ethical attitude of those who wTote the
NT books. Indeed, the fact that they seem so little
Btrange is the measure of their effect.
On the other hand, there are points of very close
contact between the OT and the NT. We do not
find the same external conditions, hut the moral
attitude is much the same. The morality of the
NT is essentially a religious morality it stands in
verj' close relation to the worship of (iod.
That
which was hope or a-spiration under the old covenant
is fulfilled in the new
the access to God, which
was before an object of longing, is attained through

we still

;

;
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—

own ?
In the Sermon on the Mount the old law is
and fulfilled the precepts which it contained are interpreted, and their application
deepened. Our Lord definitely affirms that He
has come, not to destroy {KaTaXOaai), but to fulfil
{rXjipuxrai).
Hence He touches on a series of points
upon which the law had defined its position, and
develops them. The law of Murder includes in its
prohibition the sin of anger and the harsh unforgiving temper.* The law against Adultery includes lustful thoughts, and condemns them. The
law of Divorce and of Perjury are extended in like
manner. But the law of Retaliation is reversed
and the narrow command to love the neighbour is
extended so as to cover the enemy. In all this the
(1)

revised

;

difference lies not so much in principle as in interare still in the region of law. Compretation.
mands are addressed to the will from without,
which it has to obey. But the significance of the
law is increased tenfold by means of the application
They no longer concern outward
of the rules.
conduct only ; thej' touch the inmost springs of conduct in the heart. In this they are akin to the
deeper aspirations of the Prophets and Psalmists ;
these too, though with less profound and unflinching moral insight, saw that it was in these inward
rejrions that the real issue of right and wrong was
In the same way, on the positive side,
to be tried.
in the matter of alm.sgiving, prayer, and fasting,
emphasis on tne spiritual side of
Lord
lays
our
these acts, without in any way condemning the
exterior and formal aspect of them.
(2) But the indications given of the character of
the citizens of the new kingdom contain the most
These
significant departures from ancient rule.
the Beatitudes, and in other parts
appear chiefly
in which the character of the new
of the
kingdom is described. The nature of the description given in the Beatitudes is not, perhaps, eiusy
but there is no question
to brini' into formal order
as to the fundamental principles of the character
Its rules and interests are in the
therein set forth.
The rewards of
spiritual world, and there alone.
The pure in heart see
its virtues are spiritual.
God ; those that hunger and thirst after righteousness gain their desire ; the merciful receive mercy
the poor in spirit (or the poor, Lk 6'*) are those to
whom the kingdom of heaven belongs ; the peacemakers are called the sons of God. The meek are
hut this must not be
said to inherit the earth
assumed to contradict the blessing upon those
whom the world persecutes. The general drift ol
the piussage is to oless those who are characterized
* Ct. Philo, De Spec. Legg. Tom. ii.
p. SI4, ed. Mang.
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by certain spiritual qualities, and to leave on one
side their relation to the ordinary standards of the
world. The opinion of the world is, as such, of no
value ; all that matters is the spiritual condition
In like manner,
of the citizens of the kingdom.
later on in the sermon, the motive to prayer and
The critical
fa.sting is found in the same region.

spicuous parenetic passage is that in which otu
Lord (as also in the other Gospels) lays down the
absolute necessity of sacrifice for all (Jn 12^).
The discourses are concerned rather with the
exposition of the final conditions of moral action,
and in this sense they are of vital importance for
the Christian ethic. It should be noticed that they
deal with action, so it seems at first sight, very
simply.
Truths which are complementary are
stated, sometimes in antithesis, sometimes without any sign in the context of the complementary
truth, which may appear elsewhere also without
qualification.
Thus, in ch. 6, the mysterious
relations of the work of the Father and the coming
of men to Christ are asserted, but not connected
by any theory. Or, on the other hand, the judgment given is said to be the coming of the light
into the world, and the consequent action of men
{3'") ; whereas in w.^- *> judgment is placed in the
control of the Son of Man.
This is largely due to
the close connexion of the discourses in this Gospel
with the circumstances under which they were
delivered, and to the fact that, in life, different
aspects of complex unities have a tendency to
emerge into exclusive prominence. But the great
importance of aU these passages for our present
purpose is this
they represent the Christian
development of the principles already asserted in
Judaism the connexion of the character of God
with moral life, and the historic operation of God
in the lives of men.
Where God declares Himself
as a merciful God in answer to the request of
Moses to see Him and declares His condemnation
of the guilty (Ex 34'), Christ in St. John sets out
the love of God as the rule of life for the Christian
Whereas in the OT the hand
society (Jn 17^).
of God is seen in the guidance of man throughout
his life and history, Christ in St. John affirms
definitely the entry of tlie Father's will into the
actual life and choice of individual man. The importance of this, in regard to life, can hardly be
exaggerated.
means that the apparent simplification of moral ideas attained by referring all things
to a spiritual standard must not be regarded as
extinguishing all moral problems. The Gospel of
St. John contains no elaoorate discussion of such
problems, such as we find in St. Paul's Epistles it
only indicates, in the direct way which lies close
to immediate experience, that they are present.
Thus we derive from the preaching of Christ, not
only a deeper view of positive duty, but also an
indication of a large held of moral thought of
which comparatively little had been known before.
(D) In turning to the Apostolic Epistles we find
the Church engaged in the endeavour to introduce
derive,
the Christian law into the world.
therefore, from these writings some knowledge of
life
of
Greece
the effect of Christianity upon the
and Rome. And, further, we find in the Epistles,
especially in those of St. Paul, an endeavour to
connect the faith of the Church with its practice.
It will be desirable to consider these points in the
reverse order, as the dogmatic basis of Christian
fractice in many cases largely determines its form,
n the first place, let us observe that there are, in
the NT writers, certain moral premises or assumptions which are inherited from the OT, and have
been accentuated by the teaching of Christ. The
end of man is union or intercourse with God, and
Men are in a position of enmity
sin impedes it.
the wrath of God at present
sin dwells in them
abides upon them— they have not passed from
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excluded from the true

temper

is

gsT-sSj

and

life

(Mt

7'"°,

Lk

distinctly asserted that care is to
be exercised in the presentation of that which is
holy.
The whole temper indicated is inward and
.

spiritual,

it is

though

it is

must be expressed
by its fruit.

affirmed that the character
the tree is to be known
:

in act

(B) Similar principles appear in our Lord's Paralarge number of tlie parables
refer to the general characteristics of the new
Society, and therefore do not immediately concern
us.* But others deal directly >vith moral character. Thus the Parable of the Unmerciful Servant
deals with the law of forgiveness ; that of the
Pharisee and the Publican condemns self-righteousness ; the Good Samaritan defines the duty of the
love of our neighbour ; that of the Two Sons
distinguishes true and false obedience. Dives and
Lazarus illustrates the peril of the love of this
Besides these, the Prodigal Son, the
world.
holic teachings.

A

and

Friend at midnight
declare the relations between the true believers
and God. In these, and in the generality of the
teaching recorded in the synoptic Gospels, our
Lord uses a quasi-proverbial method. He does
not promulgate rules of conduct, but describes in

Unjust Judge,

the

indirect fashion the principles upon which true
conduct is to be based.
(C) In the more profound teaching recorded in
St. John's Gospel, we are taken still further into
the inner secrets of the moral life. While in the
Synoptists we have the life presented in the simple
picture of the Two Ways, St. John represents the
true and the false life as two opposed conditions of
being Life and Judgment. This, while it contains ultimately the same idea as the simpler language in St. Matthew, lies deeper, and contains
assumptions which do not appear elsewhere. In
this type of teaching, as in the other, the essential
principle is that human life is trulj seen only on
its spiritual side, and that in this view of it tnere
is a single issue offered for the determination of
each particular man. That course which places
man on the side of God is described as Life ; the

—

other is in itself Judgment. Further, whereas in
synoptic tradition we find our Lord opening His
mission with the preaching of repentance, so, in
the first discourse recorded Dy St. John (ch. 3), He
sets forth the necessity of regeneration for the
recognition of and entry into the new kingdom.
Here, again, the positions are ultimately the same,
but that in St. Jonn is the deeper. The new birth
spoken of is essential to the repentance. Once
more, the need of faith, which is constantly emphasized in the synoptic Gospels, is by St. John
shown to involve moral issues of a serious kind.
It is the self-assertion, the self-seeking of the
Jews, that prevents their understanding the claims
Christ.
And, lastly, it is union with Christ,
and dependence upon His life, which sustains
of

who are His representatives in the world.
thus, again, a moral virtue inculcated in the
synoptic tradition is asserted in deeper form in St.
John. The love which the followers of Christ are
to have to one another rests upon tlieir union with
Christ, the indwelling of the Spirit, and has as its
ideal the love of the Father and the Son.
In this Gospel there is very little direct exhortation, even of the proverbial kind.
The most conthose

And

* Such are the Leaven, the Dnw-net, the Hidden Treasure,
the Seed g^rowing secretly, et^;

:

—

—

—
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;
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death to life. And they have no power of their
own to break loose from this position the old
lamentations of the Psalmist over their moral incapacity are taken up and confirmed by the
authority of the apostolic writers. However great
and sincere man's desire may be to attain to virtue
;

w

,
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Jesus Christ is come in the flesh (2Jn', cf. 1 Jn5').
His characteristic interest is in the truth of the
incarnation considered as a fact in liistory
his
treatment of all the other points arises out of this.
The others, not less certain than St. John iis to the
nature of Christ, have given more sjiace to the
discussion of the redemptive acts of Christ.
But,
in spite of difl'erences in the nature and order of
the presentation, one salient fact appears on the
In all this the apostolic writers are using partly very surface of the NT, namely, tliat moral life
ideas which are inlierited, partly ideas which are depends upon the acts and the nature of Christ
original in them.
The sense of failure and ruin in other words, that the true basis for morality is
appears, as we have said, in the OT, but in the theological. 'The controversy over the princiiilei
more
precise
in itself, and its causes
Epistles it is
of faith and works, which occupies so large a ]ilace
and range are more clearly known.
The dis- in St. Paul, has no meaning apart from this it
arises, and is of practical importance, just because
abilities thus described are removed by the work
And it is in consequence of this that it affects the relations of God and man. In like
of Christ.
the dogmatic basis of the Christian practice is so manner, as has been already implied in oui
firmly and carefully fixed. The views of man's remarks upon St. John's Gospel, the controlling
condition, with which the apostles start, are such will of God in history becomes an element in
that the first thing to be done in order to attain man's moral life and in this connexion we have,
morality is to remove the impediment which at of course, the Pauline doctrine of predestination.
present bars the way. To describe the advantages Here, again, we are dealing, not with a mere
or the beauties of moral life to develop a system philosophical speculation, but with a series of
of new and attractive moral ideas, is secondary to facts which must be taken into consideration in
this
to have made it the first interest would have any valid account of actual practical life.
been to leave mankind in the position of the law.
It would be beyond our purpose to dwell further
It was power they wanted, more even than knowon these theological points. We have said thus
ledge.
Christ in His teaching had concentrated much about them in order to call attention to ths
attention increasingly upon Himself the central fact that the Christian ethic as it appears in the
feature of the discourses recorded by St. Jolm had NT, rests upon certain convictions as to the nature
been the presentation of Himself as satisfying in and acts of Christ. The whole bearing and range
various ways the desires and tlie needs of man. of morality depends upon these.
Thus the apostles had general guidance as to the
We must now return to the other matter remainway in which they were to deal with life, as well ing for discussion, viz. the attitude of the Church
as particular instructions for certain occasions.
in its endeavour to spread the Christian view of
Christ had not, so far as we can gather from His life through the world, and in this connexion we
recorded teaching, entered into any detailed and shall consider two points (1) the general attitude
precise account of the ellect of His work in the of the Church towards practical life (2) the system
moral world. It is this that the apostolic writers of virtues and vices which flowed from the use of
undertake.
the Christian ideal.
In this respect it is possible to observe develop(1) We notice, first of all, that the Church disment and the presence of individual tendencies of plays an attitude of unflinching hostility to all
thought. At first, the sum of their preaching; that is characteristically worldly. The world, to
seems to be contained in the phrase, Jesus is Lord. the eyes of St. Paul, presents a spectacle of varied
The resurrection, of whicli all are witnesses, is the and widespread wickedness. The heathen have
proof of this
and the elFect is that men have lost the light that might once have lielonged to
repentance and remission of their sins. The Holy them, and, as they have lost the knowledge of God,
Spirit has been poured out upon them, and they
have fallen into idolatry, and so into gross sin.
have thus gained various moral and spiritual They have concentrated their attention and inpowers. They are not left, as before, to struggle terests upon the material side of life, and find
vainly a new spring of new lift has entered into their satisfaction in the created world (Ko 1""').
the world, arising from the person of the risen and The same point appears in connexion with the
ascended Lord. St. Paul develops this position moral use of^the term the flesh.
St. Paul does not
with great fulness in his Epistles.
If Christ be
mean by this that the flesh, as such, is the seat
not nsen,' he says (1 Co 15"), 'ye are yet in your of evil but it is the material and transient side
sins.'
And this position is elsewhere described of man's nature, which has no right to stand as
as the state under law,' the condition of inability the oViject of his life. The works of the flesh
and partial knowledge which prevailed in the (Gal 5'") are all those acts and states of whicli the
earlier dispensation (tjal 4'"'-).
'There is no quesreal explanation lies in man's choice of the matt-rial
tion that to St. Paul's mind the possibility of and transient, his desire for selfish satisfaction.
moral achievement dc|>ends absolutely on the Though there are still higher ideas and signs of
person and work of the Son of (iod. And we can moral asjiiration amoiifj the heathen, yet the prego further than this. The death of Christ, whicli dominant note of their life is degradation and

anJ to holiness, there is an impediment. Tlie law
did little to improve the position it killeil instead
it displayed the real nature of sin, so
of reviving
far as man was capable of appreciating it, but
it {rave him no power to express his knowledge in
his life.
The sacrilices and other ceremonies,
which were part of the legal dispensation, could
never take away sin. They only symbolized a
purification whicii they could never convey.
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

'

'

'

;

'

was the means
tion

of removing the barrier of separabetween us and God, was of the nature of a

—a

sacrifice of propitiation (IXauT-ripioi', cf.
Ro .3^). Thus the ancient ellorts at reconciliation
were made efi'ectual. In similar fashion St. John
represents Jesus Clirist the righteous as a pro|)itiation (l\ac)xit) for our sins atict for the sins of the

sacrifice

The author of the Kp. to the
(1 Jn 2'-).
Hebrews dwells at length upon the unique import-

whole world

ance of the priesthood of Clirist, and emphasizes the
effect of it upon man's relations with God.
St.
John, the cast of whose mind is more contemplative than argumentative, sets forth as the essential
condition of real Oiristian life, the confession that
VOL.

I.

—

sensuality.*
• It l« always hard to reod St. Paul's dcHcriptlons, ewp. lo Ro t,
without woruk-riiiK wht'lluT he haa exn4;i;cnit<'ti. ami. If io, to
whiit exttnt.
It nitlHl, however, ho remembered tliot we derive
ovir vieWH of the ancient world rather from the hi(;ne»t minds of
the norticulur perio<l« we amHider, than from men on ordinary
levels.
It was these lower, more ordinary strata of society wit ii
which St. Paul wai* chiefly wxiuainted. And, further, there run
he no quei^tion that the etitry of Christianity ha8attiTe<l the tiu-o
of thiii)s'S in many more directions than wo ortlinarily think
so
;

prohahility, the tone of ancient •ociety is much
farther from us than we are wont to supi>ose. St. i*oul representj* the cjiHe of a person with sentiments very like our own
actinjrnnd thinking; mirier the old conditions. And. lastly, it
iiiust alwoys he rememhereil that St. I'aul's iiiethofi rif (iresenting
ills ideas is to insist stronfrly on one aspect of a matter at one
time, modtfyinif it or insisting oa the coiuplemeutory truth io
that, in all

—
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In liks manner, St. John speaks of the world as
lying in the evil one (xeiTai iv n^ jroxijpcji, 1 Jn 5"),
an<i uses the word K6<Tt>.o$ somewhat in the same
way as St. Paul uses the word ffdp|, lor the material
creation considered, first as apart from, and then
as hostile to God. The world is guided by princii)les of self-will and self-indulgence, and is doomed
lo pass away witli all the objects of its desire. As
Christ had anticipated persecution and hatred for
those who followed Him, so St. Paul and St. John
recognize an endless hostility between the world
and those bom of God between the flesh and the
Spirit.
There is no compromise and no cessation
in the strife.
Hence the first thing which strikes us in the
general attitude of the Church towards the world
IS its uncompromising hostility.
But in large
measure these phrases, the flesh and the world,
stand for tendencies or principles rather than for
individuals.
These tendencies appear in individuals
but there is quite another aspect in
which the indi\-iduals arrest the attention of the
Church. Tlie world from this point of view is

as well as those who are guilty of open and obvious
All three are cases of insincerity. They are
sin.
attemi)ts to serve two masters, and they lack the
absolute singleness of aim which Christ demands
of tliose who follow Him.
The severity of the
condemnation upon them is the measure of the
importance of the demand made upon the believei.
He is to live a spiritual life pure and simple, guided
by spiritual principles and spiritual aims; cowardice
or lukewarmness or double-souledness is nothing
less than the surrender of all this
in other Avords,
the rejection of Christ. On the positive side, we
have St. Paul's exhortations to sincerity of work
(Col 3^), to tolerance of weaker consciences in all
things lawful (1 Co 8*"'', Ro 14), and these exhortations are based upon the same general principle.
The sole concern of men is to be their relation to
God, and this will colour all that they do in the
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capable of being saved and this fact determines
trie character of the warfare.
There is no limit to
the sacrifices which must be expected of the
Christian he must, as Christ said, hate his father
and mother if he is worthy of his calling. But he
will not retire into himself, and live an isolated
withdrawn life in wliich mankind in general has
no part. He will live quietly in the state in which
his lot is cast, fulfilling ordinary duties of citizensliip (Ro 13, cf. 1 P 4''), accepting even such an
institution as slavery (1 Co 7", PhUem), without
strife or cry.
At the same time, he will not conceal his way of life, nor evade inquiry into its
motive the power of example, the mere presence
of the new principles of action, will tell.
The
world will know by this the disciples of Christ
by the fact that they love one another. And the
love to the brethren, which is the sign that they
have passed from death to life (1 Jn 3"), is extended
to the neighbour, and in this is the fulfilling of the
law (Ro 13'°). As God loved the world, even when
men were in a state of rebellion against Him, so
those who are called by the name of Christ will
endeavour, so far as in them lies, to fulfil God's
desire to save it.
Thus the Christian's attitude
towards the world is partly hostile and partly
friendly hostile so far as the world tries to convert him, but friendly in so far as he endeavours
to convert the world.
We must now consider
certain special conditions of muid which, owing
to the peculiar views of life characteristic of the
Church, are now brought witliin the ethical sphere.
(a)
propose to consider, first, three moral
conditions which are sufficiently similar to admit
of such treatment, and which all depend upon a
lack of zeal or whole-heartedness. In Ja 1°'" we
find a severe condemnation passed upon the Slipi'xos
or double-souled man. In Rev S's-i' the severest
Judgment of all those passed upon the Seven
Churches is the denunciation of the lukewarm
(X>^iu.poi).
And, again, in Rev 21' the first of
those whose portion is the second death are the
cowards (5fi\oi). These three words, especially in
view of the context they are in, seem to convey
more than a reproach upon vacillation of purpose.
The man who is double-souled and unstable in
all his ways fails to obtain his prayers
his life
loses consistency and firmness, and becomes like
the sea, driven by the wind and tossed. So the
lukewarm is worse than the open enemy (' I
would thou wert cold or hot'), and tlie coward
is coupled in his condemnation with the unfaithful
;

:

;

—

We

;

«nother context. If Ro 1 represents the darker side of his
mind, Ro 2, not to mention his practical altitude towards the
nentUes, reprewnts the aspect of the question neglected here.

;

ordinary ways of life.
Under the same condemnation will be placed
various sensual sins.
Thus St. Paul bases his
exhortation to purity on the true function of the
body, and its capacity as a temple of the Holy
Ghost (1 Co 6'- etc.).
Covetousness, mentioned
at the end of a list of sensual sins, is stigmatized
as idolatry (Col 3') the love of money is said to
have power to pervert men from the faith, and to
be a root of all evil things (1 Ti 6'°) and again the
;

;

love of pleasure is set over-against the love of God
In all these cases the error lies in mis(2 Ti 3').
direction of aim, the transient is preferred to the
eternal.
Thev are not merely breaches of law, or,
as a Greek philosopher might have said, disturbances of the due balance of man's nature. In the
light of the faith they are errors in principle, a
choice of the wrong thing altogether.
This singleness of aim takes shape in social life
The bond which
in various noticeable forms.
holds the Christian society together is love love to
God and love to the brethren. This, in itself,
would prevent any violence of self-assertion or
rivalry.
But there are also positive virtues based
upon the conception of the Christian society. One
This
of the most striking of these is humility.
appears in St. Paul primarily as a social virtue.
It consists in voluntarily accepting a subdued
estimate of oneself.
It is distinguished from all
diffidence or indisposition to accept the call of God
to special work by the fact that it deals fairly and
simply with reality. On the practical side it consists largely in doing without hesitation or discontent the work assigned. So St. Paul exliorts the
Romans (12*) not to think more highly of themselves than they ought; and gives as his reason
Immediately
their unity in the body of Christ.
afterwards he exhorts them to perform faithfully
the function that has been allotted to them in the
Church. So in the Epistle to the Philiiipians (2^1
the spirit of humility is opposed to the vainglorious
temper, and the factious ungracious service of a
hireling.
So St. Peter finds in huniUity the
Thus the
princijile of church order (1 P 5').
normal aspect of this Wrtue in the apostolic
writings is social it answers to the social reserve
of the Greeks the disposition to give and take
without savage selfishness or personal rivalry.
But it difiers widely from this, in that it is not
based upon the mere fact that all men cannot have
tlie same thing, and must give way to one another
it rests upon a positive love of men, one to another,
and a profouncf conviction of the unique value of
Moreover, it goes back upon the
spiritual thing.s.
exaiiijile and the precept of Christ Himself it is a
conspicuous embodiment of His mind and temper.
In this connexion it will be well to speak of
another virtue which holds a high place in St.
In the list of the fruits of the
Paul's teaching.
Spirit (Gal 5'-^), the virtue which appears at the

—

;

—

;

;

—
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of things not seen' (11').
of climax is iyKpireia, self-control.
By this he seems to
not lie justilialile to press too far its position mean a certainty in the mind of the faithful person
in this catalogue
but there can be no doubt that that the hopes he has will be realized. The confidence is so great that he seems almost to have
it holds an important position in St. Paul's mind.
It is one of the qualities required of the bishop in his possession the things which are not yet
in being.
Such a man, like Moses, 'endures as
(Tit 1')
it is inculcated by the example of the
zealous athlete (1 Co 9^), and it appears in 2 P 1° seeing the invisible.'
It is somewhat difFicult to describe succinctly the
as a stage in the progress of men in this world.
character in which these three \'irtue3 converge.
It is in regard to this virtue, probably, that the
It must be remembered that, for the apostles, Uie
ethical ideas of the apostolic writers differ most
chiracteristically from the views of contemporary death and resurrection of Christ were the primary
Or. writers. The Gr. view of virtue was chiefly and salient facts with which all life had to deal.
Hence these determine the primary reference of
it
that of a condition attained after struggle
did not contemplate the persistence of tempta- the faith, hope, and love of the believer.
His
tion, or of any disposition to yield on the part of faith rests upon Christ as risen and ascended
his
the virtuous man. The material side of man was hope is in the consummation of God's purpose in
his love is directed to the Father who
not, 80 to speak, an actual element in virtuous the world
action
it required suppression, not control
on guided, and the Son who effected, his redemption.
the other hand, the Cnristian virtue does not The whole atmosphere of the Epistles is full of
pretend to introduce warfare or sef)aration into these facts, and all practical results which flow out
the organization of man. It recognizes the need from the presence of these virtues are dependent
of self-control, but the character of the man who on the truth of these facts. Thus, because the
manages his physical nature and keejis it in its believer holds to the truth of the death and
projier relation to his whole life is selected for resurrection of Christ, he has certainty, where
commendation. The ^yKparfia of St. Paul is a others doubt, in his view of the history of the
more real thing than the auippoavfr] of a Gr. world and of himself. His faith is not a blind
philosopher
and it is not, morally speaking, a acceptance of anything that happens. He knows
as well as any one the difficulties in life, and the
lower conception of virtuous life.
darkness which hangs over human things. He
(i) We now come to consider three states or conditions or virtues which are most of all identified sees things occur which he did not foresee and
with the Christian point of view. These are the cannot explain. But he is not in presence of a
well-known triad, Faitli, Hope, and Love. They mere chaos of irrational forces, with a blind belief
he has
are for the most part identified with St. Paul, and in the existence of a purpose behind them
found especially in 1 Co 13. But it is not true a sure confidence in tlie death and resurrection of
Christ; that is, he is able to take them as a type
to suppose that they are limited to that passage.
They occur in close connexion, both in St. Peter of the action of God, and to find in them a ground
of anticipation for the future.
Because Christ has
(l'-2'«), and in the Ep. to the Hebrews (lO--),
and in other pa.ssages of St. Paul (1 Th 1-'-' 5", risen from the dead, instead of being of all men
Col 1'°). Indeed their connexion is so remarkable the most miserable he is the person of all others
that it has been recently argued that it must have who has a sure hold ujion life. See Faith.
In like manner, the natural object of the virtue
been based on the teaching of Christ Himself.*
Without committing ourselves on this point, it is of hope is the second coming of our Lord, and the
at least worth noticing that the connexion is consummation of all things which that event will
bring.
It is this hope that enables men to endure
frequent, and it is natural to infer that it had
some delinitely ethical significance. The question the sorrows and pain of the world it is hidden in
then arises. What is implied by the combination some sort in the groaning and travailing of creation
of these three virtues?
There is practically no (Ro S'"'^). It results from the steady endurance
doubt as to the meaning of Airij and a.ia.Tn). It is of persecution (Ko 5°), and it does not make
It is not ditiicult to see how this contrue that Airfs means sometimes a particular state ashamed.
fidence in the future will affect life on its practical
of mind, sometimes the object on which it rests,
but there is no serious ambiguity. liut with the side. It involves no unreality, and no o|itimistic
With a full
veiling of the real evil in tilings.
third irlffTij this is not the case,
ft is ambiguous 1
sense of the presence of pain and other troubles in
becau.se it stands liolh for the temper of the faithful person and for the object of his faith
but (2) the world, it looks upon the course of history with
more seriously, because the character of the moral certainly and fearlessness. There is no haunting
temper is not clear. The word means not only dread lest the world may be, after all, a chaos ol
trustfulness, but also trustworthiness.
And even irrational forces without purpose or true guidance
because the events of Christ's life, the truth of His
in those pa-ssages where the context excludes the
passive sense, there are further differences in the person, and the certaintj' of His promises, prevent
associations given by various writers to the words.
all sucli hazy and depressing conditions of mind.
The virtue of hope is closely allied with the virtue
St. James (2'") seems to mean by it little more
than an intellectual assent to a [uoposition it is of faith. They both rest upon the character and
a state of mind in which the devils can be said self-manifestation of God ; they both affect life
The word in St. Paul has a moral rather by bringing within its sphere the realities of the
to be.
than a purely intellectual meaning. It describes spiritual order.
the temper of one who, in full view of all that
And, lastly, the virtue of love depends upon the
makes the other way, trusts in the character and cessation of the feeling of hostility and cstran"epower of Cod (cf. Ito 4'» UV). And so St. Paul nient which had so long been abroad in the wond.
speaks naturally of faith being made active by The eflorts of God for the salvation of man, His
love (ivtpriov)Uvi\ iC dYdTTTjt, Gal 5').
care for the souls of individual men that is, the
It is inspired
by the love of the person on whom it rests, and prominent events in the incarnate life of His Son
From of old, men
therefore does not fail.
In the Kp. to the Hebrews coimiicnd the love of God to us.
we again notice a slight variation in use. The had sought by various means for intercourse with
author describes faith in somewhat [irccise fashion God, and yet had fallen short. The life of Christ
as the substance of things hoped for, the evidence opened the way to a fuller communion than they
had ventured to anticipate. Tlie law of God, seen
• Resell, Airrapha, p. 181
ct. Ho\Klt, Die Spriiche Jtmi, n, 24.
in the light of the dcatii and resurrection of Christ,
Both these wurka are in llamock's series of TcxU und Viittr'
could be a regular principle of action not imposed
mchur^jen, ikl. v. i and lid. xiv. 2.

end as a kind
It will

;
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;

;
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arbitrarily from witliout, but accepted and understood as the true form of intercourse with God in
life.
Again, in regard to men, the old barriers
which separated them would tend to be broken
do^vn, because all alike came under the condemnation of sin and within the range of salvation.
The brotlierhood of men amongst themselves is
the expression of the knowledge of the love of
God towards all. To profess love to God and to
fail in love to man is, morally speaking, a contradiction.
The one, by the logic of moral life,
involves the other.

with the paramount importance of the spiritual
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We

have now concluded what

seems necessary
It would be
and the conGreeks or of
modem philosophy and the moral doctrines of
Christianity. Or we might endeavour to trace
it

to say as to the ethics of the Bible.
possible to develop the similarities
trasts between the ethics of tlie

the effect of the principles here indicated in the
history of the Christian Church.
Both of these
topics would be necessary to a complete discussion
of Christian ethics.
Being restricted here to the
ethics of the Bible, we must leave tliem aside as
irrelevant.
It remains, therefore,
merely to
emphasize the general principles which follow from
our consideration of the subject.
It seems to
emerge clearly as a result of the whole, that the
ethics of the Bible from one end of it to the other
are religious. In the early days an ethical meaning was given to religious ceremonies whicli distinguished them sharply from the generality of
such rites.
In the hands of the propliets the
ethical principles of life were asserted with exceptional vigour and clearness but always, with
however severe a side-glance at ceremonial, as an
essential element in the worship of J".
In tlie
Psalmists tlie various shades of moral feeling are
described with inhnite knowledge and fulness, but
the further reference is always to tlie desire for
intercourse with God.
Even in the Sapiential
Books, where the tone is least lofty and spiritual,
the msdom of man is found in the fear of the
Lord and in obedience to His law.
The change which results from Christianity
is partly due to the deeper insight and
more
alluiing attractiveness of the example and preacliing of Clirist ; but it owes more still to the vast
increase in knowledge of actual spiritual truth
which Christ brought to man, and the infinite
significance of the acts of Christ upon the life of
men. The truth is summed up, finally, in the words
of St. John, The law was given by Moses, grace
and truth came by Jesus Christ' (1'"). It was not
merely that He charmed the world with tlie
example of a sinless Man suffering because other
men were sinful ; nor, again, does the effect of His
life rest merely upon the graciousness or the
austerity of His words but it flows from the fact
that He brought truth as well as grace ; power to
achieve what the world had so long failed to attain
and knowledge of the spiritual order when all had
been guesswork and hazardous conjecture before.
Many things follow from this. The various
ethical doctrines which are from time to time
represented as the only contribution of Cliristianity
to the world's history are really corollaries of the
facts upon which Christianity rests.
The infinite
value of each human soul, with all that has come
of it in the changed position of individuals, jireBupposes, speaking historically, the belief in the
scheme of salvation. The idea of universal love
is not the result of a change of sentiment in the
world, so much as the practical exposition (as we
have indicated above) of the true relation of God
And, again, the principle of self-.sacrifice
to man.
is not an arbitrary law imposed on men, challenging
an explanation which it never receives, but is the
practical expression o'' the law of love, together
;

'

;

world.

We are well aware of the importance and the
many of the critical questions which
surround the books of the Bible. In the present
article, as has been already observed, they have
been deliberately left aside. It would have been
impossible, iu the first place, to treat them
adequately in passing, and inadequate discussion
is useless.
But there is a further reason, which,
now that the exposition of the ethics is completed,
it seems well to mention again and emphasize.
These critical questions are not only irrelevant to
the present discussion, they are largelj- irrelevant
to any discussion.
Speaking generally, we may
say that the Bible has had its effect very largely
as it stands.
It comes before us a whole, and,
difficulty of

though criticism may display for us the process by
whicli some of the OT books have come into
it will not seriously alter this fact.
the date of the forin the case of the
of the Canon and the publication of the
various books is now put back so far that there is
not room for a complicated evolution of ideas of
which the traces are largely lost. Those who are
concerned to trace the formative ideas in the Bible
must take it as a whole. For it is in view of the
unity of thought which runs through it that the
separate books have been gathered into one ; this
was the chief guiding principle in the formation of

existence,
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with a six months' rainfall ; X. of it are vast steppes with
frequent thorns and thinly-scattered wells fWingat*, p. 8). A
narrow strip of rich vegetation is to be found on either wide ol
the Nile, which Hows throu;^h it, making a gigantic curve between the third and fifth cataracts, and receivuig at Al-l)amer
(aliout 'iX 45' E. long., 17' 31)' N. lat.) the Atbara, laden in the
rainy season with tiie waters of Abyssinia, but in the dry season
a bed of white sand and some two degrees farther S. splitting
at the modern town of Khartoum into the Blue and White Nile.
The scenery is diversified by mountain ranges of no great

;

T. B. Stkono.
the name whereby the
LXX tranpliitors rendered the Heb. b^3 passim,
and in Ps 72» and 74" the Heb. or*.
The word occurs in the
1. DERlVATl0>f, etc.
earliest tir. literature a.s the name of a race to be
found in the e.xtreme E. and the extreme W. in
later writers* the nation is more definitely localized
as dwelling S. of Egypt. The name would seem
to be Greek, and to signify 'Rwl-faces' (cf. the
similar word alSo\f/ applied by Homer to wine), a
designation derived from the colour of the people,
just as many names given by the Gr. geographers
to African tribes are derived from their characand indeed the
teristics, habits, or mode of life
present inhabitants of Abyssinia are said to call
themselves Kny ('red' in Amharie), as opposed
to the Nubians, wliom they term black [tckuur in
Lejean, Vuyitcie en
Ajiiharic, snlim in Ethiopic
Ahyssinie, 1S72, p. 77). As, however, the colour
that is a-ssociated with the 'Ethiopians' is not
red, but black (Juv. Sat. ii. 23), it has been suggested that the Gr. name represents the Grecized
form of some foreign appellation, such as Atijab,
plural of the Arab. (Ih, 'scents,' used to designate
the inhabitants of the country whence the incen.se
came (Glaser, Die Abyssinier in Arabien, p. 10).
The word is a loan-word in the language called
Ethiopic, imported from the Greek, and only emSloyed by the Abyssinians in Christian times to
enote themselves. In the inscription of Adulis,
the Abyssinian king claims to have defeated the
Ethiopians among other foreign races meaning
by this name, according to Lejean's suggestion,
the Shan^allas, a tribe placed in the ma]is of
Harris and Left'vre to the W. of the Abjssinian
province Shire, between the rivers Mareb and
Taccaze. The name Ifabnsh, whereby the Abyssinian country and people are designated in Arabic
(whence the European Abyssinia), would appear to
represent an ancient Egyp. name for some African
the
race (Glaser, I.e., after W. Max Miiller)
native name is Geez.
2. Gkograpiiy.— Although the Gr. ^'eographers
after the time of the Ptolemies distinguish the
kingdom of Meroe from the neighbouring tribes,
they make the term Ethiopia include both. The
extent of territory covered by this name is therefore very great
to the ancients it represented all
the land bounded by the Upper Nile on the W.,
and the Ked Sea and Arabian (Julf on the E. the
southern extremity they did not profess to be able
Only modem
rethe most modem
to fix.
searches have been able to map out accurately
the land known to the old geographers by vague
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reporU).

The land whence the Nile derives itfl waters Is described by
Lucan as pxttres arena", but this doscrinlion is not true of the
whole of Kthio]>ia. While the political (liviMions have constantly
been, and are still, fluctuating, the natural divisions are three.
The hi^'hlands of Abyssinia separate the Sudan (usually spelt
Boudari), or 'black country,' on the N. anrl W. from the Danakil country, which lies between the Ethiopian range and the
ea.
(o) The Soudan, having been mrcly traversed by Europeans
before Sir .Samuel Uakvr (yile Trifnitariet of Abyn»iiiia, 1807),

Mohammed Ahmad, been fretiuently
the centre of European interest, and the campai^'ns that have
been fought there nave led to the elucitlation of its geography
and the works of Wingat* (Mahdiittm in the Eijyptian Sottdan,
has, since the enterprise of

;

and

in the .S'oKrfan, 1890), and
others, give accurate details both of the nature of the country
(2,u<io,U4H) sq. miles in ext^-'nt) and of the tribes that inhabit it.
Houth of the thirteenth parallel of latitude is fertile country
1891), Slatin

Pasha

(/'ir^

.S'tcord

* Btill the confusion of Ethiopia with Indis continues long
Into the Christian era (Letronne, Mat^riaux pour Chittoire du

Chrittulnigme,

p. S2).
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;

height.
(6) Very different from this flat rolling plain is the Switzerland
of Afrityi, Abyssinia, aplateau with a mean elevation of WXK) ft.,
extending from 9' to 15* 20' N. lat., and at its greatest width
from 37* to 40* E. long. Never completely severed from communication with Europe, this country was lii-st accuratel.v
described in the Ilinlona J-^thiopitB of the Etliiopic scholar
Job Ludolf(lG81), while the scientific observations and measurements of the explorers Riippell (Reise in Al'esxinitm, 1838),

Lef6vre (Voi/age en Abijsnnie, 1839-1843), and Ferret and
Galinier (contemporary with the last), have in recent times vastly
increased our knowledge of it, which has been supplemented
yet more recently b^' the researches of M™* d'Abbadie (G'r'ographie de t'Ethiopie, ISOO) and others {e.g. Theodore Bent,
rhf.Sacred City uf the Ethiopians, 1893; Schoeller, ilittheitungen iil/er jneine lieiie in der Cotonia Eritrea, etc.). Separated
on the E. from the Red Sea by the Ethiopian ranj^c (as it was
first named by M. Theoph. Lef6vre), bounded on tlie S. Ijy the
rivers Hawash and Abay (afterwards the Blue Nile), on the N. by
the rivers Aiisaba, Barka, and Gaj^h, and on tiie W. by the Atbara,
the Abyssinian plateau inclines towards the N.W., but reaches
its greatest elevation in the mts. of Samen or Semyen, of which
the loftiest, Ras Dedjen, is 14,200 ft. high. The four rivers
Taccaze (the Nile of Ethiopia), Mareb, Abay, and Hawash, with
their numerous tributaries, divide the country into a great
number of natural provinces ; and as these rivers flow in deep
ravines, intercommunication during the rainy season is frequently suspended ; while the Mareb and the Hawash lose
themselves in the sand after dividing into many channels, the
Taccaze (called during part of its course the Settite) flows into
the Atbara at Tomat (in the province of K.atarif), while the

Abay (which near

its

rise

curves through Lake Tsana, the

greatest of the Abyssitiian lakes) later on in its course is called
The jtulitical and linguistic division of the
the Blue Nile.
country into Tigre, Amhara, Shoa, and Galla districts is recent
a more natural division is that according to which the native
geographers divide their land into zanfS the Kola or lowlands
(Ijelow 6500 ft.), the Woin.a-Deja (6500-7600 ft.), and the Deja
(over 7500 ft.), distinguished by their flora and fauna. (See on
these esp. J. Dove, Lrgitmungttheft 37 to Petennann's Mitthev.
iungen 'die Kulturzonen Nord-Abessiniens,' and for another
division A. Raffray, Bulletin de la socit^tr* de G^ographie, 1882.)
(c) Thirdly, on the E. side of the Ethiopian range, and extending to the Red Sea and the Gulf of .\den, is a vast tract
inhabited now by three Hamitic races called Oromo or Gallas,
Afar or Danakils, and Somalis, not yet thoroughl.v explore'I,
ainong the descriptions of which may be mentioned Horelli'a
J'Jthwpie 3f**n'(/j«/m^r (Paris, 18f!0), and Paulitsche's Klhmdogie
Ont-Afrika's (Wieti, 1803), 'The geology, botany, and zoology of
'Ethiopia' are elattorately treated in Decken's Reisen in Ost-

—

A/rika

(1879), ap.

iii.

3.

Sketch of History. — Portions

of this vast
region were under some sort of government during
the existence of the ancient kingdom of Napata,
the earlier history of which has been sketched in
In the time of Ptolemy I'hilatlie article CusH.
3.

wo find an Amonian king Ergamenes
reigning at Meroe (Diod. iii. G), whose name
(Erlvamon, 'oath of Amon') was found in cartouches
on Nubian monuments shortly after the commencement of hieroglyphic studies (see Champollion,
Vnynge en Nuhie, 119; Rosellini, Monuinenti
To the .time of the same
Storichi, ii. 321).
Ptolemy, Hrugsch (Zschr. f. Aqypt. Sprnrhe, etc.
1890, p. 29) assigns the reign of a king Horsiatef
or Arsiotes (whose stele with a lengthy inscription
iHrcrs,
is reproduced by Mariette, Monuments
plate 11); and two kings of the same family aa
Ergamenes, Onclimachis and Honuachis, after the
death of Ptolemy Philopator seized the Tliebaid,
where they reigned twenty years (ISrugsch, I.e.;
K6villout, Eev. &gyptol. v. 39)r. ). As Euergetesl.
is said to have sent an expedition into Lower
Nubia (Mon. Adttl.), the two powers must have
been long at variance. The invaders of the Thebaid wore ejected by Ptolemy Epipliane.s if the
combinations of IWvillout V)c correct— by the aid of
the Hlemmyans, an Ethiopian tribe, whose princes
henceforth become supreme at Meroe, though
acknowledging the suzerainty of the Egyptians
and their heirs the Romans, whence it comes that
delphus

—

;"

;

inscriptions in lionour of Tiberius and Nero
been found at Dakke (the ancient Pselcis).

have

An att«ropt was made during the reign of Augustus by a
queen named Candace to drive the Romans out of the Thebaid,
resulting in the taking of Napala and Meroe by C. Petronius in
B.C. 24
but as peace was m.ade with the Ethiopian queen by
Augustus at Samos in B.C. 21, the defeat of the former may not
have been so complete as Strabo represents it (Book xvii.
Ittivillout, i.e.). The same queen has been identified with a Kvpi»
paW^jfl-ff-ot, who is mentioned in an inscription of the year B.C. 13
as sending an embas.<!y into Rom. territory (Wilcken in Hermes
for 1893. p. 145 on Clii iii. 5080) and this name Kandake (in
Kg^-p. RfiMki-i with family name Ainn-arit ; Lepaius, Denkjmi/er, v. 47 a and b ap. Bruj^ch, Enlziff. der Meroit. Deilkin.
p. 7) is said to have been the official name of the queen of
Ethiopia (Bion of Soli, Frag. Hut. Greece, Iv. 351, 6). Beyond a
solitary allusion to the queen of Meroe in Ac 8^7 the history of
;

;

;

this state is blank till a much later period, when the Blemmyans
into collision with the Roman empire (R6viliout, iUm.
sur leu Ulcitimyens in
if^m. pr«^s. par divers savants ^
rAcad^mie,' \\n. 2. 371) and Pliny asserts that a tribune with
some praatorians sent to reconnoitre by Nero, who was contemplating an Ethiopian war, reported that the regions about
MeroS were deserted (A'af. Hist. \i. 35). It has been coniectured by Dillmann (* Uber die Anfange des Aksumitischen
teiches' in Abhandll. der Akad. zu Berlin, 1S78, p. 204) that
the downfall of Meroe was the result of the campaijcn of
Petronius. Though this ma.v seem doubtful, he is probably
right in connecting with the fall of MeroS the rise of another
state in Abyssinia for whereas the classical geographers prior
to A.D. 50 (Agatharchides of Cnidus, of the 2nd cent. B.C.,
excerpted in Photii Bibliotheca ; Artemidorus of Ephesus, of
the Ist cent. B.C.; Diodorus Siculus, who relies in his elaborate
account of Ethiopia, Bk. iii. 10-37, chiefly on Agatharchides,
but partly on information which he had himself collected m
Egypt Strabo, and Pliny) know of no other state but that of
Meroe, the author of the Periplus Maris Erythrcei (of the
second half of the 1st cent. A.n.) knows of a metropolis of the
AuxoraitiB (A!^|»/^Taj) situated at a distance of eight days from
Adulis, whither all the ivory from beyond the Nile is brought
through Cyenium to Adulis' for exportation. It was governed
by a king named Zoskales and in one of the inscriptions of
recorded by Cosmas Indicopleustes, the king, inferred
Adul
from the phrases he employs to have been king of Axum, a
worshipper of the Greek gods Ares, Zeus, and Poseidon, enumerates conquests extending over a great portion of modern
Abyssinia, and into neighbouring tribes and countries, in a Ust
wherein many extant names figure for the first time. Since
this king claims to have been the first of his line to conquer
tribes which, in the time of the Periplus, were subject to
Zoskales, Dillmann (I.e. 200) argues plausibly that the monument of Adulis is earher than the Periplus whence it would
appear that the empire of Axum came into being somewhere
The date cannot be much
in the middle of the 1st cent. A.D.
earlier, since othenvise its existence could not have escaped the
Greeks, who had many factories on the Red Sea coast, dating
from the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus, who is said to have
organized elephant-hunting expeditions. Although there follows
a gap of some centuries in the history of Axum, it is clear that
the great antiquity claimed for their empire by the native
Abyssinian chroniclers is fabulous (see Dillmann, ZDMO vii.)
as well as its supposed Jewish basis. Besides Meroe and Axum,
the classical writers know only of tribes existing in Ethiopia in

came

*

;

;

;

'

;

;

various stages of savagery, some of whose characteristics may
well be preserved in extant races, while some may be relegated
to tbe region of fable. (See further CusB.)
4.

Language,

etc.
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chief

monuments

of

in the Egyp. character and
language although, in the opinion of experts, niany
of them display a very imperfect acquaintance
with both. Ergamenes, however, in the 3rd cent.
B.C., after overthrowing the power of the priests
(it is thought), introduced the native language of
Nubia into the monuments, using for it modifications of the hieroglyphic and demotic writin",
in wliich the phonetic value of the Egyp. symbols
seems to have been shifted.
In his Nubian
grammar (1880) Lepsius speaks of these inscriptions as a still unsolved mj-stery and the important study of them by Brugsch (Entziff. dtr Meroit.
Den/cm., Leipzig, 1887) is not regarded as having
finally solvetl it, although the discovery by Schiifer
(Zschr.fiir A'jijptologie, 1896) of elements of modern
Nubian in the Nubian words recorded by classical
writers makes in favour of Brugsch's system.
While the basis of the language is, according to
these authorities, to be aou<jht, not in the Beja
dialect (as Lepsius had imagined), but in modern
Nubian, Brugsch has made it probable that the
language of the inscriptions was largely intermixed
with Egyp. words, and indeed he fancies that

Nubian monarchs are
;

;

many such are to be detected in the existing language. While tbe Ethiopian Pantheon was largely
peopled with Egyp. gods, a few native names are
recorded by the ancients, as may be made out
from the inscriptions
and likewise Ethiopian
;

though largely borrowed from Egypt,
retained not a few native peculiarities.
civilization,

D. S. Margououth.
ETHIOPIAN EDNUCH.— According to Ac 8" an

Ethiopian eunuch, minister of Candace, queen of
the Ethiopians, who was over all her treasure,
shortly after the martyrdom of Stephen was met
by the deacon PhUiii when returning from a
religious journey to Jerusalem, and converted to
Christianity,
trora the authorities cited in the
article ETHIOPIA Ave know that Gr. literature had
spread to the kingdom of Meroe as early as the
3rd cent. B.C.: there is therefore nothing improbable in the LXX translation, which this Ethiopian
was found reading, having penetrated thither by
the same channels but whether he also belonged
to the Jewish community cannot be made out with
While his journey to Jerusalem to
certainty.
worship' (cf. the inscription quoted in ETHIOPIA)
might imply it, his apparent unfamiliarity with
OT (v.") and his physical condition render it
improbable. The word eunuch might indeed be
regarded as a mistranslation for
minister if
there were any likelihood that this narrative was
originally in Aramaic, since in some dialects of
that language the same word signifies both but
the fact that the passage of Isaiah quoted (Is 53'- *)
is given according to the LXX, takes away the
ground from any such supposition.
The notices of the Eth. kingdom for this period
failing us altogether, it is impossible to identify
this personage from external sources
but the
historical character of the narrative seems to be
;

'

'

'

'

'

j

;

in most quarters.
confession of faith put into his mouth in
v.'^
is now universally admitted to be an early
interpolation.
Assuming the Lucau authorship
of the Acts, the source of the above narrative
may have been personal information received from
Philip (cf. Ac 21*).
Like the baptism of Cornelius
by St. Peter, the case of the Ethiopian eunuch
marked an important stage in the {question of the
admission of the Gentiles to the Christian Church.
Its bearing from this point of view will be discussed in art. Philip (the evangelist). See also

acknowledged
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Cornelius.

WOMAN

(n-ifhs).— According to Nu
the children of Israel were at Hazeroth, Miriam and Aaron
spake against Moses
on account of his marriage with an Ethiopian
(RV 'Cushite') woman. In the sequel, however,
Moses' conduct in this matter is neither impugned
nor defended for the complaint brought by Sliriam
and Aaron turns into a claim of equal inspiration
with Moses (v.^) a claim which is refuted by J
in a theophany, while Miriam is punished with
leprosy, from which she is immediately relieved
through Moses' intercession made at Aaron's
request, but has nevertheless to be confined for
seven days (v.*"-). As the Ethiopian woman' is
mentioned nowhere else, and the death of Moses'
wife Zipporah is not recorded, some of the early
interpreters thought the two must be identical
and this view is favoured by the .Jewish expositors,
who assign reasons for Zipjiorah's being CAflcd Eth.
that are either frivolous (as Rashi) or merely uncritical (as Ibn Ezra) Rashi's interpretation being
as old as Targ. Onk. On the other hand, LXX has
kWibinaaa., and Jos. (Ant. II. x. 2) makes her an
Eth. princess. If the woman mentioned in Nu be
identical with Zipporah, the word Kiishith must be
used in the sense of non-Isr.aelite a usage which

ETHIOPIAN

12' (JE),

when

'

'

;

—

'

;

—

—
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found in late Kabliin. writings {hevj, NHWB),
and cannot be dissociated from the similar employment of A'l/Mi (proi)erlj' Samaritan). But besides
the improbability of this usage being found in the
is

Bible, the text implies (though it does not expressly
assert) that the marriage was of recent occurrence.
It is therefore more likely that a black slave-girl
Is meant, and that the fault found by Miriam and
Aaron was with the indignity of such a union and
this accords with the statement (v.') that Moses
was the 'meekest' of mankind. The employment
of Nubians as slaves dates back to t^ie early
dynasties of Egypt (cf. Hrugsch, Gesch. A^gi/p.
Although no etym. of the name Hazerotli
p. 266).
18 given in the text, this word (from the Arab.
hofara, 'confine') would seem to stand in some
etymological connexion with the confinement of
:

merely accidental that the
word /yizir in .\rab. is employed in an idiom meaning to 'calumniate' (Maydani, c. 3); albeit this
double etym. would contain implicitly a large
Miriam.

Perhaps

it is

portion of the narrative.

D. S.
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treated under the following heads
i.

U.
111.

iv.

subject

wiU be

MSS

Epp., Apoc. and Acts, 9, 119, 164.
Dillmann,
Cataloqus MSS /Ethiop. in Bibliotheea Bodleiana,
1848, OT and Apocr. 1-9, NT 10-15.
There are
small collections of MSS also in Berlin. See Dillmann, Abcssini.'sche Handsehriften der Koniglirhen
Bihliothck zu Berlin OT and Apocr. Nos. 1-6, of
the Psalms 7-19
NT 20, 21. Of these, No. 1 is
a MS of Enoch. For the MSS in Vienna, see
xvi. p.
554 ; in St. Petersburg, see
Bulletin scientijiqrie puhlii par VAcadhnie iin;

;

ZDMG

302, iii. 14511'. in Tubingen,
There are also a few MSS in
Frankfort of some value, and in private libraries in
England.*
iii. Printed Editions.— We shall mention only
a few of these. For further information the reader
may consult Le Long, Biblivtheca Sacra, 1878, ii.
140-157
Fell, Literarische Rundschau fiir das

pi'rinlc drs Sciences,

see

v. 164

ii.

;

II'.

;

edited);
Joel (in

MSS

(See Wright,
distinction
whatever appears to have been made between the
canonical and the uncanonical books of OT. The
number of books in OT is set down unanimously at
As
46, but hardlj' two lists of these books agree.
a rule, the apocryplial and pseudepigraphal books
which appear in one list are replaced in another by
quite different works of the same class of literature.
(See Walton's Poh/fjlut i., Proleg. p. 100 Dillmann
in Ewald's Jahrhiicher d. bihl. Wissenschaft v.
Fell, Canones Apostulorum
1853, pp. 144-151

MSS

Mm.

lirit.

p.

14.)

No

were inaccessible when this volume was
vol. ii. Samuel and Kings, 1861-1871;
The
Merx, Die Prophefie des Joels).
Psalms were edited liy Ludolf in 1701, and in the
various Polyglots and by the Bible Society.
Bachniann published texts of Isaiah, Lamentations, and
M.alacfii.
The text of the last two books neither
adecjuately nor accurately represents the best
Ethiopic SiSS in Europe.
(B) Apocrijpha.
The honour of publishing the
fir.st Apocrvjihal texts belongs to Oxford.
Thus
Laurence edited the Ascension of Isaiah in 1819,
the Apocaly|)se of Ezra in 1820, and the Book
of Enoch in 1838.
These are valuable now only
from an historical point of view. Dillmann has
given us a splendid edition of the Apocryphal
books, Baruch, Epistola Jeremite, Tobit, Judith,
Esdroe
Apocalypsis,
Kcclesiasticus,
S;i|)ientia,
F.sdras Gra?cus (1894).
He edited texts also of
Enoch (1851), Jubilees (18.59), and the Ascension of
Isaiah (1877). In 1893 Charles published an edition
of Enoch, in which there is a continuous correction of Dillmann's text from 10 hitherto uncoUated
MSS, and in 1894 the Ethiopic text of Jubilees from

—

4

MSS.
(C)

;

,

;

./Ethiopire, p. 46.)

New

XDMG

Printed Edilions.
tlie Text.
Value.
Date,

Source of

books was translated into Ethiopic.

— 35

books are reckoned in
arrived at by including a
book of Canon Law with the usual 27 books of
NT. As this work, called the SinCdCs, is counted
as 8 books, we thus get 35 in all. (See Zotenberg,
BHiliothi^ipie
Cat. d»s MSS Etninpirns de la
NatiuniJe, p. 141 fl. Ludolf, Historiri JEtldopica,
iv. 27
Vansleb, Histoire de I'Eglise (TAlexIII.
andria, 23'Jff.)
The Western divi.sion of the Bible into chapters
made its way into Abyssinia tlirough the contact
in later times of the latter with Western Christendom. The old-jr MSS exhibit quite a ditl'erent
division of the books.
(B)

MSS

—

—

Testament.

This number

NT.

OT

The Manu^cripto.

T)ie Ethiopic Canonical Booln.

1.
The Ethiopic Canonical Books.— (A) Old
Testament. The Eth. OT embraces all the books
included in the LXX (except the Books of the Maccabees), together with several others, such as the
Book of Enoch, Jubilees, 4 Ezra, Rest of the Words
of IJaruch, etc.
Tlie Maccabees were either never
translated or else were early lost. Since, however,
tlie Eth. scliolars found the titles of these books in
their Sin6d6s and Fctha Nagast, they proceeded to
supply them from their own imagination. In this
way these books came into circulation (l)illmann).
In later times, indeed, the Latin version of these

Vat. Eth.

MSS

&thiopiens, Paris, 1859,
and
Aiiocr. Nos. 16, 21, 22, 30, 35, 55, 99, 105, 117, 137,
141, 149, 19.5, 197, 203, 204, 205.
Some of these
contain only single books.
of Enoch
are found in 16, 30, 99, 197 ; Gospels, Nos. 2, 9, 47,
82, 95, 112, 173; Pauline Epp. 9, 119, 164; Cath.

Kathol. Dcut.^rhland, Feb. 1, 1896.
(A) Old Testament.
Of OT Dillmann has
edited vol. i. Gn-Ruth, 1853 (some of the best

:

V. Critical
Ti.

Raisonn( de

791

is

;

;

at

New

Rome

—

The NT was first printed
by the Abyssini.an Tasfft-Sion,

Testament.

in 1548-49

with the omission, however, of the 13 Pauline
Epistles.
As the translator possessed only a
fragmentary MS of the Acts, he sujiplied an Eth.
version of the missinfj chapters from tlie Greek
and Latin. This edition, which is disHgured by
countless errors, was reprinted in Walton's Polyglot.
Another edition, Nov. Te^tnmentum
Aitldopice, ad eodicum nuinuscriptoruin fdctn, was
issued by T. P. Piatt for the Brit, and For. Bible
.

1826-1830.

Society,

A

reprint

appeared at B.isle in 1874.
no critical value.

of

this

.

edition

These editions are of

iv. Source of the Text.—(A) Old Testament.—
The Ethiopic or Geez version, which from the
earliest times was universally used in all branches

Church as well as amongst the
Falashas, was, according to some of the
poets of the country, derived from the Arabic, its
authors being variously said to be the Abba
SalAmft = Frumentius, the Apostle of the Abyssinians, according to Ludolf, see Zotenberg, Cat.
dcs MSS Eth. pp. 3, 4, or a later Abba SalAmft,
of the Abj'.ssinian

The MSS of the Ethiopic Version.—The Jewish

ii.

chief MSS of OT, the Apocrypha and I'siudepiprapha, and of NT will be found in tlie following
catalogues
Wright, Ethiopic MSS of the Briti.ih
MiLirum, OT and Apocr. pp. 1-2-J, >«Jpp. 23-29,
1878 Zotenberg, Cntnlmpie di-~i MSS Etfiiopiens de
la Bihliuthique Natiimale, OT and Apocr. Nos.
1-31,49-51, NT Nos. 32-48; D'Abbadie, Catalogue
:

;

—

(

• See alHo Margoliouth's art. on the Kth. V.S in Miller's editioB
of Scrivenor'i hitroductivn to th« Criticutn n/ tht NT.
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«ee Zotenberg, 194 ; Dillm. Zur Gesch. des axum.
Reichs, p. 20) or tlie holy Nine (Guidi, Le traduziuni
degli evangelii in arabo e in efiopico, p. 33, note).
But Ludolf saw reason for doubting this view later
(Historia iHhiopica, pp. 295, 296) when he came to
recognize that the Ethiopic version was closely
dependent on the text of the LXX. Subsequent
investigation has tended to substantiate tlie later
view of Ludolf. Hence the view of Kenaudot, that

the version was

made from the Egyptian, must be

sumniiirily rejected ; likewise the preposterous
theory of Lagarde, that it was derived either from
the Egyp. or Arab, in tlie 14th cent.
It is unquestionable that our version was made
in the main, for
from the Greek,
in the
there are certain phenomena in the MSS which
cannot be e.xplained from this hypotliesis alone.
These we will touch upon presently, and in the
meantime give Dillmann's account of the various
In his V.T. ^thiopici,
te.\ts attested by the MSS.
Tom. i. apparat. crit. p. 8 (1853), he draws attention to a large number of readings which agree

—

mam

with the Hebrew against the LXX, and suggests
that these are due to the use of the Hexajda of
Origen. Later he revises this theory and replaces
thus in Herzog's RE, 1877, i. 205,
it by another
he writes that there are three distinct types of
;

original translation more or less
i. The
corrupted but seldom represented in the MSS.
(See also Zotenberg, op. cit. 3, 5, 7, 8.) ii.
text
revised and completed from the Greek, and found
most frequently in the MSS. This is the Eth.
Koin) or Text us receptus.
iii.
text corrected
from the Hebrew, younger in age. See also V.T.
^thiopici, Tom. ii. Fasc. i. apparat. crit. pp. 3-6.
This tneory has been accepted by Zotenberg, and
' iii. p. 87 tt'.
lately by Pra'torius, Herzog's
It is possible, however, to interpret the evidence otherwise. Thus Dillmann may be wrong
(n) in his later rejection of his Krst theory that the
Hexapla of Origen was used by the Eth. translators, and (6) in attributing all Eth. transliterations of Heb. words and many Eth. readings which
agree with the Heb. against the LXX to tlie work
of later scholars correcting from the Heb. text.
Some evidence will now be cited which points in
This evidence will be drawn from
this direction.
Lamentations and Malachi. First as regards (a),
we tind that in La 2" the Eth. AstamAsUiki agrees
exactly with the version of Symmachus i^njuiaw
at again.st the Heb., LXX, and all other Gr. VS.S.
Likewise in 3" and 5" our text again agrees with
Syram. against the LXX, but this time it is in
harmony with the Hebrew. As some other divergences from the LXX can be explained by tliis
version and that of Aquila, it seems reasonable to
conclude that the Hexapla was used by the Eth.
translators.
These divergences, however, may
have been derived directly from the Heb. text. In
many passages in all the biblical books the Eth.
version is independent of and attests a purer form
of text than the LXX.
Next aa regards (/;), it is
just as likely that many of the transliterations
of Heb. words which are found in certain Eth.
MSS,* but not in the LXX, may be survivals of
the earliest form of the text made directly in
many cases from the Hebrew. If they are all to be
ascriued to the corrections of later scholars, how
are we to account for their appearance in all MSS
of La 3" and Job 16"? What we usually find in
the history of a version is that the unintelligible
or foreign words are by degrees displaced either
by their antive equivalents or by emendations, or
text.

A

A

RE

u

the MS E (or the books o( the Kings. See Dilleit. ii. apparat. crit. p. 5 ; Bee also Zotenberg, Cat.
pp. 9, 10, 11 on Ytreion corrift^e d'apr^ le texte ybreu.
•ailed attention as earlv as IBJ') to the use of the Heb. text in
hu Introduction to Luaolfs edition of the Psalter,
* Such
mann, op.

Dom

they are simply omitted.
The theory that
primitive Eth. version contained a large
number of words transliterated from the Hel).
receives some confirmation from the fact that the
Abyssinians first received Christianity through
Aranifean missionaries, and that very many Aram,
words were actually naturalized in order to express the new doctrines of the Christian faith,
riie Levitical character of Ethiopic Christianity
points in the same direction, i.e. its acceptance of
the rite of circumcision, and the Levitical lawi
regurdiii" the purification of women.
Until, liowever, we have a complete and critical
edition of the Eth. version, it will not be possible
Even iJillto settle finally the above questions.
maiin's edition (vols. i. ii. v.) is inadequate for
this purpose, as vols. i. and ii. were completed
before the best MSS were accessible.*
Zotenberg (Cat. des MSS
(B) New Testament.
tth. de la bibliot. Nat. pp. 24, 25, 30, 1877) showed
that there were two forms of text present in the
MSS, the first, that which was made from the
Greek original the second, a corrected text. In
i. pp. 203the same year Dillmann (Herzog's
206) suggested that the numerous variations in the
more widely read books of the NT, such as the
Gospels, were due to tlie influence of the Copt,
That such versions were
and Arab, versions.
known in Abyssinia he infers on the following
grounds Prolegomena translated from the Arab,
writings names of NT
were prefixed to the
books derivedfrom the Arab, displaced occasionally
in later times the native nomenclature of the NT
books; e.^. the Acts were called ^6raxw( = n/)d|eis),
^eveXaXioxi Abukalamis ('AiroitciXi/i/'is). The ArabicCoptic SinOdus became early naturalized in the
Eth. Church.
These hints of Dillmann's are further developed
by Guidi, who pointed out that such corrections
are deri\ ed from an Arab. tr. circulating in Egypt
(Guidi, Le Traduzioni degli Evangelii in Arabo e
The
in Ethiopieo, Accad. Lincei, 1888, p. 33 ff.).
MSS are affected in various degrees by these corrections.
In some they appear side by side mth
the original text.
V. Critical Value.— The Eth. version of the
OT is generally a very faithful and verbal tr. of
the Greek.
It freqiiently reproduces the very
order of the words. On the other hand, it is not
possible to explain many of its readings by any
it
extant Gr. text, and over-against the
frequently attests a purer text. But its critical
value cannot be determined until the questions
discussed in the preceding section have been
treated exhaustively.
As regards the NT, this version is related to the
older type of text attested by the great Greek

else

the

—

—

;

RE

;

NT

;

LXX

Vatican and Sinaitic MSS. It has also Western
But no
and Alexandrian and Syrian elements.
has yet been published.
(Herzog's RE i. 203, 204)
confidently ascribes the Eth. version to the 4th
and 5th centuries of our era, and regards it as
constituting not only the oldest memorial but
This conalso the foundation of Eth. literature.
i.
clusion he draws from the following facts
Christianity was already firmly established in the
5tli cent.
ii. The poet and musician Jared had
already produced a church hymnal in the 6th

critical text
vi.

Date.— Dillmann

:

cent.

iii.

Chrysostomf (Horn, in

Jolian.,

Opera

• For many interesting details see Reckendorf, Ueber den
Werth der altathiopischen Pentateuch-ubergetziing fiir die
*

ZATW

(1S.S7) pp. 61-90.
Reconstruction der SeptuafinU," in
Among other points he conlroverta Comill's view in his Coranientarv on Ezeljiel (p. 67 ff.), that the Ethiopic veraion il
derived from the Heaychian recension of the LXX.
KldicrH
t i-X^k «<ti 1\,pin Keti A^yi^Tiu xaii 'Uioi *»* Ulprm mmi
lit rrt ai'Tait /Mrgt^aXotTtt yX^rrxr r» wttpa rourm iey/xarm
.
.

.

;

EUNUCH

ETH-KAZIN
[Montfaucon], viii. p. 10) appears to have kno^vn of
an Ktli. version of the Bilile. iv. The version is
made directly from the Greek. Now, it vvjia only
in the first period of Eth. literature that translafor after the
tions were made from the Greek
appearance of the Arab, language in Kgypt, Eth.
literature came under the sway of the Arabic.
The above views of Uillmann have recently
been conlirmed by the peculiar title used for God
in Sir .'Jl' 37-', i.e. Asldr.
This shows that
heathenism still prevailed when this book was
;

translated (Dilliiiann, V.T. ^tliiopici, Tom. v. p.
Guidi assigns the version to the end of
117).
the 5th and the beginning of the 6th cent.
Lagarde's view (Ankiindigung einer neuen Ausgabe
der griech. Uebersetzung dcs A T.s, 18S2, p. 28),
that the version was made in the 14th cent., not
from a Gr. but from an Arab, or an Egyp. translation of the original, is wholly contradicted by
the evidence.
may safely assume that the
version was completed before the 7th cent.
R. H. Charles.

We

ETH-KAZIN (pvij npp, where AV, misunderstanding the n locale, writes Ittahkazin, as in same
verse Gittah hepher for Gath-heplier).
A town
on the E. frontier of Zebulun, whose site has not
been identified, Jos 19".
J. A. Selbie.

—

ETHNAN

(Wf).— A Judahite

(1

Ch

4').

See

Genealogy.

ETHNARCH (i0yipxv^).—ln 2 Co 11« it is stated
that
in Damascus the ethnarch under Aretas
the king guarded the city of the Damascenes,' the
word etnnarch being tr. in both
and RV by
Governor. Its exact meaning seems doubtful
it is used of Simon the high priest (1 Mac 14"
16'-'), of Hyrcanus (Jos. Anl. xiv. x. 2), and of
Archelaus (Anl. xvn. xi. 4 JSJ u. vi. 3). It was
also used for the governor of the Jews in Alexandria (Strabo, an. Jos. Ant. XIV. vii. 2), and the
head of the Jewish community in F'al. in the time
of Origen (Origenes, Ep. ad A/ricanum, § 14).
The last two instances suggest that the normal
use of the word was for the ruler of a nation or
f6i>os
living with separate
laws and customs
amongst those of a diti'erent race. But the sense
of the term seems to have widened, and it became a little superior to that of tetrarch, but
inferior to that of king (Schiirer, ffJP n. ii. 244,
etc.).
A. C. Headlam.
'

AV

:

;

ETHNI C^K).— An

ancestor of Asaph

oaJled in v." Jeatherai).

(1

Ch

6",

See Genealogy.

8,

xxxii.

Races.

A

EUBULUS (Eff^ouXos).— leading member of
the Christian community at Rome, who sends
greeting to Timothy through St. Paul at the time
of the second imprisonment (2 Ti 4^').
His name
is Greek, but nothing further is known of him.
EUERGETES

\V Lock
Sirach).— See Bene-

to

(Prol.

FACnn:.

EUMENE8 (EiiJiey^,, well-disposed ') IL, king of
PergamuH, succeeded his father Attains in n.C.
Through the friendship of Rome he secured
197.
a large extension of his territories, so that his
kingdom became for a time one of the greatest in
the East.
In B.C. 169 he was suspected of secret
correspondence with the enemies of Rome, but
died (probably in B.C. 159 see Clinton, F. U. iii.
403, 406) before an open rupture took place.
The
•

;

principal authorities for his life are I/ivy (Ann.,
esp. bk. zzxvii. and Epit. xlvi.), Polybms, and
Appian, with Strabo xiii. p. 264, and Justin xxxL,

1

Mac

8'

Romans

the

»re said to

have taken the country of India and Media and
Lydia from Antiochus the Great, and to have
given these dominions to E. The MSS agree in
this reading, which is, however, impossible, since
India was never under the rule of Antiochus.
Media, too, on account of its eastward position, is
not likely to have ever been ceded to E. The best
correction is to substitute, with Michaelis, Mjsia
In
for Media, and, with Grotius, Ionia for India.
agreement witli this are Livy's statements (xxxvii.
44) that the Roman Senate required from Antiochus
the cession of all Asia north of the Taurus, and of
these districts granted (xxxvii. 55) the part north
of the M;eander to Eumenes.
R. W. Moss.
'

'

EUNICE
uncial MS.S

—

(EiiWiti),
;

WH, with all
TR with many

so Tisch.,

not EiVels^, as

the
cur-

The mother of Timothy, and probably the
daughter of Lois (2 Ti 1'). The name is Greek, so
that conceivably she may have been a proselyte
but this is not a necessary inference, and more
probably she was by birth a Jewess ("louSafas,
Ac 16'). She was married to a Gentile husband,
and, probably out of deference to his prejudices,
her son was not circumcised but she gave him a
sives).

;

God-fearing name(T</«)-9eos), and trained him carefully in the OT Scriptures (2 Ti 3").
She was
probably converted to Christianity on St. Paul's
first visit to Lystra, as she is described as already
a believer on the second visit (Ac 16'). She is not
mentioned afterwards, but the curious addition of
X^/>a! (Ac 16') in cursive 25, and the substitution
of it for 'lovbalas in Gig. fu., may embody a tradition of her widowhood ; this would give a fresh
point to the injunction in 1 Ti 5*.
W. LOCK.

EUNUCH (D-ip, (rriSuiv, dvovxoi). — 0")ij is rendered

AV

otiicer, chamberlain.
The employeunuchs in Oriental courts was one of the
base accompaniments of polygamy and despotism.
The harems of the inonarciis were committed to
their charfje, and they frequently superintended

in

ment

eunuch,

of

the education of young princes. Much inlluence
was thus at times acquired by them in allUirs of
state (see Rawlin.son, Anc. Mon. iv. 175). They
were often closely connected with the palace
intrigues, which played so important a part in
Oriental history. It seems that the Heb. word
was also used in a wide sense of persons not
emasculated, who held offices which were usually
entrusted to eunuclis. Such is probably its use in
the case of Potiphar (Gn 39' Whiston's Jus. Ant.
X. X. 2n.).
Where tlie word occurs in 1 and 2 K,
;

it is

ETHNOLOGY.— See

In

4.
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sometimes

difficult

to determine

whether

it

proper or its derived signilication.
Herodotus (viii. 105) says that 'among the barbarians
eunuchs are more valued than others on account of
their perfect fidelity,' and instances the case of
Hermotimus, who was highly esteemed by Xerxes.
Xcnophon (Cyrnp. vii. 5. GU 11'.), in giving the reasons
why Cyrus employed them, alludes to the alleged
fact that their having no domestic ties rendered
them capable of peculiar devotion to the interests
of their masters, and of gratitude to those who
conferred honour and consideration upon them
They also naturally adhered to one able to protect
them, as they found themselves objects of contempt
to other men.
He denies the allegation that they
are lacking in vigour and excellent qualities, and
illustrates their tendencies by the ca.se of
dogs,
which, when castrated, cea.se to desert their
masters, but are not at all less fitted for watching
and the chase.'
The Law of I)t 23' (cf. Lv 22=») attaches a religious
st igma to the condition.
(See, for the prob. grouml
of this. Driver on Dt 23').
The prediction in 1 S 8"
was designed to intimate the deterioration of the
bears

its

'

'

EUODIA

EURAQUILO

Dational life consequent upon the establisliraent of
the kingdom, througli the adoption of unsanctioned
Gentile customs. Ace. to Herodotus (vi. 32), the
Persians made eunuchs of tlie goodliest of the
youth of captured countries but as to whetlier
Daniel and his companions were thus treated by
the Bab. conquerors, no absolutely certain conclusions can be reached (cf. 2 K 20"' **).
Eunuchs
were in the coui-ts of the Herods in our Lord's
time (Jos. Ant. XV. vii. 4; XVI. viii. 1); hence
His allusion to them (Mt 19'-) as familiar to His
hearers.
See ETHIOPIAN EuNUCH.
G. Walker.
EUODIA,
Euodias {EvoSla, fem. form of
Evoolos.
Both names are found in Gr. literature
and on the inscriptions. The Euodias of
seems
to liave arisen from a mistake of the translators,
who took EioStav for the accusative of the masculine form Ei'oSfas, and regarded it as the name
of a man).
Christian woman of Philippi, whom
the Apostle Paul beseeches to be of tne same
mind in the Lord with another Christian woman

times at Birtu (Bircjik) and Carchemish (Jerab'j).
There was another passage at Thapsakos, the
4".
Tiphsah of 1
little to the south ot
Carchemish was Pethor (Assyr. Pitru), on the
western bank at the junction of the Euphrates with
the Sajur (Assyr. Sagura). Still farther south, but
on the eastern bank, it was joined by the Belikh
(Assyr. Balikh) and Kliabtlr (Assyr. Kliabur), which
came from the land of Gozan (Assyr. Guzanu, 2 K
17").
At the mouth of the Kliabtir was Circesiura
(now Karkisia, Assyr. Sirki).
After this the
Euphrates receives no more affluents but northward of Sippara or Sepharvaim it approaches the
Tigris very nearly, and by again widening out forms
the plain of Babylonia.
The Euphrates and Tigris
now unite before falling into the sea, owing to the
accumulation of silt at the head of the Persian
Gulf, but in OT times they still entered the sea
by separate mouths. The water of the Euphrates
was dissipated over Babylonia by means of canals
for the purposes of irrigation, and at its mouth
were great salt marshes, called Marratu by the
Babylonians (see Jer 50^). Here lived the Kaldd
or Chaldajans, with their capital Bit-Yakin, of
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;

AV

AV

—A

'

'

named Syntyche (Ph
deaconesses, or

They may have been

4'').

women

of

some

position in

whose

houses the brethren were accustomed to meet.
The language of St. Paul suggests a religious
difference rather than a private quarrel (Ph 2").
They may have represented difi'erent types of piety,
or may have differed on some question of church life.
St. Paul begs a certain Syzygus, or, as some critics
think, an unnamed ' true yoke-fellow,' to help
forward the work of reconciliation, being mindful
of the former services of these women to the cause
of the gospel (Ph 4').
The theory of Baur,
Schwegler, andVolkmar, that Euodia and Syntyche
are symbolical names for Jewish and Gentile
Christianity, is now generally abandoned.
A
mode of speaking so mysterious is out of harmony
with the general tenor of the Epistle.
J. GiBB.

EUPATOR

{EiwiTwp, 1 Mac 6" etc., 2 Mac
the surname of Antiochus v., son and
successor of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes. See ANTIQ?"

etc.),

OCHUS

V.

EUPHRATES

(n-i?, Ei/^pdri)?).— The Euphrates
called Pura-nun, ' the great water,' or simply
Pura, 'the water,' in Sumerian, tlie pre-Semitic
language of Chalda?a (cf. Gn lo"). From this tlie
Semitic Babylonians derived their Purat or Purattu

was

with

the feminine suffix.
Puiat is the Heb.
Perath, the Old Persian Ufratu, where the prosthetic u was explained as the word u, 'good, and
BO gave rise to the Greek Euphrates.
In the
OT it is generally known as the river (e.g. Dt
11-*, Ex 2.3^'), it beiu^ the largest and most notable
river of Western Asia, and accordingly in Gn 2'''
alone of the rivers of Paradise no geographical
description is given of it. * In Babylonia it was also
called the river of Sippara as well as the Uruttu,
a dialectical form of Purattu.
The Euphrates (Arab. Frat) has two sotirces,
one of which was called the Euphrates in antiquity
in Armenian, Yephrat
while the other, which ri.ses
to the south - east, the modem Mur.ld - Su, was
termed tlie Arsanias, Arm. Aradzani, Arzania in
the Assyr. inscriptions.
They rise in two valleys
of Armenia, from 6000 to 6500 feet high, tlie one
the Anti-Taurus, the other in Mount Ararat, and
unite near Malatiyeh (Melitgng, Assyr. Melid) in a
valley about 2000 feet high, whence they flow eastward throuj;h a narrow gorge towards S>-ria.
From tliis point to the alluvial plain of Babyfonia
the fall of the river is about lOOO feet in 700 miles,
BO that it is navigable only down stream.
The
high road from east to west passed it in OT
'

'

'

'

;

;

m

* It is

disputed whether Jer

see Ewald,

ad

loc.).

IS*-' really refers to

the

Euphnte6

K

A

;

which Merodach-baladan was king.

—

LiTERATCaK.
Frd. Delitzsch, Paradieg, 169 f. ; Schrader,
34 f. ; Chcsney, Euphratu Exped. vol. i.
LottUB,
Chaldeea and Siutiana Layard, .Vtn. and Bab. chs. xxi.-xxiL ;
RawlinsoD, Herodotus, i. Essay ix.
A. H. SAYCE.

KA Ti

;

;

EUPOLEMUS {EvirSKeiws), the son of John, the
son of Accos, one of the ambassadors sent to Rome
by Judas Maccabseus, after his victory over
Nicanor, in order to conclude an alliance between
the Romans and the Jews in B.C. 161 (1 Mac 8",
Eupo2 Mac 4", comp. Jos. Ant. XII. x. 6).
lemus has often been identified with the author
of a history of the Jews, written in Greek, which
is quoted by Alexander Polyhistor, Clement ot
Alexandria {Strom, i. 23), and Eusebius (Prmp.
Ev. ix. 30-34).
Since the historian Eupolemus
seems to have written about B.C. 157, and was
almost certainly a Jew, this identification may be
II. iii. 203 ff. ).
correct (comp. Schiirer,
H. A. White.
EURAQUILO. Euraquilo (ivpaKiXwu) is the readand the RV, instead
ing adopted at Ac 27'* by
of Euroclydon in the TR and AV, as the name
of the wind, which, suddenly descending from the
heights of Crete on St. Paul's ship as it was sailing closely along the shore, seized it and drove it
before the storm, which ended in the shipwreck
on Melita. St. Luke describes the wind as, in
character,
typhonic (RV 'tempestuous'), that
is,
marked by whirlwinds or sudden eddying
squalls,' as Ramsay calls them, adding that
every one who has any experience of sailing on
lakes or bays overhung by mountains will appreciate tlie epithet " typhonic " which Luke uses

HJP

—

'

WH

'

'

'

326), and by way of
nautical name, which
L'nhappily, the state of
is called
(4 Ka\ovfi(i>o!).
the text leaves the precise name doubtful.
summary of the various readings will be found in
The great
Sanday, Appendices ad NT, p. 140.
the
mass of later testimony yields Eurocljdon
oldest uncials AX have evpaxiXoiy, and this was
probably the reading of B*. To B^ appear to be
due the superimi)osed T and A which appear in
(ETPTAKATAON). B' then either turned
this
A into A, or, if it was done by B-, patched up the
VercelloneCozza in the appendix
letter afresh.
to their facsimile say evpaKvXuv B', evpvKXvSuv B'.'
The Vulg. Cassiod. give Eurn-aquiio. Apart from
ampler attestation, Euroclydon may claim a preference as the more difficult reading, by positing
which we may explain the others as emendations,
but hardly the converse. The word in this form
{St.

Paul

l/te

Traveller,

greater exactness adds

p.

its

'

'

A

'

'

;

MS

'

;

EURAC^UILO

EVANGELIST

U not found anywhere else. The meaning of tlie
compound is obscure. Etymologically, it would
mean 'a surge raised by Eurus,' the E. or S.E.

should use the word which he heard the sailors
employ on the occasion ?

wind, but .such a description of the etlect could
hardly be applied to the wind itself which caused
If we should take the form {i-pvK\vdui> (which
it.
occurs in B', one or two cursives, and a gloss of
the Etym. M. s.v. Tv<piii>, and is approved by
Griesb.) and derive it from tvpvt, ' broad,' it would
mean ' a wind raising a broad surge or surf ;
but besides its lack of attestation, it is for the
very reason of its greater suitableness dismissed
by Nieyer as an obvious correction ; and it would
yi'Jd a character more or less applicable to any
A'ind blowing strongly rather than such a note
(e.g. of direction) as we might expect to be the
basis of a distinctive nautical name.
Euraquilo,
'

on the other hand, commends itself not only by
its early attestation, but by its special precision,
OS made up of Eurus the S.E. or rather (as Smith
adduces strong reasons for holding) the E., and
Aquilo the N.E., wind, fitly expressing the direction E.N.E. whence this wind blew. It well accords
(n) with the narrative of the incidence and eflects
of the storm, and (6) with the experience of navigators in the Levant, quoted by Smith and others,
m which southerly winds almost invariably shift
to a violent northerly wind.' The exception taken
to the form as inaamissible' (Reuss and others),
'because it is composed of a Greek and a Latin
element,' vanishes in presence of analogous compounds such as Euronotus and Euro.auster, and of
the probably mixed nationality of the sailors and
traders to whom such coinages were primarily
due ; to say nothing of the survival, to which
Renan calls attention, of the word Euraquilo
'

'

itself in the name Gregolia given to the same
wind by the Levantines as Eurinus has become
Egripou.'
Following strict analogy, we might
expect the word to be, as in the Vulg., Euroaquilo,
and the presence of a less regular form may have
led to conjectural emendation (Overbeck)
but we
can hardly see how this should have deviated into
so enigmatic a word as Euroclydon.
Meyer says,
Far more naturally would the converse take
place, and the Y,vpoK\vSiiiti, not being understood,
would be displaced by the similar Eypa/ciiXux
so that the latter form remains a product of old
emendatory conjecture
a curious anticipation,
in this particular case, of the theory more recently
formulated by Burgon and Miller as to the older
witnesses whom they designate
the licentious
scribes of the West.' For them [Causes of the
Corruption of the Traditional Text, p. 46 f.) this
pa-s-sa-je supplies a si^al confirmation of their
view, leading them to denounce in strong language
Euraquilo as 'an imaginary name,' 'an impossible Latin name,'
utterly missing the point,
which is the violence of the wind as expressed in
the term Euroclydon (a remarkable begging of
the question, where the violence of the wind had
already been explicitly affirmed in the epithet
typhoiiic !).
Why should these early copyists be
thus severely blamed for suspecting some corruption to underlie the anomalous Euroclydon, ami
preferring the more intelligible Euraquilo on such
grounds of internal probability as have since commended it to the majority of critics and commentators 1 But when we consider the mass of
testimony on the side of Euroclydon, and the
dilBculty of accounting for the emergence of this
form, if it had not been original, may we not find
a feasible key to the solution of the problem in
the view jnit forward by Conybeare and Howson
(ii.
'The aildition of the words A
p. 40'2n.):
KaXov^vot seems to us to show that it was a
name popularly given by the sailors to the wind
an nothing is more natural than that St. Luke
'

;

'

.

'

.

.

—

'

'

'

'

'

;
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'
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—

The subject is discussed in the ' Lives of 8t
by Conybeare and Howson, Le\vin, and others at con-

I.rrERATDRR.

;

'

si'ierable

len{;th. but with
St. FauCs Vof/a-je.

unequal relevancy, by Falconer,

on
2nd ed. pp. 12-19, 24-2(i most
fully and satisiacLorily by .Smith, Voyaoe and Shipwreck, in his
Diss, on the wind Euroclydon,' p. 119 IT., with .Appendices (rom
Bentley and Granville Peon, pp. 287-292 ; cf. Blass, wl loc.
William P. Dicksox.
EUTYCHUS (Efric^os).— When St. Paul was at
Troas on his final journey to Jerus., on the first day
of the week he and his party, with the Christians
of the place, assembled in an upper room to break
bread.
As St. Paul was leaving the next morning,
his speech was lengthy, and a young man of the
name of Eutychus, who was sitting at the ^vindow
(iirl T^s Bvploos), fell asleep (perhaps owing to the
heat of the many lamps that were lighted), and,
falling down from the third storey, was taken up
f>ie9.

;

'

dead (fipdri ycKpis).
St. Paul went down and embraced him, and bade them not trouble themselves, as his life was yet in him.
Then he went
upstairs, broke bread, and continued talking until
the morning. As they departed the young man
was brought to them alive ( Ac 20'"'^).
incident occurs in the we section of the Ac
clearly authentic, but two opinions are held.
It has been pointed out that it may be capable of a
perfectly natural explanation, and it is suggested
that it illustrates the growth of mythical stories
on a basis of fact, and has been introduced here as
a parallel incident to that related concerning Peter
(9*1-43)
jj^i; Kamsay points out that St. Luke's
language is very precise that he does not, as in
14'", merely state that E. was thought to be dead,
and that weight must be attached to his medical

The

and

'

'

is

;

Even if this be (as is perhaps the
case) putting an unnatural strain on tne words, it
is perfectly clear that the story was related as an
inst.ance of the exhibition of power by the apostle,
and that the WTiter, who was an eye-witness, believed it to be such.
knowledge.

—

Literature. Ramsay, St. Paul the Trav. p. 290; HoItBmaUD, Hand-Commentar. p. 402 Zeller, Acts, ii. p. 02, Enj?. tr.
A. C. Headlam.
;

—

EVANGELIST
good

{tuayyeXurHit,
preacher of
' a.
news,' the substantive of eioyyeXifo) or ti'ay-

yeXlt^o/iai,

the

commoner

bibl. form).

used in

bibl. Gr. occasionally in
of class. Gr. (I S 31*, Lk 1'"), and,

—

The verb

is

the general sense

when

specialized,

stands for the work of Gospel preachers of all
kinds: the subst., however which is rare, and
entirely sacred and eccles., occurring in bibl. Gr.
only in Ac 21', Eph 4", 2 Ti4' is confined strictly
to the Christian good tidings, and, ap])arently, to
a particular office or function (see Hort, Krclesia,
The clearest evidence for the distinctness
158).
of office or function lies in Eph 4" '[Christ]
gave some to be apostles and some, prophets
and some, evangelists
and some, pastors and
teachers.' It is true that, in the list at 1 Co 12-*,
evangelists are omitted (also (vlctKotroi and SiaKovoi) ;
but there the point is, perhaps, to illustrate
spiritual aptitude rather than to give an exhaustWhen a similar omission
ive list of eccles. offices.
occurs, Ro 12"", St. Paul seems bent chiefly on
distinguishing certain charismata, being content
Possibly, in
to leave the catalogue incomplete.
each case local considerations partly account for
the omi.ssions. But in Eph the context suggests
that the writer desires to mention all the principal
whereby Christ had provided for the
offices,
spiritual edification of the Church universal, and
ei'ayytXiimis appears to come third in order of
institution and of spiritual signilicance.
At the
same time it is noticeable that we do not find the
word (even in places where it might naturally be
looked for) in any of the Pauline Eijistles wliosa

—

—

;

;

;

;;;
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genuineness meets n-ith most general acceptance.
Subsequent reference will be maJe to the passage
in the Pastoral Epistles, 2Ti 4' it will be sufficient
here to say that the phrase Ipyoy irolTjffox ei'077fXioToC, 'do the work of an evangelist,' is too
marked and peculiar to be satisfactorily interpreted as merely equivalent to preach the Gospel.'
The third and liist instance that in Ac 21" (a
verse in one of the we passages), we came unto
Coesarea
and entering into the house of Philip
the evangelist, who was one of the seven, we
must be compared with Ac S*"^,
abode with him
where it is said tliat among those who were
scattered from Jerus. after the martyrdom of
Stejdien, and went hither and thither preaching
the word, Philip preached the Christ at Samaria,
without being qualijied (v.'*'-) to impart the Holy
Spirit
was sent by the Spirit to teach the
Ethiopian eunuch in the desert between Jerus.
and Gaza was afterwards carried off by the Spirit
and found at Azotus and, finally, having evangelized 'all the cities' in his route, took up his
abode at Cae-sarea. He may therefore have been
called cioyyeXiffT-^s, not because he had been dehnitely set apart for the office, but because of the
missionary work he had done and was perhaps
still doing with Ca-sarea as centre.
He had, in
fact, been set apart for something else,
to serve
tables (Ac 6'"', 21'), but had superadded, and
possibly, in the end, substituted, the work of a
missionary, because he was, like Stephen, full of
the Holy Ghost' (Ac 6°), and possessed the charisma
for the work of preaching to those who had not
heard the Gospel Defore.
The three passages, as above discussed and illustrated, suggest the following conclusions: (1) The
evangelists were inferior to the apostles.
They are
placed third in order in Eph PhUip was unable
to impart the Holy Spirit to the Samaritans
Timothy was the assistant and delegate of St. Paul.
Consistent with tliis conclusion is the epigram of
Pseudo-Jerome (in Eph 4") 'omnis apostolus evangelista, non omnis evangelista apostolus.' (2) They
were travelling missionaries, preaching the Gospel
to those unacquainted with it, yet sometimes with
a settled place of abode, as Philip at Ca3sarea, and
Timothy at Ephesus. Thus they were officers acting for the whole Christian community, not for a
Their function could be
single church only.
general, covering wide districts, or it could be, in
Thus TheoPractice, local and circumscribed.
oret's apparently contradictory statements can
be reconciled Trcpuoyres iidipvnov, yet ^t] Trepudvrei
iraiToxoO.
Going about they used to preach,' yet
not going about everywhere (as apostles might
do). [3) They were charismatically endowed. Compare the influence of the Holy Siiirit iipon Philip,
and the x<ipiirMa of Timothy (1 Ti 4>*, 2 Ti 1"). Yet
the revelations to the prophet and apostle were of
a higher and more striking order. The apostles
were fitted to be the direct authoritative representatives of Christ (Mt lO", Gal 4", 1 Co U=»)
the prophets, to sway the heart and conscience by
the demonstration of the Spirit and of power 1 Co
14'^'')
the evangelists were more matter-of-fact
men,' preaching the word, communicating the facts
of the Gospel, paving the way for the more systematic work of the pastors and teachers (see order in
Eph 4") who watched over and trained the
churches when founded (2 Ti 4^"'). But while this
may suffice for a distinction in work, it must not
be taken as exclusive, so that apostles could not
be prophets, or that apostles and prophets could
not be evangelists, or that evangelists could not
be pastors or teachers, or both. In the floating
constitution of the h.olf-organized early Church,
different kinds of work were amalgamated (as
most always happen) according to qualifications
;

'

—

'

'

'

;

'

—

;

;

;

'

'

'

;

:

'

'

'

(

;

'

(cf.
1
Co 1", .-^c 8", and the
mi.xed instructions to Timothy and Titus). (4) J'hcy
were, sometimes at any rate, suh'ninly set apart for
the special functivn.
Thus Timothy (1 Ti 4",

and circumstances

2 Ti

1')

;

were

and probably Paul and Barnabas (Ac 13'"')
was concerned) set

(so far as the Church
apart, in the first instance,

not as apostles, but
as evangelists from among the 'prophets and
teachers at Antioch.
But we are still left in much uncertainty as to
the exact position of the eva.yye\i<rrrii, and this uncertainty is increased ratlier than diminished by
the contributions of later literature to the subject.
Why, for instance, is there no mention of evangelists in the Apostolic Fathers?
Because, says
Harnack, there was no definite primitive distinction between apostle and evangelist, and in the
Didachf the apostles are just evangelists. But
why should not evangelist have sur\ived, and
apostle have been reserved (as in later days) for
the first direct representatives of Christ ? And,
further, Avhen in the Didachi the apostles ara
forbidden to stay more than two days in the same
place, can we regard them as parallels to Paul, oi
Philip, or Timothy, especially as in a letter to the
last named such constant itinerancy is condemned
Of course the strict injunction in the
(1 Ti 5") ?
Didachi may be due to the growing opportunities
for imposing upon the hospitality of well-to-do
Christians, and the missionaries referred to in
1 Ti may have been caricatures of the evangelist
type but the difference is striking.
partial
reply to the former question may be that the extension of the apostolate beyond the Twelve and
St. Paul (an extension obtaining apparently in the
apostolic age itself) soon submerged the less
familiar and less dignified name of evangelist.
This, however, scarcely accounts for the speedy
and growing exclusiveness of the apostolic title
or for the fact that Eusebius recognizes in Pantijenus the evangelist a type of an old order still
largely survi^-ing in the days of the Alexandrian,
but not common in his own days (Eus.
v. 10).
The material Eusebius attbrds us on this subject,
though to some extent unhistorical, throws back
light on the primitive use of the term evangelist.
He tells how Pant.-enus found that his arrival in
India had been anticipated by the written Gospel
of Matthew
he tells how Thaddsus, one of the
Seventy, had been sent by the Apostle Thomas,
under divine impulse, to Edessa, as a preacher and
evangelist of the teaching of Christ (HE i. 13),
and this teaching (also called the seed of the
word of God') is the story of Jesus (§ 19).
may combine these hints with the fact that Eusebius (leaving the rest unmentioned) avowedly records
the names of those [post-apostolic evan''elists] only who have transmitted the apostolic
doctrine to us in writings still extant ; that Theodoret definitely restricted the name to this class
that, finally, (Ecumenius and Chrysostom confined
the name to the writers of the Four Gospels and
that <i'a77eXi<rr^t became (in the Apostolic Ordinances, Harnack, Texte, ii. 5) an appellation of the
avayvaariji, the reader of the Gospel for the day,
who had also to be Snyyv'fis. capable of explaining
it.
may further recall that Philip interpreted
the prophet Isaiah to the eunuch
that Apollos
(probably an evangelist) was mighty in the Scriptures tliat he had been taught the way of the
Lord' more perfectly by Aquila and Priscilla (i)robably evangelists also, as Theophylact believes)
that Timothy the evangelist was strong in the
Scriptures, one of the reasons doubtless for his
choice that Paul passes on to Timothy the deposit of the Gospel he had received from Christ,
exhorts him to keep the original model of sound
words, and reminds him of the word that is trust'

'

'

'

'

A

;

HE

;

'

'

'

We

'

'

;

We

;

'

;

'

;

'

—

EVE

EVERY

worthy, and of the (open) mystery of godliness
which is the story of Jesus (2X1 1'-, 1 Ti 0-'"'-l", 2Ti
We aliall, then, favour
cf. '1 it 3», 1 Ti 3"^).
the conclusion that tlie NT evanj,'elist3, as such,
were depositaries of the facts of the (Jospel as it
gradually crystallized
dealing with these facts

F'or Eve's relation to Adara, and the account of
her in the narrative of the Creation * and the Fall,
see Adam.
Her utterance on the birth of Cain,
Gn 4', is very obscure, .ti.tt^ v-k 'n-jj I have
gotten a man,'
from the Lord,' with Targ.
Onk. RV with the help of the Lord,' with LXX,
Sii, Tou 6(ov
Vulg. per deum
Synim. avv KMplif.
Another Gr. tr. quoted in Field's Ilexapln, inTrjadI have gotten a man, even the
firjy Sivdpunrov Kvpiov,
Lord,' has been adopted by Luther and others, and
understood as expressing Eve's conviction that the
promised Messiah of 3" had been born. IJmbreit
The
proposed
I have gotten J" for a husband.'
U V is the only probable translation. The text
is possibly corrupt.
(See Cain).

2"''-

;

;

orally and in writing, now as missionaries, now as
interpreters, without the special <ro<pia. of the
apostles, or their peculiar weight and authority ;

demi-apostolic men, with a charisma, but one not
80 commanding as that of the apostle, or so striking as that of the prophet. In a word, they might
the eiay-yfbe called specially inspired teachers
Xi<mj! being distinctively and originally a teacher
abroad, aggressive, awakening
the Si5d<rKa.\os a
teacher at home, <juiet and edifying. If this wa-s
the practical diflerence between evangelist and
teacher, we can better understand Eph 4"
some
(general and missionary) evangelists, and some
officers
with
the
double
pastors and teachers' (local
capacity for moral supervision and for instruction
in doctrine).
can better understand 1 Co 12^,
where oiSao-siXoiij (in the third place) would include
evangelists.
can better understand how, in
the letters to Timothy the 'evangelist,' so great
;

;

797

'

AV

'

'

;

;

;

'

'

W.

EVENING.—See

H. Bennett.

TiMK.

'

We

EVENT occurs thrice in Ec (2" 9^») as the ti.
of mikreh in the obsol. sense of that whicli befalls,'
'
fate
as 9^ ' There is one event to the righteous
and to the wicked.' Cf. Shaks. 2 Henry IV.
'

'

IV.

ii.

:

83—

We

a

better understand the meaning of teacher in the
Diilachi, when the phrase,
whoever ccnneth and
teacheth, you,' is followed immediately by but in
regard to the apostles and prophets' (ch. 11) here
the teacher seems to be a wandering teacher, that
is, an evangelist
and the order ' apostles and
prophets' is so far against the supposition that
the apostles are evangelists. This contention is
confirmed by the order in other passages, e.g.
'

'

;

;

Bishops and deacons
they too render
you the seiviue o{ prophets and teac/icrs' [when, i.e.
you have none such sojourning among you] for
•prophets and teachers' may 'settle among' them
(ch. 15)

'

.

.

.

;

(ch. 13), though apostles may not.
If this progressive convergence of evangelist and
teacher be a tact, it is ea.sy to see how the title of
ajiostle became increasingly exclusive, and how the

gradually confined itself to the
writers of the Four Gospels. See CHURCH, p. 433.
title of evangelist

LiTmATUES.
Le*

orifjinfi*

— Zockler,

Diaktm^n und EcangelUten ; R6ville,
Sohm, Kirchenrecht Weizsacker,

de V^pijiajpat

;

;

llarnack, Texte U. Lehre der Apogtcl
Zahn, MUmonHinetliOden xm ZeitoUter der Apogtel .Smith, DB,
art.
Kvunuclisf
J. MaSSIE.

ApoKloiie Affe (Kng.

tr.)

Against ill chances men are ever merry,
But heaviness foreruns the good event.*

•

Furthermore, we can

stress is laid on teach int/.

;

;

;

•

Elsewhere event

is

found only in the sense of

Wis

8"
[Wisdom] foreseeth
the events of seasons and times (^x/Jdo-fis) 2 Mac
9-^ expect what shall be the event
(rd airo^riabixevov).
I'liis, which is the common meaning of Lat.
event%is, is most frequent in writers of the time of
AV, as Shaks. T. of Shrew, III. ii. 126—
'

issue,'

result,'

'

'

.

.

.

'

;

'

'

'

I'U after

him, and see the event of

this.'

The mod. sense

of an occurrence is very rare in
Carlyle quotes Cromwell
writers of the period.
{Letters, 12 Sept. 1650) '[We do not think] of tlie
liand of the great God in this mighty and strange
appearance of His ; but can slightly call it an

"event."'

HASTINGS.

J.

EYERLASTINGNESS. — For
EsCHATOI.ooY.

'

CYerlasting see

Everl.astingness,' once

common

for 'eternity,' is now used only where its special
signification is emphasized, as Cheyne, Isaiah, i.
242, ' The idea of the divine everlastingness is one
It occurs
of the primary notes of the proiihecy.'
Lord, thou that dwellest in everonly 2 Es 8'-"'
'abide.st
hustingne.ss (qui inhabitas sa^culum,
'

O

RV

'

iiiliabitest eternity ').
Wye.
for ever,' llVm
(1388) translates Is 57" 'For the Lord liigh, and
dwellith
in
enliaunsid, seith these things, that
J. Hastings.
euerlastyngnesse.'
'

liavvah),' is the name given in J to
EYE
the first woman, the wife of Adam, the mother of
Cain, Abel, and Seth.
In Gn 3™ (whicli is sometimes re^'arded as a gloss) it is said that she was
so named because 'crSj ck nj;.T she was the mother
n;r;
of all living,' i.e. of course, 'all living men.'
is a form of the widesjjread Sem. root nin, n'n, or
•n, and = life, as LXX, Oxf. Heb. Lex.
rather than
liring (liVm Living oT Life), or li/c-giving [Hymin.),
as if a shortened Pi. ptcp.
W. R. Smith (Kin.thip
and Marriage in Arabia, p. 177) makes IJavvah a
phonetic variation of hnt/y, and thus a personification of the bond of kinship, conceived as exclusively
mother-kinship (hai/ij). Wellli. (Proleg. 308 n. Eiig.
tr.) follows Noldulce in suggesting that /ytccah
= serpent, as explained in I'hilo (de agric. Noe,
S 21) and Midrash Uabba on Gn 3", and finds here
a trace of the primitive belief that all earthly life
originated in a primeval serpent (cf. the function
of Tiamat in the Bab. cosmology, and Arab.
(.Tin

'

;

hayyatnn, serpent).
On 8»

• I.X.X
Tali'nt in the

»

hu

Ei. (the E««. of t.»
also in .NT 2 Co Il>, 1 Ti 21».

Z.ii, «1-

Hch), no

no equlIn

On

.S'»

or A^«, and Svnini. Zm«>i»«<. TUch. writ+-8 Eva
bolh in OTaniiNT, butWIK'ii. :tl:l)iioint out that in thiialiacnoo
of MS evidence as to breatliinu's. the oidy aufe jjuidu in tlic
Inltlai n of the Heb. Of. alao the \ uIk. Ufta. l)Oth in OT anil .ST.
Af).

AV

EVERY

where mod.
is occasionally found in
u.sage demands 'each,' as 2 S 21™ 'a man of great
stature, that had on every hand six fingers, and on
every foot six toes ; 2 Ls 3'° it came to pa-ss in
every of lliem' (RV omits) ;t Rev 21-' 'every several
gate was of one pearl (RV ' each one of the .several
gates').
Cf. Cranmer, fVorks, i. Ill, ' In my right
'

'

'

hearty wise
*

The

line of

I

commend me unto

you, and likewise

an Assyr. Bab. magical text

*The woman from the

loins of the

man

is

oft«n renil as,

they bring forth,*

and mioted as a parallel to the formation of Eve from the ribs
But when this line is correctly tr. and read in its
of Adam.
context, the parallel entirely disappears; 'they' are demons,
and the paasai,'0 narrates their ubi^viity and mischief ; thev
enter houses through locked doom, like a snake or the wind,
and
*
A woman (who is] at the loins (T) of a man they lead away.
A child [who is) at tlii> knee of a man they draw forth.
A noble [who is] at the house of his kindred they drive
out.'
J. D. Davis,

ilenesU

aid

.*?rm.

Trad.

On

320 4'.

49.

hitf K'ua.

See throughout, Oa/. Ueb. Lex.

.ijri,

Dillm. on

he niaclo as w«l
Elyot, The Govfmotir, ii. 4,
t Cf. T.
great us the snial, and careth (or euery of theui equally.'
'

thi

—

;

;

EXACT

EVl

798
to everich * of you.'
hearted among you.'

Cf. also

Ex

So'"

'

every wise

283,

Trench (^On the Auth. Ver. 0/ XT, p. 63) pointe out that
both 'each' and 'every' take occasionally plu. concords, as
Ph "23
Let each esteem other better than themselves
Rev 201* "They were judjjed every man according to their
works.' He adds, "each " and " every," though alike implying
'

.

'

'

alike resolve that many into its units, and refer to it in
these its constituent parts, with only the difference that " each "
segregates, and " every " aggregates, the units which compi ise

many,

Hastings.

J.

it-

EVI

'desire' (?)).— One of the five kings of
Nu 318, jog 1321 (eW) P.

('IK

Midian

slain,

'

He had a

evil spirit

'

In

Mt 0" 6"

woman to his wife." F<M
Ac IQ'^- '2- '» i«) see Demon

very evil

(Lk

'

7"' S-,

RV^ prefers

the evil one

'

to

'

AV

'

the

and in 1 J n 5" for AV wickedness
see
Demon, and consult Lightfoot, On a Fresh Reinsion-, pp. 269-323
Chase, Lord's Prayer in
Early Church ('Texts and Studies,' I. iii.), pp.
71-167. The 'evil eye' is a Heb. expression for
evil,'

'

'

:

;

Envy

(which see). 3. As adv. chiefly in the phrase
'evil entreat' (Ex S**, Dt 26«, Job 2i^\ To 10",
Sir 7™ 33", Ac 7')
the other phrases are ' went
evil with ' (1 Ch 7^) ; ' evU affected (Ad. Est 13',
Ac 14=) ; ' evil spoken of (Sir 38", Ro 14», 1 Co
Itf"); ' fare evir (Sir 3-'').
Cf. Grindal, Letter to
Q. EHz. (Parker Soc. ed. p. 381) ' Much like to the
Popish Bishops in your father's time, who would
have had the English translation of the Bible
called in, as evil translated ; and the new trans:

'

'

EVIDENCE, EVIDENTLY.— FoUowing

AV has translated nsD,

Cover-

book ') by
evidence in Jer
".
Tlie meaning
is
title-deeds.'
Coke (1628) says, Writings under
seale, as Charters and Deeds, and other writings
without seale, as Court Kolles, Accounts, and the
dale,
'

32"'- "•

'

^»

sSpher

(lit.

'

'"•• '«•

'

'

KV

gives 'deed'
are called Evidences.'
throughout. Cf. T. Adams, // Peter, p. 23 (on P),
Therefore a man should be often perusing and
looking over his own evidence, as we review our
assurances of worldly possessions, that he may be
sure of the wliole and every part of it for it is
dangerous to have any flaw or defect in our conlike

.

.

.

lating thereof to have been committed to themselves which they never intended to perform.'
;

EyilfaYouredness.— See Favodr.
J. Hastings.
was the son and

'

:

veyance of salvation.'
Evidence is also the

of fKeyxo% in its single
(RV 'proving,'
'test') 'Now faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.' This
'

'

NT, He

occurrence in

tr.

RVm

11'

Wyclif having an argument
a certayntie of
thinges which are not sene,' Gen. 'sheweth evidently the things which are not sene.'
Evidently is the tr" of ipavep^s, Ac 10" ' He
saw in a vision evidently about the ninth hour of
the day an angel of God coming in to him' (RV
' openly ')
and of the prep, irpo- in trpoeypictit]. Gal 3'
before whose eyes Jesus Christ hath been evithe Bishops'

is

tr",

'

of thingis not apery nge,' Tind.

'

'

EYIL-MERODACH

successor of the great Nebuchadrezzar on the
25""™, he
throne of Babylon. According to 2
promoted the captive king of Jerus., Jehoiachin,
in the 37th year of his captivity, set his throne
above the thrones of the kings who were with him
in prison, changed his prison garments, and made
him a guest at the royal table to the end of his
'The Sept. reads Ei'iaXMapwS^K, and Berosus
life.
'Aiu\iiapov5oKO!.
The cuneiform equivalent of his

K

name

;

dently set forth crucified' (RV 'openly').
In
both places evidently has the obsol. meaning of
'clearly,' 'distinctly, as in Knox, Hist. 261, 'And
lest that your Honors should doubt in any of
these memises, we offer ourselves evidently to
'

'

prove, That,' etc.

EVIL.

J.

— This word

Hastings.

indiscretion and wanton unrestraint.
Tiele (Bab.Assyr. Ges. pp. 457, 464) concludes, on the basis
of this character of E.-M., that the benevolent act
towards Jehoiachin should be attributed to his
possess as
successor on the throne of Babylon.
yet none of his annals, though several contract
reign.
In
the
year
560 his
tablets date from his
brother - in - law, Neriglissar {Nergcii - Sar - usur,
'
Nergal preserve the king '), in a conspiracy,
slew him and seized the throne.

We

is

'

vol. vi. p. 1

'

'

SPIRIT

was exact

has

;

know each

lane

•

and every

;

they are 80 evil.' This goes farther
the earlier versions by introducing
the same throughout, and RV gives 'bad'

throughout.
In .Mt

21-*I

the

A V has followed the

;

'

'

in the

A, but B
doing of

Fritzsche suggests, and
doing of the law ').

;

in the

'strict,'

aa

and

:

it,

'

Faith,'

Reserving

all for flesh

1.

43—

runne to dust?
counting every grain
trust.

again.'

*

.

is

'

Faith cleaves unto

evil, that cannot be eaten,
in the way of variety than

Tile Heb.

597

my doin^

5iTiKpipT\ai.iirii'

With an exact and most particular

'

Thus in Jer 242- 3 the other
basket had very naughty figs, which could not be eaten, they
were so bad
very
the good figs,
good and the e\il, very
bad.'

ijloii

and Herbert, The Temple
What though my bodie

'

nanj;hty,' quite indiscriminately.
.

only Sir SI"* ' In

iroi-fian.

•

alley green.'

'

.

(tv

'particular,'
Cres. IV. v. 232—
Now, Hector, I have fed mine eyes on thee
I have with exact view perused thee, Hector,'

Shaks. Troil.

The loss of evil seems to be the result of a discrimination
words with connate meaning. The AV used evil,' bad,'

t

'

hunger (?) I was exact
most edd. adopt, vbii.ov,
Here 'exact means
'

'ever each'; the above example Bhows It in
process of formation and the two words are often practically
interchangeable, as Milton, Coinus, 311

p.

iRA M. Price.
Slander.
EVIL

iv TToiiiaci \iiu>v SiTiKpipaaipL-riv,

is

I

— See

EXACT.—1. The adj.,
I

I.

;

SPEAKING.
See DEMON.

EVIL

;

'

*

Geech. d. AUerthu-ms, vol.

Lang. p. 12
Boscawen, Tram. Soc. Bib. Arch.
and authorities above cited.

;

flf.

:

before the good' (0-3^0 •jr'p d'I'T inp).
2. As adj.
evil
is applied, not only to things, but even
to persons, a usage now quite obsolete
thus Jer
12" all mine evil neighbours.' Cf. Knox, Hist.
•'Every*

—Meyer,

Delitzsch, Ueb.

AV

'

'

According to Berosus, he administered the
kingdom durin" his two years' reign (562-560) with

dach.'

LrrERATtjRE.

likely to become obsolete
except in the theological sense of the doctrine of
evil (for which see SlN).t
In
it is freely used
as subst., adj., and adverb.
1. As subst., often in
'
immed. antithesis to good,' as Gn 2" ' the tree of
knowledge (RV ' the knowledge ') of good and evU'
(y-ii 31E) ; 2 Es 2" ' I have broken the evil in pieces,
and created the good (malum et . . . bonum)
sometimes in the plu., as Pr 14" 'The evil bow

•

Amcl{Avcl)-Maruduk (cf. Haupt in Zeitsch.
ii. 266 and 284 f.),
man (servant) of Mero-

is

f. Assyr.

'

'

in

(^ito S-ik)

Notice Ps 89*" The enemy
upon him (u K-orrfS, RVm do him
violence ')
the mod. phrase is impose exactions
upon.' Cf. Burnet (16S7), Trav. ii. 86, Innkeepers
think they have a right to exact upon Strangers.'

2.

As verb

frequently.

'

shall not exact

'

'

'

;

'

Bishops', 'he will miserably

destroy those wicked men,' and has thus lost the force of the
Greek (jweawU xajuk «««AiVi( at\.to'.(). Tindale is no better, He
will cniellye dcstroye those evyll persons.' But Wyclif,
He
Bchal lese ( = destroy) yuel the j'uele men'; Rheinis. 'The
naughtie men he will bring to naught' and RV 'He will
'

'

;

miserably destroy those miserable men,'
Its advantage.

all

give the repetition

In Lk 3» RV has changed ' Exact do more than that which is
appointed you,' into 'Extort no more,' etc. But 'exact' was
surely strong enough were they permitted to extort anything!
Following the Vulg. faciatU, Wyclif has
require.'
Tind." has
do ye no more,' and Rheiius Uoe nothing more.' which seems
a natural reply to What shall we do?' But the Greek rerbe
are not the game, Ti w, wurmtifM* (TR wur.vofAi*) and Mn3i> .
;

'

'

'

'

;;
'

EXCEED

EXCELLENCY

w^rnrt and wpamn boa the sense of exacting both In cluaa.
Greek and in Lk 19^ f EV require '). Agere is similarly uaed in
LaU, and Diit;hl have oeen chusen by Jerome here.

Gal 1" (jrfpi<r<rori?pu!) and exceedingly the more,'
(irepio-croT^pui
2 Co 7"
e.
tlie more joyed we
/idWoK ixifnt^^')- Notice al.so very exceedingly,'
Gn 27" 'And Isaac trembled very e.' (pns: Tin;)
iNS-iV r['^-[: .T;-;n, lit., as AV^m, 'trembled with a
great trembling greatly'; LXX, i^iaT-q Si 'I<ro4a

;

'

799

'

;

'

'

'

the Lord will exactly
Exactly is found 2 Es
search out (scrutinando scrutiiiabit), and Sir 10-^
declare liis knowledge exactly {io ditpi/3e(?). The
sense is the same as 'exact' above, i.e. 'precisely';
16**

'

'

'

'

Sbaks. Temp.

cf.

499—

1. ii.
*

(KffTacLv /leydX-Qv <T<p65pa

;

Geneva,

'

Then
'

;

'

But then exactly do
my oommand.'

All pointa of

'

Hastings.
now rare and

J.

EXCEED. —The

was

Izhtik

Bishops',
stricken with a meruelous great feare
And Isahac was greatly astonied out of measure'
Dillniann, Daerschrak Isaakgrossen Erschreckens
liber die Massen ; other translations are less

transitive use is
almost confined to the sense of preponderate,' as
Jowett, Plato', V. 76, ' Men always choose the life
we find
which exceeds in pleasure.' But in
the sense of 'go too far,' witliout introducing a

'

J.

forcible).

Hastinos.

'

AV

wept one with
S 2(>" They
David exceeded (Snjri) Job 36*
Then he showeth tliem their work, and their
("?;ii',
transCTessions that they have exceeded
RV 'nave behaved themselves proudly '); 2 Es 4**
'Do not thou hasten above the most Highest:
for thy liaste is in vain to be above him, for thou
hast much exceeded {exces.fus tuus mttUiis, UV
for he that is above [hasteneth] on behalf of
comparison,

anotlier,

'

1

.

.

.

until

'

;

'

'

'

'

manj',' reading Excclsus autcm propter multus,
so Coverdale's tr. of Is 31' Therfore
after Syr.)
(O ye children of Israel) turne agayne, like as
'

:

ye have exceaded in your goinge bacK (AV and
KV have deeply revolted '), and Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. ix. 3 (Selby's ed. p. 53)
the scruples and superstitions of diet ... in the
law of Malioniet, do exceed.'
Exceeding is rare as an adj., only eight times,*
wliile as adv. it is used 60 times at least, when
Thus Mt 8'-* There
it always qualifies an adj.
met him two possessed with devils, coming out of
the tombs, exceeding fierce' (xaXeiroi Xlav
so
Kheims
but Tind. Cov. Cran. and Gen. 1.557,
measure
fearce';
Gen.
out of
1560 and Bishops',
very fierce
Wye. ful wood ').
'

'

'

'

;

;

'
'

'

'

;

EXCELLENCY.— The verb to 'excel' occurs 13
times in AV, translating just as many difl'erent
Heb. and Gr. words, but always distinctly with the
sense of 'be pre-eminent over others,' 'surpa.ss.'
The idea of pre-eminence is seen even in Ps 103''^''
'ye his angels that excel in strength,' though the
Heb. is rb -i: gibbdrc kCah, lit. heroes of strength
for, as Delitzsch says, it is because to the angel
hosts belong strength unequalled that they are
summoned now to praise God in company with the
Church on earth, whose dignity surjiasses every
other created thing.
Pre-eminence is also the leading thought in the
word 'excellency.' 1. Sometimes the quality in
which the pre-eminence appears is stated ; thus
Gn 49^ the excellency of dignity, and the excellency of power' (t^ nn;i nxif t-i;), i.e. says Delitzsch,
precedence, both in respect and in power, is due to
Reuben above his brethren, because he is the firstborn Ezk 24*' I will profane my sanctuary, the
excellency of your strength,' i.e. the place of preeminent strength (Heb. nriy jW:, RV 'the pride
came not with
1
of your power ) ; 1 Co 2'
excellency of speech or of wisdom' (k-afl' vtrtpoxw
'Klryoii fi aoipla^.
The word v-rvepoxn denotes strictly
the act of overhanging, or the thing which oversuperiority,
pre - eminence
by
hangs
hence
Byzantine wTiters it is used in the sense " your
Excellency "
Go<let); Ph 3' the excellency of the
knowledge of Christ .Jesus (ri virepixov) ; 2 Co 4'
that the excellency of tlie power may be of Go<i
exceeding OTeatness,' but superi(ri uvip^oXij, RV
pre-eminence,' is always the meaning of
ority,'
the word). 2. More often the excellency is of
no special quality but even then the Eng. word,
as undnrstciod in 1611, though less precise is not
less forcible than its Heb. or Gr. equivalents, for
it
has always in it the sense of superiority,
1611, 'for the worth
uniqueness. Cf. Pre/, to
and excellency thereof above the rest'; Pr. Bk.
I5.'J2 (Keeling, p. 382), 'Forasmuch then as your
Ollice is of so great excellency, and of so jjreat
dilKculty'; Bacon, Adv. of Learn. II. xxiii. 27
(Selby, p. 149), Julius Ca>sar ... at first was an
orator or pleader but when he saw the excellency
of Cicero, Hortensius, Catullus, and others
he
transferred his designs to a martial greatness.'
The two words chieHy translated 'excellency in AV are (1) pKJ gA'On (Ex 15', Job 37*, of
6" 8', Nah 2-, of Jacob
Is 60'" of
J" Ps 47*,
Zion Ezk 24*' of the temple Is 13'» of the Chalexaltada-ans), a word which primarily means
tion,' hence majesty which is pre-eminent
(21
m.x; ga'ilirah (I)t 33*«- *», Ps 68^^, all of J"), a word of
lesslionour than the preceding, being used indeed
most frequently of [iride in a bad sen.se still it
excellency
in those
is not inaptly translated
[lassages, the reference being always to the unique
.1".
Driver,
and
also
Joel
Amos,
(See
dignity of
1897, p. 238 f.).
'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

*

•

.

.

;

'

;

*

;

three passages the intention is to express, not merely the superlative, but the ideal of might, greatness, beauty, such as could
be admitted into the presence of the All-perfect. There are
the great moun•iniilar expressions in the I'salter. Ps 3ffi AV
tains,' RV as Heb. ' the mountains of Ood ' ; 66» ' the river of
Ood,' AV and UV ; SO'O AV ' the goodiv cedare,' KV as Heb.
cedars of Ood ' ; 104'8 AVand RV 'the trees of the Lord'; but
Perowne (Jonah, Lc.) is right in |K)inting out that in these
passages the thought Is dllTerent, being thai of Ood's proprietorship, as Indeed uia last passage Indicates, ' which he hath
'

'

.

.

:

;

'

Two cases of ' exceeding as adv. demand attention : JoQ 88
Nineveh waa an exceeding great city,* and Ac 72f Moses .
was exceeding fair.' The Heb. of Jon 33 is Cl^K? n^ni-TV,
lit.
a cit>' great unto Ood,' hb RVm and the Gr. of Ac 7^ is
AV and KV
ttrruot rat Hi*, lit. fair unto God,* as RVm again.
af ree in taking both puwages as a form of the superlative and
a great host, like ttie host of
this is supported by 1 Ch 12^
Ood.' Kut in the only other place where the identical expresion occurs, On 10» (.Tl.T -JC^ TS"li!;), AV and RV give 'a
mighty hunter before the Lord' and it is probable that in the

.

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

AV

'

;

planted-'

.

Exceedingly also occurs some 50 times, being
the form used with verlis (except Ac 26", Gal l'\
pa-ssages in which AV first of Eng. versions uses
this word).
More exceedingly is found Mk 15'*
'

'

(TK
'

edd.

Ttfuatraripurt,

TtpiairuJ!,

RV

exceedingly '),
an adj. are 2 Mac 8^7
'

• The eight occurrences of 'exceeding* a.s
yielding e. pruise and thanks to the l^rd {*tptrrit ii/XoyaZtTtt

W4

'

il6t±*>-^oufutot

r£

Kufiiat,

RV

'

blesjiing

and thanking the

pride and haughtiness' ^it«
wtir^i x>.aZ4riiae u-i-xi^-^iiS,, RV 'bearing himself haughtily
all
vaingloriousness,* RVm 'carrying his neck high'); 2 Co 417 'a
far more e. and eternal weight of glory ' (xaI/ t/wifil3»\r» i*'; vti/>^«/r,w a!^,in fictpat io^rf, RV 'more and more exceedingly an
eternal weight ') ; 9'* for the e. grace of Ood {itk t>i» itvtpSctKKm/fa, x^f^'w ^ph 1'* ' the e. greatness of his power' (ri i^ipfictyxt* u,iyiSof)l 27 'the e. ricnes of his grace* (ri iir\pilay\n
rXdvTo;) 1 P ii8 ' that ye may be glad also with e. joy ' (»'»•
«f .
Ya^-rt i>«XJu«i/xi»«) f Jude ** with e. joy * {it ij-aXKjani. RV *
e. joy *).
Thus in everj* insUmce the meaning is
'aurpa&singly great ; the word never has the sense of excessive
or immoderate, which we find, e.p., in Sand^vs, (158.^) Sermoni,
816, ' Why was Anna so exceedmg in craving children at the

Lord exceedingly

');'

158

*

in

e.

m

'

'

',

.

.

.

.

.

'

:

Am

;

'

'

;

;

;

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

.

'

.

m

'

hands

of

Ood

?

and

excellency ' are both In use
Shaks. uses 'excellence' 10
has excellency 2ft times,
'excellence' not once. 'Kxcellency' has now given place to
the only
excellence,' and the wortl has greatly deteriorated
In old writers

'

excellence

'

without difference of meaning.
times, excellency only thrice
'

'

*

;

'

AV

'

'

:

:

EXCOMMUNICATION

EXCELLENT

300

excellency is as a term of courtesy, * your Excellency,'
which may be applied to any petty governor ; and excellence *
itself haa accepted the va^ue sense of general worth.
The
deterioration may be partly due to the still greater loss that has
Die of

';

'

'

*

befallen the adj. excellent.
In AV *excL-lIent' is probably
never used without a distinct expression of comparison,
'
• pre-eminent.'
Cf.
superior,'
T. Adams, // Peter (163:i), p. 83,
' Jacob gave
Reuben a blessing, but added, Thou shalt not be
*
excellent ; and p. 83, Cain's outlawed stock were yet excellent
'

But comparisons are odious Shaks. has a
it ironically, and in course of time it haa
dropped down to merely very good.'
J, HASTINGS.
worldly thin^.'
fondness for usmg

in

;

'

be excepted against that hath been our indeauour, that ool
marke.' Cf. Knox, llist. 447, 'the sincerer sort of the Ministrie
in England had not yet assaulted the jurisdiction and Church
gouernement (which they did not till the year 1572, at which
time they published their first and second admonition to the
Parliament), but onely had excepted against superstitious
apparell, and some other faulta in the service Booke.'
;

As past ptcp. of the verb to except, we find
excepted, as Kingesmyll, Man's Est. v. (1580) 21,
'They eate of the excepted tree'; and Milton,

PL

426—

XI.
*

EXCELLENT,

or rather MOST EXCELLENT, is
the regular tr. in
for the word KpancrTos, used
as a title of respect four times, and alwaj-s by St.
Luke (Lk 1», Ac SS* 24» 26^). In
'most
noble is substituted in the last two instances.
In three of those passages we clearly have the
formal address of a person of high rank
Claudius
Lysias unto the most e. governor Felix
most
But Paul saith, I am not mad, most e.
6. Felix ;
Festus'; in the fourth (Lk P) it is used in the
address to Theophilus, to whom St. Luke dedicated
both his works, and a question of some interest
arises as to whether we can assert from the use
of the term elsewhere that Theophilus must
have been also of high rank and position. So
Theophylact, Arg. in Ev. sec. Luc: 'He WTites
to Theophilus, a man of senatorial rank, and
also a magistrate ((TvyKKTrriKbn ivra Kal dpxovTa
tffws), for the word KpariaTos was used of magistrates and governors [ipxifTui' xal Tfyeiibvuv), as
also Paul says, addressing the governor Festus
" Most e. Festus."
The authority of a Byzantine
commentator would, however, be delusive on such
a question, as the meaning of language changes,
and the question must be settled by contemporary
usage.
1. There can be no doubt that from the 1st cent,
onwards the word was an official title, but there is
no proof that it was always so used. For instance
in Jos., although in Ant. XVIII. viii. 4, XX. i. 2 we
find the technical sense, in Ant. IV. vi. 8 (u> KpaTLaroi
i>eaviu>y) it is certainly not so used, whUe in the
dedication of the treatise against Apion to Epaphroditus, who was a freedman and procurator, the
variation KpiricrTe afSpdv seems to suggest a dill'erent
Vita, 76).
Cf. 2 Jlac 41-.
tone (c. Ap. i. 1
2. On the other hand, the usage of St. Luke
seems more fixed. In those cases where the word
occurs, it is certainly used as an official address,
and is probably (we cannot say certainly) so used
In any case there is cerin the fourth instance.
tainly a dili'erence in usage between St. Luke and
Josephus, which makes it improbable that there
is in this case any literary connexion between the
two.

RV

AV

'

:

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

—

LrTBRATlTlB. Otto, D« Epiitola ad Diotjnetiim, 1845, p. 79,
ed. ii. p. 61 ; Krenkel, Jotephtu und Lucas, p. 53 Ramsav, St.
;

Paui

(fit

A. C. HeADLAM.

Trav. p. 388.

EXCEPT
when he

The verb

occurs only

1

Co 15" But

saith all things are put under him,

'

it

is

manifest that he is excepted, which did put all
things under him,' that is, an exception is made
in his favour, he is left out of account.
This is
Coverdale's tr°, and illustrates the oldest meaning
of the verb.
Cf. Shaks. Jul. Cues. II. i. 281—
*

Within the bond of marriage, teU me, Brutuo,
excepted, I should know do secrets

Is it

That appertain to youT'

AV

In their Preface the translators of
xise 'except against'
for take exception to ; ' men not to be excepted a^'ainst by them
of Rome' ; none of them feare to dissent from him, nor yet to
'

except against him
Tnily (good Christian Reader) wee neuer
thought from the beginning, that we should neede to make a
new Translation, nor \ct to make of a bad one a good one, (for
then the imputation of .S'i>/n-« had been true in some sort, that
our people hail i>ene fed with gall of Dragons in stead of wine,
nnth whey in stead of mitke) but to make a good one better, or
yi\t of many ffood one*, one principall good one, not iustly to
' ;

'

;

Some

to spring from thee,
Th' excepted tree.'

who never toach'd

But more frequently except (as Tindale, Works, L
213, ' Here is no man except, but all souls must
obey'), and then very oiten /oUuunng its subst.,

Ac

these bondes excepte ; Bacon,
ed. p. 62, 1. 8), the divineness of souls except.' When this pt«p. preceded
its subst. it came to be regarded as a prep., though
it is obviously hard to say when the change took
place.
The earliest examples in Ox/. Eng. Diet.
quoted as a prep, are Langland, Piers Plourman
Except oneliche
(B), ix. 140,
Alle shal deye
of eche kynde a couple
Henry, Wallace, v. 10"26,
befor
thaim
fand
no man, Excep
Thai entryt in,
wemen.'
little later began its use as a conj.,

as

2t)^

Cov.

'

'

Adv. Learn. L (Selby's

'

'

.

'

.

.

;

'

A

introducing not a subst. but a clause, and being
equivalent to 'unless.' In
and RV it is used
both as prep, and as conj., most frequently as conj.
Once the conj. is strengthened by that, Mk 13^
except that the Lord had shortened those days
(RV omits 'that'). Cf. Jn 3^ Tind. 'except that
a man be boren of water and of the sprete.'

AV

'

'

The only use of 'except' that is now commended is as a
Hodgson (Errors in the Use 0/ English^, 117 f.)
quotes two examples from good modern writers of ita use as a
conj., butsaysthat «n/e*s would be generally held preferable
Keble, Memoir'^, i. 81, Do not trouble yourself about writing to
me, except you are quite in the humour for it' Miss Mitford,
Letters and Li/e, \. 150, It has no literary pretensions, except
the total absence of all pretension may pass for one in these
days of abundant conceit.' The Revisers have been somewhat
sharply taken to taak for using except as a conj. [see esp.
Moon, The Revisers' English (1S82), 94-97, and Ecclesiastical
In this, however, they are at one with
Eivjlish (18S6), 205-207].
previous versions and with the history of the word. In the
AV
except occurs 73 times, and 67 times
Scriptures
of
Canonical
The Revisers have made few changes. In
it is a conjunction.
4728
and in Nu 1613 but
twice (2 S 39,
prefer
only,'
Gn
thev
except into if
not.' twice (1 Co 148- »)
1 Co 147) they turn
Co
13*)
into
unless
indeed.'
It is
and
once
into unless,'
(2
not,'
only in connexion with Jn 824 where they cliange if
152
into
except,'
that
they
change
'unless,'
and 1 Co
where they
are open to criticism but no doubt both came under the rule
rendering.'
of 'uniformity in
J. HASTINGS.
preposition.

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

' |

'

'

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

.

.

.

'

;

EXCHANGER.— See Money.
EXCOMMUNICATION is the name applied to
the temporary or permanent exclusion, for errors
of doctrme or morals, of a member of a Church
from the privileges of its coininunion. The word
or KV, but the practice
is not used either in
which it describes meets us in NT, both in the case
of the Jewish synagogue and in that of the
Christian Church.
The practice in the Jewish synagogue is referred
shall
to in Lk 6" (Blessed are ye when men
separate you from their company,' d^opij'u), Jn 9^
(the case of the blind man cast out of the synagogue, iroawiyuyo^), Jn 12*^ (the rulers who
feared to confess Christ), Jn 16' (Christ's prophecy
concerning the disciples). It rests on tne older
practice, described in Ezr 10' (the case of those Isr.
who at the Restoration refused to give up their
idolatrous wives), which in turn is a modification
ban,' referred to
of the still older hirem (cnn) or
The word herein
Lv 27^ and elsewhere.
in
means literally devoted, and is used in OT in
the twofold sense of devoted to destruction (hence
accursed) and devoted to God's service (hence consecrated).
See Curse.

AV

'

'

EXCOMMUNICATION

EXECUTIONER

excommunication as we find it
Jevs in the time of Christ is the outgrowtli of the herem in the first of these senses.
In tlie early history of Israel the punishment of
idolatry or other gross sins was physical death.
Thus we find the prophets referring; to the future

The
among

801

practice of
tlie

Israel over their enemies as the wholedevotion of them to destruction by J" (so
», Mic 4", Jer
50^'). and Zech. looks forward to the happy time in the future when there
shall be no more can (14"). Temporary exclusion
from the services of the sanctuary meets us only,
in the ca.se of ceremonial oB'ences, as part of the
general requirement of the ceremonial law. At
the time of the Restoration we find a modification
of the older practice in the interest of greater
humanity. Those Isr. who had married iforeign
wives, and who refused at the command of Ezra to
give them up, instead of being put to death had
their substance confiscated, and were separated
from the congregation of Israel (Ezr 10*). In the
time of Christ, exclusion from the synagogue was
the regular punishment for serious moral and
religious oflences, and is distinguished by tlie
Rabbis as /n'rem proper, the formal ban,' which
could be indicted by not fewer than ten persons,
and which deprived hira on whom it fell of all
religious privileges, from the milder nidtiHi ('")),
which could be inflicted by a single person, and
which merely cut oil' him who suil'ered it from
conversation and contact for a period of thirty
days.
For a supposed third grade, the so-called
shammdthd (niiVP), there seems to be no good

triumph of

sale

is 34»-

'

'

'

authority.
The origin of Christian excommunication is often
found in Christ's words to Peter (Mt 16'"), I will
give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven
and whatsoever thou slialt bind on earth shall be
bound in heaven
and whatsoever thou shall
loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.'
(Cf.
Mt 18", Jn 20='.) But, whatever the particular
view taken of this much disputed passage, the
reference seems to be rather to the spiritual power
which the Church is to exercise through her
pre.-iching and witness-bearing than to any formal
ecclesiastical procedure.
The passage Alt 18"""
comes nearer to the mark, and with its threefold
admonition, first privately, then in the presence of
two or three witnesses (cf. Tit 3'°), and fin.ally
before the Church, reminds us somewhat of the
graded procedure of the Jewish sj'nagogue. Hence
many critics believe that it represents less a
direct utterance of Jesus Himself than the practice
in the Jewish - Christian circles for which the
Gospel of Matthew was written.
In the letters of St. Paul, besides general directions to 'admonisli tlie disorderly' (1 Th 5"; cf.
1 Ti 5*"), and to hold aloof from brothers who are
fornicators, or covetous, or idolaters, or revilers, or
drunkards, or extortioners (1 Co 5"), or who
refuse to obey the word of St. Paul by his letters
cf. Ro 16"), we have in the Church of
(2 Th 3"
Corinth at lea.st one ease, and possibly two cases,
of ecclesiastical di.scii>line.
The first is that of the
incestuous person, referred to in 1 Co 5, whom St.
Paul delivers unto Satan for the destruction of
the flesh, that the spirit may be saved in the day
of the Lord Jesus' (1 Co 5').
The reference in v.*
to the Corinthians as being gathered together,
shows that whatever the exact nature of the
punishment described as committing unto Satan,
It
had ecclesiastical significance.
In v." the
Corintliians are expres.sly charged to put away the
'

;

;

;

'

wicked

man from among

them.selves.

If 2 Co 2'"
to this same

most coiiimuiily sup]>oscd,
matter, it would follow that the exclusion from
church fellowship was not permanent.
Suflicieiit
to such a one is this punishment, which was
refer, as is

'

VOL.

I.

— 51

should rather forgive him and comfort him, lest Dy
any means such a one should be swallowed up by
his overmuch sorrow' (vv.°' ').
If, howevei, as
seems not unlikely, this passage refers to an entirely
distinct case from that mentioned in 1 Co, we have
a case of disciiiline administered by the Corinthians themselves without special instigation by St.
Paul.
Interesting and penilexing is the mention
of Satan in 1 Co 5° (cf. 2 Co 2"
that no advantage may be gained over us by Satan
1 Ti 1^
llymenajus and Alexander, whom I delivered
unto Satan that they might be taught not to
blasplieme').
That St. Paul does not mean by the
expression delivery unto Satan a final cutting off
from salvation, sucii as seems to be implied in the
'

'

;

'

'

anathema

of

'

1

Co

10--,

Gal

!'• ',

Ro

9', is

clear

from

the reference in v.° to the salvation of the spirit.
On the other hand, that some suffering besides
the formal exclusion from church fellowship is
intended, seems equally clear from the reference to
the destruction of the flesh. Hence the conjecture
of some physical punishment miraculously inflicted upon the oH'ender, possibly, as in the case of
Ananias and Sappliira, deatli it self But the matter
is too obscure to w.arrant a definite conclusion.
The Corinthian letters picture a loose organiza.

without formal oflicers, in which discipline is
now by the Corintliians, now by St.
Paul himself. There is no definite rule of procedure.

tion,

administered,

The general

princijile is laid do^vn in 1 Co 5'''=,
apjilication is made ace. to the circumst.ances of each case.
In the Pastorals we have
already a definite mode of procedure, with its
public reproof, and its accusation before witnesses
5'*- '"').
Not moral oli'onces only, but a schis(1 Ti
matic .s]iirit may be tlie occasion for exclusion from
man that is heretichurch fellowship (Tit 3'" '
cal [factious] after a first and second admonition,
refuse.'
Cf. 1 Ti 6', and esp. 2 Jn v.'", where
false doctrine is made the ground for absolute
That excommunication
breach of intercourse).
might be inflicted by a faction, as well as by the
Church at large, is clear from the case of Diotrephes
'•
'").
These later instances show that excom(3 Jn
munication was not merely disciplinary, having as

and special

A

end the penitence and subsequent restoration
of the offender, but also protective, being designed
In
to guard the infant Church from corruiition.
no case, however, is it regarded as consigning the
person cut off to eternal tiunishment, as later
That was the work
theories have sometimes liehf.
of God alone, with which man had nothing to do.
passages
In general, this brief survey of the
shows that we have to do only with the first
beginnings, from which the later ecclesiastical
procedure, with its elaborate process, was developed. In this matter, as in so many others of
interest, the development vs-as a gradual one, a
part of that slow process by which the flexibility
of early Christian institutions was gradually trans
formed into the fixed rules of a powerful ecclea!
astical organization.
its

NT

LiTKRATUEii.— The art. In Smith, DB>, by F. Meyrlok, un
chanj^ed ; and Herzoir, PitE^ * IJann b«l den Hehniem,' by
RiicUchi, where the older literature is jfiven. For the practice
amoii^ the Jews, see Nowacli, Ueb. Architol.- and Keiirlnger,
Ileb. Archaol.
On tile caae of tlio Corintlnan ofT«nder, cf.
Welbziicker, /Ja*i ApvslolUche Zeitalter^. A full diKUWion of
NT puuia^es in their connexion in Btill a desideratum.

EXECUTIONER.— Mk

0-''

W. Adams BnowN.
AV, of the oflicer sent

RV

'a
by llcrod to bcliead John the Baptist,
soldier of his guard.' The Gr. word aireKov\aTwp is
a transliteration of Lat. sj>eculator, and the tperuIntorcs were originally scouts or spies (spcrulor, to
watch), and then the police or bixlyguard of the

Roman emperors and
word

is

(The
military governors.
Benson, Cyprian, 505 f.)

fully discussed in
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EXODUS TO CANAAN

Beheading was a Roman, not a Jewish punishment.
See Crimes and Punishments.
J. Hastings.

EXODDS AND JOURNEY TO CANAAM.—
i.

ii.

EXERCISE. — Asauerft

:

1.

The primary meanin"

to occupy oneself with, engage in, Ps 131'
Neither do I exercise myself in great matters
(•B3^,Ti*'7i, lit. 'neither do I walk,' as KVm)
Sir 50=«
Bleasea is he that shall be exercised in these
things' {ayaaTpcKp-fifferai) 2 Es 15* those things in
which they wickedly exercised themselves' (quie
inique
exercent, RV 'which
they wickedly
practise').
Cf. Pref. to AV 1611, 'in Latine we
haue been exercised almost from our verie cradle.'
2. To put into practice, bring into use, as Knox
ed. Lamg, iv. 135),
Even sucli, deare
( Works,
brethren, is the blessed Evangelie of our Lord Jesus
for the more that it be entreted, the more comfortable and puissant is it to such as do heare, reade,

iii.

iv.

is
'

;

'

;

'

'

or exercise the same ; or as Dunbar {The Thri^sill
and the Rois, 16) uses excrce, the obsolete form
of the verb, direct from exercere
'

—

*

Exeroe justice with mercy and conscience.'

So Rev 13"

' he exerciseth aJl
the power of the first
beast (toici) ; Jer 9" 'I am the Lord, which
exercise lovingkindness
(n^v 'doing'); To 12'
Those that exercise alms and righteousness shall
be filled with life' (TowCvres)
Ezk 22^ 'The
people of the land have used oppression, and
exercised robbery' (Si; 'Sni) ; Wis 16* 'It was
requisite that upon them exercising tyranny should
come penury (iKdvoa Tvpawovai,
in their
tyrannous dealing ') and the passages in the Synoptics, Mt 20»»,
lO-'^, Lk 22^, where KaraKiipuut^
(Lk Kvpuvw) and Kan^ovaLa^w (Lk i^ovoid^ij) are
translated in
'exercise dominion' and 'exercise authority' in Mt, 'e. lordsliip' and 'e.
authority in INIk and Lk
gives lord it for
KaroLK., and
e. authority
for (torej. in Mt and Mk,
have lordship and have authority in Lk. 3.
To practise for training or discipline, Ac 24" And
herein do I exercise myself, to have always a conscience void of offence toward God and toward
man (iaKw) 1 Ti 4' exercise thyself unto godliness {yviivi^u ; so He 5" 12", 2 P 2")
1 Mac 6*>
elephants exercised in battle (c/Sires iriXf/ioc,
'trained for war'); 2 Mac 15"^ 'exercised
from a cliild in all points of virtue' ({KixitieKerTj/crfra).
4. All those meanings belon" to the Lat.
exercere, and the influence of the Vulg. is conspicuous throughout. There are even two examples
of 'exercise' in the sense of 'afllict,' 'torment,'
which also belongs to exercere; Ec 1" 'this sore
travail hath God given to the sons of man to be
exercised therewith,' and 3'°. The Heb. is rr:;;, 'to
be bowed down.' Cf. Fuller, Holy Warre (ed.
'

'

'

;

RV

'

'

;

Mk

AV

'

;

'

RV

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

RV

1640, p. 155), they had to do with Meladine King
of Egypt, who lay besides them,
.
exercising
the CnriBtians with continual skirmishes.' Milton
has the same sense in Par. Lost, ii. 89
'

.

•

Where pain

.

of unextingfuishable fire
of end

Must exercise us wittiout hope

'

and Par, Reg. L 156
*

To

Ab a
of

RV

him

But

mean

1.

:

with
'

first I

in the wilderness.'

Wis 8" ' in the exercise of
her, prudence
(iv avyyviivaaif
'
a.ssiduons communing,'
practice

tubst.

conference
6/iiX(o5,

exercise

communion

'

RVm

Ti 4'

bodily exercise profiteth
little' [aupuiTiKi) yv/j.fairta).
2. In 1 Mac 1" and
2 Mac 4» the complaint is made that a Greek
"jdace of exercise had been erected in Jerusalem.
The Gr. is yviiyi<rioy. See Games. In 2 Mac 4"
iv ra\al<rrp<f is similarly translated ' in the place of
exercise,'
'in the pahestra.' See Palaestra.
')

;

1

'

'

RV

J.

EXILE.—See

Israel.

Hastings.

Route

of the

Exodus-

From E<,',^-}tt to .SinaL
From Sinai to Kadesh.
From Kadesh to the Jordan.

Route of the Exodus.— The

question of
the route of the Exodus has had a good deal oi
light thrown upon it in recent times, from ths
standpoint both of archaeology and of literature.
On the one hand, the work of excavation of lost
cities and monuments has gone far to negative
certain hj'potheses as to the Exodus, if not to
render them impossible and, on the other hand,
the decipherment of inscriptions and papj'ri belonging to the time of the Exodus has furnished
us with geographical and historical annotationi of
the highest value. It must not be supposed that
the result is an unmixed confirmation of the
biblical account.
recently-deciphered Egyptian
inscription, for example, shows that the Btn6Israel were already in Palestine at the time of the
Exodus, so that the migration must have been
partial and not national.
But with this point we
are not concerned in the present article, whose
business is to indicate what was the route of the
Exodus on the hypothesis that it actually took
i.

;

A

place.

Even though we are not yet in a position to
completely vindicate the historical character of
the Exodus, we may do much to extract a correct
geography from the accounts, and so to prepare
the way for accurate history. The researches, for
instance, of NaWlle have practically settled the
first stages in the line of march ; and in the same
way a closer knowledge of the Sinaitic peninsula
encourages the belief that there is more to be urged
in favour of the traditional Sinai than can be brought
forward against it. [See SiNAI.]
acquire in
this way what are almost fixed points in the route,
^^^thout being troubled by d priori consideral ions
as to whether the whole of the story is historical
or whether any of it is miraculous. Indeed this
last consideration might altogetlier be omitted ; for
as regards such a question as the actual passage of
the sea, the configuration of the land at the head
of the Gulf of Suez and across the Isthmus is such
that the shallow waters of the sea and detached
lakes furnish exactly the situation for such a
transit as is poetically called a passage ' in the
heart of the Red Sea.' Moreover, the action of

We

wind upon shallow water has been constantly the
cause of phenomenal ett'ccts which are not far
removed from the miraculous statements in Exodus.
For example, the Russians in 1738 entered the
Crimea, which was strongly fortified against them
by the Turks, at the Isthmus of Perekop, by a
passage made for them by the wind through the
shallow waters of the Putrid Sea at the N.W.
corner of the Sea of Azov. And Major-General
Tulloch has recorded an instance even more to
the point, when, as he himself observed, under a
strong east wind the waters of Lake Menzaleh at
the entrance to the Suez Canal receded for a
distance of 7 miles (see Journal of Victoria
Institute, vol. xxviii. p. 267).
Other instances of
the same efi'ect, which would be counted miracuJous
if they had been biblical, may be found in a paper
by Naville {Jour. Vict. Instit. xxvi. p. 12). We
may therefore lay on one side any question of
direct miraculous agency
where the phenomena
are so nearly natural to the country, we may be
content to sav that they are not necessarily unhistorical, and tliat the question of miracle is merely
one of interpretation. Nor need we be delayed in
our inquiry by considerations as to whether the
story has sutiered from over-colouring
both the
numbers of the persons involved and the length of
their supposed stay in the desert may be deferred,
:

;

5
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lit, for future examination.
The account
not to be judged from its weakest points.
The best way to form an idea as to wliat such a
migration would be like, is to compare it with an

thought

if

is

annual phenomenon of a similar character, viz.
the Mecca pilgrimage from Cairo. The analogy
is a good one, inasmuch as the account in the ISk

Exodus

of

expres.sly suggests that the Israelites

wished to go into the wilderness for the purpose of
a haj (the Heb. word in Exodus 10* hng is, in fact,
the same that is applied to the modern festival,
and to the route taken by the pilgrims). What
point was aimed at in the proposed three dajs'
journey itito the wilderness must remain uncertain
it
has been suggested that it was Sarbut elKhadeem, on the northern road to Mt. Sinai,
where the remains of famous Egyptian temples
are still to be seen. But, wherever it was, the
Israelites could do what the Mecca pilgrims are in
the habit of doing ; nor is there any a priori reason
why we should regard the account of the migiation
;

as ant«cedently improbable.
We may go further, and say that whatever may
be objected against the general facts of the Exodus,
the list of stations (or mansiones) in the wilderness which is given in Nu has every appearance of
being part of a conventional itinerary or pilgrim
book, and is therefore susceptible of identilication
and verification, altogether apart from the history
in which it is embedded.
All that we have to do
with such data is to make such literary and topographical investigations as will determine whether
the routes indicated are possible, and the stages of
the journey feasible.
One of the first things that will strike the
careful reader of the account of the first stages
of the Exodus is that there is a certain verisimilitude about the nomenclature.
It is a
mixture of Egj-ptian and Hebrew.
Pithoni
and Pihaliiroth are certainly Egyiitian ; Migdol
and Baal-zephon as certainly Hebrew Succoth
will be shown to be a mere Heb. perversion of an
Egyp. name and there is even a suspicion that
alternative names in the two languages are found
in the narrative, as when the desert into which the
Israelites go out is called in one place the desert of
Etliam, and in another the desert of Shur. This
is as it should be, if we bear in mind that we are
on the frontier of Egj'pt, that the country next
the frontier on both sides is in the hands of a
Semitic people, and that the fortifications and
great cities are in the care of the Egyptian Govern;

;

ment.

The

from which the Israelites emigrated
two store-cities, Rameses and
they built for Pharaoh.
From
Rameses they started, and their first encampment
is Succoth, which Naville has shown to be the

is

locality

defined by the

Pithom, which

equivalent of I'ithora. The identification of the
two cities is of the first imjiortance. According to
Brugsch {L'Exode et let ntonuinents Egijpticns,
Leipzig, 1875), we are to identify Rameses with
Zoan (Tanis), and to place Pithom and the district
of Succoth in the N. E. comer of the Delta, between
Tanis and Pclu.sium. He then adopts a surprising
suggestion (previously ventured by Schleiden), that
the Israelites passed along the shore of the Mediterranean on a neck of land between that sea and
the ancient Serbonian lake that the Egj'ptians
followed them along the same course, but were
overtaken by a rush of water from tlie Mediterranean and destroyed.
On this hypothesis ho
identifies Ethara with the fortification on tlie
frontier of Kgyjit, Migdol with a Magdolon mentioned in the Antonine Itinerary as being 12
miles from Pchisiuin, and Baal-zephon with Mt.
Casius the sujiposed Red Sea (yam ijuph) turns
out to be the Serbonian lake, as is suggested by
;

;
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the name [yam sti}th=sea. of weeds).
Unfortunately, this theory, which is stated with great
confiaence and simplicity by Brugsch, appears to !>«>
almost fatally vitiated by the fact that Pithom has
been found somewhere else than on the Mediterranean seaboard, where Brugsch had loc^atcd it.
It is to Naville that we owe this important discovery.
His excavation of the mounds known as
Tell el-Maslikuta, in the Wady Tumilat, on the
line of railwaj' from Zagazig to Suez, and in close
proximity to the modern Sweet-water Canal and
to the line of the ancient Sweet-water Canal, has
Ijroved conclusively that this place is Pithom
[' abode of Turn'], and that its secular name, or at
all events the name of the adjacent district, is

may be equated with the Heb.
Succoth. It is curious that the French engineers
had suspected this mound to be the site of Rameses,
and had named the adjacent railway statioi
accordingly.
It seems probable that Rameses
will be found in the excavation of the mound Tell
ellvebir Tanis is clearly excluded by Naville's
discoveries.
We are thus led to conclude in favour
of an exodus along the line of the ancient canal,
and the fugitives following this course would soon
reach the frontier of Egypt and be stopiied by the
fortifications which ran along the Isthmus from
north to south. This is the station Etliam, which
appears to coincide with the Egyptian x^'em or
fortificntinn, and to be the same tiling as is meant
by the Heb. shur or xvall. [The only ditliculty in
this identilication lies in the fact that we should
have expected a stronger guttural in the lieginning
of the lieb. word].
The route is evidently one of
the main roads out of Egypt and we may comparo
it with a pajiyrus translated by Goodwin, wliich
describes the pursuit of runaway slaves who follow
this very road, and whose journey is described in
very similar terms.
Several difficulties now present themselves. One
of them relates to the question as to whether the
head of the Gulf of Suez was not at the time of the
Exodus much farther north than at present, and
whether the sea was not actually connected with
the Bitter Lakes. In that case the transit may
very well have been made at the head of the Bitter
Lakes. There is much to be said in favour of this
Thuket, which

;

;

hyjiothesis.

Unfortunately, none of the places mentioned in
connexion with this part of the Exodus have been
Piliahiroth, Migdol, and Baal-zephon
identified.
have all to be located. It has been suggested that
Baal-zephon [Typhon] is the mountain Ataka to
the S. of Suez, and that it is dedicated to the god
of the north wind because Phtcnician saihirs used
to pray for fair wind on their voyages down the

Red Sea. Our own impression is that the case
has not yet been made out for moving the head
of the Red Sea so far north as the Bitter Lakes,
and that it is more likely that the crossing took
place not far north of the present Suez.
[Its
ancient Greek name Ctysma appears to carry a
The test for a true
tradition of the disaster!
solution would api>ear to lie in a search for Baalzephon, especially by examination of Mt. Casiuson
the shore of the Slediterranean, and of Jebel Atakii
at the head of the Red Sea.
FitoM EoYl'T TO Sinai.— After cros.sing the
ii.
frontier of Egypt the Israelites go three days in
wilderness
and find no water. It has "been
the
suggested that thej' went by the /cy route right
across the plateau of the Tib to Akabah, and that
this

Akabah

(or Elath, as it is called in

OT)

is

the

Elim of the itinerary, where they found wells of
water and palm trees, and from which they proceeded to a Mt. Sinai in Midian.
We are not
able to accept the theory of a Midianite Sinai.
seems more probable that the route described

It
is

:
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that taken by travellers to the traditional Sinai,
which is the same as was taken by St. Silvia of
The route goes
Aquitaine in the 4th century.
along the wilderness between the plateau of the
of
Tih and the E. shore
the Red Sea. Marah (see
Sep. art.) is not identified with any reasonable
probability but Elim, which follows it, may very
well be the Wady Glmrundel, where there are
even at the present time wells and palms (see
;

From this point the road to Sinai bifurthe northern road goes by the Egyptian
mines and temples of Sarbut el-Khadeem, the
southern winds by the Wady Tayibeh untU it
strikes the seashore this is, then, the encampment
by the sea (see sep. art.) of Nu 33'° following the
shore, the ancient Egyptian port and road are
reached, and the route turns inland, passing the
entrance to the Wady Maghara, where are the
oldest Egyptian mines. This is probably the
Elim).
cates

;

Hazeroth in

Nu

33,

see

iv.

and

the article on

Kadesh.

—

iv. From
Kadesh to the Jord.vn.
Th»
accounts of this part of the route are found in
20.
Dt
1.
and
in
itinerary
Nu
the
of Nu 33.
21,
2,
Nu 20. 21 are composite in character, as will be
seen from the following analysis (taken from

Driver's

iO J » p. 66):—

*
p 20"
lb
u
jg
22'
P
JE 21"-»

"*^

**"*

'"'*

'*•"

**

M-n

•

^^

SI'"*

:

;

Dophkah (see sep. art.) of Numbers,
Dophkah being a misreading of Mafkah, the
Egyp. name for the blue stone which they obtained from the mines in this region. The next
station, Alush, is not known
it was probably not
written
far beyond the Wady Mukattab or
valley through which the road now passes. The
next stage is Rephidim, which is commonly idenstation

;

'

tified with Feiran, the oasis of the peninsula, the
ancient Faran and Paran, and from this point the
road winds through the long Wady es-Sheykh,
until by a long detour (or, if preferred, by a short
cut through a pass called Nukb el-Hawa, or Pass
of the Wind ') the plain is reached at the foot of
Mt. Sinai, where the Israelites are supposed to
have assembled for the gi^^ng of the Law. The
most striking identification on this route is the
encampment on the seashore five days after having
left it.
But it is clear that, strikmg as this is,
the same thing is true of the route of the Mecca
pilgrims so it can hardly be called a conclusive
identification.
It is a very weighty consideration
that the name Sinai implies a place of sanctity
[Sin = the Babylonian moon-god] from very early
times ; but no Babylonian signs or inscriptions
have been found which would settle conclusively
that the traditional Sinai is the same as the
biblical one.
The route described is an ancient
trade route of Nabatsean traders before the
Christian era and in the early years of the
Christian era.
It is not a roacf worked out by
biblical explorers, as has sometimes been suggested.
See further art. SiNAI.
LiTERATURB. —The student should consult, inter alia, Robin'

:

son, Biblical Jiesearchea (1841, 3rd ed. 1867) ; Ebers, Durch Gosen
zum Sinai ('2nd ed. Leipzig. ISSl) Lepsius, Tour from Thebes
to the Peninnda of Sinai in 1S45 (Eng. bv Oottrell, London,
1846); Naville, .Store City of PUhom (Publications oJ Egj-pt
^plor&tion Fund) ; Bnit^sch. L'Exode et lei Monuinenti
Kgyptiens (Leipzig, 1875, Eng. tr. 1879) ; Gamurrini, Peregrinatio
;

Sylvia (Rome,

1887).

iii From
Sinai to Kadesh.— About this
portion of the route little need be said. The
account in Nu 10" states that the first march
from Sinai was into the wilderness of Paran.
This is described in v." as a three days' journey
and the places mentioned as on the route are
Taberah(Nu U*), Kibroth-hattaavah,and Hazeroth
(ll**-"), whence they removed into the wilderness
of Paran (12'"), and from this place (13') the spies
were sent out. Taberah is not mentioned in the
itinerary of Nu 33.
In Dt 1* the whole route from
Horeb to Kadesli-barnea ie described as eleven
days' journey by the way of Mt. Seir.
This
indicates a route from Sinai by way of 'Alfabah to
Kadesh, and accordingly travellers have sought to
identify Kibroth-hattaavah and Hazeroth with
points in the route between Sinai and 'Akabah.
Further particulars are given in the articles on
;

those

names

;

and

for the

names which follow

Nu

The first verse of
20 deserves special notice.
Its first clause (as far as the word ' month ') is due
to P. According to that authority, the spies were
sent out from the wilderness of Paran, and in that
wilderness (Nu 14^) the children of Israel remained until the rebellious generation had been
They then moved in the first month
(apparently of the fortieth year, and for the first
time) into the wUdemess of Zin. The next clause,
'and the people abode in Kadesh,' etc., is due to
another source, which represents the stay in
Kadesh as a prolonged one, and associates with
that stay many events, but without assigning
Two of these events are recorded in Nu
dates.
20-'*'
the first, tlie judgment passed on Moses
and Aaron at Meribah (vv. '''), presents diflficulties
which cannot here be fully discussed, but the
following considerations make it probable that
this incident occurred at an early period of the
(a) the account is in many
sojourn at Kadesh
points simUar to that in Ex 17''' (4) lack of water
would have been felt soon after the arrival at
Kadesh, rather than at the close of their sojourn
there ; and the complaint, Nu 20*- •, seems more
appropriate in the mouths of those who remembered the fleshpots of Egypt, than of those who,
ha\Tng left Egypt in youth, had since passed forty
years In the desert (c) according to Dt I" the
exclusion of Moses from the promised land was
decreed about the same time as the general sentence
was pronounced against the generation which
came up out of Egypt. Hence two alternatives
either tne account Nu 20-'" wliich gives the reason
for the exclusion must describe the same event as
that referred to Dt 1" (i.e. an event which happened
soon after the return of the spies, and therefore at
an early period of the joumeyings), or there are
two varying traditions as to when and why Moses
was not permitted to cross the Jordan.
The second passage (Nu 20"''"^') records Edom'a
refusal to allow a passage through his territory to
the children of Israel, in consequence of wnich
they journeyed by the way to the Red Sea to
compass the land of Edom (Nu 21^). Comparing
this with Dt 2', very similar Ian<juage is there
used to describe a compassing of Edom, which is
assigned to an earlier stige of the joumeyings. It
is reasonable to suppose that this circuitous route
was adopted because a more direct course towards
the E. side of the Dead Sea was not open Edom's
conduct, as described in Nu 20, though not recorded in Dt, was the cause of, and therefore prior
Hence both
to, the compassing mentioned in Dt.
the events in Nu 20''", though in their present
connexion they appear as incidents of the lortieth
year, may belong to an earlier period of the

consumed.

:

:

;

;

'

'

;

Two distinct geograpliical pictures
the one, that of JE,
of the period are presented,
figures Kadesh as the scene of the middle portion
of the journey, and is to be traced in Dt I. 2 (with
which the brief summary in Jg ll"-'^ should be
compared) ; the other, that of P, locates tliese
The
events partly in Paran and partly in Zin.
combination of the two, with the introduction
joumeyings.

—

—
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of exact dates, has produced diiricultics which are
to be explained, not by the assuiuption of two
places bearing the name of Kadesh, nor hy tlie
assumption of a second visit to Kadesh (which is
nowhere indicated, and seems excluded by Dt 2'^),
but by the resolution of the narrative into its
original components.
In the list of stations (Nu 33) Kadesh does not
occur until v.", where it is identified with Zin, im-

mediately precedes Mt. Hor, and is only eight
stations removed from the final settlement in the
plains of Jordan.
This itinerary makes the identibcation of Zin with Kadesh, which is implied in
Nu 20, and refers to Kadesh for the first and only
tiine towards the close of the journeyings.
ft
might be expected that Paran would be found in
an earlier part of the chapter, but it is not ; the
stations from Efrypt, as far as Hazeroth, corresjiond closely witli those mentioned in the narrative portions of Ex and Nu, but after Hazeroth
[instead of either Paran or Kadesh] twelve stations
are given (Hithmah
Hashmonah, vv.'* -'"), the
names of which occur only in these verses, and no
event happening in connexion with these places is
an3'where recorded. It h.as been suggested that
Kitlimah, or some other of tlie.se mimes, is a designation of Kadesh, but nothing in the nature of an
argument has been advanced in favour of such a
.

.

.

hypothesis.

The

wilderne.^s of
of locality

Paran (Nu

dication

13*) is

a vague

in-

the events des(Tiijed in
Nu 13. 14, and it may be that more than one of
these twelve stations were within th.at area, but
there is no indication that such is the case. The
list of Nu 33 has been incorporated with the narrative without specifying the place where the important events recorde<l in Nu 13. 14 and Dt I
happened. In this respect the list is independent
of the narrative, and any attempt to establish a
connexion between the two must be conjectural.
The eight stations following Hashmonah (Moseroth-Mt. Hor) must next be considered. With the
first four may be compared the fragment of an
itinerary preserved in Dt 10"'.
They are as
follows
for

:

NuS3«>«.

Dt

Moeeroth.
Bene-Jaakan.

tO«- '.

B«erotb Bene-Jaakan.
Moscrah.

Ouduodah.
Jotbatliah.

There can be

Jotbathah.

doubt that the same four
in both passages, and it seems

little

piaces are referred to

also reasonable to suppose that the same part of
the journeyings is described in both. The inversion
of order, Mo.seroth preceding Bene-jaakan in the
one, and following in the other, may Ije attributed
to an error of transcription, or explained by supposing that some of the wells of tlio Bene-jaakan
were visited both before and after the encampment at Mo.seroth. Moserah is noted (Dt 10) as
the place where Aaron died and was buried, and
must therefore be close to Mt. Hor, i>robabIy
the place of encampment at its base.
Further, as
Abronah and Ezion-geber follow these four places
in Nu, and the position of Ezion-geber at the head
of the (!ulf of Akabah is known, it follows that
these stations describe the journey from Mt. llor
down the Arabah to the Hed Sea. Pursuing the
journey from this point, as described Dt 2", the
children of Israel passed ' from the way of the
Arabah from Elath and from Ezion-geber.' This
is generally explained by suppo.sing
that they
comiileted the circuit of Edoiii by coinpassing it on
its E. side.
Prom the S. end of the Arabah a
valley called Wadj- Ithem leads upwards in a N.E.
direction to the high table-land which lies to the
E. of Edom and Aloab, across which runs the /fuj
route from Damascus to Mecca. Along or near
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this route the children of Israel, after leaving the

Wady Ithem, passed in a N. direction
lye-abarim in the wildemes?
which is before Moab towards the sunri8ing(Nu 21),
the next definite geographical indication afforded
Arabah by

until they reached

in the narrative.

But against accepting

this

view of the journey,

may be argued as follows The two
Nu 'S'S^-*^ which follow Ezion-geber are

it

stations in
the wilderThe.se verses

:

ness of Zin (Kadesh) and Mt. Hor.
imply that, after reaching the (iulf of Akabah,
instead of bearing eastward as above described the
children of Israel retraced their steps along the
Arabah to visit Mt. Hor, on the occasion of Aaron's

death and burial. Moseroth is sejiarated liy six
Btaticms from Mt. Hor, and, if the identity of
Dt 10« ' with Nu SS*"-" be maintained, there are
two statements concerning the time and place of
Aaron's death which cannot be reconciled.
In
order to harmonize the accounts, many com10"'
mentators consider that the stations in Dt
have nothing to do with tlie siime names in
Nu SS*"**, but must be supplied as part of the
journey from Mt. Hor to Zalmonah (Nu33"). The
omission of these stations in Nu 33 is explained by
sujiposing that names which have been previously
iiienti(jiied are not repeated in this list.
Besides
the double visit to Kadesh, two visits to Mt. Hor
(for Moserah or Moseroth must be considered as
eiiuivalent to Mt. Hor) and two journeys down
the Arabah to Ezion-geber must be assumed, before
the narrative of Dt 2"'- can be combined with
Nu 33 from Zalmonah onwards, as reprijsenting
the final departure from the Arabah on the way
to the E. of ftlo.'ib.
This reiterated duplication of
events, inferred from combining the accounts, but
nowliere indicated in the narrative, raises more
than a suspicion that this harmonistic interpretation, thou''h jiossible, does not represent the actual
progress of the journey. The main difficulty arises
from the position of Zin and Mt. Hor following
Eziiin-geber in Nu 33'°"*'.
Ewald proposes {JIht.
of Isr. ii. 201, Eng. tr.) to remove vv. *"-"' from
where they now stand, and insert them after Haslinionah in ver.*". The order of the stations would
then he Hashmonah, Zin, Mt. llor, Moseroth,
Bene-jaakan, Hor-hag"idgad, Jotbathah, Ebronah,
Ezion-geber, Zalmonah, etc.
The necessity for
a.ssuming the unproved duplication of events is
removed, and the direction of the journey would
be as traced above.
The obvious criticism of
Ewald's hypothesis is, that if the arrangeiiicnt he
proposes were the original one, it is dillicult to
uniferstand why a change which introduces such
ditliculties should have been made.
May a slight
variation of his hypothesis be suggested ? 'I'he
verses which he would transpose diller in character
from the rest of the chapter instead of giving
only names, they relate events and furnish details.
May they be regarded as a later additi(m? If so,
they may be either omitted or transferred, and
the same result attained. One other alternative
remains: the insertion of Zin and Mt. Hor after
Ezion-geber indicates a movement up the Arabah
northwards.
This northern direction nmy have
been continued to the Dead Sea, where a turn
cast wards would bring the children of Israel to the
E. side of Moab.
The com]iassing of Edom would
then bo on its W. and N. border. In favour of this
it
may be suggested that an Israelite might
understand the uonler of Edom to mean the border
towards his own land. So long as the sites of
Zalmonah and the stations following remain uncertain, this interpretation of the existing text of
Nu ^V^"- cannot be rejected as impossible, though
it would represent a tradition dillcrent from that
followed in Nu 21* and (probably) Dt 2".
The concluding section from the E. of Moab
;

;

EXODUS

EXODUS

onwaids Is comparatively free from ambiguity,
though definite identification of places is wanting

the order of the names, the periods of the first two
overlapping.
For the proof of this, and for general
matters of introduction, see HexatecCH.
Our aim here is to exhibit the results of such an
analysis in detail, with a condensed account of the
For information
chief grounds on which it rests.
about persons, places, things, events, institutions,
laws, the student is referred to the separate
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here as in the preceding stages. The cliildren of
Israel cross the brooks Zered and Arnon Nu 21 '^- ").
The latter is by general consent identified with
the Wady Mojib, a stream which is fed by many
tributaries, and falls into the Dead Sea about the
middle of its E. side. The deep valley, about three
miles broad, through which it passes, is a marked articles.
The book covers the period from the death of
feature of the district, and forms a natural boundary line. It was the southern limit of the terri- Joseph to the erection of the Tabernacle, and is
tory assigned to Israel on the E. of Jordan. The mainly historical, but contains important legislaThe tive sections. It falls readily into three parts I.
position of the brook Zered is uncertain.
Wady el-Ahsa, which runs into the Dead Sea at its Israel in Egypt II. From Egypt to Sinai III. At
Sinai. The method of treatment here adopted needs
S. extremity, is too far south to be identified with
little explanation. In the Summary small reference
it, for lye-abarim to the E. of Moab is reached
before crossing it (Nu 21"). The Wady Feranjy, letters snow what documents contain the material
preceding means that
the upper portion of the stream passing by Kerak next follo\ving the sign
and reacliing the Dead Sea at the promontory the parallel is to be found in another chapter or
The numbers refer to the chapters.
called El-Lisan, or the main affluent of Wady Mojio section.
Thus, by following J, E, and P through in torn,
(that coming from the S.E.), may with weater proThe the main contents of the documents can be severbability be considered as the ancient Zered.
nomenclature of the tributaries of Wady Mojib is ally traced, and the amount of coincidence noted.
somewhat unsettled, but Bliss, when exploring the
country of Moab in March 1895 (see his memoir in
1-13".
I. Israel in Egypt
PEFSi, 1895) took special pains to ascertain the
names assigned to them. He follows Tristram in
A. Summary.
gixTng the name of Wady Saideh to the E. affluent
1 •"'-''Increase,
and •'^"'oppression of Israel.
of the Wady Mojib and not to the S.E. branch,
which is generally so called in maps and com- 2 ^Birth and adoption of Moses 'his violence,
3-4 •'^Theophany and
mentaries. The description in JiuU{Creo(j. d. Alten flight, and '"^marriage.
Palastina, p. 51) is agam difl'erent.
Until arriving •lElPCommission of Mos. and Aar. •'^Mos. returns,
5 •"''Freeat the Arnon, the Israelites probably crossed the and 'convinces the people by signs.
upper courses of the rivers and kept away from dom claimed, bondage increased, ft-7' "'•"'Com7*-12
Eleven
•'*^''
wonders
Moal) towards the E. They would thus obey the mission of Mos. and Aar.
'-8-1S
PJiofj becomes serpent,
magicians copy
injunction not to meddle with Moab, and find the
8'"
rivers shallower, and more easy of passage.
The 714-2B JEPjjiie smitten, ''magicians copy
8"'-" ''lice, magicians
deep and rugged sides of these streams for some •""frogs, 'magicians copy
8="-'"
''blains,
'flies; 9'"' •'murrain; QS""
distance from their outlets into the Dead Sea cause fail:
9"''° •"^hail
lO''" •'^locusts
considerable difficulty to the modern traveller, magicians sutt'er
'banishment of Moses, who
and would have been impracticable for the hosts of lQ2i-2» E(larkness
Israel.
But after crossing the Arnon it was 11 •'^prophesies death of firstborn and release of
necessary to turn W. and afterwards in a N.W. Isr. 12-13" •"'Rules for Passover and Feast of
direction in order to reach Dibon-Gad and the Unleav. Bread •'death of firstborn, and •'^'"exodus
mountains of Abarim the higli ridge to the E. of of Isr.; •"'law of firstlings.
the N. extremity of the Dead Sea from which they
descended into the plains of Jordan, opposite
B. Analysis.
Jericho.
The names given in Nu 21"*"'-" are tliflerr marks editorial revision * shows supplements from docuent from those in the itinerary of Nu 33, but the ments of the same school
editorial insertions and expansions;
last-named place, the top of risgah that looketh " harmonizing and other relatively later additions by ItJ", R**,
enclose vv. forming a displaced passage; ... show
toward Jeshinion ('the desert' KV), indicates a and Rp
[...1 that the
spot on the Abarim range whence W. Palestine that something has dropped out; and if withsubdivided.
material is found elsewhere a, b, etc., mark m.
and the Jordan valley were visible.
The last
stage, Nu 22', is given with additional detail in
„ ...n-'23a
„ (2-4a 6 7-9a
•20b
6 8-12
J Nu 33«- «.
Xl' 4b 6...
E 1
_ ...16-20a 21f. Vl-lO...
23b-25
P lX'7 "iSt:
LiTBRATURR. —OoDimentariefl on the Books of Nu and Dt,
(

—

;

;

:

II

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

'

;

'

'

;

1

[

;

those of Dillmann in the Kurzgef. Exerf. Handb.
Alten Testament and Driver on Dt in the Intemat. Crit.
Comin., may be consulted for further information. Trumbull's
Kadesh-Bamea discusses the whole route from Ej<>-pt to Canaan,
and contains a full list of ancient and modem works dealing' with
the subject. See also Palmer, Desert o/ the Exodus, and Kohler,

especially
z.

Biblische (^esehiehte A.T.S.

J.

Rendel Harris and A.

EXODUS

(n^Df

Hexatkuch)

nJ-Ni,

or simply

Book

T.

nto;;/

Chapman.
;

'EfoJos

:

see

Hob. Canon.
It is also the 2nd division of the great composite
work which contains in one complex whole all
that has been preserved •f old Heb. writings about
the origins of the Isr. people. So much is here
assumed, and, further, that it is generally possible,
if not to distribute the material among four distinct documents, at least to a.ssign it to one or
is

the 2n(l

in the

other of four difl'ering -schools of writing, Jahwistic,
Elohistiu, Deuteronomic, and Priestly (referred to
as J, E, D, P),* who.se relative age is shown by
• Ji

P8

is

( = J-stipplements), E« etc., denote later elements, while
often us^ed for the ori(final groundwork of the I'riestly
before enlarged by the numerous additions marked

Document

J

_

24.^26<if...)29-!i]r
.l-1213-16'Jnl»-'20a
?14bl7f.
20b21-23"
27f.

16-1819f."

E*<9b-15
P

...21f.,^

...S6-23^
^
ERlab"2 4
K?l

p
r.21a

e7
P

19-2lta

24f.

23

...20b

J ,, U-IU'
V.\)

P

7

i^i'(^4l9^\i"\i^^^

J "Zl8

-nh

17f.

'11

19-21"

14...16-17ato«nif«...
16r
...17b

-,

J

„l-»

i-is

5-7

is~

20-32 „l-7

...8-16

^

16-1!)

y

24b 2r)l>-a4
-lih
3,1ab"
22-23a 24a •2.^'.

.,

8-12

„la

lb-3a'

|(J

'

J , „;il>-ll

E II)

'24-28 28f.. 4-8
13b 14b-16a... l.>c-19
16 b
20-23
27
12-13a 14a
J^l-o
J^

91.

P
ph stands for the Holiness legislation of Lv 17-26 with
kindred passages. R stands for one of the redactors, who (!)
edited J and E into a single whole JE, in this case cited as RJ»;
or (2) combined JE with D, cited as R** or (3) supplemented
In Exodus,
I'K and combined P with JED, and so are called ItP.
rf course, D is not found, ai»d only here an** there traces 'f R**
pi;

;

—

;

;

EXODUS

EXODUS
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blood ""*' *"' Moses only once speaks to Pharaoh
and the wonders follow his mere gesture the
;

5'*,

P

it.'

'*<0-42" 43-50 61"

P

;

t,"

6t.'

8-10" 11-13'

man and

beast g*"-*"*, while locusts
devour every herb of the land 10'^- "'' ; (g) departure
deliberate, the people gathering supplies beforehand 11"-; time to take up Joseph's bones 13";
hail

1-13 14-20'
1*-16"

It.

on

is

Moses' father-in-law is Jethro 3' 4'" 18, and
he has two sons 18"-, his ^^^fe being a Cushite Nu
12'; (j) the name of God is Gorf (Elohim) always

(h)

Note that no juissa^e has been analyzed unless there 1a
nasonabte probability, usually indeed practical certainty, that
It ia conipoeite ; but obviously some of tne details of divisions of
vena must be rather possible than always definitely probable.

The

however, been carried as far as possible, as
beine more helpful thus to the student. If any one will take the
trouble to mark, (say) with blue, black, and red inks, the
analysis on a copy of the R V or the lleb. text, and to underline
the phnues, etc., referred to under iii. and iv., and then read
through all the passages assi^ed to each document consecutively, he will Kain the best possible notion of the reality of the
analysis, and tne distinct character of the documents.
Durplac*d pataane. The J portions of 3 and 41-12 prob. stood
originally before 4^. Tabweh ha^ already told Moses in iluiian
(i^ to go back to Egypt, and the theopliany accordingly seems
to b«loDg to Goshen, or (better) to the journey thither.
anal^'sis has,

—

and

C. Parallels

Contrasts.

Each iet 1b marked with the same letter nnder
J, E, and P, respectively to facilitate comparison,
t after refs. means that all the instances in the
OT are given * that all in the Hexateuch are
mentioned italics denote biblical quotations and
;

j

;

capitals are used sometimes for emphatic words.
(a) The people live in Goshen 8" 9» Gn 45"
etc. (only in J) ; (b) a separate district, so that they
and their cattle could be differentiated from the
Egyptians 8*- »• " 8" 9*- « O^" ; only brought in gangs
into Egypt for forced lal)Our 5'"- ; away from the
Nile, so tnat its pollution seems to cause no inconvenience 7"' " ; (c) so numerous as to alarm the

J—

IP' cf. Nu Iff""
(d)
47'' having flocks and
herds
Nu 11» Gn 12'« 13" 24»» 32'
;t3" 45"' its'- 47' 50»; (e) Mos. demands 3 days'
3'»
5' 8" cf. Gn 30=« Nu lO^^", Nu 33« R"t)
journey
that they might sacrifice to Yahweh or {our) God
318 5». «. 17 88. -a. /7ff._ or gg^g Him 7" 8>- *> 9'- " lO^- ""«•
12" (f) the wonders or plagues before Pharaoh
are 7, and are natural calamities, as disease of fish

Nu

king !»", 600,000 12"

owners Gn

cattle

;

46'^-*'

10'-=" 12»2-*' 34'

;

V"; when Yahweh smites the river 7"«-2»;
natural causes being sometimes specified, as the
wind in the case of the locusts 10"- " cf. 14'""
Moses speaks freely on each occasion to Pharaoh,
and the wonders follow the mere announcement
the hail is on every herb of the field O'-""' cf. 9^ and
10"°, and locusts eat the remaining crops and the
fruit
(g) the flight is hurried, at instigation of the
Egypt. 12'"'- "; (h) Moses' father-inlaw is the priest
in Nile

;

o/Midian 2"

4i»(3' 18' R'") cf.

Gn

41*',

unnamed

here (for Reuel 2" is prob. R''), called IJohnh Nu
10» Jg 4" l'«: and Moses has one son 2-''' 4'-« (i)
sprinkling of blood is the main tiling in the Passover, eating not mentioned 12''"-'^ J'
(j) the name
of God is Yahweh { = Jehovah), or the God of . . .;
;

;

(k) (1) (see below).
(a) The people live in tht

E—

up to 3'° and often afterwards, especially in phrase.s,
mount of God 3' 4" 18° 24"*, rod of God 4-"
Gn 21" 28'^ Si'" 32" cf.
17»t; angel of God
Ex 23=" 32« Nu 20" statutes of God 18".
P (a) The people live in Egypt 1'- • (b) not in
separate district, for the land was filed with them
1'
no immunity mentioned (f) the direct Divine
agency in the wonders is emphasized Aaron is
always with Moses, and speaks, etc. 7'"' etc. (while
in J the insertion of Aaron 4""" seems due to J",
for where Aaron or a plur. is found, as 8*- "»• 2»- ^8 g-.^
10"'-, the sing, is found close by S''-'^''-® 9" 10"*-",
Moses being sole speaker 7'** 8» 9'-" 10'); (i)
in the Passover the eating is the main thing,

W

e.g.

;

—

;

;

;

;

the

not ordered to be repeated
of the Deity is always
and always Yahweh { = Jehovah)

sprinkling

]2i-u. *»-»;

God up

(j)

to

is

name

the

6",

afterwards.
(k) Moses' rod ia the object of Divine power in J,
being turned into a serpent (na/iash) before the
people 4'"* Moses' rod, given him by God 4" and
called the rod of God 4'" 17", is remilarly the
;

instrument of Divine power in E V'- '"' ^'' 9'-''
10" 14" 17°- "; Aaron's rod is in P the object of
Divine power, bein" turned into a serpent {tannin)
before Pharaoh 7" , and also its instrument 7"
8°-"''cf. Nu 17.
For describing Pharaoh's obstinacy, we have (1) some form of heavy in 7'^ 8""'
9'- " J
(2) some form of strong 1^ 9*> iO="- =' E, and
7"- ^ 8'* 9" P, who moulds his almost unvarying
phrase on 8'° J, but borrows strong from E.
;

D. Other

J

Gn

Cities to the Aiialysis.

(in P always plur.); mighty 17.8.20b
come, or go to l^" (in 113f. ' 381«' ; falleth
enemies (haters) im Gn 2400 laskmasten

That generation 16

Nu
Gn 42<- 33 491
220 etc.

2610

out 110

;
;

;

aOlict l" cf. 8' 48i ; who made thee a
jou./Af to slay 21" 4W 21»i>- cf. Gn 2720 ;
2222 etc. ct. Ex 14l» etc. E (see
Angel o/ Jehovah S»
come down 3» i9iii»-20
Cj. above); cry 3'.» Gn 4"; /
113.'
1821
338
ct. Ex
E, cf. Nu lll'-2i> 12= E'"; land
Gn
13' 333 Nu IS?? 14« 16i»'flowing with milk and honey 39Jos 60, never in E ; Jehovah the God of the Ilet/rews 318
63 7i« 91.13 103 f; 3 ngne to convince the people 4112. so
lodging 4« On 42" 43" Jos 4S.»'; intreat 88'- 2»«) 928 iQITf.
Gn 2.'i-i*; to-morrow, 810- 23.28 9»f- 18 lo* tuch at hath not
US'
been, 918.24 1014 HO* of. 10«; there remaitud jwf .
.
1018.26 1428 Gn 4718 Jos 8"»; mixed multitude 1238 Nu 11*;
1221
27
3425
unleavened
bread
;
and firstlings
the paesover
133-10, apparently quoted in 3Si8b-20» ji before deuteronomic exliif cf.

pHncel

3' 66.
214 cf.

10. lar.

•

;

Nu 16"

;

Nu

am

"

;

.

pansion took place.
E—/ear (towards God) l"-" 18»1 2020 On 20" 22" 4218 Dt
2618 1 Jos 241-' (never in J); by the river's brink 28 71'; hand.
7naid 2^ {=^bojidwuman RVm 21' etc.), never in J 210 of. Gn
here am I 3* Gn 22''.
218; Uoreb 32 1"» 33", never in J
11. 2-1. 18 81" 3713 482f.
herb of the land 1012 in*
(A« man
113
hand,
Moseli
of Pharaoh 6i»*», of E<l(>m
Nu 123; by a strong
Nu 2020, ct. 319 138 RJ, and'Dt, of God; one (to) another, lit.
;

;

.

.

.

;

land of Egypt, with

.separate district being a.ssignea them;
rather they seem to be herdeuin the royal city
among the houses l'""- no immunity from plagues
mentioned (e.g. hail 9''*) except for the darkness
can beg of neighbours jewels, etc. 3** 11' near
the Nile 1" 2'''° (c) only numerous enough to
annoy the king, tlieir women needing only 2 midwives l""-, requiring only CuO chariots for pursuit
14',; (d) royal pensioners Gn 4G"''^, never mentioned as owning cattle (e) Mos. demands merely
that Isr. be let go 3"""'- 5" (S"- IV' to harmonize
with J) 9" 10*, ulterior end being to get to Can.
13"" cf. Gn 48", and incidentally to serve God
on this mountain, i.e. Horeb, more than 3 days'
iourney 3" (f) the wonders or plagues are 5, and
nave the miraculous element heightened, e.g. Moses
rmites all the waters in the rirer, and they turn to

no hint of
(b)

;

;

;

man {to) his brother 1023 lO'" Gn 3718 4221- M Nu 14" ct.
On 2631 ct. Gn n« Hcb. J, Ex 2620 378 I,cv 2514 p».
P^^ce list of peculiar expressions in Driver's Introd. Hoia

zinger's Einl. in a. Ilex., or more fully still in the fortbooniing
Oxford Analytical ed. of the Uexatcucii.

j

II.

;

;

;

From Egypt to Sinai

:

13"-18.

A. Summary.
•'KPchoice
of route, •'guided
by the
14 ""'crossing of Red Sea and fate of pur''•{?
JMnrah,
Mo.scs
Massiih
15 '^Song of
;
= proving), and •'Elim. 16 '^'"'•'Gift of manna and
'"''(luails, * provision for Sabbath and memorial
pot of manna. 17 '^water given in drought, •'at
Massah, "at Meribah "victory over Anialek. 18
^'•'visit of Moses' father-in-law, "appoiiitiiient of
1317-22

Pillar.
suers.

;

judges.

—

;;

EXODUS

EXODUS
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B. Analysis.
J

E

^^
'<17-19

21f.,

I

I

,

E
p

I

1-1

a[I9a

ieb-is

27b

,

1

lOe.

Sa

8

18b

,

4.— IBa

J ,

E

7r

A

20
J

6-a

,

(...]o

lOh

...16b

16a

^I

31'

30
29"

.

25b 26"

2M.

1 K(2-18

19'

8'B-12

;

;

19a 16a 19b-ai

15bl6bl7t.'

6t.'.l.i3f.

3 ...2b

'^
16
^"22-s6''8i' 82-84' 36b
J

,

^7a

e17

to

,17^"
^
l^n'

ilasmh 7c

li-f

-

7bto/«ro<!<

l8-iajl>

2a to Tn«

i-fl

la to Rephidim

86

divided miraculously, not by a wind, for they were
as a wall on their right hand and on their left *"••
», and so the catastrophe followed 28.27..aa.. (f)
the whole congregation murm,urs for the fleshpots of
Egypt 16"- (cf. Nu ll'"** J) ; manna, a miraculous
gift, is described '«•»•»' (of. and ct. manna, a
natural product, described Nu 11""' J) the quails
are mentioned almost casually ", manna oeing
the main point (ct. Nu nis- i«-23.ai-s4 jj ^ fi^ed
amount of manna was to be gathered '" manna
is eaten till they came unto the borders of the land
"''
the two commands about Sabbath
of Can.
observance ''''' and the memorial pot of manna
'^- are not needed by the context of P, and may
have been added after the union of J E P in order
to supply clearer explanations of the^rotnnj^ of *.
;

27

22-S.ia

16a
6'

It

9b'c

26-2"a8ea 28a

E "I A
4
P '^1-3

n

2Ub
21b
24
2ib
25a
20» to darto^t]
ov;„
06 obi
23^
21ao
22

28b

/l

nf raid

D. Other Cluet.

7 O-ll'lil

6f.

8

J— DWne help

by natural means 14»1 15»'»» c«. I Ct; thru
1623- 27 Heb. ; gprin/jM
dayi 1622 cf. 1 C e and Ihei/ came to
(lit. ri/M) 0/ water 16« On 16''«i> 24 (7 times) 4932 i>t 87 33* ^•u

12-27]«

.

;

—

Displased passage*. b ia out of place here, and fits a later
place in the narrative, as is shown by position assigned to
Jo.shua at sa"!!. c is also subsequent to the legislation at Horeb,
and preparatory to departure (or Can., cf. ^. d perhaps led up
to

Nu

lOffl.

C. Parallels

and

Contrasts.

33»

E Josrph's bones 13I8 Gn 6028 Jos 2432; statute and ordinance 1625b J09 242^ they cried out unto Jehovah 1410b Jqs 247
one to another 161^ see 1 D pass on be/ore the people \7^ Jos
;

;

;

3': Aaron and Hur 1710.12 241*; Moses' father-in-law Jetbro,
wife, and two sons 18, see I C h.
/ tpitl get me honour 144- I'f- Lv 10> ; and the Egyptians
purg\ied 14»- 23 ; 161« Rp cf. 1422f. as. ; date after
departimi
out <)f IM land 0/ Egypt 19' Nu li 91 8338 1 K eif.

jjjg

Pillar
'"" *"'

moving to the

and

(read,

rear

and giving

(jave

it

by

light

mght), while obscuring the Egj-ptians' path

**

Nu

Nu

J523II. 27

E— (a)

God

leads the people 13"

(cf. Jos 24«E)
not by the Isthmus for fear
of the Philistines ", but presumably by the next
nearest route to Can. (cf. Jos 24', and see I C'e)
the Egypt, pursue Isr. (Jos 24'), who cry out H""*
(Jos 24') (c) the rod(\ Ck) is lifted up 14'«" cf. Is 10-'
the sea is crossed by day, for the angel of God(\ Cj)
goes behind and interpo.ses a barrier of darkness
19a. 9o>
then obstructs advance *•* and
( jgg 24'), and

few but armed "

;

19-40.

:

"The

19
of

God

ii.

Book

of

sights

•"'Sinai

mount

"the

and sounds introduce a

God gives, i. ^'"the DecaBook of the Covenant, iii. ^"'the
Judgments 24 ^covenant sacrifice and

theophany
logue,

encampment at

•'^awful

;

;

20-23

E'^the

;

before God, '^'"Moses ascends the mount,
and ^remains 40 days 25-31 '"J" gives full directions for the tabernacle, its ornaments and
furniture, its priests, their dress and consecra32-34
tion
receives the two tables
'^''••' Moses
^ idolatrous and •'mutinous conduct of the people
^ Moses breaks the tables and destroys the golden
calf -"massacre by Levites -"^intercession of Moses
-"'^the ten Words of
^••"usage of tent of meeting
the Covenant -"written by Moses •'•^'on two tables;
35-40 ^erection and furnishing of the tabernacle.

•"feast

;

fights for Isr. "• *"> ; (d) Moses and Israel
sing 15'; (e) Isr. tempts or proves J" n^-'""
H** cf. Dt 6" 9«» ; (f) see under P below ; (g) the
people />rot>e X", hence the name Massah or proving
(see e above), and murmur against Mos. 15** 17'
14» cf.
20», for
water IV'-s"-"", which
elsewhere in J is provided by natural causes, as

Jehovah

Nu

Sinai

A. Summary.

;

;

At

IIL

:

light to Isr.

.

P—

—

J (a) Moses leads Isr. \5P, a vast host (see I Ct),
but unarmed and helpless H"'", with the Pillar
of fire and cloud for guide 13" H'*"-" Nu 14";
(b) straight for the Red Sea, perhaps because the
Isthmus was fortified Pharaoh pursues for reasons
given 14° (c) Moses u?<es no gesture, but brave
words 14" of. I Cf Jehovah causes the sea to go
bach by a strong east wind *", and then to return
to its wonted flow "•, and the crossing is by night
aob. 24. a7b^

.

Rf.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(b)

B. Analysis.

;

2b

^

in.
Ely

God

Sa to

|3b Sc-6a

"

6b-81o 9r-lla

;

overwhelms them (Jos

women

24')
(d)
sing responsively 15*"' cf.
;

Miriam and
1

S

18"-,

the

, „(llb-13]!'

Ely

18

14-17

W

20-22 23'

U

t\,...\

28

~

P

which

suggests that we have here an independent account
not following on 15', which is thus left for J (e)
God proves Isr. 15"" 16* 20=" Gn 22' cf. Jg 2-='
(Budde E) Dt S"-" 13* Jg 3'« (?R'')*; (f) the
proving is by the test of their reception of each
day's portion (dabar) of bread from, heaven 16*, the
thing (dabar) which. Jehovah commanded being to
gather only for daily use every man according to
his eating, i.e. a variable amount ("*• "'^') cf. nt
8'" they knew not what it was, and hence the
name '•* cf. Dt 8'- ", and it lasted till they came
to a land inhabited "^
(g) the peojile strive with
Mos. about lack of water, hence the name Meribah
17*''"';
water comes by .'smiling the rock
or strife
with iloses' rod " cf. V"" and see I Ck.
P (a) Moses and Aaron lead the whole congregationld'' with a high hand 14' (b) not by Isthmus
because deliberately turned back 14'"* to give occasion for a wonder, and Pharaoh pursues because
hardened •••" cf. I C 1 (c) Moses' hand was
stretched forth "»• "*• "', and the waters were
;

;

J

E 901-21'^
P

o[... J

i24'2-i^
P
J

>«>.

15b-18a

„^

14...

?32"'
J

22-0233 (see

„

.

l-6r

^34

below)

9:^

8-8

25 1— 31 18a^«^32i^--

26r-29

16-**-

80-86

0-9T 10-28'

„„1

o3

."'..*:".

...12-28'
3 6"
-'..*..*. .7""

^f.
^
35.^._ 40.,.
'33"
,

^.

;

—

;

;

This section is the most complicated and difficult
Hex. It is generally agreed that the sources
are much dislocated, and that the material has
been repeatedly reWsed by successive editors and
Most critics abandon the attempt to
compilers.
carry through a systematic analysis or reconstruction.
"The scheme adopted liere for the JE
portions is that of Bacon, and its resort to the
hypothesis of wholesale transpositions can only be
in the

"

EXODUS

EXODUS

by the hopelessness of less drastic methodB
and the comparative harmony and order which it
introduces.
There is, however, a growing consensus Qj c|i4nion in favour of the main conclusions
on which the icheme rests. The sources are for
ilcamess given again separately, in the order conThe presence of J* and
jeeturally su"go«t«d here.
K* is often felt, especially in 32-34, but cannot be

speaks the Decalogue to the people 20'- ", (k) (see
below w, y), and the covenant is assented to by the
Jos 24'«-" 1 S
people i9^-^ cf. 24»-' Dt 27""ll'''-I2™^.
(1) Moses is then summoned, and (/o&j

justified

clearly delimitated.

J

_

192b. au-a. u.

iib-ia,

«

_

_

24"-'""

34'"''- '•->*'•

327-i4r. 2ib-j» 331. i />,(q 1110c. lit i«.) Ejj 3312

£_19>^»r-iu.n-i7. i»20>-2' 19'''>S24"'"'

»-M

3219 M.

33*. 9

_

_

20"-"

23"'-«''

'*''

a 349.»

_

32''' 31'"'

(with 22^-") 24'-»

33'" and (after the E passages in Nu) IV"
the war with Amalek, and 21'-23'' the Book of
Judgments, whose original position is supposed
to be now occupied by Dt.
18'-»"-

ph_29*^**®' 31 •^""'.

Pf = 19»-»» 20"
31'*.
P'=27'°«R** (or
34. 23b. si

28«

24"i'->»'

25-27" 28'-*-

*"• 29'-*-

"•"

29»-«' 30-31" 32'»»-'« 35-40.
^ 20-''- *''"*• "^ ''• '•'^ "* 22-"'''-

R'')= 19""*^
239-

11'*-

121>-U-

15b.

17.

26b 333. • 341b. to. Tb. lOb-U. U.

C. Parallels

18k.

33-38^

Ub-M 32^

77.

U.

33t._

and

but let not
c(tme up, *'•'* (read in " and the priests
the people cf. j) 24', (i) at the BLAST of the rams:

Aaron, Nadab, andAbihu with
70 e/f/erff accordingly are called and go up, and (k)
celebrate a covenant feast before tlie God of Isr.
24"- •'• (this incident may have been incorporated
by the author from another source, as it presents
several peculiar features) (1) Moses is then sum19'"''

Heb.

1^)

;

the top of the mount Zi'"- (m)
with two tables of STONES (so Heb.) which he
"''
is to hew 34'(n) upon the tables he is
;
to write 34"'- (cf. • where the change of one
Heb. letter turns / will into thou sluilt write)

moned ALONE

to

Words of
them 34'-'"-,

Covenant as soon as
lie
(p) remaining with J" 40
days and 40 nights apparently for the purpose
of engraving tliem.
(q) The rebellion of the
people (32^) being announced to him by J' (''),
Moses procures by intercession the repentance of
Jehovah (""), (r) and on descending quells revolt
by means of the suns of Levi (32-°""). (8) On learn(o)

the Ten
receives

the

ing he is to lead alone, Moses intercedes afresh,
and procures a theophany, a revelation of mercy,
and a promise of J"'b presence 33'" ' (Nu \V°- '"• '*'

interrupt their present context, fit well
here, and, after the great block of P is removed,
are seen to lie near at hand) "'^ 34*'. (t) Moses
wl'.ich

HAD ALRRADV made an ark of acacia wood, and puts
the tablet in the ark (J's account, which Nu lO"'"*
and the many references to the ark in Jos prove
to have existed, but which is now displaced in favour
of P'g, is recovered from Dt 10'"°), (u) but no trace
remains of his allusions to the tent of meeting.
^ / j^\ Qq(1 193^ 17. ii> 2u'* '"• ^' -' 21*' " 22*** ^*'' " *°
Lxx» 24"" 31'*'' (cf.
comes I9» 20» (c) in
a thick cloud 19»" 20"'-'" cf. U*" 33" Nu 11»
I'i" Dt 31">B
(d) to the mount of God 24" (cf.
I
C J), (e) that the people may HEAR 19"- '» 20'- '».
19'"'-'*'-,
(f) So Moses has to sunctify the PEOPLE
20^'
(g) and they only stand ajar ojf through fear
(h) after Aloses has brought them all near 19",
(i) when there is the VOICE of a TRUMPET qoing on
and incrc(i.nng much HI'"- '" 20". (j) (see below v,
X). Without any individuals drawing nearer, God

DUh)

'•

Joxliua his minister 24'"(m) that (!oil ma.y give him the tnh/ea
of STONE which He has written, and the law and the
commandment t/uit he nuiy teach them 24'-' (with
a slight transposition rendered necessary by an
alteration presumably made when the Book of
Judgments was thrust into tlie centre of the Book
of the Covenant to make way for the Deuteronomic
law given in the plains of Moab). (n) On the
Ubies God has already written 24" 31'*'' (0)
apparently the Decalogue, see Dt 5-"'.
(p) Moses
remains in the mount 4U days and 40 nights for the
purpose, it would seem, of receiving the law and the
commandment, here supposed to refer to the
material of the Book of Judgments 21-23".
(q)
On descending he discovers with surprise the
idolatry of the people, (r) and breaks the tables,
and destroys the golden calf 32"'''- "'•". (s) Mose
tlien intercedes for the people, is bidden to lead
them himself, but has promise of God's angel to go
before him
there is a marked tone of severity
E spoke
(t) That
in the words of J" 32^''-^.
of the ark here may be implied from his allusions
in Jos passim, (u) and that he described the makin"
of a simpler form of the tent of meeting, placed
without the camp, and possibly adorned by aid of
the abandoned ornanieiits, seems to follow from
33'" Nu ui»>--"'K' 12^'- Dt 31'-"- with Ex 33« 3-"^
20"- "
U-'(y) J" gives the Book of the Covenant
o.jsi. 2y«-!ar
(vv) the covenant is assented to by
(x) certain young men
the people, see k above

up
cf.

into the

33"

Nu

mount with

11'^,

:

Contrasts.

="" «^''- " etc., (b) came dovm
J— (a) J"
(see I D) (c) in Jire 19'8 (cf. Gn 19^ Ex 3^ and the
pillar offire II Ca,c) (i)upon Mount Sinai lO""- '*•»'•
"' 34^- ^ (e) t»i the sight
of all the people, 19"^ (f) the
Priests onlybeing bidden to sanctify themsclves\\>-',
(g) ttie people being kejit at a distance throughout,
19^'-"-'2i. 24-»'-34», (h) while these (so Heb.) 19"^
i.e. Mos. and tlie priests which come near, were to
19'">- "• '<*''

HORN

809

.

;

ct. J under k, (y)
oUer a covenant sacrifice 24' cf. 20=* 32" Dt 27'''.
p (a) J" (so throughout) (b) makes His glory

24° cf.

—

(16'- "•

32"

29"

and Joshua 33",

40*^'-

Nu

14'°

10'"-

"

20« ct.

the

les.s

local and physical use of the terra 33"'-"'' Nu 14-"
(40-'®
J, Dt 5"*) to appear (c) like devouring fire
9'='- 16=»)
out of the midst of the
.
.
Lv 9** 10CLOUD (16'° 24"- '«*"•"• " 40S*- so- 88- "• M Lv 16' Nu

Nu

.

11 times 10'"-" 16*-) (d) upon Mount Sinai (e)
24'»''-"*', (f) no
tTi the eyes of tlie children of Israel
priests having yet been consecrated 29 Lv 8-10,
(I)
(g) aU except Moses being kept at a distance
Moses is called, and goes up into the mount 24'"'*',
(m) that he may receive the two tables of the
TE.STIMONV 31'** 32'°*', (n) which had, written on
both their sides 32'°'', (0) no doubt the Decalogue,
a brief account of the giving of whiili may have
been displaced by R' in favour of the impressive narrative 01 JE, 20" being perliai)s the only fragment
preserved,
(p) Moses remains in the mount (prob.
for 40 days and nights) to receive the pattern of
the sanctuary (25-30), (8) with a promise of J"
to meet with the children of Israel (henKa tent of
meeting) and to dwell amonq the children of Israel
(hence Tabernacle or Dwelling) 29'-". (t) Moses
SUUSKQUENTLY ORUEKS to be made an ark of
acacia wood, overlaid and ornamented with gold
25'°-»- 37'-», and puts the testimony into the ark
25" 40"" ; (u) he also prepares, erects, and furnishes

9">''-

;

a gorgeous Dwelling for J", large and costly ami
needing a numerous body of priests and Levites
to attend to it (35-40).
D. Other Clusi.
32*t
Is on Ili8 nature, dolty M" On
''^
Sa'O' »((^ n«l.rd S'i" aS^- ° 34", quoted Dt (>«• '" coivtuim 32"'
83^^ On 41* cl. Nu KT^l " P iti'. ; and 1 icilt make of tlue a
4li»
and
14'^
SI"
E
Heb.
Gn
ft.
amt iKifi-m 321» On 12' Nu

j—Ood, when

itress

;

7'L«
"in 1--" V-./at-r of the grottml 3.!l» 3310 On 2» 43- " U'
8»i» c(. Nu 12> E> and'Dl 0'° 7« '.i''-. it repciiltd J" 32i>-"
<jmcf
On «»' cl. Ex 13" Nu 'i!'" ; land Jtuuint), el<;. 1 D\ find
33S- 10(in the tur, oD 33l3»b. lOf. nil Gn OS. 183- IB"'- 3lVn- ii'3411 3IV1 4725.'ai f,o4 Nu 1111" ;i« Dt 211 •; pnw h// (nt J"
3311"
34«
((Ay)
MH'-'^b
tllon,
S40 ; proclaim .
or lliH itlorj)
S3i».a „t,
b uiidir P; 8tre88 on morcjf S3'» S*"*- Nu U"",

I

.

J inakt

a covenant

aiiO-

V.

.

;

EXODUS
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EXODUS

no

E— /VotM, 80", i!e«
a: lord of (wife, etc), Deb. ba'al, RV
marritd, owner, etc 21>- »». «. 2a»b 34.V38 228.lif.l4f. 2414 Qn 2()>
87i» Nu 21»* Job 2411 In J only once, in the poem Gn 49"
bondtcoman 2» 21'. *> *f. W (Heb. word never used by J)
stress on severity of Qod 2321 3233 Nu 23i» Joa 2419
Aaron
ami UuT 2414 171»1>J rings {i.e. for ears) 322f. Gn 354 jg gMf>perh. E): tin 3221. aw. Qn 20a»; florei 336, see I D-.pUlar of
doud 3S>i\ nee C a.

by a high

;

The Laws

in Exodus.
The four earliest Heb. codes occur in this seotion,
IV.

an expanded form. The principal additions
have been shown above (end of III B) they either
interrupt the context, or contrast with it in phraseology or material, or seem to be quotations inserted
from elsewhere. Limits of space forbid any further
attempt to justify their excision from the orig.

all in

;

sources.
It is now generally agreed that E contained
three out of the four codes. This confirms the
view that this document, like others, represents
the end of a long process, during which various
elements were successively assimUated. Moreover,
those who combined E with J (referred to as R'"),
who added
(R""), who finally incorporated the
whole in P (R'), naturally in the case of such important material showed at its strongest the
desire to preserve all they could.
Is it unreasonable to conjecture that each fresh combination required some dislocation of the existing material to
suit the new adjustment ? In the text as we now
have it, E's three codes form together the basis of
the Covenant. It has been suggested above that
in E, in its final form as a separate document, the
Decalogue was the basis of the Covenant, the Book
of the Covenant led up to the Renewal of the
Covenant, while the Book of Judgments belonged
to Moses' parting words in the plains of Moab.
If R'° used J's version of the Covenant to serve for
the account of the Renewal of the Cov. (34''*),
and, to preserve E's Book of the. Cov., put it back
to form with the Decalogue the basis of the first
Cov. and if R"*, inserting
in the section about
the plains of Moab, kept the Book of Judgments
by incorporating it with the Book of the Cov., then
th» very order which we now have would liave
been produced. That this actually took place is
only conjecture but it was worth wliile showing
how the present state of the text might have
and this solution has at least tlie merit
arisen
tliat it only presupposes the action of causes which
have been clearly traced at work elsewhere.

D

D

;

;

;

The Code* compared.

}—The Ten Word)

of the Covenant (III C I-p above).—(The
only the one thought best of several possible ones.
Parallels in E are marked by the corresponding number.
Laws in 3 codes are in LARGE CAPITALS laws eiven by
both J and E in Small Capitals)
(1) 5I0N0LATRY COMMANDED; (2) IMAGES FORBIDDEN; (3) Tint feast op I'NL8AVKNED BRBAD, (4) THE SABBATH, (6) THB FEAST OP we*kl
or FiRSTPRuiTs, and (6) tok feast op i.voatherino, commandkd;
(S) THE pa*90ver
(7) BREAD with SACRIFICES TO BE UNLEAVENED
$acrijice TO bk all coksi'ued; (9) firstfruits ksquiakd;
(10) eEBTQlNe OP 1 KID IN ITS DAM's MILK FORBIDDEN.
Mst piven

is

:

:

;

E^-The
(2)

Decalogue.

MONOLATRY COMMANDED;
swearing forbidden (4) THE

<X)

IMAGES FORBIDDEN

;

false

;

S.\BB.\TH enjoined reverence to parents commanded murder,
adultery, theft, false witness, and covetousness forbidden.
;

;

(III C v above). (1)
MONOIMAGES FORBIDDEN olUrs

It— The Book of the Covenant

LATRY

(!)

CO.MMANDED

;

(2)

;

to be built as ordered, (9) firstfruits demanded
(cf. ISliir. J); the Sabbatical year, and (4)

:

also firstlinos

THE SABDATH

COM.MANDED;

also (3) THE feast op unleavened bread,
TUB feast of harvest or piRSTPRmrs, and (6) the feast op
INOATHERINO ; (7) BREAD WITH SACRIFICES TO BE LEAVENED
(8) TiiE/af of Ond'a feast to be all consohkd
(10) sketuino a

(5)

;

:

KID IN its DAU's MILH FORBIDDEN.
(It will be observed that, while the Decalogue (which see)
contains both religious and moral laws, the other two concern
only religion and the cultus, and are very closely parallel to one
ancther).

E— Tlie

Book

of

Judgments

comprehensive series of laws,

(21-239).

civil

This code contains a
all penetrated

and criminal,

ethical

and

They seem drawn up,

religious spirit.

perhaps originally in sets of 5 or 10, for use by judges and magi»
The
trates, but display no very definite order of arrangement.
appeal lies be/ore God, i.e. (presumablj') at the banctuar>', cf.
181S-28.
With this code should be carefully compared Dt 12-28,
which is based on it, and Lv 17-26, the Holiness Legislation,
which presents mxtny parallels.

The chapters in P relating to the Tabernacle
(which see) remain to be considered. They are
not without difficulty, for a close inspection discovers reasons for believing that they are not all
from the same hand. Tlie full proof of the
analysis given above (end of III B) cannot be reproduced here, but the nature of the principal line of
argument can be seen from the accompanying
table, which gives the sections in the order of
35-40 (Heb. text) = H^, while on either side are
given references to 25-31 (Heb. text) = H', and
35-40 (Gr. text) = G. The letters indicate by their
alphabetical order the order of sections in the
text referred to ; and those sections in H' which
are judged later than P« are marked by an italic
capital.
A moment's comparison of H' and H'
shows large variations of order. But while the
to U can be
changes of order in
to K and
readily accounted for by the mere fact that H'
ordering,
the
records the fulfilment and H' the
passages L, W, X, Z, A', B' seem so out of
place where they are that it is necessary to suppose
them to be later tlian the context that would
otherwise have contained them. The golden altar
m) is the most important case.
of incense (
(1) It is out of its natural place in H' ; (2) the
term the altar in 27'"', and 100 times elsewhere in
P* and (early) P", would be ambiguous if the altar
were one of two, and is replaced in 38' etc. by a
distinctive term, the altar of burnt-offering, and so
constantly in the later strata of P* (3) the incense
altar is not mentioned in G
(4) in Lv 10 and
Nu 16 we only read of censers for incense, and the

M

A

W=

;

;

HI

EXODUS
altar

i»

still

EXORCISM, EXORCIST

It may be
the only one Nu 16".
29"' are late P* because Aaron'3
anointing, contrary to the clear

noted that 28"

eons receive
intention of P« in 29'- » '-, and so Lv 8'^ etc.
further comparison of H^ with G shows a second
set of variations.
It is held by many that the
facts require us to suppose tliat the Greek tr. of
35-40 was made before the Heb. text had reached
its present symmetrical and complete form.
By
means of the above table the student can readily
test for himself the value of this suggestion.

A

V. CONCLUDINO SlJRVBY.
The History. If we accept the results of this
article as in the main correct, we have passed far
beyond the boundary of a merely negative
criticism.
It might be called destructive work to
show by detailed proof that we have no contemporary account ot the Exodus and subsequent
i.

evente.

narrative

—

But when it is shown that the present
is made up of three, so far contrasting

with one another as to prove themselves much
later in date than the period of which they treat,
and the work, not merely of different individuals,
but of dillerent schools of historical writing and
when the further step is taken of disentangling,
with infinite pains of many labourers in many
lands, the several threads of narrative, and recombining them in something like their original
;

connexions, the work of constructive criticism
must be held to have been well begun.
The
summaries will have shown on how many imW)rtant points the three witnesses are at one.
ror fuller particulars see MoSES, IsRAKL.
But, while it is well to remember that contrasts
are not always, or even usually, contradictions, it
woald be idle to try to belittle the extent of the
change of view brouglit about.
may rather
tbirk of it as the drawing back of a veil of illusion
whi,-li God \vi.sely allowed to liang over the past,
until the growth of truer ideas about history both
took away the veU, and made men ready to make
use of the facts, whose real relations were at last
adequately discovered.
If, therefore, it has to be admitted that the
Priestly history (P) has no independent value as a
witness to the Mosaic period, and that the materials
in E, and to a less extent in J, require careful
sifting before being regarded as correctly representing an age which to them was already a distant
age, we may set against that two tilings.
I'irst,
an exact view of that epoch might have disappointed us, even as a field sown with com has
little beauty till the seeds have shot up into blade
and stem. Secondly, we have instead three views
of it, so influencecf by the ideas of the writers'
own times and circumstances as to reveal to us
vario\is stages in the after-growth, which was
it.sclf entirely dependent on that germinal time.
On the face of it, the book tells of the Exodus of
Isr. from tlie hon<lage of Egypt
in the soul of it,
it speaks, to those who have ears to hear, of
successive stages in the great outgoing, at once
more glorious and more perilous, of the family of
man from tlie bondage of superstition, ignorance,
and sin. The events are not merely typical of
8pirit\ial realities
but the very fact t1i.it they
were thus and then recorded, shows the faith of
the men of other days in the God whose hand they
loved to trace at work in the world.
ii.
The Lciditii; lileris. The Heb. «Titer8 are not
mere annalists, but interpreters of history. Hence
thi-ir permanent value.
They may be criticised as
chroniclers of outward events, but tliey sought and
found God everywhere, and they iihiile to hiuid im
their secret.
In all tliree dociiiii<-iits we lind the

We

;

;

—

same fundamental verities emiiliasized, which give
to Ex its real unity.
J" is the supreme God,

811

ruling in Egypt, and master over nature. He ia
the faithful God who made His choice of the fathers
He is
of the Heb. race, and will not draw back.
the God of grace, and so loves to give guidance,
counsel, help, food, drink, every needed supply.
He is the Holy One, and requires obedience to His
wiU, and takes steps to make known that will.
He is the Jealous God, and demands that due
worship shall be paid to Him, and to none else.
He is the Covenant God, and the two sides of the
Covenant are J" Israel's God, Israel J"'s people.
But each document has its individual standpoint,
even as each of the synoptic Gospels presents its
own picture of the life of Christ. The oldest,
J, perhaps coming from the priestly circle connected with Solomon's temple, is written from the
point of view of a highminded patriot, keenly
interested in every detail of national history, so
quick to see God's hand in providence as to be able
to make his story religious with but little use of
the miraculous, alive to all the shades of character
in men, as well as to the ricliness of the Divine
nature, in which mercy rejoiceth against judgment,
valuing liighly the common ordinances of religion,
and recognizing the great opportunities of the
The document E, probably ratliei
priestly otiice.
later, and originally coming from Ephrainiite
This
circles, reflects the views of the prophets.
work (extending from Gn to Kings) is a series of
biographical studies of great prophetic heroes,
with Moses as the central figure. Aluch stress is
The people sin, and need to
laid on morality.
be called to repentance. God is righteous, and
The
His re(iuirements must not be despised.
miraculous element is heightened, of course unconsciously.
The moral of eacli incident must be
made clear, the reality of tlie Divine government
S.ad experience of tlie
set unmistakably forth.
faults of the priesthood leads to tlie priests being
either passed over, or introduced for blame.
Worship is strictly secondary to morality.
The priestly writer (P) hfis lost all hold upon the
simplicities and roughnes.ses of the childhood of
the nation. So possessed is he with reverence for
the religious institutions of tlie now ruined temple,
tliat he not only lias already in the vision-cliaiiiher
of his imagination elaborated them to an ideal
perfection which they never h.ad, but this ideal
picture must be, he has become persuaded, the
rellection of what actually existed in the primitive,
the jierfect days. K.-ich new improvement is unhesitatingly added with the same formula of
We see
Divine inspiration, the argument being
this to be best now, therefore it must have been
ordered and done then.' Granted, then, that tliis
stately centralized worship was the Divine purpose
for the Second Temple, we may surely accept the
unliistorical form of the priestly kgislation as
being probably the only means by which it could
have been successfully introduced. After all, the
full com in the ear is present in the seed, if not in
miniature, at least in jiromise and potency.
The Bk. of Ex is like a grand symphony, which
was once thought to give harmony without discord, but is now being found, in virtue of elciiiciits
which by themselves are sharply discordant, to
sound forth a yet richer harmony.
:

'

:

B. W. nncon's Tht Tripit
LiTKRATimi!.— .'ice Hexateuch.
Trruiili'm of the Kxndtm, iiml Ilia arta. in tlie Journal of liiftl.
and
Lit. (1890-03) liavf hctin of ^rreut Hen'ico in the wrU«.T
Hniston's essay, Lf* r/uatrf gortrcf^ dfx Io\m d' Exnde, it* ptaimihle
and suf^eutive. We still wait for a i;ood Kni;. com. on Kxodus.
;

G. Hahfohd-Batter.sby.

EXORCISM, EXORCIST
l.Mti'i-

form

i)f

the classical

The word f^opxl^u is a
The hitter is

<'{opic4w.

employed in Deiuosthenes in the sense of 'administer an oath to a person.'
The verb ^fop/t/fu is
u.sed by the high priest to Je.sus
I adjure thee by
'

:

EXORCISM, EXORCIST

EXORCISM, KXORCIST

812
tlie

living

the

Heb.

God

.

!f^.?ri.

.

(Mt

.'

Cf.

26'^),

Gn

24"

The
tron at their head, making seven in all.
formula .t.ix x-n .thk (from Ex 3"), Smir- and all
i^',
and
variations on the names of deity, as .t and
the Athbash equivalent [•u ['D, are pressed into the

and corresponds

LXX.

The
NT,

to
subst.

viz. in
exorcist is only once employed in the
Ac 19". The passage is instructive, since it shows
that exorcism in those days was practised as a
The method which
profession by strolling Jews.
tliey pursued we might infer from the example of
Eleazar, to which Josephus specially refers in tlie
passage cited from Atit. vill. ii. 5, in the article
DEMON, p. 593'. The constant and essential

service.

These spells are ascribed to the 7th cent. A.D.,
though written in unpointed Hebrew. The characters are of the more recent square type, and a
much earlier date than the above is hardly probable.
Wliy they were inscribed in bowls cannot be explained.
The bowls were not intended to hold

element in all these exorcisms was the power
In
wielded by the recitation of special names.
the instance recorded in Ac 19 the Jewish exorcists
had observed the expulsions which Paul had effectuated through the pronunciation of tlie name of
Jesus, and endeavoured, with ludicrously disastrous
We
results, to work the same cures by saying,
adjure you (the evU spirit) by Jesus whom Paul
'

preacheth.'

An example of the ancient Babylonian incantaIllustions has already been given above, p. 591.
trations of Jewish spells may be found in the
(Respecting these, see Brecher, Das
Talmud.
Transcendentate, Magie u.
im Talmud, Vienna, 1850,

;

Heilarten

magische

That

195-203.)

pp.

these were ultimately derived from Babylonian
magic can admit of no doubt. Some Aramaic
inscriptions, published in the Zeitsch. fur Assi/riologie (Dec. 1893 and April 1894) by Wohlstein,
contain instructive examples of these exorcising
formulae.
They are inscribed on the interior
surfaces of some ancient bowls that were brought
from Baghdad in 1886 and placed in the Royal
Museum in Berlin. The mode of expression in all
of them possesses broad features of resemblance,

but special details vary in each case.

names

of the angels

For the

in each bowl
prevailing belief, which

which are recited

widely owing to the
finds expression in the Jewish

differ

Kabbala, that the
ruling angels are constantly changing, and those
must be addressed who hold the reins of power at
that time and place.
The first of tne series (No. 2422), from which we
shall quote, was evidently employed to exorcise
the demon of a man who was suffering from
leprosy.

name

I form a heavenly cure for AchdebuJ the son
by the compassion of Heaven. Amen,
Bound, bound, bound shall be all the male
Epirite and female Astartes • evil spirits, powers of opposition
... all Satans from West and East, North and South. Bound,
bound shall be all evil sorcerers and all who practise violence
and curses and conjurations.
bound and sealed shall be all
Bound be the angels of wrath, the angels of the house of
assembly
the niitrhty princes, the hard princes, thediaeases
without number, the sufferings, the abscess, the scAb, the mange,
the skin.eruption, malignant discharge, suppurating wounds, the
•

of

Id thy

Achathabu

Amen,

of Daithos,

Selah.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

spirit of the burial-place, the spirit of the dead, the spirit of
diseases ; bound and sealed up shall ye all be from AchdehviJ, son

Achathabu. Oo and withdraw yourselves to the mountains and
the heighU and the unclean cattle (Mt ssa, Mk W", Lk BSij.
If ye come on the first of Nisan (regarded as specially favourable
for overcoming demons], go away from Achdebu], son of Achathabu, in the name of Gabriel, who is called Elpassas, and in the
name of Michael, who is called (Demu)thja, and in the name of
.*
Elbenmez, and in the name of Elba'baz
[The inscription
concludes with the formula Amen, Amen, Selah, which occura
In other incantationii, sometimes with the addition of Halleof

.

.

lujah).

The exorcism No. 2416, transcribed by Wohlstein,
much longer, and other names of angels compounded with the name of deity El (as Nuriel,
Chathiol, Sesagbiel, etc.) are quoted, with Myta-

is

* tin:pi:

Kmno'Ki "iDn nj-ns.

Note that

in

nj'ne

'

spirits

•

T

we have pmctically the same word as the Syriac {^.OZX^
'idol.'
The word Krnno'.'* is the Iltardli 'goddesses' of the
Assyrian. Similarly, the Talmudic flame-tfrrrton RespA is the
Phtenician Qame-deiti/ Reifph or Hetqnt (see Baethgen, IlciCrage
n/r Semit. Jieti'j.-gfsch. p. 50
Wiedemann, lieiig. der alten
yKnyiitfr, p. 8:!).
Cf. Beelzebub of the NT.
These are in9t motive examples of
the wholesale conversion of heathen
deities into demons.
;

water, otherwise the distinctness of the lettering
would have been obscured.
Demonology and exorcism played a conspicuous
part in the literature and practice of the Christian
Church throughout the earlier period and during
the Middle Ages. In the time of our Lord exorcism
was regarded as one of the signs of the Messiahship
(Mt 12-''). It was the universal belief of the early
church Fathers that a disciple of Jesus was able to
exercise power over demons by uttering His name
(Tertullian, Apologct. 23
Origen, cont. Cels. vii.
Naturall}', bishops and other ordained
334).
clergy were considered to possess this charisma.
But there was a special class of individuals who
were so endowed without any ecclesiastical confer-

ment

(Apost. Constit. viii. 26, ^Jopxifl-Ti)! oi x^^P°Tliey received formal episcopal recognition,
but not ordination, as exorcistw per gratia m. Nevertheless, we also find another class who did receive
episcopal ordination, and were called exurcistce per
ordinem. In the ceremony of baptism the catechumen of adult age was obliged solemnly and publicly
to renounce the devil and his works, but in the
case of children the assistance of the exorcist was
necessary.
By the priest and attendant exorcist
the ceremony of ex.iuj/latio and insufflaiio was performed on the child, who was regarded as a child of t he
devil, as being subject to inherited guilt. Sncerdos
cxsujflat ter in facietn catechument semel dicens
Exi ab eo (ea) spiritus immunde et da locum
spiritui sancto Paracleto.
Hie in modum crucis
habet in faciem ipsius et dicat : Accipe sjnritum
bnnumper istam ins^ifjlationem et Dei benedict ionem.
Pax tibi. According to the practice of the Romish
Church at the present day, the separate existence
of the exorcist is not recognized, but every priest
on ordination, receives previous consecration to tho
lower orders, including that of exorcist. In Can. 9
Exorof the Fourth Council of Carthage we read
cista quura ordinatur accipiat de manu episcopi
libellum in quo scripti sunt exorcisnii.
At the
present time the ordaining bishop places a missal
TovfiTai).

:

in the priest's

hands with the words

:

Accipe et

commenda memorije et habeto potestatem imponendi manus super energumenum [i.e. ivefr/oiiurov,
sc. virb TTvevfidrui' aKaOdprtoi'].*

Among the Reformers opinion and practice were
divided respecting exorcism. Luther and Melancbthon favoured it, but it was decisively rejected by
Zwingli and Calvin {Instil, iv. c. 15. 19). For
further details respecting ecclesiastical practice the
reader is referred to the article 'Excrcistnus in the
2nd ed. of Herzog-Plitt's Eealenfyklopddie, from
which the facts in Christian ecclesiastical tradition
'

• The Ritual for exorcism may here be appended. The priest,
having arrayed himself in the otflcial robes, first sprinkles the demoniac with holy water and then recites the prayer of the litany of
all saints, the paternoster, and Ps 53 after this the twoor(UMm««,
in which he makes the sign of the cross over the demoniac, and
commands the evil spirit to depart by the power of the mysteries
;

of the incarnation, passion, death, resurrection, and ascension of
Christ, the ^ft of the Holy Ghost, and Christ's return to judge
16'5-l8,
the world. After this follows the reading of Jn 1,
Lk 1017-i». Then the priest lays both hands on the head of
Fitgitt,
partes
the demoniac and saySj Bccf crucem Domini.
advfrtcB : vieit Uo dt tnbu Juda. After this comes the Oratio,
immunds
with the special formula of exorcism, Kxorcizo te,
gpirilus, while the priest cros.ses the brow and bro.ist of the
cfemoniac three limes in the name of the Trinity. If the evil
spirit does not then depart, the service is begun anew

Mk

'
:

'

EXPECT, EXPECTATION

EXTREME

The

is narrower and more concrete
formerly. Occurring in
in 2 Co 9"
only, Whiles by the experiment of this ministration they glorify God,' its meaning is 'test,'
'proof,' as Wither (1618), Motto, Nee Careo, 533—
I want not much experiment to show
That all is good God pleaseth to bestow.'
The Gr. is SoKifii/i (tr'' experience in Ro 5* AV,
but
probation '). ' Experiment is the Geneva
word RV ' seeing that through the proving of
you by this ministration they glorify God,' which
IS a return to Wyclif, 'bi the preuynge of this
mynysterie.'
J. Hastings.

have been derived.

same dictionary, may

article 'Kabbalah,' in the
also be consulted with adC. Whjteuouse.

Owen

Tantage.

—

EXPECTATION. Following Lat.
expect meant in older En^;. not only
look forward to,' but also simply wait, or await.'
Thus in Douay Bible the comment on Sir 11' is
Expect the end of another mans speach, before
you begin to answer. Expect also if anie that is
EXPECT,

expectare,

'

'

'

'

'

'

elder, or better able wil answer first.' Expect is
used in this way in Job 3'2'm., 2 Mac 9-^, and
He 10" ' From henceforth expecting till his
enemies be made his footstool.' Tlie Gr. of last
passage is iKStxoiMt, elsewhere in
tr^ ' wait
for' (Jn 5»,
omits, Ac 17'", Ja 5'), 'tarry for'
'wait for'), 'look for' (1 Co 16"
(1 Co 11»,
'expect,' He 11'°).
Cf. Bacon, Adv. of Learning, i. (Selby's ed. p. 14, 1. 35), ' The most active or
busy man that hath been or can be, hath, no
question, many vacant times of leisure, while he
expecteth the tides and returns of business.'
Expectation is used throughout in the sense of
looking forward to with hope. Thus even in
Ps 62' '
soul, wait * thou only upon God ; for

RV

My

my

is from him,' the Heb. is tikwah
similarly tr^ in Ps 9" and in Pr, but most
'
often tr* hope,' and the meaning is ' tliat which
I hope for, my deliverance.'
In Ro 8", Ph !*•
' earnest
expectation is an effort to bring out the
full force of the Gr. word iroKapadoKla, which is
found nowhere else. It is formed from Sok^w
in the sense of 'watch,' Kiipa, the 'head,' and
iiri,
from,' so that it means (Sanday-Headlam)
' awaiting
with outstretched head,' the prep.
denoting diversion from other things and concentration on a single object.' The Vulg. has
simply expeclatio, whence Khemish ' expectation.'
Wye. has 'abiding.' But in Ho 8" 'lind. gives
fervent desire,' and is generally followed (Gov.
fervent longing ').
Earnest expectation is the
Bishops' translation in both places.

expectation

('li?'?),

'

'

'

'
'

'

'

J.

Hastings.

never found in AV in the sense
of expeditious,' as so often in Shakespeare.
On
the other hand, it never means merely convenient
(opposed to what is rigidly right), as in modern
Engli.sh.
The Greek is always auii(p(pei, or (2 Co 12')

EXPEDIENT

is

'

'

ffiz/i^poc

where

(

tr.

=

it is profitable,' as AV and
the word, except in Mt 18'
'

AV

AV

RV
'

it

else-

were

not good,' RV it is not
expedient').
So even CaiapTias (Jn 11*° 'it is
expedient for you that one man should die for the
people ') does not openly prefer, as a modern
politician, the convenient to the just.
His words
better,'

and

19'°

'

'

it is

are like those of Jeremiah (26''' Cov.), Now as for
me I am in your handes, do with me as ye tliinke
expedient and good,' though his spirit is the
opposite.
J. IIastinqs.
'

:

CXPERIENCE, which

the result of • experiment,' weia sometimes used for the experiment
itself,
as Baker, Jewell of Health, 112* 'The
Aucthour . . . hath both seen and done many
experiences worthy memorie.' This is no doubt
the meaning in On 3(F', where Laban says to
Jacob,
I have learned by experience that the
Lord hath blessed me for thy sake.' It is the
Douay translation. The Geneva has perceived,'
but in marg. tried by experience.'
is

'

'

'

The

to obeerre omens, whence RV * I hare
divined.' It Is used of Joseph's diviniiif^ by means of a cup
((In 4«'- 1», with tintcs by Del. Dillm. Wmk-) and elsewhere.
The ptop. Is found I>t 18^^ * a diviner,' whore see Driver's nut«.
Hflb. (V^nj)

EXPERIMENT
'

'

'

RV

J.

Hastincs.
'

'

'

'

;

EXPIATION.— See Atonbment, PROPi'nATiON.

EXPOSURE.— See Crimes and Ponishmknts.
EXPRESS.— Only He

1*

'the express im,age of
the very image,' llVm
' the
impress') ; and Wis 14" they
made an
.
express image of a king {i^ipavTj tUbva,
a
visible image ').
On x<»pa»oT)p see Westcott, in loc.
The tr. of RV is after Tind. ; the Geneva (' ingraved
forme') tries to bring out the sense of the Gr.
word, which is properly what stands engraven on
any object, as a seal (Davidson), and this is the
meaning of
express image ; cf. Shaks.
his person

(xapa/cr^p,

'

RV

'

'

.

.

RV

'

AV

Hamlet, u.

'

'

'

'What a

work is a
form and moving, how express and
admirable,' which Aldis Wright explains thus

man

...

!

299,

ii.

piece of

in

' Exact,
fitted to its purpose, as the seal fits the
stamp.' Exprimere (ptcp. expressus) has the meaning among others of copy,' ' pourtray,' and from
this the Eng. word was used before 1611 in the
sense of exactly pourtrayed.' Thus Sir T. More,
(\5\Z) Rich. III. 'This is ye fathers own figure . .
ye playne expresse lykenes of ye noble Duke.'
'

'

.

J.

Hastings.

EXQUISITE.— From Lat. exrfuisitm, ptcp. of
exquirere, to search out, ' exquisite ' is properly,
and was originally, that which is elaborately
devised, ingenious,' and its application might be
food or bad. In the Areopaqitica(\i.a.\es' ed. p. 16)
lilton says Mr. Selden's volume ' proves ... by
'

exquisite reasons and theorems almost mathematically demonstrative, that all opinions, yea,
errors, known, read, and collated, are of main
service and assistance toward the speedy attainment of what is tniest.' Milton even uses the
word actively of persons in Comus, 359,
*

Peace, brother, be not over-exqiiisite

To ca.st the faabion of uncertain evils,'
as other writers had done before him.
Exquisite
occurs Sir 18'^ 'They
poured forth e. parables
'
(iropoi/iia? CLKpipfh,
apt proverbs '), and 19"
There is an e. subtilty, and the same is unjust
(so RV, Gr. irayovpyla dKpi/3j)s).
J. HA.STINGS.
'

.

.

.

RV

'

EXTINCT.—Extinct (Lat. extinctus, ptcp. of
extivguere, to extinguish) now only e.xpre.sses a
state, active and extinct volcanoes' ; ' the volcano
is extinct.'
But formerly it expressed the action
which produces the state, and so Job 17' my
days are extinct ' (lyfi t;'.), and Is 43" ' they are
extinct, they are quenched as tow' ('3u^).
Cf.
Shaks. Rich. II. I. iii. 222—
• My oil-dried lamp
and timo-bewosted lipht
SIkiU be extinct with ajje and endlcwi ni^ht.'
' Extinguished
occurs, however, in Wis 2*.
'

'

'

means

• There U no sucjrested connexion between ' watt ' and expectation.' as the Ik-1>. for 'wait* is * Iw silent unto God,' as
R Vni (Obeyne, * be simply resitfncd to God '\

AV

now than

NT

KV
KV

813

In the 16th cent, a verb

Fast

to extinct' was coined, of which the
pUp. was sometimes cxtincK'd and sometimes extinct.'
'

'

'

'

thus uncertain whcllier 'extinct' as ptcp. belongs to
'extinguiiih' or to this verb.
Shnks. uses 'extinct' twice,
extincted" once (0(A. ll. I. M, 'Give renewed fire to our
extinctcd spirits I'), but never 'extinguished.' He uses the
verb extinguish' only once.
J^ HASTINGS.
t

is

'

EXTREME

is

used as an adv. in Sir 42"

'

the

;

''

EYE

814
extreme aged

'

EZEKIEL
So Bacon, Essnus

{irxarSyTipos).

(Gold. Treas. ed. p. 156), Acting in Song, especially
in Dialogues, hath an extreme Good Grace
and
all Deformed Persons are extreme bold
p. 178,
'

'

;

'

'

;

and again in Advance, of Learning, II. xxiii. 38,
it [is] extreme hard to play an after game of
reputation.'
J. HASTINGS.
'

EYE

The verb

occurs twice

was tender eyed' (m:T nx^ 'j-y,
tender ').
Whether tender
'

1.

:

RV
'

Gn 29" Leah
'

were

L.'s eyes

'

appreciatory or

is

depreciatory is disputed. Modem commentators
usually say depreciatory, after LXX (aadcpeh) and
Peshitta. But others, the tender brightness of a
child, after Onk. and Sa'adya, and quoting Gn 33"
My lord knoweth that the children are tender
(same Heb.). See Spurrell, in loc. also Otts, The
Fifth Gospel, p. 41 1. ; and Expos. Times, v. 97.
The Vulg. lippis oculis, ' blear-eyed,' is certainly
nTong.
2. 1 S 18'
And Saul eyed David from
that day and forward (py 'n;!, ^SrS ]}]!, a denom.
from py to eye). For the construction and Heb.
The meaning is to
parallels, see Driver, in loc.
look on with envy (cf. inmdia ; and see the Evil
Synonyms,
Eye' under art. ENVY, and Trench,
p. 106 f.), but there is no other example in English
of the verb eye in the sense of envy.'
'

;

'

'

'

NT

'

EYE

(py).

'

—The

'

Hastings.

J.

one of the chief uses of the amnlet (wh.

'

'

K

'

'

;

A

'

eyelashes.
The practice which is depicted on the monuments still continues in Egypt (see Lane, Mod.
Egypt.' i. 45 f.). 'The paint is kept
in a small horn or ornamental metal
vase with a thin rod for applying it.
It makes the eyes look larger and
more lustrous (2
ff", Jer i^, Ezk
23^°).
One of Job's daughters was
called Keren -happukh, horn of eyepaint' (Job 42'-').
BORsroRir.-

K

'

Ihe

Eye-salye

col-

(/coXXot'pioc,

paiki.

lyrium) of Rev 3'* was a preparation
used for healing or strengthening the eye (cf. Hor.
Sat. i. 5. 30 ; Epict. Diss. ii. 21. 20, lii. 21. 21
Gels. vi. 6.

(See Medicine.)

7).

eyes of Orientals are usually

well formed, large, and lustrous, but deficient in
that play of expression which accompanies thought,
humour, and fancy.
As the chief of the organs of sense, the eye had
a leading place in the lex talionis, eye for eye
(Ex 21*"). To put out the eyes of an enemy or
prisoner was like breaking the teeth of a captured
wild animal, the removal of the chief power to
injure.
It was also a great degradation (Jg 16-',
25').
Among the begging classes of
IS 11', 2
Palestine, blindness, next to the revolting spectacle
of leprosy, makes the strongest claim upon the
charity of the benevolent. Blind men are sometimes known to decline the oft'er of the medical
missionary, as restored sight would mean a loss of
privilege (see Blindness under Medicine).
The fig. references to the eye are many and
varied.
As the chief means of contact with the
outer world, tbi eye is the source of pleasurable
sensations and the principal avenue of temptaKnowtion (Gn 3«, Pr 27^, Ezk 242>, 1 Jn 2'«).
ledge is the opening of the eyes (Gn 3', Ps 119",
Epli l'«).
The prophet was first called the seer (nxi)
IS 9', and his message a 'vision' (pm) Is 1',
Ezk 7" etc. In connexion with the feelings,
sorrow is associated wth a consumed or wasted
ej^e (Ps 6'), and satisfaction in worldly prosperity
with an eye standing out with fatness (Ps 73').
Tear-bottles are often found in the ancient
tombs, as affecting tokens of regret and grief.
This memorial act may be referred to in Ps 56'
' Put
thou my tears into thy bottle.'
(See
BoTTLB.) To have the eyes delivered from tears
takes rank with the deliverance of the soul from
death and the feet from falling (Ps IIG') to have
all tears wiped from the eyes (Rev 21*), is part of
the riches in glory.
As a judge of what is pleasant or offensive, the
eye indicates an intention of favour or hostility.
"Thus in an Arabic salutation, in answer to the
opening inqviiry as to health, the usual reply is,
'Well, by your looking upon me' (favour of your
eye), and the conventional parry of politeness is to
say, ' By God's looking upon you.'
similar
thought of the eye's protective favour lies in the
words providence, episcopos, overseer. On the other
hand, there is the widespread and deeply-rooted
•uperstition about the power of the evil-eye, and

see) is to

obtain protection against it.
The Eyelids (csyry) are mentioned as a means of
seduction employed by the evil woman (Pr 6"),
and not infrequently appear in poetical language
as a synonym for, or parallel with, the eyes
(Job 1(1'«, Jer 9's, Ps 11* 132>, Pr 6* 30"). By a
beautiful metaphor in Job 3' 41'* the first rays of
dawn are called the 'eyelids of the morning.'
Eye-paint (-is, Arab, kuhl; cf. ^ns Ezk 23*>)
was a paste made of antimony powder, giving
a brown-black burnished stain to the

— This
the Greek

EYESERYICE
Col

3^-

of

G. M. Mackie.
is

a

literal tr. in

6(p9a\iJ.oSov\(la,

Eph

6«,

and seems to

have been coined by Tindale, although he uses it
only in Col, in Eph giving service in the eye sight.'
The word was at once adopted into the langu.Tge,
Crowley (1550), Last Trump, 163, having Se thou
serue hira
not wyth eye-seruice fainedly.' The
of 1611 is, however, the first Version that lias
eye service in Eph (it writes two separate words as
all the Versions do in Col).
The Greek word is
found nowhere else
This happy expression,' says
Lightfoot, ' would seem to be the apostle's own
'

'

.

.

.

AV

;

'

coinage.'

HASTINGS.

J.

—

EZBAI ("3'x).
The father of Naarai, one of
David's mighty men (1 Ch 11").
The parallel
passage 2 S 23^ reads 'Paarai the Arbite' ("Ti';•j-iNn) for
Naarai the son of Ezbai ("SiK"!? "Si^i).
It is impossible to decide with any confidence
between the rival readings. (See Kittel's note on
1 Ch 11" in Haupt's Sacred Bks. of OT).
J. A. Selbie.
EZBON (t^ix, I'layn).— 1. Eponyni of a Gadite
"26"
46'''),
Ozni (which
family (Gn
called in Nu
See
see).
2. A grandson of Benjamin (1 Ch 7').
'

'

Genealogy.
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Ezechias)
(Es-tKias,
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AV

1.
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1

(A

Ezecias)

B

•EfeWat,

=

9'*

1

'Efcfat,

AV

Jahzeiah, Ezr 10'». 2.
Es 9".— Called Hilkiah,

8*.
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'Ie{e-cii)X, Heb.
(Vulg. Ezechiel,
God strengthens '),
is strong,' or
the son of Buzi, was one of the temple priests
who shared the exile of Jelioiachin in B.C. 597
(Ezk V-; cf. 2 K 24'*-"). His work as a prophet
commenced in the fifth year of his banishment (1-),
and extended over a period of not less than 22
years (592-570) ; the latest date in the book being
the seven and twentieth year of his sojourn in
Babylonia (29"). This part of his life was spent (so
far as appears) in a Jewish settlement at Tel-Abib
river Chebar'
(1' 3"), an unknown place near the
(-155), which was probably a canal or a tributary
of the Euphrates in the vicinity of Babylon,—
17*) in N.
certainly not the ^aboras (ibQ 2

Sx.-in;

'

God

'

'

'

'

K

Mesopotamia.
ated Jews

is

The

colony of expatribut dimly reflected in the pages of
life of this
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the picture

;
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partly supplemented

by the

i29th ch. of Jer.
Those carried captive were the
(lite of the nation ; and they seem to have lived

in tolerably easy circumstances, enjoying a large
measure of freedom and self-goveninient, forming
a little world Df their own, and cherishing a passionate interest in the concerns of their native land.

They kept up by some means an

active intercourse

with Jerus.
and, in spite of intense mutual
antipathy between them and the ruling classes at
home, they never ceased to regard themselves as
;

part and parcel of the Ileb. nation, confidently
expecting that some great political upheaval would
speedily restore them to their old place at the head
This delusion was fostered by the
of the state.
rise of prophets of the same type as Jeremiah's
opponents in Jerus., an event which was haUed
with immense satisfaction, not unmixed with surprise, by the exiled community (Jer 29").
The
false patriotism thus engendered threatened to
bring down the heavy arm of Nebuchadnezzar on
the captives, and Jer., though his sympathies were
with the patrician exUes rather than with the
people left in the land (Jer 24'"'), endeavoured to
allay the dangerous political excitement which
blinded them to their true position. Altogether, it
would seem that the main currents of feeling and
opinion prevalent in Pal. were reproduced with
remarkable fidelity in the community where E.
was destined to labour.
Although little is known of E.'s previous life, it
cannot be doubted that he found himself from the
first in an uncongenial social atmosphere.
In spite
of the statement of Jos. {Ant. X. vi. 3, iroit dv), he
was probably no longer a young man when deported to Babylon.
The meaning of the 30th
year in ch. 1' is too obscure to tlirow light on the
mattei, but his familiarity with the technical
details of the temple and its ritual seems to show
that he had officiated for a considerable time in
the national sanctuary. The numerous points of
contact between him and Jer. would indicate that
he had come early under the influence of that
great prophet, and from the whole trend of his
thinking it seems probable that he had belonged
to the reforming party in the state, which sought
to purify the national religion in accordance with
the requirements of the Deuteronomic legislation.
That party had been powerless since the death of
Josiali, and it is reasonable to suppose that E.'s
stern and even embittered attitude towards the
people was in part the fruit of the years of reaction
and disappointment spent under the reign of
Jehoiakim. As we have seen, there was nothing
in the state of mind of his fellow-exiles to draw
him into sympathy with them, although he certainly agreed with Jer. in regarding them as
superior to those left behind (U""'"). Accordingly,
at the time of his consecration as a prophet, he
appears with his convictions matured as to the
character of his countrymen and the recej)tion he
may expect at their hands (2. S pass.). 'They are,
to usp one of his stereotyped phrases, a rebellious
house,' brazen-faced and stitlhearted children, a
people that refuse to hear J", separated from Him
Dy a moral and spiritual barrier more formidable
than that caused by a strange lanj,'imge (2^* 3"').
Although these facts are expressed in the form of
divine communications to tlie prophet, they are
not to l)e regarded as a new revolution of the disposition of his compatriots
they are rather the

—

'

'

'

;

settled convictions of his life assuming definite
shape in the light of his commission to speak the
wonl of the Lord. They show, at all events, how
fully he recognized the depth of the antagonism
that prevailed between the prophetic conception of
religion and the impul.ses that swayed the national

mind both

in

Judaea and in Babylonia.
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The actual circumstances of E.'s prophetic
career are greatly obscured for us by the difhculty
we have in separating what is real from what is
merely imagined, in the representation given by
the book.
That everything did not happen
literally as it is recordea, is evident enough from
sev :ral indications. The symbolic actions described
as performed by the prophet are in some instances
incapable of a literal acceptation (see, e.ij. 4^"- o'"12'* etc.) ; yet there is no external criterion by
which these can be distinguished from others which
are possible.
similar uncertainty hangs over
the events that are mentioned. These are never
introduced for their own sake, but only as the
setting of some idea which the wTiter wishes to
enforce, and it is frequently impossible to determine how far the allusions correspond with actual
experiences.
In such incidents as the death of the
prophet's wife (24'°''-) or the opening of his mouth
the presence of the fugitive (24-'' 33--), fact
and symbolism seem to be so intimately blended
that we cannot tell where the one ends and the
other begins. The book, in short, is not an autobiography, but a systematic exposition of proplictic
ideas, and any attempt to extract historical
information from it has to be made with a certain
measure of caution. At the same time, it is quite
incredible that the whole representation should be
nothing but an elaborate fiction, without any basis
in fact.
There can be no reasonable doubt that
E. really exercised an oral public ministry amongst
his fellow-captives, or that its main outlines may
be gathered from the thin thread of narrative that
runs through the book.
His work was divided
into two sharply contrasted periods by the overthrow of the Jewish state in the year 586 or, to
speak more accurately, the first period ends with
tlie commencement of the siege of Jerus. (Jan. 587,
cf. 24'), and the second opens with the reception in
Babylon of the tidings of its fall (Jan. 585, cf. 33'-').*
During the interval of two years, his public
activity appears to have been suspended. Throughout the first period the almost exclusive theme of
his preaching was the approaching destruction of
Jerus., and the lessons of that event for the nation.
His reiterated predictions of that inconceivable
calamity made no impression on the mind of the
exiles, and the prophet felt his energies cramped
and paralyzed by the stolid incredulity which his
message encountered.
It is probable, however,
that from the out.set his character commanded
respect we read of visits paid to him in his own
house by the elders to inquire the word of the
Lord (8' 14' 20'), and tlicre is no reason to dismiss
these as dramatic inventions. Still less can we
doubt the popularity of his public orations for the
picture of the people beguiling the tedium of their
exile by listening to his fervid eloquence (33*'''-')
is one of the notices which convey an irresistible impression of historical reality.
In the second
f)art of his career the tension between him and his
The people were
learers is greatly relaxed.
crushed by the terrible disaster that liaa befallen
their nation, and the immediate eflect was a
feeling of despair expressed in such woeful utterances as tliose of 33'" 37". The [irophet on his
part ado[)ts a more conciliatory attitude towards
them, as lie addresses himself to the task of setting
forth tlie holies and ideals on which the formation
The circle of his
of a new Israel depended.
immediate auditors was probably widened at this
time by the arrivti of tlie new bands of captives
from Judiea, amongst whom there must have been

A

m

'

'

;

;

'

'

;

•The MT

gives

u

the <lBt« 'the ISth year' of Jchoiachln't
is hardly credible that tlie tranihave been delayed so loinr as 18
months, and hence the reading '11th year'"found In th« Hyr.
and some Heb. MSS is generally regarded a« oomot.
captivity, i.f. &&4.
But it
niiiwlon of the news should
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at least a few adherents of Jer., who would naturally rally round E. as the representative of their
It has even been surmised
master's teaching.
that it was through this channel that E. first
became acquainted with the writings of Jer.,
which have left so deep a mark on his thinking.
This is unlikely, because it is hardly credible that
he should have recast the substance of his oral
prophecies under the literary influence of another

prophet and, moreover, he must have had abundant opportunity of knowing Jeremiah's teaching
before hia own captivity. But it must be admitted
that \vith regard to all that took place after the
faU of the city we are left almost entirely in the
There is but one allusion in the book to
dark.
the relations between the earlier exiles and the
later (H"*-) ; and if it is at all coloured by the
prophet's actual impressions after the event, it
certainly does not encourage the notion that he
found tne new-comers hopeful material to work
upon. It was probably not very long after the
commencement of the second phase of his work
that E. prepared the first written edition of his
There is an interval of
prophecies (see below).
about 13 years (584-572) from which no prophecy is
What his occupations were during this
dated.
period is of course imknown, but there are some
signs that chs. 1-39 had been edited practically in
their present form before the composition of 40-48.
This last section may reveal the direction in which
the prophet's thoughts had been moving in those
years and a still later oracle ('29"*-) sliows that
he did not cease to be a close observer of public
;

;

events.

While the character

of E.'s ministry does not
his predecessors, it
presents some exceptional features of a very inThe mere fact of his being an
structive kind.
exile accounts for much that is peculiar in his
method of working and his conception of his oflSce.
To say that he was no prophet at all, but merely a
pastor exercising the cure of souls amongst tliose
who came under his personal influence, is an
exaggeration, but it is the exaggeration of a truth.
His insistence on the independence of the individual soul before God (18. 33'-"-), and his comparison of himself to a watchman responsible for
each person who perishes through not being
warned of his danger (3""- 33"'-), suggest that the
care of the individual must have occupied a larger
place in his work than was the case with the preexilic prophets.
At a time when the unity of the
nation was broken up, and the new kingdom of
God had to be born in the hearts of those who
embraced the hope set before them by the prophets,
it was inevitable that a religious teacher snould
devote much of his attention to the conversion
and spiritual direction of individuals. This, however, is a side of E.'s activity which does not
directly come to light in the book
there are more
subtle indications of the effect which his position
It was
as an exile had on his prophetic mission.
by no means a matter of course, according to the
ideas of the age, that prophecy could be transplanted to a foreign soil, and in reality it could
not 1ouri.sh there without losing some of its most
characteristic functions.
The older prophets had
all more or less been religious politicians, in touch
^vith the pulsations of a vigorous popular life, and
bringing the word of God to bear directly on
those national problems which arose out of the
relation between J" and the community of Israel.
E.'s audience, on the other hand, was but a dismembered limb of the body politic his political
interests were remote and secondary, and the
whole cast of his thinking betrays a sense of
isolation from the main current of national life.
This appears moat clearly in his habit of treating
differ essentially

from that of

;

;

the exiles as representatives of the larger Israel,
whose destinies he never ceased to concern
himself.
From the first he recomized that hia
mission had a double aspect on the one hand he
was sent to them of the Captivity
and on the
other hand he was a pro])het to the whole house of
\vith

:

'

Israel

(cf.

'

3" with

2'

3<).

;

Thus he had two

audiences, one real and present and the other
ideal
and for the most part they are identified
to such a degree that in addressing the exiles or
their elders he fancies himself speaking to the
idealized nation,
whose members were then
scattered far and wide over the world.
It is an
extension of the same tendency when he delivers
imaginary discourses to those left in the land, or
apostrophizes the mountains of Israel (6. 36), or
exhibits the whole religious history of the people
in elaborate allegories (16. 23), or even calls up from
the past the vanished cities of Samaria and Sodom,
and treats them as if they had a present existence,
and a real interest in the unfolding of the divine
purpose (le'"*- 23'*''-).
It is obvious that oratory
of this description comes very near being independent of an audience altogether ; and some
perception of this fact is perhaps revealed by the
too facile appreciation which it received from
the immediate hearers.
And although E. never
abandoned the practice of public speaking, it ia
undoubtedly the case that in his hands prophecy
became far more of a literary occupation than it
had hitherto been.
perusal of the book shows
that it has been carefully planned with an eye to
literary effect ; and if the prophet had simply
worked out his conceptions in the solitude of his
chamber, the result would hardly have differed
mucli from what we actually find.
More than any
of his predecessors he lives in a world of abstract
ideas, which are more vividly real to his imagination than the circumstances of his everyday life
though now and then an echo from the outer
world breaks in to remind us that after all he was
no mere recluse, but a man of large experience,
keenly observant of the life of his time. Several
things, indeed, go to show that his intellectual
interests reached far beyond the Jewish world in
which he lived. His long and accurate enumeration of the natural and industrial products of
different countries (27), exhibits a knowledge of
contemporary commerce which is surprising in a
Heb. prophet. It is probable also that he had
gained some new impressions from his sojourn
amidst the monuments of a strange civilization
in the Euphrates valley.
The conception of the
cherubim in chs. 1. 10 appears to borrow some of
its features from the composite animal tiErures of
Babjdonian art and in other parts of the book
some striking phraseological coincidences have
been thought to suggest a direct influence of the
1.
cuneiform inscriptions (Miiller, p. 56
There is, however, another feature of E.'s work
which cannot be wholly explained by the novelty
of his position, and has sometimes been regarded
as the result of abnormal physical states to which
the prophet was subject. Amongst the most perplexing references in the book are those ti a spell
of dumbness,' which lay upon him from jear the
commencement of his ministry tiU the announce
ment of the fall of Jems. (cf. 3*"- 24" 33*'). Closely
akin to this is the representation of his being
bound with ropes {3'"), and lying immovable for
months together on one side or the other for a sign
to the house of Israel, although at the same time
performing actions which formed a necessary part
of the sign (4*''-) There seems no strong reason
why all these descriptions should not be treated
as of a piece with the general symbolism which
runs through the book. But to some recent interpreters they have suggested the theory that
;

A

;

;

fl'.

'

f

-
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throughout the earlier part of his ministry E.
laboured under nervoua diseases of the most dis-

the word of God to Israel, hia inspiration being set forth under
the 8>-mbol of eating' the roll of a book (chs. 2i-3l») third (alttr
an interval of 7 daysj, a more precise definition of his office ae
that of a watcliman to warn every individual of his dan^'ei
(3i'>-2i); lastti/, a second ecstasy^ in which he receives the coiiimand to sliut himself up withm his house, and to appear in
public only when charged with a special message to the people
(;i"-'-i7).
It hits l)een supposed that th 8 ".ast passage refers to a
time considembly later than the inaugural vision, and marks tln
close of a tentative phase of the prophet's work, in which he
80U(,'ht to exercise the function of a public censor, until coni'
pelled to desist by the obstinate resistance of the community.
It is more probable, however, that the verses merely express on
its negative side the same conception of his otiice as is given in
vv.lfi-'S
the propliet is a wat<:huian, because the function of a
•reprover' is denied to him from the outset by bis peculiar

and

tressing kind,

means

his

symptoms

as a

on the minds
This view was first ex-

of impressing certain truths

hia

of

utilized

fellow

.

exiles.

pounded, with great learning and ingenuity, by
Klostermann, who found in E.'s condition all the
of catalepsy, hemiplegia, alalia, hallucina-

marks

and so fortn. It is diilicult to believe that
he has advanced the cause of sober and scientific
The truth would
interpretation of Scripture.
»eem to lie rather with those writers who regard
tion,
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;

these representations as imaginative symbols, situation. 2. In chs. 4-7 the fate of the city and nation is set
interesting as illustrations of the prophet*8 mode of forth, first, dramatically in a complicated series of sjinbols (4l
6-*), then in three impassioned orations addressed to the city
thought, but not answering to anything external (551),
In the signs of ch. 4
the land (6), and the people (7).
in his life. The dumbness is but a strong figure the prophet appears to represent simultaneously two facts the
for the sense of restraint and defeat caused by the sietje of Jerus. and the captivity of the two branches of the Heb.
round
incredulity of the people, lasting till the prophet's nation. The time of Judah's exile is fixed ae 40 years,thata of N.
number for the period of Chaldroan supremacy, —
authority was estaolished by the fulfilment of his Israel at 390 years in the MT, but ISO according to the LXX.
main prediction (cf. 29^). So the actions of ch. 4 Since the destruction of Samaria preceded that of Jerus.
speaking by a cent, and a half, and since both capti\ irbolize partly the siege of Jems., and partly roughly
ties terminate simultaneously, the latter figure must be accepted
captivity of the two branches of the house of a.s the orig. reading. 3. The" next group of prophecies (chs. 8and their meaning as signs is inconsistent Jl) is an account of a vision of the destruction of Jerus., which
Israel
with the supposition that they were exhibitions of is important for the glimpses it ^ves into the state of things in
After reciting the abominations practised
city at that time.
a bodily malady, unless we are to assume a miracle, the
in the temple (8), it describes, under symbols, the slaughter of
to which the history of OT prophecy furnishes no the people (9), and the burning of the city (10), and ends with
parallel.
It is, of course, equally inconceivable
the departure of the Lord from the sanctuary, in token that city
that the signs should have been enacted in panto- and temple were abandoned to their fate (U). The visionary
fonn in which these truths are clothed is remarkable the promime, either in presence of the people or in phet
falls into a trance in presence of the elders of Judah, the
Bolitude
and the same remark applies to many scenes mentioned pass before his inward eye, and he awakes
others of the symbolic actions which are describeu. with a special message of consolation to the exiles, who felt
the reproach of being cast out from J"'8 heritage. 4. A
Except in so far as the suggestions may have keenly
new section begins with ch. 12, and extends apparently to the
originated in an ecstatic state of mind, they do end of ch. 19. The fundamental theme is still the same, but
not appear to difler from the ordinary operations the treatment of it is more discursive and thcoljgical. The
of the fancy in bodying forth mental processes by author appears to have in view various false ideals to which
the people clung, and which he seeks to demolish as obstacles
means of sensible imagery.
Thus in I'Ji^O 17. ]9 he
to the reception of his messiige.
The Book of Ezekiel (save for a somewhat cor- announces the fate of the king (Zedekiali), on whom the people
of J" (cf. La 4'-^^), but
looked
the
anointed
as
rupt text) exists in tlie form in which it left the naturally
by his perlidy to the king of Babylon (17), had brought
hands of its autlior, ditt'ering in this respect from who,
certain
s>Tnpathy with the
kingdom.
A
ruin on himself and his
the two other great prophetical collections, which misfortunes of the royal house is manifested by the beautiful
(I221-14JI)
deals with the
Another
section
took shape through tne labours of successive dirge of ch. 19.
false prophets, as
editors. Neither the unity nor the authenticity of wrong use of prophecy, and the existence of
a charred and
popular
unbelief.
Ch.
16
(Israel
causes of the
Ezekiel has been questioned by more tlian a very worthless vine branch) strikes a blow at the false patriotism
only
does
it
bear
accumulated
of
scholars.*
Not
pride
under
their
small minority
which sustained the people's
the stamp of a single mind in its phraseology, its national calamities, and ch. 16 exhibits in an allegory the true
unfaithful
spouse of
ungrateful
and
character of Jerus. as the
imagery, and its mode of thought, but it is J".
Ch. 18 asserts the absolute righteousness of God in His
arranged on a plan so perspicuous and so compre- dealings with individual men, and thus indirectly assails the
hensive that the evidence of literary design in Prevalent doctrine of the solidarity of the nation, which had
egotten a cynical temper of mind expressed by the proverb
the composition becomes altogether irresistible.
the fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are
Critics are divided as to tlie best nrincii>le of blunted (v. 2). But it must be wimitted that this groun of
classification, some preferring a twofold, others a discourses hanily dilTers in general character from that which
threefold or even a fourfold division but all are follows. 5. The last division (chs. 20 24) contains three oracles
22. 23) of the nature of formal arraignments of the people
agreed that the work falls into certain large (20.
of Israel, in which the moral necessity of its destruction is
sections intended to represent successive piiases of shown from its past history and its present condition. The
Witliin the general scheme keynote of ch. 20 is found in' the remarkable purpose attributed
Ezekiel's ministry.
the people, that they would assimilate themselves to the
the order is on the whole chronological, although to
heathen, worshipping wood and stone (v.3-). It is impossible to
it may be doubted how far the chronology is to bo
say whether this refers to a particular current of opinion hetaken literally, or how far it is meant to separate ginning to prevail among the exiles, or whether it is an expres'

—

*

—

;

;

;

*

'

;

difTerent groups of oracle'

00KTRNT8.— i. The flret division (chs. 1-24) embraces about
a half of the hook, and corresponds to the first period of E.'b
work, consisliriff almost exclusively of pro]>hccic8 of judg^ntint,
tuch &8 he littered before the destniction of Jerusalem. Theso
have no doubt been couHlderably altered and amplified tn the
oourse of writing, and it is pos-sitilu tliat here and there traces
Minor uections are
of a later point of view may be app:irt-nt.
partly siiif(fe»ted by the dat«8 preuxwi to ccrlain chapters (see
8* 2<)i); in other cases they can be recot,'iiized by intt'rnal
Indications.
1. Chs. 1-3 deHcrilnj the ecstatic experiences by
which the prophet was prepare'! for his work, inciudintr, /r«(,
an elaborate description of the <livine chariot which occupies so
froniinent a place in the book (cf. 3^3 84 433)^ and the glory of
lim who sat on it(ch. 1); gecond, his commission to declare
• The chief exceptions are Zunz, who first (Oottesdi^nMliche
Vortrage der Judtn, 1832) assigned the book to the early I'ers.
and afterwards {ZDMQ xxvii. G70ff.) brouj^ht it down
to the years 440-400 (the earlier view, however, is allowed to
stand In the posthumous od. of the Vortriigr, 18^2)
fJeiger
and Heinecke (Gfgch.
( (jW$eh Hft, p. 23); who held a shnllar view
d V. Israel, \. p. 138, 1876), who placed the author as lato as

period,

;

;

I
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sion of the spirit manifested l)y the nation at all times of itf,
In either case the argument of the chapter is directed
history.
to show that the destinies of Israel hod been determined by a
power higher than its own natural proclivities,— namely, J"'h
regard for the glory of His name,— and that that power would
yet break the idolatrous tendencies of the nation, and make
Ch.
Israel to be in fact, as it was in name, the people of J".
22 is an enumeration of the religious and social corruptions
prevalent in Jerus., now on the eve of its destruction ; ch. 23
18 an allegory, in the manner of ch. 16, exhibiting the immoralities of the two profligate sisters, Ohola (Samaria) and Ohoti-

The two remaining discourses wore composed
(Jerus.).
under the immediate influence of contemporary events. Ch.
21 (containing the wil<i 'song of the sword,' vv.l*W (EV O-H))

bah

refers to the march of Nobucha^Inezzar's army against Jerus.
Ch. 24 records the dramatic close of the first period of E.'s
On the very day when the Chaldmans invested Jerus.
activity.
he uttered a final oracle announcing lt« fate. The death of the
prophet's wife on the evening of the same day becomes the
occasion of a symbol of the despair and bewnlderment that will
seize on the exiles when they receive tidings of the fall of the
city.
h. The next eight chapters (25-82) consist of prophcoiet
against the foreign nations (seven In number) lying inunedialely
round the land of Canaan ; viz. Ammon, Moab, ICdom, and th«

Philistines (25),

Tyro

(26-28»»),

Sidon (28»«). and Egypt (2'J

3?'

;

ms
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Insertion oJ these oracles in this place is an instance of the
constructive skill which planned the order of the book. They
fill up the interval of silence which separates the two periods
of E.'s public ministry; and although most of them no doubt
belong chronologically to the two years of retirement, there
are some which bear a later date (see 29" 32'- 1'), showing that
the principle of arrangement is literary and not historical. The
section, moreover, embodies a distinct idea in the prophet's
eschatological scheme. The motive of the judgments announced
is to prepare the way for the restoration of Israel, bv removing
the evil influences which had sprung from the people's contact
with its heathen neighbours in the past (282'-28 aQ'O), Historically, these judgments are conceived as taking place within the
40 years of the Chaldiean dominion (2913), and of Israel's banishment. In the case of Tyre and Egypt, Nebuchadnezzar is expressly named as the instrument of J"'8 purpose ; the extinction
of the smaller nationalities is ascribed to other agencies, which,
however, are probably indirect consequences of a Bab. invasion.
The supplementary oracle on Tyre (29"-21) was written after the
13 years' siege of that city by Nebuchadnezzar, and was evidently intended to counteract the impression produced by the
non-fulfilment of the original prediction.
iii. Chs. 33-30 contain the discourses delivered In the period
immediately succeeding the arrival of the 'fugitive' with the
intelligence of Jerusalem's fall, when the prophet's mouth was
again opened to declare the word of J" (332if.). The collection
is prefaced (3ol-0) by a re-statement of the function of the
prophet under the figure of a watchman, as in 3*' f^- ; then comes
the ocoount of his meeting with the bearer of the evil tidings,
and the oracles uttered (apparently) on that occasion (3321-3J).
These are followed by three distinct and complete pictures of
the redemption and restitution of Israel ; (a) the ideal monarchy
as contrasted with the corrupt administration of the pre-exilic
kings (34) ; ((>) the land, reclaimed from the Edomites, endowed
with supernatural fertihty, purified from its ceremonial defilement, shall be given as an eternal possession to Israel (35 f.)
(c) the people, now scattered and dead like drr hones, shall
arise to a new life, Ephraim and Judah being united under one
sceptre for ever (37). Ch. 38 f. describe the final assault on the
kingdom of God by the distant nations of the world under Gog
from the land of Jla^og, and their annihilation on the mountains
of Israel, resulting in a demonstration of the might of J" to all
the ends of the earth. This remarkable prophecy, representing
the utmost limit of E.'s prophetic horizon, has the appearance
of being intended as a conclusion to the book. This fact, taken
in connexion with the long period of silence which follows, and
a certain change of view manifested in 40 ff., strongly suggests
that the first edition of the prophecies really ended here,
the remaining section having been added afterwards as an
ippendix.
IV. Chs. 40-48, a vision of the Ideal theocracy, with the institutions by which the holiness of the redeemed people is to be
expressed and maintained. There is, first, a description of the
sanctuary where J" is to dwell in visible splendour (40-43)
then, regulations as to the ministers of the temple, the duties
and revenues of the priests and the ' prince,' and the system of
ritual to be observed (44-46) ; lastly, a delimitation of the holy
land, which is transformed by a miraculous river issuing from
the sanctuary, and a new disposition of the tribes within it
'47 f.).
Although these chapters may have been a later addition
^'
to the volume, they rest throughout on the teaching of the
earlier part of the book, and are the dev lopment of principles
there enunciated. The chief point of difference relates to the
position of the prince, whose office is hedged about with constitutional safeguards and restrictions, hardly applicable to the
perfect Ruler spoken of in ch. 34.

in the beautiful lament over the banished princec
of the royal house, ch. 19), as well as by the many

The

—

—

LiTKKARY Style.— The style of the book exhibits a falling off from the idiomatic purity of
earlier writers, like Amos or Isaiah.
The influence of Aramaic is more perceptible than in any
previous prophet the construction is loose, ami,
as a rule, prosaic
the constant recurrence of
mannerisms and set phrases is at times monotonous,
although the lack of variety is often compensated
by a larfje rhythmic movement of the thought,
running like a ground-swell through some of tlie
longer orations. It is, on the whole, tlie careful
and elaborate style of a literary man rather than
that of a public speaker in livmg touch with his
audience.
With obscurity it cannot fairly be
charged, for the serious difficulties which the
book presents are mostly due to the imperfect condition of the text.
Of the higher qualities of E.'s genius the most
Btriking is a powerful and grandiose imagination,
which reveals itself in a variety of directions, now
revelling in weird mytliological conceptions (28.
32), and at other times clothing itself in the
peculiar artificial realism which has been already
remarked as a feature of the book. That there
was a vein of true poetry in his nature is proved
by hie ettective use of the' /:inah or dirge (especially
;

;

images which occur throughout the book. His
conceptions, indeed, are almost invariably
beautiful and true, although to our minds their
sesthetic eti'ect is frequently lost through over-

fine

first

E. is perliaps not more deficient in
power than Heb. writers generally; but in
is case the defect is more apparent from his love
of detail, and his anxiety to exhaust the didactic
elaboration.
Elastic

every conception before he can
persuade himself to let it go.
Thus the comparison of Tyre to a stately vessel, moored by the
shore (27), which Isaiah might have presented in
a verse or two, is spread out over a long chapter
by the help of an inventory of the ship's cargo,
which is really a valuable statistical survey of
Phoen. imports. Again, the image of Jerus. as a
foundling chUd (16) is intrinsically as beautiful as
any to be found in prophecy ; but when drawn out
into an allegory of the whole history of the nation,
its unity is dissipated by the multitude of details
that have to be crowded into it. A similar criticism has often been passed on his description of
his opening vision, as contrasted with the sixth
chapter of Isaiah. On the other hand, the propliet's talent for lucid and methodical exposition
appears to advantage when he comes to deal with
practical and technical matters, as in the description of the sanctuary (40 ff. ) A certain architectonic faculty is, in truth, a marked characteristic of
his intellect, being visible alike in his plan of the
temple buildings, in his sketch of the theocratic
institutions, and in the orderly arrangement and
division of the book.
Religious Teaching.— E.'s rank as a religious
teacher may be summed up under two general
aspects.
In the first place, he gave definite and
almost dogmatic expression to the great religious
truths which were the presuppositions of all
previous prophecy, combining these into a comprehensive theory of the divine providence and,
in the second place, by giving a peculiar direction
to the Messianic hope, he made it a practical ideal
in the life of the nation, and the starting-point of
a new religious development.
The first of these aspects is abundantly illoBtrated by the contents of chs. 1-39.
While the
substance of these chapters presents no single
element which may not De traced in the wTitings
of earlier prophets, there is none which does not
receive a more distinct intellectual expression in
the hands of Ezekiel. He is concerned to exhibit
the immanent logic of the abstract principles
significance of

;

involved in the relations between God and the
world and, as we read, the outlines of a grand
theological system are gradually disclosed to the
mind. Only a few outstanding features of this
system can here be mentioned. 1. The prophet's
idea of God, which is expressed by the visions in
elis.
1. 8. 10. 43,
has more of a transcendental
character than that of liis predecessors. Those
divine attributes which we call metaphysical, expressing the relation of the Godlieau to created
existence as a whole, are emphasized more than by
previous writers, and are those chiefly symbolized
by the heavenly chariot of the visions. And this
view of God enters deeply into the fibre of E.'b
teaching. While he does not lose hold of the
truth that J" is a moral person having the attributes of anger, jealousy, pity, etc., he is never
weary of insisting that the activity of the divine
being must be self-centred, the supreme motive of
all His dealings with men, whether in mercy or in
judgment, being the manitestation of His own
It is
Godliead (' They shall know that I am J" ').
easy to exaggerate this doctrine in a way that
would misrepresent the prophet's measing but
;

;

KZEKIEL

EZEKIEL
the reiterated assertion of it shows that it is a
truti) to which he himself attaches tlie utmost
same
importance.
2. Another instance of tlie
tendency to rigorous and even extreme statement
his
conception
of a prophetic principle is found in
of Israel.
In opposition to Uosea, Isaiah, and
Jeremiah, he denies that there was any good time
in the nation's past, tracing the idolatrous jiroclivities of the people back to the sojourn in the
wilderness and tiie oppression in Egypt (SO*- " 23-).
Thus, while all the prophets teach or assume that
the relation between J" and Israel rests on a free
elective act of God, E. takes the further step of
assigning as the positive ground of this relationship J"'8 regard for the glory of His name in the
3. From this
eyes of the nations (20 pass.).
consequence follows.
position
an important
Since the honour of J" is historically identified
with the destinies of Israel, the final disclosure of
His divinity can be accomplished only by the restoration of this people to its own land, under
conditions which reflect the holy nature of J".
E. is alive to the false impression of the God of
Israel naturally produced on the heathen mind by
the great national calamity of the Exile (Se*").
This efl'ect must be wiped out when the lesson of
the history is complete (39^). The same principle
of the divine action which caused the temporary
rejection of Israel becomes the guarantee of its
ultimate redemption. The prophet is thus led to
a conception of salvation in which everything
depends on the sovereign irresistible grace of God,
which breaks the stubborn heart of the people, and
produces in them an abiding sense of shame and
self-contempt, and bestows on tliem a new spirit,
causing them to walk in His statutes and keep His
jvd'TnentB to do them (6»
IG^ 20** SG^"*- ST"
3"*"'-).
4. The doctrine which is usually considered
E. 8 mo.st distinctive contribution to theology is
th\! doctrine of the freedom and responsibility of the
individual soul before God.
But even here he
builds on the foundation laid by his predecessors.
The conception of religion as personal fellowsliip
between the individual and God is implicitly
contained in the consciousness which all the jirophets have of their own relation to J" ; and in Jer
the truth is enunciated that what had hitherto
been the possession of the prophets is the form
which the perfect religion must assume universally.
It was reserved for E., however, to formulate the principle logically, showing that neither
the burden of Hereditary guilt nor the sins of a
man's past can hinder the action of God's forgiving
mercy towards the penitent sinner (18).
But the part of hzekiel's work that was destined
to have the most direct and powerful historical
influence was the ideal emlx)die<t in the vision of
chs. 40-48.
The unique significance of that remarkable creation lies in the fact that under the
form of a Messianic prophecy it presents the
ecbeme of a politico-religious constitution in whicli
the fundamental idea of holiness is applied to the
regulation of every part of the national life.
It is
a picture of the kingdom of God in its final and
perfect state as this prophet was led to conceive
The niling conception is that of J" dwelling in
It.
visible glory in His sanctuary in the midst of His
people, ancf the practical purpose of the vision is
to set forth the conditions on Israel's part which
euch a relation involves.
That the institutions
prescribed are mainly of a priestly character is
partly due to the fact that E. was himself a
priest, deeply imbued with the traditions of his
office ; but still more to his perception of the
inherent fitness of the priestly idea of holiness
to be the formal principle of a theocratic polity
pivinp expression to the essential character of
How fully the ideal
Israel as the people of J".

U"

met the needs

of the time

is

shown by
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its

operation

in all the be.st tendencies of tlie Restoration period.
This is not the place to discuss the bearing of E.'i
ideal legislation on the development of the penta-

teuchanaws(seeHKXATEUCH}. The viewof most recent critics is that he occupies a position intermediate between the Book of Deut. and the composition
of the so-called Priestly Code and it can hardly i)e
denied that the peculiar features of E.'s system are
more fully explained on this theory than on any
other (see esp. the regulations as to the status of
But, setting aside the purely
the Levites, ch. 44).
critical question, the fact is clear that the whole
movement by which the new Israel was consolidated proceeded on the lines foreshadowed in E.'s
His position in this respect may be comvision.
pared with that of Augustine in the history of the
What the civitns Dei was to
Latin Church.
mediaeval Christendom, that the vision of E. was
each furnished the ideal
to post-exilic Judaism
that moulded the polity of the age that followed.
section
what
extent
this
of the Book of E. was
To
adopted as a legislative programme by the leaders
of the Return cannot be precisely determined from
the somewhat meagre records at our disposal (see
Smith,
But it is important to
p. 442 f.)
observe that the Messianic hope as set forth by E.
formed one of the most powerful impulses that
made for the reconstruction of the Jewish state.
We learn from Hag and Zee that the erection
of the second temple was carried througli under the
conviction that that unpretentious edifice was to
be the centre of a renovated world, and the carnest of the latter-day glory just about to dawn
wliile the expectation that the Lord would suddenly come to His temple meets us nearly a cent,
later in the book of Malachi. These are conceptions
which it would be difficult to understand otherwise
than as consequences of the work of Ezekiel.
As compared with his master Jeremiah, or Is40fr.,
Ezekiel's teaching as a whole appears lacking in
breadth of sympathy and evangelical freedom, and
to be a preparation for an age of legalism rather
than for the fulness of the Christian dispensation.
He is not quoted expressly bj' any NT writer, and
it is doubtful if he has directly influenced any
except the author of the Apoc, who was familiar
with the book and has drawn largely on its
imagery. But while all this is true, there are
many tilings in E. which give him a high place
amongst the heralds of Christ in OT. His clear
assertion of the vanje of the individual soul and of
the eflicacy of repentance, his profound sense of
sin as ingratitude, and of the need of a new heart
in order to fulfil the law of God, his impassioned
vindication of the character of God as merciful and
eager to forgive, are amongst the brightest gems
of spiritual truth to be found in the pages of
;

:
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;
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LlTKKARY History. Of the literary history of
the book little needs to be said. It is mentioned
by the son of Siracli (49*) in a connexion which
shows that it formeil part of the prophetical Canon
In the order given by the
in his time (c. B.C. 200).
Talmudic treatise Bnba bnlhra (14'') it stands
second amongst the greater prophets, being preceded by Jer and followed by Isaiah. A further
statement in the same source that the book wa.<
written (like Dn, Est, and the Twelve Prophets) by
'
the men of the Great Synagogue,' has no significance, unless it be an inference from the theory
that no prophetic book could be written outside of
tlie Holy Land (so Rashi, (juoted by Ryle, Cnnon
of OT, p. 263 f.). According to Jerome {pr(r/atw
fid Ezerh. ), certain parts of it were, on account of
their obscurity, forbidden to be read by any Jew
under the age of 30 years and its deviations from
the Mosaic Law caused doubts to be expressed as
;

;

to its canonical authority as late as the 1st cent.
According to one tradition, it narrowly
A.D.
escaped being ' hidden {i.e. reduced to the rank of
an apocryphal work) for this reason, hut was saved
from that fate by one Hananiah ben-Hezekiah, wlio
Unfortunately, the
reconciled the discrepancies.
works of this self-sacriticing scholar have perished
as completely as the 300 measures of oil which he
is reported to have consumed in their preparation.

;

Berenice. E. is prob. the modern Ain el-Ghudyan
See further, Driver on Dt 2*.
(I'obinson, i. I(i9f.).
J.

'

LrrgKATCEK.— Ewald, Proph. d. A.B. vol. U. (1841, 1868);
Comm. uber den Pr. E. (1843) Hitzig, der Pr. E.
; Fairbairn, Exposition of the Book of E. (1861)
Henderson, The Book of the Pr. E. transl. etc. (185b) Hengstenberg, Der Pr. E. (1S67) Keil, Der Pr. E. (186S) Currev,
SpeakeTt Comm. vol. vi. (187(3) ; Klostermann in &A' (1877)
Smend, Der Pr. E. (1880); ComiU, Der Pr. B. (1S82), and Dot
HaverDick,

;

erklart (1847)

;

;

;

Btich de$ Pr. E. (1888) ; v. Orelli, Kurzgrf. Commentar (1888) ;
Gautier, La mission du Pr. E. (1891); Davidson, Camb. Bible
for Schools (1892) ; Skinner, Expositor's Bible (1895) ; Miiller,
Ezechiei.Studien (1895) ; Bertholet, Der Verfassungsentumrf des
Hes. (1896) ; and Das Buch Hes. (Kur^er Handkom. 1897). See
also Kuenen, Onderzoek, Godsdienst van Isra^'t. and Profeten en
Protelie ; Duhm, Theologie der Propheten ; Horst, Levit. 17-26
urtd Hezekiei ; articles by Schrader, Diestel, and Orelli in the
Encvclopwlias o( Schenkel, Biehm, and Herzog : and by Black
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EZEL (^j^n [!?¥?] [stone of] departure '). The
spot where Jonathan arranged to meet David
before the latter's final departure from the court of
Saul (I S 20'°). The place is not mentioned elsewhere, and it is now generally admitted that the
Heb. te.xt of this pa.ssage is corrupt. The true
reading seems to have been preserved by the LXX,
which renders v." Kal Ka6-i)<rji irapd t6 "Epiyd^
(A, Ifiyov) iKcivo, and again, at v." end (where the
same place is mentioned), renders /coi Aai/ei5 aviaTri
'

i.irh

The

Tou afiyafi (A, toC inrvov).

translators evi-

dently had the same word before them in both
verses, and did not understand it ; they therefore
simply transliterated the Hebrew. If, then, we
in v." (m^n) iVn 3!-;xri =
restore from the
yonder cairn,' for ^ik.t pxn and in v." ^j-jNn 'jjko
= 'from beside the cairn,' for 3]3i Sskd, the unknown 'Ezel' of V." dis,appears, and the inilclinite terms of v." are replaced by a suitable
reference to v."* (so Thenius, Wellh., Driver,
Uudde; cf. W. R. Smith, OTJC'^Oi.).

LXX

'

;

J. F.

EZEM

(a-iii),

EZER.— 1.
1"*).

In

1

Stenninq.

Ch 4».—See Azmon.

A

(isK)

tlie latter

Horite 'duke' (Gn 36",
has Ezar. 2.
passage

AV

A son of

1

Ch

(ijx)

Ephraim who, ace. to 1 Cli 7"', was slain
by the men of Gath. 3. A Judaliite (1 Ch 4*). i.
A Gadite chief who joined David (1 Ch 12»). 5. A
son of Jeshua who helped to repair the wall (Neh
3").

6.

A

priest

of the walls

(Neh

who

officiated at the dedication
12*»).
J. A. Selbie.

A. Selbie.

EZNITE.—See Adino.
("Efupa, AV Ozora).— The sons of Ezora,
Es 9**, take the place of the strange name
Machnadebai (or Mabnadebai, AVm) in Ezr lU*",
where there is no indication of a fresh family.
The first part of the phrase in Es ((k tUd vluvj,
representing an original 'J3D, seems to show that
the name in the canonical book is dae to the
running together of two or more words it is, in
any case, a proof that 1 Es is independent of the
Greek Ezra, which has Maxaom^oO.

EZORA

in

1

;

H. St. J. Thackeray.
The famous leader connected
with Israel's Return. Our sources of information
concerning him are Ezr 7-10, Neh 8-10, and the
apocryphal books.* Some \\Titers have preferred

EZRA

(>f,\K).

—

1.

the apocr. 1 Esdras to the canonical Ezra, but on
quite insufficient grounds.f The apocr. books are
useful in showing the views held about Ezra at a
later time, but we must in the main rely upon the
canonical books.
E. is called the priest, the priest-scribe, and in
He was of a priestly family,
2 Es the prophet.
but, as his work was chiefly that of the scribe, that
E.
designation gradually supersedes the others.
represents in a way the transition from the prophet
to the scribe, but his prophetic functions are not
conspicuous except in the apocr. literature.J
The Exile had been a period of considerable
One of the greatest prophets
literary activity.
heralded the deliverance of Cjtus (Deutero-Isaiah)
Ezekiel had produced his book in Babylonia, drawing up an elaborate scheme for the new state,
which he declared would arise upon the ruins of
the old and many noble psalms come from this
But the period was characterized not so
time.
much by the creation of a new literature as by the
ready
E. the
study of what already existed.
scribe in the law of Moses was not a mere copyist,
nor the author of the law, but a diligent student
of the law.
E. longed to go to Jems, and put the law into
effect there, to establish a real hagiocracy, 'the
law' being the supreme authority in civil and
;

'

'

Artaxerxes was not so
religious affairs alike.
tolerant of foreign religions as Cyrus had been,
nevertheless E. won his goodwill, and secured a
royal edict, clothing him with ample authority to
carry out his purpose. This edict has been preserved in Aramaic (Ezr 7'-'*) and while many
regard this as a Jewish version, it is in the main
tmstworthy.§ All .Jews who felt so inclined were
E. was authorized to
free to depart from Babylon
carry the olierings for the temple made by the king
and by the Jews to purchase sacrificial animals,
and to use the rest of the money as he and his
brethren saw fit to draw upon the royal treasury
in the province of Sj'ria for further necessary
supplies ; to exempt the temple officers and servants
from the Persian tax to ai>i)oint officers to execute
the law of God, teaching such as were unacquainted
with it and to enforce the law of God and of the
Persian king by penalty even to fines, imprisonment, banishment, or death.
In the year B.C. 458 E. gathered a caravan of
some 1800 males, including 38 Levites who had
been persuaded to join the company. E. had said
so much to the king about God's ample protection
to His servants that he was ashamed to ask for the
;

;

EZION-GEBER,

mentioned amongst
the stations of the Israelites (Nu 33" and Dt
2").
In the latter passage and elsewhere in the
OT it is coupled with Elath in such a way as to
imply that the one was in the immediate neighbourhood of the other. This circumstance enables us
to fix the situation of Ezion-geber with tolerable
confulence.
It lay in the extreme south of the
territory of Edom, at the head of the jElanitis
Sinus or Gulf of Akabah. Edom having been subju^'ated by David (2 S 8'*), Solomon naturally
utilized E. for shipbuilding purposes, and made it
the port for his navy, which was engaged in the gold
traiie with Ophir (1 K ff*).
His success encouraged
Jehoshaphat to undertake a similar enterprise, but
with disastrous results. ' Jehoshaphat made ships
of Tarshish to "o to Ophir for gold but they went
not, for the ships were broken at Ezion-geber'
Ezion-geber is men(1 K 2>« and 2 Ch 20*'-»').
tioned also by Josephus (Ant. VIII. vi. 4), who tells
was
afterAvards
known
ns that it
by the name of
ija

jVyi;;,

is

;

;

;

;

;

•
t

the Apocr. see Bensly, Fourth Book of Ezra, p. 86.
Kiicnen, lielig. of Israel, ii. ; see discussion in Academy,

On

1895-90.
:

$

OTJC

PRE*
the scribe see
p. 42 f.
See under art. EzRA-NKBKHiAn, Books or.
On Ezra

;

iv

SSt.

EZRA AND NEHEMIAH

EZEA
nsnal escort. After fasting and pra3Tng for a safe
journey, the company set out, and in four months
reached the holy city.
E. did not find a community ready and eager for
the new government which he was authorized to
establish.
Many of the people were prosperous
(Hag 1*), but there was not that spirit of simple
devotion to the God of Israel which the zealous E.
regarded as essential. E. was informed that many
Jews, including even priests and princes, had taken
foreign wives.
He knew the story of Solomon's
decline (1 K U) he perceived the danger now of a
relapse into idolatry above all, he feared the consequences of further disobedience of the law of
God (Dt 7'). Shecaniah, as the representative of
the people who liad been much moved by tlie
prayer which E. poured forth in their presence
(9*"'*), proposed that the people should put away the
foreign wives and their children.
E. accepted, the
proposition, and exacted an oath on the spot that
the offenders would comply with this agreement.
decree was issued by tlie princes and elders that
all the people should assemble at Jerus. within three
days, under penalty of confiscation of goods and
excommunication. Hut the assembly found the
task too great to be accomplished in an open-air
meeting during a severe winter storm, and the
matter was referred to a divorce court, with E. at
its head.*
After three months' labour, and not
without opposition apparently (Ezr 10" RV),t the
work of the court was linislied, and many innocent
women and children were cast out, as Uagar and
;

;

A

I

Ishmael had been.
The account of E.'s formal institution of the
law is found in Neh 8-10. Neh. had come to Jems.
in B.C. 444.
His first work was the rebuilding of
the walls. According to tlie compiler of Ezr-Neh
(see further on the BooK-S OF EzR AND Nf.h), it was
after this event that E. read the law to the people
assembled at Jerus., and obtained their pledge to
observe it. It is singular that E., who had brought
the law to Jerus. for the purpose of making it the
code of the community, should not have promulgated it sooner. It may be that Stade is right
in supposing that E. had arou.sed the hostility of
the people by the compulsory divorce, and that the
times were not ripe before (Gesch. ii. 173f. ); or it
may be that the c^jonology is not exact, as the
compilation was mado long after tlie events described, and the description of the reading of the law
interrupts Nehemiah's narrative (cf. 7*
11'-').
On the second day's reading the peojile licard
the directions for observing the feast of booths.
Stejis were taken at once to celebrate this feast,
and the reading of the law was continued on each
day of its observance. Two dsys later a great
fast wa8 held, the people separttting themselves
from strangers, and confessing their sin. E. gave
utterance to a remarkable prayer, § praising God for
His great goodness to Israel, deploring the apostasy
and disobedience of the jieople, and triicmg the
past misfortunes of the nation, as well as their
present condition of vassalai;e, to their great sins.
The relation of E. and Nen. is one of the perplexing problems of this period.
Neh. in his memoirs
mentions E. but once (12"). H In the E. portions
of Neh, Nehcmiah is mentioned but once (8').**
,

II

• RMMilnfr,
t 8«fi

iftw Ewald (Uitt.

Uertheau-UyMel,

A'zr.,

».

142 n.

—

t

J

4),

Neh.^ Kit., io

SS S^3:i, Kit IO".
*
Kurxf(. Ex. Hand,
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scant justification for Ewald's statement
the chronicler unites these two men very
closely in his representations' !,I/ht. r. 161).
I?,
and Nchemiah were f^anted hifrh authority in the
Judaean colony, and tliat in th«> liame sphere. Yet
Nehemiah entirely ignores E. * Their purposes were
ditt'erent, it is true, one desiring to promote especially the religious welfare of tlie colony, the other
the political
but among the .lews these spheres
overlapped or rather interlaced at all points. It is
probable that E.'s chief work in Jerus. was accomplislied before Nehemiah's arrival.
E. m-ade a lasting impression upon the Jewish
people.
The development of the later .Jewish life
followed the lines laid dovra by him. This is due,
not so much to liis keen foresight in forecasting the
future, as to the fact that his influence shaped
that

is

'

;

Jewish life and thought in a way from which it
never wholly departed.
He gave the law an
authority wliich it had never had before in Jewish
history.
This zeal was contagious, and accounts
for tliat enthusiasm for the letter of the law which
characterizes later ages.
LiTEiiATURR.— Besides works referred to above, see PRE'-'
art. 'Esra und Nehemia'; OTJC^ p. 168; Wellhausen, Hist,
of Isr. and Jui. 130 ff. see also literature at end of foil. art.
;

The eponym

of a priestly family which returned with Zei-ubbabel, Neh 12' '--^sAzariah
2.

of

Neh

L.

Itf".

W. BATTEN.

EZRA AND NEHEMIAH, THE BOOKS OF.—
There

is mucli gain in treating these two hooka together.
They present similar problems ; they
deal with the same period ; they were originally
one in the Jewish canon ; and they were put into
their present form by the same hand.

That Ezr-Neh constituted but one book in the early Jewish
canon is indisputable. The Majisoretes have appended notes to
the end of each book of OT, statinjj the number of verses, etc.
Tliere are no such notes at the end of Ezr, but those at the end
of Neh include both books
the book of Ezr contJiins 085 verses,
and the middle verse is .1:3.1 n'Sy rai (Neh 332). The Massoretic sections show that our two books were regarded as one,
one section being Kzr 8S*-Neh 2*.t
The twenty-two sacred
hooks do not allow Neh to be reckoned as a separate book. The
Talm. in giving the origin of the various Iwoks, says that Ezra
wrote his book,' and does not mention Neh, manifestly including it with Ezr. In LXX the two are included under Esdros B
in Swete's ed.
under Esdras A in the ed. of Lagartle.g
Ezr-Neh precedes Ch in the Heb. Bible, but follows it In
the LXX. 'The illogical order of the Heb. has been attributed to
the earlier acceptance of Ezr-Neh into the canon, it is by no
means certain that the present Heb. onler is original. Tlie OT
was divided into three portions. At the end of each portion the
Mas.'^oretes placed notes similar to those found after the separate
books. The notes on the Kethubim or llagiographa are found
at the end of Ezr-Neh, not at the end of Ch.
Moreover, as
Ezr-Neh is a continuation of Ch, and in its present form haa
come from the same hand, it is altogether unlikely that th«
original arrangement was so unmindful of chron. order.
*

:

'

'

,

;

A. CONTENT.S.

— A review

of the following out-

line reveals the striking fact that Ezr-Neh is far
from a complete history of the restoration.
find rather a short sketch of a few important
events in that history. There are long periods,
one of more than a half-century (515 to 458),

We

about which our book is absolutely silent. The
whole time covered by this book, from the return
of the first exiles in 5:57 to the second visit of Neh.
in 432 is more than a cent., but as a matter of fact
the actual time covered by the narrative is scarcely
more than one-tenth of this time.
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I.—(1) Ezr l-4».— The return o( the first company of exiles;
the register of the heads of houses ; the setting up of the altar ;
the estahlishment of the sacrifices ; the efforts to rebuild the
temple, and the opposition of the Samaritans, B.C. 537. (2) Ezr
6, 6.—Stimulatwl by the prophets Hag. and Zee, the people
bepn the rebuilding of the temple under the lead of Zerubbabel and Joshua ; their enemies try to stop the Jews, but
Darius res^ecta the decree of Cyrus, and the temple is completed in his sixth year, B.C. 615. (3) Ezr 7-10.— Tlie return of
Ezra and his company with a firman from Artaxerxes
the
divorcing of the foreign wives, B.o. 458. (4) 4«-2'.—Successful
efforts of the enemies of Judah to prevent the rebuilding of the
city walls, mainly in the reign of Artaxerxes Longimauus, B.O.
;

465-425.

II.—(^1) Neh 1-rn*.— Neh., learning of the bad condition of
m Jerus., obtains permission from Artaxerxes to go to

affairv

Judah as

its governor, and to rebuild its walls.
He reaches
Jerus., inspects the walls by night, organizes the people for the
work, and, in spite of the vigorous opposition of the enemies of
Judah, succeeds in fortifying the city by the complete reconstruction of its walls, B.O. 444.
Ezra promul(2) 773'>-10.
gates the law, and the people "seal unto it," B.o. 444. (3) lli12*. Lists of those who dwelt in Jems., and of the Le^ites who
had come to Jerus. with ZerubbabeL (4) 12»-133.— The dedication of the walls ; regulation of the temple services, B.C. 443.
(5) 184-31. Nehemiah's second visit to Jerus., and the reforms
accomplished at that time, B.o. 432.

—

—

B. Sources.

— Modem

criticism has shown that
Heb. literature, like other Sem. literature,* is
UBually the result of compilation. No trained
critical eye is required to see that the book under
discussion has reached its present form by compilation from several different sources, and it is not
difficult to analyze the book into its constituent
elements, though it is not always possible to trace
these elements back to their origin. In some cases
we must be content >vith probabilities, and in
others must confess ignorance. In the analysis of
the book the results will be clearer if we follow an
order which disregards the present arrangement of
chapters.
The casual reader will not fail to notice that
considerable portions, especially of Neh, are
written in the first person. The ' I ' refers to Ezra
everywhere in Ezr, and to Nehemiah every^vhere
in Neh.
The first person is used in Ezr 7"-9",
Neh V-T^ 12^ -« 13^-". These are portions of
memoirs written by Ezra and Neh. respectively.
They are for the most part preserved in their
original form.
It is evident that considerable parts
of the memoirs have been lost.
Ezra's narrative
has no proper beginning ; he came to Jerus. to
establish the law, but his own narrative tells us
nothing about the accomplishment of this design.
Neh.'s narrative breaks off abruptly ; the sequel to
7' is not found in his account ; 13^ begins in Tnedias
res ; 13' must originally have had another con-

nexion. But, imperfect as they are, these personal
records of the two great leaders in the restoration
of the Jewish state are of the greatest value.
For
convenience these memoirs will hereafter be designated by the symbols E and
respectively, t
The other portions dealing with the work of
Ezra and Neh. are not ori<nnal parts of their
memoirs, though in part based on them. Ezr T''"
is an introduction to the story of Ezra written by
the compiler. For Ezra is spoken' of in the third
person the genealogy of Ezra omits his immediate
ancestors, Seraiah, who is named as his father,
havin'i been put to death by Nebuchadnezzar in
586 ; Ezra would hardly have spoken of himself as
'an expert scribe'; this introduction anticipates
matter found in E. (See further in Driver, LOT'

N

:

p. 549).

Err 7"-* is the finnan which Artaxerxes gave
Ezra as his authority for governing the Jewish
colony. V." is an introduction due to the comThe letter itself is in Aramaic, and held by
piler.
many to be in its original form. Such a document
would naturally be written in Aram., and tlie
Jewish colouring, whicli is so apparent in the edict
nt Cyrus (Ezr 1-"'), is not con.spicuous in this

BOt

•

Sayce,

t

So Kautzsch, Die Beiligt Schryft det AT.

c. 2.

Comill's statement that in details it is
Jewish colouring that it at least
must have been strongly retouched," is not justified
by facts ; and Driver's, that it may have been
cast into its present form by one familiar with thf
terminology of the Jewish sacred books,' t is quit«
consistent -svith the view that we have the orig.
edict signed hj the king, in the preparation of
which it is not mconceivablo that Ezra himself may
have had a hand. At aU events, its preservation
was probably due to its incorporation by Ezra in
his memoirs, for the thanksgiving with which E.
be^ns is naturally connected with the royal edict.
Ezr 10 is the proper continuation of the preceding section of E, but Ezra is spoken of in the
third person. All efibrts to explain this change of
person as due to Ezra have been hopeless failures.!
The force of the fact lies in the change taking
place right in the middle of the narrative without
Moreover, we find one
any explicable cause.
conspicuous anachronism a room in the temple is
called after Jehohanan, the son of Eliashib (10*)
but Eliashib was a prominent priest in 432 (Neh
12- 13^), and a room could not have been called
his son's in 458.§ Yet there are points of resemblance with E. 'The passage is probably a revision
and abbreviation of E, the work of the compiler.
Neh T^i'-IO. Of this portion 9«-10»» is regarded
by Stade as an original portion of E. The prayer
gj-sa
jg suited to Ezra, and the words prefixed in the
and Ezra said may be an original note of
the compUer's to explain his extract from E. The
remainder of the section, 7'*''-9°, is usually accoimted for in the same way as Ezr 10, to which
There is room for
it bears strikin" resemblance.
There is
grave doubt about the chronology.H
practically no guide except the position of the
comparison of 7" and Ezr 3' shows
passage.
that the compiler has made a false connexion of
this passage with N, and he does not appear to
have been an expert in chronology. The section
took its present form long after the events described, so that confusion of order was easily
possible.
Sayce has pointed out that the names in
Neh 10 are for the most part found also in Ezr 2.**
He regards this section as the work of a layman,'
and not a priest like Ezra, since he classes himself
»»). ft
with the people (19'-Neh ll>-12^is made up of lists extracted from
the temple registers, with explanatory notes by
the compiler. Ch. 11 is closely connected >vith 7 ,
and may be based on N. Kcinig says that ch. ll
might indeed have been incorporated by Neh.
into his writings,' but that 12'--* on account of
Jaddua (12--) falls into the time of Alexander the
Great. Xt
Neh 12"-13' cannot be from N, for it uses the
expression ' in the days of Neh.' (12"), as of a time
long past. Konig admits that 12""" comes from a
later hand, but holds that N begins with 13'
\V. R.
instead of 13*, as most critics maintain.
Smith, OTJC p. 427 n., stig.'ests that 13'- » originally stood between Ezr lO"- '".
"There remains for consideration Ezr 1-6. Ch. 1
is very likely due to the compiler, though he may
Vv.'-'» are found
have used written sources.
also in 2 Ch 36-"- The differences are very slight,
passage.

'

of such specific

'
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• Einl. p. 264.
See also Kuenen, Critique de L'A. T. p. 607,
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Vv.*** conftnd are due to accident in copying,
From a comparison fl,*ith
tain the edict of Cyrus.
the inscriptions of Cyrus,* it appears to bo strongly
Cyrus attributes his
coloured bv Jewish ideas.
success to Slerodach, not to J".
2'-3'* is found also in Keh 7'*^.
In the latter
place it is appended to Neheiniah's memoirs with
'
And I found the book of tlie geneathis preface
and I found
lofeT ^^ those who hrst came up

that this city be not built, until a decree shall be made bj him,
but makes no allusion to the temple. If a royal decree hod
been issued forbidding tbe rebuilding of the temple, tiie peopU
would liave hod ample excuse for their neglect when Uaggoi
reproaches them so sharply.
Zerubbabel and Joshua would
scarcely have ventured to renew the work on the temple with
such a decree in force. Finally, Tattenai would not have failed
to make use of such a good weapon if it bad been at hand.
Tlie passage refers to an attempt to rebuild the walls of ttie
city, which must have occurred in tbe first part of the reign
of Artaxerxes before the coming of Nehemiah. 'The Jews which
have come up from thee' (^2) refers eitiier to Ezra and hie company, or to some other band concerning which the history is
silent.
V.24 does refer to the building of the temple, and
is the effort of tbe compiler to hannonize the passage with the
history with which he has erroneously connected it.*
5, 6. This section gives a consistent account of the rebuilding
of the temple, but ditliculties arise in its relation to ch. 3, and
to Hag and Zee.
In 31" w^e are told that Joshua and Zerub.
set up the altar soon after the arri\al of the first pilgrims. Tbe
required sacrifices were at once started. Then the actual work
The text is some01 rebuilding the temple was begun (3'»5'f-).
what confused, but it is clear that the writer says that the
foundations ot the temple were laid at this time see esp. vio
and the builders laid the foundation of the temple of i".' The
work thus begun was stopped by the adversaries, wlio 'weakened the liands of the people of Judah, and troubled them in
builduig, and hired counsellors against them, to frustrate their
purpose, all tbe days of Cyrus king of Persia, even until the
reign of Darius king of Persia (4'*- 5).
Hag. and Zech,, contemporary prophets under whose inspiration the work of rebuilding was t-aken up and carried to completion, give no hint anywhere that the temple building waa
but the resumption of a task already begim and laid aside with
good reason, llag. speaks of the bouse that lieth waste (l-i- 9) ;
he attributes the unprosperous condition to the neglect of the
temple he denies tlie validity of the excuse that the time waa
not suitable. The u nsui table n ess of tbe time pleaded by the
people does not refer to the hostility of their neighbours, but to
But some of this prophet's utterances go
their poverty.
Lay to heart from this day back to tlie time
further. He says
before one laid stone upon a stone in the temple of J" (p^)
He gives tbe
time evidently within his recent experience.
date upon wiiich the foundation was laid in a prophecy delivered that very day; 'from this day forwani, from the
twenty-fovirtb day of tbe ninth month, from the day that the
foundation of J"'s temple is laid (21**).
The hands of Zerub. have laid the foundation of
Zecli. says
this house: his hands sliall also finish it'(4«), referring to the
laying of the foundation just accomplished. Two years later he
Let your hands be strong, ye that hear in these days
said
these words from the mouths of the prophets, which were in
the day that the foundation of the temple of J" of hosts was

:

:

There are more than a hundred
variations in the two versions. The numbers esp.
Such variation is
differ oftener than they agree.+
always found in duplicates. Cf. Pss 14 and 53, Ps
18 and 2 S 22. This does not destroy identity of
origin.
It appears from the large number of such
lists that the Jews were in the habit of keeping
From such a regisregisters of important names.
ter the Chronicler has incorporated the list into
These lists have been but poorly
its present place.
WTitten in

it

'

(7^).

preserved in the transmission of the original documents, as we lind many errors wherever we have
data to test them. This list was already a part
of a narrative when copied by Neh., since both
versions end with narrative. This ending in Ezr
introduces tlie assembling at Jerus. for the setting
up of the altar, in Neh the assembling for the
pi om nidation of the law.
3*-4* IS very generally assigned to the Chronicler
For
(so Cornill, Schrader, Ryssel, Driver, etc.
the grounds of this see LO'I^ 547 f.).
4*'- These are
two fragments from unknown
sources. They cannot be from the Chronicler, for
they are out of joint with the context. V.** contains a statement about an accusation made against
the Jews in the beg. of the reign of Xerxes. There
4' may have been
is no hint of tliis elsewhere.
placed here on the supposition that it was introkuctory to the passage following, but we shall see
There is no reason, however,
cha'j this is not so.
to doubt the genuineness or authenticity of these
verses.
48_Qi8

This passage is written in the Aram,
language, and is a portion of a more or less complete history of these times written originally in
Araraaic-t The compiler, linding his best sources
for this period in Aramaic, incorporated considerIn its present
able portions without translation.
arrangement, however, the course of the history is
very much obscured, as will be more fully pointed
out below. The section falls into two parts, both
of which present critical problems of considerable
intricacy.
For convenience these problems will
be discussed in this connexion.
According to the present arrangement of our book, this
part describes tbe uecuring of a decree from Artaxerxcs to stop
the rebuilding of the temple. But, as a matter of fact, the
passage ha« nothing to do with tlio t-cmple, and is evidently
iiiisplace<l.
According to 4" BiMhlam, Mithredath, Tabeel,
and the re»t of his companions wrote a letter to king Artaxerxe* In Aramaic' This letter is not the one found in tbe
verses following, for that was written by Kehum the chancellor
fcnd Shimshal the scribe; moreover| tbe letter which btgitiH
with V." is overloaded with introductions in the Aram, passage
vv.'*-!'*.
Since Art&xerxc^ reigned from 405 to 4'Zr>, this paasjige
can have nothing to do with the time.i of Zerubbabel. The
correction of Xerxes v.8 to Cambyses (reigiiing r»20-5'.i2), and
ArtaxerxeH to Ooniates (p8eudo-.SmL'rdiH),S is out of the qviestiou, since tbe contents agree with tbe date assigned in tlie
48-W.

'

letter says that the Jews are rebiiilriuig tbe recity, and have finished tbe walls, and repaired
the foundations. It further declarer that if this city is rebuilt
and the walls finished, the Jews will rebel and refuse to pay
tribute, 'and in the end it will endamage the king.' The buililing of tbe temple cannot be the jwint of attack, for that would
not signify rebellion. If the temple were tbe matter at issue,
tbe Jews would have appealed to the decree of Cyrus as they
did later. The king's answer affrees with this view. He orders
text.
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The prophets must have been Hag. and himself.
A large part of the letter sent to Darius is taken up with the
defence of tbe Jews. They urge that they were only doing
wliatOyrus had authorized. Sbesbbazzar had been appointed
governor, and be came to Jerus., 'and laid the foundations of
tlie house of God which is in Jerus.; and since that time even
until now hath it been in building, and yet it is not comjileted
(Ezr 5iG). Haj' 2^ shows tbe contempt for the new
temple felt by those old men, who still remembered the glory
We find the same feelings expressed
of tbe temple of Solomon.
It seems impossible that these two passages do
in Ezr ^''i-i^.
same
event.
not refer to tbe
In Ezr 51 we read that Zerub. and Josh, stood up and began
to build the house of God.' NoUiing is said about completing a
work begun before the inference is plainly that a new task
was taken up. Tbe rpiestifui of Tattenai in v. 3, Who gave you
a decree to build this house? t and his subsequent action implv
not a resumption of a work which had been forcibly stopped,
but tbe conung up of a new issue. The passage in &18 already
quoted, which may appear to harmonize with the resvimption
its statement
tlicory, does not do so, for it proves too much
tliat the temple had been in protress of building ever since the
decree of Cyrus bad been issued, is contrary to all that we
know from other sources. It ma^ be a sufficient explanation of
this inaccuracy to note that it is contained in the letter, and
Tattenai may have misunderstood the Jews, who miifbt have
siiid that from tbe time of Cynis they had purposed to build the
temple, but hafl not been able to do so. Konig holds that Ezr
31-48 contains fragments which, by tradition, have been received into the original picture of the temple-building story.
It is quite possible tliat we have here, in fact, poorly preserved
fragments of an orig. Ileb. account of the rebuilding of the
temple. The passage would then bo parallel with the Aram.
section oc. 6, 0; and in that case the troublesome j^iassage 4*-*'
would not be seriously out of place ; that is, it originally would

laid

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

• Sayce'B view that v.»* properly follows v.",
as indicated by
the grammatical construction of the original Chaldec,' and that
the whole paasage is introduced here episodically, Is quite unSee his Introd. p. 2*2.
tenable.
* and to finish
this wall' do not supt Tlio words following
port the view of an earlier work on tbe temple. KprK rendered
*wair is a word of doubtful meaning. Kautzsch. Gram, des
Bib. At. {82, suggests the emendation K'K'N 'foundations'
vifl.
Uleek held that the word refers to the walls of the city,
Kinl.^ p. 207. Bertbeau-Kyiisel InterpreU after LXX the woodeo
framework for the building.
'

u
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EZRIL
if all were alike trustworthy.
Naturally, E and
are the most reliable. The personal narrative

h»ve Btocd Just before the beginning of the histor>' of Ezra. Its
present position would simply be further evidence of the limited
critical uisigtit of the compiler.
For further discufision of this
questioD, see Konig, Eini. p. 281 ff. Driver, LO'f^ p. 647 (where
other references will be found); Benzinger, Heb. ArchaoL p.

as

400.

sources are the memoirs which have been worked
over by the compiler, designated by Kautzsch e

;

To

this

Aramaic portion a fragment

is

added

in

Hebrew, 6'*"*'. It is peculiar in that it applies tlie
term king of Assyria to Darius. It may be due
to the Chronicler, who felt the importance of the
'

'

celebration of the Passover festival after the
dedication of the new temple.
have seen above that the books under consideration were originally one in the Jewish canon.
The editor who put the material into its present
shape undoubtedly left the book as a unit. This
editor, however, found the process of compilation
already begun. He did not iind all the various
sources scattered and independent, but they were

We

already gathered in two main documents, the
material having clustered about the stories of the
two chief figures in the community. The last
editor may have rearranged his sources ace. to his
own ideas he probably made additions from other
sources, and we fear omitted portions which we
should appreciate more than he did certainly, he
made additions from his own pen. The convincing
evidence of the existence of two separate books
before the last revision, is found in the presence
of the duplicate lists Ezr 2 and Neh 7.
The lists
were already a fixed part of the narrative in which
they are imbedded, so that the Chronicler could
not omit either one without disjointing his narrative.
The list may have been attached to N by
Neh. himself, though it is more likely that a later
hand, who felt the propriety of the connexion, is
responsible for the addition. When the material
was collected for the life of Ezra and the time
pieceding, the list was naturally placed where it
properly belongs.
The hrst part of these books was undoubtedly
the genuine memoirs E and N.
To these, other
material was added from time to time, to complete
as far as possible the history of the restoration. It
is highly probable that Neh 8-10, which we have
seen reason to believe a revised edition of portions
of E, was originally a part of the Bk. of Ezra,
;

;

and was

later transferred

from chron. considera-

In the apocr. Esdras, which is preferred by
some writers to the canonical Ezr,* a brief account
of the promulgation of the law follows immediately
the story of the great divorce (see 1 Es 9").
There can be little doubt that the final editor of
Ezr-Neh was the author of the Bk. of Chronicles.t
He gathered material, and prepared a history,
written ace. to his own point of view from Adam to
Nehemiah. His work was one Ion" piece, Ezr-Neh
being a part of Chronicles. But the latter had a
considerable struggle to get into the canon. The
Chronicler's novel treatment of the history, already
covered by other books, did not win favour at
once.
But Ezr - Neh was the only source of
information for the important period of the restoration.
Moreover, the Chronicler's peculiar
methods were not conspicuous in the later history.
In fact, his Bk. of Chronicles is an attempt to read
the conditions of the later times into the earlier.
The later portion was therefore separated from
the earlier, and found its place in the canon. In
the separation, a few verses were retained in each
part (Ezr l'->*, 2 Ch 36-'« ).
The hiat. value of these books is very great for
they stand alone for an important epoch, and they
contain documents of great importance. But all
parts are not equally reliable. The Chronicler was
not a discriminating critic. He uses his sources
tions.

;

•
t

BCM

See Sayoe,
p. 537.
Bee the able discussion by Reuss, Dcu

N

of eye-witnesses and principal participants is of
the highest value.
Next in importance as hist,

and n

p.

8

ff.

10,

Neh

»-10

;

n Neh

1

1»-=»

(ace. to

Of great value also are the Aram,
documents in Ezr 4'-6" V"'". The other sources
are too far corrupted from their original form to
be of primary value.
Notwithstanding the inferior trustworthiness
of some portions, and the incompleteness of the
whole,

possible with the aid of the prophetic

it is

and poetic literature of the period to form a tolerably clear and connected idea of the times.* If
much is lacking which we should like to know,
that is but common to all periods of history, and
there is compensation in the preservation of precious
original documents.
The case would be diH'erent if
the Chronicler had worked over the whole of E and
N, so that we could only infer their existence, and
if he had translated and revised the Aram, documents.
[Since the above was in type, the question of the
credence due to the Chronicler's narrative and of
the historicity of the Jews' Return under Cjt^s
has been discussed afresh by Kosters in the ThT
See also the Expos. Times, viii.
(1897), 518 ff.
(1897), 71, 200, 268, 320, 351 (the last by Van
Hoonacker), ix. 66. Editor.]

—

—

Lfteraturb. (i4) Introduction. Driver, i/OTB 540 ff.; Sayce,
Introd. to Ezr. Neh. and Est.\ Kuenen, Higt.-Krit. Einleit.^
S§ 29, 3»-35; Comill, Einleit.'' 262 ff. ; Wildeboer, AltUtt.
Litterattir, 404 ff. ; Konig, Einleit. Wellhausen-Bleek, Einleit.*;
Ewald, Hist.i. (B) History.—Stade, Get. d. Volk. Isr. ii.'
Renan, Risi. 0/ People of Israel, Bk. vii. ; Wellhausen, ler.
;

u. Jud. Ges.\ Ewald, Hint, v.; Meyer, Get. d. Atterth. i. iC]
CoMMB.N'TARlES.
Ryle, * Ezr. and Neh.,' in Camb. Bible ; Rawlinson, in Pulpit Coin., Speaker's Com., and in Ezra arid Seheiniah
(Men of the Bible series) ; Keil, Ezr. Neh. and Est. ; F. W.

—

Commentary Bertheau-Uyssel in Kg/,
Hdbch. Oettli in Strack and Zockler's Kg/. Kom. Kamphanmn, Hagiog. d. Alt. Bund. (D) Miscbllaseocs.— Smend,
Schrader.
List. d. BB. Ezr. u. Neh.; Hunter, After the Exile
COT'^; Sayce, HCM^; Baer, Dan. Ezr. et Neh. (valuable for
the t«xt and Aram, paradigms cf. Marti, Gramm. Preface, and
Kautzsdi, p. 64 n.) Kosters, Het Herstel v. Isr. Van Hoonacker,
Schultz in Lange's
exeg.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Nouv. Etud. $. I. Restaur. Juive (mainly a reply to Kostere)
Mever, Entstehung des Judentbutns cf. Welliiausen's review
of this book in GO.il (189TJ, ii. 89 (T., and the reply of Meyer,
Julius Wellhausen u. metne Schrr/t, etc. For the Aramaic
language see Grammars of Winer p8S2), Kautzsch (1884), Strack
(1805), and Marti (1896). For critical translations see Scriptures
Heb. and Christian, by J. P. Peters; Kautzsch, Ueii. Schr.
d. AT (in which the sources are indicated by letters in the
margin) ; Reuss, Alt. Test. iv.
L. W. BATTEN.
;

EZRAH

(.TJK,

AV Ezra).—A Judahite (1

Ch

4").

See Genealogy.

EZRAHITE Vnytf, LXX 'l<rpaji\(lTTit).—A name
Heman in the title of Ps 88, and to Ethan

given to

K

4",
used also of Ethan in 1
It is best under(B) reads Zapehris.
stood as = Zerachite, cf. 1 Ch 2*, in which Ethan
double
and Heman are termed sons of Zerah.
tradition concerning Ps 88 appears to be embodied
Psalm-song of the
in the title ; it is called a
Korahites,' and 'a meditation by Heman the
Ezrahite.' There were also a Heman and an
Ethan, Merarites, of the tribe of Levi, according
to 1 Ch 15" ; the Ezrahites belonged to the tribe
w: T. Davison.
of Judah.

Ps
where
in

89.

It is

LXX

A

'

EZRI
culture

("^ii).

(1

Ch

— David's

On

superintendent of

A

-<-,

AV

Esril),

the value o( these books, see Byle,

Introd. 1 11.

agri-

21^).

EZRIL (B 'EfpefX,
AzAREL in Ezr 10".
*

AlU Tat,

Ezr

e

:

Kautzsch).

1

Es »"

Ezra and J/A.

;

'

FACT

FADLE
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F
FABLE

nsnally defined (with Dr. Johnson in
a narrative in which beings,
ii rational
and sometimes inanimate, are, for tlie
purposes of moral instruction, feigned to act and
and
speak with human interests and passions
hence, as such beings do not present analogies to
man in the spiritual region, it dillers from other
tropes (see ALLEGORY) in that its lessons are contin«?d to the sphere of practical worldly prudence.
Accepting this prevailing usage, we lind (and the
rarity is not surprising) but two instances of fable
in sacred literature: (1) Jotham's fable of the
trees choosing their king (Jg 9"-") and (2) the
fable of the thistle and the cedar of Lebanon, in
14').
In
the answer of Jehoash to Amaziah (2
neitlier of these cases, however, is the story deIndeed the word
scribed by any appellation.
fable does not occur in the canonical OT, nor is
equivalent) certainly
liiSot (its Apocr. and
found in the LXX, except in Sir 20" ('a man
without grace is as a tale out of sea.son '), where in
the next verse irapoySoX?) appeals as the parallel, a
wise saw.'
The compound ^ufliXoyos, author of
and here the parallel,
fables, is used in Bar 3"
searcher out of understanding, suggests a similar
Accordingly, we may conclude
interpretation.
that the nearest approach in the OT to the idea of
titdoi is found in viushal, the dark saying, parable,
proverb, adage, in which Orientals clothed their
deeper thoughts (Ps 49^ 78^ Ezk 17^), and which
sometimes appears to stand for a warning example
(Jer 24' [JuJali] a reproach and a, proverb' wafaThis does not dill'er materially from
poMi, LXX).
the Homeric and almost purely poetical use of
found once or twice also in Plato, from
fiOOo!,
which the connotation of truth had not yet been
entirely banished.
But in Greek prose, as a rule, and even occasionally in poetry as early as that of Pindar
(0. I. 47, N. 7. 34), iiuBot was the Latin fabula, connoting fction, sometimes (in opposition to i-Xdff/ia)
spontaneously growing, as, in religious tradition,
the mi/th of god or hero (Plato, Legg. 9. 865 D)
sometimes deliberately composed, like ..^i^sop's
Fables (Plato, Ph<r.d. 60 C), and then opposed to
X(i70!, the historic story, or to dXTjffeia, actual fact
It
(Plato, Phaid. 61 B
Aristot. Jlist. An. 9. 12).
livBos allies itself
is to this usage that the
1*
4',
4*,
1",
1").
Ti
Tit
2
P
Ti
2
(1
In 2 P 1" the word apparently bears the genera]
sense olfction, what we tell you aa to the power
and coming of the Lord is not cunningly devised
But the fables referred
fiction, but sober truth.'
to in the Pastoral Epp. as already endangering
the soundness of the faith and the health of the
churches in Kphesus and Crete, are of a special
kind. They are Jewish (Tit 1") ; they are profane and anile' 1 Ti 4' (cf. Plat. Rep. 1. 350);
they are connected with genealogies, 1 Ti 1* (cf.
Plato, Tim. 22 A, as to the otVspring of Deucalion
and Pyrrha), with fghlings about the law (Tit 3")
The
and with commandments of men (Tit 1").
two last expressions and tne epithet Jewish find
asceticism
of
some explanation in the rigid
abstaining from meats and forbidding to marry
(I Ti 4*), which was doubtless founded upon Jewish
law, and was a characteristic of tliat side of
Gnosticism which was afraid of matter, even as
licence (Tit l"*- ") was the characteristic of that
other side which alTected to despise its power the
'
genealogiea remind us of the worship of angels
is

his lite of Gaj') to be

'

'

;

;

K

NT

'

;

'

—

—

;

NT

'

'

'

'

;

'

at Colossre (Col 2"), and the Gnosticism which
bridged the gulf between God and the world by
means of angelic intermediaries generated from
the pleroma and from one another and when we
read al.so elsewhere in these epistles of the gnosis
falsely so-called (1 Ti 6-°), of the resurrection past
already (2 Ti 2'*), of the enchanters (2 Ti 3"), and
of the 'doctrines of demons' (1 Ti 4'), we are
irresistibly drawn towards the belief that the
fables of these epistles are closely akin to the
teachings of Ophite Gnosticism
that earliest
Gnosticism of Asia Minor, which was a strikingly
similar mixture of Jewish and heathen speculation,
;

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

ritual,

and

practice.

See Gnosticism.

—

LiTERATORB. Crcnier, Bib.-Theol. Lex. g. fx.vDei and yiuo^Xeyiet ;
Trench, Parables, p. 2 Goebel, Parables of Jetnts, Off.; Moore,
Judtjet, 24411.; Eticyc. Brit.^ and Smith, DB!^ s.v.
and see
Allkooky on the fables' of Past. Epp. see Lightfoot, Biblical
Essuj/s, p. 411 ff.
(on the other side— tiiat the heresy is simply
Judaistic Uort, Judaistxc Christianity, Lect. 7).
J. Massib.
;

;

'

;

;

—

AV

RV

in several
FACE is
tr. of 1. in, for which
instances substitutes more exact renderings, such
as 'nose' (Gn 24"), 'nostrils' (Ezk 38'8). 2. py,
lit. 'eye' {e.g. Ex 10»- ", Nu 22» 'the face of the
earth '). Rv rightly gives eyes instead of face
9^, Jer 4*'.
in 1 K 20^- ", 2
3, d-js very frequent both in a lit. and a metaphorical sense {e.g.
'19 ^11
The
shewbread (see
upon the face of ').
Bread, p. SIS'*) was called d-ij onS, lit. 'bread of
the face, i.e. presence' (see next paragraph).
With a personal pronoun my (thy, his, etc. ) face
may be simply a circumlocution for me (thee,
him,' etc.).
Hence the substitution by
of
them for their face in Ex 14'", and of thee'
for thy face in Gn 30**, Dt 9» 28'. Conversely, in
has thee and
thy face.'
Jer 17''
The face or countenance as the noblest part of
the person was used to mean presence, and is often
BO translated.
From the imiuied invitation or permission to approach (Est 4"), it came to mean
favour, acceptance. On the other hand, the withheld or averted face was equivalent to disapproval
or rejection (Ps 13' 27»88'* 143' etc.). Such favour
was called the light of the countenance, giving life
and refreshment like that of the sun (Ps 89'° etc.).
Among the Arabs, a fit of anger or the sudden
ellect of hearing bad news is called the darkening
of the sky on the face. To respect persons is
generally d-j; k^j, but in Dt 1" 16'», Pr 24» 28" it is
•49 t;-!, lit. to recognize the presence of one {sc.
unjustly).
To spit in the face was the strongest possible
expression of scorn and aversion (Nu 1'2'*, Dt '25*,
10»* 14», 15'»,
Job 30'», Is 50«, Mt 26" 27*',
Lk 18'"). In heated altercation, an Oriental often
uses an ejaculation which means I spit in your
face,' at tne same time spitting on the ground at
the feet of the person ne is quarrelling with.
Modesty, humility, worship, self-abasement, are
expressed by the veils of women (Gn 24'°), the
reverential shrouding of the face with the mantle
'

'

'

K

'

'

'

RV

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

AV

'

'

UV

'

'

'

Mk

'

K 19"), the wings with which the seraphim
covered the face (Is 6^), and the feu;e bowed to the
ground (Gn 42* etc.). To have the face covered by
another, as in the case of Haman (Est 7'), was a
sign of doom the napkin drawn over the face and
wound round the head was port of the covering of
Q. M. Mackie.
the dead (Jn !!«< 20').
(I

;

A

FACT.—
'fact' (Lat. factum) la any act or
deed, good or bad i and thi« was the oonunonest

—

—

.;

'

FAIN
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meaning of the word
the present century.
But, when the
*

FAIES

abont the beginning of

till

Thus Spenser, FQ
furious

fit

was overpast,

PP

'

'

:

'

'

'

*

Is

2!)»

li:;

2 S

;

Hastings.

'

;

'

'

meaning in AV Job 27-""^ he would fain flee out
of his hand (nia; nn;, AVm in fleeing he would
flee ')
1 Mac 6" they were fain to disperse them'

'

'

'

:

RV they were scattered ')
15" he would fain have fiilled his belly witli
that
swine
the husks
the
did eat ' (iveOviui.). Cf
Shaks. Lear, iv. vii. 38
selves

'

Lk

(((TKopTiad-naav,

'

'

and wast thou

fain,

AV

:

;

which fatigued me very much.'
To the three examples in AV, RV adds two
Lk 13^' 'Herod wouJd fain kill thee' (flAei cc
:

;

AV

previous Eng.

Ac

will

'

thee,' the tr° of
will slay thee '])

kill

VSS [Wye.

'

;

all

and

With but little persuasion thou wouldest
fain make me a Christian
('E>' 6\lytf /le ire/ffcis
XpLffTumiy m^aat
AV Almost thou persuadest
me to be a Christian,' following TR yeviadai for
21)^

'

'

'

;

3")

;

8''-»,

'M^"-

or

»

;

as

(2)

which occurs

m

the phrase faint-hearted, Dt 20* (3?'?ri t3,
soft-hearted ')
Is 7* {TS^V ^3?l'i,
neither
they
let thine heart be faint '), Jer 49^ {u-::,
are melted away '), Sir 4* (ij.ii dXtyotf'vx'ficv', so 7'°) j
or (3) as spiritual, through sorrow, Jer 8'*, La 1"
(both -V!) 1" 5" (both ni^), or calamity. Is 1» Cn).
The verb is derived from the adj. It is used in
the foregoing senses, and also
the modern
physical sense of swoon (Dn 8", Ad. Est 15').
Faintnesa is used physically in Ad. Est 15'° and

only
lit.

RV
RV
'

'

;

'

m

'

spiritually in

FAIR.

woman

'

— 1.

'

Lv 26X

HASTINGS.

J.

Beautiful, as Sus v.* 'a very fair
Sir 24'* ' I am the mother

(«taX^ <r(pbSpa)

of fair love'
quently in

OT

was exceeding

;

;

d707ri)i7fus

(rrji

but in
fair

NT

So

icaX^s).

rrji

only

Ac 7*

fre-

[Moses]

lit. ' fair to
adj. occurs also

(dcrxf los rip dap,

'

The

God,' see under EXCEEDING.

AV

He

RV

11^ and again of Moses ;
proper' ;
goodly,' the word in Ex 2' where the Heb. is 3io
'good').
2. Unspotted, Zee 3°*" 'a fair mitre'
(imp).
Cf. Pr. Bk. (1552) 'a fayre white lynnen
clothe ' ; Ezk 1' Cov. ' fayre scoured metaU ;
'

'

'

Wesley

Works, i. 46, a paper book all the
leaves thereof were fair, except one.' Wyclif s tr.
3"
of Zee
is (1382) 'acleene cappe' (138S, 'a cleene
Douay, 'a cleane mitre.'
Coverdale
mytre ')
gives fair,' and the other V.SS follow him. Amer.
Q'^ 'to
restores
'clean.'
Plausible,
Gal
RV
3.
make a fair show (eiiTrpoiraur^irai) elsewhere only
of speech.
In Sir 6° fair speaking is used in n
food sense, a fair-speaking tongue will increase
ind greetings (eOXaXos). The modem form fairspoken had also a good meaning once, as Capgrave
(l-f60), Chron. 81,
He was . fayre-spokyn, but
he spak but seldam.'
In Ezk 27'*-'*- '«• " "" ' fairs,' i.e. markets, is
used in AV (after Wye. in v."" and Geneva throughout) as tr. of Heb. o'Jbiy, which Ls evidently
wares as AV has it in v.", the only other
occurrence of the word. RV gives ' wares (wh.
see) throughout.
J. HASTINGS.
(1737),

'

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

this the word easily slipped into the sense of
'
'
obliged,' ' compelled,' as in Pref. to
he was
fain to make this answer, I cannot [read the book]
for it ifl sealed ' ; Is 1' Cov. ' Youre londe lieth
waist . . . and ye must, be fayne to stonde and
loke upon it ; and Defoe, Crusoe ' When the tide
was out, I got most of the pieces of cable ashore,
and some of the iron, though with infinite labour
for I was fain to go for it into the water, a work

avoKTelvat

S

1

'

From

'

Jg

25'«,

vs

;

Mac

'

poor father.
To hovel thee with swine, and rogues forlorn.
In short and musty straw ?
'

Dt

chiefly Tnoral, almost = ' cowardly,' *

'

as Dyke, Worthy
full faine wilt thou be to
have Christ Jesus receive thy soule' or gladly,'
as Jn 12" Tind. Syr, we wolde fayne se Jesus.'
But the commonest meaning has always been
glad under the circumstances,' and that is its
'glad,'

:

'

(^

so 25*>,
14=8- »', 2 S 21"
I'y 1 S
16», Is 40-« ; iKUo/iai 1

'

J.

Gn

:

he was faint'

Similarly Bunyan,
(Clar. Pr. ed. p. 42), falling
down upon his knees, he [Christian] asked God
forgiveness for that his foolish fact.'
So T.
Adams, // Peter (Pur. Divines), p. 3, Theodosius
excused a foul fact, because Da\id had done the
like.'
This is the meaning in 2 K 10 (headin")
' .lehu
by liis letters causeth seventy of Ahab b
children to be beheaded
he excuseth the fact by
the prophecy of Elijah ; and 2 Mac 4** Certain
of the Greeks that abhorred the fact also
(Gr.
ffufifutroTrouTjpoOvTtov Kal tCjv 'EXXiJi^wv,
the Greeks
also joining with them in hatred of the wickedness.'
This is the only example of (rv/jL/j.., though
lwjOTrovTip(u is found 2 ftlac 4^^ [A -ei><j] 8*).
The
present use of ' fact
for something that has
actually occurred, an undeniable truth, though
quite clas.sical lor factum, and belonging to all the
Romanic equivalents (Fr.fait, It./atto, Sp. hecho),
is not found in English before 1632.

FAIN is properly
Commun. 56, 'Then

weak

sense of
state, as

His cruel facta he often would repent.'

KV

But it passed early into the
whether (1) as a purely physical
25''
Esau came from the field, and

with feynt lone.'

34

iv.

I.

voi^crtu).

The reading, nnrau or yttittmi, ia discussed in WH 'Select
ad toe. The best ar^rument for wtiv^^i is ita ditH-

lieadings,'

'

'

'

'

.

.

'

'

FAIR HAVENS (EaXo! At/i^ves), one of the places
mentioned in connexion with St. Paul's voj'age to
Rome (Ac 27''"'), is a small bay, two leagues E. of
Cape Matala, on the S. coast of Crete. There does
not seem to have been a town at the place, but
there was one near it, called Lasea. Neither Fair
Havens nor Lasea is mentioned in classical writings,
but the former name survives in the modem Gr.
dialect as AiiitCifas KaXoi/j, and archa'ological research has confirmed the identity of both places.
It

has been suggested that the

name is euphemistic,

may have been

and the fact that an attempt was made to reach

The translation is, on either reading, nearly impossible.
The AV is a combination of the Geneva NT (1557), Almost thou
pereuadest me to become a Christian,' and the Bishops', Somwhat thou perswadest mo to be a Christian.' But it gives an
unknown sense to i> ikjym, besides following the less probable
yi»iftia4.
The RV is new. and is got (1) by mentally supplying

Phoenix, the modem Lutro, a considerable distance W. along the coast, in the circumstances
mentioned in Ac, adds emphasis to the statement
that the haven was not commodious to winter in.
On the other hand, it proved a welcome shelter to
St. Paul and those who were with him, for a con-

culty

taken

to simplify the construcUon, yi*ir6a4

;

in

from the next

verse.
*

'

!•.•

after i> «'x<V«
(7) 'labour'
ridOui
(2) by translating
wouldest fain,' so as to bring out the sense, which it certainly
attempt to persuade ; and (3) by supplying irri before
wotiirtu.
It is adversely criticised by Field, Otiitm Sorv. iii. nd
loc.
But Reniiall, Acts o/ Apon. in Gre<k and I-Jiujlwh (la'.}"),
accept* it, rendering, At little cost thou wouldest fain persuade
me to make me a Christian
exclamation mark is
intended to suggest the irony in Agnppa's voice).
J. Hastings.
;

'

haa, of

'

'

I

^e

'

FAINT.— From /etn< the ptcp. of Old Yr.feindre
to feign, faint signified first feigned,' pretended,'
as Earl Rivers, Dictes, 144, ' He that loueth the
'

siderable time, at a most critical part of their
voyage. The difference between Fair Havens and
Pliwnix was, that while the former was sheltered

only from the N. and N.W. winds, the latter was
the only secure harbour in all winds on the S.
'

W. MuiB.

coast of Crete.'

FAIRS.—See FAIR, Wakes.

'

• Cf.

H. Smith. Worki, U. 219,
the land of Canaan.'

'

The

faint eplee that

want

(0

\

:

FAITH

FAITH

FAITH.— I. The Philolooical Expression of

AV

—The verb 'to believe' in
of OT
aniforraly represents the Heb. y~x^, Hiph. of
6^
except,
of
course,
in
Dn
reprewhere
it
ItX,
sents the corresponJing Aramaic form. The root,
which is widely spread among the Semitic tongues,
and which in the word ' Amen has been adopted
into every language spoken by Christian, Jew, or
Mohammedan, seems everyNvhere to convey the
fundamental ideas of fixedness, stability, steadfa.stnes.1, reliability.' What the ultimate conception
is which underlies these ideas remains somewhat
doubtful, but it would appear to be rather that
of 'holding' than that of 'supporting' (althoui'h
this last is the sense adopted in Uxf. Hcb. Lex.). In
the simple species the verb receives both transitive
and intransitive vocalization. With intransitive
Tocalization it means to be finn,' to be secure,'
to be faithful,' and occurs in biblical Hebrew only
in the past participle, designating those who are
faithful (2 S 20", Ps 12' Sl^S).
With transitive
vocalization it occurs in biblical Hebrew only in a
very specialized application, conveying the idea,
whether as participle or verbal noun, of caretak10'- », Est 2', Ru 4", 2 S 4<,
ing or nursing (2
Nu 11", Is 49'=', La 4»; cf. 2 K 18" pillars and
[the Niphal] Is 60*), the implication in which seems
to be that of holding,' bearing,' carrying.' The
Niph. occurs once as the passive of transitive Qal
(Is 60*) elsewhere it is formed from intransitive Qal,
and is used very much in the same sense. Whatever holds, is steady, or can be depended upon,
whether a wall which securely holds a nail (Is
22"- *), or a brook which does not fail Jer 15"*), or
a kingdom which is firmly established (2 S 7"), or
an assertion which has been verified (Gn 42^), or a
covenant which endures for ever (Ps 89^), or a
heart found faithful (Neh 9*), or a man who can be
trusted (Neh IS^), or God Himself who keeps
covenant (Dt 7"), is \c^i. The HiphU occurs in one
passage in the primary physical sense of the root
(Job 39"). Elsewhere it Dears constantly the sense
of to trust,' weakening down to the simple ' to
believe (Ex 4»', Ps 1 16'», Is 7» 28", Hab 1»). Obvionsljrit is a subjective causative, and expresses the
acquisition or exhibition of the firmness, security,
reliability, faithfulness which lies in the rootmeaning of the verb, in or with respect to its object.
The pcijo is therefore one whose state of mind is
free from faintheartedness (Is 7") and anxious haste
(Is 28"), and who stays himself upon the object of
his contemplation with confidence and trust.
The
implication seems to be, not so much that of a
pa.ssive dependence as of a vigorous active commitment. Hfc who, in the Hebrew sense, exercises
faith, is secure, assured, confident (Dt 28"*, Job 24",
Ps 27"), and lays hold of the object of his confidence with firm trust.
The most common construction of pcNn is with
the preposition 3, and in this construction its
fundamental meaning seems to be most fully expressed.
It is probably never safe to represent
this phrase by the simple 'believe' the preposition
rather introduces the person or thing in which one
believes, or on which one belicvingly rests as on
firm ground.
This is true even when the object of
the afiection is a thing, whether divine words,
commandments, or works (Ps 106" lig™ 78^-'), or
some earthly force or good (Job 39" 15" 24'", Dt
28"). It is no less true when the object is a person,
human (1 S 27", Pr 26», Jer 12«, Mic 7») or superhuman (Job 4" 15"), or the representative of God,
in whom therefore men should phiie their confidence
Faith.

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

K

'

'

'

'

'

:

(

'

'

;

(Ex

19»,

2

when the

Ch

20*').

It is

above

all true,

however,

object of the afiection is God Himself,
and that indill'erently whether or not the special
exercise of faith adverted to is rooted in a siiecilic
occasion (Gn 15», Ex 14^", Nu 14" 20", Dt l*", 2 K
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17", 2 Ch 20», Ps 78-, Jon 3').
The weaker conception of believing seems, on the other hand, to
lie in the construction with the preposition S,
which appears to introduce the person or thing, not
on which one confidingly rests, but to the testimony
of which one assentiiigly turns.
Tiis credence
may be given by the siiiii>le to every untested word
(Pr 14") ; it may be withheld until seeing takes
the place of believing (1 K 10', 2 Ch 9") ; it is due
to words of the Lord and of His messengers, as
well as to the signs wrought by them (Ps 106'''*, Is
'

'

Ex 4*- '). It may also be withheld from any
human speaker (Gn 45=«, Ex 4'- «, Jer 40", 2 Ch
32"), but is the right of God when He bears witness
53',

makes promises to His people
In this weakened sense of the
word the proposition believed is sometimes attached to it by the conjunction '? (Ex 4°, Job 9'*,
La 4"). In its construction with the infinitive,
however, its deeper meaning comes out more
strongly (Jg 11*>, Job 15^, Ps 27"), and the same
is true when the verb is used absolutely (Ex 4", Is
7»28'«, Ps 116'", Job 29^, Hab 1»).
In these constructions faith is evidently the assurance of things
hoped for, the conviction of things not seen.
No hiphilate noun from this root occurs in OT.
This circumstance need not in itself possess significance the notions of 'faith' and 'faithfulness'
lie close to one another, and are not uncommonly
expressed by a single term (so ttiVtis, Jidcs, faith).
As a matter of fact, however, faith,' in its active
sense, can barely be accounted an OT term.
It
occurs in
of OT only twice
Dt 32*" where it
2*
where it stamls
represents the Heb. pox, and Hab
for the Heb. njic.;; ; and it would seem to be really
demanded in no passage but Hab 2*. The very
jjoint of this passage, however, is the sharp contrast which is drawn between arrogant self-suHiciency and faithful dependence on God.
The
purpose of the verso is to give a reply to the
prophet's inquiry as to God's righteous dealings
witri the Chaldicans.
Since it is by faith that the
righteous man lives, the arrogant Chalda^an,
whose soul is puU'ed up and not straight within
him, cannot but be destined to destruction. The
whole drift of the broader context bears out this
meaning; for throughout tliis prophecy the Chaldean is ever exhibited as the type of insolent selfassertion (F- "•'*), in contrast with which the
righteous appear, certainly not as men of integrity and steadfast faithfulness, but as men who
look in faith to God and trustingly depend upon
His arm. The obvious reminiscence of Gn 15*
throws its weight into the same scale, to which
may be added the consent of the Jewish exi>()sitor8
Here we have, therefore, thrown
of the passage.
into a clear light the contrasting characteristics of
the wicked, typified by the Chakhean, and of the
righteous of the one the fundamental trait is
This faith,
self-sufficiency
of the other, faith.
which forms tlie distinctive feature of the righteous
man, and by which he obtains life, is obviously no
mere assent. It is a profound and abiding disposition, an ingrained attitude of mind and heart
towards God which all'ects and gives character to all
the activities. Hero only the term occurs in i)'V
but on this its sole occurrence it rises to the full
height of its most pregnant meaning.
Tlie extreme rarity of the noun 'faith' in OT
may prepare us to note that even the verb to
believe' is far from common in it.
In a religious
ajiplication it occurs in only some thirteen OT
books, and le.ss than a score and a half times. The
thing believed is sometimes a specific word or
work of God (La 4", Hab 1'), the fact of a divine
revelation (Ex 4', Jolt 9'"), or the words or commandments of God in general (with 3 Ps 10(1''
119»«).
In Ex 19" and 2 Ch 20» God's prophets
to His majesty or
(Is 43'",

Dt

9-^).

;

'

AV

:

:

;

'

FAITH

FAITH

are the object of His people's confidence. God
Himself is the ohject to which they believingly
tarn, or on whom they rest in assured trust, in
some eleven cases. In two of these it is to Him
as a faithful witness that faith believingly turns
(Dt 9^, Is 43'»).
In the remainder of them it
18 upon
His very person that faith rests in
assured confidence (Gn 15', Ex U»i, Nu 14" 20",
Dt P>, 2 17", 2 Ch 2020, Ps 782^, Jon 3»). It is in
these instances, in which the construction is with
3, together with those in which the word is used
absolutely (Ex i", Is 7» 28", Ps 1I6'»), to which
may be added Ps 27" where it is construed with
the infinitive, that the conception of religious believing comes to its rights. The typical instance is,
of course, the great word of Gn 15^, And Abram
believed in the Lord, and he counted it to him for
righteousness ; in which aU subsequent believers,
Jewish and Christian alike, have found the primary
example of faith. The object of Abram's faith, as
here set forth, was not the promise which appears
as the occasion of its exercise what it rested on
was God Himself, and that not merely as the giver
of the promise here recorded, but as His servant's

the faith of OT that it was fitted to take its plac«
in NT as the standing designation of the attitude
of the man of faith towards God.
This service the
could not perform for ttIoth
also, owing to the almost complete absence of the
noun faith in the active sense from OT but it was
due to a Hellenistic development on the basis of OT
religion, and certainly not without influence from
Gn 15' and Hab 2* that this term, too, was prepared
for NT use.
In classical Greek irloris is aitplied to
belief in the gods chiefly as implying that such
belief rests rather on trust than on sight (Plut.
Mor. 756 B).
Though there is no suggestion in
this of weakness of conviction (for Trfcrns expresses
a strong conviction, and is therefore used in contrast with 'impressions'), yet the word, wlien
referring to the gods, very rarely rises abo%'e
intellectual conviction into its naturally more congenial region of moral trust (Soph. Ocd. Bex, 146,
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'

'

;

shield and exceeding ^eat reward (16').
It is
therefore not the assensive but the fiducial element
of faith which is here emphasized ; in a word, the
faith which Abram gave J" when he put his trust
in God ' (iTTlrreMev rif Beu, LXX), was the same
faith which later He sought in vain at the hapds
of His people (Nu 14", cf. Dt l»^
17"), and the
notion of which the Psalmist explains in the
parallel, ' They believed not in God, and trusted
not in his salvation' (Ps 78^). To believe in God,
sense, is thus not merely to assent to
in the
His word, but with firm and unwavering confidence
to rest in security and trustfulness upon Him.
Tnarevdv takes its place
In the Greek of the
as the re^lar rendering of I'C^sn. and is very rarely
favour of another word expressing trust
set aside
(Pr 26* ireWeadai.). In a few cases, however, it is
strengthened by composition with a preposition
(Dt V", Jg 11=», 2Ch 20™, cf. Sir l" 2'» ete., 1 Mac
1*> 7" etc., i/JLTiffTfiiew ; Mic 7°, KaTainrTeveiv) ; and
in a few others it is construed with prepositions
{(•> nvi, Jer 12«, Ps 78^, Dn 6^, 1 S 27'^ 2 Ch 20»,
Mic 7», Sir 35*' ; ^H nva. Is 28" (?), 3 Mac 2' iirl
Tiw, AVis 12^ ; efs riva. Sir 38" ; (coTd riva, Job 4"
15" 24-).
It was by being thus made the vehicle for expressing the high religious faith of OT that the
'

2K

OT

LXX

m

;

word was prepared

for its

NT

slightest possible connexion

use.
For it had the
with religious faith in

Resting ultimately on a root
with the fundamental sense of 'binding,' and
standing in classical Greek as the common term

classical speech.

trusting,'
putting faith in,' relying upon,'
for
shading down into believing,' it was rather too
strong a term for ordinary use of that ungenial relation to the gods which was characteristic of Greek
thought, and which was substantively expressed
by Triirris the proper acknowledgment in thought
'

'

'

'

—

and act of their existence and rights. For uiis
foid^tiv was the usual term, and the relative
strength of the two terms may be observed in
their use in the opening sections of Xenophon's
Memorahilia (I. i. 1 and 5), where Socrates is charged
gods whom the city
but is affirmed to have
stood in a much more intimate relation to them,
to have trusted in them (7ricrTfi5en'Tor5 deo'ci). Something of the same depth of meaning may lurk in
the exhortation of the Epinomis (980 C), IIio-Ttucras

with not believing

owned

Toit

in the

(voidt;tiv tous $eovs),

SeoU eOxov.

But ordinarily

irurreueiv roit

deoU

appears as the synonym of voixL^civ rois Seoris, and
imports merely the denial of atheism (Pint. <ie
Superst. ii. Arist. Rhet. ii. 17).
It was only by
its adoption by the writers of the LXX to express
;

LXX

'

That

147).

;

'

this, its fuller

meaning, should come to

and more characteristic

rights in the religious
sphere, it was necessary that it should be transferred into a new religious atmosphere.
The
usage of Philo bears witness that it thus came to
its rights on the lips of the Greek-speaking Jews.
It is going too far, to be sure, to say tliat Philo's
usage of 'faith' is scarcely distinguishable from
that of
writers.
The gulf that separates the
two is very wide, and has not been inaptly described
by saying that with Philo, faith, as the queen of
the virtues, is the righteousness of the righteous
man, while with St. Paul, as the abnegation of
all claim to virtue, it is the righteousness of the unrighteous. But it is of the utmost signilic.nnce that,
in the pages of Philo, tlie conception is filled with
a content which far transcends any usage ot the
word in heathen Greek, and which is a refraction
Fundamental
of the religious conceptions of OT.
to his idea of it as the crowning virtue of the godly
man, to be attained only with the supremest
difficultj^, especially by creatures akin to mortal
things, is his conception of it as essentially a
changeless, unwavering standing by God (Dt 5"),
binding us to God, to the exclusion of every
other object of desire, and making us one with
Him. It has lost that soteriological content which
is the very heart of faith in OT
though tliere does
not absolutely fail an occasional reference to God
as Saviour, it is, with Philo, rather the Divinity, t4
if, upon which faith rests, than the God of grace
and salvation and it therefore stands with liira,
not at the beginning but at the end of the
religious life.
But we can perceive in the usage
of Philo a development on Jewish ground of a use
of the word ttIcttis to describe that complete detachment from earthly things, and that firm conviction of the reality and supreme significance of the
use.
things not seen, which underlies its whole
The disparity in the use of the terms 'faith'
and believe in the two Testaments is certainly in
a formal aspect very great. In contrast with their
extreme rarity in OT, they are both, though somewhat unevenly distributetl and varying in relative
frequency, distinctly characteristic of the whole
its

NT

'

'

—

;

;

NT

'

'

NT language, and oddly enough occur about
equally often (about 240 times each). The verb is
lacking only in Col, Philem, 2 P, 2 and 3 Jn. and
the Apocalypse; the noun only in the Gospel of John
and 2 and 3 Jn botli fail only in 2 and 3 Jn.
The noun predominates not only in the epistles of
St. Paul, where the proportion is about three to
one, and in St. James (about five to one), but
very markedly in the Epistle to the Hebrews
(about sixteen to one). In St. John, on the other
hand, the verb is very frequent, while the noun
occurs only once in 1 Jn and four times in the
Apocalypse. In the other books the proportion
between the two is less noteworthy, and may
:

i

FAITH

FAITH

accounted accidental. In OT, again,
occurs in the active sense in but a single
passage in NT it is the pa-ssive sense which is
rare.
In OT in only about half the instiinces of
used in a
its occurrence is the verb
to believe
religious sense ; in NT it has become so clearly
a technical religious t«rm, that it occurs very
rarely in any other sense. The transitive usage, in
nliicli it expresses entrusting something to someone,
occurs a few times l)oth in the active (Lk 10", Jn 2-*)
and the passive (Rev 3^ 1 Co 9", (ial 2', 1 Th 2*,
1 Ti 1", Tit 1') ; but besides this special case there
are very few instances in which the word does not
e.xpress religious believing, possibly only the fol-

mission and ])f'rson:ditv of Jesng
(Jn0»»8-'' n-''--''' 13'" 14'" 10-''-*'l7»- =' 20»\
1 Jn 5'-').
By their side we may recall also the
rare construction with the infinitive (Ac 15",

fairly
faith
'

ingl3' the divine

be

lliiii.-elf

'

;

'

lowing
2

Th

:

Jn

2",

classical

Ac 9=«,
Ac 13"

9'«,

1

Co

Ro

'

15",

11",

LXX

Jn

Mt 24=»- ^, Mk
,

1

advance to the constructions with
prepositions, we enter a region in which the deeper
sense of the word that of firm, trustful reliance
conies to its full rights. The construction with
4y, which is the most frequent of the constructions
with prepositions in the LXX, retires almost out
of use in
it occurs with certainty only in
;
1'°, where the object of faith is 'the gospel,'
though Jn 3", Eph l" may also be instances of it,
where the object would be Christ. The implication of this construction would seem to be firm
fixedness of confidence in its object.
Scarcely
more common is the parallel construction of irl
with the dative, expressive of steady, resting
repose, reliance upon the object.
Besides the
quotation from Is 28'*, which appears alike in
Ro 9^ 10", 1 P 2", this construction occurs only
twice Lk 24=°, where Jesus rebukes His followers
for not ' believing on,' relying implicitly upon, all

NT

Mk

13",

NT

in favour of
prevails in the
retires in
constructions with prepositions and the absolute
use of the verb the construction with the dative
occurs about forty-five times, while that with
prepositions occurs some sixty-three times, and the
vert) is used absolutely some ninety-three times.
When construed with the dative, TiorfiKiv in NT
prevailingly expresses believing assent, though
ordinarily in a somewhat pregnant sense.
When
its object is a thing, it is usually the spoken
4««
1»
5"
12'«,
(Lk
Jn
Ro 10", cf. 2 Th 2") or
written (Jn 2" 5", Ac 24" 26") word of God
once it is divine works which should convince the
onlooker of the divine mission of the worker
(Jn 10"). When its object is a person it is rarely
another than God or Jesus (Mt 21=»*',
IP',
Lk 20*, Jn 5**, Ac S'^, 1 Jn 4'), and more rarely
God (Jn 5=*, Ac 16" 27=», Ro42i"i, Gal 3», Tit 3\
Ja 2=. 1 Jn 5'") than Jesus (Jn 4" 5^- '<^ 6»« 8»'- «• «
ion. n i4ii_ Ac 17«, 2 Ti 1'^).
Among these passajres there are not lacking some, both when the
object is a person and w hen it is a thing, in which
the higher sense of devoted, believing trust is conveyed.
In 1 Jn 3", for example, we are obviously
to translate, not
believe the name,' but believe
in the name of his Son, Jesus Christ,' for in this
is summed up the whole Godward side of Christian
duty. So there is no reason to question that the
words of Gn 15' are adduced in Ro 4', Gal 3",
Ja Z^ in the deep sense which they bear in OT
text and this deeper religiou.s faith can scarcely be
excluded from the belief in God adverted to in
Ac 16^, Tit 3» (cf. Jn 5=^), or from the belief in
Jesus adverted to in 2 Ti 1" (cf. Jn 5** B*"), and is
obviously the prominent conception in the faith of
Crispus declared in Ac 18*. The passive form of
this construction occurs only twice once of believing assent (2 Th 1'°), and once with the higliest
implications of confiding trust (1 Ti 3"). The few
pa.s.sage8 in which the construction is with the
accusative (Jn 11», Ac 13", 1 Co U" 13', 1 Jn 4'")
take their natural place along with the commoner
usage with the dative, and need not express more
than crediting, although over one or two of them
there floats a shadow of a deeper implication.
The same may be said of the cases of attraction
in Ro 4" and 10".
And with these weaker
constructions must be ranged also the pa.ssages,
twenty in all (fourteen of which occur in the
wiitings of St. John), in which what is believed is
joined to the verb by the conjunction Srt.
In a
couple of these the matter believed scarcely rises
into the religious sphere (Jn 9'", Ac 9")
in a
couple more there is specific reference to prayer
(Mk 11^-"); in yet a couple more it is general
;

:

that the prophets have spoKen and 1 Ti 1'", where
we are declared to believe on Jesus Christ unto
salvation, i.e. to obtain salvation by relying upon
Him for it. The constructions with prepositions
governing the accusative, which involve an implication of moral motion, mental direction towards,'
are more frequently used. That with ^wi, indeed,
occurs only seven times (four of which are in
Ac).
In two instances in Ro 4, where the reminiscence of the faith of Abraham gives colour to the
language, the object on which faith is thus said
relyingly to lay liold is God, described, however,
as savingly working through Christ as He that
justifies the ungodly. He that raised Jesus our
Lord from the dead. Elsewhere its object is Christ
Himself. In Mt 27" the Jewish leaders declare
the terms on which they will become
believers
on Jesus; in Ac 10"' this is the form that is givsn
to the proclamation of salvation by faith in Christ
'turn with confident trust to Jesus Christ',
and appropriately, therefore, it is in this form of
expression that those are designated who have
savingly believed on Christ (Ac 9" 11" 22'»). The
special NT construction, however, is that with eh,
which occurs some forty-nine times, about fourfifths of which are Johannine and the remainder
more or less Pauline. The object towards which
faith is thus said to be reliantly directed is in one
unique instance the witness which God hath
witnessed concerning his Son' (1 Jn 5'"), where
we may well believe that belief in the truth of
the witness is carried on to personal belief in the
object of the witness, that is, the Incarnate Son
Himself.' Elsewhere the object believed on, in
this construction, is always a person, and that
very rarely God (Jn 14', cf. 1 Jn 5'°, and also
1 P 1=', where, however, the true reading is probably jri<rToi>s fit 6c6p), and most commonly Christ
(Mt 18", Jn2" 3>«-i8w 4'» C="- '"•"' 75- 'i- >^- !»• « si"
;

'

Mk

—

'

'

'

—

;

'

—

'

Ac

God which
what is

is

in

mind (He

11",

Ja

2'»).

In the rest,

believed is of immediately
sotcriological import
now the possession by .lesiis
of a special power (Mt '.t'-^), now the central fact of
His saving work (Ro 10", 1 Th 4"), now the very
hingo of tlie Christian hope (Ro 6'), but prevaii-

10"

Jn

Ro

14=» 19*,
lo"*- '^ Gal 2'«, Ph 1»,
Jn 12*" l'" 2» 3'», 1 Jn 5'»).

A

5'», cf.

'

—

I

1

P

!»',

glance
over these passages will bring clearly out the
pregnancy of the meaning conveyed. It may be
mure of a question wherein the pregnancy resides.
It is probably sufficient to find it in the souse
conveyed by the verb itself, while the preposition
adjoins only the person towards whom the strong
feeling expressed by the verb is directed.
In any
event, what these passages express is an absolute
transference of trust from our.selves to another,"
a cdiMpIcle self-surrender to Christ.
Some confirmation of this explanation of the
strong meaning of the phrase rurrtijeiy tls may be
1

j

in

'

'

;

faith

—

—

4'.

'

14=).

When we

The
f Jn
construction with the simple dative which
cf.
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derived from the very rich use of the verb absolutely, in a sense in no way inferior.
Its absolute
use is pretty evenly distributed through the NT,
occurring 29 times in John, 23 times in Paul, 22
times in Acts, 15 times in the Synoptics, and once

this conclusion ; as do also the use of in. arm of ' unbelievers,' whetlier in the simple (1 Co 6* 7'^-" ll'"

830

each in Hebrews, James, 1 Peter, and Jude it is
placed on the lips of Jesus some 18 times. In
surprisingly few of these instances is it used of a
non-religious act of crediting, apparently only in
our Lord's warning to His followers not to believe
when men say " Lo, here is the Christ," or
"
; here
(Mt 24a>- », Mk 13-'). In equally surprisingly few instances is it used of specific acts of
faith in the religious sphere.
Once it is used of
assent given to a specific doctrine that of the
unity of God (Ja 2"). Once it is used of believing
prayer (Mt 21^). Four times in a single chapter
of John it is used of belief in a specific fact the
great fact central to Christianity of the resurrection of Christ Jn 208- •»• ^- ^).
It is used occasionally of belief in God's announced word (Lk 1", Ac
2G-''), and occasionally also of the credit given to
specific testimonies of Jesus, whetlier with reference to earthly or heavenly things (Jn 3'^- '- l"",
Lk 22"), passing thence to general faith in the
word of salvation (Lk 8'-- "). Twice it is used of
general soteriological faith in God (Jude °, Ro 4'*),
and a few times, with the same pregnancy of imjilication, where the reference, whether to God or
Christ, is more or less uncertain Jn 1', Ro 4", 2 Co
413.13)
Ordinarily, however, it e.xpresses soteriological faith directed to the person of Christ.
In
a few instances, to be sure, the immediate trust
expressed is in the extraordinary power of Jesus
for the performance of earthly effects (the so-called
miracle faith '), as in Mt 8>», Mk 5^ 9^-^, Lk 8",
Jn 4''* 11** but the essential relation in which this
faith stands to saWng faith is clearly exhibited
in Jn 4*^ compared with v." and 9^, and Jn ll"
compared with v." and 12'' and, in any case,
these passages are insignificant in number when
compared with the great array in which the reference is distinctly to saving faith in Christ (Mk 9"
[Jn 3'°], Jn 3'8 4«. «. m 544 gss. 47. »4. m 933 io=»-2»
11" 12»» 14-« 16" 19°* 20", Ac 2«4*-«' 5" 8" IP'
;

—

'

'

—

—
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(

'

;

'

'
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survey of these passages wUl show very clearly that
in the NT 'to believe' is a technical term to express reliance on Christ for salvation. In a number
of them, to be sure, the object of the believing
spoken of is sufficiently defined by the context,
but, without contextual indication of the object,
enough remain to bear out tliis suggestion.
Accordingly, a tendency is betrayed to use the
simple participle very much as a verbal noun,
with the meaning of Christian
in Mk 9*^, Ac 1 1'\
'

Co

I's- '»,

'

Th

:

1' 2'»- '»

the participial
construction is evident it may be doubted, however, whether ol ri<rreii<Tairres is not used as a noun
in such passages as Ac ?" 4'», 2 Th l'", He 4'
and
in Ac .5'* TitrrevopTes is perhaps generally recognized
as used substantively. Before the disciples were
called 'Christians' (Ac ll-», cf. 26-«, 1 P 4'«) it
would seem, tlien, that they were called 'believers,'
those who had turned to Christ in trusting reliance (ol in<TTeii<ravTei), or those who were
resting on Christ in trusting reliance (ol wia-TfiovTfs); and that the undefined 'to believe' had
come to mean to become or to be a Cliristian, that
is, to turn to or rest on Christ in reliant trust.
The occasional use of ol iriffrol in an equivalent
sense (Ac 10", Eph 1', 1 Ti 4" 12, 1 P l^i, Rev 17'*),
for which the way was prepared by the comparatively frequent use of this adjective in the classically rare active sense (.In 1-'', Ac IG', 1 Co V'-", 2 Co
6", Gal 3», 1 Ti 4'" 5'» C^ Tit I'), adds weight to
1

l'",

Ejili

1

;

;

—

or deepened sense (2 Co 4' 6'«-, Tit
9'», Lk 9^'), and the
Mt 17",
related usage of the words diriaTta (Mk 9" (16"), Mt
1422-24_ 1

xi

Jn

1", cf.
IS!*,

Mk 6",

(Mk

16"

TTKrTos

(Mt

5")

Mk

20-'',

I'"!,

(Mt

Ko i-"
Ti 1", He 3'»- '»), djricrT^u.
Lk 24"*', Ac 28*', 1 P 2'), and 6\Ly61-»- •«, 1
1

6»»

8=«

14"

16«,

Lk

12^), d\iyoTi<rrla

17=").

The impression which is thus derived from the
usage of TuTTeieiv is only deepened by attending
As already intimated, irio-ns
to that of iridTis.
occurs in NT very rarely in its pa.ssive sense of
' integrity
(Ro 3» of God Mt 23-^,
Tit 2">, of men cf. 1 Ti 5" a pledge
Ac 17" 'assurance'; others add 1 Ti 6", 2 Ti 2-2
3'°, PhUem").
And nowhere in the multitude of
its occurrences in its active sense is it applied to
man's faith in man, but alwaj's to the relijjcious
trust that reposes on God, or Christ, or divine
things.
The specific object on which the trust
rests is but seldom explicitly expressed.
In some
six of these instances it is a tiling, but always
something of the fullest soteriological significance the gospel of Christ (Ph 1"), the saving
truth of God (2 Th 2'»), the working of God who
raised Jesus from the dead (Col 2'", cf. Ac 14' 3'*),
the name of Jesus (Ac 3"), the blood of Jesus
(Ro 3^), the righteousness of Jesus (2 P 1'). In as
many more the object is God, and the conception
is prevailingly that of general trust in God (Mk 11-'^,
Ro 14=^ 1 Th 18, He 6', 1 P V\ cf. Col 2'3). In most
instances, however, the object is specified as Christ,
and the faith is very pointedly soteriological
'

'^

faithfulness,'

Gal

;

5-3,

'

;

'

—

(Ac

Eph

20='

24«

26'8,

l'» 3'^ 4'»,

Ph

Gal
3',

2'"-

Col

Ro

'«^ -«,

1* 2»,

1

Ti

3*'- ««,

1'*

3"-

Gal 'i-'- ',
'», 2 Ti l"

Philem », Ja 2', Rev 2" 14"'). Its object is most
frequently joined to Tritrris as an objective genitive,
a construction occurring some seventeen times,
twelve of which fall in the writings of Paul. In
four of them the genitive is that of the thing, viz.
in Ph 1" the gospel, in 2 Th 2" the saving truth, in
Col 2'^ the almighty working of God, and in Ac 3"
the name of Jesus. In one of them it is God (Mk
11~).
The certainty that the genitive is that of
object in these cases is decisive witli reference to its
nature in the remaining cases, in wliich Jesus Christ
is set forth as the object on which faith rests (Ko
3'*,

2" '«• » 3*", Eph 3" 4", Ph 3», Ja 2', Rev
Next most frequently its object is joined
by means of the preposition if (9 times),

3=2-

», Gal

2"

14'-).

to faith

by which

it is set forth as the basis on which
In two
faith rests, or the sphere of its operation.
of these instances tlie object is a thing the blood
or righteousness of Jesus (Ro 3^, 2 P 1') ; in the
rest it is Christ Himself who is presented as the
ground of faith (Gal 3-», Eph 1", Col 1*, 1 Ti 1" 3'»,

—

2 Xi 1" 3"). Somewhat less frequently (5 times)
its object is joined to ttIo-tis by means of the preposition els, designating, apparently, merely the
object with reference to which faith is exercised
(cf. especially Ac 20^')
the object thus specified
for faith is in one instance God (1 P P'), and in
the others Christ (Ac 20^' 24" 26'», Col 2»). By the
side of this construction should doubtless be placed
the two insoaaces in wliich tlie preposition rpd! is
used, by wliich faith is said to look and adhere to
God (I Til 1«) or to Christ (Philem"). And it is
practically in the same sense that in a single instance God is joined to ttIo-tis by means of the preposition iirl as the object to which it restingly
turns.
It would seem that the pregnant sense of
Tritms as self-abandoning trust was so fixed in
Christian sjieech that little was left to be expressed
by tlie mode of its adjunction to its object.
Accordingly, the use of the word without speciIn a few
fied object is vastly preponderant.
of such instances we may see a specific reference
;
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FAITH

to the general conlMlince which informs helieWng
prayer (Lk Is", .l.-i r .">"i. In a somewhat greater
number there is sjiecial reference to faitli in Jesus
as a worker of wonders the so-called miracle
2» 4" 5"
faith' (Mt8'»9«-a-» 15=» [17-*] [21-'],
10>^ Lk5»7»8»-" 17'»18", Ac 3" 14')— although
how little this faith can be regarded as non-soterio2', Lk 5-'° shows,
logical the language of Mt £H,
as well as the Darallelism between Lk 7" (cf. 8"
5**.
17") and Mt 9^,
The immense mass of
the passages in which the undefined Tr/cmt occurs,
however, are distinctly soteriological, and that in-

'
belief In an intellectual sense, but all :hat enters
into an entire self-comniitment of the soul tc
Jesus as the Son of God, the Saviour of the
world.

—

'

Mk

Mk

Mk

ditt'erently whether its implied object be God or
Christ.
Its implied reference is indeed often ex-

tremely

which

diflficuft

to fix

;

thoufrh

the passages in

may, with some conlidence, be referred
to Christ are in number about double those in
which it may, with like confidence, be referred to
God. The degree of clearness with which an imit

plied object is pointed to in the context varies,
naturally, very greatly ; but in a number of cases
there is no direct hint of object in the context, but
this is left to be .supplied by the general knowledge
of the reader.
And this is as much as to say tliat
rlimt is so used as to imply that it had already
become a Christian technical term, which needed no
further definition that it might convey its full sense
of saving faith in Jesus Christ to the mind of every
This tendency to use it as practically a
reader.
synonym for 'Christianity' comes out sharply in

such a phrase as ol ix Trlareas (Gal 3'-'), which is
obviously a paraphrase for believers.' A transitional form of the plnase meets us in Ro 3^, rbv (k
irlffTfut 'iTjffou
that the 'Itjo-oC could fall away and
leave the simple ol ix Trlarcu! standing for the
'

;

whole idea, is full of implications as to the sense
which the simple undefined riant had acquired in
the circles wliich looked to Jesus for salvation.
The same implications underlie the so-called objective use of ttiVtcs in the NT.
That in such passages as Ac 6', Gal l^ 3-« G'», Ph l^", Jude»* it
conveys the idea of the Christian religion appears
plain on the face of the passages
and by their
side can be placed such others as the following,
which seem transitional to them, viz. Ac 16°, 1 Co
16'»,
Col 1^, 1 Ti l'» 4'-« .'58, Tit l", and, at a
slightly further remove, such others as Ac 13', Ro
1» 16» Ph 1», 1 Ti 3» G'"- ", 2 Ti 3» 4', Tit 1^ 3'»,
1 P5'.
It is not necessary to suppose that nlum is
used in any of these passages as doctrina fdei it
seems possible to carry through them all the conception of subjective faith conceived of objectivehj
as a power,' even through those in Jude and
1 Timothy, which are more commonly than any
others interpreted as meaning doctrina fidei.
But
this generally admitted objectivizing of subjective
faith makes ir/aris, as truly as if it were understood as
doctrina fidei, on the verge of which it in any case
trembles, a synonym for the Christian religion.'
It is only a question whether
the Christian religion is designated in it from the side of doctrine
or life though it be from tlie point of view of life,
still the faith has become a synonym for Christi'

'

;

:

;

'

—

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

anity,' ' believers for ' Christians,' ' to believe ' for
' to
Decome a Christian,' and we may trace a development by means of which irfo-nt has come to
mean the religion which is marked by and consists
Mscntially in 'believing.' Tli.at this development
so rapidly took place is significant of much, and
8upi)lics a ready explanation of such pa.ssages as
GalS^**, in which the phrases 'before the faith
'

came' and now that faitli is come probably mean
little more than before and after the advent of
'Christianity into the world. On the ground of
'

'

'

such a usage, we may at least re-affirm with increa.sed confidence that the idea of
faith
is conceived of in the NT as the characteristic idea of
Christianity, and that it does not import mere
'

'
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NT

on the very surface of the
that its
writers were not conscious of a chasm between the
fundamental principle of the religious life of the
saints of the old covenant and the faith by which
lies

they themselves

To them,

lived.

Abraham

too,

is

the typical example of a true believer (Ho 4, Gal 3,
He 11, Ja2) ; and in their apprehension 'those who
are of faith,' that is, Christians,' are by that very
fact constituted Abraham's sons (Gal 3', Ro 4"),
and receive their blessing only along with that
'believer' (Gal 3') in the steps of wliosc faith it
is that they are walking (Ro 4''') when they believe
on Him who raised Jesus our Lord from the dead
(Ko 4''^). And not only Abraham, but the wliole
series of OT heroes are conceived by them to be
examples of the same faith which was re(iuired of
them 'unto the gaining of the -soul' (He 11).
Wrought in them by the same Spirit (2 Co 4"),
it produced in them the same fruits, and consticloud of witnesses
by whose
tuted them a
testimony we should be stimulated to run our own
race with like patience in dependence on Jesus,
'the author and finisher of our faith' (He 12-).
Nowhere is the demand of faith treated as a
novelty of the new covenant, or is there a distinction drawn between the faith of the two covenants
everywhere the sense of continuity is prominent
(Jn 5"- « 12^- »»•", 1 P 20), and the proclamation
of faith (Gal 3- ", Ro 10'") is conceived as essentially one in both dispensations, under both of
which the law reigns that the just shall live by
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

Gal 3", He 10*").
Nor
do we need to penetrate beneath the surface of
his faith

'

(Uab 2^ Ko

1",

the OT to perceive the justice of this NT view.
Despite the infrequency of the occurrence on its
pages of the terms faith,' ' to believe,' the religion
of the OT is obviously as fundamentally a religion
There is a sense, to
of faith as is that of the NT.
be sure, in which all religion presupposes faith
in
this
sense
broad
the religion of
(He 11°), and
Israel, too, necessarily rested on faitli.
But tht
religion of Israel was a religion of faith in a fai
more specific sense than this and that not merely
because faith was more consciously its foun<lation,
but because its very essence consisted in faitli, and
this faith was the same radical .self-commitment to
God, not merely as the highest good of the holy
soul, but as the gracious Saviour of the sinner,
which meets us as the characteristic feature of
Between the faith of
the religion of the NT.
the two Testaments there exists, indeed, no further dill'erence than that which the progress of
the historical working out of redemption urought
with it.
The hinge of OT religion from the very beginning
turns on the facts of man's sin (Gn 3) and consequent unworthiness (Gn .S--'"), and of God's grace
4"
(tin 3") and consequent saving activity (Gn
(ja. i3(.)
This saving activity pre-sents itself from
the very beginning also under the form of promise
or covenant, the radical idea of whicli Is n.-itunilly
faithfulness on the jiart of the j>romi8ing Goii with
the answering attitude of faith on the ]iart of
the receptive people. I'ace to face with a holy
God, the sinner has no hope except in the free
mercy of God, and can bo authorized to trust in
that mercy only by express assurance. Accordingly, the only cause of salvation is from the first
the pitying love of God (Gn 3"'8'"), which freely
while on man's ]>art there
grants benefits to man
IS never (luestion of merit or of a strength by wliich
he may prevail (1 S 2"), but rather a constant sense
of unworthiness (Gn 32"'), by virtue of which
'

;

.'{'
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humility appears from the first as the keynote of lies behind the law as its presupposition. AccordOT piety. In the earlier portions of the OT, to be ingly, in the history of the giving of the law, faith
sure, there is little abstract statement of the ideas is expressly emphasized as the presupposition of
which ruled the liearts and lives of the servants of the whole relation existing between Israel and
God. The essence of patriarchal religion is rather J". The signs by wliich Sloses was accredited,
exhibited to us in action. But from the very and all J'"8 deeds of power, had as their design
beginning the distinctive feature of the life of the (Ex 3'^ 4'- •• >• » 19'- ») and their effect (Ex 4" 12**- «
pious is that it is a life of faith, that its regulative 1431 24»'', Ps 106'^) the working of faith in the
principle is drawn, not from the earth but from people ; and their subsequent unbelief is treated
above. Thus the first recorded human acts after as the deepest crime they could commit (Nu 14'',
the Fall the naming of Eve, and the birth and Dt P= 9*', Ps 78=-- s^ lOe--"), as is even momentary
naming of Cain are expressive of trust in God's failure of faith on the part of their leaders (Nu20''-').
promise that, though men should "^-ie for their sins, It is only as a consequent of the relation of the
yet man should not perish froo. the earth, but people to Him, instituted by grace on His part and
should triumph over the tempter in a word, in by faith on theirs, that J" proceeds to carry out
Simi- His gracious purposes for them, delivering them
the great promise of the Seed (Gn 3").
larly, the whole story of the Flood is so ordered as
from bondage, giving them a law for the regulation
to throw into relief, on the one hand, the free of their lives, and framing them in the promised
"
grace of God in His dealings with Noah (Gn 6*land into a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.
gi. 21
In other words, it is a precondition of the law that
g8j^ ^jj(j^ on t^ijg other, the determination of
Noah's whole life by trust in God and His Israel's life is not of the earth, but is hid with
6**
7' 9").
promises (Gn
The open declaration God, and is therefore to be ordered by His precepts.
of the faith-principle of Abraham's life (Gn 15") Its design was, therefore, not to provide a means
only puts into words, in the case of him who by which man might come into relation with J",
stands at the root of Israel's whole national but to publish the mode of life incumbent on those
and religious existence, what not only might who stand in the relation of children to J" and it
also be said of all the patriarchs, but what
is therefore that the book of the law was comactually is most distinctly said both of Abraham manded to be put by tlie side of tlie ark of the
and of them through the medium of their recorded covenant of the Lord, that it mi"lit be a witness
The entire patriarchal narrative is set against the transgressions of Israel (Dt 31^).
history.
forth ^vith the design and effect of exhibiting the
The effect of the law was consonant with its
life of the servants of God as a life of faith, and it
desi™.
Many, no doubt, looked upon it in a
is just by the fact of their implicit self-commitpurely legalistic spirit, and sought, by scrupulous
ment to God that throughout the narrative the fulfilment of it as a body of external precepts, to
servants of God are dilferentiated from others.
lay the foundation of a claim on God in behalf of
Tliis does not mean, of course, that with them
the nation or the individual, or to realize through
faith took the place of obedience an entire selfit, as a present possession, that salvation which
commitment to God which did not show itself was ever represented as something future. But,
in obedience to Him would be self-contradictory,
just in proportion as its spirituality and inwardand the testing of faith by obedience is therefore a ness Trere felt, it operated to deepen in Israel the
marked feature of the patriarclial narra' Ive. But sense of shortcoming and sin, and to sharpen the
it does mean that faith was with them the preconviction that from the grace of God alone could
condition of all obedience. The patriarchal re- salvation be expected. This humble frame of
ligion is essentially a religion, not of law but of conscious dependence on God was met by a twopromise, and therefore not primarily of obedience fold proclamation.
On the one hand, the eyes of
but of trust the holy walk is characteristic of God's people were directed more longingly towards
God's servants (Gn 5--- " 6" 17' 24" 48"), but it is the future, and, in contrast with the present failure
characteristically described as a walk with God ; of Israel to realize the ordinances of life which had
its peculiarity consisted precisely in the ordering
been given it, a new dispensation of grace was
of life by entire trust in God, and it expressed promised in which the law of God's kingdom
itself in conduct growing out of this trust (Gn 3-°
should be written upon the heart, and should
41 6«'7»8'8 12» H'^ 21'=- '« 22).
The righteousness become therefore the instinctive law of life of
of the patriarchal age was thus but the manifestaHis people (Jer 24' 31''"-, Ezk 36^'- cf. Ezk IG*
tion in life of an entire self-commitment to God, in Jl 3, Hos 2" ).
It lay in the very nature of th«
unwavering trust in His promises.
OT dispensation, in which the revelation of God
The piety of the OT thus began with faith. And was alwaj's incomplete, the still unsolved enigmas
though, when the stage of the law was reached, of life numerous, the worlc of redemption unfinished,
the emphasis might seem to be thrown rather on and the consummation of the kingdom ever yet to
the obedience of faith, what has been called faith come, that the eyes of the saints should be set
in action,' yet the giving of the law does not mark upon the future
and these deficiencies were felt
a fundamental change in the religion of Israel, but very early. But it also lay, in the nature of the
only a new stage in its orderly development. The case, that the sense of them should increase as
law-giving was not a setting aside cf the religion time passed and the perfecting of Israel was
of promise, but an incident in its history and delayed, and especially as the whole national and
the law given was not a code of jurisprudence for religious existence of Israel was more and more
the world's government, but a body of household put in jeopardy by assaults from without and
ordinances for the regulation of Goil's family.
Tlie essence of piety
It corruption from within.
is therefore itself grounded upon the promise, and
came thus to be ever more plainly proclaimed aa
it grounds the whole religious life of Israel in the
consisting in such a confident trust in tlie God of
frace of the covenant God (Ex 20-). It is only salvation as could not be confounded either liy the
ecause Israel are the children of God, and God has unrigliteousness which reigned in Israel or by
Banctified them unto Himself and chosen them to J"8 judgments on Israel's sins,
such a confidence
be a peculiar people unto Him (Dt 14'), that He as, even in the face of the destruction of the theoproceeds to frame them by His law for His cracy itself, could preserve, in enduring hope, the
especial treasure (Ex I!)'; cf. Tit 2").
Faith, assurance of the ultimate realization of God's purtlierefore, does not appear as one of the precepts
poses of good to Israel and the establishment of the
the
law,
nor
as
virtue
of
a
superior to its prece|)ts, everlasting kingdom. Thus hopeful waiting ujion
nor yiit aa a substitute for keeping them ; it rather J" became more and more the centre of Israelitish

—

—

;

;

:

;

'

'

;

'

;

;
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piety, and J' became before all ' tlie Hope of Israel
(Jer 14" 17" 50', cf. Ps 71").
On the otlier hand,
while thus waiting for the salvation of Israel, tlie
Raint must needs stay himself on God (Is 2ff 50'"),
fixing his heart on J" as the Rock of the heart
(Ps 73-»), His people's stren^'th (Ps46') and trust

duties is continually implied in their enforcenient,
and conies to open expression in frequent paraphrase
anil .>^ynoii3'ni, and as often in its own proper t^rms
OS is natural in the circumstances.
Especially in
the great crises of the history of redemption (Gn
15, Ex 4° 19', Is 7) is the fundamental requirement
of faith rendered explicit and prominent.
On the coming of God to His people iu the person of His Son, the promised Messianic King
bringing the salvation, the hope of which had for
so many ages been their support and stay, it
naturally became the primary task of the vehicles
of revelation to attract and attach God's people to
the person of their Kedeemer. And this task was
the more pressing in proportion as the form of
the fulfilment did not obviously correspond with
the promise, and especially with the expectations
which had grown up on the faith of the promise.
This fundamental function dominates the whole
NT, and accounts at once for the great prominence
in its pages of the demand for faith, by \\liich a
gulf seems to be opened between it and thd OT.
The demand for faith in Jesus as the Redeeu'er so
long hoped for, did indeed create so wide a cluft in
the consciousness of the times that the term faith
came rapidly to be appropriated to Christianity
and 'to believe' to mean to become a Christian
so that the old covenant and the new were discriminated from each other as the ages before and
after the 'coming of faith (Gal 3'^- ^). But all < his

(Pa 40* 65» 71», Jer 17').
Freed from all illusion of
earthly help, and most of all from all self-confidence, he is meanwhile to live by faith (Hab 2').
Thus, along with an ever more richly expressed
corporate hope, there is found also an ever more
richly expressed individual trust, which finds
natural utterance throu^'h an ample body of
synonyms bringing out severally the various sides
of that perfect commitment to God that constitates the essence of faith. Thus we read much of
trusting in, on, to God, or in His word. His
name, Ilis mercy. His salvation (nai), of seeking
and finding refuge in God or in the shadow of His
win^a (n;ri), of ccnimitting ourselves to God ('"'?;),
setting confidence (''js) in Hira, looking to Him
(D'j.i), rel3'ing upon Him {ilVJ)i staying upon Him
(17;J), setting or fixing the heart upon Him (3^ p?),
binding our love on Hira {PVQ), cleaving to Him
(pjT).
So, on the hopeful side of faith, we read

much

of hoping in God (.Tp), waiting on God
of longing for Him (njn), patiently waiting
Him ('?i?nnn), and the like.
By the aid of such expressions, it becomes

(Sn:),

for

possible to form a someAvhat clear notion of the
attitude towards Him which was required by J" of
His believing people, and which is summed up in
the terra faith.
It is a reverential (Ex 14", Nu
14" 20") and loving faith, which rests on the
strong basis of firm and unshaken conviction of
the might and grace of the covenant God and of
the trustworthiness of all His words, and exhibits
itself in confident trust in J" and unwavering
expectation of the fullilracnt of, no doubt, all His
promises, but more especially of His promise of
salvation, and inconsequent faithful and exclusive
adherence to Him. In one word, it consists in an
utter commitment of oneself to J", with confident
trust in Him as guide and saviour, and assured
expectation of His promised salvation. It therefore stands in contrast, on the one hand, with
trust in self or other human help, and on the other
with doubt and unbelief, despondency and unfaithfulness.
From J" alone is salvation to be
looked for, and it comes from His free grace
8'« 9»,
alone (Dt
3», Hos 13», Kzk 20«, Jer IW,
Mai I'), and to those only who look solely to Him
for it (Is .31' 51" i'S'" 30'*^, Jer 17° 30", I's 118» M6»
20', 1 S 17", Ps 28* 11^, Job 22=» »• 31", Ps ,52-').
The reference of faith is accordingly in the ()T
always distinctly soteriological
its
end the
Messianic salvation and its essence a trusting, or
rather an entrusting of oneself to the God of salvation, with full assurance of the fulfilment of His
gracious purposes and the ultimate realization of
His promise of salvation for the people and the
individual.
Such an attitude towards the God of
salvation is identical with the faith of the NT, and
is not essentinlly changed by the fuller revelation
of God the Kedecmer in the [lerson of the promised Messiah. That it is comparatively seldom
designated in the OT by the names of
faith,'
'believing,' seems to be due, as has been often
pointed out, to the special place of the OT in the
history of revelation, and the adaptation of its
whole contents and language to the particular
task in the establishment or the kingdom of God
which fell to its writers. This task turnetl on the
special temptations and difficulties of the O T stnge
of development, and required emphasis to be laid
on the majesty and jealousy of J" and on the
duties of reverence, sincerity, and patience.
Meanwhile, the faith in Him which underlies these
VOL. 1.-^1
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does not imply that faith now for the first tmie
became the foundation of the religion of J", but
only suggests how fully, in the new circumstances
induced by the coming of the promised Redeemer,
the demand for faith absorbed the whole proclamation of the gospel. In this primary concern for
faith the NT books all necessarily share
but, for
the rest, they dilier among themselves in the prominence given to it and in the aspects in whicli it
is presented, in accordance with the place of each
in the historical development of the new life
and
that is as much as to say in accordance witli the
historical occasion out of which each arose and the
special oltject to subserve which each was written.
Indeed, the word to believe first appears on
the pages of the NT in quite OT conditi<ms.
are conscious of no distinction even in atmosphere
between the commendation of faith and rebuke of
unbelief in Exodus or the Psalms and the same
commendation and rebuke in the days just before
the 'coniini' of faith' (Lk l"-"); these are but
specific apidications of the thesis of prophetism,
expressed positively in 2 Ch 20'* and negatively in
Is 7'.
Already, however, the dawn of the new day
has coloured the proclamation of the Baptist, the
essence of which Paul sums up for us as a demand
for faith in the Coming One (Ac 19*), and which
John reports to us (Jn 'i"). In the synoptic report
of the teaching of Jesus, the same purpose is the
dominant note. All that Jesus did and taught
was directed to drawing faith to Himself. Up to
the end, indeed. He repelled the unbelieving
demand that He should 'declare plainly' the
authority by which He acted and who He really
was (Mt 21^, Lk 22") but this was only that He
might, in His own way, the more decidedly confound unbelief and assert His divine majesty.
Even when He spoke of general faith in (Jod
(Mk U"), and that confident trust whicli liecimica
men approaching the Almighty in prayer (Mt 21-^1
Mk 9^, Lk 18"), He did it in a way which inevitably directed attention to His own person as the
representative of God on earth. And this accounts
for the prevalence, in the synoptic rc])(irt of His
allusions to faith, of a reference to that exercise
of faith which has sometimes been somewhat
sharply divided from saving faith under the name
of 'miracle faith' (Mt 8'"- '» Lk 7"; Mt 9»; Mt
;

;

'

'
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Even after His resurrection we find Him restoring
Mt 9^-» Mt 15=" Mt 17="
Lk l-« Mk 4« Mk 5^
the faith of the waverer (20®) with words which
Lk 18« Lk 7"). That in these pronounce a special blessing on those who should
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we

liave not a generically distinct onler
directed to its o\\ti peculiar end, but
only a specific movement of that entire trust in

instances
of faith,

Himself which Jesus would arouse in all, seems
clear from the manner in which He dealt with it,

now

praising its exercise as a specially great exhibition of faith quite generally spoken of (Lk 7'''),
now pointing to it as a manifestation of that
believing to which all things are possible (Mk 'J-'),
now connecting with it not merely the healing of
the body but tlie forgiveness of sins (Mt 9'''), and
everywliere using it as a means of attaching the
confidence of men to His person as tlie soiirce of
all good.
Having come to His own, in other words,
Jesus took men upon the plane on which He found
them, and sought to lead them through the needs
which they felt, and the relief of which they sought
in Him, up to a recognition of their greater needs
and of His ability to give relief to them also.
'

'

That word of power, 'Thy faith hath saved thee,'
spoken indifferently of bodily wants and of the
deeper needs of the soul (Lk 7°°), not only resulted,
but was intended to result, in focusing all eyes on
Himself as the one physician of both body and
soul (Mt 8").
Explicit references to these liigher
results of faith are, to be sure, not very frequent
in the synoptic discourses, but there are quite
enough of them to exliibit Jesus' specific claim to
be the proper object of faith for these effects also
9*", Lk 7"), and to
(Lk 8"- '» 2232, Mt IS"
prepare the way for His rebuke, after His resurrecUon, of the lagging minds of His followers, tliat
they did not understand all these things (Lk 24^II

Mk

and for His great commission to Paul to go and
open men's eyes that they might receive remission of sins and an inheritance among the sanctified
by faith in Him (Ac 26'*).
It is very natural that a much fuller account of
Jesus' teaching as to faith should be given in
the more intimate discourses which are preserved
by John. But in these discourses, too. His primary
"),

'

'

to bind men to Him by faith. The chief
dilTerence is that here, consonantly with the nature
of the discourses recorded, much more prevailing
stress is laid upon the higher aspects of faith, and
we see Jesus striving specially to attract to Himself a faith consciously set upon eternal good. In a
number of instances we find ourselves in much the
same atmosphere as in the Synoptics (4-' •'"• ^ *«• 9^) ;
and the method of Jesus is the same throughout.
Everywhere He offers Himself as the object of faith,
and claims faith in Himself for the highest concerns
of the soul. But everywhere He begins at the level at
which He finds His hearers, and leads them upward
to these higher things.
It is so that He deals witli
Nathanael (1") and Nicodemus (3'-); and it is so
that He deals constantly with the Jews, everywhere requiring faith in Himself for eternal life
(5i..2».3e 035. 40. « 7iw §24 jQa. 36 12". «), declaring
that faith in Him is the certain outcome of faith
in their o^vn Scriptures (S'"- "), is demanded by the

task
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witness borne Him by God in His mighty works
()Q25.s«.37j_
is involved in and is indeed identical with
faith in God (5^ *< gw. « gn i.j«,_ ^nd is the one
thing wliich God requires of them (6®), and the
failure of wliich will bring them eternal ruin (3"
5»» 0" 8=*).
When dealing with His followers. His
primary care was to build up their faith in Him.

Witness especially His solicitude for their faith in
the last hours of His intercourse with them.
For
tlie faith they had reposed in Him He returns
thanks to God (17*), but He is still nursing their
faith (16"), preparing for its increase through the
events to come (13'" 16'^), and with almost passion»t« eagemess claiming it at their hands 14'' '"• "• ").
(

believe on less compelling evidence
words whose point is not fully caught until we
realize that they contain an intimation of the work
of the apostles as, like His own, summed up in

hereafter

bringing men to faith in Him (17^' ").
The record in Ac of the apostolic proclamation
testifies to the faithfulness with which this otlice
was prosecuted by Jesus' delegates (Ac 3^- ^). The
task undertaken "by them was, by persuading men
(Ac 17* 28*"), to bring them unto obedience to the
faith that is in Jesus (.-Vc 6', Ro 1» 16-", cf. 2 Th 1«,
2 Co lU'). And by such 'testifying faith towards
our Lord Jesus fchrist' (Ac 20-', cf. 10") there
was quickly gathered together a community of
'believers' (Ac 2" i*-^'), that is, of believers in
the Lord Jesus Christ (Ac 5'* 9" 11" li^), and
that not only in Jems, but beyond (8'^ 9*- 10" 11-'
13« 14'), and. not only of Jews (10" 15' 21»') but of
Gentiles (IP' 13« 14' 15' IV'-** 18=^ 19" 21«).
The enucleation of this community of believers
brought to the apostolic teachers the new task of
preserving the idea of faith, which was the formative principle of the new community, and to propagate which in the world, pure and living and sound,
was its chief office. It was inevitable that those who
were called into the faith of Christ should bring
into the infant Church with them many old tendencies of thinking, and that within the new
community the fermentation of ideas should be
very great.
The task of instructing and disciplining the new community soon became unavoidably one of the heaviest of apostolic duties
and its progress is naturally reflected in their
letters.

Thus

certain differences in their

modes

with faith emerge among NT writers,
according as one lays stress on the deadness
and profitlessness of a faith which produces no
fruit in the life, and another on the valuelessness of a faith which does not emancipate from
the bondage of the law ; or as one lays stress on
of dealing

the perfection of the object of faith and the
necessity of keeping the heart set upon it, and
another on the necessity of preserving in its
purity that subjective altitude towards the unseen
and future which constitutes the very essence of
faith
or as one lays stress on the reaching out of
faith to the future in confident hope, and another
on the present enjoyment by faith of all the blessings of salvation.
It was to James that it fell to rebuke the
Jewish tendency to conceive of the faith which
was pleasing to J" as a mere intellectual acquiescence in His being and claims, when imported
into the Church and made to do duty as ' the
faith of our Lord Jesua Christ, the Glory' (2').
He has sometimes been misread as if he were
depreciating faith, or at least the place of fait!,
But it is perfectly clear that with
in salvation.
writer, a
James, as truly as with any other
sound faith in the Lord Jesus Christ as the manifested God (2') lies at the very basis of the
Christian life (P), and is the condition of all
acceptable approach to God (1» 5"). It is not
faith as he conceives it which he depreciates,
but that professed faith (X^, 2'*) which cannot be
shown to be real by appropriate works (2"*), and
so differs by a whole diameter alike from the
faith of Abraham that was reckoned unto him
for righteousness (2**), and from the faith of ChrisThe
tians as James understood it (2' 1', cf. I*').
;

NT

imi)ression which is easily taken from the l.iot
lialf of the second chapter of James, that his teaching and that of Paul stand in some polemic
relation, is nevertheless a delusion, and arises
from an insufficient realization of the place 00-
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cnpied by faith in the discussions of the Jewish
schools, reflections of which have naturally found
their way into the language of both Paul and
James. And so far are we from needing to suppose some reference, direct or indirect, to Pauline
teaching to account for James' entrance upon the
question which he discusses, that this was a

matter upon which an earnest teacher could not
fail to touch in the presence of a tendency common
among the Jews at the advent of Christianity

Mt 3» 7'' 23', Ro 2"), and certain to pass over
and James' treatinto Jewish-Christian circles
ment of it finds, indeed, its entire presupposition
in the state of tilings underlying the exhortation
When read from his o«ti historical standof l**.
point, James' teachings are free from any disaccord with those of Paul, who as strongly as
James denies all value to a faith which does not
work b_v love (Gal 5«, 1 Co 13», 1 Th 1»). In short,
James is not depreciating faith with him, too, it
is faith that is reckoned unto righteousness (2-^),
though only such a faith as shows itself in works
can be so reckoned, because a faith which does
not come to fruitage in works is dead, non-existent.
He is rather deepening the idea of faith,
and insisting that it includes in its very conception something more than an otiose intellectual
assent.
It was a far more serious task which was laid
upon Paul. As apostle to the Gentiles he was
called upon to make good in all its depth of
meaning the fundamental principle of the religion
of grace, that the righteous shall live by faitli, as
over-against what haa come to be the ingrained
legalism of Jewish thought now intruded into the
Christian Church. It was not, indeed, doubted that
But
faith was requisite for obtaining salvation.
he that had been bom a Jew and was conscious
of the privileges of the children of the promise,
found it hard to think that faith was all that was
What, tlien, was the advantage of the
requisite.
Jew! In defence of the riglits of the Gentiles,
Paul waa forced in the most uncompromising way
to validate the great proposition that, in the
matter of salvation, there is no distinction between
Jew and Gentile, that the Jew has no other
righteousness than that which comes through
faith in Jesus Christ (Gal 2"*«-)> anJ that the
Gentile fully possesses this righteousness from
faith alone (Gal S'"^-)
in a word, that the one
God, who is God of the Gentiles also, shall justify
circumcision
faith,
and the uncircumcision
the
by
through faith' (Ro 3™). Thus was it made clear
not only that 'no man is justilied by the law'
(Gal 2" 3", Ro 3="), but also that a man is justilied
(cf.

:

:

j

—

;

'

The
faith apart from law-works (Ro 3*).
splendid vigour and thorouglme.ss of Paul's dialectic development of the absolute contrast between
the ideas of faith and works, by virtue of whicli
one peremptorily excludes the other, left no hidingSlace for a work-righteousness of any kind or
egree, but east all men solely upon the righteousness of God, which is apart from the law and
comes through faith unto all that believe (Ro
3"-").
Thus, in vindicating the place of faith as
the only instrument of salvation, Paul necessarily
dwelt mucli upon the object of faith, not as if he
were formally teaching what the object is on
which faith savingly lays hold, but as a natural
lewnlt of his effort to show from its object the
It is because faith lays
ail-Buf!iciency of faith.
hold of Jesus Christ, who was delivere<l up for our
by

trespa-sses and was raised for our justification
4"), and makes us possessors of the righteous-

(Ro

ness provided by God through Him, that there is
no room for any righteousness of our own in the
ground of our salvation (Ro 10*, Eph 2*). This is

the rea-son of that

full

development of the object

of faith in Paul's ^^Titings,

83£

and especially

of the

connexion between faith and the righteousness of God proclaimed in Christ, by which
the doctrine of Paul is sometimes said to be
distinguished from the more general conception of
faith which is characteristic of the Epistle to the
Hebrews. This more general conception of faith
is not, however, the peculiar
property of that
epistle, but is the fundamental conception of the
whole body of biblical writers in OT and in NT
(cf. Mt 6" 162=1, Jn 20-*- »', 1 P 1"), including Paul
himself (2 Co 4i8 5', Ro 4'«-~ 8-^)
while, on the
other liand, the Epistle to the Hebrews, no less
teaches
that
there
no
than Paul,
is
righteousness
except through faith (10** 11', cf. U'').
That in the Epistle to the Hebrews it is the
general idea of faith, or, to be more exact, the
subjective nature of faith, that is dwelt upon,
rather than its specific object, is not due to a
peculiar conception of what faith lays hold
npon, but to the particular task which fell to its
writer in the work of planting Christianity in
the world. With him, too, tlie person and work of
Christ are the specific object of faith 13'- " 3" 10").
But the danger against which, in the providence
of God, he was called upon to guard the infant
flock, was not that it should fall away tnnu faith
to works, but that it should fall away from faith
into despair.
His readers were threatened not
with legalism but with 'shrinking back' (W),
and he needed, therefore, to emphasize not so
much the object of faith as the duty of faith.
Accordingly, it is not so much on the righteousness of faith as on its perfecting that lie insists
it is not so much its contrast with works as its
contrast with impatience that he impicsses on his
readers' consciences
it is not so niucli to faith
specifically in Christ and in Him alone that he
exliorts them as to an attitude of faith
an
altitude which could rise above the seen to the
unseen, the present to the futiire, the temporal to
the eternal, and which in the midst of sufferings
specific

;

(

;

;

—

could retain patience, in the niid.st of disajipointments could preserve hope. This is the key to the
whole treatment of faith in the Epistle to the
Hebrews its definition as the assurance of things
hoped for, the conviction of things not seen (11') ;
its illustration and enforcement by the example of
the heroes of faith in the past, a list chosen and
treated with the utmost skill for the end in view
(11); its constant attachment to tlie promises
(41. a gii 1036.88 118 1389).
^g conuexiou with the
faithfulness (U", cf. lO'*), almightiness (11"»), and

—

tlie rewards of CJod (U"-''*); and its association
with such virtues as boldness (3* 4" 10'"- "), confidence (3" 11'), patience (lU*" 12'), hope (3" e"-"
10-^).

With much that is similar to the situation
implied in Hebrews, that which underlies the
Epistles of Peter differs from it in the essential
particular that their prevailingly Gentile readers
were not in imminent danger of falling back into
There is, accordingly, much in the
Judaism.
asiiect in which faith is presented in these epistles
which reminds us of what we find in Hebrews, as,
for example, the close connexion into which it is
brought with obedience (1 P 1»- " 2' 3' 4"), its prevailing reference to what is unseen and future (1 P
consequent demand for steadfastand especially for hope (P', cf.
1«. u
Yet there is a noteworthy difference
in the whole tone of the commendation of faith,
which was rooted, no doubt, in the character of
Peter, as the tone of his speeches recorded in Acta
shows, but which also grew out of the nature of
the task set before him in these letters. There is no
hint of despair lying in the near background, but
the buoj'ancy of assured hope rings throughout
1». 7-10. 31)^

ness

^nd

(5', cf.
3s. 16)

i^g

1'),

'
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Having hearkened to the prophet

in

which he was engaged he required to throw the

Ac 3^- »), Christians strongest emphasis possible upon the immediate
are the children of obedience (1 P 1"), and through entrance of believers into this life. This insistence
their precious faith (1 P 1', 2 P 1') possessors of had manifold applications to the circumstances of
the preciousness of the promises (1 P 2'). As they his readers.
It had, for example, a negative
have obeyed the voice of God and kept His coven- application to the antinomian tendency of Gnostic
like

unto Moses (Dt

18">-

",

have become His peculiar treasure, a
of priests and a holy nation (Ex 19',
Naturally,
the duty rests upon them of
1 P
living, while here below, in accordance with their
high liopes (1 P 1", 2 P 1"). But in any event they
are but sojourners and pilgrims here (1 P 2" P- "),
and have a sure inheritance reserved for them in
heaven (1*), unto which they are guarded tlirough
faith by the power of God (1°).
The reference
of faith in Peter is therefore characteristically
to the completion rather than to the inception
of salvation (I'*' 2*, cf. Ac 15").
Of course this
does not imply that he does not share the
common biblical conception of faith he is conscious of no diflerence of view from that of OT
(IP 2*); and, no less than with James, with
him faith is the fountain of all good works
ai
59_ 2 P 1') ; and, no less than with Paul,
(1 p 1?.
with him faith lays hold of the righteousness of
Christ (2 P 1'). It only means that in the circumstances of his writing he is led to lay special
emphasis on the reference of faith to the consummated salvation, in order to quicken in his readers
that hope which would sustain them in their
persecutions, and to keep their eyes set, not on
their present trials, but, in accordance with faith's
very nature, on the unseen and eternal glory.
In the entirely difFerent circumstances in which
he wrote, John wished to lay stress on the very
opposite aspect of faith. For what is characteristic
of John's treatment of faith is insistence not so
much on the certainty and glory of the future inheritance which it secures, as on the fulness of the
present enjoyment of salvation which it brings.
There was pressing into the Church a false emphasis
on knowledge, which affected to despise simple faith.
This John met, on the one hand, by deepening the
idea of knowledge to the knowledge of experience,
and, on the other, by insisting upon the immediate
entrance of every believer into the possession of
saWation. It is not to be supposed, of course, that
he was ready to neglect or deny that out-reaching
of faith to the future on which Peter lays such
stress
he is zealous that Christians shall know
that they are children of God from the moment of
believing, and from that instant possessors of the
new life of the Spirit but he does not forget the
greater glory of the future, and he knows how to
use this Christian hope also as an incitement to
holy living (1 Jn 3-).
Nor are we to suppose
that, in his anti-Gnostic insistence on the element
of conviction in faith, he would lose sight of that
central element of surrendering trust which is the
heart of faith in other portions of the Scriptures
he would indeed have believers know what thej
believe, and who He is in whom they put their
trust, and wliat He has done for them, and is
doing, and will do, in and through them but
this is not that they may know these things
simply as intellectual propositions, but that they
ant, they

kingdom
2").

:

:

;

:

;

maj

rest on tliem in faith and know them in
personal experience. Least of all the NT writers
could John confine faith to a merely intellectual
act
his whole doctrine of faitli is rather a
protest
against the intellectualisra of Gnosticism.
His fundamental conception of faith
dilTers in nothing from that of the other
with
him, too, it is a trustful ai)propriawriters ;
tion of Christ and surrender of self to His salvaEternal life has been manifested by Christ
tion.
(Jn 1*, 1 Jn 1'- ' 5"), and he, and he only, wlio has
the Son has the life (1 Jn 5'-').
But in tue conflict
:

NT

John does not fail to press (1 Jn
whosoever believeth that Jesus is
the
is begotten of God' (1 Jn 5'), and
'
whosoever ia begotten of God doeth no sin
It had also a positive application to
(1 Jn 3').
the simple believer
their own encouragement
was placed on a plane of life to which no knowteaching, which
j5

.>!. 15
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Christ

:

ledge could attain the new life received by faith
gave the victory over the world and John boldly
challenges experience to point to any who have
overcome the world but he that believes that Jesus
Accordingly, it is
is the Son of God (1 Jn 5*').
characteristic of John to announce that he that
believeth hath eternal life (Jn 3^ 5^ 6"- ", 1 Jn
314. 18 511. u. IS)
jjg even declares the purpose of
his writing to be, in the Gospel, that his readers
may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of
;

;

'

'

'

God, and that, believing, they may have life in
his name' (20^'); and in the First Epistle, that
they that believe in the name of the Son of God
may know that they have eternal life' (1 Jn 5'').
III. The Biblical Conception of Faith.—
By means of the providentially mediated diversity
of emphasis of the NT writers on the severd
'

aspects of faith, the outlines of the biblical conception of faith are thrown into very high relief.

Of its subjective nature we have what is almost
a formal definition in the description of it as an
assurance of tilings hoped for, a conviction of
things not seen' (He II'). It obviously contains
in it, therefore, an element of knowledge (He 11*),
and it as obviously issues in conduct (He 11",
'

cf.

5°,

1

P

F-).

But

it

consists neither in assent

but in a reliant trust in the
invisible Author of aU good (He 11-''), in which the
mind is set upon the things that are above and
not on the things that are upon the earth (Col 3",
cf. 2 Co 4'«-", Mt 6^ 16*").
The examples cited in
He 11 are themselves enough to show that the
faith there commended is not a mere belief in
God's existence and justice and goodness, or crediting of His word and promises, but a practical
counting of Him faithful (11"), with a trust so
profound that no trial can shake it (11"), and so
absolute that it survives the loss of even its own
pledge (U"). So little is faith in its biblical conception merely a conviction of the understandnor in obedience,

ing, that, when that is called faith, the true idea
of faith needs to be built up above this word
(Ja 2"").
It is a movement of the whole inner
man (Ho 10'- '"), and is set in contrast with an
unbelief that is akin, not to ignorance but to
disobedience (He 3'«- '», Jn 3», Ro II*'-*' 15",
1

Th

1*,

He

4»- >,

1

P

and that grows out

!'• ' 3'- *> 4'e,

Ac

14«-

'

19»),

not lack of information,
but that aversion of the heart from God (He 3'^)
which takes pleasure in unrighteousness (2 Th 2'"),
and is so unsparingly exposed by our Lord (Jn 3"
5" 8" 10^). In the breadth of its idea, it is thus
the going out of the heart from itself and its
resting on God in confident trust for all good.
But the scriptural revelation has to do with, and
is directed
to the needs of, not man in the
abstract, but sinful man and for sinful man this
hearty reliance on God necessarily becomes humble
trust in Him for the fundamental need of the
of,

;

—

sinner forgiveness of sins and reception into
favour.
In response to the revelations of His
grace and the provisions of His mercy, it commits
itself without reserve and with abnegation of aU
self-dependence, to Him as its .sole and sufficient
Saviour, and thus, in one act, empties itself of all

,

FAITH
claim on

God and

casts itself

FAITH
upon His grace alone

for salvation.
It is, accordingly, solely from its object that faith
derives its value. This object is uniformly the God
of grace, whether conceived of broadly as the source

of all life, light, and blessing, on wliom man in
his creaturely weakness is entirely dependent, or,
whenever sin and the eternal welfare of the soul
are in view, as the Author of salvation in whom
alone the hope of unworthy man can be placed.
This one object of saving faith never varies from
the beginnin" to the end of tlie scriptural revelation ; thdugii, naturally, there is an immense
difference between its earlier and later stages in
fulne.^ of knowledge as to tlie nature of the
redemptive work hy whieli the salvation intrusted
and as naturally
to God shall be accomplished
there occurs a very great variety of forms of statement in which trust in the God of ealvation re;

Already, however, at tlie gate
Eden, the God in whom the trust of our tirst
parents is reposed is the God of the gracious
promise of the retrieval of the injury inflicted by
the serpent and from that beginning of know-

ceives expression.
of

;

ledge the progress is steady, until, what is implied
in the primal promise having become express in
the accomplished work of redemption, the trust of
sinners is explicit!}' placed in the God who was in
Christ reconciling tlie world unto Himself (2 Co
5").
Such a faith, again, could not fail to embrace with humble contidence all the gracious
promises of the God of salvation, from which
indeed it draws its life and strength ; nor could it
faU to lay hold with strong conviction on all those
revealed truths concerning Him wliicli constitute,
indeed, in the varied circumstances in which it
has been called upon to persist throughout the
ages, the very grounds in view of which it has
been able to rest upon Him with steadfast trust.
These truths, in which the Gospel' or glad-tidings
to God's people has been from time to time
embodied, run all the way from such simple facts
as that it was the very God of their fathers that
had appeared unto Moses for their deliverance
(Ex 4'), to such stujjendous facts, lying at the root
of the very work of salvation itself, as that Jesus is
the Christ, the Son of God sent of God to save the
worid (Jn e" 8" 11"-*' 13"' lO-''- »» 17*- " 2^fi\ 1 Jn
5"), that God has raised Him from the dead (Ro
10», 1 Th 4"), and that as His children we shall live
with Him (Ko 6"). But in believing this variously
presented Gospel, faith has ever terminated with
trustful reliance, not on the promise but on the
Promiser, not on the propositions which declare
God's grace and willingness to save, or Christ's
divine nature and power, or the reality and perfection of His saving work, but on the Saviour upon
whom, because of these great facts, it could securely
rest as on One able to save to the uttermost. Jesus
Christ, God the Redeemer, is accordingly the one
object of saving faith, presented to its embrace
at first implicitly and in promise, and ever more
and more openly until at last it is entirely explicit
and we read that 'a man is not justified save
through faith in Jesus Christ (Gnl 2'"). If, with
even greater explicitness still, faitli is sometimes
said to rest upon some element in the saving work of
Christ, as, for example, upon His blood or His righteousness (Ro S'", 2 I' 1'). obviously such a singling
otit of the very thing in His work on which faith takes
hold, in no way derogates from its rejio-se upon Him,
and Him only, as the sole and sullicient Saviour.
The saving power of faith resides thus not in
itself, but in the Almighty Saviour on whom it
rests.
It is never on account of its formal nature
as a psychic act that faith is conceived in Scrijiture
to be saving, as if this frame of mind or attitude
of heart were itself a virtue with claims on God
'

—

'

—
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for reward, or at least especially pleasing to Him
(either in its nature or as an act of obedience) and
thus predisposing Him to favour, or as if it brought
the soul into an attitude of receptivity or of sympathy with God, or opened a channel of communication from Him.
It is not faith that saves, but
faith in Jesus Christ : faith in any other saviour, or
in this or that philosophy or human conceit (Col
2"- '*, 1 Ti 4'), or in any other gospel than that
of Jesus Christ and Him as crucilied (Gal !'• •
brings not salvation but a curse. It is not, strictly
speaking, even faith in Christ that saves, but

through faith.
The saving
power resides exclusively, not in the act of faitli
Christ that saves

or the attitude of faith or the nature of faith,
but in the object of faith and in this the whole
biblical representation centres, so that we could
not more radically misconceive it than by transferring to faith even the smallest fraction of that
saving energy which is attributed in the Scriptures solely to Christ Himself.
This purely
mediatory function of faith is very clearly indicated in the regimens in which it stands, which
ordinarily express simple instrumentality.
It is
most frequently joined to its verb as the dative of
means or instrument (Ac 15" 26'*, Ro S'^ i^ 5= II*
^' ^
"- '^^ ^- ^•
2 Co I^ He 11^- *• ' '' ' ' "' "' ^'
;

"

11

")
and the relationship intended is further explained by the use to expre.ss it of the prepositions
;

^K

(Ro

'"

l''^

3''"-

»

4'«- "« 5' 9«'- »»

10» 14-^-

J Gal

2'«

xi l», He 10**, Ja 2") and 5i4
(with thegcnitive, never with the accusative, Ro 3-*^- »>, 2 Co ry\ Gal 2'" 3"- ^a 3', 2Ti 3", He 6^' 11^",
the fundamental idea of the former con1 1' 1°),
struction being that of source or origin, and of the
latter that of mediation or instrumentality, though
they are used together in the same context, apparently with no distinction of meaning (Ro 3^- "*• *',
Gal 2'"). It is not necessary to discover an essentially different implication in the exceptional usage
37.
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—

of tlie prepositions ^iri (Ac 3'", Pli 3") and /card (He
IF- ", cf. Mt 9^) in this connexion ^irl is apparently to be taken in a quasi-temporal sense, on
faith,' giving the occasion of the divine act, and
Kara, very similarly in the sense of conformability,
Not infrequently we
'in contormity with faith.'
meet also with a construction with the preposition
:

'

if

in

which properly designates the sphere, but which
passages like Gal 2-'", Col 2', 2 'rh 2" appears to

pass over into the conception of instrumentality.
So little indeed is faith conceived as containing
in itself the energy or ground of salvation, tliat it
is consistently represented as, in its origin, itself
a gratuity from God in the prosecution of His
saving work. It comes, not of one's own strength
or virtue, but only to those who are chosen of God
for its reception (2 Th 2"), and hence is His gift
(Eph 6*', cf. 2", Ph 1=»), through Christ (Ac 3'«,
Ph 1», 1 P 1-', cf. He 12^), by the Spirit (2 Co 4",
Gal 5"), by means of the preached word (Ro 10",
Gal 3-- •) and as it is thus obtained from God
(2 P 1', Jude ', I P 1"), thanks are to be returned
Thus, even here all
to God for it (Col 1*, 2 Th 1»).
boasting is excluded, and salvation is conceived in
jiure
product
the
of unalloyed
all its elements as
grace, issuing not from, but in, good works (Kidi
2"'").
The place of faith in the process of salvation, as biblically conceived, could scarcely, therefore, be better described than by the use of the
scholastic term 'instrumental cause.' Not in one
portion of the Scrijilures alone, but throughout
their whole extent, it is conceived as a boon from
above which comes to men, no doubt through the
channels of their own activities, but not as if it
were an ellect of their energies, but rather, as it
has been lincly phrased, as n gift which (Jod lays
in the lap of the soul.
'With the heart,' indeed,
'man bclieveth unto righteousness'; but this be;

—

)

lieving does not arise of itself out of any heart
Indifferently (Mt 13'), nor is it grounded in the
heart's own potencies ; it is grounded rather in the
freely-giving goodness of God, and comes to man
as a oenofaction out of heaven.
The effects of faith, not being the immediate product of faith itself but of that energy of God
which was exhibited in raising Jesus from the

dead and on which dependence is now placed for
raising us with Him into ne^vness of life (Col
2''^), would seem to depend directly only on
the
of faith, leaving questions of its strength,
quality, and the like more or less to one side.
find a proportion, indeed, suggested between
faith and its effects (Mt 9'*' 8'», cf. S" \S^ 17*,
Lk 7' 17°). Certainly there is a fatal doubt,
which vitiates with its double-mindedness every
approach to God (Ja l*"', cf. 4*, Mt 21-',
11^,
Ro 4* 14=*, Jude ^). But Jesus deals with notable
tenderness with those of 'little faith,' and His
apostles imitated Him in this (Mt 6*"- » 14" 16»
17*, Lk 1228,
9«, Lk 17', cf. Ro 14'- », 1 Co 8',
and see Doubt). The effects of faith may possibly
vary also with the end for which the trust is exer10" Iva dLvap\4i/a with Gal 2"' (wuTrevcised (cf.
fact

We

Mk

Mk

Mk

ffaficf

tva

SiKaiioBuifui').

But he who humbly but

confidently casts himself on the God of salvation
has the assurance that he shall not be put to
shame (Ro 11" 9^), but shall receive the end of
his faith, even the salvation of his soul (1 P P).
This salvation is no doubt, in its idea, received all
at once ( Jn 3^, 1 Jn 5") ; but it is in its very
nature a process, and its stages come, each In its
order.
First of all, the believer, renouncing by
the very act of faith his own righteousness whicifi
is out of the law, receives that 'righteousness
which is through faith in Christ, the righteousness

from God on faith' (Ph S', cf. Ro 3-^ 4"
5=', Gal 5», He 11', 2 P 1').
On the
ground of this righteousness, which in its origin is
the righteous act of Christ, constituted by His
obedience (Ro 5"- "), and comes to the believer as
a 'gift' (Ro 5"), being reckoned to htm apart from
works (Ro 4°), he that believes in Christ is justified
in God's sight, received into His favour, and made
which

is

9S0 103.
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'

'

'

'
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A. u. NT' (in JDTA, 18G2, p. 610); Hofmann,
SchriftbetreU, i. 381: Biehm, Lehrbr. d. Hebnierbr. 700;
Creraer, Bib. Theol. tfx. «. rimt, wtrrti^
Hatch, E»gaya in
Biblical Greek, 8.1.
For OT, cf. the relevant sections in the
treatises on
Theologn, especially those of Oehler, H. Schultx,
Riehra, Dillmann
and the commentaries on the passages,
especially Delitzsch on Genesis and Habakkuk,
For NT, cf.
;

OT

;

Huther, •?«ii und nmuur im NT' (in JBDTh, 1S72, p. IS2),
and the relevant sections in the general treatises on
Theology, especially those of Neander {Pfianzuiw, etc.),
Schmid, Reuss, Weiss, Beysclilag, Holtzmann, and in the
treatises on the theolojj^y of the several NT writers, such
Wendt, The Teaching oj' Jesui ; Usteri, Paulinischer Lehrbegr.;
Pfleiderer, Pariiijiunn Stevens, The Pauline Theology Lipeius,
Paulinitche Jtfchl/erligungslehre ; Schnedermann, De fide%
ratione ethica Paulina Uausleiter, Was versteht Paulus unt«r
christUchem Glauben ?' (in Gre\fgwutder Studies, p. 159); Kiehm,
Lehrbegr. d. Hebraerbr. j Reuss, Die Johan. Theologie (in Beitriige iur d. Theol. Wuaenschaji, L 66)
Kostlin, Lehrbegr.

HT

M

;

blessings of His hou.se

he

(Eph

2"').

Being

justified

peace with God, and rejoices in
the hone of the glory of God, and is enabled to
meet the trials of life, not merely with patience
but with ioy (Ro 5"). Being justified by faith, he
has already working within him the life which the
Son has brought into the world, and by which,
through the operations of the Spirit which those
who believe in Him receive (Jn 7"»), he is enabled
to overcome the world lying in the evil one, and,
kept by God from the evil one, to sin not (1 Jn 5'»).
In a word, because we are justified by faith, we
are, through faith, endowed with all the privileges
and supplied witli all the graces of the children of
God. (See further the articles on the several stages
of the saving process.
faith,

lias

;

'

;

'

'

;

Johann. ; Weiss, Der Johann, Lehrbegr.
Stevens, The
Johannine Theology Weiss, Der Petrin. Lehrbegr. also such
commentaries as kiickert on Romaiis ; Sanday - Headlam on
Romans Li^litfoot on Galatians Haupt on 1 John ; Mayor
on Jamee Spitta on James. The whole body of doctrinaft
;

;

:

;

;

;

may be reviewed in De Moor, Comment ariug in J.
Marckii Compendium, iv. 287 f. cf. also John Ball, A Treatise
0/ Faith (3rd ed. London, 1637). Julius Kostlin, Dtr Glaube,
8ein Wesen, Grand und Gegenstand (1SS9), and Der Glaube urid
seine Bedeutung /iir ErkerUniss, Lebenurid Kirche(lS9\). For
some interesting historical notes, see Hamack, Die Lehre von
der Seligkeit allein durch den Glauben in der alten Kirche (in
discussion

;

'

'

Zeitschrift. f. Theol. u. Eirche, 1895, p. 88); E. Konig, Der
Glaubensaet des Christen (1891); and for a general sun'ey,
Cunningham, Historical Theology, U. pp. 66 3.

Warfield.

B. B.

Mk

9'9, Lk 9*>,
occurs only Mt 17",
Jn 20", and always in the sense of unbelieving
(airnTTos).
So Shaks. describes Shylock (71/er. q/
Ven. II. iv. 37) as 'a faithless Jew,' i.e. not
untrustworthy,' but
infidel,' an unbeliever in

FAITHLESS

'

'

'

Christianity.

AV

'

kite

Hawk,

'),

Job

Lv

of TrK'ayyAh,

(AV

28'

viUture

'

').

Kite, Vulture.

FALL.

Hastings.

J.

RV tr.

FALCON

(

'

the recipient of the Holy Spirit (Jn 7", cf. Ac 5^-),
by wliose indwelling men are constituted the sons
of God (Ro 8"). And if children, then are they heirs
(Ro 8"), assured of an incorruptible, undefiled,
and unfading inheritance, reserved in heaven for
them ; and meanwhile they are guarded by tlie
X)ower of God through faith unto this gloriously
complete salvation (1 P l*-»).
Thus, though the
immediate effect of faith is only to make the
lieliever possessor before the judgment-seat of God
of the alien righteousness wrought out by Clirist,
tlirough tliis one effect it draws in its train the whole
series of saving acts of God, and of saving ell'ects
on the soul. Being justified by faith, the enmity
which has existed between the sinner and God has
been abolished, and he has been introduced into
tlie very family of God, and made sharer in all the

by

NT

LiTERATtTRB.—Schlatter, DerGlaube im
{\i\c\-aAna a section
Iter Glaube vor Jesus ') is the most comprehensive work oa
the biblical idea of faith. The general subject is also treated by
Lutz, BihlUcht Dot/matik, 312 H. Schultz, Gcrechtigkeit aui

on

2 Co

'

'

11", Dt 14"
See Gleds,
G. E. Post.

— In the

sense of happen, ' fall is both a
It occurs Ru 3"
Sit
still,
my daughter, until thou know how the
matter will fall ; and 2 Es 13'' such things as
'

Heb. and an Eng. idiom.

'

'

'

that he find
*

Fall

I

it,'

and

Cf.

Icnow not what

away

is

Mt

18", Wye.
Shaks. Jul. Cobs. III.

fall in their seasons.'

may

fall

;

I like it

used in two senses.

'

if it fall

i.

243

not.'

1.

To

lose

a

position of goodness or of grace.
Tlie Greek is
either di^io-n/^i. Sir 16' ' the old giants who fell
away in the strength of their fooli.sliness ' (RV
'
revolted '), Lk 8'^ in time of temptation fall
away ' ; or rapairiirro which occurs in the
of
'

LXX

Est

6'»,

Wis

69 123,

E^k 14"

\5» 18-«

20«

and

22*,

2 Mac 10* [A], and once in NT, He 6" ' it is impossible for those who were once enlightened
.
.

if

they shall

fall

.

away, to renew them again unto

repentance,' wliere the meaning is more tlian is
found in the LXX, not merely falling into grievous
sin, but renouncing the faith of Christ wholly (see
Da\-idson, in loc).
'A falling away' (RV 'the
falling away ') is the Eng. tr. of rj dirorraala, 2 Th 2*,
on which see Man of Sin.
2. To 'fall away
7*
fall to,' or ' fall unto
to,' varied with
(2
'let us fall unto the host of the Syrians'), is to
desert to an enemy.
It is again botli a Heb. and
an Eng. idiom. See 2 K 2.-." = Jer 52", 1 Ch 12""'*',
'*
38'"
37"21*
39», as well as 1 S 29», wliere tlie
Jer
Heb. (if ''jH or '^v 's added after
jrp6s fic) la
the same, always some part of "75; to fall. For
the Eng. cf. Shaks. Henry VIII. II. i. 129—
Where you are liberal of your loves and counsels,
Be sure you lie not loose for those you make friends.
And give your hearts to, when they once perceive
The least rub in your fortunes, fall away
'

'

LXX

•

;

Like water from

ye."

K

—

Again, Ilenry VIII. III. iii. 200—
' And as for Clarence, fta my letters tell me,
He's very likely now to fall from him.'

with the

(TopdiiTw/ia,
10',

version of tlie story is told in connexion
first pair Masha and Mashyana.
Tlia
lying spirit grew bold, and, presenting himself a
second time, brought them fruits, which they ate.
As a punishment, of the hundred privileges they
formerly enjoyed only one was left to them.*
Few of the parallel stories that are adduced are,
however, so exactly recorded as these and we are
inclined to believe that the similarities to the
Bible narrative are often overstated.
The fact
that many people in many lands have sought to
explain the existing disorders in the world as the
consequence of man's lapse from a higher condition
is deeply significant, and we shall return to it
again.
But the details of the legends in which
such belief is embodied are not, as a rule, interesting save to the curious student of folk-lore, and
they throw little light upon Scripture.
It is to
Assyria and the East that we naturally look for
illumination. And it has been pointed out that
the mythology of Babylonia and Assyria presents
some curious parallels to the story of the serpent
in the garden of which we read in Gn 3.
On
Assyrian inscriptions are found the names Diglnt =
=
Hiddekel, and i}Mra Euphrates, in connexion with
the word Idinu or field, which is identified with
Eden. Coniferous sacred trees appear frequently
on Assyr. bas-reliefs and Bab. representations of
a mythological character. On a Bab. stone cylinder, now in the British Museum, two human figures
arr depicted with a serpent behind them, having
thtir hands stretched out towards the fruit that
hangs from a neighbouring tree.t And the serpent
figure is conspicuous in the legend of the Chaldiean
tablets in which the evil serpent, Tiamat, is overthrown by Merodach. (See Cosmogony, p. 505.)
If the third Creation Tablet were not so extremely dilticult to decipher as it is reported
to be (partly in consequence of its fragmentary
condition), it is probable that we should be able
to trace in the story which it lecords even more
striking similarities to the Scripture narrative.
But Oriental scholars are not as yet entirely in
agreement as to the translation of some of the
more interesting portions of it and tlie inferences
that may be derived from the i)assage now to be
cited must therefore be regarded as somewhat
uncertain.
The following is the rendering of
Boscawen t
In sin one with the other in compact Joins,
The command woa established in the garden of the God,
The Asnan (fniit) they ate, they broke in two
later

J. Hastings.
a word used of Adam's transthough not restricted to this
gression in Wis
anywhere in OT or NT). Few chapters of the
Bible have atrected religious speculation more
continuously and more deeply than the chapter
which records the temptation and the weakness
It would be out of place here
of primeval man.
to discuss all the topics which arise out of Gn 3, as
to do so would be to wTite a treatise on Christian

FALL

—

Theology. We can only consider (i.) the cliaracter
of the record, and its relation to other accounts of
man's primitive state, which have come down to
ns from early times (ii.) the influence of the story
of Paradise and the Fall upon Hebrew belief as to
man's destiny and his condition in the sight of
God ; (iii.) the inferences drawn by the NT writers,
and notably by St. Paul, from the story of Adam's
It
ein, read in the light of Christ's redemption.
will be impossible to give more than the briefest
sammary (iv.) of the interpretations of St Paul's
doctrine of the Fall winch have most widely
but something must
affected Christian thought
be said, in conclusion, (v.) of tlie bearing of modern
theories of the origin and development of man
npon the general doctrine of the Fall explained
in Scripture and received by the Church.
1.
e briefly recapitulate tlie leading points of
the narrative in Gn 2*-3, which forms the first
nection in Gn incorporated from the source described by critics as the Prophetical Code (J).
Adam ana Eve, the parents of the human family,
are represented as living in innocence and peace
a fair garden where sin had not entered, and where
death liad no power, for in its midst stood the Tree
of Life, of wiiicli they were ijerinitted freely to
Tlie fruit of one tree alone, the Tree of the
eat.
knowledge of good and evil, was forbidden to
them and death was declared to be the penalty

—

;

;

W

m

;

But their hai]|)y condition of
of disobedience.
parity and of fellowship with God did not remain
undisturbed.
The serpent seduced the woman
she, in turn,
to disobey the divine command
tempted her husband to his fall.
And tlien
came upon the guilty pair the consciousness of
sin and the fear of the divine wrath, which tliey
vainly tried to evade by excuses for their fault.
The voice of God is heard, pronouncing a curse
apon the serpent, and declaring a iierpetual strife
between it an<l mankind the man an(r the woman,
for their sin, are for ever subjected to pain in the
fulfilment of their destiny, the woman in her
childbearing, the man in his daily labour for daily
bread. They are both expelled from Eden, and
the Cherubim guard its gates against them, lest,
eating of the tree of life, they should live for ever.
The picture, however, is lightened by one ray of
hope for the seed of the serpent shall not finally
prevail over the seed of the woman.
It shall
thou shalt bruise his
bruise thy head,' though
;

;

'

;

:

•

Ita stalk thej;

;

'

'

heel.'

Traditions of a state of primeval innocence, of
fall from his pristine purity, and of the
conseiiiicnl entrance of (loiilli into tlie world, liave,
it is said, been gathered by travellers from races
far removed from Hebrew literature or its sources.*
Striking parallels to Gn 3 are to be found in the
Zoroastrian legends as to the beginning of man's
career. Yima, the first man, is said to have passed
But after a time
his days in a primeval paradise.
he committed sin, was cast out of Paradise, and
delivered up to the serpent (identified with an evil
ipirit), who finally brought about his death.
A

man's

Great

Legmdt

the rcferet ces there given.

(if

OT CharacUri,

I.

28-39,

and

;

To

is

this translation be trustworthy, we have
here something very like the biblical story of the
forbidden fruit
hut the rendering given by
Pinches dill'ers in some .significant particulars.
recall, for our warning, that an inscription interpreted by Geo. Smith as a Bab. version of the
story of the Fall turned out, when clo.sely examined
by (Jppert, to be a hymn to the Creator.§ M.iking
all line allowances, however, for uncertainty of
translation, it seems probable, when we bear in
mind the afiinity of the earlier Creation Tablets to
Gu 1, as well as the other i>oints of contact witli
If

;

Wo

t

Compare Lcnomiant, Uixtoire Ancimne tU ^Orient, \. 30 IT.
is a photograjih of this In Boscawcn's BiMt and tht
It is to be borne In mind that there is
p. 80.

There

Monuments,

nothintf to su^'^'L-st that the fl^nires aro not both mates. And,
as Hchrader (UAT'p. 37) points out, a specific feature of thii
Bible narrative, vit that the woman pivo the fruit to the man,
is not indicated.
Iv. 2(11.
: Ilal'i/lnnian and Oriental Rteord,
Another translation by Pinches is ifiven at p. 32.
See also Sayce, Anci/-nt
MnnujnmtK, Ofi, 104 ; and Davis, GenfitU and Semitic Traftition,
C.'i, who questions the accuracy of Boscawen's rendering, and
urges that we have hero no true parallel to the Genesis narrative
I See, for original, Delltzsch, Asiyritclu Laatiitkft, p. »1.

p.

See Baring aoiild's

destroyed

Juice which injures the body.
their sin. Themselves they exalted ;
Merodach their Redeemer he appointed their fate.*

The sweet

;

*

;

;

;

—

'

:

the Btory of Eden to which we have adverted,
that a legend of the fall of man, resembling in
external features the account of Gn 3, was widely
spread in Mesopotamia. Indeed, in another passage cited by Boscawen we are inevitably reminded
of the victory over the serpent of Gn 3"
*

Tiamat, whom be had bound, then turned backward
80 Bel trampled on the bully of Tiamat
With his club unalung he smote her brain.
He broke it, and caused her blood to flow
The north wind bore it away to secret placet.'*

There is nothing to surprise reason or to embarrass
faith in the fact if it be a fact that traditional
beliefs about the origins of human history should
have been utilized in a purified form by the compiler of the Pent, or taken up into the Prophetical
Code. It must be remembered that the period
with which we are dealing is strictly prehistoric,
and also that legendary history is not necessarily
The truly remarkable cirfalse or misleading.
cumstance is, that the early narratives in Gn are

—

—

'

'

'

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

'

a form that can be understood by the
yet may be studied with spiritual
wisest of mankind.
then, that we have in the biblical
We
Fall a purified form of legendary
narrative concerning man's early history which had
wide currency among Semitic peoples. In an uncritical age it was interpreted literally, and it has
been counted historical for many generations by
the majority of those, whether Jews or Christians,
who accept the authority of the OT. But another
method of interpretation, viz. the allegorical, has
had many adherents. Thus, of the account of the
t(m Si ravra ov TrXiafjiara f^i-Buv,
Fall, PhilO asserts
in

simplest, and
benefit by the
believe,
record of the

:

rb ToiTtTiKhv Ka.1 ffotptjTtKiv x^^P^*- 7^*'os, dXXA Seiy^ara
T&trwv ir' dWTjyopiav TrapaKaXovvTwv Kara tAs Si vtrovoi<jv
0?$

(De mundi (ipifcio, § 56), i.e. These things
are not mere fabulous myths, but rather types
shadowin" forth some allegorical trutli.' And,
accordingly, he explains that Adam represents the
rational and Eve the sensuous part of man, the
serpent being the symbol of pleasure. The Christian teachers of Alexandria, Clement and Origen,
favoured this allegorical mode of interpretation
but Tertullian and Irenaeus defended the literal
truth of the narrative, as also did Au_gustine, who
did not, however, reject the typical significance
of OT history and through the schola.stic philosophy it passed into the dogmatic theology of the
Reformation. But the opinion that, however the
story was intended to be taken by the compiler
of tne Bk. of Genesis, it mi^ht be interprete<l as
a parable of spiritual truth, has been defended by
great names in every age of the Church, t
There are, then, these several methods of interpretation (1) that the narrative of the Fall is
literal history
(2) that it is a legend, which conveys truth under mythological disguise
(3) that
'

iTroS6(7eis

;

;

—

;

;

and was only intended to be, an allegory.
and third can hardly be adopted in the
present condition of exegesis, and it is probable
that the second view of the narrative is that which
is now most generally accepted by those who have
studied the subject. That the biblical form of tlie
it

is,

The

'

'

free from the extravagant and grotesque mythological accretions which generally gather round
ancient beliefs among primitive peoples and that
every touch in these narratives as we have them
conveys a deep religious truth. The ' inspiration
of selection is a phenomenon which every candid
student of Scripture must recognize ; and nowhere
is its presence more instructive than in the first
pages of or, which present the early history of

man

took place more closely than the parallel stories
which have been collected from the literature of
the ancient world, is not surprising to any believer
in the unique character of Scripture ; but it is not
to be forgotten that it is the great religious tmtha
which underlie the narrative that are of real importance, and these are brought out in the Bk. of
Genesis in a quite unique fashion.
ii. The allusions in OT to the story of Gn 3 are
few and uncertain. If the rendering of the RV
may be pressed, there are indeed two undoubted
references to the Fall, viz., 'If like Adam I covered
my transgressions (Job 31"), and, But they like
Adam have transgressed the covenant' (Hos 6').
But it seems that, at least in the former passage,
DiK? should be rendered after the manner of men,'
and this rendering would also be admissible in Hos
6'
so that we have to look elsewhere for allusions
to the Paradise narrative on which stress may be
laid.
The garden of Eden is mentioned several
times by the prophets of the Captivity (Ezk 28"
and the Bk. of Proverbs
31«, Is 51', cf. Jl 2^)
(see esp.
tree of life
occasionally mentions a
Pr 3'* 1 1**). Ps 90' and Ec 12" have been supposed
It is possible
to take up the language of Gn 3''.
also that we have a reminiscence of the curse upon
the serpent (Gn 3") in Mic 7" They shall lick the
dust like a serpent,' and in Is 65^ Dust shall be
the serpent's meat,' though the latter passage may
The conception of a
be derived from Micah.
the story
personal tempter of mankind appears
of Job and also in 1 Ch 21' (see also Zee 3') ; but it
is not untU a later period that we come upon any
explicit identification of 'Satan' or the 'Adversary'
with the serpent,' the first trace of such bein<;

first

m

'

2".
Cf. also Rev 12« and Ro 16-" ' The God of
peace shall bruise Satan under your feet shortly,'
which manifestly has reference to Gn 3'°.*
is conSo far, then, as the language of
cerned, we have not convincing evidence that the
story of the Fall as given in Gn 3 was much in the
thoughts of the sacred writers. But were we to
conclude, therefore, that the doctrine of a Fall
formed no part of their religious beliefs, we should
be seriously mistaken. If there is one idea which is
throughout conspicuous in OT, it is the idea of sin.
No other nation of antiquity was possessed with so
intense a consciousness of the wickedness of mankind, and of the sin of man as an offence against
Behold, I was shapen in iniquity ; and in sin
God.
'There is
did my mother conceive me' (Ps 51').
none that doeth good, no, not one (Ps 14"). These
and many similar passages express the abiding
sense of the Hebrew race, that man, as he is, is not
in the condition which his Creator purposed for
him. The contrast between such a conception of
man and that, e.g., present to the mind of a Greek,
who viewed man as in his normal, healthy state, is
only to be accounted for by a belief such as that
which is presupposed and taught in the story of

Wis

OT

'

'

the Fall.

That this belief was, as a matter of fact, definitely, if not consistently, connected with the
Paradi.se narrative in the later ages of Hebrew
national life, is proved by the testimony of the
books called Apocrypha and the literature of the

Roman

This testimony is so important
be well to present it in some detail.
(a) It is unnecessary to multiply passages which
but
speak of the deprarity of human nature
How can he that is already worn out
2 Es 4"
with the corrupted world understand incorruption?
that

period.

it will

;

'

legend should represent the facts as they actually

Cf. also 2 Es 7'^.
This depravity was traced to Adam's fall.
The classical passage is 2 Es 3'-'- ^. The seer ha«

• BibU and the Alonumentt, p. 90.
t See an mtereat'.og note Ln Colerid^'a
^71 (ed. Bohn).

• It may be ob9er\'ed that the temptation of the Second Adan
by the devil (.Mt 4. Lk 4) exr'ains beyond doubt who was u ider
stood by the serpent which 'tempted the first Adam.

Aidt

to BefiectUm, p.

is

significant.

(b)

;

FALL

FALL

been speakin;^ of the creation of Adam, his d-nellIng in Paradise, the one coiiiinandment wliich he
transgressed, and the coiiso<iuent entrance of
For the
He pes on
death into the world.
first Adam, bearing a wicked heart, transgressed,
and was overcome ; and not he only, but all they

was not beguiled, but the woman being beguiled

bom

also that are

Thus

of him.

hath fallen into transgression' (ITi 2'''). (d) St.
Paul refers to the bruisin" of Satan in Ro 16^
and the devil is spoken of as a murderer from
We
the beginning' in Jn 8". Cf. also 1 Jn 3*-^.
then come to (e), as to which the classical passage
5""".
A commentary on these ditfiin NT is Ro
cult verses cannot be written liere
but certain
broad principles laid down by St. Paul, who is
undouht"<lly following and interpreting the narrative in Gn 3, can hardly be mistaken.*
Tliat
through one man sin entered into the world is
Death came through sui (cf.
his startinij-point.
Ro 6^ and Ja 1") and hence death is tlie conniiun
lot of man, first, because of his own personal sin
and, secondly, because it is part of the inheritance
which Adam has transmitted to his descendants.
At the same time, St. Paul is careful to insist
(/) that man's personal responsibility for his own
acts, and for his own acts alone, remains unimpaired.
He does not supplj' any theory by wliich
the two complementary truths of man's inherited
tendency to evil and man's free will may be reconciled
but he lea\ es them side by side as equally
parts of the doctrine wliich it has been given him
And he goes on to show that the disto teach.
'

disease

was made

and the law was

in the heart of the
people along with the wickedness of the root ; bo
the good departed away, and that whicli was
Again: 'A grain of evil
wicked abode still.'
from the
seed was sown in the heart of

permanent

;

;

Adam

how mu«h wickedness hath it
And
brought forth unto this time
(2 Ks 4*').
O thou Adam, what hast thou done ?
once more
beginning, and

I

;

'

'

:

;

for though it was thou that sinned, the evil is not
fallen on thee alone, but upon all of us that come
In this late book are recogof thee' (2 Ea 7'"*).
nized the moral consequences of Adam's sin ; in
the much earlier work of Ben-Sira there is an
allusion to the curse of Gn 3" ' Great travail is
created for every man, and a heavy yoke is upon
the sons of Adam (Sir 40').
(c) That sin came through the woman is explicitly stated in Sir 25-" ' From a woman was
the beginning of sin, and because of her we all
'

;

That man's seduction was due to the

serpent,
now for the first time in Jewish literature identified with Satan, is alluded to in Wis 2-" ' By the
envy of the devil death entered into the world.'
(e) The connexion between death and sin is not
so clearly conceived, and there was, apparently,
no consistent doctrine on the subject ; * but the
generally prevailing view seems to have been that
of 2 Es 3' ' Unto him thou gavest thy one commandment which he transgressed, and immediately thou appointedst doatli for him and in
Tlie
hiB generations.' Cf. also Wis 2^, Sir 25".
(rf)

:

same view
(xvii.

found in

is

xxiii.

3,

4)

and

tlie

in

Apocalypse of Bnruch
the Book of Enoch

(xcviii. 4).

;

(/) Side by side with passages such as these we
have others not less significant, which assert the
personal rcsponsiltility of the sinner. E.g. They
that inhabited the city did evil, in all things doing
for
as Adam and all his generations had done
they also bare a wicked heart (2 Es 3'^). Cf also
2 Es 8" and 9", and, above all, Apoc. Baruch
liv. 19
Non est ergo Adam causa, nisi animie
'

:

'

:

.

'

tantum nos uero unusquisque fuit aniime
Adam.'
It might be urged that 2 Es ia a very late book,

suie
Buoe

;

perhaps belonging to Christian times but, at all
events, that the author of the chapters from which
our quotations are drawn was a non-Christian Jew
;

And tlius we may use the
support of our conclusion that the Jews,
at least from the Captivity onward, conceived of
the sin of Adam as having left a permanent trace
from the etl'ecta of which all mankind were suH'erin^ and to suffer.
lii. When we come to the NT, and especially to
the Paulino Epistles, we find that this doctrine of
the effects of Adam's fall receives at once ex]>lanaSion and relief in the facts of the Incarnation and
the Atonement. If we take the points in the
order followed in the last section, wo see (a) that
the universal depravity of mankind ia everywhere
presupposed, and is the basis of the argument of the
Ep. to the Komans. To (i) we shall return again,
and only cite licre 1 Co ir>^ As in Adam all
die, so also in Christ sliall all be made alive.'
the serpent
(c) finds illustration in two pa.ssagc8
beguiled Kve in his craftiness (2 Co 11"), and
Adam was first formed, then Eve and Adam
is toleralily certain.
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if by the
tinctive feature of the gospel is that
trespass of the one the many died, much more
did the grace of God, and the gift by the grace of
tlie one man, Jesus Christ, abound unto the many.'
Thus the tlieology of St. Paul is inextricably
bound up with the doctrine of the Fall. The
whole point of the C(.mparison and contrast of
the lirst and second Adam is lost, if the destinies
of the human race were not deeply affected by
a backward step at the beginnings of human
history, if it be not true that man's growth in
holiness may be described as a recovery effected
through grace.
iv. Tlie interpretations of St. Paul's language
which have from time to time been accepted by
and they depend in part
Cliristians are various
on tlie view that is taken as to the state of unIt
fallen man, and the divine intention for him.
would be agreed by most theologians that, to use
the language of the Church, the original right'

die.'

*

'

'

'

:
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eousness' of which Adam was deprived, was, although in part natural, yet in part supernatural.
That is to say, he is represented as divinely endowed with a virtuous character, without any
such bias towards evil as we experience in ourTliis is what constituted the unique perselves.
versity and hoinousncss of the first sin, and it
fall'
is because of this that his sin is counted a
from a higlior sjiiritual condition. His sin had a
disturbing iiilhience on the whole future devclopiiiL-nt of the race, but the character of the disturbance has been differently estimated in dillerent
Speaking broadly, the Greek
schools of tliouglit.
view was simply that the 'original righteousness'
the effect of Adam's sin was
of the race was lost
a privatin, an iinpoverislimcnt of human nature
wliich yet left the jiower of the will unimpaired.
But the Latin writers who followed Augustine
took a darker view of the consciiucnecs of the
the
Fall.
It is, for thorn, a depravalio nnturw
human will is disabled there ia left a bias towards evil which can be conquered only by grace.
And this is, undoubtedly, nearer to the language
of Scriiiture than the former mode of representing
but it was not always remembered,
the facts
e contra, in August iiiian theology that the 'iiUMge
of God' remained in man even after the I'all
(Gn U'). It is therefore contrary to Scripture to
And a deep
represent man as wholly corrupt.
'

;

;

;

;

• For St. Puul's ar^inient, aa also for the witness of th«
Apoc.rt/pha to the doctririo of man's corruption, see Sanday
Ucodluni, liomaju fcti. v.j.
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ind serious question arises here as to the relation
between tlie Fall and the Incarnation. It ma^

tion, which goes perilously near to depriving th«
original transgression of moral blame by representing it as inevitable. Here is an important
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well be, as the Scotists taught, that it is unjustihable to represent the hi^h destiny which man may
find in Christ as an after-thought in the divine
counsels.
The Incarnation may have been, for
anything we can tell, the predestined climax of
humanity, independently of human sin. Bearing
these considerations in mind we return to Ro 5'^"-',
and the various theories which have been proposed
in explanation.
They may be classified thus^*
(a) It is urged that St. Paul's language requires
ns to conceive of the human race as in Adam
potentially, in the same sense as the oak is in
the acorn. Hence, for what he did, we may be
counted responsible. The race, not the individual,
is the true unit
it is with this unit that God
deals.
Thus, e.g., David sinned in numbering
Israel, but his people were the sufferers from the
divine punishment.
The words of our Lord in
Lk 13*"^ suggest to us that there is such a thing
as Tiational responsibility, apart from the guilt
of individuals.
Most apposite of all, Levi is said
to have paid tithes through Abraham (He !' '").
And in this conception of the solidarity of mankind
there is, beyond question, a profound trutli which
is becomin" more intelligently and sincerely accepted as the social teaching of the Incarnation
is beings opened out.
As in Adam all die, so
also in Christ shall all be made alive' (1 Co 15--),
are words which point to the unity of the human
race as the root of the universality both of sin
and of redemption. But we must be careful not
to state this so as to do violence to our God-given
sense of justice. This is the fault, e.g., of teaching
like that of Jonathan Edwards, who spoke of a
psychological no less than a physical unity between Adam and his posterity. Ultimately based,
as in Augustine, on a mistranslation of Ro 5'^ (in
quo as the rendering of iif> i) and on the adoption
in the Vulg. of the word imputare, familiar from
its use in the courts of Roman law, this teacliing
may readily become either ultra-mystical or ultrarationalistic.
It becomes ultra-mystical, if the
unity of the human race be so spoken of as to
conceal the all important fact that it is only for
a person that morality has any intelligible meaning.
It becomes ultra - rationalistic, wlien the
[ihrases
imputation of sin and the correlative
imputation of righteousness are used as if sin
and righteousness were transferable from one person to another. Sin is predicable only of a person,
not of human nature and the warning of Ezekiel,
'The soul that sinneth, it shall die,' needs to be
ever kept in view. St. Paul does not teach that
we are accomplices in Adam's sin or partakers
of his guilt without a cooperation of our own
will, although it be at the same time awfully
true that we inherit from him a degraded nature.
The abiding truth in tlie interpretation given by
Augustine of St. Paul's teaching as to the Fall,
is the truth of the unity of mankind.
In this
;

'

'

'

'

'

'

;
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Again, the effect of Adam's fall upon his
posterity has been explained by speaking of Adam
a,a representative of the race.
''The covenant was
male with Adam as a public person, not with
himself only, but for his posterity.' But the question arises. How could Adam, in justice, bind his
posterity to a covenant of which they were not
cognizant? A federal compact of this sort could
only bind us, if we had empowered Adam to act
on our behalf. And if it be urged that in Adam's
case we should have done the same as he, and
therefore may justly be punished for what he did,
it may be replied that this is a gratuitous assump[h)

* See for

a

fuller claosiflcatiOD, 6oh&ff in
(Eng. tr. p. 191).

Lange's Rrnnana

consideration which must not be overlooked. All
profitable speculation on the subject of the Fall
must recognize frankly its voluntary character.
Adam was not necessitated to act as he did
otherwise his action would not involve moral
responsibility.
(c) We come, then, to the view which is at
once most widely accepted and most consonant
to all the facts.
It is, substantially, the view

expounded by John of Damascus.
We inherit
from our first parents a degraded nature, so degraded that it is for us much liarder to overcome
sin tlian it was for Adam.
For this inherited
depravity of nature

we

are not responsible

;

we

have inherited it in spite of ourselves. Hence
the world is in a state of ruin,' and can be remedied only through grace. But we are not, therefore, guilty
guilt is incurred ordy when the evil
is voluntarily embraced, when we take up Adam's
'

;

it, as it were, in our own persons.
rule of Augustine, Peccatum poena peccati,
continually receives verification.
Coleridge has
pressed this view somewhat further.
It belongs,"
'
he says, to the very essence of the doctrine that
every
in respect of original sin
man is the adequate
representative of all men' {Aids to Reflection, p.
And he holds that Adam's fall is a typical
194).
experience repeated afresh in every son of Adam.

sin

by repeating

The

'

Mutato nomine, de te fabula narratur. The corruption, he urges, must be self-originated.' There
but
is an important sense in which this is true
it is not the whole truth.
It is deficient in recognition of the far-reaching character of the first
sin.
are not at all in the same spiritual
we do not
condition as that of tlie first man
enter on the conflict with e^dl on the same terms.
Our whole attitude to God is different from that
of Adam, although we be still 'sons of God.' As
the schoolmen put it, in the case of Adam the
person corrupted the nature with us it is the
nature which corrupts the person. Man is still
free, but man is sick with a sickness which is displeasing to the All-pure and for healin" of this
sickness only a supernatural remedy will suffice.
As our Lord taught in the Sermon on the Mount
(cf. also Mt 15'"), the real seat of sin is «'ithin,
the heart is the seat of the moral life (cf. Ps 78*',
Pr 4'-'^), although the translation of thought into
act involves a fresh and distinct step in responsibility.*
The advocates of the more rigorous
Au^stinian doctrine have been accustomed to
but it
designate this view as serai-Pelagianism
is free from the essential fault of the teaching
of Pelagius, on which we say a final word.
(d) Pelagius is represented as having held that
the infant enters on life crippled in no appreciable
degree by any inherited infirmity or waywardness
of the will.
He begins the world with powers
sufficient to cope with tlie machinations of the
evil one.
And thus, in so far as he does «Tong,
in so far as he does right, he
it is his own fault
It would seem that
is deserving of approbation.
Pelagius and his disciples seriously underestimated
the influence of Adam's fall on human nature at
large.
That this nature as corrupt and the seat
of sin must be of itself and when nnregenerate
displeasing to the All-holy, they did not perceive
with clearness. And though men, happily, do not
always push their opinions to their logical conclusions, the result of such teaching as this would
be the denial of any need of grace or of redemption, t
V.
pass on to the question. How far is the
'

;
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doctrine of the Fall all'ected by modern theories
S8 to the evolution of the human species from
lower and less developed types? It has been too
often hastily assumed that the belief in the continuity of animal forms is inconsistent with belief
in any special prerogative of man, and is still more
Incompatible wiih a doctrine which represents his
history as having been retrogressive at one point.
But neither of these positions can be established.
The doctrine of the evolution of species is not
yet to be counted as more than an extremely
probable hypothesis, by which the phenomena
Many
of life and growth become intelligible.
details are, as yet, very obscure, and the laws of
inheritance have not by any means been clearly
and full^ expounded. See HEREDITY. And the
api)lication or this doctrine to the descent of man
is beset with peculiar difficulties, which cannot
be said, as yet, to have been solved. But we are,
nevertheless, content in this article to tre.at of
the subject of man's early history in the light of
this wonderful law.
Evolution may not be the
final word of science as to the laws of growth
but it expresses well the results to which investiconceive, then, of
gation has 80 far attained.
primeval man as a creature descended from brute

We

ancestors, some of whom he closely resembled in
instinct and habit as well as in structure.
But

there was one marked dill'erence. In him there
was present the faculty of self-consciousness he
was conscious of a rea-son which can make provision for a foreseen future, and of a will which
is not neco.ssarily determined by the strongest
physical desire.
the image of
Man is made
God, although his bodily lineage be that of the
ape-like creatures whom he sees round him.
If
R» may illu.stnite the facts of his growth by a
mathematical illustration, we shall say that the
curve of his progress is a continuous curve, u])on
which he has come to a critical point. At this
critical point the curvature seems to change its
character in other words, the man finds himself
possessed of faculties which are not, so far as he
can judge, the direct product of his former history.
They are, to use at once the simplest and the
truest words, the gift of God.
There may be,
jicrhaps, absolute and visible continuity between
the bodily form of the man and of the higher apes;
but continuity cannot be so exactly traced in his
;

m

;

mental development. There luis been a ficrd^aait
tii a\Xo yifoi, however it h.is come about.
Henceforth he is not only an animal, but a man.
If it
be sivid that it is not scientific to postulate a
S'lltus of this kind, it may be asked, Why not?
The law of continuity is not a fetish before which
we are called to prostrate ourselves it is nothing
more than a convenient working hypothesis, which
;

we

find it necessary to desert in this instance, as
others where it will not serve our purpose.
And, indeed, it is by no means certain that to
the Supreme Mind there is here apparent any
breach of continuity whatever. The law may be
obeyed, in fact, though the sequence may not be
within our observation.
A creature thus emerging from a lower animal
condition, even though endowed with the divine
gifts of self-conscious reason and free will, would
not, indeed, be perfect.
He would be, at the
earliest stage of a new period of growth, already
raised atwve the ape, but still far removed from
the civilized European of modern life, lint then
we remark that the narrative of Genesis nowhere
describes the first man as perfect.
When South
Baid that 'Aristotle was but the rubbish of an
Adam, and Athens but the rudiments of Paradise,'* ho was not drawing his picture from Scripture.
Neither UT nor NT speak of Adam as
• Sermon on On 1^.

in

'

though they speak of him as innocent and
pure (cf. Ec 7-'). And this was perceived by early
Christian commentators. Theophilus ^f Antioch
says that God placed Adam in Paradise 5i5oi>s aiVc^
perfect,

d{popfj.rjv

wpoKOTTiis Situs av^dyaii' Kal

{Ad

24); and

T^Xeios yeyd/icvo-i,

Clement

of Alexandria states (Strom, vi. 12. 96) that Adam was
not made perfect in respect of his constitution,
but in a fit condition to receive virtue.' * This
relation to God has been well described as not
a state of perfection or a mere disposition, but
'a living commencement which contained within
itself the possibility of a progressive development
and a fulfilment of the vocation of man.'t
Such a state of things is so far removed from
anything of which we have experience that we
find ourselves continually at fault in the effort
to imagine or to describe it.
But we must, at
least, suppose it to have been a condition in whicli
man obeyed freely the law of that nature to which
he had attained ; the ideas right and wron^
hardly presented themselves to his mind with fiill
meaning, for ' the knowledge of good and evil
was not yet his. It may well have been that the
image of God was a gift only germinally bestowed
and gradually realized. Man did not come all at
once into his splendid inheritance. In the Paradise narrative he is depicted as still at an early
sta^e in his history.
He is represented as living
a life of communion Avith God, conscious, as it
would seem, th.at he ought to obey the laws of
God, which, as yet, were presented in the simplest
and most elementary form but the consciousness
of moral obligation could only be half realized
where the knowledge of evU was not present. So
far there is nothing in the story which would
conflict with tlio teaching of science, whether
phy.sical or mental.
In his primitive condition
man would have been able to recognize only the
simplest moral commands.
He was forbidden to
taste of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge
for so perilous an experienc'c he
of good and evil
was not prepared. And, in the absence of temptation from without, it was iierhaps possible that
The
this state of purity should have continued.
man's nature, though not developed to perfection,
discipline
which
stronj;
with
the
time
though not
and experience bring, was perfectly balanced and
n.T.X.
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in obe3'ing its dictates he would obey the dictates
of his Creator.
How into such a world could evil enter? That
is the (question which has vexed philosophy from
generation to generation. It is a micstion to
which no final or complete answer has been given.
But the record of revelation at le.ast puts the
dilliculty one step further back
it points to the
In the
region where the solution is to he sought.
Bible the fall of the angels precedes the fall of
man (.Fude'). Temptation came into human life
through the machination of a spirit of evil distinct
from man. The invitation to sin came from the
serpent in the garden, and it took the form of a
suggested violation of the command known to bo
divine.
Sin is not an indigenous product, but is
brought in iib extra, somewhat as it has been
suggested that life was first brought to the earth
According to the Itihle, the
in a meteoric stone.
origin of evil is to be sought outside human
nature.
are not now in a region where science has
.anything to (ell us.
have only the brief
phrases of Scrijiture as our guide. And it will bo
ob.served that we cannot say positively that the
tcniptntion would not have been self-suggested, as
the man grew in faculty and in strength, had
there been no malign influence external to himself.
;

We

We
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See (libson, Thirty-yiiif Artir^trg, p. Mfl.
MarteUHen, Christian Doijtmilicii, g 78.
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What

do not know, and cannot know.

is

told IS this.
The man was in a state of innocence
and purity, and the suggestion to sin came, as a
matter of fact, in tlie first instance from a personal
agency of evil outside the domain of his own will.
Here, then, is ignorance of evil dispelled, which-

man

For the conscious
than its acceptance, would
An
in a measure involve a knowledge of evil.
apostolic writer speaks of the WXeiot, or perfect
man, as one 'who by reason of use has his
senses exercised to discern good and evil (He 5'^).
True, there would be no personal realization of
But its
evil were it not consciously embraced.
existence must henceforward be delinitely conceived.
And we may notice that whether man
yielded to the temptation or overcame it, in any
case he would have advanced a step in knowledge.
To yield was a spiritual fall ; to resist would have
been a spiritual rise. But in any case the new
experience would be an intellectual rise. This is
a principle which has formed the starting-point of
some remarkable speculations as to the Fall both
The philosopher
in mediaeval and modern times.
Erigena seems to have had a confused perception of
this truth when he taught that sin was relatively
necessary for the development of human nature.

ever course the
refusal of evil,

no

adopted.

less

'

Schiller, again, interpreted the Fall as the necessary
transition of reason from the state of nature to
that of culture. The necessity of evil is a prominent feature in the Hegelian philosophy, according to which the life of the world is conceived as

inevitably developing itself through antagonism
and conflict. This is the Divina Commedia of
human history, the perpetual tragedy of life.
And theologians have pointed out that in Scripture itself the origin of the arts of civilization and
of peace is traced to fallen and not to unfallen
man. Tubal-cain, 'the forger of every cutting instrument in brass and iron,' and .Tubal the father
of musicians, are the de.scendants of Cain (Gn 4^'- ^).
The truth which seems to underlie speculations
Huch as these is that man would not begin to
process rapidly, in an intellectual point of view,
until he became conscious of the resistance to his
energies which evil presents. But this consciousness would not have been less intense had he overcome the temptation which assailed him instead
of yielding to it.
It is only the man who has
successfully battled with evil that is conscious of
its full strength, for upon him alone has it spent
all its powers.
And thus to assert that «n was
relatively necessary for the development of human
nature, is to confuse the yielding to temptation
with the experience of it. Had primeval man
been strong when evil presented itself, we know
not to what heights of intellectual, as of spiritual
excellence, the race might not have now attained.
In this view only is it true that the first temptation marks the beginning and the foundation of
the development of mind, the birth of man's

And

the first experience of eWl, explicitly recognized as evil, would atiord a fresh startingpoint for his growth.
For such experience of evil,
as has been said, would in any event whether it
was conquered or the conqueror involve a rise in
the intellectual scale. Had it been overcome, as
it might have been overcome (for the act of Adam
is represented as one of free choice), there would
have been a rise in the spiritual scale as well.
But in the event there was intellectual growth,
accompanied by a descent to a lower spiritual
level, from which it would be impossible for man
to rise without the aid of diWne grace.
And so
the Incarnation and the Atonement mark in the
history of mankind a crisis as real, and introduce
a force as potent, as when God created man in His
own image.
Such a view of man's progress is in the strictest
harmony alike with the Bible and with the teaching of modem science.
For it is to be remembered
that what science teaches us is that the history of
man has been a history of development, but it does
not and could not teach that this development has
proceeded along the best conceivable lines.* It is
no postulate of modern philosophy that this is the
best of all possible worlds. And the Christian
doctrine, that man as he presents himself to us in
history and in life, though his education through
the centuries has been divinely ordered, is not in
the condition which was the divine intention for
him, is a doctrine which receives verification from
daily observation.
The divine will has been
thwarted, so to speak, by the perversity of the
human will. And this has been recognized as the
key to the problem of evil by men of all races and
creeds.
For what is the spectacle which the world
Newman has described it well
of men presents?
To
in a splendid passage of his Apologia (ch. v.)
consider the world in its length and its breadtli,
its various history, the many races of man, their

—

—

'
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mutual alienation,
their ways, habits,
governments, forms of worship their enterprises,
their aimless courses, their random achievements
and acquirements, the impotent conclusion of longstanding facts, the tokens so faint and broken of
a superintending design, the blind evolution of
what turn out to be great powers or truths, the
progress of things, as if from unreasoning elements,
not towards final causes, the greatness and littleness of man, his far-reaching aims, his short duration, the curtain hung over his futurity, the
disappointments of life, the defeat of good, the
success of evil, physical pain, mental anguish,
the prevalence and intensity of sin, the pervading
idolatries, the corruptions, the dreary, hopeless
irreligion, that condition of the whole race, so
fearfidly yet exactly described in the apostle's
starts,

their

their fortunes,

conflicts

;

their

and then

;

then, that the doctrine of the Fall,
to examination, is in no way
inconsistent with the theory of the evolution of
man from lower types, and his growth from
strength to strength as the centuries have gone
by.
There has l>een a continuous intellectual
development. When the pre- Adamite ancestor of
the human familj' was fitted to receive the divine
gift of reason, it was granted to him.
Like Christ,
Adam came in the fulness of time, when all things
were ready. Up to this point the evolution had
been unconscious henceforward it was to be conscious, and partly assisted by voluntary effort.

words, "having no nope and without God in the
world," all this is a vision to dizzy and appal
and inflicts upon the mind the sense of a profound
mystery, which is absolutely beyond human solution.
What shall be said to this heart-piercing,
reason-bewildering fact? I can only answer, that
either there is no Creator, or this living society of
men is in a true sense discarded from His presence.'
The outcast man is, in short, the Great Exception.
While every other living thing is striving
for its good, man alone is found choosing what
he knows to be for his hurt.
And so to the
believer in God his own experience confirms the
As
eternal truth of the doctrine of the Fall.
Pascal says, De sorte que I'homme est plus incon• See Gore, Lux Jfundiio, pp. 635. 636. and the pasp^e there
"the
cited from Aubrey Moore's Eoolutxon and Chrigtianify

Matheson, Can ths Old Faith Utfe with the New, p
where the argument of this paragraph ia deretoped at

change which took place at the Fall was a chanj^'e in the moral
re^on but it could not be without \t» efToct elsewhere. Even
the knowledge of nature becomes confused withf ut the yovern-
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intellectual nature.'
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oevable sang ce mystf^re, que ce mj-stbre n'est
inconcevable k Ihomme.' Tliat doctrine is indeed
a (latum of revelation but it harmonizes well with
what we know of ourselves and of others. There
has been somewhere a backward step in the history
of man, who was at the first created 'very good.'
And the teacliing of St. Paul about sin, stated in
terms of the story of Gn 3, but based on the broad
of observation and experience, gives, as we
fround
ave seen, the rationale of this fact, and brings
it into line with tlie revelation of the gospel.
There are two points on which it is necessary to
add a few concluding remarks.
(1) St. Paul, following Gn 2" and 3»», states
that death came through sin (Ro 5'"").
It is
tolerably plain that by death he means physical
death, aJthough it has been interpreted of the death
of the soul (see Sanday, in luc). And he here seems
to come into collision with natural science, which
teaches that death must have been known upon
the earth long before the human species appeared.
For ages before the creation or evolution of man,
death in the case of the lower animals must have
been a necessary concomitant and condition of life.
It is not apparent, however, that this touches St.
Paul's argument ; for he is speaking of the death
of Tnan. And in the case oi man it may well be
that had he remained faithful to the law of his
being, as communicated to him by his Creator,
death would have had no dominion over him. As
has been said already, of the condition of primeval
man we have little information it was so utterly
nnlike anything of which we have e.xperience that
confident statements would be out of place.
But,
at all events, the death of a being made in the
image of God is a phenomenon of an order entirely
diirerent from the death of a beast.
Death is the
portion of the latter it is part of the divine
intention for him. Not so, lor man.
For him
there is a further destiny in store. And his sin,
as it involves alienation from God, involves the
withdrawal of that higher life which has been the
assurance of immortality.
do not assert of
Adam the non posse mori, but the posse non mori,
as long as his fellowship ^vith God, the source of
life, was unbroken.
But sin reduced him to the
state of a lower animal, and thus man became the
prey of death. It may well be that, as has been
surmised by many of the profoundest of Christian
philosophers, there is some intimate connexion between moral evil and physical decay for a composite
being such as Scripture represents man to be.
And in the I'all of Adam his whole race were thus
involved death passed upon them, not indeed as
a punishment for something which a remote ancestor had done, but as the inevitable consequence
of the sin of the head of the race.
Thev inherit a
degraded nature, which is subject to the laws of
Shysical dissolution as is the nature of a beast,
iut man's^normal condition, according to the OT,
is not mortality, with the possibility of attaining
immortality by a later gift but life in God's fellowship, with the possibility of losing it and falling
into a condition of an existence which is not life.'
It is not by any means clear that it is within the
power of natural science to negative this view.
(2) What may prove a more serious ditliculty
arises in connexion with the origin of the human
race from a single pair, which seems to be jircsuppo.-ied in St. Paul's exposition of the panillelisni
between Adam and Christ. True, the unity of the
race is not disproved by science and it is believed
by many on purely scientific grounds to l>e more
Srobable than the hj-pothe.sis that mankind are
escended from several pairs. But if the latter
doctrine should comiiianil at any time the assent
of the scientific world, it would be necessary to
;

'

'

j

;

We

;

'

;

;

*

Salmond, Chrittian Doctrine af ImmorUUity,

p. 220.

;

;

modify in gome degree what has been gaid. Thi.'i
article has been written on the a.ssumption that
there is nothing contradictory to science in the
doctrine of the unity of the human race an

common parents. This is certainly the doctrine expounded by St. Paul.
But
it is a matter which comes \s'ithin the province of
science; and should it ever be disproved, it would
be necessary to admit that the apostle was n.sing
descended from

an illustration not

scientifically

apt in

all respects.

must be observed, however, that in essentials
nothing would have to be changed. The great
It

truths, that sin began
race, that its baneful

with the beginning oF our
influence has been transmitted from generation to generation, that it is a.s
widespread as mankind itself, that it cannot be
eradicated without a gift of grace, are unallected
whether Adam be taken as the name of a single
individual, or as a term descriptive of the fore
'

'

f.ithers of the human species.
sin is a sufficient indication

has been corrupted at
fall of

one or

true that

be made

universality of

human nature

whether by the
would still remain

its base,

ot several

and

;

Adam

as in

'

The
that
it

Christ shall

all die, so in

So much it has been deemed
necessary to say, although at present the balance
cf evidence seems distinctly to favour the doctrine
that mankind are descended from one common
stock, and so to confirm the analogy drawn out by
St. Paul.
See also Adam, Atonement, Justification, Heredity, Paradise, Sacrifice, Sin.
all

alive.'

—

LiTERATtTUB. In addition to the books already mentioned,
the following may be consulted with proflt
Ryle, Earty
Narratives of Genesis; Orr, Chrittian yieui of God and the
World Laidlaw, The Bible Doctrine of Man MiiUer, Christian
Doctrine of Sin. The subject il discussed
all treatises on
systematic Theology.
J. H. BERNARD.
:

:

;

m

AV

FALLOW-DEER.— This word occurs in the
anion" the clean animals (Dt 14'), and in the
list of game furnished for Solomon's daily table
In each list 'ayyAl, zdlti, and yahmilr
(1 K 4^).
occur in the same order. The first is correctly
translated, both in AV and ItV, hart (see Hart).
The second is incorrectly tr. in AV roebuck, and
correctly in RV gazelle (see GAZELLE).
The third
is incorrectly
correctly in

tr.

RV

AV

in
falloio-deer, and, we think,
roebuck (see Roebuck).
G. K. Post.

FALSE WITNESS.—See LviNO, Oath.
FAME. —The

Gr. word

(pfitiri

(from

to de-

iprnil,

clare, say) was used for a divine voice, oracle, and
then for a report or common saying. The Lat.

word fama, beginning, where 0i)fn) left off, with
rumour or report, added to that the meaning of
reputation or renown. The Eng. word
fame,'
though it once had all the meaning of Lat. /((»ki,
now retains only the sense of renown or celebrity.
Thus in modem Eng. fame is never a fair equi'

'

'

valent for

^TiM").

That in 1611 'fame' had the meaning (1) of
report, and (2) also of renown, is certain.
Thus
(1) Sir T. Klyot, The Governoiir, 15;il (Croft's ed.
ii. 291), says, 'all (Jreece was in great fear for the
fame that was sprad of the commynge of the
:

Persians with an infinite armyo.'

Mt

So Tindalo's

tr.

is,
Vo shall heare of warres,
of warres
(Gr. dKois ; Wye.
openyouns'; Tind. 1526 noyse'; Cran. 'tidinges'
Rhcm. 'bruites' ; Gen., Bish., AV,
'rumours').
And Bacon {Adv. of Learning, II. xxiii. 19) says,

of

an<l

24''(ed. of 1534)

'

fame

of the

'

'

'

RV

General fame is light, and the opinions conceived
by superiors or equals are deceitful for to such
men are more masked verior fama e domcidcis
i.manat.'
Again (2) in Shaks. (TroUut: and Ores'

;

;

siita, III.

iii.

228), Achilles says
'

I

see

My

my

fame

reputation
ij

in

at stake

shrewdly jforod

'

;

'

m

:'

FAMILIAE

FAMILY

in Henry V. ill. ii. 13, Pistol sings, ' And sword
shield, In bloody field. Doth win immortal
fame ; to which the Boy replies, ' Would I were in
an ale-house in London I would give all
fame
for a pot of ale and safety.

aggregate of kinsfolk between whcra relationship
is
traced the clan, tribe, nation, or even the
human race, (b) In a looser sense for communities
living in close and permanent intercourse, from the
household Including dependants as well as kinsfolk to the clan, etc., including persons not of the
main stock, (c) In various fig. senses with which
we are not concerned here. UT recognizes and
connects the groups denoted hy family in (a) and
still less ha«
(6), but has no single term for them
it any term corresponding to the Eng. family.
n:3 house, approaches most closely to the range of

846
and

—

ftnd

'

my

!

'

;

oi family in (a) and (4); in Gn 7' Noai
witli his wife and sons and daughters-in-law are
called his house ; we have also the house of David
17*, of Israel (i.e. the
2 S 3', of Levi {i.e. tribe)

meaning

'

Nu

It is evident also that in the

festly the sense.

—

—

In AV both meanings appear, bnt the former
most frequently. The only manifest examples of
the meaning 'renown' are 1 K 4", 1 Ch 14" 22*,
Zeph 3'", where the Heb. is shem a name.' When
the Heb. U shenia' (Nu 14", 1 K 10>, 2 Ch 9', Job
28'^, Is 66>»), shomn (Jos 6" 9', Est 9», Jer 6^), or
shimuah (1 K 10', 2 Ch 9'), the meaning is not very
distinctly marked, but the Heb. words are properly
report, tidings (lit. 'hearing'); and in Job 2S-*
(RV rumour') as well as in Jer 6** that is mani-

RV

OT

passage, Gn 45" (where the
Heb. is kul, lit. 'voice'), the sense is report. In
that sense is probably the only one that
occurs.
The Gr. words are (1) ^/itj, Mt 9^«, Lk 4",
the only examples of the word, which is nearly as
rare in
(Pr 16^ [for shemuah], 2 Mac i^'\
3 ilac 3», 4 Mac 4--), with the verb Sia<f>i]piliu, Mt 9^'

nation) Ex 16^'.
In P and Ch 3x n'3,
father^
house, is a technical term for a subdivision of
tribe.
The origin of these terms in the concrete
dwelling connects them with (J), cf. similar use
of 'J.ix tent, in Ps 18^ 83'.
So also nn^fc,
family, is explained (Ges., Fuerst) as etymologically a union, obsolete V '^-^ to join, but Buhl

they
spread abroad his
thei
defameden hym,' 1388
dltiameden hym,' from Vul". dijfnmaverunt eum). (2) dicoi), lit. hearing,' Mt 4^ 14',

connects with Arab, sajtaha, topour out, and with
.inca.
'c is strictly a clan, and is used in P and late
writings (Nu 2, etc.) for the largest division of a
but its meanings also range from the clan
tribe
to the tribe (Jg 13-) and the nation (Jer 33^^).
Other terms are derived from the physical tie
between kinsfolk, and connect with (a), jnj seed

only remaining

NT

EV

LXX

airrSv,

(Jie07)^<rai'

fame
'

thei

Wye.

;

'

.

.

1380

'

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

Mk

(RV always

l**

'report').

(3)

Lk 4"

;

'echo,'

^x"'.

the only occurrence of this meaning (KV
• rumour
word,' Lk 5" (RV report '),
').
(4) \4705,
which has this meaning also in Mt 28", Jn 21^
(EV 'saying'). In Apocr., on the other hand, we
find only 1 Mac 3-°-'", both with the mod. sense
'

'

renown

of

RV
Fame

(Gr. ivo/ua,

name ').

'

adds Jer 50" (Heb. shema') for

bone (Gn 29'*), if? flesh (Gn 29'*),
18'2), with its derivative .tikp (Lv
IS''), in the sense of blood-relation
the compounds of i"?' bear, beget, mJ'D offspring (Gn 48'),
Also,
kinsfolk (Gn 3P), nn^in clans (Nu 1*).

(Gn
HNf

'

AV 'report.'

young children

'

is

J.

Heb. '6bh
in plu. it

wherever

it

short

Hastings.

'

RVm

'skin-bottles,'
'bottles,'
wine skins '), on which see Driver on Dt 18" and
'
art. Demon ; also Van Hoonacker, Divination by
Ob,' ui Expos. Tillies, Jan. 1898. ' Familiar has in
this phrase the sense of the 'La.t. fannliaris , belonging Ui one's family, and so to oneself, ready to serve
'

'

one as a famulus or servant. The oldest example
in Oxf. Eng. Diet, is Stow, Chron. (1565) 107, 'A
familiar spirit which hee had ... in likentsse of a
Catte.' But it is found in Geneva Bible of 1500,
1 S 28' ^^- ' etc., whence it passed into AV.
Similar
phrases seem to be older, as Prose Legends in
Anqlia, viii. 146 (14 ), Hir famylier aungel thet
hadide hir in kepynge
and Capgrave, Chron. 25
(1460), 'That same familiar devel.'
In Jer 20" we find the subst. ' familiars (Lat.
familiares), All my familiars watched for my halting,' for which RV gives 'familiar friends' as the
same Heb. is tr. in Ps 41» AV and RV.

—

'

'

'

U lit, m&D (or men) of my peace.' It occure also
Ob '. The moat instructive occurrence is no doubt Ps
and the meaning is there at least not simply acquaintances,

The Heb.
Jer

*

3822,

*

whom

should ^ve the ordinary- salutation, Peace be
with you (Streane) ; but rather, as Cheyne, tboM who are
epecially attached to me by a covenant.
those to

I

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

—

governed family life amongst all classes, and the
wealthy families and their dependants constituted
a large proportion of the population but we have
always to bear in mind tliat the familiar OT
pictures are concerned chiefly >vith certain classes,
and that for other cases we must allow for tha
effect of inferior rank and smaller means.
Members. The members of a Heb. family or
ii.
household included some or all of the following:
;

FAMILY.—

Scope, Terms, and Data.— The
term family is used in many different senses
(a) For larger or smaller groups of persons connected by blood or marriage, from the family in
the narrowest sense a man with his wives and
children, and sometimes his mother to the widest
1.

—

—

qui<:/c

misreading

«'./.).

—

familiars are Knox,
ffist. 38,
they would chop their familiars on the
cheeke with it [the New Testament]
and Hos
10'* Cov.
All thy stronge cities shalbe layed
waist, euen as Salmana was destroyed with his
famUiers.'
J. Hastings.
Illustrations of the subst.

IBO take

a

proper, and the larger social groujis will be dealt
with in the art. Tribe ; but it will be necessary to
make some allusion to the relations of the family
to the clan, etc.
The data for our subject are the narratives of
the family life, esp. of the patriarchs, of Ruth, of
David, and of Tobit ; the laws dealing vrith the
family ; and the various allusions to the subject.
OT narratives are, of course, valid authorities for
the manners of the times in which they originated,
whatever view may be held as to their historicity.
Unfortunately, however, both narratives and
a less degree laws mostly treat of royal, noble,
or wealthy families and their slaves, and we have
free
little direct information as to the poorer
Israelites.
Doubtless, the same general principles

;

'

41^,

V

collectively are is,
njN3 (Ezk 11") La

This brief statement as to terms shows how the
family was bound up with all the social and political
arrangements of Israel. Hence it is difficult to
draw any natural line of division between the family
and other social and political groups, whose institutions are expressed in terms of the family, and
Moreover, it is
derived in fact or theory from it.
often maintained that the idea of the family
originated in a social group larger than and
different from that consisting of a single man with
If this is in
his dependent women and children.
any measure true, the relations between the family
(in the narrower modem sense) and the larger social
groups will be still more complicated. This article
will oe confined, as far as possible, to the family

is

EV

means

steps.

(CornUl, etc.

the tr. in EV of
occurs (except Job 32" where

FAMILIAR.—' Familiar spirit

csi;

(Lv

;

the Wyclifite tr" of 1388 here, report
having come from the Geneva Bible of 1560.
'

12'),

flesli

—

I

FAMILY

rA]\IILY

tbn man, as snpreme head of the household hia
mother, if residing with liira after the death of his
father; his wives; his concubines; the wives'
children of
children ; the concubines' children
Other women, e.g. Jeplithah (Jg 11'); daughterssons - in - law, for example, Jacob with
in - law
Lallan
other free Isr. relatives, friends, or
ucpendants ; gerim or resident foreigners, EV
'the stranger that is within thy gates' Jsee Gkr)
male and female slaves, Isr. and foreign, homebom and purchased. Thus the ancient Ileb. was
polygamy inlarger than the modern family
crea.'ied the number of women and children dependent on a single man married sons and their
families often remained in their father's household ;
the insecurity of primitive life led individual resident aliens, etc., to attach themselves to households,
niori hdmuth,
and
(a) Husbamts Mother.
mother-in-law.
In Mic 7» (quoted Mt KP, Lk 12==")
the htlmCth is perhaps the wife of the living head
in Ru, Naomi, herself a widow,
of the household
Hut the hdmuth attained
is the /uuiu'tlh of widows.
Bpecial importance and dignity when, after the
death of her husband, her son became the head
She was then the most importof the family.
a
ant and influential woman in the household
man had many wives, only one mother he had
been trained in deference and obedience to his
mother ; his wives were his property, and absolutely
subject to his authority. Tliey had often been
selected by his mother, e.g. IshuKU'l's wife by
Hagar (Gn 21»', cf. 2 Es 9"). In the history of the
families best known to us the royal houses of Isr.
and .luilah there are numerous indications of the
exalted position of the mother of the reigning
Her
king. Sue bears the title nrSJ miitress.
name is regularly given in the paragraph describsaid
about
the
accession,
while
nothing
is
ing an
wives.
Mtiacah, Jezebel, Athaliah, and Nehushta
(2 K 24'- '^- ", cf Jer 22''") appear as exercising great
influence in the rei":iis of their sons. The an.ilogy
of modern Eastern life fully warrants us in taking
the position of the queen-mother as representing
that of the mother of the head of any ordinary
family.
Sometimes a widow herself appears as
head of a household, e.g. Micah's mother (Jg 17'"),
Naomi in Ru, the Shunammite (2 K 8'«), Tobit's
grandmotlier (To 1'); cf. al.so the po.sition of the
mother of our Lord during His ministry.
The
(b) Husband,
Wives and Concubines.
generic terms «>'i<, e^ux mnn, nj'x woman, are commonly used for husband and wife, as in most
languages.
This usage recognizes the fundamental nature of sex\ial characteristics. In spite
of tlie similarity of the two words, Oxf. Ileb. Lex.
speaks of the impossibility of deriving ei-tt and
nj"* from the same root'
consequently, all deductions based on the reference of the two words to
the same root are without any true foundation.
The husband is Sjis master, as supreme over his
wives, who are slaves acquired by capture in war
(Dl 2I"'"), or by purchase (Gn 34"', Ex 22", Dt
22", Ku 4'°). It would be misleading to apply
the term 'frcewoman' to any Israclitess, except
perhaps to a widow.
Even in the Mishiia,
women, slaves, and children are constantly
grouped together, e.g. Deracholh, iii. 3, and a
woman is always under the authority of her father
until she is placed under the authority of her
husband,' Kelubulh, iv. 3.
The wife as in subjecThe rights of
tion to the ba'al is bc'uli'th (Is 54').
a husband over his wives were limited by atlection
covecustom,
terms
the
marriage
and
by the
of
nant or contract (Gn 31"- •", To 7'*), by the influence of the wife's family, also by certain specific
laws. The marital supremacy involved the right
This is
of divorce at the husband's discretion.
laid down in Ut 24', which, however, imposes
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

RV

AV

;

;

;

—

—

.

—

'

;

'

'

'
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vague and obscure conditions, prtbably
intended to discourage capricious divorce (Benzinger, Hcb. Arch. 346).
Is 50', Jer 3' show that
was usual to give the divorced woman 123
it
mn-15 a bill of divorce,' doubtless that she might
be able to resist any attempt on his part to reclaim
his rights over her, a divorced woman being in a
Dt forbids a man to
sense an emancipated slave.
divorce his wife, if he has falsely charged her
with unchastity before marriage (22"- '"), or if he
himself seduced her and had been compelled to
many her in consequence (22^- ^). These enactments and the protest in Mai 2" point to a frequency of divorce. A wife could not divorce her
Other limitations of
husband (Benzinger, 341).
the husband's rights were that he might not marry
wives
(Lv 18'") if a
of
his
living
a sister of one
man hears his wife make a vow and does not
disallow it at once, he may not do so afterwards
(Nu 30"). Even if a woman has been purchased
from her parents as a concubine (i?!?; and he does
not wish to retain her, he may not sell her to
strangers ; he must either let her kinsfolk buy her
back, or betroth her to one of his sons. If he takes
another wife or concubine, he must either maintain the lirst in her full rights, or let her go free
without payment (Ex 21'"''). Even a captive who
has been taken to wife may not be sold as a slave,
but if sent away must be dismissed free of payment (Ut 21""'-). Similarly, in modern Arabia it
The rights
is held disgraceful to sell a concubine.
of a wife would necessarily include those of a
concubine.
No very clear information is given as to the relarrfv. woman,
tive status of wives and concubines,
is sometimes used as a general term for a wife or
concubine (Gn 30^) sometimes for \vife as distinguished from concubine (1 K IP). The words ntij
(in Hex., chiefly ED), nri^p (in Hex., chiefly JP),
and ^jJi'S, seem to be practically synonymous when
In households where the
used of concubines.
person of every female slave was witl. few exceptions at the dispo.sal of the master (Benzinger,
162), and where the relative status of the women
depended chiefly on his favour, definite and nicely
graduated distinctions were impossible. Amongst
modern Mohammeilans, a man may cohabit with
any of his female slaves who is a Mohammedan,
and, conversely, he
a Christian, or a Jewess
cannot have as a slave a woman whom he acknowledges to be within the prohibited degrees of
marriage (Lane, Arabian Nitjhts, i. 55, 56). The
only definite advantage claimed by wives over
concubines is that their children should inherit a
larger share, or even the whole, of their father's
property, e.g. Sarah's claim for Isaac (Gn 21'").
Nevertheless the wife, because her position was
the result of her husband's favour, and was often
guaranteed by powerful relatives, would often
enjoy superior consideration, and exercise a greater
Sarah, R.achel, and Leah had slaveinfluence.
certain

'

;

)

;

—

—

;

who were their own prothese became concubines, tliey
were still under the authority of their mistresses.
Polygamy is both recognized by the law and described in the history nearly all the kings and
judges of whom we have particulars have a large
Iiarem.
Ace. to Justin (jrn//)/io, 134), even in his
time Jewish teachers permitted each man to have
four or five wive8(cf. Jos. Ant. XVII. i. 2 Mishna,
But considerations of exKci/u.ihin, ii. 7, etc.).
pense and the ajiproximately eciual numbers of
the two sexes place narrow limits on polygamy.
Nowack {Jlcb. Arch. i. 159) points out that Abraham and ElUanah have two wives, that n-i)!
'adversary' is a technical term for one of two
wives, and that Dt 21"''- speaks of two wives, one
beloved, the other hated.
He thinks that such

girls, nin;:^ {shcphdliulh),

perty; and

when

;

;

—
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bigamy would be very common.

In the nature of
the case, a large proportion of the population must
have been monogamous cf. the cases of Adam (Gn
2»-»«), Noah and his sons (6'8 7" 8"), Lot (19">),
Probably, the monogamy of
Isaac, and Joseph.
these patriarchs is narrated as an example. The
family q^uarrels arising out of polygamy are sufficiently illustrated from the familiar examples of
Sarah and Hagar, Rachel and Leah, Hanii.ih and
Peninnah, and the famUy history of David (cf. Sir
37" 26' where dtTifTJXo^ = rriy). On the other hand,
Heb. family life must be judged from the point of
view of the ancient East, and not from that of the
modem West. From the former, there was nothin"
immoral in polygamy, and the status of wives and
concubines was neither regarded by otlier.s nor felt
The acrostic
by themselves to be humiliating.
on the Capable Woman, 'esheth hayil (Pr 31'°"").
testifies to the honourable position of the faithful
;

wife.

We have little Information

as to the marriages
apparently, the tie between them was
couple who had come into a
not very binding.
master's possession as a married couple were to be
released together at the end of six years ; but if,

of slaves

;

A

after a man became a slave, his master married
Lim to another slave, and children were born, the
man either went away alone, or remained a
slave for the sake of his family (cf. NLaebiaqe,

Woman).

—

Parents and Children. The etymologies of
they
father, dn mother, are quite uncertain
are common to most Sem. languages, are apparently connected with the terms for father and
mother in the Aryan and other families of languages, and are probably older than the triliteral
roots. [3 son and its fern, ns have been somewhat
improbably connected with njj to build tliey too,
also, are probably older than the triliteral roots.
The father was supreme over the children he
could dispose of the daughter in marriage (Gn 29),
[but (Lv 19^) he might not make her a prostitute],
and arrange his son's marriage (Gn 24), or sell
his chUdren as slaves (Ex 21') where, however,
the father is forbidden to sell his daughter to a
stranger (Neh 5"). The power of die and death
is attested by the proposed sacrifice of Isaac, the
case of Jephthah's daughter, and the practice
of sacrificing children to Molech (Lv 18^' 20^'°,
23", Jer 32"). The utmost respect and obedi2
ence to both father and mother are insisted on in
Ex 20", Lv ig*, Dt 5'«, Pr l^ 6» 19=« 20-« 232^ 28--'
30"- ", cf. Ezk 22', Mic 7'.
Similarly, Ex 21>»- ",
Lv 20' direct that any one smiting or cursing father
or mother shall be put to death Dt 27" invokes a
curse upon any one who is disrespectful to father
or mother.
Pr 13^" etc. insist on the duty of
strict domestic discipline, though doubtless the
rod may be understood as including other cjiastisement "besides corporal punishment (cf. Pr 17'").
Dt 21"'" directs that a stubborn and rebellious
son, a glutton and a drunkard, is to be stoned to
death by his fellow-citizens, on the testimony of
his father and mother given before the elders.
Such laws really imposed limits on the authority
of the father
he must not himself put his son to
death, but must procure his punishment by a
public legal process. The constant coordination
of father and mother in such passages practically
places the mother on the same level ^vith the father
with regard to the children. Indeed, polygamy
makes each mother much more important to her
own children than their father is. In a polygamous family, each mother and her children form a
sub - famuy, Jacob's wives and concubines have
separate tents (Gn SI''), the management of
which is in the hands of the mother. Hence the
early education and training of chUdren was
(c)

;

31J

;

;

—

K

;

'

'

;

—

—

mostly given by the mother. Children were named
by the mother, e.g. Jacob's sons (Gn 29, 30);
sometimes also by the father, e.g. Ishmael (Gn
16'°), Isaac (Gn 21').
The long period of suckling
infants were not weaned till the second or third
year must have constituted an added bond between mother and chUdren. The religious instruction appointed in Ex 12^'" 13»-», Dt 4» 6'- *-^ U"
would probably be given by the mother. The
sayings of king Lemuel (Pr 31'"") were taught him
by his mother.
On the other hand, Pr constantly

—

—

refers to the mAsar (RV ' instruction ') of the
father, as well as to the tCrdh (RVm 'teaching')
of the mother (1").
Ace. to the rank and wealth
of the family, the care of the children would devolve
in whole or in part on female slaves. Rebekah (Gn

and Joash ben-Ahaziah (2 K 11') had each a
foster-mother meneketh (RV 'nurse'), though
Rebekah, at any rate, had a mother living.
Mephibosheth ben- Jonathan had an 'dmeneth (RV
nurse,' 2 S 4*).
The grandmother, on either
side, would, by all analogy, have much to say
about the trainin" of the children Naomi became
the 'Omeneth of Ruth's baby (Ru 4'°). We also
have the masculine '6men (RV 'nursing father,
Nu 11'", Is 49^). From the analogy of the guard-

24'*)

'

;

Ahab (2 K 10'- *), and of Nathan
would appear to have been a kind

ians of the sons of
(2

S

12-°), tliis

of tutor or 7rai5o7ai7ii.
Schools for children are
first mentioned in Josephus (Ant. XV. x. 5) and
Mishna (Shab. i. 3). Ace. to Talm. Jerus. (Kethub.
viii. 1 1 ) the first school for children was established

by Simeon ben-Shetach, a century before Christ
(Stapfer, 141)
ace. to 'Talm. Bab. Baba Bathra
(Nowack, i. 172), a system of schools in every
town was established by Jesus ben-Gamla, who
became high priest in A.D. 64. In such schools
reading and ^vriting would be taught any other
instruction would mainly consist of committing
Scripture, etc., to memory, by repeating passages
;

;

after the teacher.
(d)

and Sisters. — The circumstances of
— the need of labour to the
and

Brothers

Israelite life

soil,

till

of warriors to defend the homestead from the raids
of neighbouring tribes, rendered a large family a
great blessing (Ps 127^').
The natural checks
war, famine, and pestilence prevented all danger
of over-population. The labour of girls in the household, the price that might be obtained for them as
wives or concubines, and the alliances witli powerful neighbours that might result from their marriages, gave a certain value to daughters ; but the
Isr. father's chief desire was for sons
it was the
first-born sons who were sacred to J" (Ex 22^). The
physical token
circumcision
of the national
covenant with J" is such as can be borne only by
males ; a mother is unclean for 14 days after
bearing a daughter, but only for 7 after the birth
of a son.
Daughters are very rarely mentioned by

—

;

—

—

name.

Each sub-family of full brothers and sisters, the
children of one mother, had interests of its own,
which clashed with those of the other subfamilies.
Domestic friction was specially strong in the
numerous smaller households where there were
two wives, e.g. Hannah and Peninnah [cf. the term
nnj (Dt 21"'''), and for two wives in a large household, Sarah and Hagar].
The relative status of
the sub-families depended on the family relationfavour
shown lier by her
ships of the mother, the
husband, and in some measure on her being wife
have already seen that claims
or concubine.
Avere sometimes made that the children of a wife
should oust those of a concubine from all or part
of their share of the family inheritance. But these
claims are not sustained by any legal ordinance or
even by any general custom. The sons of Jacob's
concubines rank as ancestors of tribes. It is tnia

We

—

-
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that they are reckoned in a sense as children of
their motliers' mistresses, but the same was true of
Islimael, who was excluded from the seed of the
promise. There was no dill'erence of legitimacy in
our sense between tlie sons of wives and concubines
even Jephthah, the son of a zoniih or prostitute, is
brought up in his father's house, and liis expulsion
is evidently regarded as an act of unjust violence
(Jg 11'-') (Renzinger, 148, 135). Apparently, all
a man's acknowledged children were legitimate,
without regard to the status of their mother. The
basUrd, mamzer (Dt 23^ [EV •'], Zee 9«), is generally
re^rded as the offspring of incest or adultery
Possibly, however,
(Dillm. and Driver on Dt '23-).
mamzer may include children of prostitutes, whose
fathers were unkno\\'n or did not acknowledge

offices of the Israelites.
The ger is mentioned in
close connexion with the other dependent memlierf
of the household (Ex 20'°, Lv 25«). He seems to
have placed himself under the protection of the

;

them.
In earlier times polygamous sub-families were
so distinct that brothers married half-sisters, e.g.
Abraham and Sarah (Gn 20"). In 2 S 13" Tamar
thinks that David would certainly sanction her
marriage with her half-brother.
Such anions are,

however, forbidden by Lv

18'.

The same causes which rendered the mother
more important to her children than the father,
often rendered the brothers the special guardians
of their full sisters, e.g. Laban of Kebekah, Simeon
and Levi of Dinah (Gn 34), Absalom of Tamar.
So, children often maintained a close connexion
with their mother's family, Jacob (Gn 27*'), Abimelech ben-Gideon (Jg 9'), Absalom (2 S 3', 13^').
The sons were the heirs, but in the absence of
sons the daughters might inherit, and after the
daughters other male relatives in order of kinship
(Nu 27''"). A special birthright and a larger share
of the inheritance were given to the first-bom, both
in the histoiy (Gn 49») and the law (Ex 22-*); but the
blkhCrdh, or right of the first-born, was not purely a
matter of priority of birth, it might be sold, e.g. by
Esau to .Jacob, or bestowed on a younger son by a
partial father, Dt 21"— which forbids such a practice.
Side by side, however, with the first-born,
the youngest son const.iiitly appears as the object
of special favour, both from God and his parents,
e.g. Abraham,
Isaac, Bethuel, Jacob, Joseph,
Kphraim, Moses, David, Solomon

(cf.

Heir).

Married Children, Daughters-in-law, Sons-inlaw.
A married son would remain part of the
(«)

—

father's family, though not necessarily of his household, while the father lived.
He would still bo
in some measure suliject to his autliority.
The

men with families when
into Egyjtt, but Jacob was still the

patriarchs were married
Isr.

went down

head of the family (cf. Job 1). So the daughterin-law joined her husband's family and came under
the authoritv of her father-in-law (To 10'"), to whom
she was subject even after her husband's death,
e.g. Judah and Tamar (Gn 38).
If her father-inlaw was dead, she belonged to her brother-in-law
or husband's next-of-kin (Dt 2o°, Ru 3"), or might
remain with her mother- in-law (Ku 1').
Sometimes, however, a man joined his wife's family, at
%ny rate for a time, and fell under the authority
of his father-in-law, e.g. Jacob (Gn 29-31), Moaes
(Ex 2-»'-'= 4'«, cf. Gn 24» see § v.).
Doubtless, more
(/) Other free Dependants.
distant relatives, cousins, etc., friends and free
servants, would sometimes form part of the family
in the narrower sense
but we have hardly any
information on the subject. Little is said as to hired
servants
probably they were hired only for short
periods, and did not form part of the employer's
family.
Micah's J^evite, indeed, was hired to be
ft priest
permanently at a regular stipend, 'and
the j'oung man was unto him as one of his sons ('Jg
;

—

;

;

'

The

resident alien, ger (UV 'stranger'),
tusht'ibh (RV 'stranger' or 'sojourner'), is con
tantly refened to, and is commended to the good
VOL. I. $4
17")-

—
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family rather than the clan he probably rendered
some services in return for protection and sustenance, and may often have been a hired servant he
was evidently a familiar figure in Isr. society. The
ger was united to his hosts by close ties.
His
legal status and personal safety depended upon
their protection, and they were bound by th»
sacred obligations of Eastern hospitality to care
for hini as for one of their own kin.
He was
entitled to the Sabbath rest (Ex 20'"), and to eat the
passover if he became circumcised (Ex 12**). See
;

;

Gkr, Strangek.

—

The slave was substantially one ^.
(g) Slaves.
the family. The master's authority over him did
not differ essentially from that over wives and
children, and the wife was purchased like the slave.
Conversely, a female slave might become a concubine, and a male might marry his master's
daughter (1 Ch 2*"- ^), or become his heir (Gn 15').
Slaves were circumcised and ate the passover. The
yilidh bayith, or home-born slave, would have the
closest, and the purchased Isr. slave, who had to
be released at the end of six years, the loosest ties
to his master's family.
We gather, however, from
Jer 34" that the custom of releasing Isr. slaves was
not strictly observed. See Slave.
Responsibility.
iii. Mutual
In primitive
times the family, in a narrower or wider sense,
was the efficient social organization and such
functions of modem government as were discharged
at all were represented by the mutual claims and
duties of kinsfolk. Many laws and customs of Isr.
are a legacy from this primitive system.
In
ancient times the only protection for life or property lay in men's willingness to defend and
avenge their kinsmen.
This right and duty is
still recognized in OT
the next-of-kin, go'el, must
punish his kinsman's murderer, marry his widow
if the deceased was childless, and may inherit his
property.
See GoEL, and section on Levirate
Alarriage under Marriage. One would sujipose
that this strong sense of family duty would have
led kin.sfolk to provide for destitute relatives. But
men were often obliged to sell themselves or
their children for slaves, and widows and orphans
are constantly spoken of as poor, helpless, and
oppressed.
Douotless, the ordinary calamities
—drought, dearth, famine, pestilence, inva.sion
would often ruin whole clans at the same time
but it is also clear that family feeling was no
adequate substitute for legal provision for the

—

;

;

;

poor.

Family Religion.— As the nation had

iv.

religious

symbol

sacrifices, priests,
its special sncra.

its

of circumcision, its siinctuaries,

and festivals, so the family had
According to Benzinger, 137, and

Nowack, 154, following Stade, etc., the Israelite
family was es.sentially a society bound together by
common religious observances, Cultgenossenschnft.
Thus, in the patriarchal narratives, the patriarchs,
as head of the family, erect altars and offer sacrisimilarly, the passover was a family rile,
fices
ob.served in the home, often, of course, temporary.
In 1 S 20^ we read of clan-sacrifice, zclmh mishThe family burying place
piiifuih, at Bethlehem.
Benzin^'er and Nowack see in
IS sacred (Gn 23).
the cutting off of the hair and the self-mutilation forbidden in Dt W-, Lv 19" **, remains of
ancient ancestor worship
cf.
the practice of
necromancy (1 S '28). Teraphim are usually understood to have been images or symbols of ancestors.
In later times the instruction directed to
lie given in Dt 6 would be matter for tlie family
and the regulations as to ceremonial cleanness
;

;

;

—
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tended to make the whole personal and family life
a conticuous series of religious observances. The
later system, however, diflered from the former
in that in primitive times each family had rites
peculiar to itself, in later times all families

and the dispersion of the Jews throughout the
ancient world, would sometimes modify, sometimes
also accentuate, the observance of Jewish customs.
Probably, Western influences reinforced the tendency to monogamy, which we have already noticed
in OT.
It is doubtful whether 1 Ti 3- ", Tit 1«

850

practised the
V.

same

rites.

Early History of the Family.— Under

was constituted under the
who was supreme over
wives and ehUdreu, and primogeniture was recogthe monarchy, the family
headship of the father,

nized

in the transmission of authority (royal,
priestly, etc.) and property.
The Hex. traces
institutions
these
back to the origin of the human
race in Adam and Eve ; at the same time it preserves many incidents which have been held to
point to an altogether different state of affairs in
early times.
It is maintained by W. R. Smith
and others that the head of the family was originally the mother (mother-right, matriarchate), and

that descent was traced only through the mother.
Marriage was then polyaiidrous (of which the
levirate marriage is supposed to be a relic), and
be'ena marriage, in which the man becomes one
of the wife's family, and goes into her tent (cf.
§ 7 and Gn 2^), as opposed to ba'al marriage,
where the wife enters her husband's luuiilj'. This
view is based partly on parallels amongst other
primitive peoples, and esp. amongst the Arabs
and partly on various traces in OT, some of
which have been already mentioned.
In connexion with this theory, it has also been maintained that exogamous totem - clans existed in
ancient Israel. Such clans are united by the use
of a common badge, connected with some animal
or plant after which the clan was named intermarriage between members of the clan is regarded
as incest, and the totem may not be eaten. One
example cited is the clan Caleb (dog), the dog
being unclean (Dt 14*- '), and its flesh forbidden
food.
Even if it should ultimately be proved that
such theories are partly true, it is clear that be'ena
marriages and totemism were obsolete and forgotten in historic Israel, and that they can be
traced only in customs whose original significance
was no longer understood.
vi.
The Family in Apocr. and NT.
Throughout the Bible, but esp. in the later books of
OT, in Apocr., and in NT, the sacred history refers
incidentaJly to the family institutions of numerous
Gentile nations; but any general treatment of
these would be beyond the scope of biblical archseology.
Various subjects raise special questions of
this nature, and these are dealt with in the
articles on those subjects.
Our data do not point to any re|;\ilar development in the later history of the Jewish family.
Its character and principles were as permanent as
social institutions mostly are in the East. I'^eatures
of OT family life reappear in Apocr., NT, and

inculcate monogamy, cf. 1 Ti 5'.
Our Lord's
limitation of divorce (Mt 5'^- ^) followed the teach-

ing of Shammai.
Literatcrh.— For the early history of the family, W. R. Smith,
Eijuhip and Marria'je in Larly Arabia, and 'Animal Worship
and Animal Tribes among the Arabs and in OT in Joum. of
Philology, vol. ix.; J. F. M'Lennan, Primitive Marriage, and
the essay on 'Totem-Clans in OT in Joseph Jacobs' Studie*
in Bibl. Archaeology ; Bertholet, IKc Steltung d. Isr. u. Jud. z.
d. Fremden, esp. pp. 1-80.
For the Bible history, the sectioon
on the Family, and the laws of Marriage, Divorce, Parents and
Children, etc., in Ewald, Atterthiimer^ (Eng. tr. The AtU. o/
Isr. from Ist ed. 1844)
Keil, Uaiidb. der Bibl. Arch.^ 1876
Benzinger, Heb. Arch. 1894 ; Nowack, Lehrb. dtr Eeb. Arch.
1894
J. F. McCurdy, Hint. Proph. and the MonumenU, ii.
86-77 Dillmann and Driver on the passages from Pent., for OT ;
'

'

;

,•

;

;

Schurer,
Bibetlex.

HJP.

;

for

Riehm's

NT

;

RE

also art. in Herzog's

HWB.

W.

;

Schenkel'l

H. BENNETT.

FAMINE (3!n, X(/t4s) in Syria and Egypt in past
times may be attributed to four causes
i. Want of water, i.e. rainfall or inundations, in due season.
ii.

iii.

iv.

Destruction of corn and fruit by hail and rain out of season.
of all growing crops by locusts and caterpillars.
„
of fowl supplies by the hand of man.
„

;

;

—

Talm., and

still

and Syrians.

persist

amongst modern Arabs
history of the Herods is

The family

very smiilar to that of David.

—

The Pent. some of whose laws embody the
most primitive customs of Israel remained to the

—

last the authoritative

code of Judaism. Probably,
however, much of the Pent, legislation was always
a mere counsel of perfection, and other portions
were obsolete in NT times. Often discussions in
the Talm. are purely academic arguments on
regulations which had no bearing on actual life.
Hut if there was no continuous development of
Jewish life, it would still vary with varying

For instance, under a strong, wellorganized government, like that of some of the
Jewish kings, of the Herods and the Komans, the
jurisdiction of the head of the family and private
blood-revenge would be controlled and limited. The
eettleroent of a large Gentile population in Pal.,
:!ircum3tances.

i.
Owing to the want of water in due season
the famine might be widespread in extent, but in
other cases it would be only partial and local. In
the train of famine always comes sickness, which
develops into pestilence and other scourges according to the intensity of the want and privation to
which the people and flocks and herds are subjected.
In prehistoric times famines may have
been due to a failure of rain at any time of the
year, as the people were dependent upon the spontaneous vegetation for the sustenance of them-

but, after
herds, and their flocks
agriculture was introduced, the severity of famines
could be much mitigated by storing up reserves of
com, thus enabling the bulk of the people to live
independently of their herds and flocks and famines
would result more from the failure of rain in due
season, that is to say, at the time when it w as required for the early growth of the com. For the
plenteous years cf. Lv 26"- Then I will give your
rains in their season, and the land shall yiela her
increase, and the trees of the field shall 5rield their
fruit.
And your threshing shall reach unto the
vintage, and the vintage shall reach unto the
sowing time and ye shall eat your bread to the
full, and dwell in your land safely.'
The opposite
condition of things is described in Lv 26"^ 'Ami
I will make your heaven as iron and your earth a-s
brass and your strength shall be spent in vain :
for your land shall not yield her increase, neither
In
shall the trees of the land yield their fruit.'
countries which depend upon the natural rainfall
for the growth of cereals, and not upon irrigation
and inundations, recurrence of rain in due season
and scarcity
is a matter of the utmost importance
of wheat and barley may be due, not to any want of
for
example,
wrong
season
rain, but to its fall at a
in summer time, instead of during the winter and
spring.
The Wilderness of the Wanderings or Desert of Arabia Petnea,
selves, their

;

;

'

;

;

;

—

common with those east of Pal., differs preatly from Syria
comparison with
in its food supplies
but it is only
the extraordinary fertility of Syria and Egypt that it can be considered as a desert. It has, from the earliest time, con.'^isted
in

and Egypt

;

m

arid tablehuida. mountainous districts, and sandy diuiea,
intersected by fertile valleys and plains and cultivable tablelands, and ita present parched and barren condition is due in a
great measure to the action of the Turkish Government in
drawing a revenue from the destruction of trees. There are in
all directions ruins of vineyards and terraces on th** slopes of
hills, indicating former cultivation ; and there are yet tablelands where corn is cultivated, and plains where there are
thousands of date trees. The nomadic tribes do not exist
of

'

'
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of their herds and flocks, but from the
times have used com for food, and have
for themselves, either in conjunction with
neighbouring villages or by means of slave labour. There is a
canty herb:ie at all times over a great portion of this wilderness, and in Januar>- and February water and (rrasses are found
During
ever>'A«'here, and the Uocks can roam about at wilL
Novemtier, l>eceml>er, and March there are dense mists and
fogs and heavy dews, which saturate the shrubs and even deposit
moisture on the rocks, so that flocks do not require to go to
water. These mists depend upon the direction of the wind, and
As the sunmier advances the
alternate with intense droughtA.
pasture is confined principally to the brood water-courses, which
give t'O-id herbage for many weeks as the drou;;ht increases
the inhabitants are reduced to great straits. ha\ing to live with
their (locks on pastures many miles (sometimes twenty miles)
trom water. The flocks are driven over to the water once or twice
a week, and a small quantity is brought back for the use of the
encampment. These nomads and their flocks are of the most
hardy nature, and can go without water for many hours or even
but they live for a portion of each year on the borderfor days
land of famine, and a ver>' little extra scarcity brin^ on such
want and privations that they, with their flocks, either move
on to more favoured localities or die.

now, do this ; take of the choice fruits of the land
in your vessels, and carry down the man a present,
a little balm, and a little honey, spicery, and
mj-rrh, nuts and almonds' (Gn 43").
'And they
took their cattle, and their goods, wliich they had
gotten in the land of Canaan, and came into
Egypt' (Gn46«).
I'amines are mentioned in the time of the judges
(Ru 1'), and in the time of king David (2 S 21'), but
it is not until the time of Elijah that any account

olely on the produce
earliest historic

cultivated

com

:

;

Egypt has always been remarkable for its extreme fertility, and is well watered everywhere
It
is
(Gn 13'°).
not directly dependent on
the annual flooding ot the river Nile
inundating nearly the whole land and making the
cultivation of the soil, a-x a general rule, a yearlj'
certainty a land where tliou sowedst thy seed,
and wateredst it witli thy foot, as a garden of
herbs' (Dt 11'°). These inundations are cau.sed
bj the rainfall over the districts where the Nile
rises, and they fail at rare intervals.
This expo.ses
the land to drought, and famine ensues from want
of com, and in a minor degree the pasturage also
rainfall,

'

:
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given of the failure of the pasturage and
springs.
'Theie shall not be dew nor rain these
years,
but according to my word' (1
17').
' And
Ahab said unto Obadiah, Go through the
land, unto all tne fountains of water, and unto all
the brooks : peradventure we may find grass and
save the horses and mules alive, that we lose not
all the beasts' (18').
Amongst the signs of the end
in Jesus' eschatological discourse are
famines in
divers places' (Mt 24',
13', Lk21").
For the
famine referred to in Ac 11^, see Claudius.
ii.
graphic description of destruction of crops
by hail is given Ex 9^- "• '" ' The LORD sent
is

K

'

Mk

A

thunder and hail, and fire ran down unto the
and the LORD rained hail upon the land
of Egj-pt.'
And the tiax and the barley were
smitten, for the barley was in the ear, and the
flax was boiled.
But tne wheat and the spelt were
not smitten for they were not grown up.' The
unusual occurrence of thunder and rain in the time
of wlie.it harvest is accentuated in 1 S 12".
eartli

;

'

;

iii. The
eflect of tlie destruction of crops by
plagues of locusts is depicted Ex 10" For they
covered the face of the whole earth, so that the
land was darkened and they did eat every herb
of the land, and all the fruit of the trees which the
hail liad left
and there remained not any green
tiling, either tree or herb of the field, through all
the land of Egypt.'
Again, Jl l* That which
the palmer-worm hath left hath the locust eaten ;
and that which the locust hath left hath the
canker-worm eaten and that wliich the cankerworm hath left hath the caterpillar eaten.' (See
'

fails.

The extraordinary

the Promised Land
is constantly alluded to in the Bible
a land of
hills and valleys, and drinketh wat«r of the rain
of heaven' (Dt U").
\N-ill
give
I
the rain of your
land in its season, the former rain, and the latter
rain, that thou mayest gather in thy corn, and
thj' wine, and thine oil (v.'*).
Its soil is of a very
rich description, and formerly clothed the hillsides
in terraces, though now, for the most part, it lies
at the bottom of the valleys.
Although Pal. has
been dependent mainly on its rainfall, its streams
have been utilized largely for irrigation purposes
in the plains and in the Jordan Valley, and on the
banks of the Jordan itself the rich soil is subject
to inundations in the sprinj; (Jos 3").
The first famines mentioned in the Bible are
those which occurred in the times of Abraham
and Isaac (Gn 12'° 26'). In the first case, Abraham went down into Egypt to sojourn there in
the second case, Isaac was about to do the same,
but, being warned by God, went to Gerar to reside
with Abimelech, king of the PhUistines. It rii.iy
be a.ssumed that these famines were only partial in
fertility of

:

'

'

'

;

their extent.

The famine which took place in the time of
Jacob was one of great extent, as it included
Syria, Egypt, and the sources of the Nile, and was
one of great severity and long duration it is
recorded that
there was famine in all lands
(Gn 41"). It lasted seven years, and was remarkable as having been preceded by seven years of
plenty, which being foretold by .Joseph, the Egyp.
Government was enabled to gather up sufluicnt
corn, not only to buy up all the lands and cattle of
the Egj'ptians and to supjily the people, but also
;

'

to sell com to foreigners.
And all countries came
into Egypt to Joseph for to buy com because the
famine was sore in all the earth' (Gn 41"). It
is to be noted, however, that tliis is a famine
re.strictcd to want of com, and that there is no
indication that there was great want of pa.sturage.
The .fons of .lacob were able to take their a.xses
to and from Egj-pt without dilliciiltj-.
Wag;,'on8
were sent to bring up Jacob and his households.
•And their father Israel said unto them. If it be so
'

;

;

;

'

;

ad loc.)
The most

Driver,

terrible results of famine related
due to the hand of man and this
was well recognized by king David. 'And David
let us fall
said unto Gad, I am in a great strait
now into the hand of the LoliD for his mercies
fall
into the hand of
are great: and let me not
And he shall eat the fruit of
man^ (2 S 24'^).
thy cattle, and the fruit of thy ground, until
wliich also shall not leave
thou be destroyed
thee com, wine, or oU, the increase of thy kine, or
the young of thy flock, until he have caused thee to
perish (Dt 28").
And thou shalt eat the fmit of
thine own body, the llesh of thy sons, and of thy
daughters, which the Lord thy God hath given
thee, in the siege, and in the straitness, wherewith
'And
thine enemies shall straiten thee' (v.").
there was a great famine in Samaria and, behold, they besieged it, until an ass's head was sold
for fourscore pieces of silver, and the fourtli part
of a cab of dove's dung for five pieces of silver
iv.

in the Bible are

;

;

;

'

:

'

'

:

K 0-°). 'Aiid.->iie answered, 'l^iis woman said
unto me. Give thy son, that we may eat him
to-day, and we « ill eat my son tonionow (v.^).
Joscjihus, in his Antii/iiitics and Wars of the
Jews, gives several accounts of tlie horrible atrocities which took place during the famines in
besieged cities, but in no account does he give
(2

'

such distressing details as in the story of the last

by Titus, in which lie sums up
that neither did any other city ever suller such
miseries' {Wnrs, V. x. 6). This account of Josephua is considered to be a descrijition of the fulfilment of the prophecy by our Lord (Mt 24' ),
For then shall ue great tribulation, such as hatk

siege of Jerus.
'

'

—

—

—

'

;
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not been since the beginning of the world until
now, no, nor ever shall be,' and is the history of
the last famine connected with the Bible.
In the Bible there is no allusion to horrors
and privations due to famine such as occur periodically in the world at the present time in the overcrowded portions of China and India.

Warren.

C.

— Occurring

FAMISH.

'

'

'

the lajid of Egypt was famished, the people cried
to Pharaoh for bread (^npi)
Is 5" their honourable men are famished' (3j;i "pij 'ii^^j, lit., as
and RVm, their glory are men of famine,' but the
reading is doubtful, see esp. Driver on Dt 32-^).
This transitive use of famish may be illustrated
by Coverdale's tr. of Jl 1*" the shepe are fameszshed
awaye,' and Shaks. Tarn, of Shrew, IV. iii. 3
'

;

'

AVm

'

'

*

'

What, did he marry

me

px)

Mk

13" 'a

*

V.

to famish me?'

179

iii.

Set him breast-deep in earth, and famish him

PL

and Milton,

'

78—

xii.

'Thin air

Above the clouds wili pine
And famish him of breath,
The

his entrails grofli.
if not of bread.*

Pr 103 The Lord

Intrana. occurrence is

not suffer

will

•

the soul of the righteous to famish.* The Heb., translated
suffer to fami.sh,' is the same (though in Hiphil) as in Gn 41^,
and scarcely means more than 'cause to hunger' ; so that the
btat«raent loses some of ite comfort under the Eng. translation,
'

if

it

does not even lose

all its

point.

FAN, FANNER.— Fan
as substantive.
'Thou shalt fan

is

As verb

1.

J.

;

{ivOpunrot

ixiSTjyUos,

RV

far
'sojourning in

'

'

'

them [the mountains and hills],
and the wind shall carry thern away
Jer 4" for
15' for chastisement
purifying
and (same Heb.
in Piel) Jer 51'.
Amer. RV has
winnow
throughout. 2. As subst. 'a winnowing-machine,'
3i«,
30-^,
15'
3"
Is
Jer
Mt
Lk
(jrriio^).
(.tjip)
Faniier occurs only in Jer 51' 'I will send unto
Babylon fanners, that shall fan her, and shall
empty her land.' The Heb. of the Massoretic
ointing (Dij) mea.ns 'strangers,' and so RV after
Iiwald and others. But the VSS (LXX. Pesh.
Targ. Vulg.) point the Heb. differently (oni), and
'

;

;

'

;

gain the word-play. Cheyne thinks the prophet
possibly intended to suggest both meanings.
The
Eng. tr. may be traced from theVxHg. ventilatores,
through Cov. fanners,' whom Geneva, Bishops',
Douay, and
all follow.
So also Lutlier
Wor'fler), and Rothstein in Kautzsch
and the
French translators Ostervald and Segond (van'

AV

'

'

:

See AGRICULTURE.

neurs).

FANCY

J.

;

AV

'

AV

'

'

J.

FAR.— 1.

'Far'

qualifyin;^

countries'

(px-prnj ^3); Zee

member me
•

On

HAS'HNGS.
an adj.

AV as

often used in
'country,' as Is 8' 'all
is

in

far countries'

10»

ye of far
'they shall re-

(D'ijrnij).

Twice

it

Trench (Study of Word», SOI) may he
" fancy " was spelt " phant'sy," as by Sylvester,
in his trunslation of Du Bartas. an<l other scholarly writers
of the 17th cent., no one could doubt of it« identity with
"phantasy," as no Greek scholar could miss it« relation with
quoted

the

:

*

fa.rar.dc.'

spelling

When

it is tr.

'

God

forbid

(AV and RV)

'

also

;

'

;

'

'

'

;

'

—

'

travel,' to
'

Then

used as a verb absolutely in Sir 34»
And the heart fancieth, as a woman's heart in
travail' {^xLyrdj^erai
a verb which occurs elsewliere
in LXX only Wis 6", 'showeth herself,' and in NT
only He 12-' tA (fmyTa^iiiei'oy,
'the si-'ht,' RV
the amiearance ').
The previous Eng. Versions
from \Vyc. have 'fantasie' as a subst. (Douay
phantasie '),
is the first to use the verb, and
to spell 'fancy.'* The Ox/. Eng. Diet, gives only
one example of ' fancy used absolutely, Locke
(1698) 'we rather fancie than know.'
is

!

(combined with ni.T) 1 S 24« 26", 1 K213 'the Lord
forbid'; and (combined with o-nS.s) 1 Ch 11" 'My
God forbid.'] In Apocr. the same Eng. phrase is
found, 1 Mac 13' 'be it f.ar from me
(a"? t^
yivoLTo)
and in NT Mt 16-' Be it far from thee,
Lord' ("IXew! (Toi, where dtbs -yivoiTo is understood,
as RVm God have mercy on thee ').
The Lord is 'far from the wicked' (Pr \S^), but
He is 'nigh unto all them that call upon him (Ps
145") so the Psalmists frequently cry, Be not far
from me' (22' "• " 27" 35^ 38" 71'^), for in His
St. Paul
presence is fulness of joy (Ps 16").
taught the Athenians that He is 'not far from
every one of us' (Ac H"), yet it is by the blood of
Christ that we are 'made nigh' (Eph 2"), so that
we are encouraged and enabled to 'draw near
with a true heart in fulness of faith (He 10-').
J. Hastings.
FARE, FAREWELL, To 'fare,' from AngloSaxon faran (Ger. fahren, Gr. Top-ei'o/uu), is to

Hastings.

•

'

!

;

{

'

'

where

HASTINGS.

used both as verb and
(Heb. .t;; in Qal) Is 41'*

;

far land'

man taking a

journey'
another
country '). Modern usage would probably require
Certainly as
distant,' as Aldis Wright suggests.
an adj. 'far' was once used more freely than it is
now: thus, Bp. Barlowe, Dialogs (1531), ed. of
Now to compare these fruites unto
1897, p. 35,
the actes of these Lutheran factyons, ye shal'.
fynde a farre ditlerence.' In Mt 21^^ 25", Mk 12',
Lk 20', where the Greek is aroi-qfUw and AV haa
go into a far country,' RV more accurately trans
lates 'go into another country.' But the same
Greek is rendered by AV took his journey in
Mt 25", by RV went on his journey ; and in
Lk 15", where the Greek is more fully aircSr,fx.ri<r€r
took his journey unto
fls x'^P"-" ^oitpcii', AV renders
a far cotintry,' and RV retains.
(a) thus far, Jer 48*'
2. Notice the phrases
'Thus far is the judgment of Moab,' 51" 'Thus
far are the words of Jeremiah' (both .ijn-ii'), and
Lk 22" Suffer ye thus far (fus toiW-ou). (6) So/ar
forth = ' to such an extent,' 1 Es 1" (Im ov). (c) Be
This phrase, which
it far from ox far be it from.
comes from Wyclif (esp. ed. 1388) after Vulg. absit
AV
of OT as the
hoc, occurs eight times in
translation of liAlildh, a substantive formed from
hdlal, to profane, with locative suffix, therefore
The passages
lit. ad profanum
to the unholy
are Gn IS-^"", 1 S 2*' 20' 22", 2 S 20'«'«' 23", Job
34"'.
[Elsewhere the same Heb. expression occurs
Gn 44'-", Jos 22=»24'«, 1 S 12" 14« 20', Job 27»,
(.ijini

'

Andron.

Tit.

Dt 29" 'a

qualifies other substantives,

'

but four times in all,
famish is thrice used transitively. Zeph 2" he
will famish all the gods of the earth (np,, lit. as
AVrc 'will make lean'); Gn 41" 'And when all
'

FAREWELL

FAEE,

1

S

lit.

go,' as Spenser,

conies the

17'*
'

'

FQ

I.

x.

63

But let me here for aye in peace remaine,
Or streight way on that last long voyage fare.'

meaning

get on

'

'

well or

how thy brethren

look

ill,

as

fare {n\h-i'^ -ipcB,
visit thy bretliren [and inquire] as to their
'

wellbein^

'

Gn

[cf.

2S

37'*,

'

IT]; Cov. 'loke how

Wye.

'thi britheren thou shalt
stubborn
visite, if thei right doon ') ; Sir 3-"°
heart shall fare evil at the last' (KaKuBi^aerai,
32'-'
'
'
shall
him
fare
that
trusteth
in
fare ill ') ;
he
shall
never the worse {ouk iXaTruidT^trerai,
suffer no loss') ; 2 Mac 9^ If ye and your children
fare well'; 11" 'If ye fare well' (both (ppuade).
The perf. pass, of the Greek verb found in the two
last-quoted passages (/liin-i/u) 'ras used in the imperative sing. ((ppu}<ro) or plu. (Ippaade) as a formula
for closing a letter, lit. be strong, prosper.' This

thy bretliren

do,'

'

A

RV

RV

'

'

'

'

accordingly expressed by the word farewell in English. In Ac 15*, where the verb is
and
plu., the older form is retained in
btit in 23**, where the verb is sing.,
fare ye well
has 'Farewell' (ItV with most edd. omits).
Once farewell is the tr. of x^'P^'"' 2 Co 13"
Finally, bretliren, farewell (RVm rejoice or be

formula

is

RV

AV

'

'

;

AV

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

f

—

— —

FARTHING
perfected').

previous

VSS

FASHION

'Fare ye well' is the
from Tind., but Wye.
'

'reioyse,' Klieims

and

'

reioyce

most

of

tr.

ioie ye,'

Cov.

(after \\i\g. gaudcte),

'

probable that the Gr. x'^^P^" '^ inadequately represented by the Eng. 'farewell,'
since it never lost the sense of rejoice,' bv slippin"
into a mere formality of speech, as the £ng. word
has done. See Lightfoot on Ph 4'.
In Lk 1619 ('fared fiumpluously every day') the Eng. word
fared is probably to l>e taken in a sense that is still common,
it

is

'

*

;''

'

'feed,' 'be entertained with food.' Wyclif's tr. is 'eete euery
dai Bchynynjrii ' (after Vnlff. epulabatur quctidie fpUnduie),
Coverdale's ' fared deliciouhly euery daye.' Cov. waa repeated
by Cranmer and the Geneva of IS.'iT; but the Gen. of 1560 ^nves
•fared wel and delicately,' the Bishops' 'fared very delitiously,'
the Khemish fared maf^niflcally.' Now it is true that neither
'
fared ' nor ' sumptuously ' is restricted to taking food. In
More's Utopia (iL 8, Lupton's ed. p. 2&4) we read, ' Tliither they
•ende furth some of their citezeins as Lieuetenauntcs, to l}'ue
theire sumptuously lyke men of honoure and renowne' ; and
Sir T. Elyot (The'Govtrnoiir, 1531, U. 192. Croft's ed.) says,
* Many
mo princes and noble men of the Romanes . . made
solempne and suniptuouse playes in honour of their poddcs.'
But it is possible that it was a pas.'iag^e in the last-named work
that suggested the tr. of AV, and in that passage the sense of
feed or feast is unmistakable : (ii. 330) * The noble eniperour
Augustus .
.
fared sumptuously and delicately, tiie citie of
Rome at that tyme beinge vexed with skarcitie of grayne.* If
that is the meaning of AV^ it is inadequate to express the
onginal(i^^^ai«a/LU»«< x«d' r.^pizi XALc^uf), where the verb means
to ' make mcrrj- (Lk 12'9 1621 «. a. 33 and elsewhere), and the

NT

In

we
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find fashion with this meaning only
fathers had the tabernacle of witness
in the wilderness, as he had appointed, speaking
unto Moses, that he should make it according to
he fashion that he had seen (riros, as
in
'

'

Ac 7" Our
'

1

LXX

'

KV

Ex•25*^

'figure').*
appearance of

The

a thing, as Ja 1" Tind.
assone as he hath loked on him silfe, he
goetli his waye, and forgetteth immediatlie what
his fassion was.' So in AV, Lk 9* 'as he prayed,
the fashion of his countenance was altered' (Gr.
Tb e?5o5 Tov vpoawTou ai>Tou).
Especially outward
visible appearance in contrast with inner reality,
as Shaks. Merch. of Venice, IV. i. 18
2.

'

I'or

'

.

.

'

adverb

means

;

1 Co 7"
the fashion of this world p.a.s3eth away,
and Ph 2* being found in fashion as a man, he
humbled himself.' The Gr. isa^W". whose meaning
is fully discussed in the Commentaries.
See also
'

'

NT

TiencU,

Sijn. pp. 252-258
GiH'ord, Incarnation, p. 22 if. ; Expos. Tiinen, viii. 391 f.
The English is perhaps more enii)hatic (in expressing mere
;

outward appearance) than tlie Greek. In 1 Co 7"
Wye. and the Rliemish have figure after Vulg.
making fqura Tind. introduced f.tshion (' fassion '), and

10>0, Ja 2i 3, Rev IflW), so that the tr. is literally
merry every day brilliantly.' Luther's tr. is UUe alle Tmie
herrlieh und in Freuden
Weizsiicker, (jenoss seiti Leben aUe
Tage im Glanzt Ostervald, se traitoit bten et ma^jnijiqufiment
'

;

;

;

Oltramare, /aijtait briilante ch^re Segond, mcnait jmiettAe et
brillante vie RVm 'living in mirth and splendour every day.'
R V has given sumptuous fare for A V dehcate fare in Sir 29^
;

;

'

*

'

'

(Or. iiitfAtLi, iMii^fo.).

Hastings.

J.

FARTHING.— See Money.
(faeire, to make, faction-e.m, a mak/nzione, Old VT./agon, Old Knn. facioun).
There are some old uses in AV, and tliey are all
retained in RV.
1. The make or shape of a thing
Ex 26*' ' thou
ehalt rear up the tabernacle according to the
fashion thereof which was showed thee in the
It.

:

The Heb.

mount.'

the ordinary
word for the decision of a judge, hence due or right
measure, even in ca.'*es not decided by judging, right
proportion 1 K 4'* [ Heb. 5"] charge
.Jer SO'*" of a
city,
manner,' rather weak Is 40'*, in creation
f'ving each part its due place and function). In
X 26*" it seems to be used as synonymous with
n'j:n(from nj; to build, so building,' 'make'), which
is employed in the parallel pii.ssages Ex 25*- *", and
is there tr'' 'pattern.'
This Heb. word mhhpdt deTeloped much as the Eng. word fashion has done.
In Gn 40" and elsewhere it signifies manner or custom, and in 2 K 1' outward appearance. It is tr''
fashion also in 1 K 6"*, Ezk 4'2" (in both of parts of
a building). Wyclif's word in Ex 26*" is sauinpler.'
In 2 K 16'° king Ahaz sent to Urijah the iniest
the fashion of the alt4ir,' the Heb. is nio-i rlhnuth
(from .157
be like), a common word in Ezk for
the external appearance.
Here it is probably a
drawing or moael. Cf. 2 Ch 4' the similitude (i.e.
images) of oxen.'
Tne remaining Heb. word is nj^n tl'khiinAh (from
p3, I'j'T to set up), Ezk 4.3" 'show them the form
of the house and the fashion thereof.' The Heb.
is |i!c)l)ably here
the arrangement or fittings.
Wvdif has the figure of the hous, and makyng
(1388 'bildvng') thereof.'
'Forme and fashion^
come from Coverdale.
In Wis 16" 'even then was it altered into all
fashions,' the meaning seems to be (as Peane),
that the manna changed its taste acconling to tlio
palate of the entir, and fire nuxliliud it.t nature
acconling to its Maker's will (Gr. <i! vivra., ItV
(t!j;'p

mishp/it)

'

(

'

is

'

;

'

;

'

'

'

the other VSS followed him. In Ph '2* fashion
not found before AV. Wye. translates Vulg.
(habitus) literally, 'habyt' (1386 'abite'); Tind.
Cov. and Cran. give ajiparel ; Gen. 1557 appearance,' 1560
shape,' as Tomson and Rhem. NT
'

'

Bish.

'

all

forms'!.

'

figure.'

AV

In Ja 1"
has retained from Tind. 'the
flower thereof falleth, and the grace of the fashion
of it perisheth,' where the Gr. is irpbauiwov, 'face.'
So in Old Eng. 'fashion' was u.sed literally for the
face, as Pilgr. Lyf Manhode (1430), III. xxxviii.
She sliadwue hire visage and hire facioun
155,
vnder hire hoo<l.' Cf. Lk I'i"* Tind. 'Ypocrites yo
can skyll of tlie fa.ssion of the erth, and of the skye
'

(irpiauTToi'

;

Wye,

Rhem., AV, RV,

Manner 2 Es

4*"

'face').

How

long shall I hope on
this fashion ? (sic, RV after the Syriac, How long
are we here?'); 5°^ 'They that be born in the
strength of youth are of one fashion (alii sunt) ;
Wis 2" his ways are of another fashion (i^riWay14'" he
lUvai, RV of strange fashion ')
forced
all his skill to make the resemblance of the best
(^iri ri KdWiov,
fashion
toward a greater
beauty'); Mk 2'' 'We never saw it on this
fashion (oijrut). So in Pref. to
they did not
cast the streets, nor proportion the houses in such
comely fashion, as had been most sightly and convenient' and Shaks. Hamlet, I. iii. lU
4.

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

RV

'

.

.

.

'

AV

'

'

;

'

My

lord,

ho hath importuned

In honourable fashion.
Ay, faHhion you may call

'

'

'

'

'

'

^

'

is

'

'

'

'

;

3.

FASHION

'into

Shylock, the world thinks, and I think so too,
That thou but leadst this fashion of thy malice
the last hour of act and then 'tis thought
Thou'lt show thy mercy and remorse more strangv
Than is thy strange apparent cruelty.'

To

(of which this is the only occurrence in biblical Greek)
'brilliantly' (the adj. is often appUed to dress, Lk 2311,

Ac

ing,

'

it

;

mo
go

with love,

to,

go

to.'

2 Mac 4* 'a place for
exercise, and for the training up of youth in the
fashions of the heathen (the Gr. is simply iiprjjUai',
and form a body of youths
i.e. youth, hence RV
to he trained therein'); 4"* 'the height of Greek
fa.shions' (dtM'? rov 'V,\\riviafiov, RV 'an extreme of
Greek fashions') 6' that they should observe the
8.

Manners and

custom.i

:

'

'

;

'

same fashions' (iyuryiip, RV conduct').
The verb to fashion is of frequent occurrence.
In OT and Apocr. it has always the sense of give
shape to, form. Hut the word was formerly used
'

transform,' i.e. change the form or
fashion into something el.so. Thus Tin<lali!, Ohe.diChristian
ence of a
Man, 'Jlh, 'When n man fealeth
him selfe
altered and fa.scioued lyke vuto
in the sense of

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

In Ho 8^ the same quotation is niade, and adheres stl.l more
closely to the L.\X of Ex 25*', liut tho Kiig. (AV and ItV) Is
' pattern," as
it hae lieen since Timlale.
*

''

FASTING

FAST
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ChriBte' ; H. Smith, Sermons (1592), 'Fashion thythere are two examples of
In
self to Paul.'

NT

Ph 3^' Who shall change our vile
may be fashioned like unto his
RV that it may be
glorious body {<niiifiop<pos
1 P 1"
not
conformed to the body of his glory
meaning

this

body, that

'

:

it

'

'

;

')

yourselves according to

fashioning
'usts

J.

(cru<rx';/iaTii'6/iei'0i).

'

'

;

former
HASTINGS.
the

—

fts

FAST. 1. Fast ia frequently used in AV both
adj. and adv. in the sense oifirm, secure, as Ps

thine arrows stick fast in me
Ps 65' Which
Pr
by his strength setteth fast the mountains
4" Take fast hold of instruction
2 Es 2"
Mother, embrace thy children, and bring them up
with gladness, make their feet as fast as a pillar
38'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

;

'

RV

'stablish their feet');
(confirma pedes eormn,
16^ 'Who
thrust them down into the
.
inner prison, and made their feet fast in the stocks
(ijo-^aXiffaro).
Cf. Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite
(Skeat's Student's ed. p. 117)—

Ac

.

.

dsans broke into the

city

(Jer 39' and 52'-').

According, however, to Talm. tradition the fast in
this month was observed on the 17th, on which
day the breaking of the tables of the law by
Moses is said to have occurred, and also tha
cessation of the daily offering in consequence of
the famine during the siege by the Chaldaeans.
It was held also that later the day was further
desecrated through the burning of the law by
Antiochus Epiphanes (in Talm. culled Aposkemus),
and his introduction of an idol into the Holy
Place.
fifth month' (Ab).
(,9) 'The fast of the
The destruction of the temple took place according to 2 K 25* on the 7th, according to Jer 52" on
the 10th of this month. The 9th was, however,
the day which was observed, at all events according to the Talmud. The destruction of the second
temple is said to have taken place on the same
day ; and the announcement was believed to have
been made on this day also to the generation
of Isr. who came out of Egypt that they should
not enter Canaan. (7) The fast of the seventh
month (Tisri), possibly held in commemoration of
Atonement ; the extinction of the government
left in Jerusalem under Gedaliah took place in
'

'

Almighty God, of trouthe sovereyn,
the trouthe of man ? who hath hit sleyn f
Who that hem loveth shal hem fynde as fast
As in a tempest is a roten mast.'

Wher

'

is

2. In reference to sleep, sound, as Jg 4'' ' he was
fast asleep and weary ' (RV ' in a deep sleep ' ; see
and Moore, in loc). 3. Close, near, only Ru
28. 21. a3_ ^g 2'
abide here fast by my maidens.' Cf.

RVm

'

Milton,

PL

ii.

725—

the snalty sorceress that sat
Fast by Hell-gate, and kept the fatal key.'
'

In every case fast' is used to bring out the force of
the verb or adj. used in the original there is never a
separate word for it in the Hebrew or the Greek.
'

;

J.

Hastings.

described in OT (esp. in P,
where it is practically a technical terra) by phrase
iiyrJ
.n:j' (Lv le^**-"
•to afflict the soul,"
23-''-H Nu
29' 30", Ps 35", Is 58»- »•">), tr. by
in the
passages in Nu by KanoOv ttjv i/'i^tjv, in the others
by TaTreivoOf riip ^vx^'t for which see also Jth 4',
and which may be assumed to have this precise
reference, and not a more general one at Sir 2" 7".
The phrase does not denote primarily spiritual
humiliation, even as the proper accompaniment of
fasting.
It has a physical meaning.
This will
be perceived if the material sense in which soul
was in early times used be remembered (cf. for
a similar expression Ps 69"). The more literal
terms an 'to fast,' oHs 'fasting,' are also common
in OT.
In NT the words are vqffTdeiv and v-qaTila.
(A) In the OT.— 1. The practice offasting (a) in
the times before the Captwitij.
The one regular
fast, the institution of which is ascribed to this
period, ia that of the Day of Atonement (Lv 16^"
23-''-*', Nu 29', Jer 36"). *
But there are many
examples of fasts on special occasions, dictated by
the sense of having transgressed, or of calamity,
present or impending. Such a fast is inspired by
Samuel (I S 7'); enjoined by .Tehoiakim and the
princes (Jer 36')
hypocritically by Jezebel (1
21'- '-).
In like manner individuals are moved to
fast
David when his child is smitten \vith sickness

FASTING.— Often

LXX

'

—

K

;

—

Ahab on

hearing hia doom (1 K 21").
food or drink for forty
days by Moses on the Mount (Ex 34^), and by
Elijah (1 K 19«), seem to be recorded rather as
extraordinary or miraculous occurrences than as
fasts purposely undertaken.
{b) After the
Cantivity.
Additional regular
fasts now appear, the memorials of the times of
bitter shame and calamity through which the
nation had passed. Four are enumerated in Zee
8'», cf. 7»-''.
(a) 'The fast of the fourth month'
(Tammuz). On the 9th of this month, the Chal-

(2S 12"-

2i-2S)^

The abstinence from

—

*

For the question whether the observance of the Day of Atone-

ment wag known

in pre.«xilic times, see p. lOn' of this vol.

K

25'").
month through his assassination (2
This, ace. to tradition, happened on the 3rd of Tisri.
On
(5) 'The fast of the tenth month' (Tebet).
the 10th of this month the siege by Nebuch. began
251, Jer 52*). The reference in Ezk 24'- ^ shows
(2
how the habit of marking it by a fast might arise.

this

K

From the Talm. we learn that, in the times for which it can
be taken as evidence of the practice to which the prophet
refers, the 9th of Ab was regarded as by far the most important, and that its obser^-ance was then universally binding.
We should infer from Zee 7 and 8 that it always held this position of pre-eminence. The people ask only (73) whether they
need continue to observe this fast.
In the answer of God
through the prophet, first one other fast is coupled with it (7*),
then all four of the fasts that had been instituted in consp
quence of their calamities are mentioned (S^^). It is probable
that the three not referred to in the people's question were
not regarded as of such strict obhgation, and therefore not felt
to be onerous. The prophet, on the other hand, names them
all, because the principles on which he insisted applied to all
equally. Accordmg to the Talmud those tliree were, alter they
had ceased to be kept, reintroduced subsequently to the destruction of the second temple and it was taught that they
need be ob3er\'ed only at times when the Jews were oppressed
or were suffering calamities (cf. Brlick, Pharieaische VolhssitUn
uiid Kitualien, p. 45 ff.).
Jewish interpreters seem to have
understood Zee's words (819) as giving a dispensation from the
obser^'ance of the fasts in the interval between the restoration
and the destruction of the second temple (Briick, ib.).
;

We

may perhaps find a trace of the institution
of one other regular fast in OT in the Bk. of
Esther. That book explains the origin of the
Feast of Purim, and in Rabbinic times tlie celebration of that feast was accompanied by a fast in
commemoration of the fasting of Esther, Mordecai,

—

and the people

(4'"'-

There may be an
the commemoration in

"•").

allusion to this part of
9»' end.

Naturally, there is no lack in the period from
the Captivity onwards of instances of fasts on
special occasions.
Of such as the whole people
Est
joined in we have, in addition to the one

m

referred to,
Ezr S"'**, Neh 9' ; and as
examples of fasts by individuals, Neh 1', Dn 9*.
The references to fasting in the Apocr. are not so
numerous aa might have been expected, and do
not throw much additional light upon the history
of the practice (To 12«, 1 Mac 3", 2 Mac 13'-).
There can be
2. The manner of observing fasts.

just

—

doubt that,

accordance with usual Oriental
practice, fasting involved complete abstinence from
food. The period for the Day of Atonement was
from even till even (Lv 23'^). No work was to be
done (Lv la*"-" 23^-, Nu 29'). There are allusions
also to the use of sackcloth and ashes (Dn 9*,
Jon 3' etc.). Abstinence of another kind was
little

'

in

'

also required, referred to in

1

Co

7"

(TR)

:

various

FASTING

FAT

might be quoted in confirmation,
thougli none very liistinctly connected with fasts.
It is spoken of plainly in the Talmud.
W. R. Smith observes
3. Tlie purpose offasting.
(EiP, p. 434), 'Tne usage of religious fasting is
sorrow, the wor.sliiptaken
as
a
sign
of
commonly
pers being so distressed at the alienation of their
god that they cannot eat ; but there are very
strong reasons for believing that in the strict

implied, by setting forth the principles on which
He acted. He reliained from prescribing forms,
not that He condemned them as mischievous or
useless, but because it would have been the wrong
end at which to begin. The course which He
adopted was alone fitting, in view of the far-reaching change of character and thought which lie

passapes of

OT

—

Oriental form, in which total abstinence from
meat and drink is prescribed, fasting is primarily
notliing more than a preparation for the sacraIt is difficult,
mental eating of holy flesh.'
however, to discover traces of this view in OT.
There we find fasting employed simply as a sign
of mourning (1 S 31"), or with the evident object of
deprecating divine wrath, or winning divine compassion.
Ita suitability cannot well be e.\plained
in either of these connexions, except on the
ground that it is often a natural efi'ect of grief,
and may therefore be purposely employed as a
sign of it.
In its religious use such a mute expression of sorrow would be an act of contrition for sin,
superor appeal for heavenly aid in distress.
stitious idea of its efficacy was, no doubt, often
entertained j but the particular form of error
whicli the prophets found it necessary to condemn
was the ordinary one of the formalist, who fails to
perceive that his external observances can have no
value when dissevered from purity and righteousness of life (Is 58«-', Jer I4'»-'*, Zee 7, 8).
{B) In the
1. Tht Jewish practice.— There
is an allusion in Ac 27" to ' the Fast,' which was
80 par excellence, i.e. the Day of Atonement.
is
But the chief point which we learn from
that by this time frequent additional fasts had

A

NT.—

NT

become customary with those in Judaism who
desired to lead a specially religious life, e.g. Anna
(Lk 2"). Again, the Pharisee in the parable says,
I fast twice in the week' (Lk 18").
The allusion
is to the two weekly fast-days, Thursday and Monday, on the former of which days Moses was said
to have gone up ii.to the Mount, and on the latter
to have come down from it.
Mention is made of
them frequently in the Talmud. There is also an
interesting reference to them in the Didnche 8',
where Christians are biiklen not to fast with the
hypocrites on the second and fifth days of the
week, but on the fourth and on Friday. Further,
the question asked of Jesus by the disciples of
John and of the Pharisees (Mt9'*, Mk2'», Lk 5"),
reveals the interesting fact that teachers who had
gathered about them bands of scholars, used to
give to their disciples s])ccial rules on the subject.
There are two i)as2. The teaching if Jesu.i.
sages only, but those significant ones, {a} That in
the Sermon on the Mount (Mt 6'""'*). Our Lord's
whole aim here appears to be to secure perfect
purity and simidicity of intention, a 'fasting unto
God' (cf. Zee 7') in the fullest and deepest sense.
This would be the most ell'ectual cure for every
error, practical or even intellectual (comp. His
teaching on almsgiving and prayer, Mt 6''", and
Bee art. on former).
{h) llis answer to the question of the disciples
of John and of the Pharisees (Mt 9"",
2"'-, Lk 5^'^).
This answer throws light on
His whole method and aim. To understaml it we
must bear in mind the ([uestion which called it
forth.
There is no reason to believe that either
our Lord or His disciples failed to keep any day of
fasting which was generally observed by religious
members of the class of artisans and small tiiulesmen in Galilee, such as the Day of Atonement.
'

—

Mk

But He had imposed upon them no frequent
additional fasts.
Ho defends them from the
stricture j)a.ssed on them, and in so doing replies
to the criticism of His own teaching, which was

designed to
The

865

efl'ect.

which Jeaus drew between
the d.ay3 while the hridegrooin was present and those when he
should be removed, deserves to be marked. The time of Hij
presence on earth was a Mejssianic time, a foretaste of the restitution of all thinj,'3.
The thou;;lit tliat fasting would be discontinued in Messiah's days was already familiar to the Jewish
mind. The lan^a^c of Zee sug^'ested it (819), and thus, as it
is interesting to note, Jesus addeil emphasis to the claim to be
the Messiali, which He virtually made in referring to Himself as
the bridej^room, by what He said as to the unsuitability of
requiring fasts from His discii>les then. We may believe also
that He wished them afterwards to look back to the time that
they companied with Him as one of joy. But His clear prevision that the perfect fultilmcnt of the promise was not yet at
hand, and that a period of s.-Ldness and trial would intervene
before it, is not less remarkable, and His words unquestionably
imply that there would be a place for fasting in the coming
dispensation.
Further, the inference which has frequently
been drawn from them by Protestant commentators, that in the
Christian Church fasting was to be practised only when dictated
by special feelings of sorrow, and hence that it was to be a
matter of individual choice, condned to occasions of widespread and exceptional calamity, hardly seems to be justified ;
for He characterizes broadly the difference between two whole
precise force of the distinction

periods.

On the other hand, in the parables which follow, and in His
line of conduct, to wliich attention had been directed, lie
plainly shows that He intended questions of outw.ard observance
to be judged with reference to new princijiles wliich he inculcated, and that He left them to be decided by His Church
under the guidance of the Spirit Who should come in His
name (but see Hort, Jud. Chr. p. 24).
This intention was shown ahke by what He did and did not
conform to in the religious usages around Him. We have
noticed that the keeping of the law of Moses was not in quesBut in point of fact
tion on the occasion under consideration.
His attitude to that law, the res])oct for it which He encouraged byword and example, His silence as to its approaching abrogation, were based on the same principle as the non
imposition of new forms.
He intended the rites of the Mosaic
law to be set aside or changed only as the result of a new
spiritual gro\vth.
3.

—

The practice of the early Church. The chief
are before solemn appointments (Ac
U-^).
St Paul alludes to his fasts (2 Co

instances
13--'

somewhat

difficult, however, to
speaking of voluntary or
Perliaps both are included.
The connexion of words seems rather to sug^ost
voluntary fasts in the former passage, and involunIn places TR has an
tary ones in the latter.
allusion to fasting where it is wanting according

G"

11").

It is

decide whether he
involuntary ones.

is

the best evidence (Mt 17-', Mk 9^, Ac 10™,
7°).
This corruption of the text may have
been due to the increasing value which was set
on fasting in the Christian Church with the lapse
of time. See further, Feasts and Fasts.
U)
1

Co

Oxyrhynchus fraginent discovered by Orenfell and

In the

Hunt, the 2nd Logion contains the words

tkt

fir,

^firrtu^yivt rir

rr,i i^xftXiix* rev 9uv.
The construction and
the meaning of the saying are both difficult : Ilarnack (Die
contends
for a metajujujut entihckten Spriiche Jesu, 8ff.)
phorical sense of the word fast.' Amongst other discussions
of the sense of this IjOginn we niav refer to Orenfell and Hunt's

K^rfict, 0u fAn iupr.Ti

'

nfifiopHnwpjofthe AOriA IlIiOT (lOtT.),
Sept. 18U7, p. 225), Heinrici in

(Kxpol. Times, Sept. 1897, p. 548

FAT.— See Food and

ThL

lledpath(A'j-pn»i(or,
(2l8t Aug. 1887), Swcte

f.).

V. H. Stanton.
Sacrifice.

—

is now nearly displaced
Sir 26" 'The grace of a
husband,
and her discretion
wife delighteth her
will fat his bones (iriovci, RV 'fatten'); and the
fatted' in 1 K 4=^ ('fatted fowl,' Hcb. o-i:-i;,
ptcp.
see Fowls), Jer 40'-" ('fatted bullocks,' RV 'calves
of the stall'), Lk 15'^-^ "»; to which RV adds
1 S 28" 'a fatted calf (AV 'a fat calf ').

FAT. Asa verb 'fat'
by fatten.' It occurs in
'

'

'

FAT.

— Fat,

liquids,

J. Hastings.
vessel for holding
Dy 'vat' in literary

meaning a larce

has been displaced

—

'

FAVOUR

FATE

666

English. The difference between the spellings,
says Skeat [Etymol. Diet, s.v.) is one ot dialect
only, ' fat being northern and
vat southern.
Fat occurs in A V Jl 2^ the fats shall overllow
with wine and oil,' and 3" (both :i5;) in the compound 'winefat' in Is 63^ (ni), Mk 12' (u7roX7)>'ioi',
1611 ' wine fat' as two words) ; and pressfat'
'

'

'

'

,

;

AV
(1611 presse-fat
RV gives vats
'

'

')

Hag

2'« (3,r).

in Jl (see Driver's note, ad toe),
though in Pr 3'° it changes ' presses of
into
' fats
'
12' is made ' wineWinefat of
(3i3;).
press,' and 'pressfat' of Hag 2'* 'winefat' (not
by Amer.
Amer.
prefers winevat to
V).
winefat in Is 63^ See Wink.
J. Hastings.
'

'

'

KV

R

'

'

FATE —See Will.

RV

•

K

tr^ 'fat cattle' (RV 'fatlings'), 1
'fed beasts' (so RV), Is 1"
'fat beasts'
5".
(so RV),
which else(2) Mrhim, Ps 66">
where occurs only Is 5" tr'' 'fat ones,'
and
KV. (3) Mishnim, IS 15', which means 'seconds,'
of a second, inferior sort (as AVm).
But that
is plainly not the meaning here.
Hence the text
is generally amended into mashmanniin (D"j:jf?),
whicli is found in Neh 8'", and means fat things,'
'delicacies' (EV 'the fat').
This is the reading followed by EV, and it has tlie support of
Targ. Syr. and Arab. VSS.
But Driver [Notes
on Sam. p. 94) prefers to read hassh^nienim, which
occurs (in the sing.) in Ezk 34" (and elsewhere),
aiid is tr'' the fat.'
He then renders the best of
the flocks and the herds, even the fat ones and the
lambs' (Dlj.i) D'3?!f*n).
(4) aiTurri (lit. 'fed with
frain '), Mt 22^ my oxen and my fatlings are
illed' (TindaJe's tr°; Wye. 'my bolis [bulls] and
my volatUis [fowls],' alter Vulg. tauri mei et
!»•'»• 2»;

;

Am

:

AV

'

'

To

cUtilin).

the fatlings

'

tliose

for

'

RV
AV

'

adds (5) blndh, Ezk 34'
them that are fed
the
'

:

word is an ad j and is tr^ fat in v. * (' fat cattle
AV and RV), it is the 'fat' kine of Pharaoh's
dream (Gn 41).
J. HASTINGS.
'

.

O deadly

FAOCHION Jth 13« 'she
took Ao-vra his
fauchion from thence,' and 16'
the fauchion
passed through his neck' (AV 1611 'fauchin,' RV
'scimitar').
The Greek is dxiydicTjs (in 16"
has
.

.

.

'

short sword. See SwoRD. The Eng. word was
originally the name of ' a broad sword more or
less curved on the convex side ; but in later use
and in poetry signified a sword of any kind.

I

337—

Whose foul idolatries, and other faults
Heapt to the popular sum, will so inceDM
God, as to leave them.'

AV

usually tT^

Ex 6"

sin

'

*

rendered

are occasionally

'

fault,' as

HKpQ

Again, In Dt 26« nfin, which
fault,' although all
is everywhere else tr* 'wickedness,' is tr<*
trespass
previous VSS had either sin (Wye. Douay) or
And rtx.f>u.wTtifjM
(Gov, Gen. Biah.): RV gives mckedness.'
6i*6i»,
HM-28,
",
Mk
2
Co
Eph
2',
Col 2'3
trespass' Mt
tr"
(vb.)

;

py 2 S

38,

Ps

69«.

'

'

*

'

'

'

offence

'

n. 18 20

Ro 425 515. le.

'

•

;

Ro 11". n and

fall

;

Col 2>3, is tr'' fault 2 Co 619, Ja 516 Rv gives
always, except Ro lin fall,' marg. trespass.'
1' 25,

'

:

'

'

'

Make no

sin

'

Eph

trespus

'

RV

rXri/ifieX-^ff-Qs,

(/»t)

;

•
'

a very rare expression,

fault,'

found Sir 9"

is

commit no

'

fault').

John thrice uses alrla
and St. Luke thrice ainoy (23*- '*').
Except in Lk 23^ ('cause') AV renders in each
but the meaning of both words is
case by fault
In the trial before Pilate, St.

(18*' 19*

«),

'

'

;

'ground for committal,' 'legal cause for prosecution.'
RV gives crime in Jn, leaving Lk as in
'

'

AV.
now

nearly confined to the expression
In 2 S 14" (d?!< adj.), Hos lu'
of physical defects.
(qs'x vb. = be held guilty) it is used as the expression

Faulty

is

of moral wTong,

RV

'guilty.'

FAVOUR. — Favour

is

J.

Hastings.

of frequent occurrence in

Shakespeare and elsewhere in the sense of personal
appearance, and then as simply meaning the face
Thus Spenser,
(vf. Countenance and Cheer).

FQ

V. vii.

39—

She knew not his favour's likelynesse.
For many scarres and many hoary heares.
But stood long staring on him mongst uncertain
'

A

dKixdMs, to which Hatch and Redpath give a sep.
entry in their Concord to the Sept., but with a
query), found only here. The d/t. , a word of Persian
origin, is often used in Herodotus to describe a

O rude untbankfulnea I
our law calls death.'

sin

fault

PL xii.

Milton,

'

'

,

faults.*

This greater freedom in the use of 'fault' enabled
to
retain Coverdale's trn of Gn 41^ This daye do I remembre my
fawte,' though Wye. had ' 1 knowleche my synne,' and the Ileb.
(N::n) is some thirty times translated ' sin.'
Other words

'

'

The word fault formerly

'

'

elsewhere

'

Who ever knew the heavens menace so T
Those that have known the earth so full of

—See Weights and Measitbes.
—

p. 124) says,

To whlcb may be added Tit. Andron. T. ii. 173
You killed her husband, and for that vile fault
Two of ber brothers were condemned to death.'
See also Rom. and Jul. m. UL 2&—

And

FATLING. A fatlin" is an animal, especially a
young animal, fattened for slaughter. It is the
tr° of three Heb. and one Greek word.
(1) Miri',
plu. Tniri'im, 2S 6", Is 11«, Ezk 39'^: which is

RV

though often signifying no more than it now does, carheo
sometimes a much greater weight of meaning than we non
attach to it' And be gives as an example JuL Ccea. L UL fr—

Thy

and God.

'

RVm

Oraik {Eng. of Shaks.

'

FATHER.— See Family

FATHOM

seen in Rev 14' 'they are without fault before the
throne of God' (d^u/iot,
without blemish ') ; cf.
Jude*^ 'faultless' (d/iii/xous,
'without blemish').
6'
In 1 Co
the least de^ee of moral blame is expressed (Gr. ffmiiMi., RV 'defect,'
'loss').

AV

'

Mk

'

'

fearw.'

More, Utopia (Robinson's tr°, Lumby's ed. p. 19),
whom by his favoure and apparell furthwith I
Shaks. As You Like It,
judged to be a mariner.'
'

IV. liL

87—
' The boy is fair.
Of female favour.'

'

FAULT. — A

Hastings.

J.

fault

is

properly a defect or short-

coming (fallitus, late Lat. ptcp. of /allere, to fail,
come short, Old Fr. /aute *) either of material
things, as Ld. Bemers, Froissart, I. clix. 193,
They had gret faut in their boost of vita3'le
or
from a recognized standard of physical beauty,
workmanship, or moral rectitude.
The defect
expressed by fault is in AV almost always moral,
but the larger meaning, shortcoming in any sense, is
'

'

;

'
Of Beauty (Gold. Treas. ed. p.
In Beauty, that of Favour, is more
then that of Colour.'
It is sometimes said that Ps 45" 119»«, Pr 19«29"
But, though tha
are examples of this meaning.
Heb. (D'4?) there tr'' favour is literally face,'
favour or goodwill is clearly the meaning. In the

Bacon, Essays,
176,

1.

'

'

17),

'

adjectives
ever,

we

'

and ill-favoured,' how
meaning, as Gn 29" Rachel wai

well-favoured

find this

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

• The correct tr. of 5;^i' nxspn is doubtful. If the vb. betaken
thy
as 3rd sing. fem. (Oxf' Heb. Lex.) the meaning will be
people is at fault' (but oy is nowhere else fem., not even in
Jg IS", Pee Moore, ad loc.); if as 2nd sing, masc, 'thou wilt
wrong thy people '(90 Pesh. LXX, ctitKr^rut «» A«« row). This
^oaa
is accepted by Siegfried-Stade, who punctuate O**?"?(in Kautzsch's A 7^ pronounces the MT unintelligible.
'

*

FauU

the more accurate spelling, the

being inserted
from the influence of M.Jalta and IjBil. fallere although the u
stands, o( course, for the /.
In the Psalter of 1539 the spelling is
always /auf«, though modem editions ot the Pr. Bk. spell /au/(.
la

I

,

In

AV of

1611

it is

fault always.

;

;

FAVOUR

FEAR

beautiful and well favoured (.1^05 ns;, lit. ' fair to
be seen.' So eviUavouredness, Dt 17' (J'T "i?7, lit.
'

mora than

Id Joa 11>° /acour means scarcely
was of the Lobld to banleu their hearts, that they should come
a^inst Israel in battle, and that be luiKht destroy them
in Kzr 9^ the
utterly, and they might ha%e no favour (nj-pi
everywhere else the
meaning is the same, but EV jove grace
(ioverrumr,
ij.
'intreaty').
Cf.
Elyot,
Thf
Heh. word means
288, 'And thev, which by that iawe were condemned, were
any
(auour.'
put to dethe without
J. HASTINGS.
'

mrreii, 'tor

it

;

'

*

:

interest of the biblical use of
chiefly in its relation to the
term grace. It has not, like that term, obtained
Wliile x''p" in the
any aoctrinal siKnificance.
(Vulg. gratia) is its prevailing equivalent, it
is used only six times in IsT to tr. that word (see

word resides

LXX

Lk 1^ KexapiTwpJrr), highly favoured ; marg.
graciously accepted or much graced '). Grace,
in fact, whUe including favour, implies much
more. And it comes as a free gift ('Gratia, nisi
gratis sit, non est gratia'), while favour may be
won or deserved. To obtain favour is to please, to
show favour is to be pleased.
In OT the distinction is, however, hardly perThe instinct of the translators led them,
ceptible.
it is true, to avoid the adjective 'favourable' as a
rendering of pin ('gracious ') used only of God (with
the one possible exception of Ps 1 12*. See Cheyne,
The Book of Psalms, in loe.), but the verb [jn and
its other derivatives are often represented by
favour.' Thus [n, 38 times rendered grace,' is 28
times tr'' favour.' Nor is the sense of strengthening help, so prominent in the former word, altogether absent from the latter. (See Ps 5" with
favour wilt thou compass him as with a shield.')
Eight other Heb. roots, implying kindness, goodby favour.'
teill, pity, are represented in the
The most frequent of these is |1ST = acceptance,
rendered 16 times 'favour.' For ngn loving-kindness, favour is employed only 3 times.
vary much more tlian the Eng. tr.,
The
the idea of pity pronouncing itself in fKtot, while
that of goodtmll comes out in evooKia, ffAij/ao, Trp6auirov {c';v).
So in the Vulg. we find misericordia,
voluntas, vultus.
A. S. AOLEN.
also

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

AV

'

'

'

LXX

FEAR. — For the theology of Fear see next article.
Some obsolete or arcliaic uses deserve notice.
1. Following the Heb. idiom, 'my fear,' 'thy fear,'
Ex
etc., stands for the 'fear of me,' 'of thee,' etc.
:

23"

send

RV

my

fear before tliee' ('n:?-!*,
'
my terror ') ; Job Sr* let not his fear terrify me
'
{'r\-><,
his terror ') ; Jer 2" my fear is not in
thee ("07175). Similarly Ps 90" ' even according to
' according
thy fear, bo is thy wrath (tinNi*?,
to the fear that is due unto thee,' so Perowue
Del.* Cheyne, 'the fear of thee,' witli tlie same
'I will

'

'

'

RV

'

'

RV

'

;

meaning De Witt, But who has yet learned the
power of Thine anger, And Thy wrath as measured
Is 63"
O Lord,
Ly the reverence due Thee ? ')

'

'

.

'

upon them
is

'

j

hast thou made us to err from thy ways, and
hardened our heart from thy fear?' (^riKTip, so RV
Del. so that we fear tlice not,' evidently the genitive of the object
Orelli, that it fears not thee ')
M'-l 1* if I be a master, where is my fear ?' ('><^iD).
Earlier VSS contained this idiom yet oftener, as

why

;

'

'

'

(1382)

'

youre feor and youre tremblyng

be upon alle the beestis of erthe' (1388 'youre
the fear of you and
drede and tremblyng,'
the dread of you ). 2. After another Heb. idiom

AV

'

Cf. Pr 10^ Cov. ' The waye
geuetli a corage vnto ye godly, but it

(Dvnuo).

'

LoRDE

01 the

a feare for wicked doers

120,

'

;

Herbert, The Temple,

29—

1.

'

Gall in thy death's-head there, tie

ap thy

fean.'

There are two kinds of fear, a slavish
and a sonlike feare' (Hieron, Works, i. 130).

feare,

'

3.

The

now used only

of our relation to God.
But it was formerly applied to the reverence due to
any superior, as Ro 13' Render to all their dues
tribute to whom tribute is due ; custom to whom
custom ; fear to whom fear.' Cf. Knox, Hist. 194,
'
we deny neither Toll, Tribute, nor fear, to her
Ascham
[the Queen Regent] nor her olhcers.'
{Toxophilus, B. fol. 35, ed. 1545) says that a priest
should have ' a bodye f ul of manlye authoritie to
fear ill men.' i. The article being formerly used
freely with abstract nouns, we find ' a fear,' Ezk
30'"
Egypt (nijn:,
1 wdl put a fear in the land of
retains); Ad. Est 15' 'in a fear' (dyundffos,

latter is

'

:

'

RV
RV

'

'

an agony

in

').

In the quotation from Ascham above, the verb
to fear is used in the active sense of put fear into,
This meaning, though it occurs but once
terrify.

A

V, is common in the earlier VSS and in Eng.
writers of the time.
Thus Lv 26M Wye. the sown of a fleynge leef shal fere hem
Dn 411 Gov. O Balthasar, let nether the dreame ner the interpretacion thereoff feare the' i Co lu» Gen. 1600, Thu I jay
in

'

'

'

'

;

that I may not seme as if wen to feare you with letters (so
Wye). Cf. Elyot, The iioveriumrA. 247, 'the good husbande,
wiian he hath sowen his grounde, settethe up cloughtes or
'

thredes, which some call sliailes, some blenchars, or otlier like
showes, to feare away birdcs, which he foreseeth redy to deuoure and hurte his come.' So Foxe, Actet and Man. i. 436 (ed.

'A wonderfull an<i terrible earthquake fell through out al
Englond wherupon diuera of the sullraganes being feared by
the strange and wonderfull demonstration, doubting what it
should nieane, thought it good to leaue of from their determin1583).

:

ate purpose

'

;

'

'

;

Gn V Wye.

RV

'

FAVOUR.— The

this

'fear' is used for the object of fear, that which
feared : Gu 31" the God of Abraham, and the
fear of Isaac (nn;,
Fear,' as a proper name :
but to personify is to miss the idiom, of which
S])urrell {Motes on tJte Text of Gen.) gives examples
from Pesli. Targ. etc.), so v.", Ps 31" 'I was a
reproach among all mine enemies, but especially
among my neighbours, and a fear to mine acquaintance' (ins); Is 24'* he who Heeth from the noise
of the fear shall fall into the pit' (nris) ; Ps 53' 'There
were they in great fear, wiiere no fear* was' (d^"
in? n;rrii'? inj-nnj ) ; Pr 1" I will mock when your
fear coraeth (Qj'ins) ; Is 8"- " ' neither fear ye their
fear, nor be afraid. Sanctify the Lord of Hosts
himself ; and let him be your fear, and let him be
your dread (nrxTD . . 'iKiiD) ; Ps 34* 'I sought the
Lord, and he heard me, and delivered me from all
my fears' ('nnsiD) ; Pr 10" 'The fear of the wicked,
I also
it shall come upon him' (yj'T nii:p) ; Is ti6*
will choose their delusions, and bring their fears
is

'

'evil thing').

851

'

Spenser,

' ;

/''V n. xii.

25—

For all that here on earth we dreadftill hold.
Be btit as bugs to fearen l>abes withall.

Compared

to the creatures in the seas enthrall.'

Itob. tr>, Lumby's
ideal of tolunition in the words, *

More, f7(opio

(

to Christes religion, feare no

e<l.

p. 145,

They

also

man from

it,

I.

26).

expresses his

which do not ai^reo
nor speake agiunst

Tindale, WorLi, i. 7, says
it.'
Scripture is a comfort in adversity that we despair not, an<l
feareth us in prosperity, that we sin not'; and lizpoiitumt,
From
148. 'fearing you with tile bilg of excommunication.'
Shaks. take /'am. 0/ Shrnc, I. it 806—
•Have I not in a pitched battle heard
Loud 'larums, neigliing steeds, and trumpet's okuig t
And do you tell me of a woman's tongue,
Ttiat gives not half so great a blow to hear
As will a chestnut in a fanner's fire?
Tush tush I fear Iwys with bugs."

any man that hath received
'

I

*

b

either the genitive of the sub(-"IN*^*, as in Ezk \^^)
or
of the object, 'ace. to the fear that is due unto thee.* The
latter way of taking it is more natural in iuelf (cf. v.s, Ex ^o-"".
Dt !i^), and here cliaracterixeH tile knowledge that is so rarely
found as a knowledge ttmt is det«rmineil by the fear of God and
tnilv religious.

The

ject, is.

rjfflx.

says Delltzsch,

according to Tiiy fcarfulneMs

;

* Earle (I'laltrr of 1630, p. 201) says that in this example
'fear 'is used in t)ie ancient sense or F.Kli, sudden aliinii,
shock of rlanger. Hut that Hense seems to have been dropped
very early, long before the days of Coverdalo, who first uses
'fear' here (Wyclif as usual liaving ' dread '), and tile Heb. is
the siune as in the other ;:aHsages quoted above.

'

—

—

'

;
''
;

DavleB quotes from Bp. Andrewes (v. 8), * Knowing tTiat we fear
Uonovir and power, though it laat but for a small time, He feareth
UB with One whose honour and power lastt^th for ever,' where the
neuter and active seiuefl of the word are found tog^ether.

AV

is Wis 17' ' For though no
The example in
terrible thing did fear them ; yet being scared with
beasts tliat passed by, and hissing of serpents, they
' affrighted ').
Heb.
died for fear ' {i<p63ei,
idiom is expressed in the phrase ' fear before,'
which occurs 1 Ch IG*", Ps 96», Ec 8"- ^, Hag 1".
Tlius Ps 96' '
worship the Lord in the beauty
of holiness
fear before him, all the earth ' (iS>n

A

RV

O

:

ItV tremble before him '). The verb is nsed
in a grammatical misconstruction in Is 57" And
of whom hast thou been afraid or feared,' which
is rectified in RV 'And of whom hast thou been
VJ50,

'

'

afraid

and

in fear

t

Fearful in older Eng. meant 'greatly fearing'
as well as 'greatly to be feared.' Both senses are
used in
and retained in RV. 1. Dt 20« What

AV

man

'

there that is fearful and fainthearted ?
(Kvn); Jg 7' 'fearful and afraid' (kx) ; Is 35*
'
Say to them that are of a fearful heart. Be
strong, fear not' (D^-'i.qDj^, lit. 'hasty of heart,'
as RVm) ; Mt 8^ ' Wliy are ye fearful, O ye of
4*>, Rev 218 [all])
[SeiUi ; bo
little faith ?
Cf. Adams,
Sir 2'2 22'8, 1 Mac 3« 2 Mac 8".
// Peter, 55, ' If thou lovest God, thou wilt be
fearful to offend him, careful to please him '
and Chapman, Homer's Iliads, xxiii. 740
is

Mk

'

On

'

A ship-mast
At which
2.

far-ofT, he caus'd to raise
tied a fearful dove by th' foot,

the shore,

whose top they

all shot.'

Ex 15"

fearful

to

;

'

Who

in

like thee, glorious in holiness,

is

wonders

doing

praises,

?

(nS.iii

'

K-ii:,

usually understood to
feared [in] praises
awful in
Kalisch,
be feared even when praised
praises,
the qualities which are mentioned in
praising Him fill the mind with awe and reverence ; in Kautzsch, Du furchtbarer in Ruhmesthaten, ' fearful in deeds of praise ; the last, or
Oxf. Heb. Lex. ' terrible In attributes that call for
Dt 28'* that thou mayest
praise,' being best)
'

lit.

'

'

;

'

'

;

—

'

'

'

;

fear this glorious

and fearful name, THE LORD

Lk 21" 'fearful sights' (TR
terrors ')
edd. 06^i)9pa,
He 10-''
'a certain fearful looking for of judgment'
{<popep6s ; so v.", but in 122> ' terrible,'
fearful
is always used of that which inspires
<p.
Cf. Melvill,
fear) ; 2 Es 8^ 12» 15^', 2 Mac 1".
Diary (Wod. p. 271), 'The ministerie of Mr.
Robert Bruce was verie steadable and mightie
that yeir, and divers yeirs following, maist comfortable to tlie guid and godly, and maist feirfuU
Awful and dreadful have
to the enemies.'

THY odd'

(xi.i:);

RV

(pS^Tp-pa,

'

;

RV

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

both meanings also.
Fearfully is found only in Ps 139'* ' I am fearfully and wonderfully made' ("n'S!:) n'iN-i'ij,* Del.
" I am wonderfully come into being under fearful
circumstances," i.e. circumstances that excite a
shudder, sc. of astonishment ; Cheyne, graced
'

'

'

so fearfully

and gloriously

FeapfulneBS has in

meanings of

tlie

fearful, as

').t

earlier

VSS

Ezk 30" Gov.

both the
'

a

fearful-

sende into the Egipcians londe
2 Mac
sende now also thy good angell before us
(o LORDE of heavens) in the fearfulnesse and drede
of thy mightie arme.'
fearfulness
But in
means always the feeling of fear, apprehension,
timidity
Ps 55», Is 33" 21*. 2 Es 5" 11*" 15".
ness will

I

15^ Gov.

'

'

AV

;

'

:

• See Davidson,
t

Syntax, g 71, Rem. 2.
See Cheyne'B whole note (Book qf PscUmg,

ticularly good.

p. S52)

;

it is

par-

lie says,
Uitzig considers such a burst of
admiration inappropriate to the case of human birth. But
whyf Take the production of a human hand. AVhy should
not a senBitive poet thrill, Uke Browning's heroine (James Lee's
'

W\f; viiiX at~
•• The beauty in this
To fear almost " ?

how

free,

how

fine

RV adds Wis 17' These were themselves sick witii
a ludicrous fearfulness' (KaTayiXarrov fv\ipetar,
AV fear worthy to be laughed at ').
J. Hastings.
FEAR. As in En^., so in Heb. and in Gr. the
same words are used to express emotions of fear
which dili'er widely in their ethical character. At
one end of the scale we have the fear of the LORD,
which is the beginning of wisdom (Ps 111'") and
the wliole duty of man (Ec 12'^) at the other end
that fear of pain, shame, or death, which is craven,
servile, and selfish, and which is often rebuked in
Scripture.
But it is impossible to draw any sharp
line oetween the two kinds of fear, for in the imperfection of human character one motive shades
off into another.
Once even, by a bold anthropomorphism, God Himself is said to fear in the lower
sense of the word (Dt 32", see Driver's note).
The fear which is merely self-regarding ought
not to exist in a rational being who knows that
God is his Father and understands enough to trust
Him.
Perfect love casteth out fear (1 Jn 4").
But man, as he is, fears the forces of nature,
which he does not understand or cannot control,
because he does not trust God's providence. And
he fears his fellow-man, because he is aware that
brotherly instincts have grown weak with the
sense oi the loss of God's Fatherhood.
'Thus
conscience doth make cowards of us all.' When
Adam fell, he was afraid because he was naked
(Gn 3'°), and he felt he could no longer face God
thus fear of God took its rise in the violation of
peaceful fellowship with Him. Similarly, Cain
'

'

—

;

:

human fellowship, and fears man because
an outlaw and God's curse is upon him

violates

he

(Gn

is

4'--'*).

Fear

is

thus the natural consequence

of misdoing (Pr 28'), and, accordingly, is sometimes expressly said to be inflicted as a punishment (Lv 26", Dt 28^-««). The effect of selfish
fear is to unman the coward, he loses spirit (Joa
2" ; for the same phrase used in a higher sense,
10°)
see 1
such men are to be rejected from
active service in the array, lest the infection of
Courage is
their timidity spread (Dt 20*, Jg 7').
especially needed in a prophet (Jer 1', Ezk 3').
Fear is to be overcome by faith in God (Ps 112"*).
In Rev 21* the fearful are numbered with the
unbelieving among the most grievous sinners.
The nobler fear baa no thought of danger to
self, so that the fear of God is the very opposite
to the fear of man (Is 8'='- ", Mt 10^) ; but it arises
from the sense of the nearness of some higher and
holier being.
Thus the beasts fear man (Gn 9'),
and man fears angels and spirits, and, above all,
To fear the Lord (tlie plirase occurs far
God.
more often with J" than with Eloliim) means
rather to feel awe of what He is, than fear of
what He might do. It is fear of a Person (J" is
God's personal name), of His character, dignity,
and holiness, rather than of His power or works.
The fear of the Lord is to hate evil (Pr 8"). Fear
in the better sense of the word is the mainspring
of religion, and ' to fear is constantly used as
signifying 'to worship,' whether the object be
the true God or the gods of the heathen {e.g.

K

:

'

2 K 17""). Thus, too, Jacob, when dealing with
Laban, calls J" the Fear of his father Isaac (Gn
31*-"), that is, the object of his worship and religious awe.
This kind of fear is so far removed
from the lower sort, that it is one of the distingui.sliing c[ualities given by God's Spirit to the
Messianic King (Is IP ', the spirit of the fear of
the Lord), and the prayers of^ the Incarnate Son
were heard becau.se of His godly fear (He 5').
But men are only gradually trained to the level
They often
of this holy and disinterested fear.
have to be taught to fear God at all, even in tlie
lower sense and this lesson is enforced by divine
;

—

—

'

FEASTS AND FASTS
S 12"'), just as civil punishments
authority of the law through fear
(Dt 13"). It is possible to trace pro^Tess in the
conception of fear taught in the Lihle. Tlius at
Sinai the people fear the fire (Ex 20'«-«') but at
Horeb the prophet is taught to look for GoJ in the
Btill small voice rather tlian in the fire and tempest
19") and Ezekiel is told not to crouch before
(1
God, but to stand upon his feet when God speaks
to him (Ezk 2'). So in the NT boldness towards
God is inculcated as much as fear, Christ having
opened up the way of access for all wlio are united
to Him see Eph3'-, He 4" 10", 1 Jn 2=» 3^' 4" (cf.
Ro 8'° contrast bet. spirit of bondage and of adoption). But Christ does not encourage the idea that
it is as yet possible to supersede the motive even of
selfish tear
He ^ives grave warnings of tlie consequences that will follow sin hereafter, and, wliile
He tells His 'friends' not to fear men. He bids
them emphatically to fear Him who hath power
ponishments
teach

(1

men the

;

K

;

:

;

to cast into hell

(Lk

l^"-

»).

In Ac 'one that feareth God' ia often used
technically to mean a proselyte, even though uncircumcised (Ac 10-). This is also the meaning of
the word aepd/ieoos, one that worshippeth God, also
translated 'devout.' See Courage, Reverexce.
W. O. Burrows.

FEASTS AND FASTS.— It
divide this article

*

will be convenient to

FeA8t6 connected with the institution of the Sabbath.
n. The great Historical FeativalB, Passover, Pentecost, and

Tabemacles.
ni. The Minor Festivals.
lY. The Fast of the Day of Atonement and the Minor Fasts.
I. Feasts connected with the Institution
OF THE Sabbath.
(1) The Sabbath.
(2) The New Moon.
(3) The
Feast of Trumpets on the 1st day of the Sabbatical month.
(4) The Sabbatical year.
(5) The

Jubilee year.
The sacred number 7 dominates the cycle of
religious observances.
Every 7th day was a
Sabbath. Every 7th month was a sacred month.
Every 7th year was a Sabbatical year. After
The Feast
7 times 7 was the year of Jubilee.
of the Passover, with the Feast of Unleavened
Bread, began 14 days (2 x 7) after the beginning
of the month, and lasted 7 daj's.
The Feast of
Pentecost was 7 times 7 days after the Feast of
the Passover. The Feast of Tabemacles began 14
days (2x7) after the beginning of the month and
lasted 7 days.
The 7th month was marked by
(1) Feast of Trumpets on the 1st day.
(2) Fast of
Atonement on the 10th day. (3) Feast of Tabernacles from the 15th day to the 21st. "The days of
Holy Convocation were 7 in number 2 at the
Pas.sover, 1 at Pentecost, 1 at the Feast of
Trumpets, 1 at the Day of Atonement, 1 at the
Feast of Tabemacles, and I on the day following,
the 8th day. (Willis, Worship of the Old Covenant,

—

'

pp. 190, 191).
(1)

2

K

'

'

the Sabbath holidaj-.
For the Sabbath law see

The Sabbath,

4»- », Is 1",

n;5», \Sn~^,

Hos 2"

it is

aipparou.—ln Am 8',
connected with the

New moon.

Probably, the .Sabbath was originally
regulated by the phases of the moon, and thus
occurred on the 7th, 14th, 21st, and 28th days of
the month, the new moon being reckoned as the
first Sabbath.
Among the Assyrians the first
twenty-eight days of every month were divided
four
into
weeks of seven days each, the seventh,
fourteenth, twcnty-lirst, and twenty-eighth days
respectively being Sabbaths, and there was a
general proliibiticm of work on these days
(George .Smith, Assyrinn Eponijm Canon, 19 f.,
quoted by Wellliausen, Prolcgomcwt, 112, and
'

• The article is general.
Fuller details will be found undpr
the articles on the separate Feasts and Fasts. See also the
article Fabti.nq.

Ex

16=»-*>

(P and

J),

20" (E), 23'2 (J), 31"-i« (P), 34»i (JE), 35= (P), Lv
15»-» (P), 2S»- '» (P),
Vfi (H), 23' (P), 26- (H),
Dt 5'--'». In Ex 20» (E) it is to commemorate
God's seventh day of rest at the creation. In Dt

Nu

5""" it commemorates the redemption of Israel
from Egypt. On the Sabbath the daily morning
and evening sacrifice the continual sacrifice
of a Iamb as a burnt-ofTering was doubled.
There
is no evidence of Sabbath observance in the days
of the Patriarchs.
There is little evidence of
Sabbath observance before the time of the Exile
"•
'« ^, Is 56=-« 58").
20'=(Jer n*'-", Ezk
Greater

—

'

'

marks the post-exilic period (Neh S""''
1031 1316-23)
For the 39 kinds of work prohibited
by the Rabbis on the .Sabbath, and for many other
actions and employments which cannot be summed
up under any of them which were also forbidden,
strictness

»3-«,

L

85S

Schultz, OT Theol. i. 204, who also mentions the
primitive Delphic custom of giving oracles on the
7th day as the day dedicated to Apollo). Schultz
also points out that it is a mistake to derive the
name Sabbath from the planet Saturn, which the
Kabbis call
Shabbti,' and thus to bring tlie
Sabbath holiday into connexion with the Chaldee
worship of the planets.
The naming of the days
after certain planet-gods can hardly be so old as

see Schurer,

into four parts

'

AND FASTS

FEASTS

HJP

2 Mac S^

Lk G'-'"

II.

8-«-28

13'"-" 14'-«,

Jn

96-105,

ii.

12'«

W-, Mt

5'-" 9»-".

cf.

1

Mac

12'-'-\

2»^-»»-

Mk

3'-»,

Sabbath-breaking

was punishable with death (Nu 15'="- (P), Ex 31"*(J)), cf. Ex 16° (J), where the Manna ceases on the
Sabbath, and Ex 35' (P), where no fire is to be
According to the testimony of Josephus,
the high priest, although legally bound to ofiiciate
only on the Day of Atonement, yet actually olliciated, as a rule, every Sabbath day, and on the
occasion of the New Moons or other festivals in
the course of the year (Jo.s. BJ v. v. 7),
lighted.

(2)

The

New Moon

(1)

B-\n,

(2) v-irh

—

-irix,

(3) J^in

yeofi-qvla.
Closely associated with the Sabbath (see above). ' When under
the influence of the Chaldee method of dividing
time, the course of the moon with its four phases
was adopted as the unit of time measurement, the
new moon and the 7th day were naturally regarded
as the chief divisions of time, and therefore as holy
4=3 it
days' (Schultz, OT Theol. i. 204). From 2
would appear that the prophets were in the habit
of gathering the people around them, and perhaps
of granting inquirers and sui>pliants an audience
at new moons and on Sabbatlis.
At every new
moon the number of bumt-oflcrings was largely
increased ; and in addition a kid of the goats was
to be ofl'cred for a sin-ofiering (Ex 40^-'' (P), Nu
lO'" (P) 28"-'» (P) 29" (P), IS 20»-"=», 1 Ch 23-'",
2Ch2*, 2Ch29", Ps 81»«, Is 1"», Hos 2", 1 Es
5M. ns. n. §8 916. ". n, 1 Mac 10«, Col 2").
(3) The Feast of Trumj^ets on the 1st day of the
Sabb.atical month, nvin jW;i, iivqtioawon aa.\irlyyuv.
The 7th month Tisn was tlio sacred month.
On the new moon of the 7th month the Feast of
Trumpets additional burnt ollorings were sacB'nn, (4) c'C'Tn '¥"«;, vovfi-qvla,

K

—

—

—

—

—

rificed

(Nu

'29i-«

(P),

Lv

23-^-

^

(P)).

Sabbatical Year, px^" J'lnje' n;B', ad^^ara
drairawit TJ yi (Ex 2.3">- " (J), Lv Oo'"'-"-'" (II),
Lv 26"-" (H), Dt 15'" 31»-").— The Sabbatical
year represented a still further consecration of
time to God. The land was to keep a Sabbath.
The liclds were neither to be tilled nor reaped.
Nature is to be set free, as it were, from the service
which mankind exacts from her, and to be left
entirely to herself.
Only what she voluntarily
oilers IS to be taken, and that not for any selfish
(4)

Tlie

'

purpo.se' (Schultz, OT Theol. i. 303).
"Hebrew
slaves were to be set free unless they wished to
remain in ser-ice (Ex 21'-' (J)). A harvest was tc

"
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be given qratii to the poor of the people (Ex 23"'Release from debt is prescribed (Dt 15''').
(J)).
In Ex 23 (J) the arrangument is made for man it
is a limitation for the common good of private
rights of property in land,
in fact, for the oenetit
of the landless, who in the 7th year are to have the
usufruct of the soil in Lv25 (ll) the arrangement
that it may rest, if
is for the sake of the land,
not on tlie 7th day, at least on the 7th year and
for the sake of the Sabbath,
tliat it may extend
its
supremacy over nature also (Wellhauaen,
Prolegomena, 118).
At the F. of Tabernacles
at the commencement of the Sabbatical year, the
whole law was read in the hearing of the people
;

—

;

—
—

;

8"'").
The 70 years' captivity and the
land's desolation were regarded as making up for
the unobserved Sabbaths of the land (Camb. Comp.
to the Bible, p. 412) (2Ch 362», Jer34"--). After the
return from exile Nehemiah bound the Jews by a
covenant to keep them (Neh 10").

(Neh

(5)

*

The Year of Jubilee

nm,

iipecris,

SaV, 4viavrii

(Lv 25"-" 27"-").— Peculiar to P.
As the Sabbatical year corresponded with the 7th
day, so the year of Jubilee corresponded with
the 50th, i.e. Pentecost.
'As the fiftieth day
after the seven Sabbath days is celebrated as a
closing festival of the forty - nine days' period,
so is the fiftieth year after the seven Sabbatic
years, as rounding off the larger interval
the
seven Sabbaths falling on harvest time, which
are usually reckoned specially (Lk 6'), have, in
the circumstance of their interrupting harvest
work, a particular resemblance to the Sabbatic
i(f>4<T€u)s

(TviMurla

;

5 ears

which interrupt agriculture altogether.
ubUee is thus an artificial institution superimposed upon the years of fallow, regarded as harvest Sabbaths after the analogy of Pentecost (Wellhausen, Prolegomena, 119). There were two main
'

—

elements in the Jubilee the emancipation of the
Hebrew slave, and the return of mortgaged property to its hereditary owner. Cf. 2 Ch 36-', Jer
348.

r*. i».

n^ e^Ij 4gi7^ fa gl'-

•"

63<,

Lk

4's-".

But

in

Jer the term nhi used in Lv 25'° is applied only to
the 7th year. 'The year of Jubilee was proclaimed
by the sound of a trumpet on the Day of Atonement (Lv 25').
IL Thb Great Historical Festivals, t— As
the new moon and the Sabbath were lunar feasts,
the Passover (with the Feast of Unleavened
Bread), Pentecost, and Tabernacles were solar

which followed the seasons
Three times in the year shalt
thou hold pilgrimage unto me, three times
in the year shall all thy men appear before
J", the God of Israel' (Ex 23'«-" (J), 34» (JE),

festivals,

i.e.

festivals

of the year.

Dt

'

16'«).

—

refer to MazzCth (Driver, LOT, 25).
Josephus
distinguishes tlie Passover from the F. of MazzCth
(Ant. 111. X. 5), 'The F. of Unleavened Bread
succeeds tliat of the Passover, and falls on the
fifteenth day of the month, and continues seven

•

"Im

(cf.

in
Jer 34*- '*

Mk

14'-

Lk

22' they are practically identified.
of Unleavened Bread
form a double festival, just as the Day of Atonemen*
and the Feast of Tabernacles do. It is undoubtedly
as a direct preparation for the F. of Unleavened
",

The Passover and the Feast

'

Bread that the Passover

is celebrated on
the
evening before the latter feast begins (Schultz,
OT Thcol. vol. i. p. 364) [Lv 23'" (P) '"' (H),
'

Nu

9=-'*

(P) 28'«-s» (P) 33» (P),

Dt

The

lG'-«- '»].

parallelism between the feast of the first montli
and the feast of the seventh month should be
noticed.
The tenth day of the first montli, for
choosing the Lamb, is parallel to the tenth day of
the seventli month, the Day of Atonement. "The
Passover on tlie fourteenth day of the first month
and the seven days' F. of MazzGth are parallel to
the eight days of the F. of Tabernacles. The
Passover, which was a sacrificial feast (Ex 12"),
was observed on the fourteenth day of the first
month, Abib (the month of ears, because in it tlie
ears of wheat first appear), later Nisan (Est 3',
Neh 2'). The Feast of Unleavened Bread was the
opening as Pentecost was tlie closing festivitj' of
the seven weeks' 'joy of harvest' (Dt 16', Lv '23"
(H)). Passover and MazzGth must be distinguished.
Wellhausen (Prolegomena, 87 ff.) has shown how
the Passover np5 points back to the sacrifice of the
firstlings (Ex 34"»- (JE) IS'-"- (JE), Dt IS""- 16'"-).
It is because J" smote the firstborn of Egypt and
spared those of Israel that the latter tliencefurward
are lield sacred to Him. Because Pharaoh refuses
to allow the Hebrews to offer to their God the
firstlings of cattle that are His due, J" seizes from
him the firstborn of men. On the origin of the

Paschal ritual and its connexion with Arabian and
other customs, see W. R. Smith, RS, 227, 280, 344,
345, 406, 431, 464, 465
Schultz, OT Theol. i. p. 364
Cobb, Origines Judaicce, 138.
In the three great
festivals we can plainly discern relics of the customs which preceded their legal institution. In
the first (the Passover) we can distinguish the
earlier belief, out of which the offering of the
firstlings of the flock sprang, from the enactments
which are proper to the institution of the Passover.'
Cf. also for the feasts generally W. R.
Smith, The Prophets of Israel, new ed. pp. 56, 384 tf.,
where he clearly, after Wellhausen,* proves that
the chief occasions of worship in Israel (MazzCith,
Pentecost, and Tabernacles) were the agricultural
feasts, just as among the Canaanites and otbT
ancient nations. The real starting-point for a
study of Jewish sacred feasts is Gn i'^- (J), Abel
was a shepherd, and Cain was a linsbandman.
And in process of time it came to pass that Cain
brought of thefntit of the ground an offering unto
the Lord and Abel also brought an ofl'ering of
the firstlings of his sheej).' ' It is,' says Wellhausen
(Prolcg. p. 89), 'out of the simplest, most natural,
and most widespread ofl'erings, those of the firstfruits of the flock, herd, and field, the occasions
for which recur regularly with the seasons of the
year, that the annual festivals took their rise.
The Passover corresponds with the firstlings of
Abel the shepherd, the other three (MazzCth,
Pentecost, and Tabernacles) with the fruits presented by Cain the husbandman apart from this
difference, in e.ssence and foundation they are all
precisely alike.' Thus the Pas.sover in its origin
must be distinguished from the three agricultural
feasts.
It was a sacrificial feast, and had nothing
The name
to do with agriculture or harvest.
'sacrifice' (nji) is distinctly applied to it (Ex 12'^
(JE) 34«> (JE), cf. 1 Co 5'). In Nu 9'-'» (P) it is a
Korban or offering (|5"|B). Like the peace-ofl'erings,
the chief part of it was eaten by the worshippers
;

:

'

'

;

The Passover np;, irdcrxa. The Feast of Unleavened Bread ri'ii-jri :n, ioor^ rSir a^viMv. The
Passover, though followed by the Feast of Unleavened Bread (Mazzith), was distinct from it both
in its origin and in its observance.
In Ex 12 and
13 two narratives are combined.
Ex 12'"" (P)
refer to the Passover, 12"-" (P) refer to the seven
days' F. of Mazz6th, 12^'-" (JE) refer to the Passover, 12"-» (P) refer to the Passover, 13»-"> (JE)
(I)

days'
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Lv

23'- • (P),

2S'0 retere to
to the liberty
Ezk 46" prob. to Jubilee.
The distinctive feature

"

the

Nu

28" "

(P)).

But

in

liberty ' of Sabbatical year, in
of slaves in 7th year of service, in
In Is 61" its use is fl({urative.
'

of these D'jn is that they are not
merely religious festivals like those of the 'sacred seasons'
(D'^Hto), but imply, like the Arab. /ia;(«ame word), apUgrimage
«o a tancttutry (tee Driver, DexU. 188 B.).

;

j

•

'

Not only

le^rislation

of life

and

the

in the Jahwistic but also in the Deuteronomifl
festivals rest upon agriculture, the bajjis at onc«

of religion

'

(ProUg.

p. 91).

FEASTS

FEASTS A:^D fasts
there was an element of

like the Ein-ofTermes,

in it (2 Ch 30" 35" refer to the spriukling of the blood of the Passover) ; like the bumtoB'erinj^, it was whole no bone of it was broken ;

atonement

—

it

was roast with

fire

— anything

left

was burnt

In the two accounts of the Passover in
Ex 12, several points of importance are omitted in
the first, e.g. tue character of the lamb, and the
manner in which it was to be eaten fresh points
are added in the second, e.g. the hyssop, the Dasin,
and that none were to leave their houses till the

with

fire.

;

morning.
On each of the seven days of the F. of Mazzuth,
which followed the Pas.sover, 2 young bullocks

and 1 ram and 7 lambs of the first 3'ear were
ottered as bumt-ofl'erings, with their meal and
drink-oflierings, together with a goat for a sinofferinc and the continual, i.e. daily bumt-ofTering
(Nu 2S'»-» (P)). On the second day of MazzOth—
Abib (Nisan) 16th a sheaf of the new com was
ofTered as a wave-offering, together with a lamb of
the first year for a bumt-ottering (Lv 23'»-" (H)).
The first and last days of the fea.st the 15th and
21st days of the month were days of holj- convocation,' in which no servile work might be done
(Lv 23' (P)).
There are few references to the Passover in
(Nu 9 (P), Jos S'"-" (P),
30. 35, Ezr 6'»,
U).
1 Eg ii...8...u.i7.i..«).ji.i! 710.
In
see Mt
17.
i«
IS.
n.
i»
18.
2g».
Lij 2" 22'- '• •• "• "• '°
Mjj 141.
w
2'»-»
6' 11» 12' 13' 18^
19", Ac"l2^ 1 Co 5'!
Jn
He 11*. Later Jewish ordinances distinguish
'
between the so-called Eg^-ptian Pa.ssover,' that is,
as it was enjoined for the first night of its celebration, and the permanent Passover,' as it was to
be observed by Israel after tlieir possession of the
land of promise (Edersheim, Bible History, vol. ii.).
On the later additions to the Paschal ceremonial,
e.g. the recitation of the history of redemption, the
four cups, the Hallel (Ps 113-118), the Chagigdh,
cts., see Edersheim, The Temple: its Ministry and
Services at the Time of Jesus Christ, chs. xi. xii. ;
and for the Feast of Unleavened Bread, see ch.
xiii. of the same.
(i.) n'lyiD?' it\, ioprii
(2) The Feast of Pentecost.
epSondSuv, the Feast of Weeks (Ex 34" (JE), Dt
16") ; (ii.) Tv;- 313, ioprii Sepur/ioO, the Feast of Harvest (Ex 23" (J)) (iii.) D-nD5n cV, ^ iifUpa tup viwv,
the Day of Firstfruits (Nu 28» (P) ; cf. Ex 22* (J)
23'» (J) 34»(JE)).
Fifty days after the offering of
the Paschal wave-sheaf, the Feast of Pentecost, or

—

—

—

'

OT

2Ch

NX

'

—

;

\\eek8, or Harvest, was kept on or about tlie 8th
of Sivan, the third month.
It lasted a single day
(Dt le""'-). The day was a dav of 'holy convocation' (Lv 23^' (P)).
The feast marked the completion of the corn harvest, and according to the
later Jews it commemorated the giving of the law
(Edersheim, The Temple, etc., ch. xiii. p. 225). It
closed the New Year holiday sea.son.
The sacrifices were similar to those offered on the seven days
of the F. of Mazzfjth (Nu 28*'-»' (P)).
The characteristic ritual of this feast was the offering and
waving of two leavened loaves of wheaten flour,
together with a sin-ofi'ering, burnt-offerings, and
peace-offerings (Lv 23"-*'(H )). As a wave-sheaf was
iiffered at Mnzzith, which marked the commencement of harvest, as the consecratiim of the firstfruits, so two wave-loaves were offered at Pentecost,
which marked the completion of the com harvest.
The feast is not referred to in OT, but see 2 Mao
12», Ac2'20", 1 Co 16» (cf. Edersheim,
Temple,
pp. 225-231).
nS^rn jn, iopri)
(3) The Feast of Tabernacles.
CKTiruv, F. of Tabernacles or Booths ('l^v 23**, Dt
16"); TC><C '(3. (op^n crvPTeXtlaf (Ex 23"'|, io/n-r)
iri'i'a^ury^t (Ex 34*^), the F. of liiL'atliering.
This
feast was observed from the 15lh to the 22n<l of
Tisri (the seventh month), following closely upon

TU

—
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the Fast on the 10th day of the month the Day of
Atonement.
It marked the completion of the
harvest of fruit, oil, and wine, and historicallj- it
commemorated the wanderings in tlie wilderness.
It was the harvest-home at the close of the year,
when people came from the villages and towns to
the fruit gardens to live in bootlis, and enjoy a
happy autumn holiday' (Ex 23" (J) 34-'' (JE),
Lv 23"-*'; »»-"(PH), Nu 29'»-«' (P), Dt IS''""' 31"'-'»).
The sacrifices at this feast were far more numerous
than at any other. On each of the seven da\-s
of the goats was offered as a sin-offering,
1 kid
and 2 rams and 14 lambs as a burnt-offering.
Also 70 bullocks were offered on the seven days,
beginning with 13 on the first day and diminishing
by one each day until on the 7th day 7 were
oifered (Nu 29'-"**).
After the seven days a solemn
day of holy convocation was observed the last
day, that great day of the feast,' Jn 7"), whicli
'

'

(

'

'

marked the conclusion, not only of the Feast of
Tabernacles, but of the whole cycle of the festal
year. On this day 1 bullock, 1 ram, and 7 lambs
were offered as a bumt-offering, and 1 goat
for a sin-offering (Nu 29''-'').
The feast is alluded
8» l^'^ 2 Ch 5' 7*"-, Ezr 3\ Neh 8"-'»,
to in 1

K

Zee 14"-'», Jn 7'-10»'.
On the later ceremonies
connected with the feast, e.g. the procession to
SUoam to fetch water and its solemn libation at
the altar (Jn 7"), the singing of the Hallel (Pss
113-118), the daily processions round the altar,
and the sevenfold repetition on the seventh day
(Ps 118'-"), the lighting of the four great golden
candelabra in the court of the women (Jn 8'^), the
singing of Pss 105. 29. 50. 94. 81. 82, and the
public reading of the law on the first day of the
week in the Sabbatical year, see Edersheim, The
Temple, etc., ch. xiv. pp. 232-249 Westcott on St.
John, notes on ch. 7^ 8'-. [On the daily service,
which formed the substratum of the entire worship
of the Temple, the morning and evening sacrifices
which were offered on every Sabbath and every
festival day, see Scliiirer, II,/P ii. 273-299.]
III. The Minor Festivals. —(1) The Feast
In 2 Mac IS** it is
of Pnrim (Dl'3, <j>povpal).
called 17 MopSoxai'/ci) v/Upa,
Mordecai's Day.' It
is said
to have been instituted by Mordecai
to commemorate the overthrow of Hainan and
tlie failure of his plots against the Jews (Est 3'
9"-»=).
It was held on the 14th and 15th of
the month Adar (the twelfth month). The 13th
of Adar
the day of Nicanor
originally a
feast to commemorate his death (1 Mac 7^', 2 Mac
15**), at a later time became a fast
'the Fast of
Esther' in preparation for the Feast of Purim,
which was of a very joyous character. De Lag:irdo
;

—

'

—

'

'

—
—

—

(fcillowed

by Schultz,

OT

Thcol. p. 431,

and Kmyl.

9th ed. vol. xx. p. 115) thinks that the feast
which dates from the Persian period is itself of
Persian origin, Purim being derived from the
Persian Furdigan (I'ordigaii, Pardiyan) the <povpnala
and (fioupSiaot one of thedreek recensions of Esther
pointing to a form (povpSaia in.stead of Purim.
Edersheim identifies the F. of Purim with the
unnamed feast in Jn 5', 'for no other feast could
have intervened between December (Jn 4") and
the Pfuisover (Jn 0^), except that of the " Dedication of the Tem])le," and that is specially designated as such (.In lO'-'^) and not simply as a Feast
of the Jews' (y'Ac Temple, etc., p. 2!il).
On the
eveninj; of the 13th of Adar the whole Book
{Megilfah or Roll) of Esther was read at the synagogue service, to keep the memory of the great
deliverance by Esther alive, the chihlren raising
their loudest and angriest cries at every mention
of the name of Hainan, the congregation stamping
on the floor, with Eiustern demonstraiivene.ss, and
imprecating from every voice the curse, " Let his
name be blotted out, the name of the wicked shall
lirit.

'

;
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Year by year in the Nazareth synagogue
Jesus must have seen and heard all this, and how
the reader tried to read in one breath the verses in
which Haman and Iiis sons are jointly mentioned,
to show that they were hanged together' (Geikie,
Edersheim
The Life and Words of Christ, i. 226).
(The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, i.
good cheer and boisterous
229) speaks of the
enjoyments' of the Feast of Purim, some of its
customs almost reminding ua of our fifth of
'

November.'
(2) The Feast of the Dedication

oftlie

Temple

n-;n njjq, iy^alvia, 1 Mac 4«-»9, 2 Mac lO"*-;
It was instituted by
Jos. Ant. XII. vii. 7).
Maccabseus in B.C. 164, when the temple

(nsin,
<t>(oTa,

—

Judas
which
had been desecrated by Antiochus Epiphanes
was once more purified and re dedicated to
-

It commenced on the 25th
the service of J".
of Chislev (the ninth month), and lasted for
'
eight days.
All through the land the people
assembled in their synagogues, carrying branches
of palm and other trees in their hands, and
No fast or mourning
held jubilant services.
could commence during the feast, and a blaze of
torches
illuminated every
lanterns,
and
lamps,
house, within and without, each evening.
In
Jerusalem the temple itself was thus lighted up.
The youn" of every household heard the stirring
deeds of tue Maccabees, to rouse them to noble
emulation, and with these were linked the story
of the heroic Judith and the Assyrian Holofemes
'

The Life and Words o" Christ, vol. i.
It will be noticed that in four particulars
p. 225).
the Feast of the Dedication resembled the Feast of
Tabernacles, (l)in its duration of eight days (2)
in the chanting of the Hallel (Pss 113-118)
(3) in
the practice of carrying palm branches (4) in the
illumination of the temple. Edersheim, in The
Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, ii. 227 f.,
thinks that the first three particulars were derived
from the Feast of the Taoemacles, and that the
last (the temple illumination) passed from the
(Geikie,

;

;

;

Feast of the Dedication into the observances of the
Feast of Tabernacles. The date of the Feast of
the Dedication, the 25th of Chislev, some hold to
have been adopted by the ancient Church as that
of the birth of our blessed Lord Christmas— the
dedication of the true temple, which was the body
of Jesus (Jn 2") (Edersheim, The Temple, etc.,
293, and ' Christmas a Festival of Jewish
p.
Origin in The Leisure Hour for Dec. 1873). The
F. of the Dedication is mentioned in Jn 10~.
(3) The Feast oj Wood Offering or of the Woodcarriers, (vXoipoplw (Jos. BJ, II. xvii. 6), on the 15th
of Abib being the last of the nine occasions on
which offerings of wood were brought for the use
of the temple (cf. Neh lO** \3").
The Feast of the Reading of the Law (1 Es 9",
Neh 8*) Tlie Feast of Nicnnor on the 13th of Adar
1 Mac 7*')
The Feast of the Captured Fortress on
the 23rd of lyyar (the second month) (1 Mae 13»"-»-)
and The Feast of Baskets, evidently never attained

—

'

—
;

;

(

'

any

real religious significance
(see Schultz,
Theol. i. 431, and Edersheim, The Temple, etc.,
295 f., on the Feast of Wood Ottering).
'

OT

IV. Fasts.

—

(1)

The

Day of Atonement. — oV
Day of the Coverings or
and 23='-'= (H), Ex 301" (P),

C'lssn, iiiUpa i^iKaanov, lit.

Atonements (Lv 16 (P)
Nu 29'"" (P)). It was the onlv fast day prescribed
by the law (Lv 23-'' (H)). In the Talmud it is

The Day

NT

in the
it is called ' the
The sacrifices were threefold : (1) the ordinary daily sacrifices; (2) the
special expiatory sacrifices of the day ; (3) the
festive sacrifices (Nu 29'-").
The characteristic

called
fast,'

'

Ti

yri<rreia

'

(Ac

(n-v)

;

27").

feature of the day was the otTering of the sin-olfering of atonement by the high priest alone (Lv 16^)

— not

in
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rot."

to

;:

his gorgeous otticial dress, but in

the

simple white linen robes of purity and consecration
(Lv 16^- 2»-*' 23-"- '>-, Nu 29').
The order of proceedings is given in Lv 16. In
w.*-'" we have the general outline, in vv."-** the
details,

which were as follows:

The

(1)

killing of

the bullock by the high priest as a sin-ofl'ering for
himself and his house (2) the burning of incense
in the Holy of Holies by the high priest (3) the
sprinkling of the mercy -seat (IXajT-f/pto)' iirlde/uL) with
the blood of the priest's sin-ofl'ering (4) the casting
lots upon the goats of the people's sin-ofl'ering, one
goat for J", one for Azazel (^!«!;?, Philo, 'The one
goat is given to " the fugitive creature," and the lot
which it received is named in the prophecy " sent
away " [referring to dTroTro/nTraroi' by which the LXX
tr.SiNi^], because it ispersecuted, expelled, anddriven
faraway by wisdom.' Willis,' Azazel, the name of
a personal being, in opposition to J", the personal
name of God.' Schultz, 'Some powerful being to
whom the animal is assigned, and to whom it is
sent with the now forgiven guilt of the reconciled
people.
.
This being must be conceived of as
strange and unholy.
An Aramaic name for
an unclean and ungodlike power, which has its
abode in the wilderness, in tne accursed land outWatson in
side the sacred bounds of the camp.'
Camb. Com,p. to the Bible, Azazel, the completely
separate one, the evil spirit regarded as dwelling
in the desert').
See Azazel. (5) The killing of
the goat of the people's sin-offering by the high
priest; (6) the sprinkling of the mercy-seat with
the blood of the people's sin-offering ; (7) the
sprinkling of the blood of each sin-ofl'ering on the
golden altar of incense and before it seven times
(8) atonement for the court and altar of bumtotfering
(9) confession of sin over the live goat,
and his dismissal into the wilderness to Azazel
(10) resumption by the high priest of the gorgeous
robes of his office; (11) the offering of burntofl'erings and burning the fat of the sm-offerings
(12) the burning of the sin-offerings without the
camp (He 13'°''^). The chief purpose of the Day of
Atonement was to preserve the holiness of the
sanctuary as a fit place of meeting between God
;

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

'

;

;

and man. There were five subjects of atonement
(1) The Holy Sanctuary (i.e. the Holy of Holies)(2) the Tent of Meeting (i.e. the Holy Place)
(3) the
;

(i.e. of bumt-oflering)
the congregation.
It is significant that there

altar

;

(4)

the priest

;

(5) all

is no mention of the
of Atonement until Sir 50'^-.
Zee 3° is doubtful.
In Neh 8 it might have been expected.
Neh
Y7Sb_938 records (1) the observance of the Feast of
Trumpets on the first day of the seventh month of
the year B.C. 444 ; (2) the celebration of the Fe-ist
of Tabernacles, including the reading of the books
of the law day by day, from the 15tn to the 22nd
of the same month (3) the observance of a day of
general fasting and prayer on the 24th day of the

Day

;

same month.

Either the 24th day was observed in
place of the Day of Atonement on the lOtli dav, or
the latter had not yet been appointed.
It is
difficult to avoid the latter alternative.
This
down to that
testimonium e silentio is enough
date (B.C. 444) the great day of the Priestly code
(now introduced for the first time) had not existed
(Wellhausen, Prolegomena, p. 111). For the references in the NT see Ro 3'-"* (iKaar-fipiov, rria:), He 2"
'

;

'

gi-« gii-it 1310-12
1 Jn
2" 4"
Worship of the Old Covenant, pp.
201-214; Edersheim, The Temple, etc., ch. xvi.
See further. Atonement (Day of).
pp. 263-288).
414-I8 51-10
(IXacTjuo's)

gis. JO

'ya2-28

(Willis,

—

The Dayof Atonement was the
(2) Other Fasts.
onlv fast day prescribed by the law. But we read
of indiWdual and national fasts in Jg 20'-'*, 1 S 7'
31", 2 S 12", 1 K 21»- '" ", Jon 3'- \ .fer 14''' 30"'- »,
La 2'», Jl l" 2'-- », Is .58'-', Neh 0"'-, Est 4-«, Dn 10»,
1 Mac 3".
Two passages in Zee call for comment,
''•

.
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Group,

Feast or Fut.

1.

Exodua,

1623-*)

Sabbath

Leritaciu.

208

193 2SS2fl3

Numben.

AND

Deutero-

References outside
Peatateuch.

nomy.

163M6289-10 Sis-U

1

8

662^8

Is

Hos
40111

3.

Sabbatical Montb,
Feast of Trumpets

i.

Sabbatical Tear

6.

1010 2S11-"31 298

2SM.K

2310.

U

1

Uafzdth

23»-U

12. 131-10
2314-17

Lk

31^,

Jn

51 18,

914-19.

813. «,

Col

l8

2l«.

i

NehSS-M

2Ch

151-11
319-13

Neh 1031,
Mac 653

3621,

Jer 34",

26*-*' 2717-2*

and

Passover

Mk

12'J-13,

CD-ID 1310-17

Am 85, IMac

1

Is 611-2 634,

9^14 2810-25

161-8.

U

Jos 50
2

10,

Ch

Ezk

2

Lk

Jer 34*

Ezk

14. 16. 17 (/),

1.

Ut

118-7,
1315-22,

Test.

Am 8°

Ps

205,

New

6S12,
Jer
Ezk 2012-18,

213,

113.1-1,

291-«

261-7.20 23
2632- 3S

Jubilee Tear

S

Referenres in

K 4a

20». «, 2

Neh89-I31ipi
17»-»7,

New Mooa

863
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231=3113-18
8421 S6S
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K

30. 35,

Rev

41*21,

211-e.

4617

Mt

2.321 23,

Ezr

261

5lk 141.12

2,

Lk

2-»221-7. 8,
Jn 213 64
1166 121 131 1828.39
14-18,

619,

4621

11-13-16,

Acta 124

1914,

1

Co

6*«.

2.

222» 2316. 18

Pentecost

2310-0

282M1

1«»-1S

2

Mao

1233

2334-36. S9-U

291140

1613-16
3110-13

1K82

1232,

Ac

21 2018, 1

Co

168.

3422.26

t.

Tabernacle!

2316

349

Ezr 34

2Ch53 7», Jn

71-1021.

Zee

814-17,

1418-19

L Purim

Est

L

Dedication or Lights

1

916^32,

Mac

2

1

Mac

Jn

749,

51

(7).

1636

Mac 45»«,

2

Mac Jnl02».

106-7

Day

of

Atonement

297-U

MM*

Zee

8»(?), Sir 60««-

Ac

279, He 21* 414-16
6' 1" 619.20 723.28 81-8

1

E:-^

91116.

and 8". In T*"' Zechariah, in answer to an inquiry put to him by the men of liethel about fastinj;, declares that J" demamis no fasts, but only
observance of His moral commands. Two fasts
had been in observance in the 5th and 7th montlis
for seventy years,
tlie fast of the 5th month
(9th Abib), in memory of the destruction of the
city and temple by fire (2 K 25")
and the fast
of the 7tb month (2nd Tisri), in memory of the
murder of Gedaliah and the annihilation of all that
remained of the Jewish state (Jer 41). In ch. 8 he
pictures the Messianic future, when the fast days
willbecomesea-tonBof gladne.ss and cheerful feasts.
He adds to 7'° two other fasts the fa.st of the 4th
month (17th Tnmmuz), in memory of the capture
of Jerusalem (.ler .39-), and the fast of the 10th
nxinth (10th Tebetli), in memory of tht commencement of thesicKe of Jeru.-^alem by Nebuchadrezzar (2 K 25').
Zechariah knows nothin;; of
'the Fa.it' the Day of At<mement.
Later fa-sts
came into a position co-ordinate with the feasts,
ana became a stated and very important element
of the ordinary worship' (Wellhausen, PruUgu7'''

—

;

:

—

'

mena, 112). Fasting degenerated into formalism
and self-righteousness. In the NT cf. Mt 6""'- 9",

Mk

Lk

21"'-,

S""-

18",

Ac

27»,

2

Co

6»

11-''.

After the destruction of Jerusalem b.v Titus, the
system of fasts received such an impulse that it
was necessary to draw up a list of the daj's on
which fa.sting was forbidden. The present Jewi.sli
calendar contains twentj'-two fa.st-days, besides the
Day of Atonement, the Fast of Esther, and the
four fiusts of Zee 8'9 (Edersheim, The Temple, etc.,
pp. 297-301).

—

Edershclm, The Tempi*: iU Minuttry and
144-300, The Life and Tinier of Jfxiif the Mesgiah
The Li/e and Worde of Christ \\'cllhausen, Prolrnnmma, 83-120 Scliultz, OT Theology, i. 180. IW. 2112, 359-3419
372, 402.
On p. 350 will be found an exlmustive list of Cennni.
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